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PREFACE  TO  THE  FOURTH  EDITION. 

This  edition  to  the  Code  of  Georgia  was  prepared  by  authority  of  an  Act  of  the  General  As- 
sembly, approved  the  16th  of  September,  1881. 

We  have  spared  neither  time  nor  labor  in  our  endeavor  to  furnish  to  the  bar  and  people  of  Geor- 
gia a  useful,  valuable  book.  The  result  cf  that  endeavor  is  now  submitted  to  the  candid  judg- 

ment of  a  generous  profession,  and  a  just  people. 
AVe  may  not  claim  that  it  is  perfect,  but  we  do  say  that  we  have  toiled  late  and  early  to  make 

it  as  nearly  so  as  human  effort  could  compass  such  an  end. 
The  undertaking,  from  first  to  last,  involved  great  care,  vast  labor  and  patient  toil,  and  all 

these  have  been  faithfully  bestowed. 
The  revision  and  thorough  annotation  of  a  book  like  the  Code  of  Georgia  is  a  task  that  has 

nothing  easy  about  it.  In  executing  the  task  assumed  by  us,  we  have  endeavored  to  present  an 
edition  of  the  Code  embodying  the  following  features  : 

1.  An  accurate  and  thorough  revision  of  the  statutes,  so  as  to  conform  to  the  Constitution  of 
1877,  striking  out  the  repealed  sections,  with  a  reference,  in  every  instance,  to  the  repealing  law  ; 
noting  all  amendments,  and  inserting  all  statutes  pass-  d  since  1873,  including  the  laws  of  the  ses- 

sion of  1880-1.  This  was  attended  with  no  little  difficulty.  In  quite  a  number  of  instances  the 
Legislature  has  passed  many  statutes  upon  the  same  subject,  sometimes  enacting  in  partthesame 
thing,  with  additions  or  variations,  and  at  other  .times  changing  the  law  so  as  to  make  the 
question  of  repeal  or  no  repeal  a  matter  of  construction,  and  as  we  had  no  power  to  make  or  con- 

strue the  law,  and  did  not  feel  at  liberty  to  sift  and  analize  the  statutes  on  a  given  subject,  and  thus 
determine  what  was  the  law  on  that  subject,  in  all  cases  of  doubt,  we  inserted  all  the  statutes, 
leaving  it  to  the  Courts  to  decide  what  was  repealed  and  what  was  not  repealed,  and  to  determine 
the  law  by  construing  all  the  statutes  together. 

2.  A  full  annotation  of  the  entire  Code,  by  references  to  the  decisions  of  our  Supreme  Court, 
from  the  first  volume  to  the  date  of  publication.  These  references  have  been  made  fuller  than 
heretofore,  so  as  to  show  not  only  the  subject  to  which  the  decisions  relate,  but  also,  as  far  as 
practicable,  the  points  decided.  The  references  are  sometimes  to  the  body  of  the  decisions,  and 
not  always  to  the  page  on  which  the  case  begins. 

3.  In  addition-to  the  references  to  the  Georgia  Reports, we  have  referred  to  other  authorities,  a  list 
of  which  will  be  found  in  the  Appendix.  Some  of  these  consirue  our  statutes,  others  show  the 
sources  from  which  the  sections  of  the  Code  were  derived,  or  the  changes  made  by  the  statutes, 
and  others  construe  statutes  similai  to  our  own. 

4.  We  have  retained  the  marginal  references  to  the  old  statutes,  thus  enabling  the  practitioner, 
officer,  or  citizen  to  trace  the  history  of  those  sections  of  the  (ode  upon  which  there  was 

legislation  prior  to  1863,  the  letter  "  C     in  these  references  indicating  Cobb's  New  Digest. 5.  We  have  not  changed  the  numbers  of  the  sections  of  the  Code  of  1873.  They  have  been 
cited  by  our  Supreme  Court  for  nearly  ten  years,  and  hence  they  have  been  retained.  The  added 
sections  are  indicated  by  letters,  and  are  so  referred  to  in  the  index.  We  have  also  retained  the 

the  numbers  of  the  sections  of  Irwin's  Code  of  1868,  and  have  added  the  numbers  of  the  sec- 
tions of  the  Code  of  1863,  where  the  sections  are  still  of  force.  Thus  the  Courts,  lawyers,  and 

people  of  the  State  can  see  the  law  as  it  was  in  1863,  and  in  1868.  and  what  it  is  now.  The  first 

number  refers  to  the  present  Code,  the  second  to  Irwin's  Code,  and  the  third  fo  the  (ode  of  1863, 
and  where  there  has  been  any  change  in  the  section  since  1863,  there  is  a  reference  in  the  margin 
to  the  statute  or  statutes  by  which  the  change  was  made. 

6.  In  the  Appendix,  we  have  given  the  Constitution  of  1877,  and  the  Constitution  of  the 
United  States,  both  of  which  are  annotated  with  references  to  the  decisions  of  our  own  Supreme 
Court,  and  the  Supreme  Court  of  the  United  States,  and  to  standard  text  books  on  the  subject. 

7.  The  new  Rules  of  Practice  will  be  found  in  the  appendix,  with  annotations  and  references 
to  the  decisions  of  the  Supreme  Court  of  Georgia  thereon. 

8.  We  have  also  given  a  Table  of  Cases  in  the  Supreme  Court  of  Georgia,  which  have  been 
overruled,  criticised,  doubted,  or  explained,  or  the  law  of  which  has  been  changed  or  modified  by 
the  Code  of  the  State. 

9.  The  Index  has  been  the  subject  of  anxious  care  and  painstaking.  It  is  considerably  en- 
larged, the  heads  multiplied,  and  the  matter  distributed  under  as  many  heads  as  it  was  thought 

at  all  advisable.  Under  the  principal  or  larger  heads,  we  have  endeavored  to  arrange  the  subdi- 
visions alphabetically.  Where  the  subdivisions  were  not  numerous  we  have  ignored  the  alpha- 
betical arrangement.  We  have  some  doubt  whether  or  not  the  profession  will  be  pleased  with 

this  alphabetical  arrangement,  as  it  often  reverses,  and  sometimes  confuses,  the  natural  and 

. 
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logical  order  in  which  the  law  of  a  particular  Chapter  or  Article  comes  in  the  Code.  Be  this  as 
it  may,  many  lawyers  thought  the  alphabetical  arrangement  would  be  best,  and  we  have  com- 

plied with  their  wishes  on  the  subject.  We  sincerely  hope  that  the  index  will  be  satisfactory. 
Let  all  who  use  the  book  be  just  enough  to  keep  in  mind,  that  the  five  thousand  or  more  sections 
of  the  Code  cannot,  with  any  sort  of  propriety,  be  re- written  in  the  index.  We  feel  very  sure 
that  any  one  at  all  familiar  with  the  contents  and  law  of  the  Code,  can,  by  the  present  index, 
readily  find  any  desired  section. 

In  regard  to  the  annotations,  the  plan  has  been  to  put  under  each  section  the  authorities  relat- 
ing to,  or  illustrating  its  provisions  ;  the  citations  to  the  Georgia  Reports  coming  first,  and  the 

citations  of  other  authorities  following,  but  separated  by  sufficient  space  to  indicate  the  difference 
between  the  two  sorts  of  references.  The  same  order  is  observed  in  the  General  Notes  at  the  end 
of  the  articles  or  chapters,  with  the  additional  distinction  that  those  citing  the  Georgia  Reports 
are  headed  "General  Note,"  while  those  citing  other  authorities  are  headed  so  as  to  show  the 
topics,  thus:  "General  Note  on  Principal  and  Agent." 

There  are  so  many  collateral  sections  in  the  Code  that  it  has  been  impossible  to  arrange  under 
•each  section  of  the  Code,  where  there  are  several  kindred  sections,all  the  authorities  that  might 
be  there  grouped.  Hence,  in  consulting  the  annotations,  resort  should  be  had  not  only  to  those 
under  a  particular  section  but  those  under  the  collateral  sections  given  in  the  margin.  Thus, 
the  conclusiveness  of  judgments  is  stated  in  sections  2897,  3577,  3826,  under  each  of  which  refer- 

ences to  authorities  are  given,  and  all  of  which  should  be  examined  by  any  one  desiring  to  con- 
sult the  citations  exhaustively.  Sometimes,  but  not  always, the  notes  themselves  direct  attention 

to  notes  on  same  subject  found  elsewhere. 
The  mark/ indicates  Ibid.  Thus  in  4  Ga.,  etc.,  86,  9/27,  the  latter  means  9  Ga.,  27.  The  same  mark 

is  used  in  the  references  to  other  series  of  reports. 
The  small  letters  a.  b.  c,  etc.  located  in  the  sections  at  particular  words  or  phrases  are  intend- 
ed to  guide  the  ̂ ye  to  authorities  bearing  on  the  subject  of  such  particular  words  or  phrases. 
Additional  information  as  to  the  general  authorities  cited  will  be  found,  after  the  Index,  accom- 

panying a  list  of  abbreviations  used,  etc.,  which  all  who  use  these  references  are  requested  to 
consult. 

It  is  probably  proper  to  say,  that  in  dividing  our  labors  on  the  Code,  it  was  left  to  the  under- 
signed George  N.  Lester,  to  revise  and  arrange  the  statute  law  of  the  book,  and  to  prepare  the 

index.  Mr.  Rowell  prepared  the  annotations  and  references  to  the  decisions  of  the  Supreme 
Court  of  Georgin,and  the  table  of  overruled  and  criticised  cases,  andMr.  Hill  prepared  the  notes  and 
references  to  the  other  authorities  referred  to.  Mr.  Hill  also  gave  valuable  assistance  in  arranging 
the  sub-divisions  of  the  index  in  alphabetical  order. 

This  edition  of  the  Code,  with  its  plan,  arrangement,  and  execution,  so  far  as  it  had  gone  when 
he  examined  it,  was  submitted,  by  resolution  of  the  General  Assembly,  to  Hon.  Clifford  Anderson, 
Attorney-General,  and  his  report  is  hereunto  annexed.  GEO.  N.  LESTER, C.  ROWELL, 

W.  B.  HILL. 

Attorney-General's  Office,  Atlanta,  Ga.,  July  13th,  1881. 
To  the  Honorable,  the  President  of  the  Senate  and  Speaker  of  the  House  of  Representatives : 

By  direction  of  the  General  Assembly,  I  have  carefully  examined  the  revision  prepared  by 
Messrs.  Geo.  N.  Lester,  Walter  B.  Hill,  and  C.  Rowell,  of  the  "  Codeof  1873,"  asfaras  it  has  been 
completed.  It  comprises  all  the  statute  law  believed  to  be  now  of  force  in  this  State.  When 
the  Acts  which  may  be  passed  during  the  present  session  of  the  General  Assembly  shall  have 
been  added,  the  work  will  be  finished.  I  do  not  hesitate  to  state  that  if  what  remains  to  be  done 
is  as  faithfully  performed  as  that  submitted  for  my  examination,  it  will  be  as  nearly  accurate 
and  complete  in  all  its  parts  as  any  human  undertaking  can  reasonably  be  expected  to  attain. 

It  is  believed  that  all  those  portions  of  the  Code  of  1873,  which  have  been  repealed  by  subse- 
quent legislation,  or  superseded  by  the  Constitution  of  1877,  have  been  omitted  ;  and  that  every 

Act  of  a  general  nature  passed  since  1873,  occupies  its  appropriate  place  in  the  new  revision. 
Pursuing  the  plan  hitherto  adopted  in  all  cases  of  doubt  whether  statutes  have  been  repealed  or 
are  still  of  force,  they  have  been  retained,  to  be  passed  on  by  the  Courts.  I  have  not  had  time 
since  the  work  was  submitted  to  me  to  examine  all  the  marginal  notes  of  reference  to  the  decis- 
sions  of  the  Supreme  Court,  and  tracing  the  history  of  particular  legislation,  I  have  formed  my 
opinion  of  this  part  of  it  from  numerous  specimens  submitted  to  me  by  the  revisers.  On  the  whole, 
I  cordially  commend  the  new  revision  to  the  favorable  action  of  the  General  Assembly.  It  is  timely, 
if  not  absolutely  necessary,  and  the  demand  for  such  a  work  is  general  if  not  universal. 

Very  respectfully,  CLIFFORD  ANDERSON,# 
Attorney- General  of  Georgia. 



PREFACE. 

PREFACE  TO  THE  ORIGINAL  CODE. 

By  an  Act  of  the  General  Assembly,  assented  to  9th  December,  1858,  provision  was  made  for 
the  election  of  three  Commissioners,  "to  prepare  for  the  people  of  Georgia  a  Code,  which  should, 
as  near  as  practicable,  embrace,  in  a  condensed  form,  the  Laws  of  Georgia,  whether  derived 
from  the  Common  Law,  the  Constitutions,  the  Statutes  of  the  State,  the  Decisions  of  the  Supreme 

Court,  or  the  Statutes  of  England  of  force  in  this  State." 
David  Irwin,  Hon.  Herschell  V.  Johnson  and  Iverson  L.  Harris  were  elected  Commissioners, 

under  the  provisions  of  this  Act.  The  last  two  named,  declining  the  position,  his  Excellency, 
Governor  Brown,  supplied  the  vacancies  by  the  appointment  of  Thomas  R.  R.  Cobb  and  Richard 
H.  Clark,  who  were  also  elected  by  the  Legislature  at  its  session  next  after  they  were  appointed. 

Thus  organized,  the  Commissioners  commenced  the  work  assigned  them. 
Looking  alone  to  the  words  of  the  Act,  the  object  contemplated  by  the  Legislature  swelled 

into  a  project,  the  magnitude  of  which  would  have  deterred  the  boldest  adventurer,  if  its  accom- 
plishment did  not  strike  his  mind  as  being  utterly  impossible.  The  Commissioners,  however, 

did  not  believe  that  such  a  construction  of  the  Act  was  a  proper  interpretation  of  the  Legislative 
will,  but  construed  it  as  requiring  a  Code  which  should  embody  the  great  fundamental  principles 
of  our  jurisprudence,  from  whatsoever  source  derived,  together  with  such  Legislative  enact- 

ments of  the  State  as  the  wants  and  circumstances  of  our  people  had,  from  time  to  time,  shown 
to  be  necessary  and  proper. 

Such  a  Code  will  furnish  all  the  information,  on  the  subject  of  Law,  required  either  by  the 
citizen  or  the  subordinate  Magistrate. 

Thus  interpreting  the  Act  of  the  Legislature  prescribing  their  duties,  the  Commissioners 
entered  upon  the  discharge  of  those  duties,  seeking  not  only  to  condense  and  arrange  the  verbose 
and  somewhat  chaotic  mass  of  the  Statutes  of  Georgia,  but  also  to  interweave  therewith  those 
great  leading  principles  of  jurisprudence  necessary  to  fill  out  and  make  perfect  the  body  of  our 
laws,  of  which  the  Statutes  constituted  but  disjointed  parts. 

In  such  an  undertaking,  the  Commissioners  could  not  hope  for  complete  success  ;  but  to 
attain  it  as  near  as  possible,  they  have  spared  neither  pains-taking  nor  labor.  How  far  they  have 
succeeded  in  their  effort,  is  submitted  to  the  judgment  of  a  generous  profession  and  a  generous 
public. 

The  Code  is  divided  into  four  parts,  as  follows  : 
PART  I. — The  Political  and  Public  Organization  of  the  State  :  Which  treats  of  the 

Boundary,  Divisions,  Sub-divisions  of  the  State,  and  the  Municipal  Organization  and  Regulations 
thereof. 

PART  II. — The  Civil  Code  :  Which  treats  of  Rights,  Wrongs,  and  Remedies. 
PART  III. — The  Code  of  Practice:  Which  treats  of  the  Various  Methods  of  Enforcing 

Rights  and  Redressing  Wrongs,  together  with  the  Law  of  Pleading  and  Evidence,  and  the  Prac- 
tice of  the  Courts. 

PART  IV. — Penal  Laws:  Which  treats  of  Crimes  and  Misdemeanors,  Trial  and  Punishment, 
and  is  sub-divided  into:  First — Penal  Code  for  the  Trial  and  Punishment  of  white  persons, 
to  which  is  added  a  XVI  Division,  containing  the  Proceedings  in  Preliminary  Courts.  Second — 
Laws  for  the  Government  of  the  Penitentiary.  Third — Penal  Code  for  Slaves  and  Free  Persons 
of  Color. 

In  the  preparation  of  this  work,  the  Commissioners  have  endeavored  to  arrange  the  various 
subjects  under  appropriate  Titles,  Chapters,  Articles,  and  Sections,  except  the  Penal  Code,  in 
which,  for  the  purpose  of  convenient  reference,  the  original  Divisions  have  been  retained. 

The  paragraphs  are  numbered  from  the  beginning  to  the  end  of  the  book. 
Thus  prepared,  the  Code,  after  a  thorough  and  laborious  examination  by  a  Legislative  Com- 

mittee, was  submitted  to  the  Legislature,  and  on  the  19th  of  December,  1860,  was  "adopted  as 
the  Code  of  Georgia,  to  be  of  force  and  take  effect  on  the  1st  day  of  January,  1862." 

The  adopting  statue  further  provided,  that  all  laws  and  resolutions  of  a  public  and  general 

cha"acter,  passed  at  the  session  of  the  Legislature  in  the  year  1860,  and  also  the  Laws  of  Georgia 
having  reference  to  the  city  of  Savannah,  should  be  incorporated  in  and  made  part  of  the  Code, 
and  that  the  duties  and  powers  of  the  Commissioners  should  be  continued  to  that  end,  with  au- 

thority to  place  the  same  in  the  Code,  in  proper  form  and  connection,  and  to  correct  any  conflicts 
that  might  be  created  thereby,  with  existing  provisions. 

On  the  18th  of  March,  1861,  a  Convention  of  the  People,  then  in  session, 
Resolved,  That  in  the  publication  of  the  Code,  it  should  be  made  to  conform  to  the  Govern- 

ment of  the  Confederate  States,  instead  of  the  Government  of  the  United  States,  from  which 
Georgia  had  then  but  recently  seceded,  and  also  that  the  Constitution  of  the  Confederate  States 
should  be  published  as  part  of  the  Code. 

A  compliance  with  these  provisions  required  an  almost  entire  revision  of  the  Code,  and 
added  greatly  to  the  labor,  as  well  as  to  the  difficulties  in  the  way  of  perfect  success. 

It  is  but  an  act  of  justice  to  the  Publishers  to  state  that  the  typographical  errors  which  appear 
in  the  book  are  mainly  attributable  to  the  frequent  change  of  printers  during  the  progress  of  its 
publication,  resulting  from  the  excited  and  unsettled  stateof  our  national  affairs.  No  less  than 
eleven  printers,  who  were  at  one  time  or  another  engaged  in  printing  this  Code,  are  now  in  the 
service  of  the  Confederate  States. 

The  errors  alluded  to  have  been  corrected  in  an  Errata,  which  will  be  found  at  the  end  of  the 
index,  and  to  which  the  special  attention  of  the  reader  is  invited. 
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Many  of  the  rules  of  the  Supreme  and  Superior  Courts,  having  been  superseded  by  legislative 
■enactments,  and  decisions  of  the  Courts,  and  others  being  embodied  in  this  Code  under  appro- 

priate heads,  it  is  believed  that  the  rules  of  both  Courts  should  undergo  a  revision  by  the  proper authorities,  and  therefore  they  are  omitted  in  this  book. 
As  constant  references  will  be  made  to  the  Code,  not  only  by  the  Bench  and  Bar  of  the  State, 

but  also  by  the  various  public  officers  and  citizens  who  are  not  lawyers,  the  Commissioners  have 
endeavored  to  make  the  index  copious  and  full,  and  to  distribute  the  matter  under  as  many  heads 
as  it  could  be  appropriately  placed,  in  order  that  what  is  sought  for  may  be  readilv  found. 

The  Commissioners  submit  to  the  people  of  Georgia  the  result  of  their  labors,  and  ask  for  it  a 
patient  examination,  sufficient,  at  least  to  understand  the  plan,  arrangement  and  execution  of 
the  work;  and  if,  after  that,  it  be  not  approved  by  the  public,  we  can  but  regret  it. DAVID  IRWIN, 

THOMAS  R.  R.  COBB, 
R.  H.  CLARK. 

REPORT  OF  THE  COMMITTEE. 

To  the  General  Assembly  of  the  State  of  Georgia  : 

The  Committee  appointed  under  the  resolution  of  the  last  session  of  this  General  Assembly 
(assented  to  16th  December,  1859.)  to  meet  the  Commissioners  appointed  under  an  Act  to  provide 
for  the  Codification  of  the  Laws  of  Georgia,  (approved  19th  of  December,  1858,)  at  the  capitol  in 
Milledgevilie,  at  least  twenty  days  before  the  meeting  of  this  present  session  of  the  General  As- 

sembly, for  the  purpose  of  revising  and  fully  examining  said  Code,  respectfully  report : 
That  they  have  discharged  the  duty  devolved  upon  them  by  said  resolution,  and  the  following 

is  the  result  of  their  investigations: 
Referring  to  said  Act  of  the  9th  of  December  1858,  your  Committee  find  that  it  was  made  the 

duty  of  the  Commissioners  thereby  appointed,  to  prepare  for  the  people  of  Georgia  a  Code  which 
shall,  as  near  as  possible, embrace  in  a  condensed  form  the  Laws  of  Georgia, whether  derived  from 
the  Common  Law,  the  Constitution  of  the  State,  the  Statutes  of  the  State,  the  Decisions  of  the 
■Supreme  Court,  or  the  Statutes  of  England  of  force  in  this  State. 

With  this  enlarged  and  extensive  chart  of  the  powers  and  duties  of  said  Commissioners  before 
your  Committee,  and  as  directory  as  well  to  compilation  as  in  the  revision  and  examination  of 
said  Code,  they  caused  each  and  every  section  thereof  to  be  fully  and  carefully  read  before  them  ; 
and  they  present  as  their  unanimous  conclusion,  that  said  Commissioners  have  kept  themselves 
fully  and  carefully  within  the  pale  of  the  powers  and  duties  conferred. 

The  mingling  together  in  condensed  and  intelligible  form  the  Common  and  Statute  Laws, 
Constitutional  Provisions,  and  Court  Decisions,  and  thus  to  place  the  whole  body  of  all  the  law 
within  the  reach  of  the  people,  was,  in  the  opinion  of  yonr  Committee,  the  great  end  aimed  at 
by  the  Legislature,  and  this  end  has  been  kept  in  view,  and,  to  every  practicable  and  attainable 
extent,  ably  and  efficiently  accomplished  by  the  Commissioners. 

A  Code  so  entirely  extensive  in  its  aims  and  purposes  as  to  define  in  intelligible  form  and  lan- 
guage out  of  the  body  of  the  great  system  of  the  Common  Law  existing  time  whereof  the  mem- 

ory of  man  runneth  not  to  the  contrary,  mischiefs  and  rights,  duties  and  obligations,  and  to  pre- 
sent in  intimate  and  close  connection  therewith  Constitutional  and  Statutory  Provisions,  and  the 

judicial  exposition  and  construction  thereof  for  their  redress  and  enforcement,  is  of  rare,  if  not 
in  the  Code  now  presented,  of  original  occurrence.  Your  Committee  intended  to  say  that  it  has 
not  been  before  s  >  extensively  attempted,  that  the  citizen  should  be  referred  to  the  whole  em- 

bodiment of  the  law  in  a  single  volume  to  be  exactly  informed  what  are  his  rights  in  any  and 
every  exigency,  anu,  what  his  remedies  for  their  enforcement  and  protection.  And  it  need  hardly 
be  added  that  to  the  large  degree  in  which  the  offered  Code  accomplishes  this  great  desideratum, 
it  must  and  will  commend  itself  to  public  approval  and  acceptance.  As  your  Committee  have 
said,  in  the  discharge  of  the  duties  devolved  upon  them,  they  caused  each  and  every  section  of 
the  Code  to  be  read  before  them,  and  at  the  option,  or  upon  the  suggestion  of  any  one  of  its 
members,  its  sections  were  discussed,  canvassed,  and  amended,  enlarged  and  restricted  by  a  vote 
of  the  majority  ;  and  your  Committee  will  add,  that  the  codifiers  themselves,  being  present,  with 
scarce  a  single  exception,  approved,  acquiesced  in,  and  adopted  all  such  suggestions,  alterations, 
modifications,  enlargements,  or  restrictions,  as  your  Committee  thought  proper  to  make. 

Beyond  what  has  been  said,  the  limits  of  this  report  will  not  authorize  your  Committee  to 
enlarge. 

As  "the  result  of  their  investigations,"  and  in  full  view  of  the  delicate  responsib:lities 
thereby  incurred,  especially  if  their  further  suggestions  shall  receive  legislative  approval,  they 
do  not  hesitate,  with  entire  unanimity,  to  report  that  the  Commissioners  have  ably,  faithfully, 
and  efficiently  discharged  the  arduous  duties  imposed  upon  them,  and  with  like  unanimity 

recommend  the  legislative  sanction  and  adoption  of  that  which  they  present  as  "  The  Code  of 
Georgia." 
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In  the  further  anxious  discharge  of  their  duties,  the  thoughts  of  your  Committee  have  been 
necessarily  turned  to  consider  the  mode  in  and  by  which  this  can  be  done. 

The  importance  of  a  knowledge  of  the  contents  of  the  Code  to  a  satisfactory  and  well  consid- 
ered vote  for  its  adoption,  by  each  member  of  the  Legislature,  has,  on  the  one  hand,  pressed 

strongly  upon  us,  while  on  the  other,  the  utter  impossibility  of  canvassing  and  considering, 
within  any  reasonable  period  of  time,  the  four  thousand  paragraphs  embraced  therein,  has  pre- 

sented an  obstacle  almost,  if  not  absolutely  insurmountable. 
The  mere  reading  of  the  manuscript,  to  inform  and  enlighten  the  legislative  mind  as  to  its 

provisions,  would  occupy  more  than  half  the  time  limited  by  the  Constitution  to  a  legislative 
session.  Such  reading,,  accompanied  by  the  unquestioned  power  to  amend  and  discuss,  according 
to  the  varied  opinions  and  policy  of  our  three  hundred  members,  it  need  hardly  be  said,  would 
occupy,  to  say  the  very  least,  more  than  all  the  time  thus  limited. 

In  the  opinion,  then,  of  your  Committee,  to  read  without  amendment  and  discussion,  would 
be  idle  and  useless  waste  of  time  and  money;  and  to  read,  amend  and  discuss,  impracticable. 

Entertaining  these  opinions,  and  seeking  the  best  solution  of  the  difficulties,  your  Committee 
were  naturally  led  to  refer  to  the  precedents  set  and  acted  upon  by  your  sister  States  under  similar 
circumstances.  So  far  as  such  precedents  will  sanction  and  justify  the  recommendation  to  which 
they  are  led,  they  have  been  pleased  to  find  that,  in  almost  every  State,  Revised  Codes  have  been 
adopted  by  a  simple  Legislative  Act,  such  as  your  Committee  offer  with  this  report,  and  upon 
the  action  and  report  of  a  committee,  leaving:  other  considerations,  amendments  and  discussions, 
of  course,  to  the  power  and  wisdom  of  the  Legislature  after  publication. 

With  the  exception  of  Virginia,. your  Committee  believe  that  the  action  of  the  States  has 
been  uniformly  such  as  they  now  recommend.  In  that  State  the  other  policy  was  pursued. 
Each  section  of  its  Code  was  subjected  to  a  thorough  revision,  and  separate  adoption  by  its 
whole  Legislative  Department.  The  result  was  that  its  session  was  extended  to  a  period  over 
six  months,  and,  of  course,  at  a  very  great  cost  to  the  State.  Your  Committee,  from  a  partial 
and  cursory  examination  of  the  Code  of  that  State,  will  be  permitted  to  add,  in  no  censorious 
spirit,  that  the  benefit  of  this  course  is  not  manifest  in  the  results.  Other  Codes  adopted  upon 
the  plan  which  your  Committee  feel  constrained  to  suggest,  compare  most  favorably  with  this 
Code  of  Virginia. 

Your  Committee  believe  that  they  could  give  satisfactory  reasons  for  the  opinion  entertained, 
that  the  labor,  time  and  money  which  might  be  expended  in  a  legislative  reading,  revision  and 
examination  of  the  Code,  might  be  really  detrimental,  rather  than  beneficial,  to  its  efficiency, 
harmony,  and  entire  plan  and  structure  ;  but  the  limits  of  a  report  forbid  all  such  attempts. 

If  the  new  Code  now  presented  were  a  new  system  of  jurisprudence,  or  had  the  Commission- 
ers attempted  to  graft  upon  our  system  any  new  features  extracted  from  others,and  unharmoni- 

ous  with  our  own,  or  even  if  alterations  in  a  well  defined  public  policy  had  been  attempted, 
your  Committee  would  have  paused,  and  hesitated  to  recommend  the  mode  of  adoption  suggested, 
without  at  least  calling  the  special  attention  of  the  Legislature  to  such  new  and  essential 
changes. 

Bat  at  an  early  stage  of  our  revision  and  examination,  the  codifiers  announced  the  leading 
principle  by  which  they  had  attempted  to  guide  their  labors,  and  your  Committee  report  the 
same  prominent  in  all  the  amendments  and  changes  made  at  their  suggestion.  This  principle 
was,  to  attempt  no  change  or  alteration  in  any  well  defined  rule  of  law  which  had  received  leg- 

islative sanction  or  judicial  exposition,  and  to  add  no  principle  or  policy  which  had  received  the 
condemnation  of  the  former,  or  was  antagonistic  to  the  settled  decisions  of  the  latter. 

The  prominent  and  leading  power  of  change  exercised  in  construction  and  revision  has  been 
to  cut  and  unravel  Gordian  knots,  resulting  from  conflicting  decisions  of  the  Courts;  to  reconcile 
actual  and  apparently  discordant  legislation,  harmonizing  all  conflicts  to  what  seemed  to  be  settled 
and  favored  public  policy  ;  to  remedy  existing  defects  by  wise  and  harmonious  provisions ;  and 
to  supply  omissions  which  the  practice  and  experience  of  the  Courts  had  discovered  and  made 
manifest  in  existing  legislation.  In  short,  the  great  end  and  aim  has  been  to  reconcile,  harmon- 

ize, render  consistent,  the  body  of  the  law,  so  as  to  give  shape  and  order,  system  and  efficiency,  to 
the  sometimes  crude,  and  often  ill  expressed,  sovereign  will  of  the  State. 

A  settled  conviction  on  the  mind  of  your  Committee  that  the  codifiers  have,  to  a  degree  as 
complete  and  perfect  as  might  reasonably  be  expected,  accomplished  these  and  like  ends,  has  won 
for  the  Code,  as  an  entirety,  their  cordial  and  unanimous  approval.  Your  Committee  will  not 
conceal  that  some  particular  sections  and  provisions  have  not  met  this  unanimous  concurrence. 
When  differences  arose,  careful  and  anxious  consideration  and  discussion  followed,  and  minori- 

ties did  not  hesitate  to  yield— all  being  satisfied  that,  as  a  whole,  the  Code  was  entitled  to,  and 
should  receive,  their  unanimous  and  unqualified  approbation  and  recommendation. 

Your  Committee  fully  believe  that  such  would  be  the  result  of  any  examination  and  revision 
by  the  Legislative  Department. 

Your  Committee  do  not  deem  it  inappropriate  to  their  duties  to  add,  that  the  proper  printing 
and  publication  of  the  Code,  if  adopted,  becomes  a  subject  of  much  interest  and  importance. 
Its  plan  and  structure  accompanies  this  report.  A  reference  thereto  will  render  most  manifest 
the  necessity,  in  the  publication,  of  rigidly  adhering  to  the  plan.  The  numerical  order  of  its 

paragraphs,  and  its  references  in  one  title, "section,  or  paragraph,  to  another,  must  be  preserved. In  the  use  and  value  of  the  Code,  its  Index  becomes  of  the  highest  importance. 
These,  and  like  considerations  and  reflections  lead  your  Committee  to  suggest  that  none  other 

than  those  who  constructed  the  Code,  who  devised  its  plan,  and  are  familiar  with  its  details  and 
manuscript,  can  so  well  superintend  its  publication  and  prepare  its  Index.  Your  Committee 
have  further  to  add,  that  it  is  provided  in  the  Code  itself  that  it  shall  not  take  effect  until  the  1st 
of  October,  1861,  thus  giving  time  for  its  publication. 

It  is  further  provided,  and  your  Committee  think  wisely,  to  meet  any  insufficiency  of  the 
Code,  that  all  questions  not  embraced  or  provided  for  therein,  shall  be  decidecfapd  settled  by 
existing  laws,  and  that  the  Code  does  not  interfere  with,  or  in  any  manner  abrogate  or  repeal, 

local  legislation.  jfcv  */*'" . 
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If  in  the  views  thus  presented  by  your  Committee,  they  shall  have  the  concurrence  of  the 
Legislature,  they  present  as  part  of  this  report,  a  bill  to  adopt  the  Code,  and  hill  to  provide  for 
its  publication. 

All  of  which  is  respectfully  submitted.  HINES  HOLT, DANL.  S.  PRINTUP, 
W.  W.  PAINE, 

Committee  on  part  of  Senate. 
GEO.   N.  LESTER, 
ISHAM  S.  FANNIN, 
W.  G.  DELONY, 
M.  W.  LEWIS, 
C.  N.  BROYLES, 
C.  J.  WILLIAMS, 

Committee  on  part  of  House. 

THE  ACT  ADOPTING  THE  CODE. 

An  Act  to  approve,  adopt  and  make  of  force,  in  the  State  of  Georgia,  a  Revised  Code  of  Laws,  prepared 
under  the  direction  and  by  authority  of  the  General  Assembly  thereof ;  and  for  other  purposes  there- 

with connected. 

Section  I.  The  General  Assembly  of  the  State  of  Georgia  do  enact,  That  the  Revised  Code  of 
Laws  prepared  under  its  authority,  by  Richard  H.  Clark,  Thos.  R.  R.  Cobb,  and  David  Irwin, 
Esqs.,and  revised  and  fully  examined  by  its  committee,  and  recommended  and  reported  for 
adoption  (the  manuscript  whereof  now  being  on  file  in  the  Executive  Department)  be,  and  the 
same  is  hereby,  adopted  as  the  Code  of  Georgia ;  to  be  of  force  and  take  effect  on  the  first  of  Jan- 

uary, 1862. 
Provided,  That  the  adoption  of  the  Code  shall  not  operate  so  as  to  repeal  an  Act  entitled  '■  An 

Act  to  define  the  liability  of  the  husband  for  the  debts  of  the  wife,  and  to  define  the  liability  of 
the  property  received  through  the  wife  for  the  debts  of  the  husband  existing  at  the  time  of  the 

marriage,"  approved  28th  February,  1856;  or  to  punish  any  Judge,  Justice,  or  Minister,  for 
joining  in  marriage  any  female  under  the  age  of  twenty-one  without  the  consent  of  her  father 
or  guardian. 

Section  2.  And  be  it  further  enacted,  That  all  laws  and  resolutions  of  a  public  and  general 
character  passed  at  this  present  session  of  the  General  Assembly,  be  incorporated  in  and  made 
part  of  said  Code ;  and  that  the  duties  and  powers  of  the  codifiers  be  continued  to  that  end, 
with  authority  to  place  the  same  in  proper  and  appropriate  form  and  connection,  and  to  correct 
any  conflicts  which  may  be  created  thereby  with  its  existing  provisions.  And  that  the  per- 

formance of  the  further  duties  by  said  codifiers,  as  required  in  this  section,  be  submitted  to  the 
revisal,  examination  and  approval  of  His  Excellency,  the  Governor,  before  the  publication  of 
said  Code. 

Section  3.  Be  it  further  enacted,  That  the  laws  of  the  State  of  Georgia,  having  reference  to  the 
city  of  Savannah,  etc,  as  codified  by  order  of  the  City  Council  of  Savannah,  by  the  city  attor- 

ney of  Savannah,  be,  and  the  same  is  hereby,  declared  and  made  a  part  of  the  Code  of  Georgia,. 
and  the  laws  thereof,  the  manuscript  copy  whereof  is  now  on  file  in  the  Executive  Office. 

Assented  to  December  19th,  1860. 

N 

Preface  to  the  Revised  Edition. 

The  late  war  and  its  results,  having  produced  so  many  radical  changes  in  the  Constitution  and 
Laws  of  Georgia,  a  revision  of  the  Code  of  the  State  became  a  matter  of  necessity.  Prompted 
by  an  appreciation  of  that  necessity,  as  well  as  the  suggestions  of  his  friends,  the  undersigned 
entered  upon  the  work  of  carefully  revising  said  Code,  so  as  to  exclude  therefrom  all  such  parts 
as  had  been  repealed  or  superseded,  and  to  include  all  laws  passed  since  the  adoption  of  said 
Code,  which  were  of  force  at  the  adjournment  of  the  General  Assembly  of  1866,  thus  making  the 
Code  conform  to  the  5th  Clause  of  the  1st  Section  of  the  5th  Article  of  the  Constitution  of  Geor- 

gia, adopted  by  the  Convention  of  1865.     All  parts  of  the  Code  that  have  been  repealed  or  super- 
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seded  have  been  left  out,  and  all  laws  still  of  force,  that  were  never  embodied  in  the  Code,  have 
been  arranged  under  appropriate  heads.  The  head-notes  and  sections  have  been  re-arranged  and 
re-numbered,  and  the  new  laws  are  included  in  brackets,  with  references  to  the  authorities  in 
which  they  may  be  found.  A  new  and  enlarged  index  has  been  made,  which,  it  is  hoped,  will 
enable  any  lawyer  or  citizen  readily  to  find  the  law  on  any  given  subject.  By  resolution  of  the 
General  Assembly,  His  Excellency,  Governoi  Jenkins,  appointed  a  committee,  composed  of  Gen. 
Andrew  J.  Hansell,  Col.  Logan  E.  Bleckly,  and  Col.  Nathaniel  J.  Hammond,  to  examine  the  work; 
and  after  a  careful  and  elaborate  examination,  this  committee  of  distinguished  lawyers  reported 
to  His  Excellency  that  the  revision  of  the  Code  was  thorough  and  accurate.  The  undersigned 
did  not  feel  at  liberty  to  change  even  the  wording  of  the  laws  passed  since  the  adoption  of  the 
Code,  but  embodied  them  just  as  they  were  enacted  by  the  Legislature.  The  work  has  been  tedi- 

ous and  difficult,  and  the  undersigned  does  not  claim  that  it  is  perfect;  but,  having  done  the 
very  best  that  time,  circumstances,  and  his  official  duties  would  allow,  he  places  it  before  a  gen- 

erous profession  and  an  indulgent  people.  DAVID  IRWIN. 

PREFACE  TO  REVISED  AND  ANNOTATED  EDITION. 

Since  the  publication  of  Irwin's  Revised  Edition  of  the  Code  of  Georgia,  many  and  great 
changes  have  taken  place  in  the  Constitution  and  Laws  of  the  State.  That  edition  is  entirely 
exhausted,  and  many  of  the  officers,  lawyers,  and  people  are  not  supplied  with  it.  A  second 
revised  edition  would,  therefore,  seem  to  be  a  necessity.  These  considerations,  coupled  with  a 

general  demand  therefor,  induced  the  undersigned  to  prepare  a  second  revision  of"  the  Code, containing  the  Constitution  and  Laws  of  the  State,  including  all  general  Acts  of  the  Legislature 
of  1873.  The  profession  and  people  having  become  familiar  with  the  original  plan  and  arrange- 

ment of  the  Code,  we  have  deemed  it  best  to  let  them  remain  unchanged.  We  have  transferred 
the  side-notes  to  the  beginning  of  the  sections,  and  have  placed  in  their  stead,  carefully  prepared 
references  to  the  Statutes  of  the  State,  from  which  the  law  of  the  Code  was  originally  derived, 
thus  furnishing  ready  means  of  tracing  the  history  of  any  particular  section,  and  of  placing 
upon  it  a  proper  construction.  Reference  is  also  made  to  collateral  or  cognate  sections  in  the 
margin,  which  we  think  will  greatly  facilitate  a  proper  and  thorough  understanding  of  the  Law 
of  our  State.  We  have  also  prepared  references  to  the  decisions  of  the  Supreme  Court  of  Georgia 
up  to  and  including  those  made  at  the  January  Term,  1873.  The  decisions  which  bear  directly 
upon  a  particular  section  or  part  of  a  section  follow  immediately  after  it,  in  small  print,  whilst 
those  decisions  which  do  not  bear  directly  upon  the  subject  of  a  particular  section,  or  part  of  a 
section,  but  refer  to  the  subject  of  a  Chapter  or  an  Article  generally,  will  be  found  in  a  general 
note  at  the  end  of  such  Chapter  or  Article.  In  the  Appendix  we  have  placed  the  Constitution 
of  Georgia,  adopted  and  ratified  in  1868;  the  Constitution  of  the  United  States,  with  the  recent 
amendments  thereto;  and  the  Rules  of  the  Superior  and  Supreme  Courts  of  the  State,  up  to 
July,  1873,  together  with  references  to  decisions  of  our  Supreme  Court  on  these  Constitutions 
and  Rules  of  Practice.  The  reader  will  also  find  in  the  Appendix,  references  to  decisions  of  the 
Supreme  Court,  on  subjects  not  in  the  Code,  but  which  are  of  special  interest  to  the  Georgia 
lawyers  and  people.  In  the  present  edition  we  have  preserved  the  numbers  of  the  sections  as 

they  occur  in  Irwin's  Revised  Code,  noting  such  as  have  been  repealed  or  superseded,  with  a 
reference  to  the  repealing  or  superseding  Act.  This  will  be  found  an  especial  convenience 
in  applying  such  decisions  of  our  Supreme  Court  as  refer  to  the  sections  of  Irwin's  Code  by numbers. 

In  preparing  this  revision  of  the  Code,  it  has  been  our  purpose  to  compass  the  three  things 
which  the  Hon.  Attorney-General  says,  in  his  report  to  the  Governor,  he  was  especially  careful 
to  ascertain  by  his  examination  of  it.  We  may  have  stricken  from  the  Code  something  that  is 
still  law,  and  we  may,  possibly,  have  retained  in  it  something  that  is  not  law,  but  we  confidently 
submit  our  work  to  the  profession  and  people  of  Georgia,  as  a  reliable  source,  from  which  a 
knowledge  of  the  law  of  the  Commonwealth  maybe  obtained.  We  have  stricken  from  the  Code 
everything  upon  the  subject  of  bail  in  civil  cases,  except  that  which  relates  to  bail  in  actions  for 
personalty,  deeming  it  repealed  by  that  section  of  the  Constitution  which  declares,  that  'there 
shall  be  no  imprisonment  for  debt."  Some  able  lawyers  have  suggested  that  this  provision  of 
the  Constitution  does  not  repeal  the  law  of  bail  in  actions  ex  delicto.  Be  this  and  like  cases  as 
they  may,  we  are  consoled  by  the  reflection,  that  if  we  have  excluded  what  is  law,  it  is  law  still, 
and  if  we  have  left  anything  in  the  book  that  is  not  law,  the  fact  of  it  being  retained  does  not 
make  it  law.  All  statutes  up  to  1851  are  referred  to  in  Cobb's  New  Digest  of  the  Laws  of  Geor- 

gia— indicated  by  the  letter  C.  The  Index  to  the  Code  has  been  revised,  the  heads  multiplied, 
and  the  subdivisions  improved,  and  we  are  encouraged  to  hope,  that  by  the  Index  to  the  present 
edition,  any  law  in  the  book  can  be  readily  found.  The  task  of  revision  and  annotation  has 
been  hard  and  difficult,  and  we  give  our  work  to  the  public  with  the  earnest  hope,  that  whatso- 

ever of  the  errors  and  imperfections  may  be  found  in  it,  may  be  viewed  with  the  liberality  and 
indulgence  called  for  by  the  magnitude  and  difficulties  of  the  undertaking. DAVID  IRWIN, 

GEO.  N.  LESTER, 
WALTER  B.  HILL. 



PREFACE. 

ATTORNEY-GENERAL'S  REPORT. 

Atlanta,  Ga.,  February  7,  1873. 

His  Excellency,  James  M.  Smith,  Governor,  Atlanta,  Ga.  : 

For  a  month,  just  past,  I  have  been  engaged  in  the  examination  of  the  revision  of  "  Irwin's 
Code,"  made  by  Messrs.  David  Irwin,  George  TNT.  Lester  and  Walter  B.  Hill,  submitted  to  me  by 
your  Excellency,  under  a  resolution  of  the  General  Assembly,  approved  August  26th,  1872. 

The  examination  was  conducted  by  Col.  G.  N.  Lester,  representing  the  revisers.  Having 
completed  it  I  have  the  honor  of  submitting  to  your  Excellency  the  following  report: 

I  was  careful  to  ascertain  especially  three  things:  First — That  all  the  old  law  which  had  been  re- 
pealed by  the  Constitution  of  1868,  and  Acts  passed  under  it,,  and  all  inconsistent  with  the  Consti- 
tution of  the  United  States  and  laws  thereof,  was  stricken  out,  and  that  every  part  of  Irwin's  Code 

clearly  inconsistent  with  said  Constitution  and  Laws,  was  so  changed  as  to  make  this  revision 
consist  and  harmonize  with  the  fundamental  law.  Secondly — That  all  general  Acts  passed  un- 

der the  Constitution  of  1868,  and  still  of  force,  were  incorporated  into  this  revision  in  their  ap- 
propriate places,  according  to  the  plan  and  arrangement  of  Irwin's  Code,  as  contemplated  by 

said  resolution  ;  and  thirdly — That  it  contained,  also,  so  much  of  the  Statute  Law  of  this  State 
of  force,  in  1860,  as  is  not  expressly  superseded  by,  nor  inconsistent  with,  the  present  Code, 
though  not  embodied  therein. 

In  doing  this  I  have  sought  and  obtained  valuable  aid  from  several  of  the  leading  minds  in 
the  State. 

All  statutes  of  doubtful  constitutionality,  and  all  laws  and  parts  of  laws  not  repealed 
expressly  or  by  obvious  and  necessary  implication,  have  been  retained  in  this  revision.  The  re- 

visers and  I  agree  that  the  Courts  alone  should  pronounce  upon  their  validity. 
The  examination  has  been  careful  and  elaborate.  From  it,  I  take  pleasure  in  reporting  that 

the  revision  has  been  faithfully  and  well  performed  and  that  it  is  accurate  and  thorough.  The 
resolution  did  not  contemplate  an  examination  and  report  upon  the  references  to  collateral  and 
cognate  sections,  the  citations  of  the  Statutes  upon  which  the  sections  stand  and  the  decisions  of 
the  Supreme  Court  upon  them.    Yet  I  made  such  an  examination  of  various  parts  of  the  revision. 

From  this  I  am  satisfied  that  these  annotations  and  references  are  full  and  accurate  if  not  ex- 
haustive of  all  references,  citations  and  annotations  proper  to  be  made  according  to  the  plan  of 

the  work. 
They  form  a  new  and  excellent  addition  to  the  Code  and  greatly  increase  its  value.  Said  res- 

olution properly  declared  that  a  revision  was  a  necessity;  and  I  am  persuaded,  that  this  one  will 
satisfy  the  legal  profession,  the  officers  and  citizens  of  the  State,  as  an  embodiment  of  all  our  stat- 

utory law  in  a  convenient  and  familiar  form,  and  these  references  to  the  Statutes,  of  which  it  is 
made  and  the  decisions  of  our  highest  Court  expounding  them,  makes  this  revision  combine  all 
the  benefits  without  the  disadvantages  consequent  upon  a  codification  of  the  laws  of  a  State. 

I  have  the  honor  to  be  etc., 
N.  J.  HAMMOND, 

•  Attorney- General  of  Georgia. 
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1.  Obligation  of  laws. 
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1.  Laws  of  force  in  this  State.     [The  laws  of  general  operation  in  this  ̂ ('\°l2\7S4' Const,  of 

1877,  Art.  12, 
Section  1. 

State  are : 

1.  As  the  supreme  law:  The  Constitution  of  the  United  States,  the^^t. n, 
laws  of  the  United  States  in  pursuance  thereof,  and  all  treaties  made  const  of 
under  the  authority  of  the  United  States 

Authority  of  decisions  of  Supreme  Court  of  United  States  on  Constitutional  ques- 

tions, paramount:  11  Ga.,  500;  14/438;  37/135;  Cooley's  Const.  Lim.,  12.  Of  the  Re- 
vised Statutes:  97  U.  S.,  £46;  14  Ct.  of  CI.,  162.  Treaties  with  Creek  Indians,  binding 

as  law  :  3  Kelly,  179.     See  Cooley  Const.  Lim.,  12. 

2.  As  next  in  authority  thereto :  The  Constitution  of  this  State. 

Ratified  December  5th,  1877  ;  Proclamation  of  Governor  December  21st,  1877.  Con- 
stitution of  1868  was  in  force  from  July  25th,  1868  ;  39  Ga.,  39.  Rules  for  construction 

of  State  Constitutions;  Cooley  Const.  Lim.,  38-83. 

3.  In  subordination  to  the  foregoing  :  All  laws  now  of  force  in  this 
State,  not  inconsistent  with  the  Constitution  and  the  ordinances  of 
the  Convention  of  1877.]  (a.) 

Note  :    Laws  of  Force  in  this  State  : 

(a.)  The  Code— Adopted  by  Constitutions  of  1865  and  1868 :  38  Ga.,431;  42/196. 
Appointment  of  Commissioners  to  fill  vacancies  caused  by  resignation  of  two 
elected:  44  Ga,,  83.  Authority  of  Codiflers — not  to  make  but  to  codify  laws :  34 
Ga.,  249;  37/412;  42/195.  (See  Acts  1858,  p.  95;)  see  also  46Ga.,  16;  immaterial  since 
adoption  by  the  Constitution  :  38  Ga.,  431.  Common  Law  Principle  adopted,  details 
incident  to  it  presumed  adopted:  37  Ga.,  417.  Definitions,  generally  exact,  but  not 
construed  as  exhaustive :  42Ga.,196;  51/269.  Omission  of  part  of  Statute,  effect 
of:  34  Ga.,  251.  Where  the  provision  of  the  Code  treats  the  entire  subject  matter, 
what  is  omitted  is  repealed  :  42  Ga.,  332 ;  55/143.  Where  part  omitted  may  be  restored 
without  inconsistency,  no  repeal:  53  Ga,,  87.  Presumed  to  show  the  substance  of 
all  statutes  in  force  at  time  of  its  adoption:  34  Ga.,  249;  it  is  a  legislative  interpreta- 

tion thereof  :  34  Ga.,  250.  Phraseology — change  of,  by  Code,  not  held  to  be  a  change 
of  the  law  unless  intention  apparent :  37  Ga,,  412;  42/196;  51/269.  Power  of  sale  in 
executor  conferred  by  will  made  prior  to  Code,  executor  might  sell  at  private  sale 
after  Code  :  62  Ga.,  341.  Decisions  construing  statutes  prior  to  Code  applicable  to 
similar  provisions  codified  substantially:  62  Ga,,  728.  Statute  omitted,  but  not  in- 

consistent with  any  provision  of  the  Code,  still  in  force  :  53  Ga,,  675. 
Effect  of  Codification  on  Statute  Law — On  last  point,  see,  also,  1  Mete,  Ky.r 

621;  1  Hill,  271;  33  N.  H.,  247;  7  Barb.  191;  21  Wend.,  316;  34  N.  Y.,  284;  6  Tex., 
34 ;  45  Me.,  72 ;  12  Minn.,  388  ;  11  Ohio  N.S.,1;  Sedgwick  on  Stat,  229,  365.  But  when 
the  new  statute  treats  the  entire  subject  matter  of  a  former  statute,  it  repeals  the 
former:  37  N.  H.,  295;  30  Vt.,  344;  19  Cal.,  501;  21  Tex,  734;  42  Me.,  53;  so,  also, 
where  the  new  Act  is  framed  directly  from  the  former:  1  Pick.,  43;  12  Mass.,  537;  5 
Pick.,  168;  Sedgwick,  366.  Courts  cannot  supply  a  casus  omissus:  11  Iowa,  367.  The 
separation  of  sections  of  a  former  statute  does  not  affect  their  construction  :  19  Wise, 
522;  Sedgwick,  229.    The  adoption  in  Code  of  a  statute  previously  construed  is  alegis- 
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lative  adoption  of  such  construction:  26  Ala.,  326;  Sedg.,  365.     Re-enactment  in  Code 
of  prior  law  does  not  repeal  exceptions  which  existed  thereto  :  15  Am.  D.,  156,  157,  n. 

Statutes  passed  during-  the  war — how  far  confirmed  :  41  Ga.,  231;  44/504. 
(6.)  Decisions  of  the  Supreme  Court  of  Georgia — Authority  of,  determined 

by  the  principle  "of  the  decision:  11  Ga.,  500,  501.  Act  of  1858,  p.  75,  was  prospec- tive :  28  Ga.,  597  ;  it  converted  into  statutes  the  decisions  of  the  Supreme  Court  made 
by  a  full  bench:  30  Ga.,  202.  Such  is  still  the  law:  59  Ga.,  54.  Head-notes — law 
only  so  far  as  supported  by  the  decision:  26  Ga.,  182,  (but  see  §4270).  Obiter  dicta 
do  not  settle  the  law  nor  create  an  equity  in  favor  of  a  party  :  25  Ga.,  244 ;  much  of  the 

law  originates  in:  26  Ga.,  298.  Dudley's  Reports,,  Charlton's  Reports,  and  Georgia 
Decisions — authority  of-:  13  Ga.,  441. 

(c. )  Rules  of  Court — See  Code,  §§204,  3246,  and  cases  there  cited.  Rules  adopted 
by  State  Road,  Code,  §973. 

(d.)  Provincial  Acts  in  force  on  May  14,  1776,  adopted:  5  Ga.,  195. 

(e.)  Common  Law,  of  England.  Adopting  Act,  see  Act  of  1784,  (Cobb's  Dig.,  p. 
721,)  adopting  laws  of  force  prior  to  May  14th,  1776.  Crimes,  none  exist  in  Georgia 
by  common  law,  but  only  as  defined  by  Code:  51  Ga.,  288.  English  Common  Law 
Decisions  higher  authority  than  the  ecclesiastical:  8  Ga.,  341;  prior  to  14th  May, 
1776,  not  authority  :  11  Ga.,  500 ;  14/569 ;  conclusive  only  when  well  settled :  15  Ga.,  122. 
Evidence— law  of  adopted:  1  Kelly,  108.  Repeal  of  Act  declaratory  of  common 
law,  without  more,  common  law  in  force  :  54  Ga.,  231.  Unsuited  to  this  country, 
decision  not  adopted:  5  Ga.,  195;  14/569;  36/199;  49/28;  58/271.  Words— meaning 
of,  ascertained  by  resort  to  the  common  law:  51  Ga.,  288. 

Common  law,  consists  of  what :  1  Cooley's  Bl.,  67  and  note  3,  p.  68 ;  Cooley's  Const. 
Lim.,  21.  How  far  adopted:  See  Code  of  1863,  §1,  par.  6:  Sedg.  on  Stat.,  6;  Coolev's 
Const.  Lim.,  23;  1  Kent  Com.,  461;  Bishop's  First  Book,  §57 ;  Well's  Jur.,  §198. 
Relative  value  of  common  law  authorities:  1  Kent's  Com.,  480,  and  Wallace  on  "  The 
Reporters;"  Ram.  Leg.  Judg.,  (Am.  ed.)  174.  Common  law  presumed  to  be  of  force 
in  other  States:  11  Am.  D.,  785;  (except  Louisiana:  13  La.  An.  R.,  193;)  Sedg.  Stat., 

12,  note  (a.)  On  the  maxim  that  Christianity  is  part  of  the  common"  law:  Ram.  Leg. 
Judg.,  11;  Sedg.  Stat,,  14,  note  (a.);  Cooley  Const.  Lim.,  472-477;  2  How.,  127. 

(/.)  Statute  Law  of  England,  prior  to  May  14,  1776;  compiled  in  Schley's  Digest. 
Statute  adopted  in  toto  or  not  at  all:  T.  U.  P.  Charl.,  166;  (contra:  3  Binn,  595,  601; 
11  S.  and  R.,  394.)  Unsuited  to  our  condition,  statutes  not  adopted  :  5  Ga.,  195 ;  36/199; 
38/213;  58/271.  See  cases  cited  under  §2695.  How  far  adopted:  Sedg.  on  Stat.,  7; 
Cooley's  Const.  Lim.,  24;  Collier  vs.  Grannis,  Feb.  T.,  1880.  Authority  of  Schley's 
Digest:  1  Kelly,  604.  List  of  statutes  in  force  generally  in  United  States  :  6  C.  L.  J., 
449.— See  2  Pet.,  1 ;  5/264,  358.  ■ 

(g.)  Equity — English  system  of  :  Code,  §3100  and  cases  cited  ;  Well's  Jur.,  §215. 
(h.)  Civil  Law — See  Code  of  1863,  §1,  par.  6.  Authority  of:  Domat's  C.  L.,  8; 

Broom'sComs.,  21 ;  12  M.  &  W.,  353  ;  7  Bing.,  167  ;  Ram.  Legal  Judg.,  (Am.  ed.)  133. 
(i.)  Canon  Law — See  Code  of  1863,  §1,  par.  6;  8  Ga.,  341;  Ram.  Leg.  Judg.,  143; 

11  Q.  B.,  649. 

(j.)  Legal  Maxims — Broom's  Corns.,  20:  Broom's  Leg.  Max.,  1 ;  Ram.  Leg.  Judg.,  43. 
(k.)  Text  Books  of  approved  authority:  1  Cooley's  Bl.,  72;  Ram.  Leg.  Judg.,  150. 
(I.)  Practice:  Broom's  Leg.  Max.,  135;  21  How.,  35;  Wallace  Rep.,  255;  Ram. 

Leg.  Judg.,  40,  121  (Am.  ed.);  Austin's  Jur.,  757,  784,  928;  2  Pet.,  58. 
(ra.)  Other  sources  of  law:  Ram.  Leg.  Judg.,  11. 
(n.)  U.  S.  Court  Reports — Their  authority  is  (1)  paramount  on  Constitutional 

questions;  (2)  equal  on  questions  of  commercial  law;  (3)  subservient  on  questions  of 
State  laws:  1  Abb.,  U.  S.  Pr.,  §13.  State  laws,  how  followed:  1  Abb.,  U.  S.  Pr., 

§§49,  50;  Sedg.  on  Stat.,  367,  note  (a.);  Cooley's  Const.  Lim.,  13;  2  Woods,  385,  395; 
Well's  Res  Adj.,  583;  Rorer's  Inter-State  Law,  33.  Latest  decisions,  followed  when: 
2  Black,  599;  1  Wall,  175;  6  Pet,  291;  20  How.,  1.— See,  also,  12  0.,  14;  10  0.,  239;  19 
Wal.,  666;  1  Dan.  Neg.  Inst.,  459;  1  Kent.  Com.,  342,  n;  6  C.  L.  J.,  345. 

4.  The  custom  of  any  business  or  trade  shall  be  binding  only  when 

g207o,  2048,  it  is  of  such  universal  practice  as  to  justify  the  conclusion  that  it  be- 
came, by  implication,  a  part  of  the  contract. 

Only  where  contract  is  dubious — parol  evidence  admitted  to  explain:  8  Ga.,  540. 
That  owner  is  to  pay  only  particular  expenses  does  not  supersede  the  legal  principle: 
14  Ga.,  260.  As  to  the  negotiability  of  a  note  although  under  seal:  15  Ga.,  529. 
Of  banks,  not  agents,  diligence  by  custom  of  another  bank:  16  Ga.,  38.  Rates  of 
shipment  of  cotton  samples :  16  Ga.,  558.  As  to  extension  of  Acts:  18  Ga.,  65-90. 
Custom  of  common  carriers  as  to  delivery:  20Ga.,574;  21/526;  28/543;  32/405.  As 
to  freights:  40  Ga.,  419.  Contract  implied  from  usage:  21  Ga.,  526.  Proof  of  notice 
must  be  shown:  30  Ga.,  64.  As  to  renting  of  other  lands:  29  Ga.,  82.  When  not 
binding:  28  Ga.,  543.  As  to  payments:  31  Ga.,  381.  Practice  makes  it  a  part  of  the 
contract:  41  Ga.,  117.  Express  contract  supersedes:  48  Ga.,  601.  Lender's  custom  or 
practice,  where  borrower  is  not  shown  to  have  known  it,  inadmissible:  54  Ga.,  545. 
Reclamation  for  false  packing  of  cotton  must  be  made  in  reasonable  time  according 
to  the  custom  of  business:  57  Ga.,  362.  Contract  by  custom  among  physicians:  Mad- 

den vs.  Blaine:  Pamph.  Sept.  T.,  1880,  pp.  37-8.  Crop  rent  for  one-third  of  the 
corn  and  one-fourth  of  the  cotton  raised,  enforced:  40  Ga.,  511.  Sending  money  by 
mail,  of  merchants:  31  Ga.,  378.     Of  storage  at  the  time  of  storage  only:  35  Ga.,  108. 
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Individual  habits  of  dealing,  not  binding :  37  Ga.,  384-392.  Clerks  of  boats  can  bind  only 
where  it  is  the  universal  custom:  41Ga.,122.  Commission  merchants  :  42  G  a.,  535.  Cus- 

tom of  trade,  as  to  delivery  of  goods  :  46  Ga,,  433.  Bills  of  lading,  as  to  exemptions  in  : 
33  Ga.,  159-164  (Suplt).  As  to  cotton  receipts  and  warehouses:  33  Ga.,  96  (Suplt). 
When  not  so  universal  as  to  be  without  exception:  64  Ga.,  184-190. 

Banks — usage  of:  Morse  on  B.,  433;  6  Am.  I).,  52.  Custom — what  necessary  to 
■constitute:  1  Cooley's  Bl.,  76;  20  Am.  D.,  433  n;  1  Am.  R.,  66;  8  How.,  S3;  15/539; 
4/317.  When  admissible  to  explain  deed  :  8  Am.  1).,  293;  19/201.  Evidence  of :  2 
Whart.  Ev.,  958;  Broom's  Leg.  Max.,  883;  Broom's  Com.,  509:  13  Wall,  363;  7  Cr., 
506;  23  How.,  420.  Factor  selling  on  credit,  effect  of,  with  respect  to:  5  Am.  I).,  22; 
D/7H0.  Mingling  goods  of  different  consignors:  16  Am.  D.,  367.  Charge  of  commis- 

sions to  both  parties  :  20  Am.  R.,  66.  Futures — margins:  25  Am.  R.,  392.  Fixtures  : 
2  Pet,  137.  Insurance:  20  Am.  D.,  424;  14/289;  32  Am.  R.,  78.  Indorsement  by 
cashier  of  Bank:  13  Am.  D.,  287.  Allowance  of  interest  in  accordance  with:  6  Am. 
D.,  192,  n.  When  becomes  part  of  a  contract:  2  Am.  D.,  374, n  ;  6/411;  1  Add. 
Contr.,  #244;  23  How.,  420;  1  Wall,  456;  3  C.  L.  J.,  808.  Partnership  agreement, 
when  affected  by:  20  Am.  R.,  286.  Of  plasterers  to  charge  for  openings:  2  Am.  D., 
374,  n;  10  Am.,  R.,  407.  Existence  of ,  a  question  for  the  jury:  20  Am.  D.,  424; 
but  not  legality :  7  C.  L.  J.,  458.  To  vary  effect  of  sale  by  sample  :  7  Am.  D.,  130,  n. 
As  to  Sheriff's  sales  :  13  Am.  D.,  672.  Transfer  and  sale  of  stocks  :  11  Am.  D.,  575; 
1  Am.  R.,  115;  23/R.,  80.  Sale  of  flour:  18  Am.  D.,  726.  As  to  tenant's  right  to 
wav-going  crop:  6  Am.  D.,  411. — See  generally  Lawson  on  Usage;  2  Gr.  Ev.,  #248;  1 
Smith's  L.  C,  670-747;  2  C.  L.  J.,  678;  25  Am.  D.,  372,  n;  26/682;  18/204;  Browne  on  Usage. 

§2.  (2.)  (2.)   Code — when  and  how  to  take  effect.     This  Code  shall  take  Act  of  1858, 

effect  on  the  first  day  of  January,  1863.     All  offenses  committed  prior  i86i,'p^C2i; 
to  that  date  shall  be  tried  and  punished  under  existing  laws  ;  and  all  Ac*of  1869» 

rights,  or  obligations,  or  duties  acquired  or  imposed  by  existing  laws,  p* ' 
shall  remain  valid  and  binding,  notwithstanding  the  repeal  or  modifi- 

cation of  such  laws. 

Section  cited,  not  retroactive:  34  Ga.,  387.  Liability  of  husband  for  wife's  debts 
before  the  Code:  38  Ga.,  258.  Interest  prior  to  the  Code:  45  Ga.,  520.  The  Act  of 
1869,  repealing  the  third  section  of  the  Act  of  1856,  does  not  affect  the  Code  provis- 

ions:  52  Ga.,  410-414. 

.  §3.  (3.)  (4. )  Statutes — when  to  take  effect.  Public  laws  which  in  them- 
selves prescribe  specifically  that  they  are  to  take  effect  "  from  and  after 

their  passage,"  shall  not  be  obligatory  on  the  inhabitants  until  pub- 
lished,* and  three  days  shall  be  allowed,  from  the  date  of  publication, 

for  every  hundred  miles  distance  from  the  capital,  before  a  knowl- 
edge of  the  law  shall  be  presumed  against  the  inhabitants. 

Where  no  time  fixed,  it  takes  effect  from  its  passage  :  8  Ga.,  380.  Retrospective  laws, 
registry  of  marriage  settlements:  16  Ga.,  102.  Where  there  is  a  penalty,  takes 
effect  after  being  duly  published:  34  Ga.,  270.  Law,  prior  to  the  Code,  took  effect 
from  the  date  of  its  passage  :  36  Ga.,  538. 

18  Am.  D.,  120;  1  Kent  Com.,  454;  Sedg.  Stat.  66;  Cooley  Const.  Lim.,  166. 

§4.  (4.)  (5. )  Construction  of  statutes.  The  following  rules  shall  govern 
the  construction  of  all  statutory  enactments  in  this  State : 

A  statute  must  be  construed  with  reference  to  the  whole  system  of  which  it  forms 
a  part:  14  Ga.,  674. 

1.  The  ordinary  signification  shall  be  applied  to  all  words,  except 
words  of  art,  or  connected  with  a  particular  trade  or  subject-matter, 
when  they  shall  have  the  signification  attached  to  them  by  experts 
in  such  trade,  or  with  reference  to  such  subject-matter. 

Ordinary  signification :  4  Ga.,  486;  49/201.  The  common  sense  of  it:  46  Ga.,  281. 
Any  pistol:  61  Ga.,  418. 

2.  The  present  or  past  tense  shall  include  the  future. 
3.  The  masculine  gender  shall  include  the  feminine  and  neuter.    . 
7  Wall,  219. 

4.  The  singular  or  plural  number  shall  each  include  the  other,  unless 
expressly  excluded. 

Stated,  orphans  includes  orphan:  23  Ga.,  383. 
2  Am.  D.,  441;  5/530. 

*  See  Acts  of  1876,  p.  3&  J>  P\. 
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5.  A  joint  authority  given  to  any  number  of  persons,  or  officers,  may 
I §3032,  4241.  be  executed  by  a  majority  of  them,  unless  it  is  otherwise  declared. 

Majority  :  1  Ga,,  271.     Three  commissioners  out  of  five  competent  to  act :  9  Ga.,  367. 

9  Am.  D.,  422,  n;  17/529;  Green's  Brice  Ultra  Vires,  588. 

6.  A  substantial  compliance   with  any  requisition  of  the  Code,  or 
§3282.          laws  amendatory  thereof,  especially  on  the  part  of  public  officers,  shall 

be  deemed  and  held  sufficient,  and  no  proceeding  shall  be  declared  void 
for  want  of  such  compliance,  unless  expressly  so  provided  by  the  enact- 
ment. 

Four  commissioners  assigning  dower  are  sufficient:  64  Ga.,  764.  Illegality,  judg- 
ment merely  irregular,  in  omitting  to  sign  it:  62  Ga.,  103-106.  When  Judge's  certifi- 

cate to  a  bill  of  exceptions  is  a  substantial  compliance  with  the  law  :  58  Ga.,  467.  As 
to  signature  of  a  bond  in  a  garnishment  case  :  55  Ga.,  617. 

7.  When  a  bond  is  required  by  law,  an  undertaking  in  writing,  with- 
§2915.          out  seal,  is  sufficient;  and  in  all  bonds  where  the  names  of  the  obligors 

do  not  appear  in  the  bond,  but  are  subscribed  thereto,  they  are  bound 
thereby. 

An  undertaking  in  writing  without  a  seal  is  sufficient:  48  Ga.,  631-641.  Where 
bond  subscribed:  9  Ga.,  501.     Instrument  with  a  scrawl  is  a  bond:  29  Ga.,  427. 

8.  When  a  number  of  days  is  prescribed  for  the  exercise  of  any  privi- 
33614.         lege,  or  the  discharge  of  any  duty,  only  the  first  or  last  day  shall  be 

counted;  and  if  the  last  day  shall  fall  on  the  Sabbath/^nother  day 
shall  be  allowed  in  the  computation. 

Paper  dates  from  its  delivery  :  38  Ga.  459.  In  the  five  days  for  Sheriffs  to  serve  writs, 
the  return  day  excluded  from  the  computation:  33  Ga.,  146.  Sunday  counted  when 
in  the  thirty  days  the  Judge  is  to  certify  a  bill  of  exceptions:  14  Ga.,  122.  Sunday 
not  counted  as  one  of  the  four  days  within  which  to  appeal :  12  Ga.,  93.  Sunday  not 
counted  as  one  of  the  five  days  for  the  Sheriff  to  serve  a  writ:  23  Ga.,  49.  From  and 
after,  excludes  the  last  day,  certiorari:  28  Ga.,  41.  Ticket  to  be  used  within  two  days 
from  the  day  sold  :  Ga.  S.  R.  Road  vs.  Bigelow,  September  Term,  1881.  No  notice  of 
fractions  of  a  day:  38  Ga.,  459.  Judgment  of  a  Justice  of  the  Peace  nineteen  days 
from  the  date  of  the  summons,  is  void :  56  Ga.,  282. 

Computation  of  time:  9  Cr..  104;  18  How.,  394;  2  Wall,  177;  19/661;  1  Am.,  D.  99, 
551;  7/250;  14/521;  21/492;  19  Am.  R.,  470;  Ang.  Lim.,  41.  Fractions  of  day:  lr 
Woods,  552;  21  Am.  D.,  492;  9  Pet,  33.  Sunday:  Broom's  Max,  22;  12  Am.  D. 
290,  n;  18/423.     Leap  year:  32  Am.  R.,  92,  n. 

9.  In  all  interpretations,  the  Courts  shall  look  diligently  for  the 
intention  of  the  General  Assembly,  keeping  in  view,  at  all  times,  the 
old  law,  the  evil  and  the  remedy.  Grammatical  errors  shall  not  vitiate, 
and  a  transposition  of  words  and  clauses  may  be  resorted  to  when  the 
sentence  or  clause  is  without  meaning  as  it  stands. 

Rules  to  interpret:  2  Ga,,  85.  Intent  from  the  Act,  and  other  Acts  :  3  Ga.,  146.  In- 
tent controls  where  there  are  several  Acts:  33  Ga.,  344.  Intention  governs,  and 

implied  repeals  not  favored:  15  Ga.,  361.  Intention  to  be  arrived  at  by  the  surround- 
ings at  the  time  of  the  passage  of  the  Act:  29  Ga.,  621.  One  Legislature  cannot  bind 

another  by  contract,  where  Act  of  Congress  revocable:  33  Ga.,  39  (Suplt).  Laws  of 
other  States  recognized  by  comity  :  49  Ga,,  110.  Intention  governs :  49  Ga.,  54.  Where 
two  affirmative  statutes  not  repugnant,  the  one  not  repealed  by  the  other :  49  Ga.,  152- 
159.     Charters  expire  in  thirty  years  where  silent  as  to  their  continuance  :  49  Ga.,  151. 

General  Note. —  Construction  liberal,  but  not  too  much  latitude:  3  Ga.,  152. 
Must  regard  substance,  and  not  cling  too  closely  to  the  letter  of  the  law:  13  Ga.,  55. 
Construction,  legislative — revenue  statutes,  and  those  in  derogation  of  common 
rights,  strictly  construed  :  8  Ga,,  23 ;  4/208.  Of  a  doubtful  law,  where  it  interferes  with 
no  vested  rights,  has  retroactive  efficacy:  9  Ga,,  213.  Cannot  enact  that  the  law  was 
such,  in  some  past  time  :  39  Ga.,  48.  Nor  retrospectively  :  40  Ga.,  341.  Construction, 
cotemporary — history  of  legislation  in  reference  to  particular  matter  looked  to  :  8 
Ga.,  23;  4/208.  Affirmance  of  what  the  law  has  been  in  the  past:  39  Ga,,  48.  Differ- 

ent provisions  of  the  Code  and  common  law  considered  with  the  statute:  40  Ga,,  341. 
Regard  to  construction  placed  by  sages  of  the  law  who  lived  at  the  time,  or  soon  after: 
13  Ga.,  441.  Corporations,  statutes  in  favor  of,  strictly  construed;  7  Ga.,  221; 
8/23;  9/212.  Charters  of  banks,  as  contracts:  19  Ga.,  325.  Acts  not  warranted  by: 
40  Ga.,  103.  Need  not  recite  in  the  title  its  powers  :  62 Ga.,  485.  Constitutionality  pre- 

sumed.— not  declared  unconstitutional  except  in  clear  cases  :  16  Ga.,  102 ;  9/253.  Duty 
of  Judiciary  as  to  unconstitutional  legislation  :  13  Ga,   83.     Courts  reluctant  to  declare 
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Acts  unconstitutional:  34  Ga.,  309.  Except  when  absolutely  necessary  to  do  other- 
wise :  35  Ga.,  124.  Where  the  Legislature  not  rightfully  in  session,  how  it  affects  legis- 

lation :  44  Ga.,  77.  When  presumption  in  favor  res  adj  udicata :  44  Ga.,  G49.  Confirm- 
atory Statutes  in  regard  to  hank  assignments  :  30  Ga.,  770.  Derogatory  of  common 

right — must  be  strictly  construed  :  1  Ga,,  51 ;  18/318.  As  to  eminent  domain  :  3  Ga., 
31.  Making  party  plaintiff  witness  against  himself  on  a  usurious  contract,  and  admit- 

ting defendant's  oath  in  support  of  his  plea:  4  Ga.,  474-492.  As  to  grants,  strictly 
construed:  9  Ga.,  475.  Extended  no  farther  than  the  words  clearly  import:  30  Ga., 
527  ;  1  Ga.,  533 ;  8Ga.,  23.  Distribution — Acts  changing  the  law  of  descent  without  con- 

sent of  the  individual,  are  wrong :  8  Ga.,  211.  Exceptions  and  provisoes — when  not 
exceptions:  2  Ga.,  92-103.  How  stated  in  an  indictment:  22  Ga,,  545 ;  13/435.  As  re- 

gards the  statute  of  limitations  :  15  Ga,,  1.  Different  rule  in  civil  from  criminal  cases: 
17  Ga.,  625.  Proviso:  21  Ga.,  366.  Indictment  need  not  negative  the  proviso  in  the 
law  :  26  Ga,,  593.  Proviso  void  because  repugnant  to  the  body  of  the  Act :  33  Ga.,  302. 
Body  of  the  Act  not  different  from  the  title:  22  Ga.,  203.  Expressio  unius,  etc. — 
Meaning  of:  1  Ga.,  403,  404.  Constitutional  provision,  effect  on  the  legislative  branch: 
39  Ga.,  265.  Fraud.,  suppression  of— liberally  construed:  9  Ga.,253.  Where  dehors 
the  grant,  voidable  only  on  suit:  10  Ga.,  192.  General  terms — Discussion  in  refer- 

ence to  the  Penal  Code:  12  Ga,,  36-40.  "Other  writing"  will  not  include  a  record : 
21  Ga.,  16.  Act  of  Congress,  the  general  expression,  "or  other  property,"  what  it 
covers:  34  Ga.,  199.  Interpretation — An  equitable  construction,  within  the  mis- 

chief, if  not  within  the  words:  17  Ga.,  456.     The  phrase,   "in  operation,"  defined: 
9  Ga.,  286.  In  pari  materia — several  Acts  on  the  same  subject  and  of  doubtful  mean- 

ing, general  intent  controls:  33  Ga,,  344.  Different  statutes  made  at  different  times 
construed  together:  1  Ga.,  32;  2/85,  43.  Acts  of  1810  and  1820  construed  as  to  the 
terms,  to  the  Court  of  Ordinary,  with  reference  to  whole  system  of  which  it  is  a  part : 
10  Ga.,  68;  14/674.  Intention  gathered  from  all  the  other  Acts  in  pari  materia:  3  Ga., 
146.  Legitimating"  Statutes — Where  the  only  effect  was  to  change  the  party's  name  : 
7  Ga.,  512.  Assent  of  reputed  father  to  legitimating  act  necessary:  10  Ga.,  342. 
To  enable  illegitimates  to  inherit:  25  Ga.,  636.  Liberty,  personal,  in  favor  of — 
Acts  for  the  relief  of  honest  debtors  :  20  Ga.,  474.  Common  Law  and  the  Constitution 
of  the  State,  together  with  the  statute:  21  Ga.,  139-143.  Insolvent  laws  liberally  con- 

strued in  favor  of:  27  Ga,,  224.  Omission  of  -word  in — word  grant  omitted  in  one 
part,  explained  in  another  part  of  the  statute  :  2  Ga.,  143.  Penal  Statutes — although 
construed  strictly,  yet  not  so  as  to  defeat  the  intention  of  the  Legislature:  3  Ga., 
18-23:  34  Ga.,  455.  Lotteries  under  Act  of  1833,  only  civil  remedy  for:  29  Ga.,  616. 
So  strict  that  ordinary  signification  of  the  law  would  reach  the  offense:  33  Ga.,  229. 
In  favor  of  life:  38  Ga.,  571.  Private  Statutes — import  verity,  but  attackable  for 
fraud:  8  Ga.,  211.  Proceedings  ex  parte — great  strictness  required:  31  Ga;,  710. 
Remedial  Statutes — Are  to  receive  an  equitable  construction  or  interpretation :  2 
Ga.,  85.  Against  fraud,  liberally  construed;  qui  hceret  in  litera,  hozret  in  cortice:  2  Ga., 
254,  5.  Enlarging  common  law  rights  of  all  as  to  assigning  and  transferring  judgments 
and  executions:  5  Ga.,  364-368.  Where  there  is  a  right  of  action  created  in  favor  of 
individuals:  12  Ga.,  104.  Even  if  retrospective,  not  void  if  do  not  impair  contracts 
or  vested  rights,  and  do  affect  the  remedy  :  12  Ga.,  437.  May  be  retrospective  and  yet 
constitutional:  23  Ga.,  183.  Rights  vested — not  divested  without  compensation  :  23 
Ga,,  407.  Construed  as  executed  contracts,  and  when  not,  an  Act  of  Congress :  33  Ga., 
39  (Suplt).  Repealed — impairing  obligation  of  contracts:  39  Ga,,  307.  Rights  under 
temporary  statutes  continue,  although  the  law  expires  :  30  Ga.,  581.  Repeals  generally : 
1  Ga.,  32;  14/391.  Affirmative  statute  repealing  a  former  affirmative  statute  by  im- 

plication: 49  Ga.,  173.  Reserving  right  of  repeal  in  a  statute,  can  then  repeal  by 
implication:  14  Ga.,  328;  12/404.  By  implication,  not  favored;  15  Ga,,  361.  Can 
repeal  where  do  not  impair  the  obligation  of  contracts:  17  Ga.,  56.  As  to  stock  killed 
by  railroad,  repealing  the  old  law:  21  Ga.,  104-7.  Of  prior  Act  as  to  the  punishment, 
not  a  repeal  of  the  Act  itself:  23  Ga.,  9,  10.  No  repeal  by  implication  where  it  oper- 

ates in  future :  24  Ga,,  356.  Two  affirmative  statutes  not  repugnant,  do  not  repeal: 
26  Ga.,  120-122.  Only  a  repeal  so  far  as  repugnant:  27  Ga,,  407.  Demurrer  testing  the 
question  as  to  the  law  being  repealed :  28  Ga.,  85.  Title  looked  to — not  where  the 
words  of  the  enacting  clause  are  clear  and  positive:  1  Ga,,  157;  31/605.  Of  amending 
Act,  looked  to:  25  Ga,,  610.  Trade — restraining  of,  strictly  construed:  8  Ga.,  23. 
Taxes — strictly  construed  :  8  Ga.,  23.  Prior  to  the  Code  :  34  Ga.,  370.  Intention  in  an 
Act  of  Congress:  35  Ga.,  315.     Working  forfeiture — strictly  construed:  25  Ga.,  344. 

Statute  of  another  State  adopted  with  construction:  22  WTis.,  147;  41  Mo.,  453; 
19  111.,  151;  2  Pet.,  1;  9  Barb.,  161;  10  Mich..  169;  7  Ind.,  91;  3  Gray.,  450;  28  Ala., 
326;  21  Vt.,  256;  27  Me.,  9.  Clauses  transposed:  6  Wall,  458.  Terms  are  presumed 
to  be  used  in  their  Common  Law  meaning:  3  Am.  D.,  265;  1  Bk.,  459.  Curative 
legislation;  24  Am.  R.,  421.  Omission  of  formal  enacting  clause:  14  Am.  R.,  427; 
21/738.  Expository  statute:  20  Wall,  323;  8  Am.  R.,  153;  n,  166.  Impeaching 
statutes:  3  Am.  R.,  161:  8/602; '21/721;  20/69;  13/640,  and  n,  648 ;  17/28;  22/70.  Against 
lotteries,  extend  to  what  schemes:  8  Am.  D.,  682.  Married  women — statutes  en- 

larging rights  of:  W^ells  Sep.  Prop.,  gl.  Proviso:  15  Pet,,  423;  3  Wall,  495;  19/227. Reference  to  public  history:  23  Wall,  307,  1  0.,  72.  Repeal  by  implication  not 
favored:  18  Am.  D.,  542;  22  How.,  299;  11  Wall,  356,  652.  State— when  bound  by: 
•See  note  following  $22.  Tax  laws  :  Cooley  Tax,  198.  See  generally,  Sedg.  on  Stat. ; 
Potters  Dwarris  on  Stat. ;  Lieber's  Hermeneutics ;  1  Cooley's  Bl.,  87. 
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§5.  (5.)  (6.)  Meaning  of  Certain  Words.     The  following  meaning  shall 
2§2245, 2237.  be  given  to  each  of  the  following  words  in  all  statutes,  unless  a  differ- 

ent meaning  is  apparent  from  the  context : 
"Property"  includes  real  and  personal  property. 
This  section  and  clause  cited :  48  Ga.,  137. 

"Personal  Property"  includes  everything  except  interests  exceeding 
a  lease-hold  in  lands,  tenements  and  hereditaments.     Stocks  in  incor- 

porated companies,  though  the  object  of  the  company  is  necessarily 
connected  with  the  land,  shall  be  held  as  personal  property. 

gi65i.  "Person"  includes  a  corporation  and  persons  of  color. 
"Persons"  includes  corporations,  as  banks :  60  Ga.,  134.  As  to  torts,  there  is  the- 

same  rule:  58  Ga.,  219.  As  to  corporations,  that  applies  to  persons:  18  Ga.,  412. 
Railroads  on  same  footing  as  persons:  24  Ga.,  356.  Taxes  apply  to  corporations  the 
same  as  to  persons :  44  Ga.,  397.  Fraud  in  corporations  treated  just  as  with  individuals  : 
54  Ga.,  636. 

See  18  Am.  D..  291. 

"Writing"  includes  printing  and  all  numerals. 
"Oath"  includes  affirmation. 

"Signature"  or  "Subscription"  includes  the  mark  of  an  illiterate  or 
infirm  person. 

"Lunatic"  "Insane,"  or  "Non  Compos  Mentis"  each  includes  all  per- sons of  unsound  minds. 

"Negro"  includes  mulattoes. 
2245,1606.        u Person  of  Color"    means  all  such  as  have  an  admixture  of   negro blood. 

"Justice"  when  applied  to  magistrates,  means  Justice  of  the  Peace. 
"Preceding"  and  "Aforesaid"  mean  generally  next  before,  and  "Fol- 

lowing" next  after,  unless  the  context  requires  a  different  signification. 
Aforesaid  :  35  Ga.,  181. 

As  to  the  meaning  and  signification  of  these  words  "preceding"  and  "  aforesaid  :  n 
35  Ga.,  180;  1  Am.  D.,  99. 

Act  of  1838,  '  '  ' 
c.  p.  536.  "Month"  means  a  calendar  month. 

"Year"  means  a  calendar  year. 
Leap-year,  32  Am.  II.,  86,  n  92. 

Act  of  1838  uSeal"  shall  include  impressions  on  the  paper  itself,  as  well  as  im- 
c.  p.  274,  '  pressions  on  wax  or  wafers.  With  the  exception  of  official  seals,  a 
88      '  '  "  scrawl,  or  any  other  mark  intended  as  a  seal,  shall  be  held  as  such. 

Seal  of  a  corporation  presumed  to  have  been  properly  placed  there:  58  Ga.,  547. 
Official  seal  of  clerk  should  be  affixed  to  his  certificate  :  13  Ga.,  253.  Scroll  with  word 

"seal"  written  in  it  opposite  name  on  bond,  sufficient:  12  Ga.,  459.  Same  rule  applies 
to  the  seal  of  a  corporation  as  to  that  of  an  individual :  25  Ga.,  316. 

"Highway,"  or  "Road,"  includes  bridges  upon  the  same. 
Other  Words— Month:  59  Ga.,  393.  In  operation:  9  Ga.,  286.  All:  15  Ga.,  518. 

Either:  20  Ga.,  120.  When:  20  Ga.,  584.  Provided:  22  Ga.,  206.  Shall:  34  Ga.,  18- 
122.  Corporation:  35  Ga.,  318.  Officers:  See  Section  69.  Banks:  See  Section  1484. 
May,  permissive  and  discretionary  with  the  Court:  34  Ga.,  18;  9  How.,  248,  50,  168. 
When  may  construed  to  mean  must  or  shall:  38  Ga.,  545;  7/89;  33/419;  15  Am.  D., 
464,  467,  n.      . 

For  meaning  of  particular  words,  see  Abbott's  Law  Diet.;  Sedg.  Stat.,  371. 

§6.  (6.)  (7.)  Future  operation  of  laws.  Laws  prescribe  only  for  the 
future;  they  cannot  impair  the  obligation  of  contracts,  nor  generally 
have  a  retrospective  operation.  Laws  looking  only  to  the  remedy  or 
mode  of  trial,  may  apply  to  contracts,  rights  and  offenses  entered  into 
or  accrued  or  committed  prior  to  their  passage ;  but  in  every  case  a 
reasonable  time  subsequent  to  the  passage  of  the  statute  should  be 
allowed  for  the  citizen  to  enforce  his  contract,  or  protect  his  right. 

Obligation  of  contracts  not  violated  in  reference  to  a  grant :  2  Ga.,  143-7  ;  where 
remedial,  not  unconstitutional :.  5  Ga.,  239.  License  obtained  from  the  inferior  Court 
cannot  be  affected  subsequently  by  any  action  of  a  city :  5  Ga.,  447.     Law  not  affecting; 
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vested  rights  can  be  retroactive:  9  Ga.,  213.  Act  of  the  Legislature,  when  a  contract, 
not  affected  subsequently:  10  Ga.,  193.  Remedial  retrospective  law,  where  does 
not  impair  contracts,  not  illegal:  12  Ga.,  437;  13/306.  Changing  county  site  did  not 
impair  vested  rights:  17  Ga.,  56.  When  no  contract  existed  made  by  the  State:  17 
Ga.,  179-182.  An  Act  of  limitations  not  unconstitutional :  18Ga.,171.  Exemptions  to  a 

fire  company  revoked,  held  not  unconstitutional :  20  Ga.,  448.  As  to  State's  power 
over  incorporated  academy,  endowed  by  the  State:  22  Ga.,  506.  Refers  to  contracts  at 
the  time  of  the  passage  of  the  law  :  23  Ga.,  51.  Where  the  franchises  being  of  a  differ- 

ent character,  the  one  did  not  infringe  on  the  other  :  25  Ga.,  445.  Where  only  changes 
a  rule  of  evidence,  not  objectionable :  35  Ga.,  26.  State  may  vary  the  remedy  if  so 
chooses:  38  Ga.,  356.  Denying  remedy  impairs  the  obligation  of  the  contract:  44  Ga., 
295.  Retrospective  operations  where  only  adds  additional  remedy :  1  Ga.,  78. 
Where  only  prospective:  1  Ga.,  173.  When  not  retrospective  and  not  impairing  the 
obligation  of  contracts:  4  Ga.,  208.  Retrospective  statutes  forbidden  generally:  8 
Ga.,  23-24.  When  not  retroactive  :  12  Ga.,  353.  When  registry  law  allows  a  reasonable 
time  to  record,  not  objectionable :  13  Ga.,  1.  Ex  post  facto  law  defined:  16  Ga.,  102. 
Where  operates  only  on  the  remedy  :  16  Ga.,  151.  A  statute  of  limitations  not  objec- 

tionable where  a  reasonable  time  allowed:  20  Ga.,  408.  When  only  prospective  law: 
28  Ga.,  597.  Confirmatory,  retroactive  law  as  to  taxes  legal :  30  Ga.,  845-852.  Ex  post 
jacto  and  retroactive  law  is  void:  35  Ga.,  298.  Where  no  legal  vested  rights  affected, 
not  objectionable  :  36  Ga.,  51.  Where  a  law  in  regard  to  small-pox  was  held  not 
retroactive  :  36  Ga.,  422.  Legal  tender  law  of  Congress  is  right  although  retrospective  : 
37  Ga.,  503.  Law  making  that  clear  heretofore  doubtful,  not  objectionable:  39  Ga., 
48.  Inheritance  allowed-by  a  retrospective  law  :  40  Ga.,  341.  As  affecting  the  Western 
and  Atlantic  Railroad  held  a  correct  law:  40  Ga.,  418.  As  to  taxes  on  railroads:  40 
Ga.,  652.  Not  so  unless  where  language  so  demands  :  43  Ga.,  388-390.  When  not  affected 
by:  43Ga.,480.  Remedymay  be  left  generally  to  the  Legislature's  discretion  :  7  Ga.,163. And  the  mode  and  manner  also  are  under  legislative  control :  9  Ga.,  253.  When  not 
intended  to  be  retrospective  as  to  judgments  rendered  before  the  passage  of  the  Act :  15 
Ga.,  497.  Claims  before  the  passage  of  the  Act  collectible  where  only  remedy,changed  :  25 
Ga.,  243.  So  remedy  not  rendered  nugatory  by  changing:  28  Ga.,  345.  When  does  not 
impair  the  remedy  :  44  Ga.,  420. 

See  note  to  §5188. 

§7.  (7.)  (8.)  Ignorance  of  law.     Laws,  after  promulgation,  are  obliga-§2i. 
tory  upon  all  inhabitants  of  this  State,  and  ignorance  of  the  law  ex- 

cuses no  one. 

Plea  of  ignorance  of  the  law  not  upheld  :  58  Ga.,  126.  Difference  between  ignorance 
and  mistake  :  7  Ga.,  70.  Does  not  excuse  a  Sheriff:  32  Ga.,  362.  Ignorance  of  law  as 
affecting  the  jury  :  30  Ga.,  385. 

10  Am.,  D.,  323,  n;  15  Am.  R.,  171;  Whart.  Neg.,  §410;  Broom's  Leg.  Max.,  249. 

§8.  (8.)  (9.)  Lex  loci.  The  validity,  form  and  effect  of  all  writings  or 
contracts  are  determined  by  the  laws  of  the  place  where  executed. 
When  such  writing  or  contract  is  intended  to  have  effect  in  this  State, 
it  must  be  executed  in  conformity  to  the  laws  of  this  State,  excepting 
wills  of  personalty  of  persons  domiciled  in  another  State  or  country. 

As  to  indorsement,  remedy  is  governed  by  the  lex  fori,  and  construction  by  the  lex 
loci  :  2  Ga.,  158.  Where  the  indorsement  is  here  it  is  governed  by  the  law  here  :  4  Ga., 
1 ;  27  Ga.,  243.  Wills  of  personalty  governed  by  party's  domicile,  and  realty  by  the 
lex  loci :  3  Ga.,  432.  Who  are  heirs  :  -29  Ga.,  311.  Lex  loci  governs  as  to  the  nature, 
construction  and  obligation  of  contracts  :  2  Ga.,  159.  Priorities  depend  on  the  law  of 
the  place  where  the  property  is  :  7  Ga.,  359.  Lex  loci  governs  as  to  the  interpretation, 
and  the  lex  fori  as  to  the  remedy  :  18  Ga.,  725.  Lex  loci  only  availswhere  it  does  not  affect 

!  law  of  this  State,  or  have  immoral  tendency:  34  Ga.,  407.  South  Carolina  mortgage 
only  a  security  here  :  36  Ga.,  152.  Remedy  governed  by  the  lex  fori :  2  Ga.,  159  ;  37  Ga., 
428.  Where  it  was  contemplated  that  the  contract  should  go  into  effect,  controls  its 
construction:  12Ga.,583.  Case  of  an  assignment :  35  Ga.,  177.  Place  of  performance 

governs  as  to  interest :  21  Ga.,  135.  Divorce  governed  by  the  lex  fori :  31  Ga.,'  223.  But marriage  and  legitimacy,  etc.,  by  the  lex  loci:  34  Ga.,  407.  Lex  loci  applied  to  United 
States  Courts  in  Georgia  :  35  Ga.,  320.  Agreements  as  to  arbitration  construed  accord- 

ing to  law  where  made:  37  Ga.,  456.  Presumed  that  lex  loci  is  same  as  our  own  as 
to  Sunday  contracts  :  41  Ga.,  449.  Common  Law  presumed  in  force,  if  not  shown  what 
law  of  another  State  is:  43  Ga.,  461.  Note  in  South  Carolina  payable  there,  governed 
by  the  law  there  :  50  Ga.,  434,  425.  Will  of  lands  governed  by  the  lex  loci:  52  Ga.,  476. 
Procedure,  where  suit  is  brought,  but  rights  determined  according  to  law  where  damage 
done :  49  Ga.,  106.  Law  of  the  place  forms  part  of  the  contract :  49  Ga.,  152.  Contracts 
governed  by  the  law  of  State  where  to  be  performed:  62  Ga.,  241;  31/210.  Where 
the  law  placed  in  evidence,  the  lex  loci  governs  :  64  Ga.,  184 ;  38/132. 

Ante-nuptial  Contract:  17  Am.  R.,  16;  24  Am.  R.,  242.  Assignments:  Rorer, 
?V;  6  Am.  D.,  72,  466;  11/289;  17/372;  21  Am.  R.,  35;  22/312.  Statutory  Bonds: 
Rorer,  54.  Carrier,  goods  lost  by,  in  transit  from  one  State  to  another,  lex  loci  where 
loss  occurs  governs :  6  Am.  R.,  434;  12/1 ;  20/589;  but  see  as  to  passengers  :  6  Am.  R., 
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43.  Conditional  Contract,  law  in  force  when  it  was  made  governs  it:  20  Am.  D., 
299.  Homicide  caused  bv  injury  in  another  State  :  26  Am.  K,.,  742.  Interest  depends 
on  lex  loci:  8  Am.  D.,  442;  9/30;  6/192,  n;  12/342;  26/239;  Rorer,  48,  80.  Laborer's 
lien:  Rorer,  70.  Statute  of  Limitations:  5  Am.  D.,  733;  13/320;  13  Pet,  312;  Rorer, 
171.  Majority,  law  of,  what  domicile  governs:  17  Am.  D.,  179,  n.  Marriage: 
See  note  to  §1710.  Married  women,  contracts  of:  12  Am.  D.,  479,  n;  12  Am.  R.,  319. 
Marital  rights,  by  what  law  governed  on  removal  of  sponses  to  another  country : 
12  Am.  D.,  475;  14/201;  16/212,  n.  Mortgage  lien:  Rorer,  68.  Notes,  etc.:  Rorer, 
60;  2  Pars.  B.  &  N.,  317;  Redf.  &  Big.  L.  C.Notes:  709.  Special  partnership:  25  Am. 
R.,  128.  Distribution  of  personalty:  13  Am.  D.,  350;  6  Am.  R.,  307,  n;  Rorer,  200. 
Sale  of  personalty  governed  by  the  law  of  the  country  where  it  is  :  12  Am.  D.  470;  19/- 
177,  n  ;  Rorer,  197.  Performance  of  contract :  Rorer,  45, 10,  406.  Mode  of  Proof,  lex  loci 
governs:  4  Am.  R.,  29.  Realty,  governed  by  lex  rei  sitse:  Rorer,  208;  3  Wh.,  212; 
10  Wh.,  192  ;  6  Am.  R.,  268;  60/627  ;  but  deed  to  land  to  secure  debt  by  lex  loci :  6  Am. 
R.,  268.  Contract  for  services  in  another  State  governed  by  the  laws  thereof:  10 
Am.  D.,  179.  Set-off  allowed  under  foreign  law  will  be  allowed  elsewhere  :  5  Am. 
D.,  157,  n.  Stoppage  in  transitu:  Rorer,  73.  Torts,  actions  for:  1  C.  L.  J.,  485; 
2/305,  352;  3/377.  Warehouse  receipts:  Rorer,  72.  Wills  of  personalty:  1  Schoul 
Pers.  Pr.,  380;  1  Jarm.  Wills,  3.— See  generally:  1  Smith's  L.  C,  786.  Don  vs.  Lip- 
man:  1  Ross  L.  C,  233  n,  248;  2  Woods,  244;  Hutch.  Car.,  §140 ;  1  Schoul  Pers.  Pr., 
349;  1  Add.  Contr.,  §238:  also  works  on  "Conflict  of  Laws"  and  "Private  International 
Law  ;"  and  Rorer'-s  Inter-State  Law. 

§9.  (9.)  (10.)  Comity  of  States.  The  laws  of  other  States  and  foreign 
§§1662,_ig75,  nations  shall  have  no  force  and  effect  of  themselves  within  this  State, 
o84,  /o  .  fur{;]ier  than  is  provided  by  the  Constitution  of  the  United  States, 

and  is  recognized  by  the  comity  of  States.  The  Courts  shall  enforce 
this  comity,  until  restrained  by  the  General  Assembly,  so  long  as  its 
enforcement  is  not  contrary  to  the  policy  or  prejudicial  to  the  interests 
of  this  State. 

By  comity  the  citizen  of  a  foreign  state  cannot  be  made  a  party  to  a  suit  here  so 
as  to  estop  him  by  such  judgment:  5  Ga.,  505.  Laws  of  other  States — how  far 
respected:  5  Ga.,  511.  Comity  as  affecting  a  home  judgment  on  property:  7  Ga.,  359. 
As  regards  slaves  escaping:  9  Ga.,  555.  Fugitives  from  justice:  13  Ga.,  97.  Lex 

loci  not  enforced  wrhen  immoral:'  34  Ga.,  407.  As  to  injuries  done  in  Alabama:  43 463.  Judgment  lien  on  property  removed,  and  then  returned  to  this  State:  17  Ga., 
491.  Administrations  and  successions:  18  Ga.,  561.  Foreign  administrator,  comity  is 
reciprocity :  34  Ga.,  518.  Not  required  by  comity  to  enforce  what  is  not  law  in  another 
State :  36  Ga.,  390.     Suing  foreign  executors  in  this  State :  56  Ga.,  326-329. 

No  State  will  enforce  contracts  prohibited  by  its  laws:  16  Am.  D.,  212;  20/286;  25 
Am.  R.,  634;  Rorer  on  Inter-State  Law,  4,  10,  167;  13  Pet.,  519;  4  How.,  467;  8  Wall, 
168;  10/566;  1  Smithes  L.  C,  785,  136,  613.  t 

§10.  (10.)  (11.)  Waiver  of  law.  Laws  made  for  the  preservation  of 
public  order  or  good  morals  cannot  be  done  away  with  or  abrogated 
by  any  agreement ;  but  a  person  may  waive  or  renounce  what  the  law 
has  established  in  his  favor,  when  he  does  not  thereby  injure  others 
or  affect  the  public  interest. 

Section  12  of  Code  of  1863  repealed. 

Section  construed:  50  Ga,,  471.  Waiver  by  not  requiring  a  seal  on  a  receipt:  57 
Ga,,  469-473.  Cannot  waive  a  law  so  as  to  make  an  experimental  case  :  59  Ga.,  11. 
May  waive  time  as  being  of  the  essence  of  the  contract:  60  Ga,,  459.  Homestead 
waiver :  59  Ga, ,  558.  Homestead  waiver  good,  in  a  mortgage  by  the  husband  as  against  the 
wife.:  61  Ga.,  195.  Intoxication  does  not  prevent :  62  Ga,,  449.  Of  jury  trial:  62  Ga., 
398.  Of  fraud:  47  Ga,,  26.  Of  amendments:  47  Ga.,  596;  60/421;  61/483.  Constitu- 

tional right  may  be  waived:  25  Ga.,  37.  As  in  case  where  eminent  domain  exercised: 
30  Ga.,  i54.  May  waive  any  right  as  to  service:  39  Ga. ,  595.  Irregularity  may  be 
wTaived,  out  not  complete  defect:  13  Ga.,  217,  218.  Cannot  waive  the  pleadings:  56 
Ga,,  225.     Waivers  by  prisoner:  39  Ga.,   719;  43/220;  28/576,581;  41/583. 

Broom's  Leg.  Max.,  671-677.     Waiver  by  insurer  of  defense  arising  from  misdescrip- 
,   tion  of  property:  16  Am.  D.,  466  n;  by  legislator  of  his  privilege — what  is:  16  Am. 

D.,  785,  n.     Of  want  of  notice  of  corporation  meeting:    18  Am.  D.,  103,  n.     When  does 
not  arise  from  accepting  part  of  fruits  of  contract:  19  Am.  D.,  280,   n.     Of  right  to 
appeal:  13  Am.  D.,  546,  n. 

§11.   (11.)   (13.)  Local  laws.     If  there  is  a  law  in  force  at  the  time 
of  the  adoption  of  this  Code,  having  entirely  a  local  application,  such 
local  law  is  not  repealed  by  this  Code,  unless  so  expressly  declared. 

Act  of  1853-     §12.  (12.)  (14.)  Bonds  of  public  officers.     All  bonds  taken  from  public 

i'& ;>?('ii     officers  shall  be  kept  in  the  places  specified  by  law,  and  copies  thereof 
168.  '         shall  be  furnished  to  any  person  desiring  them.     Suits  thereon  may  be 
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brought  b}'  any  person  aggrieved  by  the  official  misconduct  of  the  offi- 
cer, in  his  own  name,  in  any  Court  having  jurisdiction  thereof,  with- 
out an  order  for  that  purpose. 

Where  Sheriff  neglects  to  serve  process  and  make  return  thereof:  62  G  a.,  108.  For- 
merly order  necessary  to  sue  on  Sheriff's  bond:  15  Ga.,  159.  Where  order  to  sue 

on  Sheriff's  bond  was  correct:  15  Ga.,  433. 

§13.  (13.)  (15.)  Bonds  taken  by  officers.  All  bonds  taken  by  public 
officers,  under  the  laws  of  this  State,  shall  be  returned  to  the  offices 
specified  by  law;  and  any  person  interested  therein  may  bring  suit 
thereon,  in  his  own  name,  in  any  Court  having  jurisdiction  thereof. 

§14.  (14.)  (16.)  Inspection  of  public  books.      All  books  kept    by  any  Act  of  i83i, 
public  officer  under  the  laws  of  this  State,  shall  be  subject  to   the  in-  c-  p-  1%- 
spection  of  all  the  citizens  of  this  State,  within  office  hours,  every  day 
except  Sundays  and  holidays. 

But  private  citizen  cannot  make  abstract  of  record — when:  51  Ga.,  393. 
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OF  THE  STATE. 

TITLE  I. 

DIVISIONS  AND  JURISDICTIONS. 

CHAPTER  I. 

OF    THE    BOUNDARY,    SOVEREIGNTY   AND   JURISDICTION   OF    THE    STATE. 

Article  1. — The  Boundary  of  the  State. 

Article  2. — The  Sovereignty  and  Jurisdiction  of  the  State. 
Article  3. — Coast  Survey. 

ARTICLE  I. 

C  p.  150. 

THE    BOUNDARY   OF    THE    STATE. 

Section.  i  Sectton.  # 
15.  Boundary  of  the  State.  18.  Between  Georgia  and  Alabama. 
16.  Line  between  Georgia  and  South  Carolina.         1.9.  Between  Georgia  and  Florida. 
17.  Between  Georgia,  North  Carolina  and  Ten- nessee. I 

§15.  (15.)  (17.)  Boundaries  of  the  State.  The  boundaries  of  Georgia,  as 
Act  of  1788;  deduced  from  the  Constitution  of  Georgia,  the  Convention  of  Beaufort, 

the  Articles  of  Cession  and  Agreement  entered  into  on  the  24th  April, 
1802,  the  Resolution  of  the  General  Assembly  of  December  8th,  1826, 
and  the  adjudications  and  compromises  affecting  Alabama  and  Florida, 
are  as  follows : 

From  the  sea,  or  the  mouth  of  the  river  Savannah,  along  the  stream 
thereof  to  the  fork  or  confluence  made  by  the  rivers  Keowee  and 
Tugalo,  and  thence  along  said  river  Tugalo  until  the  fork  or  confluence 
made  by  said  Tugalo  and  the  river  Chattooga,  and  up  and  along  the 
same  to  the  point  where  it  touches  the  northern  boundary  line  of  South 
Carolina  and  the  southern  boundary  line  of  North  Carolina,  which  is 
at  a  point  on  the  thirty-fifth  parallel  of  north  latitude,  reserving  all  the 
islands  in  said  rivers  Savannah,  Tugalo  and  Chattooga,  to  Georgia; 
thence  on  said  line  of  said  thirty-fifth  parallel,  from  said  point  of  inter- 

section, and  on  and  along  said  line  west,  to  a  point  where  it  merges 
into  and  becomes  the  northern  boundary  line  of  Alabama — it  being 
the  point  fixed  by  the  survey  of  the  State  of  Georgia,  and  known  as 
Nickajack;  thence  in  a  direct  line  to  the  great  bend  of  the  Chatta- 

hoochee river,  called  Miller's  Bend — it  being  the  line  run  and  marked 
by  said  survey;  and  thence  along  and  down  the  western  bank  of  said 
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Chattahoochee,  along  the  line  or  limit  of  high-water  mark  to  its  junc- 
tion with  Flint  river;  thence  along  a  certain  line  of  survey,  made  by 

Gustavus  J.  Orr,  a  surveyor  on  the  part  of  Georgia,  and  W.  Whitner, 
a  surveyor  on  the  part  of  Florida,  beginning  at  a  fore-and-aft  tree, 
ab  :t  four  chains  below  the  present  junction;  thence  along  this  line 

east,  to  a  point  designated  thirty-seven  links  north  of  Ellicott's  Mound 
on  the  St.  Mary's  river;  thence  along  the  middle  of  said  river  to  the 
Atlantic  Oeean, and  from  thence  to  the  mouth  or  inlet  of  said  Savannah 
river,  to  the  place  of  beginning;  including  all  the  lands,  waters, 
islands,  and  jurisdictional  rights  within  said  limits,  and  also  all  the 
islands  within  twenty  marine  leagues  of  the  sea  coast. 

$16.  (16.)  (18.)  Line  between  Georgia  and  South  Carolina.  The  boundary 
between  Georgia  and  South  Carolina  shall  be  the  line  described  as 
binning  from  the  mouth  of  the  river  Savannah,  up  said  river  and  the 
rivers  Tugalo  and  Chattooga,  to  the  point  where  the  last  named  river 
inters 3cts  with  the  thirty-fifth  parallel  of  north  latitude,  conforming, 
as  much  as  possible,  to  the  line  agreed  on  by  the  commissioners  of  said 
States  at  Beaufort  on  the  28th  April,  1787.  /?  s~^  $ 

§17.  (17.)  f  19. )  Line  between  Georgia,  North  Carolina  and  Tennessee.    The  ̂ 2**C^«^»*-  «** 
boundary  between  Georgia  and  North  Carolina  and  Georgia  and  Ten-  ̂ /-(/^)  ~<^L. 
nessee  shall  be  the  line  described  as  the  thirty-fifth  parallel  of  north  /**£  -^,  SZZp, 
latitude,  from  the  point  of  its  intersection  by  the  river  Chattooga,  west  */3   /2-~        J2 

to  the  place  called  Nickajack.  «g«*»**, '•5*,  ' 
§18.  (18.)  (20.)  Line  between  Georgia   and  Alabama.      The  boundary  ̂ ^^**-  ./f  '7.  /#*/ 

line  between  Georgia  and  Alabama  shall  be  the  line  described  from  f   ' 
Nickajack  to  "Miller's  Bend"  on  the  Chattahoochee,  and  down  said 
river  to  its  junction  with  the  Flint. 

§19.  (19.)  (21.)  Line  between  Georgia  and  Florida.     The  boundary  lifr  Act  of  1859, 

between  Georgia  and  Florida  shall  be  the  line  described  from  the  June   p- 23- 
tion  of  the  Flint  and  Chattahoochee  rivers  to  the  point  thirty-seven 
links  north  of  Ellicott's  Mound,  on  the  St.  Mary's  river;  thence  down said  river  to  the  Atlantic  Ocean. 

General  Note  on  Article  I. — Boundaries  of  Georgia:  1  Pet.,  94;  2/216;  6  Cr.,  87; 
13  How.,  381;  23/506.  Generally  as  to  State  boundaries:  11  Pet.,  185;  12/657;  14/210; 

17  Plow.,  4-78.    Law  as  to  boundary  rivers  :  Rorer's  Inter-State  Law,  336  et  seq. 

ARTICLE   II. 

THE    SOVEREIGNTY    AND    JURISDICTION    OF    THE    STATE. 

Section. 
20.  Jurisdiction  as  to  places. 
21.  Jurisdiction  as  to  persons. 

Section. 
22.  Government  must  defend  suits — when. 
22.  (a.)  Trials  where  State  is  party. 

(20.)  (22.)  Sovereignty  and  jurisdiction.  The  sovereignty  and 
jurisdiction  of  this  State  extends  to  all  places  within  the  limits  of  her 
boundaries,  except  so  far  as  she  has  voluntarily  ceded  the  same  to  the 
United  States,  or  adjacent  States,  over  particular  localities. 

See  note  to  $4672.  A  State  cannot  abdicate  its  jurisdiction  over  places  in  its  limits 
unlets  the  title  thereto  has  been  vested  in  II.  S. :  19  Am.  R.,  765.  See,  on  the  general 

subject,  Well's  Jur.,  $116. 

§21.  (21.)  (23.)  As  to  persons.  The  jurisdiction  of  this  State  and  its 
laws  extends  to  all  persons  while  within  its  limits,  whether  as  citizens, 
denizens  or  temporary  sojourners. 

Only  parties  here  made  and  served  are  concluded  by  the  judgments:  5Ga.,497; 
8/83.  As  to  non-residents,  must  have  possession  of  person  or  property:  19  Ga.,  277. 
A  non-resi  lent  passing  through  the  State  can  be  sued  here :  18  Ga.,  690.  The  person  must 
be  here  or  have  property  here,  to  confer  jurisdiction:  25  Ga.,  473;  30/440.  Appearing 
and  answerirg  to  a  suit  waives  jurisdiction:  31  Ga.,  140.  When  foreign  administrator 
not  suable  here:    34  Ga.,   511-519;    56/328.     Tribunal  first  obtaining  jurisdiction  re- 
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tains  it,  as  between  State  and  United  States  Courts ;  40  Ga.,  362.     Sovereignty  united 
with  domain  establishes  exclusive  jurisdiction  of  State  as  to  crimes  :  13  Ga.,  97. 

See  $3416,  note.  Court  having  jurisdiction  of  parties  may  decree  specific  perform- 
ance on  contract  respecting  land  in  another  State:  Well's  Jur.,  §116.  Jurisdiction  of 

Equity  Courts  in  personam:  2  White  and  T.  L.  C,  319;  Well's  Jur.  $90.  Railroad 
extending  through  several  States :  2  Woods.  447.  Actions  for  torts,  committed  beyond 
the  jurisdiction  will  lie  against  resident  defendants.  1  Sm.  L.  C,  765,  790;  Wells.  Jun, 
$115.  Action  for  trespass  to  land,  or  affecting  the  title,  cannot  be  brought  out  of  the 
jurisdiction  where  the  land  lies:  1  Sm.  L.  C,  790;  aliter  where  suit  involves  only  the 
proceeds  of  the  land:  Wells  Jur.,  $116.  Decoying partv  within  jurisdiction  to  be  sued: 
16  Am.  D.,  723;  32  Am.  R.,  693.  Jurisdiction  of  State  Courts  limited  to  State  lines:  2 
Am.  D.,  45;  in  action  against  officer  of  U.  S.:  12  Am.  D.,  513. 

§22.  (22.)  (24.)  Governor  must  defend  suits,  when.  When  any  suit  is  in- 
stituted against  the  State,  or  against  any  person,  in  the  result  of  which 

the  State  has  an  interest,  under  pretense  of  any  claim  inconsistent 
with  its  sovereignty,  jurisdiction  or  rights,  the  Governor  shall,  in  his 
discretion,  provide  for  the  defense  of  such  suit,  unless  otherwise 
specially  provided  for. 

State  not  sued  without  her  consent :  did  it  apply  to  the  Western  and  Atlantic  Rail- 
road? 23  Ga.,  436-8.  Same  rule  as  to  Georgia  Military  Institute:  31  Ga.,  277.  Western 

and  Atlantic  Railroad  cannot  be  garnisheed:  37  Ga.,  240.  State  cannot  be  sued  with- 
out tbe  Governor's  consent:  25  Ga.,  374.  When  the  State  is  not  properly  made  a  party 

to  a  suit:  43  Ga.,  605.     The  State  must  consent  to  be  made  a  party  to  a  suit:  45  Ga.,  365. 

No  action  against:  12  Am.  D.,  517,  n;  18/194,  n;  24/598;  27/345;  Broom's  Leg.  Max., 
58;  Rorer  Inter-State  Law,  21;  Wells  Jur.,  $91.  Costs  against,  not  recoverable;  16 
Am.  D.,  407,  n;  32  Am.  R.,  710.  No  right  of  set-off  against:  12  Am.  D.,  153,  n.  State 
cannot  be  garnished:  18  Am.  D.,  194  and  n. 

§22.  (a.)  Trial  of  Cases  when  State  is  party.  The  Judges  of  the  Supe- 
|74,  Acts  of  rior  Court  and  of  the  Supreme  Court  in  this  State,  where  cases  are 

'  ,p"  "pending  in  said  Courts,  in  which  the  State  is  a  "party  plaintiff"  in 
civil  cases,  it  shall  be,  and  is  hereby,  declared  the  duty  of  said  Judges 
to  give  preference  over  any  and  all  cases  so  pending  to  such  cases,  and 
to  use  all  the  power  vested  in  them  by  law  to  bring  such  cases  to  a 
speedy  trial;  and  shall,  whenever  required  so  to  do  by  counsel  for  the 
State,  take  up  said  cases  for  trial,  and  proceed  to  try  the  same,  unless 
the  defendant  can  show  some  good  cause  for  continuance,  when  the  case 

shall  be  continued  to  a  future  time  in  the  same'  term,  or  to  the  next term,  in  the  discretion  of  the  Court:  Provided,  nothing  in  this  section 
contained  shall  affect  the  right  of  the  State  to  continuance  on  a  proper 
showing. 

General  Note  on  Article  I. — "State"  defined:  7  Wal.,  700.  Deeds  by:  2  Wal., 
177.  State  may  become  trustee :  3  Woods,  351.  It  will  not  be  assumed  that  the  State 
has  stripped  itself  of  any  portion  of  its  sovereignty  by  an  act  of  the  Legislature,  unless 
the  language  is  too  clear  to  admit  of  doubt:  2  Black  510,  513.  Not  subject  to  imputa- 

tions of  fraud:  14  Am.  D.,  140.  A  State  is  a  "person"  within  the  meaning  of  a 
statute,  which  punishes  the  fraudulent  alteration  of  a  public  record,  with  intent  that 
any  person  may  be  defrauded:  24  Tex.,  61.  General  words  in  a  statute  do  not  include 
nor  bind  the  sovereign  power;  it  is  bound  only  by  express  terms  or  necessarv  implica- 

tion :  Crabbe,  307;  9  Gill.,  379;  7  Ged.,  48;  18  Am.  D.,  194;  15/380,  n.  Ordinarily,  a 
statute  which,  in  general  terms,  speaks  of  plaintiffs  and  defendants,  applies  to  persons 
only,  and  not  to  States,  counties  and  municipal  corporations:  4Gilm.,  20.  The  rule 
that  the  Government  is  not  bound  by  a  law  unless  expressly  named,  does  not  apply  to 
acts  of  legislation  which  lay  down  general  rules  of  procedure  in  civil  actions :  9  Wall, 
655;  10  Exch.,  84.  People  have  succeeded  to  all  the  rights  of  the  king:  15  Am.  D.,  379. 
Not  bound  by  estoppels:  14  Am.  D.,  140;  15/512;  2  C.  L.  J.,  542.  Not  estopped  to  deny 
constitutionality  of  statute  upon  decision  of  its  Supreme  Court:  4  C.  L.  J.,  553.  May 

>     arbitrate  disputes  between  itself  and  citizens:  4  C.  L.  J.,  502. 
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Article  3. — Coast  survey. 

ARTICLE    III. 

COAST     SURVEY 

Section. 
23.  Persons  employed  in  coast  survey. 
24.  Damages  to  land-owners — awarded. 
25.  Award — objections  thereto,  issue,  etc. 

Section, 
26.  How  costs  may  be  avoided. 
27.  Amount  of  the  costs. 

§23.  (23.)  (25.)  Coast  surveyor*.     Any  person  employed  under  the  Act  Act  of  1847, 

of  the  Congress  of  the  United  States,   providing  for  a  survey  of  the  c'  p" 
coasts,  may  enter  upon  lands  and  clear  or  cut  timber  within  this  State 

upon  the  same,  for  any  purpose  legitimately  connected  with,  and  requi- 
site to  effect,  the  said  object:  Provided,  no  unnecessary  injury  be  done 

thereby,  and  all  damages  to  the  owner  of  the  land  be  promptly  paid. 
§24.  (24.)  (26.)  Damage  to  land-owners.  If  the  parties  representing  Act  of  1847, 

the  Government  of  the  United  States,  and  the  owner  or  possessor  of  the  C-  p' 155, 
land  so  entered  upon,  cannot  agree  upon  the  amount  to  be  paid  for  said 
damages,  either  party  may  complain  in  a  summary  manner  to  the 
nearest  Justice  of  the  Peace  of  the  county  in  which  the  land  lies,  who 
shall  associate  with  him  two  disinterested  freeholders  of  the  county — 
one  to  be  named  by  each  party  interested — who  shall,  upon  hearing  the 
parties,  and  with  or  without  view  of  the  premises,  as  they  may  deter- 

mine, proceed  to  assess  and  award  the  damages,  if  any:  Provided,  the 

party  complaining  shall  give  the  opposite  party  ten  days'  notice,  in 
writing,  of  the  time  and  place  when  and  where  said  complaint  is  to 
be  heard,  and  the  name  of  the  freeholder  by  him  selected. 

§25.  (25.)  (27.)  Award  and  objections  thereto.  The  said  assessors,  with-  Act  of  1847, 

out  unreasonable  delay,  shall  file  their  award  in  the  office  of  the  Ordi-  '  p' J 
nary  of  the  county,  which  shall  be  conclusive  upon  both  parties,  unless 
objections  are  filed  to  the  same  within  ten  days  after  the  filing  of  the 
award.  If  objections  are  filed,  the  other  party  shall  have  written  notice ; 
whereupon  an  issue  shall  be  made  and  tried  at  the  first  term  there- 

after of  said  Court,  under  the  same  rules  as  other  civil  cases. 
§26.  (26.)  (28. )  Damages,  tender  of.    The  person  so  entering  upon  lands  Act  of  1847, 

may  tender  such  amount  as  he  chooses  for  the  damage  done,  and  if  the   *  p* " 
damages  finally  assessed  shall  not  exceed  the  sum  tendered,  the  party 
complaining  shall  pay  all  costs. 

§27.  (27.)  (29.)  Costs.     The  costs  before   an  Ordinary   shall  be  the  A<*  of&i847, 
same  as  are  allowed  by  law  in  civil  cases  in  said  Courts.  '   ' 
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CHAPTER  II. 

THE    POLITICAL    AND    JUDICIAL    DIVISIONS   OF    THE    STATE. 

Article  1. — Counties. 

Article  2. — Congressional  Districts. 
Article  3. — Judicial  District  and  Circuits. 

ARTICLE  I. 

COUNTIES. 

Section. 
28.  Names  and  limits  of  counties. 
29.  Cases  belonging  to  new  counties. 
30.  Unexecuted  processes  transferred. 
31.  Officers  cut  off  into  new  counties. 
32.  Officers  of  adjacent  counties  may  act. 
33.  Extra  tax  in  new  counties. 

(a)  Act  of 
1861,  p.  101. 

<b)  Act  of 
1870,   p.   18. 

(c)  Act  of 
1870,   p.   13. 

(d)  Act  of 
1870,  p.   20. 

(e)  Act  of 
1870,   p.   16. 

<f)  Act  of 
1875,  p.  109. 

Section. 
34.  Executors,  etc.,  cut  off  into  new  counties. 
35.  When  counties  are  divided  by  a  stream. 
36.  Offenses  committed  on  water  courses. 
37.  Offenses  committed  on  boundary  line. 

Counties  entitled  to  two  Representatives. 
Representation  from  new  county— when. 

38. 
39. 

(28.)  (30.)  Names  of  Counties.  The  State  is  divided  into  the  fol- 
lowing counties,  whose  boundaries  and  limits  shall  be  ascertained  by 

the  several  Acts  laying  off  the  same,  and  those  amendatory  thereof : 
Appling, 
Baker, 
Baldwin, 
Banks, 

[Bartow,]  (a.) 
Berrien, 
Bibb 
Brooks, 
Bryan, 
Bulloch, 

Burke,    .     . Butts, 
Calhoun, 
Camden, 
Campbell, 
Carroll, 
Catoosa, 
Charlton, 
Chatham, 
Chattahoochee, 
Chattooga, 
Cherokee, 
Clarke, Clay, 

Clayton, 
Clinch, 
Cobb, 
Coffee, 

§29.  (29.)  (31.)  Cases  to  be  transferred.  When  a  new  county  is  organ- 
ized, the  jurisdiction  of  all  suits  pending  in  the  county  or  counties  from 

which  the  new  county  has  been  laid  off,  of  which,  under  the  Constitu- 
tion and  laws  of  this  State,  the  new  county  should  have  cognizance,  is 

transferred  immediately  to  the  corresponding  Court  in  such  new  county, 
together  with  all  the  Court  papers  pertaining  thereto,  to  which  shall 
be  attached  the  certificate  of  the  clerk  of  the  Court  from  whence  they 
came,  that  they  are  the  proper  papers  of  the  suit,  and  the  amount  of 
costs  accrued  therein,  the  amount  then  due,  and  by  what  persons  paid; 
for  which  certificate  the  clerk  must  receive,  from  the  person  asking  the 
transfer,  the  costs  then  due,  unless  he  makes  oath  that,  owing  to  his 
poverty,  he  is  not  able  to  pay  the  costs. 

Ejectment  suit — records  moved  to  tlie  new  county:  18  Ga.,  719.  DeKalb  county 
claimed  costs  from  fines,  etc.,  in  Fulton  county,  before  the  county  was  divided:  26  G;t.. 
328.  Transfer  of  a  case  about  a  will  from  Henry  to  Spalding  county:  27  Ga.,  (>33. 
Lost  Court  papers  established  before  transfer  of  case  to  the  new  county:  30  Ga.,  703. 
Land  in  suit,  cut  off  in  a  new  county:  43  Ga.,  535. 

Columbia, Gwinnett, 
Miller, 

'  Sumter, 

Colquitt, Habersham, 
Milton, Ted  hot, 

Coweta, 

Hall, 
Mitchell, Taliaferro, 

Crawford, Hancock, 
Monroe, Tattnall, 

Dade, Haralson, Montgomery, 
Taylor, 

Dawson, 
Harris, Morgan, 

Terrell, 

Decatur, 

Hart, Murray, 
Telfair, 

DeKalb, 
Heard, Muscogee, 

Thomas, 

[Dodge,]  (b.) 

•Henry, 
Newton, 

Towns, 

Dooly, Houston, 
[Oconee,]  (e.) 

Troup, 

Dougherty, 
Irwin, 

Oglethorpe, 

Twiggs, 

[Douglass,]  (c.) 
Jackson, 

Paulding, 
Union, 

Early, 
Jasper, 
Jefferson, 

Pickens, Upson, 

Echols, 

Pierce, Walker, 

Effingham, 
Johnson, 

Pike, 

Walton, 

Elbert, Jones, 

Polk, 
Ware, 

Emanuel, 
Laurens, Pulaski, Warren, 

Fannin, 

Lee, 

Putnam, 

Washingtoi 
Fayette, 

Liberty, 

Quitman, 

Wayne, 

Floyd, Lincoln, 
Rabun, 

Webster, 

Forsyth, .   Lowndes, 
Randolph, 

White, 

Franklin, Lumpkin, Richmond, 

[Rockdale,]  (f.) 

Wilcox, 

Fulton, Macon. 

Wilkes, 

Gilmer, Madison, 

Schley, 

Wilkinson, 

Glascock, 
Marion, Scriven, Whitfield, 

Glynn, [McDuffie,]  (d.) Spalding, 
Worth, 

Green, Mcintosh, Stewart, 

Gordon, " 

Meriwether, 

Making 

137  counties. 
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§30.  (30.)  (32. )  Process  unexecuted,  All  process  (mesne  or  final)  or  paper 
requiring  some  official  act  to  be  done  by  any  officer  of  the  counties  from 
which  the  new  county  is  taken,  and  which  cannot  be  done  by  reason 
of  the  creation  of  said  new  county,  must,  without  delay,  be  transmitted 
by  the  same  to  the  corresponding  officer  in  the  new  county,  and  if  pro- 

ceedings have  been  had  thereon,  and  not  finally  disposed  of,  the  officer 
of  the  new  county  must,  proceed  as  though  the  paper  had  been  origi- 

nally in  his  hands;  but  publication  of  the  times  and  places  of  sale,  and 
proceedings  of  like  character,  shall  be  in  the  manner  prescribed  by  law. 

Sale  of  land  previously  levied  on:  15  Am.  D.,  41. 

§31.  (31.)  (33.)  Officers  cut  off  retain  their  office.  All  ministerial  officers 

in  commission,  included  within  the  limits'of  the  new  county,  hold  their commissions  and  exercise  the  duties  of  their  office  until  their  commis- 
sions expire  and  their  successors  are  elected  and  qualified,  unless  there 

is  more  than  one  for  the  same  office;  and  in  new  counties  organized 
entirely  from  one  county,  all  the  officers  of  the  old  county  are  author- 

ized to  exercise  their  respective  duties  in  the  new  county  until  the 
proper  officers  are  elected  and  qualified;  and  Justices  of  the  Peace  com- 

prised in  the  new  county,  whose  districts  are  not  materially  disturbed 
by  the  lines  of  the  new  county,  retain  their  offices  and  their  districts 
until  their  commissions  expire. 

§32.  (32.)  (34.)  Process,  how  issued  and  served  in  new  county.  When 
any  new  county,  as  organized,  is  without  a  person  authorized  to  act  as 
Clerk  of  Sheriff,  or  both,  a  corresponding  officer  in  any  adjoining 
county  may  exercise  the  duties  of  such  officer,  in  issuing,  serving  and 
returning  process,  until  said  new  county  is  supplied. 

[Sec.  (33.)  Repealed.     See  Acts  of  1869,  p.  139.] 
§33.  (34.)  (36.)  Extra  tax  for  new  county.  The  Ordinary  of  the  new 

county  may  l£vy,  for  the  first  year  after  his  qualification,  an  extra 
tax  for  county  purposes,  of  such  per  cent,  upon  the  State  tax  as  may 
be  necessary,  according  to  his  discretion  and  the  terms  of  the  Act  of 
organization. 

[Sec.  (35.)  Repealed.     See  Constitution  of  1868,  Art.  V.  Sec.  14.] 
§34.  (36.)  (38.)  Executors  cut  off.  Any  executors,  administrators  or  §§i820, 26ii. 

guardians,  making  returns  to  the  Ordinary  of  the  old  county,  and 
residing  within  the  limits  of  the  new  county  when  organized,  may 
make  their  returns  to,  and  perform  all  their  official  acts  with,  the  Ordi- 

nary thereof;  and  when  any  such  act  is  done,  the  jurisdiction  is  changed 
to  the  new  county,  and  such  trustee  shall  file  with  the  Ordinary  of  the 
new  county,  to  be  recorded  by  him,  a  certified  copy  of  all  his  acts  from 

the  Ordinary  of  the  old  county.  •  *    « 
§35.  (37.)  (39.)  Counties  divided  by  water.  Whenever  a  stream  of  water  §4770- 

is  the  boundary  of  a  county,  the  jurisdiction  of  the  county  shall  extend 
to  the  centre  of  the  main  channel  of  such  stream ;  and  if  an  offense  is 
committed  on  such  stream,  and  the  evidence  on  the  trial  does  not  defi- 

nitely disclose  in  which  county  it  was  committed,  the  Courts  of  either 
county  may  maintain  jurisdiction  for  the  trial  and  punishment  of  the 
offender. 

§36.  (38.)  (40.)  Jurisdiction  of  offense  committed  on  ivater  courses.  When- 
ever an  offense  is  committed  on  the  waters  of  any  river  which  forms  a 

boundary  between  this  and  any  other  State,  the  whole  of  which  river 
belongs  to  Georgia,  the  county  which  is  situate  on  the  side  of  the  river 
opposite  the  point  where  the  offense  is  committed,  has  jurisdiction  of 
the  same ;  and  if  the  evidence  on  the  trial  does  not  definitely  disclose 
on  which  side  of  the  line,  between  two  counties,  at  the  place  where  it 
touches  the  river,  the  offense  was  committed,  the  Courts  of  either 
county  may  maintain  jurisdiction. 
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§37.  (39.)  (41.)  Offenses  committed  on  the  line  betiveen  Georgia  and  other 
States.  This  State  claims  jurisdiction  of  an  offense  committed  on  any 
of  her  boundary  lines  with  other  States  for  the  county  bordering  on 
that  part  of  the  line  where  the  offense  was  committed,  and  if.  doubtful 
as  to  which  of  two  counties,  (as  set  forth  in  the  preceding  section,)  for 
either  county,  and  will  proceed  to  arrest,  indict,  try,  and  execute,  until 
such  other  State  shall  make  a  demand  for  the  accused  as  a  fugitive 
from  justice ;  in  which  event  the  progress  of  the  case  shall  be  sus- 

pended by  order  of  the  Governor  until  the  question  of  jurisdiction  is 
settled. 

§38.  (42.)  Representation  from  counties.  The  House  of  Representatives 
Con.of  1868,  shall  consist  of  one  hundred  and  seventy-five  members  apportioned  as 
Act'ofS20tii  follows :  To  the  six  largest  counties,  to-wit :  Bibb,  Burke,  Chatham, 
Feb.  LS73;  Floyd,  Fulton,  and  Richmond,  three  Representatives  each;  to  the 
Sept,  i88i.  twenty-six  next  largest,  to-wit :  Bartow,  Carroll,  Cobb,  Coweta,  Decatur, 

/^>—/«  A /^r>-*  DeKalb,  Greene,  Gwinnett,  Hall,  Hancock,  Harris,  Houston,  Jackson, 
I'  Jefferson,  Meriwether,  Monroe,  Muscogee,  Oglethorpe,  Pike,  Putnam, 

Sumter,  Thomas,  Troup,  Walton,  Washington,  and  Wilkes,  two  Rep- 
resentatives each,  and  to  the  remaining  one  hundred  and  five  counties 

one  Representative  each. 
§39.  (41.)  (4$.)  Representation  from  new  county,  when.  There  shall  be 

no  representation  in  either  branch  of  the  General  Assembly  from  any 
new  county  until  after  the  next  regular  election  for  members  of  the 
same,  but  the  Senators  and  Representatives  already  elected  from  the 
counties  forming  the  new  county  shall  serve  out  the  term  for  which 
they  were  elected,  without  regard  to  their  residence  in  or  out  of  the  old 
counties;  and  all  vacancies  by  death,  resignation,  or  removal,  shall 
be  filled  by  the  county  where  the  member  resided  at  the  time  of  his 
election. 

A  new  county  created  out  of  other  counties  is  not  liable  for  injuries  caused  by 
defective  bridge  in  former  territory  of  such  other  counties:  25  Am.  R.,  730.  As  to 
liability  of  counties,  see  notes  on  Title  VI.,  post. 

ARTICLE  II. 

CONGRESSIONAL   DISTRICTS. 

Sfxtion.  I  Section. 
40.  Congressional  districts.  I     41.  New  Counties — where  attached. 

§40.  (42.)  (44.)  Congressional  Districts.  Conforming  to  the  last  appor- 
(a)  Act  of  tionment  of  members  of  the  House  of  Representatives  of  the  United 

•  >*'■'/  States  Congress,  there  shall  be  in  this  State  [ai-iae]  (a)  Congressional  Dis- 
'^0-f*  /. /^*?»  tricts,  constituted  as  follows,  until  changed  by  Act  of  the  General  As- 

sembly, viz. : 
The  First  District  shall  include  the  counties  of  Appling,  Bryan,  Bul- 

lock, Burke,  Camden,  Charlton,  Chatham,  Clinch,  Echols,  Effingham, 
Emanuel,  Glynn,  Liberty,  Mcintosh,  Pierce,  Scriven,  Tattnall,  Ware, 
and  Wayne. 

The  Second  District  shall  include  the  counties  of  Baker,  Berrien,  Brooks, 
Calhoun,  Clay,  Colquitt,  Decatur,  Dougherty,  Early,  Lowndes,  Miller, 
Mitchell,  Quitman,  Randolph,  Terrell,  Thomas,  and  Worth. 

The  Third  District  shall  include  the  counties  of  Coffee,  Dodge,  Dooly,. 
Irwin,  Lee,  Macon,  Montgomerv,  Pulaski,  Schley,  Stewart,  Sumter, 
Taylor,  Telfair,  Webster,  and  Wilcox. 

The  Fourth  District  shall  include  the  counties  of  Campbell,  Carroll,, 
Chattahoochee,  Coweta,  Douglas,  Harris,  Heard,  Marion,  Meriwether, 
Muscogee,  Talbot,  and  Troup. 
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The  Fifth  District  shall  include  the  counties  of  Crawford,  Clayton,  De- 
Kalb,  Fayette,  Fulton,  Henry,  Houston,  Milton,  Monroe,  Pike,  Spald- 

ing and  Upson. 
The  Sixth  District  shall  include  the  counties  of  Baldwin,  Bibb,  Butts, 

jasper,  Jones,  Laurens,  Newton,  Putnam,  Rockdale,  Twiggs,  Walton 
and  Wilkinson. 

The  Seventh  District  shall  include  the  counties  of  Bartow,  Catoosa, 
Chattooga,  Cherokee,  Cobb,  Dade,  Floyd,  Gordon,  Haralson,  Murray, 
Paulding,  Polk,  Walker  and  Whitfield. 

The  Eighth  District  shall  include  the  counties  of  Columbia,  Elbert, 
Glascock,  Greene,  Hancock,  Hart,  Jefferson,  Johnson,  Lincoln,  McDuffie, 
Oglethorpe,  Richmond,  Taliaferro, Warren,  Washington  and  Wilkes. 

The  Ninth  District  shall  include  the  counties  of  Banks,  Clarke,  Daw- 
son, Fannin,  Forsyth,  Franklin,  Gilmer,  Gwinnett,  Hall,  Habersham, 

Jackson,  Lumpkin,  Madison,  Morgan,  Oconee,  Pickens,  Rabun,  Towns, 
White  and  Union. 

§41.  (43.)  (45.)  New  counties,  where  attached,  If  in  the  organization  of 
a  new  county  there  is  an  omission  to  specify  to  which  Congressional 
District  it  belongs,  it  shall  be  attached  to  that  from  which  most  of  its 
representative  population  has  been  taken,  according  to  the  Federal 
basis,  which  shall  be  determined  by  the  Governor,  if  necessary,  at  any 
time  before  legislation,  to  remedy  the  omission. 

ARTICLE  III. 

JUDICIAL    DISTRICTS   AND    CIRCUITS. 

Section.  I  Section. 
42.  Judicial  Districts  and  Circuits.  1      43.  To  what  Circuit  a  new  county  belongs. 

§42.  (44.)  (46.)  One  Supreme  Judicial  District  and  twenty-one  Judicial  Cir- 
cuits. The  entire  State  constitutes  one  Supreme  Judicial  District,  and 

is  'divided  into  twenty-one  Judicial  Circuits  in  reference  to  the  jurisdic- 
tion and  session's  of  the  Superior  Court,  which  Judicial  Circuits  are  as 

follows,  to- wit : 
[Albany  Circuit,  composed  of  the  counties  of  Baker,  Calhoun,  Decatur,  <&)  Act  of 

Dougherty,  Mitchell  and  Worth.]     (a.)  lb7°'  p>  3T- 
[Atlanta   Circuit,  composed  of  the  counties  of  DeKalb,  Clavton  and  (b)  Acts  of 

Fulton.]     (b.)  "  1869>  p-  2U- 
[Augusta  Circuit,  composed  of  the  counties  of  Burke,  Columbia,  Mc-(c)  Acts  of 

Duffie  and  Richmond.]     (c.)  187°-  *  38- 
Blue  Ridge  Circuit,  composed  of  the  counties  of  Cherokee,  Cobb,  Daw- 

son, Fannin,  Forsyth,  Gilmer,  Milton  and  Pickens. 
Brunswick  Circuit,  composed  of  the  counties  of  Appling,  Camden, 

Charlton,  Clinch,  Coffee,  Echols,  Glynn,  Pierce,  Ware  and  Wayne. 
Chattahoochee  Circuit,  composed  of  the  counties  of  Chattahoochee,  Har- 

ris, Marion,  Muscogee,  Talbot  and  Taylor. 
Cherokee  Circuit,  composed  of  the  counties  of  Bartow,  Catoosa,  Dade, 

Gordon,  Murray  and  Whitfield. 
Eastern  Circuit,  composed  of  the  counties  of  Bryan,  Bulloch,  Chat- 

ham, Effingham,  Liberty,  Mcintosh  and  Scriven. 

Flint  Circuit,  composed  of  the  counties  of  "Butts,  Henry,  Monroe,  New- ton, Pike,  Rockdale,  Spalding  and  Upson. 
Macon  Circuit,  composed  of  the  counties  of  Bibb,  Crawford,  Houston 

and  Twiggs. 
Middle  Circuit,  composed  of  the  counties  of  Emanuel,  Glascock,  Jef- 

ferson, Johnson,  Tattnall  and  Washington. 
2 
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(d)  Act  of        [Northeastern  Circuit,  composed,  of  the  counties  of  Habersham,  Hall] 

issiAug'    Lumpkin,  Rabun,  Towns,  Union  and  White.]     (d.) 
Northern  Circuit,  composed  of  the  counties  of  Elbert,  Hancock,  Hart, 

Lincoln,  Madison,  Oglethorpe,  Taliaferro,  Warren  and  Wilkes. 
Ocmulgee  Circuit,  composed  of  the  counties  of  Baldwin,  Greene,  Jas- 

per, Jones,  Morgan,  Putnam  and  Wilkinson. 
(e)  Acts  of     [Oconee  Circuit,  composed  of  the  counties  of  Dodge,  Dooly,  Irwin, 

1871""2'P- 32-  Laurens,  Montgomery,  Pulaski,  Telfair  and  Wilcox.]     (e.) 
Pataula  Circuit,  composed  of  the  counties  of  Clay,  Early,  Miller,  Quit- 

man, Randolph,  Stewart  and  Terrell. 
ifi  Acts  of      [Rome  Circuit,  composed  of  the  counties  of  Chattooga,  Floyd,  Paul- 
1869,  P.  20.  ding,  Polk,  Haralson  and  Walker.]     (f.) 

Southern  Circuit,  composed  of  the  counties  of  Berrien,  Brooks,  Col- 
quitt, Lowndes  and  Thomas. 

Southwestern  Circuit,  composed  of  the  counties  of  Lee,  Macon,  Schley, 
Sumter  and  Webster. 

\  t     f     [Goweta  Circuit,  composed  of  the  counties  of  Campbell,  Carroll,  Cow- 1874,  p.  43.  eta,  Douglass,  Fayette,  Heard,  Meriwether  and  Troup.]     (g.) 
Western  Circuit,  composed  of  the  counties  of  Banks,  Clarke,  Franklin, 

Gwinnett,  Jackson  and  Walton. 
§43.  (45.)  (48.)  New  county,  to  what  Circuit  attached.  If  any  new 

county  is  organized  with  an  omission  to  attach  it  to  any  Judicial  Cir- 
cuit, it  belongs  to  the  Circuit  from  which  most  of  its  territory  is  taken. 
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TITLE  II. 

OF  CITIZENSHIP. 

Chapter  1 .  —  Who  are  Citizens. 

Chapter  2. — As  to  Expatriation. 

CHAPTER  I. 

WHO    ARE    CITIZENS. 

Section.  J  Section. 
44.  Who  are  citizens  of  Georgia.     ]     45.  Who  arc  not  white  persons. 

$44.  (46.)  (49.)    Who  are  citizens.     [All  citizens  of  the  United  States,  (a) Const. of 
resident  in  this  State,  are  hereby  declared  citizens  of  this  State.]  (a.)  sec\corist 

Insufficient  certificate  of  naturalization:  18  Ga.,  239.     Prove  naturalization  by  a»y  i,  gee.' L,  * 
competent  evidence  :  22  Ga.,  546.  par.  2f>.' 

Morse  on  Citizenship  and  Giaque  on  Naturalization.    20  Am.  R.,  254.     Who  are  citi- 
zens :  2  Otto.,  542;  6  Pet,,  761;  21  Wal.,  162;  24  Am.  D.,  345  ;  Well's  Jur.,  $444-452. 

§45.  (47.)  (50.)  Persons  of  color.    Persons  having  one-eighth  or  more  of  gi666 
negro  or  African  blood  in  their  veins,  are  not  white  persons  in  the 
meaning  of  this  Code. 

Free  persons  of  color  formerly  not  citizens:  4Ga.,68;  20/480;  14/198. 

[Sec.  (48.)  Repealed.     See  Constitution  of  1868,  Art,  L,  Clause  2.] 

CHAPTER  II. 

AS   TO    EXPATRIATION. 

Section.  1  Section. 
46.  How  citizenship  may  be  renounced.  4&  How  citizenship  is  acquired. 
47.  When  citizenship  ceases.  j 

§46.  (49.)  (53.)  Citizenship  may  be  renounced.  Except  in  time  of  war, 
every  citizen  shall  have  the  right  of  expatriation,  with  a  view  to  become 
a  citizen  of  another  State  or  country  not  a  part  of  the  United  States, 
with  which  this  State  is  at  peace.  The  declaration  or  avowal  of  such 
intention  accompanied  by  actual  removal,  is  held  a  renunciation  of 
all  his  rights  and  duties  as  a  citizen. 

3  Dal.,  133;  7  Wh.,  283;  2  Cr.,  280;  Broom's  Leg.  Max.,  77. 

§47.  (50.)  (54.)  When  citizenship  ceo,ses.  Until  citizenship  is  acquired 
elsewhere,  after  compliance  with  the  terms  of  section  46,  the  person 
continues  a  citizen  of  Georgia  and  of  the  United  States. 

§48.  (51.)  (55.)  Citizenship  again  acquired.  If  a  person,  having  been 
thus  expatriated,  acquires  citizenship  under  some  foreign  power,  he  and 
his  descendants  who  go  with  him  for  the  purpose  of  residence  can  be 
citizens  of  this  State  again  only  after  a  residence  of  three  years  herein, 
and  taking  the  oath  of  allegiance,  as  in  case  of  other  foreigners. 
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TITLE  HI. 

OF  THE  EXECUTIVE  DEPARTMENT. 

Chapter  1. —  The  Governor:  His  Powers  and  Duties. 

Chapter  2. — The  Executive  Office  and  Secretaries. 
Chapter  3. — State  House  Officers — Secretary  of  State,  etc. 
Chapter  4. — Offices  connected  with  the  Executive  Department. 
Chapter  5. — Regulations  as  to  all  Executive  Offices  and  Officers. 

CHAPTER  I. 

THE    GOVERNOR HIS    POWERS   AND    DUTIES    NOT    SPECIFIED   IN   THE 

CONSTITUTION. 

.Section. 

49.  Governor's  inauguration. 50.  His  oath  to  he  taken. 
51.  May  call  out  the  militia. 
52.  He  may  call  out  militia  and  volunteers. 
53.  Shall  cause  fugitives  to  he  arrested. 
54.  Deliver  fugitives  from  other  States. 
55.  Delivery  suspended  in  certain  cases. 
56.  Fugitives  not  demanded. 
57.  Warrants  for  the  arrest  of  fugitives. 
58.  He  may  offer  rewards. 
59.  May  appoint  commissioners  of  deeds. 
60.  He  must  commission  officers. 
61.  Shall  issue  grants  to  lands. 
62.  Shall  protect  the  public  property. 
63.  May  sue  for  dues  to  the  State. 

Section. 

64.  May  buy  property — when. 
65.  Titles — how  made. 
66.  May  rent  or  sell — when. 
67.  May  remove  liens.  • 68.  Shall  report  purchase. 
69.  Shall  appoint  officers  and  fill  vacancies. 
70.  Mode  of  filling  certain  vacancies. 
71.  What  Governor  appoints  Judges. 
72.  His  secretaries  and  other  officers. 
73.  Officers  of  public  institutions. 

He  may  employ  special  agents. 
May  suspend  collection  of  taxes. 
Payments  from  the  treasury. 
Certain  records  to  be  kept. 
Seal  of  the  Executive  department. 

74. 

75. 76. 

77. 
78. 

§49.  (52.)  (66.)  Governor's  inauguration.  The  Governor  elect  shall  be- 
gin the  discharge  of  his  duties  from  the  time  of  his  inauguration.  The 

ceremony  of  inauguration  shall  take  place  during  the  first  week  of  the 
session  of  the  General  Assembly  next  after  the  election,  and  on  such 

day  of  that  week  as  the  General  Assembly*  by  joint  resolution, 
appoints.  On  failure  of  appointment,  it  takes  place  at  12  o'clock, 
meridian,  on  Saturday  of  that  week,  unless  prevented  by  providential 
causes. 

§50.  (53.)  (57.)  His  oath,  when  taken.  The  oath  prescribed  by  the  tenth 
paragraph  of  the  first  section  of  the  fifth  Article  of  the  Constitution 
of  this  State,  and  the  oath  to  support  the  Constitution^  of  the  United 
States,  shall  be  taken  by  the  Governor  elect  in  the  presence  of  the 
General  Assembly. 

§51.  (54.)  (58.)  May  call  out  military.  It  is  the  duty  of  the  Governor 
to  see  that  the  laws  are  executed.  For  this  purpose  he  has  power,  as 
Commander-in-Chief,  to  call  out  the  military  whenever,  in  his  discre- 

tion, the  due  enforcement  of  the  process  of  the  Courts  is  so  resisted 
and  set  at  defiance  as  to  require  such  interposition. 

§52.  (55.)  (59.)  In  case  of  insurrection  or  invasion.  In  case  of  invasion  or 
insurrection,  the  Governor  has  power  to  call  out  all  volunteer  military 
companies,  or  the  militia,  or  both,  for  the  defense  of  the  State,  until 
such  time  as  the  General  Assembly  meet;  and  when  so  called  into 
action,  he  has  power  to  make  all  necessary  provision  for  their  trans- 

portation, accommodation,  equipment  and  support. 
,§53.  (56.)  (60.)  Shall  cause  the  arrest  of  fugitives.  Whenever  there  is 

found  within  this  State  a  fugitive  from  justice  from  a  foreign  State, 
and  by  the  treaty  stipulations  of  the  United  States  such  person  is  to 
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be  surrendered  up  to  the  authorities  of  a  foreign  State  upon  requisi- 
tion from  the  proper  officers,  the  Governor,  by  his  warrant,  shall  cause 

him  to  be  arrested  and  delivered  over  to  such  officer. 

§54.  (57.)  (61.)  Shall  cause  fugitives  to  be  arrested.  It  is  the  duty  of  the  §§37,  3696. 
Governor,  under  his  warrant,  to  cause  to  be  arrested  and  delivered  up 

to  the  proper  officers  of  any  other  State  of  the  United  States,  any  fugi- 
tive from  justice  from  said  State,  upon  demand  made  of  him  by  the 

Executive  of  such  other  State  in  the  manner  prescribed  by  the  laws 
and  Constitution  of  the  United  States.  And  if  such  fugitive  shall 
have  assumed  another  name  in  this  State,  and  the  Governor  is  satisfied, 
by  evidence  on  oath  filed  in  his  office,  of  the  identity  of  such  person 
with  the  fugitive  demanded,  he  shall  state  the  fact  in  his  warrant  for 
the  arrest. 

The  Governor  is  controlled  by  the  record:  13  Ga.,  98.  Duty  of  agent  of  this  State 
receiving  fugitive  from  another  State:  42  Ga.,  358. 

Duty  to  surrender  fugitives,  absolute:  Rorer's  Inter-State  Law,  220;  offense  must 
have  been  committed  within  the  jurisdiction  asking  for:  lb.,  221 ;  charge  must  be  posi- 

tive :  lb.,  221;  cannot  be  used  to  enforce  civil  obligations:  lb.,  222;  right  of  habeas 

corpus:  lb.,  223 ;  State  may  punish  for  other  crime  than  one  alleged:  lb.,  227;  ''other 
crime  "  in  the  United  States  laws  means  any  offense  indictable  by  the  laws  of  the  State 
demanding  the  surrender :  17  Am.  R.,  114;  what  amounts  to  a  charge  of  crime:  lb. 
See,  also,  24  Howard,  66.  One  State  will  not  surrender  to  another  a  prisoner  who  is 
amenable  to  its  own  justice:  3  C.  L.  J.,  604.  Requisites  of  certificates  of  authentica- 

tion :  3  C.  L.  J.,  98.  Revocation  of  warrant"  32  Am.  R.,  345 ;  who  is  a  fugitive  :  32  Am. 
R.,  116.     See  Spear  on  Extradition. 

§55.  (58.)  (62.)  Delivery  suspended,  when.  If  any  person  demanded  as  a 
fugitive  from  justice  is,  at  the  time  of  such  demand,  under  prosecution 
for  an  offense  against  the  laws  of  this  State,  the  Governor  shall  suspend 
his  delivery  until  the  issue  is  determined  as  to  his  guilt,  and  if  con- 

demned, until  he  shall  have  suffered  the  penalty  of  the  law  imposed. 
$56.  (59.)  (63.)  Fugitives  not  demanded.  When  a  person,  charged  with  §4025. 

the  commission  of  an  offense  in  some  other  State,  shall  flee  into  this,  and 
is  pursued  and  caught,  or  some  person  in  this  State,  finding,  shall 
arrest  him,  it  is  the  duty  of  the  Governor,  on  oath  filed  in  his  office  of 
the  commission  of  the  offense,  and  the  identity  and  locality  of  the 
party,  to  issue  his  warrant  for  his  arrest,  as  in  other  cases,  and  com- 

mand his  lodgment  in.  any  jail  in  the  State,  for  as  long  as  twenty  days, 
and  if,  at  their  expiration,  there  is  no  formal  demand  made  by  the 
Governor  of  the  State  where  the  offense  is  alleged  to  be  committed,  he 
shall  be  discharged  from  custody;  but  upon  affidavit,  made  before  any 
proper  officer,  of  the  commission  of  the  offense,  and  of  such  intended 
application,  the  accused  shall  be  held  under  it  five  days. 

Warrants  must  be  obtained  quickly  from  the  proper  officer :  63  Ga. ,  514. 

§57.  (60.)  (&4.)  Officers  must  execute  warrants.  When  the  Governor  or 
other  officer  issues  such  or  any  other  warrant  of  arrest,  it  is  the  duty 
of  the  Sheriffs,  their  deputies,  coroners  and  constables,  to  execute  them_ 
when  placed  in  their  hands. 

§58.  (61.)  (65.)   Governor  may  offer  rewards.    The  Governor  shall,  in  his  (a)  Acts  of 

discretion,  offer,  and  cause  to  be  paid,  rewards  for  the  detection  or  appre-       '  p' hension  of  the  perpetrator  of  any  felony  committed  within  this  State ; 
[such  reward  shall  not  exceed  the  sum  of  two  hundred  and  fifty  dollars 
in  cases  of  felonies  not  capital,  and  not  to  exceed  the  sum  of  five  hun- 

dred dollars  in  capital  felonies,]  (a.);  but  no  such  reward  shall  be  paid  Acts  of  ist8 

to  any  officer  who  shall  arrest  such  person  in  the  regular  discharge  of"  ' p' his  duty,  by  virtue  of  process  in  his  hands  to  be  executed,  nor  to 
any  person  who  has  arrested  the  offender  previous  to  the  publication 
of  the  reward ;  and  whenever  he  receives  reliable  information  that  any 
gin-house  in  this  State  has  been  unlawfully  burned,  or  set  on  fire,  shall 
offer  a  reward  of  not  less  than  two  hundred  and  fifty,  nor  more  than 
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five  hundred  dollars  for  the  apprehension  of  the  incendiary  or  incendi- 
aries with  proof  sufficient  to  convict,  and  in  no  event  shall  said  reward 

be  paid  until  after  the  conviction  of  such  offender  or  offenders. 

See  note  on  Rewards  in  general  note  on  "  Principal  and  Agent," 

oCp°i74829'      §^9-  (62.)  (68.)  May  appoint  commissioners  of  deeds.      He  shall  have 
§4198.  power  to  appoint,  in  other  States  and  Territories  of  the  United  States, 

commissioners  to  take  and  certify  the  acknowledgment  or  proof  of 
deeds  or  other  conveyance  of  property  in  this  State,  of  depositions  under 
commissions  or  otherwise,  of  powers  of  attorney,  (of  wills  executed  by 
persons  devising  or  bequeathing  property  within  the  State,)  and  of 
other  instruments  in  writing  required  to  be  attested  under  the  laws 
of  this  State. 

May  take  affidavit  or  administer  oath  as  a  magistrate  here:  13  Ga.,  462.  Cannot 
certify  to  the  official  character  of  a  foreign  officer:  24  Ga,,  489.  As  to  attesting  a  mort- 

gage of  realty  in  New  York :  46  Ga.,  450. 

Statutes  of  different  States  collected :  ProfFatt  on  Notaries,  §§  158-168. 

§60.  (63.)  (69.)  Must  grant  commissions.  He  shall  grant  commissions 
to  all  such  officers  of  this  State,  including  Senators  and  Representatives 
in  Congress,  as  are  required  to  hold  them,  and  in  all  cases  he  may,  in 
his  discretion,  issue  a  dedimus  potestatem  to  such  officers  as  are  author- 

ized to  administer  oaths  requiring  the  qualification  of  the  officer  elect, 
as  provided  by  law,  and  to  issue  to  him  his  commission.  The  forms 
of  all  commissions  shall  be  in  the  discretion  of  the  Governor.  Com- 

missions thus  issued  are  final,  except  where  the  Constitution  and  laws 
otherwise  provide. 

g2360.  §61.  (64.)  (70.)  Shall  issue  grants.     He  shall  issue  all  grants  to  lands 
under  the  laws  of  this  State,  but  such  shall  not  be  conclusive,  but  sub- 

ject to  the  investigation  of  the  Courts;  and  whenever  such  are  declared 
by  the  proper  Court  to  have  been  wrongly  issued,  it  is  his  duty  to 
issue  another  grant  in  accordance  with  such  decision,  if  it  so  requires. 

§62.  (65.)  (71.)  Shall  supervise  public  property.  He  shall  have  general 
supervision  over  all.  property  of  the  State,  with  power  to  make  all 
necessary  regulations  for  the  protection  thereof,  when  not  otherwise 
provided  for.  He  must  assign  rooms  in  the  Capitol  to  all  officers  who 
must  hold  their  offices  there,  and,  in  the  absence  of  any  legislative 
provision,  designate  the  purpose  for  which  other  rooms  are  to  be 

applied. When  the  Governor  can  order  a  suit  to  be  brought:  56  Ga.,  485. 

(a)  \cts  of  §^-  May  sue  for  dues  to  the  State.  [Whenever  the  Governor  of 
1872,  pp.  39-  the  State,  after  consultation  with  the  Attorney-General  of  the  State, 

if  there  is  such  an  officer,  or  without,  if  there  is  no  such  officer,  shall 
deem  it  proper  to  institute  a  suit  or  suits,  for  the  recovery  of  a  debt  or 
debts  due  the  State,  or  money  or  property  belonging  to  the  State,  in 
his  opinion,  he  shall  be  and  is  hereby  authorized  and  required  to  insti- 

tute such  suits  in  the  proper  Court  of  this  State,  with  no  more  restric- 
tions on  the  right  to  sue  than  any  other  citizen  for  his  own  right  or 

property,  and  with  the  same  rights  as  any  citizen,  before  the  Acts  of 
the  Legislature  of  1871,  and  to  require  the  aid  of  the  Attorney-General 
of  the  State  to  begin  and  carry  on  such  suits  where  practicable,  and  if 
not,  some  other  suitable  and  competent  attorney,  on  such  terms,  as  to 
compensation,  as  he  may  agree  upon,  but  the  fees  of  such  attorney 
shall  be  conditional.]  (a.) 

May  order  suit:  56  Ga.,  485. 

§64.  Governor  may  buy  property  in  certain  cases.  [At  all  Sheriffs  sales 
under  or  by  virtue  of  any  fi.  fa.  in  favor  of  the  State  of  Georgia  or  the 
Governor  thereof,*  the  Governor  may,  by  himself,  or  any  one  authorized 

*The  words,  "except  tax  ft.  fas.,"  stricken  from  this  section  by  Act  of  187&-9,  p.  69. 
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by  him,  bid  for  and  purchase  the  property  so  sold  :  Provided,  in  no  case  (a)  Act  of 
shall  more  be  bid  for  such  property  than  the  amount  due  the  State  f^.  ' 

upon  such  fi.  fa.~\     (a.) §65.  Titles,  how  made.  [The  property  so  purchased,  shall  be  for  the  d»  Act  of 

use  of  the  State,  and  the  titles  thereto  shall  be  made  to  the  Governor^  Feb-< 
and  his  successors  in  office  and  assigns.]     (b.) 

§66.   The  Governor  may.  rent  or  sell  the  property.     [The  Governor  may  (e)  Act  of 
rent  out  said  property,  or  sell  the  same  at  public  outcry  to  the  highest  ̂ 7!;. 
bidder,  upon  such  terms  as  lie  may  deem  best  for  the  interests  of  the 
State,  and  may  make  the  necessary  conveyances  for  the  same:  Provided, 

such  sale  shall  be  advertised' in  the  same  manner  and  for  the  same 
time  as  Sheriff's  sales.]     (c.) 

$67.  Removal  of  liens.     [In- case  there  be  any  exemption  of  any  ParHothAFbf 
of  the  property  purchased,  as  provided  in  section  63,  or  the  proceeds  1873. 

I  thereof,  or  any  lien  or  incumbrance  of  superior  dignity  to  the  lien  of 
the  State,  the  Governor  may  pay  the  amount  so  exempted,  or  the  said 
lien  or  incumbrance  to  the  person  entitled   thereto.]     (d.) 

§68.  Purchase  to  be  reported.     [The  Governor  shall  report  to  the  Gen-®  A&tof 
oral   Assembly  at   its  following  session,  any   purchase,  lien,  or  sale,  1873. 
made  under  the  foregoing  provisions,  giving  full  particulars  of  the 

;  transaction.]     (e.) 
§69.  (66.)  (72.)  Shall  appoint  officers  and  fill  vacancies.  He  shall  ap- 

point all  officers  and  fill  all  vacancies,  unless  otherwise  prescribed  by 
the  Constitution  and  laws.  All  appointments  to  discharge  a  public 
duty,  by  the  General  Assembly,  or  by  the  Governor  under  its  author- 

ity, are  declared  to  be  offices  within  the  meaning  of  the  Constitution. 
Section  cited:  44  G a.,  76;  58/517. 

§70.  Mode  of  filling  certain  vacancies. .  [In  case  of  a  vacancy  from  any  {&)_  Acts  of 

cause,  in  any  office,  the  full  term  of  which,  by  the  Constitution,  is  tojg^-"'  p" be  filled  by  the  Governor,  with  the  advice  and  consent  of  the  Senate, 
it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  Governor  to  appoint  and  commission  some 
qualified  person  to  supply  it  until  the  next  meeting  of  the  General 
Assembly,  when  said  vacancy  shall  be  filled  in  the  same  way  and 
manner  described  in  the  Constitution  for  filling  the  full  term  of  such 
office.  All  vacancies  which  may  hereafter  occur  during  the  session  of 
the  General  Assembly,  or  may  then  exist,  as  are  provided  for  in  the 
fourth  clause,  of  the  second  section  of  the  fourth  Article  of  the  Consti- 

tution of  this  State,  shall  be  filled  in  pursuance  of  the  provisions  of 
this  section.]     (a.) 

§71.  What  Governor  shall  appoint  Judges.  [Whenever  the  terms  of  the  W  Aet%°f 
offices  of  the  Judges  of  the  Supreme  Court,  or  of  the  Superior  Court,  '"'  " 
or  of  the  Attorney  or  Solicitor-General,  shall  expire  on  the  first  day  of 
January,  and  the  term  of  office  tf  a  newly-elected  Governor  shall  begin 
on  the  same  day,  the  terms  of  said  officers  shall  not  be  deemed  to 
expire  until  the  inauguration  of  the  newly-elected  Governor;  and 
upon  said  newly-elected  Governor  shall  devolve  the  duty  of  appointing 
the  said  officers  for  the  succeeding  terms;  and  the  terms  of  the  officers 
appointed  by  said  newly-elected  Governor  shall  expire  on  the  same 
dates  as  if  they  had  been  appointed  on  said  first  day  of  January.]     (b.) 

§72.  (67.)  (73.)  May  appoint  and  remove  secretaries  and  others.  He  has 
the  power  of  appointing  the  following  officers,  who  shall  hold  their 
offices  during  the  time  for  which  he  is  Governor,  subject  to  be  removed 
at  his  pleasure,  viz. : 

[Two]  (a.)  Secretaries  of  the  Executive  department. 
A  Messenger  for  his  office.  (a)Constof 

A  State  Librarian.  sfeUon"4' 

A  guard  for  the  Capitol  buildings.  clause  10' 
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A  person  to  keep  the  Capitol  grounds  and  other  State  property  at 
the  seat  of  Government  in  proper  order. 

§73.  (68.)  (74.)  Shall  appoint  officers  named  in  the  Code.  He  shall  also 
appoint  all  the  officers  of  the  following  State  institutions  named  in 
this  Code,  and  laws  hereafter  enacted  amendatory  thereof,  unless  meni- 

als, servants,  day-laborers,  or  otherwise  required,  viz  : 
Officers  of  the  Penitentiary. 
Trustees  of  the  Lunatic  Asylum. 
Trustees  of  the  Asylum  for  the  Deaf  and  Dumb. 
Trustees  of  the  Asylum  for  the  Blind. 
Officers  of  the  Western  and  Atlantic  Railroad. 
Keepers  of  the  Arsenal  and  Public  Arms. 
§74.  (69.)  (75.)  May  employ  agents.  And  he  has  power  to  engage  the 

§§22, 1486.  services  of  any  competent  person  for  the  discharge  of  any  duty  required 
by  the  laws,  and  essential  to  the  interests  of  the  State,  or  necessary,  in 
an  emergency,  to  preserve  the  property  or  funds  of  the  State. 

May  bring  suit :  56  Ga. ,  485. 

§75.  (70.)  (76.)  May  suspend  collection  of  taxes.  The  Governor  may 

ccp°i02521'  suspend  the  collection  of  the  taxes,  or  any  part  thereof,  due  the  State, 
§912.  until  the  meeting  of  the  next  General  Assembly,  but  no  longer;  nor 

shall  he  otherwise  interfere  with  the  collection  thereof. 

§76.   (71.)  (77.)  Payments  from  the  treasury.     All  payments .  from  the 

c.Cp°io28!6'  treasury,  unless  otherwise  provided,  shall  be  made  upon  the  warrant  of 
the  Governor,   and  he  may  withhold   his  approval  on  any  account 
audited  and  certified  by  the  Comptroller-General.     The  warrant  shall 
always  specify  on  what  appropriation  or  fund  it  is  drawn. 

Warrants  revocable  until  they  are  paid:  56  Ga.,  674. 

§77.  (72.)  (78.)  Shall  cause  to  be  kept  a  journal  of  his  official  acts.  The 
Governor  shall  cause  to  be  kept  and  preserved  in  the  Executive  office 
the  following  books  of  record: 

1.  A  journal  or  minute  book,  showing  all  of  his  official  acts. 
2.  A  book  of  appropriations,  in  which  shall  be  entered  a  full  account 

of  all  annual  appropriations,  setting  forth  the  amounts  under  their 
appropriate  heads,  together  with  the  date  of  his  warrant  for  such  appro- 

priation, and  in  whose  favor  drawn. 
3.  A  book  giving  a  statement  of  the  public  debt  of  the  State,  the 

dates  and  numbers  of  the  bonds  issued,  in  whose  favor,  and  for  what 
amounts,  the  date  of  payment  and  the  disposition  thereof;  also,  a  full 
and  accurate  account  of  all  sums  of  money  that  are  set  apart  as  a  sink- 

ing fund  for  the  redemption  of  the  public  debt,  particularly  setting 
forth  the  amount  for  the  several  specific  purposes,  when  drawn,  and  in 

whose  favor  drawn.  • 
4.  A  book  in  which  shall  be  kept  copies  of  all  bonds  of  agents  dis- 

bursing public  funds;  also,  a  schedule  of  all  bonds  and  other  evidences 
of  debt  due  to  the  State,  and  the  disposition  made  thereof. 

5.  A  book  of  commissions,  showing  the  dates  when  issued,  for  all 
officers,  civil  and  military,  in  this  State. 

6.  A  book  showing  the  exact  condition  of  the  educational  fund  of 
this  State,  and  the  annual  income  thereof. 

7.  A  book  or  books  containing  a  list  of  the  respective  numbers,  dis- 
tricts, sections  and  counties  of  the  several  lots  of  land  disposed  of  by 

the  several  land  lotteries,  and  the  names  of  the  drawers  of  each,  to 
whom  and  when  granted,  and  a  similar  schedule  of  all  lands  sold  by  the 
State,  by  whom  purchased,  and  to  whom  and  when  granted. 

8.  He  shall  also  keep,  and  cause  to  be  carefully  filed  away,  properly 
marked  or  numbered,  all  documents  appertaining  to  his  office,  whether 
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there  as  the  place  of  deposit  or  received  by  mail  or  express,  and  keep  a 
book  as  an  index  or  key  to  the  same. 

9.  And  any  other  books  or  files  that,  in  his  judgment,  his  depart- 
ment needs. 

§78.  (73.)  (79.)  Executive  seal.  There  shall  be  a  seal  of  the  Executive 
department.  The  device  shall  be  the  same  as  that  now  used  therein, 
and  shall  not  be  altered  except  by  authority  of  the  General  Assembly. 

General  Note  on  Chapter  I. — (Governor.) — Governor  and  subordinates  in  Exec- 
utive department  not  subject  to  subpoena  by  grand  jury:  27  Am.  R.,  667;  see,  also, 

22  N.  J.  {eq.),  111.  Governor  not  answerable  to  Courts  for  manner  in  which  he  dis- 
charges discretionary  duties  confided  to  him;  his  subordinates  and  agents  answerable 

only  to  himself :  6  C.  L.  J.,  82 ;  2  Thomp.  Neg.,  816.  Appointments  by,  to  office,  during 
the  interim  of  sessions  of  the  General  Assembly:  7  Cal.,  519;  1  111.,  68;  10  Cal.,  1.  Ap- 

pointments by,  generally:  21  Ind.,  516;  1  T.  B.  Mom,  82;  11  La.  Ann.,  486;  16/134; 
3  Mete,  207  ;  40  N.  Y.,  113;  68  N.  C,  457,  429,  546;  1  Hask.,  764.  Removal  by:  6  Cal., 
291;  43  Pa.  St.,  372;  24  Tex.,  253;  44  Miss.,  808;  44  Mo.,  213;  24  La.  Ann.,  432;  90  111., 
186;  13  Am.  R.,  131.  In  absence  of  Attorney-General,  Governor  is  bound  to  intervene 
in  behalf  of  State  to  protect  its  interest  by  taking  appeals:  22  La.  Ann.,  602.  As  to 
pardons  by :  See  note  to  Constitution. 

CHAPTER  II. 

THE    EXECUTIVE    OEFICE    AND    RESIDENCE    OF    THE    GOVERNOR. 

Section  79.  Where  Executive  office  must  be  kept. 

§79.  (74.)  (75.)  (80.)  (81.)  Executive  office  and  residence.  The  Execu- 
tive office  shall  be  in  the  State  House  at  the  seat  of  Government.  If, 

from  any  cause,  there  is  no  State  House,  or  it  has  to  be  abandoned, 
then  at  such  place  at  the  seat  of  Government  as  the  Governor  may 
direct,  and  not  elsewhere,  unless  made  necessary  from  invasion,  insur- 

rection, pestilence,  or  rebellion.  The  Governor  shall  reside  at  the  seat 
of  Government  during  his  term  of  office. 

CHAPTER   III. 

FISCAL    YEAR    AND    REPORTS. 

Section.  I  Section. 
79.  (a)  Fiscal  year.  I     79.  (b  )  Reports — where  filed. 

§79.  (a.)  Fiscal  year  begins,  when.     The  fiscal  year  in  this  State  shall  Act  of  28th 

commence  on  the  first  day  of  January,  and  end  on  the  thirty-first  day  ept'' 
of  December  of  each  year,  commencing  with  the  year  1881;  and  all 
public  officers  of  this  State  shall  keep  their  official  accounts  in  accord- 

ance therewith.  • 
There  shall  also  be  a  year  for  official  reports,  distinct  from  the  fiscal 

year;  said  official  report  year  to  include  the  twelve  months,  ending 
thirt}^  daj^s  next  preceding  the  regular  meeting  of  the  General  Assem- 

bly, and  all  the  public  officers  of  this  State  shall  make  and  publish, 
annually,  their  official  reports  in  accordance  with  the  official  report 
year  herein  provided  for. 

§79.  (b.)   Certain  reports  to  be  filed  with  Librarian.     It  is  the  duty  of  the  Actsofis76, 

Governor,   Comptroller-General,  Treasurer,  and  all  other  officers  whop'0' 
are  now,  or  may  hereafter  be,  required  to  make  reports  to  the  General  §231- 
Assembly,  to  furnish  the  State  Librarian  with  at  least  ten  copies  each 
of  said  reports,  and  it  is  his  duty  to  have  the  same  bound  and  pre- 

served in  the  Library  for  public  use. 
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CHAPTER  IV. 

THE  SECRETARY  OF  STATE,  TREASURER,  AND  COMPTROLLER-GENERAL 

Article  1. — The  Secretary  of  State. 
Article  2. — The  State  Treasurer. 

Article  3. — The  Comptroller- General. 

ARTICLE    I. 

OF    THE    SECRETARY    OF    STATE. 

Section. 
80.  His  election  and  term. 
81.  Bond  of  Secretary  of  State. 
82.  Must  reside  at  the  Capital. 
83.  Must  furnish  applicants  with  records. 
84.  He  shall  receive  no  perquisites. 

Section. 

85.  Secretary  of  State  and    Surveyor-General 
consolidated. 

86.  The  Great  Seal  of  the  State. 
87.  Other  duties. 
88.  Shall  not  speculate  in  wild  lands. 

1838,  Art.  4,  §80.  Secretary  of  State,  his  election  and  term.  There  shall  be  a  Secre- 

8CConstarof  ̂ aiT  °f  State,  elected  by  persons  qualified  to  vote  for  members  of  the 
1877,  Art.  5,  General  Assembly,  at  the  same  time  and  in  the  same  manner  as  the 

par!  i.         Governor. 
§81.  (76.)  (82.)  Must  give  bond.  Before  entering  on  the  duties  of  his 

Act  of  1843,  office,  he  shall  execute  a  bond  with  sufficient  securities,  to  be  approved 

"  p'  °  "  by  the  Governor,  in  the  sum  of  ten  thousand  dollars,  conditioned  for 
the  faithful  performance  of  all  the  duties  of  his  said  office,  and  all  such 
duties  as  shall  be  required  of  him  by  the  General  Assembly  or  the 
laws  of  this  State,  and  for  a  faithful  account  of  all  the  public  money 
or  effects  that  may  come  into  his  hands  during  his  continuance  in 
office.  It  shall  be  filed  in  the  Executive  office,  and  a  copy  thereof, 

certified  by  one  of  the  Governor's  secretaries,  under  the  seal  of  the 
Executive  department,  shall  be  received  in  evidence  in  lieu  of  the 
original  in  any  of  the  Courts  of  this  State. 

§82.  (77.)  (83.)  Shall  keep  his  office  in  the  Capitol.  He  shall  be  provided 

Act  of  1861,  with  suitable  apartments  in  the  State  Capitol,  furnished  at  the  State's 
P* 72-  expense.     He  shall  reside  at  the  Capital,  and  keep  his  office  open  daily, 

Sundays  and  holidays  excepted. 
§83.  (78.)  (84.)  Shall  furnish  copies  of  records.  He  shall  furnish  to  all 

applicants,  upon  the  payment  of  the  prescribed  fees,  copies  of  all 
records  and  public  documents  within  his  office,  and  shall  attach  the 
Great  Seal  of  the  State  to  such  transcripts  as  the  Governor  or  General 
Assembly  may  direct. 

§84.  (79.)  (85.)  Shall  have  no  perquisites.  He  shall  receive  no  perqui- 
Act°fi§26,  sites  for  any  official  act,  but  the  fees  prescribed  shall  be  collected  by 

him  and  paid  into  the  State  treasury. 

Act  of  1838,      §85.  (80.)  (85.)  Office  consolidated  with  Surveyor- General.     [The  offices 
(a)  Acts  of  of  Secretary  of  State  and  Surveyor-General  are  consolidated,  and  the 
1865-6,  p.     Secretary  of  State  is  required  to  discharge  the  duties  of  both  of  said 

Actsofi86i,  offices.']  (a. ) 
p"  /2-  1.  It  is  his  duty  to  keep  the  Great  Seal  of  the  State,  the  original 

Acts  passed  by  the  General  Assembly,  and  all  the  public  records  of  the 
State  not  appertaining  specially  to  other  offices.  He  shall  look  to  and 
preserve  the  records  and  papers  belonging  to  the  Senate  and  House  of 
Representatives.  He  shall  see  that  the  original  journals  of  both  houses 
are  deposited  in  and  kept  in  his  office. 
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2.  He  shall  attest  all  grants,  and  other  public  documents  requiring  §2351. 
the  Great  Seal  of  the  State,   issuing  from  the  Executive  of  the   State. 

3.  He  shall  keep  a  record  in  proper  books  of  all  grants  issued  by  the 
iState. 

4.  He  shall  keep  safely  all  bonds  of  agents  appointed  to  disburse 

'public  money. 
5.  He  shall  provide  all  fuel,  lights,  servants  or  other  contingents 

'necessary  for  the  General  Assembly ;  also,  all  stationery  for  their  use, 
and  shall  report  the  amount  of  the  same  to  the  Finance  Committee  of 
the  House  of  Representatives  before  the  adjournment  of  the  session. 
He  shall  perform  all  other  duties  required  of  him  by  law,  or  which 
[necessarily  attach  to  his  office. 

[6.  At  least  thirty  days  previous  to  the  day  of  election  of  Governor,  (a)  Act  of 

members  of  the  General  Assembly,  Representatives  to  Congress,  electors  J*^1^" 
of  President  and  Vice-President  of  the  United  States,  and  county 
officers,  he  shall  furnish  each  Ordinary  of  the  State  with  printed  forms 
of  returns,  certificates  and  directions,  together  with  any  advice  he  may 
deem  necessary  to  secure  proper  returns ;  and  he  shall  provide  and 
keep  on  hand  a  sufficient  quantity  of  self-sealing  envelopes- of  uniform 
appearance  and  suitable  size  and  quality  for  use  in  the  elections  afore- 
isaid.]  (a.) 

§86.  (81.)  (86.)   Great  Seal  to  be  kept  in  his  office.     The  Great   Seal  of 
Ithe  State,  adopted  February  8th,  1799,  and  now  on  deposit  in  the  office 
)f  the  Secretary  of  State,  is  as  follows: 

1.  It  is  of  silver,  and  the  size  of  two  and  a  quarter  inches  in  diameter. 
2.  The  device  on  one  side  is  a  view  of  the  sea  shore,  with  a  ship 

bearing  the  flag  of  the  United  States  riding  at  anchor  near  a  wharf, 
eceiving  on  board  hogsheads  of  tobacco  and  bales  of  cotton,  emblematic 

of  the  exports  of  this  State ;  at  a  small  distance  a  boat,  landing  from 
the  interior  of  the  State,  with  hogsheads,  etc.,  on  board,  representing 
her  internal  traffic ;  in  the  back  part  of  the  same  side  a  man  in  the 
act  of  plowing,  and  at  a  small  distance  a  flock  of  sheep  in  different 
pastures,  shaded  by  a  nourishing  tree;  the  motto  thereon,  Agriculture 
and  Commerce,  1799. 

3.  The  device  on  the  other  side  is  three  pillars,  supporting  an  arch, 
with  the  word  Constitution  engraven  within  the  same,  emblematic  of 
the  Constitution,  supported  by  the  three  departments  of  Government, 
viz:  the  Legislative,  Judicial  and  Executive — the  first  pillar  having 
|engraven  on  it  "Wisdom,"  the  second  "Justice/'  the  third  "Moderation;" 
bn  the  right  of  the  last  pillar  a  man  standing  with  a  drawn  sword, 
representing  the  aid  of  the  military  in  the  defense  of  the  Constitution ; 
the  motto,  State  of  Georgia,  1799. 

§87.  (82.)    (109.)    Duties   heretofore   devolving  on   the  Survey  or- General.  Act  of  nxs, 
The  Secretary  of  State  shall  also  discharge  the  following  duties,  here- c-'  p'  665, 
jtofbre  devolving  on  the  Surveyor-General,  to-wit  : 

1.  To  keep  safely  all  the  records  of  plats  of  land  granted,  and  to  report  §872. 
[the  condition  of  such  records  to  the  Governor  at  least  once  a  year. 

2.  To  record  all  plats  of  land  legally  authenticated  and  returned  to 
him  by  the  several  county  surveyors,  or  other  surveyors  acting  by 
authority,  for  which  grants  are  sought,  and  to  attach  the  originals 
thereof  to  the  grants. 

3.  To  keep  in  his  office  correct  maps  of  all  the  different  surveys 
(made  by  State  authority)  and  of  those  comprising  the  land  lotteries, 
their  divisions  into  numbers,  districts,  sections,  and  the  like,  having 
for  every  district  a  separate  map. 

4.  To  keep  a  register  of  the  various  grantees  thereto,  and  the  dates 
of  the  grants. 
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5.  To  keep  correct  maps  of  all  surveys  of  rivers,  harbors,  swamps  or 
land,  made  by  the  special  direction  of  the  General  Assembly. 

6.  He  shall,  when  necessary,  contract  for  the  execution  of  new  maps, 
or  the  re-execution  of,  or  repairs  of,  old  maps,  subject  to  the  ratification 
of  the  General  Assembly. 

7.  He  must  certify  under  his  official  seal,  as  the  Comptroller-General 
is  directed  in  section  107. 

§88.  (83.)  (110.)  Shall  not  speculate  in  wild  lands.  He  shall  not, 
directly  or  indirectly,  be  interested  or  engaged  in  the  purchase  and 
sale  of  wild  lands  on  speculation,  on  pain  of  removal  by  the  Governor 
or  the  General  Assembly. 

General  Note. — Grants  are  enrolled  in  the  office  of  the  Secretary  of  State :  17  Ga., 551. 

General  Note. — Decisions  relating  to  similar  officer  in  other  States:  8  Ind...  341;  10 
Wis.,  525;  2  Strobh,  250. 

ARTICLE  II. 

THE    STATE    TREASURER. 

Section. 
89.  His  election  and  term. 
90.  His  oath  and  bond. 
91.  His  rights  and  duties. 
91.  (a  )  His  sureties  on  bond. 
91.  (b.)  Approval  of  bond. 
91.  (c.)  Record  of  bond 
91.  (d.)  Renewal  of  bond. 
92.  Suspension  of  Treasurer. 

Section. 
93.  Supervision  of  office. 
94.  His  resignation,  etc. 
95.  In  case  of  default 
96.  His  office — where  -kept. 

97.  His  duties  specified. ' 97.  (a  )  Shall  keep  bond  book. 
97.  (b.)  Subject  to  ft.  fa.—  when 

§89.  Election  and  term  of  office.     There   shall  be   a  Treasurer  of  the 

i8°77SArt  5  State,  wno  shall  be  elected  at  the  same  time  and  in  the  same  manner 
sec.2,  par.i!  with  the  Governor.     He  shall  hold  his  office  for 'two  years,  and  until his  successor  is  elected  and  qualified.      The  first  election  shall  take 

place  on  the  first  Wednesday  in  October,  1880.     His  salary  shall  be 
two  thousand  dollars  per  annum. 

§90.  (84.)  (87.)  Treasurer's  oath  and  bond.  Before  entering  on  the 
Acts  of  1876,  duties  of  his  office,  the  State  Treasurer  shall  take  an  oath  before  the 
p.  126.  Governor,  or  one  of  the  Judges  of  the  Supreme  or  Superior  Courts  of 

this  State,  to  support  the  Constitution  of  the  United  States,  and  the 
Constitution  of  the  State  of  Georgia,  and  faithfully  to  execute  the 
duties  of  his  office,  which  oath  shall  be  in  writing,  and  subscribed  to 
by  the  State  Treasurer,  and  filed  and  recorded  in  the  Executive  office. 
The  State  Treasurer  shall  also  give  bond  to  the  State  of  Georgia,  with 
security  or  securities,  approved  by  the  Governor,  in  the  sum  of  two 
hundred  thousand  dollars,  conditioned  as  follows : 

1.  That  he  will  faithfully  discharge,  execute  and  perform  all  and 
singular,  the  duties  of  him  required,  and  which  may  be  required  by 
the  Constitution  and  laws. 

2.  That  he  will  faithfully  account  for  and  pay  over  all  moneys  that 
may  be  received  by  him,  from  time  to  time,  by  virtue  of  his  office. 

3.  That  he  will  safely  deliver  to  his  successor  all  books,  moneys, 
vouchers,  accounts  and  effects  whatsoever  belonging  to  his  said  office. 

§91.  (85.)  (88.)  His  rights  and  duties.     His  rights  and  duties  are  the 
Act  of  1826,  same  as  those  of  the  Secretary  of  State,  set  forth  in  sections  82  and  83, 
/~i    t\    i  hot  »/  /  ' 

except  the  use  of  the  Great  Seal.  He  shall  receive  no  perquisites  for 
any  official  act,  but  the  fees  prescribed  shall  be  collected  by  him  and' 
paid  into  the  State  treasury. 

§91.  (a.)  Securities  on  bond.  Each  security  on  the  bond  of  the  Treasurer 

shall  make  oath  that  he  'is  "bona  fide"  worth,  over  and  above  his 
debts,  exemptions  and  liabilities  of  all  kind,  property  in  realty  and* 

C.  p.  1027. 
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personalty,  not  less  than  some  specified  sum,  to  be  stated  in  said  oath, 
which  oath  shall  be  attached  to  said  bond,  and  recorded  therewith.  Actsofi876, 

He  may,  by  express  stipulation   in   writing,  limit  his  liability  toap-127, 
specific  sum,  to  be   stated  in  said  bond ;  and  all  the  property  of  the 

Treasurer,  to  the  full  amount  of  said  bond,  and  the  property  of  the*L)1' securities  to  the  amount  for  which  they  may  be  severally  bound,  shall 
be  liable  for  the  faithful  performance  by  the  Treasurer  of  the  duties  of 
his  office,  as  set  forth  herein,  from  the  date  of  the   execution  of  said 
bond ;  and  a  lien  is  hereby  created  in  favor  of  the  State  upon  the  prop- 

erty of  the  Treasurer  to  the  amount  of  said  bond,  and  upon  the  property 
of  the  securities  upon  his  said  bond  to  the  amount  for  which  they  may 
be  severally  liable,  from  the  date  of  the  execution  thereof. 

§91.  (b.)'  Governor's  approval  of  bond.     The  Governor  shall  not  approve  Actsof  i*7<;, 
any  bond  of  the  Treasurer  unless  the  sums  so  sworn  to,  as  above.set  forth,  p-127- 
and  the  specific  sums  in  which  the  security  or  securities  have  limited 

:  their  liability  shall,  in  the   aggregate   at  least,  equal   two   hundred 
thousand  dollars,  the  amount  of  the  penalty  thereof,  and  he  shall  be 
satisfied  of  the  responsibility  of  each  security. 

§91.  (c)  Record  of  bond.  The  bond  of  the  Treasurer,  when  duly  exe-Actsofi876, 
I  cuted  and  approved,  shall  be  recorded  in  the  Secretary  of  State's  office, p"  • 
and  filed  in  the  Executive  office,  and  a  copy  thereof,  certified  by  one  of 

the  Governor's  secretaries,  under  the  seal  of  the  Executive  department, 
or  a  certified  copy  taken  from  the  records  of  the  Secretary  of  State's 
office,  shall  be  received  in  evidence,  in  lieu  of  the  original,  in  any  of 
the  Courts  of  this  State. 

§91.  (d).  Insufficiency  of  security .     It  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  Governor  Actsof  isth. 

I  at  all  times,  when,  in  his  opinion,  the  security  or  securities  of  any  Treas- p" 12'" 
1  urer  have,  or  are  likely  to  become,  invalid  or  insufficient,  to  demand 
and  require  such  Treasurer  forthwith  to  renew  his  bond  to  the  State  of 
Georgia,  in  the  penalty  and  according  to  the  form  prescribed  in  this 
article,  and  in  case  of  neglect  or  refusal  by  any  Treasurer  to  give  bond,  ggm,  598. 
with  security  or  securities,  as  aforesaid,  within  ten  days  after  thesame 
shall  be  demanded  and  required  by  the  Governor,  such   neglect  or 
refusal  shall  be  a  disqualification  under  the  law,  and  shall  create  a 
vacancy  in  said  office  of  Treasurer ;  and  the  Governor  is  hereby  required 
to  proceed  forthwith  to  appoint  a  fit  and  proper  person  to  fill  the 
vacancy  occasioned   thereby,  until  the  next  session  of  the   General 
Assembly  thereafter,  and  such  appointee  shall  give  like  bond  and 
security,  and  in  the  same  manner,  and  upon  the  same  terms  as  pre- 

scribed for  the  Treasurer  in  this  article. 

§92.  Suspension  of  Treasurer.  Upon  representation  made  to  the  Gov-  Aetsoii876 

ernor  by  any  person  under  oath,  or  where  the  Governor  has  received p-12'- 
reliable  information  from  any  source,  that  the  Treasurer  is  insane,  or 
manifestly  insolvent,  or  that  he  has  absconded  or  concealed  himself,  or 
is  guilty  of  conduct  which  is  to  the  hazard  of  the  public  treasury,  it  shall  §508. 
be  his  duty  to  call  a  council  to  be  composed  of  the  Attorney-General, 
Secretary  of  State,  and  Comptroller-General,  and  if  they,  or  a  majority 
of  them,  after  an  examination  into  the  truth  of  such  representation, 
shall  find  the  same  to  be  true,  the  Governor  shall  suspend  the  Treasurer 
from  office  until  the  next  session  of  the  General  Assembly  thereafter, 
and  issue  proclamation  thereof,  and  he  shall  submit  to  said  body  his 
action  in  the  premises  and  the  reasons  therefor.  In  the  event  of  a 
suspension  of  the  Treasurer  under  the  provisions  of  this  section,  the 
Governor  shall  appoint  some  fit  and  proper  person  to  discharge  the 
duties  of  said  office  during  the  period  of  such  suspension,  who  shall 
take  an  oath  and  give  bond  and  security  upon  like  terms  and  in  the 
same  manner  as  provided  in  this  article  for  the  Treasurer  elected  by 
the  people. 
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§93.  (87.)  (90.)  The  Governor  to  exercise  general  superintendence  over. 
Acts  of  1876,  The  Governor  may  exercise  a  general  superintendence  over  the  office 
p-  V1S-  of  State  Treasurer,  not  inconsistent  with  the  provisions  prescribed  for 

it  by  law,  and  may,  at  any  time,  appoint  some  competent  person  to 
examine  into  the  state  of  such  office,  for  any  period  of  time  he  may 
designate,  and  report  its  condition  to  him ;  and  shall  have  power  to 
require,  in  writing,  of  such  Treasurer,  to  withdraw  the  public  funds 
from  any  place  of  deposit  deemed  unsafe  by  him. 

§94.    (88.)    (91.)    Treasurer   resigning  or  removing.     If  the   Treasurer 
Actsofi876,  resign  or  is  removed,  he  must,  within  ten  days  thereafter,  state  his 
p-  128>        accounts  to  the  Comptroller-General,  and  deliver  the  books,  papers  and 

money  of  the  treasury  to  his  successor,  taking  his  receipt  therefor ;  and 
the  Comptroller-General  must  record  a  statement  of  such  settlement 
and  receipt  in  his  office,  and  report  the  same  forthwith  to  the  Governor. 

§95.  (89.)  (92.)   Treasurer  in  default  or  absenting  himself.     If  the  Treas- 
Actsof  1870,  urer  fail  to  comply  with   the  provisions  of  the  preceding  section,  or  if 

p'  *  he  dies,  absconds,  or  absents  himself  without  sufficient  cause  for  as  long 
as  twenty  days,  the  Comptroller,  after  giving  ten  days'  notice,  by  pub- 

lication in  some  public  gazette  at  the  seat  of  Government,  must  proceed, 
and  in  the  presence  of  any  person  who  may  appear  in  behalf  of  the 
late  State  Treasurer,  or  if  none  appear,  in  the  presence  of  the  Attor- 

ney-General, to  state  his  account  and  deliver  the  books,  papers,  money, 
and  all  other  appurtenances  of  his  office  to  his  successor,  taking  his 
receipt  therefor,  and  record  and  file  such  statement  and  receipt  in  his 
office,  and  report  forthwith  to  the  Governor.  (Shall  keep  his  office  in 
the  Capitol,  and  shall  furnish  copies  of  records.) 

§96.  (85.)  (88.)  OjJi.ce,  where  kept.  He  shall  be  provided  with  suitable 

Actsof-1876,  apartments  in  the  State  Capitol,  furnished  at  the  State's  expense.  He 
p.  128.  shall  reside  at  the  Capital,  and  keep  his  office  open  daily,  Sundays 

and  holidays  excepted j  and  he  shall  furnish  to '  all  applicants,  upon the  payment  of  the  prescribed  fees,  copies  of  all  records  and  public 
documents  within  his  office.  He  shall  receive  no  perquisites  for  any 
official  act,  but  the  fees  prescribed  shall  be  collected  by  him  and  paid 
into  the  State  treasury.  He  is  authorized  to  employ  a  suitable  person 
as  clerk  to  assist  him  in  the  duties  of  his  office,  and  to  remove  him  at 
his  pleasure ;  and  such  clerk  shall  receive  a  salary  of  sixteen  hundred 
dollars  per  annum. 

§97.  (86.)    (89.)    Duties  of  Treasurer.     It  is  the  duty  of  the   State 
Treasurer: 

1.  To  receive  and  keep  safely  all  the  money  which  shall  be  paid  to 
Aetsof  1876,  him  in  behalf  of  the  State,  (giving  certificates  therefor,  which  certifi- 

cates shall  specially  set  forth  the  amount,  on  what  account,  and  by 

whom  paid,  and  shall  be  lodged  as  vouchers  in  the  Comptroller's  office,) 
and  to  pay  out  the  same  only  upon  the  warrants  of  the  Governor,  when 
countersigned  by  the  Comptroller-General,  excepting  the  draft  of  the 
President  of  the  Senate,  and  Speaker  of  the  House  of  Representatives, 
for  sums  due  to  the  members  and  officers  of  their  respective  bodies. 

2.  It  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  Treasurer  to  keep  a  durable  book,  wherein 
he  shall  enter,  each  day,  in  charge  against  himself,  all  and  every  sum 
of  money  received  by  him,  stating  from  whom  and  on  what  account 
received,  and,  per  contra,  crediting  himself  with  any  and  all  sums 
disbursed  by  him  in  any  manner,  stating  to  whom  paid,  when  paid, 
and  on  what  account  or  purpose  paid ;  and  for  all  disbursements,  what- 

soever, he  shall  take  receipts  or  other  vouchers  therefor.  He  shall  also 
keep  a  true  and  faithful  record  in  a  book,  of  all  warrants  drawn  by  the 
Governor  on  the  treasury,  stating  the  number  of  the  warrant,  the 
amount,  the  date  and  the  payee  of  the  same,  and  to  what  fund  the 
same  is  chargeable,  and  he  shall  carefully  keep  on  file  said  warrants. 
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3.  The  Treasurer  shall  keep  a  general  ledger  of  accounts,  into  which 
he  shall  post  all  the  receipts  and  disbursements  of  his  office,  arrang- 

ing the  receipts  and  disbursements  under  the  heads  to  which  they 
properly  belong.  He  shall  open,  in  said  ledger,  an  account  with  each 
appropriation  made  by  the  General  Assembly,  and  with  each  salaried 
officer  of  the  State,  in  which  he  shall  credit  the  object  for  which  the 
appropriation  is  made,  with  the  amount  appropriated  to  the  object, 
and  shall  charge  such  appropriation,  with  the  payments  made  by  him, 
upon  the  same.  He  shall  open  in  said  ledger  a  general,  account  of 
receipts  and  disbursements  ;   which  last  mentioned  account  he  shall 
Compare  with  the  books  kept  by  the  Comptroller  in  his  office,  on  the 
last  day  of  each  quarter  of  the  fiscal  year ;  and,  after  having  compared 
them,  shall  strike  the  balance  on  said  account,  showing  the  amount  at 
that  time  in  the  treasury  to  the  credit  of  the  State,  and  he  shall  carry 
said  balance  forward  on  the  book  to  the  general  account  for  the  next 
quarter. 

4.  The  Treasurer  shall  keep  accounts  in  the  books  of  his  office  with 
the  different  banks  in  which  the  public  revenue  or  money  is  deposited, 
on  which  balances  shall  be  struck  at  the  aforesaid  periods,  showing  the 
amount  in  bank  to  the  credit  or  debit  of  the  State ;  but  the  deposits  of 
the  public  revenue  or  money  shall  be  made  only  in  such  bank  or  banks 
as  the  Treasurer  may  select,  with  the  approval  of  the  Governor,  and 
the  written  approval  of  the  Governor  designating  the  depository  or 
depositories  of  the  public  funds,  shall  be  entered  of  record  in  the  Exec- 

utive office.  The  bank  or  banks  where  public  deposits  are  made  by 
the  Treasurer,  or  by  any  other  person  by  the  direction  of  the  Treasurer, 
shall  transmit  to  the  Comptroller-General  and  Treasurer  monthly  state- 

ments of  the  deposits,  checks  and  drafts  received  and  paid  by  them  on 
account  of  the  treasury. 

5.  The  Treasurer  shall  also  keep  a  general  cash  account,  which  shall  Acts  of  we,, 

be  balanced  at  the  expiration  of  each  quarter  of  the  fiscal,  year,  showing  p"  m" 
the  balance  in  the  Treasury  at  the  end  of  each  quarter. 

6.  The  Treasurer  shall  also  keep  check  books,  within  which  there 
shall  be  suitable  margins.  The  checks  shall  be  numbered  by  numbers 
in  the  margins  corresponding  with  the  numbers  upon  the  checks ;  and 
he  shall  note  in  the  margin  the  date  and  amount  of  the  check,  the  ap- 

propriation to  which  it  shall  be  charged,  and  the  person  to  whom  it 
shall  be  issued ;  and  he  shall  balance  his  accounts  with  all  banks  or 
other  depositories  holding  State  deposits  as  often  as  once  in  each  month. 

7.  Preceding  each  annual  session  he  must  submit  to  the  Governor 
detailed  estimates  of  the  probable  receipts  and  expenditures  for  the 
next  fiscal  year,  stating  the  source  of  income  and  the  probable  amounts 
to  be  received  therefrom ;  also,  the  objects  of  appropriation,  and  the 
probable  necessities  of  the  treasury. 

8.  He  shall  pay  all  funds  pledged  to  the  payment  of  the  public  debt, 
or  interest  thereon,  or  to  any  object  of  education,  and  to  these  objects 
only,  and  in  no  wise  to  any  other  purpose.  All  payments  from  the 
treasury  shall  be  paid  from  the  fund  appropriated  for  such  purpose, 
and  not  from  any  other. 

9.  At  the  end  of  every  quarter  of  the  year,  he  shall  make  a  written 
report,  under  oath,  to  the  Governor,  of  the  several  amounts  received  by 
him  during  the  three  months  preceding  such  report ;  and  he  shall  also 
submit  to  the  Governor  itemized  monthly  reports  of  the  condition  and 
transactions  of  the  treasury,  and  the  information  contained  in  such 
monthly  reports  may  be  given  to  the  public  from  time  to  time,  at  the 
discretion  of  the  Governor. 

10.  He  shall  keep  safely  the  scrip  for  bank  stock,  the  State  bonds, 
and  other  evidences  of  the  educational  fund,  and  manage  and  control 
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the  same  for  the  purposes  to  which  they  are  pledged.  He  may,  wit] 
the  approval  of  the  Governor,  deposit  all  funds  set  apart  for  the  purpos 
of  education,  or  any  other  purpose  not  required  for  immediate  use,  ii 
any  chartered  bank  of  this  State,  subject  to  his  draft  as  Treasurer,  and 
with  the  Governor,  make  such  contract  with  said  bank  for  the  use  c 
such  funds  as  may  be  beneficial  to  the  State.  If,  at  any  time,  when  th 

'  Legislature  is  not  in  session,  the  Governor  be  of  opinion  that  the  safet; 
of  the  public  funds  requires  it,  he  shall,  by  his  order  in  writing,  direc 
the  Treasurer  to  transfer  the  money  held  by  any  depository  or  de 
positories,  on  account  of  the  treasury,  to  any  other  safe  and  prope 
depository  or  depositories,  as  the  Treasurer  may  select,  with  th 
approval  of  the  Governor,  which  approval  shall  be  in  writing,  and  shal 
designate  the  depository  or  depositories  thus  selected,  and  the  Treasure! 
shall  .thereupon  transfer  the  same  as  directed ;  but  all  such  orders  shal 
be  duly  recorded  in  the  Executive  office,  and,  as  soon  as  possible  there 
after,  be  submitted  to  the  Legislature,  with  the  reasons  therefor. 

11.  The  Treasurer  shall  not,  under  any  circumstances,  use  himseli 
or  allow  others  to  use,  the  funds  of  the  State  in  his  hands;  and  fo 
every  violation  of  this  section  he  is  liable  to  the  State  for  the  sum  c 
five  hundred  dollars,  as  a  penalty,  or  a  forfeiture  of  his  salary,  if  sai< 
forfeiture  will  pay  the  penalty  incurred. 

12.  He  is  authorized  to  pay  all  officers  of  the  State,  whose  salarie 
are  fixed  by  law,  seventy-five  per  cent,  of  the  amount  for  which  service 
has  been  actually  rendered  at  the  date  of  said  payment,  taking  receipt 
for  the  same,  which  shall  be  his  vouchers  and  exhibits  to  Executiv 
warrants  for  said  salary ;  and  may  also  pay  members  of  the  Genera 
Assembly  in  the  same  way,  where  their  accounts  are  duly  audited 
unless  prevented  by  the  resolution  of  either  or  both  branches  of  th' 
General  Assembly. 

13.  He  shall  annually  report  to  the  Governor  the  amount  of  th 
State  debt  beaming  interest  for  each  year,  distinguishing  between  th 
sterling  bonds,  if  any,  and  Federal ;  the  rate  per  cent,  paid  on  each  kin 
of  bonds,  the  amount  of  each  rate  paid;  also  the  exchange,  if  any;  pre 
miums  on  gold,  if  any ;  and  the  aggregate  amount  of  interest  paid  ii 
each  year,  and  the  probable  amount  clue  and  unpaid  at  each  semi-an 
nual  payment,  and  the  reasons  for  such  non-payment,  as  far  as  can  b 
ascertained  by  him. 

14.  When  he  pays  the  interest  or  principal  of  the  State  debt,  upoi 
a  warrant  issued  in  his  favor,  he  shall  stamp  or  mark,  in  a  plain  an< 
indelible  manner,  the  coupons  or  bonds  on  which  the  payments  ar 

made,  "paid,"  and  deposit  the  same  in  the  vault  of  the  treasury,  to  b 
preserved  in  the  Treasurer's  office,  with  the  same  care  as  the  funds  o 
the  State,  subject  to  the  order  of  the  General  Assembly. 

15.  He  shall  not  pay  any  appropriation  due  and  not  called  for  withii 
six  months  after  the  expiration  of  the  fiscal  year  for  which  it  is  apprc 
priated,  but  it  reverts  to  the  general  fund  in  the  treasury. 

16.  All  annual  reports  required  to  be  made  to  the  Governor  by  th 
Treasurer  shall  be  made  on  or  before  the  31st  day  of  December,  an« 
shall  be  filed  in  his  office,  and  by  him  laid  before  the  General  Assem 
bly,  in  connection  with  his  first  annual  message  thereafter. 

Warrants  are  revocable :  56  Ga. ,  674. 

§97.  (a.)  State  bonds,  registry  and  payment.     The  Treasurer  shall  kee] 
Acts  of  1876,  a  book  in  which  shall  be  registered  the  bonded  obligations  of  the  Stat 

*?-    >    p.  132.         under  appropriate  headings,  stating  the  Act  by  which  the  same  i authorized,  the  amount  of  bonds  issued  thereunder,  the  rate  per  cent 
|156.  per  annum  of  the  interest  thereon,  the  denomination  of  said  bonds 

and  the  signatures  thereto;   and  said  registration  by  numbers  shal 
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-)llow  such  captions,  with  suitable  spaces  opposite  to  and  pertaining 
o  said  particular  numbers  of  each  bond,  wherein  shall  be  recorded,  in 
nk,  the  payment  of  each  coupon  on  or  after  its  maturity,  by  writing 
n  ink  the  full  word  "  paid,"  and  said  book  of  registration  of  bonds 
hall  have  suitable  and  appropriate  columns,  wherein  shall  be  recorded 
he  numbers  of  said  bonds,  the  date  of  negotiation  or  issue  of  each  bond, 
he  name  of  the  person  to  whom  sold  or  issued,  the  date  of  the  pay- 
nent  of  each  bond,  and  the  name  of  the  person  to  whom  said  bond  was 

>aid,  conforming  in  the  foregoing  particulars  to  the  "standard  bond 
)ook"  submitted  to  the  General  Assembly  at  the  session  of  1876,  by  the 
Joint  Finance  Committee  thereof. 

§97.  (b.)  Failing  to  perform,  duties — -fi.  fa.  instanter.  If  the  Treasurer 

jails  to  perform  the  duties  of  his' office,  misapplies  or  uses  the  funds  of  Actsof 
the  State,  fails  to  account  for  and  pay  over  any  moneys  that  he  may  p' 182 
lave  received  by  virtue  of  his  office,  whereb}^  he  becomes  liable  to  the 
■Uate,  it  shall  not  be  necessary  to  sue  his  official  bond,  but  the  Gov- 
srnor  is  hereby  authorized  to  issue  a  fi.  fa.  instanter  against  the  Treas- 

urer and  his  securities  for  the  amount  clue  the  State  by  the  Treasurer, 
with  the  penalties  and  costs ;  said  fi.  fa.  to  be  directed  to  all  and  singu- 
ar  the  Sheriffs  of  said  State,  and  shall  be  executed  by  them;  and  the 
Treasurer  and  his  securities  shall  have  only  those  defenses  now  allowed 
Tax  Collectors  against  fi.  fas.  issued  by  the  Comptroller-General  against 
phem. 

Genekal,  Note. — Decisions  relating  to  similar  officer  in  other  States:  14  La.  Ann., 
225;  Gilm.  (Va.),  235;  10  Wis.,  525;  55  Me.,  372;  4  Md.,  189;  40  Mich.,  320;  44  Wis., 
324;  41  N.  J.  L.,  324,  435;  11  S.  C,  195;  33  Ark.,  276;  23  Am.  D.,  336. 
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ARTICLE   III. 

OF    THE    COMPTROLLER-GENERAL. 

Section. 
98.  His  election  and  term. 

99.  Comptroller's  bond. 
100.  His  rights  and  duties. 
101.  His  duties  specified. 
102.  Annual  report  to  the  Governor. 
103.  His  authority. 
104.  Improvement  in  revenue  laws. 
105.  Books  of  appropriations  and  warrants. 
106. 
107. 

Bonds  of  tax  collector  and  receiver. 
Must  give  copies  of  office  papers. 

Section. 
108.  Official  seal. 
109.  Delivery  of  office  to  successor. 
110.  Additional  fees, 
111.  Additional  duties. 
112.  Shall  not  speculate  in  wild  lands. 
113.  May  have  clerk — salary. 

.    114.  Agricultural  statistics. 
114    (a.)  Legislature  may  suspend. 
114.  (b.)  Governor  may  suspend. 
114.  (c.)  Officers  pro  tan. 

§98.  Comptroller,  election  and  term.  There  shall  be  a  Comptroller- 
General  elected  by  persons  qualified  to  vote  for  members  of  the  Gen- 

eral Assembly,  at  the  same  time  and  in  the  same  manner  as  the  Gov- 
ernor. 

§99.  (92.)  (94.)  Bond  of  Comptroller.  The  Comptroller-General  must 
give  a  bond,  conditioned  the  same  as  that  of  the  Secretary  of  State,  for 
the  sum  of  twenty  thousand  dollars,  subject  to  the  same  rules  and 
regulations. 

§100.  (93.)  (95.)  His  rights  and  duties.  His  rights  and  duties  are  the 
same  as  those  of  the  Secretary  of  State,  set  forth  in  sections  82  and  83, 
except  the  use  of  the  Great  Seal.  He  shall  receive  no  perquisites  for 
any  official  act,  but  the  fees  prescribed  shall  be  collect  3d  by  him  and 
paid  into  the  State  treasury. 

§101.  (94.)  (96.)  Account  of  appropriations,  mid  other  duties.  It  is 
moreover  the  duty  of  the  Comptroller-General — 

1.  To  keep  an  account  showing  the  several  appropriations  authorized 
by  law,  the  time  when  the  same  are  drawn  from  the  treasury,  in  whose 
favor,  and  to  what  fund  charged. 

3 

Act  of  184." 
C.  p.  1034. 

Act  of  182G 
0.  p.  1027. 

Act  of  179V>. 
C.  p.  1022 
Act  of  1 821. 
C.  p.  1023. Act  of  ,1823. 

C.  p.  102,".. 
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Act  of  1838,  2.  To  [examine,  check,  andj  countersign  all  warrants  upon  the 

!\'ctof°i839,  treasury  drawn  by  the  Governor,  [President  and  Speaker,  and  charge 
<£?•  \°fkj  the  amount  thereof  to  the  funds  on  which  they  may  be  respectively 

•2(p.°289.  drawn,  previous  to  their  being  presented  to  the  Treasurer  for  pay- <;u  Acts  of  ment.]     (a.) 
istii,  p.  si.     g    rpQ  au(|it  all  accounts  against  the  State,  and  allow  or  reject  the same  before  they  are  submitted  to  the  Governor. 

4.  To  examine  all  the  digests  of  tax  returns  forwarded  to  his  office 
by  the  several  receivers,  and  note  and  correct  all  mistakes  therein,  and 
notify  the  collector  of  such  corrections. 

5.  [To  settle  with  the  several  Tax  Collectors  and  all  other  persons 
ib)  Acts  of  indebted  to  the  State,  and  in  all  cases  where  payments  may  be  made  at 
issi,  p.  8i.  ̂ g  treasury  to  give  receipts  for  the  same,  founded  on  the  Treasurer's certificates.]     (b.) 

6.  To  collect  all  amounts  due  from  defaulting  collectors  of  taxes,  and 

'^■m-           issue  execution  therefor  against  them  and  their  securities. 
Execution  not  to  be  issued  against  party  who  is  not  legal  Tax  Collector:  3  Ga.,  233. 

Execution  issued  by:  27  Ga.,  69:  Courts  cannot  enjoin  an  execution  issued  by:  46  Ga 
350. 

7.  To  see  that  no  draft  or  warrant  be  countersigned  by  him  to  be 
paid  out  of  any  appropriated  fund,  after  the  same  has  been  exhausted ; 
and  in  such  case,  or  in  any  case  of  illegal  payments  from  the  treasury 
upon  warrants  countersigned  by  the  Comptroller,  he,  as  well  as  the 
Treasurer,  with  all  their  securities,  are  jointly  and  severally  liable 
upon  their  several  bonds  for  the  repayment  of  such  amounts,  with  all 
expenses  of  prosecution,  to  the  State. 

8.  To  issue  his  draft,  payable  to  the  Treasurer,  for  the  amounts  of  all 
dividends  or  taxes  due  by  chartered  banks  in  this  State,  or  by  the  agen- 

cies of  foreign  banks,  and  on  failure  to  pay  the  same,  to  issue  execution 
therefor. 

9.  To  receive  and  keep  safely  and  collect  all  evidences  of  debt  due  to 
the  State  from  any  other  source  than  taxes,  and  pay  over  the  same  to 
the  Treasurer  as  soon  as  received. 

10.  To  notify  the  Attorney  and  Solicitors-General,  or  any  other  at- 
torney, in  his  discretion,  of  all  executions  against  defaulting  Tax  Col- 
lectors, and  require  of  them  annually  a  report  of  the  state  or  condition 

of  such  executions  prior  to  the  session  of  each  General  Assembly. 
11.  To  keep  a  book  in  which  to  enter  all  bonds  taken  since  the  third 

day  of  March,  1856,  and  to  file  the  originals  in  his  office. 
12.  To  have  made  suitable  indexes  to  the  record  books  in  his  office. 
13.  To  audit  the  accounts  of  all  agents  disbursing  public  money. 
§102.  (95.)  (97.)  Shall  report  to  the  Governor  annually.      To  make  a 

ccp°i02421'  rePort  annually  to  the  Governor,  showing — 
Act  of  1828,  1.  An  account  current,  from  his  books,  between  the  Treasurer  and 

Act  of°?839,  ̂ ne  State  of  all  receipts  and  payments,  including  amounts  paid  on  the 

a  ?'  niis'  drafts  °f  the  President  and  Speaker,  as  reported  to  him  by  the  Treasurer, 
c.  p.  1033.  '     2.  A  statement  of  the  taxes  paid  to  the  State  by  each  of  the  counties, 

as  appears  by  the  digest  thereof,  and  the  counties  whose  Collectors  are 
in  default,  and  the  amount  of  such  default. 

3.  A  statement  of  all  evidences  of  debt  due  the  State  and  uncollected, 
which  may  remain  in  his  office,  the  condition  of  the  same,  the  name  of 
the  solicitor  or  attorney  having  it  in  charge,  and  his  report  of  it. 

4.  A  statement  of  the  educational  fund  of  the  State,  its  annual 
income,  the  amounts  paid  out,  when  and  to  whom. 

5.  A  statement  of  the  condition  of  the  public  debt  of  the  State,  the 
amount  of  interest  paid,  and  the  fund  from  which  paid. 

6.  A  statement  of  the  accounts  of  all  officers  and  agents  disbursing 

■  public  money,  and  the  names  of  such  as  have  failed  to  comply  with  the 
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laws  relating  to  their  offices  and  appointments,  and  the  several  sums 
for  which  they  are  in  default. 

7.  The  salaries  and  pay  of  all  officers  of  the  State. 
8.  The  incidental  expenses  of  the  General  Assembly,  Executive  and 

Judicial  departments. 
9.  All  sums  paid  or  due  to  individuals  by  special  contract. 

§103.  (96.)   (98.)  Authority  of  Comptroller. "  He  has  authority — 1.  To  settle  up  the  business  of  the  office  for  previous  years. 
2.  To  allow  Receivers  and  Collectors  of  taxes  their  commissions,  and  Acts  of  185*. 

to  balance  the  tax  books  and  other  books  of  the  office  upon  satisfactory  g^' 
proof  of  payment  or  settlement. 

3.  To  collect  all  unpaid  taxes  of  previous  years. 
4.  To  administer  oaths  to  all  persons  in  like  manner  as  Judges  of  the  Acts  of  i«7* 

Superior  Courts  and  Justices  of  the  Peace.  '  p' 
§104.  (97.)  (99.)  May  suggest  improvements  to  revenue  laws.     In  his  annual  Act  of  1821 ,. 

report  the  Comptroller-General  shall  suggest  such  improvements  in  the   ' p'  * 
revenue  laws  as  his  experience  and  observation  may  approve.     His 

report  must  be  made  at  the  time  the  Treasurer's  is,  and  likewise  com- 
municated to  the  General  Assembly. 

§105.  (98.)  (100.)  Must  record  appropriations  and  warrants.  He  must  Actsofi839„ 

keep  in  his  office  a  well  bound  book  in  which  shall  be  entered,  in  ' p' 
alphabetical  order,  the  full  amount  of  all  annual  appropriations,  setting 
forth  the  amounts  under  their  several  heads  ;  all  warrants  that  he  may 
check  and  pass,  together  with  the  fund  on  which  it  is  drawn,  the  time, 
amount,  and  in  whose  favor  drawn;  and  make  all  entries  necessary  to 
a  true  exhibit  of  the  finances  of  the  State. 

§106.  (99.)  (101.)  Must  record   Tax-Collector's  and  Receiver's  bonds.     He  Acts  of  1855. 
must  keep  a  book  in  which  to  enter  all  bonds  taken  of  Tax-Collectors  -6>  p-  276- 
and  Receivers,  and  keep  the  same  on  file  in  his  office.     He  shall  collect  (a)  Act  of 

all  unpaid  taxes  of  previous  years  at  a  compensation  of  five  per  centum  ̂ 73  Feb,: 
on  the  amount  collected :     [Provided,  nevertheless^  that  the  said  Comp- 

troller shall  not  receive  compensation  for  the  collection  of  any  tax  that 
became  due  within  one  year  previous  to  his  entering  on  the  duties  of 
his  office.]  (a.) 

§107.  (100.)  (102.)  Must  give  copies  of  papers.  He  must  certify  under 
his  official  seal,  at  all  times  when  necessary  for  the  public  use,  and  on 
application  and  payment  of  his  legal  fees  therefor,  for  private  use, 
copies  of  any  papers  kept  in  his  office. 

§108.  (103.)   Official  seal  of  the  Comptroller.     [The  established  official  (a)  Acts  of 

seal  of  the  Comptroller-General's  office  is  as  follows :  Circular  in  form, 18/0'  p*  12' 
one  and  a  half  inch  in  diameter,  made  of  brass,  with  a  human  hand 
holding  a  pen  in  the  attitude  of  writing,  in  the  center,  surrounded  by 

the  words,  "  Comptroller-General's  Office,  State  of  Georgia."]  (a.) 
§109.  (101.)  Must  settle  with  successor.  If  the  Comptroller  resigns,  or  is 

removed,  he  must  immediately  state  his  account  and  deliver  every- 
thing pertaining  to  his  office  to  his  successor ;  or  if  he  dies,  absconds, 

or  absents  himself  for  as  long  as  thirty  days  without  the  Governor's 
permission,  the  Governor  may,  without  delay,  declare  the  office  vacant, 
supply  his  place  by  appointment,  examine  the  condition  of  his  office, 
and  deliver  over  to  the  appointee. 

§110.  (102.)  [Repealed,  see  Acts  of  1875,  p.  15.] 
§111.  (103.)  (105.)  His  report  and  what  it  must  contain.     The  Comp-  Aetsofi85*>, 

troller-General  must  make  out,  for  the  use  of  the  General  Assembly —  p' G/* 
1.  A  table  containing  the  taxable  property  and  other  items  on  the 

tax  digest  of  each  county  for  the  year  in  which  he  makes  his  annual 
report. 

2.  A  table  annually  of  the  polls  in  each  county  for  the  year  immedi- 
ately preceding  his  report;  the  number  of  voters  in  each  county  at  the 
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general  election  next  preceding  his  report;  the  number  of  children  in 
each  county  returned  for  participation  in  the  educational  fund,  and  the 
amount  drawn  by  each  county  from  said  fund;  the  amount  drawn  by 
each  county  for  pay  of  members  of  the  General  Assembly;  the  total 
amount  drawn  by  each  county  from  the  treasury,  and  the  total  amount 
of  net  tax  paid  into  the  treasury  for  the  year  preceding  by  each  county. 
Al^o,  to  furnish  such  other  statistical  information  connected  with  his 
office  as  may  be  useful  to  the  General  Assembly.  The  Annual  reports 
of  said  officer  and  of  the  Treasurer  must  contain  only  the  available 
funds  or  cash  in  the  treasury  as  the  balance  therein.  They  are  also 

required  to  report  separately  and  under  the  head  of  "Assets  belonging 
to  the  State,"  all  bank  or  railroad  stocks  or  bonds,  or  other  assets ;  the 
State  Road  to  be  reported  without  any  stipulated  value.  Such  officers 
are  authorized  to  make  such  transfers  or  alterations  on  their  books  as 
are  necessary  to  comply  with  the  preceding  section.  The  items 

"Darien  Bank  Bills,"  Western  and  Atlantic  Railroad  scrip,  and  uncur- 
rent  funds  hitherto  reported,  must  be  sealed  up,  remain  in  the  treasury, 
and  be  left  out  of  all  future  annual  reports  of  said  officers. 

§112.    (104.)    (106.)    Shall  not  speculate  in  wild  lands..    He  shall  not. 
directly  or  indirectly,  be  interested  or  engaged  in  the  purchase  and 
sale  of  wild  lands  on  speculation,  on  pain  of  removal  by  the  Governor 
or  the  General  Assembly. 

•fa)  Acts  of     §113.  (105.)  May  appoint  and  remove  clerk.     [He  is  allowed  a  clerk,  to 
H862-3, p. 56. be  appointed  and  removable  by  him;  and  such  clerk  shall  receive  an 

Cp°250.    annual  salary  of  sixteen  hundred  dollars.]     (a.) 
[§114.  Repealed.     See  Acts  of  1875,  pp.  5,  6.] 
§114.  (a.)  Suspension  of  Comptroller.  The  General  Assembly  of  this 

Acts  of  1878  State  may  suspend  from  the  functions  and  duties  of  office,  either  the 

-9,  p.  30.  Treasurer  or  the  Comptroller-General  of  the  State  (by  joint  resolution 
duly  adopted,  after  being  read  one  time  in  each  house  on  different 

days,  and  bj^  a  two-third's  vote  of  members  voting  on  the  same),  when- 
ever the  interests  of  the  State,  or  the  proper  administration  of  the 

law,  demand  such  suspension. 
§114.  (b.)  Governor  may  suspend.  Whenever  the  Governor  has  trust- 

Acts  of  1878  worthy  information  that  the  State  Treasurer  or  Comptroller-General 
-9,  p.  30.  ̂ g  jnsanej  or  hag  absconded,  or  grossly  neglects  his  duties,  or  is  guilty 

of  conduct  plainly  violative  of  his  duties,  or  demeans  himself  in  office 
to  the  hazard  of  the  public  funds  or  credit  of  the  State,  it  shall  be  the 
duty  of  the  Governor  to  suspend  said  Treasurer,  or  Comptroller-General, 
as  the  case  may  be,  and  report  his  reasons  for  such  suspension  to  the 
General  Assembly.  Said  suspension  shall  continue  until  the  General 
Assembly  shall  otherwise  direct. 

§114.  (c.)  Officers  pro  tern.  Whenever  the  State  Treasurer  or  Comp- 
Acts  of  1878  troller-General  shall  be  suspended,  as  provided  in  the  two  preceding 
-9,  p.  30.  gections,  the  Governor  shall  appoint  some  suitable  person  to  discharge 

the  duties  of  the  office  of  Treasurer,  or  Comptroller-General,  as  the 
case  may  be,  until  the  suspended  official  is  restored  by  law,  or  until 
his  successor  is  elected  and  qualified.  And  the  person  so  appointed 
shall  take  the  same  oath  and  give  the  same  bond  required  by  law  of 
the  regular  incumbent. 

General  Note  on  Article  III. — Decisions  relating  to  similar  office  in  other  States: 
5  Wend.,  149,  490;  7  Cal.,  136. 
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CHi^PTER  V. 

OTHER   OFFICERS   CONNECTED    WITH    THE    EXECUTIVE    DEPARTMENT. 

Article  1. — State  Librarian. 

Article  2. — Governor 's  Messenger  and  State  House  Guard. 

ARTICLE  I. 

STATE    LIBRARIAN. 

Section. 
115.  Librarian's  bond. 
116.  He  must  keep  the  State  library. 
117.  He  must  preserve  the  books,  etc. 
118.  He  shall  distribute  the  laws,  etc. 
119.  He  must  keep  a  catalogue  of  books. 

rr>-J*/*f 
Section. 

120.  He  must  take  and  file  receipts,  etc. 
121.  He  must  exchange  for  reports,  etc. 
122.  His  office  is  subject,  etc. 
123.  He  must  deliver  contents  of  office. 

§115.  (106.)  (111.)     Must  give  bond.     The  Librarian  must  give  a  bond  Act  of  1847, 

in  the  sum  of  two  thousand  dollars,  with  good  security,  payable  to  the    ' p* 
Governor  and  his  successors  in  office,  conditioned  for  the  faithful  per- 

formance of  his  duty  as  State  Librarian. 

§116.  (107.)  (112.)     Must  keep  library.     The  library  belonging  to  this  Act  of  1851- 

State,  with  such  additions  as  may  be  hereafter  made  from  any  quarter,  ' p' 
together  with  all  copies  of  the  laws,  journals,  or  other  books  published 
or  purchased  by  the  State,  shall  be  kept  in  appropriate  apartments  at 
the  Capitol  building,  designated  by  the  Governor,  under  such  rules  and 
regulations  as  he  may  from,  time  to  time  prescribe. 

§117.  (108.)  (113.)  For  inspection.  It  is  his  business  to  preserve, 
keep  in  order,  and  protect  said  library,  to. keep  the  same  open  for  the  in- 

spection of  all  citizens  of  the  State,  and  to  discharge  such  other  duties 
in  connection  with  the  library  as  may  be  required  of  him  by  law  or  the 
Governor  of  the  State. 

§118.  (109.)  (114.)  Distribute  laws,  etc.     The  distribution  of  the  laws  (a)  Acts  of 
and  journals,  reports  of  the  Supreme  Court  decisions,  laws  of  the  Uni-J^^JpQ 
ted  States,  and  all  other  books  required  to  be  distributed  to  the  several  p.  48. 
counties  (of  the  State)  or  to  be  sent  to  other  States,  shall  be  made  by 
the  Librarian,  under  the  direction  of  the  Governor,  in  pursuance  of  the 
provisions  of  the  law  in  respect  thereto.     [He  shall  distribute  by  mail 
the  decisions  of  the  Supreme  Court,  as  follows  :  one  copy  of  each  to  the 
Judges  of  the  Supreme  and  Superior  Courts,  the  Clerk  of  the  Supreme 
Court,  the  Clerks  of  the  Superior  Courts,  and  the  Ordinaries  of  this 
State,  the  expense  for  distributing  which  shall  be  paid  out  of  money  in 
the  treasury  not  otherwise  appropriated.     The  remaining  copies  he 
shall  keep  in  the  State  library  for  use,  and  for  exchange,  as  is  required 
by  section  121  of  this  Code.]     (a.) 

§119.  (110.)  (115.)  Keep  a  catalogue.  He  shall  make  out  and  keep  on 
hand  a  catalogue  of  all  the  books  in  the  library — to  be  amended  without 
unnecessary  delay  from  time  to  time,  as  he  may  obtain  new  books  or 
dispose  of  old  ones — which  shall  be  printed  and  kept  in  his  office  in 
two  or  more  conspicuous  places. 

§120.  (111.)  (116.)  Must  take  and  file  receipts.  It  is  his  duty  to  receive 
from  the  State  Printer  the  laws  and  journals,  and  when  distribution  is 
made  to  the  various  counties,  to  take  from  the  Clerks  of  Courts,  or  other 
distributees,  their  receipts  therefor;  likewise  all  other  books  required 
to  be  distributed.  He  must  receive  and  take  receipt  on  the  distribu- 

tion, and  keep  in  his  office  a  file  of  such  receipts. 
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§121.  (112.)  (117.)  Exchange  reports  with  other  States.  He  must  corres- 
pond with  the  proper  authorities  <5f  other  States  who  publish  the 

reports  of  their  highest  appellate  tribunal,  with  a  view  to  exchange 
theirs  for  our  Supreme  Court  reports. 

§122.  (113.)  (118.)  His  office  subject  to  Governor's  supervision.  His  office 
is  under  the  general  supervision  of  the  Governor,  who  may  at  any  time 

appoint  a  competent  person  to*examine  into  and  report  its  condition  to him. 

§123.  (114.)  (119.)  Must  deliver  contents  of  office  to  successor.  If  the 
Librarian  resign,  or  be  removed,  he  must,  within  ten  days  thereafter, 
deliver  the  books,  papers,  and  other  contents  of  his  office  to  his  succes- 

sor, taking  his  receipt  therefor,  which  must  be  filed  and  recorded  in 
the  Executive  office;  and  if  there  is  any  deficiency  in  the  books  re- 

ceived by  him,  or  other  damage  done,  the  Governor  shall  have  suit 
brought  on  his  bond. 

ARTICLE   II. 

governor's  messenger  and  state  house  guard. 
Section. 

124.  Governor's  messenger. 125.  His  duties. 
126.  Appointment  of  special  messenger. 

Section. 

127.  Capitol  guards — their  duties. 
128.  Number  may  be  changed. 

§124.  (115.)  (120.)  May  appoint  messenger.  The  Governor  may,  in  his 
discretion,  as  the  exigency  may  require,  appoint  a  messenger  to  the 
Executive  department,  or  have  that  duty  performed  by  some  other 
employee  about  the  State  House,  engaged  by  him  under  the  general 
authority  granted  to  him,  and  when  so  performed  it  must  be  done 
without  additional  compensation. 

§125.  (116.)  (121.)  Duties  of  messenger.  When  there  is  a  messenger, 
he  shall  perform  such  duties  for  the  Executive  office,  the  other  officers 
in  the  State  House,  and  such  other  service  connected  with  the  State 
business  at  the  Capitol  as  the  Governor  shall  prescribe,  and  be  governed 
by  such  rules  and  regulations  as  he  may  adopt. 

§126.  (117.)  (122.)  If  there  is  no  messenger.  Where  there  is  no  messen- 
ger, the  Governor  may,  if  occasion  should  require,  employ  some  person 

to  perform  any  special  service,  for  a  reasonable  compensation,  such  as 
is  the  duty  of  the  messenger  to  perform,  but  which  cannot  be  performed 
by  the  person  acting  as  such. 

§127.  (118.)  (123.)  Guard  of  Capitol.  The  Governor  shall  appoint  a 
guard  for  the  Capital  buildings,  including  the  captain  of  the  guard, 
whom  he  shall  designate  as  such,  whose  business  it  shall  be  to  remain 
in  said  buildings  from  sundown  until  sunrise  of  the  next  day,  every 
night  in  the  year,  and  on  Sundays  and  holidays,  to  keep  watch  over 
the  same  and  protect  them  from  fire  or  intruders. 

§128.  (119.)  (124.)  Governor's  power  over  guard.  The  Governor  has 
power  to  keep  the  number  of  said  guard  full,  when  lessened  by  provi- 

dential or  other  cause,  and  adopt  such  rules  and  regulations  in  regard 
to  them  as  in  his  judgment  the  public  service  may  demand. 
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CHAPTER  VI. 

GENERAL    REGULATIONS    AS    TO  ALL   OFFICERS    AND   OFFICES. 

Article  1. — Of  Eligibility,  Qualifications  and  Commissions. 
Article  2.— Official  Oaths. 
Article  3. — Official  Bonds  a/nd  Herein  of  Discharging  Sureties. 
Article  4. — Of  Delivery  of  Books,  etc.,  to  Successor. 

ARTICLE  I. 

OF     ELIGIBILITY QUALIFICATIONS   AND     COMMISSIONS    OF     OFFICERS     AND 

VACATION  OF  OFFICES. 

Section. 
129.  Persons  ineligible  to  civil  office. 
130.  When  ineligible,  the  next  highest. 
131.  Persons  elected,  failing  to  qualify. 
132.  Residence,  seal,  and  term  office. 
133.  Commissions  under  Great  Seal. 

Section. 
134.  Commissions  under  Executive  seal. 
135.  When  civil  offices  are  vacated. 
136.  Vacancy  in  Executive  office. 
137.  Resignations  sent  to  the  Governor. 
138.  Term  of  officers. 

§129.  (120.)  (125.)  Persons  ineligible  to  office.     The  following  persons  Act  of  1787, 
are  held  and  deemed  ineligible  to  hold  any  civil  office  in  this  State,  ̂ .c?'  Ii823 and  the  existence  of  either  the  following  state  of  facts  is  a  sufficient  c.  p.  289. 
reason  for  vacating  any  office  held  by  such  person  ,  but  the  acts  of  such  ̂ [st  of 
person,  while  holding  a  commission,  are  valid  as  the  acts  of  an  officer  1877,  Art.  2. 
de  facto,  viz : 

One's  right  to,  when  colorably  in,  tested  by  quo  warranto:  7  Gav  473.  Sheriff  giving 
no  bond,  yet  is  a  good  officer  de  facto:  9  Ga.,  314.  De  facto  officer  presumed  right:  5 
Ga.,  239.  Acts  of  a  de  facto  deputy  sheriff  held  right:  11  Ga.,  423.  Acting  notori- 

ously as  a  public  officer  is  prima  facie  evidence  that  he  is  such:  14  Ga.,  185;  21  Ga., 
217.  One  acting  by  color  of  appointment:  20  Ga.,  746.  Notary  Public  de  facto :  44 
Ga.,  454.  When  county  commissioners  are  officers  de  facto:  52  234.  Town  officers: 
63  Ga.,  527. 

Officer  de  facto:  See  elaborate  note:  19  Am.  D.,  63;  9  Am.  R.,  434,  n;  21  Am.  D., 
217.  Rules  regarding,  embrace  judicial,  executive  and  ministerial  officers:  19  Am.  D., 
66,  11.  Salary  of,  paid  to,  when  no  defense  to  action  for,  by  the  officer  de  jure :  19  Am. 
D.,  68,  n;  see,  also:  27  Am.  R.,  171;  24/715.  Bond  is  binding  on  his  sureties:  14  Am. 
D.,  84.  Acts  of,  are  valid  as  respects  third  persons:  7  Am.  D.,  98;  6/62;  9  Am.  R., 
409;  23/374;  4/89;  20/335;  21/479.  Punishable  for  malfeasance :  9  C.  L.  J.,  98.  Proof 

of:  Abbott's  Tr.  Ev.,  193,  196. 

1.  Persons  who  are  not  citizens  of  this  State,  nor  of  the  age  of  twenty- 
one  years  or  upwards. 

2.  All  holders  or  receivers  of  public  money  of  this  State,  or  any 
county  thereof,  who  have  refused  when  called  upon,  or  failed  after  reas- 

onable opportunity,  to  account  for  and  pay  over  the  same  to  the  proper 
officer. 

3.  Any  person  convicted  and  sentenced  finally  for  any  felony,  under 
the  laws  of  this  or  any  other  State,  involving  moral  turpitude,  the 
offense  being  also  a  felony  in  this,  unless  restored  by  a  pardon  from  the 
proper  Executive,  under  the  Great  Seal  of  the  State,  to  all  the  rights 
of  citizenship. 

4.  Persons  holding  any  office  of  profit  or  trust  under  the  Government 
of  the  United  States,  (other  than  that  of  postmaster,)  or  of  either  of  the 
several  States,  or  of  an}^  foreign  State. 

5.  Persons  of  unsound  mind,  and  those  who,  from  advanced  age  or 
bodily  infirmity,  are  unfit  to  discharge  the  duties  of  the  office  to  which 
they  are  chosen  or  appointed. 
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6.  Those  who  have  not  been  inhabitants  of  the  State,  county,  district 
or  circuit  for  the  period  required  by  the  Constitution  and  laws  of  this 
State. 

[7.  No  person  shall  be  eligible  to  hold  any  county  office  in  any  county 
(aj_  Acts  of  of  this  State  unless  he  shall  have  been  bona  fide  a  citizen  of  the  county 
i  i%  p.  40.  jn  wj1ic]1  he  giiaij  De  elected  at  least  twelve  months  prior  to  his  said election.]   (a.) 

8.  All  persons  from  any  cause  constitutionally  disqualified.  All 
officers  are  eligible  to  re-election  and  re-appointment,  and  to  hold 
other  offices,  unless  expressly  declared  to  the  contrary  by  the  Consti- 

tution or  laws. 

Section  cited:  58  Ga.,  517. 

Eligibility:  15  Am.  D.,  322;  9  Am.  R.,  489;  24/66.  See  notes  to  provisions  in  Con- 
stitution. 

§130.  [Repealed,  see  Acts  of  1871-2,  p.  19.] 
§131.  (122.)  (127.)  Falling  to  obtain  commission.  Persons  who,  after 

an  election,  fail  to  comply  with  all  the  prerequisites  of  the  law  in  order 
to  obtain  commissions  or  certificates  to  discharge  the  duties  of  the 
office,  are  ineligible  to  re-election  at  the  election  held,  by  reason  of 
such  failure,  for  the  same  office. 

§132.  (123.)  (128.)  Officers  of  this  State  must  reside  therein,  and  hold  until 
Acts  of  1851  successor  is  qualified.  All  officers  of  this  State  must  reside  therein,  at 

-2,  p.  77.  such  places  as  are  designated  by  law,  and  discharge  the  duties  of  their office  until  their  successors  are  commissioned  and  qualified ;  and  all 
officers  whose  certificate  of  records  or  other  papers  are  admissible  in 
evidence  in  any  Court  in  this  State  must  have  and  keep  an  official 
seal. 

Section  cited:  58  Ga.,  517. 

§133.  (124.)  (129.)  What  officers  must  be  commissioned  under  the  Great 
Seal.  The  following  officers  must  be  commissioned,  with  the  Great 
Seal  of  the  State  annexed  thereto,  signed  by  the  Governor,  and  coun- 

tersigned by  the  Secretary  of  State,  viz :  Senators  and  Representa- 
tives in  Congress,  Judges  of  the  Supreme  and  Superior  Courts,  Attorney 

and  Solicitors-General,  Reporter  of  the  Supreme  Court,  Secretary  of 
State,  Treasurer  and  Comptroller-General,  and  all  military  officers  of  the 
grade  of  General,  either  of  division  or  brigade.  Those  of  all  Federal  or 
Judicial  officers  above  enumerated  must  be  on  parchment. 

§134.  (125.)  (130.)  What  officers  commissioned  under  Executive  Seal.  All 
other  civil  officers  of  the  State  or  county  shall  be  commissioned  under 
the  seal  of  the  Executive  department,  signed  by  the  Governor,  and 
countersigned  by  one  of  his  secretaries,  except  constables,. whose  election 
shall  be  certified  by  the  Ordinary ;  and  such  certificate  shall  operate  as 
their  commission.  All  officers  of  the  militia  of  volunteer  companies, 
battalions  or  regiments,  regularly  incorporated  (of  the  grade  of  lieu- 

tenant or  higher,)  shall  have  commissions  under  the  seal  of  the  Exec- 
utive department. 

The  Governor's  commission  is  only  prima  facie  evidence  of  title:  8  Ga.,  360. 

§135.  (126.)  (131.)  Offices,  how  vacated.  All  offices  in  the  State  are 

vacated — 
1.  By  the  death  of  the  incumbent. 
2.  By  resignation,  when  accepted. 
3.  By  decision  of  a  competent  tribunal  declaring  the  office  vacant. 
4.  By  voluntary  act  or  misfortune  of  the  incumbent,  whereby  he  is 

placed  in  either  of  the  conditions  specified  of  ineligibity  to  office,  which 
shall  operate  from  the  time  the  fact  is  ascertained  and  declared  by  the 
proper  tribunal. 
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5.  By  the  incumbent  ceasing  to  be  a  resident  of  the  State,  or  of  the 
county,  circuit  or  district  for  which  he  was  elected.  In  the  first  case  the 
office  shall  be  vacated  immediately ;  in  the  latter  cases,  from  the  time 
the  fact  is  judiciously  ascertained. 

6.  By  failing  to  apply  for  and  obtain  commissions  or  certificates,  or 
by  failing  to  qualify  or  give  bond,  or  both,  within  the  time  prescribed 
by  the  laws  and  Constitution. 

A  valid  statutory  bond  by  a  Tax  Collector:  11  Ga.,  207.  Bond  not  given  in  time,  yet 
valid  as  a  Common  Law  bond :  1  Ga.,  574;  9/314.  Official  Common  Law  bonds  enforced 
as  at  Common  Law:  3  Ga.,  499.  Office  not  forfeited  by  not  giving  bond  and  making 
oath  in  time:  44  Ga.,  501.  Sheriff  failing  to  give  other  security  cannot  exercise  the 
office:  46  Ga.,  635. 

Vacancy:  9  Am.  D.,  50;  17/321;  21/551;  27  Am.  R.,  206;  33/659;  4  C.  L.  J.,  156. 

7.  By  abandoning  the  office  and  ceasing  to  perform  its  duties,  or 
either. 

§136.  (127.)  (132.)  Resignation  of  the  Governor.  The  resignation  of 
the  Governor  must  be  transmitted  by  him  to  the  General  Assembly,  if 
in  session ;  if  not  in  session,  to  the  Secretary  of  State,  who  must  on  the 
same  day  notify  the  President  of  the  Senate.  If  the  office  becomes 
vacant  by  death,  or  any  other  cause,  when  the  General  Assembly  is  not 
in  session,  the  Secretary  of  State  must  inform  the  President  of  the 
Senate.  In  either  case  the  President  of  the  Senate,  when  informed, 
shall,  within  ten  days,  repair  to  the  Capital  and  take  the  oath  of  office 
before  any  Judge  of  the  Supreme  or  Judge  of  the  Superior  Court,  and 
the  General.  Assembly,  if  in  session  ;  which  fact  shall  be  entered  on  the 
minutes  of  the  Executive  department.  If  he  does  not  so  appear  in  said 
time,  he  shall  be  considered  as  having  resigned,  and  the  Secretary  of 
State  shall  then,  or  in  case  there  is  no  President  of  the  Senate,  inform 
the  Speaker  of  the  House  of  Representatives,  and  the  proceedings  shall 
be  the  same. 

§137.  (128.)  (133.)  What  officers  report  their  resignation  to  the  Governor. 
The  resignation  of  Senators  and  Representatives  in  Congress,  and 
members  of  the  General  Assembly,  and  of  all  officers  whose  commissions 
issue  from  the  office  of  Secretary  of  State  or  the  Executive  department, 
and  whose  places  may  be  supplied  by  Executive  appointment,  shall  be 
made  to  the  Governor. 

§138.  Term  of  officers  to  fill  vacancies.  [In  all  cases  where  the  office  of  (a)  Acts  of 

Governor,  Senators  or  Representatives,  Judge  of  the  Supreme  Court,  '  '  p' 
Judge  of  the  Superior  Court,  Attorney-General,  Solicitor-General,  Sec- 

retary of  State,  Treasurer,  Comptroller-General,  Surveyor-General, 
Ordinary,  Sheriff,  Clerk  of  the  Superior  Court,  Tax  Collector,  Tax  Re- 

ceivers, County  Treasurer,  County  Surveyor  or  Coroner,  or  either  of 
them,  shall  become  vacant  by  resignation,  death,  or  the  removal  of  the 
officer  before  the  expiration  of  his  term,  the  successor  to  said  officer 
shall  be  elected  or  appointed  only  for  the  remainder  of  said  unexpired 
term.]     (a.) 

General  Note  on  Office  and  Officers. — Acts  of  public,  exceeding  their  authority 
are  void:  7  Am.  D.,  690.  Contracts  of— See  note,  $2212;  Whart.  Neg.,  $287.  Official 
character,  general  reputation  as  evidence  of:  24  Am.  D.,  113;  11  Am.  R.,  373.  Dam- 

ages for  intrusion  into  public  office;  measure  of  :  Sedg.  Dam.,  711.  Fees — only  enti- 
tled to  such  as  are  expressly  given  by  law:  10  C.  L.  J.,  16,  299.  A  public  ministerial 

officer  receiving  a  salary  is  liable  to  individuals  for  injuries  sustained  by  them  from 
his  official  negligence:  1  Add.  Tort.,  $30;  Whart.  Neg.,  $285;  2  Thomp.  Neg.,  812;  11 
Wall,  136;  Shear  &  Red.  Neg.,  196.  Not  liable  when  acting  gratuitously  and  in 
good  faith:  2  Thomp.  Neg.,  807.  Special  damages  necessary  to  sustain  suit:  Whart. 
Neg.,  $286,  a.  As  to  damages,  see,  also:  Sedg.  Dam.,  632.  Not  usually  liable  for 
neglect  of  official  subordinates,  but  otherwise  as  to  private  servants:  Whart.  Neg,, 
$288.  For  rule  as  to  judicial  officers,  see  general  note  following  $209.  Office,  power 
of  Legislature  to  abolish,  etc. :  25  Am.  D.,  677;  R.  M.  Charl.,  397;  Cooley  Const.  Lim., 

276;  19  Wal.,  526;  3  C.  L.  J.,  617;  1  Am.  D.,  422;  6/754;  7/87,  n,  90;  7/30*2.  Presump- tion of  performance  of  duty,  when  arises:  16  Am.  D.,  107,  20,  281. — See,  also,  note 
£3752.    Removal:  7  Am.  R.,  686;   13/131;  24/154;  by  Governor— See  note  after  $78. 
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Resignation  cannot  be  withdrawn — when:  13  Am.  R.,  384.  Officer  de  jure,  when 
entitled  to  salary :  27  Am.  R.,  750, and  n,  754;  5/52;  9/131.  Officer  de  facto,  payment 
of  salary  to,  by  county:  27  Am.  R.,  171;  19  Am.  D.,  68,  n.  Sale  of,  contracts  for 

illegal:  1  Add.  Contr.,  |266.— See,  also,  notes  to  "mandamus."  Abb.  Tr.  Ev.,  193-201. 

ARTICLE  II. 

OFFICIAL   OATHS. 

Section. 
139.  Additional  oath  of  public  officers. 
140.  Oath  must  accompany  dediinus. 
141.  Who  may  qualify  officers. 
142.  Official  oatns  must  be  filed. 
143.  Where  to  be  filed. 

Section. 
144.  Indorsement  of  filing. 
145.  Oaths  of  deputies  to  be  filed. 
146.  Failing  to  take  and  file  oath. 
147.  When  acts  are  valid  without  oaths. 

§139.  (129.)  (134.)  Additional  oath  of  public  officers.  All  public  officers, 
besides  the  oath  of  office  and  the  oath  prescribed  by  the  Constitution 
(if  any),  shall  swear  that  he  is  not  the  holder  of  any  public  money  due 
this  State,  unaccounted  for;  that  he  is  not  the  holder  of  any  office  of 
trust  under  the  Government  of  the  Unit  >d  States  (except  postmaster) 
nor  either  of  the  several  States,  nor  of  any  foreign  State,  and  is  other- 

wise qualified  to  hold  said  office  according  to  the  Constitution  and  laws 
of  Georgia,  and  will  support  the  Constitution  of  the  United  States  and 

of  this  State ;  and,  if  elected  by  any  circuit  or  'district,  that  he  was  a resident  thereof  for  the  time  required  by  the  Constitution  and  laws 
(stating  the  time.) 

§140.  (130.)  (135.)  Form  of  oath  to  he  sent  with  dedimus.  The  form  of  said 
oath,  as  well  as  the  oath  of  office,  to  be  taken  and  subscribed,  must  be 
forwarded  with  the  dedimus  potestatem,  and  be  taken  and  subscribed  at 
the  time  of  receiving  the  commissions  before  the  officer  to  whom  the 
same  is  directed,  and  in  conformity  to  the  directions. 

§141.  (131.)  (136.)  Official  oaths,  before  whom  taken.  When  not  otherwise 
provided  by  law,  and  not  directed  in  the  dedimus  potestatem,  the  oaths  of 
office  may  be  taken  before  any  officer  authorized  by  law  to  administer 
an  oath.  Such  oaths  must  be  written  out  and  subscribed  by  the  per- 

son taking  them,  and  accompanied  by  the  certificate  of  such  officer 
specifying  the  day  and  year  when  taken. 

§142.  (132.)  (137.)  Official  oaths  must  be  filed  in  Executive  office,  when.  Such. 
oaths,  when  taken  by  an  officer  whose  general  duties  are  not  confined 
to  any  one  county,  (unless  otherwise  specially  provided,)  must  be  filed 
with  the  certificate  required  by  the  preceding  section  in  the  Executive 
office ;  and  when  taken  by  an  officer  whose  duties  are  confined  to  one 
county,  as  provided  in  the  next  section. 

§143.  (133.)  (138.)  Official  oaths  filed  in  Ordinary's  office,  when.  When 
taken  by  the  Ordinaries  and  the  Clerks  of  the  Superior  Courts  they 
must  be  filed  in  the  office  of  the  Clerk  of  the  Superior  Court,  and  also 
entered  on  the  minutes  of  their  respective  Courts.  When  taken  by 
Sheriffs,  they  must  be  likewise  filed  in  the  office  of  the  Ordinary,  and 
must  be  entered  on  the  minutes  of  the  Superior  Courts;  and  when 
taken  by  coroners,  tax  collectors  or  receivers,  county  treasurer,  Jus- 

tices of  the  Peace  or  constables,  or  any  other  county  officer,  they  must 
be  filed  in  the  office  of  the  Ordinary,  who  must  enter  them  on  the  min- 

utes of  his  Court. 

§144.  (134.)  (139.)  Official  oaths,  time  of  filing.  The  officer  in  whose  office 
such  oaths  are  filed  must  indorse  thereon  the  day  and  year  of  filing. 

§145.  (135.)  (140.)  Oath  of  deputies.  All  deputies,  before  proceeding  to 
act,  must  take  the  same  oaths  as  their  principals  take,  which  must  be  filed 
in  and  entered  on  the  minutes  of  the  same  office,  and  with  the  same  in- 

dorsement thereon,  but  these  provisions  do  not  apply  to  any  deputy 
who  may  be  employed  in  particular  cases  only. 

Constable  made  a  de  facto  deputy  sheriff:  61  Gra.,  272. 
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§146.  (136.)  (141.)  Penalty  for  failure  to  file  official  oath.  If  any  officer  or 
puty,  required  by  law  to  take  and  file  such  oaths,  enters  upon  the 
Lties  of  his  office  without  first  taking  and  filing  the  same  in  the  proper 
Ice,  he  is  guilty  of  a  misdemeanor,  and,  on  conviction,  must  be  fined 
•t  less  than  two  hundred  dollars. 

§147.  (137.)  (142.)  Official  acts  of  officers  valid,  when.  The  official  acts  of  an 
icer  are  not  the  less  valid  for  his  omission  to  take  and  file  the  oath, 
dess  in  cases  where  so  specially  declared. 
A  de  facto  deputy  sheriff:  61  Ga.,  272. 

ARTICLE  III. 

FICIAL  BONDS   AND  HEREIN  OF    DISCHARGING  SURETIES   AND  REQUIRING 
ADDITIONAL    SURETIES. 

ECTION. 

148.  The  payee  and  condition  of  honds. 
149.  Bonds  must  accompany  dedimus. 
150.  Approval  of  official  bonds. 
151.  Number  and  qualification  of  sureties. 
152.  Officers  no  surety  for  each  other. 
153.  May  be  signed  by  attorney  in  fact. 
154.  When  bonds  must  be  filed... 
155.  Certificate  of  failure  to  file  bond. 
156.  Acting  before  filing  bond. 
157.  Indorsement  of  filing. 
158.  Notice  of  failure  to  file  bond. 
159.  Penalty  for  failure. 

Section. 
160.  Obligations  of  official  bonds. 
161.  Approval,  filing  and  record  of  bonds. 
162.  Giving  bonds  to  be  certified. 
163.  Deputies'  bonds. 164.  Principal  or  deputy  may  be  sued. 
165.  Bond,  when  discharged. 
166.  Officers  liable  above  penalty  of  bond. 
167.  Validity  of  bonds. 
168.  Damages  in  suits  on  bonds. 
169.  Future  official  oaths  and  bonds. 
170.  How  sureties  may  be  discharged. 
171.  Officer  failing  to  give  new  bond. 

§148.  (138.)  (143.)   Official  bonds,  to  whom  payable.     The  bonds  of  all 
.blic  officers  required  by  law  to  give  bond,  unless  otherwise  provided, 

~Y — >?^ 

ccessor  in  office,  with  such  sureties  as  the  approving  Court  or  officer  ̂ *~Vr»«^^i<i  * 
list  be  made  payable  to  the  Governor  of  the  State  of  Georgia  and 

ied,  /?        y 

icer  £*~'frm***&k  + 
satisfied  is  sufficient,  and  conditioned  in  all  cases  in  which  a  different  ̂ ^^jf^^/^ 
ndition  is  not  prescribed,  faithfully  to  discharge  the  duties  of  such  jb/ 

ice  during  the  time  he  continues  therein  or  discharges  any  of  the//V^«^y?'^s""'5?, ties  thereof. 

Bond  passes  to  successor  without  assignment:  1  Ga.,  574;  15/423.  Payable  rightfully, 
the  Governor:  2  Ga.,  371.     Public  officers  defined:  33  Ga.,  332. 

§149.  (139.)  (144.)   Official  bond,  sent  with  dedimm.     Official  bonds  of 
officers  who  are  entitled  to  commissions  from  the  Governor,  and  who 

3  required  to  give  bonds,  must  be  prepared  and  furnished  by  the  Ex- 
ative  department  at  the  time  of  forwarding  the  dedimus  potestatem. 
§150.  (140.)  (145.)  Official  bonds  must  be  approved,  The  approval  of 
.  official  bonds  shall  be  in  writing,  indorsed  on  the  bond,  and  should 
ow  the  day  and  year  on  which  the  same  were  approved,  and  shall  not 
filed  until  thus  approved. 
§151.  (141.)  (146.)  Sureties  on  official  bonds.     Such  bonds  shall  not  be 
proved  by  the  approving  officers  unless  they  have  at  least  two  good 
d  solvent  sureties  [who  shall  be  worth  the  amount  of  said  bond,  over 

d  above  the  homestead,  in  case  of  county  officers,]  (a)  and  not  more  (a)  Act  of  yj^j ,^tf~ 
an  [TOlf^J  (b)  all  of  whom  must  be  permanent  residents  of  the  State,  1373. Feb'' 
d  two  also  of  the  county,  and  freeholders  thereof.     When  said  approv- 
g  officers  do  not  of  their  own  knowledge  know  that  a  surety  is  worth  1863-64,  p. 
ough  to  enable  them  to  accept  him,  they  shall  not  take  him  unless124- 
swears  to  his  means,  and  it  is  satisfactory,  of  which  swearing  they 

all  make  a  minute  on  the  bond. 

§152.  Officers  shall  not  be  surety  for  each  other.     [No  county  officer  shall  fiS^S^ 
received  as  security  on  the  bond  of  any  county  officer,]  (a)  and  no  1873. 

;orncy  at  law  shall  be  received  as  a  security  on  any  Sheriff's  or  other  pCJ|1876, 
mty  officer's  bond  in  the  State. 
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§153.  (142.)  (147.)  Attorney  in  fact  may  execute  official  bond.  When  a: 
official  bond  is  signed  by  an  attorney  in  fact,  the  power  of  attorne; 
must  be  attested  by  the  Ordinary  and  filed  and  recorded  as  the  bond  ii 

§154.  (143.)  (148.)  Within  what  time  official  bonds  must  be  filed.  Th 
official  bonds  of  public  officers  required  by  law  to  be  filed  in  the  offic 
of  Comptroller,  Secretary  of  State,  or  Executive  department,  must  b 
filed  therein  within  forty  days  after  the  election  or  appointment  I 
such  officer ;  when  in  the  office  of  the  Clerk  of  the  Superior  Court  c 
Ordinary,  within  thirty  days  therefrom;  in  all  other  cases  within  twent 

days  therefrom.* 
The  office  is  not  avoided  because  bond  not  filed  within  time :  44  Ga.,  501-4. 

^155.  (144.)  (149.)  Failure  to  file  official  bond.  When  any  officer  ( 
whom  bond  is  required  fails  to  make  and  file  the  same  as  prescribed  i 
the  preceding  section,  it  is  the  duty  of  the  Court,  or  officer  in  whos 
office  it  is  required  to  be  filed,  at  once  to  certify  such  failure  to  the  aj 
pointing  power,  and  to  the  power  whose  duty  it  may  be  to  order  a 
election. 

§156.  (145.)  (150.)  Acting  before  filing  bond.     If  any  public  officer  r< 
quired  by  law  to  give  bond  performs  any  official  act  before  his  bond 
approved  and  filed  as  required,  he  is  guilty  of  a  misdemeanor,  and,  o 
conviction,  must  be  fined  not  less  than  five  hundred  dollars. 

§157.  (146.)  (151.)  Indorsement  on  official  bond.  Every  officer  i 
whose  office  the  official  bond  of  any  public  officer  is  filed  must  indors 
on  such  bond  the  day  and  year  when  the  same  was  filed,  and  sign  hi 
name  to  such  indorsement. 

§158.  (147.)  (152.)  Notice  of  failure  to  file  bond.  If  any  public  offic* 
required  by  law  to  give  bond  fails  to  file  the  same  within  the  time  hen 
inbefore  prescribed,  in  the  proper  office,  notice  of  such  failure  must  t 
given  by  the  officer  in  whose  office  such  bond  is  required  to  be  filed  b 
or  during  the  two  first  days  of  the  session  of  the  Superior  Court  he] 

in  the  county  in  which  -the  officer  so  failing  resides,  next  after  sue 
failure,  to  the  Attorney  or  Solictor-general  of  the  Circuit. 

§159.  (148.)  (153.)  Penalty  for  failure  to  mark-file  and  give  notice.  An 
officer  whose  duty  it  is  to  mark-file  the  bond  and  to  give  the  sever? 
notices  required  in  this  article,  and  failing  to  do  so,  without  good  an 
sufficient  excuse  therefor,  shall,  on  information  rendered  and  citatio 
to  appear  before  the  Superior  Court  of  the  county  of  his  residence,  X 
fined  as  for  a  contempt  (in  the  discretion  of  the  Court). 

§160.  (149.)  (154.)  Official  bonds  obligatory.  Every  official  bond  ex 
cuted  under  this  Code  is  obligatory  on  the  principal  and  sureti< 

thereon — 
1.  For  any  breach  of  the  condition  during  the  time  the  officer  coi- 

tinues  in  office  or  discharges  any  of  the  duties  thereof. 
2.  For  any  breach  of  the  condition  by  a  deputy,  although  not  e: 

pressed,  unless  otherwise  declared  by  law. 
24  Am,  D.,  256. 

3.  For  the  faithful  discharge  of  any  duties  which  may  be  required 
such  officer  by  any  law  passed  subsequently  to  the  execution  of  sue 
bond,  although  no  such  condition  is  expressed  therein. 

2  Woods,  92. 

4.  For  the  use  and  benefit  of  every  person  who  is  injured,  as  well  \\ 
any  wrongful  act  committed  under  color  of  his  office  as  by  his  failu: 
to  perform,  or  by  the  improper  or  neglectful  performance  of  those  d 
ties  imposed  by  law. 

General  Note. — Bonds,  binding  beyond  what  period:  19  Am.  D.,  748;  29/224,  23; 
6/65.     Bonds  not  required  by  statute,  liability  on :  14  Am.  D.,  105.     Application 

'•'The  proviso  of  this  section  repealed.    See  Acts  of  1875,  p.  16. 
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payments,  doctrine  of,  on  official  bonds:  Hunger  on  App.  Pay.,  174.  As  to  liability 
)f  sureties,  see  generally  :  Brandt  on  Suretyship,  #442;  13  Am.  D.,  461  ;  15/170,  n  ;  1  Am. 
R  199;  7/519  n,  521;  20/266;  18/39;  11  How.,  22;  19/73;  9  Wal,  83;  10/395;  5  Pet, 
392,  373;  7/435;  5  C.  L.  J.,  170,  227,  414,  478;  8/427  ;  10/137,  378,  434,  496. 

§161.  (150.)  (155.)  Official  bonds  by  whom  approved  and  recorded.  The 
official  bonds  of  the  Clerks  of  the  Superior  Court,  of  Sheriffs,  coroners, 
3junty  surveyors,  county  treasurers,  tax  collectors  and  receivers,  given 
for  county  taxes,  must  be  approved  by  the  Ordinary  and  filed  in  his 
jffice,  and  by  him  recorded.  The  bonds  of  tax  collectors  arid  receivers 
for  State  taxes,  after  being  likewise  approved,  must  be  recorded  by  the 
Ordinary,  and  the  original  bond  must  be  by  him  transmitted  to  the 

Oovernor  (for  deposit  in  the  Comptroller  General's  office). 
§162.  (151.)  (156.)  Ordinary  must  certify  to  the  Governor.  Such  Ordi- 

nary must  sign  a  certificate  to  the  Governor,  stating  that  the  Clerks  of 
the  Superior  Courts,  the  Sheriffs,  coroners  and  county  surveyors,  have 
taken  the  oaths  and  given  the  bonds  sent  from  the  Executive  depart- 

ment, together  with  a  statement  of  the  dates,  amounts,  and  names  of 
the  sureties  of  each,  and  that  they  have  delivered  to  them  their  com- 

missions ;  which  shall  be  attested  by  the  Clerk  of  said  Court,  and  by 
him  immediately  transmitted  to  the  Governor. 

§163.  (152.)  (157.)  Bond  of  deputy,  to  whom  payable..  When  deputies 
give  a  bond,  they  must  be  payable  to  their  principals,  with  surety  con- 

ditioned as  theirs  are,  for  their  conduct  as  deputies,  for  the  same 
amounts,  and  must  be  recorded  in  the  same  office  and  in  the  same 
manner  as  the  bonds  of  the  principals. 

Surety  on  deputy's  bond  can  make  any  defense  that  principal  could  have  made:  13 
Ga.,  389. 

§164.  (153.)  (158.)     Deputy  suable  same  as  principal.     It  shall  be  at 
ithe  option  of  any  person  who  claims  damages  of  any  principal  officer 

or  the  act  of  his  deputy,  to  sue  said  deputy's  bond  instead  of  his,  in 
the  same  manner  as  the  principal's  bond  may  be  sued. 
When  not,  as  to  deputy  sheriff:  59  Ga.,  180. 

Whart,  Neg. ,  $295.      ' 

§165.  (154.)  (159.)     Bond,  when  discharged.     Such  bonds  are  not  dis-  Act  of  im^ 

3harged  by  a  single  recovery,  but  proceedings  may  be  had  from  time   ' p" 
o  time,  until  the  whole  penalty  is  exhausted  against  the  officer  and 
|iis  sureties,  or  either,  and  said  bonds  are  joint  or  several,  whether  so 
!*et  forth  or  not. 

There  can  be  only  one  recovery  on  a  Common  Law  bond:  3  Ga.,  499.  When  the 
Penalty  of  Sheriff's  bond  is  exhausted:  8  Ga.,  570.  Sheriff  not  required  to  follow 
he  requirements  of  an  unconstitutional  Act,  as  defense  to  a  suit  on  his  bond:  12 
M.,  36. 

§166.  (155.)  (160.)  Officer  liable,  though  penalty  exhausted.  When  the 
penalty  is  exhausted,  the  officer  himself  shall  still  be  liable,  and  upon 
;he  same  measure  of  damages  as  upon  his  bond,  and  he  is  likewise 
liable  for  any  damage  he  may  do  in  undertaking  to  discharge  the 
luties  of  an  office  without  having  given  the  necessary  bond,  or,  having 
;iven  one,  it  is  invalid,  in  whole  or  in  part. 
§167.  (156.)  (161.)  Bonds  valid,  though  not  in  conformity  to  law.  When- 

ever any  officer,  required  by  law  to  give  an  official  bond,  acts  under  a 
)ond  which  is  not  in  the  penalty  payable  and  conditioned,  nor  approved 
md  filed  as  prescribed  by  law,  such  bond  is  not  void,  but  stands  in  the 
)lace  of  the  official  bond,  subject,  on  its  condition  being  broken,  to 
41  the  remedies,  including  the  several  recoveries  which  the  persons 
aggrieved  might  have  maintained  on  the  official  bond. 

Official  bond  not  conforming  to  statute  requiring  it:  1  Ga.,  574;  3/499.  When  only 
nforceable  according  to  Common  Law  rules:  3  Ga.,  499.  Section  cited  and  construed  : 
6Ga.,292. 
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§168.  (157.)  (162.)     Measure  of  damages.     The  measure  of  damages 
13675.  upon  all  official  bonds  for  the  misconduct  of  the  officer,  unless  other- 

wise specially  enacted,  shall  be  the  amount  of  injury  actually  sustained, 
including  the  reasonable  expenses  of  the  suit  to  the  plaintiff,  besides 
the  costs  of  court;  but  in  all  cases  when  little  or  no  damage  is  actually 
sustained,  and  the  officer  has  not  acted  in  good  faith,  the  jury  may 
find  for  the  plaintiff  an  amount,  as  smart  money,  which,  taking  all  the 
circumstances  together,  shall  not  be  excessive  nor  oppressive. 

Measure  of  damages  is  the  injury  sustained:  6  Ga.,  244.  Is  the  amount  of  the  execu- 

tion: 7  Ga.,  445.  But  see  17  Ga.,  521-624.  Sheriff's  bond  only  recoverable  on,  to  the 
extent  of  the  party's  damage:  17  Ga.,  522.  Constable's  bond — the  measure  of  dam- 

ages on  is  the  injury  sustained:  17  Ga.,  624-632.  Suit  on  Sheriff's  bond:  34  Ga.,  177. 
Penalty  only  recoverable  from  the  security  on  the  bond:  59  Ga.,  205. 

See  notes  on  bonds  of  Sheriff  and  other  officers. 

§169.  (158.)  (163.)     This  and  the  preceding  Article  apply  to  all  official'* 
bonds.     All  the  provisions  of  this  and  the  preceding  Article  apply  to 
the  oaths  of  office  and  the  official  bonds  of  all  public  officers  of  this] 
State,  whose  office  may  be  established  hereafter,  unless  the  contrary  is  i 
expressly  provided. 

§170.  (169.)  (164.)  Sureties,  how  relieved.  When  the  surety  to  any! 
Act  of  1845,  bond,  given  by  any  officer  for  the  performance  of  any  public  duty,  shall j 
c.  p.  1036.  give  notice,  in  writing,  to  the  Governor,  of  his  desire  to  be-  relieved! 

from  future  liability,  for  good  cause  therein  stated  and  sworn  to,  (of 
which  the  Governor  shall  be  the  judge,)  or  any  such  surety  shall,  ini 
the  opinion  of  the  Governor,  formed  upon  satisfactory  evidence,  become! 
insufficient,  it  shall  be  his  duty  to  require  of  such  officer  a  new  bond| 
and  surety. 

Discharged  surety  released  from  future  liability ;  the  substituted  one  liable  for  the 
future  and  the  past  liability:  1  Ga.,  84.  Decree  against  guardian  on  his  bond  is  prima 

facie  evidence  against  his  security:  1  Ga.,  356.  Out-going  Sheriff's  surety  on  bond 
liable  only  for  Sneriif's  acts  while  in  office:  2  Ga.,  248. 

§171.  (160.)  (165.)  Officer  failing  to  give  new  bond  when  required.  If 
any  officer  shall  fail  to  comply  with  such  requisition  within  ten  days 
from  the  date  he  is  served  personally  with  a  copy  of  the  Executive 
order  containing  such  requisition,  he  is,  by  such  failure,  removed  from 
office  and  a  vacancy  declared. 

ARTICLE   IV. 

OF    DELIVERY   OF    BOOKS    TO   SUCCESSORS. 

Section. 
172.  Outgoing  officers  must  deliver  books. 
173.  Persons  having  office  property. 
174.  Persons  refusing  to  deliver,  etc. 

Section. 
175.  May  be  imprisoned. 
176.  Books,  etc.,  delivered  to  successor. 
177.  Penalty  for  failure. 

^§172.  (161.)  (166.)     Officer  must  deliver  books,  etc.,  to  successor.     When 
ny  office  is  vacated,  it  is  the  duty  of  the  incumbent,  on  demand  made, 

to  deliver  all  books,  papers  and  other  property  appertaining  to  the 
office,  to  his  qualified  successor. 

§173.  (162.)  (167.)     Other  persons  having  office  property.     If  a  vacancy 
occurs  by  death,  or  the  incumbent  is  not  to  be  found  at  the  time  of 
demand  made,  it  is  the  duty  of  any  person  having  possession  or  controlj 
of  such  office  property,  or  any  part  thereof,  to  deliver  it  up,  and  the! 
rights  and  remedies  are  the  same  against  such  person  as  against  the| 
deceased  officer,  if  living  or  to  be  found. 

Courts  will  not  go  behind  new  officer's  commission  :  44  Ga.,  501. 

§174.    (163.)    (168.)     Proceedings  against  person  in  possession  of,  and 
refusing  to  deliver,  office  and  contents.     If  any  person  neglects  or  refuses  so 
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to  do,  after  demand  made,  the  suecessor  shall  make  complaint  to  the  Acts  of  1853 

Ordinary  of  the  county,  or  to  the  Judge  of  the  Superior  Court  of  the"54'  p ( Circuit  in  which  the  person  refusing  resides,  or,  if  neither  can  be  had, 
the  judge  of  the  Superior  Court  of  an  adjoining  Circuit,  and  if  such 
officer  is  satisfied,  from  the  oath  of  complaint  or  otherwise,  that  such 
are  withheld,  he  must  grant  an  order  requiring  the  person  so  refusing 
to  show  cause  before  him,  on  a  day  and  at  a  place  named  in  such  order, 
why  he  should  not  be  compelled  to  deliver  over  the  same. 

§175.  (164.)  (169.)  Persons  failing  to  comply  with  the  order  7  koto  punished. 
At  the  time  so  appointed,  or  at  any  other  time  to  which  the  matter  §4474. 
may  be  adjourned,  a  copy  of  such  order  having  been  personally  served 
on  the  person  so  refusing,  such  officer  must  proceed  to  inquire  into  the 
circumstances,  and,  if  it  appears  that  such  books  and  papers  are  with- 

held, he  must  order  the  same  delivered  up  instanter  to  said  successor, 
and  on  failing  to  comply  with  such  order,  he  shall  issue  a  warrant, 
directed  to  any  officer  of  said  county,  or  of  the  adjoining  county,  author- 

ized to  make  the  arrest,  to  arrest  said  officer  and  commit  him  to  jail, 
there  to  remain  until  he  complies  with  said  order,  or  is  otherwise  dis- 

charged by  course  of  law.     At  the  same  time,  in  the  same  way,  he  shall, 
command  said  officer  to  search  such  places  for  them  as  may  be  desig- 

nated in  such  warrant,  and  to  seize  and  bring  them  before  him  or  some 
other  officer  authorized  to  preside,  and  being  so  brought  and  appearing 
to  belong  to  said  office,  he  shall  cause  them  to  be  delivered  to  the 
successor.     The  payment  of  costs  are  in  the  discretion  of  the  Court, 
^aid  proceedings  do  not  interfere  with  the  provisions  of  the  Penal 
(Vxle  on  this  subject. 
§176.  (165.)  (170.)  Officers  retiring  must  deliver  books  to  successor.  All 

judicial  or  ministerial  officers  or  State's  attorneys,  who  by  law  are  enti- 
led to  receive  from  the  State  any  books,  pamphlets  or  other  documents, 

■ipon  retiring  from  office  must  deliver  them  over  to  their  successors, 
md  from  one  successor  to  another. 

§177.  (166.)  (171.)  Penalty  for  failure  to  deliver  books  to  successor.  On 
ailure  to  deliver  such  books,  after  demand  made  by  incoming  officer,  he 
s  liable  for  three  times  the  first  cost  thereof,  to  be  retained  out  of  his 
Hilary,  if  a  salaried  officer,  and  if  not  a  salaried  officer,  or,  being  one,  it 
s  omitted  to  be  retained,  the  officer  so  detaining  is  subject  to  suit  and 
ecovery  (in  a  Court  having  jurisdiction)  by  the  successor  in  the  name 
f  the  State  ior  his  use. 
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TITLE  IV. 

LEGISLATIVE  DEPARTMENT. 

CHAPTER  I. 

OF    THE    GENERAL    ASSEMBLY. 

Section, 
178.  Meeting  of  Legislature. 
179.  Length  of  sessions. 
180.  How  organized. 
181.  Oath  of  members. 
182.  President  and  Speaker. 
183.  Elections  by  General  Assembly. 
184.  Door-keepers  and  messengers. 
185.  Special  messengers. 

Section. 
186   Joint  Finance  Committee. 
187.  Duty  of  Secretary  and  Clerk. 
188.  Engrossed  copies  of  laws. 
189.  Pay  of  President,  Speaker,  etc. 
190.  Pay  of  sick  members. 
191.  Amount  due  deceased  members. 
192.  Accounts  of  officers  and  members. 
193.  Appropriations  by  resolution. 

Const,  of 
1877,  Art.  3 
Sec,  4,  par. 
3. 

Const,  of 

§178.  (172.)  Legislature  meets,  when.  The  first  meeting  of  the  General 
Assembly  under  the  Constitution  of  1877,  was  on  the  first  Wednesday 
in  November,  1878,  and  the  constitution  provides  that  it  shall  meet 
biennially  thereafter,  on  the  same  day,  until  the  day  shall  be  changed 

by  law.  The  hour  of  meeting  shall  be  ten  o'clock  in  the  forenoon,  and 
the  place  at  the  Capitol. 

§179.  (168.)  (173.)  Length  of  session.  Each  session  shall  not  continue 

sec7'4Vrpar  l°nSer  than  forty  days,  unless  otherwise  ordered  by  a  vote  of  two-thirds 
6.  of  each  branch  of  the  General  Assembly. 

§180.  (169.)  (174.)  General  Assembly,  how  organized.  Each  branch  shall 
be  organized  by  the  Clerk  and  Secretary  thereof  respectively,  who  are, 
ex  officio,  presiding  officers  until  such  are  elected.  No  question  shall 
be  entertained  by  them  but  one  relating  to  the  organization,  and  in 
deciding  such  questions  they  are  to  be  governed,  as  far  as  practicable, 
by  the  standing  rules  of  the  house  over  which  they  preside.  In  the 
absence  of  such  officer,  their  assistants  may  officiate.  In  the  absence 
of  both,  the  body  may  appoint  a  chairman  whose  powers  and  duties  are 
the  same. 

§181.  (170.)  (175.)  Oath  of  members.  The  oaths  of  office  may  be  admin- 
istered to  the  members  of  the  General  Assembly  by  any  J,udge  of  the 

Supreme  or  Superior  Courts,  to  be  procured  by  the  person  organizing 
each  branch. 

§182.  (171.)  (176.)  President  of  the  Senate  and  Speaker  of  the  House,  how 
elected.  The  President  of  the  Senate  and  Speaker  of  the  House  are 
elected  by  their  respective  bodies  viva  voce,  and  a  majority  of  votes  in 
necessary  to  a  choice.  In  like  manner  the  Senate  must  elect  a  Presi 
dent  pro  tern.,  and  the  House  a  Speaker  pro  tern.,  whose  powers  and  du- 

ties, while  presiding,  or  in  the  absence  of  said  officers,  are  the  same. 
§183.  (172.)  (177.)  Elections  by  the  General  Assembly.  All  elections 

[except  for  United  States  Senator]  (a)  by  the  General  Assembly  are  to 
be  conducted  as  follows : 

1.  The  elections  shall  be  viva  voce,  and  the  vote  shall  appear  on  the 
const,  of  journal  of  the  House  of  Representatives.  When  the  Senate  and  House 
s877'iort  3'  °^  RePresentatives  unite  for  the  purpose  of  elections,  they  shall  meetj 

in  the  Representative  Hall,  and  the  President  of  the  Senate  shall,  in 
such  cases,  preside  and  declare  the  result. 

2.  The  votes  are  to  be  given  for  but  one  election  at  the  same  time.? 
and  a  majority  of  the  whole  number  of  votes  cast  is  necessary  to  a| 
choice,  and  all  blanks  are  to  be  counted  as  votes. 

3.  The  Senate  and  House  of  Representatives  shall  meet  in  joint  sefl-j 
sion  in  the  hall  of  the  House  of  Representatives  on  the  first  Monday 

(a)  Acts  of 
Congress, 
25th  July, 
1866. 
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$f  every  session  at  ten  o'clock  a.  m.,  for  the  purpose  of.  electing  such  Acts  of  isao 
officers  of  said  State  as  are  now  or  may  hereafter  be  required,  to  be  n;™'"    ,H 
elected  by  the  General  Assembly.     Said  joint  session  shall  continue 
in  morning  and  afternoon  sessions  from  day  to  day  until  all  of  said 
officers  are  elected. 

4.  The  first  business  in  order  for  said  joint  session  shall  be  the  elec-  Act  of  iswi 
tion  of  Judges  of  the  Supreme  Court,  and  after  that,  Judges  and  Solic-  i79,pp' 
itors  of  the  various  Circuits.  Before  the  election  of  Judges  and  Solici- 

tors shall  be  commenced  the  Speaker  of  the  House  of  Representatives 
shall  prepare  slips  of  paper  of  the  same  size,  on  which  he  shall  write 
the  names  of  the  various  Circuits  for  which  elections  are  to  be  held,  and 

place  the  same  in  a  box  and  hand  the  same  to  the  President  of  the  Sen- 
ate who  shall,  without  inspecting  the  said  slips  of  paper,  draw  them 

out,  one  at  a  time,  and  when  each  slip  is  drawn  said  President  of  the 
Senate  shall  announce  to  the  joint  session  the  name  of  the  Circuit 
drawn,  and  the  election  for  Judges  and  Solicitors  of  said  Circuit  shall 
be  in  order  if  either  or  both  said  offices  are  vacant.  The  President  of 
the  Senate  shall  continue  to  draw  out  the  names  of  Circuits  from  said 
box  until  all  of  said  Judges  and  Solicitors  are  elected. 

§184.  (173.)  (178.)  Door-keeper  and  Messenger.     Each  house  is  entitled  Acts  <»f  iso2 

to  a  door-keeper  and  messenger,  to  perforin  such  duties  as  may  be  re-  ~68'  p' 13f'" 
quired  of  them,  who  shall  be  [elected  as  provided  for  the  election  of 
clerk  and  secretary,]  (a)  and  who  shall  receive  the  same  pay  as  the 
members  of  the  General  Assembly. 

§185.  (174.)  (179.)  Appointments  for  special  purposes.  When  it  shall 
be  necessary  to  carry  into  effect  the  seventh  section  of  the  third  Article 
of  the  Constitution,  or  for  any  like  purpose,  either  of  said  officers  may 
appoint  any  person  to  execute  the  orders  of  each  house  and  the  warrant 
of  the  presiding  officer,  who  may  receive  for  the  service  such  compen- 

sation as  the  General  Assembly  may  appropriate. 
§186.  (175.)  (180.)  Joint  finance  committee.  It  is  part  of  the  duty  of 

the  joint  standing  committee  of  finance  to  examine  the  accounts  and 
vouchers  of  the  Comptroller  and  Treasurer  as  to  all  moneys  received 
into  and  paid  out  of  the  treasury  during  the  last  fiscal  year,  to  compare 
the  warrants  drawn  during  that  period  with  the  several  laws  by 
authority  of  which  they  purport  to  be  drawn,  and  to  examine  into  the 
other  accounts  and  books  of  such  officers,  and  to  count  the  money  on 
hand  at  the  time  of  the  examination,  and  to  examine  the  annual 
reports  made  by  said  officers,  to  see  if  they  are  sustained  by  the  true 
condition  of  their  offices,  and  report  the  result  to  each  branch  of  the 
General  Assembly. 

§187.  (176.)  (181.)  Duty  of  the  Secretary  and  Clerk  at  close  of  the  ses- 
sion. At  the  close  of  each  session  the  Secretary  of  the  Senate,  Clerk 

of  the  House  of  Representatives,  and  Secretary  of  State,  must  select 
all  the  papers  belonging  to  the  General  Assembly,  except  such  as 
relate  to  the  unfinished  and  rejected  business,  and  deposit  them  in  the 
office  of  the  Secretary  of  State. 

§188.  (177.)  (182.)  Engrossed  copies  of  laws,  etc.  The  engrossed  copies 
of  all  laws  and  joint  resolutions  passed  by  the  General  Assembly  must 
be  preserved  by  the  chairman  of  the  enrolling  committee,  and  depos- 

ited in  the  office  of  the  Secretary  of  State. 
§189.  Per  diem.     The  per  diem  of  members  of  the  General   Assembly  (»)  Acts  of 

shall  not  exceed  four  dollars,  and  mileage  shall  not  exceed  ten  cents  j*.'  ~ 
for  each  mile  traveled,  by  the  nearest  practicable  route,  in  going  to,  and  SSJ8^0/  . 
returning  from,  the  capital ;  but  the  President  of  the  Senate  and  the  see.V. 
Speaker  of  the  House  of  Representatives,  shall  each  receive  not  exceed- 

ing seven  dollars  per  day. 
4 
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§190.  (179.)  (185.)  Sick  members.  If  any  member  is  detained  by 
sickness,  after  leaving  home,  in  coming  to,  or  is  unable  to  attend  the 
house  after  he  arrives  at,  the  seat  of  Government,  he  is  entitled  to  the 
the  same  daily  pay  as  an  attending  member;  but  no  member  shall 
receive  pay  for  absent  time  unless  on  account  of  sickness  of  himself  or 
family,  or  by  express  leave  of  the  house  of  which  he  is  a  member. 

§191.  §180.)  (186.)  If  a  member  die  during  the  ecision.  If  any  member 
of  the  General  Assembly  shall  die  during  the  session,  or  afterwards, 
without  having  received  the  whole  or  any  portion  of  his  pay,  the 
amount  due  for  the  whole  session  shall  be  paid  to  the  widow  of  the 
deceased,  and  if  no  widow,  in  like  manner  to  the  children. 

§192.  (181.)  (187.)  Accounts  of  members  and  officers,  how  audited.  The 
compensation  due  to  the  officers  and  members  of  the  General  Assembly 
must  be  certified  by  the  President  and  Speaker,  respectively,  upon  the 
report  of  the  auditing  committee  to  the  Treasurer,  who  afterwards 
shall  pay  each  member  who  presents  his  accounts  duly  audited. 

§193.  Appropriations  of  money  by  resolution.     [All    resolutions  which 
(b)  Adof    May  grant  money  out  of  contingent  or  any  other  fund,  shall  be  treated 
JJjJ  Feth»    in  all  respects  in  the  introduction  and  form  of  proceeding  on  them,  in 

a  similar  manner  with  bills;  they  shall  originate  in  the  House  of 
Represensatives,  and  shall  receive  three  readings  previous  to  their 
being  passed,  but  the  Senate  may  propose  or  concur  in  amendments,  as 
in  case  of  bills.] 

§193.  (a.)   Notice  of  local  bills.     Notice  of  an  intention  to  apply  for 
Const,  of     the  passage  of  a  local  or  special  bill  shall  be  given  in  the  following 

see. '?f par8'  manner,  to-wit :     The  title  of  the  bill  shall  be  published  once  in  the 
16  newspaper  in  which  the  Sheriff's  sales  are  advertised,  and  shall  be 
U,f>.m. '  posted  at  the  door  of  the  Court  House  in  the  county  or  counties  of  the 

residence  of  the  person  or  persons,  natural  or  artificial,  to  be  affected 
thereby,  or  in  which  the  locality  or  municipality  is  situated,  thirty 
days  before  the  introduction  of  such  bill  in.  the  House  of  Representa- 

tives :  Provided,  that  where  there  is  no  newspaper  published  in.  the 
county  where  local  legislation  is  asked,  that  notice  of  said  bill  shall  be 
published  in  the  paper  where  Sheriffs  sales  are  published,  and  in  all 
notices  to  be  published  under  this  section,  it  shall  not  be  lawful  for  any 
newspaper  to  charge  more  than  one  dollar  per  square  for  said  notice, 
and  in  case  of  refusal  to  publish  at  said  rates,  then  a  publication  in 
any  other  newspaper  having  a  circulation  in  the  county  where  the 
local  legislation  is  desired,  shall  be  sufficient.  And  the  production  of 
the  newspaper  dated  thirty  days  prior  to  the  introduction  of  such  bill 
into  the  General  Assembly,  containing  the  notice  required  by  this 
section,  with  the  certificate  of  the  Ordinary  that  the  notice  has  been 
posted,  shall  be  sufficient  evidence  that  such  notice  has  been  given  in 
accordance  with  the  requirements  of  the  Constitution. 

General  Note  on  Legislature. — Members  of  Legislature  not  liable  civilly  for 
errors  of  judgment  or  abuse  of  discretion  when  acting  officially :  2  Thomp.  Neg,,  817. 

Motives  of,  not  inquired  into  by  Courts:  2  Thomp.  Neg.,  817.  Freedom  of  debate:  3' 
Am.  D.,  189.  Power  of,  to  alter  what  has  been  done  during  session:  12  Am.  D.,  25. 
Cannot  act  judicially:  6  Am.  D.,  730,  n.  Power  of  to  punish  contempts:  1  Am.  D., 
252 ;  12/178,  n.  Cannot  be  controlled  by  certiorari,  prohibition  or  mandate  :  18  Am.  D., 
236,  n.  Privilege  of,  from  arrest :  16  Am.  D.,  784,  n.  Privilege  of,  from  service  of  civil 
process:  16  Am.  D.,  785,  n.  Privilege  of,  is  personal  and  must  be  claimed :  16  Am. 
D.,  785,  786,  n;  see,  also,  26/234.     Enactment  of  laws:  See  Cooley  Const.  Lim.,  130. 
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CHAPTER  II. 

SUBORDINATE   OFFICERS   OF    THE   GENERAL    ASSEMBLY. 

Suction. 
194.  Election  of  Secretary  and  Clerk. 
195.  Oath  of  Secretary  and  Clerk. 
196.  Administering  the  oath. 
197.  Compensation  of  Secretary  and  Clerk. 
197.  (a.)  Assistants  of  Secretary  and  Clerk. 

Section. 
198.  Must  give  bond. 
199.  Qualifications  of  subordinate  clerks. 
200.  Secretary  and  Clerk  must  file  papers. 
201.  Receive  no  pay  till  hies  are  made. 
202.  When  both  houses  meet,  Secre.ary  to  aid. 

§194.  (182.)  (188.)  Secretary  of  the  Senate  and  Clerk  of  the  House.  There 
shall  be  a  Secretary  of  the  Senate  and  Clerk  of  the  House  of  Represen- 

tatives, elected  by  the  members  of  each  house,  respectively,  viva  voce, 
and  a  majority,  of  votes  cast  is  necessary  to  elect.  Their-term  of  office 
shall  be  the  time  for  which  the  members  of  the  General  Assembly  are 
elected. 

§195.  (183.)  (189.)  Oath  of  Secretary  and  Clerk  and  their  assistants.  Said 
officers,  their  assistants,  and  engrossing  and  enrolling  clerks,  before 
entering  on  the  discharge  of  their  duties,  shall  take  an  oath  before  their 
respective  presiding  officers  to  discharge  their  duties  faithfully  and  to 
the  best  of  their  skill  and  knowledge,  of  which  a  minute  shall  be  made 
and  entered  on  the  journals. 

§196.  (184.  (190.)  President  and  Speaker  may  administer  oaths.  The 
President  of  the  Senate  and  Speaker  of  the  House  are  to  administer  the 
oaths  required  to  the  subordinate  officers  of  their  respective  houses. 

§197.  (185.)  (191.)  Pay  of  Secretary  and  Clerk  and  their  assistants.     The  Acts  of  1878 

compensation  of  the  Secretary  of  the  Senate  shall  be  sixty  dollars  per  ~9' p- 185- 
day  for  each  session,  and  the  compensation  of  the  Clerk  of  the  House  of 
Representatives  shall  be  seventy  dollars  per  day  for  each  session. 

§197.  (a.)  (192.)  Assistant  Clerks.  Said  secretary  and  clerk  shall  each  ̂ cts  0f£m"' 
select  and  appoint  such  assistants  as  may  be  necessary  for  the  perfor-  ' P' mance  of  the  clerical  work  of  their  respective  houses ;  including  clerks 
for  such  standing  or  special  committees  as  may  be  allowed  a  clerk  by 
order  of  their  respective  houses ;  the  compensation  of  their  said  assist- 

ants to  be  fixed  by  said  secretary  and  clerk,  respectively,  and  to  be 
paid  out  of  the  amounts  allowed  said  secretary  and  clerk,  respectively, 
in  the  preceding  section ;  Provided,  however,  that  if  either  house  shall 
for  any  purpose  employ  a  stenographic  reporter,  the  cost  of  such  reporter 
shall  not  be  considered  a  part  of  the  clerical  expenses  of  such  house, 
but  shall  be  provided  for  by  a  special  appropriation. 

§198.  Must  give  bond.     Immediately  after  their  election,  said  secretary  Acts  of  1878 

and  clerk  shall,  each,  give  bond  and  security  in  the  sum  of  five  thous-~9'p* 185" 
and  dollars,  payable  to  the  Governor,  and  his  successors  in  office,  and 
conditioned  for  the  faithful  discharge  of  their  respective  duties,  said 
bonds  to  be  approved  by  the  President  of  the  Senate  and  Speaker  of  the 
House,  respectively. 

§199.  (187.)  (193.)  Qualification  and  removal  of  certain  clerks.  No  jour- 
nalizing, recording,  enrolling  or  engrossing  clerk  shall  be  appointed  by 

the  Secretary  of  the  Senate  or  Clerk  of  the  House,  until  such  clerk  has 
been  examined  by  the  enrolling  committee,  and  certified  to  their  res- 

pective houses  to  be  competent  and  well  qualified  to  the  discharge  of 
the  duties  required  of  him ;  and  such  clerk  shall  be  removed,  at  any 
time,  upon  the  recommendation  of  the  enrolling  committee  of  the  house 
in  which  he  is  employed. 

§200.  (188.)  (194.)  Secretary  and  Clerk  must  file  papers  and  documents. 
The  Secretary  of  the  Senate  and  the  Clerk  of  the  House  of  Representa- 

tives must,  within  ten  days  after  the  adjournment  of  each  session,  file, 
in  proper  order,  all  the  papers  and  documents  of  their  respective  houses. 

§201.  (189.)  (195.).  Secretary  and  Clerk  shall  not  be  paid  untill  they  have 
filed  papers.     The  records,  papers  and  documents  thus  filed  must  be  deliv- 
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ered  to  the  Secretary  of  State,  who,  upon  receipt  of  the  same,  must  certify 
that  such  secretary  and  clerk  have  respectively  complied  with  said 
requisitions,  and  the  Treasurer  shall  not  pay  their  several  salaries  until 
such  certificate  is  produced. 

§202.  (190.)  (196.)  Secretary  must  aid  when  both  houses  meet..  When 
there  is  a  meeting  of  both  branches  of  the  General  Assembly  in  one 
chamber,  said  secretary  and  clerk  shall  be  present  and  join  in  the  dis- 

charge of  the  duties  required,  and  shall  enter  on  the  journals  of  each 
the  proceedings. 

TITLE  V. 

THE  JUDICIAL  DEPARTMENT. 

CHAPTER  I. 

GENERAL  PROVISIONS    IN    REGARD   TO   JUDICIAL    POWER. 

Section, 

203.  Judicial  power — where  vested. 
204.  Rules  of  Court  shall  be  observed. 
205.  Judge  interested  shall  not  preside. 
206.  Power  of  the  Court. 

Section. 
207.  Records  shall  not  be  removed. 
208.  Minutes  read  and  signed  by  Judge. 
209.  The  Court  may  act  when  no  Clerk. 

)3.  (191.)  (197.)  Judicial  power,  where  vested.  The  judicial  power 
•^3240.  of  the  State  is  vested  in  such  tribunals  as  are  created  by  the  Constitu- 

tion, and  such  other  Inferior  Courts  as  are  or  may  be  established  by 

law,  and  such  persons  as  are  or  may  be  specially  invested  wTith  powers 
of  a  judicial  nature. 

§204.  (192.)  (198.)  Rules  of  Court.  The  rules  of  the  respective  Courts, 
legally  adopted  and  not  in  conflict  with  the  Constitution  of  the  United 
States,  of  this  State,  or  the  laws  thereof,  are  binding  and  must  be  ob- 
served. 

Rules  of  Court  binding:  8  Ga.,  338.  Section  cited  and  construed:  33  Ga.,  215; 
56/229.  Authority  of  Judges  in  establishing:  19 Ga.,  220.  Cannot,  under  this  section, 
have  clerk's  fees  paid  in  advance  :  30  Ga.,  938.  By  twenty-first  (21)  Common  Law  rule, 
cannot  dispense  with  pleadings:  56  Ga.,  673. 

§205.  (193.)  (199.)    Whe%  judicial  officer  is  disqualified.     No  Judge   or 
Act  of  i80i,  Justice  of  any  Court,  no  Ordinary,  Justice  of  the  Peace,  nor  presiding 

§2i6,42i4,    officer  of  any  inferior  judicature  or  commission,  can  sit  in  any  cause 
2  is,  250, 450,  or  proceeding  in  which  he  is  pecuniarily  interested,  or  related  to  either 

party    within   the  fourth  degree  of  consanguinity  or  affinity,  nor   of 

i868VT)tsi^9  which  he  has  been  of  counsel,  nor  in  which  he  has  presided  in  any  In- 
ferior  Judicature  when  his  ruling  or  decision  is  the  subject  of  review, 

187V Art.  o,  without  the  consent  .of  all  the  parties  in  interest  :  Provided,  that  in  all 

Sec.'2,  par!  cases  in  which  the  presiding  Judge  of  the  Superior  Court  may  have 
Acts  of  i88o  been  employed' as  counsel  before  his  appointment  as  Judge,  he  shall 
-i,  p.  58.      preside  in  such  cases  if  the  opposite  party  or  counsel  agree  in  writing 

'     that  he  may  preside,  unless  the  Judge  declines  so  to  do. 
Act  of  1801  is  constitutional:  4  Ga.,.133.  Cannot  be  Judge  in  own  case:  4  Ga.,  385| 

6/448.  Where  Judge  of  the  Superior  Court  is  interested  a  Judge  of  another  Circuit 
presides :  11  G,a.,  438.  Private  interests  of  Judge  incapacitate  him  :  17  Ga.,  253.  Where 
Ordinary,  kin  to  grantee  of  a  homestead  :  45  Ga.,  621.  Pecuniary  interest  of  a  Judge 
when  it  does  not  vitiate  an  award  :  39  Ga.,  678.  Executor  of  a  will  caveated,  married 
the  sister  of  the  wife  of  a  Judge  of  the  Supreme  Court,  does  not  prevent  that  Judge 
from  presiding  in  the  case:  45  Ga.,  414.  Interest  as  arbitrators  generally  avoids  the 
award:  44  Ga.,  473.  Justice  of  the  Peace,  issuing  a  distress  warrant,  to  be  used  by  his 
father:  55  Ga.,  607.  Judge  dismissing  a  case  where  he  was  once  of  counsel,  does  not 
make  it  illegal :  58  Ga.,  355.     Where  Judge  having  been  of  counsel  in  the  case  invalid- 
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sites  the  decree  :  62  Ga.,  173.  Mayor  of  a  city  where  his  official  and  judicial  duties 
conflict:  60  Ga.,  225.  Ordinary,  although  he  is  a  surety  on  collector's  bond,  can  order 
an  execution  against  the  principal  and  himself :  60  Ga.,  296.  Where  defendant  married 
sister-in-law  of  the  Judge's  wife  :  53  Ga.,  584.  Directors  and  stockholders  in  a  bank 
can  perforin  no  judicial  act  about  the  bank,  attachment  case:  59  Ga.,  380-4. 

T.  U.  P.  Charl.,  143;  Broom  Leg.  Max.,  118;  Cooley  Const.  Lim.,  411;  32  Am.  R., 
172;  33/346,  579.  When  Judge's  interest  is  minute,  and  his  refusal  to  act  would  cause 
a  failure  of  remedy,  he  may  lawfully  act:  28  Am.  R.,  88.  "Subject  treated  in:  Well's 
Jur.,  £163  et  seq.     As  to  J.  P. :  Well's  Jur.,  §396. 

§206.  (194.)  (200.)  Powers  of  Courts  enumerated.  Every  Court  has 
power : 

1.  To  preserve  and  enforce  order  in  its  immediate  presence,  and  as 
near  thereto  as  is  necessary  to  prevent  interruption,  disturbance,  or 
hindrance  to  its  proceedings. 

2.  To  enforce  order  before  a  person  or  body  empowered  to  conduct  a 
judicial  investigation  under  its  authority. 

3.  To  compel  obedience  to  its  judgments,  orders  and  process,  and  to 
the  orders  of  a  Judge  out  of  Court,  in  an  action  or  proceeding  therein. 

Section  cited:  34  Ga.,  166. 

4.  To  control,  in  furtherance  of  justice,  the  conduct  of  its  officers  and 
all  other  persons  connected  with  a  judicial  proceeding  before  it,  in 
every  matter  appertaining  thereto. 

Must  be  while  suit  pending:  34  Ga.,  378. 

5.  To  administer  oaths  in  an  action  or  proceeding  pending  therein, 
and  in  all  other  cases,  when  it  may  be  necessary,  in  the  exercise  of  its 
powers  and  duties. 

6.  To  amend  and  control  its  process  and  orders,  so  as  to  make  them 
conformable  to  law  and  justice,  and  to  amend  its  own  record  so  as  to 
make  them  conform  to  the  truth. 

Case  of  an  attachment  before  a  magistrate  :  45  Ga.,  299.  Declaration  and  process 
amendable:  26  Ga.,  430.  Verdict  placed  on  the  minutes  of  the  Superior  Court  nunc 
pro  tunc  :  45  Ga. ,  120. 

Wells'  Jur.,  131,  137,  etc. ;  6  How.,  31. 

§207.  (195.)  (201.)  Records  may  be  removed.  No  records  or  papers  of 
any  Court  must  be  removed  out  of  the  county,  except  in  cases  of  inva- 

sion, whereby  the  same  may  be  endangered,  or  unless  by  order  of  the 
Court. 

§208.  (196.)  (202.)  Minutes  must  be  read  and  signed.  The  minutes  of 
every  Court  of  record  must  be  read  each  morning  by  the  clerk  in  open 
Court,  and,  on  the  adjournment  of  the  Court,  must  be  signed  by  the 
Judge,  Judges,  or  Justices  thereof;  but,  if  not  signed,  are  valid,  unless 
repudiated  by  the  Court. 

Minutes  need  not  be  signed  by  the  Judge  or  show  where  the  Court  met :  20  Ga.,  328. 

§209.  (197.)  (203.)   Where  there  is  no  Clerk.     The  acts  of  a  Court  shall  §251. 
not  lack  validity  for  the  want  of  a  clerk ;  and  whenever  there  is  no 
clerk,  or  none  to  be  had,  or  he  is  incapable  of  discharging  his  duty,  and 
any  Court  performs  that  duty  itself,  its  action  as  such  is  valid. 

General  Note  on  Chapter  I. — Liability  of  Judicial  Officers :  Judicial  officers 
of  Superior  Courts  (Courts  of  Record)  not  liable  for  mistakes  when  acting  within  their 
jurisdiction,  even  when  acting  corruptly,  and  jurisdiction  is  presumed  in  their  favor: 
Broom  Leg.  Max.,  89;  Wells'  Jur.,  §175;  2  Thomp.  Neg.,  817;  Dudley,  241;  6  Am.  D., 
290;  7/574;  9/364;  10/582;  15/264;  18/433;  23  Am.  R.,  692;  25/688;  full  note,  694;  7 
Wal.,  523;  13/335.  Those  of  Inferior  Courts  acting  within  jurisdiction  not  liable 
therefor,  except  when  acting  corruptly,  and  in  such  cases,  jurisdiction's  not  presumed, 
but  must  be  proved:  2  Thomp.  Neg.,  817;  24  Am.  D.,  46;  25  Am.  R.,  694,  n;  32/609. 
Judicial  officers  exceeding  jurisdiction  :  7  Am.  D.,  690;  18/643;  18/643;  29  Am.  R.,  80; 
1  Smith's  L.  C,  805,  817.  When  acting  ministerially,  are  responsible  as  ministerial 
officers:  2  Thomp.  Neg.,  817;  24  Am.  D.,  46.  Magistrate,  when  liable  in  trespass:  9 
Am.  D.,  200;  12/170;  15/264;  18/643.  Officers  authorized  to  exercise  judgment  are  not 
liable  for  errors,  in  the  absence  of  fraud  or  malice;  6  Am.  D.,  290,  359;  7/574,  731 ;  8/41; 
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24/46.  Cases  fully  collected :  1  Add.  Torts,  §30,  note  p.  33.  Distinction  between  Courts 

of  record  and  not  of  record:  3  Coolej','s  Bl.,  24;  between  Courts  of  superior  or  general, 
and  inferior  or  limited  jurisdiction:  Wells'  Jur.,  §26;  1  Smith's  L.  C,  805.  Maxims 
relating  to  the  judicial  office:  Broom's  Leg.  Max.,  80:  to  the  mode  of  administering 
justice:  Broom's  Leg.  Max.,  114.  Decisions  of  Courts,  authority  of:  see  note  to  §1  of 
Code.  Obiter  dicta:  Wells'  Res.  Adj.,  527.  Case  deciding  question  incidentally;  16 
How.,  275;  13  O.,  118.  Rules  guiding  Courts  in  decisions:  Ram's  Leg.  Judg.  Doctrine 
of  stare  decisis:  Wells'  Res.  Adj.,  530-605.  Conflict  of  jurisdiction  of  State  and  U.  S. 
Courts :  see  note  on  U.  S.  Courts,  appendix. 

CHAPTER  II. 

THE    SUPREME    COURT    AND   ITS   OFFICERS. 

Article  1. —  The  Supreme  Court  and  its  Judges. 
Article  2. — The  Clerk. 

Article  3. —  The  Reporter. 

Article  4. —  The  Sheriff  or  Marshal. 

ARTICLE  I. 

THE    SUPREME    COURT    AND   ITS   JUDGES. 

Section. 
210.  Judges  of  the  Supreme  Court. 
211.  Their  term  of  office. 
212.  Their  oath  of  office. 
213.  Two  may  hold  the  Court. 
214.  Who  are  eligible  for  Supreme  Bench. 
215.  Vacancies,  how  filled. 

Section. 
216.  When  there  is  hut  one  Judge,  etc. 
217.  Unanimous  decisions,  how  reversed, 
218.  The  powers  of  Supreme  Court,  etc. 
219.  Two  of  the  Judges  must  concur,  etc. 
220.  Officers  of  the  Supreme  Court. 

Act  of  1845,     §210.  (198.)  (204.)  Organization  of  the  Supreme  Court.     The  powers  of 

(a  Const  of^16  Supreme  Court  are  vested  in,  and  its  duties  performed  by,  three 
1868,  Art.  5,  Judges,  one  of  whom  shall  be  styled  the  Chief  Justice,  who  are  elected 

and  'Acts  of  Dy  ̂ ne  General  Assembly  for  the  term  of  six  years,  and  shall  hold  their 
1872,  p.  82.   offices  until  their  successors  are  elected  and  qualified. 
1877,  Art.  6,      §211.   Official  terms  of  the  Judges  of  Supreme  Court.     The  Chief  Justice 
sec.  2,  par.  anc[  Associate  Justices  shall  hold  their  offices  for  six  years  and  until 

their  successors  are  qualified.     The  term  of  the  present  Chief  Justice 
began  on  the  1st  day  of  January,  1881,  and  will  end  on  the  31st  day  of 
December,  1886 ;  the  term  of  the  present  Associate  Justice  Crawford 
began  on  the  1st  day  of  January,  1881,  and  will  end  on  the  31st  day  of 
December,  1884,  and  the  term  of  the  present  Associate  Justice  Speer 
began  on  the  29th  day  of  November,  1880,  and  will  end  on  the  31st  day 
of  December,  1882.     Appointments  to  fill  vacancies  shall  only  be  for 

6>  the  unexpired  term,  or  until  such  vacancies  are  filled  by  elections 
agreeably  to  the  mode  pointed  out  by  the  Constitution  of  this  State. 

§212.  (199.)  (205.)     Their  oath.     Before  entering  on  the  discharge  of 
,     their   duties,  they   shall  take  the  oath  prescribed  for  Judges  of  the 

Supreme  Courts,  and  all  other  oaths  required  for  civil  officers. 

§213.  (200.)  (206.)  Two  may  "hold  court.  They,  or  two  of  them,  may 
hold  said  Court,  and  the  oldest  Judge  in  commission,  in  the  absence  of  the 

Chief  Justice,  is  ■  president  thereof,  but  without  any  greater  powers than  his  associates. 

§214.  (201. (  (207.)  Who  are  eligible.  No  person  shall  be  Judge  of  the 
const,  of  Supreme  Court  unless  at  the  time  of  his  election  he  shall  have  attained 

Sec7'i4,rpar!  the  age  of  thirty  years,  and  shall  have  been  a  citizen  of  the  State  three 
i-  years,  and  have  practiced  law  for  seven  years. 

Const,  of 
1877,  Art. 
Sec.  2,  par 
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§215.  (202.)  (208.)     Vacancies,  hotv  filled.     In  case  of  a  vacancy  (from  Act  oM.sir., 
any  cause)  the  Governor  shall  appoint  and  commission  some  qualified 

of  the  Judges  are  disqualified  from  deciding  any 
otherwise,  the  Governor  shall  designate  a  Judge  or  Judges  of  the  Supc 
rior  Court  to  preside  in  said  case. 

§217.  (204.)  (210.)  Decision  oj ',  how  reversed.  A  decision  concurred  in  A^"1' l^s by  three  Judges  cannot  be  reversed  or  materially  changed,  except  by  a 
full  bench,  and  then  after  argument  had,  in  which  the  decision,  by 
permission  of  the  Court,  is  expressly  questioned  and  reviewed ;  and 
after  such  argument,  the  Court,  in  its  decision,  shall  state  distinctly 
whether  it  affirms,  reverses  or  changes  such  decision. 

Unanimous  judgment- is  as  binding  as  an  Act  of  the  Legislature:  59  Ga.,  54.  On 
Act  of  1858:  28  Ga.,  597.  Decision  of  full  bench  converted  into  statute  by  the  Act  of 
1858,  page  74:  30  Ga.,  202;  59/54.  What  .can  be  reviewed:  38  Ga.,  195.  Stare  decisis, 
section  cited  and  approved  :  60  Ga.,  253. 

§218.  (205.)  211.)  Powers  enumerated.  The  Supreme  Court  has  au- 
thority— 

1.  To  exercise  appellate  jurisdiction,  and  that  only,  and  in  no  case  Act  of  i84f>. 
to  hear  facts  or  examine  witnesses.  *  p" 

Appellate  only  as  to  questions  actually  presented  :  5  Ga.,  40-48.  Only  the  evidence 
that  was  before  the  Court  below:  30  Ga.,  161.  Corrects  errors  of  the  Court  below  only : 
36  Ga.,  442.  Has  no  original  jurisdiction  as  to  injunctions:  42  Ga.,  124.  Where  Chan- 

cellor's discretion  exercised  in  an  injunction  case:  47  Ga.,  530. 

2.  To  hear  and  determine  all  causes,  civil  and  criminal,  that  may  ̂ 284- 
come  before  it,  and  to  grant  judgments  of  affirmance  or  reversal,  or 
any  other  order,  direction  or  decree  required  therein,  and  if  necessary, 
to  make  a  final  disposition  of  the  cause,  but  in  the  manner  prescribed 
elsewhere  in  this  Code. 

Section  cited,  final  disposition  :  62  Ga.,  346-7.  Dissolving  of  injunction:  15  Ga.,  554. 
hij unction  case:  20  Ga.,  91.  Cannot  add  to  the  verdict:  29  Ga.,  203.  Case  sent  back, 
unless  certain  sum  written  off  from  the  judgment:  21  Ga.,  590.  Having  the  interest 
written  off  from  the  judgment:  37  Ga.,  341.  Directing  verdict  to  be  reduced:  44  Ga., 

179.  "Writing  off  from  the  verdict:  47/328;  46/454.  Instructions  where  the  Court below  misinterprets  the  decision  :  8Ga.,95.  Arbitration  case  and  instructions:  33  Ga., 
485.  Instructions  as  to  alimony:  33  Ga.,  99(Suplt).  Remanding  case  so  as  to  modify 
the  decree:  30Ga.,879.  Injunction  and  receiver  rescinded  with  instructions  :  37  Ga., 
37.  Com  t  costs  adjudged  against  either  party:  32  Ga.,  499.  Modifying  the  judgment 
bslow:  34  Ga.,  119.  Disposing  finally  of  a  case:  34  Ga.,  459.  Reversal,  or  a  decree  to 

be  taken  as  directed  :  40  Ga.,  458-466."  As  to  directing  the  judgment:  61  Ga.,  528. 
"Order.'1  etc.  :  9  0.,  26,  29. 

3.  To  grant  any  writ  necessary  to  carry  out  any  purpose  of  its  organ- 
ization, or  to  compel  any  inferior  tribunal  or  officers  thereof  to  obey  its 

order. 

4.  To  appoint  its  own  officers,  and  to  commission  any  person  to  exe- 
cute any  specific  order  it  may  make. 

5.  To  establish,  amend,  and  alter  its  own  rules  of  practice,  and  to 
regulate  the  admission  of  attorneys. 

6.  To  punish  for  contempt  by  the  infliction  of  a  fine  as  high  as  five 
hundred  dollars,  and  imprisonment  not  exceeding  ten  days,  or  both. 

7.  To  exercise  such  other  powers,  not  contrary  to  the  Constitution, 
as  are  or  may  be  given  to  it  by  law. 

Power  of,  terminates  if ter  remiUitw  :  21  Am.  D.,  118;  but  not  until  latter  is  filed  in 
Court  below:  21  Am.  D.,  12<>.  Kven  tben  Court  may  correct  inadvertence  or  irregu- 

larity in  remittitur:  21  Am.  IX,  121. 

§219.  (206.)  (212.)   Two  Judges  must  concur.     The  concurrence  of  two  §4283. 
of  said  Judges  is  necessary  to  make  a  reversal,  or  to  grant  any  order 
disturbing  the  judgment  of  the  Court  below ;  and  when  only  two  pre- 
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side  in  a  cause,  and  they  disagree  as  to  the  reversal  or  as  to  said  order, 
the  judgment  stands  affirmed. 

Stated:  28Ga.,388;  36/272;  20/698. 

§220.  (207.)  (213.)  The  officers  of  the  Supreme  Court.  The  officers  of 
the  SupremejCpurt  are  a  Clerk,  a  Reporter  and  assjstants,a  Sheriff  and 
deputies.  ■GrZe^j^^^^g^^  /r& .  d>/ .  &Z£>+f\  i&~^  **rZ<4&< 

A?- 

ARTICLE  II. 

THE    CLERK. 

Section. 
221.  His  appointment  and  oath  of  office. 
222.  May  appoint  a  deputy. 
223.  The  duties  of  the  clerk  enumerated. 
223.  (a.)  Funds,  how  applied. 

Section, 

224.  Must  tax  costs,  etc. 
225.  Who  liable  for  costs,  etc. 

225.  (a.)  Clerk's  compensation. 

§221.  (208.)  (214.)  The  Clerk  of  the  Supreme  Court.  The  Clerk  of  the 
Act  of  i84i.  Supreme  Court  holds  his  office  for  six  years,  unless  removed  for  inca- 
o.  p.  451.     pacity5  improper  conduct,  or  neglect  of  duty  ,'  and  before  entering  upon 

his  duties  he  must  take  an  oath  faithfully  to  discharge  them,  and  also 
all  other  oaths  required  of  civil  officers. 

§222.  (209.)  (215.)  May  appoint  deputy.  He  may  appoint  one  or  more 
§4269.  deputies  in  his  discretion,  under  such  rulesas  the  Court  may  adopt,  he 

being  responsible  for  the  faithful  performance  of  their  duties ;  and  when 
so  appointed  their  powers  and  duties  are  the  same  as  his. 

§223.  (210.)  (216.)  His  duties.     It  is  his  duty— 

\ct   fi84"       ̂     '^0  keep  an  office  at  the  seat  of  Government  in  one  of  the  apart- 
(.  p.  45i.   '  ments  of  the  Capitol,  where  all  books,  records  and  archives,  and  the  seal 
-2?p.°2i5851  °f  tne  Court  shall  remain. 
Acts  of  1855  2.  To  attend  all  sessions  of  the  Court  and  obey  all  of  its  lawful  orders. 

Acts  of  1857,  3.  To  keep  in  well  bound  books  fair  and  regular  minutes  of  the  Court's 
p.  93.         proceeding,  a  record  of  its  judicial  acts,  a  docket  of  its  causes,  and  such 

other  books  as  said  Court  may  require  him  to  keep. 
4.  To  certify,  when  required,  upon  payment  of  his  lawful  fees,  all 

minutes,  records,  or  files  of  said  Court. 
5.  To  arrange  the  cases  on  the  docket  by  Circuits,  and  to  give  notice 

in  one  of  the  newspapers,  printed  at  the  place  where  the  Court  is  to  be 
held  twenty  days  previous  jbo  its  session,  of  the  order  of  arrangement. 

6.  To  submit  to  the  Governor  a  fair  statement  of  each  criminal  pau- 
per case,  showing  the  items  of  costs,-  the  nature  of  the  crime  charged, 

and  the  county  from  whence  it  came,  under  the  seal  of  the  Court,  as  a 
condition  to  a  warrant  in  his  favor  for  their  payment. 

£^2^^,  ̂ i^tL  7.  To  make  out  a  remitter  of  every  case  within  ten  days  from  the 
/Li^-'  '  *r'^tT  adjournment  of  the  Court,  and  to  transmit  it  to  the  attorney  of  the 
K/l.  SL£.'  *L~r  party  prevailing,  together  with  a  certificate  of  the  amount  of  the  costs, 

t*^i^t^^#and  by  whom  paid,  which  remitter  shall  consist  of  a  copy  of  the  judg- ment ol  the  Court  as  entered  on  the  minutes,  and  nothing  more. 
8.  To  issue  and  sign  all  writs  and  processes  of  every  description  issued 

.   under  the  authority  of  the  Court. 
9.  To  administer  such  oaths  and  take  such  affidavits  as  the  business  of 

the  Court  or  the  law  may  require. 
10.  To  discharge  whatever  other  duty  may  be  required  by  law,  or 

necessarily  appertains  to  his  office. 
11.  To  collect  all  costs  due  on  cases  in  the  Supreme  Court,  and  to  pay 

Actsofi875,  over  to  the  Treasurer  of  the  State  all  money  arising  from  costs  collected 
p„83.  .       ag  aforesaid  [n  excess  of  four  thousand  dollars,  which  sums  of  money  so 

paid  shall  remain  as  on  deposit  in  the  State  treasury,  and  constitute  a 
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separate  and  distinct  fund,  to  be  styled  the  library  fund,  and  subject 
only  to  be  paid  out  as  provided  in  section  223  (a)  of  this  Code. 

12.  On  or  before  the  first  day  of  January  in  each  and  every  year,  toActsof 

submit  to  the  Treasurer  of  the  State,  in  writing,  a  full  and  fair  state- 1875«  p-  87 
ment  of  each  case  before  the  Supreme  Court  during  the  year  preceding 
his  report,  showing  the  items  of  cost,  amount  collected,  and  amount 

not  collected;  and  if' there  shall  appear  any  balance  due  by  said  Clerk 
not  collected,  (except  costs  due  in  pauper  cases)  or  if  collected  and  not 
paid  over,  then,  said  Clerk  shall  be  liable  to  be  ruled  by  the  State  Treas- 

urer in  the  Supreme  Court,  in  term  time,  on  the  same  terms  that  other 
collecting  officers  are  ruled. 

§223.  (a)  Funds,  how  applied.  The  funds  thus  arising  from  costs  as  Acts  of 

aforesaid,  in  excess  of  said  sum  of  four  thousand  dollars,  shall  be  sub-18'5 
ject  to  the  order  of  the  Judges  of  the  Supreme  Court,  upon  a  warrant 
of  the  Governor,  based  upon  the  certificate  of  the  Judges  aforesaid,  and 
shall  be  used  and  applied  solely  to  the  purchase  of  such  books,  pam- 

phlets, or  other  publications  as  may  be  selected  or  directed  to  be  pur- 
chased by  the  Judges  aforesaid 

p.  87. 

(211.)  Cost,  how  taxed.  When  judgment  shall  be  pronounced  Act  °^847» 
in  any  cause,  he  shall  tax  the  costs  thereof,  item  by  item,  which  shall  Actof  isso, 
be  entered  on  the  minutes  at  the  foot  of  the  judgment,  without  charge.  Actsoflissi 
He  shall  make  no  charge  for  attaching  the  seal  to  the  remitter,  nor  to -2,  p.  214. 

any  precept  issued  by  him,  nor  for  anything  but  services  actually  ren-  _^  p  °2o2.  . 
dered ;  nor  shall  he  record  the  bill  of  exceptions,  or  transcript  of  the  $^J'  ̂r96, 1877,  Art.  6, 

38Ga.,693.  
Sec.  21. 

records  from  the  Court  below 
Fees  of  Clerks  :  20  Ga„  522.     Rule  27  of  Court 

§225.  (212.)  Costs,  attorneys,  ivhm  liable  for.     Every  attorney  for  the  Const,  of 

plaintiff  in  error,  who  argues  or  presents  a  cause  to  the  Supreme  Court,  sec.'2i.r 
is  liable  to  the  Clerk  for  costs,  except  in  a  pauper  case. 

Rule  16  of  Supreme  Court :  1  Ga.,  XIII. 

§225.  (a)  Pay,  four  thousand  dollars.  The  Clerk  of  the  Supreme  Court  Acts  of 
shall  receive,  as  compensation  for  his  services,  the  sum  of  four  thousand 
[dollars  per  annum,  to  be  paid  out  of  the  money  arising  from  costs  in 
cases  before  the  Supreme  Court :  Provided,  said  costs  shall  amount  to 
^aicl  sum  of  four  thousand  dollars  as  aforesaid,  and  if  the  costs  shall  not 
imount  to  said  mentioned  sum,  then  the  difference  between  the  actual 
imount  of  costs,  and  said  four  thousand  dollars  shall  be  paid  said  Clerk 
rom  the  treasury  of  the  State,  upon  the  certificate  of  the  Judges  of  the 
Supreme  Court. 

ARTICLE   III. 

THE    REPORTER. 

Section. 
226.  Appointment  and  oath  of  Reporter. 
227.  May  appoint  an  assistant. 
228.  Must  attend  Courts,  etc. 

228.  (a.^  Reports' how  published. (b.)  Estimates  of  Reporter. 
(c.)  Style  of  printing. 
(d.)  Sale  of  Reports. 

(e.)  Reporter's  duties  and  pay. 

228. 
228. 
228. 
228. 

Section. 
228.  (f.)  Copyright. 
228.  (g.)  Reports  to  be  electro  typed, 
228.  (h.)  Electrotvped,  when. 
228.  <i.)  Plates  to  be  kept. 
•229.  May  receive  advances. 
230.  Reports  must  not  contain  arguments. 
231.  Penalty  for  failing  to  publish  Reports. 

§226.  (213.)     Appointment  and  oath  of.     The  Reporter  of  the  Supreme  Actof  1845, 

'ourt  holds  his  office  for  the  same  term  and  on  the  same  conditions  as  Act 'ofik?, 
he  Clerk,  and  before  entering  upon  his  duties,  must  take  the  same  c-  p-  453 aths. 

§227.  (214.)     Assistant  Reporter.     He  may,  with  consent  of  the  Court,  //^rr^AT." 
nder  such  rules  as  they  may  adopt,  appoint  an  Assistant  Reporter/ 
'hose  duties  are  the  same  as  the  Reporter's. 
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Act  of  1845,      §228.  (215.)     To  attend  Courts.     It  is  his  duty  : 
1.  To  attend  all  sessions  of  the  Supreme  Court,  by  himself  or  his 

assistant. 

2.  To  publish  the  decisions  of  said  Court  in  such  form,  that  all  the 

/^L-i.7^.^tsof       decisions  made  during  one  term  shall  be  printed  in  one  volume,  unless 
'  *  it  shall  become  necessary  to  add  any  part  of  the  decisions  of  the  suc- 

ceeding term,  to  make  a  volume  of  proper  size,  but  in  no  event  shall 
more  than  two  volumes  be  published  annually. 

The  Judges  of  said  Court  may  direct  said  Reporter  to  omit  the  pub- 
lication in  full  of  such  cases  as  in  their  opinion  may  be  understood 

from  the  written  synopsis  of  the  points  decided,  made  by  them  at  the 
time  of  the  decision;  and  said  Reporter  shall  only  publish  said  syn- 

opsis in  such  cases. 
§228.  (a.)  Reports,  how  published.     The  Supreme  Court  reports  of  this 

4ctso1f5J878  State  shall  be  published  by,  and  at  the  expense  of,  the  State,  in  the 
'  p'     "     manner  hereinafter  pointed  out. 

§228.  (b.)  Estimate  of  Reporter.     It  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  Supreme 
Acts  of  1878  Court  Reporter  to  estimate  the  number  of  Supreme  Court  reports  that 

"  ' p'  '  will  probably  be  demanded  by  the  public,  in  addition  to  the  number required  by  the  State,  and  file  a  report  of  said  estimate  in  the  Execu- 
tive office  immediately  upon  the  preparation  of  any  given  volume  of 

Reports  for  the  press ;  and  in  said  report  to  the  Governor,  he  shall  state 
the  quantity  of  matter  which  the  forthcoming  volume  of  the  Reports 
contains :  Provided,  that  arguments  of  counsel  shall  not  be  published 
in  such  Reports. 

§228.  (c.)  Style  of  printing.     The  printing  and  binding  of  said  Su- 
Actsofi878preme  Court  Reports  shall  be  done  upon  the  terms  and  in  the  manner 

that  other  State  printing  is  done,  and  the  printing,  paper  and  binding 
shall  be  similar  in  style  to  that  now  used  in  the  publication  of  said 
Reports. 

§228.  (d.)  Sale  of  Reports.     The  Governor  shall  ascertain  the  cost  to 
Acts  of  1878  the  State,  per  volume,  of  the  whole  edition  of  any  given  volume  of  the 

Reports  published,  which  shall,  in  no  case,  be  less  than  one  thousand 
copies,  and  notify  the  State  Librarian  of  the  cost  per  volume;  and  the 
State  Librarian  is  hereby  authorized  and  required  to  sell  to  the  public, 
for  cash  only,  the  portion  of  the  Reports  allotted  for  that  purpose,  at 
the  actual  cost  to  the  State,  and  deposit  each  day  the  money  thus 
received  into  the  State  Treasury  b3fore  the  expiration  of  the  business 
hours  of  that  department :  Provided,  also,  that  until  six  months  from 
the  issuance  of  any .  volume,  the  Librarian  shall  sell  only  one  copy 
thereof  to  the  same  purchaser :  and  provided,  further,  that  after  the 
expiration  of  such  period,  the  Librarian,  under  the  direction  of  the 
Judges  of  the  Supreme  Court,  may  exchange  such  copies  as  are  not 
likely  to  be  sold,  for  Reports  of  the  highest  Courts  of  other  States,  or 
such  other  law  books  as  said  Judges  may  select,  and  upon  such  terms 
as  they  may  direct. 

§228.  (e.)  Reporters  duties  and  salary.     The  duties  of  the  Supreme 
Acts  of  1878  Court  Reporter  shall  remain  as  now  provided  by  law,  except  so  far  as 

-9,  p.  158.  they  mav  D3  changed  by  the  four  preceding  sections ;  and  he  shall  also furnish  the  printer  the  manuscript  of  the  decisions,  read  the  proof, 
and  carefully  correct  the  same,  and  furnish  for  each  volume  a  correct 
and  carefully  prepared  index,  and  that  said  Reporter  shall  receive  for 
his  services  a  salary  of  two  thousand  dollars  per  annum,  and  no  other 
perquisite  or  emolument  whatever. 

Acts  of  1878     §228.  (f.)  Copyright.     The  copyright  of  said  Reports  shall  belong  to 
-9,  P.  158.     the  State. 

Acts  of  1880     §2^8.  (g.)  Reports  to  be  electrotyped.     The  Governor  shall  require  all  of 
-i,  p.  i4i.     the  Georgia  Reports  hereafter  published,  commencing  with  the  sixty- 
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sixth  (66th)  volume,  to  be  electrotyped,  and  it  shall  be  his  duty  to  see 
to  it  that  the  additional  expense  thus  incurred  shall  not  exceed  that 
paid  for  similar  work  by  other  States  of  the  Union. 

§228.  (h.)  Electrotyped,  when.     Whenever  the  Librarian  of  the  State  Acts  ofisso 

shall  report  to  the  Governor  that  there  are  not  more  than  twenty-five    ' 
copies  of  any  electrotyped  volumes  on  hand,  the  Governor  shall  forth- 

with have  five  hundred  additional  copies  struck  off,  and  shall  draw  his 
warrant  upon  the  printing  fund  for  the  expense  thus  incurred. 

§228.  (i.)  Plates,  hoiv  kept.     When  the  first  edition  of  each  volume  is  Acts  of  1880 

printed,  the  printer  shall  carefully  box  up  the  plates  and  turn  them _1,  p- 14L 
over  to  the  State  Librarian,  who  shall  preserve  them  for  further  use. 

§229.  Treasurer  may  advance  to  the  Reporter.  [It  shall  be  lawful  for  the  (a)  Acts  of 

Treasurer  to  advance  to  said  Reporter  such  sums,  not  exceeding  three- 18'0,  p" 48' 
fourths  of  the  value  of  such  portion  of  the  volume  as  may  be  printed, 

whenever  said  Reporter  shall  certify,  on  oath,  that'  such  portion  has been  printed,  taking  a  receipt  for  the  sum  or  sums  thus  advanced,  which 
shall  be  his  voucher  and  an  offset  to  the  Executive  warrant  for  the  pay- 

ment of  the  completed  volume.]  (a.) 
§230.  (216.)  (222.)    Reports,  not  to  contain  arguments  of  counsel.     TheActofissa 

volumes  of  Reports  must  not  contain  any  argument  or  brief  of  counsel,  c'  p*  455" 
beyond  a  statement  of  the  points  and  authorities. 

§231.  (217.)  (223.)  Reports,  failure  to  publish.  If  he  fails  to  publish  his 
volumes  of  Reports  within  six  months  of  the  time  of  their  delivery  to 

him,  he  forfeits  one-fourth  of  his  salary  for  every  additional  month's 
delay,  unless  a  majority  of  the  Court  will  certify  that  the  delay  was  not 
from  his  fault,  or  of  those  under  his  control;  and  if  lie  fails  to  publish 
and  furnish  them  as  required  in  preceding  section,  he  also  forfeits  one- 
fourth  more  of  his  salary,  and  must  be  removed  by  the  Supreme  Court. 

§232.  (Repealed  by  Act  of  1878-9,  p.  158.) 

ARTICLE  IV. 

THE    SHERIFF. 

Section. 
235.  Sheriffs  fees  in  the  Supreme  Court. 

Section. 
233.  Sheriff  shall  attend  Supreme  Court. 
234.  If  he  fails,  Court  may  appoint . 

§233.  (219.)  (225.)  Duty  of  the  Sheriff  of  the  county  ivhere  the  Court  is  held. 
The  Sheriff  of  the  county  wherein  a  session  of  the  Supreme  Court  is  V^l^-X  a^L^C? 
holden,  or  his  deputy,  must  attend  daily  the  sessions  thereof,  obey  all  \/c^  -j ^t^l 

lawful  orders,  execute  all  lawful  commands  and  process,  and  preserve/  /' order. 

§234.  (220.)  (226.)  The  Court  may  appoint  an  officer.  On  failure  of  said 
Sheriff,  or  a  lawful  deputy,  to  attend  and  discharge  the  duties  required, 
or  any  part  thereof,  the  Court  may  appoint  some  fit  and  proper  person 
for  such  purpose. 

§235.  (221.)  (227.)  Sheriffs  fees.  He  shall  receive  for  his  services  the 
fees  allowed  in  the  Superior  Court  for  like  services,  and  when  he  per- 

forms a  journey  in  the  discharge  of  his  duties,  he  is  entitled  to  the  same 
pay  for  mileage  as  a  Marshal  of  the  United  States. 

f
y
.
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CHAPTER  III. 

THE   SUPERIOR    COURTS    AND   THEIR   OFFICERS. 

fa?  *^T  /*csz> ̂ gsc^f^£^^   ̂ ^       Article  1. —  The  Superior  Court  and  Judges. 

j£a>**^0-  dSZ^fc*-  £<>^e~-*  Article  2. — The  Clerics. 

*^z-   ̂ /~~        ̂ S^l^i  -  Article  3. — The  Receiver.  ^  , 

ARTICLE  I. 

THE  SUPERIOR    COURT    AND  ITS  JUDGES. 

Section. 
236.  Election  and  official  term  of  Judges. 
237.  Their  oath  of  office. 
238.  Who  are  eligible  to  Judgeship. 
239.  Shall  not  practice  law. 
240.  Shall  not  be  deprived  of  his  office. 
241.  Must  hold  Court  twice  a  year. 
242.  His  jurisdiction. 
243.  Duties  of  the  Judge. 
244.  Shall  deliver  his  charge  in  writing. 
245.  Such  charge  shall  be  filed. 

5236. 

Section. 
246.  Jurisdiction  of  the  Superior  Courts. 
247.  Powers  enumerated. 
248.  When  the  Judge  is  absent. 
249.  Can  only  exercise  powers  granted. 
250.  When  the  Judge  is  disqualified. 
250.  (a.  I  Parties  may  select  Judge,  when. 
251.  May  be  impeached. 
252.  Clerk  appoints  Judge,  when. 
253.  Perform  no  judicial  act  out  of  State. 
254.  Judge  shall  qualify  Ordinary. 

(222.)  (228.)  Election  and  term  of  the  Judges.     There  shall  be  a 

of  lSs^Art  Ju^ge  °f  *ne  Superior  Courts  elected  by  the  General  Assembly  in  joint 
5,  s'ecs.  3, 9',  session  on  such  day  or  days  as  shall  be  fixed  by  joint  resolution  of  both 
Sto/pjsl* nouses5  f°r  eacn  Judicial  Circuit,  whose  term  of  office  shall  be  four 
const,  of     years  and  until  his  successor  is  elected  and  qualified,  and  the  terms  of 

sec.' 3,  Var!  office  of  such  Judges  shall  begin  and  end  as  follows  :  The  terms  of  the 
a  dtsec3i2  Judges  wno  were  elected  in  1878  shall  expire  on  the  first  day  of  Janu- 

'  ary  four  years  thereafter,  and  the  terms  of  the  Judges  who  were  elected 
in  1880  shall  expire  on  the  first  day  of  January  four  years  next  there- 

after, and  all  succeeding  terms  of  the  Judges  of  the  Superior  Courts 
(except  to  fill  vacancies,)  shall  begin  on  the  first  day  of  January  after 
their  elections  and  expire  on  the  first  day  of  January  four  years  there- 

after.    But  if  the  time  of  the  meeting  of  the  General  Assembly  shall 
be  changed,  the  General  Assembly  may  change  the  time  when  the  terms 
of  the  Judges  thereafter  elected  shall  begin. 

§237.'  (223.)  (229.)  Oath  of  Judges.  Before  entering  on  the  duties  of 
their  office,  they  must  take  the  oath  required  of  all  civil  officers,  and  in 
addition  the  following,  viz. : 

"  I  swear  that  I  will  administer  justice  without  respect  to  person, 
and  do  equal  rights  to  the  poor  and  the  rich,  and  that  I  wdll  faithfully 
and  impartially  discharge  and  perform  all  the  duties  incumbent  on  me 
as  Judge  of  the  Superior  Court  of  this  State,  according  to  the  best  of 
my  ability  and  understanding,  and  agreeable  to  the  laws  and  Consti- 

tution of  this  State  and  the  Constitution  of  the  United  States.  So  help 

me  God." §238.  (228.)  (234.)  Judges,  who  eligible.  No  person  is  eligible  to  such 
const,  of  Judgeship  unless,  at  the  time  of  his  election,  he  shall  have  attained 

se?'iort' 5'  ̂ne  a»e  °^  *nirty  years,  and  shall  have  been  a  citizen  of  the  State  three 
clause '3.     years,  and  have  practiced  law  for  seven  years. 
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§239.  (229.)    (235.)  Judges   shall  not  practice  law.     Such   Judges   are. Const,  of 

prohibited  from  practicing  law  in  any  of  the  Courts  of  this  State  be- j^'^1*' ''' 
tween  the  times  of  their  election  and  qualification,  but  they  may  prac-Act  oT 1824, 
tice  until  their  qualification  in  any  case  in  which  they  may  have  been  Act  of  1848, 

actually  employed  before  their  election  ;  and  they  are  also  prohibited  c-  *»• 91, 
from  practicing  as  attorneys,  proctors  or  solicitors,  in  the  District  or 
Circuit  Courts  of  the  United  States  after  their  election  or  while  in 
commission. 

J240.  (230.)  (236.)  Attaching  the  county  of  his  residence  to  another  Circuit. 
A  person  having  been  appointed  a  Judge  of  any  Circuit  cannot  be  de- 

prived of  his  office  by  attaching  the  county  in  which  he  resides  to  a 
different  Judicial  Circuit,  but  he  continues  to  discharge  its  duties  as 
though  he  resided  in  the  Circuit.  a? 

§241.  (231.)  (237.)  Must  hold  Courts  as  prescribed  by  law.  Said  Judges  Const  of  _  %c**yJ+£* 
must  hold  the  Superior  Courts  of  each  Circuit  at  the  county  site  and  sec'4,  par/  && d*"*-4 
Court  House  (if  any)  of  each  county,  or  other  place  therein  designated ^  f  ry9  d&U***  n 
bylaw,  twice  each  year,  at  such  times  as  is  now  or  may  be  prescribed  c.  p.  457.  aJ*~*S~£> 

by  the  General  Assembly.  y^  j?  -J^JZ,  /£*     Jft%  '^^'f^ " Adjournment  to  future  day  or  Week:  26  Ga.,  vflW* Musttake  notice  of  me^ing/ajra. adjournments  of  Superior  Court:  36  Ga.,  255.  Cannot  adjourn  by  order  in  vacation  : 
39  Ga.,  718.  Must  take  notice  that  Court  may  be  held  at  the  time  and  place  fixed  by 
law,  although  no  Judge  for  that  Circuit :  44  Ga.,  23.  Illustrative  of  this  section:  31 
Ga.,  411. 

Wells'  Jur.,  §132.     On  public  holidays:  35  Am.  R.,  736. 

§242.  (232.)  (238.)  Jurisdiction  of  Judges.     The  jurisdiction    of   the  Act  of  isoe, 

Judges  of  the  Superior  Courts  is  co-extensive  with  the  limits  of  this  c-  p'  46°- 
State,  but  they  are  not  compelled  to  alternate  unless  required  by  law. 

Section  cited  and  construed:  64  Ga.,  561;  63/388;  44/23.  Construction  of  this  sec- 
tion in  regard  to  Judges  alternating:  64/561. 

Alternation  of  Judges:  Wells'  Jur.,  §174. 

§243.  (233.)  (239.)  Duties  of  Judge.  Each  of  said  Judges  shall  dis- 
charge all  the  duties  required  of  him  by  the  Constitution  and  laws  for 

Circuit  for  which  he  was  elected  or  appointed,  although  he  may  hold 
the  Courts  in  other  Circuits,  and  may  also  exercise  other  judicial  func- 

tions for  them  when  permitted  by  law. 
Construing  this  section,  which  is  cited :  64  Ga.,  561. 

§244.  (234.)  (240.)  Written  charges.  The  Judges  of  the  Superior  Act  of  1860. 
Courts  of  this  State  shall,  in  all  cases  of  felony,  and  on  the  final  orP-42- 
appeal  trial  of  all  civil  cases  tried  before  them.,  give  their  charges  to 
the  jury  in  writing ;  that  is  to  say,  shall  write  out  their  charges  and 
read  the  same  to  the  jury,  when  the  counsel  for  either  party  shall 
require  them  to  do  so ;  and  that  it  shall  be  error  for  such  Judge  to  give 
iny  other  or  additional  charge  than  that  so  written  out  and  read. 

Imperative  :  61  Ga.,  402.  Incorrect  practice  to  send  written  charge  with  the  jury  to 
heir  rooms  :  31  Ga.,  625.  No  oral  additions  allowed  :  55  Ga.,  208.  Substance  of  written 
equests  charged  sufficient:  60  Ga.319.,  Asked  before  commencement  of  argument 
o  the  jury,  Judge  should  so  charge  :  54  Ga.,  231.  Oral  requests  to  charge  need  not  be 
egarded:  56  Ga.,  554:  47/101.  Where  Judge  requested  in  writing  to  charge,  may  still 
nodify  orally:  38  Ga.,  304.  Additional  charge  in  a  criminal  case  should  be  given 
vhen  defendant's  counsel  are  present:  51  Ga.,  567.  Comments  on  requests  to  charge 
mist  be  in  writing  if  so  requested:  57  Ga.,  285.  Can  read  a  request  to  the  jury — that 
3,  the  Judge  can,  and  say  that  is  the  law :  12  Ga.,  295-329. 

§245.  (235.)  (241.)  Shall  be  filed.  The  charge  so  written  out  and  read  as  Acts  of 
foresaid  shall  be  filed  [as  soon  as  delivered]  with  the  clerk  of  the  Act'of'iSb 
'ourt  in  which  the  same  was  given,  and  shall  be  accessible  to  all  per-  p-  42. 
ons  interested  in  the  same  ;  and  the  clerk  shall  give  certified  copies 
hereof  to  any  person  applying  for  the  same,  upon  the  payment  of  the 
isual  fee. 
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Act  of  1799,      §246.    (236.)    (242.)    Jurisdiction   of  Superior   Courts.      The   Superior 

§3086.1135'    Courts  have  authority- 
Section  cited  :  64  Ga.,  297, 

1.  To  exercise  original,  exclusive,  or  concurrent  jurisdiction  (as  the 
case  may  he,)  of  all  causes,  both  civil  and  criminal,  granted  to  them  by 
the  Constitution  and  laws. 

Equity  powers:  4  Ga.,  404-572.  Cannot  consent  to  illegal  jurisdiction:  4  Ga.,  47. 
Foreigner  not  a  party,  the  Court  has  no  jurisdiction  over:  5  Ga.,  497.  Consent  juris- 

diction does  not  bind  creditors:  5  Ga.,  527.  Foreigner  may  waive  his  rights  and  sub- 
mit to  the  Courts  here :  8  Ga.,  83.     Judgments  without  jurisdiction  are  void  :  8  Ga.,  143. 

2.  To  exercise  the  powers  of  a  Court  of  equity. 
Where  can  do  at  law  whatever  could  do  in  equity  under  Act  of  1820:  9  Ga.,  65. 

Chancery  jurisdiction  in  the  Superior  Courts  :  10  Ga.,  429.  Law  side  of  the  Court  hav- 
ing obtained  jurisdiction,  the  case  cannot  be  drawn  into  equity,  generally:  37  Ga., 

364. 

(a)  Const, "of  3.  To  exercise  appellate  jurisdiction  in  certain  civil  cases  tried  in 
secf'6Art'  5"  ̂ne  County  Court,  or  where  judgment  is  confessed,  and  from  judgments 
clause  2.     of  the  Ordinary  [and  Justices'  Courts],     (a.) 
iseSp.  i3i.      4.  To  exercise  a  general  supervision  over  all  inferior  tribunals,  and 

i877StArt  6  ̂°  reyiew  aRd  correct  in  the  manner  prescribed  by  law  the  judgments 
sec' 6,  par!  of  the  Justices  of  the  Peace,  corporation  Courts  or  councils,  or  any  in- 
par.e2.' 7'     ferior  judicature,  or  any  person  exercising  judicial  powers,  and  of  the 

,      Ordinary,  except  in  cases  touching  the  probate  of  wills  and  the  grant- 
'  '' l  ̂  "  ing  of  letters  of  administration,  when  there  must  be  a  special  jury  im- 

panneled. 
5.  To  punish  contempt  by  fines  not  exceeding  two  hundred  dollars, 

and  by  imprisonment  not  exceeding  twenty  days. 
May  in  vacation  force  obedience  to  a  receiver  of  the  Court:  34  Ga.,  162.  Where 

Justice  of  the  Peace  not  an  officer  of  the  Superior  Court:  54  Ga.,  622. 
Contempt:  1  Am.  D.,  252;  2/391;  5/712;  12/178;  19/460;  17  Am.  R.,  528.  See 

American  Law  Register  for  Sept.  and  Oct.  1881,  and  note  to  #4711. 

6.  To  exercise  such  other  powers,  not  contrary  to  the  Constitution,  as 
are  or  may  be  given  to  such  Courts  by  law. 

Jurisdiction  of  the  Superior  Court  is  limited  by  the  Constitution  of  the  State :  13 
Ga.,  2-8.  As  Courtsof  chancery  in  the  administration  of  estates:  14  Ga.,  323.  Exclu- 

sive jurisdiction  of  land  caveats  and  matters  relating  to  titles  to  land:  14  Ga.,  349. 
As  to  bail  in  criminal  cases:  24  Ga.,  391.  Cannot  enforce  order  of  a  Justice  of  the 
Peace  as  to  possessory  warrant:  26  Ga.,  388.  Rule  against  Sheriff  for  tax  ft.  fa.  form- 

erly in  the  Inferior  Court :  29  Ga.,  212.  County  Court  and  Superior  Court  have  con- 
current jurisdiction  as  to  minor  offenses:  36  Ga.,  87.  As  to  free  persons  of  color  prior 

to  March,  1866 :  36  Ga.,  475.  As  to  corporations  for  wrongs  on  its  members :  38  Ga.,  608. 
Superior  Court  has  jurisdiction  of  misdemeanors  as  well  as  of  felonies:  41  Ga.,  589. 
Concurrent  jurisdiction  of  one  hundred  dollar  claims  with  Justice  of  the  Peace  Courts: 
43  Ga.,  360.  Of  homestead,  where  bankruptcy,  no  jurisdiction  :  44  Ga.,  133.  By  certiorari, 
as  to  Ordinary  allowing  a  homestead :  45  Ga.,  483. 

See  generally  Wells  on  Jurisdiction. 

§247.  (237.)  (243.)  Judges  may  grant  writs  of  certiorari,  etc.     The  Judges 
of  the  Superior  Courts  have  authority — 

Section  cited:  64  Ga.,  297. 

1.  To  grant  for  their  respective  Circuits  writs  of  certiorari,  supersedeas, 
quo  warranto,  mandamus,  habeas  corpus,  and  bail  in  actions  ex  dedicto. 

Mandamus  granted  at  any  time  returnable  in  term  time:  55  Ga.,  258. 

2.  To  grant  bills  quia  timet,  writs  of  injunction,  prohibition,  and  ne 
exeat.  » 

3.  To  grant  all  other  writs,  original  or  remedial,  either  in  law  or 
equity,  that  may  be  necessary  to  the  exercise  of  their  jurisdiction,  which 
is  not  expressly  prohibited. 

4.  To  hear  and  determine  questions  arising  upon  writs  of  habeas  corpus 
or  bail,  when  properly  brought  before  them;  all  motions  to  grant,  re- 

vive, or  dissolve  injunction,  to  give  new  security  or  lessen  the  amount 
of  bail,  and  to  perform  any  and   all  other  acts  required  of  them  at 
Chambers. 
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5.  [To  hear  and  determine,  in  vacation,  all  demurrers  to  bills  in  (a)  Acts  of 

equity,  and  all  motions  to  revoke  or  change  orders  appointing  a  re-1G,)'p'  m>' 
ceiver,  on  ten  days' written  notice  being  given  to  the  opposite  party  or 
his  solicitor,  by  either  party,  and  by  service  with  a  copy  of  such  de- 

murrer, or  motiori  to  revoke  or  change  such  order.]     (a.) 
But  not  to  hear  a  demurrer  to  mandamus  nisi :  55  Ga.,  258. 

6.  To  administer  oaths  and  to  exercise  all  other  powers  necessarily  /&~*^y 
appertaining  to  their  jurisdictions,  or  which  may  be  granted  them  by 
law.  *«—  £-e^~^~*~^<s  C— 

Necessarily  appertaining  to  their  jurisdiction  :  34  Ga.,  166.  ^/*?  <£>—/•    r*  rfrA 

§248.  (238.)  (244.)  Absence  of  Judge.  The  authority  granted  "in  the preceding  section  to  each  Judge  in  his  own  Circuit  may  be  exercised  by 
any  Judge  of  another  Circuit  whenever  the  resident  Judge  is  absent 
from  the  Circuit,  so  that  the  business  cannot  be  done  as  speedily  as  nec- 

essary, or  is  indisposed  or  interested,  or  is  laboring  under  any  disquali- 
fication or  inability  to  serve,  or  in  case  the  Circuit  should  be,  from  any 

cause,  without  a  Judge.  The  authority,  when  thus  exercised,  should 
show  the  grounds. 

§249.  (239.)  (245.)  Power  in  vacation.  Said  Judges  cannot  exercise 
any  power  out  of  term  time,  except  the  authority  is  expressly  granted; 
but  they  may,  by  order  granted  in  term,  render  a  judgment  in  vacation. 

May  by  order  in  term  time  grant  a  new  trial  in  vacation:  55  Ga.,  346.  Consent 
orders  as  to  new  trials  in  vacation  must  be  abided  by :  59  Ga.,  628.  Bill  for  a  new  trial : 
52  Ga.,  120;  46/115.  Only  have  power  in  vacation  by  reason  of  order  passed  in  term 
time:  60  Ga.,  123.  Can  by  order  in  term  time  make  award  in  vacation  the  judgment 
of  the  Superior  Court :  60  Ga.,  532.  Cannot  decree  specific  performance  in  vacation  :  60 
( la.,  240.  Section  cited  and  construed  :  55  Ga.,  258.  Stated:  55  Ga.,  348.  Judgment  in 
vacation:  1  Ga.,  300.  Enforce  delivery  of  property  to  a  receiver:  34  Ga.,  162.  What 
can  be  heard  in  vacation :  37  Ga.,  251. 

§250.  (240.)  (246.)    When  the  Judge  is  disqualified.     When  from  any  Act  of  isjo. 

cause  the  Judge  of  the  Superior  Court  is  disqualified  from  presiding,  »" 43- 
he  shall  procure  the  services  of  a  Judge  of  another  Circuit,  to  try  said 
cause  if  he  has  to  appoint  an  adjourned  term  for  that  purpose.     If  the 
parties  litigant  consent  thereto  and  select  any  attorney  practicing  in 
the  Court  to  preside  in  such  a  case,  the  Judge  shall  have  such  consent 
entered  on  the  minutes,  and  the  attorney  so  selected  shall  exercise  all 
the  functions  of  a  Judge  in  that  case. 

When  under  Act  of  1801  three  or  more  of  the  Judges  of  the  Inferior  Court  were  to 
preside:  4  Ga.,  133.  Where  arbitrator  interested:  4  Ga.,  385.  Constitutionality:  39 
Ga.,  361.     Attorney  selected:  41  Ga.,  268. 

§250.  (a.)  When,  from  any  cause,  the  Judge  of  the  Superior  or  any  Actsof 

City  Court,  is  disqualified  from  presiding  in  any  civil  case,  and  has  18/8'9>  p-  38> 
failed  to  procure  the  services  of  a  Judge  to  try  said  cause,  then  the  par- 

ties litigant,  by  consent,  may  select  any  attorney  of  this  State  to  pre- 
side in  said  case,  and  the  attorney  so  selected,  when  the  consent  is 

entered  on  the  minutes,  shall  exercise  all  the  functions  of  a  Judge  in 
that  case. 

§251.  (241.)  (247.)  May  be  impeached.  If  any  Judge  does  not  comply 
with  the  provisions  of  section  250  within  a  reasonable  time  when  it  is 
in  his  power  to  do  so,  it  is  a  ground  of  impeachment. 

§252.  (241.)  Judge  appointed  by  Clerk,  when.     In  all  cases  mentioned  in  Acts  of 
the  preceding  sections  when  the  case  or  cases  are  reached,  in  their  order  1878"9»  P-  28. 
on  the  dockets,  without  an  agreement  by  the  parties,  then  it  shall  be 
the  duty  of  the  Clerk  of  the  Superior  Court  to  select  some  competent 
attorney,  practicing  in  that  Court,  who  shall  likewise  have  authority 
and  preside  in  said  case  as  aforesaid. 

§253.  (242.)  (248.)  Judge  absent  from  State.     No  Judge  of  the  Superior  Acts  of 

Courts  shall  have  authority  to  perform  any  judicial  act  required  ofhim1868'p*  m 
by  law,  when  beyond  the  jurisdiction  of  this  State. 

Where  certiorari  granted  by  Judge  out  of  this  State,  it  is  void :  12  Ga.,  612. 
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§254.  Who  shall  qualify  Ordinary.  The  several  Judges  of  the  Superior 
(a)  Acts  of  Courts  in  their  respective  Circuits  shall  have  power,  and  it  shall  be 

53754.'  PP"  their  duty  to  qualify  the  Ordinaries  of  the  several  counties  in  their  Cir- 
cuits, and  approve  the  official  bonds  of  such  Ordinaries,  and  cause  such 

bonds  to  be  returned  to  the  Governor  with  the  dedinffus.,  to  be  filed  in 
the  Executive  office,  and  in  all  cases  a  certified  copy  of  such  bond  shall 
b3  sufficient  original  evidence  on  which  to  sue  and  recover.  The  pro- 

visions of  this  section  shall  extend  to  Clerks  of  the  Superior  Courts, 
when  the  Ordinary  and  clerk  are  the  same  person,  and  such  officers 
must  qualify  at  or  before  the  spring  term  of  the  Court  after  their  elec- 

tion.   • 

ARTICLE  II. 

J?     A  /?      ̂   s  /l    VTHE  CLERKS  OF  THE  SUPERIOR  COURTS. 

Section./'  /  7  Section./    / 
255.  Election  of  Clerk  of  Superior  Court. 
256.  Cannot  practice  law. 
257.  Vacancy^  how  filled. 
258.  Elected  to  fill  a  vacancy. 
259.  In  case  of  a  tie,  etc. 
260.  An  appointment  must  be  made. 
261.  Who  may  act. 
262.  Appointee  may  hold  to  end  of  term. 
263.  Judge  may  appoint  in  certain  cases. 
264.  How  long  such  appointee  may  hold. 

265.  Oath  of  Clerk  of  Superior  Court. 
266.  Must  give  bond  and  security. 
267.  The  place  of  the  office— duties. 
268.  Powers  of  the  clerk,  etc. 
269.  Penalty  for  a  failure  of  duty. 
270.  Clerk  subject  to  rule. 
271.  Subject  after  retiring  from  office. 
272.  How  removed  from  office. 
2?3.  His  office  subject  to  be  examined. 

const,  of         §255.  (243.)  (249.)   Term  of  office.     The  Clerks  of  the  Superior  Courts 

Sec8'i4.rt"  5'  are  elected  for  the  term  of  two  years. 
§256.  (244.)  (250.)  Cannot  practice  law.  No  person  is  eligible  to  the 

Act  of  1799,  office  of  Clerk,  or  to  perform  any  official  duty  as  such,  who,  while  in 

c.  p.  574.  sUCh  capacity,  practices  law  in  his  own  name  or  another's,  as  a  partner 
or  otherwise,  in  any  Court  of  law  or  equity  in  this  State,  except  in  his 

(a)  Acts  of  own  case:  [Provided,  that  this  section  shall  not  apply  to  the  Clerk  of 
1871-2,  p.  23.  the  City  Court  of  Savannah,  except  as  to  causes  in  said  City  Court],  (a.) 

Does  not  apply  to  the  Clerk  of  the  County  Court  under  the  Act  of  1866:  55  Ga;, 
282-3. 

§257.  (245.)  (251.)   Vacancy.   If  a  vacancy  occurs,  (or  will  shortly)  the 
const,  1868,  Ordinary  of  the  county  where  it  happens  shall  give  notice  in  one  or 

14  Art.  li,"  more  of  the  public  gazettes  of  said  county,  (if  any)  and  at  the  Court 
clause  7.     House,  and  at  three  or  more  of  the  most  public  places  of  said  county, 
Act  of  1826.  twenty  days  previous  to  the  day  of  election,  which  shall  be  appointed 
e.  P.  313.     j^  him_ 

Vacancy,  how  filled:  14  Ga.,  596-628.  Where  there  are  contestants  for  Clerk  of 
Court  of  Ordinary,  quo  warranto  should  be  resorted  to,  to  test  the  right :  7  Ga.,  473.  How 
should  establish  the  right:  8  Ga.,  368. 

§258.  (246.)  (252.)  One  elected  to  fill  a  vacancy.  The  person  elected  on 
said  day  shall  hold  his  office  for  the  unexpired  term  of  his  predecessor. 
The  returns  of  the  election  must  be  made  to  the  Governor,  who  must 
commission  him. 

-  §259.  (247.)  (253.)  In  case  of  tie.  Should  any  two  or  more  candidates, 
Act  of  1826,  at  an  election  to  fill  said  vacancy,  or  at  a  regular  election,  have  the 
c,  p.  2i3,     highest  and  an  equal  number  of  votes,  said  Ordinary  shall  appoint  and 

advertise  another  election  in  the  manner  prescribed  in  the  preceding 
section,  and  so  do  until  a  choice  is  made. 

§260.  (248.)  (254.)  Maybe  appointed.  As  soon  as  a  vacancy  occurs,  or 
Act  of  1826,  in  anticipation  of  it,  said  Ordinary  must  appoint  some  qualified  person 
c.  p.  2i3.     ̂ 0  discharge  the  duties  of  clerk  until  the  vacancy  is  filled. 

§261.  (249.)  (255.  Sudden  emergency.  If  from  any  sudden  emergency 
Act  of  1826,  there  is  a  vacancy,  and  it  is  not  immediately  supplied,  the  Ordinary 
c.  p.  2i3.     or  his  clerk  shall  thus  act. 
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§262.  (250.)  (256.)  How  long  appointee  to  fill  vacancy  holds.  When  a 
vacancy  occurs,  and  it  is  not  more  than  six  months  from  the  time  the 
election  can  be  appointed  by  said  Ordinary  and  held  until  the  existing 
term  will  expire,  the  person  or  persons  appointed  shall  discharge  the 
duties  of  the  office  for  the  balance  of  the  term,  and  there  shall  be  no 

special  election. 
§263.  (251.)  (257.)  Judge  may  appoint  clerk.     If  there  is  a  vacancy,  or  Act  of  ma, 

the  clerk  and  his  deputy  for  any  reason  do  not  act  as  clerk  at  the  time  Actonsa 

provided  by  law  for  holding  any  of  said  Superior  Courts,  the  presiding  -4-  p-  -8- 
Judge  thereof  shall  appoint  a  clerk,  who  holds  his  office  during  the  §208. 
term  and  for  ten  days  thereafter,  and  any  act  that  he  does  during  said 
time  that  the  clerk  could  have  done  is  valid. 

Vacancy,  how  filled  formerly  :  14  Ga.,  596.  Same  rule  where  the  Sheriff  is  appointed 
by  the  Court:  46  Ga.,  388. 

§264.  (252.)  (258.)  How  long  such  appointee  holds.  If,  by  the  expira- 
tion of  said  time,  there  is  no  one  else  to  act  as  clerk,  said  last  men- 

tioned apointee  may  continue  as  such  until  there  is  an  appointment 
or  election ;  and  any  appointee  or  other  person  lawfully  discharging 
said  duties  shall  continue  to  do  so  until  there  is  an  election  and  quali- 
fication. 

§265.  (253.)  (259.)  Oath  of  cleric.  The  clerks,  before  entering  upon 
the  discharge  of  their  duties,  whether  appointed,  elected,  or  such  by 
operation  of  law,  must,  besides  the  oath  required  of  all  civil  officers 
(unless  already  taken,)  take  and  subscribe  to  the  following  oath: 

"  I  do  swear  that  I  will  truly  and  faithfully  enter  and  record  all  the 
orders,  decrees,  judgments  and  other  proceedings  of  the  Superior  Court 
of  the  county  of   ,  and  all  other  matters  and  things  which  by  law 
ought  by  me  to  be  recorded ;  and  that  I  will  faithfully  and  impartially 
discharge  and  perform  all  the  duties  required  of  me,  to  the  best  of  my 

understanding.     So  help  me  God." 
When  said  oath  is  taken  by  the  Ordinaries,  or  their  deputies,  acting 

in  a  certain  contingency  as  Clerks  of  the  Superior  Court,  they  may 
take  it  before  any  person  authorized  to  administer  an  oath,  and  enter 
it  on  the  minutes  of  the  Superior  Court. 

§266.  (254,  255.)  (260.)  Must  give  bond  and  may  appoint  deputy,  Act  oittdv, 
They  also  shall  at  the  same  time,  (except  those  appointed  by  the  Act  of  isn. 

Judges  of  the  Superior  Courts  and  those  so  by  operation  of  law,)  execute  Act'ofisai 
a  bond  in  the  sum  of  three  thousand  dollars,  with  good  security.  --',  c.  p.  70. 

They  shall  have  the  power  to  appoint  a  deputy  or  deputies,  and  may 
require  from  them  bonds,  with  good  security,  who  shall  take  the  same 
oath  as  the  clerks  do  before  entering  upon  the  discharge  of  their  duties, 
and  whose  powers  and  duties  are  the  same  as  long  as  the  principal  con- 

tinues in  office,  and  not  longer,  for  the  faithful  performance  of  which 
they  and  their  securities  are  bound. 

His  bond  is  not  for  him  as  administrator :  55  Ga.,  314.  Process  signed  by  deputy 
clerk  is  as  valid  as  if  signed  by  the  principal  clerk:  11  Ga.,  178.  So  also  is  a  fi.  fa. 
issued  by  the  deputy,  although  there  is  no  seal  to  it:  40  Ga.,  423.  The  deputy  niay 
administer  an  affidavit  in  forma  pauperis :  26  Ga..  620.  Administration  granted  by  the 
Ordinary  to  the  Clerk  of  the  Superior  Court  does  not  expire  when  he  ceases  to  be 
clerk:  22  Ga.,  431.  Mandamus  against  a  clerk  for  not  sending  up  the  record  to  the 
Supreme  Court:  59  Ga.,  374-8.  Damages  against  a  clerk  on  his  bond  for  failing  to  take 
legal  bond  and  security  to  dissolve  a  garnishment:  63  Ga.,  788. 

Clerk's  bond:  Brandt  on  S.  &  G.,  §453.  Parol  appointment  of  deputy  clerk  is  good  : 
17  Am.  D.,  795.     Process  signed  by:  26  Am.  D.,  416. 

§267.  (256.)  (261.)  Duties  of  clerks.     It  is  the  duty  of  the  Clerks  rfAotoMW 
the  Superior  Court —  Act  'oiim, 
_  1.  To  keep  their  offices'and  all  things  belonging  thereto  at  the  county  £ct  bnkid, site  and  at  the  Court  House,  unless  impracticable  from  any  cause,  when,  c.  p.  577 

by  special  permission  of  the  Ordinary,  it  may  be  kept  at  some  other ap.0^!850, 5 
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Act  of  i85i  designated  place  not  more  than  one  mile  therefrom,  of  which  public 
-_vpp.    ,  8.  nakjce  must  be  given. 

Rights  of  a  clerk  as  against  a  private  citizen  making  an  abstract  of  the  records,  with- 
out paying  clerk's  fee :  51  Ga.,  395.     Section  cited,  63  Ga.,  788. 

\du+*  ̂ „^/£~V-jt^  2.  To  attend  all  sessions  of  the  Courts  and  keep  fair  and  regular  mini 
tS  y  &m  u^es  °^  ̂ ne^r  proceedings  from  day  to  day,  including  a  transcript  of  the 

"*^*/^£'         Judge's  entry  on  his  dockets  when  not  more  fully  shown  in  a  book  kept for  that  purpose. 

Order  granting  a  rule  nisi  may  be  placed  on  the  minutes  nunc  pro  tunc :  52  Ga.,  204. 
Section  cited  and  referred  to  :  60  Ga.,  51-2. 

General  Note  on  the  minutes  of  Court,  as  to  what  must  be  placed  on  the  minutes. 
Presentments  of  the  grand  jury:  1  Ga.,  243.  Order  making  parties  should  be  entered 
on  :  1  Ga.,  355.  Rule  nisi  to  set  aside  a  non-suit :  5  Ga.,  270.  Brief  of  evidence  in  mo- 

tion for  a  new  trial  must  be  filed,  and  need  not  be  entered  on  the  minutes:  7  Ga.,  436; 
8/111.  Brief  of  the  evidence  agreed  upon,  entered  on  the  minutes,  nunc  pro  tunc:  10 
Ga.,  93.  Testimony  relied  on  in  motion  for  a  new  trial  must  be  agreed  on  by  counsel 
or  approved  by  the  Court:  13  Ga.,  403.  Brief  of  evidence  need  not  be  entered  on  the 
minutes  of  Court :  21  Ga.,  214.  Order  for  defendant  to  answer  a  bill  in  equity  :  11  Ga., 
328.  Transcript  of  the  judgment  of  the  Supreme  Court  entered  on  the  minutes,  then 
the  case  stands  for  trial  de  novo :  14  Ga.,  653.  Judgment  of  reversal  placed  on  the  min- 

utes, plaintiff  can  still  amend  his  declaration  :  28  Ga.,  29.  Order  directing  scire  facias 
to  issue  need  not  be  placed  on  the  minutes:  17  Ga.,  186.  Consent  of  a  party  to  the 
examination  of  the  other  party  as  a  witness :  22  Ga.,  302.  Order  appointing  a  guardian 
ad  litem  entered  nunc  pro  tunc:  27  Ga.,  555.  Suggesting  the  death  of  a  party  entered  on 
minutes  mine  pro  tunc:  38  Ga.,  444.  Nolle  prosequi  must  be  entered  on  minutes :  41  Ga., 
507.  Minutes  should  show  the  entire  proceedings  of  the  Court:  21  Ga.,  133.  Trans- 
scripts  of  Judge's  entries,  when  orders,  verdicts,  etc.,  do  not  more  fully  show  the  ac- tion of  the  Court :  21  Ga.,  133.  Must  transcribe  those  entries  showing  action  in  a  cause 
when  that  action  does  not  otherwise  appear  on  the  minutes  :  38  Ga.,  444.  Record  of  a 
deed  on  the  minutes  does  not  dispense  with  regular  registration  thereof:  9  Ga.,  440. 
Court  may  change  its  sentence  before  its  entry  on  the  minutes  of  Court:  28  Ga.,  235. 
If  facts  do  not  appear  on  the  minutes,  the  legal  presumption  is  that  they  do  not  exist 
after  three  years  have  elapsed:  42  Ga.,  203.  See  section  3491  of  the  Code  as  to  amend- 

ments of. 

Verdict:  94  U.  S.,  664. 

3.  To  issue  and  sign  (and  attach  seals  thereto  when  necessary)  every 
summons,  subpoena,  writ,  execution,  process  or  order,  or  other  paper 
under  the  authority  of  the  Court. 

i)  Acts  of       [4.  It  shall  be  the  duty  of  said  clerks  to  keep  always  on  hand  and 

~  ready  for  use,  blanks,  with  printed  instructions  for  taking  interroga- tories.]    (a.) 

fr-2  -~  1    5.  To  keep  in  Court,  convenient  of  access,  the  following  dockets,  to- 
wit :  A  common  law  docket  of  civil  cases,  in  which  must  be  entered  by 
appearance  term  the  names  of  the  parties  and  attorneys,  the  nature  of 

the  action,  and  the  Sheriff's  return ;  an  appeal  docket  and  an  equity 
docket,  in  which  must  be  entered  all  the  cases  to  the  respective  terms 

to  which  they  are  returned  or  stand  for  trial,  together  with  other  en- 
tries, as  in  the  case  of  the  common  law  docket. 

A  claim  docket ;  a  certiorari  and  an  illegality  docket  in  the  same  man- 
ner. A  motion  docket  for  entering  all  motions  to  be  submitted  to  the 

Court,  showing  the  nature  of  the  motion,  and  the  parties  and  attorneys 
thereto. 

A  subpoena  docket  for  civil  cases,  and  one  for  criminal  cases,  in  which 
must  be  entered  the  case  in  which  the  subpoena  issues,  the  date,  the 
name  of  witness,  for  whom  issued,  and  to  whom  delivered,  and  any  re- 

turn of  the  Sheriff  thereon. 
In  the  former  must  be  likewise  entered,  and  in  the  same  manner,  the 

issuing;  of  commissions.  A  trial  docket  of  criminal  cases  in  which 
must  be  entered  all  the  criminal  cases  in  the  order  the  indictments 

are  found,  the  nature  of  the  defense,  and  'the  attorneys  for  the  de- fense. 

1871-;.',  p.  55. 
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A  docket  in  which  must  be  entered  all  criminal  cases  which  have 

been  on  the  criminal  docket  for  as  much  as  five  years  without  any  ex- 
isting arrest,  and  which  must  be  inspected  by  the  Court  at  least  once  a 

year,  that  if  necessary  any  case  may  be  retransferred  to  the  criminal 
docket.  /?  «    y 

Execution  docket,  and  enter  therein  the  names  of  plaintiffs,  their  ̂ ^f^/!*^^ 

attorney,  and  "the  defendants,  the  amount  of  principal  and  interest  and  Jv-c^Zy/-  -£~  a+; costs;  the  date,  the  term  to  which  returnable,  to  whom  and  when  de-  y^r/4/^-^ 
livered,  and  by  whom  and  when  returned,  and  an  entry  of  satisfaction  /* 
or  nulla  bona,  as  the  case  may  be,  with  the  dates  thereof. 

This  docket,  and  not  the  record  book  required  by  par.  6,  is  the  one  intended  to  con- 
vey notice  of  judgment  liens  in  Georgia:  Per  Woods,  J.,  7  Fed.  Rep.,  751. 

Duplicates  of  the  common  law,  appeal  and  criminal  dockets,  one  for 
the  use  of  the  bench,  the  other  for  the  use  of  the  bar,  in  which  last 
must  be  copied  from  term  to  term  all  the  entries  made  in  the  former. 
All  appeal  cases  must  be  entered  on  the  same  appeal  docket,  and  in  the 
order  and  at  the  time  received.  Divorce  cases  are  first  to  be  entered 
on  the  equity  docket,  and  after  one  trial  are  to  be  entered  on  the  appeal 
docket  in  their  proper  order  from  the  minutes. 

Motion  docket  is  no  part  of  the  record :  1  Ga.,  355.  Bench  docket,  entry  on,  no  part 
of  record:  4  Ga.,  159;  11/330-1.  No  fee  should  be  asked  in  advance  for  entering  a  case 
on  the  motion  docket:  30  Ga.,  938.  See  old  Rule  of  Court,  number  40:  2  Ga.,  474. 
Clerk's  execution  docket  is  admissible  as  evidence:  30  Ga.,  823.  Old  Rule  of  Court, 
number  39:  2  Ga.,  473.  Supreme  Court  will  not  interfere  with  the  order  of  business 
adopted  by  the  Superior  Court,  unless  there  is  an  abuse  of  discretion:  25  Ga.,  592. 
Practice  of  dispensing  witli  the  calling  of  the  appearance  docket  disapproved:  37  Ga., 
667, 

6.  To  record  in  well  bound  books  within  six  months  after  the  final  Acts  of  i.w 

determination  of  any  civil  suit,  all  the  proceedings  relating  thereto.  ~81'  p'  93~ Every  Clerk  of  the  Superior  or  City  Courts  of  this  State  must  record 
immediately  in  his  book  of  final  records  the  declaration  and  pleas  in 
common  law  actions,  and  the  bill  and  answer  in  equity  cases,  together 
with  all  petitions,  motions,  pleas  in  equity,  demurrers,  and  any  and 
every  other  part  of  the  pleadings,  in  every  case,  both  at  common  law 
and  in  equity,  all  garnishments,  affidavits,  bonds  and  answers  thereto, 
all  attachment  affidavits,  bonds  and  writs  of  attachment,  all  claim  affi- 

davits and  bonds,  and  all  bonds  given  in  any  judicial  proceeding ,  and 
no  clerk  shall  allow  any  of  such  papers  to  be  taken  from  his  office  before 
recording  them  as  herein  required,  and  such  record  shall  be  a  part  of 
the  final  record  of  the  papers  required  by  law  to  be  made,  or  all  such 
record,  as  the  case  may  be.  The  clerk  shall,  if  any  subsequent  paper 
in  the  cause  is  recorded,  make  a  reference  at  the  foot  of  the  record 
hereby  required,  to  the  page  where  such  subsequent  record  may  be 
found,  and  shall  also  state  the  case  in  the  index  to  the  book  of  record, 
and  enter  the  numbers  of  the  pages  on  which  the  same  is  to  be  found. 
And  where  any  paper  so  recorded  becomes  lost  or  destroyed,  the  same 
may  be  substituted  by  a  certified  copy  thereof  from  the  Clerk  of  the 
Court ;  but  there  shall  be  no  tax  charged  or  collected  for  any  such  copy 
if  the  loss  of  the  same  is  caused  by  or  results  from  any  negligence  or 
fault  of  the  clerk.  Any  clerk  who  shall  fail  to  discharge  the  duties 
hereinbefore  set  forth,  is  subject  to  be  fined  by  the  presiding  Judge, 
during  term  time,  for  a  contempt,  and  of  his  own  motion,  whenever 
said  Judge  shall  discover  that  said  clerk  has  failed  to  discharge  the 
duties  herein  mentioned;  and  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  Judges  of  the 
several  Superior  Courts  to  give  this  law  specially  in  charge  to  the 
grand  juries,  and  to  require  them  to  inform  the  Court  whether  or  not 
the  clerk  has  performed  the  duties  specified  as  aforesaid :  Provided,  nev- 

ertheless, that  the  clerks  shall  not  be  punished  for  contempt,  under  this 
section,  until  after  the  paper  or  papers  required  to  be  recorded  have 
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been  filed  for  three  months  :  provided,  that  the  provisions  of  this  section 
shall  not  apply  to  cases  dismissed  and  settled  before  said  record  is  made. 

This  does  not  include  the  evidence  given  in  on  the  trial:  38  Ga.,  593.  Failure  to 
record  does  not  affect  the  parties  :  50  Ga.,  381. 

The  failure  of  the  Clerk  to  keep  this  book,  or  to  record  a  judgment,  does  not  affect 

the  constructive  notice  given  by  a  judgment  entered  by  plaintiff's  attorney  on  the 
declaration:  Per  Woods,  J.,  7  Fed.  Rep.,  751. 

7.  To  keep  well  bound  books  for  recording  all  deeds,  mortgages,  and 
other  liens  and  bills  of  sale  separately. 

Failure  to  index  the  record  does  not  affect  the  actual  registration,  as  notice :  50  Ga., 
.331. 

8.  To  have  properly  stamped  and  labeled,  and  numbered  or  lettered, 
if  required,  all  the  books  herein  enumerated,  and  to  keep  for  each  (ex- 

cept the  dockets  called  by  the  Court,)  a  proper  index,  and  to  supply 
..any  of  said  books  or  indexes  needed,  and  to  transcribe  the  contents  of 
..any  books  of  record  which  may  be  in  a  dilapidated  condition. 

As  to  index  :  Wade  on  Notice,  §164-174. 

9.  To  keep  all  the  books,  papers,  dockets  and  records  belonging  to 
their  office  with  care  and  security,  and  the  papers  filed,  arranged,  num- 
,bered  and  labeled,  so  as  to  be  of  easy  reference. 

Right  of  citizens  to  inspect  records:  32  Am.  R.,  219.  For  what  purposes:  32  Am. 

R.,  219. 
10.  To  procure  and  preserve  for  public  inspection  a  complete  file  of 

.all  newspapers  in  which  their  advertisements  appear,  and  have  them 
bound  in  volumes  of  suitable  size  to  be  deposited  and  kept  with  their 
other  records. 

11.  To  keep  at  their  offices  all  publications  of  the  laws  of  the  United 
:  States  furnished  by  the  Governor,  and  the  laws  and  journals  of  this 
.State,  all  statute  laws,  digests,  this  Code,  the  Supreme  Court  Reports, 
and  all  other  law  books,  or  other  public  documents  distributed  to  them 
.for  the  public  convenience. 

12.  To  procure,  within  thirty  days  after  their  qualification,  (if  not 
.already  done,)  a  substantial  seal  of  office,  with  the  name  of  the  Court 
and  county  inscribed  thereon. 

13.  To  make  out  and  deliver  to  any  applicant,  upon  payment  of 
legal  fees,  a  correct  transcript,  properly  certified,  of  any  minute,  record 
or  file  of  their  office. 

14.  To  make  out  transcripts  of  the  records  of  all  cases  for  the  Supreme 

r                                 'Court,  as  the  laws  require. 
1  15.  To  make  a  minute  on  all  conveyances  or  liens  of  the  day  left  for 
/  -42706.         record,  and  the  day  recorded,  to  be  signed  officially,  which  shall  be  evi- 

dence thereof,  and  to  attest  deeds  and  other  written  instruments  for 

registration. 
The  Clerk  of  the  Superior  Court  of  the  county  where  the  deed  is  attested  and 

where  it  is  to  be  recorded  can  authenticate  with  one  or  more  witnesses  for  record :  26 
Ga.,  406. 

16.  To  administer  all  oaths  during  term  time  required  by  the  Court, 
and  to  record  all  oaths  required  by  law. 

17.  To  perform  such  other  duties  as  are  or  may  be  required  by  law, 
or  as  necessarily  appertain  to  their  offices. 

§268.  (257.)  (263).  May  administer  oaths.      The  clerks  of  said  Courts 

cCp°57r9' have  authority: 
1.  To  administer  oaths  and  take  affidavits  in  all  cases  permitted  by 

law,  or  where  the  authority  is  not  confined  to  some  other  officer. 
Section  cited:  47  Ga.,  96. 

2.  To  receive  the  amounts  of  all  costs  due  in  the  Court  of  which  they 
are  clerks,  and  other  sums  whenever  required  to  do  so  by  law,  or  order 
of  the  Judge,  and  not  otherwise. 
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3.  To  advertise  under  the  same  rules  and  restrictions  as  the  Sheriffs. 
4.  To  exercise  such  other  powers  as  are  or  may  be  conferred  upon 

them  by  law. 
They  have  no  authority  to  collect  money  on  judgments  or  fi.  fas. :  31  Ga.,  359. 

5.  To  demand  and  collect  in  advance  their  fees  for  recording  deeds.  Acts  off  875, 

(258.)  '(264.)  Failure  of  duty.  Any  such  clerk  failing  to  perform 
any  duty,  or  to  exercise  any  authority  when  required,  set  forth  in  the 
two  preceding  sections,  is  subject  to  be  fined  for  each  offense  by  the 
presiding  Judge,  during  term  time,  as  for  a  contempt,  on  information 
of  any  party  aggrieved,  of  which  he  shall  have  notice  in  writing. 

§270.  (259.)  (265.)  Clerk  subject  to  rule..  If  any  of  such  clerks  receive 
any  money  on  any  suit  or  judgment  from  their  Courts,  or  otherwise,  and 
do  not  faithfully  account  for  it,  they  are  liable  to  rule  as  Sheriffs  are, 
and  they  and  their  sureties  are  likewise  liable  on  their  official  bond. 

Section  cited  and  damages  recovered  against  for  failure  to  take  a  legal  bond  :  63  Ga., 
786-8. 

§271.  (260.)  (266,)  Subject  to  rule  after  out  of  office.     They  are  subject  Act  of  isi3, 
to  the  rule  and  order  of  their  respective  Courts  after  their  retirement c  -p-  m- 
from  office,  as  Sheriffs  are. 

Section  cited  and  damages  recovered  against  the  clerk  for  failure  to  take  a  legal  bond  : 
63  Ga.,  786-8. 

§272.  (261.)  (267.)  May  be  removed.  They  are  subject  to  be  removed 
from  office  by  the  Judge  of  the  said  Court  for  any  sufficient  cause,  in- 

cluding incapacity  or  misbehavior  in  office,  charges  for  which  must  be 
exhibited  to  the  Court  in  writing,  and  the  facts  tried  by  a  special  jury, 
such  clerk  being  entitled  to  a  copy  of  the  charges  three  days  before 
trial. 

§273.  (262.)  (268.)  Clerk's  office  subject  to  examination.  Their  offices  are 
subject  to  an  examination  by  the  grand  juries,  their  committees,  or  any 
person  whom  they  may  specially  empower  to  report  to  the  same,  or  a 
succeeding  grand  jury,  or  to  the  Judge  of  the  Superior  Court,  who  shall 
submit  in  writing  the  condition  of  said  offices,  and  specify  any  neglect 
of  duty,  or  anything  done  wrongly  or  corruptly  by  such  clerk. 

General  Note. — The  certificate  of  the  clerk  is  the  best  evidence  of  the  filing  of  the 
paper:  15  Ga.,  483.  Parties  should  not  take  original  papers  out  of  the  office:  30  Ga., 
674;  see,  also,  new  Rules  of  Superior  Court,  No.  18.  Damages  against  aCle  k  for  fail- 

ure to  perform,  or  improperly  performing,  his  duties :  Collins  et  al.  vs.  McDaniel  and 
Strong,  (Pamph..  Sept.,  1880,  p.  40).  Damages  on  a  bond  for  a  ministerial  act :  63  Ga., 
786-8.  County  Court  clerk  may  practice  law,  and  when  his  ministerial  act  is  valid :  55 
Ga.,  283.  No  private  citizen  can  make  an  abstract  from  the  records  of  the  Superior 
Court  for  publication  without  paying  the  clerk  his  fees :  51  Ga.,  397. 

General  Note  on  Clerks. — Action  against  recorder  for  imperfect  search  :  33  Am. 
P.,  757;  2  Thomp.  Neg.,  827.  Action  for  official  neglect  dies  with  person:  19  Am. 
D.,  755.  Liability  of  recorder  of  deeds  for  mistake  in  record:  Cooley  Torts,  384. 
Negligence  of:  Shear.  &  P.,  347;  Whart.  Neg.,  §297.  Mistake  in  record  of  deed, 
causing  damage  to  grantee,  clerk  liable:  2  Thomp.  Neg.,  827;  but  clerk  is  under  no 
obligation  to  see  to  validity  of  deed  presented  to  him  for  record:  2  Thomp.  Neg.,  827. 
Liable  for  mistake  in  certificate  of  search  to  person  who  procures  certificate,  not  to 
subsequent  grantee  :  2  Thomp.  Neg.,  827.  For  erroneous  certificate  of  search:  Cooley 
Torts,  389.  Liability  of  clerk  of  Court  for  misfeasance  or  non-feasance  in  discharge  of 
official  duties  :  Cooley  Torts,  392. 

ARTICLE  III. 

RECEIVERS. 

Section. 
274.  Receiver  may  be  appointed,  when. 
275.  Funds  invested  pending  litigation. 
276.  Duties  and  liabilities  of  receiver. 

Section. 
277.  Receiver  required  to  give  bond. 
278.  Receivers  of  banks,  etc. 
278.  (a.)  Duties  of  receivers  of  railroads. 

§274.  (265.)  (271.)  Receiver,  when  an  officer  of  the  Court.     When  any 
fund  or  property  may  be  in  litigation,  and  the  rights  of  either  or  both 
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Act  of  1855  parties  cannot  otherwise  be  fully  protected,  or  when  there  may  be  a 
-6,  p.  219.     fun(j  or  property  having  no  one  to  manage  it,  a  receiver  of  the  same 
||^9^3i49,  may  be  appointed,  (on  a  proper  case  made,)  by  the  Judge  of  the  Supe- 

rior Court  having  jurisdiction  thereof,  either  in  term  time  or  vacation, 
and  such  receiver  is  an  officer  of  said  Court. 

May  sue,  by  decree,  or  order  of  the  Court:  8  Ga.,  354-8;  48/41.  And  be  so 
sued  :  57  Ga.,  22-3.  Attaching  and  imprisoning  any  party  refusing  obedience  to,  and 
enforcing  delivery  of  property  or  fund  to  receiver  appointed  in  vacation ;.  form  of 
attachment  for  contempt :  34  Ga.,  162.  Is  an  officer  of  the  Court,  and  is  not  subject  to 
garnishment :  11  Ga.,  413.  Receiver  of  railroad  when  not  subject  to  suit  for  negligence 
by  one  employee  to  another  while  in  his  service  :  55  Ga.,  481.  May  rule  receiver  after 
bill  is  dismissed,  and  compel  him  to  surrender  the  fund:  61  Ga..  437.  Receiver  ap- 

pointed, but  injunction  refused  where  no  insolvency  alleged  i  53  Qa.,  440.  Where  a 
receiver  to  supersede  an  assignee  in  a  bank  case  was  refused :  59  Ga.,  271.  Former  wife 
having  a  receiver  appointed  over  husband's  property  :  55  Ga.,  590. 

See  note  to  cognate  sections  for  general  authorities. 

§275.  (266.)  (272.)  When  fund  may  be  invested.  The  presiding  Judge, 
in  his  discretion  under  the  law,  may  order  any  funds  in  the  hands  of  a 
receiver,  or  any  other  officer  of  Court  awaiting  the  determination  of  a 
protracted  litigation,  to  be  invested  in  State  bonds,  as  executors  and 
administrators  are  authorized  to  do. 

§276.  (267.)  (273.)  Duties  of  receivers.  The  receivers  so  appointed 
must  discharge  their  trust  according  to  the  order  or  decree  of  the  Courts 
appointing  them,  and  are  at  all  times  subject  to  their  orders,  and  may 
be. brought  to  account  and  removed  at  their  pleasure. 

Power  of.  as  to  existing  contracts  :  53  Ga.,  168.  Existing  suits  not  affected  by  the 
rescission  of  the  appointment  of  a  receiver :  52  Ga.,  417. 

Removal :  High  on  Rec,  §820.   "  Order,"  etc. :  High  on  Rec,  §177. 

§277.  (268.)  (274.)  Receivers  may  he  required  to  give  bond.  The  Judges 
of  the  Superior  Courts  may,  in  their  discretion,  require  such  receivers 
to  give  bonds  conditioned  for  the  faithful  discharge  of  the  trust  reposed, 
and  if  they  require  them,  they  must  fix  the  amount  and  the  sufficiency 
of  the  security,  and  also  regulate  their  compensation. 

Whether  the  security  required  of  a  receiver  is  sufficient  is  a  matter  of  discretion 
with  the  Court:  11  Ga.,  587.  They  should  generally  be  required  to  give  security,  yet 
there  are  exceptions  :  23  Ga.,  31. 

Bond:  High  on  Rec,  §118.     Liability  of  sureties:  High  on  Rec,  §127-133;  16  Wal. 
196.     Compensation:  High  on  Rec,  §781. 

§278.  (269.)  "  (275.)  Returns  of  receivers,  how  made.     Receivers  of  banks 
§1487.  or  other  corporations  hereafter  appointed  by  any  power,  are  amenable 

to,  and  must  make  their  returns  to,  the  Superior  Court  of  the  county 
where  they  reside  at  the  time  of  the  appointment: 

Sales  by  the  receiver  should  be  confirmed  by  the  Chancellor,  generally :  61  Ga.,  267. 
Purchases  by  receivers  at  their  own  sales  are  voidable  :  46  Ga.,  477.  As  to  their  power 
to  sell  where  they  do  so  by  decree  in  equity :  57  Ga.,  501.  When  their  sales  should 
require  confirmation  :  Smith  vs.  Coker,  (Pamph.,  Sept.,  1880,  p.  10). 

§278.  (a.)  Duties  of  receivers  of  railroads.  In  all  cases  where  the  business 
Acts  of  of  any  corporation  operating  a  railroad,  either  wholly  or  partially  in 
1876,  p.  122.  ̂ {q  State,  shall,  by  an  order  or  decree  of  any  Court,  be  placed  in  the hands  of  a  receiver  for  the  benefit  of  the  creditors  or  stockholders  of 

said  corporation,  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  said  receiver  to  apply  the  in- 
come of  said  railroad  to  the  payment  of  the  incidental  expenses  neces- 

sary to  the  carrying  on  said  business,  which  shall  include  the  wages  of 
employees,  wood,  cross-ties,  and  other  material  furnished,  and  which 
may  be  necessary  for  conducting  said  business,  and  keeping  the  property 
in  repair,  and  the  damages  which  may  arise  from  the  loss  or  injury  to 
goods,  wares  and  merchandise  received  by  said  road  for  transportation, 
and  for  injuries  to  persons  and  property,  caused  by  the  running  of  the 
cars  on  said  road,  and  for  which  said  road  is  now  liable  as  common  car- 

riers by  the  laws  of  this  State ;  and  a  lien  is  hereby  created  on  the  gross 
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income  of  said  road,  while  in  the  hands  of  such  receiver,  in  favor  of  such 
creditors  or  claimants,  superior  to  all  other  liens  under  the  laws  of  this 

State.  If  said  receiver  should  be  removed,  or  a  vacancy  occur  in  said  jj^f8 lof 
office,  and  a  successor  be  appointed,  it  shall  be  his  duty  to  pay  the  liens  uss,  m.  v' herein  provided  for,  according  to  their  date,  out  of  any  funds  in  his 
hands  as  such  receiver,  whether  sugh  liabilHv^ccurred  before  or  after 

his  appointment.  fl£k^^£^$p  £T  A  ■  ■  ,jfr<&-y,**~**  -/?  *^*°  ̂ °  *** 

CHAPTER  IV. 

THE  COUNTY  COURT  AND  ITS  OFFICERS. 

Section. 
279.  County  Judge,  his  appointment,  etc. 
279.  (a.)  Privileges  of  Judge. 
279.  (b.)  Clerk  of  County  Court. 
280.  Vacancies,  how  filled. 

281.  Judge's  salary. 
282.  Civil  jdrisdiction. 
283.  Special  jurisdiction. 
2*3.  (a.)  Garnishment. 
2^3.  (b.)  Garnishees. 
283.  (c.)  Practice. 
283.  (d.)  Trial. 
283.  (e.)  Sessions. 
2F3.  (f.)  Jurisdiction. 
284.  Suits,  how  commenced. 
284.  [a.)  Claims,  etc. 
284.  (b.)  Process. 
285.  Trial,  continuance,  amendments. 
286.  Appeals. 
287.  Certiorari  in  civil  cases. 
287.  (a.)  Appointment  of  bailiff. 
288.  Bailiff,  his  oath  and  bond. 
289.  Special  bailiffs. 
290.  Process,  by  whom  served. 
291.  Docket  of  civil  cases. 
292.  Executions,  when  and  how  issued.. 

Claims  and  illegalities. 
Powers  of  Judge. 
Jurisdiction  as  to  tenants,  etc. 

296.  Costs  in  civil  cases. 
297.  Criminal  jurisdiction. 

Juries,  how  procured. 

293. 
294. 
295. 

298. 

(b.)  Offense  beyond  jurisdiction.    0U*j£f*d»^*      " /[// 

Section. 
299.  Proceedings  without  indictment. 
299.  (a.)  With  indictment. 

'299 

299.  (c.)  Cases  transferred 
299.  (d.)  Trial  by  jury. 
299.  (e.)  Criminal  jurisdiction. 
299.  (f.)  Solicitor. 
300.  Costs  in  criminal  cases. 
301.  Certiorari  in  criminal  cases, 
302.  Certiorari,  how  obtained. 
303.  Judgment  on  certiorari. 
304.  Docket  of  criminal  cases. 

305.  Judge's  power  as  to  jail  and  contempts 
306.  Judge  shall  act  alone. 
307.  Attendance  of  witnesses. 
308.  Laws  applicable  to  Court, 
309.  Certiorari  to  verdict  of  jury. 
310.  Criminal  process,  how  directed. 
311.  Bailiff's  sales. 
312.  Office  of  Judge,  where  kept. 
313.  Other  duties  of  Judge. 
314.  Cases  transferred. 
315.  Costs,  how  collected. 
316.  Salary,  when  fixed. 
317.  Judge  may  grant  new  trial. 
317.  (a.  i  Certiorari,  etc. 
317.  (b.)  Sections  applicable. 
317.  (c.)  Court,  where  held. 
317.  (d.)  Extent  of  Act. 
317.  (e.)  Repealing  clause. 

*fyf*—?a' 

[The  law  as  to  County  Courts,  from  270  to  335,  inclusive,  repealed  by 
Constitution  of  1868,  Article  V.,  section  16,  and  the  law  as  to  the  Infe- 

rior Court,  from  356  to  363,  inclusive,  repealed  by  Constitution  of  1868, 
Article  V.,  section  14.]  *  v 

§279.  County  Judge,  his  appointment,  qualifications  and  term.     [The  Gov-  ̂ ^Ce^  trCt-*  v 
ernor  of  the  State  of  Georgia,  by  and  with  the  advice  and  consent  of-.  #ju&J!l!&m~j£i* 

the   Senate,  shall  appoint  for  each  county  in  said  State  of  Georgia,   ̂ T~    «£*^ 
(except  Walton,)  a  suitable  person,  not  less  than  twenty-one  years  of  /«#'*'"'  j7% 
a°je,  and  a  resident  of  the  county  for  which  appointed  <f3»yearsimme-/^^  J6, 
diately  before  his  appointment,  to  act  as  a  County  Judge,  to  have  suchrjfr    J?JZj&. 
jurisdiction  as  shall  be  hereinafter  set  forth ;  said  person  so  appointed  "y'  * 
and  confirmed,  to  act  as  such  County  Judge  for  four  years  from  the  time  /JST'*"** of  receiving  his  commission,  to  be  delivered  to  him  by  the  Governor 
aforesaid,  and  qualifying  thereunder,  and  to  continue  in  office  until  his 
successor  is  appointed,  commissioned  and  qualified  in  the  same  way; 
so  long  as  the  law  of  this  chapter  remains  in  force,  the  said  office  of 
County  Judge  shall  be  filled  as  aforesaid,  and  the  term  of  office  is  for 
four  years :  Provided,  however,  that  the  law  of  this  chapter  shall  not  take 
effect  so  as  to  allow  a  County  Judge  to  be  appointed  for  any  county 
until  the  grand  jury  thereof  shall,  by  a  majority,  so  recommend.]*    (a.) 

§279.  (a.)  Judge's  privileges.     If  the  person  appointed  County  Judge  Acts  of  10 
be  a  member  of  the  bar,  he  shall  be  allowed  his  privileges  as  to  the-9'  p' u> 
practice  of  law  in  any  Court  except  his  own. 

*This  section  amended  by  Act  of  1878-9,  p.  71. 
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§279.  (b.)   Clerk  of  County  Court.     He  shall  be  the  clerk  of  his  own 
Acts  of  1878  Court,  but  may,  by  order  on  the  minutes,  appoint  a  deputy  clerk,  to  be 

si*     .     /'/V3°*    paid  out  of  his  compensation  on  terms  agreed  on  by  them,  which  ap- 
/fiZ+V~&y££y  ̂ *-^i8intment  shall  be  published  once  in  the  paper  which  publishes  the 
J+^  /f^tfr-  j%  /&*fT county  advertisements. 
/  §280.    Vacancies,  hoiv  filled,     [If  a  vacancy  occurs  after  the  first  ap- 

(b)  Acts  of  pointment,  from  any  cause,  in  said  office  of  County  Judge,  the  Gov- 

l%]~2,  P'  errior  of  the  State  for  the  time  being  shall  fill  the  same  as  in  case  of 
Judges  of  the  Superior  Court,  and  shall  also  submit  his  appointments 
for  confirmation  to  the  Senate,  as  in  case  of  Superior  Court  Judges,  and 
all  the  rules  of  law  and  requirements  of  the  Constitution  now  in  force 
as  to  the  appointment  of  Judges  of  the  Superior  Court  shall  apply  to 
said  appointment  of  County  Judges,  so  far  as  the  same  can  be  applied 
under  the  law  of  this  chapter.]*     (b.) 

§281.  Judge's  salary,  and  how  paid.     [Said  County  Judge,  when  so 
(c)^  Acts  of  appointed  and  commissioned,  shall  receive  a  salary  as  follows :  The 

289."  Act  of  grand  jury  of  each  county  at  its  spring  term  shall,  after  a  careful  exam- 
15th  Feb.,    ination,  assess  and  declare  what  amount  shall  be  paid  to  said  County 

Judge  for  his  services  as  Judge  in  criminal  matters,  and  for  his  servi- 
ces in  attending  to  such  county  business  as  may  be  entrusted  to  him 

by  the  provisions  of  this  "chapter,  said  sum  so  assessed  to  be  levied  by 
the  Ordinary  of  each  county  as  provided  in  this  section,  and  the  Ordi- 

nary of  each  of  said  counties,  when  he  levies  the  tax  for  county  pur- 
poses, shall  at  the   same  time  levy  the  sum  aforesaid  hereby  allowed 

to  the  County  Judges,  which  shall  be  collected  with  the  other  county 
taxes,  and  after  being  paid  over  to  the  County  Treasurer  of  each  county, 
paid  over  to  the  said  County  Judges,  and  if  any  of  said  County  Judges 
shall  die  or  resign  his  office,  or  be  otherwise  removed  from  his  office,  4 
then  such  pro  rata  part  of  his  aforesaid  salary  shall  be  paid  him  as  he 
is  justly  entitled  to.     If  no  salary  shall  be  recommended  by  the  grand 
jury  of  any  county,  then  the  County  Judge  shall  be  authorized  to  re- 

ceive and  retain  as  his  compensation   the  costs   prescribed  in   this 
chapter.]  (c.)     Provided,  nevertheless,  That  the  said  salary,  when  once 

Acts  of       fixed,  shall  not  be  increased  or  diminished  during  the  term  of  office  of 

18/8-9,  p.5i.  ga^  Qounty  Judge,  and  said  Judges  shall,  during  the  remainder   of their  present  term,  receive  the  same  salary  per  annum  as  that  now 
fixed  for  the  current  year. 

§282.  Jurisdiction  of  County  Court.     Every  County  Court  in  this  State 
Acts  of  1878  shall  be  a  Court  of  record,  and  have  jurisdiction  throughout  the  county, 
-9,  p.  132.  n  n  J  &  J1 

i  '  p  /       as  follows : 

fjtri>  n^c^Ju^4sf^^t>.    1.  The  jurisdiction  of  the  County  Courts  shall  extend,  in  the  county 
/JJ.  2.2--*?.  town,  district,  or  districts,  to  all  civil  cases  of  contract  or  tort  (save 

when  exclusive  jurisdiction  is  vested  in  the  Superior  Court)  where  the 
principal  sum  claimed,  in  cases  of  contract,  or  damages  in  cases  of  tort, 
does  not  exceed  $300.00,  and  over  the  remainder  of  the  county  when 
the  principal  sum,  as  aforesaid,  does  not  exceed  $300.00,  nor  is  less  than 
$50.00. 

2.  To  try  all  offenses  committed  in  the  county  for  which  the  offender 
is  not  punishable  capitally  or  by  imprisonment  in  the  penitentiary, 
which  criminal  jurisdiction  shall  be  exercised  as  hereinafter  set  forth. 

3.  The  Judge  of  the  County  Court  shall  have  all  the  powers  enu- 
merated in  sections  294  and  295  of  this  Code;  and  all  the  powers  of 

a  Justice  of  the  Peace,  as  to  issuing  warrants  for  criminal  offenses,  mak- 
ing preliminary  examinations  under  warrants,  and  commiting  or 

binding  over  the  accused  to  the  proper  Court. 
4.  The  jurisdiction  of  the  County  Court  shall  be  subject  to,  and  reg- 

*The  mode  of  electing  Judges  of  the  Superior  Court  changed  by  Const,  of  1877. 
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ulated  by,  sections  3410, 3413,  3416  and  3417,  and  by  all  the  sections  from 
3402  to  3409,  inclusive,  of  this  Code. 

5.  When  the  Superior  Court  has  first  acquired  jurisdiction  of  any 
misdemeanor,  no  County  Court  shall  have  jurisdiction  thereof  while  it 
is  pending  in  the  Superior  Court. 

6.  Any  person  desiring  to  bring  his  claims  within  the  jurisdiction 
of  the  County  Judge  may  do  so  by  remitting  or  releasing  so  much  of 
his  claim  as  will  bring  it  within  the  jurisdiction  aforesaid  of  the 
County  Judge. 

May  release  so  as  to  give  County  Court  jurisdiction  :  57  Ga.,  253-6.  In  a  case  before 
a  Justice  of  the  Peace,  jurisdiction  cannot  be  conferred  by  entering  a  credit  without 

debtor's  consent:  58  Ga.,407. 

Superseded  by  Act  of  1878-9,  p.  132. 
(a.)  Jurisdiction  in  garnishment  and  other  cases  extended.  The 

County  Courts  of  this  State  shall  have  jurisdiction  in  all  cases  in  gar- 
nishment, as  well  when  the  debt  of  the  garnishee  to  the  defendant  shall 

exceed,  as  when  it  shall  fall  short  of,  the  jurisdictional  amount  of  said 
Courts.  And  in  all  cases  of  suit  on  bail  or  attachment,  claim  or  other 
obligations,  or  bonds  given  by  parties  to  any  proceedings  issued  from, 
or  had  in  said  Court,  although  the  penalties  of  said  bonds  may  exceed 
the  jurisdiction  of  said  Court  by  being  in  double  the  sum  sworn  to, 
attached,  or  of  the  executions  issued,  or  property  levied  on :  Provided, 
the  original  cause  of  action  upon  which  such  bonds  or  obligations  were 
had,  or  taken,  did  not  exceed  the  jurisdiction  of  said  Court. 

County  Judge  can  issue  and  dispose  of  distress  warrants  to  any  amount:  60  Ga.,  623- 

§283.  (b.)   Garnishee  residing  in  different  county — summons  where  return- 
!  able.     In  all  cases  in  the  County  Courts  of  this  State,  where  any  of  the 
persons  sought  to  be  garnished  reside  in  a  different  county  from  the 
one  where  suit  is  pending,  or  in  which  judgment  was  obtained,  the 
I  summons  of  garnishment  may   be   made    returnable    to  the    County 
I  Court  of  the  county  of  the  residence  of  the  garnishee  :  Provided,  that  in 
the  event  there  be  no  County  Court  established  in  the  county  of  such 

garnishee's  residence,  then  the  same  may  be  made  returnable  to  the 
Superior  Court  of  the  county  of  the  garnishee's  residence,  and  in  all 
other  respects  to  be  governed  by  the  regulations  prescribed  in  section 
3537,  or  section  3538,  of  this  Code. 

§283.  (c.)  Practice.  The  practice  and  modes  of  procedure  in  the 
County  Court,  and  the  effect  of  its  proceedings,  records  and  judgments 
shall  be  the  same  as  in  the  Superior  Court,  from  the  filing  of  the  origi- 

nal suit  to  the  final  process  and  proceedings  to  enforce  judgment 
thereon,  and  upon  claims,  illegalities,  or  other  defenses  to  the  proceed- 

ing of  the  executions  of  the  County  Court,  except  as  hereinafter  pro- 
vided. 

§283.  (d.)  Mode  of  trial.  The  trial  and  judgment  in  said  Court  shall 
be  by  the  Court,  without  a  jury,  in  all  civil  cases,  and  in  all  criminal 
cases,  where  a  jury  trial  is  not  demanded  by  the  accused,  when  called 
on  to  do  so. 

§283.  (e.)  Session.  Said  Court  shall  hold  monthly  and  quarterly  ses- 
sions, the  times  of  which  shall  be  established  by  the  Judge  thereof,  ad- 

vertising his  appointment  thereof  weekly  for  four  successive  weeks  in 
the  paper  wherein  the  county  advertisements  are  published,  and  in 
like  manner  he  may  change  such  times.  But  where  the  times  of  such 
sessions  of  any  County  Court  are  now  fixed  by  law  or  lawful  authority 
they  shall  continue  until  changed  under  this  section. 

§283.  (f.)  Jurisdiction  at  different  sessions.  At  the  monthly  sessions, 
said  Court  may  entertain  jurisdiction  of  issues  on  distress  warrants  and 
of  suits  in  which  the  amount  of  principal  or  of  damages  claimed  does 
not  exceed  one  hundred  dollars,  and  at  the  quarterly  sessions  it  shall 

Acts  of 

1875,  p.  90 
8295.  . 

Acts  of  1875, 

p.  90. 

§295. 

Acts  of  1878 

-9,  p.  132. 

Acts  of  1878 

-9,  p.  132. 

Acts  of  1878 

-9,  p.  132. 

Acts  of  1878 

-9,  p.  132. 
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have  jurisdiction  of  issues  on  distress  warrants  and  suits  wherein  such 
J.Zt-3^  amount  is  not  more  than  three  hundred  dollars, claims,  illegalities  and 

other  defenses  to  the  proceeding  of  executions  from  said  Court  shall  be 
tried  at  such  session  as  had  jurisdiction  of  the  suit  whence  the  execu- 

tion issued,  or  the  amount  of  principal  originally  named  in  the  execu- 
tion. 

§284.  Suits,  how  commenced.     In  suits  to  the  monthly  session  or  term, 
Acts  of  m8  the  original  petition  shall  be  filed  with  the  Clerk  of  the  County  Court 

-9,  p.  183.    fiff;een  cLaySj  anc[  service  thereof  shall  be  made  ten  days  before  said session,  and  such  cause,  unless  continued,  shall  be  tried  at  the  first  term 
after  suit  begun. 

Need  not  attach  a  copy  of  the  claim  sued  on,  but  may  amend  by  adding  such  copy : 

A9ct«  o/3f78  58  Ga.,  138-9. 

§284.  (a.)  Claims  and  illegalities,  when  tried.  When  an  affidavit  of 
claim  or  illegality,  or  other  defense  to  the  proceeding  of  an  execution 
shall  be  made,  the  case  arising  thereon  shall  not  be  as  against  the 
plaintiff  in  execution  or  his  assignee  forced  to  trial,  until  he  or  his  at- 

torney shall  have  had  ten  days'  notice  of  such  defense  being  made, 
which  notice  shall  state  that  the  party  defending  has  filed  his  defense 
to  the  proceeding  of  such  execution,  shall  be  signed  by  such  defending 

Acts  of       Par^y  or  his  attorney,  and  its  service  proved  as  the  service  of  notice  to 
1877,  p.  no.  produce  papers. 

§284.  (b.)  Service  of  process  in  different  counties.  In  all  cases  suits  may  be 
brought  in  the  County  Courts  of  this  State  against  parties  residing  in 
different  counties,  under  the  same  rules  and  regulations  as  to  second 

originals,  etc.,  as  are  practiced-  in-'the  Superior  Courts,  and  it  shall  be lawful  for  such  second  originals,  processes,  summonses,  attachments, 
or  other  papers  requiring  service,  to  be  served  and  returned  by  the 
Sheriff  or  his  deputy,  or  any  lawful  constable  of  the  county  to  which 
said  papers  may  be  sent  for  service,  having  no  County  Court  estab- 

lished therein:  Provided,  nevertheless,  that  in  cases  where  the  law  re- 
quires the  first  original  to  be  served  by  the  Sheriff  or  his  deputy,  the 

second  original  shall  be  served  in  like  manner. 
§285.  Hearing,  continuance,  amendments.     [When  the  time  specified  in 

(f)  Acts  of  said  summons  shall  have  arrived  for  the  hearing,  trial  and  judgment 

210.  '  '  of  the  cases  specified,  the  said  County  Judge  shall  proceed  to  hear  and determine  the  said  cases  as  aforesaid,  as  Justices  of  the  Peace  hear  and 

determine  matters  submitted  to  their  jurisdiction,  unless  the  case  is  con- 
tinued, which  continuance  may  be  allowed  for  the  same  grounds  and 

on  the  same  terms  as  cases  are  continued  in  the  Superior  Courts  of  this 
State,  for  a  period  not  exceeding  ten  days ;  said  summons  may  be  an- 

swered to  and  defended  as  suits  in  the  Justice's  Court  by  defendants, 
and  either  party  may  amend  his  pleadings  in  accordance  with  the  gen- 

eral law  of  amendments  and  the  nature  of  the  proceedings.]     (f.) 

No  declaration  need  be  filed  in  an  attachment  case  in  the  County  Court  if  amount 
within  Justice's  jurisdiction  :  58  G-a.,  323.  Need  not  plead  under  oath  either  in  lower 
Court  or  on  appeal  therefrom:  59  Ga„  774. 

Appeals.  [If  either  party  is  dissatisfied  with  the  judgment  of 

i87i-2Cts  °f  ̂ e  County  Judge,  and  the  principal  sum  claimed,  or  damages  claimed, 
290-l'  PP'  exceeds  fifty  dollars,  said  party  may  enter  an  appeal  from  such  judg- 

ment within  four  days,  under  the  same  rules  and  regulations  as  are 

^provided  for  appeals  in  this  Code :  Part  3,  Title  5,  Chapter  1.  When 
such  appeal  is  entered  said  County  Judge  shall  transmit  the  same, 
and  all  papers  connected  with  the  case  appealed,  to  the  Clerk  of  the 
Superior  Court  of  the  county  in  which  the  case  was  tried,  at  least  five 
days  before  the  next  term  of  the  Superior  Court,  there  to  be  tried  and 
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disposed  of  as  provided  for  the  trial  of  appeals  in  the  said  Chapter  1, 
of  Title  5,  in  Part  3  of  this  Code.]     (g.) 

In  Justice  of  the  Peace  Courts,  where  a  set-off  is  plead  for  over  fifty  dollars,  but 
the  suit  is  for  an  amount  under  that,  still  it  is  appealable :  54  Ga.,  122.  Taking  a  bond 
by  a  County  Judge  is  a  ministerial  and  not  judicial  act:  49  Ga.,  284. 

§287.  Certiorari  in  civil  cases.  [If  the  judgment  of  the  County  Judge  W  Acts  of 

has  been  rendered  in  a  case  where  the  principal  sum  or  damage  claimed  291.  '  v' 
does  not  exceed  fifty  dollars,  either  party  may  sue  out  'a  certiorari  to  his 
judgment,  in  conformity  to  the  Constitution  of  this  State  and  the  pro- 

visions of  this  Code  regulating  certioraries ;  and  in  his  petition  for  certio- 
rari may  state  all  the  decisions  and  judgments  complained  of  as  erro- 

neous, from  the  beginning  to  the  end  of  the  case.  All  the  rules  provided 
in  this  Code,  for  preparing,  answering,  hearing,  and  disposing  of  certio- 

raries from  Justice's  Courts,  shall  apply  to  the  said  certioraries  sued  out 
to  the  decisions  and  judgments  of  the  County  Judge,  which  may  be 
disposed  of  by  the  Judge  of  the  Superior  Court,  in  accordance  with 
said  rules,  in  vacation  or  at  a  regular  term  of  the  Superior  Court,  [h.] 

§287.  (a.)  Appointment  of  bailiff.     There  may  be  a  bailiff  of  the  County  Acts  of  1878 

Court,  appointed  by  the  Judge,  for  and  during  his  pleasure;  according"  ' p" to  the  provisions  of  section  288,  and  289  and  290  of  this  Code  are  made 
applicable  to  said  Court  and  the  officers  named  therein.  ~ 

§288.  Bailiff,  his  appointment,  oath  and  bond.     [Said  County  Judge  may  fiL^®*8  of  ̂y:  "^~ 

appoint  an  officer  to  serve  all  processes  issued  by  him,  and  all  his  writs,  290.  "'  vy^^/Z^-f/c^, and  execute  all  orders  issued  by  him,  from  the  resident  citizens  of  the 
county  where  he  is  to  act,  to  be  called  bailiff;  at  any  time  taking  from 
him  the  same  kind  of  a  bond  and  security  as  is  required  of  constables, 
except  it  shall  not  exceed  the  sum ojSS^hundred  dollars,  and adminis-/^/^  «/£-. 
tering  to  him  the  same  oath  administered  to  constables.]     (i.) 

§289.  Special  bailiffs.  [In  cases  of  emergency,  when  more  than  one  ( .i)  Acts  of 

bailiff  is  necessary  to  attend  to  the  business  of  the  County  Judge,  or  290."  'P* there  is  no  regular  bailiff,  or  he  is  sick  or  absent,  or  for  any  other  reason 
he  cannot  conveniently  attend,  said  County  Judge  may  appoint,  by  order 
on  his  docket,  a  special  bailiff,  without  taking  from  him  bond  and 
security,  but  in  all  cases  requiring  the  usual  oath  administered  to  con- 

stables. These  bailiffs,  when  appointed,  shall  have  the  same  authority 
to  serve  processes,  summonses,  orders  and  other  legal  papers  of  the  County 
Judge,  over  the  entire  county  over  which  the  County  Judge  has  juris- 

diction, as  constables  have  in  their  several  districts,  and  shall,  for  the 
county  in  which  they  are  appointed,  have  all  the  rights  of  a  constable, 
and  be  liable  to  perform  all  the  duties  of  a  constable.]     (j.) 

Agent  of  plaintiff  cannot  act  as  special  bailiff  by  appointment:  52  Ga.,  342. 

§290.    Who  may  serve  process.     [The  Sheriff  of  the  county  or  his  deputy,  Sth^Feb* 
or  the  regularly  appointed  bailiff  of  said  County  Court,  may  serve  ana  1873. 
execute  all  processes  returnable  to,  and  all  judgments  rendered  by,  said 
Court,  and  any  process  of  said  Court.]     (k.) 

Service  by  a  constable  deputized  by  a  Sheriff  is  valid  :  61  Ga.,  272. 

§291.  Office  and  dockets,  etc.     The  County  Judge  shall  keep  his  office  i§i4Cp.of 
and  papers  at  the  county  site,  advertising  the  place  thereof  as  Sheriff's  292. 
sales  are  advertised;  he  shall  keep  a  docket  of  all  civil  cases  and  one-Jsfp/Vse. 
for  all  criminal  cases  before  him  or  his  Court,  with  proper  memoranda 
of  the  proceedings  thereon ;  an  execution  docket,  on  which  all  execu- 

tions issued  from  his  Court  shall  be  stated,  and  entries  made  as  re- 
quired upon  the  clerk's  execution  docket  in  the  Superior  Court ;  and 

a  book  of  minutes  in  which  all  the  proceedings  of  the  Court  shall  be 
kept,  noting  the  distinction  between  the  proceedings  of  the  monthly 
and  of  the  quarterly  and  of  special  sessions.     All  the  pleadings  and 
original  papers  in  each  case  shall  be  carefully  labelled  and  kept  of  file, 
but  shall  not  be  required  to  be  recorded. 
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§292.  Executions,  when  and  how  issued.     [So  soon  as  judgment  is  entered, 

Sri^r*  °f  sa^  County  Judge  is  compelled  to  issue  an  execution  upon  such  judg- 
29i.    '  '     ment,  unless  an  appeal  is  taken,  or  a  certiorari  sued  out,  as  hereinbefore provided ;  which  execution  shall  be  in  the  usual  form  issued  by  Justices 

of  the  Peace.]     (1.) 
§293.  Claims  and  illegalities.  [When  such  execution  shall  be  levied 

(m)  Acts  of  on  property  to  which  a  legal  claim  is  asserted,  said  claim  shall,  (con- 

29i!~2' P'  forming  to  the  law  regulating  claims,  as  provided  in  sections  4100  and  ' 
4101  of  this  Code,)  be  disposed  of  by  said  County  Judge  instead  of  a 
jury,  as  heretofore  required  ;  but  the  same  right  of  appeal  and  certiorari 
shall  exist  as  in  cases  provided  for  in  sections  286  and  287 ;  and  if  any 
affidavit  of  illegality  is  taken  to  the  proceeding  of  said  County  Judge, 
or  to  the  execution  of  his  judgments  and  orders,  the  same  shall  be 
returned  to  him  for  disposition,  as  cases  of  illegality  are  returned  to 
the  Superior  Court,  with  the  same  right  of  appeal  and  certiorari  as  is 
herein  allowed  in  claims  and  other  cases.  No  claim  case  or  illegallity 

shall  be  disposed  of  until  the  County  Judge  has  given  ten  days'  notice 
of  the  time  and  place  of  hearing  the  same,  to  the  parties  interested,  or 
their  agent  or  attorneys  at  law.     (m.) 

§294.  Powers  of  the  Judge  as  to  witnesses,  papers  and  contempts..  [The 
(n)  Acts  of  County  Judge  shall  have  the  power  to  procure  testimony  from  witnesses 

291-2. '  PP'  in  his  county  to  compel  production  of  papers,  and  to  procure  testimony 
by  interrogatories  and  commission,  as  Judges  of  the  Superior  Courts, 
and  shall  have  the  same  general  power  to  issue  any  notice,  writ,  order 
and  processes  necessary  to  dispose  of  matter  pertaining  to  his  jurisdiction 
as  are  granted  to  Judges  of  the  Superior  Courts  in  their  jurisdiction, 
and  shall  be  allowed  to  exercise  the  same  authority  as  to  contempts  of 
officers  and  others,  by  fining  not  exceeding  one  hundred  dollars,  and 
imprisonment  not  exceeding  ten. days;  and  whatever  imprisonment  is 
inflicted  by  said  County  Judge,  or  shall  be  necessary  to  enforce  his 
orders  and  sentences,  shall  be  in  the  county  jail  of  the  county  in  which 
he  is  Judge,  over  which,  to  the  extent  of  his  jurisdiction,  he  shall  have 
as  much  control  as  a  Judge  of  the  Superior  Court.]     (n.) 

§295.  Jurisdiction  as  to  tenant,  intruders,  etc.  [Besides  the  civil  cases 

(o)  Acts  of  and '  matters  hereinbefore  mentioned,  said  County  Judge  shall  have 
222.  Acts  of  jurisdiction  to  hear  and  determine  according  to  law  all  applications  for 

1873  Feb"  ̂ ne  evic^i°n  of  intruders,  tenants  holding  over,  partition  of  personal 
property,  for  the  trial  of  possessory  warrants,  to  issue  and  dispose  of 
distress  warrants,  to  issue  attachments  and  garnishments,  to  foreclose 
mortgages  on  personal  property,  liens,  to  attest  deeds  and  other  contracts 
for  registry,  to  administer  oaths  of  all  sorts,  and  to  exercise  the  same 
powers  as  was  given  to  the  County  Court  in  relation  to  attesting, 
approving,  enforcing  and  setting  aside  Court  contracts,  as  described  in 
this  Code.  The  County  Judge  shall  have  authority  to  grant  writs  of 
habeas  corpus  and  determine  the  same,  as  noiv  by  law  is  given  to  Ordina- 

ries in  this  State.  The  said  County  Judge  shall  allow  parties  interested 
to  file  their  defense,  in  writing,  under  oath,  as  all  defenses  in  all  cases 
of  a  civil  nature  before  said  County  Judge  must  be  filed,  and  proceed  to 
give  judgment  only  when  such  notice  and  opportunity  for  defence  is 
offered ;  and  the  same  rights  of  certiorari  shall  exist  as  to  these  sujects 

of  the  County  Judge's  jurisdiction  as  to  other  civil  cases  mentioned  in 
sections  287  and  293,  and  the  same  rights  of  appeal,  when  the  remedy 
by  appeal  is  applicable,  shall  exist  in  relation  to  the  matters  specified 
in  this  section  as  is  provided  in  the  said  sections  286  and  293.]     (o.) 

Need  not  file  a  declaration  in  an  attachment  case  in  the  Justices  of  Peace  Courts :  58 
Ga.,  323.  May  issue  and  dispose  of  distress  warrants  regardless  of  amount  involved: 
60  Ga.,  623.  Under  this  section,  County  Judge  may  issue  a  distress  warrant  just  as  a 
Justice  of  the  Peace  can:  61  Ga.,  12  :  50/123.     • 
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§296.  Fees  and  costs  in  civil  cases.  [The  entire  Court  costs  in  cases  over 

one  hundred  dollars,  exclusive  of  Sheriffs  or  bailiff's  fees,  shall  be  four 
dollars,  and  where  a  less  amount  is  sued  on,  the  costs  in  each  case  shall 
be  two  dollars ;  and  for  other  matters  submitted  to  him  in  the  preced- 

ing section,  the  fees  and  costs  of  said  County  Judge  shall  be  as  follows  : 
For  a  case  in  which  discharge  or  specific  performance  is  prayed,  or  other 
like  case  not  claiming  money,  two  dollars ;  for  the  foreclosure  of  mort- 

gages, the  partition  of  personalty,  the  removal  of  intruders,  or  tenants 
holding  over,  for  the  certiorari  of  any  case,  for  trial  of  possessory  war- 

rants, and  the  like,  three  dollars ;  for  every  Court  contract  which  he 
may  approve,  one  dollar;  and  where  no  provision  is  made  for  fees  and 
costs,  then  his  fees  and  costs  shall  be  such  as  shall  be  assessed  for  his 
services  by  a  Judge  of  the  Superior  Court.]     (p.) 

§297.  Criminal  jurisdiction  and  proceedings.  [Said  County  Judges  shall 
also  have  jurisdiction  and  authority  as  Justices  of  the  Peace  in  this 
State,  upon  affidavit  made  before  them,  to  issue  criminal  warrants — to 
be  in  the  form,  both  as  to  affidavits  and  warrants,  prescribed  in  sec- 

tions 4618  and  4619  of  this  Code — against  all  persons  accused  of  crimes 
and  misdemeanors.  In  cases  which,  upon  an  examinaton — which  ex- 

amination they  are  authorized  to  make — appear  to  be  felonies,  said 
County  Judges  shall  commit  the  party  acccused  to  jail  for  safe  keeping 
so  that  his  presence  may  be  secured  for  trial  before  the  proper  tribunal, 
unless  the  case  be  bailable  by  a  Justice  of  the  Peace,  when  the  accused 
may,  on  complying  with  the  law  respecting  bail,  be  bound  over  to 
appear  before  the  proper  Court  for  the  trial  of  such  a  case  and  answer 
to  the  matters  charged  against  him.  If  the  felony  be  bailable  as  afore- 

said, and  the  defendant  cannot  give  the  bail,  said  Judge  shall  commit 
him  to  jail  for  safe  keeping  so  that  his  presence  may  be  secured  for 
trial  before  the  proper  Court  to  try  such  cases ;  when  the  felony  brought 
before  him  is  bailable  as  aforesaid,  said  Judge  shall  have  the  right  to 
admit  to  bail  at  any  time  until  the  Court  which  has  jurisdiction  of 
felonies  shall  meet.  In  cases  which  do  not  upon  examination  appear 
to  be  felonies,  said  County  Judges  shall  have  full  authority  and  juris- 

diction, as  hereinafter  provided,  to  hear,  determine,  sentence,  decide 
and  adjudicate  upon  the  same,  unless  the  party  accused  shall,  in  a 
writing  signed  by  him,  demand  an  indictment  by  a  grand  jury  of  the 
county  in  which  the  misdemeanor  was  committed.  In  that  case,  the 
County  Judge  shall  require  of  the  defendant  demanding  such  indict- 

ment good  bond  and  security  to  appear  and  answer  to  such  indictment, 
if  found,  at  such  time  and  place  and  before  such  tribunal  as  the  said 
indictment  may  be  tried.  If  no  such  bond  and  security  is  given,  then 
said  County  Judge  shall  commit  to  jail  for  safe  keeping  the  person  so 
accused  and  demanding  such  indictment,  until  the  proper  grand  jury 
can  act  upon  the  charge  and  until  the  case  can  be  legally  determined. 
If  an  indictment  is  found  by  said  grand  jury,  the  Judge  of  the  Supe- 

rior Court  may,  if  he  chooses  so  to  do,  order  said  indictment  to  be  re- 
turned, with  all  the  papers  pertaining  to  said  case,  to  the  County  Judge, 

to  be  disposed  of  by  him,  after  ten  days'  notice  to  the  party  accused 
and  the  prosecutor,  as  others  are  disposed  of  by  him  in  which  no  indict- 

ment has  been  demanded.  In  cases  which  do  not  appear  to  be  felonies, 
and  in  which  no  indictment  is  demanded  by  the  party  charged  with  a 
misdemeanor,  and  in  cases  of  misdemeanors  upon  which  an  indictment 
has  been  found  and  returned  to  the  County  Judge  for  trial,  said  County 
Judge  shall  immediately  proceed  to  hear  and  determine  said  cases, 
unless  a  continuance  shall  be  asked  for  or  a  jury  is  demanded,  as  here- 

inafter provided,  which  continuance,  if  it  fails  within  the  rules  for  the 
continuance  of  criminal  cases  in  the  Superior  Court,  shall  be  granted 
to  such  time  as  is  proper  and  just  under  the  circumstances.    If  parties 

(p)  Acts   of 

1821-2,  p. 

292.     Act  of 24th  Feb., 

1873. 

(q)  Acts  of 

1871-2,  pp. 

292,  293,  Z94. 
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accused  shall  not  ask  a  continuance,  or  shall  be  refused  a  continuance, 
and  shall  demand  a  jury  to  try  their  case,  instead  of  the  County  Judge, 
then  the  case  shall  be  postponed  until  a  jury  can  be  summoned  for  such trial.]     (q.) 

County  Judge  may  try  a  misdemeanor:  63  Ga.,  168.  Warrant  issued  by  County 
Judge,  and  an  accusation  thereon  for  simple  larceny:  62  Ga.,  583.  May  close  a  case 
and  yet  hear  evidence  afterwards;  case  of  a  certiorari  where  accusation  was  for  selling 
liquor  to  minors :  56  Ga.,  601. 

§298.  Jurors,  how  procured  and  impaneled.  [Jurors  shall  be  procured 

i87i-2ts  °f  *n  ̂ e  foil°wing  manner  :  Said  County  Judge  shall,  from  the  list  of  per- 
294-5."'  '  sons  liable  to  do  jury  duty  in  the  county  wherein  he  presides,  make  a list,  and  putting  their  names  in  a  box  kept  for  that  purpose  draw,  by 

lot,  the  names  of  twelve  jurors,  who  shall  be  summoned  by  the  same 
bailiff  already  provided  for  in  this  chapter,  (he  being  fully  author- 

ized to  execute  all  orders,  warrants,  writs  and  precepts,  relative  to 
criminal  proceedings,)  to  attend  before  him  at  such  time  and  place  as 
he  may  select,  anywhere  in  the  county  of  which  he  is  Judge,  when  and 
where  the  party  accused,  and  demanding  a  jury  trial,  shall  be  tried  as 
accused  parties  are  tried  for  misdemeanors  in  the  Superior  Courts  of 
the  State.  The  accused  shall  have  no  right  of  peremptory  challenge 
to  the  jury  so  summoned,  but  may  show  any  of  them  not  to  be  free 
from  legal  exception  if  he  can,  and  if  he  can,  and  such  exception  is 
sustained  by  the  County  Judge,  other  persons  liable  to  serve  as  ju- 

rors shall  be  summoned  by  said  bailiff  as  tales  jurors  are  summoned  in 
the  Superior  Court,  until  the  jury  of  twelve  men  is  obtained.  In 
order  to  procure  an  impartial  jury,  the  County  Judge  shall  ask  the 
jurors,  under  oath,  (which  he  may  administer,)  such  questions  as  will 
ascertain  the  mental  condition  of  the  jury,  and  if  any  are  found  in- 

competent, according  to  the  rules  provided  in  this  Code,  he  shall,  as 
before  provided,  have  tales  jurors  summoned  until  an  impartial  jury 
can  be  procured.  If  the  verdict  of  said  jury,  which  shall  have  the  same 
power  and  duties  as  juries  in  criminal  cases  in  the  Superior  Courts,  as 
to  law  and  facts,  shall  be  against  the  defendant^  he  shall  be  sentenced, 
as  in  cases  where  the  County  Judge  alone  tries  the  case.]  (r.) 

Jury  of  seven  men  not  illegal  under  the  Constitution  of  1868 ;  51  Ga.,  265. 

§299.  Proceedings  where  no  indictment  is  demanded.  When  a  criminal 
Acts  of  1878  case  is  first  called  for  trial,  the  defendant  shall  be  asked  by  the  Judge 

-9,  p.  133.  whether  he  demands  as  a  condition  to  trial,  indictment  or  presentment 
(s)  Acts  of  by  a  grand  jury;  and,  if  he  makes  no  such  demand;  the  fact  shall  be 

294-5."'  PP'  recorded;  he  shall  then  be  asked  whether  he  demands  a  trial  by 
jury,  and  if  he  makes  no  such  demand,  that  fact  shall  be  recorded; 
and  thereupon  a  written  accusation  shall  be  made  out  and  pro- 

ceedings shall  be  had  thereon  as  follows,  viz.:  The  County  Judge 
shall  frame  a  written  accusation,  founded  upon  the  affidavit  charging 
the  defendant,  said  accusation  to  be  in  the  name  of  the  State  of  Georgia, 
signed  by  the  prosecutor,  and  distinctly  setting  forth  the  nature  of  the 
offense  charged,  the  time  when,  where,  and  by  whom  committed,and  that 
it  is  based  upon  said  affidavit  briefly  referring  to  it ;  to  this  accusation 
the  defendant  may  demur  for  insufficiency  or  plead  to  the  merits,  and  if 
the  accusation  is  held  insufficient  the  County  Judge  shall  frame  an- 

other, and  another,  until  one  is  adjudged  legally  sufficient,  but  in  no 
case  shall  the  person  accused  be  discharged  for  such  insufficiency  until 
full  opportunity  is  allowed  to  prepare  the  sufficient  accusation ;  when 
the  case  is  submitted  to  the  County  Judge,  upon  the  pleadings  as  herein- 

before set  forth,  (defendant  being  allowed  full  opportunity  to  plead  and 
defend  as  in  criminal  cases  in  the  Superior  Court,)  the  County  Judge 
shall  give  both  parties,  accuser  and  accused,  time,  if  necessary,  for  a 
fair  and  impartial  hearing,  and  said  County  Judge  shall,  on  the  trial, 
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before  him  or  a  jury,  make  a  thorough  and  careful  examination  of  all 
the  witnesses  and  testimony,  and  in  no  case  allow  either  the  State  or 
the  accused  to  be  prejudiced  from  any  want  of  an  examination  or  cross- 
examination  of  the  witnesses  in  the  case  before  him  ;  after  the  case  is 
submitted,  upon  the  evidence  and  law,  the  County  Judge  or  the  jury,  if  a 
jury  is  demanded,  shall,  in  ascertaining  the  guilt  or  innocence  of  the 
party  accused,  be  governed  by  the  same  rules  as  govern  juries  in  crim- 

inal cases  in  the  Superior  Court;  if  the  decision  of  the  County  Judge, 
or  the  verdict  of  the  jury  is  against  the  defendant,  said  County  Judge 
shall  at  once  sentence  the  accused  according  to  law,  and  the  rules  of 
law  governing  Judges  of  the  Superior  Courts  in  sentencing  parties  found 
guilty  of  misdemeanors.  If  the  decision  of  the  County  Judge,  or  the 
verdict  of  the  jury,  is  in  favor  of  the  accused,  he  shall  be  discharged 
from  the  accusation  so  tried.]     (s.) 

Warrant  issued  by  County  Judge  and  accusation  thereon  :  62  Ga.,  583.  Misdemeanor 
tried  by  County  Court  on  accusation  :  63  Ga.,  168. 

§299.  (a.)  Where  indictment  is  demanded.  Should  the  defendant  so  cle- Acts  ofisrs 

mand  indictment  or  presentment,  that  fact  shall  be  recorded  and  he  ~9'  p'  133- shall  be  committed,  or  bound  over,  to  the  next  Superior  Court,  having 
due  regard  to  the  laws  concerning  bail  in  criminal  cases ;  and  thereupon 
the  warrant,  with  an  entry  made  thereon  by  the  Judge  of  such  demand 
and  of  the  fact  of  bail  or  of  committal,  with  the  bond  if  any,  shall  be 
forthwitk  transmitted  to  the  office  of  the  Clerk  of  the  Superior  Court, 
to  be  proceeded  on  then  according  to  law. 

§299.  (b.)  Where  offense  is  beyond  jurisdiction.  If,  after  hearing  the  Acts  of  i87s 

evidence  on  any  criminal  trial,  it  shall  appear  to  said  Court,  that  the~9'p- 13S- 
offense  is  beyond  the  jurisdiction  thereof,  the  trial  shall  be  discontin- 

ued, and  the  accused  committed,  or  bound  over  to  the  next  Superior 
Court,  according  to  the  law  of  bail  and  commitment ;  and  the  proceed- 

ings shall  be,  as  in  the  preceding  section,  transmitted  to  the  Superior 
C  mrt. 

§299.  (c.)   Transferred  cases,  how  tried.     Such  indictments,  or  present- Acts  of  isrs 
ments,  as  may  be  transferred  to  the  County  Court  by  the  Superior  _9>  p-  m- 
Court,  shall  be  tried  therein  in  the  manner  herein  set  forth,  except  ask- 

ing the  defendant  if  he  demands  indictment  or  presentment. 

§299.   (d.)  Prompt  trial  by  jury,  tohen.     If  any  defendant  in  a  criminal  Acts  of  1878 

case  shall  demand  a  jury  trial,  it  shall  be  promptly  allowed  him;  and"  '  p' the  procuring  and  empaneling  of  juries,  and  their  service  in  the  County 
Court,  shall  be  regulated  by  section  298  of  this  Code. 

§299.  (e.)  Criminal  jurisdiction,  exercised  when.     Said  Court  may  exer- Acts  of  1878 

cise  its  criminal  jurisdiction  at  any  session,  monthly,  or  quarterly,  and,    '  p' 
for  the  trial  of  any  criminal  case,  the  Court  may  sit  at  any  time,  after 

two  days'  notice  to  the  defendant,  or  immediately,  if  such  notice  is waived. 

§299.  (f.)  Prosecuting  officer  in  County  Court.  In  any  County  Court,  Acts  of  1878 

which  is  not  now  provided  by  law  with  a  regular  Solicitor,  the  County _9,  p- 135- 
Judge  may,  in  any  criminal  case,  appoint  any  member  of  the  bar  to 
act  as  prosecuting  counsel;  who,  when  so  appointed,  shall  exercise  all 
the  powers  of  a  Solicitor  as  to  such  case,  and  shall  be  entitled  to  the 
same  compensation  for  services  so  rendered,  as  now  provided  by  law  for 
the  Solicitor  of  the  County  Court,  or  one  acting  as  such.  In  cases  tried 
in  the  County  Court  on  a  written  acccusation  the  County  Solicitor,  or 
the  attorney  appointed  to  prosecute  cases  in  that  Court,  shall  be  en- 

titled to  the  same  fees  now  allowed  by  law  to  Solicitors-General  for  the 
trial  of  like  cases  in  the  Superior  Courts ;  the  fees  are  to  be  paid  as  the 
fees  of  Solicitors-General  are  now  paid,  except  that  the  County  Judge 
instead  of  the  Judge  of  the  Superior  Court  shall  approve  the  cost  bill 
before  the  same  is  paid.     In  cases  transferred  from  the  Superior  to  the 
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County  Courts,  and  there  prosecuted  to  trial  by  the  County  Solicitor 
or  the  attorney  appointed  to  prosecute  such  cases  in  that  Court,  the 
Judge  of  the  Superior  Court  shall  cause  an  equitable  division  of  the 
cost  to  be  made  between  the  Solicitor-General  and  the  County  Solici- 

tor, or  the  attorney  appointed  to  prosecute  in  the  County  Court. 
§300.  Costs  in  criminal  cases,  fines  and  forfeitures.  [When  the  County 

a)  Acts  of  Judge,  or  the  jury,  shall  believe  the  accusations  to  be  malicious,  such 

295l~\jt0i  Judge  or  jury  may  so  find,  and  assess  all  the  costs  against  the  accuser; 
24tii  Feb.,  so,  also,  in  all  cases  where  the  accuser  shall  fail  to  prosecute  the  case, 

said  Judge  shall  order  that  the  accuser  shall  pay  all  the  costs  of  the 
case  from  beginning  to  end,  inclusive,  together  with  the  jail  fees. 
Whenever  said  Judge  shall  adjudge  that  costs  are  to  be  paid,  either  by 
the  accused  or  the  prosecutor,  the  costs  shall  be  assessed  as  follows:  In 
all  cases  begun,  but  not  tried,  two  dollars  shall  be  paid  (by  the  party 
adjudged  liable)  to  the  County  Judge;  in  all  cases  tried  by  the  Judge, 
or  by  him  and  a  jury,  the  costs  to  be  paid  him  (by  the  party  held  liable) 
•shall  be  three  dollars.  In  all  criminal  cases,  and  in  all  civil  cases  where 
the  amount  sued  on  is  over  one  hundred  dollars,  the  Sheriff,  deputy 

sheriff  and  bailiff',  shall  be  entitled  to  the  same  fees  in  said  Court  as  are 
allowed  to  them  for  similar  service  in  the  Superior  Courts  of  this  State; 
and  in  cases  where  a  less  sum  is  sued  on,  one-half  of  said  fees  in  said  Su- 

perior Courts.  All  of  the  costs  assessed  for  the  County  Judge  shall  be 
paid  over  by  him  to  the  county  treasurer  as  fast  as  received,  and  an 
account  given  of  the  same  at  each  term  of  the  Court  to  the  grand  jury. 
If  said  Judge  shall  use  any  of  said  costs,  or  fail  to  turn  over  the  same, 
he  shall  be  liable  criminally,  as  county  treasurer,  under  section  4368  of 
this  Code.  Whenever  the  bailiff  shall  not  be  able  to  collect  his  costs, 
on  account  of  the  poverty  or  insolvency  of  the  defendant,  he  shall  be 
allowed  the  same  from  the  fines  and  forfeitures  hereinafter  mentioned, 
and  costs  paid  over  to  the  county  treasurer  from  cases  in  the  County 
Court,  and  in  all  cases  when  an  accusation  is  made  by  any  person,  the 
County  Judge  is  hereby  required  to  use  the  same  proceedings  to  secure 
the  costs  of  the  cases  presented  to  him  as  the  Code  requires  of  Justices 
of  the  Peace  issuing  criminal  warrants,  not,  however,  exacting  security. 
When  a  party  is  adjudged  liable,  in  a  criminal  proceeding,  to  pay  costs 
or  fines,  or  both,  the  same  shall  be  collected  as  costs  and  fines  are  col- 

lected in  the  Superior  Courts.  Whatever  fines  and  forfeitures  are  col- 
lected by  virtue  of  the  sentence  or  judgment  of  the  County  Judge,  shall 

be  collected  and  paid  over  to  the  county  treasurer  of  each  county.  Said 
County  Judge  shall  have  jurisdiction  to  determine  forfeitures,  as  other 
money  demands,  unless  the  amount  involved  exceeds  his  jurisdiction, 
when  the  bond  shall  be  turned  over  to  be  forfeited  in  the  Superior 
Courts,  and  all  money  collected  thereon,  save  the  expenses  of  collection, 
shall  be  paid  over  by  the  County  Judge  to  the  county  treasurer.]     (t.) 

Misdemeanors  transferred  from  the  Superior  to  the  County  Court,  the  fines  and  for- 
feitures therefrom  paid  to  county  treasurer  after  payment  of  costs :  54  Ga.,  41. 

§301.  Certiorari  in  criminal  cases.  [The  County  Judge  shall  have  the 
(u)  Acts  of  right  to  try  any  and  all  of  the  criminal  cases  which  may  properly 

294-5-6.PP"  come  before  him,  at  any  place  in  the  county,  and  the  right  to  certiorari 
from  his  decision  and  judgment  in  all  criminal  cases  shall  exist  as  in 
all  civil  cases,  and  the  certiorari  shall  be  obtained  and  disposed  of,  either 
in  term  or  vacation,  in  the  following  mode,  to-wit :  Such  certiorari  may 
be  had  under  the  sanction  and  order  of  the  Judge  of  the  Superior  Courts 
of  the  Circuit  in  the  county  in  which  the  case  is  tried,  in  all  criminal 
cases,  upon  a  petition  in  writing,  by  the  defendant,  to  said  Judje,  com- •7  cases,  ujjuii  a.  peni/iuii  in  writing,  uy   tut;  ueieiiuaiiL,  lu  saiu  t;  uu»e,  uuni- 

^/, /%?./!  $  A  .plaining  of  errors  and  showing  sufficient  grounds  of  error,  in %&& days 
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after  such  trial.     This  petition  shall  state  the  grounds  of  complaint, 
and  give  a  brief  of  the  material  evidence,  and  be  duly  sworn  to.]     (u. ) 

Certiorari  and  not  a  new  trial  is  the  remedy  for  a  defendant  convicted:  55  Ga.,  222. 

It  must  appear  that  the  petition  was  sanctioned  and  filed  in  the  clerk's  office  ten  days 
from  the  trial :  64  Ga.,  752.  Where  there  was  a  trial  on  an  accusation  before  a  Justice 
of  the  Peace,  and  a  certiorari  was  applied  for  :  55  Ga.,  380. 

Certiorari,  when  and  how  granted.  [If,  upon  examination,  the<;V)  Aetsof 
Judge  of  the  Superior  Court  shall  consider  the  petitioner  entitled  to  aJS7i-2,  p. 
writ  of  certiorari,  it  shall  be  his  duty  to  issue  such  writ,  directed  to  the 
County  Judge  aforesaid,  as  in  civil  cases,  requiring  him  to  certify  and 
send  up  to  him  a  complete  and  accurate  history  of  the  case  so  tried : 
Provided,  that  no  writ  of  certiorari  shall  be  granted  in  a  criminal  case 
unless  the  accused  shall  first  have  riled  his  affidavit,  setting  forth  that  he 
has  not  had  a  fair  trial,  and  that  he  has  been  wrongly  and  illegally  con- 

victed, and  unless  the  party  applying  shall  give  such  bond  and  secu- 
rity, or  make  such  affidavit  as  is  permitted  in  this  Code  for  parties  in 

criminal  cases  carrying  up  such  cases  to  the  Supreme  Court  of  this 
State.]     (v.) 

Where  there  was  no  affidavit  and  the  certiorari  was  dismissed  :  59  Ga.,  764. 

§303.  Hearing  of  certiorari,  and  judgment  thereon.     [The  history  of  the  (w)  Acts  of 

case  given  by  the  County  Judge  in  obedience  to  the  writ  of  certiorari  .'g^1-2' p' 
shall  be  called  his  answer,  and  which  shall  be  subject  to  correction  and~ traverse  as  is  provided  for  in  sections  3990  and  3994  of  this  Code,  except 
that  said  Judge  of  the  Superior  Court  shall  try  said  traverse.     Said 
Judge  of  the  Superior  Court  shall  hear  and  determine  said  certiorari  and 

return  at  any  time  after  ten  days'  notice  is  given  to  the  accuser,  and 
then  may  pass  such  judgment  or  sentence  as,  in  review  of  the  whole 
case,  is  consistent  with  justice.     In  all  cases  where  the  County  Judge 
alone  tries  the  case,  such  Superior  Courts,  on  certiorari,  may  pass  such 
sentence  or  judgment  as  is  consistent  with  law.]     (w.) 

§304.  Docket  of  criminal  case.     [Said  County  Judge  shall  keep  a  docket  (X)  Acts  of 

of  all  criminal  cases  disposed  of  by  him  as  hereinafter  provided,  and  J|!"--  p- shall  therein  state  the  case,  its  nature  and  disposition,  and  shall,  as  in 
civil  cases,  keep  carefully  all  the  papers  separate  so  as  to  be  able  at  any 
time  to  make  a  true  history  of  the  cases  disposed  of.]     (x. ) 

§305.    Judge's  power  over  the  jail,  and  as  to  contempts.      [Said  County  Acts  of  is? i 
Judge  shall,  in  the  trial  and  determination  of  criminal  cases,  have  the  ~2»  p- 2%- 
same  authority  to  preserve  order  and  punish  contempts  as  is  given  him  (z^Acts  of 

in  civil  cases,  and  shall  have  the  same  authority  and  controlof  the  p^G.' 
jail  for  the  punishment  of  offenders  as  the  Judges  of  the  Superior  Courts.] 

§306.  County  Judge  not  to  act  with  Justices  of  the  Peace.  [Said  County 
Judge  shall  at  no  time  exercise  jurisdiction  in  criminal  cases  in  con- 

currence with  a  Justice  of  the  Peace ;  all  cases  brought  before  the  Jus- 
tices of  the  Peace  of  the  county  if  they  shall  appear  to  be  misdemeanors, 

shall  at  once  be  turned  over  to  the  proper  County  Judge  for  trial,  which 
shall  be  treated  by  him  as  if  originally  brought  before  him],     (z.) 

§307.  Attendance  of  witnesses  compelled.     [Said  County  Judge  shall  have  (a)  Acts  of 

the  same  auchority  to  procure  testimony  and  compel  the  attendance  of  lf^~2'  p' 
witnesses  in  criminal  cases  as  Judges  of  the  Superior  Courts],     (a.) 

§308.  Laivs  made  applicable.     All  the  law  of  this  State  applicable  to  (t»  Acts  of 

criminal  proceedings  before  Justices  of  the  Peace,  and  the  Judges  of  JS?1"^— 
the  Superior  Courts,  not  inconsistent  with  the  provisions  of  this  chap- 

ter and  which  can  be  applied  to  criminal  proceedings  before  County 
Judges,  and  all  the  law  of  this  State  applicable  to  civil  proceedings 
before  Justices  of  the  Peace  not  inconsistent  with  the  provisions  of  this 
chapter,  and  which  can  be  applied  to  civil  proceedings  before  the  said 
County  Judge,  are  hereby  made  apart  of  this  chapter],     (b.) 

6 
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No  pleas  under  oath  required  in  Justice  of  the  Peace  Courts,  or  on  an  appeal  there- 
from in  the  Superior  Court :  59  Ga.,  774.  No  declaration  in  attachment  need  be  filed  in 

County  Court:  58  Ga.,  323.     Discussed  in  reference  to  distress  warrants  :  61  Ga.,  12-14. 

§309.  Certiorari  to  verdict  of  jury.  [Whenever  a  trial  by  jury  is  de- 
(o  Acts  of  nianded,  and  the  same  shall  be  had  before  the  County  Judge  and  a  jury 
1871-2,  p.  on  which  the  County  Judge  is  hereby  authorized  to  act  as  a  Judge  of 

the  Superior  Court  in  criminal  trials,  and  the  party  accused  is  found 
guilty,  and  error  by  the  jury  is  complained  of,  the  Judge  of  the  Supe- 

rior Court  has  full  power,  and  it  is  hereby  made  his  duty,  to  revise  their 
proceedings  by  certiorari,  obtained  as  hereinbefore  provided  in  criminal 
cases  before  the  County  Judge  alone;  and  if  a  material  error  is  discov- 

ered by  him  in  the  finding  of  the  jury  he  shall  grant  a  new  hearing 
before  a  jury,  to  be  had  in  the  same  mode  as  the  first  trial.  The  writ 
of  certiorari  in  this  class  of  cases  shall  be  directed  to  the  County  Judge 
requiring  him  to  certify  all  the  proceedings  before  the  jury,  so  that  the 
Judge  of  the  Superior  Court  can  ascertain  if  any  error  was  committed 
by  the  jury  and  rectify  the  same],     (c.) 

§310.  Process  in  criminal  cases,  how  directed.     [The  County  Judge  ma}% 
<&)  Acts  of  in  criminal  cases  when  he  deems  it  necessary,  direct  his  criminal  vvar- 
29712'  P"     ran^sj  orders  and  proceedings  of  all  sorts,  to  the  Sheriff  of  the  county, 

to  his  own  bailiff  or  any  lawful  constable  of  the  county],     (d.) 

§311.  Bailiff7 s  sales,  how  conducted.     All  sales  to  be  made  by  the  bailiff 
(e)  Acts  of  of  the  County  Judge,  either  in  execution  of  civil  or  criminal  process, 

29?1  2'  P'     sna^  De  at  the  Court  House  of  the  county  or  at  a  Militia  Court-ground 
as  the  County  Judge  may  designate,  having  due  regard  to  the  interest 
of  the  parties;  said  bailiff  first  giving  the  usual  notice  given  by  con- 

stables, or  when  the  County  Judge  may  so  require  giving  notice  by 
advertisement  in  a  newspaper   having  a  general   circulation  in  the 
county],  (e.) 

§312.  Office  of  Judge,  ivhere  kept.      Comity  Judges  shall  keep  their 
Acts  of  is7i  offices  and  all  papers  and  other  things  belonging  thereto,  at  the  county 

-2,  p.  296.    gj£e  an(j  a£  ftiQ  Court  House,  unless  impracticable  from  any  cause,  and notice  of  where  said  office  is  located  shall  be  given  by  publication  for 
the  space  of  two  weeks,  in  a  public  gazette  having  general  circulation 
in  the  respective  counties,  or  by  notice  of  the  same  at  three  or  more  of 
the  most  public  places  in  the  county,  in  the  discretion  of  the  County 
Judges.     Said  offices  shall  be  kept  open  everyday,  except  Sundays  and 

public  holidays.* 
§313.  Judge  shall  do  duties  of  Inferior  Court.     [The  County  Judge  shall 

(g)  Acts  of  discharge  all  the  duties  formerly  devolved  on  the  Justices  of  the  Infe- 
pp^w-s     r^or  Court  as  to  county  business,  except  in  those  counties  where,  by 

local  laws,  other  provision  has  been  made  on  the  subject.]     (g.) 
§314.  Cases  of  misdemeanors  to  be  transferred.  [In  all  of  the  Superior 

(h)  Acts  of  Courts  of  this  State,  where  cases  of  misdemeanors  are  now  pending, 

III1'2'  P'  *ne  same  snall  °e  transmitted  to  the  Courts  created  by  the  law  of  this 
chapter,  after  the  same  are  established,  and  the  Clerks  of  said  Superior 
Courts  shall  then  transmit  to  said  County  Court  the  papers  of  all  sorts 
connected  with  said  cases,  and  when  this  is  done,  the  County  Judges 
shall  proceed  with  such  cases  according  to  the  provisions  of  this 
chapter.]     (h.) 

Fines  and  forfeitures  should  be  paid  to  the  county  treasurer  after  paying  officers  of 
the  Superior  Courts  costs  :  54  Ga.,  41. 

§315.  Costs  in  transferred  cases,  hovo  collected.    [Whenever  an  indictment 
for  a  misdemeanor  shall  be  transferred,  as  provided  in  the  preceding 

is72ActS29«  secti°ni  an(i  the  party  on  the  trial  shall  be  adjudged  liable  to  pay  costs  or 
"'  '  fines,  or  both,  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  County  Judge  to  collect  the same,  as  costs  and  fines  are  collected  in  the  Superior  Courts ;  and,  when 

-•The  last  two  lines  of  this  section,  changed  by  Act  of  1878-9,  p.  132.  See  section  317,  C 
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collected,  before  paying  over  the  same  to  the  County  Treasurer,  to  deduct 
therefrom  the  costs  due  to  the  Solicitor-General  and  Clerk  of  the  Su- 

perior Court,  and  to  pay  the  same  over  to  said  officers,  or  to  retain  such 
amount  subject  to  their  order.]     (i.) 

Costs  should  be  paid  to  officers  of  the  Superior  Court,  and  the  balance  paid  to  the 
county  treasurer :  54  Ga.,  41.     County  Court  Solicitor  is  not  entitled  to  Solicitor-Gen-  ♦ 
eral's  fee  of  five  dollars  for  drawing  a  bill  of  indictment :  Gl  Ga.,  70-1. 

§316.  Salary  of  Judge  may  be    fixed  at  fall  term,.     [If  the  grand  juryO")  Acts  of "IT-IT  !/*/"!  Q7O  y^         t)(|W 

shall,  at  the  spring  term,  fail  to  assess  and  declare  what  amount  shall       '  p      ' 
be  paid  to  the  County  Judge  for  his  services,  as  hereinbefore  provided, 
then  the  grand  jury,  at  the  fall  term,  may  make  the  assessment  and 
fix  said  salaiy,  and  the  same  shall  be  paid  to  said  Judge  by  the  County 
Treasurer,  as  elsewhere  provided  in  this  chapter.]     (j.) 

§317.   County  Judge  may  grant  new  trial.     [Said  County  Judge  shall  uv  Act  of 

have  full  power  to  grant  new  trials  in  all  cases  adjudicated  by  him,  andfj^  Feb" 
his  decision  and  judgment  on  such  new  trials,  excepting  where  grant- 

ing a  new  trial  to  persons  convicted  of  crimes,  shall  be  subject  to  re- 
vision by  writ  of  certiorari  or  appeal,  as  in  other  cases,  and  the  right  of 

appeal,  as  provided  by  law  for  parties  sued  for  more  than  fifty  dollars, 
principal,  shall  extend  to  cases  provided  for  in  this  section.]  (k.)     But  Acts  of 

all  motions  for  new  trials  in  criminal  cases  tried  before  the  County l876'  p" 104" 
Courts  of  this  State,  shall  be  made  within  ten  days  from  the  date  of 
conviction,  and  in  the  same  manner  and  under  the  same  rules  of  prac- 

;  tice  as  are  of  force  in  the  Superior  Courts  of  this  State. 
Cannot  grant  a  new  trial :  55  Ga.,  222.  Unconstitutional  so  far  as  it  attempts  to  con- 
fer on  County  Judge  power  to  grant  new  trials  :  61  Ga.,  454.  Decisions  relating  to  the 

old  County  Court:  35  Ga.,  224,  232,  265;  36/95,  236,  475,  599;  39/39;  40/702;  44/195. 

§317.  (a.)  Certiorari  and  appeal.     In  civil  cases,  the  right  of  certiorari  Acts  of  1878- 

from  the  County  Court  shall  be  as  provided  in  section  287,  and  the  right  ~9,  p-  m 
of  appeal  as  in  section  286 ;  and  in  criminal  cases  the  right  of  certiorari 
and  all  proceedings  thereon  shall  be  as  in  sections  301,  302,  303  and  309 
of  this  Code. 

§317.  (b.)  Certain  sections  applicable  to  all.     Sections  279,  280,  296,  300,  Acts  of  1878 

315,  316  and  317  of  this  Code  are  declared  to  be  applicable  to  all  County  ~9,  p- 136, 
Courts.  • 

§317.  (c.)  County  Courts,  ichere  held,     The  County  Court  shall  be  held  Acts  of  1878 

at  the  Court  House,  or  where  the  Superior  Courts  are  usually  held  in-9'  p" 132' 
the  county ;  and  shall  have  the  same  powers  as  to  continuances  and  ad- 

journments, which  belong  to  the  Superior  Court. 
§317.  (d.)  Extent  of  Act  of  1878-9.  Nothing  in  this  chapter  shall  be 

construed  to  establish  a  County  Court  where  there  is  none,  nor  to  abol- 
ish any  County  Court  now  existing,  nor  to  repeal  any  local  Act  affect- 
ing the  compensation  of  the  officers  of  such  Court ;  nor  to  take  away 

from  any  County  Court,  or  Judge,  jurisdiction  of  any  matter  on  which 
[proceedings  have  begun  before  13th  October,  1879,  but  such  proceedings 
may  be  carried  on  to  completion  as  if  the  Act  of  1879  had  not  been 
passed,  and  nothing  herein  contained  shall  be  construed  to  repeal  sec- 

tion 313  of  the  Code,  in  relation  to  the  duties  of  the  County  Judge  as 
jto  county  business,  and  no  County  Court  shall  be  established  in  any 
county  having  a  City  Court. 

§317.  (e.)  What  laws  repealed.  All  laws,  general  or  local,  except  as  in 
the  Act  of  1879  provided,  by  which  jurisdiction  or  power  is  conferred 
on  any  County  Court,  or  Judge;  or  whereby  its  proceedings  or  practice, 
|or  the  force  or  effect  of  the  process,  judgment  or  decree  of  any  such 
Court  is  defined,  and  all  laws  in  conflict  with  the  Act  of  1878-9,  p.  136, 
are  repealed.         / 

General  Note. — This  chapter  applies  to  all  County  Courts  in  the  State  unless  ex- 
2epted :  50  Ga.,  123.  As  to  certiorari^  from  the  County  Court  the  general  Act  controls  : 
19  Ga.,  173. 
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CHAPTER   V. 

ORDINARIES. 

Article  1. —  The  Ordinaries  and  their  Courts. 
Article  2. — The  Ordinaries  as  Clerks. 

Article  3. —  The  Ordinaries  as  School  Commissioners,  etc. 

ARTICLE    I. 

the  ordinaries  and  their  courts. 

Section. 
3ls.  Name  and  style  of  the  Ordinary. 
319.  His  election  and  term  of  office. 
320.  His  oath  of  office. 
3-ai.  His  bond. 
3-22.  Shall  give  other  security,  when. 
323.  Vacancies,  how  filled. 
324.  Ordinaries  elected  to  fill  vacancies. 
325.  Must  complete  unfinished  business. 
3-26.  When  Ordinary  is  disqualified. 
327'.  Eligibility  and  disability. 
328.  His  trust  as  executor,  administrator,  etc. 
329.  Who  takes  administration. 

Section. 

330.  Where  Ordinary's  office  must  be  kept. 
33 1 .  Jurisdiction  and  powers  of  his  Court. 
332.  May  punish  for  contempt,  etc. 
333.  May  grant  administrations,  when. 
334.  Administration  in  certain  cases. 
335.  Must  report  estates  unrepresented. 
336.  Failing  to  account  as  executors,  etc. 
337.  Authority  over  county  matters. 
33^.  Other  authority. 
339.  Cannot  practice  law  in  his  own  Court. 
340.  May  administer  oaths. 

Act  of  1799,  §318.  (354.)  (294.)  Name,  style,  etc.,  of  Ordinary.  The  Court  established 

a  f'f8i8io  Pursuan^  t°  the  amended  Constitution,  approved  the  second  time  De- 
c  p.  283.  '  cember  5th,  1851,  has  the  name  and  style  of  the  Court  of  Ordinary,  and 
-4ctp°9i1851  the  incumbent  thereof  has  the  name  and  style  of  the  Ordinary. 

§319.  (355.)  (295.)  Election,  etc.  The  Ordinaries  are  elected  by  the 
(a)  Acts  of  people  of  their  respective  counties,  at  the  time  and  in  the  manner  here- 
1872,  pp.  8iinafter  prescribed,  who.  hold  their  offices  for  four  years,  unless  sooner 

removed  in  the  manner  prescribed  by  law  ;  [and  the  terms  of  the  suc- 
cessors to  the  terms  of  the  several  Ordinaries  in  this  State,  who  were 

elected  in  the  year  1868,  shall  begin  on  the  first  day  of  January,  1873, 
and  expire  on  the  first  day  of  January,  1877.  And  succeeding  terms 
of  the  several  Ordinaries  in  this  State  shall,  as  directed  in  this  section, 
begin  on  the  first  day  of  January,  and  expire  on  the  first  day  of  Janu- 

ary, four  years  next  thereafter.]     (a.) 
§320.  (356.)  (296.)  Oath.  Before  entering  on  the  duties  of  their  offi- 

ces, they  must  take  and  file  the  oaths  required  of  all  civil  officers,  and 
in  addition,  the  following  oath  : 

"  I  do  swear  that  I  will  well  and  faithfully  discharge  the  duties  of 
Ordinary  for  the  county  of   ,  during  my  continuance  in  office,  ac- 

cording to  law,  to  the  best  of  my  knowledge  and  ability,  without  favor  or 
affection  to  any  party,  and  that  I  will  only  receive  my  legal  fees.  So 

help  me  God." §321.  (357.)  (297.)  Bond.  They  must  also  give  bond  and  surety,  in 
Acts  of  i85i  the  sum  of  one  thousand  dollars,  for  the  faithful  discharge  of  their  du- 
-2,  p.  96.      £-eg  ag  cierks  0f  ̂ g  Ordinary. 

Only  as  clerk  and  not  for  other  liabilities:  53  Ga.,  301.  Form  of  bond  not  material,  j 
and  it  is  for  the  performance  of  his  duty  as  clerk  :  56  Ga.,  293. 

§322.  Shall  give  other  security,  when.     [If  at  any  time  during  the  term 
(a)  Acts  of  of  such  Ordinary,  it  be  made  satisfactorily  to  appear  to  the  Judge  of 
1871-2,  p.54.  ̂ e  superior  Court,  that  the  bond,  of  such  Ordinary  is  insufficient,  or 

the  security  thereof   insolvent,  it  shall  be  his  duty  to  require  other 
security,  and  on  failure  of  the  Ordinary  to  comply  with  the  order  of 

L 
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the  Judge,  a  Vacancy  shall  be  declared,  as  if  he  had  failed  to  give  se- 
curity in  the  first  instance.]     (a.) 

§323.  (358.)  (298.)    Vacancy,  how  filled.     [When  a  vacancy  occurs  in  Acts  of  ism 

the  office  of  Ordinary  in  any  of  the  counties  of  this  State,  it  shall  •  be  ~2,  p'  95' the  duty  of  the  Clerk  of  the  Superior  Court  of  said  county,  on  the  fact 
of  said  vacancy  being  made  known  to  him,  to  order  an  election  to  take 
place  within  twenty  days  from  the  date  of  said  order,  and  notice  thereof 
shall  be  given  by  publication  in  the  public  gazette  in  which  the  Ordi- 

nary of  said  county  publishes  his  citations]  (a),  and  until  the  vacancy  <a)  Acts  of 
is   filled,  the  said  Clerk  of  the  Superior  Court  shall  perform  all  the 1871-2,  P-29« 
duties  which  the  Ordinary  could  perform  as  clerk,  and  no  more. 

Section  cited,  and  the  Clerk  of  the  Superior  Court  acts  as  clerk  :  46  Ga.,  635. 

§324.  (359.)  (299.)  Ordinary  elected  to  fill  vacancy.  The  person  elected 
to  supply  the  vacancy  must  be  commissioned  for  the  unexpired  term. 

§325.  (360.)  (300.)  Citations,  how  disposed  of .  All  citations  and  other 
unfinished  proceedings  of  the  former  Ordinary  must  be  disposed  of  by 
the  successor  as  though  there  had  been  no  vacancy. 

§326.  (361.)  (301.)  When  Ordinary  is  disqualified.  When  the  Ordinary 
is  disqualified,  the  proceedings  shall  be  carried  as  though  by  consent 
of  parties,  by  appeal  to  the  Superior  Court,  and  when  the  appeal  shall 
have  been  entered  and  filed  in  the  office  of  the  Clerk  of  the  said  Super- 

ior Court  (which  shall  be  done  without  delay),  the  Judge  of  said 
Superior  Court  is  authorized  and  hereby  empowered  to  pass  any  and 
all  orders,  and  issue  all  citations  or  processes  in  the  matter,  cause,  or 
proceeding  appealed,  as  before  herein  provided,  in  the  same  manner 
and  upon  such  terms  as  the  Ordinary  would  be  authorized  to  do,  if  he 
were  not  so  disqualified,  and  the  said  Judge  of  the  Superior  Court  may 
pass  any  such  order  and  issue  such  citations  either  in  term  time  or 
during  vacation  at  chambers,  and  all  orders  or  citations  made  and  passed 
by  such  Judge  shall  be  entered  by  the  Clerk  of  said  Superior  Court 
upon  the  minutes  of  said  Court,  and  shall  also  be  transmitted  by  said 
Clerk  of  said  Superior  Court  to  the  Court  of  Ordinary  of  such  county, 
and  shall  likewise  be  recorded  on  the  minutes  of  said  Court  of  Ordi- 

nary :  Provided,  nothing  herein  contained  shall  authorize  or  empower 
such  Judge  to  pass  upon  or  determine  any  controverted  questions  or 
issues  of  fact,  or  caveats  filed  to  any  application  or  in  any  proceeding  so 
appealed  from  the  Ordinary,  but  all  issues  of  fact,  controverted  ques- 

tions and  caveats  shall  be  passed  upon  at  the  regular  terms  of  said  court, 
and  by  the  jury,  except  by  the  consent  of  all  parties  at  interest,  who 
shall  agree  that  the  same  may  be  determined  and.  passed  upon  by  the 
said  Judge,  and  in  the  meantime  temporary  letters  shall  issue  or  other 
legal  means  used,  if  necessarv,  to  preserve  the  estate. 

§327.  (362.)  (302.)  Eligibility  and  disability  of  Ordinary.  The  eligi- 
bility and  disabilities  of  the  Ordinary,  aside  from  the  Constitution,  are 

the  same  as  the  Clerks  of  the  Superior  Courts  for  their  offices,  with  the 
addition  that  they  cannot,  during  their  terms  of  office,  be  executors, 
administrators  or  guardians,  or  other  agent  of  a  fiduciary  nature  required 
to  account  to  their  Courts;  but  they  may  be  administrators,  guardians 
or  executors,  in  cases  where  the  jurisdiction  belongs  to  another  county, 
or  where,  in  special  cases,  they  may  be  allowed  by  law  and  required  to 
account  to  the  Ordinary  of  another  county. 

§328.  (363.)  (303.)  His  trust  as  executor.  When  any  persons  holding 
such  trusts  are  elected  Ordinaries,  their  letters  and  powers  (immediately) 
abate  on  their  qualification. 

§329.  (364.)  (304.)  Who  administers  when  Ordinary  is  clerk.  When  the 
Ordinary  is  also  the  Clerk  of  the  Superior  Court,  and  there  is  no  public 
administrator,  or  other  person  upon  whom  the  law  casts  the  administra- 

Actsof  1880 
-1,  p.  72. 

/ff. 

/4rz>, 

Acts  of  1851 
-2,  p.  93. 

Acts  of  1851 
-2,  p.  93. 

§2495. 
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tion  of  unrepresented  estates,  such  administrations  are  c*ast  upon  the Sheriffs  of  the  several  counties  who  must  become  such  administrators. 
§330.  (365.)  (305.)  Office,  where  kept.  The  Ordinaries  must  keep  their 

offices  at  the  place  and  in  the  manner  prescribed  for  Clerks  of  the  Supe- 
rior Courts,  and  must  hold  their  Courts  at  the  place  prescribed  for  the 

Superior  Courts,  or  in  their  offices. 
§331.  (366.)  (306.)  Jurisdiction,  etc.  Courts  of  Ordinary  have  author- 

ed °28i799'  ̂ y  ̂°  exer°ise  original,  exclusive  and  general  jurisdiction  of  the  follow- 
Act'of  i8io,  ing  subjects-matter: 
C  p.  283.  °  J 
Acts  of  1851       Section  cited,  63  Ga.,  770.     Courts  of  Ordinary  are  Courts  of  general  jurisdiction :  56 

-2.  P-  91'     .  Ga.,  431.     Courts  of  general  -jurisdiction  as  to  matters  relating  to  intestates'  estates:  54 Acts  of  185o  nfl     Aan 

-6,  p.  147.  '         ' 1.  Probate  of  wills. 

What  is  meant  by  exclusive  jurisdiction:  52  Ga.,  159.  A  Court  of  chancery  cannot 
set  aside  a  will  afterprobate»of  the  will  in  a  Court  of  Ordinary  :  53  Ga.,  302. 

2.  The  granting  of  letters  testamentary,  of  administration,  and  the 
repeal  or  revocation  of  the  same. 

The  granting  of  letters  of  administration  may  be  impeached  for  want  of  power :  18 
Ga.,  173-176. 

3.  Of  all  controversies  in  relation  to  the  right  of  executorship  or 
administration. 

4.  The  sale  and  disposition  of  the  real  property  belonging  to,  and  the 

distribution  of,  deceased  persons'  estates. 
Section  cited  and  construed:  47  Ga.,  200.  Ordinary  may  order  the  sale  without  ex- 

press authority  of  law  :  50  Ga.,  567-8. 

5.  The  appointment  and  removal  of  guardians  and  minors  and  per- 
sons of  unsound  mind. 

6.  All  controversies  as  to  the  right  of  guardianship. 
Estoppel,  as  to:  25  Ga.,  696.     Cannot  appoint  a  guardian  for  infant  residing  out  of 

"his  county:  25  Ga.,  613. 

7.  The  auditing  and  passing  returns  of  all  executors,  administrators 
and  guardians. 

8.  The  discharge  of  former,  and  the  requiring  of  new  surety  from  ad- 
ministrators and  guardians. 

9.  The  issuing  commissions  of  lunacy  in  conformity  to  law. 
10.  Of  all  such  other  matters  and  things  as  appertain  or  relate  to  es- 

tates of  deceased  persons,  and  to  idiots,  lunatics  and  insane  persons. 
11.  Of  all  such  matters  as  may  be  conferred  on  them  by  the  Consti- 

tution and  laws. 

12.  [And  concurrent  jurisdiction  with  the  County  Judge  in  the  bind- 
(a)  Acts  of  ing  out  of  orphans  and  apprentices,  and  all  controversies  between 
1865-6,  p.  6.  master  and  apprentice.]     (a.) 

General  Note. — Previous  to  1839  where  there  were  assets,  since  that  time  a  different 
rule  has  prevailed :  21  Ga.,  161.  Jurisdiction  denied  unless  orphan  lives  in  the  county 
or  has  property  there:  7  Ga..  362.  Discussed:  8  Ga.,  236;  12/424.  Courts  of  Ordinary 
are  Courts  of  general  and  exclusive  jurisdiction:  13  Ga.,  1;  47/195.  Not  a  Court  of 

,  limited  jurisdiction  so  far  as  testate  and  intestate  estates  are  concerned:  14Ga.,27; 
18/526.  Is  a  Court  of  general  jurisdiction,  in  the  matter  of  appointment  of  guardians: 
24  Ga.,  245.  The  Act  of  1829  gave  the  Court  of  Ordinary  all  the  powers  of  a  Court  of 
chancery  :  24  Ga.,  558.  Probate  of  wills  pertains  to  Courts  of  Ordinary  generally,  and 
not  to  Courts  of  chancery  :  27  Ga.,  17.  When  the  Ordinary  can  apprentice  an  illegiti- 

mate: 36  Ga.,  440.     As  to  year's  support:  45  Ga.,  459. 
Jurisdiction  of-  Probate  Courts :  18  Am.  D.,  116,  n  ;  20  Am.  P.,  555 ;  27/276.  and  note. 

286;  Wells'  Jur.,  §274;  30  Am.  P.,  746;  32/309.  How  determined  by  domicile:  Wells5 
Jur.,  §275.  Conclusiveness  of  records:  14  Am.  D.,  663,  n;  Wells'  Jur.,  §274.  Order  to 
sell  land:  Wells'  Jur.,  §282,  and  note,  §2559.  Cannot  control  acts  of  executor,  etc.,  in 
another  Court:  Wells'  Jur.,  §289.  Ordinary  may  probate  will  attested  by  him  :  Wells' 
Jur.,  §301.  If  interested,  his  acts  are  voidable,  not  void  :  Wells'  Jur.,  §301.  May  issue 
citations  for  probate  of  will  in  which  he  is  legatee,  but  cannot  decide  the  question: 
33  Am.  R.,  346.  Practice  should  conform  to  that  of  similar  jurisdiction  in  England: 
R.  M.  Charl.,  100. 
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§332.  (367.)v  (307.)  May  punish  for  contempt.    .Such  Courts  may  issue  §4121. 
rules  and  attachments  for  contempts  offered  the  Court,  or  its  process,  by 
any  executor,  administrator,  guardian  or  other  person,  and  may  punish 
the  same  by  a  fine  as  high  as  fifty  dollars,  or  imprisonment  not  exceed- 

ing five  days  (one  or  both). 
§333.  (368.)  (308.)   Ordinary  may  grant  administration.     The  Ordinary  §2.302. 

can  grant  administration  upon  no  person's  estate  who  was  not  a  resi- 
dent of  the  county  where  the  application  is  made  at  the  time  of  his 

death,  or,  being  a  non-resident  of  the  State,  has  property  in  said  county, 
or  a  bona  fide  cause  of  action  against  some  person  therein. 

As  applicable  to  non-residents  :  62  Ga.,  637. 

§334.  (369.)  (309.)  Administration,  in  what  county  granted.  When  such 
non-resident  deceased  persons  have  such  property  or  cause  of  action  in 
more  than  one  county,  such  letters  may  be  granted  in  either  county, 
and  the  Ordinary  first  granting  them  acquires  exclusive  jurisdiction. 

Where  non-resident  has  bonds  or  promissory  notes:  52  Ga.,  648,  653.  As  to  non- 
residents: 62  Ga.,  637. 

§335.  (370.)  (310.)   Unrepresented  estates,  etc.     Such  Ordinaries  shall,  at  Acts  of  issi 

each  term  of  the  Superior  Courts  of  their  respective  counties,  report  to-2' p* 98- 
the  presiding  Judge  the  estates  in  their  hands  unrepresented,  together 
with  their  condition. 

§336.  (371.)  (311.)  When  ineligible.  If  any  Ordinary  fails  faithfully 
to  account  as  executor,  administrator  or  guardian,  after  becoming  such 
Ordinary,  which  trusts  he  held  at  the  time  of  his  election,  he  is  ineli- 

gible to  a  re-election. 
§337.  (346.)  (286.)  Authority  over  county  matters.  [The  Ordinary,  when  (a)  Const.  + 

sitting  for  county  purposes,  has  original  and  exclusive  jurisdiction  n,  sec'.  7.r" 
over  the  following  subject-matters,  to-wit 

1.  In  directing  and  controlling  all  the  property  of  the  count}7  as  he  *^ 
may  deem  expedient  according  to  law 

Where  he  cannot  buy  land  for  the  county:  49  Ga.,  38.     Control  of  the  county  prop-    s  *?*f% 
erty  formerly  belonged  to  the  Inferior  Court:  9Ga.,486;  13/502. 

2.  In  levying  a  general  tax  for  general,  a  special  tax  for  particular, 
county  purposes,  according  to  the  provisions  of  this  Code. 

3.  In  establishing,  altering  or  abolishing  all  roads,  bridges  and  ferries, 
in  conformity  to  law. 

4.  In  establishing  and  changing  election  precincts  and  militia  dis- 
tricts. 

5.  In  supplying,  by  appointment,  all  vacancies  in  county  offices,  and 
in  ordering  elections  to  fill  them. 

6.  In  examining,  settling  and  allowing  all  claims  against  the  county. 

Calling  on  the  county  treasurer  for  a  settlement  of  accounts:  64  Ga.,  677-9. 

7.  In  examining  and  auditing  the  accounts  of  all  offices  having  the 
care^  management,  keeping,  collection  or  disbursement  of  money  be- 

longing to  the  county  or  appropriated  for  its  use  and  benefit,  and 
bringing  them  to  a  settlement. 

8.  In  making  such  rules  and  regulations  for  the  support  of  the  poor 
of  the  county,  for  county  police  and  patrol,  for  the  promotion  of  health 

and  quarantine,' as  are  granted  by  law  or  not  inconsistent  therewith. 9.  In  regulating  peddling  and  fixing  the  costs  of  license  therefor.] 
(a.) 

General  N"< member  of  the 

money  and  negotiating  bonds  for  the  county  :  45  Ga.,  325?    As  to  transfer  "of  juris'dic* tion  to  the  Ordinary,  and  cannot  be  treasurer  of  board  of  education:  45  Ga.,  498. 

Note.— The  Ordinary  under  the  Constitution  of  1868  has  the  duties  of  each 
le  Inferior  Court:  41  Ga.,  222.     Injunction  against  an  Ordinary  borrowing 
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§338.  (347.)  (287.)  Other  authority.  [The  Ordinary  also  has  author- 

ity— 1.  To  sit  at  any  time  as  a  Court  for  county  purposes  and  for  the  exer- 

of  lS^Art  c^se  °f  any  Power  ne  possesses  as  a  quasi  corporation, contra-distinguished 
n,  sec.  7.    from  his  power  as  a  Court. 

Justices  of  the  Inferior  Court,  a  quasi  corporation  with  limited  powers  :  13  Ga.,  502. 
Justices  of  the  Inferior  Court  could  not  be  sued  as  a  quasi  corporation:  15Ga.,309; 
18/473.     But  see  section  492. 

2.  To  appoint  any  person  to  discharge  any  trust  authorized  by  his 
powers,  where  no  other  person  is  designated  by  law,  and  to  regulate  his 
compensation,  and  to  take  bond  and  security. 

3.  To  approve  all  official  bonds  required  of  him  by  law  and  sent  to 
him  by  the  Governor  with  the  dedimus,  to  qualify  such  officers,  and  to 
deliver  them  their  commissions. 

/ft?  S/2  ?  ^'  ̂ °  exer°ise  such  other  powers  as  are  granted  by  law  or  are  indis- 
/<?  y*     •<*-«  pensable  to  his  jurisdiction.]  (b.) 5.  It  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  Ordinary  of  each  county  in  this  State, 

Acts  of  1875,  in  each  year,  before  the  county  tax  is  levied,  upon  application  to  him 
Actsof  1876,  and  proof  being  shown  to  him  by  any  person,  that  he  entered  into 
p.  109.         the  military  service  in  defense  of  the   South,  during  the  late  civil 

war  between  the  Confederate  States  and  the  United  States  of  Amer- 
ica ;  that  he  served  faithfully  in  said  service,  and   in  the  same,  or 

since  the  war,  by  reason  of  said  service,  lost  both  eyes,  or  two  limbs, 
meaning  thereby  arms,  or  legs ;  or  who  had  but  one  eye,  and  lost  the 
same  in  the  service  of  the  Confederate  States,  or  had  it  so  damaged  as 
to  result  in  the  loss  of  the  same ;  that  he  has  not  more  than  one  thou- 

sand dollars  of  taxable  property,  to  levy  a  special  tax,  as  a  part  of  the 
county  tax.,  of  one  hundred  dollars  for  each  of  such  applicants,  when 
such  proof  is  made  to  his  satisfaction,  which  tax  shall  be  collected  by 
the  County  Tax  Collector,  and  paid  over  by  him  to  such  applicant, 

;  when  he  is  shown  by  him  a  proper  certificate  from  the  Ordinary  of  said 
county  ;  said  tax  of  one  hundred  dollars  shall  only  be  levied  for  a  citizen 
of  said  county,  and  shall  cease  when  such  applicant,  so  relieved,  ceases 
to  be  a  citizen  of  said  county. 

§339.  (372.)  (312.)  Cannot  practice  law  in  his  otvn  Court.  No  Ordinary 
Acts  onssi  shall  engage,  directly  or  indirectly,  in  the  practice  of  law  in  his  own 

ActPof9i859, or  ln  the  name  of  another,  as  a  partner,  open  or  silent,  or  otherwise,  in 
/2     j       /3i:18*  any  cause  or  proceeding  in  his  own  Court,  or  in  another  Court  of  which 
>^£»yC <w+-*~  ̂ t*—  'his  own  Court  has,  or  has  had,  or  may  have  jurisdiction. 
;  £L(*m-^l».  ffj*  #  &  "■       Ordinary  also  an  attorney  cannot  give  a  professional  opinion  of  the  construction  of 

^^y  V   /  a  will  that  might  come  under  his  jurisdiction :  26  Ga.,  127. 
/  §340.  (373.)  May  administer  oaths.     [The  several  Ordinaries  of  this 

Acts  of  1865  State  are  authorized  to  administer  oaths  in  all  cases  where  the  author- 
ity is  not  specially  delegated  to  some  other  officer,  and  receive  the  same 

fees  therefor  as  are  allowed  Justices  of  the  Peace.] 

ARTICLE  II. 

THE    ORDINARIES   AS   CLERKS. 

Section. 
341.  Ordinaries  may  appoint  clerks. 
342.  Powers  of  such  clerks. 

Section. 
343.  The  Ordinary  may  require  bond,  etc. 
344.  Special  duties  of  the  clerk. 

§341.  (374.)  (313.)  Ordinaries'  clerks.  The  Ordinaries  are,  by  virtue 
Acts  of  1851  of  their  offices,  clerks  of  their  own  Courts,  but  they  may,  at  their  own 

~2'  p' 50'  expense,  appoint  one  or  more  clerks,  for  whose  conduct  they  are  respon- sible, who  hold  their  offices  at  the  pleasure  of  such  Ordinary. 
Contest  for  clerk  of  Ordinary  :  8  Ga.,  360. 
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§342.  (375.)  (314.)  Poivers  of  clerk.  Such  appointed  clerks  may  do  all 
acts  the  Ordinaries  could  do,  not  judicial  in  their  nature. 

§343.  (376.)  315.)  Bond.  When  clerks  are  thus  appointed,  before 
entering  on  the  duties  of  their  offices,  they  may  give  to  the  Ordinary  a 
bond  and  security  in  the  sum  of  one  thousand  dollars. 

§344.  (377.)  (316.)  Duties  of  clerk  It  is  the  duty  of  such  clerks,  or 
the  Ordinaries  acting  as  such —  ,    B       .  v       K  s 

1.  To  issue  all  citations  required  by  law.  f-*~Jz^~-***~i£-*~  *-^4^^  c-^-ti*.  *:&*^J*  £-* 

2.  To  grant  temporary  letters  of  administration.   <*+*-+&*  *t%~>**<*~t--*-^.//KJ~-~iJ.y0, Certiorari  to  the  Superior  Court  where  the  Ordinary  grants  letters  of  administration 
pendente  lite  :  40  Ga.,  390-1. 

3.  To  grant  marriage  licenses. 
4.  To  issue  all  fi.  fas.  for  costs  on  all  judgments  of  the  Ordinary  or 

other  process  necessary  to  enforce  them. 
5.  To  issue  subpoenas  for  witnesses,  and  all  similar  process  for  rip- 

ening a  trial. 
6.  To  issue  any  paper  or  process  by  order  of  the  Ordinary,  and  bearing 

test  in  his  name  as  other  clerks. 
7.  To  keep  fair  and  regular  minutes  of  each  session  of  the  Court, 

entered  in  a  well-bound  book,  and  such  other  services  during  term  time 
as  the  Ordinaries  may  require. 

8.  To  keep  in  their  offices  other  suitable  books  for  the  following  pur- 
poses, viz. : 

A  book  for  the  record  of  wills. 

Another  for  the  record  of  all  letters  of  administration  and  guardian- 
ship. 

Another  for  the  record  of  all  bonds  given  by  administrators  and  guar- 
dians. 

Another  for  the  record  of  all  appraisements,  inventories  and  sched- 
ules; 

Another  for  the  record,  of  all  accounts  of  sales. 
Another  for  the  record  of  all  accounts  current  authorized  to  be  made 

to  the  Ordinary,  together  with  the  vouchers  accompanying  the  same. 
Another  for  the  record  of  all  marriage  licenses  and  the  returns 

thereon. 

Another  as  a  docket  in  which  to  enter  all  applications  and  other  pro- 
ceedings, in  the  order  they  are  made,  and  which  shall  be  called  in  like 

order  at  each  session. 
Another  for  the  record  of  all  official  bonds  required  to  be  recorded  in 

the  Ordinary's  office. 
9.  To  procure  and  preserve,  for  public  inspection,  a  complete  file  of 

all  newspapers  in  which  their  advertisements  appear,  as  the  Clerks  of 
the  Superior  Court  are  required. 

10.  To  keep  their  books  and  papers  arranged,  filed,  and  labeled  and 
indexed,  as  clerks  are  required. 

11.  To  give  transcripts  likewise  as  they  are  required,'  and  when 
the  Ordinary  and  the  clerk  are  the  same  person,  so  to  state  in  the  cer- 
tificates. 

12.  To  perform  any  other  duty  required  of*  them  by  law,  or  which  is indispensable  to  those  required. 
[Sees.  378,  379  and  380  repealed  by  Act  of  1872,  p.  64.  See  45  Ga., 

498.] 

Referring  to  section  (378)  as  being  repealed,  alluded  to :  45  Ga.,  498-9. 
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CHAPTER  VI. 

SHERIFFS   AND   THEIR  DUTIES. 

Section. 
345.  Sheriffs,  how  elected. 
346.  A  surety  for  tax  collector. 
347.  Vacancies  in  the  office  of  Sheriff. 
348.  His  oath  of  office. 
349.  Must  give  bond. 
350.  Bond  to  be  examined. 
351.  His  bond,  where  recorded. 
352.  Judge  of  the  Court  may  examine. 
353.  When  a  Sheriff  is  succeeded. 

354.  Sheriff's  office— where  to  be  kept. 
355.  May  appoint  deputies. 
356.  The  Sheriff  is  jailer. 

Section. 
357.  Jailers  must  take  an  oath. 
358.  Bond  and  oath  must  be  recorded. 
359.  Jailers  bound  to  receive  prisoners. 
360.  Sheriff  liable  for  acts  of  deputy. 
361.  Sheriff's  duty  in  executing  orders. 
362.  May  administer  oaths. 
363.  His  book  of  entries  when  filled. 
364.  Cannot  purchase  at  his  own  sale. 
365.  When  allowed  fees. 
366.  Defaulting  Sheriffs. 
366.  (a)  Prison  record. 
366.  (b)  Grand  jury  to  inspect  record. 

-4,p 

§3342, 

28. 

§345.  (381.)  (320.)  Sheriff's  election  and  qualification.  Sheriffs  are  elec- 
ed,  qualified,  commissioned,  hold  their  offices  for  the  same  term,  and  are 
subject  to  the  same  disabilities  as  the  Clerks  of  the  Superior  Courts. 

§346.  (382.)  (321.)  'A  surety  for  tax  coller! or.  A  surety  for  any  tax  col- lector or  other  holder  of  public  money  is  ineligible  to  the  office  of 
Sheriff,  until  all  moneys  for  which  he  is  bound  shall  have  been  paid  to 
the  proper  authority. 

§347.  (383.)  (322.)  Vacancies.  Vacancies  are  filled  and  the  after  pro- 
Acts  ofi853  ceedings  are  as  in  cases  of  vacancies  in  Clerks  of  the  Superior  Courts, 

except  that  in  case  there  is  a  failure  to  appoint,  as  set  forth  in  section 
260 ;  the  coroner  of  the  county  shall  act  as  Sheriff,  and  if  there  is  no  coro- 

ner the  Ordinary  shall  make  a  temporary  appointment,  and  on  failure 
of  both,  the  Sheriff  of  any  adjoining  county  is  authorized  .to  act  as 
Sheriff  until  the  Ordinary  shall  make  their  appointment  or  there  is  an 
election. 

§348.  (384.)  (323.)  Oath  of  office.  Before  entering  on  the  duties  of  their 
office  they  shall  take  and  subscribe,  besides  the  oath  of  all  the  civil 
officers,  the  following  oath,  before  the  Judge  of  the  Superior  Court  or 
Ordinary,  viz: 

"  I  do  swear  that  I  will  faithfully  execute  all  writs,  warrants,  pre- 
Actof  1799,  cepts  and  processes  directed  tome  as  Sheriff  of  this  county,  or  which  are 

Ac?'of7i803  directed  to  all  Sheriffs  of  this  State,  or  to  any  other  Sheriff  specially,  I 

a'  ?'  f9?^'  can  iawfuiiy  execute,  and  true  returns  make,  and  in  all  things  well  and 
c.  p.  217.    '  truly,  without  malice  or  partiality,  perform  the  duties  of  the  office  of 

Sheriff  of   county,  during  my  continuance  therein,  and  take  only 
my  lawful  fees.     So  help  me  God."  . 

§349.  (385.)  (324.)  Bond.  They  shall  also  give  a  bond,  with  at  least 
two  sureties,  in  the  sum  of  [ten]  (a)  thousand  dollars  (unless  changed 
to  a  less  or  greater  amount  by  local  acts  now  in  force  or  hereafter  to  be 
enacted,)  conditioned  for  the,  faithful  performance  of  their  duties  as 
Sheriffs,  by  themselves,  their  deputies  and  their  jailers,  and  upon  the 
terms  required  by  law. 

There  must  be  some  breach  of  official  duty  to  be  a  breach  of  the  bond :  19  Ga.,  274. 
Good  as  a  voluntary  bond  although  not  executed  within  the  time  required :  1  Ga.,  574. 
Voluntary  bond  enforced  as  at  common  law:  3  Ga.,  499.  Sheriffs  voluntary  bond 
covers  the  acts  of  his  deputy:  9  Ga.,  314,  When  the  admissions  of  a  Sheriff  are  admis- 

sible against  his  sureties:  14  Ga.,  584.  Sureties  on  bond  applying  for  release,  and  the 
Sheriff  failing  to  give  bond  as  required,  vacates  his  office  :  46  Ga.,  635.  Liabilities  of 
sureties  where  Sheriff  receives  money  after  the  qualification  of  his  successor:  2  Ga., 
248.  Delivery  of  the  bond:  3  Ga.,  506.  Bond  void  where  condition  not  performed 
as  to  other  signatures,  escrow:  6  Ga.,  202.  When  bond  not  delivered  as  an  escrow: 
11  Ga.,  286.  When  the  bond  is  not  approved  as  required  by  law  it  is  not  good  as  a 
statutory  bond  :  6  Ga.,  552.  When  cannot  supersede  one  bond  by  another :  9  Ga.,  585. 
When  sureties  are  released,  and  as  to  the  object  in  requiring  a  bond:  17  Ga.,  521. 
What  declarations  sufficient  in  an  action  on  a  bond  :  6  Ga.,  239.  When  sureties  not 
discharged:  6  Ga.,  239.  Effect  of  rule  absolute  in  suit  on  bond  :  6  Ga.,  239.  Rule  ab- 

solute against  a  Sheriff  in  a  suit  on  his  bond,  conclusive  against  the  principal  and  pre- 
sumptive as  to  the  sureties  :  7  Ga.,  445.  Sureties  may  defend  against  a  Sheriff's  bond 

by  showing  a  former  suit  in  his  favor:  30  Ga.,  927.     Judgment  against  the  Sheriff 

(a)  Acts  of 
1866,  p.  17. 
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admissible  against  the  surety  on  his  bond  :  30  Ga.,  928.  Debt  on  Sheriff's  bond  under 
Act  of  1809  (C,  p.  200)  and  of  1823  (C,  p.  539) :  12  Ga.,  36.  Proof  is  not  thrown  on  the 
plaintiff  to  show  that  the  bond  conforms  to  the  statute,  where  there  is  no  plea  of  non 
est  factum:  15  Ga.,  423.  Trespass  on  the  case  against  a  Sheriff  for  damages,  for  not  ad- 

vertising a  sale  under  an  execution:  31  Ga.,  601-6.  Where  there  was  no  defense  filed 
to  a  suit  on  a  bond,  judgment  was  rendered  by  the  Court :  60  Ga.,  314.  Declaration  in 
suit  on  a  boiid  for  failing  to  serve  process,  etc. :  62  Ga.,  168.  May  proceed  against  a 
surviving  surety  where  the  others  on  the  bond  are  dead  :  48  Ga.,  550.  Judgment  against 
the  Sheriff  reversed,  the  sureties  not  appealing  held  not  liable:  18  Ga.,  38.  When  an 
attorney  may  sue  for  himself  on  Sheriff's  bond:  34  Ga.,  173.  Measure  of  damages 
against  a  Sheriff  for  failure  to  serve  process  is  the  loss  suffered  by  such  failure:  63  Ga., 
509. 

Brandt  on  S.  &  G.,  §§448,  456,  483-489;  9  How.,  297;  18/396;  14  Am.  D.,  259;  15/167; 
20/218  ;  4  C.  L.  J.,  238. 

§350.  (386.)  (325.)  By  whom  examined  and  approved.  Such  bonds 
shall  be  approved  by  the  Ordinary  of  the  county,  and  then  deposited  in 
the  office  of  the  Clerk  of  the  Superior  Court  until  the  first  session  of 
that  Court  thereafter,  when  the  presiding  Judge  shall  examine  said 
bonds,  and  if  taken  in  conformity  to  the  law,  and  the  sureties  are  suffi- 

cient, so  declare  by  order,  and  have  them  spread  upon  the  minutes  of 
the  Court;  and  if  it  has  not  been  so  taken  they  shall  give  another 
ibond,  which  said  Judge  is  authorized  to  take  and  have  entered  on  said 
minutes. 

As  to  the  substitution  of  another  bond  :  9  Ga.,  585. 

§351.  (387.)  (326.)  Bond  to  be  recorded,  etc.  When  said  bonds  are 
|  thus  approved  by  the  Ordinary,  and  before  deposited  in  said  office,  they 
shall  be  recorded  in  the  office  of  the  said  Ordinary,  and  after  being 
passed  upon  by  the  Judge  of  the  Superior  Court,  shall  be  returned 
to  the  office  of  said  Ordinary  and  by  him  filed  ;  and  if  the  Judge  of  the 
Superior  Court  compels  said  Sherifl  to  give  a  new  bond,  after  having 
been  approved  and  entered  on  the  minutes,  it  shall  be  filed  in  the  office 
of  the  the  Clerk  of  the  Ordinary,  and  be  recorded  therein  without  fur- 

ther approval. 
§352.  (388.)  (327.)  Judges  of  Superior  Court  may  examine  said  bond. 

If  a  term  of  the  Superior  Court  is  held  in  the  county  before  the  Ordi- 
nary shall  have  approved  the  Sheriff's  bond,  the  Judge  of  the  Superior 

Court  may  do  so  in  the  first  instance,  being  careful  to  take  the  opinion 
of  such  Ordinary,  as  to  the  solvency  and  sufficiency  of  the  sureties,  and, 
having  so  approved,  the  other  proceedings  are  as  hereinafter  set  forth. 

Duty  of  the  Judge  of  the  Superior  Court  in  passing  on  the  legality  and  solvency  of 
the  bond:  17  Ga.,  521. 

§353.  (389.)  (328.)  When  Sheriff  is  succeeded  by  deputy.  When  a 

Sheriff's  deputy  is  the  succeeding  Sheriff,  the  sureties  must  be  essen- 
tially different  from  those  on  such  Sheriff's  bond. 

§354.  (390.)  (329.)  Sheriff's  office.  Sheriffs  must  keep  their  offices  at 
the  same  place  and  on  the  same  terms  as  Clerks  of  the  Superior  Court 
are  required. 

§355.  (391.)  (330.)  May  appoint  deputy.     They  are  authorized  in  their  Act  of ̂ 1799,  /UttstSw 

discretion,  to  appoint  one  or  more  deputies,  from  whom  they  must  take  c&m*-*  "^f-  ̂*~ 
a  bond  with  sureties.  /o^/^,  /,  £  2-a- 

Sheriff  liable  for  the  acts  of  his  deputy,  whom  he  may  appoint  orally:  3  Ga.,  2; 
1/588.  The  Sheriff  and  his  sureties  are  liable  on  a  voluntary  bond  for  the  acts  of  his  depu- 

ties: 9  Ga.,  314;  15/423.  When  not  liable  for  deputy's  acts:  33  Ga.,  585.  Evidence  of 
original  appointment  presumed  from  subsequent  acts  of  ratification:  11  Ga.,  423. 
Judgment  against  the  Sheriff  for  his  deputy's  conduct  when  such  deputy  and  sureties 
concluded  thereby:  10  Ga.,  158.  Sureties  on  deputy's  bond  can  plead  anything  the 
principal  could  :  13  Ga.,  389.  Deputy  sheriff  may  appoint  a  bailiff  to  do  a  particular  act: 
17  Ga.,  497.  Mustpursue  the  Sheriff  where  his  deputy  pays  over  the  money  to  him  :  38  Ga., 
575.  Sureties  on  deputy  sheriff's  bond  holding  on  to  property  mortgaged  to  secure 
them:  11  Ga.,  669.  A  special  deputy  de  facto  may  be  made  by  "the  Sheriff  appointing a  constable  to  so  act :  61  Ga.,  272.     Sheriff  not  liable  for  money  loaned  by  attorney  to 
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deputy  sheriff:  59  Ga.,  180.  United  States  Marshal  alone  liable  for  his  deputy's  neglect 
of  duty:  59  Ga.,  432. 

Liability  for  deputy's  acts:  2  Am.  D.,  438;  11/139;  17/549;  20/218;  9  C.  L.  J.,  322. 
Torts:  11  Am.  D.,  145,  n.  Deed  by:  19  Am.  D.,  586;  21/306.  Sale  by  :  15  Am.  D.,  41. 
When  may  act  after  expiration  of  term :  15  Am.  D.,  44,  n.  Process,  how  signed  by :  26 
Am.  D.,  414,  and  n,  415.     Sureties  of:  17  Am.  D.,  549. 

§356.  (392.)  (331.)  May  appoint  jailers.  They  are,  by  virtue  of  their 
offices,  jailers  of  the  counties,  and  have  the  appointment  of  jailers, 
subject  to  the  supervision  of  the  Ordinary,  as  prescribed  in  this  Code, 

Duty  where  jail  is  unhealthy :  25  Am.  E.,  397. 

§357.  (393.)  (332.)  Jailers  must  take  oath.  Before  entering  on  the 
duties  of  their  office,  such  jailers  must  give  to  the  Sheriff  bond  and 
surety  for  the  sum  of  one  thousand  dollars,  conditioned  for  the  faithful 
performance  of  their  duties  as  jailers,  and  shall  take  and  subscribe 
before  the  Ordinary  of  the  county  the  following  oath,  viz. : 

"  I  do  swear  that  I  will  well  and  truly  do  and  perform,  all  and  singu- 
lar,  the  duties  of  jailer  for  the  county    of   ,  and  that   I  will 

humanely  treat  prisoners  who  may  be  brought  to  the  jail  of  which  I 
am  keeper,  and  not  suffer  them  to  escape  by  any  negligence  or  inatten- 

tion of  mine.     So  help  me  God.  " 
§358.  (394.)  (333.)  Bond  and  oath  recorded,  etc.     Such  bond  and  oath 

must  be  filed  and  recorded  as  those  of  a  Sheriff's  deputy. 

f   -    aL_  §359.  (395.)  (334.)  Persons  committed  under  authority  oj 'the  United  States. 
Ly&ijz->**-*£/  r^*-*-*^  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  keepers  of  the  several  jails  within  this  State 
ic.o/\ '/?$*# J*         ̂ °  receive  into  their  respective  jails,  and  safely  keep  therein,  all  pris- /  oners  committed  under  the  authority  of  the  United  States,  under  the 

like  penalties  and  subject  to  the  same  action  as  in  the  case  of  prisoners 
committed  under  the  authority  of  this  State. 

§360.  (396.)  (335.)  Liable  for  misconduct  of  Jailer.  Sheriffs  are  liable 
for  the  misconduct  of  the  jailer,  as  they  are  liable  for  ther  deputies,  and 

persons  injured  by  the  jailer  have  the  same  option  in  suing  the  jailer's 
bond  that  they  have  in  suing  the  deputy's  bond. 

Sheriffs  sureties  on  his  bond  were  not  formerly  liable  for  the  jailer's  misconduct: 
15  Ga.,  423. 

§361.  (397.)  (336.)  Duties,  etc.     It  is  the  duty  of  the  Sheriff: 
1.  To  execute  and  return  the  process  and  orders  of  the  Courts  of 

Act  of  1799,  record  in  this  State,  and  of  officers  of  competent  authority,  if  not  void, 
Act  aFikio,  with  due  diligence,  when  delivered  to  them  for  that  purpose,  according 
c- p-  5J1\J  to  the  provisions  of  this  Code. 
Act  of  1818,  L 
a'  P'  f5?«9o  Where  property  sold  under  execution,  and  the  Sheriff  did  not  make  a  proper  return 
Cv  480  °^  Process  :  9  Ga.,  310.  Sheriff  is  liable  for  a  false  or  fraudulent  return:  7  Ga.,187. 

Act' of  1823,  Deputy  may  attend  on  the  Court  in  Sheriff's  stead:'  17  Ga.,  497.  Due  diligence  re- 
C.  p.  512.  '  quired  as  to  process  :  37  Ga.,  604.  Wben  Sheriff  levies  at  his  peril  and  can  only  seize 
Acts  of  1853  defendant's  property:  60  Ga.,  518.  Section  cited:  Commissioners  vs.  Cox,  (Pamph., 4,  p.  28.       Feb.,  1880,  p.  8.) 

Failing  to  execute  process :  5  Am.  D.,28;  14/603;  26/631;  21/62;  23/324;  23  Am.  R, 
769;  Ga.  Dec,  part  II.,  219.  Diligence  required  in  levying  writs:  12  Am.  D.,  203,  n. 
Diligence  required  of.  generally:  14  Am.  D.,  456,  n.     Defense  by,  in  action  for  failure 
to  sell:  20  Am.  D.,  218. • 

2.  To  attend  upon  all  sessions,  by  themselves  or  deputies,  of  the  Supe- 
rior Courts  of  the  county,  and  the  Court  of  Ordinary,  whenever  required 

by  the  Ordinary,  and  never  to  leave  said  Courts  while  in  session 
without  the  presence  of  one  or  both  of  said  officers,  if  required,  and  to 
attend  in  like  manner  at  the  place  of  holding  an  election  at  the  county 
site,  on  the  day  of  an  election,  from  the  opening  to  the  closing  of  the 
polls,  and  to  take  under  their  charge  all  under  officers  present,  as  a. 
police  to  preserve  order. 

3.  To  publish  sales,  citations  and  other  proceedings  as  required  by 

law,  and  to  keep  a  file  of  all  newspapers  in  which  their  official  adver- 
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tisements  appear,  in  the  manner  required  of  Clerks  of'the  Superior  §3647, 
Courts. 

4.  To  keep  an  execution  docket,  wherein  they  must  enter  a  full  de- 
scription of  all  executions  delivered  to  them,  the  dates  of  their  deliv- 

ery, together  with  all  their  acts  and  doings  thereon,  and  have  the  same 
ready  for  use  in  any  Court  of  their  county. 

Section  cited  :  49  Ga.,  576-8..  Such  docket  as  evidence  :  30  Ga.,  823  ;  48/581.  Entry 
of  payment  on  this  docket  is  good  evidence  :  48  Ga.,  581. 

5.  To  keep  a  book  in  which  shall  be  entered  a  record  of  all  sales 
made  by  process  of  Court,  or  by  agreement  of  parties  under  the  sanc- 

tion of  Court,  describing  accurately  the  property  and  process  under 
which  sold,  the  date  of  the  levy  and  sale,  the  purchaser  and  price. 

6.  To  receive  from  the  preceding  Sheriff  all  unexecuted  writs  'and  |§2fi24. 2627, 
process,  and  proceed  to  execute  the  same ;  to  carry  into  effect  any  levy ' or  arrest  made  by  a  predecessor  ;  to  put  purchasers  into  possession,  and 
to  make  titles  to  purchasers  at  his  sales,  when  not  done  by  him. 

Defendant  cannot  make  preceding  Sheriff's  sureties  liable,  when  :  2  Ga.,  248.     Suc- 
cessor of  Sheriff  may  make  titles  to  purchaser  without  an  order  of  Court:  7  Ga.,  264. 

Crocker  on  Sheriffs,  p.  272. 

7.  To  take  from  preceding  Sheriffs  custody  of  the  jail  and  the  bodies 
of  such  persons  as  are  confined  therein,  with  the  precept,  writ  or  cause 
of  detention. 

8.  To  furnish  prisoners  with  medical  aid,  fire  and  blankets,  to  be  re- 
imbursed, if  necessary,  from  the  county  treasury,  and  to  suffer  a  pen- 

alty for  neglect,  as  prescribed  in  this  Code. 
9.  To  take  all  prisoners  arrested,  or  in  execution  under  any  criminal  §4741, 

or  civil  process,  to  the  jail  of  an  adjoining  county,  or  to  the  jail  of  some 
other  county  when  more  accessible,  if  the  jail  of  the  county  is  in  an 
unsafe  condition,  under  such  rules  as  are  prescribed  in  this  Code. 

10.  To  perform  such  other  duties  as  are  or  may  be  imposed  by  law,  or 
which  necessarily  appertain  to  their  offices. 

§362.  Sheriff's  may  administer  oaths.  [Sheriffs  and  their  legal  deputies,  (a)  Act  of 
in  this  State,  may  administer  oaths  in  all  cases  where  in  discharge  of  i8?:iFe  "' 
the  duties  of  the  office  of  Sheriff,  it  may  be  legal  for  them  to  take  bond 
and  security,  or  any  affidavit  which  (by  law)  suspends  the  further  exe- 

cution of  process  in  their  hands,  and  said  oaths,  when  so  taken,  shall 
be  as  legal  and  binding  and  subject  to  the  same  penalt}^,  as  to  perjury, 
as  oaths  are  when  administered  by  any  other  officer  in  the  State.]     (a.) 

§363.  (398.)  (337.)  Boobs  deposited.  All  books  the  Sheriffs  are  required 
to  keep,  after  becoming  full,  must  be  deposited  in  the  office  of  the  Clerks 
of  the  Superior  Courts,  to  be  kept  as  their  other  books  of  record. 

§364.  (399.)  (338.)  Can  not  purchase  at  his  own  sale.     No  Sheriff  or  dep- Act  ons^o, 

uty  or  other  officer  discharging  a  similar  duty,  will  be  permitted  to  pur-  ' p' ' 
chase  any  property  whatever  at  his  own  sale,  upon  his  own  bid,  nor 
upon  the  bid  of  any  other  person  for  him,  directly  or  indirectly ;  and 
all  such  sales  and  deeds  in  pursuance  thereo  ,  intended  to  vest  in  such 
officer  the  title  to  the  property  so  purchased,  shall  be  null  and  void. 

Stated:  9  Ga. 
52  Ga.,  343. 

164.     Discussed  :  60  Ga.,  227.     Inconsistent  duties  cannot  be  assumed : 

33696. 

§365.  (400.)  (339.)  Fees.  Sheriffs  are  only  entitled  to  such  fees  or^f*^ 
compensation  as  the  law  prescribes,  or  upon  an  omission  of  the  law,  to 
such  reasonable  compensation  as  the  [grand  jury]  (a)  shall  aw^rd; 
and  where  they  use  property  themselves,  or  hire  it  out  after  being  levied 
upon,  they  are  not  allowed  a  per  diem  allowance  for  diet,  and  are  liable 
to  the  proper  party  for  the  hire  received. 

Reasonable  compensation  where  the  law  does  not  prescribe  the  amount :  37  Ga.,  606. 
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§366.  (401.)  (340.)  Defaulting  Sheriffs.  If  any  Sheriff  or  deputy  fails 
to  comply  with  the  provisions  of  section  361,  he  shall  be  fined  for  a 
contempt,  as  the  Clerk  of  the  Superior  Court  is  in  similar  cases.  Sec- 

tion 272  also  applies  to  Sheriffs. 
§366  (a.)  Record  of  prisoners  to  be  kept  The  Sheriff  of  each  county  in 

Acts  of  1877,  this  State  shall  keep,  in  a  well-bound  book,  provided  for  that  purpose, 
a  record  of  all  persons  committed  to  the  jail  of  the  county  of  which 
he  is  Sheriff,  which  record  shall  contain  the  names  of  persons  .commit- 

ted, age,  sex  and  color,  under  what  process  committed,  and  from  what 
Court  issued,  the  crime  charged,  the  date  of  commitment  to  jail,  and 
the  day  of  discharge,  and  under  what  order  discharged,  and  the  Court 
from  which  it  issued;  and  which  book  shall,  at  all  times,  be  subject  to 
examination  by  any  person,  and  the  Sheriff  shall  keep  the  book  on  file 
in  his  office  :  Provided,  that  in  the  county  of  Richmond  the  book  shall 
be  kept  by  the  jailer,  and  which  shall  be  kept  as  provided  for  Sheriffs, 
except  that  it  be  kept  in  the  jail. 

§366.  (b.)  Grand  Jury  to  inquire  into  record.  It  shall  be  the  duty  of  the 

pcm°f1877  §rand  jury,  at  each  term  of  the  Court  held  in  the  county,  to  inquire 
into  the  contents  of  the  record  kept,  and  if  not  kept,  or  if  incorrectly 
kept,  they  shall  so  report  to  the  Court,  and  upon  such  report  being  made, 
the  Judge  presiding  shall  cause  the  Solicitor-General  to  have  the  Sheriff 
served  with  a  rule,  requiring  him  to  show  cause  why  he  should  not  be 
published  for  contempt ;  and  the  Judge  shall  inquire  into  the  facts,  and 
if  he  shall  find  that  this  law  is  not  complied  with,  he  shall  impose  a 
fine  of  not  less  than  twenty-five,  nor  more  than  fifty  dollars  for  the  first 
offense,  and  he  is  authorized  to  fine  him  not  more  than  one  hundred 
dollars  and  not  less  than  fifty  dollars  for  each  subsequent  offense,  which 
fine  shall  be  enforced  and  collected  by  attachment,  as  in  other  cases  of 
attachment  against  Sheriffs,  as  provided  in  the  Code. 

General  Note. — The  Sheriff  is  not  a  judicial  officer,  and  as  to  an  appearance  bond 
given  to  a  Sheriff  in  a  criminal  case  :  4  Ga.,  329.  Imprisonment  by  the  Sheriff  until 
recognizance  given  by  the  offender  :  35  Ga.,  180.  When  Sheriff  cannot  enter  credits  on 

fi.  fa.  by  authority  of  letters  from  plaintiff 's  attorney  :  5  Ga.,  449.  Statute  of  limita- 
tions commences  to  run  in  his  favor,  when  :  9  Ga.,  413.  Must  execute  tax  fi.  fas. :  11 

Ga.,  79.  Cannot  agree  to  receive  anything  but  cash  without  permission:  19  Ga.,  298. 
May  take  assignment  of  fi.  fa.  from  plaintiff  under  section  3597  :  20  Ga.,  637.  Sheriff 

protected  when  he,  by  defendant's  order,  pays  defendant's  money  on  a  debt  not  enti- 
tled to  it:  22  Ga.,  307.     No  right  to  collect  money  from  defendant  until  fi.  fa.  issues: 

25  Ga.,  646.  Sheriff  not  protected  when  he  deposits  money  in  a  bank  that  fails:  27 
Ga.,  228.  Liable  for  money  stolen  :  30  Ga.,  628.  Ignorance  of  law  does  not  excuse  :  32 
Ga.,  362.  How  to  recover  property  levied  on  in  possession  of  assignee  of  bankrupt :  39 
Ga.,  662.  Claim  interposed  to  one  of  several  fi.  fas.  against  the  same  defendant  does 
not  excuse  in  not  proceeding  with  the  others:  30  Ga.,  878.  Sheriff  different  from  a 
receiver  of  Court:  63  Ga.,  434. 

General  Note  on  Sheriffs. — Actions  against :  2Gr.  Ev.,  §580;  Crocker  on  Sheriffs, 
p.  369.  Ag-ent  for  the  plaintiff,  to  what  extent:  16  Am.  D.,  595.  Liable  for  wrongful 
arrest,  when:  19  Am.  D.,  491*  n.  Attachments  against,  for  contempt:  Crocker  on Sheriffs,  p.  348.  Bonds  taken  by:  Crocker  on  Sheriffs,  p.  345.  Cannot  prejudice 
plaintiffs  rights  by  compromise  :  16  Am.  D.,  595.  Damages  against,  measure  of: 
Sedg.  Dam.,  632.  Deeds  by,  on  deputy's  sale:  17  Am.  D.,  549.  After  expiration  of 
term:  7  Am.  D.,  726;  12/301.  Deputy  may  execute:  19  Am.  D.,  588,  n.  Effect  of,  by 

,  relation:  15  Am.  D.,  248,  n.  Is  necessary  to  convey  title:  15  Am.  D.,  252,  n.  Made 
after  suit  brought  to  recover  property  :  15  Am.  D.,  252,  n.  De  facto,  acts  of,  are  valid, 
when:  1  Am.  D.,  207.  Sureties  of:  20  Am.  D.,  294.  Action  against,  for  false  return 
on  fl.  fa.,  judgment  must  be  shown  to  warrant  execution:  20  Am.  D.,  80.  Cannot  use 
writs  to  indemnify  himself:  5  Am.  D.,  287.  Indemnity,  when  may  demand :  16  Am. 
I).,  548,  and  full  note,  551.     Taking  indemnity  from  defendant  and  satisfying^,  fa,: 
26  Am.  D.,  166.  Cannot  detain  money  received  by  him  in  official  capacity  to  pay  indi- 

vidual debt:  21  Am.  D.,  645.  Has  an  insurable  interest  in  property  levied  on:  20 
Am.  D.,  516,  n.  Interest,  not  liable  for,  when  money  tied  up  by  order  of  Court:  15 
Am.  D.,  589.  Cannot  file  inter-pleader,  but  must  pay  money  into  Court:  19  Am.  R.- 
754.  When  must  follow  instructions:  14  Am.  D.,  457,  n.  Levy:  see  note  follow, 

ing  §3645,  and  see  notes  on  "trespass"  below.  Liable  for  failure  to  give  proper 
notices  at  sale:  13  Am.  D.,  333.  For  value  of  goods  sold  on  execution,  though  the 
price  was  not  received:  6  Am.  D.,  264.  Statute  of  limitation  cannot  be  pleaded  by,  as 
to  money  which  was  payable  immediately:  17  Am.  D.,  195.     Legislative  control  of 
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office:  7  Am.  R.,  84,  note  87;  6/754.     Officers  whose  duty  it  is  to  make  arrest  can  not 

recover  reward  therefor:  26  Am.  R.,  5,  n.     See  further  general  note  under  "  Principal 
and  Agent."     Sales  :  see  notes  following  #3656,  and  Crocker,  p.  231,  234.     Where  defects 
in  title  are  known  to  him  :  14  Am.  D.,  131,  n.     His  power  to  adjourn  sales :  14  Am.  D., 

457,  n.     Surrendering-  property  levied  on  toclaimant:  24  Am.  R.,  788.     Transfer  of 
execution  to  Sheriff:  21   Am.   R.,  489.     Of  judgments:  6  Am.   D.,  46.     Trespass  of 
officer,  plaintiff  in  execution,  when  liable  for:  20  Am.  R.,  519.     Levying  on  property 
of  stranger:  12  Am.  D.,  394,  n.     Rights  and  duties  in  executing  process :  1  Sm.  L.  C, 
188;    25  Am.  D.,   167,   171.     Strangers  aiding  officer  at  his  request:  25  Am.  D.,  548. 

Sheriff  may  break  open  doors  to  execute  process,  when:  1  Sm.  L.  C,   183;  Broom's 

Leg.   Max.,'  421;  25  Am.  D.,  167.     Property  sold  without  authority:  20  Am.  D.,  218. Windows  and  doors  cannot  be  broken  by,  to  serve  civil  process  :  11  Am.  D.,  762.    Abuse 
of  process,  trespass  ab  initio :  14  Am.  D.,  365,  full  note;  1  Sm.  L.  C,  216.     Must  be  posi- 

tive act,  not  mere  non-feasance  :  14  Am.  D.,  366.  What  constitutes  such  abuse  :  14  Am. 
D.,  365-369;  2/438;  20/218.     Justification  of,  by  his  process:  21  Am.  D.,  190-209,  full 
note ;  25  Am.  D.,  600 ;  23/693.     Forfeiture  of,  by  his  conduct:  21  Am.  D.,  205.     Waiver 
of:  21  Am.  D.,  204.     Ministerial  officer  acting  under  process  fair  on  its  face  and  issuing 
from  a  tribunal  or  person  having  judicial  powers,  with  apparent  jurisdiction  to  issue 
such  process,  is  protected:  Cooley  Torts,  459;  Bigelow  L.  C.  Torts,  277 ;  21  Am.  D.,  190. 
Extends  to  assistants:    21  Am.  D.,  209;  25/548.     Irregular  process:  23  Am.  D.,  393. 
Generally:  see  Sewell  on  Sheriff;  2  Thomp.  Neg.,  825;  Shear.  &  R.  Neg.,  609;  Whart. 
Neg.,  #289  ;  10  C.  L.  J.,  81.     Trespass  by  Sheriffs  :  Cooley  Torts,  392-398.     Justification 
by  process  :  Cooley  Torts  :  459-470. 

CHAPTER  VII. 

STATE  S  ATTORNEY  AND  ATTORNEYS  AT  LAW. 

Article  1. — Attorney-General. 
Article  2. — Solicitors- General. 

Article  3. — Attorneys  at  Law. 

ARTICLE  I. 

ATTORNEY-GENERAL. 

Section. 
367.  The  Attorney  General. 
368.  How  and  when  appointed. 
369.  His  duties  enumerated. 

Section. 
370.  Services  of  how  obtained. 
371.  May  render  service  anywhere. 

§367.  (402.)  (341.)     There  shall  be  an  Attorney-General  of  the  State,  const,  of 
who  shall  be  elected  by  the  people,  at  the  same  time,  for  the  same  term,  s877'io rt'  6' 
and  in  the  same  manner  as  the  Governor.  i.ec*    ' par' 

§368.  Changed  by  Constitution  of  1877,  Art.  6,  Sec.  10,  par.  1. 
[Sec.  (403.)  Repealed  by  Constitution  1868,  Art,  5,  Sec.  7.] 
§369.  (404.)  (343.)  Duties,  etc.     It  is  the  duty  of  the  Attorney-Gen-  Act  of  1799, 

eral  [when  required  so  to  do  by  the  Governor] — (c.)  c-  p-  574- 
1.  To  give  his  opinion  in  writing,  or  otherwise,  on  any  question  of  (C)  Act  of 

law  connected  with  the  interests  of  the  State,  or  with  the  duties  of18£Feb-' 

any  of  the  departments.  
1873, 

2.  To  prepare  all  contracts  and  writings  in  relation  to  any  matter  in which  the  State  is  interested. 

3.  To  attend,  on  the  part  of  the  State,  to  all  criminal  causes  in  any 
of  the  Circuits,  when  the  Solicitor-General  thereof  is  prosecuted,  and 
to  all  other  criminal  or  civil  causes  to  which  the  State  is  a  party. 

4.  It  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  Attorney-General  to  act  as  the  legal  Const,  of 
adviser  of  the  Executive  department,  to  represent  the  State  in  the  i877'^* 6' 
Supreme  Court,  in  all  capital  felonies,  and  in  all  civil  and  criminal  2.ec" 
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cases  in  any  Court  when  required  by  the  Governor,  and  to  perform  such 
other  services  as  shall  be  required  of  him  by  law.  • 

§370.  (405.)  (344.)  May  be  required  to  attend  Circuits.  When  the  ser- 
vices of  such  Attorney-General  shall  be  needed  in  either  of  the  judicial 

Circuits,  the  presiding  Judge  thereof  shall  notify  the  Governor  twenty 
days  before  of  the  time,  place,  and  cause,  and  the  Governor  may  (in  his 
discretion)  order  the  Attorney-General  to  comply,  unless  the  law  in  the 
case  presented  makes  it  his  imperative  duty  to  do  so. 

§371.  (406.)  (345.)  Comptroller- General  may  require  his  services.  It  is  in 
the  discretion  of  the  Comptroller-General  to  require  the  Attorney-Gen- 

eral, when  the  services  of  a  Solicitor-General  are  necessary,  in  collecting 
or  securing  any  claim  of  the  State,  in  any  part  of  the  State,  either  to 
command  the  services  of  said  Attorney-General  in  any  and  all  of  such 
cases,  or  of  the  Solicitors-General  in  their  respective  Circuits. 

ARTICLE  II. 

SOLICITORS-GENERAL. 

Section. 
372.  Solicitor-General,  appointment,  etc. 
373.  His  oath. 

.    374.  Vacancy,  how  filled. 
375.  His  qualifications. 
376.  On  the  same  footing  as  the  Jndge. 
377.  His  special  duties  enumerated. 
378.  May  he  ruled  as  attorneys. 
379.  Failing  to  attend  Court. 

Section  . 
380.  May  nol.  pros,  indictments. 
381.  Penalty  for  exacting  illegal  costs. 
382.  Who  must  certify  such  proceedings. 
383.  Tampering  with  grand  jury. 
384.  May  be  appointed  by  the  Court. 
385.  An  attorney  so  appointed. 
386.  Charges  against  Solicitor-General. 

Const,  of 

^pa?:  except 
Sec 
I  and  Sec 

§372.  (407.)  (346.)  Election  and  term  of  Solicitors- General.     There  shall 
be  a  Solicitor-General  for  each  Judicial  Circuit,  whose  official  term, 

when  commissioned  to  fill  an  unexpired  term,  shall  be  four 
years.     He  shall  be  elected  by  the  General  Assembly,  in  the  manner 
provided  elsewhere  in  this  Code. 

§373.  (408.)  (347.)  Oath.  Before  entering  on  the  duties  of  their  offices, 
beside  the  oaths  required  of  all  civil  officers,  they  must,  in  addition, 
take  the  following,  viz  : 

"  I  do  swear  that  I  will  faithfully  and  impartially,  and  without  fear, 
favor  or  affection,  discharge  my  duties  as  Solicitor-General,  and  will 
take  only  my  lawful  fees  of  office.     So  help  me  God." 

And  must  also  give  such  bond  and  surety  as  is  required  of  the  soli- 
citor, who,  by  virtue  of  his  office,  is  Attorney-General. 

§374.  (409.)  (348.)  Vacancy.  Vacancies  occur  and  are  filled  as  pre- 
scribed in  cases  of  the  Judges  of  the  Superior  Courts,  and  the  manner 

of  proceeding  is  in  every  respect  the  same. 
§375.  (410.)  (349.)  Qualifications.  No  person  is  eligible  to  the  office 

Acts  of  1877,  of  Solicitor-General  who  has  not  been  a  resident  citizen  of  this  State 
ictof  isso,  three  years  just  preceding  his  election  or  appointment,  [and  who  does 

c-  p- io36>  '  not  permanently  reside  in  the  Circuit  at  the  time  of  his  election  or  ap- 
1865,  c.,p.  pointment,]  (a)  and  who  has  not  attained  the  age  of  twenty-one  years, 

and  who  has  not  been  duly  admitted  and  licensed  to  practice  law  in 
the  Superior  Courts  of  this  State  for  at  least  three  years. 

§376.  (411.)  (350.)  On  same  footing  as  Judge.  A  person  having  been 
appointed  or  elected  a  Solicitor  for  any  Circuit  is  on  the  same  footing 
of  a  Judge  of  the  Superior  Court,  as  set  forth  in  section  230  (as  to  retain- 

ing his  office). 
§377.  (412.)  (351.)  Duties.  Their  duties  within  their  respective  Cir- 

cuits are — 
1.  To  attend  each  session  of  the  Superior  Courts,  regular  or  adjourned, 

unless  excused  by  the  Judge  thereof,  and  remain  until  the  business  of 
the  State  is  disposed  of. 

22. 
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2.  To  attend  on  the  grand  juries,  advise  them  in  relation  to  matters  Act  of  1999, 

of  law,  and  swear  and  examine  witnesses  before  them.  Act  of7i823, 
3.  To  administer  the  oaths  the  laws  require  to  the  grand  and  petit  c.  p.  1025. 

jurors,  to  the  bailiffs  or  other  officers  of  the  Court,  and  otherwise  to  c.  p.  1027. 

aid  the  presiding  Judge  in  organizing  the  Courts  as  he  may  require.      Jp^/836, 
4.  To  draw  up  all  indictments  or  presentments,  when  requested  by  Act  of  1845, 

the  grand  jury,  and  to  prosecute  all  indictable  offenses.  Ac&ofiaa 
5.  ̂ 0  prosecute  or  defend  any  civil  action   in  the  prosecution  or -4,  p.  108. 

defense  of  which  the  State  is  interested,  unless  otherwise  specially  pro-  g§207::,  3254. 
vided  for. 

6.  To  attend  before  the   Supreme  Court  when  any  criminal  cause  is  Const,  of 

tried  emanating  from  their  respective  Circuits,  argue  the  same,  and  g|c!'io, ''' 
perform  any  other  duty  therein  the  interest  of  the  State  may  require,  par.  2. ' 7.  To  collect  all  moneys  arising  from  fines  and  for  forfeited  recogniz- 

ances, all  costs  on  criminal  cases  when  paid  into  Court  before  judgment 
and  not  otherwise;  and  at  the  Fall  term  of  each  Court,  every  year,  to 
settle  with  the  County  Treasurer,  and  pay  over  to  him  all  moneys  due 
him  according  to  law,  after  a  fair  and  full  settlement. 

8.  To  settle  at  the  same  time  with  the  presiding  Solicitor,  and  pay 
over  to  him  any  moneys  collected  to  which  he  may  be  entitled,  and  to 
render  to  him,  whenever  required  by  him,  a  just  statement  of  the  con- 

dition of  his  interests. 
9.  To  collect  all  moneys  due  the  State  in  the  hands  of  any  escheators, 

and  pay  over  to  the  educational  fund ;  and,  if  necessary,  -compel  them 
to  pay  by  rule  or  order  of  Court,  or  other  legal  means. 

10.  To  collect  all  claims  of  the  State  they  may  be  ordered  to  do  by 
the  Comptroller-General,  and  to  remit  the  same  within  thirty  days  after 
collection ;  and  on  the  first  day  in  October  every  year  to  report  to  him 
the  condition  of  the  claims  in  their  hands  in  favor  of  the  State,  partic- 

ularly specifying  the  amounts  collected  and  paid,  from  what  sources  re- 
ceived and  for  what  purposes;  to  whom  paid,  what  claims  are  unpaid, 

and  why ;  what  judgments  have  been  obtained,  when,  and  in  what 
Court ;  what  suits  are  instituted,  in  what  Courts,  and  their  present  pro- 

gress and  future  prospects. 
11.  To  perform  such  other  duties  as  are  or  may  be  required  by  hi w.      v 

or  which  necessarily  appertain  to  their  office,  .^r/r  -*rT_<i>  /-  ̂/c^cL  *<^~  •£*- 
§378.  (413.)  (352.)  May  be  ruled.     If  a  Solicitor-General  fails  to  coM-<3*^^  *L>,£&  Pf 

ply  with  the  provisions  of  the  preceding  section,  he  is  liable  to  rule  as  <£e-*^-Z^,/fZ>$.':?t 
attorneys  at  law  are,  with  all  the  penalties  and  remedies  ;  and  on  fail- 

ure to  comply  with  the  terms  of  a  rule  absolute,  within  twenty  days 
from  the  time  it  becomes  final,  it  shall  be  a  ground  of  impeachment. 

§379.  (414.)  (353.)  Failing  to  attend  Court  liable  to  fine.  If  he  fails 
to  attend  on  the  Courts  of  his  Circuit  as  required,  he  is  liable  to  be 
fined  for  each  failure  fifty  dollars,  to  be  retained  out  of  his  salary. 

§380.  (415.)  (354.)  Nolle  pros.  He  has  authority,  on  the  terms  pre-  84696. 
scribed  by  law,  to  enter  a  nolle  prosequi  on  indictments ;  and  if,  in  any 
case,  a  Solicitor-General  accepts,  directly  or  indirectly,  in  money  or 
other  valuable  thing,  or  exacts  more  than  his  lawful  costs  from  the  de- 

fendant or  any  body  else,  it  is  a  subject  matter  of  investigation  by  the 
grand  jury. 

No  nolle  prosequi  without  consent  of  the  defendant  after  the  case  has  been  submitted 
to  the  jury:  2  Ga.,  60.  Before  the  jury  is  empaneled  can  be  entered  at  the  pleasure  of 
the  Solicitor-General :  3  Ga.,  53.  Can  with  Court's  consent,  if  case  not  submitted  to 
the  jury :  9  Ga.,  306.  Where  there  was  no  legal  jeopardy,  and  it  was  not  too  late  to 
nol.  pros. :  34  Ga.,  323.  When  it  must  be  made  in  the  presence  and  with  the  knowledge 
and  consent  of  the  Judge:  41  Ga.,  507. 

§381.  (416.)  (355.)  Cost,  illegal  receipt  of.  If  the  grand  jury  presents 
the  Solicitor  for  having  so  received  more  than  his  legal  costs,  he  shall 
be  disqualified  from  further  discharging  his  official  duties  until  a  trial 
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shall  be  had  upon  an  indictment,  and  if  the  trial  results  in  a  convic- 
tion, he  shall  be  fined  and  imprisoned  at  the  discretion  of  the  Court, 

and  it  is  a  ground  of  impeachment.  The  disqualification  continues 
until  the  adjournment  of  the  next  session  of  the  General  Assembly. 

§382.  (417.)  (356.)  Governor  to  be  notified.  It  shall  be  the  duty  of  the 
clerk  of  said  Court  to  certify  immediately  such  proceedings  to  the  Gov- ernor. 

§383.  (418.)  (357.)  Penalty  for  talcing  or  agreeing  to  take  a  bribe,  etc.     If 
Actsof  1876,  they  (Solicitors-General)  take,  or  agree  to  take,  from  any  person,  money, 

or  any  other  valuable  thing,  the  consideration  whereof  is  a  promise 
or  undertaking  to  procure,  or  try  to  procure,  a  finding  by  the  grand  jury 

of  "a  bill"  or  "no  bill"  upon  an  indictment,  or  to  make,  or  not  to 
make  a  presentment,  or  to  prolong,  or  to  procrastinate,  a  State  case,  or 
an  arrest,  or  to  advise  it  done,  or  how  it  may  be  done,  or  if  they  advise 
or  suggest  to  a  party  against  whom  a  bill  of  indictment  or  present- 

ment has  been  found,  to  plead  guilty,  or  if  they  agree  or  promise  to 
any  such  party  to  intercede  with  the  Judge  of  the  Court  for  leniency, 
in  case  of  such  plea  of  guilty,  the  penalty  and  proceedings  shall  be  the 
same  as  in  sections  381  and  382  of  the  Code. 

§384.  (419.)  (358.)  Solicitors-General,  pro  tern.      When  a  Solicitor   is 
Act  of  1799,  absent  or  indisposed,  or  disqualified  from  interest  or  relationship,  to 

' p' '  "  engage  in  a  prosecution,  the  presiding  Judge  must  appoint  a  compe- tent attorney  of  the  Circuit  to  act  in  his  place,  or  he  may  command  the 
services  of  a  Solicitor-General  of  any  other  Circuit  accessible,  or  he 
may  make  a  requisition  on  the  Governor,  for  the  Attorney-General,  as 
the  emergency  in  his  discretion  may  require. 

May  be  appointed  by  the  Court  when  the  Solicitor-General  prevented  by  sickness  or 
other  malady,  mental  or  physical:  22  Ga.,  212-232.  Court's  discretion  governs  as  to 
appointing  a  pro  tern.  Solicitor  on  account  of  the  interest  of  the  Solicitor-General:  41 
Ga.,  507. 

§385.  (420.)  (359.)  Fees  of  Solicitor,  pro  tern.  An  attorney  acting  as 
such  Solicitor,  is  subject  to  all  the  laws  governing  Solicitors-General; 
he  is  entitled  to  the  same  fees  for  what  he  does,  and  incurs  the  same 
penalties  in  the  discharge  of  his  duties. 

§386.  (421.)  (360.)  Proceedings  where  Solicitor  is  prosecuted.  When  any 
person  makes  affidavit  before  the  Court  or  grand  jury,  that  in  his  judg- 

ment the  Solicitor-General  is  guilty  of  an  indictable  offence,  and  that 
he  desires  to  prosecute  him,  or  the  grand  jury  may  present  him  for 
such  an  offense,  it  is  the  duty  of  the  Court  instanter  to  appoint  some 
competent  attorney  at  law  to  draw  a  bill  of  indictment,  and  when  there 
is  a  true  bill  found,  or  presentment  made,  to  put  the  Solicitor  under  re- 

cognizance or  in  prison,  according  to  the  offense,  until  the  appearance 
of  the  proper  prosecuting  officers. 

General  Note. — Cannot  be  counsel  for  defendant  against  whom,  while  in  office,  he 
instituted  a  prosecution:  11  Ga.,  47.  May  take  any  place  on  the  side  of  the  State  in 
argument  before  the  jury:  15  Ga.,  476.  Act  of  1850,  (C.  p.  280)  rendering  attorneys 
incompetent  to  testify,  etc.,  does  not  apply  to  the  Attorney-General :  26  Ga.,614.  Pre- 

sumption as  to  tax  fi.  fas.  delivered  to  hjmi:  27  Ga.,  69. 
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ARTICLE    III. 

ATTORNEYS    AT  LAW. 

Section. 
387.  Attorneys  at  law. 
388.  High  ts  of  persons  admitted. 
389.  Qualifications  of  applicant. 
390.  Aliens. 
391.  Application  for  admission. 
392.  Evidence  of  preparation. 
393.  Must  be  examined. 
394.  The  manner  of  examination. 
395.  Examination  not  satisfactory. 
396.  Order  of  admission. 
397.  Form  of  the  oath  to  be  taken. 
398.  Graduates  of  Lumpkin  Law  School. 
399.  Attorneys  of  other  States. 
400.  Order  of  the  Court  necessary. 
401.  Prohibited  in  certain  cases. 
402.  Attorneys  removing  to  this  State. 
403.  How  admitted  in  the  Supreme  Court. 
404.  Failing  to  render  the  service. 
405.  Transferring  fee  note. 
406.  The  rule  for  settling  fees. 
407.  Attorneys  may  be  ruled. 
408.  May  bind  their  clients — when. 
409.  Can  receive  nothing  but  money. 
410.  Parties  acting  by  advice  of  attorneys. 

Section. 
411.  Appearing  without  authority. 
412.  Penalty  therefor. 
413.  Required  to  produce  authority. 
414.  When  two  are  employed. 
415.  Leading  counsel  defined. 
416.  If  more  than  one,  preference  given. 
417.  Special  duties  of  attorneys. 
418.  Causes  for  striking  an  attorney,  etc. 
419.  May  be  reinstated,  and  how. 
420.  Proceedings  against  attorneys. 
421.  Accusation  must  be  in  writting. 
422.  Proceedings  must  be  under  oath. 
423.  Requiring  the  accuser  to  appear. 
424.  Appearance. 
425.  Answer. 
426.  Lf  objections  be  overruled. 
427.  Plea  of  guilty,  or  refusal  to  answer. 
428.  The  judgment  and  effect  thereof. 
429.  Proceedings  instituted  by  the  Court. 
430.  The  attendance  of  witnesses. 
431.  Costs,  how  taxed  and  collected. 
432.  Death  of  the  informant. 
433.  Jury  may  find  proceedings  malicious. 
434.  Failing  to  pay  tax,  how  dealt  with. 

§387.  (422.)  (361.)  Attorneys,  who  may  practice.  The  following  per- 
sons, if  not  specially  declared  ineligible,  are  entitled  to  practice  law  in 

the  Courts  of  this  State : 

1.  Those  who  have  been  regularly  licensed  under  laws  of  the  State 
before  the  adoption  of  this  Code. 

2.  Those  who  are  hereafter  licensed  in  the  manner  prescribed  by  law. 
§388.  (423.)  (362.)  Attorneys  admitted  in  the  Superior  Courts.   Those  who 

are  admitted  to  practice  in  the  Superior  Courts  may  practice  in  any 
other  Court  of  this  State,  except  the  Supreme  Court,  for  which  another 
and  special  license  must  be  obtained. 

See  rules  1,  2  and  3  of  the  Supreme  Court:  38  Ga.,  687. 

§389.  (424.)  (363.)   Qualification  of  applicant. Any  male  citizen,  of  Act  of  lsoe.. 

good  moral  character,  who  has  read  law  and  undergone  a  satisfactory  Act  of9i847 
examination  before  a  Judge  of  the  Superior  Court,  as  hereinafter  pre-c.p.92.. 
scribed,  is  entitled  to  plead  and  practice  law  in  this  State. 

"Male:"  Weeks  on  Attorneys,  $40;  20  Am.  R.,  42.  "White  male/'  restriction 
constitutional:  30  Am.  R.,  451.  Admission,  powers  of  Congress  as  to:  4  Wal.,  333; 
16/130.     Resident  of  the  State  :  20  Am.  R.,  55. 

§390.  (425.)  (364.)  Aliens.  Aliens  who  have  been  two  years  resident 
in  the  State,  and  have  declared  their  intention  to  become  citizens,  pur- 

suant to  the  Act  of  Congress,  are  eligible  to  admission  as  attorneys  at 
law. 

§391.  (426.)  (365.)  Application  for  admission.  For  the  purpose  of  ad- 
mission, one  must  apply,  by  petition  in  writing,  to  a  Superior  Court 

during  one  of  its  sessions,  in  a  Circuit  of  which  he  is  resident,  or  has 
read  law  therein,  and  must  show — 

1.  His  citizenship. 
2.  That  he  is  of  good  moral  character. 
3.  That  he  has  read  law. 

4.  That  he  has  been  a  resident  of,  or  has  read  law  in,  the  Circuit  as 
aforesaid. 

§392.  (427.)  (366)  Evidence  of  preparation.  The  evidence  of  such  facts 
must  be  by  certificate  of  two  attorneys  of  the  Court,  or  of  other  evidence 
satisfactory  to  the  Court. 

§393.  (428.)  (367.)  Examination  of  applicant.  The  applicant  must 
also  be  examined  in  open  Court,  touching  his  knowledge — 
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1.  Of  the  principles  of  the  common  and  statute  law  of  England  of 
force  in  this  State. 

2.  Of  the  law  of  pleading  and  evidence, 
3.  The  principles  of  equity,  and  equity  pleading  and  practice. 
4.  The  Revised  Code  of  this  State,  the  Constitution  of  the  United 

States  and  of  this  State,  and  the  rules  of  practice  in  the  Superior 
Courts. 

§394.  (429.)  (368.)  Manner  of  examination.  No  portion  of  such  exam- 
ination must  take  place  out  of  open  Court;  and  to  enable  the  Judges 

to  have  proper  examination,  they  are  required,  if  there  is  not  ample 
Itime  during  a  term,  to  appoint  a  time,  at  least  twice  a  year,  at  some 
neounty  site  in  their  respective  Circuits,  which  has  a  bar  of  attorneys 
sufficient  in  numbers  and  qualifications  to  conduct  the  examinations, 
.and,  if  necessary,  to  request  and  require  the  attendance  of  such  attor- 

neys from  other  places  within  the  Circuit,  of  which  appointment  pub- 
lic notice  shall  be  given  thirty  days  prior  to  said  time  in  some  public 

gazette.  Application  for  admission  may  be  made  to  the  Judge  of  each 
Circuit  (as  otherwise  required)  at  any  time. 

§395.  (430.)  (369.)  Unqualified  persons  to  be  rejected.  Such  Judges  are 
required  to  be  strict,  and  to  reject  any  applicant  who  does  not  undergo 
,a  full  and  satisfactory  examination. 

§396.  (431.)  (370.)  Mode  of  admission.  If,  on  examination,  the  appli- 
cant is  found  duly  qualified  in  all  the  branches  required,  the  Court 

must  direct  an  order  to  be  entered  on  the  minutes,  that,  being  exam- 
ined and  found  to  possess  the  requisite  learning  and  ability,  and  having 

otherwise  complied  with  all  the  conditions  of  the  law,  that,  upon  taking 
the  oath  prescribed,  that  the  clerk  issue  to  him,  on  the  payment  of  the 
.fees  and  costs,  a  license  to  plead  and  practice  law  in  the  Superior 
> Courts  of  this  State. 

For  form  of  license,  see  2d  rule  of  Superior  Court:  38  Ga.,  674. 

§397.  (432.)  (371.)  Attorney's  oath.     The  oath  is  as  follows  : 
"  I,   ,  swear  that  I  will  justly  and  uprightly  demean  myself,  ac- 

cording to  the  laws,  as  an  attorney,  counselor  and  solicitor,  and  that  I 
will  support  and  defend  the  Constitution  of  the  United  States  and  the 

Constitution  of  the  State  of  Georgia.     So  help  me  God." 
Which  oath  must  be  taken  in  open  Court,  and  entered  on  the  minutes 

thereof. 

§398.  (433.)  (372.)  Students  of  the  Lumpkin  Law  School  and  Mercer  Uni- 
Acts of  1859,  vers ity.  None  of  the  preceding  requisitions  are  applicable  to  any  grad- 
p-'84-  uade  of  the  Lumpkin  Law  School,  but  upon  a  presentation  of  a  diploma 
P207.  and  payment  of  fees,  the  Court  shall  cause  his  name  to  be  enrolled 
Acts  of  among  the  attorneys.  And  any  person  having,  from  the  proper  author- 
1875,  p.  38.  ities  of  Mercer  University,  in  this  State,  a  diploma  of  graduation  in  the 
|1207.  Law  School  of  .said  University,  shall  be  authorized  to  plead  and  practice 

n  all  the  Courts  of  law  and  equity  in  this  State,  without  further  ex- 
amination, upon  payment  of  the  usual  fees,  and  upon  the  taking  of  the 

oaths  and  receiving  the  license  prescribed  by  law,  and  said  graduates 
shall  have  the  same  rights,  privileges  and  liabilities  as  are  conferred 
and  imposed  by  law  on  the  graduates  of  the  Law  School  of  the  Univer- 

sity of  Georgia. 
§399.  (434.)  (373.)  Lawyers  from  other  States,  how  admitted.  Attorneys 

Act  of  1823,  at  law  residing  in  other  States  of  the  Union,  having  license  to  practice 

Ac?'of  1831  law  ixi  a  Circuit  Court  therein,  where  by  law  the  attorneys  of  this  State 
c.  p.  91.  '  are  permitted  to  practice  law,  may  practice  in  the  Superior  Courts  of (q)  Acts  of  this  State  [and  by  submitting  to  and  undergoing  such  examination  as 
1875,  p.  16.  -to  ̂ e  iaws  0f  this  State,  as  the  Judge  of  the  Superior  Court  where  such 

application  is  made  may  require] — 
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1.  By  presenting  a  petition  in  writing  for  such  purpose  to  the  Judge 
of  the  Superior  Court  of  any  Circuit,  either  in  term  time  or  vacation. 

2.  By  producing  before  him  a  certificate  from  a  Judge  of  the  Circuit 
or  District  Court  of  the  State  Of  which  they  are  citizens,  under  the  seal 
of  said  Court,  stating  that  the  applicant  is  of  good  moral  character,  and 
has  been  legally  admitted  to  practice  law  in  such  Circuit,  and  that,  by 
the  laws  of  such  State,  the  attorneys  of  this  State  are  allowed  to  prac- 

tice law  therein. 

How  in  the  Supreme  Court,  1st  rule  of  Supreme  Court:  38  Ga.,  687. 

§400.  (435.)  (374.)  Order  of  admission,  On  reading  such  petition  and 
certificate,  such  Judge  shall  grant  an  order  that  the  applicant  be  ad- 

mitted to  practice  law  in  this  State,  and  shall  order  the  Clerk  of  the  Su- 
perior Court  of  the  county  to  enter  it  on  his  minutes  and  file  the  pro- 

ceedings, on  the  payment  of  his  legal  fees;  which,  when  done,  is  a 
sufficient  license. 

§401.  (436.)  (375.)  Lawyers  from  States  that  do  not  allow  Georgia  lawyers 
to  practice  therein.  Such  attorneys  at  law  of  any  State  adjoining  this 
are  not  thus  permitted  to  practice  law  herein,  unless  those  of  this  State 
are  likewise  permitted  to  practice  law  in  their  Courts. 

§402.  (437.)  (376.)  Lawyers  from  other  States  may  be  admitted,  in  this.  Those  (a)  Acts  of 

attorneys  at  law  of  other  States,  who  become  residents  of  this 1875,  p- 16- 
State,  and  do  not  come  under  the  provisions  of  the  preceding  sections, 
by  producing  to  the  Court  satisfactory  evidence  that  they  were  attor- 

neys at  law,  in  good  standing,  in  a  Court  of  similar  jurisdiction  in  the 
State  from  which  they  came,  maybe  immediately  admitted  to  plead  and 
practice  law  in  this  State,  [by  submitting  to  and  undergoing  such 
examination  as  to  the  laws  of  this  State  as  the  Judge  of  the  Superior 
Court,  where  the  application  is  made,  may  require.]  (a.) 

§403.  (438.)  (377.)  Lawyers,  how  admitted  in  the  Supreme  Court.  Any  at- 
torney authorized  to  practice  law  in  the  Superior  Courts  of  this  State 

is  permitted  to  practice  law  in  the  Supreme  Court — 
1.  By  exhibiting  to  the  Court  proof  of  good  private  and  professional 

character;  and  otherwise  complying  with  the  terms  of  its  rules. 
2.  By  taking  the  oath  prescribed. 
First  and  second  rules  of  the  Supreme  Court :  38  Ga.,  687. 

§404.  (439.)  (378.)  Counsel  employed  failing  to  render  service.  Attorneys  £ct  ofissi, 
are  prohibited  from  collecting  any  note  or  other  contract  in  writing 

given  as  a  fee  in  any  cause,  which  cause  *they  have  failed  to  attend  to 
in  person  or  by  some  competent  attorney,  from  the  time  of  employ- 

ment until  the  rendition  of  judgment,  and  the  same  shall  be  null  and 
void  unless  they  were,  by  contract,  released  from  such  duty. 

§405.  (440.)  (379.)   Transferring  for  notes  or  other  obligations.    The  trans-  Act  of  i83i, 
fer  of  such  notes  or  obligations  subjects  them  to  forfeit  and  pay  to  the  c*  p*  yi" 
person  from  whom  the  same   was  taken  double  the  amount  thereof,    \- 

recoverable  in  any  Court  having  jurisdiction  of  the  same,  unless  such* person  is  saved  harmless  against  all  fees,  costs,  and  other  necessary 
expenses  on  account  thereof. 

By  Act  of  1831,  such  notes  are  void,  although  in  the  hands  of  an  innocent  transferee, 
if  the  attorney  fails  to  see  the  case  in  judgment:  21  Ga.,  195. 

§406.  (441.)  (380.)  Fees,  how  settled.  Unless  otherwise  stipulated,  one- 
half  of  the  fee  in  any  cause  is  a  retainer,  and  due  at  any  time,  unless 
the  attorney,  without  sufficient  cause,  abandons  the  case  before  render- 

ing service  to  that  value ;  but  in  cases  where  he  has  rendered  such 
service,  and  can  not  render  the  balance  of  service — from  the  act  of  his 
client,  providential  cause,  election  to  office,  or  removal  out  of  the  State 

— he  is  entitled  to  retain  the  amount,  or  a  due  proportion,  if  collected, 
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or  sue  for  it  and  collect  it,  if  not ;  where  no  special  contract  is  made,  the 
attorney  may  recover  for  the  services  actually  rendered. 

Where  special  contract  made  :  39  Ga.,  78-81.  Has  a  lien  superior  to  all  other  liens 
on  all  property  recovered  for  fees:  45  Ga,,  167.  Must  prove  value  of  services  to  be  able 
to  recover  for  fees:  45  Ga..  171.  Where  a  verdict  giving  fees  was  sustained  by  the  evi- 

dence :  47  Ga,,  405.  Bringing  money  into  Court,  the  trustee  should  pay  own  attorneys : 
56  Ga.,  264.  Failure  to  recover  in  the  suit  is  no  bar  to  fees:  60  Ga.,  217.  When 

trustee's  attorney  fees  are  not  allowed:  32  Ga.,  31-38;  56/264.  Guardians  allowed  for 
attorney  fees  in  collecting  ward's  moneys  :  29  Ga.,  82-101.  Client  cannot  dismiss  suit 
without  paying  attorney  fees:  56  Ga.,  279-281.  Section  cited;  one-half  of  attorney 
fees  a  retainer,  and  is  due  at  once  unless  otherwise  stipulated:  62  Ga.,  136.  When 
employment  by  principal  does  not  bind  security  for  fees:  55  Ga.,  470.  Fee  of  counsel 
is  not  included  under  the  term  costs  and  expenses :  56  Ga.,  655-6.  No  one  can  satisfy  a 
judgment  or  execution  until  attorney's  claim  for  fees  settled  :  53  Ga.,  43.  Fees  by  con- 

tract: 50  Ga.,  599.  Contract  for  certain  amount  for  fees  if  money  collected,  depends 
on  such  collection:  55  Ga.,  283.  Attorneys  have  a  lien  on  a  suit  for  fees  regardless  of 
client's  desires  in  the  matter :  63  Ga.,  496.  Counsel  can  prosecute  a  suit  begun  for  their 
fees  :  63  Ga.,  630.  Where  no  counsel  fees  should  be  permitted  by  way  of  damages  :  63 
Ga.,  242.  Where  fees  were  not  champertous:  55  Ga.,  283.  When  are :  57  Ga.,  263. 

Attorney's  lien  on  the  execution  but  not  on  the  judgment  for  fees :  19  Ga.,  85.  Where 
no  fees  by  way  of  damages  should  have  been  permitted:  59  Ga.,  797-8.  Where  fees 
denied  as  against  the  holder  of  a  draft  sued  on  :  59  Ga;,  841-8.  Cannot  collect  fees  by 
ruling  his  client:  34  Ga.,  377.  Fees  cannot  be  included  in  the  enforcement  of  a  lien 
on  a  crop:  57  Ga.,  333;  49/604. 

Fees:  Weeks,  §334-349;  Abbot's  Tr.  Ev.,  377.  Champertous  contracts:  see  note  to 
§2750;  and  lobbying  services.  lb.  Where  attorney  dies  before  completion  of  service  : 
23  Am.  D.,  149.  Death  of  client:  15  How.,  415.  Forfeiture  of  claim  to,  by  fraud:  10 
Am.  D.,  179.  Funds  in  hands  of  receiver  :  3  0.,  352.  Fees  not  recoverable  on  injunc- 

tion bond:  17  Wal.,  211.  Special  contract,  damages  for  breach  of:  23  Am.  R..  613. 
Liability  of  husband  for  fees  of  wife's  attorney:  9  Am.  R.,  175.  When  infant  liable 
for  fees  of :  20  Am.  R.,  160;  Weeks,  §342. 

§407.  (442.)  (381.)  Liability  of  attorneys  to  be  ruled.     Where  attorneys 
g3948.         retain  in  their  hands  the  money  of  their  clients,  after  it  has  been  de- 

manded, they  are  liable  to  rule  (and  otherwise)  as  Sheriffs  are,  and  incur 
the  same  penalties  and  consequences. 

Testing  the  right  to  fees  by  ruling  the  attorney:  55  Ga.,  283-5-6.  Cannot  by  rule 
compel  the  attorney  to  perform  a  decree  against  his  client :  56  Ga.,  471,  571-2.  Section 
cited,  and  answer  by  attorney  to  rule  can  be  traversed  :  58  Ga.,  223.  Under  a  rule, 
attorney  permitted  to  set-off  his  fees  against  it :  58  Ga.,  348.  Attachment  for  contempt 
against  an  attorney  and  his  bankruptcy:  Habeas  corpus:  59  Ga.,  523.  Client  may  en- 

force rule  by  fi.  fa.  or  attachment:  58  Ga..  121.  Only  ruled  for  the  sum  collected:  57 
Ga.,  525,  528. 

§408.  (443.)  (382.)  Authority  to  bind  clients.  They  have  authority  to 
g §3267, 3615.  bind  their  clients  in  any  action  or  proceeding,  by  any  agreement  in 

relation  to  the  cause,  made  in  writing,  and  in  signing  judgments,  enter- 
ing appeals,  and  by  an  entry  of  such  matters,  when  permissible,  on  the 

dockets  of  the  Court,  but  they  cannot  take  affidavits  required  of  their 
clients  unless  specially  permitted  by  law. 

Attachment  affidavit,  sufficiently  sworn  to  by  attorney  for  client,  when  states  posi- 
tively as  to  the  debt:  7  Ga.,  167.  Attachment  affidavit  by  attorney  should  be  positive 

that  debtor  resides  out  of  the  State  :  9  Ga.,  598.  Attorney's  affidavit  for  attachment should  be  positive  as  to  the  grounds  :  28  Ga.,  351.  Notary  Public  also  attorney  cannot 
qualify  his  client  to  attachment  affidavit :  37  Ga.,  678-681.  Affidavit  in  forma  pauperis 
to  entitle  a  party  to  appeal  cannot  be  made  by  his  attorney  :  25  Ga.,  262-3.  Affidavit 
to  foreclose  mortgage  by  attorney  should  recite  that  he  is  counsel  for  mortgagee  :  39  Ga., 
312.  As  to  entering  an  appeal  when  ratified  by  the  principal :  6  Ga.,  92-99;  9/487.  May 
refer  cause  to  arbitration  under  sanction  of  the  Court,  the  client  not  consenting  thereto  : 
31  Ga.,  2-3.  Cannot  release  a  witness  for  his  client  without  being  specially  authorized : 
33  Ga.,  49.  Confessions  of  judgment  by  attorney  presumed  to  be  by  authority:  36 
Ga.,  108.  Confessions  of  judgment  by  attorney  set  aside  by  Court  on  proof  of  want 
of  authority:  39  Ga.,  394.  Where  client  knows  of  the  confession  of  judgment  by  his 

•  attorney,  sufficient:  42  Ga.,  168-171.  Attorney  cannot  for  client  make  the  affidavit 
provided  in  section  4056:  48  Ga.,  351.  Section  cited  and  discussed:  50  Ga.,  248.  Affi- 

davit before  attorney's  clerk  valid:  50  Ga.,  426-434.  Where  one  acting  as  defendant's 
counsel  could  not  bind  plaintiff:  57  Ga.,  447.  Affidavit  probating  mortgage  before 
mortgagee's  attorney  illegal:  46  Ga.,  253-7.  Cannot  release  defendant's  property 
from  the  lien  of  a  judgment:  56  Ga.,  617.  Payment  by  attorney  to  agent  of  plaintiff 
releases  the  attorney:  59  Ga.,  562.  Married  woman  controlled  by  her  attorney's  agree- 

ment relating  to  her  separate  estate  :  60  Ga.,  189-191. 
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Authority  :  Weeks,  $215-256 ;  Ewell  Evans  A.,  129,  130. 132 ;  16  Am.  D.,  780  :  12/577  ; 
15  Am.  R.,  72;  5  Pet.,  99.  To  receive  payment  on  fi.  fa. :  8  Pet.,  18.  To  buy  for  client 
at  judicial  sale:  6  Wal.,  157;  6  Am.  D.,  386.  May  submit  cause  to  arbitration  :  7  (Jr., 
436.  No  authority  to  enter  a  retraxit:  18  Am.  D.,  149.  Nor  to  release  client's  judg- 

ment, without  his  consent:  30  Am.  R.,  357,  and  n,  358.  One  co-defendant  may  em- 
ploy an  attorney  for  the  other  co-defendants,  and  the  appearance  of  such  an  attorney 

for  all  will  bind  all :  8  Am.  R.,  394. 

§409.    (444.)    (383.)    Limitations  on    authority.     Without  special  au-§2S64. 
thority,  attorneys  cannot  receive  anything  in  discharge  of  a  client's claim  but  the  full  amount  in  cash. 

Where  attorney  was  compelled  to  sue  Sheriff:  34Ga.,173.  Section  cited  and  dis- 
cussed:  53  Ga.,  660.  Failure  of  defendant's  attorney  to  apply  sum  collected  to  plain- 

tiff's debt,  does  not  affect  plaintiff:  57  Ga.,  447.  Section  cited  and  construed:  62  Ga., 
42-6.  Agent  employing  attorney  for  his  principal  can  make  a  binding  contract  on  his 
principal  as  to  terms  of  such  employment:  59  Ga.,  562. 

Compromise:  Weeks.  §§394,  400-1;  7  Cr.,  436;  10  Am.  D.,  179;  16/506;  19  Am.  R., 
647;  36/261. 

§410.  (445.)  (384.)  Advice  of  attorney  no  relief  to  client.  Clients  shall 
not  be  relieved  from  their  liability  to  damages  and  penalties  imposed 
by  law  on  the  ground  that  they  acted  under  the  advice  of  their  counsel, 
but  are  entitled  to  redress  from  them  for  unskillful  advice. 

Evidence  as  to  advice  of,  protects  client,  how.  far,  as  showing  motive,  etc.  :  14  Ga., 

27-32.  Where  the  Sheriff's  attorney's  advice  saved  the  Sheriff  from  loss;  39  Ga.,  521. 
Malicious  prosecution,  advice  of  counsel,  while  it  does  not  protect  entirely,  yet  miti- 

gates damages:  55  Ga.,  302,  297.  Neglect  of  attorney  only  can  prevent  him  from  recov- 
ering for  fees:  60  Ga.,  217.  Getting  out  distress  warrant  for  too  large  an  amount,  by 

attorney's  advice,  does  not  relieve  from  liability:  54  Ga.,  224-230. 
Advice,  evidence  of:  Abbot's  Tr.  Ev.,  656.  Of  attorney  personally  interested,  no 

mitigation  :  36  Am.  R.,  353.  "  Redress,"  etc. :  Weeks,  §$283-320 ;  and  see  "  negligence," 
in  general  note  on  this  chapter. 

§411.  (446.)  (385.)  Party  not  bound  by  act  of  unemployed  counsel.  If  it 
be  alleged  by  a  party  for  whom  an  attorney  appears  that  he  does  so 
without  authority,  the  Court  may,  at  any  stage  of  the  proceedings, 
relieve  the  party  for  whom  the  attorney  assumed  to  appear  from  the 
consequences  of  his  acts,  if  fully  satisfied  such  allegation  is  true. 

What  is  sufficient  evidence  of  an  attorney's  employment:  34  Ga.,  328.  Presumed 
that  an  attorney's  appearance  is  authorized:  36  Ga.,  108.  Judgment  confessed  by  at- 

torney will,  on  proof  of  his  want  of  authority,  be  set  aside  :  39  Ga.,  394.  When  cannot 
readily  set  aside  a  confession  of  judgment  by  an  attorney  :  53  Ga.,  491-3. 

Weeks,  §200;  Abbot's  Tr.  Ev.,  548;  5  Am.  D.,  237,  and  n,  245;  15/378,  n;  2  Am.  L. (_;.,  558. 

§412.  (447.)  (386.)   Unauthorized  appearance  is  contempt.     Any  attorney  §4475. 
appearing  for  a  person  without  being  employed,  unless  by  leave  of  the 
Court,  is  guilty  of  a  contempt  of  Court,  and  must  be  fined  in  a  sum 
not  less  than  five  hundred  dollars. 

§413.  (448.)  (387.)  Proof  of  authority  may  be  required.  The  presiding 
Judge  or  Justice  may,  on  motion  of  either  party,  and  on  showing  rea- 

sonable grounds  therefor,  require  any  attorney  who  assumes  the  right 
to  appear  in  the  cause  to  produce  or  prove  the  authority  under  which 
he  appears,  and  to  disclose,  whenever  pertinent  to  any  issue,  the  name 
of  the  person  who  employed  him,  and  to  grant  any  order  that  justice 
may  require  on  such  investigation  ;  but,  prima  facie,  attorneys  shall  be 
held  authorized  to  properly  represent  any  cause  they  may  appear  in. 

Required,  when:  22  Am.  D.,  88.  What  proof  sufficient:  16  Am.  D.,  98-100,  11. 
Prima  facie,  21  Wal,  453;  Weeks,  $196;  16  Am.  D.,  98,  11. 

§414.  (449.)  (388.)  When  several  attorneys  are  employed  on  th£  same  side. 
When  two  or  more  attorneys,  being  employed  on  the  same  side,  dispute 
about  the  direction  to  be  given  to  their  cause,  and  the  client  is  not  pres- 

ent, the  Judge  shall  hear  all  the  facts  and  give  preference  to  the  leading 
counsel. 
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§415.  (450.)  (389.)  Leading  counsel.  The  leading  counsel  is  he  who, 
at  the  time  of  the  trial,  or  raising  of  any  issue  connected  with  the  cause, 
is,  in  the  judgment  of  the  Court,  the  counsel  upon  whom  the  client 
relies  more  than  any  other. 

The  attorney  whose  name  is  subscribed  to  the  pleadings,  if  not  surreptitiously  ap- 
pended, is  to  be  regarded  as  leading  counsel :  33  Ga.,  243. 

§416.  (451.)  (390.)  Counsel  first  employed.  If  there  is  more  than  one 
upon  whom  the  client  thus  relies,  the  Court  shall,  as  between  them, 
give  him  preference  who  was  first  employed. 

§417.  (452.)  (391.)  Special  duties  enumerated..  It  is  the  duty  of  attor- 

neys at  law — 
Cannot  take  advantage  of  his  own  acts:  60  Ga.,  53-56.  When  one  of  associate  coun- 
sel cannot  take  advantage  of  the  other's  absence  :  61  Ga.,  470. 

1.  To  maintain  the  respect  due  to  Courts. of  justice  and  judicial 
officers. 

Commented  on:  48  Ga.,  498-500. 

See  note  to  §4711 ;  7  Wal.,  364;  13/335;  Weeks,  §97;  Wells'  Jur.,  §178-197. 

2.  To  employ,  for  the  purpose  of  maintaining  the  causes  confided  to 
them,  such  means  only  as  are  consistent  with  truth,  and  never  to  seek 
to  mislead  the  Judges  or  juries  by  any  artifice  or  false  statement  of  the 
law. 

3.  To  maintain  inviolate  the  confidence  and,  at  every  peril  to  them- 
selves, to  preserve  the  secrets  of  their  clients. 

Section  cited,  and  discussed  :  59  Ga.,  328. 

'See  note  to  §3798. 

4.  To  abstain  from  all  offensive  personalties,  and  to  advance  no  fact 
prejudicial  to  the  honor  or  reputation  of  a  party  or  a  witness,  unless 
required  by  the  justice  of  the  cause  with  which  they  are  charged. 

Latitude  of  speech  permitted,  but  with  certain  limits:  18  Ga.,  495-508.  Counsel 
protected  for  words  used  in  argument,  unless  malice  shown:  51  Ga.,  119. 

See  note  to  §2980. 

5.  To  encourage  neither  the  commencement  nor  continuance  of  an 
action  or  proceeding  from  any  motives  of  passion  or  interest. 

It  is  not  champertous  where  attorney  agrees  to  take  certain  percentage,  but  not  to 
be  liable  for  costs:  55  Ga.,  284.  But  otherwise  where  he  was  to  pay  costs  as  well  as  re- 

ceive percentage :  57  Ga.,  263;  also  Taylor  vs.  Hinton,  pamph.  February,  1881.  p.  8. 

Weeks,  §§86-88,  121,  350,  et  *eq.,  and  note  to  §2750. 

6.  Never  to  reject,  for  a  consideration  personal  to  themselves,  the 
cause  of  the  defenseless  or  oppressed. 

Referred  to:  48  Ga.,  350. 

Refusing  to  defend  prisoner,  when  appointed  by  Court,  without  fee,  contempt:  9 
C.  L.  J.,  100. 

Duties,  generally  :  Weeks,  §§257- 267 ;  Warren  on  Duties  of  Attorneys;  Sharswood's 
Legal  Ethics ;  14  Am.  D.,  172,  and  "negligence,"  in  general  note  on  this  chapter. 

§418.  (453.)  (392.)  Special  causes  of  removal.  An  attorney  must  be 
removed  for  the  following  causes  by  the  Superior  Court  of  the  county 
of  his  residence : 

1.  Upon  his  being  convicted  of  any  crime,  or  misdemeanor  involv- 
ing moral  turpitude.  In  either  case  the  record  of  his  conviction  is  con- 

clusive evidence. 

2.  When  any  judgment  or  rule  absolute  has  been  rendered  against 
him  for  money  collected  by  him,  as  an  attorney,  which  he  fails  to  pay 
within  ten  days  after  the  time  appointed  in  the  order,  in  which  case 
the  record  of  the  judgment  is  conclusive  evidence,  unless  obtained 
without  any  service  under  some  law  authorizing  such  a  proceeding. 
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3.  Upon  it  being  shown  to  the  satisfaction  of  the  Court  that  he  has 
been  guilty  of  any  deceit  or  willful  misconduct  in  his  profession. 

4.  For  want  of  a  sound  mind,  or  for  indecent  behavior  in  or  out  of 

the  Court  House,  whereby  he  becomes  a  nuisance  to*  the  Court,  his 
brother  members  of  the  bar,  or  the  public. 

Weeks,  §81,  et  seq. ;  5  Am.  R.,  420;  1  C.  L.  J.,  280;  8/250;  10/379:  9Wh.,529;  19 
How.,  9;  4  Wall.,  433;  7/523;  19/505;  13/335.  For  contempt:  7  Wal.,  364.  Abusive 
words  to  Judge  out  of  Court :  13  Wal.,  335. 

§419.  (454.)  (393.)  May  be  reinstated,  and  how.  When  an  attorney  at 
law  is  thus  removed,  after  the  lapse  of  twelve  months,  (unless  removed 
under  the  first  ground  of  the  preceding  section,)  it  is  in  order  for  him 
to  be  restored  upon  the  application  of  two-thirds  of  the  members  of  the 
bar  of  the  county  where  he  was  removed,  and  of  those  who  usually 
practice  in  the  Superior  Court  of  said  county,  if  approved  by  the  Judge 
of  the  Circuit. 

Weeks,  §82;  10  C.  L.  J.,  498. 

§420.  (455.)  (394.)  Proceedings  to  remove  an  attorney.  The  proceedings 
to  remove  an  attorney  may  be  taken  by  the  Court  of  its  own  motion,  or 
upon  the  motion  of  an  attorney  at  law,  or  other  citizen. 

Section  cited,  and  a  case  of  removal  of  an  attorney :  63  Ga.,  567. 

§421.  (456.)  (395.)  Must  be  in  writing.  The  accusation  must  be  in 
writing,  signed  by  the  movant,  or  his  attorney  at  law,  and  when  the 
proceeding  is  taken  by  the  Court,  it  may  be  drawn  up  by  the  solicitor 
or  the  clerk,  under  the  direction  of  the  Court. 

§422.  (457.  (396.)  Verified  by  oath,  vohen.  If  the  proceedings  are  upon 
the  information  of  another,  the  accusation  must  be  verified  by  the  oath 
of  the  person  making  it,  or  some  other  person,  and  presented  to  the 
Court. 

§423.  (458.)  (397.)  Order  for  appearance.  The  Court  must  then,  if  of 
opinion  that  the  accusation  would,  if  true,  be  grounds  of  removal,  make 
an  order  requiring  the  accused  to  appear  and  answer  the  same  at  a 
specified  day  during  the  same  or  at  the  next  term,  and  must  cause  a 
copy  of  the  order  and  accusation  to  be  served  on  the  accused  within  a 
prescribed  time  before  a  day  appointed  in  the  order. 

§424.  (459.)  (398.)  The  accused  must  appear.  The  accused  must  appear 
at  the  time  appointed  in  the  order,  and  answer  the  accusation,  unless, 
for  sufficient  cause,  the  Court  assign  another  day  for  that  purpose  ;  if  he 
does  not  appear,  the  Court  may  proceed  and  determine  the  accusation 
in  his  absence. 

§425.  (460.)  (399.)  Answer  of  accused.  The  accused  may  answer, 
either  by  objecting  to  the  sufficiency  of  the  accusation,  or  by  denying 
its  truth — either  of  which  must  be  entered  on  the  minutes. 

§426.  (461.)  (400.)  Objections  by  the  accused.  If  the  objection  to  the 
sufficiency  of  the  accusation  be  not  sustained,  the  accused  must  answer 
it  forthwith. 

§427.  (462.)  (401.)  Plea  or  refusal  to  answer.  If  he  pleads  guilty,  or 
refuses  to  answer  the  accusation,  the  Court  must  proceed  to  judgment 
of  removal ;  if  he  denies  the  accusation,  the  Court  must  immediately, 
or  at  such  time  as  it  may  appoint,  proceed  to  try  the  same — the  accused 
having  a  right  to  demand  atrial  by  jury. 

§428.  (463.  (402.)  Effect  of  judgment.  A  judgment  of  acquittal  is  fi- 
nal, but  from  a  judgment  of  removal  there  may  be  a  motion  for  a  new 

trial,  and  a  review  by  the  Supreme  Court,  as  in  other  cases. 
Pending  review,  rights  not  restored:  8  C.  L.  J.,  358. 

§429.  (464. )  (403. )  Proceedings,  by  tvhom  instituted.  The  proceedings, 
when  instituted  by  the  Court  of  its  own  motion,  are  conducted  in  the 
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name  of  the  State — the  Solicitor  appearing  to  sustain  the  accusation — 
and  when  on  the  information  of  another,  in  the  name  of  the  State  on 
the  information  of  such  person. 

§430.  (465.)  (404.)  Witnesses  compelled  to  attend.  Either  party  has  a 
right  to  subpcenas  and  other  process  to  compel  the  attendance  of  wit- 

nesses, and  testimony  may  be  taken  by  deposition  in  such  cases  and  in 
the  same  manner  as  in  actions  at  law,  and  the  Court  may,  in  its  discre- 

tion, require  the  informant  to  give  security  for  cost ;  and  failing  so  to 
do  within  the  time  prescribed,  the  proceedings  must  be  dismissed  at 
the  cost  of  the  informant. 

§431.  (466.)  (405.)  Costs,  how  taxed  and  collected.  When  the  proceed- 
ings are  in  the  name  of  the  State,  the  costs  are  paid  as  in  criminal 

cases;  when  in  the  name  of  the  State  on  the  information  of  another,  if  the 
accusation  is  not  sustained,  judgment  is  rendered  against  the  inform- 

ant and  his  security  for  the  costs,  if  the  same  has  been  given;  but  if 
the  accusation  is  sustained  against  the  accused,  judgment  for  costs  must 
be  rendered  against  him. 

§432.  (467.)  (406.)  Upon  the  death  of  informant.  Upon  the  death  of 
the  informant,  if  there  be  but  one,  the  proceedings  abate,  unless  some 
other  person  is  substituted  in  his  place,  which  maybe  done  on  applica- 

tion to  the  Court;  if  there  is  more  than  one  informant  the  proceedings 
continue  on  the  information  of  the  survivor. 

§433.  (468.)  (407.)  The  jury  who  try  the  case.  It  is  in  the  province  of 
the  jury  who  try  such  proceedings,  if  they  find  in  favor  of  the  accused, 
also  to  find  they  were  malicious,  if  they  so  believe;  and  upon  such  finding, 
the  rights  of  the  accused  against  the  informant  are  the  same  as  in  cases 
of  malicious  prosecution  on  the  criminal  side  of  the  Court. 

§434.  (469.)  Attorney  failing  to  pay  tax.  And  whenever  it  shall  be 
made  to  appear  to  any  Judge  of  the  Superior  Courts  that  any  attorney 
at  law  practicing  in  said  Court  has  failed,  or  fails,  to  pay  his  professional 
tax  levied  according  to  the  laws  of  this  State,  and  execution  has  been 
issuedfor  the  same  by  the  tax  collector  and  returned  by  the  proper  officer, 
no  property  to  be  found,  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  Judge  presiding  in 
the  Superior  Court  of  the  county  in  which  the  said  attorney  resides  to 
cause  the  clerk  of  said  Court  to  issue  a  rule  requiring  said  attorney  to 
show  cause,  by  the  next  term  of  said  Court,  why  he  should  not  be  struck 
from  the  list  of  attorneys,  and  his  license  to  practice  declared  of  no 
effect,  for  his  failure  to  pay  his  said  professional  tax — which  rule  shall 
be  served  by  the  Sheriff  upon  said  attorney  twenty  days  before  the  next 
term  of  said  Court;  and  if,  at  said  term  of  said  Court,  said  attorney  fails 
to  show  sufficient  cause,  said  Judge  shall  pass  an  order  striking  said 
attorney  from  the  list  of  attorneys,  and  declare  his  license  to  practice 
in  the  Courts  of  law  and  equity  in  this  State  null  and  of  no  effect. 

City  can  tax  the  business  of  an  attorney:  54  Ga.,  645;  53/616.  "Professions"  in 
tax  Act  includes  attorneys,  and  each  member  of  a  firm  may  be  taxed :  59  Ga.,  187. 

General  Note. — Argument,  professional  propriety  as  to:  27  Ga.,  207.  May  refer  to 
and  use  written  one  before  the  jury:  29  Ga.,  82.  .  Counsel  for  plaintiff  should  have  a 

>  fair  chance  to  argue  the  case  before  the  jury  ;  practice  :  25  Ga  ,  85.  Supposed  facts,  not 
proven  should  not  be  attempted  to  be  argued  before  the  jury  :  10  Ga.,  512.  Latitude 
of  speech  should  be  allowed  counsel,  within  certain  limits :  18  Ga.,  495 ;  49/255 ;  55/467  ; 
60/367.  Should  not  indulge  in  inferences  from  the  evidence,  not  warranted  thereby: 
20  Ga.,  203.  Should  not  argue  facts  not  in  evidence  before  the  jury :  25  Ga.,  226.  May 
argue  their  view  of  the  law  before  the  jury  in  criminal  cases :  56  Ga.,  503.  Who 

should  commence  and  conclude  —  In  appeals  from  Ordinary's  order  setting  up  a 
will,  the  propounder:  6  Ga.,  324.  From  assessment  of  damages  by  appraisers,  the 
party  originally  moving  in  the  case  below :  9  Ga.,  359.  Attachments,  issue  on  affida- 

vit in,  the  defendant  generally:  28  Ga.,  109-10.  Administration,  the  applicant  for 
letters  of,  generally:  9  Ga.,  199.  Burden  of  proof,  the  one  having  such  burden:  24 
Ga.,  211.  Claim  cases :  see  Rule  13  of  the  Superior  Court  and  section  3739  and  note 
thereto.  Criminal  cases:  see  section  4645,  and  note  thereto.  Dower,  issue  on  return 
of  commissioners  to  lay  off,  the  applicant  for:  47  Ga.,  612.  Demurrer,  the  movant 
in:  39  Ga.,  232.     Devisavit  vel  non,  the  propounder  of  the  will:  35  Ga.,  102.    Equity 
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cases:  see  section  4207  and  note.     Injunction,  against  ejectment,  and  bill  for  specific 

performance,   complainant's  counsel:  43  Ga.,   301.      Fraud,  issue  by  creditors,  under 
honest  debtor's  act,  creditor's  attorney:  25  Ga.,  268.     Joint  defendants,  one  of  whom 
introduces  evidence,  then  complainant's  solicitor:  37  Ga.,  205.     Motions,  movant  gen- 

erally :  see  Rule  45  of  the  Superior  Court  and  note  thereto.     Solicitor-General  can  take 
any  place  in  the  argument:  15  Ga.,  476.     Torts,  the  defendant  pleading  justification  : 
section  3051,  note  ;  56  Ga.,  351.     Advice  of,  how  far  it  is   a  protection  to  a  party  in  a 
claim  case:  14  Ga.,  27;  see  section  410.     Illegality:  55  Ga.,  335.     As  to  it  protecting  a 
Sheriff:  39  Ga.,  521;  59/821.     Absence,  leave  of  granted  to  an  attorney  relieves  him 
from  professsonal  duties  for  that  Court :  25  Ga.,  158.     Application  of  moneys  to  fi.  fas. 
by:  33  Ga.,  173.     Affidavits  of  client  before  his  attorney  invalid:  37  Ga.,  678.     Same 
as  to  an  affidavit  probating  a  mortgage  :  46  Ga.,  253.     Bill  for  account,  by  a  client 
against  his  attorney   should   show   Common   Law   remedy   inadequate :    7   Ga.,    206. 
Bench,  when  elevated  to,  clients  must  then  look  to  their  cases  .in  Court:  23  Ga.,  175. 
Commissions,  not  entitled  to  when  on  a  fund  in  Court  where  the  client  was  post- 

poned to  older  liens:  17  Ga.,  592.     Entitled  to  reasonable  commissions  for  self  and  at- 
torney by  a  Court  of  equity,  for  a  fund  brought  into  Court  for  the  benfit  also  of  the 

other  parties:  29  Ga.,  142.     Continuance,  by  an  attorney,  where  party  or  privy  re- 
sides out  of  the  county:  25  Ga.,  628.     For  absence  of  counsel,  showing  should  state 

expects  to  secure  his  services  by  next  term:  18Ga.,383.     Absence  in  Supreme  Court 
of  an  attorney:  51  Ga.,  122.     Confederate  money,  no  liability  against,  for  takingsuch 
currency:  37  Ga.,  205;  45/644.     Confidential  communications:  see  note  to  section 
3798.     Concluding-  counsel  should  state  the  grounds  he  expects  to  rely  on,  and  his 
points  of  law  and  authorities,  in  his  opening  speech  :  22  Ga.,  627  ;  5/218  ;  55/504.  Care, 
must  be  reasonable,  and  liable  for  failure  to  exercise  such:  37  Ga.,  195.     Discretion  of 
Court  below  as  to  remarks  of  counsel,  being  warranted  by  the  evidence:  27  Ga.,  649. 
Declaration,  charging  an  attorney,  on  a  note,  what  it  must  aver:  1  Ga.,  275.     Duties 
of:  48  Ga.,  350.     Employment  requires  preparation  by  the  attorney  to  carry  on  the 
suit:  24  Ga.,  474.  Mere  employment  of  attorney  to  defend  binds  no  one  to  abide  by 
the  judgment:  54  Ga.,  599,  600.     Executor,   cannot  recover  against  an  executor  for 
representing  the  estate  professionally  until  twelve  months  after  his  qualification  as 
such:    45  Ga.,  171.     Fi.  fas.,  may   be  assigned  by  when:    30  Ga.,  433;    section  3597. 
Fees,  not  collectable  by  rule  against  the  client :  34  Ga.,  377.     Where  less  given  by  the 
jury  than  is  justified  by  the  evidence,  new  trial   ordered:  34  Ga.,  328.     Conflicting 
evidence  as  to,  the  jury  are  the  proper  ones  to  decide  as  to:  45  Ga.,  123;  see  note  to 
section  406.     Interest,  conflicting  between  client  and  attorney,  when  not  permitted: 
59  Ga.,  329;  60/56.     Infant,  should  not  appear  by  attorney,  but  by  guardian  ad  litem: 
13  Ga.,  467.     Not  bound  by  acts  of  an  attorney  where  they  are  tainted  with  fraud,  con- 

sent decree  :  26  Ga.,  537.     Judgment  had  against  wrong  plaintiff,  at  attorney's  in- 
stance: 36  Ga.,  556.     Letters,  from  plaintiff's  attorney  allowing  him  to  permit  pay- 

ments on  a  fi.  fa.,  gives  no  right  to  enter  such  credits :  5  Ga.,  449.     Mere  letter  stating 
attorney's  sickness  no  ground  for  continuance:  45  Ga.,  57.     Levy  directed  by  an  attor- 

ney does  not  render  him  liable  therefor  :  28Ga.,297;  but  see  12  Ga.,  613.     Limitations 
against  an  attorney  in  action  for  negligence,  etc.,  commences  to  run  from  the  time  it 
was  committed  :  33  Ga.,  174.     Mistake,  of  attorney  as  to  the  time  Supreme  Court  met, 
and  loss  thereby  does  not  furnish  ground  for  a  new  trial :  33  Ga.,  11  ;  (Supl't.)    As  to 
taking  a  mortgage  :  53  Ga.,  585.     When  no  relief  against,  in  reference  to  an  affidavit  of 
illegality:  55  Ga.,  338.      Marks,  marginal   by  an!  attorney,  going  out  with  jury  does 
not  have  any  effect,  where  immaterial:  45  Ga.,  585.     Misrepresentation  of  evidence, 
by  an  attorney  may  be  corrected  by  counsel  on  the  other  side  :  12  Ga.,  295.     Court 
should  correct  such  misstatements  of  evidence  by  the  counsel :  see  43  Ga.,  368  ;  11/253, 
616;  25/24;  15/396.     Commenting  on  the  attorney's  own  witnesses' version  of  the  case, 
is^not  misstating  the  evidence  :  18  Ga.,  460.     Notes  on  third  persons  should  not  be  re- 

ceived by,  in  payment  of  client's  debts,  generally:  24  Ga.,  252.     Neglect,  liable  for 
ordinary  neglect:  7  Ga.,  144.     Where  injunction  refused  as  against  attorney's  alleged 
neglect,  and  liability  incurred  from  it :  59Ga.,641 ;  see  note  to  #408.  Order,of  evidence  as 
introduced  by  counsel  may  be  directed  by  the  Court :  18  Ga.,  460.  Parti efe  where  no  fraud 
charged,  they  should  not  be  made  parties  to  a  bill  for  injunction  and  relief  against  the 
plaintiff  in  execution  :  2  Ga.,325.     Not  a  party  to  a  judgment,  because  he  was  to  receive  a 
percentage  for  collection :  29  Ga.,  256.  Partners,  as  to  one  of  a  firm  getting  commissions 
as  against  the  other  wdiere  he  collects  fpr,  after  dissolution  :  37  Ga.,  299-300.     Surviving 
partner  collecting,  does   sounder  the  contract  with  his  firm:  55  Ga,,  283.     Pardon, 
note  to  for  professional  services  in  procuring,  is  a  good  note:  22  Ga.,  246.     Attorneys 
are  not  the  only  parties  that  can  procure  such:  24  Ga.,  623.     Relation,  of  attorney 
and  client  is  a  confidential  one,  and  is  closely  scrutinized :  6  Ga.,  524-5.     Taking  advan- 

tage of  client  in  a  purchase:  47  Ga.,  67.     Receipt  of  an  attorney  describing  a  note, 
but  omitting  the  indorsement :  7  Ga.,  144.     Rules  of  Court,  applicable  to  attorneys  :  see 
numbers  2,  11,  15,  20,  21,  45.     Services,  cannot  recover  for  against  the  State  where  he 
represents  a  prisoner,  by  the  Court's  appointment :  48  Ga.,  348.     Must  prove  value  of, 
to  be  able  to  recover,  for:  45  Ga.,  171.     Statements  of  counsel  not  warranted  by  the 
evidence,  ground  for  new  trial:  61  Ga.,  278.     During  the  argument  not  evidence  :    52 
Ga.,  290;  57/285.     Sheriff,  must  be  made  to  turn  over  money  to  client,  else  attorney 
liable  for  it,  and  can  proceed  against  Sheriff  then  :  34  Ga.,  173.     Sayings  of  as  agent 
only  received  against  the  principal,  while  performing  duties  as  such:  24  Ga.,  211,  216. 
Unconstitutional  oath  as  to  passed  on  by  the  Court:  35  Ga.,  285. 
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General  Note  on  Attorney  and  Client. — Admissions  of:  Weeks,  §§388,  393-4, 
304;  2Wh..Ev.,  |1184.  Agreement  not  to  practice  in  a  particular  place,  not  illegal 
because  in  restraint  of  trade  :  35  Am.  R.,  267.  Agreement  to  turn  over  notes  held  for 
collection  to  another  attorney,  invalid:  35  Am.  R.,  267.  Argument:  Weeks,  §110, 
et  seq.  Employment  by  administrator  :  see  note  to  §2543.  Confidential  relation; 
dealings  between  attorney  and  client:  Weeks,  §§268,  282:  6  Am.  D.,  275;  16/623;  31 
Am.  R.,  23;  Evvell  Evans'  A.,  287.  Attorney  cannot  delegate  authority — payments 

to  agents  of  attorney  :  24  Am.  R.,  677  ;  E we'll  Evans'  A.,  40.  Liable  for  embezzlement of  another  attorney  to  whom  he  entrusts  note  for  collection:  36  Am.  R.,  264,  266,  n. 
Attorneys  of  collecting  agencies:  1  C.  L.  J.,  433.  Evidence  as  experts  :  Weeks,  §126. 
Disobeying  instructions  :  5  Am.  D.,  77.  Attorneys  at  law  in  the  exercise  of  their 
proper  functions  as  such  are  not  liable  for  their  acts  when  performed  in  good  faith  and 
for  the  honest  purpose  of  protecting  the  interests  of  their  clients :  2  Woods,  349. 
Liability  of  client  for  wrongful  acts  of  attorney:  15  Am.  R.,  185.  Lien  of:  see  note 
to  §1989.  Lobby  services,  fees  for,  illegal :  see  §2750,  note.  Malicious  prosecu- 

tion, liability  for:  Weeks,  §133;  19  Am.  D.,  493,  n :  2  Add.  Tort,  §831.  Negligence 

of  attorneys;  liability  to  client ;  what  diligence  required  :  Weeks,  §283-320  ;  3  Cooley's 
Bl.,  164,  n,  16;  Pulling  on  Attorneys,  148;  2  Add.  Contr.,  §876-7;  1  Add.  Torts,  §570, 
589;  2/1361;  Woods'  Master  &  S.,  342-355;  4  C.  L.  J.,  69;  16  Am.  D.,  582;  Whart. 
Neg.,e  §744;  2  Gr.  Ev.,  §137;  Shear.  &  R.  Neg.,  251;  Mayne  Dam.,  §648.  Accepting 
decision  of  Supreme  Court  of  his  State  not  negligence,  though  decision  erroneous :  21 

Wall..  178.  Buying  in  client's  property  at  sale  :  21  Wall.,  178.  Notice  to,  presumptive 

notice  to  client:  23  Am.  D.,  62;  Ewel'l  Evans'  A.,  160,  163;  11  Wall.,  217,  120,  263.  Is an  officer  of  the  Court:  16  Am.  D.,  98,  n;  4  Wall,  333.  Partnership,  of  attorneys: 

Weeks,  §§314,  335,  415,  523,  630;  19  Am.  R.,  757.  Dissolution:  9  0.,  355.  "Profes- 
sional services"  defined:  21  Wall.,  441.  Revocation  of  relation:  Weeks,  §249. 

Slander  of  attornevs :  Weeks,  §136.  By  attornevs:  Weeks,  §116,  and  note  to  §2980. 

Taxation  of:  Weeks,  §41.  Title,  investigation  "of:  Weeks,  §§267,  311;  3  C.  L.  J.,  559, 605.  Attorney  employed  by  both  parties  to  examine  title — fraud  on  one :  10  0.,  494. 
Trustees  of  public  trust,  authority  of  attorney  for:  2  Woods,  647.  English  cases  cited 

in  1  Jacob's  Fisher's  Digest,  594-  786;  American  cases,  in  Weeks  on  Attorneys. 

CHAPTER   VIII. 

JUSTICES   OF    THE    PEACE,    JUSTICES'    COURTS,    AND    CONSTABLES. 

Article  1. — Justices  of  the  Peace,  Notaries  Public  and  their  Courts. 
Article  2. — Constables. 

ARTICLE  I. 

JUSTICES   OF   THE    PEACE,    NOTARIES   PUBLIC   AND    THEIR    COURTS. 

SECTION. 
435.  One  Justice  in  each,  district. 
436.  Notaries  Public. 
437.  How  removed  from  office. 
438.  Vacancies,  how  filled. 
439.  Elections,  how  and  by  whom  held. 
440.  Ordinary  may  order  an  election. 
441.  Qualifications  of  a  Justice. 
442.  Ordinary  may  appoint,  when. 
443.  The  oath  of  a  Justice. 
444.  Oath,  before  whom  to  be  taken. 
445.  Criminal  jurisdiction  of  the  Justice. 
446.  Civil  jurisdiction  of  the  Justice. 
447.  Debts  may  be  divided. 
448.  Territorial  and  criminal  jurisdiction. 

Section. 
449.  Justice  may  be  sued  in  his  own  district. 
450.  If  the  Justice  be  disqualified. 
451.  When  there  is  no  Justice. 
452.  Suits  may  be  transferred. 
453.  When  transferred. 
454.  Transferred  suits. 
455.  Co-obligors,  joint  contractors,  etc. 
456.  Residents  in  districts  not  organized. 
457.  Special  powers  and  duties  of  Justices. 
458.  Justices'  Courts. 
459.  Changed  once  in  four  years. 
460.  Justices  newly  elected. 
461.  Times  and  places  now  established. 
462.  Judgments  rendered. 

c^p0^819'  §435.  (470. )  (408.)  One  Justice  of  the  Pea,ce  in  each  district.  There  shall 
be  [one]  (a.)  Justice  of  the  Peace  in  each  militia  district  of  the  several 

of  i86^Ak  counties  of  this  State,  elected  by  the  people  of  each  district,  in  the 
5,  sec.  6  manner  hereinafter  prescribed,  who  hold  their  offices  for  four  years, 
1877,  Art.  6,  unless  sooner  removed. 
Sec.  7,  par. 

1.  "When  Justice  of  the  Peace  moves  from  the  district  in  which  he  has  been  commis- 
sioned and  selected,  he  vacates  his  office  :  20  Ga.,  746. 
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§436.  Notaries  Public,  their  appointment  and  term.     Commissioned  No-  (a)  Const. 
taries  Public,  not  to  exceed  one  for  each  militia  district,  may  be  ap- 5  g|^'6Art' 

pointed  by  the  Judges  of  the  Superior  Courts  in  their  respective  Cir-  clause  4'. cuits,  upon  recommendation  of  the  grand  juries  of  the  several  counties,  const,  of 
They  shall  be  commissioned  by  the  Governor  for  the  term  of  four  years,  g877,8Art  6» 
and  shall  be  ex  officio  Justices  of  the  Peace,  and  shall  be  removable 

on  conviction  for  malpractice  in  office.   /f&—/7  <?S*7 
Conviction  of  a  Notary  Public  of  malpractice  in  office  :  46  Ga.,  209. 

§437.  (471.)  (409.)  How  removed.     They  are  removed  from  office  in  Act  of  1819, 
the  manner  prescribed  by  the  Constitution,  and  also  on  conviction  for  c-  ?• 207; 

malpractice  in  office,  or  for  any  felonious  or  infamous  crime.  §§4304,4504. 
§438.  (472.)   (410.)    Vacancies,  how  filled.     Vacancies  are  filled  in  the  Act  of  1819, 

following  manner :  If  there  is  a  Justice  of  the  Peace   in  the  district c-  p-  207, 
where  the  vacancy  occurs,  he  shall  appoint  some  Saturday  in  a  month, 
and  advertise  the  same  at  three  of  the  most  public  places  therein  at 
least  fifteen  days  before  the  day  appointed. 

§439.  (473.)  (411.)  Election,  how  held.  On  said  day  said  Justice,  with 
two  freeholders,  must  hold  said  election  in  the  same  manner  that  a  reg- 

ular election  for  Justice  of  the  Peace  is  held,  and  duly  certify  the  same 
to  the  Governor,  who  must  commission  the  person  elected  for  the  unex- 

pired term. 
§440.  (474.)  (412.)  If  no  Justice.     If  there  is  no  Justice  of  the  Peace  (a)  Acts  of 

in  the  district  where  the  vacancy  occurs,  the  Ordinary  of  the  county  ̂ f2-3' p* 
must  order  an  election  in  the  same  manner,  which  may  be  held  by  three 
freeholders  of  the  district,  who  must  hold  and  certify  said  election  in 
the  same  manner. 

§441.  (475.)  (413.)  Qualifications,  etc.  All  persons  are  eligible  to  the 
office  of  Justice  of  the  Peace  who  are  entitled,  in  the  county  in  which 
the  district  is  situated,  to  vote  for  the  members-  of  the  General  Assem- 

bly, who  have  been  three  months  in  the  district  next  preceding  the  elec- 
tion, and  who  do  not  labor  under  any  disqualification.* 

§442.  (476.)  (414.)  Failure  to  elect.     When  any  district  is  without  a  (a)  const. 

Justice  of  the  Peace,  and  an  election  has  been  legally  ordered  to  supply  5fsec8'6Art 

the  vacancy,  and  none  is  bona  fide  held  at  the  time  and  place  appointed,  clause  4'. it  is  the  duty  of  the  Ordinary  to  appoint  one  person,  resident  in  the 
district,  such  Justice  to  have  it  certified  to  the  Governor,  who  must 
commission  the  appointee  for  the  required  term. 

§443.  (477.)  (415.)  Oath.     Justices  of  the  Peace,  [including  commis- 
sioned Notaries  Public,  who  are  ex  officio  Justices  of  the  Peace,]  (a)  before 

entering  on  the  duties  of  their  office,  besides  the  oath  required  for  all  * 
civil  officers,  must  take  the  following  oath  : 

"  I  do  swear  that  I  will  administer  justice  without  respect  to  persons, 
and  do  equal  rights  to  the  poor  and  to  the  rich,  and  that  I  will  faith- 

fully discharge  all  the  duties  incumbent  on  me  as  a  Justice  of  the  Peace 
for  the  county  of   ,  agreeably  to  the  Constitution  and  laws  of  this 
State,  and  according  to  the  best  of  my  ability  and  understanding.     So 

help  me  God." 
§444.  (478.)  (416.)  Oaths,  before  whom  taken.  Such  oaths  shall  be  taken 

and  subscribed  before  the  Ordinary  of  the  county. 
§445.  (479.)  (417.)  Criminal  jurisdiction.  They  have  criminal  juris- 

diction in  the  following  instances  : 
1.  In  acting  as  conservators  of  and  preserving  the  public  peace  in 

their  respective  districts  and  counties.  • 

*The  words  :  "  Being  a  clerk  shall  be  no  disqualification"  stricken  from  this  section  by  Act  of 27th  September,  1881 
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If 

2.  In  issuing  warrants  for  the  apprehension  of  any  person  charged  on 
oath  with  a  violation  of  any  portion  of  the  Penal  Code,  or  who  are  so 
known  to  them  officially. 

3.  In  examining  such  persons,  when  brought  before  them  and  to  com- 
mit, bind  over,  and  discharge,  according  to  the  directions  of  this  Code. 

4.  In  such  other  cases  as  jurisdiction  may  be  constitutionally  given. 
Wells'  Jur.,  $393. 

Const,  of        §446.  (480. )  (418.)  Civil  jurisdiction.     They  have  a  general  and  origi- 
Sl7'7A^r6'  nal  jurisdiction  : 
2.  1.  [In  all  civil  cases  arising  ex  contractu  and  in  cases  of  mjumes  or  dam- 

c.cp.068&U'  ages  to  personal  property,  where  the  principal  sum  claimed  does  not 
cct  °649819,  exceed  one  hundred  dollars,]  (a)  and  in  cases  where  the  debt  has  been 
Act  of  1835,  larger,  and  the  balance  due  is  not  more  than  said  amount. 
Ao?of  1855-       Section  cited  :  Dozier  vs.  Allen  (Pamp.,  Feb.,  1880,  p.  21). 
6,  p.  254.  Wells'  Jur.,  $402 ;  9  C.  L.  J.,  399. 
(a)  const.        2.  Of  contests  for  the  mere  possession  of  personal  property. 

5,fsec86frt'      3.  Of  forcible  entries  and  detainers,  or  either,  with  the  aid  of  a  jury 
clause  2.     of  twelve  men,  as  prescribed  by  this  Code. 
§§4132-4.         4.  Of  all  other  causes  when  jurisdiction   is  constitutionally  given 

24032  them,  in  their  capacity  as  Courts  of  justice. 
Jurisdiction  of,  against  a  bank  refusing  to  pay  in  specie,  under  Act  of  1842  (C,  p. 

g4085.  100):  12  Ga.,  531.     Justices  of  Peace  jurisdiction  enlarged  in  Macon  under  Act  of  1852: 
17  Ga.,  348.  Act  of  1855-6,  extending  jurisdiction  to  attachments:  25  Gra.,  151.  A 
claim  may  be  brought  within  the  jurisdiction  of,  by  payments:  30  Ga.,  8.  Action 
against  an  inn-keeper  to  recover  value  of  a  lost  overcoat :  39  Ga.,  105.  When  have  no 
jurisdiction  over  nuisances  in  a  town  or  city:  40  Ga.,  87.  Distress  warrants  may  be 
obtained  before  for  an  amount  larger  than  could  sue  for :  44  Ga.,  243.  Concurrent  with 
the  Superior  Court  of  debts  less  than  $100 :  43  Ga.,  360.  Creditor  cannot  write  off  from 
the  amount  so  as  to  bring  it  within  jurisdiction  of  Justice  of  Peace  without  consent  of 
debtor :  58  Ga.,  406-77.  Cannot  set  aside  a  j  udgment  or  grant  a  new  trial :  54  Ga.,  584- 
585.  Cannot  open  a  case  again,  after  judgment,  and  render  second  judgment:  64  Ga., 
565.  Where  claim  is  for  fifty  dollars,  may  certiorari  a  case  arising  from  the  suit :  51 
Ga.,  194.  Case  for  damages  against  a  railroad  caused  by  injury  from  barbed  wire 
fence  :  62  Ga.,  679-680.  Trover  can  be  brought  before  for  one  hundred  ($100)  dollars 
under  the  Constitution  of  1877:  62  Ga.,  346;  57/218;  61/230.  Have  jurisdiction  of 

torts'  as  well  as  contracts  in  this  case  against  a  railroad  for  killing  stock  to  the  amount 
of  $100:  58  Ga.,  534. 

§447.  (481)  (419.)  Debts  may  be  divided.  Debts,  which  in  the  aggre- 
gate, amount  to  more  than  Justice's  Court  jurisdiction,  may  be  di- 
vided into  liquidated  demands,  so  as  to  bring  them  each  within  such 

jurisdiction. 
Bill  holder  may  divide  bills  held  against  a  bank  so  as  to  bring  his  demand  within  • 

the  jurisdiction:  12  Ga.,  531.     Section  cited  and  discussed:  60  Ga.,  672-669.     Right  to 
consolidate  suits  in,  if  the  Court  not  thereby  ousted  of  jurisdiction  :  45  Ga.,  96;  35/82. 

•  Creditor  cannot  place  a  claim  within  jurisdiction,  by  a  credit,  without  the  debtor's 
consent:  58  Ga.,  406. 

r*>**~  §448.  (482.)  (420.)  Limits  of  criminal  jurisdiction.  Their  criminal  juris- 
diction extends  over  persons  of,  or  crimes  committed  in,  their  respect- 

ive counties,  and  their  civil  jurisdiction  over  persons  resident  of  their 
respective  districts,  and  itinerant  persons,  and  to  persons  of  other  dis- 

tricts in  certain  particular  cases  provided  for  in  this  Code. 
Wells'  Jur.,  $394. 

§449.  (483.)  (421.)  Justice,  when  sued.  One  Justice  of  the  Peace  may 
sue  or  be  sued  before  the  other  in  his  own  district. 

§450.  (484.)  (422.)   Where  Justice  is  disqualified.     When  a  Justice   of 
Act  of  i8ii.  the  Peace  is  disqualified  from  presiding,  and  there  is  no  other  Justice 
app.  644,   0f  ̂ e  Peace  in  his  district  who  is  qualified,  any  Justice  of  the  Peace  of 

the  county  is  qualified  to  issue  all  process  and  to  preside  in  his  district; 

*     '  '     and  if  a  Justice  of  the  Peace  is  sued  under  such  circumstances,  the  suit 
/T"  h~i*  may  be  located  in  any  adjoining  district. Section  cited  and  discussed:  Dozier  vs.  Allen  (Pamph.,  Feb.,  1880,  p.  21). 

Wells'  Jur.,  £396. 

L 
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§451.  (485.)  (423.)  Where  there  is  no  Justice.  Where  there  is  no  Justice 
of  the  Peace  in  any  district  where  a  defendant  resides,  or  there  is  one 
and  he  refuses  to  serve  generally  or  in  any  particular  case,  the  suit  may 
be  located  in  any  adjoining  district. 

§452.  (486.)  (424.)  Suits  may  be  transferred.     If  suits  are  already  com-  ̂ ^^^j^^ 
meneed  and  are  suspended  for  the  want  of  a  Justice  of  the  Peace  to//  •*•  *~ 
preside,  such  suits  shall  be  removed  to  the  adjoining  districts,  unless  the 
evil  is  removed  within  sixty  days. 

§453.  (487.)  (425.)  Suits  may  be  transferred  to  county  site.  If,  from  any 
cause,  all  such  suits  cannot  be  located  or  prosecuted  in  some  adjoining 

district,  they  may  be  commenced  or  removed  to  the  Justice's  district 
which  embraces  the  county  site. 

§454.  (488.)  (426.)  Power  of  Justices,  etc.  The  Justices  of  the  Peace  and 
constables  of  any  district  where  a  suit  is  thus  begun  or  removed,  have 
the  same  power  as  those  officers  have  in  the  proper  districts. 

'§455.  (489.)  (427.)  Makers,  indorsers.  etc.,  how  sued.  Suits  against  makers  Act  of  lsn, 
and  indorsers,  and  against  co-obligors,  or  joint-makers,  may  be  located  Act  of  iko, 
in  the  district  where  the  principal  debtor  or  one  of  the  co-obligors  or  c-  p-  65L 

joint-makers  can  be  sued,  and  the  other  parties,  who  may  reside  in  a  '^4135, 413&, 
different  district  from  such  in  the  same  county,  may  be  joined  in  the  4142' 
suit  on  the  same  terms  such  persons  residing  in  different  counties  may 

be  sued  in  the   Superior  Courts,  but  by  the  process  used  in  Justice's 
Courts;  and  in  such  cases  the  constable  of  the  district  where  the  suit 
is  located  may  serve  such  process  in  any  part  of  the  county. 

§456.  (490.)  (428.)  Residents  where  sued.  Persons  resident  in  any  por- 
tion of  a  county  whose  residence,  from  any  cause,  is  not  embraced  in 

any  organized  Justice's  district,  are  subjected  to  suit  in  the  district 
whose  Court-ground  is  nearest  their  residence  where  there  is  an  acting 
Justice  of  the  Peace. 

§457.  (491.)  (429.)  Duties,  etc.,  of  Justices.     Justices  of  the  Peace  have  Act  °f™9' 

authority,  and  it  is  their  duty —  Act'of  mi, 
1.  To  select  some  central  and  convenient  place  in  their  respective  C-J^9-  ,       a 

districts  at  which  to  hold  their  Courts,  of  which  they  shall  give  ample  */^  i^a^^, 
public  notice,  and  also  to  keep  their  offices  within  said  districts;  but  in  /r£^^L 
towns  or  cities  which  embrace  more  than  one  district,  they  may  hold 
their  Courts  and  keep  their  offices  at  some  c.mtral  and  convenient  place  ̂ y 
within  the  limits  of  said  towns  or  cities. 

2.  To  fine  not  more  than  five  dollars,  nor  imprison  more  than  five 
hours,  any  person  guilty  of  a  contempt  of  Court,  and  to  pay  the  fine  to 
the  County  Treasurer  for  county  purposes. 

3.  To  issue  attachments  returnable  to  their  own,  and,  in  certain  cases, 
to  the  Superior  Courts  of  the  county. 

4.  To  issue  all  process  necessary  to  maintain  their  jurisdictions  and 
enforce  their  authority  under  the  sanction  of  law. 

5.  To  administer  oaths  and  take  affidavits,  except  the  power  is  ex- 
pressly restricted  to  some  other  officer,  and  to  take  the  acknowledgment 

or  probate  of  any  conveyances  required  to  be  recorded. 
6.  To  keep  a  docket  of  all  causes  brought  before  them,  in  which  must 

be  entered  the  names  of  the  parties,  the  returns  of  the  officer,  and  the 
entry  of  the  judgment,  specifying  its  amount  and  the  day  of  its  ren- dition. 

Docket  ought  to  furnish  evidence  of  service  of  a  summons:  12  Ga.y  425,  Section 
cited  discussed:  64  Ga.,  566-7. 

7.  To  carefully  file  away  and  label  all  papers  appertaining  to  any 
cause,  and  all  ft.  fas.  and  other  process  returned,  after  being  satisfied, 
entered  "  nulla  bona,"  or  have  otherwise  discharged  their  functions. 

8.  To  attend  the  Superior  Courts  and  Courts  of  Ordinary  of  their 
counties,  whenever  required,  with  such  docket  or  papers  of  file. 

. 
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9.  To  establish,  when  lost,  in  the  manner  prescribed  by  law,  any  pa- 
per appertaining  to  an}^  suit  or  other  proceeding  in  their  respective 

Courts. 
10.  To  answer  interrogatories  from  Courts  of  other  counties,  as  to 

the  contents  or  condition  of  any  of  the  dockets,  files  or  papers  of  their 
office,  and  to  attach  thereto  copies  of  such,  when  such  interrogatories 
are  propounded  and  such  copies  required. 

11.  [To  make  a  list  of  names  of  all  persons  liable  to  tax  on  property 

(a)  Act  of    or  poll  'in  their  respective  districts,  and  return  the  same  to  the  receiver 
Feb.,  18/3.  Q£  £ax  re£umg5  a£  fag  second  round  to  receive  tax  returns  in  their  re- 

spective districts  in  each  year.]     (a.) 
12.  To  perform  such  other  duties  as  are  or  may  be  required  by  law, 

or  which  necessarily  appertain  to  their  office. 

§458.  (492.)  (430.)  Places  of  holding  Justice's  Courts,  how  changed.  If  any 
I§4i30-i.  Justice's  Court  is  held  at  an  inaccessible  or  inconvenient  portion  of  any 

district,  or  such  a  place  is  hereafter  selected,  the  qualified  voters  of 
such  district  may  petition  such  Justice  to  change  the  place  to  some 
other  place,  naming  it,  and  if  he  refuses  to  change,  they  may  apply  to 
the  Ordinary  :  and  if  said  Ordinary  is  satisfied  that  the  place  where 
such  Court  is  held  works  an  inconvenience  to  a  majority  of  the  citizens 

of  such  district,  he  shall,  change  the  place,  to'  take  effect  after  the  ex- 
piration of  thirty  days,  have  it  entered  on  his  minutes,  and  published 

in  the  district. 
§459.  (493.)  (431.)  How  often  changed.     When  a  place  for  holding  such 

Acts  of  1877,  Court  is  once  fixed  it  cannot  be  changed  except  in  the  manner  stated, 

pI  88-  and  then  but  once  during  the  four  years'  official  term  :  Provided,  that 
the  place  for  holding  such  Courts  in  the  town  and  city  districts  in  this 
State  may  be  changed  as  often  as  may  be  necessary,  under  such  terms 
and  conditions  as  the  Ordinary  of  the  county  may  direct. 

§460.  (494.)  (432.)  Time  and  place  may  be  changed.  When  a  new  Jus- 
tice of  the  Peace  is  qualified,  and  he  desires  to  change  the  place  of  hold- 
ing such  Courts,  he  may  do  so  by  giving  public  notice  of  the  fact,  stat- 
ing the  place  to  which  changed,  and  the  first,  Court  to  be  thus  held, 

which  change  shall  not  go  into  effect  short  of  sixty  days  from  the  time 
of  advertising. 

§461.  (495.)  (433.)  Time  and  place  not  disturbed  by  adoption  of  this  Code. 

The  places  now  established  for  holding  Justices'  Courts  are  not  disturbed 
by  the  enactment  of  this  Code,  and  the  militia  districts  now  established 
by  law  remain  the  same,  but  they  may  be  altered  and  new  districts 
formed  by  the  Ordinary  of  each  county  as  hereinafter  prescribed. 

§462.  (496.)  (434.)  Judgments,  when  void.  All  judgments  of  such  Jus- 
tices rendered  in  any  civil  cause,  anywhere  else  than  at  the  place  for 

holding  their  Courts  lawfully  appointed,  are  void. 
General  Note  on  Article  I. —  Judgments,  what  entries  sufficient:  Freeman 

Judg.,  $53,  and  n,  §55  ;  1  C.  L.  J.,  543.  Not  attacked  collaterally:  36  Am.  R.,  730. 

Juries  in:  Wells'  Jur.,  §403.  Jurisdiction:  Wells'  Jur.,  §§388,  406.  Waiver  of,  ob- 
jection to  :  5  C.  L.  J.,  428,  454-5.  Liable  for  acts  without  or  in  excess  or  jurisdiction, 

>  or  when  acting  corruptly:  1  Sm.  L.  C,  805,  817;  19  Am.  D.,  490,  n;  21/217;  22/546; 

23/380.  Not  liable  for  error  in  judgment:  Wells'  Jur.,  §392.  Acts  ministerially, 
When:  22  Am.  D.,  546 ;  see  also  7  C.  L.  J.,  336;  8/328,  388,  447,  465;  9/124,  and  note  on 
Judicial  Liability,  on  page  53  of  Code.  Practice,  right  to  try  case  after  time  set : 

Wells'  Jur.,  §404;  25  Am.  D.,  545.  Resignation,  pending  action:  5  C.  L.  J.,  428. 
Warrant  of  commitment,  what  sufficient :  3  Ci\,  448.  Trespasses,  injuries  committed 
in  the  execution  of  warrants  of  Justices  of  the  Peace:  2  Add.  Torts,  §§960-1014,  1018- 1039. 
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Article  2.— Constables. 

ARTICLE  II. 

CONSTABLES. 

Section. 
472.  In  cases  of  emergency. 
473.  Must  give  bond  and  surety. 
474.  Ordinary  must  certify. 
475.  Additional  surety,  when. 
476    May  be  ruled  and  attached. 
477.  May  be  ruled  in  Superior  Court. 
478.  His  special  duties  enumerated. 
479.  Penalty  for  acting  after  retiring. 

Section. 
463.  Two  constables  in  each  district. 
464.  How  removed  from  office. 
465.  Vacancy,  how  filled. 
466.  Justices  failing  to  agree. 
467.  If  there  is  but  one  Justice. 
468   Justice  failing  or  refusing  to  appoint. 
469.  Qualifications  of  constables. 
470.  Disqualifications. 
471.  His  oath  of  office. 

§463.  (4970  (435.)   Constables,  number,  election,  etc.     There  shall  be  two  Act  of  i£29, 
constables  in  each  militia  district  of  the  several  counties  of  this  State,  Cl  p  aa 
elected  by  the  people  of  each  district  as  hereinafter  prescribed,  who 
hold  their  offices  for  two  years  unless  sooner  removed. 

§464.  (498.)  (436.)  How  removed.  They  are  subject  to  be  removed 
from  office  on  the  same  grounds  and  on  the  same  proceedings  as  Clerks 
of  the  Superior  Court  are,  and  on  conviction  for  malpractice  in  office 
as  Justices  of  the  Peace  are. 

§465.  (499.)  (437.)    Vacancies.      Vacancies  are  filled  by  appointment  Act  oj  isii, 
of  the  Justices  of  the  Peace  of  the  district  in  the  following  contingen-c-  p  201- 
cies: 

1.  When,  from  any  cause,  there  is  a  failure  to  elect,  qualify,  and  give 
bond  at  the  regular  time. 

2.  When  there  is  a  death,  resignation,  or  removal  of  constable. 
3.  When  from  sickness,  or  other  providential  cause,  the  district  is 

without  a  constable,  there  may  be  an  appointment,  if  an  emergency 
arises,  to  continue  until  the  regular  constable  enters  on  the  discharge  of 
his  duties. 

4.  When  the  constables  of  the  district  are  absent  temporarily  from  ̂  

the  district  the  like  power  may  be  exercised.  j/f*ft  ̂ ^ 
"When  the  Judge  of  the  County  Court  appointed  the  agent  of  the  plaintiff  to  exe- 

cute process,  the  appointment  and  his  acts  afterwards  illegal :  52  Ga.,  341-3. 

§466.  (500.)  (438.)  Appointment  of  constables.  If  there  are  two  Justices 
of  the  Peace,  and  they  cannot  agree  upon  an  appointment,  the  one  who 
has  served  longer  as  such  continuously  and  immediately  preceding, 
shall  appoint;  if  there  are  two  constables  to  appoint,  each  Justice  shall 
appoint  one. 

§467.  (501.)  (439.)  When  but  one  Justice,  who  may  appoint.  If  there  is 
only  one  Justice  of  the  Peace,  he  may  make  the  appointment,  but  it 
shall  be  in  the  discretion  of  the  Justices,  whether  one  or  two,  to  ap- 

point the  second  constable  or  not,  if  there  is  one  in  office,  or  one  or  two 
if  there  is  none  in  office. 

§468.  (502.)  (440.)  When  Justice  fails  to  appoint  If  the  Justices  of  the 
Peace  of  any  district  fail  or  refuse  to  have  as  much  as  one  constable  in 
their  district,  for  as  long  as  thirty  days  from  the  time  such  a  vacancy 

occurs,  the  ̂ Ordinary  of- the  county  shall  fill  the  appointment. 
§469.  (503.)  (441.)  Qualifications  of  constable.  The  eligibility  for 

constables  is  the  same  as  that  for  Justices  of  the  Peace,  but  any  per- 
sons may  be  appointed  constables  to  fill  vacancies  or  to  answer  some 

emergency,  who  are  at  the  time  residents  of  the  district. 

Constable  made  de facto  deputy  sheriff  by  the  Sheriff's  appointment:  61  Ga.,  272. 

§470.  (504.)  (442.)  Disqualifications.  Constables  cannot  be  Sheriffs  or 

Sheriff's  deputies,  nor  can  they  be  Clerks  of  the  Superior  Courts,  nor can  such  officers  be  constables. 

§471.  (505.)  (443.)  Oath.     Each  constable,  before  entering  on  the  du- 
ties of  his  office,  must  take  and  subscribe,  beside  the  oath  for  all  civil 

officers,  before  the  Ordinary  of  his  county,  the  following  oath  : 
8 
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"  I  swear  that  I  will  duly  and  faithfully  perform  all  the  duties  re- 
quired of  me  as  constable  of  the  county  of   ,  according  to  the  best 

of  my  ability  and  understanding.     So  help  me  God." 
§472.  (506.)  (444.)   Constables  appointed  on  emergency.     Constables  ap- 

Act  of  1830,  pointed  to  answer  some  sudden  emergency,  as  in  section  465,  may  take 
c.  p.  2i4.     an(j  subscribe  said  oath  before  the  Justices  of  the  Peace  appointing 

them,  who  shall  file  the  same  in  the  office  of  the  Ordinary. 

De  facto  deputy  sheriff  by  Sheriff's  appointment  is  valid:  61  Ga.,  272.  But  the Judge  of  the  County  Court  should  not  appoint  the  agent  of  the  party  interested :  52 
Ga  ,  343. 

§473.  (507.)  (445.)  Constable's  bond,  etc.     All  constables,  except  those 
Act  of  1816,  thus  appointed,  must,  before  entering  on  the  discharge  of  their  duties, 

Ac?'of°i8i8  giye  a  bond  payable  to  the  Ordinary  of  the  county  and  their  successors, 
o.  p.  206.   '  with  two  good  sureties  resident  in  the  county,  in  the  sum  of  five  hun- 

/ur  ̂ ^/^/r  dred  dollars,  to  be  approved  by  such  Ordinary,  which  shall  be  by  him 
&zn~*£'/2~0-e>.  cl**~- -filed  in  his  office  and  recorded  in  a  book  kept  for  that  purpose. 
/r^"'-'  One  instead  of  two  sureties'  signature  to  constable's  bond  makes  a  good  voluntary bond:  5  Ga.,  569.     On  the  Act  of  1818  :  17  Ga.,  625. 

-.  •.;,.-,  §474.  (508.)  (446.)  Ordinary  must  certify to  filing,  etc.  When  such  oath 
is  taken  and  filed  and  such  bond  given,  such  Ordinary  shall  issue  to 
such  constable  a  certificate  of  such  facts  and  make  an  entry  thereof  on 
his  minutes,  which  certificate  shall  answer  as  his  commission. 

§475.  (509.)  (447.  Additional  surety.  Constables  may  be  compelled  to 
give  additional  bonds  upon  complaint  made  on  oath  before  the  Ordi- 

nary, if  after  the  hearing  such  Ordinal y  so  orders  it  done,  and  upon 
failure  to  do  so  shall  be  removed  by  such  Ordinary. 

§476.  (510.)  (448.)  May  be  ruled  in  Justice's  Court.     They  are  liable  to 
Act  of  1820  rule,  attachm  nt,  and  penalties  in  their  respective  districts,  but  in 

24170  °49'     default  of  any  Justice  of  the  Peace  in  such  district,  or  if  there  are  such 
who  refuse  to  serve,  they  may  be  ruled  before  any  Justice's  Court  of 
an  adjoining  district  or  the  Superior  Court. 

Where  an  answer  of  a  constable  to  a  rule  held  insufficient :  62  Ga.,  174. 

§477.  (511.)  (449.)  May  be  ruled  in  Superior  Court.  It  is  optional  with 
parties  to  rule  constables  before  the  Superior  Court  of  their  respective 
counties,  in  term  time,  on  the  same  terms  that  Justices  of  the  Peace 
are  ruled. 

Act  of  i8ii,  §478.  (512.)  (450.)  Special  duties.  It  is  their  duty— 
?472o.6i°'  1.  To  attend  regularly  all  terms  of  the  Justice's  Court  in  their  respec- tive districts. 

2.  To  attend  all  terms  of  the  Superior  Courts  of  their  respective 
counties,  when  summoned  by  the  Sheriff  for  that  purpose. 

3.  To  give  receipts  for  notes  or  other  liquidated  demands  placed  in 
their  hands  for  collection. 

4.  To  pay  over  money  promptly  as  collected  to  the  party  entitled 
thereto,  and  in  cases  of  conflicting  claims  to  any  money,  to  report  the 

same  to  the  next  Justice's  Court  of  the  district  where  they  are  amen- 
able, for  its  order  in  the  premises. 

5.  To  execute  and  return  all  warrants,  summons,  executions,  and  other 
process  to  them  directed  by  lawful  authority. 

Constable's  entries,  if  necessary,  may  be  made  nunc  pro  tunc  :  3  Ga.,  222.  "When presumed  that  constable  made  the  proper  entry  :  6  Ga.,  188.  His  return  made  in  his 
presence  by  a  magistrate  at  his  request  is  valid  :  9  Ga.,  325.  It  is  his  duty  to  make 
entries  of  service  and  sign  them:  9  Ga.,  471.  Cannot  amend  or  alter  levy  after  he  is 
out  of  office:  12  Ga.,  261.  Constable's  return  on  a  Justice's  Court  warrant  may  be 
amended  after  judgment:  17  Ga.,  349;  27/299.  One  entry  of  no  personal  property 
justifies  a  constable  in  levying  on  land  :  27  Ga.,  341. 

6.  To  perform  such  other  duties  as  are  or  may  be  required  of  them 
by  law,  or  which  necessarily  appertain  to  their  offices. 
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§479.  (513.)  (451.)  Persons  acting  as  constable  after  term  of  office  expires.  If 
any  constable  exercises  the  duties  of  his  office  after  removal  from  the 
district  where  he  was  elected  or  appointed,  he  is  subject  to  a  fine  of  fifty 
dollars  for  every  such  act,  to  be  recovered  before  any  Justice  of  the 
county  in  which  he  resides  by  any  one  suing  for  the  same — one-half  to 
the  use  of  such  person,  the  other  half  to  the  use  of  the  county. 

General  Note  on  Article  I. — Actions  against:  Abbott's  Tr.  Ev.,  607-612.  Rigbt 
to  receive  reward  offered  for  arrest:  26  Am.  R.,  1,  note  5-10.  Trespass  by:  2  Add. 
Torts,  §§1015-7,  1032,  1039,  and  note  following  §366  of  this  Code. 

CHAPTER  IX. 

,  CORPORATE    COURTS. 

Section  480.  Corporate  and  Police  Courts— how  affected  by  the  Code. 

§480.  (514.)  (452.)  Corporate  and  Police  Courts.  The  organization  of 
the  various  Corporate  and  Police  Courts  of  this  State,  and  the  laws  rel- 

ative thereto,  are  undisturbed  by  the  adoption  of  this  Code,  unless  addi- 
tional, concurrent  or  exclusive  jurisdiction,  or  cumulative  remedies, 

are  conferred  by  it  upon  them,  or  other  Courts,  or  other  magistracy,  and 
then  they  are  altered  only  to  that  extent. 

As  to  City  Court  of  Savannah,  see  Appendix  :  22  Ga.,  466.  City  Court  of  Augusta, 
affidavit  for  bail  process,  certiorari  from  Richmond  county  Superior  Court :  13  Ga.,  357. 
City  Court  of  Augusta  had  no  jurisdiction  of  less  than  $100  :  46  Ga.,  486.  City  Court  of 
Atlanta,  habeas  corpus  case,  no  supersedeas,  before  bill  of  exceptions  tendered:  47  Ga., 
390.     City  Court  of  Atlanta  cannot  grant  new  trials :  48  Ga.,  37. 

TITLE  VI. 

COUNTY  ORGANIZATION. 

Chapter  1. — Militia  Districts. 

Chapter  2. — Incorporation  of  Counties,  County  Contracts,  etc. 
Chapter  3. — County  Revenue. 

Chapter  4. — County  Officers  not  before  specified.  * 

Chapter  5.— Roads,  Bridges,  Ferries,  Turnpikes,  etc.  Coz^rr~  £o&-^+*  < 
Chapter  6. — The  County  Poor.  a&/? yy/  /<?&, 

tu2£, 

CHAPTER  I. 

militia  districts. 
Section. 

481.  Counties  divided  into  militia  districts. 
482.  Districts  to  remain  the  same. 

483.  Must  contain  a  captain's  company. 
484.  How  laid  out  or  changed. 
485.  Survey  and  compensation  therefor. 

Section. 
486.  Proceedings  to  be  recorded. 
487.  To  be  transmitted  to  the  Governor. 
488.  Elections  to  be  ordered  by  Ordinary. 
489.  Officers  not  removed  by  making, 
490.  Not  to  affect  pending  suits. 

§481.  (515.)  (453.)  Militia  districts,  how  divided.  Each  county  of  this 
State  is  divided  into  militia  districts  according  to  their  respective  ter- 

ritory and  population  liable  to  bear  arms. 
§482.  (516.)  (454.)  Districts  to  remain.  Such  districts  as  at  present 

organized  are  to  remain  the  same  until  changed  in  the  manner  here- 
inafter prescribed. 
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§483.  (517.)  (455.)  Must  contain  captain's  company.  Each  district  here- 
after organized  or  changed  must  contain  within  its  limits  at  least  as 

many  persons,  resident  at  the  time  of  the  organization,  liable  to  militia 

duty  as  are  necessary  to  form  a  captain's  company  according  to  the 
militia  laws,  and  in  its  formation  must  not  leave  any  older  district 
with  a  less  number. 

§484.  (518.)  (456.)  How.  laid  out  or  changed..  Whenever  it  maybe 
.  Act  of  1839,  necessary  and  expedient  to  lay  out  a  new  militia  district,  or  to  change 

Act  of8i840  ̂ he  lines  of  old  ones,  the  Ordinary  may,  at  any  time,  appoint  three 
-  c.  p.  187.  '  commissioners,  citizens  of  the  district  or  districts  from  which  it  is  pro- posed to  make  the  new  district,  or  change  the  lines  thereof,  whose  duty 

it  shall  be  to  lay  out  and  define  such  lines,  and  report  the  same  to  the 
said  Ordinary. 

§485.  (519.)  (457.)  Survey,  etc.  Such  commissioners  have  authority 
.Act  of  1839,  to  engage  the  services  of  a  competent  surveyor  to  assist  them  in  their 

<c.  p.  187.  duties,  who  shall  be  paid  for  his  services  out  of  the  county  treasury, 
the  same  compensation  county  surveyors  have  for  similar  services  ren- 

dered a  citizen. 
§486.  (520.)  (458.)  Proceedings  recorded.  If  the  Ordinary  approves 

.  Act  of  1839,  their  report,  he  shall  have  all  proceedings  in  the  matter  entered  on  his 
c.  p.  187.  minutes,  after  which  the  district  laid  out,  or  line  changed  or  defined, 

shall  be  known  and  regarded  accordingly. 
§487.  (521.)  (459.)  Proceedings  transmitted  to  Governor.     It  is  the  duty 

Act  of  1840,  of  such  Ordinary,  if  a  new  district  is  laid  out,  to  transmit  instanter  to 
<e.  p.  187.     .^e  Qovemor  such  proceedings,  from  his  minutes,  duly  certified,  and  to publish  them  for  thirty  days  at  the  door  of  the  Court  House  and  in  the 

public  gazette  where  he  does  his  official  advertising. 
§488.  (522.)  (460.)  Ordinary  must  order  an  election,  when.  As  soon  as 

such  is  done,  such  Ordinary  must  immediately  order  an  election  for  a 
Justice  of  the  Peace  and  two  constables  (for  such  district),  after  adver- 

tising the  same  for  thirty  days  in  three  of  the  most  public  places  of 
the  new  district. 

§489.  (523.)  (461.)  Making  or  changing  districts,  consequences.  If,  in 
laying  out  a  new  district,  or  in  changing  the  lines  of  old  districts,  the 
residences  of  Justices  of  the  Peace  or  constables  elected  or  appointed 
are  included  in  the  new  district,  or  cut  off  from  the  district  for  which 
they  were  elected  or  appointed,  they  have  authority  to  discharge  their 
duties  for  the  district  for  which  they  were  elected  or  appointed,  until 
their  terms  of  office  expire  and  their  successors  in  such  district  are 
qualiiied,  unless  elected  or  appointed  to  the  same  office  in  the  new  dis- 

trict to  which  they  are  eligible. 

§490.  (524.)  (462.)  Suits  pending.  Suits  pending  in  any  Justice's 
Court  must  not  be  changed  because  the  residence  of  a  defendant  is  in- 

cluded in  the  new  district  or  cut  off  into  another  district,  but  they 
must  proceed  as  though  no  such  change  had  been  made. 
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CHAPTER  II. 

INCORPORATION  0£  COUNTIES,  COUNTY  CONTRACTS,  PROPERTY  AND. CLAIMS.  / 

/      Section.  //  /  / 
503.  On  failure  toftevy  such  tax.  / 
504.  Public  buildings,  etc.,  to  be  inspected. 
505.  Duty  of  the  Judge. 
506.  Claims  against  the  county. 
507.  Must  be  presented  in  twelve  months. 
508.  Judgments  against  the  county. 
508.  (a.)  County  officers  to  make  annual  re- turns. 

Section. 
491.  Each  county  is  a  body  corporate. 
491.  (a.)   System  of  drainage  may  be  estab 

lished. 
492.  Suits  against  a  county. 
493.  Contracts  with  the  Ordinary. 
493.  (a.)  Mode  of  contracting. 
493.  (b.)  Notice— what. 
493.  (c.)  Bond  of  contractors. 
493.  (d.)  Penalty  for  illegal  contracts. 
494.  Grants,  deeds,  etc. 
495.  Property  of  the  eounty. 
496.  County  buildings — by  whom  erected. 
497.  Preservation  of  buildings,  etc. 
498.  Occupancy  of  rooms  in  Court  House. 
499.  Court-houses,  jails,  etc. 
500.  Injuries  to  public  buildings,  etc. 
501.  Dimensions  and  construction  of  jails. 
502.  Tax — by  whom  levied. 

508.  (b.)  Duty  of  grand  juries. 
508.  (c.)  Officer  failing  to  make  return,  how 

dealt  with. 
508.  (d.)    Bridges   between     counties,     how 

built. 
508.  (e.)  Notice  required. 
508.  (f.)  Bond  of  contractors. 
508.  (g.)  Repairs  under  five  hundred  dollars. 
508.  (h.)  Payment  bond  made. 

§491.  (525.)  (463.)  Each  county  a  body  corporate.  Every  county  which  (jLAj*80* 
has  been  or  may  be  established  in  this  State,  is  a  body  corporate,  with  72, 73.'  PP' 
power  to  sue  or  be  sued  in  any  Court.  [And  all  inhabitants  of  counties 
in  this  State,  who  are  competent  jurors  in  other  cases,  are  declared  and 
shall  be  holden  to  be  competent  jurors  in  any  case,  in  any  Court,  where 
such  counties  are  parties  to  the  suit  or  interested  therein  in  their  ca- 

pacity as  corporations  or  quasi  corporations.]     (a.) 

Citizens  of  the  county  competent  jurors  to  try  issues  on  executions  against  tax  col- 
lector and  sureties  :  11  Ga.,  207.  Interest  of  citizens  of  a  county  in  the  result  of  the 

suit  equally  balanced,  are  competent  jurors:  15  Ga.,  39-73.  Competent  jurors  to  try 
defendant  charged  with  burning  the  county  jail :  29  Ga.,  105.  Section  cited,  may  be 
tried  in  the  United  States  Courts  :  49  Ga.,  467.  Suits  for  a  county  may  be  brought  by 
the  Ordinary  or  the  commissioners:  54  Ga.,  163-5.  Section  cited  and  construed:  45 
Ga.,  326. 

Differ  from  municipal  corporations,  how:  Dillon  M.  C,  §785;  1  Thomp.  Neg.,  616. 

§491.  (a.)  System  of  drainage  may  be  established.  Each  and  every  Acts  of  187? 

county  is  hereby  authorized  and  empowered,  whenever  the  constituted-9'  p* 17L 
authorities  thereof  shall  judge  the  same  to  be  proper,  to  establish  and 
maintain  a  system  of  drainage  of  the  whole  or  any  part  of  the  low 
land  thereof,  and  for  that  purpose  to  acquire  the  right  of  way  and  other 
easements  necessary  for  the  construction  of  the  canals,  ditches,  dams, 
drains,  trunks,  and  other  appurtenances  incident  to  such  a  system. 
The  right  of  way  may  be  acquired  from  the  land-owners  with  their 
consent  for  the  consideration  of  the  benefits  conferred  on  them  by  the 
drainage  established.  Whenever  a  county  has  already  established  a 
system  of  drainage,  and  for  that  purpose  acquired  easements  and  made 
constructions  of  the  character  herein  specified,  the  action  of  such 
county,  and  grants  of  easements  made  to  it,  are  valid. 

§492.  (526.)  (464.)  Suits  against  counties,  how  brought  and  served.  [Suits  (&\  Acts  of 

against  a  county  must  be  against  the  Ordinary,  and  in  all  cases  iioav  1872,  p-  w 
pending  or  may  hereafter  be  commenced  in  the  Courts  of  this  State,  in 
which  a  county  may  be  a  party  defendant,  service  perfected  upon  the 
the  Ordinary  and  Clerk  of  the  Court  of  Ordinary,  if  there  be  a  clerk, 
and  if  no  clerk,then  upon  the  Ordinary  alone,  shall  be  deemed  sufficient, 
except  that  in  those  counties  where  the  fiscal  affairs  of  the  county  are 
or  shall  be  by  law  committed  to  a  board  of  commissioners,  then  service 
perfected  upon  a  majority  of  said  commissioners  shall  be  sufficient  to 
all  intents  and  purposes.]     (a.) 

Section  cited  and  construed:  54  Ga.,  27,  165. 

Suits  against:  7  O.,  374 ;  5  C.  L.  J.,  233.     In  U.  S.  Court:  7  Wall.,  118. 
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§493.  (527.)  (465.)  Contracts  with  Ordinary.  All  contracts  entered  into 
by  the  Ordinary  with  other  persons  in  behalf  of  the  county  must  be  in 
writing  and  entered  on  their  minutes. 

Parol  contract  for  building  a  bridge :  20  Ga.,  328.  Section  cited  and  construed,  and 
in  suits  against  the  county  pleadings  must  show  that  the  contract  sued  on  was  entered 
on  the  minutes  of  the  Inferior  Court:  46  Ga.,  462-3-4.  Must  be  entered  in  writing  on 
the  minutes  :  54  Ga.,  69. 

§493.  (a.)  Mode  of  contracting  in  certain  cases.  Whenever  it  becomes 
Acts  of  1878  necessary  to  build  or  repair  any  Court  House,  jail,  bridge,  causeway,  or 

Acts'df5i880  °ther  public  works  in  any  county  in  this  State,  the  Ordinary,  commis- 
-i,  p.  183.  sioners  of  roads  and  revenues,  or  other  officers  having  charge  of  the 

roads  and  revenues  and  public  buildings  of  such  county,  shall  cause 
the  same  to  be  built  or  repaired  by  letting  out  the  contract  therefor  to 
the  lowest  bidder,  at  public  outcry,  before  the  Court  House  door  (or  at 
the  place  where  the  Sheriff  of  the  county  holds  his  regular  sale),  after 
having  advertised  the  letting  out  of  said  contracts  as  hereinafter  pro- 

vided :  Provided,  that  such  county  authorities  shall  have  authority  to 
reject  any  and  all  bids  at  such  public  letting,  and  if  in  their  discretion 
the  public  interest  and  economy  require  it,  such  county  authorities  may 
build  or  repair  any  public  buildings,  bridges,  causeways,  or  other  public 
property  in  the  county,  by  contract  or  sealed  proposals,  to  be  invited 
under  the  same  provisions  as  to  specifications  and  like  informations  as 
is  provided  in  the  following  sections  : 

§493.  (b.)  What  notice  shall  be  given.  Whenever  the  contract  is  likely 
Acts  of  1878  to  cost  a  sum  greater  than  five  thousand  dollars,  the  proper  officer  shall 

-9,  p.  159.  g- ve  notice  in  the  public  gazette  wherein  the  Sheriff 's  sales  are  adver- tised, once  a  week  for  eight  weeks,  and  by  posting  a  written  notice 
at  the  Court  House  door  for  a  like  time,  which  notice  and  advertisement 
shall  embrace  such  details  and  specifications  as  will  enable  the  public 
to  know  the  extent  and  character  of  the  work  to  be  done,  and  the  terms 
and  time  of  payment.  When  the  work  to  be  done  is  likely  to  amount 
to  less  than  five  thousand  dollars,  the  notice  shall  be  published  as  pre- 

scribed in  this  section,  once  a  week  for  four  weeks,  and  by  posting 
notice  as  aforesaid  for  the  same  period;  and  it  shall  iurther  be  the  duty 
of  such  officer  to  make  out  and  post  conspicuously  in  his  office,  complete 
and  minute  specifications  of  the  proposed  public  work,  or  works,  which 
shall  be  open  to  the  inspection  of  the  public. 

£   ^_  ̂ /^  ̂ /v        §493.  (c.)  Bond  of  contractors.  Contractors  who  are  awarded  contracts . 

fy*******  Actsofi878 shall  be  required  to  give  bond  in  double  the  amount  of  the  bid,  with 
/?J*j£y<  ~9>  p-  159-  two  good  and  solvent  securities  for  the  faithful  performance  of  the contract,  and  to  indemnify  the  county  for  any  damages  occasioned 

by  a  failure  to  perform  the  same  within  the  prescribed  time.  And 
it  shall  be  unlawful  to  let  out  any  contract  for  building  or  repairing 

any  public  building,  bridge,  or  other  public  work,  unless  the  provis- 
ions of  these  sections  are  complied  with;  and  any  contractor  doing,  or 

having  done,  any  work  of  the  kind  in  any  other  manner  shall  not  be 
■  entitled  to  recover  any  pay  therefor:  Provided,  that  the  requirements 

of  these  sections  shall  not  apply  to  the  building  or  repairing  of  any 
public  bridge,  building,  or.  other  work,  when  the  same  can  be  done  at 
a  less  cost  than  one  hundred  dollars,  but  such  officer  may  have  such 
work  of  building  or  repairing  done  by  hiring  hands  and  furnishing 
materials. 

§493.  (d.)  Penalty  for  illegal  contracts.     If  any  Ordinary,  commissioner 
Acts  of  1878  of  roads  and  revenues,  or  other  officer  having  charge  of  the  roads  and 

-9,  p.  159.    revemies  an(j  buildings  of  the  county,  shall  let  out  any  contract  for building  or  repairing  any  public  work,   as  hereinbefore  mentioned, 
without  complying  with  this  and  the  three  preceding  sections;  or  if 
any  one  of  the  aforesaid  officials  shall  receive,  take3  or  contract  to  receive 

, 
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or  take,  either  directly  or  indirectly,  any  part  of  the  pay  or  profit 
arising  out  of  any  such  contract,  he  shall  be  deemed  guilty  of  malprac- 

tice in  office,  and,  upon  conviction  therefor,  shall  be  punished  as  is  pre- 
scribed by  the  law  in  other  cases  of  malpractice. 

§494.  (528.)  (466.)  Deeds  for  benefit  of  county.  All  deeds,  convey- 
ances, grants,  or  other  instruments  which  have  been  or  may  be  made 

to  any  officer  or  person  for  the  use  and  benefit  of  the  county,  vests  in 
such  county  the  title  as  fully  as  if  made  to  such  county  by  name. 

§495.  (529.)  (467.)  County  property,  how  controlled.  The  Ordinary  has 
the  control  of  all  property  belonging  to  the  county,  and  may  by  order 
to  be  entered  on  their  minutes  direct  the  disposal  of  any  real  property, 
which  can  lawfully  be  disposed  of,  and  appoint  a  commission  to  make 
the  titles  thereto  and  the  conveyance  of  such  commission  in  accord- 

ance with  such  order,  vests  the  grantee  or  vendee  with  the  title  of  the 
county. 

Control  of  county  property  :  9  Ga.,  486.  Formerly  by  Judges  of  Inferior  Court:  13 
Ga.,  502.     Ordinary  now  :  45  Ga..  325.     Section  cited  and  construed:  64  Ga.,  331. 

§496.  (530.)  (468.)  County  buildings,  etc.  The  county  buildings  are  to 
be  erected  and  kept  in  order  and  repaired  at  the  expense  of  the  count}7, 
under  the  direction  of  such  Ordinary,  who  is  authorized  to  make  all 
necessary  contracts  for  that  purpose. 

O'rdinary's  power  as  to  tax  for  repairing  and  erecting  public  buildings :  47  Ga.,  639- 
641.  All  in  his  discretion,  supervised  by  the  Judge  of  the  Superior  Court :  52  Ga.,  233. 
Illegality  dismissed  as  against  a  tax  fi.  fa. :  60  Ga.,  350. 

§497.  (531.)  (469.)  Public  buildings  and  records.  It  is  the  duty  of  the  Act  of  17%. 

Ordinaries  to  erect  or  repair,  when  necessary,  their  respective  Court  p' 182- 
Houses  and  jails,  and  all  other  necessary  county  buildings,  to  furnish  each 
with  all  the  furniture  necessary  for  the  different  rooms,  offices  or  cells, 
and  to  procure  a  fire-proof  safe  or  safes,  sufficient  to  hold  at  least  all  the 
minute  'books  and  books  containing  records  of  judgments,  books  of 
officers'  bonds,  all  recognizances,  the  bonds  of  administrators  and  guar- 

dians, the  record  of  wills  and  of  appraisements  and  sales,  unless  the 
Court  House  has  a  fire-proof  vault ;  such  books  and  papers,  and  all 
others  that  can,  must  be  placed  in  such  safes  or  vaults  at  night,  or 
when  the  officers  are  absent. 

Public  agents  are  not  individually  liable  :  2  Ga.,  214.  Discretion  as  to  tax  by  Ordi- 
nary, for:  52  Ga.,  233.  Illegality  dismissed  against  a  fi.  fa.  for  taxes,  decisions  relative 

to,  discussed:  60  Ga.,  350.  Ordinary's  power  to  tax  for  these  purposes:  47  Ga.,  641. Section  cited :  64  Ga.,  501. 

§498.  (532.)  (470.)  Court  House  rooms.  Such  Ordinaries  shall  desig- 
nate the  rooms  in  the  Court  House  to  be  occupied  by  each  of  the  county 

officers,  and  enter  the  same  on  their  minutes,  which  they  may  change 
from  time  to  time  as  convenience  may  require.  /?     /7 

§499.  (533).  (471.)  Court  Houses,  jails,  etc.     The  Court  Houses,  as  well/^^ 
as  jails,  the  public  grounds  and  other  county  property,  are  placed  iif^W^^^  *^ 
the  keeping  of  the  Sheriffs  of  their  respective  counties,  subject  to  the  r*  C&^d^M^^^, 
order  of  such  Ordinaries,  and  it  is  their  duty  to  preserve  them  from^^ 

injury  or  waste  and  to  prevent  intrusions  upon  them.  /^VT^V'* 
Construing  Act  of  1796  as  to  jails  and  jailers :  5  Ga.,  186. 

§500.  (534.)  (472.)  Injuries  to  public  buildings.  If  any  person  design- 
edly destroy,  injure  or  deface  any  of  the  public  buildings,  the  appur- 

tenances thereto,  or  the  furniture  inside,  or  shall  use  either  for  any 
indecent  purpose,  such  person  shall  be  guilty  of  a  misdemeanor,  and 
on  conviction  be  fined  or  imprisoned,  or  both,  at  the  discretion  of  the 
Court,  besides  being  liable  for  the  damages. 

§501.  (535.)  (473.)  Jails,  how  constructed.  The  county  jails  hereafter 
constructed  must  be  of  sufficient  size  and  strength  to  contain  and  keep 
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securely  the  prisoners  and  debtors  which  may  be  confined  therein,  arid 
must  contain  at  least  three  apartments,   properly  ventilated,  so  as  to 
secure  the  health  of  those  confined  therein — one  for  debtors,  one  for 
criminals,  and  one  for  females. 

Where  the  county  was  not  liable  for  an  insufficient  jail :  19  Ga.,  97.  County  should 
keep  good  jail,  and  if  guard  needed  for,  should  pay  for:  9  Ga.,  109.  Not  responsible 
to  Sheriff  for  damages  for  insufficient  jail :  20  Ga.,  845.  County  jail,  unsafe  can  order 
prisoner  to  another  county:  26  Ga.,  276. 

§502.  (536.)  (474.)  Extra  tax,  how  levied.  The  Ordinaries  of  the  several 
counties  have  the  power  to  levy  an  extra  tax  sufficient  to  carry  into 
effect  sections  496  and  497,  without  a  recommendation  by  the  grand 
jury,  whenever  the  necessities  arise. 

Section  cited  and  construed  :  47  Ga.,  639  ;  64/501.  Illegality  to  tax  fi.  fa.  dismissed, 
and  various  decisions  relative  to,  discussed:  60  Ga,,  351. 

§503.  (537.)  (475.)  On  failure  to  levy  an  extra  tax.  If  such  Ordinaries 
fail  to  comply  with  the  requirement  of  said  sections,  or  to  levy  the 
tax,  or  levy  an  exorbitant  tax,  or  levy  one  when  unnecessary,  their 
conduct  may  be  reviewed  by  the  Judge  of  the  Superior  Court,  by  man- 

damus or  injunction,  as  the  nature  of  the  case  may  require,  at  the  in- 
stance of  any  tax  payer  of  the  county. 

When  order  of  Ordinary  levying  extra  tax,  is  not  void  :  53  Ga.,  194.  Discretion  of 
Ordinary  as  to  tax  can  be  reviewed  by  the  Superior  Court  bv  injunction  or  mandamus: 
52  Ga.,  233.     As  to  the  extra  tax :  60  Ga.,  351. 

/  a/^l^  §504.  (538.)  (476.)  Public  buildings  and  records,  how  inspected.     It  is  the 

^^f//  u  /  duty  °f  ̂ne  gran(i  juries  to  inspect  all  the  public  buildings  and  other 
/^ J£j^<&eJrt*^>  property  of  the  county  and  the  county  records,  and  to  report  in  their 
$/jL  I**  general  presentments  their  condition,  and  if  they  report  that  such  Ordi- 
/' /•  '  naries  have  failed  to  comply  with  the  law  touching  the  same,  it  is  the 

duty  of  the  Solicitor-General  of  the  Circuit  to  commence  proceedings 
against  them  that  they  may  be  compelled  so  to  do,  if  they  do  not  in 
good  faith  comply  by  the  next  term  of  the  Superior  Court. 

§505.  (539.)  (477.)  Duty  of  Judge  of  the  Superior  Court.     The  Judges 
of.  the  Superior  Court  shall,  when   necessary,  call  the  attention  of  the 
grand  jury  to  the  duties  required  of  such  Justices  in  this  chapter. 

§506.  (540.)  County  orders  must  specify  the  fund  on  which  they  are  drawn- 
id,)  Acts  of   [The  Ordinaries  must  audit  all  claims  against  their  respective  counties, 
1871-2,  p.  69.  anc[  every  claim,  or  such  part  thereof  as  may  be  allowed,  must  be  reg- 

istered, and  he  or  his  clerk  must  give  the  claimant  an  order  on  the 
treasurer  for  the  same,  and  in  the  order  he  shall  specifically  designate 
upon  what  particular  fund  such  order  is  drawn,  and  out  of  which  pay- 

ment is  to  be  made.]     (a.) 
Section  construed:  39  Ga.,  58. 

County  warrants:  13  O.,  74,  559.  Negotiability  of:  4  C.  L.  J.,  247,  390.  Suit  on  :  27 
Am.  R.,  261. 

§507.  (541.)  (479.)  Claims  to  be  presented,  when.  All  claims  against 
counties  must  be  presented  within  twelve  months  after  they  accrue  or 
become  payable,  or  the  same  are  barred,  unless  held  by  minors  or  other 
persons  laboring  under  disabilities,  who  are  allowed  twelve  months 
after  the  removal  of  such  disability. 

Where  it  was  held  not  barred  until  twenty  years  from  the  time  of  the  assessment  of 
damages :  43  Ga.,  259-261.  Section  cited  and  construed,  as  to  the  bar  of  the  statute  of 
limitations  in  a  suit  brought  by  a  county  :  62  Ga.,  231. 

§508.  (542.)  (480.)  Judgment  vs.  county.     The  private  property  of  the 
citizens  of  a  county  shall  not  be  bound  by  any  judgment  obtained 
against  the  county,  but  such  judgment,  if  binding,  shall  be  satisfied 
from  money  raised  by  lawful  taxation. 

Freeman  on  Judg.,  §§178,  432,  a.  Mandamus  to  compel  payment  of  judgment :  4 
Wall.,  435. 

/ 
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■  §508.  (a.)  County  officers  to  make  annual  returns.  It  shall  be  the  duty  Acts  of 
of  the  Ordinaries,  County  Treasurers,  Clerks  of  the  Superior  Courts,  1876>  p- 13- 
and  Sheriffs  of  the  various  counties  of  the  State,  to  make  a  return,  un- 

der oath,  to  the  grand  jury  of  their  respective  counties  on  the  first  day 
of  each  term  of  the  Superior  Court,  a  just  and  true  statement  of  the 
amount  of  money  received  by  them  belonging  to  the  county,  the  source 
from  which  the  same  was  received ;  also,  their  expenditures,  accompa- 

nied with  proper  vouchers. 
§508.  (b.)  Duty  of  grand  juries.  When  the  returns  provided  for  in  Acts  of 

the  preceding  section  shall  have  been  made,  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  1876'p-  13- 
grand  jury  to  examine  the  same,  and  if  found  correct,  indorse  their  ap- 

proval thereon,  and  attach  the  same  to  their  general  presentments,  to 

be  filed  in  the  Clerk's  office  of  the  Superior  Court.  But  if  found  incor- 
rect, it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  grand  jury,  through  their  foreman,  to 

return  said  returns  to  the  officer  making  the  same,  plainly  and  dis- 
tinctly setting  forth  in  writing  the  grounds  of  their  disapproval,  and 

requiring  said  officer  to  appear  before  said  jury  and  explain  the  errors 
complained  of. 

§508.  (c.)  Officer  failing  to  make  returns,  how  dealt  with.  Should  any  Acts  of 

officer  fail  or  refuse  to  make  the  return  required  by  section  66,  it  shall1876,  p- 14, 
be  the  duty  of  the  foreman  of  the  grand  jury  to  notify  the  presiding 
Judge  of  said  failure  instanter;  and  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  said  Judge 
to  issue  an  order  requiring  said  delinquent  officer  to  come  forward  and 
make  the  return  as  required  by  said  section,  or  in  default,  be  attached 
for  contempt. 

§508.  (d.)  Bridges  between  counties,  how  built.  Whenever  it  becomes  Acts  of  i88o 

necessary  to  build  or  repair  any  public  bridge  over  any  water-course  in-1,  p- 1S2, 
this  State  which  divides  one  or  more  counties  from  each  other,  the  Or- 

dinary, commissioners  of  roads  and  revenues,  or  other  county  officers 
having,  in  charge  the  roads,  bridges  and  revenues  of  said  counties 
joining  at  such  water-course,  shall  cause  the  same  to  be  built  or  repaired 
by  letting  out  the  contract  therefor  to  the  lowest  bidder,  at  public 
outcry,  at  the  location  of  such  bridge,  after  having  advertised  the  letting 
out  of  said  contract  as  hereinafter  provided. 

§508.  (e.)  Notice  required.  Whenever  the  contract  is  likely  to  cost  aActsofisso 

sum  greater  than  five  thousand  dollars,  the  proper  officers  of  said  coun-  "1»  p' 132- 
ties  shall  give  notice  in  the  public  gazettes  wherein  the  Sheriff's  sales 
fof  such  adjoining  counties  are  advertised  once  a  week  for  eight  weeks, 
and  by  posting  a  written  notice  at  the  Court  House  door  of  said  ad- 

joining counties,  which  advertisement  and  notice  shall  embrace  such 
details  and  specifications  as  will  enable  the  public  to  know  the  extent 
and  character  of  the  work  to  be  done,  and  the  terms  and  time  of  pay- 

ment. When  the  work  to  be  done  is  likely  to  cost  less  than  five 
thousand  dollars,  the  notice  shall  be  published,  as  provided  in  this 
section,  once  a  week  for  four  weeks,  and  by  posting,  as  heretofore  pro- 

vided in  this  section,  for  a  like  period  of  four  weeks;  and  it  shall 
further  be  the  duty  of  said  officers  to  make  out  and  post  conspicuously 
in  their  said  offices,  complete  and  minute  specifications  of  the  proposed 
work,  which  shall  be  open  to  the  inspection  of  the  public,  and  said 
officers  may,  in  their  discretion,  employ  some  competent  engineer  or 
builder  to  examine  and  prepare  plans  and  specifications  of  such  pro- 

posed work,  for  which  service  he  shall  be  paid  reasonable  compensation 
by  the  said  counties  in  the  same  proportion  as  said  counties  are  required 
to  pay  for  said  work. 

§508.  (f.)  Bond  of  contractors.     Contractors  who  are  awarded  contracts  Acts  of  1880 

under  this  and  the  two  preceding  sections  shall  be  required  to  give _1,  p- 132, 
bond  in  double  the  amount  of  the  bid,  with  two  good  and  solvent  secu- 

rities, who  shall  be  required  to  justify,  before  signing  said  bond  condi- 
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tioned  for  the  faithful  performance  of  the  contract,  and  to  indemnify 
the  counties  for  any  damages  occasioned  by  a  failure  to  perform  said 
contract  within  the  time  provided,  and  to  keep  said  bridge,  or  repairs 
made  thereon,  in  good  condition  for  a  period  of  time  not  less  than  seven 
years,  and  that  there  shall  be  as  many  originals  of  said  bond  executed 
as  there  are  counties  interested  in  said  bridge,  and  that  one  of  said  ori- 

ginals shall  be  filed  with  the  proper  authority  representing  each  one  of 
said  counties,  to  he  kept  as  other  official  bonds. 

§508.  (g.)  Repairs  under  five  hundred  dollars.     The  provisions  of  these 
Acts  of  1880  sections  shall  not  apply  to  the  repairing  of  any  bridge  when  the  same  can 

-i,  p.  132.    be  done  at  a  less  cost  than  five  hundred  dollars  ($500.00)  ;  but  such  offi- 
cers may  have  such  repairing  done  by  hiring  hands  and  furnishing 

material,  or  by  private  contract  for  such  repairs. 
§508.  (h.)  Payment,  how  made.     The  payment  for  all  work  done  under 

Acts  of  1880  the   provisions  of  the  four  preceding  sections,  shall  be  in  accordance 

-l,  p.  132.     with  the  provisions  of  section  678  of  this  Code,  and  that  the  remedy 
to  enforce  payment  from  any  of  said  counties  shall  be  as  provided  in 
section  679  of  this  Code :  Provided,  that  nothing  in  these  sections  con- 

tained shall  affect  any  counties  having  local  laws  affecting  this  subject. 

General  Note. — Mandamus  granted  against  the  Inferior  Court  to  compel  them  to 
levy  a  tax  for  expenses  of  a  county  site  :  5  Ga.,  522 ;  36/398.  Where  the  removal  of  a 
county  site  was  not  an  impairing  of  the  obligation  of  contracts:  17  Ga.,  56.  Discretion 
of  commissioners  as  to  selecting  of  a  county  site:  17  Ga..  612.  Injunction  against  an 
alleged  illegal  selection  of  a  county  site:  44  Ga.,  163. 

General  Note  on  Counties. — Not  liable  for  injury  caused  by  defective  construction 
and  lighting  of  Court  House:  36  Am.  R.,  236;  35/151,  n,  159.  Mandamus  to  compel 
County  Board  to  build  jail :  25  Am.  R.,  461.  County  not  liable  for  damages  caused  by 
erection  of  jail  adjoining  private  house,  although  amounting  to  nuisance:  25  Am.  R., 
497;  5  C.  L.  J.,  435.  County  liable  for  pest-house,  erected  near  private  dwelling:  28 
Am.  R.,  654.     See  notes  on  Municipal  Corporations,  under  §1672. 

CHAPTER  III. 

COUNTY    AND   MUNICIPAL    BONDS. 

Section,  •-■ 508.  (i.)  Notice  to  voters. 
508.  (j.)  Election,  how  held. 
508.  (k.)  Bonds,  issued  when. 

Section. 
508.  (1.)  Number  of  votes,  how  determined. 
508.  (m.)  Collection  of  bonds,  how  enforced. 

§508.  (i.)  'Notice  of  election  on  issue  of  bonds.  When  any  county,  mu- 
Acts  of  1878  nicipality  or  division  shall  desire  to  incur  any  bonded  debt,  as  pre- 
-9,  p.  40.  scribed  in  paragraphs  1  and  2,  section  7,  article  7  of  the  Constitution 

of  1877,  the  election  required  shall  be  called  and  held  as  follows,  to-wit : 
The  officers  charged  with  levying  taxes,  contracting  debts,  etc.,  for  the 
county,  municipality  or  division,  shall  give  notice  for  the  space  of  thirty 
days  next  preceding  the  day  of  election  in  the  newspaper  in  which  the 

Sheriff's  advertisements  for  the  county  are  published,  notifying  the 
people  (qualified  voters)  that  on  the  day  named  an  election  will  be 
held  to  determine  the  question  whether  bonds  shall  be  issued  by  the 
county,  municipality  or  division.  In  said  notice  he  shall  specify  what 
amount  of  bonds  are  to  be  issued,  for  what  purpose,  what  interest  they 
are  to  bear,  how  much  principal  and  interest  to  be  paid  annually,  and 
when  to  be  fully  paid  off. 

§508.  (j.)  Election,  how  held.  Said  election  shall  be  held  at  all  the 
Acts  of  1878  voting  or  election  precincts  within  the  limits  of  the  county,  muni- 
-9,  p.  40.     cipality  or  division,  and  shall  be  held  by  the  same  persons  and  in  the 
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same  manner,  under  the  same  rules  and  regulations  that  elections  for 
officers  of  said  county,  municipality  or  division  are  held,  and  the  returns 
shall  be  made  to  the  officers  calling  or  ordering  the  election,  who  shall,     ■ 
in  the  presence  and  together  with  the  several  managers  (who  bring  up 
the  returns),  consolidate  said  returns  and  declare  the  result. 

§508.  (k.)  Bonds  may  be  issued,  when.  When  said  notice  is  given  and  Acts  of  1878 

said  election  held  in  accordance  with  the  preceding  section,  if  the~'p'4' requisite  two-thirds  of  the  voters  of  the  county,  municipality  or  divis- 
ion at  said  election  vote  for  bonds,  then  the  authority  to  issue  the  bonds 

in  accordance  with  paragraphs  1  and  2,  section  7,  article  7  of  the  Con- 
stitution is  hereby  given  to  the  proper  officers  of  said  county,  munici- 

pality or  division. 
§508.  (1.)  Number  of  votes,  how  ascertained.     In  determining  the  ques-  Acts  of  1878 

tion  whether  or  not  two-thirds  of  the  qualified  voters  in  said  county,  ~9,  p'  40" municipality  or  division  voted  in  favor  of  the  issuance  of  said  bonds, 
the  tally  sheets  of  the  last  general  election  held  in  said  county  muni- 

cipality or  division  shall  be  taken  as  a  correct  enumeration  of  the 
qualified  voters  thereof. 

§508.  (m.)   Collection  of  bonds.     The  owners  of  said  bonds,  when  due,  Act  ofi878 

may,  if  necessary,  enforce  the  collection  thereof  by  suit  in  the  proper  9  p"40. Court. 

General  Note  on  Chapter  III. — County  bonds  in  aid  of  railroad :  3  0.  502  ;  see 
also  note  on  Bonds,  in  General  Note  on  Corporations,  and  note  on  Municipal  Bonds, 
•under  §1672.     Elections:  21  How.,  539;  16  Wall.,  644;  4  0.,  801;  5/360. 

CHAPTER  IV. 

CHANGE    OF    COUNTY     LINES    AND    COUNTY   SITES. 

Article  1. — Change   of  county  lines. 
Article  2. — Change  of  county  sites. 

ARTICLE  I. 

change   of  county  lines. 

^Vtffc-*-**-^ Section. 
508.  (n.)  Petition  for  change. 
508.  (o.)  Notice  of  application,  etc. 
508.  (p.)  Oath  of  jurors. 
508.  (q.)  Verdict  and  survey. 
508.  (r.)  Record  of  proceedings. 

Section. 
508.  (s.)  Effect  of  verdict. 
508.  (t.)  Unknown  and  disputed  lines 
508.  (u.)  Record  of  plats. 
508.  (v.)  Umpire. 
508.  (w.)  Fees  of  surveyors. 

§508.  (n.)  Application  for  change  of  line.  Any  citizen  owning  land  Acts  of  1878 

adjacent  to  the  boundary  line  of  any  county  in  this  State  who  may  de-~9,  p'42' 
sire,  for  the  necessity  or  convenience  of  performing  the  duties,  of  citizen- 

ship, to  have  such  lands  transferred  to  an  adjoining  county,  such  citi- 
zen .shall  petition  the  Ordinary  of  the  county  in  which  the  land  is  situ- 

ated for  an  order  to  have  such  transfer  perfected,  and  it  shall  be  the 
duty  of  such  citizen  to  fully  set  forth  in  said  petition  the  reasons  for 
such  transfer. 

§508.  (o.)  Notice  of  application.  It  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  Ordinary, 

after  giving  sixty  days'  notice  of  such  application,  by  publication  in 
the  newspaper  in  which  the  county  advertisements  are  published,  and 
by  posting  a  written  notice  at  1(he  Court  House  and  at  the  Court- 
ground  in  the  militia  district  from  which  said  territory  is  proposed  to 
be  taken,  to  empanel  a  jury  of  twelve  men  to  be  obtained  from  the  list 
of  grand  jurors  drawn  for  the  ensuing  term  of  the  Superior  Court,  by 
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striking  from  said  list  all  but  the  twelve;  and  it  shall  be  the  duty  and 
privilege  of  the  Ordinary  and  the  applicant  for  the  change,  to  strike 
alternately  until  only  twelve  remain,  who  shall  compose  the  jury,  and 
whose  duty  it  shall  be,  after  hearing  the  evidence,  to  find,  by  recom- 

mendation for  or  against  the  change,  that  on  the  day  or  before  the 
hearing  of  said  application,  as  herein  provided,  any  citizen  of  said 
county  may  file  with  the  Ordinary  his  written  objections  to  such 
change,  which  shall  go  to  make  up  the  pleadings  in  said  case,  and  the 
applicant  in  each  case  shall  be  liable  to  pay  all  cost. 

§508.  (p.)   Oath  of  jurors.     The  jurors,  before  hearing  the  evidence* 
Acts  of  1878  shall  have  administered  to  them  the  following  oath,  to-wit :     "  You,  and 
-9,  p.  42.      each  of  you,  do  solemnly  swear  that  you  shall  make  such  verdict  and 

recommendation   as  in  your  judgment   shall  best  subserve  the  best 
interest  of  this  county,  as  well  as  the  interest  and  convenience  of  this 

applicant.     So  help  you  God." 
§508.  (q.)  Second  verdict  and  survey.  Should  said  jury  find  for  the 

Acts  of  1878  applicant,  and  recommend  that  said  transfer  be  made,  the  same  shall 

-9,  p.  42.  \)q  submitted  to  a  jury  of  twelve  from  the  county  to  which  the  above 
named  territory  is  proposed  to  be  attached,  under  the  same  provisions 
and  regulations  as  is  provided  in  section  508  (o);  and,  if  said  jury 
should  concur  in  the  recommendation  of  said  transfer,  it  shall  then  be 
the  duty  of  the  Ordinary  to  appoint  three  commissioners  who  shall, 
with  the  county  surveyor,  make  a  careful  survey  of  the  county  line  so# 
affected,  giving  the  courses,  bearings  and  distances,  and  return  a  cer- 

tified copy  of  the  same  to  said  Ordinary  to  be  filed  with  the  records  of 
his  office,  after  the  same  shall  have  been  recorded  in  the  office  of  the 
Clerk  of  the  Superior  Court  of  said  county. 

§508.  (r.)  Record  of  proceedings.     It  shall  be  the  duty  of  said  Ordinary 
Acts  of  1878  to  transmit  a  certified  copy  of  all  proceedings,  with  the  seal  of  his  office 
-9,  p.  42.     thereto  attached,  to  the  Clerk  of  the  Superior  Court  of  the  county  to 

which  said  land  has  been  transferred,  who  shall  enter  the  same  on  the 
records  of  his  office,  and  file  said  copy  as  other  papers  of  record. 

§508.  (s.)  Effect  of  findings.     The  findings  of  the  jury,  as  herein  pro- 
^p.^1878  vided,  shall  be  final  and  conclusive  upon  the  question  submitted. 

§508.  (t.)  Remarking  lines  unknown  or  disputed.  Whenever  the  grand 
jury  at  any  term  of  the  Superior  Court,  in  any  one  of  the  counties  of 
this  State,  shall,  in  their  general  presentments,  recommend  that  the 
county  line,  or  any  portion  thereof,  between  said  county  and  some  other 
county  adjoining,  which  is  undefined,  unknown,  or  in  dispute,  be  re- 
surveyed  and  established,  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  Ordinary  of  said 
county  to  forthwith  transmit  a  certified  copy  of  said  presentments  to 
the  Ordinary  of  the  said  adjoining  county ;  and  it  shall  be  the  duty  of 
the  Ordinaries  of  each  of  said  counties  to  forthwith  notify  and  direct 
the  County  Surveyors  of  their  respective  counties  to  run  off,  mark, 
and  define  said  county  line,  taking  all  due  precaution  to  arrive  at  the 
true  line.  • 

§508.  (u.)  Line,  how  run  off.  It  shall  be  the  duty  of  said  County  Sur- 
veyors to  meet  at  some  convenient  place  on  said  county  line  to  be 

opened  and  agreed  upon  by  them,  and  further  run  off,  define  and  mark 
by  suitable  blazes  or  posts  along  said  heretofore  undefined  or  disputed 
line,  and  to  make  two  plats  of  the  same,  one  of  which  shall  be  filed  and 

recorded  in  the  Clerk's  office  of  the  Superior  Court  of  each  of  said 
counties,  and  the  line  so  surveyed  shall  then  be  known  and  established 
as  the  line  between  said  counties. 

§508.  (v.)  Umpire  called,  when.  In  case  the  County  Surveyors  above 
mentioned  cannot  agree  as  to  the  said  undefined  or  disputed  line,  then 
it  shall  be  their  duty  to  call  in  any  competent  surveyor  of  either  one  of 
the  counties  mentioned,  or  any  County  Surveyor  of  an  adjoining,  or 
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;  any  other  county  they  may  agree  upon,  and  the  three  surveyors  settle 
|  said  disputed  line,  making  a  plat  as  required  above,  the  same  to  be  re- 

corded in  the  manner  above  mentioned. 

§508.  (w.)  Fees  of  surveyors,  how  paid.  The  fees  of  each  of  the  sur- 
veyors aforesaid  shall  be  three  dollars  per  day,  to  be  drawn  out  of  the 

county  treasury  of  said  counties,  and  the  fees  of  the  surveyor  who 
may  be  called  in  as  umpire,  to  be  paid  one-half  by  each  of  the  above 
mentioned  counties  whose  lines  are  undefined  and  in  dispute,,  and  the 
time  for  which  said  surveyors  are  to  be  be  paid  shall  include  the  time 
required  in  going  to  and  returning  home  from  the  survey. 

ARTICLE  II. 

CHANGE    OF    COUNTY   SITES. 

Section. 
508.  (x.)  Application  for  change. 
508.  (y.)  Election,  how  held. 

Section. 
508.  (z.)  Ballots,  how  indorsed. 
608.  (a.  a.)  Evidence  of  result. 

§508.  (x.)  Application  for  change,  how  made.     Whenever  two-fifths  of  Acts  of  is?s 

the  poll-tax  payers  (as  shown  by  the  Tax  Receiver's  digest  last  made  ~\v'  44'        ̂ /s^*£ 
out)  of  any  county  in  this   State  shall  petition,  the  Ordinary  of  any^f' *  *7^ 
county  for  the  removal  or  change  of  the  county  site  of  said  county,  said /^y7-     /• 
Ordinary  shall  at  once  grant  an  order  directing  an  -election  to  be  held 

j  at  the  various  election  precincts  in  said  county,  not  less  than  forty  nor 
I  more  than  sixty  days  hence,  notice  of  which  election  shall  be  pub- 

lished weekly  for  four  weeks  in  the  newspaper  in  which  the  Sheriff 
publishes  his  legal  notices,  previous  to  the  day  of  said  election,  at 
which  election  all  persons  qualified  to  vote  for  members  of  the  General 
Assembly  are  hereby  declared  qualified  to  vote  at  said  election. 

§508.  (y.)  Election,  how  conducted.     Said  election  shall  be  held  and  Acts  of  187S 

|  conducted,  and  returns  made  thereof,  as  is  provided  by  law  for  mem-"9' p-44- bers  of  the  General  Assembly  of  this  State. 
§508.  (z. )  Indorsement  on  ballots.  At  said  election  all  voters  in  favor  Acts  of  ists 

of  removal,  and  to  what  place,  shall  indorse  on  their  ballots  "For  re-~9'p44, 
moval,"  and  those  who  are  opposed  to  removal  shall  indorse  on  their 
ballots  "  Against  removal,"  and  if  it  shall  appear  that  two-thirds  of  the 
votes  cast  at  said  election  are  in  favor  of  removal  to  any  one  particular 
place,  the  General  Assembly  next  convening  after  said  election,  may 
provide  for  the  removal  of  said  county  site  by  appropriate  legislation. 

§508.  (a.  a.)  Evidence  of  election.     The  certificate  of  the  Secretary  of  Acts  of  isw 

State,  showing  that  said  election  was  held,  and  that  two-thirds  of  the  ~9' p' 44, 
qualified  voters  of  said  county  (as  indicated  by  the  tax  digest,  as  in 
section  first)  voted  at  said  election  in  favor  of  "  removal,"  shall  be  suffi- 

cient evidence  of  the  holding  of  said  election  and  the  number  of  votes 
cast. 
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CHAPTER  V. 

COUNTY   REVENUE. 

Article  1. — From  taxation. 
Article  2. — From  other  sources. 

ARTICLE  I. 

FROM   TAXATION. 

Section. 
509.  Tax  for  county  purposes. 
610.  Dutv  of  Ordinaries. 
611.  Failure  of  grand  jury  to  recommend. 
612.  When  there  are  several  grand  juries. 
513.  Creditors  of  the  county. 
514.  Objects  of  a  county  tax. 
514.  (a.)  Tax  for  the  poor. 
515.  When  debts  exceed  amount  raised. 
516.  The  order  must  specify  the  object. 
517.  Must  be  advertised  for  thirty  days. 

Section. 
518.  Specific  taxes. 
519.  How  entered,  collected  and  paid  out 
620.  Collector's  fees  and  liabilities. 
521.  Mode  of  allowing  commissions. 
522.  Payment  of  county  tax,  etc. 
523.  Persons  holding  county  tax. 
624.  Failing  to  pay,  execution  may  issue. 
525.  Illegality— when— bow  tried. 
626.  Persons  borrowing  county  funds. 
527.  The  Ordinary  may  remit. 

§509.    (543.)    (481.)    Tax  for  county  purposes.     The  Ordinaries  have 
Act  of  i82i,  power  to  raise  a  tax  for  county  purposes,  over  and  above  the  tax  they 
c.  p.  184.     are  hereinbefore  empowered  to  levy,  and  not  to  exceed  fifty  per  cent. 
13943.         upon  the  amount  of  the  State  tax  for  the  year  it  is  levied,  provided 

two-thirds  of  the  grand  jury  at  the  first  or  spring  term  of  their  respec- 
tive counties  recommend  such  tax. 

Bond  taken  from  the  tax  collector  for  the  due  collection  of  such  tax  as  well  as  all 

t  proceedings  on  the  bond  are  void ;  where  this  has  been  done  before  such  recommenda- 
tion :  18  Ga.,  47.  A  tax  levied  wrongfully  for  school  fund,  under  this  section,  cannot 

be  directed  to  county  purposes,  nunc  pro  tunc:  20  Ga.,  102-104.  A  tax  for  public  build- 
ings, assessed  under  an  act  authorizing  an  extra  tax  for  county  purposes,  is  void :  27 

Ga.,  354.  There  is  no  power  to  levy  an  extra  tax  for  county  purposes  on  the  capital 
stock  of  a  bank:  28  Ga.,  121.  By  virtue  of  the  power  granted  in  this  section,  a  tax  so 
recommended  might  be  imposed  to  pay  petit  jurors,  and  for  paling  in  the  Court  House : 
34  Ga.,  370.  Abuse  of  the  taxing  power  will  not  be  presumed:  34  Ga.,  370.  Power  as 
to  taxation  enlarged  by  the  Code :  34  Ga.,  370.  What  not  subject  to  county  tax,  where 
capital  stock  of  a  railroad  taxed  as  specified  in  the  charter,  any  other  like  property 
taxed  by  the  county :  40  Ga.,  647.  Where  an  extra  tax,  not  to  exceed  fifty  per  cent,  of 
the  amount  of  the  State  tax  for  the  year  it  is  levied  :  47  Ga.,  639.  Injunction  against 
tax :  42  Ga.,  229.  One  hundred  per  cent,  of  the  county  tax  of  199  per  cent,  was  recom- 

,;  mended  by  the  grand  jury,  and  the  rest  of  the  tax  authorized  by  the  local  act :  60  Ga., 
349.  Refers  to  this  last  above  case,  and  is  governed  by  it:  60  Ga.,  298.  Tax  for  the 
small-pox ;  the  third  section  of  the  Act  of  1866  authorizing  a  tax  for,  is  law  although 
it  was  not  inserted  in  the  Code  of  1873 :  52  Ga.,  406. 

§510.  (544.)  (482.)  Duty  of  Ordinary.  .  It  is  the  duty  of  such  Ordi- 
naries to  see  that  by  the  time  of  the  organization  of  such  grand  jury 

they  shall  have  prepared  by  their  County  Treasurer,  under  their  su- ; 
pervision,  a  statement  of  the  financial  condition  of  the  county,  and 
the  amount  of  tax  required  to  discharge  the  county  liabilities  for  that 
year,  which  shall  be  by  the  treasurer  presented  to  the  foreman  of  the 
grand  jury  on  the  first  day  of  Court  for  inspection  by  that  body. 

§511.  (545.)  (483.)  Failure  of  grand  jury  to  recommend.  If  from  any 
Acts  of  1880  cause  such  grand  jury  is  not  impaneled,  or  they  adjourn  without  tak- 
-l,  p.  4i.  ing  anv  action  thereon,  or  they  refuse  to  make  such  recommendation 

sufficient  to  discharge  any  judgment  that  may  have  been  obtained 
against  the  county,  or  any  debt  for  the  payment  whereof  there  is  a 
mandamus,  or  the  necessary  current  expenses  of  the  year,  such  Ordina- 

ries may  levy  the  necessary  tax  without  such  recommendation.  And  in 
all  cases  when  the  spring  term  of  the  Superior  Court  of  any  county 
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in  this  State  has  heretofore  or  may  hereafter  be  adjourned,  suddenly  or 
;  unexpectedly,  before  the   grand  jury  shall  have  made  their  general 
:   presentments,  it  shall  be  lawful  for  the  officer  or  officers  whose  duty  it 
may  be  to  levy  a  county  tax,  to  levy  the  same  to  the  full  extent  and 
for  any  purpose  that  a  recommendation  of  such  grand  jury  would  have 
authorized :  Provided,  such  tax  shall  not  exceed  the  levy  last  recom- 

:  mended  by  a  grand  jury  for  such  county. 
Under  this  section  the  Ordinary  had  in  this  case  only  the  right  to  levy  such  tax,  not 

exceeding  fifty  per  cent,  of  the  State  tax  :  42  Ga.,  229.  Where  part  of  the  tax  was 
recommended  by  the  grand  jury,  and  the  rest  was  authorized  by  the  local  act :  60  Ga., 
351.  Refers  to  above  case,  and  that  seventy-five  per  cent,  of  the  tax  in  that  case  was 
for  bridges,  which  needed  no  recommendation  of  the  grand  jury:  60  Ga.,  298.  Con- 

struing this  section  and  section  509,  limits  the  tax  still  to  fifty  per  cent,  on  the  State 
tax  :  52  Ga.,  234-8. 

§512.  (546.)  (484.)  Where  there  are  several  grand  juries.  Where  there 
are  several  grand  juries  impaneled  during  such  term  the  recommenda- 

tion of  either  panel  shall  be  sufficient  authority,  but  if  there  are  coun- 
ter-presentments on  the  subject  it  shall  be  as  though  there  had  been 

an  entire  failure  to  report  thereon. 
§513.  (547.)  (485.)  County  creditors  and  tax  payers.  The  right  of  a 

creditor  of  a  county  to  compel  such  tax  levied,  or  cf  a  tax  payer  to  re- 
sist it,  is  the  same  as  set  forth  in  section  503,  touching  tax  for  build- 

ing. 
§514.  (548.)  (486.)  Objects  of  county  tax.  County  taxes  shall  be  assessed 

for  the  following  purposes : 
Every  order  assessing  a  tax  should  specify  the  per  cent,  laid  for  each  of  nine  specific 

purposes  mentioned  in  this  section  :  39  Ga.,  56-58. 

1.  To  pay  the  legal  indebtedness  of  the  county  due,  or  to  become 
due,  during  the  year,  or  past  due. 

2.  To  build  or  repair  Court  Houses  or  jails,  bridges  or  ferries,  or  other 
public  improvements,  according  to  the  contract. 

Where  seventy-five  per  cent,  of  the  tax  was  for  bridges,  which  needed  no  recom- 
mendation of  the  grand  jury:  60  Ga.,  298.  As  to  what  limits  in  the  tax  for  bridges: 

34  Ga.,  370. 

3.  To  pay  Sheriffs,  jailers,  or  other  officers'  fees  that  they  may  be 
legally  entitled  to,  out  of  the  county. 

The  Legislature  may  provide  for  the  payment  of  such  costs  as  are  not  paid  by  the 
fines  and  forfeitures  found,  by  a  levy  of  a  tax  :  39  Ga.,  578. 

4.  To  pay  coroners  all  fees  that  may  be  due  them  by  the  county  for 
holding  inquests. 

5.  To  pay  the  expenses  of  the  county,  for  bailiffs  at  Courts,  non-resi- 
dent witnesses  in  criminal  cases,  fuel,  servant  hire,  stationery,  and  the 

like. 

Section  cited  and  construed:  48  Ga.,  349.  No  pay  to  non-resident  witnesses  of  the. 
county  for  testifying  before  a  committing  Court:  Commissioners  of  Floyd  County  vs. 
Black  (Famph.,  Sept.,  1880,  p.  28).  List  of  statutes  relating  to  this  subject:  34  Ga., 
370.  Tax  for  the  county  poor:  34  Ga.,  370.  Tax  raised  illegally:  20  Ga.,  102.  On  this 
section  and  section  516 :  39  Ga.,  56.  Tax  to  compensate  the  owners  of  town  lots  for 
damages  sustained  by  removal  of  the  county  site  :  43  Ga.,  258. 

6.  To  pay  jurors,  when  by  the  local  law  they  are  allowed  a  per  diem  §3943. 
compensation. 

7.  To  pay  expenses  incurred  in  supporting  the  poor  of  the  county, 
and  as  otherwise  prescribed  by  this  Code. 

8.  To   pay  charges  for  educational  purposes,  to  be   levied  only  in 
strict  compliance  with  the  law. 

9.  To  pay  any  other  lawful  charge  against  the  county.*-' 

*See  Constitution  of  187T,  Art.  7,  Sec.  6,  par.  2.       .  • 
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§514.  (a.)   Tax  for  support  of  paupers.     The   county  authorities  who 
Acts  of  1880  are  charged  with  the  control  of  the  finances  of  their  county  shall  be, 

-i(  }\  49.     an(j  are  hereby,  authorized  to  levy  a  tax  for  the  support  of  the  paupers 
of  their  county  which  shall  not  exceed  twenty-five  per  cent,  upon  the 
amount  of  the  State  tax  for  the  year  such  pauper  tax  is  levied. 

§515.  (549.)  (487.)  Tax  not  sufficient.  When  debts  have  accumulated 
against  the  county  so  that  one  hundred  per  cent,  on  the  State  tax,  or 
the  amount  specially  allowed  by  local  law,  cannot  pay  the  current  ex- 

penses of  the  county  and  the  debt  in  one  year,  they  shall  be  paid  off  as 
rapidly  as  possible,  at  least  twenty-five  per  cent,  every  year. 

§516.,  (550.)  (488.)  Order  must  specify.  As  soon  as  the  county  tax  is 
(a)  Acts  of  assessed  for  the  year,  it  shall  be  done  by  order  of  such  Ordinaries  and 

1862-3,  p.  60.  entered  on  their  minutes,  which  must  specify  the  per  cent,  levied for  each  specific  purpose.  The  assessment  applies  to  every  species  of 
value  or  specifics  which  is  taxed  by  the  State,  [including  the  value  of 
shares  in  any  railroad  that  is  in  running  condition,  or  banking  com- 

pany owned  by  any  person  either  in  their  own  right  or  in  the  right  of 
another ;  and  such  owner  shall  return  the  number  and  value  of  such 
shares  with  his  other  taxable  property ;  but  such  shares  shall  not  be  so 
taxed  if  it  interferes  with  the  previous  vested  rights  of  the  railroad  or 
bank  under  its  charter.]     (a.) 

On  this  section  and  section  514:  39  Ga.,  56.  Section  cited,  and  the  order  should 
specify  the  object  and  purposes  for  which  the  extra  tax  was  levied:  47  Ga.,  639.  The 
section  cited  and  the  Constitution  of  1877  in  regard  to  taxes  commented  on:  64  Ga., 
498-500. 

§517.  (551.)  (489.)  Order  to  be  advertised.  The  Ordinaries  must  adver- 
tise immediately  a  copy  of  such  order  for  thirty  days  at  the  door  of  the 

.  Court  House  and  in  a  public  gazette,  if  one  is  published  within  the 
limits  of  their  respective  counties,  and  furnish  the  tax  collector  with 
another  copy. 

§518.  (552.)  (490.)  Taxes  for  specified  purposes.  Taxes  raised  for  edu- 
cational purposes,  or  the  support  of  the  poor,  or  any  other  specific  pur- 

pose, must  be  used  for  such  purpose,  respectively,  and  none  other. 
§519.  (553.)  (491.)  How  collected  and  paid  out.     All  taxes  so  levied  for 

(a)  Acts  of  county  purposes  must  be  assessed  upon  the  tax  receiver's  books  for  each 
1872,  p.  78.   year,  and  collected  by  the  tax  collector,  who  shall  pay  the  same  to  the 

County  Treasurer.  [It  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  tax  collector  to  receive 
jury  certificates  when  properly  authenticated,  as  far  as  they  will  go 
toward  paying  the  county  tax  of  the  person  holding  the  same,  for  all 
taxes  due  by  the  tax  payers  of  this  State  to  their  respective  coun- 

ties,    (a.) 

§520.  (554.)  (492.)  Collector 's  fees.  The  tax  collectors  shall  be  allowed 
the  same  commissions  and  fees  for  such  collections  as  they  are  allowed 
by  law  for  the  collection  of  the  State  tax,  and  are  liable  to  the  same 
fines  and  forfeitures  for  any  default  or  improper  conduct. 

§521.  (555.)  Commissions,  how  assessed.     [The  Ordinaries,  in  allowing 
(b)  Acts  of  collectors  their  commissions  for  collecting  the  taxes  levied  by  their 
1861,  p.  8i.    respective  counties,  are  authorized  and  required  to  aggregate  the  taxes 

•for  the  various  purposes  levied,  and  to  allow  commissions  on  the  whole 
amount,  in  accordance  with  the  schedule  from  which  the  Comptroller- 
General  is  authorized  to  allow  commissions  to  collectors  for  collecting 
the  State  tax],     (b.) 

§522.  (556.)  ̂ (493.)  Payment,  how  enforced.     Any  other  remedy  or  right 
•Act  of  1796,  allowed  by  law  for  the  enforcement  of  the  collection  and  payment  of 
Ac?of8i8i5  ̂ ne  State  taxes,  either  by  the  Comptroller-General  or  tax  collector,  may 
c.  p.  1062.  '  be  used  for  the  county  taxes  by  the  Ordinaries. Act  of  1825,  J  J 
C.  p.  1066.        The  act  of  1796  was  constitutional  as  far  as  it  conferred  the  right  to  issue  executions 

against    collectors,   receivers,    etc. :  5  Ga.,   186-193.     When   the  Comptroller-General 
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could  not  issue  an  execution  against  one  purporting  to  be  a  tax  collector,  and  who  was 
in  default:  3  Ga.,  233-8.  Section  cited  and  commented  on  :  47  Ga.,  63&-642.  Section 
cited  and  no  notice  need  be  given  where  tax  fi.  fa.  against  tax  collectors  and  sureties  : 
60  Ga.,  296. 

§523.  (557.)  (494.)  Persons  holding  county  tax.  Such  Ordinaries  shall 
also  have  authority  to  compel  all  persons,  their  heirs,  executors  or  ad- 

ministrators, who  have  or  may  have  in  their  hands  any  county  money, 
collected  for  any  county  purpose  whatever,  to  pay  over  the  same. 

The  law  in  this  section  discussed:  11  Ga.,  335.  A  fi.  fa.  issued  by  the  Ordinary 
against  the  administratrix  of  a  former  tax  collector  and  his  sureties  for  his  default :  60 
Ga.,  298. 

§524.  (558.)  (495.)  On  failure  to  pay.  On  failure  to  pay  the  same,  such  Act  of  nut;, 

Ordinaries  shall  issue  executions  againt  such  persons  and  their  securi- c*  p" l2 
ties,  if  any,  for  the  full  amount  appearing  to  be  due,  as  the  Comptrol- 

ler-General issues  executions  against  defaulting  tax  collectors. 
How  far  the  Act  of  1796  was  constitutional,  so  far  as  it  gave  the  right  to  issue  exe- 

cutions against  collectors,  receivers,  etc. :  5  Ga.,  186-193.     Section  cited:  60  Ga.,  298. 

§525.  (559.)  (496.)  Illegality.  If  such  execution  shall  issue  for  too 
much,  or  if  defendant  denies  on  oath  owing  any  part  thereof,  he  may, 
by  filing  an  affidavit  of  illegality,  according  to  the  rules  governing 
other  illegalities,  cause  an  issue  to  be  formed  thereon,  which  shall  be 
tried  by  a  special  jury  at  the  first  term  of  the  Superior  Court  there- 
after. 

Act  of  1804  (C,  p.  1051),  prohibiting  judicial  interference  with  the  collection  of  taxes, 
does  not  extend  to  county  taxes  :  27  Ga.,  354-357.  A  tax  collector  should  not  say  the 
tax  was  illegal:  60  Ga.,  297.  A  fi.  fa.  against  the  Ordinary  may  be  contested  by  ille- 

gality 54  Ga.,  498.  Affidavit  of  illegality  by  administratrix  of  a  collector:  60  Ga.,  296. 

§526.  (560.)  (497.)  Persons  borrowing  county  money.  The  provisions  of 
the  foregoing  four  sections  are  applicable  to  all  persons  and  their  sure- 

ties who  may  borrow,  or  pretendedly  borrow,  any  county  money  from 
any  person  having  custody  thereof,  and  shall  be,  in  all  respects,  held 
as  holders  of  county  funds. 

[Sec.  (561.)  Repealed  by  Constitution  of  1868,  Article  1,  clause  18.]  Act  of  1S45, 

§527.    (562.)   (499.)  County  tax  maybe   remitted.      In   all    cases  where c- p- 107'- 
persons  have  been  overtaxed,  or  for  any  other  cause  taxes  are  claimed 
to  be  remitted,  refunded,  or  in  any  manner  claimed  against,  the  Ordi- 

naries shall  be  authorized  to  hear  and  determine  such  application  to 
the  extent  of  the  interest  of  the  county  therein. 

ARTICLE  II. 

PROM   OTHER   SOURCES   THAN    TAXATION. 

Section. 
528.  Sources  of  the  county  revenue. 
529.  Retail  licenses,  shows,  etc. 
530.  Licenses  issued  for  one  year. 
531.  Retailing  spirits  without  license. 
532.  Exhibiting  shows,  etc. 
533.  Peddling  without  license. 
534  Disabled  soldiers  may  peddle. 

Section. 
535.  Tax  payer  may  demand  a  license. 
536.  Violations  of  preceding  sections. 
537.  Duty  of  Ordinary  in  relation  to  shows. 
538.  Special  defense,  how  made. 
539.  Damages  against  defendants. 
540.  Not  to  interfere  with  Penal  Code. 
541.  Money  raised,  how  appropriated. 

§528.  (563.)  (500.)  Sources  of  county  revenue.  All  sum's  which  are  paid 
into  the  county  treasury  for  the  following  accounts  make  a  part  of  the 
county  revenue,  viz  : 

Section  cited:  64  Ga.,  501. 

1.  For  the  authorized  sale  of  any  county  property,  unless  otherwise 
directed. 

2.  For  the  rent  or  hire  of  any  county  property. 
3.  For  shows  or  exhibitions. 

9 
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4.  For  licenses  to  sell  spirituous  liquors  in  any  quantity. 
5.  From  estrays. 
6.  From  licenses  to  peddle. 
Section  cited  :  55  Ga.,  686. 

7.  From  any  other  sources. 
§529.  (564.)  (501.)  Retail  licenses,  exhibitions,  etc.     The  county  charges 

for  such  licenses  are  as  follows : 

To  retail  spirituous  liquors   '.   $25  00 To  sell  spirituous  liquors,  not  by  retail,  in  quantities  less  than  one  gallon       5  00 
Acts  of  1820,       To  peddle  within  the  county,  unless  otherwise  provided  by  the  Ordinary  under  the  law.  50  00 
C.  p.  184.  To  exhibit  shows  with  horses    10  00 

To  exhibit  animals,  beasts,  and  the  like   10  00 
Acts  of  1835,       To  exhibit  any  pictures  or  figures.           5  00 
0.  p.  185.  To  exhibit  any  other  show,  not  less  than  $5  00,  nor  more  than  $25  00r  as  the  Ordinary 

may  order. 
To  exhibit  theatricals  or  musical  entertainments,  for  profits  to  the  proprietor,  not  more 

than  $5  00  on  each  exhibition,  and  subject  to  contract  with  the  Court. 

§530.  (565.)  (502.)  Licenses  for  one  year.  All  such  licenses,  except 
gi42i.  exhibitions,   are  for  the  term  of  one  year,  extending  to  the  county 

limits  ;  but  license  to  retail  or  sell  spirituous  liquors  will  only  author- 
ize, either  by  the  person  in  whose  name  it  issues  or  his  clerk,  to  sell  at 

some  one  fixed  place  in  the  county,  which  must  be  specified  in  the 
license. 

§531.  (566.)  (503.)  Retailing  without  license.  If  any  person  retails  or 
sells  spirituous  liquors  without  first  obtaining  such  license,  or,  having 
obtained  it,  sells  at  any  other  or  more  places  than  the  one  fixed  in  the 
license,  or  transfers  it  and  allows  it  used  by  any  other  person  than  him- 

self or  an  authorized  clerk,  he  forfeits  to  the  county,  for  each  violation, 
twenty-five  dollars. 

§532.  (567.)  (504.)  Exhibitions,  etc.,  without  license.  If  any  person  ex- 
hibits any  show  without  first  obtaining  such  license,  or  exhibits  a  show 

different  from  that  for  which  he  obtained  license,  he  forfeits  to  the  county 
three  times  the  cost  of  license  for  each  exhibition. 

§533.  (568.)  (505.)  Peddling  without  license.  If  any  person,  except  a 
disabled  soldier  of  this  State,  peddles  without  first  obtaining  such 
license  in  counties  where  the  Ordinaries  take  no  action  regulating 
peddling,  he  forfeits  to  the  county  one  hundred  dollars  for  the  first  act  of 
peddling,  and,  for  each  month  thereafter  twenty-five  dollars  more. 

Section  cited,  who  are  peddlers,  forfeiture  :  55  Ga.,  686. 

i  C&+*jf  .<&**£<*£**-*-**>  §534.  (569.)  Maimed  ̂ ^ra^jft^shall  be  lawful  for  any  disabled  sol- 
/cf  J?*  &4^  (a)  Acts  of  dier  of  this  State  to  pedcfle^m  arf^county  or  counties  thereof  without 

z         .-__  '  y        paying  license  tor  the  priviles paying  license  for  the  privilege  of  so  doing  ;  and  a  certificate  from  the 

/ %~  y\  ̂ ^J-^^-i Ordinary  Qf  any  county,  stating  the  fact  of  his  being  such  disabled 
-  "**-   '    soldier,  shall  be  sufficient  evidence  thereof:  Provided,  that  this  section 

shall  not  authorize  peddling  ardent  spirits,  and  provided,  also,  that  the 

/ay- /.  /v^« /•  ̂  **  *  privileges  hereby  granted  shall  not  be  transferred  to  or  used  by  any 
>   ̂/~~Zab^b  other  person,     (a.) 
Z^t***-*^0^  §535.  (570.)  (506.)   Tax  payer  may  demand  license.     Any  tax  payer  of 
yy</.  //"rT  a  county  may  call  upon  any  person  in  pursuit  of  any  occupation  for| 
A?J?  /  C\'  which  a  license  must  be  obtained  to  exhibit  his  license,  and,  if  he  fails, 
/J  so  to  do,  it  shall  be  sufficient  grounds,  on  making  affidavit  of  the  fact,! 

to  cause  such  forfeiture ;  and  if,  on  investigation,  it  appears  that  he  has| 
such  license,  he  forfeits  the  sum  of  ten  dollars  and  costs. 

Process  should  be  issued  against  the  person  who  travels  and  vends  without  license  ! 
51  Ga.,  330. 

§536.  (571.)  (507.)  Violations,  how  punished.  If  any  Ordinary,  of  his 
own  knowledge,  knows  of  the  violation  of  the  foregoing  three  sections, 
or  if  any  person  will  make  affidavit  of  such  fact,  it  is  the  duty  of  the 
sereral  Ordinaries  of  this  State,  unless  they  know  to  the  contrary,  to 
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issue  a  process,  directed  to  all  and  singular  the  Sheriffs  and  constables 
of  this  State,  for  the  amount  of  such  forfeit,  commanding  them  to  levy 
on  sufficient  of  the  property,  real  or  personal,  of  the  defendant  to  satisfy 
the  same  and  costs,  and  to  levy  and  sell  the  same  as  in  case  of  attach- 

ments ;  and  in  default  of  finding  goods  enough  for  such  purpose,  to  ar- 
rest such  defendant  and  him  safely  keep  as  in  cases  of  persons  under 

ca.  sa.*    Such  process  must  be  returned  to  the  Court  whence  it  issues. 
§537.  (572.)  (508.)  Shows,  exhibitions,  etc.  If  any  show  is  on  exhibition 

in  any  county  without  the  license  required,  it  is  the  duty  of  the  Ordi- 
nary instanter  to  place  such  process  in  the  hands  of  such  officer;  and  if, 

on  presentation  of  the  license  fee  required  and  all  costs  are  instanter 
paid,  it  shall  discharge  the  same,  but  not  otherwise;  but.  if  such  course 
is  not  taken,  it  is  no  waiver  of  such  forfeiture. 

§538.  (573.)  (509.)  Persons  may  defend.  Persons  against  whom  such 
process  may  issue  may  arrest  the  same  by  swearing  that  they  have  not 
violated  the  law  on  account  of  which  process  has  issued,  and  by  other- 

wise complying  with  the  provisions  of  the  section  against  persons 
holding  county  funds,  and  which  shall  be  returned  and  tried  in  the 
same  manner. 

§539.  (574.)  (510.)  Damages.  If,  on  the  trial  of  such  issue,  the  jury 
who  tries  shall  believe  that  such  affidavit  was  filed  for  delay  only,  or 
is  without  any  excuse  to  sustain  it,  they  shall  so  state  in  their  verdict, 
and  if  they  so  find,  the  defendant  shall  pay  twenty-five  per  cent,  addi- 
tional. 

§540.  (575.)  (511.)  Not  to  interfere  with  the  Penal  Code.  The  penalties 
and  forfeitures  hereinbefore  set  forth  are  not  to  interfere  with  any  pro- 

vision of  the  Penal  Code,  that  is  or  may  be  enacted,  making  such  acts 
penal. 
§541.  (576.)  (512.)  The  moneys  arising  from  such  licenses  are  to  be  Act  of  i835r 

paid  to  the  County  Treasurer,  to  be  used  for  county  purposes,  but  one- c"  p" 184" 
half  of  moneys  arising  from  forfeitures  go  to  the  informers. 

[Sec.  (577.)  Repealed  by  the  Constitution  of  1868,  Art.  5,  Sec.  14.] 

*Is  this  in  force  since  imprisonment  for  debt  was  abolished  ? 
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CHAPTER  VI. 

COUNTY  OFFICERS   NOT   HEREINBEFORE   SPECIFIED. 

Article  1.— County  Treasurer. 
Article  2. — County  Surveyor. 
Article  3. — County  Coroner. 

ARTICLE  I. 

COUNTY   TREASURERS. 

Section. 
542.  Election  and  term  of  office. 
543.  Must  give  bond  and  take  an  oath. 
544.  Term  of  office. 
545.  Vacancies,  how  filled. 
546.  Qualifications. 
547.  Clerk  being  appointed  Treasurer. 
548.  Oath  of  the  County  Treasurer. 
549.  Amount  of  his  bond. 
549.  (a.)  Obligation  of  sureties. 
550.  Appointment  to  fill  vacancies. 
551.  County  funds,  by  whom  received,  etc. 
552.  His  office,  where  kept. 
553.  Treasurers'  duty,  etc. 

Section. 
554.  Books  to  be  furnished. 
555.  Books,  etc.,  where  deposited. 
556.  Debts  of  county,  what  order  paid. 
557.  County  orders,  when  payable. 
558.  Persons  holding  orders. 
559.  Orders  not  paid  for  want  of  funds. 
560.  County  orders  negotiable. 
561.  Treasurer  shall  not  purchase. 
562.  Buying  at  a  discount,  etc. 
563.  Treasurer  failing  to  pay  over. 
564.  Must  turn  over  books,  etc. 
565.  Final  settlement  on  retiring. 

§542.  (578.)  (514.)  Election  and  term  of  treasurer.     [County  Treasurer 

<  c.  p.  2ii.  °'  are  elected  by  the  qualified  voters  of  their  respective  counties,  and  hole 
,/a\  const  of  their  offices  for  two  years  and  until  their  successors  are  elected  anc 
1868,  Art.  9.  qualified],     ( a.) 

:  Act's  of  1827,      [Sections  579  and  580  repealed  by  Constitution  of  1868,  Article  V 
p-  82y?      'section  14.] 

jft  f.^r-J*!*. +  £-9+*c^o.  §543.  (581.)  (517.)  Oath  and  bond.     No  appointment  or  election   i 
/  a/^V:  effectual  until  bond  and  security  is  given  and  the  oath  of  office  taker 

Giving  bond  and  security  is  a  condition  precedent  before  a  county  treasurer  can  ente 
on  his  office  (citing  Act  of  1825,  C,  p.  211) :  9  Ga.,  185. 

Brandt  S.  &  G.,  §§455,  446. 

Acts  of  i82i,     §544.  (582.)  (518.)  How  removed.     They  may  be  removed  in  the  sam 
c.  p.  211.     manner  that  Clerks  of  the  Superior  Courts  may  be. 

Vacancies  are  filled  as  vacancies  ill 

/; 

Acts  1876,  p, 15, 

./y. 

§545.  (583.)  (519.)    Vacancies. 
other  county  offices  are  filled. 

§546.  (584.)  (520.)  Qualifications.  No  other  conditions  of  eligibilit  j 
are  required  save  those  that  apply  to  all  other  officers,  but  no  othe 
officer  can  be  County  Treasurer. 

§547.  (585.)  (521.)  Oath  and  bond,  where  filed.  His  oath  of  office  mus 
Act.sofi838.be  entered  on  the  minutes  of,  and  filed  in  the  office  of,  the  Ordinary 
c.  p.  215.     an(j  fas  official  bond  must  be  filed  and  recorded  in  said  office. 

§548.  (586.)  (522.)  Oath.  County  Treasurers,  before  entering  on  thi 
duties  of  their  office,  besides  the  oath  required  of  all  civil  officers,  mus 
take  the  following  oath,  viz: 

"I,   ,  do  swear  I  will  faithfully  collect,  disburse  and  account  fc] 
all  moneys  or  other  effects  of  the  county,  and  otherwise  faithfulty  di 
charge  all  the  duties  required  of  me  by  law  as  County  Treasurer.  £i 
help  me  God."  J# 

§549.  (587.)  (523.)  Amount  of  bond.     They  shall  also,  within  4e**  daj 
from  their  election  or  appointment,  give  a  bond  payable  to  the  Ordjj 
nary  of  the  county,  with  securities  to  be  by  him  approved,  in  a  sui  j 

! 
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which,  in  his  judgment,  will  be  double  the  amount  of  the  county  tax 
for  the  ensuing  year,  receipts  from  other  sources,  and  cash  on  hand. 

§549.  (a.)  Securities,  how  bound.     When  any  official  bond  hereafter  to  Acts  of  istg, 

be  executed  by  any  County  Treasurer,  or  any  person  acting  as  such,  the  p' 
property  of  said  treasurer,  or  any  person  so  acting,  as  well  as  the  se- 

curity or  securities  on  said  bond,  shall  be  bound  from  the  time  of  the 
execution  thereof,  for  the  payment  of  any  and  all  liability  arising  from 
the  breach  of  said  bond. 

§550.  (588.)  (524.)  Appointees  to  fill  vacancies  must  give  bond.  The  bonds 
of  appointees  to  fill  vacancies  shall  be  likewise  in  his  discretion,  taking 
into  consideration  the  amount  that  may  come  into  their  hands  and  for 
double  such  amount. 

§551.  (589.)  (525.)  County  funds.  All  county  funds  are  to  be  paid  to, 
and  disbursed  by,  the  County  Treasurer,  except  such  as  may  be  speci- 

ally excepted  by  law,  and  then  to  be  collected  and  disbursed  as  specially 
directed. 

When  the  County  Treasurer  is  not  entitled  to  commissions  out  of  the  county  funds  : 
60  Ga.,  556.  Since  the  Act  of  1872,  the  county  commissioner,  and  not  the  County 
Treasurer,  is  the  legal  custodian  of  the  school  fund  :  60  Ga.,  558. 

§552.  (590.)  (526.)   Office,  where  kept.     He  must  keep  his  office  at  the 
county  site,  or  at  some  place  within  one  mile  of  the  Court  House. 

§553.  (591.)  (527.)  Duty  of  County  Treasurers.     It  is  their  duty —         Act  of  1825, 
1.  To  diligently  collect  from  all  officers  and  others  all  county  dues.  Jcfofttw 
Section  cited:  64  Ga.,  679.  Act  0^1859, 
2.  To  examine  the  minutes  and  execution  dockets  of  the  different 

Courts  of  the  counties,  to  demand  and  receive  all  moneys  appearing  to 
be  due  thereon,  and  to  institute  proceedings  against  defaulters. 

3.  To  pay  without  delay,  when  in  funds,  all  orders,  according  to  their 
dates,  (or  other  debts  due,)  and  when  not  in  funds  as  hereinafter  pre- 
scribed. 

Section  cited  :  64  Ga.,  679. 

4.  To  take  a  receipt  on  each  order  when  paid  and  carefully  file  it 
away. 

5.  To  keep  a  well  bound  book  in  which  shall  be  entered  all  receipts, 
stating  when  received,  who  from,  and  on  what  account,  and  all  amounts 
Ipaid  out,  stating  when  paid,  to  whom,  and  on  what  account. 

6.  To  keep  a  well  bound  book  in  which  shall  be  entered  a  full  de- 
scription of  all  county  orders,  or  other  forms  of  indebtedness,  as  they 

are  presented ;  to  record  a  copy  of  the  orders  of  the  Ordinary  levying 
county  taxes. 

7.  To  exhibit  to  the  first  grand  jury  at  the  first  session  of  the  Supe- 
rior Court  of  each  year,  a  full  statement  of  the  condition  of  the  county 

treasury  up  to  that  time,  and  on  the  second  Monday  in  January,  an- 
nually, to  file  with  the  Ordinary  a  full  statement  of  his  account,  ac- 

companied by  his  vouchers  for  the  preceding  year,  together  with  his 
3stimate  of  the  indebtedness  of  the  county  for  the  ensuing  year,  and 
the  means  of  providing  therefor,  and  to  place  his  books  before  either  of 
said  bodies  for  examination  when  called  upon. 

8.  To  appear  before  the  Ordinary  or  grand  jury  to  render  an  account 
of  his  actings  and  doings  as  County  Treasurer,  and  to  exhibit  his  books 
and  vouchers  whenever  notified. 

Section  cited  :  64  Ga.,  679. 

9.  To  publish  at  the  door  of  the  Court  House,  and  in  a  public  ga- 
zette, if  there  is  one  published  in  the  county,  a  copy  of  his  annual 

statement  to  the  Ordinary. 
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§554.  (592.)  (528.)  Books,  etc.,  furnished  by  the  county.  All  books  and  sta- 
tionery the  County  Treasurer  may  require  must  be  furnished  at  the  ex- 

pense of  the  county. 
§555.  (593.)  (529.)  Books,  etc.,  when  deposited.  When  the  books  of 

such  treasurer  are  full,  they,  together  with  the  vouchers  or  other  files 
relating  thereto,  or  connected  with  the  office,  must  be  deposited  in  the 
office  of  the  Ordinary  and  afterwards  be  part  of  his  records. 

§556.  (594.)  (530.)  Order  in  which  the  county  debts  are  paid.  When 
there  are  funds  enough  to  pay  all  outstanding  orders  and  other  forms 
of  indebtedness  due,  which  the  treasurer  may  be  authorized  to  pay,  they 
may  be  paid  indiscriminately  without  regard  to  their  dates;  when  there 
is  enough  to  pay  all  dated  anterior  to  some  particular  dates,  all  such 
may  be  likewise  paid  indiscriminately;  when  there  is  not  enough  to 
pay  all  of  equal  degree,  they  shall  be  paid  ratably ;  under  all  other  cir- 

cumstances, they  shall  be  paid  in  the  order  of  their  dates. 
Section  construed  as  to  the  order  of  payment :  39  Ga.,  56-58. 

§557.  (595.)  (531.)  County  orders.  No  order  shall  be  paid  until  after 
five  days  from  its  date  and  delivery,  unless  otherwise  specially  ordered, 
that  the  Ordinary  may  furnish  in  the  meantime  the  County  Treasurer 
with  a  full  statement  of  all  orders  issued,  which  shall  be  by  him  im- 

mediately registered,  and  when  so  registered  shall  be  paid  according  to 
law  without  further  notice  to  the  treasurer  previous  to  the  time  of 

payment. §558.  (596.)  (532.)  Failure  to  present  county  orders.  If  any  person  holding 
county  orders  shall  fail  to  present  them  by  the  first  day  of  December 
of  each  year  to  the  County  Treasurer  for  payment,  they  shall  be  post- 

poned to  all  orders  which  were  so  presented  and  not  paid  for  want  of 
funds. 

§559.  (597.)  (533.)  Want  of  funds.  On  the  first  day  in  December  of 
each  year  such  treasurer  shall  make  an  entry  of  all  orders  entitled  to 
payment  which  were  not  so  presented  for  payment,  and  what  orders 
not  of  equal  dignity  have  been  paid  instead,  in  whole  or  in  part,  and 
what  others  are  entitled  to  payment  before  such  non-presented  orders. 
Persons  holding  such  orders,  who  present  them  without  receiving  their 
pay  before  said  day,  may  have  the  treasurer  annually  to  mark  thereon 

"  Presented"  the  day  of  presentation,  and  not  paid  for  want  of  funds. 
§560.  (598.)  (534.)  County  orders  negotiable.  All  county  orders  are  nego- 

tiable by  delivery  or  indorsement,  and  the  indorser  liable  according  to 
the  terms  of  his  indorsement,  as  in  commercial  paper,  but  no  such  trans- 

fer can  take  place  so  as  to  prevent  a  treasurer  from  setting  off  any  sum 
that  the  payee  may  be  due  the  county  at  the  date  of  the  order. 

County  orders  are  not  legal  tender:  63  Ga.,  311.    Negotiability  :  4  C.  L.  J.,  247,  390; 

5/170. 
§561.  (599.)  (535.)  Treasurer  shall  not  purchase  orders  at  a  discount. 

Such  treasurer  is  forbid  to  buy  up  any  county  orders  or  claims  for  less 
than  their  full  par  value,  either  by  himself  or  agents,  directly  or  indi- 

rectly, or  by  paying  for  them  in  property  at  an  estimated  value  above 
its  true  value. 

Section  construed,  and  cannot  show  in  defense  that  the  one  from  whom  he  pur- 
chased had  not  a  good  title :  47  Ga.,  522. 

§562.  (600.)  (536.)  Buying  orders  at  discount.  If  any  County  Treasurer 
shall  thus  buy  up  any  county  order  or  claim,  or  refuse  to  pay  an  order 
when  he  has  funds  to  pay  the  same,  or  illegally  postpone  one,  he  shall 
be  removed  from  office  on  complaint  and  proof  being  made  to  the  Ordi- 

nary, and  is  moreover  guilty  of  a  misdemeanor,  and,  upon  conviction, 
shall  be  fined  not  less  than  one  hundred  nor  more  than  five  hundred 
dollars. 

Indictment  against  a  County  Treasurer  under  this  section  :  47  Ga.,  523. 
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[Sees.  601,  602  and  603  repealed  by  Constitution  of  1868,  Article  V., 
section  14.] 

§563.  (604.)  (540.)   Treasurer  failing   to  pay   over  money.     When  the  Act  of  1825, 

County  Treasurer  at  any  time  fails  to  pay  any  order  which  is  entitled  c-  p-  212, 
to  payment,  or  other  legal  demand  upon  him,  or  to  pay  any  balance 
that  may  be  in  his  hands  to  his  successor,  or  to  the  person  entitled  to 
receive  it,  the    Ordinary  may  issue  execution   against  him  and  his 
sureties  for  the  amount  due,  as  against  a  defaulting  tax  collector. 

Ten  days1  notice  required  by  the  Act  of  1825  before  execution  can  issue  :  9  Ga.,  JL8f>- 
188.  Mandamus  against  the  County  Treasurer  and  when  no  order  from  the  Inferior 
Court  was  necessary  :  9  Ga.,  367-371.  Certiorari  is  not  the  proper  remedy  where  such 
execution  was  improperly  issued  :  29  Ga.,  155.  County  Treasurer  should  not  refuse  to 
pay  a  certificate  because  there  were  outstanding  claims  to  the  title  thereof :  9  Ga.,  334- 
337.  Execution  against  a  defaulting  tax  collector's  estate:  60  Ga.,  298.  Section  cited 
and  commented  on:  64  Ga.,  679. 

§564.  (605.)  (541.)  Boohs  must  be  turned  over  to  successor.  In  case  of  the 
resignation,  expiration  of  the  term,  or  removal  from  office,  such  treas- 

urer, or  if  he  is  dead,  his  personal  representative  must  state  his  ac- 
counts, and  deliver  all  the  money,  books,  papers  and  property  of  the 

county  to  his  successor,  as  other  officers  do,  who  must  report  the  same  im- 
mediately to  the  Ordinary. 

§565.  (606.)  (542.)  Final  settlement.     When  such  County  Treasurer,  or 
his  representative,  has  made  a  fair  and  full  statement  of  all  his  accounts 
and  liabilities  as  such,  an  exoneration  of  himself  and  sureties  together 
with  the  details  of  such  settlement,  must  be  entered  on  the  minutes 
of  the  Court  of  Ordinary,  and  be  final,  except  for  fraud. 

Where  the  tax  collector  pays  money  to  the  County  Treasurer  by  mistake,  and  can 
recover  it  back :  3  Ga..,  90.  Defense  by  the  County  Treasurer  to  a  claim  against  the 
county,  order  having  been  given  by  the  Inferior  Court  to  pay  the  creditor,  such  treas- 

urer cannot  go  behind  the  order:  8Ga.,  560.  Election  of  the  treasurer  of  Muscogee 
county,  who  is  an  officer  of  that  county;  33  Ga.,  332.  On  the  Act  of  1868  as  to  the 
payment  of  orders  :  39  Ga.,  56.  The  County  Treasurer,  and  not  the  Ordinary,  is  now  by 
law  the  treasurer  of  the  board  of  education  :  45  Ga.,  498. 

General  Note  on  Article  I. — Liability  as  to  county  funds:  20  Am.  R.,  637;  lost 
by  robbery:  31  Am.  R.,  284;  by  failure  of  bank  :  33Am.R,  114.  Interest  on  moneys: 
.21  Am.  R.,  197.     Negligence  of :  Whart.  Neg.,  £290. 

ARTICLE  II. 

COUNTY  SURVEYOR- 

Section. 
566.  How  elected  and  removed  from  office. 
567.  Failing  to  elect  at  the  regular  term. 
568.  Appointed  by  the  Court. 
569.  His  oath  and  bond. 
570.  May  be  removed  from  office. 
571.  One  for  each  county. 
572.  Assistant  must  take  an  oath. 
573.  May  keep  his  office  at  his  residence. 

Section. 
574.  General  duty  of  county  surveyor. 
575.  Fees  for  surveys,  how  paid. 
576.  Survey  made  between  counties. 
577.  Charges  for  surveys,  how  contested. 
578.  surveys  and  plats,  when  evidence. 
579.  When  there  is  no  county  surveyor. 
580.  Others  acting  as  county  surveyors. 
581.  Making  false  survey.,  how  punished. 

§566.  (607.)  (543.)  How  elected.  County  surveyors  are  elected,  commis- 
sioned, qualified  and  removed  as  Clerks  of  the  Superior  Courts  are,  and 

hold  their  offices  for  two  years. 
§567.  (608.)  (544.)  Failure  to  elect.  In  case  tjiere  is  a  failure  to  elect 

a  person  who  is  commissioned  and  qualified  at  the  regular  time,  or  a  va- 
cancy occurs,  the  Ordinary  must  appoint  such  surveyors,  until  the  va- 
cancy is  filled  according  to  law. 

§568.  (609.)  (545. )  When  appointed  by  the  Court.  If  a  county  sur- 
veyor derives  his  authority  from  appointment,  he  needs  no  commission 

beyond  the  order  of  such  Ordinary  entered  on  his  minutes,  of  which 
appointment  the  Governor  of  the  State  must  be  informed  without  de- 
lav. 
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§569.  (610.)  (546.)  Oath  and  bond.  Before  entering  on  the  duties 
Act  of  1847,  of  his  office,  besides  the  oath  required  of  all  civil  officers,  he  must 
c,p;2i7,     take  the  following: 

"I,   ,  swear  that  I  will,  to  the  best  of  my  skill  and  knowledge, 
discharge  the  duties  of  surveyor  of   county,  and  that  I  will    not 
admeasure,  survey,  or  lay  out  any  land  in  my  capacity  as  such,  or 
knowingly  permit  or  cause  it  to  be  done,  without  a  warrant  first  ob- 

tained for  that  purpose.     So  help  me  God." 
He  shall  also,  at  the  same  time,  give  bond  and   security  in  the  sum 

of  one  thousand  dollars. 

. ,    .       §570.  (611.)  (547.)  May  be  removed.     Whether  appointed  or  elected, 
besides  the  causes  of  removal  which  apply  to  all  officers,  he.  may  be 
removed  by  the  Ordinary  for  want  of  capacity,  on  the  same  proceed- 

ing before  him,  and  by  him  to  be  decided,  that  officers  are  removed  in 
the  Superior  Court. 

Act  of  1783      §571-  (612.)  (548.)     One  for  each  count]/.     There  must  be  one  for  each 

c.  p.  665;   '  county,  and  he  is  empowered  to  appoint  one  or  more  assistants  or  dep- 
ccp°670784'  tities,  for  whose  conduct  he  is  responsible. 

§572.  (613.)  (549.)  Must  take  an  oath.  When  such  an  assistant  is  ap- 
pointed he  must  take  the  same  oath  the  surveyor  takes,  and  the  fact 

of  the  appointment  must,  at  the  same  time,  be  entered  on  the  minutes 
of  the  Ordinary. 

§573.    (614.)    (550.)   Office  where  kept.      The    county    surveyor  may 
keep  his  office  at  his  place  of  abode,  if  within  the  limits  of  the  county. 

§574.  (615.)  (551.)  Duties.     It  is  his  duty— 
c°p °s7>785'      1-  T°  punctually  observe  and  carry  into  effect  all  such  orders  as  he 
Act  of  1838,  may  receive  from  the  Surveyor-General,  or  other  officer  who  may  law- 
c.  p.  2io,     fuily  command  him. 
ifll74ooo         ̂ '  ̂ °  ̂ measure  and  lay  off  dower,  to  partition  lands,  to  make  re- 
4045.'  surveys,  to  give  plats  of  all  surveys,  and  to  administer  all  oaths  re- 

quired by  law  in  such  cases. 
3.  To  survey  county  lines  and  district  lines,  or  other  surveys,  in  which 

his  county  may  be  interested,  whenever  required  by  the  Ordinary. 
4.  To  execute  all  surveys  required  by  the  rule  of  any  Court  of  com- 

petent jurisdiction. 
Rule  of  survey  taken  out  pending  ?h  action  of  ejectment  should  be  limited  to  the 

purpose  for  which  it  was  intended  :  28  Ga.,  465. 

5.  To  keep  a  well-bound  book  in  which  shall  be  entered  plats  of  all 
surveys  made  by  him,  with  a  minute  of  the  names  of  the  chain-bearers, 
when  executed,  by  whose  order  and  to  whom  plat  delivered,  if  any ; 
which  book  shall  belong  to  his  office  and  be  turned  over  to  his  succes- 

sor, and  when  full  shall  be  deposited  in  the  office  of  the  Ordinary. 
§575.  (616.)  (552. )  Fees.  When  surveys  are  made  for  private  or  corpor- 

ate benefit,  the  fees  are  to  be  paid  by  the  person,  or  persons,  or  corporation 
who  orders  the  survey;  when  by  order  of  the  Ordinary,  out  of  the 
county  funds;  and  when  by  rule  of  Court,  unless  otherwise  agreed 
upon,  they  are  to  be  taxed  in  the  bill  of  costs,  and  shall  have  the  effect 
of  a  judgment  lien  upon  the  land  surveyed,  if  not  paid  by  the  party 
bound  for  costs. 

§576.  (617.)  (553.)  Survey  between  counties.  When  a  survey  is  made  by 
Act  of  1785,  agreement,  or  in  compliance  with  the  law,  between  two  or  more  coun- 
c.  p.  o39.  ̂ eg^  ̂ e  coun£v  surveyor  who  performs  the  survey  is  to  be  paid  by  his 

county,  which  must  collect  from  the  other  counties  their  proportion. 
§577.  (618.)  (554.)  Payment  of  fees.  If  after  a  county  surveyor  has 

made  a  survey  for  any  person,  who  neglects  to  pay  him,  such  surveyor 
upon  making  oath  before  the  Ordinary  of  his  county  of  the  performance 
of  such  service  and  its  value,  such  Ordinary  shall  issue  a  fi.  fa.  in  the 
name  of  the  Ordinary,  for  the  use  of  such  surveyor,  against  such  de- 
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faU 

faulter,  who  may  defend  himself  therefor,  in  the  same  manner  as  per- 
sons against  whom  executions  issue  who  detain  county  funds. 

§578.  (619.)  (555.)  Surveys,  when  evidence.  Surveys  or  plats  of  land 
made  by  the  county  surveyor,  under  order  of  Court,  and  on  notice  to 
all  the  parties  of  lands  within  his  county,  signed  by  him  officially,  and 
stating  the  contents,  courses,  distances,  of  any  lancl  surveyed  by  him, 
are  presumptive  evidence  of  the  facts,  if  all  the  requisites  of  the  law 
touching  such  surveys  and  the  reports  thereof  are  complied  with. 

Survey  by  the  county  surveyor  alone  is  evidence  :  58  Ga.,  315. 

§579.  (620.)  (556.)  Where  there  is  no  surveyor.  When  there  is  no 
county  surveyor,  any  competent  person,  a  citizen  of  the  county,  may 
perform  his  duties,  when  specially  required,  if  first  sworn  to  do  the 
same  skillfully,  faithfully  and  impartially,  to  the  best  of  his  knowl- 

edge ;  or  in  default  of  such  person,  the  county  surveyor  of  an  adjoining 
county  may  officiate. 

§580.  (621.)  (557.)  Persons  acting.  Persons  .performing  such  service 
are  on  the  same  footing  as  county  surveyors  as  to  the  special  service 
rendered,  and  are  personally  liable  as  such  surveyors  are  officially. 

§581.  (622.)  (558.)  False  survey.  When  any  county  surveyor,  or 
other  person  acting  as  such,  has  knowingly  surveyed  land  as  vacant 
land  which  is  not,  or  so  made  any  other  false  survey,  he  is  guilty  of  a 
misdemeanor,  and  on  indictment  and  conviction  shall  be  imprisoned 
not  longer  than  six  months. 

General  Note. — This  certificate  when  not  evidence  to  prove  possession :  21  Ga., 
113. — Also  see  rules  of  Superior  Court,  55  to  59,  inclusive. 

See  11  Am.  D.,664;  4  Cr.,  421;  5/234;  3  Pet.,  320;  4  Wh.,  594;  7/23,  248,  and  notes 
on  Ejectment  and  Boundaries. 

fa.-*/*Vi 

ARTICLE   III. 

CORONERS.      $£^^2^1*^  ̂ @en**><^*~y93<  ̂  
Section.      / 

590.  May  disinter  dead  bodies. 
591.  Subject  to  indictment. 
592.  Inquest  unnecessary  in  certain  cases. 
593.  Death  by  accident,  etc. 
594.  Costs  paid  out  of  county  funds,  etc. 
595.  On  conviction,  costs  a  part  thereof., 

596.  Justice  of  the  Peace  may  act,  etc. ' 

Section. 
582.  How  elected  and  removed  from  office. 
583.  Ordinary  may  appoint. 
584.  Coroner's  oath. 
585.  Must  give  bond  and  surety. 
586.  Additional  surety  may  be  required. 
587.  Jailer,  when  Sheriff  is  imprisoned. 
588.  Shall  serve  process  in  certain  cases. 
589.  Shall  hold  inquests  in  certain  cases. 

§582.  (623.)  (559.)  Hoiv  elected.  Coroners  are  elected,  commissioned, 
qualified  and  removed  as  Clerks  of  the  Superior  Courts  are,  and  hold 
their  offices  for  two  years. 

§583.  (624.)  (560.)  Ordinaries  may  appoint.  The  Ordinaries  appoint 
coroners  on  the  same  terms  and  in  the  same  manner  that  they  do 
county  surveyors,  which  appointments  take  effect  as  those  of  County 
Treasurers. 

§584.  (625.)  (561.)  Oaths.  Before  entering  on  the  duties  of  his  office, 
besides  the  oath  required  of  all  civil  officers,  he  must  take  the  following : 

!"I  swear  that  I  will  well  and  truly  serve  the  State  of  Georgia  in  said 
office,  and  faithfully  and  truly  execute  all  writs* and  precepts  to  me 
directed,  or  which  I  may  lawfully  execute,  when  placed  in  my  charge, 
and  return  the  same  according  to  the  best  of  my  knowledge,  skill  and 
[judgment ;  that  I  will  in  no  case  knowingly  use  or  exercise  my  office 
jillegally,  corruptly  or  unjustly,  and  that  I  will  not,  under  any  pretense, 
take,  accept  or  enjoy  any  fee  or  reward  pertaining  to  my  office,  other 
than  such  as  are  allowed  by  law,  but  that  I  will,  in  all  things  touch- 
ling  the  duties  of  my  office,  demean  myself  honestly,  fairly,  and  im- 

partially j  according  to  the  best  of  my  ability.     So  help  me  God." 
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§585.  (626.)  (562.)  Bond.     He  must  likewise,  at  the  same  time,  give 

c Ct  °539823'  ̂ on(^  anc^  surety  in  the  sum  of  five  hundred  dollars,  which  may  be  for  a 
greater  or.  less  amount,  according  to  the  local  law  now  or  hereafter  in 
force.     He  is  liable  for  retaining  moneys  collected,  or  otherwise  failing 
to  do  his  duty,  as  Sheriffs  are,  and  is  subject  to  the  same  proceedings. 

On  the  Acts  of  1823  and  1809  (C,  p.  200):  12  Ga.,  41. 

§586.  (627.)  (563.)  Additional  bond.  When  a  coroner  has  to  act  in  the 
place  of  a  Sheriff,  generalty  or  specially,  the  Ordinary  may  require  of 
him  an  additional  bond,  in  such  sum  and  with  such  sureties  as  in  his 
discretion  he  may  think  sufficient  to  meet  the  contingency. 

§587.  (628.)  (564.)  When  keeper  of  jails.  He  is  keeper  of  the  jail  when 
the  Sheriff  is  imprisoned  or  absent  from  the  county,  leaving  no  deputy. 

§588.  (629.)  (565.)  Shall  serve  process.  When  a  Sheriff  is  disqualified, 
§33344,  3960.  and  it  does  not  appear  upon  the  face  of  the  proceedings,  or  he  or  his 

deputy,  refuses  to  perform  a  service,  if  any  person  makes  affidavit 
thereof,  the  Clerk  of  the  Court  from  which  it  issues  shall  place  the 
process  in  the  hands  of  the  coroner  for  execution,  and  may  compel  its 
return  to  his  office  for  such  purpose. 

§589.  (630.)  (566.)  Inquests.     It  is  the  duty  of  the  coroner  to  take 
inquests : 

Act  of  1823,      1.  Of  all  violent,  sudden  or  casual  deaths. 
c.  p.  537.         2.  Of  all  deaths  in  prison,  without  an  attending  physician. 
|§4ioi,4iio.      3.  Of  all  dead  bodies  found,  whether  of  persons  known  or  unknown. 

4.  Of  all  dead  bodies  of  persons  who  have  died  or  disappeared  under 
suspicious  circumstances. 

Has  na  vested  right  to  hold  inquest  and  charge  the  county  therefor,  unless  the  law 
so  requires:  50  Ga.,  581. 

5.  Of  the  dead  bodies  of  persons  of  whom  affidavit  may  be  made,  that 
they  came  to  their  death  by  violence  or  foul  play. 

6.  Whenever  ordered  by  a  Court  having  criminal  jurisdiction. 
§590.  (631.)  (567.)  Disintering  dead  bodies.     They  are  authorized,  in 

order  to  carry  into  effect  the  preceding  section,  to  disinter  any  body 
already  buried,  and,  like  a  Sheriff,  to  command  the  power  of  the  county 
for  that  purpose. 

§591.  (632.)  (568.)  Persons  subject  to  indictment.  If  any  person  makes 
affidavit  to  facts  to  authorize  such  proceeding  by  the  coroner,  or  the 
coroner  does  so  of  his  own  motion,  and  it  is  done  without  good  grounds, 
or  from  malice  or  mischief,  the  person  so  swearing,  or  the  coroner  so  offici- 

ating, is  subject  to  indictment,  and,  if  convicted,  shall  be  fined  not  less 
than  one  hundred  dollars  and  imprisoned  not  less  than  thirty  days. 
In  such  cases  all  the  circumstances  shall  go  to  the  jury,  and  if  they 
believe  there  were  reasonable  grounds  for  disinterment  at  the  time  it 
took  place,  it  is  their  duty  to  acquit. 

§592.  (633.)  (569.)  When  inquest  unnecessary.  When  persons  have 
come  to  their  death  by  violence,  and  there  are  witnesses  to  it,  and  the 
person  accused  is  under  arrest  and  undergoes  an  examination  before  aj 
competent  tribunal,  there  need  not  be  an  inquest. 

Section  cited  :  50  Ga.,  582. 

§593.  (634.)  (570.)  Death  by  accident.     There  also  need  be  no  inquest 

where  persons  come  to  their  death  by  accident  or  act  of  God,  in  pres-ij 
ence  of  witnesses,  and  there  is  no  reason  to  suspect  foul  play,  and  nc 
person  makes  affidavit  of  facts  raising  such  suspicions. 

Section  cited  :  50  Ga.,  582.  ; 

§594.  (635.)  (571.)  Costs.  The  costs  of  such  inquests  shall  be  paicji 
out  of  the  county  funds. 
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§595.  (636.)  (572.)  Costs,  ivhen  the  party  is  convicted.  If  any  person  is 
convicted  of  murder  or  manslaughter,  in  a  case  where  an  inquest  has 
been  held  over  the  body  of  the  person  for  slaying  whom  he  is  convicted, 
the  costs  of  the  inquest  make  a  part  of  the  costs  of  conviction,  and 
must  be  so  charged. 

§596.  (637.)  (573.)  Justice  of  the  Peace  may  act.  When  there  is  no 
coroner  in  a  county,  or  he  is  absent  from  the  county  when  needed,  or 
will  not  or  cannot  take  an  inquest,  any  Justice  of  the  Peace  of  the 
county  may  act  as  coroner. 

On  Coroners  :  see  Lee's  Handbook  for  Coroners,  and  Crocker  on  Sheriffs,  403-411. 

CHAPTER  VII. 

ROADS,    BRIDGES,    FERRIES,    TURNPIKES,    CAUSEWAYS,    CROSSINGS,    ETC. 

Article  1.— Public  Roads.    ̂ 2^^^^-^ Article  2. — Road  Commissioners  and  their  duties. 

'^CH^^^^^i 

T^S.y, Article  3. — Bridges,  Ferries,  TurnmJces  and  Causeways. /f^—iS.   /< 
Article  4. — Railroad  Crossings 
Article  5. — Private  Ways. 
Article  6. — Mining. 

-^ 

ARTICLE  I. 

npJJces  and  ( 

PUBLIC    ROADS. 

Section. 
597.  What  roads  are  considered  public. 
598.  Shall  be  thirty  feet  wide,  etc. 
599.  May  be  classified. 
600.  Width  of  second  class. 
601.  Bridges  and  causeways,  16  feet  wide. 
602.  Districts.laid  out,  etc. 
603.  Roads  and  districts  to  be  registered. 
604.  How  laid  out  or  altered. 
605.  Notice  of  application  advertised,  etc. 
606.  Holders  of  land,  how  notified. 
607.  Roads  established,  etc. 
608.  Application  must  be  in  writing. 
609.  Laid  out  the  nearest  and  best  way. 
610.  Persons  subject  to  road  duty. 
611.  What  roads  to  be  worked. 
612.  Number  of  days  required  to  work. 
613.  List  of  hands  to  be  furnished. 
614.  Must  be  summoned  one  day. 
615.  What  the  notice  must  contain. 
616.  Duty  of  the  overseer. 
616.  (a.)  Extraordinary  work. 
616.  (b.)  By  what  means  to  be  done. 
616.  (c.)  Selection  of  roads  by  grand  jury. 
616.  (d.)  Culverts  and  bridges. 
617.  Sudden  obstructions  in  roads. 
618.  Special  working  to  be  deducted. 
619.  Defaulters  fined  one  to  three  dollars. 
620.  Extraordinary  implements. 
621.  Road  may  be  apportioned. 
622.  Persons  to  whom  road  apportioned. 

Section. 
623.  Applicant  refusing  to  accept. 
624.  Failing  to  work  after  acceptance. 
625.  Complaint  against  commissioners. 
626.  Defaulters  may  file  excuse. 
627.  Executions  against  defaulters. 
628.  Fine  money,  how  appropriated. . 
629.  Constables  collecting,  etc. 
630.  Liens  of  fi.  fa. 
631.  Timbers  used  for  road  purposes. 
632.  Public  roads  measured  and  posted. 
633.  Sign-boards  to  be  put  up  at  forks. 
634.  Failure  to  put  up  posts,  etc. 
635.  Overseer  may  be  indicted. 
636.  Railroad  hands,  how  exempted. 
637.  Land  owners  aggrieved,  etc. 
638.  Persons  claiming  damages,  etc. 
639.  Trial,  how  conducted. 
640.  Notice  to  Justices,  etc. 
641.  The  time  and  place  of  meeting. 
642.  Objections  to  jurors. 
643.  Continuances,  etc. 
644.  Mistrial. 
645.  Certiorari. 
646.  Final  judgment  and  payment, 
647.  Value  of  the  land,  how  estimated. 
648.  Consequential  damages. 
649.  Overseer  may  be  fined. 
650.  Altering  or  obstructing  public  roads. 
651.  By  a  fence  or  tree. 
652.  Main  streets  in  towns  or  cities. 

§597.  (638.)  (574.)  Public  roads.  All  roads  laid  out  for  public  use  by 
an  Act  of  the  General  Assembly,  if  not  otherwise  provided,  or  by  an 
order   of  the  Ordinary,  are  declared  to  be  public  roads. 

"When  a  neighborhood  road  is  not  a  public  road  :  61  Ga.,  156 ;  55/310.  * 
§598.  (639.)  (575.)     Sixe,   extent,  foot-fogs,  etc.     Public  roads   shall  be  Act  of  1799, 

cleared  of  all  trees,  stumps,  grubs,  and  bushes,  at  least  thirty  feet  wide, c- p- m 
and  of  such  limbs  of  trees  as  may  incommode  horsemen,  or  carriages; 
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Acts  of  1877,  stumps  must  be  cut  as  nearly  even  with  the  surface  as  possible,  and 

p-  1L         the  carriage  track  must  be  at  least  five  feet  six  inches  wide.     And  at  all 
Act  of  isoo,  places  on  said  public  roads,  where  water  may  pond  or  flow,  during  any 
Act  ofms  seasori>  or  f°r  any  considerable  period  in  each  year,  so  as  to  prevent  the 

c.  p.  949.    '  dry  and  convenient  passage  of  pedestrians,  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the 
road  hands  to  place  foot-logs  or  other  convenient  pass-ways;  the  same 
to  be  so  constructed  as  to  be  at  all  times  above  high  water  mark   at 
such  place  or  places. 

§599.  Roads  may  be  classified.     [It  shall  be  lawful  for  the  several  Ordi- 
(ar  Acts  of  naries  of  this  State,  with  the  concurrence  of  a  majority  of  the   road 

'  commissioners  of  their  respective  counties,  to   designate  such  public 
roads  in  their  respective  counties,  as  in  their  discretion  should  be  so 

^  designated  as  second  class  roads.]  (a.) 
«/<?£  c~J£*L-^*^*       §600.    Width  of  second  class  roads.     [All  roads  so  designated,  as  second 
jf^alf^  Acts  of  class  roads,  shall  be  cleared  of  all  stumps,  trees,  grubs  and  bushes,  at 

'18/0.  p.  397.  ]_eag£  twenty  feet,  and  of  such  limbs  of  trees  as  may  inconvenience 
/jT''^^'  horsemen  or  carriages;  the  stumps  to  be  cut  as  nearly  even  with  the surface  as  possible,  and  the  carriage  track  must  be  at  least  five  feet  and 

six  inches  wide,  and  said  roads  shall  be  changed,  worked  and  managed 
according  to  the  road  laws  of  this  State,  as  far  as  the  same  may  be  ap- 

plicable.]    (b.) 
§601.  (640.)  (576.)  Bridges  and  causeways.  All  bridges  or  causeways  over 

Act  of  1818,  small  water  courses,  and  causeways  over  swamps  or  low  lands,  shall  be 
c.  p.  949.     made  and  kept  in  repair  by  hands  subject  to  work  on  roads ;  the  pieces 

shall  be  laid  across  the  road  at  least  sixteen  feet  long,  well  secured, 
made  fast,  and  covered  with  earth. 

§602.  (641.)  (577.)  Road  districts  and  apportionment  of  hands.  The  Ordi- 
\  Act  of  Has,  naries  must  lay  off  their  respective  counties  into  road  districts,  and 

*  A^^c-  p-  946"     apportion  the  roads  and  hands  so  as  to  divide  the  labor  and  expenses ^       on  account  of  roads,  causeways  and  bridges,  equally  throughout  said 
counties ;  all  of  which  proceedings  must  be  entered  on  the  minutes. 

§603.  (642.)  (578.)  Public  roads  and  road  districts  to  be  registered.   They 
must  keep  registered,  in  a  book  in  their  office,  a  list  of  all  public  roads 
and  road  districts  in  the  county,  to  be  added  to  and  corrected  from  time 

\j  $  ,       (  "      to  time,  as  new  roads  or  new  districts  are  laid  out,  or  old  ones  altered or  discontinued. 

§604.  (643.)  (579.)  Public  roads,  how  laid  out  or  altered.     On  applica- 
Act  of  1818,  tion  to  them  for  any  new  road,  or  alteration  in  an  old  road,  they  shall 
c.  p.  947.     appoint  three  road  commissioners,  residing  as  near  where  such  road  is 

intended  to  pass  as  possible,  and  if  they  find  it  of  public  utility  they 
must  proceed  to  mark  it  out,  and  make  their  report  under  oath  to  such 
Ordinaries  that  it  was  laid  out  and  marked  conformably  to  law. 

What  is  an  order  for  the  alteration  of  a  road,  and  where  an  injunction  was  refused : 
22  Ga.,  369.  Certiorari  is  the  remedy  in  road  cases  :  22  Ga.,  369.  To  open  a  road  which 
has  ceased  to  be  public,  and  remove  fences,  are  trespasses  :  22  Ga.,  369.  Indispensable 
that'the  commissioners  take  the  oath :  30  Ga.,  723.  Construes,  and  it  is  discretionary 
with  the  county  authorities,  where  they  follow  the  law:  54  Ga.,  187-9.  The  only  legal 
alteration  of  a  road  must  be  by  order  of  the  Court  or  permanent  user :  48  Ga.,  568-9. 

§605.  (644.)  (580.)  Notice  .of  application.  If  such  Ordinaries,  on  the 
investigation  had,  are  willing  to  grant  such  road,  or  make  alteration  in 
an  old  road,  they  shall  publish  a  citation  for  thirty  days  at  the  door  of 
the  Court  House,  and  in  a  public  gazette,  if  there  is  one  in  the  county, 
giving  a  particular  description  of  the  new  road,  or  the  alteration  noti- 

fying all  persons  that  on  an  after  a  certain  day  therein  named,  said  new 
roa£  or  alteration  will  be  finally  granted,  if  no  new  cause  is  shown  to 
the  contrary. 

Certiorari  is  the  remedy  to  correct  any  errors,  and  if  new  road  applied  for  or  any 
alteration  therein,  there  should  be  a  citation  for  thirty  days  published :  54  Ga.,  189. 
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§606.  (645.)  (581.)  Persons  in  possession  to  be  notified.  All  persons, 
their  overseers  or  agents,  residing  on  land  which  such  road  goes  through, 
except  the  applicants  for  the  road  or  alteration,  must  be  at  the  same 
time  notified  in  writing,  personally,  or  by  leaving  it  at  their  most  no- 

torious place  of  abode,  that  they  may  put  in  their  claim  for  damages, 
or  be  forever  after  estopped. 

Section  cited  :  48  Ga.,  566-9. 

§607.  (646.)  (582.)  Void  roads.  All  public  roads  established  without 
a  substantial  compliance  with  the  provisions  of  the  last  named  sections, 
are  void. 

§608.  (647.)  (583.)  Discontinuance  of  roads.  Applications  for  the  dis- 
continuance of  an  old  road,  in  whole  or  in  part,  must  likewise  be  made 

to  such  Ordinaries,  in  writing,  and  likewise  published,  before  it  shall 
take  effect. 

When  a  citation  to  alter  a  road  may  involve  the  discontinuance  thereof :  54  Ga.,  189. 

§609.  (648.)  (584.)  Public  roads  must  be  laid  out  the  nearest  and  best  way. 
All  public  roads  shall  be  laid  out  the  nearest  and  best  way  to  the  place  to 
which  they  are  intended,  and  as  little  as  can  be  to  the  prejudice  of  any 

private  person's  inclosed  grounds. 
§610.  (649.)  (585.)  Persons  subject  to  road  duty,  and  who  exempt.  All  male 

inhabitants,  white  and  black,  in  this  State,  between  the  ages  of  sixteen 

Act  of  1818, 

C.  p.  951. 

Act  of  1818, 

C  p.  947. Acts  of  1865 

and  fifty  years,  shall  be  subject  to  work  on   the   public   roads,  except  -6,pp.  23,78. 
-  -  J-  J  J  -,  Acts  of  1870, 

p.  399. 

Acts  of  1871 
-2,  p.  19. Acts  of  1876, 

p.  20. 
§§659,  1069. 

ordained  ministers  of  the  gospel,  who  are  in  the  regular  discharge  of 
ministerial  duty,  and  in  charge  of  one  or  more  churches,  and  all  men 
who  have  lost  one  arm  or  one  leg.  It  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  Superin- 

tendent of  the  Lunatic  Asylum,  Asylum  for  the  Deaf  and  Dumb,  and 
the  Academy  for  the  Blind,  to  furnish  under  oath,  to  the  Ordi- 

nary or  the  commissioners  of  roads  and  revenues,  where  such  officers  ex- 
ist, and  where  these  institutions  are  located,  a  list  of  guards,  watch- 

men, cooks,  nurses  and  attendants  employed  on  the  first  day  of  April 
of  each  year,  and  all  such  employees  shall  be  exempt  from  road  duty. 
The  lessees  of  the  penitentiary  convicts  are  required  to  furnish  to  the 
officers  in  charge  of  the  roads  in  each  county  of  the  State  where  they 
are  employed,  a  list,  under  oath,  of  all  guards  employed,  and  said 
guards  or  convicts  shall  be  exempt  by  paying  one  dollar  per  day  for 
each  day  of  road  working  for  which  they  are  summoned  and  said  roads 
are  worked. 

§611.  (650.)  (586.)  When  hands  are  compelled  to  work.  The  same  road 
hands  shall  not  be  compelled  to  work  on  more  than  one  public  road, 
which  must  come  within  three  miles  of  their  residence,  [or  be  the 
nearest  public  road  to  their  residence,]  except  in  opening  a  new  road, 
when  all  the  road  hands  of  the  road  district  are  subject  to  work  upon  it. 

§612.  (651.)  1  587.)  Length  of  time  to  work.  Road  hands  are  not  required 
to  work  exceeding  five  days  at  one  time  consecutively,  or  more  than 
fifteen  days  altogether,  in  twelve  months,  unless  sudden  emergencies 
require  the  immediate  repairing  of  the  roads,  causeways  and  bridges 
within  their  respective  districts. 

§613.  (652.)  (588.)  List  of  hands.  The  several  managers  and  em- 
ployers of  male  [persons  of  color]  (b)  shall,  whenever  required,  furnish 

the  overseers  of  the  road  district  with  a  list  (in  writing)  of  those  who 
are  liable  to  work  on  the  public  roads,  signed  by  them,  under  a  pen- 

alty of  paying  three  dollars  for  each  male  [person  of  color]  (b)  so  liable 
to  road  duty,  and  whose  names  are  not  furnished,  to  be  collected  as  fines 
for  not  working  the  roads. 

§614.  (653.)  (589.)  Road  hands,  how  summoned.  Overseers  of  roads  in 
their  respective  districts  shall  summon  all  persons  liable  to  road  duty, 
within  the  district,  at  least  one  day  before  the  time  of  working. 

H-\  -.  ip  j 

Acts  of  1878 -9.  p.  48, 

Act  of  1818, 

C.  p.  947. 

(b)  Acts  of 
1865-6,  p.  23, 

Acts  of  1876, 

p.  19. 
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§615.  (654.)  (590.)  What  the  notice  must  contain.  Such  summons  must 
state  the  road  to  be  worked,  the  time  and  place  for  meeting,  and  the 
implements  required. 

§616.  (655.)  (591.)  Overseer,  his  duty.  Such  overseers  shall  superin- 
Acts of  1876,  tend  the  working  on  the  roads  assigned  them  by  the  commissioners, 
p-  19-  cause  the  same  to  be  worked  and  repaired  in  the  best  possible  manner, 

and  make  a  return  thereof  to  the  commissioners,  in  writing,  within 
five  days  after  each  time  of  working,  and  report  all  hands  who  may  be 
in  default,  upon  their  several  roads,  without  receiving  therefor  any 
part  of  the  fines  which  may  be  collected  from  said  defaulters ;  and, 
upon  failure  to  report  any  defaulter  or  defaulters,  (and  upon  convic- 

tion thereof  before  the  commissioners,)  shall  be  fined  five  dollars  for 
each  defaulter  he  so  fails  to  return. 

§616.  (a.)  Extraordinary  work.     The  county  commissioners  of  roads 
<■  Acts  of  1880 and  revenues,  Ordinaries,  or  County  Judges  of  the  several  counties  in 
4  ~i?  p.  139.    ̂ g  gta^e?  having  charge  of  the  roads  and  revenues  of  each  of  said counties  (as  the  case  may  be),  are  hereby  authorized  and  required  to 
/  provide  for  the  grading  of  the  public  roads  of  their  respective  counties 

where  said  roads  are  too  steep,  too  rough  or  too  boggy  for  practical  use, 
or  the  hauling  of  ordinary  loads ;  and  said  officials  are  also  authorized 
and  required  to  provide  for  any  other  extraordinary  work  on  the  public 
roads  of  their  respective  counties  which  cannot  be  done  by  the  road 
hands  subject  to  road  duty  under  the  laws  of  this  State. 

§616.  (b.)  By  what  means  to  be  done.     Said  officials  may  have  said  work 
Acts  ofisso  enumerated  in  the  preceding  section  done  by  use  of  the  county  chain- 
-l,  p.  139.    gang?  by  contract  let  to  the  lowest  and  best  bidder,  or  otherwise  as  may be  to  best  interest  of  their  respective  counties ;  and  said  officials  shall 

be  authorized  to  pay  for  said  work  out  of  any  funds  of  their  said  coun- 
ties not  otherwise  appropriated. 

§616.  (c.)  Selection  of  roads  by  grand  jury.  The  grand  juries  of  the 
Acts  of  1880  respective  counties  are  authorized  to  select  such  roads  or  sections  of 

-l,  p.  139.  roac[g  if  in  their  judgment  any  such  roads  exist  in  their  respective 
counties,  as  cannot  be  made  passable  by  the  hands  accessable  thereto, 
and  shall  recommend  to  the  Ordinaries,  or  boards  of  roads  and  reve- 

nues, or  County  Judges  (as  the  case  may  be)  existing  in  their  respec- 
tive counties,  to  have  said  road  put  in  proper  order  as  provided  in  the 

two  preceding  sections,  and  they  shall  also  recommend  the  manner  in 
which  said  work  may  be  done  or  contract  let  out. 

§616.  (d.)  Culverts  and  bridges.     The  provisions  of  the  three  preceding 
Acts  of  1880  sections  shall  also  apply  to  such  culverts  and  short  bridges,  not  less 

s~  /  y1'^-^'    than  ten  feet  in  length,  as  the  grand  juries  may  recommend  as  provi- 
r#- 

Wm*l**>/<?*~  f 
ded  in  the  preceding  section. 

^   -     /£</->/;  §617.  (656.)  (592.)  Roads,  etc.,  suddenly  becoming  impassible.     When  any 
r*^%  '•  road,  or  bridge,  or  causeway,   may  become  suddenly  .impassible,  it  is 

the  duty  of  such  overseer  to  call  out  as  many  hands  as  necessary  to 

repair  the  same,  after  giving  one  day's  notice. 
§618.  (657.)  (593.)  Special  work  deducted.  They  shall  take  notice  of 

the  time  such  hands  are  employed  on  such  special  workings,  and  shall 
excuse  them  from  road  duty  an  equal  number  of  days  out  of  the  whole 
number  all  hands  are  required  to  work  during  the  year. 

§619.  (658.)  (594.)  Defaulters  may  be  fined.  Every  individual  liable 
(a)  Acts  of  to  road  duty,  who,  being  duly  summoned  to  work,  shall  neglect  to  obey 
1865-6.  p.  23.  sucn  summons,  and  to  carry  the  implements  as  ordered,  or,  appearing 

with  or  without  the  implements,  neglects  or  refuses  faithfully  to  work, 
[shall  be  fined]  (a)  not  less  than  one  nor  more  than  three  dollars  for 
every  day  he  or  they  fail  to  work,  [or  be  imprisoned,  at  the  discretion 
of  the  commissioners.]     (a.) 

L 
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Section  cited  :  City  of  Dalton's  mayor  and  council  may  assess  fine  for  neglect  to  work 
streets,  the  same  as  road  commissioners  could  do:  53  Ga.,  426-8.  Does  not  apply  to  a 
party  under  section  621  of  the  Code,  but  must  be  proceeded  against  under  section  661 
of  the  Code4:  56  Ga.,  689. 

•  §620.  (659.)  (595.)  Extraordinary  tools,  how  obtained.     If  any  other  in-  <&*  •  ■ m  •  ■  gf* ̂ T  • 
strument  than  ordinary  farming  tools  are  necessary  to  keep  the  road /^?- A  r2>~&*  '- 
in  repair,  the  overseer  may  receive  them  in  exchange  for  the  labor  of  ̂ "^ 
hands,  or  may  apply  to  the  Ordinary,  who  may  authorize  him  to  con- 

tract for  such  as  may  be  necessary,  and  pay  for  the  same  out  of  the 
county  treasury. 

§621.  (660.)  (596.)  Public  roads  maybe  apportioned.     When  a  person  Act  of  1826, 

liable  to  road  duty  makes  an  application  to  the  road  commissioners  for^p-  954-  . 
a  proportion  of  the  road  for  himself  and  hands  to  work  on  and  keep  \\&<Z<^<-4«^?{U-~*£^y 
repair,  they  shall   parcel  off  to  each   applicant  some   equal   and  just^^-v'-^v'r 
portion  of  said  road,  to  be  increased  or  diminished  according  to  the 
number  of  hands,  and  to  be  judged  of  by  the  commissioners. 

Becomes  quasi  road  commissioner,  and  liable  to  same  penalties  and  punished  for 
neglect  of  duty  in  the  same  way  as  road  commissioners  :  56  Ga.,  689. 

§622.  (661.)  (597.)  Duty  of  persons  to  whom  apportioned.  Persons  to 
whom  portions  of  roads  are  thus  apportioned  must  make  annual  re- 

turns to  their  respective  commissioners,  whenever  they  require  them, 
of  the  number  and  names  of  their  hands  liable  to  road  work,  and  after 
they  have  received  and  put  in  good  repair  their  respective  portions, 
such  hands  shall  not  be  transferred  to  any  other  part  of  the  road,  or 
compelled  to  do  any  other  road  work,  so  long  as  they  perform  their 
work  satisfactorily  to  the  commissioners. 

§623.  (662.)  (598.)  Persons  refusing  to  accept  apportionment.    If  the  appli- 
cants do  not  accept  the  portion  of  road  assigned  to  them  by  the  com-  # 

missioners,  they  must  still  work  in  common  with  the  other  hands  of 
their  road  districts. 

§624.  (663.)  (599.)  Penalty  for  failure  to  work.  If,  after  having  accepted 
such  portions,  they  neglect  to  keep  them  in  good  repair,  they  are  liable 
to  all  the  penalties  and  forfeitures  to  which  commissioners  are  liable 
for  neglect  of  duty,  besides  the  usual  road  fines  on  the  hands. 

Commissioners'  Court  has  no  jurisdiction  of  such  a  case :  56  Ga.,  689. 

§625.  (664.)  (600.)  Complaint  against  commissioners.  If  such  commis- 
sioners assign  any  person  a  portion  of  road  thus  to  work,  which,  taking 

into  consideration  his  number  of  hands  as  compared  to  the  number 
liable  to  do  road  duty  on  such  road,  is  not  an  equal  share  of  the  labor, 
any  white  male  road  worker  of  the  same  road  and  district  may  com- 

plain to  the  Ordinary  at  any  time,  and  on  giving  such  person  three 

days'  notice  thereof  in  writing,  such  Ordinary  may  summarily  hear  all 
the  evidence,  and  if  they  believe  the  complaint  is  just,  they  shall 
revoke  such  grant  by  the  commissioners,  and  so  have  them  instantly 
informed. 

§626.  (665.)  (601.)  Defaulters  m,ay  file  excuse.  All  defaulters  must  file  §658. 
their  excuses,  if  any,  on  oath,  before  the  commissioners,  who  must  meet 
at  some  place  within  the  district  for  fining  defaulters,  of  which  place 

of  meeting  they  shall  give  ten  days'  notice  in  writing  at  one  or  more 
of  the  most  public  places  in  the  district,  and  no  other  notice  shall  be 
necessary. 

§627.  (666.)  (602.)  Executions  against  defaulters.     Such  commissioners  Act  of  1839. 

must  issue  executions  under  their  hands  and  seals  [or  their  warrants  of c-  p- 957< 
arrest,  as  the  case  may  be,]  (a)  against  each  defaulter  who  fails  to  ren-(a)  Act  of 

der  a  good  excuse,  directed  to  any  lawful  constable,  who  shall  levy  and1865_6,p'^ collect  the  same  as  executions  issued  from  the  Justices  Courts  [or,  as 
the  case  may  be,  arrest  the  defaulter  and  bring  him  before  the  commis- 

sioners to  abide  the  judgment  of  the  same.]     (a.) 
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§628.  (667.)  (603.)  Fines,  how  disposed  of.  When  such  fi.  fas.  or  war- 
Act  of  1839,  rants  are  collected  within  ten  days  thereafter,  the  amounts  must  be  paid 
c.  p.  95/.     ̂ o  any  Qne  Q£  tke  commissioners.* 

§629.  (668.)  (604.)  Constables  may  be  ruled.     If  constables  neglect  their 
Act  of  1818,  duty  in  collecting  such^.  fas.,  or  fail   to  pay  over  the  money,  [or  fail 
c.  p.  948.     ̂ 0  make  Snch  arrests  and  bring  the  parties  arrested  before  the  commis- 
(a>  Acts  of  sioners,  they  shall  be  subject  to  rule  and  suit  at  the  instance  of  such 

' p*     commissioners,  as  though  the  fi.  fas.  or  warrants  had  issued  from  a  Jus- 
tice's Court.     In  all  cases  where  executions  may  be  issued  against  road 

hands  in  the  employment  of  others  notice  to  the  employers  of  the  exis- 
tence of  such  execution  shall  have  the  force  and  effect  of  a  garnishment, 

and  shall  operate  as  a  lien  on  what  is  due  or  to  become  due  from  such 
employer  to  such  employee,  and  may  be  collected  as  in  cases  of  garnish- 

ment,    (a.) 

§630.  (669.)  (605.)  Lien  of  commissioner ys  judgment.  The  lien  of  such 
judgments  are  the  same  as  any  other  judgment,  and  claim  according  to 
their  priority  in  the  distribution  of  money,  except  that  no  property  is 
exempt  therefrom,  and  if  illegalities  or  claims  are  interposed,  they 

must  be  returned  as  though  issued  from  a  Justice's  Court  in  which  the 
road  district  is  situated,  in  whole  or  in  part. 

§631.  (670.)  (606.)   Timbers  may  be  used.     Overseers  are  authorized  to 
Act  of  1818»  make  use  of  any  timbers  for  the  use  of  the  roads,  and  may  make  con- 
c.  p.  949.     tracts    with  owners  of  land  for  such  other  timber,  if  indispensable, 

and  if  they  disagree  as  to  the  value,  the   overseer  shall  appoint  one 
arbitrator  and  the  owner  another,  who,  without  further  formality,  shall 
assess  the  value,  and  if  they  disagree,  to  call  in  an  umpire,  whose  de- 

cision is    final.      The   valuation    so  awarded  must  then  be   reduced 

*  to  writing  and  signed  by  the  arbitrators,  and  upon  the  production  of 
the  same,  with  a  certificate  of  the  overseer  that  he  used  the  timber  as- 

sessed, must  be  allowed  by  the  Ordinary  and  paid  out  of  the  county 
treasury. 

§632.  (671.)  (607.)  Road  to  be  measured.  They  shall  measure  all  that 
Act  of  1818,  part  of  the  road  to  which  they  may  be  appointed,  beginning  at  the 
c.  p.  951.  Court  House,  and  at  the  end  of  each  mile  set  up  a  post  or  mark  on  some 

conspicuous  place,  which  shall  designate  the  number  of  miles  from 
thence  to  said  Court  House;  and  the  overseer  in  the  next  adjoining 
district  shall  likewise  begin  to  measure  and  mark  at  the  last  mile  post 
in  the  district  thus  measured;  but  when  such  district  shall  end  at  some 
county  line,  he  shall,  by  some  post  or  mark,  designate  the  distance 
from  such  county  line  to  their  respective  Court  Houses. 

§633.  (672.)  (608.)  Signboards.     They  shall,  at  the  fork  of  each  public 

F  cet  °y?18>  road>  place>  ln  some  substantial  and  conspicuous  manner,  a  board  or 
r  »   .      •     other  mark,  designating  thereon  the  most  public  place  to  which  each ?  road  directs ;  and  if  any  road  is  altered  so  as  to  make  the  fork  at  some 

other  place,  or  as  not  to  make  necessary  such  sign-boards,  they  shall  be 
removed  and  replaced,  or  either,  if  necessary. 

§634.  (673.)  (609.)  Overseers  failing  to  put  up  posts  and  boards.  If  any 
overseer  fails  to  comply  with  the  provisions  of  the  two  immediately  pre- 

ceding sections,  he  forfeits  not  exceeding  fifty  dollars,  to  be  imposed 
and  collected  as  other  fines  against  him. 

§635.  (674.)  (610.)  Overseers  in.  default  If  any  overseer  omits  to  do 
his  duty  with  respect  to  the  roads,  bridges  and  causeways  under  his 
charge  for  as  much  as  thirty  days  from  the  time  the  necessity  for  any 
immediate  work  occurs,  unless  hindered  by  extremely  bad  weather  or 
other  providential  cause,  he  shall  be  indicted  for  a  misdemeanor,  and, 
on  conviction,  shall  be  fined  or  imprisoned,  at  the  discretion  of  the 

*Part  of  this  section  changed  by  Act  of  1876,  p.  19. 
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Court,  and  is  also  liable  for  all  damages  at  the  suit  of  any  person  injured 
by  such  omission. 

§636.  (675.)  (611.)  Railroad  hands  exempt,  when.     Hands  liable  to  road  Act  of  is  v., 
work  employed  as  laborers  on  the  line  of  any  railroad  in  this  State  Acts  of  1851 

belonging  to    an  incorporated   company,  or  by  any  contractors  con-^P-  28* 
structing  railroads,  are  exempt  from  work  on  the  public  roads  :  Provided,  p.  65. 

the  public  road  overseer  having  charge  of  them,  respectively,  is  paid^<'^oflMI0 
[one  dollar]  (a.)  per  day  for  each  hand  so  liable,  which  money  shall  be  (a)Acts  of 

expended  in  hiring  hands  to  work  on  the  roads.  §659'  p' §637.  (676.)  (612.)  Land  owners  aggrieved,  how  redressed.     When  any 
person  shall  feel  aggrieved  by  any  road  proposed  to  be  laid  out  through 
any  of  his  land,  unless  otherwise  provided  in  the  charter  thereof,  or 
some  special  law,  he  may  petition  in  writing  the  Ordinary  who  shall  Act  of  1799, 

issue  a  warrant  under  his  hand,  directed  to  the  Sheriff  of  the  county,  .J-Jjj ̂ {obl 
to  summon  from  the  vicinage  a  jury  of  freeholders  to  try  such  question  -2,  p.  2x0. 
of  damage,  who  shall  be  sworn  by  some  Justice  of  the  Peace  to  truly 
and  impartially  assess  any  damage  the  owner  will  sustain  by  means  of 
such  new  or  altered  road,  and  said  Justice   shall  preside  over   their 
deliberations. 

It  is  indispensable  that  the  assessors  of  damages  be  sworn  :  30  Ga,,  723.  When  com- 
pensation for  damages  is  to  be  given,  where  there  was  no  evidence  that  the  road  had 

existed  for  seven  years :  36  Ga.,  393. 
Condemnation  of  land  for:  22  Am.  D.,  692. 

§638.  (677.)  (613.)  Jurors  incompetent,  when.  No  person  is  competent 
as  a  juror  who  claims  any  damage  of  the  county  or  person  for  the  same 
or  any  similar  road,  or  who  would  be  disqualified  if  the  trial  was  before 
the  Superior  Court. 

§639.  (678.)  (614.)  Trial,  how  conducted.  The  jury  shall  inspect  the 
road  and  land  in  person,  unless  already  familiar  with  them,  and  swear 
any  witnesses  that  the  owner  or  any  person  on  the  part  of  the  county 
may  offer,  as  to  their  opinion  of  the  damages  sustained. 

§640.  (679.)  (615.)  Notice  of  trial.  The  Sheriff  shall  notify  the  Jus- 
tice of  the  Peace  and  the  road  commissioners  of  the  district  where  the 

road  lies,  and  the  owner  of  the  land,  the  day  and  place  of  trial,  and  shall 
notify  to  attend  then  and  there,  as  witnesses,  any  persons  he  may  be 
requested  to  by  such  commissioners,  or  the  owner. 

§641.  (680.)  (616. )  Time  and  place  of  trial.  He  shall  fix  the  time  and 
place,  the  time  not  less  than  five  nor  more  than  twenty  days,  and  the 
place  as  near  the  land  as  the  proper  house-room  can  be  obtained. 

§642.  (681.)  (617.)  Objections  to  jurors.  At'  the  trial  any  person  in interest  may  object  to  the  impaneling  of  any  juror  for  cause,  and  if 
from  this  or  any  other  cause  there  are  not  twelve  jurors  impaneled 
and  sworn,  the  Sheriff  must  proceed  to  procure  tales  jurors. 

§643.  (682.)  "(618.)  Trial  may  be  postponed.  The  trial  may  be  post- 
poned or  continued  from  day  to  day  until  completed,  and  if  the  Jus- 

tice of  the  Peace  summoned  to  attend  should  fail  to  preside,  the  Sheriff 
must  supply  the  vacancy,  if  necessary,  from  some  other  district. 

§644.  (683.)  (619.)  Mistrial.  If  a  mistrial  occurs  the  Sheriff  shall 
proceed  de  novo  to  summon  other  jurors,  and  all  the  proceedings  shall 
be  as  at  first,  and  so  on  until  there  is  a  verdict. 

Such  proceedings  legal :  32  Ga.,  414. 

§645.  (684.)  (620.)   Certiorari.     The  judgment  in  such  cases  may  be  ?4gm. 
certioraried  by  the  county  or  the  owner  of  the  land,  as  in  certiorari  from 
forcible  entry  and  detainer  trials,  and  if  a  new  trial  is  ordered,  they 
shall  proceed  to  procure  a  trial  as  previously. 

Certiorari  is  the  remedy  for  errors  in  road  cases:  22  Ga.,  369.     Construing:  57  Ga. 
495;  54/189. 

10 
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§646.  (685.)  (621.)  Order  for  damages.  When  such  judgment  be- 
comes final,  all  the  papers  appertaining  thereto  must  be  filed  in  the 

office  of  the  Ordinary,  who  must  grant  an  order  for  the  damages  as- 
sessed in  favor  of  the  land  owner,  but  if  such  Ordinary  is  satisfied 

that  such  damages  transcend  the  utility  of  such  road,  or  that  part  of  it, 
they  may  revoke  the  road  altogether,  or  order  the  same  altered  so  as  to 
avoid  the  land  so  damaged,  or  make  the  owner  an  offer  of  such  com- 

pensation as  they  may  think  just. 
§647.  (686.)  (622.)    Value  of  land,  how  estimated.     In  estimating  the 

value  of  land  when  taken  for  public  uses  it  is  not  restricted  to  its  agri-  . 
cultural  or  productive  qualities,  but  inquiry  may  be  made  as  to  all  other 
legitimate  purposes  to  which  the  property  could  be  appropriated. 

§648.  (687.)  (623.)  Consequential  damages.  Prospective  and  conse- 
quential damages  resulting  therefrom  may  be  also  taken  into  consid- 

eration, if  the  same  are  plain  and  appreciable,  and  on  the  other  hand 
the  increase  of  the  value  of  the  land  from  the  proposed  public  improve- 

ment may  be  considered,  but  in  no  case  shall  the  owner  be  deprived  of 
the  actual  damages  by  such  estimated  increase. 

Case  of  land  taken  for  a  bridge,  the  prospective  and  consequential  damages  for  the 
same,  where  they  are  plain :  17  Ga.,30. 

§649.  ( 688. )  ( 624. )  Overseer  neglecting  duty,  etc.  If  any  overseer,  within 
Act  of  1818,  twelve  months  after  his  appointment  neglects  faithfully  to  discharge 

the  duties  required  of  him,  he  is  subject  to  a  fine  not  exceeding  fifty 
dollars  by  the  commissioners  under  whom  he  serves,  who  shall  notify 
him  of  his  neglect,  and  unless  a  good  excuse  is  rendered  to  them  within 
twenty  days  from  the  time  of  such  notice  they  shall  issue  execution 
for  the  fine  assessed. 

§650.  (689.)  (625.)  Altering  or  obstructing  public  road,  penalty.  If  any 
Acts  of  1859,  person  shall  alter  any  public  road  or  cut  any  ditch  across,  or  alter  the 

p' '  location  of  any  bridge,  or  make  any  new  bridge  necessary  by  his  act, 
without  first  obtaining  an  order  therefor,  he  is  guilty  of  a  misdemeanor, 
and,  on  conviction  thereof,  shall  be  fined  not  less  than  twenty-five  nor 
more  than  one  thousand  dollars,  and  shall  be  liable  besides,  by  suit,  for 
all  damages  any  person  may  sustain  thereby. 

To  maintain  an  action  for  an  injury  received  from  an  obstruction,  two  things  must 
concur — an  obstruction  in  the  road  by  the  fault  of  the  defendant  and  no  want  of  ordi- 

nary care  to  avoid  it  on  the  part  of  the  plaintiff :  17  Ga.,  136. 

§651.  (690.)  (626.)  Obstructions  not  removed,  fine,  etc.     When  any  per- 
Act  of  1818,  son  shall  make  any  fence  or  cut  any  tree,  or  make  other  like  obstruc- 
Ac£  of9i85S*ions  in  or  a<^ross  any  public  road,  which  is  not  removed  in  two  days 
-4,  p.  98.      and-a  safe  and  a  convenient  way,  at  the  time  of  the  obstructions,  made 

for  travelers,  he  shall  pay  a  fine  of  twenty  dollars  for  each  obstruction, 
to  be  recovered  by  execution  issued  by  the  commissioners,  as  in  cases 
of  road  fines,  and  shall  be  liable  for  any  damages  caused  by  the  ob- 

struction, from  the  first  to  the  last,  if  the  person  injured  used  ordinary 
caution.- 

§652.  (691.)  (627.)  Streets  neglected  for  three  months,  Justices  to  act,  etc. 
yet  of  1833,  And  when  the  main  streeets  of  an  incorporated  town  or  city  continue 

J'  p' (Jo4,  in  a  state  of  neglect,  for  three  months,  the  Justices  of  the  Peace  therein are,  by  virtue  of  their  office,  road  commissioners,  and  shall  appoint 
overseers,  apportion  the  hands  that  would  be  liable  to  road  duty 
throughout  the  town,  have  the  streets  worked  on,  as  though  they  were 
public  roads,  and  must,  in  every  other  respect,  perform  the  duties  of 
road  commissioners,  and  for  neglect  of  any  other  duty,  or  violation  of 
any  of  the  road  laws,  are  liable  to  fine  as  such  commissioners. 

General  Note. — How  the  State  may  construct  roads:  6  Ga.,  130.  Where  injunction 
granted  against  the  opening  of  a  public  road  over  the  unenclosed  land  of  a  citizen:  9 
Ga.,  341-358.     Discontinuance  of  an   old  road:  20  Ga.,  126.     Jurisdiction  over  roads 
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vested  formerly  in  the  Inferior  Court:  22  Ga.,  369.  Use  of  a  road  by  the  public  for 
thirty  years  authorizes  the  presumption  of  a  grant  to  the  public :  26  Ga.,  665.  Private 
road:  26  Ga.,  665.  The  public  has  only  a  restricted  prescriptive  right  to  a  road  wbere 
passage  has  been  permitted  by  the  owner,  he  keeping  gates  at  both  ends  of  the  road : 

iO  Ga..  896.  There  being  no'evidence  that  the  road  in  controversy  existed  for  seven years,  it  is  not  to  be  declared  a  public  road  without  providing  compensation  to  the  land 
owners  for  damages  sustained:  36  Ga.,  393.  When  it  is  no  breach  of  warranty  that 
there  exists  a  public  road  on  the  land  purchased  :  56  Ga.,  515. 

General  Note  on  Public  Roads. — What  constitutes:  1  Am.  D.,  647;  Angell  on 
Highways,  3.  Boundary  of  land  by:  8  Am.  D.,  263,  266,  n;  10/650;  23  Am.  P.,  229, 
233,  n;  28/75;  2  Sm.  L.  C.,  216.  Cemetery,  highway  through:  21  Am.  P.,  647,  n; 
32/417.  County,  when  liable  for  defect  in,  or  non-repair:  11  Am.  P.,  66,  n;  25/730; 
28/352,  657  ;  Whart.  Neg.,  $960.  Dedication  of,  what  does  not  constitute  :  10  Am.  D., 
350.  Evidence  of:  3  Am.  P.,  23;  see  note  to  $2684;  23  Am.  D.,  662;  Angell  Highways, 
[32;  5  C.  L.  J.,  233;  7/37,  58,  238;  8/504-5;  9/298;  Add.  Torts,  300-308.  Excavations 
aear,  liability  for  injuries  :  23  Am.  P.,  175,  n,  183.  Fence  against  cattle  not  rightfully 
bn,  not  required:  8  Am.  D.,  121;  17/444;  20/678;  Thomp.  Law  of  Farm,  $395,  et  seq. 
injunction  against  interference  with:  High  Inj.,  $575.  Law  of  the  road,  driving, 
[jtc. :  1  Thomp.  Neg.,  365;  Whart.  Neg.,  $820;  Angell  Highways,  410.  Passing:  13 
Am.  P.,  133,  and  note,  135.  Right  side:  20  Am.  R.,  315,  and  note,  317.  Legislative 
control  over:  26  Am.  D.,  631.  Negligence  :  Shear.  &  R.  Neg.,  413.  Contributory 
liegligence  of  one  injured  on  highway:  23  Am.  D.,  669;  2  Thomp.  Neg.,  1197.  Non- 
jiser,  effect  of:  18  Am.  D..,  86.  To  forfeit,  what  is  sufficient:  1  Am.  D.,  647;  see  also 
W  Am.  R.,  295.  Nuisance  in  :  8  Am.  R.,  62,  n;  15/398;  22/528  ;  Angell  on  Highways, 
254 ;  Add.  Torts,  297  ;  Wood  on  Nuisance,  226.  Obstructing-  highways,  endangering 
ravel  on:  1  Thomp.  Neg.,  326:  Whart.  Neg.,  $815;  1  Am.  1).,  647;  3/39;  25  Am.  R., 
>31,  and  n,  533;  Add.  Torts.  234,  270;  Wood  on  Nuisance,  226.  Frightening  horses: 
Wh&rt.  Neg.,  $835.  Things  falling  on  and  injuring  travelers:  Whart.  Neg.,  $839. 
lights  of  owner  of  soil  through  which  highway  runs:  3  Am.  D.,  439;  4/159;  6/216; 
J/263;  23/202;  8  Am.  R,  363;  Angell  Highways.  366;  R.  M.  CharL,  342;  Add.  Torts, 
f84;  Wood  on  Nuisance,  226.  Runaway  horses,  injury  by:  16  Am.  R.,  384,  n. 
Survey  of,  must  define  boundaries:  18  Am.  D.,  86.  Travelers  only  can  recover  for 

lefect  in  :  24  Am.  P.,  25,  n.  Usage  may  establish,  when ;'  17  Am.  D.,  428. — Generally  : 
Angell  on  Highways;  2  Sm.  L.  G,  199,  202,  214;  Thomp.  Law  of  Farm,  $$395-406. 

2^ 
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y         ARTICLE  LL  x 

COMMISSIONERS   OF    PUBLICVROADS.    i/£z*>+»~~  ̂  

Section. 
653.  Three  for  each  district. 
654.  How  appointed. 
655.  Compelled  to  serve  unless  excused. 
656.  Must  be  notified  within  ten  days. 
657.  Exempt  from  patrol  and  militia  duty. 
658.  Duty  of  commissioners  generally. 
659.  Persons  exempt  from  road  duty. 

Section. 
660.  Pay  of  overseers. 
661.  Proceedings  against  for  neglect. 662. 
663. 
664. 
665. 
666. 

Failing  to  appear  when  cited.  <££,*-* 
Executions  against  Commissioners. 
A  public  road  being  a  district  line. 
Necessary  books  shall  be  furnished 
Certificate  of  discharge. 

*~4y    ecu  Z^L^-c^a? 

J653.  (692.)  (628.)    Three  commissioners  for  each  district,  tivo   may  act.  Act /i  i8i; 

[here  shall  be  three  commissioners  for  each  road'  district,  any  two  of  CJ?'    Jt yhom  may  act,  and  in  case  there  is  only  one  in  a  district,  that  one  is 
nvested  with  all  the  powers  of  the  three  until  the  vacancies  are  filled. 
§654.  (693.)  (629.)  How  appointed.  Such  commissioners  are  appointed 

r  re-appointed  by  the  Ordinary  biennially,  and,  whenever  necessary, 
jo  fill  vacancies  at  any  time. 
§655.  (694.)  (630.)  Compelled  to  serve.     Those  thus  appointed  are  com-  Act  of  lsis, 

lelled  to  serve,  unless  excused  by  such  Ordinary,  who  shall  receive  for0' p' 94'' 
Such  excuse  providential  cause  only :    Provided,  that  those  who  have  Actsofi878, 

Served  two  years  consecutively  shall  have  the  right  to  resign  a  third p-67, 
jppointment  if  made  immediately  after  two  years'  consecutive  service. 
j  §656.  (695.)  (631.  Notified  in  writing.     As   soon  as  appointed,  they 
pall  be  notified  thereof  in  writing  within  ten  days  thereafter  by  the 
j)rdinaiy,  and  if  such  appointees  do  not,  within  ten  days  after  receiving 
uch  notice,  file  their  excuse  in  writing,  under  oath,  in  such  Ordinary's 
Iffice,  they  shall  be  considered  as  having  accepted. 

j  [Sec.  (696.)  (632.)  Repealed  by  Constitution  of  1868,  Article  V.,  sec- 
ion  14.] 

Sly/ft  ~A  A /^ 
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§657.  (697.)  (633.)  Exemptions  of  commissioners.  Such  commissioners, 
while  in  office,  are  exempt  from  all  jury,  patrol,  militia,  and  other  road duty. 

•      §658.  (698.)  (634.)  Duties.     It  is  their  duty- 
Act  of  1818,      1.  To  appoint,  within  fifteen  days,  one  or  more  persons  in  their  res- 
948PP' 947'   pective  districts  as  overseers  of  the  road. 

2.  To  apportion  the  roads  and  hands  under  their  charge  at  the  same 
time  as  equally  and  fairly  as  possible,  and  to  furnish  the  several  over- 

seers with  a  list  of  the  roads  and  hands  under  their  respective  charge. 
3.  To  hear  and  determine  upon  all  cases  of  default  or  other  violation 

of  the  road  laws  within  their  jurisdiction  (if  not  indictable  only)  at  a 
Court  to  be  held  by  them  twenty  days  after  every  road  working,  or 
as  often  as  emergencies  may  require,  and  to  issue  executions  or  other 
process  against  the  convicted. 

4.  To  expend,  as  in  their  judgment  will  best  serve  the  public  good, 
Acts  of  1876,  all  moneys  coming  into  their  hands  from  defaulting  road  hands,  and 

p.  19.          from  fines  imposed  upon  and  collected  from  overseers :  Provided,  that 
such  moneys  are  to  be  applied  to  improvement  respectively  of  the  roads 
whereon  such  defaulters  may  have  been  required  to  serve. 

5.  To  cause  to  be  served  upon  road  defaulters  three  days'  notice  in 
Acts  of  1880  writing,  of  the  time  and  place  of  the  meeting  of  such  commissioners 

-l,  p.  146.    £or  faQ  trial  of  defaulters.     Such  notice  to  be  served  by  the  overseer  of roads  or  the  constables  of  their  respective  militia  districts  upon  such 
defaulters  personally,  or  by  leaving  the  same  at  their  most  notorious 
place  of  abode. 

6.  To  keep  a  book  in  which  to  enter — 
First.  The  several  hands  in  their  respective  districts  subject  to  road 

duty ;  to  what  roads  and  what  parts  thereof  assigned,  and  under  what 
overseer ;  changing  and  correcting  it  from  time  to  time,  as  may  be  ne- 
cessary. 

Second.  A  list  of  all  defaulters  and  persons  fined,  the  amounts  fined, 
amounts  paid,  what  disposition  made  of  the  money,  what  executions 
issued  and  unpaid. 

7.  To  pay  to  the  County  Treasurer,  as  soon  as  collected,  that  portion 
of  the  fine-money  belonging  to  the  county,  to  be  used  in  the  repairing 
or  building  of  public  bridges  and  causeways  ;  and  annually,  on  the  first 
of  December,  to  report  to  the  Ordinary  the  condition  of  the  public  roads 
and  bridges  in  their  respective  districts,  the  state  of  the  finances,  what 
executions  are  outstanding  and  unpaid,  and  their  condition. 

8.  To  inspect  from  time  to  time  the  public  roads,  bridges  and  ferries 
within  their  districts,  notice  the  character  of  the  repairs,  and  observe 
if  such  road  is  regularly  posted  and  direction  boards  put  up  as  required 
by  law,  and  if  said  bridges  and  ferries  are  in  proper  repair. 

9.  To  exercise  a  general  supervision  over  their  respective  overseers, 
and  to  fine  them  for  neglect  of  duty,  and  to  see  that  persons  are  indicted 
for  the  offenses  set  forth  in  the  road  laws. 

10.  To  administer  all  oaths  relative  to  the  road  laws,  connected  with 
their  duties. 

§659.  (699.)  (635.)  Exemptions.  In  making  up  the  list  of  road  workers, 
Acts  of  1876,  they  must  not  include  the  following  description  of  persons,  who  are 

p"  80'  exempt  from  such  duty,  viz  :  Ordained  ministers  of  the  gospel  who  are 
lorq0'636'    *n  ̂ ne  regular  discharge  of  ministerial  duty,  and  in  charge  of  one 

or  more  churches,  teachers  and  students  of  colleges  and  schools,  keepers 
of  public  grist-mills,  public  ferrymen,  keepers  of  toll  bridges,  turnpikes 
causeways  and  plank  roads,  engineers,  and  white  persons  in  charge  oi 
cars  or  trains  running  on  railroads,  officers  of  the  United  States,  this 
State,  or  any  county  thereof,  and  all  others  exempted  by  any  special 

law.* 
-Is  not  this  section  repealed  by  section  610  ? 
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§660.  (700.)  (636.)  Repealed  by  Act  of  1876,  p.  19. 
§661.  (701.)  (638.)  Proceedings  against  Commissioners  for  neglect  of  duty,  (a)  Acts  of 

[Whenever  the  grand  jury  in  any  county  in  this  State  shall  present 1866'  p-  18, 
any  road  commissioners  for  neglect  of  duty  generally,  or  in  any  par-  * 
ticular,  it  shall  thereupon  be  the  duty  of  the  clerk  of  the  Court  to  issue 
a  summons  in  writing,  directed  to  such  commissioners,  commanding 
them  to  be  and  appear  at  the  next  term  of  the  Superior  Court  in  which 
the  presentment  is  made,  to  answer  the  accusation  of  the  grand  jury, 
which  said  summons  shall  be  served  by  the  Sheriff  upon  the  commis- 

sioners at  least  twenty  days  before  the  Court  to  which  the  same  is  re- 
turnable ;  and  if,  upon  the  investigation  of  the  case,  it  shall  appear 

that  the  accusation  is  made  out  by  the  proof,  the  Judge  sfeyi^thereupon    , 

impose  upon  such  commissioners  a  fine  not  less  than  nfiy  dollars  nor/^/L-^~'^'^ more  than  two  hundred  dollars,     (a.) 
Proceeding  under  this  section  not  technically  a  criminal  proceeding,  but  one 

against  a  public  agent  for  neglect  of  duty,  and  the  presentment  need  not  be  the  form 
required  for  a  violation  of  the  criminal  law  :  40  Ga.,  680.  In  such  cases  road  commis- 

sioners are  not  entitled  to  demand  jury  trial :  40  Ga.,  680.  It  is  error  to  compel  defend- 
ant to  answer  questions,  the  answer  to  which  may  subject  to  a  fine,  forfeiture  or  pen- 

alty :  40  Ga.,  688.  Under  section  621  of  the  Code  he  is  a  quasi  commissioner  and  liable 
according  to  the  terms  of  this  section  :  56  Ga.,  690. 

§662.  (702.)-  (640.)  Failure  to  appear.  If  they  have  been  duly  cited 
and  served  and  fail  to  appear,  the  Court  may  proceed  ex  parte. 

§663.  (703.)  (641.)  Clerk  shall  issue  execution.  The  clerk  of  the  Court 
is  directed  to  issue  executions  against  them  for  the  fine  and  costs, 
Iwhich  shall  be  executed  by  the  Sheriff.  The  lien  of  such  executions, 
and  the  property  subject  thereto,  are  the  same  as  those  against  default- 

ing road  workers. 

§664.  (704.)  (642.)  A  public  road  being  a  district  line.     When  any  pub- Act  of  isi8. 
lie  road  may  be  on  a  road  district  line,  and  the  Ordinary  has  not  speci-   * p" 
ally  assigned  it  to  any  particular  district  or  set  of  commissioners,  the 
commissioners  of  each  district  shall  co-operate  in  arranging  the  hands 
and  appointing  the  overseers  for  such  road. 

§665.  (705.)  (643.)  Books,  who  furnishes.  The  books  such  commis- 
sioners are  required  to  keep  must  be  furnished  by  the  Ordinary,  at  the 

expense  of  the  county,  and  out  of  the  road  money,  if  any,  and  when 
full  must  be  deposited  in  his  office. 

^666.  (706.)  (644.)  Commissioners,  by  whom  discharged.  After  the 
commissioner  has  faithfully  served  through  the  term  of  his  appoint- 

ment he  may  obtain  from  the  Ordinary  a  certificate  of  such  fact. 

General  Note. — A  plank  road  cannot  appropriate  the  whole  of  a  highway  without 
express  authority  in  their  charter:  9  Ga.,  475. 

General  Note. — Commissioners  individually  liable  for  costs,  when  :  Dudley,  192. 
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ARTICLE  III. 

BRIDGES,    FERRIES,    TURNPIKES   AND    CAUSEWAYS. 

/        /rs^te^TsECT] 

ZSd.  a**  fa 

^A^ 

Section. 
Public  ferries,  bridges,  etc. 
Regulations  concerning  the  same. 
Erected  for  the  benefit  of  the  county. 
Power  and  duty  of  the  Ordinary. 
Condition  of  contractor's  bond. 
Bond  must  be  approved. 
Additional  bond  may  be  required. 

668. 

'669. 

(J  
670. 

v  671. 
672. 
673. 

/674.  Roads,  bridges,  etc 

C_pjM-*"B75 

Contractor  failing. 
676.  Defendant  resisting  payment. 
677.  Contractors  incompetent  as  jurors. 
678.  Bridges,  etc.,  crossing  county  lines. 
679.  County  refusing  to  contribute. 
680.  _  Toll  bridges  crossing  county  lines. 
681.  Private  bridges,  etc. 
682.  Distance  in  such  cases. 
683.  Rates  of  toll  to  be  posted  up. 
684.  Land-owner  may  erect  a  bridge,  etc. 
685.  Excessive  rates  shall  not  be  charged. 

Section. 
686.  Rates  to  be  examined  annually. 
687.  Persons  making  excessive  charges. 
688.  Fords,  bridges,  etc. 
689.  Public  bridges,  etc. 
690.  Proprietors  liable  for  neglect. 
691.  County,  when  liable  for  damages. 
692.  Persons  detained  at  public  crossings. 
693.  No  toll  after  expiration  of  charter. 
694.  Owner  of  private  ferry,  etc.,  liable. 
695.  Remedy  against  delinquent  bridge  owner. 
696.  Citation — service — jury. 
697.  Issue — oath  of  jury — continuance. 698.  Verdict  and  its  effects. 
699.  Proceedings  at  any  time,  fees. 
700.  Breaking  toll  gate,  etc. 
701.  Right  of  way. 
702.  Grant  of  land,  what  passes. 
703.  Grant  for  a  ferry. 
704.  Value  of  land  taken,  how. 

§667.  (707.)  (645.)  Public  bridges,  ferries,  causeivays,  etc.    All  bridges  or 
Act  of  1805,  ferries,  turnpikes  or  causeways,  erected  or  permitted  by  any  Act  of  the 
c.  p.  954.     GJ-enerai  Assembly,  if  not  otherwise  provided,  or  by  order  of  the  Ordina- 

-    *  ries,  for  public  purposes,  are  declared  to  be  public. 
When  a  county  liable  for  a  bad  bridge  although  it  is  in  a  town :  54  Ga.,  79 ;  55/609. 

§668.  (708.)  (646.)  Bridges,  ferries,  etc.     They  are  divided — 
1.  Those  established  by  the  county  which  are  free  to  every  one. 
2.  Those  established  by  the  county  where  toll  is  charged  generally 

or  specially. 
3.  Those  established  by  individuals  under  the  authority  of  law  or  by 

virtue  of  a  prescriptive  right. 
4.  Those  established  by  individuals  without,  such  rights,  who  accom- 

modate the  public  or  any  portion  of  them  for  compensation. 
§669.  (709.)  (647.)  Ordinary  may  establish  for  benefit  of  county.  The  Or- 

dinary may  put  a  ferry  or  causeway,  or  both,  or  may  establish  a  toll 
bridge  for  the  benefit  of  the  county ;  but  when  on  any  such  county  bridge, 
ferry  or  causeway,  toll  is  charged,  the  county  is  liable  as  individuals 
owning  them,  and  the  owners  of  lands  must  be  compensated  as  in  other 
cases. 

Act  of  1805, 

Act  'of  1818,  wa1/s C.  p.  952. 

Section  cited  and  construed  :  54  Ga.,  25. 

§670.  (710.)  (648.)  Power  of  Ordinaries  over  public  bridges,  ferries,  cause- 
etc.     The  Ordinaries  of  the  several  counties  have  authority — 

Section  cited  and  construed:  54  Ga.,  25. 

1.  To  appoint  the  places  for  the  erection  of  public  bridges,  county  fer- 
ries, turnpikes  and  causeways,  and  to  make  suitable  provision  for  their 

erection  and  repairs  by  letting  them  out  to  the  lowest  bidder,  hiring 
hands,  or  in  any  other  way  that  may  be  for  the  public  good  and  agreea- ble to  law. 

Section  cited;  certiorari:  64  Ga.,  70-1.  Section  cited  and  construed:  52  Ga.,  540. 
Power  of  taxation  for  public  bridges  seems  to  have  no  limit  except  the  cost  of  erecting 
the  bridge  :  34  Ga.,  370.  Damages  for  the  neglect  of  the  Ordinary  to -repair  a  bridge  do 
not  lie  except  where  the  bridge  is  a  toll  bridge  or  built  by  contract:  41  Ga.,  225-8. 
When  no  exclusive  right  could  be  granted:  48  Ga.,  367. 

2.  To  require  sufficient  bond  and  good  security  for  the  faithful  per- 
formance of  all  such  works  and  contracts,  and  to  indemnify  for  all  dam- 

ages occasioned  by  a  failure  so  to  do. 
In  suit  against  the  county  under  this  section  the  declaration  should  allege  that  the 

bridge  was  erected  by  letting  it  out  to  the  lowest  bidder  and  no  bond  taken  from  the 
contractor  :  54  Ga.,  25. 
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3.  To  license  any  person  to  establish  such  bridge,  ferry,  turnpike,  or 
causeway,  not  exceeding  ten  years,  which  may  be  renewed  at  the  expi- 

ration thereof. 
4.  To  fix  the  rates  of  toll  for  crossing  any  such  where  the  toll  can 

lawfully  be  charged,  and  regulate  those  previously  established,  or  that 
may  afterwards  be  established,  so  as  to  conform  to  what  is  both  reas- 

onable and  usage  on  such  water  courses,  provided  such  charges  are  not 
specialty  regulated  by  the  General  Assembly  in  some  Act  of  incorpo- 

ration to  the  exclusion  of  such  Ordinaries. 
5.  To  exercise  a  general  supervision  over  such,  and  see  that  they  are 

kept  in  proper  order  and  properly  attended  to,  and  to  require,  from  time 
to  time,  as  the  occasion  may  demand,  sufficient  bond  and  good  security 
from  the  proprietors  thereof,  conditioned  for  their  keeping  in  repair  a 
sufficient  and  safe  bridge,  flat  rope,  turnpike  or  causeway,  and  all  other 
appointments  necessary  for  a  good  ferry  and  competent  and  faithful 
attendance  by  day  and  night,  and  to  indemnify  the  public  against  all 
damages  by  reason  of  a  failure  so  to  do. 

As  to  the  obligation  by  law  on  the  owners  of  toll  bridges :  52  Ga.,  540. 

§671.  (711.)  (649.)  Condition  of  the  bond  of  contractors.     When  a  public 
bridge,  ferry,  turnpike  or  causeway,  is  let  out,  the  contractor  must,  in  Xfy?  «/V, 

his  bond,  make  a  condition  also  to  keep  it  in  good  repair  for  at  leasv  ' seven  years,  and  as  many  more  years  as  the  contract  may  be  for. 

Section  cited  and  construed:  54  Ga.,  25-7.  Section  construed;  county  liable  for  in- 
jury even  after  the  seven  years  if  there  has  been  a  failure  to  take  the  requisite  bond  of 

the  contractor :  59  Ga.,  832-5.  If  the  county  undertakes  itself  to  keep  a  county  bridge 
in  repair  it  is  liable  in  damages  for  failure  so  to  do  :  64  Ga.,  69-71.  When  a  county  was 
held  not  liable  according  to  the  averments  made  in  the  declaration  in  the  suit:  41  Ga., 
225-8. 

§672.  (712.)  (650.)  Bond  must  be  approved.  All  bonds  taken  from  con- 
tractors or  proprietors  must  be  approved  by  the  Ordinary,  filed  in  his 

office  and  by  him  recorded  in  books  kept  for  that  purpose. 
§673.  (713.)  (651.)  Additional  bond  maybe  required.  If  when  an  addi- 

tional bond  is  required,  it  is  not  given  within  ten  days  from  the  time 
the  proprietor,  or  his  agent,  is  notified  by  the  Ordinary,  the  license 
must  be  revoked. 

§674.  (714.)  (652.)  Roads,  bridges,  etc.,  to  be  kept  in  repair.  When  any 
such  work  shall  require  repairing,  it  is  the  duty  of  any  one  or  more 
road  commissioners  in  whose  road  district  the  same  is,  to  give  notice 
in  writing  to  the  contractor,  or  one  of  his  sureties,  stating  the  repairs 
necessary  to  be  made,  and  requiring  them  to  be  done  within  a  reason- 

able time,  stating  the  time. 
§675.  (715.)  (653.)  Repairs,  by  whom  to  be  made.  If  such  repairs  are 

not  made  within  the  time  required,  they  shall  employ  some  other  per- 
son forthwith  to  make  them,  and  upon  report  to  the  Ordinary  of  their 

cost,  he  shall  issue  an  execution  against  such  contractor  and  his  sure- 
ties for  the  expense  of  such  repairs  and  the  costs. 

§676.  (716.)  (654.)  If  defendant  resists  payment  of  such  executions,  how 
tried.  If  the  defendant  resists  the  payment  of  said  execution  at  law, 
it  must  be  returned  for  trial  by  jury,  if  demanded,  either  to  the  Jus- 

tice's Court  of  the  district  where  the  defendant  resides  upon  whose 
property  the  levy  is  made,  or  to  the  Superior  Court  of  the  county,  ac- 

cording to  the  principal  amount  thereof. 
§677.  (717.)  (655.)  Contractors  cannot  be  road  commissioners.     Persons  Act  of  isis, 

who  have  undertaken  the  building  or  keeping  in  repair  any  bridge, u-  p- m 
ferry,  turnpike  or  causeway,  or  are  surety  for  such  persons,  cannot  be 
road  commissioners  of  the  road  district  which  embraces  such,  and  if, 
after  having  been  appointed,  they  become  such  contractor  or  surety,  the 
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Ordinary  must  declare  a  vacancy  and  appoint  some  other  persons  in 
their  stead. 

§678.  (718.)  (656.)  Bridges,  etc.,  crossing  county  lines,  how  kept  up.    When 
Act  of  1818,  a  bridge  or  ferry  is  necessary  over  any  water  course  which  divides  one 

" 1 "      '     county  or  more  counties  from  each  other,  each  county  must  contribute 
j  equally  toward  the  building  and  keeping  the  same  in  repair,  or  in  such 

proportion  as  would  be  just,  taking  into  consideration  the  taxable  prop- 
erty of  each,  and  the  amount  expended  by  each  in  construction  of 

bridges  and  other  passways. 
§679.  (719.)  (657.)   The  remedy  when  one  county  refuses  to  contribute.     If 

■Act  of  i824„any  county  refuses  to  undergo  its  fair  proportion  of  such  expenses,  the 
c.  p.  9o3.     other  county  or  counties  ma}'  construct  the  work,  compel  the  other  to 

'  contribute  by  suit,  and  until  such  contribution  takes  place,  may  have 
exclusive  control  thereof,  and  charge  toll  thereon  against  all  the  citizens 
of  the  refusing  county. 

</)/?  JL        §680.  (720.)  (658.)   Toll  bridges,  etc.,  crossing  county  lines,  how  licensed. 
Wti**—  £*~**~*         The  toll  bridges  or  ferries  over  water  courses  making  county  lines,  may 
f--£~J  /f>&/J/-A  be  licensed  by  either  county,  and  in  such  cases  the  bonds  must  be  ap- 
-^r*^y  /  proved,  filed  and  recorded  in  the  county  where  the  license  is  granted. §681.  (721.)  (659.)  No  private  ferry  shall  be  established,  when.  No  private 

ferry  charging  toll  shall  be  established  on  any  water  course  within  three 
miles  of  where  public  bridges  are  previously  erected  and  kept  up,  but 
bridges  may  be  erected  at  the  public  expense  at  places  on  the  same 
stream,  other  than  those  where  bridges  are  previously  erected,  if  not 
violative  of  any  special  provision  of  the  law. 

This  section  does  not  prohibit  the  establishment  of  private  ferry  within  three  miles 
of  a  public  one  ;  injunction  refused  :  47  Ga.,  282. 

§682.  (722.)  (660.)  Distance,  how  computed.  When  exclusive  right 
is  granted  to  any  person  to  prevent  others  from  erecting  bridges  or  fer- 

ries, or  the  like,  within  a  given  distance  from  the  same,  it  shall  be 
computed  by  the  course  of  the  stream. 

Distance  is  to  be  computed  by  the  stream's  course :  9  Ga.,  213-215. 

CaMLes</&**^  <*~f  §683.  (723.)  (661.)  Rates  of  toll  to  be  posted  up.  Every  proprietor  of ^^£^  Actof  1808, bridges,  ferries,  turnpikes  and  causeways,  where  toll  is  allowed  to  be 

^■^-^^^^A^of  1859  charged,  must  fix  a  board  in  a  conspicuous  place,  as  near  the  same  as 

/fr2~-3JJ4:?  6^-  'practicable,  with  black  ground,  on  which  shall  be  the  various  rates  of 
'_*  '  toll ;  and  if  such  is  neglected,  he  shall  be  subject  to  indictment,  and, on  conviction,  shall  be  fined  not  less  than  fifty  dollars  for  every  week 

he  so  neglects. 
§684.  (724:)  (662.)  Land  owner  may  construct  bridges,  etc.,  on  his  own 

Act  of  1850,  land.     Any  person  who  may  be  the  owner  of  any  land  through  which 

.  p.  <b8.     a  S£ream  mav  pass,  on  both  sides  thereof,  may  establish  any  bridge  or 22233.         ferry  thereon,  at  his  expense,  and  may  charge  lawful  toll  for  crossing, 
according  to  the  rates  of  other  bridges  and  ferries  on  the  same  stream, 
or  if  none  other,  the  customary  rates  over  such  streams  elsewhere. 

Construed  in  connection  with  section  2207,  and  applies  to  private  ferries  only:  47 
Ga.,282. 

§685.  (725.)  (663.)  Excessive  rates  shall  not  be  demanded.  If  such  per- 
son shall  demand  excessive  rates,  any  person  may  complain  to  the 

Ordinary  of  the  county,  and  if  the  rates  are  excessive,  they  must  re- 
duce and  fix  them. 

§686.  (726.)  (664.)  Rates  to  be  examined  annually.  The  Ordinary  of 
each  county  must  once  each  year  examine  the  rates  charged  in  their 
counties,  and  keep  fixed  the  rates  of  toll  for  the  several  bridges,  fer- 

ries, turnpikes  and  causewaj^s  within  the  limits  of  their  county,  which 
have  the  right  to  charge  them,  and  must  enter  the  same  on  their 
minutes. 

/tfj'
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§687.  (727.)  (665.)  Persons  making  excessive  charges,  how  punished.     If  Actsofi859, 

any  person  shall  charge  more  than  the  lawful  rates,  or  more  than  in- p" ' 
cheated  by  the  board,  he  is  guilty  of  a  misdemeanor,  and  on  conviction 
must  be  fined  in  the  discretion  of  the  Court,  and  for  the  second  offense, 
in  addition  to  the  fine,  he  forfeits  his  franchise. 

§688.  (728.)  (666.)  Fords,  bridges,  etc.,  not  to  be  obstructed.  No  person 
authorized  to  have  a  bridge  or  ferry  on  his  own  land  will  be  permitted 
to  stop  up  or  obstruct  any  ford,  bridge  or  ferry,  and  upon  so  doing  he  is 
guilty  of  a  misdemeanor,  and  on  conviction  must  be  fined  or  imprison- 

ed, or  both,  in  the  discretion  of  the  Court. 
§689.  (729.)  (667.)  Bridges,  etc.,  not  to  be  discontinued.  After  a  person 

has  once  established  such  bridge  or  ferry,  he  shall  not  discontinue  the 
same  without  first  giving  public  notice  thereof  by  advertisement  post- 

ed on  the  Court  House  door  and  in  a  public  gazette,  if  there  is  one  pub- 
lished in  the  county,  for  at  least  sixty  days. 

§690.  (730.)  (668.)  Proprietors  liable  for  neglect.  Any  proprietor  of  any  Act  of  1805, 

bridge,  ferry,  turnpike  or  causeway,  whether  by  charter  or  prescription,  '  p' ' 
or  without,  or  whether  by  right  of  owning  the  lands  on  the  stream,  are 
bound  to  prompt  and  faithful  attention  to  all  their  duties  as  such ;  and 
if  any  damage  shall  occur  by  reason  of  non-attendance,  neglect,  careless- 

ness or  bad  conduct,  he  is  bound  for  all  damages,  even  if  over  and  be- 
yond the  amount  of  an}^  bond  that  may  be  given. 

.  Where  the  county  was  held  liable  for  damages,  a  certiorari:  64  Ga.,  69-71.  When  the 
proprietor  of  a  toll  bridge  is  not  liable  for  damages  while  repairing  the  bridge  :  52  Ga., 
540.  Where  the  jury  alone  should  settle  the  doubts  as  to  the  negligence  of  the  propri- 

etor of  a  toll  bridge:  63  Ga.,  489-490.  Damages  against  a  county  for  defective  con- 
struction of  abridge:  59  Ga.,  832.  As  to  the  degree  of  care  the  owner  of  a  bridge 

franchise  should  exercise,  and  when  he  alone  is  liable:  53  Ga.,  47.  Proprietor  of  a 
toll  bridge  only  responsible  for  ordinary  care  and  diligence,  and  beyond  this  is  not  an 
insurer  :  64  Ga.,  312. 

§691.  (731.)  (669.)  On  failure  to  take  bond  the  county  is  liable.  The  pro- 
visions of  the  preceding  section  apply  to  all  contractors  for  the  estab- 

lishment of  such,  when  damages  accrue  from  a  want  of  good  faith  in 
performing  their  several  contracts,  and  if  no  bond  or  sufficient  guaran- 

tee has  been  taken  by  the  Ordinary,  the  county  is  also  liable  for  the 
damages. 

Construing  this  section  :  59 Ga.,  832-5.  Where  the  county  was  held  not  liable  under 
the  allegations  of  the  declaration  in  the  suit :  41  Ga.,  225-228.  County  liable  where  it 
attempts  to  keep  the  bridge  in  repair:  64  Ga.,  69-71.  Section  construed — failure  to 
take  bond,  and  as  to  how  the  county  should  be  served :  54  Ga.,  25-27. 

§692.  (732.)  (670.)  Persons  shall  not  be  detained  at  public  crossings.  Any 
person  unreasonably  detained  at  a  public  ferry,  toll  bridge,  turnpike  or 
causeway,  may  for  each  detention  recover  of  the  owner  ten  dollars  be- 

fore any  Justice  of  the  county. 
§693.  (733.)  (671.)  Persons  charging  toll  after  charter  expires.  If  any 

person  demands  or  receives  toll  for  crossing  any  ferry,  bridge,  or  cause- 
way, or  turnpike,  after  the  revocation  of  his  license  or  forfeiture  of  his 

charter,  or,  having  a  right  for  a  ferry,  allows  the  banks  on  either  side 
to  be  out  of  repair  more  than  five  days  at  one  time,  or  to  provide  good 
and  safe  boats  of  a  size  sufficient  for  the  accommodation  of  the  public, 
furnished  with  competent  and  sufficient  ferrymen  for  the  safe  and 
speedy  passage  of  all  persons,  vehicles,  horses  and  stock,  or,  in  case  of 
a  toll  bridge  or  causeway,  fails  to  keep  the  same  in  good  repair,  with- 

out a  reasonable  excuse  for  such  failures,  to  be  determined  by  the  Court, 
he  is  guilty  of  a  misdemeanor,  and,  on  conviction,  must  be  fined  not 
less  than  twenty  dollars. 

§694.  (734.)  (672.)  Private  ferries.  If  any  person  who  keeps  a  private 
bridge,  ferry,  turnpike  or  causeway,  passes  any  person  for  toll,  the 
owners  incur  the  same  liability  and  penalties  as  those  permitted  by 
law. 
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§695.  Remedy  against  delinquent  bridge  owners.  [If  any  owner  of  any 
(a>  Acts  of  chartered  toll  bridge  or  turnpike  road  in  this  State,  the  charter  of 
18/2,  p.  83.  which  wag  granted  hj  any  of  the  Courts  of  this  State,  or  by  the  Legis- 

lature of  this  State,  shall  fail  or  refuse  to  keep  the  same  in  good  repair, 
and  in  terms  of  the  provisions  of  its  charter,  it  shall  be  the  right  and 
privilege  of  any  person  to  file  with  the  Ordinary  of  the  county  in  which 
such  charter  was  granted,  a  petition  (in  writing)  setting  forth  the  par- 

ties and  the  facts,  and  praying  for  the  remedy  hereinafter  set 
forth.]     (a.) 

§696.  Citation,  service  and  jury.     [On  the  filing  of  said  petition  with 
0»  Acts  of  the  Ordinary,  he  shall  issue  a  citation,  directed  to  the  Sheriff  of  said 
1872,  p,  38.   county,  his  deputy,  or  any  lawful  constable,  requiring  the  defendant  to 

appear  before  him  at  the  Court  House  of  said  county,  on  a  day  therein 
named,  to  defend  said  suit.     A  copy  of  said  petition  and  citation  shall 
be  served  upon  the  defendant,  either  in  person  or  by  leaving  the  same 

^  at  his  most  notorious  place  of  abode,  or,  if  he  be  without  the  county, 
4  then  upon  the  gate-keeper,  at  least  fifteen  days  before  the  time  for  trial. 
/  And  said  Ordinary  shall  also  cause  a  jury  of  twelve  men  to  be  sum- 

moned to  try  the  issue  in  such  case],     (b.) 
§697.  Issue,  oath  of  jury,  continuance.     [When  said  cause  is  called  and 

(c)  Acts  of   set  down  for  trial,  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  Ordinary  to  cause  an  issue 

1V72,  pp.38,  0f  factg  to  be  made  upon  the  pleadings  and  tried  before  said  jury.     The 
jurors  shall  take  the  general  oath  prescribed  for  jurors  in  common  law 
actions  in  the  Superior  Courts  of  this  State :  Provided,  that  either  party 
shall  have  the  same  rights  of  continuance  as  in  other  cases  at  common 
law,  and,  in  case  of  continuance,  the  Ordinary  shall  fix  the  time  of 
hearing  the  same],  (c.) 

§698.    Verdict,  and  its  effects.     [On  the  return  of  the  verdict  of  the  jury, 
(d)  Acts  of  if  the  issue  be  found  in  favor  of  the  defendant,  judgment  shall  be  entered. 
1872,  p.  39.  against  the  plaintiff  for  costs  of  suit ;  but  if  the  issue  be  found  against 

the  defendant,  judgment  shall  be  "entered  against  said  defendant  for 
costs  of  suit,  and  also  suspending  his  right  to  collect  further  tolls  on 
said  bridge  or  road  until  after  the  next  term  of  the  Superior  Court  of 

*  said  county,  after  which  it  shall  not  be  lawful  for  any  tolls  to  be  col- 
lected on  any  such  bridge  or  road  during  the  operation  of  said  judg- 

*  ment :  Provided,  however,  that  the  owner  or  any  person  interested  in  such 
t  toll  bridge  or  turnpike  road  may  afterwards  put  the  same  in  good 

repair,  and  on  making  the  same  clearly  appear  to  the  Ordinary,  said 
Ordinary  may  enter  an  order  vacating  said  judgment,  so  far  as  the  same 
operates  as  a  suspension  of  the  right  to  collect  tolls],  (d.) 

§699.  Proceedings  may  be  at  any  time,  fees.     [All  the  proceedings  set 
(e)  Acts  of  forth  in  the  four  preceding  sections  may  be  had  in  term  time  or  during 
1872,  p.  39.   vacation  ;  and  the  fees  of  the  Ordinarv  for  the  whole  service  shall  be  five 

dollars,  the  jurors  one  dollar  each  for  every  day  engaged,  and  the  Sher- 
iff's or  constable's  fees — the  usual  fees  for  like  services.]     (e.) 

§700.  (735.)  (673.)  Injuries,  avoiding  payment.  If  any  person  break  or 
injure  any  gate  to  atoll  bridge,  turnpike  or  causeway,  or  obstruct,  injure 
or  destroy  such  bridge  or  causeway,  pass  round  or  under  the  same  with 

intent  to  avoid  the:  payment  of  toll,  such  person  forfeits  to  the  owner 
ten  dollars  for  each  of  such  acts,  and  is  also  liable  for  the  damages. 

§701.  (736.)  (674.)  Right  of  way.  Damages  for  the  right  of  way  are 
to  be  assessed  in  the  manner  prescribed  for  public  roads  and  private  ways. 

§702.  (737.)  (675.)  Grants  to  land.  Grants  to  land  on  water  courses, 
g2362.         with  the  appurtenances,  convey  no  right  of  public  bridge  or  ferry. 

Right  to  establish  a  public  ferry  by  a  private  individual,  must  be  by  grant  actual  or 
implied  :  6  Ga.,  130.  Seven  years  of  uninterrupted  possession  of  a  ferry  right  implies 
a  grant:  7  Ga.,  348.  Grant  of  land,  etc.,  from  the  State  on  a  water  course  conveys  no 
right  to  a  public  ferry  :  9  Ga.,  359. 
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§703.  (738.)  (676.)   Grant  for  ferry.     The  grant  of  a  ferry  franchise §2862. 
conveys  no  right  to  build  a  bridge,  or  the  contrary. 

Grants  strictly  construed  and  no  grant  of  exclusive  ferry  franchise  by  implication  : 
9  Ga.,  517.  Stated  and  construed:  14  Ga.,  1.  Section  cited  and  construed  where  in  a 
grant  of  power  to  a  city  as  to  streets,  it  did  not  give  power  to  establish  or  work  a  ferry : 
53  Ga.,  639.     As  to  a  bridge  and  ferry  franchise  proving  not  exclusive:  56  Ga.,  73. 

§704.  (739.)  677.   Value  of  land,  how  estimated.     In  determining  the  §648 
value  of  land  taken  for  a  bridge,  its  prospective  value  as  a  bridge  site 
and  its  present  value  as  a  ferry,  if  one  is  in  use,  may  be  taken  into  the 
calculation. 

General  Note. — Damages  not  recoverable  against  a  city  for  delay  in  erecting  a 
bridge:  57  Ga.,  114.  Right  of  the  State  to  erect  bridges:  6  Ga.,  130.  When  implied 
trusts  as  to  ferry  rights  are  created:  7Ga.,  348.  Power  by  contract  not  conferred  on 
the  commissioners  of  roads  and  revenues  of  Chatham  county  to  repair  bridges  across  a 
canal :  14  Ga.,  391.  No  grant  of  public  ferry  rights  by  implication  :  9  Ga.,  359.  Build- 

ers of  a  bridge  on  the  lands  of  another,  knowingly,  have  no  lien  against  the  owner  of 
such  lands  thereby:  19  Ga.,  427.  Parol  contract  for  building  bridges  is  within  the 
power  of  the  Justices  of  the  Inferior  Court :  20  Ga.,  328.  On  the  Act  of  1806  authoriz- 

ing a  toll  bridge  across  the  Great  Ogechee  at  a  particular  place  to  the  exclusion  of  any 
other  for  five  miles  above  or  below  it:  25  Ga.,  445-453.  How  damages  are  to  be  esti- 

mated in  an  action  for  mesne  profits  for  a  ferry  landing,  what  must  be  proven  :  20  Ga., 
523.  What  is  a  ferry  defined  :  20  Ga.,  529.  A  tax  levied  for  a  turnpike  fund  and  sub- 
quently  ratified  by  the  Legislature,  is  valid  :  34  Ga.,  370.  As  to  a  grant  of  an  exclusive 

right  to  build* and  establish  a  bridge  was  not  in  the  power  of  the  Inferior  Court  of  Floyd 
county:  48  Ga.,  367.  A  declaration  in  an  action  against  a  county  for  the  falling  of  a 
bridge  must  aver  that  the  claim  had  been  presented  to  the  Ordinary  for  auditing  within 
twelve  months  from  the  injury  suffered:  Maddox  vs.  County  of  Randolph,  Pamph.  of 
Feb.  1880,  p.  37. 

General  Note  on  Bridges. — Condemnation  of  land  for :  22  Am.  D.,  692.  County? 
when  liable  for  defects,  etc.,  in:  2  Bk.,  590;  32  Am.  R.,  561;  33/249;  1  Thomp.  Neg., 
575;  Shear.  &  R.  Neg.,  294.  Franchise  :  1  Wash.  Real  Pr.,  20;  2/268;  271-3.  Injunc- 

tion against  interference  with:  High.  Inj.,  $580.  Mechanic's  lien  does  not  attach 
to:  32  Am.  R.,  136.  Bridges,  turnpikes  and  other  public  works  owned  by  private  cor- 

porations, doctrines  of  negligence  respecting:  1  Thomp.  Neg.,  541;  Shear.  &  R.  Neg., 
294.  Toll  bridge,  right  to  establish  over  stream  crossing  public  highway  :  14  Am.  R., 
382;  11  0.,  791.  See,  generally:  Angell  on  Highways,  31,  and  note  on  Municipal  Cor- 

porations, as  to  bridges  in  towns  and  cities". 
General  Note  on  Ferries. — Defined:  12  Am.  D.,295,  n  ;  13/701.  Action  for  setting 

up  opposition  :  9  Am.  D.,  712.  Condemnation  of  land  for:  22  Am.  D.,  692.  Fran- 
chise :  10  How.,  511,  541;  16/524;  1  Bk.,  603.  Not  terminated  by  death  of  grantee:  1 

Am.  R.,  299.  Forfeiture  of:  2  Am.  D.,  706.  Power  of  State  to  grant:  9  Am.  D.,  712. 
Exclusive  license  to:  30  Am.  R.,  390.  Remedy  for  injuries  to:  12  Am.  D.,  295,  n. 
Injunctions  against  interference  with:  High.  Inj.,  $587;  9  Am.  D.,  274.  Legislative 
control  of  ferry  :  26  Am.,  R.,  289,  and  note,  293.  Negligence,  liability  of  ferrymen : 
Whart.  Neg.,  $706;  Schoul.  B.,  433;  11  Am.  R.,  650,  656,  n;  see  also  notes  to  $2066. 
Contributory  negligence  of  persons  injured:  36  Am.  R,  501.  Presumption  of  grant 
of  ferry  by  thirty  years'  use  :  26  Am.  R.,  289.  Between  two  States  :  11  Wall.,  423  ;  1 
Bk.,603;  Rorer  on  Inter-State  Law:  318-351.  See,  generally:  Angell  on  Highways, 
36,  527  ;  2  Washburn  Real  Pr.,  68,  269-271. 

General  Note  on  Turnpikes. — Angell  on  Highways,  7.  Travel  on:  447.  Injury 
caused  by  fright  of  horse  at  defect  in  :  26  Am.  R.,  76. 

General  Note  on  Canals. — Angell  on  Highways,  38.  Law  of  travel  on  :  Angell  on 
Highways,  457 ;  Shear.  &  R.  Neg.,  296.     Condemnation  of  land  for:  22  Am.  D.,  697. 

ARTICLE  IV. 

RAILROAD   AND   OTHER    CROSSINGS. 

Section. 
705.  Railroads  crossing  each  other. 
706.  Roads  at  railroad  crossings. 
707.  Extent  of  such  crossings. 
708.  Erecting  posts  and  blowing  whistle. 
709.  Neglecting  to  erect  such  posts. 
710.  Failing  to  blow  the  whistle. 
711.  Proof  of  damage,   onus  on  the  company. 
712.  Suits,  when  to  be  brought. 

Section. 
713.  Failing  to  keep  crossings  in  order. 
714.  Must  be  done  by  overseer  of  roads. 
715.  Executions  against  defaulting  company. 
716.  Money  raised,   to  Avhom  paid. 
717.  Railroad  company  may  defend. 
718.  Plank,  macadamized  and  other  roads. 
719.  Public  highways,  bridges,  etc. 

§705.  Railroads  may  cross  each  other,  on  terms.    [Any  railroad  company, 
heretofore  or  hereafter  chartered  by  the  Legislature  of  this  State,  shall 
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(a)  Acts  of  have  the  right  to  cross  any  other  railroad  heretofore  or  hereafter  built 

1870,  p.  428.  or  ̂ -0  kg  "b-QjJt  ill  this  State,  upon  the  following  terms:  (1.)  They  shall be  allowed  to  cross  at  grade  points,  or  at  any  other  point  where  the  same 
shall  not  obstruct  the  other  road,  and  may  be  allowed  to  cross  by  a  tun- 

nel or  bridge,  if  necessary — said  tunnel  or  bridge  being  made  abso- 
lutely secure.]     (a.) 

§706.  (740.)  (678.)  Railroad  crossings.     All  railroad  companies  shall 
Act  of  1838,  keep  in  good  order,  at  their  expense,  the  public  roads  or  private  ways 

'"  p" "         established  pursuant  to  law,  wrhere  crossed  by  their  several  roads,  and 
build  suitable  bridges  and  make  proper  excavations  or  embankments, 
according  to  the  spirit  of  the  road  laws. 

§707.  (741.)  (679.)  Extent  of  such  crossings.  Such  crossings  include 
the  width  of  land  on  both  sides  of  the  road  allowed  by  charter  or  ap- 

propriated by  the  company  therefor,  and  for  as  many  feet  beyond,  each 
way,  as  is  necessary  for  a  traveler  to  get  on  and  off  the  crossing  safely 
and  conveniently. 

§708.  (742. )  (680.)  A  post  to  be  erected.     There  must  be  fixed  on  the 
Acts  of  1851  line  of  said  roads,  and  at  the  distance  of  four  hundred  yards  from  the 
Acteof  1859  centre  of  each  of  such  road  crossings,  and  on  each  side  thereof,  a  post, 

p-  64.        '  and  the  engineer  shall  be  required,  whenever  he  shall  arrive  at  either of  said  posts,  to  blow  the  whistle  of  the  locomotive  until  it  arrives  at  the 
public  road,  and  to  simultaneously  check  and  keep  checking,  the  speed 
thereof,  so  as  to  stop  in  time  should  any  person  or  thing  be  crossing  said 
track  on  said  road. 

This  provision  as  to  blow-posts  is  indicative  as  to  the  legislative  mind  in  regard  to 
the  subject  of  diligence  :  24  Ga.,  75.  Train  to  be  checked,  how  :  24  Ga.,  75.  Failure  of 
train  to  comply  with  these  requisitions :  24  Ga.,  75.  If  not  done  liable,  although  no 
actual  collision :  42  Ga.,  332.  Means  only  public  roads  :  61  Ga.,  455.  Section  cited  and 
construed,  and  public  crossings  here  meant :  64  Ga. ,  649. 

§709.  (743.)  (681.)  Neglecting  to  erect  such  posts.     Should  any  company 
Acts  of  i85i  fail  or  neglect  to  put  up  said  posts,  the  superintendent  thereof  shall  be 

Actsof°i859  Su^y  °f  a  misdemeanor,  and,  upon  indictment  and  conviction  thereof 
p.  64.        '  in  the  county  where  such  failure  occurs,  shall  be  subject  to  a  fine  of not  less  than  five  hundred  dollars  nor  more  than  one  thousand  dollars. 

§710.  (744.)  (682.)  Failing  to  blow  the  whistle.     If  any  engineer  neglects 
Acts  of  ib5i  to  blow  said  whistle,  as  required,  and  to  check  the  speed,  as  required  in 

-2,  p.  108.    gection  708,  he  is  guilty  of  a  misdemeanor,  and,  on  indictment  and  con- 
viction in  the  county  where  such  failure  occurs,  he  shall  be  punished 

by  fine  not  exceeding  five  hundred  dollars  and  imprisoned  not  ex- 
ceeding ninety  days,  or  either,  which  the  company  by  whom  he  is  em- 

ployed is  bound  to  pay :  Provided,  that  within  the  corporate  limits  of 

Acts  of  1875  the  cities,  towns  and  villages  of  this  State,  the  several  railroad  compa- 

p.  17.        '  nies  shall  not  be  required  to  blow  the  whistle  of  their  locomotives,  on 
approaching  crossings  or  public  roads  in  said  corporate  limits,  but  in 
lieu  thereof,  the  engineer  of  said  locomotive  shall  be  required  to  signal 
the  approach  of  their  trains  to  such  crossings  and  public  roads  in  said 
corporate  limits,  by  tolling  the  bell  of  said  locomotive,  and  on  failure 

-    to  do  so,  the  penalties  of  this  section  shall  apply  to  such  offense. 
§711.  (745.)  (683.)  Injuries.     When  such  injury  occurs,  the  onus  is 

upon  the  company  to  prove  such  fault  on  the  part  of  the -injured  persons. 
§712.  (746.)  (684.)  Suits,  where  brought.     Such  suits  may  be  located  in 

§3406.         the  county  where  the  injury  occurs,  and  service  perfected  as  in  case  of 
killing  stock. 

In  suit  for  damages  for  killing  a  person,  under  the  Act  of  1850  brought  in  the  county 
where  the  principal  office  was  kept :  24  Ga.,  356. 

§713.  (747.)  (685.)  Railroads  over  which  crossings  are  required.  When 
any  road  over  which  a  crossing  is  required  shall  be  obstructed,  or  not 
in  good  order  at  such  crossing,  a  road  commissioner,  or  an  overseer  of 
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the  road  district  where  the  crossing  is,  must  notify  the  nearest  agent  Act  of  1 838, J  -      ■  ■•  C.  p.  9o6. 
or  employee  of  the  company,  in  writing,  to  remo^ 
or  to  put  such  crossing  in  proper  order  withir^ 
date  of  such  notice. 

§714.  (748.)  (686.)     Requisition,  when  to  be  complied  with. 

h  obstructions,      *  »  y 

r;-    delays  from  the/y^     /" 

If  such  re- 
quisition is  not  complied  with,  it  must  be  done  by  the  overseer  of  the 

road,  and  within  five  days  after  he  shall  have  discharged  such  duty,  he 
must  report  under  oath,  in  writing,  to  the  commissioner  of  the  district, 
the  amount  and  value  of  the  services  performed. 

§715.  (749.)  (687.)  Execution  shall  issue.  The  commissioners  shall  then 
issue  execution,  under  their  hands  and  seals,  directed  to  any  lawful 
officer,  for  the  amount  of  such  value  and  the  costs  of  the  proceeding 

against  such  defaulting  railroad  company,  as  in  case  of  other  road  de- faulters. 

§716.  (750.)  (688.)  Money  raised,  how  disposed  of .  The  amount,  when 
collected,  must  be  paid  to  the  persons  who  performed  the  labor, pro  rata, 
and  according  to  the  labor  performed  by  each,  and  for  other  expenses  of 
said  work,  if  an  v. 

§717.  (751.)  (689.)  Defenses.  The  defendants  may  defend  themselves 
from  such  fi.  fas.  as  other  defaulting  road-workers  may. 

§718.  (752.)  (690.)  Plank  and  other  roads  subject  to  the  same  provisions. 
The  provisions  of  this  article  are,  so  far  as  applicable,  extended  do  any 
plank,  macademized  turnpike  or  other  road  belonging  to  private  indi- 

viduals or  a  joint  stock  company. 
Case  of  a  plank  road :  9  Gra.,  475.     A  bill  filed  for  obstructing  a  highway:  15  Ga.,  39. 

§719.  (753.)  (691.)  Public  highways^  etc.  Public  highways,  bridges  or 
ferries  cannot  be  appropriated  to  railroads,  plank  roads,  or  any  other 
species  of  road,  unless  express  authority  is  granted  by  some  constitu- 

tional provision  of  their  charter. 

General  Note.— Bound  to  reasonable  care  and  diligence  in  running  over  crossings : 
18  Ga.,  680.  Collision  happening  at  the  crossing  of  a  railroad  and  a  public  highway 
where  both  parties  are  at  fault,  no  recovery  :  19  Ga.,  440. 

General  Note  on  Railroad  Crossings. — Rules  respecting  negligence  of  railroad  at 
crossings:  1  Am.  R.,  339;  10/729,  and  n,  732;  15/119;  20/698;  26/205,  and  n,  207. 
Whart.  Neg.,  §891 ;  Shear.  &  R.  Neg.,  562;  1  Thomp.  Neg,,  401;  Thomp.  Law  of  Farm, 
§§78-90. 

ARTICLE  V.  £jL*j^p  JL*~^^>  <?**-  ̂ T  **«*-* A RAILROADS  AND  TURNPIKES,  THEIR  REGULATION 4.TION  AND  MA MANAGEMENT. 

/?++/« 

Section, 
7iy.  (a.)  Appointment,  term,  etc.,  Of  com- missioners. 
719.  (b.)  Office  of,  where  kept,  clerk. 
719.  (c.)  Extortion,  forbidden. 
719.  (d.)  Discrimination,  forbidden. 
719.  (e.)  Duty  of  commissioners. 
719.  (f.)  Schedule  of  rates. 
719.  (g.)  Jurisdiction  of  commissioners. 
719.  (h.)  Power  over  contracts  between  rail- 

roads. 
719.  (i.)  Penalty  for  violating  rules. 
719.  (j.)  Suits  for  injuries. 
719.  (k.)  Rules  of  evidence. 
719.  (1.)  Terms  defined. 
719.  (m.)  Duplicate  freight  receipts. 
719.  (n.)  Reyjoi'ts  of  commissioners. 
719.  (o. )  Attendance  and  pay  of  witnesses. 

ailroad  officers  shall  report.  / 

-0T.*  ■<•*.»* 

cers  shall  report, 
of  freights  to    connecting 

ectton 

719.  (p.)  Railroad 
719.  (q.)  Delivery 

lines. 
719.  (r.)  Railroad  tracks,  may  be  joined. 
719.  (s.)  Discrimination  forbidden. 
719.  (t.)  Right  to  connect  tracks,  how  enforced. 
719.  (u.)  Exceptions  and  limitations. 
719.  (V.)  Commissioners  of  turnpikes. 
719.  (w.)  Number,  and  how  elected. 
719.  (x.)  Certificate  of  election. 
719.  (y.)  Their  term  of  office. 

(2.)  Duty  of  commissioners. 
(aa.)    Proceedings      against 

turnpike  owners. (bb.)  Notice  to  toll  gate  keepers. 
(cc. )  Pay  of  commissioners. 
(dd.)  Extent  of  jurisdiction. 

v? 

0-,,s.  /«rs 

719. 

719. 

719. 

719. 719. 

defaulting 

§719  (a.).  Commissioners,  appointment,  term  and  salary.     There  shall  be  Acts  of  i8?o 

three  commissioners  appointed  by  the  Governor,  with  the  advice  and "  ' p" consent  of  the  Senate,  to  carry  out  the  provisions  of  this  Article,  of 
whom  one  shall  be  of  experience  in  the  law,  and  one  of  experience  in 
railway  business.     After  the  expiration  of  the  terms  of  office  of  the 
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commissioners  first  appointed,  the  term  of  office  of  successors  shall  be 
six  years :  but,  at  the  first  appointment,  one  commissioner  shall  be  ap- 

pointed for  two  years,  one  for  four  years,  and  one  for  six  years.  The 
salary  of  each  commissioner  shall  be  twenty-two  hundred  dollars,  to  be 
paid  from  the  treasury  of  the  State.  Any  commissioner  may  be  sus- 

pended from  office  by  order  of  the  Governor,  who  shall  report  the  fact 
of  such  suspension,  and  the  reason  therefor,  to  the  next  General  Assem- 

bly, and  if  a  majority  of  each  branch  of  the  General  Assembly  declare 
that  said  commissioner  shall  be  removed  from  office,  his  term  of  office 
shall  expire.  The  Governor  shall  have  the  same  power  to  fill  vacancies 
in  the  office  of  commissioner  as  to  fill  other  vacancies,  and  if,  for  any 
reason,  said  commissioners  are  not  appointed  during  the  present  session 
of  the  General  Assembly,  the  Governor  shall  appoint  them  thereafter, 
and  report  to  the  next  Senate,  but  the  time  until  then  shall  not  be  counted 
as  part  of  the  term  of  office  of  said  commissioners,  respectively,  as  herein 
provided.  Said  commissioners  shall  take  an  oath  of  office,  to  be  framed 
by  the  Governor,  and  shall  not,  jointly  or  severally,  or  in  any  way,  be 
the  holders  of  any  railroad  stock  or  bonds,  or  be  the  agent  or  employee 
of  any  railroad  company,  or  have  any  interest  in  any  way  in  any  rail- 

road, and  shall  so  continue  during  the  term  of  office;  and  in  case  any 
commissioner  becomes  disqualified  in  any  way,  he  shall  at  once  remove 
the  disqualification  or  resign,  and  on  failure  so  to  do,  he  must  be  sus- 

pended from  office  by  the  Governor,  and  dealt  with  as  hereinafter  pro- 
vided. In  any  case  of  suspension  the  Governor  may  fill  the  vacancy 

until  the  suspended  commsisioner  is  restored  or  removed. 
§719.  (b.)    Location  of  office,  clerk,  expenses,  etc.      Said   commissioners 

Actsof  1878  shall  be  furnished  with  an  office,  necessary  furniture,  and   stationary, 

-9,  p.  125.    an(j  mav  employ  a  secretary  or  clerk  at  a  salary  of  twelve  hundred  dol- lars at  the  expense  of  the  State.     The  office  of  said  commissioners  shall 
be  kept  at  Atlanta,  and  all  sums  of  money  authorized  to  be  paid  by 
this  Article  out  of  the  State  treasury  shall  be  paid  only  on  the  order  of 
the  Governor.     Provided,  that  the  total  sum  to  be  expended  by  said  com- 

missioners for  office  rent,  furniture  and  stationary  shall,  in  no  case,  ex- 
ceed the  sum  of  five  hundred  dollars  ($500.00),  or  so  much  thereof  as 

*     '    -''   may  be  necessary,  per  annum. 
§719.  (c.)  Extortion  by  railroads  forbidden.  If  any  railroad  cor- 

Acts  of  1878  po ration,  organized  or  doing  business  in  this  State,  under  any  Act  of 

-9.  p.  125.  incorporation  or  general  law  of  this  State  now  in  force,  or  which  may hereafter  be  enacted,  or  any  railroad  corporation  organized,  or  which 
may  hereafter  be  organized  under  the  laws  of  any  other  State,  and  do- 

ing business  in  this  State,  shall  charge,  collect,  demand  or  receive  more 
than  a  fair  and  reasonable  rate  of  toll  or  compensation  for  the  trans- 

portation of  passengers  or  freight  of  any  description,  or  for  the  use 
and  transportation  of  any  railroad  car  upon  its  track,  or  any  of  its 
branches  thereof,  or  upon  any  railroad  within  this  State  which  it  has 
the  right,  license,  or  permission  to  use,  operate  or  control,  the  same 
shall  be  deemed  guilty  of-  extortion,  and,  upon  conviction  thereof,  shall 
be  dealt  'with  as  hereinafter  provided. 

§719.  (d.)   Unjust  discrimination  forbidden.    If  any  railroad  corporation 
Acts  of  1878  as  aforesaid  shall  make  any  unjust  discrimination  in  its  rates  or  charges 

L  *  «.~9'.p-  12y£t°£-  toll  or  any  compensation  for  the  transportation  of  passengers  or 
r*^^****^*u^^Ereights  of  any  description,  or  for  the  use  and  transportation  of  any 

*  0%X>r*     railroad  car  upon  its  said  road,  or  upon  any  of  the  branches  thereof,  or 
'fit^*/f0^XV^ki  any  railroads  connected  therewith,  which  it  has  the  right,  license, 

y,  /t/"V7  or  permission  to  operate,  control,  or  use,  within  this  State,  the  same 
shall  be  deemed  guilty  of  having  violated  the  provisions  of  this  Ar- 

ticle, and,  upon  conviction  thereof,  shall  be  dealt  with  as  hereinafter 

provided. 

:."*'-.-' 
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§719.  (e.)  Duty  of  commissioners.  The  commissioners  appointed  as  Acts  of  1678 

hereinbefore  provided  shall,  as  provided  in  the  next  section,  make  ~8,  p* 125, 
reasonable  and  just  rates  of  freight  and  passenger  tariffs,  to  be  observed 
b,y  all  railroad  companies  doing  business  in  this  State  on  the  railroads 
thereof;  shall  make  reasonable  and  just  rules  and  regulations,  to  be  ob- 

served by  all  railroad  companies  doing  business  in  this  State,  as  to 
charges  at  any  and  all  points,  for  the  necessary  handling  and  delivering 
of  freights  ;  shall  make  such  just  and  reasonable  rules  and  regulations 
as  may  be  necessary  for  preventing  unjust  discriminations  in  the  trans- 

portation of  freight  and  passengers  on  the  railroads  in  this  State;  shall 
make  reasonable  and  just  rates  of  charges  for  use  of  railroad  cars  carrying 
any  and  all  kinds  of  freight  and  passengers  on  said  railroads,  no  matter 
by  whom  owned  or  carried;  and  shall  make  just  and  reasonable  rules 
land  regulations,  to  be  observed  by  said  railroad  companies  on  said  rail- 

roads, to  prevent  the  giving  or  paying  of  any  rebate  or  bonus,  directly 
or  indirectly,  and  from  misleading  or  deceiving  the  public  in  any 
manner  as  to  the  real  rates  charged  for  freight  and  passengers :  Pro- 

vided, that  nothing  in  this  Article  contained  shall  be  taken  as  in  any 
manner  abridging  or  controlling  the  rates  for  freight  charged  by  any 
railroad  company  in  this  State  for  carrying  freight  which  comes  from 
pr  goes  beyond  the  boundaries  of  the  State,  and  on  which  freight  less 
than  local  rates  on  any  railroad  carrying  the  same  are  charged  by  such 
railroad,  but  said  railroad  companies  shall  possess  the  same  power  and 
[right  to  charge  such  rates  for  carrying  such  freights  as  they  possessed 
before  the  14th  of  October,  1879,  and  said  commissioners  shall  have  full 
power  by  rules  and  regulations  to  designate  and  fix  the  difference  in 
rates  of  freight  and  passenger  transportation,  to  be  allowed  for  longer 
ind  shorter  distances  on  the  same  or  different  railroads,  and  to  ascertain 
i/vhat  shall  be  the  limits  of  longer  and  shorter  distances. 
§719.  (f.)  Commissioners  shall  make  schedule  of  rates.     The  said  railroad  Acts  ofisvs 

3ommissioners  are  hereby  authorized  and  required  to  make  for  each~^p'  12° 
)f  the  railroad  corporations  doing  business  in  this  State,  as  soon  as  prac- 

ticable, a  schedule  of  just  and  reasonable  rates  of  charges  for  the  trans-  /g*x  -S  /SJ 
oortation  of  passengers  and  freights  and  cars  on  each  of  said  railroads;',  ' 
md  said  schedule  shall,  in  suits  brought  against  any  such  railroad  Q,0Y-/<f^<    f* 
^orations  wherein  is  involved  the  charges  of  any  such  railroad  corpo-  /f4,/t?/~  2  -*?* 

•ation  for  transportation  of  any  passenger  or  freight  or  cars,  or  unjust'     '  ' 
liscrimination  in  relation  thereto,  be  deemed  and  taken  in  all  courts  4^~s  •    /2^&y**-^s 
>f  this  State  as  sufficient  evidence  that  the  rates  therein  fixed  are^/K^"      ?       <?• 
ust  and  reasonable  rates  of  charges  for  the  transportation  of  passengers  o^z*-^-/^  *'' 
md  freights  and  cars  upon  the  railroads  ;  and  said  commissioners  shall,  /U/£j 
rom  time  to  time,  and  as  often  as  circumstances  may  require,  change    •  / 
md  revise  said  schedules.     When  any  schedule  shall  have  been  made 
>r  revised,  as  aforesaid,  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  said  commissioners  to 
;ause  publication  thereof  to  be  made  for  four  successive  weeks  in  some 
)ublic  newspaper  published  in  the  cities  of  Atlanta,  Augusta,  Albany, 
Savannah,   Macon,  Rome    and   Columbus,   in   this    State ;   and   after 
he   same   shall   be   so   published,  it   shall  be   the   duty  of  all  such 
ailroad  companies  to  post,  at  all  their  respective  stations,  in  a  conspi- 
uous  place,  a  copy  of  said  schedule  for  the  protection  of  the  people : 
\ovided,  that  the  schedules  thus  prepared  shall  not  be  taken  as  evidence, 
;S  herein  provided  until  schedules  shall  have  been  prepared  and  pub- 
ished  as  aforesaid,  for  all  the  railroad  companies  now  organized  under 
he  laws  of  this  State,  or  that  may  be  organized  at  the  time  of  saidpubli- 
ation.     All  such  schedules  purporting  to  be  printed  and  published  as  /r^./tT^ 
-foresaid,  shall  be  received  and  held  in  all  such  suits  as  prima  facie  the' 
chedules  of  said  commissioners,  without  further  proof  than  the  pro- 

duction of  the  schedules  desired  to  be  used  as  evidence,  with  a  certifi- 

o 
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cate  of  the  railroad  commission  that  the  same  is  a  true  copy  of  the 
schedule  prepared  by  them  for  the  railroad  company  or  corporation 
therein  named,  and  that  the  same  has  been  duly  published  as  required 
by  law,  stating  the  name  of  the  paper  in  which  the  same  was  published, 
together  with  the  date  and  place  of  said  publication. 

J^z^s  §719.  (g.)  Jurisdiction  and  power  of  commissioners.  It  shall  be  the  duty 
Acts  of  1878  of  said  commissioners  to  investigate  the  books  and  papers  of  all  the 

?/SLa  railroad  companies  doing  business  in  this  State,  to  ascertain  if  the 
Yules  and  regulations  aforesaid  have  been  complied  with,  and  to  make 
personal  visitation  of  railroad  offices,  stations  and  other  places  of  busi- 

ness for  the  purpose  of  examinations,  and  to  make  rules  and  regulations 
concerning  such  examinations,  which  rules  and  regulations  shall  be 
observed,  and  obeyed  as  the  other  rules  and  regulations  aforesaid ;  said 
commissioners  shall  also  have  full  power  and  authority  to  examine  all 
agents  and  employees  of  said  railroad  companies,  and  other  persons, 
►under  oath  or  otherwise,  in  order  to  procure  the  necessary  information, 
to  make  just  and  reasonable  rates  of  freight  and  passenger  tariffs,  and 
to  ascertain  if  such  rules  and  regulations  are  observed  or  violated,  and 
to  make  necessary  and  proper  rules  and  regulations  concerning  such  ex- 

amination, and  which  rules  and  regulations  herein  provided  for  shall 
be  obeyed  and  enforced  as  all  other  rules  and  regulations  provided- for 
in  this  Article. 

§719.  (h.)  Power  of  commissioners  over  contracts  between  railroads.  All 
Acts  of  1878  contracts  and  agreements  between  railroad  companies  doing  business 

-9,  p.  125.  jn  £kjs  gtate  as  to  rates  of  freight  and  passenger  tariffs  shall  be  sub- 
mitted to  said  commissioners  for  inspection  and  correction,  that  it  may 

be  seen  whether  or  not  they  are  a  violation  of  the  law  or  of  the  provis- 
ions of  the  Constitution,  or  of  this  Article,  or  of  the  rules  and  regula- 

tions of  said  commissioners,  and  all  arrangements  and  agreements 
whatever  as  to  the  division  of  earnings  of  any  kind  by  competing 
railroad  companies  doing  business  in  this  State,  shall  be  submitted  to 
said  commissioners  for  inspection  and  approval,  in  so  far  as  they  affect 
rules  and  regulations  made  by  said  commissioners,  to  secure  to  all  per- 

sons doing  business  with  said  companies,  just  and  reasonable  rates 
of  freight  and  passenger  tariffs,  and  said  commissioners  may  make 
such  rules  and  regulations  as  to  such  contracts  and  agreements  as  may 
be  then  deemed  necessary  and  proper,  and  any  such  agreements  not 
approved  by  such  commissioners,  or  by  virtue  of  which  rates  shall  be 
charged  exceeding  the  rates  fixed  for  freight  and  passengers,  shall  be 
deemed,  held  and  taken  to  be,  violations  of  Article  4,  section  1,  para- 

graph 4,  of  the  Constitution,  and  shall  be  illegal  and  void. 
§719.  (i.)  Penalty  for  violation  of  rules.  If  any  railroad  company  do- 

Acts  of  1878  ing  business  in  this  State,  by  its  agents  or  employees  shall  be  guilty  of 

-9,  p.  125.  a  yioia^ion  0f  the  rules  and  regulations  provided  and  prescribed  by  said 
^^^'  commissioners,  and  if,  after  due  notice  of  such  violation  given  to  the 

/a  /  <7&-& <  /•  principal  officer  thereof,  ample  and  full  recompense  for  the  wrong  or 

/      __  *  injury  done  thereby  to  any  person  or  corporation,  as  may  be  directed 
£**  by  said  commissioners,  shall  not  be  made  within  thirty  days  from  the 

time  of  such  notice,  such  company  shall  incur  a  penalty  for  each  offense 
of  not  less  than  one  thousand  dollars,  nor  more  than  five  thousand  dol- 

lars, to  be  fixed  by  the  presiding  Judge.  An  action  for  the  recovery  of 
such  penalty  shall  lie  in  any  county  in  the  State  where  such  violation 
has  occurred,  or  wrong  has  been  perpetrated,  and  shall  be  in  the  name 
of  the  State  of  Georgia.  The  commissioners  shall  institute  such  action 
through  the  Attorney-General  or  Solicitor-General,  whose  fees  shall  be 
the  same  as  now  provided  by  law. 

§719.  (j.)  Injuries  resulting  from  violation  of  rules.     If  any   railroad 
company  doing  business  in  this  State  shall,  in  violation  of  any  rule  or 
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regulation  provided  by  the  commissioners  aforesaid,  inflict  any  wrong  Acts  of  i87« 

or  injury  on  any  person,  such  person  shall  have  a  right  of  action  find-9'  P- m- 
recovery  for  such  wrong  or  injury  in  the  county  where  the  same  was 
done  in  any  court  having  jurisdiction  thereof,  and  the  damages  to  be 
recovered  shall  be  the  same  as  in  actions  between  individuals,  except 
that  in  cases  of  willful  violation  of  law,  such  railroad  companies  shall  be 
liable  to  exemplary  damages  :  Provided,  that  all  suits  under  this  Article   . 
shall  be  brought  within  twelve  months  after  the  commission  of  the  al- 

leged wrong  or  injury. 
§719.  (k.)  Rules  of  evidence.  In  all  cases  under  the  provisions  of  this  Acts <>f  iktk 

Article  the  rules  of  evidence  shall  be  the  same  as  in  civil  actions,  except-9'  p' 125, 
as  hereinbefore  otherwise  provided.  All  fines  recovered  under  the 
provisions  of  this  Article  shall  be  paid  into  the  State  treasury,  to  be 
used  for  such  purposes  as  the  General  Assembly  may  provide.  The 
remedies  hereby  given  the  persons  injured  shall  be  regarded  as  cumu- 

lative to  the  remedies  now  given  by  law  against  railroad  corporations, 
and  this  article  shall  not  be  construed  as  repealing  any  statute  giving 
such  remedies. 

§719.  (1.)  Meaning  of  terms.  The  terms  "railroad  corporation,"  or  Acts  of  ih7* 
"railroad  company,"  contained  in  this  Article  shall  be  deemed  ancl~9' p- m 
taken  to  mean  all  corporations,  companies  or  individuals  now  owning 
or  operating,  or  which  may  hereafter  own  or  operate  any  railroad,  in 
whole  or  in  part,  in  this  State,  and  the  provisions  of  this  Article  shall 
apply  to  all  persons,  firms  and  companies,  and  to  all  associations  of 
persons,  whether  incorporated  or  otherwise,  that  shall  do  business  as 
common  carriers  upon  any  of  the  lines  of  railroad  in  this  State,  (street 
railways  excepted)  the  same  as  to  railroad  corporations  hereinbefore 
mentioned. 

§719.  (m.)  Duplicate  freight  receipts.  All  railroad  companies  in  this  Acts  of  1878 

State  shall,  on  demand,  issue  duplicate  freight  receipts  to  shippers,  in"9'  p" 12)' 
which  shall  be  stated  the  class  or  classes  of  freight  shipped,  the  freight 
charges  over  the  road  giving  the  receipt,  and  so  far  as  practicable  shall 
state  the  freight  charges  over  other  roads  that  carry  such  freight. 
When  the  consignee  presents  the  railroad  receipt  to  the  agent  of  the 
railroad  that  delivers  such  freight,  such  agent  shall  deliver  the  article 
shipped  on  payment  of  the  rate  charged  for  the  class  of  freights  men- 

tioned in  the  receipt.  If  any  railroad  company  shall  violate  this  pro- 
vision of  the  statute,  such  railroad  company  shall  incur  a  penalty  to 

be  fixed  and  collected  as  provided  in  section  719  (i.), 
§719.  (n.)  Reports  of  commissioners.     It  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  com-  Acts  pfJ$f£ 

missioners  herein  provided  for,  to  make  to  the  Governor  semi-annual-9' ptl^ 
reports  of  the  transactions  of  their  office,  and  to  recommend  from  time 
to  time  such  legislation  as  they  may  deem  advisable  under  the  pro- 

visions of  this  Article. 

§719.  (o.)  Power  of  commissioners  over  witnesses.  Said  railroad  com  mis-  Acts  of  1S7« 

sioners,  in  making  any  examination  for  the  purpose  of  obtaining  infor- -  '  p" mation  pursuant  to  this  Article,  shall  have  power  to  issue  subpoenas  for 
the  attendance  of  witnesses  by  such  rules  as  they  may  prescribe.  And 
said  witnesses  shall  receive  for  such  attendance  two  dollars  per  day, 
and  five  cents  per  mile  traveled  by  the  nearest  practicable  route  in 
going  to  and  returning  from  the  place  of  meeting  of  said  commis- 

sioners, to  be  ordered  paid  by  the  Governor  upon  presentation  of  sub- 
poenas, sworn  to  by  the  witnesses,  as  to  the  number  of  days  served  and 

miles  traveled,  before  the  clerk  of  said  commissioners,  who  is  hereby 
authorized  to  administer  oaths.  In  case  any  person  shall  willfully  fail 
or  refuse  to  obey  such  subpoena,  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  Judge  of  the 
Superior  Court  of  any  county,  upon  application  of  said  commissioners, 
to  issue  an  attachment  for  such  witness,  and  compel  him  to  attend  before 

li 
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the  commissioners  and  give  his  testimony  upon  such  matters  as  shall 
be  lawfully  required  by  such  commissioners,  and  said  Court  shall  have 
power  to  punish  for  contempt,  as  in  other  cases  of  refusal  to  obey  the 
process  and  order  of  such  Court. 

§719.  (p.)    Railroad  officers  to  report  to  commissioners.     Every   officer. 
Acts  of  1878  agent  or  employee  of  any  railroad  company  who  shall  willfully  neglect 

„  ~9,  p' 12:>'     or  refuse  to  make  and  furnish  any  report  required  by  the  commission- 
%  «:  \      \       ers,  as  necessary  to  the  purposes  of  this  Article,  or  who  shall  willfully 

and  unlawfully  hinder,  delay  or  obstruct  said  commissioners  in  the 
<  discharge  of  the  duties  hereby   imposed  upon  them,  shall  forfeit  and 

pay  a  sum  of  not  less  than  one  hundred,  nor  more  than  five  thousand, 
J  dollars,  for  each   offense,  to  be  recovered  in  an  action  of  debt  in  the 
t  name  of  the  State. 
t  §719.  (q.)  Railroads  required  to  deliver  freights  to  connecting  lines.     All 

Acts  of  1874,  railroad  companies  in  this  State  shall,  at  the  terminus,  or  any  inter- 
mediate point,  be  required  to  switch  off  and  deliver  to  the  connecting 

road  having  the  same  guage,  in  the  yard  of  the  latter,  all  cars  passing 
over  their  lines,  or  any  portion  of  the  same,  containing  goods  or  freights 
consigned,  without  rebate  or  deception,  by  any  route,  at  the  option  of 
the  shipper,  according  to  customary  or  published  rates,  to  any  point 
over  or  beyond  such  connecting  road,  and  any  failure  to  do  so  with  rea- 

sonable diligence,  according  to  the  route  by  which  such  goods  or  freights 
were  consigned,  shall  be  deemed  and  taken  as  a  conversion  in  law,  of 
such  goods  or  freights,  and  shall  give  a  right  of  action  to  the  owner  or 
consignee,  for  the  value  of  the  same,  with  interest,  and  not  less  than 
ten  per  cent.,  nor  more  than  twenty-five  per  cent,  for  expenses  and 
damages  :  Provided,  that  should  the  defendant  in  any  suit  brought  under 
this  section,  set  up  as  a  defense,  that  the  plaintiff  has  accepted  a  rebate, 
or  practiced  fraud  or  deception  touching  the  rate,  it  shall  be  a  complete 

reply  to  such  defense  if  the  plaintiff'  can  prove  that  defendant,  or  its 
agents,  have  allowed  a  rebate  or  rebates,  or  practiced  like  fraud  or  de- 

ception from  the  same  competing  point  against  the  rival  line. 
§719.  (r.)  Railroads  may  join  their  tracks,  etc.     Where  any  railroad,  in 

Acts  of  1874,  this  State,  joins  another  at  any   point  along  its  line,  or  where  two  of 

p'  such  roads  have  the  same  terminus,  either  line,  having  the  same  guage, 
may,  at  its  own  expense,  join  its  track  by  the  proper  and  safe  switches, 
with  the  other,  should  such  other  road  or  company  refuse  to  join  in  the 
work  and  expense. 

§719.  (s.)  Discriminations  illegal.     No  railroad  company  shall  discrim- 
Actsofi874,  inate  in  its  rates  or  tariff  of  freights  in  favor  of  any  line  or  route  con- 

nscted  with  it  as  against  any  other  line  or  route,  nor  when  a  part  of  its 
own  line  is  sought  to  be  run  in  connection  with  any  other  route,  shall 
su^h  company  discriminate  against  such  connecting  line,  or  in  favor  of 
the  balance  of  its  own  line,  but  shall  have  the  same  rates  for  all,  and  shall 

*9  afford  the  usual  and  like  customary  facilities  for  interchange  of  freights 
to  patrons  of 'each  and  all  routes  or  lines  alike;  any  refusal  of  the  same 

'  shall  give  a  like  right  of  action  as  mentioned  in  section  719  (q.)  of  this Code. 

§719  (t.)  Right  to  connect  switches,  hoio  enforced,     Should  any  railroad 
Acts  of  1874,  company  refuse  to  allow  the  connecting  switches  put  in  its  line  when 

•95-  requested  under  section  719  (r.),  it  shall  and  may  be  lawful  for  the  other 
road,  seeking  such  connection,  to  proceed  to  procure  right  to  use  so 
much  of  the  franchise  of  the  former  as  may  be  necessary  for  such  pur- 

pose, in  the  manner  pointed  out  in  the  charter  of  the  Central  Railroad 
and  Banking  Company,  for  ascertaining  the  value  of  and  paying  for 
private  property,  taken  for  use  of  said  road. 

§719.  (u.)  Application  of  the  foregoing.     None  of  the  provisions  of  the 
foregoing  sections  shall  apply  to  shipments  or  consignments  of  freights 
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from  points  beyond  the  limits  of  this  State,  except  such  as  come  by  sea,  Acts  of  1874, 

and  except  such  as  pass  over  the  Western  and  Atlantic  Railroad,  and  in  p-  95- 
respect  to  said  road,  these  provisions  shall  be  construed  as  in  harmony 
with,  and  in  furtherance  of,  the  provisions  of  the  law  and  contract  under 
which  the  same  is  leased,  by  which  discriminations  against  other  lines 
are  forbiddem 

§719.  (v.)  Commissioners  of  turnpikes.     There  shall  be  in  each  county /fX-  -tt  ?*- 
of  this  State,  through  which  any  turnpike  road  passes,   or  through  /£# -/,  f,2-2~¥\ 
which  any  part  of  any  turnpike  road  passes,  a  board  of  commissioners/  ' 
to  be  known  as  commissioners %of  turnpikes. 

§719.  (w.)  Number  and  election.     Said  board  shall  consist  of  three  per-  Acts  of  187*-- 

sons,  to  be  elected  by  the  grand  juries  of  each  county  through  which  ~9,  p- 74- 
any  turnpike  road,  or  any  part  of  the  same,  passes,  at  their  first  session 
to  be  held  after  14th  December,  1878 ;  and  any  person  qualified  to  vote 
and  hold  office  under  the  Constitution  and  laws  of  this  State,  shall  be 
eligible  as  such  commissioner. 

§719.  (x.)  Report  and  certificate  of  election.  It  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  Acts  of  187S- 

several  grand  juries  so  electing  commissioners,  to  report  the  fact  of  such-9,  p- 74- 
election  in  their  general  presentments  at  the  term  at  which  the  same 
occurs,  giving  the  names  of  the  persons  so  elected ;  and  thereupon  it 
shall  be  the  duty  of  the  Clerk  of  the  Superior  Court  of  the  county  to 
issue  to  each  .of  said  persons  so  named  a  certificate  of  his  election  and 
appointment,  which  shall  have  the  force  and  effect  of  a  commission. 

§719.  (y.)   Term  of  office.     The  commissioners  selected,  as  hereinbefore  Acts  of  I87s< 

provided,  shall  hold  their  offices  for  the  term  of  two  years,  and  until  ~9,  p- 74- their  successors  are  elected  in  the  manner  first  herein  pointed  out. 
§719.  (z.)  Duty  of  commissioners.     It  shall  be  the  duty  of  said  boards  Acts  of  1878 

of  commissioners  to  inspect  the  condition  of  any  and  all   turnpike  ~9' p>  74" roads  in  their  counties  as  often  as  every  three  months,  and  to  see  to  it 
that  such  roads  are  kept  in  good  condition  to  be  traveled  over,  and   are 
graded  according  to   the  terms   of  their  charters,   respectively ;  and 
that  the  tolls  charged  are  not  greater  than  allowed  by  such  charters. 
§719.  (aa.)  Proceedings  against  defaulting  owners  of  turnpikes.  When- Acts  of  i87S< 

ever  it  shall  be  ascertained  that  any  turnpike  road  is  being  used,  and  ~7'  p<  74, kept  as  such  by  its  owners,  and  is  not  graded  as  required  by  its  charter 
it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  commissioners  aforesaid  to  make  out  a  state- 

ment, wherein  shall  be  specified,  as  nearty  as  may  be,  the  defects  in. 
such  roads,  a  copy  of  which  shall  be  served  upon  the  keeper  of  the  toll. 
gates  on  such  road,  which  shall  be  deemed  and  held  as  service  upon 
the  owners  of  such  turnpike;  and  should  such  owners  fail  or  refuse 
to  make  such  road  in  compliance  with  the  terms  of  its  charter,  for 
thirty  days  after  such  notice,  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  such  commissioners 
to  forthwith  institute  suit  against  such  owner,  owners  or  company,  to 
forfeit  its  charter  which  suit  shall  be  in  the  name  of  the  commissioners. 

$719.  (bb.)  Duty  of  commissioners  as  to  turnpikes  out  of  repair.     In  all,  Acts  of  1878 

cases  where  turnpike  roads  are  neglected  and  suffered  to  get  into  a  con--9'  p-  74, 
iition  that  they  cannot  be  traveled  over  comfortably  by  travelers,  and 
Irayed  over  successfully,  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  commissioners  afore- 

said in  the  counties  where  such  roads  are,  to  notify  the  keeper  of  the 
oil-gates  on  such  road  of  the  condition  of  the  same,  and,  unless  such 
oad  is  immediately  repaired  and  put  in  good  condition,  it  shall  be  the 
iuty  of  such  commissioners  to  institute  the  proceeding  provided  for  in 
section  719  (aa.),  and  on  the  trial  of  said  case,  provided  for  in  this  see- 
ion,  if  the  fault  or  failure  of  such  owner,  company  or  corporation  should 
)e  deemed  insufficient  to  authorize  the  forfeiture  of  its  charter,  the 
neasure  of  damages  to  the  public,  may,  nevertheless,  be  estimated  in. 
lollars  and  cents  by  the  jury  trying  such  case,  judgment  for  which  may 
>e  entered  against  such  owner,  company  or  corporation,  and  when  coh 
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-9,  p.  74. 

lected  shall  be  expended  under  the  supervision  and  direction  of  the 
commissioners  instituting  such  suit,  in  improvements  and  betterments 
upon  the  road  complained  of. 

§719.  (cc.)  Compensation  of  commissioners.     Each  of  said  commissioners 
Acts  of  1878  shall  receive,  as  compensation,  one  dollar  per  day  for  the  time  actually 

-3,  p.  /4.      spent  in  inspecting  roads  as  provided  for,  and  all  necessary  expenses actually  incurred  by  them  in  consequence  of  the  prosecution  of  any  suit, 
as  herein  provided  for,  to  be  paid  by  the  county  of  such  commissioners. 

§719.  (dd.)  Extent  of  jurisdiction.     In  cases  where  any  turnpike  road, 
Acts  of  1878  the  property  of  the  same  owners,  or  company,  runs  through  more  coun- 

ties than  one,  or  into  more  counties  than  one,  it  shall,  nevertheless,  be 
competent  for  the  commissioners  herein  provided  for,  in  either  of  the 
counties  in  which  any  part  of  said  road  may  be,  to  perform  all  the  du- 

ties herein  imposed,  and  to  institute  and  maintain  the  suits  herein 
provided  for,  without  the  co-operation  of  the  commissioners  of  the  other 
county,  or  counties,  through  which  such  road  passes,  and  any  judgment 
of  forfeiture  so  obtained  shall  apply  to  the  whole  road. 

General  Note  on  Article  V. —  Act  creating  railroad  commission  constitutional: 
Tilley  vs.  Savannah,  etc.,  Railroad  Co.,  5  Federal  Reporter  671-665.  Rates  of  fare  and 
freight  subject  to  legislative  control:  4  0.,  113,  161,  164,  171,  180;  9/719;  35  Wis.,  425; 
38/194;  19  Minn.,  434;  29  0hioSt.,  126,  208;  34/572.  61  Ala.,  559;  91  III.,  256;  95/313; 
74  Pa.  St.,  181;  Pierce  on  R.  R.,  466;  Field  Corp.,  $39.  Discriminations  as  to  freight: 
See  note  to  $2069  ;  as  to  persons,  note  to  $3035. 

ARTICLE  VI. 

PRIVATE  WAYS. 

Section. 
720.  Private  ways  by  whom  granted. 
721.  Must  be  kept  open. 
722.  How  obtained. 
723.  How  laid  out,  notice  of  application. 
724.  Damages,  how  assessed. 
725.  Applicant  may  decline  to  open. 
726.  May  be  established  by  agreement. 
727.  Protected  as  public  roads. 
728.  Persons  may  join  in  opening,  etc. 
729.  May  apportion  work.  etc. 
730.  Private  way  over  wild  lands. 
731.  Seven  years'  uninterrupted  use. 

Section. 
732.  Cannot  be  closed  after  one  year. 
733.  Special  damages  in  certain  cases. 
734.  When  there  is  but  one  bluff,  etc. 
735.  Application  for  use  of  landing. 
736.  Damages  omitted  in  the  grant.    , 
737.  Prescriptive  right.  .  . 
738.  Obstructions,  how  removed. 
739.  No  appeal,  certiorari. 
740.  Fees  in  such  cases. 
741.  May  be  converted  into  a  public  road. 
741.  (a.)  Concurrent  jurisdiction  of  Ordinary 

as  to  obstructions. 

§720.  (754.)  (692.)  Private  ways,  by  whom  granted.       The  Ordinaries 
Act  of  1834,  have  authority  to  grant  private  ways  to  individuals  to  go  from  and  re- 

Acts  of  i'853  turn  to  their  farms  or  places  of  residence. 
-4,  p.  88,  The  County  Judge,  of  Richmond  county  :  62  Ga.,  319. 

§721.  (755.)  (693.)  Not  more  than  fifteen  feet  wide.  They  must  not  ex 
ceed  fifteen  feet  in  width,  and  must  be  kept  open  and  in  repair  by  the 
person  on  whose  application  they  are  established,  and  may  be  as  mucr 
less  as  the  applicant  may  choose. 

Section  cited  and  construed  as  to  the  kind  of  road  and  the  occupation  necessary  t< 

obtain  a  prescriptive  right :  61  Ga.,  29-30.  A  neighborhood  road-  used  by  a  settlemenj 
of  people  is  not  a  public  road :  61  Ga.,  156. 

§722.  (756.)  (694.)  How  obtained.  Any  person  desiring  any  such  passj 
way  over  the  land  of  another,  must  petition  the  Ordinary,  setting  fortl! 
particularly  the  distance  and  direction  of  such  road,  over  whose  land  i 
is  to  go,  through  what  improvements,  if  any,  and  their  nature,  and  thi 
special  purpose  for  which  it  is  desired. 

§723.  (757.)  (695.)   Twenty  days'  notice,  appeal,  etc.     After   all  person: 
Acts  of  i85i  over  whose  lands  such  passway  is  to  be  made  shall  have  had  twent  I 

-2,  p.  28i.    (jayg'  notice  in  writing,  of  such  application,  and  such  Ordinary  sha]| be  satisfied  that  such  applicant  is  entitled  to  the  same,  they  shall  ar 
point  five  commissioners  who  shall  be  disinterested  persons,  any  threj 

I 
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or  five  of  whom  may  act,  to  view  and  lay  out  such  road,  so  as  to  do  the 
least  possible  damage  and  inconvenience  to  the  land-owners,  who  shall 
make  their  report  within  thirty  days  from  their  appointment.  They 
shall  make  out  their -report  in  writing,  and  furnish  all  the  parties  in  in- 

terest with  copies  thereof;  and  if  either  party  is  dissatisfied  with  such 

report,  by  giving  the  other  five  days'  notice  in  writing,  he  may  take  an 
appeal  to  the  Ordinary,  who,  after  having  all  the  evidence,  pro  and  con, 
may  confirm  said  report  or  alter  the  same, which, when  done,  shall  be  final. 

§724.  (758.)  (696.)    Damages,  how  assessed.     If  the  person  then,  over  Acts  of  1851 

whose  land  the  passwajr  is,  conceives  that  he  will  be  damaged  thereby,  ~2'  p' 28L he  may  proceed  to  have  the  damages  assessed  in  the  same  manner  that 
damages  are  assessed  incase  of  public  roads,  and  the  applicant  therefor 
stands  in  the  place  of  the  county  and  road  commissioners. 

§725.  (759.)  (697.)  Applicant  may  decline  to  open  the  way.  After  the 
damages  are  thus  assessed,  the  person  who  has  them  to  pay  may  decline 
to  open  the  same,  but  he  is  bound  for  the  costs  of  all  the  proceedings, 
whether  he  uses  the  passway  or  not,  for  which  the  Ordinary  may  issue 
an  execution;  and  in  all  cases  the  damages  must  be  paid  before  the  way 
is  opened. 

§726.  (760.)  (698.)  May  be  established  by  agreement.  Private  ways  may 
be  established  by  an  agreement  in  writing  of  all  parties  concerned,  in 

which  may  be  stipulated  any  damages,  which  "must  be  spread  on  the 
road  book  of  the  county,  and  when  so  done,  has  the  same  effect  as 
though  established  by  the  forms  of  law. 

§727.  (761.)  (699.)  Recorded  and  protected.  When  a  private  way  be- 
comes established,  it  must  be  entered  on  and  fully  described  in  the  road 

book,  and  the  owner  thereof  is  entitled  to  be  protected  in  the  use  of  the 
same  as  a  public  road. 

§728.  (762.)  (700.)  Land  owners  may  join  in  opening  a  way.  Several 
land  owners  may  join  together  in  opening  a  private  way,  or  in  keeping 
it  up  afterwards,  or  both ;  and  when  so  done  and  entered  on  the  road 
book,  the  duties  and  privileges  extend  to  vendees  of  the  same  real  estate. 

§729.  (763.)  (701.)  May  apportion  the  work.  When  several  so  join,  they 
may  apportion  the  road  for  work  among  themselves,  or  work  it  under 
the  road  laws,  selecting  one  of  their  number  as  road  commissioner,  whose 
powers  are  the  same  touching  such  road  and  the  hands  thereof  as  the 
three  road  commissioners  of  the  district. 

§730.  (764.)  (702.)  On  wild  lands.  If  a  private  way  is  established 
over  the  wild  lands  of  a  person  who  has  no  notice  of  the  proceeding,  as 
soon  as  he  does  have  such  notice,  and  within  six  months  thereafter,  he 
may  proceed  to  have  his  damages  assessed  against  all  persons  who  are 
land  owners  and  are  in  the  habitual  use  of  such  private  way,  and  not  after. 

§731.  (765.)  (703.)  Prescriptive  right  to  way.  When  a  person  has  laid, 
out  a  private  way,  and  has  been  in  the  use  and  enjoyment  of  it  as  much 
as  seven  years,  of  which  the  owners  have  had  six  months'  knowledge 
without  moving  for  damages,  his  right  to  use  becomes  complete,  and 
such  owners  are  barred  of  damages. 

But  must  be  one  fixed  route  only,  not  more  than  fifteen  feet  wide:  61  Ga.,  29-30. 
Section  cited  and  the  use  of  a  private  way  for  seven  years  must  be  without  intermission 
to  create  a  right  by  prescription :  53  Ga.,  232-5. 

§732.  (766.)  (704.)  Cannot  be  closed  after  one  year  without  notice.  When 
a  road  has  been  used  as  a  private  way  for  as  much  as  one  year,  an 
owner  of  land  over  which  it  passes  cannot  close  it  up  without  first  giv- 

ing the  common  users  of  the  way  thirty  days'  notice  in  writing,  that 
they  may  take  steps  to  have  it  made  permanent. 

§733.  (767.)  (705.)  Special  ways.  When  a  private  way  is  established 
over  the  land  of  another  for  the  purpose  of  hauling  wood  or  timber,  or 
other  commodity,  to  any  place  of  landing  whereat  the  business  of  rafting 
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or  shipping  is  carried  on,  or  to  any  railroad  depot,  it  shall  not  extend 
to  the  use  of  any  landing  erected  by  a  person  for  his  own  benefit. 

§734.  (768.)  (706.)  If  there  is  but  one  bluff.  If,  however,  there  should 
Acts  of  1853  be  but  one  bluff  or  place  of  landing,  the  owner  cannot  appropriate  such 
-4,  p.  90.  £0  himself  exclusively,  if  he  will  not  be  damaged  by  the  admission  of 

others  to  its  use,  or,  if  damaged,  he  is  properly  compensated  therefor; 
but  no  person  shall  be  entitled  to  use  the  wood-slide  or  other  improve- 

ment erected  for  one's  own  use,  nor  timber  landing,  while  he  is  us- 
ing it. 

§735.  (769.)  (707.)  The  use  of  another  landing.  When  the  applicant 

for  a  private  way  desires  also  to  use  another's  landing,  he  must  so  state 
in  his  petition,  that  proper  damages  may  be  assessed  therefor. 

§736.  (770.)  (708.)  Omission  to  assess  damages.  If  a  private  way  is  es- 
tablished and  there  is  an  omission  to  have  considered  the  damages  for 

using  such,  it  may  be  done  afterwards  if  within  a  reasonable  time. 
§737.  Prescriptive  right  of  way.     [Whenever  a  private  way  has  been  in 

(a)  Acts  of  constant  and  uninterrupted  use  for  seven  years,  or  more,  and  no  legal 

' p'    '  steps  have  been  taken  to  abolish  the  same,  it  shall  not  be  lawful  for  any one  to  interfere  with  said  private  way.]     (a.) 

Section  cited  and  where  it  was  not  shown  in  reference  to  a  private  way  that  there 
had  been  seven  years  of  uninterrupted  user  :  62  Ga.,  422.  Must  be  uninterrupted  user 
for  seven  years  :  53  Ga.,  232-5.     And  user  on  one  fixed  route  only :  61  Ga.,  29-30. 

§738.   Obstructions,  how  removed.     [In  the  event  the  owner,  or  owners 
(b)  Acts  of  of  land,  over  which  such  private  way  may  pass,  or  any  other  person  shall 
1872,  p.  60.   obstruct,  close  up,  or  otherwise  render  said  private  way  unfit  for  use,  it 

shall  and  may  be  lawful  for  the  party,  or  parties  injured  by  such  ob- 
structions, or  other  interference,  to  petition  the  Ordinary  in  the  county 

where  such  private  way  has  been  in  use  to  remove  such  obstructions, 
and  upon  the  petition  being  filed,  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  Ordinary 
to  issue  a  rule  nisi,  directed  to  the  party  or  parties  complained  against 
(which  rule  shall  be  served  by  the  Sheriff  or  his  deputy),  calling  upon 
the  offending  parties  to  show  cause  why  said  obstructions  should  not  be 
removed,  and  the  free  use  of  said  private  way  be  re-established.  Said 
rule  shall  be  served  at  least  three  days  before  the  day  set  apart  for  the 
hearing  of  the  same,  and  when  the  day  arrives  the  Ordinary  shall  pro- 

ceed to  hear  evidence  as  to  said  obstructions,  or  other  interference,  and 
if  it  should  appear  that  said  private  way  had  been  in  continuous, 

1  Uninterrupted  use  for  seven  years,  or  more,  and  no  steps  taken  to  pre- 
vent the  enjoyment  of  the  same,  then  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  Ordi- 
nary to  grant  an  order  directing  the  party,  or  parties  so  obstructing,  or 

otherwise  interfering  with  said  right  of  way,  to  remove  said  obstruc- 
;  tions,  or  other  interference  within  forty-eight  hours,  and  in  the  event 
1  of  failure  so  to  remove  said  obstructions,  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  Or- 

dinary to  issue  a  warrant  directed  to  the  Sheriff,  commanding  him, 
forthwith,  to  remove  said  obstructions],     (b.) 

Confined  to  obstruction  of  private  ways  arising  by  prescriptive  right  under  this  sec- 
tion :  63  Ga.,  658.  Obstructing  a  private  way :  55  Ga.,  310.  As  to  procedure  under  this 

section:  64  Ga.,  339;  60/101.  A  neighborhood  road  used  by  one  settlement  of  people 
is  not  a  public  road  :  61  Ga.,  156. 

§739.  No  appeal,  certiorari.     [There  shall  be  no  appeal  from  the  judg- 
(e)  Acts  ofment  of  said  Ordinary;  but  either  party  being  dissatisfied,  shall  have 
1872,  p.  61.  ̂ e  rig]^  fa  sue  out  a  writ  of  certiorari,  and  have  said  judgment  reversed 

by  the  Judge  of  the  Superior  Court,  said  certiorari  to  be  had  as  in  other 
cases  now  provided  by  law.]     (c.) 

§740.  Fees  of  officers.  [The  fees  of  the  Ordinary  in  each  such  case 
(d)  Acts  of  shall  be  three  dollars,  to  be  paid  by  the  losing  party.  Sheriffs  fees  the 
1872,  p.  6i.  same  as  serving  declaration,  or  other  process  of  Court.]     (d.) 
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§741.  (771.)  (709.)  May  be  converted  into  public  road.  When  a  private 
way  is  once  established,  it  is  in  the  power  of  the  Ordinary  to  declare  it 
a  public  road,  provided  it  is  of  sufficient  length  and  importance,  and 
the  number  of  persons  who  habitually  use  it  can  and  will  do  as  much 
work  thereon  as  is  their  proper  share,  in  working  the  same  alone  or  in 
connection  with  adjacent  public  roads. 

§741.  (a.)   Ordinary,  concurrent  jurisdiction   over  obstructions.     Ordina-  Actson877, 
ries  shall  have  jurisdiction,  concurrent,  at  least,  with  other  tribunals,  p- 
in  all  cases  and  in  all  counties  of  this  State,  over  the  question  of  the 
removal  of  obstructions  from  roads,  as  is  provided  in  section  738  of  the 
Code,  notwithstanding  any  local  or  other  law  conferring  jurisdiction  on 
any  other  tribunal. 

General  Note. — The  Act  of  1834  authorizing  the  granting  of  private  ways  without 
just  compensation  is  unconstitutional:  9  Ga.,  37.  Injunction  against  a  defendant  for 
obstructing  a  road  over  his  own  land  to  which  plaintiff  did  not  have  right-of-way.  and 
which  was  not  a  public  road,  refused:  44  Ga.,  30.  Defendant  who  established  a  private 
road  cannot  be  made  to  keep  it  in  repair  for  others:  53  Ga.,  232.  When  a  neighbor- 

hood road  was  not  a  public  road  :  61  Ga.,  156. 

General  Note  on  Private  Ways. — Condemnation  of  land  for:  22  Am.  D.,  692; 
13  Am.  P.,  404.  Right  of  grantee  to  erect  gates  across:  24  Am.  R.,  506.  Necessity, 

right-of-way  by :  3  Am.  D.,  43 ;  5/107  ;  7/188  ;  13/741,  n,  746 ;  15/622 :  23  Am.  R.,  440,  n, 
446 ;  36/404,  n,  415 ;  2  Wash.  Real  Pr.,  282,  306.  Prescription  :  13  Am.  D.,  741 :  16/451 ; 
21  Am.  R.,519.  Right-of-way,  how  destroyed:  17  Am.  D.,  710.  How  may  be  exer- 

cised :  19  Am.  D.,  330.  Passes  as  appurtenant  to  land  granted,  when  :  7  Am.  D.,  617  ; 
17  Am.  D.,  428;  23  Am.  R,  149.  See,  generally:  2  Bl.  Com.,  35;  3/218;  2  Washburn 
on  Real  Pr.,  275,  312;  Thomp.  Law  of  Farm,  ̂ 364-378. 

ARTICLE  VII. 

MINING. 

Section. 
742.  Right  of  way  for  miners. 
743.  Return  of  award. 
744.  Diversion  of  water  courses. 
745.  Rendition  of  award. 
746.  Mining,  privileges  of. 
747.  Application  for  privileges. 

Section. 
748.  Appeal  from  award,  etc. 
749.  Arbitrators,  how  selected. 
750.  Lessees  of  mines. 
751.  Fees  of  Ordinary,  etc. 
752.  Draining  privileges. 
753.  Proceedings  to  obtain. 

§742.  (772.)  Mining  companies,  right  of  way.     [In  all  cases  where  any  Acts  of  \m 

partnership,  corporation,  or  individual,  may  be  hereafter  actually  en-  C'  v'/^'1 
gaged  in  the  business  of  mining  iron,  copper,  gold,  coal,  or  any  other  (  & 
useful  metal  or  mineral,  or  in  making  copperas,  sulphur,  saltpetre,  alum,  )^^ 
or  other  similar  articles  of  utility,  and  such  partnership,  corporation,  or 
individual,  shall  be  of  the  opinion  that  it  is  necessary  to  the  successful 
operation  of  their  works  that  they  shall  have  the  right  of  way  for  either 
a  railroad,  turnpike  or  common  road  of  travel  across  the  lands  of  others, 
upon  failure  to  agree  with  the  owner  of  the  lands  across  which  such 
right  of  way  is  desirable,  to  have  both  the   necessity  and  value  of  the 
same  settled,  as  follows:  The  said  corporation,  partnership  or  individ-  (i)  Acts  of 

ual,  shall  select  one  person,  the  owner  of  the  land  another  person,  andi^i'7" 
the  Ordinary  of  the  county  where  the  land  lies  shall  be  the  third  man, 
who,  together  with  the  two  chosen  as  above   provided,  shall  summon 
the  parties  and  such  witnesses  as  they  may  deem    necessary  to  appoint, 
after  reasonable  notice,  and  after  fully  hearing  evidences  and   reasons 
on  both  sides,  they  shall  decide  both  as  to  the  necessity  of  the  right  of 
way  and  the  value  of  the  same.]  (a.) 

§743.  (773.)  Award,  when  returned,     [They  shall  return  their  award  to  (t)  Acts  of 
the  next  Superior  Court  of  the  county  where  the  land  is  situated;^3' 
whereupon  the  same  shall  be  made  the  judgment  of  said  Court,  binding 
and  conclusive  upon  both  parties,  unless  then  and  there  set  aside  for 
reason  now  applicable  in  other  cases  of  arbitration],     (a.) 
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§744.  (774.)  May  dived  water  courses.  [In  all  cases  where  it  may  be 
deemed  desirable  and  necessary  to  divert  any  water  course  from  its 
usual  channel,  for  any  of  the  purposes  specified  in  section  742,  it  shall 
be  lawful  to  organize  the  board  of  arbitrators,  as  provided  in  said  section 
742,  whose  duty  in  relation  to  the  same  shall  be  to  decide  both  as  to  the 
necessity  of  diverting  the  water  course,  and  who  are  damaged,  and  how 
much.  It  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  arbitrators  to  summon  before  them 
all  the  parties  interested  in  the  question,  and  to  return  their  award  to 
the  Superior  Court  as  provided  in  section  743,  subject  to  be  there  set 
aside  for  reasons  now  applicable  in  other  cases  of  arbitration ;  otherwise 
to  stand  as  the  judgment  of  the  Court.] 

*  §745.  (775.)  Reports  of  award  and  right  of  appeal  [It  shall  be  the  duty. (hi i  Acts  of  of  the  arbitrators  in  all  cases  arising  under  the  provisions  of  this  Article 

mfi72.PP'  to  make  return  of  their  award  on  the  first  day  of  the  Superior  Court 
held  thereafter,  in  the  county  where  the  same  is  awarded;  and  at  such 
time  all  and  any  of  the  parties  affected  thereby  shall  have  the  right  of 
appeal  to  said  Superior  Court :  Provided,  such  appeal  is  entered  within 
four  days  from  the  time  said  award  is  filed;  the  said  appeal  to  be  en- 

tered and  disposed  of  under  the  same  rules  and  regulations  which  now 
govern  other  cases  of  appeal],     (b.) 

§746.  Mining,  privileges  incidental  thereto.  [The  Qwner  of  any  mine 
(a)  Acts  of  shall  have  the  right  to  enter  upon  any  land  intervening  between  the 

L'  p'  ■  mine  and  the  water  power  upon  which  the  same  is  dependent,  and  to cut  thereon  such  ditch,  canal  or  tunnel,  or  to  construct  such  flume,  or 
other  aqueduct,  and  to  build  such  dam  as  may  be  necessary  to  control 
said  water  power:  Provided,  that  the  party  desiring  to  cut  such  ditch, 
canal  or  tunnel,  or  to  construct  such  flume  or  other  aqueduct,  or  to 
erect  such  dam,  shall  first  have  the  damages  assessed  arising  to  the 
owner  of  such  intervening  land,  or  owner  of  the  land  on  which  such 
dam  is  to  be  erected,  by  reason  of  the  cutting  of  such  ditch,  canal  or 
tunnel,  or  the  construction  of  such  flume  or  other  aqueduct,  and  the 
erection  of  such  dam,  and  shall  pay  to  the  owner  of  the  land  so  inter- 

vening, or  on  which  such  dam  is  to  be  erected,  the  damages  which  may 
be  assesed  in  the  manner  hereafter  provided],    (a.) 

§747.  Application  for  privileges.  [The  owner  of  the  mine  shall,  after 

i!§8Ac?  °f  nav^no  given  the  owner  of  the  land  to  be  entered  upon  at  least  five  days' 
iso,  I4p.  notice  of  his  intention  to  make  such  application,  present  to  the  Ordi- 

nary of  the  county  his  written  application  for  the  right  and  privi- 
lege of  cutting  such  ditch,  canal  or  tunnel,  or  constructing  such  flume 

or  acqueduct,  or  erecting  such  dam;  which  application  shall,  with  con- 
venient certainty,  describe  the  land  to  be  entered  upon,  the  right  and 

privilege  desired  thereon,  and  the  name  of  the  owner  of  the  land;  and 
thereupon  the  owner  of  the  mine  shall  select  one  freeholder,  and  the 
owner  of  the  land  to  be  entered  upon  shall  select  another  freeholder,  and 
the  Ordinary  of  the  county  shall  appoint  a  third  freeholder,  and  the 
names  of  the  freeholders  so  selected  and  appointed  shall  be  indorsed 
on  said  written  application;  and  the  said  application,  so  indorsed 
as  last  aforesaid,  shall  be  delivered  or  transmitted  by  the  said  Ordinary  to 
one  of  the  said  freeholders;  and  the  three  freeholders  so  elected  and  ap- 

pointed .as  aforesaid,  shall  survey  the  premises  and  make  an  award  of 
the  damages,  which  award  shall  be  returned  to  the  Ordinary  of  the 
county  and  filed  in  his  office  ;  and  which  award,  [unless  appealed  from 
as  hereafter  provided,)  shall  be  final;  but  no  right  of  entry  shall 
accrue  until  the  damages  assessed  are  first  paid,  or  deposited  in  the  Or- 

dinary's office,  in  case  t'le  owner  of  the  land  shall  refuse  to  receive  th^ 
same,  or  shall  appeal  from  said  award.]     (b.) 

§748.  Appeal  from  award,  rights  of  miner.     [Either  parly  in  such  cases 
shall  have  the  right  to  appeal  from  such  award  at  any  time  within  four 
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days  from  the  riling  of  said  award  in  the  Ordinary's  office,  and  in  case  (<•)  Acts  of 
of  appeal,  the  award,  together  with  the  other  papers,  shall  be  by  the 1868,  p-  14°- 
Ordinary  transmitted  to  the  Superior  Court  of  the  county  in  which  the 
land  shall  lie,  and  such  appeal  case  shall  be  there  tried  by  a  jury  as 
other  appeal  cases  are  tried.  If  the  owner  of  the  land  shall  enter  an 
appeal  from  the  award,  the  owner  of  the  mine  shall  not  be  stayed  there- 

by from  his  entry  on  said  land,  but  on  depositing  the  amount  of  dam- 
ages assessed  with  the  Ordinary  of  the  county,  he  shall  have  the  same 

right  and  privilege  of  entering  on  such  land  for  any  or  all  the  purposes 
aforesaid,  as  if  no  appeal  had  been  entered.]     (c.) 
§749.  Freeholders,  how  selected  in  certain  cases.  [If  the  owner  of  the  (d)  Acts  of 

land  to  be  entered  on  shall  fail  or  refuse  to  select  a  freeholder,  as  pro-1868'p>  140' 
vided  in  section  747,  on  or  before  the  day  specified  in  the  notice  served 
upon  him,  then  and  in  that  case  the  Ordinary  of  the  county  shall  select 
a  freeholder  for  him,  and  shall  indorse  the  name  of  such  freeholder  on 
said  application,  and  such  person  so  selected,  together  with  the  other 
two  arbitrators,  shall  proceed  in  the  manner  as  hereinbefore  prescribed. 
If  the  owner  of  the  land  to  be  entered  on  is  a  minor,  the  notice  re- 

quired in  section  747  shall  be  given  to  the  guardian  of  said  minor,  who 
shall  have  the -same  right  and  power  to  act  in  the  premises  that  the 
minor  could  exercise  if  of  full  age.  If  the  land  to  be  entered  upon  be- 

longs to  the  estate  of  a  deceased  person,  the  said  notice  shall  be  given 
to  the  executor  of  the  will  of  such  deceased  person,  or  to  the  admin- 

istrator on  the  estate  for  such  deceased  person,  as  the  case  may  be, 
and  such  executor  or  administrator  shall  have  the  same  power  to  act 
for  the  estate  he  represents  that  owners  of  lands  have.  Either  party 
may  do  and  perform  all  that  is  required  of  them  by  the  four  preceding 
sections,  by  his  agent  or  attorney  duly  authorized.]  (d.) 

§750.  Lessee  of  mine  deemed  the  owner.  [Any  person  or  company  of  (c)  Acts  of 

persons  engaged  in  working  a  mine,  under  a  lease  granted  to  him  or  them  140,  iff" for  that  purpose,  shall  be  held  and  regarded  as  owner  or  owners  for  all  the 
purposes  of  this  and  the  four  preceding  sections  and  the  two  follow- 

ing sections,  and  as  such  shall  be  entitled  to  avail  himself  or  them- 
selves of  the  benefits  and  privileges  of  said  sections  of  this  Code :  Pro- 

vided, that  in  no  instance  the  water  shall  be  drawn  from  any-  mill  or 
factory  now  in  operation.]     (e.) 

§751.  Fees  of  Ordinary  and  freeholders.     [The   fees   of  the    Ordinary  (fj  Acts  of 

and  of  the  freeholders  for  services  hereinbefore  specified  shall  be  two 1868,  p' 141, 
dollars  each,  which  shall  be  paid  by  the  applicant,  and  the  payment 
of  which  may  be  enforced  by  execution  to  be  issued  by  the  Ordi- 

nary.]    (f.) 
§752.  Draining  privileges,  how   obtained.     [The   owner   of    any   minefe)  Acts  of 

shall  have  the  right  to  enter  upon  any  land,  and  to  cut  and  open  thereon  ̂ -S"^^ such  ditches,  canals  and  tunnels,  or  to  construct  such  flumes  or  other  ̂ ^^^ 
aqueducts  as  may  be  necessary  to  drain  his  mine,  or  to  carry  off  and 
drain  away  the  water  and  tailings  of  such  mine  or  mining  operations/  /& s7~£/&* 
Provided,  that  the  party  desiring  to  cut  and  open  such  ditches,  canals  or'/ 
tunnels,  or  to  construct  such  flumes  or  other  aqueducts  shall  first  have 
the  damages  assessed  arising  or  which  may  arise  to  the  owner  of  such 
land  by  reason  of  the  cutting  and  opening  of  such  ditches,  canals  or 
tunnels,  or  the  construction  of  such  flumes  or  other  aqueducts ;  and 
shall  pay  the  owners  of  such  land  the  damages  which  may  be  assessed 
in  manner  hereinafter  mentioned.]     (g. ) 

§753.  Application  and  proceedings  thereon.     [The  owner  of  the  mines  (W  Acts  °f 

who  desires  the  right  and  privilege  of  cutting  and  opening  such  ditches,    '  ' p' 
canals  or  tunnels,  or  of  constructing  su.ch  flumes  or  other  aqueducts, 
shall  make  his  application  under  and  according  to  the  provisions  and 
requirements  specified  in  sections  747,748,  749, 750  and  751  of  this  Code, 
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and  all  proceeding  in  relation  thereto  shall  be  had,  and  the  damages 
shall  be  assessed  and  paid,  according  to  said  provisions  and  require- 

ments, all  of  which  are  hereby  extended  to  the  owners  pf  mines  desir- 
ing to  drain  their  mines,  and  to  carry  off  the  water  and  tailings  from 

their  mines  and  mining  operations,  through  or  over  the  land  of 
others.]     (h.) 

It  is  a  necessary  incident  of  a  mining  corporation  that  it  shall  have  power  to  con- 
tract and  bind  itself  to  those  dealing  with  it  in  matters  within  the  intent  of  the  charter, 

even  although  the  charter  contains  no  express  grant  or  power  to  contract  or  make 
debts:  45  Ga..  34. 

General  Note  ok  Mines. — Equity  takes  jurisdiction  in  contest  about  mining 
claims,  when  :  3  C.  L.  J.,  569.  Damages  for  mining  on  another's  land  :  24  Am.  D.,  77  ; 
25  Am.  R.,  342.  Support  of  surface:  5  Am.  R.,  385;  34/242.  Reservation  of  right  to 
minerals:  15  Am.  R.,  464,  and  note,  470;  Wood  on  Nuisance,  184.  See,  generally: 

works  of  Collier  (L.  L.)  &  Rogers — English;  Weeks  &  Blanchard,  and  Morrison's  Di- 
gest— American. 

CHAPTER  VIII. 

THE     COUNTY     POOR. 

Section. 
754.  Paupers. 
755.  Poor  house. 
756.  Pauper  farms. 
757.  Tax  to  buy  farms. 
758.  Regulation  of  farms. 
759.  Workshops,  etc. 
760.  Commissioners  of  the  poor. 
761.  Receipts,  disbursements,  amounts. 
762.  Applications  by  the  poor,  etc. 
763.  Who  are  considered  paupers. 

Section. 
764.  Parents  and  children  bound,  etc. 
765.  Certificate  of  the  Ordinary. 
766.  Burial  of  paupers. 
767.  Persons  removing  paupers. 
768.  Such  persons  being  insolvent. 
769.  Paupers  left  by  companies,  etc. 
770.  Security  required,  etc. 
771.  Bond  filed  with  Ordinary. 
772.  Party  failing  to  give  security. 
773.  Pauper  found  to  be  a  lunatic. 

Act  of  1792, 
C.  p.  346. 
Act  of  1818, 
C.  p.  347. 

§754.  (776.)  (710.)  Paupers.  The  general  supervision  of  all  paupers  is 
vested  in  the  Ordinaries  of  each  county. 

The  acts  cited  on  the  margin  confer  the  right  to  inquire  into  the  circumstances  of 
the  poor,  to  elect  who  shall  be  treated  as  paupers,  and  who  shall  become  chargeable  to 
the  county,  and  until  this  has  been  done  by  some  act  or  order,  no  person  can  properly 
be  said  to  be  thus  chargeable  :  16  Ga.,  89.  Prior  to  the  Code  the  tax  for  the  support  of 
paupers,  might  extend  to  one-eighth  of  one  per  cent. :  34  Ga.,  370. 

§755.  (777.)  (711.)  Poor  houses.  They  have  authority  to  purchase 
lands  for  a  poor  house,  the  title  thereto  vesting  in  the  county,  or  to  rent 
improvements  for  such  purpose,  or  to  board  out  the  poor,  and  to  make 
all  necessary  contracts  in  relation  to  them. 

§756.  (778.)  Pauper  farms.     [Upon  the  recommendation  of  the  grand 
(a)  Acts  of  juries  of  their  respective  counties,  said  Ordinaries  shall  have  power  and 
1865-6,  p.     authority  to  purchase  a  house  and  farm   in  their  respective   counties, 

upon  which  farm  they  may  require  all  paupers  in  said   counties  to 
labor  who  are  not,  from  old  age  and  disease,  unable  to  work.]  (a.) 

§757.  (779.)  Tax.  [The  said  Ordinaries  have  authority  to  lay  and 
collect  a  tax  for  the  purpose  of  purchasing  said  house  and  farm.]  (a.) 

§758.  (780.)  Regulation  of.  Thej^  are  also  authorized  to  establish 
all  necessary  rules  and  regulations  in  the  management  of  said  farms.] 

(a.) §759.  (781.)  Workshops,  etc.  [They  are  further  authorized  to  establish 
any  workshops,  and  school  houses,  or  churches  on  said  farms,  as  they 
may  deem  proper,  and  may  do  any  and  everything  necessary  to  be  done, 
in  carrying  out  the  provisions  of  this  and  the  three  sections  imme- 

diately preceding  it.]  (a.) 
§760.  (782.)  (712.)  Commissioners  of  the  poor.  They  shall,  if  necessary, 

appoint  a  commissioner  of  the  poor,  and  the  money  arising  from  the 
poor  tax  shall  be  paid  into  the  hands  of  the  County  Treasurer,  on  orders 
granted  in  his  favor  by  such  Ordinaries,  or  in  favor  of  any  other  person. 
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§761.  (783.)  (713.)  Receiver  and  disburser.  Whoever  receives  and  dis- 
burses such  fund  must,  once  in  every  year,  at  the  time  such  Ordinaries 

may  order,  or  oftener  if  they  require,  make  up  his  account  and  lay  the 
same  before  them,  who  shall  allow  or  disallow,  and  whenever  there  is 
a  deficiency  or  liability  on  the  part  of  such  person,  he  may  be  ruled 
for  the  amount  as  an  officer  of  Court. 

§762.  (784.)  (714.)  Application  of  pauper.  Application  to  be  provided 
for  as  a  pauper  may  be  made  at  any  time  to  the  commissioner  of  the 
poor  or  the  Ordinary,  upon  which  a  hearing  must  be  had,  with  the 
least  possible  delay,  by  the  Ordinary,  and  the  person  to  whom  such 
application  is  made  is  authorized  to  provide  for  such  applicant  as  other 
county  poor  until  a  hearing  is  had. 

§763.  (785.)  (715.)  Who  are  paupers.  No  person  shall  be  entitled  to  the 
benefits  of  the  provision  for  the  poor  who  is  able  to  maintain  himself  or 
herself  by  labor,  or  if  not,  has  sufficient  means,  and  in  cases  where 
females  are  unable  to  maintain  themselves  and  the  helpless  children 
they  may  have  also,  they  may  be  aided  to  the  extent  required  in  the 
furnishing  of  food,  clothing  or  shelter. 

§764.  (786.)  (716.)  Parents  and  children  bound  to  support  each  other.  If  any 
such  person  has  father,  mother  or  child  of  sufficient  ability,  he  or  she 
must  be  supported  by  them,  and  failing  so  to  do,  any  county  in  this 
State  having  made  provision  for  such  persons,  may  sue  persons  of  full 
age  standing  in  such  relation  to  them,  and  recover  for  the  time  such 
|  county  has  made  provision  for  such  person ;  always  provided,  the  person 
sued  was  possessed  of  such  ability. 

§765.  (787.)  (717.)  Certificate  of  the  Ordinary.  On  the  trial,  the  certifi- 
cate of  the  Ordinary  that  the  person  was  poor  and  unable  to  sustain 

|  himself,  and  that  he  was  maintained  for  such  a  time  at  the  expense  of 
the  county,  is  presumptive  evidence  of  such  maintenance,  and  the 
costs  thereof. 

§766.  (788.)  Paupers,  how  buried.  [Whenever  any  person  shall  die  in  Acts  of  ises 

this  State,  whose  family  and  immediate  kindred  are  indigent  and  un--4-?-60- 
able  to  provide  for  the  decent  interment  of  such  deceased  person,  and 
where  the  deceased  is  a  pauper  and  destitute  of  the  means  of  paying  for 
decent  interment,  the  Ordinary  of  the  county  where  said  death  shall 
occur,  is  authorized,  and  it  is  hereby  made  his  duty,  in  case  there  be 
any  pauper  funds  belonging  to  the  county  unexpended,  to  appropriate 
a  sufficient  amount  thereof  to  provide  a  decent  interment  for  such  de- 

ceased pauper,  or  to  reimburse  such  person  as  may  have  expended  the 
same  voluntarily — said  appropriation  not  to  exceed  what  is  necessary 
to  defray  the  ordinary  funeral  expenses  of  persons  dying  in  humble 
circumstances  in  this  State.]  (a.) 

§767.  (789.)  (718.)  Persons  removing  paupers,  liability.  When  any  inhabi- 
tant of  any  county,  city,  town  or  village,  in  or  out  of  the  State  sends  a 

pauper  to  some  county  in  this  State,  by  paying  the  expense  of  trans- 
portation, or  otherwise  has  him  removed  for  the  purpose  of  burdening 

some  other  community,  the  person  so  engaged  shall  be  personally  liable 
for  the  support  of  the  pauper  in  the  county  where  he  locates. 

§768.  (790.)  (719.)  County  liable,  when.  If  the  person  so  engaged  in 
transporting  a  pauper  is  insolvent,  or  does  not  respond  to  such  demand 
from  any  cause,  the  county  from  which  the  transportation  took  place 
shall  be  liable. 

§769.  (791.)  (720.)  Paupers  left  by  migratory  companies,  etc.  If  any  person 
commanding  any  vessel,  or  the  manager  or  proprietor  of  any  theatrical, 
circus,  or  any  other  migatory  company,  or  their  agent,  or  any  person 
passing  or  moving  through  this  State,  shall  bring  and  leave  or  abandon 
herein  any  infant,  lunatic,  maimed,  deaf  and  dumb,  blind,  aged  or  in- 
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firm  person,  who  is  or  is  likely  to  become  chargeable  to  the  county,  he 
may  be  brought  by  warrant  before  any  judicial  officer. 

§770.  (792.)  (721.)  May  be  required  to  give  bond.  If  such  officer  is  satisfied 
that  such  person  te  or  probably  will  become  such  charge,  he  must  re- 

quire such  person  to  enter  into  bond,  payable  to  the  Governor  of  the 
State  and  his  successors  in  office,  with  sufficient  sureties  resident  in 
this  State,  for  the  sum  of  five  hundred  dollars,  for  each  of  such  persons 
so  brought,  conditioned  to  pay  all  such  expenses  as  any  county  in  the 
State  may  lawfully  incur  in  their  support. 

§771.  (793.)  (722.)  Such  bond  to  be  filed  in  the  office  of  the  Ordinary.  Said 
bond  must  be  filed  in  the  office  of  the  Ordinary  of  the  county  where  the 

paupers  are  at  the  time  of  its  execution,  and,  upon  condition  broken,' 
may  be  sued  on  and  recoveries  had,  until  exhausted  in  different  actions, 
in  behalf  of  aiiy  county  or  person  who  may  have  properly  contributed 
to  the  maintenance  of  such  pauper. 

§772.  (794.)  (723.)  Failure  to  give  bond.  On  failure  to  give  such  bond, 
such  person  must  be  committed  to  jail  until  it  is  done,  or  until  the  next 
term  of  the  Superior  Court  of  the  county,  when,  if  not  done,  or  he 
does  not  take  care  of  said  pauper,  and  pay  all  costs,  he  is  guilty  of  a 
misdemeanor,  and,  on  conviction,  shall  be  fined  five  hundred  dollars, 
and  in  default  thereof,  shall  be  imprisoned  ninety  days. 

§773.  (795.)  (724.)  Lunatics.  When  a  pauper  is  found  to  be  a  lunatic, 
idiot,  deaf  and  dumb,  or  blind,  they  must  be  dealt  with  according  to 
the  laws  relating  to  them. 

Failure  to  levy  sufficient  tax  for:  4  C.  L.  J.,  333. 
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§774.  Towns,  by  what  law  governed.  [The  towns  and  villages  heretofore 
(a)  Acts  of  established  in  this  State,  shall  remain  subject  to  the  laws  now  in  force, 

1863-4,  p.eo.  applicable  thereto,  respectively;  and  the  provisions  hereinafter  set  forth 
shall  be  deemed  applicable  only  to  towns  and  villages  hereafter  estab- 

lished, except  that  the  council  of  a  town  or  a  village  heretofore  estab- 
lished may  exercise  all  the  powers  conferred  by  this  chapter,  although 

the  same  may  not  be  conferred  by  their  charter ;  and  as  far  as  this  Act 
confers  powers  on  a  town  or  village  council,  not  conferred  by  the  charter 
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of  any  such  town  or  village,  the  same  shall  be  deemed  an  amendment 
to  said  charter.]     (a.) 

Section  cited  and  construed  :  62  Ga.,  425-7.     How  far  th,e  Act  of  1872  is  unconstitu- 
tional: 60  Ga.,  404. 

§775.  Application  for  incorporation,  how  made.  [Whenever  the  qualified  (b)  Acts  of 
voters  of  any  town  or  village,  not  incorporated,  consisting  of  not  less  Act* of ;  21  it 
than  twenty-five  qualified  voters,  wish  to  be  incorporated,  a  petition  Feb-> 187:;- 
shall  be  filed  by  at  least  a  majority  of  the  male  inhabitants  of  such 
town  or  village  in  the  Superior  Court  of  the  county  in  which  the  in- 

habitants reside,  stating  in  such  petition  the  proposed  boundaries  of 
such  town,  and  the  name  to  be  given,  if  incorporated.  The  persons 
intending  to  make  such  application  shall  give  notice  that  they  will 
apply  on  some  day  therein  specified,  to  said  Superior  Court,  as  aforesaid, 
and  shall  also  specif}^  in  such  notice  a  day  on  which  all  the  qualified 
voters  residing  in  the  proposed  boundaries  of  such  town  will  meet  to 
vote  on  the  question  of  incorporation,  which  said  notice  shall,  if  there 
be  a  newspaper  printed  within  such  territory,  be  printed  therein  once 
in  each  week  for  four  successive  weeks  previous  to  the  time  specified  for 
making  such  application  and  taking  such  vote,  and  if  there  be  no  such 
paper,  the  notice  shall  be  posted  in  at  least  three  of  the  most  public 
places  in  such  territory  for  four  weeks  at  least  before  the  time  so  spec- 

ified therein],     (b.) 
§776.  Corporation  determined  by  election.  [On  the  day  mentioned  in  (e)  Acts  of 

such  notice  for  the  taking  of  the  vote  mentioned  in  the  preceding  sec-  1872f  p" 
tion,  the  qualified  voters  residing  within  the  proposed  bounds  of  such 
corporation,  shall  meet  at  the  place  named  therein  and  cast  their  votes 
for  or  against  such  incorporation.  Each  voter  shall  deposit  a  ballot  in 
a  ballot  box,  to  be  provided  for  that  purpose,  with  the  words  written 

or  printed  thereon  "for  incorporation,"  or  "against  incorporation," 
which  vote  shall  be  taken  under  the  superintendence  of  any  three 
voters,  within  the  said  boundary,  appointed  for  that  purpose  by  the 
voters  present,  and  the  result  of  such  vote  shall  be  certified  and  returned 
by  them,  under  oath,  to  the  Superior  Court  of  the  county,  in  case  a  ma- 

jority of  all  the  qualified  voters  residing  within  such  boundary  shall 
vote  in  favor  of  such  corporation],     (c.) 

§777.  Certificate  of  incorporation.  [Upon  the  filing  of  such  certificate,  (d)  Acts  of- 
the  Superior  Court  shall,  by  an  order  entered  of  record,  direct  the  clerk  if ,  '  pp' 
of  said  Court  to  issue  a  certificate  of  the  incorporation  of  such  town  or 

village,,  in  form  or  in  substance,  as  follows:  "A  certificate  under  oath  of 
A  B,  C  D  and  E  F,  that  a  majority  of  the  qualified  voters  in  the  follow- 

ing boundaries,  to-wit :  (here  recite  the  boundaries),  having  been  given 
in  due  form  of  law,  in  favor  of  the  incorporation  of  the  town  (or  village) 
of   ,  in  the  county  of   ,  and  it  appearing  to  the  satisfaction  of 
the  Court  that  the  provisions  of  Title  VII,  Chapter  I,  of  the  Code  of 
Georgia,  have  been  complied  with  by  the  applicants  for  said  corporation, 
the  said  town  (or  village)  is  duly  authorized,  within  the  corporate  limits 
aforesaid,  to  exercise  all  the  corporate  powers  conferred  by  the  Legisla- 

ture of  the  State  of  Georgia,  under  the  provisions  of  this  Act,  from  and 
after  the  date  of  this  certificate,   ,  clerk."     And  from  and  after  the 
date  of  such  certificate  the  territory  embraced  within  the  boundary  men- 

tioned in  said  certificate,  shall  be  an  incorporated  town  or  village,  by 
the  name  specified  in  said  notice  and  certificate],     (d.) 
t  §778.  Election  of  officers,  how  held.     [At  the  term  of  ordering  the  cer-  (e)  Acta  of 

tificate  mentioned  in  the  preceding  section,  the  Court  shall  appoint  if'2'pp- 1" 
three  legal  voters  residing  within  the  said  territory,  who  shall  act  as 
inspectors  at  the  first  election  to  be  held  in  said  town,  or  village,  as  here- 

inafter provided,  and  in  case  they  shall  fail,  or  refuse  to  act,  the  said 
election  may  be  held,  certified  and  returned  by  any  three  voters  of  said 
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town,  or  village,  appointed  for  that  purpose  by  the  voters  present.  The 
first  charter  election  for  officers  of  such  incorporation  shall  be  held 
within  sixty  days  from  the  date  of  the  certificate  mentioned  in  the  said 
section,  of  which  flection  the  appointed  inspectors  of  election,  or  per- 

sons acting  as  such,  shall  cause  at  least  two  weeks'  notice  .to  be  given 
of  the  time  and  place  of  holding  such  election,  and  the  officers  to  be 
voted  for.     Such  inspectors,  or  persons  acting  as  such,  after  taking  the 
oath  prescribed  for  superintendents  of  elections  in  the  Code,  shall  pre- 

side and  act  as  inspectors  of  election,  and  all  the  laws  applicable  to  the 
election  of  county  officers  shall  apply  to  such  election,  if  not  inconsistent 
with  the  provisions  of  this  chapter;  and  such  inspectors  shall,  within 
ten  days  after  such  election,  grant  a  certificate  to  the  person  elected, 
which  shall  be  recorded  among  the  records  of  such  town,  or  village],  (e.) 

§779.    What  officers  to  be  elected.     [The  municipal  authorities  of  such 

(f)  Acts  of  town  or  village'shall  be  a  mayor,  a  recorder  and  five  councilmen,  who 
1872,  p.  is.   together  shall  form  a  common  council ;  but  no  person  shall  be  eligible 

M*^*fs*w~  PL-aL     *°  either  of  said  offices  unless  at  the  time  of  his  election  he  resides 
y^-within  the  corporation.     The  mayor,  recorder  and  councilmen  of  such 
v     town  or  village  as  soon  as  they  have  been  elected  and  qualified,  as  herein 

ya'^i^provided,  and  their  successors  in  office,  shall  be  a  body  politic  and  cor- 

/#&  /f/*  porate  by  the  name  of  "  the  town  (or  village)  of   ,"  and  shall  have 
/^fc        '  perpetual  succession,  and  a  common  seal,  and  by  that  name  may  sue 
^2^rz^«-  ̂ *— * — "ana  oe  sued,  plead  and  be  impleaded,  purchase  and  hold  real  estate  nec- 
j<~      jt  /,  Z-2-  &<  essary  to  enable  them  the  better  to  discharge  their  duties  and  needful 
'7       .  ^  for  the  good  order,  government  and  welfare  of  said  town  or  village.     All 
£j2ao****<**'        the  corporate  powers  of  such  corporation  shall  be  exercised  by  said  coun- 
/4?tf7~/f<  cil,  or  under  their  authority,  except  when  otherwise  provided.     They 
//      *  '  shall,  also,  elect  a  treasurer  and  marshal  if  they  deem  necessary,  each 

of  whom,  when  elected,  shall  enter  into  a  bond,  with  sufficient  sureties, 
approved  of  by  the  mayor,  in  such  penalty  as  the  board  shall  prescribe, 
payable  to  the  corporation,  conditioned  faithfully  to  collect  and  pay 
over  as  required  by  the  board,  all  taxes,  fines,  forfeitures,  and  all  other 
incomes  of  said  corporation,  and  said  officers  shall  continue  in  office 
during  the  pleasure  of  council,  and  perform  the  duties  respectively  as 
herein  prescribed,  or  as  may  be  required  by  the  council.]     (f.) 

§780.   Term  of  office.     [The  officers  first  elected  in  such  town  or  village 
(g)_  Acts  of  shall  hold  their  offices  until  their,  successors  are  elected  and  qualified. 
18/2,  p.  18.   rp^g  ̂ ermg  0f  aij  officers  elected  after  the  first  election,  shall  commence 

on  the  first  Tuesday  in  February  in  each  year,  and  shall  be  for  one  year, 
and  until  their  successors  are  elected  and  qualified.]     (g.) 

§781.  Annual  election  and  oath  of  officers.  [After  the  first  election  of 
(n)  Acts  of  officers  in  such  corporation,  they  shall  be  elected  on  every  first  Thursday 

1872,  p.  is.  -n  january?  af;  sUCh.  place  in  the  town  or  village,  and  under  such  super- vision, rules  and  regulations,  (not  inconsistent  with  the  laws  regulating 
county  elections,)  as  the  council  may  prescribe;  and  every  person  elected 
or  appointed  to  an  office  in  such  corporation,  shall,  within  twenty  days 
after  his  election  or  appointment,  and  before  he  shall  enter  upon  the 
duties  of  his  office,  take  and  subscribe  the  oath  of  office,  which  may  be 
done  before  any  person  authorized  by  law  to  administer  oaths,  or  before 
the  mayor  or  recorder  of  such  town  or  village,  which  oath,  with  the 
certificate  of  the  officer  administering  the  same,  shall  be  filed  with  the 
recorder  of  the  town  or  village.]     (h.) 

§782.  Effect  of  failure  to  hold  election.     [The  franchises  of  such  corpora- 
CD  Acts  of  tion  shall  not  be  forfeited  or  discontinued  by  a  failure  to  hold  the  elec- 
1872,  p.  19.  ̂ ion^ai  the  proper  time  ;  but  the  officer  or  other  person  authorized  by 

law,  or,  on  their  failure,  any  Justice  of  the  Peace  therein,  may  at  any 

time,  on  giving  the  inhabitants  at  least  five  days'  notice  thereof,  by 
advertisement  in  some  newspaper,  or  by  written  or  printed  notices  at 
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three  or  more  public  places  in  the  corporation,  hold  such  election ;  and 
the  persons  elected  at  such  election  shall  have  the  same  powers  and 
authorities  as  if  they  had  been  elected  at  the  regular  period.]     (i.) 

§783.  Qualified  voters.  [All  persons  who  have  heexLOona  fide  residents  (j)  Acts  of 

of  such  town  or  village  for  six  months  next  preceding  a  charter  election 1872,  p- 19* 
held  therein,  and  who  are  qualified  voters  under  the  Constitution  and 
laws  of  the  State,  and  none  others,  shall  be  allowed  at  any  charter 
election  in  said  town.  But  no  person  shall  be  deemed  a  resident  of 
any  such  town  or  village  by  reason  of  being  a  student  of  any  school 
or  college  therein,  or  being  stationed  therein  for  any  temporary  pur- 

pose.]    (j.) 
Construed:  62  Ga.,  425. 

§784.    Vacancies  and  contested  elections.      [When  a  vacancy  shall  occur  (k)  Act  of 

from  any  cause  in  the  office  of  mayor,  recorder,  or  in  the  council,  the  1872,  p" 19' 
vacancy  shall  be  filled  by  appointment  by  the  council  from  among  the 
citizens  of  the  town  or  village,  eligible  under  this  chapter.     All  con- 

tested elections  shall  be  heard  and  decided  by  the  council.]     (k.) 

'§785.  Presiding  officer,  quorum,  books,  etc.  [The  council  shall  be  pre- (J\.  Acts  of 
sided  over  at  its  meetings  by  the  mayor,  or,  in  his  absence,  by  one  of  '  ' p" 19, the  councilmen,  elected  by  a  majority  of  the  council  present,  and  a 
majority  of  the  council  shall  be  necessary  to  form  a  quorum  for  the 
transaction  of  business.  The  council  shall  cause  to  be  kept  in  a  well- 
bound  book  an  accurate  record  of  all  its  proceedings,  by-laws,  acts, 
orders  and  resolutions,  which  shall  be  fully  indexed  and  open  to  the 
inspection  of  any  one  who  is  required  to  pay  taxes  in  such  town  or 
village.  At  such  meeting  of  the  council,  the  proceedings  of  the  last 
[meeting  shall  be  read  and  corrected,  if  erroneous,  and  signed  by  the 
presiding  officer  for  the  time  being.  Upon  the  call  of  any  member, 
the  yeas  and  nays  on  any  question  shall  be  taken  and  recorded  on  the 
journal.     The  mayor,  in  case  of  a  tie,  shall  have  the  casting  vote.]  (1.) 

§786.  Powers  and  duties  of  the  council.      [Th^  council  of  such  town  or  (m)  Acts  of 

village  shall  have  power  therein  to  lay  off,  vacate,  close,  open,  alter,  1SJ?'  p' 20'  ̂   /     JL 
curb,  pave  and  keep  in  good  order,  and  repair  roads,  streets,  alleys,  side-  ̂ 7  ***  ̂ t^***j 
walks,  crosswalks,  drains  and  gutters,  for  the  use  of  the  public,  or  of  4^^^  /£**~ 
any  of  the  citizens  thereof,  and  to  improve  and  light  the  same,  and   /f/-  v    #f     ,--_* 
have  them  kept  free  from  obstructions  on  or  over  them;  to  regulate  the  ̂ */L,c%% 
Iwidth  of  side-walks  on  the  streets,  and  to  order  the  sidewalks,  footways,  *  t*-+c*~~*  0*~A  - 
crosswalks,  drains  and  gutters  to  be  curbed  and  paved  and  kept  in   /mS  Jf-. 
Ig-ood  order,  free  and  clean  by  the  owner  and  occupants  thereof,  or  of  the  ̂   //  ̂ 
peal  property  next  adjacent  thereto  ;  to  establish  and  regulate  market ; 
[to  prescribe  the  time  of   holding  the  same;  to  prevent  injury  or  an- 

noyance to  the  public  or  individuals  from  anything  dangerous,  offen- 
sive or  unwholesome  ;  to  prevent  hogs,  cattle,  horses,  sheep,  and  other  ani- 

nals,  and  fowls  of  all  kinds,  from  going  at  large  in  such  town   or  vil-    /^^ 
age ;  to  protect  places  of  divine   worship  in  and  about  the  premises 
ivhere  held ;  to  abate  or  cause  to  be  abated,  anything  which,  in  the 
)pinion  of  the  majority  of  the  whole  council,  shall  be  a  nuisance;  to 

•egulate  the  keeping  of  gunpowder  and  other  combustibles;  to  provide, 
;  n  or  near  the  town  or  village,  places  for  the  burial  of  the  dead,  and  to 

[•egulate  interments  therein ;   to  provide  for  the  regular  building  of 
louses  or  other  structures,  and  for  the  making  of  division  fences  by 
he  owners  of  adjacent  premises,  and  the  drainage  of  lots  by  proper 
Irains  and  ditches;  to  make  regulations  for  guarding  against  danger  or 
lamage  by  fire ;  to  protect  the  property  and  person  of  the  citizens  of 
uch  town  or  village,  and  to  preserve  peace  and  good  order  therein,  and 
or  this  purpose  to  appoint,  when  necessary,  a  police  force  to  assist  the 
aarshal  in  the  discharge  of  his  duties;  to  prescribe  the  powers  and  de- 

fine the  duties  of  the  officers  appointed  by  the  council,  fix  their  term 
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of  service  and  compensation,  require  and  take  from  them  bonds  when 
deemed  necessary,  payable  to  such  town  in  its  corporate  name,  with 
such  sureties  and  in  such  penalty  as  the  council  may  see  fit,  conditioned 
for  the  faithful  discharge  of  their  duties ;  to  erect  or  authorize,  or  pro- 

hibit the  erection  of  gas-works  or  water-works  in  the  town;  to  prevent 
injury  to,  or  pollution  of,  the  same,  or  to  the  water  or  healthful- 
ness  of  the  town;  to  regulate  and  provide  for  the  weighing  of  hay, 
coal  and  other  articles  sold  or  for  sale  in  the  town,  and  to  provide  a 
revenue  for  the  town  and  appropriate  the  same  to  its  expenses;  to  pro- 

vide for  the  annual  assessment  of  taxable  property  therein,  and  to 
adopt  rules  for  the  regulation  and  government  of  its  own  body.  To 
carry  into  effect  these  enumerated  powers  and  all  others  conferred  upon 
such  town  or  village,  or  its  council,  by  this  chapter,  or  by  any  future 
Act  of  the  legislature  of  the  State,  the  council  shall  have  power  to 
make  and  pass  all  needful  orders,  by-laws,  ordinances,  resolutions,  rules 
and  regulations,  not  contrary  to  the  constitution  and  laws  of  this 
State,  and  to  prescribe,  impose  and  enact  reasonable  fines,  penalties 
and  imprisonments  in  the  county  jail,  or  the  place  of  imprisonment  in 
said  incorporation,  if  there  be  one,  for  a  term  not  exceeding  thirty 
days  for  the  violation  thereof.]  (m.) 

§786.  (a.)  May  organize  chain-gangs.  As  additions  to  powers  existing 
Acts  of  1880  under  present  laws,  the  right  and  power  to  organize  work-gangs  or 
-l,  p.  179.  ̂ her  means  of  confinement  and  to  confine  at  labor  therein,  for  a  term 

not  exceeding  thirty  days,  persons  convicted  of  violating  the  ordinances 
of  such  towns  and  villages,  are  hereby  conferred  on  the  incorporated 
towns  and  villages  of  this  State,  or  their  respective  authorities :  Pro- 

vided, that  said  penalty  shall  be  inflicted  only  as  an  alternative  of  fail- 
ure or  refusal  to  pay  fines  imposed  for  such  violations. 

§786.  (b.)  May  provide  for  forfeiture  of  bonds.     Any  municipal  corpo- 
Acts  of  1880  ration  in  this  State  shall  have  full  power  and  authority  to  provide,  by 

-l,  p.  176.    ordinance,  for  the  forfeiture  of  bonds  given  by  offenders  for  their  ap- 
pearance before  municipal  Courts,  and  to  fully  provide  for  the  col- 

lection of  the  same  from  the  principal  and  sureties  to  such  bonds  by 
judgment,  execution  and  sale. 

§786.  (c.)  May  bind  over  or  commit  offenders.     Any  mayor,  recorder  or 
Acts  of  1880  other  proper  officer,  presiding  in  any  municipal  Court  in  this  State, 

-l,  p.  176.     ghali  have  authority  to  bind  over,  or  commit  to  jail,  offenders  against 
any  criminal  law  of  this  State,  whenever  in  the  course  of  an  investi- 

gation before  such  officer  a  proper  case  therefor  shall  be  made  out  by 
the  evidence. 

§787.  Taxes,  on  what,  and  how  levied.  [The  council  shall  cause  to  be 
(n)  Acts  of]  annually  made  up,  and  entered  upon  its  journal,  an  accurate  estimate 
1872,  p.  2i.  0£  an  gums  wnicn  are  or  may  be  lawfully  chargeable  on  such  town  or 

village,  and  which  ought  to  be  paid  within  one  year,  and  it  shall  order 
a  levy  of  so  much  as  may  in  its  opinion  be  necessary  to  pay  the  same. 
The  levy  so  ordered  shall  be  upon  all  dogs  in  the  said  town  or  village, 
and  upon  all  the  real  and  personal  estate  therein,  subject  to  State  and 
county  tax :  Provided,  that  the  tax  so  levied  shall  not  exceed  one  dollar 
on  every  hundred  dollars  of  the  value  thereof.]     (n.) 

§788.  Streets,  by  whom,  and  how  worked.  [Every  male  resident  of  said 
(o)  Acts  of  town  or  village,  not  under  sixteen  nor  over  fifty  years  of  age,  shall,  it 
1872,  p.  2i.  required  by  the  council  thereof,  work  not  exceeding  fifteen  days,  by 

himself  or  an  acceptable  substitute,  on  the  roads,  streets  and  alleys  of 
said  town  or  village,  under  the  direction  of  the  superintendent  of  roads, 
streets  and  alleys,  or  maybe  released  from  such  work  upon  the  payment 
to  the  superintendent  or  council  of  such  amounts  as  may  be  fixed  by 
the  council,  the  money  so  paid  to  be  used  in  the  improvement  of  said 
roads,  streets  and  alleys;  and  if  said  work  and  money  so  paid  is  not 
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sufficient  to  put  and  keep  the  roads,  streets,  alleys,  side-walks,  cross- Acts  on*:  - 

walks,  drains  and  gutters  of  such  town  or  village  in  good  repair,  the-9,  p-1'4, council  thereof  shall  levy  a  tax  on  all  the  subjects  of  taxation  therein, 
sufficient  for  that  purpose,  and  to  pay  all  other  expenses  incident  thereto. 
And  the  municipal  authorities  of  any  incorporated  city  in  this  State 
are  hereby  authorized  to  permit  the  enclosure  of  any  lane,  or  alley,  or 
portion  of  a  lane  or  alley  in  such  city,  when  the  owners  of  the  lots  abut- 

ting on  such  lane  or  alley,  or  portion  of  the  lane  or  alley,  sought  to  be 
secluded,  and  the  owners  of  an}^  other  lots  to  the  enjoyment  of  which 
access,  through  said  lane  or  alley  is  necessary,  consent:  Provided,  that 
said  municipal  authorities  may  have  the  right  at  any  time  to  re-open 
said  lane  or  alley],     (o.) 

§789.  Licenses.  [Whenever  anything,  for  which  State  license  is  re-  (p)  Acts  of 

quired,  is  to  be  done  within  such  town,  or  village,  the  council  may  re-1872,p" 21 
quire  a  town,  or  village,  license  therefor,  and  may  impose  a  tax  thereon 
for  the  use  of  the  town,  or  village,  and  may  also  require  a  bond,  with 
sureties,  conditioned  as  prescribed  in  section  779,  payable  to  such  town 
or  village,  in  such  penalty  as  it  may  think  proper,  and  may  revoke 
such  license  at  any  time,  if  the  condition  of  said  bond  be  broken.  And 
they  shall  have  power  to  license  and  regulate  the  management  of  bar-  Actsofi876, 
rooms,  saloons,  hotels,  and  private  boarding  houses,  livery  stables,  andp-  25- 
private  and  public  transportation  through  the  town  or  village,  and  in 
addition  to  the  ad  valorem  tax  provided  for  by  law,  to  levy  a  tax  on  all 
billiard  tables,  ten-pin,  or  nine-pin  alleys,  and  tables  and  alleys  of  any 
other  kind  used  for  the  purpose  of  playing  on  with  pins  or  balls,  or 
both,  within  such  town  or  village,  and  on  all  contrivances,  of  whatever 
kind,  used  for  the  purpose  of  gaming  or  carrying  on  a  game  of  chance, 
by  selling  cards,  tickets  or  numbers,  or  by  turning  a  deal  or  wheel,  by 
using  any  other  artifice  or  contrivance.  They  shall  also  have  power  to 
tax  all  shows  taxed  by  the  laws  of  this  State,  which  may  exhibit  within 
such  town  or  village,  which  tax  may  be  collected,  if  not  voluntarily 
paid,  by  execution  and  levy  and  sale,  as  provided  for  the  collection  of 
taxes  under  the  general  law  prescribing  the  mode  of  incorporating 
towns  and  villages;  and  said  council  shall  have  full  power  to  pass  all 
ordinances  necessary  to  carry  into  effect  the  provisions  of  this  section]. 
(p.) 

A  town  whose  charter  embraces  this  section  has  power  to  issue  license  to  retail 
spirits,  and  to  tax  therefor :  62  Ga.,  423-7. 

§790.  Marshal's  duty.  [It  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  marshal  to  collect  ̂ 2Acts2f 
the  town,  or  village  taxes,  fines,  levies  and  assessments,  and  in  case  the  ' 
same  are  not  paid  within  one  month  after  they  are  .placed  in  his  hands 
for  collection,  the  council  shall  issue  execution  therefor,  and  the  marshal 
may  levy  and  sell  therefore,  in  like  manner,  and  under  the  same  reg- 

ulations as  the  officers  of  the  State  are  now  authorized  to  levy  and  sell 
under  other  executions.]     (q.) 

§791.  Lien  for  taxes,  how  enforced.  [There  shall  be  a  lien  on  real  estate  Q7„Aete.£f 
within  such  town  or  village,  for  the  town  or  village,  taxes  assessed 
thereon,  and  for  all  other  fines  and  penalties  assessed,  or  imposed  upon 

!  the  owners  thereof  by  the  authorities  of  such  town,  or  village,  from 
|  the  time  the  same  are  assessed  or  imposed,  which  shall  have  a  priority 
over  all  other  liens,  except  the  lien  due  the  State  and  county,  and  may 
be  enforced  in  the  same  manner  as  now  prescribad  by  law,  for  the  en- 

forcement of  the  lien  for  county  taxes,  or  in  such  other  manner  as  the 
council  may  by  ordinance  prescribe.]     (r.) 

§792.  Powers  and  duties  of  mayor.  The  mayor  shall  be  the  chief  exec- 
utive officer  of  the  town  or  village ;  he  shall  take  care  that  the  orders, 

by-laws,  ordinances,  acts,  and  resolutions  of  the  council  are  faithfully 12 
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(s)_  Acts  of  executed ;  he  shall  be  ex  officio  Justice  of  the  Peace  within  the  town  or 
is/2,  p.  22.   yi]jage  .  shall,  within  the  same,  possess  and  exercise  all  the  powers  and /7  duties,  vested  by  law,  as  a  JustieoofJihe  Peace,  except  that  he  shall 

/?*-/-  fe/y.£>£.  have  no  jurisdiction  as  such  in  ortmmaT  cases.  He  shall  have  control 
of  the  police  of  the  town,  or  village,  and  may  appoint  special  police 
officers  whenever  he  deems  it  neccessary,  and  it  shall  be  his  duty, 
especially,  to  see  that  the  peace  and  good  order  of  the  town,  or  village, 
are  preserved,  and  that  persons  and  property  therein  are  protected, 
and  to  this  end  he  may  cause  the  arrest  and  detention  of  all  riotous 
and  disorderly  persons  in  the  town,  or  village,  before  issuing  his  war- 

rant therefor.  He  shall  have  power  to  issue  executions  for  all  fines, 
penalties,  and  costs  imposed  by  him,  or  he  may  require  the  immediate 
payment  thereof,  and  in  default  of  such  payment,  he  may  commit  the 
party  in  default  to  the  jail  of  the  county  in  which  such  town,  or.  vil- 

lage, is  situated,  or  other  place  of  imprisonment  in  such  corporation, 
if  there  be  one,  until  the  fine,  or  penalty  or  costs  shall  be  paid;  but  the 
term  of  imprisonment  in  such  case  shall  not  exceed  thirty  days.  In  the . 
absence  from  the  town,  or  village  or  sickness  of  the  mayor,  or  during 
any  vacancy  in  the  office  of  mayor,  any  one  of  the  councilmen,  selected 
by  the  majority,  shall  perform  his  duties,  and  be  vested  with  all  his 

powers.]     (s.~) §793.   Compensation  of  officers.     [The  mayor,  recorder  and  marshal  of* 
(t)_Actsof  a  the  town  or  village  shall  each  receive  such  compensation  for  their  ser- 
18/2,  p.  22. .  vjceg  ag  may  ke  nxec[  by  council,  which   shall  not  be  increased  or  di- minished during  their  term  of  office.]  (t.) 

§794.  Jail  fees ,  how  paid.     [The    expense  of  maintaining  any  person 

(x}\  Act?  °1'  committed  to  the  county  jail,  or  other  place  of  imprisonment,  by  the 
"  p'  ""   mayor,  shall  be  paid  by  the  town  or  village,  and  all  costs  incurred  in 

the  incorporation  of  any  town  or  village  shall  be  paid  by  the    same.] 

§795.  Limits  of  towns,  how  extended.     [The  question  of  extending   the 
fv^Actsof  limits  of  such  corporations  shall  be  submitted  to  the  people  of  the  dis- 

'-,  p-  —  •   trict  to  be  included,  and  if  two-thirds  of  such  people  vote  for  exten- sion, the  same  may  be  made.]  (v.) 
§796.  Officers  shall  not  contract,  when.  [No  person  holding  office  under 

[vf\  Acts  of  any  municipal  incorporation  shall,  during  the  time  for  which"  he  was 
1S72,  p.  22.  e}ecfceci  or  appointed,  be  capable  of  contracting  with  such  corporation 

for  the  performance  of  any  work  which  is  to  be  paid  for  out  of  the 
treasury,  nor  shall  any  person  be  capable  of  holding  or  having  any 
interest  in  such  contract,  either  by  himself  or  by  another,  directly  or 
indirectly.]  (w.) 

Construing  this  section^n  reference  to  the  mayor  of  Macon  :  60  Ga.,  227. 

§797.  Municipal  debts,  hoiv  created,  [No  city,  town  or  village  shall 
(x)  Acts  of  create  any  debt  except  the  ordinary  expenses  of  said  city,  town  or  vil- 
1872,  p.  22.  lage,  unless  by  a  vote  of  a  majority  of  the  citizens  of  said  city,  town 

or  village,  at  an  election  to  be  held  specially  for  that  purpose.]  (x.)* 
§797.  (a.)  Other  powers,  with  exceptions.  The  council  or  board  of  com- 

Actsof  1876,  missioners  of  any  town  or  village,  established  at  any  time  prior  to  Feb- 
p.  26.  ruary  25,  1876,  or   subsequent   thereto,  may  exercise   all  the   powers 

whatever  conferred  by  section  789,  upon  a  council  of  a  town  or  vil- 
lage incorporated  under  the  provisions  of  the  same;  and  the  charters  of 

such  towns  or  villages  contained  in  the  several  Acts  of  the  Legislature 
relative  thereto,  are  hereby  amended  by  the  express  repeal  of  all  pro- 

visions inconsistent  herewith,  whether  the  same  relate  to  license  to 
retail  liquors,  the  levy  and  collection  of  taxes,  or  the  imposition  of 
fines  for  violations  of  legal  ordinances :     Provided,  that  nothing  hef ein 

-How  is  this  section  affected  by  Const.,  of  1877,  Art.  7,  Sec.  7? 
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:ontained,  shall  operate  to  repeal  any  local  provisions  heretofore  made 
n  any  Act  of  the  General  Assembly  of  this  State,  relative  to  any  town 
tr  village,  requiring  the  consent  of  any  number  of  citizens  as  a  con- 
Lition  precedent  to  the  granting  license  to  retail  liquors,  or  the  requir- 
ng  the  submission  of  the  question  of  granting  such  license  to  quali- 
ied  voters  of  such  town  or  village,  or  prohibiting  the  granting  of  such 
icense.  But  the  council  or  board  of  commissioners  of  such  town  or 
dllage  shall  have  the  power  to  grant  such  license,  subject  to  such 
pecial  provisions,  and  to  regulate  the  amount  of  the  fee  or  tax  to  be 
>aid  for  such  license  (in  all  cases  where  such  licenses  may  be  lawfully 
;ranted) :  Provided,  that  such  fee  or  tax  for  license  shall,  in  no  case,  be 
educed  from  the  minimum  amount  fixed  by  such  special  laws;  but  the 
ame  may  be  increased  by  such  council  or  board  of  commissioners. 

;  §797.  (b.)  Provisions  extended,  surrender  of  charters.  The  municipal  au-  /p^  -j*^  ///^ 
horities  of  any  town  or  village  heretofore  established  by  Act  of  the  Gen-* 
ral  Assemby  of  this  State,  may,  by  petition  to  the  Superior  Court  of  the 
ounty,  surrender  the  charter  of  such  town  or  village,  and  have  such 
own  or  village  incorporated  by  order  of  said  Court,  and  thereafter  all 
he  provisions  of  said  Act  shall  be  deemed  applicable  to  such  town  or 
rillage,  and  in  case  said  municipal  authorities  shall  desire  merely  to 
mend  the  charter  of  such  town  or  village,  and  not  surrender  the  same, 
t  shall  be  lawful  for  said  Court  to  pass  an  order  upon  such  petition, 
aaking  such  amendments ;  but  in  no  case  to  confer  upon  said  munici- 

pal authorities  rights,  powers,  or  privileges  not  conferred  in  said  Act. 
Section  cited :  62  Ga.,  425. 

§797.  (c.)  Exceptions.  None  of  the  provisions  of  this  and  the  preced- 
ng  sections,  nor  of  the  Act  of  26th  August,  1872,  embodied  in  section 
74  to  797,  shall  be  deemed  applicable  to  any  community,  town  or  village 
within  one  mile  of  the  corporate  limits  of  any  city  in  this  State.* 

^•The  law  relating  to  the  subject  of  this  chapter,  is  somewhat  confused  by  the  various  statutes 
rhich  have  been  passed  thereon.  By  Act  of  1874  p.  44,  the  provisions  embodied  in  sections  774  to 
)7  inclusive,  were  extended  to  towns  theretofore  established,  with  certain  exceptions,  and  the  Act 
f  1874,  p.  46,  amended  the  caption  of  the  Act  of  26th  August,  1872,  the  provisions  of  which  are 
mtained  in  the  sections  774  to  797,  before  mentioned. 
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TITLE  VIIL 

PUBLIC  REVENUE. 

CHAPTER  I. 

TAXATION    BY   THE   STATE. 

Article  1.- 
Article  2.- 
Article  3.- 
Article  4.- 
Article  5.- 
Article  6.- 
Article  7.- 
Article  8.- 

Article  9.- 
Article  10.- 

-  Property  Exempt. 

-System  of  Taxation,  Persons  and  Property  Taxed. 
-Taxes  on  Banks,  Railroads,  etc. 

-Taxes,  how  Returned  and  Collected. 

-Proceedings  against  Delinquent  Tax  Payers. 
-Delinquent  Collectors  and  Receivers,  etc. 
-Tax  Receivers. 
-Tax  Collectors. 

-Compensation  of  Collectors  and  Receivers. 
-Miscellaneous  Provisions. 

ARTICLE  I. 

PROPERTY  exempt. 

§798.  Property  exempt  from  taxation.     The  following  described  property 
<Const.  of     shall  be  exempt  from  taxation,  to-wit :     All  public  property,  places  of 

Sec%fpar7'  religious  worship,  and  places  of  burial,  all  institutions  of  purely  pub- 
2  and' 4.      lie  charity,  all  buildings  erected  for  and  used  as  a  college,  incorporated Acts  of  1878  academy,  or  other  seminary  of  learning,  the  real  and  personal  estate  of 

-9,  p.  33.      any  public  library  and  that  of  any  other  literary  association  used  by, 
or  connected  with,  such   library ;    all  books,  philosophical  apparatus, 
paintings  and  statuary  of  any  company  or  association  kept  in  public 
hall,  and  not  held  as  merchandize  or  for  purposes  of  sale  or  gain  :  Pro- 

vided, the  above  described  property  so  exempted  be  not  used  for  pur- 
poses of  private  or  corporate  profit  or  income,  and  all  laws  exempting 

property  from  taxation  other  than  the  property  herein  enumerated,  shall 
be  void. 

•  Construed,  imports  and  exports  are  exempt:  60  Ga.,  66-9.  Masonic  Lodge  is  exempt : 
53  Ga.,  93.     Referred  to :  53  Ga.,  93. 

General  Note. — As  to  railroads:  54  Ga.,  402,  424,  428. 

U.  S.  property  :  34  Am.  R.,  155.  Church  property  :*27  Am.  R.,  650;  31  Am.  R.,  224; 
34  Am.  R.,  597.     Sunday  school  rooms  exempt:  32   Am.  R.,  417.     School  houses:  22 

Am.  R..  187,  504;  Cooley  Tax.,  130,  145;  Burrough's  Tax.,  134.     Land  of  a  county  used  i 
for  county  purposes  is  exempt  from  all  taxation:  27  Am.  R.  159,  and  note,  161.     Cem-  ] 
etery,  portion  used  for  other  than  burial  purposes,  not  exempt :  29  Am.  R.,  32 

7 

^_ 

ft?- 
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ARTICLE  II. 

SYSTEM   OF   TAXATION,    AND   PERSONS    AND    PROPERTY    TAXED. 

Section. 
799.  Taxable  property,  what. 
800.  Printing  presses,  etc. 
801.  Bonds,  notes  and  other  obligations. 
802.  Lands  held  by  warant  or  ungranted. 
803.  Land,  etc.,  held  by  non-residents. 
804.  Taxable  property,  assessments'. 805.  Assessments,  when  and  by  whom. 
806.  Amount  of  taxes  to  be  assessed. 
807.  Tax,  in  what  funds  to  be  paid. 
808.  Default  and  insolvent  list. 
809.  Specific  taxes,  items  enumerated. 
809.  (a.)  Special  tax  on  liquor  dealers  and  its 

collection. 
809.  (b.)  Liquor  dealers  shall  register. 
809.  (C.1  Ducy  of  Ordinary. 
809.  (d.)  Comptroller-General  shall  keep  reg- ister. 
809.  (e.)  Tax  collector  shall  keep  county  reg- ister. 

809. 

809. 

809. 
809. 

Section. 
809.  (f.)  Dealer  shall  pay  tax  to  tax  collector, 

when, 
(g.)  Penalty  for  failure  to  register  and 

pay  tax. (h.)*  Liability  of  tax  collector,  who  fails to  inform, 
(i.)  Comptroller  to  furnish  register,  etc. 
(j.  i  Collectors  shall  report  tax  and  remit same. 

809.  (k.)  Fees  of  Ordinary  and  tax  collector. 
809.  (1.)  Does  not  relieve  from  United  States 

or  local  laws. 
809.  (m.)  Grand  jury  shall  inspect  registers. 
899.  m.)  Tax  on  sales  of  iron  safes. 
810.  Property  specifically  taxed,  etc. 
811.  Lic?nse  to  exercise  a  privilege. 
812.  Taxes  to  be  paid  before  other  debts. 
813.  Conveyances  and  judgments,  etc. 
814.  Person  to  whom  conveyance  is  made. 

§799.  (797.)  (730.)    Taxable  property.     All  real  and  personal  estate,  Acts  of  issi 

whether  owned  by  individuals  or  corporations,  resident  or  non-resi-  ~2,  p' dent,  are  liable  to  taxation,  unless  specially  exempted. 
A  foreign  insurance  company  taxed  by  means  of  license  required  :  50  Ga.,  537.  City 

may  exempt  property  from  taxation  :  60  Ga.,  93  ;  54/330.  Income  is  not  property  :  6o 
Ga.,  93-100  ;  8/23.  Promissory  note  taxable  according  to  its  market  value  :  47  Ga.,  382-4. 
Ko  tax  permitted  on  State  bonds:  60  Ga.,  505;  50/387.  A  municipal  corporation  can 
tax  the  property  and  business  also:  62  Ga.,  645-50;  60/133.  Also  as  to  a  tax  on  tbe 
gross  value  of  sales :  $2  Ga.,  645-650. 

Exemption  must  be  clear;  10  How.,  376;  18  Wall.,  206;  20/46;  21/492;  22/527,  215; 
9  0.,  348 ;  Cooley  Tax.,  146. 

§800.  Tax  on  printing  presses  and  material.  [Printing  presses,  types,  and  (a)  Acts  of 

Other  printing  material  shall  be  assessed  and  taxed  as  other  personal 1872' p-  76' 
property.]  (a.)* 

§801.  (798.)  (731.)  Bonds,  notes,  etc.,  of  non-residents  ;  bonds  of  other  States.  Act  of  1858, 
Bonds,  notes,  or  other  obligations  for  money,  on  persons  in  other  States, p" 105" 
or  bonds  of  the  United  States,  or  of  other  States,  or  bonds  of  corpora- 

tions of  other  States,  and  shipping,  are  the  subjects  of  return  and  taxa- 
tion in  this  State. 

Bonds  owned  by  citizens  of  Augusta  on  corporations  or  individuals  out  of  the  city : 
50  Ga.,  387-392.  Bonds,  notes,  etc.,  follow  the  situs  of  the  creditor:  64  Ga.,  799.  The 
law  as  set  forth  in  this  decision  is  now  different  under  this  section  :  33  Ga.,  113. 

11  Am.  R.,  132  ;  19/546;  10  O.,  491. 

§802.  (799.)  (732.)  Ungranted,  lands  and  stock  corporations.  All  lands  held  Acts  of  1851 

(under  warrants  and  certificates,  but  not  granted,  are  liable  to  taxation ;  ~2,  p'  m 
land  all  moneyed  or  stock  corporations,  unless  exempted  or  differently 
provided  for  in  their  charters,  are  liable  to  taxation  upon  such  capital 
|stock  as  other  property. 

§803.  (800.)  (733.)  Non-resident  owners  of  property  liable.  Lands  or  other 
property  belonging  to  citizens  of  the  United  States,  not  resident  of  this 
State,  cannot  be  taxed  higher  than  the  property  of  residents,  but  all 
the  property  of  such  non-residents,  whether  their  property  be  real  or 
(personal,  in  this  State,  must  pay  taxes  on  the  same  herein. 
,  Discrimination  as  between  property  of  residents  and  non-residents:  25  G a.,  610. 

[NTon-residents  are  not  required  bv  our  law  to  pay  taxes  on  notes  held  by  them  on  citi- 
zens of  this  State:  44  Ga.,  651.     Section  cited  and  construed  :  50  Ga.,  392. 

§804.  (801.)  (734.)   Taxable  property  to  be  assessed,  by  whom.  All  property  Acts  of  i85i 

*>r  other  thing  of  value,  subject  to  taxation,  must  be  given  in  by  the  tax--2,  p*  291' 
Ipayers  as  hereinafter  set  forth,  at  its  fair  market  value,  and  must  be 
(taxed  according  to  its  value  on  an  -  assessment  to  be  made  by  the  Gov- 

*The  exception  iu  this  section  declared  void  by  Const.,  of  1877,  Art.  7,  Sec.  2,  par.  4. 
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ernor,  which  must  not  exceed  one-eighth  of  one  per  cent,  per  annum 
without  the  assent  of  the  General  Assembly. 

According  to  its  value  under  the  Constitution  of  1868  :  41  Ga.,  22.  The  Constitutor 
of  1868  authorizing  a  special  tax  on  liquor  for  certain  purposes,  this  tax  was  not  objec 
tionable  to  the  ad  valorem  provisions:  42  Ga.,  416.  A  tax  on  the  occupation  of  a  retai 
dealer  of  liquor,  held  valid  :  42  Ga.,  596-9.  City  tax  on  the  shareholders  of  stocks  ii 
banks  should  be  ad  valorem:  47  Ga.,  562-3.  Promissory  notes  or  other  debts :  47  Ga. 
384. 

Acts  of  1851 
-2,  p.  291. 

Act  of  1804, 

C.tp.  1051. 
Acts  of  1851 

-2,  p.  291. 

Act  of  1847, 
C.  p.  1079. 
Acts  of  1851 

-2,  p.  292. 

Act  of  1804, 
C.  p.  1044. 
Acts  of  1843, 

p.  1075. Acts  of  1851 

-2,  p.  289. 
Acts  of  1860, 

p.  60, 

§805.  (802.)  (735.)  Assessment,whentobemade.  Such  assessment  must  b* 
made  each  year,  as  soon  as  the  value  of  the  taxable  property  is  substan- 

tially known  by  the  Comptroller-General,  who  shall  assist  the  Governoi 
in  making  the  assessment,  and  immediately  send  written  or  printec 

notices  to  each  tax  collector,  of  the  Governor's  order,  and  also  publish  2 
copy  thereof  for  the  space  of  thirty  days  in  some  public  gazette  at  th* 
seat  of  government. 

§806.  (803.)  (736.)  Amount  of  taxes  to  be  assessed.  The  amount  of  taxes 
assessed  shall  not  exceed  the  actual  annual  wants  of  the  State  govern 
ment,  exclusive  of  the  commissions  of  collectors  and  receivers,  and  anj 
other  expense  that  may  be  lawfully  incurred  in  assessing  and  collect 
ing  them. 

§807.  (804.)  (737.)  In  ivhat  funds  taxes  are  to  be  paid.  Taxes  must  be  paic 
in  gold  or  silver,  or  in  the  bills  of  such  banks  as  pay  specie  promptly 
unless  spscially  excluded  by  law  or  otherwise  directed  by  the  Governor 

§808.  (805.)  (738.)  Default  and  insolvent  list.  In  netting  the  digest 
the  default  list  shall  be  deducted  for  the  receivers,  and  the  insolven 
list  for  the  collectors. 

§809.  (806.)  (739.)  Specific  taxes.  Besides  the  ad  valorem  tax,  the  fol 
lowing  specific  taxes  shail  be  assessed  per  annum,  and  estimated  ii 
fixing  the  rate  per  cent. : 

1.  Practitioners  of  law,  physic  and  dentistry,  five  dollars  each. 
A  law  firm  should  be  required  only  one  tax  of:  53  Ga.,  616. 

Daguerreian,2,mbrotype,  photographic,  and  similar  artists,  five  do] 

1870,  p.  432. 

3.  Every  person  between  the  ages  of  twenty-one  and  sixty  years,  on 
(a)  Acts  of  dollar:  [Provided,  that  all  persons  blind,  and  not  having  in  their  owi 
1869,  p.  162.  -rig]^  taxable  property  exceeding  in  value  five  hundred  dollars,  shal 
M  Acts  of  be  exempt  from  the  payment  of  poll  tox ;  and  provided,  also,  that  it  shal 

henceforth  be  unlawful  for  any  county,  city  or  corporate  authority  t 
assess  or  collect  any  capitation  tax  whatever,  except  street  tax,  an' 
that  only  after  opportunity  to  work  the  streets.]  (a.) 

4.  To  carry  on  the  business  of  an  auctioneer,  ten  dollars. 
5.  To  keep  a  pool  or  billiard  table  for  public  play,  twenty-five  dollar! 
6.  To  keep  a  bagatelle  table  for  public  play,  ten  dollars. 
7.  To  keep  a  ten-pin  alley,  or  alley  of  like  kind,  for  public  play,  te 

dollars. 

8.  To  keep  any  other  table,  stand  or  place,  for  any  other  game  or  pla^ 
with  or  without  a  name,  unless  for  exercise  or  amusement  only,  anj 
not  prohibited  by  law,  ten  dollars. 

r —  9.  To  keep  a  public  race  track,  fifty  dollars. 

JBfe-r^ ̂ ^^J3^jj&*s^**i~'  §809.  (a.)  Special  tax  on  liquor  dealers,  and  its  collection.     The  tax  Act  ( 
/f2-~$.  $*~Act&oi  1880 1880,  provides  for  levying  a  specific  tax  of  twenty-five  dollars  upon  a 

'  -1,  p.  38.      deaiers  0f  spirituous  or  malt  liquors,  and  intoxicating  bitters,  whethcj w  *  •  dealing  in  either  or  all  thereof,  tor  each  place  of  business,  in  each  count] 
where  the  same  are  sold,  and  the  collection  of  such  tax  is  provided  fcj 
in  the  sections  following. 

§809.  (b.)  Liquor  dealers  shall  register.     From  and  after  the  first  day  < 
April,  1882,  each  person  or  firm  desiring  to  engage  in  the  sale  of  spiri 
uous  or  malt  liquors,  or  intoxicating  bitters,  or  in  either  or  all  of  then 
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in  this  State,  shall,  before  he  or  they  commence  the  sale  of  such  spirit-  Acts  of  1880 
uous  or  malt   liquors,  or  intoxicating  bitters,  go  before  the  Ordinary  "3'  P*  88- 
of  the  county  in  which  he  or  they  propose  to  sell  said  spirituous  or 
malt  liquors,  or  intoxicating  bitters,  and  register  his  or  their  names, 
as  such  dealer. 

§809.  (c.)   Ordinary  shall  give  notice  of  registration.      As  soon  as  the  Acts  of  isso 

dealer  has  registered,  as  provided  in  the  preceding  section,  it  shall  be"*'5*36- 
the  duty  of  the  Ordinary  to  notify  the  Comptroller-General  of  the  State 
and  the  tax  collector  of  his  county,  of  the  fact  that  such  person,  or  the 
members  of  such  firm,  have  registered  his  or  their  names  as  a  dealer  in 
spirituous  or  malt  liquors,  or  intoxicating  bitters. 

§809.  (d.)  Comptroller  shall  keep  register.  It  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  Acts  onsso 

Comptroller-General  to  keep  in  his  office  a  book,  to  be  known  and  styled  -1«  p-  3m- 
as  a  register  of  "Liquor  Dealers,"  and  it  shall  be  his  duty,  when  notified 
by  the  Ordinary,  as  provided  in  the  preceding  section,  of  a  person  or  the 

members  of  such  firm,  registering  for  the  purpose  of  engaging  in  the" 
sale  of  spirituous  or  malt  liquors,  or  intoxicating  bitters,  to  enter  the 
name  of  such  person,  or  the  members  of  such  firm  in  said  book,  said 
entries  to  be  made  in  places  set  aside  in  said  book  of  registry,  for  each 
county  in  this  State. 

§809.  (e.)  Tax  collector's  duty.  It  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  tax  collector,  Actsof  isso  • 
as  soon  as  he  is  notified  of  the  register*?  ng  of  a  person  or  the  members  of""3,  p" S8, 
a  firm,  as  a  dealer  in  spirituous  or  malt  liquors,  or  intoxicating  bitters, 
as  provided  in  section  809  (c),  to  enter  the  name  of  said  person,  or  the 
members  of  such  a  firm,  in  a  book  to  be  known  as  a  county  register  of 
liquor  dealers,  said  book  to  be  furnished  the  tax  collector  as  hereinafter 
provided. 

§809.  (f.)  Dealer  shall  pay  tax  upon  registration.  Whenever  a  person  or  Acts  of  las'1, 

members  of  a  firm  register,  as  provided  in  section  809  (b.),  it  shall  be  the  _1,  p  b8- 
duty  of  such  person,  or  members  of  such  firm  to  pay  to  the  tax  collector 
of  the  county  where  such  registry  is  made,  the  entire  amount  of  the 
tax  imposed  for  that  year  by  the  General  Assembly  in  the  general  tax 
Act,  before  commencing  to  do  the  business  for  which  he  or  they  regis- 
tered. 

§809.  (g. )  Penalty  for  failure  to  register,  and  pay  tax.  Where  a  person  Acts  of  188O 

or  members  of  a  firm  register  as  a  dealer  in  spirituous  or  malt  liquors,  -1>  p-  4S 
or  intoxi  'ating  bitters,  and  fail  or  refuse  to  pay  the  tax  as  provided  in 
section  809  (f.),  or  where  a  person  or  members  of  a  firm  commence  to  sell 
spirituous  or  malt  liquors,  or  intoxicating  bitters  without  complying 
with  the  requirements  of  section  809  (b.),  such  person,  or  members  of 
such  firm  shall  be  guilty  of  a  misdemeanor,  and  it  shall  be  the  duty  of 
the  tax  collector  to  give  information  against  such  person,  or  members 
of  such  firm  so  violating  the  provisions  of  the  preceding  sections,  to  the 
Solicitor-General  of  the  Circuit  in  which  his  county  is  located,  and  it 
shall  be  the  duty  of  the  Solicitor-General  to  draw  up  a  bill  of  indictment 
against  such  person  or  members  of  such  firm,  and  when  there  is  a  true 
bill  found  by  the  grand  jury,  he  shall  prosecute  such  person  or  mem- 

bers of  such  firm  so  indicted.  On  conviction  of  the  offender  or  offenders, 
he  or  they  shall  be  punished  as  prescribed  in  section  4310  of  this  Code. 

§809.  (h.)  Liability  of  tax  collector  who  fails  to  inform.  Whenever  a  tax  Acts  of  i860 

collector  fails  or  refuses  to  give  the  Solicitor-General  the  information  ~lj  v-  48- 
provided  in  section  809  (g.),  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  Governor,  upon 
proper  proof  being  made  before  him  of  such  failure  or  refusal  by  the 
tax  collector,  to  give  information  to  the  Solicitor-General  to  order  the 
Comptroller-General  to  issue  fi.  fa.  against  such  tax  collector  and  his 
bondsmen  for  the  amount  of  the  tax  which  is  due  by  the  offender  who 
has  violated  the  provisions  of  the  preceding  sections  as  aforesaid,  and 
against  whom  the  tax  collector  has  failed  or  refused  to  inform. 
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§809.  (i.)  Comptroller  to  furnish  register,  etc.  It  shall  be  the  duty  of 
Acts  of  1880  the  Comptroller-General  to  furnish  each  Ordinary  and  tax  collector 
-i,  p.  43.  with  a  book,  upon  which  they  shall  enter  the  name  of  each  person  or 

members  of  a  firm  registering  as  a  dealer  in  spirituous  or  malt  liquors, 
or  intoxicating  bitters.  In  the  case  of  the  Ordinary,  it  shall  be  his 
duty  in  registering  the  same  to  give  the  name,  place  of  business,  and 
when  registered.  In  case  of  the  tax  collector,  it  shall  be  his  duty  to 
enter  the  name  of  the  person  or  members  of  a  firm  registered  with  the 
Ordinary,  date  when  notified  by  the  Ordinary,  (as  provided  in  section 
809,  (c.)  date  of  when  tax  was  paid  him,  amount  of  tax  paid,  and  date 
of  remitting  same  to  the  Treasurer  of  the  State. 

§809.  (j. )   Collectors  shall  report  tax  and  remit  same.     It  shall  be  the  duty 
Acts  of  1880  of  the  tax  collector  to  make  quarterly  reports  of  the  amounts  collected 

-i,  p.  43.      from  dealers  in  spirituous  or  malt  liquors,  or  intoxicating  bitters,  to 
the  Comptroller-General  under  oath,  to  be  administered  by  any  duly 

.  qualified  officer,  and  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  tax  collectors  to  remit 
to  the  Treasurer  of  the  State  the  amounts  of  their  collections,  less  com- 

missions, at   the  time   of  forwarding  their  quarterly   reports  to  the 
Comptroller-General. 

§809.  (k.)  Fees  of  Ordinary  and  collector.  The  commission  to  be 
Aots  of  1880  allowed  to  the  tax  collectors  for  collecting  these  special  taxes  shall  be  the 

-l,  p.  43.  same  percentage  as  is  now  allowed  them  by  section  936  for  collecting the  general  tax  in  their  respective  counties,  upon  the  amount  collected, 
and  that  the  fee  to  be  allowed  the  Ordinary  for  registering  the  name  of 
the  dealer  in  spirituous  or  malt  liquor,  or  intoxicating  bitters,  shall  be 
the  same  as  now  allowed  by  section  3694  of  the  Code  for  recording  an 
official  bond  :  Provided,  said  fee  is  paid  by  the  party  registering. 

§809.  (1.)  Does  not  relieve  from  United  States  or  local  laws.     No  require- 
Acts of  1880 ment  of  sections  809  (b.)  to  809  (m.),  inclusive  shall  be  construed  to 

-l,  p.  43.      relieve  those  so  registering  from  any  requirement  imposed  upon  liquor 
dealers  by  the  laws  of  the  United  States,  nor  from  any  local  tax  or  pro- 

hibitory law  in  reference  to  dealers  in  spirituous  or  malt  liquors,  or  in- 
toxicating bitters. 

§809.  (m.)  Inspection  of  registry  by  grand  jury.  It  shall  be  the  duty 
Acts  of  1880  of  the  Ordinary  and  tax  collector  to  lay  before  the  grand  juries  of  their 

-l,  p.  43.  respective  counties,  at  the  fall  term  of  each  meeting  of  their  Superior 
Courts,  the  books  of  registry  kept  by  each  of  them,  and  it  shall  be  the 
duty  of  the  grand  jury  to  inspect  said  registers  and  compare,  one  with 
the  other,  and  having  made  such  inspection,  if  any  discrepancies  are 
found  in  said  books,  or  if  they  find  there  are  any  dealers  in  spirituous 
or  malt  liquors,  or  intoxicating  bitters,  doing  business  in  their  county 
not  reported,  or  registered  on  such  books,  it  shall  be  their  duty  to  re- 

port such  discrepancy  to  the  Comptroller-General  and  it  shall  be  his 
duty,  if  the  discrepancy  is  found  to  be  in  favor  of  the  State  to  issue 
fi.  fa.  against  said  collector  for  the  amount  so  reported  by  the  grand 
jury  as  being  due  the  State,  and  if  a  person,  or  the  member  or  members 
of  a  firm  engaged  in  this  sale  of  spirituous  or  malt  liquor,  or  intoxicat- 

ing bitters,  have  failed  to  register,  or  havin;-  registered  have  failed  to 
pay,  it  shall  be  their  duty  to  indict  such  persons  as  provided  in  sec- 

tion 809  (g.)  of  this  Article  the  penalty,  on  conviction,  to  be  as  pre- 
scribed in  section  4310  of  the  Code. 

§809.  (n.)  Tax  on  dealers  in  iron  safes.  Each  iron  safe  company  selling 
Acts  of  1880  or  dealing  in  iron  safes  of  home  or  foreign  manufacture,  by  itself  or 

-l,  p.  43.  j^s  agenf;  jn  this  State,  and  all  dealers  in  iron  safes,  selling  or  dealing 
in  iron  safes  of  home  or  foreign  manufacture,  shall  pay  the  sum  of  two 
hundred  dollars  for  each  year,  or  fractional  part  thereof,  to  the  Comp- 

troller-General at  the  time  of  commencement  of  business  for  each  year, 
and  all  iron  safes  belonging  to  such  companies,  their  agents  or  dealers, 
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in  possession  of  such  companies,  agents,  dealers  or  others,  shall  be 
liable  to  seizure  and  sale  for  the  payment  of  such  tax. 

§810.  (807.)  (740.)  Property  specifically  taxed.  Wnere  persons  are  taxed 
specifically,  for  keeping  a  billiard  or  pool  table,  bagatelle  table  or  ten- 
pin  alley,  they  need  not  give  in  the  value  thereof. 

§811.  (808.)  (741.)  License  when  necessary.  No  assessment  or  payment 
of  tax  to  the  State  is  to  exonerate  the  person  from  taking  out  a 
license  from  the  county,  or  city,  or  incorporated  town,  in  cases  where 
they  are  required  by  law  so  to  do. 

Where  a  physician  is  licensed  by  authority  of  the  State,  the  city  of  Savannah  can- 
not require  him  under  penalty  to  take  out  license  before  he  can  practice  his  profes- 

sion :  36  Ga.,  460.  But  the  practice  of  his  profession  in  this  city  is  the  subject  of  taxa- 
tion: 36  Ga.,  460.  See  also  note  to  section  1422.  A  license  tax  by  a  city  on  a  foreign 

insurance  company  with  an  agency  in  the  city  :  50  Ga.,  537. 

§812.  (809.)  (742.)  Taxes  to  be  first  paid.  Taxes  shall  be  paid  before  Act  of  1801, 

any  other  debt, lien  or  claim  whatsoever,  and  the  property  returned  or p^js°^s 
heid  at  the  time  of  giving  in,  or  after,  is  always  subject,  2553. 

Taxes  due  the  State  were  a  lien  on  the  property  of  the  debtor,  formerly,  from  the  first 
of  Jauuary  :  8  Ga.,  479  In  this  case  was  a  lien  from  the  first  of  April,  and  sale  by  the 
assignee  in  bankruptcy  did  not  divest  the  State's  lien  for  taxes  :  46  Ga.,  412.  Nor  does  a 
sale  of  land  under  a  decree  of  the  Circuit  Court  of  the  United  States  divest  the  State's 
lien  for  taxes:  63  Ga.,  486-7.  Nor  is  the  city's  lien  for  taxes  divested  by  a  sale  for 
purchase  money  in  a  matter  transpiring  in  the  city  of  Atlanta :  Freeman  vs.  Mayor, 
etc.,  of  Atlanta,  Pamph.  Feb.,  1881,  p.  33. 

3  O.,  424 ;  6  C.  L.  J.,  139 ;  Cooley  Tax..  305 ;  Burrough's  Tax.,  269. 

§813.  (810.)  (743.)   Conveyances  and  judgments  to  avoid  payment  of  taxes  Act  of  i8049 
void.     All  deeds  of  gift,  mortgages,  sales  and  assignments  of  property  c-  p- 105°- 
of  any  kind,  made  to  avoid  payment  of  taxes,  or  judgments  procured 
to  be  rendered  for  the  same  purpose,  are  null  and  void. 

§814.  (811.)  (744.)    Donee,  etc.,  property  liable.      The  person  holding  Act  of  1804> 
such  property,  or  to  whom  such  conveyance  may  be  made,  is  liable  for  c.  p.  1050. 
such  taxes,  and  the  property  also,  whenever  found,  no  matter  in  whose 
possession  it  may  be. 

ARTICLE  III. 

TAXES   ON    BANKS,  RAILROADS   AND   OTHER    CORPORATIONS. 

Section. 
815.  Banks,  etc,  how  taxed. 
815.  1  a.)  President  to  make  return. 
815.  (b.)  Stock  subject  to  tax  fi.  fa. 
815.  (c.)  Taxes,  by  whom  paid. 
815.  (d.)  List  of  stockholders  to  be  furnished. 
816.  Railroads  and  other  corporations. 
817.  Private  banks  and  bankers. 
818.  Special  provisions  for  railroads. 

Section. 
819.  Tax  on  non-resident  roads. 
820.  Foreign  banks,  agents. 
821.  Foreign  insurance  companies. 
822.  Express  companies. 
823.  Lotteries. 
824.  Illegal  sale  of  lottery  tickets. 
825.  How  contested  by  defendant. 

§815.  (812.)  (745.)  Tax  must  be  assessed  on  shares,  not  capital.  No  tax  Act*tf 
shall  be  assessed  upon  the  capital  of  any  bank  or  banking  association,  p-138- 
organized  under  the  authority  of  this  State,  or  under  the  authority  of 
the  United  States,,  and  located  within  this  State ;  but  the  stockholders 
in  such  banks  or  banking  associations  shall  be  taxed  upon  the  value  of 
their  shares  of  stock  therein  in  the  county,  town  or  city  where  such 
bank  or  banking  association  is  located,  and  not  elsewhere,  whether 
such  stockholder  resides  in  such  count}^,  town  or  city  or  not,  but  not  at 
any  greater  rate  than  is  of  may  be  assessed  upon  other  moneyed  capital 
in  the  hands  of  individuals  in  this  State. 

3  How.,  133;  8/73;  1  Bk.,  436;  2/620;  4  Wall.,  244;  6/594,  611;  Cooley  Tax.,  165,  273, 
388,  392. 

§815.  (a.)  President  to  make  return  on  oath.     The    president  or   chief 
officer  of  each  and  every  bank  or  banking  association,  organized  under 
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Acts  of  1876,  State  authority,  or  under  National  authority  as  aforesaid,  and  located 

p.  138.  jn  ̂ 'g  gta-te,  shall  be  required  to  return  on  oath,  under  the  regulations prescribed  by  law  for  tax  returns,  all  the  shares  of  stock  of  the  stock- 
holders of  such  bank  or  banking  association,  whether  resident  or  non- 

resident, at  the  value  of  such  shades  of  stock,  to  the  tax  receiver  of  the 
county  where  such  bank  or  banking  association  is  located,  to  be  taxed 
for  State  and  county  purposes  as  hereinbefore  provided,  and  in  default 
thereof,  said  tax  receiver  shall  proceed  in  the  manner  prescribed  by 
section  854  of  the  Code,  to  assess  a  double  tax  upon  the  snares  of  stock 
not  returned  as  aforesaid. 

§815.  (b.)  Stock  subject  to  taxfi.fa.  The  shares  of  stock  of  any  stock- 
Acts  of  1876,  holder  in  any  bank  or  banking  association,  organized  as  aforesaid,  may 

p.  139.  -fa*  sold  for  the  payment  of  taxes  due  thereon,  whether  upon  a  return by  the  proper  person,  or  upon  an  assessment  by  the  tax  receiver,  by 
the  tax  collector  of  the  county  where  such  bank  or  banking  association 
is  located,  in  the  manner  provided  by  law  for  sales  of  personal  prop- 

erty for  unpaid  taxes. 
§815.  (c.)  Cashier  of  the  bank  must  pay  the  taxes.  It  shall  be  the  duty 

Actsofi876,  of  the  cashier  of  such  bank  or  banking  association,  to  pay  the  taxes 
!  assessed,  by  virtue  of  the  foregoing  provisions  upon  the  shares  of  stock 

of  the  stockholders  of  such  banks  or  banking  association,  to  said  tax 
collector,  and  in  default  thereof,  said  tax  collector  shall  collect  the  same 
by  execution  issued  as  now  provided  by  law,  and  by  the  sale  of  said 
shares  of  stock  as  above  provided. 

§815.  (d.)   The  president  and  cashier  to  furnish  list  of  stockholders.     The 
Acts  of  1876,  president  and  cashier  of  every  bank  or  banking  association  above  de- 
p.  139.         scribed,  shall  be  required  to  furnish,  for  the  inspection  of  said  tax  re- 

ceiver of  the  county  in  which  such  bank  or  banking  association  is 
located  a  correct  list  of  the  names  and  residences  of  all  the  sharehold- 

ers in  such  bank  or  banking  association,  and  the  number  of  shares  held 
by  each;  and  any  president  or  cashier  of  such  bank  or  banking  associa- 

tion, failing  or  refusing  to  furnish  said  list  of  names   and  shares  to 
any  tax  receiver  authorized  hereby  to  demand  the  same,  (and  demand- 

ing the  same),  shall  be    guilty  of  a  misdemeanor,  and   on   conviction 
thereof,  shall  be  punished  as  prescribed  in  section  4310  of  the  Code. 

^^^ ̂ £^  ++4*~c*~-,  §816.  (813.)  (746.)   Tax  on  railroads  and  other  corporations.  The  several 
Eg/  /ff~j  Acts  of  1874,  railroads  and  other  incorporated  or  unincorporated  companies  of  every 

Ej/V.  j*/    '  Act  of  1850,  kind,  except  banks  which  are  not  exempt  by  their  charter  otherwise, 
^    . ;      Z^  c.  p.  1079.  '  or  for  which  there  is  not  a  different  method  of  taxation  specially  pre- 
U£&~**44sft--  _2  p_m     scribed,  pay  the  same  rate  per  cent,  upon  the  whole  amount  of  their 
L*'/f?~ ̂ *  ffijsjffi) °?  1  n853  capital  stock  paid  in  as  is  levied  on  other  capital,  together   with  the 
J^K^yO'^fC^M,  '    same  rate  per  cent,  upon  their  net  annual  profits:    [Provided,  that  this 
^c^L^6t>^.nm,c^ii.  section  shall  not  be  so  construed  as  to  include  loan  and  building  as- 
/f<?j£x  sociations,  but  the  same  are  hereby  declared  exempt  from  taxation 

upon  their  capital  stock  and  net  annual  profits.]  (a.) 
What  is  capital  stock  and  liable  to  taxation  :  8  Ga.,  486.  Property  of  the  Rome 

Railroad  in  the  city  of  Rome  necessary  to  conduct  its  business  is  part  of  its  capital 
stock,  and  exempt  under  its  charter  from  city  tax  as  property:  14  Ga.,  275;  62/473. 
Capital  stock  exempt  by  charter,  but  other  property  taxed  as  ordinary  property:  40 
Ga.,646;  44/388.  What  taxes  upon  the  Georgia  Railroad  and  Banking  Company  are 
illegal  according  to  the  terms  of  their  charter:  26  Ga.,  651.  By  the  Act  of  1852,  the 
city  of  Augusta  could  tax  the  Insurance  and  Banking  Company  on  their  "capital 
stock,"  and  not  the  company  as  a  corporate  body:  37  Ga.,  620-2.  Railroad  tax  cases: 
54  Ga.,  401,  408,  423,  430  ;  60/269. 

Tax  on  Railroads:  7  Wall.,  262;  15/284;  18/206;  22/527,  215;  6  O.,  499;  7/697; 
9/348;  12/273;  13/1,  417;  24  Am.  R.,  511;  Cooley  Tax.,  60,  135,  150,  273. 

Act  of  1830,  §817.  (814.)  (747.)  Private  bankers,  etc.  The  provisions  of  the  pre- 
Act  of°i83t  ceding  sections  apply  to  private  bankers,  brokers,  or  exchange  mer- 
c.  p.  iocs.  '  chants. 
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§818.  (815.)  (7 '48. )  Railroads ,  when  to  pay  one-half  of  one  per  cent.  The  ActsofisM, 
several  railroads,  by  whose  charters  a  higher  tax  is  forbidden,  and  suchp*  0j" 
as  are  now  or  may  hereafter  be  in  operation  that  do  not  pay  a  dividend 
exceeding  six  per  cent.,  shall  pay  only  one-half  of  one  per  cent,  upon 
the  net  annual  income  of  each,  until  they  pay  a  dividend  of  eic;ht  per 
cent,  per  annum,  in  which  shall  be  included  the  reserved  fund,  at 
which  time  they  are  to  be  taxed  as  other  capital. 

§819.  Non-resident  railroads,  how  taxed.  [All  railroad  companies  loca-(a)  Act  of 
ted  in  other  States,  and  having  a  terminus,  or  any  part  of  its  road  infg^  ' 
this  State,  shall  be  taxed  as  follows  :  If  such  railroad  companies  have  a 
terminus  in  this  State,  they  shall  be  liable  to  pay  taxes  on  all  their 
property  in  this  State,  except  their  right  of  way  and  track,  including 
bridges  ;  and  if  they  have  no  terminus  in  this  State,  such  railroad  com- 

panies shall  pay  a  tax  upon  their  net  earnings  as  railroad  companies  of 
this  State,  in  the  proportion  that  the  length  of  the  road  in^his  State 
bears  to  the  whole  length  of  said  road  :  Provided,  if  in  any  case  the  tax 
upon  the  net  earnings  of  such  companies  shall  amount  to  a  greater  sum 
than  a  tax  upon  their  property,  then  said  companies  shall  pay  the  tax 
on  their  earnings.]     (a.) 

18  Wall.,  206;  21/492.  The  stocks  and  bonds  of  an  inter-State  railway  are  liable  to 
taxation  by  any  State  in  which  it  is  situated  in  proportion  to  the  length  of  the  voad  in 
such  State  :  5  Am.  R.,  341.  The  lien  of  the  State  for  taxes  upon  the  property  of  a  rail- 

road company,  rightfully  in  the  custody  of  the  law,  is  prior  to  all  other  liens  whatso- 
ever, except  the  lien  of  judicial  costs :  3  Woods,  434. 

§820.  (816.)  (749.)  Agents  of  foreign  banks  and  brokers.  Every  agent  Act  of  iso4, 
of  any  foreign  bank  or  individual  not  a  citizen  of  this  State,  doing  c.p.  1047, 
business  herein,  with  or  without  an  office,  or  through  a  citizen  of  this  Act  of  i845r 

State  or  other  person,  shall  pay  the  same  rate  of  tax  as  is  imposed  upon  ̂ 'Jf0]l^0 
the  chartered  banks  upon  one-third  of  the  highest  amount  of  loans  or  c.p.  lost.  ' 
paper  discounted,  or  exchange  purchased  by  him  and  running  to  ma-^p.0^855 
turity  at  any  one  time  during  twelve  months  immediately  preceding  Actsofi858, 
such  returns,  together  with  the  same  rate  per  cent,  upon  the  net  an- 

nual profits  of  the  agency. 
§821.  (817.)  (750.)  Foreign  insurance  companies.     All  insurance  com- Actsofisss, 

panies  out  of  this  State,  doing  business  herein,  shall  pay  one  per  cent,  p-104- 
upon  premiums  received. 

iMty  tax  on  :  50  Ga.,  537. 

3  0.,  116;  Cooley  Tax.,  393. 

§822.  (818.)  (751.)  Express  companies.     Every  express  company  doing 
business  in  this  State  shall  pay  a  tax  of  one  per  cent,  upon  the  gross  p.  105. 
amount  of  their  profits  for  each  year  on  business  done  at  offices  in  this 
State* 

§823.  (819.)  (752.)  Managers  of  lottery.     Each  manager  of  any  lottery,  Actsofl858 
if  authorized  by  the  laws  of  this  State,  shall  pay  to  the  State  Treasurer  P.  104. 
one  thousand  dollars  annually,  free  of  all  costs  of  collection.* 

§824.  (820.)  (753.)  Illegal  sale  of  lottery  tickets.     If  any  person  makes  Actof  1828> 
affidavit  that  any  one  is  selling  lottery  tickets  without  the  authority  of  c.p.  728. 
the  laws  of  this  State,  the  tax  collector  of  any  county  shall  issue  a  fi.  fa. 
for  the  sum  of  one  hundred  dollars  for  each  act,  sworn  to  against  the 
offending  person,  as  tax  executions  are  issued.* 

Penalties  under  the  Act  of  1833  cannot  be  enforced  by  an  indictment :  29  Ga.,  616. 

§825.  (821.)  (754.)  Fi.  fa.  may  be  contested.  The  defendant  may  con- 
test the  collection  of  such  process  as  defendants  in  ordinary^,  fas.  may.f 

Injunctions:  59  Ga.,  805-811;  63/352. 
General  Note  on  Taxation  of  Corporations. — Burroughs  Tax.,  164  ;  Cooly  Tax.,  15, 

135,  392;  Field  on  C,  ?51u;  4  Pet.,  514;  18  Wall.,  206;  2  O.,  575. 

"See  Const,  of  1877,  Art.  1,  Sec.  2,  par.  4. 
fLaws  to  levy  and  collect  taxes,  being  generally  for  one  vear  onlv,  and  being  in  their  nature 

temporary  and  changing,  are  not  inserted  here.  The  reader  is  referred  to  the  Acts  of  the  Legisla- 
ture on  that  subject. 
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ARTICLE   IV. 

TAXES — HOW   RETURNED   AND    COLLECTED. 

/.yv-*-. 

Section. 
826.  Return  of  banks,  etc.,  how  made, 

(a.)  President  shall  return, 
b.)  President  must  pay. 
(c.)  Payment,  how  resisted, 
(d.)  Returns  to  be  itemized, 
(e.)  Comptroller  assesses,  when, 
(f.)  Collection,  how  enforced. 

826.  (g. )  Existing  penalties  remain. 
827.  Other  returns,  to  whom  made. 
828.  Mines  and  farms,  where  taxed. 

Mine  or  farm  on  county  line. 
Non-residents. 
Lands,  etc.,  of  non-residents. 
Returns  to  Comptroller,  how  made. 
In  what  funds  tax  payable. 
(a.>  Arbitration  of  differences. 
Returns  may  be  by  agent. 
Oath  of  agent. 
O  ith  by  one  of  a  firm  sufficient. 

837.  Who  may  administer  oath. 
838.  Evidence  of  oath. 
839.  When  receiver  must  assess. 
840.  Proceedings  thereon. 
841.  Who  may  complain  of  returns. 
842.  Oath  of  assessors. 
843.  Defaulting  tax  payers. 
844.  Relief  against  double  tax. 
845.  Defaulter's  oath. 
846.  Blanks,  by  whom  furnished. 
846.  (a.  i  Return  of  lunatics,  etc. 

Lands,  how  returned. 
How  entered  in  digest. 
Digests,  when  and  where  filed. 
Mistakes,  how  rectified. 
Tax  overpaid  refunded. 

826. 

826. 
826. 
826. 
826. S-i 56. 

829. 
830. 
831. 
832. 
833. 
833. 
834. 
835. 
836. 

847. 
848. 
849. 
850. 
851. 

Section. 
852.  Before  reaching  treasury. 
853.  Doubtful  cases. 
854.  Defaulters  double  taxed. 
855.  Double  tax  on  property. 
856.  Double  tax,  how  avoided. 
857.  Agent  of  non-resident  liable. 
858.  When  collector  must  pay,  etc. 
859.  Insolvent  list,  how  allowed. 
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§826.  (822.)  (755.)  Returns  and  taxes  of  banks,  etc.  The  returns  of  all 
banks,  railroad,  and  insurance  and  express  companies,  and  agents  of 
foreign  companies,  authorized  in  this  State,  shall  be  made  to  the  Comp- 

troller-General by  the  first  day  of  May  in  each  year,  and  the  taxes 
thereof  shall  be  paid  to  the  State  Treasurer  by  the  first  day  of  October 
in  each  year. 

§826.  (a.)  Presidents  required  to  make  returns  to  Comptroller.  The  presi- 
Acts of  1874,  dents  of  all  the  railroad  companies  in  this  State  shall  be  required  to 

p.  107.  return,  on  oath,  annually  to  the  Comptroller-General,  the  value  of  the 
property  of  their  respective  companies,  without  deducting  their  in- 

debtedness; each  class  or  species  of  property  to  be  separately  named 
and  valued,  so  far  as  the  same  may  be  practicable,  to  be  taxed  as  other 
property  of  the  people  of  the  State,  and  said  returns  shall  be  made 
under  the  same  regulations  provided  by  law  for  the  returns  of  officers 
of  other  incorporated  companies,  which  are  required  by  law  to  be  made 
to  the  Comptroller-General. 

§826.  (b.)   The  presidents  shall  pay  the  taxes  assessed.      Said  presidents 

•m    Ac}o°fi874'  shall  pay  to  the  Comptroller-General  the  taxes  assessed  upon  the  prop- 
12876, ''882,    erty  of  said  railroad  companies,  and  on  failure  to  make  the  returns  re- 

cta quired  by  the  preceding  section,  or  on  failure  to  pay  the  taxes  so  asssessed 
/**&'  the  Comptroller-General  shall  proceed  to  enforce  the  collection  of  the 

same  in  the  manner  provided  by  law  for  the  enforcement  of  taxes 
against  the  other  incorporated  companies  before  mentioned. 

§826.  (c.)   Tax,  how  resisted.     If  any  railroad  company  affected  by  the 
Acts  of  1874,  preceding  sections  desires  to  resist  the  collection  of  the  tax  therein 

p.  107.         provided  for,  said  company,  through  its  proper  officer  may,  after  mak- 
ing the  return  required  in  section  826  (a.),  and  after  paying  the  tax 

levied  on  such  corporation  by  the  Tax  Act  for  1873,  and  continuing  to 
pay  the  same  while  the  question  of  its  liability  herein  is  undetermined, 
resist  the  collection  of  the  tax  above  provided  for  by  filing  an  affidavit 

•   of  illegality  to  the  execution  or  other  process  issued  by  the  Comptrol- 
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ler-General  aforesaid,  and  stating  fully  and  distinctly  the  grounds  of 

resistance,  which' shall  be  returnable  to  the  Superior  Court  of  Fulton 
county,  to  be  there  determined  as  other  illegalities,  only  the  same  shall 
have  precedence  of  all  cases  in  said  Court  as  to  time  of  hearing,  and 
with  the  same  right  of  motions  for  new  trial  and  writs  of  error  as  in 
other  cases  of  illegality,  on  the  part  of  the  Comptroller-General  and  of 
said  corporation,  in  which  cases  the  Comptroller-General  shall  be  rep- 

resented by  the  Attorney-General  of  the  State,  or  such  other  attorney 
as  the  Governor  may  select;  and  if  the  grounds  of  such  illegality  be 
not  sustained,  the  Comptroller-General  shall-,  after  crediting  the  pro- 

cess aforesaid  with  amount  paid,  proceed  to  collect  the  residue  due 
under  the  provisions  aforesaid ;  and  if,  at  any  time  during  the  pend- 

ency of  any  litigation  herein  provided  for,  the  said  corporation  shall 
fail  to  pay  the  tax  required  to  be  paid  as  a  condition  of  hearing,  then 
said  illegality  must  be  dismissed,  and  no  second  affidavit  of  illegality 
shall  be  allowed.  Said  illegality  may  be  amended  as  other  affidavits 
of  illegality,  and  shall  always  be  accompanied  by  good  bond  and  secu- 

rity for  the  payment  of  the  t'dxfi.fa.  issued  bj^  the  Comptroller-General. 
§826.  (d.)  Returns  to  Comptroller  must  be  itemized.  Whenever  corpora-  Acts  of  1877, 

tions,  companies,  persons,  agencies,  or  institutions,  are  required  by  law  p' 126, 
to  make  returns  of  property,  or  gross  receipts,  or  business,  or  income,  gross, 
annual,  net,  or  any  other  kind  or,  any  other  return,  to  the  Comptroller- 
General,  for  taxation,  such  return  shall  contain  an  itemized  statement 
of  property,  each  class  or  species  to  be  separately  named  and  valued, 
or  an  itemized  account  of  gross  receipts,  or  business,  or  income,  as 
above  defined,  or  other  matters  required  to  be  returned,  and  in  case  of  net 
income  only,  an  itemized  account  of  gross  receipts  and  expenditures, 
to  show  how  the  income  returned  is  ascertained,  and  such  returns  shall 
be  carefully  scrutinized  by  the  Comptroller-General,  and  if  in  his  judg- 

ment the  property  embraced  therein  is  returned  below  its  value,  he 
shall  assess  the  value,  within  sixty  days  thereafter,  from  any  informa- 

tion he  can  obtain,  and  if  he  shall  find  a  return  of  gross  receipts,  or 
business,  or  income,  as  above  denned,  or  other  matters  required  to  be  re- 

turned as  aforesaid,  below  the  true  amount,  or  false  in  any  particular, 
or  in  anywise  contrary  to  law,  he  shall  correct  the-  same  and  assess  the 
true  amount,  from  the  best  information  at  his  command,  within  sixty 
days.  In  all  cases  of  assessment,  or  of  correction  of  returns,  as  herein 
provided,  the  officer  or  person  making  such  returns  shall  receive  notice 
and  shall  have  the  privilege,  withih  twenty  days  after  such  notice,  to 
refer  the  question  of  true  value  or  amount,  as  the  case  may  be,  to  ar- 

bitrators— one  chosen  by  himself,  and  one  chosen  by  the  Comptroller- 
General — with  power  to  choose  an  umpire  in  case  of  disagreement,  and 
their  award  shall  be  final.  , 

§826.  (e.)   When  no  return,  Comptroller  to  assess.     Incases  of  failure  to  Actsofisrr,  /yV:  6  1. 

make  return,  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  Comptroller-General  to  make  p- 127-       //  ' 
an  assessment,  from  the  best  information  he  can  procure,  which  assess- 

ment shall  be  conclusive  upon  said  corporations,  companies,  persons, 
agencies,  or  institutions. 

§826.  (f.)   Collection  of  taxes,  how  enforced.     In  all  cases  of  default  of  Actsofi877, 

payment  of  taxes  upon  returns  or  assessments,  as  provided  in  the  pre-  f^Q,'882. 
ceding  sections,  the  Comptroller-General  shall  enforce  collections  in  the 
manner  now  provided  by  law. 

§826.  (g.)   Usual  penalties  still  of  force.     Nothing  in  the  three  preceding  Acts  of  1877, 

sections  shall  alter  or  affect  the  penalties  now  provided  by  law  against  jf^27" 
defaulting  or  delinquent  corporations,  companies,  persons,  or  institu- " tions,  referred  to  therein,  or  to  alter  or  affect  the  mode  of  enforcement 
of  such  penalties,  now  provided  by  law. 
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§827.  (823.)  (756.)  Returns,  to  whom  made.  All  other  companies  or 
persons  taxed  shall  make  their  returns  to  the  receiver  of  the  respective 
counties  where  the  persons  reside  or  the  office  of  the  company  is  located, 
except  in  cases  of  mining  companies  and  of  persons  who  cultivate  lands 
in  counties  not  their  residence. 

§828.  (824.)  (757.)     Returns  of  mining  companies,  etc.     Mining  compa- 
Acts  of  1855  nies  must  make  their  returns  in  the  county  where  the  mine  is  worked, 

-6,  p.  275.    an(j  thoge  who  have  such  plantations  must  make  the  returns  for  them, together  with  the  stock  and  other  property  employed  thereon,  in  the 
counties  where  they  are  respectively  situated. 

§829.  (825.)  (758.)  Mine  or  plantation  on  county  line.     If  there  is  a 
Acts  of  1880  mine  or  plantation  on  the  line  between  two  counties,  and  in  two  or 

-i,  p.  49.      more  connties,  the  returns  shall  be  made  in  the  county  where  the  im- 
provements or  most  of  the  improvements  are.     But  any  plantation- 

whereon  the  owner  resides  which  shall  be  divided  by  a  county  line,  or 
/>  lines,  and  said  county  line,  or  lines,  shall  not  be  definitely  ascertained 
A  and  distinctly  marked,  shall  be  returned  for  taxation  by  the  owner  in 
2  any  of  the  counties  in  which  a  part  of  said  plantation  may  lie,  which 

the  owner  may  hereafter  elect. 
^  §830.  (826.)  (759.)  Non-residents  included.     The.pro visions  of  the  two 

preceding  sections  apply  to  non-residents  who  hold  such  property  in 
this  State. 

§831.  (827.)  (760.)  Returns  of  non-residents,  etc.  Lands  and  other  prop- 
Act  of  1840,  erty  of  non-residents  must  be  returned  and  paid  for  in  the  countv  where 
^  p- AU  *    the  lands  or  other  property  are  respectively  situated. 

§832.  (828.)  (761.)  Returns  to  Comptroller,  how  made.  The  returns  of 
all  banks,  or  companies,  or  persons,  required  to  be  made  to  the  Comp- 

troller-General, must  be  in  writing  and  sworn  to  by  the  presiding  offi- 
cer or  agent  of  a  foreign  company  to  be  a  just,  true,  and  full  return  of 

the  capital  stock,  net  annual  profits,  or  other  property  or  effects,  for 
which  said  bank  or  company  is  subject  to  taxation  by  the  laws  of  this 
State. 

§833.  (829.)  (762.)  Payments,  how  made.  Such  payments  must  be 
1807.  made  in  the  funds  in  which  taxes  may  be  paid  at  the  State  treasury, 

free  of  any  expense  to  the  State, 
i  §833.  (a.)  Differences  arbitrated,  how.     Whenever  the  Comptroller-Gen- 

Acts  ofi878eral  shall  be  dissatisfied  with  a  return  for  taxation  required  by  law  to 

-9,  p.  166.    ke  mac[e  to  him  by  any  corporation,  company,  person  or  institution,  and 
I  shall  make  an  assessment  which  is  not  satisfactory  to  the  officer  or  per- 

son making  such  return,  and  two  arbitrators  are  chosen,  one  by  the 
.  Comptroller-General  and  the  other  by  said  officer  or  person,  and  if  said 
arbitrators  fail  to  select  an  umpire  within  thirty  days  after  receiving 
notice  of  their  appointment,  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  Governor  to  ap- 

point two  arbitrators,  who  with  the  arbitrator  selected  by  said  officer  or 
person  representing  the  corporation,  company  or  institution,  shall  de- 

termine the  question  of  amount  or  value,  as  the  case  may  be,  and  their 
/  award  shall  be  final. 

^tU^N*-^  f*  a  §834.  (830.)  (763.)  Other  returns,  how  made.  Returns  of  other  compa- 
£~£++  ̂ ^^Zaiies  and  individuals  may  be  made  by  themselves  or  agents  to  the  pro- 
a/^Z^^C^  _  per  tax  receiver,  by  the  first  day  of  July  in  each  year,  for  property  held 

^^*^7^-~~  and  subject  to  taxation  on  the  first  day  of  April  previously  ;  and  pay- 
(**?*  *  ments  to  the  tax  collector  by  the  first  day  of  October  in  each  year. 
^  Formerly  the  first  of  January  was  the  time  :  8  Ga.,  479.     Section  cited  and  the  first 

of  April  fixes  the  liability  to  tax  for  the  current  year  :  51  Ga.,  252-4.-   An  export  on 
the  first  of  April,  1875,  exempt  from  taxation:  60  Ga.,  63-66. 

§835.  (831.)  (767.)  Oath  of  Agent.  When  any  of  the  oaths  of  a  tax 
payer  are  taken  by  an  agent,  there  shall  also,  at  the  proper  place,  be 
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serted  that   he  does  so  as  agent  for  a  certain  person  or  persons,  or 
mpany,  naming  them. 
§836.  (832.)  (763.)   Oath  of  one  of  a  firm  sufficient.     Such  oath  taken  Act  of  1830, 
any  one  member  of  a  firm  or  unincorporated  company  without  ac-p-1008- 

esiding  officer,  shall  be  sufficient  as  to  said  firm  or  company  pioperty. 
§837.  (833.)  (769.)   Oath,  before  whom  taken.     They  are  taken  before 
e  tax  receiver,  who  is  authorized  to  Administer  them;  but  the  oath 
non-residents,  females,  absentees,  and  sick  persons,  may  be  written 
t  in  full  and  taken  before  an}^  person  authorized  to  administer  an 
th,  and  delivered  to  the  receiver,  who  shall  file  such  oaths  in  the 
ice  of  the  Ordinary. 
§838.  (834.)  (770.)  Digest,  when  evidence.     The  entry  in  the  digest  of  §4463. 

e  tax  payer's  returns  shall  be  'prima  facie  evidence  of  his  having  taken 
ch  oath,  and  if  false,  he  is  guilty  of  false  swearing  and  is  liable  to 
indicted  and  to  be   punished  therefor,  as  prescribed  for  other  cases 
false  swearing  in  the  Penal  Code. 
§839.  (835.)  (771.)  In  case  of  false  return,  tax  receiver  to  assess  value.  Acts  of  lm, 

ich  return  shall  be  scrutinized  carefully  by  the  tax  receiver,  and  ifP-103- 
his  judgment  he  shall  find  the  property  embraced  in  the  return,  or  §925. 
.y  portion  of  it,  returned  below  its  value,  he  shall  assess  the  value  at 
ce  or  within  thirty  days  thereafter. 
§840.  (836.)  (772.)  Subsequent  proceedings.     If  such  assessment  is  not  Acts  of  1858, 

ade  by  the  receiver  instanter,  he  shall  give  the  tax  payer  notice  of  his  p- 103- 
sessment,  and  in  either  case  it  shall  be  the  tax  payer's  privilege  to 
ive  it  left  to  three  disinterested  persons,  one  of  whom  he  shall  select, 
e  other  shall  be  selected  by  the  receiver,  and  these  two  shall  select  a 
ird  if  they  disagree,  a  majority  of  whom  shall  fix  the  assessment. 
It  is  here  assumed  that  the  Act  of  1804  is  still  in  force  in  reference  to  one  neglecting 
refusing  to  give  in  his  taxable  property,  or  convicted  of  fraud  or  making  a  false  re- 
*n,  being  liable  to  a  penalty  one-half  to  the  informer:  20  Ga.,  585  That  a  part  of  the 
jhth  section  of  this  Act  of  1804  in  reference  to  paying  Clerks  of  the  Inferior  Court  a 
e  of  ten  dollars,  is  repealed  :  28  Ga.,  85. 

§841.  (837.)  (773.)  Property  returned  below  its  value.  It  is  the  privilege 
any  tax  payer  of  the  county  where  a  return  is  made  to  complain  to  the 
ceiver  at  any  time  before  his  digest  is  completed  that  any  return  is 
;low  the  true  value  of  the  property;  in  which  case  he  shall  notify  the 
;rson  who  made  the  return  complained  of  if  practicable,  verbally  or 
i  writing,  giving  him  the  name  of  complainant  and  the  ground  of 
m plaint,  and  shall  proceed  to  have  a- new  assessment  in  the  terms  of 
ie  preceding  section. 
§842.  (838.)  (774.)  Oath  of  assessors.      Whenever  such  assessors  are  Acts  of  ism, 

lied  in,  they  shall  take  an  oath  before  the  receiver  to  do  justice  be-p"  ' yeen  the  parties  at  variance  touching  the  true  assessment  of  the  tax 
turn. 

§843.  (839.)  (775.)  Defaulting  taxpayer,  how  relieved.  When  a  tax  payer  Act  o{0H10t 
is  been  returned  as  a  defaulter  and  doubly  taxed,  either  by  the  re- Acts' of  i860. 
:iver  or  collector,  the  Ordinary  is  authorized  to  relieve  the  defaulter  of p- 59- 
ie  penalty  for  default  at  the  time  said  Ordinary  allows  the  collector  his 
Lsolvent  lists,  provided  that  said  tax  payer  shows  to  such  Ordinary  by 
itisfactory  evidence,  that  either  from  providential  or  other  good  cause 
e  had  not  an  opportunity  to  make  his  returns  to  the  receiver  of  tax  re- 
irns,  and  at  the  time  of  such  release  promptly  pays  his  proper  tax  and 
ie  dollar  to  the  collector  as  his  fee,  the  collector  shall  promptly  inform 
ie  Comptroller-General  of  such  release  and  the  amount  of  taxes  paid. 
§844.  (840.)  (776.)  Defaulters,  how  relieved  from  double  tax.     All  defaul- Act  of  i804, 

;rs  may  at  any  time,  and  for  the  same  causes,  before  the  digest  is  made  c*  p-  105L 
p  and  ready  to  be  sent  to  the  Comptroller,  save  the  double  tax  by 
kewise  giving  in  to  the  Ordinary  and  paying  him  one  dollar,  who 
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shall  give  a  copy  of  such  returns  instanter  to  the  receiver,  and  he  shall 
enter  it  in  the  several  digests. 

§845.  (841.)  (777.)  Defaulter's  oath.  The  Ordinary,  in  the  cases  set 
forth  in  sections  843  and  844,  shall  require  the  tax  payer  to  swear  to 
the  cause  of  his  delay,  and  shall  state  the  same  in  the  copies  furnished 
the  Comptroller  or  receiver. 

§846.  (842.)  (778.)   Comptroller  to   furnish  receivers  blank  forms.     The 
Act  of  1845,  Comptroller-General  shall  furnish  all  the  receivers  of  tax  returns  with 
c  p.  1076.    a  sUfficient  number  of  blank  forms  to  conform  to  the  tax  laws,  by  which 

they  shall  make  out  their  three  digests,  and  each  digest  shall  be  of  uni- 
form, size,  and  when  returned  shall  be  bound  and  labeled. 

§846.  (a.)  Returns  of  lunatics,  etc.,  required  of  tax  receivers.     The  Comp- 
Actsofi877>  troller-General  is  hereby  authorized  and  required  to  require  of  all  tax 
p.  114.         receivers  a  return,  of  each  head  of  a  family,  (of)  all  lunatics,  epileptics 

and  idiots,  and  their  sexes,  and  color,  in  each  county  of  this  State  ;  and 
also  of  all  births  and  deaths  and  causes  of  death. 

§847.  (843.)  (779.)  Return  of  land,  how  made.     In  making  a  return  of 
Act  of  1804,  taxable  property,  the  person  returning,  when  making  a  general  return. 

Acts  of4i85i  snail  give  in  each  tract  or  lot  of  land  he  may  own,  specifying  its  loca- 
-2,  p.  290.    tion  by  number,  district  and  section,  if  known,  the  number  of  acres, 

if  known,  and  its  aggregate  value,  in  which  must  be  included  the  value 
of  the  buildings,  machinery,  toll  bridges,  ferries,  or  other  improvements 
thereon  or  appurtenant  thereto. 

§848.  (844.)  (780.)  Returns,  how  entered  in  digests.    Such,  together  with 
Acts  of  1851  the  returns  of  personal  estate  and  other  interests  the  subject  of  taxa- 
-2,  p.  290.    tion,  must  be  returned  and  set  down  in  the  digest  in  separate  columns 

according  to  the  classification  furnished  the  receivers  by  the  Comp- 
troller-General  in  each  year,  and  their  aggregate  value  carried  out,  less 

the  exemptions,  such  being  specified. 
§849.  (845.)  (781.)  Number  of  digests,  to  whom  furnished.     The  receiver 

Acts  of  1851  must  make  out  three  of  such  digests  in  a  fair  and  legible  handwriting, 

-2,  p.  29i.    an(j  furriisnj  by  the  first  day  of  August  in  each  year,  one  to  the  Comp- 
troller-General, one  to  the  Ordinary,  and  one  to  the  tax  collector. 

Section  cited  and  the  digests  are  evidence  on  the  trial  of  an  issue  as  to  the  payment 
of  taxes  :  47  Ga.,  90. 

§850.  (846.)  (782.)  Mistakes  in,  how  corrected.     If  a  receiver  makes  a 
Act  of  1845,  mistake  in  his  digest,  it  is  the  duty  of  the  Comptroller-General,  with 
c.  p.  1077.    the  sanction  of  the  Governor,  to  correct  such  mistake  by  making  the 

necessary  entries  in  the  digest  furnished  the  Comptroller,  and  must  in 
writing  notify  the  Ordinary  and  the  tax  collector  of  the  county  from 
which  such  digest  comes  of  such  mistake  and  correction. 

§851.  (847.)  (783.)  Tax  overpaid  to  be  refunded  when  in  the  treasury.  If, 

Act  of  1845,  by  reason  of  such  mistake,  or  from  any  other  cause,  a  tax  payer's  money 
c.  p.  io/8.  is  in  the  treasury  for  a  greater  amount  than  he  is  liable  for,  of  which 

such  officer  is  clearly  satisfied,  he  may  certify  the  same  to  the  Governor, 
who  shall,  if  he  approves,  draw  his  warrant  on  the  treasury  in  favor  of 
such  tax  payer  for  the  proper  amount,  out  of  any  moneys  not  otherwise 
appropriated. 

§852.  (848.)  (784.)  And  before  reaching  the  treasury.     If  such  mistake 
Acts  of  1855  is  ascertained  before  the  tax  collector  has  paid  the  amount  into  the 
s,  p.  275,     treasury,  the  Comptroller-General,  with  the  sanction  of  the  Governor, 

shall  authorize  such  collector  to  refund  the  amount,  or  if  he  has  not 
collected  it,  to  order  him  to  desist. 

§853.  (849.)  (785.)  Doubtful  cases.  When  any  similar  cases  arise 
Acts  of  1855  which  are  doubtful  in  the  opinion  of  the  Governor,  he  shall  refer  the 
-6,  p.  275.    matter  to  the  General  Assembly. 

§854.  (850. )  (786.)  Defaulters  to  be  doubly  taxed.  If  a  person  fails  to 

make  a  return,  in  whole  or  in  part,  or  fails  to  affix  a  value'  to  his  prop- 
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erty,  it  is  the  duty  of  the  receiver  to  make  the  valuation  and  assess  the  Act&ofisia 

taxation  thereon,  and  in  all  other  respects  to  make  the  return  for  the  Act°o?'iM.r», 
defaulting  person  from  the  best  information  he  can  obtain,  and  having Jy^j^&j 

done  so,  he  shall  double  the  tax  in  the  last  column  of  the  digest  against  c.  p?:i078.  ' 
such  defaulters,  after  having  placed  the  proper  market  value  or  specific  ̂ f*!0^51 

return  in  the  proper  column;  [and  for  every  year's  default  the  default-  Acts  of  ms 
er  shall  be  taxed  double  until  a  return  is  made.]  (a.)  (a'^ctoi 

§855.  (851.)  (787.)  Property  not  returned  to  be  doubly  taxed.  If  there  is 187:3.  p  20- 
taxable  property,  real  Or  personal,  in  a  county,  that  to  the  satisfaction 
of  the  receiver,  when  he  comes  to  conclude  his  digest,  is  not  returned 

by  any  person,  and  he  does  not  know  the  owner  or  possessor,  it  is  his 
duty  to  assess  and  double  tax  it,  describing  it  particularly;  and  the 
same  power  is  conferred  on  the  tax  collector  as  to  such  property,  when 

not  'assessed,  or  overlooked  by  the  receiver. 
I  Section  cited  :  51  Ga.,  454-5. 

,  §856.  (852.)  (788.)  When  defaulters  not  liable  for  double  tax.  If  persons 
who  are  required  to  give  in  land  in  the  counties  where  situated  fail  so 
to  do,  they  shall  be  liable  only  for  the  real  tax  assessed  by  the  receiver 
unless  they  fail  to  pay  the  amount  by  the  time  required;  in  which 
event  the  collector  shall  collect  the  double  tax  and  issue  process  therefor. 

§857.  (853.)  (789.)  Agents  of  non-residents.     All  persons  who  give  in  Act  of  iso-i, 

property  for  persons  not  resident  in  the  State  shall  be  personally  liable  c-  1(W7- 
for  the  taxes,  as  well  as  the  principal  and  his  property. 

Section  cited  and  construed:  51  Ga.,  455. 

§858.  (854.)  (790. )    When  collectors  to  pay  taxes  into  treasury  and  present  Act  of  1904. 

insolvent  list.     The  several  collectors  must  pay  into  the  State  treasury  AcS'oM«i>5 
the  taxes  of  their  respective  counties  by  the  twentieth  day  of  December  -*>>  p-  JJ6. 
of  each  year,  and  shall  at  the  same  time  present  their  insolvent  list,  P.  132. 
duly  certified  to  have  been  allowed  them  by  the  proper  authority. 
:  §859.  (855.)  (791.)  Insolvent  list,  by  whom  allowed.     Insolvent  lists  ofActsofisrs 

tax  collectors  shall  alone  be  allowed  by  the  Ordinary,  County  Judge,  ~,,p' commissioners  of  roads  and  revenue,  or  other  tribunals  authorized  by 
law,  except  grand  juries,  upon  a  return  of  the  tax  execution  with  entry 

of  proper  legal  officer  of  "  no  property." 
§860.  (856.)  (792.)  Lists,  how  allowed.  Said  official  tribunals  can,  and  Acts  of  1878 

shall,  if  they  have  reason  from  any  cause  to  suspect  the  return  of  '  p" 
the  returning  officer  to  be  incorrect  in  any  particular,  to  cause  such  fi. 
fa.  to  be  sent  out  again  for  collection.  But  before  any  officer  named  in 
this  section  shall  allow  any  insolvent  list,  the  officer  in  whose  hands 
the  tax  fi.  fas.  have  been  placed  for  collection,  shall  make  oath  that  he 
has  made  every  effort  in  his  power  to  collect  the  same,  and  that  he  verily 
believes  the  tax  payers  on  said  list  have  no  property  out  of  which 
the  tax  can  be  collected. 

§861.  (857.)   On  what- tax  allowed.     The  proper  tribunal  in  making  out  Actsofisr,i 

such  list  shall  be  required  to  state  how  much  is  allowed  the  collector  on  p" 
account  of  the  State  tax,  and  how  much  is  allowed  on  the  county  tax.] 
(a.) 

§862.  (858.)   Ordinary  to  retain  copy  of  list.     [When  the  collector  shall  5|L.ActKJ of 
have  his  insolvent  list  credited  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  tribunal  al-  ActsoWsi' 
lowing  it  to  retain  a  copy  of  such  list  and  direct  the  collector  to  issue  pS0- 
executions  for  the  same,  and  place  them  in  the  hands  of  some  constable 
of  the  county  for  collection,  who  shall  be  entitled  to  the  same  fees  as  he 
is  entitled  to  for  other  executions,  and  two  and  one-half  per  centum,  and 
the  balance  shall  be«paid  by  the  constable. to  the  .Ordinary,  whose  duty 
it  shall  be  to  transmit  the  same  to  the  treasury.]  (a.)  -% 

§863.  (859.)  (791.)  Disposition  of  insolvent  list.     [When  such  lists  arc; 
allowed  they  must  be  entered  on  the  minutes  of  the  Court,  and  the  Or- 

13 
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dinary  or  other  tribunal,  must  furnish    the  collector  certified  copies 
thereof,  stating  in  the  certificates  when  and  by  what  tribunal  allowed. 

§864.  (860.)  Comptroller  to  wait  for  insolvent  list,  how  long.     [Whenever 
i  n)  Acts  of  the  Comptroller-General  shall  be  satisfied  that  a  tax  collector  has  exer- 

m%  pp.  80,c-ge(j  (jue  di].igeilce  in  his  efforts  to  have  his  insolvent  list  allowed, within  the  time  prescribed  by  law,  the  said  Comptroller-General  shall 
be  authorized,  if  in  his  judgment  the  public  interest   will  not  suffer 
thereby,  to  wait  with  the  collectors  fifteen  and  not  exceeding  thirty 
days  for  said  insolvent  list  before  issuing^, fa.  for  the  same.]  (b.) 

§865.  (861.)  (793.)    When  not.     They  shall  not,   under  any  circum- 
Actof  1812,  stances,  be  allowed  or  credited  with  such  lists  after  executions  are  issued 
j.  p.  1059.    against  them  for  taxes,  until  they  go  to  the  Comptroller-General  and, 

settle  fairly  and  fully  with  him. 
§866.  (862.)  (794.)    When  time  shall  be  granted  to  receivers  and  collectors. 

Act  of  1843.  The  time  by  which  digests  shall  be  completed  and  the  taxes  paid  does 
j.  p.  10/4.    no£  apply  to  receivers  and  collectors  who  have  not  been  in  office  long 

enough  to  make  such  compliance,  but  in  all  such  cases  such  officer  must 
respond  to  the  requirements  of  the  Comptroller-General. 

§867.  (863.)  (795.)  Newly  elected  receivers  and  collectors.  Such  officers 
are  not  liable  for  the  penalties  fixed  for  those  regularly  elected,  until 
the  time  allowed  by  the  Comptroller-General  has  expired,  unless  they 
have  been  so  long  in  office  as  would  have  been  sufficient  for  the  regular 
officers. 

§868.  (864.)  (796.)  Collector  to  make  a  schedule  of  defaulters.  It  is  the 
vets  oH857,  duty  of  the  collector  to  examine  the  digest  of  the  receiver,  and  if  he 
;>.  i3i.  knows  of  any  default  not  entered,  to  make  a  schedule  of  such  in  the 

same  manner  as  done  by  the  receiver,  and  of  any  other  that  he  may 
then  or  afterwards  learn,  and  of  their  property,  and  assess  a  double  tax 
in  the  same  manner  the  receiver  is  allowed  to  do,  one  copy  of  which 
shall  be  furnished  to  the  Comptroller-General  to  add  to  the  digest  in 
his  office,  and  another  to  the  receiver,  who  shall  likewise  correct  his 
digest. 

§869.  (865.)  (797.)   Comptroller  may  allow  further  time.      And  in  other 
vet  of  1843,  cases  where  any  unexpected  obstacles  occur  to  completing  the  digest  or 

•  p- 1074,    paying  over  the  taxes  within  the  time  prescribed,  it  is  in  the  discretion 
of  the  Comptroller-General  to  allow  further  and  sufficient  time. 

§870.  (866.)  (798.)   Taxes  for  former  years,  how  returned  and  collected.  Re- 
vet or  1813,  ceivers  and  collectors  are  required  to  receive  the  returns  and  to  collect 

.  p.  loco.    .|.jie  ̂ axeg  thereon  for  former  year,  when  any  person  or  county  are  in  de- 
fault, which  taxes  shall  be  assessed  according  to  the  law  in  force  at  the 

time  the  default  occurred,  and  shall  be  so  specified  in  the  digest. 
As  to  taxes  due  under  the  relief  law  :  43  Ga.,  538-547.  Overruled  by  :  16  Wall.  U.  S. 

Supr.  Ct.,  p.  315. 

§871.  (867.)  (799.)  Estate  not  liable  to  default,  when.     The  estate  of  any 
v?t  of  1843,  person  shall  not  be  liable  for  default  when  said  person  may  have  died 

• p-  107d-   before  the  time  expired  for  giving  in  taxes  for  the  year,  and  the  repre- 
sentatives or  any  heir  may  give  in  the  same,  and  in  any  event,  for  that 

year,  such  estate  shall  not  be  liable  to  double  tax. 

§872.  (868.)  Secretary  of  State  to  furnish  maps.     [The  surveyor-general 
o  Acts  of  is  authorized  and  required  to  have  published  a  sufficient   number  of 
m,  p.  io6.  maps  of  those  lands  which  have  been  surveyed  as  will  enable  him  to 

furnish  each  receiver  with  two,  embracing  all  the  lands  in  his  county, 

and  one  to  file  in  the  clerk's  office  of  the  Superior  Court.]  (a.) 
[Sees.  869,  870,  871,  872,  873,  874,  875,  876,  877  and  878,  repealed  by 

Act  of  1872,  p.  78.] 

§873.  Taxable  lands,  Iioio  and  when  returned,  [All 'lands  in  this  State subject  to  taxation,  whether  improved  or  unimproved,  shall  be  returned 
by  the  person  or  persons  owning  the  same,  his,  her  or  their  agent  or 
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jattorney,  to  the  receiver  of  the  county  where  the  land  lies,  except  as  fa)  Actsof 
iprovided  in  the  next  section.     And  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  receiver  lFn}\  ?■„]]; 
!to  require  all  persons  making  returns  ot  lands  in  his  county,  to  return  Feb.,  ihts. 
the  same  by  district,  number  and  section,  if  the  lands  have  such  desig- 

nation, and  when  lands  have  no  such  designation,  then   by  such   de- 
scription as  will  enable  the  receivers  to  identify  them.      Receivers  are 

prohibited  from  receiving  any  returns  of  land  which  do  not  so  designate 
them.     And  the  Comptroller-General  is  prohibited  from  allowing  any 
receiver  compensation  or  per  centage  for  his  services,  who  receives  re- 

turns in  any  other  manner.]  (a.) 
§874.  Comptroller  to  furnish  list  of  wild  lands.  The  Comptroller-Gen-  Acts  of  i scl- 

eral of  this  State  shall  furnish  to  each  Clerk  of  the  Superior  Court  of_1>P-45- 
the  several  counties  of  this  State,  a  list  as  he  has  in  his  office  of  all  the 
lots  of  wild  lands  lying  in  the  county  of  such  clerk,  and  it  shall  be  the 
iuty  of  the  clerk  of  each  county  to  fully  prepare  and  keep  a  book  of 
record  of  such  wild  lands  in  his  county,  properly  indexed,  so  that  the 
same  may  be  readily  referred  to.  ^ 

§874.  (a.)  Wild  lands,  how  returned  for  taxation.  All  wild  lands  in  ̂ t^i^/L^/f'' 
jthe  State  shall  be  given  in  for  taxation  as  follows:  Any  person,  -1.  p-  &.  wj&^JL* 
whether  resident  or  non-resident  of  this  State,  owning  wild  lands  in /<?■*■  "^  ̂ ^?- 
my  county  of  this  State  other  than  that  in  which  he  resides,  may,  by 
himself  or  agent, #go  before  the  Ordinary  or  tax  receiver  of  the  county 
pf  his  residence,  if  a  resident  of  this  State,  and  if  not  a  resident  of 
iihis  State,  then  before  the  Ordinary  or  tax  receiver  of  any  county  in 
f.his  State,  or  any  commissioner  of  Georgia,  resident  in  another  State, 
pr  the  Ordinary  or  Judge  of  the  Probate  Court  or  similar  officer  of  the 
county  of  his  residence,  and  make  out  a  true  return  of  all  the  wild 
ands  owned  by  him  in  any  county  of  this  State  under  oath,  and  shall 
transmit  the  same  to  the  receiver  of  tax  returns  of  the  county  in  which 
;he  land  lies,  within  the  time  prescribed  by  law  for  giving  in  taxes, 
md  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  receiver  of  tax  returns  to  enter  the  same 
)n  his  digest,  and  to  turn  over  all  such  returns  so  made  to  him  to  the 
Drdinary  or  county  commissioners  of  their  respective  counties,  as  the 
vase  may  be,  to  be  filed. 

§874.  (b.)  Subject  to  double'  tax,  when.     Any  wild  lands  not  given  in  for  Acts  of isso- 
/axes  in  the  county  in  which  they  may  be,  shall  be  subject  to  double  ~\l  p-  45v     j     / 
>ax,  as  other  property,  and  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  receiver  of  tax-  "<-*^ 
^eturns,  when  taxes  are  not  paid  in  the  time  provided  by  law,  to  issue  ̂ V*  • 
executions  against  said  wild  land,  and  after  due  advertisement,  as  now 
arescribed  by  law,  to  sell  said  lands  for  payment  of  taxes,  and  it  shall 
Be  the  duty  of  the  receiver  of  tax-returns  upon  receipt  by  him  of 
my  return  of  lands,  as  herein  provided  for,  to  transmit  immediately 
pis  receipt  for  such  return  to  the  person  making  the  same :  Provided, 
|;hat  the  owner  of  any  wild  lots  or  tracts  of  land  through  which  county 
lines  may  run,  shall  be  allowed  to  return  said  lots  or  tracts  of  land  in 
luther  county  containing  any  portion  of  said  lots  or  tracts  of  land. 

§874.  (c.)  How  redeemed.  Whenever  any  wild  land  is  sold  by  virtue  Actsof  i?8e 

pf  a  tax  execution,  issued  as  provided  in  this  Article,  the  owner  thereof, -1,  p-  4fx 
j>r  the  executor,  administrator,  guardian  or  trustee  of  such  owner,  shall 
lave  the  privilege  of  redeeming  said  land  thus  sold  within  two  years 
rom  the  date  of  such  sale,  by  paying  to  the  purchaser  the  amount  paid 
)y  such  purchaser,  together  with  interest  thereon  at  the  rate  of  twenty 
3er  cent,  per  annum.  That  upon  the  redemption  as  aforesaid  by  any 
>wner  of  any  lot  of  wild  land  sold,  said  owner,  or  his  agent,  shall  re- 

ceive any  surplus  of  money  which  may  remain  in  the  hands  of  the 
Sheriff,  after  deducting  the  taxes  and  costs  of  such  sale,  and  if  said  lot 
>rlots  are  not  redeemed  in  the  time  mentioned,  all  surplus  funds 
irising  from  the  sale  of  wild  land  shall  be  paid  over  by  the   Sheriff 
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having  possession  of  such  funds,  to  the  State  Treasurer,  with  a  list  of 
the  lands  from  which  said  sums  were  derived. 

§874.  (d.)     Officer  liable  for  failure  of  duty.     If  any  person  has  given 
.Acts  of  "1880  in  his  lands  as  herein  prescribed,  and  shall  suffer  injury  by  the  failure 
-.-i,  p.  45.      0f  thg  receivers  of  tax  returns  to  do  their  duty,  the  officer  so  offending 

shall  be  liable  on  his  bond  to  the  party  so  damaged  for  the  full  value 
of  the  land  sold. 

§875.    Wild  lands  of  non-residents,  females,  etc.,  how  returned.    [The  returns 
i  (b)  Acts  of  required  in  the  foregoing  section,  so  far  as  it  relates  to  returns  of  wild 

Act'of"24th^an(^s'  may  De  made  in  the  case  of  non-residents,  females,  absentees  and 
iiteb.,  1873.   sick  persons,  by  forwarding  by  mail  or  other  safe  conveyance,  a  state- 

ment under  oath,  of  the  lands  owned  and  the  value  thereof,  and  the  taxes 
due  upon  the  same  shall  be  paid  to  the  officer  of  the  county  in  which 
the  return  is  made,  who  by  law  is  authorized  to  collect  the  taxes  of  such 
county.]  (b.) 

§875.  (a.)  Returns  of  taxes  paid  by  colored  people  to  be  made.     It  shall  be 
Acts  of  1874,  the  duty  of  the  several  receivers  of  tax  returns,  and  tax  collectors  in 

,.p.  109.         this  State,  or  other  officers  performing  similar  duties,  to  make  returns! 
to  the  Comptroller-General  of  the  character"  and  amount  of  all  taxes 
returned  or  paid  by  colored  tax  payers  in  this  State.     And  it  shall  be 
the  duty  of  the  Comptroller-General  in  his  annual  report,  to  make  a 
general  exhibit  of  the  character  and  amount  of  the  taxes  so  returned.] 

§875.  (b.)  Names  of  tenant  tax  payers  to  be  given.     [It  shallbe  the  duty 
.Acts  of  1878  of  freeholders,  or  their  agents,  to  make  returns  to  the  tax  receiver  of 
^9,  p.  25.      their  respective  counties,  the  names  of  all  persons  liable  to  pay  taxes] 

residing  upon, their  premises,  on  the  first  day  of  April  of  each  year 
said  returns  to  be  made  within  the  time  now  prescribed  by  law.] 

§875.  (c.)  Insurance  companies  to  give  names  of  agents.  From  and  after 
.Acts  of  1880  the  first  day  of  May,  1882,  insurance  companies  doing  business  in  this 
-ri,  p.  47.  State  in  making  their  returns  to  the  Comptroller-General  for  purposes 

of  taxation,  shall  give  the  name  of  each  agent  acting  for  such  com- 
pany, and  post-office  address  of  same;  the  aggregate  amount  of  risks 

underwritten  in  this  State  during  the  tax  year  hereinafter  provided; 
the  amount  of  premiums  received,  and  the  losses  paid  and  unpaid  by 

agencies. 
§875.  (d.)  President  makes  return.  The  returns  provided  for  in  the 

Acts  of  1880 "preceding  section  shall  be  made  by  the  President,  or  some  other  duly 
-i, p:47.  authorized  officer  of  the  company  duly  sworn  to,  and  shall  be  forward- 

ed to  the  Comptroller-General,  on  or  before  July  1st,  of  each  year,  and 
at  the  time  of  making  such  return,  the  amount  of  tax  due  by  said 
company  upon  premium  receipts,  or  otherwise,  shall  be  forwarded  to 
the  treasurer  of  this  State. 
f  §875.  (e.)  Returns,  shall  embrace  what.     Returns  hereinbefore  required 

Acts  of  1880  to  be  made  to  the  Comptroller-General  shall  embrace  a  period  of  time 
-i,  p.  47.      commencing  with  May  1st,  and  ending  with  April  30th,  next  preceding 

the  date  of  the  return  made,  and  companies  making  the  same  must 

notify   the  Comptroller-General  of  officer   or   attorney  in   this    Stattj 
against  whom  legal  process  shall  issue  in  case  it  becomes  necessary  fori 
the  Comptroller  to  issue  fi.  fa.  against  said  companies  for  any  violatiorj| 

I  of  the  laws  in  this  State  governing  insurance  companies,  or  for  the 
non-payment  of  taxes  due  by  them. 

General  Note. — Assessment  of  taxes  :  Cooley  Tax.,  258,  et  seq. ;  Burroughs  Tax. 
,  194,  et  seq. 
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ARTICLE  V. 

DELINQUENT   TAX   PAYERS   AND    PROCEEDINGS    AGAINST    THEM. 

Section. 
876.  Defaulting  corporations. 
877.  Forfeiture  of  charter,  etc. 
878.  Penalty  where  none  is  fixed. 
879.  Default  tax  on  foreign  corporations. 
880.  Penalty  on  lottery  dealers. 
881.  Assessments  in  absence  of  returns. 
882.  Ft.  fa.  vs.  corporation. 
883.  Ft.  fa.  vs.  agent,  how  executed. 
884.  Duty  of  collecting  officer. 
885.  Relief  of  one  unjustly  put  in  default. 
886.  Collector's./?,  fa.,  how  issued,  etc. 
886.  fa.)  Collection  of  insolvent  tax  ft.  fas. 
887.  Pees  of  officers. 
888.  By  whom  and  how  executed. 

Section. 
889.  Authority  of  constable, 
890.  Sales  under  tax  ft.  fas. 
891.  Defendants  may  point  out  property. 
891.  (a.)  Tax  ft,,  fas.  transferable. 
892.  Excess,  how  disposed  of. 
893.  Conveyance  to  purchaser. 
894.  Purchaser  to  have  possession. 
895.  Property  exempt  from  sale. 
896.  Claims,  condition  of  claim  bond. 
897.  Unreturned  property,  proceeding. 
898.  Owner  may  redeem  land  sold. 
899.  Tax/?,  fa.  runs  to  any  county. 
900.  Penalty  against  defaulting  brokers. 
901.  Defaulting  corporations,  etc. 

§876.  (879.)  (800.)  Defaulting  corporations  If  any  corporation,  com- 
pany, person,  agency  or  institution,  who  are  required  to  make  their 

returns  to  the  Comptroller-General,  shall  fail  to  return  the  taxable 
property  or  specifics,  or  pay  annually  the  taxes  for  which  they  are 
liable  to  the  State  treasury,  the  Comptroller-General  shall  issue  against 
them  an  execution  for  the  amount  of  taxes  due,  according  to  law,  to- 

gether with  the  costs  and  penalties. 

Section  cite.d;  illegality  dismissed,  not  entitled  to  the  terms  of  the  Act  of  1874,  a 
later  provision  repealing  an  exemption  from  tax  in  the  t  harter  of  a  railroad:  62  Ga., 
463-7.  Section  cited;  illegality  dismissed:  62  Ga.,  500-8.  A  tax  execution  against  r 
dealer  in  sewing  machines,  under  this  section,  not  restrained  by  injunction  :  63  Ga.,  738. 

§877.  (880.)  (801.)  Delinquent  corporations,  penalty.  The  penalty 
against  all  such  corporations  shall  be  the  forfeiture  of  their  charters, 
and  if  not  chartered  by  this  State,  then  the  immediate  suspension  of 
their  business  therein. 

§878.  (881.)  (802.)  Penalty,  where  there  is  no  special  provision.  The  pen- 
alty or  default  tax  on  banks,  railroads  and  other  corporations,  where 

there  is  no  special  provision,  shall  be  three  times  the  amount  of  their 
lawful  tax. 

§879.  (882.)  (803.)  Foreign  insurance  companies,  penalty.  The  penalty 
or  default  tax  on  foreign  insurance  companies  shall  be  five  hundred 
dollars;  on  foreign  bank  agencies,  two  thousand  dollars;  on  express 
companies,  ten  thousand  dollars. 

§880.  (883.)  (804.)  On  lottery  dealers.  The  penalty  on  lottery  dealers, 
if  there  should  be  any  authorized  by  the  laws  of  this  State,  shall  be 
three  times  the  amount  of  the  taxes  assessed. 

§881.  (884.)  (805.)  When  there  is  no  return.  When  there  is  no  return 
by  which  to  assess  the  tax,  the  Comptroller-General  shall, from  the  best 
information  he  can  procure,  assess  in  his  discretion. 

§882.  (885.)  (806.)  Executions  issued  against  corporations,  how  directed.  ?3557> 
The  executions  issued  by  the  Comptroller-General  against  any  bank  or 
other  company  shall  be  directed  to  all  and  singular  the  Sheriffs  and 
other  lawful  officers  of  this  State,  with  directions  to  levy  the  same  on 
the  property  of  the  corporation  or  company,  with  power  to  issue  and 
serve  garnishments  upon  the  debtors  of  the  corporation. 

§883.  (886.)  (807.)  Executions  against  agents,  etc.  The  executions 
against  agents  of  foreign  institutions  as  aforesaid  shall  be  against  the 
principal  agent  or  his  successor,  and  shall  authorize  the  officer  to  levy 
on  all  the  property  of  the  agency,  to  seize  its  money,  notes,  or  other 
effects. 

§884.  (887.)  (808.)  Money  collected  on  fi.  fa.  When  an  officer  collects 
money  on  such  process,  or  on  any  other  issued  by  the  Comptroller-Gen- 

eral, he  shall,  without  delay,  remit  the  same  to  him  by  some  safe  and 
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speedy  method,  and  on  failure  to  do  so,  is  liable  as  he  would  be  to  other 
plaintiffs. 

Section  cited  and  creditor  with  an  older  ft.  fa.  cannot  claim  the  money,  no  judicial 
interference  with  tolerated:  58  Ga.,  106-7. 

$880.  (888.)  (809.)  Persons  wrongly  judged  as  defaulters,  how  relieved. 
Act  of  1815,  When  a  person  shall  have  lawfully  returned  and  j:>aid  his  taxes  in  one 

."'  p" 1062'    county,  and  is  treated  as  a  defaulter  in  another  for  the  same  tax,  or  any portion  thereof,  the  grand  jury  or  the  Ordinary  of  the  county  claiming 
the  tax  may  discharge  said  defaulter,  which  will  exempt  him  from  lia- 

bility for  it,  and  shall  authorize  the  Comptroller  to  credit  the  collector 
y  for  the  same,  and  the  Governor  to  draw  his  warrant  therefor. 

J-?m*r*  £ct*£+**y^'  '     §886.  (889.)  (810.)   Tax  collectors' fi.  fas,  when  and  how  issued.     Execu- 
faf  J/         ̂ "ct  of  1-804'  ̂ ons  f°r  non-payment  of  taxes  against  persons  who  are  not  required  to 
/        f        c'  p"  10°8,    pay  to  the  Treasurer  are  issued  by  the  tax  collectors  of  their  respective 

counties  as  soon  as  the  last  day  for  payment  has  arrived,  and  must  be 
directed  to  all  and  singular  the  Sheriffs  and  constables  of  this  State. 

Tax  collectors  have  the  power  to  issue  executions  against  defaulting  tax  payers,! 
which  the  Sheriff  and  constables  are  hound  to  execute  and  return:  11  Ga.,  79.  Sum-i 
mary  of  statutes  on  this  subject:  11  Ga.,  81.  Constitutional  provisions  as  to  trial  by] 
jury  do  not  apply  to  the  case  of  a  tax-payer  who  fails  or  refuses  to  pay  his  tax  :  23  Ga.,  j 
566.  Rule  against  the  Sheriff  to  account  for  such  ft.  fas:  29  Ga.,  212.  Prerequisites 
for  must  be  strictly  complied  with,  and  an  injunction  sustained  against  a  tax  ft.  fa.\ 
issued  bv  a  city  :  31  Ga.,  700.  Tax  ft.  fa.  levied  by  a  constable  on  land  and  returned  to 
the  Sheriff  to  sell :  60  Ga,,  352-3. 

In  Georgia  a  writ  fieri  facias  for  taxes  is  subject  to  the  same  rules  as  to  its  mode  of 
execution  as  writs  issued  on  judgments  in  favor  of  private  parties  :  3  Woods,  434. 

$886.  (a.)  Insolvent  tax  fi.  fas  may  be  put  out.     It  shall  and  may  be 
Acts  of  1880  lawful  for  the  county  authorities  of  any  county  in  this  State,  to  place 
-i,  p.  4o.      such  tax  executions  as  have  been  returned  insolvent,  in  the  hands  of 

the  Sheriff  or  any  constable  of  the  county  for  collection,  to  be  levied, 
and  sales  thereunder  to  be  made  in  accordance  with  the  regulations 
governing  sales,  under  executions  issued  from  common  law  judgments. 

§887.  (890.)  Fee  for  issuing  tax  fi.  fas.     [Tax  collectors  shall  be  allowed 
/a);  Acts  of  a  fee  of  fifty  cents  for  issuing  tax  fi.  fas;  but  no  tax  collector,  Sheriff, 
1801,  p.  so.   or  C011gtable,  shall  receive  costs  on   said  fi.  fas  unless  the  same  be  col- 
*  lected  from  the  defendant],  (a.) 

I^L^^/''  t£-  ■^^--    §888.  (891.)  (811.)  By  whom  levied  and  sales  under.     Executions  may 
y'ej^r^  ActsofiS76,  be  levied  by  either  of  the  officers  to  whom  directed,  or  other  officer  who 

^//TL^         p"  30"  by  law  may  be  authorized  in  their  place;  but  a  constable  cannot  levy 
+&£*"**  7 Mm,  m.    a  tax  fi.  fa.  when  the  principal  amount  exceeds  one  hundred  dollars, 
^^^^./Ty7.  -2-<£     and  if  a  tax  fi.  fa.  for  less  than  one  hundred  dollars  be  levied  by  a 

Sheriff,  his  fee  for  said  levy  shall  be  that  now  allowed  constables,  and 
if  the  levy  be  made  upon  personalty,  the  same  shall  be  advertised  and 
sold  as  is  now  provided  for  Justice  Court  fi.  fas.     If  the  constable  levies 
on  land,  it  must  be  returned  to  and  sold  by  the  Sheriff  of  the  county. * 

Under  this  section  Sheriff  could  not  levy  where  the  amount  did  not  exceed  fifty  dol- 
lars :  60  Ga.,  466.  But  by  Act  of  1876,  page  16,  he  can  levy  whatever  amount  involved. 

Where  the  constable  could  levy  the  fi.  fa.  on  land  and  return  it  to  the  Sheriff:  60  Ga., 
353.  And  by  Act  of  1876,  page  30,  could  do  this  where  the  amount  involved  is  over 
fifty  dollars.  A  Sheriff  levying  a  tax  fi.  fa.  of  less  than  one  hundred  ($100)  dollars, 
need  not  make  an  entry  of  no  personalty  before -levying  on  realty :  Plant  vs.  Eichburg,, 
Pampht.  Feb.,  1880,  page  60. 

889.  (692.)  (812.)  Constable  may  levy  in  any  part  of  the  county.  The 
tax  collector  may  place  his  fi.  fas  in  the  hands  of  any  one  constable  oi 
the  county,  who  shall  be  authorized  to  collect  or  levy  the  same  in  an} 
part  of  the  county. 

§890.  (893.)  (813.)  Sales  under  tax  fi.  fas.  Sales  under  tax  fi.  fas  shall 
be  made  under  the  same  rules  governing  other  judicial  sales. 

*The  Act  of  1880-1,  p.  83,  provides  a  fee  of  $1.00  for  collection  of  a  Xaxfi.fa.  of  over  one  hundrec 
dollars,  and  of  one  hundred  dollars  and  under,  a  fee  of  fifty  cents. 
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Purchaser  at,  frets  a  good  title  when  :  8  Ga.,  479.  Tax  collectors'  sales  must  show 
upon  their  face  that  all  the  y>rerequisites  of  the  law  have  been  strictly  complied  with  : 
11  Ga.,  423-7.  Sales  should  be  made  in  the  county  where  the  property  to  be  sold  is  : 
20  Ga.,  639.  What  sale  is  void  and  when  it  does  not  divest  the  lien  of  a  mortgage  :  25 
Ga.,  103.  Mortgagee  may  purchase  under  a  tax  execution  older  than  the  mortgage  so 
as  to  take  the  land  freed  from  a  judgment  older  than  the  mortgage  :  55  Ga.,  145.  Pur- 

chaser at  is  not  entitled  to  rents,  issues  and  profits  accruing  between  the  time  of  his 
purchase  and  the  redemption  of  the  property:  60  Ga.,  260. 

4  Pet.,  349;  6  Wh.,  119;  4  Cr.,  403;  16  How.,  310;  4  Wall.,  210;  13/506;  6/268; 
Cooley  Tax.,  322;  Burroughs  Tax.,  277  ;  Blackwell  on  Tax  Titles.  Differ  from  execu- 

tion sales,  how:  20  Am.  D.,  284.  Combination  to  purchase  at:  18  Am.  D.,  566,  n  ; 
15/576,  n.  Every  step  required  by  law  is  indispensible  to  sustain  the  title  :  17  Am.  D., 
506,  507,  n ;  16/101.  Person  under  obligation  to  pay  tax  cannot  acquire  title  at  tax 
sale:  15  Am.  D.,  684,  690,  n  ;  Cooley  Tax..  345.  Sale  to  mortgagee:  15  Am.  D.,  687,  n. 
To  mortgagor:  15  Am.  D.,  687,  n.  To  officer  conducting  the  sale:  15  Am.  I).,  690,  n; 
25/396.  To  one  of  several  co-tenants:  15  Am.  D.,  686.  n;  26  Am.  R.,  164.  To  persons 
in  possession:  15  Am.  D.,  685,  n.  To  tenant  for  years:  15  Am.  D.,  690,  n.  To  tenant 
for  life  :  15  Am.  D.,  689,  n.  To  trustee:  15  Am.  D.,  690,  n.  Right  of  intruder  to  ac- 

quire tax  title:  24  Am.  R.,  417.  Sale  of  whole  land  for  taxes  due  for  part  only,  void: 
7  Am.  D.,  690.  In  Georgia:  4  Cr.,  403.  Sale  of  undivided  part  of  property  :  20  Am.  D., 
284.  For  taxes  which  have  been  paid,  invalid:  9  Am.  D.,  225.  Requisites  of  notice: 
Witde  on  Notice,  474;  Cooley  Tax.,  334. 

§891.  Defendant*  may  point  out  property.      Defendants  in  fi.  fas,  issued  Acts  ofisTe. 

by  tax  collectors  for  taxes,  shall  have  the  priyilege  of  pointing  out  thep- 128, 
property  upon    which  to  levy  said  fi.  fas,  but  it  shall  be  within  the  §3Gii 
discretion  and  power  of  the  collector  to  have  the  proper  officer  levy  the 
same  on  any  other  property  he   may  point  out,  whenever  he  deems  it 
necessary  to  secure  the  prompt  collection  of  the  tax  fi.  fas. 

Formerly  a  tax  collector  could  not  transfer  a  tax  fi.  fa.  so  that  the  transferee  could 

enforce  it  against  the  defendant's  property:  59  Ga.,  202.  Fi.  fa.  prima  facie  satisfied 
and  transferred,  such  transferee  cannot,  interfere  with  the  title  acquired  at  a  Sheriff's 
sale  before  the  transfer:  61  Ga.,  61.  There  was  no  authority  before  the  Act  of  1872 
to  transfer  a  tax  fi.  fa,.  :  48  Ga.,  177.  Since  the  Act  of  1875,  if  a  tax  fi.  fa.  is  trans- 

ferred, but  not  recorded  in  thirty  days,  cannot  be  enforced  by  transferee:  Hoyt  vs. 
Bryan,  Pampht,  Feb.,  1881,  p.  9. 

§891.  (a.)   Transfer  of  certain  executions  provided  for.     Whenever  any  Acts  of  l&72, 
person,  other  than  the  person  against  whom  the  same  has  issued,  shall  ̂ ctsof"wr> 
pay  any  execution  issued  for  State,  county  or  municipal  taxes,  or  any  p.  H9. 
other  execution  issued  without  the  judgment  of  a  Court,  under  any ^^^^(a^-r^^-> 
law,  the  officer  whose  duty  it  is  to  enforce  said  execution,  shall,  upon 
the  request  of  the  party  paying  the  same,  transfer  said  execution  to 
said  party ;  and  said  transferee  shall  have  the  same  rights  as  to  enforcing 
said  execution  and  priority  of  payment  as  might  have  been  exercised 
or  claimed  before  said  transfer:  Provided,  said  transferee  shall  have  said     // 

execution  entered  oirftfe^e^ecution  docket  of  the  Superior  Court  of  the// ^T  ̂ y* 
county  in  which  tire  same  was  issued,  and  if  the  person  against  whom 
the  same  was  issued,  resides  in  a  different  county,  then  also  in  the  county 

of  such  person's  residence,  within  thirty  days  from  said  transfer.     And 
all  tax  executions  issued  prior  to  February  20,  1875,  now  in  the  hands 
of  transferees,  or  that  may  hereafter  be  transferred  to  third  parties,  and 
that  have  not  been  recorded,  as  herein  providecLslnillbe  entered  with- 

in six  months  after  16th  December,  1879,  on  fnletexTcution  docket  of 
the  Superior  Court  of  the  county  in  which  tire  same  was  issued  ;  and  if 
the  same  was  issued  against  a  person  or  property  residing  or  located  in 

a  different  county,  then  also  in  the  county  of  such  person's  residence, 
or  where    such    property    is    located.      And   in    default    thereof  such 
executions  shall  lose  their  lien  upon  any  property  which  has  been  trans- 

ferred bona  fide,  and  for  a  valuable  consideration  before  the  record  and 
without  notice  of  the  existence  of  such  execution  or  executions. 

§892.  (894.)  (814. )  Excess,  how  paid.  If  there  is  any  excess  after  pay- 
ing taxes  and  all  expenses,  it  shall  be  immediately  paid  to  the  person 

authorized  to  receive  it. 

§893  (895.)  (815.)  Deed  made  at  sale  under  tax  fi.  fa.  valid.  The  deed 
or  bill  of  sale  made  by  such   officer  shall  be  just  as  valid  to  the  pur- 
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chaser  as  if  made  under  the  ordinary  process  of  law  issuing  from  the 
Superior  Court. 
^The  terms  of  this  section  do  not  apply  to  sales  by  the  marshal  of  a  town  or  city  :  50 

Ga,,  424.  Mortgagee  buying  in  land  at  a  tax  sale  holds  it  good  against  a  judgment 
older  than  the  mortgage:  55  Ga.,  145.  This  deed  is  not  evidence  without  the  fi.  fa. 
under  which  the  sheriff  acted  :  55  Ga.,  572. 

14  Pet.,  322;  4  Wh.,  77;  11  How.,  414;  13/472;  2  Blc,  599;  6  Wall.,  268;  13/506; 

14/306;  1  C.  L.  J.,  267;  4/296;  5/18,  118,  157;  7/176;  8/219;  9/134-5,  337;  Cooley  Tax.', 353;  Burroughs  Tax.,  323-338;  Blackwell  on  Tax  Titles.  Recitals  in  tax  deeds,  when 
not  evidence :  17  Am.  D.,  505-514,  full  note.  Purchaser  at  tax  sale,  holding  deed,  de- 

fining quantity  but  not  location  of  land,  may  himself  locate  the  part  of  the  tract:  26 
Am.  D.,  83. 

§894.  (896.)  (816.)     Officer  to  put  purchaser  in  possession  of  land.     The 
officer  selling  has  the  authority  to  put  purchasers  in  possession  of  land 

^  sold,  as  in  other  cases. 
/fr  The  Superior  Court  will  not  order  the  marshal  of  Atlanta  to  place  in  possession  the 

purchaser  of  land  sold-  under  a  tax  ft.  fa.  for  taxes  due  the  city,  which  sale  was  by  a 
former  marshal :  40  G^,,  49.  But  the  purchaser  is  not  entitled  to  the  rents  and  profits 
accruing  between  the  time  of  his  purchase  and  the  redemption:  60  Ga.,  261. 

§895.  (897.)  (817.)    Property   exempt  from   sale.     Property    exempted 
222002,  2040.  from    levy  and  sale  ordinarily,  is  exempted  from  levy  and  sale  for 

taxes.* 
Stated :  11  Ga.,  79.  This  section  does  not  apply  to  sales  bv  the  marshal  of  a  town  or 

city:  50  Ga.,  424. 

§896.  (898.)  (818.)   Claim  may  be  interposed  when  tax  fi.   fa.  is  levied. 
Act  of  1810,  When  property  is  levied  on  under  a  tax  fi.  fa.  issued  either  by  the 

AcPt'of°'i840,  Comptroller-General  or  tax  collector,  it  may  be  claimed  by  a  third  per- 
c.  p.  1072.  'son  and  tried  in  the  same  manner  as  other  claims  are,  except  that  the claimant  shall  give  a  bond  and  security  for  the  eventual  condemnation 

money,  and  if  found  subject,  such  claimant  and  his  sureties  shall  be  in 
all  respects  liable  as  on  appeal  bond. 

§897.  (899.)  (819.)  Property  not  returned  but  assessed,  how  disposed  of 
When  property  is  assessed  for  taxes  which  has  not  been  returned  by 
any  one,  as  soon  as  assessed  the  the  tax  collector  shall  at  once  issue  an 
execution  against  it  for  the  amount  due  and  costs,  and  the  Sheriff  shall 
advertise  it  for  sale  in  some  public  gazette  ninety  days  before  the  day 
of  sale,  and  if  by  said  day  the  taxes  are  not  paid,  it  shall  be  sold,  pro- 

vided renting  or  hiring  will  not  bring  the  requisite  amount.  What- 
£  ever  overplus  there  may  be  shall  be  paid  over  to  the  Ordinary  as  a  part 

of  the  educational  fund,  with  a  statement  of  the  property  and  account 
l  of  sales,  subject  to  the  claim  of  the  true  owner  within  four  years. 

Section  cited  and  referred  to:  51  Ga.,  154. 

§898.  (900.)  (820.)  Land  sold  may  be  redeemed.  Whenever  any  land 
Acts  of  1878  is  sold  by  virtue  of  a  tax  execution  issued  under  this  Code,  the  owner 

-9.  p.  50,  thereof,  or  any  administrator,  executor,  or  guardian,  or  other  trustee  of 
the  defendant  in  execution,  shall  have  the  privilege  of  redeeming  said 
land  thus  sold  within  one  year  by  paying  the  purchaser  the  ampunt 
paid  by  said  purchaser  for  said  land,  with  ten  per  cent,  premium  thereon 
from  the  date  of  the  purchase  to  the  time  of  payment. 

•When  the  lien  of  a  mortgage  is  not  divested  by  a  tax  sale:  25  Ga.,  103.     Under  a 
t  city  tax  j?.  fa.  the  right  of  redemption  exists  :  50  Ga.,  425.     The  purchaser  on  redemp- 

tion only  gets  his  money  back  and  ten  per  cent. ;  this  section  cited:  60  Ga.,  262. 
10  Wall.,  464  ;  22/263  ;  Cooley  Tax.,  363  ;  Burroughs  Tax.,  357. 

I  §899.  (901.)  (822.)   Tax  fi.  fas  run  in  any  county.     If  there  is  not  suf- 
Act  of  1804,-  ficient  property  in  the  county  where  the  tax  payer  resides  to  satisfy 
j.  p.  ioo0.    ̂ e  taxes,  property  situated  in  any  other  county  is  the  subject  of  levy t  and  sale. 

A  tax  collector's  sale  must  take  place  in  the  county  where  the  property  to  be 
sold  is:  20  Ga.,  639. 

'•'•See  Const,  of  1877,  Art.  9,  Sec.  2,  par.  1. 
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§900.  (902.)  (823.)  Brokers,  etc.,  failing  to  make  returns.     If  any  broker,  Act  ofisso, 

private  banker  or  exchange  merchant,  or  their  agents,  in  this  State,  fail c:  p' 1068' to  return  the  amount  of  capital  they  intend  to  employ  during  the  year, 
they  shall  pay  a  tax  of  five  hundred  dollars,  to  be  levied  and  collected 
as  other  taxes. 

§901.  (903.)  (824.)  Defaulting  companies.  Any  incorporated  or  other 
company  making  default,  shall  be  taxed  by  the  collector  as  such  de- 

faulters are  by  the  Comptroller-General. 

ARTICLE  VI. 

DELINQUENT   TAX    RECEIVERS   AND    COLLECTORS,  AND    PROCEEDINGS 

AGAINST    THEM.  y^>  <2us-C^~^<_^  *^~t!Le-~~  ^a^^^^ 

Section.  Section/ 
902   Penalty  for  not  completing  digest.  910.  Amount  of  pennlty, 
903.  Penalty  for  improper  digest.  911.  Fi.  fas.  vs.  tax  officers. 

912.  How  fi.  fa.  may  be  suspended. 
tl3.  Property  bound  from  date  of  bond. 
914.  Sab's  under./?,  fas  vs.  tax  officers. 
915.  Collector  must  await  digest. 
916.  Must  give  bond,  etc.,  before  he  collects. 

904.  Penalty  for  useless  digest. 
905.  Receivers'  liability,  how  enforced. 
906.  Penalty  for  false  digest. 
907.  Penalty  for  deceiving  tax  payer. 
90s.  Altering  digest  by  collector. 
909.  Fi.  fa.  vs.  collector  and  sureties. 

§902.  (904.)  (825.)  Receivers  failing 'to  complete  digest.  If  a  tax  receiver fails  to  have  his  digest  completed  and  deposited  by  the  first  day  of  August 
in  each  year,  unless  excused  by  the  terms  of  the  law  or  by  the  Comp- 

troller-General, he  forfeits,  for  every  week's  delay,  one-tenth  of  his  com- 
missions ;  and  if  the  delay  extends  beyond  thirty  days  he  forfeits  one- 

half  his  commissions  ;  and  if  beyond  the  time  when  the  Governor  and 
Comptroller  fix  the  rate  per  cent.,  he  forfeits  all  his  commissions. 

§903.  ( 905. )  ( 826. )  Failing  to  make  a  proper  digest.  If  he  fails  to  make 
out  his  digest  in  the  manner  prescribed  by  law,  or  to  comply  with  the 
directions  given  him  by  the  Comptroller-General,  in  so  doing  he  forfeits 
one-half  his  commissions. 

§904.  (906.)  (827.)  Making  a  useless  digest.  If  such  digest  is  made  out 
so  badly  as  not  to  answer  the  purpose  of  the  tax  laws,  he  forfeits  all  his 
commissions,  and  must  be  removed  from  office  by  the  Ordinary,  on  the 
request  of  the  Comptroller-General. 

§905.  (907.)  (828.)  Becoming  indebted  to  the  State,  process  to  issue.  If  he 
receives  commissions,  which  he  is  not  entitled  to  receive  or  retain,  or 
in  any  other  manner  becomes  possessed  of  any  money  belonging  to  the 
State,  or  incurs  any  liability  thereto,  the  Comptroller-General  is  au- 

thorized to  issue  execution  or  other  legal  process  against  him. 
§906.  (908.)  (829.)  Making  false  return.     If  a  receiver  makes  a  false  Act  of  ijbm, 

return  in  either  of  his  digests,  expressive  of  more  than  is  returned,  he    '  p'  10° 
shall  forfeit  to  the  party  aggrieved,  in  all  cases,  one  hundred  dollars, 
and  if  the  amount  out  of  which  such  part}-  is  defrauded  by  such  return 
is  more  than  one  hundred  dollars,  then  ten  dollars  for  every  one  dollar 
over  that  amount,  to  be  recovered  by  a  qui-tam  action. 

§907.  (909.)  (830.)  Liable  for  deceiving  taxpayer.  If,  by  any  device, 
intentionally,  he  causes  the  tax  payer  to  pay  more  than  his  lawful  tax, 
the  provisions  of  the  preceding  section  apply. 

§908.  (910.)  (831.)  Collector  fraudulently  altering  digest.  If  any  col- 
lector, with  fraudulent  intent,'  alters  the  digest  rendered  to  him,  or  any 

other  of  the  digests  of  his  county,  he  is  guilty  of  forgerj^  and,  on  con- 
viction, shall  be  punished  by  imprisonment  in  the  penitentiary  for  not 

less  than  two  nor  longer  than  ten  years. 
§909.  (911.)  (832.)   Tax  collector  failing  to  settle  with  Comptroller.  If  any  Act  of  1823, 

collector  shall  fail  to  settle  his  accounts  with  the  Comptroller-General  c-  p-  1025- 
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in  the  terms  of  the  law,  he  shall  issue  execution  against  him  and  his 

/^%*  *f~2-.  ■    sureties  for  the  principal  amount,  with  tho  ponalty  and  ooettk  d***^*** 
JwrTen  removed  upon  a  quo  warranto,  and  ordered  to  pay  taxes  collected  to  the  Clerk  of 

th€  Superior  Court,  such  execution  cannot  issue  against  him  as  tax  collector :  3  Ga.,  233. 
Tax  execution  against  a  collector  and  his  sureties  must  be  issued  by  the  Comptroller- 
General  :  27  Ga.,  69.  Presumption  as  to  the  custody  of  such  execution  :  27  Ga.,  69.  Is 
a  homestead  subject  to  such  fi.  fas. :  47Ga.,417.  Suit  by  one  surety  against  the  other:  59 
Ga.,  646.  No  notice  necessary  before  issuing  execution  :  60  Ga.,  296-298.  Tax  collector 
cannot  protect  himself  from  paying  over  money  collected  from  the  tax-payers,  and  the 
Ordinary's  order  protects  him  from  claims  of  the  tax  payers:  53  Ga.,  191-4. 

/£\^^2^£*£'  <         §910-  (912.)  (833.)  Amount  of  penalty.     The  penalty  is  twenty  per 

/A  *-*■**
 /fy 

cent,  per  annum,  upon  the  amount  retained,  from  the  time  of  default 
until  paid,  which  includes  interest. 

§911.  (913.)  (834.)  Fi.  fas  against  collectors.  All  executions  and  other 
process  against  collectors  and  receivers  must  be  directed  to  all  and  sin- 

gular the  Sheriffs  of  this  State,  and  must  be  executed  by  them,  their 
lawful  deputy,  or  other  officer  lawfully  in  their  stead. 

Rule  against  the  Sheriff  to  account  for  tax  fi.  fas  placed  in  his  hands:  29  Ga.,  212. 
When  a  lew  by  a  Sheriff  on  the  property  of  his  co-surety  and  co-defendant  was  not 
permitted:  60  Ga.,  490. 

§912.  (914.)  (835.)  Not  to  be  suspended,  etc.  Executions  so  issued  shall 
Act  of  1804,  not  be  suspended  or  delayed  by  any  judicial  interference  with  them, 
c.  p.  I0o2.  ]3U^  ̂ e  Governor  may  suspend  the  collection  not  longer  than  the  next 
g3668.  meeting  of  the  General  Assembly. 

By  the  Act  of  1804,  Courts  cannot  entertain  an  affidavit  of  illegality  to  an  execution 
proceeding  against  a  defaulting  tax  collector  and  his  sureties:  21  Ga.,  50.  If  defaulting 
tax  collector  is  entitled  to  any  judicial  interference,  it  is  as  complete  at  law  as  in 
equity:  40  Ga.,  133.  See  note  to  section  3668.  Section  cited  and  the  Sheriff  was  not 
made  to  pay  over  money  here  collected  to  plaintiff  in  an  older  judgment:  58  Ga.,  106-7. 
When  the  Courts  wTill  not  entertain  an  injunction :  46  Ga.,  326-341. 

§913.  (915.)  (836.)  Property  of  collectors  and  receivers,  etc.,  bound.  The 
property  of  collectors,  receivers,  and  of  their  sureties,  is  bound,  from 
the  execution  of  their  bonds,  for  the  payment  of  taxes  collected  and  the 
discharge  of  their  duties. 

§914.  (916.)  (837.)  Proceedings  in  selling,  etc.  The  proceedings  in  sell- 
ing property  under  such  executions  must  be  the  same  as  under  fi.  fas 

issued  from  the  Superior  Court. 
§915.  (917.)  (838.)  Collector  not  to  collect  taxes,  etc.  If  any  collector  shall 

collect,  or  attempt  to  collect,  any  taxes  before  the  receiver  has  completed 
and  transmitted  his  digest  to  the  Comptroller-General,  unless  specially 
so  ordered  by  such  officer,  or  allowed  by  special  enactment,  he  forfeits 
to  the  State  double  the  amount  so  collected,  or  attempted  to  be  col- 

lected, to  be  recovered  by  execution  issued  by  the  Comptroller-General. 
§916.  (918.)  (839.)  Must  give  bond  before  collecting.  If  any  collector 

Act  of  1826,  collects,  or  attempts  to  collect,  any  tax  before  he  has  given  and  had  ap- 
p-  im-  proved  the  necessary  bonds  and  security,  and  taken  the  oaths  of  office 

he  is  guilty  of  a  misdemeanor,  and  upon  indictment  and  conviction, 
shall  be  fined  not  less  than  one  hundred  dollars,  and,  in  addition,  double 

the  amount  so  collected,  and  in  default  of  payment  three  months'  im- 
prisonment in  the  common  jail.  The  Governor  may  vacate  the  com- 

missions of  defaulting  tax  collectors,  or  of  tax  receivers  failing  or 
refusing  to  do  their  duty,  and  in  such  event  the  vacancy  shall  be  filled 
in  the  manner  prescribed  for  other  vacancies. 

Cannot  urge  the  invalidity  of  the  orders  of  the  Ordinary  for  levying  the  taxes  against 
a  foreclosure  of  a  mortgage  made  to  secure  the  county:  56  Ga.,  290.  Section  cited  as  to 
vacating  tax  collector's  commissions:  48  Ga.,  137. 

Brandt  on  S.  &  G.,  $447;  Cooley  on  Taxation,  499;  23  Am.  D.,  513  ;  35  Am.  R;,  462 
30/788. 
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ARTICLE  VII. 

TAX     RECEIVERS 

Section. 
917.  How  receivers  are  elected,  etc. 
918.  Receiver's  oath. 
919.  Liability  on  bond. 

920.  Receiver's  duties  specified. 921.  His  failure  to  advertise  no  excuse. 
922.  Penalty  for  refusing  to  return. 
923.  Party  refused,  etc. 
923.  (a)  Names  of  tax  payers  in  full. 

Section. 
923.  (b.)  Inspection  of  books  by  grand  jury. 
923.  (c.)  Corrected  books  a  guide. 
923.  (d.)  Special  charge. 
923.  (e.)  Liquor  dealers  to  be  named. 
924.  Clerk  must  forward  returns. 
925.  Claim  of  right  to  assess,  no  refusal. 

926.  Receiver's  pay  from  county. 

§917.  (919,  920.)  (840,  841.)   Tax  receivers,  how  elected.     The  tax  receiv-o?\  Acts  of 
ers  shall  be  elected  on  the  first  Wednesday  in  January  [biennially]  (a.) 
for  the  term  of  [two  years]  (a.),  and  are  commissioned  and  qualified  as 
Clerks  of  the  Superior  Court  are.     Vacancies  are  filled  as  vacancies  for 
such  clerks. 

§918.  (921.)  (842.)  Receiver's  oath.  Such  receiver,  whether  elected  or 
appointed,  before  entering  on  the  duties  of  his  office,  besides  the  oath 
required  of  all  civil  officers,  must  take  and  subscribe  the  following  oath : 

■"  I  swear  that  I  will  truly  and  faithfully  perform  the  duties  of  receiver 
of  returns  of  taxable  property,  or  of  persons  or  things  specially  taxed 
in  the  county  to  which  I  am  appointed,  as  required  of  me  by  the  laws, 
and  will  not  receive  any  return  but  on  oath  or  affirmation,  and  will, 
before  receiving  returns,  carefully  examine  each,  and  will,  to  the  best  of 
my  ability,  carry  out  all  the  requirements  made  upon  me  by  the  tax 

law.     So  help  me  God." 
[He  shall  also  at  the  same  time  give  bond  and  security  in  a  sum  equal  fa^Acts  of 

to  one-half  of  the  amount  of  the  State  tax,  supposed  to  be  due  from  the  124, 
county,  for  the  year  in  which  he  shall  give  bond ;  the  amount  of  said/2^ 
bond  to  be  filled  up  by  the  Comptroller-General  before  being  sent  out  /f 
to  the  several  counties  from  the  executive  office.]  (a.) 

§919.  (922.)  (843.)  Liability  of  receivers,  etc.     Receivers  and  their  sure-  §940. 
ties  are  liable  on  their  bonds  for  all  penalties  or  forfeitures  they  may 
incur  under  the  law,  and  for  all  losses,  or  damage,  or  expense  the  State 
may  sustain  by  reason  of  their  conduct. 

§920.  (923.)  (844.)  Duties  of  receiver  enumerated.     It  is  his  duty — 
1.  To  receive  all  returns  of  taxes  within  the  time  and  in  the  manner  Act  of  1804. 

prescribed  by  law.  Act'otlm, 
2.  To  make  out  and  perfect  the  three  digests  in  writing  and  figures  c.  p.  1054^ 

plainly,  legibly  and  neatly,  and  to  properly  deposit  them.  c.  p.  1057.  ' 
3.  To  give  ten  days'  notice  in  writing  of  the  several  times  and  places  c.Cp.°io5<?3, at  which  he  will  attend  in  the  several  militia  districts  of  the  county,  Acts  of  i85i 

for  the  purpose  01  receiving  tax  returns. 
4.  To  attend  at  such  place  at  least  three  times  during  the  time  allowed 

in  which  to  make  returns. 

5.  To  keep  a  standing  advertisement  as  to  the  day  or  days  when  he 
will  be  at  the  county  site  for  such  purpose. 
^  6.  To  receive  tax  returns  at  any  time  when  a  tax  payer  applies  to 

give  in. 

7.  To  embrace  in  his  digest  to  the  Comptroller-General,  the  Ordi- 
nary and  the  tax  collector,  respectively,  a  list  of  all  defaulters,  and  the 

amount  of  their  true  and  double  tax,  and  of  all  property  assessed  by  them 
and  returned  by  no  one,  or  other  special  action  had  in  conformity  to 
the  laws. 

8.  To  publish  at  the  door  of  the  Court  House  for  thirty  days  lists  of 
all  the  defaulters  and  the  amount  of  their  double  taxes. 

9.  To  take  from  each  tax  payer,  resident  of  the  county  at  the  time  of 
receiving  his  tax  returns,  the  number  of  his  own  children  between  the 

-2,  p.  290. 
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ages  of  six  and  eighteen  years,  and  those  for  whom  he  is  guardian,  and 
enter  the  same  in  the  proper  plaee  and  column  in  the  digests. 

10.  To  assess  upon  the  digests  deposited  with  the  Ordinary  the 
county  taxes  according  to  law,  and  the  rate  per  cent,  levied  by  said 
Ordinary. 

11.  To  conform  to  such  rules  as  he  may  be  furnished  with,  and  to 
obey  such  orders  as  may  be  given  by  the  Comptroller-General. 

12.  It  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  receiver  of  tax  returns,  or  the  person 
Act? of  1875,  acting  as  such,  in  each  county  in  this  State,  by  the  fifteenth  day  of 

July  in  each  year,  to  obtain  from  every  tax  payer  in  his  county,  a  state- 
ment, under  oath^of  the  acreage  planted  by  him  or  her  in  the  different 

crops  grown  in  the  county;  also,  the  products  of  any  manufactories  in 
which  he  or  she  may  be  interested,  and  other  statistics,  agricultural 
and  mechanical,  which  may  be  valuable,  as  showing  the  material  re- 

"/,r*~£*f'  ̂   *  sources  of  the  State — the  acreage  planted  to  be  taken  for  the  current 
year,  and  the  productions  for  the  preceding  year.  Said  statement  by 
the  tax  payer  shall  be  obligatory  upon  him. 

13.  To  perform  all  other  duties  that  the  law  requires,  and  which 
necessarily  under  the  law  appertain  to  his  office. 

§921.  (924.)  (845.)  Negligence  of  receiver,  etc.     It  shall  not  be  an  excuse 
to  any  person  for  not  making  a  return  of  his  taxes  as  the  law  requires, 
that  the  receiver  should  fail  to  advertise  or  fill  his  appointments. 

§922.  (925.)  (846.)  Refusal  of  receiver  to  receive  returns,  etc.     If  any  re- 
Acts  of  1874,  ceiver  refuses  to  receive  any  return  of  taxes  when  properly  tendered, 
p.  los.         an(j  in  presence  0f  a  witness,  and  in  the  time  the  law  requires,  he  is 

guilty  of  a  misdemeanor,  and  on  indictment  and  conviction,  shall  be 
fined  not  less  than  fifty  dollars. 

Refusal  to  receive  returns  and  an  injunction  refused:  59  Ga.,  354-5. 

§923.  (926.)  (847.)  One  whose  return  has  been  refused,  etc.  The  person 
whose  return  is  thus  refused  may  save  a  double  tax  by  making  his  re- 

turn to  the  Ordinary,  together  with  an  affidavit  in  writing  that  he 
tendered  said  return  to  the  receiver,  stating  the  time  when,  place 
where,  and  persons  present,  and  that  it  was  refused. 

§923.  (a.)  Names  to  be  taken  in  full.  It  shall  be  incumbent  on  re- 
Acts  of  1876,  cei vers  of  tax  returns  in  the  various  counties  of  this  State  to  enter  on 

p- 15,  their  digests  the  first  name  in  full  of  all  tax  payers. 
§923.  (b.)  Grand  jury  shall  inspect  receiver's  books.  It  shall  be  the  duty 

Acts  of  1874,  of  the  tax  receiyer  in  each  county  of  this  State,  in  each  and  every  year, 
p-  m  at  the  fall  term  of  the  Superior  Court  in  his  county,  to  lay  before  the 

grand  jury  his  returns  for  that  year,  of  the  taxable  property  in  his  said 
county,  and  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  grand  jury  to  overlook  the  same, 
and  whenever  they  find  an  undervaluation,  to  correctly  assess  the  same, 
according  to  the  market  valuation  of  the  property,  and  return  to  the  re- 

ceiver his  returns  with  the  corrections  which  they  have  made. 
§923.  (c.)  Corrected  returns,  the  guide  for  next  year.  When  the  receiver 

Actsofi874,  shall  receive  his  returns  for  the  next  succeeding  year,  and  the  corrected 

p.  108.  returns  made  by  the  grand  jury,  it  shall  be  his  guide  for  that  year,  and 
if  the  tax  payer  shall  return  his  property  below  the  valuation  made  by 
the  grand  jur}^  the  receiver  and  tax  payer  each,  shall  select  an  arbitra- 

tor, and  these  two  shall  select  an  umpire  to  whom  the  question  of  val- 
uation shall  be  referred,  and  their  award  shall  be  returned  to  the  re- 
ceiver, and  shall  be  entered  by  him  as  the  valuation  of  said  tax  payer's 

property. 
§923.  (d.)   These  provisions  to  be  given  in  special  charge.     It  shall  be  the 

Actsof  1874,  duty  of  the  Judges  of  the  Superior  Courts,  at  each  fall  term,  to  give  these 

p.  109.        provisions  in  special  charge  to  the  grand  juries  that  they  may  be  in- 
formed of  the  duties  therein  imposed  upon  them. 
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§923.  (e.)  Liquor  dealers  to  be  returned  by  name.     The  receivers  of  tax  Acts  of  1878 

returns  in  this  State  shall  return  by  name  all  persons  or  firms  dealing"9,13'  '8' 
in  spirituous,  vinous  or  malt  liquors,  intoxicating  bitters,  or  other  ar- 

ticles of  like  character. 
§924.  (927.)  (848.)  Where  return  is  made  to  cleric,  etc.  Such  Ordinary 

shall  forward  a  copy  of  said  return  and  affidavit  to  the  Comptroller-Gen- 
eral instanter,  and  retain  the  originals,  for  which  he  shall  be  entitled  to 

one  dollar  from  the  tax  payer. 
§925.  (928.)  (849.)  What  is  no  refusal.  The  claim  of  the  receiver  to 

assess  a  tax  payer's  property  is  not  a  refusal  to  receive  a  return. 
§926.  (929.)  (850.)  Receivers  pay,  etc.     The  county  shall  pay  the  re- 

ceiver one-half  of  what  the  collector  gets  for  collecting  the  county  tax- 
Tax  receivers  were  not  entitled  to  any  commissions  on  the  county  tax:  19  Ga.,  611. 

ARTICLE  VIII. 

TAX      COLLECTORS. 

Section. 
927.  Election  and  qualifi cation. 
928.  Vacancies,  how  filled. 
929.  Collector's  oath. 
930.  Collector's  bond. 
930.  (a.)  Levy  of  county  tax. 
931.  Bond  jor  county  tax,  how  approved. 

Section. 
932.  Must  give  bond  before  he  collects. 
933.  County  collector  appointed,  when. 
934.  Collector's  duties  specified. 935.  His  failures  no  excuse  for  others. 
935.  (a.)  Statement  to  grand  jury. 
935.  ib.)  Quarterly  returns  of  special  tax. 

§927.  (930.)  (851.)  Election,  commission  of  tax  collectors,  etc.  Tax  col- 
lectors are  elected  at  the  same  time,  in  the  same  manner,  for  the  same 

term  of  office,  and  are  commissioned  and  qualified  as  tax  leceivers. 
§928.  (931.)  (852.)  Vacancies,  how  filled.  Vacancies  are  filled  as  they 

are  in  the  office  of  receiver. 

§929.  (932.)  (853.)  Collector's  oath.  Before  entering  on  the  duties  of 
his  office,  besides  the  oath  required  of  all  civil  officers,  he  shall  take  and 
subscribe  the  following  oath: 

"  I,  -j   ,  tax  collector  of  the  county  of   ,  do  swear  that  I  will  faith- 
fully discharge  the  duties  required  of  me  by  law  as  tax  collector,  and 

that  I  will  search  out  and  make  a  true  return  of  all  defaulters,  polls, 

professions,  and  all  taxable  property  not  found  on  the  tax  receiver's  di- 
gest, or  not  returned  to  the  Clerk  of  the  Superior  Court  by  the  fifteenth 

of  August,  and  that  I  will  pay  over  all  taxes  collected  by  me  as  required 
by  law.     So  help  me  God." 

§930.  (933.)  (854.)  Amount  of  bonds  and  their  conditions.      [He  shall  fa)  Acts  01 

also  give  bond  and  security  for  thirty-three  and  one-third  per  cent.  lflf"4,I>' 
more  than  the  State  tax  supposed  to  be  due  frbm  the  county  for  the  /^_/.  A  /** 
year  for  which  said  officer  is  required  to  give  bond,  the  amount  of  the 
bond  to  be  filled  up  by  the  Comptroller-General  before  being  sent  out 
to  the  county  from  the  executive  office,]  (a.)  and  shall  give  another 
bond  with  sufficient  security,  payable  to  the  Ordinary,  conditioned  for 
the  faithful  performance  of  his  duties  as  collector  of  the  county  tax,  in 
a  sum  to  be  fixed  by  such  Ordinary. 

It  is  not  compulsory,  but  is  discretionary  as  to  a  bond  under  the  Act  of  1821:  11 
Ga.,  207.  Where  the  bond  is  void  under  the  Act  of  1821 :  18  Ga.,  47.  Securities  on  a 
bond  for  the  collection  of  the  State  tax  are  not  liable  to  the  Ordinary  for  failure  of  the 
collector  to  collect  and  pay  over  the  county  tax  :  47  Ga.,  639-642 ;  section  cited.  As  to 
a> bondsman  sharing-  fees  with  the  collector,  his  principal  being  made  to  respond  to  an- 

other co-surety  on  the  bond:  59  Ga.,  644-7. 

,  §930;  (a.)  County  tax  levied  without  recommendation,  when.    In  all  cases,  Acts  of  isstf 

when  the  spring  term  of  the  Superior  Court  of  any  county  in  this  State"1,  p*  41' 
has  heretofore  been,  or  may  hereafter  be,  adjourned  suddenly  or  unex- 

pectedly before  the  grand  jury  shall  have  made  their  general. present- 

. 
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•    ments,  it  shall  be  lawful  for  the  officers  whose  duty  it  may  be  to  levy  a 
j  county  tax  to  levy  the  same  to  the  full  extent  and  for  any  purpose  that 

a  recommendation  of  such  grand  jury  would  have  authorized:  Provided, 
such  tax  shall  not  exceed  the  levy  last  recommended  by  a  grand  jury 
for  such  county. 

§931.  (934.)  (855.)  Approved  by  whom.  Such  bond  for  county  taxes 
when  given  must  be  approved  by  the  Ordinary,  filed  in  his  office,  re- 

corded in  the  book  with  other  official  bonds,  and  in  all  respects  is  an 
official  bond. 

§932.  (935.)  (856.)  Bond  to  be  given,  etc.     Tax  collectors  shall  not  col- 
Act  of  1823,  lect  any  portion  of  the  county  tax  until  such  bond  is  given,  and  if  they 

/  <j.  p.  1060.    fa;Q  ̂ 0  g^ye  suc]1  a  bcmcl^  or  one  satisfactory  to  such  Ordinary,  he  may 
L  appoint  some  competent  person  to  collect  the  county  tax. 

a/1?        JL*       ̂ Lu^t-  §933.  (936.)  (857.)  Duty  of  person  so  appointed.     When  such  an  ap- 

'jz»~6*ir6*c~~-^  pbintment  is  made,  the  person  appointed  shall  give  such  a  bond  as  is 
/f*~S-  /.# ff~*  required  of  a  tax  collector,  and  he  shall  take  an  oath  faithfully  to  collect 
Yfiu*0£*.JJ&-f-*  f  '  and  pay  over  the  county  tax,  and  in  all  respects  shall  have  the  same 
AC  privileges,  discharge  the  same  duties  and  incur  the  same  penalties  as 
/X_j      *      /     y-ihe  tax  collector  would  in  collecting  the  county  tax. 

t/f^c/^Z^^^^f^<%^^  (937.)  (858.)  Collector's  duties  enumerated.     It  is  the  duty  of  the 

y^/V"^' p- 1046,  '  ̂ax  COilector — 
c.Cp.°io5812'  1-  To  diligently  collect  and  promptly  pay  over  in  the  funds  allowed 
Acts  of  1857,  by  law  the  State  and  county  taxes  to  the  Comptroller-General  and  the 
Actsof  1858,  County  Treasurer,  respectively. 

A_a  />£/   Jz-J<-*V*^p-^  Cannot  urge  the  invalidity  of  the  order  of  the  Ordinary  in  reference  to  the  tax/as  an 

i~    yP  '    *  -.       1/1/ excuse  for  not  paying  over  the  money  collected  :  56  Ga.,  290. 
^ov%^iy '  T"  2.  To  search  out  and  ascertain  as  far  as  possible  all  polls  and  profes- 

^_v.  a  /  ̂    .        sions,  and  all  taxable  property  not  returned  to  the  receiver  or  not  found in  his  digests. 

*/a*^r.  /*  /0%r '  3.  To  enter  all  of  such  defaults  in  a  book  kept  for  that  purpose,  to 
'  (a)  Acts  of  assess  and  collect  thereon  a  double  tax  and  pay  the  same  over  to  the 

1S62-63,  p.    Comptroller-General  and  County  Treasurer,  respectively,  after  deducting 
(7       L,         //-  [single]   (a.)  commissions,  and  to  deposit  said  book  with  the  Comp- 

^le^/  <A/X%   troller-General,  and  a  copy  with  the  Ordinary,  before  the  day  of  final 
■^1  Z^  C+J*^*^  settlement. 

j^^^j.      4.  To  have  his  insolvent  lists  allowed  in  the  manner  required  bylaw 
before  final  settlement  with  the  Comptroller-General. 

5.  To  issue  executions  against  all  defaulters  and  insolvents,  and  place 
them  with  the  proper  officer  for  collection. 

6.  To  give  notice  of  the  time  and  places  of  his  attending  to  collect  the 
taxes,  and  of  the  days  he  will  be  at  the  Court  House,  and  there  to  at- 

tend during  the  time  for  collection  required  of  the  receiver. 
7.  To  publish  at  the  door  of  the  Court  House,  for  thirty  days,  his  in- 

solvent lists,  including  the  taxes  of  each  person  thereon.  To  furnish 
to  election  managers  of  the  county  lists  of  all  persons  who  have  not  paid 
their  taxes. 

8.  To  pay  the  receiver  his  commissions,  upon  the  production  of  the 

Comptroller-General's  receipt  for  his  digest,  with  a  specification  therein 
of  the  amount  of  commissions  to  which  he  is  entitled,  and  not  other- 

wise ;  and  to  produce  said  receiver's  receipts,  with  his  receipts  thereon, 
to  the  Comptroller-General,  before  he  shall  be  allowed  credits  for  such 
commissions. 

9.  To  conform  to  such  rules  as  may  be  furnished,  and  to  obey  such 
orders  as  may  be  given  by  the  Comptroller-General. 

10.  [To  obtain,  by  or  before  the  fifteenth  of  December  in  every  year, 
from  every  person  engaged  in  agriculture  in  his  county,  a  statement  on 
oath,  of  the  amount,  as  near  as  practicable,  he  or  she  has  made,  that 
year,  of  each  of  the  farm  crops,  grown  in  the  county ;  the  cotton  crop 

//■
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0  be  returned  in  bales,  averaging  four  hundred  and  fifty  pounds  each, 
11  grain  crops  and  rice  in  bushels,  and  hay  and  all  other  forage  crops, 
n  tons.  Also  a  statement  of  the  number  of  farm  animals  of  each  kind 
le  or  she  owns  and  has  in  possession,  and  to  forward  said  returns  of  the 
mount  of  crops,  and  the  census  of  farm  animals  to  the  Comptroller- 
general  of  this  State  b}^  the  fifteenth  of  December  in  each  year.]  (a.) 
11.  [In  collecting  the  special  tax  that  may  be  levied  year  after  year 

n  dealers  in  intoxicating  bitters,  or  other  articles  of  like  character, 
nd  upon  dealers  of  spirituous,  vinous  and  malt  liquors,  or  any  other 
terson  liable  to  special  tax,  to  report  the  name  of  the  person  or  firm 
aying  said  tax,  the  amount  paid,  and  the  date  of  said  payment,  to  the 
Comptroller-General  at  the  time  of  paying  said  special  tax  into  the 
Itate  treasury.] 
12.  To  issue  executions  against  all  tax  defaulters  in  this  State,  who 

re  residents  of  the  counties  in  which  said  tax  collectors  are  holding 
heir  offices,  for  any  and  every  year  preceding  and  including  the  years 
3r  which  they  are  elected,  and  to  collect  the  tax  due  from  said  defaul- 
ers,  and  pay  over  the  same  to  the  proper  authorities. 
13.  To  perform  all  other  duties  that  the  law  requires,  and  which 

lecessarily  under  the  law  appertain  to  his  office. 
It  is  the  duty  of  the  collector,  and  not  of  the  receiver,  to  make  the  assessment  both 

>r  State  and  county  purposes  upon  the  taxable  property  of  the  county  :  21  Ga.,  206. 

§935.  (938.)  (859.)  Collector's  negligence  no  excuse  to  defaulting  tax  payer. 
it  is  no  excuse  to  any  person  for  not  paying  his  taxes  as  the  law  re- 
[uires,  that  the  collector  should  fail  to  advertise  or  fill  his  appoint- 
ments. 
§935.  (a.)  Statement  of  special  taxes  to  gra,nd  jury.  It  shall  be  the 

uty  of  the  tax  collector  of  each  county  in  this  State  to  lay  before  the 
rand  jury,  on  the  first  day  of  the  term  of  each  Court,  a  full  statement 
f  all  special  taxes  received  by  him  for  the  six  months  immediately 
receding  said  report,  and  to  state  fully  the  date  of  said  payments,  from 
mom  received,  and  also  the  amounts  received.  And  the  Judges  of  the 
uperior  Courts  of  this  State  shall  give  this  law  in  charge  to  the  grand 
iry  at  each  term  of  their  respective  Courts. 
§935.  (b.)  Quarterly  returns  of  special  taxes  to  Comptroller.  It  shall  be 

he  duty  of  the  tax  collectors  of  this  State  to  make  quarterly  returns 
the  Comptroller-General,  under  oath,  to  be  administered  by  any 

uly  qualified  officer,  of  all  special  taxes  collected  by  them,  except  those 

iven  in  and  entered  upon  the  receiver's  digest,  setting  forth  in  said 
3turns  the  names  of  all  persons  or  companies  paying  such  tax,  when 
aid,  for  what  purpose,  and  the  amount  thereof. 

General  Note. —  Where  by  mistake  the  tax  collector  pays  over  money  to  the 
ounty  Treasurer  he  can  recover  it  back :  3  Ga.,  90.  The  Comptroller-General  cannot 
sue  an  execution  against  a  person  assuming  to  act  as  tax  collector  and  his  sureties : 
Ga.,  233.  A  tax  collector  in  default  cannot  take  a  homestead  as  against  the  process  of 
le  State  directed  against  him :  60  Ga.,  76.  Tax  collectors  cannot  urge  as  a  defense  the 

tvalidity  of  the  Ordinary's  orders  levying  the  extra  tax :  53  Ga.,  191-4. 
_  General  Note. — Action  against  collector  for  trespass:  24  Am.  D.,  116;  Cooley  Tax., 
[0.  ̂  Having  given  an  imperfect  tax  deed,  which  does  not  pass  title,  may  afterward 
1  his  own  motion  give  a  second  and  corrected  deed  :  4  Am.  R.,  214. 

(a)     Act  of is:;'.,  p  6. 

Acts  of  1878 
-9,  p .  78 

Acts  of  1875 

p.  120. 

Acts  ofl  878 

9,  p.  78. 

Acts  of  1878- 

9,  p.  80. 
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ARTICLE  IX. 

COMPENSATION    OF    COLLECTORS   AND    RECEIVERS. 

Section*  I     Section. 
936.  Collector  and  receiver,  commission.        j        936.  (a.)  Local  laws  repeal  3d. 

§936.  (860.)  Pay  of  tax  officers.  The  commissions  to  be  allowed  to 
each  receiver  and  collector  of  State  and  county  tax  shall  be  as  follows, 
viz: 

On  all  digests  for  the  first  $1,000   6  per  cent 
excess  over  $1,000  to  $2,000   4 

"  2,000tO    3,000   3 
3,000  to    4,000   2%  " 

Acts  of  1878-  "  "  4,000  to    6,000   2%  '■ 
^  P-  78.  «'  "  6,000  to    8,000   2%  "' 8,000  to  12,000...   2 

12,000  to  18,000       1%  " 
18,000  to  36  000..   VZ  " 
36,000    :   .134  " 

936.  (a.)  Local  laws  repealed.  All  laws  heretofore  enacted  .by  the 
Acts  of  1878  General  Assemblv,  fixing;  the  commission  of  receivers  of  tax  returns 

and  Collectors  of  taxes  in  certain  counties,  different  from  the  rates  here- 
inbefore set  forth,  are  repealed.  And  no  tax  collector  shall  in  any  event 

receive  any  greater  or  different  rate  of  commission,  or  rate  of  payment 
for  the  collection  of  county  taxes  than  he  receives  by  this  Article  for 
collecting  State  taxes.  The  commission  of  tax  receiver,  to  be  paidfrom 
county  taxes,  shall  be  one-half  the  amount  allowed  by  this  Article  to 
tax  collectors  for  collecting  county  taxes. 

ARTICLE  X. 

MISCELLANEOUS    PROVISIONS. 

SfiCTION. 
937.  Comptroller  may  make  rules. 
938.  Rules  to  be  furnished  tax  officers. 
939-.  Rules  to  be  published. 

Section. 
910.  Bonds  of  tax  officers  sued  on. 
940.  (a.)  Tax  offices  separated. 

§937.  (940.)  (861.)  Comptroller-General  to  make  rules  for  collectors  and 
receivers.  The  Comptroller-General  has  authority  to  make  all  needful 
rules  and  regulations  for  the  government  of  tax  collectors  and  receivers, 
and  any  other  rules  that  may  be  necessary  to  insure  the  prompt  and 
faithful  execution  of  the  tax  laws,  if  not  in  violation  of  or  inconsistent 
therewith. 

§938.  (941.)  (862.)  Furnish  collectors  and  receivers  with  the  same.  These 
rules,  when  made,  shall  be  entered  in  a  book  in  his  office,  kept  for  that 
purpose,  and  be  binding  upon  all  successors  until  amended  or  repealed, 
copies  oi  which  shall  be  printed  and  furnished  to  receivers  and  collec- 

tors at  the  time  of  sending  them  the  forms  required. 

,§939.  (942.)  (863.)  May  bs  published.  They  shall  also  be  printed  du-i 
ring  the  month  of  March  every  year  in  a  public  gazette  published  at 
the  seat  of  government,  if  in  the  discretion  of  the  Comptroller  he  shall 
deem  it  beneficial. 

§940.  (943.)  (864.)  Bonds  may  be  sued  on.  Nothing  shall  be  so  con- 
strued as  to  make  the  collector's  and  receiver's  bonds  not  subject  to  be 

sued  according  to  due  process  of  law,  but  which  is  not  to  be  done  un 
less  some  emergency  should  make  it  necessary. 

§940.  (a.)   Tax  offices  separated.     All  local  or  special  laws  consolidating 
km  of  18/8  the  offices  of  tax  receiver  and  tax  collector,  in  any  of  the  counties  in 

-9.  p.  76.     ̂ jg  gfca£e?  are  repealed,  and  the  compensation  of  said  officers  shall  bt governed  by  the  general  laws  of  force  in  this  State. 

: 
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General  Note. — On  the  subject  of  taxes  generally:  8  Ga.,  23.     In  laws  imposing 
taxes  if  there  be  a  doubt  as  to  whether  the  intention  of  the  Act  was  to  levy  a  tax,  that 
doubt  should  absolve  the  tax-payer:  8  Ga.,  23.     State  tax  on  imports  held  not  invalid 
in  this  case:  14  Ga.,  439.     But  see,  there  can  be  no  State  tax  on  exports:  60  Ga.,  61. 
In  the  District  Court  of  the  United  States  an  injunction  was  granted  to  prevent  the 
collection  by  a  revenue  officer  of  an  illegal  assessment  of  taxes:  35  Ga.,  315.     Income 
of  the  Western  and  Atlantic  Railroad  is  not  subject  to  taxation:  35  Ga.,  315.     The 
right  of  taxation  is  in  the  sovereign,  the  State  :  41  Ga.,  331.     Power  of  a  de  facto  govern- 

ment to  assess  taxes,  only  avails  while  it  maintains  its  supremacy:  41  Ga.,  331.     Tax 
levied  for  educational  purposes  on  liquor  is  not  unconstitutional:  42  Ga.,  416.     See 
section  1419  et  sequiter,  for  taxes  upon  retailers  of  spirituous  liquors.     On  the  Act  of 
1870  directing  Ordinaries  to  assess  a  tax  to  pay  the  salaries  of  the  District  Judges  and 
attorneys,  where  it  was  sufficiently  definite  :  44  Ga.,  77.     Non-residents  are  not  required 
by  our  law  to  pay  taxes  on  notes  held  by  them  on  citizens  of  this  State:  44  Ga.,  651. 
Whether  a  citizen  of  Georgia  is  liable  to  pay  taxes  on  an  open  account  due  him  by  a 
non-resident:  45  Ga.,  327-8.     A  sale  by  an  assignee  in  bankruptcy  does  not  divest  the 
State's  lien  for  taxes :  46  Ga.,  412.     The  declaration  must  set  forth  the  facts  in  a  suit  to 
recover  back  taxes,  said  to  have  been  illegally  collected :  46  Ga.,  272.     When  an  in- 

junction was  granted  because  the  tax  fi.  fa.  had  the  first  lien:  46  Ga.,  458.     Not  a 
uniform  tax,  and  an  injunction  was  granted  as  against  it:  47  Ga.,  562.     A  municipal 
corporation  so  far  as  the  right  of  taxation  exists  in  it  is  a  grant  and  is  called  a  franchise, 
and  a  de  facto  government  assessing  a  tax,  afterward  overthrown,  cannot  collect  the 
|  tax  :  41  G-a.,  331.     Injunction  at  the  instance  of  tax-payers  will  not  be  granted,  unless 
I  the  acts  of*  its  officers  are  ultra  vires,  fraudulent  and  corrupt :  43  Ga.,  67.     See  notes  to sections  811  and  1422.     City  of  Columbus  could  not  assess  tax  to  pay  bonds  except  by 
legislative  enactment :  25  Ga.,  610.     A  legislative  Act  rendering  binding  a  subscription 

1  of  the  city  of  Columbus  to  the  stock  of  certain  railroads  :  30  Ga.,  845.     Augusta's  canal 
itax  held  valid :  5  Ga.,  561.     Illegal  tax  enjoined  as  against  the  Georgia  Railroad  and 
Banking  Company:  26  Ga.,  651.     A  proceeding  of  the  city  council  of  Augusta  should 
have  been  enjoined  in  issuing  a  tax  execution,  not  having  complied  with  the  prere- 

i  quisites  :  31  (ia.,  700.     Injunction  refused  against  a  tax  on  gross  sales,  etc.,  by  the  citj' 
|  of  Augusta:  37  Ga.,  597.     Where  the  city  of  Augusta  could  not  assess  a  specific  tax  on 
)  the  Insurance  and  Banking  Company  itself,  and  not  on  its  capital :  37  Ga.,  620.     No 
{  tax  on  notes  held  by  and  belonging  to  the  residents  of  the  town  of  Griffin  on  non- 
i  residents:  33  Ga.,  113.     The  marshal  of  Griffin  need  not  make  an  entry  of  no  personal 
j:  property  before  he  levies  a  tax  fi.  fa.  on  real  property :  40  Ga.,  39.     The  right  of  trial  by 
jury  does  not  apply  to  a  tax-paj^er  who  refuses  to  pay  his  tax  :  23  Ga.,  566.     The  Supe-- 

[  rior  Court  of  Atlanta  will  not  order  a  marshal  to  put  a  purchaser  in  possession  of  lands 
in  the  city  sold  by  a  former  marshal  for  taxes:  40  Ga.,  49.     The  town  of  Albany  can 

!  only  impose  an  ad  valorem  tax  on  horses  or  mules  sold  by  drovers:  41  Ga.,  21.     That 
land  in  a  city  is  used  for  agricultural  purposes,  is  no  ground  for  an  injunction  of  the 
tax  on  it:  53  Ga.,  589.     A  physician  of  Savannah  licensed  by  the  State  cannot  be  re- 

quired under  a  penalty  to  takeout  license  by  the  city:  36  Ga.,  460.    Retailers  of  liquor 
in  Savannah  must  pay  license  and  also  the  special  tax:  42  Ga.,  596.     There  can  be  no 
set-off  of  illegal  taxes  paid  in  former  years  as  against  a  tax  execution  for  tax  of  later 
years  :  56  Ga.,  448.     Ordinary  cannot  buy  in  at  tax  sales,  nor  can  he  pay  city  taxes  on 
property  purchased,  out  of  the  county  funds:  51  Ga.,  9.     Taxes  illegally  assessed  by 
the  town  of  Jonesboro:  63  Ga.,  527.     When  cannot  recover  back  taxes  illegally  yet 
voluntarily  paid  :  61  Ga.,  228-230. 

General  Note  on  Taxes  and  Taxation. — Business,  taxation  of:  Cooley  Tax., 
384.  Construction  of  tax  laws:  Cooley  Tax.,  197.  Of  exemption:  see  note  to  $799. 
Curative  legislation,  dispensing  with  strict  compliance  with  statutes  :  Cooley  Tax., 
223.  Statutes  exempting  from  taxation,  when  contracts:  5  Am.  R.,  351;  16  Am.  D., 
51,  n.  Injunctions  against:  High  on  Inj.,  #553;  Cooley  Tax.,  536;  23  Am.  R.,  622,  n; 
36/70;  11  Wall.,  108;  15/547;  2  0.,  575;  11/153,  773;  13/732.  "  Obligation  of  con- 

tract"—change  of  tax  law:  4  Pet.,  514;  16/281;  16  How.,  369;  18/331;  24/300;  7  Cr., 
161;  lBk.,  436,  474;  2/510;  4  Wall.,  143,535;  8/430,  439;  13/264,  269;  15/454;  16/244; 
20/36;  22/527;  3  O.,  116,  595;  6/432;  7/284;  9/309;  13/358;  Burroughs  Tax.,  108; 
Cooley  Tax.,  52.  No  off-set  against:  31  Am.  R.,  228;  Cooley  Tax.,  13,  501.  Public 
purposes,  taxation  must  be  for:  Cooley  Tax.,  42,  67,  76.  What  are  such:  Cooley 
Tax.,  81-102;  Burroughs  Tax.,  10.  Purpose  must  pertain  to  district  taxed:  Cooley 
Tax.,  104-123.  Recovery  back  of  money  paid  for:  12  Wall.,  1 ;  15/75;  Cooley  Tax,. 
565;  22  Am.  R.,  519,  n;  29/32;  33/710.  Situs  of  taxable  property :  Burroughs  Tax.. 
40;  Cooley  Tax.,  14,  269;  Rorer  on  Tnter-State  Law,  204.  Tax  titles  :  see  Blackvvell 
on  Tax  Titles,  and  note  to  §§891,  893.— Subject  treated  in :  Cooley  Const.  Lim.,  479. 
See  note  to  Mandamus,  §3198,  et  seq. 

14 
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CHAPTER  II. 

REVENUE    FROM    OTHER   SOURCES. 

Section. 
941.  Sources  of  revenue,  etc. 
942.  What  moneys  go  into  treasury. 

Section. 
943.  What  fees  go  into  treasury. 

§941.  (944.)  (865.)    State's  revenue  from  other  sources.    The  sources  from 
1       which  the  State  does  or  may  derive  revenue,  other  than  by  taxation, are  as  follows : 

1.  The  net  earnings  of  the  Western  and  Atlantic  Railroad. 
2.  Dividends  on  the  bank  stock  owned  by  the  State. 
3.  Dividends  or  interests  on  the  stock  owned  in  the  Main  Trunk 

Railroad. 
4.  Sale  of  State  bonds  at  a  premium. 
5.  The  use  by  individuals  of  any  other  property  of  the  State. 
6.  Receipts  from  military  or  other  claims  against  the  United  States. 

1                                       7.  Receipts  from  assets  of  the  Central  Bank  and  other  old  claims. 
8.  Receipts  on  claims  from  tax  collectors  or  other  officers  for  previous 

years,  which  were  in  litigation  or  regarded  as  insolvent, 
i  9.  Dues  for  the  sale  of  reverted  or  other  land  to  which  the  State  may 

„  have  the  title. 
10.  Fees  which  the  secretaries  of  the  Governor,  the  Secretary  of 

State,  the  Treasurer,  the  Comptroller-General  and  Librarian  may  re- 
ceive for  official  duties. 

§942.  (945.)  (866.)     Miscellaneous  revenue.     All  the  receipts  from  the 
resources  mentioned  in  the  preceding  section,  all  fees  not  specially 
awarded  to  any  particular  officer,  all  tines  and  forfeitures  not  otherwise 

'disposed  of,  all  moneys  collected  from  any  source  or  on  any  account,  to 
i  -      which  the  State  is  entitled,  not  otherwise  directed,  must  be  paid  into 

the  State  treasury. 
§943.  (946.)  (867.)  Fees  to  be  paid  to  treasurer.  The  fees  which  officers 

are  allowed  to  charge,  and  which,  when  collected,  must  be  paid  to  the 
Treasurer,  are  as  follows : 

1.  Those  by  the  secretaries  of  the  Governor: 
A  grant  for  100  acres  or  under   $1  00 
A  grant  for  over  100  acres  or  under  300  acres    2  00 
A  grant  for  over  300  acres  or  under  500  acres    3  00 
A  grant  for  over  500  or  under  1,000  acres..    4  GO 
A  grant  for  1,000  acres  and  over,  one  per  cent,  per  acre  for  every  additional  acre. 
Affixing  the  great  seal  of  the  State,  by  order  of  the  Governor,  to  any  thing  of  a  private  nature.  2  00 

For  every  examination  of  records  per  request   ."        50 Administering  oath  of  office  to  a  salaried  officer  and  giving  certificate  thereof    1  00 
Entering  a  testimonial             50 
Attaching  the  seal  of  the  Executive  department    1  00 
Certified  copy  of  any  record  not  more  than  300  words     1  00 

If  more  than*300  words,  per  100  words   •        10 

/Z^ue^c^e^L  2.  Those  by  the  Secretary  of  State  : 
y  For  a  grant  of  land  and  affixing  the  seal  thereto,  the  same  as  is  allowed  the  secretaries  of 

f&It-    %  ?  tne  Governor,  according  to  the  number  of  acres. 
/7-V'vJ     '  For  registering  each  grant   $    50 

For  registering  bond  or  other  similar  writing    —  1  00 
For  a  testimonial  without  the  great  seal    1  00 
For  a  testimonial  with  the  great  seal   _   2  00 
Affixing  the  great  seal  to  any  other  paper        1  00 
For  a  certified  copy  of  a  grant  of  land    1  00 
For  a  certified  copy  of  any  other  paper  not  of  more  words    1  00: 
For  more  words,  per  hundred        10i 
For  every  search  per  request         25 

3.  Those  by  the  Treasurer  : 
For  every  extract  or  copy  from  any  book,  minutes,  or  file  of  office,  not  more  than  300  words. .  .-$1  00 
For  every  additional  100  words         10 
For  every  search  by  request        25 

4.  Those  by  the  Comptroller-General : 
Every  extract  or  copy  from  any  book,  minutes,  or  file  of  Office,  not  more  than  300  words   #1    OC 
For  every  additional  100  words         K 
For  every  search  by  request         1C 
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5.  Those  by  the  Secretary  of  State  as  Surveyor-General : 
For  examining  a  plat   *•   I    50 For  recording  a  plat         1  25 
For  recording  a  plat  of  a  town,  township,  or  village    10  00 
Transmitting  a  caveat  to  Governor,  and  attending  thereon    1  00 
Certified  copy  of  any  original  record  not  more  than  300  words     1  00 
For  every  additional  100  words.        10 
Certified  copy  of  an  original  warrant         50 
Issuing  a  certificate  of  record        50 
For  every  search  per  request        25 

6.  Those  by  the  Librarian &£k*~s. 
Certifying  to  the  existence  or  contents  of  any  manuscript,  map,  or  other  document  entrusted  /^^//V*^' tohiskeeping    $100  /     / 
Furnishing  copies  of  his  catalogue  of  books        50 

See  Constitution  of  1877,  Art.  6,  Sec.  2,  par.  7, 

CHAPTER  III. 

STATE   DEPOSITORIES. ■.    y^vZ.-c/    /♦//? 

Section. 
943.  (a.)  Governor  names  depositories. 
943.  (b.)  Terms  of  deposit. 
943.  (c.)  Tax  collectors  may  pay  to  deposito- ries. 
943.  (d.)  Depositories  to  give  bond. 

Section. 
943.  (e.)  Funds  subject  to  check,  etc, 
943.  (f.)  Tax  collectors  may  still  pay  at  treas- 

ury. 

943.  (g.)  Law  of  this  Chapter  does  not  affect 
treasurer's  bond. 

.Cue^</ 

§943.  (a.)  Governor  names  places  of  deposit.     The  Governor  of  the  State  Acts  of  1878^ 

of  Georgia  shall  name  and  appoint  a  solvent  chartered  bank,  of  good-9,  PJ|-     ̂  
standing  and  credit,  in  each  of  the  following  cities  of  this  State,  to-wit :  v^^/ 
in  the  cities  of  Atlanta,  Athens,  Augusta,  Columbus,  Macon,  Savannah,/*/^  J*Fyf^*  'fjjc 
Rome,  Americus,  Albany,  Hawkinsville,  Gainesville,  Griffin  and  La-^*^^1^//, 
Grange,  which  shall  be  known  and  designated  as  State  depositories.       ̂ fes^^^^'v' v §943.  (b.)   The  Governor  to  make  terms.     Said  State  depositories  shall  Acts  of  vm& 

be  appointed  for  the  term  of  four  years  from  the^  date  of  their  appoint- _^^8'    <££^cji-^ 
ment,  and  shall  be  liable  to  be  removed  by  the  Governor,  in  his  ctiscre-    ,       /       /cj  > 
tion,  for  any  neglect  of  their  official  duty,  and  they  shall  receive  no>v  *  ~^     '//    ' 
salary  or  fees  from  the  State  of  Georgia,  but  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the   2-<f,  *-p<  2->& 
Governor  to  make  with  said  depositories  the  most  advantageous  con-  /y£^ 
tracts  he  can  for  interest  to  be  paid  by  them  to  the  State  for  the  use  of   /29  /jj- 
the  State's  money  which  may  be  deposited  therein,  as  hereinafter  pro-  /%„'   y    / 
vided  by  this  Chapter:  Provided,  that  no  officer  of  this  State  shall  be 
allowed  to  receive  any  commission,  interest  or  reward  to  himself  from    /^— ,£V, 
any  source  for  the  depositing  of  such  money  in  such  depositories,  or  for  ~/      ,     i 
continuing  such  deposits.     But  the  receiving  of  any  such  benefit  by  any^^^^//    ' 
officer  shall  be  a  felony  punishable,  hj  imprisonment  in  penitentiary  ' 
for  not  less  than  seven  nor  longer  than  twenty  years,  and  disqualifica-  . 
tion  to  hold  office  in  this  State. 

§943.  (c.)  Tax  collectors  may  pay  funds  at  depositories.  The  Governor  Acts  of  ists- 

shall,  at  the  time  of  appointing  the  State  depositories,  make  a  list  of-9'  p-  88- the  counties  whose  tax  collectors  shall  be  instructed  to  pay  State  funds 
into  each  depository,  and  said  tax  collectors  shall  pay  into  no  other  de- 

pository than  the  one  named  by  the  Governor,  and  the  Governor  shall 
also  make  known  the  apportionment  of  counties  by  a  proclamation 
duly  published  in  the  city  where  such  depository  is  located,  giving  the 
name  of  the  depository,  and  the  names  of  the  counties  whose  tax  col- 

lectors shall  be  instructed  to  pay  into  said  depository  all  moneys  col- 
lected by  them  for  and  on  account  of  State  taxes. 

§943.  (d.)  Depositories  to  give  bond.     Each  of  said  depositories  shall,  Acts  of  1878 

before  entering  upon  the  discharge  of  their  duties  by  their  proper  offi-  _9>  p-  88- 
cers,  execute  a  bond  with  good  and  sufficient  securities,  to  be  approved 
by  the  Governor,  in  a  sum  of  fifty  thousand  dollars.     Said  bond  shall 
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be  conditioned  for  the  faithful  performance' of  all  such  duties  as  shall 
be  required  of  them  by  the  General*  Assembly,  or  the  laws  of  this  State, 
and  for  a  faithful  account  of  all  the  public  money  or  effects  that  may 
come  into  their  hands  during  their  continuance  in  office.  Said  bond 
shall  be  filed  and  recorded  in  the  Executive  office,  and  a  copy  thereof, 

certified  by  one  of  the  Governor's  secretaries,  under  the  seal  of  the  Ex- 
ecutive department,  shall  be  received  in  evidence  in  lieu  of  the  origi- 

nal in  any  of  the  Courts  of  this  State.  And  said  bonds,  when  given, 
shall  have  the  same  binding  force  and  effect  as  the  bond  now  required 
by  law  to  be  given  by  State  Treasurers,  and,  in  case  of  default,  shall  be 
enforced  in  like  manner. 

§943.  (e.)  Funds  subject  to  check,  etc.  Said  depositories  shall  hold  all 
.Acts  of  1878  funds  received  by  them  for  and  on  account  of  the  State,  subject  to  the 

'    ' P<  check  or  order  of  the   State   Treasurer,  and  shall  render  to  the  State 
Treasurer,  on  the  first  day  of  every  month,  a  statement  of  the  money 
on  hand  belonging  to  the  State,  showing  the  time  when,  and  from 
whom,  received,  together  with  a  statement  and  balance  sheet  showing 
the  exact  condition  of  its  account  with  the  State  Treasurer  on  that  day; 
and  whenever  any  tax  collector  shall  make  a  deposit  in  said  deposito- 

ries, they  shall  give  to  said  tax  collector  a  receipt,  which  shall  be  a  good 
and  sufficient  voucher  to  said  collector,  and  they  shall  mail  to  the  State 
Treasurer  a  duplicate  of  the  receipt  so  given  to  said  tax  collector,  and 
so  soon  as  the  treasurer  shall  receive  said  duplicate  receipt,  he  shall 
issue  his  certificate  in  favor  of  the  depositing  tax  collector,  and  transmit 
the  same  to  the  Comptroller-General,  who  shall  pass  the  amount  therein 
mentioned  to  the  credit  of  said  tax  collector,  and  at  once  mail  to  him  a 
receipt  for  said  amount. 

§943.  (f.)  Tax  officers  may  also  pay  at  treasury.  Nothing  contained  in 
.Acts  of  1878  this  Chapter  shall  be  construed  to.  prevent  tax  collectors  from  paying 
-j-9,  p.  88.  state  funds  directly  into  the  State  treasury.  And  it  shall  not  be  lawful 

for  the  State  Treasurer  to  deposit  such  funds  in  any  bank  or  other  de- 
pository except  those  established  under  this  Chapter,  and  he  shall,  by 

check  or  other  proper  means,  draw  from  said  depositories  such  amounts 
only,  and  at  such  times  only,  as  the  necessities  of  his  department  may 
require. 

§943.  (g.)  Treasurer's  bond  not  affected.  Nothing  contained  in  this 
Acts  of  1878  Chapter  shall  be  held,  taken  or  construed  as  affecting,  altering  or  chang- 
-9,  p.  88.      jng  the  provisions  of  existing  laws  as  to  the  bond  of  the  State  Treasurer. 
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TITLE  IX. 

THE  PUBLIC  DEBT* 

CHAPTER  I. 

THE    PUBLIC    DEBT. 

Section. 
944.  State  bonds,  how  authenticated. 
945.  Amount  of  bonds,  time  of  payment. 
946.  Coupons,  how  signed  and  paid. 
947.  Bonds  must  accompany  coupon,  etc. 
948.  State  bonds,  where  payable. 
949.  Bonds  may  be  exchanged,  when. 
950.  Bonds  taken  up  not  to  be  re-issued. 
951.  New  bonds  may  issue  for  lost  ones. 
952.  On  what  showing  new  bonds  issue. 
.953.  State  must  be  indemnified. 

Section. 
954.  Stolen  bonds,  how  renewed. 
955.  Bonds,  etc.,  paid  off,  how  kept. 
956.  Payment  of  bonds  provided  for. 
957.  Surplus  set  apart. 
958.  Overplus  paid  to  bonds  not  due. 
959.  Bonds  paid  before  due  to  be  reported. 
959.  i a.)  Registration  of  bonds. 
959.  (b.)  Book  of  registration. 
959  (c.)  Registered  bonds,  how  negotiated. 

§944.  (947.)  (869.)  Bonds  and  certificates,  how  authenticated.  All  bonds 
or  certificates  of  the  State  for  the  State  debt  must  be  authenticated  by 
the  signature  of  the  Governor,  the  Secretary  of  State,  and  stamped  with 
one  side  of  the  seal  of  the  State,  to-wit,  that  side  which  has  on  it  the 
motto,  "  Wisdom,  Justice,  and  Moderation." 

§945.  (948.)  (870.)  Amounts  of,  and  how  payable.  They  shall  be,  unless 
otherwise  specially  ordered  by  the  General  Assembly,  in  sums  of  five 
hundred  and  one  thousand  dollars  each,  payable  in  twenty  years  after 
their  date,  bearing  interest  at  six  per  cent,  per  annum,  which  interest 
is  payable  semi-annually  by  coupons  thereto  annexed. 

§946.  (949.)  (871.)  Coupons,  how  signed,  and  paid.  They  may,  before 
or  after  issued,  be  presented  to  the  State  Treasurer,  who  shall  sign,  in 
his  official  capacity,  all  the  coupons  thereto  attached,  which  then  may 
be  paid  at  maturity  by  the  treasurer  without  the  presentation  of  the 
bond,  or  further  warrant  or  authority. 

§947.  (950.)  (872.)    When  unsigned  not  to  be  paid.     If  coupons  are  not 
thus  signed,  they  shall  not  be  paid,  unless  accompanied  by  the  bond  to 
which   they  belong,  and  before  payment  shall  be  by  the  treasurer 
•  detached. 

§948.  (951.)  (873.)  Public  debt,  when  paid.  The  principal  and  interest 
shall  be  made  payable  at  such  place  in  this  State  or  other  of  the  United 
States  as  the  Governor  may  in  his  discretion  direct,  and  he  may  direct 
the  principal  payable  at  one  place  and  the  interest  at  another. 

§949.  (952.)  (874.)  Bonds  payable  out  of  the  State  may  be  exchanged. 
Where  citizens  of  this  State  become  possessed  of  State  bonds  payable 
out  of  this  State,  the  Governor  may  give  in  exchange  for  them  bonds 
payable  herein,  provided  there  is  no  loss  to  the  State  by  the  exchange, 
and  the  expense  thereof,  if  any,  is  borne  by  the  holders  of  the  bonds. 

§950.  (953.)  (875.)  Bonds  taken  up  not  to  be  re-issued.  When  such 
exchange  occurs,  the  original  bonds  so  taken  up  shall  not  be  re-issued 
on  any  account  whatever,  unless  specially  provided  for  by  the  General 
Assembly. 

§951.  (954. )  (876.)  Lost  bonds  or  coupons.   When  any  bond  and  coupon,  Acts  of  ists 

or  coupons  alone,  shall  be  lost,  mutilated,  or  destroyed,  the  Governor  _9>  p*  59- 
may  issue  to  the  holder  a  new  bond,  with  proper  coupons  attached ;  or 
if  coupon  alone  be  lost,  mutilated,  or  destroyed,  he  may  direct   the 
treasurer  to  issue  new  coupons  in  lieu  of  such  coupons  as  may  be  lost, 
mutilated,  or  destroyed. 

-See  Act  of  1843,  C  p.  895-7  ;  Act  of  1850,  C.  p.  898. 
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§952.  (955.)  (877.)  New  bonds,  how  obtained.     When  mutilated,  the 
Acts  of  1878  mutilated  bond,  or  coupon,  must  be  surrendered;  when  lost  or  destroyed, 

-9,  p.  58.     £ke  h^er  must  make  affidavit  of  such  fact,  that  they  were  his,  in  his own  or  some  other  right,  at  the  time  of  the  loss  or  destruction;  if  lost, 
that  he  has  made  diligent  search  without  avail,  and  despairs  of  ever 
finding  them. 

§953.  (956.)  (878.)  Bond  and  surety  to  be  given.  Having  made  such 
affidavit,  he  shall  then,  before  receiving  the  new  bond,  or  coupon,  give 
bond  and  surety  to  the  Governor  in  a  sum  double  the  amount  of  the  bond 
and  coupon,  or  coupons  alone  so  issued,  as  the  case  may  be,  conditioned 
to  save  the  State  harmless  on  account  of  issuing  such  new  bond,-  and 
coupon  or  coupons  only,  as  the  case  may  be. 

§954.  (957.)  New  bonds  in  lieu  of  those  stolen.  [The  Governor  is  author- 
(a)  Acts  of  ized  to  issue  a  new  bond  or  bonds  in  lieu  of  a  bond  or  bonds  of  the  State 

1866,  p.  18.  which  mav  have  been  stolen,  upon  the  holders  making  affidavit  as  pro- vided for  in  section  952  :  Provided,  said  holders  may  have  given  or  shall 

give  twelve  months'  notice  of  the  loss  or  theft  of  said  bonds,  fully  de- 
scribing the  same,  at  the  treasury  of  the  State,  at  least  twelve  months 

prior  to  the  time  when  said  new  bonds  may  be  or  shall  be  issued:  pro- 
vided, that  no  new  bond  shall  be  issued  for  or  in  lieu  of  any  lost  or 

stolen  bond  until  the  owner  of  such  bond  shall  first  give  to  the  State  a 
bond  with  security,  to  be  approved  by  the  Governor  for  the  time  being, 
fully  indemnifying  the  State  against  the  payment  of  the  bond  so  lost 
or  stolen],  (a.) 

§955.  (958.)  (879.)  Bonds,  etc.,  when  paid,  how  disposed  of.  When  bonds 
or  coupons  are  paid,  they  must  be  stamped  as  paid,  and  preserved  in  the 
treasurer's  office  with  the  same  care  as  the  funds  of  the  State. 

§956.  (959.)  (880.)  Appropriations  for  bonded  debt.  An  amount  of 
Const,  of  money  stands  annually  appropriated,  sufficient  to  pay  the  principal  and 

Sec!'itrt'  7'  interest  of  any  bonded  bebt  of  the  State  becoming  due  during  the  year. 
§957.  (960.)  (881.)  Surplus  in  treasury  appropriated  tobonded  debt.  Any 

surplus  in  the.  treasury  after  allowing  for  all  the  annual  charges  against 
it,  including  such  claims,  is  likewise  appropriated  to  the  same  object. 

§958.  (961.)  (882.)  Governor  may  apply  surplus.  Whatever  amount 
may  remain  from  the  appropriations  contained  in  the  two  preceding 

"  sections  more  than  enough  to  pay  such  debts  may  be  applied,  by  the  or- 
der of  the  Governor,  to  redeeming  any  particular  class  of  bonds  not  due 

as  he  may  order,  and  which,  in  his  judgment,  it  is  to  the  interest  of  the 
State  to  prefer  and  anticipate. 

§959.  (962.)  (883.)  Bonds  redeemed  before  due.  All  bonds  redeemed  be- 
fore maturity  must  be  by  the  Governor  annually  reported  to  the  Gen- 
eral Assembly,  particularly  described,  and  the  terms  upon  which  they 

were  so  redeemed. 

[Sec.  (963.)  Repealed  by  Act  of  1872,  p.  64.) 
§959.  (a.)  Registration  of  State  bonds.     Any  holder  of  the  bonds  of  this 

State,  whether  in  his  own  right  or  in  a  fiduciary  capacity,  may  have 
>    the  same  registered  at  the  office  of  the  State  Treasurer  upon  applica- 

tion and  presentation  of  said  bonds  to  the  treasurer  as  hereinafter  pro- vided. 

§959.  (b.)  Booh  of  registration.  It  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  treasurer  to 
procure  and  provide,  at  the  expense  of  the  State,  a  suitable  book  or 
books  in  which,  upon  application  and  presentation  of  a  bond  or  bonds 
as  aforesaid,  he  shall  enter,  in  a  manner  to  be  of  easy  and  ready  refer- 

ence, a  description  of  said  bond  or  bonds,  giving  number,  series,  date  of 
issue,  denomination,  by  whom  signed,  and  such  other  data  as  may  be 
necessary  for  the  ready  identification  thereof,  together  with  the  name 
of  the  person  registering  the  same,  the  character  or  capacity  in  which 
such  person  holds  said  bond  or  bonds,  and  for  whose  benefit  the  same  is 
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or  are  registered.  And  the  said  treasurer  shall  enter  upon  each  and 
every  bond  so  registered  as  aforesaid,  the  date  of  said  registration,  by 
whom  registered,  and  in  what  character  or  capacity,  and  shall  sign  said 
entry  officially ;  and  shall  cut,  with  a  stamp  prepared  therefor  under 

the  direction  of  the  treasurer,  the  letter  "R"  in  the  face  of  said  bonds 
so  registered,  and  such  person  or  persons  having  such  bond  or  bonds  so 
registered  shall  be  required  to  pay  to  the  treasurer  the  sum  of  fifty 
cents  for  each  bond  so  registered,  which  said  registry  fee  shall  be  paid 
into  the  treasury  by  the  said  treasurer. 

§959.  (c.)  Registered  bonds,  how  transferred.  None  of  said  bonds  shall, 
after  such  registration,  be  negotiable  by  delivery,  but  said  bonds  may, 
nevertheless,  be  negotiated  or  transferred  by  the  person  in  whose  name 
they  are  registered,  by  re-registration  in  the  name  of  the  person  to 
whom  the  same  are  to  be  transferred  or  negotiated. 

TITLE  X. 

PUBLIC  PROPERTY. 

CHAPTER  I. 

PUBLIC    BUILDINGS 

Section. 
960.  Buildings  owned  by  the  State. 

Section. 
961.  Buildings  the  State  is  interested  in. 

§960.  (964.)  (885. )  Buildings  owned  by  the  State.     The  buildings  and  1870,  pp. 

those  appurtenant  thereto  belonging  to  the  State,  are —  494'  49°" 
[The  State  Capitol,  at  Atlanta.]     (a.)  Jt*r~-  <*^u**l./qjl  ~  sr  (b)  Acts  of 

[The  Governor's  Mansion,  in  the  city  of  Atlanta.]     (b.)  502%03P" 
The  State  Arsenals  at  Milledgeville  and  Savannah,  donated  by  Act  ̂ g^ 

of  1870,  page  455 ;  the  Deaf  and  Dumb  Asylum  at  Cave  Spring  ;  the  d^_^mj^^S> 
Lunatic  Asylum  near  Milledgeville  ;  the  Penitentiary  at  Milledgeville ;  1/7     /^ 
the  buildings  of  the  Western  and  Atlantic  Railroad.  '? *-  ~~ 

The  old  Capitol  and  Executive  Mansion  at  Milledgeville,  with  the 
ground  attached  to  each. 

§961.  (965.)  (886.)  Partly  owned  by  the  State.     The  State  has  an  inter- 
est in — 

The  University  of  Georgia,  at  Athens. 
The  Asylum  for  the  Blind,  at  Macon. 

CHAPTER  II. 

*  THE    LANDS    OF    THE    STATE. 

Section  962.  Lands  reserved  to  the  State. 

§962.  (966.)  (887.)  Lands  owned  by  the  State.  The  lands  heretofore 
specially  reserved  to  the  State  are — 

The  lands  known  as  the  "Macon  Reserve,"  on  the  Ocmulgee  river; 
the  lands  known  as  the  "Mcintosh  Reserve,"  on  which  is  situated  the 
Indian  Spring ;  the  lands  known  as  the  "Old  Agency  Reserve,"  on  the 
Flint  river ;  a  quantity  of  land  on  Flint  river,  opposite  the  Old  Agency ; 
one  mile  square  on  the  Chattahoochee  river  at  Mcintosh  Ferry ;  one 
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mile  square  at  Marshall's  Ferry  on  Flint  river,  including  the  ferry ;  five 
miles  square  on  Chattahoochee  river  at  Cusseta  Falls,  including  the 
falls ;  all  islands  contained  in  any  of  the  navigable  waters  not  disposed 
of,  and  the  western  bank  of  the  Chattahoochee  river  to  high-water 
mark,  where  it  forms  the  boundary  between  Georgia  and  Alabama ;  so 
much  of  the  Okefenokee  swamp  as  is  in  this  State  and  ungranted ;  the 
lots  whereon  all  the  public  buildings  of  the  State  are  erected;  the  frac- 

tional parts  of  surveys  created  by  the  different  land  divisions  which 
are  not  granted  or  otherwise  disposed  of;  all  lands  omitted  .to  be  sur- 

veyed, granted  or  sold ;  parcels  of  land  in  certain  cities,  to-wit : 
In  the  city  of  Atlanta ; 
In  the  city  of  Columbus  ; 
In  the  city  of  Chattanooga.* 
The  city  of  Atlanta  cannot  take  lands  owned  by  the  State  for  a  street:  53  Ga.,  120-3. 

[By  Act  of  24th  October,  1870,  (see  Acts  of  1870,  p..  423,)  the  Western  and  Atlantic  Railroad,  with 
all  its  houses,  workshops,  depots,  rolling  stock,  and  appurtenances  of  every  character,  were  leased 
for  twenty  years  ;  and  by  Act  of  December  14th,  1871,  (see  Acts  of  1871-2,  p.  79,)  all  laws  and  resolu- 

tions continuing  in  existence  any  officer  of  said  railroad  as  an  officer  of  this  State  were  repealed. 
Yet  as  these  laws  are  being  used  in  winding  up  the  business  of  said  road,  and  as  an  emergency 
might  arise  when  said  laws  relative  to  said  railroad  might  be  further  needed,  the  revisers  of  the 
Code  have  deemed  it  best  to  retain  them.] 

CHAPTER  III. 

THE  WESTERN  AND  ATLANTIC  RAILROAD  AND  ITS  GOVERNMENT. 

Section. 
963.  W.  &  A.  R.  R.,  belongs  to  State,  etc. 
964.  Obligations  relative  to  W.  &.  A.  R.  R. 
965.  What  laws  apply  to  W.  &  A.  R.  R. 
966.  Former  laws  still  of  force. 
967.  Laws  applicable  to  W.  &  A.  R.  R. 
968.  Appointment  of  superintendent. 
969.  Superintendent's  bond. 970.  His  oath  and  commission. 

971.  Superintendent's  authority. 972.  Rules  of  road  to  be  recorded,  etc. 
973.  Such  rules  are  law. 
974.  Where  the  road  may  be  sued. 
975.  Demand  must  be  made  before  suit. 
976.  Books  of  road  prima  facie  evidence. 
977.  Debtors  to  road,  public  debtors. 
97*.  Appointment,  etc.,  of  treasurer. 
979.  Treasurer's  oath. 
980.  His  bond,  oath  and  bond,  where  filed. 
981.  Treasurer's  duties  specified. 
■982.  Auditor's  appointment,  etc. 
933.  Auditor's  oath. 984.  His  bond. 
985.  His  bond  and  oath,  where  filed. 
986.  Auditor's  duties  specified. 
987.  Remedy  against  officers  W.  &.  A.  R.  R. 

Section. 

98-4.  Compellable  to  give  other  security. 
989.  Agents  must  report  monthly. 
990.  Officer  failing  to  pay,  etc.,  dismissed. 
991.  Accounts  of  dismissed  officers. 
992.  Indebtedness  of  defaulters,  etc. 
993.  Oath  of  all  agents  of  the  road. 
994.  Their  bonds. 
995.  Bonds  renewed  annually. 
996.  Settlements  with  agents. 
997.  Governor  to  examine  bonds,  etc. 
998.  Conductor's  oath. 
999.  No  credit  to  be  given  for  freights. 

1000.  Conductor's  settlement. 
1001.  Disbursements,  how  made. 
1002.  How  auditor's  decisions  reviewed. 
1003.  Proceeds  of  road,  how  disposed  of. 

.  1004.  Useless  iron  and  tackle  may  be  sold. 
1005.  Sale  may  be  for  cash  or  on  credit. 
1006.  No  officer  of  road  can  buy  at  sale. 
1007.  Sale  bill  to  be  kept  and  reported. 
1008.  Useless  land  of  road  may  be  sold. 
1009.  Who  may  go  over  road  free  of  charge. 
1010.  Law  of  road  enforced  by  superintendent. 
1011.  Transportation  of  lime. 
1012.  Stock  gaps  may  be  built. 

§963.  (967.)  ('888.)  Western  and  Atlantic  Railroad  the  property  of  the State.  The  Railroad  communication  from  Atlanta,  in  Fulton  county, 
to  Chattanooga,  on  the  Tennessee  riverj  is  the  property  of  this  State 
exclusively,  and  shall  be  known  as  the  Western  and  Atlantic  Railroad. 

What  is  the  relation  the  State,  so  far  as  her  interest  is  concerned,  bears  to  the  West- 
ern  and  Atlantic  Railroad  :  54  Ga. ,  635. 

§964.  (968.)  (889.)  Relation  of  State  to  the  Western  and  Atlantic  Railroad. 
The  State  occupies  trie  same  relation  to  said  road,  as  owner,  that  any 
company  or  incorporation  does  to  its  railroad,  and  the  obligations  of  the 
State  to  the  public  concerning  said  road,  and  of  the  public  to  said  road 
are  the  same  as  govern  the  other  railroads  of  this  State,  so  far  as  is  con- 

sistent with  the  sovereign  attributes  of  this  State,  and  the  laws  of 
force  for  its  conduct. 

When  the  State  engaged  in  the  carrying  business  on  the  Western  and  Atlantic 
Railroad,  it  assumed  obligations  and  liabilities  incident  to  that  business  as  when  carried 

^Considerable  poAions  of  the  above  mentioned  reservations  have  been  conveyed  by  the  State  to 
private  companies  or  individuals,  which  will  appear  by  reference  to  the  proper  records. 
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on  by  individuals,  and  the  remedy  against  it  is  by  suit  against  the  superintendent  of 
the  road  when  the  claim  is  not  otherwise  adjudicated:  28  Ga.,  180.  The  plain ti ft  in 
such  suit  is  not  restricted  to  the  amount  claimed  when  he  presented  his  account  to  the 
superintendent  for  settlement,  he  recovers  according  to  his  proof  under  the  law  :  28 
Ga.,  180. 

§965.  (969.)  (890.)  Road  laws  and  penal  laws  apply  to  Western  and  At- 
lantic Railroad,  proviso.  All  the  public  road  laws  and  penal  laws  touch- 

ing the  railroads  of  this  State,  whether  to  obligate  or  protect,  apply  to 
the  State  Road,  unless  specially  excapted,  or  some  other  provision  is 
prescribed  in  lieu  of  some  one  or  more  thereof. 

The  Act  of  1856  (C.  p.  154),  does  not  apply  to  the  Western  and  Atlantic  Railroad  :  23 
Ga.,  436.  The  Western  and  Atlantic  Railroad  is  subject  to  the  same  liabilities  for 
damages  as  other  railroads:  34  Ga.,  424.     Section  cited  and  Construed:  53  Ga.,  124.     - 

§966.  (970.)  Laws  applicable  to    Western  and  Atlantic   Railroad.     [AllHJft oJS83' 

laws  of  force  regulating  the  liability  of  railroad  companies  in  this  State ' 
for  damages  done  by  the  running  of  locomotives,  cars,  and  other  ma-  ̂ 2-3Ctp  of 
chinery,  are  hereby  declared  to  apply  equally  to  the  Western  and  At- 182. 
lantic  Railroad ;  and  in  the  bringing  of  all  suits  against  the  Western 
and  Atlantic  Railroad,  the  same  shall  be  regulated  by  the  laws  in  ex- 

istence on  that  subject  at  the  time  of  the  adoption  of  this  Code.]  (a.) 
Where  the  damage  for  which  the  suit  was  brought  was  received  before  the  adoption 

of  the  Code  :  40  Ga.,  416.  What  action  maintainable  under  this  section  by  the  widow 
of  an  engineer  killed  by  the  colliding  of  two  trains :  34  Ga.,  422. 

§967.  (971.)  (891.)  Preceding  laws  of  force.     All  laws  heretofore  enacted,  Acts  of  1837, 

having  a  special  or  local  application  to  said  road,  and  in  force  at  the  p' 62' 
time  of  the  adoption  of  this  Code,  are  kept  in  force,  unless  herein 
repealed  expressly,  or  by  implication. 

Section  cited;  the  remedy  against  the  superintendent  and  officers  of  the  Western 
and  Atlantic  Railroad  is  the  same  as  against  tax  collectors  and  receivers :  46  Ga., 
350-360. 

§968.  (972.)  (892.)  Superintendent  appointed  by  Governor.  The  principal  Acts  of  1851 

officer  of  said  road  shall  be  styled  the  superintendent,  who  is  appointed  ~2,  p*  no" 
by  the  Governor,  and  holds  his  office  during  his  term,  unless  sooner  WActs  of 
removed  at  his  pleasure.     [The  salary  of  the  superintendent  shall  be 
five  thousand  dollars  per  annum.]     (b.) 

He  is  not  subject  to  garnishment :  37  Ga.,  240. 

§969.  (973.)  (893.)  To  give  bond  and  security.  Before  entering  on  the 
duties  of  his  office,  he  shall  give  bond  and  security,  to  be  approved  by 
the  Governor,  in  the  sum  of  twenty  thousand  dollars,  which  shall  be 
filed  in  the  office  of  the  Comptroller-General  and  recorded  therein. 

§970.  (974.)  (894.)  To  take  oath.  He  shall  also,  at  the  same  time, 
besides  the  oath  required  of  all  civil  officers,  take  and  subscribe  before 
the  Governor  the  following  oath,  which  shall  be  filed  in  the  Executive 

office :     "  I,   -,  swear  that  I  will  faithfully  and  impartially  perform 
I  all  the  duties  of  my  office ;  that  I  will  make  no  appointment,  nor  do 
any  act  from  fear,  favor,  reward,  or  the  hope  thereof,  but  in  all  things  I 
will  be  governed  solely  with  regard  to  the  interest  of  the  State  of  Geor- 

gia, and  in  the  discharge  of  my  duties  I  will  neither  make,  nor  permit 
to  be  made,  any  discrimination,  unless  so  directed  by  legislative 
authority,  in  favor  or  against  any  railroad  company,  or  other  persons 
or  parties  having  business  connections  with,  or  relations  to,  said  road. 
So  help  me  God."" 

§971.  (975.)  )895.  Powers  of  superintendent.     The  superintendent  has  Acts  of  i85i 

authority—  •  -2,  p.m. 
1.  To  conduct  all  the  operations  of  said  road  connected  with  its  re- 

pairs, equipment  and  management,  including  its  financial  affairs. 
2.  To  appoint  or  remove  all  the  subordinate  officers,  subject  to  the 

approval  of  the  Governor,  except  the  auditor  and  treasurer. 
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3.  To  fix  the  rate  of  passage  and  freight,  and  to  make  all  necessary 
arrangements  touching  such  rates  and  other  business  with  other  rail- 
roads. 

4.  To  contract  for  and  purchase  machinery,  cars,  materials,  workshops, 
and  all  other  contracts  necessary  for  the  general  working  and  business 
of  said  road  not  exceeding  three  thousand  dollars,  and  over  that  amount 
subject  to  the  approval  of  the  Governor  in  writing. 

Section  cited  and  construed:  62  Ga.,  198-200. 

5.  To  make  contracts  with  the  Government  of  the  United  States,  with 
the  consent  of  the  Governor,  for  the  transportation  of  the  mails  over 
said  road. 

6.  To  arrange  the  schedules  for  running  trains  at  such  times,  either 
by  day  or  night,  as   he  may  deem  expedient. 

7.  To  settle  all  claims  against  said  road,  with  the  approval  of  the 
Governor. 

8.  To  sue  officially  for  any  claim  due  the  State  on  account  of  said 
road,  and  defend  all  brought  against  the  road. 

9.  To  make  all  necessary  rules  for  the  proper  conduct  of  the  business 
of  the  road  and  the  enforcement  of  discipline. 

10.  To  impose  penalties  for  a  violation  of  said  rules  and  for  breaches 
of  duty  by  all  persons  in  the  employment  of  the  road. 

11.  To  see  that  the  books  and  accounts  of  the  road  are  so  kept  as  at 
all  times  to  show  accurately  its  fiscal  affairs. 

12.  To  have  settlements  weekly  with  all  fiscal  agents  of  said  road  for 
all  money  received  by  them,  by  himself  or  through  some  authorized 
person,  and  to  discharge  them  for  neglecting  or  refusing  to  do  so. 

.  13.  To  fix  the  compensation  of  all  employees  of  said  road,  with  the 
approval  of  the  Governor,  whose  compensation  is  not  fixed  by  law. 

14^  To  draw  his  warrant  on  the  treasurer  in  favor  of  claimants  accord- 
ing to  the  law. 

15.  To  sue  and  cause  all  moneys  belonging  to  or  collected  on  account 
of  the  road  to  be  paid  promptly  to  the  treasurer. 

16.  To  exercise  a  general  supervision  over  all  officers,  agents,  and 
employees  under  his  charge,  and  see  that  they  strictly  comply  with  all 
the  requisitions  of  the  law. 

17.  To  make  out  and  transmit  to  the  Governor  a  quarterly  statement 
exhibiting  the  receipts  and  expenditures  of  the  road,  and  once  every 
year  a  full  statement  of  all  the  transactions  of  the  road  in  detail,  which 
report  shall  be  published  in  one  or  more  of  the  public  gazettes  at  the 
seat  of  government  and  at  the  city  of  Atlanta. 

§972.  (976.)  (896.)  Rules  to  be  recorded,  printed  and  furnished  to  officers. 
Acts  of  i85i  The  rules  adopted  by  the  superintendent  for  the  government  of  said 

-52,  p.  in.  roa(j  ghaii  De  recorded  in  a  book  kept  for  that  purpose,  shall  be  printed and  posted  in  a  conspicuous  part  of  his  office,  and  copies  placed  in  the 
hands  of  each  officer  of  the  road,  who  shall  also  be  promptly  supplied 
with  copies  of  any  alterations  thereof. 

Parol  evidence  of:  28  Ga.,  111. 

§973.  (977.)  (897.)  Force  of  said  rules.  Such  rules  shall  have  the  force 
and  effect  of  law  when  necessary  to  carry  into  full  effect  any  law  in 
regard  to  said  road  and  to  improve  its  organization  when  not  inconsis- 

tent with  the  law. 

This  section  referred  to  :  35  Ga.,  107. 

§974.  (978.)  (898.)  Suits  against  Western  and  Atlantic  Railroad.  All 
Acts  of  i85i  suits  against  the  road  must  be  brought  against  the  superintendent  in 

-2,  p.  in.  kig  official  capacity,  in  the  county  of  Fulton,  where  the  office  of  said 
§      '      '  road  is  located,  except  in  those  cases  of  claims  where,  by  the  law,  other 
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dlroads  are  allowed  to  be  sued  elsewhere,  but  under  no  circumstances 
e  suits  against  such  road  to  be  allowed  against  such  road,  its  officers 
[  agents  in  the  State  of  Tennessee,  beyond  the  right,  if  any,  that  may 
dst  under  the  authority  granted  to  this  State  to  extend  said  road  into 
ennessee. 

Under  the  Act  of  1851-2,  a  rejection  of  a  claim  by  the  late  chief  engineer  did  not 
ititle  the  party  to  sne  the  superintendent :  19  Ga.,  543.  Suit  against  the  Western  and 
jtlantic  Railroad  for  loss  of  tobacco  shipped  on  said  road  should  be  brought  against 
lie  superintendent  in  Fulton  county,  where  the  office  was  located  :  34  Ga.,  543. 

§975.  (979.)  (899.)  Demand  necessary  before  suit  brought.  No  suits  shall 
3  brought  against  the  superintendent  until  a  demand  has  been  made 
ipon  him  for  payment,  accompanied  by  a  statement  of  the  nature  of 
lie  claim,  and  ten  days  shall  be  allowed  the  superintendent  to  pass 
pon  such  claim  before  suit  shall  be  brought. 
Demand  on  the  superintendent  is  a  condition  precedent;  19  Ga.,  544-5.  Plaintiff 

i  a  suit  is  not  restricted  to  the  amount  demanded,  but  may  recover  according  to  the 
•oof :  28  Ga.,  180. 

§976.  (980.)  (900.)  Books  of  road  prima  facie  evidence.    In  suits  pending  Acts  of  18.56, 
'  to  be  brought  by  or  against  said  road,  the  books  of  said  road  shall  be  p-  64- 
'firm  facie  evidence  of  what  they  contain  pertinent  to  the  points  in sue. 

J  §977.  (981.)  (901.)  Its  debtors  public  debtors.     All  debtors  to  said  road  Act&ofi858, 
re  as  debtors  to  the  State  or  public,  and  when  any  question  arises  war- p* 64- 
anting  it,  the  right  or  obligations  of  both  parties  are  to  be  determined 
(pon  by  the  laws  governing  such  relation. 
I  A  debt  due  the  Western  and  Atlantic  Railroad  is  to  be  paid  next  after  funeral  ex- 
bnses,  as  provided  in  $2533,  p.  3:  46  Ga.,  359;  38/171. 

|  §978.  (982.)  (902.)   Treasurer,  by  whom  appointed.     The  Governor  shall  Acts  of  i85i 

ppoint  an  officer  for  said  road,  who  shall  be  styled  the  treasurer,  who  ~2,  p'  112" (olds  his  office  for  the  same  time  and  term  that .  the  superintendent 

pes. 

J  §979.  (983.)  (903.)  His  oath.     Before  entering  on  the  duties  of  his  Acts  of  issi 
3ice,  besides  the  oaths  required  of  all  civil  officers,  he  shall  take  and  ~2> p-  112- 
ibscribe  before  the  Governor  the  following  oath:     "I,   ,  do  swear 
lat  I  will  faithfully  and  diligently  receive,  keep  and  disburse  the  funds 
I  the  State  Road  according  to  law,  in  my  capacity  as  treasurer,  and  do 
LI  other  acts  that  are  or  may  be  required  of  me  by  law  as  treasurer  of 

lid  road,  to  the  best  of  my  skill  and  knowledge.     So  help  me  God." 
§980.  (984.)  (904.)  Bond,  and  security.  He  shall  at  the  same  time  give 
ond  and  security,  to  be  approved  by  the  Governor,  in  the  sum  of  one 
undred  thousand  dollars.  Said  bond  and  oath  of  office  shall  be  filed 

nd  recorded  as  the  superintendent's. 
§981.  (985.)  ( 905.)   Treasurer's  duties.     It  is  the  duty  of  the  treasurer —  Acts  of  issi 
1.  To  take  custody  of  all  funds  appertaining  to  the  road,  to  receive-"' 

LI  moneys  from  officers  or  agents  holding  the  same  and  receipt  them. 
2.  To  receive  all  such  sums  as  may  be  appropriated  by  law  for  the  use 

f  the  road. 

3.  To  pay  all  warrants  drawn  by  the  superintendent  in  the  terms  of 
ie  law. 

4.  To  pay  the  State  Treasurer  monthly  all  balance  in  th^  treasury 
fter  paying  all  the  current  expenses  of  the  road  and  other  lawful  claims 
pon  it,  and  to  take  his  receipt  for  the  same,  retaining  such  amount 
3  the  superintendent  may  direct. 
5.  To  keep  a  book  or  books  to  enter  all  his  receipts  and  payments 
nd  other  official  transactions. 

6.  To  make  a  quarterly  statement  to  the  superintendent  of  the  re* 
3ipts  and  disbursements  of  his  office,  which  shall  be  published  with 
ie  superintendent's  report  to  the  Governor. 
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7.  To  discharge  such  other  duties  as  the  laws  do  or  may  require. 
§982.  (986.)  (906.)  Auditor  appointed  by  Governor.  The  Governor  shall 

4fp.°ii2851  appoint  an  officer  for  said  road  who  shall  be  styled  the  auditor. 
§983.  (987.)  (907.)  His  oath.  Before  entering  on  the  duties  of  his 

office,  besides  the  oath  required  of  all  civil  officers,  he  shall  take  and 

subscribe  before  the  Governor  the  following  oath  :     "  I,   ,  swear  that 
I  will  promptly,  justly,  fairly  and  impartially  approve  or  reject  all 
claims  against  the  State  Road  presented  to  me  for  such  purpose,  and 
that  I  will  faithfully  and  diligently  discharge  all  other  duties  that  are 
or  may  be  required  of  me  by  law  as  auditor,  to  the  best  of  my  skill  and 

knowledge.     So  help  me  God." 
§984.  (988.)  (908.)  Give  bond  and  surety.  He  shall,  at  the  same  time 

give  bond  and  surety,  to  be  approved  by  the  Governor,  in  the  sum  o:i 
twenty  thousand  dollars. 

§985.  (989.)  (909.)  Bond  and  oath  filed  and  recorded.  Such  bond  and 

oath  of  office  shall  be  filed  and  recorded  as  the  superintendent's. 
§986.  (990.)  (910.)  Auditor's  duties  enumerated.  It  is  the  duty  of  th< 

auditor — 
1.  To  examine  and  approve  or  reject,  without  unnecessary  delay,  al 

Acts  of  i85i  bills  and  accounts  against  said  road  before  the  superintendent  shal 
p.  113.    draw  a  warrant  for  the  same  on  the  treasurer. 

2.  To  keep  a  book  to  enter  all  accounts  passed,  stating  the  person 
amount,  account,  and  time. 

3.  To  examine,  supervise  a*nd  control  all  books  kept  by  the  subordi 
nate  accounting  officers  or  clerks  of  the  road. 

4.  To  discharge  such  other  duties  as  the  laws  do  or  may  require. 
§987.  (991.)  (911.)  Remedy  of  the  State  against  officers  of  Western  and  Ai 

Acts  of  1858,-  laniic  Railroad.     The  remedy  of  the  State  against  the  superintendent 
p- 62,  the  treasurer,  auditor,  and  other  officers  and  agents,  is  the  same  as  agains tax  collectors  or  receivers. 

Section  cited:  46  Ga.,  342. 

§988.  (992.)  (912.)  Additional  bond  may  be  required.      The  Governc 
Actsofi868  may  require  each  of  such  officers  to  give  additional  bond  and  surety  o 
p.  63.  ^g  game  terms  and  conditions  that  he  may  require  it  of  the  Comp 

troller-General  or  the  State  Treasurer. 
§989.  (993.)  (913.)  Monthly  reports  of  agents.  Each  agent  of  such  roa 

Acts  fi858  nav^ng  ̂ ne  fun(is  thereof  in  his  hands  shall  make  out  monthly,  an 

p.  63.  'from  month  to  month,  on  such  day  as  the  superintendent  may  requir 
a  full  statement  of  his  account,  and  particularly  specify  what  amour 
of  cash  on  hand,  what  amount  due  from  freight  delivered  or  to  be  d> 
livered,  showing  the  full  amount  due  from  all  sources  whatever,  an 
shall  sign  such  account. 

§990.  (994.)  (914.)  Defaulting  officer  or  agent  dismissed.  Any  officer  ( 
agent  failing  to  pay  over  the  funds  collected  by  him  weekly,  or  failhi 
to  furnish  the  superintendent  with  a  monthly  statement  of  the  fina 
cial  condition  of  his  office,  except  for  providential  cause,  shall  \ 
immediately  dismissed  by  the  superintendent. 

§991.  (995.)  (915.)  Proceedings  on  a  dismissal.  When  such  dismiss 
Acts  of  1858,  shall  take  place,  an  account  shall  at  once  be  had  of  all  the  freight  c 

p'  63,  hand,  giving  the  person  dismissed  a  credit  or  receipt  therefor,  so  as show  the  amount  of  his  indebtedness. 

§992.  (996.)  (916.)  Amount  due  by  defaulter,  how  treated.     As  soon  as  i 
Acts  of  1858,  agent,  or  any  other  person  having  funds  of  the  road  unaccounted  for, 

p' 63,  in  default,  and  fails  to  pay  over  said  funds  on  demand  made  by  tl 
superintendent,  or  by  his  authority,  or  shall  abscond  or  conceal  himse 
or  in  any  other  way  evade  or  prevent  a  settlement,  said  officer  slu 
promptly  cause  the  true  amount  due  by  such  person  to  be  ascertaine 

,i~ 
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nd  transmit  the  same  to  the  Comptroller-General  as  earnings  of  the 
)ad,  stating  also  the  date  of  the  default. 

Duty  of  the  Comptroller-General ;  46  Ga.,  342. 

§993.  (997.)  (917.)  Oaths  of  agents.  Every  agent  of  said  road,  before 
ntering  on  the  discharge  of  his  duties  must,  besides  the  oath  required 
f  all  civil  officers,  take  and  subscribe  before  the  superintendent,  who 
3  hereby  made  an  officer  for  such  purpose,  the  following  oath  : 
"I,    ,  swear  that  I  will  faithfully  perform  all  the  duties  of  my 
ppointment  that  are  or  may  be  required  of  me  by  law,  to  the  best  of 
ly  skill  and  knowledge,  and  that  I  will  render  a  true  account  of  my 
fficial  conduct,  and  of  all  moneys  received  by  me  as  such,  and  pay  the 
^me  over  to  the  person  authorized  to  receive  them,  as  often  as  the  law 

aay  require.     So  help  me  God." 
§994.  (998.)  (918.)  Bonds  of  agents.  They  shall  at  the  same  time  give 
ond  and  surety,  payable  to  the  Governor  and  his  successors  in  office, 
o  be  approved  by  the  superint  ndent,  in  such  sum  as  he  may  require. 
§995.  (999.)  (919.)  Disposition  of  affidavit  and  bond.  The  oaths  shall 

»e  filed  in  the  office  of  the  superintendent,  the  original  bonds  trans- 
nitted  to  the  Comptroller-General,  and  copies  retained  by  the  superin- 
endent  in  a  book  kept  for  that  purpose  in  his  office. 
§996.  (1000.)  (920.)  Bonds  renewed  annually.  Such  bonds  shall  be  re- 

lewed  annually,  by  the  tenth  day  of  January,  after  a  full  and  satisfac- 
ory  settlement  has  been  had  with  the  a*gents,  and  not  before. 
§997.  (1001.)  (921.)  Settlements  with  agents.  Said  settlement  must  be 

n  writing  and  signed  by  the  agent  and  superintendent,  and  shall  con- 
tain a  full  statement  of  the  agent's  account  with  the  road,  whether  for 

i;ash  received,  freight  on  hand,  or  from  any  other  source  whatever. 
:  §998.  (1002.)  (922.)  Governor  to  examine  bond,  etc.  The  Governor  shall 
3xamine  every  bond  transmitted  to  the  Comptroller-General  by  the 
superintendent,  and  in  case  of  defect  therein,  as  to  matter  or  surety, 
nay  order  another  bond  given  in  lieu  thereof  to  the  superintendent, 
md  he  or  the  superintendent  may  at  any  time,  when  in  the  judgment 
)f  either  the  interest  of  the  State  requires  it,  require  such  officer  to 
*ive  additional  bond  and  sureties,  as  he  requires  of  other  officers. 
§999.  (1003.)  (923.)  Conductors  oath.     Every  conductor  must,   in  the  Acts  of  i$ii 

Same  manner,  take  and  subscribe  this  oath :  "I,   ,  swear  that  I  will  ~6-  p-  157- 
faithfully  discharge  the  duties  of  my  office  to  the  best  of  my  skill 
|and  knowledge,  and  that  I  will  pay  over  all  the  money  that  may  come 
to  my  hands  belonging  to  the  State  Road,  as  required  by  law,  or  the 

prder  of  the  superintendent.     So  help  me  God." 
§1000.  (1004.)  (924.)  No  credit  for  freight.     No  agent  at  any  station  of  Acts  of  1851 

said  road  is  permitted  to  give  credit  for  any  freight  or  any  produce,  *2>  p-  113- 
jgoods,  or  other  commodity  conveyed,  but  shall  collect  the  freights  be- 

fore the  articles  are  taken  away,  except  in  cases  where  the  freight,  by 
arrangement,  are  chargeable  to  some  other  railroad  company. 

§1001.  (1005.)  (925.)     Conductors  settlements.  Every  conductor  of  pas- Acts  of  i85i 
senger   or  freight  trains  shall  make  a  settlement  of  the  ticket  and  _2>  p-  11L 
money  received  by  them  with  the  treasurer  at  the  end  of  each  trip. 
All  disbursements  made  on  account  of  said  road  shall  be  by  warrant  of 
the  superintendent,  drawn  upon  the  treasurer,  and  be  first  passed  by 
the  auditor. 

§1002.  (1006.)  (926.)  Cases  where  superintendent  and  auditor  differ.  The 
superintendent  may  refuse  to  ratify  the  approval  of  the  auditor,  and 
when  so  refusing  the  claim  shall  be  presented  to  the  Governor  to  de- 

cide; if  he  allows  the  claim,  or  any  part  thereof,  the  superintendent 
shall   draw   his   warrant   and  express   therein,  "By   approval   of  the 
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Governor."  If  he  concurs  with  the  superintendent,  the  party  may  ac- cept the  decision  or  bring  suit. 
§1003.  (1007.)  (927.)  Proceeds  to  be  paid  monthly  into  treasury.  The  pro- 

ceeds of  said  road,  after  deducting  expenses  and  all  debts,  which  are 
liens  upon  its  income,  shall  be  paid  into  the  treasury  of  the  State 
monthly,  and  shall  first  be  applied  to  the  payment  of  the  principal 
and  interest  of  the  bonds  of  the  State  issued  on  account  of  said  road. 

§1004.  (1008.)  (928.)  Useless  iron,  etc.,  shall  be  sold  on  thirty  days'1  notice. Acts  of  1855  Whenever  any  iron,  or  any  tackle  or  apparel  may  become  useless  tc 
-6,  p.  157.  saj(j  roac^  anc[  the  superintendent  cannot  have  the  same  converted 

into  new  iron  on  reasonable  terms,  or  for  any  other  good  reason,  he  shall 
sell  the  same  at  public  outcry,  at  whatever  point  it  may  be  most  to  the 
interest  and  convenience  of  the  road,  to  the  highest  bidder,  after  giv 

ing  at  least  thirty  days'  notice  of  the  time  and  place  of  said  sale,  with 
a  description  of  the  property,  in  a  public  gazette  at  Atlanta. 

Section  cited  :  60  G-a.,  279. 

§1005.  (1009.)  (929.)  Terms  of  sale.  He  may  sell  said  property  for 
cash  or  credit,  as  in  his  discretion  it  may  be  best  for  the  State :  Pro- 

vided, that,  if  on  credit,  it  shall  not  be  longer  than  twelve  months,  with 
note  or  bond  and  personal  security  thereto,  payable  to  the  Governor 
and  his  successor  in  office,  or  bearer,  which  shall  be  deposited  in  the 
State  treasury,  and  when  collected  be  as  part  of  the  net  earnings  of  the 
road. 

All  this  law  in  regard  to  sale  referred  to  :  60  Ga.,  278-9. 

§1006.  (1010.)  (930.)  Officer  not  to  be  purchaser.  Neither  the  superin 
tendent  nor  any  officer  of  the  State  Road  shall  be  a  purchaser,  directly 
or  indirectly,  at  said  sales,  on  pain  of  forfeiting  to  the  State  the  prop 
erty  purchased  and  price  paid,  and  of  being  removed  by  the  Governor. 

§1007.  (1011.)  (931.)  Record  of  sales  to  be  kept.  The  superintendent 
shall  keep  a  record  of  all  such  property  sold,  to  whom  sold,  at  what 
price,  and  on  what  terms,  and  shall  embrace  the  same  in  his  report  to 
the  Governor. 

Section  cited:  60  Ga.,  279. 

§1008.  (1012.)  (932.)  Restriction  on  sale  of  road  property.  The  Gov 
ernor  or  superintendent  shall  not  sell  any  part  of  the  right  of  way,  nor 
any  property  or  land  of  the  road,  that  may  be  necessary  for  the  erection 
of  depots,  wood  yards,  water  stations,  or  for  any  other  improvement  to 
the  convenience  or  interest  of  said  road;  but  they  may  sell  any  land  of 
the  road  if  of  no  use  to  it,  in  the  manner  iron  is  sold — advertising  it  in 
a  public  gazette  at  Atlanta,  and  in  the  county  where  it  lies,  and  in  a 
public  gazette  thereof,  if  one,  and  the  superintendent  shall  execute  deeds 
thereto  in  his  official  capacity. 

§1009.  (1013.)  (933.)  Who  may  travel  without  charge.  All  lunatics  and 
Acts  of  1853  idiots,  and  the  persons  having  them  in  charge,  not  more  than  one  to 

-4,  p.  97.  each  of  such,  when  sent  from  any  county  to  the  Lunatic  Asylum,  and  the 
latter  returning,  and  all  deaf  and  dumb  and  blind  pupils  partaking  of 

the  State's  bounty,  with  their  necessary  attendants,  when  going  and 
returning  from  their  schools,  shall  go  from  and  return  to  their  homes, 
free  of  charge  on  said  road. 

§1010.  (1014.)  (934.)  Superintendent  to  enforce  the  laws.  The  superin- 
tendent of  said  road  is  specially  charged  with  the  due  execution  and 

faithful  fulfillment  of  all  the  laws  for  the  government  and  regulation  of 
the  same. 

§1011.  (1015.)  (935.)  Lime,  transportation  of  Said  road  shall  transport 
lime  for  agricultural  purposes,  by  the  car  load,  from  any  depot  thereof 
to  Atlanta,  from  the  first  day  of  May  to  the  first  day  of  August  of  each 
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Irear,  or  at  any  other  time  not  conflicting  with  the  interest  of  said  road,  Actsofisso, 

it  a  rate  not  exceeding  three  cents  per  bushel :  Provided,  connecting  p-  9' 
roads  at  Atlanta  will  transport  lime  for  agricultural  purposes  at  cor- 

responding low  rates,  and  give  the  superintendent  of  the  road  notice 
,hereof,  with  consent  to  be  bound  permanently  by  such  rate.  Any 
;onnecting  road  at  Atlanta  failing  to  give  such  notice  and  consent  shall 
lot  be  entitled  to  the  benefits  intended  to  be  secured  to  the  agricultural 
nterest  contiguous  to  such  road.  Before  any  person  shall  transport 
ime  on  said  road,  or  any  road  in  connection  therewith,  at  said  rate,  he 
shall  make  oath  in  writing  before  receiving  said  lime  and  paying  said 
freight,  that  it  has  been  or  is  to  be  transported  for,  and  will  be  used  in 
rood  faith  in,  improvement  of  the  soil  in  the  State ;  which  affidavit 
fhall  be  filed  in  the  office  of  the  company  to  whom  the  freight  is  paid. 
§1012.  (1016.)  Land  owners  may  build  stock  gaps.  [All  persons  in  this(a)_Acts  0f 

State  owning  land  through  which  the  Western  and  Atlantic  Railroad  26ir262PP' 
jasses  shall  have  permission  to  build  stock  gaps  on  said  road  when  the 
ine  of  their  fences  may  cross  the  same,  and  shall  have  the  privilege  of 
oining  their  fences  to  such  stock  gaps :  Provided,  said  land  owners 
j^hall  not  improperly  interfere  with  the  bed  of  said  road,  or  render  it  less 
afe,  or  interfere  with  the  running  of  the  trains  thereon.]     (a.) 

Genekal  Note. — The  chief  engineer  rejecting  a  claim  does  not  authorize  suit  against 
[the  superintendent,  under  the  Act  of  1851-2  (C.  p.  110) :  19  Ga.,  543.  Can  be  sued  only  by 
i  special  Act  of  the  General  Assembly  :  23  Ga.,  436.  Not  subject  to  garnishment;  37 
bra.,  240.  Not  liable  to  pay  for  cross-ties  taken  from  a  citizen  and  used  in  the  repair 
pf  the  road  under  an  ageijt  of  General  Wilson:  39  Ga.,  609.  Suit  under  the  third 
iection  of  the  Act  of  1870  to  authorize  a  lease  and  before  said  lease  was  consummated  : 
|12  Ga.,  462.  The  same  remedy  against  the  superintendent  of  the  Western  and  Atlantic 
ailroad  as  against  tax  collectors  :  46  Ga.,  358. 

CHAPTER  IV. 

STOCKS. 

Section. 
1015.  Stock  in  Main  Trunk  Railroad. 

The  State  owns  the 

dock.     The  State  owns  the  following 

Section. 
1013.  Bank  stock  owned  by  State. 
1014.  Railroad  stock  owned  by  State. 

§1013.  (1017.)  (936.)  Bank  stock  owned  by  State. 
following  bank  stock : 
In  the  Bank  of  the  State  of  Georgia   .  .1833  shares. 
In  the  Bank  of  Augusta    890 
In  the  Bank  of  Georgia  Railroad  and  Banking  Company    186      " 

§1014.  (1018.)  (937.)  Railroad 
(railroad  stock  : 

In  the  Main  Trunk  Road   „   5000  shares. 

§1015..  (1019.)  (938.)  Extension  of  stock  in  Main  Trunk  Railroad.  The 
stock  in  the  Main  Trunk  may  be  extended  to  ten  thousand  shares  on 
the  condition  that  the  State  shall  own,  as  she  does  now,  five-elevenths 
to  be  taken  when  individuals  take  and  pay  for  the  balance  according  to 
the  Act  of  incorporation  and  Acts  amendatory  thereof.* 

*Large  part  transferred  to  A.  and  G.  R.  R.  Co.    See  Acts  of  1874,  p.  96. 
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CHAPTER  V. 

OTHER    PUBLIC    PROPERTY. 

Section  1016.  Library,  furniture,  arms,  etc. 

§1016.  (1020.)  (939.)  Library,  arsenals  and  other  property.  The  Stat* 
owns  the  library  at  the  Capitol,  the  furniture  and  contents  of  her  vari- 

ous public  buildings,  and  the  public  arms,  munitions,  and  accoutre- 
ments of  war  in  her  arsenals  and  in  the  charge  of  her  several  volunteei 

companies. 

[The  law  relating  to  the  Public  Printer,  beginning  with  section  1017,  and  ending  with  sectioi 
1040  of  the  Code  of  1873,  was  repealed  or  superseded  by-  Aft  of  23d  August,  1879,  (see  Acts  of  1878-9 
pp.  37,  38  and  39,)  which  is  embodied  in  sections  1040  (a.)  to  1040  (f.)  inclusive.] 

TITLE  XL 

PUBLIC    PRINTING. 

CHAPTER  L 

PUBLIC  PRINTING,  HOW   DONE. 

Section. 
1040.  (a.)  Public  printing  let  to  lowest 

bidder. 
1010.  (b.)  Commissioners  of  public  printing. 

1040.  (c.)  Notice  to  bidders  and  awards,' 

Section. 
1040.  (d.)  Stipulations  and  specifications 
1040.  (e.)  Forfeiture  of  contract,  when. 
1040.  (f.)  Bond  of  contractor  and  sureties 

§1040.  (a.)  Public  printing,  hoio  let  out.     The  office  of  Public  Printe 
Acts  of  i8?8  shall  expire  with  the  term  of  the  present  incumbent,  and  the  publi 

-9,  p.  37.     printing  shall  be  let  to  the  lowest  responsible  bidder  or  bidders,  wh 
shall  give  adequate  and  satisfactory  security  in  a  "sum  not  less  thai 
twenty  thousand  dollars  for  the  faithful  performance  of  the  contract 
and  no  member  of  the  General  Assembly,  or  other  public  officer,  shal 
be  interested,  either  directly  or  indirectly,  in  any  such  contract. 

§1040.  (b.)   Commissioners  of  public  printing.     The  Secretary  of  State 
Acts  of  1878  the  Comptroller-General,  and  the  Treasurer  of  the  State  be,  and  they  ar 
-8,  p.  37.     hereby,  appointed  commissioners  of  public  printing,  with  full  powers  t 

contract  for  and  superintend  the  same  under  this  Chapter,  as  herein 
after  provided,  and  any  two  of  them  shall  be  sufficient  to  act. 

§1040.  (c.)  Notice  for  bids.  Said  commissioners,  on  or  by  the  firs 
Acts  of  1878  week  in  June,  1880,  and  every  two  years  thereafter,  shall  give  notic 

-9,  p.  37.  by  advertisement  in  one  of  the  newspapers  published  in  each  of  thB 
Congressional  districts  of  this  State,  that  sealed  proposals  to  do  th 
public  printing  for  the  State  will  be  received  by  them  at  the  office  c 
the  Secretary  of  State,  in  Atlanta,  for  thirty  days.  That  on  the  firs 
Tuesday  of  August  folllowing,  the  public  printing  will  be  awarded  t< 
the  lowest  bidder  whose  bid  is  filed  in  compliance  with  law. 

§1040.  (d. )  Stipulations  and  specifications.  When  bids  are  made  to  d 
Acts  of  1878  the  public  printing,  such  bids  must  be  based  on  the  following  stipulations 
-9,  p.  37.  specifications  and  requirements,  to-wit:  That  the  Laws  shall  be  complete' 

and  delivered  in  the  office  of  the  Librarian  of  the  State,  at  the  Capito; 
within  thirty  days  from  the  adjournment  of  each  session  of  the  Legi' 
lature.  The  Journals  shall  be  printed  and  delivered  in  the  office  of  th 
Librarian  within  thirty  days  from  the  adjournment  of  each  session  c 
the  Legislature.     The  paper  on  which  the   Laws  and  Journals  ar 
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printed  shall  be  No.  1  sized,  and  super-calendered  white  book.  That 
:or  the  Laws  size  26  by  40  inches,  and  weighing  fifty  pounds  to  the 
ream.  The  paper  for  the  Journals,  size  24  by  38 ;  weighing  fifty  pounds 
to  the  ream.  The  paper  used  in  printing  the  messages  of  the  Governor, 
the  reports  of  heads  of  departments  of  State  government,  the  reports 
}f  committees  of  the  Legislature,  and  all  other  documents  of  similar 
3haracter,  must  be  the  same  as  that  used  on  the  Journals. 

All  blank  books  made  for  the  use  of  the  State  shall  be  manufactured 

}f  the  best  ledger  writing  paper  of  Byron  Weston's,  or  other  equally 
zoocl  make,  and  the  binding  full,  with  extra  Russia  ends  and  bands. 
The  tax  and  wild  land  digests  shall  be  ruled,  printed  and  bound  in  the 
same  style  as  the  digests  of  1878.  The  paper  for  the  tax  digests  shall 

be  on  thirty-six  pound  double  flat-cap  of  Whiting's,  or  other  equally 
good  make.  The  wild  land  digests  of  the  same  paper,  twenty-eight 
pound  demy.  The  bills  printed  for  the  two  houses  of  the  General  As- 

sembly while  in  session  shall  be  on  Whiting's,  or  other  equally  good 
make,  thirty-six  pound  double  flat-cap,  in  the  same  type  (small  pica) 
and  the  same  size  sheet  as  bills  of  1878.  All  blanks  for  the  use  of 

the  State  shall  be  on  the  same  paper  as  that  used  for  the  bills  of  the  Leg- 
islature, unless  otherwise  directed  by  those  competent  to  do  so  under  the 

law.  The  type  used  in  printing  the  laws  shall  be  new  small  pica,  and 
for  the  head  and  side-notes  new  nonpareil,  to  be  set  in  the  same  style, 
and  measure  as  the  laws  of  1877.  The  type  for  the  Journals  shall  be 
new  small  pica,  set  in. the  same  style  and  measure  as  the  Journals  of  the 
Legislature  of  1877.     * 

The  type  used  on  the  reports  of  heads  of  departments,  reports  of  com-  Acts  of  1878 

mittees  of  the  Legislature,  the  messages  of  the  Governor,  and  other  sim-  -,}.  p-  37« ilar  documents,  shall  be  in  new  small  pica  type,  and  table  work  in  new 
nonpareil,  or  other  suitable  type.     The  bids  for  public  printing  shall 
be  submitted  in  writing,  under  seal,  and  directed  to  the  commissioners 
of  public  printing  with  the  following  specifications,  to-wit: 

On  the  Laws. — For  composition,   cents  per  1,000  ems.     For  paper 
of  No.  1  white,  sized  and  super-calendered,  book  size  24x40  inches,  and 
weighing  sixty  pounds  to  the  ream,  — —  cents  per  pound.  For  proof- 

reading, make-up  and  putting  to  press  for  each  form  of  16  pages,   
cents.     For  press-work  on  book  press,  with  No.  1  book  ink,  costing  not 
less  than  75  cents  per  pound,   cents  per  token  of  250  impressions 
for  forms  of  16  pages. 
On  the  Journals. — For  composition,  small  pica  type,  per  1,000  ems, 
  cents.      For  paper  No.  1,  sized  and  super-calendered,  book  size, 
24x36  and  weighing  fifty  pounds  to  the  ream,  per  pound,   cents. 
For  proof-reading,  make-up  and  putting  to  press  each  form  of  16  pages, 
  cents.     For  press  work  per  token  of  250  impressions  on  book,  75 
cents  book  ink,  16  page  forms,   cents.     For  folding  16  page  forms, 
per  thousand  sheets,   .  • 

For  stitching  Pamphlets,  ....  one  section,  two  holes,  per  100,   
two       "        three  "         "    100,   

"         u  four  to  six        "  "      " '        "    100,   
"  "         "  seven  to  ten     "  "      •<         "    100,   

For  stitching  Journals,   From  30  to  60  sections,  per  100,   
For  gathering  Pamphlets,   For  two  sections,    "    100,   

"    four  "         "    100,   
"  "         '*  For  seven  to  eight         "         "    100,  - 

For  gathering  Journals  and  Laws — For  30  to  60  sections,  per  100, 
For  pressing  the  Laws  and  Journals — From  30  to  60  sections  of  16 

pages,  per  100,   . 
For  stabbing  Journals,  Reports  and  Pamphlets — From  4  to  8  sections, 

per  100,   ;  for  stabbing  from  20  to  50  sections,  5  holes,  per  100,   . 
15 
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For  trimming  Pamphlets — From  1  to  4  sections,  per  100,   ;  from 
7  to  10  sections,  per  100, 

For  trimming  Journals — From  30  to  50  sections,  per  100  copies,   . 
For  covering  Pamphlets — From  1  to  5  sections,  per  100,   ;  from 

7  to  9  sections,  per  100,    . 
For  sewing  Laws — From  20  to  30  sections,  per  book, 
For  making  cases  for  Laws — No.  30  Dary's  tarboard,  sheep  back  and 

corners;  sides  best  tea  cover,  35th  20x25  flat  paper,  per  case,   . 
For  rounding  and  casing  the  Laws,  per  copy,   . 
For  ruling  Tax  Digests,  per  ream,   .     For  composition,  per  1000 

ems,   .     For  make-up  and  putting  to  press  each  form,   .     For 
press  work,  per  token  of  250  impressions, 
ing  Digests,  per  100  copies, 

For  ruling  Wild  Land  Digests,  per  ream,   
1,000  ems,   .     For  make-up  and  putting  to  press,  each  form, 

For  binding  and  label- 

For  composition  per 

For  press  work,  per  token  of  250  impressions, 
labeling  Wild  Land  Digests,  per  100  copies, 

For  binding  and 

For  Blank  Books,  extra  Russia  ends  and  bands,  cap  books,  20  sheets 

to  the  quire,  per  quire,   . 
For  Demy  Books,  20  sheets  to  the  quire,  per  quire,   . 
Medium  Books,  20  sheets  to  the  quire,  per  quire, 
For  Double  Cap  Books,  20  sheets  to  the  quire,  per  quire, 
For  Imperial  Books,  20  sheets  to  the  quire,  per  quire, 
For  Super  Royal  Books,  20  sheets  to  the  quire,  per  quire,   . 
For  printed  headings  on  all  books,  from  one  line  to  six  lines,   . 
§1040.  (e.)  Contract  forfeited,  when.  In  case  the  contractors  fail  to  do 

Aetg  of  1878  the  work  according  to  contract,  or  fail  to  furnish  materials  according  to 
-9,  p.  37.  contract,  then  the  contractors  and  their  securities  shall  be  liable  on 

their  bond,  and  the  commissioners  may,  for  any  such  failure,  declare 
the  bond  forfeited,  and  may  award  the  contract  to  the  next  lowest  bidder, 
or  re-let  the  work  at  once,  in  the  same  manner  as  hereinbefore  set 
forth,  as  to  them  may  seem  best. 

§1040.  (f.)  Contractor  and  sureties,  hoiv  bound.  Each  of  the  securities 
on  the  bond  of  the  person,  or  persons,  to  whom  said  contract  may  be 
awarded  shall,  at  the  time  of  signing  the  same,  verify  and  state  dis- 

tinctly for  what  amount  he  becomes  liable  by  reason  of  signing  said 
bond. 

[Sections  1041  to  1045  inclusive,  repealed.     See  Acts  of  1877,  p.  15.] 

CHAPTER  II. 

DISTRIBUTION  OF    THE  LAWS    AND  JOURNALS   AND  OTHER  DOCUMENTS. 

Section. 
1046.  Laws  and  Journals  to  be  distributed. 
1047.  Number  of  copies  for  each  county. 
1048.  Five  copies  Journals  for  each  county. 
1049.  Clerk  to  keep  two  bound  Journals. 
1050.  Reserved  copies  of  Laws. 
1051.  Acts  of  Congress  lor  each  county. 
1052.  Distribution,  how  let  out. 

Section. 
1053.  Distributors  must  give  bond. 
1054.  Damages  for  breach  of  bond. 
1055.  Bonds,  where  filed. 
1056.  When  Governor  may    appoint  dis- tributors. 
1057.  Residence  of  distributors. 
1058.  Distribution  in  advance. 

§1046.  (1050.)  (969.)  Laws  and  Journals  to  be  distributed.  After  the 
Laws  and  Journals  are  compiled,  printed,  bound,  and  delivered  to  the 
State  Librarian,  he  shall,  under  the  supervision  of  the  Governor,  cause 
them  to  be  distributed  to  the  several  counties  of  this  State. 

§1047.  (1051.)  (970.)  Copies  of  Laws  for  each  county.  Each  county  is 
Actsof  1861,  entitled  to  one  copy  of  the  Acts  of  the  General  Assembly  for  each  civil 

p.  75.        '  officer,  both  judicial  and  ministerial,  to  be  distributed  by  the  Ordinary. 
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§1048.  (1052.)  (971.)   Copies  of  Journals 'for  each  county.     Each  county  (a)  Acts  of 
is  entitled  to  [two]  (a)  copies  of  the  Journals  of  each  branch  of  the  A<ytsoii86i' 
General  Assembly,  which  are  to  remain  on  deposit  in  the  office  of  thep-  75. 
Ordinary,  and  to  which  the  citizens  of  the  county  shall  have  free  ac- 

cess; also  a  copy  of  the  Laws  and  Journals  for  each  member  of  the 
General  Assembly. 

§1049.  (1053.)  (972.)  Journals  to  be  bound.  Two  copies  of  the  Journals 
of  each  branch  of  the  General  Assembly  shall  be  as  well  bound  as  the 

"Acts" — one  by  such  Ordinary  at  the  expense  of  the  county,  securely 
kept,  and  not  permitted  to  go  out  of  his  office. 

§1050.  (1054.)  (973.)  Reserved  copies.  The  librarian  shall  reserve  five  Acts  of  ihtn 

hundred  copies  of  the  Acts  for  such  further  distribution  as  the  General  ~9>  P-  179- 
Assembly  may  order,  of  which  number  four  hundred  shall  be  held  by 
said  librarian  for  sale  to  the  people  of  this  State,  any  citizen  thereof 
having  the  right  to  buy  one  copy  at  the  actual  cost  thereof,  and  said 
librarian,  upon  being  so  requested,  shall  send  by  mail  to  any  such  citi- 

zen a  copy  of  said  Laws  upon  prepayment  of  the  postage  thereon  and 
the  price.  And  the  librarian,  at  the  end  of  every  six  months,  shall  pay 
all  moneys  received  from  the  sale  of  said  Laws  to  the  State  Treasurer, 
taking  his  receipt  therefor,  and  immediately  after  such  payment  report 
to  the  Governor  in  writing  the  number  of  copies  sold,  and  when  and 
to  whom,  and  the  sum  so  paid  to  the  treasurer,  with  the  date  of  such 

payment. 
§1051.  (1055.)  (974.)  Acts  of  Congress.  Each  county  is  entitled  to  two  Actsofi874,. 

copies  of  the  Acts  of  Congress,  to  be  kept  in  the  office  as  the  Journals  p-  35- 
are.  It  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  librarian,  under  the  supervision  of  the 
Governor,  as  soon  as  the  Laws  and  Journals  of  each  session  are  published, 
to  forward  by  express,  prepaid,  to  the  nearest  office  of  each  Ordinary  in 
the  State,  the  number  of  the  Laws  and  Journals  each  county  may  be 
entitled  to  under  the  law  :  Provided,  when  the  Ordinary  of  any  county 
shall  be  at  any  actual  and  necessary  expense  in  getting  the  books  from 
the  express  office,  he  shall  give  an  order  on  the  County  Treasurer  for 
said  sum,  and  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  County  Treasurer  to  pay  the 
same.  And  the  librarian,  as  soon  as  he  shall  have  expressed  said  Laws 
ard  Journals,  shall  notify  each  Ordinary  thereof  by  mail,  and,  also, 
to  notify  him  of  the  office  to  which  said  Laws  and  Journals  have  been 
spn  t 

[Sections  1052,  1053,  1054,  1055,  1056,  1057  and  1058  of  the  Code  of 
1873  superseded  by  Act  of  1874,  which  imposed  the  duty  of  distribu- 

tion on  the  librarian.] 
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TITLE  XII. 

PUBLIC    DEFENSE .* 

CHAPTER  I. 

PERSONS   SUBJECT    TO   MILITARY   DUTY,    EXEMPTIONS,    ETC. 

.Section. 
1059.  Persons  subject  to  military  duty. 
1060.  Persons  exempt. 
1061.  Officers  of  militia,  when  exempt. 
1062.  Non-commissioned  officers,  etc. 
:1063.  Persons  employed  on  vessels,  etc. 

"1064.  Persons  subject  must  be  registered. 1065.  Oath  of  persons,  etc. 

Section. 
1066.  May  perform  service  or  pay  tax. 
1067.  Commutation  tax,  how  avoided. 
1068.  Company  drills,  four  in  each  year. 
1069.  Volunteers  exempt  from  road  duty 
1070.  Amount  of  commutation  tax. 
1071.  Receipt  therefor. 
1072.  Transient  persons,  when  subject. 

§1059.  (1063.)  (981.)  Who  are  subject  to  military  duty.  All  able-bodied 
ifree  whitef  male  citizens  between  the  ages  of  twenty  one  and  forty- 
.five  years,  residents  in  this  State,  and  not  exempted  by  this  Code,  are 
subject  to  military  duty. 

§1060.  (1064.)  (982.)  Who  are  exempt.  The  following  exemptions  shall 
Joe  recognized,  viz. : 

1.  The  chief  officers  of  the  several  Executive  departments  of  State. 
2.  Judges  of  the  Supreme,  Superior,  and  City  Courts,  Justices  of  the 

.Peace,  Sheriffs  and  deputies,  Clerks  of  the  Courts,  and  Ordinaries. 
3.  Members  of  the  Legislature  during  the  term  for  which  they  shall 

be  elected,  officers  of  the  Legislature  during  its  session  and  for  seven 
days  before  and  after  the  same. 

4.  Persons  employed  on  railroad  trains,  and  repairers  of  railroads, 
operators  and  messengers  of  telegraph  companies,  postmasters  and  per- 
,sons  employed  in  post  offices  and  the  transportation  of  the  mails. 

5.  Ferrymen,  bridge  and  toll-gate  keepers,  and  public  millers. 
6.  Ministers  and  preachers  of  the  gospel,  professors  and  students,  and 

tutors  in  all  colleges. 
7.  Aliens  and  persons  not  qualified  to  vote  for  members  of  the  Legis- 

lature. 
8.  All  persons  exempted  by  the  Acts  of  Congress. 
9.  All  persons  on  the  payment  of  the  commutation  tax  prescribed  by 

this  Code. 

10.  All  officers  and  non-commissioned  officers  of  the  militia  who  may 
entitle  themselves  to  the  privileges  as  hereinafter  prescribed. 

11.  Active  members  of  volunteer  corps  after  a  prescribed  term  of  ser- 
vice. 

12.  Regular  members  of  any  fire  department  or  organization  con- 
nected therewith. 

§1061.  (1065.)  (983.)  Militia  officers,  when  exempt.  Company  officers 
iof  militia  who  shall  uniform  and  equip  themselves  according  to  the 
regulations  prescribed  for  the  dress  and  uniform  of  the  army  of  the 
United  States,  and  shall  serve  in  their  respective  stations  continuously 
for  the  term  of  eight  years,  shall  not  be  liable  to  be  called  on  for  mili- 

tary duty  thereafter,  except  in  case  of  war,  insurrection,  rebellion  or 
invasion. 

§1062.  (1066.)  (984.)  Non-commissioned  officers,  musicians  and  pri- 
vates.    Every  non-commissioned  officer,  musician  or  private,  of  every 

-See  Cobb's  Digest,  pp.  736,  771;  Acts  of  1851-2,  p.  255;  Acts  of  1853-4,  p.  575;  Acts  of  1855-6,  p. 
261 ;  Acts  of  1857,  p.  125 ;  Acts  of  1859,  p  49;  Acts  of  1861,  p.  64. 

tHow  is  this  affected  by  the  14th  amendment  to  Constitution  of  United  States  ? 
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uniformed  volunteer  corps,  who  shall  uniform  and  equip  himself,  and 
whose  term  of  service  shall  amount  to  seven  years,  shall  also  be  ex- 

empt from  military  duty,  except  in  case  of  war,  rebellion,  insurrection 
or  invasion. 

§1063.  (1067.)  (985.)  Employees  on  vessels,  pilots,  stevedores,  factory  la- 
borers, exempt.  Every  person  employed  by  the  year  or  season  on  board 

any  vessel,  or  in  the  merchant  service,  or  coasting  trade,  all  pilots  and 
stevedores,  persons  employed  in  any  blooming  furnace,  or  glass  or  por- 

celain factory,  cotton  or  wool  mill,  shall  be  exempt  from  militia  duty, 
except  in  cases  above  enumerated. 

§1064.  (1068.)  (986.)  Particulars  to  be  inserted  in  receiver's  digest.  Re- 
ceivers of  tax  returns  shall,  at  the  time  of  receiving  returns  of  tax- 

able property  from  the  citizens  of  this  State,  insert  in  appropriate  col- 
umns in  their  digest  the  following  particulars,  viz  : 

1.  Whether  the  tax  payer  is  himself  subject  to  militia  duty. 
2.  How  many  in  his  employ,  or  members  of  his  family,  are  subject. 
3.  The  cause  of  exemption,  if  any  exists. 
4.  The  company,  district  or  beat  to  which  the  tax  payer  belongs. 
5.  The  amount  of  commutation  tax  chargeable  to  him  instead  of 

personal  service ;  and  the-  amount  so  charged  shall  be  collected  by  the 
tax  collector  and  paid  over  to  the  Treasurer  of  the  State  with  the  gen- 

eral tax,  and  shall  constitute  the  military  fund  of  the  State. 
§1065.  (1069.)  (987.)  Cause  of  exemption  must  be  verified.  No  receiver 

of  tax  returns  shall  enter  an  exemption  from  military  duty  against  the 
name  of  any  person  without  due  proof  of  the  existence  of  the  cause  on 
which  the  exemption  is  claimed,  and  to  that  end  the  following  clause 
shall  be  added  to  the  oath  administered  by  the  receiver  of  tax  returns  : 

"And  that  I  believe  myself  exempted  from  militia  duty  in  this  State 
for  and  on  account  of  the  cause  set  forth  in  this  return." 

§1066.  (1070.)  (988.)  Personal  service  in  lieu  of  tax.  Every  citizen  sub- 
ject to  military  duty  may  perform  the  same  in  lieu  of  paying  the  taxes 

herein  prescribed,  but  the  certificate  of  the  captain  or  commanding 
officer  of  the  company  to  which  he  belongs,  and  in  which  he  is  actually 
enrolled  shall  be  the  only  evidence  which  the  tax  collector  is  authorized 

to  receive  in  place  of  the  amount  charged  on  the  receiver's  digest,  and 
the  production  of  which  shall  be  noted  by  the  tax  collector  on  his  re- 

turn, and  he  shall  be  allowed  the  same  in  settlement. 
§1067.  (1071.)  (989.)  Officers  shall  enroll  all  subject.  The  captain  or 

commanding  officer  in  each  company  district  shall  enroll,  from  time  to 
time,  all  persons  in  the  limits  of  the  district  subject  to  military  duty, 
and  shall,  without  dehiy,  notify  such  persons  of  their  enrollment,  and 
shall  give  a  certificate  to  each  person  performing  military  duty  that  he 
has  faithfully  performed  the  same,  according  to  the  requirements  of  the 
Code,  for  twelve  months  preceding  the  31st  day  of  December  in  each 
and  every  year,  and  such  certificate  shall  be  produced  at  the  time  of  re- 

turning his  taxable  property,  and  on  failure  so  to  do,  the  commutation 
tax  for  militia  duty  shall  be  charged  against  him  on  the  book  of  the 
receiver  of  tax  returns. 

§1068.  (1072.)  (990.)  Captain's  duty.  Captains  of  companies  shall  cause 
to  be  mustered  for  parade  and  drill  all  persons  within  their  company  dis- 

tricts who  do  not  pay  the  commutation  tax,  the  only  proof  of  which 
payment  shall  be  the  receipt  of  the  office  authorized  to  collect  the  same, 
and  who  are  not  otherwise  exempt,  at  least  four  times  in  each  year,  at 
such  times  as  they  may  direct ;  but  there  shall  be.  an  interval  of  at 
least  one  month  between  each  muster,  and  they  shall  file  a  copy  of  their 
company  roll  with  the  Ordinary  immediately  after  the  muster  which 
succeeds  the  closing  of  the  books  of  the  receiver  of  tax  returns,  for 
which  service  they  shall  respectively  receive  the  sum  of  one  dollar. 
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§1069.  (1073.)  (991.)  Those  who  are  exempt  from  road  and  patrol  duty. 
Members  of  volunteer  corps  actually  in  uniform  and  doing  duty,  and 
the  field  and  staff  officers  of  volunteer  regiments  and  battalions,  so  long 
as  they  remain  such,  shall  be  exempted  from  road  and  patrol  duty,  and 
taxation  upon  property  by  any  municipal  corporation,  except  such  as 
shall  be  liable  to  taxation  by  law  to  raise  a  revenue  for  the  State. 

§1070.  (1074.)  (992.)  Commutation  tax  ten  per  cent,  on  State  tax.  The 
commutation  tax  for  non-performance  of  militia  duty  shall  be  ten  per 
cent,  upon  the  State  tax  provided  it  shall  always  amount  to  twenty- 
five  cents,  and  shall  be  collected  and  paid  as  other  taxes  are  collected 
and  paid  into*  the  treasury ;  the  amount  thus  raised  shall  be  set  apart 
as  a  separate  fund  chargeable  with  the  entire  military  expenses  of  the 
State. 

§1071.  (1075.)  (993.)  Payment  to  be  specified  in  collector's  receipt.  The 
tax  collector's  receipt  to  the  tax  payer  shall  distinctly  specify  the  pay- 

ment of  the  commutation  tax  for  militia  duty,  whenever  paid,  in  order 
that  the  same  be  made  available  in  case  of  enrollment  by  the  captains 
of  militia  or  beat  companies. 

§1072.  (1076.)  (994.)  Non-residents,  when  liable  to  duty.  Transient 
persons  having  a  place  of  business,  and  doing  business  in  the  State,  but 
having  no  residence  or  home  therein,  are  liable  to  militia  duty,  and  on 
failure  to  pay  the  commutation  tax,  or  perform  military  service,  shall 
be  liable  to  an  additional  penalty  not  exceeding  twenty  dollars,  to  be 
adjudged  by  any  court-martial  within  whose  jurisdiction  they  may  hap- 

pen to  be  for  a  period  of  ten  days. 
[Sec.  1077.  Superseded  by  14th  amendment  to  Constitution  of  United 

States.] 
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ARTICLE  I. 

•      MILITARY   FORCE,    HOW    COMPOSED. 

Section.  Section. 
1073.  The  military  force  of  the  State.  i  1074.  The  engineer  corps  of  the  State. 

§1073.  (1078.)  (996.)  Military  force.  The  military  force  of  the  State 
embraces  the  volunteers  and  the  militia,  to  which  may  be  added  such 
military  schools,  when  the  institution  is  of  a  military  character,  as  may 
avail  themselves  of  the  provisions  herein  embraced. 

§1074.  (1079.)  (997.)  The  engineer  corps.  The  Georgia  Military  Insti- 
tute constitutes  the  engineer  corps  of  the  State,  and  the  officers  in  the 

Institution  having  military  rank  in  the  academic  staff,  (cadet  officers 
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excepted, )  shall  be  commissioned  as  such  according  to  their  respective 
grades.     (See  Military  Institute.)* 

'CU^a/^fi/f^T^ 

ARTICLE  II. 

THE    VOLUNTEERS. 

Section. 
1103.  (a.)  Volunteers,  how  organized. 
1103.  (b.)  Who  may  enroll. 
1103.  (c.)  Number  of  a  company. 
1103.  (d.)  Companies  to  join  battalions. 
1103.  (e.)  Organization  of  battalions. 
1103.  (f.)  First  volunteer  regiment. 
1103.  ig.)  Battalions,  how  officered. 
1103.  (h.)  Name,  etc.,  of  companies. 
1103.  (i.)  Nothing  larger  than  battalion. 
1103.  (j.)  Commander-in-chief,  etc. 
1103.  (k.)  Appointment  of  officers. 
1103.  (1.)  Staff  officers. 
1103.  (m  )  Election  of  company  officers. 
1103.  (n.)  Election  of  field  officers. 
1103.  (O.)  Returns  of  elections. 
1103.  (p.)  Election  by  majority. 
1103.  (q.)  Duration  of  commissions. 
1103.  (r.)  Qualifications  of  officers. 
1103.  (s.)  Uniforms. 
1103.  (t.)  Arms,  etc. 
1103.  (u.)  Ammunition. 
1103.  (v.)  Bond  for  arms. 
1103.  iw.)  Surrender  of  arms. 

Section. 
1103.  (x.) 
1103.  (y.) 

1103.  (z.) 
1103.  (aa.) 
1103.  (bb.) 
1103.  (cc.) 
1103.  (dd.) 
U03.  (ee.) 

1103.  iff.) 1103.  (gg.) 

1103.  (hh.) 
1103.  (ii.) 1103.  (jj.) 

1103.  (kk.) 
1103.  (11.) 

Parades 

Disorder  at  parades 
Governor  may  call  out 
Pay  and  rations. 
Reports  of  officers. Rules. 

Soldiers,  how  governed 
Officers,  how  governed. 
Courts  martial. 
Officers,  how  tried.     ̂ ^ 

Where  tried.  (^f£*--^J; Punishment.  // 

Pay  of  members  of  court  martia 
Power  over  contempts. 
Uniform,  etc.,  exempt  .from  levy. 

1103.  (mm.)  Volunteers  exempt  from  militia 
duty. 

Instructions  and  drills. 
Battalion  colors. 
Regulations,  how  prescribed. 
Fines,  how  disposed  of. 
Privileges  of  present  volunteers 

,-^^6^ 

z-n 

1103.  (nn.) 
1103.  (oo.) 
1103.  (pp.) 1103.  (qq.) 

1103.  (rr.) 

Iff?9?*. 

§1103.  (a.).  Volunteer  force,  how  organized.  The  volunteer  force  of  Acts  of  msr 

this  State  shall  consist  of  such  bodies  of  infantry,  cavalry  and  artillery  ~9,  p- 
as  now  exist,  or  may  hereafter  be  organized,  in  accordance  with  the 
provisions  hereinafter  set  forth.  Their  organization  and  service  being 
voluntary,  they  are  to  be  distinguished  from  the  militia,  and  no  laws 
relating  to  the  militia  shall  be  held  to  apply  to  the  volunteers,  unless 
so  expressly  provided.     But  they  shall  be  subject  to  the  legislation  and 

'c^ 

/ 

person  capable  Acts  of  is-s 
-9,  v^ps.    

control  of  the  State,  and  must  obey  all  orders  from,  the  proper  author-  fc*^y«  &r&&i*4M 
ity,  as  hereinafter  provided.  /ff./<?^ 

§1103.  (b.)    Who  may  be  enrolled  as  a  volunteer.     Any 

of  doing  military  duty  (not  under  16  years  of  age)  may  be  enrolled  as  ~9' p a  volunteer;  but  every  company  and  battalion  must  be  composed  of  men 

of  the  same  race  and  color.  /   /?'      '/" 
§1103.  (c. )  Number  of  a  company.  Every  company,  whether  of  infantry,  Acts  of  ists 

cavalry  or  artillery,  shall  consist  of  not  less  than  twenty-eight  nor  more  Acts'ofSso 
than  eighty  privates,  five  sergeants  and  four  corporals ;  and  the  officers  -i,  p.  104. 
of  every  company  shall  be  one  captain,  one  first  lieutenant,  and  not  /ff.  /£•% 
more  than  two  second  lieutenants.     No  company  shall  be  received  or  ' 
commissioned  as  part  of  the  volunteer  force  of  the  State  with  less  than 
the  minimum  strength  above  specified,  and  any  company  permanently 
reduced  below  that  minimum  shall  be  disbanded  by  the  Governor.  But 
nothing  herein  contained  shall  be  construed  to  affect  companies,  or 
battalions,  heretofore  incorporated  by  any  law  of  this  State,  or  to  pre- 

vent any  company  or  battalion  from  bearing  on  its  rolls  honorary  or 
exempt  members. 

§1103.  (d.)   Companies  must  join  battalions.  Every  company  of  infantry  Acts  of  ists 

or  cavalry  must  be  attached  to  a  battalion  of  the  same  arm,  unless,  by  ~9'  p'  38- 
reason  of  the  remoteness  of  its  location,  or  other  special  circumstances, 
the  Governor  shall  permit  it  to  remain  separate  and  unattached.     But 
each  battalion  shall  be  composed,  at  the  time  of  its  organization,  of  not 

*The  Georgia  Military  Institute  was  destroved  during  the  late  war,  and  the  site  of  the  same  has 
been  disposed  of.  Sections  1075  to  1103,  both  included,  of  the  Code  of  187?,  repealed,  and  the  sec- 
sions  of  this  Code,  beginning  with  1103  (a.)  and  ending  with  1103  (rr.)  substituted  therefor.  See  Acts 
of  1878-it,  p.  103. 
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less  than  three,  nor  more  than  six  companies,  of  the  same  race  and  color, 
subject  to  the  foregoing  provisions.  Whenever  there  are  several  com- 

panies in  the  same  city,  town,  or  county,  not  less  than  three  in  number, 
not  already  organized  in,  or  attached  to,  any  battalion  or  battalions,  the 
Governor  shall  require  them  to  organize  in  one  or  more  battalions,  ac- 

cording to  their  number,  and  shall  order  the  necessary  elections  for  that 
purpose;  but  when  there  are  a  sufficient  number  of  such  companies  to 
form  two  or  more  battalions,  the  Governor  may  permit  them  to  choose 
the  battalion  to  which  the}^  will  be  attached.  Any  company,  or  com- 

panies, in  any  town,  city  or  county  where  there  are  not  companies 
enough  to  form  a  battalion,  or  where  a  full  battalion,  or  battalions,  has 
already  been  formed,  may  unite  with  other  companies  in.  adjoining  or 
neighboring  counties,  for  that  purpose,  and  if  any  company  shall,  for 
any  reason,  fail  to  do  so  within  twelve  months  after  October  16th,  1879, 
or  after  commissions  are  issued  to  officers,  the  Governor  may,  in  his  dis- 

cretion, designate  the  battalion  to  which  it  shall  be  attached. 
§1103.  (e.)   Organization  and  privileges  of  battalions.     Every  battalion 

Acts-of  1878  now  organized   and   commissioned  may  retain   its  organization  and 
-9,  p.  104.     privileges  without  regard  to  the  number  of  companies  of  which  it  is 

composed :  Provided,  there  be  at  least  two,  with  the  privilege  of  receiv- 
ing other  companies  into  its  organization.     But  no  such  battalion  shall 

be  increased  to  more  than  six  companies,  and  no  battalion  hereafter 
organized  shall  consist  of  less  than  three  or  more  than  six  companies. 
•    §1103.  (f.)  First  volunteer  regiment  of  Georgia.     The  regiment  of  volun- 

Acts  of  1878  teers  now  organized  under  the  name  of  "The  First  Volunteer  Regiment 
-9,  p.  104.    0£  Georgia)"  may  retain  its  organization  and  chartered  privileges,  sub- ject to  all  rules  herein  prescribed  for  battalions,  with  the  privilege  of 

receiving  other  companies  of  infantry  formed  in  Chatham  county  until 
it  consists  of  ten  companies. 

§1103.  (g.)  Battalions,  how  officered.  Every  battalion  shall  be  corn- 
Acts  of  1878  manded  by  a  lieutenant-colonel,  without  regard  to  the  number  of  com- 
-9, p.  104.  panjes  0f  which  it  is  composed;  and  and  to  every  major  now  command- 

ing a  battalion  a  lieutenant-colonel's  commission  shall  be  immediately 
issued,  such  officers  taking  rank  among  themselves  according  to  the 
date  of  their  present  commissions.  Every  battalion  of  six  companies 
may  have  a  major  as  well  as  a  lieutenant-colonel.  The  commissioned 
and  non-commissioned  staff  of  every  battalion  shall  consist  of  at  least 
an  adjutant  and  a  quartermaster,  each  with  the  rank  of  first  lieuten- 

ant, a  sergeant-major  and  a  quartermaster  sergeant.  To  these  may  be 
added,  in  the  discretion  of  the  battalion  commander,  a  paymaster,  a 
commissary  and  a  surgeon,  each  with  the  rank  of  first  lieutenant,  an 
ordnance  sergeant  and  a  hospital  steward.  Any  other  staff  officers 
than  the  foregoing  already  appointed  in  any  battalion,  under  laws 
heretofore  existing,  may  retain  their  appointments;  but  when  such 
appointments  become  vacant,  they  shall  not  be  refilled. 

§1103.  (h.)  Names  and  designation  of  companies.  Companies  already 
Acts  of  i?78  organized  will  retain  any  special  name  or  designation  they  may  have 
-9,  p.  105.  adopted  or  may  have  by  charter,  if  incorporated,  and  any  company 

hereafter  organized  may  adopt  any  special  name  or  designation  it  may 
select,  and  under  that  name  will  be  received  and  commissioned,  but 
every  company  attached  to  a  battalion  must  be  designated  in  the  bat- 

talion by  a  letter  of  the  alphabet,  in  the  manner  now  in  use  in  the 
army  of  the  United  States.  Battalions  already  organized  under  special 
names,  whether  under  charter,  special  Act  or  otherwise,  may  retain 
these  designations,  but  they  mUst  also  be  numbered  in  their  respective 
arms,  according  to  the  date  of  their  organization.  And  every  battalion 
hereinafter  organized,  whether  it  adopt  any  special  designation  or  not 
must  also  be  numbered  in  regular  order  as  organized. 
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Pattalions  of  colored  troops,  or  persons  of  African  descent,  must  be  Actsofi878 

numbered  in  a  separate  series,  describing  them  as  such.     And  all  vol-  ~9>  p-  105- unteer  troops  of  this  State,  of  all  arms  and  colors,  shall  be  styled  and 
known  as  Georgia  Volunteers. 

§1103.  (i.)  No  organization  larger  than  battalion.     Until  otherwise  pro- 

vided by  law,  there  shall  be  no  regimental,  brigade,  division,  or  other/^*  "^  ''  < 
lafgeroj^anization  of  the  volunteers  of  this  State  ;  and  commanders  of 

"^5a^t*ations  and  unattached  companies  shall  receive  orders  only  from  ̂          ̂ ^^^L> 
'the  Governor,  except  when  otherwise  specially  provided.  &£*-+^+** ^4*^-*^ 

§1103.  (j.)   Commander-in-chief  and   adjutant-general.      The   Governor  Acts  of  i87S 
is  commander-in-chief  of  the  volunteers  as  of  all  other  military  forces  of  ̂cts  onsso 
this  State.    He  shall  designate  some  officer  of  the  Executive  department  -1,  p.  104. 
or  some  other  person  to  perform  the  duties  of  adjutant-general  includ-  gU2i, 
ing  those  specified  in  section  1121  of  this  Code,  so  far  as  the  same  is 
applicable  to  the  volunteers,  and  shall  have  that  title,  and  the  rank  of 

colonel,  but  shall  receive  no  additional  compensation  whatever  there-^^  y^_  <aj^w 
for;  and  who,  with  such  aides-de-camp,  with  the  rank  of  lieutenant- t^Jsr?-'*-*-^'  ̂ j+ 
colonel,  as  the  Governor  may  find  it  necessary  to  appoint,  shall  con>^«  V.  '-  <***•        ' stitute  his  military  staff. 

§1103.  (k.)  Appointment  and  removal  of  non-commissioned  officers.  Non- Acts  of  ists 

commissioned  officers  of  companies  shall  be  appointed  and  subject  to  ~9,  p-  10d- removal  according  to  such  rules  adopted  by  their  companies  as  are  not 
contrary  to  law.  Non-commissioned  staff  officers  of  battalions  shall  be 
appointed  and  subject  to  removal  by  the  battalion  commander,  or  ac- 

cording to  the  rules  of  the  battalion,  not  contrary  to  law.  But  when  in 
the  active  service  of  the  State  all  such  rules  may  be  suspended  at  the 
discretion  of  the  Governor,  who  may  then  prescribe  different  regulations 
on  this  subject.  t  xp    ,  *     ̂  

§1103.  (1.)    Appointment  of  commissioned  staff  officers.     Commissioned  6^Ca^^^-^^-^- 
staff  officers  of  battalions  shall  be  appointed  and  commissioned  by  the   /&  £._  v^ 
Governor,  upon  recommendation  of  the  battalion  commander.  *         ' 

§1103.  (m.)  Election  of  company  officers.  Company  officers  shall  beActsofi878 

elected  by  the  members  of  the  company.  In  the  case  of  a  company  at-  ~9,  p- 106- 
tached  to  a  battalion  the  election  shall  be  ordered  by  the  battalion 
commander.  In  an  unattached  company,  an  election  for  a  subaltern 
officer  shall  be  ordered  by  the  captain ;  an  election  for  captain 
shall  be  ordered  by  the  Governor.  In  any  case,  if  an  officer  al- 

ready in  commission  be  promoted,  the  vacancy  then  created  may  be 
filled  at  the  same  election  without  further  orders.  Such  elections  may 
be  superintended  by  any  two  or  more  officers  of  volunteers  not  con- 

nected with  the  company  in  which  the  election  is  to  take  place,  or  by 
any  two  or  more  Justices  of  the  Peace  or  freeholders,  or  one  Justice  and 
one  freeholder  of  the  county  where  the  election  is  to  take  place.  The 
polls  shall  be  kept  open  not  less  than  two  hours  nor  more  than  one  day. 
The  order  for  the  election  shall  be  promulgated  to  the  members  of  the 
company  at  least  five  days  before  the  election,  in  the  manner  as  other 
orders  to  the  company  are  promulgated,  and  shall  specify  the  time  and 
place  of  the  election,  and  between  what  hours  the  polls  are  to  be  open. 

§1103.  (n.)  Field  officers,  how  elected.  Field  officers  of  a  battalion  shall  Acts  of  1878 

be  elected  by  the  members  of  the  companies  of  which  it  is  composed.  ~9, p* 106' If  the  election  be  for  a  battalion  commander,  it  shall  be  ordered  by 
the  Governor;  if  for  a  junior  officer,  it  shall  be  ordered  by  the  battalion 
commander.  In  either  case,  if  a  field  orffcer  already  in  commission  in 
the  same  battalion  be  promoted,  the  vacancy  thus  created  may  be  filled 
at  the  same  election  without  further  order.  Such  elections  may  be 
superintended  by  any  two  or  more  officers  of  volunteers  of  the  same  or 
any  other  battalion,  not  themselves  candidates,  or  any  two  or  more 
Justices  of  the  Peace  or  freeholders  of  the  county  in  which  the  election  ■ 
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is  to  take  place,  or  by  one  or  more  Justices  of  the  Peace  with  one  or 
more  freeholders.  The  polls  shall  be  kept  open  not  less  than  two 
hours,  nor  more  than  one  day.  The  order  for  the  election  shall  be  pro- 

mulgated, in  the  same  manner  as  other  orders,  at  least  ten  days  before 
the  election  is  held,  and  shall  specify  the  time  and  place  of  the  elec- 

tion, and  between  what  hours  the  polls  are  to  be  open.  In  the  case  of 
a  battalion  composed  of  companies  in  different  counties,  there  shall  be 
a  poll  in  each  county  where  there  may  be  one  company  or  more;  and 
the  election  shall  be  conducted  at  each  on  the  same  day  and  in  manner 
above  prescribed. 

§1103.  (o.)  Election  returns,  to  whom  made.  Returns  of  elections  for 
Acts  of  1878  officers  of  companies  attached  to  battalions,  and  for  junior  field  officers  of 

-9,  p.  107.  battalions,  shall  be  transmitted  to  the  Governor  through  the  battalion 
commander ;  and  those  of  elections  for  officers  of  unattached  companies 
through  the  captain  of  the  company.  Returns  of  elections  for  captain 
of  unattached  companies,  and  for  battalion  commanders,  shall  be  sent 
directly  to  the  Governor  by  the  superintendent. 

§1103.  (p.)  Elections,  how  decided.     In  every  election  for  an  officer  of 
Acts  of  1878  volunteers,  the  majority  of  the  votes  cast  shall  decide.     In  the  event 

' p*  of  a  mere  plurality  or  a  tie/a  new  election  shall  be  ordered.     When  the 
returns  show  a  majority  of  votes  cast  for  one  person,  the  Governor  shall 
forthwith  issue  to  the  officer  elect  the  proper  commission,  bearing  date 
the  day  the  election  was  held.     If  an  election  be  contested,  notice  there- 

of shall  be  given  to  the  Governor  within  five  days  after  the  election, 
and  the  commission  shall  be  withheld  until  the  contest  shall  be  deci-. 

ded.    In  such  a  case  either  party  contestant  may,  upon  five  days'  notice 
to  the  other,  take  testimony,  upon  oath,  before  any  Justice  of  the  Peace 

of  the  county  in  which  the  election  was  held,  within  thirty  days'  after 
such  election,  which  testimony  shall  be  forwarded,  by  such  Justice,  to 
the  Governor  for  his  decision  thereon.     The  Governor's  decision  shall 
be  final,  and  thereupon  the  commission  shall  be  issued  accordingly. 

§1103.  (q.)  Duration  of  commission.     Every  commission  issued  to  an 
Acts  of  1878  officer  of  volunteers  shall  continue  until  death,  resignation,  promotion 

o  ~9'  P  10&  or  dismissal  °f  the  officer.     And  all  companies  and  battalions  are  hereby 
A**8***^.  r-0-o-^*v -forbidden  to  adopt  or  retain  rules  providing  for  the  periodical  election 
/fX-  *  ft*  of  any  commissioned  officer.     And  commissions  issued  to  staff  officers 

of  battalions  shall  in  like  manner  continue,  notwithstanding  the  death, 
resignation,  or  dismissal  of  the  battalion  commander,  upon  whose  rec- 

ommendation they  were  appointed.  Nevertheless,  upon  the  disbanding 
of  any  company,  or  dissolution  of  any  battalion,  the  commissions  of  all 
officers  of  such  company  or  battalion  shall  thereupon  cease. 

§1103.  (r.)   Qualifications  of  officers.     No  commission  shall  be  issued  to 
Acts  of  1880  any  person  elected  to  be  commander  or  other  field  officer  of  any  bat- 
Acts'  of°i878  talion,  and  no  such  officer  elect  shall  enter  upon  his  duties,  until  he 
-9,  p.  107.    shall  have  satisfactorily  passed  an  examination  touching  his  compe- 

tency and  fitness  for  the  office  by  such  persons  and  in  such  manner  as 
the  Governor  shall  prescribe  in  the  general  regulations  hereinafter  pro- 

vided for. 

/fi \J2~&'.  §1103.  (s.)   Uniforms.     The  uniform  already  adopted  by  any  company 

Y  / '  /Acts  of  1878  or  battalion  already  uniformed  at  the  time  of  the  passage  of  this  Article, 
-9,  p.  107.  js  hereby  authorized,  and  may  be  retained  by  such  company  or  battal- 

ion as  long  as  it  pleases,  but  it  cannot  be  changed,  except  for  the  uni- 
form hereinafter  provided  for,  afnd  no  company  or  battalion  shall  here- 

after  be  received  or  recognized,  or  supplied  with  arms  or  accoutre- 
ments, or  its  officers  commissioned,  unless  it  be  uniformed  in  the 

manner  hereinafter  provided  for.  But  every  battalion  or  unattached 
company  shall  be  at  liberty  to  adopt  such  distinctive  marks,  orna- 

ments, or  insignia,  in  addition  to  the  uniform  hereinafter  provided  for, 
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as  it  may  prefer,  subject  to  the  approval  of  the  Governor,  provided  it 
makes  no  substantial  change  in  the  uniform. 

Subject  to  the  foregoing  provisions,  the  uniform  and  dress  of  the  vol- 
unteers of  this  State  shall  be  as  prescribed  by  the  Governor  in  the 

general  regulations  hereinafter  provided;  but  the  volunteers  must  uni- 
form and  equip  themselves  at  their  own  expense. 

§1103.  (t.)  Arms  and  accoutrements.  The  arms  and  accoutrements  of  Acts  of  1878 

the  volunteer  troops  of  this  State  shall  be  such,  in  each  arm,  as  are"9,  p- 108- 
furnished  by  the  Governor  out  of  those  supplied  to  him  by  the  govern- 

ment of  the  United  States ;  and  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  Governor 

hereafter  to  distribute  the  arms  obtained  from  the  government  of'  the 
United  States  to  companies  not  yet  armed  by  the  State,  in  such  manner 
as  in  his  judgment  shall  most  conduce  to  the  public  interest,  and  all 
the  companies  of  each  battalion  must  be  armed  and  accoutred  alike ; 
but  any  company,  of  either  arm,  to  which  the  Governor  may  be  unable 
to  furnish  arms  and  accoutrements,  may  find  its  own,  subject  to  the 
rules  that  all  the  companies  of  the  same  battalion  shall  be  armed  and 
accoutred  alike,  and  that  all  such  arms  be  such  as  are  used  in  the  army 
of  the  United  States ;  and  no  company  shall  be  received,  recognized  or 
commissioned,  unless  the  Governor  be  prepared  to  furnish  it  with  arms 
and  accoutrements,  or  it  be  already  furnished  at  its  own  expense, 
subject  to  the  foregoing  rules.  All  arms  and  accoutrements  furnished 
by  the  Governor  shall  be  accounted  for  in  the  returns  hereinafter  pro- 

vided for.  But  nothing  herein  contained  shall  be  construed  to  prevent 
any  company  or  battalion  from  having  and  using  accoutrements,  in 
time  of  peace,  different  from  those  supplied  by  the  Governor,  at  its  own 
expense  :  Provided,  that  all  companies  in  the  same  battalion  be  accou- 

tred alike. 

§1103.  (u.)  Governor  shall  supply  ammunition.  The  Governor  shall  Acts  of  1 878 

furnish  annually  the  commander  of  each  battalion  and  unattached  ~9,  p#  108, company  the  following  supplies  of  fixed  ammunition  to  the  volunteers 
armed  according  to  the  provisions  of  the  foregoing  section,  out  of  the 
supplies  of  ammunition  received  from,  the  government  of  the  United 
States,  viz :  To  each  company  of  infantry  not  more  than  ten  round  of 
ball  and  six  round  of  blank  cartridge,  of  which  not  less  than  five  round 
of  ball  cartridge  shall  be  always  on  hand  for  the  service  of  the  State  ; 
to  each  company  of  cavalry  armed  with  pistols  or  carbines,  not  more 
than  twenty  round  of  ball  cartridge,  of  which  not  less  than  ten  round 
of  ball  cartridge  shall  be  always  on  hand  for  the  service  of  the  State ; 
to  each  battery  of  artillery  not  more  than  ten  round  of  shot  or  shell  per 
gun,  and  six  round  of  blank  cartridge,  of  which  not  less  than  five  round 
of  shot  or  shell  per  gun  shall  be  always  on  hand  for  the  service  of  the 
State ;  and  to  these  shall  be  added,  for  the  artillery,  the  proper  propor- 

tion of  friction  primers.  All  ammunition  issued  shall  be  accounted  for 
in  the  returns  hereinafter  required. 

§1103.  (v.)  Bond  to  be  given  for  arms  and  accoutrements.     All  arms  and  Acts  of  1878 
accoutrements  shall  be  issued  by  the  Governor  to  the  commander  Qf^^jfjggp 
the  company,  and  shall  be  receipted  for  by  him;  but  no  such  issue  -1  p.  104, 
shall  be  made  until  after  there  shall  have  been  executed  and  delivered 
to  the  Governor  a  bond  of  the  officer,  with  at  least  two  sureties,  who 
shall  be  jointly  and  severally  bound,  and  each  of  whom  shall  be  sworn 
that  he  is  worth  the  amount  of  the  bond  over  and  above  his  indebted- 

ness, and  the  amount  of  the  homestead  'exemption  allowed  by  law,  in 
double  the  value  of  such  arms  and  accoutrements,  payable  to  the  Gov- 

ernor and  his  successors  in  office,  for  the  safe  keeping,  proper  use  and 
surrender,  when  required,  of  the  same.     In  the  event  of  the  death, 
resignation  or  dismissal  of  such  officer,  his  successor  shall  not  be  com- 

missioned or  entitled  to  enter  upon  his  command  until  he  shall  have 
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reported  to  the  Governor  the  arms  and  accoutrements  remaining  of 
those  originally  issued  to  the  command,  and  have  delivered  to  the 

Governor -his  own  bond  for  the  same,  with  sureties  as  above  prescribed. 
The  person  giving  bond  for  arms  and  accoutrements,  his  executors, 
administrators  and  sureties,  shall  be  liable  to  suit  in  the  proper  Court 
for  damages  resulting  from  a  breach  thereof.  And  any  non-commis- 

sioned officer  or  soldier,  to  whom  his  commanding  officer  may  find  it 
necessary  or  convenient  to  entrust  arms  or  accoutrements  issued  by  the 
State  shall  be  liable  to  su^h  officer  for  any  loss  of,  or  injury  to,  the 
same  in  any  Court  having  jurisdiction  of  the  person  of  the  defendant 
and  the  amount  of  the  demand.  And  if  any  officer  or  soldier  shall  sell 
or  otherwise  dispose  of  any  arms  or  accoutrements  belonging  to  the 
State  in  his  possession,  custody  or  control,  the  purchaser  shall  acquire 
no  title,  and  such  officer  or  soldier  shall,  upon  conviction  thereof  by  a 
court-martial,  be  dismissed  from  the  volunteer  force,  and  upon  convic- 

tion thereof  in  the  Superior  Court  of  the  county  where  the  offense  was 
committed,  shall  be  fined  in  a  sum  not  exceeding  fifty  dollars,  or  im- 

prisoned in  the  common  jail  of  the  county  not  more  than  twenty  days, 
or  both,  in  the  discretion  of  the  Court.  And  it  shall  be  the  duty  of 
the  Governor  to  require  the  adjutant-general  to  inspect,  at  least  once  in 
every  year,  the  arms  and  accoutrements  issued  to  each  company  and 
each  military  school  or  college  in  the  State,  and  to  make  a  written  re- 

port of  such  inspection,  showing  the  condition  of  such  arms  and  accou- 
trements, and  the  nature  and  extent  of  the  repairs  needed,  if  any ;  and 

such  repairs  may  be  ordered  by  the  Governor  by  the  supply  of  missing 
.  parts  from  the  quota  received  from  the  United  States,  or  by  the  em- 

ployment of  skilled  artisans  under  the  direction  of  the  company  com- 
mander or  president,  who  shall  be  paid  by  the  Governor  out  of  the 

contingent  fund  upon  itemized  accounts  certified  by  the  company  com- 
mander or  president.  The  adjutant-general  shall  receive  no  compen- 

sation for  these  inspections,  but  the  necessary  expenses  of  them,  not 
exceeding  the  amount  of  $250.00  in  any  one  year,  shall  be  paid  out  of 
the  contingent  fund  upon  itemized  accounts. 

§1103.  (w.)  Arms,   etc.,  surrendered,  when.     Whenever  any  company 
Acts  of  1878  shall  be  disbanded,  or  shall  refuse  to  obey  the  lawful  order  of  its  com- 
-9,  p.  109.    pany  or  battalion  commander,  or  of  the  Governor,  the  Governor  may 

require  the  immediate  surrender  of  all  arms,  accoutrements  and  ammu- 
nition issued  for  its  use ;  and  upon  neglect  or  refusal  to  surrender  the 

same  within  thirty  days  after  such  demand,  the  captain  and  his  sureties 
shall  become  liable  to  suit  on  his  bond,  and  the  arms,  accoutrements 
and  ammunition  maj^  be  taken  possession  of  wherever  found  by  any 
officer  of  the  State,  civil  or  military,  by  such  summary  process  as  the 
law  provides,  and  immediately  deliver  to  the  Governor,  or  his  order. 

§1103.  (x.)  Parades.     Every  company  of  volunteers  shall  parade  at 
Acts  of  1878  least  four  times  in  every  year,  and  every  battalion  at  least  once  in  every 

-9,  p.  no.    vear?  the  times  to  be  appointed  by  the  rules  adopted  by  such  company 
or  battalion,  or  in  the  absence  of  such  rules,  by  its  commanding  officer. 
The  Governor  may  order  such  other  parades,  not  exceeding  one  in  any 
year,  of  any  company  or  battalion,  as  he  may  think  proper,  for  inspection 
or  review,  by  the  adjutant-general  or  such  officer  of  volunteers  as  he 
may  designate  for  that  duty. 

§1103.  (y.)  Disturbers  of  parades  subject  to  arrest.  The  officer  command- 
Acts  of  1878  ing  any  detachment,  company  or  battalion  at  any  parade,  or  during  the 

-9,  p.  no.  performance  0f  any  other  duty  ordered  by  proper  authority,  shall  have authority  to  arrest  and  place  under  confinement  during  the  continuance 
of  such  duty,  any  person  who  shall  in  any  way  willfully  disturb  or  in- 

terrupt the  peaceable  and  orderly  proceedings  of  such  detachment,  com- 
pany or  battalion,  and  such  person  shall,  moreover,  be  liable  to  prose- 
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cution  in  the  Superior  Court  of  the  county  where  the  offense  is  com- 
mitted, and  on  conviction,  shall  be  fined  in  a  sum  not  exceeding  fifty 

dollars  or  be  imprisoned  not  more  than  twenty  days,  or  both,  at  the 
discretion  of  the  Court. 

§1103.  (z.)  Volunteers  subject  to  Governor's  call,  when.  In  case  of  any  Acts  of  1878 
invasion,  rebellion,  insurrection,  or  probable  prospect  thereof,  the  Gov--9,  p'  m 
ernor  shall  have  authority  to  order  into  Ihe  service  of  the  State  such 
portion  of  the  volunteers  as,  in  his  judgment,  the  occasion  shall  require, 

and  to  detail  or  appoint  to  command  them  the  ranking  officer  so  ordered1 
or  any  other  officer  of  superior  rank,  and  such  other  officers  for  their 
payment  and  supply  as  he  may  find  necessary. 

§1103.  (aa.)  Pay  and  rations  while  in  service.  Whenever  any  part  ofActsofi878 

the  volunteer  force  of  the  State  is  called  into  the  service  of  the  State,  ~9'  p" 110, 
under  the  preceding  section,  all  officers  and  soldiers  responding  to  such 
call  shall  be  entitled  to  such  pay,  rations,  and  other  allowances  or  to 
commutation  therefor,  as  are  prescribed  for  officers  and  soldiers  of  the 
army  of  the  United  States — every  fraction  of  a  day  of  such  service  to 
be  counted  as  an  entire  day. 

§1103.  (bb.)  Reports  of  officers,  etc.     The  commanding  officer  of  every  Acts  of  1878 
battalion  or  unattached  company,  shall  annually  make  a  report  to  the  Actaofissq 
Governor,  in  such  form  as  the  Governor  shall  prescribe,  of  the  strength  -1, 105. 
of  his  command,  and  of  all  arms,  accoutrements  and  ammunition  sup- 

plied to  it.     And  the  commander  of  every  company  attached  to  a  bat- 
tallion  shall  make  a  similar  report  to  his  battalion  commander.     These 
reports  shall  show  the  state  of  the  command  on  the  first  day  of  May  in 
each  year,  and  shall  be  made  within  thirty  days  thereafter.     And  any 
officer  who  shall  knowingly  make  a  false  report  shall,  upon  conviction 
thereof  by  a  court-martial,  be  cashiered,  or  fined  not  more  than  $100,  or 
both,  in  the  discretion  of  the  court.     And  if  any  officer  shall  neglect 
to  make  any  report  required  of  him  by  this  section,  it  shall  be  the  duty 
of  the  Governor  to  require  him  to  show  cause  why  his  command  should 
not  be  disbanded. 

§1103.  (cc.)  Rules,  how  prescribed.     Every  company   and  battalion  ofActsofi878 

volunteers  may  adopt  such  rules  for  the  government  of  its  members  as  ~9' p<  11L 
it  may  think  best:  Provided, such  rules  contain  nothing  contrary  to  the 
law  of  this  State,  or  of  the  United  States,  and  provided  also,  that  the 
rules  of  any  company  be  not  inconsistent  with  those  of  the  battalion 
to  which  it  belongs. 

§1103.  (dd. )  Non-commissioned  officers  and  men,  how  governed.  When  Acts  of  1878 
not  in  the  actual  service  of  the  State  for  a  time  of  seven  days  or  more,  "9> p-  nl- 
delinquencies  of  non-commissioned  officers  and  soldiers  shall  be  pun- 

ished in  such  manner  as  shall  be  prescribed  by  the  rules  of  the  company 
or  battalion  to  which  they  belong  :  Provided,  that  such  rules  shall  impose 
no  other  penalties  than  fines,  expulsion,  or  the  reduction  of  non-com- 

missioned officers  to  the  ranks,  and  shall  not,  in  other  respects,  be  con- 
trary to  the  laws  of  this  State,  or  the  United  States.  But  every  offi- 

cer, or  non-commissioned  officer,  commanding  a  detachment,  company 
or  battalion,  on  parade  or  other  duty,  shall  have  authority  to  arrest, 
and  keep  under  arrest  during  such  parade  or  other  duty,  any  officer  or 
soldier  under  his  command,  for  such  disobedience  of  orders,  or  disorder- 

ly or  insubordinate  conduct,  as  shall  obstruct  or  interrupt  the  parade 
or  other  duty.  All  fines  imposed  in  pursuance  of  the  rules  of  any  com- 

pany or  battalion  shall  be  the  property  of  the  organization,  and  shall 
rank,  in  the  distribution  of  the  estates  of  deceased  and  insolvent  per- 

sons, next  after  debts  due  to  the  public.  When  in  the  actual  service 
of  the  State  for  a  time  of  seven  days  or  more,  the  rules  of  the  company 
or  battalion  maybe  suspended,  in  the  discretion  of  the  Governor,  and 
in  such  case,  all  officers,  non-commissioned  officers  and  soldiers  shall 
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be  governed  by  the  military  law  of  the  State,  or  by  such  regulations 
as  shall  be  promulgated  by  the  Governor  in  accordance  with  law. 

§1103.  (ee.)   Commissioned  officers,  how  governed.     Officers  shall,  in  like 
Acts  of  1878  manner,  be  governed  by  the  rules  of  the  company  or  battalion  to  which 

-9,  p.  in.    tney  belong,  subject  to  the  provisions  hereinbefore  set  forth ;  but  no vote,  sentence,  or  other  decision  under  such  rules,  shall  have  effect  to 
deprive  an  officer  of  his  commission  unless  approved  by  the  Governor, 
upon  a  full  report  of  all  the  proceedings  in  the  case. 

§1103.  (ff.)   Courts  martial.     The  rules  of  any  company  or  battalion 
Acts  of  1878  may  provide  for  the  organization  of  courts  martial  within  such  company 
-9,  p.  in.    or  Dattalion,  for  the  trial  and  punishment  of  its  own  members  for 

offenses  against  its  own  rules,  subject  to  the  restrictions  hereinbefore 
set  forth;  and  the  sentence  of  such  courts  within  the  scope  of  their 
powers  shall  be  respected. 

§1103.  (gg.)  Officers,  how  tried.     For  the  trial  of  any  officer  of  a  corn- 
Acts  of  1878  pany  attached  to  a  battalion,  for  a  military  offense,  not  provided  for  by 

-9,  p.  in.    the  rules  of  the  company  or  battalion  to  which  he  belongs,  the  battalion 
commander  shall  have  authority  to  order  a  court  martial,  composed  of 
officers  of  the  same  battalion,  not  less  than  five  nor  more  than  seven  in 
number,  and  not  including  any  officer  of  the  same  company  junior  in 
rank  to  the  accused.     If  the  accused  officer  belong  to  an  unattached 
company,  the  court  shall  be  ordered  by  the  Governor,  subject  to  the 
foregoing  regulations  as  to  the  number  and  qualifications  of  the  officers 
composing  it.     If  the  accused  be  a  field  officer  of  a  battalion,  the  court 
shall,  in  like  manner,  be  ordered  by  the  Governor,  and  shall  consist  of 
not  less  than  five  nor  more  than  seven  officers,  none  of  whom  shall  be 
of  the  same  battalion  and  junior  in  rank  to  the  accused.     It  shall  not 
be  necessary,  in  any  case,  that  the  members  of  the  court  shall  be  of 
equal  or  superior  rank  to  the  accused. 

§1103.  (hh.)  Officers,  where  tried.  Except  when  the  accused  officer  is 
Acts  of  1878  in  the  actual  service  of  the  State,  every  such  court  martial  shall  be  held 

-9,  p.  ii2.  jn  the  county  where  the  offense  was  committed ;  and  the  accused  officer 
shall  have  at  least  thirty  days'  notice  of  the  time  the  court  is  to  convene, 
(with  a  copy  of  the  charges  against  him,  and  of  the  order  under  which 
the  court  is  to  convene).  If  the  accused  officer  refuse  or  fail  to  attend 
without  sufficient  excuse,  to  be  judged  of  by  the  court,  the  court  may, 
upon  proof  of  service  of  notice  upon  him,  as  above  provided,  proceed  to 
hear  and  decide  in  his  absence.  In  all  particulars  not  herein  provided 
for,  the  organization  and  proceedings  of  the  court  shall  be  according  to 
the  law  and  practice  of  courts  martial  in  the  army  of  the  United  States. 

§1103.  (ii.)  Punishment  of  officers.  No  heavier  punishment  shall  be 
Acts  of  1878  imposed  by  any  such  court  than  cashiering,  or  a  fine  of  one  hundred 

-9,  p.  ii2.  dollars ;  and  no  sentence  shall  be  enforced  unless  approved  by  the  Gov- 
ernor, upon  a  full  report  of  all  the  proceedings  in  the  case.  If  the  Gov- 
ernor approve  a  sentence  to  be  cashiered,  he  shall  announce  the  same 

in  orders,  and  thereupon  the  commission  of  the  delinquent  shall  cease, 
and  an  election  to  fill  the  vacancy  shall  be  ordered.  If  the  Governor 
approve  a  sentence  to  pay  a  fine,  he  shall  announce  the  same  in 
orders,  and  the  president  of  the  court  shall  thereupon  issue  an  execution 
therefor,  signed  by  himself  and  countersigned  by  the  judge-advocate, 
which  shall  have  a  lien  upon  all  the  property  of  the  delinquent  in  this 
State,  taking  rank  as  a  debt  due  to  the  public,  and  next  after  taxes,  and 
may  be  levied  by  any  Sheriff  or  deputy  Sheriff  of  this  State.  And  all 
moneys  collected  under  such  executions  shall  be  first  applied  to  the 
payment  of  expenses  of  the  court ;  and  the  residue,  if  any,  shall  be  paid 
into  the  treasury  of  the  State,  to  become  a  part  of  the  military  fund. 

§1103.  (jj.)  Pay  of  court  martial,  etc.     Every  member  or  a  court  martial 
ordered  by  the  Governor,  and  the  judge-advocate  thereof,  shall  be  enti- 

i 
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tied  to  receive  the  sum  of  five  dollars  for  each  day  of  actual  service  Acts  of  1878 

upon  such- court,  to  be  paid  out  of  the  military  fund,  upon  the  Gov--1',  p-  112- 
ernors  warrant ;  and  any  officer  failing  or  refusing  to  serve,  without  suffi- 

cient excuse,  to  be  judged  of  by  the  court,  shall  be  fined  in  a  like  sum 

of  five  dollars  for  each  day's  absence,  to  be  collected  by  execution  issued 
in  the  same  manner  as  provided  in  the  foregoing  section,  to  be  first  ap- 

plied to  the  payment  of  the  expenses  of  the  court,  and  the  residue,  if 
any,  to  be  paid  into  the  treasury  of  the  State,  to  become  a  part  of  the 
military  fund.  And  any  non-commissioned  officers,  or  soldiers,  not  ex- 

ceeding three,  appointed  by  the  president  of  the  court  to  preserve  order, 
or  execute  the  orders  of  the  court,  shall  be  entitled  to  receive  one  dol- 

lar for  each  day  of  actual  attendance,  to  be  paid  in  like  manner  as  the 
members  of  the  court. 

§1103.  (kk.)  Power  of  court  martial  to  punish  contempts.  Every  court  Acts  of  1878 

martial  ordered  by  the  Governor,  or  by  battalion  commander,  shall  ~9-  p-  113- 
have  power  to  punish  for  contempt  in  the  same  manner  and  to  the 
same  extent  as  the  Justice  of  the  Peace.  And  all  fines  paid  for  con- 

tempt, if  the  court  be  ordered  by  the  Governor,  shall  be  first  applied  to 
the  expenses  of  the  court,  and  the  residue,  if  any,  shall  be  pa^d  into  the 
treasury  to  constitute  part  of  the  military  fund;  if  the  court  be  ordered 
by  a  battalion  commander,  such  fines  shall  be  paid  to  him  for  the  use 
of  the  battalion. 

§1103.  (11.)   Uniform,  etc.,  exempt  from  sale.     No  part  of  the  uniform  or  Acts  of  ists 

equipment  of  any  volunteer  officer  or  soldier  shall  be  subject  to  levy  ~9>  p-  113* 
and  sale  for  debt,  except  for  fines  or  other  dues  to  his  company  or  bat- 

talion, according  to  its  rules,  and  such  as  may  be  imposed  on  him  by 
sentence  of  a  court  martial. 

§1103.  (mm.)  Volunteers  exempt  from  militia  duty.  Every  member  of  a  Acts  of  1878 

volunteer  company  or  battalion  shall,  during  the  continuance  of  his  -9>  p-  113- 
membership,  be  exempt  from  militia  duty;  and  every  person  who 
shall  have  served  ten  years  continuously  in  any  one  company  or  battal- 

ion of  volunteers,  in  any  capacity,  as  an  active  member  thereof,  uni- 
formed and  equipped,  shall  be  thenceforth  exempt  from  all  militia 

duty,  or  commutation  therefor,  which  may  be  required  by  law  in  time 
of  peace. 

§1103.  (nn.)  Instructions  and  drill.     The  instruction  and  drill  of  the  Acts  of  1878  ' 
volunteers  of  each  arm  shall  be  according  to  the  system  now  in  use  ~9,  p-  113, 
in  the  army  of  the  United  States,  unless  otherwise  ordered  by  the  Gov- 

ernor, in  general  regulations  hereinafter  provided  for. 
§1103.  (oo.)    Battalion   colors.     Every   battalion   of  volunteers   shall  Acts  of  187$ 

carry  the  flag  of  the  State,  when  one  is  adopted  by  Act  of  the  General  9' p'  113' 
Assembly,  as  its  battalion  colors.     But  this  requirement  shall  not  be 
construed  to  prevent  it  from  carrying,  in  addition  thereto,  any  other 
flag  or  colors  of  its  own  adoption. 

§1103.  (pp.)  Governor  may  order  regulations.  For  the  purpose  of  car-  Acts  of  1878  s* 
rying  into  effect  any  provisions  of  this  Article,  and  of  providing  for  ~9>  p-  m- 
the  organization,  discipline  and  government  of  the  volunteers,  in  all 
particulars  not  herein  fully  described,  the  Governor  is  authorized  to 

make  and  order  such  general  regulations  as  he  may  find  necessary,  'not inconsistent  with  law ;  and  he  is  further  authorized  to  furnish  to  the 
commander  of  every  battalion  and  company  of  volunteers,  now  or  here- 

after to  be  organized,  at  least  four  copies  of  this  Article,  and  of  any 
amendments  thereof,  which  may  from  time  to  time  be  passed,  and  of 
such  general  regulations  as  he  may  prescribe  under  this  section, 
printed  in  pamphlet  form,  at  the  expense  of  the  State.  And  until  the 
Governor  shall  prescribe  the  regulations  authorized  by  this  section, 
and  in  all  matters  not  fixed  by  this  Article  or  by  such  regulations,  the 
general  regulations  of  the  army  of  the  United  States  shall  govern,  so 
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far  as  they  are  applicable,  and  not  inconsistent  with  anything  con- 
tained in  this  Article. 

§1103.  (qq.)  Fines,  etc.,  how  disposed  of .     All  moneys  collected  for  fines 
Acts  of  1878  and  forfeitures  imposed  under  the  provisions  of  this  Article,  by  courts 
Acts  oVisso  niarfcial  ordered  by  the  Governor,  or  by  the  Superior  Court  of  any  county, 
-i,  p.  105.    or  for  damages  for  the  breach  of  any  bond  given  for  arms  and  accoutre- 

ments under  §1103,  (v.)  shall  be  paid  into  the  treasury  of  the  State,  and 

there  constitute  and  be  kept  as  a  separate  fund,  called  the  "  Military 
Fund,"  and  shall  not  be  paid  out  for,  or  applied  to,  any  other  purpose 
whatever  than  those  specified  in  this  Article,  and  then  only  upon  the  Gov- 

ernor's warrant. 
§1103.  (rr.)  Privileges  of  present  volunteers.  All  volunteer  corps  hereto- 

Acts  ot  1878  fore  organized,  and  in  actual  existence  on  16th  October,  1879,  may  retain 

-9,  p.  ii3.  any  gpeciai  privileges  heretofore  conferred  upon  them  by  law,  not  in- consistent with  the  provisions  of  this  Article,  all  that  part  of  the  Code 
of  1873,  from  section  1075  to  section  1103,  inclusive,  all  treating  of  the 
volunteers  of  this  State,  consisting  of  Articles  2  and  3  of  Chapter  2, 

~^itle  12,  Part  1,  and  all  laws  inconsistent  with  this  Article  are  repealed. 

ARTICLE  III. 

THE    FLAG    OF    THE    STATE. 

Section  H03.  (ss.)  State  flag  declared  and  described. 

§1103.  (ss.)  Description  of  flag.     The  flag  of  the  State  of  Georgia  shall 
Acts  of  1878  be,  as  hereinafter  described,  to-wit :  A  vertical  band  of  blue  next  the 
-3;  p.  114.    staff,  and  occupying  one-third  of  the  entire  flag  ;  the  remainder  of  the 

space  shall  be  divided  into  three  horizontal  parallel  bands,  the  upper 
and  lower  of  which  said  bands  shall  be  scarlet  in  color,  and  the  middle 
band  white. 

ARTICLE  IV. 

THE    MILITIA. 

Section. 
1104.  The  militia  of  the  State. 
1105.  How  organized. 
1106.  Companies,  how  organized. 
1107.  Grade  of  militia  officers. 
1108.  New  divisions,  etc.,  how  created. 

Section. 
1109.  Regiments,  how  organized. 
1110.  Non-commissioned  officers. 
1111.  Captains  make  return  to  adjutant. 
1112.  Notice  of  drills,  how  given. 
1113.  Register  of  commissioned  officers. 

/ ̂-/r<Ci. 

Jl_<J^Z^  <z~£-^   §1104.  (1108.)  (1026.)   The  militia.     The  militia  of  the  State  consists 
of  all  persons  not  heretofore  classified  within  its  limits  subject  to  mili- 

tary duty,  and  not  exempted  therefrom  by  the  Acts  of  Congress  or  the 
laws  of  this  State, ^r. belonging  to  Dome  volunteer  organization. 

§1105.  (1109.)  (1027.)  Shall  be  organized,  etc.  The  militia  shall  be 

organized  into' companies,  battalions,  regiments,  brigades  and  divisions, 
which  shall  be  numbered  throughout  the  State,  by  order  of  the  com- 

mander-in-chief, in  such  manner  that  every  corps  of  the  same  denomi- 
nation shall  bear  a  different  number,  by  which  number  every  company, 

district,  regiment,  brigade,  or  division,  as  the  case  may  be,  shall  be  des- 
ignated in  the  commissions  of  the  officers  commanding  the  same.. 

§1106.  (1110.)  (1028.)  Deficiency  in  numbers  of  district  company.  If,  from 
exemptions,  there  are  not  persons  enough  liable  to  do  militia  dut}r  in 
any  district  or  beat,  a  company  may  be  organized  of  those  so  liable  from 
adjoining  districts  or  beats,  and  not  less  than  forty  nor  more  than  one 
hundred,  under  the  direction  of  the  colonel  of  the  regiment ;  and  when 
so  done,  must  be  accurately  reported. 
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§1107.  (1111.)  (1029.)  Grades  of  officers.  The  following  grades  of  mi- 
litia officers  shall  be  recognized :  Commanding  each  division,  a  major- 

general  ;  each  brigade,  a  brigadier-general ;  each  regiment,  a  colonel, 
lieutenant-colonel,  and  major;  a  separate  battalion,  a  major;  each  com- 

pany, a  captain,  first  and  second  lieutenants,  and  ensign.  Whenever 
other  grades  exist,  they  shall  continue  until  the  same  becomes  vacant, 
when  they  shall  respectively  cease  and  determine. 

§1108.  (1112.)  (1030.)  New  divisions  andbrigades,  regimental  and  company 
districts.  New  divisions  and  brigades  shall  be  created  by  the  Legislature; 
regimental  and  company  districts  by  order  of  the  comander-in-chief,  on 
the  report  of  the  officers  commanding  the  companies  in  the  regimental 
district,  but  in  all  cases,  when  practicable,  the  regimental  district  shall 
be  coterminous  with  the  county  in  which  it  is  situated. 

§1109.  (1113.)  (1031.)  Two  or  more  regiments  may  be  in  same  county. 
There  may  be  two  or  more  regiments  in  the  same  county,  and  two  or 
more  counties  may  be  united  to  form  a  regiment,  due  regard  being  had 
to  the  proportion  thereof;  but  the  existing  arrangement  in  this  behalf 
shall  not  be  disturbed  except  by  the  Legislature,  unless  upon  applica- 

tion of  those  interested  therein.  5 

§1110.  (1114.)  (1032.)  Captain  to' divide  company  into  squads.  The  cap- 
tain of  each  company  shall  divide  his  company  into  four  squads,  as 

nearly  equal  as  may  be,  and  appoint  one  fit  and  proper  person  in  each 
as  sergeant,  and  one  as  corporal,  and  he  shall  also  appoint  a  first  ser- 

geant ;  they  shall  be  responsible  for  the  proper  distribution  of  all  orders, 
and  may  be  removed  by  a  company  court  martial  for  proper  cause. 

§1111.  (1115.)  (1033.)  Returns  to  be  made  by  captain  to  adjutant.  Each 
captain  of  a  militia^company  shall  make  out  and  deliver  to  the  adjutant 
of  the  regiment  to  which  he  belongs  a  full  return  of  the  number  and 
mimes  of  the  men  belonging  to  his  company,  on  the  first  day  of  May  in 
each  year,  for  which  he  shall  receive  such  compensation  as  is  paid  to 

the  takers  of  the  State's  census,  to  be  paid  out  of  the  military  fund. 
§1112.  (1116.)  (1034.)  Summons  to  drill,  etc.,  by  whom  given.  A  non- 

commissioned officer,  or  any  other  person  appointed  for  the  duty,  may 
warn  persons  subject  to  militia  duty  to  appear  at  parades,  musters,  or 
drills,  and  he  shall  be  furnished  with  a  list  of  persons  to  be  warned. 
Such  warning  may  be  given  verbally  to  the  party  in  person,  or  by 
leaving  a  written  summons  at  his  most  notorious  place  of  abode  ;  but 
the  party  may  claim  his  exemption  at  the  time  of  such  warning  and 
produce  to  the  warning  officer  the  evidence  thereof,  which  may  be  his 
own  oath  or  such  other  evidence  as  may  establish  the  fact,  and  it  shall 
be  the  duty  of  the  warning  officer  to  enter  the  exemption  claimed 
against  the  name  of  the  party  on  his  list. 

§1113.  (1117.)  (1035.)  Roster  of  officers  to  be  kept  by  colonel.  Each  colonel 
of  a  militia  regiment  shall,  by  himself  or  his  adjutant,  keep  a  roster  or 
list  of  all  the  commissioned  officers  of  his  regiment  below  the  rank  of 
captain,  and  shall  revise  and  correct  the  same  as  often  as  may  be 
necessary,  and  annually,  on  or  before  the  first  day  of  June,  shall  forward  , 
to  the  Secretary  of  State  copies  of  the  returns  so  delivered  to  the  adju- 

tant of  his  regiment,  as  well  as  a  copy  of  the  roster  above  mentioned, 
and  for  habitual  failure  in  the  premises,  shall  be  liable  to  be  tried  by 
a  general  court  martial  and  cashiered,  or  otherwise  punished,  as  said 
court  may  direct. 

16 
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ARTICLE  V. 

ELECTIONS. 

Section. 
1114.  Election  of  militia  officers. 
1115.  Notice  of,  how  given. 
1116.  Voters  failing  to  attend. 

Section. 
1117.  A  plurality  of  votes  will  elect. 
1118.  Elections,  by  whom  ordered. 

§1114.  (1118.)  (1036.)  Militia  officers  to  be  elected  by  the  people.  All 
elections  of  militia  officers  shall  be  by  the  people;  of  captains  and 
subaltern  officers,  by  the  people  of  the  several  company  districts  sub- 

ject to  do  militia  duty;  of  field  officers,  by  the  citizens  of  the  counties 
subject  to  military  duty  under  the  command  of  such  officers;  brigadier 
and  major-generals,  by  the  citizens  of  the  respective  brigades  and 
divisions  subject  to  military  duty  under  such  commander  of  the  brigade 
or  division,  and  may  be  superintended  by  a  Justice  of  the  Peace  and  a 
freeholder,  or  by  two  freeholders  or  two  military  officers,  as  the  author- 

ity ordering  the  election  may  see  fit  to  prescribe. 
§1115.  (1119.)  (1037.)  Notices  of  election,  how  given.  Notices  of  such 

elections  may  be  given  as  follows :  By  publication  in  one  or  more 
gazettes,  by  notice  at  the  usual  place  of  posting  legal  notices,  or  by 

orders  published  at  parade  or  drill.  Twenty  days'  notice  shall  be  given 
of  the  time  and  place  of  the  election  of  any  officer  below  the  grade  of 
brigadier-general. 

§1116.  (1120.)  (1038.)  Failure  to  elect.  In  case  of  voters  failing  to  at- 
tend at  any  election  for  militia  officers,  and  no  vote  shall  be  polled,  it 

shall  be  the  duty  of  the  superintendents  to  return  the  fact  to  the  Ex- 
ecutive department,  with  a  statement  of  the  interval  allowed  for  the 

reception  of  votes;  whereupon  the  commander-in-chief  may,  in  his  dis- 
cretion, order  a  new  election  or  appoint  an  officer  to  fill  the  vacancy, 

and  commission  him  accordingly. 
§1117.  (1121.)  (1039.)  Plurality  of  votes  to  elect.  At  all  elections  of  mi- 

litia officers,  the  person  having  the  highest  number  of  votes,  shall  be 
declared  elected,  and  every  officer  to  whom  a  commission  shall  issue 
shall  declare  to  the  Executive  department,  within  a  reasonable  time 
after  its  reception,  his  acceptance  or  declension  of  the  same.  After  two 
months  have  elapsed;  he  shall  be  deemed  to  decline  unless  he  shall  have 
uniformed  and  equipped  himself. 

§1118.  (1122.)  (1040.)  Elections  for  officers  above  rank  of  captain.  All 
elections  for  militia  officers  of  and  above  the  rank  of  captain  shall 
be  ordered  by  the  commander-in-chief,  and  below  that  rank  by  the  cap- 

tain, or  those  acting  as  such,  and  on  failure  to  elect,  such  captain  or  the 
commanding  officer  of  the  company  may  complete  the  same  by  ap- 

pointment, and  such  appointees  shall  be  commissioned  as  in  case  of 
elections.  All  officers  of  the  military  force  in  this  State  shall  be  com- 
missionedby  the  Governor,  whether  of  the  line,  field,  or  staff.  The  commis- 

sions of  staff  officers,  except  the  chiefs  of  the  staff  department,  will  ex- 
pire with  the  commissions  of  the  officers  on  whose  staff  they  may  be 

appointed. 
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CHAPTER  III. 

ORGANIZATION    OF    THE    STAFF  OF    THE  MILITIA. 

Section. 
1119.  Staff  department  of  the  militia. 
1120.  Of  the  commander-in-chief. 
1121.  Military  duties  of  Secretary  of  State. 
1122.  Staff  of  division. 
1123.  Battalion  entitled  to  a  staff,  when. 
1124.  Secretary  of  State. 

Section. 
1125.  Paymaster-general,  his  duties. 
1126.  Expenses  of  staff  department. 
1127.  Accounts  for  military  service. 
1128.  Chief  of  each  staff,  his  duties. 
1129.  Secretary  of  State  chief  of  staff. 
1130.  Governor  shall  appoint  three  aids. 

§1119.  (1123.)  (1041.)  Staff  departments  of  the  militia.  The  staff  depart- 
ments of  the  militia  shall  be  as  follows,  viz.  : 

1.  The  Secretary  of  State's  department. 
2.  The  quartermaster-general's  department. 
3.  The  commissary-general's  department. 
4.  The  paymaster-general's  department. 
5.  The  judge-advocate-general's  department. 
6.  The  surgeon-general's  department. 
§1120.  (1124.)  (1042.)  Chiefs  of  staff  departments  attached,  how.  The 

hiefs  of  the  several  staff  departments  shall  be  attached  to  the  staff  of 
he  commander-in-chief. 
§1121.  (1125.)  Military  duties  of  Secretary  of  State.  [The  office  of  the  (a)  Acts  of 

djutant  and  inspector-general  is  abolished,  and  the  duties  heretofore  Jf?5  6>  p' 
equired  of  that  officer  shall  hereafter  be  performed  by  the  Secretary  of 
tate,  to-wit :  He]  (a.)  shall  reside  and  keep  his  office  at  the  seat  of 
overnment.  He  shall  obey  all  orders  given  him  by  the  commander-in 
hief  in  relation  to  the  duties  of  his  office,  and  keep  a  fair  record  of  all 
rders  and  communications  which  he  shall  receive  from  time  to  time. 

le  shall  require  annual  returns  from  the  major  and  brigadier-generals, 
rom  which  he  shall  make  out  a  general  return  of  the  whole  strength 
f  the  militia  and  forces  of  the  State.  He  shall  provide  accurate 
bstracts  of  annual  returns  for  divisions,  brigades,  regiments  and  com- 
•anies,  both  of  the  militia  and  volunteers,  which  forms,  when  made 
ut,  shall  exhibit  the  strength  of  arms  and  accoutrements,  equipments 
nd  munitions  of  such  divisions,  brigades,  regiments  and  companies, 
nd  a  description  of  the  corps  composing  the  same,  and  shall  transmit 
hese  abstracts  from  annual  returns  to  all  officers,  who  are  required  to 
11  them  at  such  times  as  may  be  designated  in  general  orders.  All 
lilitary  orders  and  commissions  shall  pass  through  his  office.  He  shall 
ay  before  the  Governor  every  communication  he  may  receive  on 
jiilitary  affairs  requiring  Executive  action.  He  shall  attend  all  public 
eviews  when  the  commander-in-chief  shall  review  any  portion  of  the 
:>rces,  or  the  whole  of  them.  He  shall,  whenever  required  by  the 
ommander-in-chief,  inspect  the  arsenals  and  armories  of  the  State, 
yhich  shall  be  under  his  charge,  and  all  applications  for  the  distribu- 
ion  of  arms  shall  be  made  to  him.  He  shall,  also,  act  as  inspector- 
eneral  of  the  State,  and  shall,  whenever  ordered  by  the  commander- 
n-chief,  inspect  any  portion  of  the  military  forces  of  the  State. 
§1122.  (1126.)  (1045.)  Division  staff.  The  division  staff  shall  be  con- 

tituted  as  follows :  A  division  inspector,  with  the  rank  of  lieutenant- 
olonel,  two  aids-de-camp,  one  quartermaster,  one  judge-  advocate,  and 
ne  surgeon,  each  with  the  rank  of  major,  to  be  appointed  by  the  major- 
eneral.  The  brigade  staff  shall  consist  of  a  brigade  inspector,  writh 
he  rank  of  major,  one  aid-de-camp  or  quartermaster,  each  with  the 
tank  of  captain,  to  be  appointed  by  the  brigadier-general.  The  regi- 
jaental  staff  shall  consist  of  an  adjutant,  a  quartermaster,  a  paymaster, 
jommissary,  judge-advocate  and  surgeon,  each  with  the  rank  of  lieu- 
fenant,  to  be  appointed  by  the  colonel  of  each  regiment. 
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§1123.  (1127.)  (1046.) (Staff  of  independent  battalion.  In  case  of  a  sep- 
arate battalion,  the  commanding  officer  of  the  battalion  shall  be  en- 
titled to  and  shall  appoint  a  like  staff  with  the  colonel  of  a  regiment. 

§1124.  (1128.)  (1047.)  Arsenals,  magazines,  ordinance,  etc.,  under  whose 
control.  The  Secretary  of  State  shall  keep  in  order  and  control  the  ar- 

senals and  magazines  of  the  State,  attend  to  the  due  preservation  of 
the  ordnance,  arms,  accoutrements,  munitions  of  war,  and  imple- 

ments of  every  description,  (the  property  of  the  State  and  in  its  pos- 
session,) and  he  shall  at  all  times  have  the  control  and  disposition  of 

the  same  for  that  purpose.  He  shall  report  annually  to  the  comman- 
der-in-chief the  actual  situation,  condition  and  disposition  of  all  the 

ordnance,  arms  and  military  property  which  in  anywise  appertain  to 
or  respect  the  department  confided  to  his  keeping. 

§1125.  (1129.)  (1048.)  Paymaster-general  to  make  annual  reports.  The 
paymaster-general  shall  annually  report  to  the  commander-in-chief  all 
such  matters  connected  with  his  department  as  come  to  his  knowl- 

edge, and  all  moneys  received  by  him  shall  be  deposited  in  the  treas- 
ury, to  the  credit  of  the  military  fund,  and  shall  constitute  a  part  of 

the  same. 

§1126.  (1130.)  (1049.)  Chiefs  of  staff  departments  to  make  quarterly  re- 
turns. Each  chief  of  a  staff  department  shall  keep  a  true  account  of 

the  expenses  of  his  department,  which  shall  be  reported  quarterly  to 
the  commander-in-chief,  who  shall  draw  his  warrant  on  the  military 
fund  for  the  same.  An  abstract  of  such  warrants  shall  be  laid  before 
the  Legislature. 

§1127.  (1131.)  (1050.)  Accounts  of  military  services.  All  fees  for  mili- 
tary service  shall  be  embraced  in  an  account  made  out  and  certified  by 

the  officer  to  whom  the  same  may  be  due,  and  delivered  to  the  officer 
of  the  pay  department  within  the  military  organization  where  the 
.same  accrues,  who  shall  immediately  forward  the  same  to  the  pay- 
master-general. 

§1128.  (1132.)  (1051.)  Jurisdiction  of  chief s  of  staff.  The  chief  of  each 
staff  department  shall,  under  the  direction  of  the  commander-in-chief, 
have  command  over  all  subordinate  officers  in  his  department,  and 
shall,  from  time  to  time,  issue  orders  and  instructions  for  their  govern- 

ment and  practice,  together  with  such  printed  blanks  and  forms  as 
may  be  necessary  to  carry  all  orders  into  execution. 

§1129.  (1133.)  (1052.)  Chiefs  of  staff.  The  Secretary  of  State  shall  be 
the  chief  of  the  staff  organization.  The  quartermaster-general,  com- 

missary-general and  paymaster-general  shall  each  rank  as  lieutenant- 
colonel,  and  shall  also  be  appointed  by  the.  Governor.  The  judge- 
advocate-general  and  surgeon-general  shall  each  rank  as  lieutenant- 
colonels,  but  shall  not  be  entitled  to  any  commands  (except  in  their 
own  departments)  as  such ;  thev  shall  be  appointed  by  the  Governor. 

§1130.  (1134.)  (1053.)  Aids  to  the  Governor,  etc.  The  Governor  shall 
.appoint  three  aids-de-camp,  by  warrant,  with  the  rank  of  colonel,  but 
their  warrant  shall  expire  with  the  Governor's  term  of  office. 

J 
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CHAPTER  IV. 

COURTS     MARTIAL. 

Section. 
1137.  Pecuniary  penalties,  how  collected. 
1138.  Non-commissionfed  officers,  etc. 
1139.  Fi.  fas  for  fines,  proceedings. 
1140.  Duty  of  collecting  officers. 
1141.  Disposition  of  fines,  etc. ,  collected. 

Section. 
I    1131.  Courts  martial,  fines  and  penalties. 

1132.  Constitution  and  rules  of. 
1133.  How  convened. 
1134.  Failing  to  attend  Court  or  parade. 
1135.  Refusing  to  attend  court. 

I    1136.  Officers  detailed,  etc. 

§1131.  (1135.)  (1054.)  Courts  martial  to  adjudge  fines,  etc.  Military  for- 
feitures, fines  and  penalties,  shall  be  adjudged  by  courts  martial,  in  ac- 
cordance with  military  law  and  the  usage  of  the  army  of  the  United 

States.  Notices  to  officers  charged  with  offense,  to  appear  at  a  general 
court  martial,  shall  be  personally  served  at  least  twenty  days  before  the 
time  prescribed  for  holding  court,  and  may  be  contained  in  the  order 
appointing  the  court. 

§1132.  (1136.)  (1055.)  Constitution  and  rules  of  courts  martial.  The 
constitution  of  all  courts  martial  shall  be  in  accordance  with  regula- 

tions of  the  army  of  the  United  States,  except  where  differently  pre- 
scribed in  this  Code,  and  their  mode  of  proceeding  regulated,  as  far  as 

practicable,  by  the  same  rules,  but  no  court  martial  shall  impose  sen- 
tence of  death  on  any  offender  in  time  of  peace,  or  imprison  an  offender 

(except  for  contempt)  in  time  of  peace. 
§1133.  (1137.)  (1056.)  General  court,  how  convened.  General  courts 

martial  shall  be  convened  on  the  order  of  the  commander-in-chief;  they 
shall  have  cognizance  of  all  military  offenses,  and  shall  not  sit  with 
less  than  five  nor  more  than  thirteen  members,  except  where  supernu- 

meraries are  summoned,  but  the  acting  members  of  the  court  shall 
never  exceed  thirteen.  Regimental  courts  martial  may  be  ordered  by 
a  commander  of  a  regiment  or  battalion,  to  consist  of  three  or  more 
commissioned  officers  of  the  regiment  or  battalion,  at  least,  for  trial  of 
offenses  committed  within  the  battalion  or  regiment,  and  company 
courts  martial  may  assemble  by  the  order  of  any  captain  of  a  company 
for  the  trial  and  assessment  of  all  fines  for  delinquencies  at  any  parade 
or  muster,  to  consist  of  the  commissioned  officers  of  the  company. 

§1134.  (1138.)  (1057.)  Officers,  besides  military  punishment,  subject  to  fine. 
Besides  the  penalties  usually  adjudged  against  military  offenses,  officers 
of  the  militia  shall  be  subject  to  fine  for  non-attendance  at  parade, 
(drill,  or  muster,  and  for  other  non-performance  of  duty,  but  no  fine  for 
I  absence  at  company  parade,  drill  or  muster,  shall  exceed  ten  dollars, 
exclusive  of  the  cost  of  collecting  the  same,  except  as  herein  provided. 

§1135.  (1139.)  (1058.)  Officers  refusing  to  attend  court  martial.  If  any 
officer  charged  with  a  military  offense  shall  refuse  to  attend  a  court 
martial  convened  for  the  trial  thereof,  the  case  shall  proceed  as  if  he 
were  present.  Company  courts  martial  may  proceed  and  assess  fines 
without  the  presence  of  the  delinquents,  provided  they  were  duly 
warned  to  perform  the  duty  concerning  which  they  are  delinquent. 

§1136.  (1140.)  (1059.)  Compensation  of  courts  martial.  Officers  detailed 
on  a  general  court  martial  shall  be  paid  the  sum  of  four  dollars  per  day 
during  the  time  of  their  actual  session,  and  four  dollars  for  every  twenty 
miles  in  going  and  returning  therefrom,  to  be  paid  by  the  Governor  by 
warrant,  on  the  necessary  production  of  the  certificate  of  the  president 
of  the  court.  For  regimental  and  company  courts  martial  the  pay  of 

I  each  ̂ member  shall  be  one  dollar  per  day,  to  be  paid  out  of  the  fines 
|  collected  by  the  commander  of  the  regiment,  battalion  or  company. 

§1137.  (1141.)  (1060.)  Court  may  punish  for  contempt.     Courts  martial 
i  shall  have  power  to  punish  contempts  in  the  same  manner  as  civil 
courts. 
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§1138.  (1142.)  (1061.)  Fines  collected  by  execution.  Pecuniary  penalties 
assessed  by  any  courts  martial  shall  be  collected  by  execution  issued  un- 

der the  hand  of  the  president  of  the  court,  and  directed  to  the  Sheriff 
of  the  county  in  which  the  delinquent  resides,  and  shall  have  the  same 
force  and  effect  as  civil  process  of  the  same  character,  according  to  the 
laws  of  this  State. 

§1139.  (1143.)  (1062.)  Degraded.  Non-commissioned  officers  shall  be 
degraded  to  ranks  only  by  sentence  of  a  company  court  martial. 

[Section  (1144.)  Superseded  by  Act  of  1870,  p.  455.] 
§1140.  (1145.)  (1064.)  Execution  to  be  returned  in  sixty  days.  All  execu- 

tions for  the  collection  of  any  penalty  adjudged  by  a  court  martial  shall 
be  returned  to  the  officer  issuing  the  same,  with  the  money  collected 
thereon,  or  a  return  of  no  property  to  be  found  on  which  to  levy  the 
same,  within  sixty  days  from  the  date  of  its  issue  ;  and  the  Sheriff,  on 
failure  to  make  a  return,  shall  be  liable  to  be  ruled  for  the  amount  due 
on  such  execution,  in  the  next  Superior  Court  after  such  failure,  in  the 
same  manner  as  in  civil  cases. 

§1141.  (1146.)  (1065.)  Officers  receiving  moneys  collected.  All  officer  oi 
the  militia  receiving  fines  or  pecuniary  penalties,  collected  by  execu- 

tion, shall  make  a  return  thereof  to  the  paymaster-general,  or  to  such 
officer  of  his  department  as  he  may  designate,  at  least  once  a  year,  oi 
oftener  if  necessary.  The  paymaster-general  shall  lay  an  abstract  oJ 
the  same  before  the  commander-in-chief  annually. 

CHAPTER  V. 

PRESERVATION    OF    ORDER   AT    PARADES. 

Section. 
1142.  Disturbing  officer  or  soldier  on  duty. 
1143.  By  persons  connected  with  military. 
1144.  Officer  has  power  to  arrest. 

Section. 
1145.  Sutlers,  duties  and  privileges. 
1146.  Intoxication  on  parade  ground. 

§1142.  (1147.)  (1066.)  Interfering  with  officer  or  soldier  on  duty.  No  by- 

stander, or  person  not  connected  with  the  military,  shall  "molest,  inter rupt  or  insult  any  officer  or  soldier,  while  on  duty,  at  any  muster  or  pa 
rade,  and  the  commanding  officer,  where  such  offense  may  happen,  shal 
have  power  to  confine  such  person  under  guard  until  the  close  of  sucl 
parade  or  muster,  who  is  liable  to  indictment  and  conviction  for  a  mis 
demeanor,  to  be  punished  in  the  discretion  of  the  court. 

§1143.  (1148.)  1067.)  Insubordination  in  the  military.     Any  person  con 
nected  with  the  military  service  of  the  State  who  shall  be  guilty  of  th( 
offenses  mentioned  in  the  preceding  section,  or  shall  otherwise  violate 
military  order  or  decorum,  shall  be  arrested  and  punished  at  the  dis 
cretion  of  a  court  martial. 

§1144.  (1149.)  (1068.)  Commander  may  confine  persons  disturbing 
parade.  The  commander  of  companies,  battalions  or  regiments,  bri 
gades  or  divisions,  when  on  duty  with  their  respective  commands  or 
parts  thereof,  shall  have  power,  in  their  discretion,  to  arrest  and  con 
fine,  not  exceeding  the  period  for  which  they  were  on  duty,  any  persor 
who  shall  upon  or  near  any  parade  ground,  field,  public  highway,  oij 
any  other  place  occupied  by  any  portion  of  the  military  force  5: 
Georgia,  under  arms,  by  means  of  ludicrous  disguise,  dress,  arms,  anc; 
instruments,  noise,  or  other  means,  disturb  the  peaceable  and  orderly 
proceedings  of  those  under  arms,  and  such  disturbance  may  be  viewec 
as  a  misdemeanor,  and  the  offender  may  be  indicted,  and  on  convictior 
punished  by  fine  and  imprisonment,  at  the  discretion  of  the  civil  Couf 
before  which  he  is  convicted. 
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§1145.  (1150.)  (1069.)  Sutlers  under  the  control  of  commanding  officer. 
.When  any  sutlers  shall  attend  any  military  muster  or  parade  they 
.shall  be  under  the  direction  of  the  commanding  officer  with  regard  to 
the  time  and  place  of  selling  refreshments,  and  such  commanding 
officer  shall  have  power  to  grant  exclusive  privileges  to  such  persons 
as  may  engage  to  furnish  suitable,  spacious  and  convenient  places  of 
parade,  and  the  sutler  aforesaid,  when  permitted,  shall  not  be  liable 
for  retailing  spirituous  liquors  at  any  of  the  musters  aforesaid  under 
the  law  for  retailing  spirituous  liquors  without  license. 

§1146.  (1151.)  (1070.)  Treatment  of  intoxicated  visitors.  Visitors  found 
on  the  parade  ground  during  the  times  thereof  intoxicated,  may  by  the 
commander  be  marched  beyond  the  lines,  and  on  returning  in  the 
same  state  may  be  put  under  guard. 

CHAPTER   VI. 

PROVISIONS   OF    LOCAL    APPLICATION. 

Section. 
1155.  Members  exempt  from  jury  duty. 

Same  privileges  to  other  cities. 
Volunteer  corps  of  Savannah. 
How  organized. 
Rights  of  the  regiment  secured. 

1160.  By  whom  commanded. 
1161.  Honorary  members,  how  admitted. 

1156. 
1157. 
1158. 1159 

Section. 
1147.  Cities,  organization  of  companies. 
1148.  Each  beat  elect  a  captain,  etc. 

i   1149.  Removal  of  commission  officer. 
1150.  Captain  of  beat,  etc. 
1151.  Beat  company,  how  designated. 
1152.  Regiments,  battalions,  etc. 
1153.  Volunteer  companies  of  Augusta. 
1154.  Commanding  officer,  how  elected. 

§1147.  (1152.)  (1071.)  Cities  divided- into  beats.  Cities  where  the  pop- 
ulation may  authorize  it  may  be  divided  into  beat  companies  by  law.; 

each  district  in  which  two  Justices  of  the  Peace  are  elected  shall  con- 

stitute two- beat  companies.  If  there  be  eight  beat  companies  or  more 
they  shall  constitute  a  regiment ;  four  or  more  shall  constitute  a  bat- 

talion to  be  commanded  by  a  lieutenant-colonel  and  major ;  two  or 
more  shall  constitute  a  battalion  to  be  commanded  by  a  major. 

§1148.  (1153.)  (1072.)  Election  of  officers  for  beat  companies,  battalions, 
and  regiments.  The  citizens  of  the  several  cities  or  towns  arranged  into 
beat  companies,  resident  within  their  respective  beats,  shall  elect  one 
captain  and  two  subaltern  officers  for  each  beat  company  ;  where  a  bat- 

talion exists  the  citizens  resident  within  the  battalion  limits  shall 

elect  the  lieutenant-colonel  and  major,  or  major,  as  the  case  may  be, 
and,  where  a  regiment  is  formed,  the  citizens  within  its  limits  shall 
elect  a  colonel,  lieutenant-colonel  and  major. 

§1149.  (1154.)  (1073.)  Where  commissioned,  officer  may  reside.  In  cities 
or  towns  the  removal  of  a  commissioned  officer  shall  not  vacate  his 
commission,  unless  it  be  beyond  the  corporate  limits  of  the  city  or  town. 

§1150.  (1155.)  (1074.)  Captains  to  appoint  non-commissioned  officers.  The 
captains  of  all  beat  companies  in  the  State  shall  appoint  four  sergeants 
and  four  corporals  for  their  respective  companies;  they  shall  hold  com- 

pany courts  martial  in  like  manner  with  captains  of  company  districts. 
§1151.  (1156.)  (1075.)  Beat  companies  of  regiments,  how  designated  The 

beat  companies  in  each  regiment  or  battalion  shall  be  designated  by 

the  first  ten  letters  of  the  alphabet,  commencing  with  "A"  and  contin- 
uing regularly  to  "  K,"  omitting  "J." 

.  §1152.  (1157.)  (1076.)  Battalions  and  regiments.  Battalions  under  sep- 
erate  command,  by  the  name  of  the  city  or  town  in  Avhich  they  are  lo- 

cated, and  regiments  by  the  number  fixed  by  the  commander-in-chief. 
§1153.  (1158.)  (1077.)  Volunteer  companies  of  the  city  of  Augusta  to  form 

independent  battalion.  The  volunteer  companies  of  the  city  of  Augusta 
are  organized  into  a  separate  battalion  called  the  "  Independent  Vol- 
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unteer  Battalion  of  Augusta,"  and  separated  from  the  tenth  regiment. 
Any  other  companies  which  may  be  organized  hereafter  in  the  city  of 
Augusta  may,  if  they  desire  it,  be  attached  to  the  battedion,  and  when 
the  companies  amount  to  eight,  they  shall  constitute  a  regiment  to  be 

called  the  "  Independent  Volunteer  Regiment  of  Augusta." 
§1154.  (1159.)  (1078.)  Commander  of  the  battalion,  hoiv  elected.  The 

battalion  shall  be  commanded  by  a  lieutenant-colonel,  elected  by  the 
members  of  the  companies  composing  the  battalion,  who  shall  have  a 
full  and  complete  regimental  staff.  No  person  shall  be  eligible  as 
lieutenant-colonel,  or  to  an  appointment  on  the  staff,  who  has  not  been 
connected  as  a  regular  member  with  one  of  the  companies  of  the  battal- 

ion for  at  least  six  months  previous  to  the  election  or  appointment. 
§1155.  (1160.)  (1079.)  Battalion,  exempt  from  jury  and  militia  duty.  The 

active  members  of  the  battalion  are  exempted  from  jury  duty  in  the 
Courts  of  the  city  of  Augusta  and  in  the  county  of  Richmond,  and  from 
the  performance  of  militia  duty,  except  in  case  of  war,  riot,  insurrection 
or  invasion.  The  battalion  shall  be  subject  to  the  orders  of  the  com- 

manding officer  whenever  he  may  deem  it  expedient. 
§1156.  (1161.)  (1080.)  City  volunteer  companies  may  form  a  battalion,  etc. 

The  same  privilege  is  granted  to  the  volunteer  companies  of  the  city  of 
Macon,  and  any  other  city  in  the  State  which  has  the  requisite  number 
of  volunteer  companies,  and,  if  deficient,  they  are  allowed  to  make  up 
such  number  from  the  county  in  which  such  city  is  situated,  and  if  not 
in  the  county,  elsewhere. 

§1157.  (1162.)  (1081.)  Volunteer  corps  of  Savannah  f&rm  a  regiment.  The 
volunteer  corps  of  the  city  of  Savannah  are  formed  into  a  regiment, 

entitled  the  "  First  Volunteer  Regiment  of  the  State  of  Georgia,"  em- 
bracing as  many  corps  as  may  choose  to  conform  to  the  regimental  or- 

ganization ;  but  when  the  regiment  numbers  sixteen  companies,  they 
may  organize  themselves  into  a  brigade  and  elect  the  necessary  officers 
to  command  the  same  in  such  manner  as  the  members  of  said  compa- 

nies may  see  lit  to  adopt. 
§1158.  (1163.)  (1082.)  Officers  and  staff.  The  First  Volunteer  Regiment 

shall  be  commanded  by  a  colonel,  lieutenant-colonel  and  major,  and  shall 
be  entitled  to  a  regimental  staff.  Orders  for  the  election  of  a  colonel, 
as  often  as  a  vacancy  occurs,  shall  be  issued  by  the  commander-in-chief, 
and  the  members  of  the  several  corps  constituting  the  regiment  alone 
shall  be  entitled  to  vote  ;  all  other  elections  of  officers  belonging  to  said 
regiment  shall  be  ordered  by  the  colonel  or  commanding  officer. 

§1159.  (1164.)  (1083.)  Rights  of  the  regiment  secured.  The  rights  and 
privileges  accruing  to  said  regiment  shall  not  fail  by  the  consolidation  of 
two  or  more  companies,  or  the  withdrawal  or  dissolution  of  one  or  more 
companies,  but  the  same  shall  vest  in  and  be  enjoyed  by  the  corps  com- 

posing the  "First  Volunteer  Regiment." 
§1160.  (1165.)  (1084.)  Commanded  by  its  own  officers.  The  "First  Vol- 

unteer Regiment"  shall  be  subject  exclusively  to  the  command  of  its 
own  officers  and  the  commander-in-chief,  except  when  on  detached  ser- 

vice, either  of  this  State  or  of  the  United  States,  when  it  shall  be  gov- 
erned by  the  military  law  and  the  usage  and  custom  of  the  army. 

§1161.  (1166.)  (1085.)  Honorary  members  of  volunteer  corps.  All  the 
volunteer  corps  shall  each  have  the  privilege  of  enrolling,  as  honorary 
members  of  their  respective  corps,  not  exceeding  twenty  persons,  who 
shall  be  exempt  from  ordinary  militia  duty  only  so  long  as  they  con- 

tinue their  membership  in  said  companies,  on  paying  into  their  re- 
spective treasuries  the  sum  of  twenty  dollars  each  annually. 
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CHAPTER  VII. 

MISCELLANEOUS   PROVISIONS. 

Section. 
1162.  Insurrection,  etc.,  duty  of  Governor. 
1163.  Discipline  of  military. 
1164.  Entitled  to  pay  and  rations,  when. 
1165.  Duty  of  resident  commander. 
1166.  Requisition    of   militia    by    United 

States 
1167.  Commanding  officer,  etc. 
1168.  When  called  out  of  the  State,  etc. 
1169.  Pass  over  ferries,  etc.,  free,  when. 
1170.  Under  arms  to  preserve  order,  etc. 

Section. 
1171.  Arms,  etc.,  exempt  from  sale. 
1172.  Number  of  votes  required  to   elect. 
1173.  Elections  and  returns  thereof. 
1174.  Commissions  and  effect  thereof. 
1175.  The  ratification  by  the  State. 
1176.  Officers  must  report  themselves. 
1177.  Substitutes  may  be  received. 
1178.  General  provisions  adopting,  etc. 
1179.  Incorporated  companies  not  affected. 

§1162.  (1167.)  (1086.)  In  case  of  insurrection,  invasion,  etc.,  duty  of  Gov- 
ernor. Upon  any  insurrection,  rebellion,  invasion,  or  probable  prospect 

thereof,  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  Governor  to  call  from  that  portion 
of  the  State  then  threatened,  or  other  portion  if  necessary,  such  part  of 
the  military  force  of  the  State  as  he  may  think  proper,  and  detail  such 
number  of  staff  officers  of  the  necessary  grades  from  the  several  staff 
departments  for  their  accommodation,  equipment  and  support,  as  may 
be  necessary. 

§1163.  (1168.)  (1087.)  Discipline  when  called  into  actual  service.  When- 
ever any  portion  of  the  military  force  of  this  State  shall  be  called  into 

actual  service,  either  of  the  State  or  of  the  United  States,  they  shall  be 
governed  by  the  regulations  of  the  army  of  the  United  States  and  the 
rules  and  articles  of  war,  so  far  as  the  same  are  applicable ;  but  to  the 
cashiering  of  any  officer,  or  the  infliction  of  capital  punishment  within 
the  limits  of  this  State,  the  approbation  of  the  commander-in-chief 
shall  be  necessary. 

§1164.  (1169.)  (1088.)  Pay  and  rations.  When  any  portion  of  the 
military  force  of  this  State  is  ordered  by  the  commander-in-chief  for 
actual  service,  or  for  drill  and  instruction,  they  shall  be  allowed  such 
pay  and  rations  and  other  compensation  as  are  allowed  to  the  army  .of 
the  United  States. 

§1165.  (1170.)  (1089.)  Duty  of  resident  commanders  in  case  of  sudden 
invasion.  If  a  sudden  invasion  should  be  made,  or  insurrection  happen, 
in  any  county  or  city  of  this  State,  the  commanding  officer  in  said 
county  or  city  is  empowered  to  take  the  necessary  steps  to  repel  the 
same,  and,  upon  the  requisition  of  the  civil  authority,  to  proceed  to 
quell  the  insurrection,  reporting  the  condition  of  things  at  once  to  the 
commander-in-chief. 

§1166.  (1171.)  (1090.)  Detachment  of  militia  called  for  by  United  States. 
Whenever  any  detachment  of  the  militia  may  be  required  of  this  State, 
by  the  proper  authority,  on  the  part  of  the  United  States,  the  comman- 

der-in-chief shall  cause  the  same  to  be  apportioned  by  such  staff  officers 
as  he  may  think  proper  to  detail  for  that  purpose,  and  a  list  of  the 
persons  so  detached  shall  be  made  out  and  forwarded  to  the  Executive 
department  forthwith,  and  the  Governor  shall  assign  the  necessary 
officers  to  said  detachment  from  the  officers  of  the  militia  then  in 
commission. 

§1167.  (1172.)  (1091.)  Militia  when  called  into  service  of  United  States. 
When  a  division,  or  brigade,  or  companies  sufficient  to  constitute  either, 
shall  be  called  for  on  the  part  of  the  United  States  and  detached  from 
the  militia  of  this  State,  the  Governor  shall  appoint  a  suitable  officer 
to  command  the  same,  and  commission  him  accordingly,  unless  other- 

wise provided  for  by  the  Constitution  and  laws  of  the  United  States. 
§1168.  (1173.)  (1092.)  Regiment  or  battalion  of  militia  called  out  of  the 

State.  Whenever  a  sufficient  number  of  the  militia  to  constitute  a  regi- 
ment or  battalion  shall  be  detailed  for  service  to  operate  beyond  the 
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limits  of  the  State,  such  regiment  shall  be  furnished  by  the  Governor 
with  two  flags — one  the  regimental  color,  bearing  the  arms  of  the  State, 
the  other  the  national  color,  bearing  the  arms  of  the  United  States — 
both  inscribed  with  the  name  of  the  regiment,  and  if  a  battalion,  the 
regimental  color  only,  conforming  to  flags  of  like  description  in  the 
army  of  the  United  States,  and  at  the  close  of  the  service  it  shall  be  the 
duty  of  the  officer  commanding  such  regiment  or  battalion  to  return 
the  same  to  the  Governor,  or  report  the  reasons  for  his  default  therein, 
which  shall  be  communicated  to  the  next  General  Assembly. 

§1169.  (1174.)  (1093.)  Officers  and  militia  to  pass  free  over  toll  bridges, 
when.  All  officers,  whilst  on  duty,  and  any  militia  called  to  musters, 
parades  or  drills,  or  to  courts  martial,  or  courts  of  inquiry,  having  to 
pass  over  toll  bridges,  ferries,  or  through  turnpike  gates,  shall  pass  toll 
free  going  to  or  returning  from  the  discharge  of  such  duty. 

§1170.  (1175.)  (1094.)  On  muster  days  under  arms,  how  long.  For  the 
Acts  of  1874,  purpose  of  preserving  order  on  any  day  of  parade,  drill,  or  muster,  the 
p.  ii2.  militia  shall  be  considered  as  under  arms  from  the  rising  of  the  sun  to 

its  setting  in  the  same  day,  and  shall  be  exempted  from  arrest  during 
that  time.  But  no  volunteer,  or  militia  military  company,  shall  have 
any  parade,  drill  or  muster,  in  this  State  on  any  election  day,  except 
such  company  shall  be  called  out  by  the  civil  authorities  of  some  county 
or  city  in  this  State. 

§1171.  (1176.)  (1095.)  Arms,  accoutrements,  etc.,  exempt  from  sale.  All 

arms,  ammunition  and  equipments,  the  trooper's  horse  and  furniture, 
the  uniform  and  accoutrements  of  the  soldier,  and  every  horse  necessary 

to  the  discharge  of  military  duty  in  every  department  of  the  State's 
service,  with  his  apparel,  shall  be  exempt  from  seizure  and  sale  under 
civil  process;  nor  shall  any  service  of  civil  process  be  effectual  upon  any 
militia  man  while  going  to,  continuing  at,  or  returning  from  parade, 
drill,  or  muster,  or  while  in  actual  service  of  the  State  or  of  the  United 
States. 

§1172.  (1177.)  (1096.)  Plurality  of  votes  to  elect.  At  all  elections  for 
officers  of  the  militia,  the  person  having  the  highest  number  of  votes 
shall  be  declared  elected. 

§1173.  (1178.)  (1097.)  Elections,  where  held.  All  elections  for  militia 
officers  shall  be  held  at  the  usual  place  of  holding  elections,  and  the 
superintendents  shall  return  the  results  thereof  to  the  commander-in- 
chief,  who  shall  cause  commissions  to  issue  accordingly;  but  npon  due 
proof  of  fraud  or  illegality  in  holding  such  election,  the  commander-in- 
chief  may  supersede  the  same  and  order  a  new  one  in  his  discretion. 

§1174.  (1179.)  (1098.)  Commissions  sealed  with  great  seal.  All  commis- 
sions shall  bear  the  impression  of  the  great  seal  of  the  State  in  print,  and 

shall  run  during  good  behavior;  but  they  may  he  vacated  by  removal 
from  the  command  in  which  the  officer  belongs  by  death,  resignation, 
sentence  of  a  court  martial,  and  acceptance  of  another  inconsistent  com- 

mission. Staff  officers,  except  the  chiefs  of  the  staff  departments,  may 
be  removed  by  the  officer  in  whose  staff  they  serve,  and  their  commis- 

sions shall  expire  with  his  commission. 

§1175.  (1180.)  (1099.)  Nomination  of  a  military  officer  to  be  certified'.  The resolution  of  the  Senate  concurring  in  the  nomination  of  any  military 
officer  shall  be  certified  by  the  president  and  clerk  of  the  Senate,  and 
be  transmitted  to  the  Executive  department,  and  the  Governor  shall 
cause  commissions  to  issue  in  accordance  therewith. 

§1176.  (1181.)  (1100.)  Officers  to  report  themselves.  All  officers,  on  re- 
ception of  their  commission  and  their  subscription,  and  the  attestation 

of  the.  oath  thereto  annexed,  shall  immediately  report  themselves  to  the 
proper  officer  in  command. 
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§1177:  (1182.)  (1101.)  May  provide  a  substitute  when  called  into  service  of 
the  United  States.  Any  person  detached  to  serve  with  any  portion  of  the 
militia  called  into  the  service  of  the  United  States  may  offer  a  substitute 
at  or  before  the  time  of  rendezvous,  and  such  substitute,  if  he  shall  be 
an  able-bodied  man  of  the  age  of  twenty-one  years  and  upwards,  and 
shall  consent  in  writing  to  subject  himself  to  all  the  duties,  fines,  for- 

feitures and  punishments  to  which  his  principal  would  be  subject  were 
he  personally  to  serve,  he  shall  be  accepted  by  the  commanding  officer 
of  the  detachment,  and  ordered  to  be  enrolled  in  place  of  his  principal. 

§1178.  (1183.)  (1102.)  General  provisions  adopting  military  law.  All 
matters  of  detail  in  the  various  branches  of  the  military  service  of  the 
State,  not  specially  provided  for  in  this  Code,  which  may  occur  in  the 
execution  and  distribution  of  orders,  reports  and  returns,  proceedings 
of  courts  martial  and  courts  of  inquiry,  discipline  and  etiquette,  rank 
and  precedence  of  officers,  military  badges  and  distinctions,  shall  be 
determined,  as  far  as  practicable,  by  military  law  and  usage  and  the 
custom  of  the  army  of  the  United  States. 

§1179.  (1184.)  (1103.)  Privileges  of  incorporated  companies  not  repealed. 
The  provisions  of  this  Code  shall  not  repeal  or  supersede  any  rights, 
privileges,  or  liabilities,  attaching  to  any  military  organization  by  any 
Act  of  the  Legislature  creating  such  an  organization  a  corporate  body ; 
but  in  all  cases  where  volunteer  companies  have  been  incorporated, 
they  shall  be  called  on  by  general  order,  published  by  the  commander- 
in  chief,  to  report  by  the  first  day  of  May  next  ensuing  the  date  when 
this  Code  shall  go  into  effect ;  and  on  failure  to  report,  they  shall  be 
deemed  to  have  surrendered  their  franchise  as  corporations,  and  shall 
be  dropped  from  the  roll  and  disbanded ;  nor  shall  they  supersede  any 
militia  laws  now  of  force  that  may  not  be  inconsistent  with  them. 

CHAPTER  VIII. 

THE    PUBLIC    ARMS  AND    ARSENALS. 

Section. 
1180.  The  public  arms,  where  kept. 
1181.  Persons  receiving  must  give  bond. 
1182.  Delivery  of  arms. 
1183.  Bond  not  required,  when. 
1184.  Brigade  inspector,  his  duty. 
1185.  Commissary  general,  his  duty, 

Section. 
1186.  City  volunteers  may  use  arsenal. 
1187.  Deposit  of  gunpowder. 
1188.  Military  storekeeper,  etc. 
1189.  Must  give  bond  and  surety. 
1190.  His  duties. 
1191.  Penalty  for  violation  of  duty. 

§1180.  (1185.)  (1104.)  Public  arms,  where  kept.  The  public  arms  of  the 
State  are  to  be  deposited  in  the  arsenals  at  Savannah  and  Milledgeville, 
as  the  public  exigency  may  require,  and  at  such  other  place  as  the 
commander-in-chief  may  order,  or  the  General  Assembly  prescribe. 

§1181.  (1186.)  (1105.)  Bond  and  surety  to  be  given.  Before  arms  and 
accoutrem  ents  are  delivered  to  any  volunteer  corps,  bonds  and  sureties 
must  be  executed  for  their  careful  preservation  and  faithful  return 
according  to  law,  payable  to  the  comander-in-chief,  in  such  sum  and 
under  such  other  regulations  as  he  may  prescribe. 

§1182.  (1187.)  (1106.)  Delivery  of  arms.  When  such  is  done,  the 
Secretary  of  State  shall  draw  his  order  on  the  keeper,  who  shall,  with- 

out delay,  deliver  them. 
§1183.  (1188.)  (1107.)  Bonds  not  required,  when.  In  case  the  public 

necessity  requires  it,  the  commander-in-chief  may  permit  the  delivery 
or  distribution  of  arms  without  taking  such  bond,  and  may  impose 
such  terms  as  he  may  see  proper. 

§1184.  (1189.)  (1108.)  Brigade  inspector  to  report.  The  brigade  inspec- 
tors must  examine  into  and  report  the  condition  of  the  public  arms 
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and  accoutrements  in  their  respective  brigades  to  the  Secretary  of 
State  by  the  first  Monday  in  October  annually. 

§1185.  (1190.)  (1109.)  Neglect  of  arms.  When  the  Secretary  of  State 

is  satisfied  that  any  portion  of  such  are*  being  injured  for  want  of proper  care,  he  may  prescribe  such  terms  for  their  preservation  as  he 
may  see  fit,  and  may,  in  his  discretion,  have  them  returned  to  the 
arsenals. 

§1186.  (1191.)  (1110.)  City  volunteers  may  use  arsenals.  The  volunteer 
corps  of  any  city  of  this  State  where  there  is  an  arsenal  are  permitted 
to  deposit  their  arms  their,  provided  such  does  not  interfere  with  the 
proper  keeping  of  the  arms  therein,  and  that  all  expense  of  so  doing  is 
defrayed  by  such  corps. 

v-'  §1187.  (1192.)  (1111.)  Deposits  of  gunpowder.  Gunpowder  shall  not  be 
<\  deposited  in  any  arsenal  contrary  to  any  ordinance  or  by-law  of  the  city 

Vhere  it  is  situated. 

§1188.  (1193.)  (1112.)  Military  storekeepers.  The  Governor  has  power 
to  appoint  military  storekeepers  for  such  arsenals  or  other  places  where 
the  public  arms  may  be  kept,  who  hold  their  offices  for  one  year. 

§1189.  (1194.)  (1113.)  Shall  give  bond  and  surety.  Before  entering  on 
the  discharge  of  their  duties,  all  military  storekeepers  shall  give  bond 
and  surety  in  such  sum  as  the  Governor  may  order,  and  shall  also  swear 
faithfully  to  discharge  the  duties  of  their  offices  to  the  best  of  their  skill 
and  knowledge. 

§1190.  (1195.)  (1114.)  The  duties  of  military  storekeepers.  It  is  their 

duty — 1.  To  take  into  possession  and  safely  and  nicely  keep  all  the  State 
arms,  accoutrements,  munitions,  or  other  State  property  committed  to 
their  care  ;  to  deposit  them  in  the  State  arsenal  if  in  good  repair,  or  in 
such  other  building  as  they  may  be  directed,  and  to  keep  such  arsenal 
or  building  in  proper  order. 

2.  To  make  annually,  or  oftener  if  required  by  the  Governor  or  Sec- 
retary of  State,  a  report  to  the  said  latter  named  officer  of  the  number, 

ktod,  and  order  of  the  arms  and  accoutrements  ;  of  the  condition  of  the 
munitions  and  other  property  in  their  keeping,  including  the  condition 
of  their  buildings. 

3.  To  deliver  to  any  officer  or  person  having  the  order  of  the  Secre- 
tary of  State  the  arms  or  other  property  required,  if  in  their  possession. 

4.  To  obey  all  lawful  orders,  and  to  perform  such  other  duty  as  the 
law  may  require. 

§1191.  (1196.)  (1115.)  Penalty  for  violation  of  duty.  If  such  keeper  shall 
violate  any  portion  of  his  duty,  for  each  violation  he  forfeits  twenty- 
five  dollars  of  his  salary,  and  for  unfaithful  conduct  or  inefficiency  may 
be  removed  by  the  Governor. 

General  Note  on  Title  XII.  (Militia). — How  far  subject  to  State  legislation :  94 
Am.  B,.,  213.  Law  prohibiting  organization  and  drilling  of  any  company  without 
license  of  Governor,  constitutional:  34  Am.  R.,  213.  Authority  of  President  to  call 
out :  12  Wh.,  19.  Evidence  in  Courts  Martial :  2  Gr.  Ev.,  $468.  Jurisdiction  of :  Wells' 
Jur.,  #£599-605.  General  treatises  on  this  topic  are  those  of  O'Brien,  Ives,  and  Benet  on 
Military  Law. 
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£/ 

§1192.  (1197.)  (1116.)  University  of  Georgia  and  its  government.  The 
government  of  the  University  of  Georgia,  at  Athens,  is  vested  in  a  board 
of  trustees,  who  are  subject  to  the  General  Assembly. 

§ll^o.  (1198.)  (1117.)  Name  and  style,  may  sue  ancl  be  sued.     For  such 
purpose  they  are  a  body  corporate  and  politic,  by  the  name  of  the 

"Trustees  of  the  University  of  Georgia,"  by  which  they  shall  have  a 
perpetual  succession,  have  and  use  a  common  seal,  and  be  a  person  in    r 
law,  able  to  plead  and  be  impleaded,  to  hold  and  acquire  real  and  per- 

sonal estate,  with  power  to  lease  and  otherwise  manage  the  same  for* 
the  good  of  the  University.  All  money  or  property  granted  by  the  State, 
or  individuals,  for  the  advancement  of  learning  in  general,  is  vested  in     ̂        . 
such  trustees.  &  ̂ j^ 
§119A^U99.)  (1118.)  Number  and  election  of  trustees.     [Such  trustees  '&)  Acts  oj 

shall  consist  of  thirty-two  citizens  of  this  State,  any  nine  of  whom  shall  ̂ 71  2>  p'74'; 

make  a  quorum,  with  power  to  transact  all  business  within  their  au-  ̂ ^T  ~*fJ"k'f thority.     Four  of  said  trustees  are  elected  by  the  Alumni  Society,  and   ̂ ^zj-gvt-tO—  . 
at  the  first  election  were  elected  for  one,  two,  three  and  four  years,  so  /^2^^S,  9^7L 
that  one  vacancy  may  occur  at  each  annual  meeting  of  said  Alumni  J^jtta  c  «  m*>  f 

Society;  and  each  trustee  elected  by  said  society  after  said  first  election,  £S(£L*r~^£  e-#v" 
shall  hold  for  the  term  of  four  )Tears.]  (a.)     The  charter  of  the  Univer- Acts  of  im/ff%  t/V\ 
sity  of  Georgia  is  so  changed  as  to  add  four  additional  trustees  to  the  "^J;  95' 
board  of  trustees,  which  four  additional  trustees  shall  be  elected  by  the  ̂  
Georgia  State  Agricultural  Society  as  follows,  to-wit:  one  of  said  trus- 

tees shall  be  elected  for  one  year,  one  for  two  years,  one  for  three  years, 
and  one  for  four  years,  so  that  one  vacancy  may  occur  at  each  subsequent 
annual  meeting  of  the  society;  and  each  trustee  elected  by  said  society, 
after  the  first  election,  shall  hold  for  the  term  of  four  years.     And  the 
four  additional  trustees  herein  provided  for,  shall  be  practical  farmers, 
whose  leading  avocation  shall  be  agriculture.       • 

§1195.  (1200.)  (1119.)  When  the  board  is  reduced  below  a  quorum.  If 
the  board  shall  be  reduced  to  less  than  a  quorum,  the  Governor  shall 
fill  the  vacancies  until  the  quorum  is  complete,  and  then  the  quorum 
shall  fill  the  remaining  vacancies. 

§1196.  (1201.)  (1121.)  Powers  specified.     They  have  power — 
1.  To  elect  their  own  officers,  such  as  president,  vice-president,  sec-  g  ̂; 

retary,  treasurer,  or  such  of  them  as  they  may  require,  and  also  all 
other  officers  they  may  deem   necessary  for  their  organization. 

*See  Cobb's  Digest,  pp.  1082,  1095 ;  Acts  of  1853-4,  p.  114 ;   Acts  of  1858,  p.  107  J  Acts  of  1859,  p.  26, 
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2.  To  elect  a  presiding  officer  of  said  university,  who  shall  be  styled 

"the  Chancellor  of  the  University  of  Georgia,"  and,  in  case  of  a  vacancy 
in  his  office,  unsupplied,  to  create  such  office  and  make  such  arrange- 

ment for  the  conduct  of  the  institution  as  to  them  shall  seem  meet. 
3.  To  elect  or  appoint  professors,  tutors,  stewards,  or  any  other  officer 

necessary;  to  discontinue  or  remove  them,  as  the  good  of  the  university 
may  require;  and  fix  their  salaries. 

4.  To  prescribe  the  course  of  studies  to  be  pursued  by  the  students, 
the  terms  and  manner  of  graduating,  and  of  conferring  all  the  degrees. 

5.  To  establish  all  such  schools  of  learning  or  art  as  may  be  useful  to 
the  State,  and  to  organize  the  same  in  the  way  most  likely  to  attain 
the  ends  desired. 

6.  To  call  on  all  persons  who  may  have,  or  have  had,  any  funds,  prop- 
erty, papers  or  books  belonging  to  the  university,  to  deliver  them  up 

and  make  settlements. 

7.  To  adjust  and  determine  the  expenses  of  the  institution. 
8.  To  exercise  any  power  usually  granted  to  such  incorporations  nec- 

essary to  its  usefulness,  and  not  in  conflict  with  the  Constitution  and 
laws. 

.  §1197.  (1202.  (1121.)  Meeting  of  board,  how  called.  The  president  of 
the  board  and  two  of  its  members  may  appoint  a  meeting  at  any  time 

by  giving  to  the  others  at  least  ten  days'  notice,  by  letter  or  otherwise. 
When  the  president  does  not  act,  the  senior  trustee  present  shall  pre- 

V7  side,  and  in  all  other  respects  discharge  his  duties ;  when  the  board  is 
divided  the  presiding  officer  shall  give  the  casting  vote,  or  may  vote 
make  a  tie.  A  majority  of  the  body  present  shall  govern,  if  a  quorum. 
Nothing  done  at  a  special  meeting  shall  be  binding  after  the  rising  of 
the  next  annual  meeting,  unless  then  confirmed. 

§1198.  (1203.)  (1122.)  Trustees  failing  to  attend.  If  any  member  of 
the  board,  being  within  the  State,  shall  fail  to  attend  any  two  succes- 

sive annual  meetings,  his  seat  becomes  thereby  vacant,  unless  he  be 
specially  excused  by  the  board  for  good  cause  shown. 

§1199.  (1204.)  (1123.)  Shall  not  dispose  of  stock  subscribed  for.  Such 
trustees  shall  never  dispose  of  the  stock  by  them  subscribed  for,  except 
with  the  consent  of  the  General  Assembly,  but  the  dividends  there- 

from shall  be  drawn  and  used  as  the  various  demands  of  the  University 
may  require. 

§12Q0.  (1205.)  (1124.)  Trustees  must  report  annually.  It  is  the  duty  of 
such  trustees  to  make  an  annual  report  of  their  business  to  the  Gov- 

ernor, which  must  embrace  a  statement  of  their  expenditures  and 
receipts  on  account  of  the  university,  the  number  and  names  of  the 
students,  their  different  studies,  the  tuition  money,  and  all  information 
and  suggestions  which  the  board  may  think  conducive  to  the  good  of 
the  university  and  the  cause  of  general  education  in  the  State. 

^y  §1201.    (1206.)    (1125.)    Special  board  of  visitors,  how  appointed.     The 
/'  Governor  shall  annually  appoint  ten  citizens  of  this  State  as  a  special 

board  of  visitors  to  attend  the  university  examinations  preceding  the 
annual  commencements,  and  said  committee,  by  three  of  their  number 
chosen  by  them,  shall  report  to  the  Governor,  with  the  least  possible 
delay,  the  character  of  said  examination.  Such  visitors  shall  receive 
for  their  services  five  dollars  per  diem,  estimating  from  the  date  of  their 
leaving  their  respective  homes. 

§1202.  (1207.)  (1126.)  Reports  of  boards  of  trustees  and  visitors.  The 
^Governor  shall  lay  the  reports,  respectively  of  the  board  of  trustees  and 
the  board  of  visitors,  annually,  before  the  General  Assembly,  in  con- 

nection with  his  annual  message,  with  such  comments  as  he  may  see 
proper,  and  when  so  done  the  General  Assembly  has  power  to  revise 
and  approve  or  reject  the  action  of  the  board  of  trustees. 
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§1203.^208.)  (1127.)  Officers  shallbe  of  the  Christian  religion*  No  per- 
on  of  any  religious  denomination  shall  be  excluded  from  equal  advan- 

ces of  education  and  the  immunities  of  the  university  on  account  of 
heir  speculative  sentiments  in  religion,  of  being  or  a  different  religious 
>rofession  from  the  trustees  or  faculty. 
§1204.  v(l 209.)  (1128.)  Oaths  required  in  the  charter.  The  chancellor  of 

he  university,  its  professors  and  tutors,  shall  not  be  required  to  take 
ertain  oaths  prescribed  in  its  charter. 
§1205.  (1210.)  (1129.)  Chancellor  may  appear  before  the  Legislature.     The 

hancellor  has  the  authority  to  appear  before  the  General   Assembly      ̂  
nee  at  each  session  and  address  them  in  person  on  the  condition,  in- 
erests  and  wants  of  the  university. 
§1206.  (1211.)  (1130.)  Conferring  degrees.  The  university  may  confer 

degrees  ̂ s  follows : 
1.  To  each  graduate  of  the  university  the  degree  of  Bachelor  of  Arts. 
2.  To  each  graduate  of  the  university,  or  of  another  college  of  three 

pears'  standing,  or  to  such  graduates  as  have  passed  a  year  in  the  uni- 
rersity  schools,  (all  being  of  good  moral  character,)  the  degree  of  Mas- 
er  of  Arts. 

3. ,  To  all  law  students  who  have  attended  the  lectures  of  the  profes- 
ors,  and  are  recommended  by  them  for  the  same,  the  degree  of  Bachelor 
f  Laws. 
4.  To  the  graduates  of  such  medical  school  as  may  be  established  by 

he  trustees  of  the  university,  the  degree  of  Doctor  of  Medicine. 

5.  To  students  in  the  university  schools  of  two  years'  standing 
,nd  proficient  in  two  or  more  of  them,  the  degree  of  Doctor  of  Phil- 
osophy. 
6.  To  persons  distinguished  for  learning,  ability  and  character,  ac- 

ording  to  their  respective  vocations,  the  degree  of  Doctor  of  Laws,  or 
1  Divinity,  and,  where  appropriate,  both.  It  may  also  confer  such 
>ther  degrees  and  honors  as  may  tend  to  the  promotion  of  the  arts  and 
ciences.  / 

1207V  (1212.)  (1131.)  Law  students  may  practice.  Any  law  student 
laving  a  diploma  of  graduation,  signed  by  the  proper  authority  of  the  §398, 
niversity,  is  entitled  to  plead  and  practice  law  in  all  the  courts  of  law 
nd  equity  of  this  State  on  the  same  terms  of  the  graduates  of  the 
jumpkin  Law  School ;  and  all  graduates  of  the  Medical  School  of  the 
iniversity  are  entitled  to  practice  their  profession  in  all  its  branches. 
§120$.  J^fc213.)  (1132.)  Preparatory  school  in  connection  with  college.  By 

he  authority  of  the  board  of  trustees  there  shall  be  established,  in  con- 
tection  with  the  university,  an  institute  combining  the  instruction 
isually  given  in  academies  and  to  the  lower  classes  in  colleges,  and  by 
he  same  authority  there  may  be  a  reduction  of  the  number  of  years 
dually  spent  in  colleges  prior  to  graduation.  University  schools  for 
>rofessional  education,  including  the  application  of  science  to  the  in- 
j  ustrial  arts  as  well  as  to  the  more  abtruse  and  recondite  sciences,  and 
specially  for  the  promotion  of  medical  and  legal  education,  not  omit- 
ing  the  application  of  chemistry  to  agriculture,  and  mathematics  to 
ivil  engineering. 
§1209i  6£zl4.)  (1133.)  Campus  grounds  not  subject  to  alienation.     There 

h  reserved  and  set  apart  for  the  university  campus,  not  subject  to    v 
lienation,  thirty-seven  acres  of  the  tract  of  land  donated  to  the  univer- 
ity  by  the  late  Governor  John  Milledge. 
§1210.  (/1215.)  (1134.)   The  permanent  income  not  less  than  eight  thousand  J 

ollars.  1/The  permanent  income  of  said  university  from  its  bank  stock 

*The  words  "  All  officers  elected  or  appointed  for  the  University  of  Georgia  shall  be  of  the 
hristian  religion,"  stricken  from  this  section,  by  Act  of  1877,  p.  17. 
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shall  not  ba  less  than  eight  thousand  dollars  annually,  and  when  the 
dividends  from  the  bank  shall  not  be  equal  to  said  sum,  the  Governor 
is  required  to  make  up  the  deficiency  semi-annually  by  his  warrant  on 
the  State  Treasurer  for  its  payment  out  of  any  money  not  otherwise 
appropriated. 

§1211.  (1216.)  (1135.)  Acts  relative  to  university  not  repealed.  The  vari- 
ous Acts  of  the  General  Assembly  relative  to  said  university,  in  force 

at  the  time  of  the  adoption  of  this  Code,  if  not  embraced  herein,  and 
not  inconsistent  with  what  is  so  embraced,  are  still  of  force. 

[Sees.  1217  to  1240,  inclusive,  superseded  by  Act  of  1870,  p.  455.] 
Was  the  Georgia  Military  Institute  suable  at  all  ?  31  Ga.,  273. 

Power  of  Legislature  to  vacate  office  of  professor  in  a  university  belonging  to  State : 

19  Wall.,  526.     Discretion  vested  in  board  of  trustees  :  Wells'  Jur.,  £491.    .., 

V 

CHAPTER  II.* 
ACADEMY    FOR   THE    BLIND. 

Section. 
1212.  Location  and  organization. 
12 13.  A  body  corporate. 
1214.  Power  and  duty  of  trustees. 
12L5.  Pupils,  Who  entitled,  etc. 
12.6.  How  appointed. 
1217.  Number,  how  regulated. 
1218.  Pay  pupils,  how  received. 
1219.  Treasurer  must  give  bond. 

Section. 
1220.  Trustees  must  report  to  Governor. 
1221.  Visitors,  appointment  and  duty. 
1222.  Powers  of,  must  report. 
1223.  Vacancies,  how  filled 
1224.  Statistics,  how  obtained. 
1225.  List  of  indigent,  by  whom  kent. 
L2i6.  Former  Acts  continned  in  force. 

§1212.  (1241.)  (1160.)  Location,  etc.,  of  Academy  for  Blind.  An  insti- 
tution for  the  education  of  the  blind  is  located  at  Macon  under  the  con- 

trol of  seven  trustees  already  appointed. 
§1213.  (1242.)  (1161.)  Trustees  a  body  corporate.  They  are  a  body  cor- 

porate, and  have  all  the  powers  and  duties  appertaining  to  similar  in- 
stitutions of  this  State  in  their  corporate  capacity  as  trustees  of  the 

Academy  for  the  Blind. 
§1214.  (1243.)  (1162.)  Powers  of  trustees.  The  trustees  have  the  power — 
1.  To  appoint  such  officers,  teachers,  and  matrons  as  may  be  neces- 

sary ;  to  prescribe  their  duties,  fix  their  salaries,  and  to  remove  or  dis- 
continue them  at  pleasure. 

2.  To  prescribe  the  course  of  studies,  establish  the  rates  of  tuition, 
and  adjust  the  expenditures  of  the  institution. 

3.  To  adopt  such  rules  and  regulations,  not  in  conflict  with  law,  as 
the  interest  of  the  academy  may  require. 

W^  *  jrA  f%-  <*^  §1215.  (1244.)  (1163.)    What  pupils  educated,  and,  how  selected.     All  in- 

[Z^    digent  blind  persons,  residents  of  this  State,  between  the  ages  of  seven 
f%f^-/f'^  "***«  £' '     and  twenty-five  years,  shall  be  selected  by  the  trustees  from  the  different /    / counties  of  this  State,  received  into  the  academy,  and  supported  and 

educated  gratuitously  to  the  extent  the  funds  will  permit. 
§1216.  (1245.)  (1164.)  Applicants,  how  apportioned.  When  there  are 

more  applicants  than  can  be  accommodated  they  shall  be  apportioned 
among  the  several  counties,  according  to  representative  population. 

§1217.  (1246.)  (1165.)  Number  of  pupils,  how  regulated.  Unless  the 
funds  will  otherwise  permit,  there  shall  hereafter  be  but  one  indigent 
pupil  from  the  counties  applying,  and  in  case  there  are  not  means 
enough  to  receive  one  from  every  county  applying,  those  shall  be  re- 

ceived first  who  first  make  application.  A  beneficiary  shall  not  remain 
at  the  charge  of  the  institution  longer  than  four  years. 

§1218.  (1247.)  (1166.)  Pay  pupils,  how  received.  ■  All  others  than  the 
indigent  are  to  be  received  upon  such  terms  as  the  trustees  may  impose. 

§1219.  (1248.)  (1167.)   Treasurer  must  give  bond.     The  treasurer  of  the 

*Aets  of  1851-2,  p.  4;  Acts  of  1855-6,  p.  10,  Acts  of  1857,  p.  11;  Acts  of  1859,  p.  15;  Acts  of  1860,  p.  36. 

. 
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board  shall  give  bond  and  security  in  the  sum  of  three  thousand  dol- 
lars. 

§1220.  (1249.)  (1168.)  Trustees  must  report  to  Governor.  The  trustees 
must  make  annual  reports  to  the  Governor  of  all  the  affairs  of  the  in- 

stitution, sending  therewith  the  annual  report  of  the  principal  or  super- 
intendent, and  shall  propose  such  alterations  or  improvements  as  they 

may  desire,  which  the  Governor  shall  lay  before  the  General  Assembly 
with  his  annual  message. 

§1221.  (1250.)  (1169.)  Board  of  visitors.  The  Governor  shall  appoint 
a  board  of  ten  visitors  for  said  academy,  who  shall  meet  the  board  of  trus- 

tees at  the  academy  annually,  at  such  time  as  the  latter  may  designate. 
§1222.  (1251.)  (1170.)  Powers  and  duty  of  visitors.     [Said  board  of  vis- 

itors shall  report  to  the  Governor  such  matters  as  they  may  deem  ad- 
Ivisable,  which  report  shall  be  by  the  Governor  laid  before  the  General 
i  Assembly  in  connection  with  his  annual  message,  (a.) 

§1223.  (1252.)  (1171.)   Vacancy  in  board  of  trustees,  how  supplied.     The  (a)  §§1224, 
trustees  fill  vacancies  in  their  own  body,  as  do  the  trustees  of  the  Geor-  wjn'g  code, 
gia  University.     When  a  vacancy  occurs  and  is  filled,  it  must  be  re- 
|  ported  to  the  Governor.     Their  ineligibility  is  likewise  the  same  as  those 
last  mentioned. 

§1224.  (1253.)  (1172.)  Statistics  of  the  blind,  how  obtained.  The  receiver 
(of  each  county  must  keep  a  column  for  and  receive  the  numbers  of  the 
!  blind  between  the  ages  of  seven  and  twenty-five,  a  statement  of  which 
shall  be  obtained  annually  by  said  board  of  trustees  from  the  Comptrol- 
I  ler-General's  office.  Before  the  digest  is  sent  by  the  tax  receiver  to  the 
1  Comptroller,  the  Ordinary  of  each  county  shall  examine  (with  such  re- 
|  ceiver)  his  list  of  the  blind,  and  correct  (by  memoranda  thereto  attach- 
I  ed)  any  mistake. 

§1225.  (1254.)  (1173.)  List  of  indigent  blind.  The  Ordinary  shall,  also, 
take  down  the  names  of  such  as  are  indigent,  and  procure  their  admis- 
I  sion  into  the  asylum,  if  possible ;  and  if,  from  any  cause,  they  are  not 
received,  he  shall  report  to  the  board  of  trustees  the  names,  ages  and 
sex  of  such,  who  shall  keep  a  record  of  all  such  reports. 

§1226.  (1255.)  (1174.)  Section  1211,  (as  to  laws  kept  in  force,)  applies 
to  the  Asylum  for  the  Blind. 

CHAPTER  III* 
ACADEMY   FOR   THE   DEAF   AND   DUMB. 

SECTION. 
1227.  Located  at  CaVe  Spring. 
1228.  Trustees,  how  aopointed,  etc. 
1229.  The  principal,  how  appointed. 
123U.  Other  officers,  how  appointed. 
1231.  Exclusive  power,  etc.,  of  principal. 
1232.  Visitors  may  be  appointed. 
1233.  Contracts,  how  made. 
1234.  Vacancy,  how  filled. 

Section. 
1235.  Mutes,  how  educated,  etc. 
1 235*  (a. )  Election  of  treasurer. 
1235.  (b.)  Secretary  of  board. 
1235.  (c.)  Report  of  trustees. 
1235.  (d.)  Who  may  be  educated. 
1235.  (e.>  Day  scholars. 
1236.  Education  of  teachers. 
1237.  Chapter  III.  of  this  Title  applies,  when. 

§1227.  (1256.)  (1175.)  Academy  for  Deaf  and  Dumb,  how  governed.  John  Acts  of  w 
IL  Dent,  S.  C.  Troute,  John  W.  Turner,  J.  S.  Stewart,  Samuel  A.  p-  32- 
Echols,  Dr.  R.  W.  North  and  Seaborn  Jones,  and  their  successors  in 
office,  shall  constitute  a  board  of  trustees  for  the  Georgia  Institution 
for  the  Education  of  the  Deaf  and  Dumb ;  the  Governor  to  have  power 
as  heretofore  to  remove  for  cause,  at  any  time,  and  to  fill  all  vacancies 
that  may  occur  in  said  board  of  trustees.  And  said  board  of  trustees 
shall  meet  in  Cave  Spring  as  soon  as  practicable  after  their  appoint- 

ment, and  to  proceed  to  take  charge  of  the  affairs  of  said  institution 

-See  Cobb's  Digest,  pp  219-222;  Acts  of  1851-2,  p.  83;    Acts  of  1853-4,  p.  30;  Acts  of  1855-6.  p.  159; 
Acts  o  1857,  p.  56;  Acts  of  1858,  p.  47  ;  Acts  of  I860,  p.  27. 

17 
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for  the  deaf  and  dumb,  and  to  adopt  such  by-laws  for  its  government, 
in  conformity  to  this  Chapter,  as  they  may  deem  necessary. 

§1228.  (1257.)  (1176.)  [Superseded  by  foregoing  section.] 
§1229.  (1258.)  (1177.)  Principal,  how  elected  and  to  whom  responsible.  The 

principal  of  said  institution  is  elected  by  said  board  of  trustees,  and 
shall  reside  in  the  institution.  He  is  responsible  to  them,  and  his  acts 
subject  to  their  veto. 

§1230.  (1259.)  (1178.)  Subordinate  officers,  regulations,  etc.  Said  principal 
has  authority  to  nominate  all  his  subordinate  officers  and  employees, 
subject  to  the  approval  of  the  board.  He  shall  make  all  regulations  of 
internal  police;  shall  authorize  all  purchases  of  ordinary  supplies,  and 
examine  and  certify  to  the  correctness  of  bills  of  such  supplies  to  be 
paid  by  the  treasurer. 

§1231.  (1260.)  (1179.)  Exclusive  powers  and  duties  of  principal.  He  shall 
be  the  sole  official  medium  of  communication  between  the  board  and 
the  subordinate  officers  and  employees  of  the  institution,  and  shall 
.have  the  exclusive  direction  and  control  of  the  system  of  religious  and 
moral  instruction. 

§1232.  (1261.)  (1180.)  Board  of  visitors.  The  Governor  may,  in  his 
discretion,  appoint  a  board  of  visitors,  to  consist  of  such  a  number 
as  he  thinks  best,  and  when  appointed,-  their  rights  and  duties  are  the 
same  as  those  of  the  visitors  of  the  Academy  of  the  Blind. 

§1233.  (1262.)  (1181.)  Contracts,  how  made  valid.  No  contract  of  said 
board  of  trustees  shall  be  valid  unless  it  is  first  recorded  by  the  secre- 

tary in  a  book  kept  for  that  purpose,  signed  by  the  president  and  coun- 
tersigned by  said  secretary. 

§1234.  (1263.)  (1182.)  Vacancy  in  board  of  trustees,  how  filled.  When  a 
vacancy  occurs  in  said  board,  the  secretary  or  any  member  shall  notify 
the  Governor  within  twenty  days,  and  the  vacancy  must  be  filled  within 
thirty  days  from  said  notice. 

§1235.  Deaf  mutes,  how  educated  and  clothed.  [All  deaf  and  dumb  chil- 
Actsofi876, dren  shall  be  educated  free  of  charge;  but  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the 
p-  3L  parents  or  guardians  of  such  deaf  and  dumb  children  to  furnish  them 
(a)  Acts  of  with  the  necessary  clothing  during  the  time  said  child  or  children  may 
1868,  pp.  12.  remajn  jn  school  in  the  institution,  unless  the  parents  or  guardians  of 

such  child  or  children  are  wholly  unable  to  furnish  clothing;  then,  and 
in  that  case,  the  Ordinary  of  the  county  from  which  the  child  or  children 
are  sent,  will  certify  that  fact  to  the  board  of  (trustees)  under  his 
hand  and  seal  of  office,  naming  the  child  or  children  in  said  certificate, 
as  well  as  the  name  of  the  parents,  guardians  or  other  person  having 
charge  of  them  ;  certifying  that  the  parents  or  guardians  are  wholly  un- 

able to  furnish  their  clothing;  then,  and  in  that  case,  the  institution 
will  furnish  the  necessary  clothing,  and  will  also  furnish  shoes  for  all 
without  distinction.]  (a.) 

§1235.  (a.)  Treasurer,  how  elected  and,  his  duty.  The  board  of  trustees 
Acts  of  1877,  shall  elect  a  treasurer,  who  shall  give  good  and  sufficient  bond  payable 
p-  32-  to  the  president  of  said  board,  for  the.faithful  performance  of  his  duties, 

and  shall  keep  a  full  and  accurate  account  of  all  moneys  received  and 
paid  out,  and  shall  make  an  annual  report  to  the  board ;  he  shall  be  re- 

quired to  keep  his  books  in  such  condition  that  the  financial  standing 
of  the  institution  may  be  seen  at  any  time. 

§1235.  (b.)  Election  and  duty  of  secretary.  The  board  of  trustees  shall 
elect  a  secretary,  whose  dut}^  it  shall  be  to  keep  a  neat  and  true  record 
of  the  meetings  of  the  board,  and  of  other  matters  that  may  be  deemed 
necessary,  and  the  offices  of  secretary  and  treasurer  may  be  conferred 
upon  one  person,  if  thought  advisable. 

§1235.  (c.)  Annual  report  of  trustees.  The  board  of  trustees  shall  make 
an  annual    eport  to  the  Governor  of  all  their  acts  and  doings,  and  a  full 
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statement  of  the  condition  of  said  institution,  which  report  shall  be 
submitted  to  the  Legislature. 

§1235.  (d.)    Who  may  be  educated,  and  how  long.     All  deaf  and  dumb  Acts  of  i87G,. 

persons  in  the  State  of  Georgia,  between  the  ages  of  ten  and  twenty- p117- 
seven  years,  who  are  in  a  condition,  mentally  and  physically,  to  receive  Actsofis??,. 

instruction,  shall  be  entitled  to  all  the  benefits  of  said  institution  forp"31' 
a  period  of  seven  years,  and  the  board  of  trustees  shall  have  authority, 
upon  recommendation  of  the  principal,  to  allow  an  additional  term  of 
three  years  to  such  pupils  as  have  exhibited  a  commendable  energy 
and  a  mental  capacity  to  be  benefitted,  and  the  conferring  of   this 
privilege  to  be  conditional  upon  good  behavior  and  diligent  applica- 
tion. 

§1235.  (e.)  Day  scholars  may  be  admitted.-   The  parent  or  guardian  of  Acts  of  i88©> 

any  deaf  and  dumb  mute,  or  semi-mute,  shall  be  permitted,  if  they  so"1,  p-  %- desire,  to  send  such  child  to  the  State  Institute  for  the  Deaf  and  Dumb, 
at  Cave  Springs,  as  day  scholars,  and  boarding  such  child  at  their  own 
expense, -outside  of  said  institute,  at  such  convenient  and  accessible- 
place  as  they  may  select. 

§1236.   Teachers  maybe  educated.     [The  board  of  trustees  may,  in  their  Acts  of  1876,, 
discretion,  select  some  educated  young  men  of  this  State,  who  may p- 3L 
desire  to  learn  the  mute  or  sign  language,  upon  the  condition  that  (a)  Acts  of 

they  will  obligate  themselves  to  teach  in  the  institution  as  many  years 1868' p' 13' 
as  may  be  agreed  upon  by  the  board  at  the  time  he  enters  the  institu- 

tion.]    (a.) 
§1237.  (1264.)  (1183.)  Provisions  of  previous  Chapter  applicable.  All  (a)  Acts  of 

the  provisions  of  the  preceding  Chapter  not  in  conflict  with  the  pre- 1876,  p- 31- 
ceding  sections  of  this  Chapter  apply  to  the  Academy  for  the  Deaf  and 
Dumb,  to  its  board  of  trustees  and  visitors,  its  officers,  and  other  officers 

of  the  State  or  county  upon  whom  any  duty  is  enjoined — the  words 
deaf  and  dumb  being  substituted  whenever  the  words  "the  blind" 
occur.  [The  board  of  trustees  of  the  Academy  of  the  Deaf  and  Dumb, 
or  any  one  or  more  of  them,  may,  in  the  discretion  of  tjie^^jrovernor,  be 
removed  by  him  upon  recommendation  of  the  board  of  visitors  to  said 
institution,  and  he  is  authorized  to  appoint  their  successors.]  (a.) 

Note.— The  Legislature  of  1880-1  appropriated  $5,000  to  fit  up  rooms  for  and  educate  colored mutes. 

CHAPTER  IV. 

COUNTY   ACADEMIES. 

Section.  I         Section. 
1238.  Trustees  of  County  Academy.  1240.  Authority  of  trustees. 
1239.  Vacancies,  how  filled.  |  1241.  Liability  of  holder  of  funds. 

1238.  (1265.)  (1184.)  Trustees  of  County  Academies,  hoiv  appointed.  When 
it  is  not  otherwise  provided  for,  the  Ordinaries  of  the  several  counties 
have  the  power  to  appoint  trustees  for  any  County  Academy,  whether 
incorporated  or  not,  and  to  any  number  they  may  deem  expedient. 

Incorporated  academy  is  private  corporation  :  3  Ga.,  283.  The  State  may  change  the 
mode  of  electing  trustees  of  an  incorporated  academy  and  supersede  those  in  office  :  22 
Ga.,  507. 

§1239.  (1266.)  (1185.)  Vacancies,  how  filled.  When  vacancies  occur, 
and  provision  is  not  made  as  to  the  manner  in  which  said  vacancies 
are  to  be  filled,  such  Ordinaries  have  power  to  fill  the  same  in  their  re- 

spective counties. 
§1240.  (1267.)  (1186.)  Authority  of  trustees.  The  authority  of  said 

trustees,  unless  specially  restricted,  is  to  elect  their  teachers,  fix  their 
salaries  and  terms  of  office,  prescribe  the  course  of  studies,  manage 
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the  finances,  adopt  all  such  rules  and  regulations  for  the  government 
of  their  respective  institutions  as  they  may  think  prudent,  if  not  in 
conflict  with  the  laws. 

§1241.  (1268.)  1187.)  Liability  of  holders  of  academy  funds.     Any  per- 
Act  of  1824,  son  holding  academy  funds  and  failing  to  pay  over  when  bound,  is  liable 
*c-  p-  2-        to  twenty  per  cent,  interest  from  time  of  demand,  and  to  be  proceeded 

against  by  the  Ordinaries  as  against  holders  of  county  funds. 
[The  law  from  section  1269  to  1302,  inclusive,  repealed  by  Act  of 

1872,  p.  64.] 

CHAPTER  Y.^^^v4^^^ 

PUBLIC    SCHOOL    SYSTEM.  /f7.    <£ "/* —  JP~#* 

ten^H^J^T^ 

Section. 
1242.  State  Board  of  Education. 

•">       /    /w-  ,%  /Yl\?>.  Meetings  of  board,  quorum. 
C^Of^C^,  <g *•*■*»«  «^/i244.  Gifts  for  education. 1245.  Official  seal. 

1246.  Board  is  advisory. 
1247.  Appeals  to  the  board. 

&£4*x^Ul.  //*&  /*-  *—•  ̂ 248   State  commissioner,  appointment,  etc. 
/  /  1249.  Duties  of  commissioner. 

/£//       *  1249.  (a.)  State  commissioner's  order  on  tax 
7     r*  y    •  collector. 
f^A^0  (CCc-aL.     1rirt~-  *249-  &•)  Notice  of  apportionment. 

'^^*mjf~  "    J  1249.  (c.)  Treasurer  to  credit  collector  with 
#»^z^*J?*s  Wea*-/*     order- C-c^t*-^**-*^*"  /  £  1250.  Reports  to  commissioner. 

*        A      1251.  Commissioner's  pay. //      >J252.  Cath  of  commissioner. 
S        Z<J253.  School  districts. 

t**t-*+J^<A.-lh±.  County  boards. 
•-  1255.  Organization. 

'G&-  /.  A  /*-<&<  1256.  Duties  of  county  boards. 
/  *  1257.  Sub-districts,  graded  schools. 
(/        A-i  7    if~f~  &S- 1257.  (a.i  Sub-district  trustees. 

}f**~  /G  v  *  "  1257.  (b.)  Trustees'  duties. 
-  ̂      //-/ 7     //2J/—J~~}r'  1257.  (c.j  Special  laws,  stand 
i^-/6^V7  7*  1257 

Co 

Section. 

vv^»7 
1259. 

1260. 1261. 

1261. 1262. 
1263. 

1263.  (a.)  Further  duties. 
1264.  His  compensation. 
1264.  (a.)  Teacher's  duties. 
1265.  Reports  of  teachers. 
1.266.  School  property,  not  taxable. 
1267.  Admission  of  pupils. 
1268.  Evening  schools. 
1269.  Eunds  when  given  to  county. 
1270.  Ambulatory  schools. 
1271.  Apportionment  of  funds. 
1271.  (a.)  Poll  tax  paid  in  full. 
1272.  School  fund,  how  made  up. 
1273.  Labor  schools. 
1274.  Sectarian  books,  excluded. 
3  275.  Independent  schools. 
1275.  (a.)  Right  of  counties  to  fund. 
1275.  (b.)  Vaccination  of  pupils. 

A 
ACTION. V^^lf/f  f,   /  ■}     ">.      '*    /   / 
1259.  Appeal*from  county  boards/  f^  "'•  "•  . 1'>";a    (a.)  School  commissioners  may  admin- ister oaths. 

Text  books. 
Examination  of  teachers. 
(a>  Gradation  of  teachers. 
Revocation  of  license. 
Duties  of  county  commissioner. 

'1872,  pp. 
110, 

   (d.)  Schools,  how  visited. 
/  ^  1258.  Powers  of  county  boards. 

242.  State  Board  of  Education,  how  composed.      [The  Governor,  the 

la)  Acts  of  "Attorney-General,  the  Secretary  of  State,  the  Comptroller-General,  and 
'J^9'  the  State  School  Commissioner,  shall  constitute  the  Georgia  State  Board 

of  Education.     Of  this  board  the  Governor  shall  be  ex  officio  president, 
and  the   State  School  Commissioner  the  chief  executive  officer.     The 

<t)f0    clerk  of  the  State  School  Commissioner,  as  hereinafter  provided  for, 
shall  be  the  clerk  of  the   State  Board  of  Education.     He  shall  be  the 

custodian  of  its  records,  papers  and  effects,  and  keep  minutes  of  its  pro- 
[  ceedings;  and  said  records,  papers  and  minutes  shall  be  kept  at  the  of- 

fice of  the  commissioner,  and  shall  be  open  to  inspection.]  (a.) 
§1243.  Board,  how  convened,  and  quorum.  [Said  board  shall  meet  upon 

:-0>>  Acts  of  the  call  of  its  president  or  a  majority  of  its  members,  at  the  office  of 
;i872,  p.  io.  -j-kg  gta£e  School  Commissioner  at  the  Capitol,  or  at  such  other  place  as 

maybe  designated  in  the  call.  A  majority  of  the  board  shall  constitute 
a  quorum  for  transacting  business.]  (b.) 

§1244.  Bequests  and  donation  to  board,  how  disposed  of.  [Said  board 
(c)  Acts  of  may  take  and  hold,  to  it,  and  its  successors  in  trust  for  the  State,  any 
1872,  p.  io.  grant  or  devise  of  lands,  or  any  donation  or  bequest  of  money  or  other 

personal  property,  made  to  it  for  educational  purposes,  and  shall  forth- 
with place  in  the  hands  of  the  Treasurer  of  the  State,  for  safe  keeping, 

all  moneys  and  personal  property  so  received,  and  titles  to  lands,  taking 
therefor  a  receipt  from  said  officer.  When  it  is  evidently  the  intention 
of  the  donor  or  devisor  that  the  corpus  of  moneys  thus  received  is  not 
to  be  used,  the  General  Assembly  may,  from  time  to  time,  invest  said 
moneys  in  the  name  of  the  State  :  Provided,  that  all  moneys  obtained 
under  this  section,  together  with  the  profits  accruing  from  their  invest- 
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ment,  shall  be  subject  to  use  only  for  educational  purposes.  The  Treas- 
urer of  the  State  shall  pay  to  the  order  of  the  board  the  income  or  prin- 
cipal thereof,  as  said  board  may,  from  time  to  time,  require,  in  pursuance 

of  law;  but  no  disposition  of  any  devise,  donation  or  bequest  shall  be 
made  inconsistent  with  the  conditions  or  tenor  of  the  devise,  donation 
or  bequest.  For  the  faithful  keeping  of  all  property  or  moneys  so  re- 

ceived by  the  treasurer,  he  shall  be  responsible,  upon  his  bond,  to  the 
State,  as  for  other  funds  received  by  him  in  his  official  capacity.]  (c.) 

§1245.  Board  shall  have  a  seal.     [The  State  Board  of  Education  shall  (d)  Acts  of 

procure  a  suitable  seal,  which  shall  be  used  for  the  authentication  of 18'2'  p" 10, 
the  acts  of  the  board,  and  the  important  acts  of  the  State  School  Com- 

missioner.] (d.) 
§1246.  Board  is  advisory  and  appellate.  [The  State  Board  of  Education  (e)  Acts  of 

shall  constitute  an  advisory  body,  with  whom  the  State  School  Com- 1872'  p' 10, 
misioner  shall  have  the  right  to  consult,  when  he  is  in  doubt  as  to  his 
official  duty ;  and  also  a  body  in  the  nature  of  a  court,  to  which  appeals 
shall  be  from  the  decision  of  the  State  School  Commissioner  upon  any 
question  touching  the  construction  or  administration  of  the  school  laws:; 
and  the  decision  of  the  State  Board  when  rendered,  shall  be  final  and 
conclusive  upon  the  matter  in  issue],  (e.) 

§1247.  Appeals  to  the  board,  how  made  and  decided.  [Appeals  to  the  (f  Acts  of 

State  Board  must  be  made  through  the  county  commissioner,  in  writing,  }J72,  pp- 10* 
and  must  distinctly  set  forth  the  question  of  law,  as  well  as  the  facts, 
in  the  case  upon  which  the  appeal  is  taken.  A  majority  of  this  board 
shall  constitute  a  quorum,  and,  upon  any  question  involving  the  con- 

struction or  administration  of  the  school  laws,  the  concurrence  of  a  ma- 
jority of  the  whole  board  shall  be  necessary  in  order  to  give  validity  to 

the  decision],  (f.) 
§1248.  State  School  Commissioner,  his  appointment  and  office.     [The  State  (g)  Acts  of 

School  Commissioner  shall  be  appointed  by  the  Governor  and  con- 1872' p-  1L 
firmed  by  the  Senate.     A  suitable  office  shall  be  furnished  ;him  at  the 

seat  of  government,  at  which  the  books  and  papers* re-la-ting  to*  t&e 
business  of  said  office  shall  be  kept.]     (g.) 

§1249.  Duties  of  the  commissioner.     [The   State  School  Commissioner  (ti)  Acts  of 

shall  be  charged  with  the  administration  of  the  school  laws,  and  a  Jf72' pp' n' 
general  superintendence  of  the  business  relating  to  the  public  schools 
of  the  State.     It  shall  be  his  duty — 

1.  To  prescribe  suitable  forms  for  the  reports  required  of  subordinate 
school  officers,  and  blanks  for  their  guidance  in  transacting  their  official 
business;  and  shall,  from  time  to  time,  prepare  and  transmit  to  them 
such  instructions  as  he  may  deem  necessary  for  the  faithful  and  efficient 
execution  of  the  school  laws ;  and  by  whatsoever  is  thus  communicated 
to  them  shall  they  be  bound  to  govern  themselves  in  the  discharge  of 
their  official  duty :  Provided,  nevertheless,  there  shall  always  be  an  appeal 
from  the  State  School  Commissioner  to  the  State  Board  of  Education, 
as  hereinbefore  enacted. 

2.  To  visit,  as  often  as  possible,  the  several  counties  of  the  State,  for 
the  purpose  of  examining  into  the  administration  of  the  school  law  in 
said  counties,  of  counseling  with  school  officers,  of  delivering  popular 
addresses,  of  inspecting  school  operations,  and  of  doing  such  other  acts 
as  he  may  deem  subservient  to  the  interest  of  popular  education. 

3.  To  apportion  equitably  the  State  school  revenue  to  the  different 
counties  of  the  State,  upon  the  basis  of  the  aggregate  of  youths  between 
six  and  eighteen  years  of  age,  and  all  Confederate  soldiers  under  thirty 
years  of  age,  in  each  county,  and  the  estimates  thus  made  shall  be  placed 
before  the  Governor,  who  shall  draw  his  warrant  upon  the  Treasurer 
of  the  State,  in  favor  of  the  county  school  commissioner,  for  the  sum 
belonging  to  each  county,  according  to  said  apportionment. 

. 
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4.  To  see  that  the  proper  actions,  provided  by  law,  are  brought  against 
all  officers  and  agents  of  the  system,  who  are  liable  to  the  same  for 
misapplication  of  the  school  fund,  or  other  cause. 

5.  To  make  an  annual  report  to  the  General  Assembly,  in  which  he 

shall  present — 
1.  A  statement  of  the  condition  and  amount  of  all  funds  and  prop- 

erty appropriated  to  the  purpose  of  public  education. 
2.  A  statement  of  the  number  of  public  schools  of  the  various  grades 

in  the  State,  the  number  of  scholars  attending  such  schools,  their  sex, 
color,  and  the  branches  taught. 

3.  A  statement  of  the  average  cost  per  scholar  of  instruction  under  the 
public  school  system  in  each  county. 

4.  A  statement  of  plans  for  the  management,  extension  and  improve- 
ment of  the  public  schools. 

5.  A  statement  of  the  number  of  children  of  school  age  in  the  State, 
with  as  much  accuracy  as  the  same  can  be  ascertained. 

6.  A  statement  of  the  number  of  private  schools  and  of  colleges  of  dif- 
ferent kinds  in  the  State,  the  number  of  pupils  in  such  schools  or  col- 

leges, their  sex,  the  branches  taught,  the  average  cost  per  scholar  of 
tuition  in  said  schools  and  colleges],  (h.) 

§1249.  (a.)  State  School  Commissioner  to  give  order  on  tax  collector.  After 
Actsofi875,  the  annual  apportionment  of  the  State  school  fund  has  been  made,  and 

p.  us.  when  the  county  school  commissioner  of  any  county  shall  give  official 
notice  to  the  State  School  Commissioner  that  the  public  schools  of  his 
county  are  within  three  weeks  of  closing,  the  latter  named  officer  shall 
execute  an  order  on  the  tax  collector  of  the  county,  in  favor  of  the 
county  school  commissioner,  for  the  quota  of  the  public  school  fund 
apportioned  to  the  county,  signing  the  order  officially,  and  fixing  thereto 
his  seal  of  office,  and  transmit  the  same  to  the  county  school  commis- 
sioner. 

§1249.  (b. )  Notice  to  be  sent  to  tax  collector  of  apportionment.  The  State 
Acts  of  1875,  School  Commissioner  shall  send  the  notice  of  apportionment  to  the 

p- 113-  tax  collector  of  each  county  as  soon  as  the  apportionment  is  made  ;  and 
it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  tax  collector  to  retain  in  his  hands,  of  the 
taxes  first  collected,  a  sufficient  amount  to  pay  the  sum  mentioned  as 

the  county's  quota  in  the  notice  of  apportionment,  and  to  pay  the  same 
to  the  county  school  commissioner  as  soon  as  the  order  of  the  State 
School  Commissioner  is  presented. 

§1249  (c.)  Order  of  commissioner  to  be  received  by  State  Treasurer  as  cash. 
Acts  of  1875,  The  Treasurer  of  the  State  shall  receive  the  order  of  the  State  School 

p.  ii3.        Commissioner  as  cash  in  settling  with  the  tax  collector. 
§1250.  Commissioner  may  require  reports  from  others.  [In  order  that  he 

(D  Acts  of  may  be  able  to  carry  the  foregoing  into  execution,  he  shall  have  the 
1872,  p.  12.  right  to  require  of  the  county  school  commissioners  to  make  such  re- 

ports as  he  may  prescribe  upon  the  subjects  herein  mentioned  ;  and  in 
default  of  complying,  as  far  as  may  be  practicable  with  this  require- 

ment, such  county  commissioner  shall  not  be  entitled  to  compensation 
for  their  official  services.  He  shall  also  have  the  right  to  make  the 
foregoing  requirement  of  the  president  of  the  board  of  education,  or 
chief  executive  officer  of  any  public  school  organization  in  this  State, 
operating  under  any  special  law ;  and  until  the  requirement  is  com- 

plied with,  said  organization  shall  not  receive  the  pro  rata  part  of  the 
State  school  fund,  to  which  it  would  be  otherwise  entitled.]  (i. ) 

§1251.  Salary  and  expenses  of  commissioner  and  his  clerk.     [The  State 
(j)  Acts  of  Commissioner  shall  been  titled  to  receive  for  his  services  the  sum  of  two 

1872,  p.  12.   thousand  five  hundred  dollars,  annually,  in  quarterly  installments.     All 
his  necessary  traveling  expenses,  incurred  in  the  performance  of  his 
official  duties,  except  board  and  hotel  bills,  and  all  postage  and  other 
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expenses  absolutely  necessary,  arising  in  his  office,  shall  be  paid  by  the 
State.  He  shall  also  be  entitled  to  employ  one  clerk  to  aid  him  in  his 
official  duties,  who  shall  receive  an  annual  salary  not  exceeding  twelve 
hundred  dollars,  also  to  be  paid  quarterly.  The  salaries  and  other  ex- 

penses named  in  this  section  shall  be  paid  out  of  the  State  school  fund 
on  Executive  warrant.  It  shall  also  be  the  duty  of  said  commissioner 
to  keep  an  itemized  account  of  all  expenses  connected  with  his  depart- 

ment, which  account  shall  be  audited. by  the  State  Board  of  Educa- 
tion.] (j.) 

§1252.   Oath  of  commissioner.     [Before  entering  upon  the  discharge  of  (k)  Acts  of 

his  official  duties,  the  said  commissioner  shall  take  and  subscribe  to  the  ift'2>p- i2- 
same  oath  required  of  other  officers  of  this  State.]  (k.) 

§1253.  Each  county  is  a  school  district.  [Hereafter  each  and  every  county  q)  Acts  of 
in  the  State  shall  compose  one  school  district,  and  shall  be  confided  to iy72»  p-  12- 
the  control  and  management  of  a  county  board  of  education.]  (1.) 

§1254.  County  boards  of  education,  how  chosen,  etc.  [The  grand  jury  of  (m)  Acts  of 

each  county  (except  those  counties  in  which  the  election  of  the  county  l^2'  pp" 12' 
board  of  education  is  otherwise   provided  by  law)  in  this  State  shall,  ■ 
from  time  to  time,  select  from  the  citizens  of  their  respective  counties -i,  p.  ioo." 
five  freeholders,  who  shall  constitute  the  county  board  of  education —  Acts  of  issp 
three  of  whom  shall  be  elected  for  two  years,  and  two  for  four  years,  -1>  p-  lJ7- but  members  of  the  board  chosen  after  the  first  election  shall  hold  for 
the  term  of  four  years;  that  said  county  board  of  education  shall,  from 
their  own  number,  or  from  the  citizens  of  the  county,  select  a  secretary, 
who  shall  be  ex  officio  the  county  commissioner  of  education,  and  shall 
hold  his  office  for  the  term  of  four  years;  that  the  Judges  of  the  Supe- 

rior Courts  of  this  State  shall  have  power  to  fill  vacancies,  by  appoint-- 
ment,  in  the  county  boards  of  education  for  the  counties  composing 
their  respective  judicial  circuits,  until  the  next  session  of  the  grand 
juries  in  and  for  said  counties,  when  said  vacancies  shall  be  filled  by 
said  grand  juries :  Provided,  that  the  elections  of  county  boards  and 
county  commissioners  already  held  under  the  amendatory  school  law, 
approved  January  the  19th,  1872,  shall  be  valid,  and  the  officers  thus 
chosen  shall  continue  in  office  for  the  terms  for  which  the}^  were  sever- 

ally elected  :  provided,  further,  that  the  county  school  commissioner  shall 
be  required  to  give  bond,  with  good  security,  payable  to  the  county 
board  of  education,  conditioned  upon  the  faithful  performance  of  his 
duty  under  the  law,  the  amount  of  bond  and  sufficiency  of  the  security 
to  be  judged  of  by  the  county  board  of  education,  but  no  county  school 
commissioner  shall  receive,  for  receiving  and  disbursing  said  money, 
any  more  compensation  than  his  per  diem  pay.  Whenever  members 
of  a  county  board  are  elected  or  appointed  in  pursuance  of  the  provis- 

ions of  this  section,  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  Clerk  of  the  Superior 
Court  to  forward  to  the  State  School  Commissioner  a  certified  statement 
of  the  facts,  under  the  seal  of  the  Court,  and  signed  officially  by  him, 
as  evidence  upon  which  to  issue  commissions,  and  the  corresponding 
evidence  of  the  election  of  a  county  commissioner  shall  be  the  certified 
statement  of  the  secretary  pro  tern,  of  the  meeting  of  the  board  at  which 
the  election  was  held.  The  county  commissioners,  or  any  member  or 
members  of  a  county  board  of  education,  shall  be  removable  by  the 
Judge  of  the  Superior  Court  of  the  county,  on  the  address  of  two-thirds 
of  the  grand  jury,  for  inefficiencj^,  incapacity,  general  neglect  of  dut}T, 
or  malfeasance  or  corruption  in  office.]  (m.)  It  shall  be  unlawful  for 
any  publisher  of  school  books,  or  any  agent  of  any  publisher  of  school 
books,  or  any  person  who  shall  be  pecuniarily  interested  in  the  sale  of 
school  books,  to  act  as  a  member  of  any  board  of  education  in  any 
county  in  this  State. 
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§1255.  Meetings  and  organization  of  county  board.     [They  shall  meet  on 
(n]  Acts  of  the  first  Tuesday  of  the  month  succeeding  that  of  their  election,  or  as 
18/2,  p.  13.   goorL  thereafter  as  practicable,  at  the  Court  House  of  their  respective 

counties,  which  place  shall  be  thereafter  the  regular  place  of  meeting 
of  said  board,  and  organize  by  electing  one  of  their  number  president, 
who  shall  serve  as  such  during  the  term  for  which  he  was  chosen  a 
member  of  the  board,  and  a  secretary,  which  last  mentioned  officer  shall, 
also,  by  said  election,  become  the  county  school  commissioner.     A  ma- 

jority of  the  board  shall  constitute  a  quorum  for  the  transaction  of  bus- 
iness.    It  shall  be  the  duty  of  said  secretary  to  be  present  at  the  meet- 

ings of  the  board,  and  to  record  in  a  book,  to  be  provided  for  the  put  pose, 
all  their  official  proceedings,  which  shall  be  a  public  record,  open  to  the 
inspection  of  any  person  interested  therein ;  and  all  such  proceedings, 
when  so  recorded,  shall  be  signed  by  the  president  and  countersigned 

_  by  the  secretary],  (n.) 

"**"   §1256.  Duties  of  county  board.     [It  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  county 
_^'(o)  Acts  of  board  of  education  to  hold  regular  sessions  on  the  first  Tuesday  of  the 

f    ffi^-PP- 13-  month  succeeding  their  election,  and  each  three  months  thereafter,  at 
**"  ■"'■*'     the  Court  House  of  the  county,  for  the  transaction  of  business  pertaining 
/^  to  the  public  schools,  with  power  to  adjourn  from  time  to  time,  and  in 

case  of  the  absence  of  the  president  or  secretary,  they  may  appoint  one 
of  their  own  number  to  serve  temporarily.  The  said  county  board  shall 
not  remain  in  session  longer  than  two  days  at  its  regular  meetings,  and 
the  only  compensation  said  county  board  shall  receive  for  their  services 
is  exemption  from  road,  jury  and  militia  duty;  but  said  board  may,  in 
case  of  a  vacancy  in  the  office  of  secretary,  hold  a  called  meeting  for  the 
purpose  of  filling  said  vacancy,  and  at  such  called  meetings  each  mem- 

ber shall  be  entitled  to  the  same  compensation  as  at  the  regular  meet- 
ings], (o.) 

§1257.  Sub-districts ,  graded  schools,  etc.  [The  county  boards  shall  lay 
(p)  Acts  of  off  their  counties  into  sub-districts,  in  each  of  which  they  shall  estab- 
18/2,  p.  14.  jjgk  Qne  or  more  primary  schools,  and  in  these  sub-districts  where  the 

public  wants  demand  ampler  educational  facilities,  they  shall  have  the 
power  to  establish  graded  schools  from  the  primary  school  to  the  high 
school ;  and  in  the  location  of  schools  the  board  shall  consult  conveni- 

ence and  economy,  paying  due  regard  to  population  and  neighborhood, 
and  having  respect  to  any  school-house  already  built,  or  site  procured, 
as  well  as  to  all  other  circumstances  proper  to  be  considered,  in  order  to 
promote  the  best  interests  of  the  schools  ;  and  whenever  it  becomes 
proper  to  lay  off  new  sub-districts,  or  alter  the  boundaries  of  those  already 
laid  off,  the  said  board  shall  have  full  power  to  make  such  changes  as 
the  public  necessities  may  require.  The  said  county  boards  are  also 
hereby  empowered  to  employ  teachers  to  serve  in  the  schools  under  their 
jurisdiction,  and  the  contracts  for  said  service  shall  be  in  writing,  signed 
in  duplicate,  by  the  teacher  on  his  own  behalf,  and  by  the  county  school 
commissioner  on  behalf  of  the  board.]  (p.) 

§1257.  ( a.)  School  trustees  in  sub-districts  appointed.  It  shall  be  the  duty 
Actsofi877,  of  the  county  boards  of  education  of  the  several  counties,  at  their  first 

p.  us.  meeting  after  notice  of  this  law,  to  appoint  three  intelligent,  upright 
citizens  of  each  sub-district  of  their  respective  counties,  to  act  as  school 
trustees  for  their  sub-districts,  naming  one  of  the  appointees  to  serve 
for  one  year  from  the  date  of  his  appointment,  one  to  serve  for  two.  and 
one  for  three  years;  and  as  vacancies  occur  by  the  expiration  of  the 
terms  of  incumbents  the  board  shall  fill  these  vacancies  with  ap- 

pointees, whose  term  of  service  shall  be  three  years,  and  should  vacan- 
cies occur  by  death,  resignation,  or  otherwise,  the  boards  of  education 

shall  fill  these  vacancies  for  the  unexpired  term  ;  and  whenever  school 
trustees  are  chosen  as  herein  provided,  the  fact  shall  be  recorded  in  the 
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minutes  of  the  county  boards,  and  the  appointees  shall  receive  certifi- 
cates of  their  appointment  from  the  county  school  commissioner,  and 

these  certificates  shall  be  their  sufficient  warrant  for  entering  upon  and 
performing  the  duties  of  their  office. 

§1257.  (b.)  Duties  of  school  trustees.     It  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  school  Acts  of  1877, 

trustees  herein  provided  for  to  supervise  the  school  operations  of  their  p*  U9- 
sub-districts,  to  visit  the  schools,  and  to  make  such  recommendations 
to  the  county  boards  in  relation  to  the  school  interests  of  their  sub-dis- 

tricts as  may  seem  to  them  best,  and  especially  in  the  matter  of  choosing 
teachers  for  their  sub-districts;  it  shall  be  their  right  to  recommend  ap- 

plicants, and  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  county  boards  to  choose  as  teach- 
ers the  person  so  recommended,  provided  they  shall  be  persons  .duly 

qualified  and  eligible,  according  to  the  present  provisions  of  law ;  and 
furthermore,  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  school  trustees,  in  recommend- 

ing persons  as  teachers,  to  recommend  those  persons  who,  in  their  opin- 
ion, are  the  choice  of  the  communities  to  be  served;  and  it  shall,  furth-   - . 

ermore,  be  the  duty  of  the  school  trustees  to  make  a  written  report, 
once  a  year,  to  the  county  boards,  in  relation  to  the  matters  committed 

to  their  supervision,  or  oftener,  if  required  by  the  county  boards  of  ed-   ■*.*    - ucation. 

§1257.  (c.)  Special  school  law  not  affected.     Nothing  contained  in  the  Acts  of  1877, 

preceding  sections  shall  be  so  construed  as  to  conflict  with  any  law  now  p,m 
of  force  in  relation  to  any  city  or  special  county  school  system.  g 

§1257.  (d.)   County  school  commissioners  visit  schools,  when.     The  county  Actsofi877, 
school  commissioner  in  each  county  shall  only  visit  the  various  public  p-  119- 
schools  at  such  times  as  he  may  be  directed  by  county  boards  of  ed- 
ucation. 

§1258.  Powers  of  county  board.     [The  county  boards  of  education  shall  (q)  Acts  of 

have  power  to  purchase,  lease  or  rent  school  sites;  to  build,  repair  or  J^l pp* 14? 
rent  school-houses;  to  purchase  maps,  globes  and  school  furniture,  and  &    ol?* 

to  make  all  other  arrangements  of  this  kind  necessary  to  the  efficient      /ft n~  / 
operation  of  the  schools  under  their  care ;  and  the  said  boards  shall  also  ~  v***"**/?**    7\ 
be,  and  are  hereby,  invested  with  the  title,  care  and  custody  of  all  school-  *  ' 
houses,  sites,  school  libraries,  apparatus,  or  other  property  belonging 
to  the  sub-districts  as  now  defined,  or  as  may  hereafter  be  denned,  in 
their  several  counties,  with  all  power  to  control  the  same  in  such  man- 

ner as  they  think  will  best  subserve  the  interests  of  public  schools;  and 
when,  in  the  opinion  of  the  board,  any  school-house  site  has  become 
unnecessary,  or  inconvenient,  they  may  sell  and  convey  the  same  in 
the  name  of  the  county  board  of  education,  such  conveyance  to  be  ex- 

ecuted by  the  president  or  secretary  of  said  board,  according  to  the  order 
of  the  board.  They  shall  have  power  to  receive  any  gift,  grant,  dona- 

tion or  devise  made  for  the  use  of  public  schools  within  their  respective 
counties;  and  all  conveyances  of  real  estate  which  may  be  made  to  said 
board,  shall  vest  the  property  in  said  board  of  education  and  their  suc- 

cessors in  office.  It  shall  also  be  the  duty  of  said  board  of  education  to 
make  arrangements  for  the  instruction  of  the  children  of  the  white  and 
colored  races  in  separate  schools.  They  shall,  as  far  as  practicable,  pro- 

vide the  same  facilities  for  both  races,  in  respect  to  attainments  and 
abilities  of  teachers,  and  length  of  term  time;  but  the  children  of  the 
white  and  colored  races  shall  not  be  taught  together  in  any  public 
school  of  this  State ;  and  in  respect  to  the  building  of  school-houses 
mentioned  in  this  section,  the  said  board  of  education  may  provide  for 
the  same,  either  by  labor  on  the  part  of  the  citizens  of  the  sub-district 
to  be  served,  or  by  a  tax  on  their  property  as  hereinafter  provided],  (q.) 

§1259.  County  board  to  settle  questions,  appeal.  [The  county  board  of 
education  shall  constitute  a  tribunal  for  hearing  and  determining  any 
matters  of  local  controversy  in  reference  to  the  construction  or  admin- 
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(r)  Acts  of  istration  of  the  school  law,  with  power  to  summon  witnesses  and  take 
1872, p.  15.  testimony,  if  necessary;  and  when  they  have  made  a  decision,  said 

decision  shall  be  binding  upon  the  parties  to  the  controversy :  Provided, 
that  either  of  the  parties  shall  have  the  right  to  appeal  to  the  State 
School  Commissioner,  and  said  appeal  shall  be  made  through  the 
county  commissioner,  in  writing,  and  shall  distinctly  set  forth  the 
question  in  dispute,  the  decision  of  the  county  board,  and  the  testi- 

mony as  agreed  upon,  by  the  parties  to  the  controversy,  or  if  they  fail 
to  agree  upon  the  testimony  as  reported  by  the  commissioner.]     (r.) 

Section  cited  and  construed  :  61  Ga.,  413. 

§1259.  (a.)  School  commissioners  may  administer  oaths.  County  school 
Acts  of  1876,  commissioners,  and  members  of  county  boards  of  education,  shall  be 
P-  47-  empowered  and  authorized  to  administer  such  oaths  as  may  be  neces- 

sary in  transacting  school  business,  or  in  conducting  investigations 
before  the  county  boards,  when  sitting  as  judicial  tribunals  for  deter- 

mining controversies  arising  under  school  laws. 
§1260.  Text-books,  by  whom  prescribed.  [The  county  board  of  education 

(s)  Acts  of  shall  prescribe,  from  time  to  time,  what  text-books  and  books  of  refer- 
18/2,  p.  is.  ence  shall  be  used  in  the  common  schools  of  the  county:  Provided,  that 

the  Bible  shall  not  be  excluded  from  the  public  schools  of  the 
State.]  (s.) 

§1261.  Teachers,  how  examined  and  licensed.  [The  county  commissioners 
d)  Acts  of  shall  examine  all  applicants  for  license  to  teach  in  their  respective 
1872,  p.  15.  counties,  giving  previous  public  notice  of  the  day  or  days  upon  which 

the  examinations  are  to  take  place,  and  said  commissioners  shall  be 
allowed  to  invite  such  persons  as  they  may  think  proper  to  assist  in 
these  examinations.  Applicants  for  license  to  teach  in  the  primary 
schools  shall  be  examined  upon  orthography,  reading,  writing,  English 
grammar,  geography  and  arithmetic ;  and  those  who  propose  to  teach 
in  schools  of  higher  grade,  upon  the  studies  belonging  to  the  schools  of 
said  higher  grade.  It  shall  furthermore  be  the  duty  of  said  county  com- 

missioners, when  applicants  are  adjudged  competent  to  govern  a  school 
and  give  instruction,  to  recommend  them  to  the  county  boards  for  a 
license  of  the  first,  second,  or  third  grade,  to  be  determined  by  the  qual- 

ifications exhibited,  and  said  county  boards  may  act  upon  this  recom- 
mendation at  any  meeting  of  the  board,  regular  or  called,  and  the  license 

so  granted  shall  be  good  lor  one,  two  or  three  years,  according  to  its 
grade,  and  shall  entitle  the  holders  to  be  employed  as  teachers  in  any 
of  the  schools  of  the  count}^  where  issued ;  but,  to  be  good  in  another 
county,  must  receive  the  indorsement  of  the  commissioners  for  said 
county  :  Provided,  that  an  applicant  proposing  to  teach  in  the  primary 
schools  may  be  examined  upon  a  portion  only  of  the  studies  of  said 
schools,  and  receive  a  license  to  teach  said  studies  in  a  particular  sub- 
district  of  his  county  :  and  provided,  further,  that  no  applicant  shall  re- 

ceive license  without  having  first  produced  satisfactory  evidence  of  good 
moral  character.]  .(t.) 

§1261.  (a.)  Teachers,  how  graded.  It  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  county 
Acts  ofj.880  school  commissioners  to  grade  teachers  of  public  schools  upon  an 

-l,  p.  9/.  ascending  scale,  giving  those  who  upon  examination  evince  the  highest degree  of  scholarship  a  license  of  the  first  grade  to  continue  in  force 
for  the  term  of  three  years;  the  next  highest  a  license  of  the  second 
grade  for  the  term  of  two  years;  the  next  a  license  of  the  third  grade 
for  the  term  of  one  year,  and  those  found  competent  to  teach  only  a 
portion  of  the  legal  branches  a  license  of  the  fourth  grade  for  the  term 
of  six  months  to  teach  in  some  particular  sub-district  in  which  the 
children  have  made  but  little  advancement  in  obtaining  an  education. 
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§1262.  Revocation  of  teachers'  licenses,  appeal.  [The  county  commis-  (u)  Acts  of 
sioner  shall  have  power,  and  it  shall  be  his  duty  to  revoke  licenses 18/2,  p' 16' 
granted  by  him  or  his  predecessors,  for  incompetency,  immorality,  cru- 

elty to  pupils,  or  general  neglect  of  his  duties,  and  the  revocation  of  the 
license  of  any  teacher  shall  terminate  the  connection  of  said  teacher 
with  any  school  which  he  may  have  been  employed  to  teach  ;  but  any 
teacher  so  dismissed  shall  have  the  right  to  appeal  to  the  county  board 
of  education,  whose  decision  shall  be  final],  (u.) 

Teaching  carried  on  notwithstanding  the  dismissal  of  the  teacher,  entitles  him  to  no 
compensation  out  of  the  public  school  fund:  61  Ga.,  413. 

§1263.  Duties  of  county  commissioner  specified,  [The  county  commis- Acts  of  1873, 
sioner  shall  constitute  the  medium  of  communication  between  the  State  p" ' 
School  Commissioner  and  the  subordinate  school  officers.  He  shall  <^Acts  of 
visit  each  school  in  his  county  at  least  twice  in  the  year  for  the  purpose 
of  inspecting  its  management,  and  the  modes  of  instruction,  and  of 
giving  such  advice,  and  making  such  suggestions  as  shall  tend  to  ele- 

vate it  in  character  and  efficiency.  He  shall  take  in  the  year  1874,  and 
at.  the  expiration  of  every  four  years  thereafter,  an  enumeration,  by 
sub-districts,  of  the  youths  of  his  county  between  the  ages  of  six  to 
eighteen  years,  noting  separately  the  number  of  white  and  colored  chil- 

dren, and  also  the  number  of  males  and  females  of  each  race;  that  he 
shall  make  to  the  State  School  Commissioner  such  reports  as  may  be 
required  by  that  officer,  in  reference  to  the  statistics  of  schools,  both 
public  and  private,  and  of  the  colleges  in  his  county;*  and  when  said 
fund  is  disbursed  by  the  county  commissioner,  it  shall  be  done  only  by 
the  order  of  the  said  county  board,  made  in  accordance  with  said  appor- 

tionment. He  shall  be  the  agent  of  the  county  board  in  procuring 
such  school  furniture,  apparatus  and  educational  requisites  as  they  may 
order  to  be  purchased;  that  it  shall  be  his  duty  to  audit  all  accounts  of 
teacher  and  others,  before  an  application  is  made  to  the  county  board 
for  an  order  for  payment,  and  that  the  said  county  commissioner  shall 
procure  a  book  in  which  he  shall  keep  a  record  of  his  official  acts,  which, 
together  with  all  the  books,  papers  and  property  appertaining  to  his 
office,  he  shall  turn  over,  on  his  resignation,  or  at  the  expiration  of  his 
official  term,  to  his  successor],  (v.) 

Is  custodian  of  the  school  fund,  and  the  County  Treasurer  has  no  power  to  disburse 
it  and  entitled  to  no  commissions  for  so  doing:  60  Ga.,*558-9. 

§1263.  (a.)  School  commissioners  to  report  to  grand  jury.  It  shall  be  the  du-  Acts  of  1877, 

ty  of  the  county  school  commissioners  of  each  of  the  counties  of  this  State, p' 
to  make  a  report  of  the  school  operations  of  the  preceding  year  to  the 
grand  jury  at  the  spring  term  of  the  Court,  and  to  place  their  books 
before  them  for  examination ;  and,  in  making  up  the  general  present- 

ments, it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  jury  to  take  proper  notice  of  the  mat- 
ters thus  brought  to  their  attention. 

§1264.  Compensation  of  county  commissioner,  and  how  allowed.  ["The  said  (w)  Acts  of 
county  commissioner  shall  receive  such  compensation  as  the  county  ' p'  ' 
board  may  allow  him,  not  to  exceed  three  dollars  per  day,  to  be  deter- 

mined by  the  county  board  of  education,  for  each  day  actually  employed 
in  the  discharge  of  his  official  duties,  the  same  to  be  paid  out  of  the 
educational  fund  furnished  to  the  county.  His  claim  for  services  shall 
be  presented  in  the  form  of  an  account  against  the  county  board  of  edu- 

cation, and  shall  be  verified  by  affidavit  to  the  effect  that  the  said  account 
is  just  and  true  ;  that  the  service  therein  named  was  honestly  and 
faithfully  rendered,  and  that  the  sum  therein  claimed  is  rightly  due  and 
remains  unpaid.     When  said  account  shall  have  been  duly  audited  and 

*So  much  of  section  1263  as  required  the  county  school  commissioner  to  apportion  school  funds, 
repealed.    Acts  of  1876,  p.  47. 
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approved  by  the  county  board,  the  said  commissioner  shall  retain  his 
pay  out  of  the  revenue  aforesaid :  Provided,  that  the  county  board  of 
education  shall  determine  the  number  of  days  in  each  year  in  which 
said  county  commissioner  may  labor  in  performance  of  the  duties  required 
of  him  :  and  provided,  further,  that  he  may  be  paid  at  the  State  treasury 
on  Executive  warrant,  drawn  upon  the  school  fund,  out  of  the  pro  rata 
standing  to  the  credit  of  his  county,  for  any  absolutely  necessary  service 
rendered  by  him,  in  cases  where  his  county  has  forfeited  her  pro  rata 
part  of  the  State  fund,  by  failure  on  the  part  of  the  county  board  to 
make  local  provision  for  continuing  the  schools  in  operation  the  length 
of  time  required  by  law.  Said  warrant  to  be  drawn  on  an  account  veri- 

fied and  audited  in  the  same  manner  as  provided  in  the  foregoing.]  ( w.) 
§1264.  (a.)  Reports  of  teachers.  It  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  teachers  to 

Acts  of  1878  make  and  file  with  the  county  commissioner,  at  the  expiration  of  each 

--o,  p.  92.  term  of  school,  a  full  and  complete  report  of  the  whole  number  of  schol- 
ars admitted  to  the  school  during  said  term,  distinguishing  between 

males  and  females,  and  colored  and  white,  together  with  the  names 
thereof,  and  the  entire  and  the  average  attendance,  the  branches  taught, 
the  number  of  pupils  engaged  in  the  study  of  each  of  the  said  branches, 
and  such  other  statistics  as  he  or  she  may  be  required  to  report  by  the 
county  commissioner,  or  by  the  State  School  Commissioner;  and  until 
such  report  shall  have  been  prepared,  sworn  to  and  filed  by  said  teacher 
as  aforesaid,  it  shall  not  be  lawful  for  said  county  commissioner  to  audit 
the  account  of  said  teacher  for  his  or  her  services. 

§1265.  Teachers  shall  make  full  reports.  [It  shall  be  the  duty  of  the 
(i)  Acts  of  teachers  to  make  and  file  with  the  county  commissioner,  at  the  expira- 
1872,  p.  17.  tion  of  each  term  of  school,  a  full  and  complete  report  of  the  whole 

number  of  .scholars  admitted  to  the  school  during  said  term,  distin- 
guishing between  males  and  females,  and  colored  and  white,  the  aver- 

age attendance,  the  branches  taught,  the  number  of  pupils  engaged  in 
the  study  of  each  of  said  branches,  and  such  other  statistics  as  he  or 
she  may  be  required  to  report  by  the  county  commissioner,  or  by  the 
State  School  Commissioner;  and  until  such  report  shall  have  been 
prepared  and  filed  by  said  teacher  as  aforesaid,  it  shall  not  be  lawful 
for  said  county  commissioner  to  audit  the  account  of  said  teacher  for 
his  or  her  services.]     (x.) 

§1266.  School  property  exempt  from  taxation.     [Each  and  every  lot  or 
(y)  Acts  of   parcel  of  land  which  has  been  or  may  hereafter  be  obtained,  by  purchase 
1872,  p.  17.  or  ̂ n  any  0ther  way,  by  any  county  board  of  education,  for  the  use  of 

public  schools,  together  with  any  school  building  that  may  have  been, 
or  shall  be,  erected  thereon,  and  all  school  furniture,  shall  be  exempt 
from  all  taxes,  State  and  county,  and  from  levy  and  sale,  under  any 
execution,  or  other  writ  or  order  in  the  nature  of  an  execution :  Provided, 
that  the  lot  of  land  so  exempted  shall  not  exceed  four  acres,  and  if  there 
be  any  excess  over  that  number  of  acres,  then  that  portion,  not  to  ex- 

ceed four  acres,  most  convenient  for  school  purposes,  shall  be  exempt, 
as  aforesaid,  the  exempted  portion  to  be  set  off  by  order  of  the  county 

'  board.]  (y.) 
§1267.  Children,  on  what  terms  admitted.  [Admission  to  all  of  the  public 

<z)  Acts  of  schools  of  this  State  shall  be  gratuitous  to  all  the  children  residing  in 
1872,  p.  17.  the  sub-districts  in  which  the  schools  are  located:  Provided,  that  colored 

and  white  children  shall  not  attend  the  same  school;  and,  in  special 
cases,  to  meet  the  obvious  demands  of  convenience,  children  residing  in 
one  sub-district  may,  by  express  permission  of  the  county  board,  attend 
the  primary  schools  of  another  sub-district ;  and  when  a  primary  school 
is  located  near  a  county  line,  children  from  the  adjoining  county,  in 
cases  when  convenience  requires,  may,  by  the  concurrent  consent  of 
the  county  boards  of  the  respective  counties,  be  permitted  to  attend  the 
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school;  and,  in  such  cases,  the  teacher  shall  make  out  two  accounts  for 
his  services,  one  against  each  county  board,  in  amount  proportioned  to 
the  number  of  children  in  the  school  from  the  respective  counties  j  and 
when  a  school  is  established  in  anj^  sub-district  of  a  higher  grade  than 
the  primary,  the  children  of  another  sub-district,  either  in  or  out  of  the 
county,  may  be  permitted  to  attend  upon  such  terms,  or  upon  the  pay- 

ment of  such  tuition,  as  the  county  board  may  prescribe.]  (z.) 
§1268.  Evening  schools  may  be  established  [The  board  of  education  of  (a)  Acts  of 

any  county  shall  have  the  power  to  establish,  at  such  places  as  they  may 18:2,  p- 18, 
deem  proper,  within  the  limits  of  their  jurisdiction  a  suitable  number 
of  evening  schools,  for  the  instruction  of  such  youth,  over  twelve  years 
of  age,  as  are  prevented  by  their  daily  avocations  from  attending  day 
schools,  subject  to  such  regulations  not  inconsistent  with  the  provi- 

sions of  this  Chapter,  and  the  instructions  issued  under  it  by  the  State 
School  Commissioner,  as  said  board,  from  time  to  time,  may  adopt  for 
the  government  thereof.]  (a.) 

§1269.  County  entitled  to  fund,  when.  [The  academic  and  calendar,  or  (b)  Acts  of 

civil  years,  shall  be  co-incident,  and  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  State 1872' p<  18) 
School  Commissioner,  by  the  15th  day  of  January  of  each  year,  or  as 
soon  thereafter  as  practicable,  to  communicate  to  the  county  board  of 
education  of  each  county,  an  approximate  estimate,  computed  upon  the 
same  basis  as  that  mentioned  in  this  Chapter,  of  the  pro  rata  part  of  the 
State  school  fund  falling  to  the  said  county  for  that  year,  and  as  soon 
thereafter  as  the  said  county  board  shall  communicate  satisfactory  evi- 

dence to  the  State  School  Commissioner  that  arrangements  have  been 
made  by  them,  by  taxation  or  otherwise,  for  continuing  primary  schools, 
free  to  all,  in  operation  for  three  months  in  the  year  throughout  the 
entire  county,  or  for  two  months  when  it  is  adjudged  necessary  to  estab- 

lish ambulatory  schools,  as  hereinafter  provided,  said  county  shall  be 
deemed  and  held  entitled  to  draw  her  proportionate  part  of  the  State 
fund,  through  the  appointed  channels,  whenever  said  fund  is  ready  for 
distribution ;  and  until  such  evidence  is  submitted  to  the  State  School 
Commissioner,  said  pro  rata  part  of  the  State  fund  shall  remain  in  the 
State  treasury  to  the  credit  of  said  county.]  (b. ) 

§1270.  Ambulatory  schools  may  be  established.  [Whenever,  on  account  (c)  Acts  of 
of  sparseness  of  population,  it  is  impracticable  for  the  county  boards  to1872-  p-  18? 
make  arrangements  for  keeping  up  the  primary  schools  for  three 
months  of  the  year,  said  boards  shall  have  the  power  to  provide  for 
schools  to  continue  for  two  months  only,  and  said  schools  shall  be  so  loca- 

ted as  to  be  convenient  to  the  majority  of  the  children  for  whose  benefit 
they  are  established,  and  shall  each  contain  not  less  than  fifteen  pupils; 
and  the  school  terms  may  be  so  arranged  that  the  same  teacher  may 
serve  in  two,  three  or  more  of  said  schools],  (c.) 

§1271.  Apportionment  of  school  fund,  when  to  be  made.  [The  apportion- (d)  Acts  of 
ment  of  the  State  school  fund  required  by  this  Chapter  shall  be  made  \f2>  pp<  18' 
by  the  State  School  Commissioner,  each  year,  by  the  first  of  July,  or  as 
soon  thereafter  as  practicable,  and  when  the  funds  drawn  under  that 
apportionment,  as  well  as  any  other  school  funds  raised  by  local  taxa* 
tion,  are  placed  in  the  hands  of  any  county  commissioner,  he  shall  be 
holden  for  all  amounts  so  received  upon  his  official  bond  as  treasurer, 
and  shall  disburse  the  same  only  upon  the  order  of  the  county  board  of 
education ;  and  the  said  county  commissioner  shall  not  be  entitled  to 
compensation  for  receiving  any  school  funds,  but  as  provided  herein], 
(d.) 

§1271 .  (a. )  Poll  tax  paid  entire.     All  the  poll  tax  collected  in  this  State  Actsof  18T4, 

shall  be  paid  over  to  the  county  school  commissioners  of  the  several p' 3 
counties  of  this  State,  and  be,  by  the  county  board  of  education  in  the 
several  counties  of  this  State,  paid  out,  without  any  deduction  for  fees 
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or  salaries  of  officers,  to  the  support  of  the  common  schools  in  the  re- 
spective counties  where  said  poll  tax  was  raised. 

§1272.  School  fund,  how  made  up  and  raised.     [The  public  school  fund 
const,  of     of  this  State  shall  be  raised  as  follows  :  All  the  poll  tax  which  shall  be 

Sec7'3Arar8'  leyied  ano^  collected  in  this  State,  and  all  tax  on  liquors,  and  on  shows 
1.  '        "  and  exhibitions,  dividends  upon  the  stock  of  the   State  in  Bank  of 
Acts  oi  1880  State  of  Georgia,  Bank  of  Augusta,  and  Georgia  Railroad  and  Banking 
-l,  p.  98.      Company,  and  such  other  means  or  moneys  as  now  by  law  belong  to 

the  school  fund,  one-half  of  the  proceeds  of  the  Western  and  Atlantic 
Railroad,  and  such  other  sums  of  money  as  the  Legislature  shall,  from 
time  to  time,  raise  by  taxation  or  otherwise  for  that  purpose,  shall  con- 

stitute a  fund  which  shall  be  used  for  the  support.of  the  public  schools 
of  this  State.     The  poll  tax,  an  educational  fund  now  belonging  to  the 
State  (except  the  endowment  of,  and  debt  due  to,  the  University  of 
Georgia),  a  special  tax  on  shows  and  exhibitions,  and  on  the  sale  of 
spirituous  and  malt  liquors  (which  the  General  Assembly  is  hereby 
authorized  to  assess),  and  the  proceeds  of  any  commutation  tax  for 
military  service,  and  all  taxes  that  may  be  assessed  on  such  domestic 
animals  as,  from  their  nature  and  habits,  are  destructive  to  other  prop- 

erty, are  hereby  set  apart  and  devoted   to  the   support  of  common 
schools.     All  money  received  by  the  Agricultural  Department  of  this 
State,  for  the  inspection  of  fertilizers  in  excess  of  what  may  be  neces- 

sary to  defray  the  expenses  of  said  Agricultural  Department,  and  also 
the  net  amount  arising  from  the  hire  of  the  convicts  of  this  State, 
after  all  expenses  that  are  now,  or  may  hereafter  be  made,  a  charge 
upon    said  fund,   shall   have  been   pleducted  from  the   gross   amount 
thereof,  be,  and  the  same  is  hereby,  applied,  set  apart  and  appropriated 

•   to  the  common  school  fund  of  the  State. 
§1273.  Manual  labor  schools  may  be  organized.     [The  county  board  of 

(f)  Acts  of  education  shall  have  power  to  organize,  in  each  county,  one  or  more 
1872,  p.  19.   manual  labor  schools,  on  such  a  plan  as  shall  be  self-sustaining :  Provided, 

that  the  plan  be  first  submitted  to  and  approved  by  the  State  Board  of 
Education.]  (f.) 

§1274.  Sectarian  books  to  be  excluded.  The  county  board  of  education 
teO  Acts  of  shall  not  be  permitted  to  introduce  into  the  schools  any  text  or  miscel- 
18/2,  p.  19.    ianeoug  books  of  a  sectarian  or  sectional  character.]  (g.) 

§1275.  City  and  county  independent  schools.  [Nothing  in  this  Chapter 
(n)  Acts  of  shall  be  so  construed  as  to  prevent  any  city  with  a  population  greater 
1872,  p.  19.  than  two  thousand  inhabitants,  or  any  county,  under  authority  from 

the  General  Assembly  of  this  State,  from  organizing  a  public  school 
system,  independent  of  this  system,  or  to  prevent  the  said  independent 
organization  from  drawing  its  pro  rata  share  of  all  educational  funds 
raised  by  the  State :  Provided,  the  chief  executive  officer  of  such  inde- 

pendent organization  shall  make  the  same  regular  reports  to  the  State 
School  Commissioner  as  are  required  from  the  county  commissioners; 
nor  shall  this  section  be  so  construed  as  to  abridge  any  privileges 
of  the  kind  herein  recited,  enjoyed  by  cities  or  counties  under  existing 
laws.]  (h.) 

§1275.  (a.)  Right  of  counties  and  cities  to  part  of  school  fund.  Whenever 
Acts  of  1878  a  county  board  of  education,  or  board  of  education  of  any  city,  shall 

-9,  pp.  96,  hereafter  fail  in  any  year  to  make  arrangements  to  put  schools  in  oper- 
ation, said  county,  or  city,  as  the  case  may  be,  shall  forfeit  all  right  to 

participation  in  the  school  fund  of  that  year,,  unless  the  failure  to  ar- 
range for  schools  was  from  providential  cause,  or  other  good  and  suffi- 

cient reason,  the  sufficiency  of  the  reason  to  be  judged  of  by  the  State 
Board  of  Education.  And  any  county  or  city  which  has  failed  to  put 
schools  in  operation,  in  any  past  year,  and  has  never  received  its  pro 
rata  part  of  the  State  school  fund  of  that  year,  shall  still  be  entitled  to 
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receive  through  the  properly  constituted  officers  of  the  county,  or  city, 
that  pro  rata:  Provided,  that  the  county  school  commissioners  of  such 
county  shall  receive  no  compensation  from  the  school  fund  of  said 
county  for  such  year,  except  for  services  rendered  in  taking  the  enumer- 

ation of  school  population. 
§1275.  (b.)  Vaccination  of  pupils  of  public  schools.  The  county  boards  Acts  of  i8*o 

of  education  in  the  counties  of  this  State,  and  the  board  of  public  edu-  _1>  r- 97- 
cation  for  the  city  of  Savannah,  and  the  other  cities  of  this  State,  are 
authorized  and  empowered  to  make  such  regulations  as  in  their  judg- 

ment shall  seem  requisite  to  insure  the  vaccination  of  the  pupils  in 
their  respective  schools,  and  may  require  all  scholars  or  pupils  to  be 
vaccinated  as  a  prerequisite  to  admission  to  their  respective  schools. 

General  Note. — How  accounts  of  teachers  are  to  be  paid:  17  Ga.,  179.  All  the  ac- 
counts of  poor  teachers  are  to  be  paid  pro  rata  by  the  Act  of  1857  :  28  Ga.,  293.  Several 

acts  about  the  school  fund  construed  according  to  the  general  interest  of  the  Legisla- 
ture :  33  Ga.,  344.  As  to  the  clerk  and  treasurer  of  the  educational  fund,  his  bond  :  13 

Ga.,  502.  The  Treasurer  of  the  county,  and  not  the  Ordinary,  is  treasurer  of  the  board 
of  education  :  45  Ga.,  498. 

General  Note  on  Schools. — The  Bible  in  the  public  schools:  13  Am.  R.,  233; 
Cooley  on  Torts,  289.  School  commissioners,  powers  and  authority  of:  24  Am.  D., 
117;  3  C.  L.  J.,  300;  9/398;  10/177.  Not  liable  for  exercise  of  discretionary  powers, 
unless  they  act  maliciously  :  35  Am.  R.,  163  ;  Cooley  Torts,  412;  10  C.  L.  J.,  376.  Con- 

tracts of:  3  Am.  R.,  105  ;  23/758;  26  Am.  D.,  521;  3  C.  L.  J.,  713  ;  with  teachers:  6  C. 
L.  J.,  35;  7/297,  436.  May  establish  reasonable  regulations:  Cooley  Torts,  288;  ex- 

cluding pupil  for  non-attendance:  21  Am.  R.,  133;  36/499;  prohibiting  attendance  on 

amusements:  27  Am.  R.',  343;  as  to  admission  of  pupil:  29  Am.  R.,  55;  making certain  studies  compulsory:  Cooley  Torts,  288;  3  C.  L.  J.,  585;  4/569;  6/281.  Man- 
damus to  compel  admission  to  public  school :  29  Am.  R.,55:  30/706.  Board  of  educa- 

tion not  liable  for  damages  to  pupil  resulting  from  neg-lig-ence  in  erecting  and  main- 
taining building:  27  Am.  R.,  414;  see  23/332.  Right  of  parent  to  direct  that  child 

shall  study  only  certain  studies  :  17  Am.  R.,  471 ;  Cooley  Torts,  288 ;  but  see  2  C.  L.  J., 
649 ;  Walsh  on  School  Law,  126.  Use  of  school-house  for  other  than  school  purposes, 
enjoined,  when  ;  22  Am.  R.,  268.  Statute  allowing  use  of  public  school  houses  when 
not  used  as  such  for  evening  and  Sunday  schools,  constitutional:  34  Am.  R.,  160. 
Right  of  commissioners  to  allow  such  use  :  10  C.  L.  J.,  177.  Statute  establishing  sepa- 

rate schools  for  white  and  colored  children,  constitutional:  17  Am.  R.,  405,  738;  see 
also  8  Am.  R.,  713;  Cooley  on  Torts,  288.  Teachers,  contracts  with:  6  C.  L.  J.,  35; 
7/297;  are  personal  and  not  fulfilled  by  hiring  substitute:  7  C.  L.  J.,  436.  Entitled 
to  salary  during  interruption  of  school  by  small-pox:  8  C.  L.  J.,  180;  10/426.  Salary 
not  subject  to  deduction  for  public  holidays:  33  Am.  R.,  421.  Action  against,  for  re- 

fusing to  instruct:  Cooley  Torts,  288.  Discharge  of,  for  cause:  4  C.  L.  J.,  479;  6/35. 
Libel  of,  what  constitutes :  Cooley  Torts,  205.  Teacher  stands  in  loco  parentis;  has  right 
of  moderate  chastisement  for  misconduct  in  school  to  enforce  discipline  ;  for  excessive 
punishment,  liable  as  for  assault  and  battery  :  1  Bl.  Com,,  453  ;  3  Gr.  Ev.,  §63  ;  Cooley 
Torts,  171;  7  C.  L.  J.,  437;  30  Am.  R.,  706;  32/128;  35/216;  24/769;  Walsh  on  School 
Law,  64-116.  This  right  extends  to  pupil  over  twenty-one  years  of  age:  27  Me.,  266; 
4C.  L.  J.,  284.  School  treasurer  liable  on  bond  for  money  deposited  in  bank  which 
fails:  29  Am.  R.,  512;  35/477.  Exemption  of  school  buildings  from  taxation:  see 
note  to  §798. — See  also  notes  to  Article  VIII.  section  1,  of  Constitution  of  Georgia ;  note 
to  §1673 ;  and  see  generally  Walsh  on  School  Law. 
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TITLE  XIV. 

ELECTIONS  BY  THE  PEOPLE. 

CHAPTER  L 

QUALIFICATION   OF   VOTERS. 

SfiCftON, 
1276.  Who  may  vote  for  legislators. 
1277.  Voters  for  otlier  officers, 
1278.  When  one  may  vote  out  of  county. 

Section. 
1279.  Oath  of  Voter  but  Of  his  county. 
1280.  Additional  oath  may  he  required, 
1281.  Transferred  voters. 

\/0L  -    v?,   #~& 

§1276.  (1303.)  (1222.)  Qualification  of  voters  for  members  of  Legislature. 
Const,  of  The  qualification  of  Voters  for  members  of  the  General  Assembly  is  con- 
S?2  lia*  **  Gained  in  the  following  sections  of  the  Constitution  of  this  State,  to-  wit ; 

Every  male  citizen  of  the  United  States,  (except  as  hereinafter  pro- 
vided) twenty-one  years  of  age,  who  shall  have  resided  in  this  State 

one  year  next  preceding  the  election,  and  shall  have  resided  six  months 
in  the  county  in  which  he  offers  to  vote,  and  shall  have  paid  all  taxes 
which  may  hereafter  be  required  of  him,  and  which  he  may  have  had 
an  opportunity  of  paying,  agreeably  to  law,  except  for  the  year  of  the 
election,  shall  be  deemed  an  elector:  Prodided,  that  no  soldier,  sailor  or 
marine  in  the  military  or  naval  service  of  the  United  States,  shall  ac- 

quire the  rights  of  an  elector,  by  reason  of  being  stationed  on  duty  in 
this  State;  and  no  person  shall  vote  who,  if  challenged,  shall  refuse  to 

take  the  following  oath,  or  affirmation :  "  I  do  swear  (or  affirm)  that  I 
am  twent}r-one  years  of  age,  have  resided  in  this  State  one  year,  and  in 
this  county  six  months,  next  preceding  this  election.  I  have  paid  all 
taxes  which,  since  the  adoption  of  the  present  Constitution  of  this 
State,  have  been  required  of  me  previous  to  this  year,  and  which  I  have 

had  an  opportunity  to  pay,  and  I  have  not  voted  at  this  election."  But 
the  following  classes  of  persons  shall  not  be  permitted  to  vote :  1.  Those 
Who  shall  have  been  convicted  in  an}^  Court  of  competent  jurisdiction 
of  treason  against  the  State,  of  embezzlement  of  public  funds,  malfeas- 

ance in  office,  bribery  or  larceny,  or  of  any  crime  involving  moral  tur- 
pitude, punishable  by  the  laws  of  this  State  with  imprisonment  in  the 

penitentiary,  unless  such  person  shall  have  been  pardoned.  2.  Idiots 
and  insane  persons. 

§1277.  (1304.)  (1223.)  Such  electors  may  vote  for  all  other  officers.  Persons 
qualified  to  vote  for  members  of  the  General  Assembly,  and  none  others, 
are  qualified  to  vote  for  any  other  officers,  civil  or  military,  unless  said 
privilege  be  enlarged  or  restricted  by  the  Constitution  or  some  special 
enactment. 

§1278.  (1305.)  (1224.)  When  electors  may  vote  in  any  part  of  the  State,  etc. 
Any  qualified  voter  for  members  of  the  General  Assembly  may  vote  for 
any  candidate,  or  upon  any  question  which  is  submitted  to  all  the  voters 
of  the  State,  in  any  county  of  the  State,  and  for  any  candidate  or  ques- 

tion which  is  submitted  to  all  the  voters  of  any  district  or  circuit,  in 
any  county  of  the  circuit,  or  district,  in  which  is  embraced  the  county 
of  the  voter's  residence. 

§1279.  (1306.)  (1225.)  Oath  of  voters  under  last  section.     A  voter  coming 
\b)  Const,    under  the  preceding  section  shall  take  the  following  oath,  when  re- 
2fsec8'2Art  quire(l  Dy  tne  managers  of  an  election  :  "  I  swear  that  I  have  attained 

to  the  age  of  twenty-one  years;  that  I  am  a  citizen  of  the  United  States 
[or  have  declared  my  intention  to  become  such  citizen,]  (b.)  and  have 
resided  for  the  last  six  months  in  this  State  or  district,  (as  the  case  may 
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be,)  and  have  considered  and  claimed  it  as  my  home,  and  have  paid  all 
taxes  which  have  been  required  of  me,  and  which  I  have  had  an  oppor- 

tunity of  paying  agreeable  to  law,  for  the  year  next  preceding  this 

election.     So  help  me  God."  (a.) 
§1280.  (1307.)  (1226.)  Superintendents  may  require  an  additional  oath. 

The  superintendents  may,  in  their  discretion,  or  if  demanded  by  a  qual- 
ified voter,  compel  a  person  offering  to  vote  to  also  take  this  oath  :  "  I 

swear  that  I  have  not  this  day  voted  at  any  election  held  at  any  place 
in  this  State  for  any  of  the  candidates,  nor  for  any  other  person  for  any 

of  the  offices  to  be  filled.     So  help  me  God." 
§1281.  (1308.)  (1227.)  Voters  transferred  from  one  district  or  county  to 

another.  When  any  county,  or  portion  of  a  county,  is  changed  from  one 
county  or  one  district  to  another,  the  persons  who  would  have  been  quali- 

fied to  vote  for  members  of  the  General  Assembly  in  the  county  or  dis- 
trict from  which  taken,  at  the  time  of  any  election,  shall  vote  in  the 

county  or  district  to  which  they  are  removed,  and  if  required  to  swear, 
the  oath  may  be  so  qualified  as  to  contain  this  fact.  This  provision, 
when  applicable,  appertains  also  to  military  elections. 

CHAPTER  II. 

ELECTION    FOR    MEMBERS   OF    THE    GENERAL    ASSEMBLY. 

Section. 
1282.  Holders  of  elections  for  legislators. 
1283.  Oath  of  superintendents. 
1284.  Before  whom  taken. 
1285.  Election  precincts. 
1286.  Time  of  holding  elections. 
1287.  When  freeholders  may  superintend. 
1288.  Elections,  how  conducted. 
1289.  Penalties  against  superintendents. 

Section. 
1290.  Grand  jury  to  examine  lists. 
1291.  Election  blanks,  how  furnished. 
1292.  Misconduct  of  managers. 
1293.  Voters  exempt  from  civil  process. 
1294.  Term  of  legislators. 
1295.  Vacancies  for  Legislature. 
1296.  Special  elections,  how  conducted. 

§1282.  (1309.)  (1228.)  Superintendents  of  elections  for  members  of  the  Leg-  Acts  of  i880 
islature.  The  persons  qualified  to  hold  such  elections  are  Ordinaries,  -1>  p- in- 

justices of  the  Peace  and  freeholders.  There  must  be  three  superin- 
tendents, and  one  must  either  be  an  Ordinary  or  a  Justice  of  the  Peace, 

except  in  a  certain  contingency  hereinafter  to  be  set  forth.  Persons 
who  cannot  read  and  write  shall  not  be  competent  to  serve  as  managers 
of  elections  in  this  State. 

§1283.  (1310.)  (1229.)  Superintendents  to  take  oath.  Before  proceeding 
with  the  election,  each  superintendent  must  take  and  subscribe  the 

following  oath :  "  All  and  each  of  us  do  swear  that  we  will  faithfully 
superintend  this  day's  election;  that  we  are. Ordinaries,  Justices  of  the 
Peace,  or  freeholders  (as  the  case  may  be),  of  this  county ;  that  we  will 
make  a  just  and  true  return  thereof,  and  not  knowingly  permit  any 
one  to  vote  unless  we  believe  he  is  entitled  to  do  so  according  to  the 
laws  of  this  State,  nor  knowingly  prohibit  any  one  from  voting  who  is 
so  entitled  by  law,  and  will  not  divulge  for  whom  any  vote  was  cast, 

unless  called  on  under  the  law  to  do  so.  So  help  me  God."  Said  affi- 
davit shall  be  signed  by  the  superintendents  in  the  capacity  each  acts 

in  full,  both  as  to  name  and  station,  and  not  by  abbreviation. 
§1284.  (1311.)  (1230.)  Oath  of  superintendent,  before  whom  taken.  Said 

oath  shall  be  taken  before  some  officer  qualified  to  administer  an  oath, 
if  present,  and  if  none  such  are  on  the  spot,  and  acting  at  the  time 
required,  then  said  superintendents  may  swear  each  other,  and  the 
oath  shall  be  of  the  same  effect  as  if  taken  before  a  qualified  officer. 

§1285.  (1312.)  (1231.)  Places  of  holding  election.     Such  election  shall  be 

held  at  the  Court  Houses  of  the  respective  counties,  and  if  no  Court  /fJ,  ̂-J- 
House,  at  some  place  within  the  limits  of  the  county  site,  and  at  the  ' 

18 
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several  election  precincts  thereof  (if  any)  established  or  to  be  establish- 
ed. Said  precincts  must  not  exceed  one  in  each  militia  district.  Such 

precincts  are  established,  changed,  or  abolished  by  the  Ordinaries  at  a 
regular  term  of  their  Court,  descriptions  of  which  must  be  entered  on 
the  minutes  at  the  time. 

§1286.  (1313.)  (1232.)  Elections,  how  and  when  held.     The  day  of  hold- 
(a)  Acts  of  ing  the  same  is  the  first  Wednesday  in  October,  1861,  and  biennially 
1865-6,  p  24.  thereafter,  and  the  time  of  day  for  keeping  open  the  elections  is  from 

seven  o'clock,  a.  m.,  to  six  o'clock  p.  m.,  at  the  Court  House,  and  from 
eight  o'clock  a.  m.  to  [three]  (a.)  o'clock  p.  m.,  at  the  precincts. 

§1287.  (1314.)  (1233.)  Three  freeholders  may  superintend  election.  If  by 

ten  o'clock  a.  m.,  on  the  day  of  election,  there  is  no  proper  officer  present 
to  hold  the  election,  or  there  is  one,  and  he  refuses,  three  freeholders  may 
superintend  the  election,  and  shall  administer  the  oath  required  to 
each  other,  which  shall  be  of  the  same  effect  as  if  taken  by  a  qualified 
officer. 

§1288.  (1315.)  (1234.)  Manner  of  conducting  elections.  All  superinten- 
dents shall  have  such  elections  conducted  in  the  following  manner: 

1.  The  vote  shall  be  given  by  ballot. 
2.  There  shall  be  kept  by  the  superintendents,  or  by  three  clerks 

under  their  appointment,  three  lists  of  the  names  of  voters,  which  shall 
be  numbered  in  the  order  of  their  voting,  and  also  three  talley  sheets. 

3.  As  each  ballot  is  received  the  number  of  the  voter  on  the  list  shall 
be  marked  on  his  ballot  before  being  deposited  in  the  box. 

4.  When  any  voter  is  challenged  and  sworn  it  shall  be  so  written 
opposite  his  name  on  the  list,  and  also  on  his  ballot. 

5.  [In  order  to  promote  the  more  efficient  preservation  of  peace  and 
(a)  Acts  of  good  order  on  all  days  of  election  in  this  State,  the  managers  of  all  such 
1869,  p.  23.  elections  shall  be  authorized  to  employ,  when  deemed  necessary,  a  suf- 

ficient number  of  temporary  police,  in  order  to  carry  out  the  objects 
aforesaid,  whose  duty  it  shall  be  to  guarantee  all  legal  voters,  irrespec- 

tive of  race  or  color,  the  free  exercise  of  the  right  of  franchise :  Provided, 
that  this  provision  shall  not  refer  to  cities  and  towns  having  a  legalized 
police  force],  (a.) 

6.  The  superintendents  may  begin  to  count  the  votes  at  any  time  in 
their  discretion,  but  they  shall  not  do  so  until  the  polls  are  closed,  if  a 
candidate  in  person,  or  by  written  authority,  objects. 

7.  When  the  votes  are  all  counted  out,  there  must  be  a  certificate, 
signed  by  all  of  the  superintendents,  stating  the  number  of  votes  each 
person  voted  for  received  ;  and  each  list  of  voters  and  talley  sheet  must 
have  placed  thereon  the  signature  of  the  superintendents. 

8.  The  superintendents  of  the  precincts  must  send  their  certificates, 
and  all  other  papers  of  the  election,  including  the  ballots,  under  the 
seal,  to  the  county  site  for  consolidation,  in  charge  of  one  of  their  num- 

ber, which  must  be  delivered  there  by  twelve  o'clock  m.  of  the  next  day. 
Such  person  is  allowed  two  dollars,  to  be  paid  out  of  the  county  treas- 

ury, for  such  service. 
9.  The  superintendents,  to  consolidate  the  vote  of  the  county,  must 

consist  of  all  those  who  officiated  at  the  county  site,  or  a  majority  of 
them — at  least  one  from  each  precinct.  They  shall  make  and  subscribe 
two  certificates,  stating  the  whole  number  of  votes  each  person  received 
in  the  county;  one  of  them,  together  with  one  list  of  voters  and  one  tally 
sheet  from  each  place  of  holding  the  election,  shall  be  sealed  up  and, 
without  delay,  mailed  to  the  Governor;  the  other,  with  like  accompani- 

ments, shall  be  directed  to  the  Clerk  of  the  Superior  Court  of  the  county, 
and  by  him  deposited  in  his  office.  Each  of  said  returns  must  contain 
copies  of  the  original  oaths  taken  by  the  superintendents  at  the  Court 
House  and  precincts. 
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10.  It  shall  not  be  lawful  for  any  manager  of  an  election,  or  other  per-  Acts  of  1874, 
son,  to  receive  any  money  for  taxes  on  the  day  of  election,  except  the  p-  m- 
tax  collector,  and  if  any  voter  shall  vote,  who  has  not  paid  his  taxes, 
his  vote  shall  be  illegal,  and  the  commissioners  who  consolidate  their 
returns  of  the  election  shall  not  count  such  votes  in  making  out  the 
returns. 

11.  The  ballots  shall  not  be  examined  by  the  superintendents  or  the 
bystanders,  but  shall  be  carefully  sealed  in  a  strong  envelope  (the 
superintendents  writing  their  names  across  the  seal),  and  delivered  to 
the  Clerk  of  the  Superior  Court,  by  whom  they  shall  be  kept  unopened 
and  unaltered  for  sixty  days,  if  the  next  Superior  Court  sits  in  that 
time,  if  not,  until  after  said  term ;  after  which  time,  if  there  is  not  a 
contest  begun  about  said  election,  the  said  ballots  shall  be  destroyed 
without  opening  or  examining  the  same,  or  permitting  others  to  do  so. 
And  if  the  clerk  shall  violate,  or  permit  others  to  violate  this  section, 
he  and  the  person  violating  shall  be  subject  to  be  indicted  and  fined 
not  less  than  one  hundred,  nor  more  than  five  hundred  dollars.  Such 
clerks  shall  deliver  said  list  of  voters  to  their  respective  grand  juries  on 
the  first  day  of  the  next  term  of  the  -Superior  Court,  and  on  failure  to 
do  so,  are  liable  to  a  fine  of  not  less  than  one  hundred  dollars  on  being 
indicted  and  convicted  thereof. 

§1289.  (1316.)  (1235.)  Penalty  where  superintendents  fail.  If  said  super- 
intendents do  not  deliver  said  lists  and  accompaniments  to  said  clerks 

within  three  days  from  the  day  of  the  election  they  are  liable  to  indict- 
ment, and,  on  conviction,  shall  be  fined  not  less  than  fifty,  nor  more 

than  five  hundred  dollars.  Any  superintendent  of  an  election  failing 
to  discharge  any  duty  required  of  him  by  law  is  liable  to  a  like  pro- 

ceeding and  penalty. 
§1290.  (1317.)  (1236.)  Grand  jury  to  examine  lists.  The  grand  juries 

shall  examine  said  lists,  and  if  any  voter  is  found  thereon  who  was  not 
entitled  to  vote  they  shall  present  said  illegal  voter.  If  any  person  is 
suspected  of  voting  for  members  of  the  General  Assembly  who  was  not 
entitled,  but  was  entitled  to  vote  for  some  other  candidate  at  the  same 
election,  the  foreman  of  the  grand  jury  may  examine  the  ballot,  and 
that  one  alone,  and  lay  it  before  the  grand  jury  and  return  it.  If  the 
superintendents  fail  to  return,  as  required,  the  lists  and  the  ballots, 
they  must  be  presented. 

§1291.  (1318.)  (1237.)  Blanks  to  be  furnished  by  Governor  to   Ordinary.  /Zu^./fS^^r 
The  Governor  shall  furnish  the  several  Ordinaries  all  blank  forms  nee-  £z  ̂ ^^^-<~ 
essary  for  said  elections,  which  they  shall  furnish  the  Justices  of  the  /f^s-  ̂ ^6-. 
Peace  of  their  counties  at  least  ten  days  before  election  day,  and  on  fail- 

ure to  do  so,  shall  be  liable  to  a  fine  by  their  Courts  not  exceeding  one 
hundred  dollars. 

§1292.  (1319.)  (1238.)  In  case  superintendent  makes  fahe  return,  etc.  If 
the  superintendents  or  officers  of  such  election  shall  make  a  fraudulent 
return  thereof,  or  they  or  either  of  them,  while  so  officiating,  shall  in- 

fluence, or  attempt  to  influence  or  persuade  any  voter  not  to  vote  as  he 
designed,  or  shall  take  any  undue  means  to  obtain  a  vote,  they  shall  for- 

feit for  the  offense  one  hundred  dollars,  to  be  recovered  by  information, 
and  if  the  person  be  a  Justice,  he  forfeits  his  office  on  proceedings  for 
removal. 

§1293.  (1320.)  (1239.)  Privileges  of  an  elector.     No  civil  officer  shall  (a)  const, 
execute  any  writ  or  civil  process  upon  the  body  of  any  person  qualified  of  1868,  Art. 

to  vote  at  such  elections  while  going  to,  or  returning  from,  or  during  const",  of 
his  stay  there,  on  the  day,  under  the  penalty  of  five  hundred  dollars,  ge7c7,3Art  2' 
to  be  recovered  by  action.     A  reasonable  and  full  time  shall  be  allowed 
for  the  journey  to  and  from  the  polls.  [Electors  shall,  in  all  cases,  except 
treason,  felony,  larceny  or  breach  of  the  peace,  be  privileged  from  arrest 
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during  their  attendance  on  elections  and  in  going  to  and  returning  from the  same.]  (a.) 
§1294.  Official  term  of  Senators  and  Representatives.  [The  terms  of  office 

(b)  Acts  of  of  the  present  Senators  and  Representatives  shall  begin  on  the  first  day 
1872,  p.  80.  0f  JanUary,  1873  ;  and  the  terms  of  the  said  Representatives  shall  ex- pire on  the  first  day  of  January,  1875 ;  and  the  terms  of  the  said  Sen- 

ators shall  expire  on  the  first  day  of  January,  1877;  and  all  succeeding 
terms  of  Senators  shall  begin  and  expire  on  the  first  days  of  January, 
according  to  the  terms  prescribed  in  this  section.]  (b.) 

§1295.  (1321.)  (1240.)  Election  to  fill  vacancy  for  members  of  Legislature,, 
notice.  Elections  to  fill  vacancies  for  members  of  the  General  Assem- 

bly take  place  under  the  authority  of  a  writ  of  election,  issued  by  the 
Governor  to  the  Ordinary  of  the  county  where  the  vacancy  occurs,  who 
must  order  and  publish  a  day  for  holding  the  same,  by  giving  at  least 
twenty  days'  notice. 

§1296.  (1322.)  (1241.)  Elections  to  fill  vacancies,  etc.  All  the  provisions 
of  this  Chapter  apply  equally  to  elections  to  fill  such  vacancies  and  any 
other  special  elections. 

CHAPTER  III. 

ELECTION   FOR   GOVERNOR,  MEMBERS   OF    CONGRESS,    ELECTORS    FOR  PRESI- 

DENT   AND     VICE-PRESIDENT,    JUDGES   OF    THE     SUPERIOR    COURTS,    AND 

^OLICITORS-GENERAL^     ,  ^  S^  ^ 

Article  1. — Provisions  applicable  to  all. 
Article  2. — For  Governor. 

Article  3. — For  Members  of  Congress. 
Article  4. — Electors  for  President  and  Vice-President. 
Article  5. — Judges  of  Superior  Courts  and  Solicitors- General. 

ARTICLE  I. 

PROVISIONS  APPLICABLE  TO  ALL. 

Section  1297.  Such,  elections,  how  conducte.1. 

§1297.  (1323.)  (1242.)  Provisions  applicable  to  all  elections.  The  election 
for  the  officers  heading  this  Chapter  are  governed  by  the  same  rule  as 
elections  for  members  of  the  General  Assembly  in  the  following  par- 

ticulars : 
1.  In  the  oaths  to  be  taken  by  the  voters. 
2.  In  the  class  of  persons  to  hold  the  election  and  the  oath  to  be  taken 

by  them. 
3.  In  the  places  and  the  time  of  the  day  to  hold  them. 
4.  In  the  manner  of  conducting  and  returning  them,  including  all. 

special  elections,  and  in  the  duty  of  the  Clerks  of  the  Superior  Courts 
and  the  grand  juries. 

5.  In  the  several  penalties  attached  to  the  superintendent  or  other 

persons. 6.  In  the  furnishing  of  blanks  by  the  Governor. 
7.  In  all  other  respects  where  applicable,  and  there  is  not  a  contrary 

provision  by  law. 
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ARTICLE   II. 

FOR     GOVERNOR. 

Section. 
1298.  Governor's  election,  etc. 
1299.  Return  of  vote  for  Governor. 
1300.  Governor's  term. 
130 L.  Vacancy,  how  filled. 

Section. 
1302.  Returns  and  after  proceedings. 
1303.  Vacancy  remains,  when. 
1304.  Special  election  void,  when. 

§1298.  (1324.)  (1243.)   Governor  elected,  when.     The  Governor  is  elected  on  const, 

[biennially,]  (a.)  at  the  same  time  when  members  of  the  General  As-  Jf gUf,jArt' 
sembly  are  regularly  elected,  and  a  vacancy  in  the  office  is  to  be  filled  clause  z 

as  required  by  the  Constitution  and  the  regulations  of  this  Code  else-  w™ Art.  5, 
wfrere  in  conformity  thereto.  |ec-  h  Par- 

§1299.  (1325.)  (1244.)  Separate  package  ivith  certificate  of  vote  for  Gover- 
nor. At  the  election  for  Governor  a  third  package  must  be  made  up 

containing  a  certificate  of  the  Governor's  vote  alone,  together  with  the 
other  papers  of  the  election,  as  in  the  case  of  members  of  the  General 

Assembly,  which  shall  be  directed  by  mail  to  "the  President  of  the 
Senate  and  Speaker  of  the  House  of  Representatives." 

[§1300.  Changed  by  Constitution  of  1877,  Art.  5,  Sec,  1,  par.  2  and  3.] 
§1301.  Vacancy,  how  filled.  Whenever  a  vacancy  shall  occur  in  the  Actsofi872, 

office  of  Governor  by  death,  resignation,  or  otherwise,  it  shall  be  the  $cfJ"of  1878 
duty  of  the  President  of  the  Senate,  or  Speaker  of  the  House  of  Repre-  -(.»,  p-  173. 
sentatives,  as  the  case  may  be,  exercising  the  Executive  powers  of  the  §1303. 
Government,  as  provided  by  the  eighth  paragraph  of  the  first  section 
of  the  fifth  Article  of  the  Constitution  of  this  State,  to  issue  his  proclama- 

tion, immediately  upon  his  assumption  of  the  duties  of  the  Executive,  or- 
dering a  special  election  for  Governor  to  fill  the  vacancy  so  occasioned  for 

the  unexpired  term,  to  take  place  at  a  time  not  less  than  thirty,  nor  more 
than  sixty  days  from  the  date  of  such  proclamation ;  and  shall  convoke 
the  General  Assembly  in  extra  session  to  receive  the  returns  and  de- 

clare the  result  of  such  special  election,  or  to  elect  a  Governor  in  case 
no  person  shall  receive  a  majority  of  the  whole  number  of  votes  cast  at 
such  special  election,  as  provided  in  the  Constitution  of  this  State; 
said  extra  session  of  the  General  Assembly  to  convene  within  fifteen 
days  from  the  date  of  such  special  election :  Provided,  nevertheless,  that 
if  such  vacancy  occurs  within  six  months  next  preceding  the  time 
prescribed  by  law  for  the  regular  election  for  Governor,  there  shall  be 
no  special  election,  but  the  President  of  the  Senate,  or  Speaker  of  the 
House  of  Representatives,  as  the  case  may  be,  shall  exercise  the  Execu- 

tive powers  of  the  Government  until  such  vacancy  is  filled  by  a  regular 
election. 

§1302.  Returns,  how  made,  and  subsequent  proceedings.  [The  returns  for  (c)  Acts  of 

every  special  election  for  Governor  to  fill  a  vacancy,  shall  be  sealed  up 1872' Pi  30- 
by  the  managers  thereof  separately  from  other  returns,  and  directed  to 
the  Secretary  of  State ;  and  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  Secretary  of  State 
in  the  presence,  and  with  the  aid  of  the  Comptroller-General  and  At- 

torney-General of  the  State,  or  one  of  them,  if  the  other  be  absent  or 
under  disability,  or  his  office  vacant,  within  twenty  days  after  said 
•election  has  been  held,  to  open,  count,  and  publish  the  returns,  and  to 
declare  the  person  receiving  the  majority  of  the  whole  number  of 
votes  given,  the  duly  elected  Governor  of  the  State ;  but  if  no  person 
have  such  majority,  then  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  Secretary  of  State 
to  cause  the  returns  to  be  laid  before  the  Senate  on  the  day  after  the 
two  Houses  shall  have  been  organized ;  and  they  shall  be  transmitted 
by  the  Senate  to  the  House  of  Representatives,  and  from  the  two  per: 
sons  having  the  highest  number  of  votes,  who  shall  be  in  life,  and  shali 
not  decline  an  election  at  the  time  appointed  for  the  Legislature  to 
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elect,  the  General  Assembly  shall  immediately  elect  a  Governor  viva 
voce,  in  which  election  a  majority  of  the  votes  of  the  members  of  the 
General  Assembly  present  shall  be  necessary  for  a  choice.]  (c.) 

§1303.  Vacancy  not  be  filled,  when.  [Should  a  vacancy  occur  in  the  office 
of  Governor  within  six  months  of  the  time  fixed  by  law  for  the  regu- 

lar election  of  Governor,  then,  and  in  that  event,  the  Executive  powers 
of  the  government  shall  be  exercised  as  now  prescribed  in  the  Consti- 

tution of  the  State,  and  no  election  shall  be  ordered  to  fill  said  va- 
cancy.] (d.) 

§1304.  Special  election  void,  when.     [Should  a  vacancy  occur   in   the 

§1801. 

(d)  Acts  of 
1872,  p.  30. 

re)  Acts  of  office  of  Governor,  and  at  the  special  election  ordered  no  person  shall 
"  ' p"  '  receive  a  majority  of  the  whole  number  of  votes  given,  that  then,  and in  the  event  of  an  election  for  Governor  being  held  at  the  time  fixed 

by  law  for  the  regular  election  of  Governor,  before  the  General  Assem- 
bly shall  have  elected  a  Governor  from  the  two  persons  having  the 

highest  number  of  votes,  as  provided  for  in  section  1302,  the  said  special 
election  shall  be  declared  void,  and  the  Executive  powers  shall  be  vested 
in  the  person  elected  at  the  regular  election,  as  provided  for  in  the  Con- 

stitution of  this  State,  (e.) 

ARTICLE  III. 

FOR   MEMBERS   OF    CONGRESS. 

Section. 
1305.  Congressmen,  when  elected. 
1306.  Elections  for  extra  sessions. 
1307.  Qualification  of  voters. 

1308.  Proclamation  of  result. 
1309.  Election  in  case  of  a  tie. 
1310.  Commissions,  when  applied  for. 

§1305.  (1326.)  (1245.)  Time  of  electing  Congressmen.  [Members  of  the 
(a)  Acts  of  House  of  Representatives  of  the  United  States  Congress  shall  be  elected 
1872,  p  29.  on  Tuesday  after  the  first  Monday  in  November  of  the  year  1872,  and  on 

the  same  day  in  every  second  year  thereafter,  by  the  voters  of  their  re- 
spective congressional  districts],  (a.) 

§1306.  (1327.)  (1246.)  Governor  must  order  an  election,  when.  If  an  extra 
session  of  Congress  should  be  called  after  the  expiration  of  the  congres- 

sional term,  and  before  the  next  regular  time  for  holding  such  elec- 
tions, the  Governor  must  issue  his  proclamation  ordering  an  election 

of  such  representatives  for  such  extra  session. 
§1307.  (1328.)  (1247.)  Candidates  must  reside  one  year  in  district  to  be 

eligible.  Besides  the  qualifications  required  by  the  Constitution,  a  resi- 
dence of  one  year  next  preceding  the  day  of  election  in  the  district  where 

the  candidate  offers  is  necessary  to  make  him  eligible  to  election. 
§1308.  (1329.)  (1248.)  Governor  to  count  up  votes,  etc.  Within  twenty 

days  after  the  election  the  Governor  shall  count  up  the  votes,  and  im- 
mediately thereafter  issue  his  proclamatiou,  declaring  the  person  hav- 

ing the  highest  number  of  votes,  and  otherwise  qualified,  to  be  duly 
elected  to  represent  this  State  in  the  House  of  Representatives  of  the 
United  States,  and  for  what  period. 

§1309.  (1330.)  (1249.)  In  case  of  a  tie  new  election  ordered,  If  two  or 
more  persons,  equally  qualified,  should  have  the  same  number  of  votes, 
the  Governor  shall  issue  his  proclamation,  ordering  a  new  election,  in 
not  less  than  thirty  days. 

§1310.  (1331.)  (1250.)  Members  elect  to  apply  for  commission  in  thirty 
days.  If  any  person  duly  elected  as  aforesaid,  shall  not,  within  thirty 

days  after  the  Governor's  proclamation,  apply  for  his  commission,  the 
Governor  shall  order  a  new  election,  as  prescribed  in  the  preceding  sec- 

tion, and  vacancies  for  any  cause  are  filled  in  like  manner. 
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ARTICLE  IV. 

ELECTORS    FOR   PRESIDENT    AND   VICE-PRESIDENT. 

Section. 
1311.  Presidential  electors,  when  chosen. 
1312  When  and  where  to  cast  vote. 
1313.  Vacancies,  how  filled. 
1314.  Majority  failing  to  meet. 

Section. 
1315.  Electoral  college,  how  organized. 
1316.  Messenger  to  be  chosen. 
1317.  Pay  of  electors  and  secretary. 

§1311.  (1332.)  (1251.)  Presidential  Electors,  when  chosen.  On  Tuesday 
after  the  first  Monday  in  November,  1868,  and  every  fourth  year  there- 

after, until  altered  by  Act  of  Congress,  there  shall  be  an  election  for 
Electors  of  President  and  Vice-President  of  the  United  States. 

§1312.  (1333.)  (1252.)   Governor  to  consolidate  returns  and  notify  persons,  (a)  Revised 

On  the  twentieth  day  after  said  election  shall  have  taken  place,  it  is  t*asec!fi35, 
the  duty  of  the  Governor  to  consolidate  the  several  returns  and  imme-^  Acts  of 

diately  notify  those  persons  of  their  election  who  have  received  a  vote  67.     ' 
amounting  to  a  majority,  and  to  require  their  attendance  at  the  Capitol  £r&u~*~y-~<***-2^* 
on  the  last  Monday  before  the  first  Wednesday  in  December  thereafter,  ̂ ^-^^-t^y  *^*~ 
to  cast  the  vote  of  the  State  on  the  Wednesday  following,  at  twelve  jfcz^^  /W*/? 
o'clock,  m.  '^JLI.  Jf^.^ 

§1313.  (1334. )  (1253.)  Vacancies,  how  filled.  In  the  event  all,  or  a  ma- 
jority of  said  electors  may  not  have  received  a  majority,  the  Governor 

shall  communicate  the  fact  to  the  General  Assembly,  if  in  session,  and 
if  not,  he  shall  issue  his  proclamation  convening  them  in  time  to  se- 

cure the  vote  of  the  State  in  the  electoral  college.  The  General 
Assembly  shall,  by  joint  ballot,  elect  as  many  electors  as  have  not 
received  said  majority.  If  a  majority  of  electors  have  been  chosen 
by  the  people,  they  may  fill  the  remaining  vacancies  themselves  by 
ballot,  which  election  shall  be  communicated  to  the  Governor.  If,  when 
the  electors  elected  by  the  people,  or  by  the  General  Assembly,  or  some 
by  each,  convene  at  the  Capitol,  any  of  their  number  may  not  be  pres- 

ent at  the  time  specified  for  counting  the  vote,  a  majority  of  the  elected 
may  fill  all  vacancies,  which  shall  be  duly  communicated  to  the  Gov- 
ernor. 

§1314.  (1335.)  (1254.)  On  failure  of  majority  of  electors  to  attend,  etc.  If 
a  majority  fail  to  attend  by  said  Wednesday  at  noon,  from  providential 
cause,  those  who  do  attend  may  adjourn  from  day  to  day  for  ten  days, 
and  if  a  majority  is  not  present  at  the  expiration  of  that  time,  the 

Governor  shall  convene  the  General  Assembly  on  ten  days'  notice,  who 
shall  fill  the  vacancies  by  election. 

§1315.  (1336.)  (1255.)  Electors  shall  choose  a  presiding  officer,  etc.  The 
electors,  when  assembled  to  cast  the  vote,  shall  choose  a  president  of 
their  body  from  their  number,  and  a  secretary  not  of  their  number ; 
said  secretary  shall  make  a  record  of  their  proceedings  in  a  book  from 
the  Executive  department  kept  for  that  purpose. 

§1316.  (1337.)  (1256. )  Electoral  College  to  choose  a  messenger.  Such 
electors  shall  elect,  by  a  majority  vote,  a  messenger  to  convey  the  vote- 
of  Georgia,  and  shall,  in  regard  to  that  and  all  other  matters,  proceed 
according  to  the  Acts  of  Congress  in  such  cases  made  and  provided.  . 

§1317.  (1338.)  (1257.)  Pay  and  mileage  of  electors,  etc.  The  pay  0>i/f2--f,  *?"/£•, 
electors  shall  b3  eight  dollars  per  day  for  every  day  required  in  remain- 
ins:  at  the  Capitol  on  their  miss. on,  and  eight  dollars  for  every  twenty 
miles  in  going  to  and  returning  therefrom,  said  mileage  to  be  computed 
as  that  of  members  of  the  General  Assembly.  The  pay  of  the  secre- 
tary  shall  be  on »  hundred  dollars,  all  of  which  is  to  be  paid  either  out 
of  the  contingent  fund,  or  out  of  any  money  in  the  treasury,  not  other- 

wise appropriated,  in  the  discretion  of  the  Governor. 
[Sees.  1339,  1340,  1341,  1342,  1343  and  1344,  superseded  by  Constitu- 

tion of  1868,  Article  V.  section  9,  clause  1,  and  Act  of  1871-2,  pp.  bb,  56.] 
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For  Ordinary  and  county  officers. — For  Justices  of  the  Peace  and  constables. 

CHAPTER  IV. 

FOR   ORDINARY   AND    COUNTY   OFFICERS. 

Section. 
1318    Laws  applied. 
1319.  Election  of  county  officers. 
1320.  Terms  of  said  officers. 

Section. 
1321.  General  rrovisions. 
1322.  Notice  of  election,  how  given. 

a-/. 

^^  o&fiJ^  §1318-  (1345.)  (1264.)  Article  I.  of  Chapter  III.  section  1297,  applies 
><- ///  1. ̂_to  the  officers  whose  elections  are  provided  for  in  this  Chapter. 

"  777^.        '   §1319.    (1346,   1347,  1348.)    (1265,  1266.)    County  officers,  when  elected. 
*  <a)  Acts' of  [Ordinaries,  Clerks  of  the  Superior  Courts,  Sheriffs,  coroners,  tax  collec- 

•  tors,  tax  receivers,  county  surveyp-rs^asndall  county  officers,  shall  be 
elected  on  the  first  Wednesday  in^fnuaryoT  the  years  in  which,  under 
the  Constitution  and  laws  of  this  State,  elections^x^cl^e  held  to  fill 
such  offices,  beginning  on  the  first  Wednesday  in  uanuary^i 87oV]    (a.)^ 

Section  cited,  and  a  quo  warranto  decided  as  to  who  should  be  Ordinary  of  Sumter 
county,  in  favor  of  the  respondent :  49  Ga.,  180. 

§1320.  Official  term  of  county  officers.  [The  terms  of  the  present 
(a)  Acts  of  Sheriffs,  Clerks  of  the  Superior  Courts,  tax  collectors,  tax  receivers, 
1872,  p.  82.  County  treasurers,  county  surveyors,  and  coroners,  shall  begin  on  the 

first  day  of  January,  1873,  and  expire  on  the  first  day  of  January,  1875. 
And  all  succeeding  terms  of  said  officers  shall  begin  on  the  first  day  of 
January  and  expire  on  the  first  day  of  January  two  years  next  there- 

after.]    (a.) 
§1321.  (1349.)  (1268.)  General  provisions.  The  election  of  any  officer 

not  mentioned,  whose  duties  are  entirely  of  a  county  nature,  shall  be 
elected  at  the  same  time,  unless  otherwise  ]3rovided  for. 

§1322.  (1350.)  (1269.)  Who  to  give  notice  of  elections.  When  either  of 
the  officers  mentioned  are  to  be  elected,  the  Ordinary  shall  give  thirty 

days'  notice  of  the  officers  to  be  elected,  and  the  time  of  the  election, 
which  shall  be  advertised  at  the  door  of  the  Court  House,  and  also  in 
some  gazette  printed  in  the  county,  if  any. 

CHAPTER  V. 

FOR   JUSTICES    OF    THE    PEACE    AND    CONSTABLES. 

Section. 
1323.  Election  of  Justices  of  the  Peace. 
1324.  How  superintended. 
1325.  Returns,  how  made. 

Section. 
1326.  Election,  how  regulated. 
1327.  Election  of  constables. 
1328.  Constable's  election,  etc. 

1869,  p.  22. 

§1323.  (1351.)  (1270.)  Time  of  election  of  Justices  of  the  Peace.  Justices 
(a)  Acts  of  of  the  Peace  shall  be  elected  on  the  first  Saturday  in  January  [1873  and 

every  fourth  year  thereafter]  (a)  by  the  voters  of  their  respective  dis- 
tricts, provided  they  have  resided  in  the  district  as  much  as  thirty  days 

immediately  preceding  the  election,  and  are  otherwise  qualified.  The 

election  must  be  held  at  the  place  of  holding  Justice's  Court  for  the  dis- 
trict; if  none,  then  at  the  election  precinct;  if  no  election  precinct,  then 

at  some  place  in  the  district  named  by  the  Ordinary,  of  which  ten  days' 
written  notice  must  be  given  in. the  district. 

§1324.  (1352.)  (1271.)  Who  shall  superintend  elections.  Such  elections 
shall  be  superintended  by  three  freeholders  of  the  district,  who  shall 
take  the  oath  required  in  Chapter  II.  of  this  Title,  section  1283. 

§1325.  (1353.)  (1272.)  Returns,  to  whom  made.  Said  superintendents 
shall  transmit  one  return  of  said  elections  to  the  Governor  and  another 
to  the  Clerk  of  the  Superior  Court  of  the  county,  who  shall  keep  the 
same  on  file.  The  ballots  shall  be  likewise  sealed  up,  and  the  number 
of  the  district  marked  thereon  and  delivered  to  such  clerk. 
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§1326.  (1354.)  (1273.)  Elections,  how  governed.  The  laws  governing 
the  elections  for  members  of  the  General  Assembly  govern  in  the  elec- 

tions of  Justices  of  the  Peace  whenever  they  may  be  applied,  and  are 
not  inconsistent  with  those  of  this  Chapter. 

§1327.  (1355.)  (1274.)  Time  of  constables'  election,  etc.  Constables  are 
elected  on  the  same  day,  month  and  place  that  Justices  of  the  Peace  are, 
and  by  the  same  class  of  voters,  once  in  two  years. 

§1328.  (1356.)  (1275.)    Who  to  preside  at  constables'  elections.     Their  elec- tions are  to  be  conducted  in  the  same  manner  as  those  of  Justices  of  the 

Peace,  with  the  exceptions  that — 

/  1.  A  Justice  of  the  Peace  must  be  one  of  the  persons  presiding  at  a  "^  <fZ^~  /fJ<  ̂ ^* 
j  constable's  election,  if  there  is  one  in  commission  to  be  had,  and  he  is J  // V^iot  a  candidate  at  the  same  election. 

2.  The  returns  must,  be  made  to  the  Ordinary  of  the  county. 

Section. 
1329.  Elections,  how  contested. 
1330.  In  case  of  legislators. 
1331.  Ballots  may  be  examined 

CHAPTER  VI. 

CONTESTED    ELECTIONS 

Section. 
1332.  Set-off  of  illegal  votes.       a^^t^^r- 
1333.  Contents  of  bailiffs'  elections. 1334.  What  defeats  election.  ft**- 

§1329.  (1357.)  (1276)  Proceedings  in  cases  of  contested  elections.     When  /VtA  /2-/r* 
the  election  of  a  person  by  the  people  to  any  office  requiring  a  commie-'/ 
sion  from  the  Governor  is  contested,  the  proceedings  are — 

1.  The  adverse  party  shall  have  five  days'  notice,  in  writing,  of  the 
intention  to  contest,  and  the  grounds  of  the  contest. 

2.  The  notice  shall  state  the  time  and  place  where  the  contestant  in- 
tends to  take  testimony,  and  the  name  of  the  witnesses,  if  any. 

3.  The  elect  shall  give  like  notice  of  the  time  and  place  where  he 
intends  to  take  testimony,  and  the  names  of  witnesses,  if  any. 

4.  Either  party  may  appear  by  himself,  or  attorney,  or  both,  and  cross- 
examine  the  witnesses. 

5.  At  the  time  of  taking  testimony,  any  judicial  officer  of  the  county 
where  the  testimony  is  taken  may  preside  to  preserve  order,  to  swear 
witnesses,  and  to  see  that  the  testimony  is  fairly  and  impartially  taken 
down,  but  all  the  testimony  offered  must  be  written  down.  Said  officer 
has  the  power  to  subpoena  witness  and  compel  their  attendance,  if  in 
the  State,  and  to  issue  commissions  to  take  testimony  of  persons  out  of 
the  State,  and  to  adjourn  from  day  to  day. 

6.  All  the  papers  and  proceedings,  or  copies  of  them,  must  be  trans- 
mitted to  the  Governor,  certified  to  by  the  presiding  officer,  or  agreed 

to  by  the  parties. 
7.  When  the  Governor  has  notice  of  an  intention  to  contest,  he  shall 

not  issue  the  commission  until  the  contest  is  decided,  or  the  time  has 
elapsed  for  it  to  begin. 

8.  Both  parties  may  appear  by  themselves  and  counsel  and  be  heard 
before  the  Governor,  who  shall  have  both  notified  of  the  day  when  he 
will  hear  the  contest. 

9.  Testimony  going  to  prove  the  illegality  of  a  vote,  and  the  want  of 
qualification  in  a  voter,  must  b3  taken  within  thirty  days  from  the  day 
of  the  election. 

10.  No  proceedings  can  be  begun  to  contest  an  election  after  the 
Governor  has  issued  the  commission. 

This  proceeding,  and  not  a  bill  in  equity,  is  the  proper  proceeding  to  contest  the 
election :  58  Ga.,  419-20.  Section  construed,  and  the  office  of  the  Justice  of  the  Peace 
contested  by  a  quo  warranto  after  commission  had  been  issued:  63  Ga.,  593-6. 
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§1330.  (1358.)  (1277.)  Proceedings  when  seat  of  a  member  of  Legislature  is 
contested.  The  proceedings  to  contest  the  seat  of  a  member  of  the 
General  Assembly  are  the  same,  and  may  be  transmitted  to  the  Gov- 

ernor, who  shall  send  the  same,  immediately  after  the  organization,  to 
the  presiding  officer  of  the  house  where  the  contest  lies,  or  may  be 
sent  direct  to  such  presiding  officer. 

§1331.  (1359.)  (1278.)    When  suspected,  ballots  may  be  examined.     When 
Acts  of  1851  an  election  is  contested,  on  the  ground  of  illegal  votes,  any  of  which 
Acts  of  1880  it  is  claimed,  on  affidavit,  can  probably  be  proven  by  resort  to  the 

-l,  p.  95.      ballots,  specifying  what  ballots,  it  is  the  duty  of  the  Clerk  of  the  Supe- 
rior Court  to  deliver  the  same,  together  with  the  list  of  voters,  to  the 

i  person  who  presides  at  the  taking  of  testimony,  who  shall  examine 
said  suspected  ballots,  and  none  other,  and  have  put  down,  as  part  of 
the  testimony,  their  contents,  and  all  other  testimony  attacking  and 
defending  their  legality.  If  any  Clerk  of  the  Superior  Court  who  by 
law  is  entrusted  with  the  ballots  of  any  election  shall  fail  or  refuse  to 
deliver  up  such  ballots  where  the  same  are  demanded  of  him  in  ac- 

cordance with  the  laws  of  this  State,  as  set  out  in  this  section,  where 
such  ballots  are  required  as  evidence  in  any  contested  election  case, 
such  Clerk  of  the  Superior  Court,  so  failing  or  refusing,  shall  be  guilty 
of  a  misdemeanor  under  the  laws  of  this  State,  and  upon  his  convic- 

tion thereof,  in  any  Court  having  jurisdiction,  shall  be  punished  by 
fine  and  imprisonment,  the  fine  not  to  be  less  than  five  hundred  dollars, 
nor  more  than  one  thousand  dollars,  and  the  imprisonment  not  to  be 
less  than  three  months,  nor  longer  than  six  months,  in  the  common 
jail  of  the  county,  or  some  other  safe  jail,  as  may  be  designated  by  the 
Court  passing  the  sentence. 

§1332.  (1360.)  (1279.)   Illegal  votes  may  be  proven,  etc.     Illegal  votes, 
Acts  of  i85i  by  the  method  aforesaid  and  otherwise,  may  be  proven  by  both  parties, 

and  if  such  are  proven  on  both  sides,  one  shall  stand  against  another, 
and  he  is  elected  who  has  the  greatest  number  of  legal  votes.     All  are 
considered  legal  not  proven  to  be  illegal. 

/  §1333.  (1361.)  (1280.)    Who  decides  contests  in  constables'  election.     In  all 
/fj.  -  S.  *fj/'  elections  for  constables,  corporation  officers,  or  other  officers  not  provided for  above,  contests  as  to  elections  shall  be  heard  before  and  decided  by 

the  Court  or  persons  who,  by  law,  issue  the  certificates  of  election.   For 
each  day  an  officer  presides  in  hearing  such  contest,  he  shall  receive  two 
dollars,  to  be  paid  by  the  losing  party,  and  for  which  such  Justice  may 
issue  a  fi.  fa. 

§1334.  (1362.)  (1281.)  Election  not  void  by  reason  of  formal  defects.  No 
election  shall  be  defeated  for  non-compliance  with  the  requirements  of 
the  law,  if  held  at  the  proper  time  and  place  by  persons  qualified  to 
hold  them,  if  it  is  not  shown  that  by  that  non-compliance  the  result  is 
different  from  what  it  would  have  been  had  there  been  proper  compli- ance. 

General  Note  on  Title  XIV. — Mandamus,  election  of  the  Clerk  of  the  Ordinary  on 
the  second  Monday  in  January,  1849,  by  the  old  Justices,  between  election  and  qualifi- 

cation of  their  succssors,  was  valid:  7  Ga.,  473.  A  non-resident  of  a  municipal  corpora- 
tion sworn  in,  having  received  the  highest  number  of  votes,  and  tbe  charter  not  pro- 

hibiting it:  12  Ga.,  23.  The  Treasurer  of  Muscogee  county  is  an  officer  of  that  county, 
mandamus  refused:  33  Ga.,  332.  A  quo  warranto  refused  to  contest  the  election  of  a 
mayor:  63  Ga.,  208;  As  to  officer  of  a  benevolent  society:  61/86-91.  Requiring  the 
registration  of  voters  at  a  municipal  election,  is  constitutional:  McMahon  et  al.  vs. 
Mayor,  etc.,  of  Savannah,  Pamph.  Sept.,  1880,  p.  42. 

General  Note  on  Title  XIV.  (Elections.) — Arrest,  exemption  of  elector  from:  23 
Am.  D.,  497.  Ballots  containing  more  names  than  number  of  officers  to  be  elected,  or 
containing  no  designation  of  office,  illegal :  24  Am.  D.,  33 ;  5  C.  L.  J.,  249.  What  offers 

by  candidate  are  bribery:  36  Am.  R.,  222.  8  C.  L.  J.,  495;  10/4 '7.  Rijrht  of  suffrage, 
power  of  Congress  and  the  State  :  21  Wall.,  162;  2  O.,  214,  542;  10/371.  Contract 
to  furnish  refreshment  to  voters,  void:  1  C.  L.  J.,  421.  Note  given  for  service  at,  is 
void:  14  Am.  D.,  399,  n.     Both  the  State  and  Federal  Courts  have  the  power  to  require 
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the  production  of  ballots,  poll-books,  and  other  papers  relating  to  an  election,  when 
they  are  necessary  and  proper  evidence  in  prosecutions  for  offenses  of  which  these 
Courts  respectively  have  jurisdiction,  notwithstanding  the  fact  that  the  State  law  places 
their  custody  with  the  election  inspector:  3  Woods,  603.  Votes  cast  for  ineligible 
candidate:  3  C.  L.  J.,  781;  9/139.  Mandamus  to  canvassing  board:  22  Am.  R.,  279, 
n;  5  C.  L.  J.,  407;  10/188.  Misnomer  of  candidate  on  ballot:  2  C.  L.  J.,  840;  5/275. 
Agreement  between  voters  to  pair  off  at,  is  void:  14  Am.  D.,  400,  n.  Registration 
laws:  23  Am.  D.,  632;  35  Am.  R.,  786,  n.  When  there  is  a  tie  vote,  either  party  may 
contest:  9  C.  L.  J.,  296.  Vote,  who  entitled  to;  inmates  of  poor-house,  when:  1  C. 
L.  J.,  548;  3/714.  Vote  of  insane  person  :  7  C.  L.  J.,  338.  College  student,  not  entitled 
to  vote:  36  Am.  R.,  216;  3  C.  L.  J.,  714.  Voter  not  challenged,  presumed  legal:  3  C. 
L.  J.,  714;  5/431.  Manager  denving  right  to  vote,  answerable  in  suit  for  damages, 

when  :  23  Am.  D.,  632;  8  C.  L.  J.,' 371.  Votes  thrown  out  as  "scattering"  :  36  Am.  R., 
325.  Wagers  on,  are  against  public  policy:  4  Am.  D.,  299;  2  C.  L.  J.,  34.  Stake- 

holder, when  liable  for  paying  money  to  winner  of  bet  on :  16  Am.  D.,  558,  n. — Subject 
treated  in:  Cooley  Const.  Lim.,  598;  Brightley's  Leading  Cases  on  Elections ;  McCrary 
on  Elections.  See  notes  on  Mandamus,  Quo  Warranto,  and  provisions  in  the  Constitu- tion. 

TITLE  XV. 

ELECTIONS  BY  THE  GENERAL  ASSEMBLY. 

CHAPTER  I, 

FOR    UNITED   STATES   SENATORS. 

Section. 
1335.  Election  of  Senators  to  Congress. 
1336.  How  conducted. 

Section. 
1337.  Vacancies,  how  filled. 
1338.  Election,  how  certified. 

§1335.  (1363.)  (1282.)   United  States  Senators,  when  elected.     [The  Legis- (a)  Act  of 
lature  of  each  State,  which  shall  be  chosen  next  preceding  the  expira-  Sjgspf1 
tion  of  the  time  for  which  any  Senator  was  elected  to  represent  said  i866,i4stat. 

State  in  Congress,  shall,  on  the  second  Tuesday  after  the  meeting  and  243large'  p* 
organization  thereof,  proceed  to  elect  a  Senator  in  Congress,  in  the  place  ̂ % 
of  such  Senator  so  going  out  of  office.]  (a.) 

§1336.  Election,  how  conducted.  [Said  election  for  such  Senator  shall  (b)  Act  of 

be  conducted  in  the  following  manner :  Each  house  shall  openly,  by  a  25°thgJu!y, 
viva  voce  of  each  member  present,  name  one  person  for  Senator  in  Con- 1866,14 stat. 

gress  from  said  State,  and  the  name  of  the  person  so  voted  for,  who  243.arge' P" 
shall  have  a  majority  of  the  whole  number  of  votes  cast  in  each  house, 
shall  be  entered  on  the  journal  of  each  house  by  the  Clerk  or  Secretary 
thereof;  but  if  either  house  shall  fail  to  give  such  majority  to  any 
person  on  said  day,  that  fact  shall  be  entered  on  the  journal.  At 

twelve  o'clock,  meridian,  of  the  day  following  that  on  which  proceed- 
ings are  required  to  take  place,  as  aforesaid,  the  members  of  the  two 

houses  shall  convene  in  joint  assembly,  and  the  journal  of  each  house 
shall  then  be  read,  and  if  the  same  person  shall  have  received  a  major- 

ity of  all  the  votes  in  each  house,  such  person  shall  be  duly  declared 
elected  Senator  to  represent  said  State  in  the  Congress  of  the  United 
States;  but  if  the  same  person  shall  not  have  received  a  majority  of 
the  votes  in  each  house,  or  if  either  house  shall  have  failed  to  take 
proceedings  as  required  in  this  section,  the  joint  assembly  shall  then 
proceed  to  choose,  by  a  viva  voce  vote  of  each  member  present,  a  person 
for  the  purpose  aforesaid;  and  the  person  having  a  majority  of  all  the 
votes  of  the  said  joint  assembly,  a  majority  of  all  the  members  elected 
to  both  houses  being  present  and  voting,  shall  be  declared  duly 
elected  and  in  case  no  person  shall  receive  such  majority  on  the  first 

day,  the  joint  assembly  shall  meet  at  twelve  o'clock,  meridian,  of  each 

i 
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succeeding  day  during  the  session  of  the  Legislature,  and  take  at  least 
one  vote  until  a  Senator  shall  be  elected.]     (b.) 

§1337.  Elections  to  fill  vacancies.     [Whenever,  on  the  meeting  of  the 
(c)  Act  of  Legislature  of  any  State,  a  vacancy  shall  exist  in  the  representation  of 
25th  July,  such  State  in  the  Senate  of  the  United  States,  said  Legislature  shall 

atTaree  *?'  Proceed,  on  the  second  Tuesday  after  the  commencement  and  organiza- 
243.         '  tion  of  its  session,  to  elect  a  person  to  fill  such  vacancy,  in  the  manner hereinbefore  provided  for  the  election  of  a  Senator  for  a  full  term;  and 

if  a  vacancy  shall  happen  during  the  session  of  the  Legislature,  then, 
on  the  second  Tuesday  after  the  Legislature  shall  have  been  organized 
and  shall  have  notice  of  such  vacanc}^.]  (c.) 

§1338.  Election,  how  certified.     [It  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  Governor  of 
(d)  Act  of  the  State  from  which  any  Senator  shall  have  been  chosen,  as  aforesaid, 

25thgJuiy,  to  certify  his  election,  under  the  seal  of  the  State,  to  the  President  of 
is .6,14 stat. the  Senate  of  the  United  States:  which  certificate  shall  be  counter- 

's.^6'P'  signed  by  the  Secretary  of  State.]  (d.) 

CHAPTER  II. 

FOR   OTHER   OFFICERS. 

Section.  Section. 
1339.  State  House  officers,  etc.  1340.  All  elections  by  the  Legislature,  when. 

§1339.  (1364.)  (1283.)  Altered  by  the  Constitution  of  1877,  Art.  5, 
Sec.  2. 

§1340.  (1365.)  (1284.)  Other  officers,  when  elected.  All  officers  created 
for  the  service  of  the  State,  the  election  of  which  is  not  given  to  the 
people,  or  some  other  tribunal,  are  elected  by  the  General  Assembly,  in 
the  same  manner  and  time  as  the  officers  elected  by  them. 
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TITLE  XVI. 

POLICE  AND  SANITARY  REGULATIONS. 

CHAPTER  L* 

LUNATIC    ASYLUM 

Article  1. — The  Trustees. 

Article  2. —  The  Superintendent.    y^X-^/Jf^ 
Article  3. — Admission  and  Disposition  of  Patients. 

&*~J**~~±    £**  +4&+> 

ARTICLE  I. 

THE    TRUSTEES 

Section. 
1341.  Management  of  asylum. 
1342.  Trustees,  how  appointed. 
1343.  Salary  of  trustees. 
1344.  Authority  of  trustees. 
1344.  (a.)  Trustees  may  discharge  lunatics. 
1345.  Officers,  how  appointed. 

Section. 
1346.  Officers  to  be  separate. 
1347.  Bond  of  treasurer. 
1348.  Accounts. 
1349.  Annual  report  of  trustees. 
1350.  Estimates. 

§1341.  (1366.)  (1285.)  Managed  by  jim^mke®*     The  State  Lunatic  <a)  Act  of  ̂ ^s^C 
Asylum  at  Midway,  near  Milledgevilie7-*e- solely  the  property  of  the  ̂ ^^''P^./ff,  5^ 
State,  and  is  under  the  management  of  [-S&]  (a)  trustees,  [one  of  whom  Acts  of  1878  ' 
shall  be  a  competent  physician.]  ^  p- 70- 

§1342.  (1367.)  (1286.)  Trustees,  how  appointed.  Said  trustees  are  bien- 
nially appointed  by  the  Governor,  on  the  first  Monday  in  December, 

and  in  such  manner  that  one  of  the  trustees  shall  be  continued  in  office 
for  a  second  term,  that  there  may  be  always  one  member  of  the  board 
who  has  experience  in  the  affairs  of  the  asylum. 

§1343.  Salary  of  trustees.     [The  annual  salary  of  each  trustee  shall  be  (D)  Acts  of 
three  hundred  dollars  in  full  of  all  allowances  and  expenses;  and  the  1873'  p- 60- 
same  may  be  paid,  one-half  every  six  months,  upon  Executive  warrant 
therefor.]     (b.) 

§1344.  (1368.)  (1287.)  Authority  of  trustees.     They  have  authority— 
1.  To  prescribe  all  the  rules  and  regulations  for  the  management  of 

the  institution,  not  conflicting  with  the  law.  +  ̂  

2.  To  appoint  all  the  officers,  point  out  their  duties,  and  fix  their  ̂ «c*  m~c^^~~^ 

salaries.  /"?•  ***-/. 
3.  To  create  such  other  officers,  and  select  the  incumbents,  if  in  their 

judgment  such  is  necessary  to  an  efficient  administration. 
4.  To  remove  from  office,  when  the  incumbents  fail  to  discharge  well 

their  duties,  or  are  guilty  of  any  immoral  or  unfaithful  conduct,  and 
cause  to  be  prosecuted  any  officer,  or  other  person,  who  shall  assault 
any  inmate  of  said  institution,  or  use  toward  such  any  other  or  greater 
violence  than  the  occasion  may  require. 

5.  To  hold  in  trust  for  said  asylum  any  grant  or  devise  of  land,  or 
bequest  or  donation  of  money,  or  other  property  for  the  general  use  of 
the  institution,  or  the  particular  use  defined. 

-See  Cobb's  Digest,  pp.  729,  736  ;  Acts  of  1857,  p.  123. 

I 
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6.  To  visit  the  institution  monthly  by  at  least  one  of  the  board,  semi- 
annually by  a  majority,  and  annually  by  all  of  them,  at  such  time  as 

they  may  agree  upon. 
7.  To  bring  suit  in  their  names  for  any  claims  the  institution  might 

/                           have,  whether  arising  upon  contract  or  tort. 
/f*Jf -  <tfT4ff*  §1344.  (a.)   Trustees  may  discharge  lunatics.     The  board  of  trustees  of 

Acts  of  1874,  the  Lunatic  Asylum  shall  have  power,  upon  the  certifying  thereunto  of 

p-91-  the  medical  officer  of  the  institution,  to  discharge,  or  remand  to  the 
care  of  friends  and  relatives,  any  lunatic — a  patient  in  said  asylum — 
whose  condition  is  such  that  no  probability  exists  of  his  or  her  restoration 
to  full  reason  and  sanity,  by  medical  ministrations  thereto,  and  who, 
at  the  same  time,  is  regarded  harmless  and  inoffensive  in  spirit,  and 
whose  remission  to  social  life  would  reasonably  involve  no  danger  to 
the  life  of  those  with  whom  he  or  she  would  be  associated. 

§1345.  (1369.)  (1288.)  Officers  designated.  The  officers  of  the  asylum, 
appointed  by  the  trustees,  are  a  superintendent,  an  assistant  physician, 
a  treasurer,  a  steward,  assistant  steward  and  matron,  whose  salaries  are 
paid  quarterly  out  of  the  annual  appropriations. 

§1346.  Offices  to  be  separate.     [The  offices  of  treasurer  and  steward  shall 
(a)  Acts  of  be  separate  and  distinct,  and  no  two  offices  pertaining  to  said  institu- 
1873,  p  60.    tion.5  or  its  government,  shall  be  held  by  one  and  the  same  person.]  (a.) 

§1347.  (1370.)  (1289.)   Treasurer's  bond.    The  treasurer  must  give  bond 

^fp.°871878  and  security  in  the  sum  of  -tea-  thousand  dollars.  4«^*»*>C^  ,  Zp&  "</.  <£"<£" §1348.  Itemized  accounts.     [It  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  steward  and 
(b)  Acts  of  treasurer,  or  either  of  them,  to  present  to  the  Governor,  with  each  quar- 
1873,  p.  58.   £erly  application  for  funds  from  the  treasury,  an  exact  itemized  account 

of  his  expenditures  for  the  preceding  quarter,  accompanied  with  a  du- 
plicate voucher  for  the  sums  disbursed  by  him  for  the  said  preceding 

quarters],  (b.) 

§1349.  (1371.)  (1290.)  Annual  report  of  trustees.     At-  the  close  of  each 
(a)  Acts  of  fiscal  year,  which  terminates  on  the  first  day  of  October,  the  trustees 

1865-6,  p.64  shall  make  to  the  Governor,  to  be  by  him  laid  before  the  General  As- 
sembly, in  connection  with  his  annual  message,  a  full  report  of  the  con- 

dition of  the  asylum,  in  all  its  departments,  [embracing  the  amount  of 
each  kind  of  provisions,  drugs,  clothing  and  beading  purchased;  of  whom 
purchased,  price  paid  and  aggregate  cost ;  number  of  persons  received, 
died  and  discharged;  dates  of  reception,  discharge  and  death ;  male  and 
female,  pauper  and  pay  patients,  and  partial  pay,  if  any;  and  also 
whether  payment  was  made  in  clothing,  provisions  or  currency.]     (a.) 

§1350.   Trustees  shall  present  estimates.,    [It  shall  be  the  duty  of  the 
0>)  Acts  of  trustees  to  present  to  the  Governor,  at  least  ten  days  before  the  annual 
1873,  p.  59.   meeting  of  the  General  Assembly,  an  exact  estimate  of  the  amount  of 

money  required  for  the  support  of  the  said  asylum  for  the  succeeding 
year ;  and  they  shall  set  forth,  under  separate  and  distinct  heads — a 
division,  to-wit:    Subsistence,  clothing,  fuel  and  transportation,  sala- 

ries, wages,  medical  supplies,  ordinary  repairs,  and  special  improve- 
ments— the  several  amounts  required  for  each  of  said  departments  of 

expenditure,  and  the  Governor  shall  submit  the  same  to  the  Legislature 
as  data  upon  which  their  appropriations  may  be  made  for  the  annual 
support  of  said  institution;  and  said  appropriations,  or  so  much  thereof 
as  may  be  necessary,  shall  only  be  used  for  the  division  of  expense  for 
which  it  is  estimated  for,  and  no  portion  estimated  for  each  department 
of  expenditure  be  diverted  to  or  used  for  any  other  department  of  ex- 

penditure.]    (b.) 
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Article  2. — The  superintendent.    Article  3.— The  admission,  etc.,  of  patients. 

ARTICLE  II. 

THE    SUPERINTENDENT. 

Section. 
1351.  Must  be  a  physician. 

Section. 
1352.  Duty  of  superintendent. 

§1351.  (1372.)  (1291.)  Superintendent  of  asylum.     The  principal  officer 
of  said  asylum  is  the  superintendent  who  shall  be  a  skillful  physician. 

§1352.  (1373.)  (1292.)  Superintendent's  duties.     It  is  his  duty— 
1.  To  reside  constantly  on  the  premises,  and  devote  his  professional 

services  exclusively  to  the  use  of  the  asylum,  for  which  purpose  he  must 
be  furnished  with  a  suitable  residence.  / 

2.  To  take  charge  of  and  exercise  control,  subject  to  the  trustees,  over 
every  department  of  the  institution,  and  have  control  over  all  resident 
officers,  attendants  and  servants  employed  therein. 

3.  To  discharge  all  duties  any  way  connected  with  the  restoration  to 
health  or  sanity  of  the  inmates. 

4.  To  make  an  annual  report  to  the  trustees,  on  the  first  day  of  Octo-  (a)  Acts  of 

ber,  of  all  the  affairs  of  the  institution  under  his  supervision,  [and  1865"6>  p-24 
shall  account  for  all  his  expenditures  on  vouchers,  in  the  same  form  as 
those  which  are  made  in  accounting  for  disbursements  in  the  Commis- 

sary Department  of  the  United  States.]  (a.) 

ARTICLE  III. 

THE    ADMISSION,    MANAGEMENT    AND    DISCHARGE    OF    PATIENTS. 

Section. 
1353.  Who  may  be  inmates. 
1354.  Inmates,  how  classified. 
1355.  Apartments  of  asylum. 
1356.  Georgians  preferred. 
1356.  (a.)  Applicants  must  he  Georgians. 
1357.  Georgia  pay  patients 
1357.  (a.)  Exemplification  to  he  verified. 
1358.  Non-resident  pay  patients. 
1359.  Pay  patients  classified. 
1360.  Certification  of  pauper  patients. 
1361.  Support  of  pauper  patients. 
1362.  Paupers  to  pay,  when. 

Section. 
1363.  Clothing,  etc.,  of  discharged  pan 
1364.  Inmates  may  he  tried. 
1365.  Trial  how  demanded. 
1366.  Admission  of  inebriates. 
1367.  Inebriates,  how  kept. 
1368.  Insane  negroes,  etc. 
1369.  Insane  convicts. 
1370.  Convicts,  how  supported. 
1371 .  Cured  convicts,  how  disposed  of 
1372.  Uncertified  patients 
1373.  Re-commitment  of  inmates. 
1374.  Insane  criminals. 

pers.  ~^  g  ̂? 

§1353.  (1374.)  (1293.)  Who  may  be  inmates.  Persons  who  may  become 
inmates  of  said  asylum  are  either  lunatics,  idiots,  epileptics,  or  de- 

mented inebriates. 

§1354.  (1375.)  (1294.)  Classification  of  inmates.  The  inmates  are  di- 
vided into  the  following  classes : 

1.  Pay  or  pauper  patients  residents  of  this  State. 
2.  Pay  patients  being  non-residents. 
3.  Insane  penitentiary  convicts. 
4.  Insane  negroes,  in  certain  cases. 
§1355.  (1376.)  (1295.)  Asylum  to  be  divided  into  apartments.  The  trus- 

tees of  the  asylum  shall  see  that  proper  and  distinct  apartments  are  ar- 
ranged for  said  patients,  so  that  in  no  case  shall  the  negro  and  the  white 

person  be  together,  nor  the  penitentiary  convicts  with  either,  and  males 
and  females  shall  be  kept  separately. 

§1356.  (1377.)  (1296.)  Georgia  inmates  preferred.  Citizens  of  our  own 
State  shall  have  preference  to  non-residents  when,  at  the  time  of  the 
application,  all  cannot  be  accommodated,  and  if  such  a  contingency 
should  happen,  it  must  be  reported  to  the  Governor  without  delay,  who 
shall  communicate  the  fact  to  the  General  Assembly. 

§1356.  (a.)  Applicants  must  be  citizens  of  Georgia.     Every  one  sent  to  Acts  of  1874, 
the  asylum  from  any  county  in  Georgia,  must  be  shown,  in  the  ex-  p-  91- 

» 
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emplification  of  proceedings,   to  be,  at  the  time,  strictly  a  citizen  of 
this  State,  in  terms  of  the  law  relating  to  citizenship. 

§1357.  (1378.)  (1297.)  Resident  pay  patients,  how  admitted.  A  pay  pa- 
tient, resident  of  this  State,  shall  not  be  admitted  unless  accompanied 

by  authentic  evidence  of  lunacy,  according  to  law,  or  there  is  produced 
the  certificate  of  three  respectable  practicing  physicians,  well  ac- 

quainted with  the  condition  of  the  patient,  or  one  from  such  physi- 
cians, and  two  respectable  citizens,  stating  the  cause  of  the  application. 

§1357.  (a.)  Exemplification  must  be  certified.  The  exemplification  of 
Acts  of  1874,  proceedings  sent  with  the  party  committed,  shall,  in  all  cases,  be  certi- 
p-  9--  fied  a  true  copy  from  the  book  of  record  kept  for  that  purpose. 

§1358.  (1379.)  (1298.)  Non-resident  pay  patients,  hoiv  admitted.  A  pay 
patient,  not  a  resident  of  this  State,  shall  not  be  admitted  unless  accom- 

panied by  an  authentic  record  of  a  conviction  of  a  malady,  which,  by 
the  law  of  this  State,  is  a  ground  of  admission,  from  a  Court  having 
jurisdiction,  or  shall  produce  a  certificate  like  that  required  in  this 
State,  together  with  the  certificate  of  the  Judge  having  jurisdiction, 
who  shall  state  officially,  that  the  certificate  of  said  physicians,  and 
other  persons,  are  genuine  and  entitled  to  full  credit.  And  shall  then 
not  be  received  until  the  payment  of  expenses  is  secured. 

§1359.  (1380.)  (1299.)  Pay  patients  may  be  classified.  Pay  patients  may 
be  divided  into  different  classes,  according  to  the  accommodation  de- 

sired and  their  means  of  paying. 
§1360.  (1381.)  (1300.)  Pauper  patients,  and  hoiv  they  are  classified.  When 

a  person  has  been  convicted  of  a  malady  requiring  him  to  be  committed 
to  said  asylum,  it  is  the  duty  of  the  Court  presiding  at  the  trial  to  cer- 

tify if  said  person  be  a  pauper.  He  shall  not  be  certified  a  pauper  un- 
less in  whole  or  in  part  supported  by  the  county,  or  the  county  is 

bound  for  his  support  under  the  law.  If  there  are  persons  who  by  law 
are  bound  and  able  to  support  him,  the  names  of  such  persons  must  be 
given.  If  the  person  has  means  enough  to  support  himself  in  part, 
the  amount  of  such  means  must  be  stated,  and  must  be  paid  toward  his 

support. 
§1361.  (1382.)  (1301.)  Pauper  patients,  how  supported.  A  certificate  of 

pauperism  entitles  the  person  to  be  supported  at  the  expense  of  the 
State.  Those  for  whose  support  others  are  bound  must  be  furnished 

writh  suitable  support  by  the  State,  and  the  expense  collected  out  of 
such  other  persons  by  the  trustees. 

§1362.  (1383.)  (1302.)  Pauperism  ceasing,  patients  must  pay.  If  a  patient 
committed  as  a  pauper,  or  as  of  limited  means,  becomes  entitled  to  an 
estate,  said  estate  is  bound  for  his  support  according  to  its  value,  and 
whoever  holds  it  may  be  compelled  to  secure  to  the  asylum  its  proper 
charges,  or  to  turn  over  to  the  trustees  the  property  to  be  held  for  such 

purpose. §1363.  (1384.)  (1303.)  Discharged  paupers  must  be  clad,  etc.     A  pauper 
,     patient  shall  not  be  discharged  from  the  asylum  without  proper  cloth- 

ing and  a  sum  of  money  necessary  to  carry  him  to  his  residence  or  the 
county  from  whence  he  was  sent. 

§1364.  (1385.)  (1304.)  Trial  of  lunacy  may  be  demanded,  etc.  If  before 
or  after  admission  of  a  pay  patient,  resident  or  non-resident,  by  certifi- 

cate, the  person  alleged  to  be  a  lunatic,  or  his  friend  or  relative,  may 
make  a  demand  of  the  superintendent  for  a  trial  of  the  question  of 
lunacy  by  jury,  which  shall  be  had  without  delay,  according  to  law,  in 
the  county  of  Baldwin. 

§1365.  (1386.)  (13<'5.)  How  trial  may  be  demanded.  The  like  demand 
and  trial  may  be  had  by  all  patients  who  have  been  convicted  of  lunacy, 
if  the  person  demanding  it,  being  relative  or  friend,  will  make  an  affi- 

davit that  he  believes  the  alleged  cause  of  commitment  did  not  and 
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does  not  exist,  and  that  the  conviction  was  obtained  by  fraud,  collusion, 
or  mistake.  The  same  right  exists,  when  there  is  an  affidavit  that  the 
cause  of  commitment  has  ceased  to  exist,  and  there  is  a  refusal  by  the 
superintendent  to  discharge  after  demand  made.  ,  ^     . 

§1366.  (1387.)  (1306.)  Inebriates  may  be  admitted.     When  by  a  provis-  (fe^^**^*-^^  « 
ion  of  this  Code,  elsewhere  made,  a  person  is  declared  to  be  an  inebri-  /#<&  *S~<?, 
ate  and  incapable  of  managing  his  property,  such  person,  by  his  own/    '       * 
consent,  if  capable,  and  if  incapable,  by  the  consent  of  his  nearest  rel- 

ative, or  when  a  person  is  not  so  declared,  but  has  the  certificate  of  three 
physicians,  and  is  himself  willing,  such  person  may  be  received  into  said 
asylum,  allowed  the  use  of  appartments  devoted  to  him,  or  such  as  are 
suitable,  and  to  be  treated  as  a  patient  thereof. 

§1367.  (1388.)  (1307.)  Inebriates,  how  kept.     Such  patients  shall  never  (a)  Acts  of 

be  placed  in  company  with  any  other  class  of  patients  without  their  24^'' pp' 
consent,   nor    placed  in  confinement    unless   they    are    dangerous   to 
themselves  or  others.     [They  must  pay  for  their  support  as  pay  patients 
and  be  subject  to  the  control  of  the  superintendent  as  other  pay  patients 
until  discharged.]  (a.) 

§1368.  (1389.)  (1308.)  Insane  negroes,  etc.  Apartments  must  be  pro- 
vided for  insane  negroes,  residents  of  this  State,  who  are  able  or  unable 

to  support  and  take  care  of  themselves.  Those  negroes  who  are  able  must 
pay  for  their  support  ;  those  unable  must  be  supported  as  other  pauper 
patients.  The  certificate  of  the  Ordinary  of  the  county  where  the  ne- 

gro resides,  of  his  condition,  mentally  and  pecuniarily,  shall  be  suffi- 
cient to  grant  his  admittance. 

§1369.  (1390.)  (1309.)  Insane  convicts,  how  admitted.  If  a  penitentiary 
convict  becomes  afflicted  so  as  the  affliction  would  entitle  another  per- 

son to  a  place  in  said  asylum,  he  shall  be  received  therein  if  accompa- 
nied by  the  certificate  of  the  physician  to  the  penitentiary  and  the 

principal  keeper  thereof  of  said  fact.  The  certificate  shall  also  show 
the  name  of  the  convict,  the  offense  for  which  sentenced,  the  county 
from  whence  sentenced,  and  his  term  of  service,  which  shall  be  filed 
away. 

§1370.  (1391.)  (1310.)  How  supported.  If  said  convict  has  the  neces- 
sary means,  he  shall  pay  for  his  support  as  long  as  he  remains  at  the 

asylum. 
§1371.  (1392.)  (1311.)  Cured  convicts,  how  disposed  of.  If  such  convict 

shall  recover  before  his  term  of  service  has  expired,  the  fact  shall  at  once 
be  certified  by  the  superintendent  to  the  principal  keeper  of  the  peni- 

tentiary, who  shall  forthwith  harve  said  convict  taken  back  into  the 
penitentiary. 

§1372.  (1393.)  (1312.)  Temporary  disposition  of  patients.  Whenever 
there  shall  be  an  application  for  admission  unattended  by  the  requisite 
evidences,  the  superintendent  has  authority  to  receive  and  provide  for 
the  person  for  a  reasonable  time,  provided  a  sufficient  sum  shall  be  ad- 

vanced for  his  maintenance  in  the  meantime. 

§1373.  (1394.)  (1313.)  Absentees  for  three  months  must  be  re-committed  in 
form.  When  a  person  has  been  properly  received  as  a  patient,  but  is 
absent  for  as  long  as  three  months,  either  from  discharge,  elopement,  or 
removal  by  friends,  he  cannot  be  received  at  the  asylum  without  going 
through  the  process  required  in  this  Chapter,  according  to  the  class  of 
patients  of  which  he  may  be. 

§1374.  (1395. )  (1314.)  Insane  criminals,  how  dealt  ivith.  When  a  person 
has  been  acquitted  of  a  capital  crime  on  the  ground  of  insanity,  and  .  .; 
such  person  is  committed  to  the  asylum,  he  shall  not  be  discharged 
thence  except  by  special  Act  of  the  Legislature.     If  the  crime  is  not 
capital,  he  shall  be  discharged  by  warrant  or  order  from  the  Governor. 

19 
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If -sentence  is  suspended  on  the  ground  of  insanity,  upon  restoration  to 
sanity  the  superintendent  shall  certify  the  fact  to  the  presiding  Judge 
of  the  Court  where  he  was  convicted. 

CHAPTER  II  * 

HEALTH,   HOSPITALS,   INFECTION   AND   QUARANTINE. 

Section. 
1375.  Who  may  establish  hospitals. 
1376.  Regulation  of  quarantine. 
1377.  Quarantine  grounds. 
1378.  Removal  of  vessels  thither. 
1379.  Escaping  quarantine. 
1380.  Bills  of  health,  etc. 
1381.  Inland  travelers. 
1382.  Duty  of  pilots. 
1383.  Persons  on  board  of  vessels. 
1384.  Proclamation  as  to  contagions. 

Section. 
1385.  Violation  of  quarantine. 
1386.  Concealment  of  small  pox,  etc. 
1387.  Fines,  etc.,  how  disposed  of. 
1388.  Quarantine,  how  certified. 
13S9.  Fees  of  health  officer,  how  paid. 
139P.  Small-pox  hospitals,  how  provided. 
1391.  Quarantine  regulations. 
1392.  Expenses,  account  of. 
1393.  Vaccine,  how  distributed. 

§1375.  (1396.)  (1315.)  Hospitals,  how  established.  The  corporate  au- 
thorities of  any  city  or  town  may  establish  in  them,  respectively,  or  in 

the  vicinity  thereof,  hospitals  or  pest-houses,  to  be  subject  to  such  reg- 
ulations, not  contrary  to  law,  as  such  corporate  authorities  may  make 

to  prevent  the  spread  of  infectious  or  contagious  diseases ;  but  in  all 
cases  where  such  authorities  of  a  town  may  establish  hospitals  or  pest- 
houses  out  of  their  own  jurisdictional  limits,  such  establishments  shall 
be  only  on  land  acquired  by  such  corporation  for  protection  against  the 
spread  of  disease  within  its  own  limits ;  in  all  other  cases  the  Ordinaries 
of  each  county,  respectively,  is  vested  with  the  power  to  establish  such 
hospitals  and  make  such  regulations. 

County  liable  for  pest-house  erected  near  private  dwelling:  28  Am,  R.,  654.  Damage 
for  negligence  in  treatment  at  public  hospital :  34  Am.  R.,  675.  Powers  of  board  of 
health:  23  Am.  R.,212,  n. 

§1376.  (1397.)  (1316.)  Quarantine,  how  prescribed  and  regulated.  The 
corporate  authorities  of  such  town  may,  from  time  to  time,  prescribe 
the  quarantine  to  be  observed  by  all  vessels  arriving  within  the  har- 

bor or  vicinity  of  such  town,  and  regulations  therefor,  not  contrary  to 
law  ;  and  such  regulations  may  extend  to  all  persons,  goods,  and  effects, 
arriving  in  such  vessels,  and  to  all  persons  going  on  board  of  the  same. 
Any  person  violating  such  regulations,  or  any  of  them,  after  personal 
notice,  or  after  other  notice  thereof,  given  for  five  days,  in  such  manner 
as  may  be  prescribed  by  such  corporate  authorities,  or  in  the  absence 
of  any  mode  so  prescribed,  by  notice  of  such  regulation  for  five  days  in 
some  newspaper  in  such  town,  or  where  there  is  no  newspaper,  by  no- 

tice posted  up  at  some  public  place  in  such  town  for  the  same  length 
of  time,  shall  be  guilty  of  a  misdemeanor,  and  on  conviction  thereof 
shall  be  liable  to  fine  of  not  more  than  five  hundred  dollars :  Provided, 
nothing  herein  contained  shall  prevent  the  infliction  by  the  corporate 

'  authorities  having  power  to  pass  ordinances  or  by-laws  of  such  other 
penalty,  not  exceeding  one  hundred  dollars  fine,  in  lieu  of  the  penalty 
first  above  named,  as  may  be  prescribed  in  any  such  ordinance  or  by- 
law. 

Power  of  the  States :  5  0.,  465. 

§1377.  (1398.)  (1317.)   Towns  m,ay  establish  quarantine.     Any  town  may 
Acts  of  1880  establish  a  quarantine  therefor  at  any  place  within  the  harbor,  if  a  sea- 

jk  7°      Por^  town,  but  in  such  manner  as  not  to  interfere  with  the  rights  of 
^    private  property ;  and  the  jurisdiction  of  the  corporation  of  Savannah 

shall,  in  cases  of  quarantine,  extend  to  all  ships  and  vessels  which  shall 

*See  Cobb's  Digest,  pp.  368-377. 
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enter  at  any  port  or  inlet,  from  Ossabaw  Sound  to  Tybee  ;  and  the  juris- 
diction of  the  corporation  of  Darien  shall,  in  cases  of  quarantine,  ex- 

tend to  all  ships  and  vessels  which  shall  enter  at  any  port  or  inlet  from 

St.  Catharine's  to  Doboy  Sound,  including  all  inlets,  rivers  and  creeks 
within  those  limits. 

§1378.  ( 1399.)  (1318. )  Vessels  may  be  removed  to  quarantine  ground.  The 
health  officer  or  visiting  physician  of  such  town  may,  under  the  direc- 

tion of  the  corporate  authorities,  cause  any  vessel  arriving  therein,  or 
in  the  vicinity,  if  the  vessel  or  cargo  is  in  his  opinion  so  foul  or  infected 
as  to  endanger  the  public  health,  to  be  removed  to  the  quarantine 
ground,  or  other  proper  place,  to  be  inspected,  and  any  master,  seaman 
or  passenger  belonging  to  any  vessel  supposed  to  have  any  infection  on 
board,  or  from  a  port  wbere  any  dangerous  infectious  disease  prevails, 
refusing  to  answer  on  oath  such  inquiries  as  ma}^  be  made  by  any 
health  officer,  relating  to  any  infection  or  disease,  shall  be  guilty  of  a 
misdemeanor,  and,  on  conviction,  shall  be  liable  to  pay  a  fine  of  one 
hundred  dollars. 

§1379.  (1400.)  (1319.)  Persons  escaping  quarantine,  how  dealt  with.  If 
any  person  ordered  to  perform  quarantine  shall  escape,  any  Justice,  on 
complaint  thereof  on  oath,  may  issue  his  warrant  to  the  Sheriff,  con- 

stable, or  town  marshal,  to  arrest  and  deliver  such  person  to  the  custody 
of  the  officers  of  the  quarantine,  and  any  person  attempting  to  escape 
may  be  forcibly  detained  at  the  place  of  quarantine  by  such  officers. 

§1380.  (1401.)  (1320.)  Master  of  vessels  must  deliver  bill  of  health,  etc.  The 
master  of  any  vessel  ordered  to  perform  quarantine  shall  deliver  to 
the  officer  appointed  to  see  it  performed  his  bill  of  health  and  manifest, 
log-book  and  journal ;  if  he  fails  to  do  so,  or  to  repair,  in  proper  time 
after  notice,  to  the  quarantine  ground,  or  shall  depart  thence  without 
authority,  he  shall  be  guilty  of  a  misdemeanor,  and,  on  conviction, 
shall  be  fined  in  a  sum  not  less  than  two  hundred  dollars. 

§1381.  (1402.)  (1321.)  Inland  travelers  to  perform  quarantine.  Any  per- 
son coming  into  town  by  land  from  a  place  infected  with  a  contagious 

disease  may  be  compelled  to  perform  quarantine  by  the  health  officer, 
under  the  direction  of  the  corporate  authorities,  and  restrained  from 
traveling  until  discharged ;  and  any  person  thus  restrained,  traveling 
before  he  is  discharged,  shall  be  guilty  of  a.misdemeanor,  and,  on  con- 

viction, may  be  fined  in  a  sum  not  exceeding  one  hundred  dollars. 
§1382.  (1403.)  (1322.)  Duty  of  pilots  before  entering  vessels.  It  shall  be 

the  duty  of  any  pilot. before  entering  on  board  of  any  vessel,  to  make 
strict  inquiry  of  every  master  or  commander  of  the  same  as  to  the  state 
of  health  in  such  vessel,  and  in  case  it  be  found  that  any  malignant, 
contagious  or  infectious  disease  is  on  board  such  vessel,  such  pilot  shall 
not  enter  therein,  under  the  penalty  of  one  hundred  dollars  and  re- 

moval from  office ;  and  any  such  master  or  commander  refusing  to  an- 
swer any  such  reasonable  inquiry,  or  giving  false  information  in  answer, 

.may  be  fined  in  a  sum  not  exceeding  five  hundred  dollars. 
§1383.  (1404.)  (1323.)  Persons  on  board  of  vessels  shall  observe  quaran- 

tine. No  person  on  board  such  ship  or  vessel  in  which  such  disease  shall 
exist,  or  whilst  such  ship  or  vessel  is  performing  quarantine,  shall  come, 
or  be  permitted  to  come,  on  shore  or  land  from  such  vessel,  without 
permission  from  the  proper  authority,  under  the  penalty  of  fine  and 
imprisonment,  at  the  discretion  of  the  Court,  and  any  person  going  on 
board  such  vessel  (except  the  health  officer  or  visiting  physician)  and 
returning  without  such  permission  shall  be  liable  to  the  same  pen- 
alty. 

§1384.  (1405.)  (1324.)  Proclamation  of  Governor  as  to  contagious  diseases. 
The  Governor  of  this  State  may,  by  proclamation,  whenever  he  shall 
deem  it  necessary,  give  such  orders  to  prevent  the  spread  of  contagious 
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or  infectious  diseases  within  the  State,  and  make  such  appointments 
•and  regulations  concerning  the  same  as  shall  by  him  be  deemed  proper, 
and  be  stated  in  such  proclamation,  and  any  person  violating  such  or- 

ders or  regulations  may  be  fined  or  imprisoned  at  the  discretion  of  any 
•Court  having  jurisdiction. 

§1385.  (1406.)  (1325.)  Violators  of  quarantine  may  be  indicted.  Any 

;'  person  coming  into  this  State  by  land  or  water  from  any  place  infected 
with  contagious  disease,  and  in  violation  of  quarantine  regulations, 
.may  be  indicted  in  any  county  in  which  he  may  be  found,  and,  on  con- 

viction, be  fined  in  a  sum  not  exceeding  five  hundred  dollars,  and  be 
imprisoned  in  the  common  jail  at  the  discretion  of  the  Court. 

§1386.  (1407.)  (1326.)  Persons  concealing  smallpox  indictable.  Any  phy- 
sician or  other  person  who  shall  conceal  a  case  of  small-pox,  or  vario- 

loid, or  any  modification  of  the  same,  within  any  incorporated  city, 
town,  or  in  any  county  in  this  State,  by  not  giving  immediate  notice 
thereof  to  the  mayor,  intendant,  or  health  officer,  or  Ordinary,  may  be 
indicted  and  fined  in  a  sum  not  exceeding  five  hundred  dollars,  or  im- 

prisoned at  the  discretion  of  the  Court. 
§1387.  (1408.)  (1327.)  Fines,  how  disposed  of .  All  fines  and  forfeitures 

.arising  out  of  the  violation  of  any  quarantine  or  other  sanitary  regulation 
shall  be  paid,  after  deducting  the  proper  expense  of  collection,  into  the 
treasury  of  the  city  or  county,  and  may  be  expended  in  aid  of  the 
quarantine  and  other  sanitary  laws,  and  toward  the  support  of  the 
poor  thereof. 

§1388.  (1409.)  (1328.)  Performance  of  quarantine,  how  certified.  It  shall 
be  the  duty  of  the  health  officer  of  any  port,  or  the  authorized  visiting 
physician  thereof,  after  a  vessel  shall  have  duly  performed  quarantine, 
to  give  a  certificate  thereof  to  the  master  or  commander ,  under  a  pen- 

alty, for  every  refusal,  of  one  hundred  dollars ;  and  in  case  of  such 
refusal,  or  of  there  being  no  such  health  officer  or  attending  physician 
Of  the  port  or  place,  such  certificate  shall  be  granted  by  constituted 
.authorities  of  such  port  or  place;  the  fee  for  such  certificate  shall  be 
two  dollars  for  every  vessel  of  more  than  two  hundred  tons,  and  one 
dollar  for  every  vessel  of  not  more  than  two  hundred  tons. 

§1389.  (1410.)  (1329.)  Fees  of  health  officer,  how  paid.  For  visiting  any 
vessel  when  required,  and  granting  a  certificate  of  the  health  of  the 
•crew  and  passengers  on  board,  the  fee  of  the  health  officer  or  visiting 
physician,  to  be  paid  by  the  master  of  such  vessel  before  she  shall  be 
permitted  to  enter,  shall  be  two  dollars — coasting  vessels  coming  from 
*one  inlet  in  the  State  to  another  inlet  in  the  same,  excepted. 

§1390.  (1411.)  Small-pox  hospitals.  [The  Ordinary  of  each  county,  or 
■(a)  Acts  of  the  corporate  authorities  of  any  town  or  city  in  this  State,  within  the 
1865  6,  p.88.  limits  of  which  the  small-pox  has  appeared,  or  may  appear,  are  author- 

ized and  empowered  to  provide  a  suitable  hospital  for  those  so  afflicted, 
and  to  furnish  them  with  medical  or  any  other  attention  that  in  their 
judgment  those  so  afflicted  may  require.]     (a.) 

§1391.  (1412.)  Quarantine  regulations.  [Such  Ordinary  or  corporate 
(b)  Acts  of  authorities  may  also  provide  proper  quarantine  regulations  to  prevent 
1865-6,  p.88.  jfaiQ  spread  of  said  disease  :  Provided,  that  no  person  shall  be  forced  to 

leave  his  or  her  home  to  go  to  the  hospital  aforesaid,  when  they  are  prop- 
erly provided  for  and  guarded  at  their  own  expense;  said  Court  shall 

not  pay  any  expense  of  any  case  so  situated.]  (b.) 

§1392.  (1413.)  "Expenses.    [Said  Ordinary  or  corporate  authorities  shall (a)  Acts  of  m&ke,  or  cause  to  be  made,  a  proper  and  just  account  of  all  expenses 
1865-6,  p.88  accruing  from  such  quarantine  and  other  attention,  either  medical  or 

i  nursing,  of  all  they  may  have  under  control,  and  who  submit  to  the 
4  regulations  of  said  Court  or  corporate  authorities.]  (a.) 
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Section  (1414.)  Omitted,  because  repealed  by  Act  of  1863.     See  Acts 

of  1862-3  p.  162.     This  section  was  put  in  Irwin's  Code  by  mistake.] 
§1393.  (1415.)   Vaccine,  how  distributed.     [The  Governor  is  authorized  jaj  Acts  of 

and  required  to  procure  the  necessary  quantity  of  genuine  vaccine  mat- 
ter, either  by  purchase  or  manufacture,  at  such  reasonable  compensation 

as  he  may  contract  for,  and  have  the  same  transmitted  to  the  Ordina- 
ries of  each  county  in  this  State  for  immediate  use.]  (a.) 

CHAPTER    III. 

PRACTICE    OF    MEDICINE,  HOW   REGULATED. 

Section. 
1409.  (e.)  Penalty  for  illegal  practice. 
1409.  (f.)  U.  S.  medical  officers  excepted. 
1409.  (g.)  Medical  boards  abolished. 

Section. 
1409.  (a.)  Who  mav  practice  medicine. 
1409.  (b.)  "Practice,"  denned. 
1409.  (c.)  Practitioners  must  register. 
1409.  (d.)  Shall  register  again,  when. 

[The  law  of  Chapter  2,  Title  16,  of  Part  1  of  the  Code  of  1873,  begin- 
ning with  section  1394  and  ending  with  section  1409,  is  repealed  or 

superseded  by  the  Act  of  28th  September,  1881.  See  Acts  of  1880-1, 
p.  172.  The  law  of  this  chapter  is  substituted  for  that  which  is  re- 

pealed. By  section  1407  druggists  were  bound  to  obtain  a  license,  and 
were  indictable  for  keeping  a  drug  or  apothecary  store  without  license, 
and  yet  the  boards  which  were  to  license  them  were  abolished  by  Act 
of  1880-1,  p.  173.     Who  is  to  license  druggists  now? 

§1409.  (a.)    Who  may  practice  medicine.     No  person  shall  practice  med^S^S 

172/ 

ized  so  to  do,  or  shall  be  hereafter  authorized  so  to  do,  by  a  diploma  from  "^/  "* 
an  incorporated  medical  college,  medical  school  or  university,  and  hy<<* <~* < <~^»-^-Jt 
compliance  with  subsequent  sections  of  this  Chapter.*  //^Pz— S.  Gf: 

§1409.  (b.)  "Practice  medicine"  defined.  For  the  purposes  of  this  Chap-  Acts  of  i880 
ter,  the  words  "practice  medicine"  shall  mean  to  suggest,  recommend, -1. p-  173- 
prescribe  or  direct,  for  the  use  of  any  person,  any  drug,  medicine,  ap- 

pliance, apparatus  or  other  agency,  whether  material  or  not  material 
for  the  cure,  relief  or  palliation  of  any  ailment  or  disease  of  the  mind 
or  body,  or  for  the  cure  or  relief  of  any  wound,  fracture  or  other  bod- 

ily injury,  or  any  deformity,  after  having  received  or  with  the  intent 
of  receiving  therefor,  either  diectly  or  indirectly,  any  bonus,  gift,  or 
compensation. 

§1409.  (c.)  Practitioners  must  register.  Every  person  now  lawfully  en- Acts  of  isso 
gaged  in  the  practice  of  medicine  within  this  State,  shall,  on  or  before  -1>  p-  173- 
the  first  day  of  December,  eighteen  hundred  and  eighty-one,  and  every 
person  hereafter  duly  qualified  to  practice  medicine  shall,  before  com- 

mencing to  practice,  register  in  the  office  of  the  Clerk  of  the  Superior 
Court  of  the  county  wherein  he  resides  and  is  practicing,  or  intends  to 
commence  the  practice  of  medicine,  in  a  book  to  be  kept  for  the  pur- 

pose by  said  Clerk,  his  name,  residence,  and  place  of  birth,  together 
with  his  authority  for  practicing  medicine,  as  prescribed  in  this  Chap- 

ter. The  person  so  registering  shall  subscribe  or  verify,  by  oath  or 
affirmation,  before  a  person  duly  qualified  to  administer  oaths  under  the 
laws  of  this  State,  an  affidavit  containing  such  facts,  and  whether  such 
authority  is  by  diploma  or  license,  and  the  date  of  same,  and  by  whom 
granted,  which  shall  be  exhibited  to  the  County  Clerk  before  the  ap- 

plicant shall  be  allowed  to  register,  and  which  if  willfully  false  shall 
subject  the  affiant  to  conviction  and  punishment  for  false  swearing. 

'^The  persons  heretofore  legally  authorized  to  practice  medicine  were :  1.  Those  licensed  by  a 
medical  board.  2.  Physicians  who  were  in  practice  prior  to  24th  December,  1847,  or  were  in  prac- 

tice under  legal  diploma  or  license  on  the  1st  of  January,  1863.    See  Code  of  1873,  section  1406. 
See  17  Ga.,  595  ;  21  Ga.,  365  ;  30  Ga.,  38  ;  36  G a.,  559  ;  54  Ga.,  152 ;  59  Ga.,  102. 
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The  County  Clerk  to  receive  a  fee  of  fifty  cents  for  each  registration,  to 
be  paid  by  the  person  so  registering. 

§1409.  (d.)  Must  register  again  on  removal.     Any  registered  physician 
Acts  of  1880  in  this  State,  who  may  change  his  residence  from  one  county  into  an- 
-l,  p.  173.    0ther  county  in  this  State,  shall  register  within  the  clerk's  office  of  the county  to  which  he  removes  and  wherein  he  intends  to  reside,  and  to 

practice  medicine,  as  provided  in  the  preceding  section. 
§1409.  (e.)  Penalty  for  illegal  practice.     Any  person  who  violates  either 

Acts  of  1880  of  the  four  preceding  sections,  or  who  shall  practice,  or  offer  to  practice 

-l,  p.  173.    medicine,  without  lawful  authority,  or  under  cover  of  a  diploma  or  li- 
cense illegally  obtained,  shall  be  deemed  guilty  of  a  misdemeanor,  and, 

on  conviction,  shall  be  punished  by  a  fine  of  not  less  than  one  hundred 
dollars,  or  more  than  five  hundred  dollars,  or  by  imprisonment  for  not 
less  than   thirty  or  more  than  ninety  days,  or  both.     The  fine  when 
collected  shall  be   paid,  the  one-half  to  the  person,  persons  or  corpora- 

tion making  the  complaint,  the  other  half  into  the  county  treasury. 
§1409.  (f.)  Medical  officers  excepted.     Nothing  in  this  chapter  shall  ap- 

Acts  of  1880  ply  to   commissioned  medical  officers  of  the  United  States  army  or 

-l,  p.  173.    navy,  or  to  the  United  States  Marine  hospital  service,  or  to  legally qualified  dentists  in  the  practice  of  their  profession,  or  to  any  woman 
practicing  only  midwifery. 

§1409.  (g.)  All  medical  boards  abolished.     All  provisions  of  laws  pro- 
Acts  of  1880  viding  for  the  organization,  qualification  and  duties  of  any  and  all 

-l,  p.  173.    boards  of  physicians,  of  any  school  whatever,  are  repealed.     And  there 
shall  henceforth  exist  in  this  State  no  board  of  physicians,  but  the  only 
requisite  qualifications  of  practitioners   of  medicine  shall  be  those 
hereinbefore  set  forth. 

General  Note. — Every  obligation  that  springs  out  of  the  practice  of  the  profession 
of  medicine  without  a  license  is  void:  10  Ga.,  570.  Liability  for  medical  relief  fur- 

nished a  slave  as  between  the  owner  and  the  hirer:  14  Ga.,  259.  Hirer  of  the  slave,  in 
the  absence  of  contract,  was  liable  for  necessary  attention  and  nursing  of  a  sick  slave  : 
20  Ga.,  87.  Where  A  paid  a  medical  account  for  a  physician  furnishing  professional 
aid  to  a  son  of  B,  yet  to  recover  of  B  he  must  show  an  urgent  necessity  or  special  request 
from  B  for  him  so  to  do:  18  Ga.,  457.  Where  it  was  not  averred  or  proved  that  the  plaintiff 
was  a  licensed  physician,  yet  all  this  was  waived  by  the  defendant,  not  demurring  to 
the  declaration:  18  Ga.,  693.  Physician  under  section  1855  must  be  one  licensed  under 
and  by  the  board  of  physicians  of  this  State:  17  Ga.,  595.  Physicians,  experts  as  to 
disease  and  their  opinions  as  such  evidence:  26  Ga.,  705.  Also  their  opinions  as  ex- 

perts as  to  insanity :  31  Ga.,  425-468.  Also  as  to  race :  39  Ga.,  232.  Proof  of  diploma  of 
medical  corporation  out  of  the  State  must  be  shown  by  evidence  of  its  legal  existence 
and  charter:  27  Ga.,76;  59/101.  It  is  not  an  implied  contract  that  an  employer  is  to 

pay  employee's  physician's  bill:  29  Ga.,  399.  Where  a  physician  is  licensed  by  author- 
ity of  the  State,  the  city  of  Savannah  cannot  compel  him  under  penalty  to  take  out 

license  before  he  can  practice  in  that  city:  36  Ga.,  460.  Suit  for  medicines,  visits  and 
prescriptions  by  one  who  was  not  licensed  as  a  physician,  although  he  was  licensed  as 
an  apothecary:  41  Ga.,  627.  A  physician  attending  on  a  child  voluntarily  in  an  ex- 

igency, although  at  the  instance  primarily  of  a  third  party,  yet  may  hold  the  child's father  responsible  to  him  for  such  services  eventually :  59  Ga.,  409. 

General  Note  on  Physicians  and  Druggists. — Druggist  recommending  prescrip- 
tion of  another,  liability  for  damage  :  34  Am.  P.,  103.  Where  license  is  required  to  sell 

drugs,  one  cannot  sell  them  under  a  license  as  retail  merchant :  26  Am.  R,  110,  n-113. 
Sale  of  good-will  in  physician's  practice:  12  Am.  P.,  390.  Contract  by  physician  to 
take  the  office  of  another,  and  practice  therein,  in  the  name  of  the  other,  void  :  16  Am. 

P.,  597.  Degree  of  skill  for  which  physician  is  responsible,  fully  discussed :  Wood's 
Master  &  S.,  §177,  pp.  330-341.  See  also  Whart.  Neg.,  §730;  Shear.  &  Red.  Neg.,  509, 
and  note  to  §2973;  Add.  Contr.,  §§293,  851;  Cooley  Torts,  529,  648,  683;  2  C.  L.  J.,  708  ; 
3/568,  331 ;  5/271,  355  ;  6/439:  7/85,  95  ;  10/175.  Confidential  communications  to  physi- 

cian :  Abbot's  Tr.  Ev.,  501,  744.  Slander  of  physician  in  his  vocation:  Cooley  Torts, 
201 ;  see  also  note  on  Slander  and  Libel.  The  relation  of  physician  and  patient,  confi- 

dential :  Cooley  Torts,  530 ;  note  to  §3177.  Suit  by  physician  for  services :  Abbot's  Tr. 
Ev.,  358,  382.  Examining  physician's  certificate  in  life  insurance  :  see  notes  on  Life 
Insurance.  Testimonv  as  experts:  see  note  to  §3868.  Claims  against  estates  of  de- 

ceased persons :  Abbot's  Tr.  Ev.,  69,  382 :  2  C.  L.  J.,  437,  and  note  to  §2533. 
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CHAPTER   IV. 

DENTISTS   AND   PRACTICE    OF    DENTISTRY. 

Section. 
1410.  Who  may  practice  dentistry. 
1411.  Board  of  examiners. 
1412.  Duties  of  board. 
1413.  Quorum. 
1414.  Book  of  board,  evidence. 

Section. 
1415.  Temporary  license. 
1416.  Penalty  for  illegal  practice. 
1417.  Burden  of  proof. 
1417.  (a.)  Dentists  shall  register. 
1418.  Appropriation  of  fines. 

§1410.    Who  may  practice  dentistry.     [It  shall  be  unlawful  for  any  per- <?o  Acts  of 

p.  27. 

son  to  engage  in  the  practice  of  dentistry  in  the  State  of  Georgia, 
unless  said  person  has  graduated  and  received  a  diploma  from  the  fac- 

ulty of  a  dental  college,  chartered  under  the  authority  of  some  one  of 
the  United  States  or  foreign  governments,  or  shall  have  obtained  a 
license  from  a  board  of  dentists,  duly  authorized  and  appointed  under 
the  provisions  of  this  Chapter,  to  issue  license.]     (a.) 

§1411.  Board  of  examiners.  [The  board  of  examiners  shall  consist  of  tt>)  Acts  of 

five  dental  graduates  or  practitioners  of  dentistry,  who  are  members  in18/2'p' ' 
good  standing  of  the  Georgia  State  Dental  Society:  Provided,  said  grad- 

uates or  practitioners  have  been  practicing  in  the  State  of  Georgia  for 
a  term  of  not  less  than  three  years.  Said  board  shall  be  elected  to 
serve  for  two  years.  The  president  of  said  Georgia  State  Dental 
Society  shall  have  power  to  fill  all  vacancies  in  said  board  for  unexpired 
terms.]     (b.) 

§1412.  Duties  of  the  board.  [It  shall  be  the  duty  of  this  board,  first,  to/c)  Acts  of 

meet  annually  at  the  time  of  meeting  of  the  Georgia  State  Dental  So-  ̂  
ciety,  or  oftener,  at  the  call  of  any  three  of  the  members  of  said  board. 

Thirty  days'  notice  must  be  given  of  the  annual  meetings;  secondly,  to 
prescribe  a  course  of  reading  for  those  who  study  dentistry  under  pri- 

vate instructions ;  thirdly,  to  grant  a  license  to  any  applicant  who  shall 
furnish  satisfactory  evidence  of  having  graduated  and  received  a  di- 

ploma from  any  incorporated  dental  college,  without  fee,  charge  or 
examination  ;  fourthly,  to  grant  license  to  all  other  applicants  who  un- 

dergo a  satisfactory  examination  ;  fifthly,  to  keep  a  book  in  which  shall 
be  registered  the  names  of  all  persons  licensed  to  practice  dentistry  in 
the  State  of  Georgia.]  (c.) 

§1413.   Quorum  of  the  board.     [Three  members  of  said  board  shall  con-  (d)  Acts  of 

stitute  a  quorum  for  the  transaction  of  business,  and  should  a  quorum 18/2' p' ' 
not  be  present  on  the  day  appointed  for  their  meeting,  those  present 
may  adjourn  from  day  to  day  until  a  quorum  is  present.]  (d. ) 

81414.  Books  of  the  board  are  evidence.     [The  book  so  kept  bv  the  board  te)  Acts  of 

as  aforesaid  shall  be  a  book  of  record,  and  a  transcript  from  it,  certified      I  p'  "  ' 
to  by  the  officer  who  has  it  in  keeping,  with  the  common  seal,  shall  be 
evidence  in  any  Court  in  the  State.]  (e.) 

§1415.  Temporary  license,  who  may  issue.  One  member  of  said  board  (f)  Acts  of 
may  grant  a  license  to  an  applicant  to  practice  until  the  next  regular 
meeting  of  the  board,  when  he  shall  report  the  fact,  at  which  time  the 
temporary  license  shall  expire,  but  such  temporary  license  shall  not  be 
granted  by  a  member  of  the  board,  after  the  board  has  rejected  the  ap- 

plicant.] (f.) 
§1416.  Penalty  for  illegal  practice.     [Any  person  who  shall,  in  violation  (g)  Acts  of 

of  the  provisions  of  this  Chapter,  practice  dentistry  in  the  State  of  Acts  of  lira 

Georgia  for  fee  or  reward,  shall  be  deemed  guilty  of  a  misdemeanor,  _9>  p-  70- 
and,  on  conviction,  shall  be  punished  as  prescribed  in  section  4310  of 
this  Code :  Provided,  that  nothing  in  this  Chapter  shall  be  construed  to 
prevent  any  person  from  extracting  teeth;  and,  provided  further,  that 
none  of  the  provisions  of  this  Chapter  shall  apply  to  regular  licensed 
physicians  and  surgeons  at  or  prior  to  20th  October,  1879,  and  that  den- 

/r#-s~*v\ 

fcjp-s*  &#-< 
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tists  who  have  been  in  practice  prior  to  the  24th  of  August,  1872,  shall 
be  exempt  from  all  the  said  provisions  of  this  Chapter.]     (g.) 

§1417.   Onus  of  proving  authority  on  defendant.     [On  trial  of  such  in- 
ch) Acts  of  dictment,  it  shall  be  incumbent  on  the  defendant  to  show  that  he  has 

18/2.  p.  28.   authority,  under  the  law,  to  practice  dentistry,  to  exempt  himself  from such  penalty.]     (h.) 
§1417.  (a.)  Dentists  must  register.     Every  person  practicing  dentistry 

Acts  of  1878 in  this  State,  shall  register  his  name,  together  with  his  post-office  and 
-9,  p.  70.      the  date  of  his  diploma  or  license,  in  the  office  of  the  Clerk  of  the  Su- 

perior Court  of  the  county  in  which  he  practices,  and  shall,  on  the  pay- 
ment to  such  clerk  of  a  fee  of  fifty  cents,  be  entitled  to  receive  from 

him  a  certificate  of  such  registration. 

^1418.  Fines,  how  appropriated.  [One-half  of  all  fines  collected  under 
(i)  Acts  of  this  Chapter  shall  inure  to  the  informer,  and  the  other  half  to  the  edu- 
1872,  p.  28.   cational  fund  of  the  county.]     (i.) 

General  Note   on  Chapter  IV. — Hard  rubber  patent;    3  Otto,  486.      Services  of, 
when  necessaries  to  infant :  30  Ga.,  37,  and  note  to  #2731. 

CHAPTER  V. 

RETAIL     LICENSES, 

Section. 
1419.  Retail  licenses,  how  obtained. 
1420.  Oath  of  other  venders. 
1421.  Retailing,  confined  to  one  place. 

Section. 
1422.  License  py  corporate  towns. 
1423.  Furnishing  liquor  to  one  drunk. 
1424.  ''Retailer"  defined. 

'fs/~~.  ST  ̂ -JU  ,        §1419.  (1432.)  (1377.)  Licens^g^r^il^mars^^^^aine^ 
Act  of  i79i,  before  o^tairn^glicense  to  retail  spirituousnquorSj-rni^ap^ 

Ac?oL°i825,  OrdinaryoHinecouiity  in  which  they  desire  to  retail,  who  have  power 
c.  p.  1038.  '  to  grant  or  refuse  such  application.  When  such  application  is  granted and  entered  on  the  minutes  the  applicant  shall  execute  a  bond,  with 

sufficient  security,  in  the  sum  of  five  hundred  dollars,  payable  to  such 
Ordinary,  conditioned  to  keep  an  orderly  house,  and  to  abide  faithfully 
by  the  oath  to  be  taken  by  him ;  which  bond  shall  be  taken  and  ap 
proved  by  the  Ordinary,  filed  in  his  office,  and  recorded  in  the  book 

*Ze***£.  &+•&■*-&'  kept  for  that  purpose.  Any  person  aggrieved  may  bring  suit  on  such 

J~7  ̂ 2-<ms*\  bond.  Licenses  granted  in  any  other  way  are  void.  They  shall,  also, 
r^  /*/  at  the  same  time,  before  said  Ordinary,  take  and  subscribe  the  folio w- 

•  f^~~  *  (a,)  Acts  of  lng  oath:  ["I  swear  that  I  will  not,  during  the  next  twelve  months, 
1866,  pp.  19,  sell,  barter,  give,  or  furnish  spirituous  or  intoxicating  liquors  in  any 

*t  *0  &&/*  quantity  to  any  minor,  either  white  or  colored,  without  the  consent  of 

W****--  '  //  *yhis  or  her  parents  or  guardian,  and  that  I  will  not  allow  others  to  do 
&Us«-t*A-  A-^*-"^^*sb  for  me  with  my  knowledge  or  consent.     So  help  me  God."]     (a.) 
/&0~A  /.  /v^'  Section  cited  and  construed;  this  oath  to  be  made  before  the  Ordinary  alone :  60 
/,  ^  Ga.,  636.     Under  the  Legislative  grant  to  the  commissioners  of  the  town  of  Eatonton, 
/££,- / &  G>  •  referring  to  this  law,  they  could  require  an  oath  of  the  clerk  of  the  applicant :  14  Ga  , 

'/'  354-5.     This  last  preceding  case  referred  to:  15  Ga.,  346-348.     Construing  this  section with  section  530  of  the  Georgia  Code,  license  is  to  be  issued  for  one  year  only :  Gurley 
vs.  State.  Pampht.  Feb.,  1880,  p.  1.     Section  cited  and  construed  :  42  Ga.,  326 :  30/679. 

§1420.  (1433.)  (1378.)  Oath  of  Venders  of  less  than  one  gallon.     By  the 
r  first  day  in  June  in  each  year,  and  annually  thereafter,  venders  of  any 

quantity  of  spirituous  liquors  less  than  one  gallon  shall  take  and  sub- 
scribe the  foregoing  oath,  and  upon  neglecting  to  do  so  they  are  subject 

to  all  the  penalties  of  retailers  without  license. 
§1421.  ( 1434.)  (1379.)  Sale  confined  to  one  place.     Such  licenses  do  not 

authorize  the  persons  to  whom  issued  to  retail  at  more  than  one  place  in 
z  the  county,  which  place  must  be  stated  in  the  license.    Different  licenses 

are  necessary  for  different  places. 
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§1422.  (1435.)  (1380.)  Corporate  towns  may  grant  license,  when.  Said 

provisions  do  not  apply  to  any  corporation,  town,  or  city  whi'ch  by 
charter,  has  power  to  grant  licenses  :  Provided,  the  fees  for  licenses  are 
at  least  as  much  in  said  city  as  are  required  by  law  in  the  county. 

City  of  Griffin  under  its  charter  can  so  regulate  the  retailing  of  spirituous  liquors  as 
to  make  the  fee  for  retail  license  five  hundred  dollars  :  18  Ga.,  586.  Statutes  empower- 

ing the  common  council  of  a  town  to  levy  a  tax  upon  retailers  of  spirituous  liquors  do 
not  apply  to  one  who  has  already  paid  the  State  for  the  privilege :  29  Ga.,  333  Where 
the  Legislature  on  the  17th  day  of  December,  1859,  passed  an  Act  empowering  the 

council  of  Cuthbert  to  regulate  the  retail  of  spirits,  and  "C"  took  out  license  on  the 
3lst  of  December,  1859,  to  retail,  he  was  subject  to  the  ordinance  passed  by  the  council 
subsequent  to  the  date  of  his  license  :  32  Ga,,  211.  City  cannot  by  ordinance  subse- 

quent to  license  by  the  county  collect  additional  tax  :  5  Ga,.  447.  But  see  criticism  on 
this  case:  32  Ga,,  213.  Where  by  law  corporate  authorities  can  grant  a  license,  the 

State's  jurisdiction  taken  away  :  14  Ga,,  354.  City  ordinance  to  prevent  retail  of  spirit- 
uous liquors  by  those  to  whom  license  had  been  granted,  after  ten  o'clock  at  night, 

valid:  10  Ga.,  532.  Power  not  conferred  on  the  commissioners  of  Decatur  to  prohibit 
absolutely  the  sale  of  spirituous  liquors  in  the  town,  but  to  exact  a  license  fee  of  not 
more  than  fifty  dollars:  22  Ga.,  203.  City  ordinance  making  it  penal  to  sell  spirits  in 
quantities  of  a  quart  or  more  to  be  drank  on  the  premises  where  sold,  is  invalid,  being 
inconsistent  with  the  State  law  on  the  subject:  29  Ga.,  56.  Ordinance  of  Covington 
providing  that  the  applicant  for  a  license  shall  produce  before  receiving  such  license 
the  written  recommendation  of  four  of  his  nearest  neighbors,  each  signature  to  repre- 

sent a  separate  and  distinct  establishment,  is  valid :  43  Ga.,  421.  Illegal  license  fee  paid 
to  a  municipal  corporation  can  be  recovered  back  by  the  party :  48  Ga,,  309.  Section 
cited  and  construed  :  42  Ga.,  326 ;  30/679. 

1  Dillon  Munic.  Corp.,  gg297-299;  20  Am.  R.,  83. 

§1423.  (1436. )  (1381.)  Seller  shall  not  sell  to  one  who  is  drunk.     A  [seller]  (b)  Acts  of 

(b.)  of  spirituous  liquors  shall  not  sell  or  furnish  liquors,  in  any  quan-187°'  p" 17" 
tity,  to  any  person  who  is  at  the  time  intoxicated  or  drunk  ;  and  for 
violating  this  provision  he  shall  not  only  be  liable  to  all  the  penalties 
for  retailing  without  a  license,  but  he  shall  not  recover  by  law  for  any 
spirituous  liquors  furnished  to  such  person  during  the  current  year. 

§1424.  (1437.)  (1382.)  Who  is  a  retailer.  The  sale  of  such  liquors  in 
quantities  less  than  one  quart  make  the  seller  a  retailer. 

Sale  by  druggist  of  whisky  at  his  drug  store  in  quantities  less  than  a  quart,  where 
he  has  no  retail  license,  is  subject  to  a  penalty  :  34  Ga.,  533. 

General  Note. — License  to  retail  under  the  Act  of  1809  (C.  p.  1038),  city  council 
cannot,  by  an  ordinance  subsequent  to  the  date  of  such  license,  impose  any  additional 
tax:  5  Ga.,  447.  Where  the  city  authorities  could  require  an  oath  of  the  clerk  of  the 
applicant  for  license:  14  Ga.,  354;  32/211.  Party  properly  applying  for  a  license  is 
entitled  to  it:  15  Ga.,  408.  The  Act  of  1809  relates  only  to  the  price  of  licenses,  not  to 
the  power  of  granting  them  :  30  Ga.,  679.  The  special  tax  on  retail  dealers  under  the 
Constitution  of  1868  is  legal,  although  license  as  retailer  had  been  paid.:  42  Ga.,  596.  In 
reference  to  the  Acts  of  1866  and  1868,  providing  for  a  tax  on  spirituous  liquors,  and 
the  Act  of  1869  is  not  to  haj^  a  retroactive  effect :  43  Ga.,  480. 

CHAPTER  VI. 

VENDUE    MASTERS   AND   AUCTIONEERS. 

SEcrrroN.  Section. 
1425.  Who  may  be  vendue  master.  I  1426.  Sale  of  stolen  property. 

§1425.  (1438.)  Who  may  be  vendue  master.  [Any  citizen  of  Georgia  a)  Acts  of 

shall  have  the  right  to  exercise  all  the  privileges,  powers  and  functions  l^'^ p' 
of  a  vendue  master,  or  auctioneer,  in  any  city  or  town  in  this  State,  by 
paying  such  license  and  giving  such  bond  as  may  be  demanded  or  re- 

quired by  the  by-laws,  rules  or  ordinances  of  the  town  or  city  in  which 
said  person  may  wish  to  exercise  the  calling  of  a  vendue  master  or  auc- 

tioneer.]    (a.) 
Liability  of  city  for  failure  to  require  bond  :  3  Pet.,  398. 

§1426.  (1439.)  Sale  of  property :     [Any  vendue  master  who  may  sell  or  (a)  Acts  of 

dispose  of  any  horse  or  mule  shall  be  held  responsible  to  the  purchaser  ̂ o5-6'1*' 
for  damages,  in  the  event  that  it  be  shown  and  proven  that  the  horse  or 
mute  so  sold  by  him  was  stolen.]     (a.) 
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CHAPTER  VII. 

ESTRAYS. 

Section. 
1427.  Who  may  take  up  estrays. 
1428.  Estrays,  how  disposed  of. 
1429.  Advertisement  of  estrays. 
1430.  Sale  of  estrays. 
1431.  May  he  sold  on  freehold,  when. 
1432.  Proceeds  of  sale,  how  disposed  of. 

Section. 
1433.  Estrays,  how  reclaimed. 
1434.  Trial  of  conflicting  claims. 
1435.  Expenses  of  estrays. 
1436.  Default  of  taker-up,  how  punished. 
1437.  Stone  horses  may  he  gelded. 

§1427.  (1440.)  (1383.)  Who  may  take  up  estrays.  Any  person  may, 
upon  his  own  freehold,  or  the  highway  thereto,  or  being  in  charge  of 
one  and  not  elsewhere,  take  up  all  estrays  of  animals  of  a  domestic  or 
useful  nature,  either  for  their  labor  or  flesh. 

§1428.  (1441.)  (1384.  Estrays,  how  disposed  of.  The  taker-up  shall, 
within  five  days,  exhibit  said  animal  to  two  freeholders  of  the  militia 
district  where  taken  up,  who  shall  take  down  in  writing  a  particular 
description  of  its  marks,  natural  aud  artificial,  (brands,  stature,  age 
and  color,)  and  annex  thereto  their  appraisement  of  its  value,  which 
description  and  appraisement  shall  be,  by  the  taker-up,  within  five 
days  more,  handed  to  the  Ordinary  of  the  county.  He  shall,  at  the 
time  of  handing  the  same  to  said  Ordinary,  make  an  affidavit  before 
him  that  the  marks  and  brands  of  said  estray  are  correct,  and  have  not 
been  altered  or  disfigured,  to  his  knowledge,  since  he  took  it  up. 

Two  freeholders  are  necessary,  and  this  law  is  to  be  construed  strictly:  61  Ga.,  341- 
342.  Where  one  of  the  freeholders  is  such  to  the  extent  of  being  interested  in  a  home- 

stead estate:  Houser  v s.  Scott,  Pampht.  Sept.,  1880,  p.  15. 

§1429.  (1442.)  (1385.)  Estrays,  how  advertised.  Such  Ordinary  shall 
theu  copy  said  appraisement,  description  and  affidavit  in  the  estray 
book,  and  advertise  substantial  copies  of  the  two  first  named  at  the 
door  of  the  Court  House  for  sixty  days,  at  the  place  of  holding  Jus- 

tice's Court  of  the  district  where  taken  up,  and  in  the  public  gazette 
where  the  Sheriff  of  the  county  advertises  his  sales. 

§1430.  (1443.)  (1386.)  Estrays,  when  sold.  If,  by  the  end  of  that  time, 
the  property  is  not  proven  and  taken  away,  the  Sheriff  of  the  county 
shall  advertise  and  sell  said  estray  as  he  does  property  under  execution, 
stating  it  to  be  an  estray  and  its  appraised  value. 

%J?  stt^jLje-*/^  §1431.  (1444. )  (1387.)  Sale  of  estrays.  If  the  property  is  not  of  sufficient 

^/^/~  Acts  of  1877,  value  to  pay  the  expenses  of  said  proceedings,  said  Ordinary  may  or- 
^^j/f***'  p* 17'  der  it  sold  by  the  Sheriffor  constable  of  the  district  where  taken  up,  on 
y^  J&l^~*/.  ^g  freehold  where  taken  up,  aftar  tsn  days'  notice  at  the  Court  House 
t*f-f~  /^rr*  door,  and  at  the  place  of  holding  Justice's  Court  of  the  district  in  which said  property  is  taken  up :  Provided,  that  if  such  estray  or  estrays  be  a 

sheep,  hog,  or  goat,  it  shall  only  be  necessary  for  the  Ordinary  to  adver- 
tise the  same  at  the  Court  House  door  of  the  district  where  taken  up, 

and  at  the  Court  House  door  of  the  county  site,  for  ten  days,  without 
advertising  the  same  in  a  public  gazette,  etc. 

§1432.  (1445.)  (1388.)  Proceeds,  how  disposed  of .  The  purchase-money, 
after  deducting  all  lawful  expenses,  shall  be  paid  to  the  treasurer  of  the 
educational  fund  of  the  county,  to  be  paid  to  the  owner  of  the  estray  if 
property  is  proven  therein  within  twelve  months. 

§1433.  (1446.)  (1389.)  Estrays,  how  reclaimed  by  owner.     Property  may 
be  proven  by  an  affidavit  of  ownership  before  the  Ordinary,  and  the 
filing  with  him  bond  and  security  in  double  the  appraised  value,  pay- 

.   able  to  such  Ordinary,  conditioned  to  answer  any  demand  thereon  that 
may  be  proven  against  the  obligor  within  two  years. 

§1434.  (1447.)  (1390.)  Conflicting  claims,  how  tried.  If  more  than  one 
person  claims  said  estray  before  delivery  is  made,  or  a  counter-affidavit 
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to  a  claim  is  filed  by  any  person,  an  issue  shall  be  made  thereon  and 
tried  by  a  jury  in  the  Court  of  Ordinary,  with  privilege  of  appeal. 

§1435.  (1448.)  Expenses,  how  determined.  [The  taker-up  of  any  estray  (a)  Acts  of 
shall  be  entitled  to  and  receive  such  compensation  as  shall  be  awarded ls66,  p- 20, 
and  determined  by  the  freeholders  before  whom  said  estray  may  be  ex- 

hibited, as  provided  in  section  1428  of  this  Code,  and  said  freeholders 
are  empowered  and  required  to  award  and  determine  such  compensation 
as  to  them  may  seem  reasonable  and  just,  from  all  the  circumstances 
in  each  case.]  (a.) 

§1436.  (1449.)  (1392.)  Penalty  against  taker-up  for  not  appraising,  etc. 
The  taker-up  is  liable  to  the  county  or  the  owner,  as  the  case  may  be, 
in  five  times  the  value  of  the  estray,  if,  after  taking  it  up,  he  fails  to 
have  it  appraised  and  returned,  or  forthcoming,  according  to  law,  (prov- 

idential causes  only  excepted;)  and  if  he  appropriates  it  to  his  own 
use,  and  fails  to  pay  said  forfeiture  after  demand  in  writing  by  the  Or- 

dinary, he  is  guilty  of  a  misdemeanor.  Suit  may  also  be  brought,  either 
by  the  owner  or  county,  for  the  same.  He  is  liable,  in  like  manner,  for 
any  damage  caused  by  willful  abuse  or  neglect  of  the  animal. 

Where  good  faith  has  been  observed  no  quintuple  damages  are  allowed  :  Houser  vs. 
Scott,  Pampht.  Sept.,  1880,  p.  15.  A  successful  suit  under  this  section,  the  section 
cited  and  to  be  strictly  construed:  61  Ga.,  341. 

§1437.  (1450.)  (1393.)  Stone  horses  may  be  gelded,  when.  If  any  stone 
horse,  above  eighteen  months  old,  shall  be  found  running  at  large,  it  is 
lawful  for  any  person  to  take  him  up  and  take  him  before  the  nearest 
Justice  of  the  Peace,  and,  by  permission  of  said  Justice,  may  geld  the 
same,  taking  care  that  it  is  done  by  a  person  competent  to  do  so,  and 
that  the  horse  is  properly  cared  for  afterwards,  the  expenses  of  which 
shall  be  paid  by  the  owner. 

See  generally  on  estrays :  Thomp.  Law  of  Farm,  §§242-248. 

CHAPTER  VIII. 

MARKS     AND     BRANDS. 

Section. 
1441.  Marking  to  be  done,  by  whom. 
1442.  Change  of  recorded  mark. 

Sction. 
1438.  Records  of  maiks  and  brands. 
1439.  Recorded  marks  preferred. 
1440.  Oldest  record  preferred. 

§1438.  (1451.)  (1394.)  Marks  and  brands  must  be  recorded.  All  persons 
having  marks  and  brands  on  cattle,  or  other  property  in  this  State, 
shall  have  them  recorded  by  the  Ordinary  of  the  county  where  the 
owner  resides,  or,  if  a  non-resident,  where  the  property  uses,  in  a  book 
kept  by  him  for  that  purpose. 

§1439.  (1452.)  (1395.)  Preference  in  favor  of  marks  and  brands  recorded. 
If  property  shall  be  in  dispute  between  one  whose  marks  and  brands 
are  recorded,  and  one  whose  are  not,  both  having  the  same  mark  and 
brand,  and  such  property  is  found  in  the  possession  of  him  whose 
marks  and  brands  are  recorded,  the  party  claiming  cannot  get  posses- 

sion of  the  same,  but  must  sue,  and  prove  property  and  damage. 
§1440.  (1453.)  (1396.)  Oldest  record  has  preference.  When  two  or  more 

persons  have  the  same  marks  and  brands,  and  both  are  recorded,  the 
prima  facie  right  is  with  the  older  record. 

§1441.  (1454.)  (1397.)  Marking,  etc.,  by  whom  done.  Marking  and 
branding  shall  not  take  place,  except  by  or  under  the  supervision  of 
some  competent  person,  on  pain  of  forfeiting  fifty  dollars  for  each  vio- 

lation, to  be  recovered  at  the  suit  of  the  informer,  who  shall  have  one- 
half  the  recovery;  the  other  half  goes  to  the  educational  fund. 
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§1442.  (1455. )  (1398.)  Marks,  etc.,  how  changed.  Marks  and  brands 
once  recorded  shall  not  be  changed,  so  as  to  be  of  any  avail  to  the  own- 

er, without  leave  is  first  granted  by  the  Ordinary,  and  a  minute  made 
thereof. 

CHAPTER  IX. 

ENCLOSURES   AND    FENCES. 

Section. 
1443.  Requisites  of  a  fence. 
1444.  Of  other  enclosures. 
1444.  (a.)  Wire  fences. 
1445.  Owners  of  stock,  when  liable. 
1446.  Stock  may  be  killed,  when. 
1447.  Poisoning  crops. 
1448   Water  courses  deemed  fences. 
1449.  Land  lines  fences,  when. 
1450.  Animals  to  be  confined. 
1451.  Impounding  animals. 
1452.  Disposition  of  such  animals. 
1453.  Penalty  for  illegal  impounding. 

Section. 
1454.  Ascertainment  of  damages. 
1455.  Certain  sections  of  force,  when. 
1455.  (a.)  Militia  district  stock  law. 
1455.  (b.)  Tax  for  fences, 
1455.  (c.)  Fences  protected. 
1455.  (d.)  Trespass  forbidden. 
1455.  (e.)  Gates. 
1455.  (f.  )  Pasturage. 
1455.  (g.)  Rights  of  voters. 
1455.  (h.)  Where  streams  are  fences. 
1455.  (i. )  Excepted  territory. 

/; J>,  /-*-?. 

§1443.  (1456.)  (1399.)  Lawful  fence.  All  fences  or  enclosures,  com- 
monly called  worm  fences,  shall  be  five  feet  high,  with  or  without  be- 

ing staked  and  ridered,  and  from  the  ground  to  the  height  of  three  feet, 
the  rails  shall  not  be  more  than  four  inches  apart.  All  paling  fences 
shall  be  five  feet  from  the  ground,  and  the  pales  not  more  than  two 
inches  apart. 

Section  cited  as  to  a  barbed  wire  fence  with  two  strands  of  wire  :  62  Ga.,  679,  684» 

§1444.  (1457.)  (1400.)  Enclosures  by  ditches,  etc.  Any  enclosure,  made 
by  means  of  a  ditch  or  trench,  shall  be  three  feet  wide  and  two  feet 
deep,  and  if  made  of  both  fence  and  ditch,  the  latter  shall  be  four  feet 
wide,  and  the  fence  five  feet  high  from  the  bottom  of  the  ditch. 

Section  cited  as  to  fence  of  wire  three  feet  high  and  with  barbs :  62  Ga.,  679,  684. 

_^£^&  ̂ ^-<  §1444.  (a.)  Wire  fences,  lawful.  The  following  enclosures  shall  be 

*//7"">~r*^cts'of  1878  deemed  and  held  to  be  lawful  fences,  and  shall  entitle  the  psrsons  whose /^t-.«j,/*7^L9.  p>  165.    iamjs  are  gQ  enciosed,  to  the  same  protection  and  remedies  that  they would  be  entitled  to  have  if  their  lands  were  enclosed  in  accordance 

with  now  existing  laws  of  this  State  on  the  subject  of  lawful  fences,  to- 
wit :  Any  enclosure  made  by  stretching  not  less  than  four  horizon- 

tal strands  of  barbed  wire  tightly  between  posts,  firmly  set  in  the 

.*.  ground,  or  between  growing  trees,  not  more  than  twenty  feet  apart;  the 
topmost  wire  to  be  not  less  than  four  feet  and  a  half  from  the  ground 
the  bottom  wire  not  less  than  six  inches,  and  the  next  to  the  bottom 
wire  not  less  than  sixteen  inches  from  the  ground:  Provided,  that  fences 
constructed  as  herein  provided  shall  be  lawful  fences  only  as  to  cattle 
horses  and  mules. 

§1445.  (1458.)  (1401.)  When  owner  is  liable  for  trespass,  etc.  If  any  tres- 
pass or  damage  shall  be  committed  in  any  enclosure,  not  being  protec- 

ted as  aforesaid,  by  the  breaking  in  of  any  animal,  the  owner  of  such 
animal  shall  not  be  liable  to  answer  for  the  trespass,  and  if  the  owner  of 
the  enclosure  shall  kill  or  injure  such  in  any  manner,  he  is  liable  in 
three  times  the  damage. 

Trespass  brought  by  the  owner  against  a  railroad  for  killing  of  mules  running  a1 
large  on  unenclosed  track:  19  Ga.,  437-8-9.  Liability  of  trespasser  to  the  owner  o 
stock  destroyed  on  unenclosed  river  bottom  land:  28  Ga.,  239.  Loose  stock  on  unen- 

closed land  are  not  trespassers :  30  Ga.,  911.  Allegations  necessary  for  plaintiff  to  mak< 
in  a  suit  under  this  section  :  57  Ga.,  253. 

u  §1446.  (1459.)  (1402.)  When  owners  of  enclosures  may  kill  stock.  Wher 
fences  are  made  pursuant  to  law  and  any  animal  breaks  in,  the  ownei 
of  the  enclosure  shall  not  kill  or  injure  him  for  the  first  breaking,  anc 
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not  until  after  notice  is  given  to  the  owner  or  agent,  if  possible,  but 
said  last  mentioned  owner  shall  be  liable  for  double  the  damage  done 
by  his  stock. 

§1447.  (1460.)  (1403.)  Poisoning  crops.  If  stock  is  killed  or  injured 
from  poisoning  crops,  or  other  poison  upon  the  premise,  the  presump- 

tion is  that  it  was  done  by  the  person  in  possession  and  charge  of 
the  same. 

§1448.  (1461.)  (1404.)  When  water  courses  are  deemed  fences.  All  water 
courses  that  are  or  have  been  navigable,  as  far  as  navigation  has  ever 
extended  up  said  streams,  shall  be  deemed  and  considered  fences,  when- 

ever, by  reason  of  freshet,  or  otherwise,  fences  can  not  be  kept  on  said 
streams,  and  shall  be  subject  to  the  rules  applicable  to  otner  fences. 

§1449.  Land  lines  shall  be  lawful  fences,  when.      [In  each  and   every  (a^i  Acts  of 
county  in  this  State,  which  shall  adopt  the  provisions  of  this  and  the  "^I2' p* 34,      >    . 
six  succeeding  sections,  in  the  manner  hereinafter  provided,  the  VXQ~/X^^"/\^? 
ceding  sections  of  this  Chapter  be,  and  the  same  are  hereby,  repealed,/ /*     '        ' 
and  the  boundary  lines  of  each  lot,  tract  or  parcel  of  land  in  said /f^-  ~/04-J 
county  shall  be,  and  the  same  are  hereb}^,  declared  a  lawful  fence.]  (a.) 

§1450.  Animals  shall  be  confined.     [No  horse,  mule,  cow  or  hog,  or  any  ̂   Acts  0f 
other  animal  or  animals,  used  or  fit  either  for  food  or  labor,  shall  be  1872>  p-  34- 
permitted  to  run  at  large  beyond  the  limits  of  the  lands  of  its  owner 
or  manager.]     (b.) 

§1451.  Animals  impounded,  when.  Tlf  any  of  the  animals  enumerated  (O  Acts  of 

in  the  foregoing  section  shall  commit  any  trespass  or  damage,  or  shall  ' p'  ' 
be  found  going  at  large  on  the  premises  of  any  other  person  than  the 
owner  of  such  animals  or  stock,  whether  enclosed  or  unenclosed,  and 
whether  such  animals  wandered  from  the  premises  of  the  owner  in  the 
county  in  which  the  trespass  was  committed,  or  from  another  county, 
it  shall  be  lawful  for  the  owner  of  such  premises  to  impound  such 
animals  and  retain  them  until  the  owner  thereof  shall  make  full  satis- 

faction or  reparation  for  the  damages  committed  by  such  animals, 
including  all  costs  and  expenses,  unless  disposed  of  according  to  the 

provisions  of  *the  three  following  sections.]     (c.) 
§1452.  Impounded  animals,  how  disposed  of.     [In  case  any  of  the  said  rd)  Acts  of 

animals  shall  be  impounded  under  the  provisions  of  the  preceding  sec- 1872>  p*  34- 
tion,  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  party  so  impounding  them  to  give  them  £2*«*m* 
all  necessary  feed,  care  and  attention,  for  which  he  shall  have  reasonable  /f*^  3<+-  7.  &Lc 
compensation  as  hereinafter  provided.     And  it  shall  also  be  his  duty/ 
to  give  the  owner,  if  known,  notice  of  the  fact  of  such  impounding  in  '* 
twenty-four  hours,  and  if  not  known  or  ascertained  within  three  days 
from  the  taking  up  and  impounding  such  animals  they  shall  be  dis- 

posed of  as  provided  by  law  in  cases  of  estrays,  except  that  in  case  any 
such  animal  or  animals  shall  be  sold  under  the  provisions  of  the  estray 
laws  or  of  section  1454,  the  proceeds  of  such  sales,  after  the  payment  of 
legal  costs,  including  advertising,  etc.,  shall  be  applied  first  to  the  pay- 

ment of  the  damages   sustained   by  the  aggrieved  party,  including 
reasonable  compensation  for  the  feed,  care  and  attention,  to  be  ascer^ 
tained  as  hereinafter  provided.]  (d.) 

§1453.  Penalty  for  illegal  impounding.     [If  any  person  shall,  under  the  ̂ 72A£tsg°f 

pretext  of  the  provisions  of  this  law,  unnecessarily,  or  out  of  mere  vex-  /ft  ' '    j<  •    ̂ __ 
ation,  take  up  and  impound  any  such  animal  or  animals,  or  after  hav-^^^*^*^  / 
ing  taken  up  and  impounded  any  such  animal  or  animals,  shall  fail  \>o  £*>>^*<-^ yf  * 
give  the  notice  required  by  the  preceding  section,  or  to  estray  them,   %/-A 
in  case  the  owner  is  not  known  or  ascertained  within  the  time  prescribed 
by  said  section,  or  shall  fail  to  give  the  proper  care  and  attention,  as 
herein  provided,  or  in  any  manner  shall  injure  or  maltreat  any  such  an- 

imal or  animals,  such  person  so  offending  shall  be  deemed  guilty  of  a 
-misdemeanor,  and  on  indictment  and  conviction  before  any  Court  hav- 

. 
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ing  jurisdiction  of  such  offenses,  shall  be  punished  by  fine  or  impris- 
onment in  the  common  jail,  in  the  discretion  of  the  presiding  Judge 

who  shall  try  said  cause,  the  fine  not  to  exceed  one  hundred  dollars,  and 
the  imprisonment  not  to  exceed  one  month;  and  in  addition,  shall  pay, 
to  the  owner  of  such  animal  or  animals  double  the  amount  of  damages 
actually  sustained  by  a  violation  of  the  provisions  of  the  last  five  sections 
of  this  Chapter.]  (e.) 

§1454.  Mode  of  ascertaining  damages,  proceedings  therein.  [In  case  of 
(f)  Acts  of  disagreement  between  the  taker-up,  or  party  claimed  to  be  damaged, 
1872,  p.  34.  an(j  ̂ g  owner  0f  sucn  animal  or  animals,  as  to  the  amount  of  dam- 

/s^^e  ~  (~/-^>j£>^  ages  sustained  on  account  of  the  alleged  trespass  of  such  animal  or 
/^  2/.  ̂   animals,  or  for  expenses  for  care,  feed  and  attention,  as  required  by 

^  'section  1452,  the  aggrieved  party  may  make  complaint  to  the  Justice of  the  Peace  of  the  district,  and  if  no  Justice  in  such  district,  then  to 
the  most  convenient  Justice  in  any  other  district,  setting  forth  the 
amount  claimed.  Whereupon,  such  Justice  shall  issue  a  summons  as 
in  other  suits,  returnable  within  five  days  from  the  date  thereof,  re- 

quiring the  owner  or  claimant  of  such  stock  to  appear  at  a  time  and 
place  therein  named,  and  which  shall  be  served  as  other  summons,  at 
least  three  days  before  the  time  of  hearing,  when  such  Justice  shall 
proceed  to  hear  evidence  and  give  judgment  against  such  owner  or 
claimant  for  such  damages  as  shall  appear  reasonable  and  just,  includ- 

ing the  expenses  of  care  and  feeding  such  stock,  and  all  legal  costs, 
which  shall  be  enforced  by  execution,  levy  and  sale,  as  other  judg- 

ments of  such  Justice :  Provided,  nevertheless,  that  a  special  lien  upon 
the  trespassing  animal  or  animals  for  the  payment  of  such  judgment 
shall  attach,  from  the  time  of  the  committing  of  such  trespass,  supe- 

rior to  all  other  liens  or  previous  claims,  except  public  dues,  and  su- 
perior also  to  all  exemptions  under  the  homestead  and  exemption 

laws;  and  provided ,  also,  that  if  said  judgment  for  damages  shall  exceed 
the  sum  of  fifty  dollars,  the  defendant  may  enter  an  appeal  as  in  other 

eases  in  Justices'  Courts :  and  provided  further,  that  in  case  of  any  liti- 
gation as  contemplated  by  this  section,  it  shall  be  lawful  for  the  owner 

of  such  animals  to  redeem  or  replevy  the  same  by  giving  to  the  com- 
plaining party  a  bond,  with  good  and  sufficient  security,  conditioned 

to  pay  all  damages  and  costs  which  may  be  finally  recovered  against 
him  in  such  suit.]  (f.) 

^*  ~£>,       §1455.   This  and  the  six  preceding  sections  to  be  of  force,  how  and  when.  The 
/f^^j  ̂ -f^  Acts of  1880 foregoing  provisions  of  sections  1449,  1450,  1451,  1452,  1453  and  1454 

/  -i,  pp.60,6i.  shall  become  operative  in  any  county  in  this  State,  upon  the  following 
//TX-J  J 2**?  terms  and  conditions:   Whenever  so  many  as  fifty  freeholders  in  any 
,  /  •  county  in  this  State  shall  petition  the  Ordinary  of  any  county  for  the 
/f<?*6>6*  benefit  of  the  provisions  of  said  sections,  said  Ordinary  shall  at  once 

make  known  throughout  said  county  by  advertisement  in  the  public 
gazette,  if  there  is  one  published  in  said  county,  and  by  notices  at  all 
election  precincts  and  public  places  therein,  that  such  petition  has  been 
filed  in  his  office,  such  notices  to  be  published  twenty  days.  If  a  coun- 

ter-petition of  freeholders  is  filed,  amounting  to  fifty  persons,  then  the 
Ordinary  shall  proceed  no  further.  If  such  petition  of  freeholders  is  not 
met  by  such  counter-petition,  or  if  met  by  such  counter-petition,  is  sup- 

ported by  a  petition  of  so  many  as  twenty-five  additional  freeholders, 
then  the  Ordinary  aforesaid  shall  at  once  proceed  to  have  an  election 
held  in  such  county  at  such  time  as  said  Ordinary  shall  appoint,  in 
which  the  question  shall  be  submitted  to  the  lawful  voters  of  said  county 

of  'fence'  or  'no  fence,'  said  election  to  be  held  at  the  court-ground  in 
each  militia  district,  and  under  the  same  rules  and  regulations  as  pro- 

vided for  members  of  the  General  Assembly,  and  after  thirty  days'  no- 
tice, at  the  most  public  places  in  said  county:  Provided,  that  no  person 
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shall  be  allowed  to  vote  at  said  election  except  in  the  militia  district  in 
which  he  resides.  The  returns  of  said  election  shall  be  made  to  the  Or- 

dinary of  said  county,  and  after  examining  the  same  and  deciding  upon 
all  questions  which  may  arise  out  of  said  election,  he  shall  proclaim 
the  result  by  notice  as  aforesaid.  If  the  lawful  majority  in  said  election 

is  for  '  no  fence,'  then  the  provisions  of  said  six  sections  shall  take  effect 
in  such  county  within  six  months  thereafter.  The  provisions  of  sec- 

tions 1449,  1450,  1451,  1452,  1453,  and  1454  of  the  Revised  Code  of  Geor- 
gia shall  become  operative  in  any  militia  district  of  this  State,  upon  the 

following  terms  and  conditions :  Whenever  so  many  as  fifteen  freehold- 
ers, or  a  majority  of  freeholders,  in  any  militia  district  of  this  State, 

shall  petition  the  Ordinary  of  any  county  in  which  said  district  is  lo- 
cated, for  the  benefit  of  the  provisions  of  said  foregoing  sections,  said  Or- 

dinary shall  give  notice  of  said  petition  by  advertising  the  same  in  the 
public  gazette,  if  there  be  one  published  in  said  county,  and  by  notices 
at  all  election  precints  and  public  places  in  said  district,  which  said  no- 

tices shall  be  published  for  twenty  days,  and  said  Ordinary  shall  at  once 
proceed  to  have  an  election  held  in  said  militia  district  at  as  early  a  day 
as  practicable,  to  be  designated  by  him,  after  said  notices  have  been 
given,  in  which  the  question  shall  be  submitted  to  the  lawful  voters  of 

said  district,  in  the  following  form,  to-wit :  "  For  Fence,"  or  "  Stock  Law," 
said  elections  to  be  held  at  the  places  and  under  the  same  rules  and  reg- 

ulations as  are  provided  for  members  of  the  General  Assembly,  and  after 

fifteen  days'  notice  at  the  most  public  places  in  said  district.  The  re- 
turns of  said  elections  shall  be  made  to  the  Ordinary  of  said  county, 

who,  after  examining  the  same,  and  deciding  upon  all  questions  which 
may  arise  out  of  said  election,  shall  proclaim  the  result  by  notice  as 
aforesaid.  If  the  lawful  majority  in  said  elections  is  for  stock  law,  then 
the  provisions  of  said  six  sections  shall  take  effect  in  such  militia  dis- 

trict within  six  months  thereafter:  provided,  that  said  last  election  shall 
not  be  held  oftener  than  one  time  in  every  year. 

§1455.  (a.)  Militia  districts  may  adopt  stock  laws.  Whenever  any  mili- 
tia district  shall  adopt  the  provisions  of  the  stock  law,  it  shall  be  the 

duty  of  the  Ordinary  (or  such  other  tribunal  as  may  have  jurisdiction 
over  county  matters)  as  soon  as  practicable  after  said  adoption,  to  have 
good  and  substantial  fences  erected  around  the  lines  of  said  district  in  -i  p.  79. 
order  to  prevent  the  incursions  of  stock  from  other  counties  or  districts, 
and  for  this  purpose  he  is  empowered  to  enter  upon  the  land  of  any 
person  of  said  district  or  county,  and  have  fences  constructed  across  any 
public  or  private  road:  Provided,  that  proper  gates  are  established  in 

•such  public  or  private  roads.  /~7~rt 
§1455.  (b.)   Taxes  to  build  fences.     Said  Ordinary  (or  such  tribunal  as  ̂ «*«****^j^*W« 

may  have  jurisdiction  over  county  matters)  shall  be  empowered  to  levy^*,^  Plp&dL . 
and  collect  a  tax  upon  the  property  of  said  district  sufficient  to  defra^^^,  y^~  //^TS^ 
the  expenses  of  erecting  and  maintaining  said  fences,  said  tax  to  be 

collected  at  the  same  time  and  in  the  same  manner  as  other  State  and^p0*^88' 
county  taxes  are  collected  :   Provided,  that  whenever  any  person  should 
prefer  to  pay  the  tax  required  of  him  by  this  section  in  labor  or  mate- 

rial, he  may,  upon  application  to  said  Ordinary  (or  tribunal  as  aforefaid) 
pay  the  same  by  furnishing  rails  and  erecting  (under  the  supervision 
of  said  county  authority)  such  proportion  of  said  fence  as  shall  be  equal 
in  value  to  the  amount  of  tax  due  by  him ;  said  labor  and  material  to 
be  valued  by  said  county  officers  at  the  customary  prices  for  such  in 
each  county. 

§1455.  (c.)  Fences  protected.     The  laws  now  of  force  with  regard  toActsofl88e 
the  legal  fences  as  found  in  sections  1443,  1444,  1445,  1446,  1447  and -1,  p.  79. 
1448  shall  apply  to  all  fences  erected  in  pursuance  of  the  foregoing 
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section,  and  all  persons  disturbing  or  injuring  the  same  shall  be  pun- 
ished as  now  prescribed  by  law. 

§1455.  (d.)  Stock-drivers  shall  avoid  trespass.     It  shall  be  the  duty  of 
Acts  of  1880  any  person  or  persons  driving  stock  of  any  kind  through  the  public 
-l,  p.  79.      roads  of  any  district  in  which  the  "stock  law"   is  of  force,   so  to  herd 

and  drive  the  same,  that  they  shall  not  be  allowed  to  enter  upon  or 
-work  injury  to  the  lands  or  crops  of  the  citizens  thereof,  and  for  viola- 

tion of  this  section  shall  be  dealt  with  as  other  trespassers. 
fafr+ST  /Jt-t\       §1455.  (e.)   Gates  to  be  erected.     It  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  Ordinary 

Acts  of  1880  (or  such  tribunal  as  aforesaid)  in  any  county  where  any  district  of  the 

~i,  p.  79.      same  has  adopted  the  provisions  of  the  stock  law  aforesaid, to  have  erected substantial  and  convenient  gates  in  fences  at  the  crossings  of  all  public 
highways  and  neighborhood  roads,  and  whenever  any  person  residing  in 
said  district  shall  desire  a  crossing  on  his  own  lands,  he  shall  be  per- 

mitted to  erect  and  keep  up  such  gates  at  his  own  expense.     And  any 
person  who  shall  wilfully  and  unlawfully  leave  open  any  of  the  said 
gates,  or  do  any  wilful  damage  to  the  same,  or  to  the  fences  erected  for 
the  purposes  aforesaid,  shall  be  fined  in  a  sum  not  exceeding  twenty 

*  dollars,  or  imprisonment  not  longer  than  twenty  days;  that  any  gate 
erected  across  a  public  road  under  the  provisions  of  this  Chapter  shall  be 
so  constructed  that  the  same  can  be  opened  and  shut  without  dismount- 

ing from  any  horse  or  vehicle  that  may  be  desired  to  pass  through  the 
same. 

§1455.  (f.)  Pasturage  furnished,  when.     Each  owner   or  proprietor  of 
Acts  of  1880  lands,  in  any  militia  district  adopting  the  provisions  of  this  Chapter, 

-i»p.  <s-      wk0  ghaj]    rent  his  lands,  or  establish  a  system  of  tenantry  thereon, shall  furnish  pasturage  for  at  least  one  cow  and  calf  for  the  family  of 
each  tenant,  provided  that  said  tenant  shall  do  his  proportionate  part 
of  fencing. 

§1455.  (g.)  Rights  of  voters.  Nothing  herein  contained  shall  prevent 
any  district  which  has  adopted  this  law  from  voting  at  any  county 
election  on  the  stock  law. 

1455.  (h.)    Where  streams  are  fences.     The  provisions  of  sections  1449  to 
Acts  of  1880  1454,  inclusive  of  both,  shall  become  operative  in  any  part  of  any  county 

"  ' p*      '    in  this  State  that  is  divided  by  any  water  course  that  is  or  shall  be deemed  and  considered  fences,  upon  the  following  terms  and  conditions  : 
Whenever  so  many  as  fifty  freeholders  residing  on  that  side  of  such 
.water  course  in  any  county  in  this  State  that  is  divided  by  any  water 
course,  that   is  or  shall  be  deemed  and  considered  fences,  shall  peti- 

tion the  Ordinary  of  said  county  for  the  benefit  of  said  stock  law  in  that 

portion  of   the  county,  said  Ordinary-  shall,   at  once,  make    known 
throughout  said  portion  of  said  county,  by  advertisement  in  the  public 

*  gazette,  if  there  be  one  published  in  said  county,  and  by  posting  notices 
at  all  election  precincts  and  public  places  therein,  that  such  petition 

has  been  filed  in  his*  office,  such  notice  to  be  published  at  least  twenty 
days,  and  all  subsequent  proceedings  shall  be  the  same  as  now  provided 
when  whole  counties  apply  for  the  provisions  of  said  sections. 

§1455.  (i. )  Part  of  county  excepted.  The  result  of  such  election  shall 
have  no  force  or  effect  in  that  part  of  the  county  tying  on  the  opposite 
side  of  such  water  course. 

General  Note  on  Chapter  IX.  (Fences).— Thomp.  Law  of  Farm,  g§208-232;  Tyler 
on  Boundaries,  341,  504;  Shear.  &  Redf.  Neg.,  382;  Cooley  on  Torts,  337-340.  See  note 
on  Highways,  page  147  of  this  Code. 
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CHAPTER   X. 

FIRING    THE    WOODS. 

Section. 
1456.  Woods  may  be  fired,  when,  etc. 
1457.  Notice  must  be  given. 

Section. 
1458.  Penalty  for  firing  without  notice. 
1459.  Woods  catching  fire  by  negligence. 

§1456.  (1462.)  (1405.)  When  and  by  whom  ivoods  may  be  fired.  No  per- 
son but  a  resident  of  the  county  where  the  firing  is  done,  owning  lands 

therein,  or  domiciled  thereon,  outside  of  any  town  incorporation,  shall 
set  on  fire  any  woods,  lands  or  marshes ;  nor  shall  such  persons,  except 
between  the  twentieth  of  February  and  the  first  of  April  annually. 

Section  cited  and  an  injunction  refused  as  against  the  firing  of  the  woods  :  56  Ga., 
508-510. 

§1457.  (1463.)  (1406. )  One  firing  woods  must  give  notice.  When  such 
person  shall  desire  to  set  fire  within  said  time,  he  shall  notify  all  per- 

sons who  occupy  lands  adjoining  him,  by  residence  thereon,  or  cultiva- 
tion, or  inclosure  of  any  portion  of  the  tract  or  settlement,  of  the  day 

and  hour  of  the  firing,  at  least  one  day  prior  thereto.  Such  notice  need 
not  be  given  if,  on  a  sudden  emergency,  due  caution  should  require 

firing  to  render  one's  premises  safe. 
§1458.  (1464.)  (1407.)  Penalty  for  setting  fire  without  notice.     Any  per- Acts  of  ist^ 

son   setting  fire  in  violation  of  the  two  preceding  sections,  shall  be  "9'  p* 63' 
deemed  guilty  of  a  misdemeanor,  and,  on  conviction  thereof,  shall  be 
punished  as  prescribed  in  section  4310  of  this  Code. 

Section  cited  and  the  penalty  of  this  section  referred  to  :  56  Ga.,  508-510. 

§1459.  (1465.)  (1408.)  Penalty  for  letting  woods  catch,  etc.  Persons, 
either  by  themselves  or  agents,  who  permit  fire  to  get  into  the  woods, 
lands  or  marshes,  through  neglect,  are  within  the  meaning  of  said  sec- 
tions. 

General  Note  on  Chapter  X. — Injury  by  fire,  negligent  communication  of,  etc.: 
Thomp.  Law  of  Farm,  §§50-78;  1  Thomp.  Neg.,  116;  1  Add.  Torts,  19,  358-369;  Shear. 
&  Redf.  Neg.,  393;  Cooley  on  Torts.  589-592;  5  Am.  R.,  157;  6/597  ;  7/80. 

CHAPTER  XL 

MILLS     AND     MILLERS. 

Section. 
1460.  Grain,  in  what  order  ground. 
1461.  Penalty  for  failure. 

Section. 

1462.  "Public  Mills"  denned. 

§1460.  (1466.)  (1409.)  Grain  to  be  ground  in  turn.  All  owners  or  oc- 
cupants of  mills  shall  well  grind  all  clean  and  dry  grain,  and  in  due 

turn,  as  far  as  ten  bushels  in  the  turn,  as  the  same  may  be  brought, 
and  may  take  for  toll  one-eighth  part  thereof. 

§1461.  (1467.)  (1410.)  Penalty  for  not  grinding  in  turn.  Every  such 
person  who  shall  not  so  grind,  except  in  time  of  drought,  or  for  other 
sufficient  cause,  or  not  in  due  turn,  or  take  or  exact  more  toll,  shall 
forfeit  and  pay  for  each  offense,  to  the  party  injured,  twenty  dollars  : 
Provided,  such  miller  may  do  his  own  grinding  first. 

§1462.  (1468.)  (1411.)  What  are  public  mills.  All  grist  mills  which 
grind  for  toll  for  any  person,  are  public  mills  within  the  meaning  of 
this  Chapter. 

Mills  are  not  such  a  public  use  as  authorizes  the  appropriation  of  private  property : 
42Ga.,505. 

General  Note  on  Chapter  XI. — Mill,  what  passes  by  grant  of:  Angell  on  Water- 
courses, 90,  158-167,  358-361.      By  grant   of   "mill  and  appurtenances:"    Angell  on 20 
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Water  courses,  153-158.  Construction  of  dams  for  mills,  "public  use,"  when:  23  Am. 
D.,  622.  Mill  erected  on  land  by  owner's  consent,  not  a  "fixture:"  25  Am.  D.,  254. 
Right  to  remove:  26  Am.  D.,  532.  Rights  of  mill  owners  on  same  stream:  Wood  on 

Nuisance,  458.     Miller's  lien:  Cross  on  L.,  350  (L.  L.) 

CHAPTER  XII* 

GUNPOWDER. 

Section. 
1463.  Transported  gunpowder,  etc. 
1464.  Penalty  for  not  marking. 

Section. 
1465.  Keeping  gunpowder,  etc. 

§1463.  (1469.)  (1412.)  Gunpowder  must  be  marked.  All  owners,  agents 
or  others  who  have  any  gunpowder,  more  than  five  pounds,  transported 
upon  water,  railroad  or  otherwise,  shall  have  the  word  gunpowder 
marked  upon  each  package  so  transported,  in  large  letters. 

See  36  Am.  R.,  658,508, 

§1464.  (1470.)  (1413.)  Penalty  for  transporting  contrary  to  law.  Gun- 
powder transported  in  violation  of  said  provision  shall  be  liable  to 

seizure  and  forfeiture  by  any  officer  who  may  execute  a  criminal  war- 
rant under  warrant  for  that  purpose,  issued  by  any  officer  who  may 

issue  such  first  named  warrants,  one-half  of  the  same  to  go  to  the  in- 
former, the  other  half  to  go  to  the  military  fund  of  the  State,  after  pub- 

lic sale,  by  order  of  the  officer  issuing  the  warrant,  or  one  of  like  power. 
§1465.  (1471.)  (1414.)  Regulations  for  keeping  gunpowder.  The  sev- 

eral incorporated  towns  or  cities  of  this  State,  within  their  corporate 
limits,  and  the  Ordinaries  within  their  respective  counties  (out  of  said 
corporate  limits)  have  authority  to  make  and  enforce  all  needful  rules 
and  regulations  touching  the  keeping  of  gunpowder,  so  as  not  to  en- 

danger the  lives  and  property  of  the  citizens. 

*See  Cobb's  Digest,  p.  850. 
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TITLE  XVII. 

REGULATIONS  OF  AGRICULTURE,  TRADE  AND  COMMERCE. 

CHAPTER  I. 

AGRICULTURE,    BANKS    AND     BANKING. 

Article  1. — Department  of  Agriculture.  c#<*^^  -  €^e*~^^?^~/^^  ~ 

Article  2. — Bank  returns.  /Ze^ajZz^**^  6x  f-o^rt^**- 
Article  3. — Obligations  and  penalties.  /  /  A^^- 
Article  4. — Forfeiture  of  charters  and  liability  of  -stockholders. 

ARTICLE    L 

DEPARTMENT   OF    AGRICULTURE. 

SECTioy. 

1465.  (g.)  Commissioner's  term  of  office. 
1465.  (h.)  Blanks    furnished     by    commis- 

sioner. 
1465.  (i.)  Returns  to  be  consolidated,  etc. 
1465.  (j.)  Returns  of  white  and  colored  to  be 

kept  separate. 

Section. 
1465.  (a.)  Department  of  Agriculture  estab- 

lished. 
1465.  (b.)  Commissioner,  appointment  of. 
1465.  (c.)   Salary  of  commissioner  and  clerk. 
1465.  (d.)  Duty  of  commissioner  specified. 
1465.  (e.)  Rules  and  regulations, who  makes. 
1465.  (f.)  Appropriation,  how  drawn. 

§1465.  (a.)  Agricultural  department  established.     The  Governor  of  this  Acts  of  1874,. 
State  is  hereby  authorized  and  required  to  establish  a  Department  of p-  6- 
Agriculture  for  the  State  of  Georgia. 
§1465  (b.)  Commissioner  appointed.  Said  department  shall  be  under  Acts  of  1874,. 

the  control  and  management  of  one  officer,  who  shall  be  known  as  the?;6* 

Commissioner  of  Agriculture.  He  shall  be  appointed  by  the  Governor,  y^ 
by  and  with  the  advice  and  consent  of  the  Senate.  Said  commissioner/*/ 
shall  be  allowed  one  clerk — to  be  chosen  by  himself — to  assist  the  com- 

missioner in  the  discharge  of  the  clerical  duties  of  his  office.  The  office 
of  said  commissioner  shall  be  held  at  the  Capitol  of  the  State,  and  an 
office  and  furniture  necessary  for  the  transaction  of  the  duties  of  his 
office,  shall  be  furnished  him  by  the  Executive  of  this  State. 

§1465.  (c.)  Salary  of  commissioner.  The  salary  of  said  commissioner 
shall  be  two  thousand  ($2,000.00)  dollars  per  annum,  and  the  salary  of 
his  clerk  shall  be  twelve  hundred  ($1,200.00)  dollars  per  annum. 

§1465.  (d.)  Commissioner's  duties.     The  duties  of  the  commissioner  Actsofi874. shall  be :  p.  6. 

1.  He  shall  prepare,  under  his  own  discretion,  a  hand-book  describing 
the  geological  formation  of  the  various  counties  of  this  State,  with  in- 

formation as  to  the  general  adaptation  of  the  soil  of  said  counties  for  the 
various  products  of  the  temperate  zone,  and  for  the  purpose  of  giving  a 
more  general  and  careful  estimate  of  the  capacity  and  character  of  the 
soil  of  the  counties  of  this  State ;  to  obtain  a  correct  analysis  of  the  same 
he  shall  be  furnished  by  the  Executive  of  this  State,  from  the  State 
treasury,  with  a  sum  of  not  more  than  one  thousand  ($1,000.00)  dollars, 
with  which  to  purchase  a  sufficient  chemical  apparatus  to  use  in  con- 

nection with  said  office,  for  the  purpose  of  analyzing  the  soils  and  min- 
erals of  this  State,  as  he  may  deem  of  importance.     Information  upon 
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the  above  subjects,  and  others  of  interest  to  those  who  till  the  soil  of 
this  State,  shall  be  given  in  circular  or  pamphlet  form,  to  the  Ordina- 

ries and  to  the  agricultural  associations  of  the  various  counties  in  this 
State,  for  distribution  at  such  times  as  the  commissioner  may  be  pre- 

pared to  do  so. 
2.  Said  commissioner  shall  provide  for  the  proper  and  careful  distri- 

bution of  any  seeds  that  the  Government  of  the  United  States  may  de- 
;sire  to  introduce  into  the  State  of  Georgia,  and  he  shall  make  arrange- 

ments for  the  importation  of  seeds  that  he  may  deem  of  value  to  this 
.State,  and  for  the  proper,  careful  and  judicious  distribution  of  the  same  ; 
,also,  for  the  exchange  of  seeds  with  foreign  countries  or  adjoining  States, 
for  seed  from  this  State ;  and  their  distribution  in  a  proper  manner 
shall  be  entirely  under  his  supervision  and  control. 

3.  Said  commissioner  shall  have  under  his  especial  charge  the  study 
of  the  various  insects  that  are  injurious  to  the  crops,  plants  and  fruits 
-of  this  State,  their  habits  and  propagation  ;  and  he  shall,  at  various 
times,  as  he  may  deem  proper,  issue  circulars  for  distribution  as  afore- 

said iu  this  State,  as  to  the  proper  mode  for  their  destruction,  and  any 
information  upon  said  subject  that  he  may  deem  of  interest  to  the 
planters,  farmers  and  horticulturists  of  this  State. 

4.  Said  commissioner  shall  examine  into  any  question  that  may  be 
of  interest  to  the  horticulturists  and  fruit-growers  of  this  State,  and  in 
.all  endeavors  that  he  may  deem  proper  toward  encouraging  these  im- 

portant industries. 
5.  Said  commissioner  shall  have  under  his  especial  charge  the  di- 

seases of  the  grain,  fruits  and  other  crops  of  this  State,  and  he  shall,  at 
various  times,  report  upon  any  remedy  for  said  diseases  or  any  useful 
information  upon  said  subject,  and  he  shall  employ  in  a  manner  that 
he  may  deem  fit,  a  chemist  to  assist  him  in  his  researches,  and  a  geol- 

ogist to  assist  him  in  preparing  a  geological  survey  of  the  State,  and 
other  business  that  he  may  deem  of  importance  to  advance  the  purpose 
for  which  this  department  is  created. 

6.  Said  commissioner  shall  have  under  his  especial  charge  the  anal- 
ysis of  fertilizers.  A  fair  sample  of  all  fertilizers  sold  in  this  State  shall 

be  first  submitted  to  said  commissioner,  and  the  same  shall  be  thor- 
oughly tested  by  him,  and  if  any  brand  of  fertilizers  so  tested  by  said 

commissioner  is  pronounced  of  no  practical  value,  the  sale  of  the  same 
shall  be  prohibited  in  this  State;  and  any  person  violating  the  pro- 

visions of  this  Article,  or  selling  any  fertilizer  in  this  State  without 

•first  submitting  a  fair  sample  of  the  same  to  said  commissioner,  under 
rules  to  be  prescribed  by  him,  shall  be  guilty  of  a  misdemeanor,  and 
shall  be  liable  to  be  prosecuted  and  punished  for  the  same,  as  is  now 
provided  in  paragraph  4310  of  this  Code. 

7.  Said  commissioner  shall  report,  as  is  hereinbefore  set  forth,  upon 
any  matter  of  interest  in  connection  with  the  dairy  that  he  may  deem 
of  interest  to  the  people  of  this  State. 

8.  It  shall  be  the  especial  duty  of  said  commissioner  to  investigate 
and  report,  as  is  hereinbefore  set  forth,  upon  the  culture  of  wool,  the 
utility  and  profits  of  sheep-raising,  and  all  information  upon  this  im- 

portant subject  that  he  may  deem  of  interest  to  the  people  of  this 
State. 

9.  Said  commissioner  shall  investigate  the  subject  of  irrigation,  and 
what  portion  of  this  State  Can  be  most  benefited  thereby,  and  all  infor- 

mation upon  this  subject  that  he  may  deem  important  to  the  people  of 
1,his  State. 

10.  Said  commissioner  shall  give  attention  to  the  subject  of  fencing, 
and  shall  report  at  such  times  as  he  may  deem  proper  upon  said  sub- 

ject, as  is  hereinbefore  set  forth. 
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11.  Said  commissioner  may  report,  in  the  manner  as  is  hereinbefore 
set  forth,  upon  any  matter  or  subject  that  he  may  deem  of  interest  to 
the  agriculture  of  this  State. 

§1465.  (e.)  Rules  to  be  made  by  commissioner.     The  commissioner  shall  Actsofi874, 

be  empowered  to  make  all  necessary  rules  and  regulations  for  the  pur- p" 
pose  of  carrying  out  the  design  and  intentions  of  this  Article. 

§1465.  (f.)  Appropriation  for  department.  For  the  purpose  of  prac-  Actsofi874 

tically  carrying  out  the  designs  for  which  this  Department  of  Ag-P"'" riculture  is  instituted  in  this  State,  an  appropriation  is  hereby 
made  for  the  support  and  maintenance  of  said  department,  and,  for  the 
payment  of  employees  that  it  will  be  necessary  to  employ  to  properly 
carry  out  the  intentions  of  this  Article,  ten  thousand  dollars  ($10,000) 
per  annum ;  said  sum  not  to  include  the  salary  of  the  commissioner  or 
his  clerk.  Said  amount  shall  be  especially  appropriated  from  the  treas- 

ury for  said  purpose,  and  shall  be  accounted  as  an  annual  expense  of 
the  State ;  and  said  amount  shall  be  drawn  from  the  State  treasury  by 
the  commissioner,  under  rules  to  be  established  for  said  commissioner 
by  the  Governor.  Said  commissioner  shall  make  an  annual  report, 
and  also  make  a  quarterly  report  of  the  receipts  and  expenditures  of 
his  office  ;  and  the  same  shall  be  approved  by  the  Governor  before  any 
further  amount  is  drawn  by  said  commissioner  from  the  treasury. 

§1465.  (g.)   Commissioner's  term  of  office.     The  office  of  said  commis- Actsofi874 
sioner  shall  continue  for  four  years  from  the  date  of  his  appointment ;  v>y. 
and  he  shall  perform  the  duties  of  the  same  for  said  length  of  time,  /f*j,  <£J 

unless  removed  in  the  manner  now  prescribed  by  law  for  the  removal  " of  officers  of  the  State  Government. 

§1465.  (h.)  Blanks  furnished  by  the  commissioner.     It  shall  be  the  duty  Acts  of  1875, 
of  the  Commissioner  of  Agriculture  of  this  State  to  furnish  the  tax  re-?o/\_  „_  -%  jf*  ** - 
ceivers  of  the  several  counties  with  the  necessary  books  or  blanks  for   j-^  <g z~* 
taking  the  returns  provided  for  in  item  12,  of  section  920,  and  the  du-/    '  ' 
ties  required  in  said  item  shall  be  performed  under  his  instructions, 
and  said  returns  forwarded  to  the  commissioner  on  or  before  the  first 
day  of  August  in  each  year. 

§1465.  (i.)  Returns  to  be  consolidated,  etc.     It  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  Actsofi875, 

Commissioner  of  Agriculture,  annually,  to  consolidate  and  publish  saidp'  6' 
returns  for  public  information,  in  such  manner  and  at  such  times  as  he 
may  deem  expedient,  and  shall  also  keep  on  file,  in  his  office,  one  or 
more  copies  of  said  consolidated  returns  of  each  county  in  the  State. 

§1465.  (j.)  Returns  of  white  and  colored  to  be  kept  separate.     In  taking  the  Actsofi87», 

foregoing  statisti  »s,  the  crop  or  farm  statistics  as  given  in  by  the  white  p* 6' 
and  colored  population,  shall  be  kept  distinct,  and  so  returned  by  the 
receivers. 

ARTICLE  II. 

BANK     RETURNS. 

Section. 
1466.  Bank  returns,  how  made. 
1467.  Contents  of  returns. 
1468.  Oath  of  officers  shall  be  annexed. 

ise  of  advertising.   *^ ■*-«r^-~     /^  y y 

Section. 
1469.  Expense 
1470.  Bank  refusing  to  make  returns 
1471.  False  affidavit  perjury. 

+ 
§1466.  (1472.)  (1415.)  Call  for  bank  returns.     It   is   the  duty  of  the  Act  of  isso, 

Governor,  twice  in  each  year,  to  advertise  for  at  least  two  weeks,  in  a0"*/^'       #  j 
public  gazette  at  the  seat  of  government,  a  call  upon  every  banking  ̂ Z-*^-*-**-'**-*^ 
institution  of  this  State,  and  branch  thereof,  to  make  returns  to  him,  tfSjt**j~  CL.c^/~\ 
under  the  oaths  of  their  several  presidents  and  cashiers,  of  their  respec-  /tt^  Ctl"T 
tive  conditions  at  a  time  to  be  specified  in  such  advertisement,  and  t<x     » 
transmit  the  same  to  him  within  thirty  days  from  said  dates.  /      s/  y 
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At  f  1832      §1467.  (1473.)  (1416.)  Contents  of  the  returns.     Such  returns  shall  em- 

c.  p.  ioo.   '  brace — 
cCp°ii4889'      1-  The  names  of  the  presidents  and  directors,  and  a  list  of  the  stock- 
Act  of  1850,  holders  on  the  day  of  the  regular  weekly  meeting  of  the  president  and 
"'  p' 122'     directors  next  preceding  the  date  of  his  requisition.     The  list  of  stock- 

holders may  be  given  but  once  a  year. 
2.  The  amount  of  stock  owned  by  each  individual  or  company,  and 

the  amount  of  money  actually  paid  in  on  each  share. 
3.  The  amount  of  bills  on  other  banks  of  the  State,  of  gold,  silver, 

and  bullion  in  their  vaults. 
4.  The  amount  of  debts  due  them,  within  and  without  the  State,  so 

designating  them,  which  may  be  denominated  specie  funds. 
5.  The  active  or  running  paper,  the  amounts  in  suits  under  protest, 

and  not  iu  suit,  clearly  stating  what  amount  of  all  such  debts  is  good, 
what  doubtful,  what  bad,  and  what  lost. 

6.  The  amount  of  bills  in  circulation,  the  amount  on  deposit,  and  the 
highest  amount  due  and  owing  by  each  bank. 

§1468.  (1474.)  (1417.)  Oath  oj  officers  to  be  annexed  to  returns.  The 
original  oaths  aforesaid  shall  be  annexed  to  said  returns,  stating  them  to 
be  just  and  true,  and  moreover,  that  since  the  last  return,  their  respect- 

ive banks,  to  the  best  of  affiants'  knowledge  and  belief,  have  not  vio- 
lated nor  evaded  any  obligation  imposed  by  law,  either  by  itself,  its 

officers,  or  agents. 
Personal  liability  of  president  of  bank  for  making  false  report:  Thomp.  Off.  Corp., 

477,  493. 

§1469.    (1475.)    (1418.)   Expense  of  advertising,   by  whom  paid.      The 
Act  of  1840,  banks  are  required  to  publish  their  several  reports  in  some  public  ga- 
Acfof1?^  zette  of  this  State,  at  their  expense,  and  on  failing  to  do  so,  within 
c.  p.  120.    '  thirty  days,  it  is  the  duty  of  the  Governor  to  make  public  advertise- 
pC2o°       '  ment  of  the  fact,  and  to  order  all  collectors  of  the  public  money  to  re- 

fuse to  receive  their  bills.     The  Governor  shall  also  publish  the  reports, 
the  cost  of  which  the  defaulting  banks  shall  be  bound  for,  as  a  tax 
levied,  which  shall  be  collected  by  execution  issued  by  the  Comptroller- 
General. 

§1470.  (1476.)  (1419.)  Penalty  for  not  making  return.  Any  bank  re- 
ActFof  1858,  fusing  to  make  out  and  return  said  reports,  as  required  by  law,  forfeits 
p-  21-  and  pays  to  the  State  a  tax  of  two  per  cent,  per  month  upon  their  capi- 

tal stock,  from  the  time  of  such  refusal,  to  be  levied  and  collected  by 
execution  at  the  end  of  each  month,  by  the  Comptroller-General;  the 
bills  of  said  banks  shall  likewise  not  be  received,  as  prescribed  in  pre- 

ceding section. 
§1471.  (1477.)  (1420.)  False  affidavit  perjury.  Perjury  may  be  as- 

Actsofi858,  signed  on  such  affidavits,  and  the  name  of  a  person  signed  thereto,  au- 
p<  w'         thorized  to  administer  an  oath,  shall  be  evidence  of  the  swearing. 

Thomp.  Off.  Corp.,  477,  493. 
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ARTICLE   III. 

OBLIGATIONS     AND    PENALTIES. 

Section. 
1472.  Prohibitions  imposed  on  banks. 
1473.  Qualification  of  section. 
1474.  Certain  contracts  void. 
1475.  Violation  of  No.  3.  section  1472. 
1476.  Violation  of  Nos.  4  and  5,  section 

1472. 
1477.  Proof  prescribed. 

Section. 
1478.  Violating  No.  6,  section  1472. 
1479.  Violating  No.  7  of  section  1472. 
1480.  Obligations  imposed  on  banks. 
1481.  Violating  No.  1  of  section  1480. 
1482.  Proceedings  for  such  violations. 
1483.  Violating  Nos.  2  and  3  of  section  1480. 
1484.  The  term  bank,  what  it  includes. 

The  banks  of  this  State §1472.  (1478.)  (1421.)  Prohibitions  on  banks. 
shall  not — 

[Items  1  and  2,  section  1472,  repealed  by  Act  14th  February,  1873.] 
3.  Sell  any  kind  of  exchange,  except  sight  checks,  or  demand  or  re- Acts  of  is  7, 

ceive  for  exchange,  in  or  out  of  this  State,  of  any  citizen  thereof,  aPc^ofl8G0 
greater  premium  than  one  per  cent,  upon  the  amount  of  exchange  sold,  p.  21. 

when  the  bills  of  the  bank  from  which  the  exchange  is  sought  are  pre-   /?  v    Mj£a>U^^-m 
sfmtfid  at  its  counter  in  navm en t  thereof.  L***-         y  _^    ̂ Lr_ 

Notes  held  as  collateral  security  for  notes  for  the  loan  of  money  by  the  bank  for  "  n 
more  than  seven  per  cent,  interest,  this  fact  may  be  plead  in  defense  to  suit:  50  Ga.,  70.     /Y«/.  £>  &•> 
Dollar  Savings  Bank  of  Atlanta  had  no  right  to  charge  higher  interest  than  allowed  by  / / y 
law;  54  Ga.,  190.  J 

4.  Issue  paper  or  promises  to  pay,  intended  to  be  used  as  money,  re-  Actsofi83 
deemable  otherwise  than  with  gold  or  silver  coin,  at  the  standard  value  $;c}^f18 
thereof,  or  in  lawful  currency  of  the  United  States. 

What  certificate  of  deposit  is  in  violation  of  the  Act  of  1837 
cited  and  construed  :  46  Ga.,  563-566. 

5.  Issue  such  payment  or  pay,  or  tender  in  payment  any  paper,  pay-  Acts  of  1837, 
able  at  a  greater  length  of  time  than  three  days  from  the  date  thereof.  p- 102, 

p.  18. 
21  Ga.,  297.     Sectio 

l6U  /? 

Act  of  1837  only  applies  to  post  notes 
under  this  prohibition  :  30  Ga.,  580. 

7  Ga.,  84.     What  certificate  of  deposit  is  void 

6.  Issue,  pay  away,  or  circulate  any  bank  bill,  note,  ticket,  or  paper,  lets  of  1S32, 
of  the  nature  or  appearance  of  a  bank  note  meant  for  circulation,  or  of  xctsofi842, 
a  denomination  less  than  five  dollars,  with  the  exception  that  all  sol-  p.  120. 

vent  and  specie  paying  banks  or  paying  currency  as  aforesaid,  may  issue  -2,Cpp?2i,  26. 
small  bills  of  the  denominations,  one,  two,  three  and  four  dollars,  to  an  Acts  of  1*74, 
amount  not  excaeding  twenty  per  cent,  of  their  capital  stock,  to  be 
computed  as  part  of  their  circulation. 

The  setting  apart  of  bank  bills  as  a  pledge  or  a  security  is  not  an  issuing  of  such  bills 
as  currency  :  1  Ga.,  435. 

7.  Issue  bills  beyond  the  amount  specified  in  their  charter. 
§1473.  (1479.)  (1422.)  Qualification  of  preceding  section.  Nothing  in  Actsofiss?, 

the  foregoing  shall  be  so  construed  as  to  restrict  the  bank  to  said  rate,  in  p- 19- 
the  sale  or  purchase  of  foreign  bills,  provided  that  the  said  foreign  bill 
is  a  bona  fide  commercial  bill,  and  not  a  loan  or  accommodation  by  the 
bank ;  and  that  the  exchange  is  a  legitimate  commercial  exchange, 
and  the  transaction  not  in  fact  a  loan  or  accommodation  in  which  the 

law  is  attempted  to  be  evaded  by  resorting  to  the  form  of  a  bill  of  ex- 
change, foreign  bill  or  draft. 

§1474.  (1480.)  Banks  may  charge  same  rates  of  interest  as  individuals,  (a)  Acts  of 

[Banks  incorporated  by  the  laws  of,  or  doing  business  in  this  State,  18/°' p 
may  make  the  same  contracts  respecting  the  rate  of  interest  to  be  paid 
for  the  loan  of  money,  as  are  lawful  between  individuals,  and  shall  be 
liable  to  the  same  penalty,  and  no  other,  incurred  by  individuals  when 
they  lend  money  at  a  greater  rate  of  interest  than  that  authorized  by 
law  ;  and  all  laws  now  in  force  respecting  the  rate  of  interest  charged 
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for  the  loan  of  money  by  individuals,  shall  be  applicable  to  banks  doing 
business  in  this  State.]     (a.) 

Section  cited  :  57  Ga.,  96-98. 

§1475.  (1481.)  (1424.)  Penalty  for  violating  the  3d  item  of  section  1472. 
For  a  violation  of  number  3  of  the  same  section,  1472,  the  person  pay- 

ing the  premium  may  recover  three  times  the  amount  of  the  excess  by 
a  summary  proceeding  before  any  court  having  jurisdiction,  on  which 
judgment  may  be  rendered  at  the  first  term.  The  suit  may  be  either 
against  the  bank,  its  officer  or  agent;  in  either  case  the  property  and 
effects  of  the  bank  are  subject  to  the  judgment. 

§1476.  (1482.)  (1425.)  Penalty  for  violating  the  4th  and  5th  items  of  sec- 
Act  of  1837,  Hon  1472.  For  a  violation  of  numbers  4  and  5  of  section  1472,  the  bank 

a  p.  103,  forfeits  one  thousand  dollars  for  each  bill  or  paper  so  issued,  to  be  re- 
covered by  action  at  the  suit  of  the  informer — one-half  to  go  to  him,  the 

other  half  to  the  educational  fund  of  the  county,  where  the  recovery  is 
had. 

§1477.  (1483.)  (1426.)  Mode  of  proof  prescribed.  The  officer  or  agent 
who  received  the  premium  shall  appear  without  any  process  than  the 
service  of  the  writ,  and  bring  his  book  having  the  original  entry  of  the 
transaction,  and  give  evidence  in  the  case.  If  he  fails  to  appear,  the 
affidavit  or  testimony  of  the  plaintiff  shall  be  received. 

§1478.  (1484.)  (1427.)  Penalty  of  violating  6th  item  of  section  1472.  For 
the  violation  of  number  6  of  section  1472,  the  bank  forfeits  five  hun- 

dred dollars  for  each  small  bill  so  issued  beyond  the  twenty  per  cent.,  or 
amount  allowed  by  charter  to  be  recovered  as  in  cases  of  numbers  4  and 
5,  unless  a  different  penalty  is  prescribed  by  charter. 

Section  cited  :  50  Ga.,  73. 

§1479.  (1485.)  (1428.)  Penalty  for  violating  1th  item  oj, 'section  1472.  For the  violation  of  number  7  of  section  1472  the  bank  so  violating  forfeits 
its  charter. 

§1480.  (1486.)  (1429.)  Obligations  on  banks.     The  banks  of  this  State 

shall — 
Act  of  1818      1*  Pay  sPecie  f°r  any  °f  their  bills,  notes,  drafts,  or  other  obligations 

c.  p.  97.     '  when  due  and  demanded  by  the  holder.  . .« 
Actsofi857,     2.  Receive  their  own  bills,  notes,  certificates  of  deposit,  or  other  evi- 

F- 18-        '  dence  of  debt,  in  payment  of  debts  due  them.  . 3.  Receive  their  own  bills  at  par,  whether  issued  or  made  payable  at 
Acts  of  1^32,  the  parent  bank  or  any  of  its  branches,  in  settlement  of  debts  or  bal- 
c.  p.  ioi.     ances  due  either,  and  when  notes  or  other  obligations  are  discounted  by 

any  bank,  and  become  transferred  to  another  bank,  they  continue  pay- 
able in  the  bills  of  the  bank  where  discounted. 

Debts  contracted  with  a  bank:  18  Ga.,  65,  109-110.     In  reference  to  the  Act  of  1832, 
f     ■  paper  discounted  and  held  by  a  bank  is  payable  in  the  bills  of  the  bank:  24  Ga.,  249. 

As  to  the  ultimate  liability  of  share-holders  to  redeem  bills  of  the  bank, held,  this  point 
was  not  made  by  the  bill  in  this  case  :  61  Ga.,  615., ;   : 

§1481.  (1487.)  (1430.)  Penalty 'for  violating  1st  item  of section  1480.  For 
Act  °f0J832'  the  violation  of  number  1  of  section  1480  the  bank  shall  pay,  besides 
A(tsoti859,  the  legal  interest  twenty-five  per  cent,  damages,  each  of  which  must  be 
p" 20"  specified  in  the  verdict-  and  judgment,  and  the'execution  issued  thereon 

shall  be  collected  in  specie. 

■  i'  Demand  by  bill  holder  on  the  receiver  after  forfeiture  of  the  charter  did  not  entitle 
him  to  the  ten  per  cent,  'damages  under  the  Act  of  1832  :  7  Ga.,  80.  Justices  of  the 
Peace  Court  has  jurisdiction  to  award  judgment  against  a  bank  with  interest  and  ten 
per  cent,  damages  under  the  Act  of  1832  :  12  Ga.,  531. 

§1482.  (1488.)  (1431.)    Proceeding  for  such  violation.     The    Governor 
»     shall  also  cause,  judicial  proceedings  to  be  instituted  against  such 'bank 

for  the.  forfeiture  of  its  charter,,  but  the  defaulting  bank  may,  within 
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five, days  after  such  demand  and  refusal,  produce  satisfactory  evidence 
that  there  was  an  indebtedness  then  due  to  said  bank  by  the  person 
demanding  specie  equal  to  the  amount  demanded,  and  the  Governor 
may,  in  his  discretion,  forbear  or  postpone  the  proceeding. 

§1483.  (1489.)  (1432.)  Penalty  for  violating  2d  and  3d  items  of  section 
1480.  For  the  violation  of  numbers  2  and  3  of  section  1480  the  bank 

shall  forfeit  to  the  debtor  twenty  percent,  upon  the  amount  to  be  re- 
covered by  special  suit  in  his  favor,  or  in  any  other  form  of  litigation 

between  them.  The  special  deposit  of  the  proper  amount  in  another 
bank,  or  in  the  hands  of  a  solvent  stakeholder,  with  notice  to  the  bank, 
is  a  payment. 

§1484.  (1490.)  (1433.)  The  term  bank  includes  what.  The  term  bank  in- 
cludes the  parent  bank,  its  branches,  if  any,  and  agencies,  its  officers  of 

every  description,  and  agents,  in  construing  the  violation  of  an  obliga- 
tion or  the  imposing  a  penalty  for  the  acts  of  whom  the  bank  or 

branches,  as  the  case  may  be,  is  bound. 

ARTICLE  IV. 

KOliFWiTU  OF  i  IABILITY  OF  STOCKHOLDERS.      /?tf\    7&* 

Section. 
1485.  Bank  charter  forfeited,  for  what. 
1486.  Proceedings,  how  instituted. 
1487.  Duty  of  receiver. 
1488.  Compensation  of  receiver,  etc. 
1489.  Order  of  paying  debts,  etc. 
1490.  Debts  due  insolvent  banks. 

Section. 
1491.  Stockholders  may  be  sued,  when. 
1492.  Abatement  of  suit. 
1493.  Assignment  by  bank. 
1494.  How  set  aside. 
1495.  Want  of  assignee,  how  supplied. 
1496.  Stockholders  may  transfer  stock 

§1485.  (1491.)  (1434.)  For  what,  charter  maybe  forfeited.     Bank  charters  §  §1479, 1685, 
are  subject  to    forfeiture   for  the  same  general  grounds  as  those  of 
other  corporations,  and  also — 

1.  For  the  violation  of  any  of  the  provisions  of  their  charters. 
2.  For  the  violation  of  any  obligation  imposed  by  law,  unless  con- 

trary to  the  contracts  of  their  charters. 
3.  Whenever  it  is  demanded  by  special  enactment. 
The  bankruptcy  of  bank  does  not  operate  as  a  forfeiture  of  its  corporate  existence  : 

60  Ga.,  174-180. 

§1486.  (1492. )  (1435.)  Proceedings  to  forfeit.     When  the  Governor  is  Act  of  1840. 

informed  that  a  bank  incurs  the  penalty  of  a  forfeiture,  he  shall  cause  Act  of  i5842, 
the  Attorney-General  to  institute  proceedings  therefor  in  the  county  c-  p-  118- 
where  the  bank  or  parent  bank  is  located,  and  in  his  discretion  may 
employ  assistant  counsel  to  aid  therein,  and  pay  him  out  of  any  money 
not  otherwise  appropriated.     If  there  is  a  verdict  of  forfeiture  ren- 

dered on  the  trial,  the  Judge  shall  pronounce  the  judgment  for  all  pur- 
poses whatever,  saving  the  use  of  its  corporate  name  in  collecting  and 

paying  its  debts,  and  in  conveying  its  real  and  personal  estate,  which 
power  shall  be  exercised  by  a  receiver  appointed  by  the  Court  for  that 
purpose  at  that  time,  or  any  time,  upon  the  application  of  the  prose- 

cuting officer  showing  good  cause. 
Redeeming  liabilities  in  gold  and  silver  under  tbe  Act  of  1840,  relieved  the  bank 

from  the  forfeiture  it  had  incurred  under  its  charter:  1  Ga.,  27-31.  The  Act  of  1840, 
providing  for  the  appointment  of  a  receiver  under  this  section,  is  not  unconstitutional: 
5  Ga.,  239.  The  Acts  of  1832-3,  authorizing  the  Governor  to  appoint  a  receiver  to  take 
charge  of  the  assets  of  the  Bank  of  Macon,  are  constitutional :  9  Ga.,  253.  No  receiver 
where  there  was  a  valid  assignment  and  no  necessity  for  its  being  set  aside  :  59  Ga.,  271. 

§1487.  (1493.)  (1436.)    Duty  of  receiver.     It    is  the  duty  of  such  re-  Act  of  2842, 
ceiver —  •  a  p<  118* 

1.  To  promptly  collect  the  debts  due  said  bank,  and 'to  convert  the property  into  cash  or  available  assets  as  soon  as  practicable. 
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2.  To  pay  the  creditors  pro  rata  semi-annually,  according  to  the  dig- 
nity of  their  claims,  unless  there  is  sufficient  to  pay  all. 

3.  To  pay  the  holders  of  the  bills  before  other  creditors,  if  they  give 
notice  of  their  claims  within  six  -months. 

This  applies  only  where  there  has  been  a  forfeiture  of  the  charter  and  a  receiver  ap- 
pointed :  37  Ga.,  614. 

4.  To  give  notice  to  said  bill  holders  and  other  creditors,  by  a  three 

months'  publication  in  some  public  gazette  of  the  State. 
5.  To  make  annual  returns  of  his  receipts  and  disbursements  to  the 

Judge  of  the  Superior  Court  of  the  county,  at  the  first  term  held  every 
year ;  to  produce  vouchers  and  swear  to  the  return,  which  shall  be 
passed  upon  by  said  judge,  and  entered  on  the  minutes  by  the  clerk. 

6.  To  distribute  the  assets,  after  paying  all  the  debts  of  the  corpora- 
tion, among  the  stockholders  in  proportion  to  their  stock. 

19  Am.  D.,  429.  Actions  by:  High  on  Rec.,  §§210-215,  320.  Defenses  to:  High  on 
Rec.,  §§245-248. 

§1488.  (1494.)  (1437.)   Compensation  of  receiver,  etc.,     On  failure  to  com- 
Aet  of  1842,  ply  substantially  with  any  of  the  above  requirements,  he  forfeits  his 
c.p.  ii9.     compensation.     His  compensation  shall  be  the  same  as  that  allowed 

administrators ;  but  upon  special  application,  the  court  may  allow,  for 
good  cause  shown,  additional  compensation. 

§1489.  (1495.)  (1438.)   Order  of  paying  debts  of  insolvent  banks.     If  the 
§2553.      .    bank  is  insolvent,  the  order  of  paying  off  the  debts  shall  be  the  same  as 

is  prescribed  in  cases  of  administration,  to  the  extent  applicable,  except 
where  special  preference  or  postponement  is  given  by  law. 

This  section  and  paragraph  apply  only  where  there  has  been  a  forfeiture  of  the 
charter  and  a  receiver  appointed  by  the  Court,  and  not  where  there  has  been  an  assign- 

ment: 37  Ga.,  614.     The  rule  of  distribution  fully  laid  down :  40  Ga.,  391-392. 
Deposit  of  Court  funds,  no  preference  :  36  Am.  R.,  157. 

§1490.  (1496.)  (1439.)  In  what  funds  debts  due  are  to  be  paid.  Debtors 
are  not,  in  such  a  case,  allowed  to  pay  their  debts  to  the  receiver  in  bills 
of  the  bank  at  their  par  value,  unless  accompanied  by  an  affidavit 
that  they  are  the  identical  bills  received  from  the  bank  by  which  the 
debt  was  created. 

A  bill  holder  is  held  to  the  same  rule ;  he  must  be  a  bona  fide  holder  of  the  bills,  and 
show  the  time  of  the  purchase,  from  whom  he  purchased,  the  amount  paid,  and  each 
claimant  has  the  right  to  contest  the  showing  made  by  every  other  as  to  the  quantum 
of  consideration  paid  for  the  bills :  40  Ga.,  391-392. 

Debtors  pay  in  what  funds :  High  on  Rec,  §247. 

§1491.  (1497.)  (1440.)    When  stockholders  are  suable.   If  the  assets  of  the 
Act  of  1843,  bank  are  insufficient  to  pay  all  its  liabilities,  the  receiver  shall  bring 
c.  p.  119.     guj£  against  the  stockholders  in  his  own  name  for  their  unpaid  stock  to 

an  amount  which  will  be  their  proportion  for  the  liquidation  of  all  the 
debts;  and  on  his  failure  to  do  so,  any  creditor  may  use  his  name  for 
that  purpose. 

"When  the  outstanding  unpaid  stock  subscription  is  payable  to  the  assignee:  60 Ga.,  615.  Disability  of  a  director  who  is  also  a  stockholder  to  purchase  in  claims  to  be 
used  as  a  defense  against  a  suit  vs.  himself :  60  Ga.,  174-5.  Bill  by  judgment  creditors 
to  recover  in  unpaid  stock  subscription,  statute  of  limitations:  58  Ga.,  541.  Liability 
for  unpaid  stock  subscription,  and  where  receiver  fraudulently  combines  with  the  stock- 

holders, and  neglects  or  refuses  to  do  his  duty,  creditors  may  collect  it  in :  8  Ga.,  486. 
The  liability  of  the  stockholders  to  the  bill  holders  survives  the  dissolution  of  the 
charter:  11  Ga.,  459.  Bill  by  the  assignee  of  the  bank  against  the  stockholders  of  an- 

other insolvent  bank  to  make  them  contribute  ratably  under  their  charter,  not  demur- 
rable :  8  Ga.,  527.  Bill  for  an  account  by  a  judgment  creditor  against  the  assignee  of  a 

bank  to  make  him  show  as  to  the  assets  :  12  Ga.,  601.  Receiver's  reasonable  expenses 
are  legitimate  charges  against  the  trust  fund:  18  Ga.,  65.  Any  defense  available  to 
the  defendant  against  the  bank  is  also  admissible  against  the  receiver  thereof:  24  Ga., 
249-251. 

Morse  on  Banks,  488.     See  General  Note  on  Corporations,  and  note  following  $3376. 
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§1492.  (1498.)  (1441.)  Abatement  of  suits.  Suits  do  not  abate  by  reason  Act  of  1842, 

of  a  vacancy  in  the  receivership,  but  proceed  on  motion,  and  without  P™119, 
any  scire  facias  in  the  name  of  the  new  receiver. 

It  proceeded  formerly  upon  scire  facias :  12  Ga.,  437. 

§1493.  (1499.)  (1442.)  Assignment  by  banks.     When  a  bank  surrenders  g442«. 
its  charter,  or  the  use  thereof,  it  may  make,  in  good  faith,  an  assign- 

ment of  all  its  effects  for  the  payment  of  its  debts,  as  natural  persons 
may,  but  it  cannot  thereby  prevent  such  preference  among  its  creditors 
as  the  law  gives. 

In  an  action  against  the  assignee  of  a  bank,  a  plea  that  there  was  an  assignment 
made  to  him,  and  a  plea  that  he,  the  defendant,  is  not  the  assignee  of  the  bank,  are 
pleas  to  the  action,  and  go  to  the  merits:  7  Ga.,  90.  Where  the  rights  of  a  party  plain- 

tiff depend  upon  the  facts  that  an  assignment  was  made  by  a  bank  to  the  defendant, 
and  that  defendant  is  an  assignee,  he  must  prove  these  facts,  notwithstanding  they  are 
recited  in  a  public  Act  of  the  Legislature:  7Ga.,  90.  That  an  assignment  made  by  a 
bank  when  insolvent  and  to  defraud  creditors,  is  void  :  8  Ga.,  506.  Bill  by  a  receiver 
to  set  aside  an  assignment  by  a  bank  not  void  because  amount  assigned  maybe  in  excess 
of  indebtedness  :  10  Ga.,  10.  An  assignment  to  which  creditors  are  not  parties  or  con- 

senting thereto  does  not  deprive  them  of  a  right  to  sue  stockholders  and  directors  for  a 
breach  of  duty  :  24  Ga.,  274.  Statute  ratifying  an  assignment  and  the  appointment  of 
the  assignee  makes  him  a  receiver  for  the  people,  and  not  liable  to  demand  and  forfeit- 

ure :  7  Ga.,  79-83.  A  receiver  or  assignee  failing  to  do  his  duty,  a  creditor  may  proceed 
in  his  own  name  against  the  stockholders,  but  in  this  case  the  receiver  should  collect 
in  the  unpaid  stock:  8  Ga.,  487-504.  An  assignment  made  by  a  banking  company 
which  was  ratified  by  the  Legislature  and  accepted  by  the  assignee,  he  cannot,  by  sub- 

sequent renunciation  of  the  trust,  relieve  himself  from  liability:  30  Ga.,  770. 
What  assignment  is  not  obnoxious  to  the  13th  and  17th  Elizabeth:  37  Ga.,  611.  A 
judgment  obtained  subsequent  to  the  assignment  takes  no  priority  in  the  distribution 
of  the  assets  :  37  Ga.,  611.  The  president  and  cashier  of  a  bank,  authorized  at  a  meeting 
of  the  stockholders,  are  the  proper  persons  to  execute  an  assignment  for  it :  56 Ga.,  252. 
Where  the  assignment  was  prompted  by  the  shareholders,  the  insolvency  of  the  bank 
and  the  surrender  of  its  charter,  the  stock  subscription  was  payable  to  the  assignee :  61 
Ga.,  615.  Cannot  displace  the  assignee  by  a  receiver  when  no  danger  shown  to  the 
assets  in  assignee's  hands  :  59  Ga.,  27] .  Refusal  to  set  aside  an  assignment  and  appoint- 

ment of  a  receiver,  and  the  State's  priority  in  the  distribution  of  the  bank's  assets 
recognized:  Seay  et  al.  vs.  Bank  of  Rome,  Pampht.  Feb.,  1881,  p.  34. 

See  note  to  $1952.     Evidence  in  suits  by  and  against  assignees :  Abb.  Tr.  Ev.,  6-7. 

§1494.  (1500.)  (1443.)  How  it  may  be  set  aside.  A  creditor  or  stock- §3369. 
holder  may  move,  in  six  months  to  set  aside  such  assignment,  by  peti- 

tion addressed  to  the  Superior  Court  of  the  county  where  the  bank  is 
located,  setting  forth  the  grounds  of  complaint,  which  shall  stand  for 
trial  before  a  special  jury  at  the  first  term  of  the  Court.  If  the  assignee 
resides  in  the  county,  he  must  be  served  as  in  other  cases ;  if  not,  the 
leaving  a  copy  at  the  banking-house  shall  be  sufficient  service.  The 
Service  shall  operate  as  an  injunction  until  the  judgment  of  the  Court. 
If  the  assignment  is  set  aside,  a  receiver  must  be  appointed. 

This  section  only  applies  where  there  has  been  a  voluntary  surrender  of  the  charter: 
56  Ga.,  252.  Where  no  danger  to  the  assets  shown,  the  assignee  not  to  be  displaced  by 
a  receiver:  59  Ga.,  271. 

§1495.  (1501.)  (1444.)  How  want  of  assignee  may  be  relieved.  A  good 
assignment  shall  not  fail  for  the  want  of  an  assignee,  but  the  Court,  in 
vacation  or  term  time,  may  appoint  a  receiver  who  shall  execute  the 
assignment. 

§1496.  (1502.)  (1445.)  Stock,  how  transferred.  When  a  stockholder  in  Act  of  1838,  &c*j~c,vOi* 

any  bank  or  other  corporation  is  individually  liable  under  the  charter, c- *'•  112/^/z  -  J~s- 
and  shall  transfer  his  stock,  he  shall  be  exempt  from  such  liability,  un- 

less he  receives  a  written  notice  from  a  creditor  within  six  months  after 
such  transfer,  of  his  intention  to  hold  him  liable :  Provided,  he  shall 
give  notice  once  a  month,  for  six  months,  of  such  transfer,  immediately 
thereafter,  in  two  newspapers  in  or  nearest  the  place  where  such  insti- 

tution shall  keep  its  principal  office. 
Transfer  under  charters  making  transfers  void  if  made  in  six  months  previous  to  the 

failure  and  rendering  stockholders  liable  notwithstanding  such  transfer :    1  Ga.,  27. 
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Notice  need  not  specify  the  name  of  the  purchaser :  8  Ga.,  468-469.  As  to  the  charter 
of  the  Planters'  Bank  of  Columbus,  with  a  provision  exempting  stockholders  selling 
their  stock  and  giving  notice  :  11  Ga.,  459-460.  As  to  this  same  bank  charter — where 
failure  to  give  notice  of  transfer  of  stock — whether  one  stockholder  can  proceed  against 
another  for  contribution  :  18  Ga.,  411-420.  As  to  the  transfer  of  stock,  here  the  liability 
of  the  stockholders  expired  with  the  bank's  charter  :  26  Ga.,  17.  A  stockholder  ceases 
to  be  such  inside  of  the  charter  from  the  date  of  such  transfer  of  stock :  18  Ga.,  411-419. 
Fraudulent  transfer  to  transferee  without  consideration  and  without  his  knowledge  or 
consent,  does  not  render  him  liable  as  a  stockholder  :  19  Ga.,  338.  Transfer  of  stock 
from  A  to  B,  when  ratified  by  the  bankvs  officers,  and  an  oral  promise  by  B  to  pay  the 
amount  of  A's  subscription:  24  Ga.,  540.  Transfer  book  is  prima  facie  evidence  of  a 
party  being  the  owner  of  shares  of  stock:  11  Ga.,  461.  Where  one  could  be  only  held 
as  stockholder  by  transfer  by  reason  of  ratification  :  9  Ga.,  338,  344.  Transfer  of  stock 
by  stockholder  on  transfer  book  of  the  bank  is  evidence,  he  once  issued  the  stock:  20 
Ga.,  275.  In  reference  to  the  Act  of  1838,  and  construing  this  section  in  reference  to  a 
corporation  :  22  Ga.,  86.  As  to  this  same  corporation  under  this  section,  the  personal 

t  liability  clause  continues  even  when  the  stock  has  been  transferred,  unless  there  is  a 
compliance  with  this  section  :  30  Ga.,  99. 

General  Note. — Assignments,  do  not  deprive  creditors,  not  consenting,  of  the 
right  to  sue  stockholders:  24  Ga.,  274.  Where  an  assignment  was  made  and  the  char- 

ter surrendered,  suits  for  the  recovery  in  of  stock  subscription  should  be  brought  in 
the  name  of  the  assignee:  61  Ga.,  615.  As  to  banks:  37  Ga.,  611;  56/251;  59/270. 
Bailees,  national  banks  acting  as,  responsible  for  gross  negligence  :  58  Ga.,  369.  Bank 
book,  entry  on  equivalent  to  a  receipt  for  money,  and  establishes  the  relation  of 
debtor  and  creditor  between  the  bank  and  the  depositor  :  58  Ga.,  56-62.  Bank  notes, 
loser  of,  can  require  payment  by  the  bank  upon  offering  suitable  indemnity:  18  Ga., 
67.  And  statutes  passed  for  protection  of  are  to  be  liberally  construed:  18  Ga.,  66. 
Circulation  of  when  below  par  is  not  illegal,  and  the  holder  may  collect  in  full,  al- 

though he  obtained  them  at  a  discount :  26  Ga.,  17.  Statutes  of  limitation  do  not  gen- 
erally apply  :  13  Ga.,  288-299.  In  a  suit  against  a  bank  assignee  upon  bank  notes  where 

there  is  no  plea  in  of  '>xon  est  factum,  it  is  not  necessary  to  prove  the  execution  of :  30  Ga.; 
770.  Cashier,  notice  to  is  notice  to  the  bank  :  17  Ga.,  100  ;  6/44.  Bank  liable  for  the 
contracts  and  engagements  of,  made  in  accordance  with  commercial  usage,  and  which 
appertain  to  his  office  :  IGa.,  418;  .7/84;  10/9.  Indorsement  by,  is  prima  facie  the  indorse- 

ment of  the  bank  :  16  Ga.,  458.  Bank  bound  by  unauthorized  act  of,  if  indorsed  and 
acquiesced  in  by  the  directors:  20  Ga.,  276.  Charters,  construction  of;  Bank  of 
Darien  :  18  Ga.,  65.  Bank  of  Pulton :  31  Ga.,  69.  Western  Bank  of  Georgia :  1  Ga.,  27. 
Bank  of  Hawkinsville :  17  Ga.,  101;  1/430.  Central  Bank:  1  Ga.,  432;  2/92;  11/346.; 
17/111,  117-193.  Manufacturers'  Bank  of  Macon:  12  Ga.,  170-4.  Commercial  Bank  of 
Macon:  12  Ga.,  104-7 ;  21/513 ;  16/289.  Planters'  and  Mechanics'  Bank  of  Columbus: 
10Ga,,162;  11/460;  18/318-411;  19/325 ;  20/275 ;  21/297  ;  24/273;  26/17;  30/580.  Plant- 

ers' and  Mechanics'  Bank  of  Daltoh:  31  Ga.,  371.  Southern  Bank  of  Georgia  :  27  Ga., 
252.  Where  forfeiture  by  suspension,  the  bank  may  be  relieved  by  subsequent  legisla- 

tion, which  will  also  affect  stockholders  :  1  Ga.,  27.  Held  to  be  a  contract,  and  each 
stockholder  bound  by  the  provisions  of  this  contract  thus  constituted  by  the  charter: 
19  Ga.,  325.  And  each  stockholder  has  a  right  to  stand  upon  the  contract  as  provided 
by  the  charter  :  40  Ga.,  582.  Is  a  public  act  of  which  Courts  will  take  judicial  notice : 
31  Ga.,  69.  Where  signatures  of  the  president  and  cashier  are  required  to  be  affixed 
by  the  charter,  bills  signed  by  the  vice-president  and  assistant  cashier  held  not  binding : 
31  Ga.,  371.  Check,  duties  of  holder  as  to  presentation  in  reasonable  time  as  affecting 
the  rights  of  the  drawer:  5  Ga.,  240;  44/406;  1/304.  Liability  of  bank  as  to:  46  Ga., 
487 ;  42/244.  Deposits,  certificates  of,  issued  contrary  to  the  provisions  of  the  charter, 
are  void :  21  Ga.,  297.  Drawn  out  by  an  agent  with  apparent,  although  doubtful  author- 

ity, which  was  afterwards  ratified  by  the  action  of  the  principal,  renders  it  valid  so  far 
as  it  affects  the  bank:  57  Ga.,  284-303.  Directors,  where  liable  by  the  terms  of  the 
charter  for  the  breach  of  the  charter,  their  liability  is  remedial,  not  penal ;  joint,  not 
several:  18  Ga.,  318.  Responsible  for  the  illegal  and  unauthorized  acts  of  the  cashier, 
when:  20  Ga.,  275.  Are  not  responsible  for  an  over-issue  after  the  expiration  of  the 
charter:  21  Ga.,  513.  But  see  :  16  Ga.,  289.  The  board  of,  have  authority  to  bind  the 
bank  while  acting  within  the  usual  scope  of  general  usage,  practice  and  course  of 
business  of  such  institutions,  so  far  as  third  persons  are  concerned,  who  have  no 
knowledge  to  the  contrary:  18  Ga.,  412.  Powers  of  corporations  generally,  un- 

less restricted  by  charter  or  laws  extend  to  ordinary  powers:  45  Ga.,  34-35.  Evi- 
dence, bank  books  are,  both  for  and  against  the  bank:  18  Ga.,  318.  But  the  books 

are  subject  to  explanation  :  7  Ga.,  190-1.  In  a  suit  as  to  ownership  of  stock,  declara- 
tions of  the  officers  and  agents  of  the  bank  are  not  admissible  as  against  third  parties : 

19  Ga.,  338.  A  transfer  of  stock  to  the  extent  of  the  amount  transferred  is  evidence 
against  the  party  transferring  as  to  his  ownership  thereof  :  20  Ga.,  275.  Organization 
without  the  payment  of  the  stock  required  by  the  charter  is  a  nullity  :  12  Ga.,  171. 
But  this  may  be  cured  by  subsequent  legislation:  18  Ga.,  412.  Fraudulent  organiza- 

tion cannot  be  set  up  as  a  defense  against  the  payment  of  an  acceptance  :  25  Ga.,  534. 
Pleadings,  in  a  suit  on  bank  notes  it  is  not  necessary  to  describe  them  by  numbers 
and  letters  :  7  Ga.,  79.  Nor  to  aver  and  prove  demand ;  8  Ga.,  469.  In  case,  however,  of 
a  bank  note  payable  on  demand  at  a  particular  time  and  place,  demand  must  be  aver- 
$d  and  proven:  18  Ga.,  287-8.  Statutes  of  limitations  do  not  apply  to  bank  notes 
generally,:  13  Ga.,  287-299.     In  suit  against  an  assignee  on  bank  notes  where  there  is  no. 
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plea  of  non  est  factum,  it  is  not  necessary  to  prove  the  execution  of  the  notes:  30  Ga., 
770.  How  stockholder  may  plead  non  est  factum  :  16  Ga.,  217.  Stock,  amount  sub- 

scribed and  not  the  amount  paid  in  constitutes  the  capital  stock  :  8  Ga.,  486-500;  40/103 
The  capital  stock  is  a  trust  fund  for  the  benefit  of  the  holders  of  the  notes  of  the  bank 
24  Ga.,  273.  State  entitled  as  a  creditor  to  priority  of  payment:  18  Ga.,  65;  8/470 
11/364.  38/171 ;  37/240.  By  becoming  a  stockholder  it  does  not  divest  itself  of  its  sov 

ereign  right  as  creditor:  18  Ga.,  65.  As  to  State's  priority  of  payment:  Seay  et  al. 
vs.  Bank  of  Rome,  Pamph.,  Feb',  1881,  p.  25.  Shares,  in  action  by  billholders  against 
stockholders,  it  is  evidence  of  ownership  of  shares  by  the  transfer  of  stock  made  on  the 
bank  books  by  the  cashier :  11  Ga.,  459.  Stockholders— a  return  of  nulla  bona  on  a 
fi.  fa.  against  a  bank  is  sufficient  to  authorize  a  billholder  to  bring  suit  against  the 
stockholders  personally  :  11  Ga.,  460.  But  here  the  Sheriff  should  give  due  and  proper 
notice  to  the  stockholders  of  his  instruction  to  levy:  16  Ga.,  217.  Released  by  another 
verbally  assuming  his  liability,  and  the  bank  ratifying  the  agreement:  24  Ga.,  540.  As 
to  liability  for  bad  faith  :  24  Ga.,  273.  Where  personally  liable  for  the  ultimate  re- 

demption of  bills  :  8  Ga..  468  ;  11/459  ;  16/217  ;  18/411-444.  The  liability  as  stockhold- 
ers is  statutory  and  is  not  barred  by  statute  of  limitations  until  after  twenty  years :  11 

Ga.,  459-460;  12/104;  30/581.  Liability  for  the  ultimate  redemption  relieved  by  the 
redemption  of  the  bills  of  the  bank  to  the  extent  of  the  personal  liability:  40  Ga., 
391.  Personal  liability  of  stockholder  continues  after  transfer  unless  he  complies  with 
the  Act  of  1838:  30  Ga.,  99-101.  Taxation— Capital  stock  of  a  bank  is  not  liable  to 
taxation  for  county  purposes  :  28  Ga.,  121.  The  Savings  Bank  of  Macon,  although  it 
was  chartered  by  the  State,  is  liable  to  taxation  on  its  business  by  the  city  under  its 
charter  as  a  private  bank  :  60  Ga.,  133.  A  national  bank  cannot  be  taxed  by  municipal 
authority,  and  the  attempt  restrained  by  injunction  :  59  Ga.,  648.  Usury,  as  to  banks: 
50  Ga.,  75;  57/96. 

General  Note  on  Banks. — Agents  of:  see  below  "Cashier"  and  "Officers;"  note  to 
$1680.  Actions  by  and  against  banks :  Morse  on  B.,  519 ;  Abbott'sTr.  Ev.,  18-52.  Bonds 
of  officers  of  banks:  Morse  on  Banks,  208  ;  Brandt  on  S.  &  G.,  $$13,  344,  479  ;  19  Am.  R., 
50;  1  Pet.,  46;  Thomp.  Off.  Corp.,  495-543.  Of  teller  payable  to  president  and  cashier 
inures  to  benefit  of  bank:  26  Am.  R.,  107.  Cashiers  bond,  breach  of:  15  Am.  D.,  113. 
His  admissions  as  evidence  in  suits  on  :  11  Am.  R.,  231.  Liability  for  theft  of :  9  Am. 
D.,  168 ;  13  Am.  R.,  711.  Fraud  of  :  4  Am.  R.,  80.  Books,  right  of  depositors  to  inspect: 
17  Am.  D.,  412.  Cashier,  authority  to  sign  transfer  on  back  of  stock  certificate  :  4  C. 
L.  J.,  283.  No  authority  to  take  property  for  safe  keeping  :  9  Am.  D.,  183;  3  C.  L.  J., 
664.  Acts  binding,  how  far:  21  How.,  356;  10  Wall..  604;  5  0.,  557.  No  authority  to 
release  surety  :  12  Am.  R.,  67,  n,  75;  3  C.  L.  J.,  488.  Bank,  when  estopped  by,  conduct 
of:  12  Am.  R.,  67,  n.  75.  As  to  releasing  party  :  see  also  8  Pet.,  12.  Notice  to,  is  notice 
to  bank:  15  Wall.,  165  ;  Wade  Notice,  $675.  Bank  bound  by  indorsement  of,  when  :  6 
C.  L.  J.,  95;  Daniel  Neg.  Inst.,  $$392-396;  2  Pars.  Notes  &  Bills,  7.  Powers  generally: 
Field  on  Corp.,  §190;  Whart.  on  Agents,  $684-688.  Liability  of  cashier  and  treasurer: 
Thomp.  Off.  Corp.,  487.  Liability  of  bank  for  acts  of  cashier:  36  Am.  R.,  595.  For 
representations  of:  4  C.  L.  J.,  528;  6/75;  7/379.  Brandt  S.  &  G.,  $360.  Checks: 
Morse  on  Banks,  249;  27  Am.  R.,  55;  3  C.  L.  J.,  649.  Actions  on;  Abbott's  Tr.  Ev., 
453,  454.  Refusal  to  honor,  bank  liable,  when  :  1  Add.  Tort,  $17  ;  Cooley  Tort,  203. 
Rights  of  holder:  8  Am.  R.,  314,  590;  9/6  and  n,  9  ;  11/1 ;  13/751,  n,  752;  22/185,  n,  186. 
Forged:  5  Am.  R.,  648;  7/310;  8/597,  349;  13/751,  124,  190;  22/104;  34/325;  2  C.  L.  J,, 
612.  674;  7/137;  2  Add.  Cont,  $821,  826;  1  Add.  Tort,  $34.  Altered:  13  Am.  R.,  190; 
IOC.  L.  J.,  177:  Deposit  of:  6  Am.  R.,  160;  21/697;  10  C.  L.  J.,  397;  2  Add.  Cont,  $819, 
Drawn  bv  unauthorized  agent:  16  Am.  R.,  576.  Paid  to  unauthorized  agent:  19  Am. 

R.,  517.  "Delay  in  presenting:  6  Am.  R.,  600;  23/627.  Certification:  11  Am.  R.,  708, 667;  14/232,  n,  237  ;  17/305;  23/129;  24/300;  26/92,  n,  96,  126;  27/657,769;  34/300:  1  C. 
L.  J.,  449;  2/54;  3/220,440;  7/249;  9/419;  1  Bk.,  99;  18  Wall.,  604;  4  0.,  343.  Check 
for  illegal  consideration,  rights  of  bona  fide  holder:  27  Am.  R.,  70.  See  also  note  on 
"Negotiable  Instruments."  Collection,  liability  of  banks  undertaking  and  making 
collections:  Morse  on  Banks, 384  ;  26  Am.  D.,493;  3  Am.  R.,  718  ;  4/80;  7/489;  17/663; 
26/119;  35/691,  n,  695  ;  IPet.,  25;  1  Wall.,  166;  2/252;  8/641;  3  0.,  96;  2C.  L.  J.,  616; 
3/440;  4/333;  5/248;  7  C.  L.  J..  179,  249;  8/96;  Abbott's  Tr.  Ev.,  558.  See  "Negli- 

gence" below.  Deposit,  depositors  and  customers:  Morse  on  Banks,  28;  note  to 
$2105.  Deposits,  general:  19  Am.  D.,  413,  full  note,  418;  2  Pet.,  318;  17  Wall.,  109;  9 
C.  L.  J.,  91;  2  Add.  Cont.,  $817.  Special:  9  Am.  D.,  168,  183,  n;  19/418;  2  Pet.,  318. 
Deposit  of  notes  and  securities  :  2  Add.  Cont.,  $818.  Deposits,  gift  of  :  26  Am.  R.,  577, 
680,  n,  684.  Wrong  pavment  of  deposit:  34  Am.  R.,  358.  Liability  of  officers  for  con- 

version of:  15  Am.  R.,  731.  Certificate  of  deposit :  2  Am.  R.,  451 ;  19/176  ;  24/610  ;  4  C. 
L.  J.,  309;  Abbott's  Tr.  Ev.,  277.  Directors,  bank  not  constructively  chargeable  with 
knowledge  of  director:  29  Am.  R.,  262.  Notice  to  will  bind  bank,  when:  Wade  on 
Notice,  $682-683.  For  liability  of,  see  General  Note  on  Corporations.  Evidence,  law 
of,  in  reference  to  banks;  actions  by  and  against:  Morse  on  Banks,  540.  Declara- 

tions of  agents:  see  "Cashier,"  antea  "Officers,"  post;  Abbott's  Tr.  Ev.,  44,  n.  Evi- 
dence in  action  by  bank  for  overdraft:  Abbott's  Tr.  Ev.,  279.  In  action  by  depositor 

against  bank:  Abbott's  Tr.  Ev.,  277.  Franchise  of  banks,  and  powers  thereunder: 
Morse  on  Banks,  1-28.  Forg-ed  checks:  see  "Checks v'  above.  Forged  drafts, 
equities  as  between  two  innocent  sufferers:  26  Am.  R.,  105.  Power  of,  to  hold  and 
convey  land:  23  Am.  P.,  728.  Lien  for  balance  on  settlement  between  banks:  1 

How.,  234  ;  17  Pet.,  174.  No  lien  on  customer's  deposit  for  debt  not  yet  due  :  30  Am. 
R.,  319.    Right  to  apply  account  of  depositor  on  his  debt  to  bank:  34  Am.  R.,  368. 
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Banker's  lien  on  securities  of  their  customers:  1  Add.  Tort,  §617  ;  Ewell  Evans'  Agency, 
368;  see  note  to  §1999.  Married  woman  liable  for  overdraft  of  bank  account:  25 
Am.  R.,  484.  Mortgage,  how  executed  by:  23  Am.  D.,  728.  National  banks:  see 

Ball  on  Nat.  Bk. ;  Thompson's  Nat.  Bk.  Cases;  Browne's  Nat.  Bk.  Cases;  2  Woods,  23, 77  ;  3/53.  Negligence  of  banks  and  bill  collectors  in  and  about  collections :  Shear.  & 

Redf.  Neg.,  275;  see  "  Collection"  above.  Negligence  of  bank  managers:  1  Add.  Tort, 
§573.  Notice  to  cashier  is  notice  to  bank:  15  Wall.,  165;  Wade  on  Notice,  §675.  See 

"Directors"  antea.  Officers,  powers,  duties  and  liabilities:  Morse  on  Banks,  77; 
Whart.  Agents,  §670;  23  Am.  D.,  728;  see  note  to  Corporations,  §1680,  and  general  note 
on  that  Chapter ;  see  "Cashier"  and  "Directors"  above.  Loan  of  money  to,  in  viola- 

tion of  charter:  3  Am.  R.,  211.  Declarations  of  officer,  how  far  binding  on  bank:  19 
Am.  R.,  181;  20/95;  23/129.  Liable  for  mistake  of  teller  in  crediting  deposit  to  wrong 
person:  4  C.  L.  J.,  501.  Liabilities  of  banks  on  negotiable  instruments  executed  by 
their  officers :  see  General  Note  on  Corporations.  Saving-s  banks:  19  Am.  D.,  424- 
428;  6  Am.  R.,  22  ;  9/380;  21/641;  23/447,  n,  451;  9  C.  L.  J.,  115,  236.  Tax  on:  3  Wall., 
495;  6/594,  611;  17/109;  22/38.  Stock,  lien  of  bank  on  :  16  Am.  D.,  90;  note  to  §1999; 
Sale  of  by  holder  against  whom  bank  has  claim:  16  Am.  D.,  90.  Stockholders'. 
Morse  on  Banks,  488;  see  General,  Note  on  Corporations,  and  note  following  §3376. 
Surety,  omission  by  to  apply  deposits  of  principal  does  not  discharge  :  25  Am.  R.,  415  ; 
Brandt  S.  &  G.,  §§292,  376.  Cashier,  no  authorily  to  release  :  12  Am.  R.,  67,  n,  75;  3  C. 
L.  J.,  664;  Brandt  S.  &  G.,  §218.  Taxation:  3  How.,  133;  8/73;  1  Bk.,  436;  2/620;  4 
Wall.,  244.  What  covered  by  exemption  of  lot  of  ground  for  use  of  bank  :  32  Am.  R., 
530.  On  shares:  32  Am.  R.,  532,  n,  538.  On  capital:  9  0.,  97:  see  also  note  to  §815. 
Usage  of:  see  note  to  §1  of  Code,  par.  4;  1  Pet.,  46;  14/318;  5  Wall.,  663;  Morse  on 
B.,  433.  Usury:  see  note  on  Interest  and  Usury. — Grant  on  Banking (L.  L.);  note* 
on  Corporations,  Negotiable  Instruments. 

CHAPTER  II. 

NOTARIES   PUBLIC. 

Section. 
1497.  By  whom  appointed. 
1498.  Their  oath  of  office. 
1499.  Their  term  of  office. 
1500.  Their  qualification. 

Section. 
1501.  Their  jurisdiction. 
1502.  Their  authority. 
1503.  Must  have  a  seal,  etc. 

§1497.  (1503.)  (1446.)  Notaries  Public,  by  whom  and  when  appointed. 
(a)  Acts  of  [The  power  to  appoint  Notaries  Public  is  vested  in  the  Judges  of  the 
1868,  p.  130.  Superior  Courts,  and  may  be  exercised  by  them  in  vacation  as  well  as 

in  term  time.]     (a. ) 
§1498.  (1504.)  (1447.)  Oath  of  Notaries  Public.  Before  entering  on  the 

(a)  Acts  of  duties  of  their  office,  they  shall  take  and  subscribe  before  the  Clerk  of 

1868,  p.  130.  ̂ g  [Superior]  (a)  Court  the  following  oath,  which  shall  be  entered  on 
his  minutes : 

[I,   "  do  solemnly  swear,  or  affirm,  that  I  will  well  and  truly  per- 
(a)  Acts  of  form  the  duties  of  a  Notary  Public  for  the  county  of   ,  to  the  best  of 
1868,  p.  130.  my  ability;  and  I  further  swear,  or  affirm,  that  I  am  not  the  holder  of 

any  public  money  belonging  to  the  State,  and  unaccounted  for.  So  help 
me  God.]     (a.) 

§1499.  (1505.)  (1448.)     Their  term  of  office.     They  hold  their  offices  for 
Act  of  1824,  four  years,  revocable  at  any  time  by  said  [Judges]  (b.),  at  the  end  of 

Jl'  PA21t°*     which  time,  if  continued,  they  must  be  renewed  on  the  minutes.     The 
1868,  p.  si30,  clerk  must  issue  to  them  certificates  of  their  appointment  and  qualifi- cation, and  keep  a  register  of  their  names. 

§1500.  (1506.)  (1449.)  Age  and  character  of  Notary.  A  Notary  must  be 
twenty-one  years  old,  or  an  attorney  at  law,  and  of  good  moral  char- 
acter. 

§1501.  (1507.)  (1450.)  Where  their  office  may  be  exercised.  Their  nota- 
rial acts  can  only  be  exercised  in  the  county  of  their  residence  and  ap- 

pointment. Removal  from  the  county  vacates  the  office. 
§1502.  (1508.)  (1451.)  Authority  of  Notaries.  They  have  authority — 
1.  To  take  the  acknowledgements  of  all  writings  relating  to  commerce 

or  navigation,  and  to  witness  such  deeds  and  papers  as  they  are  permit- 
ted to  by  law. 

May  make  an  affidavit  before  to  require  bail  in  a  trover  case  without  it  being  at- 
tested under  his  seal :  58  Ga. ,  388. 

82706. 
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2.  To  demand  acceptance  and  payment  of  all  commercial  paper,  or 
paper  entitled  to  days  of  grace,  and  to  note  and  protest  the  same  for 
non-acceptance  or  non-payment. 

Where  no  protest  legally  required  no  expenses  for  protest,  etc.,  can  be  recovered  : 
29  Ga.,  259. 

3.  To  certify  to  all  official  acts  when  required. 
4.  To  administer  oaths  in  all  matters  incident  to  them  as  commercial  Acts  of  185s 

officers,  and  [all  other  oaths  which  are  not  by  law  required  to  be  ad-  J^  \^  of 
ministered  by  a  particular  officer],  (a.)  1863-4,  p.  w. 

Bail  and  trover  :  58  Ga,,  383.  Affidavit  for  the  foreclosure  of  a  mortgage  is  a  min- 
isterial act  and  can  be  made  before  a  Notary  who  does  not  appear  to  be  the  attorney's 

clerk  or  employee  :  50  Ga.,  426-434. 

5.  To  exercise  all  other  powers  incumbent  upon  them  by  commercial 
usage  or  the  laws  of  this  State. 

What  a  notarial  certificate  should  state  to  be  sufficient  notice  of  the  dishonor  of  a 
draft:  1  Ga.,  306.  Certificate  of  a  Notary  under  the  Act  of  1836  (C,  p.  273)  is  evidence 
of  non-payment,  and  of  notice  where  those  facts  are  stated  in  the  certificate:  3  Ga., 
486.  A  Notary  Public  also  the  attorney  at  law  cannot  qualify  a  party  to  an  affidavit 
for  an  attachment  and  take  the  bond  and  issue  the  attachment  in  a  case  in  which  he  is 
employed:  37  Ga.,  678.  Neither  can  such  an  one  qualify  his  client  to  probate  of  a 
mortgage:  46  Ga.,  253. 

§1503.  (1509.)  (1452.)  Notarial  seal  and  register.     For  the  authentica- (a)  Acts  of 
tion  of  their  notarial  acts,  each  Notary  must  provide  a  seal  of  office,  AcfcToftsra 
which  shall  have  for  its  impression  his  name,  officially,  and  the  name  -9,  p.  so, 
of  the  State  and  county  for  which  he  was  appointed.     After  the  first  of 
January,  1863,  a  scrawl  shall  not  be  a  sufficient  notarial  seal.     [No  seal 
is  required  to  his  attestation  of  deeds.]     (a.)     He  must  keep  a  fair  reg- 

ister of  all  his  notarial  acts  signed  by  him,  together  with  the  date  of 
the  transaction. 

Need  not  affix  his  seal  to  probate  of  a  deed  by  the  subscribing  witness  :  46  Ga.,  253. 
Only  notarial  acts  require  a  seal ;  so  an  affidavit  for  bail  in  a  trover  case  need  not  be 
attested  under  Notary's  seal :  58  Ga.,  383.  No  seal  required  to  an  affidavit  swearing 
one  to  a  bill  in  equity:  56  Ga.,  578-581.  As  to  certificate  of  notice  and  proper  evi- 

dence of  mailing  to  show  notice  to  indorsers :  60  Ga.,  347-8.  It  is  a  ministerial  act 
for  a  son,  a  Notary  Public,  to  issue  a  distress  warrant  for  his  father,  and  this  does  not 
vitiate  it :  55  Ga.,  608.  When  a  seal  of,  to  a  paper  out  of  the  State,  is  not  sufficient 
authentication  of  its  being  a  claim  affidavit  and  bond  :  56  Ga.,  612. 

§1503.  (a.)  Fees  of  clerks.     The  Clerk  of  the  Superior  Court  shall  be  Acts  of  im 

entitled  to  two  dollars  for  all  services  in  issuing  certificates  of  appoint-  ~9,  p- 80- 
ment  of  commercial  Notaries  Public,  administering  the  oath  and  re- 

cording the  same,  which  sum  shall  be  in  full  of  all  costs  in  such  cases. 

General  Note  on  Notaries. — Acknowledgment  of  deeds :  Proffatt  on  Not.,  §29.  How 
far  evidence:  Proffatt  on  Not.,  §§55,  156-157.  How  impeached :  Proffatt  on  Not.,  55, 
156-157.  How  far  by  married  women :  Proffatt  on  Not.,  §40.  Affidavits  by  married 
women:  Proffatt  on  Not.,  §50.  Venue:  Proffatt  on  Not.,  §52.  Signature:  Proffatt  on 
Not.,  §53.  Oath  and  jurat :  Proffatt  on  Not.,  §54.  Depositions:  Proffatt  on  Not.,  §§57- 
75.  Presentment  for  acceptance  :  Proffatt  on  Not.,  §§77-89.  Presentment  for  payment: 
Proffatt  on  Not.,  -§§90-103.  Protest :  Proffatt  on  Not.,  §§104-115 ;  1  Am.  D.,  652 ;  9/463 ; 
13/385/  Notice  of  protest:  Proffatt  on  Not.,  §§116-135;  13  Am.  D.,  385;  14/745.  Nota- 

rial certificate  as  evidence:  Proffatt  on  Not.,  §140.  How  rebutted:  Proffat  on  Not., 
§142.  Presumption  in  favor:  Proffatt  on  Not.,  §152.  Parol  evidence  respecting: 
Proffatt  on  Not.,  §153;  6  Am.  D.,  463;  Abbott's  Tr.  Ev.,  425;  see  also  note  to  §3829. 
Protest  and  memoranda  of  deceased  Notary:  11  Am.  D.,  262.  Records  of  foreign 
Notaries  as  evidence:  3  Am.  D.,  554,  n.  Negligence  of:  Shear.  &  Redf.  Neg.,  503; 
Cooley  Torts,  398. — See  generally  notes  on  negotiable  instruments,  and  Wade  on  Notice, 
p.  323-410. 
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PILOTAGE. * 

Sfipilotf. 
1501.  Commissioners,  how  appointed. 
1505.  Their  powers. 
1505.  Pilot's  oath  and  license. 
1507.  His  bond. 
1508.  Forfeiture  of  license. 

1503.  Commissioners'  powers  and  duties. 
1510.  License,  non-user  of. 
1.511.  Pilot's  duty. 1512.  Master  rejecting  pilot. 
1513.  Pilot  bringing  in  vessel. 
1514.  Pilot  may  have  a  substitute. 
1515.  Notice  to  pilots. 
1516.  Pilots  must  moor  vessel. 
1517.  His  fees,  payment  of. 
1518.  Carrying  oft  or  detaining  pilots. 
1519.  Fees  of  pilot  boat  in  certain  cases. 
1520.  Letters,  delivery  of. 
1521.  Pilots  fees  in  special  cases. 
1522.  Pilots  in  default,  penalty. 
1523.  Damage  to,  by  whom  settled. 

Section. 
1524.  Record  of  rules  must  be  kept. 
1525.  Subject  to  inspection. 
1526.  Commissioners'  office  where  kept. 
1527.  Compel  attendance  of  witnesses. 
1528.  May  punish  defaulting  witnesses. 
1529.  Witnesses  may  be  cited. 
1530.  Subpoenas  and  interrogatories. 
1531.  Fees  for  serving  and  executing. 
1532.  Appeal,  when  allowed. 
1533.  Testimony  after  ap Deal. 
1534.  Fees,  etc  ,  how  disposed  of. 
1535.  Pilots  receive  certificates,  when. 
1536.  Branch  pilots,  how  appointed. 
1537.  Penalty  for  discharging  ballast. 
1538.  Proceedings  against  master. 
1539.  Pilot  failing  to  give  notice. 
1540.  Incorporated  towns,  powers  of. 
1541.  Suits,  by  whom  brought. 
1542.  Present  commissioners  continue. 

§J504.  (15 1*0.)  (1453.)  Commissioners  of  pilotage,  how  appointed.  The 
corporate  authorities  of  Savannah,  Darien,  Brunswick  and  St.  Mary's 
shall  have  power,  respectively,  to  appoint  commissioners  of  pilotage, 
;not  exceeding  seven  in  number,  for  each  place,  of  whom  a  majority 

^shall  be  a  quorum,  as  follows— that  is  to  say  :  The  authorities  of  Savan- nah for  the  bar  of  Tybee  and  river  Savannah,  and  the  several  bars  and 
inlets  north  of  Sapelo  bar ;  the  authorities  of  Darien  for  Sapelo  bar  and 
river  Altamaha,  and  for  the  several  bars  and  inlets  south  of  Sapelo  bar 

as  far  as  St.  Simon's  bar ;  the  authorities  of  Brunswick  for  the  bar  of 
St.  Simon's  and  Turtle  river,  and  the  several  bars  and  inlets  north  of 
the  Great  Satilla  river ;  and  the  authorities  of  St.  Mary's  for  the  bar  of 
the  Great  Satilla  river,  the  bar  of  St.  Mary's,  and  all  bars  and  inlets 
between  the  two.  All  vacancies  shall  be  filled  by  such  corporate  au- 

thorities respectively  in  the  board  of  commissioners  in  which  a  vacancy 

shall  occur,  but  no  owner  or  part  'owner  of  a  pilot  boat  shall  be  allowed to  act  as  commissioner  of  pilotage. 
§1505.  (1511.)  (1454.)  Powers  of  commissioners  of  pilotage.  The  said 

commissioners  are  empowered  to  license  such  persons,  (being  citizens 
of  the  United  States,)  of  good  character,  as  they  shall  think  most  fit  to 
act  as  pilots,  for  the  purpose  of  conducting  vessels  inward  to,  and  out- 

ward from,  the  several  ports  for  which  they  shall  be  licensed,  during 
their  good  behavior.  Pilots  already  licensed  for  any  of  said  ports  shall 
continue  to  act  until  removed  for  cause.  No  person  other  than  a  duly 
licensed  pilot  shall  be  entitled  to  receive  any  fee,  gratuity  or  reward 
for  conducting  or  piloting  any  vessel  inward  to,  or  outward  from,  any 
of  the  ports  or  harbors  for  which  a  pilot  shall  be  licensed.  Any  person 
so  acting  without  authority,  or  interfering  with  or  disturbing  a  licensed 

pilot,  in  the  way  of  his  duty,  may,  on  conviction,  be  fined  and  impris- 

*See  Cobb's  Digest,  p.  33. 
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oned  at  the  discretion  of  any  Court  having  jurisdiction;  but  any  per- 
son may  assist  a  vessel  in  distress  without  any  pilot  on  board,  if  such 

person  shall  deliver  up  the  vessel  to  the  first  pilot  who  comes  on  board 
and  offers  to  conduct  it. 

§1506.  (1512.)  (1455.)  Pilot's  license  and  oath.  The  license  to  a  pilot 
must  be  in  the  form  of  a  certificate  of  his  appointment,  which  must  be 
signed  by  a  majority  of  the  commissioners,  or  by  their  chairman,  by 
their  direction,  and  each  pilot,  on  receiving  his  license,  shall  take  and 
subscribe  an  oath  in  the  following  form  : 

"I,  A.  B.,  appointed  pilot  for  the  port  and  harbor  of — — ,  do  swear 
that  I  will  faithfully,  and,  according  to  the  best  of  my  ability,  perform 
the  duties  of  a  pilot  in  and  for  said  port  and  harbor  of   ,  and  will 
at  all  times — wind,  weather  and  health  permitting — use  my  best  en- 

deavors to  repair  on  board  every  vessel  I  shall  see,  and  conceive  to  be 
bound  for,  coming  into  or  going  out  of  said  port  and  harbor,  unless  I 
am  well  assured  there  is  some  other  licensed  pilot  on  board  the  same ; 
that  1  will,  from  time  to  time,  make  the  best  dispatch  in  my  power  to 
convey  any  vessel  committed  to  my  charge  coming  into  or  going  out  of 
said  port  and  harbor,  and  will  at  all  times  well  and  truly  observe,  fulfill 
and  follow,  to  the  best  of  my  skill  and  judgment,  all  such  orders  and 
directions  as  I  may  receive  from  the  commissioners  of  pilotage  in  all 

matters  and  things  relating  to  the  duty  of  a  pilot." 
§1507.  (1513.)  (1456.)  Pilot's  bond.  Before  receiving  his  license,  the 

pilot  must  make  and  deliver  to  the  commissioners  a  bond,  payable  to 
the  chairman  of  the  board,  and  his  successor  in  office,  in  the  penal  sum 
of  tAVO  thousand  dollars,  with  security,  to  be  approved  by  the  commis- 

sioners, and  with  the  condition  faithfully  to  perform  his  duties  as  pilot, 
which  bond  shall  be  renewable  at  the  discretion  of  the  commissioners, 
with  such  security  or  additional  security  as  they  may  require. 

§1508.  (1514.)  (1457.)  License  of  pilot,  how  forfeited.  The  commission- 
ers may  deprive  any  pilot  of  his  license  for  want  of  skillfulness,  for  a 

willful  violation  of  his  duties,  or  the  orders  or  regulations  of  the  com- 
missioners ;  for  negligently  or  carelessly  losing  or  injuring  any  vessel 

in  his  charge  ;  or  when  laboring  under  mental  derangement,  or  when 
so  addicted  to  habits  of  intoxication  as  to  unfit  him,  in  their  judgment, 
to  be  entrusted  with  the  charge  of  a  vessel ;  but  in  every  such  case  an 
appeal  may  be  had,  as  hereinafter  provided. 

§1509.  (1515.)  (1458.)  Power  and  duty  of  commissioners.  The  commis- 
sioners shall  have  power,  and  it  is  their  duty,  to  prescribe  rules  and 

regulations  for  the  government  of  pilots,  and  to  prescribe  the  fees  for 
their  services,  and  they  may  also  impose  such  penalties  for  neglect  of 
duty,  not  inconsistent  with  this  law,  as  the}^  may  think  proper ;  but 
until  altered  by  competent  authority,  the  fees  of  pilots  shall  remain 
as  now  fixed  by  law. 

§1510.  (1516.)  (1459.)  Licems,  how  forfeited.  Any  pilot  who  fails  to 
act  as  pilot  for  three  months,  or  absents  himself  for  ten  days  at  any  one 
time  without  leave  of  the  commissioners,  may  be  deprived  of  his  li- 

cense ;  and  any  pilot  who  shall,  with  knowledge  of  the  arrest  of  any 
vessel  under  civil  process  from  any  Court  of  record  of  this  State,  con- 

duct or  pilot  such  vessel  out  of  the  port  or  harbor  where  such  arrest  is 
made,  and  whilst  such  vessel  is  in  charge  of  a  civil  officer,  shall  forfeit 
his  license  and  be  forever  disqualified  from  acting  as  pilot,  besides  for- 

feiting such  sum  as  a  jury  may  assess  for  damages. 
§1511.  (1517.)  (1460.)  Duty  of  pilots.  Every  pilot  boat  cruising,  or 

standing  out  to  sea,  must  offer  the  services  of  a  pilot  to  the  vessel  near- 
est the  bar,  unless  a  vessel  more  distant  be  in  distress,  under  penalty  of 

fifty  dollars  for  each  and  every  neglect  or  refusal,  either  to  approach  the 
nearest  vessel,  or  to  aid  her  if  required,  or  to  aid  any   vessel  in  sight 

21 
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showing  signals  of  distress ;  and  the  commissioners,  or  a  majority  of 
them,  may,  for  such  neglect  or  refusal,  deprive  the  pilot  of  his  license. 

§1512.  (1.518.)  (1461.)  Master  rejecting  pilot  to  pay  his  expenses.  Any 
person,  master,  or  commander  of  a  ship  or  vessel  bearing  toward  any 
of  the  ports  or  harbors  of  this  State,  except  coasters  in  this  State,  and 
between  the  ports  of  this  State  and  those  of  South  Carolina,  and  be- 

tween the  ports  of  this  State  and  those  of  Florida,  and  who  refuses  to 
receive  a  pilot  on  board,  shall  be  liable,  on  his  arrival  in  such  port  in 
this  State,  to  pay  the  first  pilot  who  may  have  offered  his  services  out- 

side the  bar,  and  exhibited  his  license  as  a  pilot,  if  demanded  by  the 
master,  the  full  rates  of  pilotage  established  by  law  for  such  vessel. 

§1513.  (1519.)  (1462.)  Pilot  bringing  in  a  vessel  has  a  right  to  lead  it  out. 
The  pilot  who  brings  in  a  vessel  into  port  shall  have  the  exclusive  right 
to  take  her  out,  unless  the  master  of  such  vessel  shall  prove,  to  the  sat- 

isfaction of  the  commissioners,  that  such  pilot  misbehaved  himself 
whilst  in  charge  of  the  vessel,  or  was,  in  the  meantime,  deprived  of  his 
license,  or  that  such  pilot  had  obtained  the  inward  pilotage  against  the 
right  of  some  other  pilot  first  offering  his  services,  and  in  any  of  these 
cases  another  pilot  may  be  employed. 

§1514.  (1520.)  (1463.)  Rights  and  duty  of  pilots.  Any  pilot  having 
the  right  to  take  a  vessel  out  of  port  may  attend  in  person,  or  procure 
another  person  out  of  the  pilot  boat  to  which  he  is  attached  to  attend 
for  him  ;  and  if  any  master  or  owner  of  any  vessel  in  port  employ  any 
other  pilot  to  carry  his  vessel  down  the  river,  or  to  sea,  but  the  pilot 
who  brought  her  in,  or  one  belonging  to  the  same  boat,  unless  good  and 
sufficient  cause  shall  appear  therefor,  on  due  proof  thereof  before  the 
commissioners,  he  shall  be  liable  to  a  fine  not  exceeding  one  hundred 
dollars — one-half  to  the  pilot  lawfully  claiming  the  pilotage  of  the  ves- 

sel; but  should -such  pilot  neglect  or  refuse  to  attend,  and  carry  down 
such  vessel  when  ready  for  sea,  (wind,  weather  and  tide  permitting,) 
when  thereunto  required  by  the  master,  owner  or  consignee,  such  pilot 
shall,  on  conviction  thereof  before  the  board  of  commissioners,  forfeit 
the  upper  pilotage  of  such  vessel,  and  be  liable  to  a  fine  not  exceeding 
one  hundred  dollars,  and  any  pilot  acting  on  board  such  vessel  when 
he  has  no  right  shall  be  liable  to  the  same  penalty,  and  shall,  moreover, 
be  liable  to  the  pilot  having  the  right  for  carrying  the  same  vessel  out : 
Provided,  the  commissioners  have  not  sufficient  evidence  of  the  neces- 

sity of  his  acting. 

§1515.  (1521.)  (1464.)  Pilot  to  be  notified  of  vessel1  s  departure.  The  mas- 
ter of  a  vessel  in  readiness  to  leave  must,  if  practicable,  give  notice  to 

the  pilot  entitled  to  conduct  the  vessel  out,  of  his  intention  to  leave, 
or  to  some  other  pilot  belonging  to  the  same  boat :  Provided,  such  pilot 
be  at  the  place  of  departure  of  such  vessel,  or  near  thereto. 

§1516.  (1522.)  (1465.)  Pilot  must  moor  vessel.     Every  pilot   in  any  of 
the  harbors  aforesaid  bringing  any  vessel  to  anchor  in  any  of  said  har- 

bors, shall  moor  such  vessel,  or  give  proper  directions  for  the  mooring 
,  of  the  same,  and  the  safe  riding  thereof,  subject  only  to  the  legal  har- 

bor regulations  of  each  port. 
§1517.  (1523.)  (1466.)  Pilot  fees  paid  before  vessel  leaves.  A  pilot  bring- 

ing a  vessel  into  port  shall  be  entitled  to  his  fees  before  her  departure 
from  port,  to  be  paid  in  advance,  or  security  given  for  the  payment; 
and  on  failure  thereof  he  may  refuse  to  carry  the  vessel  out,  and  all  fees 
for  pilotage  may  be  demanded  and  recovered,  in  any  Court  having  ju- 

risdiction, from  the  owner,  master,  or  consignee  of  the  vessel ;  and  if 
any  licensed  pilot  shall  ask  or  demand  more  fees  for  his  services  than 
are  specified  in  the  rates  of  pilotage,  on  due  proof  thereof  before  the  com- 

missioners, he  shall  forfeit  double  the  amount  of  such  vessel's  pilotage. 
Fees  :  10  Pet,,  108;  2  Wall.,  450;  9/370. 
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§1518.  (1524.  (1467.)  Penalty  for  carrying  off  or  detaining  pilot  The 
owner,  master,  or  consignee  of  any  vessel  carrying  off  any  pilot  of  such 
vessel,  and  against  his  consent,  to  any  port,  either  foreign  or  on  the 
coast,  shall  be  liable  to  such  pilot,  in  action  on  the  case,  for  the  pay- 

ment of  all  reasonable  expenses,  and  for  the  further  sum  of  not  exceed- 
ing three  dollars  a  day,  during  the  necessary  absence  of  the  pilot : 

Provided,  the  carrying  away  of  such  pilot  be  not  owing  to  any  default, 
misconduct,  or  negligence  on  his  part;  and  the  master  of  a  vessel  de- 

taining a  pilot  on  board  his  vessel,  the  wind  and  weather  permitting 
him  to  go  to  sea,  shall  be  liable  to  pay  such  pilot  three  dollars  a  day 
for  every  day  he  is  so  detained. 

§1519.  (1525.)  (1468.)  Fees  for  taking  pilot  from  vessel.  When  any  pilot 
boat  belonging  to  a  different  pilot  than  the  one  who  may  have  con- 

ducted a  vessel  out  to  sea  takes  such  pilot  off  from  such  vessel,  such 
pilot  boat  shall  be  entitled  to  one-third  of  the  pilotage. 

§1520.  (1526.)  (1469.)  Pilots  fees  for  delivering  letters,  etc.  Whenever 
a  vessel  shall  touch  off  the  bar  of  Tybee  for  instructions,  any  pilot  de- 

livering on  board  such  vessel  any  letters  or  orders  shall  be  allowed  full 
bar  or  cockspur  pilotage  in  and  out. 

§1521.  (1527.)  (1470.)  Pilot 's  fees  for  carrying  vessel  to  another  port.  Any 
pilot  belonging  to  any  port  in  this  State,  meeting  at  sea  with  any  vessel 
bound  to  another  port  within  the  same,  shall,  if  capable  and  thereunto 
required,  take  charge  of  and  pilot  such  vessel  into  such  port,  and  shall 
be  paid  two  dollars  per  day,  for  every  day  such  pilot  may  be  on  board 
such  vessel  at  sea,  without  the  bars,  over  and  above  the  usual  rate  of 
pilotage,  and  no  other  pilot  shall  interfere  while  the  former  is  willing 
to  continue  his  services. 

§1522.  (1528.)  (1471.)  Default  of  pilot,  how  punished.  If  any  vessel 
whatsoever,  or  the  cargo  or  freight  thereof,  shall  receive  any  damage  or 
miscarriage,  or  be  lost  through  the  negligence  or  default  of  any  pilot, 
after  such  pilot  takes  charge  of  the  same,  and  the  claim  exceeds  one 
hundred  dollars,  the  said  pilot  shall,  in  such  case,  on  conviction  thereof 
before  any  Court  of  record  in  this  State,  be  obliged  to  answer  and  make 
good  to  the  sufferers,  or  the  master  of  said  vessel,  all  and  every  the  dam- 

ages-he shall  sustain  thereby. 
§1523.  (1529.)  (1472.)  Other  cases  of  damages,  how  settled.  All  other 

cases  of  damage  or  difference  that  may  arise  or  be  made  against  any 
master  or  pilot,  for  or  concerning  the  pilotage  of  any  vessel,  or  any 
other  matter  relative  to  the  business  or  care  of  a  pilot,  in  any  of  said 
harbors,  shall  be  heard  and  determined  by  the  commissioners,  or  a  ma- 

jority of  them,  appointed  for  the  care  of  the  pilotage  wh^re  such  dam- 
age or  dispute  shall  arise,  who,  by  their  decree  or  order,  shall  lawfully 

decide  and  regulate  every  such  damage  or  difference,  and  who  shall  have 
power  to  enforce  such  decree  or  order  by  execution  or  warrant  of  dis- 

tress under  their  hands  and  seals,  or  the  hands  and  seals  of  any  three 
of  them,  directed  to  any  Sheriff  or  constable  of  the  county  where  such 

execution  issues,  commanding  the  sale  of  the  offender's  goods,  or  so 
much  thereof  as  shall  be  sufficient  to  satisfy  such  execution  or  warrant, 
and  all  sales  thereunder  shall  be  conformable  to  the  laws  of  the  State 
in  other  cases  of  sale ;  and  such  Sheriff  or  constable  shall  be  liable  to 
be  ruled  before  the  Judge  of  the  Superior  Court  as  in  other  cases,  in 
term  time  or  vacation,  for  any  default  in  duly  executing  such  process ; 
but  in  case  of  a  sentence  or  judgment  for  more  than  twenty  dollars,  an 
appeal  may  be  had,  as  is  hereinafter  provided. 

§1524.  ( 1530.)  (1473.)  Commissioners  must  keep  a  record  of  rules,  etc.  The 
commissioners  shall  preserve,  in  a  neatty  bound  book,  a  record  of  all 
their  acts,  and  of  the  rules  and  regulations  adopted  by  them  for  the  di- 

rection and  government  of  the  pilots;  but  in  the  city  of  Savannah  such 
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rules  and  regulations  shall  not  be  operative  until  approved  by  the  city 
council.  They  must  designate  one  of  their  number  as  chairman,  and 
cause  a  record  thereof  to  be  made,  and  prescribe  such  fees  for  the  ser- 

vice of  the  pilots,  and  impose  such  fines  and  penalties  not  inconsistent 
with  the  provisions  of  this  Chapter,  as  they  may  deem  expedient.  They 
must  also  preserve  upon  record  a  list  of  all  persons  appointed  pilots  by 
them,  as  well  as  those  by  them  suspended. 

§1525.  (1531.)  (1474.)  Fees  of  secretary.  All  persons  interested  shall 
have  access  to,  and  be  permitted  to  have,  copies  of  the  records ;  and  copies 
thereof  certified  by  the  chairman  or  secretary  shall  be  presumptive  evi- 

dence of  the  facts  therein  stated.  The  secretary  of  the  commissioners 
.shall  have  such  salary  or  fees  as  the  commissioners  may  determine,  and 
:such  salary  or  fees  shall  be  paid  out  of  fines  and  forfeitures,  or  such 
other  fund  as  shall  be  under  the  control  of  the  commissioners. 

§1526.  (1532.)  (1475.)  Office  of  commissioners,  where  kept.  The  office  of 
the  commissioners  must  be  kept  in  some  suitable  place,  of  which  the 
public  shall  have  notice,  and  their  books,  papers  and  records  may  be 
kept  in  such  office,  or  in  the  office  of  any  Court  of  record  in  the  county. 

§1527.  (1533.)  (1476.)  Attendance  of  witnesses.  When  the  attendance 
of  any  person  shall  be  required  as  a  witness  before  the  commissioners 
-of  pilotage  in  any  matter  or  claim  of  which  they  shall  have  jurisdic- 

tion, it  shall  be  the  duty  of  their  secretary,  on  application,  to  issue 
summonses  in  the  nature  of  writs  of  subpoena,  to  be  signed  by  him 
.and  directed  to  the  persons  whose  attendance  shall  be  required,  when 
such  persons  reside  in  the  county  where  such  matter  or  claim  may  be 
•depending.  The  summons  shall  express  the  cause  and  the  party  at 
whose  suit  it  shall  be  issued,  and  shall  be  served  on  such  witnesses  at 

least  twenty-four  hours  before  the  meeting  of  the  commissioners,  to 
which  it  shall  be  returnable,  and  it  shall  .be  served  by  the  messenger 

•  of  such  commissioners,  or  a  constable,  and  the  return  of  such  officer 
shall  be  evidence  of  the  service  of  the  subpoena. 

§1528.  (1534.)  (1477.)  Defaulting  witnesses  punished.  Any  witness  thus 
summoned,  whose  testimony  shall  appear  to  be  material,  and  who  shall 
fail  to  appear,  may  be  attached  by  the  commissioners,  and  the  attach- 

ment shall  be  directed  to  a  Sheriff  or  constable,  and  made  returnable 
to  the  next  Superior  Court  of  the  county;  and  such  Court  may  fine 
such  witnesses  in  a  sum  not  exceeding  one  hundred  dollars,  unless  a 
good  excuse  be  made  to  the  Judge  of  said  Court,  but  such  witness  shall, 
nevertheless,  be  liable  to  action  at  the  suit  of  the  party  injured  by  such 
non-attendance. 

§1529.  (1535.)  (1478.)  May  cite  witnesses  to  answer  interrogatories.  When 
.any  witness  may  be  a  seaman  or  transient  person,  the  commissioners 
may  issue  subpoena  to  such  witness  by  their  secretary,  requiring  such 
witness  to  appear  at  a  time  and  place  therein  stated,  before  any  Justice 
•of  the  Peace  or  Ordinary  of  the  county,  to  answer  written  interrogato- 

ries to  be  propounded  to  him. 
§1530.  (1536.)  (1479.)  Service  of  subpoenas,  etc.  The  subpoena  must 

he  served  twenty-four  hours  before  it  its  returnable,  and  notice  for  the 
same  length  of  time  must  be  given  to  the  adverse  party,  or  attorney, 
.agent  or  consignee,  of , the  time  and  place  of  putting  such  interrogato- 

ries. The  officer  taking  the  depositions  shall  seal  up  and  properly  in- 
dorse and  return  such  depositions,  which  may  be  offered  by  consent  or 

by  order  of  the  commissioners,  and  shall  stand  in  the  place  of  the  oral 
examination  of  such  witness,  when  his  personal  attendance  can  not  be 

procured. 
§1531.  (1537.)  (1480.)  Fees  jor  serving  subpoenas,  etc.  The  secretary's 

fees  for  each  subpoena  shall  be  twenty-five  cents;  for  each  attachment 
fifty  cents;  for  examining  a  witness  the  Justice  of  the  Peace  shall  re- 
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ceive  one  dollar;  the  Sheriff  or  constable,  for  serving  any  subpoena, 
shall  receive  twenty-five  cents,  and  for  executing  and  returning  an  at- 

tachment to  Court,  fifty  cents. 
§1532.  (1538.)  (1481.)  Appeal  from  judgment  of  commissioners,  etc.  In 

any  case  where  a  pilot  shall  be  suspended,  or  where  a  fine  exceeding 
the  sum  of  twenty  dollars  shall  be  imposed  by  any  judgment  or  decision 
of  the  board  of  commissioners,  or  where  the  license  or  warrant  of  a 
pilot  shall  be  revoked,  then  the  person  so  fined,  or  the  pilot  so  suspended, 
or  whose  license  or  warrant  shall  be  revoked,  may  petition  the  Judge 
of  the  Superior  Court  of  the  county  where  such  judgment  or  sentence 
may  be  made,  setting  forth,  on  oath,  the  circumstances  of  the  case,  a 
copy  of  which  petition  shall  be  served  upon  the  acting  chairman  or 
secretary  of  such  board  at  least  three  days  before  the  return  of  any  rule 
thereon  ;  and  if,  on  reading  such  petition,  the  Judge  shall  think  there 
is  sufficient  ground  for  the  allowance  of  an  appeal,  he  shall  therein 
direct  an  issue  to  be  made  up  between  such  commissioners  and  the  ap- 

pellant, which  issue  shall  be  tried  by  a  special  jury,  as  in  other  appeal 
cases,  the  next  term  of  the  Superior  Court,  unless  good  cause  be  shown 
for  a  continuance ;  and,  if,  upon  such  trial,  a  verdict  shall  be  rendered 
in  favor  of  the  appellant,  the  said  Judge  shall  make  rule  remitting  such 
fine,  or  restoring  the  suspended  pilot,  or  the  pilot  whose  warrant  or 
license  may  have  been  revoked,  as  aforesaid. 

§1533.  ( 1539.)  (1482.)  Commissioners  to  take  testimony,  etc.  In  the  case  of 
an  appeal,  as  aforesaid,  commissions  may  issue  to  take  the  depositions  of 
any  person  not  a  resident  of  the  county,  or  whose  oral  testimony  cannot 
be  conveniently  had,  as  in  other  cases,  before  such  Superior  Court,  but  no 

such  commissions  shall  issue  but  upon  three  days'  notice  to  the  opposite 
party,  by  service  of  a  copy  of  the  interrogatories  to  be  exhibited,  as  in 
other  cases. 

§1534.  (1540.)  (1483.)  Fines  and  forfeitures,  how  disposed  of.  All  fines 
and  forfeitures  collected  by  the  commissioners  shall  be  applied  toward 
payment  of  the  ordinary  expenses  of  the  board,  and  the  residue  shall 
be  expended  by  the  commissioners  toward  improving  the  navigation 
of  the  port  or  harbor  where  such  fines  and  forfeitures  are  inflicted. 

§1535.  (1541.)  (1484.)  Pilots,  when  to  receive  certificate.  No  person  shall 
receive  a  certificate  to  act  as  pilot  until  he  shall  have  served  two  full/fci-«£. J&* 
years  in  a  decked  boat,  and  have  given  satisfactory  evidence  of  charac- 

ter and  skill ;  and  every  certified  pilot  shall  serve  eighteen  months  be- 
fore he  shall  be  entitled  to  an  increased  authority;  but,  in  case  of  emer- 

gency, such  additional  pilots  may  be  appointed  as  the  mayor  or  other 
chief  officer  of  the  port  may  determine— the  foregoing  restrictions  to  the 
contrary  notwithstanding. 

§1536.  (1542.)  (1485.)  Branch  pilots,  how  appointed.  All  branch  pilots 
must  be  appointed  by  the  commissioners,  and  whenever  a  vacancy  oc- 

curs in  a  branch,  the  person  who  has  served  the  longest  time  as  an  ap- 
prentice must,  if  deemed  competent  by  the  commissioners,  be  appointed 

to  the  vacancy ;  but  no  person  can  hold  a  branch  who  is  not  engaged 
in  pilotage. 

§1537.  (1543.)  (1486.)  Penalty  for  discharging  ballast  in  harbor.  If  any 
master  of  a  vessel,  or  water-craft  of  any  description,  shall  throw,  or  per- 

mit to  be  thrown  from  on  board  such  vessel  or  water-craft,  into  any  of 
the  waters  of  any  bay  or  harbor  of  this  State,  or  within  three  miles  of 
the  outside  bar  of  any  such  bay  or  harbor,  any  stone,  gravel,  or  other 
ballast,  he  shall  forfeit  a  sum  not  less  than  five  hundred  nor  more  than 
two  thousand  dollars  for  any  such  offense,  and  may  be  imprisoned  not 
exceeding  three  months,  at  the  discretion  of  the  Court — one-half  the 
forfeiture  to  be  paid  to  any  one  first  giving  information  of  the  offense 
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to  the  commisssqners,  and  the  other  half  to  the  use  of  the  commissioners 
of  said  harbors,  respectively,  for  improvement  of  navigation. 

Section  construed  in  connection  with  section  1538,  and  tliere  was  no  evidence  under 
his  attachment  proceeding  to  justify  the  verdict  of  guilty  :  46  Ga.,  199-201. 

§1538.  (1544.)  (1487.)  Proceeding  for  violating  preceding  section.  Upon 
the  commissioners  receiving  satisfactory  evidence  of  the  offense  speci- 

fied in  the  preceding  section,  it  shall  be  their  duty  to  proceed  to  recover 
such  forfeiture  by  process  of  attachment,  in  the  name  of  the  State, 
which  may  be  issued,  as  other  attachments,  on  the  oath  of  the  informer 
or  of  one  of  the  commissioners,  and  be  levied  on  the  vessel  from  which 
the  offense  was  committed.  The  vessel  may  be  replevied  by  the  master, 
owner  or  consignee,  by  giving  bond,  payable  to  the  State,  in  double  the 
amount  of  the  penalty,  with  the  condition  to  have  the  vessel  forthcom 
ing  to  satisfy  such  judgment  as  may  be  rendered  in  the  suit. 

Section  construed  in  connection  with  the  one  preceding  it:  46  Ga.,  199. 

§1539.  (1545.)  (1488.)  Penalty  against  pilot  for  concealing  such  offense 
It  shall  be  the  duty  of  every  pilot,  having  knowledge  of  the  commis- 

sion of  the  offense  specified  in  the  two  preceding  sections,  to  give,  as 
soon  as  practicable  thereafter,  information  thereof  to  the  commission- 

ers; and,  failing  to  do  so,  such  pilot  shall  be  deprived  of  his  license, 
and  be  thereafter  forever  disqualified  for  the  office  of  pilot. 

§1540.  (1546.)  (1489.  Incorporated  towns  may  prohibit  the  discharge  of 
ballast  in  navigable  ivaters.  The  City  Council  of  Savannah  shall  have 
authority  to  prohibit,  under  proper  penalties,  the  throwing  or  deposit- 

ing in  the  Savannah  river,  and  within  the  jurisdictional  limits  of  said 
city,  of  any  substance  of  any  nature  or  kind  which  might,  in  any  de- 

gree, lessen  the  depth  of  water  in  said  river,  or  any  part  thereof,  with- 
in said  limits ;  and  the  same  authority  is  hereby  vested  in  the  corpor- 
ate authorities  of  the  other  towns,  respectively,  as  to  navigable  waters 

within  their  respective  jurisdictions. 
§1541.  (1547.)  (1490.)  Suits  in  the  name  of  commissioners.  The  same 

boards  of  commissioners  are  hereby  authorized,  in  their  own  names,  or 
in  that  of  their  chairman,  respectively,  as  such,  to  sue  for  and 
recover,  to  their  own  use  and  the  improvement  of  navigation,  any  for- 

feiture which  may  accrue  under  this  Chapter  which  is  not  otherwise 
specifically  appropriated. 

§1542.  (1548.)  (1491.)  Present  commissioners,  etc.,  to  stand.  All  existing 
appointments  of  commissioners  of  pilotage,  and  of  officers  under  the 
same,  as  well  as  their  rules  and  regulations  not  contrary  to  law  at  the 
time  of  the  adoption  of  this  Code,  shall  continue  good  and  valid  in  law, 
according  to  their  nature  and  terms,  until  superseded  by  authority  of 
this  Code. 

General  Note  on  Article  I. — Power  of  States  to  regulate  :  12  How.,  299;  13  Wall.* 
236;  Rorer  Inter-State  Law,  320.  Half-pilotage:  2  Wall.,  450;  13/236;  Rorer,  320. 
Duty  of  pilot:  23  Wall.,  20;  10  Pet.,  108;  Rorer,  320. 
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ARTICLE  IL* 
SEAMEN. 

Section. 
1543.  Defaulting   seamen    how  punished. 
1544.  Proceedings  against  deserters. 
1545.  Seamen  not  to  be  credited. 
1546.  Sale  of  liquors  to  seamen. 
1547.  Certificate  of  discharge. 
1548.  Shipping  an  articled  seaman. 

Section. 
1549.  Penalty  for  such  shipping,  etc. 
1550.  Boarding  vessel  to  abduct  seaman. 
1551.  Abducting  seamen. 
1552.  Harboring  deserted  seamen. 
1553.  Illegal  arrest  of  seamen. 

§1543.  (1549.)  (1492.)  Penalty  against  seamen  absenting  themselves.  Any 
seaman  having  entered  or  shipped  himself  on  board  any  vessel  within 
this  State,  or  which  shall  come  to  the  same,  and  having  signed  a  con- 

tract with  the  master  or  commander  thereof  to  proceed  upon  any  voy- 
age therein  mentioned,  who  shall  absent  himself  from  any  such  ship  or 

vessel  for  twenty-four  hours  without  leave  of  said.master  or  commander, 
or  other  chief  officer  having  command'of  such  vessel,  or  who  shall  neglect 
or  refuse  to  perform  his  duty  on  board  the  same,  or  refuse  to  proceed  on 
the  voyage  mentioned  in  such  contract,  maybe  apprehended  on  warrant 
from  any  Justice  of  the  Peace  within  his  jurisdiction,  upon  applica- 

tion being  made  to  him  by  such  master  or  commander,  under  oath,  and 
upon  proof  of  such  absence  without  leave,  or  of  such  neglect  or  refusal 
as  aforesaid,  he  may  be  committed  to  jail,  or  other  secure  place,  for  any 
time  not  exceeding  thirty  days,  or  until  the  sailing  of  such  vessel,  and 
the  charge  of  apprehending,  committing  and  maintaining  such  seaman 
during  his  confinement  as  aforesaid,  shall  be  paid  by  the  complainant, 
and  by  him  be  deducted  out  of  the  wages  due,  or  to  be  due,  such  sea- 

man ;  but  no  seaman  shall  be  received  by  the  jailer  until  security 
shall  have  been  given  for  the  maintenance  and  jail  fees  of  such  sea- 
man. 

§1544.  (1550.)  (1493.)  Proceedings  against  seamen  and  apprentices.  The 
Judge  of  the  Superior  Court,  or  Judge  of  any  City  Court,  or  Ordinary, 
or  Justice  of  the  Peace  of  any  county,  or  any  similar  officer  of  any  sea- 

port or  county,  on  oath  made  before  him  that  an  articled  seaman  or 
apprentice  has  deserted  or  absconded  from  a  vessel,  describing  said  sea- 

man and  vessel,  and  that  he  is  harbored  or  secreted  by  some  person 
(describing  him)  in  a  certain  place  (describing  it,)  may  issue  his  war- 

rant, directed  to  any  lawful  officer  of  the  county,  authorizing  a  search 
for  and  seizure  of  such  person  in  the  place  designated,  and  to  fully  ex- 

ecute such  warrant.  Any  person  resisting  such  search  or  seizure,  may 
be  fined  and  imprisoned  at  the  discretion  of  any  Court  having  juris- 
diction. 

§1545.  (1551.)  (1494.)  Credit  not  to  be  given  to  seamen.  It  shall  not  be 
lawful  for  any  person  to  give  credit  to  any  seaman  belonging  to  any 
vessel  within  this  State,  having  signed  any  contract  to  proceed  therein, 
for  any  sum  exceeding  one  dollar,  except  by  leave  of  the  master  or  com- 

mander of  such  vessel,  on  pain  of  forfeiture  of  the  money  or  goods  so 
credited. 

§1546.  (1552.)  (1495.)  Entertaining  seamen  prohibited.  It  shall  not  be 
lawful  for  any  keeper  of  a  tavern  or  tippling  house,  or  any  other  person 
selling  intoxicating  or  spirituous  liquors,  to  sell  any  such  liquors,  to  any 
seamen  belonging  to  any  vessel,  and  wrho  may  have  signed  any  con- 

tract, to  the  amount  of  more  than  thirty  cents  in  an}'-  one  day,  or  to 
entertain  or  suffer  any  such  seamen  to  drink  in  such  tavern  or  tippling 

house,  or  furnish  such  seamen  with  liquor  after  the  hour  of  nine  o'clock 
at  night,  unless  with  the  consent  of  the  master  or  commander  of  such 
vessel ;  and  any  person  offending  against  any  of-  these  provisions  may, 

*See  Cobb's  Digest,  p.  30. 
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on  conviction,  be  fined  in  a  sum  not  exceeding  fifty  dollars,  or  be  im- 
prisoned in  the  common  jail  for  not  more  than  thirty  days. 

§1547.  (1553.)  (1496.)  Seamen  may  demand  certificate  of  discharge.  Any 
seaman  whose  contract  with  any  master  or  commander  of  any  vessel 
within  the  State,  for  the  performance  of  any  voyage  therein  specified, 
shall  be  determined,  may  demand  from  him  a  certificate  thereof,  and 
of  his  discharge;  and  on  refusing  to  give  such  certificate,  without  just 
cause,  any  two  Justices  of  the  Peace,  upon  due  application  and  proof 
thereof,  may  give  the  same,  which  shall  be  of  equal  force  as  if  given  by 
snch  master  or  commander,  who  shall  be  liable,  civilly,  to  pay  one  dol- 

lar for  such  certificate  so  given  by  such  Justices,  and  shall,  moreover, 
on  conviction  before  any  Court  of  competent  jurisdiction,  be  liable  to  a 
fine  of  fifty  dollars  for  such  refusal. 

§1548.  (1554. )  (1497.)  Hiring,  entertaining  or  shipping  seamen  prohibited. 
No  master  or  commander  of  any  vessel,  or  other  person  within  this 
State,  shall  hire,  receive,  entertain  or  ship  any  seaman  belonging  to 
and  pretending  to  be  discharged  from  any  vessel,  without  a  certificate 
of  discharge  being  in  possession  of  such  seaman,  under  the  penalty  of 
fifty  dollars,  for  every  such  offense;  and  the  same  penalty  may  be  in- 

flicted on  any  person  keeping  or  attending  any  ferry  Avithin  this  State, 
who  shall  willingly  transport,  or  suffer  to  be  transported  over  such  fer- 

ry, any  fugitive  seaman  not  having  a  certificate  of  discharge  as  afore- 
said. 

§1549.  (1555.)  (1498.)  Penalty  for  hiring  or  entertaining  seamen  contrary 
to  law.  If  any  sailor  boarding-house  keeper,  a  runner  or  shipping 
master,  or  any  other  person,  shall  hire,  receive,  or  entertain,  or  ship  any 
seaman  belonging  to,  or  pretending  to  be  discharged  from,  any  vessel, 
without  a  certificate  of  discharge  being  in  possession  of  said  seaman, 
or  shall  aid  or  be  concerned  in  any  manner  in  the  shipping,  or  offering 
to  ship,  such  seaman,  the  person  thus  offending  shall  be  fined  and  im- 

prisoned at  the  discretion  of  the  Court.  Any  order  given  by  such  sea- 
man for  advance  wages  shall  be  void. 

§1550.  (1556.)  (1499.)  Boarding  vessel  for  the  purpose  of  abducting,  how 
punished.  If  any  person  shall  board  any  vessel  in  any  port  or  harbor, 
or  on  any  of  the  waters  of  this  State,  with  intent  to  inveigle,  entice, 
convey  away,  abduct,  with  or  without  violence,  or  secretly  carry  off, 
any  articled  seaman  or  apprentice  from  such  vessel,  or  shall  afford  any 
conveyance  or  facility  to  such  seaman  or  apprentice  to  leave  such  ves- 

sel, such  person  so  offending  shall  be  liable  to  indictment,  and,  on  con- 
viction, shall  be  fined  or  imprisoned,  or  both,  at  the  discretion  of  the 

Court. 
§1551.  (1557.)  (1500.)  Aiding  seamen  to  escape,  hmv  punished.  If  any 

person  shall  aid  any  articled  seamen  or  apprentice  to  desert  from  his 
vessel  while  in  the  waters  of  this  State,  or  shall  inveigle,  entice,  con- 

vey away,  abduct  or  carry,  with  or  without  violence,  or  secretly  carjy 

off*  any  articled  seamen  or  apprentice  from  any  such  vessel,  such  per- son so  offending  shall  bs  liable  to  indictm3nt,  and,  on  conviction,  shall 
be  liable  to  fine  or  imprisonmant,  or  both,  at  the  discretion  of  the 
Court. 

§1552.  (1558.)  (1501.)  Harboring  seamen  or  apprentices.  If  any  person 
shall  harbor,  secrete,  entertain,  lodge,  or  keep,  or  shall,  directly  or  indi- 

rectly, suffer  to  be  harbored,  secreted,  entertained,  lodged,  or  kept,  in  or 
about  his  house  or  premises,  any  articled  seaman  or  apprentice,  know- 

ing such  seaman  or  apprentice  to  have  deserted  from  his  vessel,  such 
person  shall  be  liable  to  indictment,  and,  on  conviction,  be  fined  in  a 
sum  of  not  more  than  five  hundred  dollars,  or  imprisoned,  or  both  fined 
and  imprisoned,  at  the  discretion  of  the  Court. 
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§1553.  (1559.  (  (1502.)  Vexatious  arrest  and  detention  of  seamen.  The 
law  in  respect  to  the  vexatious  arrest  and  detention  of  seamen,  and  to 
summary  trial  of  causes,  civil  and  criminal,  in  which  seamen  and  the 
captains  and  consignees  of  vessels  may  be  concerned,  shall  be  as  provi- 

ded in  this  Code,  but  if  any  provision  in  this  Code  contained  shall  con- 
flict with  the  Code  of  the  city  of  Savannah,  appended  hereunto,  the 

said  Code  of  Savannah  shall  prevail  within  the  corporate  limits  of  said 
city. 

CHAPTER  IV. 

INSPECTION. 

Article  1. — Fertilizers  and  Chemicals. 

Article  2. — Flour,  Corn,  Meal  and  Grain. 

Article  3. —  Wood,  Turpentine,  Timber,  etc. 

ARTICLE  I. 

FERTILIZERS   AND    CHEMICALS. 

Section. 
1553.  (a.)  All  packages  to  be  branded. 
1553.  (b.)  Guaranty  of  analysis. 
1553.  (c.)  Appointment  of  chemist. 
1553.  (d.)  Fees,  of  inspector. 

Section. 
1553.  (e)  Salaries,  and  how  paid. 
1553.  <f.)  Inspector's  terms  of  office. 
1553.  (g.)  Penalty  for  evading  inspection. 
1553.  (h.)  Regulations,  how  prescribed. 

§1553.  (a.)  Every  package  must  be  branded  with  analysis.  All  fertilizers  or  Acts  of  1877, 

chemicals  for  manufacturing  or  composting  the  same,  offered  for  sale  or  p-  ̂     .  • 

distribution  in  this  State,  shall  have  branded  upon  or  attached  to  each  v££el-<dL  ̂  'tf&&~ bag,  barrel  or  package  in  such  manner  as  the  Commissioner  of  Agri-  __  /y    v 

culture  may,  by  regulation,  establish,  the  true  analysis  of  such  fertil- "" 
izer  or  chemical,  showing  the  per  centage  of  valuable  elements  or  in- 

gredients such  fertilizer  contains,  embracing  the  following  determina- 
tions, viz : 

1.  Moisture  at  212°  Fah   
2.  Soluble  phosphoric  acid  ...     
3.  Precipitated  or  reduced  phosphoric  acid   
4.  Equivalent  to  available  phosphoric  acid   
5.  Insoluble  phosphoric  acid    
6.  Ammonia,  by  nitrogen  determination   
7.  Potash   
8.  Organic  matter           . . 
9.  Undetermined  matter,  i.  e.  sulphuric  acid,  lime,  etc. 

14i.  Total  bone  phosphate   

Per  cent. 
Per  cent. 
Per  cent. 
Per  cent. 
Per  cent, 
Per  cent 
Per  centr 
Per  cent 
Per  cent 
Per  cent 

7*  **~& 

rsa 
And  any  manufacturer,  dealer,  or  other  person,  offering  any  fertilizer 

or  chemical  for  manufacturing  the  same  for  sale  or  distribution  in  this  //£:%?. 
State  without  having  a  brand  tag,  or  such  other  device  as  the  Commis- 

sioner of  Agriculture  may  require,  showing  the  analysis  thereof,  shall 
be  guilty  of  a  misdemeanor,  and,  on  conviction  of  the  same,  shall  be 
punished  as  prescribed  in  section  4310  of  this  Code. 

§1553  (b.)  Analysis  guaranteed  by  seller.  The  analysis  so  placed  upon,  Acts  of  istt 
or  attached  to,  any  fertilizer  or  chemicals,  shall  be  a  guaranty  by  p-  38- 
the  manufacturer,  agent,  or  person  offering  the  same,  that  it  contains 
substantially  the  ingredients  indicated  thereby,  in  the  percentages 
named  therein,  and  said  guaranty  shall  be  binding  on  said  manufac- 

turer, agent  or  dealer,  and  may  be  pleaded  in  any  action  or  suit  at  law 
to  show  total  or  partial  failure  of  consideration  in  the  contract  for  the 
sale  of  said  fertilizer.     It  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  Commissioner  of 
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Agriculture,  to  forbid  the  sale  of  any  acid  phosphate  or  dissolved  bone, 
which  is  shown  by  official  analysis  to  contain  less  than  ten  per  centum 
of  available  phosphoric  acid,  and  also  to  forbid  the  sale  of  any  ammo 
niated  superphosphate  which  is  shown  by  official  analysis  to  contain 
less  than  eight  per  centum  of  available  phosphoric  acid,  and  two  per 
centum  of  ammonia.  A  copy  of  the  official  analysis  of  any  fertilizer  or 
chemical,  under  seal  of  the  Department  of  Agriculture,  shall  be  admis- 

sible as  evidence  in  any  of  the  Courts  of  the  State,  on  the  trial  of  any 
issue  involving  the  merits  of  said  fertilizer. 

§1553.  (c.)  Appointment  of  chemists.     It  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  Corn- 
Acts  of  i877^missioner  of  Agriculture  to  appoint   an  experienced  and  competent 

r  \^/!tzisCtf  ̂ chemist  to  analyze  all  fertilizers,  or  chemicals  for  manufacturing  the 

^^*^^~y?     VjcJ^1110'  °ffere(i  f°r  sale  or  distribution  in  this  State,  and  make  such  other 
'ficZZ*'  ̂ ^ft^arialysis  as  maybe  required  by  the  Commissioner  of  Agriculture.     The 
/,      •  /«  2-*    *      said  chemist  shall  take  and  subscribe,  before  some  officer  duly  author- 

'  y  ized  to  administer  the  same,  an  oath,  faithfully  and  impartially  to  per- 
form all  the  duties  which  maybe  required  of  him  under  the  provisions 

of  this  Article;  which  oath  shall  be  filed  in  the  office  of  the  Commis- 
sioner of  Agriculture.  His  salary  shall  not  exceed  the  sum  of  three 

thousand  dollars  per  annum,  which  shall  be  full  compensation  for  all 
duties  which  are  or  may  be  required  of  him  under  this  Article,  includ- 

ing the  rent  of  laboratory  and  of  apparatus,  and  cost  of  chemicals.  It  shall 
be  the  duty  of  the  Commissioner  of  Agriculture  to  appoint  inspectors  of 
fertilizers  at  such  places  as  he  may  deem  necessary  to  carry  out  the 
provisions  of  this  Article  :  Provided,  that  the  Commissioner  of  Agricul- 

ture shall  not  appoint  exceeding  six  inspectors.  The  inspectors  so  ap- 
pointed shall  receive  salaries  proportioned  to  the  services  rendered,  the 

highest  not  to  exceed  the  sum  of  fifteen  hundred  dollars  per  annum  :  pro- 
vided, the  salary  of  no  inspector  shall  exceed  one-half  of  the  fees  received 

by  said  inspector,  and  by  him  paid  into  the  State  treasury.  They 
shall  take  and  subscribe,  before  some  competent  officer,  an  oath  faith- 

fully to  discharge  all  the  duties  which  may  be  required  of  them  in  pur- 
suance of  this  Article,  and  shall  give  bond,  each,  in  the  sum  of  five 

thousand  dollars,  payable  to  the  Governor  of  the  State,  and  his  successors 
in  office,  and  approved  by  the  Commissioner  of  Agriculture  and  the 
State  Treasurer,  for  the  faithful  performance  of  said  duties ;  said  oath 
and  bond  shall  be  filed  in  the  office  of  the  Commissioner  of  Agriculture. 
It  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  inspectors  to  take  samples,  in  person,  of  all 
fertilizers,  or  chemicals  for  manufacturing  the  same,  intended  for  sale 

or  distribution  in  this  State,  furnish  inspector's  tags,  or  other  devices 
prescribed,  for  each  and  every  package,  to  make  such  reports  as  may  be 
required  by  the  Commissioner  of  Agriculture,  to  collect  and  to  pay  over 
to  the  Comptroller-General,  on  the  first  day  of  each  month,  all  sums 
collected  during  the  month  preceding,  and  to  perform  such  other  ser- 

vices incident  to  their  offices  as  may  be  required  by  the  Commissioner 
of  Agriculture.  They  shall,  in  no  case,  inspect  fertilizers  or  chemicals 
until  the  fees  for  each  inspection  shall  have  been  first  paid. 

Kt  ^<?L*<jLs  *       §1553.  (d.)  Inspection  fees.     The  fees  for  inspecting  fertilizers   and 

'yue*^"~  Acts  of  1877,  chemicals  shall  be  uniformly  fifty  cents  per  ton;  which  fees  shall  be 
ffj,  9 J.  ®.  39.  paid  by  the  manufacturer,  agent,  or  dealer,  procuring  the  inspection. 
tfc^^^e*^^  *i-  §1-553.  (e.)  Salaries  of  inspector  and  chemist,  how  paid.  The  salaries  of 
y  y~^  _Actso$877,  the  chemist  and  inspectors  shall  be  paid  out  of  the  treasury  upon  ex- 

f*f^\~v  %y  /Jecutive  warrants,  which  shall  be  issued  on  the  certificate  of  the  Com- 
■cSh*i>-  ̂ **-^^-e^^rn/issioner  of  Agriculture,  that  the  services  required  have  been  per- 
/v0~  /.  /  '/^~f*      formed,  and  that  the  amount  claimed  is  due. 
/  §1553.  (f.)   Term  of  office  of  inspector.     The   chemist   and   inspectors 

provided  for  in  this  Article,  shall  hold  their  appointments  at  the  pleas- 
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ure  of  the  Commissioner  of  Agriculture,  during  his  term  of  office,  un-  Acteofi877, 

less  otherwise  removed  according  to  law.  p*  88' 
§1553.  (g.)  Penalty  for  evading  inspection.     Any  person  refusing  a  full  Acts  of  is? 7, 

opportunity  to  inspect  and  sample  fertilizers,  or  chemicals,  as  required  p- 39- 
by  this  Article,  shall  bo  deemed  guilty  of  a  misdemeanor,  and,  on  con- 

viction, shall  be  punished  as  prescribed  in  section  4310  of  this  Code. 
§1553.  (h.)   Commissioner  to  prescribe   rules,  etc.     The  Commissioner  of  Acts  of  1877, 

Agriculture  is  hereby  authorized  and  required  to  prescribe  and  enforce  p-  39" 
such  rules  and  regulations  as  he  may  deem  necessary  to  carry  fully  into 
effect  the  true  intent  and  meaning  of  this  Article.** 

ARTICLE  II  * 

FLOUR,    CORN,  MEAL    AND   GRAIN 

Section. 
1554.  Inspectors,  by  whom  appointed. 
1555.  Bolted  flour  shall  be  merchantable. 
1556.  Hour  barrels,  dimensions,  etc. 
1557.  Flour  shall  be  inspected,  when. 
1558.  Fraudulently  packing  flour. 

Section.  s{  *     '  /7  /)      v^~"      ̂      #* 1559.  Inspectors  cannot  purchase.     //urte^^2^*^-< 
1560.  Selling  without  inspection. 
1561.  Inspector's  oath. 
1562.  Corn  meal,  corn  and  other  grafn.' 

§1554.  (1560.)  (1503.)  Inspectors,  by  whom  appointed.  The  Ordinaries 
in  the  several  counties  of  this  State  shall  have  power  to  appoint,  an- 

nually, one  person  of  good  repute  to  be  inspector  of  flour  in  their  re- 

spective counties,  but  the" same  power  may  be  exercised  exclusively  in 
any  corporate  towns  within  their  corporate  limits ;  vacancies  in  such 
office  of  inspector  may  be  filled  by  the  appointing  power  as  soon  as  may 
be  after  the  happening  of  any  vacancy. 

§1555.  (1561.)  (1504.)  Flour  shall  be  merchantable.  All  bolted  wheat 
flour,  and  every  cask  thereof,  brought  to  the  places  aforesaid  for  sale, 
shall  be  made,  by  the  miller  or  manufacturer  thereof,  merchantable 
and  of  due  fineness,  and  without  mixture  of  coarse  flour,  or  the  flour  of 
any  other  grain  than* wheat. 

§1556.  (1562.)  (1505.)  Flour  barrels,  how  made.  All  flour  barrels  packed  $c*,  c*£ 
for  sale  shall  be  well  made  and  of  good  material,  twenty-seven  inches  -  *  A 
in  length,  tightened  with  at  least  ten  hoops,  and  sufficiently  nailed, 
with  the  tare  plainly  marked  on  the  head  thereof,  and  every  miller  or 
bolter  shall  put  into  a  barrel  the  full  quantity  of  196  pounds  of  flour, 
and  shall  put  into  every  half  barrel  the  quantity  of  98  pounds  of  flour, 
and  on  failure  thereof  shall  forfeit  and  pay  the  sum  of  four  dollars  for 
each  barrel  or  bag,  to  be  recovered  by  any  informer  before  any  Justice 
having  jurisdiction  thereof — one-half  thereof  to  goto  the  informer  and 
the  other  half  to  the  county  or  corporation  having  the  appointment  of 
inspector. 

§1557.  (1563.)  (1506.)  Flour  shall  be  inspected,  when.  All  barrels,  half 
barrels  and  bags  of  flour  brought  to  any  place  of  inspection  for  sale, 
shall  be  submitted  to  the  view  and  examination  of  the  inspector,  who 
shall  expeditiously  inspect  the  same  by  boring  into  the  barrel,  half 
barrel  or  bag,  from  head  to  head,  or  end  to  end,  with  an  instrument  of 
not  more  than  three-fourths  of  an  inch  in  diameter,  to  be  by  him  pro- 

vided for  that  purpose,  and  if  he  shall  judge  the  same  well  packed  and 
merchantable,  he  shall  plug  the  hole  and  brand  the  barrel,  half  barrel 
or  bag,  with  the  name  of  the  place  at  which  he  shall  be  inspector,  with 
a  public  brand  or  mark,  to  be  by  him  provided  for  that  purpose,  and 

*See  Cobb's  Digest,  p.  19  ;  Acts  of  1855-6,  p.  15. 
**As  to  other  laws  relating  to  the  inspection  of  fertilizer?,  see  sections  1576  to  1576  (g),  inclusive 

of  both.  The  law  on  this  subject  may  be  somewhat  confused,  but  as  the  compilers  have  no  au- 
thority to  change  or  construe  the  law,  they  can  only  give  the  Acts  as  they  are,  leaving  their  con- 

struction, with  questions  oi  repeal  in  doubtml  cases,  to  be  decided  by  the  Courts. 
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approved  by  the  Ordinary,  City  Council,  or  corporation,  as  the  case  may 

'be,  and  shall  also  mark  the  degree  of  fineness  which  he  shall  determine the  flour  to  be  on  inspection,  which  degrees  shall  be  distinguished  as 

follows  :  "Extra  Family,"  "  Superfine,"  "  Fine,"  "Middling,"  "  First" 
or  "  Second,"  for  which  trouble  the  inspector  shall  receive  from  the 
owner  or  consignee  at  the  rate  of  five  cents  per  barrel. 

§1558.  (1564.)  (1507.)  Fraudulently  packing  flour.  If  any  person  shall 
pack  flour  in  an  old  barrel  which  may  have  been  marked  and  branded 
as  aforesaid,  and  which  shall  still  have  the  brand  of  the  inspector  there- 

on, or  shall  otherwise  fraudulently  pack  flour  for  sale,  such  person  or 
persons  shall  forfeit  and  pay  the  sum  of  twenty  dollars  for  every  barrel 
so  packed,  to  be  recovered  by  an  informer  before  any  Justice  of  the 
Peace,  or  other  Court  having  jurisdiction  thereof;  one-half  of  such 
penalty  to  go  to  the  informer,  and  the  other  half  to  the  miller  or  man- 

ufacturer injured  by  such  false  packing. 
§1559.  (1565.)  (1508.)  Inspector  cannot  purchase.  No  inspector  shall  be 

permitted,  directly  or  indirectly,  to  purchase  any  flour  by  him  con- 
demned as  unmerchantable,  or  any  other  flour  whatever,  other  than  for 

his  own  or  family  use  and  consumption,  under  the  penalty  of  thirty 
dollars  for  every  barrel  by  him  purchased,  to  be  recovered  by  any  in- 

former before  any  Justice  of  the  Peace,  or  other  Court  having  jurisdic- 
tion; one-half  of  which  shall  belong  to  the  informer,  and  the  other 

half  to  the  county  or  corporation  having  the  appointment  of  the  in- 
spector. 

§1560.  (1566.)  (1509.)  Selling  without  inspection.  Any  person  who  shall 
sell  flour  in  or  from  any  of  the  places  where  there  is  an  inspector  with- 

out an  inspection  as  aforesaid,  shall  forfeit  and  pay  the  sum  of  ten  dol- 
lars for  each  barrel,  half  barrel,  or  bag  so  sold,  to  be  recovered  by  an  in- 

former before  any  Justice  of  the  Peace,  or  other  Court  having  jurisdic- 
tion— one-half  to  go  to  the  informer  and  the  other  half  to  the  inspec- 

tor. 

§1561.  (1567.)  (1510.)  Inspector's  oath.  Every  inspector,  before  enter- 
ing on  the  duties  of  his  office,  shall  take  and  subscribe  an  oath  or  af- 

firmation before  the  Clerk  of  the  Council,  or  Ordinary,  of  which  a  min- 
ute shall  be  made,  that  he  will  faithfully  perform  the  duties  of  his 

office,  inspect  all  flour  offered  to  him  for  inspection,  and  faithfully  brand 
and  mark  the  barrels  or  bags,  as  by  law  directed.  Inspectors  shall  be 
liable  to  indictment  for  any  neglect  of  dut}^  and  upon  conviction 
thereof  shall  forfeit  and  pay  a  sum  of  not  less  than  thirty  dollars. 

§1562.  (1568.)  (1511.)  Corn  meal,  corn,  and  other  grain.  It  shall  be  the 
Acts  of  1880  duty  of  every  inspector  of  flour  to  inspect  Indian  corn  and  corn  meal, 

-l,  p.  77.  wheat,  and  other  grain  in  bags  or  in  barrels,  or  in  bulk,  when  requested by  the  owner  or  consignee  to  do  so,  and  he  shall  brand  only  such  as  he 
may  deem  to  be  sound  and  merchantable,  for  which  his  compensation 
shall  be  three  cents  per  bag  or  barrel,  and  when  the  grain  inspected  is 
in  bulk,  the  sum  of  25  cents  per  car  load,  to  be  paid  by  the  owner  or 
consignee,  as  aforesaid. 
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ARTICLE  III.* 

WOOD,  TIMBER,  TURPENTINE,  TOBACCO,  GUANO,  ETC. 

1563.  Inspectors  and  rules  of  inspection. 
1563.  (a. )  What  class  may  be  appointed. 
1564.  Inimical  laws. 
1564.  (a.)  Fees  of  inspectors. 
1565.  Drifted  timber,  selling  of. 
1565.  (a.)  Fees. 
1566.  Penalty  for  buying  the  same. 
1567.  Pitch,  tar,  etc.,  to  be  inspected. 
1568.  Turpentine  barrels,  dimensions  of. 
1569.  How  marked. 
1570.  Corporate  authorities,  powers  of. 
1571.  Inspection  of  fertilizers. 
1572.  Inspector's  duty. 1573.  Place  of  inspection. 
1574.  Inspector's  fees. 
1575.  Selling  without  inspection. 
1576.  Duty  of  sellers. 
1576.  (a.)  Samples  to  be  submitted. 

Section. 
1576.  (b.)  Inspection  and  analysis. 
1576.  (c.)  Inspection,  where  made. 
1576.  fd.)  Penalties. 
1576.  (e.)  Inspector's  duty. 

  5.    far*-   CU^jZ^L- 

1576.  (f.)  Names  of  fertilizers  published.     Vt — '  /       ̂ /-~~~y^ 
1576.  (g  )  Prosecution  of  offenders.  J^-tx^c^-^^V-^T^^^^^ 

1577.  Fire  test  of  oils.  .  ///^ z? 
1578.  Mode  of  testing.  tttl  &*U**--&-**<-    r~~ 
1579.  Inspector's  appointment  and  duty.    /Lr  *         S   

1579  (a.)  Penalty  against  offenders.  "Vc~/tis^4>  4~<-*7<-*-*> 1579.  (b.)  Fluid  seized,  when.  /sy  /£>t£. 
1579.  (c.)  Fees  of  inspector. 
1579.  (d.)  Rejected  fluids,  branded. 
1579.  (e.)  Wrong  use  of  branded  vessels. 
1579.  (f.  Compensation  of  inspector. 
1579.  (g  )  Monthly  reports. 
1579  (h.)  Default  of  inspectors,  penalty. 

§1563.  (1569.)  (1512.)  Inspectors  may  be  appointed  for  any  article.  In- 
spectors may  be  appointed,  their  duties  prescribed,  their  fees  fixed,  and 

inspection  and  marking  regulations  adopted,  by  the  corporate  authori- 
ties of  any  city,  for  the  inspection  of  guano  and  other  fertilizers, 

tobacco,  salt,  pitch,  tar,  turpentine,  rosin,  fish,  oil,  staves,  shingles, 
timber,  wood,  lumber,  and  liquor,  and  such  other  articles  and  things  as 
are  usually  the  subjects  of  inspection  and  measurements,  and  for  meas- 

uring and  guaging  the  said  articles,  or  any  of  them,  within  the  limits 
of  said  cities ;  and  the  same  power  may  be  exercised  by  the  Ordinary 
of  every  county,  outside  the  limits  of  such  town,  and  within  the  limits 
of  such  county :  Provided,  such  regulations  be  not  inconsistent  with  the 
following  provisions : 

1.  No  person  shall  be  permitted  to  inspect,  measure,  or  guage,  except 
such  as  may  be  regularly  appointed,  under  a  penalty  of  five  hundred 
dollars  for  every  offense ;  one-half  to  go  to  the  informer,  and  the  other 
half  to  the  incorporation  or  Court  having  the  appointment  of  inspect- 

ors. Every  person  so  appointed  shall  be  required  to  take  an  oath  or 
affirmation  faithfully  to  perform  the  duties  of  the  office  to  the  best  of 
his  skill  and  ability,  and  shall,  moreover,  give  bond  and  security  for  the 
faithful  discharge  of  the  duties  thereof.  All  vacancies  may  be  filled  by 
the  appointing  power. 

2.  In  all  seaport  towns,  where  timber  or  lumber  is  brought  for  expor- 
tation, or  otherwise,  the  same  shall  be  inspected  and  measured,  and  bills 

for  such  measurement  shall  be  made  out  in  superficial  measurement. 
3.  No  lumber  or  timber  inspector,  or  measurer,  shall,  during  his  term 

of  office,  be  or  become  the  clerk  or  agent  of  any  lumber  or  timber  buyer, 
or  the  clerk  or  agent  of  lumber  mill,  on  pain  of  forfeiture  of  his  office 
on  conviction,  and  fine  or  imprisonment,  at  the  discretion  of  any  Court 
having  jurisdiction. 

4.  All  square  timber  shall  be  measured  as  follows :  The  length  shall 
be  counted  from  pin-hole  and  the  size  from  the  middle  of  the  stick, 
taking  the  smallest  side  and  the  face,  throwing  off  fractions,  and  allow- 

ing one-half  of  the  wainedge  on  the  size  and  face ;  and  other  flatted 
timber  usually  known  as  saw  or  mill  logs,  shall  be  measured  one-third 
from  the  smallest  end. 

5.  All  sticks  which  are  rotten,  hollow,  split,  or  broken,  shall  be  de- 
clared refuse  by  the  inspector,  and  the  seller  shall  only  be  allowed  one- 

half  the  measurement ;  but  if  the  defect  be  at  or  near  the  end,  only  so 
much  as  is  defective  shall  be  declared  refuse. 

*See  Cobb's  Digest,  pp.  22,  53,  64 ;  Act  of  1853-4,  p.  79 ;    Act  of  1855-6,  p.  12 ;  Act  of  1860,  p  11. 
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6.  The  hook  to  the  dip-rod  shall  not  be  less  than  one  inch  and  three- 
quarters  long. 

7.  Ranging  timber,  scantlings,  and  boards,  shall  be  deemed  merchant- 
able only  when  they  shall  have  square  edges,  and  be  sound,  and  without 

decay;  nevertheless,  if  any  scantling  or  board  to  be  measured  and  in- 
spected shall  be  split,  decayed,  or  fractured,  more  than  two  feet  and  less 

than  six  feet  from  the  end  thereof,  such  split,  decayed,  or, fractured  part 
shall  be  left  out  and  not  counted  in  the  measurement. 

8.  Heading  shall  be  two  and  a  half  feet  long,  six  inches  broad,  one 
inch  thick  on  one  edge,  and  not  less  than  three-quarters  of  an  inch  on 
the  other  edge,  round  and  free  from  decay,  worm  or  knot  holes;  shingles 
to  be  twenty-two  inches  long,  not  less  than  three  and  a  half  inches  wide, 
a  half  inch  thick  at  the  thick  end,  not  decayed,  and  free  from  worm  or 
knot  holes. 

9.  Pipe,  hogshead,  and  barrel  staves  shall  be  considered  merchant- 
able only  when  conditioned  as  follows :  pipe  staves  to  be  at  least  fifty- 

four  inches  in  length,  three  inches  in  breadth,  and  one  inch  thick  on 
the  thin  edge,  sound  and  free  from  worm  or  knot  holes ;  hogshead  staves 
to  be  forty-two  inches  long,  three  inches  broad,  and  not  less  than  three- 
quarters  of  an  inch  thick  on  the  edges,  sound  and  free  from  worm  or 
knot  holes;  barrel  staves  to  be  two  and  a  half  feet  long,  three  inches 
wide,  and  not  less  than  three-quarters  of  an  inch  on  their  edges,  sound 
and  free  from  worm  or  knot  holes. 

10.  If  any  inspector  or  measurer  of  timber  shall  fail,  neglect,  or  re- 
Acts  of  1877,  fuse  to  measure  timber  as  is  now  prescribed  by  law,  the  said  inspector 

p.  is.          or  measurer  shall  be  guilty  of  (a)  misdemeanor,  and,  on  conviction,  be 
subject  to  a  fine  of  $500.00,  and  imprisonment  in  the  common  jail  of 
the  county  for  the  term  of  three  months.  One-half  of  said  $500.00  shall 
be,  on  conviction,  paid  over  to  the  prosecutor  or  informer. 

11.  Every  cord  of  fire  wood  shall  measure  eight  feet  in  length,  four 
in  breadth,  and  four  in  height.  Any  person  to  whom  such  wood  is  of- 

fered for  sale,  who  may  suspect  any  deficiency,  shall  have  the  right  to 
have  the  same  measured  and  corded  by  any  sworn  inspector  or  measurer 
of  the  place,  and  in  case  of  any  deficiency  appearing,  the  seller  shall, 
besides  paying  the  fees  of  the  inspector,  make  good  the  deficiency  with- 

out delay,  or  forfeit,  before  any  Court  having  jurisdiction,  the  sum  of 
two  dollars  for  every  cord  so  deficient ;  in  case  of  no  deficiency  appear- 

ing, the  fees  of  the  inspector  or  measurer  shall  be  paid  by  the  buyer. 
The  corporate  authorities  of  any  town  or  city  may  make  such  further 
regulations  on  this  subject  as  to  them  shall  appear  proper  to  insure  the 

objects  of  this  section.* 
§1563.  (a.)   What  inspectors  maybe  appointed.     No  corporate  authority, 

Acts  of  1876,  Court,  or  other  incorporation  having  the  appointment  of  inspectors  of 

p-32-  lumber  or  timber,  shall  have,  hold,  or  exercise  the  authority  to  appoint 
any  other  class  of  inspectors  of  lumber  or  timber  than  those  recognized 
and  authorized  by  section  1563  of  the  Code. 

§1564.  Inimical  local  laws  repealed.  [All  ordinances  of  any  city  or  town 
Acts  of  1873,  inconsistent  with  the  preceding  section  are  repealed,  and  any  inspec- 
p' 21,  tor  or  other  person  who  shall  violate  any  of  the  provisions  of  said  sec- 

tion, so  far  as  the  same  relates  to  the  inspection  and  measurement  of 
any  timber  or  lumber,  shall  be  punished  as  therein  prescribed,  any 
local  law,  rule,  or  regulation,  or  ordinance  of  any  city  or  town  to  the 
contrary  notwithstanding.] 

§1564.  (a.  Fees  of  inspectors.  No  corporate  authority,  incorporation, 
Actsofi876,  or  Court,  having  the  appointment  of  inspectors,  shall  have  power  to 

v'n2'  authorize  or  empower  inspectors  and  measurers  of  lumber  and  timber  to 
-Local  laws  and  ordinances  inconsistent  with  section  1563  repealed,  and  section  1564  re-enacted. 

See  Act  of  1876,  p.  32. 
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charge  more  than  twenty-five  cents  per  thousand  feet  for  inspecting, 
measuring,  and  trimming  lumber  and  timber;  and  any  inspector  or 
measurer  of  lumber  and  timber  who  shall  charge  more  than  twenty- 
five  cents  per  thousand  feet  shall  be  guilty  a  of  misdemeanor,  and  on 
conviction  thereof  shall  be  subject  to  a  fine  of  five  hundred  dollars,  one 
half  of  which  shall  go  to  the  informer,  or  imprisonment  in  the  county 
jail  of  the  county,  for  the  term  of  three  months. 
§1565.  (1570.)  (1513.)  Penalty  for  disposing  of  drifted  timber.  No  rafts- 

man or  other  person  shall  dispose,  or  attempt  to  dispose,  of  any  drifted 
timber  or  lumber  taken  up  by  him  within  this  State,  on  pain  of  pay- 

ing not  exceeding  five  hundred  dollars  for  such  offense,  to  be  recovered 
in  any  Court  having  jurisdiction  of  the  same — one-half  of  the  penalty 
to  go  to  the  informer,  and  the  other  to  the  use  of  the  county  wherein 
such  offense  may  be  committed — or  the  offender  may  be  imprisoned  not 
more  than  six  months;  but  nothing  herein  contained  shall  prevent 
the  finder  of  drifted  timber  or  lumber  from  requiring  and  receiving 
from  the  owner  reasonable  compensation  for  delivering  to  the  owner 
such  timber  or  lumber. 

§1565.  (a.)  Fees.     The  fee  for  receiving  lumber  shall  not  exceed  three  Acts  of  i87<>7 

cents  per  thousand  feet,  which  fee  shall  be  charged  only  at  the  time  of  p-3S- 
receipt,  and  the  fee  for  boomage  shall  not  exceed  thirty  cents  per  day, 
for  each  raft. 

§1566.  (1571.)  (1514.)  Illegal  purchase  of  drifted  timber.  Any  person 
detected  in  purchasing  drifted  timber  or  lumber  as  aforesaid,  except 
from  factors  or  timber  cutters,  shall  be  liable,  on  conviction,  to  pay  a 
fine  of  fifty  dollars  for  every  offense,  or  to  be  imprisoned  for  a  term  of 
not  exceeding  six  months. 

§1567.  (1572.)  (1515.)  Pitch,  tar,  etc.,  to  be  inspected  before  it  is  shipped. 
No  person  shall  ship,  or  put  on  board  any  vessel  for  exportation,  from 
this  State,  any  pitch,  tar,  rosin,  or  turpentine,  before  the  same  is  in- 

spected and  marked:  Provided,  there  be  at  the  port  of  exportation  a 
sworn  inspector  of  such  articles,  on  pain  of  forfeiting  one  dollar  for 
every  barrel  so  shipped — one-half  to  go  to  the  informer,  and  the  other 
half  to  the  use  of  the  town  or  place  of  exportation.  The  true  contents 
and  quality  of  every  barrel  of  such  articles  must  be  branded  on  the 
barrel. 

§1568.  (1573.)  (1516. )  Quality,  etc,  of  turpentine  barrels.  Every  barrel 
of  soft  turpentine  shall  be  formed  of  good  and  sufficient  staves,  three- 
quarters  of  an  inch  thick,  not  exceeding  five  inches  wide,  not  less  than 
thirty,  nor  more  than  thirty-two  inches  long;  the  head  not  less  than 
one,  nor  more  than  one  and  a  half  inch  thick,  and  the  barrel  secured 
with  twelve  good  hoops.  If  the  turpentine  be  fraudulently  mixed,  it 
shall  be  condemned  by  the  inspector  and  delivered  to  the  owner. 

§1569.  (1574.)  (1517.)  Barrels  of  turpentine,  how  marked.  Each  barrel 
of  soft  turpentine,  after  inspection,  if  found  in  conformity  to  the  fore- 

going provisions,  shall  be  branded  or  marked  by  the  inspector  as  fol- 
lows: The  pure  or  virgin  turpentine  with  the  letter  "V,"  the  yellow 

dip,  "S,"  the  hard,  "H." 
§1570.  (1575.)  (1518.)  Powers  of  corporate  authorities.  The  corporate 

authorities  of  any  seaport  town  may  make  such  further  regulations  for 
inspection  of  rosin,  pitch,  tar  and  turpentine,  and  for  the  discovery  of 
fraud  in  making  and  vending  said  articles,  as  to  said  authorities,  respec- 

tively, shall  seem  proper. 
§1571.  Inspectors  of  fertilizers,  their  oath,  etc.     [The  Governor  shall  ap- (a)  Acts  of 

point  for  each  of  the  counties  of  Richmond  and  Chatham,  and  in  such  1868,  p- 5- 
other  counties  as  the  public  interest  maj^  require,  an  agricultural  chem- 

ist, who  shall  be  inspector  of  fertilizers  for  their  respective  counties. 
Each  inspector  shall  hold  his  office  for  the  term  of  two  years,  and  before 
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entering  on  the  duties  thereof  shall  take  an  oath  before  some  officer  of 
this  State  authorized  to  administer  oaths  for  general  purposes,  faith- 

fully and  impartially  to  discharge  the  duties  of  his  office.  Said  oath 
shall  be  filed  for  preservation  with  the  Ordinaries  of  their  respective 
counties.]  (a.) 

On  inspectors  of  fertilizers:  61  Ga.,  369. 
Inspection  laws  constitutional :  2  Woods,  287.  Laws  respecting  fertilizers  collated 

in  :  Thompson's  Law  of  Farm. 
§1572.  Inspectors  duty.     [It  shall  be  the  duty  of  every  inspector  of 

(a)  Acts  of  fertilizers,  when  requested  by  the  owner  or  person  in  charge  thereof,  to 
1868,  p.  6.     inspect  and  analyze  all  fertilizers  within  their  respective  counties,  or 

p.400.       '  any  other  county  within  this  State,  and  to  stamp  or  brand  the  packages 
thereof  with  his  name  as  inspector,  and  the  name  of  the  county  in 
which  he  is  inspector;  and  he  shall  also  furnish  to  the  person  procuring 
the  inspection  a  certificate  showing  the  date  of  the  inspection,  the 
place  at  which  it  was  made,  and  the  character  and  quality  of  the  fer- 

tilizer, etc.,  inspected.  He  shall  also  publish  all  condemned  lots,  in  one 
or  more  newspapers  in  the  town  or  city  where  such  inspection  is  made, 
and  all  such  condemned  fertilizers  shall  be  held  by  the  inspector  for 

the  payment  of  inspector's  and  printer's  fees.]  (a.) 
§1573.  Fertilizers,  where  inspected.     [All  fertilizers  imported  into  this 

Acts  of   State  shall  be  inspected  and  analyzed  at  the  port  of  entry  in  which  the 
1863,  pp.  5,  same  may  be  received,  that  is,  that  place,  town  or  city,  where  fertilizers 

L87o"pS399.  shall  be  received  in  quantities  by  the  seller  ordering  the  same  from 
manufacturers  or  dealers  outside  of  this  State;  and  all  fertilizers  manu- 

factured in  this  State  shall  be  inspected  and  analyzed  in  the  county  in 
which  the  same  are  manufactured,  and  said  fertilizers  shall  not  be  re- 

moved from  the  mill  or  factory  until  analyzed.]  (a.) 

§1574.  Inspector's  fees.     [The  inspector  shall  be  allowed  a  fee  of  fifty 
(a)  Acts  of  cents  when  inspected  and  analyzed  in  quantities  of  fifty  tons  or  more; 
1869,  p.  5,     and  a  fee  of  twenty-five  dollars  for  inspecting  and  analyzing  in  quanti- 

ties less  than  fifty  tons,  to  be  paid  by  the  party  procuring  the  inspec- 
tion], (a.) 

§1575.  Penalty  for  selling  without  inspection.  [Any  person  who  shall 

(a)  Acts  of  seil  any  fertilizer  within  this  State,  without  its  having  been  so  inspec- 
1868,  p.  6.  ted,  stamped  and  certified,  or  any  person  who  shall  use  an  inspector's 

certificate  to  induce  or  influence  the  sale  of  any  other  fertilizer  than 
that  to  which  it  was  applicable  when  given  by  the  inspector,  or  any 
inspector  who  shall  procure,  or  aid  in  procuring,  or  who  shall  knowingly 

use,  after  it  has  been  procured,  any  false  inspector's  certificate,  shall  be 
guilty  of  a  misdemeanor,  and  on  conviction  thereof  in  -any  Court  hav- 

ing jurisdiction,  shall  be  fined  and  imprisoned,  as  in  case  of  other  mis- 
demeanors], (a.) 

Note  for  fertilizers  sold  without  inspection,  void  :  25  Am.,  R.,  671. 

§1576.  Duty  of  those  who  sell  fertilizers.     [Each  and  every  dealer  in  fer- 
(a)  Acts  of  tilizers  shall  report  the  same  to  the  inspector  for  inspection  and  anal- 
i870.pp.399,  ygig  before  offering  the  same  for  sale,  and  shall  furnish  the  analysis  tc 

each  purchaser,  in  printed  form,  that  the  purchaser  may  know  the 
value  and  quality  of  the  same],  (a.) 

§1576.  (a.)  Sample  of  fertilizers  to  be  submitted  to  Commissioner  of  Agri- 
Actsofi874  culture.  A  fair  sample  of  all  fertilizers  sold  in  this  State  shall  be  first 

p- 8.  '  submitted  to  the  Commissioner  of  Agriculture,  and  the  same  shall  be thoroughly  tested  by  him ;  and  if  any  brand  of  fertilizers,  so  tested  by 
said  commissioner,  is  pronounced  of  no  practical  value,  the  sale  of  the 
same  shall  be  prohibited  in  this  State ;  and  any  person  violating  the 
provisions  of  this  section,  or  selling  any  fertilizers  in  this  State  with- 

out first  submitting  a  fair  sample  of  the  same  to  said  commissioner, 
under  rules  to  be  prescribed  by  him,  shall  be  guilty  of  a  misdemeanor, 
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and  shall  be  liable  to  be  prosecuted  and  punished  for  the  same,  as  is 
now  provided  in  section  4310  of  the  Code. 

§1576.  (b.)  Inspection  and  analysis  provided  for.  It  shall  not  be  lawful  Acts  on*;:, 
to  sell  or  offer  for  sale,  any  fertilizer  manufactured  in  this  State,  or  top-8- 
bring  into  the  State  for  sale  and  distribution  any  fertilizer  manufact- 

ured beyond  the  limits  of  this  State,  unless,  before  offering  for  sale,  or 
the  sale  or  distribution  of  the  same,  there  shall  be  an  inspection  and 

analysis  made  of  it  by  the  inspector  appointed  or  to  be  appointed,  un- 
der existing  laws,  in  the  county  where  manufactured,  or  in  the  district 

or  port  of  entry  where  the  same  shall  be  introduced  from  without  the 
State. 
I    §1576.  (c.)  Inspection,wheretobemade.     Every  dealer  in  fertilizers  who  Acts  of  is:;, 
shall  ship  into  this  State  or  receive  fertilizers  for  sale  or  distribution  in  P- 8- 
any  district  or  section  thereof,  where  there  is  no  inspector,  shall  call  on 
the  nearest  inspector  to  have  the  same  inspected  and  analyzed. 

§1576.  (d.)  Penalties.     Any  person  violating  the  provisions  of    the  Actsofi874 

foregoing  sections,  shall  be  guilty  of  a  misdemeanor,  and,  upon  convic- p'8, 
tion  thereof,  shall  be  punished  according  to  4310  of  the  Revised  Code  of 
Georgia  of  1873 ;  one-half  of  the  penalty  arising  upon  said  convictions 
shall  be  paid  to  the  informer,  the  other  half  to  the  public  school  fund 
of  the  State. 

§1576.  (e.)  Inspector's  duty  as  to  analysis.  It  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  Acts  of  is?;, 
inspectors  appointed,  and  to  be  appointed  under  existing  laws,  to  in- p- 8- 
spect  and  make,  or  have  made  by  a  competent  expert,  a  chemical  anal- 

ysis of  all  fertilizers  manufactured  in  this  State,  or  introduced  for  sale  or 
distribution  in  the  State,  from  samples  selected  with  care  by  the  in- 

spectors ;  each  bag,  barrel  or  other  package  of  fertilizer  so  inspected 
shall  be  stamped  with  the  brand  of  the  inspector,  bearing  his  name  and 
number,  or  name  of  his  inspection  district.  And  each  analysis  shall 
contain  the  per  centage  of  soluble  and  insoluble  or  common  phospho- 

ric acid,  with  their  equivalents  of  pure  super-phosphate  or  soluble 
phosphate  of  lime  and  bone  earth ;  the  total  of  the  nitrogen  accounted 
for  as  ammonia  (NHj)  due  to  the  salts,  organic  matter  or  nitrates ;  the 
organic  matter,  the  moisture  at  212f.  and  the  potash  when  over  two 
per  cent.,  also  the  state  or  condition  of  the  manufacture  or  incorpora- 

tion of  ingredients.  The  samples  so  taken  by  the  inspector  shall  be 
taken  with  or  without  the  presence  of  the  seller,  as  the  latter  may  de- 

sire, and  taken  from  different  portions  of  the  same  lot ;  and  the  whole 
of  the  samples  so  taken  shall  be  thoroughly  mixed  together,  and  from 
the  combination  or  mixture  a  portion  shall  be  put  into  a  glass  bottle 
and  tightly  corked,  and  placed  by  the  inspector,  in  person,  in  the  hands 
of  the  chemist. 

§1576.  (f.)  Names  of  inspected  fertilizers  published.  Publication  shall  be  Acts  of  m  . 

made,  in  at  least  one  newspaper,  of  the  names  of  the  fertilizers  which  p-8- 
shall  have  been  inspected  and  analyzed,  and  the  names,  also,  of  the 
dealers  therein ;  and  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  inspectors  to  furnish 
to  persons  desiring  to  purchase,  copies  of  the  analysis  made,  receiving 
therefor  ten  cents  for  each  copy  sent  by  mail;  and  he  shall  permit  ex- 

aminations, gratis,  of  all  analyses,  during  his  office  hours. 

§1576.  (g.)  Inspector  shall  prosecute  offenders.  It  shall  be  the  duty  of  Acts  of  i  •. 
the  inspector,  and  he  is  hereby  required,  to  prosecute  all  and  every p-  8- 
person  who  shall  violate  the  provisions  of  this  law,  by  failing  or  re- 

fusing to  have  the  fertilizers  in  their  hands  inspected  and  analyzed  as 
herein  directed.  The  provisions  of  this  law,  as  to  the  inspection 
and  analysis  of  fertilizers,  shall  extend  to  and  be  applied  to  all  chemi- 

cals sold  in  or  introduced  into  the  State,  for  sale  or  distribution,  for  the 
purpose  of  manufacturing  fertilizers.  And  any  inspector  who  shall 
fail  to  inspect  and  analyze,  as  hereinbefore  directed,  all  fertilizers  and 

22 
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chemicals  (for  the  manufacture  of  fertilizers)  or  who  shall  give  or  sell 
his  brand  to  any  person  whatever,  to  be  used  upon  any  uninspected 
fertilizer  or  chemicals,  for  the  purpose  of  recommending  or  aiding  in 
the  sale  or  distribution  of  the  same  in  this  State,  shall  be  guilty  of  a 
misdemeanor,  and,  upon  conviction  thereof,  shall  be  punished  as  pro- 

vided for  in  section  1576  (d.)  against  illegal  selling  of  fertilizers. 

§1577.  Fire-test  of  oils,  etc.,  shall  be  120°.     From  and  after  the  first  day 
Acta  of  1880  of  January,  1882,  no  refined  petroleum,  kerosene,  naptha,  benzole,  gas- 
-l,  p.  i5i.    0iine5  or  any  burning  fluid,  be  they  designated  by  whatsoever  name,  the 

fire-test  of  which  shall  be  less  than  one  hundred  and  twenty  degrees, 
Fahrenheit,  shall  be  sold,  or  offered  for  sale  as  an  illuminator,  for  con- 

sumption within  the  limits  of  the  State  of  Georgia. 
§1578.  Mode  of  testing,  and  by  whom,.  The  said  fire-test  shall  be  deter- 

A<?ts  of  1880  mined  by  an  inspector  appointed  as  hereinafter  provided,  who  shall  use 

-i.p.  io.  Tagliabue's,  or  such  other  well-defined  instrument  as  may  be  pre- scribed by  the  Commissioner  of  Agriculture  of  this  State,  according  to 

the  following  formula :  "Heat  with  alcohol,  small  flame;  when  ther- 
mometer indicates  ninety  degrees,  remove  lamp ;  at  ninety-five  try  for 

flash  with  small  head  of  fire  on  end  of  string  held  within  quarter  of  an 
inch  of  the  surface  of  the  oil ;  replace  lamp  and  work  oil  up  gradually 
from  this  point  until  the  burning  point  is  reached,  removing  lamp 
every  four  degrees,  and  allowing  oil  to  run  up  three  degrees  before  re- 

placing lamp,  flashing  the  oil  each  time  just  before  lamp  is  replaced, 
until  result  is  obtained."  \ 

§1579.  Appointment  and  duty  of  inspectors.     The  said  inspectors  shall  be 
Acts  of  1880  appointed  by  the  Commissioner  of  Agriculture,  one  for  each  county  of 

/l'p' j2?  jhe  State  in  which,  in  his  judgment,  the  quantity  of  such  oils  sold 
>-  .  renders  the  presence  of  an  inspector  necessary  :  Provided,  that  in  those 

A*  4+<t*~Jj(^<'  counties  in  which  inspectors  of  fertilizers  are  appointed,  they  shall  be 
&S*j£m    '  ex  °ffic^°  inspectors  of  oils,  and  no  other  inspectors  of  oils  shall  be  ap- 

Qi  ?  /  /Jf~*  pointed  in  said  counties.  The  said  inspectors  shall  hold  their  offices for  the  term  of  four  years,  unless  sooner  removed  by  the  Commissioner 
—of  Agriculture  for  incompetency,  or  found  guilty  under  the  provisions 

"  this  Code.  .  All  vacancies  in  the  offices  of  inspectors  of  oils  shall  be filled  by  appointments  by  the  Commissioner  of  Agriculture.  The  said 
inspectors  shall  be  authorized  to  appoint  such  clerks  or  deputies  as  they 
may  find  requisite  for  the  perfect  carrying  out  of  the  provisions  of  this 

law  as  to  inspecting  oils :  provided,  said  inspectors'  clerks  or  deputies 
shall  derive  their  compensation  from  the  inspection  fees  hereinafter 
authorized,  and  from  no  other  source.  All  clerks  and  deputies  are  held 
amenable,  and  subject  to  the  same  penalties  for  violating  any  of  its 
provisions,  as  are  provided  for  the  punishment  of  the  appointed  in- 

spectors. Each  inspectors'  deputy  or  clerk,  after  receiving  his  appoint- 
ment, and  before  entering  upon  the  duties  of  the  office,  shall  file  in  the 

office  of  the  Commissioner  of  Agriculture  an  oath  or  affirmation  that  he 
will  well  and  truly  perform  the  duties  of  his  office  and  carry  out  the  pro- 

visions of  said  law.  The  said  inspector  shall  provide  at  his  own  expense 
the  instruments  for  testing  oils,  and  stencils  for  the  purpose  of  branding 

packages  to  read  thus :  "  State  of  Georgia,  fire  test  one  hundred  and 
twenty  degrees,"  with  name  of  inspector  and  date  of  inspection  :  pro- 

vided, when  oil  so  inspected  shall  stand  higher  test,  the  inspector  shall 

designate  such  actual  test"  by  his  brand.  The  said  inspector,  or  his 
sworn  clerks  or  deputies,  shall  have  power  to  enter  any  place  or  build- 

ing where  oils  or  fluids,  as  before  designated,  are  kept  in  store  for  sale 
or  consumption,  in  this  State,  whether  in  the  county  for  which  he  was 
appointed,  or  in  a  county  in  which  there  is  no  inspector.  He  shall 
have  power  also  to  re-inspect  any  oil  or  fluid  which  he  has  reason  to 
suspect  is  below  the  standard  required  by  law  :  provided,  no  fee  shall  be 
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charged  for  re-inspection.  If  said  inspector  shall  find  any  oil  or  fluid, 
as  before  designated,  under  the  fire-test  required  by  law,  and  falsely 
branded,  he  shall  prosecute,  or  cause  to  be  prosecuted,  the  offender  as 
hereinafter  authorized. 

§1579.  (a.)  Penalty  for  violation  of  this  law.  Any  person  who  shall  sell  Acts  of  188* 

or  offer  for  sale  any  of  the  illuminating  fluids  designated  in  sections _1-  p-  152- 
1577  and  1578,  in  violation  of  its  provisions  shall,  upon  conviction 
thereof,  be  deemed  guilty  of  a  misdemeanor,  and  shall  be  subject  to  a 
fine  of  not  less  than  two  hundred  and  fifty  dollars,  nor  more  than  five 
hundred  dollars,  or  imprisonment  not  less  than  one  year,  or  both,  at  the 
discretion  of  the  Court ;  one-half  of  said  fine  to  go  to  the  prosecutor,  and 
one-half  to  the  public  school  fund  in  the  county  where  such  misde- 

meanor may  have  been  committed.  Also,  if  any  person  shall  sustain 
damage  to  his  property,  or  injury  to  his  person  by  reason  of  such  viola- 

tion by  another  person,  the  person  guilty  of  said  violation  shall  be  lia- 
ble to  the  person  injured  for  all  damages  sustained  thereby  :  Provided, 

reasonable  prudence  was  used  by  the  party  so  injured  in  handling  the 
fluid. 

§1579.  (b.)  Fluids  subject  to  seizure,  when.  It  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  Acts  ofi88o» 

inspectors  to  inspect  from  time  to  time  the  oil  in  the  tanks  of  retail  -1-  p-  152- 
dealers,  whether  previously  inspected  or  not,  and  if  in  any  case  such 
fluid  is  found  below  the  standard  required  by  law,  it  shall  be  subject  to 
seizure  by  said  inspector,  or  by  his  clerk  or  deputy,  and  the  same  shall, 

after  ten  days'  public  notice,  be  sold  for  re-distillation  only,  the  pro- 
ceeds of  such  sales,  after  deducting  the  necessary  expenses  of  sale,  no- 

tice, and  seizure,  shall  be  given  to  the  school  fund  in  the  county  in 
which  the  seizure  is  made :  Provided,  no  fee  shall  be  charged  in  case  of 
re-inspection. 

§1579.  (c.)  Fees  of  Inspectors.  In  all  cases  where  inspections  are  made  Acts  bfiss* 

of  fluids  on  which  fees  are  lawfully  chargeable,  the  fluids  so  inspected  _1»  p-  152- 
shall  be  held  subject  to  the  fees  until  they  are  paid  by  the  owner  of 
the  fluid,  or  the  party  securing  the  inspection.  In  such  cases,  the 

inspector  or  his  sworn  clerk  or  deputy  may,  after  ten  days'  public  no- 
tice, sell  at  public  outcry  a  sufficient  quantity  of  said  fluid  to  cover  the 

inspection  fees  and  cost  of  sale  and  notice. 
§1579.  (d.)  Brand  for  rejected  fluids.  It  shall  be  the  duty  of  inspec-Acts  ofisso- 

tors  to  brand  such  oils  or  fluids  as  fall  below  one  hundred  and  twenty  -VP' 52- 
degrees  fire-test,  "State  of  Georgia — rejected,"  together  with  the  name 
of  the  inspector,  and  the  date  of  inspection.  Any  person  who  shall, 
sell  or  offer  for  sale  in  this  State  such  rejected  oil  or  fluid,  shall  be 
deemed  guilty  of  a  misdemeanor  and,  on  conviction,  punished  as  pro- 

vided in  4310  of  this  Code,  the  fine  to  be  given  to  the  school  fund  in 
the  county  in  which  the  offense  is  committed. 

§1579.  (e.)  Penalty  for  wrongful  use  of  branded  vessels.  Any  dealer  in  Acts  of  1  m> 
illuminating  oils  or  fluids  who  shall  receive,  give  away,  buy  or  sell,  -i,  r,  152. 
any  empty  barrels  or  other  packages  from  which  said  oil  or  fluid  has 

been  emptied,  without  first  removing  or  defacing  the  inspector's  brand, 
or  shall  refill  such  casks  or  other  packages,  with  uninspected  oil  or 
fluid,  for  the  purpose  of  sale,  and  shall  offer  the  same  for  sale  without 
first  having  it  inspected,  shall  be  deemed  guilty  of  a  misdemeanor,  and, 
on  conviction  of  either  selling  such  packages,  or  uninspected  oil  or  fluid 
from  the  same,  shall  be  punished  as  provided  in  4310  of  this  Code,  the 
fine  to  be  devoted  to  the  public  school  fund  in  the  county  in  which  the 
offense  was  committed. 

§1579.  (f.)  Compensation  of  inspector.     As  full  compensation  for  their  Acts  of  i880 

services,  the   inspectors    of   oils   shall  receive  one-half  of    one  cent. _1' p- 153, 
per  gallon  for  inspecting  in  quantities  in  bulk  of  over  four  hundred 
gallons,  one  cent,  per  gallon  if  in  quantities  in  bulk   of  not   more 
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than  four  hundred  nor  less  than  two  hundred  gallons,  if  inspected  in 
bulk  in  quantities  less  than  two  hundred  gallons,  one  and  one-half 
cents  per  gallon;  if  inspected  in  barrels  he  shall  receive  one  cent  per 
gallon  for  inspecting  ten  or  more  barrels,  and  fifty  cents  per  barrel  if 
less  than  ten  barrels  are  inspected:  Provided,  that  he  shall  collect  from 
the  party  procuring  the  inspection  five  cents  per  mile  for  each  mile 
traveled  in  making  the  inspection,  if  made  outside  of  the  town  in 
which  he  holds  his  office.  In  all  cases  the  oil  inspected  shall  be  held 
subject  to  the  fees  and  mileage  as  provided  in  section  1579  (c.) 

§1579.  (g.)  Inspector 's  reports.  Each  inspector  shall  report  on  the  first 
.Acts of  1880 day  of  each  month,  to  the  Commissioner  of  Agriculture,  the  number  of 
~.-i,  p.  153.  gallons  of  oil,  or  other  fluid,  inspected  and  the  amount  of  fees  received 

by  him  and  his  clerks,  or  deputies,  during  the  month  next  preceding, 
and  shall  make,  also,  a  consolidated  report  for  the  fiscal  year,  on  the 
first  day  of  October  of  each  year,  in  which  he  shall  state  the  number 
of  gallons  inspected,  where  and  when  inspected,  and  the  amount  of  fees 
received  on  each  inspection,  and  the  total  amount  inspected,  and  the 
total  amount  of  fees  collected  during  the  year  next  preceding. 

§1579.  (h.)  Penalty  against   defaulting    inspectors.     Any  inspector,  in- 
.  Acts  o«  1880  spector's  clerk,  or  deputy,  who  fails  to  discharge  the  duties  required  of 
— i,  p.  153.     h  jm  j^  fae  n  jne  preceding  sections,  or  violates  the  provisions  of  the  same, 

shall,  cm  conviction,  be  punished  as  provided  in  section  4310  of  this 

ARTICLE /iV. 
INSPECTION    OF    LIQUORS. 

Section. 
1580.  Inspectors  of,  etc.,  how  appointed. 
1581.  Duties  of  such  inspectors. 
,1582.  Damaged  liquors. 
1 1583.  Evading  inspection  of  liquors. 

Section. 
1584.  Pees  of  inspector. 
1585.  Manufacturing  drugged  liquors. 
1586.  Monthly  inspections  required. 
1587.  Selling  liquors  without  inspection. 

'§1580.  (1576.)  (1519.  Inspectors  of  liquors,  etc.,  how  appointed.  It  shall 
be  lawful  for  the  several  city  and  incorporated  town  authorities  in  this 
State  to  elect  or  appoint  an  inspector  of  liquors,  spirits  and  wines,  and 
vinegar,  within  their  respective  jurisdictions,  and  the  Ordinary  of  the 
several  counties  shall  have  the  same  authority  of  appointment  within 
the  several  counties  out  of  the  jurisdiction  of  the  city  authorities. 

§1581.  (1577.)  (1520.)  Oath  and  duty  of  such  inspector.  Such  inspector, 
after  being  duly  appointed  as  aforesaid,  and  sworn  by  the  clerk  of  the 
Council,  or  Ordinary,  faithfully  to  discharge  the  duties  of  inspector, 
shall  examine  and  inspect  all  liquors,  spirits  and  wines,  or  vinegar, 
kept  by  any  person  within  the  jurisdiction  of  such  inspector,  for  sale 
in  any  quantities,  and  if,  upon  such  inspection,  any  such  shall  be  found 
to  contain  any  strychnine  or  other  poisonous  drug  or  drugs,  or  offensive 
matter  injurious  to  health  by  drinking  or  other  use,  such  inspector 
shall  immediately  give  notice  thereof  to  the  owner,  who  shall  immedi- 

ately destroy  the  same  in  the  presence  of  the  inspector,  or  give  bond 
and  security  to  return  the  same  to  the  person  from  whom  he  purchased 
without  the  limits  of  this  State. 

§1582.  (1578.)  (1521.)  Penalty  for  selling  drugged  liquors.  Any  person 
who  shall  sell,  or  offer  to  sell,  any  liquor,  wine  or  spirits,  or  vinegar, 
knowing  the  same  to  be  so  drugged,  or  after  notice  as  aforesaid  shall  be 
given,  shall  be  indicted  in  the  Superior  Court  of  the  county  where  such 
offense  may  be  committed,  and  on  conviction  thereof,  shall  be  fined, 
for  the  first  offense,  one  hundred  dollars ;  for  the  second  offense,  two 
hundred  dollars ;  for  the  third  offense,  four  hundred  dollars ;  and  for 
the  fourth  offense,  one  thousand  dollars,  and  in  each  case  be  imprisoned 
until  such  fine  be  paid. 
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§1583.  (1579.)  (1522.)  Penalty  for  evading  inspection.  If  any  person 
shall  refuse,  or  in  any  way  prevent  such  inspector  from  making  such 
examination  and  inspection,  after  a  second  demand  made  by  such  in- 

spector, such  person  shall,  upon  indictment  and  conviction  thereof,  be 
fined  and  punished  as  in  the  immediate  preceding  section  :  Provided, 
the  inspector  shall  make  the  second  demand  in  the  presence  of  a  com- 

petent witness  and  prove  the  same  by  said  witness  on  the  trial. 
§1584.  (1580.)  (1523.)  Fees  of  liquor  inspector.  Such  inspector  shall  re- 

ceive, unless  other  rates  are  prescribed  by  the  authorities  appointing 
him, from  the  owner  of  said  liquor,  wine  or  spirits,  or  vinegar,  for  every 
ten  gallons  so  inspected,  five  cents;  for  twenty  gallons,  ten  cents;  for 
forty  gallons,  fifteen  cents ;  for  eighty  gallons,  twenty  cents ;  for  one 
hundred  and  sixty  gallons,  twenty-five  cents;  and  at  the  same  rates  and 
proportions  upward  for  any  number  of  gallons  so  inspected,  and  he  shall, 
if  required,  give  a  receipt  and  certificate  therefor,  and  shall  brand  the 
barrels,  kegs  or  pipes  when  the  means  are  provided  by  the  owners 
therefor,  and  he  shall  also  receive  one-half  of  all  fine  moneys  arising 
under  conviction,  which  shall  by  no  means  disqualify  him  from  being 
a  witness  for  the  State  in  cases  of  prosecution  under  any  of  the  foregoing 
sections. 

§1585.  (1581.)  (1524.)  Penalty  for  making  drugged  liquors.  If  any  per- 
son shall  manufacture  any  drugged,  poisonous  or  other  deleterious  and 

offensive  liquors,  wine  or  spirits,  or  vinegar,  or  adulterate  any  liquor, 
wine  or  spirits,  or  vinegar,  with  poisonous  material,  such  person  so  of- 

fending shall  be  indicted  in  the  Superior  Court  of  the  county  where  the 
offense  may  be  committed  for  a  misdemeanor,  and  on  conviction  there- 

for, shall  be  fined  and  imprisoned  in  the  common  jail  at  the  discretion 
of  the  Court. 

§1586.  (1582.)  (1525.)  Inspection  to  be  monthly.  Such  inspection  shall 
be  performed  once  a  month,  or  whenever  called  on  so  to  do  by  seller  or 
buyer.     When  by  the  latter,  he  pays  the  fees. 

§1587.  (1583.)  (1526.)  Penalty  for  selling  without  inspection.  When  an 
inspector  is  appointed  in  any  city  or  town,  and  due  notice  given  of  such 
appointment,  any  vender  of  liquors,  in  any  quantity,  who  shall  offer 
the  same  for  sale  before  or  without  inspection,  or  a  bona  fide  effort  to 
have  the  same  inspected,  shall  be  guilty  of  a  misdemeanor,  and  on  con- 

viction shall  be  fined  or  imprisoned,  or  both,  at  the  discretion  of  the 
Court. 

CHAPTER  V. 

WEIGHTS   AND   MEASURES. 

Section. 
1587.  (a.)  Legal  weights. 
1588.  Seal  or  stamp  for  weights,  etc. 
1589.  Weights,  etc.,  must  be  marked. 

Section. 
1590.  Selling  by  deficient  weights,  etc. 
1591   Standard  of  weights,  etc. 
1592.  Ordinary  to  give  notice. 

§1587.  (a.)  Legal  weights  declared.  The  legal  weight  of  the  following  Acts  of  1876, 
articles  or  commodities  per  bushel,  shall  be  as  follows :  Of  wheat,  60 p- 107- 
pounds  ;  of  shelled  corn,  56  pounds ;  of  corn  in  the  ear,  70  pounds ;  of 
peas,  60  pounds ;  of  rye,  56  pounds ;  of  oats,  32  pounds ;  of  barley,  47 
pounds;  of  Irish  potatoes,  60  pounds;  of  sweet  potatoes,  55  pounds;  of 
white  beans,  60  pounds;  of  clover  seed,  60  pounds  ;  of  timothy  seed,  45 
pounds;  of  flax  seed,  56  pounds;  of  hemp  seed,  44  pounds :  of  blue  grass 
seed,  14;  of  buckwheat,  52  pounds;  of  dried  peaches,  (unpeeled,)  33 
pounds;  of  dried  peaches,  (peeled,)  38  pounds;  of  dried  apples,  24 
pounds;  of  onions,  57  pounds;  of  stone  coal,  80  pounds;  of  unslacked 
lime,  80  pounds;  of  turnips,  55  pounds;  of  corn  meal,  48  pounds;  of 
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wheat  bran,  20  pounds ;  of  cotton  seed,  30  pounds ;  of  ground  peas,  25 
pounds ;  of  plastering  hair,  8  pounds. 

§1588.  (1584.)  (1527".)  Seal  or  stamp  for  marking  weights  and  measures. 
The  Ordinaries  must  procure  for  their  respective  counties  a  marking 
instrument,  seal  or  stamp,  for  the  purpose  of  marking  all  weights  and 
measures  which  they  may  find  not  to  weigh  or  measure  less  than  the 
standard  established  by  the  Congress  of  the  United  States,  which  is  the 
standard  of  this  State. 

Does  not  extend  to  those  buying,  but  exclusively  to  those  selling:  49  Ga.,  627-9. 

(/^xjl**^/*^ '•  §1589.  (1585.)  (1528.)   Venders  must  have  weights  and  measures  marked. 
*   3/  All  persons  engaged  in  selling  by  weights  and  measures  shall  apply  to 

the  Ordinaries  of  their  respective  counties,  and  have  their  weights  and 

measures  so  marked,  and  in  default "  thereof  shall  not  collect  any  ac- 
count, note  or  other  writing,  the  consideration  of  which  is  any  com- 

modity sold  by  their  weights  and  measures.* 
Construed  where  there  could  be  no  recovery  under  the  form  of  action  brought  under 

this  section:  49  Ga.,  628-9,  368.  Burden  of  proof  of  violation  of  this  section  rests  on 
defendant  pleading  it,  and  he  must  prove  it :  61  Ga.,  265. 

§1590.)  (1586.)  (1529.)  Selling  by  deficient  weights  or  measures,  how 
punished.  Any  citizen  may  complain  to  the  Ordinary  of  the  deficiency 
of  any  weights  and  measures,  whether  marked  or  not,  and  when  done 
it  is  the  duty  of  said  Ordinary  to  notify  the  person  complained  of,  and 
give  him  the  name  of  the  complainant,  and  specify  a  day,  not  more 
than  ten  days  distant,  when  he  shall  submit  his  weights  and  measures 
to  the  test  of  the  Ordinary,  and  if  the  complaint  is  found  to  be  true, 

within  the  seller's  knowledge,  he  shall  be  deemed  a  person  selling  by 
false  weights  and  measures,  and  shall  be  presented  by  the  grand  jury 
as  such,  if  no  person  appears  and  indicts. 

§1591.  (1587.)  (1530.)  Standards  of  weights  and  measures  to  be  procured. 
The  Governor  shall  procure  standards  of  weights  and  measures  for  each 
county  which  does  not  have  them,  and  they,  together  with  the  marks 
provided  by  the  Ordinary,  shall  be  kept  in  his  office  for  the  inspection 
of  the  citizens. 

§1592.  (1588.)  (1531.)  Ordinary  to  give  notice.  When  such  standards 

are  obtained,  it  is  the  duty  of  such  Ordinary  to  give  sixt}-  days'  written 
notice  thereof  at  the  door  of  the  Court  House,  and  in  the  public  gazette 
where  the  Sheriff  of  the  county  advertises  his  sales. 

Section  cited  and  construed  :  49  Ga.,  629. 

-Suspended  in  certain  counties  by  Acts  of  1866,  p.  26. 
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CHAPTER  VI. 

REGULATIONS  FOR  PARTICULAR  BRANCHES   OF    TRADE    AND  AGRICULTURE. 

Article  1. — Cotton,  Rice,  etc. 
Article  2. — Cultivation  of  Rice. 
Article  3. — Oysters,  Turtles. 
Article  4. — Fishing. 
Article  5. — Boats  and  Crews. 
Article  6. — Peddlers. 

ARTICLE  I  * 

cotton,  rice,  etc 

Section. 
1593.  Sale  of  cotton  and  other  produce. 
1594.  Purchaser  failing  to  pay. 
1595.  Acceptor  of  draft  failing  to  pay. 
1596.  Shall  not  be  convicted,  when. 
1597.  Evidence  of  receipt  of  cotton,  etc. 
1598.  Copartners,  when  liable. 
1599.  Oath,  etc. 

15; 

Section. 
1600.  Weighing  without  oath,  etc 
1601.  Tare  on  rice. 
1602.  Tare  on  other  articles. 
1603.  No  deduction  to  be  made. 
1604   Weighing,  how  regulated. 
1605.  Produce  not  taxable  by  cities. 
1606.  Salesmen  not  to  charge  tax. 

)  (1532.)   Ownership  of  cotton,  etc.,  when  changed.     Cotton, 

corn,  jtfee^pr  otiier 'products  sold  by  planters  and  commission  merchants, on  cash  sale,  shall  not  be  considered  as  the  property  of  the  buyer,  or 
the  ownership  given  up  until  the  same  shall  be  fully  paid  for,  ahthough  ~ 

ay  ha^e  been  delivered  into/the  possession  of  the  buyer.  «?«4r"^ 
Where  a  bona  fide  purchaser  oj^cotton  from  a  buyer  obtained  no  title  :  58  Ga.,  57-64. 

This  section  construed  in  connection  with  section  1950,  and  damages  recovered  for 
breach  of  contract  as  to  cotton  :  50  Ga.,  651. 

§1594.  (1590.)  (1533.)  Penalty  for  failing  to  pay  for  cotton,  etc.  Any 
person  engaged  in  the  business  of  buying  such  commodities,  either  on 
his  own  account  or  for  others,  who  shall  buy  such  on  sale  from  a  planter 
or.  commission  merchant  for  cash,  and  shall  fail  or  refuse  to  pay  for  the 
same,  and  shall  make  way  with  or  dispose  of  the  same  before  he  shall 
have  paid  therefor,  shall  be  deemed  guilty  of  fraud  and  embezzlement, 
and  be  liable,  on  conviction,  to  be  imprisoned  in  the  penitentiary  for  a 
term  not  less  than  one  year  nor  more  than  five  years,  at  the  discretion 
of  the  Court. 

§1595.  (1591.)  Penalty  for  failing  to  pay  accepted  draft  or  bill.  [If  any  Actsoflf59 
person  shall  accept  in  writing  any  bill  of  exchange  or  draft,  drawn  pp- oi,  62. 
upon  him  in  the  body  of  which  bill  or  draft  shall  be  specified  the 
amount  for  which  it  is  drawn,  and  the  time  when  it  is  payable,  and 
that  it  is  drawn  against  certain  bales  of  cotton,  enumerating  them  and 
referring  to  their  marks  on  the  margin,  and  that  the  same  were  sent 
to  the  drawee  of  said  bill  or  draft,  subject  to  the  payment  of  said  bill 
or  draft  to  the  payee  or  his  order,  to  whom  the  title  to  said  cotton  was 
conveyed,  and  after  such  acceptance,  shall  fail  or  refuse  to  pay  to  such 
payee  or  his  order,  when  the  bill  or  draft  shall  fall  due,  the  full  amount 
of  the  proceeds  of  the  sale  of  said  cotton,  if  sold  by  such  acceptor,  or 
shall  fail  or  refuse  to  deliver  to  the  payee,  or  his  order,  the  bales  of  cot- 

ton specified  in  the  said  bill  or  draft,  when  demanded,  after  non-pay- 
ment of  said  bill  or  draft,  then  such  acceptor  shall  be  guilty  of  a  high 

*See  Act  of  1847,  C,  p.  68 ;  Acts  of  1853-4,  p.  56 ;  Acts  of  1857,  p.  15. 
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misdemeanor,  and,  on  conviction,  shall  be  punished  by  confinement  in 
the  penitentiary  for  not  less  than  one  nor  more  than  live  years,  at  the 
discretion  of  the  Court.]  (a.) 

§1596.  (1592.)  Not  to  be  convicted,  when.     [No  person  shall  be  convicted 
cw  Acts  of  under  the  provisions  of  the  preceding  section,  if  he  can  show  that  the 
1859,  pp.  6i,  cotton  received  by  him  was  destroyed  by  accident,  or  that  he  was  fraud- 

b'2,  ulently  or  forcibly  deprived  of  the  possession  thereof,  or  of  the  value  of trie  same  after  it  was  sold.]     (b.) 
§1597.  (1593.)  Acceptance  prima  facie  evidence.     [The   acceptance  in 

(c)  Acts  of  writing  of  the  bills  of  exchange  or  drafts,  specified  in  section  1595,  shall 
i«59,  pp.  6i,  kg  helcl  as  prima  facie  evidence  of  the  value  of  the  receipt  by  the  accep- 

tor of  the  cotton  specified  therein,  and  prima  facie  evidence  of  the  value 
being  the  amount  specified  in  the  bill  or  draft.]     (c.) 

§1598.  (1594.)  Copartners,  when  liable.     [If  such  bill  or  draft  shall  be 
ui)  Acts  of  drawn  on,  and  accepted  by,  a  mercantile  copartnership  in  the  name  of 
tm,  pp.  6i,  £he  nrm5  each  0f  the  copartners  shall  be  held  prima  facie  liable  to  all 

the  provisions  of  the  three  preceding  sections.]     (d.) 
§1599.  (1595.)  (1534.)   Oath  of  one  weighing  cotton  and  rice.     [It  shall 

Actsof  1875,  not  be  lawful  for  auy  scalesman,  salesman,  or  other  person,  in  any  of 

Acts  of  1876  ̂ ne  cities,  towns,  or  villages  of  this  State,  to  weigh  an}r  bale,  bag,  or 
'  package  of  cotton,  tierce  or  half  tierce  of  rice,  or  any  other  article  of produce  disposed  of  by  weight,  without  first  taking  and  subscribing  an 

<£*••  oath  before  some  person  authorized  by  law  to  administer  it,  that  he  will 
justly,  impartially,  and  without  deduction,  weigh  all  such  cotton  and 
all  other  articles  of  produce  disposed  of  by  weight  that  may  be  shown 
to  him  for  that  purpose,  and  tender  a  true  account  thereof  to  the  party 
or  parties  concerned,  if  so  required.  The  weigher  may,  nevertheless, 
make  such  deductions  for  wet  or  other  cause  as  may  be  reasonable, 
when  the  seller  or  his  agent  shall  thereto  consent. 

§1600.  (1596.)  (1535.)   Oath  to  be  recorded,  and  penalty  for  weighing  ivith- 
Actsofi875,  out  oath.     Such  oath,  when  taken,  must  be  filed  in  the  office  of  the  Or- 
ActBofisre  binary  of  the  county,  and  a  minute  made  thereof;  and  if  such  person 

p.  27.         'weighs  such  produce,  without  having  taken  and  filed  such  oath,  he  and 
.  the  factor,  or  person  who  may  employ  him,  shall  be  guilty  of  a  misde- 

meanor, and  shall  be  punished  as  prescribed  in  section  4310  of  the 
Code  :  Provided,  that  the  penalties  herein  prescribed,  shall  attach  only 
to  parties  weighing  said  articles  for  sale,  and  not  to  persons  weighing 
their  own  produce.* 

§1601.  (1597.)  (1536.)  Tare  on  rice.  The  tare  to  be  allowed  on  rice 
shall  be  the  actual  tare,  as  nearly  as  can  be  determined,  except  in  cases 
of  the  sale  of  a  single  tierce,  half  tierce,  or  barrel,  where  a  tare  of  ten 
per  centum  shall  be  allowed,  unless  otherwise  agreed  on  between  the 
buyer  and  seller. 

§1602.  (1598.)  (1537.)  Tare  on  other  articles.  In  other  cases  where  tare 
is  usually  allowed,  the  actual  tare,  as  nearly  as  the  same  can  be  ascer- 

tained, shall  be  allowed,  except  where  the  seller  and  purchaser  may  ex- 
pressly agree  upon  a  different  rule. 

§1603.  (1599.)  (1538.)  No  deduction  to  be  made  for  turn  of  scales,  etc.  It 
shall  not  be  lawful  for  any  purchaser  or  weigher  to  make  airy  deduction 
from  the  weight  of  any  article  for  or  on  account  of  the  draft  or  turn  of  the 

scales  or  steelyard,  under  a- penalty,  for  every  such  offense,  of  five  hun- 
dred dollars,  to  be  recovered  in  any  Court  having  jurisdiction,  one-half 

to  go  to  the  informer,  by  whom  the  suit  may  be  brought,  and  the  other 
half  to  the  use  of  the  county  where  the  offense  may  be  committed. 

§1604.  (1600.)  (1539.)  Corporate  authorities  may  make  further  rules. 
The  corporate  authorities  of  all  cities  and  towns  may  make  such  fur- 

*The  legal  weight  of  rough  rice  in  this  State,  shall  be  fortv-three  pounds  per  bushel.  See  Acts 
of  1880-1,  p.  150. 
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ther  regulations  for  the  weighing  of  produce  of  all  descriptions,  in- 
cluding fees  for  weighing,  as  in  their  judgment  may  tend  to  effect  the 

objects  of  the  foregoing  provisions,  and  the  Ordinaries  of  the  respective 
counties  shall  have  the  same  power,  to  be  exercised  outside  the  juris- 

diction of  said  incorporated  cities  or  towns;  but,  until  altered  by  such 
authorities  or  Ordinaries,  fees  for  weighing  shall  be  such  as  are  now 
fixed  by  law. 

§1605.  Produce  not  taxable  by  cities  or  towns.     [No  municipal  corpora-  (a£  Acts  of 

tion  of  this  State  shall  levy  or  assess  a  tax  on  cotton  or  the  sales  there- ^/3rPP-67' 
of,  nor  shall  any  such  corporation  levy  or  assess  a  tax  on  any  agricul- 

tural products  raised  in  this  State,  or  the  sales  thereof  (other  than 
cotton)  until  after  the  expiration  of  three  months  from  the  time  of 
their  introduction  into  said  corporations.]  (a.) 

Section  cited  and  shown  not  to  be  applicable  to  the  facts  of  that  case  :  64  Ga.,  134. 

§1606.  Salesmen  shall  not  charge  tax.  [No  commission  merchant,  fac-  (*)  Acts  of 
tor  or  other  salesman  in  this  State  shall,  in  his  bill  of  expenses,  for 18/  ' p' 
the  sale  or  handling  of  cotton,  or  other  produce  as  aforesaid,  include  or 
collect,  directly  or  indirectly,  any  tax  or  assessment  levied  upon  the 
sales  of  cotton  or  other  produce  by  any  of  said  corporations,  in  violation 
of  the  provisions  of  the  preceding  section ;  and  in  case  of  violation  of 
the  same  he  shall  be  liable  to  the  party  damaged  by  such  violation  in 
the  sum  of  fifty  dollars  for  every  dollar  so  collected,  in  an  action  of 
debt  by  said  party.]  (b.) 

ARTICLE  II  * 

CULTIVATION    OF    RICE. 

Section. 
1607.  Water  shall  not  be  diverted. 
1608.  Rice  dams,  when  to  be  opened. 
1609.  Penalty  for  obstructing. 
1610.  Persons  injured,  how  redressed. 
1611.  Proceedings  for  redress. 
1612.  Award  of  freeholders. 

Section. 
1613.  Person  may  drain  his  own  land. 
1614.  Proceedings  in  case  of  obstruction. 
1615.  Dam  not  to  be  stopped,  when. 
16i6.  Inadequate  dams. 
1617.  Compensation  of  freeholders. 

§1607.  (1601.)  (1540.)  Water  not  to  be  diverted.  No  person  shall  be 
permitted  to  make  or  keep  up  any  dam  to  stop  the  natural  course  of 
any  water,  so  as  to  overflow  the  lands  of  any  other  person,  without  his 
consent,  nor  shall  any  person  stop  or  prevent  any  water  from  running 

off  of  any  person's  field,  whereby  such  person  may  be  prevented  from 
planting  in  season  or  receive  any  other  injury  thereby,  nor  so  as  to 
turn  the  natural  course  of  any  water  from  one  channel  or  swamp  to 
another,  to  the  prejudice  of  any  person.  [And  whenever  the  owner  of 
any  land  in  this  State  shall  refuse  to  extend  any  drain  or  ditch  through 
the  same,  they  may  be  dug  to  the  line  of  his  lot  by  the  owner  or  occu- 

pant of  adjoining  land,  then  the  said  adjoining  owner  or  occupant  shall 
be  privileged  to  extend  his  drain  at  his  own  expense  through  any  such 
lands  to  a  proper  outlet ;  and  if  his  land  shall  be  injured  or  decreased  in 
value  by  reason  of  said  draining,  then  the  party  injured  shall  receive  Acts  of  186% 
full  compensation  from  the  person  so  draining  for  the  injury  done.  The  p-27- 
question  of  such  injury  in  value  may  be  submitted,  on  request  of  either 
party  and  notice  given,  to  three  disinterested  freeholders,  to  be  chosen 
by  the  Ordinary  of  said  county,  and  they  shall  make  an  award  upon 
the  same  rules  and  regulations  as  are  now  provided  by  law  touching  ar- 

bitration and  awards:  Provided,  said  award  shall  be  made  and  just  com- 
pensation paid  before  the  drain  or  ditch  is  commenced.]     (a.) 

§1608.  (1602.)  (1541.)  Rice  dams,  when  to  be  opened.    Every  person  who 
shall  keep  water  during  the  winter  upon  grounds  where  rice  will  be 

*See  Cobb's  Digest,  p.  25. 
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planted  the  ensuing  spring,  shall  annually,  by  the  fifth  day  of  March, 
open  the  dams  which  keep  up  the  water,  and  let  off  the  same. 

§1609.  (1603.)  (1542.)  Penalty  for  violating  the  two  preceding  sections. 
Upon  the  violation  of  the  provisions  of  either  of  the  preceding  sec- 

tions, the  person  offending  forfeits  five  hundred  dollars  upon  the  com- 
.  plaint  of  any  person  interested;  one-half  of  the  recovery  goes  to  the 

informer,  the  other  to  the  educational  fund  of  the  county. 
§1610.  (1604.)  (1543.)  Person  injured  may  apply  far  survey.  When 

any  person  has  thus  offended  in  the  manner  aforesaid,  a  person  affected 
thereby  may  apply  to  a  magistrate  who  has  jurisdiction  in  the  district 
for  a  warrant  of  a  survey,  and  shall  also,  thereupon,  notify  the  defend- 

ant of  the  complaint,  and  of  the  time  and  place  of  meeting. 
§1611.  (1605.)  (1544.)  Proceedings  under  the  warrant.  The  magistrate 

shall  have  summoned  three  disinterested  freeholders  of  the  neighbor- 
hood or  district  where  the  cause  of  the  c  miplaint  exists,  one  of  whom 

must  be  chosen  by  each  of  the  parties  an  the  other  by  the  magistrate; 
but  if  the  defendant  neglects  before  the  d  i  of  meeting  to  make  a  choice, 
the  magistrate  may  choose  for  him ;  they  must  be  sworn  before  such 
magistrate,  to  determine  the  matter  in  dispute  justly  and  impartially  ; 
shall  proceed  to  view  the  obstruction,  and  are  empowered  to  do  so  with- 

out the  attendance  of  either  party,  unless  such  are  providentially  pre- 
vented, and  must  report  their  proceedings  to  the  magistrate  without 

delay. 

§1612.  (1606.)  (1545.)  Award  of  freeholders.  If,  on  view  thereof,  a 
majority  of  said  freeholders  decide  that  said  obstructions  do  or  may 
prevent  the  party  complaining  from  planting  his  crop  of  rice  in  due 
time,  or  otherwise  injure  him,  they  shall  furnish  an  immediate  remedy 
in  any  way  they  think  necessary  to  give  the  most  effectual  relief,  the 
losing  party  paying  the  cost  of  the  proceeding. 

§1613.  (1607.)  (1546.)  Drainage  not  prohibited.  Such  proceeding  does 
not  apply  to  any  person  who  shall  have  made  through  his  own  land 
sufficient  drainage,  of  which  said  freeholder  shall  be  the  judge,  to  carry 
off  the  waters  passing  through  the  same,  in  as  expeditious  a  manner  as 
they  could  have  passed  through  the  natural  course  or  channels  if  no 
such  banks  had  been  erected. 

§1614.  (1608.)  (1547.)  Proceedings  in  case  of  obstructions.  Am^  person 
between  said  fifth  of  March  and  the  first  day  of  September  of  each  year, 
may  apply  in  like  manner  for  a  warrant  of  survey  on  any  obstructions 
which  may  impede  the  conveying  of  any  surplus  water  on  his  rice 
grounds,  and  which  by  remaining  thereon  may  prove  injurious,  or  shall 
keep  up  any  dam  which  shall  stop  the  water  so  as  to  overflow  his  lands 
to  his  injury.  In  such  cases  the  proceedings  are  the  same  as  heretofore  set 
forth. 

§1615.  (1609.)  (1548.)  Penalty  for  stooping  up  dam.  If  any  person  shall, 
by  himself,  or  through  his  orders,  or  by  his  agent,  stop  up  any  dam  or 
replace  any  obstruction  which  has  been  opened  or  removed,  or  which 
has  been  thus  done  by  himself  on  the  said  fifth  of  March  until  the  first 
day  of  July  next  thereafter,  or  shall  obstruct  or  hinder  the  opening  of 
any  dam  or  removing  of  obstructions  decided  to  be  opened  or  removed, 
he  forfeits,  as  aforesaid  in  this  Chapter,  one  thousand  dollars  for  each 
offense  to  the  person  aggrieved,  besides  his  liability  for  the  actual  dam- 

ages. 
§1616.  (1610.)  (1549.)  Inadequate  dams  to  be  enlarged.  When  any  dam 

has  been  made  to  form  reservoirs  of  water  without  sufficient  waste-way, 
and  is  inadequate  to  sustain  the  weight  of  water,  the  owner  of  such  dam 
shall  immediately  cause  the  same  to  be  enlarged,  strengthened,  or  erec- 

ted in  a  substantial  manner,  with  a  sufficient  waste-way.  If,  on  a  sur- 
vey by  freeholders,  he  neglects  to  make  the  improvements  they  require, 
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within  the  time  they  may  designate,  he  shall  forfeit  to  any  person  in- 
jured, or  liable  to  be  injured,  as  last  aforesaid. 

§1617.  (1611.)  (1550.)  Compensation  of  freeholders,  etc.  The  freeholders 
are  entitled  each  to  three  dollars  per  day,  and  if  duly  summoned  and 
they  fail  to  attend,  without  providential  cause  or  necessary  absence 
from  the  district,  they  forfeit  to  either  party  one  hundred  dollars.  The 
magistrate  and  witnesses,  if  any,  receive  the  costs  allowed  in  the  trial 
of  forcible  entries  and  detainers. 

ARTICLE  III  * 

Section. 
1618.  Oyster,  manner  of  taking. 
1619.  Violating  preceding  section. 
1620.  Planted  oyster-beds  protected 

OYSTERS,   TURTLES,  ETC. 

Section.         /  / 

1621.  Exclusive  right  of  land-owner. 
1622.  Turtles,  when  to  be  taken. 
1623.  Violating  three  preceding  sections. 

§1618.  (1612.)  (1551.)  Oysters,  in  what  manner  taken.  It  shall  not  be 
lawful  to  take  or  catch  any  oysters  in  any  of  the  waters  of  this  State 
with  or  by  a  scoop,  rake,  drag,  or  dredge,  or  by  the  use  of  any  other  in- 

strument than  the  oyster  tongs  heretofore  in  general  use  for  taking 
oysters,  and  every  person  taking  oysters,  in  violation  of  law,  shall  for- 

feit such  sum  for  every  offense  as  the  Court  having  jurisdiction  may 
determine,  and  shall  forfeit  to  the  State  the  boat  or  vessel  employed  in 
such  unlawful  business,  her  tackle,  apparel  and  furniture. 

§1619.  (1613.)  (1552.)  Proceedings  for  violating  preceding  section.  On 
complaint  made  upon  oath  before  any  Judge  or  Justice  of  this  State,  in 
any  county  where  the  offense  may  be  committed,  of  the  violation  of  the 
provisions  of  the  foregoing  section,  such  officer  shall  issue  his  warrant 
for  the  arrest  of  the  offender,  and  shall  commit  or  let  to  bail,  according 
to  law,  and  in  such  warrant,  authority  shall  be  given  for  the  arrest  of 
every  such  boat ;  and  such  boat,  her  tackle,  apparel,  and  furniture  shall 
not  be  released,  except  upon  bond,  with  good  security,  for  the  forth- 

coming of  such  vessel  and  appurtenances  to  answer  any  judgment  of 
forfeiture.  In  case  such  boat  and  appurtenances  be  not  replevied  with- 

in one  month  after  arrest,  the  same  may  be  sold  by  order  of  said  Judge 
or  Justice,  and  the  proceeds  shall  be  paid  into  the  office  of  the  Superior 
Court  of  the  county,  there  to  await  the  order  of  said  Court. 
.§1620.  (1614.)  (1553.)  Planted  oyster  beds  protected.  Where  any  person 

having  taxable  lands  upon  the  banks  or  shores  of  any  of  the  rivers  or 
creeks  of  this  State  shall  plant  beds  of  oysters  upon  them,  it  shall  not 
be  lawful  for  any  other  person  to  take  from  such  beds  of  oysters :  Pro- 

vided, the  same  shall  be  distinctly  staked  or  otherwise  marked. 
§1621.  (1615.)  (1554.)  Exclusive  right  of  certain  land-owners.  When 

oyster  banks,  or  beds  of  oysters,  or  natural  formation,  be  within  rivers 
or  creeks  of  this  State,  not  exceeding  one  hundred  and  twenty  feet  in 
width,  and  not  used  for  purposes  of  navigation,  the  persons  having  the 
ownership  of  the  lands  upon  both  sides  of  such  creeks  or  rivers  shall 
have  the  exclusive  right  to  the  usufruct  of  such  banks  or  beds  of  oys- 

ters as  aforesaid. 
§1622.  (1616.)  (1555.)  Turtles,  when  to  betaken.  It  shall  not  be  lawful 

to  take  terrapins  and  turtles  within  tide-water  at  any  time  other  than 
from  the  first  day  of  May  to  the  first  day  of  September. 

§1623.  (1617.)  (1556.)  Violation  of  the  three  preceding  sections.  For  any 
violation  of  the  three  preceding  sections  the  offender  shall  be  subject 
to  a  penalty  of  not  less  than  fifty  nor  more  than  five  hundred  dollars. 

*Acts  of  1855-6,  p.  13 ;  Acts  of  1857,  p.  14. 
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sy^wr/^. ARTICLE  IV. 

-A 

e-,,  SrJ-/i 

FISHING. 

^P-~   Section. 
1624.  Fishing  regulated. 
1625.  Violating  preceding  section . 

Section. 
1626.  Vessels  engaged  in  fishing. 

£^~*^>  §1624.  (1618.)  (1557.)  Fishing  regulated.  It  shall  not  be  lawful  for 
f/fa"/'  any  person  to  inhabit,  occupy  or  reside  in  any  vessel,  ark,  or  flat  on 
/■'  any  river  of  this  State  which  shall  not  be  engaged  in  the  lawful  com- 

/*.  2-  y    m    merce  of  the  same,  in  the  carriage  or  transportation  of  goods  or   pro- 
duce to  or  from  market,  unless  owned  by  the  proprietors  of  the  shores, 

or  their  lessees:  Provided,  nothing  contained  in  this  and  the  previous 
section  shall  be  construed  to  prevent  the  owners  of  the  land  on  said 
rivers,  or  their  lessees,  from  taking  fish  in  the  river  opposite  their  banks; 
but  no  seine  shall  be  permitted  tg  be  used  in  said  rivers^^thegivsuch 
owners  or  their  lessees,  from  sun£otbh  Saturday  to  sunrise  6n  Monday? 
and  provided,  also,  that  every  lease  or  license  to  fish  shall  be  recorded 

within  ten  days  after  the  granting  thereof  in  the  Clerk's  office  of  the 
Superior  Court,  of  the  county  where  the  land  lies. 

§1625.  (1619.)  (1558.)  Penalty  for  violating  the  preceding  section.  Every 
offense  against  any  of  the  foregoing  provisions  shall  be  punished  by  a 
fine  not  exceeding  two  hundred  dollars,  to  be  applied  to  educational 

purposes. 
§1626.  (1620.)  (1559.)  Officers  may  search  vessels,  etc.  It  shall  be  law- 

ful for  all  civil  officers,  at  all  times,  to  visit  and  search  all  vessels,  cov- 
ered flats  or  arks  and  boats  engaged  in  fishing,  or  trading  illegally  on 

any  river  of  this  State,  and  to  cause  offenders  therein  found,  against 
any  of  the  laws  of  this  State,  to  be  committed  or  bound  over  to  answer 
for  offenses  against  such  laws. 

General  Note  on  Article  IV. — Right  of  fishery  :  16  Pet.,  367  ;  4  0.,  391 ;  Angellon 
Water  courses,  61-71.  Injury  to  fishery  caused  by  erection  of  pier  in  river  by  State 
authority,  no  recovery  for  :  35  Am.  R.,  632. 

ARTICLE  V. 

BOATS   AND    CREWS.* 

Section. 
1627.  Bills  of  lading  must  be  granted. 
1628.  Penalty  for  refusing  such  bills. 

Section. 
1629.  Traffic  with  hands,  etc  ,  prohibited. 
1630.  Shipping  of  articles  prohibited. 

§1627.  (1621.)  (1560.)  Owners  of  boats  may  grant  bills  of  lading,  etc.  It 
shall  be  the  duty  of  all  owners  or  agents  of  boats  employed  in  the  nav- 

igation of  the  navigable  waters  of  this  State,  to  grant  to  each  and  every 
boat,  respectively,  previously  to  its  departure  from  the  wharf  or  landing, 
a  certificate  or  bill  of  lading,  showing  its  destination,  contents  and  the 
name  of  its  captain  or  patroon  and  consignee,  which  certificate  or  bill  of 
lading  shall  at  all  times  be  subject  to  the  examination  of  any  free  white 
person  requiring  the  same. 

As  to  what  the  terms  of  a  bill  of  lading  amount  to  in  reference  to  the  receipt  of 
goods  in  good  order  :  56  Ga.,  498,  501.  Bills  of  lading,  although  transferable,  have  not 
all  the  attributes  of  negotiable  paper:  57  Ga.,  410-411. 

§1628.  (1622.)  (1561.)  Failing  to  grant  bill,  etc.  Any  such  owner  or 
agent  neglecting  or  refusing  to  furnish  certificate  or  bill  of  lading,  and 
any  such  captain  or  patroon  refusing  to  exhibit  the  same  on  demand  as 
aforesaid,  may  be  severally  indicted,  and  for  every  offense  be  fined  in  a 
sum  not  exceeding  fifty  dollars — one-half  the  penalty  in  such  case  to  go 

*See  Cobb's  Digest,  p.  14. 
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to  the  informer,  and  the  other  half  to  the  use  of  the  county  where  such 
conviction  takes  place. 

§1629.  (1623.)  (1562.)  Owner  of  boat  not  to  allow  illegal  traffic.  It  shall 
not  be  lawful  for  any  owner,  captain  or  patroon  of  a  boat,  navigating 
any  of  the  navigable  rivers  of  this  State,  to  suffer  or  permit  any  boat 
hand  to  put  on  board  such  boat  any  corn,  cotton,  rice,  stock,  poultry,  or 
other  articles  that  may  by  law  be  prohibited,  as  an  article  of  traffic  to 
such  boat  hand,  as  the  property  of  such  boat  hand,  nor  shall  such  owner 
or  patroon  suffer  the  boat  hands  on  board  such  boat  to  barter  or  trade 
the  one  with  the  other,  in  any  such  article  or  articles  of  produce,  under 
any  pretext  whatever,  under  penalty  of  fine  and  imprisonment  at  the 
discretion  of  the  Court,  on  conviction  of  the  party  for  violating  any  of 
the  foregoing  provisions. 

§1630.  (1624.)  (1563.)  Owner  not  to  allow  articles  shipped,  unless  in  bill. 
No  owner,  captain,  or  patroon  of  such  boat,  shall  permit  any  such  boat 
hand  to  take  with  him  any  such  articles,  unless  the  same  shall  be 
stated  in  such  certificate  or  bill  of  lading,  and  such  articles  shall  be  im- 

mediately under  the  direction  of  such  owner,  captain,  or  patroon,  or 
the  agent  of  the  owner,  under  penalty  of  fine  and  imprisonment,  at  the 
discretion  of  the  Court,  for  every  offense  against  any  of  said  provisions. 

ARTICLE  VI.* 

PEDDLERS. 

Section. 
1631.  License  to  peddle,  how  obtained. 
1632.  License,  when  unnecessary. 
1633.  Goods  not  to  be  sold  by  sample. 
1634.  Qualification,  etc.,  of  peddler. 

SECTION. 
1635.  Each  vehicle  must  be  licensed, 
1636.  License,  power  of  Ordinary  to  grant. 
1637.  Citizens  only  can  obtain  a  license. 
1638.  Indictment  and  trial. 

§1631.  (1625.)  (1564.)  License  to  peddle.  Every  peddler  or  itinerant 
trader,  by  sample  or  otherwise,  must  apply  to  the  Ordinary  of  each 
county  where  he  may  desire  to  trade,  for  a  license,  which  shall  be 
granted  to  him  on  the  terms  said  Ordinary  have  or  may  impose.  They 
are  authorized  to  impose  such  tax  as  they  may  deem  advisable,  to  be 
used  for  county  purposes.  The  license  extends  only  to  the  limits  of 
the  county.** 

§1632.  (1626.)  (1565.)  Exceptions.  None  of  the  provisions  of  this  Ar- 
ticle shall  extend  to  persons  selling  the  agricultural  products  of  a^ny 

State,  nor  to  persons  selling  agricultural  implements.  **-*>»- 
[§1633.  (1627.)  (1566.)     Repealed  bv  Act  of  Sept.  28,  1^81/f  Acts  of, 

1880--1,  p.  75.] 
§1634.  (1628.)  (1567.)  Qualifications  and  oath  of  peddler.  The  peddler 

shall  furnish  said  Ordinary  with  evidence  of  his  good  character,  and 
shall  take  and  subscribe  before  him  this  oath  :  "I  swear  that  I  will  use 
this  license  in  no  other  county  than  the  one  for  which  it  is  granted, 
nor  suffer  any  person  to  use  it  in  my  name,  and  that  I  am  a  citizen  of 

this  State.  So  help  me  God."  Said  oath  and  license  must  be  entered 
in  the  book  kept  for  that  purpose,  and  the  license  must  contain  a  de- 

scription of  the  person  of  the  peddler. 
§1635.  (1629.)  (1568.)  Must  be  a  license  for  each  vehicle.  There  shall  be 

separate  license  for  every  wagon,  cart  or  other  vehicle,  (or  each  horse, 
if  the  peddling  is  done  on  horseback,)  employed  or  used  in  vending 
such  goods,  wares  or  merchandise,  which  shall  be  shown  to  any  officer, 
civil  or  military,  demanding  it,  and,  on  failure  or  refusal  so  to  exhibit, 
the  peddler  forfeits  five  hundred  dollars,  to  be  recovered  on  suit  of  the 

*See  Cobb's  Digest,  p.  773  ;  Acts  of  1859,  p.  58 ;  Acts  of  1860,  p.  54. 
**  This  section  amended  by  Act  of  28  Sep.,  1881.    See  Acts  of  1880-1,  p.  75. 

A^ 
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informer — one-half  to  go  to  the  informer,  the  other  to  the  educational 
fund  of  the  county. 

§1636.  (1630.)  (1569.)  Authority  of  Ordinary.  Ordinaries  are  author- 
ized to  grant  licenses  to  peddle  to  indigent  and  infirm  persons,  upon 

such  terms  as  they  in  their  discretion  may  impose. 
§1637.  (1631.)  (1570.)  Foreigners.  A  foreigner,  not  a  citizen,  shall 

not  be  granted  license  to  peddle.,  unless  he  shall  have  declared  his  in- 
tention to  become  a  citizen,  and  he  shall  swear  to  such  fact  instead  of 

that  he  is  a  citizen. 

§1638.(1632.)  (1571.)  In  indictments,  onus  on  defendant.  On  the  trial  of 
a  foreigner  for  illegal  peddling,  whether  with  or  without  license,  the 
State  is  only  required  to  prove  the  peddling,  and  the  foreigner  must 
show,  in  defense,  his  eligibility. 

G-eneral  Note. — Injunction  granted  where  the  party  was  not  an  itinerant  peddler 
under  the  terms  of  this  Chapter,  and  not  made  to  conform  to  an  illegal  ordinance  of 
the  city  of  Atlanta :  55  Ga.,  678-686. 

TITLE  XVIII. 

SALARIES  AND  FEES  OF  OFFICERS. 

CHAPTER  I. 

OFFICERS    CONNECTED   WITH   THE    EXECUTIVE    DEPARTMENT. 

Section.  I       Section. 
1639.  Salaries  appropriated.  !  1641.  Pay  of  those  without  fixed  salaries. 
1640.  Salaries  of  executive  officers.  I 

§1639.  (1633.)  Annual  salaries  appropriated.     [The  various  sums  of  the 

(ajActs  of  annual  salaries  of  all  the  officers  of  this  State,  whose  salaries  are  fixed 

11,12.  'PP*   by  law,  are  hereby  appropriated  annually  to  pay  said  officers,  until  they are  altered  by  law],  (a.) 
§1640.  (1634.)  (1572.)  Salaries  of  executive  officers.  The  salaries,  per 

annum,  of  such  officers,  respectively,  are  as  follows : 
(b)  Acts  of   [The  Governor   $3,000  00 
1873,  p.  8.  The  Attorney-General    2,000  00  (b.) 
Const,  of  The  Governor's  Secretaries,  each    1,800  00 
1877,  Art.  5,  The  Governor's  Messenger         950  00 
Sec.  1,  par.  The  Comptroller-General    2.000  00 
2,  and  Sec.  The  Clerk  of  the  Comptroller-General   1,600  00 
2,par.2,3,4.  The  State  Treasurer     ;   2,000  00 
(g)  Actsof  The  Clerk  of  the  State  Treasurer    1,600  00 
1875-6,  p  16.  The  Secretary  of  State   2,000  00 

,v   ,'       .  The  Clerk  of  the  Secretary  of  State    1,000  00 (&)  Actsof  The  State  Librarian    1,200  00](c.) 
1873,   p.  8.  . 

§1641.  (1635.)  (1573.)  Pay  of  the  officers  whose  salaries  are  not  fixed.  All 
persons  employed  by  the  Governor,  for  whom  no  compensation  is  pre- 

scribed, are  paid,  according  to  his  discretion,  out  of  the  money  appro- 
priated therefor.  If  no  money  is  thus  appropriated,  and  the  employ- 

ment is  indispensible,  he  has  the  privilege  to  pay  them  out  of  the 
contingent  funds. 
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CHAPTER  II. 

OTHER   OFFICERS  APPOINTED  BY  THE   GOVERNOR. 

Section.  Section. 
1642.  Pay  of  officers  appointed,  etc.  1643.  Governor  may  fix  pay,  etc 

$1642.  (1636.)  (1574.)  Pay  of  officers  appointed  by  Governor.  The  sala- 
•ies,  per  annum,  of  such  officers,  respectively,  are  as  follows : 
The  Trustees  of  the  Lunatic  Asvlum,  each   f  300  00](a.)  (a-)  Acts  of The  Principal  Keeper  of  the  Penitentiary    2,000  00         1873,  p.  60, 
The  Assistant  Keeper  of  the  Penitentiary       1,200  00 
The  Book-keeper  and  Salesman  of  the  Penitentiary    1.200  00]  i  a.)  fa)  Acts  off 
The  Tanner  of  the  Penitentiary   1,200  00         1865-6,  p. 16. 
The  Overseer  of  the  Penitentiary      800  00 
The  Physician  of  the  Penitentiary      500  00 
The  Chaplain  of  the  Penitentiary         150  00 
The  Military  Store-keeper  at  Savannah.      300  00 
The  Military  Store-keeper  at  Milledge vine           150  00 

§1643.  (1637.)  (1575.)  Governor  may  fix  the  pay  of  certain  officers.  If 
;he  Governor  establishes  other  places  of  keeping  the  military  stores  of 

;he  State,  he  may  -regulate  the  salaries  of  all  the  keepers  thereof,  so 
;hat  the  compensation  will  be  in  proportion  to  their  respective  duties 
md  responsibilities,  which,  when  done,  shall  be  reported  to  the  Gen- 

eral Assembly. 

CHAPTER  III. 

)FFICERS  APPOINTED  BY  THE  TRUSTEES  OF  CERTAIN  INSTITUTIONS,  WHO 

ARE  PAID  IN  WHOLE,  OR  IN  PART,  FROM  THE  STATE  TREASURY  OR 
OUT   OF    STATE   APPROPRIATIONS. 

Section  1644.  Salary  of  officers  of  asylum,  etc. 

§1644.  (1638.)  (1576.)  Salary  of  officers  of  the  asylum,  etc.     The  sala- 
ries, per  annum,  of  such  officers,  respectively,  are  as  follows  : 

fhe  Superintendent  and  Principal  Physician  of  the  Lunatic  Asylum   $2,500  00 
Phe  Assistant  Physician    1,250  00 

CHAPTER   IV. 

OFFICERS   CONNECTED  WITH   THE    LEGISLATIVE   DEPARTMENT. 

Section  1645.  Salary  and  fees  of  legislative  officers. 

§1645.  (1639.)  (1577.)  Salaries  and  fees  of  legislative  officers.  The  sala- 
ries, per  session,  of  the  officers  connected  with  said  department,  who 

'eceive  such,  and  which  are  embraced  in  the  appropriation  for  the  pay 
)f  officers  and  members  of  the  General  Assembly,  are — - 
rhe  Secretary  of  the  Senate,  per  day  for  each  session      $60  00  Apt<5  nf  is-ys 
rhe  Cleric  of  the  House  of  Representatives,  per  day  for  each  session    70  00  _cj  p.  185. 
The  fees  of  said  officers  are — 

?or  every  extract  of  a  private  nature,  per  copy  sheet   $    15 
^or  certifying  an  extract  of  a  private  nature        50 
?or  certifying  an  Act  for  the  benefit  of  an  individual,  or  corporation,  or  society.    3  00 
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CHAPTER  V. 

OFFICERS    CONNECTED   WITH    THE    JUDICIAL    DEPARTMENT. 

Section.  . 

1646   Salaries  of  Judges  and  Solicitors- Gen- eral. 
1646.  (a.)  Fees  in  assault  with  intent  to  mur- der. 
1647.  Certificate  of  service. 

Section. 
1648.  Fees  of  Attorney-General. 
1649.  Fees   of   Solicitor-General,   Supreme Court. 
1650.  Fees  in  certain  cases. 

The 

§1646.  (1640.)  (1578.)  Salaries  of  Judges  and  Solicitors- General. 
Const  of     salaries,  per  annum,  of  such  officers,  are  as  follows: 
1877.  Art.  6, 
Sec.  13,  par.  The  Judges  of  the  Supreme  Court,  each         $3,000  00 
1.  The  Reporter  of  the  Supreme  Court    2,000  00 
Acts  of  1878  The  Judges  of  the  Superior  Court,  each          2.000  00 
-9,  p.  159.     fThe  Solicitors-General  of  the  several  Circuits,  each       250  00](a.) 

1871-2,  p.  8.      The  fees  of  such  officers  are  as  follows: 
1.  Solicitor-General — 

'TV>  Act«t  of   "^or  eacn  person  prosecuted  to  conviction  for  a  capital  offense    $       50  00 
lRfifi  t>  21        ot  eacn  person  prosecuted  [to  trial  or  plea  of  guilty]  (b.)  for  any  other  felony,  and  for 

'  p-  any  violation  of  the  laws  against  gambling   
Acts  of  1878  For  each  person  prosecuted  to  trial  or  plea  of  guilty,  for  any  offense  not  otherwise  pro- 
-9,  p.  49. 

Vided  for 
For  each  person  indicted  or  presented       
For  each  proceeding  to  enforce  a  recognizance       
For  every  amount  collected  on  such  proceedings,  Ave  per  cent 
For  every  proceeding  instituted  to  forfeit  a  charter   

25  00 

5  00 
5  00 5  00 

100  00 

For  services  in  the  Supreme  Court — 
Act  of  1792,  First—In  capital  cases.   $ 
C.  p.  353.       Second.— 'Other  felonies   
Act  of  1839>  ''  hird.— All  other  cases           
C.  p.  362.      Fourth.— For  litigated  recognizance,  double  fees  and  commissions. 
Act  of  1849,  For  drawing  a  capias  against  a  person  indicted  or  presented  and  net  bound  over   

C.  p.  363.    '  Hor  drawing  a  capias  against  each  defaulting  juror 

Act 
' 

of  1850,  For  entering  a  nolle  prosequi 
456       For  attending  at  Judge's  ( C.  p.  456 

(a)  Acts  of 
1859,  p.  17. 

ge's  Chamber  to  take  the  affidavit  of  any  person  in  criminal 

50  00 

30  00 15  00 

50 

50 

25 
100 

10 5  00](a.) 

<(b)  Acts  of 
1866,  p.  21, 

33. 

For  drawing  an  affidavit,  or  any  instrument  of  writing,  per  copy  sheet   
(For  a  peace  warrant  tried  or  dis  -osed  of  by  the  Court    
For  plain  collections  for  the  State,  five  per  cent, 
For  litigated  collections  for  the  State,  ten  per  cenf. 
For  services  in  cases  not  mentioned,  where  the  State  is  an  interested  party,  at  the  dis- 

cretion ot  the  Governor,  not  exceeding         50  00 
[For  every  bill  of  indictment  ignored  by  the  grand  jury*          5  00](b.) 

Prisoner  escaping,  Solicitor-General  not  entitled  to  his  full  costs:  57  G-a.,  332.  The 
fee  of  the  Solicitor-General  is  thirty  dollars  in  larceny  from  the  house,  a  felony  reduced 
to  a  misdemeanor  under  the  Act  of  1868  :  58  Ga.,  139.  The  Solicitor-General,  and  not 
the  Solicitor  in  the  County  Court,  is  entitled  to  the  fee  for  drawing  the  bill  in  the  case 
of  a  true  bill  for  misdemeanor  in  the  Superior  Court  transferred  to  the  County  Court : 
61  Ga.,  70-71. 

§1646.  (a.)  Fees  on  prosecution  for  assault  with  intent  to  murder.  When 
Actsof  1876,  any  person  is  indicted  or  prosecuted,  charged  with  the  offense  of  an  as- 

sault Avith  intent  to  murder,  and  shall  be  convicted  or  plead  guilty  of 
the  offense  of  an  assault  and  battery,  or  an  assault,  the  fee  of  the  So- 

licitor-General shall  be  five  dollars. 
§1647.  (1641.)  (1579.)  Certificate  of  services  and  cases  where  no  fee  allowed. 

They  shall  not  be  paid  fees  for  litigation  without  the  certificate  of  the 
presiding  Judge  that  they  are  properly  and  faithfully  claimed  as  such, 

nor  on  any  "bill  for  any  species  of  gaming,  where  the  same  is  entered  wo/. 

pros. §1648.  (1642.)  (1580.)  Fees  of  Attorney- General.  The  Attorney-Gen- 
eral has  the  following  fees : 

For  prosecuting  a  Solicitor-General,  the  payment  of  his  necessary  expenses,  and    $    50  00 
For  services  in   any   case   where    the  State   has   an  interest,  and  his  services  are  re- 

quired, the  payment  of  his  necessary  expenses,  and,        50  00 
For  suits  for  collection  of  money,  on  account  of  the  State,  out  of  the  circuit  in  which  he  resides, 

When  litigated,  ten  per  cent,  upon  amount  collected,  and  fifty  dollars  if  not  collected  ;  if  not  liti- 
gated, fees  of  Solicitor-General. 

-The  law  requiring  prosecutor  to  pay  the  fee  for  indictments  ignored  by  the  grand  jury  was 
repealed  by  Act  of  1874,  p.  90. 
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Officers  connected  with  the  Judicial  Department. 

§1649.  (1643.)  (1581.)  Fees  of  Solicitor  in  Supreme  Court.  The  fees  of 
the  Solicitors,  for  services  rendered  in  the  Supreme  Court,  shall  be  paid 
by  the  State,  on  the  warrant  of  the  Governor,  in  all  cases  when  the  so- 

licitor shall  present  the  certificate  of  the  Clerk  of  the  Supreme  Court, 
as  to  services,  and  of  the  Clerk  of  the  Superior  Court  to  the  fact  that 
the  defendant  was  acquitted,  or  was  unable  to  pay  the  costs. 

§1650.  (1644.)  In  cases  reduced  below  felony.  [The  fees  allowed  to  Solic- (a)  Acts  of 
itors  for  the  prosecution  in  the  Superior  Court  of  the  crimes  which  were 
reduced  below  felonies  by  the   Act  of  20th  March,  1866,  shall  remain 
the  same  as  they  were  before  said  crimes  were  so  reduced,    (a.)] 

Riot  case,  same  fees  as  if  not  reduced  under  this  section  :  52  Ga.,  664-667.  Larceny 
from  the  house  being  a  felony  reduced  to  a  misdemeanor,  and  yet  here  the  Solicitor- 
General's  costs  are  the  same  as  before  the  Act  of  1866 :  58  Ga.,  139. 

23 
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Article  1. — Of  citizens. 

PAKT  II. 
THE  CIVIL  CODE. 

TITLE  I. 

OF  PERSONS. 

Chapter  1. — Different  kinds  of  Persons,  their  Rights  and  Status. 
Chapter  2. — Of  Domicile,  and  the  manner  of  changing  the  same. 

CHAPTER  I. 

DIFFERENT   KINDS   OF    PERSONS,  THEIR    RIGHTS   AND   STATUS. 

Article  1. — Of  Citizens. 

Article  2. — Of  Residents  and  Aliens. 
Article  3. — Of  Persons  of  Color. 
Article  4. —  Of  Corporations. 

ARTICLE  L 

OF    CITI ZENS 

Section. 
1651.  Natural  and  artificial  persons. 
1652.  Division  of  natural  persons. 
1653.  Citizens. 
1654.  Rights  of  citizens. 

Section. 
P55.  Exercise  thereof. 
1656.  Females. 
1657.  Minors. 
1658.  Insane  persons. 

§1651.  (1645.)  (1582.)  Natural  and  artificial  persons.  Persons  are  eitliei 
natural  or  artificial.  The  latter  are  the  creatures  of  the  law,  and  ex- 

cept so  far  as  the  law  forbids  it,  subject  to  be  changed,  modified  or  de- 
stroyed, at  the  will  of  their  creator  ;  they  are  called  colorations. 

Person  includes  railroad  corporation:  58  Ga.,  219.  Also  includes  savings  banks: 
60  Ga.,  134.  Section  cited  and  construed  :  54  Ga.,  421-2.  Bankruptcy  does  not  destroy : 
60  Ga.,  181.  Section  cited  with  reference  to  sections  1682-3-6  and  54  Ga.,  401,  referred 
to:  60  Ga.,  270. 

§1652.  (1646.)  (1583.)  Division  of  natural  'persons.  Natural  persons 
are  distinguished  according  to  their  rights  and  status  into :  1st,  citi- 

zens; 2d,  residents  not  citizens;  3d.  aliens;  4th,  persons  of  color. 
§1653.  (1647.)  (1584.)  Citizens.  The  persons  to  whom  belong  the 

rights  of  citizenship  and  the  mode  of  acquiring  and  losing  the  same 
have  been  specified  in  a  former  Article. 

Abbott's  Tr.  Ev.,  102  ;  1  Whart.r  Ev.,  §176  ;  24  Am.  R.,  760.— See  notes  to  §44. 

§1654.  (1648.)  (1585.)  Rights  of.  Among  the  rights  of  citizens  are 
the  enjoyment  of  personal  security,  of  personal  liberty,  private  property 
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and  the  disposition  thereof,  the  elective  franchise,  the  right  to  hold  of- (a)  const, 
fice,  [unless  disqualified  by  the  Constitution  and  laws,]  (a.)  to  appeal  to  %  seSvt 
the  Courts,  to  testify  as  a  witness,  to  perform  any  civil  function  and  to  5, 6. 
keep  and  bear  arms. 

§1655.  (1649.)  (1586.)  Exercise  thereof.  All  citizens  are  entitled  to 
exercise  all  their  rights  as  such,  unless  specially  prohibited  by  law. 

§1656.  (1650.(  (1587.)  Females.  Females  are  not  entitled  to  the  priv- 
ilege of  the  elective  franchise,  nor  can  they  hold  any  civil  office  or  per- 
form any  civil  functions,  unless  specially  authorized  by  law,  nor  are 

they  required  to  discharge  any  military,  jury,  police,  patrol  or  road  duty. 
§1657.  (1651.)  (1588.)  Minors.  The  law  prescribes  certain  ages  at 

which  persons  shall  be  considered  of  sufficient  maturity  to  discharge 
certain  civil  functions,  to  make  contracts  and  to  dispose  of  property. 
Prior  to  those  ages  the}^  are  minors,  and  are  for  that  disability  unable 
to  exercise  these  rights  as  citizens. 

A  foreign  guardian  of  minors,  properly  authorized  to  sell,  may  sell  railroad  stock 
and  authorize  a  transfer  thereof  on  the  company's  books  :  53  Ga.,  514-527.  Infant 
married  woman  may  maintain  an  action  for  divorce  :  49  Ga.,  378. 

Full  age  of  twenty-one  is  reached  on  morning  of  day  preceding  anniversary  of  per- 
son's birth  :  Macph.  Inf.,  447  ;  2  Kent  Com.,  230-1 ;  Schoul  D.  K,  461-2.  See  notes  to 

$2731.  Law  of  domicile  governs  as  to  age  of  majority  :  17  Am.  D.,  180.  On  defense  of 
infancy  to  contract,  lex  loci  contractus  governs  :  Rorer  Inter-State  Law,  192. 

[Section  (1652)  superseded  by  Constitution  of  1868,  Article  III.,  sec- 
tions 5,  6,  and  Acts  of  1866,  pp.  138-9.] 

§1658.  (1653.)  (1590.)  Insane  persons.  All  persons  non  compos  mentis, 
either  from  birth  or  from  subsequent  causes,  constantly  or  periodically, 
or  from  age,  infirmity,  drunkenness,  or  otherwise  incapable  of  manag- 

ing their  affairs,  have  their  persons  and  estates,  or  either  of  them,  placed 
in  the  control  of  guardians.  Such  persons  retain  all  the  rights  of  citi- 

zens which  they  have  the  capacity  to  enjoy,  and  which  are  compatible 
with  their  situation. 

Section  cited,  and  as  to  various  degrees  of  unsoundness  of  mind  :  59  Ga.,  675-9. 

See  notes  to  $1852-64. 

ARTICLE  II. 

OF    RESIDENTS  AND  ALIENS. 

Section. 
1659.  Rights  of  citizens  of  the  United 

States. 
1660.  Aliens. 
1661.  Rights  of  aliens  as  to  realty. 

Section. 
1662.  Rights  to  sue  and  testify. 
1668.  Liens. 
1664.  Privileges  of  certain  Frenchmen. 
1665.  Militia  duty. 

§1659.  (1654)  (1591.)  Rights  of  citizens  of  the  United  States.     Such  citi- Act  of  1786, 
zens.  of  the  other  States  of  this  Union  as  are  recognized  as  citizens  ofc-P-364- 
the  United  States  hy  the  Constitution  thereof  shall  be  entitled,  while 
residents  of  this  State,  to  all  the  rights  of  citizens  thereof,  except  the 
elective  franchise  and  the  right  to  hold  office,  and  to  perform  such  civil 
functions  as  are  confined  by  law  to  citizens  of  this  State. 

§1660.  (1655.)  (1592.)  Aliens.     Aliens  are  the  subjects  of  foreign  gov- 
ernments not  naturalized  under  the  laws  of  the  United  States. 

3  Pet.,  99;  4/480,  7/413 ;  9/692;  20  How.,  8. 

§1661.  (1656.)  (1593.)  Rights  of  aliens  as  to  realty.  Aliens,  the  sub- Act  of  1785, 

jects  of  governments  at  peace  with  the  United  States  and  this  State,  J*  |6J-  ' 
so  long  as  their  governments  remain  at  peace,  shall  be  entitled  to  all  c.VW  ' 
the  rights  of  citizens  of  other  States  resident  in  this  State,  and  shall g2676. 
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have  the  privilege  of  purchasing,  holding,  and  conveying  real  estate 
in  this  State. 

1  Am.  D.,  26  ;  14/86,  n,  97  ;  24/211 ;  25/344  ;  2  Woods,  336  ;  2  Bl.  Com.,  249,  274,  293; 
10  O.,  208,  483.  Inheriting  lands  through  alien:  14  Am.  D.,  97;  24/198;  2  Bl.  Com., 
226,  n  ;  6  Pet,  102;  3  Wh.,  594;  4/453;  11/332;  2  C.  L.  J.,  188.  Power  to  take  person- 

alty under  will :  3  Wh.,  563. 

§1662.  (1657.)  (1595.)  Rights  to  sue  and  testify.     The  citizens  of  other 
gg9f  States   of  the  United  States,  or  of  foreign  States  at  peace  with  this 

State,  and  friendly  Indians,  shall  by  comity  be  allowed  the  privilege 
of  suing  in  our  Courts  or  giving  evidence  therein,  so  long  as  the  same 
comity  is  extended  in  their  Courts  to  the  citizens  of  this  State. . 

Citizens  of  Tennessee  can  sue  in  our  Courts:  33  Ga.,  91.  The  terms  of  this  section 
referred  to  :  34  Ga.,  516. 

In  U.  S.  Courts:  2  Pet,  556;  19  How.,  393.  Right  to  sue:  Dicey  on  Parties,  side  p. 
56,  and  note  1. 

§1663.  (1658.)  (1596.)  Liens.  Aliens  may  receive  and  enforce  liens 
:  Act  of  1785,  by  mortgage  or  otherwise  on  real  estate  in  this  State. 

•  p.     •         §1664.  (1659.)  (1597.)  Privileges  of  certain  Frenchmen.     In  accordance 
.  Act  of  1785,  with  the  recommendation  of  the  Congress  of  the  United  States,  ex- 
*  a.  p.  356.     pressed  in  the  resolution  passed  on  14th  January,  A.  D.  1780,  the  citi- 

zens of  the  French  Government  shall  continue  to  have  the  privilege  of 
disposing  of  and  settling  their  estates  within  this  State,  as  provided  in 
the  Act  of  this  State,  approved  February  22d,  A.  D.  1785. 

§1665.  (1660.)  (1598.)  Militia  duty.  Residents  not  citizens  and  resi- 
.  Act  of  1818,  ident  aliens  shall  not  be  liable  to  militia  duty,  except  in  so  far  as  re- 
* c-  p- 367-     pelling  local  invasions  or  suppressing  insurrections. 

General  Note. — Suit  by  an  alien  enemy  :  35  Ga.,  45.     Confiscation  of  property  of: 
35  Ga.,  46.     Confiscation  of  railroad  stock  as  belonging  to  an  alien  enemy  and  sale 
thereof,  conveyed  no  title  to  purchaser:  37  Ga.,  515.     Substitution  of  party  plaintiff 
in  place  of  an  alien  enemy,  and  judgment  rendered,  and  payment  to  this  new  party 

i  in  Confederate  money,  is  sufficient:  36  Ga.,  556-7-8. 
General  Note  on  Aliens. — Disabilities  of  :  1  Bl.  Com.,  366,  371.  Eigbtto  dower:  1 

Am.  D.,  154;  Dudley  123;  2  Cooley's  Bl.  Com.,  131;  1  Scribner  Dow.,  143-185;  Marri- 
age with :  3  Pet.,  242.  Not  competent  jurors  :  1  Am.  D.,  637-8.  Alien  enemy :  20  How., 

235;  1  Add.  Cont.,  #194,  274.  Dicey  on  Parties,  3-4.  Owe  a  local  allegiance  to  United 
States:  16  Wal.,  147  ;  Escheat,  of  lands  of  alien  dying  without  heirs:  4  Am.  P.,  430  ; 
21/348  ;  10  O.,  483.  Person  proved  alien,  presumed  to  be  such  until  proved  otherwise  : 
10  O.,  483.  May  hold  office  if  elected,  and  if  disability  be  removed  before  term  of 
office  begins:  9  Am.  P.,  489.  Contractsof :  1  Dan.  Neg.  Inst.,  188-194.  Naturalization 
of :  See  note  to  ?§44,  1653. 

ARTICLE  III. 

OF    PERSONS   OF    COLOR. 

Section. 
1666.  Who  are. 
1667.  Husband  and  wife. 

Section. 
1668.  Marriage  ceremony,    , 
1669.  Children,  when  legitimate. 

§1666.  (1661.)  (1600.)   Who  are  persons  of  color.     [All  negroes,  mulat- 
(a^Actsof  toes,  mestizoes,  and  their  descendants,  having  one-eighth  negro  or  Af-f 
239^5?'     rican  blood  in  their  veins,  shall  be  known  in  this  State  as  persons  oft color.]  (a.) 

As  to  whether  tbe  party  was  a  negro:  33  Ga.,  11,  Suplt.  Husband  estopped  from 
setting  up  as  against  his  family  obligations  that  his  wife  is  a  mulatto :  60  Ga.,  204.  One 
with  one-eighth  of  African  blood  is  a  person  of  color :  20  Ga.,  480.  Evidence  as  to  race 
by  reputation  and  opinion  :  39  Ga.,  232-268.     Negro  can  hold  office:  39  Ga.,  273. 

[Sections  1662,  1663  and  1664  superseded  by  Constitution  of  1868, 
Article  I.,  section  2. 

§1667.  (1665.)  Husband  and  wife,  when.  [Persons  of  color  living  to- 
gether on  the  9th  day  of  March,  1866,  as  husband  and  wife,  sustain 

that  legal  relation  to  each  other,  unless  a  man  then  had  two  or  more 

I 

! 
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reputed  wives,  or  a  woman  two  or  more  reputed  husbands.  In  such  (t»  Acts  of 

event,  the  man  shall  immediately*  select  one  of  his  reputed  wives,  with  239.  ' p" 
her  consent,  or  the  woman  one  of  her  reputed  husbands,  with  his  con- 

sent, and  the  ceremony  of  marriage  between  these  two  shall  be  per- 
formed. If  such  man  thus  living  with  more  than  one  woman,  or  such 

woman  living  with  more  than  one  man,  failed  or  refused  to  comply 
with  the  provisions  of  tliis  section,  he  or  she  is  subject  to  be  prosecuted 
for  the  offense  of  fornication,  or  fornication  or  adultery,  or  fornication 
and  adultery,  and  punished  accordingly.]  (b.) 

Section  commented  on  and  illustrated:  61  Ga.,  306.  Bigamy  under  this  section  :  40 
Ga.,  244. 

§1668.  (1666.)    Who  may  perform  marriaqe  ceremony.     Tit  shall  be  law- (c)  Acts  of 

ful  for  ordained  colored  ministers  of  the  gospel,  or  ministers  of  the  gos-157/pp" 
pel  of  African  descent,  to  celebrate  marriage  between  freedmen  and 
freedwomen,  or  persons  of  African  descent,  only,  under  the  same  terms 
and  regulations  as  are  now  required  by  the  laws  of  the  State  for  mar- 

riages between  free  white  citizens  of  this  State.]  (c.) 
[Sections  1667  and  1668  superseded  by  Constitution  of  1868,  Art.  I., 

section  2.] 
§1669.  (1669.)  Child  legitimate,  when.     [Every  colored  child  born  be-  (d)  Acts  of 

fore  the  9th  day  of  March,  1866,  is  hereby  declared  to  be  the  legitimate  2395240PP' 
child  of  his  mother  ;  but  such  child  is  the  legitimate  child  of  his  col- Actsofi866, 
ored  father  only  when  born  within  what  was  regarded  as  a  state  of  wed- 

lock, or  when  the  parents  were  living  together  as  husband  and  wife.] 
(d.) 

Section  cited;  mother's  right  to  wages  of  the  child:  53  Ga.,  648.  Right  to  inherit 
as  legitimate  child  of  his  deceased  father:  40  Ga.,  339.  The  legitimate  child  of  father 

and  mother,  and  as  to  father's  rights  as  parent:  41  Ga.,  220.  Mother  having  sur- 
rendered custody  of  the  child  to  his  lawful  father,  her  control  ceased  :  45  Ga.,  558-560. 

General  Note. — Persons  of  color  competent  as  witnesses,  just  as  white  persons  are  : 
35  Ga.,  75.  Right  to  enforce  equities  created  in  his  favor  when  a  slave  does  not  extend 

to  an  action  for  injuries  or  for  wages  :  38  Ga.,  655.  As  to  colored  person's  right  to  hold 
office:  39  Ga.,  232,  268-273.  In  indictment  against  a  negro  for  larceny,  it  is  not  neces- 

sary to  allege  and  describe  him  as  a  colored  person  :  44  Ga.,  263 ;  48/30.  As  to  appren- 
ticing a  minor  person  of  color  :  see  section  1876.     May  inherit  land :  61  Ga.,  248. 

'^"Immediately"  referred  to  date  of  Acts  of  1865-6,  p.  29. 
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ARTICLE  IV. 

OF    CORPORATIONS   GENERALLY. 

Section   1. — Their  Nature  and  Kinds. 
Section   2. — Their  Creation. 
Section  3. — Their  Powers  and  Liabilities. 
Section  4. —  Their  Dissolution. 
Section  5. — Railroads  and  Navigation  Companies. 

SECTION  L 

THEIR   NATURE    AND   KINDS. 

Section. 
1670.  Definition. 
1671.  Public  and  private. 
1672.  Public. 
1672.  (a.)  Power  of  cities  to  tax. 
1672.  (b.)  "  Ordinary  expenses." 

Section. 
1672.  (c.)  Misapplication,  penalty. 
1672.  (d.)  Additional  funds,  how  raised. 
1672.  (e.)  Savannah  excepted. 
1672.  (f.)  Competencv  of  jurors. 
1673.  Private. 

§1670.  (1670.)  (1623.)  Corporation  definition.  A  corporation  is  an  ar- 
tificial person  created  by  law  for  specific  purposes,  the  limit  of  whose 

existence,  powers  and  liabilities  is  fixed  by  the  Act  of  incorporation, 
usually  called  its  charter. 

Section  cited  and  power  to  contract  must  be  within  the  scope  of  its  charter:  63  Ga., 
194.  Section  cited,  and  as  to  what  is  a  corporation  as  defined  by  the  common  law  and 
Our  Code:  54  Ga.,  406.  A  corporation  can  commit  fraud  through  its  agents:  54  Ga., 
635.  As  to  the  limit  of  corporate  existence  by  merger,  coalescence,  and  extinction  and 
creation  of  a  new  one:  60  Ga.,  274.  A  religious  society,  not  legally  incorporated  as 
such,  cannot  be  sued  :  52  Ga.,  352.  Change  in  name  of,  not  set  up  after  judgment  vs. 
in  original  name  :  53  Ga.,  30-32.  A  railroad  corporation  is  an  artificial  person  :  24  Ga., 
356-362.  May  contract  by  note  when  charter  authorizes  to  contract :  17  Ga.,  574.  Books 
of,  as  evidence  ;  de  facto  officers  of  :  5  Ga.,  239. 

Acquiescence  binding  a  stockholder  in  a  railroad  corporation  as  to  amendment  of 
its  charter:  48  Ga.,  109.  Defined:  5  Ga.,  561-567.  No  material  alteration  in  a  charter 
can  be  made  without  the  consent  of  the  subscribers  and  corporators:  11  Ga.,  438. 
When  subscribers  not  released  by  change  of  charter  of  a  railroad  as  to  its  location : 
33  Ga.,  466.  Charter  of  a  bank  is  a  contract,  and  stockholders  accepting  bound  by  it: 
19  Ga.,  325.  Charters  of  private  corporations  are  contracts:  40  Ga.,  583-625.  Courts 
will  take  judicial  cognizance  of  a  bank  chartered  by  the  General  Assembly:  31  Ga., 
69.  Charter  of  a  private  corporation  not  repealed  without  the  consent  of  the  corpor- 

ation or  its  default  ascertained  and  passed  on  in  a  legal  way:  6  Ga.,  130.  But  where 
the  Legislature  reserved  the  right  to  repeal,  it  may  be  done  by  implication:  14  Ga., 
327-8.  Public  and  private  corporations  defined :  54Ga.,404.  Act  extending  a  charter,: 
18  Ga.,  65. 

Charter,  alteration  and  repeal  of:  Field  on  Corp.,  §50;  Green's  Brice,  U.  V.,  667;  5 
O.,  104.  Alteration  of  charter,  effect  on  subscription  of  stockholders  :  Thompson  L. 
S.,  §188  ;  8  Am.  D.,  36,  n.  Foreign  corporation  holding  property  in  another  State: 
12  Am.  B.,  243  ;  16/632;  24/236  ;  Borer,  290. 

§1671.  (1671.)  (1624.)  Public  or  private.  Corporations  are  either  pub- 
lic or  private. 

Distinction  between:  Field  on  Corp.,  §3,  35  ;  16  How.,  369. 

§1672.  (1672.)  (1625.)  Public.  A  public  corporation  is  one  having 
for  its  object  the  administration  of  a  portion  of  the  poivers  of  govern- 

ment, delegated  to  it  for  that  purpose — such  are  municipal  corpora- 
tions. 

For  notes  on  Municipal  Corporations,  see  note  following  §1672  (f.) 

§1672.  (a.)  Not  to  tax  over  one-half  of  one  per  cent.  It  shall  be  unlawful 
Acts  of  1874,  for  the  authorities  of  any  municipal  corporation  in  this  State  to  levy  or 

collect  for  the  ordinary  current  expenses  of  said  corporation,  except  as 
hereinafter  provided,  any  ad  valorem  tax  upon  the  property  within  said 

p.  no. 
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corporation,  exceeding  one-half  of  one  per  cent,  upon  the  value  of  said 
property,  any  law  of  this  State,  or  charter  of  said  corporation,  to  the 
contrary  notwithstanding. 

§1672.  (b.)  •'  Ordinary  expenses"  defined.  The  term  "ordinary  current  Acts  of  1874, 
expenses"  shall  be  construed  to  include  all  current  expenses,  excepting  p-  11u- 
only  expenditures  for  education,  for  paving  or  macadamizing  streets, 
ancl  for  payment  of  the  principal  and  interest  of  the  public  debt,  which 
shall  be  known  as  extraordinary  expenses,  and  in  all  cases  when  it 
shall  be  necessary  to  levy  an  additional  tax  above  said  one-half  of  one 
per  cent.,  for  any  one  or  more  of  said  extraordinary  expenses,  the  levy 
and  assessment  of  the  same  for  each  said  extraordinary  expense  shall 
be  separately  made  and  collected ;  said  municipal  authorities  shall 
cause  separate  accounts  to  be  kept  on  account  of  all  amounts  collected 
and  disbursed  on  account  of  each  of  said  extraordinary  expenses  ;  and 
all  amounts  so  collected,  shall  be  applied  exclusively  to  the  extraordi- 

nary expense  for  which  said  tax  was  levied  and  collected. 
§1672.  (c.)   Officer  misapplying  funds,  guilty  of  malpractice.     Any  officer  Acts  of  ibV4, 

of  any  municipal  corporation  who  shall  apply  any  portion  of  any  fundp-  110, 
collected  by  taxation  for  either  of  said  extraordinary  expenses,  to  any 
other  ordinary  or  extraordinary  expense,  shall  be  guilty  of  malpractice 
in  office. 

§1672.  (d.)  Additional  fund,  how  raised.     If  an  additional  fund  is  re- Actsofi874, 
quired  by  said  corporation  for  internal  improvements,  not  herein  pro- p"  n0" 
vided  for,  or  if  the  amount  realized  by  the  levy  of  said  one-half  of  one  £670. 
per  cent.,  shall  be  insufficient  to  defray  the  ordinary  current  expenses 
of  said  corporation,  an  additional  tax  may  be  levied  for  this  purpose 
when  the  same  shall  be  authorized  by  a  vote  of  two-thirds  of  the  legal 
voters  of  said  corporation,  who  shall  vote  at  an  election  to  be  held  for 
that  purpose,  and  separate  accounts  of  all  amounts  so  collected  and 
disbursed  shall  be  kept  as  is  provided  in  section  1672  (b.) 

§1672.  (e.)  Not  to  apply  to  Savannah.     The  foregoing  provisions  shall  Acts ;of  1874, 

not  in  any  manner  apply  to  the  city  of  Savannah.  p* 16- 
§1672.  (f.)    Who  are  competent  jurors.     The  fact  of  a  person  being  a  Acts  of  1874. 

citizen  or  resident  of  a  municipal  corporation,  shall  not  render  him  Ac^ofl875 
incompetent  to  serve  as  a  juror  in  cases  in  which  such  municipal  cor- p.  %. 
poration  is  a  party  or  interested. 

General  Note. — Arrest  of  a  violator  of  a  city  ordinance  without  a  warrant  when 
it  is  not  unconstitutional:  46  Ga.,  80.  Bonds,  without  authority  from  its  charter,  a 
city  Cannot  indorse  the  bonds  of  a  street  railroad:  53 Ga.,  172-177.  As  to  authority  to 
issue  for  subscription  to  a  railroad  :  57  Ga.,  370.  State  bonds  not  taxable  by  a  city:  50 
Ga.,  387.  Bridge  in  a  city  may  belong  to  a  county,  and  the  city  not  be  liable  for  an 
injury  resulting  to  one  crossing  it:  55  Ga.,609:  54  Ga.,  1%  Responsible  to  a  person 
falling  through  a  hole  in  a  bridge:  58  Ga.,  239.  Building',  ordinance  allowing  no 
wooden  building  to  be  put  up  in  certain  localities  discussed:  45  Ga.,  153.  Charter, 
Legislature  has  power  to  enlarge  or  diminish  the  powers  of  a  municipal  corporation 
from  time  to  time  at  its  discretion  :  30  Ga.,  845;  6/130.  Court,  City,  when  the  City 
Court  of  Augusta  did  not  have  jurisdiction  for  a  sum  under  one  hundred  dollars :  46 
Ga.,  486.  What  necessary  to  allege  in  an  affidavit  for  bail  to  give  jurisdiction  of  the 
person  of  the  defendant:  13  Ga.,  357.  When  the  City  Court  of  Augusta  had  jurisdic- 

tion for  an  amount  under  one  thousand  dollars  :  48  Ga..  481.  Of  Atlanta  had  jurisdic- 
tion in  a  case  of  habeas  corpus,  although  the  party  held  in  custody  was  out  of  the  city : 

47  Ga.,  390.  When  not  authorized  to  grant  a  new  trial:  48  Ga.,  37.  Of  Savannah,  the 
Act  of  1820  applied  to  as  regards  suits  against  contractors  and  copartners  :  22  Ga.,  466. 
Indictment  found  by  nine  grand  jurors  in  a  case  of  misdemeanor  in  the  criminal  Court 
of  Atlanta  held  valid:  25  Ga.,  220.  Damages,  city  of  Augusta  not  responsible  in 
damages  for  the  failure  to  perform,  or  the  improper  performance  by  their  council  of 
powers  and  duties,  legislative  or  judicial:  Rivers  vs.  City  of  Augusta,  September  term, 
1880,  Pampht.,  p.  29.  Liable  for  injury  in  case  of  negligence  in  failing  to  have  a 
railing  to  guard  an  embankment  in  the  street:  59  Ga.,  544.  Property  holder  has  no 
right  for  loss  of  rent  caused  by  disuse  of  street  for  a  reasonable  time  while  building  a 
new  bridge  on  it:  57  Ga.,  114.  In  action  against  city  for  injury  bj^ falling  in  cellar  door, 
what  questions  should  be  left  to  the  j  ury :  61  Ga. ,  48 ;  59/151 ;  55/566.  Corporation  not  re- 
sponsible  in  damages  for  illegal  arrest  of  citizen  by  a  policeman:  54  Ga.,  468;  62/290; 
McElroy  vs.  Albany,  September  term,  1880,  Pampht.,  p.  9.      When  a  city  liable  for 
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injury  to  land  from  overflow  caused  by  the  corporation :  47  Ga.,  260.  Not  responsible 
where  in  digging  street  citizen's  fence  was  undermined  and  fell  down  :  28  Ga.,  46.  Nor 
for  consequential  injury  to  property  by  reason  of  grading  streets,  if  fully  invested  with 
power  over  streets:  34  Ga.,  327.  Speculative  damage  not  recovered  even  if  there  was  a 
breach  of  contract :  25  Ga.,  386.  Liable  for  negligence  as  to  excavation  in  the  sidewalks 
where  it  existed  long  enough  to  presume  city  had  notice  of  it:  53  Ga.,  607.  Cellar:  55 
Ga.,  556.  Hole  in  a  bridge :  58  Ga.,  238.  When  not  responsible  for  an  injury  by  falling 
in  an  excavation  not  near  the  sidewalk :  Zettler  vs.  Atlanta,  September  term,  1880. 
Dedication  of  land:  41  Ga.,  407.  Perry,  city  (Athens)  had  no  power  under  its  charter 
to  carry  on:  53  Ga.,  639.  Fine,  power  to  fine  and  imprison  does  not  include  the  power 
to  collect  the  fine  by  imprisonment :  51  Ga.,  639;  see  Acts  1878-9,  p.  153.  Gross  sales, 
city  permitted  under  its  charter  to  levy  and  collect  tax  on  :  37  Ga.,  597-;  52/251.  Criti- 

cised by :  55  Ga.,  685 ;  also  see  60  Ga.,  93 :  62/645.  Gunpowder,  city  as  a  measure  of 
security  may  regulate  the  keeping  and  retailing  of  it :  4  Ga.,  509.  Injunction,  should 
have  been  granted  for  threatening  to  remove  a  fence  as  an  encroachment  on  a  street: 
55  Ga.,  150.  Internal  affairs,  not  to  be  interfered  with,  unless  some  right  encroached 
upon  or  wrong  perpetrated  :  12  Ga.,  23.  Itinerant  trader,  who  sells  goods  from  cars 
without  having  a  place  of  business  in  the  city,  subject  to  the  tax  on  that  occupation  or 
business:  64  Ga.,  225.  Jurors,  citizens  of  municipal  corporations  not  competent  to 
serve  as,  in  cases  where  the  corporation  is  a  party:  7  Ga.,  139;  46/80;  but  see  Acts  of 
1874,  p.  45,  and  Acts  of  1875,  p.  96.  Justices  of  the  Peace,  extension  of  jurisdiction 
of  (in  Macon)  by  Act  of  1852  as  to  joint  promissors,  some  residing  in  and  some  out  of 
that  city  :  17  Ga.,  349,  Levy,  not  necessary  for  marshal  (of  Griffin)  to  make  entry  of 
no  personal  property  before  levying  on  realty  for  taxes :  40  Ga.,  39.  Property  of  in  the 
use  of  the  municipality  for  the  public  is  not  subject  to  levy  and  sale:  64  Ga.,  290; 
59/771.  Not  even  a  public  school-house:  62  Ga.,  324.  Liability,  not  to  be  sued  for 
error  in  judgment  of  mayor  and  council  in  refusing  to  grant  retail  license:  20  Ga.,  635. 
A  body  corporate  is  not  amenable  for  erroneous  exercise  of  discretion,  although  its 
consequences  be  injurious:  19  Ga.,  471.  Responsible  when  the  authorities  destroy  a 
house  to  prevent  the  spread  of  fire  and  destroy  personal  effects  that  otherwise  would 
not  have  been  lost:  48Ga.,133;  7/200.  License  fee,  collection  of  without  authority, 
liable  to  an  action  by  the  party  paying:  48  Ga.,  309.  After  voluntary  payment:  62 
Ga.,  538.  Marshal,  removal :  19  Ga.,  468.  Malpractice:  16 Ga.,  172.  Deputy  may  act 
for:  40  Ga.,  39.  Market,  grant  to  establish  and  keep  up  does  npt  imply  the  power  to 
exclude  others  from  selling  elsewhere  in  market  hours :  28  Ga.,  560.  Injunction  against 
placing  market  house  in  the  street:  30  Ga.,  507.  No  ordinance  as  to  sale  of  meat  in 
Atlanta  after  certain  hours:  33  Ga.,  229.  Mortgage,  charter  of  the  city  of  Rome  gives 
it  the  power  to  mortgage:  59  Ga.,  766.  Nuisance,  standing  wall  is,  and  city  liable 
for,  when  :  39  Ga.,  728-9.  Placing  permanent  obstruction  in  street  without  authority, 
is  ground  for  injunction  :  33  Ga.,  601.  Power  and  authority  of  a  city  as  to  :  6  Ga..  1; 
9/281 ;  39/725.  Persons  continuing  after  notice  to  abate  liable  to  criminal  prosecution  : 
38  Ga.,  542.  Steam  cars  running  on  streets  cannot  be  so  considered,  when  :  42  Ga.,  631. 
Offense,  city  authorities  have  no  right  to  trv  one  for  a  different  offense  from  the  one 
he  has  been  called  on  to  answer  for:  30  Ga.,  517,  936.  Vague  implications  cannot 
create:  33  Ga.,  229.  That  is  not  an  offense  against  the  city,  which  is  by  general  law 
punishable  as  a  crime  against  the  State  :  35  Ga.,  145;  21/80.  Office,  city  council  can- 

not establish  the  office  of  recorder  when  created  by  legislative  Act ;  38  Ga.,  542-6.  But 
it  is  otherwise  when  the  office  is  created  by  the  corporation :  44  Ga.,  463.  Officer, 
clerk  and  treasurer  need  not  be  a  resident  of  the  city  unless  the  charter  requires  it:  12 
Ga.,  23.  Policeman  sworn  in  by  the  mayor  is  an  officer  de  facto,  although  he  may  not 
have  been  elected  as  prescribed  :  45  Ga.,  154.  Mayor  and  council  had  discretion  in  the 
matter  of  removing  their  marshal :  19  Ga.,468.  Marshal  failing  to  prosecute  for  an  offense 
committed  in  his  presence  is  liable  to  removal:  21  Ga.,  281.  Gambling  by  not  mal- 

practice:  16  Ga.,  172.  City  not  liable  to  marshal  for  money  expended  by  him,  in  de- 
fense against  charges  preferred  against  him:  19  Ga.,  468.  Recitals  in  marshal's  bond 

that  he  holds  at  the  will  of  the  council  not  binding,  when  :  21  Ga.,  280.  No  duty  in- 
cumbent on  the  marshal  of  Atlanta  to  place  the  purchaser  of  lands  sold  at  a  former 

marshal's  sale  in  possession  :  40  Ga.,  49.  When  the  mayor  and  council  of  Atlanta  were 
responsible  in  damages  for  enforcing  an  illegal  tax  ordinance  on  a  non-resident :  60 
Ga.,  164.  Pavement,  city  owning  a  market  is  bound  to  keep  the  pavement  in  front  of 
it  in  good  repair:  38  Ga.,  334.  Penalties,  the  right  of  trial  by  jury  does  not  apply  to 
penalties  imposed  by  city  ordinances  :  4  Ga.,  509;  14/354.  But  city  cannot  provide  a 
different  and  additional  mode  of  trial  for  that  same  offense  to  that  provided  by  the 
State  law:  21  Ga.,  80.  Policeman,  or  watchman,  under  city  ordinance  is  under  the 
same  protection  of  the  law  as  any  other  public  officer:  30  Ga.,  426.  Corporation  not 
responsible  for  the  torts  of,  especially  when  not  done  in  connection  with  his  official 
duties:  McElroy  vs.  Atlanta,  September  term,  1880,  Pampht.,  p.  9.  Powers,  where 
the  city  under  its  charter  could  regulate  the  weight  wagons  should  carry:  5  Ga.,  546. 
Legislature  cannot  confer  on  municipal  corporations  power  to  repeal  a  statute  of  the 
State  :  12  Ga.,  405.  Power  of  a  city  to  erect  water  works  :  28  Ga.,  50;  43/67-76.  Power 
to  construct  wharves :  4  Ga.,  26.  Private  rights  of  the  citizen  as  to  his  property 
destroyed  by  the  city  to  prevent  the  spread  of  a  fire :  7  Ga.,  200.  Public  schools,  the 
purchase  of  property  for  the  use  of  municipal  corporations — powers  :  52  Ga.,  211-222. 
Railroads,  liable  to  citizens  for  actual  damages  caused  by  the  running  of  trains  on  the 
streets:  44  Ga.,  547.  Rights  of,  when  constructed  in  a  city  in  the  matter  of  a  new 
street,  injunction  rightfully  granted:  40  Ga.,  471.     Records  of,  when  action  of  council 
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should  appear  by  record  in  certain  cases  :  58  Ga.,  182.  As  to  granting  a  right  to  cut  a 
ditch,  afterwards  a  nuisance  :  44  Ga.,  529.  Retailing1,  when  city  has  no  authority  to, 
Ordinary  may  grant  in  city  rightto  retail,  but  differently  if  city  has  authority  to  do  so  : 
42  Ga  ,  325.  General  Assembly  may  delegate  to  a  corporation  the  right  to  restrict  or 
repress  the  traffic  in  spirituous  liquors:  18  Ga..  586.  When  the  clerk  of  an  applicant 
for  retail  may  be  required  to  take  the  oath  :  14  Ga.,  354.  Power  in  charter  to  exact  fee 
for  a  license,  does  not  confer  power  to  prohibit:  22  Ga.,  203.  Where  charter  of  city 
gave  no  power  to  pass  ordinance  making  it  a  penal  offense  to  sell  by  the  quart  or  more 
to  be  drank  on  the  premises  :  29  Ga.,  56.  License  to,  may  be  confined  to  one  room  in 
the  house  :  50  Ga.,  179.  After  voluntary  payment  of  license  fee  for,  overplus  cannot 
be  recovered  back:  62  Ga.,  538.  Where  charter  of  town  embraces  #1789  of  Code,  have 
authority  to  issue  retail  license  :  62  Ga.,  423.  Sabbath,  may  pass  ordinance  to  prevent 
violation  of:  44  Ga..  205.  Salary,  when  officer  not  entitled  to,  where  another  elected 
to  fill  his  place  :  60  Ga.,  110-111.  Judgment  of  police  commissioners  unappealed  from, 
conclusive  as  to  policeman's  salary:  59  Ga.,  319.  Sections  of  Code  relating  to:  see 
sections  787,  1422,  2226.  Sewers,  right  of  city  to  insert:  64  Ga.,  524.  Liability  of 
corporation  for  negligence  in  regard  to  :  Mayor  of  Savannah  vs.  Spears,  February  term, 
1881,  Pampht.  p.  18.  Sidewalks,  where  a  woman  fell  in  a  cellar  that  was  open,  jury 
settles  fact  of  liability  :  59  Ga.,  152.  City  liable  for  a  bridge  used  as  part  of:  Atlanta 
vs.  Champ,  February  term,  1881,  Pampht.,  p.  29.  Excavation  must  be  near  the  side- 

walk to  make  city  liable  for  injury  to  one  falling  in  it:  Zettler  vs.  Atlanta,  September 
term,  1880,  Pampht.,  p.  47.  Streets,  when  ejectment  was  not  sustained  for  part  of  a 
street:  45  Ga.,  342.  Corporation  should  keep  streets  in  good  condition  for  ordinary 
travel  by  day  and  night :  58  Ga.,  238.  Suit  may  be  maintained  for  damage  to  property, 
by  removing  earth  in  street  fronting  it,  to  fill  up  another  street :  58  Ga.,  595.  Reason- 

able grading  of  street  is  generally  no  ground  for  damages  by  adjoining  owners  of  prop- 
erty :  58  Ga.,  595;  34/326:  28/46;  23/402;  Fuller  vs.  Atlanta,  September  term,  1880, 

Pampht.,  p.  41 ;  60  Ga.,  473.  Liability  of  city  for  land  taken  for  street:  30  Ga.,  154. 
Owner  entitled  to  just  compensation  for:  37  Ga.,  113.  Where  city  of  Savannah  had 
not  the  power  to  grant  to  railroad  such  use  of  a  street  by  its  company  as  would  pre- 

clude all  other  use  of  it:  33  Ga.,  601.  Where  city  takes  street  encumbered  with  the 
trust  imposed  by  original  proprietor:  33  Ga.,  601.  When  remedy  for  re  grading  is  by 
action  and  not  by  injunction:  23  Ga.,  402.  When  lapse  of  time  did  not  give  ownera 
prescriptive  right  to  use  of  streets  as  a  lateral  support  of  a  building:  49  Ga.,  19. 
Dedication  and  acceptance  of:  44  Ga.,  529;  12  Ga.,  239.  And  what  not:  53  Ga.,  609; 
55/609.  Grading  street:  23  Ga.,  402;  34/326;  28/46.  Subscription  to  stock  of  rail- 

road by  city  ratified  by  the  Legislature  by  implication :  21  Ga.,  275.  Taxation:  no 
tax  can  be  imposed  on  non-resident  trader  not  imposed  on  residents  of  the  same  class: 
55  Ga.,  678-687.  As  to  note  given  for  tax  assessed  during  the  war,  not  collectable  :  41 
Ga.,  351.  Must  be  uniform  and  ad  valorem:  47  Ga.,  562.  Authority  to  tax  real  and 
personal  estate  does  not  necessarily  confer  power  to  tax  income:  8  Ga.,  23.  Albany 
had  no  power  to  levy  specific  tax  on  horses  and  mules  sold  in  the  city,  but  might  tax 
such  sales  ad  valorem:  41  Ga.,  21.  Bonds  liable  in  city  where  holder  resides:  50  Ga., 
387-392.  See  contra:  33  Ga.,  113:  but  see  #798  of  Code.  When  a  city  (Athens)  had 
authority  to  exempt  property  from  taxation  :  54  Ga.,  330;  60/93.  When  tax  volunta- 

rily paid,  not  recoverable  back :  61  Ga.,  228.  Where  general  Act  of  1872  did  not  enlarge 
taxing  powers  of  Social  Circle  so  as  to  include  personalty  :  60  Ga.,  404.  Tenant,  when 
a  temporary  owner  of  a  house  in  a  city  alone  responsible  for  violation  of  city  ordi- 

nance: 20  Ga.,  59.  "Writ  of  error,  when  it  will  be  sustained  as  to  an  order  by  the Superior  Court  reinstating  a  city  marshal :  14  Ga.,  162. 

General  Note  on  Municipal  Corporations. — Agents  of;  Liability  for  acts  of: 
Woods'  Master,  and  S.,  533 ;  20  Am.  P.,  468,  n,  474.  Contractor :  13  Am.  R.,  12  ;•  14/289  ; 
27/642,  n,  647;  29/17.  Firemen  :  9  Am.  R.,  382,  395;  14/760.  Health  officers  :  14  Am. 
R.,  499.  Inspector:  16  Am.  R.,  14.  Water  commissioners:  23  Am.  R.,  434.  Tax  offi- 

cers: 33  Am.  R.,  804.  Bridges,  An:  8  Am.,  R.,  652;  17/463;  28/657;  36/51.  Dam- 
ages, from  grading  street:  7  Am.  R.,  260.  n  ;  10/19,  n  ;  26/457,  n.  By  turning  surface 

water:  16  Am.  R.,  593,  n;  24/556,  n;  32/274,  n;  33/316,  n;  35/542.  n.  By  injuring 
lateral  support :  20  Am.  R,  251,  n.  By  sewers  :  20  Am.  R.,  626,  n  ;  24/9,  n;  556,  n.  By 
riot:  35 Am.  R.,  682,  n.  Executions  against;  What  subject:  3  Woods,  103;  4  Am. 
R.,  195.  Fire  limits  :  29  Am.  R.,  348,  n.  Municipal  bonds  :  Irregularities  in  issue 
do  not  affect  bona  fide  holder  :  3  Wal.,  327,  654 ;  4  0.,  631 ;  7/96  ;  9/434  ;  8  Am.  R.,  108. 
Void  where  no  power  to  issue:  10  Wal.,  676;  40.,  260;  12/278;  16  Am.  R.,  554;  and 
incapable  of  ratification  :  2  Dan.  Neg.  Inst.,  505.  Recitals  in,  of  compliance  with  con- 

ditions precedent  to  issue,  protect  bona  fide  purchaser  :  1  Wal.,  291 ;  16/644  ;  2  O.,  494  ; 
4/202;  9/86;  11/196;  12/81,  278;  13/648,683;  18  Am.  R.,  259,  n.  Effect  of  Us  pendens 
as  to  bona  fides  of  holder :  7  0.,  96,  272;  9/434:  11/87.  Estopped,  by  keeping  proceeds, 
failure  to  enjoin  issue,  taxing  to  pay,  etc.:  2  Dan.  Neg.  Inst.,  ##502-507.  Holder  is 
charged  with  notice  of  invaliditv,  where  bond  recites  the  act  by  reason  of  which  the 
bond  is  invalid:  7  0.,  83;  11/693;  12/634;  13/683.  Taxation  for  payment  of :  4  Wal., 
535;  5/705;  6/166,  210;  2  Woods,  128.  Mandamus,  to  levy  tax  for  payment  of:  24 
How.,  376  ;  9  Wal.,  409,  415  ;  6  Wal.,  481 ;  5  0.,  360 ;  9/58-> ;  12/187.  Warranty,  on  sale 
of :  2  0.,  447.  Payable  where  ;  1  Wal.,  384  ;  16/6  ;  9  0.,  362.  Validating,  bv  legislation  : 
6  0.,  312;  8/308;  11/119;  13/806;  8  Am.  R.,  87,  n,  100;  2  Dan.  Neg.  Inst.  §1516-527.  Ne- 

gotiability of :  See  note  on  Negotiable  Instruments.  Coupons,  see  same  note.  Elec- 
tions, for  issue  of :  See  notes  to  sections  6  and  7,  Art.,  7,  of  Constitution  of  Georgia. — 

Subject  treated  in  Dillon  on  Munie.  Bonds,  Burroughs  on  Public  Securities,  Clemens 
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on  Corporate  Securities:  2  Dan.  "Neg.  Inst.,  ##475-527.  Cases  collected  in  Coler  on  Mu- nicipal Bonds.  Cases  of  Supreme  Court  of  U.  S.,  analyzed  and  abstracted  in  Bur.  Pub. 
Sec,  ##641-688.  Negligence  and  torts  :  Whart.  Neg.,  #271,  et  seq. ;  Shear.  &Redf.  Neg., 
#147,  et  seq.  ;  5  Am.  D.,  43.  Fully  treated  in  2  Thomp.  Neg.,  625-806.  Defect  in  pub- 

lic place,  35  Am.  R..  159,  n.  Nuisances:  Liability  for:  Wood  on  K,  769;  16  Am. 
D.,  192-1;  20/200;  24/165;  5  Am.  R.,  242;  10  Wal.,  497.  Ordinances:  16  Am.  D., 
691,  n;  35  Am.  R.,  702,  n. — Subject  treated  in  Dillon's  work  and  second  volume  of 
Withrow's  American  Corporation  Cases. 

§1673.  (1673.)  (1626.)  Private.  All  others  are  private,  whether  the  ob- 
ject of  incorporation  be  for  public  convenience  or  individual  profit,  and 

whether  the  purpose  be,  in  its  nature,  civil,  religious  or  educational. 
An  incorporated  academy  is  a  private  corporation  :  3  Ga.,  283.  The  State  may  pass 

any  Act  controlling  the  management  of  an  incorporated  academy:  22 Ga.,  506.  Power 
of  the  Legislature  over  private  corporations  cannot  be  exercised  contrary  to  the  privi- 

leges in  the  charter:  6  Ga.,  130.  Cannot  sell  the  franchise  of  a  railroad,  but  may 
everything  else  belonging  to  it:  57  Ga.,  340. 

"Religious:"  See  note  to  #1677.     "Edueationa  :  "     See  note  on   page  271  of  this 
Code.     Property  of  such  corporation  under  State  c  mlrol,  not  subject  to  levy  and  sale 
2  Woods,  71.    Dartmouth  College  case:  2  How.,  127.    Altering  charter  of  college:  13 
Wal.,  190. 

SECTION  II. 

THEIR    CREATION. 

Section. 
1674.  By  whom  created. 

.  1675.  Foreign  corporations. 
1675.  (a.)  Land  held  by,  how. 
1676.  Organization  under  order  of  Court. 

Section. 
1676.  (a.)  Incorporation  of  churches,  etc. 
1676.  (b.)  Literary  corporations. 
1677.  Incorporation  of  academies,  etc. 

§§9.  3281, 375L 

§1674.  (1674.)  (1627.)  By  whom  created.  The  power  to  create  corpora- 
Acts  o'issstions  in  this  State  vests  in  the  General  Assembly,  and  the  Courts,  by 

Acts'oMsss  wnom  a^  charters  must  be  granted. 
'  p'  How  created  by  Act  of  the  Legislature  generally  in  this  country :  14  Ga.,  80.     PowTer 

of  the  Legislature  as  to  creating  corporations  for  ttie  government  of  towns  :  30 Ga.,  815. 

*'    %  •  Section  cited  and  construed  in  reference  to  a  church  corporation  :  63  Ga.,  194.     Where 
^    „     ..    -  the  corporation  was  created  subject  to  the  general  law  then  in  force,  so  that  the  charter 

might  at  any  time  after  be  modified  or  repealed  :  54  Ga.,  404-420. 

Field  on  Corp.,  #$11-33.  Constitution  of  1868  did  not  take  away  from  the  General 
Assembly  the  power  to  make  amendments  to  existing  charter,  nor  intend  to  give  that 
power  to  the  Courts  :  3  Woods,  443. 

§1675.  (1675.)  (1628.)  Foreign  corporations.  Corporations  created  by 
other  States  or  foreign  governments,  are  recognized  in  our  Courts  only 
by  comity,  and  so  long  as  the  same  comity  is  extended  in  their  Courts 
to  corporations  created  by  this  State. 

The  existence  of  a  corporation  may  be  recognized  in  another  State  and  there  con- 
tracted with :  14  Ga.,  328.  Proof  of  diploma  of  foreign  medical  corporation:  27  Ga., 

76-7.  By  producing  charter  of  such  corporation:  59  Ga.,  100.  Comity  controls  as  to 
foreign  corporation's  right  to  sue  here:  23  Ga. ,  448-458.  Montgomery  and  West  Point 
Railroad  sued  in  Georgia  by  one  of  her  citizens,  although  the  cause  of  action  originated 
in  Alabama:  39  Ga.,  554.  Foreign  corporation  garnisheed  for  a  debt  it  may  owe  any- 

where in  the  State:  48  Ga.,  351.  Specific  performance  cannot  be  enforced  against  a 
domestic  corporation  as  to  contract  as  to  land  to  be  performed  in  another  State  :  58  Ga., 
523-8. 

Suits  by,  in  another  State  :  12  Am.  D.,  494,  n,  495.  Rorer  Inter-State  Law,  280. 
Power  to  make  contracts:  13  Pet.,  519.  Comity  ;  right  to  do  business  in  another  State, 
etc.  :  8  Wal.,  168;  10/566;  10  0.,  55;  11/354;  Rorer,  283. 

£>/&*/,  §1675.  (a.)  Foreign  corporations  hold  lands,  hoio.     Any  foreign  corpora- 
Actsjjf MJ77,  tion,  or  any  corporation  incorporated  by  the  laws  of  any  other  State, 

1-^t^f  ™-  and  claiming  to  own  lands  in  Georgia  in  quantity  amounting  to  as  much 
Actsofi877,  as  five  thousand  acres,  shall  be  incorporated  by  the  laws  of  Georgia, 

within  twelve  months  after  February  28th,  1877,  and  on  their  failing 
to  do  so,  the  State  of  Georgia  will  not  consent  to  the  said  corporations 
owning  the  said  lands  so  located  in  her  territory.     And  any  foreign  cor- 

ff 
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poration,  or  corporation  hereafter  incorporated  by  the  laws  of  other  • 
States,  who  shall  claim  to  own  lands  in  the  State  of  Georgia  in  quantity 
amounting  to  five  thousand  acres  or  upwards,  shall  become  incorpora- 

ted by  the  laws  of  Georgia,  and,  in  default  thereof,  Georgia  will  not 
consent  that  said  foreign  corporation,  or  corporations  incorporated  by  the 
laws  of  any  other  State,  shall  own  said  lands  located  in  her  territory. 
And  no  foreign  corporation,  or  corporations,  incorporated  by  the 
laws  of  another  State,  shall  own  more  than  five  thousand  acres  of  land,  < 
except  upon  the  condition  aforesaid,  of  becoming  a  corporation  under 
the  laws  of  Georgia. 

§1676.  (1676.)  (1629.)  Organization  under  order  of  Court.     A  private  Act  of  1843, 

c6rporation,  for  any  purpose  whatever,  except  banking  or  insurance,  l-pJ?42- 

may  be  created  in  this  State  by  complying  with  the  following  provis-t^f*^*-v  Pt*^£&j*- 
ions :  ^^  cu^^l&^l^  / 

1.  [The  persons  desiring  the  charter  shall  file  in  the  office  of  the  (a)*kcfs*o?^/ ^  ~  ̂ 
Clerk  of  the  Superior  Court  of  the  county  in  which  they  desire  to  trans-  x£^j£^'/rf* 
act  business,  a  petition  or  declaration,  specifying  the  objects  of  their ^ka^^j?  JrZ&^^i 

association,  and  the  particular  business  they  propose  to  carry  on,  together  ̂ _  /~^_^J^£  <f^ 
with  their  corporate  name  and  the  amount  of  capital  to  be  employed    ,  **"**//  f 
by  them  actually  paid  in,  and  their  place  of  doing  business,  and  the/^~<^  s. 
time  not  exceeding  twenty  years,  for  which  they  desire  to  be  incorpo-  ̂ j^e^t^ ^^*- 
rated;  which  petition  or  declaration  shall  be  recorded  by  said  clerk,  /*£_  <z^*^^£Z*-<. earestC^V^-  .   2Zl 
and  shall  also  be  published  once  a  week,  for  one  month,  in  the  nearest/^^/7v»- 

public  gazette  to  the  point  where  such  business  is  located,  before  said  '      ~*'/ 
Court  shall  pass  an  order  declaring  said  application  granted.]  (a.)  And  Acts  of  1878 

it  may  be  lawful  for  any  association  of  churches  to  be  chartered  for  the  ~i£,58'    •?  • 
purpose  of  promoting  the  cause  of  the   Christian  religion,  charity,  or  /Jf"z?r  ̂ ?c**fl?t 
education,  by  complying  with  the  provisions  of  this  section,   except  ̂ ^-~~.  £?^.  xf*~*. 
that  they  need  not  state  the  amount  of  capital  to  be  used  by  them  ac-  ■du^&o-**-*  we<*^fc 
tually  paid  in,  and  when  the  meetings  of  said  association  are  ambula-    /^y  &/, 
tory,  they  shall  not  be  required  to  set  forth  their  place  of  business  \/  <y+j^ 
Provided,  that  said  association  may  be  chartered  in  any  county  in  which  ££&+*£**— <r  ̂ *- 
a  church  belonging  thereto  may  be  located.     And  paragraph  3  of  this   -  ̂ ^^t^  .  /f~f, 
section  shall  not   apply  to  such   corporations,  and  the   publicaton  of      ,      •>  •     * 

notice  required  shall  be  in  the  nearest  public  gazette  to  the  county  where  ̂       "  •    m^^/^t 
the  application  is  made.  .   a£^^mJtSm  JUL—, 

Those  desirous  of  being  incorporated  under  this  section  must  specify  the  objects, /fo-f,  /  ̂<=> 
business  and  amount  ot  capital  to  be  employed  and  paid  in  :  54  Ga.,  673. 

2.  If,  upon  hearing  such  petition,  the  Court  shall  be  satisfied  that  the    ̂ ^a^^^C  &•*** 
application  is  legitimately  within  the  purview  and  intention  of  this  f/o-c  <*&■/£*•'*- 1 
Code,  it   shall  pass  an  order  declaring  the  said  application   granted,  -y  s         i?T 
and  the  petitioners  and  their  successors  incorporated  for  and  during  a  ̂?f  "**■      '7* 
term  not  exceeding  twenty  years,  with  the  privilege  of  renewal  at  the  %££&*-&  jl*  -te*^ 
expiration  of  that  time  according  to  the  provisions  above  set  forth.     A  ̂ ,   /o///  /9a 
certified  copy  of  this  petition  and  order,  under  the  seal  of  the  Court,         yjfa~  *h  /4 
shall  be  evidence  of  such  incorporation  in  any  Court  in  this  State.  £LcJi^Jjf/ff  > 

Petition  failing  to  set  forth  the  objects  of  the  corporation,  yet  this  being  set  forth  in   6^&chu^f~  <^JU^t^. 
the  Judge's  order  cures  that  defect:  54Ga.,474.     Superior  Court  of  Georgia  cannot    Cfa>^~  ̂   /Z  S  , 
incorporate  a  manufacturing  company  under  the  Constitution  of  1868 :  55  Ga.,  639.  //-/  7?f*n  ' 

3.  [No  corporation  created  under  this  Article  shall  commence  to  ex-  §§1491, 3367.  /     // 
ercise  the  privileges  conferred  by  the  charter,  until  ten  per  cent,  of  the  J^,  -c^v-t^  V~ 
capital  stock  is  paid  in,  and  no  charter  shall  have  any  force  or  effect  for      ,-£     {*&#  t 
a  longer  period  than  two  years,  unless  the  corporators,  within  that    ̂ ^^      « 
time,  shall  in  good  faith  commence  to  exercise  the  powers  granted  by  ff  S«  " 
the  act  of  incorporation  ;  and,  in  case  of  the  failure  of  said  corporation, 
the  stockholders  shall  be  bound,  in  their  private  capacity,  to  any  cred- 

itor of  said  corporation  for  the  amount  of  stock  subscribed  for  by  him, 
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until  the  said  subscription  is  fully  paid  up,  or  until  the  stockholder 
shall  have  paid,  out  of  his  private  property,  debts  of  the  said  corpora- 

tion to  an  amount  equal  to  his  unpaid  subscription.] 
In  the  event  of  the  failure  of  the  corporation,  the  stockholders  are  bound  in  their 

individual  capacity  to  any  creditor  to  the  amount  of  stock  subscribed:  42  Ga.,  579. 
When  equity  will  compel  the  payment  of  the  stock  subscription:  56 Ga.,  191-195.  But 
a  stockholder  cannot  set  off  a  debt  he  has  bought  up  against  the  corporation,  as  a  de- 

fense to  a  suit,  pending  by  a  creditor  against  him  anterior  to  his  purchase :  60  Ga.,  174. 
Payment  of  the  ten  per  cent,  made  in  good  faith  by  a  check  drawn  against  a  sufficient 

fund,  and  which  would  have  been  paid  on  presentation,  sufficient:  13  Am.  K,.,  178. 

4.  The  clerk  of  the  Court,  for  his  services,  shall  receive  the  usual  fees 
allowed  for  similar  services  in  other  cases. 

5.  Corporations  thus  created  may  exercise  all  corporate  powers  neces- 
sary to  the  purpose  of  their  organization,  but  shall  make  no  contractor 

purchase,  or  hold  any  property  of  any  kind,  except  such  as  is  neces- 
sary in  legitimately  carrying  into  effect  such  purpose,  or  for  securing 

debts  due  to  the  company. 
6.  The  powers  conferred  in  this  section  shall  extend  to  the  amend- 

Actsof  1876  ment  of  all  charters  contemplated  in  said  section,  whether  the  original 

p.  33.        '.charter  sought  to  be  amended  was  originally  granted  by  the  General Assembly  of  the  State,  or  by  a  Superior  Court  of  this  State. 
y^^,^    §1676.  (a.)  Schools,  churches,  etc.,  how  incorporated.  The  Superior  Court, 

*/p~~~Z^aXcts of  1878 'upon  the  petition  of  five  discreet  and  proper  persons,  showing  that  a *%  ^  p-  62-     school,  academy,  college,  or  church,  has  been,  or  is  about  to  be,  estab- 

^r'  \^  fjf%  lished  in  the  county  where  such  Court  is  sitting,  and  asking  for  corpo- 
"&**t></~c,*r  *T"  rate  authority  to  enforce  good  order,  receive  donations,  make  purchases, 
/f-C>%  / 1?~<  and  effect  alienations  of  realty,  or  personalty,  not  for  purposes  of  trade 
^     /  and  profit,  but  for  promoting  the  general  design  of  such  institution, 

and  to  look  after  the  general  interests  of  such  an  establishment,  may 
grant  to  such  persons  and  their  legal  successors,  such  corporate  powers 
as  may  be  suitable  to  their  enterprise,  and  not  inconsistent  with  the 
laws  of  the  State,  nor  violative  of  private  rights;  the  charter  so  granted 
to  remain  of  force  twenty  years,  unless  sooner  revoked  by  law,  and  upon 
petition  by  the  corporators,  or  their  legal  successors  in  charge  of  any 
such  institution,  however  and  whenever  incorporated,  the  Superior 
Court  of  the  county  where  the  same  is  located,  shall  have  power  to  amend 
the  charter  thereof  in  any  way  prayed  for :  Provided,  the  same  is  not  con- 

trary to  the  laws  of  the  State,  nor  violative  of  private  rights.  The  costs 
of  recording  such  proceedings  on  the  minutes  shall  be  paid  by  the  pe- 

titioners, and  a  certified  copy  of  the  same,  under  the  seal  of  the  Court, 
shall  be  sufficient  evidence  in  any  case,  of  the  corporate  powers  and 
privileges  so  granted. 

§1676.    (b.)    Literary  societies,  how   incorporated.      Library  and  other 
Acts  of  1878  literary,  charitable,  or  social  organizations,  which  have  no  capital  stock, 

-9,  p.  166.    an(j  are  no|.  organize(i  for  individual  pecuniary  gain,  may  be  incorpo- rated under  the  provisions  of  this  Code,  all  of  whose  provisions  are 
hereby  made  applicable  to  the  organizations  aforesaid. 

j^ J^y  ̂   L^<»        §1677.    Educational  and  religious  corporations,    situs  of.     In  all  cases 

^*^^^LctsoijB76,  where  it  is  the  design  of  religious  or  educational  associations  or  socie- 
^^^^fp.34.  £jes  ̂ 0  extend  their  operations  and  hold  property  in  different  counties 

pt-C^in  this  State,  without  having  any  principal  place  of  business,  it  shall 
be  lawful  for  the  petition  for  incorporation  to  be  filed  in,  and  the  order 

'■/Pf.  y '  &°%  of  incorporation  to  be  granted  by,  the  Superior  Court  of  any  county  of 
)     y  this  State,  and  the  said  county  shall  be  deemed  and  held  to  be  the 
|  county  of  the  residence  of  said  corporation. 

A  religious  society  not  legally  incorporated:  52  Ga.,  352.  Camp-ground  meeting 
wbere  more  than  five  applied  under  this  section  :  64  Ga.,  121-5. 

General  Note  on  Ecclesiastical  and  Charitable  Corporations,  Churches,  etc. — 
Green's  Brices  U.  V.,  670;  High  on  Injunctions,  g227 ;  Well's  Jur.,  ̂ 148-153;  1  Cooley 
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Bl.,  376,  n  ;  10  Am.  D.,  112;  17/387  :  24/223 ;  8  Am.  R.,  283,  n  ;  21/529  ;  30/298  ;  4  Wh.,  518  ; 
8/464;  16  How.,  288;  13  Wal.,  131.  679;  13  O.,  330.  Power  to  create  in  Georgia:  3 
Woods,  446.  Contract  between  minister  and  church :  3  Am.  D.,  120. — Subject  treated 

in  Tyler's  Amer.  Eccles.  Law. 

SECTION. 
1678.  Continuance. 
1679.  Common  powers 

SECTION  III. 

THE  POWERS  AND  LIABILITIES  OF  CORPORATIONS.     #$t>f£ 

Section.  . 
1680.  Responsibility  for  acts  <51 

§1678.  (1677.)  (1632.)  Continuance.  Corporations  have  continuous 
succession  during  the  time  limited  by  their  charter,  notwithstanding 
the  death  of  their  members.  Should  any  Charter  granted  in  future  by 
the  General  Assembly  to  a  private  corporation  be  silent  as  to  its  contin- 

uance, such  charter  shall  expire  at  the  end  of  thirty  years  from  the 
date  of  its  grant. 

Section  cited  and  where  charter  is  silent  as  to  continuance  it  expires  in  thirty  years 
from  the  date  of  its  grant:  49  Ga.,  151-3  ;  54/404,  420-2. 

§1679.  (1678.)  (1633.)  Common  powers.  All  corporations  have  the 

right  to  sue  and  be  sued,a  to  have  and  use  a  common  seal,b  to  make  by- 
laws,0 binding  on  their  own  members,  not  inconsistent  with  the  laws 

of  this  State  and  of  the  United  States,  to  receive  donations'1  by  gift  or  . 
will,  to  purchase  and  hold  such  property,6  real  or  personal,  as  is  neces- 

sary to  the  purpose  of  their  organization,  and  to  do  all  such  acts  as  are 

necessary1  for  the  legitimate  execution  of  this  purpose. 
Ordinance  of  a  city  regulating  the  sale  of  gunpowder  is  valid  :  4  Ga.,  509.  A  rail- 

road corporation  can  make  contracts:  17  Ga.,  574.  A  by-law  asserting  a  lien  on  the 
stock  of  the  members  is  binding  as  between  the  corporators  :  1  Ga.,  43.  But  a  by-law 
infringing  upon  a  valid  statute  relating  to  corporations  is  void:  12  Ga.,  404.  City  of 
Augusta  has  power  to  establish  such  by-laws  as  are  necessary,  and  not  repugnant  to 
the  Constitution  and  laws :  38  Ga.,  542.  Where  by-law  valid,  but  society  could  be  con- 

trolled in  its  construction  and  enforcement :  38  Ga.,  608.  Where  no  individual  liability 
is  created  by  the  charter  or  general  laws,  a  by-law  of  the  corporation  cannot  impose  it : 
40  Ga.,  98.  When  the  execution  of  a  mortgage  by  the  agent  of  the  corporation  binds 
the  corporation  :  25  Ga.,  316.  Agent  can  bind  the  corporation  by  note  if  acting  within 
sphere  of  his  powers,  or  there  is  after-ratification  of  it  by  the  principal:  6  Ga.,  166. 
Excursions  as  a  matter  of  trade  or  business  with  the  public,  are  not  within  the  means 
or  ends  for  which  a  church  was  incorporated:  63  Ga.,  186-194.  Where  a  contract  is 
beyond  the  scope  of  the  corporate  powers  no  remedy  can  be  had  for  damages  for  breach 
of :  53  Ga.,  625.     Suing  need  not  state  how  incorporated  or  aver  that  it  is  a  corporation : 
55  Ga.,  672.  In  suits  to  recover  in  subscription  for  stock  calls  for,  should  be  clearly 
proved,  but  need  not  show  that  a  certificate  of  stock  has  been  tendered  the  subscriber : 
56  Ga.,  230.  Notice  as  to  calls  in  relation  to  stock  subscriptions  :  57  Ga.,  314.  By-lawTs 
control  officers  of,  where  they  accept  office  and  serve  under  such  by-law  known  to  them  : 
58  Ga.,  240. 

Sue  and  be  Sueda  :  Field  on  Corp.,  §§360-387.  (See  "  Actions"  and  "  Parties  "  in 
general  note  on  this  chapter.)  This  includes  power  to  refer :  5  How.,  83.  Sealb  :  Field 
on  Corp.,  §§276-292;  9  Am.  D.,  402;  14/316,  90:  22  Am.  R.,  12;  14  Pet.,  19;  11  Wal., 
488.  By-Laws' :  Field  on  Corp.,  §§294-313  ;  How  proved  :  Abbott's  Tr.  Ev.,  40.  Do- 

nations4 :  See  §§2419-2658.  Hold  such  propertye :  1  Schoul.  Pers.  Prop.,  282;  3 
Woods,  443;  12  Am.  D.,  258;  15/705;  23/728  (case  of  bank);  24  Am.  R.,  230;  13  Wal., 
291;  10  O.,  55;  11/354.  May  purchase  its  own  stock:  31  Am.  R.,  140.  Stock  of  other 
corporations :  28  Am.  R,  15,  n.  Foreign  corporation :  12  Am.  R,  243  ;  16/632 ;  24/236 ; 
Rorer,  290.  All  such  Acts  as  are  necessaryf:  8  Am.  D.,  243;  13/100.  Implied 
power  to  borrow  money  :  3  Woods.  481 ;  30  Am.  D.,  194,  n. 

§1680.  (1679.)  (1634.)   Responsibility  for  acts  of  officers.     Every  corpo-  §3368.  <^%"*-*t^r*-*' 
ration  acts  through  its  officers,  and  is  responsible  for  the  acts  of  such  ̂   aJ^y^i^/A^ 
officers  in  the  sphere"  of  their  appropriate  duties;  and  no  corporation Hjf^^^ ./tj~ ̂ ?^- 
shall  be  relieved  of  its  liability  to  third  persons  for  the  acts  of  its  officers  *  '/  /  / 
by  reason  of  any  by-lawb  or  other  limitation  upon  the  power  of  the  offi- 

cer, not  known  to  such  third  person. 
Persons  as  officers  of^  presumed  rightfully  there,  and  their  acts  binding  on  a  corpor- 

ation: 5  Ga.,  239.     Directors  of  a  banking  corporation,  responsible  as  individuals  for 
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the  torts  of  their  agents  :  18  G  a.,  412.  The  unrepudiated  act  of  a  cashier  of  a  bank  is 
binding  on  the  bank:  20  Ga.,  275.  Agents  may  bind  corporations  by  contract  made  in 
other  States  :  45  Ga.,  34.  Southern  Express  Company  bound  by  the  act  of  their  agent, 
within  the  sphere  of  his  duty :  41  Ga.,  515.  Section  cited,  and  a  railroad  company  is  liable 
to  assengersfor  the  torts  of  their  conductors  and  other  servants  employed  on  the  train  : 
58  Ga.,  216-219.  Court  of  equity  in  this  State  cannot  compel  a  domestic  corporation  to  go 
in  a  foreign  State  and  there  specifically  execute  a  contract:  58  Ga.,  523.  Damages  by  a 
non-resident  merchant  against  a  city  for  enforcing  on  him  an  illegal  tax  ordinance :  60 
Ga.,  164.  Should  keep  the  streets  and  sidewalks  safe,  otherwise  municipality  respon- 

sible in  damages  for  failure  to  do  so:  55  Ga.,  17.  Responsible *for  falling  of  brick  wall 
of  burnt  house,  causing  injur3r:  39  Ga.,  725.  Corporation  through  its  agents  may  be 
guilty  of  a  libellous  publication:  58  Ga.,  65.  Liability  of  a  municipal  corporation  for 
a  ditch  or  a  sewer  across  its  streets  :  49  Ga.,  321-316.  Conductor  of  a  railroad  beating 
a  passenger:  60  Ga. ,  282.  Stockholders  not  parties  (unless  authorized  by  statute),  can 
not  plead  and  defend  for  the  corporation,  when  it  is  sued:  58  Ga.,  189.  Bound  by 
fraudulent  act  of  their  agents:  54  Ga.,  635.  Presumed  that  corporation  officers  had 
authority  to  affix  the  corporate  seal :  58  Ga.,  547.  Athens  had  no  power  under  its 
charter  to  establish  a  ferry,  and  was  not  liable  to  one  injured  by  negligence  of  the  fer- 

ryman :  53  Ga.,  639.  When  the  mayor  and  council  of  a  city  could  bind  it  by  a 
mortgage  given:  59  Ga.,  765. 

Agents,  how  far  bound  by  contracts  of:  Field  Corp.,  $194;  22  Am.  D.,  120;  18  Am. 
R.,  631;  1  Add.  Contr.,  $119.     Fraud  of:  Field  Corp.,  $320-329;  ICooley  BL,  175,  n  ;  17 
Am.  R.;  540;    24/447.     Negligence  of:    Field  Corp..   524-559;  1  Cooley  BL,   474,  n;  2 
Add.  Tort,  $1304.     Torts  of:  Field  Corp.,  $$331,  557;    1  Cooley  BL,  475,  n;  25  Am.  D., 
200;  2  Add.  Tort,  $1304;  Cooley  Tort,    120-122.     Malicious  prosecution,  17  Am.  R., 
653,  34/311,  494.     De facto  officers:  19  Am.  D.,  66,  n.     Officers  and  agents  of  railroads: 

r  see  notes  to  $$3033,  3368.     Officers  of  banks  and  cashiers :  See  note  on  p.  317  of  this 
w  Code.     As  to  authority  and  liability  of  agents :    See  general  note  on  this  chapter. 

A  "  Within  sphere,"*  etc. :    Field  on  Corp.,  $$199,  269,  553 ;  see  "  Ultra  Vires,"  in  general 
note  on  this  chapter.     General   agent,   no  power  to  convey  its  land;  18  Am.  D.,  99. 
"  By-law, "*>:  Field  Corp.,  $307. 

SECTION  IV. 

OF    THE    DISSOLUTION   OF    CORPORATIONS. 

Section 
1681.  Of  public  corporations. 
1682.  Private  charters. 
1683.  Heretofore  granted. 
1684.  How  dissolved. 
1685.  How  forfeited. 

Section. 
1686.  Surrender. 
1687.  Death  of  members. 
1688.  Disposition  of  assests. 
1689.  Collateral  liabilities. 

§1681.  (1680.)  (1635.)  Public  corporations.  Public  corporations  being 
established  for  public  purposes,  are  always  subject  to  dissolution  by  the 
Act  of  the  General  Assembly. 

May  be  dissolved,  modified,  enlarged  or  restrained,  at  the  will  of  the  Legislature  :  6 
Ga.,  130.  A  corporation  ceasing  to  do  business,  cannot  by  bill  in  equity,  divest  itself  of  its 
franchise  and  real  estate,  non-resident  stockholders  not  being  parties  thereto:  61  Ga., 
467. 

3  O.,  258;  10/514;  R.  M.  CharL,  250.  Effect  of  repeal  of  charter:  Bur.  Pub.  Sec, 

§§564-565. 
§1682.  (1681.)  (1636.)  Private  charters.  In  all  cases  of  private  charters 

hereafter  granted  the  State  reserves  the  right  to  withdraw  the  franchise, 
unless  such  right  is  expressly  negatived  in  the  charter. 

Section  cited,  and  on  the  consolidation  of  railroads  when  they  are  subject  to  terms 
a  of  this  section  and  to  taxation:  60  Ga.,  270.     A  corporation  subject  to  this  section: 

49  Ga.,  152-158.     Railroad  corporation  within  its  terms  :  54  Ga.,  402-421.     When  West- 
2  ern  and  Atlantic  railroad  not  within  the  terms  of  this  section  as  to  taxation  :  54  Ga., 

431. 

t  Field  on  Corp.,  §49 :  1  Withrow  Corporation  Cases,  530  ;  (3  Bush.,  592. ) 

/  §1683.  (1682.)  (1637.)  Heretofore  granted.     Private  corporations  here- 
•  tofore  created,  without  the  reservation  of  the  right  of  dissolution,  and 
,  where  individual  rights  have  become  vested,  are  not  subject  to  dissolu- 

tion at  the  will  of  the  State. 

Section  cited  in  the  case  of  Central  Railroad  and  Banking  Company,  a  tax  case:  54 
Ga.,  401-11.  No  legislative  Act  accepted  by  the  Georgia  Railroad  and  Banking  Company, 
since  the  adoption  of  the  Code,  has  placed  it  within  the  terms  of  this  section:  54  Ga., 
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423.     A  railroad  company  not  within  the  terms  of  this  section,  because  consolidation 
brought  them  within  section  1682:  60  Ga.,  269. 

§1684.  (1683.)  (1638.)  How  dissolved.  Every  corporation  is  dissolved 
— 1st,  by  expiration  of  its  charter;  2d,  by  forfeiture  of  its  charter;  3d, 
by  a  surrender  of  its  franchises ;  4th7  by  the  death  of  all  its  members 
without  provisions  for  a  succession.* 

A  corporation  ceasing  business,  yet  in  a  suit  by  a  stockholder,  he  must  make  the 
corporation  a  party  defendant  for  a  settlement :  53  Ga.,  629. 

Field  Corp.,  ̂ 477-494;  1  Cooley  BL,  484;  10  Am.  D.,  273,  12/234,  18/454,  46.1,  n. 

§1685.  (1684.)  (1639.)  How  forfeited.     A  corporation  may  forfeit  itsg1485, 
charter — 1st,  by  a  willful  violation  of  any  of  the  essential  conditions  on 
which  it  is  granted;  2d,  by  a  misuser  or  non-user  of  its  franchises.  This 

dissolution  dates  from  the*  judgment  of  a  Court  of  competent  jurisdic- tion declaring  the  forfeiture. 
Breach  of  trust,  misuser  or  non-user,  cannot  be  made  available  in  any  collateral 

action.  Forfeiture  must  be  by  the  judgment  of  a  Court:  6  Ga.,  130;  14/327;  32/292. 
Franchise  of  a  ferry  lost  by  non-user,  and  the  forfeiture  dates  from  the  judgment  of  a 
Court  of  competent  jurisdiction  so  declaring  :  47  Ga.,  282.  Bankruptcy  does  not  for- 

feit the  corporate  existence  or  vacate  the  offices  of  the  directors  :  60  Ga.,  180. 
Forfeiture  :  Field  Corp.,  §493;  20  Am.  D.,  119;  13  Am.  R,,  181;  12/233. 

§1686.  (1685.)  (1640.)  Surrender.  A  corporation  may  be  dissolved  by 
a  voluntary  surrender  of  its  franchises  to  the  State.  In  such  case  such 
surrender  does  not  relieve  its  officers  or  members  from  any  liability  for 
the  debts  of  the  corporation. 

Corporation  created  by  the  General  Assembly  before  the  Code,  cannot  terminate  its 
existence  by  voluntary  surrender  of  its  charter  ;  the  surrender  should  be  accepted  by 
the  Legislature:  37  Ga.,  401.  Section  discussed:  37  Ga.,  410-422.  The  surrender  of 
the  charter  of  the  corporation  accepted,  passed  the  legal  title  to  the  unpaid  stock  sub- 

scription to  the  assignee  :  61  Ga.,  615.  Section  cited  :  54  Ga.,  421.  A  new  corporation 
coming  into  existence  by  the  consolidation   of  railroad  corporations:    60  Ga.,  269. 

Surrender:  Field  Corp.,  §486. 

§1687.  (1686.)  (1641.)  Death  of  members.     The  death  of  all  the  mem-g^. 
bers  of  a  corporation,  or  of  so  many  of  them  as  to  render  it  impossible 
under  the  charter  to  provide  a  succession,  is  a  dissolution  thereof. 

Death  of  members  :  Field  Corp.,  §490. 

§1688.  (1687.)  (1642.)  Disposition  of  assets.     Upon  the  dissolution  of  a  Acts  of  185& 

corporation,  for  any  cause,  all  of  the  property,  and  assets  of  every  de-~6' Pre- 
scription belonging  to  the  corporation  shall  constitute  a  fund — first,  for  gi49i. 

the  payment  of  its  debts,  aud  then  for  equal  distribution  among  its 
members.     To  this  end  the  Superior  Court  of  the  county  where  such 
corporation  was  located  shall  have  power  to  appoint  a  receiver,  under 
proper  restrictions,  properly  to  administer  such  assets  under  its  direc- 
tion. 

Distribution  of  the  assets  of  a  bank  by  an  assignee :  5  Ga.,  239.  Assets  of  a 
bank  are  trust  fund  for  the  payment  of  its  debts:  18  Ga.,  65.  Corporation  can 
make  an  assignment,  and  subsequent  judgments  have  no  priority :  37  Ga.,  611.  Assign- 

ment and  distribution  of  the  assets  of  a  bank  :  40  Ga.,  391.  When  it  was  in  the  power 
of  a  chancellor  to  appoint  a  receiver  in  the  matter  of  a  building  and  loan  company  :  48 
Ga.,  445-452.  Subscription  to  stock  in  a  corporation  may  be  called  in  to  satisfy  credi- 

tors :  8  Ga.,  486.  Assets  of  a  bank,  a  trust  fund:  8  Ga.,  527-8.  Appointment  of  a  re- 
ceiver by  the  Legislature  to  settle  the  affairs  of  an  insolvent  bank:  9  Ga.,  253.  Suit  by  the 

receiver  of  a  bank  whose  charter  was  forfeited  to  set  aside  an  assignment  as  fraudulent : 
10  Ga.,  9.  Legislature  cannot  make  any  one  a  receiver  of  a  broken  bank  without  his 
consent:  21  Ga.,  257.  Receiver  of  a  bank  occupies  the  same  position  as  the  bank  itself; 
24  Ga.,  249-251.  As  to  the  distribution  of  the  bank's  assets  as  trust  fund :  24  Ga.,  273. 
No  receiver  will  be  appointed  where  no  danger  is  shown  to  the  assets  of  a  bank  in  the 
hands  of  the  assignee:  59  Ga.,  271.  Debt  in  this  section  includes  torts:  62 Ga.,  695. 

"Where  in  a  contest  between  creditors,  the  holders  of  mortgage  bonds  could  claim  as bona  fide  creditors;  54  Ga.,  140.  Section  cited,  receiver  by  a  Cotirt  of  equity  and  dis- 
tribution of  assets  between  creditors  and  stockholders :  60  Ga.,  542.  How  to  get  at 

assets  in  the  hands  of  a  corporation's  agent,  after  it  ceases  to  do  business:  53  Ga.,  628. 
Equity  resorted  to,  to  collect  in  subscription  to  stock,  after  dissolution  of  corporation  : 
56  Ga.,  195. 

*By  non-payment  of  taxes— section  877. 
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p.  21. 

Receiver:  High,  on  Rec,  §287;  Field  Corp.,  $411-417. 

§1689.  (1688.)  (1643.)  Collateral  liability.  The  dissolution  of  a  corpo- 
ration, from  any  cause,  shall  not,  in  any  manner,  affect  any  collateral 

or  ultimate  or  other  liability,  legally  incurred  by  any  of  its  officers  or Acts  of  185?,  members. 

When  the  assignee  or  receiver  could  not,  but  the  billholders  could,  make  the  stock- 
holders responsible  outside  of  the  assets  of  the  bank  :  8  Ga.,  469.  The  right  to  the 

unpaid  stock  to  extinguish  the  unpaid  debts,  is  as  clear  after  as  before  dissolution :  8 
Ga.,  487.  Assets  of  insolvent  corporations  collected  in  equity  by  creditors:  8  Ga.,  506. 
Where  the  judicial  forfeiture  of  a  bank  charter  did  not  relieve  the  stockholders  from 
the  liability  of  the  redemption  of  the  bills :  11  Ga.,  459.  But  see  :  21  Ga.,  513.  Action 
against  directors  for  an  over-issue  does  not  abate  by  the  expiration  of  the  charter :  16 
Ga.,  290.  Common  law  rule  as  to  extinguishment  of  debts  on  dissolution  of  the  corpo- 

ration changed  by  the  Legislature  :  19  Ga.,  338.  Neither  the  debts  of  the  bank  or  lia- 
bility of  the  directors  is  extinguished  by  the  expiring  of  the  charter:  30 Ga.,  581.  New 

company  being  liable  for  the  debts  of  the  old  company:  40  Ga.,  706-709. 
Field  Corp.,  §492;  12  Am.  D.,  239,  n.  Liability  of  past  members  :  Thompson  L.  S., 

§97  et  seq. 

General  Note. — Academy  incorporated  is  a  private  corporation,  notwithstanding 
it  may  derive  support  in  part  from  the  government:  3  Ga.,  328.  Acquiescence, 
member  of  a  chartered  company  may  by  a  presumed  assent  be  estopped  from  denying 
ratification  of  acts  of  the  company:  48  Ga.,  109-114;  54/387.  What  is  acquiescence  as 
to  directors  :  57  Ga..  314.  Agent,  where  unauthorized,  makes  a  contract  for  a  corporation 
receiving  the  benefit  of  the  property  and  using  it  as  thus  acquired,  this  is  a  ratification, 
and  binds  corporation  :  1  Ga.,  418.  In  execution  of  instrument  not  under  seal  by 
agent,  the  general  rule  is  that  it  must  appear  on  its  face  to  be  the  contract  of  the  prin- 

cipal, and  name  of  principal  disclosed  and  be  within  agent's  authority:  1  Ga.,  418. 
Note  of,  binds  corporation  where  acts  in  scope  of  his  powers  and  it  is  ratified :  6  Ga., 
166.  Action  against  special  agent  who  collects  money  for  the  principal:  7  Ga.,  191; 
21/289-296.  Corporations  responsible  for  frauds  and  torts  of,  same  as  individuals  :  18 
Ga.,  412.  Responsibility  of  railroad  company  for  torts  of  their  conductor  :  58  Ga.,  216. 
Assignees  are  not  bound  by  fraud  of  predecessors,  if  they  become  such  without  par- 

ticipation in:  24 Ga.,  273.  Suit  by  would  have  been  barred  after  six  years:  61  Ga., 
615.  Assignments,  defense  against:  7  Ga.,  91.  By  bank  :  56  Ga.,  252.  By  an  insol- 

vent bank  at  the  time,  to  a  creditor  to  defraud  other  creditors,  is  void  :  8  Ga.,  506.  To 
pay  existing  debts  is  valid,  although  assets  assigned  were  more  than  sufficient  to  pay 
the  debts:  10  Ga.,  10.  Not  void  because  corporation  was  insolvent  at  the  time  of 
making  it :  11  Ga.,  461.  Of  all  their  property  for  all  the  creditors  of  the  corporation,  is 
valid :  30  Ga.,  580.  Where  the  rule  in  section  1489  controlling  when  a  bank  has  become 
insolvent  and  a  receiver  is  apppointed,  does  not  apply  to  an  assignment  by  a  bank  of 
its  assets  according  to  the  requirements  of  law:  37  Ga.,  614.  Appearance,  to  take  ad- 

vantage of  a  privilege  secured  by  the  charter  is  a  waiver  of  any  irregularity  in  service 
of  the  writ:  27  Ga.,  252.  Act  of  1843-5,  through  which  corporations  were  created  by 
the  Inferior  Court,  was  held  constitutional :  14  Ga.,  80.  Bank,  the  holder  of  a  promis- 

sory note  is  embraced  within  the  provisions  of  the  Act  of  1831,  authorizing  security  or 
indorser  of  a  note  to  notify  the  holder  to  sue  the  principal  maker  in  three  months : 
6  Ga.,  44.  Transfer  of  stock,  after  failure  by,  does  not  render  the  transfer  void: 
26  Ga.,  17.  Where  interest  only  accrues  against  a  stockholder  after  demand:  10 
Ga.,  162.  bankruptcy  of  a  corporation  does  not  produce  a  termination  of 
the  corporate  existence  or  vacate  the  office  of  the  directors:  60  Ga.,  180.  Bonds, 
indorsement  by  president  of  passed  title  to  the  holder:  50  Ga.,  490.  Books  of  cor- 

poration admissible  in  evidence:  57  Ga.,  314;  32/273;  7/191;  18/318.  Building 
and  loan  associations,  rule  for  settlement  among  the  stockholders  :  48  Ga.,  445. 
Charter  of,  and  usury  discussed:  46  Ga.,  166.  Charter  construed:  52  Ga.,  427.  Mort- 

gage: 24  3a.,  198.  Interest  properly  allowed:  56  Ga.,  350;  21/592.  Bill  for  injunction  by 
minority  against  a  majority  of  the  stockholders  refused  :  54  Ga.,  98-102.  Cashier,  no- 

tice to,  is  notice  to  the  bank:  6  Ga.,44;  17/100.  May  do  independently  of  a  board  of 
directors  whatever  properly  appertains  to  his  office:  10  Ga.,  10.  Indorsement  by,  is 
prima  facie  that  of  the  bank  :  16  Ga.,  458.  Charter,  acceptance  of  a  new  Act  does  not 
destroy  the  old  organization  :  25  Ga.,  316.  Where  the  Act  is  silent  as  to  the  number 
of  trustees  of  an  incorporated  academy  and  a  certain  number  are  elected  and  recog- 

nized by  subsequent  Act  of  Legislature:  22  Ga.,  507.  Act  to  extend  by  usage  includes 
terms  or  condition  on  which  extension  is  granted:  18  Ga.,  65,  Is  a  contract,  and 
each  stockholder  becomes  a  party  to  it  and  bound  by  it:  19  Ga.,  325j  54/433. 
Corporation  made  by  the  Legislature  could  not  (before  the  Code)  terminate  its  exis- 

tence by  voluntary  surrender  of  charter,  without  acceptance  by  the  Legislature :  37 
Ga.,  401.  Construction  of  plank  road  charter  where  it  was  authorized  to  locate  on  any 
part  of  the  highway,  yet  this  did  not  authorize  them  to  take  the  whole  of  it:  9  Ga., 
475.  Corporation  of  same  name  as  partnership  doing  business  by  same  agent  before  and 
after  chartered  is  not  same  person,  and  not  liable  for  the  partnership  debts  :  43  Ga.,  187. 
Continues  thirty  years,  when  granted  by  General  Assembly,  when  silent  as  to  duration : 
49  Ga.,  151.  Consolidation,  where  suit  was  pending  against  a  corporation,  subsequently 
consolidated  with  others  under  new  name  and    charter,  and  a  judgment  rendered 
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gainst  the  new  company  without  making  it  a  party  is  void  40  Ga.,  706.  Consolidation 
.iay  take  place  in  three  different  ways  specified  in  this  case:  60  Ga.,  274.  Discussed: 
mill.,  401.  Contracts  made  in  another  State  by  the  agents  and  officers  of  a  corpora- 
ion  bind  it,  although  generally  acts  out  of  the  State  incorporating,  are  void  :  45  Ga., 
4;  18/328.  Has  power  to  contract  and  bind  itself,  although  no  express  provision  to 
ontract  in  the  charter  :  45Ga.,34;  18/328.  Promissory  note  taken  by  is  primia  facie 
rithin  power  granted  to  contract:  17  Ga.,  575.  Between  two  companies  not  void,  be- 
ause  officers  making  are  members  of  both:  57  Ga.,  371.  Conveyance,  if  agent  of  a 
orporation  have  authority  to  convey  a  mortgage,  affixing  thereto  anything  the  law 
^cognized  as  a  seal  when  affixed  by  a  natural  person,  it  will  be  a  good  execution  by 
orporation:  25  Ga.,  316;  6/171;  58/547.  Custom,  bulk  cannot  prove  the  custom  of 
nother  bank  in  regard  to  safes,  to  protect  itself :  16  Ga.,  38-43.  Evidence  that  a  cashier 
:equently  issued  certificates  of  deposit,  is  admissible  to  show  he  had  authority  to  do 
3  :  20  Ga.,  276.  Damages,  under  Act  of  1856  the  Act  of  1850  was  altered,  and  changing 
he  bringing  of  a  suit  for  killing  a  person  in  the  county  of  the  principal  office  of  the 

ornpany,  but  this  was  not  retroactive  :  24  Ga.,  " 56-365.  Responsible  in  damages  for  the 
)rtsof  their  agents  or  servants:  56  Ga.,  274;  58/65  ;  60/492-313.  Decisions  as  to  cer- 
ain  railroads.  Alabama  and  Chattanooga:  42 Ga.,  509.  Central  railroad  :  40Ga.,582; 
5/486.  Coosa  and  Chattooga  River:  29  Ga.,  434.  East  Tennessee  and  Georgia:  14 
to.,  327.  Eatonton  Branch:  25  Ga.,  297.  Macon  and  Western:  43  Ga.,  605;  26/250. 
lonroe  Railroad  and  Banking  Company:  1  Ga.,  435,  461;  4/324.  Muscogee:  11  Ga., 
38.  Rome  Railroad:  14  Ga.,  275;  17/574.  Savannah,  Albany  and  Gulf:  33  Ga.,  601. 
avannah,  Griffin  and  North  Alabama:  43  Ga.,  13.  Upson  County  :  37  Ga.,  644.  Wills 
ralley:  33  Ga.,  466.  As  to  corporations  other  than  railroads: — American  Colonization 
ociety  :  4  Ga.,  446;  23/448.  Augusta  Factory:  44  Ga.,  388.  Bibb  County  Loan  Asso- 
iation:  21  Ga.,  592;  24/198.  Columbus  Volunteer  Company:  23  Ga.,  181-2.  Dalonegha 
hoe  and  Leather  Manufacturing  Company :  22  Ga.,  86 ;  30/99.  Central  Bank  :  17  Ga., 
11.  Fire  Company  of  Savannah  :  26  Ga.,  678.  Fulton  County  Loan  Association  :  46 
to.,  166.  Georgia  Medical  Society  :  38  Ga.,  608.  Griffin  Plank  Road  Company  :  9  Ga., 

75;  15/39.  Madison  Steam  Mill  Company :  25  Ga.,  316.  Planters  and  Mechanics'  Bank : 
S  Ga,,  17.  Savannah  and  Ogeechee  Canal  :  9  Ga.,  281.  Summerville  Academy :  35  Ga.,  47. 
)ebts,  at  common  law,  debts  due  to  and  from  a  corporation  extinguished  by  dissolution: 
1  Ga.,  459.  Yet  it  is  competent  for  the  Legislature  to  interfere  and  prevent  such  a  re- 
alt:  19  Ga.,  338.  Defense,  stockholders  ultimately  liable  for  debts  of  a  corporation,  can 
ot  plead  in  defense  that  which  the  corporation  was  estopped  from  doing:  18  Ga.,  444. 

'raudulent  organization  cannot  be  set  up  as  a  defense :  25  Ga.,  534.  Directors  are  agents f  the  corporation,  and  not  of  the  stockholders :  18  Ga.,  412.  When  not  barred  on  their 
tatutory  liability  until  twenty  years :  12  Ga.,  104.  Responsibility  does  not  abate  by 
he  expiration  of  the  charter:  16  Ga.,  290.  Liability  is  joint  and  not  several :  18  Ga., 
18 ;  20/275.  Loss  by  the  neglect  or  waste  of  the  assignee,  does  not  relieve  the  directors : 
OGa.,  581.  tCxercise  of  ordinary  powers,  unless  restrained  by  their  charter :  45  Ga., 
4.  Cannot  offset  a  charter  liability  by  a  claim  bought  up  at  discount,  after  the 
ornpany  had  become  bankrupt:  60  Ga.,  174.  Cannot  withoutspecial  power  under  the 
harter,  bind  the  company  to  pay  usury :  62  Ga.,  308.  Should  own  stock :  24  Ga.,  546  ; 
3/53.  When  may  make  a  settlement  between  the  company  and  the  stockholders  :  57 
to.,  314.  Dividends,  as  a  a  general  rule  follow  the  ownership  of  the  stock:  59  Ga., 
42.  On  stock,  corresponds  to  the  hire  of  property:  57  Ga.,  418.  Domicile,  a  corpora- 
ion  can  have  no  legal  existence  outside  of  the  State  incorporating  it,  but  may  contract 
utside  of  the  State  sometimes  :  14  Ga.,  328.  Equity,  a  corporation  aggregate  may  file 
n  answer  to  a  bill  in  equity  under  its  corporate  seal,  but  an  injunction  will  not  be 
iissolved  unless  the  answer  be  verified  by  the  oath  of  some  corporator  or  agent  who  is 
cquainted  with  the  facts  therein  stated :  3  Ga.,  435.  Only  in  a  strong  case  will  equity 
nterfere  at  the  instance  of  the  minority  of  the  corporators  in  the  management  of  the 
ffairs  of  the  corporation :  41  Ga.,  454.  The  acts  must  be  ultra  vires,  or  fraudulent  and  cor- 
upt,  to  cause  a  Court  of  equity  to  interfere  to  restrain  a  municipal  corporation  acting 
rithin  scope  of  its  powers :  43  Ga.,  67.  Bill  in,  the  proper  remedy  to  compel  the  payment 
»f  a  per  cent,  by  stockholders  to  liquidate  the  debts  of  the  company :  56  Ga.,  191,  563. 
Cstoppel,  member  of  a  chartered  company  may,  by  acquiescence  or  presumed  assent, 
>e estopped  from  denying  his  ratification  of  its  acts:  48  Ga.,  109.  Evidence,  books  of 
ninutes  of  commissioners  to  organize  are  admissible  as,  against  subscriber  for  stock : 
2  Ga.,  273.  Sayings  of  stockholders  do  not  bind  the  corporation  :  17  Ga.,  574.  Trans- 
er  books  are  evidence  that  one  who  transferred  the  stock  was  a  stockholder  :  20  Ga., 
!75.  Books  of  a  company,  including  stock  ledger,  are  admissible  as  in  a  suit  between 
tockholder  and  the  company:  57  Ga,,  314.  Exclusive  rig-nts,  grants  of,  should  be 
trictly  construed:  49  Ga.,  15l.  What  power  granted  by  a  charter  giving  :  49  Ga.,  152 ; 
:8/391 ;  49/206.  Execution,  how  issued  against  stockholder  personally  responsible :  52 
xa.,  310,  356 ;  51/633.  May  be  collected  in  full  from  one  stockholder,  when :  56  Ga.,  563. 
Sxpress  company,  pursuing  continuously  for  a  period  of  time  the  business  of  trans- 

iting goods,  packages,  etc.,  is  a  common  carrier,  etc. :  36  Ga.,  635.  Action  against 
or  failing  to  deliver  in  time  check  on  a  bank:  60  Ga.,  497.  Cannot  limit  its  liability 
txcept  by  express  contract  assented  to  by  both  sides:  36  Ga.,  532.  First  company  is 
iable  for  anything  occuring  over  connecting  lines:  45  Ga.,  148.  Trespass  on  the  case 
or  damages  against:  48  Ga.,  85  ;  37  Ga.,  397.  Trover  against  for  the  value  of  a  note: 
18  Ga.,  625.  When  a  seizure  by  legal  process  did  not  release:  38  Ga.,  37.  When  the 
luit  should  have  been  against  Adams,  and  not  the  Southern  Express  Company  :  38  Ga., 
»19.    Foreign  corporations,  have  the  same  right  as  an  individual :  64  Ga.,  776.    Sued 

24 
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by  serving  arent:  55  Ga.,  36,  194.  Attachment  of:  5  Ga.,  531;  47/676;  58/167.  Gar- 
nishment of:  48  Ga.,  351;- 60/310;  45/485.  Service  on:  61  Ga.,515;  41/671.  Tax  on: 

50  Ga.,  530.  Forfeiture,  of  stock  generally,  prevents  recovery  of  subscription,  yet 
held  here  there  had  been  no  forfeiture:  57  Ga.,  314.  Franchise,  one  individual  be- 

coming sole  owner  of  stock  of  a  corporation,  it  was  held  that  the  franchise  did  not 
thereby  become  forfeited :  42  Ga.,  148.  Railroads  are  responsible  for  damage  caused  by 
another  company  using  its  track,  etc:  49  Ga.,  355;  58/468;  62/685;  64/475.  Fraud, 
persons  exercising  the  powers  of  a  corporation  in  their  character  as  trustees  may  be 
made  to  respond  in  a  Court  of  equity  for  fraudulent  breach  of  trust:  11  Ga.,  556.  To 
hold  members  of  a  corporation  responsible  for  fraud,  creditors  must  show  something 
said  or  done  by  them  amounting  to  deceit:  20  Ga.,  848.  Corporations  liable  for  fraud 
of  their  agents  just  as  individuals  are:  18  Ga.,  412;  54/635.  When  one  stockholder  of 
a  bank  participating  in  the  illegal  organization  thereof  cannot  make  another  stock- 

holder responsible  for  its  debts:  19  Ga.,  337.  If  stockholders  do  an  illegal  act,  or  omit 
to  do  what  the  law  requires,  by  which  the  rights  of  another  are  prejudiced,  it  is  fraud: 
24  Ga.,  273.  It  is  not  fraud  for  a  stockholder  to  ask  for  the  passage  of  an  Act  to 
enable  the  company  to  issue  bonds,  holding  the  private  property  of  the  stockholders 
liable  :  24  Ga..  346.  Fraud  in  obtaining  a  charter  is  no  defense  to  its  debtors :  63  Ga., 
374.  Illegality,  stockholder  is  entitled  to,  on  an  execution  against  the  corporation,  on 
which  he  is  personally  liable :  22  Ga.,  86;  52/310.  Liability,  are  responsible  for  the 
acts  of  officers  and  agents  when  acting  within  the  sphere  of  their  appropriate  duties: 
41  Ga.,  515.  Not  answerable  for  an  erroneous  exercise  of  discretion,  although  its  conse- 

quences be  injurious  :  19  Ga.,  471.  Limitations,  what  prevents  the  bar  of  the  statute 
of  limitations  of  1869  against  stockholders  under  sections  3371-2-3  :  56  Ga.,  179.  Mort- 

gage, signed  by  president  and  secretary  of  a  corporation,  held  valid:  25  Ga.,  329. 
Where  the  foreclosure  of  by  the  president  of  a  corporation  was  held  sufficient,  although 
there  was  some  irregularity  connected  with  such  foreclosure  :  30  Ga.,  465.  Municipal 
corporations  may  be  authorized  to  either  license  or  not  sale  of  liquor:  18  Ga.,  586. 
Are  not  responsible  for  injurious  exercise  of  discretion  :  19  Ga.,  471-490.  Waiver  of 
right  to  compensation,  on  the  exercise  of  the  right  of  eminent  domain:  30  Ga.,  154 
Nuisance,  any  obstruction  in  a  public  street  is :  30  Ga.,  506.  Nulla  bona,  stockholder 
responsible  for  ultimate  redemption  of  bills  of  a  bank,  yet  the  return  of  nulla  bona  on 
the  fi.  fa.  against  it  is  not  conclusive  as  to  him  without  notice  of  fi.  fa.  being  in  the 
Sheriff  s  hands :  16  Ga.,  217.  Organization,  fraudulent,  effect  of:  18  Ga.,  411-444; 
20/276;  24/273.  When  the  charter  was  silent  as  to  the  number  of  trustees  of  an  acad- 

emy :  22  Ga.,  507.  Pleading,  company  sued  on  a  note  purporting  to  have  been  given 
by  its  treasurer,  the  authority  must  be  denied  on  oath  under  the  judiciary  Act  of 
1799:  26  Ga.,  107.  Plea  in  a  suit  against  a  stockholder  on  his  individual  liability,  that 
the  corporation  had  unappropriated  assets,  must  specify  what  they  are:  8  Ga.,  468. 
Corporation  need  not  set  forth  how  incorporated:  55  Ga.,  672.  Need  not  prove  execu- 

tion of  the  bills  when  non  est  factum  is  not  plead  :  30  Ga.,  770.  Parties,  where  mort- 
gage made  by  a  corporation  is  foreclosed,  a  stockholder  cannot  interfere  by  injunction 

to  restrain  levy,  unless  he  show  why  corporation  not  complainant :  63  Ga.,  347.  Must 
be  party  to  bill  against  its  agent  for  final  settlement  and  distribution:  53  Ga.,  628. 
Bank  cannot  be  made  a  party  when  its  charter  forfeited:  10  Ga.,  9.  Powers  of,  only 
such  as  are  conferred  by  its  charter:  5  Ga.,  561.  Legislature  cannot  delegate  to  a  cor- 

poration authority  to,  by  ordinance,  repeal  any  statute  of  the  State  :  12  Ga.,  405. 
Municipal  corporation  without  express  grant  can  bind  itself  as  to  matters  within  the 
intent  of  its  charter,  such  as  erection  of  water  works:  28  Ga.,  50.  Purchasers,  bona 
fide,  of  stock  for  value  and  without  notice,  protected:  56  Ga..  377.  Railroads,  as  to 
sale  of,  in  equity  where  various  fi.  fas.  against  it :  9  Ga.,  378.  What  is  the  capital  stock 
of  and  not  taxable  :  14  Ga.,  275.  Charter  of  Central  Railroad  construed;  40  Ga.,  644. 
Where  the  purchaser  of  confiscated  stock  of,  obtained  no  valid  title  :  37  Ga.,  515.  Stock 
of  is  personal  assets:  40  Gj.,  408.  Need  not  issue  stock  certificate  before  suing  for 
amount  subscribed:  44  Ga.,  579.  Remedy,  action  at  law  and  not  injunction  here  for 
injury  to  property  by  regrading  a  street:  23  Ga.,  402.  Repeal,  Act  of  incorporation 
may  be  repealed  by  implication  where  Legislature  has  reserved  the  right :  49  Ga.,  159; 
14/328.  Residence,  difference  between  this  and  place  of  business:  17  Ga.,  326.  Rights 
of,  legal  and  equitable,  are  to  be  measured  by  the  same  standard  in  the  rendition  of 
verdicts  by  juries,  as  in  cases  where  natural  persons  are  interested  :  41  Ga.,  516.  Seal, 
scroll  of  an  agent  of  may  be  the  seal  of  the  corporation:  25  Ga.,  316.  Section  1676 
of  Code,  what  must  be  specified  in  application  for  charter  under:  54  Ga.,  673.  No 
power  in  the  Courts  under  the  Constitution  of  1868  to  incorporate  a  manufacturing 
company  under  this  section  :  55  Ga.,  639.  Omission  in  petition  cured  by  order  of  the 
Court  setting  forth  the  objects  of  the  corporation  and  both  are  to  be  construed  together: 
54  Ga.,  474-5.  Servants  and  agents,  responsibility  of  railroad  company  for  acts  of: 
58  Ga.,  216.  Set-off,  what  stockholders  may  set  off  in  a  suit  against  them  6"n  their  in- 

dividual liability:  56  Ga.,  563.  Service,  must  specify  the  manner  of:  Hayden  vs. 
Atlanta,  September  term,  1880,  p.  48.  By  serving  any  officer  or  agent:  41  Ga.,  660; 
55/196.  Not  by  serving  the  agent  of.  a  recei  r&r  :  59  Ga,,  446.  As  to  service  on  agent  of 
foreign  corporation:  51  Ga.,  458;  40/3)2.  Statutes,  strictly  construed  where 
made  in  fay  or  of  corporations  or  particular  pt  rsons,-  and  in  derogation  of  common 
right,  , and  should  not  be  .extended  beyond  t'teir  express  words:  7  Ga..  221;  9/213. 
Stock,  "amount  subscribed  and  not  that  paid  in  ̂ constitutes  the  capital  stock:  8  Ga., 486;  40./103.  Transfer  to  one  without  his  knowledge  or  consent,  does  not  make  him 

owner  of  the  stock:  19  Ga. ,  338,  344.     Insolvency  of'1  a  bank  need  not  be  judicially 
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ascertained  to  render  stockholders  transferring  within  six  months  liable :  1  Ga.,  27. 
In  suit  against  a  stockholder,  transfer  of  stock  by  him  on  the  transfer  book  of  the  com- 

pany, is  evidence  of  his  ownership  :  20  Ga.,  275.  One  member  may  own  all  the  stock  : 
42  Ga.,  148.  Preferred  stock  :  43  Ga.,  13.  On  sale  of,  by  the  Sheriff,  he  should  issue 
certificate  of  purchase  to  the  highest  bidder :  38  Ga.,  259;  46/34.  What  is  stock  :  26 
■663.  Bona  fide  purchaser  of,  protected :  56  Ga.,  377.  Illegal  sales  and  purchases  of 
stock  :  43  Ga.,  598  ;  46/34.  When  trover  cannot  be  maintained  for  stock  held  as  collat- 

eral security  :  48  Ga.,  562.  Stockholder,  ceases  to  be  such  inside  of  the  charter,  so 
far  as  his  rights  and  obligations  are  concerned,  as  a  member  of  the  corporation  from 
-date  of  transfer  of  stock,  whether  notice  given  thereof  or  not:  18  Ga.,  411.  Transfer  of 

stock  by,  on  tranfer  book  of  the  company,  is  evidence  of  ownership  of 'the  stock  so 
transferred  :  20  Ga.,  275.  Where  creditor  could  recover  of  stockholders  guarantee- 

ing payment  of  debts  of  corporation  in  consideration  of  indulgence  of  corporation 
for  a  fixed  time :  36  Ga.,  405.  Personal  liability  of,  cannot  be  imposed  by  by-law 
where  neither  the  charter  nor  general  law  imposes  it :  40  Ga.,  98.  When  charter  ren- 

ders stockholders  liable  unless  sixty  days  notice  of  the  sale  is  given,  and  transfer  made 
:six  months  befo.e  the  failure:  8  Ga.,  468.  When  misrepresentations  by  company  be- 

fore, the  incorporation  do  not  afterwards,  and  on  company's  failure  render  stock-, 
holder  liable:  17Ga.,543.  Responsibility  for  stock  transferred  continues,  when:  30Ga.,99. 
Released  of  ultimate  liability  by  payment  to  other  depositors  than  plaintiff  the  amount 
lie  was  liable  for:  42  Ga.,  575,  40/392.  Is  not  released  by  immaterial  change  of  the 
route  of  railroad  :  33  Ga.,  466.  Creditors  trust  corporation  on  faith  of  its  capital  stock 
where  there  is  no  personal  liability  on  the  members  :  40  Ga.,  98.  Responsibility  attaching 
for  failure  to  give  notice  of  transfer  of  stock :  8  Ga.,  468  ;  30/99 ;  11/469 ;  18/411 ;  22/86. 
May  be  creditors :  56/564.  Responsibility  continues  after  dissolution  of  corporation, 
and  may  be  enforced  by  a  bill  in  equity :  8  Ga.,  527  ;  19/352.  Those  paying  for  stock  in 
depreciated  currency  by  the  illegal  conduct  of  the  directors,  are  not  discharged  thereby 
from  an  equitable  adjustment  of  the  matter  :  57  Ga.,  314.  When  allowed  to  maintain  a 
bill  in  equity  for  the  protection  of  corporate  property:  58  Ga.,  317.  Subscriber, 
-alteration  of  railroad  charter  changing  terminus  and  direction  of  the  road,  held  suffi- 

cient to  release,  unless  assent  thereto  shown  :  11  Ga.,  438.  But  see  :  33  Ga.,  466.  Cannot 
contest  validity  of  the  charter  in  a  suit  by  the  corporatior»against  him  on  his  stock  sub- 

scription :  32  Ga.,  274.  Effect  on  other  subscribers  of  the  release  of  one,  and  the  amend- 
ment of  the  charter :  57  Ga.,  240.  Defense  to  subscription  of  fraud  in  procuring  it :  61 

Ga.,  560.  -  That  the  Governor  of  the  State  has  seized  and  taken  possession  of  the  rail- 
road is  no  defense  against  subscription  to  stock  of:  54  Ga.,  580.  Suit,  against  foreign 

•corporations :  39  Ga.,  554.  On  stock  subscription  barred  in  sixyears  :  53 Ga.,  228.  Butsee  : 
52  Ga.,  326;  58/541.  Against  private  corporation,  how  commenced  and  served  :  30  Ga., 
^685  ;  37/397.  Amendment  of  :  50  Ga.,  413.  By  attachment  against  foreign  corporation  :  55 
Ga.,  194.  Must  be  in  the  corporate  name  if  incorporated  regularly ;  but  if  not,  then  if 
they  are  mere  partners  in  that  as  members :  63  Ga.,  679.  By  a  minority  of  the  corporate 
Dody :  22  Ga.,  507.  Taxation,  where  a  company  was  liable  for  taxes  on  all  its  property 
•except  its  capital  stock :  44  Ga.,  388.  Municipality  cannot  levy  a  specific  tax  on  an 
incorporated  company  when  it  is  not  so  taxable  by  the  State:  37  Ga.,  620.  Repeal  of 
law  exempting,  is  unconstitutional,  when :  54  Ga.,  423-428.  But  see:  55  Ga.,  312; 
•54/401.  Transfers,  fraudulent,  by  the  holder  of  stock  on  the  book  of  the  company 
does  not  make  the  company  liable  as  guarantor,  if  done  without  notice  of  fraud :  46 
Ga,,  34.  Telegraph  company,  as  to  responsibility  for  message  sent  by  :  58  Ga.,  433. 
Trespass,  corporations  may  be  guilty  of,  as  well  as  individuals :  40  Ga.,  479. 
Trustees  of  an  incorporated  academy  held  responsible  on  a  note  given  as  trustees :  3 
Ga.,  283.  Usury,  as  affecting :  55  Ga.,  691 ;  .45/35.  Ultra  vires,  it  is  not  for  a  railroad 
company  to  issue  preferred  stock  to  contractors  under  certain  conditions:  43  Ga.,  13. 
Corporation  cannot  recover  damages  for  a  breach  of  contract,  it  was  not  authorized  by 
its  charter  to  make  :  53  Ga.,  625.  Acts  of  a  corporation,  although  ultra  vires,  may  be 

waived  and  ratified  by  acquiescence  :  54  Ga.,  387.  "Writ,  service  of,  held  good,  where  left at  the  most  notorious  place  of  abode  of  the  president:  30  Ga.,  685.  Service  of,  on 
agent  of  express  company,  where  the  president  resides  in  the  State,  is  not  valid :  37 
•Ga.,  397. 

General  Note  on  Corporations. — Actions,  by  and  against :  Abbott's  Tr.  Ev.,  18-52  ; 
Field  Corp.,  §360-387.  For  refusal  to  issue  stock :  6  Am.  R.,  402.  To  transfer  stock :  13 
Am.  R.,  157  ;  32/315.  Admissions  of  corporators  :  3  Am.  D.,  274  ;  8/713 ;'  14/628 ;  Ab- 

bott's Tr.  Ev.,  43-46.  Agricultural  societies  liable  as  other  corporations  :  Thomp, 
Law  of  Farm.,  §14.  Ag-ents,  liability  of:  Field  on  Corp.,  §§210-224.  Of  cashier  and 
treasurer  :  Thomp.  Off.  Corp.,  487.  Declarations  of  :  14  Am.  D.,  632;  Abbott's  Tr.  Ev., 
43-46.  Authority  and  powers  of  agents  :  Whart.  on  Agents,  §670 ;  Morse  on  Banks, 
77;  Field t>n  Corp.,  §§184-224;  7  Am.  D..  194;  5  0.,  48/774;  Abbott's  Tr.  Ev.,  41-43;  1 
Dan.  Neg.  Inst.,  316-325.  Of  directors :  Field  on  Corp.,  §§150-160,  186;  14  Am.  D.,  681; 
11  Am.  R.,  90,  95.  No  power  to  increase  capital  stock:  See  "  Directors"  below.  Per- 

sonal liability  of  contracting  agents  of  corporations  on  contracts  made  for  their  prin- 
cipals :  Thomp.  Off.  Corp.,  1-100 ;  4  Am.  R.,  698  ;  7/107  ;  12  Am.  D.,  223 ;  26/524.  Lia- 
bility of  agents  on  negotiable  instruments  executed  by  them :  Thomp.  Off.  Corp., ,  80  ; 

1  Dan.  Neg.  Inst.,  328-342.  Banks  :  See  general  note  on,  p.  317  of  this  Code.  Bonds,  I ... . 

of  corporations,  municipal  and  private  :  see  general  note 'on  Negotiable  Instruments  ; Jones  on  Railroad  Securities ;  Boroughs  on  Taxation,  402;  note  to  §1672;  2  Dan.  Neg. 
Inst,,  475-527.     Trustees  for  bondholders  of  corporations  :  2  Perry  on  Trusts,  §749.     One 
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corporation  may  guarantee  bonds  of  another :  28  Am.  R.,  629.  Cemeteries  :  Tyler  Am. 
Eccles.  Law,  $969  et  seq.;  21  Am.  R.,  647  ;  29  Am.  R.,  32,  317  ;  32/417.  Contracts  :  Field 

on  Corp.,  §§246-273;  13  Am.  D.,  561,  n;  1  Add.  Contr.,  §115  et  seq.;  Abbott's  Tr.  Ev., 
35-37;  see  "Ultra  Vires"  below.  Consolidation  of  corporations:  Field  on  Corp.. 
423-438;  3  Woods,  651  ;  4  0.,  444;  6/388;  8  C.  L.  J.,  343;  Rorer  Inter-State  Law,  291. 
Conveyances  by :  23  Am.  D.,  740-747,  n;  14  Pet.,  19;  13  Wal.,  291;  1  C.  L.  J.,  369r 
421,  483;  see  "Mortgages"  below.  Corporate  existence  of  corporation,  rule  as  to- 
pleading  and  proving.     Bliss  Code  PL,  §§246-260 ;  14  Am.  D.,  526 ;  16/755 ;  21/41 ;  24/59 ; 
1  Abb.  Tr.  Ev.,  18-31.  Directors,  contracts  of,  with  stockholders:  15  Am.  R.,  245. 
With  the  corporation,  10  Am.  R.,  5,  12.  Corporation  not  liable  to  pay  for  services  of: 
16  Am.  R.,  587;  18/584;  21/39;  22/89;  but  see  32/264.  No  power  to  increase  stock: 
11  Am.  R.,  90,  95;  18  Wal.,  233.  Directors,  liability  of:  Field  Corp.,  §§169- 
179;  24  Am.  D.,  217,  n.  To  the  corporation  :  Thomp.  Off.  Corp.,  226-243,  356-379 ;  Ewell 
Evans'  Agency,  276;  31  Am.  R,  62;  Cooley  Torts,  518-523.  To  shareholders:  Thomp. 
Off.  Corp.,  249-288,  379-393;  15  Am.  R.,  731;  10/684.  To  third  persons:  Thomp.  Off. 
Corp.,  291-309,  395-411;  31  Am.  R.,  194;  32/149.  False  circulars:  10  Am.  R,  551. 
Statutory  liability  of  directors  :  Thomp.  Off.  Corp.,  431-475.  Equity,  remedy  of  stock- 

holders in  :  Field  Corp.,  §§395-409;  18  How.,  331,  380.  Remedy  of  creditors  in  :  Field 
on  Corp.,  §403 ;  18  Am.  P.,  462  ;  5  0.,  628,  Gas  companies  :  Shear.  &  Redf.  Neg.,  406 ; 
Whart.  Neg.,  §953.  Inter-State  law:  Rorer,  273-288.  Validity  of  corporate  acts 
outside  of  State  creating  corporation  :  Green's  Brice'sU.  V.,676;  Field  Corp.,  §§243-244. — 
See  note  to  §1675.  Joint  stock  companies:  3  Add.  Contr.,  §§1315-1348.— Subject 
treated  in  Lindley  on  Partnership.  Liens  on  corporate  property:  Field  Corp.,  §§464- 
472.  Liens  on  shares  :  See  notes  to  §1999.  Majority,  powers  of  :  Green's  Brice's  IT.  V., 
551 ;  1  Cooley  Bl.,  478.  Mandamus  :  Field  Corp.,  §§496-508  ;  12  Am.  D.,  31.  To  com- 

pel transfer  of  stock  :  13  Am.  R.,  157.  Meetings,  corporate  meetings  and  meetings  of 
directors:  Field  on  Corp.,  §226-244;  8  Am.  D.,  628  ;  18/99,  n.  103;  Abbott's  Tr.  Ev.,  38. 
Mortgages  on  corporate  property  :  Field  Corp.,  §§464-472;  Jones'  on  R.  R.  Securities  ; 
26  Am.  D.,  65;  25  Am.  R.,  506  ;  2  Bk.,  715  ;  1  Wal.,  254;  21  Wal.,  616;  11  0.,  622.  Ne- 

gotiable instruments,  liability  of  corporation  on  :  1  Dan.  Neg.  Inst.,  pp.  309-343  ;  13 
Am.  D.,  550 ;  20/664 ;  3  Am.  R.,  322 ;  22/12.  Of  agents  :  Thomp.  Off.  Corp.,  80.  Payable 
to  agents  of  corporations :  2  Dan.  Neg.  Inst,  p.  206;  12  Am.  D.,  709-716.  Note  by  cor- 

poration to  trustees  void,  19  Am.  R.,  645.  Negligence  of  private  corporations  owning 

public  works:  1  Thomp.  Neg.,  541-574;  see  "Torts"  below.  Notice  to,  through  offi- 
cers :  32  Am.  R.,  479 ;  Wade  on  Notice,  683 ;  see  note  to  Banks,  p.  317  of  Code.  Offi- 

cers, relation  of  and  duties  to  stockholders  and  creditors  :  15  Am.  R.,  245  ;  2  Bk,  715  ; 
21  Wal.,  616  ;  1  0.,  587  ;  10/651 ;  Cooley  Torts,  519-523  ;  See  notes  above  on  agents,  and 
note  to  §1680.     Parties,  parties  plaintiff  ex  contractu :  Dicey,  side  p.  163  ;  1  Woods,  15 ; 
2  Woods,  323;  12  Am.  D.,  709-716;  17/387 ;  26/61 ;  7  Am.  R,  281.  Defendant,  ex  con- 

tractu: Dicey,  side  p.,  276.  Defendant,  ex  delicto:  Dicey,  side  p.  470.  As  to  parties, 
see  also  Field  Corp.,  §381.  Promoters  and  committee-men  in  and  about  organization. 
of  corporations,  liability  of :  Thomp.  Off.  Corp. ,  105-203 ;  Ewell's  Evans'  Agency,  276 
Quo  Warranto:  Field  Corp.,  §452-462;  4  Am.  D.,  50;  5/162;  8/243.  Quasi  corpo- 

rations: 13  Am.  D.,  522,  n,  525.  Sales,  judicial  and  execution  sales  of  corporate 
franchises  and  property :  Rorer  J.  S.,  222,  483;  Rorer  Inter-State  Law,  273;  2  Woods, 
71 ;  35  Am.  R.,  558.  Stock :  Lewis  on  Stock,  etc.;  Biddle  on  Stock  Brokers  ;  Schoul. 
Pers.  Prop.,  617  ;  Field  Corp.,  §§123-130.  Amount  subscribed,  not  the  sums  actually 
paid  in,  is  the  capital  stock :  1  Woods,  463.  Pledge  of :  See  note  to  §§2139,  2140 ;  17  Am. 
D.,  525;  1  Am.  R,  115;  11/291;  10/382.  Assessments  on:  Field  Corp.,  §97;  9  Am. 
D.,  97,  n;  11  Am.  R.,  238.  Dividends  on :  10  Am.  D.,  115;  14/696;  9  C.  L.  J.,  163; 
Field  Corp.,  §107.  Guaranty  of  dividends  construed:  5  Am.  R.,  575;  18/156.  Divi- 

dends capital,  when :  3  Am.  R.,  585 ;  15/121 ;  24/164,  169.  Preferred  stock  :  Field  Corp., 
§120  ;18  Am.  R,  156.  Transfers  of  :  Thompson  L.  S.,  §§210-240 :  Field  Corp.,  §§131-135 ; 
14  Am.  D.,  264,  526,  530,  n;  19/306;  30  Am.  R.,  398;  37/353,  n.  Forged  trans- 

fer, 7  0.,  369.  Specific  performance  of  contract  for  sale  of:  36  Am.  R.,  674,  n. 
Subscription  to,  effect  of:  6  Am.  R.,  350  ;  37/215,  n.  Contract  to  take  shares  :  Thomp- 

son L.  S.,  §§105-139.  Conditional  subscription  :  Field  Corp.,  §§82-86;  6  Am.  R.,  350; 
22/199.  Suits  for  subscription  to  :  5  Am.  D.,  638;  6/162,  139,  273;  9/96-104;  7/459; 
8/128 ;  11/593  ;  19/363 ;  18/462,  n  ;  22  How.,  380 ;  19  Wal.,  241.  Stockholders,  liability 
of:  See  note  following  §3376.  Rights  of:  Schoul.  Pers.  Prop.,  643;  2  Woods,  323. 
Voting  :  Field  Corp.,  §§69,  117.  By  proxy:  27  Am.  D.,  60-63.  Street  railways  :  An- 
gell  on  Highways,  25;  9  Am.  R.,  465  ;  See  note  on  Carriers,  following  §2084.  Sureties 
on  bonds  of  officers  of:  Thomp.  Off.  Corp.,  495-543;  Brandt  S.  &  G.,  §§101,  369,  474-6. 
Telegraph  companies  :  See  general  note  following  §2147.  Torts  by  corporations  : 
Cooley  Torts,  119-123,  516-523;  Field  on  Corp.,  §§315-358;  5  Am.  D.,  35  ;  8/675;  11/667; 
13/588,  596,  n ;  16/705;  Abbott's  Tr.  Ev.,  37-8.  Liable  for  malicious  prosecution;  2 
Woods,  494;  25  Am.  R.,  783;  34/311,  494.  Ultra  Vires  :  doctrine  treated  ii*  Green's 
edition  of  Brice's  U.  V.;  Pierce  on  Railroads,  515-521 ;  Field  Corp.,  §§257-273  ;  1  Cooley's 
Bl.,  475,  n;  2  C.  L.  J.,  745;  6/2.  When  estopped  from  pleading:  13  Am.  D.,  108,  n. 
No  defense  where  other  party  has  expended  money  in  execution  of  contract  and  corpo- 

ration received  the  benefit;  17  Am.  R.,  702.  No  defense  to  executed  contracts:  20 
Am.  R.,  504  ;  29/134.  Forfeiture  of  shares :  Thompson  L.  S.,  §§196-8.  Grantor  cannot 
attack  deed,  because  purchase  was  ultra  vires:  24  Am.  R.,  320.  Money  paid  under  con- 

tract, ultra  vires,  may  be  recovered  :  19  Am.  R.,  781;  25/40;  35/531.  Purchase  of  stock 
in  another  corporation  :  28  Am.  R.,  9,  n,  15.  Doctrine  not  upheld  so  as  to  work  a  legal 

wrong:  6  O.,   258;   10/699. — Generally:  subject  treated  in  following  works :  Abbott's 
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Digest;  Angell  &  Ames ;  Withrow's  Corporation  Cases;  Morawetz  on  Corporations; 
Title  "  Public  Companies  "  in  6  Jacob's  Fisher's  Digest;  Grant  on  Corporations  (L.  L). 
See  notes  on  Banks.  /?  t 
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SECTION  V. 

Section. 
1689.  (a.) 

1689.  (b.) 
1689.  (c.) 

1689. 
1689. 
1689. 
1689. 
16^9. 
1689. 
1689.  (j.) 
1689.  (k.) 
1689.  (1.) 
1689.  (m.) 
1689.  (n.) 
1689.  (o.) 
1689.  (p.  I 
1689.  (q.) 
1689.  (r.l 
1689.  (s.) 
1689.  (t.) 
1689.  (u.) 
1689.  (v.) 
1689.  w.) 
1689.  (x.) 
1689.  (y.) 

INCORPORATION    OF    RAILROAD    AND    NAVIGATION    COMPANIES.   ^2^^^^^^^c^e^^  . 

Consolidation.  *  > 
Privileges  of  former  companies.  /&?  -  J   /?<S<) Mav  ouv  other  roads.  /yj  si 

how  incor- 

(d.) 
(e.) 
<f.) 

(g.) 
(h.) 

(i 

Railroad  companies, 
porated. 

Evidence  of  incorporation,  etc. 
Books   of  subscription,  opened 

when. 
Directors,  how  and  when  chosen. 
President,  etc..  how  appointed. 
Stock,  how  paid  in. 
Stock  is  personalty,  etc. 
Stock,  how  increased. 
Powers  of  corporation. 
Road,  how  extended. 
Realty  acquired. 
Right  of  w  ty,  how  obtained. 
Change  of  route  or  name. 
May  cross  other  roads,  how. 
Contracts  with  other  roads. 
How  to  run  at  crossings. 
Books,  how  and  where  kept. 
Rights  in  other  States. 
Office,  where  kept. 
How  run,  as  to  other  roads. 
Duration  of  charter. 
Purchasers  may  incorporate. 
Subrogated  to  rights. 
Bonds,  how  issued. 
Sinking  funds. 

Section. 1689.  (z.) 
1689.  (aa.) 
1689.  (bb.) 
1689.  (cc.) 
1689.  (dd.) 
1689.  (ee.) 
1689.  (ff.) 3689.  (gg.) 

May  ouy  other  roads. 
To  what  sales  applicable. 
No  exemption  from  tax,  etc. 
Rights  of  former  purchasers. 
Benefits  conferred. 

Purchasers  of  part  of  consolida-t 
ted  line.  £-- 

Incorporation     of     navigation       A?      ̂ / —  r 

-<^ 

1689.  (hh.) 

companies 
1689.  (ii.)      Corporation,  when  formed.  X- 
16J-9.  m.)      Directors,  how  chosen.  //' 
1689   (kk.)    Powers  of  president  and  direc- 

tors 
Stock,  and  how  transferred 

(mm.)  Stock  book,  how  kept 
(nn.)    May  borrow  money. 

Stock  certificates.  / y 
Increaseof  stock,  etc. 
Meetings  of  stockholders. 
Ports  added  or  changed.  t 
Certificate,  evidence 
False  certificate. 

1689.  (11.) 

1689. 1689. 
1689.  (oo.) 
1689.  (pp.) 
1689.  (qq) 

16  S9.  (rr.) 
1689.  (ss.) 
16-9.  (tt.) 

1689.  (uu.) 
1689.  (vv.) 

r*^-** 
Stockholders,  how  bound.  _     «^  _     a-£_ 

Renewal  of  charter.  /^-^-,  / G v~—yc?i     rf— 

§1689  (a.)  Railroad  companies,  hoiv  incorporated.    [Any  number  of  per-  Acts of  1880 
sons,  not  less  than  three,  may  form  a  company,  and  shall  give  ninety -i,  p.  156 
days'  notice  of  the  formation  of  such  company  in  each  paper,  daily  or 
weekly,  in  the  several  counties  through  which  the  proposed  or  existing 
railroad  shall  run,  by  inserting  in  said  papers  once  a  week  during 
said   ninety   days,  a   copv  of  the  articles  of  association  hereafter 

.^a±/-A>- £ot*~ 

re- 

ferred to,  for  the  purpose  of  constructing,  maintaining  and  operating  a     ̂ > 
railroad  for  public  use  in  the  conveyance  of  persons  and  property,  or  yci* 

/?*Jy 

7 

for  the  purpose  of  maintaining  and  operating  any  railroad  already  con-  **£  /Pj^^/jl 
structed  for  the  like  public  use.     And  for  the  purpose  of  organizing     '  ■ 

6 

purpose under  this  and  the  following  sections  on  the  subject,  may  make  and 

sign*  articles  of  association,  in  which  shall  be  stated  the  name  of  the  ai6  n 
■company,  the  placesb  from  and  to  whioh  the  road  is  to  be  constructed  or  451.  ̂       vy 
maintained  and  operated,  the  length0  of  such  road,  as  near  as  may  be,  !?t.N-  ̂ ^ytfv*y&', 
and  the  name  of  each  county  in  the  State  through  which  or  into  which  Thomp.  &  r*       / 
it  is  made,  or  intended  to  be  made,  the  amount  of  the  capital  stock  of  C,  559.      nLZ*.-*" 

the  company,  and  the  number  of  shares  of  which  the  capital  stock  "^ON.  Y.,  &-*?■+ 

shall  consist,  and  the  names4  and  places  of  residence  of  the  company,  d^'i^  /f^~ 
who  shall  manage  its  affairs  for  the  first  year,  and  until  others  are  chosen  404,       '   -         /  - 
in  their  places,  and  the  number  of  such  directors  shall  not  be  less  than  J^z**^*****^0 
three  nor  more  than  thirteen.     Each  subscriber  to  such  articles  of  as-  /f  *"$?£*  fc2-* 
sociation  shall  subscribe  thereto  his  name,6  place  of  residence  and  thee2i  Barb., 
number  of  shares  of  stock  he  agrees  to  take  in  said  company.     There  541. 
shall  be  indorsed  thereon,  or  annexed  thereto,  an  affidavit,  made  by  at 
least  three  of  the  directors  named  in  said  articles,  that  the  names  sub- 

scribed to  said  articles  are  the  genuine  signatures  of  the  persons  named 

therein,  and  that  is  is  intendedf  in  good  faith  to  construct,  and  to  main-  '26  X.  Y., 
tain  and  operate  the  road  named  in  such  articles  of  association,  which  75. 
said  articles  of  association  and  affidavits  may  then  be  filed  in  the  office 
of  the  Secretary  of  State,  who  shall  indorse  thereon  >the  day  they  are 
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filed,  and  record  the  same  in  a  book  to  be  kept  by  him  for  that  purpose. 
The  Governor  and  Secretar}^  of  State  shall,  upon  the  filing  of  such  ar- 

ticles of  association  and  affidavits,  issue  to  the  persons  named  therein 
a  certificate  under  the  great  seal  of  the  State,  signed  by  the  Governor 
and  attested  by  the  Secretary  of  State  in  the  following  form  : 

FORM    OF    CERTIFICATE. 

To  all  to  whom  these  presents  may  come,  greeting : 

Whereas,  (naming  the  persons  subscribing  to  the  articles  of  associa- 
tion) having  filed  in  the  office  of  the  Secretary  of  State  certain  articles 

of  association  with  a  view  of  forming  a  corporation,  to  be   known  as 
(here  insert  name),  and  with  a  capital  of  $   ,  for  the  purpose  of 
constructing,   maintaining  and   operating  a  railroad  from 

Acts  Of  1880 
-1,  p.  157. 

Acts  of  1880 
-1,  p.  158. 

  -to 

and  have  complied  with  the  statutes  in  such  cases  made  and 
provided,  Therefore,  the  State  of  Georgia  hereby  grants  unto  the  above 
named  persons,  their  successors  and  assigns,  full  authority  by  and  under 
the  said  name  of   ,  to  exercise  the  powers  and  privileges  of  a  cor- 

poration for  the  purpose  above  stated,  and  in  accordance  with  the  said 
articles  of  association  and  the  laAvs  of  this  State.  In  witness  whereof 

these  presents  have  been  signed  by  the  Governor  and  attested  by  the 
Secretary  of  State  of  Georgia,  at  Atlanta,  and  the  great  seal  of  the  State 
attached  thereto,  this   day  of   ,  18   .     And  thereupon  the 
persons  who  have  subscribed  such  articles  of  association,  and  all  persons 
who  shall  become  stockholders  in  such  company,  shall  be  a  corporation. 
by  the  name  specified  in  such  articles  of  association,  and  shall  possess 
the  powers  and  privileges  granted  to  corporations,  and  be  subject  to  the 
provisions  contained  in  this  section. 

§1689.  (b.)  Evidence  of  incorporation,  etc.  Any  certificate  issued  pur- 
suant to  the  provisions  of  this  section,  or  a  certified  duplicate  thereof,, 

shall  be  conclusive  evidence  of  the  existence  of  such  corporation  in  all 
Courts  and  places  in  this  State.  The  original  articles  of  association 
with  the  certificate  of  the  recording  thereof  in  the  office  of  the  Secre- 

ry  of  State  indorsed  thereon,  or  a  copy  from  the  record  thereof  certi- 
ed  by  the  Secretary  of  State,  shall  be  evidence  of  the  contents  of  the 

articles  of  association  of  any  such  corporation  in  all  actions  and  proceed- 
ings. 

§1689.  (c.)  Books  of  subscription  opened,  when.  When  any  such  articles- 
of  association  and  affidavits  are  filed  and  recorded  in  the  office  of  the 
Secretary  of  State,  the  directors  may,  in  case  the  whole  of  the  stock  is 
not  before  subscribed,  open  books  of  subscription  to  fill  up  the  capital 
stock  of  the  company,  in  ,such  places,  and  after  giving  such  notices  as 
they  may  deem  expedient,  and  may  from  time  to  time  receive  subscrip- 

tions until  the  whole  capital  stock  is  subscribed. 
§1689.  (d.)  Directors,  how  and  when  chosen.  There  shall  be  a  board  of 

not  less  than  three,  nor  more  than  thirteen,  directors  of  every  corpora- 
tion formed  under  this  section,  to  manage  its  affairs,  and  said  directors 

shall  be  chosen  by  a  majority  of  the  votes  of  the  stockholders,  each 
share  of  stock  being  entitled  to  one  vote,  said  election  to  be  governed  by 
the  by-laws  of  the  corporation,  and  these  shall  continue  in  office  until 
others  are  elected  in  their  places.  In  the  election  of  directors,  stockholders 
may  vote  in  person  or  by  proxy,  and  vacancies  in  the  board  of  directors 
shall  be  filled  in  such  manner  as  shall  be  prescribed  by  the  by-laws  of 
the  corporation.  The  inspectors  of  the  first  election  of  directors- 
shall  be  appointed  by  the  board  of  directors  named  in  the  articles  of  as- 

sociation. No  person  shall  be  a  director  unless  he  shall  be  a  stockholder,, 
owning  stock  in  his  own  name,  or  as  trustee,  or  personal  representa- 

tive, and  qualified  to  vote  at  the  election  at  which  he  shall  be  chosen; 
and  at  every  election  of  directors  the  books  and  papers  of  such  com- 
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pany  shall  be  exhibited  to  the  meeting  if  a  majority  of  the  stockhold- 
ers present  shall  require  it.  If,  for  any  reason,  the  election  of  directors 

shall  not  have  been,  or  shall  not  be,  held  at  the  time  fixed  therefor  by 
law,  the  same  may  be  held  at  any  time  thereafter,  on  a  notice  to  stock- 

holders of  twenty  days,  but  at  any  meeting  of  all  the  stockholders,  or 
their  legal  representatives,  it  shall  be  lawful  to  waive  notice  and  pro- 

ceed to  an  election  of  directors. 
§1689.  (e.)  President,  etc.,  how  appointed.     The  directors  shall  appoint  Acts  of  isso 

one  of  their  number  president.     They  may  also  appoint  a  vice-presi-"1,  p- 158- 
dent,  treasurer,  secretary,  and  such  other  officers  and  agents  as  may  be 
prescribed  by  the  by-laws. 

§1689.  (f.)  Stock,  hovo  paid  in.  The  directors  may  require  the  sub-  Acts  of  isso 

scribers  to  the  capital  stock  of  the  company  to  pay  the  amount  by  them  *1,  p-  lo8, variously  subscribed,  in  such  installments  as  they  may  deem  proper  : 
Provided,  that  five  per  cent,  shall  be  paid  in  before  work  is  commenced, 
and  that  the  directors  may  receive  cash  or  property,  real  or  personal,  in 
payment  of  such  installments.  If  any  stockholder  shall  neglect  to  pay 
any  installment  as  required  by  resolution  of  the  board  of  directors,  the 
said  board  shall  declare  his  stock  forfeited,  as  well  as  all  previous  pay- 

ments thereon,  to  the  use  of  the  company  ;  but  they  shall  not  declare 
it  so  forfeited  until  they  have  served  a  notice  in  writing  on  him  per- 

sonally, or  by  depositing  said  notice  in  the  post-office,  postage  paid,  di- 
rected to  him  at  the  post-office  nearest  his  usual  place  of  residence, 

stating  that  he  is  required  to  make  such  payment  at  the  time  and 
place  expressed  in  such  notice,  and  that  if  he  fails  to  make  the  same 
his  stock  and  all  previous  payments  thereon  will  be  forfeited  for  the 
use  of  the  company,  which  notice  shall  be  served  as  aforesaid  at  least 
sixty  days  previous  to  the  day  on  which  such  payment  is  required  to 
be  made. 

§1689.  (g.)  Stock  is  personalty,  hoiv  transferred  The  stock  of  every  com-  Acts  of  isso 

pany  formed  under  this  section  shall  be  deemed  personal  estate,  and  _1»  p- 158,  ' 
shall  be  transferable  in  the  manner  prescribed  by  the  by-laws  of  the 
company ;  but  no  share  shall  be  transferable  until  all  previous  calls 
thereon  shall  have  been  fully  paid  in,  and  all  property,  whether  real  or 
personal,  of  any  stockholder  in  this  State,  in  any  such  corporation  as 
is  provided  for  in  this  section,  shall  be  exempt  from  the  debts  or  lia- 

bilities of  such  corporation,  except  to  the  amount  of  the  subscribed  stock 
of,  or  in,  said  corporation. 

§1689.  (h.)  Stock,  how  increased.  In  case  the  capital  stock  of  any  com-  Acts  of  1880 

pany  formed  under  this  section,  is  found  insufficient  for  constructing  ~1'  p*  159, and  operating  its  road,  such  company  may,  with  the  concurrence  of 
two-thirds  in  amount  of  all  its  stockholders,  increase  its  capital  stock 
from  time  to  time  to  any  amount  required  for  the  purpose  aforesaid. 
Such  increase  must  have  the  sanction,  in  person  or  by  proxy,  of  two- 
thirds  in  amount  of  all  the  stockholders  of  the  company  at  an  annual 
meeting,  or  a  meeting  of  such  stockholders  called  by  the  directors  of  the 
company  for  that  purpose,  by  a  notice  in  writing  to  each  stockholder  to 
be  served  on  him  personally,  or  by  depositing  the  same,  properly  folded 
and  directed,  postage  paid,  to  him  at  the  post-office  nearest  his  usual 
place  of  residence,  in  the  post-office  at  least  twenty  days  prior  to  such 
meeting,  and  •  its  object,  and  the  amount  to  which  it  is  proposed  to 
increase  the  capital  stock,  and  the  proceedings  of  such  meetings,  must 
be  entered  on  the  record  of  the  company,  and  thereupon  the  capital 
stock  of  the  company  may  be  increased  to  the  amount  sanctioned  by 
such  two-thirds  vote  in  amount  of  all  the  stockholders  of  the  company 
as  aforesaid. 

§1689.  (i.)  Powers  of  the  corporation.     Every  corporation  formed  under 
this  section  shall  be  empowered,  first,  to  cause  such  examinations  and 
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Acts  of  1880  surveys  to  be  made  of  the  proposed  railroad  as  shall  be  necessary  to  the 
-i,  p.  159.  selection  of  the  most  advantageous  route,  and  for  such  purposes  to  be 

empowered  by  its  officers,  agents,  servants  or  employees,  to  enter  upon 
the  land  or  water  of  any  person  for  that  purpose.  Second,  to  take  and 
hold  such  voluntary  grants  of  real  estate  and  other  property  as  may  be 
made  to  it,  to  aid  in  the  construction,  maintenance  and  accommodation 
of  its  road,  but  the  real  estate  received  by  voluntary  grant  shall  be  held 
and  used  for  the  purposes  of  such  grant  only.  Third,  to  purchase,  hold 
and  use  all  such  real  estate  and  other  property  as  may  be  necessary  for 
the  construction  and  maintenance  of  its  road,  and  the  stations,  wharves, 
docks,  terminal  facilities,  and  all  other  accommodations  necessary  to  ac- 

complish the  object  of  its  incorporation,  and  to  sell,  lease  or  buy  any 
land  necessary  for  its  use.  Fourth,  to  lay  out  its  road  not  exceeding 
two  hundred  feet  in  width,  and  to  construct  the  same,  and  for  the  pur- 

pose of  cuttings  and  embankments,  and  for  obtaining  gravel  and  other 
material,  to  take  as  much  land  as  may  be  necessary  for  the  proper  con- 

struction, operation  and  security  of  the  road,  or  to  cut  down  any  trees 
that  may  be  in  danger  of  falling  on  the  track  of  the  road  or  obstructing  the 
right  of  way,  making  compensation  therefor  as  provided  in  this  section 
for  property  taken  for  use  of  such  company.  Fifth,  to  construct  its  road 
across,  along  or  upon,  or  to  use  any  stream  of  water,  watercourse,  street, 
highway  or  canal,  which  the  routes  of  its  road  shall  intersect  or  touch, 
and  whenever  the  track  of  any  such  road  shall  touch,  intersect  or  cross 
any  road,  highway  or  street,  it  may  be  carried  over  or  under  such  rail- 

road, as  may  be  found  most  expedient  for  the  public  good,  and  in  case 
any  embankment  or  cut  in  the  construction  of  any  railroad  provided 
for  in  this  section,  shall  make  it  necessary  to  change  the  course  of  any 
highway  or  street,  it  shall  be  lawful  for  the  company  constructing  said 
railroad  so  to  change  the  course  or  direction  of  any  road,  highway  or 

<^^  /  y/%  .street:  Provided,  that <**£e ̂ railroad  constructed  under  the  provisions  of T  J  f  this  section  shall  be  allowed  to  cross  any  other  railroad  at  a  grade  level. 
feSfsuch  crossing  shall  j^ejthexu  ruler  or.ov^r  sj^lic^errail road  track, 

4?ack  ■  io  ~ffiTc^*oo»cd, 
there  is  such  concent,  than,  and  in  that  ovont,  the  provisions 

of  this  section  as  to  the  stopping  of  trains  before  making  such  crossings 
shall  apply.  Sixth,  to  cross,  intersect,  or  join,  or  unite,  its  railroad  with 
any  railroad  heretofore  or  hereafter  to  be  constructed  at  any  point  in 
its  route,  or  upon  the  ground  of  any  other  railroad  company,  with  the 
necessary  turnouts,  sidelings  and  switches,  and  other  conveniences  nec- 

essary in  the  construction  of  such  road,  and  may  run  over  any  part  of 

any  other  railroad's  right  of  way  necessary  or  proper  to  reach  its  freight 
depot,  in  any  city,  town  or  village,  through  or  near  which  its  railroad 
may  run,  Seventh,  to  take  and  convey  persons  or  property  over  their 
railroad  by  the  use  of  steam,  or  animals,  or  any  mechanical  power,  and 
to  receive  compensation  therefor,  and  to  do  all  those  things  incident  to 
railroad  business.  Eighth,  to  erect  and  maintain  convenient  buildings, 
wharves,  docks,  stations,  fixtures  and  machinery,  whether  within  or 
without  a  city,  town  or  village,  for  the  accommodation  and  use  of  their 
passengers  and  freight  business.  Ninth,  to  regulate  the  time  and  man- 

ner in  which  passengers  and  property  shall  be  transported,  and  the 
compensation  to  be  paid  therefor,  subject  to  any  law  of  this  State  upon 
the  subject.  Tenth,  to  borrow  such  sum  or  sums  of  money,  at  such 
rates  of  interest,  and  upon  such  terms  as  such  company  or  its  board 
of  directors  shall  authorize  or  agree  upon,  and  may  deem  necessary 
or  expedient,  and  may  execute  one  or  more  trust  deeds  or  mort- 

gages, or  both  if  occasion  may  require,  on  any  railroad  or  railroads  in 
process  of  construction  by  such  company  for  the  amount  or  amounts 
borrowed,  or  owing  by  such  company,  as  its  board  of  directors  shall 
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deem  expedient;  and  such  company  may  make  such  provisions  in  such 
trust  deed  or  mortgage  for  transferring  their  railroad  track,  depots, 
grounds,  rights,  privileges,  franchises,  immunities,  machine  houses, 
rolling  stock,  furniture,  tools,  implements,  appendages  and  appurten- 

ances, used  in  connection  with  such  railroad  or  railroads,  in  any  man- 
ner then  belonging  to  said  company,  or  which  shall  thereafter  belong 

to  it  as  security  for  any  bonds,  debts,  or  sums  of  money  as  may  be  se- 
cured by  such  trust  deeds,  or  mortgage,  as  they  shall  think  proper;  and 

in  case  of  sale  of  any  railroad  or  railroads,  Or  any  part  thereof,  construc- 
ted or  in  course  of  construction  by  any  railroad,  or  by  virtue  of  any  trust 

deed,  or  any  foreclosure  of  any  mortgage  thereon,  the  party  or  parties 
acquiring  titles  under  such  sales,  and  their  associates,  successors  or  as- 

signs shall  have  or  require  thereby,  and  shall  exercise  and  enjoy  there- 
after, the  same  rights,  privileges,  grants,  franchises,  immunities  and 

advantages  in  or  by  said  trust  deed  enumerated  and  conveyed,  which 
belonged  to,  and  were  enjoyed  by,  the  company  making  such  deed  or  mort- 

gage, or  contracting  such  debt,  so*  far  as  the  same  relate  or  appertain  to that  portion  of  said  road  or  the  line  thereof,  mentioned  or  described  and 
conveyed  by  said  mortgage  or  trust  deed  and  no  farther,  as  fully  and 
absolutely  in  all  respects,  as  the  corporators,  officeholders,  shareholders, 
and  agents  of  such  company,  might  or  could  have  done  therefor  had  not 
such  sale  or  purchase  taken  place,  such  purchaser  or  purchasers,  their 
associates,  successors  or  assigns,  may  proceed  or  organize  anew  by  filing 
articles  of  association  and  electing  directors  as  provided  in  this  section, 
and  may  distribute  and  dispose  of  stock,  and  may  conduct  their  busi- 

ness generally  as  provided  in  this  section;  and  such  purchaser  or  pur- 
chasers and  their  associates  shall,  thereupon,  be  a  corporation,  with  all 

the  powers,  privileges,  and  franchises  conferred  by,  and  be  subject  to, 
the  provisions  of  this  section.  And  all  such  deeds  of  trust  and  mortgages 
shall  be  recorded  as  is  provided  by  law  for  the  record  of  mortgages  in 
this  State,  in  each  county  through  which  said  road  runs. 

§1689.  (j.)  Road,  how  extended.  Any  railroad  company  now  existing  Acts  of  1880 

or  hereafter  organized  under  the  laws  of  this  State  may,  under  the  pro-"1,  p- 16L 
visions  of  this  section  extend  its  railroad  from  any  point  named  in  its 
charter  or  articles  of  association,  or  may  build  branch  roads  from  any 
point  or  points  on  its  line  of  road.  Before  making  any  such  extension, 
or  building  any  such  branch  road,  such  railroad  company  shall,  by  res- 

olution of  its  board  of  directors,  to  be  entered  in  the  records  of  its  pro- 
ceedings, designate  the  route  of  such  proposed  extension  or  branch 

in  the  manner  hereinbefore  prescribed,  and  file  a  certified  copy  of 
such  record  in  the  office  of  the  Secretary  of  the  State,  and  cause  the 
same  to  be  recorded  as  provided  in  section  1689  (a.),  and  thereafter  such 
railroad  company  shall  have  the  right  to  make  such  extension  or  build 
such  branch,  as  if  it  had  been  authorized  in  its  charter  or  articles  of 
association. 

§1689.  (k.)  Realty  may  be  acquired.     In  case  any  railroad  company  Acts  of  isso 

formed  under  this  section  shall  not  have  acquired  any  real  estate,  re-*1'  p- in- 
quired for  the  purposes  of  its  corporation,  it  shall  have  the  right  to  ac- 

quire the  same  in  the  manner  and  by  the  proceedings  prescribed  in  this 
section. 

§1689.  (1.)  Right  of  way,  how  obtained.  In  the  event  of  any  company  Acts  of  18% 

organized  under  the  provisions  of  this  section  does  not  procure  from*1'  P-161- 
the  owner  or  owners  thereof,  by  contract,  lease  or  purchase,  the  title  to 
the  lands,  or  right  of  way,  or  other  property  necessary  or  proper  for  the 
construction  or  connection  of  said  railroad  and  its  branches  or  exten- 

sions, or  its  depots,  wharves,  docks,  or  other  necessary  terminal  facili- 
ties, or  necessary  or  proper  for  it  to  reach  its  freight  depot,  or  the  pas- 

senger depot  in  any  city,  town  or  village  in  the  State,  as  hereinbefore 
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provided,  it  shall  be  lawful  for  said  corporation  to  construct  its  rail- 
road over  any  lands  belonging  to  other  persons,  or  over  such  rights  of 

way  or  tracks  of  other  railroads  as  aforesaid,  upon  paying  or  tendering 
to  the  owner  thereof,  or  to  his  or  her  or  its  legally  authorized  represen- 

tative, just  and  reasonable  compensation  for  the  right  of  way,  which 
compensation,  when  not  otherwise  agreed  upon,  shall  be  assessed  and 
determined  in  the  following  manner,  to-wit:  When  the  parties  cannot, 
or  do  not,  agree  upon  the  damage  done,  such  other  railroad  company, 
for  the  use  of  its  right  of  way  or  tracks  as  aforesaid,  or  to  the  owner  or 
owners  of  the  land,  or  other  property  which  the  corporation  seeks  to  appro- 

priate as  a  right  of  way,  or  for  its  purposes,  the  corporation  created  un- 
der this  section  shall  choose  one  of  the  citizens  of  this  State  as  its  as- 

sessor, and  the  person  or  persons,  or  railroad  company,  owning  the  land 
sought  to  be  taken,  or  the  right  of  way  or  tracks  sought  to  be  used,  shall 
choose  another  as  his,  her,  its  or  their  assessor,  and  in  case  the  persons 
owning  such  land,  or  a  majority  of  them,  if  more  than  one  person  owns 
the  land  sought  to  be  condemned,  or  said  railroad  company  owning  such 
right  of  way  or  tracks  sought  to  be  used,  should  fail  or  refuse  to  maka 
such  choice,  or  select  some  one  to  represent  his,  her,  its  or  their  inter- 

ests, or  should  be  an  insane  parson,  lunatic,  idiot,  or  minor,  or  under 
any  disability  from  any  cause  whatsoever,  and  have  no  legal  represent- 

ative, then  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  Ordinary  of  the  county  in  which 
such  property,  or  right  of  way,  or  use  of  tracks  so  sought  to  be  con- 

demned is  situated,  to  make  such  selection  for  such  owner  or  owners, 
or  railroad  company,  so  failing  or  refusing,  or  unable  to  make  the  same 
as  aforesaid  :  Provided,  the  said  corporation  give  notice  to  said  Ordinary 
that  such  owner  or  owners,  or  railroad  company  fails  or  refuses  to  act  as 
aforesaid,  or  is  an  insane  person,  lunatic,  idiot,  or  minor,  or  under  disabil- 

ity from  any  cause  whatsoever,  and  has  no  legal  representative  ;  and  the 
two  assessors  thus  elected  shall  choose  a  thirl  assessor,  and  the  three 
assessors  thus  selected,  shall  be  sworn  to  do  justice  between  the  par- 

ties, and  after  hearing  such  evidence  as  may  be  offered,  both  as  to  the 
benefits  and  as  to  the  damages  done  the  owner  or  owners  of  such  right 
of  way,  and  right  to  use  the  same,  and  of  such  track  sought  to  be  used, 
or  of  such  lands  sought  to  be  condemned,  as  the  case  may  be,  they  or  a 
majority  of  them  shall  assess  the  damages  and  value  the  property  so 
sought  to  be  condemned,  and  shall  say  in  writing  what  sum  said  corpo- 

ration shall  pay  for  the  right  of  way,  right  to  use  tracks  or  land  so 
sought  to  be  condemned  by  it,  and  they  shall  file  their  said  award 
wdthin  ten  days  after  it  is  made,  in  the  office  of  the  Clerk  of  the  Supe- 

rior Court  of  the  county  where  said  lands  or  right  of  way,  or  track 
sought  to  be  condemned  or  used,  is  located,  and  the  said  clerk  shall  re- 

cord the  same,  and  it  shall  have  all  the  force  and  effect  of  a  judgment 
or  decree  by  the  Superior  Court  of  said  county,  and  in  case  either  party 
is  dissatisfied  with  said  award,  the  party  so  dissatisfied,  and  in  case  he 
or  she,  or  they,  be  under  disability,  and  have  no  legal  representative, 

?  the  Ordinary  aforesaid,  as  the  representative  of  such  party,  shall  have 
the  right,  by  giving  written  notice  to  the  other  party,  within  ten  days 
from  the  time  said  award  is  filed  as  aforesaid  in  said  Clerk's  office,  to 
enter  an  appeal  in  writing,  from  said  award  to  the  Superior  Court  of 
the  county  where  said  award  is  filed,  and  at  the  next  term  of  said 
court,  unless  continued  for  legal  cause,  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  Judge 
presiding  in  said  cause,  to  cause  an  issue  to  be  made  up  as  to  the  dam- 

age or  valuation  of  said  land,  right  of  way,  or  right  to  use  such  track 
as  the  case  may  be,  and  the  same  to  be  tried,  with  all  the  rights  for 
hearing  and  trying  said  cause  in  the  Superior  Court,  and  in  the  Su- 

preme Court,  as  provided  for  cases  in  common  law.  The  entering  of  said 
appeal,  and  the  proceedings  thereon,  shall  not  hinder  or  in  any  way  delay 
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the  said  corporation's  work  or  the  progress  thereof,  but  the  same  may  pro- 
ceed without  let  or  hindrance  from  the  time  said  condemnation  proceed- 
ings are  begun;  that  if  said  corporation  should  enter  said  appeal,  that  it 

shall  give  bond  and  security  for  the  payment  of  the  amount  rendered 
upon  the  final  hearing  of  said  cause.  Should  no  appeal  be  entered  from 
said  award  within  said  time,  and  should  said  corporation  fail  to  pay  the 
same,  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  Clerk  of  the  Superior  Court,  upon  the 
request  of  any  ]3erson  interested,  to  issue  execution  upon  such  award, 
as  in  other  cases  of  judgments  of  the  Superior  Court,  and  said  execu- 

tion may  be  levied  upon  any  of  the  property  of  such  corporation,  as  in 
cases  of  other  executions,  and  if  such  land-owner  or  land-owners  be  an 
insane  person,  lunatic,  idiot,  or  minor,  or  under  disability  from  any 
other  cause,  and  have  no  legal  representative,  then,  and  in  that  event, 
said  sum  so  awarded  or  found  due  by  said  corporation  for  the  land  so 
taken,  shall  be  paid  to  the  Ordinary,  and  he  shall  cause  the  same  to  be 
so  invested  for  the  use  of  such  owner  or  owners,  and  to  this  end  he 
shall  appoint  such  guardians,  or  other  legal  representatives,  to  take, 
hold,  manage  and  control  such  fund  as  is  usual,  necessary  or  proper, 
and  said  right  of  way,  and  right  to  use  such  track,  shall  vest  in  such 
corporations  as  fully  and  completely  as  if  the  same  had  been  purchased 
or  acquired  by  contract  with  the  consent  of  the  owners  thereof. 

§1689.  (m.)   Change  of  route  or  name.     The  directors  of  every  railroad  Acts  of  lsso 

company  organized  under  the  provisions  of  this  section,  and  of  every-1'  p^)64- 
railroad  company  already  organized  availing  itself  of  the  provisions  of  &^t~*~~&*-~-  <*j£- 
this  section,  to  build  branch   roads  or  extend  its  main  line,  may  by   >       /tr  ,<■» ,  * 
a  vote  of  two-thirds  of  their  whole  number,  at  any  time  alter  or  change     ,  j-X- 
their  route  or  part  of  their  route  for  their  railroad  constructed  or  pro-  /y  *^* 
jected,  if  it  shall  appear  to  them  that  the  line  can  be  thereby  improved/ 
And  upon  a  like  vote  of  two-thirds  of  all  the  directors  of  any  company 
organized  under  the  provisions  of  this  section,  or  of  any  compan}^ 
availing  itself  of  its  provisions,  or  of  any  other  railroad  company  in 
this  State  already  incorporated,  and  not  desiring  to  avail  itself  of  the 
privilege  of  this  section  in  relation  to  building  of  branches  or  exten- 

sions, such  company  may  change  its  name.  The  company  shall  make 

and  file  in  the  Secretary  of  State's  office  a  certificate  of  such  alteration 
or  change  of  route,  or  of  such  change  of  name,  which  certificate  shall 
then  be  entered  of  record,  and  such  change  of  name  shall  take  place 
from  the  date  of  such  record,  and  such  change  or  alteration  of  route 
shall  also  take  place  from  the  date  of  record  of  such  certificate,  and  a 
copy  of  such  certificate  certified  by  the  Secretary  of  State  shall  be  evi- 

dence of  such  change  of  name  or  alteration  or  change  of  route,  as  the 
case  may  be.  And  in  the  event  of  a  change  or  alteration  of  route,  such 
company  shall  have  the  same  power  and  right  to  acquire  title  to  land, 
or  right  of  way,  or  other  property  required  for  the  purposes  of  the  com- 

pany upon  such  altered  or  changed  route,  as  if  the  road  had  been  loca- 
ted there  in  the  first  instance,  but  no  such  alteration  shall  be  made  in 

the  route  in  any  city  or  town  after  the  road  shall  have  been  constructed, 
unless  the  same  shall  be  sanctioned  by  the  mayor  and  council  or  other 
governing  body  of  said  city  or  town.  And  in  case  said  route  is  changed 
after  grading  is  commenced,  compensation  shall  be  made  to  all  persons 
owning  lands  on  the  original  route  which  have  been  injured  by  such 
grading  or  other  work  on  said  original  road,  if  no  agreement  can  be 
made  in  the  method  provided  for  condemning  right  of  way  provided  in 
the  preceding  section. 

§1689.  (n.)   Other  roach,  how  crossed.     Whenever  the  track  of  any  rail- Acts  of  i88o 
road  constructed  by  a  company  under  the  provisions  of  this  section,  or  _1>  p  164, 
any  law  of  this  State,  shall  cross  a  railroad  or  highway,  such  highway, 
or  railroad  may  be  crossed  under  or  over,  as  may  be  deemed  most  expe- 
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dient ;  and  in  cases  where  a  cutting  shall  make  a  change  in  the  line  of 
any  such  highway,  or  is  desirable,  with  a  view  to  more  easy  ascent  or 
descent,  the  said  company  may  take  such  additional  lands  for  the  con- 

struction of  such  road  or  highway  upon  such  new  line  as  may  be  deemed 
requisite  by  the  directors,  unless  the  lands  so  taken  for  the  purposes 
aforesaid,  shall  be  donated  for  the  purpose,  under  the  mode  hereinbefore 

~*^  ,  provided  for  condemning  right  of  way  and  other  property. 
Y0  <7L£~A*^<^~-*--  §1689.  (o.)   Contracts  with  other  roads.     Any  railroad  company  in  this 
j<  "  /V-Acts  of  i_880  State  shall  have  the  power  and  authority  to  make  and  enter  into  con- 

T*?^f  ~1,P^1  tracts  with  any  railroad  company  which  has  constructed,  or  shall  here-  , 
'^/^^-^ '  ,#~'  ̂ after  construct,  any  railroad  within  this  State  or  another  State,  as  will enable  said  companies  to  run  their  roads  in  connection  with  each  other 

-  vA  and  to  merge  their  stocks,  or  to  consolidate  with  any  such  company 

'  within  or  without  this  State,  or  to  lease  or  purchase  the  stock  and  prop- 
/y\*f£A  vfc^^y  °f  any  other  such  company,  and  hold,  use  and  occupy  the  same  in 
ffcj-^ <fa*J£<* ^  ̂___  gnph  manner  as  they  may  deem  most  beneficial  to  their  interests.  It  shall e  lawful  for  such  companies  to  build,  construct  and  run  as  part  of  their 

corporate  property  such  number  of  steamboats  or  vessels  as  they  may 
deem  necessary  to  facilitate  the  business  operations  of  such  company  or 
companies:  Provided,  that  no  railroad  shall  purchase  a  competing  line 
of  railroad,  or  enter  into  any  contract  with  a  competing  line  of  railroad 
calculated  to  defeat  or  lessen  competition  in  this  State. 

£•  /r,z.-J\       §1689.  (p.)  How  to  run  at  crossings,  etc.     Every  train  of  passenger  cars 
/Acts of  1880 drawn  by  one  or  more  locomotives  upon  any  railroad  track,  shall  come 

-l,  p.  i6o.    £0  a  fujj  gf.Qp  Defore  arriving;  at  or  crossing  the  track  of  another  railroad, 
v    y  ~      and  within  four  hundred  feet  thereof,  and  the  train  arriving  at  such 
«^*-^a^****/ crossing  first,  shall  move  on  and  cross  first,  and  every  such  train  shall 

j**-***^***-?**  p£-£-,also  slow  down  to  a  speed  of  not  more  than  four  miles  an  hour  before 
jl  running  on  or  crossing  any  drawbridge  over  a  stream  which  is  regularly 

/f~ty  /vw*  navigated  by  vessels. 
§1689  (q.)  Books,  etc.,  how  and  where  kept.  The  secretary,  or  other  offi- 

Acts  of  1880  cer  or  agent  of  any  railroad  corporation,  who  by  the  charter  or  by-laws 
-l.  p.  165.  0f  gucn  corporation  is  made  the  custodian  of  the  books,  records,  papers, 

or  other  property  of  such  corporation  shall  keep  the  same  in  his  pos- 
session, at  all  times  during  business  hours,  have  the  same  ready  to  be  ex- 
hibited to  any  officer,  director  or  committeee  of  stockholders  of  any  rail- 

road corporation  appointed  by  a  majority  in  amount  of  said  stockholders, 
and  to  furnish  them,  or  either  of  them,  transcripts  from  the  records  of 
proceedings  of  the  board  of  directors  of  such  corporation  under  his  offi- 

cial hand  and  seal,  on  the  payment  to  him  of  the  same  fee  as  that  required 
by  law  to  the  Clerk  of  Court  for  transcripts  from  the  records  of  his  office, 
and  the  said  secretary  shall,  on  resigning  his  office,  or  otherwise  vacat- 

ing the  same,  make  over  all  such  books,  records,  papers,  and  all  other 
property  of  the  corporation  which  are  in  his  possession,  to  his  succes- 

sor in  office,  or,  where  no  successor  has  been  appointed  or  elected,  to 
the  board  of  directors,  if  any,  or  to  the  person  or  persons  appointed  by 
the  stockholders  of  such  corporation  ;  and  such  secretary,  on  being  duly 
summoned  to  appear  as  a  witness  in  any  case  on  trial  in  any  Court  of 
justice  in  this  State,  shall  attend  and  produce  such  books  and  records 
of  the  corporation  as  may  be  demanded  in  such  summons  to  be  used  on 
such  trial. 

§1689.  (r.)  May  acquire  rights  in  other  States,  etc.  Any  railroad  company 
Acts  of  1880  heretofore  or  hereafter  incorporated,  by  or  under  the  laws  of  this  State, 
-l,  p.  166.  may  exercise  all  its  rights,  franchises  and  privileges  in  any  other  State 

or  Territory  of  the  United  States,  under  and  subject  to  the  laws  of  the 
State  or  Territory  where  it  may  exercise  or  attempt  to  exercise  the 
same,  and  may  accept  from  any  other  State  or  Territory,  and  use  any 
other  additional  power  and  privilege  applicable  to  the  carrying  of  per- 
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3ns  and  property  by  railways,  steamboats  and  ships  in  said  State,  Ter- 
itory,  or  the  high  seas,  or  otherwise  applicable  to  the  operations  of 
aid  company  as  herein  provided. 
§1689.  (s.)  Principal  office,  where  kept.     Every  railroad  company  organ-  Acts  of  isso 

zed  under   this  section  shall  have  a   principal  office  and  residence  _1>  p-  166- 
dthin  the  State,  which  principal  office  shall  be  made  known  by  pub- 
ication,  as  provided  in  section  1689  (a.)  for  notice  of  formation  of  the 
Dmpany. 
§1689.  (t.)  How  run  with  reference  to  other  roads.  Where  a  railroad  or  Acts  of  1880 

ranch  railroad  is  intended  to  be  built  under  this  section,. between _1> p-  166- 
wo  points  where  a  railroad  is  now  constructed,  the  general  direction 
nd  location  of  such  new  railroad  shall  be  at  least  ten  miles  from  the 
iilroad  already  constructed,  but  this  section  shall  not  be  construed  to 
3fer  to  any  point  within  ten  miles  of  either  terminus,  or  to  prevent 
lid  roads  from  running  as  near  to  each  other  for  said  first  ten  miles 

•om  either  terminus  as  the  interest  of  such  company  building  the  new 
Dute  may  dictate. 
§1689.  (u.)  Duration  of  charter.     No  corporation  created  under  this  Acts  of  isso 

action  shall  continue,  except  by  extension  of  time  by  legislative  en-  l» p-  166- 
ctment,  for  a  longer  period  than  fifty  years,  and  that  all  such  corpo- 

rations shall  be  subject  to  the  provisions  of  article  four  of  the  Consti- 
ation  of  the  State  of  Georgia. 
§1689.  (v.)  Purchasers  of  railroads  may  form  corporations.  In  case  of  Acts  of  1876, 

le  sale  of  any  railroad  situated  wholly  within  this  State,  or  partly  5'cts8of  :876 
rithin  this  State  and  partly  within  an  adjoining  State,  by  virtue  ofp.  119. 
ny  mortgage  or  deed  of  trust,  whether  under  foreclosure  or  other  judi- 
Lal  proceeding,  or  pursuant  to  any  power  contained  in  such  mortgage 
r  deed  of  trust,  the  purchaser  or  purchasers  thereof,  or  his  or  their  sur- 
ivor  or  survivors,  representatives  or  assigns,  may,  together  with  their 
ssociates  (if  any,)  form  a  corporation  for  the  purpose  of  owning,  pos- 
3ssing,  maintaining  and  operating  such  railroad,  or  such  portion  . 
hereof  as  may  be  situated  within  this  State,  by  filing  in  the  office  of 
be  Secretary  of  State  of  this  State,  a  certificate,  specifying  the  name 
nd  style  of  such  corporation,  the  number  of  directors  of  the  same,  the 
ames  of  its  first  directors,  and  the  period  of  their  services  not  exceed- 
ag  one  year,  the  amount  of  the  capital  stack  of  such  corporation,  and 
be  number  of  shares  into  which  it  is  to  be  divided ;  and  the  persons 
igning  such  certificate,  and  their  successors,  shall  be  a  body  corporate 
nd  politic  by  the  name  specified  in  such  certificate,  with  power  to  sue 
nd  be  sued,  contract  and  be  contracted  with,  and  to  own,  possess, 
laintain  and  operate  the  railroad  referred  to  in  such  certificate,  and  to 
ransact  all  business  connected  with  the  same ;  and  a  copy  of  such  cer- 
ificate,  attested  by  the  Secretary  of  State  or  his  deputy,  shall  in  all 
lourts  and  places  be  evidence  of  the  due  organization  and  existence  of 
Qch  corporation  and  of  the  matters  specified  in  such  certificate. 
§1689.  (w.)  Subrogated  to  rights  of  former  company.  Such  corporation  Acts  of  1876, 

hall  possess  all  the  powers,  rights,  immunities,  privileges  and  fran- p' 119, 
hises  in  respect  to  such  railroad,  or  the  part  thereof  included  in  such 
ertificate,  and  in  respect  to  the  real  and  personal  property  appertain- 
ng  to  the  same,  which  were  possessed  or  enjoyed  by  the  corporation 
rhich  owned  or  held  such  railroad  previous  to  such  sale,  under  or  by 
irtue  of  its  charter  and  any  amendments  thereto,  and  of  other  laws  of 
his  State,  or  the  laws  of  any  other  State  in  which  any  part  of  such 
ailroad  may  have  been  situated,  not  inconsistent  with  the  laws  of  this 
State. 

§1689.  (x.)  May  issue  bonds,  etc.     Such  corporation  shall  also  have  Acts  of  1876, 
>ower  to  make  and  issue  bonds,  bearing  such  rate  of  interest  not  ex-p-119- 
eeding  seven  per  cent,  per  annum,  payable  at  such  times  and  places, 
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and  in  such  amount  or  amounts,  as  it  may  deem  expedient,  and  to  sell 
and  dispose  of  such  bonds  at  such  prices  and  in  such  manner  as  it  may 
deem  proper,  and  to  secure  the  payment  of  such  bonds  by  its  mortgage 
or  deed  of  trust  of  its  railroad,  or  any  part  thereof,  and  its  real  and  per- 

sonal property  and  franchises  and  all  of  the  property  and  franchises  of 
such  corporation  embraced  or  intended  to  be  embraced  in  any  such  mort- 

gage or  deed  of  trust,  whether  then  held  or  thereafter  acquired,  shall  be 
subject  to  the  lien  and  operation  of  such  mortgage  or  deed  of  trust, 
and  in  case  of  sale  under  the  same,  shall  pass  to  and  become  vested  in 
the  purchaser  or  purchasers  thereof,  so  as  to  enable  him  or  them  to  form 
a  new  corporation  in  the  manner  hereinbefore  prescribed,  and  to  vest 
in  such  new  corporation  all  the  faculties,  powers,  rights,  immunities, 
privileges  and  franchises  possessed  by  its  predecessor  or  conferred  by 
this  section. 

§1689.  (y.)  May  establish  sinking  fund,  etc.  Such  corporations  shall 
Acts  of  1876.  also  have  power  to  establish  sinking  funds  for  the  payment  of  its  lia- 
Actsoii876.  bilities,  and  to  issue  capital  stock  to  such  an  aggregate  amount  as  it 
p,  120.  may  deem  necessary,  not  exceeding  the  amount  named  in  its  certificate 

of  organization,  and  may  make  and  issue  preferred  stock,  and  make  and 
establish  preferences  in  respect  to  dividends  in  favor  of  one  or  more 
classes  of  stock  over  any  other  class  or  classes,  and  secure  the  same  in 
such  order  and  manner,  and  to  such  extent,  as  such  corporation  may 
deem  expedient ;  and  may  confer  upon  the  holders  of  any  bonds,  which 
it  may  issue,  the  right  to  vote  at  all  meetings  of  its  stockholders,  not, 
however,  exceeding  one  vote  for  each  one  hundred  dollars  of  the  par 
amount  of  such  bonds,  which  right  to  vote,  when  once  fixed,  shall  at-, 
tach  to  and  pass  with  such  bonds,  under  such  regulations  as  such  cor- 

poration shall  prescribe,  but  shall  not  subject  the  holder  to  any  call  for 
or  assessment  of  money  made  by  such  corporation,  or  to  any  liability 
for  the  debts  of  such  corporation,  or  entitle  any  holder  thereof  to  divi- 

dends; and  such  corporation  shall  also  have  capacity  to  enjoy  and  ex- 
ercise within  other  States  the  said  powers,  rights,  immunities,  privi- 

leges and  franchises,  and  such  others  as  may  be  conferred  upon  it  by 
any  law  of  this  or  of  any  State  in  which  any  portion  of  its  railroad  may 
be  situated,  or  in  which  it  may  transact  any  part  of  its  business,  and 
to  make  by-laws,  rules,  and  regulations  in  relation  to  its  business,  and 
the  number  of  its  directors,  and  the  times  and  places  of  holding  meet- 

ings of  its  stockholders  and  directors,  and  the  same  to  alter  and  change 
as  may  be  deemed  expedient:  Provided,  that  such  by-laws,  rules  and 
regulations  shall  conform  to  the  laws  of  this  State. 

§1689.  (z.)  May  consolidate  with  others.  Any  railroad  company,  incor- 
Acts  of  i860  porated  under  the  provisions  of  this  section,  shall  have  power  to  sell, 

-i,  p.  130,  fease>  assign  or  transfer  its  stock,  property  and  franchises  to,  or  to  con- 
solidate the  same  with  those  of,  any  other  railroad  company  (incorpo- 

rated under  the  laws  of  this  or  any  other  State,  or  of  the  United  States,) 
whose  railroad,  within  or  without  this  State,  shall  connect  with,  or  form 
a  continuous  line  with,  the  railroad  of  the  company  incorporated  un- 

der this  law,  upon  such  terms  as  may  be  agreed  upon  :  Provided,  hoio- 
ever,  that  the  agreement  for  any  such  sale,  lease,  assignment,  transfer 
or  consolidation,  shall  be  submitted  to  the  stockholders  of  the  railroad 
company  incorporated  under  this  law,  at  a  special  meeting  called  for 
considering  the  same,  and  shall  be  sanctioned  by  the  holders  of  two- 
thirds  of  the  stock  represented  at  such  meeting  in  person  or  by  proxy, 
and  if  sanctioned  at  such  meeting,  shall  be  filed  in  the  office  of  the 
Secretary  of  State  of  this  State  :  and  provided,  further,  that  such  agreement 
shall  contain  no  provision  in  conflict  with  the  provisions  of  this  law, 
or  which  shall  exempt  such  railroad,  so  far  as  it  lies  within  this  State, 
from  the  operation  of  the  laws  of  this  State. 

§1689.  (aa.)    Privileges  of  former  companies.     All  railroad  companies 
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heretofore  incorporated  under  the  law  embodied  in  the  five  preceding  Acts  of  isso 

sections,  shall  possess,  and  shall  be  entitled  to  exercise,  all  the  rights,  _1>  p-  13°- 
powers  and  privileges  conferred  upon  any  corporation  by  virtue  of  this 
law. 

§1689.  (bb.)  May  purchase  other  railroads.     Any  railroad  company  in-  Acts  of  1876, 

corporated  under  the  provisions  of  this  law,  shall  also  have  power  top'120' 
purchase  or  contract  for  the  use  and  enjoyment,  in  whole  or  in  part,  of 
any  other  railroad  or  railroads  lying  without  this  State,  if  the  same 
shall  connect  with  or  form  a  continuous  line  with  the  railroad  of  the 
company  incorporated  under  this  law. 

§1689.  (cc.)  Applies  to  what  sales.  The  provisions  of  the  preceding  six  Acts  of  istg, 

sections  shall  apply  to  all  cases  when  there  has  already  been,  or  shall p' 12L 
hereafter  be,  any  legal  judicial  sale  of  any  railroad  and  its  franchises, 
or  where  any  railroad  and  its  franchises  shall  be  in  the  hands  of  the 
State,  under  any  seizure  by  the  State,  for  the  non-payment  of  any  in- 

dorsed bonds  issued  by  the  company  owning  the  same  and  sold  by  the 
State  or  by  the  Governor  of  the  State. 

§1689.  (dd.)  No  exemption  from  tax  or  legislation.     Nothing  in  said  six  Actsofi876 

sections  shall  operate  to  vest  in  any  purchaser  of  any  railroad  and  itsp,12L 
franchises  any  exemption  from  taxation,  existing  or  claiming  to  exist 
in  the  corporation  which  shall  have  been  the  owner  of  said  railroad  and 
its  franchises,  or  to  limit  the  powers  of  the  Legislature  to  alter,  modify 
or  withdraw  the  charter  and  franchises  herein  provided. 

§1689.  (ee.)  Former  purchasers,  rights  of.  In  case  of  any  sale  of  a  rail-  Acts  ot  isso 
road  heretofore  made  within  the  terms  of  section  1689  (v.)  or  1689  (cc.)  _1' p>  13L  • 
if  a  certificate  signed  by  the  purchaser  or  purchasers,  or  by  the  owner 

or  owners,  of  a  majority,  in  interest,  of  such  ra'ilroad  or  railroads,  his or  their  survivor  or  survivors,  representatives  or  assigns,  in  person  or 
by  agent  or  attorney,  and  containing  the  statements  required  by  section 
1689  (v.)  shall  heretofore  have  been  filed  in  the  office  of  Secretary  of 
State  of  this  State,  such  filing  of  such  certificate  shall  be  decreed,  and 
is  declared  to  be  a  compliance  with  the  terms  of  the  law  of  this  State, 
relating  to  the  formation  of  corporations,  and  the  corporation  in  such 
certificate  mentioned,  and  to  incorporate  which  the  same  was  filed, 
is  hereby  declared  to  be  duly  and  legally  incorporated  in  accordance 
with  law  ;  and  the  persons  signing  such  certificate,  and  their  successors, 
shall  be  a  body  corporate  and  politic,  by  the  name  specified  in  such 
certificate,  with  power  to  sue  and  be  sued,  contract  and  be  contracted 
with,  and  to  own,  possess,  maintain  and  operate  the  railroad  referred 
to  in  such  certificate,  and  to  transact  all  business  connected  with  the 
same  ;  and  shall  possess  and  may  exercise  all  rights,  powers  and.  privi- 

leges, and  franchises  conferred  by  the  preceding  section,  and  all  Acts 
amendatory  thereof,  whether  heretofore  or  hereafter  to  be  enacted,  upon 
the  corporations  therein  mentioned. 

§1689.  (ff.)  Benefit  of  laws  conferred.     All  Acts  heretofore  passed  by  Acts  of  isso 

the  General  Assembly  of  the  State  of  Georgia,  purporting  in  any  sec--1'  p- 14/" tion  to  amend  the  original  charter  of  any  railroad  named  therein  by 
altering,  changing  or  extending  the  route  thereof,  shall  enure  to  the 
benefit  of  the  purchaser  or  purchasers  and  his  or  their  successors  and 
assigns,  if  they  so  elect,  and  he  or  they  may  adopt  such  change  or  al- 

teration and  build  the  said  railroad  accordingly,  the  same  as  if  such 
change  or  alteration  was  contained  in  the  original  charter  which  said  . 
Act  or  Acts  purport  to  amend  as  a  part  of  the  route  of  such  rail- 

road, although    said   Act   or   Acts   may   have   been  procured  at  the 
instance  of  persons  unconnected  with  the  railroad  named  therein,  and 
may  purport  to  give,  or,  in  legal  effect,  have  given,  to  said  persons  the 
right  to  organize  a  new  company  for  such  altered  or  changed  route  or 
line:  Provided,  that  such  persons  have  not  actually  built  a  railroad  on 
the  line  mentioned,  or  provided  that  they  have  not  complied  with  all 
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the  terms  and  conditions  in  such  Act  or  Acts  contained,  includ- 
ing all  provisions  in  regard  to  time,  or  provided  they  have  transferred 

their  rights,  if  any  thereunder,  to  the  railroad  company  mentioned 
therein  by  name,  or  the  said  railroad  company  had  acquired  the  same  pre- 

vious to  the  time  when  it  was  sold;  and,  provided  further,  that  such 
purchaser  or  purchasers,  his  or  their  successors  or  assigns,  shall  file,  in 
the  office  of  the  Secretary  of  State,  within  six  months  after  the  27th  Sep- 

tember, 1881,  a  certificate  to  the  effect  that  he  or  they  elect  to  adopt  the 
alteration,  change  or  additional  route  mentioned  in  such  Act  or  Acts 
purporting  to  amend  by  any  section  the  original  charter  of  any 
company  named  therein ;  and,  upon  the  filing  of  such  certificate,  such 
purchaser  or  purchasers,  his  and  their  successors  and  assigns,  shall  be 
entitled  to  build  the  railroad  so  purchased  by  them  upon  such  addi- 

tional route  or  line  aforesaid,  as  well  as  upon  the  route  or  line  of  the 
original  charter  thereof,  and  the  completion  of  work  thereon  within  the 
time  allowed  by  the  Act  of  February  29th,  1876,  and  any  Act  which 
has,  or  may  hereafter  be,  passed  amendatory  thereof  or  increasing  the 
time  therein  mentioned  by  the  purchaser  or  purchasers,  his  and  their 
successors  and  assigns,  shall  be  deemed  a  full  compliance  with  any  di- 

rections or  conditions  in  regard  thereto  contained  in  the  Act  or  Acts 
so  purporting  to  amend  the  original  charter  of  said  railroad,  whether 
any  time  mentioned  in  said  Act  or  Acts  had  expired  at  the  time 
of  the  purchase  or  not. 

§1689.  (gg.)  Rights  of  purchaser  of  part  of  consolidated  line.  Whenever 
Acts  of  1880  ̂ ne  rights,  franchises  or  property  of  any  railroad  company  within  the 
-l,  p.  148.  limits  of  this  State,  and  incorporated  under  the  laws  of  the  same,  which 

said  railroad  formed  a  part  of  a  consolidated  line  of  railroad  extending 
into  any  adjoining  State,  has  been  sold  under  judicial  process  or  order 
of  any  Court  of  this  State,  the  purchaser  or  purchasers  thereof,  if  they 
have  not  organized  a  company,  as  hereinbefore  provided,  may  resell  and 
reconvey  to  the  company  which  owned  said  railroad  and  its  rights  and 
franchises  previous  to  its  sale  whatever  rights,  privileges  and  property 
such  purchaser  or  purchasers  may  have  acquired  by  virtue  of  his  or 
their  purchase,  and  thereupon  said  railroad  company  shall  be  and  be- 

come restored  to  all  the  rights,  powers  and  privileges  theretofore  pos- 
sessed by  it,  the  same  as  if  no  sale  had  ever  taken  place,  together  with 

such  additional  rights,  powers  and  privileges  as  are  hereinbefore  con- 
ferred upon  the  purchasers  of  railroads  and  railroad  property,  and  upon 

such  railroad  company  filing  in  the  office  of  the  Secretary  of  State  a 
certificate,  under  its  corporate  seal,  signed  by  its  president  and  secre- 

tary, setting  forth  the  date  of  its  original  charter,  the  date  of  the  sale 
of  the  portion  of  its  road  situated  in  this  State,  the  name  of  the  pur- 

chaser or  purchasers  thereof,  the  fact  of  its  repurchase  thereof  and  the 
manner  of  the  same,  the  jurisdiction  and  authority  of  the  said  railroad 
company  shall  immediately  extend  to  and  embrace  that  part  of  its 
line  situated  in  Georgia  and  so  repurchased  by  it,  and  the  same  shall 
become  ipso  facto  a  part  of  the  consolidated  line,  in  the  same  manner 
and  to  the  same  extent  as  it  was  before  such  sale  and  repurchase :  Pro- 

vided, that  nothing  herein  contained  shall  operate  to  effect  section 
1689  (dd.)  :  and  provided,  further,  that  no  liability  of  the  State  in  any 
way  is  hereby  created,  and  that  all  and  every  part  of  the  original  char- 

ter of  said  corporation  relative  to  State  aid  is  hereby  repealed :  provided, 
that  nothing  contained  herein  shall  be  construed  to  exempt  any  rail- 

road from  taxation,  or  from  the  operation  of  the  law  creating  the  Rail- 
road Commission,  and  the  laws  amendatory  thereof.* 

*The  Act  of  1880-1,  p.  134,  extends  the  time  for  completing  certain  railroads  for  five  years,  but 
does  not  give  State  aid,  nor  affect  certain  specified  railroads. 

Note.— The  law  as  to  incorporation  of  railroad  companies,  beginning  with  section  1689  y&.)  and 
ending  here,  all  form  a  subdivision  of  an  Article,  and  is  called  Section  V.  Henr-e,  it  is  frequently 
referred  to  as  "  this  law  "  and  sometimes  "  this  section,"  meaning  said  Section  V. 
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§1689.  (hh.)  Navigation  companies,  how  incorporated.  From  and  after  Acts  of  isso 

28th  of  September,  1881,  any  three  or  more  persons  who  may  desire  -L  p-  167 
to  form  a  company  for  the  purpose  of  building  for  their  own  use,  pur- 

chasing, equipping,  fitting  out,  chartering,  navigating  or  owning  ships 
or  vessels,  to  be  propelled  solely  or  partially  by  steam,  to  be  used  in  all 
lawful  commerce  or  navigation  upon  the  ocean,  seas  and  rivers,  and 
for  the  transportation  of  passengers,  freights  and  mails,  may  make, 
si°*n  and  acknowledge  under  oath,  before  some  officer  competent  to  take 
the  acknowledgement  of  deeds,  and  file  in  the  office  of  the  Clerk  of  the 
Superior  Court  of  the  county  within  this  State  in  which  the  principal 
office  for  the  management  of  the  concerns  of  the  company  is  to  be 
located,  and  a  duplicate  thereof  in  the  office  of  the  Secretary  of  State, 
a  certificate  in  writing,  in  which  shall  be  stated  the  corporate  name  of  the 
said  company,  and  the  specific  objects  for  which  the  company  shall  be 
formed,  stating  particularly  the  ports  between  which  such  vessels  are 
intended  to  be  navigated,  one  of  which  ports,  at  least,  shall  be  within 
this  State  ;  the  amount  of  the  capital  stock  of  said  company,  which 
shall  not  be  less  than  ten  thousand  dollars  ($10,000),  nor  more  than  five 
millions  ($5,000,000),  the  term  of  its  existence  not  to  exceed  fifty  years; 
the  number  of  shares  of  which  the  said  stock  shall  consist ;  the  num- 

ber of  directors,  and  their  names,  who  shall  manage  the  concerns  of 
said  company,  and  the  name  of  the  city  or  town  and  county  within 
this  State  in  which  the  principal  office  for  managing  the  affairs  of  the 
company  is  to  be  situated.  The  certificates  so  filed  shall  be  respectively 

recorded  in  the  said  Clerk's  office  of  the  Superior  Court,  and  in  the  office 
of  the  Secretary  of  State,  in  a  book  to  be  kepi  for  that  purpose,  for 
which  record,  and  all  other  records  under  this  section,  the  ordinary  fees 
for  recording  shall  be  paid. 

§1689.  (ii.)  Corporation,  token  formed.  When  the  certificate  shall  have  Acts  of  isso 

been  filed  as  aforesaid,  and  a  certified  copy  thereof  shall  have  been  fur--1-  p-  167- 
nished  by  the  Secretary  of  State  to  the  said  corporators,  and  ten  per 
cent,  of  the  capital  named  shall  have  been  paid  in,  the  persons  who 
shall  have  signed  and  acknowledged  the  same,  and  all  others  who 
may  thereafter  be  holders  of  any  share  or  shares  of  said  capital  stock, 
and  their  successors,  shall  be  a  body  politic  and  corporate,  in  fact  and 
in  name  by  the  name  stated  in  such  certificate,  and  shall  have  and  pos- 

sess all  the  general  powers  conferred  upon  corporations  under  the  laws 
of  this  State,  and  be  subject  to  all  the  provisions  contained  in  said  laws, 
and  they  shall,  by  their  corporate  name,  be  capable  in  law  of  purchasing, 
holding  and  conveying  any  real  or  personal  estate  whatever,  which  may 
be  necessary  to  enable  the  said  corporation  to  carry  on  the  operations 
named  in  such  certificate. 

§1689.  (jj.)  Directors,  how  chosen.  ■  The  stock,  property  and  concerns  of  Acts  of  isso 
such  company  shall  be  managed  by  no  less  than  three  nor  more _1' p' 168, 
than  nine  directors,  who  shall,  respectively,  be  stockholders  in  such 
company,  and  a  majority  of  whom  shall  be  residents  of  this  State,  and 

who  shall,  except  the  first  year  be  annually*  elected  by  the  stockholders, 
at  such  time  and  place,  and  in  such  manner,  as  shall  be  prescribed  by 
the  by-laws  of  the  company;  each  stockholder  shall  be  entitled  to  as 
many  votes  as  he  owns  shares  in  said  company,  and  said  election  shall 
be  by  ballot,  and  such  votes  may  be  cast  in  person,  or  by  proxy  duly 
given  in  writing.  The  directors  named  in  the  articles  of  association 
shall  appoint  inspectors  of  the  first  election  from  among  the  stockhold- 

ers who  are  not  directors,  and  all  acts  of  directors  shall  be  valid  and 
binding  as  against  said  company  until  their  successors  shall  be  elected. 

§1689.  (kk.)  President  and  directors,  their  powers.     The  board  of  direc-Actso 
tors  shall  elect  one  of  their  number  to  be  president.     That  the  pr$si-  ~1,  p-  m 
dent  and  directors  of  said  company  shall  have  power  to  conduct  and 

25 
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control  all  the  business  and  affairs  of  said  corporation  except  as  to  mat- 
ters expressly  ordered  otherwise  by  the  stockholders,  or  a  majority  of 

them,  in  meeting  assembled;  to  make  all  contracts  and  to  appoint  all 
officers  and  agents  necessary,  in  their  opinion,  for  conducting  the  bus- 

iness, and  to  fix  the  salaries  and  compensation  of  same,  and  to  confer 
on  them  or  any  of  them  any  power  or  authority  touching  the  business 
for  which  they  may  be  employed;  that  the  president  and  directors  shall 
have  power  to  call  in  and  demand  from  the  stockholders,  respectively, 
all  such  sums  of  money  by  them  subscribed,  at  such  times  and  in  such 
payments  or  installments  as  the  directors  shall  deem  proper,  under  the 
penalty  of  forfeiting  the  shares  of  stock  subscribed  for  and  all  previous 
payments  made  thereon,  if  payment  shall  not  be  made  by  the  stock- 

holder within  sixty  days  after  demand  or  notice  requiring  payment 
shall  have  been  published  once  a  week  for  four  weeks  in  the  newspaper 

containing  the  Sheriff's  advertisement,  published  in  the  place  where 
the  principal  office  of  such  company  shall  be  situated;  but  the  recovery 

by  action  of  any  installment  shall  preclude'  the  corporation  from  for- 
feiting any  stock  by  reason  of  the  non-payment  of  any  such  installment. 

The  directors  shall  also  have  power  to  make  such  reasonable  by-laws, 
not  inconsistent  with  the  laws  of  this  State  or  the  laws  of  the  United 
States,  as  they  shall  deem  proper  for  the  management  and  disposition 
of  the  property,  affairs  and  concerns  of  said  corporation ;  to  declare  such 
dividends  from  time  to  time  as  the  earnings  of  the  said  company  may 
warrant;  and  shall  exercise  all  and  singular  other  powers  usually  ex- 

ercised by  the  directors  of  a  corporation  in  controlling  the  affairs  of  the 
same  :  Provided,  nevertheless,  that  the  stockholders  in  convention  shall 
have  power  to  regulate  and  limit  the  discretionary  power  conferred  on 
the  board  of  directors,  or  repeal,  alter  or  amend  any  by-laws  or  regula- 

tions which  may  be  enacted  or  established  by  said  "board  of  directors. 
§1689.  (11.)  Stock,  and  how  transferred.     The  capital  stock  of  such  corn- 

Acts  of  1880  pany  shall  be  divided  into  shares  of  one  hundred  dollars  ($100)  each, 

-i,  p.  169.     for  which  certificates  shall  be  issued,  which  shall  be  transferable  only 
on  the  books  of  the  company,  as  may  be  prescribed  in  the  by-laws ;  but 
no  share  shall  be  transferable  until  all  previous  calls  thereon  shall  have 
been  fully  paid  in ;  and  no  transfer  or  assignment  of  stock  shall  operate 
to  release  any  holder  from  obligation  to  the  said  corporation,  without 
the  consent  of  the  board  of  directors ;  and  it  shall  not  be  lawful  for  any 
such  company  to  use  any  of  its  funds  in  the  purchase  of  any  stock  in 
any  other  corporation  formed  under  the  laws  of  this  State,  or  to  hold 
the  same,  unless  the  same  shall  have  been  bona  fide  pledged,  hypotheca- 

ted or  transferred  to  such  company  by  way  of  security  for,  or  in  satis- 
faction or  part  satisfaction  of,  a  debt    or  debts  previously  contracted 

in  the  course  of  the  business  of  such  company,  or  unless  the  same  shall 
be  purchased  by  the  company  at  sales  upon  judgments,  orders  or  de- 

crees which  shall  be  obtained  for  such  debts,  or  in  the  course  of  the 
prosecution  thereof. 

§1689.  (mm.)  Stock  book,  how  kept.  It  shall  be  the  duty  of  every  such 
Acts  of  iW o  company  to  cause  a  book  to  be  kept  by  the  secretary  or  treasurer  thereof, 

-i,  p.  if>9.  containing  the  names  of  all  persons  who  may  be  stockholders  in  such 
company,  and  their  residence,  and  the  number  of  shares  held  by  each, 
the  names  of  the  assignors  and  assignees  of  stock  and  the  number  of 
shares  transferred,  which  shall  at  all  times,  during  the  hours  of  busi- 

ness, be  open  to  public  inspection.  A  neglect  to  provide  or  keep  such 
a  book  ready  for  examination  as  herein  provided,  shall  subject  the  cor- 

poration whose  duty  it  is  to  provide  and  keep  the  same  to  a  penalty  of 

fifty  dollars  ($50)  for  every  day's  neglect;  and  a  refusal  of  any  officer 
of  xsuch  corporation  to  exhibit  such  book  to  any  person  demanding  the 
inspection  thereof  as  herein  provided,  shall  subject  such  officer  to  a 
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penalty  of  twenty-five  dollars  ($25) ;  the  said  penalties  may  be  sued 
for  and  recovered,  with  costs,  by  any  person  who  will  prosecute  the 
same,  one  moiety  thereof  to  be  paid  to  such  person  and  the  other  moi- 

ety to  be  paid  into  the  treasury  of  this  State.  In  all  proceedings  under 
the  provisions  of  this  section,  the  said  book  shall  be  presumptive  evi- 

dence of  the  truth  of  the  contents  thereof,  but  such  presumption  may 
be  repelled  by  evidence  of  any  person  or  persons  interested  in  repelling 
the  same. 

§1689.    (nn.)    May  borrow   money.      Any   company    incorporated   as  Acts  of  1880 

aforesaid,   shall   have   power   to  borrow   money   from   time   to   time,  "^p- 170, 
and  to  issue  therefor  bonds  or  obligations  upon  such  terms  as  may  be^:™^t^- 
agreed  upon  to  an  extent,  altogether,  not  exceeding  one-half  the  amount/^^-  «^.  &**j 
of  the  capital  stock  then  actually  paid  in,  and  to  mortgage  or  hypothe-  &&w-*-  <x^.JU^t 
cate  any  of  the  property  of  the  company  to  secure  such  bonds  or  obli-  'ZLa^&a&^m^*^- 
gations :  Provided,  however,  that  the  authority  to  the  board  of  directors,  /py.  %//. 
to  so  borrow  money  and  to  issue  bonds  and  obligations,  shall  be  conferred     * 
by  stockholders  of  such  company  in  meeting  or  convention  assembled ; 
and  to  this  end  the  votes  of  a  majority  of  all  the  stock  of  said  corpora- 

tion shall  be  sufficient  to  confer  such  power. 
§1689.  (oo.)  Certificate  of  stock,  and  payment  thereof.  The  president  and  Acts  of  i886» 

a  majority  of  the  directors  of  any  such  corporation  within  thirty  days _1,  p- m 
after  the  payment  of  the  last  installment  of  the  capital  stock  of  such 
corporation  shall  make  a  certificate,  stating  the  amount  of  the  capital 
stock  of  the  corporation,  and  that  the  same  is  paid  in,  which  certificate 
shall  be  signed  and  sworn  to  by  them,  and  they  shall  within  the  said 
thirty  days  record  the  same  in  the  office  of  the  Clerk  of  Superior  Court 
of  the  county  in  which  the  principal  office  of  such  corporation  is  lo- 

cated, and  also  in  the  office  of  the  Secretary  of  State.  The  capital  stock 
named  in  the  said  certificate  shall  be  paid  in  within  the  first  year  of 
the  existence  of  the  said  corporation. 

§1689.  (pp.)  Stock  may  be  increased  or  diminished.  Any  company  which  Acts  of  issoi 

may  be  formed  under  this  law  may  increase  or  diminish  its  capital  _1» p- 17°- stock  by  complying  with  the  provisions  of  this  law,  to  any  amount 
which  may  be  deemed  proper  and  sufficient  for  the  purposes  of  the 
corporation ;  but  before  any  corporation  shall  be  entitled  to  diminish 
the  amount  of  its  capital  stock,  all  debts  and  liabilities  of  the  said 
corporation  shall  be  satisfied  and  reduced,  so  as  not  to  exceed  an  amount 
equivalent  to  two-thirds  of  said  capital  as  diminished,  and  if  the  said  .  . 
capital  stock  be  increased  or  diminished,  as  herein  provided,  which 
may  be  done  by  the  board  of  directors,  and  the  majority  of  the  directors 
of  any  such  corporation,  so  increasing  or  diminishing  the  capital  stock 
of  such  company,  shall  within  thirty  days  after  such  increase  or  reduc- 

tion make  a  certificate  to  be  signed  and  sworn  to  by  them,  showing 
a  compliance  with  the  provisions  of  this  law,  the  amount  of  capital 
actually  paid  in,  the  whole  amounts  of  debts  and  liabilities  of  the  com- 

pany, the  amount  to  which  stock  shall  be  increased  or  diminished,  and 
they  shall  within  said  thirty  days  file  and  record  said  certificate  in  the 
same  manner  as  required  by  section  1689  (hh.)  ;  and  when  so  filed  and 
recorded  the  capital  stock  of  said  company  shall  be  increased  or  dimin- 

ished to  the  amount  specified  in  said  certificate :  Provided]  that  a  cer- 
tified copy  from  the  Secretary  of  State  of  such  certificate  shall  further 

certify  that  the  provisions  of  this  law  have  been  complied  with  as 
appears  upon  its  face. 

§1689.  (qq.)  Stockholders  may  call  meetings.  Any  number  of  the  stock-  Acts  of  i88e 
holders  of  any  corporation  created  under  this  law,  who  own  or  represent _1' 
at  the  time  one-third  of  the  capital   stock  actually  paid  in  by  giving 
twenty   days'  notice  thereof  in  the  newspaper  in  which  the   Sher- 

iffs advertisements  are  published,  in  the  county  where  the  principal 
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office  of  said  corporation  may  be  located,  may  call  a  meeting  or  conven- 
tion of  all  the  stockholders  of  such  corporation  at  such  time  and  place 

as  may  be  in  such  call  designated,  but  no  act  of  the  stockholders  in 
convention,  except  the  election  of  directors,  shall  be  valid  or  binding 
on  the  corporation  unless  a  majority  of  the  stock  shall  be  represented 
at  such  meeting.  For  the  election  of  directors  a  plurality  of  the  votes 
cast  shall  be  sufficient.  For  all  other  purposes  a  majority  of  all  the 
stock  of  the  company  shall  be  voted  in  favor  of  to  effectuate  the  said 
purposes  ;  nothing  herein  provided  shall  prevent  the  board  of  directors 
from  calling  a  meeting  or  convention  of  stockholders  whenever,  and  on 
such  notice  as,  said  board  may  deem  proper. 

§1689.  (rr.)  Ports  may  be  added  or  changed.  Any  company  incorpora- 
Acts  of  1880  ted  under  the  provisions  of  the  preceding  sections,  desiring  or  intend- 
-l,  p.  171.  jng  £0  navigate  steam  vessels  between  any  other  or  additional  ports 

than  those  named  in  its  original  certificate,  may  from  time  to  time  file 
and  cause  to  be  recorded  in  the  office  of  the  Clerk  of  Superior  Court  of 
the  county  in  which  the  principal  office  of  said  company  may  be  loca- 

ted, and  in  the  office  of  the  Secretary  of  State,  a  further  certificate,  in 
which  shall  be  stated  such  additional  ports  between  which  such  com- 

pany desire  to  navigate  such  vessels;  and  thereafter  such  company  may 
navigate  its  vessels  between  such  ports  with  a  like  effect  as  if  the  saicl 
ports  had  been  named  in  the  original  certificate,  and  all  the  provisions 
of  the  preceding  sections  in  regard  to  the  original  certificate  shall  apply 
to  such  additional  certificate. 

§1689.  (ss.)  Certificate,  evidence.     The  copy  of  any  certificate  of  incor- 
.Acts  or  1880  poration  filed  as  hereinbefore  provided  for,  certified  by  the  Secretary  of 

-l,  p.  i7i.    State,  under  his  official  seal,  to  be  a  true  copy  of,  and  of  the  whole  of, 
such  certificate,  shall  be  evidence  of  such  incorporation  in  all  Courts 
and  places,  and  a  like  effect  shall  be  given  to  a  similar  certified  copy  of 
any  additional  or  amended  certificate  as  hereinbefore  provided. 

§1689.  (tt.)  False  certificate.     If  any  certificate  made  as  aforesaid  shall 
^  Acts  of  1880  be  false  in  any  material  representation,  all  the  officers  who  shall  have 
-l,  p.  172.    signed  the  same  shall  be  jointly  and  severally  liable  to  any  person  for 

all  damages  arising  out  of  such  material  misrepresentation  or  flowing 
from  said  false  certificates. 

§1689.  (uu.)  Stockholders,  how  bound.  In  case  of  failure  of  any  corpo- 
Acts  of  1880  ration  organized  as  herein  provided,  the  stockholders  shall  be  bound  in 

-i,  p.  172.  their  private  capacity  to  any  creditor  of  such  corporation  for  the  amount 
of  stock  subscribed  for  by  them,  respectively,  until  the  said  subscription 

is  fully  paid  up,  or  until  the  stockholder  shall  have  paid  out  of  his  pri- 
vate property  debts  of  said  corporation  to  an  amount  equal  to  his  un- 
paid subscription. 

§1689.  (w.)  Renewal  of  charter.     Any  company  incorporated  under 
Acts  of  1880  the  provisions  of  this  law,  at  the  expiration  of  the  term  for  which  it 
-l,  p.  172.    wag  incorporated,  shall  have  privilege  of  a  renewal  of  its  charter  upon 

the  same  terms  upon  which  it  was  orignally  incorporated,  and  by  con- 
forming anew  to  all  the  provisions  hereinbefore  set  forth. 

General  Note. — As  to  creation  of  corporations  under  general  laws,  see  Pierce  on 
Railroads,  pp.  3-4,  526. 
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CHAPTER  II. 

OF   DOMICILE     AND    THE    MANNER   OF    CHANGING   THE    SAME. 

Section. 
1690.  General  rule. 
1691.  Persons  residing  at  two  or  more,  etc. 
1692.  Feme  covert. 
1693.  Of  minor. 

Section. 
1694.  Lunatics,  etc. 
1695.  Change  of  domioile. 

1696.  Of  persons  not  -'sui  juris." 

§1690.  (1689.)  (1644.)  Domicile.   The  domicile  of  every  person  of  full  Acts  of  1838, 
age,  and  laboring  under  no  disability,  is  the  place  where  the  family  of 
such  person  shall  permanently  reside,  if  in  this  State.     If  he  has  no 
family,  or  they  do  not  reside  in  this  State,  then  the  place  where  such 
person  shall  generally  lodge  shall  be  considered  his  domicile. 

Is  the  county  in  which  defendant's  family  permanently  resided,  although  he 
boarded  and  did  business  in  another  county:  2  Ga.,  171.  If,  has  no  family,  where  he 
boards  and  lodges  for  four  nights  in  the  week  fixes  domicile  :  20  Ga.,  746.  Where  one 
has  fled  from  the  State  after  wounding  another,  his  domicile,  for  some  purposes,  still 
in  this  State  where  his  family  was  :  25  Ga.,  151.  Is  the  place  where  the  family  shall 
permanently  reside  in  the  State  :  46  Ga.,  277.  Is  a  question  of  fact  for  the  jury  to  de- 

termine as  to  intention  :  46  Ga.,  656-7.  Section  cited  and  where  the  party  was  liable 
to  be  sued  wTas  a  question  of  fact  for  the  jury  :  60  Ga.,  444.  Service  of  process  by  U.  S. 
Marshal  at  the  house  where  the  person  left  his  family  is  valid:  56  Ga.,  51-2.  Non- 

resident of  the  State  has  a  locus  in  the  place  where  found  as  to  suits:  47  Ga.,  560-2. 
Domicile  denned  and  distinguished  from  residence.     Rorer  Inter-State  Law,  187. 

§1691.  (1690.)  (1645.)  Election  of  one  of  two.  If  a  person  shall  reside  §3416. 
indifferently  at  two  or  more  places  in  this  State,  such  person  shall  have 
the  privilege  of  electing  which  shall  be  his  domicile,  and  if  such  elec- 

tion be  made  notorious  the  place  of  his  choice  shall  be  his  domicile.  If 
no  such  election  be  made,  or  if  made  is  not  generally  known  among 
those  with  whom  he  transacts  business  in  this  State,  third  persons  may 
treat  either  one  of  such  places  as  his  domicile,  and  it  shall  be  so  held; 
and  in  all  such  cases  a  person  who  habitually  resides  a  portion  of  the 
year  in  one  county  and  another  portion  in  another,  shall  be  deemed  a 
resident  of  both,  so  far  as  to  subject  him  to  suits  in  either  for  contracts 
made,  or  torts  committed  in  such  county.  Transient  persons  whose 
business  or  pleasure  causes  a  frequent  change  of  residence,  and  having 
no  family  permanently  residing  atone  place  in  this  State,  shall  be  held 
and  deemed  as  to  third  persons  to  be  domiciled  at  such  place  as  they  at 
the  time  temporarily  occup}r. 

The  right  of  jurisdiction,  both  civil  and  criminal,  extends  to  all  persons  within  the 
limits  of  the  government,  whether  their  residence  be  permanent  or  temporary :  30 
Ga.,  440. 

As  to  domicile  of  transient  persons,  see  notes  to  §§21,  3416. 

§1692.  (1691.)  (1646.)  Feme  covert.  The  domicile  of  a  married  woman 
shall  be  that  of  her  husband,  except  in  two  cases  :  1st,  Of  voluntary 
separation  and  living  apart ;  2d,  of  a  pending  application  for  divorce. 
In  which  case  her  domicile  shall  be  determined  as  if  she  were  a  feme  sole. 

Service  at  the  house  where  the  party  left  his  family:  56  Ga.,  51-2.  On  voluntary 
separation  and  living  apart,  the  wife's  and  husband's  domicile  are  different:  32  Ga.,  685. 

21  How.,  582;  9  Wal.,  108  ;  23  Am.  D.,  549;  28  Am.  R.,  129;  Phillimore  onDom.,  27; 
Rorer  Inter-State  Law,  181.     Widow  :  21  How.,  103.  • 

§1693.  (1692.)  (1647.)  Of  minor.  The  domicile  of  every  minor  shall 
be  that  of  his  father,  if  alive,  unless  such  father  has  voluntarily  relin- 

quished his  parental  authority  to  some  other  person.  In  such  event 
the  domicile  of  the  minor  shall  be  that  of  his  master,  if  an  apprentice, 
or  his  employer,  if  neither  master  nor  employer,  then  the  place  of  his  . 
own  choice  ;  if  the  father  be  dead,  then  the  domicile  of  the  minor  shall 
be  that  of  his  guardian,  if  he  has  one  in  this  State ;  if  no  guardian, 
then  of  his  mother,  if  alive ;  if  no  mother,  then  of  his  employer ;  if  no      , 
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employer,  then  of  his  own  choice.     The  domicile  of  a  bastard  shall  be 
that  of  his  mother. 

The  county  of  the  ward's  residence  determines  the  question  as  to  where  to  apply 
for  guardianship :  34  Ga.,  253 ;  15/414.  Of  a  minor  is  the  place  of  his  birth  and  the 
domicile  of  the  parents :  33  Ga.,  195-201.  Where  minors  are  resident  in  a  State,  the 
Courts  there  can  appoint  a  guardian  for  them :  53  Ga.,  514-530. 

3  C.  L.  J.,  376 ;  4/78  ;  Phil,  on  Dom.,  37  ;  Rorer  Inter-State  Law,  188-9,  267 ;  Schoul. 
Dom.  Rel.,  313.     1  Am.  R.,  441. 

§1694.  (1693.)  (1648.)  Lunatics.  Persons  of  full  age,  who  for  any 
cause  are  placed  under  the  power  of  a  guardian,  have  the  same  domicile 
with  the  guardian. 

Phil,  on  Dom.,  55 ;  16  Am.  D  ,  372  ;  1  Am.  R. ,  334. 

§1695.  (1694.)  (1650.)  Change  of  domicile.  The  domicile  of  a  person 

"  sui  juris,"  may  be  changed  by  an  actual  change  of  residence  with  the 
avowed  intention  of  remaining.  A  declaration  of  an  intention  to  change 
the  domicile  is  ineffectual  for  that  purpose  until  some  act  done  in  exe- 

cution of  the  intention. 

Of  a  ward  who  is  twenty  years  old  is  determined  by  himself :  18  Ga.,  5-7.  Is  a  ques- 
tion of  intention  to  be  determined  by  the  jury  :  46  Ga.,  660. 

5  C.  L.  J.,  473  ;  7/96  ;  1  Whart.  Ev.,  §482;  Abbottvs  Tr.  Ev.,  106. 

§1696.  (1695.)  (1651.)  Of persons  not  "  sui  juris."  A  person  whose  dom- 
icile for  any  reason  is  dependent  upon  that  of  another  can,,by  no  act  of 

volition  of  his,  affect  a  change  of  his  own  domicile ;  nor  can  a  guardian 
change  the  domicile  of  his  ward  by  a  change  of  his  own  or  otherwise,  so 
as  to  interfere  with  the  rules  of  inheritance  or  succession,  or  otherwise 
affect  the  rights  of  inheritance  of  third  persons. 

As  to  service  of  legal  process,  the  husband  cannot  change  it  by  running  off  to 
Alabama,  when  his  family  continues  to  live  here  :  25  Ga.,  151. 

Infant  has  no  power  to  change  his  domicile  :  9  C.  L.  J.,  381.  "  Guardian :"  Schoul. 
Dom.  Rel.,  452  ;  28  Am.  D,,  451.     Lunatic  :  16  Am.  D.,  372;  1  Am.  R.,  334. 

General  Note  on  Domicile. — Change  of,  party  alleging,  must  prove  :  3  O.,  605 ;  2 

"Whart.  Ev.,  $1285.  Declarations  of  party  as  evidence:  17  Am.  D.,  231 ;  14 How.,  400; 
21  How.,  103;  9  C.  L.  J.,  5;  Abbott's  Tr.  Ev.,  107;  2  Whart.  Ev.,  §1097.  Evidence  of: 
Phil,  on  Dom.,  101-140;  Abbott's  Tr.  Ev.,  103-109;  once  acquired,  conlinues  until  an- 

other is  acquired:  3  O.,  605;  3  Woods,  404.  Exception  to  rule:  3  Woods,  404.  Reg- 
ulates successions  to  personalty:  2Cooley's  Bl.  Com.,  387,  n  ;  Rorer  Inter-State  Law,  200. 

Personal  property  is  governed  by  law  of  owner's  domicile  :  Rorer,  8,  194, 195.  Taxation, 
change  of  domicile  to  evade  :  7  C.  L.  J.,  337 ;  26  Am.  R.,  650. — See,  generally,  3  C.  L.  J., 
441;  Phillimore  on  Domicile  (L.  L.),  and  3  Jacob's  Fisher's  Digest,  4215;  Guier  vs. 
O'Daniel,  1  Am.  Lead.  Cas.,  545;  notes  to  §8. 
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TITLE  II. 

OF  THE  DOMESTIC  RELATIONS. 

Chapter  1. — Of  Husband  and  Wife. 
Chapter  2. —  Of  Parent  and  Child. 
Chapter  3. — Of  Guardian  and  Ward. 
Chapter  4. — Of  Master  and  Servant. 

CHAPTER  I. 

OF    HUSBAND    AND    WIFE. 

Article  1. — Of  Marriage  and  Divorce. 
Article  2. — Of  the  Rights  and  Liabilities  of  Husband  and  Wife,  etc. 
Article  3. — Of  Marriage  Contracts  and  Settlements. 

ARTICLE  I. 

OF    MARRIAGE    AND    DIVORCE. 

Section  1. — Marriage,  hoiv  and  by  ivhom  contracted. 
Section  2. — Divorces,  and  how  obtained. 
Section  3. — Of  Alimony. 

SECTION  I. 

MARRIAGE,  HOW   AND    BY   WHOM    CONTRACTED. 

Section. 
1697.  Restraint  of  marriage. 
1698.  Essentials  of  marriage. 
1699.  Who  is  able  to  contract. 
1700.  Prohibited  degrees. 
1701.  Consent. 
1702.  Void  marriages. 
1703.  Licenses,  how  granted. 

Section. 

1"04.  Return  of  marriage  by  bans. 
1705.  Consent  of  parents. 
1706.  Penalty  on  persons  officiating. 
1707.  Jewish  marriage. 
1708.  Amalgamation  prohibited. 
1709.  Want  of  authority  in  minister,  etc. 
1710.  Marriage  in  another  State. 

§1697.  (1696.)  (1652.)  Restraints  of  marriage.  Marriage  is  encouraged  §§2272, 3iS2 
:>y  the  law,  and  every  effort  to  restrain  or  discourage  marriage  by  con- 

tact, condition,  limitation,  or  otherwise,  is  invalid  and  void.  Prohib- 
ting  marriage  to  a  particular  person  or  persons,  or  before  a  certain  reas- 
mable  age,  or  other  prudential  provision  looking  only  to  the  interest 
)f  the  person  to  be  benefitted,  and  not  in  general  restraint  of  marriage, 
will  be  allowed  and  held  valid. 

Section  cited  and  the  marriage  of  plaintiff  and  defendant  prevented  further  prosecu- 
tion of  action  for  by  the  attorney  for  his  fees  :  63  Ga.,  630.  No  abatement  of  the  right 

:o  sue  because  the  widow  married  the  second  time  after  she  had  sued  for  homicide  of 
ler  first  husband:  57  Ga.,  279. 

4  Am.  L.,  114;  31  Am.  R.,  281;  3  Add.  Contr.,  $1348;  Scott  vs.  Tyler,  2  White  & 
rudor  L.  C,  266;  1  Story's  Eq.,  §§274-291. 
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§1698.  (1697.)  (1653.)  Essentials  of  marriage.  To  constitute  a  valid 
marriage  in  this  State  there  must  be — 

1.  Parties  able  to  contract. 

Section  cited  and  previous  marriage  undissolved,  avoids  the  second  attempt  at :  62 
Ga.,  411-412.  Parties  unable  to  contract  generally  can  contract  for  marriage,  and  al- 

though may  be  liable  to  prosecution  for  bigamy,  still  the  offspring  would  not  be  basiards : 
20  Ga.,  702. 

2.  An  actual  contract. 
3.  Consummation  according  to  law. 
§1699.  (1698.)  (1654.)  Who  is  able  to  contract  To  be  able  to  contract 

marriage,  a  person  must  be  of  sound  mind;  if  a  male,  at  least  seventeen 
years  of  age,  and  if  a  female,  at  least  fourteen  years,  and  laboring  un- 

der neither  of  the  following  disabilities,  viz. : 

Tyler  Inf.  &  Coy.,  828.     Sound  mind  :  Ewell  L.  C,  600-610;  19  Am.  R,  369,  n,  371. 

1.  Previous  marriage  undissolved. 
2.  Nearness  of  relationship  by  blood  or  marriage,  as  hereinafter  ex- 

plained. 
3.  Impotency. 

Section  cited  and  construed  :  62  Ga.,  412. 

§1700.  (1699.)  (1655.)  Prohibited  degrees.  Marriages  between  persons 
related  by  affinity  in  the  following  manner  are  prohibited — viz. :  A 
man  shall  not  marry  his  step-mother,  or  mother-in-law,  or  daughter-in- 
law,  or  step-daughter,  or  grand-daughter  of  his  wife.  A  woman  shall 
not  marry  her  corresponding  relatives.  Marriages  within  the  degrees 
prohibibited  by  this  section  are  incestuous.* 

§1701.  (1700.)  (1656.)  Consent.  To  constitute  an  actual  contract  of 
marriage,  the  parties  must  be  consenting  thereto  voluntarily,  and  with- 

out any  fraud  practiced  upon  either.  Drunkenness  at  the  time  of 
marriage,  brought  about  by  art  or  contrivance  to  induce  consent,  shall 
be  held  a  fraud. 

Fraud :  Bigelow  on  Fraud,  92 ;  see  note  to  $1712  (4). 

§1702.  (1701.)  (1657.)  Void  marriages  Marriages  of  persons  unable 
to  contract,  or  unwilling  to  contract,  or  fraudulently  induced  to  con- 

§4531.  tract,  are  void.  The  issue  of  such  marriages,  before  they  are  annulled 
and  declared  void  by  a  competent  Court,  are  legitimate.  In  the  latter 
two  cases,  however,  a  subsequent  consent  and  ratification  of  the  mar- 

riage, freely  and  voluntarity  made,  accompanied  by  cohabitation  as 
husband  and  wife,  shall  render  valid  the  marriage. 

Consent  and  ratification  of  Legislature  may  legitimate  bastards:  8  Ga.,  210.  Not 
void  unless  declared  to  be  so:  20  Ga.,  702.  Second  marriage  of  wife  after  husband  ab- 

sent for  nineteen  years,  issue  of  such  legitimate:  34Ga.,408.  Policy  <»f  insurance, 
when  void  by  reason  of  illegal  marriage:  41  Ga. ,  338.  Estoppel  as  to  the  husband 
denying  that  the  woman  was  his  legal  wife  on  her  applying  for  alimony:  60  Ga..  204. 
One  holding  real  estate  in  possession  as  heir  of  his  deceased  wife,  ejectment  was  the 
remedy  to  test  his  right :  62  Ga.,  412.  Statutory  requirements  not  complied  with  do 
not  avoid:  30  Ga.,  173. 

"  Issue :"    See  notes  to  §1786. 

§1703.  (1702.)  (1659.)  Licenses,  how  granted.  Marriage  licenses  shall 
be  granted  by  the  Ordinaries,  or  their  deputies,  of  the  several  counties 

cCp°282809'  where  the  female  to  be  married  resides,  if  resident  in  this  State  directed 
Act  of  1805.  to  any  Judge,  Justice  of  the  Peace,  or  minister  of  the  gospel,  au- 
Acts  of  1851  thorizing  the  marriage  of  the  persons  therein  named,  and  requiring 

-2,  p.  so.  such  Judge,  Justice  or  minister,  to  return  the  said  license  to  the  Ordi- 
nary, with  his  certificate  thereon  as  to  the  fact  and  date  of  the  marri- 

*The  words  ''or  widow  of  his  uncle1'  stricken  out  of  this  section  by  Act  of  1875,  p.  19. 
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age,  which  license,  with  the  return  thereon,  shall  be  recorded  by  the 
Ordinary,  in  a  book  kept  by  him  for  that  purpose. 

Statutory  requirements  not  complied  with  do  not  invalidate  :  30  Ga.,  173. 

§1704.  (1703.)  (1660.)  Return  of  marriage  bans.  If  any  Judge,  Justice 
or  minister  shall  connect  in  marriage  persons  whose  bans  have  been 
published,  such  Judge,  Justice  or  minister  shall  certify  the  fact  to  the 
Ordinary  of  the  county  where  such  bans  were  published,  who  shall 
record  the  same  in  the  same  book  with  marriage  licenses. 

§1705.  (1704.)  (1661.)  Consent  of  parents.  It  shall  be  the  duty  of  the 
Ordinary  and  his  deputy  to  inquire  as  to  the  ages  of  all  persons  for  whom 
marriage  licenses  are  asked,  and  if  there  be  any  ground  of  suspicion 
that  the  female  is  a  minor  under  the  age  of  eighteen  years,  such  Ordi- 

naries and  his  deputy  shall  refuse  to  grant  the  license  until  the  written 
consent  of  the  parent  or  guardian,  if  any,  controlling  such  minor  shall 
be  produced  and  filed  in  his  office ;  and  any  Ordinary  who,  by  himself 
or  deputy,  shall  knowingly  grant  such  license  without  such  consent,  or 
without  proper  precaution,  in  inquiring  as  to  the  fact  of  minority,  or 
for  the  marriage  of  a  female  to  his  knowledge  domiciled  in  another 
county,  shall  forfeit  the  sum  of  five  hundred  dollars  for  every  such  act, 
to  be  recovered  at  the  suit  of  the  Clerk  of  the  Superior  Court,  and  added 
to  the  educational  fund  of  the  county. 

§1706.  (1705.)  (1662.)  Penalty  on  person  officiating.  Any  Judge,  Justice  §4566. 
or  minister  who  shall  join  in  marriage  any  couple  without  such  license, 
or  the  publication  of  bans,  shall  forfeit  the  sum  of  five  hundred  dollars, 
to  be  recovered  and  appropriated  as  set  forth  in  the  foregoing  para- 
graph. 

Notwithstanding  directs  a  license  to  issue  and  imposes  a  penalty  for  failure,  yet  a 
marriage  without  is  not  void  :  30  Ga.,  173. 

§1707.  (1706.)  (1663.)  Jewish  marriages.  Upon  request,  the  Ordinary 
may  direct  the  marriage  license  to  any  Jewish  minister,  or  other  per- 

son of  any  religious  society  or  sect,  authorized  by  the  rules  of  such  so- 
ciety, to  perform  the  marriage  ceremony,  who  shall  make  return  thereon 

as  before  required. 

§1708.  (1707.)  (1664.)  Amalgamation  prohibited.     [The  marriage  rela-  (a>  Const, 
tion  between  white  persons  and  persons  of  African  descent  is  forever  ̂ f^fv.'  sec. 
prohibited,  and  such  marriages  shall  be  null  and  void],  (a.)  i,  par.  9. 

Where  the  husband  was  estopped  under  the  circumstances  from  setting  this  up  . 
60  Ga.,  204;  This  section  held  not  in  conflict  with  the  clause  of  the  Constitution  de- 

claring that  the  social  status  of  the  citizen  shall  never  be  the  subject  of  legislation  :  39 
Ga.,  321. 

Constitutional:  1  Woods,  537;  Exrel.  Hobbs  perErskine,  J.,  (1867) ;  30  Am.  R.,  131; 
29/739 ;  32/549,  690.     Not  abrogated  by  civil  rights  bill ;  10  Am.  R.,  42  ;  17/34. 

§1709.  (1708.)  (1667.)  Want  of  authority  in  minister  or  Justice.  A  mar- 
riage valid  in  other  respects,  and  supposed  by  the  parties  to  be  valid, 

shall  not  be  affected  by  a  want  of  authority  in  the  minister  or  Justice 
to  solemnize  the  same ;  nor  shall  such  objection  be  heard  from  one 
party  who  has  fraudulently  induced  the  other  to  believe  that  the  mar- 

riage was  legal. 
Proof  of  previous  marriage  where  bigamy  charged  without  proof  of  license,  or  that 

the  person offlciatfng  was  an  ordained  minister:  50  Ga.,  151. 

§1710.  (1709.)  (1668.)  Marriage  in  another  State.  All  marriages  sol- 
emnized in  another  State  by  parties  intending  at  the  time  to  reside  in 

this  State  shall  have  the  same  legal  consequences  and  effect  as  if  solemn- 
ized in  this  State.  Parties  residing  in  this  State  cannot  evade  any  of 

the  provisions  of  its  laws  as  to  marriage  by  going  into  another  State 
for  the  solemnization  of  the  marriage  ceremony. 

Rorer  Inter-State  Law.  177;  8  Am.  D.,  133,  n;  12/478,  n;  18  Am.  R.,  508.  n,  521; 
22/678,  683.  Generally,  marriage  valid  when  contracted,  valid  everywhere  :  8  Am.  D„ 
131 ;  18/344 ;  11/231 ;  22/41 ;  23/549 ;  See  notes  to  §8. 
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General  Note. — Statements  in  regard  to  daughter's  property,  not  made  by  the 
father  to  induce  marriage,  do  not  bind  him:  24  Ga.,  155-161.  Lex  loci  governs  as  to 
questions  of,  when  :  34  Ga.,  407.  Cohabitation  is  sufficient  to  make  a  valid  marriage, 
without  even  a  license  since  1864 :  64  Ga.,  666. 

General  Note  on  Marriage. — Marriage  promise  :  3  Add.  Contr.,  §§1350-1360  :  26  Am. 
D.,  677,  n:  2  Am.  R.,  706;  8/336;  14/112,  113,  n;  20/388;  23/213;  35/67.  Breach  of:  7 
Am.  R.,  208,  n,  213  ;  26/523;  3  Add.  Contr.,  $13-60.  Per  verba  de  future,  etc.  :  1  Scrib., 
Dow.,  94-99;  9  Am.  D.,  72,  n;  4/244;  10/709.  Proof  of:  Abbott's  Tr.  E  v.,  79-85 ;  2  Gr. 
Ev.,  §460;  22  Am.  D.,  157-161,  n;  22/41, 156 ;  26/484 ;  30  Am.  R.,  466;  37/538;  17  Pet., 
213;  1  How.,  219;  4/123;  3Wal.,  175;  1  Whart.  Ev.,  #§83-86,  208,  649-660,  2/1297.— Sub- 

ject treated:  Schoul.  Dom.  Rel.,  22-47;  Broom's  Leg.  Max.,  487  ;  Shelford  on  M.  &  D., 
(L.  L.);  Bishop  on  M.  &  D. ;  1  Bl.  Com.,  434-440;  1  Scribner  on  Dower,  69-99. 

SECTION  II. 

*^_>^£    f£cZ~*^m-  ̂ 2~*S*      .OF    DIVORCES,  AND  HOW   OBTAINED. 

/*       V^±<?    /?/     <*^&*&rff&~  (Z*~a-J:^~'0^ '  i  SECTION. 
£-B"CvX.  ̂ ~     '/J  1711.  Total  and  partial.  ]  1724.  Judgment  or  decree. 

171, 2.  Grounds  for  total  divorce.  |  1"25.  Conscientious  scruples. 

fcr^f 
13.  Discretionary  grounds.  1726.  Effect  of  total  divorce. 

714.  Grounds  for  partial  divorce.  1727.  Rights  and  disabilities. 
715.  Condonation,  collusion,  etc.  I  1728.  Disabilities,  how  relieved. 
16.  Confesssons  of  parties.  !                 1729.  Who  may  object 

"/      f<~-  U.Q '  1717.  Proceedings.  1730.  Application. IH4**         I  17.8.  Respondent  may  ask  divorce.  1731/ Continuances. 
/  /  1719.  Libellant  shall  not  dismiss.  1732.  Effect  of  partial  divorce 
/  1720.  Schedule 

1721.  Transfer  pending  suit. 
1722.  Verdict  of  jury. 
1723.  New  trials. 

1733.  Custody  of  children. 
1734.  Renewal,  cohabitation. 
1735.  Ex  parte  cases. 

§1711.  (1710.)  (1669.)  Total  and  partial,  how  granted.  Divorces  may 
Acts  of  1866,  be  granted  by  the  Superior  Court,  and  shall  be  of  two  kinds — total,  or 
Const,  of  from  bed  and  board.  The  concurrent  verdict  of  two  juries,  at  different 

s8"7'xvt' 6'  ̂erms  °f  ̂ ne  Court,  shall  be  necessary  to  a  total  divorce.  A  divorce 
par*,  i.   '     from  bed  and  board  may  be  granted  on  the  verdict  of  one  jury. 
-1  p.°66.  Divorce  from  bed  and  board  formerly  required  only  one  jury  :  16  Ga.,  81.  Party  dissat- 
?3565  isfied  with  the  first  verdict  may  move  for  a  new  trial:  31  Ga.,  625.  Where  Court  had  no 

jurisdiction  of  a  divorce,  neither  of  the  parties  living  or  having  property  in  the  State: 
25  Ga.,  473.  In  a  suit  for  divorce,  the  wife  may  charge  her  husband  for  counsel  fees 
without  his  consent :  30  Ga.,  81.  When  an  order  for  alimony  and  counsel  fees  for  the 
wife  should  have  been  reduced  in  amount:  23  Ga.,  286. 

Act  of  1850      §1712.  (1711.)  (1670.)  Grounds  for  total  divorce.  The  following  grounds 

c.  p  226.   '  shall  be  sufficient  to  authorize  the  granting  of  a  total  divorce  : 
1.  Intermarriage  by  persons  within  the  prohibited  degrees  of  consan- 

guinity and  affinity. 
2.  Mental  incapacity  at  the  time  of  the  marriage. 
Is  a  ground  for  divorce  and  as  to  proceedings  to  declare  the  marriage  a  nullity  on 

this  ground:  27  Ga,,  102. 

3.  Impotency  at  the  time  of  the  marriage.* 
4.  Force,  menaces,  duress,*  or  fraud,8  in  obtaining  the  marriage. 
5.  Pregnancy  of  the  wife,  at  the  time  of  marriage,  unknown  to  the 

husband. 
Alimony  in  such  cases  allowed:  18  Ga.,  273.  Where  the  wife  guilty  of  immoral 

conduct:  15  Ga.,  98-99. # 

6.  Adultery*  in  either  of  the  parties  after  marriage. 
Husband  cannot  prove  the  wife's  adultery  :  46  Ga.,  308.  Where  the  woman  could 

not  testify  to  enforce  a  contract,  when  a  party  to  adultery  :  56  Ga.,  60. 

7.  Willful  and  continued  desertion6  by  either  of  the  parties  for  the 
term  of  three  years. 

Evidence  that  it  was  not  wilful,  and  plaintiff  consenting  thereto,  admissable  for 
defendant :  29  Ga.,  281.  Husband  witness  against  the  wife  under  this  section,  except 
as  to  facts  derived  from  the  confidential  relation  :  41  Ga.,  613. 

.  *28  Am.  D.,  448— 450,  n;  3  Am.  R,  183;  26/774.     bWhat  constitutes:  34  Am.  R.,  39. 
eMarriage  procured  by,  can  be  avoided  only  by  person  defrauded,  in  his  lifetime:  26 
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Am.  R..  197.  *2  Gr.  Ev.,  ?40 ;  1  Whart.  Ev,  £225,  2/1297  ;  10  Am.  D.,  335 ;  26  Am.  R.,  21 ; 
Abbott  Tr.  Ev.,  743-6.  eDivorce  granted  for,  although  husband  from  time  to  time  con- 

tributes to  wife's  support  during  time  of  desertion  :  4  Am.  R.,  579. 

8.  The  conviction  of  either  party  for  an  offense  involving  moral  tur- 
pitude, and  under  which  he  or  she  is  sentenced  to  imprisonment  in  the 

penitentiary  for  the  term  of  two  years  or  longer. 
General  Note. — Grounds  for  total  divorce  in  Georgia  are  as  at  common  law,  viz  : 

precontract,  consanguinity,  affinity  and  corporeal  infirmity,  and  same  as  at  common  law 
for  partial  divorce,  viz  :  adultery  and  cruel  treatment:  2  Ga.,  191. 

§1713.  (1712.)  (1671.)  Discretionary  grounds.     Incase  of  cruel  treat-  Act  of  1850, 

ment  or  habitual  intoxication  by  either  party,  the  jury,  in  their  dis-  '  p' 226, cretion,  may  grant  either  a  total  or  partial  divorce. 
Act  of  1850  was  not  retroactive,  and  as  to  condonation  of  cruelty  by  the  wife :  24 

Ga..  238.  Divorce  applied  for  by  the  husband  because  his  wife  attempted  to  poison 
him,  when  not  condoned,  and  she  may  recriminate  his  adultery  :  29  Ga.,  718-722. 
Definitions  of  cruelty,  alimony  and  condonation :  36  Ga.,  286,  317.  When  condonation 
will  not  prevent  a  divorce  for  cruelty  :  41  Ga.,  47.     Cruel  treatment  defined :  31  Ga.,  634. 

Cruel  treatment,  what  constitutes :  16  Am.  D.,  597;  29/674-6,  n;  34  Am.  R.,298; 
36/240,  848;  2  Add.  Tort,  §1238;  Abb.  Tr.  Ev.,  747.  A  single  act  of  violence  not  suffi- 

cient: 34  Am.  R.,  298 ;  unless  repetition  probable :  36  Am.  R.,  848. 

§1714.  (1713.)  (1672.)  Grounds  for  partial  divorce.     Divorces  from  bed  Act  of  isso, 

and  board  may  be  granted  on  any  ground  which  was  held  sufficient  in   ' p'  226, the  English  Courts  prior  to  the  4th  May,  1784. 

As  at  common  law:  2  Ga.,  191-205.  Under  old  Constitution  two  verdicts  not  neces- 

sary :  16  Ga.,  81.  ' 

§1715.  (1714.)  (1673.)  Condonation,  collusion,  etc.  If  the  adultery,  de- 
sertion, cruel  treatment,  or  intoxication  complained  of  shall  have  been 

occasioned  by  the  collusion  of  the  parties,  and  with  the  intention  of 

3ausing  a  divorce,  or  if  the  party  complaining  was  consenting  thereto,  cCp°22685°' 
)r  if  both  parties  have  been  guilty  of  like  conduct,  or  if  there  has  been 
i  voluntary  condonation  and  cohabitation  subsequent  to  the  acts  com- 

plained of,  and  with  notice  thereof,  then  no  divorce  shall  be  granted; 
md  in  all  cases,  the  party  sued  may  plead  in  defense  the  conduct  of  the 
party  suing,  and  the  jury  may,  on  examination  of  the  whole  case,  re- 

fuse a  divorce. 

Condonation  of  cruel  treatment  by  the  wife  :  24  Ga.,  238.  Condonation  by  the  wife 
)f  cruel  treatment  upon  a  condition  broken  by  the  husband,  does  not  prevent  her  from 
)btaining  a  divorce  :  41  Ga.,  46.  When  condonation  not  made  out  by  the  acts  of  the 
lusband,  and  wThen  the  wife  may  recriminate  his  adultery  to  the  charge  of  cruelty :  29 
18-722.  What  is  condonation,  and  what  is  legal  cruelty,  and  where  condonation  not 
;o  be  presumed  readily  as  against  the  wife:  36  Ga.,  318,  286.  "Like  conduct":  31 
>a.,  634-5. 

2  Add.  Tort,  §1243-8.  Connivance:  15  Am.  D.,  211-4.  Condonation  conditional  on 
rood  behavior:  23  Am.  R.,  299;  Abb.  Tr.  Ev.,  748.  "Like  conduct:"  15  Am.  D.,  211,  n. 
)ne  party  cannot  prevail  on  ground  that  his  fault  is  the  less :  26  Am.  R.,  294. 

§1716.  (1715.)  (1674.)  Confessions  of  party.  The  confessions  of  a  party 
io  acts  of  adultery  or  cruel  treatment,  should  be  received  with  great 
:aution,  and  if  unsupported  by  corroborating  circumstances,  and  made 
vith  a  view  to  be  evidence  in  the  cause,  should  not  be  deemed  sufficient 
;o  grant  a  divorce. 

Total  divorce  not  granted  on  the  confession  alone  of  the  defendant:  24  Ga.,  239. 
Confession  of  parties  against  themselves,  evidence,  if  no  suspicion  of  fraud  or  collu- 
ive:  29  Ga.,  718.  Confessions  of  respondent  as  to  adultery  since  marriage,  uncorrobor- 
ited,  will  not  authorize  a  divorce  :  53  Ga.,  661. 

Confessions :  1  Whart.  Ev.,  §483  ;  2/§§1078,  1220.  Wife's  letters :  2  Whart.  Ev.,  978; 
ibb.  Tr.  Ev.,  747;  30  Am.  D.,  544-9,  n. 

§1717.  (1716.)  (1675.)  Proceedings.     The  action  for  divorce  shall  be  by  Act  of  1802, 
jetition  and  process,  as  in  ordinary  suits,  filed  and  served  as  in  other  c-  p-.223* 
iases,  unless  the  defendant  be  non-resident  of  this  State,  when  service  4185 
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shall  be  perfected  as  prescribed  in  this  Code  in  causes  of  equity.     The 
same  rules  of  pleading  shall  obtain  as  in  other  causes  at  law. 

When  no  sufficient  evidence  to  justify  publication  as  in  equity  as  to  non-resident 
defendants:  27  Ga.,  466.  Non-resident  defendants  served  by  publication  and  appear- 

ing by  attorney,  jurisdiction  is  complete:  31  Ga.,  223.  A  minor  who  is  a  married 
woman  can  sue  for  a  divorce:  49  Ga.,  378. 

Libel  on  ground  of  adultery  may  be  amended  by  adding  charge  of  extreme  cruelty  : 
16  Am.  D.,  237.  Second  action  for:  18  Am.  R.,  493.  Service  by  publication  :  Wade 
on  Notice,  466.  Divorce  granted  against  non-residents  valid,  when  :  25  Am.  D.,  377,  n; 
1  Am.  R.,  414. 

§1718.  (1717.)  Respondent  may  ask  a  divorce,  when.     [When  a  libel  for 

i3>3-J4Cts,4?  divorce  is  instituted,  the  respondent  may,  in  his  or  her  plea  and  an- 
"   '  swer,  recriminate,  and  ask  a  divorce  in  his  or  her  favor;  and  if  on  the trial,  the  jury  believe  such  party  is  entitled  to  divorce  instead   of  the 

libellant,  they  may  so  find  upon  legal  proof,  so  as  to  avoid  the  necessity 
of  a  cross-action.]  (a.) 

To  libel  on  the  ground  of  cruelty  in  wife  may  recriminate  the  adultery  of  husband :  29 
Ga.,  718.  Plaintiff  failing  to  make  out  a  case,  respondent  may  proceed  to  introduce  evi- 

dence to  support  his  allegations  for  a  divorce  under  this  section  :  54  Ga.,  527. 

§1719.  (1718.)  Libellant  cannot  dismiss,  when.  (If  one  verdict  is  found 
(bVActs  of  in  favor  of  the  respondent,  the  libellant  cannot  dismiss  his  or  her  suit 
i86o-4,p     ■  without  the  consent  of  the  opposite  party.]  (b.) §1720.  (1719.(  (1676.)  Schedule.     In  all  suits  for  divorce,  the  party 
Act  of  1806,  applying  shall  render  a  schedule,  on  oath,  of  the  property  owned  or 

AcFof2i806  possessed  by  the  parties  at  the  time  of  the  application — or  at  the  time  of 
c.  p.  224.    '  the  separation,  if  the  parties  have  separated — distinguishing  the  sep- arate estate  of  the  wife,  if  there  be  any,  which  shall  be  filed  with  the 

petition,  or  pending  the  suit,  under  the  order  of  the  Court.     The  jury 
rendering  the  final  verdict  in  the  cause  may  provide  permanent  alimo- 

ny for  the  wife,  either  from  the  corpus  of  the  estate  or  otherwise,  ac- 
cording to  the  condition  of  the  husband  and  the  source  from  which  the 

property  came  into  the  coverture. 
Need  not  be  filed  in  an  application  for  a  partial  divorce:  16  Ga.,  87.  Property  set 

forth  in  the  schedule  does  not  vest  on  the  finding  of  the  jury  in  favor  of  the  libellant, 
in  the  issue  of  the  marriage  absolutely,  but  if  any  creditors  they  have  the  first  claim  : 

20  Ga.,  120.  Ante-nuptial  agreement,  evidence  as  to  "source"  from  which  the  pro- 
perty came :  36  Ga.,  286.  Provision  as  to  permanent  alimony  construed:  36  Ga.,  286. 

Section  cited,  and  as  to  what  description  of  city  lots  sufficient:  44  Ga.,  437.  Property 
bought  after  schedule  filed  conveys  no  title  to  purchaser:  44  Ga.,  444.  Husband 
not  enjoined  from  collecting  notes  pending  suit,  unless  it  is  obvious  the  fund  would 
be  in  peril :  59  Ga.,  613.  Effect  of  verdict  for  total  divorce  in  favor  of  the  wife  as  to 
trust  property  is  not  to  vest  the  title  in  the  children :  58  Ga.,  86. 

§1721.  (1720.)  (1677.)  Transfer  pending  suit.  After  a  separation,  no 
transfer  by  the  husband  of  any  of  the  property,  except  bona  fide,  in 
payment  of  pre-existing  debts,  shall  pass  the  title  so  as  to  avoid  the 
vesting  thereof,  according  to  the  final  verdict  of  the  jury  in  the  cause. 

The  case  of  a  partial  divorce  no  lien  is  created  on  his  property  until  judgment  ren- 
dered: 16  Ga.,  81.  Deeds  made  shortly  before  separation  to  children  of  former  mar- 

riage are  evidence  of  mala  fides  :  36  Ga.,  286.  On  this  section  as  to  transfers  of  property 
by  the  husband,  negotiations  by  the  husband  and  wife  as  to,  considered  merged  in  the 
verdict:  44  Ga.,  437.  Binding  effect  of  verdict:  44  Ga.,  437.  Section  cited,  and  a  valid 
judgment  against  the  husband  during  the  pendency  of  a  divorce  suit  on  a  debt  before 
separation,  is  a  lien  on  the  property  set  apart  for  the  wife  :  52  Ga.,  389,  394. 

§1722.  (1721.)  (1678.)  Verdict  of  jury.  The  verdict  of  the  jury  shall 
specify  the  kind  of  divorce  granted,  and  the  disposition  to  be  made  of 
the  scheduled  property. 

Verdict  for  a  total  divorce  in  favor  of  the  wife  does  not  vest  trust  property  in  the 
children,  although  included  in  the  schedule :  58  Ga.,  86. 

§1723.  (1722.)  (1679.)  New  trial.  New  trials  may  be  granted  from 
verdicts  on  applications  for  divorce,  as  in  other  cases. 
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§1724.  (1723.)  (1680.)  Judgement  or  decree.  The  verdicts  of  juries  dis- 
posing of  the  property  in  divorce  cases  shall  be  carried  into  effect  by 

the  Courts,  by  entering  up  such  judgment  or  decree,  or  taking  such 
other  steps  usual  in  Chancery  Courts,  as  will  effectually  and  fully  exe- 

cute the  same. 

As  to  judgments  in  these  cases  :  62  Ga.,  440. 

§1725.  (1724.)  (1681.)  Conscientious  scruples.     A  juror  having  consci- Act  of  1840, 
entious  scruples  as  to  granting  divorces,  is  incompetent  to  serve  on  such  c<  P* 225- 
applications.     At  the  request  of  the  complainant,  the  Court  may  in- 

quire of  the  panel  touching  such  scruples. 
§1726.  (1725.)  (1682.)  Effect  of  total  divorce.     A  total  divorce  annuls  Acts  of  i806, 

the  marriage  from  the  time  of  its  rendition,  except  it  be  for  a  cause  ren-  ictsof  1861, 
deringthe  marriage  void  originally,  but  in  no  case  of  divorce  shall  the  p.  62. 
issue  be  rendered  bastards,  except  in  cases  of  pregnancy  of  the  wife  at 
the  time  of  the  marriage. 

Does  not  make  the  children  bastards:  27  Ga.,  109.  As  to  effect  of,  on  trust  estates  : 
55  Ga.,  506-520. 

§1727.  (1726.)  Disabilities,  how  determined.  [When  a  divorce  is  granted,  (a)  Const,  of 

the  jury  rendering  the  final  verdict  shall  determine  the  rights  and  dis-  sec.'iL  ' 
abilities,  subject  to  the  revision  of  the  Court.]     (a.) 

§1728.  Disabilities,  how  relieved.  [When  any  person,  laboring  under  (b)  Acts  of 

disabilities  imposed  by  the  granting  of  a  divorce  by  the  Courts,  shall 1&72>  p*  14, 
desire  to  be  relieved  of  the  same,  such  person  shall  petition  the  Superior 
Court  of  the  county  wherein  the  divorce  was  granted,  in  which  petition 
there  shall  be  stated  the  date  of  the  application  for  the  divorce,  the 
grounds  of  the  divorce,  and  the  substance  of  the  last  verdict,  which  pe- 

tition shall  be  filed  with  the  Clerk  of  the  Superior  Court  of  said  county, 
and  notice  of  said  application  shall  be  published  for  sixty  days  before 
the  first  day  of  the  term  of  the  Court  to  which  the  same  is  returnable, 
in  a  newspaper  wherein  the  legal  advertisements  of  the  Ordinary  or 
Sheriff  of  such  county  are  published,  and  where  and  when  the  same  is 
to  be  heard;  and  if  the  divorced  person  is  in  life  and  resides  in  the 
county,  such  divorced  person  shall  be  served  personally  with  a  notice 
of  such  application  twenty  days  before  the  first  term  of  the  Court  to 
which  the  same  is  returnable.]     (b.) 

§1729.  Application,  by  whom  resisted.     [It  shall  and  may  be  lawful  for  (c)  Acts  of 

the  divorced  person,  or  any  citizen  of  said  county,  to  resist  the  applica- 1872' p*  14, 
tion;  and  should  no  person  resist  the  same,  then  the  Solicitor-General 
shall- represent  the  State,  with  full  power  to  resist  the  same,  as  in  ordi- 

nary divorce  cases.]     (c.) 
§1730.  Application,  when  and  how  tried.     [Said  application  shall  be  (d)  Acts  of 

tried  at  the  first  term  of  the  Court  by  a  jury,  selected  as  juries  arfe  Acteofisra 
selected  for  the  trial  of  common  law  cases,  who   shall  hear  all  the  -9>  p-  si. 
facts,  and  if,  in  their  judgment,  the  interest  of  the  applicant  or  of  so- 

ciety demands  the  removal  of  such  disabilities,  the  jury  shall  so  find, 
and  the  party  relieved  shall  be  allowed  to  contract  a  second  marriage, 
as  though  no  marriage  had  ever  existed  between  the  applicant  and  the 
divorced  person],  (d.) 

Verdict  of  divorce  in  1866,  will  not  authorize  the  guilty  party  to  marry  again  with- 
out proof  of  a  decree  of  Court  authorizing  to  marry :  62  Ga.,  408. 

§1731.  Rules  for  continuances.     [All  the  statutes  and  rules  in  reference  (e)_(  Acts  of 

to  continuances  in  other  cases  in  the  Superior  Court,  shall  apply  to  the  18'2' p*  14, 
applications  provided  for  in  the  three  preceding  sections],  (e.) 

§1732.  (1727.)  (1684.)  Effect  of  partial  divorce.    A  divorce  from  bed  and  Act  of  1806, 

board  authorizes  neither  party  to  marry;  and  if  a  sufficient  provision0'^225* 
for  the  maintenance  of  the  wife  has  been  made  by  the  verdict  of  the 
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§1749.  jury,  the  husband  shall  not  be  liable  for  her  future  support.  The  wife 
shall  be  a  feme  sole  as  to  her  earnings  and  property,  as  well  as  liberty, 
after  a  divorce  from  bed  and  board. 

In  partial  divorce  there  is  no  lien  on  the  husband's  property  until  judgment  ren- 
dered: 16  Ga.,  81. * 

§1733.  (1728.)  (1685.)  Custody  of  children.  In  all  cases  of  divorce 
\irm,  4024.  granted,  the  party  not  in  default  shall  be  entitled  to  the  custody  of  the 

minor  children  of  the  marriage.  The  Court,  however,  in  the  exercise 
of  a  sound  discretion,  may  look  into  all  the  circumstances,  and,  after 
hearing  both  parties,  make  a  different  disposition  of  the  children,  with- 

drawing them  from  the  custody  of  either  or  both  parties,  and  placing 
them,  if  necessary,  in  possession  of  guardians  appointed  by  the  Ordi- 

nary. The  Court  may  exercise  a  similar  discretion  pending  the  libel 
for  divorce. 

See  33  Am.  R.,  271.  Father  not  liable  for  support  of  child  awarded  to  mother:  33 
Am.  R.,  107. 

§1734.  (1729.)  (1686.)  Renewed  cohabitation.  Parties  divorced  from 
bed  and  board,  on  subsequent  reconciliation,  may  live  together  again  as 
husband  and  wife,  by  first  filing  in  the  office  of  the  Ordinary  of  the 
county  where  the  divorce  was  granted,  their  written  agreement  to  that 
effect,  attested  by  the  Ordinary. 

§1735.  (1730.)  (1687.)  Ex  parte  cases.  In  divorce  cases  proceeding  ex 
parte,  it  is  the  duty  of  the  Judge  to  see  that  the  grounds  are  legal,  and 
sustained  by  proof,  or  to  appoint  the  Solicitor-General,  or  some  other 
attorney  of  the  Court,  to  discharge  that  duty  for  him. 

Solicitor-General  may  introduce  evidence,  and  enter  fully  into  the  defense,  but  is 
not  entitled  to  fees  :  36  Ga.,  618. 

General  Note. — Ne  exeat  at  the  instance  of  the  wife  pending  a  libel  for  divorce, 
and  her  affidavit  is  admissible  :  8  Ga.,  295.  After  divorce,  the  wife  may  convey  trust 
estate  to  the  husband,  trustee  being  party  to  the  proceeding:  11  Ga.,  379.  Contract  to 
convey  property  in  consideration  of  the  discontinuance  of  suit  for,  when  not  enforced 
at  the  instance  of  the  children:  12  Ga.,  201.  Duty  of  the  Court  to  inquire  as  to  the 

authority  for  bringing  the  suit  at  wife's  instance,  when  suspicion  as  to  its  good  faith: 
18  Ga.,  316.  Defendant  may  show  that  suit  brought  for  divorce  without  the  wife's 
consent,  and  as  to  temporary  alimony:  19  Ga.,  265.  Evidence  as  to  solicitude  of  wife 
while  attending  the  sick  bed  of  a  gentleman  :  18  Ga.,  696.  Amatory  letters  written  by 
one  to  the  wife  of  another :  18  Ga.,  696.  Declarations  by  one  that  he  had  criminal  inter- 

course with  the  wife  of  another  not  in  her  presence,  not  admissible  :  18  Ga.,  696.  Hus- 
band's ignorance  of  wife's  improper  conduct:  18  Ga.,  696.  Discharge  from  his  service 

of  person  accused  as  his  accomplice:  18  Ga.,  696.  When  no  jurisdiction  over  non- 
residents: 25  Ga.,  473.  What  communications  are  not  evidence  because  hearsay:  29 

Ga.,  718.  As  to  suits  for  divorce,  wife  is  sui  juris :  30  Ga.,  81 ;  43/295.  On  divorce  and 
separation,  permanent  alimony  deprives  her  of  dower:  43  Ga.,  295.  She  may  charge 
husband  without  his  consent  with  counsel  fees  :  30  Ga.,  81.  Lex  loci  governs  as  to  tiie 
grounds  for  divorce:  31  Ga.,  223.  Where  offspring  of  second  marriage  held  not  to  be 
illegitimate  because  the  former  husband  was  not  known  to  be  living  :  34  Ga.,  407.  Suit 
for  divorce  in  the  name  of  a  lunatic  wife  by  her  next  friend  is  not  maintainable :  36 

Ga.,  45.  Declarations  of  the  wife  when  leaving  her  husband's  house  and  taking  arti- 
cles of  household  furniture,  admissible,  although  the  husband  not  present :  36  Ga.,  286. 

Husband  as  witness  against  a  wife  in  a  suit  for  divorce  for  desertion,  except  as  to  what 
knowledge  he  may  have  derived  from  the  confidential  relation:  41  Ga.,  613.  When 
total  divorce  and  marriage  do  not  effect  property  settled  in  trust :  55  Ga.,  506. 

General  Note  on  Divorce. — Agreement  for  separation  :  18  Am.  R.,  476;  9  Wall., 
743;  20/31.  Attorney's  fees,  whether  wife  can  bind  husband  for,  in  divorce  suit: 
Wells'  Sep.  Prop.,  #677  ;  see  also  note  to  #1757.  Devise  to  wife,  effect  of  divorce  on: 
22  Am.,  307.  On  dower:  note  to  #1763.  Inter-State  law,  domicile  of  parties,  decree 
of  another  State,  etc.:  7  Am.  D.,  206;  8/133;  21/747-752,  n;  2  Am.  R.,  415;  5/251; 
6/132;  7/299,  n,  302;  12/260,  n,  274;  19/132;  23/299;  26/21,  n,  27;  27/145;  28/129;  9 
Wall.,  108;  2  Whart.  Ev.,  ##809-818;  Rorer  Inter-State  Law,  179-185.— Subject  treated: 
Tyler  on  Inf.  and  Cov.,  867,  et  seq. ;  Abbott's  Tr.  Ev.,  743-748;  Cord  on  M.  W.,  #936, 
et  seq. ;  Shelford  on  M.  and  D.  (L.  L.);  Bishop  on  M.  and  D. ;  Browne's  Digest  of  Di- vorce and  Alimony. 
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SECTION  III. 

OF    ALIMONY. 

SCCTION. 

1745.  Husband's  voluntary  deed. 1746.  Decree  in  equity. 
1747.  Proceeding  for  ulimony  before  Judge. 
1748.  Decision,  how  excepted  to. 
1749.  Liability  of  third  persons,  etc. 
1750.  After  alimony  granted. 
1751.  Subsequent  cohabitation. 
1752.  Interest  of  wife  in  husband's  estate. 

SECTION. 
1736.  Permanent  and  temporary. 
1737.  Proceedings  to  obtain. 
1738.  Discretion  of  Judge. 
1739.  Revision  and  enforcement. 
1740.  Merits  not  in  issue 
1741.  Disposition  of  children. 
1742.  Alimony  for  children. 
1743.  Judgment,  how  enforced. 
1744.  Permanent  alimony,  when  granted. 

§1736.  (1731.)  (1688.)  Permanent  and  temporary.  Alimony  is  an  al- 
lowance out  of  the  husband's  estate,  made  for  the  support  of  the  wife 

when  living  separate  from  him.     It  is  either  temporary  or  permanent. 
Defined:  36  Ga.,  286.  Alimony  sought  on  divorce  and  legal  marriage  denied:  17 

Ga.,  139.  Alimony  to  be  allowed,  although  the  wife  was  pregnant  at  the  time  of  her 
marriage  :  18  Ga.,  273.  Husband  by  his  conduct  estopped  from  denying  the  legality  of 
his  marriage  on  an  application  for  alimony  :  60  Ga.,  204.  Section  cited  and  alimony 
granted  excessive,  and  was  reduced  to  twenty  dollars  a  month  :  54  Ga.,  285,  560.  Cannot 
restrain  husband  from  collecting  notes  during  pendency  of  action  for  divorce,  and  no 
danger  shown  to  the  fund:  59  Ga.,  615. 

§1737.  (1732.)  (1689.)  Proceedings  to  obtain.  Whenever  an  action  for 
divorce,  at  the  instance  of  either  party,  is  pending,  or  a  suit  by  the 
wife  for  permanent  alimony,  the  wife  may,  at  any  regular  term  of  the 
Court  in  which  the  same  is  pending,  apply  to  the  presiding  Judge,  by 
petition,  for  an  order  granting  to  her  temporary  alimony  pending  the 
cause ;  and,  after  hearing  both  parties,  and  evidence  as  to  all  the  cir- 

cumstances of  the  parties  and  as  to  the  fact  of  marriage,  the  Court 
shall  grant  an  order  allowing  such  temporary  alimony,  including  ex- 

penses of  litigation,  as  the  condition  of  the  husband  and  the  facts  of 
the  case  may  justify. 

Power  to  grant  incident  to  jurisdiction  of  Superior  Court  over  divorce,  and  the 
amount  is  subject  to  judicial  discretion  :  10  Ga.,  477.  To  the  Superior  Court,  and  not 
to  the  Judge,  is  this  power  incident:  29  Ga.,  109.  Conduct  of  wife  not  very  closely 
scrutinized  on  application  for:  15  Ga.,  97.  Bona  fides  of  the  proceeding  is  for  the 
Court:  19  Ga.,  265.  May  be  granted  so  as  to  relate  back  to  the  commencement  of  the 
suit:  19  Ga.,  265.  Plea  that  the  libel  for  divorce  was  brought  by  others  :  19  Ga.,  265. 
It  is  no  sufficient  reply  in  a  motion  for,  that  the  husband  has  made  provision  for  her 

maintenance,  and  will  do  so  in  future  :  22  Ga.,  31.  Not  granted  wrhere  the  parties  vol- 
untarily separated,  and  she  took  back  as  her  separate  estate  her  property  at  marriage  : 

25  Ga.,  186.  ''Expenses  of  litigation"  husband  must  advance  to  the  wife:  25  Ga.,  186. 
When  the  amount  for  alimony  and  counsel  fees  was  not  excessive  :  29  Ga.,  517-18.  At 
any  regular  term:  29  Ga.,  109.  Husband  entitled  to  notice:  29  Ga.,  109.  Wife  may 
charge  husband,  without  his  consent,  with  her  attorney  fees  in  the  case:  30  Ga.,  81-2. 
Granted  as  a  part  of  her  maintenance  :  30  Ga.,  81-2.  If  the  libel  is  dismissed,  the  order 
for  alimony,  but  not  for  fees,  will  be  rescinded:  33  Ga.,  172.  Solicitor-General  ap- 

pointed by  the  Court  in  this,  class  of  cases  is  not  entitled  to  fees  :  36  Ga.,  618.  Order 
for  counsel  fees  and  alimony  will  not  be  reviewed  by  the  Supreme  Court  pending  ac- 

tion for  divorce:  41  Ga.,  46;  43/178.  Judge  of  the  Superior  Court  alone  can  fix  the 
matter  of  fees  in  this  class  of  cases:  50  Ga.,  95.  Attachment  is  the  proper  remedy  to 
enforce  an  order  for  alimony:  29  Ga.,  109.  When  husband  estopped  on  application 
for,  to  deny  the  legality  of  his  marriage  :  60  Ga.,  204.  Alimony  not  to  be  allowed  on 
slight  grounds  :  39  Ga.,  53.  The  Court  should  look  into  the  good  faith  of  suit  for,  in 

the  wife's  name  where  suspicious  circumstances:  18  Ga.,  316.  Where  under  rule 
against  the  husband  for  failure  to  pay  alimony,  the  amount  should  have  been  reduced 
as  excessive  :  23  Ga.,  286.  Where  an  order  giving  the  husband  a  support  out  of  the 
property  was  erroneous:  37  Ga.,  627-633. 

Granted,  when:  Dudley,  166;  12  Am.  D.,  251;  15/781;  16/597;  20/402;  10  Am.  R., 
460. 

§1738.  (1733.)  (1690.)  Discretion  of  Judge.  In  arriving  at  the  proper 
provision,  the  Judge  shall  consider  the  peculiar  necessities  of  the  wife, 
growing  out  of  the  pending  litigation ;  he  may  also  consider  any  evi- 

dence of  a  separate  estate  owned  by  the  wife,  and  if  such  estate  is 
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ample,  as  compared  with  the  husband's,  temporary  alimony  may  be refused. 

Discretion  of  the  Judge  should  depend  on  the  condition  of  the  husband :  10  Ga.,  477. 
It  is  within  the  discretion  of  the  Gourt,  and  marriage  and  the  pending  of  a  suit  are 
necessary  to  obtain  temporary  alimony:  19  Ga.,  265.  The  Court  should  inyestigate 
the  amount  of  the  husband's  property  and  income  to  arrive  at  a  just  conclusion  :  44  Ga., 
216.  Separate  estate  of  the  wife  should  also  be  looked  into  to  determine  the  amount  of 

property  :  15  Ga.,  97.  Where  the  Judge's  discretion  as  to  the  amount  was  controlled :  23 Ga.,  286.  Where  no  further  amount  Was  allowed  to  wife  for  maintenance  than  expenses 
of  litigation  :  25  Ga.,  186.  Discretion  of  the  Judge  not  controlled  unless  abused,  divorce 
and  temporary  alimony  :  49  Ga.,  379.  Too  excessive  an  amount  was  allowed  where  the 
child  was  otherwise  provided  for,  and  wife  could  help  to  support  herself,  and  her  hus- 

band's means  Was  limited  :  54  Ga.,  560. 

§1739.  (1734.)  (1691.)  Revision  and  enforcement  The  order  allowing 
alimony  shall  be  subject  to  revision  by  the  Court  at  any  time,  and  may 
be  enforced  either  by  writ  of  fieri  facias  or  by  attachment  for  contempt 
against  the  person  of  the  husband.  A  failure  to  comply  with  the  or- 

der shall  not  deprive  the  husband  of  his  right  either  to  prosecute  or 
defend  his  cause. 

The  Court  may  modify  the  order  for  temporary  alimony,  and  increase  or  decrease 
it:  10  Ga.,  477.  Where  the  Court  should  have  reduced  the  amount  for  alimony:  23 
Ga.,  286.  Failure  to  comply  with  any  order  does  not  take  away  the  party  s  right  to 
defend:  15  Ga.,  405.  Formerly  enforced  by  attachment  only:  29  Ga.,  109.  Attach- 

ment for  contempt  not  objectionable  to  any  constitutional  provision  of  the  Constitu- 
tion of  1868  :  44  Ga..  216-217. 

§1740.  (1735.)  (1692.)  Merits  not  in  issue.  On  applications  for  tempo- 
rary alimony,  the  merits  of  the  cause  are  not  in  issue,  though  the  Judge, 

in  fixing  the  amount  of  alimony,  may  inquire  into  the  cause  and  cir- 
cumstances of  the  separation  rendering  the  alimony  necessary,  and  in 

his  discretion  may  refuse  it  altogether. 
Section  cited  and  construed  :  38  Ga.,  663.  Act  of  1870  does  not  change  the  rule  as 

to  discretion,  although  the  children  in  the  wife's  custody  are  to  be  included  in  the temporary  alimony  :  47  Ga.,  336. 

§1741.  Support  and  custody  of  children  pending  suits  for  divorce.  [In  suits 
ca>  Acts  of  for  divorce  pending  on  28th  October  1870,  or  thereafter  to  be  brought, 
187:,  p.  413.  ̂ q  Judge  presiding  may,  either  in  term  or  vacation  grant  alimony, 

or  decree  a  sum  sufficient  for  the  support  of  the  family  of  the  husband 
dependent  upon  him,  and  who  have  a  legal  claim  upon  his  support,  as 
well  as  for  the  support  of  his  wife ;  and  may  also,  on  said  motion,  hear 
and  determine  who  shall  be  entitled  to  the  care  and  custody  of  the 
children  pending  the  litigation,  as  if  the  same  was  before  him  on  a  writ 
of  habeas  corpus ;  and  in  case  a  sum  is  awarded  for  the  support  of  said 
family,  the  husband  shall  not  be  liable  to  third  persons  for  necessaries 
furnished  them.]  (a.) 

Discretion  of  the  Court  controlled :  37  Ga.,  627.  Judge  acted  according  to  law  in 
refusing  alimony  to  the  wife  and  minor  children  under  the  facts  of  this  case:  47  Ga., 
332.     Right  to  fees  in  these  cases  only  cognizable  by  the  Superior  Court:  50  Ga.,  95. 

§1742.  Alimony  for  children  on  final  trial.  [If  the  jury,  on  the  second 
(b)  Acts  of or  final  verdict,  find  in  favor  of  the  wife,  they  shall  also,  in  providing 
1870,  p.  413.  permanent  alimony  for  her,  specify  what  amount  the  minor  children 

shall  be  entitled  to  for  their  permanent  support ;  and  in  what  manner, 
how  often,  to  whom,  and  until  when,  it  shall  be  paid;  and  this  thsy 
may  also  do,  if,  from  any  legal  cause,  the  wife  may  not  be  entitled  to  per- 

manent alimony,  and  the  said  children  are  not  in  the  same  category  ; 
and  when  such  support  shall  be  thus  granted,  the  husband  shall  like- 

wise not  be  liable  to  third  persons  for  necessaries  furnished  the  children 
embraced  in  said  verdict  who  shall  be  therein  specified.]  (b.) 

Final  verdict  for  divorce,  and  the  children  allowed  out  of  the  separate  property  of 
the  wife,  the  husband  cannot  object:  49  Ga.,  302. 
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§1743.  Judgments,  how  enforced.  [Such  orders,  decrees  or  verdicts,  per-  (c\  Acts  of 

manent  or  temporary,  in  favor  of  the  children  or  family  of  the  husband, 18'0'  p'  41;1- 
may  be  enforced  as  those  in  favor  of  the  wife  exclusively.]  (c.) 

One  not  able  to  pay  alimony,  not  in  contempt:  13  Am.  R.,  1G7. 

§1744.  (1736.)  (1693.)  Permanent  alimony,  when  granted.  Permanent 
alimony  is  granted  in  the  following  cases:  1st,  of  divorce  as  considered 
in  the  former  section;  2d,  in  cases  of  voluntary  separation;  3d,  where 
the  wife,  against  her  will,  is  either  abandoned  or  driven  off  by  her  hus- 
band. 

§1745.  (1737.)  (1694.)  Husband's  voluntary  deed.  In  either  of  the  two 
latter  cases  the  husband  may  voluntarily,  by  deed,  make  an  adequate 
provision  for  the  support  and  maintenance  of  his  wife,  consistent  with 
his  means  and  her  former  circumstances,  which  shall  be  a  bar  to  her 
right  to  permanent  alimony. 

Provision  by  husband  for  wife  does  not  bar  her  application  for  temporary  alimony, 
when  divorce  pending :  22  Ga.,  31.  Where  the  parties  by  deed  of  settlement  have 
agreed  upon  an  annuity  for  her  maintenance,  no  temporarjialimony  will  be  allowed: 
33  Ga.,  99,  Suplt.  But  it  is  different  where  the  husband  does  not  comply  with  his 
covenant  by  paying  over  the  same  to  her :  33  Ga. ,  99,  Suplt. 

§1746.  (1738.)  (1695.)  Decree  in  equity.  In  the  absence  of  such  pro- 
vision, on  the  application  of  the  wife,  a  Court  of  equity  may,  by  decree, 

compel  the  husband  to  such  provision  for  the  support  of  the  wife  and 
such  minor  children  as  may  be  in  her  custody,  as  indicated  in  the  fore- 

going paragraph. 
Petition  refused  :  47  Ga.,  332-336. 
Compelled  where  divorce  is  not  sought:  14  Am.  P.,  525.  Equity  jurisdiction:  12 

Am.  D.,  251,  n,  257;  15/781;  16/597;  18/344;  19/237;  21  How.,  582.  '  ■: 

§1747.  Proceeding  for  alimony  before,  the  Judge.  [When  husband  and^a)  Acts  of 
wife  are  living  separately,  or  are  bona  fide  in  a  state  of  separation,  and1870'?-  413- 
there  is  no  action  for  divorce  pending,  the  wife  may,  in  behalf  of  her- 

self and  her  minor  children,  if  any,  or  either,  institute  a  proceeding  by 
bill  or  petition  on  the  equity  side  of  the  Court,  setting  forth  fully  her 

case,  and  upon  three  days'  notice  to  the  husband,  the  Judge  may  hear 
the  same  in  term  or  vacation,  and  grant  such  order  as  he  might  grant, 
were  it  based  on  a  pending  libel  for  divorce,  to  be  enforced  in  the  same 
manner,  together  with  any  other  remedy  applicable  in  a  Court  of  equity, 
such  as  appointing  a  receiver  and  the  like,  and  sh6uld  such  proceeding 
proceed  to  a  hearing  before  a  jury,  they  shall  decree  as  provided  by  sec- 

tion 1746  of  this  Code  for  such  cases,  but  such  proceeding  shall  be  in 
abeyance  when  a  libel  for  divorce  shall  be  filed,  bona  fide,  by  either 
party,  and  the  Judge  presiding  shall  have  made  his  order  on  the  motion 
for  alimony,  and  when  so  made,  such  order  shall  be  a  substitute  for  the 
aforesaid  decree  in  equity,  as  long  as  said  libel  shall  be  pending,  and 
not  finally  disposed  of  on  the  merits.]     (a.) 

Under  this  section  where  discretion  as  to  amount  is  controlled  :  54  Ga.,  560.  Section 
cited,  and  petition  under  approved,  parties  living  separate  :  Hawes  vs.  Hawes,  Septem- 

ber term,  1880,  Pamph.,  p.  81.. 

§1748.  Bill  of  exceptions  and  proceedings  thereon.     [The  judgments  of  the  a>)  Acts  of 
Judges  of  the  Superior  Court  in  such  cases,  whether  at  law  or  in  equity,  1870>  p-  414- 
in  term  or  vacation,  or  in  the  progress  of  the  cause,  shall  be  the  subject 
of  writ  of  error,  and  on  the  same  terms  as  are  prescribed  in  cases  of  in- 

junctions, and  if  no  special  method  be  prescribed  for  injunctions,  then 
as  in.  other  cases],   (b. ) 

§1749.  (1739.)  (1696.)  Liability  to  third  person  before,  etc.  Until  such 
provision  is  made,  voluntarily,  or  by  decree  or  order  of  the  Court,  the 
husband  shall  be  liable  to  third  persons  for  the  board  and  support  of 

26 
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the  wife,  and  for  all  necessaries  furnished  to  her,  or  for  the  benefit  of 
his  children  in  her  custody. 

Not  liable  for  necessaries  after  grant  of  temporary  alimony :  30  Am.  K,.,  568 ;  33/440. 
See  §1757. 

§1750.  (1740.(  (1797.)  After  alimony  granted.  When  permanent  ali- 
mony is  granted,  the  husband  ceases  to  be  liable  for  any  debt  or  contract 

of  the  wife;  on  the  other  hand,  he  ceases  to  have  any  power  to  control 
her  acquisitions  by  purchase,  or  descent,  or  gift,  or  otherwise;  and  the 
property  of  the  husband  set  apart  for  the  support  of  the  wife  is  not 
subject  to  his  debts  or  contracts  as  long  as  she  lives. 

Section  cited:  36  Ga.,  319.  Section  construed  where  her  debts  to  be  paid  first  out  of 
such  assets  :  52  Ga.,  652. 

§1751.  (1741.)  (1698.)  Subsequent  cohabitations..  The  subsequent  vol- 
untary cohabitation  of  the  husband  and  wife  shall  annul  and  set  aside 

all  provision  made,  either  by  deed  or  decree,  for  permanent  alimony. 
The  rights  of  children  under  any  deed  of  separation  or  voluntary  pro- 

vision or  decree  for  alimony  shall  not  be  affected  thereby. 

Effect  of  subsequent  voluntary  cohabitation  is  to  rescind  all  provision  for  permanent 
alimony  for  the  wife:  8  Ga.,  341.  Rights  of  children  under  such  deed  do  not  extend 
to  enforcing  it  by  bill  when  the  husband  refuses  to  execute:  12  Ga.,  201. 

§1752.  (1742.)  (1699.)  Interest  of  wife  in  husbanoV 's  estate.  After  perma- nent alimony  granted,  upon  the  death  of  the  husband  the  wife  is  not 
entitled  to  any  further  interest  in  his  estate  in  her  right  as  wife,  but 
such  permanent  provision  shall  be  continued  to  her,  or  a  portion  of  the 
estate  equivalent  thereto  shall  be  set  apart  to  her. 

Decree  for  permanent  alimony  bars  dower:  43  Ga.,  295.  Widow's  interest  in  hus- 
band's estate  after  administration  and  her  portion  set  apart :  57  Ga.,  425-6. 

General  Note. — When  contract  to  convey  property  in  consideration  of  the  discon- 
tinuance of  suit  for,  not  enforced  at  the  instance  of  children:  12  Ga.,  201.  Where  the 

defendant  filed  a  plea  resisting  the  application  for,  on  the  ground  that  he  had  never 
been  married  to  applicant,  it  should  have  been  entertained:  17  Ga.,  139.  Defense 
against  alimony  on  the  ground  that  the  wife  was  pregnant  when  he  married  her,  will 
not  avail :  18  Ga.,  273.  Continuance  should  be  granted  on  the  ground  of  absence  of 
material  witness  upon  motion  therefor:  39  Ga.,  53.  Great  caution  in  granting  alimony 
proper  :  39  Ga.,  53.  Definitions  of  alimony  and  condonation  :  36  Ga.,  319.  286.  Libel 
for  divorce  pending  when  the  Code  was  adopted,  the  jury  distributes  the  property 
between  the  parties  and  their  children  according  to  the  law  before  the  Code:  54 
Ga.,  285. 

General  Note  on  Alimony. — Subject  treated :  Tyler  on  Inf.  and  Cov.,  867;  Cord  on 

M.  W.,  $959,  et  seq. ;  Browne's  Digest  of  Divorce  and  Alimony;  Rorer  Inter-State  Law, 
183 ;  Bishop  on  Mar.  and  Div. 

ARTICLE   II. 

OF    THE    RIGHTS   AND   LIABILITIES   OF    HUSBAND     AND   WIFE    AND    HEREIN 

OF    DOWER. 

Section. 
1753.  Hu?band  is  head  of  family. 
1754.  Separate  property  of  wife. 
1755.  Torts  to  wife. 
1756.  Acquisitions  of  wife. 
1757.  Agency  of  wife. 
1758.  Liability  of  husband  for  necessaries. 
1759.  General  agency  of  wife. 
1760.  Free  trader. 
1761.  Husband  sole  heir. 
1762.  Wife,  when  sole  heir. 
1763.  Dower. 
1763.  (a.)  Dower  disallowed,  when. 

Section. 
1764.  How  barred. 
1765.  Election  in  case  of  bequests,  etc. 
1766.  Election  in  ignorance. 
1767.  Dower  in  several  tracts. 
1768.  Dwelling  houses. 
1769.  Lien  no  bar. 
1770.  Life  estate  in  proceeds  of  sale. 
1771.  Or  absolute  estate  in  specified  sum. 
1772.  Earnings  of  wife. 
1773.  Paraphernalia 
1774.  Wife  may  appear  against  husband. 

§1753.  (1743.)  (1700.)  Husband,  is  head  of  family.  In  this  State  the 
husband  is  the  head  of  the  family,  and  the  wife  is  subject  to  him;  her 
legal  civil  existence  is  merged  in  the  husband,  except  so  far  as  the  law 
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recognizes  her  separately,  either  for  her  own  protection,  or  for  her  ben-  Acts  of  1855 

efit,  or  for  the  preservation  of  public  order.     [The  husband  shall  be  ~6,  p* 229' bound  for  the  debts  of  the  wife  existing  at  the  time  of  the  marriage,  to<a)  c?£e  °f 
the  extent  of  the  property  received  by  her  only,  and  the  property  re- 

ceived through  the  wife  shall  be  liable  for  the  payment  thereof.]     (a.) 
Husband  cannot  stipulate  before  marriage  for  immunity  of  his  property  from  her 

debts:  22  Ga.,  125-6.  Marriage  before  the  Code  of  1863,  the  husband  was  responsible 
only  for  the  wife's  debts  to  the  extent  of  the  property  received  through  her :  38  Ga., 
257.  Husband  can  recover  wife's  land  not  reduced  to  possession  without  administra- 

tion: 29  Ga.,  58.  Section  cited,  husband  is  the  head  of  the  family,  claim  case:  59  Ga., 
71.  Ejectment  case,  where  this  section  was  construed  as  an  estoppel,  as  to  both  hus- 

band and  wife:  64  Ga.,  598.  The  husband  may  waive  homestead  right  in  a  mortgage 
so  as  to  bind  himself  and  family:  56  Ga.,  54.  As  to  the  relation  of  husband  and  wife 
under  the  Act  of  1866  and  the  Constitution  of  1868,  the  wife  may  make  a  valid  will  as 
to  her  separate  estate  :  56  Ga.,  344.  The  wife  may  bind  her  trust  estate  by  mortgage : 
52  Ga.,  205.  Rent  due  the  wife  paid  by  her  husband  by  deed  of  land  to  her  :  55  Ga., 
332.    Debt  due  wife  by  husband  settled  by  giving  her  a  note  on  his  partner  :  61  Ga.,  97. 

§1754.  (1744.)  (1701.)   Wife's  property,  when  separate.  [All  the  property  Act  of  i809> 
of  the  wife  at  the  time  of  her  marriage,  whether  real,  personal,  or  choses  c- p- m 
in  action,  shall  be  and  remain  the  separate  property  of  the  wife ;  and  (t>)  Acts  of; 

all  property  given  to,  inherited,  or  acquired  by  the  wife  during  covert- 14^147?' 
ure,  shall  vest  in  and  belong  to  the  wife,  and  shall  not  be  liable  for  the  f8°JstA°tf 
payment  of  any  debt,  default,  or  contract  of  the  husband.]     (b.)  viLSec.V 

At  common  law  and  before  the  Act  of  1866,  marriage  vested  wife's  personalty  of 
which  she  was  possessed  in  her  husband :  1  Ga.,  637.  Married  woman  was  a  feme  sole 
as  to  her  separate  estate,  unless  controlled  by  the  settlement:  9  Ga.,  224.  Husband 
can  sue  after  marriage  for  his  wife's  personal  property  converted  before:  17  Ga.,  267.. 
Marriage  vested  real  and  personal  property  in  the  husband:  21  Ga.,  161.  On  marriage 
wife's  personal  chattels  in  possession  vested  in  her  husband:  23  Ga.,  484.  On  this  sec- 

tion and  provision  in  the  Constitution  wife  is  a  feme  sole  as  to  all  property  she  had  on 
marriage  or  inherited  by  her  since  :  39  Ga.,  41.  When  husband  a  proper  party  to  re- 

cover wife's  property  belonging  to  her  at  marriage  :  59  Ga.,  17 ;  57/412.  Prior  to  1866, 
the  real  estate  of  the  wife  vested  in  her  husband,  and  if  he  was  barred  as  to,  so  was  she : 
47  Ga.,  674.  Purchaser  from  the  husband  without  notice  protected  also  as  to  his  wife ; 
the  record  of  a  voluntary  deed  is  not  notice  :  54  Ga.,  614.  Presumed  that  the  husband 

bought  the  property  with  his  own  money  and  as  to  transfer  of  wife's  note:  51  Ga., 
13-15.  Injunction  should  have  been  refused,  because  it  should  have  appeared  that  the 
wife's  money  was  put  in  the  firm  business  with  notice  thereof:  51  Ga.,  291.  Wife's 
estate  not  responsible  for  the  wTages  of  an  overseer  employed  by  the  husband:  56  Ga., : 
47.  The  wife  may  now  under  the  Code  make  a  will  as  to  her  separate  estate  without 
her  husband's  consent:  56  Ga.,  344.  The  wife  a  cestui  que  trust  since  1866,  can  assign 
her  mortgage  interest:  61  Ga.,  171.  A  married  woman  can  mortgage  her  trust  estate: 
61  Ga.,  246;  52/205.  Husband,  cannot  assert  his  wife's  right  to  her  separate  estate  in 
his  name  :  51  Ga.,  147.  Joint  residence  by  husband  and  wife  on  realty  is  not  notice  of 
a  claim  of  interest  in  it  by  the  latter:  61  Ga.,  346.  Where  the  husband  sold  the  wife's 
separate  property  to  one  person,  and  that  one  sold  it  to  still  another,  this  last  protected 
where  he  bought  without  notice:  60  Ga.,  29.  Where  husband  could  recover  wife's 
land  after  her  death  without  even  reducing  it  to  possession:  29  Ga.,  58.  Income  from 
separate  estate  protected  as  to  wife :  53  Ga.,  318-323.  Acquisitions  of  the  wife  subse- 

quent to  1866  and  1868  belong  to  her,  although  she  was  married  anterior  to  those  years : 
63  Ga.,  742-744.  The  wTifeonly  essential  plaintiff  in  a  suit  for  her  legacy:  61  Ga.,  671. 
Section  cited  and  where  the  trustee  exceeded  his  powers  as  to  the  trust  estate  of  his 
wife :  52  Ga.,  454.  Where  it  was  an  executed  trust  and  she  could  not  deed  it  to  secure 

or  pay  for  her  husband's  debt:  62  Ga.,  738,  743.  Wife  suing  for  her  money  paid  on  her 
husband's  debts:  61  Ga.,  662.  When  lien  of  a  judgment  creditor  enforced  as  against 
the  secret  equity  of  the  wife  :  56  Ga.,  79.  Where  the  wife  had  no  lien  on  the  land,  but 
might  recover  her  money  from  the  vender,  put  in  the  land  by  the  husband :  56  Ga., 
22-23. 

To  be  liberally  construed  :  Wells'  Separate  Property  of  Married  Women,  #8.  Sepa- 
rate property,  what  constitutes :  Wells,  ##42-52,  63-75.  Evidence  of :  Wells,  £#240-264. 

"Inherited:"  Wells,  #65.  "Given  to:"  Wells,  §68;  by  husband:  Wells,  ##76-109. 
Proceeds  of  separate  property:  Wells,  §#110-119.  Notice  of  wife's  rights:  Wells, 
§§308r314.  "Acquired"  by  her  labor;  earnings  of  married  woman  in  Georgia  from 
business  carried  on  by  husband's  consent,  are  her  property:  18  Wall.,  476.  See  gener-. 
ally  as  to  earnings :  Wells,  ##120-129.  By  purchase  during  marriage :  Wells,  ##188-204. 
Business  of  wife  carried  on  by  husband:  25  Am.  R.,  734,  n,  736.  Crop  raised  by  hus- 

band's labor  on  wife's  farm  subject  to  his  debts  :  30  Am.  R.,  500 ;  32/757  ;  Wells,  ##113, 
118,  177,  210;  but  see  11  0.,  397 ;  23  Wis.,  305.  Husband  still  liable  as  at  common  law 

for  wife's  burial  expenses :  32  Am.  R.,  168.  Wife's  power  to  convey  by  deed  :  8  O.,  242. 
Improvements  on  wife's  property :  Wells,  ##476-493. — See  notes  to  #1783. 
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§1755.  (1745.)  (1703.)   Torts  to  wife.     If  a  tort  be  committed  upon  the 

■^2730,  2960,  person  or  reputation  of  the  wife,  the  husband  may  recover  therefor;  if, 
:3053.  however,  the  wife  is  living  separate  from  the  husband  she  may  sue  for 

such  torts,  and  also  torts  to  her  children,  and  recover  the  same  to  her 

use.     In  like  manner,  when  separated  from  the  husband,  she  may  en- j 
force  contracts  made  in  reference  to  her  own  acquisitions. 

Joinder  of  the  husband  with  his  wife  in  a  suit  to  recover  for  a  tort  to  the  wife:  57^ 
Ga.,  252.     Husband  may  be  agent  for  his  wife  as  to  her  separate  estate,  and  she  may  be  « 
garnisheed  if  she  owes  her  husband  anything  for  such  services :  55  Ga.,  406-7.     Injunc- 

tion refused  and  no  claim  by  the  wife  allowed  for  services:  51  Ga.,  566.     When  bill 
sustained  by  the  wife  to  recover  separate  estate:  51  Ga.,  35.     Judgment  against  the 

husband,  does  not  bind  the  wife's  separate  estate :  51  Ga.,  452.     Married  woman  may 
convey  her  separate  estate  by  a  deed  :  55  Ga.,  41.     When  the  husband  acted  as  trustee  \ 
and  the  property  was  held  to  be  the  wife's  separate  estate :  53  Ga.,  281;  51/35. 

Servant  can  recover  from  master  for  tort  to  his  wife  caused  by  negligence  of  co- 
servant:  17  Am?- R,  82.— See  generally:  Tvler  on  Inf.  and  Cov.,  311;  Cooley  Torts, 
222-6,  236-8;  Schoul.  Dora.  Eel.,  106-110;  17  Am.  R,  482,  660;  20/618;  20  Wall.,  528; 

'■■'■         '     2  Add.  Torts,  £1294,  et  seq. ;  2  Thomp.  Neg.,  p.  1240.  ■; 

,.r,   .  .  -      ,    §1756.  (1746.)  (1704.)  Acquisitions  of  wife  living  separate  from  her  hus- 
:Acts  of  1851  band.     When  living  separate  from  her  husband  the  acquisitions  of  a 
-2,  p.  23/.    w-£e  an(j  Q£  ker  children  living  with  her,  shall  be  vested  in  the  wife for  her  separate  use,  free  from  the  debts,  contracts,  or  control  of  her. 

husband,  and  at  her  death,  intestate,  the  same  shall  descend  to  her  chil- 
dren, and  if  none,  to  her  next  of  kin. 

Wife  deserted  by  her  husband  before  the  Code,  she  could  render  her  separate  estate  . 
liable  for  the  debts  of  her  husband  :  41  Ga.,  143;  but  see  24  Ga.,  52, 194.     Deed  by  the 
husband  to  wife  for  rent  due  by  him  to  her :  55  Ga.,  332.      Wife  may  carry  on  business 
through  her  husband  as  agent:  55  Ga.,  406.  .* 

§1757.  (1747. )  (1705.)  Agency  of  wife  in  respect  to  necessaries.  The  hus- 
band is  bound  to  support  and  maintain  his  wife,  and  his  consent  shall 

be  presumed  to  her  agency  in  all  purchases  Of  necessaries  suitable  to 
her  conditions  and  habits  of  life,  made  for  the  use  of  herself  and  the 
family.     This  presumption  may  be  rebutted  by  proof. 
:  Presumption  from  cohabitation  and  joint  use  of  goods  as  to  the  agency  of  the  wife:  6. 

iGa=,  14.     Where  the  wife  has  a  separate  estate  and  the  note  is  taken  from  her :  6  Ga.,  14. 
Credit  given  to  the  wife  and  the  husband  is  not  liable  therefor :  6  Ga.,  14.  Parol  prom- 

ise-of  husband  to  pay  in  such  cases  void:  6  Ga.,  14.  Rebutted  by  proof:  6  Ga.,  18. 
Whether  the  credit  was  given,  to  the  wife  is  for  the  jury:  11  Ga.,  324.  Subsequent 
provisions  for  past  alimony  no  bar  to  recovery :  11  Ga.,  324.  Wife's  agency  to  bind  the 
husband  extends  only  to  necessaries  :  50  Ga.,  244.     Husband  general  agent  for  his  wife 

,as  to  her  separate  estate":  54  Ga.,  263.  If  wife  owe  husband  anything  for  services  as  her agent  it  is  s abject  to  be  garnisheed  by  his  creditors :  55  Ga.,  406. 

1  Add.  Contr.,  §173;  Broom's  Corns.,  569-608;   2  Smith's  L.  C,  406-443;  1  Bl.Com.,; 
443 ;  10  Am.  D-.,  462,  h.     Wife  binds  separate  estate  for,  when  :  see  note  to  §1783.     Man . 
treating  woman,  not  his  wife,  as  such,  liable  for  necessaries  supplied  to  her:  1  Add. 

Contr.,  §187;  1  Pars.  Coh'tr.,  363.     Attorney's  fees,  necessaries,  when:  Weeks  on  Attor- neys, 572;  10  Am.  D.,  463 ;  9  Am.  E,.,  175,  515. 

§1758.  (1748.)  (1706.)  Liability  of  husband  for  necessaries.  The  husband 
gi7i9.  is  bound  for  necessaries  furnished  to  the  wife,  when  separated  from  him 

subject  to  the  limitations  hereinbefore  provided.  If  the  wife  be  liv- 
ing in  adultery  with  another  man,  the  husband  is  not  liable;  but 

notice  by  the  husband  shall  not  relieve  him  from  liability  if  his  wife 
is  separated  from  him  by  reason  of  his  own  misconduct ;  if  she  volun- . 
tarily  abandons  him  without  sufficient  provocation,  notice  by  the  hus- 

band shall  relieve  him  of  all  liability  for  necessaries  furnished  to  her.1 
-  Where  they  live  separate  the  onus  is  on  the  tradesman  to  show  he  credited  the  hus- ' 

band  and  not  the  wife,  being  a  question  of  fact  for  the  jury  :  11  Ga.,  324.     Suit  against 
a  husband  of  a  minor  upon  a  contract  with  the  wife  dum  sola  for  necessaries,  wifeniust. 
be  joined  in  the  suit:  13  Ga.,  467. 

"  Separated :"  10  Am.  D.,  462-4,  n  ;  6/373;  15  Am.  R,  258 ;  30/568  ;  1  Add.  Contr.,  §180.  ; 
Note  of  wife  for,  thus  furnished,  void  :  36  Am.  R.,  762.     Money  furnished  wife  for  pur- 

chase of,  and  so  applied,  recovered  from  husband:  36  Am. P.,  86. 
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§1759.  (1749.)  (1707.)  General  agency  of  wife.     The  wife  may  act  as§2i8i. 
attorney  and  agent  for  the  husband,  but,  except  in  cases  before  men- 

tioned, proof  of  such  authority  must  be  made  as  in  other  cases. 
And  husband  may  be  agent  for  his  wife  as  to  her  separate  estate,  just  as  any  one 

else  could  be  :  54  Ga.,  263. 

l'Bl.  Com.,  442;  31  Am.  D.,  522;  10  Am.  R.,  346;  5/281;  3/366;  Wells'  Sep.  Prop., 
§§172-4,  385;  1  Dan.  Neg.  Inst,  211-213.  Husband,  as  agent  of  wife:  Wells'  Sep.  Prop., 
||ll8,  160-171,  386. 

§1760.  (1750.)  (1708.)  Free  trader.     The  wife,  by  consent  of  her  hus-8§2730, 3477. 
band,  evidenced  by  notice  in  a  public  gazette  for  one  month,  may  be- 

come a  public  or  free  trader;  in  which  event  she  is  liable  as  afeme  sole 
for  all  her  contracts,  and  may  enforce  the  same  in  her  own  name.     In 
such  cases  the  acquisitions  of  the  wife  become  her  separate  estate. 

Injunction  against  a  free  trader,  when  granted  :  36  Ga.,  534. 

Wells'  Sep.  Prop.,  §§130-151.     To  be  construed  liberally :  Wells'  Sep.  Prop.,  §141. 

§1761.  (1751.)  (1711.)  Husband  sole  heir.     Upon  the  death  of  the  wife  §§2484, 2494. 
the  husband  is  her  sole  heir,  and  upon  payment  of  her  individual  debts,  (a)  Acts  o{ 

if  any,  may  take  possession  thereof  without  administration,  [unless  she  i87i-2,p  48. 
dies  intestate,  leaving  a  separate  estate,  without  remainder  or  limitation 
over,  which  can  and  does  take  effect,  and  leaves,  with  the  husband,  a 
surviving  child  or  children,  or  descendants  of  a  child  or  children,  then 
such  separate  estate  shall  be  equally  divided,  share  and  share  alike,  be- 

tween said  husband  and  said  offspring,  per  capita,  but  the  descendants 

of  children  shall  take  per  stirpe~\.  (a.) 
letters  of  administration  upon  the  estate  of  the  deceased  wife  by  the  surviving  hus-  .  ,  ;. 

band  claiming  property  through  her,  inadmissible  until  such  property  proven  to  have 
been  hers:  24  G-a.,  155.  By  failure  of  the  husband  to  administer  his  administrator 
rdoes  not  lose  the  right  to  recover  her  estate  for  next  of  kin  or  legatee  of  the  husband  : 

25  Ga.,  624;  29/733.  Marriage  gave  such  title  to  the  husband  in  the  wife's  land  that 
without  administration,  although  he  had  not  reduced  it  to  possession,  he  might  sue  for 
-it  and  recover  it :  29  Ga.,  58.  See  note  to  section  2484  (1).  Wife's  debts  must  be  paid  first 
before  the  husband  can  inherit  her  property :  52  Ga.,  648-652.  Who  is  an  heir  and  the 
law  of  this  section  referred  to:  51  Ga.,  222.  As  to  the-  husband  being  the  wife's  heir: 
56  Ga.,  101-110.  Now  the  wife  can  will  her  separate  estate  without  her  husband's  con- 

sent: 56  Ga.,  344-346.  Section  cited  and  construed  with  reference  to  the  next:  57  Ga., 
426.  The  question  of  the  husband's  right  to  wife's  property  discussed  :  57  Ga.,  414; 
60/653. 

Husband  and  wife,  devise  and  descent:  Wells'  Sep.  Prop.,  §§683-695;  Tyler  Inf.  and 
Co  v.,  513-521. 

§1762.  (1752.)  (1712.)   Wife,  when  sole  heir.     Upon  the  death  of  the  §2484. 

.husband,  without  lineal  descendants,  the  wife  is^his  sole  heir.  /^_^l>-^^^^7  ' 

The  wife  must  administer:  57  Ga.,  426.    ̂ &  **~^>~^ '^JL^Z ^/l /  >^ §1763.  (1753.)  (1713.)  Bower.  Dower  is  the  right  of  a  wife  to  an  es- 
tate for  life  in  one-third  of  the  lands,  according  to  valuation,  including 

the  dwelling  house  (which  is  not  to  be  valued  unless  in  a  town  or  city), 
of  which  the  husband  was  seized  and  possessed  at  the  time  of  his  death, 
Or  to  which  the  husband  obtained  title  in  right  of  his  wife. 

What  is  dower  and  in  what  land,  what  three  things  necessary  to,  marriage,  seizen 
and  death  of  the  husband  :  10  Ga.,  321.  In  all  land  her  husband  died,  seized  and 
possessed  of,  and  is  superior  to  judgments:  37  Ga.,  493.  No  dower  in  land  for  which 
husband  had  only  a  title  bond  with  part  of  the  purchase  money  paid:  15  Ga.,  100. 
'Vender's  widow  entitled  to  no  dower  in  land  he  had  given  out  a  title  bond  to  :  28  Ga., 
107.  But  see  :  44  Ga.,  319 ;  40/32.  Has  dower  in  all  lands  of  her  husband  not  sold  by 
him  or  by  some  judicial  officer  under  Act,  of  1826  and  1842 :  28  Ga.,  478.  Dower  was  supe- 

rior to  the  vender's  lien  for  part  of  the  purchase  money  unenforced  in  the  husband's 
lifetime  :  38  Ga.,  1.  Dower  is  not  effected  by  a  mortgage  given  by  the  husband  con- 

temporaneous with  the  deed  to  him  to  secure  the  purchase  money  of  land  :  44  Ga.,  319. 
As  to  assignment  of,  in  what  buildings:  38  Ga.,  235-9.  Dower  is  not  divested  where 
there  has  been  no  seizure  or  levy  and  sale  under  a  judgment  against  the  husband:  10 
Ga.,  435;  37/493.  Tenant  in  dower  liable  for  waste:  12  Ga.,  235.  Mortgage  for  the 

purchase  money,  postponed  to  dower  and  year's  support:  61  Ga.,  218.  Wife  not  dow- 
able  of  trust  estates :  15  Ga.,  102.  Where  widow's  election  held  made  by  the  sale  of 
her  deceased  husband's  land  :  62  Ga.,  257.     Widow  may  recali  her.  election  of,  taking 
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money  in  lieu  of  dower  :  42  Ga.,  521.  Not  properly  barred  of  dower  by  any  action  of 
hers:  42  Ga.,  205.  As  against  a  mortgage  of  her  husband's,  she  is  entitled  to  dower: 
24  Ga.,  46.  When  wife  not  entitled  to  relief  as  to  dower,  either  at  law  or  in  equity  under 
the  allegations  made :  61  Ga.,  33.  Widow  cannot  have  homestead  in  addition  to  dower 

and  year's  support :  44  Ga.,  308.  In  all  land  the  husband  died,  seized  and  possessed  of: 
55  Ga.,  613.  Dower  postpones  the  lien  of  judgments,  where  such  judgments  not  en- 

forced until  after  the  husband's  death  :  37  Ga.,  490.  Dower  having  been  taken  in 
land,  a  judgment  on  the  note  given  for  the  purchase  money  of  that  land  could  be 
enjoined  by  the  maker:  44  Ga.,  452.  Homestead  taken  subject  to  dower  :  40  Ga.,  555; 
46/630.  Cannot  take  dower  and  homestead  also :  41  Ga.,  620.  Widow  can  take  dower  ; 
and  as  guardian  for  the  children,  homestead:  46  Ga.,  630.  When  partition  by  the 
widow  need  not  precede  her  taking  dower  in  the  land  :  58  Ga.,  249.  The  widow  of  a 
non-resident  has  dower  in  land,  her  husband  died  seized  of  here:  60  Ga.,  525.  There 
will  be  no  dower  where  the  husband  had  only  bond  for  title,  and  the  purchase  money 
was  not  paid  for  it :  59  Ga.,  875.  Widow  has  not  dower  in  land  her  husband  had  a 
parol  contract  for  the  purchase  of,  and  for  which  the  purchase  money  had  not  been 
paid :  64  Ga.,  320.  Wife  has  the  right  to  the  possession  of  the  mansion  until  dower  has 
been  assigned  her :  58  Ga.,  247  ;  3/207.     Superior  to  various  mortgages:  61  Ga.,  321,  314. 

In  partnership  land:  1  Scribner  on  Dower,  536-549;  27  Am.  R,  270,  n:  13  Am.  D., 
642;  2  C.  L.  J.,  725;  4/548;  6/134.  In  mining  lands:  28  Am.  R,  680.  In  lands  im- 

proved by  grantee  of  husband:  31  Am.  R.,  268.  Estoppel:  2  Scrib.  Dow.,  217-265;  17 
Am.  D.,  565 ;  17  Am.  R.,  676.  Entitled  to  dower  in  land  conveyed  by  deed  set  aside  as 
fraudulent,  although  she  joined  therein  :  10  Am.  R.,  335;  13/251 ;  16/459,  n,  462;  Scrib. 
Dow.,  610-617;  Thomp.  Homestead,  $$405-7.  Also  inland,  deed  to  which  husband 
destroyed:  17  Am.  R.,  699.  Seizin:  1  Scrib.  Dow.,  237-267;  6  Am.  D,  137;  20/434; 
15  Pet.,  21.  Dower  in  connection  with  homestead :  Thompson  on  H.,  £$555-6. — Subject 
treated :  Tyler  on  Inf.  and  Cov.,  515 ;  Scribner  on  Dower ;  1  Wash.  Real  Pr.,  179 ;  Bisset 

on  Life  Estates  (L.  L.),  66;  1  Story's  Eq.,  $624;  3  Redf.  Wills,  378;  Cord  on  M.  W., 
$489  et  seq.;  2  Bl.  Com.,  129. 

jC^  /C^t^-*£      §1763.  (a.)  Dower  not  allowed  till 'purchase  money  paid.     Whenever  the 
^  >^2£. Actsof1875,  venc^er  °f  land  shall  make  a  deed  to  land,  and  at  the  same  time  take  a 

Z/^/^JL1^'        mortgage  for  the  purchase  money,  the  widow  of  the  vendee  shall  not  be 
j*-/pW9.         entitled  to  dower  in  said  land  as  against  such  vender,  until  the  purchase 
/^c~«/T4^2-.        money  is  paid.     And  whenever  a  vender  shall  sell  land,  giving  at  the 

same  time  of  such  sale  a  bond  for  title,  or  any  other  instrument  in  writ- 
ing having  the  same  effect,  the  widow  of  the  vender  shall  not  be  enti- 
tled to  dower  in  such  land. 

Act  of  1760,     §1764.  (1754.)  (1714.)'  How  barred.     Dower  may  be  barred — 
Act  of  1768,      1-  By  provisions  made  prior  to  the  marriage  ana  accepted  by  the  wife 
c.  p.  163.     jn  iieu  0f  dower. 

Where  dower  was  released  by  written  contract :  37  Ga.,  296. 

2.  By  a  provision  made  by  deed  or  will,  and  accepted  by  the  wife  af- 
ter the  husband's  death,  expressly  in  lieu  of  dower,  or  where  the  in- 

tention of  the  husband  is  plain  and  manifest  that  it  shall  be  in  lieu  of 
dower. 

There  is  no  waiver  of,  by  accepting  a  gift  of  personalty  :  60Ga.,531.  Injunction  refused 
as  not  alleging  sufficient  facts  barring  the  widow  from  dower:  48  Ga.,  29.  Provisions  of 
a  will  must  be  expressly  in  lieu  of  dower,  and  the  widow  must  understand ingly  elect 
to  abide  by  it :  7  Ga.,  20.  Accepted  in  lieu  of  dower  by  contract  with  the  husband  : 
35  Ga.,  218.  When  the  widow  must  elect,  as  to  whether  she  will  take  the  legacy  or 

dower:  40  Ga  ,  562.  The  wife's  relinquishment  of  dower  must  be  voluntary:  21  Ga., 161-172. 

2  Scrib.  Dow.,  367-467;  1  Am.  D.,  362;  15/720;  17/516;  27/237. 

3.  By  the  election  of  the  widow  within  twelve  months  from  the  grant 

of  letters  testamentary,  or  of  administration  on  the  husband's  estate, 
to  take  a  child's  part  of  the  real  estate  in  lieu  of  dower. 

Where  not  prevented  from  taking  dower,  although  she  failed  to  obtain  a  homestead  : 
50  Ga.,  597.  When  the  widow  is  debarred  from  electing  a  child's  part:  53  Ga.,  669-674. 
Widow's  executor  cannot  recover  child's  part  where  she  died  before  electing  :  9  Ga., 
189.  The  widow  is  not  compelled  to  elect  between  a  child's  part  and  dower  until  ad- ministration has  been  taken  out:  50  Ga.,  194. 

2  Scrib.  Dow.,  468-497 ;  12  How.,  256. 

c.  p.  230.         4.  Bv  a  failure  to  apply  for  the  dower  for  seven  years  from  the  death 

£W  of  the  husband. 
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Act  of  1839  prospective:  7  Ga.,  20.  It  is  imperative  that  she  shall  apply  for  in 
seven  years  after  her  husband's  death:  31  Ga.,  193-4.  Where  the  widow  was  barred, 
and  it  was  presumed  she  elected  to  take  a  child's  part :  54  Ga.,  568.  Presumed  to  have 
elected  to  take  a  child's  part :  58  Ga.,  319. 

2  Scrib.  Dow.,  523-543;  5  Am.  D.,  237. 

5.  By  the  wife's  deed  with  her  husband  to  lands  to  which  the  title  Act  of  1826, 

came  through  her.  "  p' 
On  the  Act  of  1826,  the  word  "  conveyance  "  does  not  include  mortgages  :  24  Ga.,  46. 

Where  there  was  not  the  proper  number  of  witnesses  to  the  wife's  relinquishment  of 
dower:  47  Ga.,  650-1-5.  But  only  to  that  land  to  which  the  title  comes  through  her: 
28  Ga.,  478-480.  Should  be  in  writing  and  signed  :  54  Ga.,  529.  Does  not  apply  to  her 
deed  to  her  separate  estate :  55  Ga.,  41. 

2  Scrib.  Dow.,  266-353;  27  Am.  D.,  431. 

6.  By  the  adultery  of  the  wife  unpardoned  by  the  husband. 
2  Scrib.  Dow.,  498-506;  19  Am.  D.,  688;  1  Am.  R.,  414. 
General  Note  on  this  Section. — Dower  prevails  against  an  execution  not  enforced 

in  the  husband's  lifetime  :  37  Ga.,  493.  Barred  by  decree  for  permanent  alimony  un- 
ner  section  1752  of  the  Code  of  1873  :  43  Ga.,  295.  Where  the  widow  was  not  barred  : 
48  Ga.,  28.  By  a  contract  for  a  consideratiDii  the  wife  can  bar  herself  of  dower:  35 
Ga.,  219. 

Generally:  1  Wash.  Real  Pr.,  226;  Sugden  on  Venders,  side  p.  543;  2  Cooley's  Bl. 
Com.,  136.     Effect  of  divorce  :  2  Scrib.  Dow.,  507-522. 

§1765.  (1755.)  (1715.)  Election  in  cases  of  bequest  in  lieu  of  dower.  If 
the  husband  by  will  gives  to  his  wife  an  interest  in  his  lands,  her  elec- 

tion of  dower  bars  her  of  that  devise,  but  does  not  deprive  her  of  any 
interest  in  the  personalty  bequeathed  to  her  in  the  will,  unless  it  is  ex- 

pressed to  be  in  lieu  of  dower. 

~No  bar  unless  she  was  cognizant  of  her  rights  :  7  Ga.,  20.  Case  for  such  election  : 
24  Ga.,  185.  Where  she  has  elected  to  take  dower  :  33  Ga.,  385-7.  Where  the  wife  elec- 

ted to  the  legacy  in  lieu  of  dower:  38  Ga.,  320  :  40/562.  How  widow  may  signify  her 
election  of  child's  part  by  written  declaration  in  the  Court  of  Ordinary  21  Ga.,  161. 
As  to  whether  she  has  waived  dower  cannot  be  tried  in  a  rule  against  the  Sheriff:  3 
Ga.,  208. 

10  Am.  D.,  421;  17/275;  12  How.,  256;  6  C.  L.  J.,  344,  365;  1  Pomeroy's  Eq.,  §§492- 502.     Where  widow  is  insane  :  3  Am.  B,.,  650. 

§1766.  (1756.)  (1716.)  Election  in  ignorance.  An  election  by  the  widow 

to  take  a  child's  part  of  the  realty  in  ignorance  of  the  condition  of  the 
estate,  or  of  any  fact  material  to  her  interest,  shall  not  bar  her  right  to 
dower :  Provided,  the  rights  of  third  persons  acting  bona  fide  upon  her 
election  shall  not  be  disturbed  or  prejudiced. 

Where  widow  died  without  electing:  9  Ga.,  189.  Her  election  in  ignorance  will  not 
do  :  7  Ga.,  20.     How  her  election  is  to  be  shown  :  21  Ga.,  161. 

§1767.  (1757.)  (1717.)  Dower  in  several  tracts.    Where  the  husband  dies  Act  of  is24, 
seized  of  several  distinct  tracts  of  land  lying  in  the  same  county,  the  5c?ons5o 
widow  may  elect  to  take  her  entire  dower  in  one  body,  and  may  select  c.  p.  231. 
the  tract  or  tracts  out  of  which  the  dower  shall  be  laid.     If  a  tract  or 

body  of  land  is  divided  by  county  lines,  the  entire  dower  may  be  laid 
off  in  either  county ;  if  several  tracts  lie  in  different  counties,  the  dower 
must  be  applied  for  and  laid  out  in  each  county. 

§1768.  (1758.)  (1718.)  Dwelling-house.     The  widow  is  entitled  to  the  §2571. 
possession  of  the  dwelling-house  from  the  death  of  her  husband,  and 
before  dower  is  assigned,  and  also  of  the  furniture  therein,  until  her 
portion  thereof  is  set  apart  by  the  appraisers  as  provided  by  this  Code. 

May  retain  the  mansion  until  the  assignment  of  dower:  3  Ga.,  207.  Exceptions  as 
to  the  dwelling  in  the  laying  off  of  dower:  38  Ga.,  235-9.  Where  she  occupies  the 
house  for  twelve  months,  independent  of  the  year's  support  and  without  rent :  58  Ga., 
248.     Injunction  not  necessary  to  protect  her  rights :  64  Ga.,  311. 

2  Scrib.  Dow.,  49-64. 

§1769.  (1759.)  (1719.)  Lien  no  bar.     No  lien  created  by  the  husband  Act  of  1768, 

in  his  lifetime,  though  assented  to  by  the  wife,  shall  in  any  manner   " p'  ™s' 
interfere  with  her  right  to  dower.  §1768  (a)' 
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Widow  of  the  vender  who  has  given  obligee  bond  for  title,  and  no  purchase  money 
has  been  paid,  entitled  to  dower  :  40  Ga,,  32.  But  see  :  28  Ga.,  107.  Dower  prevails  as 
.against  a  mortgage  for  the  purchase  money  :  61  Ga.,  221.  Right  to  dower  when  not  ef- 

fected by  mortgage  :  24  Ga.,  46.  Cannot  have  in  addition  to  dower  and  a  year's  support, 
a  homestead:  44  Ga.,  308.  Section  cited  and  construed:  44  Ga.,  319.  Prevails  as  against 
the  vender's  equitable  lien:  38  Ga.,  1.  Superior  to  other  liens:  55Ga.,  613.  Prevails 
as  against  a  judgment  lien  not  enforced  in  the  husband's  lifetime :  37  Ga.,  491.  Widow of  the  vender  holding  only  under  title  bond,  not  entitled  to  dower:  15  Ga.,  100. 
Where  widow  had  her  dower  as  against  mortgages  :  61  Ga.,  314. 

5  Am.  D.,  234;  1  Scrib.  Dow.,  442-535. 

§1770.  (1760.)  (1720.)  Doiver  in  proceeds  of  sale.  With  the  assent  of 
Act  of  i84i,  the  executor  or  administrator  of  the  estate,  the  widow  may  elect  a  life 
c.  p.  280.  estate  in  one-third  part  of  the  proceeds  of  the  sales  of  the  land,  or  any distinct  tract  or  tracts  of  land  in  lieu  of  the  dower  in  such  land.  In 

which  event,  such  third  part  of  the  proceeds  of  the  sale  shall  be  inves- 
ted by  the  executor  or  administrator  under  the  direction  of  the  Ordi- 

nary where  his  returns  are  made,  and  the  annual  income  thereof  paid 
to  the  widow  during  her  life. 

Section  cited  :  49  Ga.,  277. 

§1771.  (1761.)  (1721.)  Absolute  estate  in  specified  sum.     With  the  assent 
Act  of  i84i,  of  the  executor  or  administrator  of  the  estate,  and  the  approval  of  the 

Ac?of3i850,  Ordinary,  the  widow  may  elect,  in  lieu  of  her  dower,  an  amount  in 
c.  p.  23i.     money  to  belong  absolutely  to  her,  to  be  estimated  and  determined  by 
§2021.         the  commissioners  appointed  to  assign  dower,  and  whose  report  shall  be 

subject  to  the  same  objections  as  are  admeasurements  of  dower  in  land. 
Both  before  the  Ordinary  and  on  the  return  of  the  report  of  the  com- 

missioners, any  person  interested  in  the  question  shall  be  allowed  to 
become  a  party  and  be  heard.     The  amount  so  awarded  shall  be  paid 
in  preference  io  all  other  claims  out  of  the  proceeds  of  the  sale  of  the 
land. 

Section  cited,  and  litigation  where  money  was  elected  to  be  taken  by  the  widow  : 

60  Ga.,  525.  Ordinary's  approval  must  be  obtained  before  appointment  of  commis- 
sioners to  assign  dower :  36  Ga. ,  620.  Amount  of  sale  conclusive  evidence  of  value  of  land, 

dower  to  be  estimated  out  of  the  proceeds  of  the  sale-:  39  Ga.,  226.  Where  the  widow 
recalled  her  election  :  42  Ga.,  521.  Section  cited,  and  where  there  was  a  mortgage  for 

the  purchase  money :  61  Ga.,  221.  Waiver  of  and  election':  62  Ga.,  257.  Waiver  of 
rent  for  dower :  62  Ga.,  107-116. 

2  Scrib.  Dow.,  612-655. 

§1772.  (1762.)    Wife  may  deposit  earnings.     [Any  married  woman  may 
(a)  Acts  of  deposit  in  any  of  the  savings  banks,  or  institutions  for  savings,,  now 

Acts  of  1866  chartered  in  the  State  of  Georgia,  or  which  may  hereafter  be  chartered 

p.  226.       '  in  this  State,  any  sum  or  sums  of  money,  the  proceeds  of  her  own  labor, or  that  of  her  children,  less  than  two  thousand  dollars  in  the  aggregate, 

and  ma}?"  control,  draw  for,  dispose  of,  devise,  or  transfer,  in  any  way 
whatever,  the  sum  or  sums  thus  deposited,  in  every  respect  as  if  she 
were  not  a  married  woman],  (a.)  T 

§1773.  (1763.)  (1722.)  Paraphernalia.  The,  wife's  paraphernalia  shall 
not  be  subject 'to  the  debts  or  contracts  of  the  Jiusband,  and  shall  con- sist of  the  apparel  of  herself  and  her  children,  her  watch  and  ornaments 
suitable  to  her  condition  in  life,  and  all  such  articles  of  personalty  as 
have  been  given  to  her  for  her  own  Use  and  comfort. 

35  Am.  R.,  617;  Wells'  Sep.  Prop.,  gg51-52.  Action  for  injury  to:  8  Am.  R.,  543; 
20/353. 

§1774.  (1764.)  (1723.)  Married  women  may  litigate  alone,  ivhen.   [A  mar- 
§U79.  ried  woman  may  sue  and  be  sued  without  joining  her  husband  in  the 

(a)  Acts  of  action,  in  any  of  the  Courts  of  this  State,  in  the  following  cases :    1st, 
1872,  p.  39.  when  the  action  concerns  her  separate  property;  2d,  when  the  action 

is  between  herself  and  husband;  3d,  when  she  is  living  separate  and 
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apart  from  her  husband.     In  no  case  shall  she  be  required  to  prosecute 
or  defend  by  a  guardian  or  next  friend.]  (a.) 

When  husband  should  bring  trover  for  wife's  property :  17  Ga.,  207.  Should  sue  the 
husband  and  wife  together  for  torts  by  the  wife  not  in  his  presence :  11  Ga.,  22.  Husband 
and  wife  joined  in  the  suit  for  a  minor  married  woman's  debts  dum  sola:  13  Ga.,  467. 
The  husband  not  joined  with  the  wife  in  a  bill  for  her  separate  estate:  15  Ga.,  124. 
When  tbe  suit  joint  by  husband  and  wife  for  separate  estate  :  13  Ga.,  138.  May  be  sued 
here  separately  in  a  matter  in  reference  to  wife's  separate  estate  :  39  Ga.,  41.  When 
she  may  sue  in  her  own  name  for  what  isdue  her  for  her  labor:  44  Ga.,  541.  Where  the 
wife  claims  property  conveyed  by  the  husband  for  what  he  owed  her:  55  Ga.,  332. 
Married  woman  same  rights  as  man  as  to  willing  her  separate  estate  :  56  Ga.,  344.  Can 
sue  alone  for  legacy  due  her:  61  Ga.,  671.  Husband  should  be  joined  with  the  w7ife 
in  a  bill  in  equity  as  to  matters  before  1866 :  59  Ga.,  17-22. 

~  Husband  and  wife  as  parties  plaintiff  ex  contractu:  Dicey,  s.  p.,  171.  Defendant 
ex  contractu :  Dicey,  s.  p.,  296.  Plaintiff  e.r  delicto:  Dicey,  s.  p.,  389.  Defendants  delicto: 
Dicey,  s.  p.  476;  Bliss  Code  PI.,  34-37.  Wife  may  sue  for  personal  injury  in  her  own 
name,  the  right  of  action  being  her  separate  property:  4  Am.  R.,  606;  but  see  28  Am. 
R.,  527,  and  Wells'  Sep.  Prop.,  $635.  Measure  of  damages  for:  10  Am.  P.,  327.  Be- 

tween wife  and  husband:  5  Am.  R.,  470;  28/324;  31/399;  Wells'  Sep.  Prop.,  ̂ 646-657. 
After  divorce,  wife  cannot  sue  husband  for  prior  tort:  24  Am.  R.,  27. 

General  Note, — Wife's  equity  good  as  against  the  husband  :  1  Ga.,  637.  Adequate 
provision  for  wife  and  children  in  equity  as  against  judgment  creditors:  3  Ga.,  192.  As 
to  creditors'  claims  on  tbe  wife's  chose  in  action  through  her  husband:  3  Ga.,  546. 
Wife's  equity  as  to  her  choses  as  against  husband's  creditors:  9  Ga.,  328,  333.  Assign- 

ment by  the  husband  as  to  the  wife's  distributive  share  :  14  Ga.,  402.  When  she  should 
not  sue  through  husband  but  through  her prochein  ami,  should  suit  be  brought  against 

her  trustee  for  her:  15  Ga.,  124.  Wife's  equity  to  a  settlement  out  of  her  father's 
estate:  29  Ga.,  117,374.  Children's  right  to  equity  of  a  settlement  depending  on  the 
mother:  31  Ga.,  62.  Wife's  equity,  judgment  lien  and  purchaser,  notice  :  33  Ga.,  153. 
Separate  estate  by  parol  without  trustee,  wife's  equity,  notice:  34  Ga.,  297.  Her  choses 
in  action  :  1  Ga.,  637.  When  the  wife's  choses  in  action  cannot  be  made  subject  to  the 
husband's  creditors:  3  Ga.,  541-6.  Wife's  choses  not  reduced  to  possession  by  the  hus- 

band's survive  to  her  :  4  Ga.,  319.  When  the  husband  was  as  administrator  entitled  to 
the  wife's  property  :  4  Ga.,  377.  Husband  surviving  his  wife  entitled  to  her  choses  in 
action  :  4  Ga.,  541.  Where  the  wife  claimed  as  heir  or  distributee  of  her  child :  11  Ga., 
379.  She  alone  can  recover  her  choses  in  action  surviving  to  her:  22  Ga.,  330.  Re- 

duction into  possession  of  the  wife's  choses  in  action:  1  Ga.,.  637.  Distributive 
share  of  wife  survived  to  wife  before  1866  and  not  reduced  by  the  husband  in  his 
lifetime  to  possession:  11  Ga.,  25.  Whereher  child  by  her  first  marriage  was  entitled 
to  share  with  the  rest  of  her  children  :  13  Ga.,  325;  23/51.  What  is  not  such  a  reduc- 

tion of  the  wife's  choses  in  action,  as  to  defeat  the  wife's  equity :  22  Ga.,  178.  Husband 
being  heir  to  his  wife  can  convey  her  interest  in  her  father's  estate :  23  Ga.,  142.  When 
the  wife's  share  in  her  father's  estate  was  not  liable  to  her  husband's  creditors  :  24  Ga.,  ; _,\; 
631.  Husband  can  sue  for  wife's  land  after  her  death:  29  Ga.,  58.  No  such  reduction 
to  possession  of  the  wife's  choses  in  action  as  to  defeat  the  wife's  right  to  survivorship  : 
35  Ga.,  184.  Where  the  statute  of  limitation,  husband  only  person  who  could  sue  :  46 
Ga.,  593.  Power  of  the  husband  to  limit  the  wife's  inheriting  from  him,  may  do  so  by 
will  as  all  to  except  dower  :  8  Ga.,  211.  By  ante-nuptial  marriage  contract  the  husband 
gave  up  all  claim  to  his  wife's  property  :  8  Ga.,  279.  The  trustee  of  the  wife  may  pur- 

chase in  the  trust  property:  11  Ga.,  67.  Married  woman  a  trust  estate  without  any 
rt-rustee  being  appointed:  12  Ga.,  195.  When  the  separate  estate  had  to  be  clearly  de- 

fined, to  defeat  marital  rights:  17  Ga.,  425.  Where  the  separate  estate  vested  in  the 

children:  22  Ga.,  426.  Relinquishment  of  dower  must  be  voluntary:  21  Ga.,  161'. 
Where  the  wife's  separate  property  (right  to  which  had  been  released  by  the  husband) 
went  to  her  next  of  kin  :  23  ̂ a.,  407.  Marriage  settlement  must  be  expounded  according 

to  intention :  25  Ga.,  305.  Wife's  equity  to  a  settlement  out  of  her  share  of  her  father's 
estate  :  29  Ga.,  117.  Construction  of  a  marriage  settlement  is  for  the  jury  :  30  Ga.,  308. 
Recording  of  marriage  settlements:  33  Ga.,  149,  Suplt.  Bill  for  direction  as  to  whether 
the  will  intended  to  give  separate  estate  :  33  Ga.,  72,  Suplt.  Wife  as  claimant  of  prop- 

erty :  8  Ga.,  354-8.  Husband  and  wife  sued  jointly  for  wife's  torts:  11  Gra.,  22.  Where 
the  property  of  the  feme  sole  was  converted  before  marriage  the  husband  should  sue 
for  it :  17  Ga.,  267.  Where  the  husband  is  a  minor  also,  the  statute  of  limitations  does 
not  run  until  he  is  twenty-one  years  of  age:  14Ga.,687.  As  to  the  liability  of  the 
husband's  property  for  the  debts  of  the  wife  before  the  Acts  of  1855-7,  p.  229:  22  Ga„ 
125.  Since  that  Act :  22  Ga,,  126.  Where  the  judgment  was  during  coverture  and  be- 

fore the  Code  of  1863,  the  husband  was  liable  only  to  the  extent  of  the  property  received 
fromthe  wife:  38  Ga.,  255-8.  The  admission  by  the  father  before  his  daughter's 
marriage  that  certain  property  belonged  to  her.  gives  the  husband  no  right  in  it,  unless 
made  to  induce  the  marriage :  24  Ga.,  155.  When  the  husband  cannot  release  an  agree- 

ment and  as  to  the  wife's  bill  for  specific  performance :  29  Ga..  67.  Notice  to  the  hus- 
band of  probate  in  solemn  form,  not  notice  to  the  wife:  30  Ga.,  340.  Contract  by  ja 

husband  to  abandon  a  caveat  is  valid :  35  Ga.,  192.  No  authority  in  the  husband  to 
pawn  personal  property  of  his  wife,  and  she  brought  trover  for  it :  44  Ga,,  173.  Where 
the  husband  was  barred  by  the  statute  of  limitations  so  was  the  wife :  46  Ga.,  593,; 
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47/674.  May  carry  on  business,  the  husband  acting  as  her  agent:  55  Ga.,  406.  Home- 
stead continuing  so  long  as  the  wife  remained  a  widow,  although  there  was  no  family 

but  herself  :  60  Ga.,  653.     Act  of  1866,  enlarging  wife's  rights,  reviewed  :  57  Ga.,  414. 

General  Note  on  Husband  and  Wife. — Actions  by  and  against :  Abb.  Tr.  Ev , 
163-185.  Against  married  women,  at  law:  Wells'  Sep.  Prop.,  #§600-625.  In  equity: 
Wells'  Sep.  Prop.,  §§591-599.  Dealings  between:  Wells'  Sep.  Prop.,  §§361-397.  Sale 
of  personalty  by  husband  to  wife,  what  delivery  sufficient:  11  Am.  R.,  200.  The  rela- 

tion is  a  confidential  one:  Cooley  Torts,  508-510.  Voluntary  conveyance  when  fraud- 
ulent as  between  husband  and  wife:  27  Am.  R.,  726;  29/197;  Cooley  Torts,  508-510. 

Upheld  as  against  heirs,  when  :  31  Am.  R.,  65:  33/167.  As  against  creditors:  See  note 
to  §1776 ;  Wells'  Sep.  Prop.,  §§97,  394.  Gifts:  10  Pet,  583 ;  13  Wall.,  413,  If  a  husband 
borrow  or  use  his  wife's  money  or  estate  for  his  individual  purposes,  he  becomes 
equitably  indebted  to  her,  and  may  secure  her  by  payment,  pledge,  or  in  any  otber 
proper  way:  2  Woods,  675.  Deeds  to  husband  wife  jointly:  18  Am.  D.,  384,  n;  2 
Am.  R.,  586;  26/64,  n,  65;  5  C.  L.  J.,  514.  Joint  purchases  by:  Wells'  Sep.  Prop., 
§§205-210.  Devise  to  husband  and  wife  :  27  Am.  R.,  302.  Estoppel,  doctrine  applied 
to  married  women:  28  Am.  R.,  374-377,  n  ;  4  C.  L.  J.,  507,  579;  6/151;  7/477:  9/40; 
Wells'  Sep.  Prop.,  265-287.  Inter-State  law  as  to:  Wells,  §§667-674.  Leases  by 
and  to  married  women:  Wells,  §§548-557.  Notice  to  husband,  notice  to  wife,  when: 
Wade  N.,  679.  Negotiable  instruments  executed  by  married  women :  Wells'  Sep. 
Prop.,  §§337-360.  Partner,  whether  married  woman  can  be  :  Wells'  Sep.  Prop.,  §§152-9. 
Trustees  for  married  women:  2  Perry  on  Trusts,  §625;  Wells'  Sep.  Prop.,  §§296-299. 
Husband  as  trustee:  Wells'  Sep.  Prop.,  §§288-295.  Voluntary  conveyances:  See 
"dealings  between,"  in  this  note. — Subject  treated:  Macqueen  H.  and  W.  (L.  L.); 
Bell  H.  and  W.  (L.  L.);  Schouler  Domestic  Rel.,  51-250;  2  Story's  Eq.,  §1366  et  seq. ; 
4  Jacob's  Fisher's  Digest;  Reeves'  Dom.  Rel.t  1-460. 

ARTICLE  III. 

OF    MARRIAGE    CONTRACTS   AND    SETTLEMENTS. 

Section. 
1775.  Marriage  article  or  parol,  etc. 
1776.  Voluntary  execution,  etc. 
1777.  Construction  of  contract. 
1778.  Record  of  marriage  contracts. 
1779.  Wife  may  force  a  record, 
1780.  Appointing  and  removing  trustees. 

Section. 
1781.  Executed  in  favor  of  volunteers. 
1782.  Valuable  consideration. 
1783.  Wife  feme  sole,  etc. 
1784.  Minority  of  party  to  contract. 
1785.  Sale  to  husband  or  trustee. 

§1775.  (1765.)  (1724.)  Marriage  article  or  parol  agreement.  Any  agree- 
g27i5.  ment  between  the  parties  to  a  marriage  contemplating  a  future  settle- 

ment upon  the  wife,  whether  by  parol  or  in  writing,  may  be  executed 
and  enforced  by  a  Court  of  equity  at  the  instance  of  the  wife  at  any 
time  during  the  life  of  the  husband:  Provided,  always,  that  the  rights 
of  third  persons,  purchasers  or  creditors  in  good  faith,  and  without 
notice,  are  not  affected  thereby.  An  agreement  perfect  in  itself,  and 
which  needs  no  future  conveyance  to  effect  its  purposes,  is  an  executed 
contract,  and  does  not  come  under  the  definition  of  marriage  articles. 

Parol  ante-nuptial  agreement  enforced  unless  husband  sets  up  statute  of  frauds: 
30  Ga.,  156.  Parol  agreement  at  the  time  of  the  marriage  with  the  wife  to  avail  as 
against  the  lien  of  a  judgment  against  the  husband,  must  be  known  to  the  holder  of 
the  judgment:  33  Ga.,  153.  Parol  agreement  before  marriage  for  a  settlement  on  the 
wife  afterwards,  is  within  the  statute  of  frauds:  54  Ga.,  681-3.  Where  the  separate  es- 

tate did  not  extend  the  wife's  second  marriage :  14  Ga.,  410.  Written  marriage  con- 
tract corrected  by  parol,  when  not  to  do  so  would  be  to  perpetuate  fraud  :  29  Ga.,  166-176. 

Separate  estate  created  by  will  in  a  feme  sole  avails  as  against  the  husband's  rights  on 
her  marriage  :  12  Ga.,  195.  Separate  estate  created  by  parol,  and  without  a  trustee  be-, 
ing  named:  34  Ga.,  304,298.  Construction  of  a  marriage  settlement  had,  the  profits,  etc., 
during  her  life  and  after  her  death  the  children  became  tenants  in  common:  56  Ga., 
101.  Where  ante-nuptial  settlements  after  December,  1821,  vested  the  fee  in  the  wife 
etc.  :  58  Ga.,  15.  Where  the  husband  being  divorced,  took  nothing  under  a  marriage 
settlement  set  up  by  bill  in  equity  :  58  Ga.,  86.  A  marriage  settlement  secured  by  mort- 

gage which  did  not  avail  as  to  husband's  after  acquisitions :  53  Ga.,  416-424.  When  di- 
vorce did  not  affect  the  settlement  as  regards  the  wife:  55  Ga.,  506.  Should  be  left  to 

the  jury  to  decide,  where  it  was  thought  the  husband  was  excluded  by  the  language 
used,  although  this  was  not  clear:  30  Ga.,  308-314.  Husband  excluded  forever  under 
the  terms  of  the  marriage  settlement :  8  Ga.,  279.  Agreement  between  husband  and 
wife  through  a  trustee  for  separation  and  allowance  to  the  wife  :  8  Ga.,  341.  A  mar- 

riage settlement  placed  the  property  in  the  joint  use  of  husband  and  wife,  and  was 
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not  subject  to  his  debts:  24  Ga.,  52.     Where  the  dividends  of  stock  left  to  the  wife 
were  paid  without  the  intervention  of  a  trustee  directly  to  her  :  14  Ga.,  421. 

Parol  contract,  not  valid  formerly:  1  0.,  479.  Enforced  in  equity:  2  Story's  Eq., 
?§983-988;  5  Am.  D.,  619.  Ante-nuptial  settlement  by  wife  on  husband:  3  Add.  Contr., 
|l363.  Purchasers  and  creditors:  26  Am.  R.,  415;  13  0.,  22.  Settlement  upheld 

'Georgia  case)  where  husband,  though  in  debt,  reserved  property  two  and  a  half  times greater  in  value  than  his  debts:  1  0.,  479.  By  what  law  governed:  2  Am.  R.,  721; 
24/242.  Providing  for  illegitimate  children,  valid  :  5  Am.  D.,  472.  Set  aside  for  mis- 

representation, when:  27  Am.  R.,  22,  n,  26;  30/441 — Subject  treated:  Cord  on  M.  W., 
ilO  et  seg. ;  Schoul.  Dom.  Rel.,  262-275  ;  Wells'  Sep.  Prop.,  2253-62.  See  note  to  §1951  (3). 

§1776.  (1766.)  (1725.)  Voluntary  execution  and  trust  deeds.  The  hus- 
band may  voluntarily  execute  such  agreement,  or  he  may  at  any  time 

luring  the  coverture,  either  through  trustees  or  directly  to  his  wife,  con- 
vey any  property  to  which  he  has  title  subject  to  the  rights  of  prior 

purchasers  or  creditors  without  notice. 

Husband  may  make  a  deed  to  wife  for  rents  due  by  him  to  her :  55  Ga.,  333.  Mar- 
riage settlement  before  the  act  of  1821,  placing  the  estate  in  fee  in  the  trustee,  unless 

there  were  words  limiting  it:  29  Ga.,  651.  Conveyances  by  husband  to  wife  are  valid: 
Jl  Ga.,  720.  Closely  scrutinized  when  a  conveyance  from  husband  to  wife  to  pay  some 
illeged  debt  due  by  him  to  her  :  52  Ga.,  225.  Even  where  he  makes  the  deed  to  heron 
tier  application  for  a  homestead:  61  Ga..  451.  Trades  between  husband  and  wife  are 
jlosely  scanned,  to  test  the  good  faith  of  the  transaction:  60  Ga.,  82.  Assignment  of 
i  mortgage  as  between  husband  and  wife,  closely  scrutinized  to  detect  fraud,  if  any : 
31  Ga.,  175. 

Post-nuptial  settlements  :  Cord  on  M.  W.,  §31  et  seq. ;  Schoul.,  276-289;  18  Am.  D., 
585;  Wells'  Sep.  Prop.,  §62;  3  Add.  Contr.,  §1367.  Bv  what  law  governed:  1  Am.  R., 
180.  Purchasers  and  creditors:  21  Am.  R.,  303;  13  0.,  766;  3  C.  L.  J.,  442;  7/463; 
)/436. 

§1777.  (1767.)  (1726.)  Construction  of  contract.  Every  marriage  con- 
tract in  writing,  made  in  contemplation  of  marriage,  shall  be  liberally 

construed  to  carry  into  effect  the  intention  of  the  parties,  and  no  want 
)f  form  or  technical  expression  shall  invalidate  the  same.  Such  con- 

tract must  be  attested  by  at  least  two  witnesses. 

Shall  be  liberally  construed  :  25  Ga.,  305.  Rules  of  grammatical  construction  dis- 
regarded to  effectuate  intention  :  39  Ga.,  648.  The  intent  of  the  parties  to  be  carried  out : 

3  Ga.,  367. 

§1778.  (1768.)  (1727.)  Record  of  marriage  contracts.  Every  marriage  Act  of  1847, 
contract  and  every  voluntary  settlement  made  by  the  husband  on  the  a  p- m 
wife,  whether  in  execution  of  marriage  articles  or  not,  must  be  recorded 
In  the  office  of  the  Clerk  of  the  Superior  Court  of  the  county  of  the 
residence  of  the  husband  within  three  months  after  the  execution 
ihereof.  On  failure  to  comply  with  this  provision,  such  contract  or 
settlement  shall  not  be  of  any  force  or  effect  against  a  purchaser,  or 
ireditor,  or  surety  who,  bona  fide  and  without  notice,  may  become  such 
before  the  actual  recording  of  the  same.  If  such  contract  or  settle- 

ment is  made  in  another  State,  and  the  parties  subsequently  move  into 
:his  State,  the  record  must  be  made  within  three  months  from  such  re- 

moval. If  the  settled  property  be  in  this  State,  and  the  parties  reside 
in  another,  then  the  record  must  be  made  in  the  county  where  the 
property  is,  and  within  the  time  specified  above. 

Act  of  1847,  requiring  record  in  twelve  months,  makes  no  exception  in  favor 
)f  feme  coverts,  the  act  to  be  enforced  in  good  faith:  16  Ga.,  102.  Husband  must,  as 
igent  or  trustee,  see  to  the  recording  in  time:  16  Ga.,  112.  As  between  the  parties  it 
!s  valid,  although  it  be  not  recorded :  22  Ga.,  403.  Constructive  notice  sufficient  to 
}ind  bona  fide  purchasers  and  creditors,  and  as  to  what  constitutes  constructive  notice  : 
lb  Ga.,  277.  Bona  fide  purchasers  under  this  law  defined:  28  Ga.,  170.  Act  of  1847  ex- 
;ends  to  such  as  were  executed  before  the  act,  whether  recorded  or  not,  and  registration 
mly  of  those  conveyances  required  by  law  to  be  recorded,  are  notice:  32  Ga.,  165. 
Recording  not  necessary  in  those  cases,  where  voluntary  settlement  of  wife's  equity  on 
ler :  32  Ga.,  629-632.  Where  it  is  not  necessary  to  record,  for  that  applies  only  to  set- 
cements  by  the  husband:  35  Ga.,  184.  Need  not  be  recorded  in  every  county  where 
;he  husband  may  subsequently  reside ;  evidence  as  to  date  of  record :  33  Ga.,  149, 
3uplt.  Act  of  1847  applies  only  in  favor  of  bona  j?cZ<?  creditors,  who  without  notice, 
£ive  credit  on  the  faith  of  the  property ;  it  renders  the  settlement  void  in  favor  of  a 
lebt  due  by  the  husband  as  guardian,  when :  41  Ga.,  426.    Wife  the  proper  one  to 
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.claim  her  voluntary  settlement  levied  on,  her  trustee  heing  dead ;  as  to  notice  of  re- 
cord: 55  Ga.,  69-71.  Not  recorded  in  three  months  and  bona  fide  mortgagee  of  husband 

protected:  54  Ga.,  614-620.  Lien  of  judgment  creditor  enforced  against  the  wife's 
secret  equity,  of  which  he  had  no  notice  :  56  Ga.,  82,79.  Made  in  another  State  :  25  Gra., 
305.  Constructive  notice  of  unrecorded  marriage  settlement  binds  purchasers,  creditors, 
etc. :  25  Ga.,  277.  Does  not  apply  to  debt  due  by  the  husband  as  guardian,  where  not 
on  the  faith  of  the  record:  41  Ga.,  426-436.  Bona  fide  creditor  must  have  become  such 
before  the  record  of  it,  on  the  faith  of  the  property:  53  Ga.,  155-159.  A  bona  fide  cred- 

itor is  one  who  gives  credit  on  the  faith  of  the  property  in  the  marriage  settlement : 
28  Ga.,  173.  Only  extends  to  one  becoming  creditor  on  the  faith  of  the  property  settled, 
and  it  not  recorded  in  time  :  Gentry  vs.  Cowan  &  McClung,  Pamph.,  February  Term, 
.1881,  p.  29.  Record  of  land  in  other  counties  :  53  Ga,,  424.  Where  a  mortgage  to  secure 
a  marriage  settlement  did  not  cover  future  acquisitions :  53  Ga.,  424.  Record  is  no  no- 

tice as  to  property  purchased  with  the  proceeds  of  that  which  was  recorded  :  55  Ga.,  504. 

"Made  in  another  State  :"  12  Am.  D.,  478,  n.  Property  moved  into  another  State 
after  record:  14  How.,  253.     Notice  :  Wade  N.,  $51. 

§1779.  (1769.)  (1728.)  Wife  may  force  a  record.  If  the  trustee  or  hus- 
band having  possession  of  such  contract  or  settlement  fails  or  refuses  to 

have  the  same  recorded,  the  wife,  or  any  friend  of  hers,  may  apply  to 
the  Judge  of  the  Superior  Court  at  any  time  for  an  order  compelling 
such  record;  and  the  trustee  thus  refusing,  after  demand,  shall  be  per- 

sonally responsible  to  his  cestui  que  trust  for  all  damages  sustained  by 
reason  of  the  failure  to  record ;  and  such  application  of  the  wife,  or 
her  friend,  when  entered  on  the  minutes  of  the  Superior  Court,  shall 
be  a  notice  equivalent  to  the  record  of  the  marriage  contract  or  trust 
deed. 

§1780.  (1770.)  (1729.)  Appointing  and  removing  trustees.  The' Judge  of 
?2320.  ̂ ne  Superior  Court  of  the  county  of  the  wife's  domicile  may,  at  any 

^time,  upon  petition,  exercise  the  powers  of  a  chancellor  in  appointing, 
or  removing,  or  substituting  trustees,  or  granting  any  order  for  the  pro- 

tection of  the  trust  estate,  exercising  a  wise  discretion  as  to  the  terms 
on  which  such  appointment  shall  be  made,  or  such  order  granted.  The 
proceeding  in  each  case  shall  be  transmitted  to  the  Clerk  of  the  Supe- 

rior Court,  to  be  recorded  in  the  book  of  the  minutes  of  such  Court, 
next  to  the  minutes  of  the  last  term  thereof. 

See  note  to  $2320.  Trustees  of  married  women ;  subject  treated :  2  Perry  on  Trusts, 

§625  et  seq. ;  Wells'  Sep.  Prop.,  §§296-299.     Husband  as  trustee  :  Wells'  §§288-295. 

§1781.  (1771.)  (1730.)  When  executed  in  favor  of  volunteers.  Marriage 
contracts  and  post-nuptial  settlements  will  be  enforced  at  the  instance 
of  all  persons  in  whose  favor  there  are  limitations  of  the  estate.  Mar- 

riage articles  will  be  executed  only  at  the  instance  of  persons  coming 
within  the  scope  of  the  marriage  consideration;  but  when  executed  at 
their  instance,  the  Court  may  execute  also  in  favor  of  volunteers.  All 
persons  are  volunteers  except  the  parties  to  the  contract  and  the  off- 

spring of  the  wife. 

Executed  at  the  instance  of  all  persons  coming  "  within  the  scope,"  but  not  in  favor 
,of  volunteers,  etc.,  wbo  do  not  come  within  the  scope:  6  Ga.,  563.  If  not  parties  or 
heirs  and  not  in  the  scope,  cannot  have  it  reformed  :  21Ga.,370.  When  executed  in  favor 
of  volunteers  :  29  Ga.,  765.  Where  the  trust  not  executed,  and  children  by  second 
marriage  come  in:  39  Ga.,  648.  Voluntary  contract  executed,  equity  will  enforce  all 
..the. rights  growing  out  of  it  against  any  one :  16  Ga,,  49.  Where  articles  executed  par- 

tially, and  volunteers  subsequently  apply  to  a  Court  of  equity,  and  a  former  decree 
cannot  be  invoked  in  their  favor:  6  Ga.,  564.  Equity  reforming  marriage  contract  at 
the  instance  of  a  child  by  a  former  marriage  :  45  Ga.,  301.  Equity  will  enforce  a  trust 
in  a  marriage  settlement  in  favor  of  volunteers  and  beneficiaries ;  where  it  does  it,  as  to 
those  within  the  scope  of  the  marriage  consideration:  53  Ga.,  416-425. 

,■     Volunteers:  9  How.,  196;  17/417  ;  2  Story's  Eq.,  §§983-988. 

§1782.  (1772.)  (1731.)   Valuable  consideration.     Marriage  is  a  valuable 
consideration,  and  the  wife  stands,  as  to  property  of  the  husband  settled 

g274i.  upon  her  by  marriage  contract,  as  other  purchasers  for  value  :  Provided, 
that  by  such  contract  the  husband  does  not  incapacitate  himself  from 
paying  his  existing  just  debts. 
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Marriage  is  a  valuable  consideration,  and  sufficient  to  support  a  deed:  1G  Ga.,  368. 
[f  she  is  guilty  of  no  fraud  and  enters  into  a  settlement  without  notice  of  a  debt  due 
!rom  him  to  other  persons,  she  will  be  protected  against  that  debt:  16  Ga.,  368.  _  Mar- 
•iage  is  a  valuable  consideration  :  53  Ga.,  423.  Husband  may  make  a  deed  to  his  wife 
'or  what  he  owes  her  for  rent  of  her  land :  55  Ga.,  332. 

T.  II.  P.  Charl.,  250;  R.  M.,  Charl.,  36;  7  Am.  D.,  362,  n. 

§1783.  (1773.)  (1732.)   Wife  feme  sole  as  to  her  separate  estate.     The  wife  832807, 2410, 

.s  a  feme  sole  as  to  her  separate  estate,  unless  controlled  by  the  settle- ;     ' 
nent.     Every  restriction  upon  her  power  in  it  must  be  complied  with  ; 
Dut  while  the  wife  may  contract,  she  cannot  bind  her  separate  estate 
3y  any  contract  of  suretyship,  nor  by  any  assumption  of  the  debts  of 
ler  husband,  and  any  sale  of-  her  separate  estate,  made  to  a  creditor  of, 
ler  husband  in  extinguishment  of  his  debts,  shall  be  absolutely  void. 

Stated,  where  a  married  woman  binds  her  separate  estate  by  note  :  39  Ga.,  41.  Every  } 
-estrictioii  should  be  complied  with :  9  Ga.,  199-203.  Feme  sole  as  to  :  9  Ga.,  224.  Wife 
leserted  by  her  husband  could  before  the  Code  bind  her  separate  estate  by  a  note  on  a 
jontract  for  her  husband's  debt:  41  Ga.,  144.  Where  the  husband  was  dead,  wife 
;ould  bring  action  of  ejectment  in  her  name  :  42  Ga.,  352.  Restriction  valid,  although 
t  was  made  when  she  was  a,  feme  sole :  12  Ga.,  195.  Restraint  of  power  of  alienationis  in- 

ferred from  what ;  she  is  a.  feme  sole  as  +o  such  separate  estate,  and  may  dispose  of  it :  12 
3ra.,  195.  Intention  governs  as  to  form  of  settlement  and  restraints  on:  16  Ga.,  528. 
Obligation  of  wife  having  such  separate  estate  to  support  herself  and  her  husband,  he 
oiay  purchase  for  such  estate  :  9  Ga.,  224.  Appointment  of  trustee  for  supposed  separ- 
ite  estate  does  not  prejudice  the  husband's  rights  in  it :  11  Ga,,  67.  Wife  being  feme  sole 
is  to,  must  perform  trie  corresponding  obligations  of  one:  16  Ga.,  103  When  it  is 

subject  to  levy  and  sale  for  husband's  debts:  20  Ga.,  111.  Cannot  bind  her  separ- ; 
ite  estate  by  contract  of  endorsement :  24  Ga.,  52.  Cannot  be  mortgaged  :  24  Ga.  196. 

Where  words  in  the  father's  will  settling  roperty  on  the  daughter  prevented  her  from 
mortgaging  it  for  her  husband's  debts:  25  Ga.,  652.  Where  wife's  mortgage  was  held 
valid  for  her  husband's  debts:  33  Ga.,  316.  Where  wife  entitled  to  have  a  separate 
sstate,  a  reasonable  provision  by  the  husband  from  property  that  came  through  her : 
24 Ga.,  631.  Voluntary  settlement  of  wife's  equity  on  her :  32  Ga.,  629-632.  Statutory  title 
acquired  by  trustees  to  such  estate  as  against  the  husband,  how  defeated:  30  Ga.,  287. 
Failure  to  prove  existence  of  such  estate,  and  appointment  of  trustee  no  ground  for  a 
new  trial :  31  Ga.,  212.  Property  bought  with  wife's  earnings,  title  in  her  own  name, 
taxes  paid  by  her,  is  her  separate  property:  30  Ga.,  386.  Injunction  at  instance  of 
wife  to  restrain  sale  of  :  31  Ga.,  304.  Debt  contracted  after  marriage,  such  estate  prima 
facie  bound  for:  32  Ga.,  462.  Whatcontract  valid  :  2  Ga.,  383  ;  32/604.  Where  a  wife  gives 
a  note,  the  presumption  is  she  had  a  separate  estate,  and  judgment  thereon  hinds  the  - 
same:  39  Ga.,  41.  Section  cited:  45  Ga.,  630.  Section  cited  and  the  married  woman 
made  no  contract  to  bind  her:  62  Ga.,  557.  Executed  trust  and  wife's  deed  to  pay  hus- 

band's obligation  void :  62  Ga.,  734-743.  Where  a  second  purchaser,  without  notice 
that  it  was  the  wife's  separate  estate,  was  protected:  60  Ga.,  30-39.  Bound  by  the  acts 
of  her  attorney:  60  Ga.,  189,  192.  Note  by  the  wife  binds  her  if  given  for  her  own 
business,  carried  on  by  her  husband  :  59  Ga.,  380-384.  Could  not  mortgage  her  property 
for  her  husband's  debts  under  the  terms  of  the  settlement  created  by  her  father's  will : 
25  Ga.,  652,  656.  When  she  can  dispose  of  her  separate  estate  or  authorize  her  hus- 

band to  do  so:  24  Ga.,194.  Notice  of  her  title  necessary  to  avoid  it  as  against  a  bona 
fide  mortgagee  from  the  husband:  54  Ga.,  614.  Judgment  creditor  not  affected  by 

wife's  secret  equity  :  56  Ga.,  79.  When  without  notice  of  wife's  claims  it  is  postponed 
to  older  mortgages:  61  Ga.,  346.  Wife  cannot  ratify  husband's  use  of  her  money  to 
pay  his  debts,  and  husband  could  not  receipt  for  her  legacy:  61  Ga.,  663-671.  Any 
contract  of  suretyship  on  part  of  the  wife,  void:  59  Ga.,  254;  39/43;  63/73.  Wife's 
trust  estate  cannot  be  mortgaged  for  trustee's  debts:  55  Ga.,  203-206.  Husband's  de*ed 
to  wife  for  rents  of  her  separate  estate  :  55  Ga.,  334.  Separate  estate  on  her  death  vests. 
in  her  husband,  although  he  fails  to  administer :  29Ga.,733.  She  must  pursue  the 
way  pointed  out  for  the  disposition  of  her  separate  estate  :  9  Ga.,  199.  Wife  can  bind 
her  separate  estate  for  necessaries:  41  Ga.,  299;  9/223.  Promissory  note  of  a  married  ; 
woman  is  binding  on  her  separate  estate  :  32  Ga.,  604;  41/147.  Cannot  convey  property 
through  a  trustee  to  wife  and  children  with  the  intention  of  preventing  the  collection 

of  damages :  59  Ga.,  256, 259.  Cannot  bind  her  separate  estate  for  her  husband's  debts : 
63  Ga.,  731.  One  receiving  money  of  the  wife  for  husband's  debts  is  not  protected  if 
he  has  notice  :  54  Ga.,  543.  Under  the  law,  since  1866  and  1868  a  married  woman  can 
will  her  separate  property  without  her  husband's  consent:  56  Ga.,  344.  Mortgage  by 
the  trustee  to  secure  the  cestui  que  trust  is  not  discharged  by  payment  to  himself:  61 
Ga.,  171.  The  widow  can  assume  the  debts  of  her  deceased  husband:  54  Ga.,  500. 
A  marriage  settlement  cannot  divest  legal  liens  acquired:  53  Ga.,  417.  The  deed  is 
void  where  the  wife  herself  directs  the  sale :  57  Ga.,  208.  The  restraints  on  the  wife 
under  this  section  extend  not  only  to  property  deeded  to  her,  but  to  any  property 
she  may  otherwise  get :  53  Ga.,  435.  Wife  sued  separately  as  a,  feme  sole  if  no  trustee, 
and  she  may  contract  and  be  contracted  with  except  as  to  suretyship  :  39  Ga.,  41. 
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Early  doctrine  as  to  separate  estate:  White  &  Tudor's  L.  C,  360-377;  5  Am.  D., 
557-589,  n;  30/236-241,  n.  Restriction:  2  Am.  R.,  541.  General  charges  on:  Wells' 
Sep.  Prop.,  ̂ 446-475.  Suretyship:  Wells,  ̂ 521-547.  Sale  to  creditor  of  husband : 
Wells,  §312.  Bind  separate  estate  by  contract:  2  Am.  R,  541;  5/675,  n,  686 ;  18/607;. 
2/541;  4/345;  25/253,  484;  26/605;  31/669;  34/600;  37/817;  11  0.,  240;  Wells'  Sep. 
Prop.,  $$315-336.  Bound  by  contract  for  necessaries,  when:  Wells'  Sep.  Prop.,  §§494- 
520;  31  Am.  R.,  695;  32/243.  Bound  by  note  for  overdraft  on  bank  account;  25  Am. 
R.,  484.  As  to  notes,  generally :  See  Wells,  §§337-360;  1  Dan.  Neg.  Inst,  211-213. 
Bound  by  contract  for  attorney's  fees:  30  Am.  R.,  502.  Wife  may  bring  ejectment 
against  husband  for  her  separate  estate:  28  Am.  R.,  324.  Wife  not  liable  for  house 
built  on  her  land  by  contract  with  husband  :  28  Am.  R.,  571 ;  33/36;  Wells'  Sep.  Prop., 
§410.  Contract  of  subscription  to  stock:  30  Am.  R.,  610;  Thomson  L.  S.,  §233.  Mort- 

gage on:  Wells'  Sep.  Prop.,  §§425-445.—  See  note  §1754. 

[Section  (1774)  superseded  by  Act  of  1872,  p.  39,  at  section  1764  of 
this  Code.] 

§1784.  (1775.)  (1734.)  Minority  of  party  to  contract.  The  minority  of 
§2734.  either  party  to  marriage  articles,  or  a  marriage  contract,  shall  not  in- 

validate it :  Provided,  such  party  is  of  lawful  age  to  contract  marriage. 
2  Am.  R.,  721;  26/599;  Schoul.  Dom.  Rel.,  528. 

§1785.  (1776.)  (1735.)  Sale  to  husband  or  trustees.  No  contract  of  sale 
of  a  wife  as  to  her  separate  estate  with  her  husband  or  her  trustee  shall 
be  valid,  unless  the  same  is  allowed  by  order  of  the  Superior  Court  of 
the  county  of  her  domicile. 

Trustee  selling  to  creditor  with  notice  who  sold  to  second  purchaser,  without  notice 
this  latter  protected:  60  Ga.,  29.  Section  cited,  her  money  also  protected,  as  against 
her  husband's  debts  :.  54  Ga.,  545.  Bona  fide  mortgagee  from  husband  protected  :  54  Ga., 
614.  Section  cited  where  there  was  no  contract  by  the  wife,  and  no  binding  of  her 
separate  estate  :  62  Ga.,  557.  Section  cited  and  construed  :  63  Ga.,  734.  When  can  sue 
the  creditor  for  her  money,  where  the  conveyance  was  never  allowed  by  the  court :  61 
Ga.,  662.  Could  not,  without  an  order  from  the  Superior  Court,  under  this  section, 

appropriate  the  wife's  note  to  the  payment  of  the  husband's  debts  :  61  Ga.,  170-1. 
Husband  cannot  bid  in  wife's  lands  under  foreclosure  .  Wells'  Sep.  Prop.,  §231. 

May  purchase  wife's  land  at  trustee's  sale  :  Wells'  Sep.  Prop.,  §297. 

General  Note. — Articles  of  separation  and  allowance  for  the  wife  through  a  trus- 
tee are  valid:  8  Ga.,  341.  When  the  ante-nuptial  settlement  was  by  agreement  extin- 

guished after  marriage,  conveyances  to  the  wife  void,  when:  12  Ga.,  125.  Marriage 
settlement  not  within  the  act  whicli  denies  the  right  to  prefer  creditors  on  making  an 
assignment:  16  Ga.,  368.  As  to  subsequent  creditors  soon  after,  where  all  of  his  estate 
was  settled  on  his  wife  :  20  Ga.,  210-223-4.  Where  conveyances  from  husband  to  wife 
were  valid,  he  deriving  property  from  wife:  31  Ga.,  720.  Where  by  the  settlement  the 
husband  had  the  use  and  benefit  of  certain  property  during  life,  it  was  liable  for  his 
debts:  13  Ga.,  165.  Reforming  of  in  a  settlement  so  as  to  vest  property  in  the  hus- 

band on  the  wife's  death  :  31  Ga.,  743.  What  estops  the  executor  of  the  hushand  from 
denying  the  separate  estate  of  the  wife:  17  Ga.,  81.  What  is  evidence  of  fraud  in, 
not  subsequent,  possession  of  it  after  settling  the  property  on  his  wife  and  children: 
17  Ga.,  217.  Reformation  of  a  decree  finding  that  certain  property  should  be  settled 
on  a  married  woman :  18  Ga.,  437.  Written  marriage  contract  rectified  by  a  verbal 
one,  when  not  to  do  so  would  be  to  permit  a  fraud:  29  Ga.,  166.  Prior  to  1866,  where 
there  were  no  words  to  the  separate  use  of  the  woman,  the  property  vested  title 
in  her  husband  ;  ejectment  case,  where  an  injunction  was  refused:  43  Ga.,  221.  Equity 
reforming  a  marriage  contract  where  there  was  fraud;  45  Ga.,  301.  As  to  signature  of 
and  the  settlement  as  between  the  parties,  although  not  recorded,  is  valid :  22  Ga.,  403. 
Contract  to  hold  property  of  the  wife  in  common  with  that  coming  to  her  daughter, 
his  ward,  and  at  her  maturity  settle  the  same  on  his  wife,  is  valid:  27  Ga.,  266.  Pro- 

vision that  the  wife's  property  shall  never  be  subject  to  the  control  of  her  husband, 
etc.  :  30  Ga.,  308.  Provision  as  to  power  of  appointment  of  trustee  construed,  where 
wife  appointed  her  husband  trustee  :  30  Ga.,  446.  Will  in  accordance  with  an  executed 
agreement  as  to  settlement,  not  to  be  avoided  by  a  codicil  or  otherwise :  30  Ga.,  528. 
Where  the  husband  is  trustee  for  the  wife,  and  becomes  indebted  to  her  by  virtue  of  a 
marriage  settlement;  record  in  county  of  husband's  residence:  33  Ga.,  149-154,  Suplt. 
Trustees  in  a  marriage  settlement;  illegal  investment  by:  41  Ga.,  426.  Also,  see 
where  no  need  of  a  second  conveyance:  29  Ga.,  651.  Husband  cannot  bind  the  wife's 
estate  for  the  hire  of  an  overseer:  56  Ga.,  47.  The  wife  bound  by  a  judgment  against 
her  in  a  claim  case  as  to  her  separate  property:  63  Ga.,  545.  When  the  wife  can  bind 
herself  as  to  her  own  property  by  going  security :  63  Ga.,  447.  Husband  paying  taxes 
on  his  wife's  land  does  not  render  it  subject  to  his  debts  ;  54  Ga.,  333.  Suits  as  to  the 
wife's  separate  estate,  under  the  act  of  1866,  and  the  Constitution  of  1868,  should  be 
in  her  name:  51  Ga.,  147.  When  a  judgment  against  a  married  woman  was  conclu- 

sive: 61  Ga.,  512.  As  to  the  removal  of  a  trustee  of  a  married  woman:  60  Ga.,  18-19. 
Where  the  separate  estate  of  the  wife  is  bona  fide  such,  the  husband  may  be  entitled  to 
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compensation  for  his  services  rendered  in  connection  therewith :  55  Ga.,  409.  As  to 
deed  from  husband  to  wife  :  57  Ga.,  413.  Wife  suing  creditor  for  her  money  paid  him, 
with  notice  thereof,  on  her  husband's  debt:  61  Ga.,  662  54/543.  Wife  alone  can  sue 
for  her  legacy,  and  husband  cannot  receipt  for  it:  61  Ga.,  671.  Where  the  trust  was 
executed  as  to  the  marriage  settlement:  51  Ga.,  40.  Married  woman  bound  by  her  at- 

torney's acts :  60  Ga.,  189.     She  may  sell  her  separate  estate :  55  Ga.,  41. 

CHAPTER  II. 

OF   PARENT   AND   CHILD. 

Article  1. — Legitimate  Children. 
Article  2.— Illegitimate  Children  or  Bastards. 

ARTICLE  I. 

LEGITIMATE  children. 

Section.  Section. 
1786.  Legitimate  children,  who  are.  1791.  Age  of  majority. 
1787.  Legitimating  by  order  of  Court.  1792.  Parents'  obligation. 
1787.  (a.)  Names,  how  changed.  1793.  Parents'  power,  how  lost. 
1787.  (b.)  Order  to  change.  1794.  Mother's  right's. 1788.  Adopting  a  child.  1795.  Cruel  treatment  by  parents. 
1789.  Objections  by  relative.  1796.  Mutual  protection. 
1790.  Adoption  of  adult  pc  rsons. 

§1786.  (1777.)  (1736,1737.)  Legitimate  children.  All  children  born  in  11725. 
wedlock,  or  within  the  usual  period  of  gestation  thereafter,  are  legiti- 

mate. The  legitimacy  of  a  child  thus  born  may  be  disputed.  Where 
possibility  of  access  exists,  except  in  cases  of  divorce  from  bed  and 

board,  the  strong  presumption8  is  in  favor  of  legitimacy,  and  the  proof 
should  be  clear  to  establish  the  contrary.  If  pregnancy  existed  at  the 
time  of  the  marriage,  and  a  divorce  is  sought  and  obtained  on  that 
ground,  the  child,  though  born  in  wedlock,  is  not  legitimate.  The 

marriageb  of  the  mother  and  reputed  father  of  an  illegitimate  child, 
and  the  recognition  of  such  child  as  his,  shall  render  the  child  legiti- 

mate ;  and  in  such  case  the  child  shall  immediately  take  the  surname 
of  his  father. 

Legitimating  by  Act  of  the  Legislature*.  8  Ga.,  210.  Presumption  of  legitimacy, 
how  rebutted :  12  Ga.,  155.  General  report  in  the  neighborhood  will  not  do,  but  repu- 

tation in  the  family  as  to  legitimacy,  or  otherwise,  will  be  competent  testimony:  15 
Ga.,  160.  Verdict  against  the  issue  of  adulterine  bastardy  will  not  be  set  aside,  unless 
a  case  of  plain  natural  impossibility  be  made  out :  32  Ga.,  316.  Where  there  was  no 
assent  of  the  father  to  the  Act  of  the  Legislature  legitimating  the  offspring, ;  10  Ga., 
342.  Act  of  the  Legislature  legitimating  a  child  is  presumed  to  be  with  the  assent  01 
the  father  of  the  illegitimate :  53  Ga.,  458-466. 

Legitimate  children:  Bing.  on  Descent,  416;  Reeves'  Dom.  Rel.,  398.  2  Gr.  Ev., 
§150;  Schoul.  Dom.  Rel.,  303-312;  1  Cooley  Bl.,  446;  22  Am.  D',  41;  6  How.,  550; 
24/553;  6  Wall.,  642;  15/51 ;  a2  Whart.  Ev.,  §1284;  "Schoul.  Dom.  ReL,  308. 

§1787.  (1778.)  (1738.)  Legitimacy  by  order  of  Court.  A  father  of  an  il- 
legitimate child  may  render  the  same  legitimate  by  petitioning  the 

Superior  Court  of  the  county  of  his  residence,  setting  forth  the  name, 
age  and  sex  of  such  child,  and  also  the  name  of  the  mother ;  and  if  he 
desires  the  name  changed,  stating  the  new  name,  and  praying  the  le- 

gitimating of  such  child.  Of  this  application  the  mother,  if  alive,  shall 
have  notice.  Upon  such  application,  presented  and  filed,  the  Court 
may  pass  an  order  declaring  said  child  to  be  legitimate,  and  capable  of 
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inheriting  of  the  father  in  the  same  manner  as  if  born   in  lawful  wed- 
lock, and  the  name  by  which  he  or  she  shall  be  known. 

§1787.  (a.)  Manner  of  changing  names.  Any  person  desirous  of  chang- 
Actsofi875,  ing  his,  or  her,  name,  and  the  name  of  his,  or  her,  children,  may  pre- 
p.  103.        gen£  a  petition  to  the  Superior  Court  of  the  county  of  their  residence, 
§1790*  setting  forth  fully,  and  particularly,  the  reason  why  such  change  is 
§557.  asked,  which  shall  be   sworn  to  by  the  petitioner,  and  said  petition 

shall  be  placed  on  the  proper  docket  in  the  Superior  Court,  and  shall 
be  acted  on  by  the  presiding  Judge,  any  time  at,  or  after,  the  second 
term  following  its  being  filed. 

§1787.  (b.)  Judge  may  pass  order.     Said  Judge  shall,  on  hearing  said 
Acts  of  1875,  petition,  if  the  petitioner  has  made  such  a  case  as,  in  his  opinion  and 

discretion,  would  be  proper,   pass  an  order  authorizing  said  change  : 
Provided,  nothing  herein  shall  ever  operate  to  authorize  any  person,  or 
persons,  to  change  their  name  with  a  view  to  fraudulently  deprive 
another  of  any  legal  right  under  the  law. 

■f£0**~^y*jf:        §1788.    (1779.)    (1739.)    Adopting  a  child.     Any   person   desirous  of 
%^£/S  Acts  of  1855  adopting  a  child,  so  as  to  render  it  capable  of  inheriting  his  estate, 

Lg . ; />?f,  A6ct?r>ns59,  may  present  a  like  petition  to  the  Superior  Court^setting  forth  as  an 
■*V  36-.*^=  '  additional  fact  the  name  of  the  father,  or,  if  he  be  dead  or  has  aban- doned his  family,  the  mother,  and  the  consent  of  such  father  or  mother 

to  this  act  of  adoption  ;  and  if  the  child  has  neither  father  nor  mother, 
then  the  consent  ol  no  person  shall.be  necessary  to  said  adoption.     It 
shall  be  the  duty  of  the  Court,  upon; being  satisfied  of  the  truth  of  the 

*    facts  stated  in  the  petition,  and  of  the!  fact  that  such  father  or  mother  has 

{c&£t±+^£^<'  **-  notice  of  such  application^and  being  further  satisfied  that  such  adop- 
'  tion  will  be  to  the  interest  of  the  child,  to  pass  an  order  declaring  said 
child  to  be  the  adopted  child  of  such  person,  and  capable  of  inheriting  his 
estate,  and  also  what  shall  be  the  name  of  such  child;  and  thencefor- 

ward the  relation  between  such  person  and  the  adopted  child  shall  be, 
as  to  their  legal  rights  and  liabilities,  the  same  as  if  the. relation  of  par- 

ent and  child  existed  between  them,  except  that  the  adopted  father, 
shall  never  inherit  from  the  child ;  but  to  all  other  persons  the  adopted 
child  shall  stand  related  as  if  no  such  act  of  adoption  had  been  taken. 

Rescission  of  the  order  for  adoption,  it  being  a  matter  of  discretion  with  the  Superior 

Court,  and  the  adopting  father  is  entitled  to  the  child's  custody:  25  Ga.,  612.  The 
effect  of  the  Act  of  the  Legislature  as  to  the  children  of  the  child  adopted  is  the  same 
as  that  of  their  parent  as  to  inheritance,  etc.  :  51  Ga^  221. 

Whitmore  on  Adoption;  Cooley  Torts,  235;  Schoul.  Dora,  ReL,  314;  Woods'  Master and  Servant,  §20.     Comity  as  to  inheritance:  37  Am.  R.,  321. 

§1789.  (1780.)  (1740.)  Objections  by  relations.  It  shall  be  the  privilege 
of  any  person  related  by  blood  to  such  child,  if  there  be  no  father  or 
mother,  to  file  objections  to  such  application,  and  the  Court,  after  hear- 

ing the  same,  shall  determine,  in  its  discretion,  whether  or  not  the  same 
constitute  a  good  reason  for  refusing  the  application. 

§1790.  (1781.)  (1741.)  Adopting  of  adult  person.  Adult  persons  may 
Actsofi859.be  adopted  in  like  manner,  and  have  their  names  changed,  on  giving 

consent  to  such  adoption. 
§1791.  (1782.)  (1742.)  Age  of  majority.  The  age  of  legal  majority  in 

this  State  is  twenty-one  years ;  until  that  age  all  persons  are  minors. 

Age  of  majority :  See  note  to  §1657 ;  Schoul.  Dom.  ReL,  518-520. 

§1792.  (1783.)  (1743.)  Parent's  obligation.     Until  majority,  it  is  the: 
duty  of  the  father  to  provide  for  the  maintenance,  protection  and  edu- cation of  his  child. 

'  As  to  the  father's  duty  to  maintain  and  educate:  34  Ga.,  554.  Because  the  father 
pays  one  account  of  his  child,  is  no  authority  for  the  contracting  of  another  by  the  same 
party:  29  Ga.,  371.  A  promissory  note  by  the  father  to  maintain  and  educate  a  bastard 
child  is  valid:  12  Ga.,  342.    Where  the  father  by  his  conduct  becomes  responsible  for 
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more  than  necessaries  fur  his  child:  38  Ga.,  231.  Father  cannot. recover  for  the  homi- 
cide of  his  minor  child,  but  may  for  the  loss  of  the  services  of  the  child  up  to  the  time 

of  majority  :  60  Ga.,  321.  Father  must  pay  a  debt  contracted  by  a  minor  child  by  his 
authority  :  28  Ga.,  486.  Father  must  support  his  child,  although  such  child  has  prop- 

erty :  25  Ga.,  696.  Support  of  the  children  by  the  step-father  may  be  voluntary,  and 
he  cannot  then  make  any  claim  on  them  for  it.:  26  Ga.,  380.  Accountable  to  the  parent 
for  the  wages  of  a  minor  discharged  without  notice  to  parent:  53  Ga.,  648.  A  mother 
suing  for  her  son's  wages  who  was  wrongfully  dismissed  from  service  :  61  Ga.,  487. 

Schoul.  Dora.  Eel.,  315-331;  1  Cooley  Bl.,  446-450;  Woods'  Master  and  Servant,  £12 
■etseq.  Maintenance,  out  of  minor's  estate,  when  allowed:  16  Am.  D.,  661-4,  n.  See 
note  to  #1803. 

§1793.  (1784.)  (1744.)  Parental  poiver,  hoiv  lost.  Until  majority,  the 
child  remains  under  control  of  the  father,  who  is  entitled  to  his  ser- 

vices and  the  proceeds  of  his  labor.     This  parental  power  is  lost--- 
Father  is  the  natural  guardian,  and  entitled  to  the  custody  and  management  of  the 

child:  33  Ga.,  195. 

1.  By  voluntary  contract,3,  releasing  the  right  to  a  third  person. 
When  cannot  revoke,  section  cited  and  construed  :  59  Ga.,  556.  Habeas  corpus  for  a 

•child,  contract  for  relinquishment  of  control  and  custody  to  another:  54  Ga.,  1-14. 

2.  By  consenting  to  the  adoption  of  the  child  by  a  third  person. 
3.  By  the  failure  of  the  father  to  provide  necessaries  for  his  child,  or 

his  abandonment  of  his  family. 

4.  B}^his  consentb  to  the  child's  receiving  the  proceeds  of  his  own  la- 
bor, which  consent  shall  be  revocable  at  any  time. 

Minor  allowed *to,  contract  for  his  services:  60  Ga.,  328.  Where  minor  contracted 
for  his  labor  to  another  as  agent  for  his  mother:  61  Ga.,  487.  Father  although  insol- 

vent may  consent  for  the  minor  to  receive  the  proceeds  of  his  labor:  62  Ga.,  16. 

5.  By  consent  to  the  marriage  of  the  child,,  who  thus  assumes  incon- 
sistent responsibilities. 

6.  By  cruel  treatment  of  the  child. 
Schoul.  Dom.  Rel.,  332-350.  Right  to  custody:  See  note  to  next  section.  How  far 

■delegated  to  teacher:  See  note  on  p.  271  of  this  Code,  and  31  Am.  D.,  419.  Parental 
power,  how  lost :  35  Am  R  ,  117-121,  n ;  Wood's  Master  and  Servant,  §§25-32.  aWThat 
-consideration  will  support:  29  Am.  R.,  399.  bImplied,  when:  15  Am.  I).,  207.  Minor 
may  recover  for  services  in  such  case  :  31  Am.  D.,  117.  This  consent  may  be  given  by 
insolvent  father:  12  Am.  R.,  386;  35/115. 

§1794.  (1785.)  (1745.)!,  Mother's  rights.  Upon  the  death  of  the  father,  §4024. 
the  mother  is  entitled  to  the  possession  of  the  child  until  his  arrival  at 
such  age  that  his  education  requires  the  guardian  to  take  possession  of 

him.  In  cases  of  separation51  of  the  parents,  or  the  subsequent  mar- 
riage of  the  survivor,  the  Court,  upon  writ  of  habeas  corpus,  may  exercise 

a  discretion  as  to  the  possession  of  the  child,  looking  solely  to  his  inter- 
est and  welfare. 

Where  the  children  were  allowed  to  stay  with  their  maternal  grandmother  :  34  Ga., 
253-256.  Where  mother  adulterous  and  the  custody  of  the  child  given  to  the  father: 
14  Ga.,  657-660.  Separation  and  allowance,  custody  of  the  child  left  by  agreement  with 
the  mother:  33  Ga.,  99,  Suplt.  Where  the  father  of  a  colored  minor  child  entitled  to 
custody  and  control:  36  Ga.,  236.  Where  the  mother  was  entitled  to  the  custody  of 
minor  children  as  against  a  testamentary  guardian :  39  Ga.,  174.  Where  the  mother 
would  have  been  entitled  to  the  control  of  a  minor  colored  child,  but  yielded  it  to  the 
father:  45  Ga.,  558. 

Custody  of  child:  Tyler  on  Inf.  and  Cov.,  273-288:  Forsvth  on  Custodv  of  Infants 
<L.  L.) ;  Macph.  Inf.,  142  ;  2  Add.  Torts,  1253 ;  Schoul.  Dom.  Rel.,  333-342  ;  R.  M.  Charl., 
489;  20  Am.  D.,  330-6,  n;  34  Am.  R.,  698,  n;  37/255;  2  C.  L.  J.,  259.  Mother's  right 
to  services  of  minor:  9  Am.  R.,  288,  339;  Wood's M.  and  S.,  §21.  Not  entitled  to  after 
her  remarriage:  19  Am.  R.,  687.  Habeas  corpus  by  stranger:  29  Am.  R.,  628.  aRight 
of  parents  to  confer  custody  :  30  Am.  R.,  593. 

§1795.  (1786.)  (1746.)  Cruel  treatment  by  parents.  Any  person  may 
apply  to  the  Ordinary  of  the  county,  alleging  the  cruel  treatment  of  a 
child  by  his  father,  who  shall  cite  the  father  to  answer  the  allegation; 
and  such  Ordinary  may,  at  any  time,  hear  evidence,  and,  in  his  discre- 

tion, appoint  a  guardian  of  the  person  of  such  child,  who  shall  be  en- 
titled to  the  possession  of  him. 

27 

Act  of  1827, 

C.  p.  325. 

§1810. 
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§1796.  (1787.)  (1747.)  Mutual  protection.  Parents  and  children  may 
mutually  protect  each  other,  and  justify  the  defense  of  the  person  or 
reputation  of  each  other. 

Section  cited :  63  Ga.,  793. 

General  Note  on  Parent  and  Child. — Contract  between,   specific  performance 
of:  3  Am.  R.,  657:  8/665,  and  notes  to  §3189.     Consideration,  services  by  child  to 
parent  not  sufficient  to  support  contract:    Bump.  Fraud.  Conv.,  257.     Necessaries 
furnished  to  child,  liability  of  parent:  7  Am.  D.,  395;  30/572;  2  Am.  R,  515;  6/499 
20/399,  n,  403;   7  C.  L.  J.,  214.     Liability  of  infant:    19  Am.  R.,  371;  20/160;  35/574 
34/434,  449.     Punishment  of  children:  Walsh  on  School  Law,  64-70;  31  Am.  D.,419 
note  on  p.  271  of  this  Code.     Relative  duties :   Reeves'  Dom.  Rel.,  412.    Duties  of 
child  to  parent :    Schoul.  Dom.  Rel.,  364-378.     Step-child,  husband  of  mother  may 
recover  for  necessaries  furnished  to:  21  Am.  D.,  158-161.  n.     Contra:  36  Am.  R.,  254, 
256,  n ;  37/229.     Right  to  services  of :  Woods'  Master  and  Servant,  §19.     Teacher,  dele- 

gation of  parental  power  to  :    See  note  on  p.  271  of  Code. — Subject  treated :   Eyre  vs. 
Countess,  of  Shaftsbury :  2  White  &  Tuder  L.  C,  s.  p.  468,  and  notes;  Tyler  on  Inf.  and 
Cov. ;  Simpson  on  Infants:    Macpherson  on  Infants  (L.  L.);  3  Redf.  Wills,  434  et  seq.  ; 
Woods'  Master  and  Servant,  §§1-34. 

ARTICLE  II. 

ILLEGITIMATE  CHILDREN,  OR  BASTARDS. 

Section. 
1797.  Bastards. 

1798.  Father's  obligations. 
1799.  Mother's  right. 

Section. 
1800.  Inheritance  by  bastard. 
1801.  By  legitimates  from  bastard. 

§1797.  (1788.)  (1748.)  Bastard.     A   bastard  is  a  child  born  out  of 
wedlock,  and  whose  parents  do  not  subsequently  intermarry,  or  a  child 
the  issue  of  adulterous  intercourse  of  the  wife  during  wedlock.     ♦ 

Section  cited  where  marriage  legitimates  and  as  to  the  inheriting  of  illegitimates  r 
45Ga.,577. 

§1798.  (1789.)  (1749.)  Father's  obligation.     The  father  of  a  bastard  is- 
bound  to  maintain  him.     This  obligation  shall  be  good  consideration 
to  support  a  contract   by  him.     He  may  voluntarily  discharge  this 

duty  ;  'if  he  fails  or  refuses  to  do  it  the  law  will  compel  him. 
Where  this  obligation  on  a  father  was  held  to  be  a  good  consideration  for  a  note  of 

his :  12  Ga.,  342.  And  this  obligation  is  a  good  consideration  for  a  settlement  made  in 
trust  for  the  benefit  of  the  mother  :  15  Ga.,  175.  This  obligation  of  the  father  in  life- 
does  not  bind  his  representative  :  47  Ga.,  445,  450. 

Consideration  of  contract :  34  Am.  R.,  543. 

*  §1799."  (1790.)  (1750.)  Mother's  rights.  The  mother  of  a  bastard  is  en- titled to  the  possession  of  the  child,  unless  the  father  shall  legitimate 
him  as  before  provided.  Being  the  only  recognized  parent,  she  may 
exercise  all  the  paternal  power. 

Rule  stated  here  that  the  mother  generally  entitled  to  the  custody  of:  36  Ga.,  440. 
Mother  of  a  minor  colored  child  has  control  of  his  services,  when :  53  Ga.,  648. 

§1800.  (1791.)  (1751.)  Inheritance  by  bastard.  Bastards  have  no  in- 
Aot  of  1766,  heritable  blood,  except  that  given  to  them  by  express  law.  They  may 

Act'of9i850  inherit  from  their  mother,  and  from  each  other,  children  of  the  same 
c.  p.  299.  '  mother,  in  the  same  manner  as  if  legitimate.  If  a  mother  have  both 
3?  p.°228?    legitimate  and  illegitimate  children,  they  shall  inherit  alike  the  estate 

of  the  mother.     If  a  bastard  dies  leaving  no  issue  or  widow,  his  mother,. 
brothers  and  sisters  shall  inherit  his  estate  equally.     In  distributions 
under  this  law  the  children  of  a  deceased  bastard  shall  represent  the 
deceased  parent. 
■  Legitimates  on  the  paternal  side  not  co-distributees  with  the  illegitimates:  12  Ga.,. 
332.  Also  as  to  illegitimates  inheriting  from  the  mother  and  from  each  other :  45  Ga  , 
574-7. 

§1801.  (1792.)  (1752.)  By  legitimates  from  illegitimates.  If  a  bastard 
dies  intestate,  leaving  no  widow  or  lineal  descendant,  or  illegitimate 
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brother  or  sister,  or  descendant  of  a  brother  or  sister  or  mother,  but  Acts  oii859, 

shall  leave  a  brother  or  sister  of  legitimate  blood,  such  brother  or  sis-  fa)3Acts  of 
ter,  or  descendant  of  such  brother  or  sister,  may  inherit  the  estate  of1865,  p.  102. 
such  intestate ;  [but  in  default  of  any  such  person,  the  brothers  and  sis- 

ters of  the  mother  of  such  bastard  or  their  descendants,  or  the  maternal 
grand-parents  of  such  bastard,  may  inherit  the  estate  of  such  bastard, 
to  be  divided  amongst  said  persons,  in  accordance  with  the  degrees  of 
consanguinity  prescribed  in  the  laws  for  the  distribution  of  other  es- 

tates.]    (a.) 
As  to  illegitimates  inheriting  :  45  Ga.,  574. 

General  Note  on  Article  II.  (Illegitimates.) — Acts  legitimating  a  bastard  to  no 
particular  person,  only  changed  the  name  of  the  party:  7  Ga.,  512.  May  be  made  le- 

gitimate by  an  Act  of  the  Legislature:  8  Ga.,  210.  Child  made  legitimate  by  Act  of  the 
Legislature  through  the  procurement  of  the  father  is  his  lawful  child,  and  upon  the 
death  of  any  of  his  children,  inherit  from  each  other  :  25  Ga.,  638.  Agreement  between 
guardian  and  ward  lo  settle  part  of  her  property  on  their  bastard  child  is  not  void  :  28  Ga., 
136.  Issue  of  marriage  after  desertion  of  her  husband  for  nineteen  years  and  a  half, 
not  bastards;  lex  loci  governs  as  to  legitimacy:  34  Ga.,  407. 

General  Note  on  Article  II. — Subject  treated  :  Schoul.  Dom.  Rel.,  378-388 ;  1  Cooley 
BL,  454-458;  27  Am.  D.,  537,  n;  Woods'  Master  and  Servant,  §22. 

General  Note  on  Chapter  II.  (Parent  and  Child.) — Where  K  pays  for  medical 
services  rendered  by  a  physician  to  the  son  of  1>,  and  sues  D  for  it :  18  Ga.,  457.  As  to 
the  father's  liability  for  the  debts  of  his  child:28  Ga.,  486.  When  the  father  is  responsible 
for  more  than  necessaries  on  his  child's  account:  38  Ga.,  227.  Father  not  liable  for 
the  second  account  where  he  notifies  not  to  credit:  29  Ga.,  371. 

CHAPTER    III. 

OF   GUARDIAN    AND   WARD. 

Article  1. — Guardians  of  Minors. 
Article  2. — Guardians  of  Lunatics  and  Idiots. 
Article  3. — Foreign  Guardians. 

ARTICLE  I. 

Section  1. — How  and  by  Whom  Appointed. 
Section  2. —  Their  Powers,  Duties  and  Liabilities. 
Section  3. — Settlements,  Resignation  and  Letters  of  Dismission. 

<yl>-A/>  f+* 

SECTION  I. 

how  and  by  whom  appointed. 

Section. 
1802.  Kinds  of  guardians. 
1803.  Natural  guardian. 
1804.  Testamentary  guardian. 
1805.  Appointed  by  widows. 
1806.  General  guardian. 
1807.  Of  property  of  non-resident  ward. 
1808.  Mother-guardian. 
1809.  Appointment  of  clerk  or  stranger. 
1810.  Guardian  of  bastard. 
1811.  Notice  of  application. 

Section. 
1812.  Bond  and  oath. 
1813.  Taken  in  vacation.  , 
1814.  Additional  bond. 
1815.  New  sureties. 
1816.  Proceedings  in  case  of  misconduct. 
1817.  Motion  by  surety. 
1818.  Revocation  does  not  abate  suit. 
1819.  Suit  on  bond. 
1820.  Removing  proceedings,  etc. 
1821.  Guardian  ad  litem. 

§1802.  (1793.)  (1753.)  Kinds  of  guardians.  Guardians  of  minors 
may  be  either — 1st,  natural  guardians;  2d,  testamentary  guardians; 
3d,  guardians  of  person  and  property,  or  either. 
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§1803.  (1794.)  (1754.)  Natural  guardian.  The  father,  if  alive,  is  the 
Act  of  1873,  natural  guardian;  if  dead,  the  mother  is  the  natural  guardian.  The 

Act'c?i845  natural  guardian  cannot  demand  or  receive  the  property  of  the  child 
c.  p.  335.  '  until  a  guardian's  bond  is  filed  and  accepted  by  the  Ordinary  of  the 
^ctp,ioi.  1  county.  If  such  natural  guardian  fail  or  refuse  to  give  bond  and  surety the  Ordinary  may  appoint  another  guardian  to  receive  such  property. 

Mother  continued  as  guardian  for  child  over  fourteen  years  of  age:  64  Ga.,  259. 
Mother  by  being  guardian  by  nature  has  no  wrongful  control  over  the  mortgage  debt  of 
of  the  child:  6  Ga.,  401.  Father  allowed  for  his  trouble  to  retain  the  interest  on  a  fund 
received  as  guardian  :  29  Ga.,  194.  Father  is  the  natural  guardian  of  the  child,  and  en- 

titled to  custody  and  control :  33  Ga.,  196.  Section  cited;  must  give  bond  to  receive 
either  the  corpus  or  the  income:  46  Ga.,  543.  Can  in  equity  recover  back  the  money 
paid  to  the  mother  when  she  had  given  no  bond  and  could  not  receipt  for  it:  46  Ga., 
559-561.  Section  cited,  and  can  get  the  money  where  paid  to  natural  guardian  for  ward 
who  had  no  legal  right  to  receive  it :  46  Ga..,  557,  561.  Payment  to  the  mother  who  had 
not  given  bond :  46  Ga.,  538-542. 

Reeves'  Dom.  Rel.,  465  ;  20  Am.  D.,  402  ;  19/568  ;  29/89,  n,  122;  25/516.  The  general 
rule  is,  that  if  a  father  be  guardian  of  his  child,  he  must  support  the  child,  if  of  suffi- 

cient ability  to  do  so :  3  Woods,  724.  But  it  is  within  the  discretion  of  the  Court  to 
allow  one  who  is  guardian  of  his  own  child  compensation,  for  the  support  of  the  ward 
out  of  the  ward's  estate  :  3  Woods,  724.     See  16  Am.  D.,  661-4,  n. 

§1804.  (1795.)  (1755.)  Testamentary  guardian.  Every  father  may,  by 
Acts  of  i85i  will,  appoint  guardians  for  the  persons  or  property,  or  both,  of  his  chil- 
-2,  p.  loi.  dreri)  and  such  guardians  shall  not  be  required  to  give  bond  and  securi- 

ty, except  in  case  of  waste  committed  or  apprehended,  or  property  com- 
ing to  the  ward  from  sources  other  than  the  father's  will,  when  the 

Ordinary  shall  require  the  same.  If  a  testamentary  guardian  fails  to 
give  bond  as  required,  the  Ordinary  may  dismiss  him  as  guardian  and 
appoint  another,  or  may  appoint  another  guardian  for  the  property 
thus  accruing.  In  all  other  respects  a  testamentary  guardian  shall 
stand  on  the  same  footing  with  other  guardians  appointed  by  the  Or- 
dinary. 

Where  testamentary  guardian  not  having  given  bond  and  security,  could  not  recover 
in  the  property  from  the  administrator:  16  Ga.,  364.  When  the  wife  being  divorced 
cannot  appoint  a  testamentary  gaardian,  husband  surviving  :  33  Ga.,  195.  Testamen- 

tary guardian  cannot  by  will  transfer  the  custody  of  the  ward  t©  another:  33  Ga.,  195. 
Executor  of  will  as  such  is  not  entitled  to  the  custody  of  minors :  34  Ga.,  253.  Mother 
as  guardian  by  nature  or  nurture  has  no  control  of  the  estate  of  the  minor :  6  Ga.,  401. 

Schoul.  Dom.  Rel.,  407  ;  29  Am.  D.,  712-717,  n  ;  28/451;  1  Jarm.  Wills,  60,  62,  n. 

§1805.  (1796.)  (1756.)  Appointed  by  widows.     The  mother,  if  a  widow 
Act  of  1845,  shall  have  the  power  by  will  to  appoint  testamentary  guardians  for 
c.  p.  335.     such  children  as  have  none,  as  to  their  persons,  and  as  to  such  property 

as  they  may  inherit  from  her. 
^  Divorced  wife  to  whom  custody  of  child  is  awarded  may  appoint :  22  Am.  R.,  192. 

^s^x.  *ul*>^L^§1806-  (1797.)  (1757.)  General  guardian.  The  Ordinary  of  the  county 
\^So,  Act  of  1810,  of  the  domicile  of  a  minor  having  no  guardian  shall  have  the  power 

^S^XujL  Act ofiW  °^  aPP°inting  a  guardian  of  the  person  and  property,  or  either  of  such 
I  &C»&f*  c.Cp°286.  '  child.  If  the  ward  shall  be  above  the  age  of  fourteen  years  before  a 
v*^j$  n3>.°338.50,  guardian  is  appointed,  he  shall  have  the  privilege  of  selecting  a  guar- 

*^7  ̂^j?~  'o  r  °-ian,  ano-  ̂   sucn  selection  be  judicious  the  Ordinary  shall  appoint  him. 
*^y^fl  ̂ "^he  ward  having  once  exercised  this  privilege  cannot  do  so  again,  ex- 
^£^*k^~^^ept  upon  cause  shown  for  the  removal  of  the  first  selection. 
^^-T/1 ̂ ***«   *       *    Order  of  appointment  must  show  jurisdiction  of  the  person  or  property  in  the  county /  where  the  guardian  is  appointed  :  7  Ga.,  362.     Court  of  Ordinary  as  to  testate  and  in- 

testate estates  is  not  a  Court  of  limited  jurisdiction,  but  jurisdiction  is  presumed  :  14 
Ga.,  27.  Appointment  of  a  guardian  of  a  free  person  of  color  being  a  matter  of  record 
and  not  provable, by  parol :  14  Ga.,  185.  Selection  of  guardian  by  a  minor  at  the  age 
of  fourteen  years:  14  Ga.,  594.  New  guard u.n  appointed  when  the  letters  of  the  older 
one  are  revoked :  50  Ga.,  334;  6/432.  Letters  of  guardianship  should  be  taken  out  in 

the  county  of  minor's  residence:  15  Ga.,  n4.  When  ward  arrives  at  years  of  dis- 
cretion can  select  the  residence:  18  Ga.,  517.  Ordinary  cannot  appoint  a  guardian 

for  an  infant  who  resides  out  of  the  county  :  25  Ga.,  613.  Custody  of  the  child  award- 
ed to  the  father  under  a  habeas  corpus,  he  having  been  appointed  guardian  by  the 

Courts  of  Alabama  where  the  child  resided  :  33  G a.,  195.     Where  an  Alabama  Court 
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could  not  appoint  a  guardian  for  a  child  who  resided  in  Georgia:  34  Ga.,  253,  and  see 
section  1693.  Legislature  may  authorize  the  Ordinary  of  any  county  to  appoint  a  par- 

ticular person  of  that  county,  although  the  minor  live  in  another  county  :  20  Ga.,  375. 
Appointed  by  the  Inferior  Court  before  the  powder  was  vested  in  the  Ordinary:  25  Ga.,  694. 
Estoppel  of  the  guardian  from  saying  that  the  Ordinary  appointing  him  had  no  juris- 

diction :  25  Ga.,  696.  Superior  Court  ordering  the  appointment  of  a  guardian  ad  litem 
entered  nunc  pro  tunc  on  the  minutes:  27  Ga.,  555.  Appeal  from  the  decision  of  the  Or- 

dinary in  appointing  a  guardian  appealed  to  the  Superior  Court,  wishes  of  the  parent 
to  be  considered  :  31  Ga.,  716.  And  no  one  a  right  to  guardianship  of  infant  under 
fourteen  except  his  own:  31  Ga.,  716. 

Schoul.  Bom.  Rel.,  409-420;  20  Am.  D.,  463.  .     . 

§1807.  (1798.)  (1758.)  Of  property  of  non-resident  ward.  If  a  minor  is 
non-resident,  but  has  property  in  this  State,  the  Ordinary  of  the  county 
where  the  property  is  may  appoint  a  guardian,  who  shall  have  control 
only  over  such  property. 

It  should  appear  that  the  ward  lived  in  the  county  or  had  property  there  :  7  Ga.,  365, 
Domestic  guardian  liable  for  maintenance,  and  foreign  guardian  may  enforce  the 

liability  :  ,23  Am.  D.,  569.     Comity  :  13  0.,  613  ;  Rorer  Inter-State  Law,  267. 

§1808.  (1799.)  (1759.)  Mother  guardian.     In  the  appointment  of  guar-  Act  of  1828, 
dians  the- widowed  mother  shall  have  the  preference  upon  complying  2c?ofi845, 
with  the  law.     Among  collaterals  applying  for  the  guardianship,  the  c.  p.  335. 

nearest  of  kin  by  blood,  if  otherwise  unobjectionable,  shall  be  preferred  pCi9.° 
— males  being  preferred  to  females.     The  Ordinary,  however,  in  every 
case  may  exercise  his  discretion  according  to  the  circumstances,  and  if 

necessary  grant  the  letters  to  a  'stranger  in  blood. 
Effect  of  judgment  awarding  guardianship  to  one  collateral  kinsman  in  a  contest  for 

administration:  31  Ga.,  694-698.  Effect  of  dyinjr  request  of  parent  as  to  guardianship 
of  the  child  :  31  Ga.,-716.  Executor  as  such  not  entitled  to  the  custody  of  the  testator's 
children  :  34  Ga,,  253.  This  section,  construed,  and  when  the  nearest  kin  by  blood  to 
be  preferred:  44  Ga.,  485.  The  mother  as  guardian  by  nature  has  no  control  of  the 
child's  estate:  6  Ga.,  401. 

Schoul.  Dom.  Rel.,  414,  433. 

§1809.  (1800.)  (1760.)  Appointment  of  clerk  or  stranger.     If  there  be  no  Act  of  1826, 
application  for  letters  of  guardianship,  and  a  necessity  for  a  guardian  Ac?of  im, 
exists,  the  Ordinary,  after  giving  notice  for  thirty  days,  may  vest  such  c-  K  336. 
guardianship  in  the  Clerk  of  the  Superior  Court  of  the  county,  or  in  v.  p.  339. 

any  other  person  or  persons  residing  in  said  county,  whom  he  shall  iV^p0^851 
deem  fit  and  proper  in  his  discretion,  requiring  bond  and  security  as  in 
other  cases. 

§1810.  (1801.)  (1761.)   Guardian  of  bastards.     The  Ordinary  may  ap-  Act  of  1827, 

point  a  guardian  for  the  person  and  property  of  an  illegitimate  child  in  gnfe.925' 
all  cases  where  he  may  deem  it  necessary. 

§1811.  (1802.)  (1762.)  Notice  of  application.     Every  application  to  be  Act  of  1850. 

appointed  guardian  of  a  minor  under  the  age  of  fourteen  years,  other  C-  p-  m 
than  the  child  of  the  applicant,  shall  be  made  to  the  Ordinary,  and  no-  §§2437,  2494. 
tice  thereof  given  by  him  in  some  public  gazette  of  this  State,  at  least 
thirty  days  before  such  letters  shall  be  granted.     At  the  regular  term 
next  after  the  expiration  of  the  notice,  the  letters  may  be  granted  either 
to  the  applicant  or  some  other  person,  in  the  discretion  of  the  Court. 
In  the  meantime  a  temporary  guardian  may  be  appointed  under  the 
same  rules  as  apply  to  the  appointment  of  temporary  administrators. 

Discretion  on  appeal  from  the  Court  of  Ordinary  vests  in  the  Superior  Court :  31 
Ga.,  716. 

§1812.  (1803.)  (1763.)  Bond  and  oath.  Every  guardian,  appointed  by  Act  of  i820, 

the  Ordinary,  before  entering  on  the  duties  of  his  appointment,  shall  Act'onW 
take  before  the  Ordinary  an  oath,  or  affirmation,  well  and  truly  to  per-  c,  p.  325.:  ' 
form  the  duties  required  of  him  as  guardian,  and  faithfully  to  account  c.Cp°333.  ' 
with  his  ward  for  his  estate;  and  shall  also  give  bond  with  good  and ^cts °Lmi 

sufficient  security,  to  be  approved  by  the  Ordinary,  in  double  the  amount  Acts'of  1857, 
of  the  supposed  value  of  the  property  of  the  ward,. for  the  faithful  dis- p-  6L 
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charge  of  his  duty  as  guardian ;  such  bond  shall  be  payable  to  the  Or- 
dinary and  his  successors.  A  substantial  compliance  as  to  all  matter 

of  form  shall  be  sufficient. 

As  to  the  establishment  of  a  copy,  and  as  to  the  liability  of  the  securities  on  the  bohd : 
1  Ga.,  355.  When  the  new  appointment  of  a  guardian  is  void,  before  vacating  of  the 
old,  so  also  is  the  bond  of  no  avail :  6  Ga.,  432.  Where  the  notice  of  want  of  bond  would 
not  effect  a  purchaser  bona  fide  from  the  guardian  without  notice  :  64  Ga.,  78. 

Brandt  S.  and  G.,  §§490-3,  532;  Schoul.  Dom.  Rel.,  488-494,  502-3;  15  Am.  D.,  100; 
.      16/635;  20/463  ;  8  C.  L.  J.,  237,  325.     Liable,  although  no  bond  given :  1  Woods,  598. 

§1813.  (1804.)  (1764.)   Taken  in  vacation.     The  taking  of  the  oath  and 
Act  of  1820.  giving  the  bond  may  be  done  at  any  time  in  vacation,  the  appoint- 

Actof2i829,  ment  being  made  at  a  regular  term.     The  bond  when  taken  shall  be 
9- p  §2,7vJ  recorded  bv  the  Ordinary  in  a  book  to  be  kept  by  him  for  that  pur- 
Act  of  1850,  3    A  .     .        ,   ■.    J    ,      £  ny     •       -i   •         ax 
c.p.  339.     pose,  and  the  original  kept  oi  rile  in  nis  omce. 

§1814.  (1805.)  (1765.)  Additional  bond.  If  at  any  time  after  the  ap- 
(a)  Acts  of  pointment  other  property  shall  descend,  or  come,  or  be  given,  or  other- 
1861,  p.  33.  wige  accrue  to  the  ward,  the  Ordinary  may  require  the  guardian  to 

give  ah  additional  bond  with  security  in  double  the  amount  of  such 
property,  and  on  his  failure  to  comply,  the  Ordinary  may  appoint  a 
special  guardian  for  such  property ;  [and  whenever  it  shall  come  to  the 
knowledge  of  the  Ordinary,  either  by  annual  returns  or  otherwise,  that 
the  bond  and  security  of  any  guardian  is  not  of  sufficient  amount  to  be 
of  double  the  amount  of  the  property  or  funds  in  the  hands  of  such 
guardian,  or  that  such  bond  and  securities  are  otherwise  insufficient  in 
the  judgment  of  such  Ordinary,  it  shall  be  his  duty  to  give  notice  to 
said  guardian  to  come  forward  at  the  next  term  of  the  Court  of  said 
Ordinary,  and  give  additional  security  to  said  Ordinary,  or  give  a  new 
bond  with  good  securities ;  and  on  failure  to  do  so,  the  authority  of 
said  guardian  shall  cease ;  and  said  Ordinary  shall  appoint,  in  terms 
of  the  law,  a  guardian  to  take  the  place  of  said  defaulting  guardian.] 
(a.) 

Order  accepting  a  new  bond  with  security  in  place  of  the  old,  and  declaring  the  for- 
mer security  discharged,  is  valid :  56  Ga.,  304. 

§1815.  (1806.)  (1766.)  New  sureties.  If  one  or  more  of  the  sureties  on 

the  guardian's  bond  shall  die,  or  become  insolvent,  or  remove  from  this 
State,  or  from  other  cause  the  security  becomes  insufficient,  the  Ordi- 

nary may,  of  his  own  motion,  or  at  the  instance  of  any  relative  of  the 
ward,  require  the  guardian  to  give  other  and  sufficient  security,  and  on 
his  failure  so  to  do  in  compliance  with  such  order,  the  Court  shall  re- 

voke his  letters  of  guardianship,  and  appoint  some  other  person  in  his 

place. When  accepting  new  securities  on  a  bond  was  valid  :  56  Ga.,  304,  305. 

§1816.  (1807.)  (1767.)  Proceedings  in  case  of  misconduct.     If  the  Ordi- 
Act  of  1799,  nary  knows,  or  is  informed,  that  any  guardian  wastes,  or  in  any  man- 
Actof  i8io,  ner  mismanages  the  property,  or  does  not  take  due  care  of  the  main- 

s' ? '  fiMi  ̂ enance  and  education  of  his  ward  according  to  his  circumstances,  or 
c.  p.  32i.   '  refuse  to  make  returns  as  required  by  law,  or  for  any  cause  is  unfit  for 
€Cp°326828'  tne  trust,  the  Ordinary  shall  cite  such  guardian  to  answer  to  such  charge 

at  some  regular  term  of  the  Court,  when,  upon  investigation  of  his  ac- 
tions, the  Ordinary  may,  in  his  discretion,  revoke  his  letters,  or  pass 

such  other  order  as  in  his  judgment  is  expedient  under  the  circum- 
stances of  each  case. 

The  being  a  universalist  or  infidel,  no  ground  for  removing  a  guardian :  41  Ga.,  185. 

§1817.  (1808.)  (1768.)  Motion  by  surety.  The  surety  of  any  guardian 
Act  of  1805,  on  his  bond,  or,  if  dead,  his  representative,  may  at  any  time  make  com- 

Act'of  mo,  plaint  to  the  Ordinary  of  any  misconduct  of  his  principal  in  the  dis- 
<5.  p-  317.     charge  of  his  trust,  or  for  any  other  reason  show  his  desire  to  be  relieved 
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as  surety;  thereupon  the  Ordinary  shall  cite  the  guardian  to  appear  at 
a  regular  term  of  the  Court,  and  show  cause  why  such  surety  shall  not 
be  discharged ;  and  upon  hearing  the  parties  and  their  evidence,  the 
Ordinary  may,  at  his  discretion,  pass  an  order  discharging  such  surety 
from  all  future  liability,  and  requiring  such  guardian  to  give  new  and 
sufficient  security  or  be  discharged  from  his  trust ;  such  new  sureties 
shall  be  liable  for  past  as  well  as  future  waste  or  misconduct  of  the 
guardian.  And  such  discharged  surety  shall  be  relieved  only  from  the 
time  the  new  security  shall  be  given.  If  new  security  is  not  given, 

and  the  guardian's  trust  is  revoked,  the  discharged  surety  shall  be 
bound  for  a  true  accounting  of  such  guardian  with  the  new  guardian, 
•or  his  ward,  if  no  other  guardian  is  appointed.  The  death  of  a  surety 
shall  be  a  sufficient  ground  for  his  discharge  from  future  liability  on 
application  of  his  representative  and  the  granting  of  the  order.  In  all 
•cases  where  letters  of  guardianship  are  revoked,  the  sureties  on  the 
l)ond  are  liable  for  all  the  acts  of  the  guardian  in  relation  to  his  trust 
up  to  the  time  of  his  settlement  with  the  new  guardian  or  his  ward. 

How  surety  to  be  discharged  under  this  section:  56  Ga.,  304-306.  Discharged  only 
irom  future  liability  under  Act  of  1805,  new  sureties  bound  for  past  and  future  waste  :  1 
Ga.,  84,  356.  Presumption  where  discharge  of  surety  under  Act  of  1805  is,  that  the  Court 
will  so  act  as  to  protect  the  ward :  1  Ga.,  355.  Decree  against  guardian  of  devastavit 
only  prima  facie  evidence:  1  Ga.,  355.  Where  the  Ordinary  refuses  to  receive  new 
sureties  :  15  Ga.,  74.     As  to  responsibility  of  both  sets  of  sureties  :  7  Ga.,  549-551. 

§1818.  (1809.)  (1769.)     Revocation  does  not  abate  suit.     The  revocation  §3387. 
of  letters  of  guardianship  shall  not  abate  any  suit  pending  for  or  against 
the  guardian,  but  the  new  guardian  shall  be  made  a  party  by  sci.  fa.,  as 
in  case  of  the  deatrj  of  a  party. 

§1819.  (1810.)  (1770.)  Suit  on  guardian's  bond.  Suit  may  be  instituted  Act  ofW20, 
against  the  guardian  and  his  sureties  on  his  bond  in  the  same  action  Acts  of  issi 

at  the  instance  of  his  ward,  or  a  new  guardian,  or  any  other  person  in_  Acts'of  i5855 
terested,  without  first  suing  the  guardian;  and  if  the  guardian  is  be- -6,  p*  145. 
yond  the  jurisdiction  of  the  Court,  or  places  himself  in  the  position  of  §§3355,3387,. 
a  debtor,  liable  to  attachment,  or  is  dead,  and  his  estate  unrepresented, 
suit  may  be  commenced  against  the  sureties  alone :  Provided,  that  the 
Ji.  fa.  issued  upon  a  judgment  obtained  against  the  guardian  and  his 
sureties  shall  not  be  levied  upon  the  property  of  the  sureties  until  a 
return  of  nulla  bona  as  to  the  guardian,  unless  the  property  of  the  sure- 

ties is  being  removed  from  the  county.     If  the  failure  to  sue  the  guar- 

dian arose  from  his  voluntary  act,  the  judgment  against  the"  sureties 
shall  be  conclusive  in  any  suit  against  him. 

Section  referred  to  and  construed:  57  Ga.,  68.  Proof  of  bare  reception  of  estate  no 
breach  of  administrator's  bond :  6  Ga.,  303.  Measure  of  damages  is  the  aggregate  of  accru- 

ing principal  and  interest :  6  Ga.,  303.  Bill  alleging  waste  before  discharge  of  the  sure- 
ties: 7  Ga.,  587.  Sureties  on  guardian's  bond  not  liable  to  suit  under  Act  of  1820  until 

judgment  against  principal  in  his  representative  capacity :  7  Ga,,  31.  Bill  to  ascertain 
liability  of  several  sets  of  sureties :  7  Ga.,  549.  Adequate  remedy  at  law,  where  discovery 
may  be  wanted  :  17  Ga.,  52.  Demurrer  sustained  to  bill  to  adjust  relative  rights  of  sure- 

ties on  bond,  there  being  adequate  remedy  at  law  :  17  Ga.,123.  Bill  for  devastavit  against 
:guardian  on  different  bond  and  sureties,  if  there  is  a  charge  of  principal's  insolvency: 
32  Ga.,  63.  Return  of  nulla  bona  on  an  execution  to  prove  devastavit  in  an  action  by 
-ward  against  securities  on  bond  :  8  Ga.,  351.  More  than  bare  reception  of  ward's  estate 
necessary  to  charge  security  in  action  on  bond:  1  Ga.,  84.  May  at  law  in  action  on 
bond  get  such  relief  as  could  in  equity  :  9  Ga.,  65.  Judgment  against  guardian  as  such 
unnecessary  ;  statutory  bar  to  suit  on  bond  same  as  on  sealed  instruments :  10  Ga.,  65. 
;Suit  by  new  guardian  on  bond  of  the  old  one  must  prove  demand :  14  Ga.,  594.  Guar- 

dian responsible  by  bond  for  only  such  property  as  is  accessible  to  him:  27  Ga.,  56. 
Liability  of  securities  secondary  to  that  of  the  assignee,  evidence  in  suit  against  the  as- 

signee :  33  Ga,,  372.  Suit  by  minor  against  his  guardian  on  the  bond:  10  Ga.,  65-73. 
iSecurities  bound  as  required  by  law  and  amendment  making  a  judgment  as  against 
the  guardian  when  it  was  against  him  as  an  individual  refused:  39  Ga.,  130.  On  the 
Act  of  1851-2:  31  Ga.,  105.  Guardian  chargeable  with  more  assets  than  the  amount 
sued  on,  credits  applied  to  the  excess,  until  that  exhausted:  56  Ga.,  304.  Guardians 
returns  as  administrator  not  admitted  in  suit  against  him  as  guardian  :  59  Ga.,  212. 
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§1820.  (1811.)  (1771.)  Removing  proceedings  to  another  county.  A  guar- 
Act  of  1812,  dian  whose  residence  is,  or  by  removal  or  otherwise  becomes,  in  a  dif- 
Acts  of  1851  feeut  county  from  that  of  his  appointment,  may  have  the  privilege  of 
-2,  p.  285.  removing  the  trust  to  the  jurisdiction  of  the  Ordinary  of  his  own 
-6,  p.  145.  county,  by  first  giving  bond  and  good  security  to  such  Ordinary,  as  if 
.g4  first  appointed  by  him,  and  filing  a  certificate  of  such  fact  with  the  Or- 

dinary by  whom  he  was  appointed.  He  shall  also  obtain  from  such  Or- 
dinary an  exemplification  of  all  the  records  concerning  his  guardian- 

ship, and  of  the  order  passed  transferring  the  same  to  the  county  of  his 
residence,  which  exemplification  shall  be  filed  with  and  recorded  by  the 
Ordinary  of  said  county,  who  shall  then  have  the  same  jurisdiction 
over  such  guardian  as  if  first  appointed  by  him.  The  sureties  upon 

such  guardian's  first  bond  shall  be  liable  only  for  past  misconduct ;  the 
sureties  upon  the  new  bond  shall  be  liable  for  both  past  and  future  mis- 

conduct. .  '      .  ! 
Old  sureties  relieved  from  further  responsibility  under  Act  of  1812:  6  Ga.,  432.  Dis- 

charged security  on  bond  released  from  all  further  responsibility,  while  those  substi- 
tuted in  their  place  liable  for  past  and  future  :  1  Ga.,  84.  As  >o  evidence  of  the  guar- 
dian's bond:  1  Ga.,  368,  355. 

§1821.  (1812.)  (1772.)  Guardian  ad  litem.  -Whenever  a  minor  is  in- 
§§2428, 4214,  terested  in  any  litigation  pending  in  any  Court  in  this  State,  and  has 
4224.  no  guardian,  or  his  interest  is  adverse  to  that  of  his  guardian,  such 

Court  shall  have  power  to  appoint  a  guardian  ad  litem  for  such  minor, 
which  guardian  shall  be  responsible  to  such  minor  for  his  conduct  in 
connection  with  such  litigation,  in  the  same  manner  as  if  he  were  a 
regularly  qualified  guardian.  . 

When  motion  for  and  when  infant  should  appear  by  guardiaii  ad  litem:  13  Ga.,  467. 

Equity's  power  to  appoint ;  2  Ga.,  73.  Decree  not  to  be  had  until  such  guardian  appointed 
whether  there  is  a  regular  one  or  not:  13 Ga.,  24.  Judgment  against  a  lunatic  is  valid, 
although  the  guardian  who  accepts  the  trust  does  not  act:  23  Ga.,  168.  Section  cited 
when  the  child's  interest  was  adverse  to  the  guardian,  and  sues  by  next  friend  :  45  Ga., 
310.  Minor  suing  by  next  friend:  48  Ga.,  554.  A  wrong  charge  in  regard  to  the  ap- 

pointment of  a  guardian  ad  litem  :  48  Ga.,  648.  Where  there  was  no  guardian  ad  litem 
and  yet  the  decree  was  not  void  :  53  Ga.,  514.  When  neither  the  guardian  or  purchaser- 
could  hold  the  ward's  property  wrongfully  :  55  Ga.,  21.     Section  cited:  60  Ga.,  665. 

Schoul.  Donl.  Rel.,  405,596;  17  Am.  R,,  162;  8  FlI,  128;  13,0,,  435. 

SECTION  II. 

THE    POWERS,    DUTIES   AND    LIABILITIES   OF    GUARDIANS. 

Section.  |         Section. 
1822.  Power  of  guardian.  1831.  Working  them  together 
1823.  Returns. 
1824.  Amount  of  expenditure. 
1825.  Binding  out  indigent  persons. 
1826.  Ill  treatment. 
1827.  Failing  to  make  returns. 
1828.  Sales 
1829.  Renting  of  lands. 
1830.  Contracts  for  labor. 

1832.  Cultivating  plantations,  etc. 
1833.  Investment  in  stocks. 
1834.  Commissions: 
1835.  If  there  be  two  guardians. 
183b.  Sureties  bound,  etc. 
1837.  Contracts  by  guardian. 
1838.  May  appoint  attorney  in  fact. 

§1822.  (1813.)  (1773.)  Power  and  duty  of  guardian.  The  power  of  the- 
guardian  over  the  person  of  his  ward  is  the  same  with  the  father  over 
his  child,  the  guardian  standing  in  his  place;  and  in  like  manner  it  is 
the  duty  of  the  guardian  to  protect  and  maintain,  and,  according  to  the 
circumstances  of  the  ward,  to  educate  him. 

Buying  land  with  ward's  money,  he  holds  it  in  trust  for  the  ward:  54  Ga.,  690. 
Power  of,  as  to  taking  notes  :  55  Ga.,  89.      Section  cited,  as  to  policy  since  the  Code,  as- 
to  guardian's  taking  charge  of  the  estate  for  the  ward,  after  it  has  been  duly  adminis- 

tered: 60  Ga.,  665. 

Schoul.  Dom.  Rel.,  448-454.     Right  to  custody  :  R.  M.  Charl.,  119. 
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§1823.    (1814.)    (1774.)    Returns.     Every    guardian,    within    twelve  Act  of  1799, 
months  after  his  appointment,  and  by  the  first  Monday  in  July  in  every  Act  ofisio, 

year  thereafter,  shall  make  a  return  to  the  Ordinary  under  oath,  mak-C-  p-  jit. 
ing  an  accurate  exhibit  of  all  the  property  of  his  ward  received  by  him  c.  p.  320."  ' 
up  to  that  time  and' since  his  last  return,  together  with  an  account  cur-  ccP°320829' 
rent  of  his  receipts  and  expenditures,  accompanied  with  the  vouchers  Act  ofi843, 
for  the  same,  and  any  other  matter  connected  wTith  the  said  property,  Act  of  i^o, 
which  said  return  shall  be  examined  by  the  Ordinary,  and  if  found  coi-  c.  p.  ̂ 0. 
rect  shall  be  allowed  by  him  and  entered  of  record  with  the  vouchers;  2,  p.  97. 

and  the  judgment  thus  rendered  by  the  Ordinary  shall  bs 'prima  facie ^ctp °\l^ evidence  of  the  correctness  of  said  return  in  favor  of  said  guardian.    If  Actsofiseo 

the  guardian  shall  have  removed  beyond  the  limits  of  this  State,  the  [J^  A'cts  0f 
oath  of  his  surety  shall  be  sufficient  to  verify  the  return,  [and  if  the  186°-  p-  33- 
guardian  be  dead,  his  representatives  may  make  his  returns  as  provided  g34. 
in  case  of  deceased  administrators.]     (a.) 

No  vouchers  allowed  by  the  Court  of  Ordinary  yet  guardian  may  prove  debt  paid 
after,  although  contracted  before  dismission.;  1  Ga.,  475.  Returns  of  allowed  are  prima 
facie  evidence  of  their  correctness,  and  the  burden  of  proof  is  on  the  one  attempting  to 
impeach  them  :  5  Ga.,  29;  15/451.  Admission  that  he  had  not  made  regular  returns  in  the 

guardian's  answer  casts  suspicion  on  the  fairness  of  the  settlement :  GGa.,  419.  Judgment 
passing  returns  to  record  :  10  Ga.,  65-68.  His  returns  estop  the  guardian  from  denying 
that  the  property  belonged  to  his  Ward  :  11  Ga.,  258.  Whore  the  fact  that  the  annual 

profits  are  not  sufficient  for  the  education  and  maintenance  of  the  ward  appears  from  ' 
the  returns:  20  Ga..  325.  Vouchers,  how  admissible  in  evidence,,  the  guardian's  receipts 
fo  himself,  the  receipts' of  the  attorney  for  the  guardian  not  sufficient  proof  without further  evidence  :  22  Ga.,  312.  Failure  to  make  returns  by  guardian,  a  breach. of  trust 

and  duty  :  24  Ga.,  558.  Administrator  of  deceased  guardian  cannot  'make  his  returns  ■■ to  the  Ordinary,  and  failure  to  make  returns  of  interest  does  not  preclude  guardian 
from  2K  per  cent,  commissions  :  29  Ga.,  82.  Guardian  required  to  deliver  to  receiver 
property  appearing  from  his  last  returns  to  belong  to  his  ward  :  33  Ga.,  2.71.  Where 
the  guardian  purchases  land  with  ward's  means,  the  ward  through  next  friend  may 
elect  to  take  either  that  land  or  fund  :  48  Ga.,  554.  Charged  with  cash  received  as  ad- 

ministrator bound,  and  cannot  show  that  in  fact  it  was  notes  on  persons  since  insol- 
vent: 57  Ga.,  226.  Returns  prima  facie  correct .and  varied  by  parol  :  59  Ga.,  213.  When 

returns  by  the  guardian  in  Confederate  money  protected  :  39  Ga.,  96.  Effect  of  approval 
of  the  annual  returns  by  the  Ordinary,  is  giving  his  tacit  consent  to  the  items  of  ex- 

penditure of  more  than  the  annual  profits  of  the  ward's  estate  :  61  Ga.,  452. 
Schoul.  Dom.  EeL,  495-501. 

§1824.  (1815.)  (1775.)  Amount  of  expenditure.     Every  guardian  shall  Act  of  1799, 

be  allowed  all  reasonable  disbursements  and  expenses  suitable  to  the  A*ctsofi859, 
circumstances  of  the  orphan  committed  to  his. care.     But  the  expenses p-  37- 
of  maintenance  and  education  must  not  exceed  the  annual  profits  of  the 
estate,  except  by  the  approval  of  the  Ordinary  previously  granted. 
The  Ordinary  may,  in  his  discretion,  allow  the  corpus  of  the  estate,  in 
whole  or  in  part,  to  be  used  for  the  education  and  maintenance  of  the 
ward. 

*  Guardian's  duty  where  annual  profits  are  not  sufficient  for  the  education  and  main- 
tenance, and  when  he  can  encroach  on  the  corpus  of  the  estate:  15  Ga.,  ,451.  In 

annual  returns  made  by^  guardians  allowed  reasonable  expenses,  although  it  exceed 
the  income:  29  Ga.,  582.  The  fact  must  appear  from  the  annual  returns  as  to  the  con- 

dition of  the  minor's  estate  to  justify  any  encroachment  on  it:  20  Ga.,  325.  Circum- 
stances may  justify  if  necessary  the  expenses  for  advanced  education  which  the  hus- 

band of  the  ward  may  ratify  :  20  Ga.,  6.  Suit  against  guardian  for  dentistry  for  the 
ward,  without  proof  of  its  value,  verdict  for  defendant:  30  Ga.,  37.  Disbursements 

should  be  allowed  guardian  living  out  of  the  county  where  the  ward's  property  is  :  23 
Ga.,  489.  What  disbursements  are  proper  the  guardian  should  decide,  being  entitled  to 
control  the  corpus  of  the  legacy  :  26  Ga.,  148.  Disbursements  to  be  out  of  interest,  and 
the  rule  of  interest  as  against  the  guardian  :  29  Ga.,  82.  Clothing  for  minor  provided 
for  in  marriage  settlement  good  as  an  executed  trust,  and  as  to  guardian's  commis- 

sions :  29  Ga.,  758.  Section  cited,  income  not  spent  one  year,  but  the  balance  used  the 
next  year  is  not  improper,  corpus  only  to  be  touched  by  leave  of  the  ordinary  :  00  Ga., 
89-93.  Auditor's  report  conclusive  as  to  an  expense  by  the  guardian  and  credit  not 
allowed:  59  Ga.,  529.  Section  cited,  the  approval  of  the  regular  annual  returns  by  the 
Ordinary,  of  the  guardian  before  the  final  settlement,  is  consent  to  his  expending  more 
than  the  profits:  61  Ga.,  452.      Section  cited,  where  the  corpus  of  the  estate  was  en- 
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croached  on  by  the  guardian  without  order  of  Court  of  Ordinary,  the  ward  not  bound 
by  this  unless  settles  with  full  knowledge  of  the  facts:  59  Ga.,  793-796;  20/7  ;  27/78. 

Schoul.  Dom.  Rel.,  455-459 ;  16  Am.  D.,  625.     Clothing  and  board :  30  Am.  D.,  699. 

§1825.  (1816.)  (1776.)  Binding  out  indigent  orphans.     If  the  annual 
Act  of  1799,  profits  of  the  estate  of  any  orphan,  with  or  without  a  guardian,  are  not 

(a)PActs 'of sufficient  for  his  education  and  maintenance,  [and  the  Ordinary  shall 
1865-6,  p.28.  not  allow  the  corpus  of  the  estate  to  be  used  for  such  education  and  main- 

tenance,] (a.)  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  Ordinary  forthwith  to  bind  out 
such  orphan  for  the  whole  or  such  part  of  the  time  of  his  minority  as 
to  him  shall  seem  best,  and  on  such  conditions  as  will  most  promote  the 
interest  of  such  orphan,  in  all  cases  requiring  that  such  orphan  shall 
be  allowed  to  attend  the  nearest  school,  where  education  is  free  to  him, 
at  least  three  months  in  the  year. 

Wrongful  charge  of  the  Court  as  to :  20  Ga.,  327.  Section  cited  and  construed  :  55 
Ga.,  93.  On  the  Act  of  1799  as  to  the  Ordinary  binding  out  the  orphan:  15  Ga., 
451-2. 

Woods'  Master  and  Servant,  §$51-53. 

§1826.  (1817.)  (1777.)  ///  treatment.     It  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  Ordi- 
Actof  1799,  nary  and  of  the  guardian  of  such  orphan  to  be  informed  as  to  his  treat- 

' p*     '     ment,  and  on  complaint  of  ill  usage,  or  any  condition  broken,  the 
Ordinary  shall  bind  such  orphan  to  some  other  person.* 

§1827.  (1818.)  (1778.)  Failing  to  make  returns.  The  Ordinary  shall 
Act  of  1764,  keep  a  docket  of  all  the  guardians  liable  to  make  returns  to  him,  and 

305.PAct°of  upon  the  failure  of  any  one  to  do  so  by  the  time  required  by  law,  he 
3400'A°t  Pf  sn^l  c^e  ̂ ne  said  guardian  to  appear  and  show  the  reason  for  his  delay; 
1855-6,  p.  and  every  guardian  who  shall  fail  or  refuse  to  make  his  return  before 

147,  the  end  of  the  year,  shall  receive  no  commission  or  compensation  for 
any  service  done  during  that  year,  unless  by  special  order  of  the  Court 
of  Ordinary,  exonerating  him  from  all  blame. 
Guardian  should  make  regular  returns  or  suffer  the  consequences :  22  Ga.,  317. 

Guardian  admitting  he  had  not  made  regular  returns,  casting  suspicion  on  the  fairness 
of  the  settlement:  6  Ga.,  419.  Under  Act  of  1792,  (C,  p.,  306),  guardian  did  not  thus 
forfeit  commissions:  29  Ga.,  82-102.  Guardian  entitled  to  commission  of  2%  per  cent, 
on  all  interest  accumulating  in  his  hands,  notwithstanding  the  failure  to  make  a  state- 

ment thereof  in  his  annual  returns,  case  of  administrator,  but  same  rule  applies  to  guar- 
dians :  60  Ga.,  316. 

fa^^.  <U££  ̂ §1828.  (1819.)  (1779.)  Sales.  All  sales  of  any  portion  of  the  property 
Si  lZ/Actof  i8ii,  of  the  ward  shall  be  made  under  the  direction  of  the  Ordinary,  and 
^  Act  oVi-sm  under  the  same  rules  and  restrictions  as  are  prescribed  for  sales  by  ad- 
'**-  "       c.  p.  223.     ministrators  of  estates. 
fQ/**    *^*C.  p.  325.  Compliance  with  statutory  provisions  when  purchaser  at  own  sales:    8  Ga.,  236. 
/    >-«3     Acts  of l851Jurisdiction  need  not  appear  on  face  of  Ordinary's  order:  18  Ga.,  526.    Private  agree- 
-***/  /     ~2,  ̂ 3^L*Jftient  f°r  Public  sale  against  public  policy:  56  Ga.,  40.      Sale  of  guardian  without  an 
v  cx/^^e^*-^-4>^fr<^Tder,  avoids  the  sale  and  is  not  curable :    60  Ga.,  677-679.     Section  cited,  guardian 

*      Ju  rcould  not  sell  a  note  for  Confederate  money  without  an  order  of  sale  from  the  Ordi- 
f*J*^  J*r  2-4  nary:  59  Ga.,  213.  When  no  estoppel  as  against  infants  as  to  the  sale  of  their  pro- 

Z~\,/«  A  A    /        perty:  59  Ga.,  722-727. 

J  P^  Schoul.  Dom.  Rel.,  480-7  ;  1 0.,  638.     Sale  of  property  of  lunatic  :  11  O.,  417.     Minor, when  estopped,  in  case  of  illegal  sale  :  7  O.,  369;  Rorer  Judic.  Sale,  §$374-412. 

§1829.  (1820.)  (1780.)  Renting  of  lands.  Every  renting  of  lands  of  an 
orphan,  unless  by  special  order  of  the  Ordinary,  shall  be  in  public  to 
the  highest  bidder,  and  under  the  same  rules  as  Sheriff  sales,  except 
that  credit  may  be  given  on  good  security. 

§1830.    (1821.)   May  contract  for  tabor.     [Guardians  may  make  con- 
(a)  Acts  of  tracts  for  labor  or  service  with  persons  of  color,  or  with  white  persons, 
1866,  p.  87.  for  the  benefit  of  the  estates  of  their  wards,  upon  such  terms  as  they 

may.  deem  best,  and  all  such  contracts  made  in  good  faith  shall  be  a 
charge  upon  and  bind  said  estates  whenever  the  same  are  approved  by 
the  Ordinary  of  the  county.]  (a.) 

Only  can  bind  his  ward  for  such  contracts  as  are  allowed  by  law  :  59  Ga.,  637. 

"See  further  on  this  subject,  sections  1875, 1876. 
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§1831.  (1822,)  (1782.)    Working  them  together.    Guardians,  under  a  like  Act  of  1829, 

order,  may  keep  such  persons  together,  and  have  them  employed  inc-P-3- such  agricultural  or  other  operations  as  such  guardians  may   deem 
manifestly  expedient. 

§1832.  (1823.)  (1783.)  Cultivation  and  purchasing  plantation.  When  it 
is  manifestly  expedient,  guardians,  under  an  order  of  the  Court  of  Ordi- 

nary, may  cause  plantations  of  their  wards  to  be  managed  and  culti- 
vated for  their  benefit.* 

Order  authorizing  investment  in  land  for  cultivation,  cannot  be  impeached  except 
for  fraud  :  1  Ga.,  475.  Where  order  was  procured  by  fraud,  it  is  a  nullity  ;  in  such  in- 

vestments guardians  must  use  good  faith  :  32  Ga.,  266. 

§1833.  (1824.)  (1784.)  Investment  m stocks.     Any  guardian,  in  his dis-Act of 1845, 
cretion,  may  invest  any  funds  of  his  ward  in  his  hands  in  stocks,  bonds,  or  Act  of  1847, 
other  securities  issued  by  this  State.  In  every  such  case  his  return  shall  Actsafisei 
set  forth  the  time  of  such  purchase,  the  price  paid,  and  the  name  of  p.  32. 
the  person  from  whom  purchased.     All  such  investments  shall  be  free  §2330. 
from  taxation  during  the  minority  of  the  ward  for  whom  they  are 
held. 

As  to  investments  of  ward's  funds  without  an  order  of  Court,  section  2330  embraces 
guardians:  39  Ga.,  96-101.  As  to  investments  in  Confederate  notes  prior  to  the  Code: 
56  Ga.,  410.  Buying  with  the  ward's  money  and  taking  the  title  in  the  guardian's 
name,  he  holds  that  in  trust  for  the  ward :  54  Ga.,  590.  Investing  in  Confederate  money 
in  good  faith  during  the  war  must  show  that  the  guardian  kept  these  funds  separ- 

ate from  his  own:  54  Ga.,  291.  When  investment  made  in  Confederate  bonds,  etc.,  by 
direction  of  the  Court,  protected,  54  Ga.,  605-6.  Taking  a  note  wrongfully  on  a  third 
party:  55  Ga.,  90-1.  The  burden  as  to  the  good  faith  of  the  transaction  rests  on  the 
guardian  where  he  sets  up  investments  in  Confederate  money  for  the  wrard :  52  Ga., 
600 ;  59/213. 

Investments,  generally:  Schoul.  Dom.  Rel.,  475-8.  Confederate  investments:  See 
note  in  Appendix  to  this  Code.     . 

§1834.  (1825.)  (1785.)  Commissions.     Guardians  shall  be  allowed  the  Act  of  1847, 

same  commissions  for  receiving  and  paying  out  the  estate  of  their  wards  Acfi'onsa. 
as  are  allowed  to  administrators.     Extra  compensation  and  traveling  App-  "> 
expenses  shall  he  allowed  to  them  upon  the  same  principles  as  to  ad-Actsofi857, 
ministrators.     When  the  guardian  keeps  together  and  works  the  em- p- 6L 
ployees  of  a  ward,  the  Court  shall  allow  him  a  reasonable  compensation 
for  such  services,  taking  into  consideration  the  commissions  he  may 
receive. 

Paid  out  of  principal  when  no  other  fund,  without  his  fault  to  compensate  him  out 
of:  17  Ga.,  223-5.  Commissions  out  of  interest  for  himself  and  attorney  fees  for  collect- 

ing it  in,  2XA  per  cent :  29  Ga.,  82,  758.  And  this  is  so,  although  no  statement  thereof 
in  his  annual  returns:  29  Ga.,  758. 

§1835.  (1826.)  (1786.)  If  there  be  „tivo  guardians.  If  the  guardian  re- 
signs or  dies,  or  is  removed  under  any  circumstances,  no  commissions 

shall  be  allowed  for  turning  over  the  estate  to  a  new  guardian,  or  to  the 
new  guardian  for  receiving  the  same;  and  where  a  guardian  is  removed 
for  waste  or  gross  mismanagement,  no  commissions  shall  be  allowed  for 
any  of  his  services. 

What  cannot  as  against  the  ward  be  considered  as  payment  to  the  succeeding  guard- 
ian :  56  Ga.,  40. 

§1836.  (1827.)  (1787.)  Sureties  bound,  etc.  If  the  appointment  of  a 
guardian  for  any  cause  is  declared  void,  his  sureties  shall,  nevertheless, 
be  responsible  on  the  bond  for  any  property  which  may  have  been  re- 

ceived by  him  by  Adrtue  or  reason  of  his  appointment. 
§1837.  (1828.)  (1788.)  Contracts  by  guardians.  The  guardian  cannot 

borrow  money  and  bind  his  ward  therefor,  nor  can  he,  by  any  contract 

other  than  those  specially  allowed  by  law,  bind  his  ward's  property,  or 
create  any  lien  thereon. 

-This  section  amended  by  Acts  of  1878-9,  p.  69. 
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May  assign  a  note  legally  so  as  to  convey  title  to  it :  33  Ga.,  372.  Section  cited,  case  of 
a  note,  guardian  cannot  render  sureties  liable  on  any  contract  other  than  such  as  are 
especially  allowed  by  law:  39  Ga,,  130-133.  Section  cited  and  construed  in  reference 
to  the  purchase  of  property  by  the  guardian  without  order  of  the  Ordinary:  59  Ga., 
796.     Cannot  borrow  money,  and  thereby  bind  his  ward  :  29  Ga.,  637-8. 

Schoul.  Dom.  Rel.,  464;  18  Am.  D.,  634;  1  Dan.  Neg.  Inst,,  227.  Guardian  liable 
personally  on  his  note  :  4  Am.  D.,  63. 

§18i8.  (1829.)  (1789.)  May  appoint  attorney.  The  guardian  may  ap- 
Acts  of  is55  point  an  attorney  in  fact  to  act  for  him  where  he  is  unable  to  act  him- 
Actsof  i860,  se^  and  he  and  his  sureties  are  bound  for  the  acts  of  such  attorney  as 

p.  3i.        '  if  it  were  his  personal  deed. 
§§2180,  2537.       When  could  appoint  an  agent  to  act:  56  Ga.,  410. 

General  Note  on  Guardian  and  Ward. — Admissions  of  guardians:  2  Whart.  Ev., 
§1207.  Contracts  between  guardian'  and  ward:  Schoul.  Dom.  Rel.,  512-515  ;  7  Am.  D., 
134-136,  n;  21/594.  Domicile  of  ward:  See  notes  to  #1696.  Duty  of  guardian  as  to 
management  of  ward's  estate:  Reeves'  Dom.  Rel.,  466;  Schoul.  Dom.  Rel.,  461-478;  1 
Cooley  Bl.,  463,  n.  Inter-State  law  :  Schoul.  Dom.  Rel.,  443  ;  10  Am.  D..  343,  n  ;  Rorer, 
267.  Necessaries  furnished  ward,  without  consent  of  guardian  :  22  Am.  D.,  655  ;  28/681. 
Negligence:  Whart,  Neg.,  #515;  21  Am.  D.,374;  29/539.  Seduction  of  ward,  guardian 
cannot  sue  for:  21  Am.  R.,  535.  Wrongs  to  guardian:  Cooley  Torts,  236. — Subject 
treated:  Tyler  on  Inf.  and  Gov.,  237-273;  1  Coolev  Bl.,  460-6;  Macpherson  on  Inf. 
(L.  L.);  1  Pars.  Contr..  131;  2  Kent.  Com.,  219-229;  3  Redf.  Wills,  434  et  seq. ;  2  Minor's 
Institutes,  422  et  seq.;  2  White  &  Tudor s  L.  C.  (part  2),  s.  p.  4j3,  notes  to  case  of  Eyre 
and  Countess  of  Shaftsburv. 

SECTION  IIT. 

SETTLEMENT     OF     GUARDIANS,      RESIGNATION     AND     LETTERS    DISMISSORY. 

Section. 
1839.  Settlements  before  the  Ordinary. 
1810    At  the  instance  of  the  guardians. 
1841.  Duty  of  the  Court, 
1842.  Continuance. 

SECTION. 
1846.  Final  receipts. 

1817.  Right  of  ward  to  re-op  en,  etc. 
1848.  Resignation  of  guardian. 
1849.  Letters  of  dismission. 

1843.  Proceedings.  ■  1850.  Disposition  of  money,  etc.,  in  hand. 
1844.  Power  of  the  Ordinary.  1851.  Ward  dying,  etc. 
1845.  Enforcement  of  decision. 

§1839.  (1830.)  (1790.)  Settlements  before  the  Ordinary/  A  ward,  on 
arriving  at  majority,  or  marrying  a  man  of  full  age,  or  a  new  guardian 
legally  appointed,  may  apply  to  the  Ordinary  for  an  order  requiring 
the  guardian  to  appear  and  submit  to  a  settlement  of  his  accounts. 
Such  citation  shall  be  served  as  other  citations,  and  shall  be  returnable 
to  a  regular  term  of  the  Court.  If  the  guardian  fails  or  refuses  to  ap- 

pear as  cited?  the  Court  may  proceed  ex parte., 
Settlements  between  guardian  and  ward,  with  full  knowledge  binding:  59  Ga;,  793. 

Right  of  appeal  where  the  Ordinary  has  given  judgment  the  ward  for  money  under 
citation  for  settlement:  45  Ga.,  478.  Judgment  for  money  found  to  be  due  by  guard- 

ian to  his  ward  on  settlement  hefore  Ordinary  must  be  collected  by  execution:  58 
Ga.,  70.  Where  acknowledging  service  to  a  citation  of  the  ̂ uardiair  out  of  the  county 
did  not  give  the  Court  of  Ordinary  jurisdiction:  48  Ga.,  491.  Where  a  compromise 
with  a  guardian,  while  a  suit  was  pending  for  a  settlement,  did  not  bind  :  48  Ga.,  555- 
560.  Section  cited,  and  is  not  contrary  to  any  clause  of  the  State  or  U.  S.  Constitution  : 
54  Ga.,  18U.  In  suing,  guardian  may  introduce  tax  returns  to  show  assets:  56  Ga., 
304.  Rule  for  compounding  interest  against  guardian  :  61  Ga.  554.  Wrongful  settle- 

ment by  guardian  with  his  successor  will  not  avail  him:  61  Ga..  140. 

§1840.  (1831.)  (1791.)  At  instance  of  the  guardian.  The  guardian  shall, 
in  like  manner,  be  allowed  to  cite  his  ward,  or  a  new  guardian,  to  ap- 

pear and  be  present  at  a  settlement  of  his  account. 
§1841.  (1832.)  (1792.)  Duty  of  the  Court.  Upon  the  return  of  such  ci- 

tation, the  Court  shall  proceed  to  examine  all  the  returns  and  accounts 
of  such  guardian ;  to  hear  all  evidence  which  may  be  produced  by 
either  party ;  and  to  make  a  full,  fair  and  rinal  settlement  between 
such  guardian  and  his  ward,  making  a  full  record  of  such  final  settle- 
ment. 
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In  settlement  with  the  ward,  the  guardian  may  show  all  reasonable  disbursements 
and  expenses:  55  Ga.,  89-90.  Administrator  also  a  guardian,  settling  with  himself 
by  taking  notes  as  money,  equivalent  to  conversion  ;  59  Ga.,  213. 

§1842.  (1833.)  (1793.)  Continuance.  The  Court  may  allow  such  con- 
tinuances as  the  principles  of  justice  require. 

§1843.  (1834.)  (1794.)  Proceedings.  Such  other  proceedings  may  be 
had  in  the  case  as  are  usual  in  other  causes  in  said  Court. 

§1844.  (1835.)  (1795.)  Poiver  of  Ordinary.  It  shall  be  in  the  power  of 
the  Ordinary  to  order  any  property  in  the  hands  of  the  guardian  to  be 
delivered  to  the  ward  or  the  new  guardian,  and  also  to  issue  an  execu- 

tion for  any  balance  of  money  found  due  by  the  guardian  to  the  ward. 
If  the  ward  does  not  appear,  the  Court  may  pass  an  order  stating  the 
balance  found  due  from  the  guardian,  which  balance  shall  not  bear 
interest  from  that  date  until  demanded  by  the  ward  or  new  guardian. 

Section  cited  and  construed:  58  Ga.,  72.     Section  cited:  54  Ga.,  180. 

§1845.  (1836.)  (1796.)  Enforcement  of  decision.  If  the  guardian  shall  §3099. 
fail  or  refuse  to  deliver  to  the  ward  the  property  in  his  hands,  ordered 
to  be  delivered  by  the  Court,  the  Ordinary  shall  have  power  to  attach 
him  for  contempt,  and  imprison  him  in  the  common  jail  until  he  shall 
comply  with  such  order,  such  proceedings  to  be  had  in  the  issuing  of 
such  attachments  as  are  usual  in  Courts  of  equity. 

When  not  liable  under  the  circumstances  to  an  attachment:  33  Ga.,  271.  When  a 
judgment  for  money  was  enforcable  by  execution,  and  not  by  a  process  for  contempt: 
58  Ga.,  70-72. 

§1846.  (1837.)  (1797.)  Final  receipts.     Any  guardian,  by  having  his  Act  of  1834, 

final  receipt  from  his  ward  attested  by  a  Judge,  Justice  of  the  Peace,  or  a  p- 329, 
Notary  Public,  may  cause  the  same  to  be  recorded  by  the  Clerk  of  the 
Superior  Court  of  the  county  of  his  residence,  and  the  original,  or  a 
copy  thereof,  shall  be  admitted  in  evidence,  on  the  same  terms  as  reg- 

istered deeds. 

Where  defendant's  answer  acknowledging  he  had  not  made  regular  returns  cast  sus- 
picion on  the  settlement:  6  Ga.,  419.  Where  receipt  by  ward  to  guardian  in  full  did 

not  convey  title  to  him:  46  Ga.,  284,  291.  When  receipt  by  guardian  to  administrator 
did  not  estop  the  ward's  repudiating  it  when  they  discovered  the  true  circumstances: 
46  Ga.,  101. 

§1847.  (1838.]  (1798.)  Right  of  ward  to  re-open  settlement.  No  final  set- 
tlement made  between  the  guardian  and  ward  shall  bar  the  ward,  at  any 

time  within  four  years  thereafter,  from  calling  the  guardian  to  a  settle- 
ment of  his  accounts,  unless  it  is  made  to  appear  that  the  same  was 

made  after  a  full  exhibit  of.  all  the  guardian's  accounts,  and  with  a  full 
knowledge  by  the  ward  of  his  legal  rights. 

Binding  if  there  was  neither  mistake,  fraud  or  imposition  :  20  Ga.,  7.  To  bind  in- 
fants by  settlement  made  by  administrator  with  their  guardian,  it  must  not  have  been 

fraudulent ;  as  to  permitting  the  bar  of  the  statutes  :  27  Ga.,  78.  Where  settlement  not 
opened  by  bill  in  equity  after  lapse  of  time  :  29  Ga.,  194.  When  settlement  conclu- 

sive on  the  ward,  when  it  is  done  while  fully  cognizant  of  the  facts:  59  Ga,,  793. 

Schoul.  Dom.  Rel.,  504-512;  8  Am.  D.,  682,  n  ;  21/599. 

§1848.  (1839.)  (1799.)  Resignation  of  guardian.     Any  guardian  who,  Act  of  1850, 

from  age,  infirmity,  removal  from  the  county,  or  for  any  other  cause,  £-g  33 sj. 
desires  to  resign  his  trust  as  such,  may  apply  to  the  Ordinary  having  -4,  p.  36. 

jurisdiction  of  the  trust,  setting  forth  the  reasons  therefor,  and  also  the  pp.tS6o^6i?'' name  of  some  suitable  person  willing  to  accept  the  trust,  whereupon  the 
Ordinary  shall  cite  such  person,  and  also  the  nearest  of  kin  of  such  ward, 
to  appear  at  the  next  term  of  said  Court,  and  if  the  Ordinary  shall  be 
satisfied  that  such  change  of  guardians  will  not  be  detrimental  to  the 
interest  of  the  ward,  and  no  good  cause  is  shown  against  it,  he  shall 
grant  the  prayer  of  the  applicant,  discharging  him  from  his  trust  on  the 
following  condition,  viz :  that  he  shall,  forthwith,  deliver  all  property 
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and  pay  all  money  held  by  him  as  such  guardian,  upon  a  fair  settle- 
ment of  his  accounts,  to  his  successor;  and  upon  the  filing  of  the  evi- 
dence of  such  settlement,  and  the  receipt  in  full  of  his  successor,  the 

guardian  shall  be  discharged  from  his  said  trust.  The  ward  shall  have 
the  privilege,  within  five  years  after  he  comes  of  age,  to  re-open  such 
settlement  and  call  for  an  account. 

Can  make  no  new  appointment  of  until  the  other  guardian's  place  is  vacated,  by 
death,  removal,  or  in  some  other  way:  6  Ga.,  432.  Settling  after  resignation;  t»e 
allowing  to  resign  is  no  judgment  of  settlement  of  accounts:  52  Ga.,  600,  604.  Where 
guardian  cannot  relieve  himself  by  turning  over  to  his  successor  debts  due  to  him 
from  the  successor :  61  Ga.,  138-140. 

§1849.  (1840.)  (1800.)  Letters  of  dismission.  Letters  of  dismission  may 
Act  of  1826,  be  granted  by  the  Ordinary  to  any  guardian,  upon  his  compliance  with 

Act  'ofisso,  the  following  provisions  : 
c.  p.  340.         j_t  An  application  in  writing,  setting  forth  his  full  discharge  of  the 

duties  of  his  trust. 

2.  An  examination  of  his  accounts  and  vouchers  bjT  the  Ordinary,  to 
verify  the  truth  of  the  petition. 

3.  The  publication  of  such  application  [once  a  week  for  four  weeks] 

(a)  Act  of  i8"')  ̂n  ̂ ne  PUDlic  gazette  where  the  legal  notices  of  the  Ordinary's  off- 24th   Feb.,  ice  are  usually  published. 
Section  cited,  guardian  of  free  person  of  color  appointed  prior  to  abolishment  of 

slavery,  the  Ordinary  could  not  dismiss  in  1868:  64  Ga.,  37. 

1^73 
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4.  The  examination  of  any  objections  filed,  and  the  proof  to  the  Or- 
dinary that  the  ward  is  of  age. 

§1850.  (1841.)  (1801.)  Disposition  of  money,  etc.,  in  hand.     If  it  shall 
Act  of  1826,  appear  that  such  guardian  has  in  his  hands  any  money,  property,  or  ef- 

ward,  the  Ordinary  may  cause  the  same,  if  money,  to  be 
deposited  in  some  solvent  bank,  and  if  other  property,  to  be  delivered 
to  some  proper  person  to  be  appointed  by  the  Ordinary,  under  such  re- 

strictions as  he  may  deem  best  for  the  preservation  of  the  property, 
and  then  grant  the  letters  dismissory ;  or  the  Ordinary  may,  if  he  sees 
proper,  pass  an  order  requiring  the  guardian  to  retain  the  funds  in  his 
own  hands  at  an  interest  not  exceeding  four  per  cent,  per  annum,  his 
sureties  being  still  responsible  therefor. 

§1851.  (1842.)  (1802.)  Ward  dying,  guardian  shall  act  as  administrator. 
Actof  1858,  When  a  ward  shall  die  intestate,  pending  his  minority,  the  guardian  shall 

proceed  to  distribute  his  estate  in  the  same  manner  as  if  he  had  been 
appointed  administrator  upon  such  estate,  and  the  sureties  on  his  bond 
shall  be  responsible  for  his  faithful  administration  and  distribution  of 
such  estate. 

Section  cited  and  construed :  62  Ga.,  574-580.  As  heirs  of  a  deceased  brother,  the 
wards  could  also  recover  from  the  guardian  :  55  Ga.,  90-2.  Guardian  of  a  deceased 
lunatic  is  also  his  administrator — on  Act  of  1858  and  section  1862:  33  Ga.,  452. 

p.  57. 

ARTICLE  II. 

GUARDIANS   OF    LUNATICS   AND  IDIOTS   AND  PERSONS    NON    COMPOS  MENTIS. 

Section. 
1852.  Guardian,  for  whom  appointed 
1853.  Oath  and  bond,  powers,  etc. 
1854.  Wife  may  be  guardian. 
1855.  Proceeding  to  obtain  commission. 
1856.  Return  and  appointment. 
1857.  Appeal. 
1858.  Second  application. 

Section. 
1859.  Witnesses. 
1860.  Proceedings  to  end  a  commission. 
1861.  Issue,  how  made  and  tried. 
1862.  Other  provisions  as  general  guardian. 
1863.  Confining  ward. 
1861.  Proceedings  to  confine  him,  etc. 
1864.  (a.)  Expenses,  how  paid. 

§1852.  (1843.)  (1803.)  For  whom  guardians  may  be  appointed.  The  Or- 
dinaries of  the  several  counties  of  this  State  may  appoint  guardians  for 

the  following  persons,  viz.  :  Idiots,  lunatics,  and  insane  persons,  and 
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deaf  and  dumb  persons  when  incapable  of  managing  their  estates,  ha-  Act  of  i8i8, 
bitual  drunkards,  and  persons  imbecile  from  old  age  or  other  cause,  and  Acfsomio, 
incapable  of  managing  their  estates.  p-  345. 

Commissioner  of  a  lunatic  not  known  here,  and  there  is  no  law  for  attaching  luna-  »1366, 
tic's  property  through  him;  52  Ga.,  24-29.     Section  cited  :  59  Ga.,  680.     Guardian  of  a 
lunatic  can  sue  in  his  own  name  for  conversion  of  a  lunatic's  property  :  21  Ga.,  447. 

§1853.  (1844.)  (1804.)  Oath  and  bond,  powers  and  duties.  Guardians 
so  appointed  shall  take  the  same  oath  and  give  a  like  bond  with  guar- 

dians of  minors,  and  their  powers,  duties  and  liabilities,  shall  be  the 
same,  and  be  exercised  under  the  same  rules  and  regulations. 

§1854.  (1845.)  (1805.)   Wife  may  be  guardian.     The  wife,  shall  in  all  Act  of  18I8, 

cases,  be  entitled  to  the  preference  to  the  appointment  as  guardian,  c-  p-  342> 
and  her  bond  and  all  acts  as  guardian  shall  be  held  and  construed  as  if 
she  were  a  feme  sole. 

§1855.  (1846.)  (1806.)  Proceedings  to  obtain  commission    Upon  the  pe-  (a)  Cobb's  jfa+Cty , 
tition  of  any  person  on  oath,  setting  forth  that  another  is  liable  to  pn6a84ysis'  g««  +~v 
have  a  guardian  appointed  under  the  provisions  of  this  Article,  [or  is  ̂ ^  A\£ <-■* 
subject  to  be  committed  to  the  Lunatic  Asylum  of  this  State,  (a)  the  ̂ jf^^f^^^ 

Ordinary,  upon  proof  that  ten  days'  notice  of  such  application  has  been  €m^^^^c~^vaA 
given  to  the  three  nearest  adult  relatives  of  such  person,  or  that  there  //*f-S~  /J&, is  no  such  relative  within  this  State,  shall  issue  a  commission  directed 

to  any  eighteen  discreet  and  proper  persons,  one  of  whom  shall  be  &/t~2~  ~^ *JJ' 
physician,  requiring  any  twelve  of  them,  including  the  physician,  to  ̂ l~<^, /jrj.  <£*. 
examine  by  inspection  the  person  for  whom  guardianship  [or  commit-  Act  0/183C  *    / 
ment  to  the  asylum,]  is  sought,  and  to  hear  and  examine  witnesses  on  Act  on*38, 

oath,  if  necessary,  as  to  his  condition  and  capacity  to  manage  his  es-  c.  p  345.   ' 
tate,  and  to  make  return  of  such  examination  and  inquiry  to  the  said_6^p.°i5i.° 
Ordinary,  specifying  in  such  return  under  which  of  said  classes  they 
find  the  said  person  to  come.     Such  commissioners  shall  be  first  sworn  /?r.    &j&fta**^oL 

by  fo  Juotiofr  of  the  Peaoc  "well  and  truly  to  execute  the  said  commis-  /^^££L  &*u£2h 

sion  to  the  best  of  their  skill  and  ability,"  which  oath  shall  be  returned   ju^  y^  ' with  their  verdict.  *     sy 

Strictly  construed  with  reference  to  the  ten  days'  notice  here  required :  64  Ga.,  301. 
The  physician  spoken  of  is  one  licensed  by  the  Board  of  this  State:  17  Ga.,  595-597. 
Section  cited  and  construed ;  evidence  on  the  trial :  59  Ga. ,  675-680.  Irregularity  in 
proceeding  will  not  vitiate  :  21  Ga.,  447. 

Inquisitions  of  lunacy :  18  Am.  D.,  417,  421,  n  ;  1  Wh.  Ev.,  §§403,  812;  2/§1254;  Abb. 
Tr.  Ev.,  119,  734. 

§1856.  (1847.)  (1807.)  Return  and   appointment.     Upon   such   return  Act  of  1834, 
finding  the  person  to  be  as  alleged  in  the  petition,  or  within  either  of c-  P- 343- 
said  classes,  the  Ordinary  shall  appoint  a  guardian  for  him,  [or  commit  (a)  Cobb's 
him  to  the  Lunatic  Asylum.]     (a.)  44.alysis'p* 

§1857.  (1848.)  (1808.)  Appeal.  The  applicants  for  a  commission,  or 
the  person  for  whom  the  guardianship  is  sought,  or  any  friend  or  rela-  Act  of  J834. 
tive  for  him,  dissatisfied  with  the  return  of  the  committee,  may,  upon  c-  p- 343- 
paying  all  costs,  and  giving  bond  and  security  for  all  future  costs  and 
damages,  within  four  days  after  the  report  has  been  acted  on  by  the  Or- 

dinary, enter  an  appeal  to  the  Superior  Court  of  the  county,  where  the 
issue  shall  be  submitted  to  a  special  jury,  selected  as  in  other  cases; 
but  the  guardian  appointed  by  the  Ordinary  shall  act  as  such  pending 
the  litigation. 

Lunatic  may  enter  an  appeal  in  a  lucid  interval ;  guardian  ad  litem  for  :  19  Ga.,  581. 
Judgment  against  lunatic  not  void,  but  voidable,  although  refuses  to  act  on  appoint- 

ment: 23  Ga.,  168. 

§1858.  (1849.)  (1809.)  Second  application.  When  one  application  for 
guardianship  under  this  Article  has  failed  upon  the  merits,  the  Ordi- 

nary shall  not  issue  a  second  commission,  unless  the  petition  is  verified 
by  at  least  three  respectable  disinterested  neighbors,  in  addition  to  the 
oath  of  the  applicant. 
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§1859,  (1850.)  (1810.)  Witnesses.  The  Ordinary  may  issue  subpoe- 
nas for  witnesses  to  appear  before  the  commission  thus  appointed,  and 

on  their  failure  to  appear,  the  Ordinary  may  take  the  same  steps  to 
compel  attendance  as  if  the  proceeding  was  before  his  Court. 

§1860.  (1851.)  (1811.)  Proceedings  to  end  a  commission.  Any  person  for 
Acts  of  1855  whom  a  guardian  is  appointed  under  this  Article,  upon  restoration  to 

-6,  p.  149.  san^y  anc[  capacity,  may  personally  or  by  attorney,  petition  the  Ordi- 
nary, setting  forth  the  fact  and  praying  the  revocation  of  such  guardi- 

anship. Upon  such  petition  the  Ordinary  may  examine  into  the  truth 
thereof,  and  if  satisfied  of  its  truth,  and  the  guardian  consenting  thereto, 
the  Ordinary  shall  grant  the  prayer  and  order  the  guardian  forthwith 
to  deliver  over  to  such  person  his  property,  money  and  effects. 

§1861.  (1852.)  (1812.)  Issue,  how  made  and  tried.  If  the  Ordinary  is 
Acts  of  1855  not  satisfied  as  to  the  truth  of  the  petition,  or  the  guardian,  or  any  rel- 
-6,  p.  l  o.  ative  of  the  applicant  objects  to  the  revocation  of  the  letters,  the  Ordi- 

nary shall  require  the  Sheriff  to  summon  eighteen  men,  competent  to 
serve  as  jurors,  to  appear  before  said  Ordinary  on  a  day  specified,  any 
twelve  of  whom,  being  duly  sworn,  shall  constitute  a  jury  before  whom 
shall  be  tried  the  issue  as  to  the  truth  of  the  application;  upon  a  ver- 

dict affirming  its  truth,  the  Ordinary  shall  grant  the  prayer  and  order 
above  specified. 

Judgment  on  issue  tried  only  conclusive  as  to  his  condition  at  the  time  of  such  judg- 
ment:  23  Ga.,  267. 

§1862.  (1853.)  (1813.)  Other  provisions  same  as  general  guardians.  All 
the  provisions  made  in  this  Code  as  to  the  settlements  of  guardians  of 
minors,  their  resignation,  letters  of  dismission,  and  distribution  of  the 
estate  of  deceased  wards,  shall  apply  to  guardians  appointed  under  this 
Article. 

Under  this  section  is  administrator  of  deceased  lunatic  :  33  Ga.,  453. 

§1863.  (1854.)  (1814.)   Confining  ivard.     Guardians  of  insane  persons 
are  authorized  to  confine  them,  or  place  them  in  the  asylum,  if  such  a 
course  is  necessary  either  for  their  own  protection  or  the  safety  of  oth- 

ers ;  and  a  guardian  willfully  failing  to  take  such  precaution  with  his 
ward  shall  be  responsible  for  injuries  inflicted  on  others  by  such  ward. 

_. /op-     §1864.  (1855.)  (1815.)  Proceedings  to  confine  him  at  instance  of  third  per- 

V~~        Act  <^i838,  son.     [When  there  is  no  guardian  for  an  insane  person,  or  the  guardian 
.  v  e*"§)PXcts"  of on  n°£ice  refuses  or  fails  to  confine  his  ward,  and  any  person  shall  make 

*"*SrJ""  1866,  p.  22.  oath  that  such  insane  person,  for  public  safety  or  other  good  and  suffi- 
/^^5"<^^,^?rcient  reason,  should  not  longer  be  left  at  large,  the  Ordinary  before  whom 
rfsfc  jf$ ,  said  oath  is  made,  shall  issue  a  warrant,  as  in  criminal  cases,  for  the  ar- 
'  rest  of  such  insane  person,  to  bring  him  before  him  on  a  day  specified; 

and  said  Ordinary,  on  an  investigation  of  the  facts,  may  commit  such 
insane  person,  to  the  Lunatic  Asylum,  and  if  necessary,  cause  him  to  be 
temporarily  committed  to  jail  until  he  can  be  removed  to  the  asylum ; 
and  the  expense  of  such  confinement  and  the  proceedings  shall  be  paid 
out  of  the  estate  of  such  insane  person,  if  any,  and  if  not,  out  of  the 

Acts  of  1878  county  funds.]  (a.)  The  fees  of  the  Ordinaries  of  the  several  coun- 
-9,  p.  77.  ̂ eg  0£  ̂ g  gtate  for  making  out  commissions  of  lunacy,  and  all  other services  connected  therewith,  shall  be  five  dollars,  and  no  more ;  and 

the  fees  of  Sheriffs  and  bailiffs  for  summoning  juries,  and  other  servi- 
ces connected  with  the  trial  of  cases  of  lunacy,  shall  be  three  dollars, 

and  no  more. 

§1864.  (a.)  Expenses  of  proceedings,  how  paid.     It  shall  be  the  duty  of 
Acts  of  1880  each  Ordinary  of  this  State  to  draw  his  warrant  upon  the  treasurer  of 

~  '  p*      '    his  county  for  such  sum  or  sums  as  shall  be  actually  necessar}^  or  requi- site to  defray  the  expenses  of  trying  every  commission  of  lunacy,  and 
of  carrying  or  conveying  such  insane  person  from  such  county  to  the 
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State  Lunatic  Asylum,  when  such  insane  person  shall  be  lawfully  com- 
mitted to  such  asylum  :  Provided,  that  no  money  shall  be  drawn  from 

the  county  treasury  for  the  purposes  herein  set  forth,  where  the  estate 
of  such  insane  person  is  sufficient  to  defray  such  expenses. 

General  Note  on  Article  II. — Proof  of  insanity  by  opinion  of  physicians  in  a  will 
case  :  6  Ga.,  324.  Not  proved  by  the  reputation  of  the  neighborhood:  6  Ga.,  287.  Not 
proved  by  the  opinions  of  ordinary  persons  unless  they  give  the  facts  on  which  they 
base  it:  7  Ga,,  484.  Inquisition  as  proof  of  lunacy  in  testator,  which  being  once  found 
presumed  to  continue  :  11  Ga.,  338,  When  the  finding  as  insane  is  not  conclusive:  23 
Ga.,  267.  Guardian  of  a  lunatic  may  bring  trover  in  his  own  name  as  guardian  for 
property  belonging  to  his  ward  which  has  been  converted  since  his  appointment:  21 
Ga.,447.  Appointment  of  an  inquisition  conclusive  when:  2lGa.,447.  Judgment  against 
lunatics  not  void  but  voidable  :  23  Ga.,  168.  Ordinary  should  first  ascertain  the  habits 
of  one  he  appoints  guardian  of  a  lunatic  or  idiot:  44  Ga.,  485.  Evidence  of  insanity, 
reasons  for  opinions,  declarations  of  testator  when  not  admitted:  59  Ga.,  675. 

General  Note  on  Article  II. — Drunkards,  torts  of:  Cooley  Torts,  114,  515, 
Contracts  of:  See  note  to  $2737.  Lunatics,  torts  of:  Cooley  Torts,  99-103,515.  Con- 

tracts: See  notes  to  $2735;  29  Am.  D,,  38,  n.  Guardian,  when  liable  to  credtiorsc  29 
Am.  D.,  467.     Submission  by,  to  arbitration:  30  Am.  D.,  622. 

ARTICLE  III. 

FOREIGN     GUARDIANS.*     /^T  ̂  
Section. 

1868.  Receipt 
1869.  Enforcing  order. 
1870.  Removal  of  guardian  and  ward,  etc 

Section, 
1865.  Foreign  guardian  may  recover,  etc 
1866.  Order  oi  Ordinary. 
1867.  Discretion  of  Ordinary. 

§1865.  (1856.)  (1834.)  Foreign  guardian  may  recover  property,  etc.  When  Act  of  1837, 

a  minor,  idiot,  lunatic  or  insane  person  resides  in  another  State,  and  by  a'c?oM850 
any  reason  is  entitled  to  property  in  the  hands  of  any  executor,  admin-  c.  p.  341. 

istrator,  trustee  or  guardian  within  this  State,  and  there  is  no  sufficient 4fp°i4685> 
reason  why  such  property  should  not  be  transferred  to  a  guardian  ap- 

pointed under  the  laws  of  such  other  State,  the  same  may  be  done  in  the 
following  manner: 

1.  The  foreign  guardian  shall  give  bond  (with  good  security)  to  the 
proper  authority  in  his  own  State  for  the  faithful  execution  of  such 
guardianship,  in  double  the  amount  of  the  value  of  the  property  in  this 
State,  over  and  above  the  sum  in  which  he  may  be  bound  for  the  guar- 

dianship of  property  then  in  that  State. 
2.  He  shall  produce  to  the  Ordinary,  to  whose  Court  such  executor, 

administrator,  trustee  or  guardian  is  bound  to  make  returns,  an  exem- 
plification, authenticated  as  required  by  the  Act  of  Congress,  showing 

that  he  has  complied  with  the  above  condition,  and  having  also  the 
certificate  of  the  proper  officer  as  to  the  sufficiency  of  the  security  to  his 
bond. 

3.  He  shall  give  twenty  days'  notice  to  such  executor,  administrator, 
trustee  or  guardian  of  such  intended  application. 

§1866.  (1857.)  (1835.)  Order  of  Ordinary.  Upon  compliance  with  these  Act  of  1837, 

conditions,  the  Ordinary  may  order  a  transfer  of  all  such  ward's  estate  J^^om 
to  the  foreign  guardian,  and  may  order  the  sale  of  any  real  estate,  if -2,  p.  102" necessary  for  settlement  with  such  foreign  guardian.     If  there  exists 
any  reason  why  such  estate,  or  any  portion  of  it,  should  not  be  removed 
from  this  State,  the  Ordinary  may  hear  any  one  interested  in  the  ques- 

tion, and  refuse  the  order  in  his  discretion. 
§1867.  (1858.)  (1836.)    Discretion  of  Ordinary.     The  exemplification  Acts  of  is»i 

and  certificate  produced  by  the  foreign  guardian  shall  not  be  conclu-  ~2>  p*  102> 
sive,  but  the  Court  may  hear  evidence  as  to  the  fitness  and  competency 
of  the  guardian  for  his  trust,  or  the  sufficiency  of  his  securitj^,  or  any 

*Does  not  g2618  apply  to  foreign  guardians?  The  term  "  guardian  "  is  found  in  the  statute  from which  that  section  is  derived. 
28 
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other  matter  or  thing  going  to  show  the  impropriety  of  granting  the 
order  asked  for,  and  in  his  discretion  the  Ordinary  may  refuse  such 
order. 

§1868.  (1859.)  (1837.)  Receipt.  The  receipt  of  the  foreign  guardian 
under  such  order  shall  be  a  sufficient  voucher  for  the  trustee  in 
Georgia. 

§1869.  (1860.)  (1838.)  Enforcing  order.     The  Court  may  enforce  such 
Act  of  1837,  order  in  the  same  manner  as  provided  in  cases  of  settlements  made 
a.  p.  330.     with  guardians,  and  the  foreign  guardian,  after  such  order,  may  sue  for 

the  property  of  his  ward  in  the  possession  of  any  person  in  any  Court 
of  law  or  equity  in  this  State. 

§1870.  (1861.)  (1839.)  Removal  of  guardian  and  ward,  etc.  If  any 
guardian  appointed  in  this  State  shall  desire  to  remove  to  another  State 
and  carry  his  ward  with  him,  before  removing  the  person  or  property 
of  his  ward,  he  shall,  in  the  proper  Court  of  his  intended  domicile,  first 
comply  with  all  the  conditions  required  in  the  preceding  sections  of  a 
foreign  guardian,  and  obtain  the  order  of  the  Ordinary  consenting  to 
such  removal. 

General  Note  on  Article  III. — A  non-resident  guardian  may  sue  in  the  Courts  of 
this  State  :  25  Ga.,  58.  But  cannot  sue  when  both  ward  and  guardian  econie  residents 
of  this  State,  his  foreign  letters  of  guardianship  thereby  abating:  26  Ga.,  537.  When 
a  foreign  guardian  may  bring  a  bill  in  equity  here  to  recover  expenses,  and  for  the 
having  suitable  sums  placed  in  Court  for  them:  23  Ga.,  489. 

General  Note  on  Foreign  Guardians. — 22  Am.  D.,  655;  23/569;  12  Am.  R.,  106; 
Eorer  Inter-State  Law,  266-8. 

General  Note  on  Chapter  III. — Ad  litem,  when  husband  could  not  be  a  substitute 
for  :  59  Ga.,  730.  Order  appointing  one  for  a  minor  placed  upon  the  minutes  nunc  pro 

tunc:  27  Ga.,  555.  Infant  should  appear  by:  13  Ga.,  467.  Agent,  guardian's  agent 
had  authority  under  Act  of  December  11,  1862,  to  receive  Confederate  interest-bearing 
notes  for  a  debt  due  the  ward:  56  Ga.,  410.  Compromise,  Courts  will  favor  family 
compromise  of  even  doubtful  rights  when  fairly  made  :  12  Ga.,  121.  Property  surren- 

dered under  terms  to  guardian  cannot  be  recovered  back  in  trover  by  the  ward  :  12  Ga., 
121.  Where  no  compromise  by  the  guardian  with  minor  ward  marrying  after  the  Act 
of  1866,  especially  if  done  while  suit  pending  against  the  guardian  for  the  ward  and  no 
order  of  Court  for  such  settlement:  48  Ga.,  560.  Confederate  money,  order  to  in- 

vest in:  54Ga.,605;  59/213.  Loaning  out  Confederate  money  without  order  of  Court 
since  the  Code  renders  the  guardian  liable  :  39  Ga.,  96.  Order  of  Court  on  7  th  of  March, 
1864,  to  invest  in  Confederate  securities  and  the  guardian  doing  so  is  protected  :  54  Ga., 
605.  Burden  of  proof  on  the  guardian  to  show  how  the  funds  went  into  Confederate 

money:  52  Ga.,  600;  59/213.  Prior  to  1863  guardian  could  lend  the  ward's  money, 
and  through  his  agent  receive  Confederate  interest-bearing  notes  in  payment :  56  Ga., 
410,  Contract,  between  guardian  and  ward  for  the  latter  to  settle  property  on  their 
illegitimate  child  is  not  per  se  void  :  28  Ga.,  136.  Guardian  cannot  borrow  money  for 
the  ward  or  make  any  other  contract  than  is  especially  allowed  by  law,  that  would 

bind  ward's  property :  59  Ga.,  637.  When  there  would  have  been  a  novation  of  the 
contract  and  evidence  wrongfully  ruled  :  41  Ga.,  579,  580.  Corpus  of  ward's  property 
encroached  on  only  by  order  of  the  Ordinary  :  55  Ga.,  92-93  59/795.  Debts,  on  a  bill 
by  the  ward  to  recover  a  trust  fund  from  a  former  guardian,  he  may  show  that  it  was 
contracted  before,  but  paid  off  after  his  dismission  :  1  Ga.,  475.  Mother  as  guardian  by 
nature  can  not  fraudulently  discharge  a  mortgage  debt  as  against  the  cestui  que  trust: 

6  Ga.,  401.  Diligence,  to  excuse  guardian  from  loss  such  diligence  as  is  used  in  one's 
own  business  is  required  generally,  but  here  the  guardian  was  circumscribed  by  the  terms 
of  the  will :  42  Ga.,  135.  Election,  ward  may  have  between  the  fund  and  the  land  when  : 
48  Ga.,  554,560.  Estoppel,  party  estopped  from  denying  his  guardianship  in  a  case  where 
he  contracts  as  such,  and  leads  others  to  so  believe  and  act  with  reference  to :  14  Ga.,  185. 

Person  acting  without  notice  on  an  irregular  decree  made  for  the  minor's  benefit,  are 
protected:  53  Ga.,  514.  Wards  not  estopped  by  the  act  of  the  guardian  where  their 
guardian  receipts  the  administrator  for  their  portion  wrongfully:  46  Ga.,  101.  Rail- 

road in  a  suit  by  the  guardian  for  dividends  due  the  ward  cannot  plead  payment  to 

another  not  authorized  to  receive  it:  46  Ga.,  538.  Unproductive  suit  on  a  guardian's 
bond  does  not  estop  the  ward  from  recovering  property  from  athird  party,  with  notice: 
55  Ga.,  21.  Expenses  and  disbursements  by  guardian  for  ward  where  reasonable 
and  suited  to  the  ward's  circumstances  are  allowed:  55  Ga.,  90.  Ordinary's  approval  of 
the  returns  of  the  guardian  showing  on  their  face  that  expenses  exceeded  the  income, 
gives  consent  of  expenditure  of  more  than  the  annual  profits:  61  Ga.,  452.  Guardian 
where  the  executor  and  not  the  guardian  must  sue  to  recover  property  for  the  ward  :  20 
Ga.,  783.  Where  in  case  of  an  executed  trust  the  guardian's  right  to  property  was  su- 

perior to  that  of  the  trustee  :  26  Ga.,  148  ;  32/264.  Who  charges  himself  with  amounts 
received  from  himself  as  administrator,  as  cash  cannot  plead  in  action  against    him  as 
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guardian  that  in  fact  it  consisted  of  notes :  57  Ga.,  226.  Habits,  character,  etc.,  of  ap- 
plicant for  guardianship  to  be  inquired  into  :  44  Ga.,  485.  Nearest  kin  by  blood  pre- 
ferred: 44  Ga.,  488.  What  must  be  done  to  carry  out  the  choice  of  the  ward  in  select- 

ing a  guardian  after  he  becomes  fourteen  years  of  age:  50  Ga.,  332.  Homestead  of 
minors  by  their  guardian  and  injunction  by  the  guardian  to  prevent  the  sale  of,  sus- 

tained :  47  Ga.,  668-670-1.  Guardian  of  one  minor  is  the  head  of  a  family  and  entitled 
to  a  homestead :  59  Ga.,  629.  Guardian  fraudulently  taking  a  homestead  for  himself  in 
the  property  of  the  ward  does  not  thereby  render  himself  liable  to  an  attachment:  58 
Ga.,  72.  Implied  trust  when  the  guardian  wrongfully  purchases  property  with  the 
funds  of  the  ward,  it  can  be  recovered  back  by  ward  in  Court  of  law:  46  Ga.,  284. 
When  the  claim  of  the  ward  is  superior  to  a  judgment  against  the  guardian  where  he 

wrongfully  appropriates  the  ward's  effects  :  54  Ga.,  691.  On  wrongful  appropriation  of 
ward's  property  he  can  by  next  friend  elect  to  take  either  the  fund  or  the  property :  48 
Ga.,  554.  Interest,  when  compound  interest  against  the  guardian  allowed :  45  Ga., 
520-525.  As  to  compounding  interest  against  an  administrator  or  trustee  :  59  Ga.,  582. 
Guardian  qualifying  in  1860  not  affected  by  temporary  legislation  on  compounding  in- 

terest during  the  war :  61  Ga.,  554.  Jurisdiction  of  the  Ordinary  over  guardians  not  ap- 
pointed by  him  not  waived  by  acknowledgment  of  the  service  of  citation  :  48  Ga.,  491. 

Lands,  investments  of  ward's  money  in,  by  order  of  the  Court  must  be  done  in  good 
faith  :  32  Ga.,  266.  WThere  decree  of  Court  could  not  be  said  to  estop  minors  as  to  sale 
of  their  land :  59  Ga.,  730.  Sale  of  with  private  contract  with  guardian  as  to  price  at  a 
future  public  sale  is  contrary  to  public  policy  :  56  Ga.,  40.  Ordinary  must  order  sale  of 
minor's  realty  generally  in  relation  to  administrators,  and  same  rule  as  to  guardians : 
60  Ga.,  399-677.  Limitations  of  suit  on  guardian's  bond  is  the  same  as  in  relation  to 
sealed  instruments:  10  Ga.,  66.  Act  of  1869  when  it  does  not  apply  to  guardians:  45 
Ga.,  478.  How  applicable  to  administrators:  57  Ga.,  459-467.  Marriage  of  guardian 
with  ward,  to  recover  against  the  husband  for  her  contracts  for  necessaries  du>u  sola,  she 
must  be  joined  in  the  suit :  13  Ga  ,  467.  Natural  guardian,  mother  as,  has  no  control 
over  the  estate  of  her  minor  children  :  6  Ga..  401.  Father  is  the  natural  guardian  of 
his  child  born  in  lawful  wedlock,  and  as  such  entitled  to  the  custody  and  control :  33 
Ga.,  195.  Necessaries,  guardian  has  the  same  right  to  judge  of  for  ward  as  a  father 
for  his  child :  11  Ga.,  607.  Notes,  assignment  of,  by  guardian  to  purchaser  gives  good 
title :  33  Ga.,  372.  A  note  given  by  a  guardian  individually  cannot  bind  his  ward's  es- 

tate: 39  Ga..  130-133.  When  the  individual  note  of  guardian  was  taken  in  settlement 
by  husband  and  wife  it  is  a  novation  of  the  contract  and  destroys  its  original  fiduciary 
character:  45  Ga.,  489-493.  Novation,  when  the  guardian  receipts  for  his  own  debt 
due  the  estate  as  part  of  the  ward's  share  it  is  a  new  contract :  41  Ga.,  580.  When  tak- 

ing new  notes  and  security  is  not  a  novation  :  45  Ga.,  356.  When  a  note  is  a  novation 
of  a  contract:  45  Ga.,  489.  Payment  to  natural  guardian  who  has  given  no  bond  is  no 
protection:  46  Ga.,  538-543.  Such  money  wrongfully  paid  can  be  recovered  back :  46 
Ga.,  557.  Removal,  what  not  sufficient  cause  for,  his  religious  opinions  or  the  want  of 
any  not  sufficient  reason  :  41  Ga.,  183.  After  the  ward  arrives  at  the  age  of  fourteen 
years:  48  Ga.,  491.  Rent,  rule  as  to  charging  for  against  guardian,  he  should  be  allowed 
for  the  value  of  improvement,  etc. :  29  Ga.,  82.  Receipt,  for  money,  when  novation 
of  the  original  contract :  41  Ga.,  579.  Whether  the  receipt  was  in  full  was  a  question 
for  the  jury:  27  Ga.,  78.  Residence,  Ordinary  cannot  appoint  guardian  for  infant 
who  resides  out  of  the  county  :  15  Ga.,  414 :  25/612.  Ward  may  determine  his  residence 
after  he  arrives  at  years  of  discretion  :  18  Ga.,  5.  Person  or  property  of  the  ward  must 
be  in  the  county  to  give  the  Ordinary  thereof  jurisdiction  :  7  Ga.,  362-364.  Guardian 
estopped  when,  from  saying  the  ward  did  not  live  in  the  county  where  the  Court  was 
that  appointed  him  :  25  Ga.,  696.  Returns,  of  guardians  only  prima  facie  evidence, 
and  may  be  explained  by  parol:  45  Ga.,  520;  59/213.  When  the  returns  as  adminis- 

trator are  not  admissable  to  charge  him  as  guardian :  59  Ga.,  213.  May  be  explained 
by  parol  evidence:  59  Ga.,  228.  Sales  judicial,  purchaser  of  property  sold  at  guardi- 

an's sale  without  warranty  or  fraud  takes  it  with  such  title  as  the  guardian  could  con- 
vey :  62  Ga.,  591.  Sale  of  ward's  property  void  unless  by  order  of  the  Ordinary  :  60  Ga., 

403,  677.  Of  railroad  stock  by  foreign  guardian  if  authorized:  53  Ga.,  514.  Settle- 
ment, by  guardians  with  administrator  attacked  by  the  ward,  and  if  not  full  and  with- 

out fraud  acquiesced  in  does  not  bind  the  ward:  27  Ga.,  78.  Application  for  partial 
adjustment  and  turning  over  of  property  in  kind  by  the  ward  of  the  guardian's 
executors  within  the  twelve  months  after  their  qualification  rightfully  refused :  34  Ga., 
395.  Between  guardian  and  ward,  the  guardian  may  show  all  reasonable  disbursements 
and  expenses;  55  Ga.,  90.  Ward  concluded  if  made  with  full  knowledge,  otherwise 
not :  59  Ga.,  793.  As  to  settlements  generally  with  wards  by  guardians  :  45  Ga.,  489 ; 
52/15  ;  55/89;  56/304;  58/70;  59/529,  793;  61/137.  Husband  of  female  ward  may  after 
his  marriage  confirm  guardian's  acts  :  20  Ga.,  7.  Solicitor,  acts  of  do  not  bind  the 
ward  where  he  in  truth  is  not  his  solicitor,  and  obtains  a  decree  tainted  by  fraud  :  26 

Ga.,  547.  Surety,  discharge  of  on  guardian's  bond  obtained  only  on  petition  and  after 
citing  guardian  to  appear  and  show  cause  :  56  Ga.,  304.  Tax  returns,  by  guardian  ev- 

idence of  assets  to  charge  his  sureties  in  action  against  them  on  the  bond. :  56  Ga.,  304. 

"Will,  when  the  guardian  by  acts  of  kindness  is  charged  with  procuring  his  ward  to make  a  will  in  his  favor  by  any  undue  influence,  it  should  be  seen  to  that  these  confi- 
dential relations  are  not  abused :  21  Ga.,  552,  576.  Testamentary  guardian  cannot  by 

will  transfer  the  custody  of  his  ward  to  another:  33  Ga.,  195.  Ward,  reaching  ma- 
jority during  pendency  of  suit,  may  be  made  a  party  in  place  of  the  guardian :  25  Ga., 

58.  At  fourteen  has  right  of  choice  of  guardian,  and  as  to  judicious  selection  :  50  Ga., 
332-3. 
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CHAPTER  IV. 

MASTER     ANDSERVANT 

Article  1. — Indented  Servants  and  Apprentices, 
Article  2. — Laborers  in  Factories. 

ARTICLE  I. 

INDENTED  servants  and  apprentices. 

Section. 
1871.  Indenture  of  service. 
1872.  Right  of  master. 
1873.  Evidence  of  indenture. 
1874.  Right  of  servant. 
1875.  Minors  bound  by  parent. 
1876.  By  County  Judge  or  Ordinary. 
1877.  Mode  of  indenture. 

Section. 
1878.  Where  filed  and  recordedo 
1879:  Minor  need  not  sign. 
1880.  Duties  of  master. 
1881.  Controversies,  where  tried. 
1882.  Relation,  how  dissolved. 
188  ;.  Allowance  to  apprentice. 
1884.  Master's  right  of  action. 

§1871.  (1862.)  (1840.)  Indenture  service.  Any  person  of  full  age  may 
Ka)  Acts  of  bind  himself  for  a  valuable  consideration  to  any  citizen  of  this  State 
H866,  p.  8.  for  a  limited  number  of  years,  not  exceeding  five  :  [provided,  the  con- 

tract of  apprenticeship  shall  be  in  duplicate,  and  witnessed  in  the 
same  manner  as  deeds ;  the  original  shall  be  kept  by  the  master,  and 
the  duplicate  shall  be  filed  and  recorded  either  in  the  office  of  the 

Judge  of  the  County  Court  or  in  the  Ordinary's  office,  (a.) 
Action  in  the  Superior  Court  for  breach  of  indenture  of  apprenticeship:  51  Ga.,  494. 

Where  the  terms  of  the  law  were  not  strictly  complied  with  and  the  party  illegally  held 
as  an  apprentice  :  54  Ga.,  159-160.  Cannot  apprentice  an  illegitimate  child  where  the 
mother  resides  in  the  county:  36  Ga.,  440.  The  Ordinary  can  apprentice  colored  chil- 

dren when  they  reside  in,  but  their  parents  out  of  the  county  ;  36  Ga.,  236.  Proceed- 
ings did  not  sufficiently  conform  to  the  law  :  54  Ga.,  160.  Where  the  Ordinary  did  not 

have  the  power  to  apprentice  a  colored  child  :  35  Ga.,  236. 

§1872.  (1863.)  (1841.)  Right  of  master.  The  master  shall  be  entitled 
§4500.  to  his  reasonable  labor  under  his  direction,  and  shall  have  a  right  of 

action  against  any  other  person  who,  with  notice,  shall  employ  such 
servant.  If  the  indented  servant  shall  have  been  imported  by  the 
master,  he  shall  recover  damages  at  least  equal  to  double  the  amount 
per  month  for  which  such  indented  person  contracted  to  serve. 

§1873.  Evidence  of  indenture.     [The  attestation  of  any  consul  of  the 
(a)  Acts  of  United  States  shall  be  evidence  of  the  execution  of  the  articles  of  in- 
1860,  p.  n.  denture  of  apprenticeship  or  contract  of  service  of  such  imported  ser- 

vant.]    (a.) 
§1874.  (1864.)  (1842.)  Rights  of  servants.      Such  indented  person  is 

entitled  to  maintenance,  protection,  and  humane  treatment;  and  upon 
proof  to  the  Court  in  which  the  contract  was  filed  and  recorded  that  he 
is  denied  either  of  them,  or  the  consideration  of  his  indenture,  the  Court 
shall  pass  an  order  declaring  the  indenture  revoked  and  annulled. 

§1875.  (1865.)  (1843.)  Parents  may  bind  out  minor  children.     [All  mi- 
(a)  Acts  of  nors  may,  by  whichever  parent  has  the  legal  control  of  them,  be  bound 

1865-6,  p.  6.  ou£  ag  apprentices  to  any  respectable  person  until  they  attain  the  age 
of  twenty-one  years,  or  for  a  shorter  period],  (a.) 

Woods'  Master  and  S.,  §42. 

§1876.  (1866.)  Ordinary  may  bind  out  in  certain  cases.  [It  shall  be  the 
dut}^  of  the  Judge  of  the  County  Court,  or  the  Ordinary,  to  bind  out  in 
like  manner  all  minors  whose  parents  are  dead,  or  whose  parents  reside 
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out  of  the  county,  the  profits  of  whose  estates  are  insufficient  for  their  a»  Acts  of 

support  and  maintenance ;  also,  all  minors  whose  parents,  from  age,  in-J  7  $  pp' 

firmity,  or  poverty,  are  unable  to  support  them:]  (b.)   Provided,  before  ' the  Judge  of  the  County  Court  or  Ordinary  shall  bind  out  any  such  p.  19, 
minor,  (enumerated  in  section  1876,  Code,)  such  Judge  or  Ordinary  shall  „1825 
give  fifteen  days'  notice,  by  a  plainly  written  citation,  calling  upon  all 
persons  interested,  to  show  cause  why  such  minor  should  not  be  bound 
out,  and  specifying  the  time  and  place  when  he  will  pass  upon  the  same 
one  of  which  citations  shall  be  posted  on  the  Court  House  door  of  the 
county,  and  the  other  at  some  public  place  in  the  militia  district  in 
which  said  minor  may  then  be,  and  shall  also  cause  copies  of  said  cita- 

tion to  be  served  upon  the  next  of  kin  of  said  minor,  if  any  be  found  in 
said  county,  at  least  ten  days  before  the  hearing,  and  if  no  next  of  kin 
are  found  in  the  county,  then  the  citation  to  be  published  once  a  week, 
for  four  weeks,  in  the  paper  in  which  the  legal  advertisements  are  pub- 

lished ;  and  in  all  such  cases  the  Judge  or  Ordinary  shall  appoint  for 
such  minor  a  guardian  ad  litem  before   binding  him  or  her  out,  which 
guardian  ad  litem  shall  not  be  the  applicant  nor  any  relation  of  his.    After 
a  full  hearing  such  Judge  or  Ordinary  may  bind  out  such  minor  or  mi- 

nors, if  no  blood  kin  of  said  minor  or  minors  appear,  who  are  willing 
and  competent  to  undertake  his  support  and  maintenance,  and  if  no 
other  good  cause  to  the  contrary  be  shown  by  such  guardian  ad  litem, 
or  any  other  person. 

§1877.  (1867.)  Indentures,  how  made,  witnessed  and  kept.  [Indentures  (c)  Acts  of 

of  apprenticeship  shall  be  made  in  duplicate,  and  witnessed  in  the  J8^'  pp' 
same  manner  as  deeds,  the  original  of  which  shall  be  kept  by  the  mas-  '  « ter.]  (c.) 

Where  there  was  no  indenture  in  duplicate  :  54  Ga.,  160. 

When  executed  by  firm,  both  partners  must  sign  :  Woods'  M.  and  S.,  §56. 

§1878.  (1868.)  Duplicates  must  be  filed  and  recorded.  [The  duplicates  (d>  Acts  of 

shall  be  filed  and  recorded  either  in  the  office  of  the  Judge  of  thej8675"g'  pp- 
County  Court,  or  in  the  Ordinary's  office.]  (d.) 

§1879.  (1869.)  Minor  need  not  sign.  [It  shall  not  be  necessary  for  the  (e)  Acts  of 

apprentice  to  sign  the  indenture  of  apprenticeship.]  (e.)  68"5~f'  pp' 
§1880.  (1870.)  Master's  duty.     [It  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  master  to  ' " 

teach  the  apprentice  the  business  of  husbandry,  house  service,  or  some  (f,  Acts  of 
other  useful  trade  or  occupation,  which  shall  be  specified  in  the  instru-  J8fiM'   pp- 
ment  of  apprenticeship  ;  shall  furnish  him  with  protection,  wholesome  ' 
food,  suitable  clothing,   and  necessary  medicine  and  medical  atten- 

dance ;  shall  teach  him   habits  of  industry,   honesty,   and  morality ; 
shall  cause  him  to  be  taught  to  read  English;  and  shall  govern  him 
with  humanity,  using  only  the  same  degree  of  force  to  compel  his  obe- 

dience as  a  father  may  use  with  his  minor  child.]  (f.) 
Referring  to  this  provision  :  54  Ga.,  160. 

Wood's  M.  and  S.,  $49.     Right  of  master  to  earnings  of  apprentice  :  Woods'  M.  and a,  gso. 
§1881.  (1871.)  Jurisdiction  over  dispute.  [In  all  controversies  between  (&)  Acts  of 

a  master  and  his  apprentice,  pending  the  existence  of  the  relation,  the 1865"6,  p" 6- 
Judge  of  the  County  Court,  or  the  Ordinary,  may  exercise  jurisdiction, 
and  on  complaint  of  either  party,  and  notice  to  the  other,  may#  cause 
justice  to  be  done  in  a  summary  manner.  If  the  master  be  in  default, 
he  shall  be  fined,  at  the  discretion  of  the  Court,  not  exceeding  fifty  dol- 

lars; and  if  the  apprentice,  the  Court  may  order  such  correction  as 
the  circumstances  may  demand,  not  extending  to  cruelty.]  (a.) 

Superior  Court  has  concurrent  jurisdiction  :  51  Ga.,  494. 

§1882.  (1872.)  Relation,  how  dissolved  or  changed.     [By  consent  of  the 
parties,  the  Judge  of  the  County  Court,  or  the  Ordinary  may  dissolve 
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(b)  Acts  of  the  relation  at  any  time ;  and  on  the  death  of  the  master,  the  said 

6S  75  I'  PP'  Judge,  or  Ordinary,  may  either  dissolve  it,  or  substitute  in  place  of  the 
deceased  his  legal  representative,  or  some  member  of  his  family ;  in 
which  event,  the  person  substituted,  by  filing  a  written  acceptance, 
shall  thenceforth  have  all  the  rights,  and  be  bound  for  all  the  duties  of, 
the  original  master.  Dissolution  by  consent,  or  for  the  death  of  the 
master,  shall  be  subject  to  the  sound  discretion  of  the  Judge  of  the 
County  Court,  or  of  the  Ordinary,  as  aslo  shall  be  the  selection  of  a  suc- 

cessor to  the  master  as  above  mentioned;  but  if  no  successor  be  desig- 
nated, and  his  acceptance  filed  within  three  months  after  the  death  of 

the  master,  then  the  relation  shall  no  longer  exist.  The  Judge  of  the 
County  Court,  or  the  Ordinary,  may  also  dissolve  the  relation,  at  the 
instance  of  the  master,  for  gross  misconduct  in  the  apprentice ;  or  at 
the  instance  of  the  apprentice,  or  any  friend  of  his,  for  cruelty  in  the 
master,  or  for  failure  to  furnish  food,  clothing,  medicine,  or  medical  at- 

tendance, or  for  jeopard}7,  of  the  good  morals  of  the  apprentice,  by  reason 
of  the  master's  depraved  conduct.]  (b.) 

Woods'  M.  and  S.,  §61. 

§188%.  (1873.)  Allowance  at  the  expiration  of  service.  [To  the  master 

Acts  of  1865  shall  belong  the  proceeds  of  the  apprentice's  labor ;  but  at  the  expira- 
-6,  pp.  6,7,8.  tion  of  his  term  of  service  a  faithful  apprentice  shall  be  entitled  to  a 

small  allowance  from  the  master  with  which  to  begin  life;  the  amount 

to  be  left  in  the  first  instance,  to  the  master's  generosity.  If  the  master 
offer  less  than  one  hundred  dollars  the  apprentice  may  decline  it,  and 
cite  the  master  before  the  Judge  of  the  County  Court,  or  the.  Ordinary ; 
and  after  hearing  both  parties  and  their  witnesses,  if  any,  the  said 
Judge,  or  the  Ordinary,  shall  fix  the  sum  to  be  paid,  increasing  or  di- 

minishing the  amount  offered,  according  to  the  merits  of  the  appren- 
tice, the  means  of  the  master,  and  the  length  and  fidelity  of  the  ser- 

vice. 

§1884.  (1874.)  (1846.)  Right  of  action  against  person  employing  appren- 
(a)  Acts  of  tice.     [The  master  shall  have  a  right  of  action  against  any  person  em- 

6*7^'  pp'   ploying  his  apprentice  with  notice  of  the  fact,  and  the  damages  recov- 
ered shall  not  be  less  than  twenty-five  dollars.]  (a.) 

Woods'  M.  and  S.,  §§230-240;  16  Am.  R.,  780;  22/485,  n;  24/471. 
General  Note  on  Master  and  Apprentice. — Master  cannot  remove  apprentice 

from  State:  Woods'  M.  and  S.,  §46.  Statutory  provisions  must  be  strictly  followed: 
Woods'  M.  and  S.,  §60.— Subject  treated :  Thompson's  Law  of  Farm,  §§312-327  ;  Woods' 
Master  and  Servant,  §§38-60. 

ARTICLE  II. 

LABORERS   IN    FACTORIES. 

Section.  j  Section. 
1885.  Hours  of  labor.  i  1886.  Corporeal  punishment. 

/$3<         §1885.  (1875.)  (1847.)  Hours  of  labor.     The  hours  of  labor  by  all  per- 
Acts  of  1853  sons  under  twenty-one  years  of  age,  in  all  cotton,  woolen,  or  other 

-4,  p.  37.      manufacturing  establishments,  or  machine  shops  in  this  State,  shall  be 
from  sunrise  untill  sunset,  the  usual  and  customary  times  for  meals 

being  allowed  from  the  same ;  and  any  contract  made  with  such  per- 
sons or  their  parents,  guardians,  or  others,  whereby  a  longer  time  for 

labor  is  agreed  upon  or  provided  for,  shall  be  null  and  void,  so  far  as 
relates  to  the  enforcement  of  said  contracts  against  such  laborers. 

4  0.,  400.   . 

§1886.  (1876.)  (1848.)  Corporeal  punishment.    No  boss  or  other  superior 
in  such  establishments  shall  inflict  corporeal  punishment  upon  such 
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minor  laborers;  and  the  owners  of  such  factory  or  machine  shop  shall 
be  directly  liable  for  all  such  conduct  on  the  part  of  their  employees; 
and  such  minor  may  sue  in  his  own  name  for  damages  for  such  con- 

duct, and  the  recovery  shall  be  his  own  property,  and  not  belong  to  his 
parents. 

General  Note  on  Chapter  IV. — When  contract  that  employer  is  to  pay  physician's 
bill  for  employee  is  not  implied  :  29  Ga.,  399.  Servants  of  a  corporation  may  render  it 
liable  to  an  action  for  a  trespass:  40  Ga.,  479.  Can  recover  damages  from  parties  entic- 

ing servants  from  their  employment  knowingly:  43  Ga.,  331.  Can  recover  damages 
for  such  enticing,  although  there  is  no  written  contract  with  them,  it  being  sufficient 
that  they  were  at  work:  43  Ga.,  601.  Where  articles  of  apprenticeship  are  void,  when 
signed  by  the  mother  only,  she  having  yielded  up  control  of  the  child  to  the  father  :  45 
Ga.,  558.  When  not  entitled  to  damages  for  intermeddling  with  servants:  46  Ga.,  578. 
As  to  the  measure  of  damages  and  when  there  was  no  enticing  away  of  servants :  47 
Ga.,  311.  Who  are  servants  and  an  action  for  employing  servants  of  another  demurra- 

ble, they  having  never  entered  on  the  service:  49  Ga.,  580.  Measure  of  damages  for 
servants  wrongfully  discharged  is  full  pay  at  contract  rate  :  61  Ga.,  482.  Not  a  servant 
where  merely  sells  wood  to  proprietor  of  a  mill  at  so  much  a  cord:  50  Ga.,  92.  The 
provisions  of  apprenticeship  construed  strictly  and  any  irregularity  vitiates:  54  Ga., 
160.  Action  to  recover  wages  by  a  discharged  servant,  as  to  whether  his  conduct  au- 

thorized his  discharge  is  for  the  jury  to  determine  :  58  Ga.,  156.  Articles  of  apprentice- 
ship do  not  expire  when  the  female  is  eighteen  years  of  age,  twenty-one  years  being 

the  age  of  legal  majority  :  65  Ga.,  400.  As  to  jury  determining  how  damages  should  be 
assessed  for  crushing  the  hand  by  a  railroad :  58  Ga.,  107.  Damages  against  a  city  by  a 
contractor  for  being  dismissed  from  service:  64  Ga.,  447.  There  are  three  remedies  for 
discharged  employee  or  servant:  First,  to  sue  for  the  injury  for  breach  of  contract; 
spcond,  wait  until  end  of  time  he  was  to  serve  and  sue  for  whole  amount  of  wages ; 
third,  sue  on  quantum  meruit  on  ground  the  contract  was  rescinded :  8  Ga.,  191 ;  21/157  ; 
56/497.  Damages  for  breach  of  contract  by  a  clerk  against  his  employer  for  refusing 
to  allow  him  to  enter  on  the  service:  54  Ga.,  266.  Employee  assuming  the  risks  of 
the  employment,  and  receiving  injury  on  another  railroad:  57  Ga.,  513. 

General  Note  on  Master  and  Servant. — Conspiracy  as  to  wages:  28  Am.  D.,  507- 
512,n.  What  combinations  lawful:  Woods'  M.  and  S.,  #241.  Contract  of  labor:  2 
Add.  Contr.,  #845  et  seq.  Of  hiring  :  Woods'  M.  and  S.,  #81  et  seq.  Services  rendered 
by  relatives  to  each  other;  when  gratuitous,  and  when  for  value:  Woods'  M.  and  S., 
##75-78.  Torts  to  servant :  See  note  to  #2960.  By  servant :  #2961. — Subject  treated  : 
Woods'  M.  andS. ;  Smith's  M.  and  S.  (L.  L.);  Reeves'  D.  R.,  482-537.  SchouL  Dom. 
Rel..  599-647;  Mayne  Damages,  ##264-283;  2  Add.  Contr.,  ##882-908;  Cooley  Torts, 
531-564,  and  notes  on  Principal  and  Agent. 

yff.  fey. <•-* 

<y&-/.  /.  /<*v.-~ /<^<Z, 
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TITLE  III. 

OF  RELATIONS  ARISING  FROM  OTHER  CONTRACTS, 

Chapter  1. — Of  Partnership. 
Chapter  2. — Of  Debtor  and  Creditor. 
Chapter  3. — Of  Bailments. 
Chapter  4. — Of  Principal  and  Sttrety* 
Chapter  5, — Of  Principal  and  Agent* 

CHAPTER  I. 

F     PARTNERSHIP. 

Article  1. — General  Principles. 

Article  2. — Rights  and  Liabilities  of  Partners  among  themselves. 
Article  3. — Rights  and  Liabilities  as  to  Third  Persons. 
Article  4. — Limited  Partnership. 

§3351. 

ARTICLE  I. 

GENERAL    PRINCIPLES. 

Section. 
1887.  How  created!. 
1888.  Extent  of  partnership. 
]  889.  Open  and  dormant  partner. 
1890.  What  constitutes  a  partnership. 
1891.  Time  of  commencement. 
1892.  Death  of  partner,  etc. 
1893.  Duration  and  dissolution, 

Section. 
1894.  How  it  is  dissolved. 
1895.  Notice  of  dissolution. 
18m.  Effect  of  dissolution. 
1897.  False  partner. 
1898.  Denial  by  defendant. 
1899.  Suits  by  and  against. 
1900.  Executory  bond. 

§1887.  (1877.)  (1889.)  How  created.  A  partnership  may  be  created 
either  by  written  or  parol  contract,  or  it  may  arise  from  a  joint  owner- 

ship, use  and  enjoyment  of  the  profits  of  undivided  property,  real  or  per- 
sonal. 

Partnership  implied  as  to  third  persons  where  they  hold  themselves  out  as  such  :  53 
Ga.,  98-107.  One  furnishing  the  capital  and  the  other  his  labor  and  as  to  interest :  50 
Ga.,  339-350.  Only  necessary  as  to  third  parties  that  he  hold  himself  out  as  a  partner, 
need  not  be  interested  in  the  profits  and  losses  :  55  Ga.,  116.  Section  cited :  54  Ga.,  488. 
Section  cited  and  in  property  consisting  of  real  estate  they  are  tenants  in  common :  57 
Ga.,  230;  61/679;  19/14. 

Contract  to  form,  not  specifically  enforced  in  equity:  18  Am.  E,.,  84.  Who  may  be 

partner:  Lindley  P.,  71.     Married  woman  :,  Wells'  Sep.  Prop.,  §§152-9. 

§1888.  (1878.)  (1890.)  Extent  of  partnership.  As  among  partners,  the 
extent  of  the  partnership  is  determined  by  the  contract  and  their  sev- 

eral interests.  As  to  third  persons,  all  are  liable  not  only  to  the  extent 
of  their  interest  in  the  partnership  property,  but  also  to  the  whole 
extent  of  their  separate  property. 

§1889.  (1879.)  (1891.)  Open  partner,  etc.  An  ostensible  partner  is  one 
whose  name  appears  to  the  world  as  such,  and  he  is  bound,  though  he 

have  no  interest  in  the  firm.    A  dormanta  or  secret  partner  is  one  whose 
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connection  with  the  firm  is  really  or  professedly  concealed  from  the 
world. 

As  to  dormant  partners:  47  Ga.,  218.  Liable  only  to  those  who  have  acted  on  the 
faith  of  the  appearance  :  29  Ga.,  285-287.  Dormant  partner  to  be  sued  where  the  surety 
or  indorser  gives  notice  to  do  so  :  3  Ga.,  523. 

"Liability  of:  5  Pet,,  529;  1  Add.  Contr.,  §105;  Story  P.,  §63;  Pars.  P.,  31,  62. 

§1890.  (1880.)  (1892.)  What  constitutes  a  partnership.  A  joint  inter- 
est in  the  partnership  property,  or  a  joint  interest  in  the  profits  and 

losses  of  the  business,  constitutes  a  partnership  as  to  third  persons. 
A  common  interest  in  profits  alone  does  not. 

"What  constitutes  a  partnership  as  to  a  single  venture  by  sharing  in  the  purchase, losses  and  profits  of  cotton  :  2  Ga,,  18.  Community  of  losses  and  profits,  share  of  net 
profits  renders  him  a  partner  as  to  third  parties  :  8  Ga.,  285-288.  Sharing  net  profits 
makes  them  partners  as  to  third  parties:  14  Ga.,  699;  33/243.  Admissions  of  interest, 
etc.,  proving  the  existence  of  the  partnership:  32  Ga.,  477.  Holding  themselves  out  to 
the  world  under  a  partnership  name  constitutes  them  partners:  35  Ga.,  234.  Rent  at 
the  rate  of  one-half  net  profits  of  a  business  made  them  partners:  37  Ga..  115.  Holding 
themselves  out  as  partners  renders  them  such  as  to  third  persons,  which  is  a  question 
of  fact  for  the  jury  to  determine  :  44  Ga.,  228.  Sayings  of  one  partner  as  evidence  of 
partnership  :  29  Ga.,  341.  There  need  be  no  firm  name  adopted  in  the  articles  of  part- 

nership, the  name  by  which  they  are  known  is  sufficient :  31  Ga.,  410.  If  joint  interest  in 
the. property  and  profits,  there  need  not  be  a  joint  interest  in  the  losses  to  constitute 
a  partnership:  36  Ga.,  332-344.  Where  the  landlord  is  to  furnish  land  and  stock,  and 
freedmen  work  the  same  ar*d  receive  one-half  of  the  crop,  this  does  not  constitute 
them  partners:  48  Ga,,  425;  42/226.  Farming  partnership,  where  each  partner  to  pay 
for  his  own  hands,  a  laborer  employed  and  knowing  this  provision  cannot  recover  from 
the  partnership:  54  Ga.,  29.  Net  profits  defined  and  as  to  interest:  50  Ga.,  350.  They 
were  partners  as  to  others  where  they  hold  themselves  out  as  such  whatever  may  have 
been  the  agreement  inter  se:  53  Ga.,  107.  Father  and  son  partners  in  a  crop  under  the 
terms  of  this  section  :  53  Ga.,  161. 

1  Tudor's  Lead.  Cas.  (full  discussion),  335-343;  Waugh  vs.  Carver;  1  Smith's L.  C.7 
(s.  p.)  491 ;  6  Wall.,  642 ;  1  O.,  134 ;  3  Add.  Contr.,  §1293  et  seq. :  2  C.  L.  J.,  67,  225;  3/473. 
Cultivating  land  for  shares  of  crop:  Thomp.  Law  of  Farm,  §§331-340;  26  Am.  P.,  98; 
37/609,  n.  When  arrangement  between  connecting  railway  companies  is  not :  34  Am. 
P.,  116.  Single  joint  adventure  for  purchase  and  sale  of  goods  on  joint  account  is: 
25  Am.  R.,  607.     Community  of  profit  and  loss  is  test  of  :  25  Am.  R.,  607. 

§1891.  (1881.)  (1893.)  Time  of  commencement.  If  no  time  is  specified 
for  the  commencement  of  the  partnership,  it  commences  immediately. 

§1892.  (1882.)  (1894.)  Death  of  a  partner  as  it  affects  continuance.  If 
the  contract  specifies  the  term  for  which  the  partnership  is  formed,  it 
will  continue  for  that  time,  or  till  the  death  of  one  partner.  If  it  is 
desired  to  continue,  notwithstanding  the  death  of  a  partner,  it  must 
be  so  specified. 

§1893.  (1883.)  (1895.)  Duration  and  dissolution.  If  there  is  no  agree- 
ment as  to  the  time  of  continuance,  the  partnership  is  at  will,  and  may 

be  dissolved  at  any  time  by  any  partner  on  giving  three  months'  notice 
to  his  co-partners. 

Business  continued  after  expiration,  how  far  original  articles  apply  r  10  C.  L.  J.,  416. 

§1894.  (1884.)  (1896.)  How  it  is  dissolved.  Every  partnership  is  dis- 
solved at  any  time  by  the  mutual  consent  of  the  parties,  by  the  death, 

insanity,  or  conviction  for  felony  of  one  of  the  parties,  by  the  marriagea 
of  a  feme  sole  partner,  by  the  extinction  of  the  business  for  which  it  was 
formed,  or  by  such  misconduct  of  either  partner  as  will  justify  a  Court 

of  equityb  to  decree  a  dissolution.  - 
Money  drawn  out  of  the  firm  by  consent  does  not  constitute  a  dissolution:  2  Ga., 

18-26.  Mismanagement  and  insolvency  of  one  of  the  partners  may  justify  the  appoint- 
ment of  a  receiver  in  equity:  21  Ga.,  74.  It  must  be  clear  case  for  interference  to 

justify  the  appointment  of  a  receiver :  18  Ga,,  664.  Injunction  and  receiver  properly 
granted  to  wind  up  the  partnership :  38  Ga.,  179.  When  a  case  for  dissolution  was  not 
established  by  the  evidence  :  31  Ga.,  619-623.  Settlement  of  partnership  matters  can 
be  made  at  law:  28  Ga.,  68-70.  Partition  at  law  decreed  before  the  time  fixed  by  the 
articles  of  partnership  for  a  dissolution:  35  Ga.,  84.  When  indemnity  against  the 
partnership  debts  may  be  required  of  the  partner  having  the  assets  of  the  firm  :  35  Ga., 
113.     Bonds  of  indemnity  to  each  partner  for  protection  from  firm  debts :  37  GaM  256. 
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Collyer  P.,  §105;  Lindley  P.,  176;  1  Schoul.  Pers.  Pr.,  233;  1  Tudor's  L.  C.  371 
et  seq. ;  3  Add.  Contr.,  §1312.  Exaggeration,  by  one  partner,  of  value  of  property  put 
in  bv  him  as  capital,  and  discourtesy  to  customers,  no  grounds  of:  25  Am.  R,,  438. 

a  Well's  Sep.  Prop.,  §§152-9;  H  Tudor's  L.  C,  376;  1  Story  Eq.,  §673;  20  Wall.,  546.— 
Receiver,  when  appointed:  High  Pec,  §509;  Tudor's  Lead.  Cas.,  367.  Injunction: 
Tudor's  Lead.  Cas.,  366. 

§1895.  (1885.)  (1897.)  Notice  of  dissolution.  The  disolution  of  a  part- 
nership by  the  retiring  of  an  ostensible  partner  must  be  made  known 

to  creditors  and  to  the  world.  By  the  retiring  of  a  dormant  partner,  it 
must  be  made  known  to  all  who  had  knowledge  of  his  connection  with 
the  firm. 

Notice  must  be  given  to  those  who  have  dealt  with  the  firm:  30  Ga.,  691.  Public  or 
personal  notice  is  necessary  and  as  to  what  is  proof  of  dissolution:  31  Ga.,  403-409. 
Where  a  notice  should  be  clearly  shown,  where  a  note  was  given  after  the  dissolution 
of  the  partnership:  49  Ga.,  471.  Burden  of  proof  showing  notice  is  on  the  retiring 
partner:  55  Ga.,  116.  Actual  notice  required  of  the  retiring  of  one  of  the  partners, 
where  the  firm  name  remained  unchanged  :  65  Ga.,  593. 

Wade  on  Notice,  210;  Lindlev  P.,  327;  25  Am.  P.,  249,  n;  26  Am.  D..  290-2,  n;  1 
Tudor's  Lead.  Cas.,  350  et  seq. ;  Waugh  vs.  Carver ;  1  Smith's  L.  G,  978  ;  29  Am.  R.,  53. 
Agents,  clerks  and  salesmen  not  entitled  to  notice  :  37  Am.  P.,  168.  Mailing  circular 
notice  of  dissolution,  only  prima  fade  evidence  of  notice  to  previous  actual  dealer:  25 
Am.  P.,  246.  Whether  received,  question  of  fact:  25  Am.  P.,  246.  So  of  notice  in 
newspaper,  with  red  line  drawn  about  it:  27  Am.  P.,  747;  36/389:  Notice,  how  to  be 
given:  3  0.,  430. 

§1896.  (1886.)  (1898.)  Effect  of  dissolution.     A  dissolution  puts  an  end 
to  all  the  powers  and  rights  resulting  from  the  partnership  to  the  part- 

§1917  ners  except  for  the  purpose  of  a  general  account  and  winding  up  the 
business.  As  to. third  persons,  it  absolves  the  partners  from  all  liabil- 

ity for  future  contracts  and  transactions,  but  not  for  the  transactions 
that  are  past. 

Where  a  usurious  debt  is  divided  on  dissolution  this  does  not  purge  it  of  the  usury  : 
22  Ga.,  193.  Effect  of  a  dissolution  was  not  to  release  the  firm  from  rent  due  the  land- 

lord :  38  Ga.,  121.  May  compel  by  a  bill  in  equity  the  accounting  for  assets  not  pro- 
vided for  after  dissolution  :  57  Ga.,  11.  Retiring  partner  must  show  notice  to  relieve 

him  from  future  purchases  after  dissolution :  55  Ga.,  116.  Question  of  retiring  part- 
ner's interest  not  deiermined  by  circumstances  transpiring  after  he  sold  his  interest 

out:  55  Ga..  484.  Cannot  bind  firm  by  indorsing  a  promissory  note  in  the  firm  name 
after  dissolution:  5  Ga.,  166.  What  is  not  proof  of  dissolution:  31  Ga.,  619.  Where 
should  be  clear  evidence  of  notice  to  relieve  from  note  given  after  dissolution  :  49  Ga., 
471.  Notice  necessary  to  those  who  have  dealt  with  the  firm  so  that  no  one  of  them 
may  be  bound  by  acts  of  any  of  them  relative  to  past  debts  of  the  firm:  30  Ga.,  691. 
Presumed  that  a  partner  will  pay  balance  on  a  note  given  by  him  for  an  interest  in  the 
firm,  although  on  dissolution  nothing  is  said  as  to  this:  32  Ga.,  22. 

1  Tudor's  L.  C,  380  et  seq.;  1  Dan.  Neg.  Inst.,  §$370-5.  When  partner  assuming 
firm  debts  pledges  firm  property  for  his  own  debt,  firm  creditor  may  avoid  it :  27  Am. 
R.,  378.  Settling  partner  cannot  waive  notice  of  protest  of  draft  given  by  him  for  firm 
debt  so  as  to  bind  former  dormant  partner:  30  Am.  P.,  80.  Sole  survivor  may  transfer 
note  payable  to  firm  by  indorsement:  25  Am.  R.,  427.  After  dissolution  one  partner 
cannot  use  firm  name,  on  signs,  with  his  own  name  and  " successor  to"  in  small  and 
almost  imperceptible  letters  over  it :  35  Am.  R.,  543,  n,  546.  Liability  of  retiring  part- 

ner: Collyer  P.,  $530;  Lindley  P.,  327;  Story  Partn,,  $159;  Pars.  Partn.,  415;  23  Am. 
R.,  531;  37/464. 

§1897.  (1887.)  (1899.)  False  partner.     No  partnership  may  lawfully 

a  t     1837  insert  i11  their  firm  name  or  style  the  name  of  any  individual  not  ac- 
<c.  p.  588.   '  tually  a  copartner,  nor  continue  in  such  firm  name  or  style  the  name 

of  a  retired  partner.     And  each  member  of  the  firm  violating  this  pro- 
vision shall  forfeit  the  sum  of  one  hundred  dollars  for  every  day's  vio- 
lation, to  be  recovered  by  any  person  who  may  prosecute  for  the  same. 

Liability  of  person  not  partner  permitting  use  of  his  name :  12  Am.  R.,  189;  Waugh 
vs.  Carver,  1  Smith's  L.  C,  981;  1  Add.  Contr.,  $107  ;  Story  P..  $64;  Pars.  P.,  31. 

§1898.  (1888.)  (1900.)  Denial  by  defendant,  Partners  suing  or  being 
Act  of  i84i,  sued  in  their  firm  name,  the  partnership  need  not  be  proved  unless 

c.  p.  590.   '  denied  by  the  defendant,  upon  oath,  on  plea  in  abatement  filed. 
Plea  of  non  est  factum  made  by  one  member  of  a  firm  should  deny  that  the  note 

sued  on  is  that  of  the  firm  :  20  Ga.,  1.     When  onus  removed  a%  to  the  authority  of  one 
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partner  to  execute  a  note,  non  est  factum  being  plead  thereto:  23  Ga.,  170,  25/641. 
Such  plea  of  non  est  factum  is  a  plea  in  bar  :  25  Ga.,  608.  Plea  denying  the  existence  of 
of  a  partnership  is  a  plea  in  bar,  and  although  sworn  to,  is  not  a  dilatory  plea  which  is 
required  to  be  filed  at  the  first  term  :  39  Ga.,  187.  What  evidence  overcomes  the  plea  of 
non  est  factum  and  no  partnership  :  32  Ga.,  477.  Upon  the  defendants  filing  the  plea  of 
no  partnership,  after  the  case  had  been  argued  before  the  jury,  plaintiff  should  have 
been  permitted  to  show  the  existence  of  the  partnership :  43  Ga.,  525-526.  Suit  against 
and  plea  that  he  was  not  a  member,  evidence  as  to  47  Ga.,  253-8. 

§1899.  (1889.)  (1901.)  Suits  by  and  against.     Judgments  may  be  en-  Act  of  i84o, 
tered  up  and  execution  issue  in  the  name  of  the  firm  or  against  a  firm.  c* p-  m 
And  service  of  process  on  one  partner  with  a  return  of  "  non  est  inventus"  §§3351,  3576. 
as  to  the  others,  shall  authorize  a  judgment  against  the  firm  binding 
all  the  firm  assets  and  the  individual  property  of  the  one  served. 

A  decree  against  a  partnership  is  valid,  although  the  names  of  the  partners  are 
transposed  in  the  decree  :  31  Ga.,  140.  Service  on  one  partner  and  a  return  of  not  to 
be  found  as  to  the  others,  binds  the  firm  property  and  that  of  the  one  served  individ- 

ually :  47  Ga.,  253.  Service  acknowledged  by  one  member  of  the  firm,  in  the  presence 
and  with  the  consent  of  the  other,  binds  the  firm:  17  Ga.,  348. 

§1900.  (1890.)  (1902.)  Executory  bond.  In  all  legal  proceedings,  where- Act  of  1838, 

in  it  becomes  necessary  for  partners  to  give  bond,  any  one  of  the  part-  c^gg^8^, ners  may  execute  such  bond  in  the  firm  name.  3618, 3731. 
An  attachment  bond  may  be  executed  by  one  partner  for  the  firm :  8  Ga.,  551. 

ARTICLE  II. 

RIGHTS  AND  LIABILITIES  OF  PARTNERS  AMONG  THEMSELVES. 

Secidn. 
1901.  Interest  of  each. 
1902.  Insolvent  partner. 
1903.  Good  faith  inter  se. 
1904.  Power  of  each  partner. 

Section. 
1905.  Introducing  new  partner. 
1906.  Power  of  majority. 
1907.  Surviving  partner. 

§1901.  (1891.)  (1903.)  Interest  of  each.  Unless  otherwise  provided  in 
the  agreement,  partners  are  equally  interested  in  all  the  stock  or  prop- 

erty brought  into  the  business,  it  matters  not  by  which  partner,  are 
equally  entitled  to  share  the  profits,  and  equally  bound  to  pay  the 
losses. 

The- apparent  interest  is  to  be  regarded  as  the  actual  interest  until  it  is  rebutted: 
28  Ga.,  68. 

Collycr  P.,  §123;  Lindley  P.,  464,  573;  Story  P.,  ?91 ;  Pars.  P.,  168,  258-9. 

§1902.  (1892.)  (1904.)  Contribution  in  case  of  insolvent  partner.     If  one  §3132. 
of  several  partners  proves  to  be  insolvent,  each  partner  is  bound  to 
contribute  according  to  his  interest  to  sustain  the  pro  rata  loss  of  such 
insolvent  in  the  debts  of  the  firm. 

As  to  contribution  among  partners :  55  Ga.,  329,  331. 

§1903.  (1893.)  (1905.)   Good  faith  inter  se.     The  strictest  good  faith  is  §3177. 
required  among  partners,  and  that  which  would  not  amount  to  fraud 
as  to  third  persons,  may  be  such  a  violation  of  this  faith  as  to  justify 
a  Court  of  equity  to  compel  a  partner  to  give  up  any  advantage  thus 
obtained. 

Duty  of  each  partner:  57  Ga.,  81. 

Lindley  P.,  492;  Bigelow  Fraud,  146;  1  Tudor s  L.  C,  358  et  seq. 

§1904.  (1894.)  (1906.)  Power  of  each  partner.  Every  partner  has  a 
right  to  examine  into  the  affairs  of  the  firm,  and,  unless  otherwise 
agreed  to,  have  joint  possession  of  its  effects,  to  collect  and  apply  its  as- 

sets, to  contract  or  otherwise  bind  the  firm  in  matters  connected  with 

its  business,  and  to  execute  any  writing  or  bonda  in  the  course  of  the 
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business;  at  no  time  transgressing  the  privileges  of  other  partners  or 
seeking  in  bad  faith  to  evade  or  violate  their  wishes. 

Note  made  individually  by  one  member  of  a  firm,  that  was  conducted  in  his  name 
alone,  the  responsibility  of  the  other  members  depends  on  whether  the  credit  was 
given  to  the  firm  or  whether  it  was  for  their  benefit;  8  Ga.,  285.  Partner  borrowing 
money  on  his  own  security,  it  does  not  thereby  become  a  partnership  debt,  although 
for  their  benefit:  13  Ga.,  192.  Firm  responsible  for  money  collected  of  another  by  one 
member  of  the  firm,  and  used  in  their  business,  whether  this  was  known  to  them  or 
not :  31  Ga.,  362.  Where  the  burden  of  proof  is  on  the  party  alleging  the  authority  of 
the  partner  to  bind  the  firm:  25  Ga.,  642.  Although  one  partner  can  not  bind  firm 
for  his  individual  debt,  yet  he  can  bind  firm  by  contract  that  if  hotel  keeper  will  trade 
with  them  his  account  shall  be  settled  by  board  of  partners  or  their  clerk :  14  Ga.,  699. 
Prima  facie  the  execution  of  an  instrument  in  the  name  of  the  firm  binds  the  firm ; 
as  to  proof  of  want  of  authority:  15  Ga.,  198.  Where  the  onus  removed  as  to  a  part- 

ner's authority  to  execute  a  note:  23  Ga.,  170:  The  acceptance  of  a  draft  by  a  partner 
on  account  of  a  private  debt,  within  his  authority,  and  when  it  goes  into  bona  fide 

holder's  hands,  the  firm  bound  thereby:  15  Ga.,  253.  By  prior  authority  or  subse- 
quent latification,  one  partner  may  bind  the  firm  by  a  deed:  16  Ga.,  424.  Acknow- 

ledgement of  service  by  one  member  in  the  presence  of  and  by  the  consent  of  the 
other,  binds  the  firm  :  17  Ga.,  348.  Acts  of  one  who  is  a  member  of  two  firms  toward 
binding  one  of  these  firms  :  19  Ga.,  520.  Each  partner  is  entitled  to  the  possession  of 
the  partnership  effects,  and  if  there  is  any  obstruction  to  this,  a  Court  of  equity  Will 
appoint  a  receiver,  on  dissolution,  to  apply  the  effects  :  18  Ga.,  664.  Because  the  part- 

nership is  in  debt,  is  no  reason  why  one  partner  should  debar  the  other  from  the  pos- 
session of  the  effects:  20  Ga.,  842.  Mortgage  to  secure  a  private  debt,  when  not  valid 

as  against  a  sale  of  the  property  to  pay  a  partnership  debt:  21  Ga.,  395.  Partnership 
not  bound  by  a  settlement  of  a  firm  debt,  by  crediting  it  with  what  one  of  them  owed 
him,  the  other  partners  not  consenting  thereto  :  28  Ga.,  219.  Evidence  as  to  authority 
of  one  of  the  partners  to  sign  the  name  of  another,  cannot  be  shown  by  sayings  of  the 
contracting  parties  after  the  articles  of  partnership  were  signed:  31  Ga..  403.  Sale  by 
one  of  the  partners  of  the  partnership  property  in  payment  of  his  own  debt,  does  not 
bind  the  others  without  their  consent:  36  Ga.,  508.  Where  under  a  usurious  contract 
by  one  partner,  the  firm  was  bound  to  pay  at  least  legal  interest:  40  Ga.,  107.  Partner 
can  only  sell  or  mortgage  his  own  inte:est  in  the  realty:  61  Ga.,  676,  19/14,591. 
When  the  firm  are  bound  by  the  act  of  one  of  the  partners  buying  articles  for  the 
legitimate  use  and  benefit  of  the  firm:  49  Ga..  417.  Firm  by  the  acceptance  of  one 
partner  in  his  individual  name  of  a  draft  drawn  on  the  firm,  are  bound  thereby:  55 
Ga.,  618.  It  is  a  question  for  the  jury  as  to  the  power  of  partners  to  bind  the  firm  to  pay 
damages:  57  Ga.,  92.  Money  fraudulently  obtained  from  the  State  by  one  partner  in 
the  matter  not  connected  with  the  partnership  business,  and  of  which  it  did  not  re- 

ceive the  benefit,  does  not  render  the  firm  liable  therefor  :  56  Ga.,  478-9.  As  to  one 
partner  making  an  affidavit  of  illegality  as  against  &fi.  fa.  proceeding  against  the  firm, 
but  levied  on  his  individual  property:  60  Ga.,  628-630.  After  dissolution,  partners 
cannot  bind  each  other  :  25  Ga.,  714. 

1  Tudor's  Lead.  Cas.,  293-309,  365;  Story  P.,  ̂ 169,  175,  178 ;  Pars.  P.,  223-6.  As  to 
power  of  one  partner  to  bind  firm  :  See  notes  to  ̂ 1909,  1911.  aFor  partnership  pur- 

poses binds,  though  signed  in  individual  names:  31  Am.  P.,  488.  One  partner  only 
named  in  bond,  signed  by  firm,  binds  firm :  12  0.,  564. 

§1905.  (1895.)  (1907.)  Introducing  new  partner.  No  partner  by  assign- 
ing his  interest  or  otherwise,  can  introduce  a  new  partner  without  the 

consent  of  the  others,  unless  such  power  is  reserved  in  the  contract. 
§1906.  (1896.)  (1908.)  Power  of  majority.  Unless  otherwise  stipulated, 

a  majority  of  the  partners  must  control  on  any  question  within  the 
scope  of  the  partnership  business ;  but  outside  of  such  business,  any 
partner  may  veto  the  use  of  the  partnership  assets. 

§1907.  (1897.)  (1909.)  Surviving  partner.  The  surviving  partner,  in 
(a^  Acts  of  case  of  death,  has  the  right  to  control  the  assets  of  the  firm  to  the  ex- 
1869,  p.  432.  cius}on  0f  the  legal  representatives  of  a  deceased  partner,  and  he  is 

primarily  liable  to  the  creditors  of  the  firm  for  their  debts.  [But  where 
copartnerships  have  been,  or  shall  be,  dissolved  by  the  death  of  one 
or  more  partners,  and  the  debts  of  the  firm  are  all  paid,  then  the  assets 
of  the  firm,  as  far  as  possible,  may  be  divided  in  kind  between  sur- 

viving copartners  and  the  representatives  of  the  dead  copartner,  by 
three  disinterested  appraisers,  chosen  by  the  parties  as  arbitrators,  or 
appointed  by  the  Ordinary  of  the  county  where  the  survivors  reside, 
either  in  term  or  vacation,  on  application  of  either  party,  said  ap- 

praisers to  be  sworn  to  make  fair  appraisements  and  divisions,  to  the 
best  of  their  ability ;  and  after  such  division  the  representatives  of  the 
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lead  partners  shall  have  the  right  to  sue  in  their  own  names  upon  all 
;hoses  in  action  assigned  to  them  in  the  division.]  (a.) 

Suit  against  the  surviving  partner  and  the  administrator  of  the  deceased  partner : 
10  Ga.,  438.  Legal  representative  of  a  deceased  partner  sued  in  same  action  with  the 
lurviving  partner  :  49  Ga.,  435.  On  suit  against  the  surviving  partner  and  the  administra- 
rix  of  the  deceased  partner  cannot  take  judgment  against  the  administratrix  alone  after 
lismissal  of  the  suit  as  to  the  survivor :  55  Ga.,  175,  Where  land  was  partitioned  between 
he  partners  by  consent,  and  a  homestead  taken  by  each  partner  was  superior  to  right  of 
udgment  creditor:  57  Ga.,  229-230.  When  no  injunction  necessary  as  against  taking 
>f  a  homestead  in  partnership  property:  59  Ga.,  399.  Executor  of  a  deceased  partner 
iannot  be  sued  at  law  for  firm  debts,  the  surviving  partner  being  alone  liable  :  1  Ga.,  489 ; 
.5/213.  As  to  suing  the  representative  of  a  deceased  partner  at  common  law :  12  Ga.,  30. 
liable  in  attachment  if  non-resident  partners  are  the  only  survivors  of  the  firm  :  8  Ga., 
•32.  That  the  representatives  should  be  parties  where  the  interest  of  a  deceased  part- 
ler  is  involved  :  21  Ga.,  6.  Surviving  partners  may  sue  at  law  on  a  note  given  by  a 
leceased  partner  to  the  firm  :  13  Ga.,  366.  Judgment  against  one  of  two  partners  may 
>e  revived  against  his  representative,  and  not  necessary  to  go  against  the  surviving  part- 
ler :  24  G a.,  415.  In  a  suit  against  partners  one  of  whom  dies,  his  representatives 
nust  be  made  a  party  thereto  :  38  Ga.,  444.  Rights  of  the  representative  of  a  deceased 
>artner  as  against  firm  creditors  :  29  Ga.,  276.  When  the  surviving  partner  is  a  neces- 
ary  party :  33  Ga.,  105-106.  The  assignee  has  the  same  remedies  for  a  settlement 
is  the  one  assigning  the  claim  to  him :  33  Ga.,  184,  Suplt.  When  suit  to  be  brought  in  the 
:ounty  where  the  managing  partner  lives :  55  Ga.,  329.  One  sued  as  surviving  partner 
nay  plead  no  partnership,  and  by  way  of  set-off  a  debt  due  by  plaintiff  to  his  firm :  54 
la.,  29. 

Collyer  P.,  §576;  Lindley  P.,  867 ;  Pars.  P.,  440-2;  Ga.  Dec,  part  I.,  1;  R.  M.  Charl., 
'01;  21  Am.  D.,  703-6.  Business  continued  by  surviving  partner :  18  Am.  D.,  Ill,  13 
).,  444.     Deceased  partner's  realty  descends,  how:  27  Am.  D.,  454,  n. 

ARTICLE  III. 

RIGHTS  AND   LIABILITIES   OF   PARTNERS   AS   TO   THIRD   PERSONS. 

Section. 
1908.  Secret  stipulations. 
1909.  Bound  by  acts  of  partner. 
1910.  Duty  of  agent. 
191 1.  Matters  outside  of  partnership. 
1912.  Lending  money  to  ■  artner. 
1913.  Purchasing  from  partner. 

Section. 
1914.  Indorsement,  etc. 
1915.  Liability  from  fraud  of  one  partner, 
1916.  For  torts  of  partner. 
1917.  Power  after  dissolution. 
1918.  Disposition  of  assets,  etc. 
1919.  Garnishment  on  partner's  interest. 

§1908.  (1898.)  (1910.)  Secret  stipulations.     Third  persons  are  bound 
>y  no  stipulations  among  the  partners  themselves,  unless  actual  notice 
>f  such  stipulation  be  proven  prior  to  their  action. 
Stipulations  on  articles  of  partnership  must  be  known  to  third  persons  to  effect 

hem :  55  Ga.,  427-430.  Actual  notice  of  the  stipulation  must  be  brought  home  to  the 
>arty  to  bind  him:  54  G-a.,  29-32.  Where  private  stipulations  among  partners  could 
lot  affect  third  persons  :  53  Ga.,  108.  Knowledge  of  the  stipulations  must  be  shown  : 
.5  Ga.,  116-118. 

§1909.  (1899.)  (1911.)  Bound  by  acts  of  partner.  All  the  partners  are 
)ound  by  the  acts  of  any  one,  within  the  legitimate  business  of  the 
mrtnership  until  dissolution  or  the  commencement  of  legal  process  for 
hat  purpose,  or  express  notice  of  dissent  to  the  person  about  to  be  con- 

tacted with. 

Bound  by  one  partner  accepting  draft  for  the  firm:  48  Ga.,  570.  One  partner  can 
lot  pay  his  debts  with  the  firm  assets  without  their  consent :  14  Ga.,  699;  36/508.  One 
>artner  cannot  endorse  for  the  firm  after  dissolution:  5  Ga.,  166.  As  to  acceptance  by 
me  partner  for  the  firm  in  the  hands  of  a  bona  fide  holder  binding  the  firm  :  15  Ga., 
!53.  May  buy  goods,  etc.,  for  the  legitimate  use  and  benefit  of  the  firm  :  49  Ga.,  417. 
iVhen  accepting  draft  by  one  partner  of  a  firm,  binds  them:  55 Ga.,  618.  A  usurious 
.ontract  by  one  partner  does  not  defeat  the  recovery  of  legal  interest  thereon  :  40  Ga., 
13.  Where  the  onus  was  on  the  plaintiff  to  show  authority  of  the  partner  to  sign  : 
IOGa.,437. 

1  Schoul.  Pers.  Pr.,  226;  Collyer  P.,  §390;  Lindley  P.,  213;  Ewell  Evans'  Agency, 
s.  p.)  128;  Livingston  vs.  Roosevelt,  1  Am.  L.  C,  259,  and  notes;  12  Am.  D.,  37,  n.;  1 

rudor's  L.  C,  (full  discussion,)  292-309  ;  1  Add.  Contr.,  §97,  et  seg.  Execution  of  ne- 
gotiable instruments:  1  Dan.  Neg.  Inst.,  355-9;  Byleson  Bills,  43-6;  5  C.  L.  J.,  359.  In- 

lorsement:  13  Am.  D.,  116,  n.  Waive  service :  13  Am.  D.,  726.  Appear  for  firm:  13 
Lm.  D.,  726;  1  0.,  160.     Submission  to  arbitration  :  10  Am.  D.,  200;  3Bing.,  101.  Writ- 
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ing  under  seal  :  12  Am.  D.,  37.  Confess  judgment:  12  Am.  D.,  37;  Freeman  Judg., 
#545.  Power  to  assign  all  effects  of  firm  :  30  Am.  D.,  290.  Attorney  at  law  cannot  bind 
his  firm  by  note  :  19  Am.  R..  757  ;  25/89.  Formal  signature  of  firm  name  :  Dan.  Neg. 
Inst.,  §360-4.  In  mining  partnership,  one  partner  cannot  bind  firm  by  negotiable  pa- 

per :  26  Am.  R.,  185.  Commission  merchants:  30  Am.  R.,  421.  Money  borrowed  by 
one  partner  on  his  individual  note  is  not  partnership  debt -although  used  in  firm  busi- 

ness :  30  Am.  R.,  607.  Bailment  by  one  partner  of  firm  property,  right  of  bailee  to  de- 
liver to  another  partner:  25  Am.  R.,  684.  One  partner  with  consent  of  copartners  of 

solvent  firm  may  transfer  entire  firm  assets  in  payment  of  his  individual  debt :  30  Am. 
R.,  530,  534,  n.  But  not  without  assent  of  copartners  :  25  Am.  R.,  684.  One  partner, 
without  express  or  implied  assent  of  copartners,  cannot  apply  firm  claim  to  payment 
of  individual  debt,  even  to  retain  debtor's  custom:  28  Am.  R.,  539.  Otherwise  where 
firm  have  intrusted  him  with  apparent  ownership:  26  Am.  R.,  631.  Payment  by  one 
partner  of  his  own  debt,  out  of  funds  of  insolvent  firm,  to  creditors  knowing  facts, 
without  assent  of  copartners,  is  void:  35  Am.  R.,  303.  What  is  not  ratification  by  co- 

partners: 28  Am.  R.,  751. 

§1910.  (1900.)  (1912.)  Duty  of  agent.  An  agent  of  the  partnership  is 
generally  bound  to  obey  each  partner.  If  contradictory  instructions 

are  given  by  different  partners,  he  is  not  bound  to  obey  "either,  but should  act  for  the  best  interest  of  the  partnership. 

Not  the  agent  of  the  partners  individually  :  Ewell  Evan's  Agency,  (s.  p.)  26;  Whart. 
Agents,  #55. 

§1911.  (1901.)  (1913.)  Matters  outside  of  partnership.  Third  persons 
acting  with  a  partner  in  a  matter  not  legitimately  connected  with  the 
partnership,  have  no  right  against  the  firm  or  any  other  member. 

Whether  a  partner  binds  the  firm  is  a  question  for  the  jury  to  decide  :  57  Ga.,  92. 
Section  cited  :  64Ga.,  253. 

18  Am.  R.,  435 ;  26/155.  Partner  signing  firm  name  to  note  for  private  debt :  1  Dan. 
Neg.  Inst.,  #366-9;  27  Am.  R.,  733. 

§1912.  (1902.)  (1914.)  Lending  money  to  partner.     A  person  lending 
money  to  a  partner  for  the  firm  is  not  bound  to  see  to  its  application, 
but  if  he  knows,  or  has  reasonable  grounds  to  suspect  that  it  is  intended 
to  be  applied  to  other  purposes  than  the  business  of  the  firm,  he  cannot 
recover  it  from  the  partnership. 

The  borrowing  of  money  by  a  partner  on  his  owusecurity  does  not  make  it  a  debt  of 
the  firm:  13  Ga.,  193-196;  8/286;  31/693.  Borrowing  money  on  a  usurious  contract 
by  one  partner  does  not  prevent  the  recovery  from  the  firm  of  legal  interest :  44  Ga.,  114. 
Money  fraudulently  obtained  by  one  partner  from  the  State  having  no  connection 
with  the  partnership  business  does  not  affect  the  firm  56  Ga.,  491. 

§1913.  (1903.)  (1915.)  Purchasing  from  partner.  Third  persons  ac- 
quire no  title  to  partnership  assets  by  purchase"  from  one  member, 

when  notice  or  a  reasonable  ground  of  suspicion  is  known  to  them  that 
the  partner  is  misapplying,  or  seeks  to  misapply  such  assets. 

Selling  to  partner  after  notice  of  his  want  of  authority  to  purchase  is  on  his  credit 
only:  55  Ga.,  427.  Section  cited :  64  Ga.,  253.  Misapplying  the  money  of  the  firm  by 
one  partner  without  the  knowledge  of  the  other  members  of  the  firm  :  26  Ga.,  568. 
And  as  to  the  liability  of  the  partner  thus  misapplying :  2  Ga.,  18.  A  partner  can  only 
mortgage  his  own  interest  in  realty  of  the  firm,  unless  the  others  consent :  61  Ga.,  676. 

§1914.  (1904.)  (1916.)  Indorsements,  etc.  A  guaranty*  or  an  accommo- 
dation indorsement"  is  not  within  the  legitimate  business  of  ordinary 

partnership. 
Cannot  bind  the  firm  by  the  indorsement  of  one  partner  after  the  dissolution  of  the 

partnership:  5  Ga.,  166.  Section  cited,  and  referred  to  where  there  was  no  power  to 
indorse:  53  Ga.,  177. 

a13  Am.,  D.,  116,  n. :  8/115,  n.  Where  guaranty  is  given  it  is  revoked  by  change  in 
the  firm:  Lindley  P.,  225;  6  B.  &S.,507;  »13  Am.  D.,  116,  n. 

§1915.  (1905.)    (1917.)    Liability  for  fraud   of  one  partner.     All   the 
partners  are  responsible  to  innocent  third  persons  for  damages  arising 
from  the  fraud  of  one  partner  in  matters  relating  to  the  partnership. 

A  partner  defrauding  the  State  in  a  matter  outside  of  the  scope  and  business  of  the 
firm  does  not  affect  them  :  56  Ga.,  491. 

Collyer  P.,  §445;  Lindley  P.,  240;  13  Am.  R.,  550;  1  Dan.  Neg.  Inst,  §365;  Bigelow 
Fraud,  146. 
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§1916.    (1906.)    (1918.)    For  torts  of  partner  or  servant.     Partners  are  §2201. 
not  responsible  for  torts  committed  by  a  copartner.     For  the  negli- 

gence or  torts  of  their  agents  or  servant  they  are  responsible  under  the 
like  rules  with  individuals. 

Firm  not  liable  for  fraud  of  one  member  not  connected  with  the  legitimate  business 
of  the  firm:  56  Ga.,  491. 

Collyer  P.,  g457  :  Lindley  P.,  239  ;  Dicey  on  Parties,  (s.  p.)  468;  1  Add.  Tort.,  §583, 
761;  2/221321,  1376;  Cooley  Tort.,  150;  2  Thomp.  Neg.,  1048;  Shear  &  Redf.,  Neg.,  £89. 

§1917.    (1907.)   (1919.)  Power  after  dissolution.     After   dissolution,  a  §§1896, 2937. 
partner  has  no  power  to  bind  the  firm  by  a  new  contract,  or  to  revive 
one  already  for  any  cause  extinct,  nor  to  renew  or  continue  an  existing 
liability,  nor  change  its  dignity  or  its  nature. 

One  partner  cannot  bind  the  firm  after  dissolution  by  a  contract  of  indorsement: 

5  Ga.,  166.  Where  creditor  takes  the'  individual  note  of  one  partner  after  dissolution in  renewal  of  an  old  note,  it  releases  the  other  member  of  the  tirm  :  20  Ga.,  259.  Where 
the  holder  of  a  firm  note  renews  it  with  one  partner,  extending  the  day  of  payment  after 
dissolution  and  without  notice  to  the  other  partners,  it  discharges  them:  24  Ga.,  310. 
Stated,  that  one  partner  cannot  bind  the  firm  by  a  new  contract  after  dissolution:  25. 
Ga.,  714.  Notice  of  dissolution  must  be  given  to  relieve  from  responsibility  :  30  Ga.^  691 
A  partner  may  bind  himself  to  pay  a  note  given  by  the  other  partner  after  dissolution, 
by  promising  to  pay  it  after  it  was  so  given  :  30  Ga.,  863.  Ratification  may  be  made  by 
not  repudiating  in  time  a  note  given  after  dissolution  by  one  partner  :  53  Ga.,  315-317. 
Renewal  of  a  note  after  dissolution,  bound  the  firm  unless  notice  was  clearly  shown  to 
the  creditors  of  the  firm's  dissolution  :  49  Ga.,  471. 

Dudley,  139;  6  Am.  D.,  574,  n. ;  12/505,  n. ;  and  note  to  §1896  and  §2937. 

§1918.  (1908.)  (1920.)  Disposition  of  assets  among  creditors.  When  a§3154, 
partnership  is  insolvent,  and  one  of  the  partners  is  deceased  insolvent, 
the  creditors  of  the  partnership,  in  equal  degree  with  individual  cred- 

itors, cannot  claim  to  share  in  the  individual  assets  of  the  deceased 

partner  until  the'  individual  creditors  shall  have  first  received  upon 
their  debts  such  a  per  centage  from  the  individual  assets  as  such  part- 

nership creditors  have  received  from  the  partnership  assets. 
The  doctrine  of  where  there  is  a  lien  on  two  funds,  applied  :  6  Ga.,  393:  16/165.  On 

this  rule  of  joint  estates  discharging  joint  debts  first,  and  separate  estate  separate 
debts  :  9  Ga,,  319.  Joint  and  separate  creditor's  claims  on  assets  :  19  Ga.,  87.  How  the 
plea  of  sufficient  assets  of  the  firm  must  be  signed,and  verified, and  allege  what  to  prevent 
the  making  subject  individual  property  :  21  Ga.,  155.  Where  a  partnership  debt  was 
superior  to  a  mortgage  by  one  partner  to  his  individual  creditor  :  21  Ga.,  398.  Garnish- 

ment process  as  to  joint  and  separate  debts :  24  Ga.,  625.  Separate  and  joint  creditors 
must  look  to  separate  ̂ ,nd  joint  property  respectively  :  27  Ga.,  302.  Partnership  debts 
from  partnership  assets,  and  separate  ones  from  individual  assets  :  28  Ga.,  371.  Where  a 
firm  creditor  could  appropriate  individual  assets  to  his  debts:  29Ga.,276.  A  retiring  part- 

ner assigning  all  the  effects  to  the  remaining  partner  it  is  treated  as  individual  assets : 
19  Ga.,  190.  Partnership  assets  must  first  satisfy  partnership  before  individual  debts  : 
47  Ga.,  415.  When  can  take  a  homestead  on  assets  as  against  creditors:  57  Ga.,  229. 
When  no  injunction  necessary  against  the  taking  of  a  homestead  in  partnership  assets  : 
59  Ga.,  399. 

Silk  vs.  Prime,  2  White  &  Tudor  L.  C,  part  1,  (s.  p.)  72,  and  notes ;  Matter  of  Smith; 
1  Am.  L.  C,  310,  and  notes ;  18  Am.  D.,  280,  n. 

§1919.  (1909.)  (1921.)  Garnishment  on  partner's  interest.     The  interest  §3276, 
of  a  partner  in  the  partnership  assets  may  be  reached  by  a  judgment 
creditor  by  process  of  garnishment  served  on  the  firm,  and  shall  not  be 
subject  to  levy  and  sale.     The  lien  on  such  interest  shall  attach  from 
the  date  of  the  judgment  against  the  partner. 

Formerly  and  at  common  law  subject  to  levy  and  sale :  24  Ga.,  625 ;  21/395,  Section 
referred  to  and  construed:  43  Ga.,  326.  Where  partners  subdivided  the  debt,  making 
one  part  payable  to  one  partner,  and  the  other  part  to  the  other,  the  debtor  is  liable  to 
garnishment:  23  Ga.,  164.  Garnishment  directed  to  one  partner  only  did  not  reach 
the  firm  debt :  24  Ga.,  625.  Creditor  of  two  members  of  a  firm  may  by  garnishment 
directed  to  any  one  among  the  firm  subject  their  interest  in  such  debts  to  his  claim  : 
28  Ga.,  68.  This  section  and  section  3276  construed  ;  the  interest  of  one  partner  in  the 
partnership  property  cannot  be  attached,  but  must  be  reached  by  a  garnishment :  40  Ga., 
104.  Section  cited  and  construed:  51  Ga.,  116.  The  wrongful  use  or  appropriation  by 
one  partner  of  a  portion  of  the  partnership  property  does  not  take  such  property  with- 
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out  the  provision  of  this  section:  52  G-a.,  567-9.  Is  true  even  after  dissolution  as  to  the 
undivided  interest  of  the  firm  :  51  Ga.,  372-3. 

Matter  of  Smith;  1  Am.  L.  C,  320,  and  note ;  37  Am.  R.,  240,  n. 

General  Note  on  Partnership.-— Actions  between  ;  12  Am.  D.,  649,  651,  n. ;  8/297  ; 
1  Tudor's  L.  C.  362;  8  Am.  R,  439;  4  C.  L.  J.,  596.  Admissions:  2  Whart.  Ev.,  §1192; 
18  Am.  D.,  515 ;  20/79,  n. ;  10  Am.  R,  778.  Attorneys,  partnership  of:  Weeks  on 
Attys.,  £#335,  415,  523,  630;  19  Am.  R,  757;  9  0.,  355.  Creditors,  when  can  setaside 
sale  of  partner's  interest  in  payment  of  individual  debt,  firm  being  insolvent :  9  0.,  119. 
Goodwill  of  firm  business  :  1  Tudor's  L.  C,  356 :  1  Am.  R,  382,  and  see  note  to  "Pri- 

vate Sales  ;"  2  C.  L.  J.,  98,  623,  662  ;  8/161;  7/96.  Incoming-  partners,  liability;  Collyer 
P., '#520;  Lindley  P.,  314;  1  Add.  Contr.,  §109;  Tudor's  Lead.  Cas.,  349;  Story  Partnr., #152 ;  Pars.  P.,  433 ;  10  C.  L.  J.,  32.  Knowledge  of  one,  notice  to  firm :  28  Am.  D.,  481,  n.; 
13  Wall.,  531.  Joint  stock  companies,  fully  treated  in  Lindley,  on  P.  Wadsworth  (L. 
L.)  Married  -women :  Wells  Sep.  Prop.,  #152.  Note,  of  Dartner  for  firm  debt :  1  Am.  D., 
64;  8/230;  2  Pars.  B.  &.  N.,  199.  Parties,  Dicey,  (s/p.)  148,  266,  384,  468;  R  M. 
CharL,  180;  Bliss  Code  PL,  24,  265.  Payment  to  :  See  notes  to  #2864;  by  note  of  one 
partner:  2  Pars.  B.  &N..  199  Ga.  Dec,  part  2,  157.  Personalty,  of:  1  Schoul.  Pers. 
Pr.,  223.  Realty,  of;  1  Wash.  Real.  Pr.,  573;  27  Am.  D.,  454n;  1  Schoul.  Pers.  Pr.,  225; 
Lakevs.  Craddock,  1  White  &  Tudor  L.  C,  (s.  p.)  120,  and  notes;  Freeman  Co-tenancy, 
#111;  Coles  vs.  Coles  1  Am.  L.  C,  327;  13  Am.  D.,  646-8,  n.  ;  1  Tudor's  L.  C.,  355; 
15  Am.  P.,  553;  6  Wall.,  316.  Receivers,  when  appointed :  High  Rec,  #472;  1  Story 
Eq.,  #659  et  seq.  Surviving  partner,  appointed  receiver  at  his  own  request,  not  entitled 
to  compensation  :  27  Am.  R,  742.  Services,  agreed  to  be  rendered  by  partner,  he  is 
liable  to  firm  for  failure  to  render  same  :  8  Am.  R.,  206,  n.,  212.  Two  firms,  when  the 
same  partners  carry  on  the  same  business  at  different  places  under  different  partner- 

ship names,  there  are  not  two  distinct  firms ;  the  assets  of  both  nominal  firms  are 
equally  applicable  to  the  payment  of  all  the  creditors  of  both :  3  Woods,  493.  Suit  be- 

tween such  firms:  1  Dan.  Neg.  Inst.,  286,  #354.—  Subject  treated:  1  Pars.  Contr.,  147;  3 
Kent  Com.,  23-52;  Abbott's  Tr.  Ev.,  203-230;  3  Ross  Lead.  Cas.,  (L.  L.) ;  Pothier  on 
Partnership,  (L.  L.);  2  Gr.  Ev.,  #477  ;  Byles  on  Bills,  40-53,  1  Tudor's  Lead.  Cas.,  (full 
treatise.)  334-390. 

ARTICLE  IV, 

LIMITED   PARTNERSHIP. 

SECTION. 
1920.  Limited  partnerships. 
1921.  How  constituted. 
1922.  Business,  by  whom  conducted. 
1923.  Certificate,  specification  of. 
1924.  Acknowledgement  of. 
1925.  Certificate  and  powers,  how  filed, 
1926.  Affidavit  of  general  partners. 
1927.  Informal  partnerships. 
1928.  Publication. 
1929.  Evidence  of  publication, 
1930.  Renewal  or  continuance  of. 
1931.  Dissolution  of. 

Section. 
1932.  Names  of  the  firm. 
1933.  Suits,  how  brought. 
1934.  Stock  not  to  be  withdrawn, 
1935.  Interest  and  profits. 
1936.  Special  partner,  etc. 
1^37.  Liability  of  general  partners. 
1938.  Guilty  of  fraud,  how  punished. 
1939.  Fraudulent  assignments. 
1940.  General  or  special  partners. 
1941.  Liability  of  special  partners. 
1942.  No  i  to  claim  credit,  when. 
1943.  Dissolution  how  effected. 

C.  p.  585. 

§1920.  (1910.)  (1922.)  By  whom  formed,  for  what  purposes.  Limited 
Act  of  1837  partnership  for  the  transaction  of  any  mercantile,  commercial,  mechan- 

'  ical,  manufacturing,  mining  or  agricultural  business  within  this  State, may  be  formed  by  two  or  more  persons,  upon  the  terms,  with  the  rights 
and  powers,  and  subject  to  the  conditions  and  liabilities  herein  pre- 

scribed ;  but  the  provisions  of  this  Article  shall  not  be  construed  to  au- 
thorize any  such  partnership  for  the  purposes  of  banking  or  making 

insurance. 

§1921.  (1.911.)  (1923.)  Hovj  constituted.  Such  partnerships  may  con- 
sist of  one  or  more  parsons,  who  shall  be  called  general  partners,  and  who 

shall  be  jointly  and  severally  responssible  as  general  partners,  and  of 
one  or  more  persons  who  shall  contribute  in  actual  cash  a  specific  sum 
as  capital  to  the  common  stock,  who  shall  be  called  special  partners, 
and  who  shall  not  be  liable  for  debts  of  the  partnership  beyond  the 
fund  so  contributed  by  him  or  them,  to  the  capital,  except  as  hereinaf- 

ter provided. 
§1922.  (1912.)  (1924.)  Business,  by  whom  transacted,  The  general  part- 

Act  of  1837,  fters  only  shall  be  authorized  to  transact  business,  and  sign  for  the  part- 
c.  p.  535.     nership,  and  to  bind  the  same. 

Act  of  1837 
0.  p.  585. 
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§1923.  (1913.)  (1925.)  Specifications  of  certificate.     Persons  desirous  of  Act  of  1837, 

forming  such  partnership  shall  make,  and  severally  sign  by  themselves,  c'  p'  58°" 
or  attorney  in  fact,  a  certificate  which  shall  contain — 

1.  The  name  of  the  firm  under  which  such  partnership  is  to  be  con- 
ducted. 

2.  The  general  nature  of  the  business  intended  to  be  transacted. 
3.  The  names  of  all  the  general  and  special  partners  inserted  therein, 

distinguishing  which  are  general  and  which  are  special  partners,  and 
their  respective  places  of  residence. 

4.  The  amount  of  capital  which  each  special  partner  shall  have  con- 
tributed to  the  common  stock. 

5.  The  period  at  which  the  partnership  is  to  commence,  and  the  pe- 
riod at  which  it  shall  terminate ;  and  when  made  by  such  attorney  in 

fact,  the  power  of  the  attorney  duly  authenticated  shall  be  recorded 
along  with  such  certificate. 

§1924.  (1914.)  (1926.)  How  acknowledged.     The  certificates  shall  be  Act  of  i837, 

acknowledged  by  the  several  persons  signing  the  same,  or  their  attorney  c>  p-  58°" 
in  fact,  before  a  Judge  of  the  Superior  Court,  Ordinary,  or  a  Justice  of 
the  Peace,  or  Notary  Public,  and  such  acknowledgment  shall  be  certified 
by  the  officer  before  whom  the  same  is  made. 

§1925.  (1915.)  (1927.)  Certificates  and  povjers  of  attorney,  when  and  Act  of  1837, 

where  filed.  The  certificate  and  power  of  attorney  in  fact,  so  acknow-  a  p*  585, 
ledged  and  certified,  shall  be  filed  in  the  office  of  the  Clerk  of  the  Supe- 

rior Court  of  the  county  in  which  the  principal  place  of  business  of  the 
partnership  shall  be  situated,  and  also  be  recorded  by  him  at  large  in  a 
book  to  be  kept  for  that  purpose  open  to  public  inspection.  If  the 
partnership  shall  have  places  of  business  situated  in  different  counties, 
a  transcript  of  the  certificate,  and  power  of  attorney  in  fact,  and  of  ac- 

knowledgment thereof,  duly  certified  by  the  clerk  in  whose  office  it 
shall  be  filed,  under  his  official  seal,  shall  be  filed  and  recorded  in  like 
manner  in  the  office  of  the  Clerk  of  the  Superior  Court  in  every  such 
county:  and  the  clerk  for  each  and  every  registry  required  by  this  Act 
shall  be  entitled  to  the  sum  of  five  dollars. 

§1926.  (1916.)  (1928.)  Affidavit.  At  the  time  of  filing  the  original  Act  of  :&>7 

certificate,  with  the  evidence  of  the  acknowledgment  thereof,  as  before  c"  p" 586' 
directed,  an  affidavit  or  affidavits  of  the  several  general  partners  shall 
also  be  filed  in  the  same  office,  stating  that  the  sums  specified  in  the 
certificate  to  have  been  contributed  by  each  of  the  special  partners  to 
the  common  stock  have  been  actually  and  in  good  faith  paid  in  cash, 
and  a  certified  copy  of  such  certificate,  power  of  attorney,  and  affida- 

vits, shall  be  evidence  in  all  Courts  and  places  whatever. 
§1927.  (1917.)  (1929.)  Informal  partnerships.  No  such  partnerships  Act  of  1.837, 

shall  be  deemed  to  have  been  formed  until  such  certificate  as  is  herein  c#  p>  586- 
mentioned  shall  have  been  made,  acknowledged,  filed  and  recorded,  nor 
until  an  affidavit  shall  have  been  filed  as  above  directed ;  and  if  any 
false  statement  be  made  in  such  certificate  or  affidavit,  or  if  such  part- 

nership business  be  commenced  before  such  certificate  or  affidavit  is 
filed,  all  the  persons  interested  in  such  partnership  shall  be  liable  for 
all  the  engagements  thereof  as  general  partners. 

§1928.  (1918.)  (1930.)  How   published.     The  partners  shall  publish  Act  of  1 837, 

the  terms  of  the  partnership,  when  registered,  for  at  least  six  weeks  im-  °" p' 586- 
mediately  after  such  registry,  in  [at  least  two  newspapers  published  in  g>  Acts  of 
the  county  in  which  the  place  of  business  is  situated :  Provided,  there 
are  two  newspapers  there  published ;  but  if  not,  then  in  one ;  and  if 
no  newspaper  should  be  published  in  the  county  in  which  the  business 
is  to  be  transacted,  the  notice  shall  be  published  in  the  newspaper  in 
which  the  Sheriff  advertises;]  (a.)  and  if  such  publication  be   not 

29 
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made  within  two  months  from  the  filing  of  such  certificate  and  affida- 
vit, the  partnership  shall  be  deemed  general. 

§1929.  (1919.)  (1931.)  Evidence  of  publication.     The  affidavits  of' the 
Act  of  1837,  publication  of  such  notice  by  the  printers,  publishers  or  editors  of  the 

c.  p.  586.    '  newspapers  in  which  the  same  shall  be  published,  may  be  filed  in  the office  of  the  Clerk  of  the  Superior  Court  in   which  the  certificate  has 
been  filed,  and  shall  be  evidence  of  the  facts  therein  contained. 

§1930.  (1920.)  (1932. )  Renewal  or  continuance  of  partnership.  Every 
Act  of  1837,  renewal  or  continuance  of  such  partnership  beyond  the  time  fixed  for 
c.  p.  586.  its  duration,  shall  be  certified,  acknowledged  and  recorded,  and  an  affi- 

davit of  a  general  partner  be  made  and  filed,  and  notice  be  given  in 
the  manner  herein  required  for  its  original  formation;  and  every  such 
partnership  which  shall  be  otherwise  renewed  or  continued  shall  be 
deemed  a  general  partnership. 

§1931.  (1921.)  (1933.)  Alterations  of  names,  etc.,  deemed  a  dissolution. 
Act  of  1837,  Every  alteration  which  shall  be  made  in  the  names  of  the  partners,  in 
c.  p.  586  £ke  nature  of  the  business,  or  in  the  capital  or  shares  thereof,  or  in  any 

other  matter  specified  in  the  original  certificate,  shall  be  deemed  a  dis- 
solution of  the  partnership;  and  every  such  partnership  which  shall 

in  any  manner  be  carried  on  after  any  such  alteration  shall  have  been 
made,  shall  be  deemed  a  general  partnership,  unless  renewed  as  a  special 
partnership  according  to  the  provisions  of  the  last  section. 

§1932.  (1922.)  (1934.)  Firm  name.     The  business  of  the  partnership 
Act  of  1837,  shall  be  conducted  under  a  firm  in  which  the  names  of  the  general  part- 
c.  p.  587.     nerg  oniy  shall  be  inserted  without  the  addition  of  the  word  "  company/' 

or  any  other  general  term ;  and  if  the  name  of  any  special  partner  shall 
be  used  in  such  firm,  he  shall  be  deemed  a  general  partner. 

§1933.  ( 1923,)  ( 1935.)  Suits.  Suits  to  be  brought  by  any  partnership 
Act  of  1837,  to  be  formed  under  this  Code,  shall  be  in  the  name  or  names  of  the 

c.  p.  587.  general  partners  only,  and  suit  against  such  partnership  shall  be  brought 
against  the  general  partners  only,  except  in  cases  where  the  special 
partner  shall  be  rendered  liable  as  general  partners,  in  which  cases  suits 
may  be  brought  against  all  the  partners  jointly  or  severally,  or  any  one 
or  more  of  the  special  parters  may  be  sued  in  the  same  action  with  the 
general  partners. 

§1934.  (1924.)  (1936. )  Capital  stock  not  to  be  withdrawn.     No  part  of  the 
Act  of  1837,  sum  which  any  special  partner  shall  have  contributed  to  the  capital 
c.  p.  587.     stock  shall  be  withdrawn  by  him  or  paid  or  transferred  to  him  in.  the 

shape  of  dividends,  profits  or  otherwise,  at  any  time  during  the  contin- 
uance of  the  partnership,  but  any  partner  may  annually  receive  law- 

ful interest  on  the  sum  so   contributed  by  him,  if  the  payment  of 
such  interest   shall   not    reduce    the  original   amount   of  such    capi- 

tal; and  if,  after  the  payment  of  such  interest,  any  profits  shall  re- 
main to  be  divided,  he  may  also  receive  his  portion  of  such  profits, 

but  shall  not  be  liable  for  any  debts  previously  contracted  by  the  gen- 
eral partners. 

•§1935.  (1925.)  (1937.)  Interest  and  profits,  etc.     If  it  shall  appear  that, 
Act  of  1837,  by  the  payment  of  intarest  or  profits  to  any  special  partner,  the  orig- 
c.  p.  587.     jnal  capital  has  been  reduced,  or  the  firm  shall  be  unable  to  pay  its 

debts,  the  partner  receiving  the  same  shall  be  bound  to  restore  the  in- 
terest or  profits  received  by  him  necessary  to  make  good  his  original 

share  of  the  original  stock. 
§1936.  (1926.)  (1938.)  Privileges  and  liabilities  of  special  partners.     A 

Act  of  1837,  special  partner  may,  at  any  time,  examine  into  the  state  and  progress 
of  the  partnership  concerns,  and  may  advise  as  to  their  management, 
but  he  shall  not  transact  any  business  on  account  of  the  partnership, 

fty-S~  4~1<  nor  be  employed  for  that  purpose  as  agent  or  otherwise.     If  he  shall  in- 
terfere contrary  to  these  provisions,  he  shall  be  deemed  a  general  part- 
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ner ;  but  he  may  act  as  the  attorney  or  counselor  at  law,  or  in  equity, 
for  the  partnership,  without  being  liable  to  become  a  general  partner. 

§1937.  (1927.)  (1939.)  Liability  of  general  partners.     The  general  part-  Act  of  1837 
ners  shall  be  liable  to  account  to  each  other,  and  to  the  special  partners, c-  p-  587. 
for  their  management  of  the  business  of  the  firm,  both  in  law  and 
equity,  as  other  partners  are  now  by  law  and  equity. 

§1938.  (1928.)  (1940.)  Partners  guilty   of  fraud,  etc.     Every  partner  Act  of  1S37, 
who  shall  be  guilty,  of  any  fraud  in  the  affairs  or  business  of  the  part-c-  p-587- 
nership,  shall  be  liable  civilly  to  the  party  injured,  to  the  extent  of  his 
damage,  and  shall  also  be  liable  to  an  indictment  for  a  misdemeanor, 
punishable  by  fine  or  imprisonment,  or  both,  at  the  discretion  of  the 
Superior  Court,  by  which  he  shall  be  tried. 

§1939.  (1929.)  (1941.)  Fraudulent  assignments  invalid.  Every  sale,  Act  of  1^37,. 
assignment  or  transfer  of  any  of  the  property  or  effects  of  such  part- c-  p-  587- 
nership,  made  by  such  partnership,  when  insolvent,  or  in  contempla- 

tion of  insolvency,  or  after  or  in  contemplation  of  the  insolvency  of  any 
partner,  with  the  intent  of  giving  a  preference  to  any  creditor  of  such 
partnership  or  insolvent  partner  over  other  creditors  of  such  partner- 

ship, and  every  judgment  confessed,  lien  created,  or  security  given  by 
such  partnership,  under  the  like  circumstances,  and  with  the  like  in- 

tent, shall  be  void,  as  against  the  creditors  of  such  partnership. 
§1940.  (1930.)  (1942.)  By  general  or  special  partners.  Every  such  sale,  Act  of  1837, 

assignment  or  transfer  of  any  of  the  property  or  effects  of  a  general  or  c' p- 587- 
special  partner,  who  may  have  become  liable  as  a  general  partner, 
made  by  such  general  or  special  partner  when  insolvent  or  in  contem- 

plation of  insolvency,  or  after  or  in  contemplation  of  the  insolvency  of 
the  partnership,  with  the  intention  of  giving  to  any  creditor  of  his 
own,  or  of  the  partnership,  a  preference  over  creditors  of  the  partner- 

ship; every  judgment  confessed,  lien  created,  or  security  given  by  any 
such  partner  under  the  like  circumstances,  and  with  the  like  intent, 
shall  be  void  as  against  the  creditors  of  the  partnership. 

§1941.  (1931.)    (1943.)  Liability  of  special  partners,  etc.     Any  special  Act  of  1837 
partner  who  shall  violate  any  provisions  of  the  two  last  preceding  sec- c-  p- 5S8- 
tions,  or  who  shall  concur  in,  or  assent  to,  any  such  violation  by  the 
partnership,  or  by  any  individual  partner,  shall  be  liable  as  a  general 
partner. 

§1942.  (1932.)  (1944.)  Special  partners,  etc.     In  case  of  the  insolvency  Act  of  1837, 
or  bankruptcy  of  the  partnership,  no  special  partner  shall,  under  any  c-  p-  588> 
circumstances,  be  allowed  to  claim  as  a  creditor  until  the  claims  of  all 
the  other  creditors  of  the  partnership  shall  be  satisfied. 

§1943.  (1933.)  (1945.)  Dissolution,  how  effected.  No  dissolution  of  such  Act  of  1837, 
partnership,  by  the  acts  of  the  parties,  shall  take  place  previous  to  the  c-  p-  5S8- 
time  specified  in  the  certificate  of  its  renewal,  until  a  notice  of  such 
intended  dissolution  shall  have  been  filed  and  recorded  in  the  clerk's 
office  in  which  the  original  certificate  was  recorded,  and  published  at 
least  once  a  week  for  four  weeks  in  a  newspaper  printed  in  each  of  the 
counties  where  the  partnership  has  places  of  business ;  but  if  no  news- 

paper be  printed  in  such  counties,  then  the  notice  shall  be  published 
for  four  weeks  in  all  the  newspapers  in  the  city  of  Milledgeville,  which 
notice  shall  be  signed  by  all  the  partners,  or  their  representatives  : 
Provided,  that  nothing  herein  contained  shall  be  so  construed  as  to  af- 

fect the  collection  of  any  demand  against  either  of  the  special  partners 
which  may  have  been  contracted  previously  to  the  commencement  of 
such  special  partnership. 

General  Note  on  Limited  Partnership. — When  limited  partnership  is  formed  by- 
payment  of  capital  in  checks  instead  of  cash,  special  partner  is  liable  as  general  part- 

ner for  debt:  25  Am.  R.,  158.  Special  partnership,  made  in  one  State  and  valid  there, 
valid  in  others,  if  not  repugnant  to  law  or  policy  :  25  Am.  R.,  128. — Subject  treated: 
Troubat  on  Limited  Partnership  ;  1  Schoul.  Pers.  Pr.,  241 ;  3  Kent  Com.,  34-37  ;  Pari. 
Partn.;  526-540  ;  Sm.  Merc.  Law,  (3d  Am.  etl.)  45,  n. ;  1  Pars.  Contr.,  214-216. 
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General  Note   on  Chapter  I. —  Account   and    settlement,  bill  filed  for,  may 
embrace  every  matter  necessary  to,  without  being  multifarious  thereby:  5  Ga.,  22.  No 
adequate  remedy  at  law  for :.  15  Ga  ,  213.     Acceptance  by  one  partner  for  the  partner- 

ship :  48  Ga.,  570;  55/618.     For  individual  debt :  15Ga.,253.     Admissions,  when  that 
of  a  member  of  a  firm  not  a  party  to  the  suit  may  be  given  in  evidence  to  charge  the 
other  members  :  2Ga.,  244;  16/424.     Answer  of  a  defendant  in  equity  as  an  admission  : 
13Ga.,206;  21/395.     When  of  a  partner  is  not  evidence  in  favor  of  the  plaintiff:  17Ga., 
300.      What  admission  is  evidence   of  a  partnership   interest:  32   Ga.,  477;   47/253; 
12/591-2.     Assignee  of  the  interest  of  one  partner  is  entitled  to  the  remedies  of  the 
assignor  for  procuring  a  settlement :  33  Ga.,  184,  Suplt.     Attachment,  when  can  only 
issue  for  a  partnership  debt,  when  non-resident  partners  are  the  only  survivors  of  the 
firm  :  8  Ga.,  532.     Against  a  firm  where  all  the  members  could  be  attached  for  an  indi- 

vidual  debt:  60  Ga.,   546.      When  some  of  the  partners  are  unknown:    47  Ga.,  587. 
Where  the  affidavit  is  worded  as  follows,   l,C.  J.  &  Co.  reside  out  of  the  State,"  it  is 
sufficient:    19  Ga.,  84.     See  note  to  section  3276.     Attorney  at  law,  partner  in  a  mer- 

cantile firm  not  allowed  commissions  for  collecting  debts  for  the  firm  in  the  absence  of 
an  agreement  to  that  effect:  37  Ga.,  299-300.  Debts,  division  of  the  usurious  debts  of 
the  firm  does  not  purge  it  of  the  usury  :  22  Ga.,  193.     Where  the  contract  of  a  partner 
is  objectionable  on  account  of  usury,  yet  the  firm  must  pay  the  legal  interest:  40  Ga., 
107.     Of  a  partnership  must  be  first  satisfied  out  the  partnership  assets:  24  Ga.,  625; 
47/415;  51/373.     Dissolution,  when  after,  a  Court  of  equity  will  appoint  a  receiver: 
18   Ga.,  664.      A  partition  of  partnership   land  made   before   dissolution:  35  Ga.,  84. 
After,  the  partners  can  make  no  new  contract :  5  Ga.,  166.     Liability  of  a  partner  after, 
to  account  to  another  one  for  firm  assets:  57  Ga.,  11.     See  notes  to  sections  1894-5-6 
.and  section  1917.     Dormant,  responsible  to  every  one  dealing  with  the  firm  :  47  Ga., 
218.  Must  sue  him  when  notified  to  do  so  by  the  indorser:  3Ga.,523.  Equity,  concurrent 
jurisdiction   between   law    and    equity   as    to  settlement  of  partnership   affairs:    33 
Ga.,   184,  Suplt.    Will  aid  creditors  to  follow  goods  sold  to  a  firm  who  transferred 
them   without  valuble   consideration    to    another  partnership    composed    of    some 
of    the  same    parties:    9    Ga.,    449.      May    interfere    when    the    estate    is    involved 
in    two    partnerships,    etc.,    and    enjoin     suits    of    creditors:      21    Ga.,    442.       No 
adequate     remedy    at    law    where    one   partner     sought    an    account     against    his 
copartner:  15  Ga.,  213.     Will  restrain  the  publication  of  letters:  29  Ga.,  161.     May  re- 

quire partner  taking  charge  of  assets  to  indemnify  the  other  partners:  35  Ga.,  113. 
Bill  against  two  partners  one  of  whom  dies  pending  the  suit :  38  Ga.,  444.     Bill  by  one 
partner  against  cop  irtner  must  be  brought  in  the  county  where  the  managing  partner 
lives,  and  there  must  be  a  cause  of  action  at  the  time  it  is  brought:  55  Ga.,  329.     A 
demurrer  will   be  sustained  to  a  bill  between  the  partners  unless  all  of  them  made 
parties :  51  Ga.,  313.     Will  restrain  on  account  of  conflicting  interest,  one  partner  from 
carrying  on   the  same  business  as  the   firm:  33  Ga.,  500.     Evidence,  entries  on  the 
firm  books  are,  against  the  firm  :  14  Ga.,  699.    Bill  and  answer  of  a  partner  admissible 
in  a  claim  case,  etc:  21  Ga.,  395.  When  the  declarations  of  one  partner  are  not  evidence  or 
notice  of  dissolution  :  31  Ga.,  403.     Competency  as  to  testifying  of  partners  and  repre- 

sentatives under  the  evidence,  Act  of  1866:  36  Ga.,  520-565.      See  note  to  section  3854. 
As  to  the  other  party  not  ruled  out  if  contract  made  with  living  member  of  the  firm  : 

•  37  Ga.,  586-623;  59/342-3-9  ;  41/123.     But  if  contract  made  with  the  deceased  member 
of  the  firm,  evidence  ruled  out:  39  Ga.,  186.     Under  the  plea  oinon  est  factum:  60  Ga., 
437.     In  issue  of  partnership  or  no  partnership,  the  sayings  of  one  partner  not  brought 
to  the  knowledge  of  the  others  do  not  bind  the  other  members  of  the  firm:  44  Ga.,  229. 
Business  letters  of  the  clerk  with  the   firm  name  to  them  admissible  as  those  of  the 

.firm:  62  Ga.,  46.     When  printed  hand-bills  were  evidence   of  existence  of  a  partner- 
ship :  40  Ga.,  222.     Firm  name  need  not  be  inserted  in  the  articles  of  partnership,  but 

the  name  in  which  the  business  is  carried  on  becomes  the  firm  name  :  31  Ga.,  403.  Gar- 
nishment, firm  subject  to,  for  the  debts  of  one  member:  28  Ga.,  68.     Interest  of  a 

partner  in  the  firm  property  must  be  reached  by :  43  Ga.,  325.  And  this  is  so  even  after 
dissolution:  51  Ga.,  372.     When  the  debtor  of  one  partner  is  subject  to:  23  Ga.,  164. 
Interest,  the  apparent  interest  of  a  partner  treated  as  the  actual :  28  Ga.,  68.     Juris- 

diction of  Courts  where  several  partners  live  in  several  counties:  54  Ga.,  486.     Land- 
lord and  tenant,  when  they  are  partners  as  to  the  crop  :  52  Ga.,  567.     When  father 

and  son  are  partners  as  to  crop:  53  Ga.,  160.     But  see  when  landlord  and  tenant  are  not 
partners  as  to  crop:  42  Ga.,  226;  48/425.  Law  partnership,  nature  and  objects  of:  34 
Ga.,  388.     Bound  by  their  firm  contracts  as  to  collections:  55  Ga.,  283.     Lien,  asserted 
against  the  property  of  the  firm  for  a  lien  existing  against  one  member  thereof,  binds 
his  interest  in  the  firm:  19  Ga.,  591.     Limitations,  payments  by  one  partner  within 
six  years,  does  not  take  it  out  of  the  statutes  as  to  co-promissors :  14  Ga.,  641,  648.    See 
section  2937.     The  statute  does  not  run  as  between  partners  where  there  are  due 
by  the   firm    or  unsettled  or  owing  to  the  firm:  20  Ga.,  556.      Liquidation,    when 
assets  of  the  firm  were  placed  in  the  hands  of  a  clerk  for  liquidation,   and  he  paid 
debts  with  his  own  funds  and  filed  a  bill  setting  forth  these  facts :  36  Ga.,  484.     Mort- 

gage, when  made  by  one  partner   to  his  copartner's   representative,  it  is  superior 
to  creditors:    29  Ga.,    276.       Of  the  individual    interest   in  partnership  property  is 
not  superior  to  a  sale  thereof  to  pay    partnership  debts  :  21  Ga.,   394.      Given  by 
a  firm  does  not  include  the   individual  property  of  the  members,  unless  specially 
so  set  forth:  43  Ga  ,   528.      On   a  stock  of  goods:    49  Ga.,  313.      Power  of  a  part- 

ner to  make  can  be  contested  either  at  law  or  in  equity:  60  Ga.,  396.      One  partner 
cannot  bind  the  partnership  land  by,  without  the  consent  of  the  copartners,  but  he 
can  bind  his  own  interest  for  a  partnership  debt:  61  Ga.,  676  ;  19/14.    Note,  execu- . 
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tion  of,  by  one  partner  in  the  firm  name  prima  facie  binds  all  the  members:  15  Ga. 
198.  Notice  of  dissolution  to  those  having  dealt  with  the  firm  necessary  :  30  Ga.,  691 
31/403.  Notice  of  the  retiring  of  a  partner  from  the  firm  shonld  be  given:  57  Ga.,  36 
55/116.  See  section  1895  and  citations.  Parties,  joinder  in  suit  of  a  partner  and  the 
representative  of  one  deceased  where  the  partnership  is  alleged,  and  so  also  the  sur- 

viving partner  to  be  insolvent,  since  the  law  allowing  judgments,  and  verdicts  to  be 
so  moulded  as  to  give  equitable  relief  :  62  Ga.,  46.  Partners,  responsibility  of  a  person 
holding  himself  out  as  a  member  of  a  firm  :  29  Ga.,  285.  Maker  of  a  note  to  a  firm 
cannot  plead  an  agreement  with  two  partners  to  settle  it  with  the  debt  of  one,  another 
partner  not  being  a  party  to  the  agreement :  48  Ga. ,  495.  Sale  to  a  partner  with  notice  of  his 
want  of  authority  to  buy  for  the  firm,  will  be  held  as  a  sale  on  the  individual  credit  of 
that  member:  55  Ga.,  427.  One  partner  discharged  from  liability  by  the  holder  of  a 
note  renewing  it  with  another  partner  after  dissolution  :  24  Ga.,  310;  20/262.  But 
afterward  becoming  bound  by  promisingto  pay  it:  24Ga.,  310;  20/262.  One  partnercan 
not  bind  another  by  a  contract  after  dissolution  :  25  Ga.,  714.  Not  even  by  indorsing  a 
firm  note  :  5  Ga.,  166.  Bill  may  be  brought  by  one  partner  for  an  account  and  for  di- 

vision against  another  having  agreed  to  pay  all  the  firm  debts:  57  Ga.,  11.  Rights  of  a 
partner  as  to  interests  separate  from  the  partnership:  58  Ga.,  26.  When  one  partner 
furnishes  the  capital  and  another  his  services  :  50  Ga.,  339-350.  Partnership,  may  be 
altered  or  modified  as  between  themselves  :  2  Ga.,  18.  From  holding  themselves  out  to 
the  public  under  a  firm  name  the  law  will  imply  the  existence  of  a  partnership:  53 
Ga.,  98.  What  is  evidence  of  as  to  third  parties:  14  Ga.,  699.  Settlement  of:  54  Ga., 
470.  Pleading's,  plea  of  assets  belonging  to  the  firm  must  be  signed  and  verified,  and 
what  it  must  allege  to  prevent  a  creditor  from  pursuing  the  individual  estate  of  a  de- 

ceased partner:  21  Ga.,  155.  When  non  est  factum  is  plead  by  one  partner  and  the 
onus  to  show  authority  to  sign  is  on  the  plaintiff:  60  Ga.,  437.  Possessory  "warrant, 
will  not  be  sustained  for  the  share  of  a  partner  until  final  division  of  effects:  40  Ga., 
328.  Powers,  of  to  bind  the  firm  by  a  sealed  instrument :  16  Ga.,  424.  Realty,  reason 
of  the  rule  that  a  Court  of  equity  may  treat  real  estate  of  a  partnership  as  personalty : 
15  Ga.,  445.  Members  of  a  firm  holding  lands  are  tenants  in  common:  19  Ga.,  14;  61/ 
676.  When  partnership  lands  are  not  subject  to  levy  and  sale  for  the  debt  of  one  part- 

ner: 43Ga.,325.  May  have  it  partitioned  before  the  dissolution  of  the  partnership : 
35  Ga.,  84.  Receiver,  when  a  Court  of  equity  will  appoint  on  the  dissolution  of  a 
firm:  18  Ga.,  664.  When  before  dissolution  :  21  Ga.,  74.  Appointment  of  to  wind  up 
the  partnership  :  38  Ga.,  179.  Rescission,  when  a  contract  between  two  partners  will 
not  be  rescinded  in  the  absence  of  actual  fraud  in  the  seller  :  55  Ga.,  495.  Rights,  of 
partners  may  be  settled  at  law  as  well  as  in  equity  :  28  Ga.,  68.  Set-off,  when  there 
cannot  be  of  an  individual  debt:  46  Ga.,  527.  When  not  against  a  firm  debt :  28  Ga,, 
219 ;  33/243  ;  36/508.  Partners  can  plead  as  excess  of  profits  received  by  one  partner  in 
a  suit  between  them:  30  Ga.,  813.  When  by  agreement  the  debtdue  by  one  of  the  firm  to 
a  customer  is  permitted  to  be  set  off  against  purchases  made  of  the  firm  by  the  cus- 

tomer: 54  Ga.,  499.     When  not  mutual :  58  Ga..  507. 
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CHAPTER  II. 

DEBTOR   AND     CREDITOR. 

Article  1. — General  Principles. 

Article  2. — Acts  Void  Against  Creditors. 
Article  3. — Mortgages. 
Article  4. — Sales  to  Secure  Debts. 
Article  5. — Other  Liens. 

Article  6. — Homestead  and  Exemption. 
Article  7. — Property  Exempt  from  Sale. 
Article  8. — Interest  and  Usury. 

ARTICLE  I. 

GENERAL    PRINCIPLES. 

§3153. 

Section. 
1944.  Relation  of  debtor  and  creditor. 
1945.  Rights  of  creditors  favored. 
1946.  Equitable  assets. 
1947.  Attacking  judgments. 

Section. 
1948.  Pursuing  two  remedies, 
1949.  Compulsory  election. 
1950.  Obligations  in  writing. 
1951.  Exceptions. 

§1944.  (1934.)  (1946. )  Relation  of  debtor  and  creditor.  Whenever  one 
person,  by  contract  or  by  law,  is  liable  and  bound  to  pay  to  another  an 
amount  of  money,  certain  or  uncertain,  the  relation  of  debtor  and  cred- 

itor exists  between  them. 

To  render  responsible  for  the  debt  of  another  it  must  be  in  writing  and  for  a  consid- 
eration: 15  Ga.,  321.  This  section  construed  in  connection  with  section  1952,  and  in- 

cludes cases  of  tort  before  judgment:  59  Ga.,  257.  Party  borrowed  notes  on  himself, 
proceeds  to  be  turned  over  when  desired,  or  else  good  notes,  or  fi.  fas.  instead  guaran- 

teed by  himself:  54  Ga.,  47. 

§1945.  (1935.)  (1947.)  Rights  of  creditors  favored.  The  rights  of  cred- 
itors should  be  favored  by  the  Courts,  and  every  remedy  and  facility  af- 

forded them  to  detect,  defeat  and  annul  any  effort  to  defraud  them  of 
their  just  rights. 

Section  cited  and  approved :  60  Ga.,  571. 

§1946.  (1936.)  (1948.)  Equitable  assets.  Courts  of  equity  should  assist 
creditors  in  reaching  equitable  assets  in  every  case  where  to  refuse  in- 

terference would  jeopard  the  collection  of  their  debts. 

Judgment  creditor  granted  an  injunction  and  receiver  in  the  State  Court  where  the 
only  fund  out  of  which  he  could  get  his  rights  was  in  danger:  63  Ga.,  551.  How  reach- 

ed by  fi.  fa.  levied  and  return  of  nulla  bona:  59  Ga.,  706. 

§1947.  (1937.)  (1949.)  Attacking  judgments.     Creditors  may  attack  as 
§§3317, 3596.  fraudulent  a  judgment  or  conveyance,  or  any  other  arrangement  inter- 

fering with  their  rights,  either  in  law  or  in  equity. 
§1948.  (1938.)  (1950.)  Pursuing  two  remedies.  The  creditor  cannot 

pursue  the  person  and  property  of  the  debtor  at  the  same  time,  except 
in  cases  specially  provided  for ;  but  the  process  last  sued  out  shall  be 
void. 

§1949.    (1939.)    (1951.)    Compulsory  election.     As  among  themselves, 
§§3147, 3i6i.  creditors  must  so  prosecute  their  own  rights  as  not  unnecessarily  to 

jeopard  the  rights  of  others;  hence,  a  creditor  having  a  lien  on  two 
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funds  of  the  debtor  equally  accessible  to  him,  will  be  compelled  to  pur- sue the  one  on  which  other  creditors  have  no  lien. 

Stated,  where  there  is  a  claim  on  two  funds:  8  Ga.,  462.  Where  surviving  partner 
has  two  funds  on  which  there  are  two  liens  or  claims:  16  Ga.,  165.  It  only  applies 

where  contending  creditors  have  a  common  debtor:  24  Ga.,  347.  All  creditors  are 

equally  meritorious,  therefore,  there  should  be  pro  rata  distribution  :  27  Ga.,  47.  Sec- 
tion cited,  and  creditors  should  not  jeopardize  the  rights  of  others:  39  Ga.,  320.  Doc- 

trine applied  in  favor  of  a  surety:  6  Ga,,  393.  Where  the  provisions  of  this  section-  are 
referred  to:  17  Ga.,  95;  49/619;  57/304.  But  this  principle  does  not  apply  where  one 
of  the  funds  is  outside  of  this  State :  54  Ga.,  573. 

1  Story's  Eq.,  ££633,  642-3;  7  Federal  Reporter,  751. 

§1950.  (1940.)  (1952.)   Obligations  which  must  be  in  writing.     To  make  «ee  Cobb's 

the  following  obligations  binding  on  the  promiser  the  promise  must  be  n^;st^80. 
in  writing,4  signedb  by  the  party  to  be  charged0  therewith,  or  some  person 
by  him  lawfully  authorized,11  viz.  : 

What  is  not  such  part  performance  as  will  dispense  with  a  writing  :  63  Ga.,  67-69- 
Note  signed  after  contract  made  and  antedated,  takes  the  parol  bargain  and  sale  out  of 
the  statute  of  frauds:  55  Ga.,  633.  Sale  and  delivery  of  cotton  with  a  sale  ticket 

signed  by  the  seller,  binding  contract  under  this  section:  50  Ga.,  652.  Letter  written 
by  defendant  acknowledging  terms  of  the  contract  takes  out  of  the  statute:  29  Ga-, 
294.  A  sale  ticket  taking  contract  out  of  the  statute  similar  section  to  17th  section  of 
statute  of  frauds  :  50  Ga.,  651. 

Printing,  sufficient:  9  C.  L.  J.,  41.  Should  state  what:  15  Am.  D.,  645  ;  3/509.  In 
sale  of  land:  2  Am.  R.,  649;  15/110;  5  O.,  444;  bl  Smith's  L.  C.,  376;  note  to  Berkmyr 
W.Darnell;  Wain  vs.  Walters ;  2/286;  Benj.  on  Sales,  £255  ;  7  Am.  D.,  288,  n;  20/673,  n. 
If  person  adopts  or  sanctions  his  written  or  printed  signature  sufficient :  1  Add.  Contr., 
§214.  "Other  party  need  not  sign  :  1  Add.  Contr.,  213;  25  Am.  R.,  543-6,  n  ;  28/190;  dl 
Add.  Contr.,  £215;  Benj.  on  Sales,  £265.  Auctioneer:  See  £2630.  Agent's  authority must  be  in  writing  under  £2182  of  Code  :  Per  Erskine,  J.,  Beall  vs.  Garsed,  Pampht,, 
Dec,  p.  33.  Broker's  memorandum:  7  Am.  D.,  286;  5/417;  Whart.  Ag.,  £718;  3  C.  L. 
J.,  383. 

1.  A  promise  by  an  executor,  administrator,  guardian,  or  trustee  to 
answer  damages  out  of  his  own  estate. 

Throop  on  Validity  of  Verbal  Agreements  :  85-111 ;  1  Add.  Contr.,  £209  ;  Williams 
on  Exrs.,  1784. 

2.  A  promise*  to  answer*  for  the  clebt,c  default,  or  miscarriage  of  an-  Acts  of  i85i 
other.d  "2-  p-  243' 

Promise  to  indemnify  a  person  for  becoming  surety  to  another  need  not  be  in  writ- 
ing: 1  Ga.,  294.  Parol  promise  by  husband  to  answer  for  debt  of  his  wife,  void:  6  Ga., 

14.  Written  promise  to  answer,  etc.,  not  valid  at  common  law  unless  it  show's  a  con- 
sideration :  6  Ga.,  390.  Must  be  in  writing  and  show  a  consideration  :  15  Ga,,  321.  But 

valid  without  a  consideration  appearing  in  writing,  by  the  Act  of  1851-2:  17  Ga.,  568. 
That  the  Act  of  1851-2  in  dispensing  with  a  consideration  in  writing  was  not  repealed 
by  the  Act  of  1855-6,  (pp.  240-260):  32  Ga.,  128.  Account  books  insufficient  per  se  to  make 
a  party  liable  for  the  debts  of  another:  8  Ga.,  74.  Parol  promise  void  whether  abso- 

lute or  conditional,  to  pay  the  debt  of  another:  21  Ga.,  238.  What  promise  not  within 
the  terms  of  this,  as  being  the  party's  own  debt,  he  promised  to  pay :  30  Ga.,  488.  Title 
bond  assigned  to  a  party  promising  to  pay  the  balance  of  purchase  money  not  obnox- 

ious to  the  statute:  35 Ga.,  258.  Where  there  was  a  sufficient  consideration  for  a  prom- 
ise or  undertaking :  36  Ga.,  581-3.  An  original  and  not  a  collateral  promise  to  pay  the 

debt  of  another  :  40  Ga.,  65.  To  make  responsible  for  the  debt  of  another  there  must 
be  a  writing  signed  by  the  party  to  be  charged:  43  Ga.,  187,  189.  It  was  an  original 
undertaking:  45  Ga.,  138.  Goods  furnished  on  recommendation  not  rendering  the 
party  so  doing  responsible :  19  Ga.,  310.  When  third  person  liable  for  representations 
as  to  the  solvency  of  another :  26  Ga.,  241.  Conditional  promise  to  pay  the  debt  of  an- 

other :  44  Ga.,  71.  Where  the  promise  was  not  within  the  statute  :  30  Ga.,  488. 
The  Court  below  rightfully  refused  to  charge  that  the  agreement  was  within  the  statute:  48 
498.  Binding  where  full  performance  by  the  creditor  accepted  by  the  promissor  :  53 
Ga.,  353.  When  guarantee  of  the  solvency  of  notes  not  a  promise  to  answer  for  the 
debt  of  another  :  57  Ga.,  198.  Statute  of  frauds  did  not  apply  in  this  case  :  58  Ga.,  602 
An  original  and  not  a« collateral  contract:  60  Ga.,  456.  Novation  where  debt  extin- 

guished and  another  substituted:  55  Ga.,  277. 

Throop  on  Validity  of  Verbal  Agreements,  pp.  168-670,  inclusive;  1  Add.  Contr., 
£210;  Berkmyr  vs.  Darnell,  1  Smith's  L.  C,  371;  Brandt  on  S.  and  G.,  £37  ;  5  Am.  D., 
23l,*n  ;  15/393.  Letters  of  credit :  £2959.  Guaranties :  Throop,  639-670 ;  2  Dan.  Neg. 
Inst.,  667-700;  2  Whart.  Ev.,  £878;  3  Kent  Com.,  12 1 ;  2  Pars.  B.  and  N.,  117;  2  Pars. 
Contr.,  3;  Brandt  on  S.  and  Guaranty,  £37;  Ga.  Dec,  parti,  89;  R.  M.  Charl.,  86;  15 
Am.  D.,  387  ;    see  notes  to  £2148.     Notice  of  acceptance  :  Wade  Not.,  165.     Contract  to 
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pay  for  services  rendered  to  another:  Woods'  Master  and  S.,  383-9.  Agreement  to  run 
niill  and  pay  one's  own  debt  and  debts  of  others,  void  :  31  Am.  R.,  476.  Promise  not 
within  statute,  unless  the  promissor  and  the  third  person  become  concurrently  liable 

for  the  same  debt :  Throop,  195.  Nor  if  the  third  person's  liability  had  become  extinct 
at  the  time  when  that  of  the  promissor  came  into  existence  :  Throop,  318.  Nor  unless 
it  was  made  to  the  person  to  whom  the  debt  or  duty  was  to  be  discharged  :  Throop,  388. 
Nor  if  the  substantial  effect  of  its  fulfillment  will  be  to  discharge  the  debt,  out  of  a 

fund' furnished  to  the  promissor  by  the  debtor,  in  contemplation  of  which  the  promise 
was  made:  Throop,  528;  37  Am.  R,  612.  Nor  if  its  consideration  was  the  abandon- 

ment to  the  promissor  of  a  security  for  the  payment  of  the  debt,  to  which  the  promissor 
then  had  a  subordinate  title:  Throop,  565.  distinguished  from  deceitful  representa- 

tion :  Throop,  171 ;  16  Am.  R.,  490.  Where  severable,  valid  part  of  contract  enforceable: 
1  Am.  R.,  119 ; .  *>Throop,  183;-  cThroop,  191;  dThroop,  386. 

3.  Any  agreement  made  upon  consideration  of  marriage  except  mar- 
§1775.         riage  articles  as  hereinbefore  provided. 

Parol  marriage  agreement  executed  cannot  be  afterwards  changed :  30  Ga  ,  528.  Pa- 
rol agreement  before  marriage  to  execute  in  writing  a  marriage  settlement,  after  mar- 

riage is  not  valid,  and  marriage  not  part  performance  :  54  Ga.,  681—4. 
Throop  on  Validity  of  Verbal  Agreements,  673-730;  2  Whart,  Ev.,  £882.  Does  not 

apply  to  promises  to  marry:  1  Add.  Contr.,  £211.     Rale  in  Georgia  stated:  1  O.,  479. 

4.  Any  contract  for  sale  of  lands,  or  any  interest  in,  or  concerning 
them. 

Rent  case,  where  part  performance  prevented  use  of  dispossession  warrant  by  the 
landlord:  49  Ga.,  468.  What  is  sufficient  part  performance  to  take  out  of  the  statute  :  55 

Ga..  198.  Original  parol  agreement  not  revocable  after  executed  at  defendant's  expense  : 
3  Ga.,  83.  Estopped  from  taking  advantage  of  an  oral  agreement  as  to  the  flow  of  water, 
against  a,  bona  fide  purchaser,  without  notice:  41  Ga.,  162-171.  Verbal  contract  as  to 
land  so  largely  acted  on  as  to  take  it  out  of  the  statute:  28  Ga.,  165.  Contract  with 
agent  to  sell  land  need  not  be  in  writing :  60  Ga.,  212.  A  trust  in  land  need  not  be  in  writ- 

ing, but  must  be  proved  by  writing:  5  G  ..,  341.  When  admissions  of  parol  agreement 
in  defendant's  answer  yet  insisting  on  the  statute  of  frauds,  he  is  entitled  to  its  ben- 

efits :  8  Ga.,  457.  Parol  lease  of  lands  for  more  than  three  years,  is  void  under  the 
statute  of  frauds  :  12  Ga.,  386.  A  parol  contract  for  land  must  be  clearly  shown  beyond 
a  doubt :  17  Ga.,  559.  Taking  bond  for  title  by  assignment  and  agreeing  to  pay  the  pur- 

chase money  is  not  a  parol  promise  under  this  section  :  35  Ga.,  258.  Does  not  affect  a 

contract  fully  executed,  or  where  there  has  been  performance,  as  payment :  45  Ga",  182. 
Where  part  performance  may  make  valid  a  parol  license:  45  Ga.,  331.  Ah  easement 
should  be  by  grant  express  or  implied  :  29  Ga.,  254.  Building  party  walls  by  parol 
agreement  was  taken  out  of  the  statute  by  part  performance :  46  Ga.,  19.  Inapplicable 
to  the  facts  of  this  case :  48  Ga.,  442. 

2  Whart.  Ev.,  £854  et  seq. ;  Sugden  on  Venders,  (s.  p.)  92;  1  Add.  Contr.,  ££200-209; 
2/508;  Bingham  on  Sale  of  Real  Property;  Browne  on  St.  Frauds,  3,  231;  17  Am.  D., 
58,  n.  Effect  of  statute  on  licenses :  Cooley  Torts,  307  ;  16  Am.  D.,  502-4 ;  see  general 
note  following  £2236.  Promise  to  pay  for  lands  if  in  excess  of  deed:  1  Am.  D.,  12,  n. 
Exchange  of  lands  :  14  Am.  D.,  76;  3  Am.  R.,  601 ;  4  Wall.,  513  ;  9  Pet.,  86.  Partition 
in  parol,  with  possession,  not  within  statute:  2  Am.  D.,  436;  4/266,  n  ;  5/548;  6/276; 
3  C.  L,  J.,  825.  Growing  crops,  not  within  statute:  17  Am.  R.,  595.  Standing  timber, 
within  statute:  13  Am.  R.,  432;  15/295.  Firm  contract  to  deal  in  land,  not  within 
statute  :  1  Am.  R.,  14  ;  19/735.  Oral  agreement  by  one  to  pay  for  land  to  be  deeded  by 
him  to  a  third  is  void,  although  deed  is  given  :  33  Am.  R.,  359.  Action  does  not  lie  to 
recover  money  paid  on  oral  agreement  for  purchase  of  lands,  if  vender  is  willing  to 
fulfill:  27  Am.  R.,  351. 

5.  Any  agreement  (except  contracts  with  overseers)  that  is  not  to  be 
§2216,2280.  performed  within  one  year  from  the  making  thereof. 

Goods  to  be  delivered  within  a  year,  but  the  price  to  be  paid  afterward  is  not  within 
the  statute :  1  Ga.,  348.  This  being  a  contract  for  a  writing,  and  might  be  executed  in  a 
year,  is  not  within  the  statute  :  22  Ga.,  1.  Not  within  the  terms  of  this  section,  for  it 
could  have  been  performed  within  a  year ;  34  Ga.,  152.  Contingency  could  occur  within 
a  year:  24  Ga.,  506.  Verbal  agreement  made  14th  of  December,  1856,  for  rent  of  house 
and  lot  for  1857,  is  void  under  the  statute  :  31  Ga.,  507.  It  will  not  be  presumed  that 
the  contract  was  not  in  writing:  16  Ga.,  162.  Contract  with  an  overseer  must  have 
been  in  writing  where  not  to  be  performed  in  a  year:  26  Ga.,  551.  Where,  although 
the  agreement  was  not  in  writing  it  was  taken  out  of  the  statute  bv  part  performance  : 
55  Ga.,  79. 

2  Whart,  Ev.,  £883;  Peter  vs.  Compton,  1  Smith's  L.  C,  432;  Browne  St.  Fr., 
278.  Does  not  apply  to  agreement  which  may  or  may  not  happen  to  he  per- 

formed in  a  vear,  or  which  is  to  be  performed  in  a  year  by  one  party  though  not  by 
other:  35  Am.  R.,  267;  1  Add.  Contr.,  £212;  6  O.,  424.  Contract  of  employment: 
Woods'  Mater  and  Servant,  390  et  seq.  Contract  for  year's  service  to  begin  on  day  fol- 

lowing date  of  contract,  valid  :  23  Am.  R.,  565.  Contract  to  pay  for  services  in  will, 
not  within  statute:  7  Am.  R.,100;  20/502.  Guaranty,  in  consideration  of  forbearance 
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for  two  years,  when  invalid  :  36  Am.  R.,  384.  Oral  agreement  not  to  leave  employment 
for  two  years,  nor  in  summer,  nor  without  two  weeks' notice,  void:  36  Am.  R.,  343.  Fee 
contingent  on  recovery,  not  within  :  6  0.,  404. 

p  ...  Acts  of  18r3 
6.  Any  promise  to  revive  a  debt  barred  by  the  acts  of  limitation.       -f* *    x  "  §2.2542, 2934. 
New  promise  how  suit  should  be  brought  on,  and  must  plainly  refer  to  the  debt  or 

demand  sought  to  be  revived  :  6  Ga.,  21.     In  an  action  a  note  barred  a  new  promise 
made  by  the  maker  to  a  prior  holder  is  sufficient  r  7  Ga.,  506.      Subsequent  promise  , 
made  by  parol  relied  on  :  12  Ga.,  613.  Credit  on  the  note:  18  Ga.,  379,  381.  Where 
there  was  a  consideration  for  a  promise  in  1869  to  pay  part  of  a  note  in  1861 :  55  Ga.,  10. 
New  promise  to  pay  in  a  particular  way  must  be  in  writing :  58  Ga.,  500. 

See  notes  to  collateral  sections  in  margin. 

7.  Any  contract  for  the  sale*  of  goods,  wares  and  merchandise1"  in  exist- 
ence, or  not  in  esse,0  to  the  amount  of  fifty  dollars  or  more,  except  the 

buyer  shall  accept1  part  of  the  goods  sold  and  actually  receive®  the  same, 
or  give  something  in  earnest*  to  bind  the  bargain,  or  in  part  payment.*^ 

Not  excluded  from  the  terms  of  the  statute  where  such  contract  is  executory  :  6  Ga.,. 
554.  Goods  not  in  esse  not  within  the  statute:  6  Ga.,  554.  Cotton  included  under  term 
goods:  6Ga.,  554.  When  delivery  of  goods  not  sufficient  under  thi«  section:  20  Ga., 
574-577.  No  contract  valid  unless  the  buyer  accepts  or  gives  something  in  earnest  or 
there  is  a  writing  signed  by  the  party  to  be  charged  :  30  Ga.,  637.  Where  buyer  can  ob- 

ject to  quantity  or  quality  there  is  no  acceptance  :  25  Ga.,  215.  What  contract  does  not 
fall  under  this  provision  and  is  sufficient :  25  Ga.,  391-4-5.  Letters  acknowledging  the 
contract  sufficient  to  take  it  out  of  the  statute :  29  Ga.,  294.  Verbal  stipulations  did  not 
show  receipt  or  payment  by  the  buyer  so  as  to  take  it  out  of  the  statute  :  49  Ga,,  143-6. 
Where  part  delivery  of  cotton  and  a  sale  ticket  signed  takes  the  contract  out  of  the 
statute  as  to  the  buyer:  50  Ga.,  644,  651.  A  contract  to  purchase  an  account  for  fifty 
dollars,  or  more,  must  be  in  writing:  54  Ga.,  179.  A  subsequent  note  signed  by  the 
buyer  taking  a  parol  bargain  out  of  the  statute  :  55  Ga.,  633. 

2  Whart.  Ev.,  £869  et  seq.  ;  Benj.  on  Sales,  §290-189;  Biowne  Stat.  Fr.,  299  et  seq. ; 

2  Schoul.  Piers'.  Pr.,  452-512;  9  Am.  D.,  198,  n.  Delivery  to  carrier:  4  Am.  R.,  721? 7/545;  25/47;  30/199.  Symbolical  delivery  :  37  Am.  R.,  16,  n  ;  7  0.,  557.  Goods  in 

warehouse:  37  Am.  R.,  11.  ̂ Distinguished  from  manufacture  :  Woods'"  Master  and  S.r 
382 ;  9  Am.  D.,  198,  n ;  7  Am.  R.,  517 ;  12/55 ;  15/112,  n.  118;  ̂ Includes  shares  of  stock : 
10  C.  L.  J.,  316.  As  to  cotton  and  other  products:  See  §1593.  °Crop  to  be  raised:  2 
Am.  R.,  218;  dBenj.  on  Sales,  §139.  "Acceptance"'  to  take  case  out  of  statute,  must  be 
acceptance  of  part  of  goods  under  an  entire  contract :  Beall  vs.  Garsed,  per  Erskine,  J., 
Pampht.,  Dec,  47;  eBenj.  on  Sales,  §172.  Acceptance  and  receipt  both  necessary:  7 
Am.  R.,  461,  n,  466;  ̂ Benj.  on  Sales,  189.  Mutual  deposit  with  third  party  is  not :  11 
Am.  R,  306. 

8.  An  acceptance  of  a  bill  of  exchange.  Act&ef  T8» 
1  Dan.  Neg.  Inst.,  450;  2  Add.  Contr.,  §553  et  seq.    53  Ga.,  665. 

General  Note  on  Section  1950. — Obligations  that  must  be  in  writing  and  how  de- 
clared on :  13  Ga.,  195.  Statute  of  frauds  must  be  plead  to  avail  in  a  case  of  a  lease  :  IS 

Ga.,  452-458.     Letters  as  showing  a  contract :  53  Ga.,  164. 

§1951.  (194L)  (1953.)  Exceptions.     The  foregoing  section  does  not  ex- Acts  of  i85g 

tend  to  the  following  cases,  viz. :  Ac£"o¥i855 
As  to  acceptance  of  a  draft,  what  would  be  part  performance :  53  Ga.,  665-668.  8^187  24°* 
1.  When  the  contract  has  been  fully  executed. 

Statute  does  not  apply 'to  a  contract  fully  performed :  1  Ga.,  348.  N 
2.  Where  there  has  been  performance  on  one  side,  accepted  by  the 

other  in  accordance  with  the  contract. 

When  there  was  part  performance  by  a  tenant :  49>Ga.,  468.  Where  the  contract  for 
rent  was  executed :  63  Ga.,  476.  Promise  to  pay  the  debt  of  another,  is  binding  where 
full  performance  accepted :  53  Ga.,  353.  Employment  of  a  clerk,  part  performance: 
53  Ga.,  98-109.  Part  performance,  a  plea  of  recoupment  allowed  :  55  Ga.,  79.  Part 
payment  and  possession,  are  part  performance:  55  Ga.,  198.  Building  of  a  wall,  part 
performance  of  a  parol  license:  46  Ga.,  24.  New  promise  must  be  in  writing,  forbear- 

ance to  sue  may  be  part  performance  :  58  Ga.,  500-508.  Parol  agreement  to  execute  a 
settlement  after  marriage  is  within  the  statute,  and  neither  marriage  or  possession  by 
the  husband  is  part  performance  :  54  Ga.,  681-684.  Parol  promise  by  one  to  see  that 
another  should  pay  money  borrowed  is  within  the  statute,  and  there  was  no  part  per- 

formance :  63  Ga.,  442-446. 

1  Am.  D.,  35,  n  ;  15/63,  n  ;  17/58 ;  "27  Am.  R.,  434. 

*This  Act  was  omitted  from  the  published  volume  of  the  Aets  of  that  year,  it  may  be  found  in 
Acts  of  1855 -'56,  p.  238. **See  section  493. 
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3.  Where  there  has  been  such  part  performance  of  the  contract  as 
would  render  it  a  fraud  of  the  party  refusing  to  comply  if  the  Court  did 
not  compel  a  performance. 

As  to  part  performance  being  part  execution  of  a  parol  contract :  6  Ga.,  590.  Where 
It  would  be  a  fraud  not  to  decree  specific  performance  :  9  Ga.,  80.  After  part  execu- 
cution  :  14  Ga.,  683.  Payment  of  the  purchase  money,  together  with  taking  possession 
and  improvements,  make  part  performance:  15  Ga.,  144.  Where  the  son  under  part 
performance  was  entitled  to  specific  performance  to  prevent  fraud  :  22  Ga.,  431.  Where 
one  person  signs  for  another  at  his  request:  22  Ga..  402.  Purchase,  payment,  posses- 

sion and  improvements  release  a  parol  agreement  for  land  from  the  statute  :  27  Ga., 

125.  Must  be  part  performance  to  take  a  verbal  contract  for  land  out  of  the'  statute: 
24  Ga.,  402 ;  27/485.  A  verbal  contract  largely  acterl  on  taken  out  of  the  statute  :  28  Ga., 
165.  There  being  part  performance  it  would  be  a  fraud  not  to  decree  specific  perform- 

ance :  30  Ga.,  96.  Ante-nuptial  parol  agreement  admitted  by  the  husband,  equity 
will  decree  specific  performance,  30  Ga.,156.  Where  a  defendant  in  execution  under 
a  parol  contract  to  redeem  makes  improvements:  30  Ga.,  336.  Gift  enforced  where 
possession  and  improvements  made  on  the  faith  thereof:  33  Ga.,  9.  Taken  out  of 
the  statute  as  to  realty  by  part,  performance :  34  Ga.,  152-159.  It  is  a  question 
for  the  jury  as  to  whether  it  was  taken  out  of  th--1  statute  by  part  performance  :  37 
Ga.,  26-31.  Parol  contract  between  two  attorned  where  it  would  be  a  fraud  not  to 
enforce  it:  38  Ga.,  232.  Parol  contract  for  the  delivery  of  cross-ties  taken  out  of  the 
statute  by  part  performance :  41  Ga.,  71.  Parol  contract  for  rent  taken  out  of  the  stat- 

ute by  part  performance:  42  Ga.,  207.  Such  part  performance  of  parol  agreement 
as  would  be  a  fraud  not  to  carry  it  out:  43  Ga.,  569.  Fully  executed  by  entire 
payment,  accepted  by  the  vender,  takes  it  out  of  the  statute:  45  Ga.,  182.  Li- 

cense by  parol  rendered  obligatory  by  the  party  making  investments,  etc.:  45  Ga., 
331.  Payment  of  part  of  the  purchase  money  to  a  stranger  without  the  consent 
of  the  vender,  and  mere  possession  of  the  land  will  not  take  it  out  of  the  stat- 

ute: 33  Ga.,  123,  Suplt.  Agreement  by  parol  as  to  building  a  wall,  fully  executed, 
takes  it  out  of  the  statute  :  46  Ga.,  19.  Rent  contract,  although  not  in  writing,  taken 
out  of  the  statute  by  part  performance  :  48  Ga.,  512.  Employment  of  a  clerk  part 
performance:  53  Ga.,  98-109.  Draft  for  an  engine  agreed  to  be  accepted,  taken  out  of 
the  statute  by  delivery  of  the  engine  :  53  Ga.,  665.  Promise  by  parol  to  pay  the  debt 
of  another  with  full  payment  accepted:  53  Ga.,  353.  Contract  for  rent  not  in  writing 
taken  of  the  statute,  so  as  to  prevent  the  use  of  a  dispossession  warrant  by  the  landlord : 
49  Ga.,  470.  The  part  performance  must  be  of  the  contract :  47  Ga.,  479.  New  promise 
must  be  in  writing:  58  Ga.,  500.  Forbearance  to  sue  may  be  part  performance  :  58  Ga., 
508.  Part  performance  when  he  could  not  fraudulently  deny  his  agreement:  54  Ga., 
559.  Part  performance  and  recoupment:  55  Ga.,  75-79.  Equity  gives  relief  where 
there  has  been  part  performance  in  pursuance  of  the  contract:  51  Ga.,  77.  Specific 
performance  where  there  was  a  gift  with  improvements  :  54  Ga.,  624.  Where  another 
debtor  substituted  by  consent  not  within  the  statute:  55  Ga.,  277;  60/456.  What  is 
not  such  part  performance  by  collateral  promissor  as  to  take  it  out  of  the  statute :  63 
Ga.,  67. 

.3  Pars.  Contr.,  387;  17  Am.  D.,  58,  n;  5  0.,  444.     See  notes  to  collateral  sections. 

General  Note  on  Article  L — Substitution  of  one  debtor  for  another:  19  Ga.,  551; 
20/403-415.  Taking  another  as  collateral  security:  38  Ga.,  286.  When  there  was.no 
novation  but  a  contract  of  sale,  in  consideration  of  anotherpaying  debts  :  38  Ga.,  518. 
Small  notes  given  for  larger  ones  so  as  to  obtain  judgment  sooner :  18  Ga.,  668  :  22/466 ;  60 
/396.     Is  surety  indemnified  by  debtor  giving  small  notes  for  larger  ones :  23  Ga.,  616. 

General  Note  on  Debtor  and  Creditor. — Composition :  If  a  debtor  in  embar- 
rassed circumstances  enters  into  an  arrangement  with  all  his  creditors  to  pay  them  a 

certain  proportion  of  their  claims,  in  consideration  of  a  discharge  of  their  demands, 
and  he  privately  agrees  to  give  a  better  or  further  security  to  one  than  to  the  others, 
the  contract  with  the  other  creditors  is  void:  2  Woods,  204.  Composition  deeds:  1 

Add.  Contr.,  #$259,  264,  380,  400.  Oral  agreement  to  execute  composition  deed,  bind- 
ing:  37  Am.  P.,  781. 

ARTICLE  II. 

ACTS  VOID  AGAINST  CREDITORS. 

Section. 
1952.  Void  acts 
1953.  Legal  preference. 
1953.  (a.)  Assignees  give  bond,  when. 

Section. 
1953.  (b.)  Appointment  of  successor. 
1953.  <e.)  Issue,  how  made  and  tried. 

§1952.  (1942.)  (1954.)   Void  acts.^  The  following  acts  by  debtors  shall 
Act  of  1818,  be  fraudulent  in  law  against  creditors,  and  as  to  them  null  and  void, 
C  p.  168.        y\z.  I 
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1.  [Every  assignment  or  transfer  by  a  debtor,  insolvent  at  the  time,  Act  of  i8is, 

of  real  or  personal  property,  or  choses  in  action  of  any  description  to  fa)PActs'  of 
any  person,  either  in  trust  or  for  the  benefit  of,  or  in  behalf  of,  cred-  *|65-6,  p- |9. 
itors,  where  any  trust  or  benefit  is  reserved11  to  the  assignor  or  any  per-  %    '  \im'f 
son  for  him.]  (a.)  • 

Bump  Fraud.  Conv..  333;  2  St.  Eq.,  §1036;  Thomas  vs.  Jenks,  1  Am.  L.  C.,  78;  2  ̂^xj 
Perry  on  Trusts,  §585;  Burrill  on  Assignment  (forms  given  in  index).  Payment  made  ̂ J~ 
by  debtor  on  eve  of  assignment:  5  Wall.,  206.  Voidable,  when  ratified  by  creditors  /M? &-  *%  &* 
accepting  dividends,  etc.  :  18  Am.  D.,  622,  625.  Assignee,  selling,  no  authority  to  war-/  /  r  '  / 
rant:  18  Am.  P.,  690.  Giving  authority  to  sell  on  credit:  31  Am.  R.,  398,  n;  29/377. 
Retention  of  possession:  29  Am.  R..  787,  n.  Release  exacted:  4  Am.  D.,  445;  11/297; 
16/338;  34  Am.  R.,  80.  Though  void  as  to  creditors  is  good  between  the  parties:  18 
Am.  D.,  623.  Not  covering  all  property  of  debtor:  15  Am.  D.,  506.  Schedule  an- 

nexed :  4  Am.  D.,  366;  15/71 ;  1  Am.  R.,  *22.  Lex  loci:  See  note  to  §8  :  22  Am.  R.,  312; 
27/529;  36/345;  Rorer  Inter-State  Law.  138,204.  Assignee  may  set  aside  assignor's 
fraudulent  transfers:  36  Am.  R.,  569,  n;  a15  Am.  D.,  506;  19/436. 

2.  Every  conveyance  of  real  or  personal' estate,  by  writing  or  other- 
wise, and  every  bond,  suit,  iudgment  and  execution,  or  contract  of  any 

description,  had  or  made  with  intention  to  delay  or  defraud  creditors,3 
and  such  intention  known  to  the  party  taking;  a  bona  fideh  transaction 
on  a  valuable  consideration,  and  without  notice  or  grounds  for  reason- 

able suspicion,  shall  be  valid. 
Bumr>  Fraud.  Conv.,  61  et  sea.;  BigeTow  on  Fraud,  517;  Freeman  on  Executions, 

2133;  2  Sfhoul.  Pers.  Pr..  102;  Kerr  on  Fraud  and  M.,  196;  Benj.  on  Sales,  3483;  Sex- 

ton vs.  "Wheaton,  I  Am.  L.  C,  33:  Salmon  vs.  Bennett,  1  Am.  L.  C,  46;  2  Ross  Lead. 
pas.,  544;  Twvne's  case.  1  Sm.  L.  C,  (s.  p.)  1-15 ;  Abb.  Tr.  Ev.,  736-741;  2  Woods,  87, 
215,  675:  3/642.  Administrator  of  grantor  mav  set  aside:  14  Am.  D.,  157;  18/676. 
Contra ;  25  Am.  R.,  678  ;  see  notes  to  32485.  Grantor  cannot  set  aside:  3  Am.  D.,  601 ; 
15/600.  Exception  stated  :  15  Am.  D..  601 ;  15/600 ;  2  Bk..  585.  Retention  of  possession : 
20  Am.  D.,  663 ;  15/263,  672 :  1  Pet.,  386 ;  8  C.  L.  J.,  19.  Sale  of  homestead,  when  fraud- 

ulent :  20  Am.  R.,  150,  n.  Valid  in  part,  sustained  vro  tanto  :  28  Am.  R.,  315.  aIncludes 
one  bavins?  right  of  action  for  tort:  13  Am.  R.,  366:  25/276;  *28  Am.  R.,  704;  9/676; 
4  Wh.,  466;  note  to  33092%  Purchaser  from  fraudulent  grantee:  12  Am.  R.,  603;  17 
Am.  D.,  524.     Notice  of  insolvency,  not  enough:  8  Am.  R.,  522. 

3.  Everv  voluntary  deed  or  conveyance,  not  for  a  valuable  consider- 
ation, made  by  a  debtor  insolvent*  at  the  time  of  such  conveyance. 

Bump  Fraud.  Conv.,  279;  14  Am.  D.,  703-8  ffull  note):  7/362;  8/537;  4/320; 
17/755;  26/385;  28/206-7.  Marriage  settlements:  Bump  Fraud.  Conv.,  305;  3  Woods, 
631 ;  26  Am.  R,  405 ;  notes  to  331775-6.  Binding  between  the  parties  :  14  Am.  D.,  703; 
18  Am.  R.,  553;  al  C.  L.  J.,  62;  9/136;  12  Am.  D.,  584,  and  note  to  §3150  (a.) 

Administrator  cannot  recover  property  transferred  by  the  intestate  to  defraud 
creditors:  19  Ga.,  290.  Evidence  offered  by,  that  intestate  conveyed  property  to  de- 

fraud creditors,  not  admissible,  but  may,  in  the  absence  of  proof  of  creditors,  offer  proof 
that  the  intestate  was  induced  to  convey  by  existing  fears  of  future  embarrassment : 
22  Ga.,  431.     May  be  sued  together  with   insolvent  transferree  of  insolvent  debtor: 
23  Ga.,  11.  Agreement,  where  one  bought  land  of  another  sold  at  Sheriff's  sale  to  be 
held  for  debtor,  held  fraudulent  and  property  subjected  to  sale,  forbenefitof  creditors  : 
31  Ga.,  150.  Assent  only  is  binding  where  all  agree  to,  and  what  is  not  assent  to  an 
assignment:  47  Ga.,  414.  Presumed  unless  dissent  expressed  :  10  Ga.,  274.  What  con- 

dition as  to  assent  of  creditors  renders  void  as  to  the  other  creditors  :  50  Ga.,  527  ;  55/249 ; 
17/430.  Assignee,  when  not  liable  for  rent  of  room  or  storage  of  books :  52  Ga.,  619.  As- 

signment to  pay  a  creditor  not  void  because  effects  assigned  are  larger  than  the  debt, 
such  excess  to  be  returned :  10  Ga.,  10 ;  12/514 ;  47/82 ;  45/204.  For  benefit  of  a  part  of 
the  creditors  was  null  and  void  under  the  Act  of  1818  as  against  those  excluded :  24 
Ga.,  431.  By  husband  to  wife  pending  suit  against  him,  prima  facie  fraudulent :  57 
Ga.,  235.  By  insolvent  debtor,  terms  of  which  contemplated  that  all  should  sign  it, 
is  binding  on  none  of  the  creditors  unless  all  sign  it:  47  Ga.,  414.  Validity  of  as- 

signment tested  by  a  garnishment  of  the  assignee  :  50  Ga.,  527-529.  When  attachment 
and  garnishment  failed  as  against  a  valid  foreign  assignment  as  to  effects  here:  56  Ga., 
155.  Equitable  by  client  in  favor  of  an  attorney:  58  Ga.,  349.  Balance  in  hands 
of  assignee  after  paying  debt  to  himself  to  be  paid  over  to  assignor,  made  the 
assignment  void  formerly:  28  Ga.,  520.  Not  so  since  the  Act  of  1866:  45  Ga., 
204.  Bank,  section  1494  of  the  Code  as  to  setting  aside  an  assignment  by,  ap- 

plies only  where  there  has  been  a  voluntary  surrender  of  charter:  56  Ga.,  252. 
Assignee  of  not  enjoined  at  the  instance  of  creditors:  59  Ga.,  271.  Assignee  of  railroad 
banking  company  granted  certain  powers  by  the  Legislature:  30 Ga.,  770.  When  the 
having  stock  of,  transferred  to  the  assignee  did  not  divest  the  lien  of  a  creditor  :  37  Ga., 
614.  Assignee  of,  not  bound  generally  by  any  fraud  of  the  assignors :  24  Ga.,  273*  As- 

signment to  a  creditor  with  notice  of  insolvency,  when  it  was  void:  8  Ga.,  506.     As- 
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signment  after  forfeiture  of  charter  ratified  by  the  Legislature:  7  Ga.,  779-780.  Legis- 
lature ratifying  appointmentof  assignee  by  a  bank  before  forfeiture  of  charter,  assignee 

should  collect  in  unpaid  stock :  8  Ga.  487.  Benefit,  that  insolvent  debtor  shall  remain 
in  possession  of  property  conveyed  for  life,  in  such  a  reservation  as  may  avoid  a  con- 

veyance :  54  Ga.,  146.  Expected  benefit  reserved  but  rendered  valid  by  subsequent  re- 
linquishment of  the  assignor:  54  Ga.,  501-2.  Cifiose  in  action,  assignment  of,  should  be 

in  writing  :  63  Ga.,  681.  Creditor,  wife  secret  equity  in  land  did  not  avail  against  a  judg- 
ment creditor  of  the  husband:  56  Ga.,  79.  Judgment  creditor  having  priority  over  mort- 

gage not  recorded  in  time  :  13  Ga.,  443.  Consideration,  party  claiming  under  grantor  as 
distributee  or  legatee,  cannot  impeach  his  deed  for  want  of  consideration,  or  because 
made  to  defraud  creditors  :  1  Ga.,  551.  Conveyance,  absolute,  by  failing  debtor  to  credi- 

tor to  pay  debt,  valid  :  1  Ga.,  157.  One  in  debt  may  make  a  voluntary  conveyance  of  part 
of  his  property,  if  amply  sufficient  retained  to  pay  his  debts:  25  Ga.,  684.  Made  to  wife 
and  children  by  husband  solvent  at  the  time,  valid  :  53  Ga.,  155.  Of  the  bulk  of.  his  estate 
by  the  husband  greatly  embarrassed,  to  his  wife  and  children,  leaving  not  sufficient  to 
pay  his  debts,  will  not  be  supported  :  30  Ga.,  491.  Of  the  stock  of  a  corporation  to  his 
father  and  wife  held  fraudulent:  60  Ga.,  168.  Insolvency  of  the  husband  four  years 
after  the  voluntary  deed  to  his  wife  is  not  irrelevant  evidence  on  the  question  of  fraud : 
61  Ga.,  373.  That  donor  had  sufficient  property  in  another  State  no  reply  to  fraud  of 
donee  having  knowledge  of  donor's  indebtedness:  53  Ga.,  339.  It  is  only  where  both 
deeds  are  made  by  the  same  person  that  the  doctrine  that  a  voluntary  deed  must  yield  to 
a  deed  made  for  a  valuable  consideration  applies  :  27  Ga.,  96.  Equity  will  not  assist  a 
party  to  reclaim  property  after  a  conveyance  of  it  to  prevent  the  lien  of  expected  judg- 

ments :  9  Ga.,  151.  Of  effects  larger  than  debts  not  void,  but  is  a  badge  of  fraud:  12 
Ga.,  514.  Voluntary  deed  void  as  to  a  subsequent  bo.xa  fide  purchaser  without  notice: 
12  Ga..  125.  Voluntary  deed  must  be  covinous  and  fraudulent  also  to  come  within 

the  statute  of  Elizabeth  :  17  Ga.,  217.  Property  paid  for  by  husband's  money  found 
subject  to  his  debts  :  61  Ga.,  631,  Corporations,  insolvency  at  the  time  of  transfer  by 
an  individual  does  not  make  the  conveyance  necessarily  void,  and  same  rule  applies 
to  corporations:  11  Ga.,  461.  Deed  may  be  void  as  to  creditors,  and  yet  valid  as  be- 

tween the  parties  thereto:  10  Ga.,  274;  61/322.  Proof  of  sale  of  property  after  volun- 
tary deed  is  admissible  on  the  question  of  fraud  :  32  Ga.,  195.  To  a  creditor  for  a  whole 

lot,  one-half  in  discharge  of  a  debt  and  the  other  half  in  trust  for  vender's  wife,  being severable,  held  valid  as  to  the  first  half :  43  Ga.,  305.  Defense;  it  is  no  defense  that  an 
account  against  a  party  was  assigned  to  defraud  creditors:  55  Ga.,  403.  Directors 
of  a  bank  not  relieved  from  liability  by  the  neglect  or  waste  of  the  assignee:  30  Ga.,  581. 
Effects  assigned  being  greater  in  amount  than  the  debt  and  the  excess  returnable  to 
the  assignor,  does  not  per  se  make  the  assignment  null:  10  Ga.,  10;  12/514;  47/82. 
Equity,  bill  in,  that  charges  intent  to  defraud,  without  stating  facts,  demurrable:  45  Ga., 
204.  When  will  refuse  an  injunction  but  retain  bill  filed  by  creditors  not  provided  for  in 
the  assignment :  56  Ga.,  427.  Bill  in  attacking  a  voluntary  conveyance,  solely  on  ground 
of  donor's  insolvency,  any  fraudulent  intent  apart  from  the  mere  insolvency,  not  to  be 
considered:  64Ga.,353.  When  will  not  enjoin  an  assignee:  56  Ga.,  427.  A  creditor  may  file 
a  bill  in  equity  to  compel  the  assignee  to  pay  over  assets  :  38  Ga.,  167,  171.  Purchase  at 
Sheriff's  sale  sustained  as  against  an  assignee  for  the  benefit  of  creditors  where  purchaser 
guilty  of  no  fraud  :  24  Ga.,  40.  As  a  general  rule  will  not  interfere  at  the  instance  of  gen- 

eral creditors  before  judgment  to  set  aside  a  voluntary  conveyance,  etc.,  alleged  to  have 
been  made  to  defraud  creditors :  42  Ga.,  124;  47/530.  Bill  by  creditors  charging  com- 

bination and  collusion  between  assignee  and  debtors  is  a  proper  case  for  the  interven- 
tion of  a  Court  of  equity  :  8  Ga.,  511.  Creditor  by  bill  against  against  a  trustee  attempt- 

ing to  set  aside  a  deed  of  trust  by  the  debtor :  61  Ga.,  599.  Evidence,  when  declaration 
of  a  party  making  a  conveyance  made  the  day  preceding  its  execution  is  admissible  in 
evidence  :  61  Ga.,  537.  The  fact  that  the  defendant  had  sold  all  his  other  real  property 
to  claimant,  his  son-in-law,  is  competent  on  the  question  of  fraud  to  goto  the  jury :  51 
Ga.,  537.  Rumors  of  insolvency  of  seller  after  date  of  sale  are  not  admissible  on  the 
question  of  whether  the  sale  was  made  by  an  insolvent  to  defraud  creditors:  52  Ga., 
632.  Executor,  wife  may  become  executrix  in  her  own  wrong  as  to  creditor,  by  hold- 

ing property  by  a  trustee,  paid  for  and  conveyed  to  her  by  her  husband  in  his  lifetime 
while  insolvent :  20  Ga..  452.  Foreign  assignment,  although  legal  in  the  State  where 
made,  is  void  as  to  property  here,  if  contrary  to  law  here  :  12  Ga.,  582  ;  35/177.  When 
not  contrary  to  the  law  here  will  pass  assets  here  :  56  Ga.,  155-157.  Void  if  contrary 
to  the  law  here  at  the  time  of  its  being  made  although  the  law  here  was  afterwards 
altered:  37  Ga.,  262.  Fraud,  presumption  of,  by  vender  retaining  possession  may  be 
explained,  etc. :  20  Ga.,  429.  When  the  rule  that  the  sale  of  the  whole  of  the  property 
of  an  insolvent  debtor  is  a  badge  of  fraud  does  not  apply  :  20  Ga.,  430.  Pendency  of 
suit  against  the  vender  a  badge  of  fraud  :  8  Ga.,  258.  Unusual  degree  of  secrecy  in  a 
sale  as  a  badge  of  fraud:  52  Ga.,  633.  Possession  of  property  after  sale  as  a  badge  of 
fraud  :  8  Ga.,  49;  10/241-2.  But  such  possession  may  be  explained  in  case  of  personal 
property:  20  Ga.,  600;  8/556.  Sale,  after  a  settlement  of  property  not  on  a  valuable 
consideration,  presumed  to  be  evidence  of  fraud:  22  Ga.,  574.  Continuing  in  posses- 

sion of  land  after  an  absolute  deed  until  subsequent  debts  are  created,  as  a 
badge  of  fraud:  25  Ga.,  377.  Same  rule  as  to  mortgage  property  sold  and  posses- 

sion retained  by  mortgagor  as  against  judgment  creditors  :  6  Ga.,  365.  Creditor  pur- 
chasing largely  from  his  debtor  in  satisfaction  of  his  own  debt  and  other  pre- 

ferred creditors,  etc.,  a  badge  of  fraud  while  suit  pending:  2  Ga.,  1.  Possession 
consistent  with  the  objects  of  the  deed  is  no  evidence  of  fraud:  17  Ga.,  217.    Credi- 
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tor  can  have  property  fraudulently  transferred  by  debtor  condemned,  but  if  trans- 
ferred to  pay  debtor  it  is  valid  :  19  Ga.,  404.  Contract  as  to  parts  of  the  same  lot  being 

severable,  title  to  one-half  may  be  good,  to  the  other  fraudulent:  43  Ga.,  305.  How 
subsequent  debts  of  the  donor,  affected  by  a  gift  of  all  of  his  property  to  his  wife  :  20 
Ga.,210.  Gift  to  his  son:  31Ga.,317.  Agreement  to  remain  in  possession  while  suit  pending, 
a  badge  of  fraud :  54  Ga.,  146.  Husband  giving  all  his  estate  to  his  wife  for  a  debt  he  pur- 

ported to  owe  her  while  suit  pending :  57  Ga.,  235-238.  Husband,  transaction  between 
him  and  his  wife  to  the  prejudice  of  his  creditors  closely  scanned:  57  Ga.,  235 ;  60/82.  Bona 
fide  indebtedness  to  his  wife  is  such  consideration  as  will  support  a  deed  to  her:  55  Ga., 
363.  Solvency  or  insolvency  determining  rights  of  husband  to  make  deed  to  his  wife  : 
56 Ga.,  369.  Inadequacy  of  price,  creditor  must  refund  price  paid  by  third  party 
fairly  purchasing  from  the  debtor  in  failing  circumstances  before  resale  for  inadequacy 
of  price:  20  Ga.,  429.  Insurance  policy,  holder  of  policy  after  claim  accrued  may 
assign  it  to  a  creditor  for  a  debt :  53  Ga.,  359.  Intent  to  defraud  creditor  not  presumed 
as  a  matter  of  law,  but  must  be  inferred  from  facts  in  evidence:  55  Ga..  17.  Unless 
the  intent  to  hinder  and  delay  creditors  clearly  appears  on  the  part  of  a  corporation 
in  making  an  assignment  apparently  fair,  it  should  be  upheld:  37  Ga.,  611.  It  is  a 
question  for  the  jurv  as  to  whether  a  deed  of  assignment  was  made  to  hinder  or  delay 
creditors  :  55  Ga.,  498,333 ;  59/256 ;  60/572 ;  61/538.  Sale  must  be  made  with  fraudulent  in- 

tent to  render  it  invalid  as  to  creditors:  55  Ga.,  497.  Delay  to  creditors  following  an  act  no 
reason  to  presume  that  it  was  intended  to  have  that  effect :  55  Ga.,  497.  Deed  to  trustee  for 
wife  and  children  to  defeat  pending  suit,  is  a  void  conveyance  and  renders  the  property  in 
hands  of  a  purchaser  without  notice  liable:  31  Ga.,  148.  Levy,  creditors,  when  land 
fraudulently  conveyed  by  defendant  in  the  first  instance,  levy  on  it:  51  Ga.,  422. 
Marriage  settlement  valid  as  to  property  in  possession  of  a  solvent  person  making 
conveyance:  53  Ga.,  416.  Was  not  within  the  act  of  1818  prohibiting  the  preference 
of  creditors  by  assignments:  16  Ga.,  368.  Mortgage  by  one  in  failing  circumstances 
with  power  of  sale,  and  any  surplus  to  be  returned  to  mortgagor,  not  necessarily  void : 
54  Ga.,  441.  Mortgages  to  creditors  of  property  that  had  been  previously  assigned  by 
a  void  assignment,  such  creditors  may  set  aside  such  assignment :  7  Ga.,  275.  If  used 
as  an  instrument  of  fraud  it  is  void :  1  Ga.,  176.  Does  not  come  within  the  Act  of 
1818  in  relation  to  assignments:  27  Ga.,  385;  18/668;  7/275.  Notice,  as  against  sub- 

sequent purchaser,  must  be  actual  to  sustain  a  prior  voluntary  deed,  and  mere  registry 
not  sufficient  notice:  6  Ga.,  104.  Title  of  bona  fide  purchaser  without  notice  is  good 
against  voluntary  conveyance:  10  Ga,,  350;  12/125;  14/145.  Record  of  a  voluntary 
deed  equivalent  to  actual  notice  by  Act  of  1838:  29  Ga.,  405.  As  to  what  is  sufficient 
notice  :  55  Ga.,  497.  A  mere  rumor  or  vague  report  does  not  amount  to  :  31  Ga.,  641. 
Both  parties  must  derive  title  from  same  source  to  protect  a  subsequent  purchaser 
without  notice :  31  Ga.,  351.  Pleadings,  when  a  plea  in  an  action  of  ejectment  al- 

leged that  a  deed  was  made  in  fraud  of  the  rights  of  creditors,  should  have  been 
stricken  :  58  Ga.,  350-4.  Possession  retained  by  vender  of  property  prima  facie  evidence 
of  fraud  :  6  Ga.,  103.  After  sale  is  a  badge  of  fraud  :  20  Ga.,  600.  And  that  the  father 

held  possession  for  his  infant  child  is  not  explained  where  child's  title  accrued  after 
such  possession  commenced:  20  Ga.,  600.  Sufficiently  explained  where  the  donee  is 
the  minor  child  of  the  donor,  and  the  father,  the  child  residing  with  him  :  29  Ga., 
443.  Where  no  evidence  of  fraud  as  regards  personal  property  conveyed  to  a  trustee 
for  the  benefit  of  the  wife  :  17  Ga.,  217.  Practice,  plaintiff  must  prove  rights  under 
an  assignment,  notwithstanding  it  is  recited  in  a  public  Act  of  the  Legislature.'  7  Ga.,  90. 
Purchaser,  bona  fide,  is  protected  in  the  purchase  of  goods  sold  by  vendee  to  defraud 
creditors:  57  Ga.,  172.  Even  before  the  property  is  paid  for:  55  Ga.,  497.  He  is  not 
protected  unless  without  notice,  which  is  a  question  for  the  jury  :  61  Ga.,  629.  Of  a 
mortgage  and  a  note  to  secure  it  against  a  defense  that  the  mortgage  was  made  in  an- 

ticipation of  bankruptcy,  etc. :  50  Ga.,  110.  Will  be  protected  where  he  purchases  with- 
out notice  of  fraud  from  a  fraudulent  grantee,  and  also  where  he  purchases  with  notice 

from  an  innocent  grantee  :  8  Ga.,  258.  Husband  as  trustee  for  his  wife  dying,  his  wife 
on  paying  the  purchase  may  get  a  valid  title  :  59  Ga.,  177.  Bona  fide  purchase  by  cred- 

itor from  an  insolvent  debtor  is  not  invalid,  whereby  debtor  pays  that  which  he  owes 
creditor:  50  Ga..  213-215.  AtSheriff's  sale  protected  inequity  as  against  an  assignee, 
when:  24  Ga.,  44.  With  notice  in  another  State  of  property  removed  there  to  defeat 
creditors,  gets  no  title  if  property  brought  back  to  this  State :  7  Ga. ,  356.  Bona  fide 
purchaser  and  volunteer,  conflicts  between  equities  of,  can  arise  only  where  both 
claim  under  the  same  grantor:  9  Ga.,  23.  Protected  against  a  voluntary  deed  only 
where  both  titles  are  from  s,ame  source  :  31  Ga.,  351.  Rents  and  profits  of  land  in 
the  hands  of  a  fraudulent  grantee  with  notice,  equity  will  subject  to  the  payment  of 

the  deceased  grantor's  debts:  61  Ga.,  602.  Sale,  bona  fide,  by  insolvent  debtor  to  his 
creditor,  is  not  void:  1  Ga.,  205,157.  Purchaser  at  assignee's  sale  may  show  that  a 
mortgage  on  property  was  made  to  defraud  creditors,  and  therefore  void:  50  Ga.,  109. 
Of  all  his  property  to  a  third  party  by  a  debtor  conveyed  such  title  to  such  third  party 
as  made  it  subject  to  his  debts:  7  Ga.,  246.  Suit,  pendency  of,  at  the  time  of  the 
purchase  from  the  debtor  is  a  badge  of  fraud;  jury  is  to  consider  in  determining  the  ques- 

tion of  notice:  8  Ga.,  258;  54/146.  Stockholder,  after  assignment  by  a  corporation, 
may  defend  by  showing  that  prior  to  suit  he  had  paid  other  creditors  his  share  of  the 
liability:  42  Ga.,  583.  Tort-feasors,  insolvent,  same  rule  applies  as  to  debts 
arising  by  contract:  59  Ga.,  256.  Trust,  created  for  benefit  of  creditors 
any  one  for  himself  and  others  may  attempt  to  enforce  its  execution  :  11  Ga.,  570. 
When  a  trust  reserved  avoid  the  debtor's  deed:  54  Ga.,  146;  59/443.  Wife,  husband 
may  make  deed  to,  directly  for  valuable  consideration:  55  Ga.,  332. 
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<^L>^<.  ̂ L.  /f  J      §1953.  (1943.)    (1955.)   Legal  'preference.     A  debtor   may   prefer  one 
rf  J!    JLs  A^/2zJ^~e^or  ̂ °  an°ther,  an(l  to  that  end  he  may  bona  fide  give  a  lien  by 

y^*^^^y^      '  mortgage  or  other  legal  means,  or  he  may  sell  in  payment  of  the  debt, f/^£&/szL~~~£%OT  he  may  transfer  negotiable  papers  as  collateral  security,  the  surplus* 
pf^&g^*/-*  in  such  cases  not  being  reserved  for  his  own  benent^or  that  of  any 
f    ,  /  other  favored  creditor,  to  the  exclusion  of  other  creditors} 

May  prefer  a  creditor  by  a  mortgage:  1  Ga.,  176,  193;  7/275.  Preferring  creditor  by 
smaller  notes  for  larger  ones,  and  a  mortgage :  18  Ga.,  668;  27/385.  Marriage  settlements 
not  witbin  the  prohibition  against  assignments  preferring  creditors:  16  Ga.,  368.  In- 

solvent firm  preferring  creditors  by  a  mortgage :  60  Ga.,  396-7.  Preferring  creditors  by 
small  notes  for  larger  ones  :  60  Ga.,  669-672.  Bona  Jide  conveyance  by  a  debtor  to  a 
creditor  to  satisfy  his  debt  and  no  benefit  reserved  to  the  debtor  is  valid :  1  Ga.,  157,  205 ; 
5/555.  Since  the  Act  of  1866,  an  assignment  to  one  creditor  alone,  surplus  after  debt 
paid  to  assignor,  is  not  invalid  :  45  Ga.,  204.  Same  in  reference  to  a  mortgage  :  54  Ga., 
441,  450.  Debtor  may  in  good  faith  prefer  a  creditor  :  5  Ga.,  555.  May  by  a  division  of 
debt  give  priority  to  one  creditor  over  another  by  judgment :  22  Ga.,  466.  Judgment 
creditor  having  priority  over  a  mortgage  not  recorded  in  time  :  13  Ga.,  443.  Can  make 
an  assignment  for  the  benefit  of  one  or  more  creditors  when  no  benefit  reserved  to  as- 

signor :  38  Ga.,  245,  249.  The  jury  settles  whether  a  conveyance  by  husband  to  wife  for 
a  debt  he  owed  her  was  made  in  good  faith  :  55  Ga.,  332.  Property  paid  for  by  the  hus- 

band was  found  subject  to  his  creditors:  61  Ga.,  631.  Property  fraudulently  deeded 
by  husband  to  his  wife,  as  against  creditors:  60  Ga.,  82.  Record  showing  judgment 
against  the  husband  before  his  deed  to  his  wife  gives  it  preference  to  his  deed  to  her: 
57  Ga.,  412.  Preference  of  some  creditors  by  direct  sale  or  a  private  sale  and  application  of 
the  proceeds  is  not  void :  7  Ga.,  268;  50/213.  As  to  bankrupt  after  petition  in  bank- 

ruptcy:  60  Ga.,  605. 

Bump  Fraud.  Conv.,  213  ;  26  Am.  D.,  584-586,  n;  29/110,  n;  8  Wh.,  268;  aThomas 
vs.  Jenks,  1  Am.  L.  C.,  69.     aSurplus  above  debts  may  be  reserved  :  19  Am.,  D.  436. 

§1953.  (a.)  Assignees  must  give  bond.     All  assignees,  under  voluntary 
Acts  of  1878  deeds  of  assignment  shall,  upon  the  applicationinwritingto  the  Judge 

xl9'  Bi}f'    of  the   Superior  Court  of  the  county  of  the'S§sf«*!ee.'sr?sidence,  of 
** '  one-fourth  in  number,  and  one-third  in  amount,  ofthe  creditors  of  the 

fy      .   /V^~/,assignor,  or  of  any  one  creditor,  upon  showing  cause  therefor,  be  re- 

/p-/2  //>  t  /e/Aq/^™^  ̂ °  execu^e,  within  ten  days,  a  bond  payable  to  the  Ordinary  of 

/<ij*'0   /J      *    the  county  and  his  successors  in  office,  in  a  sum  to  be  fixed  by  the 
/  Judge,  conditioned  to  well  and  truly  execute  and  perform  the  duties  of 

the  trust,  which  bonds  shall  be  liable  to  be  sued  on  by  any  creditor,  and 
a  recovery  had  to  the  amount  of  the  breach  thereof. 

§1953.  (b.)  Successor  appointed,  when.  Upon  default  being  made  in 
Acts  of  1878  executing  the  bond,  the  J  udge  shall  appoint  a  successor,  requiring  from 
-9,  p.  149.    him  foe  like  security. 

§1953.  (c.)  Issue,  hoiv  made  up  and  tried.  If  the  allegation,  as  to  the 
Acts  of  1878  number,  or  amount,  of  the  creditors,  be  disputed  by  the  assignee,  or 

-9,  p.  149.  issue  joined  as  to  the  cause,  the  Judge  shall  hear  evidence  in  a  summary 
manner,  and  determine  the  question  as  to  the  concurrence  of  the  nec- 

essary number  of  creditors,  or  the  sufficiency  of  the  cause,  with  the 
right  to  have  a  final  hearing  upon  the  facts  by  a  jury,  but  that,  until 
the  same  is  determined  by  final  judgment,  the  Judge  shall  prohibit  the 
assignee  from  discharging  any  duties,  and  appoint  a  temporary  receiver 
to  discharge  them. 
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ARTICLE  III. 

MORTGAGES. 

Section. 
1954.  What  is  a  mortgage,  etc. 
1955.  Form  and  execution. 
1955  (a.)  Conditional  sales,  how  executed. 
1956.  Registry. 
1957.  Effect  of  failure  to  record. 
1958.  How  admitted  in  evidence. 
1959.  Deiective  record. 
1960.  Record  not  in  time. 

Section. 
1961.  Probate  of  record. 
1962.  Tacking. 
1963.  Mortgage  to  sureties. 
1964.  Redemption  in  ten  years. 
1965.  Debts  due  by  installments. 
1966.  Several  distinct  mortgages. 
1967.  Claiming  proceeds  of  sale. 
1968.  Purchasers  giving  bond,  etc. 

§1954.  (1944.)  (1956.)  What  is  a  mortgage,  etc.  A  mortgage  in  this 

State  is  only  a  security  for  a  debt,  and  passes  no  title.  It  may  embrace8 
all  property  in  possession,  or  to  which  the  mortgagor  has  the  right  of 
possession  at  the  time,  or  may  cover  a  stock  of  goods,  or  other  things  in 

bulk  but  changing  in  specifics,b  in  which  case  the  lien  is  lost  on  all  ar- 
ticles disposed  of  by  the  mortgagor  up  to  the  time  of  foreclosure,  and 

attaches  on  the  purchases  made  to  supply  their  place. 
A  mortgage  is  a  mere  lien  and  conveys  no  title  to  mortgagee,  and  as  to  actual  notice : 

55  a  mere  security,  title  remaining  in  the  mortgagor :  36  Ga.,  138 ;  35/344  ;  7/183  ;  1/177  j 
G-a.,  208,  212.  Mortgage  a  mere  lien  and  what  it  must  contain  :  34  G-a.,  281 ;  45/628.  Is 
34/369  ;  56/269.  Form  immaterial,  and  an  instrument  of  an  anomalous  character  held 
a  mortgage:  57  Ga.,  328.  When  a  deed  with  a  title  bond  from  the  grantee  to  the 
grantor  did  not  constitute  a  mortgage,  under  this  section :  60  Ga.,  591.  Mortgage  given 
in  1867  paid  even  after  the  property  had  been  embraced  in  a  homestead  and  sold  :  51 
Ga.,  83-88.  May  embrace  a  growing  crop,  seed  being  planted  at  time  of  giving  it :  55 
Ga.,  544.  Equitable  mortgage  claimed  what  must  be  done  by  offering  to  redeem  the 
property  or  pay  money  due  :  55  Ga.,  383,  385,  653  ;  54/554.  Mortgage  conveying  no  title, 
no  ejectment  suit  can  be  based  on  it — as  to  usury  and  custom  :  54  Ga.,  554-556.  Where 
no  plea  that  an  apparent  deed  was  an  equitable  mortgage,  and  usury  makes  void  a 
title  effected  by :  56  G a.,  34.  What  would  be  an  equitable  mortgage,  and  the  equities 
of  the  parties  would  be  the  same  :  56  Ga.,  141.  A  mortgage  on  real  estate  to  secure  ad- 

vances by  the  mortgagee  to  the  mortgagor  for  carrying  on  farm  of  mortgagor  for  1870 
is  specific  enough:  46  Ga.,  133-137.  Mortgage  of  a  bay  mare  sold  to  a  certain  party  is 
valid  although  not  under  seal  and  not  attested  by  an  officer  :  46  Ga.,  253-256.  Mort- 

gagee has  an  interest  in  the  property  mortgaged  although  he  has  no  title  to  it,  and  a 
power  to  sell  in  it  is  valid  :  54  Ga.,  441-448.  The  question  of  whether  the  relation  of 
debtor  and  creditor  is  extinguished,  by  the  transaction  determining  whether  a  mort- 

gage or  not  intended  :  49  Ga.,  133;  3:2/635;  9/151.  The  jury  to  determine  whether  a 
sale  or  mortgage  intended  :  49  Ga.,  514.  Where  after  bankruptcy  the  instrument  was 
held  an  absolute  conveyance :  60  Ga.,  564.  An  instrument  with  the  right  of  the  mort- 

gagee to  advertise  and  sell  in  thirty  days  after  the  debt  became  due,  is  a  mortgage,  but 
may  be  postponed  to  subsequent  purchase  where  proper  steps  not  taken  :  61  Ga.,  339. 
Held,  a  deed  conveying  land  upon  a  subsequent  condition  was  not  a  mortgage  :  45  Ga,, 
621-629.  Language  used  shows  intent  to  make  a  mortgage  and  not  a  bill  of  sale  and 
trover  could  not  be  brought:  43  Ga.,  262.  Foreclosure  of  mortgage  on  a  stock  of  goods 
by  an  individual  for  purchase  money  cannot  be  levied  on  goods  bought  afterwards  by 
a  firm  of  which  mortgagor  became  a  member:  49  Ga.,  313-315.  On  stock  of  goods  cannot 
be  made  to  cover  an  amount  by  purchase  greater  than  original  stock :  45  Ga.,  213.  Also 
affirmed  in  :  50  Ga.,  426-135.  Deed  and  bond  to  reconvey  on  payment  of  the  money  is 
a  mortgage  and  grantor  may  redeem  on  payment  of  amount  due  46  Ga.,  202. 

What  constitutes:  1  Schoul.  Pers.  Pr.,  530;  Herman  Chat.  M.,  39;  al  Schoul.  Pers. 
Pr.,  537.  Property  to  be  manufactured:  34  Am.  R.,  791.  Crop,  before  it  is  raised:  1 
Woods,  214;  4  Am.  D.,  561;  30  Am.  P.,  63,  n  ;  19  Wall.,  544 ;  1  C.  L.  J.,  576.  Grow- 

ing: 35  Am.  R.,  564.  Subsequently  acquired  property :  4  Am.  D.,  561;  37  Am.  R., 
728,  n ;  4  O.,  382;  4  C.  L.  J.,  5»3;  6/197  ;  b2  Woods,  443. 

§1955.  (1945.)  (1957.]  Form  and  execution.  No  particular  form*  is  nee- Actsoflg76 
essary  to  constitute  a  mortgage.  It  must  clearly  indicate  the  creation  p-  34- 
of  a  lien,  specify  the  debtb  to  secure  which  it  is  given,  and  the  property0 
upon  which  it  is  to  take  effect.  It  must  be  executed  in  the  presence 
of,  and  attested  by,  or  proved  before,  a  Notary  Public  or  Justice  of  any 
Court  in  this  State,  or  a  Clerk  of  the  Superior  Court,  (and  in  case  of 
real  property  by  one  other  witness,)  and  recorded  within  thirty  days 
from  its  date. 

Section  cited  and  construed  :  57  Ga.,  328.  Ejectment  suit  where  this  section  referred 
to  but  held  here  it  was  a  conveyance :  60  Ga,r  591.      Mortgage  of  personal  property 
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sufficient  although  not  attested  by  an  officer,  proven  by  subscribing  witness,  and  re- 
corded in  three  months  ;  46  Ga.,  253.  Intent  settles  the  question  as  to  whether  instru- 

ment was  a  mortgage  or  not:  49  Ga.,  133.  A  deed  to  convey  the  land  on  a  condition 
subsequent,  and  not  a  mortgage:  45  Ga.,  621.  A  sale  and  obligation  to  reconvey  on 
conditions  where  relation  of  debtor  and  creditor  did  not  subsist,  does  not  create  a 
mortgage:  9  Ga.,  151,  Form  immaterial :  34  G  a.,  279.  Language  indicated  the  intent 
to  create  a  mortgage,  although  in  nature  of  a  bill  of  sale  :  43  Ga.,  262.  Form  immate- 

rial, sufficient  certainty  of  a  mortgage  to  secure  future  advances:  46  Ga.,  136.  Mort- 
gage of  realty  with  only  one  witness  is  not  void,  and  where  there  is  notice  subsequent 

mortgage  or  purchaser,  takes  subject :  51  Ga.,  268.  The  description  of  a  mortgageona 
growing  crop  was  sufficiently  specific:  58  Ga.,  391;  55/543.  Sufficient  description  of  a 
mortgage  on  real  estate  :  58  Ga»,  178. 

*1  Jones  M.,  §60;  bl  Schoul.  Pers.  Pr.,  540;  Herman  Chat  M.,  103;  1  Jones  M.,  $343; 
10  Am.  D.,  108;  25/524.  Future  advances:  10  Am.  D.,  108;  20/658-663,  n;  Wade  on 
Notice,  £182;  ̂ Herman  Chat,  M., .70'?  11  Am.  R.,  600. 

§1955.  (a.)  Conditional  sales,  how  executed  and  recorded.  Whenever  per- 
Acts  of  1878  sonal  property  is  sold  and  delivered  with  the  condition  affixed  to  the 

i44.pp' 143,  sa^e'  ̂   ̂ne  *^e  *nere^°  is  ̂°  remain  in  vender  of  such  personal  prop- 
^/^^^  erty  until  the  purchase  price  thereof  shall  have  been  paid,  every  such 

S  '\^lT~la  r-  conditional  sale,  in  order  for  the  reservation  of  title  to  be  valid  as 
***"**  >  ̂ y  ̂ ^?against  third  parties,  shall  be  evidenced  in  writing,  and  not  otherwise. 
^*-~-*^  *^  ̂ ycJAnd  the  written  contract  of  every  such  conditional  sale  shall  be  executed 
Cc^^^^^^^^^y  'and  attested  in  the  same  manner  as  is  now  provided  by  existing  laws 
fcl^J*//S""*~'  for  the  execution  and  attestation  of  mortgages  on  personal  property: 
/**~~^  /^J&ovided,  nevertheless,  that,  as  between  the  parties  themselves,  the  con- 
/0  -j£*  (/-e-Cirf*     tract  as  made    by  them  shall  be  valid,  and  may  be  enforced  whether 
\j£^  <?#  *rz*f^*    evidenced  in  writing  or  not.     The  existing  statutes  and  laws  of  this 
/^!±~f~i@L-*f~*   State  in  relation  to  the  registration  and  record  of  mortgages  on  personal 
V  property,  shall  apply  to  and  affect  all  conditional  sales  of  personal  prop- 

.jsrty  as  defined  in  this  section. 

/^^^^^^^t^L#*^1956.  (1946.)  (1958.)  Registry.  Mortgages  on  realty  must  be  recor- 
■jj,  ̂ -v&*&&  of  i?55,  ded  in  the  county  where  the  land  lies;  on  personalty,  in  the  county 
/  -/«*£•? of  1768  wnere  ̂ ne  mortgager  resided  at  the  time  of  its  execution,  if  a  resident 

/ifw.  '*yv,  p.  162.  '  of  this  State.  If  a  non-resident,  then  in  the  county  where  the  mortgaged 
^c.ctp^  llnl  property  is.  If  a  mortgage  be  executed  on  personalty,  not  within  the 
a72-  fiR-6  ̂ m^s  °f  this  State,  and  such  property  is  afterward  brought  within  the 

IhiS-Z+c^* .p°34 °  '  '  State,  the  mortgage  shall  be  recorded  according  to  the  above  rules  within 
/?#  JO G*  ik%?m7S s^  months  after  such  property  is  so  brought  in  ;  all  chattle  mortgages 
/  y  of  stocks  of  goods,  wares  and  merchandise,  or  other  personal  property, 

"+-  *{    jCa^*^*?  shall  be  recorded,  in  case  the  same  is  upon  property  or  goods  located  in 
^?\^>  /->       \x_some  other  county  than  that  of  the  mortgagee's  residence,  in  the  county 

?j£ /uS£<    6/**/*  where  said  goods  or  personal  property  is  located  at  the  time  of  the  ex- 
t^c**<^^'  ecution  of  said  mortgage,  in  addition  to  the  record  of  said  mortgage* in 

/fcp^  /  f^f\  the  county  of  the  mortgagor's  residence.     And  in  cases  where  a  mort- 
/    7  gage  either  upon   realty  or  personalty  is  executed  to  secure  the  pay- 

ment of  money  or  other  thing  of  value,  and  the  same  is  not  recorded  as 
now  provided  by  law,  but  such  mortgage  is  renewed  or  re-executed,  in 
every  case  of  renewal  or  re-execution  of  a  mortgage  which  has  not  been 
recorded,  such  mortgage  shall  operate  as  a  lien  upon  the  property  of  the 
mortgagor  only  as  against  the  mortgagor  himself  and  those  having  ac- 

tual notice  of  such  mortgage,  except  from  thedate»of  the  record  of  such 
mortgage. 

An  instrument,  the  record  of  which  by  reason  of  usury  is  no  notice,  cannot  affect 
•with  notice  by  being  set  up  as  a  mortgage :  63  Ga.,  623,  Judgment  before  mortgage  is 
recorded  in  proper  time,  superior  to  it  although  the  mortgage  fi.  fa.  had  heen  levied  : 
€3  Ga.,  762-3 ;  24/305.  Where  only  recorded  with  power  of  sale  it  may  be  exercised 
against  the  mortgagor,  and  those  claiming  under  him  :  54  Ga.,  448.  Record  of  in  time 
is  notice  to  all  the  world  and  lien  exists  for  twenty  years ■:  55  Ga.,  210-217.  . 

1  Schoul.  Pers,  Pr.,  541 ;  Herman  Chat.  M.,  154;  1  Jones  M.  (Real),  §456;  Bigelow  on 
Fraud,  302 ;  Wade  on  Notice,  p.  49,  §95 ;  2  Woods,  443.  One  for  purchase  money  takes 
precedence  where  two  are  recorded  on  same  day:  30  Am.  R.,  771. 

§1957.  (1947.)  (1959.)  Effect  of  failure  to  record.  Mortgages  not  record- 
ed within  the  time  required  remain  valid  as  against  the  mortgagor,  but 
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are  postponed  to  all  other  liens  created  or  obtained,  or  purchases  made  Act  of JL827. 

prior  to  the  actual  record   of  the  mortgage.     If,  however,  the  younger  c"  p" ll 
lien  is  created  by  contract,  and  the  party  receiving  it  has  notice  of  the 
prior  unrecorded  mortgage,  or  the  purchaser  has  the  like  notice,  then 
the  lien  of  the  older  mortgage  shall  be  held  good  against  them. 

Duly  recorded,  the  power  of  sale  may  be  rightfully  exercised  :  54  Ga.,  448.  One  wit- 
ness to  a  mortgage  of  real  estate  yet  valid  as  to  a  prior  mortgage  with  notice  :  51  Ga., 

268,  260.  A  bona  fide  purchaser  of  land  for  value  without  notice,  holding  it  for  seven 
years,  takes  it  free  from  a  mortgage  not  recorded  in  time  :  57  Ga.,  204.  Failure  to  re- 

cord in  time  may  postpone  mortgage  lien  to  junior  judgment  lien  in  the  meantime 
accruing:  60  Ga.,  588-592.  Mortgage  with  power  of  sale  postponed  to  a  subsequent 
purchaser  not  notified  by  any  record  of  it:  61  Ga.,  339-340.  Junior  judgment  having 
priority  over  illegally  recorded  mortgage  for  want  of  probate,  although  judgment  cred- 

itor and  purchaser  had  notice:  59  Ga.,  466-468.  Judgment  before  mortgage  was  re- 
corded has  priority  over  it,  although  it  had  been  foreclosed:  63  Ga.,  763.  Purchaser 

with  notice  of  land  covered  by  an  unrecorded  mortgage  from  a  purchaser  without  no- 
tice protected  :  52  Ga.,  596-7.  Junior  mortgage  must  be  recorded  in  time  to  have  pre- 

cedence of  a  senior  unrecorded  mortgage:  61  Ga.,  260.  Junior  mortgage  with  notice 
of  prior  lien,  no  preference  by  recording:  4  Gn.,  160.  No  notice  of  a  mortgage  not 
recorded  in  time,  judgment  before  foreclosure  takes  precedence:  13  Ga.,  443.  Purchaser 
under  a  judgment  obtaining  a  title  free  from  a  mortgage  not  recorded  in  time  :  25  Ga., 
687.  Can  a  purchaser  under  junior  judgment  be  protected  against  an  older  mortgage 
duly  recorded?  22  Ga.,  564.  What  probate  sufficient  to  admit  to  record :  23  Ga.,  137. 
Failure  to  record  in  time  risks  the  precedence  of  after  made  mortgages  and  judgments 
before  foreclosure:  24  Ga.,  305.  Failing  to  record  a  mortgage  from  another  State  in 
six  months  after  removal  of  property  here,  releasing  a  security :  37  Ga.,  428.  Mort- 

gage duly  recorded  need  not  be  proclaimed  to  give  it  effect:  27  Ga.,  205.  This  section 
and  the  next  do  not  change  the  rule  in  equity  as  to  mistakes  in  instruments  :  40  Ga., 
535.  Recorded  in  three  months  from  the  date  of  its  execution  was  alien  even  against 
bona  fide  purchasers,  without  notice  :  46  Ga..  253. 

§1958.  (1948.)  (1960.)  How  admitted  in  evidence.  Mortgages  when  du- 
ly executed  and  recorded,  shall  be  admitted  in  evidence  under  the  same 

rules  as  registered  deeds. 

§1959.  (1949.)  (1961.)  Defective  record.  A  mortgage  recorded  in  an  im- 
proper office,  or  without  due  attestation  or  probate,  or  so  defectively 

recorded  as  not  to  give  notice  to  a  prudent  inquirer,  shall  not  be  held 
notice  to  subsequent  bona  fide  purchasers  or  younger  liens.  A  mere 
formal  mistake  in  the  record  shall  not  vitiate  it. 

Defective  probate  before  mortgagee's  attorney  who  is  also  a  Notary  Public:  46 Ga., 
253.  Illegally  recorded  for  want  of  probate,  defective  record  is  no  notice,  although  had 
actual  outside  notice:  59  Ga.,  466-7.  Although  not  duly  recorded,  yet  is  not  void 
except  as  against  bona  fide  purchasers,  without  notice  or  subsequent  liens  :  51  Ga.,  269. 
Where  the  probate  was  insufficient  to  admit  the  mortgage  to  record:  23  Ga.,  138. 

3  Woods,  481 ;  14  Am.  D.,  512,  n  ;  19  Am.  R.,  772;  Wade  on  Notice,  §147  et  seq.  De- 
struction of  record:  14  Am.  R,  120,  n;  22/146. 

§1960.  (1950.)  (1962.)  Record  not  in  time.  The  due  record  of  a  mort- 
gage, though  not  made  in  the  time  prescribed,  is  notice  from  the  time 

of  record  to  all  the  world. 

§1961.  (1951.)  (1963.)  Probate  for  record.  All  the  rules  prescribed  for 
the  probate  of  deeds  to  land,  where  the  witnesses  are  dead,  insane,  or 
removed  from  the  State,  or  to  the  acknowledgment  before  or  attestation 
by  consuls  or  commissioners,  shall  apply  to  the  probate  of  mortgages. 

§1962,  (1952.)  (1964.)  Tacking.  There  shall  be  no  tacking  of  mort- 
gages in  this  State. 

§1963.  (1953.)  (1965.)  Mortgage  to  sureties.     Mortgages  may  be  taken  §§2164 ,2175. 
by  sureties  and  guarantees  to  indemnify  them  against  loss. 

Brandt  S,  and  G.,  §§188,  191.  That  mortgage,  was  so  given  may  be  shown  by  parol : 
4  Am.R  .,  487.     Given  to  one  surety,  enures  to  benefit  of  others  :  15  Am.  D.,  526. 

§1964.  (1954.)  (1966.)  Redemption  in  ten  years.  If  the  possession  of 
the  property  is  given  to  the  mortgagee,  the  mortgagor  may  redeem  at 
am?  time  within  ten  years  from  the  last  recognition  by  the  mortgagee 
of  such  right  of  redemption. 

Section  referred  to,  and  the  manner  and  time  for  redemption  :  55  Ga.,  653.     Twenty 

years'  possession  by  mortgagee  bars  mortgagor's  right  to  redeem  unless  mortgagee  rec- 30 
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ognized  the  subsisting  mortgage  :  10  Ga.,  297.     Sale  under  judgment  junior  to  unfore- 
closed mortgage,  conveys  the  equity  of  redemption:  57  Ga.,  55. 

§1965.  (1955.)  (1967.)    Debts  due  by  installments.     If  the  mortgage  is 
§3970.         given  to  secure  several  debts  falling  due  at  different  times,  the  mort- 

gagee may  foreclose  when  the  first  becomes  due,  and  the  Court  will 
control  the  surplus  so  as  to  protect  the  lien  created  for  the  debts  not- 
due. 

Section  cited,  where  the  debt  matures  by  installments,  should  be  a  single  foreclos- 
ure:  60  Ga.?  484-486.  As  to  installments  not  due  :  18  Ga.,  277.  Formerly  resort  to 

equity:  20  Ga.,  342.  A  mortgage  by  two  tenants  in  common,  and  a  foreclosure  and 
levy  as  to  one  :  37  Ga.,  12-15.  Two  giving  alien,  their  separate  interest  may  be  foreclos- 

ed separately  as  to  each  :  30  Ga  ,  706. 

§1966.  (1956.)  (1968.)  Several  distinct  mortgages.  So,  if  there  be  sev- 
eral mortgages  of  equal  date  or  embraced  in  the  same  mortgage,  and 

one  forecloses,  the  Court  will  control  the  proceeds  of  the  sale  to  dis- 
tribute to  the  several  mortgagees  according  to  their  claims. 

§1967.  (1957.)  (1969.)  Claiming  proceeds  of  sales.  Property  mort- 
gaged may  be  sold  under  other  process,  subject  to  the  lien  of  the  mort- 

gage. If  the  mortgage  is  foreclosed,  the  mortgagee  may  place  his  exe- 
cution in  the  hands  of  the  officer  of  the  law  making  the  sale,  and  cause 

the  title,  unencumbered,  to  be  sold,  and  claim  the  proceeds  according 
to  the  date  of  his  lien. 

Section  cited  and  construed:  60  Ga.,  485.  Where  the  common  law  judgments  were 
entitled  to  the  fund  in  preference  to  the  mortgage  ft.  fa. :  55  Ga.,  177-8.  Buying  only 
the  equity  of  redemption:  57  Ga.,  55. 

§1968.  (1958.)  (1970.)  Purchasers  giving  bond  to  respond  to  lien.  Pur- 
Act  of  1830,  chasers  at  public  sales  of  property  subject  to  the  lien  of  a  mortgage, 

c.  p.  513.  '  shall  give  bond  and  security  in  double  the  value  thereof  to  the  officer making  the  sale,  conditioned  not  to  remove  the  property  out  of  the 
State,  and  for  its  forthcoming  to  answer  to  the  said  lien:  Provided,  the 
mortgagee,  or  his  agent,  files  with  the  officer,  prior  to  the  sale,  an  affi- 

davit of  the  amount  due  on  such  mortgage,  and  that  he  apprehends  the 
loss  of  said  property  unless  such  bond  be  taken.  On  failure  to  give 
such  bond,  the  property  shall  be  resold  at  the  risk  of  the  purchaser. 

Section  cited  as  to  requiring  bond  of  purchaser  :  54  Ga.,  448. 

[Sections  from  1959  to  1977  inclusive,  superseded  and  substituted  by 
Act  of  24th  February,  1873,  in  Article  V.  of  this  Chapter.] 

General  Note  on  Article  III. — Advances,  mortgage  on  real  estate  to  secure  :  46 
Ga..  133.  Affidavit  of  foreclosure  made  by  attorney  sufficient,  reciting  he  is  attorney 
for  the  mortgagee  :  39  Ga.,  312.  May  be  made  for  foreclosure  before  a  notary,  employee 
of  mortgagee's  attorney  :  50  Ga,,  246.  Agreement  to  execute  mortgage  no  lien  against 
subsequent  creditors :  29  Ga.,  142;  46/411.  Agent,  conveyance  by  agent  of  a  corpora- 

tion and  what  is  a  seal:  25  Ga.,  316.  Cannot  mortgage  goods  as  against  owner  for  his 
own  benefit:  38  Ga,,  391.  Attestation,  imperfect,  when,  23  Ga.r  138.  When  not  by 
officer,  yet  proven  by  subscribing  witness  and  recorded  in  three  months  held  sufficient : 
46  Ga.,  253.  Ambiguity  in  mortgage  lien  as  to  what  stock  included  may  be  explained  by 
parol  proof :  60  Ga.,  646-648.  Discrepancy  between  debt  and  mortgage  made  to  secure  it, 
explained  by  parol  proof :  25  Ga.,  283.  Assets,  mortgaged  property  is,  in  the  hands  of  an 
executor:  10  Ga.,  66.  As  to  the  distinction  between  iegal  and  equitable  assets  as  regards 
priority  of  right  of  execution  creditors  over  mortgaged  :  55  Ga.,  178.  Assignment, 
mortgage  deed  not  within  Act  of  1818  to  prevent  assignment,  etc.  :  27Ga.,385.  Where 
assignee  in  bankruptcy  takes  proceeds  :  49  Ga.,  361.  Bankruptcy  does  not  affect  unless 
proved  in  that  Court :  52  Ga.,  605.  Crops,  growing  may  be  mortgaged  and  lien  en- 

forced, when:  55  Ga.,  543;  58/391.  Not  planted  cannot  be  mortgaged:  58  Ga.,  574. 
Sale  of  in  consideration  of  provisions  etc.,  supplied,  held  a;  mortgage  :  60  Ga.,  639.  Claim- 

ant buying  before  foreclosure  not  concluded  by  :  54  Ga.,  462,  Defenses  by,  against 
mortgage  ft.  fa.  :  55  Ga.  208;  7/496.  Date  of  mortgage  is  day  of  delivery:  38  Ga.,  459. 
Two  of  same  date  share  equally :  38  Ga.,  459.  Deotor  and  creditor,  where  sale  of 
property  and  obligation  to  reconvey  do  not  create  relations  of,  and  hence  it 
is  not  a  mortgage:  9  Ga.,  151.  Deed  and  mortgage  to  secure  purchase  money 
considered  one  act,  and  land  liable  to  the  mortgage  before  the  judgment:  21 
Ga.,  408.  Deed  made  to  secure  debt  assented  to  by  wife  in  writing,  passes  legal 
title  when:  60  Ga.,  562:  55/650.  Deed  with  conditions  subsequent  not  a 
mortgage:  45  Ga.,  629.  Deed  in  trust  to  secure  payment  of  a  bond  debt: 
21  Ga.,  439.      A  mortgage:   49  Ga.,   589.      Description,  insufficient  of    debt  to  be 
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secured  does  not  invalidate  mortgage  to  secure  advances:  46  Ga.,  133.  Sufficient  mort- 
gage of  a  bay  mare  sold :  46  Ga.,  253.  Of  real  estate  and  stock :  58  Ga.,  178. 

Dormancy,  judgment  of  foreclosure  of  mortgage  not  affected  by  Acts  providing 
for  dormancy  of  judgments:  40  Ga.,  412  ;  7/495.  Dower,  title  from  deceased  mortgag- 

or to  third  party  cannot  be  set  up  by  mortgagee  to  defeat  widow's  right  to,  and  year's  sup- 
port: 61  Ga.,  314.  Right  to  superior  to  mortgage  for  purchase  money  prior  to  Act  of 

1875:  44  Ga.,  317-319;  61/218-220.  Ejectment,  may  be  maintained  on  deed  to  secure 
a  debt,  when:  55  Ga.,  650.  Estoppel,  mortgagee  estopped  from  denying  his  own  title 
to  property  mortgaged:  46  Ga.,  133.  No  denial  that  mortgage  made  by  partners,  par- 

ties estopped  from  denving  title  in  partnership  :  46  Ga.,  547.  Equity  of  redemption, 
when  only  can  sell  equity  of  :  20  Ga.,  723-729.  Sale  of :  57  Ga.,  54  ;  7/183.  When  mort- 

gagee purchases  the  whole  estate  vests  in  him:  15  Ga.,  557.  See  57  Ga.,  545  ;  49/518; 
25/329.  Execution,  not  stating  the  property  as  being  that  of  the  defendant,  or  mort- 

gagor quashed :  61  Ga.,  390.  Pee,  selling  of  at  mortgage  sale  :  44  Ga.,  593.  By  verbal 
consent  of  mortgagor,  mortgagee  and  plaintiff  in  fi.  fa.  See  section  3974.  Foreclosure, 
after  discharge  in  bankruptcy:  52  Ga.,  605;  53/208;  58/604;  62/263.  Pleadings  in 
amendable:  49  Ga.,  170.  On  mortgage  may  go  into  consideration  of  mortgage,  etc.,  at 
law,  or  seek  relief  in  equity:  30  Ga.,  413.  Building  and  Loan  Association:  24  Ga., 
198.  When  two  give  separate  liens  on  same  property  to  a  common  creditor,  he  may 
foreclose  separately:  30  Ga.,  706.  Illegality  to,  dismissed :  61  Ga.,  204.  Judgment  of,  on 
realty  must  be  in  county  where  property  lies  :  53  Ga.,  285.  Failure  to  plead  home- 

stead against,  does  it  not  conclude  :  56  Ga.,  97.  Concludes  whom  :  62  Ga.,  20;  46/133, 
577;  45/495-6;  49/47;  54/462.  On  personal  property  must  be  in  county  of  mortgagor's 
residence  at  time  of  making  mortgage  :  13  Ga.,  285.  Need  not  show  what  credits  allowed 
on  :  57  Ga.,  361.  Fraud,  badge  of,  to  permit  mortgaged  property  after  a  sale,  and  pur- 

chased by  mortgagee  to  remain  in  hands  of  mortgagor  :  6  Ga.,  365;  29/743.  Mortgage 
obnoxious  to,  when:  1  Ga.,  176.  Merchant  making  and  not  recording,  and  buying 
goods  afterward:  57  Ga.,  L72-3.  Homestead,  assignee  of  wife's  mortgage  for  purchase 
money  subject  when :  61  Ga.,  346.  Not  liable  to  mortgage  judgment  when:  39  Ga., 
386.  When  is  :  39  Ga.,  466.  What  debts  can  be  secured  by  mortgage  after  homestead : 
59  Ga.,  835.  When  mortgaged  with  approval  of  Ordinary  :  49  Ga.,  589.  When  by  hus- 

band and  wife  to  secure  payment  by  husband,  valid  :  61  Ga.,  204.  Mortgagee,  of  with- 
out notice,  protected:  63  Ga.,  666;  54/168.  Husband  and  wife  selling  homestead 

only  a  mortgage :  49  Ga.,  589.  Implied  trust,  when  mortgagee  holds  mortgage  for 
use  of  transferee  of  notes  secured  by  it:  38  Ga.,  452.  Installments,  formerly  judg- 

ment on  foreclosure  of  mortgage  must  be  amount  due,  therefore  provisional  judgment 
for  installments  not  due,  could  not  be  rendered,  but  resort  must  be  had  to  equity  for 
such  a  judgment:  18  Ga.,  277.  When  falling  due  between  rule  nisi  and  rule  absolute 
may  be  included  in  judgment:  20  Ga.,  342.  Judgment  foreclosing  mortgage  binds 
mortgagor  and  vender :  18  Ga. ,  476.  Of  foreclosure  no  bar  to  claimant  attacking  the 
mortgage:  22  G.,  348;  7/377.  In  prima  facie  evidence  of  indebtedness :  6  Ga.,  365.  Ex- 

tinguishment of,  presumed  when  third  party  advances  money  to  pay  it  off,  and  takes 
mortgage:  19  Ga.,  298.  Whether  of  foreclosure  bars  claimant  under  purchase  from 
mortgagor  subsequent  to  mortgage:  45  Ga.,  493.  A  mortgage  not  recorded  in  time 
must  yield  to  a  judgment  obtained  in  the  meantime  :  25  Ga.,  687.  Judgment  cred- 

itor, contest  between  and  mortgagee:  37  Ga.,  665.  When  a  common  law  judgment  is 
superior  to  mortgage  on  legal  assets :  55  Ga.,  177-178.  Jurisdiction,  when  mortgaged 
property  was  in  two  States  not  compelled  to  go  out  of  this  State:  54  Ga..  572.  Fore- 

closure of  must  be  in  county  where  the  land  lies :  53  Ga.,  285.  Land,  deeds  to,  depos- 
ited as  collateral  security  j  not  a  mortgage,  but  intention  of  parties  carried  out  in  equity : 

62  Ga.,  413.  Lis  pendens  proceedings  to  foreclose  an  unrecorded,  do  not  constitute  no- 
tice to  purchaser  of  the  mortgaged  property  :  52  Ga.,  596-8.  Lien,  owner  of  land  fur- 

nishing cropper  supplies  has  superior  lien  to  mortgage:  46  Ga.,  583.  In  favor  of 
contractor  for  work  done  is  paramount :  1  Ga.,  435.  Property  to  be  applied  to  satis- 

faction of  mortgage :  3  Ga.,  460.  When  junior  mortgage  recorded  is  taken  with  notice 
of  prior  mortgage  not  recorded,  it  has  no  preference  by  record:  4  Ga.,  161.  Orphan's 
rights  under  Act  of  1799  superior  to  on  deceased  mortgagor's  property  not  foreclosed  in 
his  lifetime:  10  Ga.,  66.  Of  junior  mortgage  on  fund  in  Court:  21  Ga.,  207;  27/273. 
Of  mortgage  transferred  to  fund  raised  by  sale  of  mortgaged  property  under  junior 
judgment :  22  Ga.,  69.  Not  divested  by  tax  sale  :  25  Ga.,103.  Of  recorded  mortgage  in- 

ferior to  judgment :  25  Ga.,  687.  Vender's  lien,  for  purchase  money  superior  to  mortgage 
for  antecedent  debts  :  26  Ga.,  315.  Of  mortgage,  good  notwithstanding  silence  of  mort- 

gagee where  mortgage  duly  recorded  :  27  Ga.,  205.  Of  mortgage,  is  good  for  twenty  years : 
55  Ga.,  210.  Agreement  to  make  does  not  give  a  lien  as  against  subsequent  judg- 

ment creditors:  29  Ga.,  142.  Of  mortgage,  is  in  the  contract,  not  in  judgment  of  fore- 
closure :  63  Ga.,  762.  Limitation,  although  remedy  on  note  barred  in  six  years,  that  on 

mortgage  not  till  twenty :  8  Ga.,  325-326.  As  to  mortgagor's  right  to  redeem,  is  barred 
in  twenty  years:  49  Ga.,  340;  10/297-300.  Liquidated  demand,  mortgage  foreclosure 
not  confined  to :  24  Ga.,  198.  Mortgage,  not  set  up  by  parol  evidence:  46Ga.,407. 
To  save  mortgagees  harmless  from  past  and  future  acceptance,  and  when  presumed 
paid  :  25  Ga..  167.  In  this  State  only  a  security  for  debt:  56  Ga.,  269.  What  it  was 
at  common  law:  34  Ga.,  369.  What  must  be  specified  in:  6J  Ga.,  588.  Married 
woman  may  execute  mortgage  of  separate  estate  :  33Ga.,316;  61/246;  52/207.  Ma- 

terial man,  lien  of,  superior  to  mortgage,  when  :  61  Ga.,  584.  Mother,  mortgage  to 
by  delinquent  administrator  for  benefit  of  children  cannot  be  fraudulently  discharged 
by  a  mother  who  has  given  no  bond  as  guardian  :  6  Ga.,  401.     Notes,  holder  of  two,  se- 
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cured  by  mortgage  transfers  one,  transferee's  rights  superior  on  the  mortgage:  32  Ga., 
228.  Rights  at"  assignee  of  a  note  in  a  mortgage  to  secure  it:  56  Ga.,  207.  Notice  of 
unrecorded  mortgage  at  Sheriffs  sale,  effect  of:  13  Ga.,  443.  Of  recorded  mortgage,  effect 
of:  22  Ga.,  34.  When  foreclosure  of  unrecorded  mortgage  not  notice  to  purchaser: 

"52  Ga.,  596.  Junior  mortgagee  gains  no  preference  of  older  one  by  having  his  re- 
corded when  he  had  notice  of  older  one:  4  Ga.,  161;  51/268 ;  52/596.  Partnership, 

mortgage  of  individual  interest  in,  not  good  against  purchaser  to  pay  firm  debt:  21 
Ga.,  395.  By  one  partner  to  representative  of  deceased  partner,  good  against  creditors 
of  firm,  when  :  29  Ga.,  276.  Interest  of,  member  of  can  only  be  affected  by  a  mortgage 
on  his  own  interest  in  land,  unless  others  consent:  61  Ga.,  676.  Party,  third  person 
not  a,  cannot  make  objection  to  foreclosure  until  made  a  party:  3  Ga.,  174;  19/14. 
Personal  property,  when  sold  and  possession  retained  by  seller,  mortgage  of  by 
him  to  one  without  notice,  good  against  purchaser:  29  Ga.,  743.  Sale  of,  to  secure  a 
debt,  held  a  mortgage :  57  Ga.,  326.  Possession,  when  seller  retains  of,  then  mort- 

gages personalty:  29  Ga.,  743.  Four  years  of  land  after  foreclosure  by  bona  fide 
purchaser  does  not  discharge  lien  of  judgment:  53  Ga.,  328;  51/279.  Duty  of  Sheriff 
to  put  purchaser  in :  52  Ga.,  630.  What  by  claimant  will  prevent  non-suit:  22  Ga., 
348.  Power  to  sell  given  by  mortgagor  to  mortgagee  is  lawful:  54  Ga.,  441.  Paper 
in  form  of  mortgage  with,  is  a  mortgage:  61  Ga.,  369.  To  a  trustee,  author- 

ized him  to  sell,  etc. :  60  Ga.,  434.  Priority,  judgment  against  mortgage 
obtained  by  foreclosure  of  mortgage,  not  recorded  in  time,  has  over  mort- 

gage judgment:  13  Ga.,  443.  Mortgage  for  purchase  money  superior  to  judg- 
ment purchaser;  21  Ga.,  408.  Proceeds  of  sale,  lien  of  mortgage  trans- 
ferred to:  60  Ga.,  484;  22/34.  Purchaser  from  mortgagor  protected  against 

mortgagee  by  reason  of  mortgagee's  negligence  in  indulging  mortgagor  :  30  Ga.,  838. 
Mortgagee  cannot  subject  property  of,  while  there  is  property  of  mortgagor  to  satisfy 
mortgage, debt:  3  Ga.,  460.  At  Sheriff's  sale  under  mortgage  protected  when  proceed- 

ings for  forclosure  appear  regular:  38  Ga.,  597.  Fositionof:  25  Ga.,  316.  Bona  fide 
purchaser  without  notice  of  land  from  mortgagor  with  seven  years'  possession,  and 
mortgage  not  recorded  in  time  :  57  Ga.,  204.  Bona  fide,  of  notes  and  mortgage  before 
due  is  protected  against  defense  that  it  was  made  in  view  of  bankruptcy :  50  Ga.,  110. 
When  purchaser  concluded  by  foreclosure  pending  and  cannot  plead  limitation  Act  of 
1869  :  59  Ga.,  78.  Railroads,  deed  of  trust  with  power  to  sell  to  secure  bonds  :  52  Ga., 
557-8.  Record  of  prior  mortgage  in  time  required  by  law  to  take  precedence  of 
senior  unrecorded:  61  Ga.,  260.  Of  mortgage  made  in  time  is  notice  to  the  world  :  55 
Ga.,  210.  Failure  to,  in  time,  whom  it  effects:  24  Ga.,  305;  25/687.  Younger  judg- 

ments have  prior  lien  over  mortgage  defectively  recorded  :  59  Ga.,  466.  Redemption, 
when  junior  judgment  creditor  can  subject  the  property  without  offering  to  redeem 
mortgaged  property  when  the  registry  laws  are  not  complied  with:  60  Ga.,  588. 
Reformation,  Court  of  Chancery  may  reform  mortgage  and  foreclose:  46  Ga.,  450. 

.  ,.i..  Release,  promise  by  a  third  party  to  discharge  the  mortgage  and  failing  to  do  it :  19 
Ga.,  599.  Lien  of  mortgage  may  be  released  by  parol  by  paying  mortgagee  price  of  the 
property:  27  Ga.,  349.  Rent  and  profits,  and  income  belong  to  mortgagor,  title  not 
passing:  56  Ga.,  268-269.  A  claim  by  one  tenant  in  common  against  his  co-tenant  for 
profits  has  precedence  of  a  mortgage  made  by  him  :  57  Ga.,  32.  Sale  with  right  to  re- 

purchase: 52  Ga.,  480.  Of  personalty  to  secure  payment  of  note,  mortgage  :  57  Ga.,  326. 
Property  sold  by  conditional  sale,  title  of  vender  good  against  mortgage  by  vendee  :  23 
Ga.,  205.  Bill  of  sale  with  condition  held  conditional  sale :  32Ga.,633;  49/514.  Differ- 

ence between  conditional  sale  and  mortgage  :  49  Ga.,  133.  Bill  of  sale  held  a  mortgage  : 
43  Ga.,  262.  Mortgage  lien  divested  by  administrator's  sale,  and  he  must  look  to  the 
fund  :  59  Ga.,  516.  Consent  as  to  proceeds  of  sale:  22  Ga.,  34.  Stock  of  goods,  addi- 

tion to,  as. to  mortgage  :  45  Ga.,  213-214.  Purchase  of,  by  wife  from  husband,  without 
notice  of  mortgage  to  secure  payment  for :  48  Ga.,  467.  Lien,  on  attaches  to  subsequent 
purchases,  to  amount  of  stock  originally  mortgaged:  49  Ga.,  313.  Mortgage  on:  50 
Ga.,  426;  62/166.  Tenants  in  common,  separate  judgments  on  mortgage  made  by, 
on  interest  of  each:  30  Ga.,  706;  37/12.  Mortgage  of  whole  estate,  and  injunction 
against-  levy  and  sale  under  foreclosure  until  partition  where  mortgagor  insolvent :  57 
Ga.,  32.  Trust  property,  Bona  fide  mortgage  of,  protected:  37  Ga.,  392;  41/202,  207; 
29/743.  Title  bond  interest  may  be  mortgaged  :  30Ga.,670.  Usury,  mortgagor  may 
plead  in  defense,  and  may  be  purged  by  a  new  contract :  1  Ga.,  392  ;  27/248  ;  58/158. 
Paying  mortgagor  to  forbear,  held  as:  28  Ga.,  527.  Vendee  of  land  mortgaged  for 
purchase  money  is  owner  within  meaning  of  lien  laws  of  Georgia  :  61  Ga.,  584.  Waiver 
of  lien  by  mortgagee  may  be  made  with  consent  of  mortgagor  and  claim  the  money : 
22  Ga.,  34.  Wife,  when  mortgage  by  husband  to  wife  will  be  postponed  in  favor  of 
senior  mortgages  by  husband:  61  Ga.,  346.  Witness,  mortgage  with  only  one,  not 

void:  46  Ga.,  450;  51/268.  Year's  support  to  widow  superior  to  mortgage:  23  Ga., 
235;  26/197-202. 

General  Note  on  Mortgages. — Assignment  of:  1  Jones  M.,  786;  2  Spence  Eq., 
655;  note  to  £2244;  14  Am.  D.,  513;  11/110;  16  Wall.,  271;  1  Dan.  Neg.  Inst.,  685-8. 
Assumption  of,  by  grantee:  26  Am.  R.,  660,  n;  27/5.  Corporations,  mortgages  by: 

Field  Corp.,  $464;  and  see  word  "mortgages"  in  General  Note  on  Corporations.  Deed, 
parol  proof  to  reduce  to  mortgage :  Notes  to  $3809.  Equitable  mortgages  :  Jones  M., 

$179;  2  Spence  Eq.,  772;  Russell  vs.  Russell, 'l  White  &  Tudor  L.  C,  (s.  p.)  440:  note  to $2138;  2  St.  Eq..  $1020.  Foreclosure:  Notes  following  $$3963,  3974.  Inter-State 
law  of:  Rorer,  68-70,  203.  Power  of  sale  in:  2  Jones  M.  (Real),  $1764;  Herman 
Chat.  M.,  506-519;  2  Wash.  Real.  Pr.,  72;  2  Perrv  on  Trusts,  2602  et  seq. ;  2  Cooley  Bl. 
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Com.,  160;  14  Am.  D.,  473,  n  ;  17  Am  P.,  77 ;  19/476;  2  O.,  142.  Not  coupled  with  in- 
terest: 1  Woods,  552;  see  notes  to  #2183.  Railroads,  mortgages  of:  3  Woods,  481,  597, 

691;  1  Am.  R.,  203;  3/596;  11/147';  13/595;  14/39.  Subject  treated  in  Jones  on  Rail- road Securities.  Receivers,  in  cases  of:  High  Rec,  £639;  3  O.,  424;  4/734. — Subject 
treated  :  3  Add.  Contr.,  £1017,  1110 ;  Keech  vs.  Hall,  1  Sm.  L.  C,  (s.  p.)  293  ;  2  White  & 
T.  L.  C,  part  2,  (s.  p.)  752  et  seq. ;  2  Wash.  Real.  Pr.,  35  ;  2  St.  Eq.,  £1004  etseq. ;  2  Cooley 
Bl.  Com.,  157  et  seq. 

ARTICLE  IV. 

SALES   TO   SECURE    DEBTS. 

Section. 
1969.  Sale  to  secure  debt,  how  made. 
1970.  Right  of  vendee,  how  enforced. 

Section. 
1971.  Liens  do  not  affect  vender. 

§1969.  Conveyance,  and  bond  to  reconvey.     [Whenever  any  person  in  [|LActs  of 
this  State  conveys  any  real  property  by  deed  to  secure  any  debt  to  any  44,' 45 ;'  and 
person  loaning  or  advancing  said  vender  any  money,  or  to  secure  any  Actsoii872, 
other  debt,  and  shall  a  take  bond  for  titles  back  to  said  vender  upon  the 
payment  of  such  debt,  or  debts,  or  shall  in  like  manner  convey  any  per- 

sonal property  by  bill  of  sale,  and  take  an  obligation  binding  the  person 
to  whom  said  property  was  conveyed  to  reconvey  said  property  upon 
the  payment  of  said  debt  or  debts,  such  conveyance  of  real  or  personal    yy         *  y 
property  shall  pass  the  title  of  said  property  to  the  vendee :  Provided,  ̂ fes^w^  ****^7 

■thut  tho  ooncont  of  tho  wife  hoo  boon  firot  obtained  till  the  debt  or  debts  <2-e^^y/A>T<^L 
which  said  conveyance  was  made  to  secure  shall  be  fully  paid,  and  shall  *^^ 
be  held  by  the  Courts  of  this  State  to  be  an  absolute  conveyance,  with/^£:^x^  2^~^Ji 
the  right  reserved  by  the  vender  to  have  said  property  reconveyed  to  gj^yfrj-^^/z 
him  upon  the  payment  of  the  debt  or  debts  intended  to  be  secured  agree-     /?'  /- 

able  to  the  terms  of  the  contract,  and  not*  a  mortgage.]  (a.)  ^c-*— ̂   o— ^  ̂ *> 
When  under  absolute  bill  of  sale  signed  by  husband  and  wife  and  no  equitable  plea  /^*-tt-*c'v  ~7~/r* 

by  them,  plaintiff  recovered  independent  of  this  section  :  63  Ga.,  159-160.     When  the  —  sfg^  ,r  ̂^\X¥' 
transfer  of  the  notes  did  not  convey  the  land  under  this  section  :  64   Ga.,   609-612. 
Judgment  for  a  secured  debt  ought  to  describe  the  property,  and  the  execution  should  /.X^-, 
follow  the  judgment:  63  Ga.,  480.     Consent  of  wife  should  be  in  writing  and   signed     v^ Jf 
as  other  contract  for  land  :  54  Ga.,  529.     Where  equitable  plea  alleges  the  deed  was  given  £fc*m- 
to  secure  a  note  but  fails  to  set  forth  more  :  54  Ga.,  46.     Section  referred  to,  56  G a.,  141.   <t£^ 

Absolute  deed  to  secure  a  debt  on  which  ejectment  could  be  brought,  and  where  grantor  U^  /^ 
had  no  wife:  57  Ga.,  604.      Deed  with  bond  to  re-convey  still  vested  title   in  grantee:   V**^**-^&**-^*^/*' 
59  Ga,,  234.     Passed  title  in  1874  although  wife  did  not  consent  to  it:  59  Ga.,  507;  fc^  /r7.  @2~* 
61/398.     Usury  avoids  title  even  when  executed  as  here  directed :  55  Ga.,  414.     Can-^/      /     / 
not  take  a  homestead  as  against  a  deed  executed  under  this  section,  but  usury  avoids 
it  as  title  :  55  Ga.,  691.     The  same  rule  applies  to  corporations  as  to  individuals  under 
this  section  :  64  Ga.,  776.     Title  acquired  under  this  section  by  conveyance  does  not  re- 

require  wife's  consent  and  is  not  divested  by  bankruptcy  or  by  a  subsequent  homestead taking  in  the  land:  61  Ga.,  400;  Thaxton  vs. Roberts,  Pampht.,  Feb.  term,  1881,  page  31 

§1970.  Rights  of  vendee,  how  enforced.     [When  any  judgment  shall  be  (b)  Acts  of 

rendered  in  any  of  the  Courts  of  this  State  upon  any  note  or  other  ev-  u7,1^]  &nd 
idence  of  debt,  which  such  conveyance  of  realty  was  made  and  intended  Actso'f  1872, 
to  secure,  it  shall  and  may  be  lawful  for  the  vendee  to  make  and  file, v'/'  .  /f  ̂  
and  have   recorded  in  the  Clerk's  office  of  the  Superior  Corwt  of  the  /f  *•      ■/'* 
county  wherein  the  land  lies,  a  good  and  sufficient  deed  of  conveyance  /&/f  /J-&x 
to  the  defendant  for  said  land  ;  and  if  the  said  obligor  be  dead,  then  his// 
executor,  or  administrator,  may  in  like  manner  make  and  file  such  deed 
without  obtaining  an  order  of  the  Court  for  that  purpose,  whereupon 
the  same  may  be  levied  on  and  sold  under  said  judgment  as  in  other 
cases  :  Provided,  that  the  said  judgment  shall  take  lien  upon  the  land 
prior  to   any  other  judgment,  or   encumbrance   against   the   defend- 

ant.]    (b.) 
Proceeding  under  this  section  not  prevented  by  a  subsequent  homestead  right  in 

the  absence  of  fraud  :  62  Ga.,  659/662.  Judgment  under  this  section  ought  to  describe 
the  property:  63  Ga.,  480.  Section  referred  to:  64  Ga.,  612.  This  remedy  does  not  ap- 

ply where  absolute  deed  with  no  bond  to  recovery :  59  Ga.,  500. 
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§1971.  Liens  against  vendee  do  not  attach  to  the  property.     [The  vender's 
(c)  Acts  of  right  to  a  reconveyance  of  the  property,  upon  his  complying  with  the 

*/?  /  J^11/ p'  4yCpntract,  shall  not  be  affected  by  any  liens,  encumbrances  or  rights 

gx^/«c 

/tf.y/^  ' 

hich  would  otherwise  attach  to  the  property  by  virtue  of  the  title  be- 
C0zcxr**£A~j&&&  in  the  vendee;  but  the  right  of  the  vender  to  a  reconveyance  shall 

be  absolute  and  permanent  upon  his  complying  with  his  contract  with 
the  vendee  according  to  the  terms.]     (c.) 
General  Note  to  Article  IV. — No  homestead  can  be  taken  as  against,  and  wife's  con- 

sent evidenced  by  her  joining  in  the  deed  with  her  husband  :  59  Ga.,  779.  Wife's  con- 
sent shown  by  her  writing  signed  as  other  contracts  for  land  :  54  Ga.,  529.  Usury 

avoids:  55  Ga.,  412,  691 ;  54/554.  No  homestead  can  be  taken  against,  and  equity  will 
not  interfere :  58  Ga.,  457-8.  Neither  bankruptcy  or  homestead  will  divest  the  title 
conveyed  :  57  Ga.,  601.  When  wife's  consent  held  not  necessary  and  homestead  could not  be  taken  in  it:  59  Ga..  507.  To  a  trustee  gives  sufficient  title  for  him  to  recover  in 
ejectment:  60  Ga.,  434.  Passes  the  legal  title  where  consented  to  by  wife  although 
made  to  secure  a  debt:  60  Ga.,  382.  Trover  for  mules  sold  to  secure  a  debt,  amount  of 
damages  was  the  note  with  lawful  interest:  61  Ga.,  147-150.  To  resist  an  action  of 
ejectment  under  this  title  defendant  must  by  plea  offer  to  pay  amount  due  with  inter- 

est thereon  due:  55  Ga.,  383.  To  claim  dower  in  a  deed  as  security  she  must  offer  to 
pay  the  sum  due  with  interest :  61  Ga.,  34.  The  debt  must  be  paid  with  interest,  to  be 
able  to  redeem,  and  generally  a  tender  will  be  sufficient :  57  Ga.,  601.  Legal  title  may 
pass  by  deed  to  secure  a  debt  without  following  the  act  of  1871:  64  Ga.,  651-655.  An 
equitable  plea  in  defense  to  ejectment  sui£  under  title  derived  from  deed  as  security 
what  must  aver:  54  Ga.,  45,  55/650.  Wife's  consent  not  necessary  to  absolute  deed  to 
secure  money:  61  Ga.,  398.  Where  wife's  consent  had  nothing  to  do  with  it:  60  Ga., 
588-593.  For  a  subsequent  judgment  creditor  to  avail  himself  of  the  land  conveyed  he 
must  redeem  :   59  Ga.,  233-4. 

General  Note  on  Sales  to  Secure  Debts. — 1  Jones  on  Mortgages,  §§241-282 ;    17 
I  Am.  D.,  300-306,  n.     No  exemption  allowed  bankrupt  out  of  property  thus  conveyed: 
Gunn  vs.  Hardee,  per  Erskine,  J.     Recorded,  whether  as  deed  or  mortgage :  14  Am. 
D.,  513  ;  Wade  on  Notice,  §188. 

J?  A 

ARTICLE 

HER    LIE 

Section. 
1972.  Liens  established. 
1973.  Rank  of  tax  liens. 
1974.  Lien  of  laborers,  general. 
1975.  Lien  of  laborers,  special. 
1976.  Rank  of  laborers'  liens. 1977.  Liens  for  rent. 
1978.  Liens  for  supplies. 
1979.  Mechanics'  liens. 
1980.  Mechanics'  liens,  how  declared. 
1981.  Liens  on  personalty. 
1982.  Liens  on  steamboats,  etc. 
1983.  Liens  on  planing  mills. 
1984.  Of  laborers  at  steam  mills. 
1985.  For  supplies  to  saw  mills. 
1986.  Lien  of  innkeepers,  etc. 

V. 

NS. 

Section. 
1987.  Of  pawnees. 
1988.  Of  depositaries. 
1989.  Lien  of  attorneys  at  law. 
1990.  Enforcement  of  liens  on  land. 
1991.  On  personalty. 
1992.  Of  pawnees,  how  satisfied. 
.1993.  Of  factors,  how  satisfied. 
1994.  Liens  confirmed. 
1995.  Rank  of  other  liens. 
1996.  Liens  assignable. 
1997.  Equitable  lien  abolished. 
1998.  Right  of  attorney  in  claims. 
1999.  Liens  by  by-laws. 
2000.  Liens  under  charters. 
2001.  Liens  of  rules  absolute. 

81Q79 

(a)  Acts  of  _  bfVi*- 1873,  p.  42.   State  : 
Liens  established.     [The  following  liens  are  established  in  this 

Section  cited  :  63  Ga.,  286. 

1.  Liens  in  favor  of  the  State,  counties  and  municipal  corporations 
for  taxes. 

2.  Liens  in  favor  of  creditors  by  judgment  and  decree. 
Lien  by  decree  binds  all  the  defendant's  property  just  as  a  judgment:  57  Ga.,  73. 
3.  Liens  in  favor  of  laborers. 
4.  Lieu s  in  favor  of  landlords. 
5.  Liens  in  favor  of  mortgagees. 
6.  Liens  in  favor  of  merchants,  factors  and  others  furnishing  neces- 

saries, as  hereinafter  provided. 

In  favor  of  factors  without  notice  for  advances  to  tenant  superior  to  landlord's 
lien  for  rent  or  merchant's  lien :  52  Ga.,  656. 

7.  Liens  in  favor  of  mechanics  on  real  and  personal  property. 
Mechanic  has  a  lien  for  materials  furnished :  51  Ga.,  560. 

ft *>b^C  . 'rr-  *7  /4-7. 
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8.  Liens  in  favor  of  contractors,  material  men,  machinists  and  man- 
ufacturers of  machinery. 

As  to  lien  of  machinists:  53  Ga.,  433.  Machinists  and  manufacturers  of  machinery 
have  no  lien  on  real  estate  unless  it  is  attached  to  land :  59  Ga.,  537.  A  corporation  en- 

titled to  machinist's  lien:  59  Ga.,  653;  62/147.  Neither  a  manufacturer  of  furniture' 
or  his  assignee  had  any  lien  on  real  estate,  there  having  been  no  record  of  it:  58  Ga., 
127.     Jury  must  determine  as  to  whether  they  were  mechanics  :  56  Ga,,  68.  **  •    • 

9.  Liens  in  favor  of  certain  creditors  against  steamboats  and  other 
water  craft. 

10.  Liens  in  favor  of  the  proprietors  of .  saw-mills  anol  the  products 
of  saw-mills,  and  of  proprietors  of  planing  mills  and  other  similar  es- 
tablishments. 

11.  Liens  in  favor  of  innkeepers,  boarding-house  keepers,  carriers,  liv- 
ery-stable keepers,  pawnees,  depositaries,  bailees,  factors,  acceptors  and 

attorneys  at  law.]  (a.) 
§1973.  Rank  of  liens  for  taxes.     [Liens  for  taxes  due  the  State  or  any  <b)  Acts  of 

county  thereof,  or  municipal  corporations  therein,  shall  cover  the  prop-  iSp^ala 
erty  of  tax  paj^ers  liable  to  tax,  from  the  time  fixed  by  law  for  valua- 

tion of  the  same  in  each  year  until  such  taxes  are  paid,  and  the  prop- 
erty of  tax  collectors  and  their  sureties  from  the  time  of  giving  bond  until 

all  the  taxes  for  which  they  are  responsible  shall  be  paid.     Such  liens    . 
for  taxes  are  hereby  declared  superior  to  all  other  liens,  and  shall  rank 
bstween  themselves  as  follows :  First   in   rank,  taxes  due  the   State ; 
second  in  rank,  taxes  due  the  counties  of  the  State  ;  third  in  rank,  taxes 
due  to  municipal  corporations  of  the  State.]  (b.) 

§1974.  Lien  of  laborers,  general.     Laborers  shall  have  a  general  lien  (c)  Acts  of 

upon  the  property  of  their  employers,  liable  to  levy  and  sale,  for  their 1873>  p-  42- 
labor,  which  is  hereby  declared  to  be  superior  to  all  other  liens,  ex- 

cept liens  for  taxes,  the  special  liens  of  landlords  on  yearly  crops,  and 
such  other  liens  as  are  declared  by  law  to  be  superior  to  them.]  (c.) 

See  note  to  $1975. 
Laborers  on  railroads  :  Jones  R.  R.  Sect.,  §557  ;  3  Woods,  441.  Liens  of,  as  against 

mortgages  not  recognized  unless  foreclosed  :  3  Woods, 441.  Lien  of  bailee  for  labor  on 
chattel :  Notes  to  §2100. 

§1975.  Special  lien  of  laborers.     [Laborers  shall  also  have  a  special  lien  (on  Acts  of 

on  the  products  of  their  labor,  superior  to  all  other  liens,  except  liens  I873' p'  42, 
for  taxes,  and  special  liens  of  landlords  on  yearly  crops,  to  which  they 
shall  be  inferior.]  (d.) 

Affidavit,  excuse  that  no  demand  on  employer  was  made  because  of  his  absence, 
sufficient:  64  Ga.,  438.  Mast  aver  and  show  that  contract  of  labor  has  been  finished  : 
63  Ga.,  161;  62/312;  61/211;  60/440.  What  allegation  sufficient:  64  Ga.,  438.  And 
demand  made:  61  Ga.,  211.  Must  aver  demand  and  refusal:  47  Ga.,  287;  61/211. 
Should  state,  for  labor  done  by  person  making  the  oath :  54 Ga.,  571 ;  Mabry  vs.  Jenkins, 
Feb.  term,  1881.  Claim  case,  where  weight  of  evidence  was  in  favor  of  laborer:  48 
Ga,,  413.  Clerk,  also  bar  tender,  is  entitled  to  this  lien:  63  Ga.,  172;  51/576;  25/571. 
Contractor  has  laborer's  lien  only  when  he  has  performed  the  manual  labor :  55  Ga., 
233.  Employer's  interest  only  is  covered  by  the  lien,  case  of  lessee:  46  Ga.,  112. 
Foreclosure,  proceedings  must  show  the  work  finished:  63  Ga.,  161 ;  62/312;  61/211; 
60/439.  On  real  estate,  must  be  under  section  1980  of  Code:  65  Ga.,  123.  Laborer, 
meaning  of  the  word  :  49  Ga.,  506-11.  Has  no  lien,  for  work  done  by  third  person  :  53 
Ga.,  39.  Mechanic's  lien  does  not  attach  in  favor  of  a  laborer  hired  by  a  third  person to  do  the  work:  52  Ga..  374.  Only  the  manual  laborer,  doing  the  work,  has  lien:  45 
Ga.,  561,  564.  Mechanic,  also  a  laborer,  performing  manual  work,  has  this  lien: 
55  Ga.,  234.  Mortgage  made  before  passage  of  lien  law  superior  to  the  lien:  43  Ga.,  11. 
Note  of  third  person  taken  for  work,  lien  lost:  53  Ga.,  417.  Overseers  not  entitled 

to:  44  Ga.,  308.  Set-off,  laborer's  note  bought  up  by  employer  cannot  be  set  off 
against  lien:  57  Ga.,  263;  21/43.  Venue,  foreclosure  may  be  in  county  where  em- 

ployer lives  or  has  property  :  52  Ga.,  79.  Process  returnable  to  county  of  his  residence 
only,  under  Act  16th  March.  1870 :  52  Ga.,  79. 

Does  not  include  consulting  engineer  :  38  Barb.,  390.  Nor  civil  engineer :  84  Pa.  St., 
168.  Nor  assistant  chief  engineer:  33  Am.  R.,  348.  Nor  hotel  cook:  77  Pa.  St.,  107. 
See  also  32  Am.  R.,  264  ;  33/348,  notes;  and  Phillips  on  Liens,  $52. 

§1976.  Rank  of  laborers'  liens,  and  how  they  arise.  [Liens  of  laborers 
shall  arise  upon  the  completion  of  their  contract  of  labor,  but  shall  not 

&±->  *?-/Z£^  Z~y^y*u^./f^f/ 
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(e)_  Acts  of  exist  against  bona  fide  purchasers  without  notice,  until  the  same  are 
1873,  p.  42.  rec[uce(j  t0  execution  and  levied  by  an  officer,  and  such  liens  in  conflict 

with  each  other  shall  rank  according  to  date,  dating  each  from  the  com- 
pletion of  the  contract  of  labor.]  (e. ) 

Completion  of  contract  must  be  averred  and  shown:  63  Ga.,  161;  62/312;  61/211; 
60/440.  Bona  fide  purchasers  of  property,  before  execution,  etc.,  take  it  free  from  lien : 
54 Ga.,  43;  52/658;  46/623;  32/192.  Date  from  completion  of  contract:  60  Ga.,  440; 
47/415;  43/11. 

^af      §1977.  Lien  of  landlords  for  rent.     [Landlords  shall  have  a  special  lien 
(D   Actrof for  rent  on  crops  made  on  land  rented  from  them,  superior  to  all  other 

~|Sg6P'  43'  liens>  except  liens  for  taxes,  to  which  they  shall  be  inferior,  and  shall 
f/*~^\'  ,  also  have  a  general  lien  on  the  property  of  the  debtor,  liable  to  levy 
/<f2-~~*** '  /-  and  sale,  and  such  general  lien  shall  date  from  the  time  of  the  levy  of 
>%^^^^z:<a^^  distress  warrant  to  enforce  the  same.     Such  general  lien  of  landlords 
/f*y  j>^"  shall  be  inferior  to  liens  for  taxes  and  the  general  and  special  lien  of 

^/   '  *     laborers,  but  shall  rank  with  other  liens,  and  with  each  other,  according 
Zcetjz**-**^^ '  to  date,  the  date  being  from  the  time  of  levying  a  distress  warrant 
^^,  *?/,  as  aforesaid.     The  special  liens  of  landlords  for  rent  shall  date  from  the 
j/j  i/j  maturity  of  the  crops  on  the  lands  rented,  unless  otherwise  agreed  on, 
*7*  but  shall  not  be  enforced  by  distress  warrants  until  said  rent  is  due, 

unless  the  tenant  is  removing  his  property,  when  the  landlords  may, 
as  provided  elsewhere  in  this  Code,  enforce  said  liens,  both  general  and 
special.]  (f.) 

Verbal  contract  for  lien  of  landlord  with  tenant  in  1870  did  not  give  him  precedence  : 
55  Ga.,  94-97.  Superior  claim  on  crop  made  to  agreement  between  tenant  and  one 
cultivating  with  him  :  64  Ga.,  482.  Section  cited  bas  special  lien  for  rentof  the  land 
that  made  the  crop,  bat  general  for  other  rent :  57  Ga.,  406.  As  to  special  and  general 
lien  of  landlord,  former  dates  from  maturity  of  the  crop,  and  latter  from  levy  of  dis- 

tress warrant:  63  Ga.,  282-286.  Words  "sell,  mortgage  and  convey  "  sufficient,  when so  intended  to  create  a  lien  under  this  section  :  39  Ga.,  4.  Lien  of  does  not  attach  as 
against  purchaser,  except  on  crop  made  on  premises,  until  issue  of  distress  warrant: 
50  Ga.,  213.  Prior  to  1873  landlord  had  no  lien  except  by  contract  on  crop,  until  dis- 

tress warrant  levied  :  50  Ga.,  590.     Dates  from  maturity  of  the  crop  and  superior  to 
3  all  other  liens  except  taxes  :  59  Ga.,  302-306.     Section  cited:  59  Ga..  877.     Where  land- 

lord could  bring  a  distress  warrant  against  tenant,  although  he  had  transferred  the 
rent  note  :  61  Ga.,  103.  To  entitle  to  this  lien  must  show  the  crop  attempted  to  be  sub- 

jected was  raised  on  landlord's  land  :  55  Ga.,  322.     No  demand  necessary  to  distrain  for /  rent,  except  in  case  of  special  lien  of  rent  on  crop  made  on  land:  55 Ga.,  655;  57/31. 
Defective  affidavit  in  not  alleging  sufficient:  59  Ga.,  799;  48/406-408.  Affidavit  for 
merchant's  lien  :  49  Ga.,  299. 

Landlords  furnishing  supplies, 

yf-/.  f*  1  ̂  '         iHone^^fming  utensils,  or  other  articles  of  necessity  to  make  crops, 
/  j,  j-~        »and  also  alj-  persons  furnishing  Qlothing-andmcdieinosyoupplico,  oypre 

■y2^"f'     *         "vioiona  for  the  uupport  of  families,  or  medical  'gcrviccoy-tuition  er-£ohec4 -laookc,  shall  have  the  right  to  secure  themselves  from  the  crops  of  the 

year  in  which '  such  things  are  done  or  furnished,  upon  such  terms  as 
may  be  agreed  upon  by  the  parties,  with  the  following  conditions: 

Factor's  lien  before  the  Act  of  1874,  mode  of  foreclosure:  45  Ga.,  113.  Factor's 
crop  lien  had  precedence  of  general  judgment:  60Ga.,478.  Factor's  lien  under  Act 
of  1866  was  superior  to  a  judgment:  54  G a.,  307,.  Lien  for  fertilizers  may  be  created 
before  the  crop  is  planted:  59  Ga.,  773.  When  a  factor's  lien  for  provisions  and  ma- 

nures to  make  the  crop  is  superior  to  a  judgment,  :  54  Ga.,  306-7.  Affidavit  for  mer- 
chant's or  factor's  lien,  what  must  allege,  and  foreclosed  in  one  year  from  time  when 

due:  49  Ga.,  299;  58/411.  Foreclosure  of  crop  lien  by  factor  under  this  section:  55 

Ga.,  58.  Affidavit  should  have  alleged  to  support  a  factor's  lien  on  the  first  of  Janu- 
ary, 1874,  that  it  was  in  writing:  56  Ga.,  289. 

1.  The  liens  provided  for  in  this  section  shall  arise  by  operation  of 
Acts  of  1874,  law  from  the  relation  of  landlord  and  tenant,  as  well  as  by  special  con- 

Actsofi875  tract  in  writing,  whenever  the  landlord  shall  furnish  the  article?  enu- 
p.  20.        'merated  in  said  section,  or  any  one  of  them,  to  the  tenant,  for  the  pur- 

poses therein  named.     Said  liens  may  be  enforced  in  the  manner  pro- 
vided in  section  1991  of  this  Code. 

As  to  a  factor  and  planter,  under  Act  of  1866,  need  not  be  in  writing :  38  Ga.,  113. 
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2.  Whenever  said  liens  may  be  created  by  special  contract  in  writing,  Actsofi875, 

as  now  provided  by  law,  the  same  shall  be  assignable  by  the  landlord, p: 20, 
and  may  be  enforced  by  the  assignees  in  the  manner  provided  for  the 
enforcement  of  such  liens  by  landlords. 

3.  They  shall  only  exist  as  liens  on  the  crop  of  the  year  in  which  Acts  of  i87s 

they  are  made,  and  may  be  foreclosed  before  the  debt  is  due,  if  the  ten-~9'P'  47'  _ 

ant  is  removing,  or  seeking  to  remove,  his  crop  from  the  premises.    /$*'*  *~    ' 4.  Every  person  giving  a  lien  under  this  section,  having  previously  (g)  Acts  of 

given  a  lien  or  liens  under  it  or  any  other  lien,  shall,  when  giving  a  ||Jfifp'  42' new  lien  under  this  section,  on  the  same  property,  to  another  person, 
inform  such  person,  if  interrogated,  as  to  the  facts,  of  the  amount  of 
such  lien  or  liens,  and  to  whom  given. 
5.  Such  persons  giving  false  information  as  to  the  facts  aforesaid 

shall  be  deemed  a  common  cheat  and  swindler,  and,  on  conviction 
thereof,  shall  be  punished  as  prescribed  in  section  4310  of  this  Code. 

The  liens  under  this  section  on  crops  by  landlords,  attach  from  date  or  agree- 
ment, and  oldest  is  of  highest  dignity :  39  Ga.,  14.  Where  factor's  lien  in  distribution 

of  assets  not  entitled  to  priority  of  payment  out  of  proceeds  of  crop:  44 Ga.,  808. 

Factor's  lien  on  growing  crop  for  advances  in  nature  of  purchase  money,  and  superior 
to  homestead:  44  Ga.,  600.  Factor's  crop  lien  superior  to  general  judgment :  60  Ga., 
478;  54/306.  Factor's,  also  warehouseman's  liens  on  cotton  stored  for  advances,  supe- 

rior to  that  of  landlord's  for  rent  or  of  merchant  for  fertilizers  :  52  Ga.,  656.  Eeceiver 
appointed  to  distribute  crop  between  landlord  and  laborer  and  merchant  or  factor's  lien 
which  was  not  in  writing  :  54  Ga. .  102-3.  When  factor  and  warehouseman  entitled  to 
their  advances  as  against  a  purchaser  :  54  Ga.,  103. 

6.  The  liens  created  under  this  section  are  hereby  declared  to  be  su- 
perior in  rank,  to  other  liens,  except  liens  for  taxes,  the  general  and 

special  liens  of  laborers,  and  the  special  liens  of  landlords,  to  which 
they  shall  be  inferior,  and  shall,  as  between  themselves  and  other  liens 
not  herein  excepted,  rank  according  to  date.]     (g.) 

General  Note  on  Sections  1977  and  1978.-^-Under  Act  of  1870  Sheriff  can  levy  an  ex- 
ecution from  Justice's  Court  for  amount  under  one  hundred  dollars  to  enforce  factor's 

lien:  43  Ga.,  360.  Factors  lien  cannot  include  alien  for  attorney  fees:  49  Ga.,  604. 
Landlord  must  actually  furnish  the  tenant  himself  to  have  the  lien  :  61  Ga.,  579.  Ad- 

vances of  money  and  not  of  supplies  gives  no  lien.  Affidavit  for  foreclosure  made  be- 
fore whom  :  45  Ga.,  113-115.  Where  the  husband  could  not  bind  crop  of  wife  by  factor's 

lien:  46  Ga.,  473.  Merchants  and  factors  did  not  have  under  Act  of  1860  a  lien  for 

money  advanced  :  47  Ga.,  617.  When  a  homestead  could  not  exclude  a  factor's  lien  on 
the  crop  when  it  was  taken  :  47  Ga.,  625.  Trustees  cannot  create  a  crop  lien  on  the  prop- 

erty of  their  cestui  que  trust:  56  Ga.,  309-310.  Cotton  delivered  on  factor's  drays,  their 
lien  for  advances  attached,  superior  to  an  attachment :  56  Ga.,  24.  When  factor  cannot 

appropriate  cotton  in  his  hands  for  his  advances  excluding  jandlord's  rights  :  55  Ga., 
2i.  Personal  security  on  note  by  factor  for  supplies  furnished  does  not  waive  his  lien  : 

55  Ga.,  56.  When  contesting  execution  on  foreclosure  of  factor's  lien,  forthcoming- 
bond  unnecessary,  unless  to  replevy:  52  Ga.,  396.  Execution  of  factor's  lien  for  fertil- 

izers overthrown  by  affidavit  of  illegality :  49  Ga.,  620.  Affidavit  by  factor  made  to  en- 
force his  lien  in  twelve  months  after  qualification  of  representative  of  debtor's  estate  : 

49  Ga.,  594.  Landlord's  lien  on  crop  for  rent,  being  in  the  nature  of  purchase  money, 
is  superior  to  homestead  on' the  crop  :  43  Ga.,  339.  Owner  of  land  furnishing  cropper 
with  supplies  to  make  crop,  superior  rights  to  all  subsequent  purehasprs  or  mortgagees  : 

46  Ga.,  583.  Landlord's  lien  on  crop  under  Act  of  1866  should  be  evidenced  by  writing, 
and  a  note  was  not  of  itself  sufficient:  37  Ga.,  640-2.  Landlord's  lien  for  rent  due  ex- 

cept on  crop  on  premises  does  not  attach* against  purchaser  until  distress  warrant  issued : 
50  Ga.,  213.  Erroneous  judgment  nunc  pro  tunc  on  foreclosure  of  crop  lien:  55  Ga., 
647-650. 

§1979.  Liens  of  mechanics,  etc.  [All  mechanics  of  every  sort,  who  (h)  Acts  of 

have  taken  'no  personal  security  therefor,  shall,  for  work  done  and  ma- 1873,  p-  44- 
terial  furnished  in  building,  repairing  or  improving  any  real  estate  of 
their  employers  ;  all  contractors,  material  men,  and  persons  furnishing 
material  for  the  improvement  of  real  estate ;  all  contractors  for  build- 

ing factories,  furnishing  material  for  the  same,  or  furnishing  machin- 
ery for  the  same  ;  and  all  machinists  and  manufacturers  of  machinery, 

including  corporations  engaged  in  such  business,  who  may  furnish  or 
put  up  in  any  county  of  this  State,  any  steam  mill  or  other  machin- 

ery, or  who  may  repair  the  same  •  and  all  contractors  to  build  railroads, 

si 
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sliall  each  have  a  special  lien  on  such  real  estate,  factories  and  rail- 
roads. When  work  done  or  material  furnished  for  the  improvement 

W  real  estate,  is  done,  or  maybe  furnished  upon  the  employment  of  a 
contractor,  or  some  other  person  than  the  owner,  then  and  in  that  case 
the  lien  given  by  this  section,  shall  attach  upon  the  real  estate  im- 

[•/  proved,  as  against  such  .true  owner /upon  written  notice  given  to  him, 

5<$yZe^e*-'  r***  f  stating  the  amount  "claimed,  "before  he  settles  with  or  pays  such  con- (  tractor  or  employer,  and  when  he  has  settled  or  paiH  in  part  only,  for 

'd^the  balance  still  unpaid  at  the  time  of  such  notice.]/ (h.) 
</r/~/  Where  sub-contractors  had  no  lien  on  property  of  the  owner  who  had  settled  with ♦contractor :  58  Ga.,  292.  Machinist  and  manufacturer  of  machinery,  no  lien  on  land  for 

machinery,  unless  machinery  attached  to  it:  59  Ga.,  537-8.  Proceeding  to  enforce  this 
lien  can  be  converted  into  suit  to  recover  price  of  work:  30  Gra.,  444.  It  was  held  me- 

chanic's lien  claimed  against  one  under  bond  for  title,  did  not  bind  owner:  29  Ga.,  408. 
Carpenter  having  a  right  to  lien  againstone  joint  owner  asserted  against  all,  butbound 
only  that  one  :  19  Ga.,  591.  Corporation  entitled  to  machinist  lien  just  as  an  individ- 

ual would  be  :  59  Gra.,  653.  Action  as  partners  and  ontractors  cannot  recover  a  lien  as 
mechanics,  but  may  amend,  and  jury  determines  whether  they  are  mechanics:  56  Ga., 
68.  When  mechanic's  lien  attaches,  even  after  bankruptcy  of  the  debtor:  56  Ga.,  150- 
154.  Lien  on  improvements  when  completed:  61  Ga.,  644.  Machinist's  lien  enforced 
by  action  as  mechanic's  lien,  and  not  summarily  :  53  Ga.,  433.  When  assignee  of  man- 

ufacturer of  furniture  could  not  enforce  lien  on  real  estate:  58  Ga.,  127.  A  mechanic, 

if  a  laborer,  may  be  entitled  to  a  laborer's  lien:  55  Ga.,  234.  Mechanic's  proceedings for  summary  enforcing  of  lien  must  show  it  is  for  his  labor  and  material  furnished  : 
49  Ga.,  388.  Railroad  contractor  not  entitled  to  mechanic's  lien,  and  who  are  mechan- 

ics :  49  Ga.,  508-511.  Plasterers  are  not  entitled  to  lien  given  to  masons  and  carpenters 
under  Acts  1834  and  1838:  30  Ga.,  525.  Mills  furnishing  lumber  must  have  contracted 
as  masons  and  carpenters  to  have  lien  :  33  Ga.,  96.  Machinist  lien  enforced  as  mechan- 

ics' liens  are:  32  Ga..  297-299;  27/515.  Mechanic,  a  lien  for  necessary  articles  pur- 
chased and  furnished,  and  no  bill  of  particulars  need  be  attached  to  affidavit:  51  Ga., 

560.  Lien  of  material  man  held  superior  to  mortgage  for  purchase  money:  61  Ga., 
584.  Resort  to  equity  by  a  brick-mason  for  improvements  regardless  of  title  in  land 
when  law  was  as  in  section  1959  of  Code  of  188S  :  63  Ga.,  645.  Lien  of  mechanic  not 
on  entire  premises  but  on  improvements  and  material  furnished.  Gaskill  et  al.  vs.  Da- 

vis, Pamphlet,  Feb.  term,  1881,  page  28.  For  machinery  furnished  a  mill,  how  it  was 
enforced:  27  Ga.,  515;  32/297.  When  mechanic's  lien  could  not  be  invoked  to  support 
title:  22  Ga., 563-4.  When  no  lien  on  another's  land  by  bridge  builders  for  a  corpora- 

tion: 19  Ga.,  427.  Property  held  by  title-bond  was  not  subject  to  this  lien:  29  Ga., 
408.  No  lien  as  against  a  mortgage  before  passage  of  the  lien  law  :  43  Ga.,  9.  Only  a 
lien  where  they  themselves  perform  the  labor  or  furnished  the  material :  45  Ga.,  561. 
Judgment  on,  under  Acts  of  1834-7,  when  does  not  conclude  those  claiming  adversely : 
45  Ga.,  74. 

Abbott's  Tr.  Ev.,  767;  21  Am.  R.,  80,  n.  Subject  treated  in  Phillips  on  Mechanics' 
Liens.  Will  not  attach  to  municipal  property  in  public  use :  28  Am.  R.,  80.  On  pub- 

lic buildings:  28  Am.  R.,  83,  n.  Nor  to  school-house  :  33  Am.  R.,  116.  Nor  to  county 
bridge:  32  Am  R.,  136.  But  will  attach  to  jail  as  distinct  from  land:  31  Am.  R.,  226. 
Court  House:  37  Am.  R.,  189.  Will  not  attach  to  railroad  rolling-stock:  33  Am.  R., 
124.  Nor  to  railway  structures :  29  Am.  R.,  412.  Nor  for  putting  lightning-rods  on 
house  :  25  Am.  R.,  288.  Nor  on  house  built  on  wife's  land  at  husband's  request:  33 
Am.  R.,  36;  Wells'  Sep.  Prop.,  $§476-493.  Nor  on  a  building  on  foundation  leaning 
one  inch  over  another's  land:  25  Am.  R.,  123.  Attaches  for  materials  furnished, 
whether  used  or  not:  33  Am.  R.,  124.  Waived  by  lienor's  taking  mortgage  on  the 
property  therefor:  33  Am.  R.,  708.  By  taking  note:  18  Wall.,  623;  2  Dan.  Neg.  Inst., 
281.  By  taking  collateral  security:  4  C.  L.  J.,  535.  Lien  of  materialmen  as  against 
mortgagees  of  railroad:  3  Woods,  441;  Jones  R  R.  Sect,,  $562;  2  C.  L.  J.,  Ill,  729,  739, 
772,  838;  4/536.  On  property  of  corporations:  Field  Corp.,  $470.  As  against  mort- 

gagees :  4  0.,  545;  4  C.  L.  J.,  536.  Judicial  sales  under:  Rorer  J.  S.,  p.  83.  Agreement 
to  erect  house  in  consideration  of  conveyance  of  land  :  1  0.,  257.  Lien  of  architect: 
32  Am.  R,  264,  n  ;  10  C.  L.  J.,  360.  Nature  of,  as  insurable  interest:  20  Am.  D.,  512,  n. 

On  homesteads:  Thompson  H.,  $$'372-375. 

§1980.  Mechanics'  liens,  how  declared  and  created.  [To  make  good  the 
liens  specified  in  the  preceding  section,  they  must  be  created  and  de- 

clared in  accordance  with  the  following  provisions,  and  on  failure  of 
either  the  lien  shall  cease,  viz : 

Enforcement  of  mechanic's  lien  under  section  1969  of  Code  of  1868,  where  papers 
were  lost  and  established  :  56  Ga.,  592-4.  Machinist  liens  enforced  as  mechanic's  lien  : 
53  Ga.,  433-4.  Action  brought  as  contractors  and  partners  cannot  recover  as  mechanics, 
but  may  amend  :  56  Ga.,  68. 

1.  A  substantial  compliance  by  the  party  claiming  the  lien  with  his 
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contract  for  building,  repairing,  or  improving,  or  for  materials  or  ma- 
chinery put  up  or  furnished,  as  set  forth  in  said  preceding  section. 

2.  The  recording  of  his  claim  of  lien  within  thirty  days  after  the  (fl  Acts  of 

completion  of  the  work,  or  within  three  months  (i.),  after  such  ma-      ' p' 
terial  or  machinery  is  furnished,  in  the  office  of  the  Clerk  of  the  Supe- 

rior Court,  in  the  county  where  such  property  is  situated,  which  claim 

shall  be  in  substance  as  follows:  "A.  B.,  a  mechanic,  contractor,  mate- 
rial man,  machinist,  manufacturer,  or  other  person,"  (as  the  case  may 

be,)  "claims  a  lien  on  the  house,  factory,  steam-mill,  machinery  or  rail- 
road," (as  the  case  may  be,)  "and  the  premises  or  real  estate  on  which  ^ 

it  is  erected  or  built,  of  "C.  D."  (describing  the  houses,  premises,  real  ■ 
estate  or  railroad — for  building,  repairing,  improving  or  furnishing 
material — or  whatever  the  claim  may  be.) 

Memorandum  on  account  on  application  for  mechanic's  lien  not  recorded  with  it  is 
not  evidence  :  56  Ga.,  379.  Manufacturer  of  furniture  having  no  lien  recorded,  but 
his  assignee  doing  so  does  not  thereby  get  a  lien,  and  judgment  set  aside  :  58  Ga.,  127. 
As  to  record  where  part  is  in  an  account  and  part  is  an  accepted  draft :  59  Ga.,  653-659. 

3.  The  commencement  of  an  action  for  the  recovery  of  the  amount 
of  his  claim  within  twelve  months  from  the  time  the  same  shall  be- 

come due. 

When  sale  of  property  discharged  it  from  the  lien,  although  a  suit  was  pending:  51 
Ga.,  161-164.  A  suit  to  enforce  a  mechanic's  lien  when  the  twelve  months  had 
elapsed,  converted  into  a  regular  suit  to  recover  price  of  the  work  :  30  Ga.,  444.  May 
obtain  a  judgment  allowing  the  lien  and  a  general  judgment  on  all  debtor's  property  : 
51  Ga.,  614.  Bill  of  particulars  need  not  accompany  affidavit  for  foreclosure  :  51  Ga., 
560-2.  See  section  1990.  Suit  must  be  brought  in  twelve  months  from  recording  lien, 
although  Governor  seized  railroad  :  65  Ga.,  633. 

4.  As  between  themselves,  the  liens  provided  for  in  said  preceding  sec- 

tion shall  rank  according  to  date,  but  all  of  the  liens  herein  mentioned  1873^44°* 
for  repairs,  building  or  furnishing  materials,  upon  the  same  property, 
shall,  as  to  each  other,  be  of  the  same  date  when  declared  and  recorded 
within  thirty  days  after  the  work  is  done,  or  before  that  time.  Said  liens 
specified  in  said  preceding  section  shall  be  inferior  to  liens  for  taxes,  to 
the  general  and  special  liens  of  laborers,  to  the  general  lien  of  landlords 
for  rent,  when  reduced  to  execution  and  levied;  to  claims  for  purchase 
money  due  persons  who  have  only  given  bonds  for  titles,  and  to  other  gen- 

eral liens,  when  actual  notice  of  such  general  lien  of  landlords  and  others 
have  been  communicated  before  the  work  was  done  or  materials  furn- 

ished, but  the  said  liens  provided  for  in  said  preceding  section  shall  be 
superior  to  all  other  liens  not  herein  excepted.]  (i.) 

Lien  of  material  man  superior  to  mortgage  for  purchase  money  :  61  Ga.,  585. 

§1981.  Mechanics1  liens  on  personalty.  [All  mechanics  of  every  sort, 
for  work  done  and  material  furnished  in  manufacturing  personal  prop-  i873,Ap!S44°f 
erty,  or  for  repairing  personal  property,  shall  have  a  special  lien  on  the 
same,  which  must  be  asserted  by  retention  of  such  property,  and  not 
otherwise.  Said  liens  shall  be  lost  by  the  surrender  of  such  personal  prop- 

erty to  the  debtor,  and  shall  be  superior  to  all  liens,  but  liens  for  taxes 
and  such  other  liens  as  the  mechanic  may  have  had  actual  notice  of  be- 

fore the  work  was  done  or  material  furnished.]  (j.) 

Does  not  extend  to  mechanic's  employee :  52  Ga.,  375.  Affidavit  opposing  fore- 
closure of,  must  show  that  parties  so  doing  are  creditors  :  48  Ga.,  576.  Parallel  section 

cited  :  59  Ga.,  663.  Where  sale  under  defective  affidavit  conveyed  no  title:  58  Ga.,  186. 
Where,on  resistance  by  debtor  to  summary  execution  by  creditor,  latter  not  entitled  to 
general  judgment:  58  Ga.,  73. 

Lien  of  bailee  for  labor:  See  note  to  #2100. 

§1982.  Liens  on  steamboats,  etc.     [Every  officer  and  employee,  or  guar-(k)  Acts  of 
dian  of  any  employee,  on  any  steamboat  or  other  water  craft,  engaged  1873,  p.  44. 
in  the  navigation  of  any  river  within  the  border,  or  forming  the  bound- 

^Sr^J-* 
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I  ary  of  this  State,  shall  have  a  lien  upon  the  said  boat  or  craft,  for  any 
debt,  dues,  wages,  or  demands  that  he  may  have  against  the  owner  or 
lessee  of  such  boat  or  craft,  for  personal  services  in  connection  with  the 

f.  same,  or  for  wood  or  provisions  furnished  the  same  ;  which  lien  shall 
be  superior  to  all  liens  but  tax  liens,  and  such  other  liens  as  the  claim- 

s' ant  had  actual  notice  of  before  the  debt  was  created.]  (k.) 
|J  For  wood  and  provisions  while  being  navigated  against  all  or  any  one  of  the  boats  of 

the  company,  and  dates  from  the  judgment:  30  Ga.,  464,  473.     What  the  affidavit 
|  should  aver;  can  be  amended,  judgment  should  be  against  the  owner  as  well  as  the 

boat:  6  Ga.,  159-160.      Affidavit  stating  names  of  owners  of  boat,   and  demand   was 
'  made  on  them,  need  not  aver  indebtedness  in  twelve  months,  it  otherwise  appearing: 

7  Ga.,  56.     Order  by  Judge  to  clerk  to  issue  execution  was  sufficient,  but  if  not,  could 
1  be  amended  :  30  Ga.,  501.     Law  must  be  strictly  complied  with  by  averments  in  peti- 

tion and  affidavit,  and  may  defend  by  motion  to  quash :  1  Ga.,  317.     This  lien  law  is  not 
!  unconstitutional :  5  Ga.,  195.     Sale  of  boat  under  an  execution  properly  obtained  under 

this  section  conveys  good  title  ;  District  Court  of  United  States  not  having  exclusive 
jurisdiction  :  40  Ga.,  177.  Order  for  seizure  and  sale  by  Judge  under  this  section,  cannot 
be  carried  to  Supreme  Court:    39  Ga.,  27.     Affidavit  should  state  demand  made  on  the 

i  agent  of  the  owner  or  lessee ;  if  so,  execution  amendable:  46  Ga.,  585.  Bona  fide  purchaser 
without  notice  takes  property  freed  from  an  unforeclosed  steamboat  lien  :  46  Ga.,  621. 

§1983.  Liens  in  favor  of  planing  mills,  etc.  [Proprietors  of  planing 
d)_  Acts  of  mills  and  other  similar  establishments  shall  have  the  same  lien  as  pro- 

'  '  p'  "  vided  in  section  1981,  for  work  done  on  material  furnished  by  others, 
and  when  they  furnish  material  they  shall  have  the  same  liens  pro- 

vided in  section  1979  for  material  men,  and  proprietors  of  saw  mills, 
when  furnishing  material  for  the  improvement  of  real  estate,  to  pur- 

chasers from  them  for  that  purpose,  shall  be  entitled  to  the  lien  pro- 
vided in  said  section  1979,  to  be  governed,  when  the  same  are  applica- 

ble, by  the  rules  laid  down  in  said  section  1979.]  (1.) 

The  Act  giving  to  carpenters  and  masons  a  lien  for  work  and  material,  does  not 
)  embrace  mill  owners    furnishing  lumber  :    33  Ga.,  96.      Affidavit  made  by  owner  of 
;  steam  saw-mill  must  aver  demand  made  after  debt  due :  56  Ga.,  148. 

§1984.  Liens  of  laborers  at   steam  mills,  etc.     [Laborers  about    steam 
(m)  Acts  of  mills  and  other  establishments  mentioned  in  the  preceding  section, 

'  p-    '  shall  have  the  same  lien  as  is  provided  for  laborers  in  sections  1974 
L  and  1975,]  (m.) 

Lien  under  Act  of  1842  extends  only  to  the  mill  site  and  that  which  is  necessary  to 
work  it:  19  Ga.,  163.  Proper  affidavit  and  proceedings  by  laborer  under  this  section  : 
46  Ga.,  197. 

§1985.  Liens  for  articles  furnished  to  saw-mills.     [All  persons  furnish- 
(n)  Acts  of  ing  saw-mills  with  timber,  logs,  provisions,  or  any  other  thing  neces- 

l  ■  18/3,  p.  4o.  gary  £0  carry  on  the  work  of  saw-mills,  shall  have  liens  on  said  mills 
and  their  products,  which  shall,  as  between  themselves,  rank  accord- 

ing to  date,  and  the  date  of  each  shall  be  from  the  time  when  the  debt 
was  created,  and  such  liens  shall  be  superior  to  all  liens  but  liens  for 
taxes,  liens  for  labor,  as  provided  for  in  sections  1974,  1975  and  1984, 
and  to  all  general  liens  of  which  they  have  actual  notice  before  their 
debt  was  created,  to  which  excepted  liens  they  shall  be  inferior.]  (n.) 

Affidavit  should  state  that  the  steam  saw-mill  is  situated  in  the  State  of  Georgia, 
and  on  whom  demand  should  be  made :  45  Ga.,  159.  Construed  in  connection  with 
section  2932  of  the  Code,  and  no  one  but  the  owner,  his  agent  or  lessee  could  create  the 
lien,  which  is  to  be  prosecuted  in  one  year  after  debt  is  due:  57  Ga.,  20.  Credi- 

tors furnishing  money  to  saw-mills  have  no  lien  therefor  under  this  section :  60 
Ga.,  104.  The  extent  of  lien  a  lessee  can  create  on  a  saw-mill  was  to  the  extent  of 
his  interest:  11  Ga.,  45.  Proceedings  under  this  section,  after  levy  of  execution, 
must  be  returned  to  county  of  residence  of  defendant  in  fi.fa. :  64  Ga.,  643.  On  re- 

sistance by]  debtor,  there  can  be  only  a  special  judgment  against  the  property,  not  a 
general  judgment:  58  Ga.,  73.  Affidavit  to  foreclose  a  lien  in  behalf  of  owner  of 
steam  saw-mill,  must  aver  that  demand  for  payment  was  made  after  the  debt  became 
due:  56  Ga..  148. 

I 

On  Act  of  1857,  repealing  Act  of  1842,  so  far  as  it  relates  to  mills  at  mouths  of  Alta- 
maha :  3  Woods,  390.     Priority  of  lien  :  3  Woods,  390. 
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§1986.  Liens  of  innkeepers,  etc.    [Innkeepers,  boarding-house  keepers,*  (co  Acts  of 
carriers  and  livery-stable  keepers,  shall  have  a  lien  for  their  dues  on  §§2122^2124. 
the  baggage  of  their  guests,  on  the  goods  and  articles  transported,  and    y ,  ,a^P& 

on  the  stock  placed  in  their  care  for  keeping,  which  shall  be  superior    />C-^"7 
to   other  liens,  except  liens  for  taxes,  special  liens  of  landlords  for/%/-  ' /' rent,  liens  of  laborers,  and  all  general  liens  of  which  they  had  actual 
notice  before  the  property  claimed  to  be  subject  to  lien  came  into  their 
control,  to  which  excepted  liens  they  shall  be  inferior.]  (0.) 

Livery  stableman's  lien  only  to  extent  of  feeding  and  caring  for  a  mule,  doea 
take  precedence  of  a  mortgage,  duly  recorded,  given  by  bailor:  47  Ga.,  538.  Innkeep- 

er's lien  on  sewing  machine  for  board  of  guests  :  50  Ga.,  673. 
al  C.  L.  J.,  234.     For  notes  on  these  liens,  see  the  sections  referred  to  in  margin. 

§1987.  Liens  of  paivnees,  etc.     [Pawnees,  as  described  in  section  2138  (p)  Acts  of 
of  this  Code,  factors,  as  described  in  section  2111  of  this  Code,  bailees,  Acts  of  isso 

as  described  in  section  2100  of  this  Code,  unless  otherwise  provided  in-1*?-  63- 
this  Article,  and  acceptors  as  described  in  section  2779  of  this  Code, 
shall  have  such  liens  as  are  in  this  Code  designated.     Such  liens  shall 
be  inferior  to  liens  for  taxes,  liens  of  which  such  persons  had  actual 
notice  before  coming  creditors,  special  liens  for  rent,  liens  of  laborers, 
liens  or  mortgages  duly  recorded,  judgment  liens,  and   other  general 
liens  reduced  to  execution  and  levied.]  (p.) 

When  factor  can  only  claim  on  cotton  to  extent  of  his  commissions :  55  Ga.,  21. 
Personal  security  on  a  note  did  not  waive  the  factor's  lien:  55  Ga.,  56.  Counter-affi- 

davit must  show  facts  not  known  before,  and  not  amendable  :  55  Ga.,  56.  Pirority  of 

the  factor's  lien  over  the  older  judgment  should  be  asserted  by  foreclosure :  60  Ga.. 
478.  Factor  by  agreement,  by  possession,  and  without  notice,  had  prior  right  and 

lien  on  crop  to  any  one  else  :  49  Ga.,  596.  Cotton  having  reached  the  factor's  ware- house, they  were  entitled  to  their  lien  :  59  Ga.,  848. 
For  notes  on  these  liens,  see  sections  referred  to. 

§1988.  Liens  of  depositaries.  [Depositaries,  as  described  in  sections  (q)^Acts  of 

2083  and  2084,  shall  have  such  liens  as  are  prescribed  in  this  Code,  and1873' p-  45, 
shall,  as  to  other  liens,  occupy  the  same  position  as  mechanics  in  section 
1981.  The  liens  mentioned  in  this  and  the  preceding  section  shall  be 
lost  by  a  surrender  of  the  property  on  which  the  lien  is  claimed  to  the 
debtor,  and  they  shall  rank  with  each  other,  and  with  other  liens  not 
specified  in  this  and  the  said  preceding  section  according  to  date.]  (q.) 

§1989.  Lien  of  attorneys  at  law.     [Attorneys  at  law  shall  have  a  lien  £)  Acts  of 
•n  i  i>    ±i      •     L   i«        j.       •        xi      •  •  j?  1878,  p.  46. 

on  all  papers  and  money  of  their  clients  in  their  possession^-  for  ser- 
vices rendered  to  them — may  retain  such  papers  until  said  claims  are 

satisfied — and  may  apply  such  money  to  the  satisfaction  of  said  claims. 
Upon  suits,  judgments  and  decrees  for  money,  they  shall  have  a  lien 
superior  to  all  liens  but  tax  liens,  and  no  person  shall  be  at  liberty  to 
satisfy  said  suit,  judgment  or  decree  until  the  lien  or  claim  of  the  at- 

torney for  his  fees  is  fully  satisfied ;  and  attorneys  at  law  shall  hav.e 
the  same  right  and  power  over  said  suits,  judgments  and  decrees,  to 
enforce  their  liens,  as  their  clients  had  or  may  have  for  the  amount 
due  thereon  to  them.  Upon  all  suits  for  the  recovery  of  real  or  perso- 

nal property,  and  upon  all  judgments  or  decrees  for  the  recovery  of  the 
same,  attorneys  at  law  shall  have  a  lien  on  the  property  recovered,  for 
their  fees,  superior  to  all  liens  but  liens  for  taxes,  which  may  be  en- 

forced by  said  attorneys  at  law,  or  their  lawful  representatives,  as  liens 
on  personal  and  real  estate,  by  mortgage  and  foreclosure,  and  the  prop- 

erty recovered  shall  remain  subject  to  said  liens,  unless  transferred  to 
bona  fide  purchasers  without  notice.  If  an  attorney  at  law  shall  file,  as 
provided  in  section  1980,  his  assertion  claiming  lien  on  property  re- 

covered on  suit  instituted  by  him,  within  thirty  days  after  a  recovery 
of  the  same,  then  his  lien  shall  bind  all  persons.  The  same  liens  and 
modes  of  enforcement  thereof,  which  are  allowed  by  this  section,  or  by 
preceding  laws,  to  attorneys  at  law  who  are  employed  to  sue  for  any 
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property  upon  the  property  recovered,  shall  be  equally  allowed  to  at- 
torneys at  law  employed  and  serving  in  defense  against  such  suits  in 

case  the  defense  is  successful.     This  section  shall  not  affect  the  rights 
Acts  of  1880  of  attorneys  under  sections  1998  and  3545,  and  decisions  of  the  Supreme 
-i,  p- 63.     Court  thereon.]  (s.) 

Attorney  fees  stipulated  for  in  the  note  sued  on,  besides  the  debt:  54  Ga.,  117. 
Fees  cannot  be  enforced  in  a  proceeding  to  enforce  factor's  lien  :  49  Ga.,  604 ;  57/333. 
Where  attorney  only  a  per  cent,  of  amount  collected  by  contract  of  firm,  and  law 
partners,  after  dissolution,  must  carry  out  firm  contract  as  to:  55  Ga.,  283-4.  Rights 
of,  as  to  fees  superior  to  prior  judgments  against  client:  50  Ga.,  599-600.  Attorney 
concluded  by  settlement  of  his  fees  :  62  Ga.,  175.  Have  lien  for  fees  on  suit  under- 

taken, whicii  they  can  prosecute  for  without  client's  consent:  63  Ga.,  496;  56/279; 
58/132.  Should  have  fees  regardless  of  success  of  suit,  if  unsuccessful  without  his 

fault:  60  Ga.,  217.  Condition  precedent  had  to  be  complied  with  by  their  client* be- 
fore land  vested  in  theniso  as  to  give  attorneys'  fees :  64  Ga.,  579-581.  May  compel  admin- 

istrator to  proceed  with  suit  for  fees,  upon  indemnifying  him  for  costs  :  61  Ga.,  139. 
When  attorneys  had  control  over  client's  judgment  for  their  fees,  and  cannot  be  ar- 

rested by  illegality:  53  Ga.,  43.  Where  trustee's  attorney  fees  should  have  been  al- 
lowed only  out  of  trust  funds,  and  not  out  of  general  fund :  56  Ga.,  264-7  ;  50  Ga.,  565. 

Counsel  bringing  money  into  court,  entitled  to  reasonable  expenses:  62  Ga.,  147; 
57/522;  60/216;  29/142;  41/320.  Where  attorneys  were  promised  to  be  paid  out  of  a 
certain  fund,  it  was  sustained  :  52  Ga.,  281.  Attorney's  lien  on  the  property,  and  suit 
for  fees  :  56  Ga.,  281.  Where  bill  dismissed  on  ground  no  equity  in  it,  and  was  set- 

tled, notwithstanding  attorney  notified  that  his  fees  not  paid:  61  Ga.,  34.  Section 
cited  where  attorney  was  estopped  :  59  Ga.,  328.  Lien  for  fees  shall  attach  upon  prop- 

erty recovered  by  attorney,  and  is  superior  to  all  other  liens:  45  Ga.,  169.  Where 
notice  in  case  of  tort,  client  by  settlement  cannot  defeat  attorney  fees :  36  Ga.,  629; 
37/310.  Where  defendant  in  settlement  of  case  has  no  notice  of  counsel  fees,  not  lia- 

ble :  39  Ga.,  20;  39/5.  One  of  the  attorneys  for  plaintiff  in  judgment  collecting  money 
on  it,  the  other  attorneys,  by  motion,  may  enforce  liens  :  29  Ga.,  185.  Ruling  officers 
with  his  client's  money  for  his  fees:  30  Ga.,  240.  But  cannot  rule  client  for  his  fees: 
34  Ga.,  377.  Attorneys  were  held  to  have  same  lien  here,  both  general  and  special,  for  fees 
as  in  England :  14  Ga.,  89.  State  owing  an  attorney  fees,  he  can  retain  for  them  out  of 
money  collected  for  Central  Bank:  18Ga.,658.  Where  professional  employment  did 
not  continue  after  judgment,  no  lien  :  19  Ga.,  85-87. 

Weeks  on  Attorneys,  ̂ 368-384;  31  Am.  D.,  755-9,  n;  Wharton  on  Agents,  $623 
etseq.;  10  Wall.,  483;  7  Am.  R.,  707;  10/572;  20/134;  34/722;  4  C.  L.  J.,  217,  335,  502; 
10/431,  46. 

§1990.  Enforcement  of  liens  on  realty.  [Liens  on  real  property,  pro- 
vided for  in  this  Article,  and  which  are  not  mortgages,  shall  be  fore- 

closed, when  not  otherwise  provided  in  said  Article,  as  follows  : 
Mechanic  may  obtain  not  only  a  special  but  a  general  judgment  against  the  debtor : 

51  Ga.,  614-616. 

1.  By  a  compliance  with  his  contract  by  the  person  claiming  the  lien, 
and  recording  nis  claim,  and  the  commencement  of  suit  therefor,  ac- 

cording to  the  provisions  and  requirements  of  section  1980. 

Machinist's  lien  enforced  in  this  manner:  53  Ga.,  434;  59/657.  Where  machinery 
not  being  attached  to  the  land  there  was  no  lien,  although  he  had  it  recorded:  59  Ga., 
538. 

2.  In  declaring  for  such  debt  or  claim  the  claimant  of  the  lien  must 
set  forth  his  lien,  and  the  premises  on  which  he  claims  it;  and  if  the 
lien  is  allowed,  the  verdict  shall  set  it  forth,  and  the  judgment  and  exe- 

cution be  awarded  accordingly. 
A  mechanic  need  not  attach  a  bill  of  particulars  to  his  affidavit  for  foreclosure :  51 

Ga.,  560-562.  Where  the  verdict  and  judgment  were  right  under  this  section,  on  a 
proceeding  to  enforce  mechanic's  lien  :  51  Ga.,  614-617. 

3.  If  any  real  property  on  which  there  is  a  lien  be  sold  by  any  pro- 
cess from  the  Courts  of  this  State,  the  purchaser  shall  obtain  the  full 

title,  and  the  lien  shall  attach  to  the  proceeds  of  the  sale,  upon  notice 
by  the  party  claiming  the  lien  to  the  officer  to  hold  the  money  until 
the  next  session  of  the  Superior  Court  for  that  purpose. 

On  sale  and  notice  to  officer  to  hold  money  until  next  Superior  Court :  59  Ga.,  657. 

Where  the  Court  ordered  a  sale  on  wrongful  foreclosure  of  mechanic's  lien :  61  Ga., 
644-647.  Where  on  sale  discharged  property  from  mechanic's  lien,  and  the  contest  de- 

cided by  rule  distributing  the  money:   51  Ga.,  161;  32/192.     Same  where  a  boat  sold 
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under  steamboat  lien:  40  Ga.,  177.  Bona  fide  purchaser  without  notice  of  steamboat 
lien,  before  foreclosure,  obtained  good  title  :  46  Ga.,  623. 

4.  If  the  claim  of  lien  be  disputed  by  either  plaintiff  or  defendant  (t)  Acts  of 

in  the  process  or  decree  on  which  the  money  was  raised,  an  issue  shall       ' p'     ' 
be  ordered  and  tried  as  in  other  causes,  and  if  it  be  determined  against 
the  claimant,  he  shall  pay  such  damages,  not  exceeding  twenty  per 
cent,  as  the  jury  may  assess,  with  interest  from  the  date  of  the  notice 
to  retain,  and  costs. 

Where  two  factors'  liens,  this  was  cumulative  only,  and  a  judgment  creditor  may- 
contest  as  he  would  against  any  other  execution:  47  Ga.,  643.  Plaintiff  in  issue  of 
this  kind  must  make  out  his  case,  even  where  no  defense,  so  as  to  obtain  judgment :  38 

Ga.,  639.  Mechanic's  lien  on  personalty,  foreclosed  as  steamboat  lien,  affidavit  of  per- 
son opposing  must  show  he  is  a  creditor :  48  Ga.,  576. 

5.  The  delivery  of  possession  by  the  person  claiming  the  lien  shall 
not  affect  his  lien.]  (t.) 

§1991.  Enforcement  of  liens  on  personalty.  [Liens  on  personal  prop- 
erty, not  mortgages,  when  not  otherwise  provided  in  this  Article,  shall 

be  foreclosed  in  accordance  with  the  following  provisions  : 
1.  There  must  be  a  demand  on  the  owner,  agent  or  lessee  of  the 

property  for  payment,  and  a  refusal  to  pay,  and  such  demand  and  refu- 
sal must  be  averred.  If,  however,  no.  such  demand  can  be  made,  by 

reason  of  the  absence,  from  the  county  of  his  residence,  of  the  party 
creating  the  lien  on  personal  property,  by  reason  of  removal  from  the 
same,  absconding  from  the  same,  or  other  reasons,  showing  an  inten- 

tion to  be  absent  to  defeat  such  demand,  then  the  party  holding  such 
lien  shall  not  be  obliged  to  make  a  demand,  or  affidavit  thereof,  but 
may  foreclose  without  such  demand,  by  stating,  on  oath,  why  no  such 
demand  was  made. 

Section  referred  to  and  construed  :  63  Ga.,  287.  Section  cited  and  demurrer  to  affi- 
davit for  laborer's  lien  overruled  :  64  Ga.,  438.  Where  demand  and  refusal  suffi- 

ciently appear  from  averments  on  merchant's  lien  :  58  Ga.,  411.  Affidavit  for  foreclosure 
must  show  the  relation  of  landlord  and  tenant  existed  when  the  supplies  were  fur- 

nished :  59  Ga.,  799.  Laborer  in  affidavit  must  allege  demand  and  refusal  of  employer 
to  pay:  47  Ga.,  287.  Same  as  to  merchant's  lien:  54  Ga.,  167.  Only  the  true  owner, 
his  agent  or  lessee  can  create  the  lien  :  57  Ga.,  21.  Demand  after  maturity  of  crop 
must  be  averred  in  case  of  crop  lien  :  54  Ga.,  137.  Saw-mill  lien  must  be  averred,  de- 

mand made  for  payment  after  debt  due  :  56  Ga.,  148.  Only  in  case  of  landlord's  special 
lien  he  must  first  make  demand:  55  Ga.,  655.  Affidavit  on  foreclosure  steamboat  lien 
should  aver  demand  on  owners  and  refusal  to  pay:  6  Ga.,  160;  7/56.  Where  demand 
averred  as  by  their  agent:  62  Ga.,  179-180.  Demand  for  lumber  due  a  steam  saw-mill 
should  be  made  on  purchaser  and  his  assignee  in  possession  :  45  Ga.,  159. 

2.  It  must  be  prosecuted  within  one  year  after  the  debt  becomes  due. 
Liens  to  boat  hands,  etc.,  should  aver  prosecuted  in  twelve  months:  6  Ga.,  159. 

Where  it  appeared  the  indebtedness  accrued  twelve  months  before  the  affidavit  in 
matter  of  steamboat  lien  :  7  Ga.,  56.  Mechanic's  lien  :  30  Ga.,  444.  Saw-mill  lien  :  57 
Ga.,  20;  45/220.  Merchant's  lien:  54  Ga.,  167  ;  49/299;  56/150  ;  58/411.  Factor's  lien 
twelve  months  after  qualification  of  administrator  or  of  debtor:  49  Ga.,  594. 

3.  The  person  prosecuting  such  lien,  either  for  himself  or  as  guardi- 
an, administrator,  executor  or  trustee,  must,  by  himself,  agent  or  attor- 

ney, make  affidavit  before  a  Judge  of  the  Superior  Court,  or  the  Ordi- 
nary of  the  county  in  which  the  personal  property  may  be,  or  the 

defendant  may  reside,  showing  all  the  facts  necessary  to  constitute  a 
lien  under  this  Code,  and  the  amount  claimed  to  be  due.  If  the  amount 
claimed  is  under  one  hundred  dollars,  the  application  may  be  made  to 
a  Justice  of  the  Peace,  who  may  take  all  the  other  steps  hereinafter 
prescribed,  as  in  other  cases  in  his  Court.  Upon  such  affidavit  being  filed, 
if  before  a  Judge  of  the  Superior  Court,  or  the  Ordinary,  with  the  Clerk 
of  the  Superior  Court  of  said  county,  it  shall  be  the  dut}T  of  the  Clerk 
of  the  Superior  Court  or  the  Justice  of  the  Peace,  if  in  his  Court,  to 
issue  an  execution  instanter  against  the  person  owing  the  debt,  and 
also  against  the  property  on  which  the  lien  is  claimed,  or  which  is  sub- 
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|  ject  to  said  lien,  for  the  amount  sworn  to,  and  the  costs,  which  execu- 
tion, when  issued,  shall  be  levied  by  any  Sheriff  of  this  State,  or  bailiff, 

if  the  amount  be  less  than  one  hundred  dollars,  on  such  property  sub- 
fj  ject  to  said  lien,  under  the  same  rules  and  regulations  as  other  levies 

and  sales  under  execution. 

1  Omission  of  the  clerk  to  date  the  fi.  fa.  issuing  under  this  section,  its  date  otherwise 
appearing,  not  fatal:  62  Ga.,  180.  Execution  should  conform  to  a  proper  affidavit  and 

''•  can  be  amended:  46  Ga.,  585.     Affidavit  of  laborer  sued  out  in  county  where  employer 
,  resides  or  has  property,  returnable  to  county  of  defendant's  residence  :  52  Ga.,  79-80. 

A  valid  crop  mortgage  for  advances  not  foreclosed  under  this  but  section  3971:  55  Ga., 
i  543.     Purchaser  has  no  title  on  foreclosure  of  mechanic's  lien,  affidavit  not  averring 

demand  on  owner  and  refusal  to  pay  :  58  Ga.,  186-188.  Affidavit  must  allege  what  in 
case  of  merchant's  lien  :  49  Ga.,  299.  No  bill  of  particulars  necessary  to  affidavit* fore- 

closing mechanic's  lien  :  5L  Ga.,  561.     No  general  judgment  to  be  rendered  in  case  of  a 
I  saw-mill  lien:  58  Ga.,  73.     Demand  and  refusal  to  pay  averred  in  affidavit  may  be 
!  traversed:  58  Ga.,  411.     Cannot  amend  a  laborer's  lien  proceeding  into  an  ordinary  ac- 

tion :  53  Ga.,  40.  Strictly  construed  as  to  liens  on  steamboats,  and  all  proper  averments 
must  be  made  in  affidavit  which  is  not  amendable  :  1  Ga.,  317;  6/159.     Affidavit  by 

\  factor  for  money  against  a  planter  before  a  Judge  of  a  different  circu.it,  will  not  do  :  45 
Ga.,  113.  Execution  for  less  than  one  hundred  dollars  levied  by  the  Sheriff:  43  G a. 
360. 

4.  If  the  person  defendant  in  such  execution,  or  any  creditor  of  such 
Oi)  Acts  of  defendant,  contests  the  amount  or  justice  of    the  claim,  or  the  exis- 
Actsof  1870,  tence  of  such  lien,  he  may  file  his  affidavit  of  the  fact,  setting  forth 
p.  4i2.         the  ground  of  such  denial,  which  affidavit  shall  form  an  issue  to  be  re- 

turned to  the  Court  and  tried  as  other  causes. 

Where  merely  affidavit  and  counter-affidavit  before  Court  plaintiff  must  still  make 
out  case:  38  Ga.,  639.  May  attack  this  execution  just  as  you  can  any  other,  besides 
may  here  set  forth  all  necessary  facts:  47  Ga.,  643;  1/317;  53/433.  Affidavit  should  show 
party  attempting  to  quash  execution  is  a  creditor :  48  Ga.,  576.  Counter-affidavit 
and  replevy  to  crop  lien,  judgment  nunc  pro  tunc  against  sureties  on  bond  wrong:  55 
Ga.,  648.  A  second  counter-affidavit  cannot  be  filed  without  stating  that  the  facts 
Were  unknown  to  the  defendant  in  the  first  one:  55  Ga.,  56.  Defendant  defending 

against  execution  on  factor's  lien,  when  bond  unnecessary  to:  52  Ga.,  376.  Section 
referred  to :  39  Ga.,  28.  Affidavit  of  merchant's  lien  may  be  traversed,  counter-affidavit 
forming  an  issue  :  58  Ga.,  411.     Execution  in  saw-mill  lien  may  be  arrested  by  a  cred- 

9  itor  of  defendant  also;  58  Ga.,  75.     Issue  made  as  here  set  forth,  papers  sliould  be 

returned  to  county  of  defendant's  residence:  49  Ga.,  596.  This  counter-affidavit  cannot be  amended  by  new  affidavit  or  otherwise:  55  Ga.,  57.     May  amend  an  affidavit:  52 
L  Ga.,  312-313.  Wishing  to  recover  for  a  part  as  having  a  lien  on  it,  should  state  what  part 
f  and  its  value  :  53  Ga.,  40. 

5.  If  only  a  part  of  the  amount  claimed  is  denied,  the  amount  ad- 
mitted to  be  due  must  be  paid  before  the  affidavit  shall  be  received  by 

the  officer. 

6..  The  defendant  may  replevy  the  property  by  giving  bond  and  secu- 
rity in  double  the  amount  claimed,  for  the  payment  of  the  eventual 

condemnation  money.]  (u.) 

Bond  unnecessary  unless  to  replevy:  52  Ga.,  396.  Counter-affidavit  and  replevy 
bond,  judgment  vs.  sureties  with  no  day  in  Court,  wrong:  55  Ga.,  648.  Replevying 
property  does  not  deprive  defendant  of  right  to  dismiss  the  proceedings:  49  Ga.,  299- 
301.  No  breach  of  replevy  bond  until  after  special  judgment  entered,  sureties  estopped 
after  issue  found  for  creditor :  58  Ga.,  73. 

§1992.  Liens  of  pawnees,  etc..  how  satisfied.     [Liens  of  pawnees,  inn- 
i873ActS4af  keepers,  boarding-house  keepers,  livery-stable  men  and  attorneys  at  law, 
Acts  of  1880  in  possession  of  personal  property  under  a  lien  for  fees,  shall  be  satis- 
-l,  p.  63.     £e(j  accor(Jing  to  the  provisions  of  section  2140  of  this  Code,  in   cases 

where  there  is  no  notice  of  conflicting  liens ;  but  if  there  is  a  conflict- 
ing lien,  the  mode  of  foreclosure  pointed  out  in  section  1991  shall  be 

pursued.]  (v.) 

Tender  of  debt  on  day  due,  terminates  creditor's  right  to  retain  pledge  as  collateral : 
55Ga.,53. 

§1993.  Liens  of  factors,  etc.,  how  satisfied.  [Liens  of  factors  and  accep- 
i873Ap!S46?f  tors,  and  of  incorporated  companies,  shall  be  satisfied  by  such  sale  as 
§§2779,2iii.  the  usage  of  the  locality  where  such  factors  and  acceptors  reside,  and 
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incorporated  companies  are  located,  may  have  established,  or  may  es- 
tablish.] (w.) 

Taking  personal  security  on  note  no  waiver  of  lien  :  55  Ga.,  56.  Where  landlord's  or 
vender's  lien  had  precedence  over  factor's  liens  for  advances  :  55  Ga.,  121.  Where  fac- 

tor's lien  superior  to  landlord's  and  merchant's  lien  :  52  Ga.,  656.  Lien  of,  for  advances 
superior  to  homestead:  44  Ga..  600;  47/625.  Lien  of  as  to  crops:  45  Ga.,  113;  60/478. 
Lien  of,  attaches  on  delivery  to  carrier:  48  Ga.,  39  ;  49/596.  Lien  of  factor  on  delivery 
of  cotton  superior  to  an  attachment :  56  Ga.,  24. 

§1994.  Certain  liens  confirmed.     [Liens  in  favor  of  creditors  by  judg-(x)  Acts  of 
ment,  decree  and  mortgage,  and  the  lien  for  costs  due  the  State  in  Acts  of  &■ 
criminal  cases,  as  provided  for  in  section  4699,  shall  remain  as  under  -i,  p.  63. 
existing  laws,  except  when  altered  by  the  provisions  of  this  Article, 
and  the  lien  of  venders,  under  sections  2648,  2649  and  2650,  shall  re- 

main as  now  regulated  by  law  ;  and  the  propriety  of  liens  given  by 
this  Code  to  judgments  for  the  purchase  money  of  real  estate  over  all 
other  liens,  is  hereby  confirmed.]  (x.) 

Lien  of  mortgage :  Ga,  Dec,  part  2,  46;  Rorer  Judic.  Sales,  §§209-237 ;    20  Am.  R., 208. 

§1995.  Rank  of  other  liens.     [All  liens  not  regulated  and  fixed  as  to  (y)  Acts  of 

their  rank,  in   this  Article,  shall  rank  according  to  date,  the  oldest 1873,  p-  47- 
having  priority.]  (y.) 

§1996.  Liens  are  assignable.     All   liens  provided  for  in   this  Article  Actsofi873,. 

may  be  assigned  in  writing  and  not  otherwise,  and  under  such  assign- p-  4/" 
ment  the  assignee  shall  have  all  the  rights  of  the  assignor  as  regulated 
in  this  Article. 

A  mere  assignment  of,  by  landlord  of  a  rent  note  not  at  the  time  it  was  due  did  not 
carry  with  it  his  lien:  63  Ga.,  282-288.  Where  neither  the  notes  or  conveyance  were 
assigned  in  writing  :  64  Ga.,  612.  Where  assignee  had  no  lien  by  recording  it,  his  as- 

signor having  failed  to  record  :  58  Ga.,  127. 

Laborer's  lien  assignable:  36  Am.  R.,  299. 

§1997.  (1978.)  (1988.)   Vender 's  lien  abolished.     The  vender's  equitable 
lien  for  the  purchase  money  of  lands  is  abolished  in  this  State. 
Administrator  entitled  to  where  land  sold  in  1860:  57  Ga.,  386;  58/494.  Recent  de- 

cision on  :  59  Ga.,  540.  Vender's  lien  abolished  by  the  Code:  56  Ga.,  325-326.  Vender's 
lien  for  unpaid  purchase  money  discharged  by  sale  of  administrator  under  order  of 
Ordinary  :  49  Ga.,  274.  By  bill  to  assert  claim  on  proceeds  of  sale  for  vender's  lien  :  50 
Ga,,  577.  Where  could  not  set  up  in  claim  case  a  charge  for  vender's  lien  :  48  Ga.,  620. 
Lessee  not  entitled  to  :  48  Ga.,  455.  Cases  on  the  old  law  :  3  Ga.,  41-42  :  5/274 ;  8/258 ; 
9/86;  10/117 ;  11/180 ;  14/216;  16/469;  21/408;  28/237 ;  26/315-362 ;  27/502;  30/210,981; 
34/386;  37/221;  38/1;  39/566;  41/98,684;  45/162. 

Statute  recognized  in  IT.  S.  Courts  :  1  Woods,  437. 

§1998.  (1979.)  (1989.)  Attorney's  rights  in  claim  cases.  In  claim  cases  the 
attorney  causing  the  levy  and  prosecuting  the  rights  of  the  plaintiff 
infi.  fa.,  shall  be  entitled  to  his  fees  from  the  proceeds  of  the  property 
condemned,  although  older  liens  may  demand  and  recover  the  pro- 

ceeds from  the  immediate  client  of  such  attorney. 
[Section  (1980)  superseded  by  Act  of  24th  February,  1873.] 
§1999.  (1981.)  (1991.)  Lien  by  by-laws.  The  by-laws  of  a  corporation 

may  create  a  lien  upon  the  shares  of  other  property  of  the  stockholders 
in  favor  of  the  company;  such  lien  is  binding  upon  the  corporators  them- 

selves, and  upon  all  creditors  giving  credit  with  notice,  or  purchasers 
at  public  or  private  sale  purchasing  with  notice. 

By-law  asserting  lien  on  stocks  of  members  of  corporation  for  debts  due  the  company 
is  valid  between  them :  1  Ga.,  43.  Transfer  of  stock  of  a  corporation  to  an  assignee  did 
not  destroy  existing  liens  to  others  :  37  Ga.,  614.  Mortgage  lien  of  contractors  para- 

mount to  lien  given  to  bill  holders  by  charter  of  the  corporation  :  1  Ga.,  435.  Statutory 
lien  of  bill  holders  under  charter  of  the  corporation  attached  to  all  the  property  of  the 
company:  4  Ga.,  323-4. 

Field  Corp.,  gl36;  3  Add.  Contr.,  $1110.  See  note  on  banks,  p.  317  of  this  Code  :  11 
Am.  D.,  581,  n;  16/90;  30  Am.  R.,  398. 

[Section  (1982)  superseded  by  Act  of  24th  February,  1873.] 
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§2000.  (1983.)  (1993.)  Liens  under  charters.  All  liens  created  under  the 
charters  of  incorporated  companies  are  continued  under  this  Code. 

§2001.  (1984.)  (1994.)  Liens  on  rules  absolute.     Rules  absolute  granted 
against  defaulting  Sheriffs,  constables   and    other  officers,  under  the 
various  provisions  of  this  Code,  shall  have  a  lien  on  their  property  from 
the  date  of  their  rendition  similar  to  that  of  judgments  obtained  at 
the  same  term. 

Not  so  formerly :  24  Ga.,  146.  When  the  rule  will  be  set  aside :  50  Ga.,  336-8.  Two 
fi.  fas.  may  be  included  in  one  rule,  and  what  the  rule  must  set  forth,  not  in  favor  of  a 
dead  man  :  49  G a.,  609-612. 

[The  laws  as  to  "Insolvent  Debtors"  and  "Prison  Bounds,"  begin- 
ning with  section  1985  and  ending  wTith  section  2012  of  old  Code,  re- 

pealed by  Constitution  of  1868,  Article  I.,  section  18.] 
General  Note. — Equity  without  jurisdiction  over  enforcing  masons'  and  car- 

penters' liens:  3  Ga.,  137.  Taking  promissory  note  for,  does  not  waive  the  lien:  6 
Ga.,  166.  Carpenter  with  a  valid  lien  against  one  joint  tenant  asserted  it  against  all, 
held  valid  as  to  one  :  19  Ga.,  591.  Can  convert  a  proceeding  to  enforce  a  lien  into 
a  regular  suit  for  work  done:  30  Ga.,  444.  Plasterer  was  not  entitled  to  lien  given 
to  masons  and  carpenters:  30  Ga.,  525.  Stone  and  marble  cutters'  lien  not  enforced 
against  purchaser  without  notice  :  40  Ga.,  156.  What  mill-wrights'  lien  extends  to :  19 Ga..  163. 

General  Note  on  Liens. — Agent's  lien  for  expenses:  Whart.  Ag,,  813;  Ewell 
Evans'  Ag.,  (s.  p.)  368.  Bankers  :  2  Add.  Contr.,  §831.  See  note  on  banks.  Common 
law  liens,  fully  treated  :  2  Tudor' s  L.  C,  686-711.  Finder  of  lost  property,  lien  for 
reimbursement:  25  Am.  D.,  189,  n,  and  note  on  ''Rewards,"  following  §2217.  Lost, 
right  of  lien  destroyed,  how  :  2  Tudor's  L.  C,  708-710;  27  Am.  R.,  723;  18  Wall.,  623; 
2  Dan.  Neg.  Inst.,  278.  See  notes  to  §1979.  Note,  release  of  lien  by  taking  :  2  Pars.  B. 

and  N.,  175;  Tudor's  L.  C,  708  ;  18  Wall.,  623.  Not  generally  released  by  taking  note:  2 
Dan.  Neg.  Inst.,  278.  Railroads,  liens  of  laborers,  etc. :  3  Woods,  441 ;  Jones  R.  R. 
Sect..  §557  et  seq. ;  21  Wall.,  430.  Vessels,  lien  on  :  1  Am.  R.,  125 ;  3  Woods,  182,  582 ; 
21  Wall.,  532.— Subject  treated:  Phillips  on  Liens;  2  Tudor's  L.  C,  686-711;  Cross  on Lien  (L.  L.) 

ARTICLE  VI. 

HOMESTEAD   AND    EXEMPTION. 

Section. 
2002.  Beneficiaries  of  homesteads. 
2003.  Application. 
2003.  (a.)  When  Ordinary  is  disqualified. 
2004.  Homestead  in  several  counties. 
2005.  Schedule  to  be  full. 
2006   Notice  of  application. 
2006.  (a.)  Other  notice. 
2007.  Hearing. 

2008.  Surveyor's  duty. 2009.  Judgment  of  Ordinary. 
2010.  Objections. 
2010.  (a.)  Surveyor's  return  made,  when. 
2011.  Appraisers  and  appeals. 
2012.  Homestead  in  town  property. 
2013.  Liability  of  officers. 
2014.  Homesteads  over 
2015.  Application  for. 
2016.  Homesteads  by  Ordinaries. 
2016.  (a.)  Money  exemptions. 
2017.  Money  and  wild  lands. 
2018.  Wife's  property,  how  set  apart. 2019.  Homestead  to  wife. 
2020.  Head  of  family. 

SCCTION. 
2021.  Homestead  to  widows, 
2022.  Who  may  apply  for  homestead. 
2023.  Costs,  how  paid. 
2024.  Homestead,  how  vested. 
2025.  Homestead,  how  sold. 
2026.  Rents  and  profits. 
2027.  Trespass  to  levy  on,  when. 
2023.  Homestead,  how  levied  on. 
2029.  Counter-affidavit. 
2030.  Issue,  how  tried. 
2031.  Effect  of  finding. 
2032.  Other  exemptions. 
2033.  Receiver,  how  appointed. 
2034.  Receiver  to  sell  excess. 
2035.  Sale  of  realty,  proceeds. 
2036.  Sale  of  personalty 
2037.  Only  one  receiver. 
203.8.  No  sale,  when. 
2038.  (a.)  Receiver  to  give  bond. 
2039.  Applicant's  right  to  select. 2039.  (a.)  Waiver  of  exemption. 
2039.  (b.)  Selection  of  property  not  waived. 
2039.  (c.)  Supplement  of  exemption. 

§2002.  What  is  exempt,  and  who  may  claim  it.  [There  shall  be  exempt 
a)  const,  of  from  levy  and  sale,  by  virtue  of  any  process  whatever,  under  the  laws 

arid' fe Art1  °^  ̂ is  State,  except  as  hereinafter  excepted,  of  the  property  of  every 
'  head  of  a  family,a  or  guardian,  or  trustee  of  a  famity  of  minor  children, 
or  every  aged  or  infirm  person,  or  person  having  the  care  and  supportb 
of  dependent  females  of  any  age,  who  is  not  the  head  of  a  family,  realty 

or  personalty,0  or  both,  to  the  value  in  the  aggregate  of  sixteen  hun- 
dred dollars;  and  no  Court  or  ministerial  officer  in  this  State  shall 

ever  have  jurisdiction  or  authority  to  enforce  any  judgment,  execution 

9. 

§1171. 
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or  decree,  against  the  property  set  apart  for  such  purpose,  including 
such  improvements  as  be  made  thereon,  from  time  to  time,  except  for 

taxes,*  for  the  purchase  moneyc  of  the  same,  for  labor' done  thereon,  for 
material3  furnished  therefor,  or  for  the  removal  of  encumbrances11  there- 

on.] (a.) 
Homestead  in  1869  subject  io  a  dormant  judgment  for  purchase  money  transferred 

to  third  person,  but  cannot  prevent  laying  off  of  the  homestead  :  39  Ga.,  386.  Objec- 
tions to  schedule  filed  by  widow  and  minor  children  should  be  plainly  set  forth  in 

writing:  40  Ga.,  439-442.  Held  that  a  homestead  could  betaken  as  to  a  debt  older  than 
the  homestead  law,  Judge  Warner  dissenting:  39  Ga.,  425-450.  What  is  an  incum- 

brance, and  is  liable  for  debt  to  remove  an  inoumbrance  :  39  Ga.,  466.  Trustee  obtain- 

ing a  homestead  for  minor  children,  subject  to  dower  and  year's  support :  40  Ga.,  555. Exceptions  in  regard  to  liability  for  purchase  money,  apply  to  personalty  as  well  as 
realty  :  40  Ga.,  485-0.  Unmarried  man  with  indigent  mother  and  sisters  supported  by 
him  is  head  of  family,  and  entitled  to  a  homestead:  41  Ga.,  153.  Legatee  of  specific 

bequest  of  real  estate,  no  sufficient  title  to  take  a  homestead:  42  Ga.,  121.  Landlord's rent  in  nature  of  purchase  money  against  which  if  proper  defense  made,  tenant  can 
not  homestead  the  crop  or  proceeds:  41  Ga.,  95,  622;  43/339.  Articles  must  be  identi- 

fied to  exempt  them  from  levy  by  reason  of  an  exemption  :  44  Ga.,  243.  Sheriff  refus- 
ing to  levy  Comptroller-General's  fi.  fa.  against  defaulting  tax-collector,  excused, 

because  acted  in  good  faith  :  44  Ga.,  417.  Factor's  advances  under  section  1978,  is  in 
the  nature  of  purchase  money,  superior  to  wife's  homestead  and  exemption  on  the 
crop  :  44  Ga0  600.  But  see  where  crop  could  be  exempted  as  against  a  judgment  for 
purchase  money  of  land:  49  Ga.,  365  ;  43/339.  As  to  what  debts  are  for  the  purchase 
money  :  44  Ga.,  604.  Wife  not  head  of  a  family,  by  children  of  her  husband  by  a 
former  marriage:  45  Ga.,  483.  Where  the  mortgage  given  was  for  removing  an  in- 

cumbrance off  the  land  :  46  Ga.,  204  ;  59/230.  Execution  on  note  of  third  person  given 
for  purchase  money  of  the  land,  superior  to  homestead  on  it :  46  Ga.,  585.  Where  re- 

presentative of  deceased  creditor 'may  attack  by  cross-bill  a  homestead  for  fraud:  47 
Ga.,  474.  Debts  prior  to  Constitution  of  1868,  in  nature  of  incumbrances,  and  pur- 

chase money  and  prior  rights :  54  Ga.,  569-570  ;  61/395.  General  waiver  of  homestead 
right  in  a  note  as  to  all  property  without  describing  any  particular  property,  was  not 
sufficient:  59  Ga.,  837-838.  Certified  copy  of  plat  of  homestead  and  schedule  of  per- 

sonalty was  not  admissible  unless  original  accounted  for:  60  Ga.,  114-115.  Homestead 
sold  not  subject  any  more  in  hands  of  purchaser  than  in  that  of  the  vender:  60  Ga., 
625.  When  under  Act  of  1876,  venders  of  homestead  not  estopped  from  suing  for  its 
recovery  from  having  made  written  title  to:  61  Ga.,  23.  Guardian  of  one  minor  is 
head  of  family :  59  Ga.,  629.  All  of  the  land  subject  to  the  mortgage^,  fa.  for  the  pur- 

chase money,  no  defense  being  made  to  foreclosure  :  59  Ga.,  230;  55/622  ;  56/95.  Part 
of  purchase  money  due  cannot  take  homestead  in  any  part,  until  that  paid:  53  Ga.,  66: 
55/622.  Only  the  specific  property  for  which  purchase  money  is  due,  liable  therefor  ; 
55  Ga.,  370. 

In  life  estate:  Thomp.  H.,  $174.  Leasehold  estate:  Thomp.  H.,  $176.  Estate  in 
common  :  Thomp.  H.,  $180;  Freeman  on  Co-Tenancy,  $54.  In  land  fraudulently  con- 

veyed: Thomp.  H.,  $$404-438.  Voluntary  convevance :  36  Am.  E.,  757,  n,  827.  In 
partnership  property :  thomp.  H.,  $194  et  seq. ;  20  Am.  R.,  60,  762;  3  C.  L.  J.,  61,  119; 

4/527.  In  wife's  property:  Thomp.  H.,  $220;  aThomp.  H.,  $40-68;  36  Am.  R.,  249,  n; 
6  C.  L.  J.,  357;  8/46;  10/74;  9/419.  "Head  of  family,"  widow,  keeping  boarding- 
house,  with  female  friend,  servants  and  boarders,  is:  32  Am.  R.,  27,  n,  30.  WTidow 
carrying  on  and  living  on  husband's  farm,  renting  it  and  stock,  her  children  having 
married  and  left  her,  is:  35  Am.  R.,  711.  Wife  of  absconding  husband,  carrying  on  his 
farm,  is  :  35  Am.  R.,  466.  Marriage  of  debtor,  after  levy  of  execution,  does  not  entitle 
him  to  exemption:  37  Am.  R.,  720;  but  see  Thomp.  H.,  $308.  An  unmarried  man 
who  lives  (but  does  not  keep  house)  in  one  town,  and  supports,  by  his  contributions, 
his  mother  and  his  unmarried  sister,  who  board  with  his  married  sister  in  another 
town,  is  not  entitled  to  the  exemptions  allowed  bv  the  law  of  Georgia  to  the  head  of  a 
family:  3  Woods,  494.  "Thomp.  H.,  $100  et  seq.  ethomp.  H.,  $730  etseq.  dThomp.  H., 
$335.  Judgments  in  favor  of  the  State  :  8  Am.  R..  456;  23/718^  eThomp.  H.,  $$330-368. 
f  Thomp.  H.,  $379.     sThomp.  H.,  $372.     "Thomp.  H.,  $370. 

§2003.  Application  for,  how  made.  Every  person  seeking  the  benefit  A<ts  of  1878 

of  exemptions  provided  in  said  Article  of  the  Constitution,  shall  ap-_9,p'  "■ 
ply  by  petition  to  the  Ordinary  of  the  county  in  which  he  resides,  or 
in  which  minor  beneficiaries  reside,  where  the  application  is  made  for 
their  benefit,  stating  for  whom  the  exemption  is  claimed ;  if  by  the 
head  of  a  family,  stating  the  names  and  ages  of  the  family  ;  if  by  a 
guardian  or  trustee  of  a  family  of  minor  children,  stating  the  names 
and  ages  of  the  minor  children  ;  if  by  or  for  any  aged  or  infirm  person, 
stating  the  age  of  the  person  and  the  character  of  the  infirmity  ;  and 
if  by  a  person  having  the  care  and  support  of  dependent  females,  stat- 

ing the  names  and  ages  of  the  females,  and  how  dependent,  and  stating 
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out  of  what  and  whose  property  exemptions  are  claimed,  and  comply- 
ing with  all  the  requirements  of  the  laws  for  setting  apart  and  valua- 

tion of  homesteads  and  exemptions  in  force  at  the  time  of  the  ratifica- 
tion of  said  Constitution,  to  which  laws  all  subsequent  proceedings 

before  the  Ordinary  or  under  his  direction  shall  conform,  except  as 
Acts  of  1876,  otherwise  provided  in  this  Article.  The  applicant  shall  also  accom- 

p" 48'  pany  his  petition  with  a  schedule  containing  a  minute  and  accurate 
description  of  all  real  and  personal  property  belonging  to  the  person 
from  whose  estate  the  exemption  is  to  be  made,  so  that  persons  inter- 

ested may  know  exactly  what  is  exempted,  and  what  is  not;  and  also 
with  a  list  of  his  or  her  creditors  and  their  post-office,  if  known,  which 
must  be  sworn  to  by  the  applicant  or  his  agent.  For  a  failure  to  comply 
with  this  section,  either  in  the  original  petition  or  amended  petition, 
which  may  be  amended  at  any  time  prior  to  the  final  proceedings  be- 

(sl)  Acts  of  fore  the  Ordinary,  the  Ordinary  shall  dismiss  the  petition.  [The  ap- 
us68,  pp.  27,  plicant  shall  apply  to  the  said  Ordinary  for  an  order  to  the  county  sur- 

veyor, and  if  there  be  none,  some  other  surveyor,  to  lay  off  his  home- 
stead allowed  by  said  section  of  the  Constitution,  and  to  make  a  plat 

of  the  same,  which  order  the  Ordinary  shall  issue  at  once  and  give 
to  the  applicant.]  (a.) 

Where  demurrer  should  have  been  sustained  to  an  application  as  not  showing  appli- 
cant head  of  a  family  :  40  Ga.,  173.  Purchaser  buying  homestead  at  public  sale  with 

notice  of  application  for,  buys  subject  thereto:  40Ga.,297;  44/603.  Trustee  appointed 
by  court  may  apply  for  minor  children  :  40  Ga.,  555.  Application  must  be  made  in 
county  of  applicant's  residence :  41  Ga.,  128.  Amendment  to  application  for  should 
have  been  allowed  :  45  Ga.,  553.  Wife  entitled  to,  averring  her  citizenship  in  applica- 

tion for  herself  and  children  and  refusal  of  husband  to  apply  :  59  Ga.,  355.  Record 
should  show  out  of  whose  property  applicant  seeks  the  homestead  :  61  Ga.,  105.  A 
woman  as  head  of  a  family  not  describing  the  kind  of  family  does  not  avoid  it :  59  Ga., 
235.     Schedule  of  personality  not  needed,  where  realty  only  asked:  46  Ga.,  656. 

\j     /I  ̂ /—  t*r*ftj£  ,§2003.  (a.)    When  Ordinary  is  disqualified.     When  it  shall  occur  that 

^mm^/^A^Hofi8'i4,  the  Ordinary  of  the  county,  of  the  residence  of  the  applicant,  is  dis- 
.    -       P/?V<  J  qualified  from  any  cause,  from  passing  upon  the  same,  the  person  seek- 

*^/^T/L   'ing  the  benefit  of  the  exemption  and  homestead,  shall  file  his  applica- 
v*jL'     tion  and  schedule  for  the  same  with  the  Clerk  of  the  Superior  Court 
^    >  '       °f  his  county,   who  shall  receive  said  application  and  schedule,  and 

/f%-3.G>**         proceed  to  set  apart  said  homestead,  in  the  same  manner  as  now  pro- vided by  law  for  Ordinaries  in  this  State,  and  receive  the  same  fees. 
§2004.  Homestead  in  different  counties.     [Whenever  the  applicant  is 

(a)  Acts  of  not  possessed  of  sufficient  amount  of  realty,  situated,  lying  and  being 
1809,  p.  2o.  ̂ n  ̂ e  county  of  his  residence,  he  may  embrace  within  his  said  appli- 

cation tracts  of  land  situated,  lying  and  being  in  other  counties  than 
that  of  his  residence,  in  any  county  in  this  State ;  and  in  such  case 
the  Ordinary  before  whom  said  application  is  made  shall  cause  the 
survey,  valuation  and  plat  of  said  lands,  lying  in  counties  other  than 
the  residence  of  the  applicant,  to  be  made  by  the  county  surveyor  of 
the  county  where  said  lands  are  situated.]  (a.) 

§2005.  Schedule  must  be  full.     [It  shall  be  the  duty  of  each  and  every 
(a)  Acts  of  person  who  claims  the  benefit  of  the  exemption  allowed  in  this  Article 
1869,  pp.  28,  as  the  allowance  is  a  liberal  one,  to  act  in  perfect  good  faith ;  and  as  it  is 

in  the  power  of  the  debtor,  claiming  the  exemption  of  personal  prop- 
erty, to  conceal  part  of  his  property  or  money,  and  to  claim  the  balance 

as  exempt,  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  such  debtor,  when  he  takes  steps  in 
the  Court  of  Ordinary,  or  before  the  proper  Court,  to  have  said  exemp- 

tion of  personal  property  set   off  to  him,  to  make  a  full  and  fair  dis- 
closure of  all  the  personal  property,  including  money,  stocks  and  bonds,  of 

which  he  may  be  possessed  at  the  time,  and  all  such  money  or  property 
which  he  may  hold  in  excess  of  the  said  exemption,  shall  be  subject  to 
levy  and  sale  for  the  payment  of  his  just  debts,  and  if  the  money,  or 
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other  personal  property  of  which  he  is  possessed  at  the  time  of  his  said 
application,  or  at  the  time  he  obtains  the  order  of  Court,  setting  off 
the  property  exempt,  is  fraudulently  concealed,  or  is  not  delivered  up  for 
the  benefit  of  his  creditors,  no  exemption  shall  be  made  in  his  favor 
till  it  is  so  delivered  up  ;  and  all  orders  of  Court  heretofore  or  hereafter 
obtained  by  the  fraudulent  concealment  of  property  as  aforesaid,  or  ob- 

tained while  the  debtor  had  personal  property,  money,  stocks  or  bonds, 
which  he  kept  out  of  the  reach  of  the  levying  officer,  or  did  not,  in  good 
faith,  deliver  up  for  the  benefit  of  his  creditors,  shall  be  null  and  void, 
and  of  no  effect,  and  the  property  set  off  to  the  debtor  by  such  order  or 
judgment  shall  be  subject  to  levy  and  sale,  as  if  no  such  order  or  judgment 
had. been  rendered;  and  all  property  in  which  the  debtor  shall  have  in- 

vested the  money,  stocks,  bonds  or  personal  property,  fraudulently  con- 
cealed by  him,  or  kept  out  of  the  reach  of  his  creditors,  shall  be  subject  to 

levy  and  sale,  and  liable  to  be  sold  for  the  payment  of  any  debt  then  in  ex- 
istence, and  the  debtor  guilty  of  willful  fraud  in  the  concealment  of 

part  of  his  property  from  his  creditors,  of  which  he  is  possessed  when 
he  seeks  the  benefit  of  the  exemption,  shall,  on  account  of  his  fraud, 
lose  the  benefit  of  such  exemption,  and  his  property  shall  be  subject 
to  the  payment  of  all.  just  debts  which  he  owed  at  the  time  such  fraud 
was  committed ;  but  the  property,  when  once  set  off  to  him  by  order 
of  the  Court,  shall  be  exempt,  as  against  all  debts  contracted  after  that 
time,  but  not  as  against  pre-existing  creditors  whom  he  has  attempted 
to  defraud,  by  failing  to  give  up  to  his  creditors  all  property  in  his  pos- 

session, subject  to  the  payment  of  his  debts,  at  the  time  he  applied  for 
the  benefit  of  the  exemption.]  (a.) 

Schedule  should  describe  personal  property  with  reasonable  certainty,  but  creditor 
cannot  attack  it  collaterally  for  failure  to:  41  Ga.,  196.  Application  for  personalty  as 
exempt,  wife  bound  by  husband's  fraud  and  concealment:  43  Ga.,  319.  Executor  of 
creditor  by  will  alleges  fraud  of  defendant  in  leaving  out  of  his  schedule  notes  and 
accounts:  55Ga.,340;  47/474.  Full  and  fair  disclosure  of  personalty  must  be  made, 
otherwise  it  is  fraudulent :  62  Ga.,  23-29. 

§2006.  Notice  of  application,  how  published.     [When  said  schedule  has  'a)  Acts  of 
been  so  filed,  and  said  application  has  been  made,  the  said  Ordinary  shall  ̂ S  S  mi 
publish  in  the  gazette  where  the  orders  of  said  Ordinary  are  usually -2,  p.  53. 
published,  not  more  than  twice,  a  notice  as  follows  :  "A.  B.  has  applied 
for  exemption  of  personalty,  and  setting  apart  and  valuation  of  home- 

stead, and  I  will  pass  upon  the  same  at  —  o'clock  —  on  the   day 
of    ,  18 — :,  at  mvgofnce.     C.  D.,  Ordinary ; "  filling  said  blanks  so  that 
all  persons  may  know  the  time  for  action  by  the  Ordinary  on  said  pe- 

tition.] (a.) 
When  notice  should  have  been  given:  47  Ga.,  504.  Where  no  proper  notice  served 

or  published  and  when  not  waived:  60  Ga.,  462. 

§2006.  (a.)  Other  notice.  In  addition  to  the  notice  by  publication  re- Actsofl876 
quired  to  be  given  by  section  2006,  the  applicant  or  his  agent  shall  p.  48. 
give  notice  in  writing  of  the  filing  of  such  application,  and  of  the  day 
of  hearing  the  same,  to  each  of  his  creditors  residing  in  the  county,  at 
least  five  days  before  the  hearing,  which  notice  shall  be  served  person- 

ally, or  by  leaving  a  copy  at  the  residence  or  house  of  business  of  his 
creditor,  and  the  fact  of  such  notice  shall  be  verified  by  oath  of  the  ap- 

plicant or  his  agent.  Said  applicant  shall  also  notify  creditors  residing 
out  of  the  county  of  his  application  by  preparing  written  notices  of 
his  application  and  the  day  of  hearing,  which  notice  shall  be  delivered 
by  him  to  the  Ordinary,  with  stamped  envelopes,  and  shall  be  by 
said  Ordinary  directed  and  mailed  to  said  persons  so  residing  out  of 
said  county,  if  the  residence  of  such  creditors  be  known  to  petitioner, 
at  least  fifteen  days  before  the  day  of  hearing. 

§2007.    Time  of  hearing  application.     [The  time  fixed  by  said  notice  (ai  Act?  of 
shall  not  be  less  than  twenty  nor  more  than  thirty  days  from  the  date  Acfsof  isto. 
of  the  order  of  the  Ordinary  to  such  surveyor.]  (a.)  p.  48. 
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§2008.    Surveyor's   duty  and  liability.     [The  surveyor  to  whom  said 
(a)  Acts  of  order  shall  be  delivered  by  the  applicant,  shall  lav  off  the  homestead 

'  p'       on  or  out  of  the  land  claimed  by  the  applicant,  and  make  a  plat  of  the 
same,  and  make  an  affidavit  that  the  same  is  correctly  platted  and  laid 
off,  and  its  value,  and  return  the  same  to  the  Ordinary  before  the  day 
appointed  in  the  order  for  passing  upon  said  application.     Should  any 
county  surveyor  fail  to  comply  with  his  duty  as  prescribed  in  this  Ar- 

ticle, he  shall  be,  by  said  Ordinary,  punished  for  a  contempt  of  Court.] 
(a.) 

i  Omission  of  surveyor  to  swear  to  plat  amendable  on  appeal :  61  Ga.,  385. 

§2009.  Application  for  homestead,  hoiv  approved,  etc.  If  at  the  time  and 
Actsofi877,  place  appointed  for  passing  upon  said  application,  no  objection  shall 

p- 18-  be  urged  by  any  creditor  of  the  applicant,  the  Ordinary  shall  indorse 
upon  said  schedule  and  upon  said  plat :  "Approved  this  the     day 
of   ,  18 — ,"  filling  the  blanks,  and  shall  sign  the  same  officially, 

i  and  hand  the  same  to  the  Clerk  of  the  Superior  Court  of  his  county, 
;  who  shall  record  the  same  in  a  book  to  be  kept  for  that  purpose  in 

his  office,  which  record  or  (a)  certified  transcript  of  the  same,  shall  be 
competent  evidence  in  all  the  Courts  of  this  State. 

Application  granted  and  approved  by  the  Ordinary,  not  alleging  he  was  head  of  a 
family  not  void,  it  appearing  for  their  use  :  56  Ga.,  520.  Certified  copy  of,  approved 
by  Ordinary  not  admissable,  except  as  secondary  evidence.  See  Act  of  1877,  page  18: 
60  Ga.,  115-116.  Property  conveyed  to  wife  pending  her  application  for  homestead, 
made  it  of  no  effect:  61  Ga.,  451. 

§2010.  Objections,  hoiv  and  when  made.     [Should  any  creditor  of  the  ap- 
(a)  Acts  of  plicant  desire  to  object  to  said  schedule,  for  want  of  sufficiency  and 

1  1868,  p.  2s.  fullness,  or  for  fraud  of  any  kind,  or  to  dispute  the  valuation  of  said 
personalty,  or  the  propriety  of  the  survey,  or  the  value  of  the  premises 
so  platted  as  the  homestead,  he  shall,  at  said  time  and  place  of  meeting, 

,  specify  the  same  in  writing.]  (a.) 

i1  When  creditor  cannot  attack  collaterally  the  judgment  of  the  Ordinary   approving 
i  the  application  :  41  Ga.,  196.     By  purchaser  of  land,   at  Sheriffs  sale  under   creditor's 
■'  judgment:  43  Ga.,  418.     Parties  contesting  over  a  homestead  right,  concluded  by   Or- 

dinary's decision,  where  in  jurisdiction  :.  44  Ga.,  663.     Objections  to  personalty  by  an- 
i'i  other  creditor  on  dav  for  trial,  of  object  ons  to  realty:    47  Ga.,  250.     Where  money 

refused  to  be  paid  to  plaintiff  in  mortgage  fi.  fa.  wrongfully,  he  having  had  no  notice 
of  granting  of  homestead:  47  Ga.,  504.  No  injunction  necessary  against  taking  home- 

stead in  partnership  assets:  59  Ga..  398.  Where  injunction  was  sustained  :  gainst  col- 
lection of  judgment  in  view  of  final  decision  of  Gun  vs.  Barry  :  49  Ga.,  383. 

'  §2010.  (a.)  Surveyor's  return  to  be  made,  when.     In  all  cases  the  return 
Acts  of  1878  of  the  surveyor,  as  required  by  law,  shall  be  made  to  the  Ordinary  at 

-9,  p.  99.  least  five  days  before  the  time  appointed  for  passing  upon  the  applica- 
tion for  exemption,  in  which  he  shall  state,  on  oath,  the  value  of  the 

realty  platted  by  him  for  exemption,  and  it  shall  be  a  valid  ground  of 
objection  to  the  propriety  of  any  survey,  that  the  same  has  been  so  made 
as  to  unjustly  or  needlessly  injure  the  value  of  any  land  left  unexempted 
by  a  disregard  of  the  shape  and  location  of  the  entire  tract. 

§2011.  Appraisers  and  appeals.  [Upon  objection  made  as  provided  for 
(a)  Acts  of  in  the  preceding  section,  unless  the  applicant  shall  so  alter  said  sched- 
1868,  pp.  28,  uie  or  piaf^  or  both,  as  to  remove  said  objections,  said  Ordinary  shall 

appoint  three  disinterested  appraisers  to  examine  the  property  concern- 
ing which  the  objections  are  made,  and  to  value  the  same,  and  on  their 

return,  (which  shall  be  made  under  oath,)  if  either  be  found  to  be  too 

large,  such  alterations  shall  be  made  in  such  schedule',  and  in  such  plat, 
as  the  Ordinary  m  ty  deem  proper  to  bring  the  same  within  the  limits 
of  the  value  allowed  by  the  said  section  of  the  Constitution,  and  he 
shall  then  and  there  approve  said  schedule  and  said  plat  as  required  by 
the  2009th  section  of  this  Code,  and  hand  the  same  to  the  Clerk  of  the  Su- 

perior Court  of  his  county,  who  shall  record  the  same  as  required  by  the 
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said  2009th  section :  Provided,  that  either  party  dissatisfied  with  the  judg- 
ment, shall  have  the  right  to  appeal  under  the  same  rules,  regulations 

and  restrictions  as  are  provided  by  law  in  cases  of  appeal  from  the 
Court  of  Ordinary.]  (a.) 

Return  of  appraisers  and  approval  of  Ordinary  unappealed  from  conclusive  upon 
applicant :  53  Ga.,  408.  An  appeal  discretionary  with  the  jury  to  sustain  Ordinary  in 
value  or  number  of  acres  for  homestead  :  49  Ga.,  40-41 ;  43/318.  On  appeals  from  Court 
of  Ordinary  the  investigation  is  de  novo:  40  Ga.,  173.  Objections  to  schedule  should 
be  plainly  set  fortli  in  writing:  40  Ga.,  439.  May,  by  certiorari  to  Superior  Court. cor- 

rect errors  of  the  Ordinary:  45  Ga.,  483-485.  Applicant  may  amend  his  petition  by 
inserting  new  right  on  appeal  to  Superior  Court :  45  Ga..  553. 

§2012.   Town  property,  how  exempted.     [If  the  applicant  seeks  to  have  Acts  of  1868, 

an  exemption  set  apart  out  of  town  property,  exceeding  in  value  the  A"CteJ0fi876, 
amount  of  exemption  which  he  claims,  and  to  which  he  may  be  entitled  p.  48. 

in  realty  to  complete  his  legal  exemption,  and  it  cannot  be  so  divided  ̂ lp  °99i 
as  to  give  an  exemption  of  that  value,  the  Ordinary  may  pass  an  order 
that,  should  said  property  (describing  the  same)  be  thereafter  sold  by 
virtue  of  any  order,  judgment  or  decree  of  any  Court  in  this  State,  so 
much  of  the  proceeds  of  such  sale  as  may  be  necessary  to  make  up, 
when  added  to  his  other  exempted  property,  if  any,  the  full  amount  of 
the  exemption  allowed  by  this  Article  shall  be,  by  the  officer  making  sale, 
paid  over  to  the  Ordinary,  to  be  invested  by  some  proper  person  ap- 

pointed by  the  Ordinary,  in  property  selected  by  the  applicant,  which 
shall  constitute  the  exemption  of  said  applicant,  or  a  part  thereof,  as 
the  case  may  be,  when  said  order  and  the  deed  of  re-investment  shall 
have  been  recorded  by  the  Clerk  of  the  Superior  Court. 

Appraiser's  return  and  approval  of  Ordinary  unappealed  from  conclusive  as  to  city 
property  for  a  homestead:  53  Ga.,  407-8.  Proceeds  of  town  property  on  which  home- 

stead taken  without  proper  notice  held  as  against  mortgage  fi.  fa.  wrongfully  :  47  Ga., 
504.  To  be  a  homestead  as  long  as  the  family  relation  existed  :  47  Ga.,  629-632.  Cer- 

tiorari remedy  for  errors  and  proceedings  under  this  section:  45  Ga.,  484.  Illegality 
not  allowed  against  sale  of  homestead  in  the  town  of  Greensboro  against  mortgage  fi. 
fa. :  61  Ga.,  204-5. 

§2013.  Liability  of  Ordinary  and  other  officers.  [Should  any  ministerial  (|LActs2qf 
officer  of  this  State,  upon  being  shown  a  certified  copy  of  the  order  of 
the  Ordinary,  mentioned  in  the  preceding  section,  fail  to  retain  and 
pay  over  to  said  Ordinary  said  proceeds,  as  required  in  said  section,  or 
should  any  Ordinary  receiving  the  same,  fail  to  appoint  said  person  to 
have  the  same  invested,  and  turn  over  the  proceeds  to  him,  said  officers 
and  their  securities,  respectively,  shall  be  liable  to  said  applicant  for 
said  money,  and  twenty  per  cent,  interest  thereon,  while  they,  respec- 

tively, wrongfully  withhold  the  same,  or  any  part  thereof.]    (a.) 
[Sections  2014  and  2015  repealed.     See  Acts  of  1876,  p.  49.] 
§2016.  Homestead,  how  obtained  by  Ordinary.  TWhen  it  shall  occur  (a)  Acts  of 

that  any  Ordinary  of  any  county  in  this  State  desires  to  avail  himself  ' 
of  the  homestead  or  exemption  laws,  he  shall  file  his  application  and 
schedule  for  the  same  with  the  Clerk  of  the  Superior  Court  of  his  county, 
who  shall  receive  said  application  and  schedule,  and  proceed  to  set  apart 
said  homestead  in  the  same  manner  as  is  now  provided  by  law  for  Or- 

dinaries in  this  State,  and  receive  the  same  fees  :]  (a.)  Provided,  that 
the  foregoing  shall  apply  in  all  cases  in  which  the  Ordinary  is  disqual- 

ified by  reason  of  interest,  connection  or  relation,  as  set  forth  in  sec- 
tion 2005  of  this  Code. 

§2016.  (a.)   Cash,  how  exempted.    [When  any  person  applies  for  exemp-  {&)_  Acts  of 
tion  of  personalty,  and  said  personalty  sought  to  be  exempted  consists  }f0' pp<  70' 
wholly  or  in  part  of  cash,  before  the  same  shall  be  allowed  finally,  it  Actsofi875, 

shall,  under  the  direction  of  the  Ordinary,  be  invested  in  such  articles  p'    ' 
of  personal  property  as  the  applicant  may  desire,  and  when  so  invested 
and   returned  by  schedule,  with  or  without  other  property,  as  the  law 
requires,  shall  constitute  the  exemption  of  personalty,  and  in  no  case 
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shall  the  allowance  of  cash,  without  such  investment  be  a  valid  exemp- 
tion.]   (a.) 

[Sections  2017  and  2018  repealed.     See  Acts  of  1876,  p.  49.] 
§2019.  Homestead  to  wife  when  separate  from  husband.     [When  husband 

(&i  Acts  of  and  wife  are  in  the  state  of  separation,  and  the  minor  children  reside 
18/0,  p.  7i.  wi^n  j^Q  wife,  or,  by  the  law,  she  is  entitled  to  their  possession,  or  the 

Court  so  awards  them  to  her,  she,  the  wife,  is  the  head  of  the  family 
in  the  contemplation  of  the  homestead  and  exemption  laws,  and  as 
respects  her  separate  property,  may  have  it  set  apart  without  the  re- 

linquishment or  assignment  mentioned  in  the  preceding  section.]  (a.) 
Effect  of  separation  of  family:  Thomp.  H.,  §§70-85;  35  Am.  R.,  466,  711. 

[Sections  2020  and  2021  repealed.     See  Acts  1876,  p.  49.] 
§2022.  Husband  refusing,  who  may  apply,  for  homestead.     [Should  the 

(a)  Acts  of  husband  refuse  to  apply  for  the  aforesaid  exemption,  his'  wife,  or   any 
1868,  pp.  29,  person  acting  as  her  next  friend,  may  do  the  same,  and  it  shall  be  as 

binding  as  if  done  by  the  husband.     Should  any  trustee  or  guardian  of 
a  family  of  minor  children,  fail  to  apply  for  said  exemption,  the  Ordi- 

nary   may,   upon   application   of    any  next   friend,  for   the   minors, 
allow  him  or  her  to  act  in  lieu  of  such  trustee  or  guardian,  and  this 
shall  be  as  binding  as  if  done  by  the  said  guardian  or  trustee.]  (a. ) 

Homestead  obtained  by  the  wife  under  State  law  did  not  avail,  her  husband  having 
been  declared  a  bankrupt:  61  Ga.,  223-4.  Wife's  application  for  self  and  children 
should  show  out  of  whose  property,  and  who  is  her  husband :  61  Ga.,  105.  If  husband 
object  no  homestead  can  be  carved  out  of  the  estate  by  any  one  :  55  Ga.,  182-3.  Wife 
obtaining  out  of  individual  real  estate  of  a  firm  established  prior  to  1868,  husband 
consenting :  63  Ga. ,  586. 

§2023.  Costs,  by  whom  paid.     [In  all  cases,  before  the  approval  of  the 
(a)  Acts  of  Ordinary  can  be  demanded   as  hereinbefore  provided,  the  applicant 
1868,  p.  29.  shall  pay  the  cost  of  said  proceedings,  including  the  Clerk's  cost  for 
p.  72°       '  recording  the  same,  to  the  Ordinary.     He  shall  be  bound  for  such  cost 

if  he  approves  the  same  :  Provided,  nevertheless,  that  if  any  person  filing 
objections  to  said  schedule  or  plat  shall  fail  to  have  the  same  sustained, 
he  shall  pay  the  cost  of  said  proceedings.     And  all  additional  costs 
imposed  by  the  proceedings  under  section  2015  of  this  Code,  to  have  a 
homestead  set  apart,  or  personalty  exempted,  shall  be  paid  by  the  appli- 

cant as  in  other  cases.]  (a.) 
§2024.  Property  set  apart,  how  vested.     [Said  property  so  set  apart  for  a 

(a)  Acts  of  wife,  or  for  a  wife  and  minor  children,  or  for  minor  children  alone,  shall, 

a6?'  Pf  1869  uPon  the  death  of  the  wife,  or  her  marriage,  when  set  apart  to  her  alone, 
p.  25.     '   'and  upon  majority  of  the  minor   children,  or  their  marriage  during 
Acts  of  1876,  minority,  when  so  set  apart  for  minor  children,  and  upon  the  death  or 

marriage  of  the  wife,  and  majority  or  marriage  of  the  minor  children, 
when  set  apart  to  wife  and  minor  children,  revert  to  the  estate  from 
which  it  was  so  set  apart,  unless  sold  or  reinvested  in  pursuance  of  the 
provisions  of  this  Article,  when  the  same  provision  as  to  reversion 
shall  follow  all  reinvestments,  unless  the  fee  simple  is  sold  as  herein 
provided.] 

/f-,4ij.  §2025.  Exempted  property,  how  sold  for  reinvestment.     Whenever  the 
'Actsofi876,  debtor  and  his  wife,  if  any,  shall  jointly  desire  the  property  so  ex- 
a  t9'  1878  empted?  whether  real  or  personal,  to  be  sold  for  reinvestment,  the  ap- 
-9,  p.  too.  plication  must  be  made  to  the  Judge  of  the  Superior  Court  of  the 

county  where  the  debtor  resides,  or  the  property  is  situated,  unless 
such  Judge  is  disqualified,  when  application  may  be  made  to  the  Judge 
of  the  Superior  Court  of  an  adjoining  circuit,  for  the  sale  thereof,  and 
the  Judge  may,  upon  proper  showing,  either  in  term  or  vacation,  order 
a  sale  of  the  property,  and  the  proceeds  shall  be  reinvested  upon  the 
same  uses.  The  sale  shall  operate  to  pass  to  the  purchaser  the  entire 
interest  and  title  of  the  beneficiaries  in  the  exempted  property,  and 
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also  the  entire  interest  and  title  owned  before  the  exemption  was 
made  by  the  party  out  of  whose  estate  the  property  was  so  exempted. 
The  purchaser  shall  receive  the  property  and  hold  the  same,  as  to  all 
liens  thereon  against  the  original  debtor,  with  the  same  exemption 
therefrom,  and  for  the  same  length  of  time  as  was  allowed  to  said  orig- 

inal debtor  before  such  sale ;  and  by  consent  of  all  lien  creditors,  the 
liens  of  such  creditors  may  be,  by  such  order,  divested  and  transferred 
to  such  newly  acquired  property.  A  trustee  or  guardian  of  minor 
children,  for  whose  benefit  property  has  been  exempted,  may  apply 
for  an  order  of  sale  under  the  foregoing  provisions ;  but  all  persons  in- 

terested shall  be  parties  to  the  proceeding.  Said  Judge  shall  order  the 
entire  proceedings  recorded  on  the  minutes  by  the  Clerk  of  the  Supe- 

rior Court  of  the  county  in  which  the  parties  applying  for  the  order 
I  of  sale  reside,  and  where  land  is  sold,  in  the  county  where  the  land  is 
situated;  and  said  Judge  shall  have  all  the  power  of  a  Chancellor  to 
provide  the  means  and  mode  of  sale  and  reinvestment,  as  aforesaid. 
The  provisions  of  this  section  shall  apply  to  the  sale  of  any  homestead 
or  exemption  set  apart  under  the  Constitution  of  1868. 

Thomp.  H.,  §§452-534. 

§2026.  Rents  and  profits,  how  disposed  of.  [All  produce,  rents  or  profits  (a)  Acts  of 

arising  from  homesteads  in  this  State  shall  be  for  the  support  and  edu-  '  p' 
cation  of  the  families  claiming  said  homesteads,  and  said  produce,  rents 
or  profits,  as  aforesaid,  shall  be  exempt  from  levy  and  sale,  except  as  is 
provided  for  in  the  Constitution ;  and  except  for  stock,  provisions,  and 
other  articles  used  in  making  the  crop,  necessaries  for  the  family,  med- 

ical services,  and  tuition  for  education.]  (a.) 
Tenant  not  entitled  to  exemption  out  of  crop  until  landlord  paid  his  rent,  where  a 

proper  defense  made  :  41  Ga.,  95  ;  43/339,623.  Crops,  proceeds  of  land  on  which  is  a 
homestead,  exempt,  also  from  levy  of  ordinary  fi.  fas. :  46  Ga.,  302.  When  proceeds 
of  homestead  invested  wrongfully  in  other  land,  were  liable  to  creditors  :  54  Ga.,  515- 
516.  Where  the  suit  should  have  been  against  trust  estate  to  subject  it  for  improve- 

ments :  59  Ga.,  330.  Where  homestead  exchanged,  the  reinvestment  still  retaining  the 
homestead  character  :  56  Ga.,  577. 

§2027.  Levy  or  sale  of  homestead  is  trespass.     [Any  officer  knowingly  (a)  Acts  of 

levying  on  or  selling  said  property  thus' made  exempt  from  sale,  (except 1868,  p-  29" 
as  provided  in  the  next  section,)  shall  be  guilty  of  trespass,  and  the  wife 
or  family  of  the  debtor  may  recover  therefor  for  their  exclusive  use.]  (a.) 

Trespass  is  not  the  only  remedy  ;  claim  may  be  interposed :  41  Ga.,  196.  Section  re- 
ferred to:  57  Ga.,  219.     Trover  may  be  brought:  59  Ga.,  240. 

Protection  of  homestead  at  judicial  sale  :  Thomp.  H.,  §§625-678.  Proceedings  by 
debtor:  Thomp.  H.,  §820  et  seg.  Trespass,  action  for:  Thomp.  H.,  §§870-894.  Action  to 
recover  exempt  property  levied  on  :  20  Am.  D.,  698. 

§2028.  Homestead,  how  and  when  sold  by  officer.  [In  all  cases  when  any  (a)  Acts  of 
defendant  in  execution  has  applied  for,  and  had  set  apart  a  homestead 1871,  p-  43- 
of  realty  and  personalty,  or  either,  or  where  the  same  has  been  applied 
for  and  set  apart  out  of  his  property,  as  provided  for  by  the  Constitution 
and  laws  of  this  State,  and  the  plaintiff  in  such  execution  is  seeking 
to  proceed  with  the  same,  and  there  is  no  property  except  the  home- 

stead on  which  to  levy,  upon  the  ground  that  his  debt  falls  within  some 
one  of  the  classes  for  which  the  homestead  is  bound  under  the  Consti- 

tution, it  shall  and  may  be  lawful  for  such  plaintiff,  his  agent  or  at- 
torney, to  make  affidavit  before  any  officer  authorized  to  administer 

oaths,  that,  to  the  best  of  his  knowledge  and  belief,  the  debt  upon  which 

'such  execution  is  founded  is  one  from  which  the  homestead  is  not  ex-' 
empt,  and  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  officer  in  whose  hands  the  execu- 

tion and  affidavit  are  placed  to  proceed  at  once  to  levy  and  sell,  as 
though  the  property  had  never  been  set  apart :  Provided,  nevertheless, 
that  the  defendant  in  such  execution  may,  if  he  desires  to  do  so,  deny 
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the  truth  of  the  plaintiff's  affidavit,  by  filing  with  the  levying  officer 
a  counter-affidavit.]  (a.) 

Subject  to  execution  on  a  debt  for  the  purchase  money,  although  transferred  to 
third  party:  39-Ga.,  386.  Sheriff  notified  that  execution  on  debt  was  for  purchase 
money,  failing  to  make  money,  liable :  44  Ga.,  14.  Property  purchased  under  sale 
with  notice,  purchaser  buys  it  subject  to:  40  Ga.,  293  Section  cited,  and  held  where 
undisposed  of,  levy  and  claim  to  withdraw  claim  papers  to  make  new  levy  :  65  Ga.,  256. 
Section  cited,  when  no  evidence,  no  other  property,  and  no  proper  affidavit  before 
levy:  57  Ga.,  219-220. 

§2029.  Counter-affidavit  suspends  proceedings.  [In  cases  where  such 
(a)  Acts  of  counter-affidavit  is  filed,  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  levying  officer  to 

11871-2,  p.  43.  suspend  further  proceedings  under  such  execution,  and  return  the  same 
together  with  the  two  affidavits  to  the  Court  from  which  the  execution 
issued.]  (a.) 

Counter-affidavit  did  not  deny  truth  of  plaintiff's  affidavit,  so  as  to  form  issue :  46 
Ga.,  282-3. 

§2030.  Issue,  how  tried.  [At  the  first  term  of  the  Court  to  which  such 
(a)  Acts  of  execution  and  affidavits  are  returned,  an  issue  shall  be  formed  upon 
1571-2,  p.  43.  the  same,  and  tried  as  in  cases  of  illegality.]  (a.) 

§2031.  Effect  of  the  finding.  [When  the  finding  upon  such  issue  is  in 
(a)  Acts  of  favor  of  the  plaintiff  in  execution,  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  levying 
1871-2,  p.  43.  officer  to  proceed  forthwith  with  the  collection  of  such  debt  by  sale  of 

the  homestead  property,  if  necessary  ;  and  when  the  finding  upon  such 
issue  is  in  favor  of  the  defendant  in  execution,  it  shall  operate  to  re- 

lease the  homestead  property,  without  prejudicing  any  other  right  of 
the  plaintiff]  (a.) 

§2032.   Other  exemptions,  not  denied  by  this  Article.     [Nothing  contained 
(a)  Acts  of  in  this  Article  shall  be  construed  to  prevent  any  debtor  who  does  not 

Actso?i8?6  wisn  t°  avail  himself  of  the  benefits  of  this  Article,  from  claiming 

p.  50.        '  the   exemptions   allowed   by   section   2040  in  the   Article   next  suc- 
ceeding this.     But  no   person  who  shall  be  allowed  the  exemptions 

i  under  said  section  shall  take  any  benefit  under  this  Article.     Nor  shall 

?]  any  person  who  shall  be  allowed  the  exemptions  under  the  law  con- 
tained in  this  Article,  be  allowed  the  exemptions  under  said  section 

2040,  "unless  the  homestead  and  exempted  property  so  elected  is  lost 
f\  by  virtue  of  a  sale  under  an  outstanding  claim,  in  which  event  such 

election  shall  not  bar  an  application  for  a  homestead  and  exemption 

not  liable  to  such  outstanding  claim." 
',  It  is  optional  as  to  wbether  the  statutory  or  the  homestead  under  section  2040  of  the 
1  Code  shall  be  taken  :  61  Ga.,  504.     A  homestead  under  the  Act  of  1845  (#2040)  may  be 

taken,  where  the  one  under  Act  of  1868  was  void :  50  Ga.,  218-219.     Homestead  of  1868 
failing  as  to  fi.  fa.  for  purchase  money,  cannot  by  bill  attempt  to  take  advantage  of 
the  other  exemption  not  set  apart,  under  #2040  of  the  Code  :  45  Ga.,  583-4. 

§2033.  Receiver  appointed  by  Ordinary,  when.     [Whenever  any  person 
(a)  Acts  of  shall  make  an  application  for  a  homestead  of  realty  and  exemption  of 
1872,  p.  44.  personalty,  and  it  shall  appear  by  the  return  of  the  surveyor  that  said 

applicant  has  and  is  the  owner  of  more  real  estate  than  under  the  law 
he  is  entitled  to  under  the  provisions  of  this  Article,  it  shall  be  the 

'    duty  of  the  Ordinary  to  appoint  a  receiver  to  take  charge  of  the  excess 
^  and  sell  the  same  for  the  benefit  of  the  creditors  of  said  applicant,  un- 

der such  regulations  as  are  hereinafter  set  forth.]  (a.) 
§2034.  Receiver  to  dispose  of  excess  of  personalty.     [When,  upon  the  ap- 

art Acts  of  plication  of  any  person  for  exemption  of  personalty,  as  now  provided 
1872,  p.  44.  for  Dy  iaW5  anc[  the  schedule  fled  by  said  person  so  applying,  shall  dis- 

close the  fact  that  said  person  has,  and  is  the  owner  of  personal  property 
in  excess  of  that  to  which  he  is  entitled,  the  excess  shall  be  turned  over 
by  the  Ordinary  into  the  hands  of  a  receiver,  and  said  receiver  shall 

,  dispose  of  the  said  excess  for  the  benefit  of  the  creditors  of  said  appli- 
cant.] (b.) 
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§2035.  Sale  of  realty  and  disposition  of  proceeds.  [When  a  receiver  (c)  Acts  of 

shall  have  been  appointed,  as  provided  in  the  two  preceding  sections,  the  '  p>  44- 
said  receiver  shall  proceed  to  advertise  the  real  estate  in  the  public  ga- 

zette in  which  the  Sheriffs  sales  of  said  county  are  advertised,  once  a 
week  for  four  weeks,  and  shall,  on  the  first  Tuesday  of  the  month  im- 

mediately following  the  said  advertisement,  expose  the  same  for  sale  at 
public  outcry,  and  the  money  arising  from  the  sale  of  said  property 
shall  be  turned  over  into  the  hands  of  the  Ordinary  for  distribution 
among  the  several  creditors  of  said  applicant,  said  distribution  to  be 
made  according  to  the  dignity  of  the  claims  of  the  several  creditors.]  (c.) 

§2036.  Sale  of  personalty.     [When  the  property  falling  into  the  hands  (d)  Acts  of 

of  said  receiver  be  personal,  the  same  shall  be  disposed  of  in  like  man-18'2'  p'  44° ner,  except  that  the  receiver  shall  advertise  the  same  in  three  of  the 
most  public  places  of  said  county,  for  thirty  days,  but  shall  not  be  re- 

quired to  advertise  the  same  in  a  public  gazette.]  (d.) 
§2037.  Only  one  receiver.  [Nothing  in  this  Article  shall  be  so  construed  (e)  Acts  of 

as  to  authorize  the  appointment  of  more  than  one  receiver.]  (e.)  1872'  p'  44* 
§2038.  No  sale,  when.     [If  no  creditors  appear  and  file  their  claims  (f)^Acts  of 

before  the  day  set  apart  for  the  sale  of  said  property,  said  sale  shall  not1872,  p- 44* 
take  place,  but  the  property  in  excess  shall  be  turned  over  to  said  ap- 

plicant.] (f.) 
§2038.  (a.)  Receiver  to  give  bond.  [When  a  receiver  is  appointed  un- Aetsofi876, 

der  section  2033  of  this  Code,  good  bond  and  security  shall  be  required  p>  50- 
of  him  by  the  Ordinary  for  the  performance  of  his  duty.  Said  receiver 
shall  be  subject  to  rule  in  the  Superior  Court  of  the  county  when  ap- 

pointed as  Sheriffs  and  bailiffs,  and  shall  pa}^  out  moneys  received 
by  him  as  Sheriffs  and  bailiffs  when  there  are  conflicting  claims  to 
moneys  in  his  hands  under  rule  of  said  Court,  and  not  under  the  order 
of  the  Ordinary ;  and  when  there  are  no  conflicting  claims,  the  receiver 
shall  settle  all  the  claims  and  turn  the  excess,  if  any,  to  the  party  le- 

gally entitled  to  the  same.] 

§2039.  Applicant's  right  to  selection.  [The  applicant  shall  be  permit-  (g)  Acts  of 
ted  to  select  the  property  to  be  exempted,  not  to  exceed  the  amount 1872,  p'  44* 
now  allowed  by  law.]  (g.) 

§2039.  (a.)  Debtor  may  waive  exemption.     Any  debtor  may,  except  as  const,  of 

to  wearing  apparel  and  three  hundred  dollars'  worth  of  household  and  ̂ J^l^' 
kitchen  furniture,  and  provisions,  waive  or  renounce  his  right  to  the  l. 

benefit  of  the  exemption  provided  for  by  the  Constitution  and  laws  of  ̂p.°4. 
this  State,  by  a  waiver,  either  general  or  specific,  in  writing,  simply 
stating  that  he  does  so  waive  or  renounce  such  right,  which  waiver 
may  be  stated  in  the  contract  of  indebtedness,  or  cotemporaneously 
therewith,  or  subsequently  thereto,  in  a  separate  paper. 

See  general  note  for  heading  "Waiver." 

Thomp.  H.,  g440  et  seq. ;  19  Am.  R.,  61 ;  25/301 ;  2  C.  L.  J.,  114,  259. 

§2039.  (b.)  Debtor  may  select  property  not  waived.  In  case  of  such  waiver,  Acts  of  1878 

and  the  levy  of  an  execution  by  an  officer  of  this  State,  it  shall  be  the  9'  p' 
right  of  the  debtor  and  his  wife,  if  he  has  any,  to  select  and  set  apart, 

as  free  from  levy  and  sale,  three  hundred  dollars'  wrorth  of  household 
and  kitchen  furniture  and  provisions.  If,  when  such  selection  is  made, 
the  plaintiff  in  ji.  fa.  is  of  opinion  that  said  property  is  of  greater  value 
than  three  hundred  dollars,  he  may  indemnify  the  officer,  and  require 
him  to  proceed  with  the  levy  upon  some  part  of  said  propert}^,  or  all,  if 
it  be  incapable  of  division;  and  it  shall  tnen  be  the  right  of  the  debtor 
or  his  wife,  if  any,  to  make  and  deliver  to  the  levying  officer  an  affi- 

davit, stating,  substantially,  that  the  property  selected  is  not  of  greater 
value  than  three  hundred  dollars,  said  levy  and  affidavit  shall  then  be 
returned  to  the  next  term  of  the  Superior  Court  of  the  county  of  the 
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residence  of  the  debtor,  to  be  tried  as  cases  of  illegality,  the  only  issue 
being  the  value  of  the  property  selected.  And  the  jury  may  find  gen- 

erally for  the  defendent  in  fi.  fa.,  when  the  levy  shall  be  dismissed,  or 
may  find  specifically  what  portion  of  said  property  is  of  the  value  of 
three  hundred  dollars,  which  shall  be  exempted,  and  the  balance  shall 
be  sold :  Provided,  that  the  jury,  or  other  tribunal,  trying  the  issue,  made 
by  the  levy  and  affidavit,  may  assess  damages  not  exceeding  twenty-five 
per  cent,  of  the  value  of  the  property  levied  upon  against  the  plaintiff 
in  execution,  for  any  levy  made,  not  in  good  faith  for  the  collection  of 
the  execution,  but  for  the  purpose  of  harrassing  the  debtor. 

§2039.  (c.)  Exemptions  may  be  supplemented,  when.     It  shall  be  the  right 
Const  of     of  the  applicant  to  supplement  his  exemption  by  adding  to  an  amount 

Sec. 3,  par.' already  set  apart,  which  is  less  than  the  whole  amount  of  exemption 
Acts  fi878a^owec^  ky  the  Constitution   and  laws  of  the  State,  a  sufficiency  to 
-9,  p.  99.     make  his  exemption  equal  to  the  whole  amount  by  resorting  to  the 

methods  for  setting  apart  and  valuation  of  the  exemptions  provided  in 
this  Article.     The  proceedings  shall  be  in  all  respects  the  same.* 

See  general  note  for  heading  "  Supplemental  Homestead." 
General  Note  on  Article  VI. — Bankruptcy,  during  proceeding  in,  application 

for  homestead  in  the  property  of  the  bankrupt,  not  heard  by  State  Court:  44  Ga.,  133. 
See  44  Ga.,  339.  Homestead  taken  in,  protected  same  as  by  homestead  and  exemption 
laws  of  the  State:  55  Ga.  579.  Judgment  creditor  proving  his  debt  in,  waives  any 
lien  he  may  have  had  to  enforce  his  judgment:  56  Ga.,  271.  After  homestead  setapart 
to  bankrupt  without  objection,  and  claims  superior  to  exemption  cannot  be  enforced, 
in  Bankrupt  Court:  65  Ga.,  427.  Wife  no  right  to  homestead  as  against  assignee 
in,  and  purchaser  from  assignee:  44  Ga.,  339;  61/223.  Homestead  made  under 
State  law  and  confirmed  in  Bankrupt  Court  subject  to  levy  still,  where  judgment 
prior  to  bankrupt  or  homestead  law:  65  Ga.,  661.  Property  included  in  schedule 

by  wife  pending  husband's  bankruptcy,  bought  at  bankrupt  sale,  not  recover 
able  by  possessory  warrant  by  the  wife:  39  Ga.,  715.  Homestead  taken  after  de'fend.- 
ant's  bankruptcy,  a  deed  to  assignee  good  against  homestead:  61  Ga.,  223.  Wife 
may  take  a  homestead  in  State  Court  after  the  property  is  set  apart  by  assignee, 
as  homestead  in  the  Bankrupt  Court;  63  Ga.,  440.  Unconstitutional  act,  as  to  sale 
of:  55  Ga.,  390.  Constitutionality,  the  act  of  1874  applies  to  debts  before  its 
passage:  54  Ga.,  335-8;  56/94-96.  Act  of  1868  declared  constitutional:  39  Ga,,  425. 
Unconstitutional  as  to  prior  contracts:  39  Ga.,  466;  48/593.  Giving  sole  jurisdiction 
under  the  Act  of  1876  to  equity  to  recover  in  property  sold  after  being  set  apart:  59 
Ga.,  883.  But  giving  the  right  to  unmarried  man  is  not:  42  Ga.,  405.  Certiorari, 
Superior  Court  has  jurisdiction  to  correct  errors  of  Ordinary  by,  in  application  for 
homestead:  45  Ga.,  483.  Claimant,  the  head  of  a  family  may  claim: 
41  Ga.,  196.  Wife  may  claim  homestead  in  her  name:  61  Ga.,  502;  53/485. 
Cannot  defeat  judgment  against  by  setting  up  homestead  in  another:  43  Ga.,  393. 
Where  a  claim  by  a  wife,  husband's  subsequent  illegality  dismissed:  59  Ga.,  558. 
Creditor  cannot  attack  collaterally  in  a  claim  case,  judgment  of  Ordinary  setting  apart 
homestead:  41  Ga.,  196.  Crop,  applicant  entitled  to.  growing  on  homestead  having 
been  setapart :  46  Ga.,  301.  Homestead  is  not  valid  as  against  a  lien  given  by  husband 
on  his  then  growing  crop:  47  Ga.,  625.  Subject  to  rent:  43  Ga.,  339.  Gathered  before 
levy  may  be  set  apart  against  judgment  for  purchase  money  of  land:  49  Ga.,  365. 
Debt  contracted  in  1873  not  recoverable  against  homestead  in  1877,  when:  65 
Ga.,  350.  Debts  prior  to  passage  of  homestead  law  superior  to  it:  53'  Ga.,  485. 
Decree,  distributing  asse*ts  in  hands  of  executor,  not  opened  to  give  home- 

stead to  widow  and  children:  43  Ga.,  388.  When  not  superior  to:  55  Ga.,  691. 
Dee.d,  made  to  secure  a  debt,  bars  homestead  until  debt  paid:  55  Ga,,  691; 
58/457;  59/779.  Not  signed  by  wife  yet  superior  to  homestead:  59  Ga.,  507. 
Distributees,  rights  of  as  against  widow  and  minors  seeking  homestead :  52  Ga..  407-8. 
Right  of,  to  shares  under  will,  superior  to  homestead  of  widow,  etc. :  42  Ga.,  523. 
Domicile,  question  of,  is  one  for  the  jury:  46  Ga..  656-7.  Application  for  homestead 
must  be  in  county  of  residence  of  applicant:  41  Ga.,  128.  Dower — may  have  dower  in 
land  set  apart  and  subject  to  old  debt:  50  Ga..  597.  Land  set  apart  as,  and  homestead 
not  subject  to  husband's  debt:  46  Ga.,  630.  Widow  cannot  have  dower  and  homestead 
also:  41  Ga.,  620;  44/308.  Equity,  bill  in  to  enjoin  taking  possession  under  sale  of 
homestead  interest:  47  Ga.,  668.  Injunction  refused  as  against:  59Ga.,  398.  Whendeceased 

creditor's  representative  can  attack  judgment  allowing  homestead  for  fraud  and  other 
causes  in  Court  of  :  47  Ga.,  474.  Biil  in,  to  subject  property  to  debt  created  before  1868, 
demurrable,  complainant  having  a  remedy  at  law  :  55  Ga.,  588.  Court  of,  will  not  en- 

join creditors  from  levy  and  sale  of  property  purchased  with  proceeds  of  homestead, 

*By  the  Act  of  1878,  (see  Acts  of  1978-9,  pp.  101  and  102),  all  laws  enacted  before  the  16th  of  De- 
cember, 1878,  on  the  subject  of  homesteads  and  exemptions,  so  far  as  such  laws  are  inconsistent 

with  said  Act  of  1878,  and  except  such  as  relate  to  the  exemptions  provided  for  in  sections  2040  to 
2019,  inclusive,  and  Acts  amendatory  thereof,  are  repealed. 
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when:  54Ga.,515.  When  injunction  granted  till  right  to  determined:  55  Ga.,  691. 
Courts  of,  have  exclusive  jurisdiction  of  suits  for  recovery  of  exempted  property  sold 
before  1876:  64  Ga.,  747.  No  jurisdiction  to  subject  to  purchase  money  claim:  43  Ga., 
537.  When  refused,  and  notice  sufficient:  47  Ga.,  388.  Injunction  refused  to  prevent 
sale  of  personalty  set  apart:  63  Ga.,  633.  Alone  has  jurisdiction  to  recover  homestead 
sold:  59  Ga.,  883.  No  injunction  under  Act  of  1876  allowed  against  collection  of 
debt,  because  entitled  to  homestead  in  the  property:  54  Ga.,  502.  Estoppel,  married 
woman  estopped  by  recitals  in  affidavit  on  mortgage  when  applying  for  homestead  :  45 
Ga.,  483.  Levy  on  remainder  interest  admits  validity  of  homestead  estate  :  60  Ga..  650. 
Party  accepting  deed  to  homestead  estopped  from  attacking  it:  59  Ga.,  355.  When 
venders  not,  from  suing  for  recovery  of,  under  Act  of  1876:  61  Ga.,  23.  Exceptions 
in  homestead  provisions  of  Constitution  of  1868  apply  to  personalty  as  well  as  realty ; 
40  Ga.,  485.  Farm  products  set  apart  as  homestead  and  consumed  in  making  the 
crop,  crop  so  made  also  exempt:  63  Ga.,  378.  Fraud,  wife  bound  by  the  fraud  and 
concealment  of  property  by  the  husband:  43  Ga.,  319.  Execution  attacking  home- 

stead for:  55  Ga.,  341.  Attack  on,  for:  47  Ga.,  474;  55/372.  Should  not  be  permitted 
to  be  practiced  on  creditors:  41  Ga.,  622-624;  43/322-323.  Guardian,  owing  money 
to  ward,  and  holding  property  set  apart  as  a  homestead,  is  not  a  debt  for  which  home- 

stead is  liable  :  58  Ga..  70-72.  Head  of  family— when  the  applicant  not  stating  he  is 
head  of  family  does  not  avoid  :  56  Ga.,  520.  May  interpose  claim  for  benefit  of  family, 
to  property  levied  on  for  his  debt:  41  Ga.,  196-199.  Second  application  of,  for  home- 

stead :  45  Ga.,  552.  Sale  of  homestead  by  wife  after  husband's  death  conveys  no 
title:  54  Ga.,  549.  Not  describing  kind  of  family,  not  void:  59  Ga.,  235.  What 
constitutes  applicant  such  where  he  has  indigent  daughter  and  children  :  56  Ga,, 
390.  Law  of  1870  making  bachelors  head  of  family  not  constitutional :  42  Ga.,  405, 
One  really  not  having  homestead  laid  off  to  him  :  43  Ga.,  392.  Widow  with  no  chil- 

dren living  with  her,  not :  46  Ga.,  231.  Under  Constitution  of  1868,  there  must  be  le- 
gal obligation  to  support ;  so  indigent  sister  and  her  children  do  not  constitute  appli- 
cant such:  64  Ga.,  528.  Guardian  with  one  minor  is:  59  Ga.,  630.  Nine  or  ten  years 

having  elapsed  the  proceedings  not  void,  because  he  did  not  disclose  he  was  head  of  a 
family  :  63  Ga.,  23.  Application  good  when  applicant  describes  herself  as  head  of  a 
family  with  one  more  although  she  does  not  state  the  kind  of  family:  59  Ga.,  235. 
Unmarried  man,  with  indigent  mother  and  sister,  is  :  41  Ga.,  153.  Is  proper  party  to  sue 
for  recovery  of  homestead  under  Act  of  1876  :  65  Ga.,  464.  Wife  is  not  head  of  a  family  to 
children  of  former  marriage :  45 Ga.,  483.  Homestead  of  1868 kept  in  force  by  Constitu- 

tion of  1877,  as  to  'debts  incurred  etc.  :63  Ga.,  561.  This  failing  as  against  purchase 
money,  cannot  by  bill  attempt  to  setup  the  old  exemption  of  the  Code  :  45  Ga.,  583-4.  • 
Husband,  homestead  will  not  be  allowed  to  wife  against  expressed  will  of :  55  Ga.,  182  ; 
61/501.  Wife  should  not  sell  to  pay  a  debt  of  the  husband :  45  Ga.,  630.  Illegality  as  a 
means  of  preventing  sale  of  homestead  :  59  Ga..  817-818.  Improvements,  purchaser  of 
homestead  property  allowed  compensation  for,  as  against  mortgage:  51  Ga.,  83.  Although 
vendee  has  placed  improvements  on  land,  he  cannot  claim  homestead  on  any  until 
purchase  money  is  paid  :  53  Ga.,  66.  Homestead  land,  subject  to  debt  for,  where  of  a 
substantial  nature:  58  Ga.,  360.  When  judgment  for,  does  not  subject  homestead  under 
the  pleadings :  59  Ga.,  331.  Income,  investments  of,  go  to  enlarge  the  estate:  62  Ga.,  563, 
Encumbrance,  mortgage,  for  money  borrowed  to  redeem  land  from  sale:  i9Ga.,466. 
What  debt  by  mortgage  is  not  an  incumbrance :  48  Ga.,  149.  Note  and  mortgage  given 
for  removal  of  :  46  Ga.,  204.  Homestead  cannot  be  incumbered  by  mortgage  except 
for  objects  specified  in  Constitution  :  59  Ga.,  835.  No  part  of  a  tract  of  land  is  free  un- 

til the  whole  purchase  money  is  paid  :  56  Ga.,  95.  Judgment,  Homestead  not  subject  to, 
obtained  prior  to  Homestead  Act  of  1868:  40  Ga.,  73.  Liens  of  superior  to  homestead 
of  party  purchasing  land  from  defendant  after  date  of  judgment:  43  Ga.,  377.  Sale  of 
homestead  under  §11  of  Act  of  1868,  does  not  discharge  it  from  lien  of  existing  judg- 

ments :  49  Ga.,  380.  On  garnishments,  as  to  whom  due  as  between  plaintiff  in 
execution  and  applicant  for  homestead:  46  Ga.,  444.  For  money  loaned  benefi- 

ciary of  homestead,  and  deed  to  homestead  given  :  65  Ga.,  102.  When  a 
joint  purchaser  as  indorser  for  note  for  purchase  money  is  superior  to  home- 

stead :  46  Ga.,  580.  Contest  between  two  judgment  creditors  to  subject  homestead :  '63 
Ga.,  296.  Is  not  valid  as  against  an  award  until  its  terms  complied  with  :  53  Ga.,  589- 
590.  Labor,  homestead  liable  for,  on  crops  or  substantial  improvements  :  58  Ga.,  360. 
Wages  for  a  farm  hand,  prior  to  homestead,  not  collectable  out  of  homestead 

9States:  61  Ga.,  617;  61/501.  Land,  vender's  widow  taking  homestead  in 
land  part  of  purchase  money  paid  for.  by  another:  44  Ga.,  603.  Leg- 

acy, not  subject  to  homestead  by  legatee  to  exclusion  of  creditors  of  testator :  42 
Ga.,  121-2.  Mandamus,  requiring  Sheriff  to  levy  judgments  of  1866  on  property 
set  apart  as  homestead  under  Act  of  1868,  refused:  44  Ga.,  351-2.  Marriage,  second, 
how  it  affects  second  homestead  and  creditors  of  first:  57  Ga.,  348.  Money  paid  into 
Court  under  garnishment  applied  to  homestead  :  54  Ga.,  492.  Under  Constitution  of 
1868,  and  the  Code,  section  2016  (a.),  cash  must  be  invested,  before  it  is  finally  set 
ipart  as  an  exemption,  by  the  Ordinary,  and  an  exemption  of  money  is  void 
as  against  a  debt  prior  to  1877 :  65  Ga.,  546.  Not  within  the  exception  of 
homestead  Act  for  money  borrowed:  44  Ga.,  61.  Mortgage,  by  husband  and 
wife  to  secure  payment  for  homestead :  61  Ga.,  204.  Homestead  cannot  be  encum- 

bered by,  except  for  objects  specified  in  the  Constitution:  59  Ga.,  836.  Husband 
md  wife  selling  a  homestead  to  secure  debt,  is  only  a  mortgage  :  49  Ga.,  589.  On  land 
for  money  to  lift  incumbrances  from  the  land,  good  against  all  the  land  :  59  Ga.,  230. 
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When  concluded,  because  failed  to  plead  homestead  against  foreclosure  of:  56  Ga., 

94^97.  Notes  given  for  land  set  apart  as  homestead,  does  not  affect  the  land:  59  Ga.", 
493-6.  Note  in  renewal :  61  Ga.,  203.  Notice,  set  apart  without  proper  notice  does  not 
estop  creditor :  60  Ga.,  462.  Applicant  for  homestead  should  always  give  notice:  47 
Ga.,  504.  Objections  to  personalty  may  be  filed  by  another  creditor:  47  Ga.,  250. 
To  application  for  homestead  must  be  in  writing:  40  Ga,,  439.  Ordinary,  relation- 

ship of,  to  grantee  of  homestead  property:  45  Ga.,  621 ;  51/189-190.  Has  no  jurisdic- 
tion to  determine  question  of  title  on  application  for  homestead  :  62  Ga.,  269.  An  ap- 
peal from,  whole  case  brought  up :  40  Ga.,  173.  Action  as  \o,  prima  facie  legal :  59  Ga., 

239.  Partition  as  to  agreement  of  one  tenant  in  common  with  purchaser  as  to  home- 
stead and  improvements  affecting  other  tenants  bafore  partition  :  King  vs.  Dillon,  Sep- 

tember, 1880,  p.  37.  Partnership,  demurrer  should  have  sustained  to  bill  by  copartner 

against  deceased  partner's  widow  and  children  for  balance  on  account  :  44  Ga.,  61. 
Liability  of  partner  when  it  accrues,  and  defeats  right  of  homestead  in  by  copartner's 
widow:  54  Ga.,  551-553.  Homestead  by  one  partner  on  partnership  property,  equity 
refused  to  enjoin  :  59  Ga.,  397,  How  property  of,  is  affected  by  homestead  of  partners ; 
in  firm  property  is  superior  to  judgment  against :  57  Ga.,  229.  Homestead  to  wife  of. 
undivided  interest  of  husband  in  firm  land  is  valid  :  63  Ga.,  586.  Personalty  exemp- 

ted, exchanged,  good  against  creditors:  56  Ga.,  577.  As  to  notes:  59  Ga.,  494-6. 
Possession  four  years  as  a  homestead,  does  not  discharge  lien  on,  as  property  of  tax- 
collector  ;  54  Ga.,  36.  Proceeding's,  homestead  amendable  in  the  Superior  Court :  61 
Ga.,  385.  Proceeds,  land  bought  with  proceeds  of  homestead  also  exempt:  59  Ga.r 
861-2.  Of  homestead  sold,  reinvested  in  land,  homestead  right  attaches,  when  :  54  Ga., 
168.  Of  a  homestead,  are  also  exempt :  62  Ga.,  562-563.  Property  of  homestead  not 
limited  to  dwelling  or  residence  :  43  Ga.,  321.  Purchaser  of  homestead  property  al- 

lowed compensation  for  improvements,  when:  51  Ga.,  83.  Takes  subject  to  judgments, 
etc:  51  Ga.,  460.  Has  an  equity  to  all  the  rights  of  the  vender :  60  Ga.,  624.  With 
notice  of  application  for  homestead  takes  property  with  incumbrance  of  homestead 
when  laid  off:  40  Ga.,  293.  Bona  fide  purchaser  of  homestead  ratified  by  Constitution 
of  1877  where  ail  the  forms  of  law  complied  with  :  62  Ga.,  354.  Purchase  money, 
when  parties,  equity  under  bond  for  title  does  not  create  alien  superior  to  homestead 
for:  44  Ga.,  603.  For  entire  tract  must  be  paid  before  any  part  can  be  a  homestead  : 
63  Ga.,  66  ;  55/622;  56/95.  Specific  property  liable  for:  55  Ga.,  370.  Fi.  fa.  for  making 
purchase  money  out  of  homestead  after  sale  and  reinvestment:  61  Ga.',  204.  Home- 

stead liable  for :  39  Ga.,  386.  Factor's  advances  in  nature  of  purchase  money  superior 
to  wife's  exemption  on  crop :  44  Ga.,  600.  Beneficiary  estopped  from  denying  that  money 
borrowed  was  purchase  money,  when:  45  Ga.,  483.  Assignee  of  wife's  mortgage  reciting 
that  money  was  for,  may  subject  homestead  :  61  Ga.,  346.  Note  given  in  compromise 
of  suit  is:  54  Ga.,  355.  Note  of  third  party  indorsed,  is  when  :  46  Ga.,  580.  New  note 
given  to  transferee  of  old,  with  security,  is  still  for  purchase  money:  53  Ga.,  485. 
Third  party  taking  homestead  in  land,  it  is  still  liable  for:  45  Ga.,  292.  Record, 
what  of  homestead  proceedings  must  show:  61  Ga.,  105;  65/347.  Rent,  land- 

lord's lien  for,  paramount  and  homestead  of  tenant  cannot  defeat:  41  Ga., 
95;  41/622;  43/339;  57/406.  When  homestead  liable  for:  41  Ga.,*  95,  622;  43/339; 
48/338;  57/404-405.  Rescission,  equity  will  rescind  contract  of  sale  of  home' 
stead,  when:  59  Ga.,  486.  Reversion,  investing  homestead  funds,  mortgage  on: 
61  Ga.,  204.  On  death  of  beneficiaries  homestead  reverts  to  the  estates  whence 
taken:  4?  Ga.,  629.  Reversionary  interest  not  subject  to  levy  pending  existence  of 

homestead:  61  Ga.,  154;  60/650;  63/633.  Subject  when:  47  Ga.,  629.  Sale,  selling- 
property  exempt  to  pay  a  debt  not  trespass:  43  Ga.,  589.  Executor  with  power  to 
sell  land  under  will  cannot  sell  homestead  at  private  sale  when  set  apart  for  minor 
ward:  45  Ga..  310.  Act  authorizing  sale  of  homestead  unconstitutional:  55Ga.,383. 

Modified  injunction  against  possession  of  homestead  interest  after  sale,  until  minor's 
rights  determined  :  47  Ga.,  668.  Curative  provisions  in  Constitution  of  1877  in  rela- 

tion to,  of  homestead  not  applicable  to  sale,  not  approved  by  Ordinarv :  61  Ga.,  468. 
By  consent,  equity  of  purchaser:  60 Ga.,  624.  By  wife  alone,  with  consent  of  Ordi- 

nary, illegal:  59  Ga.,  818.  By  wife  after  husband's  death  illegal:  54  Ga.,  549.  No 
provision  for  sale  of  minor's  homestead :  45  Ga.,  310-312.  Of  minor's  homestead  by 
consent  decree,  purchaser  enjoined :  47  Ga.,  668.  By  husband  illegal,  and  proceeds 
liable  to  his  debts :  54  Ga,,  575.  Does  not  divest  lien  of  debts  prior  to  1863  :  49  Ga.,  380 ; 
50/626;  51/83,460.  Statutes  relating  to,  strictly  construed :  54  Ga.,  549.  By  husband 
and  wife  without  Ordinary's  consent,  and  purchasers  obtain  no  title;  54  Ga.,  168. 
Ordinary's  approval  of,  whyrequired:  45  Ga..,  621.     Proceeds  of,  reinvested  stand  in 
§lace  of  old  homestead,  and  when  equity  will  rescind  :  59  Ga  ,  486.  Land  sold  by 

heriff  subject  to  homestead  applied  for,  liable  to,  again  to  satisfy  judgment  prior  to" 1868:  56  Ga.,  359.  By  husband  and  wife  making  written  title  to  purchaser  does  not 
estop  them  from  suing  for  its  recovery:  61  Ga.,  23.  Sale  to  secure  debt,  convey- 

ance made  Under  Act  of  1871,  authorizing,  defeats  right  to  homestead:  58  Ga.,  457; 
59/779,  507.  Schedule,  when  application  is  for  realty  alone,  need  not  file,  of  person- 

alty:  46  Ga.,  656.  Sheriff,  not  relieved  for  failure  to  make  purchase  money  of  home- 
stead when';  44  Ga.,  14.  Not  liable  to  rule  for  failing  to  sell  homestead  when  :  40  Ga., 

297.  Liable  when:  55  Ga.,  87;  45/222.  Held  liable  for  failing  to  sell  and  advertise" 
goods  on  notice  that  defendant  would  apply  for  homestead:  46  Ga.,  130.  Applica- 

tion of  money  by,  to  mortgagee  or  beneficiaries  under  homestead:  47  Ga.,  503. 
To  judgment  or  homestead:  49  Ga.,  551.  Not  liable  for  postponing  sale  of  mort- 

gaged   land    set    apart   by    defendant's    wife    until    plaintiff  could     obtain    order 
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of  Court,  etc. :  49  Ga.,  75.  Duty  of  as  to  levying  fi.  fa.  by  defaulting  tax  collec- 
tor, on  homestead  land:  44  Ga.,  417-419.  State,  debts  due  to,  are  not  good  against 

a  homestead,  unless  for  taxes  :  63  Ga.,  440.  Stock  of  drug-s,  which  was  exempted  : 
44  Ga.,  243.  Supplemental  homestead,  there  being  no  law  authorizing  the  order  of 
Ordinary,  it  was  void:  54  Ga.,  515;  56/520.  Exemption  of  personalty  or  realty  could 
be  supplemented  by  homestead  of  the  one  not  included  at  rirst  under  Constitution  of 
1868:  61  Ga.,  214,  526.  Statutory  or  constitutional  homestead  can  be  taken  at  option, 
but  one  cannot  be  supplemented  by  the  other:  63  Ga.,  167.  Supplies  furnished  for 
making  crop,  in  the  nattfre  of  purchase  money :  62  Ga  ,  177 ;  44/600.  Survey  and 
plat  of  lands  under  homestead  law  admitted  in  evidence  :  59  Ga.,  240.  Certified  copy 
of  plat  only  secondary  evidence  :  60  Ga.,  114.  The  failure  of  the  surveyor  to  swear  to 
the  plat  and  value  maybe  amended  on  appeal:  61  Ga.,  385.  Tax  collector,  lien 
against  on  bond,  how  homestead  affected  by:  54  Ga.,  36.  Liable  for  default:  60  Ga., 
76-7.  Taxes,  where  Sheriff  would  not  levy  a  tax  fi.  fa.  of  Comptroller-General  on 
homestead,  protected  where  acted  in  good  faith  :  44  Ga.,  417.  As  to  liability  of  home- 

stead for:  44  Ga.,  417.  Comptroller-General's^,  fa.  against  defaulting  tax  collector 
and  securities,  is  for  taxes  and  superior  to  homestead:  Chan  vs.  Wright,  September  term, 
1880,  Pampht.,  p.  40.  Debts  due  the  State  are  not  good  against,  except  for  taxes:  63 
Ga.,  440.  Trustee,  Court  may  apppoint,  to  apply  for  homestead  for  minor:  40  Ga., 
555.  Trust  estate,  homestead  is  in  the  nature  of,  and  suit  to  subject  it  to  payment  of 
a  debt  as  under  section  3377  et  seq.  of  the  Code :  59  Ga.,  380,  330.  Where  wife  and  hus- 

band sell,  the  proceeds  vested  in  wife  treated  as  a  trust:  53  Ga.,  257.  Usury  in  con- 
tract, under  which  deed  to  secure  debt  is  made,  renders  it  void,  and  the  homestead 

right  remains  :  55  Ga.,  691.  Value  of  homestead,  question  for  the  jury  on  appeal :  49 
Ga.,  40.  When  valuation  conclusive  on  return  of  appraisers  and  approval  of  Ordinary  : 

53  Ga.,  407.  "Waiver,  husband's  right  of,  to  homestead,  etc.,  binds  wife  and  minors: 
41  Ga..  622.  Eights  on  re-marriage  :  57  Ga.,  348.  Not  made  by  words  not  certain  and 
explicit:  61  Ga.,  345-353.  As  to  personalty  in  a  mortgage,  valid  :  59  Ga.,  558.  General 
as  to  all  property  in  a  note  will  not  estop  debtor  from  taking  a  homestead :  59  Ga.,  837, 
Sufficient  of  right  to  homestead  on  a  mortgage  of  a  tract  of  land  :  63  Ga.,  454.  Of  right 
to  homestead  by  mortgage  for  himself  and  family,  binding:  56  Ga.,  53.  Application 
of  payments  made  by  mortgagor  of  land  with  homestead  waived:  45  Ga.,  568.  As  to 
mortgage  of  a  mule :  61  Ga.,  195.  Widow,  homestead  does  not  terminate  during  life 
of,  although-no  children  :  60  Ga.,  651.  Having  homestead  set  apart  is  not  election  by, 
not  to  take  under  will :  52  Ga.,  408.  When  widow  not  head  of  a  family  where  no 
children  dependent  on  her:  46  Ga.,  231.  Year's  support,  when  widow  and  minors 
have  received,  not  entitled  to  exemption  of  personalty  in  estate  of  the  deceased :  47 
Ga.,  250;  49/582;  44/308. 

General  Note  on  Homesteads. — Constitutionality  of  homestead  under  Constitu- 
tion of  1868 :  15  Wall.,  610.  Estoppel  from  claiming :  21  Am.  R.,  457 ;  33/152  ;  Thomp. 

H.,  ̂ 822-8,  840-2.  Fraudulent  conveyance  of:  20  Am.  R.,  143,  150.  Homestead 
in  land  fraudulently  conveyed:  Thomp.  H.,  ##404-438.  Insurance  money  arising 
from,  garnishment  of:  20  Am.  R.,  128.  Judgment  liens;  Thomp.  H.,  #390  et  seq. 
Liberal  construction  given  to  homestead  laws:  Thomp.  H.,  ##4-7.  Removal  of 
family  from:  36  Am.  R.,  728,  n.  Voluntary  conveyance  of:  30  Am.  R.,  757.  n,  827.— 
Subject  treated  :  Freeman  on  Executions,  #239  et  seq. ;  1  Wash.  Real.  Pr.,  325  tt  seq. ; 
Rorer  on  Judicial  Sales,  495  et  seq. ;  Herman  on  Executions,  #92  et  seq. 

ARTICLE  VIL 

PROPERTY    EXEMPT   FROM   SALE, 

Section. 
2040.  Property  exempt  from  sale. 
2041.  Schedule,  wife's  privileges. 
2042.  Land,  how  laid  off. 
2043.  Objection,  how  tried. 
2044.  Town  property. 
2045.  Sale  subject  to  incumbrance* 
2046.  Trespass  by  officer.      4& 

Section. 
2046.  (a.)  Short  homestead  subject  to 

purchase  money. 
2Q47,  Alienation  and  incumbrances. 
2048.  Settled  on  wife  and  children. 
2048.  (a.)  Exempted    property  stands  for 

what  Uses1. 2049.  Property  of  estates  exempt,   when. 

§2040.  (2013.)  (2013.)  Property  exempt  from  sale.     The  following  prop- Act  of  l822; 
ertyof  every  debtor,  who  is  the  head  of  a  family,  shall  be  exempt  from  c.  p.  385 

levy  and  sale  by  virtue  of  any  process  whatever,  under  the  laws  of  c.cj>.°389«    ' 
this  State,  nor  shall  any  valid  lien  be  created  thereon,  except  in  the . 
manner  hereinafter  pointed  out,  but  shall  remain  for  the  use  and  ben- 

efit of  the  family  of  the  debtor  : 
1.  Fifty  acres  of  land,  and  five  additional  acres  for  each  of  his  or  her 

children  under  the  age  of  sixteen  years.  This  land  shall  include  the 
dwelling  house,  if  the  value  of  such  house  and  improvements  does  not 
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Act  of  1843,  exceed  the   sum  of  two  hundred  dollars  :  Provided,  that  none  of  the 
Act  omW  above  land  be  within  the  limits  of  a  city,  town  or  village,  and  does  not 

a  ?'  f9iss4 '  ̂nc^U(^e  any  cotton  or  wool  factory,  saw  or  grist  mill,  or  any  other  ma- 
c.  p.°388.    '  chinery  propelled  by  water  or  steam,  the  value  of  which  exceeds  the sum  of  two  hundred  dollars  :  and  provided,  also,  that  such   land  shall 

not  derive  its  chief  value  from  other  cause  than  its  adaptation  to  agri- 
cultural purposes ;  or,  in  lieu  of  the  above  land*  real  estate  in  a  city, 

,         town  or  village,  not  exceeding  five  hundred  dollars  in  value. 
Removal  of  debtor  from  premises  does  not  make  them  subject:  25  Ga.,  223.  Survey 

— Sheriff  may  levy  and  sell  unless  debtor  has  land  surveyed,  as  provided  by  law :  20 
Ga.,  38  ;  14/241.  Tract  having  grist  mill  thereon  not  exempt:  20  Ga.,  38.  Survey  not 
required  where  tract  was  less  than  number  of  acres  exempt:  20  Ga.,  200;  22/165;  61 
/501;  64/446. 

Where  the  tract  consists  of  separate  parcels:  Thomp.  on  H.,  $145.  Cases  in  20  Ga., 
38,  22/165,  reviewed  :  Thomp.  onE,  §156. 

2.  One  farm  horse  or  mule.  0~z-/z~  ***-&.  <*j£  jy-*?*^-,  //*>,  ̂ o*. 
Only  entitled  to  horse  worth  $50.00  undCT  the  Act  of  1841  :  23  Ga.,  393.  Debtor  can 

not  by  including  horse  in  schedule  protect  one  subsequently  purchased:  65  Ga., 
326. 

Thomp.  H.,  §800. 

3.  One  cow  and  calf. 

Thomp.  H.,  §§803-4 ;  19  Am.  D.,  718. 

4.  Ten  head  of  hogs,  and  fifty  dollars  worth  of  provisions,  and  five 
dollars  worth  additional  for  each  child. 

Thomp.  H.,  §815. 

5.  Fifty  bushels  of  corn,  one  thousand  pounds  of  fodder,  one  one- 
Acts  of  1877  norse  wagon,  one  table  and  a  set  of  chairs  sufficient  for  the  use  of  the 

p.  19.        '  family,  and  household  and  kitchen  furniture- not  to  exceed  one  hundred and  fifty  dollars  in  value. 

Furniture:  Thomp.  H.,  §§794-8.  Cooking  stove  :  15  Am.  D.,  652.  Wagon:  Thomp. 
H.,  §809. 

6.  Beds,  bedding,  and  common  bedsteads  sufficient  for  the  family. 
7.  One  loom,  one  spinning  wheel,  and  two  pairs  of  cards,  and  one 

hundred  pounds  of  lint  cotton. 
8.  Common  tools  of  trade  of  himself  and  wife. 

Wife's,  formerly  not  exempt:  16  Ga.,  479.  Lawyer's  library,  held  not  to  be  exempt 
as  tools  of  trade  :  20  Ga.,  576;  (now  exempt,  see  14  below  ;)  tools  of  trade  defined  :  20 
Ga.,  576.  Utensils  of  distillery,  looms,  etc.,  of  factory,  forges,  etc.,  of  iron  works,  and 
costly  machinery,  not  exempt:  20  Ga.,  576. 

Bookbinders'  machines  and  office  furniture,  not  exempt:  25  Am.  R.,  67,  note. 
Boarding-house  furniture  exempt  as  "means  of  carrying  on  occupation  :"  31  Am. 
R.,  328  ;  26/772.  Country  store  keeper's  scales,  measures,  horse  and  wagons,  not 
exempt:  25  Am.  R.,  66,  note.  Dentist's  implements  exempt:  Thompson,  §763. 
{Contra:  31  Miss.,  567.)  Employees,  tools  used  by  debtors  employees  not  exempt : 

Thomp.,  §756.  Farmer's  plough,  carts, shovel,  hoe,  etc.,  exempt :  25  Am.  R.,  66,  note; 
and  such  mechanics'  tools  as  are  used  in  repairing  these  :  25  Am.  R.,  66,  note  ;  but  not 

,  threshing  machines:  25  Am.  R.,  66,  note.  Fisherman's  net  and  boat,  exempt: 
Thomp.,  §771.  Horses  and  carts  of  one  engaged  in  hauling  coal,  not  exempt:  26 
Am.  R.,  430.  Machinery  of  contractors,  not  exempt:  Thompson,  §§756,  762.  See  30 
Am.  R.,  738.  Merchant's  books,  safe  and  desks  exempt:  25  Am.  R.,  66,  note.  Mill, 
neither  saw  nor  paper  mill  exempt:  Thomp.,  §757.  Milliner's  clock,  stove,  screen, 
pitcher  and  table-cover,  exempt:  25  Am.  R.,  66,  note.  Music  teacher's  piano  used 
tor  teaching,  exempt:  Thomp.,  §769.  New  tools,  and  not  yet  used,  exempt  never- 

theless: 15  Abb.,  6;  25  Am.  R.,  66.  Out  of  business,  temporarily,  tools  exempt: 
Thomp.,  §761.  Otherwise  where  out  of  business  for  purpose  of  absconding :  7  Mo.,  166 ; 
25  Am.  R..  63.  Partnership,  tools  of:  21  Am.  D.,  551.  Photographer:  6  C.  L.  J., 

415.  Printers'  press  and  materials  not  exempt:  Thomp.,  §757;  20  Am.  D.,  531. 
Contra:  4  Conn.,  450;  10  Am.  D.,  166;  17  Ala.,  482.  Two  trades,  tools  of  debtor  in 
both  not  exempt:  Thomp.,  §757,  (but  see  25  Am.  R.,  63.)  Tinner  and  musician,  tools 
in  both  trades  exempt :  25  Am,  R.,  61.  Exempt  when  the  two  trades  are  kindred,  as 
watchmaker  and  jeweller :  Thomp.,  §759.  Unlawful  trade,  tools  not  exempt:  Thomp., 
§767     Watch,  exempt  when  necessary  to  carrying  on  debtor's  business:  25  Am.  R., 
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66.  Aliter,  where  kept  by  cigar-maker  merely  to  time  his  workmen:  25  Am.  R.,  67. 
Watchmaker  and  jeweller,  implements  of  both  trades  exempt:  Thomp.,  ##759,  760. 
Lamps  and  show  cases  of,  are  exempt:  27  Am.  R.,  120.— Subject  treated  also  in  21  Am. 
D.,  545-554,  full  note  ;  Freeman  on  Executions,  #226. 

9.  Equipment  and  arms  of  a  militia  soldier,  and  trooper's  horse. 
Thomp.  H.,  §§791-2. 

10.  Ordinary  cooking  utensils  and  table  crockery. 
11.  Wearing  apparel  of  himself  and  family. 

Thomp.  H.,  §§786-790. 

12.  Family  bible,  religious  works,  and  school  books. 
13.  Family  portraits. 
14.  The  library  of  a  professional  man,  in  actual  practice  or  business, 

not  exceeding  three  hundred  dollars  in  value,  and  to  be  selected  by  him- 
self. 

Lawyer's  library,  formerly  not  exempt:  20  Ga.,  596. 

15.  One  family  sewing  machine,  this  exemption  to  exist  whether  the  Actsofisv6, 

person  owning  said  machine  is  the  head  of  a  family  or  not,  and  shall p' 35* 
be  good  against  all  debts  except  the  purchase  money. 

Bankrupt  law,  adopts  State  law  of  exemptions  and  homestead :  56  Ga.,  559.  As  to 
the  fact  of,  and  amount  of:  56  Ga.,  561.  This  is  the  exemption  referred  to  by 
Bankrupt  Act  of  1867:  41   Ga.,  180.    Ceases,  after  death  of  wrife  and  majority  of 
children,  and  second  marriage  does  not  revest,  unless  set  apart:  64  Ga.,  533.     Claim  i 
to  homestead   levied  on   by   fi.   ja.   vs.    husband,    interposed   by   wife   in    her   own  , 
name:  61  Ga.,  501.  Construction  of  exemption  laws  should  be  liberal:  38  Ga., 
533.  Exemption  laws  rest  on  a  wise  public  policy:  38  Ga.,  533.  To  be  strictly, 
construed:  Lumpkin,  J.,  20  Ga.,  597.  (The  general  rule  is  that  they  are  to  be  liberally 
construed:  Thompson  on  Homesteads,  §4.)  Injunction,  refused  against  purchaser  at 
Sheriff's  sale  where  the  debtor  had  merely  notified  Sheriff  of  his  claim  to  fifty  acres, 
but  had  not  procured  survey,  etc.:  14  Ga.,  271.  Illegality,  refused  where  it  did  not 
appear  exemption  was  had  before  Act  27th  February,  1874,  fi.  fa.  being  for  purchase 
money:  55  G-a.,  337;  59/195-196;  60/173.  Insolvents,  this  exemption  intended  for: 
51  Ga.,  461-478.  Mortgage,  by  debtor  and  inferior  to  wife's  right  to  this  exemption: 
35  Ga.,  180.  Wife  cannot  exempt  personalty  as  against  fi.  fa.  on  mortgage  in  which 
husband  waived  exemption:  61  Ga.,  195.  Money,  arising  from  sale,  exemption  may 
be  set  apart  in:  25  Ga.,  223;  38  Ga.,  531.  Set  apart  in  Bankrupt  Court  not  subject  to 
judgment  for  purchase  money:  41  Ga.,  180.  This  was  prior  to  Actof  1874,  p.  19.  Pur- 

chase money,  not  allowed*  as  against  a  fi.  fa.  for:  65  Ga.,  177.  After  foreclosure of  mortgage  for  purchase  money  of  land  bought  prior  to  27th  February,  1874,  exemp- 
tion can  not  be  taken  therein:  56  Ga.,  94.  Where  set  apart  prior  to  27th  Febru- 
ary, 1874,  cannot  be  sold  even  for  purchase  money:  60  Ga.,  173;  64/239.  Act  of  27th 

February,  1874,  applies  to  exemptions  laid  off  at  any  time  after  passage  of 
Act,  whatever  be  date  of  debt:  54  Ga.,  355.  Subrogation,  where  A  buys  B's 
homestead,  set  apart  under  Constitution  of  1868,  and  it  is  afterwards  sold  under 

judgments  against  B,  A  is  entitled  to  B's  right  to  exemption  of  $500  of  proceeds : 51  Ga.,  476.  Taxes,  good  against,  formerly:  11  Ga.,  79;  but  see  Act  27th  February, 
1874,  p.  19.  Torts,  subject  to  judgments  for :  29  Ga.,  345.  Two  homesteads,  can  not 
take  statutory  and  constitutional  homestead  also:  63  Ga.,  167;  61/501.  After  taking 
exemption  under  Constitution  of  1868,  debtor  can  take  under  this  section  against  debts 
prior  to  1868:  50  Ga.,  216,  584.  On  trial  of  bill  to  enjoin  levy  of  judgment  for  pur- 

chase money  on  exemption  set  apart  under  Constitution  of  1868,  this  exemption  can 
not  be  secured:  45  Ga.,  583.  Husband  taking  under  this  section,  wife  cannot  also  take 
exemption  in  her  separate  property  for  self  and  two  sets  of  children  :  62  Ga.,  352.  Wai- 

ver, this  exemption  may  he  waived  by  debtor :  61  Ga.,  195.  Wife,  can  take  $500  in 
proceeds  of  land  sold  under  prior  judgments  against  husband:  38  Ga.,  531.  The 
general  law  on  this  subject,  derived  from  comparison  of  statutes  and  decisions  of  dif- 

ferent States,  found  in  Thompson  on  Homesteads,  §§125-161. 

§2041.  (2014.)  (2014.)  Mode  of  obtaining  exemption.  [Every  debtor  seek-  Actof  1822, 
ing  the  benefit  of  the  preceding  section,  or  if  he  refuses,  his  wife,  or  any  p-  385- 
person  acting  as  her  next  friend,  shall  make  out  a  schedule  of  the  prop-  (a)  Aetsof 

erty  claimed  to  be  exempt,  and  return  the  same  to  the  Ordinary  of  the     '  ' p'  '  ' county,  without  making  any  application  for  homestead,  and  it  shall 
not  be  necessary  to  publish  the  same  in  a  gazette.     The  Ordinary  shall 
record  the  schedule  in  a  book  to  be  kept  by  him  for  that  purpose,    [a.] 
And  he  shall  receive  for  each  schedule  filed,  approved  and  recorded,  the  Aetsof  i«74, 

sum  of  two  dollars,  and  for  each  and  every  plat  returned  by  the  county  p" 19' 
32 
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surveyor,  under  the  following  section,  to  be  recorded  by  him,  in  a  book 
kept  for  that  purpose,  the  further  sum  of  one  dollar. 

Schedule  should  show  whose  estate  is  comprehended  and  secured,  and  in  whose  right 
the  exemption  claimed  :  62  Ga.,  568-571.  Wife  may  secure  this  exemption,  husband  re- 

fusing: 61  Ga..  501-504.  Traverse  of  insolvent  debtor's  schedule  had  to  be  made  at  first 
term  of  Court :  10  Ga.,  551-553.  And  the  schedule  was  amendable  :  12  Ga.,  118.  Form  was 
immaterial,  fairly  apprising  creditors  of  nature  of  his  effects  :  13  Ga.,  302.  What  was  suf- 

ficient oath  to  the  schedule  of  an  insolvent  debtor:  18  Ga.,  50.  What  the  schedule 

should  contain  :  25  Ga.,  269.  Fullness  of  debtor's  schedule  is  a  question  for  the  jury  : 20  Ga.,  474. 

§2042.  (2015.)  (2015.)  Land,  how  laid  off.  Upon  application  by  a 
Act  of  i84i,  debtor,  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  county  surveyor,  (or  any  other  sur- 

Ac?of8i843  veyor  if  there  be  no  county  surveyor,)  to  lay  off  the  land  allowed  to  his 
c.  p.  390.   '  family  under  this  law,  and  to  make  a  plat  of  the  same,  which  plat  shall 
(a)  Acts  of  be  returned  to  the  [Ordinary,]  (a)  within  fifteen  days  after  the  appli- 
a ?t'  Pf  i8^°  cati°n  is  niade  to  the  surveyor  by  said  debtor  and  recorded  as  before 
9,  pp.  69,'"  provided  for  schedules  returned. 

Statute  requiring  the  surveyor  to  lay  off  land  does  not  apply  where  the  quantity  of 
land  owned  by  the  defendant  is  less  than  ten  acres  :  20  Ga.,  200.  Only  where  land 
owned  was  greater  in  quantity  than  allowed  to  be  exempted,  that  part  exempted  had 
to  be  laid  off  and  notice  given  :  64  Ga.,  446  ;  61/504 ;  25/224.  Notice  to  Sheriff:  22  Ga.,  165. 
Section  cited  :  61  Ga.,  504.  Where  the  Sheriff  could  sell,  there  having  been  no  proper 
survey  and  notice  :  20  Ga.,  38-42.  When  the  terms  of  this  section  being  complied  with 
did  avail  it  against  a  mortgage  for  the  purchase  money :  56  Ga.,  94-96.  Where  it  was 
essential  that  the  amount  of  land  be  laid  off  and  plat  returned  :  64  Ga.,  446. 

§2043.  (2016.)  (2016.)   Objections,  how  tried.     Should  any  creditor,  for 
(b)  Acts  of  any  cause,  desire  to  dispute  the  propriety  of  the  survey,  or  the  value  of 

i»70,  p.  74.  ̂ q  improvements,  upon  application  to  the  [Ordinary]  (b.)  and  notice 
to  the  debtor,  the  said  [Ordinary]  (b.)  may  appoint  three  appraisers  to 
view  the  survey  and  to  value  the  improvements,  and,  on  their  return, 
the  said  [Ordinary]  (b.)  may  direct  the  surveyor  to  make  such  altera- 

(c*)  Acts  of  tions  as  shall,  in  his  judgment,  be  comformable  to  law.  [And  it  shall 
1878-9, p.  70.  be  a  valid  ground  of  objection  to  the  propriety  of  any  survey  that  the 

same  has  been  so  made  as  to  unjustly  or  needlessly  injure  the  value  of 
any  land,  left  unexempted  by  a  disregard  of  the  shape  and  location  of 
the  entire  tract.]  (c.) 

Appointment  of  appraisers  is  not  appealable  to  Superior  Court,  until  Ordinary 
passes  on  their  return  :  63  Ga.,  162-3. 

§2044.  (2017.)  (2017.)  Town  property.  If  the  debtor  owns  town  prop- 
erty exceeding  in  value  the  sum  of  five  hundred  dollars,  and  it  cannot 

be  so  divided  as  to  give  to  his  family  that  amount,  he  may  give  notice 
to  the  officer  levying  thereon,  and  when  the  proceeds  of  the  sale  are  to 
ba  distributed,  the  Court  shall  order  five  hundred  dollars  of  the  same 
to  be  invested,  by  some  proper  person,  in  a  home  for  the  family  of  the 
debtor,  which  shall  be  exempt,  as  if  laid  off  under  this  law. 

Allowance  from  the  proceeds  of  the  sale  :  25  Ga.,  223.  Where  $500  was  to  be  allowed 
setapart  and  invested  under  terms  of  this  section:  38  Ga.,  531.  The  notice  may  be  after 
the  levy,  but  before  the  Sheriff  pays  out  the  money  :  51  Ga.,  477-8. 

§2045.  (2018.)  (2018.)  Sale  subject  to  encumbrance.  If,  from  any  cause, 
the  land  exempt  has  not  been  laid  off  when  the  remainder  is  offered 
for  sale,  notice  being  given  of  the  fact,  the  purchaser  will  buy  subject 
to  the  encumbrance. 

Land  sold  at  Sheriff's  sale  with  notice  of  pending  application  for  homestead  is  taken 
subject  to  it :  40  Ga,,  293-297  ;  44/603-605. 

§2046.  (2019.)  (2019.)  Trespass  by  officer.  Any  officer  knowingly  lev- 
ying on  or  selling  any  property  of  a  debtor  exempt  under  this  law,  a 

schedule  of  which  has  been  returned  as  required,  is  guilty  of  a  trespass 
and  suit  may  be  brought  therefor  in  the  name  of  the  wife  or  family  of 
the  debtor,  and  the  recovery  shall  be  for  their  exclusive  use. 
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Where,  unless  the  provisions  as  to  survey  and  notice  complied  with  a  levy  and  sale  by 
Sheriffnbt  unlawful:  20  Ga.,  38;  20/42.  Where  no  survey,  etc.,  necessary  and  sale  by 
Sheriff  should  be  set  aside  and  his  deed  cancelled :  22  Ga.,  165-168. 

See  notes  to  g2027. 

§2046.  (a.)  Short  homestead  subject  to  purchase  money,  etc.     Property  ex- Acts  of  1874, 
empted  from  levy  and  sale,  as  provided  for  in  section  2040  of  the  Code, p- 19- 
shall  not  be  exempt  from  levy  and  sale  for  the  purchase  money,  or  State 
and  county  or  municipal  taxes. 

[Sections  2047  and  2048,  repealed,  and  in  lieu  of  the  same,  the  pro- Actsofi876, 
visions  of  Article  VI.,  as  to  the  duration  and  quality  of  exempted  prop- p*  50- 
erty,  and  the  mode  of  selling  the  same,  and  for  what  debts,  shall  apply 
and  control  property  set  apart  under  and  by  virtue  of  laws  in  existence, 
before  the  Act  of  1868.] 

The  repealed  section,  2048,  was  afterwards  amended  and  altered  so  as 
to  read  as  follows,  viz: 

§2048.  (a.)  (2021.)  (2021.)  Exempted  property  stands  for  what  uses.  The  Acts  of  lsso 

property  exempt  under  this  law  shall  be  for  the  use  and  benefit  of  the  **»  p- 69* 
family  of  the  debtor  from  whose  estate  said  property  has  been  exempted 
and  allowed,  and  upon  the  death  of  the  wife,  or  her  subsequent  mar- 

riage, said  property  shall  remain  for  the  support  and  benefit  of  the 
minor  children  of  said  debtor,  during  their  minority. 

§2049.  (2022.)  Extends  to  insolvent  estates.     [The  exemptions  and  pro-(e)  Act  of 

tections  contained  in  the  nine  preceding  sections  are  hereby  extended 1865,  p" 29'  , 
to  intestate  insolvent  estates,  in  all  cases  wherein  there  is  a  widow  or  ■ 
child  of  the  deceased  intestate  living.]  (e.) 

Section  cited  and  construed:  62  Ga.,  568-571. 
General  Note. — Act  of  1874  did  not  affect  exemptions,  or  aid  a  sale  before  the  law 

was  passed  :  64  Ga.,  242.  Land  on  which  was  homestead  sold  and  proceeds  invested  in 
another  place,  deed  so  reciting  is  notice  :  54  Ga.,  168-170;  61/468.  Where  could  be  no 
sale  of,  by  wife  alone,  with  consent  of  Ordinary:  59  Ga.,  818.  Indigent  debtor  cannot 
encumber  his  property  so  as  to  divert  that  to  which  by  law  his  wife  and  children  are 

entitled:  35  Ga.,  180.  Wife  has  interest  enough  in  homestead  property  to  claim:  61' 
Ga.,  502. 

ARTICLE  VIII. 

INTEREST   AND    USURY. 

Section. 
2050.  Lawful  interest. 
2051.  Usury. 
2052.  Back  interest. 
2053.  Lex  loci. 
2054.  Interest  on  jiidgment. 
2055.  Payment,  how  applied  to  interest. 
2056.  Interest  on  liquidated  demands. 
2057.  On  merchant's  accounts. 

Section. 
2057.  (a.)  Excessive  interest. 
2057.  (b.)  Forfeiture. 
2057.  (c.)  Forfeiture,  set  off. 
2057.  (d.)  Forfeiture  discharged,  when. 
2057.  (e.)  Suit  for  forfeiture,  how  barred. 
2057.  (f.)  Usurious  titles  void. 
2057.  (g.)  Conflicting  laws  repealed. 

§2050.  (2023.)  (2022.)    What  is  lawful  interest.     The  legal  rate  of  inter-  Act  of  1522, 
test  shall  remain  seven  per  centum  per  annum,  where  the  rate  percent.  Ac?of9?845 
is  not  named  in  the  contract,  and  any  higher  rate  must  be  specified  in  c.  p.  393. 

writing,  but  in  no  event  to  exceed  eight  per  cent,  per  annum.  pC52°f  1873' 
On  the  Act  of  1822,  and  as  to  what  the  plea  of  usury  should  state :  1  Ga.,   108,  135.  ̂ ct  ofJf78 

Contract  infected   with  usury  was  void  :  1  Ga.,  392.     Partnership  debt  not  purged  of     '  P' 
usury  by  its  division  after  dissolution,  and  as  to  plea  of  usury:  22  Ga.,  193.     As  to 
judgments  where  affidavit  of  illegality  made:  7  Ga.,  204.     Where  promise  of  liberal 
interest  will  not  justify  more  than  legal  interest  for  money  advanced:  43  Ga.,  343-4. 
Discovery  as  to  usury  under  Act  of  1842 :  13  Ga.,  459. 

Implied  contract:  6  Am.  D.,  191;  1  Am.  L.  C,  (s.  p.)  346.     By  usage:  6  Am.  D.,  192. 

§2051.  (2024.)  (2024.)   What  is  usury.     Usury   is  the  reserving  ardirwm's 
taking,  or  contracting  to  reserve  and  take,  either  directly  or  by  ind_  Code' §20ei 
rection,  a  greater  sum  for  the  use  of  money  than  the  lawful  interest. 

Section  referred  to  with  reference  to  a  bank,  and  to  contracts  before  and  after  the 
Act  of  1873  :  57  Ga.,  96.  The  draft  specifying  a  certain  rate  of  interest  (not  usurious) 
the  holder  could  collect  at  that  rate  from  drawer  and  indorser :  59  Ga.,  841 ;  50/72-3. 
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What  constitutes  usury:  5  Am.  D.,  424;  11/403;  1  Bk.,115;  2  Pet.,  527;  7/103: 
9/418,  378.  Purchase  of  note  at  discount  in  good  faith,  not  usurious :  7  Am.  R..  156 ;  2 
Am.  D.,  155.  Sale  of  note  at  less  than  face  value,  not  usurious  :  13  Am.  D.,  710,  n.  No 
implied  warranty  against  usury  on  transfer  of  negotiable  note  by  delivery  :  28  Am.  R., 
171.  Exchange  of  notes:  8  Am.  D.,  323;  9/283.  Reserving  or  taking,  distinction:  9 
Pet.,  378. 

§2052.  (2026.)  (2025.)  Back  interest.  Interest  from  date,  when  stipu- 
lated, if  the  debt  is  not  punctually  paid  at  maturity,  may  be  recovered  : 

Provided,  interest  has  not  already  been  included  in  the  principal  amount. 

After  all  the  laws  on  usury  were  repealed  and  before  re-enactment  of,  parties  could 
increase  or  stipulate  for  back  interest :  61  Ga.,  472.  Back  interest  recovered  as  stipu- 

lated damages  if  not  punctually  paid  :  1  Ga.,  469. 

§2053.  (2027.)  (2026.)  Lex  loci.     Every  contract  bears  interest  accor- 
ds, ding  to  the  law  of  the  place  of  the  contract  at  the  time  of  the  contract, 
unless  upon  its  face  it  is  apparent  that  the  intention  of  the  parties  re- 

ferred the  execution  of  the  contract  to  another  forum  :  in  this  case,  the 
law  of  the  forum  shall  govern. 

The  law  of  the  State  where  contract  to  be  performed  governs  the  rate  of  interest,  if 
any  allowed  :  21  Ga.,  135. 

.1  Tudor's  Lead.  Cas.,  264;  1  Am.  L.  C,  (s.  p.)  368;  6  Am.  D.,  162;  14  Am.  R,  691; 
4/251 ;  1  Dan  Neg.  Inst..  262  ;  Rorer,  48,  49,  64.  May  contract  as  to  law  of  what  place 
shall  govern  :  1  Wall.,  298.  Usury:  6  Am.  R.,  268;  18/306,  686;  22/564;  28/159; 
37/523  ;  10  Wh.,  367  ;  1  Wall.,  298;  Rorer,  65,  80-83.  When  allowed  as  damages,  gov- 

erned by  lex  fori:  17  Wall.,  123.  When  place  of  payment  is  not  the  place  of  contract, 
may  stipulate  as  to  interest  by  either :  6  0.,  51 ;  6  C.  L.  J.,  209. 

.sAotofi845,     §2054.  (2028.)  (2027.)   Interest  on  judgment.     All  judgments  in  this 
^§3570. 895'     State  bear  lawful  interest  upon  the  principal  amount  recovered. 

Judgment  amended  so  as  to  include  back  interest:  1  Ga.,  469.  In  reviving  judg- 
ments interest  to  be  computed  also  during  dormancy:  15  Ga.,  435.  Principle  and  in- 

terest need  not  be  stated  separately  in  judgments  for  damages  under  Act  of  1814:  6 
Ga.,  303.  Debt  contracted  prior  to  1845  bore  eight  per  cent,  interest:  7  Ga.,  204. 
When  attackable  by  third  party  for  usury:  49  Ga.,  47.  When  no  injunction  against,  on 
ground  of  usury  :  48  Ga.,  55. 

1  Am.  L.  C,  (s.  p.)  350.     Judgment  entered  for  $   interest  to   date,  amended 
nunc  pro  tunc  to  include  interest  as  against  intermediate  mortgagee  for  antecedent  debt : 
7  Fed.  Rep.,  751  (decision  of  Woods,  J.,  in  Georgia  case.) 

§2055.  (2029.)  (2028.)  Payment,  how  applied  to  interest.     When  a  pay- 
ment is  made  upon  any  debt,  it  shall  be  applied  first  to  the  discharge 

of  any  interest  due  at  the  time,  and  the  balance,  if  any,  to  the  reduc- 
tion of  the  principal.  If  the  payment  does  not  extinguish  the  interest 

then  due,  no  interest  shall  be  calculated  on   such  balance  of  interest, 
but  only  on  the  principal  amount  up  to  the  time  of  the  next  payment. 

§2056.  (2030.)  (2029.)  Interest  on  liquidated  demands.     All  liquidated 
Actofi799,  demands,  where  by  agreement  or  otherwise  the  sum  to  be  paid  is  fixed 

AcS'o4f°i858  or  certain,  bear  interest  from  the  time  the  party  is  liable  and  bound  to 
682174  904    Pa^  them ;  *$  payable  on  demand,  from  the  time  of  the  demands     In 

'       '  case  of  promissory  notes  payable  on  demand,  the  law  presumes  a  de- 
mand instantly,  and  gives  interest  from  date. 

Where  consignees  rendering  an  account  of  sales  in  reasonable  time,  not  liable  for  in- 
terest: 12  Ga.,  566,  582.    Verdict  by  jury  for  liquidated  demand  should  give  interest  on 

it:  19  Ga.,  537  ;  21/326-327.     A  liquidated  demand  because  certain,  bears  interest :  33 
Ga.,  219.     Orders  by  the  Inferior  Court  for  money,  drew  interest:  33  Ga.,  93,  Suplt. 
Damages  increased  by  interest,  and  what  demands  are  liquidated :  18  Ga.,  4u7  ;  15/322 
14/379-382  ;  1/287-8.     Agent  admitting  money  in  his  hands  for  principal,  liable  for  in 
terest  from  time  received:  2  Ga.,  370.     Where  verdict  for  principal,  interest  and  costs 
20  Ga.,  50.     A  contract  for  the  hire  or  price  of  a  negro  at  certain  price  at  end  of  year, 
bore  interest:  20  Ga.,  561 ;  33/219.     Money  wages  liquidated  by  contract,  bears  inter- 

est from  time  payment  should  have  been  made  :  61  Ga.,  486.      A  county  order  being  a 
liquidated  demand,  bore  interest  from  date:  58  Ga.,  54-56.     Interest  properly  allowed 
on  a  definite  sum  due  :  56  Ga.,  350. 

Sedg.  Lead.  Cas.  on  Damages,  525;  6  Am.  D.,  195.     Actions  on  account  stated  :  Abb. 
Tr.  Ev.,  458-464.     al  Am.  L.  C,  (s.  p.)  347;  6  Am.  D.,  194. 
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§2057.  (2031.)  (2030.)   On  merchants'  accounts.     All   accounts  of  mer- Actsofi858, 
chants,  tradesmen,  mechanics,  [and  all  others]  (a)  which  by  custom  be- J^^cts.  of 
come  due  at  the  end  of  the  year,  bear  interest  from  that  time  upon  the  1873,  p.  5. 
amount  actually  due  whenever  ascertained. 

What  are  books  of  account :  1  Ga.,  231,  287.  Disallowing  interest  on  open  accounts 
does  not  affect  the  law  of  set-off:  9  Ga.,  594.  Physician's  accounts  due  by  custom,  at 
the  end  of  the  year  draw  interest  from  that  time  :  47  Ga.,  121. 

Running  account :  1  Am.  L.  C,  (s.  p.)  354.  On  mutual  account :  1  Am.  L.  C,  (s.  p.) 
355. 

§2057.  (a.)  Beyond  eight  per  cent,  interest  forbidden.  It  shall  not  be  lawful  Acts  of  1878 

for  any  person,  company  or  corporation  to  reserve,  charge  or  take  for"9,  p-184- 
any  loan  or  advance  of  money,  or  forbearancea  to  enforce  the  collection 
of  any  sum  of  money,  any  rate  of  interest  greater  than  eight  per  cent- 

um per  annum,  either  directly  or  indirectly,  by  way  of  commission15  for 
advances,  discount,0  exchange,*  or  by  any  contract  or  contrivance  or  de- 

vice whatever. 
1  Am.  L.  C,  (s.  p.)  345  ;  6  Am.  D.,  189.  Note  drawing  interest  in  excess  of  seven  per 

cent,  draws  only  seven  per  cent,  after  due,  unless  expressly  stipulated  otherwise:  24 
Am.  P.,  25;  25/592;  30/46;  34/250;  22  Wall.,  170;  10  O.,  72.  Contra:  26  Am.R,,  391; 
37/305;  see  13  O.,  697.  Rate  agreed  on  continues  until  verdict  or  judgment:  28  Am. 
R.,  21;  37/305.  a13  Pet,  65  ;  1  Bk.,  115.  bll  Am.  D.,  416,  n  ;  9/283;  10/211 ;  26  Am. 
R.,  583;  5  C.  L.  J.,  534.  Husband  loaning  wife's  money,  and  exacting  commission  for 
himself,  without  her  knowledge  or  assent,  loan  not  invalidated  :  33  Am.  R.,  140.  Same 
principle:  29  Am.  R,  69.  Contra:  25  Am.  R,  487.  c2  Am.  D.,  155;  7  Am.  R,  356;  21 
Wall.,  241.     d13  How.,  151 ;  13  Pet.,  65  ;  3  C.  L.  J.,  393. 

§2057.  (b.)  Forfeiture.  An}7  person,  company  or  corporation  violating 
the  provisions  of  the  foregoing  section,  shall  forfeit  the  excess  of  inter- 

est so  charged  or  taken,  or  contracted  to  be  reserved,  charged  or  taken. 

§2057.  (c.)  Forfeiture  may  be  pleaded  as  set-off.     The  amount  of  forfeit  AcJ« of  1875, 
as  aforesaid  may  be  plead  as  a  set-off  in  any  action  for  the  recovery  of 
the  principal  sum  loaned  or  advanced  by  the  defendant  in  said  action. 

§2057.  (d.)  Forfeiture,  how  discharged.  No  contrivance  or  arrangement  Acts  of  1875, 

between  the  parties  to  any  such  unlawful  transaction,  or  their  privies, p' 1  5' 
shall  have  the  effect  to  discharge  such  forfeiture,  except  it  be  an  actual 
and  full  payment  of  the  amount  so  forfeited. 

§2057.  (e.)  Suit  for  forfeiture,  when  barred.     Any  plea  or  suit  for  the  Acts  of  1 875, 

recovery  of  such  forfeiture  shall  not  be  barred  by  lapse  of  time  shorter  p' 1  5" 
than  one  year. 

§2057.  (f. )   Titles  tainted  with  usury  void.     All  titles  to  property  made  Irwin's 
as  a  part  of  an  usurious  contract,  or  to  evade  the  laws  against  usury, Code' i2025' 
are  void. 

§2057.  (g.)  Inconsistent  laws  repealed.     Every  provision  in  the  charter  Acts  of  1875, 

of  any  corporation,  granted  since  the  1st  day  of  January,  1863,  incon-p"105' sistent  with  the  foregoing  provisions  of  this  Article,  is  hereby  repealed. 
General  Note  on  Interest  and  Usury. — Act  of  1842,  practice  under:  13  Ga.. 

459.  Accord  and  satisfaction,  mere  deduction  at  time  debt  is  settled  does  not 
amount  to,  as  to  right  of  action  for  usury:  54  Ga.,  15.  Act  of  1873,  repealing 
ail  usury  laws,  itself  repealed  by  Act  of  1875:  59  Ga.,  616.  Administrator,  in- 

terest compounded  against  every  six  years  when  negligent:  6  Ga.,  265.  For  mis- 
management: 59  Ga.,  582.  Act  of  1842  in  regard  to  usury,  applicable  to,  and 

executors:  4  Ga.,  474.  Not  liable  for  interest  for  first  twelve  months  unless  he 
makes  interest:  30  Ga.,  463.  Agent  liable  for  interest  on  money  in  his  hands 
from  the  time  he  receives  it :  2  Ga.,  370.  Agreement  to  pay  interest  on  interest  not 
usurious:  6  Ga.,  253.  To  pay  liberal  interest  must  be  lawful  interest:  43  Ga.,  343. 
Banks,  loans  by,  at  more  than  seven  per  cent.  :  57  Ga.,  95.  Building1  and  Loan  As- 

sociation, are  loans  by,  usurious  apart  from  the  charter:  21  Ga.,  592.  Suit  by  sbare- 
holder  in,  to  recover  back  usury  claimed  as  paid  :  42  Ga.,  451;  46/166.  Usurious  rates 
not  allowed  in  winding  up  :  48  Ga..  446.  Commissions  over  and  above  lawful  inter- 

est:  47  Ga.,  82.  Compounding  is  not  illegal:  6  Ga.,  253;  37/384-391.  Contract 
tainted  with  usury,  no  interest  was  recoverable  on:  1  Ga.,  392.  Not  purged  of  usury 
by  note  given  renewing:  1  Ga.,  416  :  59/546.  Usurious,  illegal  only  to  extent  of  usury: 
40  Ga.,  107.  To  pay  usury  on  failure  to  pay  money  on  note  at  maturity,  nudum  pactum  : 
56  Ga.,  210.  To  return  more  corn  than  borrowed  not  usurious:  59  Ga.,  292.  The  law 
of  State  where  contract  to  be  performed  fixes  the  interest  to  be  charged :  21  Ga.,  135. 
Creditor,  junior  judgment  cannot  enjoin  older  from  collecting  from  common  debtor 
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because  of  usury:  48  Ga.,  55.  Damages,  increased  by  interest  in  wb  at  cases:  1  Ga., 
287-8.  Liquidated  for  non-payment  of  money  same  as  usury  :  26  Ga.,  403.  Deed  made 
to  evade  usury  laws  set  aside  :  49  Ga.,  514.  To  secure  usurious  debt,  void  as  legal  title : 
54  Ga.,  554.  Made  while  there  was  no  law  as  to  usury,  could  not  be  affected  by  usury: 
61  Ga.,  458.  Distribution  of  estate,  interest  can  be  charged  on  advancements  only 
from  time  they  are  brought  into  hotchpot:  18  Ga.,  177.  Indorser  after  maturity  not 
affected  by  plea  of  usury:  44  Ga.,  179.  Equity,  judgment  creditor  seeking  money  in 
hands  of  assignee  in  Court  of:  4  Ga.,  221.  Will  Court  of,  compel  payment  of  usury  : 
7  Ga.,  123;  9/148.  Where  Court  of,  refused  to  impeach  consent  judgment  on  ground  of 
usury:  7  Ga.,  238.  Bill  in,  by  creditor  to  reach  usury  in  hands  of  one  receiving:  36 
Ga.,  541.  Has  no  jurisdiction  over,  where  complainant  could  proceed  by  sections  3903  and 
3892  of  Code  :  49  Ga.,  46.  Bill  in,  to  set  aside  deed  on  ground  of  usury  must  be  brought 
in  six  months  from  date  of  payment  thereof:  61  Ga.,  38.  Will  decree  that  defendant 
account  for  money  overpaid  on  usurious  contract:  1  Ga..  376.  Excess  over  legal  in- 

terest paid  for  other  valuable  consideration  not  usury  :  48  Ga.,  9.  Factor,  when  not 
for  interest  to  principal :  12  Ga.,  566.  Interest  on  cash  overpaid  on  advances  by  :  27  Ga., 
174-177.  Forbearance,  agreement  to  pay  usury  for,  does  not  taint  contract  otherwise 
frep  from  usury  by  common  law,  but  not  so  as  to  a  judgment  here  :  9  Ga.,  30.  To  foreclose 
mortgage,  payment  by  creditor  to  mortgagee  to  gain  forbearance  against  policy  of  our  law 
against  usury :  28  Ga.,  526.  Garnishment,  during  pending  of,  interest  is  suspended 
against  garnishee:  32  Ga.,  20-21.  When  pavment  is  resisted,  liable:  1  Ga.,  38.  Guar- 

dian, when  chargeable  with  interest:  21  Ga.,  2;  27/78;  29/82;  30/463.  Hire,  inter- 
est on:  35  Ga.,  44.  Injunction,  refused  at  instance  of  second  mortgage  bondholders  to 

restrain  collection  of  amount  equal  to  usury  :  61  Ga.,  177.  Bill  of,  sought  by  creditor:  36 
Ga.,  541-5.  Interest,  rule  for  computing,  and  when  not  compound :  31  Ga.,  3.  To  be 
paid  annually  or  become  part  of  principal,  legal :  37  Ga.,  384.  Liquidated  demand, 
What  is  allowed  on  :  1  Ga.,  288 ;  2/370 ;  18/407-9 ;  19/537 ;  20/50,  56  ;  33/219.  Mortgage, 
on  rule  to  foreclose,  mortgagor  may  show  usury:  1  Ga.,  392;  27/248;  47/646.  Note, 
party  transferring,  knowing  it  usurious,  to  one  ignorant,  compellable  to  repay  :  12  Ga., 
371.  Given  in  1876  for  excess  of  interest  over  seven  per  cent.,  void,  when  :  60  Ga.,  665. 
Partners,  when  liable  for  interest  on  partnership  funds  on  misapplication:  2  Ga.,  18. 
Division  between,  after  firm  dissolved,  does  not  purge  usurious  note  of  usury  :  22  Ga., 
193.  Physician  entitled  by  custom  to  interest  on  account  from  end  of  the  year  : 
47  Ga.,  121-124.  Plea  of,  barred  by  statute :  61  Ga.,  38,  40  ;  64/510.  When  not  allowed  : 
64  Ga.,  178.  Facts  material  in  plea  of  usury:  1  Ga.,  108.  What  requisite  in,  and  error 
of  Court  in  charge  as  to  plea  of  usury  :  48  Ga.,  652.  Particularity  of  plea  of  usury  to 
avoid  deed  :  55  Ga.,  412.  No  plea  of  usury  necessary  when  contract  is  usurious  on  its 
face:  56  Ga.,  210.  Plea  of  usury,  apart  from  fraud,  must  conform  to  statute  :  63  Ga., 
374.  Promise, new,  when  there  was  no  law  against  usury  to  pay  old  debt :  57  Ga.,  96. 
Purchaser  of  mortgaged  property  after  foreclosure,  right  to  set  up  usury :  58  Ga., 
158.  Renewal,  transactions  originally  usurious,  not  purged  by:  59  Ga.,  546.  Notes  given 
in  renewal  of  usurious  debt  when  not  affected  by  usury  :  64  Ga.,  178-9.  Rent,  to  indem- 

nify against  usury  agreement  as  to,  void  :  19  Ga.,  551.  One  enjoying  rent  of  land  not  al- 
lowed interest  on  purchase  money  when  evicted:  28  Ga.,  289.  Contract  to  pay  usury 

on  purchase  money  as  rent  usurious  on  its  face  :  52  Ga.,  69.  Where  rent  wis  really  in- 
terest :  59  Ga.,  584.  Salary  of  District  Judge,  interest  not  allowed  on,  out  of  the  county: 

49  Ga.,  115.  Sale  for  cash  bears  interest  from  date:  26  Ga.,  465.  Set-off,  usury  paid 
on  former  contract,  may  be  plead  as,  to  existing  debt  if  not  barred  by  statute  of  limita- 

tions :  10  Ga.,  389;  1/241.  Disallowing  interest  on  open  account  does  not  affect  law  of 
set-off:  9Ga.,  595.  When  surety  cannot  plead  usury  paid  by  principal  in  another 
transaction  :  46  Ga.,  422.  Stockholder  in  bank,  when  liability  of,  begins  for  interest 
on  bank  bill:  10  Ga.,  162.  Surety  may  recover  back  usury  paid  for  principal; 
but  cannot  if  paid  voluntarily  and  indemnified  by  principal  :  1  Ga.,  140.  Entitled 
to  interest  on  money  paid,  when  :  12  Ga.,  271.  Has  a  right  to  sue  for  money  paid  by 
principal,  when  :  37  Ga.,  364-371.  May  recover  usury  paid  on  note  from  principal,  when  : 
47  Ga.,  83.  Tenant  in  common  liable  to  co-tenant  for  interest  on  value  of  surplus 
over  his  share  :  22  Ga.,  131,  161.  Tender,  as  to  proof  of,  not  being  sufficient  in  stop- 

ping interest:  43  Ga.,  361-365.  Title  to  property  made  as  part  of  usurious  contract 
void  :  56  Ga.,  33;  55/414,  691.  To  note  tainted  with  usury,  held  as  collateral  security, 
does  not  pass  to  the  holder  as  against  maker,  although  transferred  before  due  :  50  Ga., 
70.  Trustee,  when  compound  interest  allowed  against :  18  Ga.,  8.  How  and  when 
computed  as  against  administrator  :  30  Ga.,  463  ;  21/1-2.  Usury  paid  on  one  note  may 
be  plead  as  set-off  on  another  :  1  Ga.,  241.  Voluntarily  paid  may  be  recovered  back  : 
42Ga.,451.  No  law  against  in  1874:  57  Ga.,  601:  58/583;  59/616.  Right  to  recover 
back  accrues  from  actual  payment :  6  Ga.,  228.  War,  interest  did  not  run  in  favor  of 

non-resident,  during:  37  Ga.,  482.  "Warrants,  orders  absolute  of,  county  draw  interest as  liquidated  demand  :  33  Ga.,  93,  Suplt.  Witness,  maker  as  a  witness  on  a  suit  against 
surety,  defense  being  usury  :  9  Ga.,  36. 

General  Note  on  Interest  and  Usury. — Bank  deposits :  Morse  on  B.,  59.  Bona 
fide  holder  of  usurious  note  :  2  Am.  D.,  155,  n.  Commissions,  charges  for:  11  Am. 
D.,  416,  n.  Compound  interest:  1  Am.  L.  C,  371;  6  Am.  D.  197;  12/408;  12  Am.  R., 
642  ;  23/99 ;  14/352 ;  34/99 ;  6  C.  L.  J.,  139  ;  9/321 ;  8/204.  Coupons,  interest  on  :  5 
Am.  R.,  547  ;  7  Wall.,  82;  2  0.,  502;  6  0.,  51 ;  13/683  ;  2  Dan.  Neg.  Inst.,  471.  Dam- 

ages :  Woods'  Mayne  Dam.,  ̂ 174-197;  Sedg.  Dam.,  462;  1  Am.  L.  C,  (s.  p.)  346-355; 
6  Am.  D.,  193;  notes  to  £2945;  7  Wall.,  132,  14/620;  4  C.  L.  J.,  286;  9/298;  Sedg. 
Lead.  Cas.  on  Damages,  525;  28  Am.  R.,  314,  n;   31/498,  n.     Fees  of  attorneys,  agree- 
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merit  to  pay,  not  usury:  6  Am.  R.,  663.  Commencement  of  suit,  interest  from,  is 
recoverable  as  a  matter  of  law  in  an  action  upon  a  money  demand,  even  though  inter- 

est is  not  claimed  in  the  petition  :  2  Woods,  463.  Law  against  usurv,  effect  of  repeal : 
2  Woods,  363;  4/344.  New  contracts,  effect  of  usury  on  :  11  Am.  D.,  540,  n  ;  13/707. 
Plea  of:  See  notes  to  #3470,  (a.)  Sale  of  note,  when  usurious  :  13  Am.  D.,  710;  11/778; 
8/224.  Special  statute  allowing  bank  to  charge  interest  in  excess  of  the  general  law, 
unconstitutional:  23  Am.  R.,  713.—  Subject  treated:  6  Am.  D.,  188-200,  full  note; 
Sellock  vs.  French,  1  Am.  L.  C,  (s.  p.)  241.  and  notes:  1  Schoul.  Pers.  Pr.,  310-328; 
Byles  on  Bills,  303-317  ;  3  Pars.  Contr.,  103;  1  Pars.  B.  and  N.,  400;  2/391.  Tyler  on 
Usury  ;  Kelly  on  Usury  (L.  L.) 

CHAPTER  III. 

OF    BAILMENTS. 

Article  1. —  General  Principles. 
Article  2. — Of  Carriers,  etc. 
Article  3. — Of  Hiring. 
Article  4. — Of  Deposits. 
Article  5. — Of  Loans. 
Article  6. — Of  Pledges  or  Pawns. 

ARTICLE  I. 

GENERAL    PRINCIPLES. 

Section. 
2058.  Definition. 
2059.  Properly  in  bailee. 
2060.  Care  and  diligence. 
2061.  Ordinary. 

Section. 
2062.  Extraordinary. 
2063.  Gross  neglect. 
2064.  Burden  of  proof. 

§2058.  (2032.)  (2031.)  Definition.  A  bailment  is  a  delivery  of  goods 
or  property  for  the  execution  of  a  special  object,  beneficial  either  to  the 
bailor  or  bailee,  or  both;  and  upon  a  contract,  express  or  implied,  to 
carry  out  this  object  and  dispose  of  the  property  in  conformity  with  the 
purpose  of  the  trust. 

Banks  undertaking  to  collect  a  solvent  bill  are  bailees  and  liable  for  negligence  :  59 

Ga.,  667-674.  Tender  on  day  due  terminates  creditor's  right  to  retain  a  pledge  as  col- 
lateral:  55  Ga.,  53.  A  quasi  bailment  in  bonds:  65  Ga.,  134.  Telegraph  company  a 

bailee:  58  Ga.,  436. 

Classification  of:  1  8m.  L.  C,  (s.  p.)  82;  Schoul.  B.,  1-11;  2  Cooley's  BL,  451,  n,  15. 
Liability  of  bailee  for  misuse:  12  Am.  D.,  619-622,  n.  Distinguished  from  estate  for 
years :  See  #2274. 

§2059.  (2033.)  (2032.)  Property  in  bailee.  In  all  cases  the  bailee,  du- 
ring the  bailment,  has  a  right  to  the  possession  of  the  property,  and  in 

most  cases  a  special  right  of  property  in  the  thing  bailed.  For  a  vio- 
lation of  these  rights  by  any  one,  he  is  entitled  to  his  action. 

Measure  of  damage  in  action  by  bailee  :  6  Ga.,  530.  Trover  against  bailee  by  third 
party  was  the  amount  of  special  property  in  note  converted :  48  Ga.,  625. 

Trover  by  bailee:  1  Am.  D.,  587,  n;  1  Am.  R.,  137;  Dicey  on  Parties,  352.  By 
carriers:  Hutch.  C,  #425  ;  Schoul.  B..  531  ;  Redf.  C,  708.  Action  of  trespass bv bailee  : 
18  Am.  D.,  548,  n.     See  notes  to  #3030. 

§2060.  (2034.)  (2033.)  Care  and  diligence.  All  bailees  are  required  to 
exercise  care  and  diligence  in  protecting  and  keeping  safely  the  thing 
bailed.  Different  degrees  of  diligence  are  required  according  to  the  na- 

ture of  the  bailments. 

Degrees  of  diligence  and  of  negligence:  18  Ga.,  495.     Where  bank  wanting  in  care 
and  diligence  in  collecting  for  another  bank  :  59  Ga.,  670-4. 
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§2061.  (2035.)  (2034.)  Ordinary.  Ordinary  diligence  is  that  care 
which  every  prudent  man  takes  of  his  own  property  of  a  similar  na- 

ture.    The  absence  of  such  diligence  is  termed  ordinary  neglect. 
Ordinary  diligence  is  that  which  the  generality  of  mankind  use  for  themselves:  60 

Ga.,  188 ;  6/213.  Negligence  is  the  omission  of  diligence,  and  is  a  question  for  the 
jury:  60  Ga.,  188.     Ordinary  diligence  required  of  a  gas  company  :  57  Ga.,  28-31. 

§2062.  (2036.)  (2035.)  Extraordinary.  Extraordinary  diligence  is 
that  extreme  care  and  caution  which  very  prudent  and  thoughtful 
persons  use  in  securing  and  preserving  their  own  property.  The  ab- 

sence of  such  diligence  is  termed  slight  neglect. 
Extraordinary  diligence  defined:  60  Ga.,  188. 

§2063.  (2037.)  (2036.)  Gross  neglect.  Gross  neglect  is  the  want  of 
that  care  which  every  man  of  common  sense,  how  inattentive  soever  he 
may  be,  takes  of  his  own  property. 

Section  cited:  60  Ga.,  188.     Gross  neglect  defined  :  53  Ga.,  49. 

§2064.  (2038.)  (2037.)  Bur den  of  proof.     In  all  cases  of  bailments  af- 
§§2066, 2120.  ter  proof  of  loss,  the   burden  of  proof  is  on  the  bailee  to  show  proper 

diligence. 
Proving  delivery,  burden  of  proof  on  carrier  in  case  of  loss:  28  Ga.,  550;  38/32. 

Burden  of  proof  on  bailee  to  show  diligence,  after  loss  shown :  58  Ga.,  396-437. 

ARTICLE  II. 

OF     CARRIERS   AND   HEREIN   OF   THE    LIABILITIES   OF    RAILROAD   AND 

STEAMBOAT    COMPANIES. 

1  tczz^fclAe-r.  /y&y* Section/ 
2065.  Definition. 

I  2066.  Common  carriers. 
(  2067.  Carrier  of  passengers. 
1  2068.  Effect  of  notice  to  limit. 

2069.  Duty  as  to  reception  of  goods. 
I  ;  2070.  Time  of  responsibility. 

2071.  For  baggage. 
V '  2072.  Checks  for  baggage. 

2073.  For  delay. 
2074.  Stopping  in  transitu. 
2075.  When  it  exists. 

■  :j  2076.  Estoppel  on  carrier. 
2077.  Lien. 

Section 
207^'.  Contents  of  freight  bills. 2079.  On  baggage. 
2080.  Fraud  on  carrier. 
20S1.  Limit  as  to  value  of  baggage. 
2082.  What  passengers  may  be  refused. 
2083.  Liability  of  R.  R.  companies  as  car- riers. 
2084.  When  there  are  several. 
2084.  (a.)  Sale  of  undelivered  goods. 
2084.  (b.)  Live  stock,  etc.,  how  sold. 
2084.  (c. )  Proceeds  of  sale  may  be  deposited. 
2084.  (d.)  Carrier  relieved,  when. 

§2065.  (2039.)  (2038.)  Definition.  Any  person  undertaking  to  trans- 
port goods  to  another  place  for  a  compensation,  is  a  carrier,  and  as  such 

is  bound  to  ordinary  diligence. 

A  carrier  of  goods,  and  bound  to  ordinary  diligence  :  2  Ga.,  349-355.  A  ferryman 
held  to  be  only  carrier  where  only  uses  it  for  customers,  and  does  not  charge :  42  Ga., 
528.    . 

Hutch.  C,  £?34-45;  Schoul.  B.,  303;  2  Add.  Contr.,  g976;  2  Redf.  Lead.  Railway 
Cases,  31-3;  1  Sm.  L.  C,  (s.  p.)  82.  Has  lien:  Hutch.  C,  §46;  Contra  :25Penn.  St.,  120. 
Construction  train  :  12  Wall.,  369.     Gratuitous  undertaking  to  carry  :  See  §2106. 

§2066.  (2040.)  (2039.)  Common  carrier.  One  who  pursues  the  busi- 
ness constantly  or  continuously  for  any  period  of  time,  or  any  distance 

of  transportation,  is  a  common  carrier,  and  as  such,  is  bound  to  use  ex- 
traordinary diligence.  In  cases  of  loss  the  presumption  of  law  is  against 

him,  and  no  excusea  avails  him  unless  it  was  occasioned  by  the  actb  of 
God  or  the  public  enemies0  of  the  State. 

Common'  carrier  defined,  what  is  act  of  God  :  2  Ga.,  349.  An  express  company  is  a common  carrier  under  the  terms  of  this  section  :  36  Ga.,  635.  Where  common  carrier 
could  not  affect  title  to  wool  against  true  owner  by  taking  warehouse  receipt  in  his 
own  name  :  33  Ga.,  98,  Suplt.  Only  relieved  from  loss  of  goods  by  act  of  God  or  the 
public  enemy  :  37  Ga.,  103.  Extraordinary  flood  in  a  river  as  an  act  of  God,  excusing 
a  common  carrier  :  42  Ga.,  443.     Delivery  of  goods  must  be  proven  to  charge  common 
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carrier  for  loss:  36  Ga.,  635;  12/217.     Act  of  God,  the  interfering  cause  must  be  irre- 
sistible :  50  Ga.,  511. 

Who  are  common  carriers:  Hutch.  C,  £230-63;  Schoul.  B.,  304;  2  Add.  Contr.,  £978; 
2  Redf.  L.-R,  Cas.,  25-30;  1  Add.  Torts,  §650;  1  Am.  D.,  598;  4/562;  7/311 ;  11/134;  14/ 
751.  Street  railroads  are:  Thomp.  C.,  442.  Baggage  expressman:  24  Am.  R.,  276. 
Chartered  car:  Hutch.  C.,  §75.  Ferrymen:  Schoul.  B.,  433;  7  Am.  R.,  595;  11/650,  n. 
Duty  in  case  of  damage  by  disaster:  13  Am.  D.,  472,  n. ;  19  Am.  R.,594.  Sudden  and 
heavy  rainfall:  37  Am.  R.,  749,  n.  Perishable  property  :  31  Am.  R.,  501,  n.,  567.  Natural 
deterioration  and  leakage  :  31  Am.  R.,  501,  n,  567;  1  Bk.,156.  Effect  of  consignor's  negli- 

gence :  Schoul  B.,  410.  Remote  consequences  of  negligence  of  carrier:  2  Redf.  L.  R. 
Cas.,  20-24;  Sedg.  L.  C.  Dam.,  211.  Seizure  by  legal  process :  Schoul.  B.,409;  Hutch. 
C,  §396;  6  Am.  R.,  213:  19/429,  727.  Strike  among  employees  excuses  carrier:  25 
Am.  R.,  422;  32/63.  *>Schoul.  B.,  391 ;  Hutch.  C,  §§171-192;  2  Redf.  L.  R.  Cas.,  11,  19; 
5  Am.  D.,  200;  7/235;  1  Woods,  406;  3  C.  L.  J.,  235,  581,  611;  4/502;  7/95.  cSchoul.  B., 
407  ;  Hutch.  C,  §§203-208;  12  Wall.,  254.  Where  there  is  contributory  negligence  of  the 
carrier  in  conjunction  with  these  causes  of  loss,  he  is  liable  for  want  of  ordinary  dili- 

gence: Schoul.  B.,  406;  Hutch.  C,  §201 ;  10  Wall..  178,  Where  loss  would  not  have  oc- 
curred but  for  carrier's  delay  :  Hutch.  C,  §§193-200;  or  deviation  :  Hutch.  C,  ̂ 209.  .  - 

§2067.  (2041.)  (2040.)  Carrier  of  passengers.  A  carrier  of  passengers"  \<$J*ja<£**- jr*9" 
bound  also  to  extraordinary  diligence*  on  behalf  of  himself  and  his  agents  <£*-*<-•  <~< p&"s 
to  protect  the  lives  and  persons  of  his  passengers.     But  he  is  not  liable  &***-*-/*£  /?~/LC^ 
for  injuries  to  the  person,  after  having  used  such  diligence.  *^^£^  -z>><J*-<^./p>vfjr/ft 

Proper  charge  of  the  Court  as  to  the  diligence  to  be  used  by  carriers  of  passengers  : 
34  Ga.,  330.  When  one  becomes  a  passenger,  as  to  the  diligence  to  be  used  and  place  to 
get  on  a  train  :  58  Ga.,  461-468.  Bound  for  extraordinary  diligence  to  protect 
passengers:  56  Ga.,  322.  Negligence  is  a  question  of  fact  for  the  jury:  51  Ga., 
588.  Railroads  responsible  for  the  torts  of  their  conductors:  58  Ga.,  216.  Street  rail- 

roads are  carriers  of  passengers  and  responsible  for  injury  to  :  61  Ga.,  215.  Responsi-  ' 
ble  to  passengers  for  injuries  where  they  do  not  wse  extraordinary  care  and  diligence:  ' 
62Ga.,566. 

aWho  are:  Hutch.  C,  §§553,  636;  Schoul.  B.,  596,  646;  11  Am.  R.,  301,  n,  304; 
12/475;  24/467  ;  4/735  ;  15/5i3 ;  21/371 ;  35/458,  n,  5  0.,  655.  Newsboy  on  train  :  36  Am.  R., 
675,  n.  Stockholder,  riding  bv  invitation  :  14  How.,  468.  Drover  with  free  pass:  17  Wall., 
357.  Children:  Hutch.  C.  §665;  3C.  L.  J.,  415;  29  Am.  R.,  679;  37/423.  Blind  and 
deaf  persons:  Hutch.,  C,  §669.  Sick  and  aged  persons:  Hutch.  C,  g670.  bHutch.  0., 
§497;  2  Redf.  L.  R.  Cas.,  406.  Schoul.  B.,  626;  2  Am.  R.,  229,  n,  242.  Duty  as  to  suit- 

able depot :  Schoul.  B.,  620,  649.  Dutv  to  adopt  new  and  improved  appliances  :  Schoul. 
B.,  624  ;  Hutch.  C,  §529;  2  Redf.  L.  R.  Cas.,  430.  Dutv  to  provide  safe  means  of  disem- 

barking :  Schoul.  B.,  650  ;  Hutch.  C.  §§516,  617  ;  2  Redf.  L.  R.  C,  525 ;  37  Am.  R.,  753.  In- 
jury to  passenger  on  aligh ting  :  7  Am.  R.,  699,  n,706;  5/71,  60;  8/508;  10/317;  5/109;  Hutch. 

C,  §613,643;  IThomp.  Neg.,459.  Boarding  and  leaving  cars  in  motion  :  37  Am.,  R.,384,  n. 
Alighting  temporarily  :  4  Am.  R.,  258.  Rightof  ticket  holder  to  seat:  Schoul.  B.,  602, 
616;  14  Am.  R.,  457.  Tickets,  legal  effect  of:  Schoul.  B.,  606;  Hutch.  C,  §§166,  560. 
Fraudulent  ticket :  Schoul.  B.,  640.  Passenger  using  non-transferable  free  ticket, 
carrier  not  liable  for  injury  :  28  Am.  R.,  613.  Losing  ticket :  20  Am.  R.,  232  ;  21/125. 
Ticket  taken  up  by  preceding  conductor:  15  Am.  R.,  419;  16/750.  Stopping  over :  6 
Am.  345,  n,  350;  10/711,  n,  718;  18/220;  29/458;  2  Redf .  L.  R.  Cas.,  441.  Schedules: 
Hutch.  C.,  §604;  13  Am.  R.,  97  ;  19/631.  Duty  to  carry  without  unreasonable  deviation 
or  delay:  Schoul.  B.,  634.  Passenger  in  unusual  place :  27  Am.  R.,  693;  37/651.  On 
freight  trains:  28  Am.  R.,  771 ;  37/423.  On  hand-car:  35  Am.  R.,  229.  Standing  up 
before  the  train  stops  :  22  Wall.,  341.  Liability  of,  for  robbery  of  passengers  by  third 
persons:  28  Am.  R.,  112,  n.  Passenger  carried  beyond  destination:  19  Am.  R.,  12. 
Two  carriers  using  same  depot  and  track:  Schoul.  B.,  594;  Hutch.  C.„  §514;  5  Wall.,  90. 
Connecting  lines  :  Schoul.  B.,  592 ;  Hutch.  C,  §578  ;  2  Redf.  L.  R.  Cas.,  458;  35  Am.  R., 
708,  n.  Damages  for  neglect  of  passenger  by  carrier:  Sedg.  L.  C.  Dam.,  152.  Personal 
inconvenience  to  passenger  :  Sedg.  L.  C.  Dam.,  155.  Want  of  punctuality  :  Sedg.  L. 
C.  Dam.,  194.  See  notes  to  §§3033,  3368.  Subject  treated  :  Thompson  on  Carriers  of 
Passengers  ;  Coggs  vs.  Bernard  ;  1  Sm.  L.  C.  (s.  p.),  82  and  notes  ;  Shear,  and  Redf.  Neg., 
§§261-285  ;  Abbott's  Tr.  Es.,  577-581 ;  Whart.  Neg.,  §545;  Pierce  on  Railroads. 

§2068.  (2042.)  (2041.)  Effect  of  notice  to  limit.  A  common  carrier  can 
not  limit  his  legal  liability  by  any  notice  given,  either  by  publication 
or  by  entry  on  receipts  given  or  tickets  sold.  He  may  make  an  express 
contract,  and  will  then  be  governed  thereby. 

Cannot  vary  his  responsibility  by  notice  or  special  acceptance  :  2  Ga.,  349.  Where 
no  proper  notice  to  owner  of  arrival  of  goods :  14  Ga.,  278.  As  to  limiting  liabilility  by 
special  agreement:  19  Ga.,  210.  May  limit  liability  by  special  contract,  and  as  to 
usage  as  to:  21  Ga.,  526.  The  marks  on  bales  of  cotton  no  evidence  of  contract:  25 
Ga.,  228.  Cannot  by  special  contract  exempt  themselves  from  liability  for  losses  aris- 

ing from  negligence  :  28  Ga.,  543 ;  38/43  ;  34/315.  What  is  meaning  of  special  contract : 
32  Ga.,  404.  Express  company  may  make  express  contract  with  shipper  outside  of  the 
receipt:  36  Ga.,  532-635;  37/103.    What  was  an  express  contract  by  whieh  the  shipper 
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and  carrier  both  were  bound:  39  Ga.,  617,  634.  Where  the  fact  as  to  whether  there 
was  an  express  contract  limiting  liability  should  have  been  left  to  the  jury:  42  Ga.,  487. 
A  letter  did  not  constitute  an  express  contract :  44  Ga.,  278.  Express  contract  signed 

by  both  parties  that  the  express  company  should  not  be  liable  for  '"  river  risks  "  :  48 
Ga.,  85;  37/103. 

Subject  specially  treated  in  Lawson  on  Contracts  of  Carriers.  See  Hutch.  C,  §229 
et  seq. ;  Schoul.  B.,  443,  644 ;  2  Red.  L.  R.  Cas.,  223 ;  Wade  on  Notice,  235  ;  31  Am.  R., 
501,  n. 

/y~4       fl£&\    i     §2089.  (2043.)  (2042.)  Duty  as  to  reception  of  goods,  etc.     A  common  car- 
rfe£*t'  jriiex,  holding  himself  out  to  the  public  as  such,  is  bound  to  receive  all 
¥~C*x/fJ4  /<?*&      goodsa  and  passengersb  offered  that  he  is  able0  and  accustomed*1  to  carry, 

/      *  upon  compliance  with  such  reasonable  regulations0  as  he  may  adopt  for his  own  safety  and  the  benefit  of  the  public. 

aSchoul.  B.,  354  ;  Hutch.  C,  §111.  Without  preference  :  2  Am.  R.,  31  ;  13/72,  459 ; 
18/754.  Transportation  at  unequal  or  excessive  rates  :  Schoul.  B.,  355-8  ;  16  Fla.,  623. 
See  note  on  Railroad  Commission,  page  164  of  this  Code.  Preference  as  to  wharfage  : 
8  Am.  R.,  195.  Action  for  refusing:  Schoul.  B.,  553.  Damages,  rise  in  market,  value 
of  goods  to  be  transported  :  Sedg.  L.  C.  Dam.,  123.  bHutch.  C,  $538  ;  Cooley  on  Torts, 
282-6.  Colored  persons  :  17  Wall,  445.  See  notes  to  §3035.  cHut3h.  C,  §114  ;  8  Am. 
R.,  178.  Strike  among  employees  excuses:  25  Am.  R.,  422;  32  Am.  R.,  565.  dHutch. 
C,  §112.  eSehoul.  B.,  361.  Regulations  as  to  admitting  passengers  into  depot :  Hutch. 
C,  §522. 

§2070.  (2044.)  (2043.)  Time  of  responsibility.  The  responsibility  of  the 

carrier  commences11  with  the  deliveryb  of  the  goods,  either  to  himself  or 
his  agent,0  or  at  the  place4  where  he  is  accustomed0  or  agrees  to  receive 
them.  It  ceasesf  with  their  delivery5  at  destination  according  to  the 
direction  of  the  personh  sending,  or  according  to  the  custom1  of  the  trade. 

Delivery   to  the   carrier  must    be    proved  to    make   him  responsible  :  12  Ga.,  217. 
Deposit  of  cotton  at  place  agreed  on  constitutes  good  delivery:  19  Ga.,  145.     Jury  to 

£  determine  under  the  facts  what  was  a  valid  delivery  :  19  Ga.,  209.     Delivery  to  carrier 
<:  not  designated  by  consignee  does  not  amount  to  delivery  to  consignee  :  20  Ga.,  574.  But 

where  designated :  30  Ga.,  832.  When  delivery  to  railroads  is  not  delivery  to  pur- 
chaser :  30  Ga.,  637.  Goods  lost,  carrier  responsible  for  their  value  at  place  of  destina- 

tion, less  freight  :  26  Ga.,  122.  Responsibility  of  connecting  road  commences  when 
car  delivered  to  and  received  by  it :  39  Ga.,  636.  Carrier's  liability  begins  when  and 
where  he  or  his  agent  receives  the  goods  :  36  Ga.,  635.  When  to  carrier  designated  by 
consignee,  delivery  to  him  is  delivery  to  consignee  :  30  Ga.,  450.  What  constitutes  de- 

livery where  connecting  carrier  :  30  Ga.,  798.  Delivery  at  place  of  destination  or  to 
agent  of  owner  or  assignee  is  good  delivery,  and  as  to  value  of  goods  :  37  Ga.,  688.  Where 
the  liability  as  warehouseman  continued:  53  Ga.,  596.  Chartered  car,  responsibility 

from  delivery  and  burden  of  proof  on  carrier,  where  loss  :  58  Ga.,  393-396.  Carrier's 
liability  becomes  without  notice  that  of  warehousemen  where  arrive  in  time  at  desti- 

nation :  46  Ga.,  433-437.  When  acceptance  of  goods  and  payment  of  freight  and 
charges  of  carrier,  no  waiver  of  damages  :  55  Ga.,  267. 

Doctrine  of  notice  as  applicable  to  delivery  by  and  to  carriers:  Wade  onN.,  196. 
Notice  to  consignor  of  non-delivery:  Hutch.  C,  §383  et  seq.  Notice  to  consignee  of 
arrival  of  goods :  Hutch.  C,  §359  et  seq. ;  8  Am.  D.,  217,  n;  10  Am.  R.,  402.  Defective 
packing.  2  Add.  Contr.,  §995;  24  Am.  R.,  144.  Live  stock:  Schoul.  B.,  430;  Hutch. 
C,  §§217-222,  322  ;  3  Woods,  380  ;  2  Redf.  L.  R.  Cas.,  360  ;  4  Am.  R.,  466  ;  12/275,  494.  n, 
500 ;  15/740,  19 ;  13/42,  n,  53  ;  23/578  ;  6/321 ;  10/355,  559;  1  C.  L.  J.,  183  ;  1  Sm.  L.  C, 
(t.  p.)  331.  Injury  during  transportation  :  2  Red.  L.  R.  Cas.,  345.  Damage  by  rain  :  2 
Woods,  315.  aHutch.  C,  §§82,  95,  98,  99 ;  Schoul.  B.,  362  ;  2  Red.  L.  R.  Cas.,  142.  De- 

livery must  be  for  transportation  immediately,  or  as  soon  as  business  will  permit : 
Hutch.  C,  §89.  Goods  not  intended  for  immediate  transportation:  Schoul.  B.,  367. 
bConstructive  delivery:  Hutch.  C,  §§90-93.  Satisfies  statute  of  frauds,  when  :  See  §1950, 

•  par.  7.     No  checking  or  entry  on  way  bill  necessary  to  complete  delivery  :  Hutch.  C, 
£100.  cHutch.  C,  ?§83,  84,  95;  Abb.  Tr.  Ev..  564.  dHutch.  C,  §§87,  96.  eHutch.  C, 
§91.  f2  Redf.  L.  R.  Cas.,  152;  1  Am.  R.,  365;  6/202;  7/586,  n,  591 ;  8/215.  n.  «To 
whom  should  be  made:  1  Am.  R.,  365;  5/216;  6/30,  n;  8/218;  10/475;  14/576;  3  O., 
575.  To  wrong  person:  Hutch.  C,  §§344-354;  35  Am.  R.,  107;  4  0.,  549.  At  wrong 
place:  35  Am.  R.,  571.  On  holiday,  valid:  23  How.,  28.  To  connecting  road:  See 
note  to  §2084.  By  express  company  :  Hutch.  C,  §379  ;  Schoul.  B.,  512;  2  Am.  R.,  577  ; 
6/23,  96  ;  19/619.  Collecting  on  delivery  :  Hutch.  C,  §389;  Schoul.  B.,  506 ;  6  Am. 
R..  98;  12/45;  14/224.  hMay  change  consignment,  unless  delivery  to  ca  rier  was  de- 

livery to  consignee  :  Hutch.  C,  §§134-137.  Negligent  marking  :  1  Am.  R.,  164.  iHutch. 
C,  §§381-382;  Schoul.  B.,  442,  527;  2  Redf.  L.  R.  Cas.,  161;  8  Am.  R.,264;  21/507; 
23/146;  1  Woods,  358;  8  Am.  D.,  217,  n;  11/647,  n;  31/303,  n.— Consignee  not  found, 
or  failing  or  refusing  to  receive,  carrier  liable  only  as  warehouseman  :  Hutch.  C,  §§355, 
378.  As  to  carrier's  liability  as  warehouseman,  generally:  See  1  Add.  Torts,  §667; 
Hutch.  C,  §62,  110,  355,  371,  378,  385,  392,  712;  Schoul.  B.,  516;  24  Am.D.,  146-149,  n  ; 

V 
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1  Am.  R..  207;    4/709;  6/96;    7/591,  n ;    9/369;    13/568;    18/613;    19/433;    30/543,  n  ; 
35/620;  3  C.  L.  J.,  451. 

§2071.  (2045.)  (2044.)  For  baggage.  The  carrier  of  passengers  is  re- 
sponsible*1 only  for  baggageb  placed  in  his  custody,0  yet  a  passenger  cannot 

relieve  himself  from  liability  for  freight  by  assuming  to  take  care  of 
his  own  baggage. 

What  is  baggage,  and  responsible  for  loss  of,  unless  caused  by  act  of  God,  etc  :  12  Ga., 
217.  When  money  is  not  baggage,  and  paying  fare  carries  the  right  to  certain  amount 
and  character  of  baggage  :  25  Ga.,  61. 

a2  Redf.  L.  R.  Cas.,  96 ;  2  Add.  Contr.,  £994:  24  Am.  D.,  137,  n.  Liability  terminates, 
when:  Hutch.  C.,§708;  24  Am.  R.,  272.  Damages  by  deprivation  of  tools  in  lost  bag- 

gage :  14  Am.  R.,  362,  n.  bWhat  is :  Hutch.  C.,  §679  ;  2  Reuf.  L.  R.  Cas.,  93  ;  1  Am.  R., 

527;  5/221,  655  ;  8/471 ;  14/716  ;  24/248,  272,  n.  ;  l'C.  L.  J.,  303;  3/31,  313;  6/222:  9/432  : 10/397.  Question  for  jury  :  14  Am.  R.,  362,  n.  Condition  as  to  baggage  in  checks  and 
tickets:  3  Am.  R.%  701:  8/543;  15/453,  n,  457.  Containing  merchandise :  Hutch.  C, 
$427;  24  Am.  D.,  137,  n  ;  30  Am.  R.,  667  ;  34/376,  n,  379;  35/620.  cIn  passenger's  cus- 

tody :  Hutch.  C,  §§85,  689  ;  Schoul.  B.,  378,  421 ;  14  Am.  R.,  716 ;  (case  of  sleeping  car,) 
28/202,  n.  Not  liable  for  money  or  valuables  concealed  about  his  person  :  Schoul.  B., 
426:  5  Am.  R.,  655;  28/112,  n. 

§2072.  (2046.)  Checks  for  baggage.     [It  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  railroad  Act  of  1847 

companies  to  cause  their  conductors,  agents,  or  employees,  to  be  provided  2^  ̂|®8of 
with  checks,  so  as  to  check  all  trunks  or  separate  baggage  of  passen- 18§7,  p.  65. 
gers  from  station  to  station  on  their  roads,  when  required,  and  it  shall 
be  the  duty  of  the  conductor  of  every  passenger  train  to  cause,  upon 
application  to  him,  all  trunks  and  baggage  to  be  checked  from  any  sta- 

tion to  any  point  of  destination  on  their  road,  or  any  road  running 
under  the  control  of  the  company  of  which  he  is  conductor,  under  a 
penalty  of  Mtj  dollars  for  every  failure  to  comply  promptly  with  such 
requisition,  to  be  recovered  in  the  Justice  Court  of  the  district  where 
the  demand  for  check  was  made,  out  of  the  company  upon  whose  con- 

ductor the  demand  was  made.]  (a.) 

Responsible  for  tortious  acts  of  conductor  and  servants  in  checking  baggage  of  pass- 
enger :  58  Ga.,  216-221. 

Checks  :  Hutch.  C,  §§717-8  ;  29  Am.  R,,  119 ;  30/271. 

§2073.  (2047.)  (2045.)  For  delay.     The  common  carrier  is  bound  not  Act  of  1847, 

only  for  the  safe  transportation  and  delivery  of  goods,  but. also  that  the  c-  p- m 
same  be  done  without  unreasonable  delay. 

Must  transport  the  cotton  in  reasonable  time,  and  as  to  evidence  of  what  is  :  32  Ga., 
400,  405.  When  liable  for  delay  :  44  Ga.,  278  ;  58/180.  Damages  sought  for,  not  deliv- 

ering in  time  a  check  sent  by  express  :  60  Ga.,  496-497. 
Delay,  when  liable  for:  Hutch.  C,  §§330.  336;  Schoul.  B.,  385,  405,  527,  555  ;  2  Am. 

R.  267;  5/83;  7/405;  15/106;  4  C.  L.  J.,  165;  7/74.  Forfeits  freight:  1  Am.  R.,  350. 
Damages  for  :  26  Am.  R.,  673;  32/342.  Rise  in  value  of  delayed  eoods :  1  Sedg.  L.  C. 
Dam.,  126,  138.  Fall  in  value  :  1  Sedg.  L.  C.  Dam.,  177.  Caused  by  strike  :  5  C.  L.  J., 
98 ;  8/505 ;  25  Am.  R.  422  ;  32/63.  Where  loss  by  ''act  of  God"  would  not  have  occurred 
but  for  delay  :  Hutch.  C,  §193,  or  deviation  ;  Hutch.  C,  §209. 

§2074.  (2048.)  (2046.)  Stoppage  in  transitu.  A  stoppage  in  transitu  by 
the  vender  or  consignor  relieves  the  carrier  from  his  obligation  to  de- 

liver, nor  is  he  thenceforward  responsible  for  more  than  ordinary  dili- 
gence in  the  care  of  the  goods. 

Hutch.  C,  §409;  29  Am.  D.,  384-389,  n;  Ewell  Evan's  Agency,  (s.  p.)  377.  Carrier 
has  no  lien  on  goods  thus  stopped,  except  for  specific  freight:  1  Tudor's  L.  C,  670. 
Goods  remain  at  vendee's  risk  :  1  Tudor's  L.  C,  670. — Subject  treated  in  Houston  on 
Stoppage  in  Transitu;  Cross  on  Lien  and  Stoppage  in  Transitu,  (L.  L.) ;  2  Tudor's  Lead. 
Cas.,  647-675. 

§2075.  (2049.)  (2047.)  When  it  exists.  The  right  of  stoppage  in  tran-  §2650. 
situ  exists  whenever  the  vender  in  a  sale  on  credit  seeks  to  resume  the 
possession  of  goods  while  they  are  in  the  hands  of  a  carrier  or  middle 
man,  in  their  transit  to  the  vendee  or  consignee,  on  his  becoming  in- 

solvent. It  continues  until  the  vendee  obtains  actual  possession  of 
the  goods. 
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Right  of  stoppage  in  transitu,  superior  to  lien  of  attachment  against  vendee  :  54  Ga., 
533. 

Hutch.  C,  $41°;  Lickbarrow  vs.  Mason  1  Sm.  L.  C,  (s.  p.)  388,  and  notes;  2  Redf. 
L.  R.  Cas.,  374;  2  Tudor's  L.  C,  647-670,  (full  treatise);  Wade  on  Notice,  199:  29  Am. 
I)..  384-391,  full  note;  1  C.  L.  J.,84;  2/23£  ;  4/594;  5/147;  9/37,  75;  10/454.  Right 
when  lost  as  against  bona  fide  assignee  of  hill  of  lading:  See  notes  to  §2650. 

§2076.  (2050.)  (2048.")  Estoppel  on  carrier.  The  carrier  cannot  dis- 
pute the  title  of  the  person  delivering  the  goods  to  him  by  setting  up 

adverse  title  in  himself,  or  a  title  in  third  persons,  which  is  not  being 
enforced  against  him. 

This  section  cited  and  construed  :  39  Ga.,  617-630. 
Hutch.  C,  §405;  1  Woods,  131;  Bigelow  on  Estoppel,  384. 

§2077.  (2051.)  (2049.)  Lien.     The  carrier  has  a  liena  on  the  goods  for 
§1972.  the  freight,  and  may  retain  possession  until  it  is  paid,  unless  this  right 

is  waived  by  special  contractb  or  actual  delivery.0  This  lien  exists  only 
when  the  carrier  has  complied  with  his  contract  as  to  transportation. 
He  can  recover  pro  rata?  for  the  actual  distance  transported  when  the 
consignee  voluntarily  receives  the  goods  at  an  intermediate  point. 

Have  a  lien  for  freight  unless  waived  and  can  detain  goods  to  satisfy  it:  12  Ga.,  566. 
Baggage  can  be  retained  for  dues  to  the  carrier  on  the  article  :  25  Ga.,  62.  Does  not 
exist  where  the  contract  is  void:  25  Ga.,  704. 

*Hutch.  C,  £476  etseq;  Schoul.  B.,  543;  2  Add.  Contr.,  §1006;  2  Tudor's  Lead.  Cas., 
687 ;  5.  Wall.,  545.  Lost  by  delay :  1  Am.  R,  350.  Effect  of  usage  on  lien  :  2  Redf.  L. 
R.  Cas.,  219.  No  lien  for  drayage  :  6  Am.  R.,  210.  Lien  not  assignable  :  Hutch.  C,  §493. 
No  lien  on  goods  stopped  in  transitu  except  for  specific  freight :  2 !  Tudor's  Lead.  Cas.,  671. 
— See  §1986.  bWhen  acceptance  of  bill  of  exchange  waives:  Hutch.  C,  §484;  3  Wall., 
37  :  5/545.  Not  waived  by  acceptance  of  note  for  freights  where  maker  becomes  insol- 

vent before  delivery  :  Hutch.  C,  §486;  3  Wall.,  37.     cHutch.  C,  §479;  1  Bk.,  108.     Not 
J  lost  by   delivery  procured   by   fraud  or  promise  to   pay  on  delivery  :  Hutch.  C,  §481. 
,  Delivery  of  part  does  not  waive  lien  on  balance  :  35  Am.  R.,  362,  n.     aHutch.  C,  §§456, 
,  .460-1;  2  Redf.  L.  R.  Cas.,  185;  25  Am.  ft.,  175. 

§2078.  (2052.)  Freight  lists,  how  made  out.     [All  freight  bills  or  freight 
Act  of  1855  lists  charged  against,  or  to  be  collected  out  of  any  person  for  whom  a 

jC^      ̂ -J!$[\        railroad  shall  carry  freight,  in   this  State,  shall  contain  the  items  of 

/fc£*+.  oxA^K-yc^t    freight  charged  in  said  bills,  or  freight  lists,  by  some  certain  and  spe- cific description,  before  they  shall  be  collectable.]  (a.) 

Where  "cotton  samples"  were  not  mentioned  in  the  freight  lists,  the  shipper  was 
liable  to  pay  the  customary  rates  thereon  :  16  Ga.,  558. 

§2079.  (2053.)  (2050.)  On  baggage.  The  carrier  of  passengers  has  a 

lien  on  the  baggage  not  only  for  its  freight,  but  for  the  passenger's fare. 

Whatever  is  carried  in  passenger  car  can  be  retained  for  dues  for  passage  or  freight : 
25  Ga.,  62.     Lien  on  trunk  as  baggage  for  passenger  fare:  51  Ga.,  312. 

Hutch.  C,  §564;  Schoul.  B.,  553.     Pro  rata:  Schoul.  B.,  535,  555. 

§2080.  (2054.)  (2051.)  Fraud  on  carrier.  The  carrier  may  require5*  the 
natureb  and  value  of  the  goods  delivered  to  him  to  be  made  known,  and 
any  fraudulent  acts,  sayings,  or  concealment0  by  his  customers  will  re- 

lease him  from  liability. 
Fraudulent  acts  or  sayings:  2  Ga.,  349.  May  require  value  of  goods  delivered  to  be 

made  known,  and  released  by  fraudulent  acts  or  sayings  :  37  Ga.,  688.  Had  a  right  to 
know  the  value  of  a  trunk  delivered  to  them  :  45  Ga.,  309. 

al  Sm.  L.  C,  (t.  p.)  320  ;  Hutch.  C,  §439.  bDangerous  articles:  Hutch.  C,  §430.  Li- 
ability of  carriers  for  injury  to  property  of  others  caused  by  such  articles :  1  Thomp. 

Neg.,  45;  231.     Trunks  containing  merchandise:  See  note  to  §2071.     cl  Woods,  573. 

§2081.  (2055.)  (2052.)  Limit  as  to  value  of  baggage.  A  carrier  ol  pas- 
sengers may  limit  the  value  of  the  baggage  to  be  taken  for  the  fare 

paid :  in  case  of  loss,  however,  and  though  no  extra  freight  has  been 
demanded  or  paid,  the  carrier  is  responsible  for  the  value  of  the  bag- 

gage lost :  Provided,  the  same  be  only  such  articles  as  a  traveler  for  busi- 
ness or  pleasure  would  carry  for  his  or  her  own  use.a 
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"What  is  the  baggage  a  carrier  is  liable  for:  12  Ga.,  217-18.  Money,  except  for  pay- 
ment of  expenses,  not  embraced  in  baggage :  25  Ga.,  64. 

aSee  notes  to  $2071,  as  to  what  constitutes  baggage,  putting  goods  in  trunks,  etc. 

§2082.  (2056.)  (2053.)  What  passengers  may  be  refused.  Carriers  of  pas- 
sengers may  refuse"  to  admit,  or  may  ejectb  from  their  conveyances  all 

persons  refusing  to  comply  with  reasonable  regulations,0  or  guilty  of 
improper  conduct/  or  of  bad,  dissolute,  doubtful,  or  suspicious  charac- 

ters:*3 so  they  may  refuse  to  convey  persons  seeking  to  interfere1  with their  own  business  or  interest. 

Although  conductor  may  put  passenger  off  train  for  disorderly  conduct,  yet  railroad 
liable  for  conductor's  wrongful  conduct  to  :  58  Ga.,  220.  Fighting  on  a  street  car:  Gl 
Ga.,  215-217. 

aSee  note  to  §g2069,  3035.  bIn  what  manner  :  6  Am.  R.,  200,  345  ;  7/293  ;  36/98  ; 
Hutch.  C,  §591.  For  non-payment  of  fare  :  Schoul.  B.,  647  ;  2  Redf.  L.  R.  Cas.,  438  ; 
34  Am.  R.,  277,  n,  284;  35/278,  280,  n.  Right  of  passenger  to  resume  passage  after 
ejection:  29  Am.  R.,  463,  n.  "Requiring  passenger  to  show  ticket:  4  Am.  R.,  77; 
19/434;  2  Redf.  L.  R.  Cas.,  447;  Hutch.  C,  #569.  Regulation  as  to  trains  not  stop- 

ping: 8  Am.  R.,  305;  19/703.  dDuty  to  eject'  such  person:  30  Am.  R.,  98;  Hutch.  C, §546.  Intoxicated  persons  :  6  C.  L.  J.,  38  ;  26  Am.  R.,  68  ;  30/98.  e2  Redf.  L.  R.  Cas., 
568  ;  Hutch.  C,  §550.  Assaults  by  such  persons  on  passengers  :  24  Am.  R.,  689  ;  2/39  ; 
18/424,n.427;  2  C.  L.  J.,  79;  4/539.  'Drummer  for  baggage :  23  Am.  R.,  115;  for 
eating-house  :  25  Am.  R..  547. 

§2083.  (2057.)  (2054.)  Liability  of  railroad  companies  as  carriers.  Rail-  Acts  of  1855 
road  companies  are  common  carriers,  and  liable  as  such.  As  such  com-  ̂ ^^ok 
panies  necessarily  have  many  employees  who  cannot  possibly  control  /^-^L 
those  who  should  exercise  care  and  diligence  in  the  running  of  trains,  ̂   ̂ =-< 
such  companies  shall  be  liable  to  such  employees  as  to  passengers  for  /f-&  -A 
injuries  arising  from  the  want  of  such  care  and  diligence. 

Widow  of  engineer  of  railroad  suing  for  homicide  of  her  husband  :  52  Ga.,  411.  Duty 

of,  as  to  the  precaution  of  railroad  companies  to  be  observed  towards  their  employees' 
safety,  citing  this  section  :  63  Ga.,  181.  Negligence  of  one  employee  of,  toward  another 
employee  of  railroad,  causing  damage,  railroad  responsible  :  54  Ga.,  509-512.  Employee 
suing  railroad  for  injury  from  defective  handcar  :  58  Ga.,  486.  No  recovery  against  the 
company  where  employee  knowingly  uses  defective  machinery :  55  Ga.,  133.  Not  run- 

ning a  train  according  to  its  published  schedule:  58  Ga.,  180.  Receivers  running  a 
railroad  were  not  liable  for  injury  by  one  employee  to  another:  55  Ga.,  481.  One  em- 

ployee free  from  fault  may  recover  from  company  for  negligence  of  co-employee  in 
same  service:  56  Ga.,  196.  Suit  by  employee  against  railroad  company  for  damages 
while  coupling  cars  :  58  Ga.,  109.  Section  cited,  and  as  to  contributory  negligence  :  53 
Ga.,  12.    Are  responsible  although  others  may  be  using  their  franchise  ;  49  Ga.,  355. 

See  notes  to  collateral  sections. 

§2084.  (2058.)  (2055.)  When  there  are  several.  When  there  are  several 
connecting  railroads  under  different  companies,  and  the  goods  are  in- 

tended to  be  transported  over  more  than  one  railroad,  each  company 
shall  be  responsible  only  to  its  own  terminus  and  until  delivery  to  the 
connecting  road ;  the  last  company  which  has  received  the  goods  as 

"  in  good  order"  shall  be  responsible  to  the  consignee  for  any  damage, 
open  or  concealed,  done  to  the  goods,  and  such  companies  shall  settle 
among  themselves  the  question  of  ultimate  liability. 

What  is  good  delivery  by  one  connecting  carrier  to  another :  30  Ga.,  798  ;  25/228-233. 
The  carrier  may  by  contract  and  receipt  be  liable  for  goods  beyond  the  terminus  of  his 
line:  38  Ga.,  519-27.  Reception  of  goods  and  payment  of  freight  by  consignee  is  no 
waiver  of  damages  against  carrier:  55  Ga.,  267.  Last  connecting  road  must  show  that 
hogs  not  suffocated  on  their  train  :  53  Ga.,  385.  When  last  road  liable  unless  can  show 
goods  not  received  in  good  order:  56  Ga.,  498-501.  First  company  responsible  under 
the  receipt :  38  Ga.,  37.  Second  connecting  railroad  not  responsible  until  car  delivered 
to  and  received  by  them  :  39  Ga.,  636.  The  rule  as  to  connecting  roads  referred  to  and 
discussed:  42  Ga.,  642.  A  mere  receipt  for  goods  beyond  its  terminus  does  not  bind 
receipting  road  for  whole  distance  :  44  Ga.,  285.  Section  cited  and  construed,  custom : 
40  Ga.,  419.  Passenger  with  through  ticket  and  baggage  checked  through  can  recover 
from  first  railroad  company,  where  loss :  62  Ga.,  347.  Last  railroad  may  show  goods, 
although  in  apparent  good  order,  were  damaged  when  shipped :  57  Ga.,  336.  Presumed 
to  have  received  goods  in  good  order  from  connecting  line,  Central  Railroad  &  Banking 
Co.,  vs.  Rogers  &  Son,  Panip.,  September  1880,  p.  33. 
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!  As  to  connecting  lines,  freight  over  :  Hutch.  C,  ̂ 102-108,  145-170  ;  Schoul.  B.,  518  ; 
2  Redf.   L.  R.   Cas.,   273;    2  Am.   R.,  242 ;    7/314,  327;    36/761,  n  ;    1  Woods,  184,  612 ; 
Green's  Brice  U.  V.,  673.     Delivery- to  connecting  road  :  2  Am.  R.,  130  ;  17/394  ;  18/564  ; 
6/152;  19/439;  11/630;  18/340;  29/482;  5  0.,  43.      Baggage  over:    Schoul.  B.,526;    2 

*.  Am.  R.,  26  ;  4/587.     Passengers  over  :  2  Redf.  L.  R.  Cas.,  458  ;  Schoul.  B.,  592  ;  Hutch. 
C,  #578  ;  35  Am.  R.,  708,  n. 

i  §2084.  (a.)   Undelivered  goods  may  be  sold,  when.  Whenever  any  person, 
Acts  of  1878  natural  or  artificial,  exercising  the  right  of  transportation  for  hire  in 

t   ;  ~9'  p-177-    this  State,  shall  transport  to  the  place  designated  for  its  delivery  any 
'   ,  property,  and  the  same  cannot  be  delivered  according  to  the  terms  upon 
i   '  which  said  carrier  has  agreed  to  carry  it  within  six  months  from  and after  the  time  of  arrival  of  such  property  at  the  place  of  delivery,  then 
;  and  in  that  case  it  shall  be  lawful  for  such  carrier  to  sell  for  cash  said 

property  at  public  auction  at  such  place  as  may  be  designated  by  such 
carrier,  after  having  duly  advertised  the  time,  place  and  terms  of  sale 
once  a  week  for  four  weeks  in  some  newspaper  published,  or  having  a 

;  general  circulation,  in  the  county  wherein  such  sale  is  proposed  to  be 
made ;  and  the  proceeds  of  sale  shall  be  applied  in  the  first  place  to  the 
payment  of  all  charges  of  carriage  due  to  such  carrier,  together  with 
all  expenses  incident  to  such  sale,  and  the  advertisement  thereof;  and 
then  the  residue,  if  any,  of  the  proceeds  be  deposited  in  some  conven- 

ient State  or  National  bank,  located  in  this  State,  to  be  selected  by  the 
carrier. 

§2084.  (b.)  Livestock,  etc.,  how  sold.     Whenever  the  property  so  trans- 
Acts  of  1878  ported  and  not  delivered  is  live  freight,  the  same  may  be  sold  as  here- 
-9,  p.  177.    ixibefore  provided,  on  five  days'  notice ;  and  whenever  the  property  is 

fruit,  vegetables,  fresh  meat,  or  other  articles  of  an  immediately  perish- 
£  able  nature,  the  same  may  be  sold  as  hereinbefore  provided,  on  twenty- 

four  hours'  notice.  In  any  case  provided  for  by  this  section,  the  carrier 
will  give  the  notice  in  such  manner  as  the  carrier,  in  the  exercise  of 
good  faith,  and  with  a  view  to  making  the  best  sale,  shall  determine ; 
but  in  every  such  case,  notice  in  a  newspaper  circulating  or  published  at 
the  place  of  sale,  or  personal  notice  to  either  the  consignor  or  consignee 
of  such  freight,  for  the  time  for  which  such  notice  is  required  to  be 
given,  shall  be  deemed  and  held  sufficient. 

§2084.  (c.)  Deposit  of  proceeds.     Upon  the  deposit  in  bank  of  the  net 
Acts  of  1878  proceeds  of  sale,  the  entry  of  such  deposit  shall  show  the  names  of 

9-,  p.  177.    both  consignor  and  consignee,  and  the  deposit  shall  not  be  drawn  out 
except  by  the  consent  of  both,  or  on  the  judgment  or  order  of  a  Court 
having  jurisdiction  in  the  premises. 

§2084.  (d.)   Carrier  relieved,  when.     On  compliance  with  the  provisions 
Acts  of  1878  of  the  three  preceding  sections,  such  carriers  shall  be  relieved  from  all 

-9,  p.  177.    liability  as  to  the  safe  keeping  of  such  freight  after  transportation,  and also  as  to  the  proceeds  of  sale. 
General  Note. — Agent,  railroad  companies  not  liable  for  declarations  of,  and  em- 

ployees, in  case  of  damages:  34  Ga.,  330.  Of  conductor,  how  accident  occurred  not 
allowed:  62  Ga.,  339-310.  Sayings  of  engineer,  when  not  admissible:  Newsorn  vs. 
Georgia  Railroad,  September  term,  1880,  Pampht.,  p.  38.  Only  sayings  admissible 
spoken  concerning  principal's  work,  while  doing  the  work:  29  Ga.,  461 ;  28/93  ;  26/112  ; 
56/498  ;  34/337.  Beating  passenger  by,  liability  of  carrier  for :  60  Ga.,  282.  When  does 
not  excuse  conversion:  48  Ga.,  94.  Act  of  God,  what  is:  25  Ga.,  24-26;  2/349; 
50/511.  A  flood:  42  Ga.,  443.  Excuses:  37  Ga.,  103;  36/635.  Baggage,  liable  for 
loss  of,  unless  caused  by  act  of  God  or  the  public  enemy  :  12  Ga.,  217  ;  2/349.  Is  bag- 

gage the  subject  of  garnishment:  60  Ga.,  300.  What  is:  12  Ga.,  217  ;  25/61-62.  Burden 
of  proof  on  carrier  to  show  no  negligence,  in  case  of  special  exemption  in  contract : 
28  Ga.,  550 ;  34/315.  Is  on  carrier  to  show  such  facts  as  will  relieve  him  from  liability 
for  goods  lost:  36  Ga.,  635.  On  railroad  delivering,  to  show  that  suffocation  of  hogs 
occurred  on  road  from  which  it  received  them,  otherwise  liable:  53  Ga.,  383.  Must 
show  that  damaged  goods  were  not  in  good  condition  when  received  to  exempt  from 
liability:  48  Ga.,  533.  To  show  that  loss  not  by  their  negligence:  58  Ga.,  393-396. 
Charter  of  car,  railroad  hiring  or  chartering  a  car  to  shippers  not  liable  as  common 
carrier  for  damages  to  goods  in  it:  27  Ga.,  535.  Common  carrier,  definition  of;  2 
Ga.,  349.     Connecting"  road,  liability  of,  for  cotton  burnt  on  car  does  not  commence 
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until  delivery  and  receiving  of  through  car  containing  it :  39  Ga.,  636.     As  to  delivery 
to  and  acceptance  by :  30  Ga.,  798.     Railroad  receiving  freight  directed  to  a  point  be- 

yond terminus  bound  to  deliver  to  proper  custody  :  25  Ga.,  228.     May  show  that  goods 
apparently  in  good  condition  were  damaged  before  shipment,  although  receiving  road 
receipted. for  them  in  good  order:  57  Ga.,  336.      See  note  to  section  2084  of  Georgia 
Code.     Consignee,  delivery  to  carrier  for,  is  delivery  to  him  :  30  Ga.,  450.     But  not  to 
third  person  to  whom  goods  were  not  consigned  :  58  Ga.,  574.     As  to  right  of  consignor 
to  sue  :  32  Ga.,  400.     As  to  right  of  consignee  to  sue  :  48  Ga.,  533  ;  12/576.     Contract, 
violated  by  carrier  taking  more  bales  of  cotton  than  ordered  :  21  Ga.,  526.     Special  may 
be  shown  by  parol  between  consignor  and  carrier,  notwithstanding  receipt  given  by 
carrier's  clerk:  34  Ga.,  315.     Effect  of  contract  that  goods  sent  at  shipper's  risk:  42 
Ga.,  486.     Conversion,  receiving  goods  from  one  not  authorized  to  deliver  is,   and 
carrier  may  be  sued  in  trover:  48  Ga.,  85.     If  carrier  deviates  from  regular  route  and 

goods  are  lost,  it  is:  26  Ga.,  617.     To  warehouseman  for  consignee's  use,  is  not,  at  least 
until  demand:  14  Ga.,  277-285.     Custom  of  connecting  roads  as  to  responsibility  for 
freight  good   between  them,  but  not  binding  on   owner:    40  Ga.,  419.     May  prove 
custom  of,  on  a  river :  28  Ga.,  543.     Knowledge  presumed  in  shipper  of:  28  Ga.,  543. 
Damaged  goods,  consignee  cannot  abandon,  and  thereby  discharge  shipper  from 
liability  for  freight:  12  Ga.,  565.     How  measure  of  arrived  at:    39  Ga.,   636;    22/271. 
Question  of  damages  for  killing  a  man  considered  :  24  Ga.,  856.     Delivery,  when  there 
is  :  19  Ga.,  208,  145.     Must  be  proved  in  order  to  charge  carrier  for  loss  :  12  Ga.,  217. 
Delivery  to  carrier  is  delivery  to  consignee  when  no  direction:    57  Ga.,50;    49/596; 
58/574;  48/39.     To  a  carrier  of  goods  ordered  not  good,  unl  ess  by  authority  of  pur- 

chaser or  usage  between  the  places:  20  Ga.,  574.     Not  good,  in  a  certain  case,  to  bind 
contract  between  buyer  and  seller  :  25  Ga.,  216.     To  carrier  is  to  consignee,  when  there 
was  agreement,  etc.  ;  30  Ga.,  450.     Duty  of  each  when  there  are  two  carriers,  as  to,  and 
acceptance:  30  Ga.,  798.     When  delivery  to  agent  exonerates:  40  Ga.,  330.     Deterio- 

ration, carrier  not  liable  for  inherent,  when  not  in  default :  12  Ga.,  566.     Diligence, 
in  absence  of  proof  to  contrary,  carrier  is  presumed  to  have  received  goods  for  trans- 

portation under  legal  obligations,  as  to  :  52  Ga.,  142.     Is  a  question  for  the  jury  :  42  Ga., 
443.     Evidence  in  suit  against  carrier  for  failure  to  deliver  coal  to  iron  works,  proof 
of  loss  caused  by  suspension   of  works  because  of  failure   to  deliver,   not  admis- 

sible   in:     22    Ga.,    269.      Freight,    entitled    to   on    delivery,    whether  damaged   or 
not:    12    Ga.,   564-565.       In    pari    delicto,   etc.,    when    applicable    in    suit  against 
carrier:    48   Ga.,    102.      Jurisdiction,   Court  of    county   of  delivery   to    carrier   has 
to  try  claim  for  failure  to  deliver:  63  Ga.,  504.     Legal  process,  if  goods  are  taken 
from  possession  of  carrier  by,  liability  ceases:  48  Ga.,  432.     Carrier  not  relieved  by 
bare  statement  that  goods  were  seized  by  :  38   Ga.,  43.     Liability,  may  by  contract 
signed  by  both  parties  limit  their  liability,  Georgia  Railroad  vs.  Spears  and  vs.  Beatie, 
Pamph.,  February,  1881,  pp.  15,33.     Contract  limiting  carrier  held  binding:  39  Ga., 
634 ;  see  19/210 ;  21/526 ;  36/532.     Of  carrier  for  failure  to  transport  goods  in  a  reasona- 

ble time:  32  Ga.,  400.     Of  carrier  not  limited  by  publication  or  entry  on  receipt  or 
tickets:  36  Ga.,  532,   635;  37/103;  38/42.     For  goods  received  by  carrier  for  shipment 
beyond     terminus    of    the    line:  38  Ga.,   37,519;  25/228.     Begins  from  delivery  and 
ends  with  delivery  at  place  of  destination  :  58  Ga.,  393.     Of  carrier  ceases,  as  suchr 
when  goods  arrive  at  destination,  etc.,  and  he  becomes  liable  as  warehouseman  :  46  Ga.T 
437.    Ceases  if  goods  are  taken  from  his  possession  by  legal  process :  48  Ga.,  432.     "  First 
class  freight-boat"  and  a  "sea-going  vessel,"  not   liable    for  loss  of  goods  by  fire, 
unless  by  design   or  neglect,    under  Act  of  Congress :    48   Ga.,   545.      Lien,  carrier 
has  on  goods  for  freight:  12  Ga.,  566.     Mail  Matter,  contract  by   express   company  to 
carry,  is  void,  unless  such  matter  is  excepted  from   prohibition   in    Act  of  Congress : 
25  Ga.,  704.     Money,  right  of  carrier  to-collect  freight  on,  when   demandable,  not  de- 

feated by  fraudulent  concealment  :  25  Ga.,   62.     Negligence,    question  for  jury:  34 
Ga.,  337;  60/441-2.     Carrier  cannot  by  special  contract  exempt  himself  from  losses   ar- 
risingfrom:  28Ga.,543;  34/315.     Gross,    to  leave  cotton  on  side  track  in  ten  feet  of 
main  track  :  34  Ga.,  315.     Passenger,  extraordinary  diligence  to  protect :  56Ga.,322; 
58/461.     One  having  railroad  ticket  and  present  to  take  train  at  ordinary  point  of  de- 

parture is  :  58  Ga.,  461.     Drunk  and  putoff  train,  carrier  liable  for  injury  :  60  Ga.,  441-2. 
Possessory  warrant,  in  order  to  recover  goods  from  carrier  by,   even  if  possessory 
warrant  will  lie,  consignee   must  produce  bill  of  lading,  or  show  that  its  non-produc- 

tion would  leave  no  liability  on  carrier,  etc. :  63  Ga.,  745-7.     Public  enemies,  when 
carrier  defends  by  saying  loss  was  occasioned  by,  he  must  establish  the  fact  by  clear 
and  satisfactory  evidence :  38  Ga.,   32;  50/134.     Ratification,  silence   no   evidence   of 
transaction  evidenced  by  paper,  when  party  handing  paper  is  not  proper  one  to  whom 
to  address  dissent :  33  Ga.,  155,  Suplt.     Shipper's  risk,  goods  to  be  transported  at  ship- 

per's risk:  42  Ga.,  486.     Steamboats,  Act  of  Congress,  March  3, 1851,  does  not  apply  to, 
"used  in  rivers  or  inland  navigation  "  :  40  Ga.,  85.     Liable  for  loss  of  goods  caused  by 
breaking  of  "hog-chain":  50  Ga.,  509.     Storage,  carrier  may  charge,  after  notice   to 
consignee,  newspaper  notice  not  sufficient:  14  Ga.,  277-8.     Title,   when  carrier  cannot 
dispute  of  a  shipper :  39Ga.,617.     Usage,  may  show  by  that  contract  is  implied  :  21  Ga., 
526.     Value,  carrier  liable  for,  of  goods  at  place  of  delivery,  deducting  freight :  22  Ga., 
271 :  26/122.     Carrier  may  require  the  nature  and  value  of  goods  delivered  to  him,  to 
be  made  known,  and  any  fraudulent  acts,  sayings  or  Concealments  on  the  part  of  his 
customers  will  relieve  him  from  responsibility :  37   Ga.,  691.     Difference  between   the 
valuation  of   shipper  at   time   of    shipping  and  the  verdict,  and  as  to  failure  to  give 
value  when  requested :  45  Ga.,  305.  Failure  to  notify  carrier  of.  held  fraudulent :  46  Ga.r 
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303.  Venue,  sued  in  the  county  where  the  cotton  was  shipped,  to  try  a  claim  for  fail- 
ure to  deliver  :  63  Ga.,  504.  Western  and  Atlantic  Railroad  placed  on  same  footing  as 

other  roads  as  to  damages  caused  by  running  of  cars :  40  Ga.,  418.  As  to  liability  of, 
for  goods  to  b«  delivered  beyond  terminus:  42  Ga.,  642. 

G  eneral  Note  on  Carriers.— Aotion  against,  for  loss  of  goods,  pleading :  Schoul. 
B.,557;  Hutch.  C,  $737.  Parties:  Schoul.  B.,  564,  572;  Hutch.  C,  ̂ 722-736;  1  Sm.  L.  C, 
303;  3  Am.  D.,  310;  10  Am.  R.,342;  2  C.  L.  J.,  113;  1  Woods,  64;  2  Add.  Contr.,  §§1011, 
1013;  1  Add.  Torts,  §§693-4;  Dicey  on  Parties,  86-90,  350.  Evidence  for  plaintiff: 
Hutch.  C,  §758;  Abb.  Tr.  Ev.,  563-572;  1  Add.  Torts,  §698;  2  Gr.  Ev.,  §208.  For  de- 

fendant: Hutch.  C,  §765;  Abb.  Tr.  E v.,  573-577  ;  1  Add.  Torts,  §§700-704.  Measure 
of  damages:  Schoul.  B.,  583;  2  Red.  L.  R.  Cas.,  393;  Hutch.  C,  §759;  7  Am.  D.,  447; 
8/205;  9/751 ;  1  Am.  R.,  212;  1  Woods,  131 ;  7  C.  L.  J.,  74;  Sedg.  Dam.,  423;  1  Add. 

Torts,  §704;  2  Add.  Contr.,  §1014;  Woods'  Mayne  Dam.,  §§360-400;  Sedg.  L.  C.  Dam., 
99,  101,  104,  145,  165,  196,211.  Express  companies:  Hutch.  C,  §§68-71;  Whart. 
Keg.,  §697;  2  Redf.  L.  R.  Cas.,  34,  43,  47,  62,  72,  77,  86;  2  Am.  R  ,  577 ;  6/23,  96;  19/619; 
28/385;  29/153;  1  Woods,  573,  612.  Losses  in  railroad  accidents:  1  C.  L.  J.,  436,  440, 
498,  446,  500,  570  ;  4/35 ;  5/58  ;  8/78 ;  9/389.  Delivery  by :  See  notes  to  §2070.  Requir- 

ing claims  for  loss  to  be  made  in  certain  time  :  21  Wall.,  264 ;  28  Am.  R.,  385.  Liability 
for  acts  of  railroad  company:  3  0.,  174.  Forwarding  merchants:  Whart.  Neg., 
§703.  Garnishment  of  carrier:  Hutch.  C,  402.  Inter-State  law:  Rorer,  59;  notes 
to  §8  of  Code.  Contracts,  governed  by  what  law:  6  Am.  R.,  434,  43;  12/1;  2/395; 
Hutch.  C,  140.  Passengers :  See  notes  to  §§2067,  3033,  3368.  Railroad  Commission : 
See  note  on  page  164  of  this  Code,  and  notes  to  §§2069,  3035.  The  Massachusetts  statute 
does  not  apply  to  charges  made  over  connecting  roads  where  the  carrier  is  only  the 
collecting  agent :  124  Mass.,  561.  Railroad  companies  :  See  notes  on  Corporations, 
Receivers,  etc.  Street  railroads  :  Thompson  on  Carriers,  438-446;  1  Redf.  L.  R.  Cas., 

607.  Passenger  on  platform  without  paying  fare  by  driver's  consent,  company  liable  : 
Thomp.  on  C,  438;  see  37  Am.  R.,  710,  n.  Duty  of  conductor  to  passenger  alighting, 

Is  to  stop  car  and  put  off  at  safe  place  :  Thomp.  on  C,  443. — Subject  treated  :  1  Smith's 
L.  C,  (s.  p.)  82;  Coggstfs.  Bernard,  and  notes;  Whart,  Neg.,  §545;  Abb.  Tr.  Ev.,  563- 
581 ;  2  Cooley's  BL,  451,  n ;  2  Gr.  Ev.,  §208  et  seq. ;  2  Pars.  Contr.,  163;  2  Redfield  on 
Railways,  1-305. 

ARTICLE  III 

OF  HIRING. 

Section. 
2085.  contract  of  hiring. 
2086.  Title  of  hirer. 
2087.  Duty  as  to  delivery. 
2088.  Obligations  of  the  bailor. 
2089.  Engagement  of  hirer. 
2090.  Effect  of  violation. 
2091.  Fc  r  torts,  who  may  sue* 
2092.  Effect  of  loss  or  destruction. 
2093.  Removal  out  of  the  State. 

Section. 2094.  Reletting. 
2095.  Levy  and  sale  of  thing  hired. 
2096.  Hire  of  labor,  etc. 
2097.  Rule  of  duty. 
2098.  Title  to  thing,  etc. 
2099.  Labor  on  shares. 
2100.  Possession. 
2L01.  Loss  or  destruction. 
2102.  Generally  an  entire  contract. 

§2085.  (2059.)  (2056.)  Contract  of  hiring.  Hiring  is  a  contract  by 
which  one  person  grants  to  another  either  the  enjoyment  of  a  thing 
or  the  use  of  the  labor  and  industry,  either  of  himself  or  his  servant, 
during  a  certain  time,  for  a  stipulated  compensation,  or  where  one 
contracts  for  the  labor  or  services  of  another  about  a  thing  bailed  to 
him  for  a  specified  purpose. 

Hire  of  a  slave;  6  Ga,,  213.  Ordinary  diligence;  11  Ga,,  109;  14/138,259;  21/270; 
20/87;  18/649;  17/72,  103;  32/345,  465;  33/167.  Hirer  of  a  horse  should  take  same 
care  as  a  prudent  man  would  of  his  own  property ;  31  Ga.,  350,  A  telegraph  company 
a  bailee  for  hire:  58  Ga.,  436.  A  qucosi  bailment  under  this  section:  65  Ga.,  134. 
Remedy  when  breach  of :  21  Ga.,  157.  ihere  is  no  implied  contract  that  employer  will 

pay  employee's  physician  bill;  29  Ga.,  399.     Interest  on  hire:  35  Ga.,  44. 

2  Add.  Contr.,  £784;  Woods'  Master  and  Servant,  §81  et  seq. 

§2086.  (2060.)  (2057.)  Title  of  hirer.  The  hirer  of  things  acquires  a 
qualified  ownership  of  them  for  the  time,  which  entitles  him  to  all 
their  increase  and  to  the  possession  and  enjoyment  of  them,  during  the 
period  of  bailment,  against  even  the  owner  himself. 

§2087.  (2061.)  (2058.)  Duty  as  to  delivery.  The  contract  may  be  for 
the  return  of  the  thing  or  of  like  property  of  the  same  kind  and  qual- 

ity.    In  the  former  case,  the  risk  of  death  or  inevitable  accident  is 
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with  the  bailor,  and  he  can  retake  possession  immediately  at  the  ex- 
piration of  the  time  of  hiring.  In  the  latter  case,  the  risk  is  with  the 

bailee,  and  he  must  deliver  the  thing  hired  before  the  bailor's  interest is  revested. 

§2088.  (2062.)  (2059.)  Obligations  of  the  bailor.  The  obligations  of 
the  bailor  of  things  are  to  do  no  act  to  deprive  the  hirer  of  the  use  and 
enjoyment  of  the  chattel  during  the  period  of  the  bailment ;  to  keep 

the  thing  in  suitable  order  and  repaira  for  the  purposes  of  the  bail- 
ment ;  and  to  warrant"  the  right  of  possession,  and  that  the  thing 

bailed  is  free  from  any  secret  fault  rendering  it  unfitted  for  the  pur- 
poses for  which  it  is  hired. 

■Schoxil.  B.,  149;  31  Am.  R.,  296,  299.     bSchoul.  B.,  148,  150;  19  Am.  D.,  162. 

§2089.  (2063.)  (2060.)  Engagement  of  the  hirer.  The  engagements  of 

the  hirer  of  things  are  to  put  the  thing  to  no  other  usea  than  that  for 
which  it  is  hired ;  to  take  ordinary*  care  in  its  use ;  to  redeliver0  at  the 
expiration  of  the  bailment;  and  to  comply  generally  with  the  terms  of 
the  hiring.  If  the  bailor  sends  his  own  agents  with  the  thing  bailed, 

as  a  driver*  for  his  horse,  then  the  hirer  is  bound  either  to  the  bailor  or 
to  third  persons,  only  for  the  consequences  of  his  own  directions  and 
for  gross  neglect. 

Engagement  of  the  hirer:  6  Ga.,  213.  Ordinary  diligence  should  be  used  by  the 
hirer:  14  Ga.,  260.  When  liable  for  loss  of  hired  horse  :  31  Ga,,  348;  42/35.  Bound 
for  ordinary  diligence  :  14  Ga.,  138.     Conversion  by  the  hirer  :  32  Ga.,  465  ;  21/270. 

2  Add.  Contr.,  §§785,  786.  Hirer's  rights:  Schoul.  B.,  148.  aSchoul.  B.,  135-140;  7 
C.  L.  J.,  231.  Illegal  use:  Schoul.  B.,  141.  Joint  hirers :  Schoul.  B.,  147.  bSchoul. 
B.,  131.  cSchoul.  B.,  154;  3  O.,  575.  To  one  partner:  25  Am.  R,  684.  dOne  hiring 
team  and  driver  is  not  liable  for  loss  of  team  by  driver's  fault :  36  Am.  R.,  352. 

§2090.  (2064.)  (2061.)  Effect  of  violation.  For  a  violation  of  the  en- 
gagements of  either  party,  the  other  may  abandon  the  contract;  and  in 

case  the  hirer  puts  the  thing  to  a  different  use,  the  bailor  may  sue  as 
for  a  conversion,  even  though  the  hirer  be  an  infant. 

§2091.  (2065.)  (2062.)  For  torts,  ivho  may  sue.    For  an  interference  with  §?2i29, 3030. 
the  possession,  the  right  of  action  is  in  the  hirer;  for  any  injury  to  the 
property,  or  any  interference  with  his  rights  of  property,  the  bailor  also 
has  his  right  of  action. 

Schoul.  B.,  116,  132.     See  note  to  §2059. 

§2092.  (2066.)  (2063.)  Effect  of  loss  or  destruction.  The  loss  or  destruc- 
tion of  the  thing  hired,  without  fault  on  the  part  of  the  hirer;  puts  an 

end  to  the  bailment,  and  the  hirer  should  pay  only  for  the  time  it  was 
enjoyed. 

§2093.  (2067.)  (2072.)  Removal  out  of  the  State,  etc.  No  hirer  of  things 
has  a  right  to  remove  such  things  beyond  the  jurisdiction  of  this  State, 
except  by  consent  of  the  bailor,  nor  to  put  the  thing  hired  to  any  haz- 

ardous use,  unless  specially  contracted  for. 
Hazardous  use  :  18  Ga.,  648  :  14/137. 

§2094.  (2068.)  (2073.)  Reletting.  No  hirer  oi  a  thing  has  a  right  to 
relet  or  hire  the  thing  bailed  to  another,  except  with  the  consent,  ex- 

press or  implied,  of  the  bailor.  In  such  case,  the  bailor  may  either  take 
immediate  possession  of  the  thing  bailed,  or  he  may  waive  this  Tight 
and  hold  the  hirer  bound  to  extraordinary  care  and  diligence  on  the 
part  of  himself  and  the  hirer  from  him. 

Schoul.  B.,  142. 

§2095.  (2069.)  (2074.)  Levy  on  thing  hired.     A  thing  hired  is  not  sub- 
ject to  sale  under  judgment  obtained  subsequent  to  the  contract  of  hire 

against  the  owner,  but  may  be  levied  on,  and  a  bond  for  its  forthcoming 
at  the  expiration  of  the  time  for  which  it  is  hired  may  be  demanded 

33 
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of  the  person  hiring :  Provided,  the  time  of  hiring  does  not  exceed  one 

year. §2096.  (2070.)  (2075.)  Hire  of  labor,  etc.  The  hire  of  labor  or  services 
is  the  essence  of  every  bailment  in  which  goods  are  delivered  to  another, 
and  compensation  paid  for  care,  attention  or  labor  bestowed  upon  them. 
It  includes  the  contracts  of  forwarding  and  commission  merchants, 
factors,  wharfingers,  mechanics,  and  all  agents  in  such  transactions. 

1  Smith's  L.  C,  300;  2  Add.  Contr.,  §789;  Redf.  on  C.,  §689 ;  notes  to  §2185. 

§2097.  (2071.)  (2076.)  Rule  of  duty.  In  all  such  cases,  the  bailee  is 
not  only  bound  to  exercise  skill  in  the  labor  and  work  bestowed,  but  it 
is  a  part  of  the  contract  that  he  shall  exercise  ordinary  care  and  dili- 

gence in  keeping  and  protecting  the  articles  intrusted  to  him. 
2  Add.  Contr.,  879;  Schoul.  B.,  103,  108.  Responsibility  of  bailees  for  agents: 

Schoul.  B.,  110.  Right  of  bailee  to  compensation  :  Schoul.  B.,  112.  Not  bound  to  in- 
sure: Schoul.  B.,  117. 

§2098.  (2072.)  (2077.)  Title  to  thing  on  which  labor  is  bestowed.  In  such 
cases,  if  the  identical  article,  though  materially  changed  by  the  labor 

bestowed,  is  to  be* returned,  the  title  remains  in  the  bailor.  If  the 
bailee  furnishes  a  portion  of  the  materials  the  title  to  the  entire  struc- 

ture is  in  the  party  furnishing  the  larger  portion  of  the  materials.  If 
the  bailor  furnishes  material — such  as  silver  for  plate — but  the  contract 
does  not  contemplate  the  use  of  that  material  specially — then  the  title 
is  in  the  bailee  to  the  article  made,  until  it  is  delivered. 

Schoul.  B.,  101;  7  O.,  110. 

§2099.  (2073.)  (2078.)  Labor  on  shares.  If  materials  are  furnished 
to  be  manufactured  on  shares,  the  title  remains  in  the  bailor  until  the 
delivery  to  him  of  his  portion  of  the  manufactured  goods. 

§2100.  (2074.)  (2079.)  Possession.  The  bailee,  for  hire  of  labor  and 
service,  is  entitled  to  the  possession  of  the  thing  bailed,  pending  the 
bailment.  He  has,  also,  a  special  lien  upon  the  same  for  his  labor  and 
services,  until  he  parts  with  possession ;  and  if  he  delivers  up  a  part, 
the  lien  attaches  to  the  remainder  in  his  possession  for  the  entire  claim 
under  the  same  contract. 

'Schoul.  B.,  124;  27  Am.  R.,  423;  33/809;  1  Add.  Torts,  611  et  seq.  Lien  of  farrier: 
2  Tudor's  L.  0.,  696.  Horse  breaker:  2  Tudor's  L.  C,  696.  Printer:  2  Tudor's  L.  C, 
696.  Miller:  2  Tudor's  L.  C,  696.  Tailor:  2  Tudor's  L.  C,  696;  Cross  on  Lien,  334 
(L.  L.);  Ewell  Evans'  Ag.,  362-6.     Possession:  See  §1988. 

§2101.  (2075.)  (2080.)  Loss  or  destruction.  If  the  thing  bailed  for  la- 
bor and  services  be  destroyed,  without  fault  on  the  part  of  the  bailee, 

the  loss  falls  upon  the  bailor,  and  the  bailee  may  demand  compensation 
for  the  labor  expended  and  materials  used  upon  it. 

Schoul.  B.,  104,  112. 

§2102.  (2076.)  (2081.)  Generally  an  entire  contract.     As  a  general  rule, 
the  contract  of  bailment  is  an  entire  contract,  and  a  full  performance 
is  a  condition  precedent  to  an  action  upon  it. 

General  Note  on  Hiring. — Subject  treated:  1  Sm.  L.  C,  290,  297,  298;  Redf.  on 
C,  §§675-688;  2  Add.  Contr.,  §784;  Woods'  Master  and  Servant,  §81  et  seq.;  Wharton  on 
Negligence,  §710  et  seq.    Hire  of  animals :  Thomp.  Law  of  Farm,  §§91-102. 
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ARTICLE  IV. 

OF    DEPOSITS. 

■Section. 
2103.  Definition. 
2104.  Voluntary  or  involuntary. 
2105.  Bank  of  deposit. 
2106.  Carrying  deposit. 
2107.  Redelivery. 
2108.  Using  deposits. 
2109.  Reimbursements. 
2110.  Deposit  for  hire. 
2111.  Factor's  lien. 2112.  Warehouseman. 
2113.  Wharfinger. 

Section. 
2114.  Inn. 
2115.  Liabilitv  of  innkeeper. 
2116.  Guests. 
2117.  Liability  of  innkeeper  for  goods. 
2118.  Proof. 
2119.  Deposit  of  valuables. 
2120.  Presumption  of  law. 
2121.  Dutv  of  innkeeper. 

2122.  His 'lien. 2123.  Shall  give  baggage  checks. 
2124.  Keeper  of  livery  stable. 

§2103.  (2077.)  (2082.)  Definition.  When  chattels  are  delivered  by  one 
person  to  another  to  keep  for  the  use  of  the  bailor,  it  is  called  a  de- 

posit ;  the  depositary  may  undertake  to  keep  it  without  reward,  or 

gratuitously  ;a  it  is  then  a  naked  deposit.  If  he  receives  or  expects  a 
Teward  or  hire,b  he  is  then  a  depositary  for  hire — very  variant  conse- 

quences follow  the  difference  in  the  contract. 
Where  demand  necessary  before  recovery  by  suit  of  a  deposit :  8Ga.,  178.  Sale, 

mistake,  deposit  of  money  :  35  Ga.,  8. 

a2  Add.  Contr.,  §833  et  seq.  b2  Add.  Contr.,  §800  et  seq.  Tests  for  distinguishing: 
'Schoul.  B.,  34. 

§2104.  (2078.)  (2083.)  Voluntary  or  involuntary.  A  person  may  vol- 
untarily undertake  to  be  a  depositary,  or  he  may  become  so  involunta- 

rily, as  by  finding  ;a  if  a  naked  depositary,b  he  is  responsible  only  for 
gross  negligence. 

Only  liable  for  gross  negligence;  58  Ga.,  374.  Where  it  was  claimed  that  transaction 
amounted  to  a  deposit :  53  Ga.,  599.  Action  against  voluntary  bailee  for  loss  of  money  : 
.18  Ga.,  496. 

a18  Am.  D.,  56;  Schoul.  B.,  33,  54;  30  Am.  R.,  180,  n.  Lien  of  finder,  for  expenses: 
See  §2109.  bSchoul.  B.,  43,  58;  1  Smith's  L.  C,  296;  19  Am.  R.,  181 ;  15/33.— Bailee  of 
closed  box:  Schoul.  B.,  57. 

§2105.  (2079.)  (2084.)  Bank  deposits.  Deposits  of  money  in  a  bank  do 
not  constitute  a  case  of  naked  deposit,  the  use  of  the  money  being  a 

valuable  consideration.  A  speciala  deposit  of  a  sealed  package  of  money 
-would  be  a  naked  deposit. 

Bank  liable  for  gross  negligence  for  special  deposits  for  accommodation  :  58  Ga.,  369. 

General  deposits:  2  Add.  Contr.,  §817  et  seq. ;  19  Am.  D.,  418,  n.  In  saving  banks  : 
19  Am.  D.,  426.  Gift  of  saving  bank  deposit,  what  is,  causa  mortis:  26  Am.  R.,  680; 
.28/272;  31/446;  35/365;  what  is  not:  30  Am.  R.,  486;  what  is  not,  inter  vivos:  26 
Am.  R.,  577.  General  deposit  becomes  property  of  bank  :  Morse  on  Banks,  26.  Must 
be  made  with  proper  official,  or  bank  not  liable  :  Morse  on  Banks,  41.  In  depreciated 
currency :  Morse  on  Banks,  43.  In  forged  bills  or  base  coin :  Morse  on  Banks,  44. 
W^here  the  ownership  of  the  deposit  is  disputed :  Morse  on  Banks,  274.  Lien  of  bank 
on,  for  balance  due  on  account:  Morse  on  Banks,  34;  34  Am.  R.,  368.  None  for  debt 

to  bank  not  due  :  30  Am.  R.,  319.  Bank's  lien  on  securities  deposited:  2  Tudor's  L. 
C,  703-4.  Pending  garnishment  of  deposit  of  apparent  owner  as  his  property,  bank 
not  protected  by  paying  to  real  owner:  Morse  on  B.,  275.  Certificates  of  deposit,  effect 

■of :  Morse  on  B.,  522  ;  Dan.  Neg.  Inst.,  638-644.  Interest  on  deposits  :  Morse  on  B.,  59. 
;See  General  Note  on  Banks,  §1496  post.  aSchoul.  B.,  51;  19  Am.  D.,  418,  n;  Morse  on 
IBanks,  55-59.  Theft  of:  Morse  on  Banks,  56,  82.  Deposit  presumed  to  be  general :  19 
Am.  D.,  418,  n.     Deposit  of  valuables  in  bank:  Schoul.  B.,  36. 

§2106.  (2080.)  (2085.)  Carrying  deposits.     If  one,  in  addition  to  safe 
keeping,  undertakes  gratuitously  to  carry  money  or  other  articles  to 
^another  place,  his  liability  is  the  same  as  that  of  a  naked  depositary. 

Schoul.  B.,  28;  Hutch,  on  C,  §§16-34;  16  How.,  469.  Gratuitous  undertaking  to 
•carry  safely:  1  Smith's  L.  C,  82.     See  notes  to  §2065. 

_  §2107.  (2081.)  (2086.)  Redelivery.  A  naked  depositary  may  at  any 
time,  terminate  the  bailments  by  a  re-delivery  of  the  articles  to  the 
.  bailor. 

Schoul.  B.,  66-67. 
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Withdrawing  special  deposit  from  bank  by  authority  of  depositor,  discharges  the 
bank  :  58  Ga.,  374. 

§2108.  (2082.)  (2087.)  Using  deposits.  A  naked  depositary  may  not 
use  the  deposit  without  increasing  his  responsibility,  unless  such  use 
is  necessary  for  its  preservation,  or,  from  the  circumstances,  the  consent 
of  the  depositor  may  be  reasonably  presumed. 

Schoul.  B.,  61 :  1  Smith's  L.  C,  296. 

§2109.  (2083.)  (2088.)  Reimbursements.  A  naked  depositary  is  enti- 
tled to  be  reimbursed  all  charges  and  expenses  incurred  by  reason  of 

the  deposit,  and  may  retain  possession  until  the  same  are  paid. 
Schoul.  B.,  62.  Lien  of  finder  of  lost  article  :  See  General  Note  on  Liens;  Woods' 

Master  and  Servant,  §§64,  176. 

§2110.  (2084.)  (2089.)  Deposits  for  hire.  Depositaries  for  hire  are 
bound  to  exercise  ordinary  care  and  dilligence,  and  are  liable  as  in  other 
cases  of  bailment  for  hire ;  they  have  a  lien  also  for  their  hire,  and  may 
retain  possession  until  it  is  paid. 

Schoul.  B.,  131. 

§2111.  (2085.)  (2090.)  Factor's  lien.  A  factor's  liena  extends  to  all  bal- 
§?i978, 2209.  ances  on  general  account,  and  attaches  to  the  proceeds  of  the  sale  of 

goods  consigned,  as  well  as  to  the  goods  themselves.  Peculiar  confi- 
dence being  reposed  in  the  factor,  he  may,  in  the  absence  of  instructions,* 

exercise  his  discretion0  according  to  the  general  usages'1  of  the  trade;  in 
return,  greater  and  more  skillful  diligence  is  required  of  him,  and  the 
most  active  good  faith. 

Possession,  actual  or  constructive  necessary  to  factor's  lien  :  5  Ga:,  153.     Principal' 
j  liable  to  factor,  and  factor  has  a  lien  on  all  his  goods  on  hand  :  12  Ga.,  565.     Factor's 
^  lien  had  priorty  over  an  attachment  levied  :  36  Ga.,  417-8;  19/75 ;  30/451 ;  48/39.  When 

factor  not  liable  to  possessory  warrant  for  cotton  sold  by  his  principal:  34  Ga.,  382. 
Z  Where  factor's  lien  had  not  priority  of  payment  out  of  proceeds  of  crop  :  44  Ga.,  308. 

Factor  must  obey  instructions,  and  as  to  his  duty  and  liability  generally  :  12  Ga.,  205  ; 
13/508.     Factor  not  an  insurer  and  bound  to  use  reasonable  care  and  diligence  :  35  Ga., 

J  18.     Advances  by  factor  :  13  Ga.,  46.     Compromises  by :  i4  Ga.,  124,  130.     Mortgages  to : 

fy  i  25  Ga.,  167.     Sales  by:  25  Ga.,  277-284;  30/669.      Where  they  mixed  their  patrons' 
money  with  their  own  and  it  depreciated ;  43  Ga.,  438.      Paying  draft  on  faith  of  pro- 

!>  i  duce  never  received,  entitled  to  be  reimbursed  and  to  interest:  27  Ga.,  174.     Aquies- 
',  cence  inferred  to   sale   of  cotton  by  administrator  of  acceptor  of  draft:  28  Ga.,  275, 

Cannot  pledge  goods  of  principal  for  advances  on  his  own  account :  38  Ga.,  399.  Sale- 
by,  in  violation  of  contract :  40  Ga.,  249.  Bills  drawn  by  factors  for  their  principals,  not 
rendering  them  individually  responsible  :  44  Ga.,  398.  Factor  estopped  by  judgment 
against  him  in  another  State  from  claiming  expenses  from  consignor :  45  Ga.,  327. 

'    •  Note  and  mortgage  by  planter  as  collateral  for  advances:  45  Ga.,  565.     After  delivery, 
'  his  lien  superior  to  other  liens :  49  Ga.,  596.     Have  a  right  to  sell  property  of  principal 

generally  for  advances  :  59  Ga.,  26,  Reimbursement  of  factor  out  of  proceeds  of  sale  : 
54  Ga.,  113.  Lien  attaches  on  delivery,  and  superior  to  attachment:  56  Ga.,  24.  Re- 

imbursement of  acceptors  of  draft  out  of  cotton  :  59  Ga.,  841-848. 

Factors — subject  treated  :  Ewell  Evans'  Agents,  (s.  p. )  123  ;  Whart.  Ag.,  #735  et  seq.  ; 
Edwards  on  Factors  ;  Russell  on  Factors  and  Brokers,  L.  L. ;  11  How.,  209 ;  Goodenow 

(vs.  Tyler:  1  Am.  L.  C,  478.  Mav  sue  in  his  own  name,  when:  §2209.  Selling  on 
credit:  1  Am.  D.,  540,  617;  5/22,  192;  10/54;  1  Am.  L.  C,  478  ;  Whart.  Agencv,  740. 

Cannot  pledge :  1  Am.  L.  C,  491;  10  Am.  D.,  641;  Ewell  Evans'  Ag.,  405,  417,  432;  13 
O.,  352.  Except  to  amount  of  his  lien  :  Whart.  Agency,  §754;  11  How.,  209;  Schoul. 

B.,  176.  Interest:  1  Am.  L.  C,  359.  Power  to  delegate  authority:  Ewell  Evans'  A., 
,  40,  n;  Whart.  Agency,  756;  11  How.,  209.  Warranty  by,  on  sale:  13  Am.  D.,  420. 

Evidence  in  suits  against:  Abb.  Tr.  Ev.,  559.  Conversion  by,  action  for:  24  Am.  R., 
360.  aGa.  Dec,  part  IL,  7;  1  Am.  L.  C,  542 ;  Ewell  Evans'  Agency,  (s.  p.)  366,  368,  383, 
401;  Whart.  Agency,  766 ;  13  Am.  D.,  298;  5/439  ;  19/303 ;  13/352 ;  10/641;  Cross  on 
Lien,  246  (L.  L.) ;  2  Tudor's  L.  C,  701 ;  16  Pet.,  121,  ̂ Damages  for  breach  of:  Sedg.  L. 
C.  Dam.,  402;  14  Pet.,  479;  10  Wall.,  141.  cWhart.  Ag.,  758;  10  Wall.,  141.  d23  Am. 
R.,  80. 

§2112.  (2086.)  (2091.)  Warehouseman.  A  warehouseman  is  a  deposi- 
tary for  hire,  and  is  bound  only  for  ordinary  diligence ;  a  failure  to  de- 

liver11 the  goods  on  demand,  makes  it  incumbent  on  him  to  show  the  ex- 
ercise of  ordinary  diligence.* 

After  service  on  him  of  summons  of  garnishment,  he  is  not  relieved  by  turning  over 
cotton  to  holder  of  receipt  for:  7  Ga.,  i04.     Goods  not  removed  by  owner  on  notice  a 
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reasonable  time  after  arrival,  carrier  liable  as  warebouseman  :  14  Ga.,  278.  Books  of, 

good  evidence  of  weight  of  cotton,  sale  of  cotton  by  warehouseman's  administrator: 
28  Ga.,  272.  Only  collect  rates  of  storage  customary  at  time  of  storing:  35  Ga.,  108.  A 
bill  of  interpleader  should  not  have  been  filed  by  the  warehouseman:  37  Ga.,  574-576. 
Trover  against  for  alleged  wrongful  sale  of  cotton  found  against  on  sufficient  evidence  : 
43  Ga.,  529.  Trover  by  assignee  of  receipt  of  cotton  should  not  only  produce  receipt, 
but  prove  the  assignment :  43  Ga.,  168.  Bailor's  title  not  affected  by  wrongful  pledg- 

ing of  warehouse  receipt  for  carrier's  debt:  33  Ga.,  95,  Suplt.  Carrier's  liability  only 
as  warehouseman  arriving  at  destination  on  time  and  depositing:  53  Ga.,  596,  599; 
46/433-437.  Responsible  for  ordinary  diligence,  must  prove  negligence  in  suit  for  dam- 

ages against:  48  Ga.,  531-532.  As  to  measure  of  damages  where  loss,  if  ordinary  care 
not  exercised  :  51  Ga.,  337. 

Liability  of:  Schoul.  B.,  105;  Abb.  Tr.  Ev.,  562;  1  C.  L.  J.,  80,  360;  3/267,  270;  1 
Am.  R,  76;  6/216;  8/511;  1  Add.  Torts,  600;  24  Am.  D.,  145-160,  full  note.  Ware- 

house receipts  :  2  Am.  R.,  408  ;  9/603;  2  Dan.  Neg.  Inst.,  648;  3  C.  L.  J.,  267,  270;  6/38, 
88  ;  10/238,  239,  421 ;  14  How.,  525.  Rorer  Inter-State  Law,  72.  Bonded  warehouse  : 
10  Am.  R.,  581  ;  4  0.,  113.  Carrier,  as  warehouseman  :  See  notes  to  $2070.  a9  Am.  R., 
347.     ̂ Evidence  of  custom  :  33  Am.  R.,  293. 

§2113.  (2087.)  (2092.)  Wharfinger.  A  wharfinger  is  also  a  depositary 
for  hire,  and  liable  upon  the  same  principles. 

Cross  on  Lien  :  354  (L.  L.);  Schoul.  B.,  99;  Abb.  Tr.  Ev.,  562;  1  Add.  Torts,  $603. 

§2114.  (2088.)  (2093.)  Inn.  Under  the  term  "  inn"  the  law  includes 
all  taverns,  hotels  and  houses  of  public  general  entertainment  for  guests* 

Meaning  of  term,  discussed  :  7  Ga.,  296. 
Schoul.  B.,  249,  254;  1  Sm.  L.  C,  137;  7  Am.  D.,  449,  n ;  1  Add.  Torts,  £682  ;  Redf. 

on  C,  §575 ;  8  C.  L.  J.,  175  ;  2  Add.  Contr.,  §778.  Restaurants  :  Schoul.  B.,  252.  Board- 
ing-houses: Schoul.  B.,  253,  284;  1  Add.  Torts,  §690. 

§2U5.  (2089.)  (2094.)  Liability  of  innkeeper.  An  innkeeper  is  a  de- 
positary for  hire,  but  from  the  peculiar  nature  of  his  business,  his  lia- 

bility is  governed  by  more  stringent  rules. 
Negligence,  omission  of  diligence  as  between  innkeeper  and  guest,  question  for 

jury:  60  Ga.,  188. 

2  Cooley's  Bl.,  451,  n,  19  ;  1  Sm.  L.  C,  137  ;  1  Add.  Torts,  §684;  Cooley  Torts,  §635 ; 
Redf.  on  C,  §595  ;  Whart.  Neg.,  §675  ;  7  Am.  D.,  451,  n  ;  14/528,  n  ;  2  Kent.  Com.,  592.  Lia- 

bility for  acts  of  servant  and  fellow  guests :  Schoul.  B.,  262.  Loss  by  accidental  fire  : 
Schoul.  B.,  265;  18  Am.  R.,  127.  Act  of  God,  or  public  enemy:  Schoul.  B.,  265.  For 
animals  stabled  with  :  Schoul.  B.,  267.  Suits  against:  Schoul.  B.,  270;  Abb.  Tr.  Ev.,  560. 

§2116.  (2090.)  (2095.)  Guests.  All  persons  entertained  for  hire  at 
an  inn,  or  tavern,  or  hotel,  are  guests. 

Schoul.  B.,  254,  256 ;  Redf.  on  C,  §585  ;  7  Am.  D.,  451,  n  ;  14/428,  n ;  19  Am.  R.,  244 ; 
28/80 ;  1  Add.  Torts,  §687. 

§2117.  (2091.)  (2096.)  Liability  of  innkeeper  for  stolen  goods.  An  inn- 
keeper is  bound  to  extraordinary  diligence  in  preserving  the  property 

of  his  guests,  intrusted  to  his  care,  and  is  liable  for  the  same,  if  stolen,* 
where  the  guest  has  complied  with  all  reasonable  rules  of  the  inn. 

Responsibility  begins  when  guest's  baggage  delivered  to  him,  and  ends  when  that 
relation  dissolved  :  37  Ga.,  242-250.  Liable  for  overcoat  given  by  guest  to  innkeeper's 
servant  and  deposited  by  him  :  39  Ga.,  105.  Negligence  of,  is  question  for  the  jury  :  60  Ga., 
185.  Innkeeper  admitting  loss  of  guest's  goods,  can  then  show  amount:  29  Ga.,  713.  Re- 

sponsible for  guest's  baggage  left  with  him  for  reasonable  time  after  leaving :  41  Ga., 65-67. 

Schoul.  B.,  257,  aSchoul.  B.,  263;  2  Add.  Contr.,  §780;  1  C.  L.  J.,  109;  3/46;  2/808; 
8/175,  329;  7  Am.  D.,  448;  14/254.     Forcible  robbery:  Schoul.  B.,  264. 

§2118.  (2092.)  (2097.)  Proof.  It  is  not  necessary  to  show  actual  de- 
livery to  the  innkeeper.  Depositing  goods  in  a  public  room,  set  apart 

for  such  articles,  or  leaving  them  in  the  room  of  the  guest,  or  placing 
ahorse  in  the  stable,  is  a  delivery  to  the  innkeeper;  if,  however,  the 
guest  delivers  his  goods  to  a  servant  under  special  charge  to  him  to 
keep  the  same,  the  innkeeper  is  not  liable  therefor. 

Delivery  to  hotel  porter  of  baggage,  renders  innkeeper  responsible  until  redelivery 
to  guest:  37  Ga.,  243.  Section  cited  where  overcoats  placed  on  a  shelf  as  directed  by  a 
person  in  charge,  sufficient :  39  Ga.,  107. 
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Schoul.  B.,  274.  Deposit  of  money  with  bookkeeper  of  hotel:  1  Am. R.,  390.  Horse 
in  stable:  20  Am.  D.,  471;  28  Am.  R.,  80.  Innkeeper  not  liable  for  goods  of  guest 
stolen  from  detached  sea-bathing  house  :  36  Am.  R,  318.  Not  liable  for  jewelry  in 
travelling  bag  deposited  in  coat-room,  for  which  guest  took  check,  without  proof  of 
taking  by  hotel  keeper  or  servants  :  7  0.,  218. 

§2119.  (2093.)  (2098.)  Deposit  of  valuables.  The  innkeeper  may  pro- 
vide an  iron  safe,  or  other  place  of  deposit  for  valuable  articles,  and  by- 

posting  a  notice  thereof,  may  require  his  guests  to  place  such  valuable- 
articles  therein,  or  he  will  be  relieved  from  responsibility  for  them. 

Where  innkeeper  had  such  a  notice  posted  :  60  Ga.,  187. 
Schoul.  B.,  281 :  3  C.  L.  J.,  346  ;  3  Am.  R.  728  ;  4/655  ;  7  0.,  218. 

§2120.  (2094.)  (2099.)  Presumption  of  law.  In  case  of  loss,  the  pre- 
§2064.  sumption  is  want  of  proper  diligence  in  the  landlord.  Negligencea  or 

default  by  the  guest  himself,  of  which  the  loss  is  a  consequence,  is  a 
sufficient  defense.  The  innkeeper  cannot  limit  his  liability  by  a 

public  notice ;  he  may  adopt  reasonable  regulations'3  for  his  own  pro- 
tection, and  the  publication  of  such  to  his  guests  binds  them  to  comply 

therewith. 
Where  guest  admitted  loss  accrued  by  his  own  fault :  60  Ga.,  185.  Innkeeper  must 

use  extraordinary  diligence  where  guest  complied  with  the  reasonable  regulations  :  41 
Ga.,  65. 

aSchoul.  B.,  274  ;  7  O.,  218.  ̂ Schoul.  B.,  279.     Limiting  liability  by  contract :  Schoul. 
,  B.}  278.     By  custom:  Schoul.  B.,  280. 

/*h-££/fi)^4***'  /c*~§2121.  (2095.)  (2100.)  Duty  of  innkeeper.  The  innkeeper  who  adver- 
{tn  -e*t-tiK&/~  tises  himself  as  such  is  bound  to  receive,  as  far  as  he  can  accommor 
'€u^4c/^  ̂ ~y^L  date,  all  persons  offering  themselves  as  guests,  of  good  character,*  and 

■£r<*f£<t  ̂ ~  who  are  willing  to  comply  with  his  rules.  Persons  entertaining  only 
f  /.£.£-*"  a  few  individuals,  or  simply  for  the  accommodation  of  travelers,  are 

not  innkeepers,  but  simply  depositaries  for  hire,  bound  to  ordinary 
diligence. 

Schoul.  B.,  287;  2  Add.  Contr.,  §779.  Boarding  and  lodging  houses :  Schoul.  B.r 
253,  284,  290. 

§2122.  (2096.)  (2101.)  His  lien.     The  innkeeper  has  a  lien  on  the 
§§1972, 1986.  goods  of  all  his  guests  for  all  his  reasonable  charges,  and  may  retain 

possession  until  they  are  paid  ;  his  lien  attaches  though  the  guest  has 
no  title,  or  even  stole  the  property,  and  the  true  owner  must  pay  the 
charges  upon  that  specific  article  before  receiving  the  same. 

Article  deposited  not  belonging  to  bailor,  lien  attaches  for  expense  of  taking  care  of 
it  only  :  50  Ga.,  573-575 ;  47/558. 

Schoul.   B.,  291-2;  2  Tudor's  L.  C,  687-8;.  2  Add.  Contr.,  §782  ;.  Redf.  on  C,  606- 
Cross  on  Lien  (L.  L.) ;  343  ;  2  C.  L.  J.,  302,  417.     Extends  to  exempt  property  :  29  Am. 
R.,  492.     Lien  of  boarding-house  keeper :  $1986. 

§2123.  Innkeepers  shall  give  checks  for  baggage.     [It  shall  be  the  duty 
(a)  Acts  of  of  the  keepers  of  inns,  hotels  and  other    houses    of  public  entertain- 
62,anaActsment  for  travelers  in  this  State,  to  give  receipts  or  checks  for  all  bag- 
23318656'  p'  §a§e  °^  their  guests,  delivered  in  such  inn,  hotel  or  house  of  entertain- 

ment, when  requested  so  to  do  by  such  guest ;  and  such  keeper  shall 
not  make  any  additional   charge  for  receipting  for,  checking  or  keep- 

ing such  baggage,  so  long  as  the  owner  remains  a  guest  of  the  house  ;. 
and  if  the  keeper  of  any  inn,  hotel,   or  other  public  house  of  enter- 

tainment as  aforesaid,  shall  violate  any  provision  of  this  section,  he 
shall  be  guilty  of  a  misdemeanor,  and  on  conviction  shall  be  punished 
as  prescribed  in  section  4310  of  this  Code.]  (a.) 

§2124.  (2097.)  (2102.)  Keeper  of  livery  stable.     The  keeper  of  a  livery 
.stable  is  a  depositary  for  hire,  and  is  bound  to  the  same  diligence  and 
entitled  to  the  same  lien  as  an  innkeeper. 

Formerly  as  at  common  law  had  no  lien  except  by  contract :  31  Ga.,  339.  Has  lien 
on  customer's  horses  for  board  and  other  accounts  :  41  Ga.,  112.  Yet  depositor  not  true 
owner,  lien  only  extends  to  feeding  and  taking  care  of  it;.  47  Ga..,  555.. 
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Redf.  on  C,  £608;  Whart.  Neg.,  ?693 ;  20  Am.  D.,  471;  Cross  on  Lien,  348  (L.  L.) 
Liability  of  innkeeper  for  horse  stabled  with  :  Schoul.  B.,  267,  and  note  to  §2118. 

General  Note. — Depository  turned  goods  over  to  defendant  at  own  risk  after  being 

garnisheed :  44  Ga.,  647-649.  Bank  paying  out  deposit  on  defendant's  check  after  being 
garnisheed  is  liable:  51  Ga.,  325.  The  ordinance  of  1865  was  applicable  to  bank  de- 

positors :  52  Ga.,  515.  Where  an  agent  deposited  principal's  money  in  bank  to  his  own 
credit:  52  Ga.,  494.  Wife  on  demand  and  refusal  could  recover  with  interest  from  re- 

maining partner  her  money  husband  had  deposited  in  partnership  business:  48  Ga., 
481-484. 

General  Note  on  Deposits. — Subject  treated:  1  Sm.  L.  C,  296;  Whart.  Neg.,  §450 
et  seq.;  2  Add.  Contr.,  §800  et  seq. ;  Redf  on  C,  §§626-636.  Safe  depositaries  :  SchouL 
B.,  99.     Deposit  of  money  to  be  paid  on  return  of  stolen  property :  7  0.,  92. 

ARTICLE  V. 

OF    LOANS. 

Section. 
2125.  Division  of  loans. 
2126.  Loans  for  use. 
2127.  For  whose  benefit. 
2128.  Diligence. 
2129.  Borrower  no  title. 
2130.  Not  transferable. 

SECTiON. 
2131.  What  revocable. 
2132.  Necessary  charges. 
2133.  Increase. 
2134.  Loans  to  married  women. 
2135.  How  used. 
2136.  Death  of  parties. 

§2125.  (2098.)  (2103.)  Division  of  loans.  Loans  are  of  two  kinds — for 
consumption  or  for  use.  A  loan  for  consumption  is  where  the  article  is  not 
to  be  returned  in  specie,  but  in  kind;  this  is  a  sale,  and  not  a  bailment. 

Loan  defined,  and  as  to  duties  of  the  borrower  and  rights  of  the  lender:  16  Ga.,20, 

Schoul.  B.,  75.     Return  of  stock  after  depreciation  of  value  :  22  Am.  R.,  328. 

§2126.  (2099.)  (2104.)  Loan  for  use.  A  loan  for  use  is  the  gratuitous 
grant  of  an  article  to  another  for  use,  to  be  returned  in  specie,  and  may 
be  either  for  a  certain  time  or  indefinitely,  and  at  the  will  of  the  grantor. 

§2127.  (2100.)  (2105.)  For  whose  benefit.  A  loan  is  generally  entirely 
for  the  benefit  of  the  borrower,  but  sometimes  it  is  for  the  joint  benefit 
of  the  lender  and  borrower,  and  occasionally  for  the  exclusive  benefit 
of  the  lender,  as  where  one  lends  a  horse  to  another  to  transact  business 
for  the  lender;  in  the  two  latter  cases  the  responsibility  of  the  borrower 
is  varied  and  less  stringent,  according  to  the  circumstances  and  pur- 

pose of  the  loan: 
§2128.  (2101.)  (2106.)  Diligence.  The  borrower  usually  is  bound  to 

exercise  extraordinary  care  and  diligence,  and  is  liable  for  slight  neg- 
lect. 

Schoul.  B.,  79,  82. 

§2129.  (2102.)  (2107.)  Borrower  no  title.     The  borrower  acquires  no  gg209i,  S030 
property  in  the  thing  loaned,  but  only  the  right  to  possess  and  use  it. 
For  any  interference  with  that  right. he  may  maintain  an  action. 

Must  take  good  care  and  return  it  in  proper  time  and  good  condition  :  16  Ga.,  20. 
Schoul.  B.,  85,  86. 

§2130.  (2103.)  (2108.)  Not  transferable.  A  loan  being  f<9r  the  personal 
benefit  and  use  of  the  borrower,  he  cannot  transfer  the  possession  to 
another  without  the  consent,  express  or  implied,  of  the  lender ;  hence, 
if  the  loan  be  for  a  definite  time,  the  borrower  has  no  such  interest  as 
is  subject  to  levy  and  sale. 

Schoul.  B.,  88. 

§2131.  (2104)  (2109.)  When  revocable.  The  lender  may  not  revoke  a 
loan  for  a  definite  time  so  long  as  the  borrower  meets  fully  his  engage- 

ments.    A  loan  at  will  or  indefinitely,  may  be  revoked  at  any  time. 
A  gratuitous  loan  may  be  terminated  by  the  lender  atany  time  :  16  Ga.,  20. 
Schoul.  E.,  87,  88. 
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§2132.  (2105.)  (2110.)  Necessary  charges.  A  loan  being  gratuitous, 
the  borrower  must  meet  all  necessary  charges  and  expenses  in  preserv- 

ing and  taking  care  of  the  property  during  the  time  of  the  loan.  ■  If, 
however,  extraordinary  expenses  be  necessary  to  protect  the  property 
from  destruction,  thelender.must  reimburse  the  borrower  such  expenses. 

Engagements  of  the  borrower 
Schoul.  B.,  86. 

16  Ga.,  20. 

§2133.  (2106.)  (2111.)  Increase.  The  increase,  except  by  special  con- 
tract, belongs  to  the  lender. 

Increase  belongs  to  the  lender :  16  Ga.,  20. 

§2134.  (2107.)  (2112.)  Loans  to  married  women.  By  consent  of  the 
husband,  a  loan  may  be  made  to  a  married  woman.  In  such  case,  the 
husband  is  bound  as  if  he  was  the  borrower,  but  has  no  control  over 
the  property. 

§2135.  (2108.)  (2113.)  How  used.  The  loan  must  be  used  strictly  for 
the  purpose  and  in  the  manner  contemplated  by  the  parties  in  contract. 
A  violation  by  the  borrower  is,  in  law,  a  conversion. 

Assertion  of  title  in  a  loan  with  use  and  acts  of  control  is  a  conversion  :  11  Ga.,  106. 
Section  cited  where  money  was  loaned  for  a  specific  purpose,  it  must  be  so  used  :  42 
Ga.,  533. 

Schoul.  B.,  86. 

§2136.  (2109.)  (2114.)  Death  of  parties.  The  death  of  the  lender  ter- 
minates all  indefinite  loans,  or  loans  at  will  or  pleasure.  It  does  not 

terminate  a  loan  for  a  definite  time.  The  death  of  the  borrower  termi- 
nates all  loans  to  him. 

General  Note. — Jury  should  determine  whether  a  gift  or  loan  was  intended:  11 
Ga.,  114.  Loan  and  not  advancement  presumed  on  taking  notes  for  it  from  son-in-law: 
23  Ga.,  531.     Term  lend  in  wills  or  deeds  :  8  Ga.,  79 ;  18/570  ;  20/699. 

Subject  treated:  Redf.  on  C.,  §§644-651;  1  Smith's  L.  C,  289,  297;  2  Add.  Contr., 
$790  et  seq. ;  Whart.  Neg.,  §677.  Loss,  falls  on  whom:  Schoul.  B.,  80,  81.  Loan  on 

demand:  22  Am.  R.,  328.  Loans  by  wife  to  husband:  Wells'  Sep.  Prop.,  §§370,  371, 
664.  See  General  Note  following  §1774.  Gratuitous  bailee  lending  money  without 
having  security  recorded  :  6  Wall.,  420. 

ARTICLE  VI. 

PLEDGES     OR    PAWNS. 

Section. 
2137.  Pawnbrokers,  how  licensed. 
2138  What  is. 
2139.  Pledge  of  notes. 
2140.  Sale  of  pawns. 
2141.  Use  of  goods  pawned. 
2142.  Property  in  goods  pawned. 

Section. 
2143.  Transfer. 
2144.  Sale  under  execution. 
2145.  Liability  of  pawnee. 
2146.  Necessary  expenses. 
2147.  Increase. 

§2137.  Pawnbrokers,  how  licensed  and  governed.  [It  shall  be  lawful  for 

<|)  Acts  of  the  municipal  authorities  of  the  several  incorporated  towns  and  cities 
'  'in  the  State  o£  Georgia  to  license  pawnbrokers  in  their  respective  ju- 

risdictions, to  define  by  ordinance  their  powers  and  privileges,  to  im- 
pose taxes  upon  them,  to  revoke  their  licenses,  and  generally  to  exer- 

cise such  superintendence  over  pawnbrokers  as  will  insure  fair  dealing 
between  the  pawnbroker  and  his  customers.]  (a.) 

§2138.  (2110.)  (2115.)   What  is  a  pawn.     A  pledge  or  pawn  is  property 
deposited  with  another  as  security  for  the  payment  of  a  debt.  Delivery 

J?     ̂ ^   of  the  property  is  essential  to  this  bailment,  but  promissory  notes  and 
^t^lf^^fijL^  evidences  of  debt  may  be  delivered  in  pledge.     The  delivery  of  title 
T*iss    *  '  deedsa  creates  no  pledge. 
»/*  v    '  The  deposit  of  the  notes  as  collateral  security  was  a  pawn  :  4  Ga.,  443.     There  must 

be  actual  delivery  of  the  thing  to  pawnee  to  constitute  a  pawn  :  38  Ga.,  391-402.     Ten- 
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der,   day  debt  due  terminates  pledge  as  collateral,   refusal  of  it  is  conversion  :  55 
Ga.,  53. 

Definition  :  Tyler  on  Usury,  etc.,  481,  493.  Pledges  by  minors  and  married  women  : 
Tyler  on  Usury,  etc.,  420.  By  factor:  Tyler  on  Usury,  etc.,  420.  See  note  to  #2111. 
By  executor  :  11  0.,  320.  By  one  of  several  co-executors :  37  Am.  R.,  694.  Delivery  :  Tyler 
on  Usury,  etc.,  504  ;  Schoul.  B.,  179,  181,  185.  Of  stock  :  Schoul.  B.,  182 ;  6  O.,  467,  492. 
•Equitable  mortgages:  Miller  on  Eq.  M.  L.  L.  (L.L.),  16;  1  White  and  T.  L.C.  (Eq.);  Russel 
vs.  Russel,  (s.  p.)  440;  Cross  on  Lien  (L.  L.),  143  ;  1  Jones  on  M.,  #179  ;  2  Washburn 
Real  Prop.,  83;  2  Story  Eq.,  #1020;  9  O.,  143.  See  also  General  Note  on  Mortgages 
after  #1968. 

§2139.  (2111.)  (2116.)  Pledge  of  notes.  The  receiver  in  pledge  or 
pawn  of  promissory  notes  is  such  a  bona  fide  holder  as  will  protect  him 
under  the  same  circumstances  as  a  purchaser  from  the  equities  between 
the  parties,  but  not  from  the  true  owner,  if  fraudulently  transferred, 
though  without  notice  to  him. 

Note  as  collateral  security  for  an  existing  debt:  3  Ga.,  47.,  Note  transferred  as  col- 
lateral security  not  liable  to  set-off  against  payee  :  30  Ga.,  153-4.  This  section  construed 

with  reference  to  sections  2639,  2785  and  2789  :  57  Ga.,  274-276. 
Schoul.  B.,  213,;  Jones  on  Collateral  Securities  in  Amer.  Law  Rev.,  July,  1880.  Other 

securities :  7  Am.  R.,  341. 

§2140.  (2112.)  (2117.)  Sale  by  pawnee.  The  pawnee  may  sell  the 
property  received  in  pledge  after  the  debt  becomes  due  and  remains 
unpaid;  but  he  must  always  give  notice  for  thirty  days  to  the  pawner 
of  his  intention  to  sell,  and  the  sale  must  be  in  public,  fairly  conducted, 
and  to  the  highest  bidder,  unless  otherwise  provided  by  contract. 

May  sell  on  demand  and  notice  if  no  time  stipulated  for:  4  Ga.,  444.  Pawnee  sold 
watch  of  wife,  husband  waiving  notice  she  recovered  it  in  trover:  44  Ga.,  173. 

Schoul.  B.,  207-210.;  Benj.  on  Sales,  #616  ;  Tyler  on  Usury,  etc.,  581.  Bona  Repur- 
chaser at:  25  Am.  D.,  615-616,  n.  Margin  transactions:  Schoul.  B.,  210.  Stock: 

.'Schoul.  B.,  211;  6  0.,  611;  23  Am.  R.,  80.  Right  of  redemption :  Schoul.  B.,  224. 
■Sale  of  more  than  necessary:  29  Am.  R.,  3;  10  C.  L.  J.,  440.  Damages  for  unlawful 
sale  :  3  C.  L.  J.,  583 ;  10/440.  Duty  of  pledgee  to  collect  notes  :  25  Am.  R.,  341 ;  9  C. 
L.  J.,  486. 

§2141.  (2113.)  (2118.)   Use  of  goods  pawned.     The  pawnee  may  usea  the  §s030 
goods  pawned,  provided  the  use  does  not  impair  their  real  value.     He 
has  a  lienb  on  them  for  the  monev  advanced,  though  not  for  other  debts0 
due  to  him.     He  may  retain  possession  until  his  lien  is  satisfied,  and 

has  a  right  of  action"1  against  any  one  interfering  therewith. 
Rights  of  the  pawnee  :  4  Ga.,  443. 

aSchoul.  B.,  204.  bCross  on  Lien,  63  (L.  L.) ;  see  §1987.  cSchoul.  B.,  228.  Future 
advances,  229.     dSchoul.  B.,  204;  Tyler  on  Usury,  etc.,  642. 

§2142.  (2114.)  (2119.)  Property  in  goods  pawned.  The  general  prop- 
erty in  the  goods  remains  in  the  pawner,  but  the  pawnee  has  a  special 

property  for  the  purposes  of  the  bailment.  The  death  of  neither  party 
interferes  with  their  respective  interests. 

Tyler  on  Usury,  etc.,  433,  444.  Pledgee's  title  and  rights  :  Tyler  on  Usury,  etc.,  557. 
Whether  pledgor  warrants  title  to  pledgee  :  Schoul.  B.,  204.  Pledgee  cannot  dispute 
pledgor's  title.:  Schoul.  B.,  228.     Tyler  on  Usury,  etc.,  668. 

§2143.  (2115.)  (2120.)  Transfer.  The  pawnee  may  transfer  his  debt, 
and  with  it  the  possession  of  the  thing  pawned,  and  the  purchaser 
stands  precisely  in  his  situation. 

Schoul.  B.,  201. 

§2144.  (2116.)  (2121.)  Sale  under  execution.  Property  in  pawn  may  be 
seized  and  sold  under  execution  against  the  pawner,  but  upon  notice 
by  the  pawnee  to  the  levying  officer,  the  Court,  in  distributing  the 
proceeds,  will  recognize  his  lien  according  to  its  dignity,  and  give  such 
direction  to  the  funds  as  shall  protect  his  legal  rights. 

§2145.  (2117.)  (2122.)  Liability  of  pawnee.  The  pawnee  is  bound  for 
ordinary  care  and  diligence.     If  the  property  pledged  be  promissory 
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notes  or  other  evidences  of  debt,  the  pawnee  must  exercise  ordinary 
diligence  in  collecting  and  securing  the  same. 

Schoul.  B.,  190;  Tvler  on  Usury,  etc.,  627.  Collection  of  notes:  Tyler  on  Usury,. 
etc.,  576 ;  9C.L.J.,  486  ;  25  Am.  R.,  341. 

§2146.  (2118.)  (2123.)  Necessary  expenses.  The  pawner  must  pay  all 

necessary  expenses3,  and  repairs  upon  the  property,  but  if  the  pawn 
itself  has  been  profitable,  or  if  the  pawnee  has  used  it  to  his  own  ad- 

vantage, the  pawner  may  require  him  to  account  for  such  profits. 
Tender  after  day  debt  due  must  embrace  charges  lawfully  paid  by  creditor  before 

tender:  55  G-a.,  53. 
Schoul.  B.,  199.  aIncludes  counsel  fees  necessary  for  realizing  on  security:  IOC 

L.  J.,  437. 

§2147.  (2119.)  (2124.)  Increase.  All  increase  of  property  in  pawn 
belongs  to  the  pawner. 

Schoul.  B.,  170,  198.  But  pledgee  may  hold  increase  as  additional  security  :  Schoul. 
B.,  199. 

General  Note  on  Article  VI. — Only  redeem  a  pawn  by  paying  all  due  at  time  of 
redemption  of  the  pawn  :  30  Ga.,  121.  When  agent  cannot  pledge  goods  for  own  debt, 
how  must  be  made  effectual :  38  Ga.,  391. 

General  Note  on  Chapter  III. — Effect  of  Code  on  law  of  bailments:  37  Ga.,  363.  , 
General  Note  on  Article  VI.  (Pawns  or  Pledges.) — Bonds — coupons  :  Pledgees- 

of  bonds  payable  to  bearer,  hypothecated  to  secure  a  debt,  are  legal  holders,  and  are 
entitled  to  demand  payment  of  coupons  which  fall  due  before  the  maturity  of  the 
debt  which  the  bonds  were  pledged  to  secure  :  3  Woods,  514.  Notice,  buying  pledge- 
without:  3  0.,  321.  Bona  fide  purchaser  at  pledgee's  sale  :  25  Am.  D.,  615,  n.  Parol, 
proof,  admissible  to  show  that  property  was  delivered  as  collateral :  8  0.,  514.  Parties  : 

I  See  notes  to  #2138.     Pledge  by  fiduciary  officer  :  Schoul.  B.,  175.     By  partner  :  Schoul. 
j  B.,  177.     By  corporation  :  Schoul.  B.,  177.     By  executor:  11  0.,  320.     By  one  of  several 

co-executors:  37  Am.  R.,  694.      Stocks,  pledge  of,  treated  in  American  Law  Review 
!  for  February,  1880  (article  by  Leonard  A.Jones);    Lewis. on  Stock,  and  Biddle  oni 

Stock  Brokers,  part  3.  Wrongful  pledge:  Schoul.  B.,  174  et  seq. — Subject  treated  :  1 
Schoul.  Pers.  Pr.,  507 ;  Whart.  Neg.,  §670  et  seq. ;  1  Smith's  L.  C,  290,  298  ;  Redf.  on  C, §659  et  seq.  .        . 

General  Note  on  Chapter  III.  (Bailment.) — Actions  bv  and  against:  See  note  to- 
§2059;  also  1  Add.  Torts,  631  et  seq. ;  Redf.  on  C,  §§708-714.  Parties:  1  Add.  Torts, 
§631.  Measure  of  recovery:  Woods'  Mayne  on  Dam. ,.§516.  Evidence:  Abbott's  Tr. 
Ev.,  553-562.  Brokers:  See  General  Note  to  Chapter  on  Principal  and  Agent.  Col- 

lecting- bankers  :  Abb.  Tr.  Ev.,  558;  Morse  on  Bankers;  see  Note  on  Banks.  Cattle, 
bailee  who  pastures  cattle  for  hire  :  16  Am.  D.,  171 ;  19  Am.  R.,  136,  note ;  1  Add.  Torts,. 
604;  Thomp.  Law  of  Farm,  §§184-192.  Dangerous  articles,  bailor  of,  must  notify 
bailee  of  their  character :  1  Add.  Torts,  §596.  So,. of  vicious  animals:  1  Thomp.  Neg.,, 
217.  Bailor  of  dangerous  machines,  liable,  when  :  1  Thomp.  Neg.,  237.  Delivery  to 

bailor's  wife  on  forged  order,  bailee  liable  :  10  Am.  R.,  346.  '  Delivery  to  true  owner, 
claim  of  bailor  :  3  0.,  575.  Estopped,  bailee  is  from  disputing  bailor's  title;  cannot 
purchase  adverse  title:  Abb.  Tr.  Ev.,  554;  20  Am.  R.,  25;  Bigelow  Estoppel,  384:  18 
How.,  507;  3  O.,  575.  Infant  bailees  liable  for  conversion  :  Cooley  Torts,  108 ;  Schoul. 
B.,  23.  Liens  of  bailees  generally:  2  Tudor's  Lead.  Cas.,  686  et  seq.  Postmasters 
and  mail  contractors,  not  liable  for  negligence  in  the  course  of '  usual  employment and  duty:  Schoul.  B.,  241.  But  postmaster  is  liable  for  negligent  management  of  his 
house  or  store  where  he  keeps  post-office  or  forwarding  letter  intended  to  be  registered, 
without  registry  :  Schoul.  B.,  241.  Also  for  wanton  and  fraudulent  conduct:  Schoul. 
B.,  242;  and  selection  of  corrupt  agents:  Schoul  B.,  242.  See  also  14  Am.  R.,  613; 
30/504;  Hutch,  on  C,  §81;  Whart.  Neg.,  §§292,  295;  7  Cr.,  242.  Sale,  distinction  be- 

tween sale  and  bailment:  10  Am.  D.,  490,  n  ;  33  Am.  R.,  119.  Storage,  building  for, 
roof  falling  in,  bailee  liable  :  14  Am.  R.,  663.  Superior  force,  liability,  how  affected 

'  by:  1  0.,  27.  Termination  of  bailment,  general  rules  stated:  Dicey  on  Parties,  361- 
366.  Telegraph  company,  analogy  to  carriers  and  law  of  bailment,  extent  of: 
Schoul.  B.,  243;  1  Am.  R.,  446;  Hutch,  on  C,  §81.  Liable,  if  message  is  not  delivered 
within  reasonable  time:  Cooley  Torts,  647;  14  Am.  R.,  775;  Schoul.  B.,  244.  Only 
liable  over  its  own  line  :  6  Am.  R.,  165.  But  are  not  insurers  :  Cooley  Torts,  647.  Re- 

leased by  contributory  negligence  :  Schoul.  B.,  244.  Not  liable  for  injury  by  breaking 
of  pole  by  storm  of  unusual  severity  :  27  Am.  R.,  10.  For  failure  to  deliver  message, 
liable  only  for  damages  naturally  ensuing  or  fairly  in  contemplation  of  parties:  27 
Am.  R.,  485.     Not  liable  for  damage  through  intervening  cause  :  27  Am.  R.,  485.     Not 

c  liable  for  money  paid  to  imposter  upon  forged  dispatch:  32  Am..  R.,1.     Reasonable 
regulations,  may  make,  as  rule  that  claims  for  damages  must  be  presented  in  sixty 
days,  and  that  they  will  not  be  responsible  for  messages  sent  over  connecting  lines : 

|  Coolev  Torts,  617.     As  to  repeating  messages:    8  Am.  R.,  526,  n,  532;    1/285;    17/69,  n, 
72;  18/485;  11/156,  n;  168;  9/136.  Where  sender  has  no  notice  of:  9  Am.  R.,  744. 
Noticeof  rules,  printing  conspicuously  on  blanks  sufficient:  Cooley  Tbrts,  647  ;  1  Am. 
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R.,  387.  Not  a  contract:  14  Am.  R.,  38,  n,  53.  Subject  treated  :  2  Thompson  Neg.,  826; 

Whart.  Neg.,  $756;  Shear.  &  Redf.  Neg.,  634;  Woods'  Mayne  Dam.,  £401;  Sedgwick  L. 
C.  Dam.,  809;  Bigelow  L.  C.  Torts,  619;  Scott  &  Jarnagan  on  Telegraphs;  Allen's  Tele- 

graph Cases;  2  Redf.  on  Railways,  307-336;  Redf.  on  Carriers,  etc.,  ##541-574;  notes  in 
1  Am.  R.,  460;  9/149;  11/168  ;  24/283.— Subject  of  bailment  treated  (in  addition  to 
works  already  cited)  in  2  Cooley'sBl.,  451,  n,  15;  Coggs  vs.  Bernard,  1  8m.  L.  C,  (s.  p.) 
82,  and  notes;  2  Kent  Com.,  559;  2  Pars.  Contr.,  89  et  seq. ;  Story  on  Bailments. 

CHAPTER  IV. 

OF    PRINCIPAL    AND    SURETY. 

Article  1. — Of  the  Contract. 
Article  2. — Relative  Rights  of  Creditor  and  Surety. 
Article  3. — Rights  of  Surety  against  Principal. 
Article  4. — Rights  of  Sureties  among  themselves. 
Article  5. — Rights  of  Sureties  as  to  Third  Persons. 

ARTICLE  I. 

OF  THE  CONTRACT. 

Sectioii. 
2148.  What  constitutes  suretyship 
2149.  The  nature  of  the  obligation. 

Section. 
2150.  Strictl  juris. 
2151.  Form  immaterial. 

§2148.  (2120.)  (2125.)  What  constitutes  suretyship.  The  contract  of 

suretyship  is  that 'whereby  one  obligates  himself  to  pay  the  debt  of another  in  consideration  of  credit  or  indulgence,  or  other  benefit  given 
to  his  principal,  the  principal  remaining  bound  therefor.  It  diners 

from  a  guaranty*  in  this,  that  the  consideration  of  the  latter  is  a  benefit 
flowing  to  the  guarantor. 

Substitution  of  third  party  by  consent  of  all  three,  made  first  debtor  security :  19 
Ga.,  551.  Where  there  was  no  such  consent,  first  debtor  not  a  security:  19  Ga.,  599. 
Holder  of  collateral  does  not  become  such  by  .suing  in  his  own  name:  23  Ga.,  175. 
Bill  filed  by  security  to  be  relieved  from  alleged  fraud  in  its  procurement :  27  Ga..  444. 
When  plea  by  surety  must  allege  the  want  of  consideration  as  to  the  principal:  43  Ga., 
252-255.  When  a  letter  of  credit  cannot  be  altered  without  the  drawervs  consent :  51 
Ga.,  498.  When  guarantors  are  mere  sureties  and  when  more  than  sureties:  56  Ga.. 
76.  There  must  be  acceptance  of,  or  acting  upon,  proffer  to  guarantee  to  bind  :  58  Ga., 
414.  Assignor  agreeing  to  pay  an  order  not  paid  by  certain  time,  assigneemay  recover 
without  notice  of  non-payment :  58  Ga.,  54.  A  joint  maker  or  indorser,  and  not  a  guar- 

antor: 61  Ga.,  113.  Surety  signing  note  after  its  maturity  became  liable  at  once  with 
principal  for  whole  debt:  57  Ga.,  319.  Party  bound  as  security  having  authorized  an- 

other to  sign  his  name  as  such  :  30  Ga.,  32. 

Brandt  S.  andG.,  §§1-36;  3  Add  Contr.,  §1111  etseq.  aBrandt  S.  and  G..  §#1?  87,  113;  2 
Am.  L.  C,  54 ;  2  Pars.  B.  &  N.  117 ;  Abb.  Tr.  Ev.  471-5;  11  Am.  D.,  703,  n  ;  3  C.  L.  J., 
808  ;  3  Add.  Contr.,  glll5  et  seq.;  10 O.,  686,  11/633.  Letters  of  credit:  §2959.  Notice  of 

acceptance,  and  of  principal's  default :  Brandt  S.  and  G.,  §157  etseq.,  5  Am.  R.  508,  8/112, 
2/323 ;  10  Pet.  482,  12/497  ;  10  How,  461.  Wade  on  notice  386-427  ;  revoked  by  death 
of  guarantor,  when:  23  Am.  R.  305.  Continuing  guaranty,  Brandt  S.  and  G.,  §§130-7;  2 
Am.  R.,  485, "6  C.  L.  J.,  118  ;  3  Add.  Contr., §1124.  Demand  for  payment,  Brandt  S.  and 
G.,  169.— See  notes  to  §1951  (2). 

§2149.  (2121.)  (2126.)  The  nature  of  the  obligation.  The  obligation  of 
the  surety  is  accessory  to  that  of  his  principal,  and  if  the  latter  from 
an^y  cause  becomes  extinct,  the  former  ceases,  of  course,  even  though  it 
be  in  judgment.  If,  however,  the  original  contract  of  the  principal 
was  invalid  from  a  disability  to  contract,  and  this  disability  was  known 
to  the  surety,  he  is  still  bound. 

Dismissal  of  levy  on  realty  of  the  principal  does  not  discharge  the  surety:  22  Ga., 
385-397.     Injunction  granted  a  security  against  a  judgment  where  it  was  dismissed  as  to 
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the  principal:  42  Ga.,  491-494.  Statute  of  limitation  affecting  this  relation  of  princi- 
pal and  surety,  new  promise  by  surety  :  60  Ga.,  377.  Disability  of  principal  in  a  bond 

so  known  to  the  bailor,  will  not  relieve  him:  62  Ga.,  449-455. 
Surety  on  note  of  married  woman  bound  although  she  is  not:  13  Am.  R.,  3.82.  So, 

on  note  of  infant :  1  C.  L.  J.,  157;  7/359,420.  Discharged  by  judgment  removing  prin- 
cipal liability  on  ground  of  its  illegality  :  27  Am.  R. ;  744. 

§2150.  (2122.)  (2127.)  Stricti  juris.     The   contract   of   suretyship  is 
one  of  strict  law,  and  his  liability  will  not  be  extended  by  implication 
or  interpretation. 

Surety  discharged  if  any  varying  without  his  consent  of  terms  of  the  contract:  10 

Ga.,  235.  Even  if  the  variation  of  the  contract  be  for  surety's  benefit :  17  Ga.,  522.  A 
letter  of  credit  cannot  be  altered  so  as  to  bind  :  51  Ga.,  498.  Offer  to  indorse  for  pur- 

chase of  goods  by  others  not  accepted  or  acted  upon  does  not  bind  :  58  Ga.,  414-15. 

§2151.  (2123.)  (2128.)  Form  immaterial.  The  form  of  the  contract  is 
immaterial,  provided  the  fact  of  suretyship  exists  ;  hence,  an  accom- 

modation indorser  is  considered  merely  as  a  surety. 
Accommodation  indorsers  not  liable  to  contribute  as  securities  :  1  Ga.,  205-212,  but 

see  46  Ga.,  16.  .But  may  call  on  securities  on  partner's  indemnity  bonds  to  contribute  to 
him  for  their  debt  paid  by  him:  37  Ga.,  256.  The  action  of  the  holder  of  accepted  do- 

mestic draft  released  the  drawer  :  55  Ga.,  662.  Section  cited  :  59  Ga.,  673.  Holder  tell- 
ing the  security  the  note  was  paid  off  released  tbe  security  :  54  Ga.,  277.  May  show  by 

parol  he  was  only  a  surety:  53  Ga.,  217.  Where  the  liability  was  as  joint  maker  and 
not  as  guarantor  :  61  Ga.,  112. 

ARTICLE  II. 

RELATIVE    RIGHTS   OF    CREDITOR    AND   SURETY. 

Section. 
2152.  Effect  of  release. 
2153.  A  change  in  contract. 

.    2154.  Of  risk. 
2155.  Tender  of  surety. 

Section. 
2156.  Notice  to  sue. 
2157.  Extending  liability. 
2158.  Promise  in  ignorance. 
2159.  Process,  how  sued  out. 

§2152.  (2124.)  (2129.)  Effect  of  release.  The  creditor  may  release  or 
compound  with  the  surety  without  releasing  the  principal,  but  the  re- 

lease of  or  compounding  with  one  surety  discharges  a  co-surety. 
One  surety  discharged  by  act  of  the  creditor  discharges  the  other  surety:  4  Ga.,  397. 

Injunction  should  have  been  granted  to  the  indorser  or^ecurity,  suit  dismissed  against 
maker  of  note:  47  Ga.,  289-294.  Release  of  one  joint  obligor  in  a  judgment  releasing 
the  other  :  60  Ga.,  70.  Where  the  discharge  of  the  principal  absolutely  discharged  the 
surety:  24  Ga.,  289. 

§2153.  (2125.)  (2130.)  A  change  of  contract.     A  change  of  the  nature 
§2724.         of  terms  of  a  contract  is  called  a  novation;  such  novation,  without  the 

consent  of  the  surety,  discharges  him. 
Bound  only  according  to  terms  of  contract,  discharged  by  change  of  without  his 

consent:  10  Ga.,  235.  Can  insist  on  terms  of  contract  although  altered  to  his 
advantange  :  17  Ga.,  522.  Extension  of  time  to  principal  releasing  surety,  jury  finding 
for  plaintiff  but  releasing  security,  valid :  30  Ga.,  112.  Where  one  surety  could  not  be 
removed  from  bond  by  Court  without  consent  of  co-security :  12  Ga.,  125.  Where  release 
of  one  of  three  on  joint  debt  for  consideration,  releases  others :  20  Ga..  415.  Extension 
of  time  by  holder  to  principal  releasing  surety  :  38  Ga,,  104.  Where  there  was  no  no- 

vation :  38  Ga.,  517-518.  Novation  of  contract  with  new  security  bringing  it  under 
ordinance  of  1865:  40  Ga.,  193-196,  423,  487;  45/500;  42/168.  Whether  addition  to 
note  by  principal  released  surety  depended  on  understanding  when  signed  :  41  Ga.,  303. 
Such  a  novation  as  discharged  the  sureties  if  done  without  their  consent:  64  Ga., 
740-744.  Where  attorney  estopped  from  claiming  rights  of  a  surety  released  by  action 
of  creditors  :  60  Ga.,  52-56.  No  such  novation  in  note  renewed  by  consent  of  security 
as  would  bring  it  under  ordinance  of  1865:  51  Ga.,  177.  Such  a  novation  as  would 

have  discharged  any  surety :  59  Ga.,  265-268.  Such  change  as  without  surety's  consent 
would  discharge  him  :  59  Ga.,  672,  703. 

Brandt  S.  and  G.,  §§330-347,  29  Am.  D.,  225-6,  n  ;  18/190;  20/175  ;  2  Wall.,  219,  6/80,  3 
C.  L.  J.,  307;  3  Add.  Contr.,  §1127.  Change  of  duties  of  principal  in  bond:  32  Am. 
R.,  242,  n ;  3L/616 ;  7  C.  L.  J.,  498 ;  3  Add.  Contr.,  §1120. 

i  §2154.  (2126.)  (2131.)  Of  risk.     Any  act  of  the  creditor,6  either  be- 
fore or  after  judgment  against  the  principal,  which  injuresb  the  surety 
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or  increases  his  risk,0  or  exposes  him  to  greater  liability,  will  discharge 
him  ;  a  mere  failure  by  the  creditor  to  sued  as  soon  as  the  law  allows,  or 
negligence  to  prosecute  with  vigor  his  legal  remedies,  unless  for  a  con- 

sideration,6 will  not  release  the  surety. 
Any  act  by  creditor  increasing  surety's  risk  releases  him  :  3  Ga.,  248.  Any  act  after 

judgment  of,  creditor  injurious  to  surety,  releases  him  :  3  Ga.,  405.  Dismissal  of  levy 

and  releasing  of  property  of  principal  releases  surety:  3*Ga.,  239.  Dismissal of  levy  on  realty  of  principal  does  not  release  surety:  22  Ga.,  385;  57/68.  Surety 
need  not  give  notice  to  creditor  of  dissent  to  indulgence  or  other  act:  12  Ga.,  271.  Time 

given  principal  debtor  for  consideration  without  security's  consent,  releases  him:  19 
Ga.,  551 ;  30/112  ;38/104  ;  37/312-384.  Discharge  of  the  principal  extinguishing  the  debt 
as  to  the  surety  :  24  Ga.,  289.  Purchase  of  distributive  share  by  administratrix  did  not 
release  the  sureties  of  the  distributee :  26  Ga.,  426.  Waiting  on  maker,  in  consideration 
of  his  giving  eight  per  cent.,  usury  releasing  indorser :  27  Ga.,  565.  Failing  to  deliver 
an  execution  to  a  surety  for  indemnity,  releases  surety  :  30  Ga.,  93.  Indulgence  must 
be  for  a  consideration  to  discharge  surety  :  30  Ga.,  249.  Mere  forbearance  to  principal 
without  notice  from  surety  to  proceed  does  not  release  the  latter  :  33  Ga.,  173.  To  dis- 

charge securities  to  note  by  indulgence  to  principal,  what  latter  must  know  :  31  Ga., 
663.  Failure  of  creditor  to  record  mortgage  releasing  surety  :  37  Ga.,  428.  A  creditor 
should  not  so  act  as  to  discharge  one  joint  obligor  to  injury  of  co-obligor  :  42  Ga.,  494. 
Where  the  employment  and  payment  of  the  principal  defendant  did  not  discharge 
the  surety:  44  Ga.,  11.  Indulgence  by  creditor  to  principal  to  discharge  surety,  mustK 
be  by  agreement  for  definite  time  :  46  Ga.,  422.  When  surety,  not  discharged  where 
statute  of  limitations,  as  between  creditor  and  principal :  47  Ga.,  273.  Where  in  set- 

tlement of  partnership  affairs  by  a  new  note,  security  discharged:  46  Ga.,  476.  Mis- 
representation as  to  a  note  being  paid,  releasing  security  :  54  Ga.,  277.  Dismissal  of 

levy  on  personal  property  unexplained  would  discharge  surety:  59  Ga.,  733.  Any 
change  between  corporation  and  agent,  without  surety's  consent,  would  release  him  : 
59  Ga.,  685-695.  What  would  be  indulgence,  releasing  an  accommodation  indorser:/ 
59  Ga.,  776-778.  Amendments  of  judgments  and  executions  made  without  notice  to 
security  :  56  Ga.,  174.  When  guarantor  not  discharged  by  judgment  against  maker  : 
56  Ga.,  72.  Plea  of  release  of  security  should  set  forth  the  facts  as  to  how  risk  in- * 
creased:  55  Ga.,  664.  When  removal  of  personal  property,  neglect  to  levy  on  realty 
and  non-action  will  not  release:  55  Ga.,  374.  Neglect  of  plaintiff  to  sign  up  judg- 

ment, increasing  risk:  52  Ga.,  555.  Section  referred  to  and  construed:  64  Ga.,  745/ 

Time  givenprincipal  and  a  new  note  taken  releasing  surety :  37  Ga.,  312.  Where  surety- 
waives  what  would  otherwise  release  him  and  estoppel  as  to :  60  Ga.,  52-56.  Indul- 

gence with  consideration  to  principal  releases  surety,  unless  he  waives  it :  64  Ga.,  486. 
Released  by  an  amendment  to  judgment  not  being  made  in  time;  59  Ga.,  497.  Bank 
altering  note  and  releasing  two  names  on  it,  discharging  surety  :  59  Ga.,  703. 

2  Am.  L.  C,  121;  2  Dan.  Neg.  Inst.,  292-321;  Rees  vs.  Berrington,  2  White  &  Tudor 
L.  C,  Part  II.,  (s.  p.)  707;  Byleson  Bills,  240 et  seq.  Discharged  by  payment  of  policy  by 
life  insurance  company  to  representatives  of  insolvent  deceased  policy  holder,  whose 
note  for  money  loaned,  with  surety,  it  holds:  35  Am.  R.,  45.  aBrandt  S.  and  G.,  §200  etseq.  » 
^Relinquishment  of  lien  by  creditor:  Brandt.  S.  &  G.,  §§370-383  ;  15  Am.  D.,  170,  n. 
Creditor  failing  to  realize  on,  or  to  perfect  security  for  debt :  Brandt.  S.  &  G.,  §§384-392. 
c29  Am.  D.,  225-6,  n.  Laches  of  obligee:  33  Am.  R.,  63,  n.  Not  discharged  by  omission 
to  apply  deposit  of  principal :  25  Am.  R.,  415.  d34  Am.  R.,  580,  n ;'  11  Am.  D.,  589  ;  5/ 
279.  Agreement  of  creditor  to  extend  principal's  time  of  payment  "until  after  harvest" 
does  not  discharge :  34  Am.  R.,  578.  Extending  time  of  payment:  Brandt.  S.  &  G.,  §296 
et  seq  ;  33  Am.  R.,  85,  n;  11  Am.  D.,  590;  2  C.  L.  J.,  278;  3/630;  4/474;  9/197;  3  Add. 
Contr.,  §1128.  To  surety  who  is  apparently  principal:  33  Am.  R.,  79,  n.  Indulgence  :  2 
Pars.  B.  &  N. ,  241 ;  2  Redf .  &  Bigelow  L.  C.  Notes,  544,  597 ;  Ga.  Dec. ,  Part  I. ,  104,  Part  II. , 
119;  11  Am.  D.,  582  n  :  13/461,  n.  eBrandt.  S.  &  G.,  §§306-310.  Extension  by  creditor 
of  principal's  time  of  payment,  for  definite  period,  for  usurious  interest  paid  in  ad- 

vance, without  consent  of  suretv,  discharges  surety:  33  Am.  R.,  517;  36/866,  871,  n ; 

but  see  27  Am.  R.,  771 ;  33/817  :  *35/582,  n. 
§2155.  (2127.)  (2132.)   Tender  by  surety.     The  surety  may  tender  to 

the  creditor  the  amount  of  his  debt,  and  demand  that  the  evidence  of 
and  the  securities  for  the  same  be  delivered  up  to  him  to  be  enforced 
against  his  principal  or  co-sureties ;  and  a  failure  of  the  creditor  to 
comply,  when  within  his  power,  shall  operate  to  discharge  the  surety. 

Where  no  tender  of  expenses  by  surety — neglect  of  judgment  creditor  to  levy,  does 
not  release  him :  55  Ga.,  374.  Section  cited  and  construed:  51  Ga.,  262.  The  law  of 
this  section  referred  to  as  to  power  of  surety:  54  Ga.,  280.  How,  under  this  section 
surety  can  control  the  fi.  fa.:  Cherry  vs.  Singleton,  Pamph.,  September,  1880,  p.  48. 

§2156.  (2128.)  (2133.)  Notice  to  sue.  Any  surety,  guarantor,  or  in- 
dorser, at  any  time  after  the  debt  on  which  he  is  liable  becomes  due, 

may  give  notice  in  writing  to  the  creditor,  or  his  agent,  or  any  person 
having  possession  or  control  of  the  obligation,  to  proceed  to  collect  the 
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cCp0595S26,  same  out  °f  the  principal,  or  any  one  of  the  several  principals  liable Act  of  2^31,  therefor;  and  if  the  creditor  or  holder  refuses  or  fails  to  commence  an 

Act'o5n859.  action  for  the  space  of  three  months  after  such  notice  (the  principal 
c.  p  54.       being  within  the  jurisdiction  of  this  State),  the  indorser,  guarantor  or 

1866,  p.S23.   surety  giving  the  notice,  as  well  as  all  subsequent  indorsers  and   all 
co-sureties,  shall  be  discharged:  [Provided,  that  no  notice  shall  be  con- 

sidered a  compliance  with  the  requirements  of  this  section  which  does 

not  state  the  county  of  the  principal's  residence.]  (a.) 
This  section  cited  as  to  notice,  etc  :  49  G-a.,  312.  Surety  has  right  to  give  notice,  but 

if  he  neglects,  he  cannot  complain:  47  Ga..  276.  Oral  notice  by  surety  to  holder  to  dis- 
train and  promise  to  so  do,  not  fulfilled,  releases:  59  Ga.,  112.  What  notice  to  sue 

must  specify:  59  Ga.,  841-846;  33/275-78/  Notice  by  indorser  to  an  agent  not  such 
notice  to  holder  as  statute  requires  :  22  Ga.,  24.  Where  surety  waives  the  notice  :  29  Ga., 
214.  Where  creditor  of  owner  of  note,  proper  person  for  surety  to  notify  to  sue  :  27  Ga., 
26.  Indorser  not  released  by  failure  of  creditor  on  request  to  sue  non-resident  maker  : 
11  Ga.,  300;  26/426,  428;  3/524.  Must  sue  dormant  partner  when  notified  to  by  in- 

dorser :  3  Ga.,  523.  One  surety  discharged  by  failure  to  sue  on  notice  being  given,  dis- 
charges other  :  4  Ga.,  399.  Where  in  case  of  indorser  for  value,  county  of  principal  not 

stated  in  notice :  65  Ga.,  356.  Notice  by  surety  to  cashier  of  the  bank  to  sue,  bound  the 
bank  :  6  Ga.,  44.  Whether  request  by  surety  of  principal  was  matter  of  favor  or  right, 
is  for  the  jury  :  10  Ga.,  236.  Where  the  notice  to  sue  was  "loose  no  time,  etc.,"  held 
sufficient:  24  Ga.,  334-335.  Whether  the  notice  under  Act  1826  affects  the  contract 
or  goes  to;  the  remedy  :  31  Ga.,  210  ;  4/1-14.  No  proper  foundation  laid  to  admit  parol 
evidence  of  notice  to  sue  :  47  Ga.,  610. 

Brandt  S.  and  G.,  §§205-8,  503-513;  22  Wall.,  576.  Decision  that  notice  to  sue  does  not 
apply  to  non-resident,  binding  on  Federal  Courts  in  Georgia;  1  Woods,  456. 

[Section  (2129.)  Repealed  by  Constitution  of  1868,  Article  I.,  sec- tion 18.] 

§21577  (2130.)  (2135.)  Extending  liability.  The  creditor  must  pursue 
his  remedy  against  the  surety  within  the  time  prescribed  by  law,  and 
no  payment  or  promise  by  the  principal  or  by  a  co-surety  can  extend  the 
obligation  of  the  surety  or  the  remedy  of  the  creditor  against  him. 

Liability  of  indorser  or  surety  not  extended  by  payment  by  principal  or  maker  of 
note  :  30  Ga.,  479.  New  promise  by  maker  of  note  does  not  affect  indorser:  32  Ga.,  28  . 
Where  security's  letter  did  not  take  the  debt  out  of  bar  of  the  statute  :  32  Ga.,  119-127. 
Payment  on  note  by  principal  does  not  prevent  the  bar  from  attaching  as  to  surety  : 
64  Ga.,  655.  Where  a  new  promise  bound  surety  after  bar  of  statute  had  attached :  60 
Ga.,  377. 

See  notes  to  §2938. 

§2158.  (2131.)  (2136.)  Promise  in  ignorance.  If  by  any  act  of  the  cred- 
itor the  surety  is  discharged,  and  in  ignorance  of  the  fact  of  such  dis- 

charge the  surety  promises  to  pay,  such  promise  shall  not  be  binding. 
Where  surety  was  bound  by  his  new  promise  in  ignorance,  no  fraud  used  :  60  Ga., 

377. 

§2159.  (2132.)  (2137.)  Process,  how  sued  out.  When  the  fact  of  surety- 
Act  of  1845,  ship  appears  on  the  face  of  the  contract,  the  creditor  shall  sue  out  pro- 
Act  ofisso,  cess  an(^  en^er  up  judgment  against  him  as  such. 

«35?2  Where  judgment  failing  to  describe  security  as  such,  is  amendable  :  56  Ga.,  174-176. 
Where  principal  and  surety  sued  jointly,  and  judgment  entered  up  against  them 
jointly:  21  Ga.,  139.  But  no  illegality  set  forth  because  judgment  did  not  set  out 
which  was  principal  and  which  security  :  26  Ga.,  162.  Judgment  against  principal  and 

>.  surety  on  supersedeas  bound :  42  Ga.,  238;  45/81.  When  right  to  enter  up  judgment 
against  sureties -exists.:  42  Ga.,  141. 
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ARTICLE  III. 

RIGHTS   OF    SURETY   AGAINST    PRINCIPAL. 

-Section. 
2160.  Process  against  principal. 
2161.  For  money  paid. 
2162.  Effect  of  judgment  against  surety. 
5163.  Payment  of  usury. 
216-4.  Foreclosure  of  mortgage. 
2165.  Proof  of  suretyship. 
2166.  After  judgment. 

Section. 
2167.  Control  of  ft.  fa. 
2168.  When  sued  separately. 
2169.  Payment  pending  the  action. 
2170.  Contribution. 

•    2171.  Control  by  indorser. 
2172.  Bona  fide  purchaser  protected. 

§2160.  (2133.)  (2138.)  Process  against  principal.     A' surety  or  indorser  §3279. 
is  entitled  to  the  process  of  attachment  against  his  principal  before  pay- 

ment of  the  debt  under  the  same  circumstances  as  any  other  creditor. 

§2161.  (2134.)  (2139.)  For  money  paid.  Payment  by  a  surety  or  in- 
dorser of  a  debt  past  due  entitles  him  to  proceed  immediately  against 

his  principal  for  the  sum  paid,  with  interest  thereon,  and  all  legal  costs3- 
to  which  he  may  have  been  subjected  by  the  default  of  his  principal. 

Where  surety  may  control  execution  against  the  principal :  4  Ga.,  123-128. 
Surety  niay  pay  by  installments  and  sue  principal  for  each :  Brandt.  S.  and  G.,  §177. 

If  he  settles  debt  for  less  than  full  amount,  can  only  recover  what  he  paid :  Brandt.  S. 

and  G.,  §182.  Cannot  recover  consequential  damages  caused  by  principal's  default : 
Brandt.  S.  &  G.,  §183.     aBrandt.  S.  and  G.,  §187 ;  Woods'  Mayne  Dam.,  §423. 

§2162.  (2135.)  (2140.)  Effect  of  judgment  against  surety.  If  the  payment 
was  made  under  judgment,  and  the  principal  had  notice  of  the  pend- 

ency of  the  suit  against  the  surety,  the  amount  of  such  judgment  shall 
be  conclusive  against  the  principal  as  to  the  amount  for  which  the 
surety  was  bound.  If  the  payment  was  not  made  under  judgment, 
the  principal  may  dispute  the  validity  of  the  payment  as  to  the  amount, 
or  as  to  the  competency  of  the  person  to  whom  it  was  paid. 

Brandt.  S.  andG.,  §§184,  528.  Judgment  vs.  principal,  how  far  conclusive  vs.  surety  : 
Brandt.  S.  and  G.,  §525  et  seq;  37  Am.  R.,252,n;  33/802,  n  ;  Freeman  Judg.,  §180  ;  Whart. 
Ev.,  §§777,  823.  Judgment  against  principal  prima  facie  evidence  against  surety  of  right 
to  recover,  and  amount,  although  he  had  no  notice  of  action  :  33  Am.  R.,  793.  Judg- 

ment vs.  surety,  how  far  evidence  vs.  co-surety:  Brandt.  S.  and  G.,  §529.— See  notes  to 
§3826. 

§2163.  (2136.)  (2141.)  Payment  of  usury.  If  the  contract  was  origi- 
nally usurious,  and  the  surety  in  payment  includes  the  usury,  he  shall 

recover  the  same  from  the  principal  unless  previous  to  the  payment 
]ie  had  notice  of  the  intention  of  the  principal  to  resist  usury. 

Surety  may  recover  usury  in  an  action  for  money  had  and  received :  1  Ga.,  140. 
Where  surety  knowingly  pays  usury  he  cannot  recover  usurious  interest  back  from 

principal:  8  Ga.,  562;  3/162.  Surety  not  subrogated  to  principal's  rights  as  to  usury 
in  a  different  transaction  :  37  Ga.,  364 ;  46/422.  Section  cited  and  construed :  47  Ga.,  83. 

§2164.  (2137.)  (2142.)  Foreclosure  of  mortgage.  If  the  principal  exe- §gi963, 2175. 
cutes  any  mortgage  or  gives  other  securety  to  the  surety  or  indorser  to 
indemnify  him  against  loss  by  reason  of  his  suretyship,  the  surety  or 
indorser  may  proceed  to  foreclose  such  mortgage,  or  enforce  such  other 
lien  or  security  as  soon  as  judgment  shall  be  rendered  against  him  on 
his  contract. 

§2165.  (2138.)  (2143.)  Proof  of  suretyship.  If  the  fact  of  suretyship  does  Act  of  \m, 

not  appear  on  the  face  of  the  contract,  it  may  be  proved  by  parol,  either   ' p" 
before  or  after  the  judgment,  the  creditor  not  being  delayed  in  his  rem- 

edy by  such  collateral  issue  between  the  principal  and  his  surety.     If 
before  judgment,  the  surety  shall  give  notice  to  the  principal  of  his 
intention  to  make  such  proof. 

Parol  proof  may  show  that  one  of  promissors  only  a  security:  6  Ga.,  45  ;    26/426; 
49/309-313. 

§2166.  (2139.)  (2144.)  After  judgment.  If  judgment  has  been  rendered 

without  such  proof,  the  surety  shall  give  at  least  ten  days'  notice  to 
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his  principal  of  his  intention  to  apply,  at  the  next  term  of  the  Court 
Act  of  1850,  where  the  judgment  was  entered,  to  make  such  proofs,  and  to  have  the 
c.  p.  599.     fac£  0£  ̂ is  suretyship  entered  of  record,  together  with  an  order  for  the 

control  of  such  judgment  and  execution  thereon  against  the  principal, 
on  payment  of  the  same  by  him. 

Where  surety  should  proceed  to  get  control  of  fi.  fa.  by  notice  as  under  this  section  : 
59  Ga.,  167. 

§2167.  (2140.)  (2145.)   Control  of  fi.  fa.     Any  surety  on  the  original 
contract,  or  on  stay  of  execution,  or  an  appeal,  or  in  any  other  way,  or 
the  representative  of  a  deceased  surety,  who  shall  have  paid  off  or  dis- 

Act  of  i8io,  charged  the  judgment,  or  execution  in  whole  or  in  part,  and  shall  have 

Act  of9i826  ̂ ne  ̂ ac^  °f  $ucn  payment  by  him,  entered  on  such  execution  by  the 
c.  p.  593.    '  plaintiff  or  his  attorney,  or  the  collecting  officer,  shall  have  the  control 
c.cp°595881,  of  such  execution,  and  the  judgment  upon  which  it  is  founded,  to  the 
Act  of  1845,  same  extent  as  if  he  was  the  original  plaintiff  therein,  and  be  subro- 

gated to  all  the  rights  of  such  plaintiff,  for  the  purpose  of  reimbursing 
§3668.         himself  from  his  principal. 

Lien  of  judgment  controlled  by  surety  against  principal  takes  effect  from  date  of 
judgment :  4  Ga.,  123.  Representatives  of  deceased  sureties  same  rights  against  principal : 
4  Ga.,  521.  Security  paying  judgment  against  himself  and  principal,  reimbursed  after 
principal's  death:  5  Ga.,  357.  Surety  has  a  right  to  an  order  giving  him  control  of 
dormant  judgment :  5  Ga.,  580.  Surety  on  claim  bond  had  right  to  control  judgment 
where  he  paid  it :  9  Ga.,  179.  Security  no  right  to  control  judgment  partly  paid  by 

him:  20  Ga.,  90.  Where  not  nroper  entry  on  Justice  of  Peace's,/?,  fa.  to  give  security 
control  thereof:  30  Ga.,  86.  Where  one  of  sureties  having  paid  off  execution,  proper- 
entries  made,  controlled  it :  62  Ga.,  73. 

§2168.  (2141.)  (2146.)    When  sued  separately.     If  the  surety  be  sued 
Act  of  1850,  separately  from  his  principal,  on  payment  by  him  of  the  judgment 

c.  p.  600.   '  against  him,  he  shall  be  entitled  to  control  the  judgment  and  execution 
against  his  principal  in  the  same  manner  as  if  the  judgment  and  exe- 

cution were  joint,  and  if  he  does  not  appear  as  surety  in  the  judgment 
against  him,  he  may  give  notice  and  make  the  proof  and  obtain  the 
control  in  the  same  manner  as  pointed  out  in  cases  of  joint  judgment. 

§2169.  (2142.)  (2147.)  Payments  pending  the  action.     If  the  surety  pay 
Acts  of  1857,  °ff  the  debt  pending  the  action  against  the  principal  and  himself,  or 

p.  in.       '  against  the  principal  alone,  such  payment  shall  operate  only  to  cause the  action  to  proceed  for  the  benefit  of  such  surety,  and  the  judgment 
may  be  entered  in  the  name  of  the  original  plaintiff  for  the  use  of  such 
surety. 

Not  so  as  to  indorser:  21  Ga.,  198. 

§2170.  (2143.)  (2148.)  Contribution.  All  the  foregoing  provisions  shall 
Act  of  1840,  apply  to  cases  where  there  are  more  than  one  surety,  so  as  to  enable  a 

a  toMSoo  sure^y  discharging  the  joint  debt,  in  whole  or  in  part,  either  pending 

c.  p.  599.  '  the  action  or  after  joint  or  several  judgments,  to  control  the  same  against 
Actsofi857.  -j^g  co-sureties  for  the  purpose  of  compelling  them  to  contribute  their respective  shares  of  the  amount  so  paid  bv  him. 
£§2173,  3132.  v  .  ^  J 

One  claiming  to  be  security  seeking  to  control  fi.  fa.  against  a  co-defendant  must 
proceed   under  this  section:  59  Ga.,  166.     Sections  quoted  and  construed;  62  Ga., 

'   85-85.     Where  tax-collector's  surety  paid  the  fi.  fa.  so  as  to  control  it  against  co-securi- 
ties— statute  of  limitations:  63  Ga.,674.     Surety  on  official  bond  aiding  principal   in 

breach,  not  entitled  to  contribution  from  co-security  :  60  Ga.,  277. 

§2171.  (2144.)  (2149.)   Control  by  indorser.     Every  indorser  who  shall 
Act  of  1839  Pay  °ff  anc^  discharge  the  debt  on  which  he  is  indorser,  either  pending 

c.  p.  596.   'the  action  or  after  judgment,  whether  the  judgment  be  joint  against 
c.Cp?600.   '  the  principal  and  all  the  indorsers  or  several  against  such,  shall  be  en- 

titled to  control  the  judgment  and  executions  founded  thereon  against 
the  principal  and  all  prior  indorsers,  in  the  same  manner,  upon  the 
same  proof,  and  under  the  same  circumstances,  as  has  been  herein  pro- 

vided in  the  case  of  sureties ;  and  if  such  indorser  shall  collect  the  same 
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of  a  prior  indorser,  such  prior  indorser  shall  have  the  same  control  of 
the  judgment  or  judgments  against  the  principal,  or  any  indorser  prior 
to  him. 

Such  control  must  be  by  order  of  Court,  a  voluntary  payment  sufficient:  1  Ga.  Act  of  1845, 

205-211.     Act  of  1839  only  to  indorsers  where  payable,  negotiated  or  deposited  for  col-  u  p>  oy8' lection  at  chartered  bank :  1  Ga.,  463-468.     Indorser  under  Act  of  1856,  any  time  in 
twenty  years  after  judgment  rendered  can  enforce  it  against  maker  :  29  Ga.,  700.  Right 
of  accomodation  indorser  who  paid  off  judgment :  37  Ga.,  256. 

§2172.  (2145.)  (2150.)  Bona  fide  purchasers  protected.  When  the  sure- 
ty does  not  appear  to  be  such  in  the  judgment  and  execution,  the  lien 

of  such  judgment,  when  controlled  by  the  surety,  shall  not  interfere 
with  bona  fide  purchasers  without  notice  from  the  principal,  whose 
rights  were  vested  before  the  order  giving  control  to  the  surety  was 
granted. 

ARTICLE  IV. 

RIGHTS   OF    SURETIES    AMONG    THEMSELVES. 

Section. 
2173.  Right  of  contribution. 
2174.  Interest  thereon. 

Section. 
2175.  Duty  to  account. 

§2173.  (2146.)  (2151.)  Right  of  contribution.     Where  several  are  sure- Act  of  1840, 
ties  for  the  same  principal,  for  the  same  sum  of  money,  either  by  one  So?™9^ 
or  by  distinct  instruments,  and  one  pays  more  than  an  equal  share  of 
the  sum,  he  may  compel  contribution  from  his  co-sureties.     If  one  of 
the  co-sureties  be  insolvent,  the  deficiency  in  his  share  must  be  borne 
equally  by  the  solvent  sureties. 

Where  a  co-security  on  tax-collector's  bond  had  right  of  contribution  from  co-secur- 
ity: 59  Ga.,  644-645.  Security  on  official  bond  aiding  principal  in  breach  of,  not  enti- 

tled to  contribution  from  co-security:  60  Ga.,  277,  278;  60/453.  Accommodation  in- 
dorser formerly  was  not  entitled  to  contribution  :  1  Ga.,  205. 

Brandt.  S.  and  G.,  §220  et  seq  ;  Lampleigh  vs.  Brathwait,  1  Sm.  L.  C.  (t.  p.)  229;  Deer- 
ing  vs.  Earl  of  Winchester,  1  White  &  Tudor  L.  C,  (s.  p.)  60;  1  Am.  D.,  677 ;  5/509 ;  18/ 
303;  20/557  ;  2  Am.  R.,  351 ;  16/74;  22/562  ;  3  Pet.,  470;  2  C.  L.  J.,  354;  10/264  ;  3  Add. 
Contr.,  §1139.  Estate  of  deceased  co-surety  liable  to,  although  by  act  of  creditor  he 
was  discharged  from  liability  to  him  :  5  Am.  R,.,  669. 

§2174.  (2147.)  (2152.)  Interest  thereon.  The  sum  recovered  as  contri- 
bution bears  interest  from  the  time  it  was  paid  by  the  surety,  and  shall 

be  deemed  and  held  a  liquidated  demand. 
§2175.  (2148.)  (2153.)  Duty  to  account.  A  surety  suing  for  contribu-  §2164. 

tion  must  first  account  for  all  money  or  other  thing  received  from  the 
principal  to  indemnify  him  against  loss ;  and  if  he  has  paid  the  en- 

tire debt,  he  may  compel  his  co-surety  to  transfer  to  him  any  mortgage 
or  other  security  taken  from  the  principal  for  the  protection  of  such 
co-surety  by  relieving  him  of  all  liability  for  contribution. 

Brandt.  S.  and  G.,  §§233-8:  15  Am.  D.,  526. 

[Section  (2149.)  Repealed  by  Constitution  of  1868,  Article  I.,  section 

ARTICLE  V. 

RIGHTS    OF    SURETIES   AS   TO   THIRD   PERSONS. 

Section.  j  Section. 
2176.  Subrogation.  I  2177.  Duty  to  account. 

§2176.  (2150.)  (2155.)  Subrogation.     A  surety  who  has  paid  the  debt  ActS0f1847 
of  his  principal  is  subrogated,  both  at  law  and  in  equity,  to  all  the  p.  m. 

34 
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rights  of  the  creditor,  and  in  a  controversy  with  other  creditors  ranks 
In  dignity  the  same  as  the  creditor  whose  claim  he  paid. 

Subrogation  of  husband's  creditors  to  his  rights  against  wife's  property  :  3  Ga.,  541. 
Surety  on  sealed  note  who  has  paid  debt  of  principal,  subrogated  to  all  rights  of  bond 
•creditor :  4  Ga.,  343.  Surety  on  appeal  was  subrogated  to  all  therights  of  the  plaintiff: 
12  Ga.,  57.  Rights  of  security  for  defendant  in  an  action  of  trover  :  28  Ga.,  159.  When 
Court  of  equity  will  compel  assignment  of  debt  by  creditor  tp  surety:  14  Ga.,  674. 
When  surety  cannot  recover  back  usury  taken  from  principal  in  different  transaction  : 
37  Ga.,  364.  Where  surety  has  right  of  action  against  co-security  for  reimbursement: 
59  Ga.,  644-647. 

Brandt.  S.  and  G.,  §260  et  seq:  R.  M.  Charl.,  267  ;  8  Am.  D.,  554;  9/516;  11  Am.  R, 
18;  3  Add.  Contr.,  §1140;  Freeman  Judg.,  §470.  Surety  of  deceased  debtor  of  State, 

having  paid  the  State,  is  entitled  to  State's  priority  on  distribution  of  debtor's  estate  : 34  Am.  R.,  286. 

§2177.  (2151.)  (2156.)  As  to  securities.  He  is  entitled,  also,  to  be  sub- 
stituted in  place  of  the  creditor  as  to  all  securities  held  by  him  for  the 

payment  of  the  debt. 

Injunction  against  judgment  by  indorser,  because  by  plaintiff's  action  he  lost  lien  of 
first  judgment  and  security  on  appeal :  47  Ga.,  289. 

Brandt.  S.  and  G.,  §282  etseq. 

General  Note  on  Chapter  IV. — Admissions,  by  principal,  made  after  termination 
of  relation  of  principal  and  surety,  do  not  bind  surety  :  14  Ga.,  584.  When  they  do  bind 
surety  as  part  of  res  gestee :  17  Ga.,  625.  Agreement  in  writing"  that  surety  should  have 
half  the  land  purchased  on  paying  half  the  price,  held  good:  19  Ga.,  575.  Consideration, 
covenant  by  surety  to  pay  certain  debts  of  the  grantor,  his  principal,  is  a  valuable  consid- 

eration sufficient  to  support  absolute  conveyance  of  the  property  :  5  Ga.,  555.  Want  of : 
1  Ga.,  294.  Contribution,  one  defendant  in  fi.  fa.  not  named  as  security  therein,  claiming 
to  be  such,  seeking  to  control  it  against  co-defendant,  must  obtain  legal  control  of  it 
binder  sections  2166  and  2170  of  the  Code  :  59  Ga.,  165.  Between  so-called  indorsers  as  be- 

tween sureties  :  62  Ga.,  73.  Co-security,  rights  of,  on  bond  or  against  another  who  par- 
ticipated with  principal  in  wrongful  conduct :  60  Ga.,  450,  277.  On  a  suit  against,  on  issue 

-of  mou  est  factum  as  to  one,  the  others  were  not  competent  witnesses :  30  Ga.,  278.  Dis- 
charge of  security,  dismissal  of  levy  on  property  of  principal  sufficient  to  pay  debt, 

is  :  3  Ga.,  405.  Other  acts  of  creditor  that  will  be:  3  Ga.,  405.  Of  one,  by  acts  of  cred- 
itors is  of  all :  4  Ga.,  397.  Suit  by  surety  after  discharge,  by  acts  of  creditor  to  recover 

back  money  paid:  12  Ga.,  271.  Dismissal  of  levy  on  realty  of  principal  does  not  cause 
•discharge  of  surety:  22Ga.,385.  When  non-action  of  creditor  as  to  principal  does  not  avail 
to  discharge :  55  Ga.,  374.  Plea  averring  that  security  is  discharged  by  reason  of  act  of 
creditor,  tending  to  increase  his  risk,  must  allege  facts  showing  increase  of  risk:  55  Ga., 

■664.  By  reason  of  creditor's  failing  to  apply  rents  as  agreed:  62  Ga.,  39.  On  bond  of 
public  printer  by  action  of  the  Legislature  and  Governor:  64  Ga.,  740.  Evidence, 
parol,  admissible  to  prove  that  one  of  joint  makers  of  note  was  security  only  :  26  Ga., 
426;  6/45.  Forbearance,  mere,  toward  principal  does  not  discharge  surety  in  absence 
of  notice  to  proceed:  33  Ga.,  173.  Indulgence,  not  necessary  to  the  discharge  of  the 
surety  by  indulgence  granted  to  the  debtor,  or  other  act  of  creditor,  to  show  that 
surety  dissented:  12  Ga.,  271.  Surety  discharged  by  indulgence  to  debtor  by  credi- 

tor for  consideration  :  3Ga.,  248;  17/521;  19/551;  27/564;  30/112,249;  37/312;  38/104; 
59/109.  Injunction,  when  surety  entitled  to:  42  Ga.,  491.  Judgment,  relation  of 
principal  and  surety  continues  after,  against  both  in  favor  of  creditor  :  3  Ga.,  239.  Er- 

ror to  enter  nunc  pro  tunc  judgment  without  surety  having  day  in  Court:  55  Ga.,  648- 
650.  Jurisdiction,  principal  and  surety  may  be  sued  together  in  county  of  surety's 
residence:  35  Ga.,  269.  Liability  of  surety  cannot  be  extended  beyond  actual  terms 
of  his  engagement,  etc. :  17  Ga.,  522.  Notice  to  sue,  what  is:  33  Ga.,  275.  Parties, 
where  sureties  should  be  parties  to  bill  filed  by  principal:  22  Ga.,  4.  Plea,  special,  by 
surety  that  he  signed  to  encourage  principal  to  pay  it,  and  that  it  was  understood  by 
payee  that  he  was  not  to  be  held  liable,  no  defense,  and  stricken  on  demurrer:  59  Ga., 
434.  Non  est  factum,  not  proper  as  defense  by  surety  where  note  sued  on  was  not  to  be 
delivered  until  signed  by  another:  8  Ga.,  559.  Principal,  what  constitutes  one  such  : 
23  Ga.,  368.  May  put  surety  in  condition  to  get  judgment  before  creditor,  by  giving 
small  notes :  23  Ga.,  616.  When  son  signed  name  of  father  as  security,  and  father  held 
bound  by  it:  39  Ga.,  586.  Promise  by  payee  to  apply  funds  to  payment  of  note  made 
to  induce  one  to  go  on  it  as  security  :  30  Ga.,  306.  By  letter,  to  become  surety  for  an- 

other :  30  Ga.,  919;  35/239.  New,  to  revive  old  debt  by  security  must  be  explicit :  32 
Ga.,  119.  Statute  of  frauds,  promise  by  one  person  to  indemnify  another  for  becom- 

ing security  for  a  third  person,  is  not  within:  1  Ga.,  294.  Statute  of  limitations, 
payment  by  principal  does  not  affect  rights  of  surety  under,  without  surety  is  a  party 
to  the  payment :  30  Ga.,  479.  Stay  bond,  binds  the  property  of  surety  from  date  of 
execution  :  57  Ga.,  378.  Stockholders  in  bank  held  to  be  sureties  :  40  Ga.,  392.  State, 
duty  of  holders  when  principal  removes  from :  26  Ga.,  428 ;  11/300 ;  3/523-4.  Suit  may  be 
brought  against  both  principal  and  surety  in  county  of  surety's  residence  :  35  Ga.,  270. 
As  to  equity  of,  against  enforcement  of  execution  after  being  withdrawn  by  plaintiff 
from  Sheriff:  22  Ga.,  34.     Surety,  offer  to  relieve  when  unnecessary  :  22  Ga.,  4.     Ad- 
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ministrator  of  deceased,  not  entitled  to  notice  of  existence  of  debt,  when  :  30  Ga.,  249. 
Abatement  of  the  rigor  of  common  law  as  it  affects  :  35  Ga.,  202.  As  witness  :  38  Ga., 

103.  May  give  parol  evidence  of  payee's  promise  of  a  credit  to  be  placed  on  the  note  : 
30  Ga.,  306.^  No  consideration,  plea  of  by  :  43  Ga.,  252.  Signing  upon  promise  another 
would  sign,  and  the  principal  delivers  the  paper  to  payee  without  the  other  name,  and 
without  notifying  payee,  held  bound :  64  Ga.,  486.  Contra:  6  Ga.,  202;  8/559;  10/414. 
Signing  a  note  after  maturity  as  surety  for  original  maker  with  new  stipulations  :  57 
Ga.,  319.  By  failure  of  mortgagee  to  record  mortgage,  surety  discharged :  37  Ga.,  428,  439. 
By  giving  time  to  principal  and  accepting  additional  interest  releases  surety :  37  Ga.,  313. 
But  creditor  must  have  known  he  was  surety  :  55  Ga.,  656.  Discharged  by  holder  giving 
him  erroneous  information,  though  in  good  faith  :  54  Ga.,  277.  Discharged  by  plain- 

tiffs failure  to  proceed  against  principal:  59  Ga.,  109.  Rights  and  obligations  of :  10 
Ga.,  235 ;  12/271 ;  17/521 ;  24/288  ;  30/93  ;  31/421,  663.  Two  funds,  rule  as  to  creditors 
having  lien  upon,  applied  as  favor  of  surety  :  6  Ga.,  393.  Usury,  when  principal 
has  been  adjudged  a  bankrupt,  surety  in  suit  against  him  cannot  set  off  usury  paid 
by  his  principal  to  plaintiff  o%n  transaction  other  than  the  one  out  of  which  the  debt 
arose  :  46  Ga.,  422.     Paid  by  surety  recovered  back :  1  Ga.,  140. 

General  Note  on  Principal  and  Surety. — Admissions  of,  as  against  the  other  : 
Brandt  S.  and  G.,  §518  ;  2  Am.  D.,  366 ;  37  Am.  R.,  234;  2  Whart,  Ev.  §1212.  Bail  : 
see  notes  to  §4703 ;  4  Am.  R.,  26,  58.  Bonds  in  legal  proceedings,  appeals,  etc.  :  Brandt 
S.  and  G.,  §393-424.  Bond  conditionally  delivered  :  29  Am.  R.,  377,  n;  21  Wall.,  272; 
signing,  see  §4,  par.  7  ;  see  word  "signing"  below.  Corporation,  sureties  of  agents  of: 
Brandt  S.  and  G.,  §367-9 ;  3  Add.  Contr.,  §1117.  General  note  on  corporations,  catch-word 
"sureties:"  Thomp.  Off.  Corp.,  495-543;  11  Am.  R.,  231,  21/621.  See  general  note  on 
banks  as  to  cashiers'  bond,  etc.  Sureties  liable  for  money  stolen  from  safe  by  bank 
messenger:  30  Am.  R.,  374.  Disability  of  attorney  signing  bond  as  security,  he  can- 

not plead:  8  C.  L.  J.,  407.  See  11th  rule  of  Superior  Court.  Fraud  and  conceal- 
ment by  creditor  or  obligee  discharges  suretv,  when:  Brandt  S.  and  G.,  §§348-369;  Bige- 

low  on  Fraud,  150 ;  18  Am.  D.  190 ;  2  0.,  93  ;  8C.  L.  J.,  156 ;  10/266 ;  3  Add.  Contr.,  §1135 ; 
Cooley  Torts,  482.  Indorser,  surety  of  second  indorser,  being  compelled  to  pay  note, 
may  recover  from  first  indorser :  26  Am.  R.,  387.  Injunction  bonds:  Brandt  S.  and 
G.,  §§411-415.  Infants,  contracts  of  suretyship,  by:  notes  to  §2731 ;  sureties  for  infant, 
note  tx>  §2149.  Inter-State  law:  6  Pet.,  172;  Rorer,  55;  notes  to  §8.  Married  wo- 

men, contracts  of  suretyship :  see  notes  to  §1783  ;  sureties  for :  note  to  §2149.  Official 
bonds:  Brandt  S.  andG.,  §§138-146,  442-489;  notes  to  §§148-171;  3  Add.  Contr.,  §1117;  7 
Am.  D.,  521,  29/371,  n,  377  ;  3  0.,  788.  Change  of  principal's  duties  :  32  Am.  R,  242,  n  ; 
31/616,  and  note  §2153.  How  affected  by  change  in  law :  7  0.,  584 ;  30  Am.  R.,  788.  Set- 

tle nents  and  accountings  of  principal  evidence  against  surety  :  37  Am.  R.,  234,  n;  38/182. 
Payments  by  principal  to  creditor,  application  of :  Brandt  S.  and  G.,  §§286-295  ;  note 
to  §2869  ;  3Add.  Contr.,  §1134.  Signing-  as  surety  on  condition  that  another  is  to  sign : 
Brandt  S.  and  G.,  §349  et  seq. ;  28  Am.  D.,  679-681,  n  ;  25  Am.  R,  706-711,  n  ;  21  Wall.,  276 ; 
1 C.  L.  J.,  168,  482,  560.  Statute  of  limitations  as  between  principal  and  surety :  Brandt 
S.  and  G.,  §199.  As  between  sureties :  Brandt  S.  and  G.,  §259.  Suits  against,  payee 
of  note  secured  by  mortgage  may  sue  surety  on  note  before  resorting  to  mortgage  :  28 
Am.  R.,  250.  In  action  against  surety  alone,  on  bond  for  faithful  performance,  he 
cannot  offset  or  recoup  claim  of  principal  against  plaintiff  for  services  in  business  to 
which  bond  relates:  36  Am.  R.,  820.  In  action  on  bond,  default  of  principal  admits 
due  execution  of  bond  :  28  Am.  R.,  199.  Tender  of  debt  by  principal  discharges  sure- 

ty :  Brandt  S.  and  G.,  §295,  n ;  but  not  mere  offer  to  pay,  when  creditor  requests  princi- 
pal to  hold  money  :  21  Am.  R.,  606.  See  5  C.  L.  J.,  234. — Subject  treated  in  works  of 

Fell,  Baylies,  DeColyar,  Pittman  (L.  L.),  3d  vol.  of  Ross'  Leading  Cases.  Byles  on  Bills, 
240-254;  Sedg.  Dam.,  366;  Wood's  Mayne  on  Damages,  §§402-434. 
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CHAPTER  V. 

OF    PRINCIPAL    AND   AGENT.* 

Article  1. — Relation  of  Principal  and  Agent  among  themselves. 
Article  2. — Rights  and  Liabilities  of  Principal  to  Third  Persons. 
Article  3. — Rights  and  Liabilities  of  Agent  to  Third  Persons. 
Article  4. — Of  Overseers. 

ARTICLE  I. 

RELATION    OF    PRINCIPAL    AND    AGENT    AMONG   THEMSELVES. 

Section. 
2178.  How  it  arises. 
2179.  What  may  be  done  by  agent. 
2180.  Trustees  may  convey  by  attorney. 
2181.  Who  may  be  agent. 
2182.  How  the  agency  is  created. 
2183.  Revocation. 
2184.  Agent  limited. 
2185.  Diligence  of  an  agent. 

Section. 
2186.  Agent  cannot  buy  or  sell,  etc. 
2187.  Personal  profit. 
2188.  Estoppel. 
2189.  Agent  of  several. 
2190.  Commission  and  expenses. 
2191.  Illegal  purpose. 
2192.  Effect  of  ratification. 
2193.  Of  mingling  goods. 

§2178.  (2152.)  (2157.)  Hotv  it  arises.     The  relation  of  principal  and 

agent  arises  wherever  one  person,  expressly*  or  by  implication^  author- 
izes another  to  act  for  him,  or  subsequently  ratines  the  acts  of  another, 

in  his  behalf. 
Section  cited,  and  as  to  what  constitutes  this  relation  where  parties  were  agents  in 

drawing  bill  of  exchange  :  44  Ga.,  398,  411.  How  far  tenant  is  agent  for  the  landlord  : 
58  Ga.,  204-206. 

aWoods'  Master  and  S.,  §81.  bWoods'  Master  and  S.,  §|62— 80.  Rule  as  between  near 
relatives:  Woods'  Master  and  S.,  $75.  When  relation  exists  so  as  to  make  principal  li- 

able for  torts :  See  notes  to  §2961.  Relation  does  not  exist  between  contractee  and  ser- 
vants of  contractor :  See  notes  to  §2213. 

§2179.  (2153.)  (2158.)  What  may  be  done  by  agent.  Whatever  one 
may  do  himself  may  be  done  by  an  agent,  except  such  personal  trusts 
in  which  special  confidence  is  placed  on  the  skill,  discretion,  or  judg- 

ment of  the  person  called  in  to  act ;  so  an  agent  may  not  delegate*  his 
authority  to  another  unless  specially  empowered  to  do  so. 

Payment  to  the  authorized  agent  of  principal  payment  to  principal :  9  Ga.,  70.  May 
bind  corporation  by  note  :  6  Ga.,  166. 

aEwell  Evans'  Ag.,  43-4;  Woods'  Master  and  S.,  §§91-2:  14  Am.  D.,  170,  n.  Attor- 
ney, delegation  of  authority  by  :  See  note  on  p.  108  of  this  Code ;  Weeks  on  Attorneys, 

§§246,  249;  12  Am.  D.,  145;  14/172;  3  C.  L.  J.,  276.  Farm  hand,  working  for  share  of 
crop,  cannot  delegate  his  employment :  26  Am.  R.,  98.     By  factor:  Note  to  §2111. 

§2180.  (2154.)  [Executors,  etc.,  may  convey  by  attorney  in  fact.     Exec- 
utors, administrators,  guardians  and  trustees  are  authorized  to  sell 

arid  convey  property,  by  attorneys  in  fact,  in  all  cases  where  they  may 
|Ii838, 2537.  lawfully  sell  and  convey  in  person.]  (a.)* 

May  sell  land  by  agent:  22  Ga.,  600.  How  power  of  agent  to  sell  must  be  proven  : 

40  Ga."  364,  372.  Where  the  power  of  sale  given  to  agent  by  executor  was  illegal  as  to creditors:  47  Ga.,  74-79.  Could  not  delegate  before  Code,  but  agent  making  the  deed 
and  executor  receiving  the  money  made  it  valid  :  58  Ga.,  227. 

§2181.  (2155.)  (2159.)   Who  may  be  agent.    Any  person  may  be  appoint- 
§21757, 1759.  ed  an  agent  who  is  of  sound  mind  ;  so  a  principal  is  bound  by  the  acts 

(a)  Acts  of 
1855-6,  p. 
148. 

^General  authorities  on  the  law  of  master  and  servent  are  annotated  in  this  Chapter,  in  view  of 
the  analogy  between  these  two  relations,  (Tooley  on  Torts,  531-3,)  and  in  view  of  the  fact  that  the 
Chapter  on  "Master  and  Servant"  in  this  Code  codifies  the  law  of  apprenticeship  only. 

*Note. — The  reference  in  the  margin  was  incorrectly  given  in  Irwin's  Revised  Code  as  Act  of 
1865-6;  and  the  Supreme  Court,  in40Ga.,  371,  so  cite  this  statute. 
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of  his  infanta  agent,  but  a  feme  coverth  cannot  be  an  agent  for  another 
than  her  husband  except  by  his  consent,  in  which  case  he  is  bound  by 
her  acts. 

Ewell  Evans'  Ag.,  9  et  seq.  aHis  contracts  as  such  are  binding:  1  Add.  Contr.,  §59. 
bAs  agent  of  her  husband:  See  notes  to  $1759;  Wells'  Sep.  Prop.,  §172.  Husband  as 
wife's  agent:  Wells'  Sep.  Prop.,  §162. 

§2182.  (2156.)  (2160.)  Agency  created,  how — agents  of  corporations.  The 
act  creating  the  agency  must  be  executed  with  the  same  formality1  (and 
need  have  no  more)  as  the  law  prescribes  for  the  execution  of  the  act 

for  which  the  agency  is  created.  A  corporation."  may  create  an  agent 
in  its  usual  mode  of  transacting  business,  and  without  its  corporate 
seal. 

Corporation  may  render  one  its  agent  by  ratifying  the  acts  of  one  assuming  to  be 
its  agent  :  1  Ga.,  418.  Contract  may  be  proved  to  be  made  with  corporation  agent,  and 
credit  to  the  principal :  3  Ga.,  283.  How  far  may  become  agent  by  ratification  :  7  Ga., 
197.  Cashier  of  a  bank:  10  Ga.,  26:  24/594;  20/276.  Partner  as  agent,  ratification : 
16  Ga.,  424.  Directors,  agents  of  a  bank :  18  Ga.,  412-432.  Also  of  a  corporation:  45 
Ga.,  34.  Power  of  agent  of  corporation  to  affix  seal  to  a  mortgage  :  25  Ga.,  316-327. 
Corporation's  agents  may  render  it  liable  for  trespass:  40  Ga.,  482:  41/515.  Crop  lien 
under  seal  by  an  unauthorized  agent,  the  ratification  must  be  of  as  high  dignity  to  ren- 

der valid  :  55  Ga.,  45-46.  As  to  partner  as  agent  binding  firm  by  an  act  under  seal :  51 
Ga.,  575-576. 

a20  Am.  D.,  666;  28  Am.  R.,  22.  Authority  to  agent  to  contract  for  sale  of  goods 
under  Code,  §1950,  par.  7,  must  be  in  writing  because  that  section  requires  the  contract 
to  be  in  writing:  Per  Erskine,  J.;-  Beall  vs.  Garsed,  Pamph.  Dec,  pp.  33,  34;  the  word 
"formality"  does  not  apply  solely  to  contracts  under  seal:  lb.  Power  to  fill  blanks  in 
written  instruments:  13  Am.  D.,  669,  n.  Given  by  parol:  8  C.  L.  J.,  407.  Power  of 
attorney  to  convev  land:  5  Pet.,  519;  12  Wall.,  358;  19/606;  2  0.,  418.  Execution  of 

.  deeds  by  agent:  Ewell  vs.  Shaw.  1  Am.  L.  C,  426:  Ewell  Evans's  Ag.,  171-4.  bEwell 
*  Evans's  Ag.,  18  ;  Whart.  Neg.,  §57.  As  to  agents  of:  See  General  Note  on  Corporations, and  note  to  §1680.  .  . 

§2183.  (2157.)  (2161.)  ̂ Revocation.  Generally,  an  agency  is  revocable  £^^,/4^ 
at  the  willa  of  the  principal.  The  appointment  of  a  new  agent  for  the  ̂ f.^c 
performance  of  the  same  act,  or  the  death"  of  either  principal  or  agent 
revokes  the  power.  If,  however,  the  power  is  coupled  with  an  interest0 
in  the  agent  himself  it  is  not  revocable  at  will ;  and  in  all  cases  the 
agent  might  recover  from  the  principal  for  an  unreasonable  revocation, 
any  damages  he  may  have  suffered  by  reason  thereof. 

Power  not  coupled  with  an  interest,  and  the  interest  terminates  with  death  of  prin- 
cipal:  17  Ga.,  267;  19/171.  When  a  power  is  coupled  with  an  interest,  and  as  to 

powers  made  out  of  this  State:  28  Ga.,  511-513  ;  65/312.  When  war  revoked  an  agency  : 
40  Ga.,  302.  Where  power  of  revocation  reserved  in  instrument  creating  agency :  60 
Ga.,  411-413.  Where  could  not  dismiss  the  action  without  paying  attorney's  fee:  56 
Ga.,  279.  Agency  continued  until  revoked  and  business  not  withdrawn  from  agent's 
control:  57  Ga,,  284.  Need  not  record  powers  of  attorney:  29  Ga.,  440.  If  power  of 
attorney  recorded,  admissible  without  proof:  27  Ga.,  418.  Power  coupled  with  an 
interest  survives  the  death  of  maker  :  64  Ga.,  333-334;  65/312. 

Ewell  Evans'  Ag.,  76-100;  Hunt  vs.  Rousmanier,  1  Am.  L.  C,  415.  Revoked  by  lu- 
nacy of  principal :  9  C.  L.  J.,  211.  Dealing  with  agent  before  notice  of  revocation:  9 

C.  L.  J.,  211;  5  0.,  48.  aWhat  justifies  discharge  from  employment :  Woods'  Master 
and  S,,  §§109-125;  see  note  to  §2217.  Abandonment  of  service:  Woods'  Master  and  S., 
$146  et  seq.  b  Where  agent  exercises  power  of  substitution,  his  death  revokes  authority 
of  substitute  :  14  Am.  R.,  161.  Where  a  firm  are  employed  as  agents,  death  of  one  re- 

vokes agency:  13  Am.  R.,  529.  Agent  acting  after  death  of  principal:  Ewell  Evans' 
Ag.,  300.  <=E\vell  Evans'  Ag.,  83;  31  Am.  D.,  508;  8  Wh.,  174;  Woods'  Mayne  Dam., 
§747.     Power  of  sale  in  mortgage  is  not :  1  Woods',  552. 

§2184.  (2158.)  (2162.)  Agent  limited  by  his  authority.  The  agent  must 
act  within  the  authority  granted  to  him,  reasonably  interpreted ;  if  he 

exceeds  or  violates  his  instructions,*  he  does  it  at  his  own  risk,  the  prin- 
cipal having  the  privilege  of  affirming  or  dissenting,  as  his  interest 

may  dictate.  In  cases  where  the  power  is  coupled  with  an  interest  in 

the  agent,  unreasonable  instructions,  detrimental  to  the  agent's  interest, 
may  be  disregarded. 

Agent's  declarations  not  enlarging  his  powers:  32  Ga.,  72.     Where  son's  authority 
to  sign  notes  as  agent  for  father  presumed,  ratification  :  39  Ga.,  586.     Where  the  extent 
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of  agent's  power  depended  on  as  defined  in  the  written  power  :  40  Ga.,  372.  Should 
adhere  closely  to  the  limit  of  instructions  to  escape  liability,  ratification  :  13  Ga.,  508  ; 
12/205.  Section  cited,  and  law  of  discussed  in  an  insurance  case  :  50  Ga.,  52.  Bank  ren- 

dered itself  responsible  as  collecting  agent  for  not  conforming  to  instructions :  59  Ga., 
668.  A  letter  from  book-keeper  of  a  company  of  itself  alone,  is  not  sufficient  to  show 
that  goods  only  sent  on  consignment:  53  Ga.,  219-220.  Where  agent  not  responsible 
for  deviation  from  instructions,  principal  not  disapproving,  but  ratifying:  53  Ga., 
144-148.  Where  general  agent  of  an  insurance  company  did  not  exceed  his  authority  : 
57  Ga.,  64. 

aBurrell  vs.  Phillips,  1  Am.  L.  C,  513,  notes;  E well  Evans'  Ag.,140.  Not  necessary 
that  they  be  given  in  form  of  command:  Ewell  Evans'  Ag.,  140;  14  Pet.,  494.  Liabil- 

ity of  agent  to  principal  for  disobedience  to  orders;  ratification  not  implied  unless 
agent  discloses  all  facts,  although  he  discloses  all  known  to  him :  26  Am.  P.,  211.  Rat- 

ification in  ignorance  not  binding:  18  Am.  P.,  480. 

§2185.  (2159.)  (2163.)  Diligence  of  an  agent.  An  agent  for  hire  is 
bound  to  exercise,  about  the  business  of  his  principal,  that  ordinary 

care,  skill  and  diligence  required  of  a  bailee  for  hire.  A  voluntary3, 
agent,  without  hire  or  reward,  is  liable  only  for  gross  neglect. 

Ordinary  diligence,  such  as  persons  of  common  prudence  use  in  their  own  affairs: 
12  Ga.,  565.  A  question  of  diligence  between  bank  and  its  agent,  custom  of  other 
banks  :  16  Ga,,  38.  If  agent  acts  with  skill,  as  to  whether  he  was  drunk  or  sober  party 
dealt  with  cannot  complain  :  22  Ga.,  169.  As  to  diligence  to  be  used  by  agent  for  col- 

lection: 48  Ga.,  503. 

Burrill  vs.  Williams,  1  Am.  L.  G;  513,  notes.  Auctioneer:  Ewell  Evans'  Ag.,  216. 
Brokers  :  Ewell  Evans'  Ag.,  217.  Factors  :  notes  to  £2111.  For  want  of  due  diligence 
is  liable  to  principal  in  damages :  Ewell  Evans'  Ag.,  224-234;  21  Am.  R..  647;  13  0., 
668  ;  Woods'  Mayne  Dam.,  $740-748.  In  action  by  railway  conductor  for  wages,  mas- 

ter may  set  off  damages  from  conductor's  negligence:  31  Am.  R.,  15.  Bound  to  ac- 
countfor  principal's  property :  Ewell  Evans'  Ag.,  247;  1  Am.  L.  G,  513.  Cannot 
be  required  to  discharge  duties  different  from  those  for  which  agent  was  employed: 

Woods'  Master  and  Servant,  #89.  The  corresponding  obligation  of  the  principal  is  to 
reasonable  care;  as  to  risks  incident  to  employment:  Woods'  Master  and  Servant,* 
§#326-415.  £ee  on  this  point  General  Note  on  this  Chapter.  aEwell  Evans'  Ag.,  140,  n 4,  235;  11  Am.  R.,  41. 

§2186.  (2160.)  (2164.)  Agent  cannot  buy  or  sell  for  himself.  Without 
the  express  consent  of  the  principal,  after  a  full  knowledge  of  all  the 

facts,  an  agent  employed  to  sell,a  cannot  be  himself  the  purchaser ;  and 
an  agent  to  buy,b  cannot  be  himself  the  seller. 

Where  interest  of  agent  for  selling  would  conflict  with  their  buying:  31  Ga.,  544- 
556.     Section  cited  and  construed:  60  Ga.,  228.     Sheriff:  9  Ga,,  164. 

Fox  vs.  Macreth,  White  &  Tudor,  L.  C,  (s.  p.),  72.  Where  agent  to  buy  sells  to  princi- 
pal what  is  his  own  property  he  can  only  charge  the  latter  what  he  paid  therefor  : 

Ewell  Evans'  Ag..  264.  Agent  cannot  recover  commissions  from  both  sides, 29  Am.  R., 
541,  18/549,  20/66,  23/458.  Unless  his  double  agencv  is  known  and  assented  to  by 
both  parties:  18  Am.  R.,  459  ;  3  C.  L.  J.,  316;  8/205;  10  C.  L.  J.,  487.  aEwell  Evans' 
Ag.,262.     bEwell  Evans'  Ag.,  272-5;  confidential  relation  :  see  notes  to  #3177. 

§2187.  (2161.)  (2165.)  Personal  profit.  The  agent  must  not  make  a 

personal  profit  from  his  principal's  property;  for  all  such  he  is  bound to  account. 

Ewell  Evans'  Ag.,  243-6.  Woods'  Master  and  Servant,  #101.  Rule  applied  to  direc- 
tors of  corporation  :    Woods'  Master  and  Servant,  277. 

§2188.  (2162.)  (2166.)  Estoppel.     An  agent  cannot   dispute  his  prin- 
■i    cipal's  title,  except  in  such  cases  where  legal  proceedings,  at  the  in- 

stance of  others,  have  been  commenced  against  him. 
Where  agent  desired  protection  of  judgment  of  a  Court  before  paying  over  money  : 

60  Ga.,  412.  Tax«collector  collecting  money  under  orders  of  the  Ordinary  cannot  refuse 
to  pay  it  over,  because  he  savs  orders  were  invalid :  56  Ga.,  290.  Estoppel  to  deny  agency 
of  son:  39  Ga.,  586:590. 

Ewell  Evans'  Ag.,  246,  252.  As  to  bailees:  notes  to  2076  and  General  Note  on  bail- ments. 

§2189.  (2163.)  (2167.)  Agent  of  several.     Where  several  persons  ap- 
gi9io.         point  an  agent  to  do  an  act  for  their  joint  benefit,  the  instructions  of 

one,  not  inconsistent  with  the  general  directions,  shall  protect  the  agent 
in  his  act. 
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Two  parties  with  diverse  interest  may  by  mutual  consent  make  third  party  their 
agent:  40  Ga.,  330. 

Evvell  Evans'  Ag.,  23-28:     Agents  of  partners ;  see  notes  to  $1901. 

§2190.  (2164.)  (2168.)  Commission  and  expenses.  An  agent  who  has 
discharged  his  duty  is  entitled  to  his  commission  and  all  necessary  ex- 

penses incurred  about  the  business  of  his  principal.  If  he  has  violated 
his  engagement,  he  is  entitled  to  no  commission. 

Defendant  must  show  want  of  diligence  or  neglect  to  defeat  agent's  claim  for  ex- 
penses and  disbursements:  12  Ga.,  565.  Where  agents  were  entitled  to  recover  back 

the  advances  for  principal :  45  Ga.,  501-507.  Damages  by  insurance  agent  against  the 
company  for  commissions  of  which  they  deprived  him  :  60  Ga..  414-421. 

Ewell  Evans'  Ag.,  336-348;  D'Arcy  vs.  Lisle;  1  Am.,  L.  C,  539,  notes.  Woods' 
Mayne  Dam.,  §748:  Lien  of  agent;  Ewell  Evans'  Ag.,  362-6;  notes  to  §2100.  Principal 
negotiating  sale  of  real  estate  in  hands  of  broker,  latter  not  entitled  to  commission  ;  10- 
Am.  R.,  431 ;  aliter,  if  he  brought  the  parties  together:  3  C.  L.  J.;  409;  as  to  commis- 

sions of  real  estate  broker,  see  also  1  Am.  R..  49 ;  3/349,  352,  21/192 ;  20  How  221,  22/69.. 

§2191.  (2165.)  (2169.)  Illegal  purpose.  No  rights  can  arise  to  either 
party  out  of  an  agency  created  for  an  illegal  purpose. 

Sheriff  cannot  purchase  at  his  own  sale  as  agent  for  another,  and  can  be  no  ratifica- 
tion :  9  Ga.,  164.  As  to  money  received  by  an  agent  under  an  illegal  contract :  30* 

Ga.,  547. 

See  notes  to  §2750,  Woods'  Master  and  Servant,  §§198-221 ;  13  Am.  R.,  148. 

§2192.  (2166.)  (2170.)  Effect  of  ratification.  A  ratification  by  the  prin- 
cipal relates  back  to  the  act  ratified,  and  takes  effect  as  if  originally 

authorized.  A  ratification  may  be  express,  or  implied"  from  the  acts  or 
silence  of  the  principal.     A  ratification  once  made  cannot  be  revoked. 

Corporation  bound  by  ratification  of  an  assumed  agent's  acts  :  1  Ga.,  418.  Of  agent 
to  enter  an  appeal :  6  Ga.,  92.  A  ratification  only  making  agent  for  a  special  pur- 

pose :  7  Ga.,  197.  Principal  must  knowingly  ratify  subsequent  acts  of  a  party  to- 
make  him  his  agent  :  12 Ga.,  205.  Ratification  by  council  of  a  town  of  declarations  of 
auctioneer  in  sale  of  town  lots:  12  Ga.,  239.  Of  draft  drawn  by  factor  before  money 
paid  on  it:  13  Ga.,  46-54.  Ratification  of  agent's  acts  by  long  silence  of  principal :  14^ 
Ga.,  124.  Declaration  filed  by  principal  on  agent's  affidavit  is  ratification  of  said  act : 
18  Ga.,  690-2.  Subsequent  assent  strong  evidence  of  previous  authority  :  24  Ga.,  607. 
"If  he  could  get  the  money  he  would  be  satisfied",  is  no  ratification  of  agent's  faking; 
principal's  money :  32  Ga..  72.  Silence  amounted  to  ratification:  52  Ga.,41;  53/315,. 
318,  148 ;  39/590.  Receiving  the  corn  and  using  it  amounted  to  ratification  :  42  Ga.r 
535.  Taking  and  using  Confederate  money  is  ratification  of  agent's  receiving  it :  44  Ga.r 
59.  Principal  by  receiving  is  ratifying  action  of  agents  in  drawing  bills  of  exchange- 
and  selling  cotton  :  44  Ga.,  398.  As  to  ratification  by  mortgagor  of  one  consenting  for 
the  fee  to  be  sold  on  sale  under  mortgage^,  fa.:  44  Ga.,  593-596.  Ratification  of  agent' s- 
advances  :  45  Ga.,  501.  Usury  paid  by  surety,  paid  back  by  principal  does  not  make 
him  agent  by  ratification  :  1  Ga.,  140.  Subsequent  ratification  may  authorize  agent  to- 
bind  corporation  by  note  :  6  Ga.,  166.  Ratification  relates  back  to  time  of  of  the  trans- 

action :  10  Ga.,  362.  Principal  adopting  acts  of  factor  assumes  all  obligations  incident 
thereto:  13 Ga..  46.  Ratification  of  acknowledgment  of  service  by  confessing  judg- 

ment: 19  Ga.,  596.  Subsequent  ratification  will  not  render  valid  an  illegal  agency:  9^ 
Ga.,  164.  Agreement  to  settle  amounting  to  ratification  :  32  Ga.,  476.  Guardian  suing 
on  contract  of  free  person  of  color  ratified  it :  27  Ga.,  172.  A  ratification  by  the  Gov- 

ernor without  legislative  sanction  of,  matter  connected  with  the  Western  and  Atlantic- 
Railroad  not  sanctioned  :  39  Ga..  609.  What  acts  constitute  ratification  by  principal 
of  agent's  drawing  her  money  out  of  bank  :  57  Ga.,  284.  Ratification  or  not,  is  a  ques- 

tion for  the  jury  :  58  Ga.,  564.  Retaining  employees  of  railroad  company  after  know- 
ledge of  their  torts  is  a  ratification  thereof  :  58  Ga.,  216.  Section  cited  as  to  ratification; 

afterwards  of  posting  a  letter  on  Sunday  :  55  Ga.,  448.  Ratification  must  be  underseal 
if  agents  act  under  seal :  55  Ga.,  45.  Cannot  ratify  in  part :  48  Ga.,  85.  And  repudiate- 
in  part :  46  Ga.,  240-241.  Taking  agent's  note  for  his  unauthorized  sale  of  notes  is  a. 
ratification  of  such  sale  :  54  Ga.,  593.  Where  Mayor  of,  a  city's  contract  with  himself 
could  not  be  ratified  by  council  in  office  with  him  :  60  Ga.,  222.  Owner  subsequently 
recognizing  an  advance  made  by  consignee,  bound  by  it :  13  Ga.,  46. 

.  Ewell  Evans'  Ag.,  48,  74;  Broom's  Legal  Maxims,  833.  Culver  vs.  Ashley:  1  Am.  L. 
C.  420;  1  Bk„  533;  12  Wall.,  681,  4  O.,  477.  Illegal  act:  1  Wall.  644.  Cannot  ratify 
forged  note  :  8  C.  L.  J.,  58  ;  nor  unless  principal  had  the  powTer  to  do  the  act :  10  Wall.r 
676;  a25  Am.  R.,299;  28/150;  32/380;  6  0.,  640.— As  between  principal  and  agent  see 
notes  to  §2184. 

§2193.  (2167.)  (2171.)   Of   mingling    goods.     An  agent,  by   willfully  §3131. 
mingling  his  own  goods  with  those  of  his  principal,  does  not  create  a. 
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tenancy  in  common,  but  if  incapable  of  separation  the  whole  belongs 
to  the  principal. 

Stated  :  4  Ga.,  428. 

ARTICLE  II. 

RIGHTS   AND    LIABILITIES   OF    PRINCIPAL    AS   TO   THIRD   PERSONS. 

Section. 
2194.  Principal,  how  far  bound. 
2195.  Forms  immaterial. 
2196.  Extent  of  authority. 
2197.  Failing  to  disclose  principal. 
2198.  Credit  given  to  agent. 
2199.  Representation  by  agent. 
2200.  Notice  to. 

Section. 
2201.  Principal  bound  for  neglect,  etc. 
2202.  Injuries  by  another  agent. 
2203 .  Trespass  of  agent. 
2204.  Benefit  of  contract  to  principal. 
2205.  Money  illegally  paid,  etc. 
2206 .  Agent  is  a  competent  witness. 

§2194.  (2168.)  (2172.)  Principal,  how  far  bound.  The  principal  is 
bound  by  all  the  acts  of  his  agent  within  the  scope  of  his  authority ;  if 
the  agent  exceeds  his  authority  the  principal  cannot  ratify  in  part  and 
repudiate  in  part :  he  must  adopt  either  the  whole  or  none. 

As  to  power  of  an  agent  to  bind  his  principal  by  an  indorsement:  1  Ga.,  418-429. 
Where,  the  cashier  of  a  bank  binds  the  bank  by  an  indorsement  signed  with  his  name, 
cashier:  16  Ga.,  458-465.  Son  must  have  authority  from  father  in  his  life  time  to 
make  title  bond  to  his  land:  5  Ga.,  301.  Proof  of  power  of  an  agent  to  sell  land:  40 
Ga.,  364-371.  Agent  may  bind  principal  by  note  if  within  sphere  of  his  power,  or,  there 
is  ratification  :  6  Ga.,  166.  As  to  authority  of  president  of  a  bank :  7  Ga.,  196-7.  Part- 

ner can  only  bind  partnership  by  deed  where  prior  authority  or  subsequent  ratifica- 
tion, and  wThere  excess  of  authority  only  void  :  16  Ga.,  424.  Cannot  ratify  agent's  acts 

in  part  and  repudiate  in  part :  9  Ga.,  70 :  48/85  ;  59/566.  Ratification  of  part  is  ratifi- 
cation of  the  whole  :  17  Ga.,  243.  Where  one  authorizes  another  to  fill  up  a  blank 

paper:  13  Ga.,  55.  Agent  can  fix  price  of  commoditjr  when  has  power  to  sell  it:  19 
Ga.,  421-2.  Confessing  judgment  on  a  suit  where  service  acknowledged  by  agent  is 
ratification  :  19  Ga.,  596.  Party  bound  by  authorized  agents,  acknowledgement  of 
service  :  20  Ga.,  693.  Where  silence  of  plaintiff  gave  authority  to  service  acknowl- 

edged by  agent:  38  Ga.,  597.  War  revokes  agency,  and  where  no  power  to  confess 
judgment:  40  Ga.,  307-308.  Cotton  shipped  through  agent,  he  can  bind  his  principal 
according  to  law  :  28  Ga.,  543.  Agent  selling  and  conveying  in  his  own  name,  for  an- 

other, will  not  divest  that  other's  title  :  32  Ga.,  428.  One  agent  for  sale  cannot,.as 
against  owner,  pledge  or  mortgage  to  another:  38  Ga.,  391.  Acceptance  by  agent  oi  a 
dray  line  :  30  Ga.,  798-800.  Authority  to  laise  money  did  not  admit  of  sale,  except  ac- 

cording to  law  :  44  Ga.,  173.  Where  agent  must  have  special  authority  to  bind  one  to 
execute  a  warranty  deed:  40  Ga.,  458-466.  Express  company  responsible  for  its  agents 
making  an  illegal  arrest :  41  Ga  ,  515.  Section  referred  to  in  connection  with  an  in- 

surance agent:  50  Ga.,  52.  Agent  to  procure  attorney  can  contract  for  collec- 
tion of  the  note  .  59  Ga.,  562-566  Insurance  agent  exceeding  his  authority  in  con- 

tracting as  to  payment  of  premium:  56  Ga.,  237.  Agency  as  to  deposits  in  bank:  57 
Ga.,  283.  Liability  of  railroad  company  for  torts  of  agents  in  scope  of  business:  58 
Ga.,  216.  After  taking  benefits  under  award  cannot  object  that  agent  could  not  bind 
him  to  the  submission  :  58  Ga.,  479. 

Ewell  Evans' Ag.,  441-462.  Wood's  Master  and  Servant,  §§258,  '276;  Broom's  Legal 
Maxims,  710,  785;  1  Cooley's  Bl.,  430.  Wilson  vs.  Peverly :  JL  Am.  L.  C,  467.  Where 
authority  is  conferred  by  formal  instrument,  it  is  construed  strictly  :  Ewell  Evans'  Ag., 
145.  Where  instructions  are  ambiguous,  agent  protected  if  he  acts  in  good  faith  :  Ewell 

Evans'  Ag.,  149.  Suits  must  be  against  principal,  if  bound,  rule  and  exceptions: 
Dicey  on  Parties,  (s.  p.)  238-265.  Delivery  of  principal's  goods  by  agent  for  his  private 
debt,  not  valid  :  28  Am.  R.,  488.  Treasurer  of  savings  bank  cannot  bind  it  by  indorse- 

ment:  34  Am.  R.,  351.  Bank,  receiving  draft  for  collection  at  a  distance,  not  liable 
for  negligence  of  sub-agent:  30  Am.  R.,  795.  See  General  Note  on  Banks.  Principal 
liable  for  agent' ^misappropriation  of  negotiable  collaterals  deposited  on  loan  by  prin- 

cipal :  36  Am.  R.,  678.  Authority  to  broker  to  sell  real  estate,  is  authority  to  find 
purchaser,  not  to  execute  sale  :  6  Am.  R.,  617.  Agent  to  draw  in  his  own  name  cannot 

draw  in  principal's  name  :  35  Am.  R.,  458.  To  sell  horse,  not  impliedly  authorized  to 
warrant:  32  Am.  R.,  210;  9  C.  L.  J.,  492;  1  Wall.,  3.  So  of  agent  to  sell  safes,  in  ab- 

sence of  custom  :  34  Am.  R.,  4  ;  9  C.  L.  J.,  229;  but  see  1  Wall.,  359;  1  Add.  Contr., 
§§65-66.  To  sell  personal  property,  cannot  mortgage :  36  Am.  R.,  259.  Acts  of  agent  of 
principal  of  one  who  has  become  lunatic, -bind  principal,  until  notice  of  lunacy:  9  C. 
L.  J  ,  211.  See  5  0.,  48.  Authority  of  cashier  of  bank:  See  General  Note  on  Banks. 
Of  directors:  General  Note  on  Corporations.  Implied  authority  of  auctioneers:  Ewell 

Evans'  Ag.,  121.  Of  brokers:  Ewell  Evans'  Ag.,  122.  Of  factors:  Ewell  Evans'  Ag., 
123  ;  note  to  §2111. 
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§2195.  (2169.)  (2173.)  Forms  immaterial.  The  form  in  which  the 

agent  acts  is  immaterial :  if  the  principal's  name  is  disclosed,  and  the 
agent  professes  to  act  for  him,  it  will  be  held  to  be  the  act  of  the  principal. 

Where  under  the  facts  and  form  of  the  contract  the  principal  was  bound  by  the 
agent:  39  Ga.,  35.  Form  immaterial  if  it  plainly  appear  he  intended  to  act  as  agent : 
54  Ga.,  351-355. 

Ewell  Evans'  Ag.,  166,  170.  If  principal's  name  is  not  disclosed,  agent  is  individu- 
ally liable:  Notes  to  Rathbone  vs.  Budlong,  1  Am.  L.  C,  456.  Where  agent  has  done 

more  or  less  than  required  by  his  authority:  Ewell  Evans'  Ag.,  169.  What  forms  of 
signature  impose  liability  on  agent :  Notes  to  §2213. 

§2196.  (2170.)  (2174.)  Extent  of  authority.  The  agent's  authority  will 
be  constructed  to  include  all  necessary  and  usuala  meansb  for  effectually 
executing  it.  Private  instructions0  or  limitations  not  known  to  persons 
dealing  with  a  general  agent  cannot  affect  them.  In  special  agencies* 
for  a  particular  purpose,  persons  dealing  with  the  agent  should  exam- 

ine his  authority. 

Where  ratification  only  made  the  agent  a  special  one:  7  Ga.,  197.  Where  a  gen- 
eral agent  could  bind  principal,  although  he  should  not  act  according  to  private  un- 

derstanding 13  Ga.,  56.  Commissioners  appointed  by  the  Legislature  have  the  power 
to  use  the  usual  and  appropriate  means  :  12  Ga..  171.  Insurance  agent  under  a  special 
authority  :  50  Ga.,  51-52.  Sub-agents  of  an  insurance  company  are  not  bound  by  pri- 

vate contract  of  company  with  general  agent:  57  Ga.,  64.  Persons  dealing  with  agents 
acting  under  special  authority  :  54  Ga.,  52  ;  53/618  ;  60/90.  Agent  to  employ  attorney 
to  collect  can  contract  for  collection  :  59  Ga.,  562. 

Batty  vs.  Oarswell,  1  Am.  L.  C.,392.  aEwell  Evans'  Ag.,  Ill  bEwell  Evans'  Ag., 
107.  cEwell  Evans'  Ag.,  143;  Wade  on  Notice,  §2652-658.  dEwell  Evans'  Ag.,  106; 
Wade  on  Notice,  #$660-662.     Agent  to  collect  has  no  other  authority :  15  Am.  D.,  130. 

§2197.  (2171.)  (2175.)  Failing  to  disclose  principal.  If  an  agent  fails 
to  disclose  his  principal,  jTet,  when  discovered,  the  person  dealing  with 
the  agent  may  go  directly  upon  the  principal,  under  the  contract,  un- 

less the  principal  shall  have  previously  accounted  and  settled  with 
the  agent. 

Principal  may  claim  benefit  of  undisclosed  agency  :  30  Ga.,  158.  Agent,  not  party 
to  suit,  can  show  who  he  was  agent  for,  although  that  party  be  dead:  64  Ga.,  236-7. 
Deposit  in  a  bank  by  party  not  disclosing  true  owner  :  52  Ga.,  494-496.  Where  credit 
to  agent  should  have  been  allowed  as  against  undisclosed  principal:  58  Ga.,  366. 
Agent  signing  name  with  agent  merely  added,  personally  liable  :  56  Ga.,  258. 

Liability  of  unnamed  principal  when  discovered:  Thomson  vs.  Davenport,  2  Smith's 
L.  C,  (s.  p.)  212,  and  notes;  10  C.  L.  J.,  233  ;  1  Add.  Contr..  #56.  Agent  acting  for  un- 

disclosed principal  may  be  treated  as  principal:  25  Am.  R.,  24;  1  Am.  L.  C.,  456; 
notes  to  Rathbone  vs.  Budlong ;  1  Am.  L.  G,  456.  Action  against  subsequently  disclosed 
principal  not  conclusive  of  election  to  hold  him  alone  responsible  :  27  Am.  R.,  51. 

§2198.  (2172.)  (2176.)  Credit  given  to  agent.  If  the  credit  is  given 
to  the  agent  by  the  choice  of  the  seller,  he  cannot  afterward  demand 
payment  of  the  principal. 

Where  it  does  pot  appear  that  exclusive  credit  was  given  to  the  agent :  9  Ga.,  224- 
241;  52/33;  62/751-3. 

§2199.    (2173.)    (2177.)    Representations  by  agent.     The   principal   is  §2635. 
bound  by  all  representations  made  by  his  agent  in  the  business  of  his 
agency,   and   also   by  his   willful   concealment  of  material  facts,   al- 

though they  are  unknown  to  the   principal,   and  known  only  by  the 
agent. 

Misrepresentations  made  by  agent  of  railroad  company  binding  on  them  :  36  Ga., 

669.  When  a  corporation  can  commit  a  fraud  by,  and  is  bound  by"  agent's  representa- 
tions :  54  Ga.,  635-639.     General  agent  binding  the  company:  57  Ga.,64. 

Ewell  Evans'  Ag.,  466,479;  1  Add.  Contr.,  #67.  Not  bound  by  agent's  representa- 
tion at  public  sale,  in  absence  of  fraud:  33  Am.  R.,  246.  Warranties  by  ascent:  See 

notes  to  #2194. 

§2200.  (2174.)  (2178.)  Notice  to. i  Notice  to  the  agent  of  any  matter 
connected*  with  his  agency  is  notice  to  the  principal. 

Notice  to  cashier  of  a  bank  is  notice  to  the  bank  :  6  Ga.,  44;  17/99-100.  Notice  to  agent 
of  fact  connected  with  agency,  is  notice  to  principal:  34  Ga,,  298;  57/378-383;  59  Ga., 
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262.  When  notice  by  indorser  to  agent  of  holder  will  not  do  :  22  Ga.,  24.  Where  se- 
condary evidence  of  notice  should  not  have  been  admitted  :  47  Ga.,  610.  What  insur- 

ance agent  knew  the  company  were  cognizant  of  :  58  Ga.,  255.  Notice  of  mortgage  to- 
agent  is  notice  to  principal :  55  Ga.,  208-211.  Notice  through  his  agent  of  purchase  of 
land  by  another,  sufficient :  55  Ga.,  438-446. 

Ewell  Evans'  Ag.,  159-164  ;  28  Am.  D.,  481,  n  ;  Wade  N.,  f§31-33,  672-695.  To  bank officers :  See  General  Note  on  Banks.  To  partner :  See  General  Note  on  Partners.  To 
husband  or  wife  :  See  General  Note  following  §1774.  To  attorneys  and  clients  :  Gen- 

eral Note  on  page  108  of  Code.  Notice  given  by  agent :  Wade  N.,  §§696-701.  al  Am. 
R.,  164. 

§2201.    (2175.)    (2179.)    Principal  bound  for  neglect  and  fraud*     The 
§§1916, 2213.  principal  is  bound  for  the  care,  diligence  and  fidelity  of  his  agent  in 

his  business,  and  hence  he  is  bound  for  the  neglect15  and  fraud  of  his 
agent  in  the  transaction  of  such  business. 

When  corporation  bound  by  fraud  of  agents  :  18  Ga.,  412 ;  54/639.  Insurance  agent 
neglecting  to  insure  cotton:  43  Ga.,  583.  Principal  bound  although  agent  may  have 
abused  and  transcended  his  powers  :  57  Ga.,  303. 

aEwell  Evans'  Ag..  465-478;  7  Am.  R.,  428;  2  Add.  Torts,  §§1197,  1209.  bEwell 
Evans'  Ag.,  479-489;  Whart,  Neg.,  §515;  36  Am.  R.,403,  n;  Armory  vs.  Delamierie:  1 
Smith's  L.  C,  (s.  p.)  151 ;  1  Cooley's  Bl.,  431,  note,  20  ;  Wilson  vs.  Peverly,  1  Am.  L.  C.r 
467  ;  see  note  to  §2213. 

§2202.    (2176.)  (2180.)  Injuries  by  another  agent.     The    principal    is 
§§2083,  3036.  not  liable  to  one  agent  for  injuries  arising  from  the  negligence  or  mis- 

conduct of  other  agents  about  the  same1  business ;  the  exception  in 
case  of  railroads"  has  been  previously  stated. 

This  doctrine  did  not  apply  formerly  to  slaves:  1  Ga.,  195.  This  was  the  rule  in 
regard  to  an  employee  of  a  receiver  of  a  railroad  :  55  Ga.,  482.  Section  cited:  63  Ga., 
181 ;  54/512  ;  56/197.  What  kind  of  agents  or  employees  this  section  applicable  to  :  58 
Ga.,  108-113. 

i\  Ewell  Evans'  Ag.,  529-533;  Woods'  Master  and  S.,  §§416-446;    37  Am.  R.,  524,  n  ;  1 
Cooley's  BL,  432,  n,  20;  Dicey  on  Parties,  (s.  p.)  460;  Cooley  Torts,  541-6.     To  justify  a 

f  recovery,  it  must  be  shown   that  the  servant  by  whom  the  injury  was  caused  was  in- 
competent, and  that  the  master  was  guilty  of  willful  negligence  in  employing  him  :  3' 

Woods.  527.  Not  liable,  although  co-servant  was  of  higher  grade  and  set  over  him, 
unless  he  was  incompetent,  as  master  knew  or  should  have  known  :  32  Am.  R.,  143  ;, 

35/297.  A  person  voluntarily  assisting  another's  servant,  and  being  injured  by  his 
i  negligence,  cannot  recover  from  the  master:    28  Am.   R.,  16;  8/251;  12/356.     Master 

liable  for  injury  to  one  inferior  servant  by  negligence  of  superior  while  discharging 
1  duties  of  another  inferior  :  27  Am.  R.,  510.     When  the  servant  causing  injury  is  the 

aHer  ego  to  whom  the  principal  has  left  everything,  latter  is  liable  :  21  Am.  R.,  573,  n, 
579;  14/424;  18/369;  21/2,  n,  7  ;  Cooley  Torts,  560-563.  Servant  may  recover  from, 
master  for  injuries  to  his  wife  caused  by  co-servant :  17  Am.  R.,  82.  Child  injured 
while  obeying  fellow-servant :  17  Wall.,  553.  Liable  if  his  negligence  concurs  with 

i  that  of  co-servant :  1  Cooley  Torts,  560.     One  servant  is  liable  to  his  co-servant  for  in- 
jury by  his  negligence  in  common  employment:  32  Am.  R..  114.  aLiab.le  if  injury- 

caused  by  another  employment :  1  Cooley  Torts,  560.     bSee  notes  to  §3036. 

i  §2203.  (2177.)  (2181.)  Trespass  of  agent.  The  principal  is  not  liable 
for  the  willful  trespass  of  his  agent,  unless  done  by  his  command  or  as- 

sented to  by  him. 
City  not  liable  for  an  illegal  arrest  by  police  officer:  54  Ga.,  468.  When  railroad, 

liable  for  tortious  act  of  its  conductor  and  other  agents  :  58  Ga.,  216. 

Woods'  Master  and  S.,  §309.     See  notes  to  §§2961,  2962. 

§2204.  (2178.)  (2182.)  Benefit  of  contract  to  principal.  The  principal 

shall  have  advantage  of  his  agent's  contracts  in  the  same  manner  as 
he  is  bound  by  them,  so  far  as  they  come  within  the  scope  of  his  agen- 

cy. If,  however,  the  agency  has  been  concealed,  the  party  dealing 

with  him  may  set  up  any  defense11  against  the  principal  which  he  has 
against  the  agent. 

Principal  may  assert  his  right  to  his  money  deposited  by  agent  in  his  own  name  : 
52  Ga.,494.     Where  undisclosed  principal  can  claim  under  contract  made  l*v  his  agent: 

ij  30  Ga.,  158. 

i|  aEwell  Evans'  Ag.,  405;  George  vs.  Claget,  2  Smith's  L.  G,  (s.  p.)  77. 
§2205.  (2179.)  (2183.)  Money  illegally  paid,  etc.     The  principal  may 

recover  back  money  paid  illegally,11  or  by  mistake  of  his  agent,  or  goods 
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wrongfully  transferred  by  the  agent,  the  party  receiving  the  goodsb 
having  notice  of  the  agent's  want  of  authority  or  willful  misconduct. 

Where  agent  for  sale  could  not  pledge  or  mortgage  for  advances  made  for  himself: 

38  Ga.,  391.  Where  principal  could  recover  money  although  had  been  wrongfully- 
paid  to  agent :  53  Ga.,  618. 

aNot  if  principal  was  aware  of  illegal  purpose  at  time,  or  subsequently  assented  : 
Ewell  Evans' -Ag.,  327.     bEwell  Evans'  Ag\,  406. 

§2206.  (2180.)  (218-4.)  Agent  is  a  competent  witness.  The  agent  is  sum-, competent  witness  either  for  or  against  his  principal.  His  interest 

goes  to  his  credit.  The  declarations'1  of  the  agent  as  to  the  business 
transacted  by  him  are  not  admissible  against  his  principal,  unless 
they  were  a  part  of  the  negotiation,  and  constituting  the  res  gestze,  or 
else  the  agent  be  dead. 

Where  declarations  of  alleged  agent  not  admissible  as  part  of  resgestx:  6Ga.,  373. 
Where  agent  allowed  to  testfy  that  he  entered  into  the  contract  as  agent :  16  Ga.,  410- 
415.  Agent  made  co-defendant,  testimony  receivable  :  30  Ga.,  93.  Agent  under  a  del 
credere  commission  deemed  original  party  and  could  testify:  36  Ga.,  107.  What  agent 
says  in  execution  of  contract  binding  principal:  19  Ga.,  417;  24/211.  When  do  not 
bind:  26  Ga.,  111-332;  27/113.  Admissions  made  dnm  fervet  opus  bind  principal: 
29  Ga.,  399,461;  56/498-500.  Declarations  of  agent  under  power  of  attorney  _  en- 

larging his  powers  inadmissible:  32  Ga..  72.  Cannot  affect  principal  by  declarations 
beyond  scope  of  his  agency:  34  Ga.,  330;  91/213-214;  53/395-406.  Fraud  by  agent  ad- 

missible in  evidence  against  the  principal:  26  Ga.,  537.  Where  declarations  of  life 
insurance  agent  prior  to  policy  cannot  vary  it  unless  fraud  :  43  Ga.,  423.  Adverse 
possession  by  defendant  proved  by  statements  of  his  overseer:  46  Ga.,  593.  Where 
sayings  of  a  dead  agent,  admissible  :  56  Ga.,  638.  Agency  must  have  extended  to  the 
property  to  bind  principal  by  his  declarations  relative  to :  54  Ga.,  497.  Payment 
proved  by  agent:  56  Ga.,  296-297.  Section  cited,  where  agent,  not  a  party,  could  show 
his  agency  although  principal  dead  :  64  Ga.,  236-238. 

aEwell  Evans'  Ag.,  153-8;  36  Am.  R.,  828,  n;  2  Whart.  Ev.,  §1170;  12  Am.  D.,  325! see  notes  to  §3787. 

ARTICLE  III. 

RIGHTS    AND   LIABILITIES    OF    AGENT    AS   TO   THIRD    PERSONS. 

Section. 
2207.  Agent  may  act  under  this  Code,  etc. 
2208.  Money  paid  by  mistake,  etc. 

2209.  When*  he  has  right  of  action. 2210.  For  interference  with  his  possession. 

Section. 
2211.  When  responsible  for  credit,  etc. 
2212.  Public  agent. 
2213.  Liability  for  excess  of  authority. 
2214.  Enforcing  contracts,  etc. 

§2207.  (2181.)  (2185.)  Agent  may  act  under  this  Code  for  principal.  Any 
act  authorized  or  required  to  be  done  under  this  Code  by  any  person  in 
the  prosecution  of  his  legal  remedies,  may  be  done  by  his  agents  ;  and 
for  this  purpose  he  is  authorized  to  make  an  affidavit  and  execute  any 
bond  required,  though  his  agency  be  created  by  parol.     In  all  such 
cases,  if  the  principal  repudiate  the  act  of  the  agent,  the  agent  shall  be 

personally  bound,  together  wTith  his  sureties. 
Confirming  an  appeal  by  an  agent:  6  Ga.,  92.  Distress  warrant,  under  Act  of  1811, 

should  not  issue  under  oath  of  agent:  7  Ga.,  52.  No  statute  law  for  agent  to  execute 
forthcoming  bond  in  attachment  case  :  9  Ga.,  208.  Where  an  attachment  by  an  attor- 

ney was  not  sufficient :  9  Ga.,  598.  Agent  must  swear  positively  to  ground  of  attach- 
ment: 28  Ga.,  351.  Bail  affidavit  for  principal  afterwards  ratified :  18  Ga.,  690.  An 

affidavit  of  illegality  may  be  made  by  agent:  34  Ga.,  2G8-270.  May  verify  an  applica- 
tion for- we  exeat  :  36  Ga.,  571. 

§2208.  (2182.)  (2186.)  Money  paid  by  mistake  may  be  recovered.  If  money 
be  paid  to  an  agent  by  mistake,  and  he  in  good  faith  pays  it  over  to  his 
principal,  he  shall  not  thereafter  be  personally  liable  therefor.  In  all 
other  cases  he  is  liable  for  its  repayment.  If  money  be  paid  by  an  agent 
by  mistake,  he  may  recover  it  back  in  his  own  name. 

Where  agent  protected  in  a  payment  to  principal:  3  Ga.,  90;  14/89.  Suit  against 
agent  for  money  collected  :  7  Ga.,  191.  Section  cited:  56  Ga.,  500.  Ignorance  of  facts 
at  time  of  payment  should  be  shown  to  recover  money  paid  by  mistake  :  49  Ga., 
455-7. 

Ewell  Evans'  Ag.,  313,  319,  405;  1  Add.  Contr.,  §54. 
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§2209.  (2183.)  (2187.)  When  he  has  a  right  of  action.  Generally  an 
agent  has  no  right  of  action  on  contracts  made  for  his  principal.  The 
following  are  exceptions : 

1.  A  factor  contracting  on  his  own  credit. 
2.  Where  promissory  notes  or  other  evidences  of  debt  are  made  pay- 

able to  an  agent  of  a  corporation  or  joint  stock  company. 
Where  principal  can  bring  trover  on  a  transaction  by  his  agent :  58  Ga.,  379.  Where 

insurance  agent  may  bring  suit  on  a  note  in  his  own  name :  1  Ga.,  275. 

3.  In  all  cases  where  the  contract  is  made  with  the  agent  in  his  indi- 
vidual name,  though  his  agency  be  known. 

4.  Auctioneers*  may  sue  in  their  own  name  for  goods  sold  by  them. 
5.  In  cases  of  agency  coupled  with  an  interest  in  the  agent  known 

to  the  party  contracting  with  him.  In  all  these  cases,  payment  to  the 

principal  before  notice  of  the  agent's  claim  is  a  good  defense. 
Ewell  Evans'  Ag.,  379-386;  Dicey  on  Parties,  (s.  p.)  130-147;  Redf.  &  Bigelow  L.  C. 

Notes,  477:  11  Am.  D.,  100,  n;  Rathbone  vs.  Buulong,  1  Am.  L.  C,  460;  notes.  Prin- 
cipal, sue  when:  11  Am.  D.,  600;  12/709;  21  How.,  287  ;  23/49;  1  Wall.  234.  aRight  to 

sue  depends  on  validity  of  the  contract  of  purchase:  2  Am.  R,,  243  ;  3/33. 

§2210.  (2184.)  (2188.)  For  interference  ivith  his  possession.  An  agent 
having  possession,  actual  or  constructive,  of  the  property  of  his  prin- 

cipal, has  a  right  of  action  for  any  interference  with  that  possession  by 
third  persons. 

§2211.  (2185.)  (21$9.)  When  responsible  for  credit  given.  Where  the 
agency  is  known,  and  the  credit  is  not  expressly  given  to  the  agent,  he 
is  not  personally  responsible  upon  the  contract.  The  question  to  whom 
the  credit  is  given  is  a  question  of  fact  to  be  decided  by  the  jury  under 
the  circumstances  of  each  case. 

Agency  known  and  credit  not  expressly  given  to  agent,  he  is  not  responsible  :  62 
Ga.,  753. 

Ewell  Evans'  Ag.,  448. 

§2212  (2186.)  (2190)  Public  agents.  Public  agents  contracting  in 
behalf  of  the  public,  are  not  individually  liable  on  such  contracts. 

^  Stated:  2   Ga.,  214;  17/620.     Section  cited:  60  Ga.,  228.     Where   agents   could  not 
claim  immunity  on  ground  they  were  public  agents:  3  Ga.,  283. 

Whart.  Ag.,  §§510-513;  30  Am.  D.,  250;  2/16;  14/313;  20/623;  5  C.  L.  J.,  105.  Nego- 
tiable instrument,  how  executed  by:  37  Am.  R.,  142,  n. 

§2213.  (2187)  (2191)  Liability  for  excess  of  authority.  All  agents,  by 
§§1916, 2201,  an  express  undertaking  to  that  effect,  -may  render  themselves  individ- 
2962, 2963.  uaiiy  liable  And  every  agent  exceeding  the  scope  of  his  authority 

is  individually  liable  to  the  person  with  whom  he  deals ;  so,  also,  for 

his  own  tortious  act,a  whether  acting  by  command  of  his  principal  or 
not,  he  is  responsible ;  for  the  negligence  of  his  under-servant,b  em- 

ployed by  him  in  behalf  of  his  principal,  he  is  not  responsible. 
If  one  sells  property  of  another  without  authority,  owner  can  waive  tort  and  sue 

for  the  money :  7  Ga.,  191.  Factor  is  not  responsible  for  failure  of  third  person  to 
transmit  orders  to  principal:  49  Ga.,  207. 

Acting  after  death  of  principal  :  Ewell  Evans'  Ag.,  300.  Liability  of  agent  on  con- 
tract entered  into  in  his  own  name:  Ewell  Evans'  Ag.,  304-313.  Acting  without  au- 

thority: 9  Am.  D.,  88;  17/532;  notes  to  Rathbone  vs.  Budlong,  1  Am.  L.  C,  456.  Per- 
sonal liability  of  contracting  agents  on  contracts  made  for  their  principals :  Thomp. 

on  Off.  Corp,,  1-100;  4  Am.  R..698;  7/107:  28/77;  2  Am.  D.,  513-518  ;  17/532;  11/30. 
Liability  of  agents  of  corporations  on  negotiable  instruments  executed  by  them: 

Thomp.  Off.  Corp.,  80;  other  authorities  in  General  Note  on  this  Chapter.  aEwell  Evans' 
Ag.,  329-335;  Woods' Master  and  S.,  §§324-5.  bWhere  a  person  employs  a  contractor 
who  is  master  of  the  workmen  employed,  such  person  is  not  liable  for  their  negligence : 
Ewell  Evans'  Ag.,  499-503;  Woods'  Master  and  S.,  §312  et  seq\  Cooley  Torts,  546-9;  Di- 

cey on  Parties,  (s.  p.)  451  et  seq ;  23  Am.  R.,  87  ;  8/430;  10/205.  Except  for  a  nuisance : 
23  Am.  R.,  87  ;  10/205.  Is  liable  for  such  part  of  work  as  he  assumes  to  do :  15  Am.  R., 
387.  And  is  liable  for  damages  caused  b}r  negligent  construction  of  public  stand  after 
acceptance,  and  when  using  it  as  such:  5  Q.  B.,  184.  Who  is  a  contractor:  Cooley 
Torts,  549.     Negligence  of  contractor:  27  Am.  R.,  702,  n  ;  5/389.     Principal  not  liable 
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for  acts  of  workmen  of  sub-contractor:  19  Am.  R.,267.  Owner  of  premises  liable  for  injury 
by  fall  of  wall  after  fire,  although  premises  in  charge  of  contractor  for  repairs:  33  Am.R., 

98.  Contractee,  assuming  protection  of  contractor's  workmen,  is  liable  to  them  for  injury 
inconsequence  of  neglect  therein:  33  Am.  E.,  423.  Municipal  corporation  not  liable  to 
one  injured  by  negligence  of  its  contractor  in  building  sewer  in  street:  27  Am.  R.,  642. 
But  is  liable  for  injury  by  contractor's  negligence  in  work  intrinsically  dangerous,  as 
blasting  in  street :  29  Am.  R.,  17;  36/166;  see  also  note  to  §1672.  Railroad  company 
not  liable  for  injury  by  construction  train  undercharge  of  contractor:  32  Am.  R.,  632. 
Contractor  having  been  made  liable  for  injury  to  traveller  falling  into  building  exca- 

vation made  on  sidewalk  by  contractor  of  owner,  may  recover  from  owner,  if  excava- 
tion was  necessary  and  contemplated  by  contract:  25  Am.  R.,  470.  One  contracting 

for  a  party-wall  on  his  and  adjoining  owner's  land  is  liable  to  latter  for  injury  by  con- 
tractor's unskillful  building  of  wall :  28  Am.  R.,  224.  One  is  not  liable  for  injuries  to 

adjacent  lot  by  excavation  made  on  his  own  for  building  purposes  by  contractor:  29 
Am.  R.,  719.  Same  as  to  personal  injuries  sustained  by  another  falling  into  excavation 
so  made  on  sidewalk  :  31  Am.  R.,  123.  Same  as  to  coal  hole  on  sidewalk,  left  open  by 
contractor  for  a  short  time  after  completion  of  work:  27  Am.  R.,  699.  Same  as  to  per- 

sonal injury  sustained  by  another  through  carelessness  of  slater  repairing  defendants' 
roof  under  contract:  36  Am.  R.,  320.  Same  as  to  injury  by  defective  machinery  of 
stevedore  employed  under  contract  to  unload  vessel:  29  Am.  R.,  349.  In  the  last  case, 
question  of  fact  whether  stevedore  was  contractor  or  servant:  29  Am.  R.,  349.  If  ser- 

vant employs  another  servant  to  do  his  work,  or  assist  him,  master  is  liable :  Woods' 
M.  and  S.,  §308.  Agent  voluntarily  and  unnecessarily  paying  claim  of  principal  for 
injury  by  negligence  of  sub-agent,  cannot  recover  of  sub-agent  therefor :  35  Am.  R., 
691. 

§2214.  (2188.)  (2192.)  Where  agent  exceeds  authority.  When  the 
agent  exceeds  his  authority,  so  that  the  principal  is  not  bound,  the 
agent  cannot  enforce  the  contract  in  his  own  name  against  the  person 
with  whom  he  deals,  unless  the  contract  has  been  fully  executed  upon 
the  part  of  the  agent,  or  the  credit  was  originally  given  to  the  agent. 

How  far  tenant  is  agent  for  the  landlord  :  58  Ga.,  206.  The  doctrine  here  enunciated 
and  discussed:  29  Ga.,  708-710. 

ARTICLE  IV. 

OVERSEERS. 

Section. 
2215.  Right  and  power  of  overseer. 
2216.  Parol  contracts. 

Section. 
2217.  Suit  on  breach  of  contract. 

§2215.  (2189.)  (2193.)  Right  and  'powers  of  overseers.  In  the  absence 
of  the  employer,  the  overseer  stands  in  his  place.  It  is  his  duty  to  see 

to  the  sustenance  and  protection  of  his  employer's  property,  and  to 
discharge  the  duty,  he  is  justified  in  repelling  aggressors  and  trespas- 

sers to  the  same  extent  with  the  employer. 

Where  his  statements  could  prove  owner's  adverse  possession  :  46  Ga.,  593. 

§2216.  (2190.)  (2195.)  Parol  contracts.    Contracts  between  employers  §1950  (5). 
and  overseers  may  be  by  parol,  though  they  may  extend  beyond  a  year 
from  the  time  of  the  contract. 

But  see  26  Ga.,  551. 

§2217.  (2191.)  (2196.)  Suit  on  breach  of  contract.  When  the  contract 
is  for  a  year,  and  the  employer  wrongfully  discharges  the  overseer  be- 

fore the  end  of  the  year,  the  overseer  may  either  sue  immediately  for 
any  special  injury  from  the  breach  of  the  contract,  or,  treating  the  con- 

tract as  rescinded,  may  sue  for  the  value  of  the  services  rendered,  or 
he  may  wait  till  the  expiration  of  the  year  and  sue  for  and  recover  his 
entire  wages. 

Plaintiff  treating:  the  special  contract  as  rescinded,  sued  on  quantum  meruit:  21  Ga., 
158.  Suit  for  the  special  injury  from  breach  of  contract:  8  Ga.,  193;  56/494-496;  54/ 
266  ;  60/414.  Measure  of  damages  for  wrongful  dismission  is  full  pay  at  contract  rate: 
61  Ga.,  483.  Violence  on  part  of  employee  is  a  violation  of  contract,  and  prevents  him 
recovering  anything :  14Ga.,135.     When  overseer's  wages  are  not  subject  to  garnish- 
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ment :  25  Ga.,  571.  Where  overseer  sued  employer  because  he  would  not  turn  over  his 
place  to  him  when  drunk:  30  Gai;  614. 

Remedy  for  breach :  Woods'  Master  and  S.,  §125;  17  Am.  R.,  740.  Agreement  to 
work  land  on  shares  is  not  partnership,  but  tenant  is  mere  employee,  liable  to  dis- 

charge for  cause  :  26  Am.  R.,  98.  Such  tenant  cannot  delegate  his  employment,  and  if 
he  does  so,  being  sick,  he  may  be  discharged,  subject  to  his  right  to  his  proportionate 
share:  26  Am.  R.,  98.  What  justifies  discharge  of  servant  from  employment:  Woods' 
Master  and  S.,  §109  ;  31  Am.  R.,  100,  n.  Sickness  of  employee  :  20  Am.  R.,  57.  For  en- 

gaging in  business  on  his  own  account  :  24  Am.  R.,  415.  Without  notice:  20  Wall., 
403.  Damages  for  wrongful  discharge  :  Sedg.  L.  C.  Dam.,  407.  Abandonment  of  ser- 

vice :  Woods'  M.  and  S.,  §146;  18  Am.  R.,  495. 
General  Note  on  Chapter  V.— Administrator  may  sell  lands  by  agent:  22  Ga.,  600. 

See  40  Ga.,  363-371.  Agency,  no  proof  of,  that  one  signed  himself  as  agent :  26  Ga.,  472. 
Proof  of,  when  appointment  is  in  writing:  40Ga.,363.  Question  of,  left  to  jury  in  this  case: 
48  Ga.,  502-3.  May  be  employed  verbally  by  principal  to  sell :  60  Ga.,  212.  Attachment, 
agent  making  affidavit  for,  must  swear  positively  to  ground  of:  9  Ga.,  598  ;  28/351.  At- 

torney in  fact  may  enter  an  appeal  where  principal  binds  himself  to  ratify  agent's  acts, 
"without  incurring  costs:"  6  Ga.,  92.  Authority  of  agent  required  to  make  sale  valid: 
5  Ga.,  301.  When  agent  of  a  railroad  cannot  affect  it  by  acts  or  declarations  outside  of 
scope  of  his  authority  :  56  Ga.,  274.     May  be  countermanded  :  15  Ga.,  486.     Extent  of  : 
40  Ga.,  457.  When  agent  exceeds,  excess  void,  but  good  as  far  as  authorized:  16  Ga., 
424.  Principal  may  countermand:  15  Ga.,  486.  Of  agent  to  make  deed  for  principal, 
must  be  under  seal  :  30  Ga.,  278.  Verbal  to  sign  name  of  another,  sufficient :  22  Ga., 
415.  Carrier,  agent  of,  made  agent  by  consignor  :  40  G.,  330.  Contract,  personal  ac- 

ceptance by  agent  in  his  own  name  of  a  draft,  is  :  29  Ga.,  708-710.  When  agent  liable 
for  receiving  money  for  principal  on,  illegal :  30  Ga.,  547.  Parol  contract  by  agent  for 
purchase  of  cotton  :  49  Ga.,  143.  Credit,  when  not  given  to  agent  and  principal  known, 
principal  bound  :  1  Ga.,  418-429.  Exclusive,  not  given  to  agent  when  his  note  was 
given  :  9  Ga.,  224.  Must  be  given  to  the  agent  exclusively  to  prevent  holding  the  prin- 

cipal responsible  :  52  Ga.,  34.  Custom,  bank  agent  not  protected  by  proof  of  custom 
of  other  banks:  16  Ga.,  38.  Deceit,  action  for,  will  lie  against  agent  in  favor  of  prin- 

cipal for  false  representation  :  2  Ga.,  66.  Deed,  instrument  intended  to  be,  but  in- 
complete, cannot  become  a  deed  by  act  of  a  stranger,  without  authority  under  seal :  14 

Ga.,  173.  Signed,  sealed  and  delivered  to  agent  of  grantor  to  be  kept  until  death  of 
grantor,  is  a  testamentary  paper:  17  Ga.,  267.  Agent  signed  his  own  name  to,  but 
enough  appearing  to  show  intention,  held  deed  of  principal:  27  Ga.,  418.  Defense,  good 
in  suit  against  agent,  if  it  plainly  appears  he  intended  to  act  as  agent :  54  Ga.,  354-355. 
Demurrer,  sustained  to  declaration  against  agent,  where  principal  known:  61  Ga.,  161. 
Diligence,  required  of  agents  for  hire:  16  Ga.,  38.  Ordinary  diligence  required: 
12  Ga.,  565.  Evidence,  agent  who  has  been  robbed  of  money  may  show  that  banks 
and  other  custodians  of  money  look  to  vaults,  etc.,  for  protection:  16  Ga.,  38.  When 
agency  not  proved  by  his  sayings:  8  Ga.,  259.  How  agency  proved:  26  Ga.,  472.  In- 

dorsee of  cotton  receipts  competent  to  prove  that  he  was  agent  for  another :  44  Ga.,  38. 
Factor,  if  a  principal  recognize  or  adopt  transactions  made  by  his  factor,  he  assumes 
all  its  obligations  both  as  to  himself  and  third  persons :  13  Ga.,  46.  Fraud,  when  equity 
will  not  link  principal  with  agent  upon  general  allegations  of:  44  Ga.,  9;  58/11.  One 
liable  for,  who  conducts  business  in  name  or  another  when  it  is  untrue  :  63  Ga.,  312.  Dis- 

cussed: 49Ga.,563;  55/267.  Husband,  as  agent  insures  his  life  for  benefit  of  reputed  wife: 
41  Ga.,  338.  Illegality,  agent  may  make  affidavit  in  :  34  Ga.,  268-270.  Indorsement,  of 
bill  of  exchange  to  one  as  cashier,  either  bank  or  cashier  may  sue:  10  Ga.,  329.  Inn-keeper 
liable  for  overcoat  lost,  given  to  negro  servant  for  safe  keeping  :  39  Ga.,  105.  Insurance 
company,  agent  of,  assenting  to  insured  party  taking  out  additional  insurance:  40  Ga., 
135.  Policy  issued  by  agent  of,  knowing  of  former  insurance  on  the  property  not  void  : 

41  Ga.,  661.  When  danger  to  property  insured  is  increased  by  carpenters'  work  on  ad- 
joining building,  and  agent  of  knows  it,  it  need  not  be  stated  in  the  policy :  42  Ga.,  587. 

Declarations  of  agents  of,  prior  to  delivery  and  acceptance  of  policy,  not  admissible  in 
absence  of  fraud,  etc. :  43  Ga.,  423.  As  to  general  custom  of,  in  regard  to  commuta- 

tions to  discharged  agent  on  renewals:  48  Ga.,  601.  Interest,  agent  liable  from  the 
time  received,  when  he  admits  he  has  funds  of  principal  in  his  hands:  2  Ga.,  370. 
Judgment,  when  agent  not  authorized  to  confess  for  principal :  40  Ga.,  302.  Land, 
sale  of,  by  agent  in  his  own  name  does  not  pass  title  from  principal:  32  Ga.,  428. 
Agent  for  sale  of,  claiming  commissions  :  44  Ga.,  272.  Purchase  of,  by  agent,  and  as  to 
deterioration  in  value  :  47  Ga.,  99-101.  Employment  of  agent  to  sell,  need  not  be  in 
writing:  60  Ga.,  212.  Letter,  from  principal  to  agent,  when  contents  of  not  allowed 
in  evidence:  47  Ga.,  99-100.  Liability  of  agent  to  payer  for  money  paid  to  him  for 
principal  by  mistake,  or  to  which  principal  is  not  entitled:  14  Ga.,  89.  Of  principal 
for  injury  to  borrowed  property,  caused  by  act  of  agent :  42  Ga.,  35.  Personal  liability 
of  agent,  failing  to  disclose  fact  of  agency:  48  Ga.,  98.  Of  principal  for  contract  of 
agent,  although  agent  may  have  been  guilty  of  falsehood  :  48  Ga.,  516.  Money,  agent 
cannot  apply,  of  principal  to  his  own  debt :  1  Ga.,  275.  Agent  may  recover  from  prin- 

cipal, money  advanced  for  him  :  45  Ga.,  501.  Mortgage,  agent  for  sale  of  goods  can- 
not mortgage  or  pledge  goods  of  principal  to  secure  advances  to  himself :  38  Ga.,  391. 

Note,  when  given  by  agent  of  corporation  binds  principal:  6  Ga.,  166.  Signed 
with  name  of  one  as  agent  for  another,  is  note  of  principal:  39  Ga..  35.  No- 

tice to  agent  is  not  to  "holder,"  his  principal,  when  agent  only  has  power  to 
receive  amount  due:    22  Ga.,  24;   47/610.      To  agent  is,  to  principal  in  a  matter 
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connected  with  the  agency  :  34  Ga.,  298.  To  agent  to  produce  papers,  not  sufficient 
to  allow  parol  evidence  in  suit  against  principal :  47  Ga.,  610.  Actual  to  agent  of  pur- 

chaser from  mortgagor  is  notice  to  principal:  55  Ga.,  208.  Power,  special,  to  agent 
must  be  stricty  pursued  :  13  Ga.,  55.  Relation  and  powers  of  agents:  57Ga.,64.  Given 
to  agent  to  fill  up  note  signed  in  blank  :  57  Ga..  64.  As  to  recording  of :  27  Ga.,  418.  To 
be  a  power  coupled  with  an  interest,  agent  must  have  an  interest  in  that  to  which  the 
power  relates:  28  Ga.,  511.  As  to  powers  of  attorney  out  of  the  State:  24  Ga.,  489; 
26/132  ;  28/511-513 ;  1/429.  Public  agents,  as  Justices  of  the  Inferior  Court,  when  not 
individually,  liable :  2  Ga.,  214.  As  to  public  agents  generally  :  9  Ga..  367  ;  12/171 ;  17/56, 

€12;  40/680;  60/224;  48/391.  Ratification,  of  assumed  agency  :  10  Ga.,  362.  Of  agent's 
acts  by  principal,  to  be  proved  must  show  principal's  previous  knowledge  of  material 
facts  :"  12  Ga.,  205  :  59/25.  Implied  by  silence  :  14Ga.,124.  Forbearance  for  a  time  does not  amount  to:  32Ga.,72.  Acts  of  son  as  agent  held  ratified  by  father  as  principal :  39  Ga., 
586.  Recoupment,  on  suit  by  agent,  against  principal  for  damages,  principal  may  re- 

coup damages  for  failure  of  agent  to  enforce  fulfillment  of  contract :  48  Ga.,  128.  Res 
gestae,  sayings  of  agent  admissible  against  principal  only  as :  29  Ga.,  402.  Letters: 
59Ga.,26.  Revocation  of  authority  of  agent  by  death  of  principal:  28  Ga.,  571; 
19/171.  Of  agent  in  Georgia  for  citizen  of  Massachusetts  by  war  :  40  Ga.,  302.  Of  agents 
authority  by  principal  as  regards  a  settlement  by  payment  of  money:  60  Ga.,  411. 
Saying-s  of  agent  after  his  acting  as  such,  not  competent  to  prove  his  agency  :  8  Ga.,  259  ; 
53/395.  Seal,  in  execution  of  instrument  under,  general  rule  is  that  name  of  principal 
must  be  inserted  and  signed  to  it :  1  Ga.,  418,  Agent  of  corporation  affixing  to  deed 
anything  which  the  law  recognizes  as  a  seal  when  affixed  by  a  natural  person,  is  good 
presumptively  :  25  Ga.,  316.  Sheriff  cannot  purchase  at  his  own  sales  as  agent  for 
another  :  9  Ga.,  164.  Signature,  made  by  agent  in  presence  of  principal,  good  :  22  Ga., 
402  ;  9/325.  Of  agent  to  note  with  the  word  agent  added,  and  nothing  in  note  to  in- 

dicate principal,  agent  liable  personally  :  56  Ga.,  258.  Of  sealed  instrument  by  agent 
does  not  bind  principal  unless  his  authority  was  under  seal :  30  Ga.,  278  ;  16/428  ;  14/173  ; 
55/46-47.  Statute  of  limitations  as  applicable  to  agency:  12  Ga.,  9.  Settlement,  when 
possession  of  the  evidence  of  indebtedness  by  the  agent  necessary  to  render  a  settle- 

ment with  him  binding  on  the  principal :  53  Ga.,  614  ;  54/52.  Suit  against  agent,  com- 
menced before  right  of  action  accrued:  i  Ga.,  428.  On,  by  agent  against  principal  for 

expenses  and  disbursements,  principal  may  show  in  bar  of  his  claim  agents  want  of 
dilligence  or  neglect :  12  Ga.,  565.  By  city  clerk  to  obtain  his  salary  when  dismissed  not 
sustained:  60 Ga.,  110-111.  Term  " agent"  in  declaration  descriptive  of  person  :  14  Ga., 
124.  When  an  agent  has  an  interest  in  contract  made  for  principal,  he  may  sue  in  his 
own  name  :  52  Ga.,  129 ;  50/135 ;  5/472.  When  brought  in  name  of  agennt,  amendment  al- 

lowed :  52  Ga.,  130.  Brought  against  agent  when  it  should  have  been  brought  against 
principal :  61  Ga.,  161 ;  39/35;  10/329-334.  Trustees  of  incorporated  academy,  personal 
liability  of,  although  acting  as  agents  :  3  Ga.,  283.  Title,  remains  in  principal  where 
in  conditional  sale  title  is  retained  by  agent  :  58  Ga.,  379.  Warranty  agent  buying  in 
his  own  name  and  giving  his  own  note  may  plead  breach  of,  in  defense  on  note  :  27  Ga., 
457.  Agent  selling  with  warranty,  and  suing  on  note  in  his  own  name,  cannot  be  an 

innocent  purchaser  of  note  without  notice:  30  Ga.,  728.  "Writing,  where  act  to  be done  need  not  be  in,  authority  as  agent  need  not  be  :  44  Ga.,  593. 

General  Note  on  Principal  and  Agent. — Auctioneer:  Whart.  Ag.,  §$638-665; 
Ewell  Evans'  Ag.,  121.  Building,  agents  in  contracts  of:  2  Add.  Contr.,  §857.  Bro- 

kers :  Whart.  Ag.,  §§695-730;  Ewell  Evans'  Ag.,  122.  Commissions:  note  to  §2190. 
Acting  for  both  parties  :  Note  to  §2186.  Stockbroker :  3  Am.  R.,  125  ;  6/235  ;  23/80,  and 
notes  to  §2140.  Subject  treated  in  wTorks  of  Edwards,  Russell  (L.  L.,)  and  Biddle. 
Cashier,  authority  and  liability  of:  See  General  Note  on  Banks.  Corporations, 
agents  of:  See  General  Note  on  Corporations  and  §1680.  Confidential  relation,  that 
of  principal  and  agent  is  :  Code,  §3177  and  notes.  In  case  of  directors  of  corporation  : 

Ewell  Evans'  Ag.,  276-283;  see  note  to  §§2186,  2187.  Contractor  and  Contractee  : 
See  notes  to  §2213.  Deeds,  how  executed  by  agent:  Ewell  Evans'  Ag.,  171-174;  notes 
to  §2182.  Directors,  of  corporation  ;  liability  of ;  authority  of :  See  General  Note  on 
Corporations  and  Banks.  Fiduciary  position  :  Ewell  Evans'  Ag.,  276-283.  Employ- 

ment, contract  of  :  Woods'  M.  and  S.,  §§81-108.  What  justifies  discharge :  See  notes 
to  §2217  ;  Woods'  M.  and  S.,  §§109-125;  31  Am.  R.,  100,  n.  Damages  for  wrongful  dis- 

charge: Sedg.  L.  C.  Dam.,  407.  Abandonment  of  service:  Woods'  M.  and  S.,  §146;  18 
Am.  R.,  495.  As  affected  by  statute  of  frauds  :  See  notes  to  §1950,  par.  5.  Illegal  ser- 

vices: Woods'  M.  and  S.,  §§198-221,  and  notesto  §2750.  Evidence,  of  agency  :  2  Gr. 
Ev.,  §  59  et  seq.  Factors  :  See  notes  to  §2111;  Russell  on  Factors  (L.  L.)  Hospital, 
public  charity,  not  liable  for  negligence  of  agents:  21  Am.  R.,  529.  Joint  Agents, 

authority  by,  how  exercised :  Ewell  Evans'  Ag.,  32-33;  Code,  §4,  par.  5.  Liability, 
of  principal  to  agent ;  bound  to  reasonable  care;  risks  incident  to  employment,  dan- 

gerous machinery,  etc.  :  Woods'  M.  and  S.,  §§326-415;  notes  to  §2202;  1  Cooley's  Bl., 
432,  note  20 ;  Coolev  Torts.  549-563  ;  1  Add.  Torts,  254-7,  564.  Defective  machinery  : 
34  Am.  R.,  621,  n  ;  10  O.,  213.  Should  notify  servant  of  unusual  dangers  :  13  Am.,  164 ; 
3/506.  Application  of  rule  to  railroads:  Notes  to  §3036.  Mercantile  agencies  :  1 
C.  L.  J.,  433;  4/421;  6/340;  9/151,  499;  13  Am.  R.,  665;  7/322.  Municipal  Corpora- 

tion, agents  of  :  Notes  to  §1672.  (f.)  Negotiable  instruments,  liability  of  agents  on  : 
Thomp.  Off.  Corp.,  80;  2  Am.  R.,  330;  3/139;  4/698;  7/107;  8/360,409;  9/163;  18/631; 
1  Dan.  Neg.  Inst,  244  et  seq. ;  1  Am.  L.  436,  notes  to  Elwell  vs.  Shaw;  lb.,  451,  notes 
to  Rathbone  vs.  Budlong.  Bills  of  exchange:  Ewell  Evans'  Ag.,  177-185  ;  12  0.,  658.  Prom- 

issory notes:  Ewell  Evans'  Ag.,  186-191.    See  notes  to  §2213.    Payment,  to  agent:  See 
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notes  to  $2864.  Where  principal  directs  agent  to  pay  money,  the  direction  cannot  be  coun- 

termanded, when  :  Ewell  Evans'  Ag.,  327.  Personal  liability  of  agent  on  contracts  en- 
tered into  for  principal ;  what  forms  of  signature  impose  such  liability,  etc. :  See  note 

to  §2213  and  negotiable  instruments  above.  Rewards  :  Woods'  M.  and  S.,  §§165-176- 
25  Am.  D.,  189,  n  ;  26  Am.  R.,  5,  n  ;  2/185 :  5/315  ;  9/307  ;  10/654 ;  15/728 ;  19/80.  Lien 
of  finder  of  lost  article :  $19.  Statute  of  frauds,  signature  by  agent :  See  notes  to 
$1950.  Affects  contract  of  employment  how:  $1950,  par.  5.  Usury,  by  agent  of 
lender:  Note  to  $2050. — Subject  treated  in  works  of  Evans  (ed.  by  Ewell,)  Story, 
Paley,  Wharton;  3  Ross  Leading  Cases  (L.  L.);  1  Add.  Contr.,  $49  et  seq. ;  2  Add. 
Contr.,  $909et$eq.;  1  Dan.  Neg.  Inst.,  228  et  seq.  ;  Byles  on  Bills,  31-40;  1  Am.  L.  C. 
392-544.     See  General  Note  following  $1884. 

TITLE  IV 

OF  PROPERTY  AND  THE  TENURE  BY  WHICH  IT  IS  HELD. 
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Chapter  1. — Of  Realty. 
Chapter  2. —  Of  Personalty. 

CHAPTER  I. 

OF    REALTY. 

Section. 
2218.  Realty  defined. 
2219.  Fixtures. 
2220   Detached  becomes  personalty. 
2221.  Allodial  tenure. 
2222.  Eminent  domain. 
2223.  When  to  be  executed. 
2224.  How. 
2225.  Just  compensation. 
2226.  Destroying  property,  etc. 
2227.  Owner  of  running  water. 

Section. 
2228    Streams  boundary  line. 
2229.  Navigable  streams. 
2230.  Owners  of  adjacent  lands. 
2231.  Power  of  owner  of  streams. 
2232.  Levees  and  ditches. 
2233.  Bridge  or  ferry  rights. 
2231.  Franchise,  when  exclusive. 
2235.  Private  ways. 
2236.  Charges  on  lands. 

§2218.  (2192.)  (2197. )  Realty  defined.     Realty,  or  real  estate,  includes 
§2273.         all  lands  and  the  buildings  thereon,  and  all  things  permanently  at- 

tached to  either,  or  any  interest  therein  or  issuing  out  of,  or  dependent 
thereon.     The  right  of  the  owner  of  lands  extends  downward  and  up- 

wards indefinitely. 

What  is  real  estate  :  63  Ga.,  499-502.     Overflowing  land  by  mill-dam  :  59  Ga.,  287. 

1  Wash.  Real  Pr.,  §§4-17 ;  2  Cooley  Bl.  Com.,  18;  notes  to  §1950  (4).  What  general 
words  in  will  cany  real  estate:  2  Jarman  Wills,  315-351;  Hawkins  on  Wills.  30-38  ;  2 
Redf.  Wills,  308-318 ;  33  Am.  R.,  420,  n.  aBroom's  Leg.  Max.,  385.  Owner  may  sink 
well  to  any  depth,  although  he  thereby  drains  neighboring  wells  and  springs  dry:  1 
Add.  Torts,  §94.  Waters  percolating  in  soil  belong  to  owner  of  the  land,  and  he  may 
use  them  as  he  chooses,  free  from  any  usufructuary  right  in  others  :  11  Am.  R.,  352 ;  10 
/299;  6/100;  15/502,  419;  unless  in  derogation  of  covenant:  25  Am.  R.,  125;  but  is  li- 

able for  damages  resulting  from  the  artificial  collection  of  such  water  :  11  Am.  R,,  352  ; 

'  1  Thomp.  Neg.,  101-106;  1  Add.  Torts,  §95.  Mine,- liability  of  owners  of,  for  injury  to 
adjoining  land:  1  Thomp.  Neg.,  2,  77,  103,  263,  280  note  on  p.  170  of  Code;  1  Add.  Torts, 

§§19,  94;  2/§1049.  Underground  streams:  §3019.  bBroom's  Leg.  Max.,  382;  1  Thomp. 
Neg.,  75. 

§2219.  (2193.)  (2198.)  Fixtures.     Anything  intended  to  remain  per- 
§2237.  manently  in  its  place,  though  not  actually  attached  to  the  land,  such 

as  a  rail  fence,  is  a  part  of  the  realty  and  passes  with  it.     Machinery 
not  actually  attached,   but  movable  at  pleasure,  is  not  a  part  of  the 
realty. 

When  can  be  removed  without  injury,  is  not  a  fixture,  and  its  character  fixed  by 
agreement  or  usage  :  25  Ga..  331.  Counters  and  drawers  placed  in  a  drugstore  by  land- 

lord are  fixtures  :  39  Ga.,  471. 
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1  Wash.  Real  Pr.,  2218-32  ;  Williams'  Pers.  Pr.,  14  ;  Cooley  Torts,  427-432  ;  1  Schoul. 
Pers.  Pr.,  135;  1  Add.  Torts,  22340-350,  3^7.370;  Elwes  vs.  Mawe,  2  Smith's  L.  C,  (s.  p.) 
99;  notes  238;  Horn  vs.  Baker.  2  Smith's  L.  C,  (s.  p.)  122;  notes  262;  3  Redf.  Wills, 
162;  Broom's  Leg.  Max.,  308.  Subject  treated  in  works  of  Tyler,  Hill,  Grady,  (L.  L.) 
Ewell.— Full  collection  of  English  cases:  1  Jacob's  F.  Dig.,  5492.  28  Am.  D.,  293,  n  ;  17 
/  686-696,  (full  note);  14/303, 11/241;  1  Am.  R.,372.  Manure:  28  Am.  R.,39,n;  14  Am.  D.,396. 
Chandeliers,  gas  fixtures,  etc. :  29  Am.  R.,  403,  n;  34/354,  n;  21/80,  n;  18/452.  Portable 
furnace:  34  Am.  R.,  354,  11;  12/393.  Mirrors,  etc.  :  37  Am.  R.,  472,  n.  Cotton  gin 
stand,  fixture  :  2  Am.  R.,  595.  As  between  landlord  and  tenant :  #2281 ;  2  Pet.,  137. 
By  agreement,  fixture  may  remain  personal  property,  as  against  third  parties:  13  Am. 
R.,537  ;  15/345.  Machinery:  19  Am.  D.,  205;  17  Am.  R.,  146;  11/314,  n;  21/323;  24/ 
726,  n ;  25/12 ;  35/346.  Slabs,  etc.,  used  to  fill  up  marsh,  realty  .  33  Am.  R.,  841.  Tests 
of,  annexation,  adaptation,  intention  ;  last  is  chief:  26  Am.  R.,  286;  intention  and  man- 

ner of  placing,  not  conclusive  :  27  Am.  P.,  310.  As  between  vender  and  purchaser,  es- 
toppel of  owner;  agreement  to  replace  :  32  Am.  R.,  170;  sugar-mill  on  plantation  is: 

26  Am.  R.,  286:  buildings  and  machinery  put  on  land  by  one  contracting  to  purchase 
the  land,  oh  his  failure  to  perform,  are;  35  Am.  R,  346;  when  dwelling-house  is  per- 

sonalty :  27  Am.  R.,  175;  mortgagor  and  mortgagee,  platform  scales  are:  25  A.m.  R., 
260;  nursery  trees  are:  29  Am.  R.,  487  :  frame  building  on  blocks  of  wood,  is:  27  Am. 
R.,  310;  what  machinery  is :  25  Am.  R.,  12;  lessee  and  mortgagee,  erections  by  lessee 
do  not  come  within  subsequent  mortgage  of  premises,  although  not  removed  during 
term  and  lease  renewed :  33  Am.  R,  362;  lessees  putting  in  machinery,  and  afterward 
buying  premises  subject  to  mortgage,  the  machinery  is  covered  by  the  mortgage:  31 
Am.  R.,  314.  Contra:  32  Am.  R.,  259.  When  placed  by  third  person  on  wife's  land 
under  contract  with  husband,  he  cannot  recover  for,  from  wife:  36  Am.  R.,  446.  As  be- 

tween heir  and  executor:  3  Redf.  Wills,  156-167. 

§2220.     (2194.)    (2199.)    Detached  becomes  personalty.     Anything  de-§4407, 
tached  from  the  realty  becomes  personalty  instantly  on  being  so  de- 

tached, and  may  be  the  subject-matter  of  larceny,  even  by  the  person 
wrongfully  detaching  it. 

§2221.  (2195.)  (2200.)  Allodial  tenure.     The  tenure  by  which  all  re- 3235a 
alty  is  held  in  this  State  is  under  the  State  as  original  owner ;  it  is 
without  service  of  any  kind,  and  limited  only  by  the  right  of  eminent 
domain  remaining  in  the  State. 

Allodial  tenure:  2  Cooley'sBl.  Com.,  45,  47,  60,  105. 

§2222.  (2193.)  (2201.)  Eminent  domain.  The  right  of  eminent  domain  §3932.  j/^t^v*  4PV-  * 
is  the  right  of  the  State,  through  its  regular  organization,  to  reassert  =_c^~e^»tA>^  ^? 
either  temporarily  or  permanently,  its  dominion  over  any  portion  of  cy+ys^,  <?-<i^., 

the  soil  of  the  State  on  account  of  public  exigency  and  for  the  public  /^^^*^ 
good;  thus  in  tima  of  war  or  insurrection  the  proper  authorities  may//  ̂ J'4*'* possess  and  hold  any  part  of  the  territory  of  the  State  for  the  common 
safety ;  and  in  time  of  peace  the  Legislature  may  authorize  the  appro- 

priation of  the  same  to  public  purposes,  such  as  the  opening  of  roads, 
construction  of  defenses,  or  providing  channels  for  trade  or  travel. 

Gives  to  the  Legislature  control  of  private  property  where  just  compensation  made: 
3  Ga.,  31.  May  be  delegated  by  Legislature  to  others  :  3  Ga.,  338.  State  may,  in  con- 

structing public  works,  such  as  bridges,  etc.,  exercise  the  right  of  eminent  domain:  6 
Ga.,  130-146.  In  regard  to  a  public  road,  provision  being  made  for  compensation:  9 
Ga.,  341.  No  implied  exclusive  right  to  ferry  franchise :  9  Ga.,  517.  Can  waive  the 
right  to  just  compensation  :  30  Ga.,  154.  When  the  Legislature  cannot  delegate  this 
power  to  individuals :  42  Ga.,  501.  When  State  may  impose  an  additional  servitude  on 
the  streets,  etc.,  of  a  city  :  45  Ga.,  602.  Will  enjoin  any  appropriation  of  property  to 
public  use  except  according  to  law  :  47  Ga.,  565.  Damages  against  a  city  for  land  for 
streets :  37  Ga.,  113-115.  Under  grant  of  ferry  right  nothing  was  granted  toward  build- 

ing a  bridge  :  14  Ga.,  4.  What  recovery  for  land  taken  for  site  for  abutment  of  a 
bridge:  17  Ga.,  36.  Value  in  coin  for  land  taken  for  a  railroad:  30  Ga.,  43.  What 
comes  within  the  scope  of  the  right  of  eminent  domain:  50  Ga.,  448.  When  this  right 
may  be  exercised:  59  Ga.,  423.  Benefit  derived  may  be  set  off  against  consequential 
damages  received :  50  Ga.,  612  ;  53/123. 

22  Am.  D.,  685-707,  (full  note);  28/423;  31/372-5,  n;  13  Wal.,  166;  13  0.,  599;  See 
notes  on  pp.  155,  167  of  this  Code.  Street  railway  :  28  Am.  R.,  269,  n.  Cemetery,  not 
public  use:  23  Am.,  R.,  86.  Franchise  of  railroad:  24  Am.  R.,  551,  n.  United  States 
cannot  interfere  with  right  of  State:  8  O.,403;  20  How.,  84.  Condemnation  for  rail- 

roads: see  note  to  $3032. — Subject  treated:  Mills  on  Eminent  Domain :  Sedgwick  on 
Stat.,  419-425,  442-474;  Cooley  Const.  Lim.,  524;  Field  on  Corp.,  £438;  Angell  on  High- 

ways: 64-101;  Wells  Jur.,  22420-9;  Rorer  Inter-State  Law :  334;  2  Dillon  Munic.  Corp., 
§2452-488. 

35 
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§2223.  (2197.)  (2202.)  When  to  be  exercised.  It  is  the  province  of  the 
Legislature  to  judge  of  the  exigencies  requiring  the  exercise  of  this 
right,  but  if,  under  pretext  of  such  necessity,  the  property  of  one  is  taken 
for  the  private  use  of  another,  the  Courts  should  declare  the  law  in- 
operative. 

Legislative  discretion  within  legal  bounds  determines  when  and  on  whom  to  confer 
the  right  of  eminent  domain  :  3  Ga.,  338  ;  9/341.     Not  a  right  that  should  be  delegated 

/      /  ±o  individuals  for  private  purposes :  42  Ga.,  501. 

^*j$^ ̂ *~%%2ZL  (2198.)  (2203.)   How.  The  Legislature  may  exercise  this  right "■  either  directly  through  the  officers  of  the  State,  or  through  the  medium 
of  corporate  bodies,  or  by  means  of  individual  enterprise. 

§2225.  (2199.)  (2204.)  Just  compensation.  Except  in  cases  of  extreme 
const,  of  necessity  and  great  urgency,  the  right  of  eminent  domain  cannot  be 

Bec.''Vpuv'  exercised  without  first  providing  for  just  compensation  to  the  owner 
x-  for  the  interference  with  his  exclusive  rights. 

No  title  can  vest  until  just  compensation  paid :  1  Ga.,524;  3/31-39.  When  com- 
pensation tendered  and  refused,  neither  ejectment  or  trespass  can  be  maintained  :  3 

Ga.,  338.  Suit  brought  for  destroying  house  and  contents  to  stop  spreading  of  fire:  7 
Ga.,  200.  Act  declared  unconstitutional  giving  right  to  private  way  without  compensa- 

tion to  owners  of  land :  9  Ga.,  37.  No  compensation  for  opening  public  roads  over  un- 
enclosed lands  unconstitutional :  9Ga.,  341.  How  to  ascertain  the  value  of  the  land  : 

9  6a.,  359;  17/30;  33/549.  Neither  the  Legislature  nor  the  Inferior  Court  can  appro- 
priate land  without  provision  for  compensation  :  14  Ga.,  1;  19/427.  Impressment  with- 

out just  compensation  illegal:  33  Ga.,  508-625;  37/277-282.  Advantages  cannot  de- 
crease value  to  be  paid  owner  for  land  taken  :  30  Ga.,  43;  37/113. 

7  Am.  R,  534,  n  ;  11/507,  n;  2  Dillon  Munic.  Corp.,  £§477-482.  How  estimated  :  8 
O.,  403  ;  21  Wal.,  196;  See  §§647-8,  704,  724;  and  notes  to  provisions  in  Constitution  :  2 
Dillon  Munic.  Corp.,  §§483-488. 

§2226.  ((2200.)  (2205.)  Destroying  property  for  public  good.  Analogous 
to  the  right  of  eminent  domain  is  the  power  from  necessity  vested  in 
corporate  authorities  of  cities,  towns  and  counties,  to  interfere  with 
and  sometimes  to  destroy  the  private  property  of  the  citizen  for  the 
public  good,  such  as  the  destruction  of  houses  to  prevent  the  extension 

of  a  conflagration,*  or  the  taking  possession  of  buildings  to  prevent  the 
spreading  of  contagious  diseases.b  In  all  such  cases,  any  damages  ac- 

cruing to  the  owner  from  such  acts,  and  which  would  not  otherwise 
have  been  sustained,  must  be  paid  by  such  corporation. 

Property  in  a  city  destroyed  for  public  good,  as  to  compensation  for:  7  Ga.,  200. 

When  city  responsible  for  destroying  a  house  to  prevent  spread  of  fire,  and  one's  effects 
injured :  48  Ga.,  133-136. 

a32  Am,,  R.,  618,  n  ;  2  Dillon  Munic.  Corp.,  §§756-9.  ̂ Liability  for  failure  to  prevent : 
2  Dillon  Munic.  Corp.,  §775. 

a  ts  of  1855     §2227.  (2201.)  (2206.)  Owner  of  running  water.  Running  water,  while. 
-e,  p.  12.     on  land,  belongs  to  the  owner  of  it,  but  he  has  no  power  to  divert  it 
§3018.         from  the  usual  channel,  nor  can  he  so  use  or  adulterate  it  as  to  inter- 

fere with  the  enjoyment  of  it  by  the  next  owner. 
The  diversion  or  obstruction  of  running  water  enjoined  :  33  Ga.,  141,  Suplt.  Dam- 

ages for  Overflowing  land  by  mill-dam:  59  Ga.,  287.  Reasonable  detention  of  water  by 
owner  of  mill :  41  Ga.,  162-170. 

Wood  on  Nuisance,  355,  381,  697;  1  Add.  Torts,  §§88-93;  Broom's  Leg.  Max.,  358;  7 
Am.  D.,  526;  15/726;  18  Am.  R,  102;  2/165;  5/301;  11/349;  7/373;  1/331;  14/658; 
18/246;  27/711;  33/566;  37/274,  n ;  5  C.  L.  J.,  71,292;  1  Thomp.  Neg.,  50.  Rights  of 
mill-owners  on  same  stream :  Wood  on  Nuisance,  458.  Water-course  made  by  surface 
water,  when:  37  Am.  R.,  248,  n.  Upper  proprietor  on  stream  has  right  to  use  it  for 
hog-yard  purposes  if  such  use  is  more  valuable  to  all  owners  than  ordinary  domestic 
use:  32  Am.  R,  715.  Dams:  8  Am.  D.,  382;  2/280,  n;  2  Am.  R,  59;  3/240;  8/219; 
9/61;  fishwaysin:  8  Am.  D.,  382;  4/329;  6/247,  513. 

§2228.  (2202.)  (2207.)  Streams  boundary  lines.,  The  beds  of  streams 
not  navigable  belong  to  the  owner  of  the  adjacent  land;  if  the  stream  oi 
water  is  the  dividing  line,  each  owner  is  entitled  to  the  thread  or  cen- 

tre of  the  main  current  ;  if  the  current  changes  gradually,  the  line 
follows  the  current;  if  from  any  cause  it   takes  a  new  channel,  the 
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original  line,  if  capable  of  identification,  remains  the  boundary.    Grad- 
ual accretions*  of  land  on  either  side  accrue  to  the  owner. 

Every  riparian  owner  of  lands  bordering  on  streams  above  ebb  and  flow  of  tide  wa- 
ter has  title  to  middle  of  the  stream  :  18  Ga.,  539;  4/255.  Middle  of  river  is  boundary 

between  owners  on  non-navigable  rivers:  30  Ga.,  355. 

Tyler  on  Boundaries,  49  ;  2  Am.  D.,  574  ;  16/342,  447  ;  23  Am.  R.,  665  ;  27/789.  Con- 
struction of  grants  bounded  on  a  stream  :  16  Am.  R.,  524,  n.  a3  Wash.  Real  Pr.,  55 ; 

Tyler  on  Boundaries,  81 ;  4  Am.  R.,  23;  12/143;  16/516,  n,  524;  17/270;  10  Pet.  662; 
18  How.  150;  1  Bk.,  209. 

-« 

§2229.  (2203.)  (2208.)  Navigable  streams.  A  navigable  stream  is  one 
capable  of  bearing  upon  its  bosom,  either  for  the  whole  or  a  part  of  the 
year,  boats  loaded  with  freight  in  regular  course  of  trade.  The  mere 

rafting  of  timber,*  or  transporting  wood  in  .small  boats  does  not  make  a 
stream  navigable. 

10  Am.  D.,  699;  11/249;  16/386,447;  8  Am.  R.,621;  5/98,  n,  108;  11/380;  13/262,  n; 
10  Wal.,  557  ;  11/411 ;  4  O.,  324.  Lakes  and  ponds :  Tyler  on  Boundaries,  64 ;  8  C.  L.  J., 
396.  Nuisances:  Wood  N.,  604;  18  Am.  R,  470;  13/255;  2/295;  15/5;  14/701;  13/313, 
n  ;  24/399 ;  1  Bk.,  23.     ft5  Am.  R.,  98,  108,  n  ;  18/184  ;  8/621. 

2230.  (2204.)  (2209.)  Owners  of  adjacent  lands.  The  rights  of  the 
owner  of  lands  adjacent  to  navigable  streams,  extends  to  low-water 
mark  in  the  bed  of  the  stream. 

Tyler  on  Boundaries,  40;  10  Am.  D.,  385,  n;  16/447;  3Am.  R.,269;  7/179,  n  ;  14/654; 
28/634;  10  Wal.,  497. 

§2231.  (2205  )  (2210.)  Power  of  owner  of  streams.  The  owner  of  a 
stream  not  navigable  is  entitled  to  the  same  exclusive  possession  thereof 

as  he  has  of  an}^  other  part  of  his  land ;  and  the  Legislature*  has  no 
power  to  compel  or  interfere  with  him  in  its  lawful  use,  for  the  benefit 
of  those  above  or  below  him  on  the  stream,  except  to  restrain  nui- 
sances1' 

Reasonable  detention  allowed  to  the  owner  of  a  mill :  41  Ga.,  162-170.  Right  to  flow 
of  water  by  mill-dam  :  53  Ga.,  245.     Action  for  damages  for:  59  Ga..  286-291. 

Diversion  of  stream  by  municipal  corporation  enjoined:  37  Am.  R.,  274.  n  ;  a9  Am. 
D.,  503.  bDiversion  and  detention  of  water :  Wood  on  Nuisance,  355.  Pollution  of 
water:  Wood  on  Nuisance,  697.  See  notes  to  $2227.  Artificial  water-courses:  Wood 
on  Nuisance,  424. 

§2232    (2206.)  (2211.)  Levees  and  ditches.     All  persons  owning,  or  who  Act  of  i79.% 

may  hereafter  own,  lands  on  any  water-courses  in  this  State,  are  author-  c.  p-  ̂1855 
ized  and  empowered  to  ditch  and  embank  their  lands,  so  as  to  protect  6,  p.  13. 
the  same  from  freshets  and  overflows  in  said  water-courses:  Provided  al- 

ways, that  the  said  ditching  and  embanking  does  not  divert  said  water- 
course from  its  ordinary  channel,  but  nothing  shall  be  so  construed  as  to 

prevent  the  owners  of  land  from  diverting  unnavigable  water-courses 
through  their  own  lands. 

One  may  dig  ditch  on  his  own  land  to  reduce  to  its  natural  level  a  spring  on  neigh- 
bor's land  which  he  had  raised  by  embankment :  28  Am.  R.,  93.  One  cannot  divert 

natural  course  of  river  water  overflowing  in  freshet  and  turn  it  on  neighbor's  land  : 
36  Am.  R.,  480.  But  he  may  plant  trees  which  obstruct  passage  from  adjoining  land 
of  drift-wood  carried  thereupon  by  overflow  of  adjacent  water-course:  31  Am.  R.,  114 

§2233.  (2207.)  (2212.)  Bridge  or  ferry  right.  The  right  to  construct  §702. 
a  bridge  or  establish  a  ferry  for  private  use  across  a  water-course  within 
or  adjoining  lands,  is  appurtenant  to  the  ownership  of  the  land;  but 
the  right  to  establish  and  keep  a  public  bridge  or  ferry  is  a  franchise  to 
be  granted  by  the  State.  Where  such  a  grant  interferes  with  the  own- 

er's right  of  exclusive  possession,  just  compensation  to  him  must  be first  made. 

As  to  a  grant  believed  to  be  an  exclusive  one  of  bridge  and  ferry  rights:  56  Ga..  73. 
Construed  in  connection  with  §721  of  the  Code  :  47  Ga.,  282. 

Perry:  2  Wash.  Real  Pr.,  269.  Bridge  :  2  Wash.  Real  Pr.,  271.  See  notes  on  page 
155  of  this  Code. 
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§2234.  (2208.)  (2213.)  Franchise,  ivhen  exclusive.  No  franchise  grantei 
§2362.  by  this  State  shall  be  held  to  be  exclusive,  unless  plainly  and  express! 

so  declared  to  be  in  the  grant. 

Strictly  construed,  and  doubts  operate  in  favor  of  the  public  :  9  Ga.,  213.  Grants  suj 
posed  to  be  exclusive :  56  Ga.,  73. 

2  Wash.  Real  Pr.,  272;  as  to  franchises  generally :    2  Wash.  Real  Pr..  267-274.     D( 
fined  :  13  Pet.,  519;  3  0.,  217.     Judicial  sale  of:  Rorer  J.  8.,  #§529-544, 1320-53  ;  15  An. 

;    ,  D.,  595.     Injury  to:  12  Am.  D.,  295,  n. 

§2235.  (2209.)  (2214.)  Private  ways.  The  right  of  private  way  ove 

§§720, 74i.  another's  land  may  arise  from  express  grant  or  from  prescription  b1 
Const,  of  seven  years'  uninterrupted  use  through  improved  lands  or  twentj 
secVmr'1'  years'  use  over  wild  lands.,  or  by  implication  of  law  when  such  right  { 
i.  '  necessary a  to  the  enjoyment  of  lands, granted  by  the  same  owner,  or  h] compulsory  purchase  and  sale   through  the  Ordinary,  in  the  manne 

prescribed  by  this  Code; 

Seven  years'  uninterrupted  use  giving  prescriptive  right  as  to  repairs  :  53  Ga.,  232-4 
Taylor's  Landlord  and  Tenant,  #$213-217.     General  note  on  page  167  of  this  Code 

a36  Am.  R.,  415,  n,  and  note  on  page  167  of  Code  ;    Broom's  Leg.   Max.,  435  ;    2  Coole1 
I  Bl.  Com.,  35,  n. 

§2236.  (2210.)  (2215.)  Charges  on  land  Annuities,  or  legacies,  o: 
debts  charged  upon  lands  by  testaments,  attach  thereto  and  follow  th< 
lands  in  the  hands  of  all  persons. 

Profits  to  be  used  for  support  and  education  of  grand-children  :  21  Ga.,  200.     Wlieri 
the  son  received  the  property  under  the  will  subject  to  the  charge:  12  Ga.,  192.     Wher< 

I  land   remained   charged  with   legacies  in   purchaser's  hands:  28   Ga.,  327.     A  charj 
j  in  will  on  estate  for  support  of  widow  :  45  Ga.,  631. 

2  Jarman  Wills,  450  ;  '3/398  ;  1  Roper  Leg.,  670 ;  2  Redf.  Wills,  207-212. 
General  Note  on  Real  Property. — Boundaries,   law   of:  Notes  in   22  Am.    D. 

642;  28/584;  13/224;  12/70;  1/548;  27  Am.  R.,  239,  n;  by  highways;  Tyler  on  Bound 
aries,  103;  note  on  p.  155  of  Code.     Construction  of  deeds  in  respect  to:  Tyler  B.,  118 
133-203.     Evidence  of:  15  Am.  D.,  628;  03780.     Equity,  jurisdiction  as  to:  15  Am.  D. 
745-754.     Cemeteries,  law  relating  to  :    See  General  Note  on  Corporations.     Ease 
ments   and   Servitudes:  Subject  treated  in  works  of  Washburn,   Goddard,  Gale 
Cooley  Torts,   369 ;  1  Add.  Torts,  #78  et  seq.  ;  Mayne  on  Damages,  ##589-591 ;  see  Gen 
eral  Note  on  Deeds,   2  Am.   L.   C,  514;  nutes  in  7  Am.  D.,  63;  11/663,  and  2  Wash 

Real  Pr.,  274  ;  Taylor's  Landlord  and  Tenant,  168-183  ;  6  Am.  R.,  3u6  ;  15/80;  18/455 
13/629;  2  Smith's  L.  C,  (s.  p.)  90  ;  notes  to  Dovaston  vs.  Payne,  208.     Fire,  liability  o 
owner   of  land  for  damages  caused  by:  1  Thomp.   Neg.,  116-172;  see  note  following 
#1459.     Inter-State  Law,  as  to  real  property  :  Rorer,   207-213  ;  notes  to  ##8,  20,  21 
Licenses,  to  go  on  land  ;  when  revocable,  rights  under,  etc. :  27  A.  D.,  681 ;  10/40-43 
16/502-4;  Cooley  Torts,  302;  1  Wash.   Real  Pr.,  542;  12  Am.  R.,   80;  18/555.     How 
affected  by  statute  of  frauds:  #1950(4).     Lateral  Support :  Wood  on  Nuisance.  165 

23  Am.  R!,  312;  15/669;  5/385:  Taylor's   Landlord   and  Tenant,   #239;  1  Add.   Torts 
'^85;  1  Thomp.  Neg.,  249-282.     Liability  of  landowner,   or  occupant,   to  persons  oj animals  coming  upon  it  for  lawful  purposes,  for  injury  caused  by  unsafe  condition  o 
the  premises:  12  0.,  577,  1  Add.  Torts,  #240;  1  Thomp.    Neg.,  283-325.     Liability  foi 
failure  to  restrain   noxious  agents  ;  reservoirs,   dangerous  substances,   noxious  tree.' 
and  gases,  blasting,  etc.  :    1  Thomp.  Neg.,   1-115.     Maxims   of  law  of  real  property 
Broom's  Leg.  Max.,  345-486.     Partnership,  realty  belonging  to  :  13  Am.  D.,  646,  n 
see  General  Note  following  #1919.     Neighboring-  proprietors,   relative   rights   of: 
authorities  collected  in  Smith's  Manual  of  Common  Law,  Am.  Ed.,  157-174.     Partj 
walls:  Cooley  Torts,  372;  Woods  on  Nuisance,  207;  10  Am.  R,  545;  15/475;   6/389 

13/611;  20/347;  23/283;  Taylor's  Landlord  and  Tenant,  #188 ;  1  Add.  Torts,  ##242,  567. 
Surface  water  damages  for  artificial  collection  and  discharge  of,  on  adjoining  land 
1  Add.  Torts,  #95  ;  35  Am.  R.,  436,  n ;  Wood  on  Nuisance,  381  ;  2  Dillon  Munic.  Corp.. 

#798.     One  may  turn  natural  surface  w7ater  from  his   land  to  another's:  31  Am.  R. 
216.     Trespass,  to:  See  notes  to  ##3013,-3025.     "Water  courses:  Subject  treated  in works  of  Angeil,   Houck,  Woolrych  (L.  L.);  Shear,  and  Redf.   Neg.,  #654;  Tyler  on 

Boundaries,  40-81:  Angeil  on  Highways,  40;  Taylor's  Landlord  and  Tenant,  ##224-230 
Law  of  travel  on  :     Angeil  on  Highways,  457.     Right  to  erect  mill  on  :  2  Am.  D.,  280. 
n.      Notes  to  #2227-32. 
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CHAPTER  II. 

OF    PERSONALTY. 

Section. 
2237.  What  is. 
2238.  Possession. 
2239.  <  hose  in  action. 
2240.  Property  in  wild  animals,  etc. 

Section. 
2241.  Deposit  and  increase  on  land. 
2242.  Increase  follows  mother. 
2243.  Rights  and  remedies. 
2244.  Assignment  of  choses  in  action. 

(2211)  (2216)  What  is.  Personalty,  or  personal  estate,  includes  §§5,  2219, 
property  as  is  movable  in  its  nature;  in  fact,  everything  hav- 

/jj.  Js: 

§2237. 
11  such  pro} 

ng  value  inherent  in  itself,  or  the  representative  of  value,  and  not  in-  * 
luded  in  the  definition  of  realty.     Stocks  representing  shares  in  an  /«^L^  ̂ _  -^*It-^ 

ncorporated  company  holding  lands,  or  a  franchise  in  or  over  lands,  _~>/ 
,re  personalty,(except  in  mining  and  manufacturing  companies  whose  ~fl 
>rincipal  investments  are  in  realty  and  machinery  attached  thereto,    ~£a~r< "  ̂ yy^ -/. 
q  which  case  the  stock  shall  be  deemed  realty}  A  <^C— _.y-<£  — y 
A  promissory  note   is  personal  property :  18  Ga.,  237.     Where  the  article  can  he  re- ^g^ty-e^fc-    '«*<^^ 

loved  without   injury  to  the  freehold  or  the  article,  it  is  a  chattel:  25  Ga.,  331-336.    J&zsit- &**-<x>&/Z~  — ounters  and  drawers  in  drugstore  are  fixtures:  39  Ga.,  471.     Railroad  stock  is  personal  s/\     t  s—    * 
ssets:  40  Ga.,  408-9;  53/514-532. 

1  Wash.  Real  Pr.,  §§4-17;  1  Schoul.  Pers.  Pr.,  25;  2  Cooley  Bl.,  Com.,  384.  What 
rordsin  will  carry  personal  estate:  2  J  arm  an  Wills,  352;  Hawkins  on  Wills,  48-56;  2 
Ledf.  Wills,  100.  Rolling  stock  of  railroads  is  personal  property:  Field  Corp.,  §467; 
Teen's  Brice's  Ultra  Vires,  681;  Jon^s  on  railroad  securities,  #146  ;  11  Am.  R.,  747,  n. 

§2238.  (2212.)  (2218.)  Possession.  Personalty  in  possession  is  where 
he  right  of  property  is  accompanied  by  immediate  possession,  actual 
r  constructive. 

Possession  as  shedding  light  on  title  to  personal  property  :  30  Ga.,  682;  25/28-31. 

§2239.  (2213.)  (2219.)  Chose  in  action.  Personalty  to  which  the 
wner  has  a  right  of  possession  in  future,  or  a  right  of  immediate  pos- 
ession,  wrongfully  withheld,  is  termed  by  the  law  a  chose  in  action. 
Not  liable  to  be  seized  and  sold  under  execution :  6  Ga.,  550. 

Williams  Pers.  Pr.,  63  et  seq.  May  be  devised  :  1  Jarman  Wills,  155.  Estate  of  execu- 
Dr  in  choses  in  action,  of  deceased :  3  Redf.  Wills,  177. 

(2214.)  (2220.)  Property  in  wild  animals,  etc.  Property  may 
xist  in  all  animals,  birds,  and  fishes.  To  constitute  property  in  those 
finch  are  wild  by  nature,  as  distinguished  from  domestic  animals, 
ne  must  have  them  within  his  actual  possession,  custody  or  control ; 
his  he  may  obtain  either  by  taming  or  domesticating  them,  or  by 
onfining  them  within  restricted  limits,  or  by  killing  or  capturing 
hem. 

Schoul.  Pers.  Pr.,  29  ;'  2  Am.  D.,  264;  6/316;  13/519;  18/553;  19/348.  Owner  of  land 
verhung  by  branches  of  fruit  tree,  standing  wholly  on  another's  land,  not  entitled  to 
ny  fruit  thereof:  8  Am.  R.,  537. 

§2241.  (2215.)  (2221.)  Deposit  and  increase  on  land.  Any  deposit 
nade  by  wild  animals  on  realty  belongs  to  the  owner ;  thus,  honey 
leposited  by  bees  in  a  tree  belongs  to  the  owner  of  the  tree,  though 
he  bees  may  be  hired  by  another;  so  the  eggs  and  young  of  birds,  or 
he  increase  of  animals,  so  long  as  they  remain  unable  to  leave  the 
and,  belong  to  the  owner. 
§2242.  (2216.)  (2222.)  Increase  follows  mother.  The  increase  of  all 

nimals  follow  the  condition  of  the  mother,  and  belong  to  the  owner 
f  the  mother  at  the  time  of  birth. 

§2243.  (2217.)  (2223.)  Rights  and  remedies.     For  every  violation  of  a  §§3251, 3250. 
ontract,  express  or  implied,  and  for  every  injury  done  by  another  to 
>erson  or  property,  the  law  gives  a  right  to  recover,  and  a  remedy  to 
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enforce  it.     Such  a  right  is  a  chose  in  action,  and  such  a  remedy  is  an 
action  or  suit  at  law. 

Section  cited  :  59  Ga.,  288  :  .49/466. 

§2244.  (2218.)  (2224.)  Assignment  of  choses  in  action.  All  choses  in 

§§2R39, 2776,  action  arising  upon  contract*  may  be  assigned  so  as  to  vest  the  title  in 
3582-  the  assignee,  but  he  takes  it,  except  negotiable  securities,  subject  to  the 

equities13  existing  between  the  assignor  and  debtor  at  the  time  of  the  as- 
signment, and  until  notice0  of  the  assignment  is  given  to  the  person - liable. 

A  bare  right  to  file  a  bill  or  maintain  a  suit  is  not  assignable:  12  Ga.,  61. 
Assignment  of  chance  in  land  lottery:  19  Ga.,  557.  Assignment  of  a  lease: 
21  Ga.,  183-186.  Assignee  of  non-negotiable  chose  in  action  takes  subject  to 
all  equities  at  time  and  before  notice  of  assignmet :  6  Ga.,  119.  Payment  may 
be  plead  against  assignee  of  note  after  due  secured  by  mortgage:  27  Ga.,  347-350. 
Assignee  of  note  not  negotiable  takes  it  subject  to  equities  :  29  Ga.,  219.  Account  as- 

signed subject  to  equities :  55  Ga.,  403-405.  Contract  for  payment  of  specifics  is  assign- 
able :  44  Ga.,  636.  Assignment  of  chose  in  action  must  be  in  writing :  63  Ga.,  681-682  ; 

64/613.  Section  cited  :  52  Ga.,  503 ;  57/401 ;  58/63.  Where  the  title  to  the  paper  passed 
by  assignment:  59  Ga.,  566.  Indorsee  of  non-negotiable  paper  before  due  takes  subject 
to  equities  :  56  Ga.,  203-207,  and  671. 

1  Am.  L.  C,  194;  Robinson  on  Priority,  89-102.;  Abb.  Tr.  Ev.,  1-14,  457;  1  Add. 
Contr.,  $426;  2  Schoul.  Pers.  Pr.,  673;  Ryall  vs.  Bowles,  2  White  &  Tudor's  L.  C,  part 
II.  (s.  p.,)  537  ;  Pomeroy  on  Remedies,  $147,  154,  et  seq. ;  Bliss  on  Code  Pleading,  #48, 

et  seq. ;  1  Pars.  Contr.,  223;  Broom's  Leg.  Max.,  451 ;  12  Am.  D.,  140;  17  How.,  353,  612 : 
11  0.,  93,  572;  Pending  suit:  5  0.,  221.  Deposit  in  bank,  not  assigned  by  check:  27 
Am.  R.,  55.  Assignment  of  prospective  rights,  void  as  against  lien  of  execution  issuing 
before  payment  of  proceeds  to  assignee :  27  am.  R.,  562.  Assignment  of  mortgages  and 
notes  secured  by:  Jones  M.,  #786;  Herman  Chattel  M.,  415;  1  Dan.  Neg.  In^t.,  685;  11 
Am.  D.,  110;  14/474,  513  ;  1  Am.  R.,  532;  18  Wall  151 ;  3C.  L.  J.,  46.  General  Note  on 
mortgages,  p.  468  of  this  Code  :  of  liens,  #1996.  Of  wages  to  be  earned,  valid  :  24  Am. 
R.,  599;  5C.  L.  J.,  229;  of  future  salary  of  public  officer,  void:  17  Am.  R.,  273  ;  of  bill 
of  lading,  Wade  on  Notice  206,  notes  to  #2650  ;  of  bond  of  indemnity  :  18  Am.  R.,  281  ; 
of  life  insurance  policy,  valid:  23  Am.  R.,  496,  but  see  26/761;  12  O.,  664;  of  part  of 
chose  in  action,  not  permissible:  15  Am.  D.,  308,  but  see  10  C.  L.  J.,  377;  4/230;  Lex 
loci  governs  :  21  Am.  R.,  35,  66.  aBut  not  tort :  1  Pet.,  193  ;  illegal  contract :  17  How., 
232.  H2  Am.  D.,  439,  690  ;  5  C.  L.  J.,  120;  set  off,  not  due:  22  Am.  R.,  312.  cWade  on 
N.,  187.     Paying  to  assignor,  after  notice,  debtor  liable  :  15  Am.  R.,  1. 

General  Note. — Real  property  owned  by  a  partnership  treated  as  personalty  in 
equity:  15  Ga.,  445.  Possession  of  personal  property  is  prima  facie  evidence  of  title  : 
25  Ga.,  28.  Title  to  personal  property  passes  by  delivery,  but  not  by  promise  to  de- 

liver: 46  Ga.,  402.  Holder  of  an  insurance  policy  may  assign  it  to  a  debtor:  53  Ga., 
359-363.  Assignment  of  note  carries  the  mortgage  to  secure  it:  50  Ga.,  118-119.  Mort- 

gage given  on  personalty  after  its  sale  prevailing  as  against  the  purchaser:  29  Ga.,  743. 
Possession  of  personal  property  after  sale  evidence  of  fraud  :  2  Ga.,  1-12. 
General  Note  on  Personal  Property. — Bills  of  sale,  subject  treated  in  work  Beau- 

mont, (L.  L.)  See  note  to  sales,  #2629,  et  seq.  Dead  bodies,  property  in  :  14  Am.  R., 

667.  American  LawT  Review  for  January,  1880,  pp.  57,  67.  Inter-State  law,  as  to  per- 
sonal property:  Rorer  194-207;  notes  to  §8  ;  3  How.  483;  7  Wall.,  139.  Money,  law 

relating  to  this  species  of  personalty:  Schoul.  Pers.  Pr.,  435.  Stock  incorporations, 
etc.:  see  General  Note  on  Corporations,  Williams  Pers.  Pr.,  198:  pledge  of :  notes  to 
$2140,  and  General  Note  post,  2147. 
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TITLE  V. 

OF  ESTATES  AND  THE  RIGHTS   ATTACHED  THERETO. 

Chapter  1.- 
Chapter  2. 

Chapter  3  - 
Chapter  4. 
Chapter  5. 

Chapter  6.- 
Chapter  7.- 
Chapter  8.- 

-Of  Absolute  Estates,  or  in  Fee  Simple. 
-Of  Estates  for  Life. 

-Of  Estates  in  Remainder,  and  Reversions. 
-Of  Estates  for  Years. 
■Of  Landlord  and  Tenant. 
-Of  Estates  upon  Condition. 
■Of  Tenancy  in  Common. 
■Of  Trust  Estates. 

CHAPTER   I. 

OF    ABSOLUTE    ESTATES,   OR   IN    FEE   SIMPLE. 

Section. 
2245.  What  is,  and  in  what  created. 
2246.  Fee  simple. 
2247.  May  be  in  abeyance. 
2248.  What  words  create. 

Section. 
2249.  Technical  words. 
2250.  Estates  tail. 
2251.  Remote  limitations. 

§2245.  (2219)  (2225)  What  is.  Estate  is  the  quantity  of  interest 
which  an  owner  has  in  property.  In  this  State  it  is  applicable  equally  to 
realty  and  personalty.  Any  estate  may  be  created  in  the  latter  that  can  be 
created  in  the  former,  and  the  rules  of  construction  as  to  both  shall  be  the 
same.  The  provisions  of  this  Code,  under  this  Title,  when  not  restric- 

ted to  one,  apply  to  both. 
§2246.  (2220.)  (2226.)  Fee  simple.  An  absolute  or  fee  simple  estate  §§2483, 24&5. 

is  one  in  which  the  owner  is  entitled  to  the  entire  property,  with  un- 
conditional power  of  disposition  during  his  life,  and  descending  to  his 

heirs  and  legal  representatives  upon  his  death  intestate.  Realty  de- 
scends directly  to  the  heirs,  subject  to  be  administered  by  the  legal 

representative,  if  there  be  one,  for  the  payment  of  debts  and  the  pur- 
poses of  distribution.  If  there  be  a  legal  representative,  the  right  to 

recover  it  is  in  him ;  if  there  be  none,  the  heirs  may  sue  in  their  own 
name. 

A  deed  to  trustees  for  a  married  woman  vesting  absolute  estate  in  her:  13  Ga.,  516. 

Word  "  heirs  "  not  necessary  but  must  be  words  limiting  to  carry  less  estate  than  fee : 
15  Ga.,  457  :  41  Gra.,  554.  Words  in  will  vesting  a  fee  simple,  subject  to  executory  de- 

vise and  a  bequest :  16  Ga.,  545.  Devisees  and  legatees  under  a  will  taking  an  absolute 
estate  in  the  capital  of  the  estate  :  19  Ga.,  238.  Where  absolute  estate  vested  in  first 
taker  by  a  will :  21  Ga  ,  377-386  :  24/424.  Title  to  negroes  vested  absolutely  in  a  party 
by  nuncupative  will:  28  Ga.,  541.  Absolute  estate  limited  by  subsequent  clause  in  a 
will :  30  Ga.,  453.  Son  took  an  absolute  estate  by  a  codicil,  intent  to  give  less  must 
clearly  appear :  41  Ga.,  554.  What  is  a  fee  simple  estate  :  36  Ga.,  103.  Section  referred 
to:  56  Ga.,  445-446.  Presumption  that  the  realty  goes  where  the  law  casts  it:  61  Ga., 
462.  Where  the  daughter  took  under  the  will  an  absolute  estate:  33  Ga.,  72,  Suplt. 
Where  the  absolute  estate  under  will  descended  to  the  heirs  at  law  and  did  not  go  to 
surveying  brothers:  33  Ga.,  172,  Suplt.  Where  whole  fee  passed  out  of  testator  at 
death  and  no  reversionary  interest  descended  to  heirs  :  57  Ga.,  569. 

Washburn  Real  Property,  Q5;  Williams'  Real  Pr.,  58;  2  Cooley's  Bl.,  104. 

§2247.  (2221.)  (2227.)  May  be  in  abeyance.  An  absolute  estate  may 
be  created  to  commence  in  future,  and  the  fee  may  be  in  abeyance  with- 

out detriment  to  the  rights  of  subsequent  remainders.     A  fee  may  be 
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limited  upon  a  fee,  either  by  deed  or  will,  where  the  plain  intention  of 
the  grantor  or  testator  requires  it,  and  no  other  rule  of  law  is  viola- 

ted thereby. 

§2248.  (2222.)  (2228.)   What  words  create.     The  word  "heirs,"  or  its 
Act  of  1821,  equivalent,  is  not  necessary  to  create  an  absolute  estate ;  but  every  conr 
c.  p.  169.     veyance,  properly  executed,  shall  be  construed  to  convey  the  fee,  unless 
§2456.         a  less  estate  is  mentioned  and  limited  in  such  conveyance.     If  a  less 

estate  is  expressly  limited,8  the  Courts  shall  not,  by  construction,  in- 
crease such  estate  into  a  fee,  but,  disregarding  all  technical  rules,  shall 

give  effect  to  the  intention  of  the  maker  of  the  instrument,  as  far  as 
the  same  is  lawful,  if  the  same  can  be  gathered  from  its  contents;  and 
if  not,  in  such  case  the  Court  may  hear  parol  evidence  to  prove  the  in- 
tention. 

Word  "  heirs"  not  necessary  to  convey  fee  under  Act  of  1821:  15  Ga.,  457.  Fee 
vested  by  words  in  will  subject  to  executory  devise  and  bequest:  16  Ga.,  545.  Words 
importing  an  estate  tail,  and  an  absolute  fee  vested  under  Act  of  1821:  17  Ga.,  280. 
Grant  to  orphans  will  pass  title  to  an  orphan  :  23  Ga.,  382-3.  Where  word  "  children  " 
was  synonymous  with  word  "heirs":  15  Ga.,  124.  Effect  on  trust  estate  of  Act  of 
1821,  making  every  estate  one  in  fee  unless  less  expressed  :  29  Ga.,  651.  Under  Act  of 
1821  deed  conveys  fee  unless  contrary  appears  :  32  Ga.,  453.  Words  of  a  will  not  re- 

ducing absolute  estate  to  life  estate:  41  Ga.,  554.  Where  the  surviving  child  took  a 
vested  fee  in  the  land  descendable  to  heirs  and  subject  to  debts  :  46  Ga.,  252.  Heirs  con- 

strued to  mean  children:  56  Ga.,  10-11.  Did  the  verdict  of  the  jury  vest  permanent 
alimony?  36  Ga.,  319.  Section  referred  to:  54  Ga.,  285-286.  Absolute  estate  taken 
under  a  will  no  less  estate  mentioned:  62  Ga.,  256-257. 

What  words  create:  3  Jarman  Wills,  30  et  seg. ;  1  Wash.  "Real  Pr.,  71 ;  2  Redf.  Wills, 
321  et  seg.;  28  Am.  R.,  4,  n ;  37/104,  n.  aEffect  of  this  provision  on  rule  in  Shelley's 
case :  Reese  on  Exrs.,  etc.,  246.  On  this  rule  :  2  Redf.  Wills,  338 ;  3  Jarman  Wills,  99  ; 
2  Wash.  Real  Pr.,  553. 

§2249.  (2223.)  (2229.)  Technical  words.  Limitations  over  to  "heirs," 
"heirs  of  the  body,"  "lineal  heirs,"  "lawful  heirs,"  "issue,"  or  words  of 
similar  import,  shall  be  held  to  mean  'children,"  whether  the  parents 
be  alive  or  dead ;  and  under  such  word  children,  and  the  descendants 
of  deceased  children,  by  representation  in  being  at  the  time  of  the 
vesting  of  the  estate,  shall  take. 

Heirs,  synonymous  with  issue  or  heirs  of  the  body  in  a  will:  3  Ga.,  551.  Sur- 
viving children  taking  vested  remainder  under  will:  4  Ga.,  377,  461.  Where 

children  used  as  synonymous  with  heirs:  15  Ga.,  124.  Devise  to  "A's  children,  their 
heirs  and  assigns  forever"  vests  title  in  living  children:  15  Ga.,  203.  Living 
children:  23  Ga.,  536.  Grandchildren  do  not  take  under  bequest  to  children: 
25  Ga.,  549.  Ordinarily  children  only  embrace  first  generation  of  offspring:  30 
Ga.,  167.  Where  only  children  at  death  of  testator  referred  to:  30  Ga.,  976.  What 
is  not  an  estate  tail  and  limitation  over,  valid:  30  Ga.,  638.  "Heirs  of  her  body 
forever,"  construed  words  of  limitation  and  not  of  purchase:  1  Ga.,  97-106. 
Heirs  from  her  body  words  of  purchase  and  not  of  limitation  :  8  Ga.,  385.  Where 
parties  took  as  purchasers  and  not  as  heirs:  4  Ga.,  52-61.  Life  estate  by  will  to 
daughters,  and  at  their  death  to  their  children  :  7  Ga.,  78.  Where  the  limitation  cre- 

ated a  vested  remainder  in  children  at  her  death:  7  Ga.,  538.  Heirs  construed  to 
mean  children:  56  Ga.,  10-11.  Where  heirs  meant  heirs  of  the  wife  only:  58  Ga.,  15. 
What  trusts  within  rule  in  Shelly 's  case :  58  Ga.,  15. 

3  Jarman   Wills,   139-173,   200-240;   1  Roper  Leg.,    30  et  seg.;    Hawkins  on  Wills, 
168-180;  2  Redf.  Wills,  35-55.     This  section  only  applies  where  a  previous  estate  is 
given  :  Reese  on  Exrs.,  248.     For  construction  of  other  technical  words,  see  General 

,  Note  on  Devises  and  Legacies  following  §2469. 

§2250.  (2224.)  (2230.)  Estates  tail.     Estates  tail  are  prohibited  and 
Act  of  1799,  abolished  in  this  State.     Gifts  or  grants  to  one,  and  the  heirs  of  his 

Actof6i82i  D°dy,  or  his  heirs  male  or  heirs  female,  or  his  heirs  by  a  particular  per- 
c.  p.  169.   '  son,  or  his  children,  or  his  issue,  convey  an  absolute  fee.     Estates  tail 

being  illegal,  the  law  will  never  presume  or  imply  such  an  estate. 
Limitations  which,  by  the  English  rules  of  construction,  would  create 

an  estate  tail  by  implication3  in  this  State,  shall  give  a  life  estate  to the  first  taker  with   remainder  over  in  fee  to  his  children  and  their 
descendants  as  above  provided ;  and  if  none  are  living  at  the  time  of 
his  death,  remainder  over  in  fee  to  the  beneficiaries  intended  by  the 
maker  of  the  instrument. 
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"Heirs  of  her  body  forever,"  held  to  be  words  of  limitation  and  not  purchase:  1 
Ga.,  97-106.  Adopting  rule  in  Shelly's  case :  2  Ga.,  116-123.  Case  of  a  marriage  set- 

tlement with  limitations  over  :  3  Ga.,  345-351.  Where  descendants  took  as  purchasers 
and  not  as  heirs :  4  Ga.,  52-61.  By  will  each  daughter  had  a  life  estate,  remainder  for 
their  children:  7  Ga.,  76.  By  deed  a  life  estate  to  husband,  remainder  to  his  children: 
7  Ga.,  538.  Where  no  estate  tail  created,  but  life  estate  to  daughters,  etc. :  8  Ga.,  147; 

12/357.     Definition   of  rule  in  Shelly's  case,  where  children  synonymous  with  heirs  : 
15  Ga.,  123-4.     Words  in  a  will  vesting  a  fee  in  one  subject  to  a  devise  and  bequest: 
16  Ga.,  545.  Words  in  a  will  importing  estate  tail,  under  Act  of  1821,  absolute  fee 
vested:  17  Ga.,  280;  20/699.  Same  rule  to  personal  property :  24  Ga.,  426;  28/378 
23/129-131;  28/541;  20/804;  21/377.  The  word  issue  used  in  a  will :  18  Ga.,  545-550 
Where  the  words  of  a  will  did  not  create  an  estate  tail:  58  Ga.,  259;  33/341-343 

23/395;  30/615-638-707.  Meaning  of  "in  case  of  no  heir":  21  Ga.,  265.  An  estate tail  in  negroes  enlarged  by  laws  of  Virginia  into  fee  simple :  29  Ga.,  736.  Heirs  of  the 
body  not  creating  estate  tail,  but  words  of  purchase  :  30  Ga.,  224-225.  "  Lineal  heirs  " 
survivors:  30  Ga.,  496-499.  Where  limitation  was  good,  and  not  obnoxious  to  rule 
against  perpetuities:  31  Ga..  730— 4.  Where  no  estate  tail,  the  woman  and  children 
took  under  the  will  a  joint  estate  :  35  Ga.,  40-43.  Conveyance  within  rule  in  Shelly's 
case:  58  Ga.,  15-23.  Where  no  estate  tail  was  created,  but  life  estate  with  remainder 
over:  61  Ga.,  77.     Estate  for  life  in  wife  with  contingent  remainder:  55  Ga.,  69-71. 

Real  Pr.,  33-58;    2  Cooley's  BL,  110; 
a2  Jarman  Wills,  136 ;    3/98 ;    Reese 

Estates  tail  :  1  Wash.  Real  P.,  80;  Williams' 
Hawkins  on  Wills,  181-204 ;  3  Jarman  Wills,  89. 
on  Exrs.,  248. 

§2251.  (2225.)  (2231.)  Remote  limitations.     All  limitations  over  after  Acts  of  isos 

the  death  of  the  first  taker,  upon  his  dying  without  heirs,  or  dying  _4,  p>  72- without  issue,  or  dying  without  leaving  heirs  or  issue,  or  on  failure  of 
issue,  or  other  and  equivalent  terms,  shall  be  construed  to  mean  a  fail- 

ure of  heirs  or  issue  at  the  time  of  the  death  of  the  first  taker,  and 
shall  convey  the  estate  in  the  manner  prescribed  in  section  2250. 

What  limitations  too  remote  :  51  Ga.,  465.  Limitation  over  after  failure  of  issue  in- 
terpreted according  to  Acts  of  1853-4  :  25  Ga.,  657.  The  devise  valid,  object  of  the  law 

in  doing  away  with  estates  tail :  30  G a.,  496-498.  A  void  limitation  as  being  too  remote 
and  title  in  first  taker :  2  Ga.,  116-123.  An  estate  tail  is  converted  into  a  fee  simple  :  3 
Ga.,  551 ;  8/147.  Courts  reluctant  to  construe  disposition  of  personal  property  as  estate 
tail :  4  Ga.,  52.  AVord  heirs  intended  as  words  of  purchase  and  life  estate  given  :  8  Ga., 
385.  Where  there  was  no  estate  tail,  express  or  implied  :  12  Ga.,  357.  But  parties  took 
as  purchasers:  14  Ga.,  548.  Where  the  limitation  over  was  not  too  remote:  15  Ga;,  123-142 ; 
31/736.  Various  limitations  by  will:  16  Ga.,  545;  17/280.  Issue,  meaning  of,  con- 

strued: 18Ga.,545.  A  void  limitation  ;  20  Ga.,  804-821.  Where  absolute  title  in  first 
taker  :  21  Ga.,  377.  Where  words  of  entail  vested  title  in  first  taker:  23  Ga.,  129-132; 
24/424;  28/541.  Where  the  limitation  over  of  an  estate  was  valid  there  being  no  estate 
tail :  30  Ga.,  638-707  ;  31/730. 

3  Jarman  Wills,  241  et  seq.,  296  et  seq. ;  Hawkins  on  Wills,  205-220. 

CHAPTER  II. 

OF    ESTATES     FOR   LIFE. 

Section. 
2252.  What  is. 
2253.  How  created. 
2254.  Estates  during  widowhood,  etc. 
2255.  Rights  and  liabilities  of  tenants. 
2256.  Increase. 
2257.  Emblements. 

Section. 
2258.  Renter  from  life  tenant. 
2259.  Tenancy  bv  courtesy. 
2260.  Of  lands. 
2261.  Removal  of  pe;sonalty. 
2262.  Bond  of  purchaser,  etc. 

§2252.  (2226.)  (2232.)  What  is.  An  estate  for  life  may  be  either  for 
the  life  of  the  tenant,  or  of  some  other  person  or  persons. 

Where  an  estate  was  a  life  estate  and  not  estate  tail:  30  Ga  615.  No  life  estate  in- 
terest passes  to  administrator  :  29  Ga.,  347.  As  to  forfeiture  of  life  estate  :  36  Ga.,  199. 

By  sale  of  the  fee :  55  Ga..  527.  Injunction  against  waste  by  life  tenant:  36  Ga.,  97. 
Devise  of  a  plantation  to  wife  for  life,  where  she  could  not  lease  it:  54  Ga.,  340.  Life 
estate  an  equitable  interest  that  was  not  subject  to  levy  and  sale  :  57  Ga.,  212. 

1  Wash.  Real  Pr.,  101;  2  Cooley's  BL,  120;  13  Am. 
18  Wall.,  493;  3  0.,  326. 

R.,  23;  10  Wh.,  204;  2  Bk.,  408  ; 

§2253.  (2227.)  (2233.)  How  created.  An  estate  for   life   may  be  cre- 
ated by  deed  or  will,  or  express  agreement  of  the  parties,  or  by  the 
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operation  of  law ;  it  cannot  be  created  in  such  property  as  is  destroyed 
in  the  use. 

Remainder  in  personalty  reserving  a  life  estate :  6  Ga.,  516 ;  17/234.  Where  by  will  life 
estate  created,  in  each  daughter  to  their  separate  use:  7  Ga:.76;  8/79 ;  29/545  ;  28/265; 
24/621-623.  Life  estate  conveyed  by  will  or  deed  with  remainder  to  children:  33  Ga., 
129,  Suplt;  37/342;  40/342;  32/358;  7/538;  17/81:  16/613;  8/147-385;  20/699.  Life  es- 

tate conveyed  to  husband  by  marriage  settlement :  13  Ga.,  165.  Life  estate  executed 
in  the  life  tenant  or  cestui  que  trust :  14  Ga.,  403.  Life  estate  to  widow  by  devise  and  on 
her  death  it  went  back  to  the  estate  ;  15  Ga.,  148  ;  23/572.  Life  estate  not  enlarged  into  fee 
bv  after  provisions  of  will :  23/437-515.  Where  joint  estate  by  will  and  not  life  estate: 
29Ga.,403.  A  life  estate  and  not  estate  tail  created  by  will:  30  Ga.,  615-730;  61/77. 
No  life,  but  absolute  estate:  41  Ga.,  554;  28/378;  33/72,  auplt.  •  Life  estate  created  by 
will  in  grandchildren  for  their  joint  lives:  8Ga.,  79.  Assent  to  the  life  estate  is  assent 
to  the  devise  over  :  29  Ga.,  549.  Words  heirs  of  the  body  did  not  create  estate  tail  in 
life  tenant:  30  Ga.,  224. 

§2254.  (2228.)  (2234.)  Estates  during   widowhood,  etc.     Estates  which 
may  extend  during  life,  but  must  terminate  at  death,  so  long  as  they 

§23:2.         exist  are  deemed  life  estates ;  such  are  estates  during  widowhood. 
Limitation  of  an  estate  by  testator  to  his  wife  during  natural  life  or  widowhood: 

28  Ga.,  262. 

§2255.  (2229.)  (2235.)  Rights  and  liabilities  of  tenant  for  life.     The  ten- 
ant for  life  is  entitled  to  the  full  use  and  enjoyment  of  the  property,  so 

§2275.  that  in  such  use  he  exercises  the  ordinary  care  of  a  prudent  man  for 
its  preservation  and  protection,  and  commits  no  acts  tending  to  the  per- 

manent injurya  of  the  person  entitled  in  remainder  or  reversion.  For 
the  want  of  such  care,  and  the  wilful  commission  of  such  acts,  he  for- 

feits his  interest  to  the  remainderman,  if  he  elects  to  claim  immediate 
possession.  • 
Remainder  man  compelling  bond  for  forthcoming  of  property  at  end  of  life  estate  : 

8  Ga.,  374.  Tenant  in  dower  liable  for  waste  and  what  is  remedy  for:  12  Ga.,  235. 

Where  life  tenant  could  not  lease :  54  Ga.,  340.  Equitable  tenant  for  life's  right  to  the 
possession  and  occupation  of  property  as  against  trustee:  14  Ga.,  416.  Tenant  for 
life's  right  to  corpus  of  property  with  remainderman's  right  to  have  it  forthcoming  at 
end  of  the  estate  :  26  Ga.,  142.  Next  friend's  lien  on  remainder  interest  in* estate  for 
money  made  by  him,  but  not  interfere  with  the  life  estate  :  29  Ga.,  730.  Injunction  by 
remainderman  against  threatened  waste  by  life  tenant:  36  Ga.,  97  ;  38/205-212. 

aWaste:  1  Wash.  Real  Pr.,  125;  2  Cooley  Bl.,  281;  Taylor's  Landlord  and  Tenant, 
§345  ;  1  Add.  Torts,  §§319-339,  359-363  ;  Cooley  Torts,  332-6 ;  Garth  vs.  Cotton,  1  White 
&  Tudor' s  L.  C,  (s.  p.)  451.     Estovers:  1  Wash.  Real  Pr.,  115. 

§2256.  (2230.)  (2236.)  Increase.  The  natural  increase  of  the  prop- 
§2459.  erty  belongs  to  the*  tenant  for  life.     Any  extraordinar}^  accumulation 

of  the  corpus — such  as  issue  of  new  stock  upon  the  share  of  an  incor- 
porated or  joint  stock  company — attaches  to  the  corpus  and  goes  with 

it  to  the  remainderman. 
3  Am.  R.  585 ;  12/687  ;  14/164,  n,  169. 

§2257.  (2231.)  (2237.)  Emblements.  If  the  life  estate  be  terminated 
not  by  the  act  of  the  tenant,  he  and  his  legal  representatives  shall  be 
entitled  to  emblements,  which  are  the  profits  of  the  crop  sowed  by  him 
during  life,  whether  the  plants  be  annual  or  perennial. 

Executor  of  tenant  for  life  whose  estate  determined  by  act  of  God,  entitled  to  em- 
Emblements:  20  Ga,,  791.  As  to  tenant  for  life  being  entitled  to  emblements:  56  Ga., 
582. 

Hill  on  Fixtures,  §§50,  73-76;  1  Wash.  Real  Per.,  118;  2  Cooley's  Bl.,  123;  3  Redf. 
Wills,  151-155  ;  Thompson  Law  of  Farm,  §§15-37. 

§2258.  (2232.)  (2238.)  Rights  of  renter  from  life  tenant.  If  the  tenant 
for  life  rents  the  land  for  the  year,  and  dies,  or  the  estate  is  otherwise 
terminated  during  the  year,  the  tenant  shall  be  entitled  to  the  land 
for  the  term  of  the  year,  upon  complying  with  his  contract  with  the 
tenant  for  life. 

§2259.  (2233.)  (2239.)  By  courtesy.  There  is  no  tenancy  by  courtesy 
in  Georgia. 

§2260.  (2234.)  (2242.)  Of  lands.     No  forfeiture  shall  result  from  a 
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tenant  for  life  selling  the  entire  estate  in  lands ;  the  purchaser  acquires 
only  his  interest. 

By  law  prior  to  the  Code,  tenant  selling  the  entire  fee  simple  forfeited  the  estate  :  36 
Ga.,  199.  But  see  as  to  law  now:  55  Ga.,  527.  Trustee  for  a  life  estate  selling,  life 
tenant  consenting,  did  not  amount  to  a  forfeiture  of  life  estate:  48  Ga.,  339.  Where 
the  tenant  for  life  of  a  plantation  could  not  lease  it:  55  Ga.,  340,  52/206. 

§2261.  (2235.)  (2243.)  Removal  of  personalty.     The  tenant  for  life,  in  Act  of  raw, 

personalty,  cannot  remove  it  beyond  the  jurisdiction  of  this  State  with- c-  p- 527 
out  the  consent  of  the  remainderman.     If  he  attempts  to  do  so  fraud- 

ulently, he  forfeits  his  interest ;  if  not  fraudulently,  the  remainderman 
or  reversioner  is  entitled  to  the  writ  of  ne  exeat  to  restrain  him. 

Construction  of  the  Act  of  1830,  oh  which  this  section  founded:  10  Ga.,  546-549. 
This  law  should  be  strictly  construed  :  13  Ga.,  41.  No  exeat  dissolved  where  complain- 

ants were  not  remaindermen  in  the  whole  property :  30  Ga.,  967. 

Remainderman  entitled  to  have  an  inventory  taken  of  a  specific  legacy,  so  that  he 
may  identify  it  and  enforce  delivery  ;  2  St.  Eq.,  $604  ;  9  Am.  1).,  306. 

§2262.  (2236.)  (2244.)  Bond  of  purchaser,  etc.     Where  a  life  estate  is  Act  of  1830, 

sold  under  process  of  law,  upon  the  demand  of  any  one  interested  in  re- C-  p' 513* 
mainder,  his  agent  or  attorney,  accompanied  by  a  statement  under  oath, 
of  his  interest,  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  officer  making  the  sale  to  gaess.- 
require  of  the  purchaser,  a  bond,  in  double  the  value  of  the  property, 
with  good  security,  for  the  delivery  of  the  property  to  the  persons  en- 

titled in  remainder,  which  bond  shall  be  filed  in  the  office  of  the  Clerk 
of  the  Superior  Court  of  the  county  where  the  sale  is  made,  and  subject 
to  be  sued  on  by  any  person   interested  in  remainder.     On  failure  to 
give  such  bond,  the  property  shall  be  resold  at  the  risk  of  the  pur- 

chaser, if  notice  of  the  demand  was  given  before  he  purchased. 
Where  the  remedy  was  by  bill  against,  to  compel  giving  bond  for  delivery  of  the 

property  :  8  Ga.,  374-377. 
General  Note  on  Life  Estates. — Timber,  interest  of  life  tenant  in  wind-fall :  36 

Am.  R.,  365,  n. — Subject  treated  :  Williams'  Real  Prop.,  16-33;  Bisset  on  Estates  for 
Life(L.  L.) 

CHAPTER  III. 

OF    ESTATES   IN    REMAINDER,    AND    REVERSIONS. 

Section.  Section. 
2263.  Definitions.  2268.  Created  by  parol. 
2264.  No  particular  estate  necessary.  2269.  Vesting  61  remainders  favored. 
2265.  Vested  or  contingent.  2270.  Assent  of  executor. 
2266.  Rights  of  heirs.  2271.  Merger. 
2267.  Perpetuities.  2272.  Estates  during  widowhood. 

§2263.  (2237.)  (2245.)  Definitions.  An  estate  in  remainder  is  one 
limited  to  be  enjoyed  after  another  estate  is  determined,  or  at  a  time 
specified  in  the  future.  An  estate  in  reversion  is  the  residue  of  an  es- 

tate, usually  the  fee  left  in  the  grantor  and  his  heirs  after  the  determi- 
nation of  a  particular  estate  which  he  has  granted  out  of  it.  The 

rights  of  the  reversioner  are  the  same  with  those  of  a  vested  remain- 
derman in  fee. 

Remainder  and  reversion,  defined :  16  Ga.,  20.  Remainder  in  personalty  may  be 
created  by  deed  reserving  the  life  estate :  6  Ga.,  516.  Limitation  may  be  made  of  a 
promissory  note  in  remainder  by  deed  or  will :  8  Ga.,  248.  Can  be  no  remainder  over 
an  absolute  estate  :  15  Ga.,  457;  24/113;  21/373.  Owner  out  of  possession  can  only 
recover  for  injury  to  reversion  :  31  Ga.,  187.  Failure  of  remainder  to  become  vested 
not  within  rule  as  to  lapsed  legacies :  57  Ga.,  569-593.  Remainder  interest  in  one-half 
the  lands:  55  Ga.,  69-71.  Bill  by  remaindermen  against  executor,  for  not  protecting 
their  interests:  56  Ga.,  126-137.  Remaindermen  defeated  as  to  their  estate  by  a  sale  of 
the  whole  estate  :  61  Ga.,  384. 

Remainder:  2  Wash.  Real  Pr.,  496.     Reversion:  2  Wash.  Real  Pr.,  685. 
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§2264.  (2238.)  (2246.)  No  particular  estate  necessary.  No  particular  es- 
tate being  necessary  to  sustain  a  remainder  under  this  Code,  the  defeat 

of  the  particular  estate  for  any  cause  does  not  destroy  the  remainder. 
§2265.  (2239.)  (2247.)  Vested  or  contingent.  Remainders  are  either 

vested  or  contingent.  A  vested  remainder  is  one  limited  to  a  certain 
person  at  a  certain  time,  or  upon  the  happening  of  a  necessary  event. 
A  contingent  remainder  is  one  limited  to  an  uncertain  person,  or  upon 
an  event  which  may  or  may  not  happen. 

When  a  vested  remainder  conveyed  by  will:  4Ga.,  377-461.  The  remainder  was 
vested,  the  law  not  favoring  contingent  ones:  7  Ga.,  538-544.  Held  to  be  a  contingent 
remainder:  30  Ga.,  224-227;  33/30-36  (Suplt);  18/545;  34/6;  7/76.  Where  the  hus- 

band took  a  vested  remainder  in  fee:  46  Ga.,  508.  Difference  between  vested  and  con- 
tingent remainders:  23  Ga.,  548.  Failure  of  remainder  to  vest,  is  not  like  a  lapsed 

legacy  :  57  Ga.,  593.     Where  children  were  seized  of  a  remainder  in  fee  :  58  Ga.,  259. 

2  Jarman  Wills,  406  et  seq. ;  2  Wash.  Real  Pr.,  518,  549;  Hawkins  on  Wills,  221-242; 
2  Redf.  Wills,  215  et  seq. ;  Reese  on  Exrs,  252-4 ;  4  Pet.,  1 ;  5  Wall.,  268 ;  6/458 ;  2  Cooley's 
Bl.,  163-177.     Contingent  trust,  §2311. 

§2266.  (2240.)  (2248.)  Rights  of  heirs.  If  the  remainderman  dies  be- 
fore the  time  arrives  for  possessing  his  estate  in  remainder,  his  heirs 

are  entitled  to  a  vested  remainder  interest,  and  to  a  contingent  remain- 
der interest  when  the  contingency  is  not  as  to  the  person,  but  as  to  the 

event.  If  the  contingency  be  as  to  the  person,  and  that  person  be  not 
in  esse  at  the  time  when  the  contingency  happens,  his  heirs  are  not 
entitled. 

Contingent  interests  as  executory  devises  transmissible  to  their  heirs:  53  Ga.,  663. 

§2267.  (2241.)  (2249.)  Perpetuities.  Limitations  of  estates  may  ex- 
tend through  any  number  of  lives  in  being  at  the  time  when  the  limi- 

tations commence,  and  twenty-one  years,  and  the  usual  period  of  ges- 
tation added  thereafter.  A  limitation  beyond  that  period  the  law 

terms  a  perpetuity,  and  forbids  its  creation.  When  an  attempt  is 
made  to  create  a  perpetuity,  the  law  gives  effect  to  the  limitations  not 
too  remote,  declaring  the  others  void,  and  thereby  vests  the  fee  in  the 
last  taker  under  the  legal  limitations. 

Where  limitation  was  too  remote,  and  property  vested  in  first  taker:  2  Ga.,  116. 
A  good  executory  devise,  the  limitation  being  confined  to  stated  period:  10  Ga.,  496- 
498.  Where  no  perpetuity  contemplated,  and  limitation  over,  not  objectionable:  16 
Ga.,  545-557;  30/498,453;  31/730;  15/142.  Where  the  limitation  over  was  void  :  20 
Ga.,  804.  The  Imitation  over,  too  remote  :  51  Ga.,  465.  Not  too  remote  a  contingency 
but  during  a  life  then  in  being:  61  Ga.,  83;  54/34L  Where  estate  tail  created  it  is 
converted  into  an  absolute  estate  :  3  Ga.,  551. 

1  Jarman  Wills,  503-587  ;  2  Wash.  Real  Pr.,  657,  680  :  2  Redf.  Wills,  568-574,  560-566; 
1  Perry  on  Trusts,  ̂ 3775440;  1  Schoul.  Pers.  Pr.,  173;  Reese  on  Exrs.,  249 ;  Dudley. 

207  ;  18  Am.  R.,  61.  Subject  treated  in  Lewis  on  Perpetuities,  (L.  L.) ;  Tudor's  L.  C.  on Real  Property. 

§2268.  (2242.)  (2250.)  Creation  by  parol.     Remainders  cannot  be  cre- 
fia-..  ated  by  parol.     They  may  be  created  for  persons  not  in  being,  and  if  a 

vested  remainder,  it  opens  to  take  in  all  persons  within  the  descrip- 
tion coming  into  being  up  to  the  time  of  enjoyment  commencing. 

Not  by  parol :  2  Ga.,  297  ;  8/61;  10/471,534;  26/447-450.  Where  there  was  no  at- 
tempt to  create  a  remainder  by  parol :  16Ga.,24;  18/570:  34/152.  Authority  to  create 

a  remainder  in  personalty  need  not  be  in  writing:  26  Ga.,  415. 

§2269.  (2243.)  (2251.)  Vesting  of  remainders  favored.  The  law  favors 
the  vesting  of  remainders  in  all  cases  of  doubt.  In  construing  wills, 

words  of  survivorship*  shall  refer  to  the  death  of  the  testator  in  order 
to  vest  remainders,  unless  a  manifest  intention  to  the  contrary  ap- 

pears. A  contingent  remainder  and  contingency  failing  is  not  on  same  footing  with  lapsed 
legacy:  57  Ga.,  569-593.  Purchase  of  remainder  interest,  and  payment  of  the  money 
for,  gave  perfect  equity :  54  Ga.,  602-604. 

2  Jarman  Wills,  419.  a3  Jarman  Wills,  538  et  seq.,  571  et  seq. ;  Hawkins  on  Wills, 
261 ;  2  Redf.  Wills,  379,  371;  2  Am.  R.,  369;  1/40. 
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§2270.  (2244)  (2252.)  Assent  of  the  executor.  The  assent  of  the  exec- §2452. 
utor  to  a  legacy  to  the  tenant  for  life  enures  to  the  benefit  of  the  re- 

mainderman. Remainderman,  at  the  termination  of  the  life  estate, 
may  take  possession  immediately.  If,  however,  the  will  provides  for  a 
sale  or  other  act  to  be  done  for  the  purpose  of,  or  prior  to,  a  division,  the 
executor  may  recover  possession  for  the  purpose  of  executing  the  will. 

Assent  of  executor  to  legacy  may  be  implied,  and  what  is  evidence  of  assent :  7  Ga., 
517  ;  26/515;  29/412;  30/126.  As  to  assent  of  executor  to  life  estate  enuring  to  benefit 
of  remainderman:  19  Ga.,  184;  4/377.  When  remaindermen  not  bound  bv  sale  by 
life  tenant:  24  Ga.,  518-526.  Assent  to  the  life  estate  is  assent  to  the  devise  over, 
whether  vested  or  contingent :  29  Ga.,  549.  Remaindermen  recovering  against  execu- 

tor for  infringing  on  corpus  of  estate :  56  Ga.,  126.  Executor  having  assented  to  legacy, 
it  is  liable  to  levy  and  sale  as  heirs' property  :  54  Ga.,  602,  Where  not  liable  to  levy 
and  sale,  no  assent  of  executor  could  be  or  was  given:  57  Ga.,  212-214. 

§2271.  (2245.)  (2253.)  Merger.  If  two  estates  in  the  same  property 
unite  in  the  same  person  in  his  individual  capacity,  the  less  estate 
is  merged  in  the  greater. 

Where  merger  takes  place  by  purchase  by  mortgagee  of  equity  of  redemption:  15 
Ga,,  557.  No  merger  generally  where  person  having  both  estates  does  not  so  intend  : 
18/476.  Merger  takes  place  when  both  estates  owned  by  same  party  in  same  right :  29 
Ga.,  374. 

Subject  treated  in  Preston  on  Merger,  and  Tudor' s  L.  C.  Real  Pr.  ;  11  Am.  R.  480. 

§2272  (2246.)  (2254.)  Estates  during  widowhood.  An  estate  may  be 
created  during  widowhood,  and  such  estates  shall  be  subject  to  the  same 

rules  as  life  estates.  Limitations  over  upon  the  marriage  of  a  widow  Im  '  "  ' shall  be  valid,  unless  such  limitations  are  manifestly  intended  to  oper- 
ate as  a  restraint  upon  the  free  action  of  such  widow  in  respect  to  mar- 

riage, and  are  not  simply  prudential  provisions  for  the  protection  of 
the  interest  of  children,  or  others  in  such  event ;  in  such  cases  they  are 
void. 

Estate  during  widowhood:  4  Ga.,  377;  28/262;  23/395.  Where  wife  lost  the  estate 
given  while  unmarried,  by  marriage  :  24  Ga.,  139-144. 

1  Story  Eq.,  §285 ;  35  Am.  R.,  254,  n.     See  notes  to  $1697. 

General  Note. — Admission  of  life-tenant  not  evidence  against  remaindermen:  29  Ga.7 
374.  Children  of  remainderman,  when  they  take  directly  away  for  the  purchaser  :  23 
Ga.,  536.  Contingent  interest  in  remainder  :  34  Ga.,  6  ;  59/718  ;  57/211,  568  ;  55/68  ; 
58/15.  Estate  tail,  words  amounting  to,  create  estate  absolute:  28  Ga.,  377^8.  As  to 
the  rule  in  Shelly's  case:  46  Ga.,  508-512;  58/24.  Fee,  cannot  be  limited  on  a  fee:  15 
Ga.,  461.  Heirs,  the  word  not  necessary  to  create  estate  of  inheritance,  and  no  remain- 

der can  be  limited  over  after  a  gift  with  unlimited  power  of  disposition  :  15  Ga.,  461- 
462;  21/373.  Of  deceased  husband:  55  Ga.,  505.  Of  wife's  body  by  husband  begotten; 
58  Ga.,  15.  Legatee,  when  guardian  of,  may  be  required  to  give  bond  for  protection 
of  remainderman  :  27  Ga.,  178.  Life  estate,  with  remainder  to  children:  4  Ga.,  461; 
7/76;  15/148;  19/261;  24/621;  28/265;  29/545;  30/615,  638  ;  32/358;  33/129,  Suplt.  ;  37/ 

342.  With  remainder  over  to  heirs  as  purchasers:  8Ga.,"385;  20/701.  After  remain- 
der, reverted  to  testator's  estate  :  15  Ga.,  148.  One  may  transfer  and  afterwards  claim 

as  heir  of  remainderman  :  11  Ga.,  379.  To  children,  with  remainder  to  brothers  and 
their  heirs:  24  Ga.,  102.  To  widow,  with  remainder  contingent  on  widow's  marriage: 
24  Ga.,  139.  With  remainder  to  bodily  heirs,  failing  which  to  vest  in  others  :  21  Ga., 
372.  Loan,  construction  of  the  word,  in  will:  20  Ga.,  699.  To  one  for  life,  of  person- 

al property,  to  be  returned  to  another  at  death:  18  Ga.,  570;  26/447.  Merger  of  life 
estate  and  remainder  can  occur  only  where  both  estates  are  owned  by  the  same  person, 
in  the  same  right :  29  Ga.,  374.  Next  friend  of  minor  has  equitable  lien  on  estate  for 
proper  expenditures,  etc.  :  29  Ga.,  730.  Personal  property,  remainder  in,  cannot  be 
created  by  parol  in  favor  of  persons  not  in  being  at  time  of  delivery  to  life  tenant:  2  Ga., 
297.  Remainder  in,  may  be  created  by  deed:  6  Ga.,  516  ;  17/234.  Remainder  in  prom- 

issory notes  :  8Ga,,248.  Money:  20  Ga.,  791;  56/126;  53/611;  65/274.  Accounts:  20 
Ga.,  791.  Remainder  in  fee  in,  to  bodily  heirs  :  16  Ga.,  613.  Authority  to  create  estate 
in  remainder  in,  need  not  be  in  writing:  26  Ga.,  415.  Purchaser  at  Sheriff's  sale  of 
estate  in  remainder  not  entitled  to  possession  until  death  of  life  tenant:  62  Ga.,  550. 
Quia  timet,  bill  of,  by  remainderman,  when  life  tenant  is  disposing  of  property  :  23 
Ga.,  602-603.  Remainder  defined:  16  Ga.,  20.  Remainderman  has  a  right  to  sell 
his  undivided  interest :  26  Ga.,  515.  After  thirty  years,  Courts  will  presume  that  re- 

mainder has  vested  in:  26  Ga,,  515.  Interest  of,  not  affected  by  allowing  life  tenant 
to  take  property  without  restriction,  etc. :  35Ga.,95.  Reversion  defined:  16Ga.,20. 
Where  before  life  estate  ends  the  distributive  interest  of  the  heirs  in  is  levied  on  and 

sold:  54  Ga.,  602.     Sale,  when  at,  of  remainderman's  interest,  purchaser  obtained  yalid 
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title:  46  G-a.,  247.  Shelly's  case,  rule  in,  does  not  apply  to  executory  trusts:  2  Ga., 
307.  When  it  does  apply :  20  Ga.,  699.  Title,  when  remainderman  can  assert :  16  Ga., 
493 ;  24/518.  Trust,  remainder  in  personalty  in,  proven  by  declaration  of  trustee,  in 
writing:  10  Ga.,  534.  Bequest  in,  for  child  creates  absolute  estate,  when  :  33  Ga.,  72, 
Suplt.  Trustee,  giving  life  estate  to  one  does  not  make  him  trustee  for  remainder- 

man :  27  Ga.,  96.  Remainderman  being  trustee  for  life  tenant,  may  waive  conditions 
of  life  tenancy  :  64  Ga.,  165.  Holds  for  remainderman  as  well  as  life  tenant :  48  Ga.,  539. 
Vested  remainder,  when  remainder  in  fee  to  children  is  :  7Ga.,538;  8/146.  Interest 
subject  to  levy  and  sale  :  54  Ga.,  602.  Waste,  tenant  in  dower  liable  for  :  12  Ga.,  235. 
Remainderman  may  have  bill  to  stay,  against  tenant  for  life:  18  Ga.,  545  ;  36/97.  To 
prevent  waste  by  lessee:  54  Ga.,  341.     Rules  relative  to:  38  Ga.,  212.        m 

General  ISTote  on  Remainders.— Catching-  bargains  with  remaindermen  set  aside, 
when  :  Earl  of  Chesterfield  vs.  Janson,  1  White  &  Tudor  L.  C,  (s.  p.)  344,  and  notes; 
15  Am,  D.,  574,  n.  Executory  devise,  where  limitation  fails  as  remainder:  $2469. 

Personalty,  remainder  in:  1  Schoul.  Pers.  Pr.,  164.  Shelley's  case,  rule  in:  3  Jar- 
man  Wills,  99;  2  Wash.  Real  Pr.,  553;  2  Redf.  Wills,  338.  Trustees,  powers  and  duties 
of,  as  between  life  tenant  and  remaindermen:  2  Perry  on  Trusts,  ##539-556 ;  Code,  #2325. 

Contingent  trust :  #2311.  "Words  of  limitation,  what  are  :  3  Jarman  Wills,  139-239  ; 
see  General  Note  following  #2459.  Words  referring-  to  death  :  3  Jarman  Wills,  605, 
617. 

12218,  (5) 

32086. 

§2255. 

CHAPTER  IV. 

OF    ESTATES    FOR   YEARS. 

Section. 
2273.  Definition. 
2274.  Distinction  from  bailment. 
2275.  Rights  ol  tenants. 

Section. 
2276.  Emblements. 
2277.  Expenses  and  repairs. 
2278.  Lease. 

§2273    (2247.)  (2255.)  Definition.     An  estate  for  years  is  one  which  is 
limited  in  its  duration  to  a  period  fixed,  or  which  may  be  made  fixed 

and  certain.     If  it  be  in  lands,  it  passes  as  realty11  in  this  State.     It 
may  be  for  any  number  of  years,  so  that  the  limitation  be  within  the 
rule  against  perpetuities. 

Such  estate  may  be  bought  and  sold  as  other  real  estates,  against  grantor's  consent : 
43  Ga.,  226.     Where  landlord  could  not  treat  him  but  as  tenant  at  will :  49  Ga.,  468-470. 

1  Wash.  Real  Pr.,  381,  393;  2  Cooley's  Bl.,  140;  17  Am.  D.,  520;  18/445.  al  Wash. 
Real  Pr.,  502. 

§2274.  (2248.)  (2256.)  Distinction  from  bailment.  It  differs  when  ap- 
plied to  personalty  from  a  contract  of  hiring,  in  this,  that  the  latter  is 

a  bailment  convejdng  no  interest  in  the  property  to  the  bailee,  but  a 
mere  right  of  use  j  when  applied  to  realty,  it  differs  from  the  relation 
of  landlord  and  tenant  in  this,  that  in  the  latter  the  tenant  has  no 
estate,  but  a  mere  right  of  use,  very  similar  to  the  right  of  a  hirer  of 
personalty. 

§2275.  (2249.)  (2257.)  Rights  of  tenant.  An  estate  for  years  carries 
with  it  the  right  to  use  in  as  absolute  a  manner  as  a  greater  estate,  but 
not  to  the  injury  of  the  property  or  of  the  person  entitled,  either  in 
remainder  or  reversion ;  the  same  acts  of  omission  and  commission  which 
have  been  heretofore  prescribed  as  grounds  of  forfeiture  to  an  estate  for 
life  will  operate  to  the  same  effect  as  against  a  tenant  for  years. 

Section  cited:  43  Ga.,  226-230. 

Use  :  Taylor's  Landlord  and  Tenant,  §345  ct  seq.;  §686  et  seq. 

§2276.  (2250.)  (2258.)  Emblements.  A  tenant  for  years  is  not  entitled 
to  emblements,  unless  the  estate  be  terminated  before  the  period  fixed, 
by  the  happening  of  some  contingency  provided  in  its  creation,  and 
without  fault  on  the  part  of  the  tenant. 

§2277.  (2251.)  (2259.)  Expenses  and  repairs.  A  tenant  for  years  is 
bound  for  all  repairs  or  other  expense  necessary  for  the  preservation  and 
protection  of  the  property. 

Covenant  for  repairs  by  tenant  such  as  necessary  under  contract :  57  Ga..  516-519. 

Covenant  of  lessee  to  repair :  Taylor's  Landlord  and  Tenant,  261 ;  of  lessor :  Tay- 
lor's Landlord  and  Tenant,  246. 
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§2278.  (2252.)  (2260.)  Lease.  When  one  grants  to  another  an  estate 
for  years  out  of  his  own  estate,  reversion  to  himself,  it  is  usually  termed 
a  lease.  It  may  he  confined  to  a  particular  interest  in  lands,  such  as 
mining  or  agricultural,  in  which  event  no  other  interest  passes.  If  no 
object  of  the  lease  is  stated,  the  mining  interest  will  not  pass  unless 
the  circumstances  justify  an  implication  of  such  an  intention  in  the 
parties. 

Lease  for  j^ears  may  be  made  to  commence  in  future  :  6  Ga.,  423.  Lease  of  room 
which  is  destroyed  by  fire,  landlord  can  re-enter  without  eviction  :  12  Ga.,  12.  Parol 
lease  for  more  than  three  years,  only  has  force  of  estate  at  will :  12  Ga.,  386.  Lease  in- 

terest assignable:  21  Ga.,  183.  Assignee  same  rights  as  assignor:  21  Ga.,  97-104. 
Tenant  can  assign,  but  cannot  substitute  another  paymaster  without  landlord's  con- 

sent: 23  Ga.,  289.  Section  cited  and  held  to  be  a  case  of  tenancy  at  will:  48  Ga.,  442- 
445.  Re-entry  after  failure  to  pay  rent:  61  Ga.,  248.  Where  no  rent  accrued  under 
terms  of  lease  until  premises  completed  :  28  Ga.,  422-431.  Lessor  must  show  the  term 
expired  before  entering  on  lessee  by  action :  60  Ga.,  550. 

lWash.  Real  Pr.,  414-474;  1  Pars.  Contr.,  499;  Abb.  Tr.  Ev.,  522-534;  Dean  on  Con- 
veyancing, 361;  14  Pet.,  526;  2  0.,  107.  Assignment  of :  See  note  to  §2279  on  word 

''convey  ";  15  Am.  D.,  543;  17  Wall.,  9.  Fixtures,  as  between  lessee  and  mortgagee :  #2219. 
Covenant  for  quiet  enjoyment:  1  Am.  R.,  506;  10/708;  4  Am.  D.,  22.— Subject 

treated  :  Taylor's  Landlord  and  Tenant,  39-425. 

CHAPTER  V. 

OF    LANDLORD   AND   TENANT. 

Section. Section. 
2279.  Definition. 2287.  Lien  for  advancements. 
2280.  How  created. 2288.  Interest. 
2281.  Rights  of  tenants. 2289.  Rent  paid  in  kind. 
2282.  Delivery  of  oossession. 2290.  Duration  of  tenancy. 
22b3.  Estoppel. 2291.  Notice  to  quit. 
2284.  Repairs  and  improvements. 2292.  Emblements. 
2285.  Distress  for  rent. 2293.  Casualties  no  abatement  of  rent 
2286.  Lien  for  rent.  ■ 

§2279.  (2253.)  (2261.)  Relation  of  landlord  and  tenant  exists,  when.  When  Acts  of  1876, 

the  owner  of  real  estate  grants  to  another  simply  the  right  to  possess  p-  35- 
and  enjoy  the  use  of  such  real  estate,  either  for  a  fixed  time  or  at  the  §338. 
will  of  the  grantor,  and  the  tenants  accepts  the  grant,  the  relation  of 
landlord   and  tenant   exists   between  them.     In  such  case  no  estate 
passes  out  of  the  landlord,  and  the  tenant  has  only  a  usufruct,  which  he 

cannot  conveya  except  by  the  landlord's  consent,  and  which  is  not  sub- 
ject to  levy  and  sale ;  and  all  renting  or  leasing  of  such  real  estate  for 

a  period  of  time  less  than  five  years  shall  be  held  to   convey  only  the 
right  to  possess  and  enjoy  such  real  estate,  and  to  pass  no  estate  out  of 
the   landlord,  and  to  give  only  the  usufruct,  unless  the  contrary  be 
agreed  upon  by  parties  to  the  contract,  and  so  stated  therein. 

The  relation  of  landlord  and  tenant  must  subsist  to  bring  action  of  use  and  occupa- 
tion :  30  Ga.,  143;  31/583.  Tenant  cannot  sublet  without  landlord's  consent:  23  Ga., 

289;  38/261 ;  2/121.  Tenant  has  only  a  usufruct :  41  Ga.,  594.  How  relation  of  land- 
lord and  tenant  may  exist  without  sub-tenant :  44  Ga.,  247;  37/229.  Construction  of 

this  section :  45  Ga.,  212.  Where  it  was  a  partnership,  and  not  a  lease  :  33  Ga.,  253 ; 
8/285.  Where  relation  of  landlord  and  tenant  existed  and  this  section  referred  to :  37 
Ga.,  229;  41/289-292;  39/14-18.  The  one  sub-letting  stands  in  relation  of  landlord 
to  such  sub-lessee:  46  Ga.,  427.  Tenancy  at  will:  48  Ga.,  444-5.  First  tenant 
sub-letting  still  landlord's  tenant:  52  Ga.,  126-128.  Tenant  agreeing  to  hold  under 
landlord's  vendee  :  57  Ga.,  16.  The  relation  of  landlord  and  tenant  must  exist  to  ad- 

mit of  distress  for  rent :  54  Ga.,  297.  Land  rented  and  sold  before  expiration  of  tenancy, 
rents  not  due  to  original  landlord :  6  Ga.,  452 ;  59/758-760.  Where  assignee  of  landlord 
became  the  landlord  :  56  Ga.,  447.  Tenants  at  sufferance  :  42  Ga.,  564.  The  relation 
of  landlord  and  tenant  must  exist  to  bring  use  and  occupation  :  31  Ga.,  583.  One  en- 

tering on  land  as  purchaser  does  not  make  him  a  tenant  of  vender:  48  Ga.,  60.  Jury 
finding  the  relation  of  parties  that  of  owner  and  cropper  :  61  Ga.,  488-492.  Cannot 
arise  between  debtor  and  creditor  if  title  void  for  usury :  63  Ga.,  31-2. 

Taylor  L.  andT.,  10-22  ;  16  Pet.,  25  ;  14/156.  Cropping  on  shares:  18  Am.  D.,445  ;  see 
note  following  £2217.    aSub-letting  :  Taylor  L.  and  T.,  330 ;  15  Am.  D.,  543  ;  15  Am.  R. , 
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407  ;   leases:    1  Wash.  Real  P.,  442;  27  Am.  R.,  494,  n  ;  and  note  to  §2278;  32  Am.  D., 
355,  n. 

§2280.  (2254.)  (2262.)  How  created.     Contracts  creating  the  relation 
§1950.         of  landlord  and  tenant  for  any  time  not  exceeding  one  year,  may  be  by 

parol,a  and  if  made  for  a  greater  time  shall  have  the  effect  of  a  tenancy 
at  will.b 

A  lease  for  years  may  be  made  to  commence  in  future  :  6  Ga.,  423.  A  parol  lease  of 
land  for  more  than  three  years  is  void :  12  Ga.,  381.  May  arise  by  assignment :  21  Ga., 
183.  But  tenant  cannot  substitute  assignee  without  consent  of  landlord:  23  Ga.,  289. 
Void  where  by  parol,  and  not  to  be  performed  for  one  year:  31  Ga.,  507  ;  but  see  63/476. 
When  being  by  parol  it  was  a  tenancy  at  will:  52  Ga..  20;  48/442-445.  Advantage  of 
this  in  regard  to  parol  lease  must  be  by  plea:  13  Ga.,  452. 

aTaylor  L.  and  T.,  223;  Doe  vs.  Rigge,  and  Clayton  vs.  Blakey:  2  Sm.  L.  C,  (s.  p.)  72- 
74;  28  Am.  R.,  120;  26/567.  *>1  Wash.  RealPr.,  503;  Taylor  L.  and  T.,45;  2  Cooley  Bl., 
145.  Tenancy  at  sufferance:  1  Wash.  Real  Pr..  533;  2  Cooley  BL,  150;  Taylor  L.  and 
T.,  49. 

§2281.  (2255.)  (2263.)  Rights  of  tenants.  The  tenant  has  no  right  be- 
yond the  use  of  the  land  and  tenements  rented  to  him,  and  such  privi- 

leges'1 as  are  necessary  to  the  enjoyment  of  its  use.  He  cannot  cut  or 
destroy  growing  trees,"  remove  permanent  fixtures,0  or  otherwise  injured 
the  property.  He  may  use  other  timber  for  firewood  and  the  pasturage 
for  his  cattle. 

Counters  and  drawers  in  store  cannot  be  removed  by  tenant :  39  Ga.,  471.  Rights  of 
landlord,  tenant  and  co-tenant :  58  Ga.,  204. 

aTaylor  L.  and  T.,  133-164;  21  Am.  R.,  629.  bTaylor  L.  and  T.,  267.  cTaylor  L.  and 
T.,  328,  425  ;  2  Pet.,  137.  Tenant  cannot  remove  trade  fixtures  after  term,  although  re- 

newed :  26  Am.  R.,  691 ;  severance  by  landlord  after  term  does  not  revest  tenant's  right 
to  remove  :  29  Am.  R.,  560.  Parol  evidence  as  to  :  30  Am.  R.,  311.  dTaylor  L.  and  T., 
263;  4  O.,  53;  see  notes  to  $2255;  Cooley  Torts,  332. 

§2282.  (2256.)  (2264.)    Delivery  oj  possession.     The  tenant  must  de- 
§4077.         liver  possession  at  the  expiration  of  his  term,  and  if  he  fails  or  refuses 

to  do  so  a  summary  remedy  is  given  to  the  landlord. 
§2283.  (2257.)  (2265.)  Estoppel.  The  tenant  cannot  dispute  his 

landlord's  title,  nor  attorna  to  another  claimant  while  in  possession. 
What  would  constitute  adverse  possession  by  tenant:  4  Ga.,  75;  10/310.  Held  in 

ejectment  suit,  tenant  could  not  deny  landlord's  title:  12  Ga.,  386;  55/653;  33/163; 
27/512 ;  20/565 ;  43/231.  Tenant  may  buy  up  a  title  to  be  asserted  after  tenancy  :  29  Ga. , 
503.  Neither  tenant  nor  his  under-tenant  can  dispute  landlord's  title:  37  Ga.,  224.  Ten- 

ant holding  over  cannot  dispute  landlord's  title  :  37  Ga.,650;  41/289.  Section  cited: 
45  Ga.,  212 ;  55/653.  As  to  when  tenant's  sayings  in  regard  to  landlord's  title  not  admis- 

sible :  14  Ga.,  174.  Tenant  not  estopped  from  attorning  by  misrepresentation  of  land- 
lord: 15  Ga.,  492.  No  adverse  possession  by  action  of  tenant:  30  Ga.,  657.  Tenant  can 

not  change  the  rights  of  parties  by  attorning  to  wrong  party:  39  Ga.,  381-385.  Where 
tenant  attorns  to  landlord's  vendee:  57  Ga.,  16.  Neither  can  tenant's  heirs  dispute 
landlords  title:  61  Ga.,  559.  Where  in  a  proceeding  to  dispossess  a  tenant  he  could 
not  dispute  the  landlord's  title  :  61  Ga.,  328. 

1  Wash.  Real  Pr.,  482 ;  Taylor  L.  and  T.,  69,  485  ;  Bigelow  on  Estoppel,  348 ;  Herman 
on  Estoppel ;  358;  Ang.  Lim.,  451;  13  Am.  D.,  68,  full  note;  15  Am.  D.,  460;  12/396; 
15  Am.  R.,  656;  18/122,  498;  21/457;  18  Wal.,  436;  2  O.,  107;  2  C.  L.  J.,  89,  96,  146  ; 
3/510;  4/214;  2  Whart.  Ev.,  £1148.     a12  Am.  D.,  396,  n ;  13  Pet.,  1 ;  9  Wal.,  592. 

§2284.  (2258.)  (2266.)  Repairs  and  improvements.  The  landlord  must 
keep  the  premises  in  repair,  and  is  liable  for  all  substantial  improve- 

ments placed  upon  them  by  his  consent. 
Landlord  only  liable  for  nuisance  on  premises  when  he  rented  it  to  tenant :  38  Ga.,  542. 

Repairs  to  be  made  by  landlord,  conditions  precedent  to  his  seeking  rent:  21  Ga.,  430  : 
28/422.  As  to  improvements  by  tenant  being  set  off  against  suit  for  use  and  occupation  ; 
14  Ga.,  131.  Landlord  liable  for  obstructions  and  damages:  39  Ga.,  211 ;  44/489.  Dam- 

ages against  landlord  caused  by  a  leak:  30  Ga.,  866;  56/180.  Burden  on  landlorcL.to 
keep  premises  in  repair  generally  :  56  Ga.,  14;  55/180.  Landlord  bound  to  repair  on 
notice:  58  Ga.,  204-206.  Not  responsible  to  tenant  in  damages  for  unforeseen  causes, 
unless  so  stipulated  :  49  Ga.,  272-274.  Where  the  obligation  on  part  of  tenant  to  rebuild 
would  occur :  57  Ga. ,  516. 

Taylor  L.  and  T.,  246-261;  16  Am.  D.,  442;  6  Am.  R.,  47;  20/240;  24/54;  15/438- 
Landlord  liable  to  tenant  for  negligence  in  repairs :  7  Am.  R.,  548. 
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§2285.  (2259.)  (2267.)  Distress  for  rent.      The    landlord   shall   have  Act  qMsii, 

power  to  distrain  for  rent  as  soon  as  the  same  is  due,  or  before  due,!l  if   ' p' 
the  tenant  is  seeking  to  remove  his  goods  from  the  premises.     If  the  §§4»8i,  4082^ 
tenant  fails  to  pay  the  rent  due  at  any  time,  the  landlord  may  re-enter 
immediately  and  dispossess  the  tenant.     If  the  tenant  holds  over  after 
his  term  expires  the  landlord  may  recover  double  rent  for  such  time. 

Possession  warrant  by  landlord  when  tenant  could  not  withdraw  and  then  escape 
from  double  rent:  28  Ga.,  475-477  ;  37/224.  Justice  of  the  Peace  can  issue  distress  war- 

rants; defendant's  counter-affidavit  defective  when  rent  not  due  :  42Liia.,  173.  No  de- 
mand necessary  under  this  section  :  57  Ga.,  31-32;  55/655-656.  Damages  by  tenant  for 

landlord's  suing  out  a  distress  warrant:  56  Ga.,  188.  Distress  for  rent  on  specifics  before 
rent  becomes  due:  57  Ga.,  94.  Where  vender's  and  landlord's  distress  warrants  had 
precedence  over  junior  liens  for  advances:  55  Ga.,  121.  The  relations  of  landlord  and 
tenant  must  exist  to  admit  of  distress :  54  Ga.,  296-298  ;  61/355-356.  Rights  to  distress 
for  rent  lost  as  against  tenant  evicted  under  execution  against  landlord  :  .59  G^|r  758. 

Taylor  L.  and  T.,  439;  Dudley,  105.  Illegal  distress:  Woods'  Mayne  Dam.,  $556; 
1  Add.  Torts,  $706  et  seq.  Common  law  exemption  from  distress:  1  Sm.  L.  C,  526;  R. 
M.  Chad.,  105;  17  Am.  D.,  458,  461;  13/698  ;  1  Add.  Torts,  #717  et  seq.  aRent  payable 
on  certain  days,  not  due  till  after  midnight:  34  Am.  R.,  646;  see  also  30  Am.  R.,  229. 

§2286.  (2260.)  (2268.)  Lien.     The  landlord's  lien  for  his  rent  shall  §^7. 
attach  from  the  time  of  levying  his  distress  warrant,  but  it  shall  take 
precedence  of  no  lien  of  older  date  except  as  to  the  crop  raised  on  the 
premises. 

Section  cited  and  construed:  50  Ga.,  214;  46/429-430.  Prior  to  Act  of  1873,  had  no 
lien  on  crop  of  tenant  before  distress  warrant :  50  Ga.,  590.  Landlord's  lien  on  crop  for 
advances  had  to  be  in  writing  :  37  Ga.,  640.  Lien  by  landlord  on  crop  from  maturity 
by  viistress  warrant  and  not  trover :  57  Ga.,  404-406. 

Lien:  22  Am.  R.,  80.  Deed  of  trust  by  tenant,  rent  has  priority  :  4  O.,  382;  1  C.  L. 
J.,  636. 

§2287.  (2261.)  Lien  for  provisions.  Landlords  may  have,  by  special  con- g^Actsof 
tract  in  writing,  a  lien  upon  the  crops  of  their  tenants  for  such  stock,  Acts  of  1873, 

farming  utensils,  andprovisions,  furnished  such  tenants  for  the  purpose  p-  43- 
of  making  their  crops;  and  such  lien  shall  be  enforced  in  the  manner 
[prescribed  elsewhere  in  this  Code],     (a.) 

Special  contract  in-  writing,  is  it  superior  to  judgment  lien?  37  Ga.,  640.  Such  liens 
attach  from  date  of  agreement  and  oldest  of  highest  dignity:  39  Ga.,  14.  Lien  of, 
good  against  homestead  as  to  crop  :  41  Ga.,  95;  43/339. 

§2288.  (2262.)  2269.)  Interest.     All  contracts  for  rent  shall  bear  inter-  Act  of  .mi, 
est  from  the  time  the  rent  is  due,  and  judgments  upon  suits  for  rent 
may  be  rendered  at  the  first  term. 

§2289.  (2263.)  (2270.)  Rent  paid  in  kind.     When  the  rent  agreed  toActsofi853 

be  paid  is  a  part  of  the  crop,  such  portion  shall  not  be  liable  to  be  ~4'  p'  c levied  on  by  any  process  for  debt  against  the  tenant :  Provided,  the  con- 
tract is  in  writing  and  the  rent  does  not  exceed  one-half  of  the  crop. 

Applies  only  where  rent  fractional  part  of  crop :  39  Ga.,  14. 

§2290.  (2264.)  (2271.)  Duration  of  tenancy.  Where  no  time  is  speci- 
fied for  the  termination  of  tenancy,  the  law  construes  it  to  be  for  the 

calendar  year,  but  if  it  is  expressly  a  tenancy  at  will,  then  either  party 
may  terminate  it  at  will. 

§2291.  (2265.)  (2273.)  Notice  to  quit.  Two  months'  notice  is  neces- 
sary from  the  landlord  to  terminate  a  tenancy  at  will.  One  month's 

notice  is  necessary  from  tenant. 

Notice  to  quit:  12  Ga.,  386-400.  Service  of  notice:  42  Ga.,  562.  Section  cited:  52 
Ga.,  18-21. 

Wade*  on  Notice,  261;  Tavlor  L.  and  T.,  860;  14  Am.  R.,  615;  23/409;  29/214; 30/229;  13  Pet.,  1;  18  Wall.,  436. 

§2292.  (2266.)  (2*272.)  Emblements.  The  tenant  at  will  is  entitled  to his  emblements  if  the  crop  is  sowed  before  notice  to  quit  by  the  landlord, 
36 
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or  the  tenancy  otherwise  suddenly  terminated,  as  by  sale  of  the  estate 
by  the  landlord,  or  by  judicial  sale,  or  death  of  the  landlord  or  tenant. 

Section  cited  :  52  Ga.,  21 ;  56/582. 

2  Cooley's  BL,  146;  Taylor  L.  andT.,  416;  Thomp.  Law  of  Farm,  §15  etseq. 

§2293.  (2267.)  (2274.)  Casualties  no  abatement  of  rent.  The  destruc- 
tion of  a  tenement  by  fire,  or  the  loss  of  possession  by  any  casualty, 

not  caused  by  the  landlord,  or  from  defect  of  his  title,  shall  not  abate 
the  rent  contracted  to  be  paid. 

Must  pay  rent  in  absence  of  contract  to  contrary  if  premises  destroyed  :  2  Ga.,  124; 
39/471;  11/111.  Where  premises  rented  were  destroyed  by  Federal  army,  scaling  ordi- 

nance of  1865  applied  :  41  Ga.,  137.  Landlord  not  liable  for  damages  by  unforseen 
causes  :  49  Ga.,  273. 

Taylor  L.  and  T.,  287 ;  2  Am.  R.,  430;  16/659;  36/659;  37/283,  n  ;  4  0.,  53. 

General  Note. — Contract,  parol,  establishing  relation  of  landlord  and  tenant  for 
one  year  may  be  made  before  the  year  begins  :  63  Ga.,  475.  Co-tenant,  occupancy  of, 
one  with  consent  of  other  does  not  necessarily  relieve  him  from  rent :  14  Ga.,  429. 
Crop,  judgment  for  plaintiff  in  ejectment  gives  growing  crop  unless,  etc  :  39  Ga.,  664. 
Cropper,  question  whether  party  was  or  was  not  tenant :  61  Ga.,  489.  Custom  may  be 
shown  as  to  neighboring  land  in  estimating  rents :  29  Ga.,  82.  Damages,  as  to  lia- 

bility of  landlord  for,  to  tenant's  property  :  30  Ga.,  866;  39/211 ;  44/489  ;  48/172  ;  54/473; 
55/180;  58/204;  63/612.  Dispossession  warrant,  as  to  evidence  on  trial  of  :  57  Ga., 
16.  Justice  in  one  county  may  issue  warrant  to  dispossess  tenant  in  another  :  DuBig- 
non  vs.  Tufts,  September  term,  1880,  Pamp.,  p.  38.  Distress  warrant  to  bring  suit 
against  landlord  for  maliciously  suing  out,  tenant  need  not  waittill  termination  of  suit : 
56  Ga.,  188.  Affidavit  for,  need  not  state  when  debt  became  due  :  56  Ga.,  11.  Need  not 
specify  particular  premises  for  which  rent  is  due  :  40  Ga.,  511.  Ejectment,  tenant  not 
allowed  to  enjoin  suit  by  landlord  :  21  Ga.,  190.  Against  one  in  possession  :  12  Ga.,  386. 
Eviction,  upon,  of  tenant  by  sale  of  land  on  execution  against  landlord  while  growing 
crop  is  on  premises,  rent  note  fails  :  59  Ga.,  758.  Evidence,  proof  of  renting  from  one 
in  individual  character  not  proper  in  suit  by  same  as  administrator:  15  Ga.,  301.  Proof 
of  special  contract  for  rent  admissible  under  short  form  of  pleading,  when  :  32  Ga.,  542. 
Executor,  purchase  at  own  sale  by,  only  voidable,  and  tenant  of,  occupying  land  so 
bought  cannot  deny  adverse  possession  of  his  landlord:  39  Ga.,  381.  Factor  furnish- 

ing supplies  to  tenant  at  instance  of  landlord  :  39  Ga.,  1.  Fire,  loss  of  rented  property 
by,  does  not  discharge  from  rent  for  full  term  :  39  Ga.,  471.  Heirs  of  tenant  cannot 
dispute  tenancy  of  ancestor  or  themselves  while  holding  in  same  right:  61  Ga.,  559. 
House  of  ill-fame,  landlord  cannot  recover  rent  for,  if  purpose  of  renting  known : 
20  Ga.,  449.  Injunction  by  landlord  to  prevent  insolvent  tenant  from  removing  pro- 

ducts :  40  Ga.,  187.  Joint  occupants,  one  of,  having  no  title  will  be  considered  as 
holding  in  subordination  to  one  having:  9  Ga.,  23.  Landlord,  party  claiming  to  be, 
of  defendant  in  ejectment,  no  right  to  be  made  co-defendant:  36  Ga.,  611.  Lease  of 
room  in  building  of  several  stories  gives  tenant  no  interest  in  land :  12  Ga.,  12.  Of 
city  lot  on  condition  of  repairs  by  landlord  :  28  Ga.,  422.  For  a  term  of  years  being  a 
chattel  may  commence  in  future  :  6  Ga.,  423.  Lessor  seeking  to  enter  must  show  that 
term  of,  has  expired  :  60  Ga.,  550.  Lien  of  Landlord,  on  crop,  for  rents  superior  to 
agreement  of  co-tenant  or  to  disposition  of  crop  :  64  Ga.,  482.  Dates  from  maturity  of 
crop,  and  is  superior  to  all  other  liens  except  taxes  :  59  Ga.,  302.  For  supplies,  relation 
of  landlord  and  tenant  must  exist,  without  special  contract  in  writing:  59  Ga.,  799; 
48/405;  49/299;  56/288.  For  rent  when  it  attaches  :  50  Ga.,  213.  When  not  superior 
to  factors  lien  :  52  Ga.,  656.  Prior  to  Act  of  1873,  landlord  had  no  lien  on  crop  of  ten- 

ant before  levy  of  distress  warrant :  50  Ga. ,  590.  Notice,  tenant  for  a  year  not  en  titled  to, 
of  equities  against  landlord  :  43  Ga.,  226.  Nuisance,  when  landlord  not  liable  for,  main- 

tained by  tenant :  38  Ga.,  542.  Partners,  landlord  furnishing  stock  and  tenant  labor 
does  not  make  them:  42  Ga.,  226;  48/425.  Partnership,  landlord  entitled  to  rent 
due  by,  out  of  partnership  property  ;  38  Ga.,  121.  Receiver,  appointment  of,  at  in- 

stance of  landlord:  40  Ga.,  375.  Rent,  payable  in  cotton  distress  lies  for:  56  Ga.,  311. 
Repairs,  burden  of  keeping  up  premises  generally  on  landlord:  39  Ga.,  211;  56/11; 
58/204.  When  tenant  not  liable  for  rent  for  want  of :  21  Ga.,  430.  Sub-tenancy, 
tenant  has  no  right  to  sub-let  without  landlord's  consent:  38  Ga.,  261.  Tenant  tem- 

porary owner  of  city  property  for  certain  purposes  :  20  Ga.,  57.  Becomes  tenant  at  will 
under  parol  contract  for  more  than  one  year  :  12  Ga.,  386  ;  48/442.  Claimant  may  deny 
tenancy  of  plaintiff  in  fi.  fa. :  61  Ga.,  488.  Title,  tenant  may  buy  up,  to  be  asserted 
after  termination  of  tenancy  :  29  Ga.,  503.  Determines  who  are  in  subordination:  9 
Ga.,  23.  Tort,  landlord  not  liable  for,  of  tenant  in  hiring  and  working  servants  etc  :  56 
Ga.,  398.  Use  and  occupation,  relation  of  landlord  and  tenant,  necessary  to  action 
for:  14  Ga.,  1313;  12/313;  19/314;  30/143:35/92. 

General  Note  on  Landlord  and  Tenant. — Farming  on  shares,  partnership, 
when  :  See  note  to  §1890;  7  C.  L.  J.,  499;  tenancy,  when  :  Note  to  §2279;  1  Wash.  Real 
Pr.,  496.  Liability  ot  occupant  of  land  to  persons  and  animals  lawfully  thereon,  for 
dangerous  premises:  See  general  note  following  §2236;  5  C.  L.  J.,  312.  Licenses:  1 
Wash.  Real  Pr.,  542;    27  Am.  D.,  6S1 ;    Cooley  Torts,  302;    see  general  note  following 
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$2236.  Negligence  of  tenant,  liability  of  landlord  for:  Bigelow  L.  C.  Torts,  653  ;  4  C. 
L.  J.,  503;  1  Thomp.  Neg.,  317.  Injury  to  lower  tenement  by  occupant  of  higher:  28 
Am.  R,  32,  n.  Liability  of  landlord  to  tenant:  1  Thomp.  Neg., 323.  Nuisances,  lia- 

bility of  landlord  to  third  persons:  4  Am.  R.,  422;  8/318;  15/78,  398,  10/603;  16/503; 
21/189;  20/768;  1  Add.  Tort,  $282;  1  Thomp.  Neg.,  317-325.  Tax  sale,  tenant  cannot 
purchase  at:  15  Am.  D.,  690;  but  see  27  Am.  R.,  204.  Use  and  occupation,  action 
for:  Abb.  Tr.  Ev.,  351-5.— Subject  treated:  2  Add.  Contr.,  $$675-777;  Mayne  on 
Damages,  $$318,  359;  1  St.  Eq.,  $684;  Thomp.  Law  of  Farm,  $$296-309;  also  in  treatises 
of  Wood,  Archbold  (L.  L.),  and  Taylor. 

CHAPTER  VI. 

OF    ESTATES   ON    CONDITION. 

Section. 
2294.  Definition. 
2295.  Precedent  and  subsequent,  etc. 
2296.  Repugnant  condition. 

Section. 
2297.  Disability. 
2298.  Dependent  covenants,  etc. 
2299.  Effect  of  breach  of  condition. 

§2294.  (2268.)  (2275.)  Definition.  An  estate  may  be  granted  upon  a 
condition,  either  express  or  implied,  upon  performance  or  breach  of 
which  the  estate  shall  either  commence,  be  enlarged,  or  be  defeated. 

A  deed  conveying  land  upon  a  condition  subsequent :  45  Ga.,  627.  Held  words  of 
covenant,  and  not  of  condition :  46  Ga.,  241.  What  is  an  estate  upon  condition : 
39  Ga.,  207. 

§2295.  (2269.)  2276.  Precedent  and  subsequent.  Conditions  may  be 
either  precedent  or  subsequent.  The  former  require  performance  be- 

fore the  estate  vests ;  the  latter  may  cause  a  forfeiture  of  a  vested 
estate.  The  law  inclines  to  construe  conditions  to  be  subsequent 
rather  than  precedent,  and  to  be  remediable  by  damages  rather  than 
by  forfeiture. 

Held  not  a  condition  precedent :  62  Ga.,  546-550.  Conditions  subsequent  are  not 
favored:  15  Ga.,  103.  A  condition  subsequent:  45  Ga.,  621-629.  There  must  be  entry 
to  revest  estate  forfeited  by  condition  subsequent:  56  Ga.,  461.  Fee  upon  condition: 
45  Ga.,  482-483. 

2Jarman  Wills,  505  et  seq ;  1  Roper  Leg.,  741-840;  9  Am.  D.,  202;  19/522;  16  Am. 
R,  716;  21  Wall.,  44.  al  Pomeroy's  Eq.,  ̂ 432-460;  7  O.,  693.  Waiver  of:  Dumpor's 
Case,  1  Smith's  L.  C,  (s.  p.)  15. 

§2296.  (2270.)  (2277.)  Repugnant  condition.      A  condition  *repugnant  §§'2466, 2wi. 
to  the  estate  granted  is  void ;  so  are  conditions  to  do  impossible  or  ille-  ̂ m* 
gal  acts,  or  which  in  themselves  are  contrary  to  the  policy  of  the  law. 

Conditions  subsequent  impossible  to  be  performed,  void :  15  Ga.,  103. 

a2  Jarman  Wills,  527  ;  1  Redf.  Wilis,  443 ;  notes  to  §2466. 

§2297.  (2271.)  (2278.)  Disability.  'No  legal  disability,  except  being 
non  compos  mentis,  will  excuse  a  person  from  failing  to  comply  with  a 
condition  annexed  to  his  or  her  estate ,  no  notice  of  such  condition  need 
be  given  by  the  person  claiming  under  the  limitation  over. 

§2298.  (2272.)  (2279.)  Dependent  and  independent  covenants.  Thede-g2722. 
pendence  Or  independence  of  covenants  or  conditions,  must  be  collec- 

ted from  the  intention  of  the  parties  viewing  the  entire  instrument ; 
in  dependent  conditions  the  failure  of  the  person  first  required  to  act  is 
an  excuse  to  the  other  party  for  failing  to  comply.  If  the  conditions 
be  independent,  no  such  excuse  avails ;  the  law  inclines  to  construe 
conditions  to  be  independent. 

§2299.  (2273.)  (2280.)  Effect  of  breach  of  condition.  Upon  breach  of 
condition  subsequent,  working  a  forfeiture,  the  person  to  whom  the  es- 

tate is  limited  may  enter  immediately. 
Breach  of  condition  gives  right  of  entry :  19  Ga.,  135.  No  forfeiture  of  estate  for 

breach  of  condition  subsequent  until  entry:  56  Ga.,  461 ;  20/563. 

General  Note. — Absolute  estate  on  condition  subsequent :  4  Ga.,  75.  A  reserva- 
tion in  a  deed  for  grantee's  benefit  must  be  strictly  complied  with :  9  Ga.,  497.     When. 
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the  conditions  must  be  shown  to  exist:  10  Ga.,  293-296.  Where  widow  took  an  estate 
on  condition :  23  Ga.,  395.  Where  conditional  sale  here  valid  against  subsequent 
mortgage  :  23  Ga.,  205.  Wife  forfeiting  the  estate  by  not  complying  with  the  condi- 

tion :  24  Ga.,  139-142.  Fee  subject  to  be  divested  :  24  Ga.,  117.  Words  of  covenant* 
and  not  condition  :  39  Ga.,  202.  Waiver  of  a  condition  :  40  Ga.,  676.  Conditional 
sale,  and  five  years  not  too  long  to  call  for  a  reconveyance  :  32  Ga.,  633. 

General  Note  on  Estates  on  Condition. — Assuming  name,  condition  as  to:  2 
Jarman  Wills,  579.  Disputing  will,  condition  as  to:  2  Jarman  Wills,  582.  Leases, 
conditions  in:  Taylor's  Landlord  and  Tenant,  $#271-303.  Residence,  condition  re- 

quiring: 2  Jarman  Wills,  580. — Subject  treated:  2  Wash.  Real  Pr.,  1-25;  2  Cooley's 
Bl.,  152-156;  2  Redf.  Wills,  283-307:  Dumpor's  Case,  1  Smith's  L.  C,  (s.  p.)  15,  notes,  p. 85,  and  notes  to  $2466,  Suplt. 

CHAPTER  VII. 

OF    TENANCY   IN    COMMON. 

Section. 
2300.  Joint  tenancies  abolished. 
'2301.  Definition  oi  tenancy  in  common. 
2302.  Rights,  etc.,  of  co-tenants. 

Section. 
2303.  Adverse  possession. 
2304.  Partition. 

§2300.  (2274.)  (2281.)  Joint  tenancies  abolished.  Joint  tenancy  does 
Act  of  1828,  not  exist  in  this  State,  and  all  such  estates,  under  the  English  law,  will 

Acts  of  1853  ̂e  neld  to  be  tenancies  in  common  under  this  Code. 

-4,  p;  70.  gv  ̂ C£  Qf  1828,  survivorship  in  joint  tenancies  abolished  as  to  lands  :  21  Ga.,  402. 
Abolished  by  Constitution  of  1777,  interpreted  by  Act  of  1828,  afterwards" extended  to 
personalty  by  Acts  1853-4,  page  70 :  23  Ga.,  325-327.  A  joint  estate,  and  not  estate 
tail,  by  will:  29  Ga.,  403:  35/40.  Tenants  in  common  by  will :  38 Ga.,  154.  By  deed, 
tenants  in  common:  43  Ga.,  327.  Estate  for  life,  and  not  joint  estate,  by  will:  33 
Ga.,  129-133,  Suplt. 

3  Jarman  Will,  1 ;  1  Wash.  Real  Pr.,  552,  560,  562. 

§2301.  (2275.)-  (2282.)  Definition  of  tenancy  in  common..  Wherever 
two  or  more  persons,  from  any  cause,  are  entitled  to  the  possession, 
simultaneously,  of  any  property  in  this  State,  a  tenancy  in  common  is 
created.  Tenants  in  common  may  have  unequal  shares :  they  will  be 
held  to  be  equal  unless  the  contrary  appears.  The  fact  of  inequality 
does  not  give  the  person  holding  the  greater  interest  any  privileges,  as 
to  possession,  superior  to  the  person  owning  a  lesser  interest,  so  long  as 
the  tenancy  continues. 

In  absence  of  proof,  the  law  defines  the  interest  of  tenants  in  common  as  equal  : 
37  Ga.,  12.  Trover  generally  cannot  be  brought  by  one  tenant  in  common  against  his 
co-tenant:  29Ga.,298;  4/428;  2/73  ;  6/84.  Bill  by  one  co-tenant  against  the  other, 
partition  and  rent :  14  Ga.,  429.  Where  only  a  joint  interest  was  conveyed  by  the  deed  : 
26  Ga.,  515;  56/9, 10/649.  Undivided  joint  ownership  of  use  and  profits  of  land  creates 
a  partnership  in :  61  Ga.,  676.  Husband  tenant  in  common  with  children  in  corpus 
and  future  profits:  56  Ga.,  101-113.  Widow  before  partition  has  dower  in  land,  hela  by 
husband  as  tenant  in  common  :  58  Ga.,  249-250. 

What  words  create  :  3  Jarman  Wills,  9 ;  1  Wash.  Real  Pr.,  562;  Hawkins  on  Wills, 
111-118 ;  Freeman  on  Co-tenancy,  §86. 

§2302.  (2276.)  (2283.)  Rights  and  liabilities  of  co-tenants.  Every  tenant 
in  common  has  the  right  to  possess  the  joint  property,  and  so  long  as 
he  occupies  no  greater  portion  of  it  than  his  own  share  would  be  on 
division,  and  does  not  withdraw  from  it  any  of  its  essential  value,  such 
as  mineral  deposits,  he  is  not  liable  to  account  for  rent  to  his  co-tenant: 
but  if  he  receives  any  rent,  or  other  profit,  or  commits  any  waste;  or  if 
he,  by  any  means,  deprives  his  co-tenant  of  the  use  of  his  fair  propor- 

tion of  the  property,  or  if  he  appropriates  all  to  his  exclusive  use,  or  if 
the  property  is  of  such  a  character  as  that  the  use  of  it  must  necessarily 
be  exclusive,  then  he  is  liable  to  account  to  his  co-tenant. 

When  one  tenant  liable  to  another  for  rent:  14  Ga.,  429.  If  one  tenant  in  common 
receives  more  than  his  just  share,  as  to  his  liability  to  account:  22  Ga.,  131.  Claim  by 
tenant  for  account  for  exclusive  use  of  estate  by  co-tenant  has  prior  right  to  mortgage: 
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57  Ga.,  32.     Estate  in  common  conveyed,  notice  of  character  of  estate  thereby  carried 
to  a  purchaser:  55  Ga.,  505. 

1  Wash.  Real  Pr.,  5G9-572;  Freeman  on  Co-tenancy,  §221  et  seq. ;  14  Am.  D.,  587  ; 
18/503,  659;  19/462,  266:  5  Am.  R.,  270;  8/372;  18/169;  21/296. 

§2303.  (2277.)  (2284.)  Adverse  possession.     There  can  be  no  adverse  §-680- 
possession  against  a  co-tenant  until  actual  ouster,  or  exclusive  possession 
after  demand,  or  express  notice  of  adverse  possession  ;  in  either  of  which 
events  the  co-tenant  may  sue  at  law  for  his  possession. 

Partition  by  vendee  of  one  tenant  in  common,  where  other  tenant  in  common 
attempts  to  sell  all,  but  could  only  sell  his  part  of  the  estate,  and  possession  notice: 
61  Ga.,  608,  613.  Where  one  tenant  in  common  did  not  hold  adversely  to  the  other: 
57  Ga.,  484-489.  When  co-tenant  can  bring  action  of  account  against  the  other  for 
his  holding  more  than  just  share  of  surplus,  notice:  22  Ga.,  131.  Trover  by  one  joint 
tenant  against  the  other,  measure  of  recovery,  adverse  possession  :  29  Ga.,  298. 

Freeman  on  Cotenancy,  §373 ;  Angell  Lim.,  438;  3  How.,  604;  5  Wh.,  116;  16  Pet., 
455;  5/402. 

§2304.  (2278.)  (2285.)  Partition.     Upon  application  by  any  tenant  in  139% ei:eq. 
common,  the  Superior  Court  may  order  partition  as  hereinafter  provi- 
ded. 

General  Note. — Sale  of  individual  interest  by  the  Sheriff,  purchaser  tenant  in 
common  :  2  Ga.,  73.  Mortgage  by  two  and  levy  on  the  foreclosed  interest  of  one,  valid  : 
#7  €ra,,  12.  Ejectment  by  one  tenant  in  common  against  co-tenant:  42  Ga.,  96.  Ten- 

ants in  common  making  joint  demand  must  bring  joint  action  :  2  Ga.,  325-330.  May 
sue  separately  in  trover :  6  Ga.,  84 ;  28/469-473.  Where  one  of  two  tenants  in  common 
is  not  barred  by  the  statute  of  limitations  in  trover  it  does  not  relieve  the  other,  who 
is:  7  Ga.,  517.  What  presumption  arises  in  joint  occupancy  of  land  as  to  title  :  9  Ga., 
23.  Joint  occupancy  by  father  and  son,  acts  of  ownership  by  father  determining  title : 
.,35  G*a.,  28-34.  Tenants  in  common  of  land  incorporated  for  purpose  of  selling  and 
improving  them  :  11  Ga.,  556.  Receiver  appointed  at  instance  of  one  co-tenant  against 
the  other:  11  Ga.,  595  ;  14/522.  Only  the  interest  acquired  by  purchaser  of  the  one 
whose  property  is  sold  under  execution  against  both :  12  Ga.,  431.  Either  one  can 
convey  his  individual  interest  in  land  held  as  a  firm,  being  tenants  in  common :  19  Ga., 
14.  Carpenter  can  only  assert  his  lien  against  one  whom  he  rightfully  has  such  lien 
against,  although  he  attempts  it  against  all  the  joint  owners :  19  Ga.,  591.  What  inter- 

est a  joint  tenant  might  claim:  20  Ga.,  152.  Death  of  one  joint  lessor,  recovery  had 
for  moiety  of  land  and  mesne  profits:  21  Ga.,  401.  Bill  not  without  equity  alleging 
some  of  tenants  in  common  made  valuable  improvements  on  the  land:  25  Ga.,  93. 
Sale  by  remainderman,  purchaser  joint  tenant  with  the  other  :  26  Ga.,  515.  One  taking 
possession  to  exclusion  of  others,  measure  of  recovery  and  as  to  severance  of  the  joint 
tenancy:  29  Ga.,  298.  Joint  mortgagors  presumed  tenants  in  common:  37  Ga.,  15. 
Where  one  joint  tenant  can  maintain  trover  against  the  other:  29  Ga.,  298;  4/42. 
Equity's  jurisdiction  over  matters  of  account  as  between  tenants  in  common  :  12  Ga., 
431.  When  only  one  tenant  in  common  can  bring  ejectment  against  the  other:  29  Ga., 
273.  Bill  filed  for  partition  and  account  between  tenants  in  common  demurrable,  not 
alleging  sufficient:  49  Ga.,  278.  Where  husband  and  wife  holding  jointly  through 
trustee:  54  Ga.,  96.  Resort  to  equity  for  partition:  55  Ga.,  243-4.  Where  partition  in 
equity,  the  remedy  for  adjusting  equities  between  the  parties  as  to  trust  estate,  tenants 
in  common  :  56  Ga.,  649.  Levy  and  sale  of  entire  property,  mortgage  by  one  tenant  in 
common  enjoined  until  partition:  57  Ga.,  32.  Purchaser  from  one  tenant  in  common 
can  force  partition  as  to  co-tenant :  61  Ga.,  608. 

General  Note  on  Tenant  in  Common. — Actions  between:  14  Am.  D.,  587.  En- 
tirety, tenancy  by:  33  Am.  R.,  269,  n  ;  26/65.  Husband  and  wife,  deeds  to,  jointly : 

See  General  Note  following  §1774.  Leases  by :  Taylor's  Landlord  and  Tenant,  §§114- 
7.  Legacies  to :  2  Roper  Leg.,  1367.  Partnership  realty  :  1  Wash.  Real  Pr.,  573 ;  see 
general  note  following  $1919;  Freeman  on  Co-tenancy,  §111;  1  Am.  L.  C,  327,  336. 
Purchase  of  outstanding  title  :  2  Bk.,  613  ;  28  Am.  D.,  83-86;  15/686.  At  tax  sale  : 
15  Am.  D.,  686;  20/616.  Personal  property,  joint  owners  of:  1  Schoul.  Pers.  Pr., 
156,  186.  Receivers  as  between  tenants  in  common:  High  Receivers,  §603.  Tres- 

pass by  one  co-tenant :  29  Am,  D.,  483-4,  and  see  30/524,  n. — Subject  treatei  :  Wii* 
Tiams  Real  Prop.,  123  ;  2  Cooley  Bl.,  179-194  ;  Freeman  on  Co-tenancy;  Lake  vs.  Gibson; 
Lake  vs.  Craddock  ;  1  White  &  Tudor  L.  C,  (s.  p.)  118,  120,  notes. 
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CHAPTER   VIII. 

OF   TRUST   ESTATES. 

Article  1. — Of  their  Creation  and  Nature. 
Article  2. — Of  Trustees,  Appointment  and  Powers. 

ARTICLE  I. 

OF   THEIR   CREATION   AND   NATURE. 

Section. 
2305.  Definition. 
2306.  For  whom. 
2307.  Separate  estate. 
2308.  Expressed  or  implied. 
2309.  Definition. 
2310.  Express,  how  created. 
2S11.  Contingent  and  shifting. 

Section. 
2312.  Resulting  trusts, 
2313.  Execution  of  trusts. 
2314.  Executed  and  executory. 
2315.  Use  upon  use. 
2316.  Implied  trust. 
2317.  Parol  evidence. 
2318.  Precatory  words. 

§2305.  (2279.)  (2286.)  Definition.  Estates  may  be  created,  not  for  the 
benefit  of  the  grantee,  but  for  the  use  of  some  other  person.  They  are 
termed  trust  estates.  No  formal  words  are  necessary  to  create  such  an 
estate.  Whenever  a  manifest  intention  is  exhibited  that  another  per- 

son shall  have  the  benefit  of  the  property,  the  grantee  shall  be  declared 
a  trustee. 

No  particular  form  necessary,  trust  ot  personalty  may  be  by  parol :  10  Ga.,  535. 
Where  no  trust  arose:  27  Ga.,  96,  592.  Words  in  a  will  creating  a  trust:  29  Ga.,  553. 
An  illegal  parol  trust  attempted :  34  Ga.,  459.  Where  deed  created  a  trust  estate  for 
sole  and  separate  use,  no  formal  words  necessary:  55  Ga.,  25-27.  Where  a  deed  to 
trustee  for  a  woman  and  heirs  conveyed  it  for  their  benefit  in  common :  55  Ga.,  505. 

§2306.  (2280.)  (2287.)  For  whom.  Trust' estates  may  be  created  for 
Aetsof  1876,  the  benefit  of  any  "female,  or  bminor,  or  person  non  compos  mentis.  Any 
p.  as.  person  competent  by  law  to  execute  a  will  or  deed  may,  by  such  instru- 

ment duly  executed,  create  a  trust  for  any  male  person  of  age,  when- 
ever, in  fact,  such  person  is,  on  account  of  mental  weakness,  intem- 

perate habits,  wasteful  and  profligate  habits,  unfitb  to  be  entrusted  with 
the  right  and  management  of  property :  Provided,  the  requisitions  of 
law  in  all  other  respects  are  complied  with :  and  provided  further,  if 
when  so  created  by  deed,  the  same  shall  be  recorded  where  the  cestui 
que  trust  resides,  within  three  months  from  its  execution,  and  if  not  so 
recorded,  the  same  shall  be  null  and  void :  provided  also,  if  at  any  time 
the  grounds  of  such  trust  shall  cease,  then  the  beneficiary  shall  be  pos- 

sessed legally  and  fully  of  the  same  estate  as  was  held  in  trust,  and  any 
person  interested  may  file  any  proper  proceeding  in  the  Superior  Court 

'  where  the  trustee  resides,  to  have  the  trust  annulled  on  that  ground,  if 
he  so  desires.  Any  persons  having  claims  against  the  beneficiary  may 
avail  himself  of  the  provisions  of  the  Code  in  relation  to  condemning 
trust  property  at  common  law. 

Section  cited  :  53  Ga.,  213.  Where  separate  estate  crea'ted  in  wife  by  acts  of  husband, 
although  no  words  of  trust :  51  Ga.,  35-37  ;  53/277-281.  Cannot  be  created  for  sole  bene- 

fit of  male  mi  juris  to  shield  from  creditors :  54  Ga.,  231-234  ;  59/679 ;  but  see  57  Ga., 
213.     May  be  created  in  trust  for  unborn  children  :  15  Ga.,  122;  52/425-6. 

1  Perry  Tr.,  §§60-6.  Who  may  be  trustee :  1  Perry  Tr.,  §§38-59.  Corporation :  3 
Woods,  443.     a2  Perry  Tr.,  §§625-686.    b2  Perry  Tr.,  §§603-624.     cl  Pars.  Contr.,  388. 

§2307.  (2281.)  (2288.)  Separate  estate.     No  words  of  separate  use  are 
§1783.         necessary  to  create  a  trust  estate  for  the  wife.     The  appointment  of  a 
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trustee,  or  any  words  sufficient  to  create  a  trust,  shall  operate  to  create 
a  separate  estate. 

Words  creating  a  separate  estate  by  will  to  daughters  :  7  Ga.,  7G  ;  31/203.  No  formal 
words  necessary;  may  be  created  in  feme  sole  without  trustee:  12  Ga.,  195;  16/528. 
Where  no  proper  words  creating  a  separate  estate:  21  Ga.,  386,  394;  26/520;  19/577; 
43/221;  42/96-118;  33/76,  Suplt.  ;  11/67.  Words  crepting  in  a  marriage  settlement, 
separate  estate  in  wife:  24  Ga.,  52-56.  Words  in  a  will  creating  a  separate  estate  in  a 
daughter  not  subject  to  levy  and  sale  for  husband's  debts:  48  Ga.,  597.  Where  the 
wife  could  appoint  her  husband  as  her  trustee  :  30  Ga.,  446.  Where  husband  de- 

riving property  from  wife,  could  convey  it  directly  to  her:  31  Ga.,  728;  35/191.  May 
be  created  by  parol  without  trustee:  34  Ga.,  298.  Husband  acting  as  wife's  trustee: 
16  Ga.,  103.  Intention  to  defeat  the  marital  rights  had  to  be  unequivocal :  17  Ga.,  425. 
Wife's  right  to  possession  of  separate  trust  property  where  a  naked  trustee  :  20  Ga.,  645. 
And  may  foreclose  mortgage  in  her  own  name  where  there  was  naked  trustee :  64  Ga. , 

68.  Income  of  separate  estate  and  property  bought  with  it  remain  wife's  separate 
estate  :  53  Ga.,  318.  Wife  may  will  her  separate  estate  without  husband's  consent :  56 
Ga.,  344.  Property  conveyed  to  trustee  whose  wife  took  joint  interest  with  children  : 
56  Ga.,  10-11. 

§2308.  (2282.)  (2289.)  Express,  etc.  Trusts  are  either  expressed  or 
implied. 

§2309.  (2283.)  (2290.)  Definitions.     Express  trusts  are  those  created  §2316. 
and  manifested  by  agreement  of  the  parties.     Implied  trusts  are  such 
as  are  inferred  by  law  from  the  nature  of  the  transaction,  or  the  con- 

duct of  the  parties. 

Implied  trusts  not  within  statute  of  frauds  requiring  trusts  of  land  to  be  in  writing: 
46  Ga.,  283  291. 

Express  trust:  1  Perry Tr.,  §§73-111:  Brown  St.  Fr!,  79;  11  Am.  P.,  67. 

§2310.  (2284.)  (2291.)  Express,  etc.  All  express  trusts  must  be  created 
or  declared  in  writing. 

Express  trusts  must  be  in  writing:  46  Ga.,  411. 

§2311.  (2285.)  (2292.)   Contingent  and  shifting.     An  express  trust  may  §§2266, 22(58. 

depend  for  its  operation  upon  a  future  event,  and  is  then  a  ""contingent 
trust.     It  may  operate  in  favor  of  additional  or  other  beneficiaries  upon 
specified  contingencies,  and  is  then  a  Shifting  trust. 

When  lapse  of  time  no  bar  to  express  trusts  by  deed  or  will:  3  Ga,,  383;  11/17-19. 
If  her  express  trust  depends  for  operation  on  a  future  event  it  becomes  contingent  : 
39Ga.,648. 

Springing  uses  :  Wilson  on  Springing  Uses  (L.  L.);  2  Wash.  Peal  Pr.,  570.  a2  Wash. 
Real  Pr.,  564*    b2  Wash.  Peal  Pr.,  574. 

§2312.  (2286.)  (2293.)  Resulting  trust.     An  implied  trust  is  sometimes  §§3194, 2316. 

for  the  benefit  of  the  grantor,  or  his  heirs,  or  heirs  or  next  of  kin  of  a  l4'- 
testator,  and  is  then  a  resulting  trust. 

How  rebutted :  29  Ga.,  651.  Agent  buying  land  for  principal  in  his  own  name,  a  re- 
resulting  tru^t  for  principal:  31  Ga.,  295  ;  30/96.  May  be  proved  by  verbal  admissions  : 
25  Ga.,  403.  When  brother  bought  for  sister  and  took  deed  in  his  own  name:  64  Ga.,  508. 

§2313.  (2287.)  (2294.)  Execution  of  trusts.  Trusts  are  either  executed 
or  Executory.  In  the  former,  everything  has  been  done  by  the  trustee 
required  to  secure  the  property,  or  to  render  certain  the  interest  of  the 
beneficiaries,  and  all  that  remains  for  him  to  do  is  to  preserve  the 
property  and  execute  the  beneficial  purposes.  In  executory  trusts, 
something  remains  to  be  done  by  the  trustee,  either  to  secure  the  prop- 

erty, to  ascertain  the  objects  of  the  trust,  or  to  distribute  according  to 
a  specified  mode,  or  some  other  act,  to  do  which  requires  him  to  retain 
the  legal  estate. 

Trust  executed  on  death  of  cestui  que  trust  or  ceasing  of  the  coverture  :  1  Ga.  381. 
What  constitutes  execution  of  a  trust  of  personalty:  5  Ga.,  218.  Under  a  will  on 
death  of  tenant  for  life,  it  was  executed :  7  Ga.,  517.  Absolute  property  to  wife  by  con- 

veyance to  trustee,  and  on  her  death  went  to  husband  :  13  Ga.,  516.  Gift  to  father  in 
trust  for  children,  executed  trust:  23  Ga.,  484.  Where  trustee  has  nothing  to  do  it  is 
an  executed  trust :  32  Ga.,  264  ;  62/733-739 ;  26/142.  Where  trust  by  deed  was  not  exe- 

cuted: 27  Ga.,  584.    Pule  in  Shelley's  case  applies  to  executed  trusts,  but  not  to  exe- 
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cutory  trusts  where  not  so  intended  by  testator:  2  Ga.,  307.  Where  it  was  an  executed 
and  not  an  executory  trust:  3  Ga.,  559-560;  29/758.  Where  something  to  be  done  by 
trustee,  trust  is  executory  :  6  Ga.,  530;  56/598;  57/213.  On  death  of  trustee,  benefici- 

ary clothed  with  the  title  :  53  Ga.,  250-251.  Executory  trusts  are  not  within  the  rule 
in  Shelley's  case  :  58  Ga.,  15.  Section  cited:  63  Ga.,  751.  Executed  trusts  on  death  of 
grantor,  as  to  children:  49  Ga.,  397-410. 

Glenorchy  vs.  Bosville,  1  White  &  T.  L.  C,  (s.  p.)  1.  a3  Jarman  Wills,  123 ;  1  Perry 
Tr.,  $$357-376  ;  Smith's  Executory  Interests,  annexed  to  Fearne  on  Rem. 

§2314.  (2288.)  (2295.)  Executed  and  executory.  In  an  executed  trust 
for  the  benefit  of  a  person  capable  of  taking  and  managing  property  in 
his  own  right,  the  legal  title  is  merged  immediately  into  the  equitable 
interest,  and  the  perfect  title  vests  in  the  beneficiary  according  to  the 
terms  and  limitations  of  the  trust.* 

Section  cited  and  construed:  54  Ga.,  235.  Trust  not  executed  until  the  contingency 
was  determined  :  55  Ga.,  25-27.  Where  it  was  not  an  executed  but  an  executory  trust: 
57  Ga.,  213.  Death  of  grantor  rendered  it  an  executed  trust  as  to  children  :  49  Ga.,  410. 
Executory  trust  not  subject  except  m  equity  :  59  Ga.,  621,718.  Where  the  trust  was  ex- 

ecuted as  to  a  married  woman  since  Act  of  1866:  62  Ga.,  733-734.  An  executed  trust  as 
to  wife  on  her  husband  and  trustee  dying :  53  Ga.,  250. 

§2315.  (2289.)  (2296.)   Use  upon  use.     The  technical  rule  that  a  trust 
cannot  be  limited  on  a  trust,  and  that,  consequently,  only  the  first  trust 
is  executed  is  abolished. 

§2667.  §2316.  (2290.)  (2297.)  Implied  trusts.     Trusts  are  implied— 

Where  a  trust  was  implied  :  49  Ga.,  124.  Where,  by  husband's  acts,  a  trust  may  be 
implied  in  favor  of  wife  :  51  Ga.,  37 ;  53/277-281. 

1.  Whenever  the  legal  title  is  in  one  person,  but  the  beneficial  in- 
terest, either  from  the  payment  of  the  purchase  money  or  other  cir- 

cumstances, is  either  wholly  or  partially  in  another. 
According  to  the  law  set  forth  in  this  section  :  30  Ga.,  96.  Where  resulting  trust  in 

favor  of  grantor:  31  G  a.,  295-300.  Trust  in  favor  of  another  on  payment  of  purchase 
money:,  38  Ga.,  631.  When  money  collected  on  a  collateral  held  in  trust :  43  Ga.,  415. 
Buying  with  notice  subservient  to  the  rights  of  cestui  que  trust:  62  Ga.,  404;  47/484. 

1  Perry  Tr.,  §126;  2  Woods,  695;  3/9,  344;  2  St.  Eq.,  £1175;  Dyevvs.  Dyer,  1  White 
&T.  L.  G,  (s.  p.)  138;  17  Wall.,  44;  24  How.,  398:  10/174;  2  Bk.,  613;  5  C.  L.  J.,  271; 

10/335.     In  favor  of  married  women :  Wells'  Sep.  Pr.,  £211 ;  10.,  122. 

2.  Where,  from  any  fraud,  one  person  obtains  the  title  to  property 

§2329.         which  rightly  belongs  to  another. 
Equity  would  hold  as  trustees  for  the  party  defrauded:  8  Ga.,  245.  Bill  making 

case  of  fraud  and  raising  an  implied  trust:  39  Ga.,.479.  Section  cited,  and  where 
trust  would  be  implied:  41  Ga.,  288. 

1  Perry  Tr.,  §§166-230;  Bigelow  on  Fraud,  107  ;  15  How.,  272  ;  6  C.  L.  J.,  475 ;  7/460. 
Arising  from  confidential  relations:  £3177. 

3.  Where,  from  the  nature  of  the  transaction,  it  is  manifest  that  it 
was  the  intention  of  the  parties  that  the  person  taking  the  legal  title 
shall  have  no  beneficial  interest. 

Legal  title  vested  in  the  one  having  paid  the  purchase  money  :  3  Ga.,  5-16.     Where 
title  in  one  paid  for  by  money  of  another  raises  implied  trust  in  favor  of  one  paying 
his  money  ;  7  Ga.,  348.     Trust  implied  where  intention   manifest  that  donee  shall  not 
have  sole  interest :  10  Ga.,  535.     Where  no  trust  in  favor  of  male  sui  juris  :  54  Ga.,  231- 

,  234.     Legal  title  in  trustee  for  benefit  of  remainderman:  55  Ga.,  27;  57/212. 

4.  Where  a  trust  is  expressly  created,  but  no  uses  are  declared,  or 
?§->3i2  ?m  are  ineffectually  declared,  or  extend  only  to  a  part  of  the  estate,  or  fail 

from  any  cause,  a  resulting  trust  is  implied  for  the  benefit  of  the 
grantor,  or  testator,  or  his  heirs. 

1  Perry  Tr.,  £157  ;  2  Jarman  Wills,  149  et  seq.;  2  Roper  Leg.,  §1417  ;  1  Am.  R,  34  ; 

St,  Eq.,  §1196;  2  Sp.  Eq.,  243-6. 

General  Note. — Parol  evidence  as  to  trusts  in  land,  resulting  trusts  :  5  Ga.,  341-346. 
When  the  statute  of  limitations  will  begin  to  run  against  and  in  favor  of  express  and 

*Is  this  section  affected  by  the  repeal  of  part  of  section  2287  of  old  Code,  (2306  of  this)  as  to  trusts 
for  males  of  sane  mind  ?    See  Acts  of  1863-4,  p.  47.    See  also  section  2206  as  it  now  reads. 
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implied  trusts:  8  Ga.,  97.  Trust  in  favor  of  son  against  father's  representatives:  23 
Ga.,  431-435.  Agent's  purchase  affected  with  resulting  trust  in  favor  of  principal :  30 
Ga.,  96.  As  to  rebutting  a  resulting  trust:  29  Ga.,  651-672.  Implied  trusts  excepted 
from  statute  of  frauds,  wards  recovering  from  guardian  property  purchased  by  him 
with  their  funds:  46  Ga.,  284.     An  implied  trust  executed  :  49  Ga.,  124. 

§2317.  (2291.)  (2298.)     Parol  evidence.     In  all  cases  where  a  trust  is 

sought  to  be  implied,  the  Court  may  hear  parol  evidence  of  the  nature  §3806. 
of  the  transaction,  or  the  circumstances,   or  conduct   of  the   parties, 
either  to  imply  or  rebut  a  trust. 

When  inadmissible  as  to  a  trust  in  land :  5  Ga,,  341 ;  6/589.  When  admissible  where 

fraud  alleged  to  raise  an  implied  trust:  39  Ga.,  479.  Verbal  admission  to  prove  a  re- 
sulting trust  by  implication  of  law:  25  Ga.,  403.  Section  cited  and  construed  as  to 

implied  trusts:  46  Ga.,  291.  '  Evidence  by  parol  should  be  clear  to  engraft  trust  on  a 
deed  :  54  Ga.,  214-215.     Parol  evidence  indispensable  to  trace  funds:  62  Ga.,  405. 

1  Perry  Tr.,  ?137  et  seq. ;  notes  to  Woollam  vs.  Hearn,  2  White  &  T.  L.  C.,  part  I., 
(s.  p.)  355;  2  Whart.  Ev.,  §§903,  1038. 

•    §2318.  (2292.)  2299.  Precatory  words.     Precatory  or  recommendatory 
words  will  create  a  trust  if  they  are  sufficiently  imperative  to  show 
that  it  is  not  left  discretionary  with  the  party  to  act  or  not,  and  if  the 
subject  matter  of  the  trust  is  denned  with  sufficient  certainty,  and  if 
the  object  is  also  certainly  denned,  and  the  mode  in  which  the  trust  is 
to  be  executed. 

Recommendatory  or  precatory  words  in  a  will,  if  objects  cer^fru  words  are  im- 
perative :  12  Ga.,  192. 

1  Perry  Tr.,  §§112-123;  1  Jarman  Wills,  680;  Hawkins  on  Wills,  159-167;  33  Am. 
R.,  293,  n;  Harding  vs.  Glyn,  2  White  &  T.  L.  C,  part  II. ,  (s.  p.)  685;  2  Redf.  Wills, 
408-420,  2  Sp.  Eq.,  65. 

ARTICLE   II. 

OF    TRUSTEES — THEIR    APPOINTMENT,    POWERS,    ETC. 

Section. 
2319.  Trustees  appointed. 
2320.  Proceeding  at  chambers. 
2321.  Trustees  of  corporations. 
2322.  New  assignees  or  trustees. 
2323.  Inventory. 
2324    Return  to  Ordinary. 
2325.  Liability  of  naked  trustee. 
2326.  Duty  of  trustees. 
2327.  Sales  by  trustees. 
2328.  The  same. 
2329.  Purchaser  with  notice. 
2330.  Investments  in  stocks. 
2331    Trustee  may  contract  for  labor. 
2332.  Profits  made. 
2333.  Following  funds. 

Section. 
2334.  Disposition  of  income.     J  J 
2335.  Lien. 
2336.  Debts  of  cestui  que  trust. 
2337.  Sale  by  beneficiary. 
2338.  Lien  on  estates  for  trust  funds. 
2339.  Acceptance  of  teugt. 
2340.  Extent  of  trustee's  estate. 
2341.  Relief  of  securities  on  bond. 
2342.  Compensation. 
2343.  Deeds  to  churches. 
2344.  Church  trustees,  how  amenable 
2345.  Vacancies,  how  filled. 
2346.  Sections  construed. 
2347.  Societies  incorporated. 

/xzZ&* 

§2319.  (2293.)  (2300.)  Trustees  appointed,  etc.  Trustees  may  be  ap- 
pointed by  the  party  creating  the  estate,  and  he  may  confer  the  power 

of  removal  and  appointment,  by  deed,  to  the  beneficiaries,  prescribing 
the  mode  of  its  execution. 

Trustee  appointed  in  Tennessee  as  to  lands  here,  governed  by  law  here:  52  Ga.,  362. 
Where  no  authority  conferred  on  trustee  to  mortgage  the  trust  property  :  55  Ga  ,  203. 

§2320.  (2294.)  (2301.)  Proceeding  at  chambers.  The  Judge  of  the  Su- Actsof  1853 
perior  Court  of  each  county  has  power,  either  in  term  or  at  chambers,  -4,  p.  59. 
on  petition  by  all  the  beneficiaries  in  the  deed,  who  have  arrived  at 
years  of  discretion,and  on  proper  notice  to  the  trustee,  if  there  be  one 
residing  in  this  State,  to  remove  and  appoint  trustees,  prescribing  in 
each  case  such  terms,  and  requiring  such  bonds  as  in  his  discretion  he 
may  think  proper,  but  in  no  case  omitting  to  require  bond  where  minor 
beneficiaries  are  or  maj^  be  interested.  [All  such  bonds  shall  be  made 
payable  to  the  Ordinary  of  the  county  where  the  Judge  requiring  the 
same  shall  determine,  and  such  Ordinary  shall  act  in  relation  to  taking 
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(^  Acts  of  such  bonds  and  receiving  security,  as  such  Judge  may  direct.]  (a.) 
147-8. ' P*  The  petition  notice,  order  and  other  papers  in  such  cases,  if  done  in 
§§1780  42  i  vacation,  shall  be  returned  to  the  Clerk  of  the  Superior  Court,  to  be  re- 
4222.  '  *  '  corded  in  the  book  of  the  minutes  of  said  Court. 

In  equity  may  be  appointed  by  petition:  15  Ga,,  319.  A  strong  case  for  chancery 
to  interfere  with  trustee  and  appoint  receiver:  16  Ga.,  406.  When  removed  :  14  Ga., 
416.  A  legal  trust,  but  another  one  had  to  be  appointed  to  carry  it  into  effect :  25  Ga., 
420.  Whatnot  sufficient  causes  to  order  removal:  26  Ga.,  644.  Substitution  of  one 
trustee  for  another  in  trover,  under  order  of  Court:  28  Ga.,  169;  30/30.  Where,  on 
death  of  trustee,  Court  could  appoint  another  to  bring  ejectment :  42  Ga.,  96  Where 
wife  appointed  her  husband  trustee  :  30  Ga.,  446.  When  husband,  as  trustee,  proper 
person  to  whom  to  pay  a  legacy:  32  Ga.,  696.  Where  husband's  estate  not  liable  to 
account  for  net  income  received  as  trustee:  33  Ga.,  520.  Where  Judge  of  Superior 

Court  could  not  authorize  trustee  to  sell  and  convey  infant's  land  held  in  trust :  48 
Ga.,  452.  Trustee  appointed  in  Tennessee  as  to  land  here,  governed  by  law  here  :  52 
Ga.,  362.  Where  Chancellor  could  appoint  at  chambers  trustee  for  minors,  and  order 
sale  of  property:  53  Ga.,  209.  Trustee  must  be  made  party  to  proceeding  to  remove 
him:  56  Ga.,  599.  Where  Judge  could  not  appoint  successors  on  resignation  of  trus- 

tees after  grantor's  death  :  49  Ga.,  397. 
1  Perry  Tr.,  %27±  etseq.;  2/^817;  R.  M.  Charl.,  109;  6  O.,  404.  Removal  of  non- 

resident trustee :  2  Woods.  532. 

§2321.  (2295.)  Courts  may  fill  vacancies  of  trustees.      [Whenever  the 
(b)  Acts  of  office  of  trustee,  in  any  incorporated  company,  may  have  or  shall  here- 
1865  6,  p.  60.  after  become  vacant  by  death,  resignation,  or  otherwise,  and  the  same 

for  any  cause  cannot  be  filled  under  the  provisions  of  the  Charter  of  in- 
§i68i  (4).  corporation,  the  Judge  of  the  Superior  Courts  of  the  counties  or  judicial 

districts  in  which  said  incorporation  may  be  situated,  shall  have  power 
to  fill  such  vacancies  upon  petition  to  said  Judge  of  said  Courts,  show- 

ing the  circumstances  which  render  the  appointment  of  a  trustee,  or 
trustees,  necessary  and  proper.]  (b.)    . 

§2322.  (2296.)    New  assignees  and  trustees  may  be  appointed.      [In  all 
(c).  Acts  of  cases  of  assignments  for  the  benefit  of  creditors,  heretofore  or  hereafter 
i86i,  p.  32.  made,  and  in  all  cases  0f  any  trust,  where  the  sole  or  surviving  trustee, 

or  assignee,  shall  have  departed  this  life,  or  removed  beyond  the  juris- 
§1953  (a),  diction  of  the  Courts  of  this  State,  the  Superior  Courts  of  the  several 

counties  in  this  State  shall  havetfull  power  and  authority,  when  sitting 
either  as  a  Court  of  law  or  equity,  upon  the  petition  of  two  or  more  of 
the  parties  interested  in  such  assignment  or  trust,  and  on  such  notice 
as  the  Court  shall  direct,  in  a  summary  manner,  to  appoint  a  new 
trustee,  or  trustees,  in  the  place  of  such  deceased  or  non-resident  trustee ; 
and  such  new  trustee  shall  have  all  the  authority,  and  be  subject  to  all 
the  pains  and  penalties,  of  such  deceased  or  non-resident  trustee,  or  as- 

signee; and  all  laws  or  enactments  shall  be  as  applicable,  and  in  as  full 
force  in  respect  to  the  new,  as  to  the  old  assignee  or  trustee;  and  said 
Court  may,  in  its  discretion,  require  bond  and  security  of  such  assignee 
or  trustee.]  (c.) 

§2323.  (2297.)  Inventory  by  trustees.     [It  shall  be  the  duty  of  all  trus- 
(d)  Acts  of  tees,  within  three  months  after  the  trust  property  comes  into  their  pos- 

,p      session,  to  return  to  the  Court  of  Ordinary  where  they  reside,  an  inven- 
tory of  all  the  trust  property  in  their  hands,  received  by  them,  which 

shall  be  recorded  under  the  same  regulations  as  inventories  of  admin- 
istrators and  executors.]  (d.) 

§2324.  (2298.)  (2302.)  Returns  to  Ordinary.     All  trustees  having  in 

^>cts  °i48855  ̂ ne^r  nan(^s  a  pecuniary  fund,  as  a  part  of  the  trust  estate,  or  receiving 
any  sums  of  money  as  income  or  proceeds  of  such  estate,  shall  make  re- 

i86oAptS3?f  turns  t°  the  Ordinary,  and  receive  commissions  on  such  returns,  under 
the  same  rules  and  regulations  as  are  prescribed  for  guardians ;  and  such 

§1823.  returns,  when  allowed  and  recorded  by  the  Ordinary,  shall  be  prima 
facie  evidence  in  their  favor  as  to  their  correctness,  [and  if  a  trustee  be 
dead  his  representatives  may  make  his  returns,  as  provided  in  case  of 
deceased  administrators.]  (e.) 
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Where  the  paper  not  proper  evidence  of  return  to  Ordinary  :  54  Ga.,  286.  Section 
referred  to,  trustees  should  make  returns:  64  Ga.,  39. 

A  trustee  is  bound  to  keep  clear,  accurate  and  distinct  accounts,  otherwise  all  pre- 
sumptions are  against  him  :  3  Woods,  724. 

§2325.  (2299.)  (2303.)  Liability  of  naked  trustees.  A  naked  trustee, 
holding  the  title  when  possession  of  the  property  is  with  the  benefi- 

ciary, is  in  no  ivay  responsible  for  its  income  or  preservation,  except 
where  there  are  beneficiaries  in  remainder,  or  who  are  minors,  and  in 
such  case  he  is  responsible  only  for  gross  neglect. 

Under  a  trust  imposing  no  duty  on  trustee,  wife  had  right  to  possession,  etc. :  20 
Ga.,  645. 

2  Perry  Tr.,  §§520,  556 ;  Garth  vs.  Cotton,  1  White  &  T.  L.  C,  (s.  p.)  451. 

2326.  (2300.)  (2304.)  Duty  of  trustees.  Trustees  having  posssssion  of 
the  trust  property  are  bound  to  ordinary  diligence  in  the  preservation 
and  protection  of  the  same. 

Ordinary  diligence:  37  Ga.,  205;  38/304;  42/135.  Not  liable  where  he  changes  in- 
vestment with  consent  of  cestui  que  trust  of  legal  age  :  38  Ga.,  304.  What  caution  a 

guardian  should  use  :  39  Ga.,  96.  When  administrator  acting  in  receiving  Confeder- 
ate money  in  good  faith,  and  as  a  prudent  man,  not  liable  :  39  Ga.,  569 ;  44/644 ;  48/471. 

1  Perry  Tr.,  §§401,  437,  438,  451 ;  Whart.  Neg.,  §515  ;  general  note  following  §2618. 

§2327.  (2301.)  (2305).  Sales  by  trustees.  A  trustee,  unless    expressly  Acts  of  1853 

authorized  by  the  Act  creating  the  "trust,  or  with  the  voluntary  con-  ̂ ct? afisss 
sent  of  all  the  beneficiaries,  has  no  authority  to  sell  or  convey  the  cor-  -6jJ>- 146»         / 
pus  of  the  trust  estate,  but  such  sales  must  be  by  virtue  of  an  order  of  «•£.  gc^t^u.  c**^l»- 
the  Court  of  Chancery,  upon  a  regular  application  to  the  same.     Such  £/r***~<~*~^  &*-  - 
application  may  be  made  to  the  Judge  in  vacation,  on  full  notice  to  -^J^* 
all  parties  in  interest,  and  the  order  for  such  sale  may  be  granted  at   >^^_  fa 
chambers,  the  proceedings  to  be  recorded  as  above  provided,  on  applica-  0fey\f~€> 
tion  for  appointment  of  trustees.  *    /" 

Formerly  Judge  could  not  order  such  sale  at  chambers;  when  may  sell :  10  Ga.,  429. 

If  trustee  buys  from  or  sells  to  himself,  cestui  que  trust  may  repudiate  it:'  14  Ga.,  639. 
Voidable  only  :  17  Ga.,  99.  When  trustee  may  sell  property  of  cestui  que  trust  to  pay  ex- 

pense of  litigation,  and  when  Chancellor  orders  it:  19  Ga.,  286.  Measure  of  damages 
tor  fraudulent  sale  by  trustee  :  20  Ga.,  250.  As  to  sales  by  trustees  being  made  by  con- 

sent of  cestui  que  trust  able  to  assent :  24  Ga.,  591.  Infant  must  be  a  party  to  order  of 
Judge  of  Superior  Court  granting  power  to  trustee  to  sell  and  convey  land  :  48  Ga., 
452.  Judge  at  chambers  only  could  order  sale  of  minor's  property  held  in  trust,  or 
pending  litigation  in  equity:  60  Ga.,  399-403.  Breach  of  trust  by  trustee  by  sale  :  57 
Ga.,  207.  Where  Chancellor  could  order  sale  at  chambers:  53  Ga.,  209.  Authority  to 
purchase  by  one  trustee  from  another  to  only  part  of  tract  of  land  :  56  Ga. ,  649.  Where 
trustee  must  be  a  party  to  attempt  to  set  aside  his  sale:  56  Ga.,  598.  What  power  to 
trustee  to  sell  property  and  reinvest  does  not  include  :  52  Ga.,  452.  Where  purchaser 
from  trustee  charged  with  notice  of  terms  of  trust  deed:  55 Ga.,  505. 

*2  Perry  Tr.,  §§764-787.  Where  a  deed  gives  a  trustee  power  to  "sell  and  reinvest," 
the  Chancellor  cannot  confer  authority  on  him  to  mortgage  :  Patapsco  Guano  Co.  vs. 
Morrison,  per  Erskine,  J. 

§2328.  (2302.)  (2306.)  The  same.  Sales  by  trustees,  unless  other- 
wise provided  in  the  order,  shall  be  made  under  the  same  rules  and  re- 

strictions, in  every  respect,  as  provided  for  sales  by  administrators  of 
estates. 

Where  under  order  to  sell  trustee  could  sell  at  private  sale :  54  Ga.,  350-354.  Power 
for  trustee  to  sell  in  a  mortgage  at  public  sale  :  54  Ga.,  441-450. 

§2329.  (2303.)  (2307.)  Purchaser  with  notice.     The  purchaser  from  a  §2316.  m 
trustee,  with  notice  actual  or  constructive  of  the  trust,  holds  as  trustee 
for  the  beneficiaries ;  if  the  purchase  be  bona  fide,  and  without  notice, 
the  purchaser  holds  the  property  freed  from  the  trust. 

Trustee  barring  cestui  que  trust  by  sale  to  purchaser  without  notice:  7  Ga.,530; 
40/259-262.  But  notice  would  before  payment  of  purchase  money  bind  purchaser:  19Ga., 
66.  Bona  fide  mortgagee  without  notice  :  41  Ga.,  202-208.  Innocent  purchasers  with- 

out notice  :  42  Ga.,  117.  Purchaser  buying  with  knowledge  of,  buys  subservient  to 
title  of  cestui  que  trust :  62  Ga.,  404;  57/207-9;  55/505.  Where  second  purchaser  with- 

out notice  protected  as  against  the  wife  :  60  Ga.,  30-39. 
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2  Perry  Tr.,  ̂ 788-815;  2  St.  Eq.,  £1124;  15  Wall.,  165;  12  0.,  545;  Wade  on  Notice, 
21-22,  57-59 ;  Elliot  vs.  Merry  man,  1  White  &  T.  L.  C,  (s.  p.)  40  ;  Basset  vs.  Nasworthy, 
2  White  &  T.  L.  C,  (s.  p.)  1 ;  2  Sp.  Eq.,  372-387. 

§2330.  (2304.)  (2308.)  Investment  in  stocks.  Any  trustee  holding 
Act  of  1845,  trust  funds  may  invest  the  sams  in  stocks,  bonds,  or  other  securities, 

Actsof3i860,  issued  by  this  State,  making  a  true  return  of  the  price  paid,  and  time 
a?1"  fi86i  °^  Purcnase-  Such  investments  shall  be  free  from  taxation  so  long  as 
p.  32.  '  held  for  the  trust  estate.  Any  other  investments  of  trust  funds  must 

be  made  under  an  order  of  the  Superior  Court,  either  in  term,  or  grant- 
§§1833, 2544.  e(j  ̂   ̂ Q  Judge  in  vacation,  or  else  at  the  risk  of  the  trustee. 

Bill  for  account  by  cestui  que  trust  against  trustee,  and  for  investment:  6  Ga.,  404. 
Where  cestui  que  trust  estopped  from  objecting  to  investment:  32  Ga.,  557-566.  As  to 
investments  before  and  after  Code  in  Confederate  money  :  38  Ga.,  304-311 ;  48/471.  As 
to  the  change  by  this  section  as  to  investments  by  trustees :  39  Ga.,  101 ;  .42/619.  Guar- 

dian protected  in  investment  in  Confederate  money  under  order  of  Court:  54  Ga.,  605. 
As  to  investments  by  gurdians  in  Confederate  money :  56  Ga.,  410. 

1  Perry  Tr.,  £452  et  $<%,';  Ga,  Dec,  part  II.,  15  ;  7  Am.  R,  33,  n ;  28/254  ;  8  C.  L.  J., 435. 

§2331.  (2305.)  May    contract  for  labor.      [Trustees  may   make    con- 
g)  Acts  of  tracts  for  labor  or  service  with  persons  of  color,  or  with  white  persons, 

'  P'   ''  for  the  benefit  of  the  estates  of  their  cestui  que  trust,  upon  such  terms  as 
they  deem  best ;  and  all  such  contracts,  made  in  good  faith,  shall  be  a 
charge  upon  and  bind  said  estates,  whenever  the  same  are  approved  by 
the  Ordinary  of  the  count}^.]   (a.) 

Where  guardian  bound  himself  alone  by  note,  section  cited:  39  Ga.,  130-3.  Where 
equity  could  give  sanction  to  debts  created  by  trustee:  60  Ga.,  566-570.  When  married 
woman's  estate  was  not  bound  for  wages  of  overseer :  56  Ga.,  47-49. 

§2332.  (2306.)  (2309.)  Profits  mack  The  trustee  must  not  use  the 
trust  funds  to  his  own  profit.  He  is  liable  to  account  for  all  such 
profits  made. 

Where  owner  of  a  mortgage  refused  to  carry  out  the  terms  of  this  section  :  38  Ga., 
452-458.  Executor  must  account  for  all  profits  accrued  in  his  time  on  account  of  the 
estate:  38  Ga.,  75-91.     Trustee  cannot  use  a  trust  fund  for  his  own  profit:  60  Ga.,  228. 

§2333.  (2307)  (2310.)    Following  funds.     The  beneficiary  of  a  trust 

§3152.         estate  may  follow  the  funds  wherever  they  can  be  traced,  and  at^his  op- 
tion may  affirm  or  reject  an  unauthorized  investment  by  the  trustee. 

Stated:  38  Ga.,  91,  452.  Where  guardian  would  be  responsible  for  effects  of  ward 
passing  through  his  hands:  61  Ga.,  138.  Parol  evidence  admissible  to  trace  property 
held  as  trust  funds:  62  Ga.,  405.  Where  deed  should  be  set  aside  made  in  breach  of 
trust:  57  Ga.,  207.  Trust  funds  cannot  be  diverted  from  their  legitimate  channel:  55 
Ga.,  505.  Cestui  que  trust  may  follow  the  corpus  of  wrongfully  diverted  trust  funds  :  51 

Ga.,  181.  Ward's  title  to  her  property  illegally  held  by  guardian,  superior  to  judgment 
against :  54  Ga.,  690.     Must  identify  trust  funds  to  follow  them  :  53  Ga.,  425. 

Ga.  Dec,  part  L,  109 ;  60.,  30  ;  18  Wall.,  332  ;  3  How., 333  ;  11 0.,320.  Trust  fund  may  be 
followed  out  of  deposit  in  bank  into  hands  of  receiver:  3  C.  L.  J.,  53,  75.  May  be  fol- 

lowed into  other  States  :  Borer  Inter-State  Law,  297,  299-300. 

§2334.  (2308.)  (2311.)  Disposition  of  income.  Trustees  are  author- 
ized, out  of  the  income  of  the  estate,  to  pay  all  debts  incurred  for  its 

protection  and  preservation,  and  to  appropriate  a  sufficiency  of  the 
balance  for  the  support  and  maintenance  of  the  beneficiaries  of  the 
trust.  They  cannot  encroach  upon  the  corpus  of  the  estate,  except  by 
order  of  the  Chancery  Court. 

Future  income  applied  to  past  indebtedness:  9  Ga.,  223.  Compensation  allowed 
trustee  out  of  corpus  of  trust  estate  where  no  income:  17  Ga.,  223.  Where  Chancellor 
may  order  sale  of  trust  property:  19  Ga.,  285-289.  Liability  for  necessaries  for  its  pro- 

tection :  41  Ga.,  598.  Where  the  trust  estate  could  not  be  made  liable  at  law  :  42  Ga., 
57-60.  Payment  of  debts  of  trust  estate  :  43  Ga.,  327.  Where  under  proper  allegations 
the  surplus  might  be  applied  to  debts:  59  Ga.,  621.  Equity  would  appropriate  the  in- 

creased rents  to  payment  of  purchase  money  :  60  Ga.,  152. 

§2335.  (2309.)  (2312).  Lien.  Trustees  are  not  authorized  to  create 
any  lien  upon  the  trust  estate,  except  such  as  are  given  by  law. 
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Trustee  cannot  create  lien  ur  on  trust  estate,  or  the  crops  thereof  for  supplies  :  56 
Ga.,  309-310.  Mortgage  by  trustee  illegal :  55  Ga.,  203.  Express  power  given  to  mort- 

gage in  deed  of  trust:  61  Ga.,  621.  Where  trustee  and  wife  could  mortgage  the  estate  : 
61  Ga.,  247. 

§2336.  (2310)  (2313)  Debts  of  cestui  que  trust.  A  beneficiary  having  §1783. 
possession  of  the  trust  estate,  or  when  the  trustee  fails  or  refuses  to  pro- 

vide for  its  protection  and  preservation,  or  for  the  support  and  main- 
tenance of  the  beneficiary,  may,  though  a  feme  covert,  contract  debts 

for  these  purposes.  The  trust  estate  of  such  beneficiary  shall  be  liable 
for  the  payment  of  such  debts. 

Trust  property  liable  for,  when  :  27  Ga.,  589.  Where  could  only  be  subjected  to  debts 
by  equitable  proceedings  :  59  Ga.,  718.  Where  rents  and  profits  might  be  made  liable 
for  supplies  furnished :  59  Ga.,  621-624.  Income  to  be  applied  through  receiver  by 
Court  of  equity  to  pay  debts  of  trust  estate:  60  Ga.,  566-571. 

§2337.  (2311.)  (2314.)  Sale  by  beneficiary.  A  beneficiary  of  a  trust  es- §1785. 
tate,  of  full  age  and  of  sound  mind,  may  voluntarily  sell  and  convey 
any  portion  of  her  interest  in  such  estate  to  any  person,  except  her  hus- 

band or  her  trustee,  and  upon  application  to  the  Court,  such  sale  may 
be  confirmed,  in  the  discretion  of  the  Court,  and  the  proceeds  reinves- 

ted under  order  of  the  Court. 

When  may  sell  to  trustee  :  11  Ga.,  67.  Where  cestui  que  trust  might  sell  and  mort- 
gage: 2  Ga.,  383;  52/205.  Where  the  sale  by  trustee  being  fraudulent  conveys  no  title 

even  with  consent  of  beneficiary:  57  Ga.,  207-9.  Section  cited  :  61  Ga.,  170,6o7.  Where 
could  mortgage  her  separate  estate :  61  Ga.,  247. 

16  Am.  D.,  616  ;  19/43.  Sale  to  trustee  may  be  ratified  :  16  Am.  D.,  616.  Eight  of 
trustee  to  deal  with  trust  estate  :  18  Am.  E..,  136. 

§2338.  (2312.)  (2315.)  Lien  on  estates  for  trust  funds.     The  estate  of  a  Acts  of  1853 

trustee,  dying  chargeable  with  trust  funds  in  hand,  shall  be  appropri-  -4,  p.  70. 
ated,  first  to  the  payment  of  such  indebtedness,  after  the  funeral  ex-  §§2533,  2534. 
penses,  in  preference  to  all  other  liens  and  claims  whatever. 

Debt  of  guardian  to  ward  has  priority  :  1  Ga.,  266.  Order  in  which  debts  to  be  paid: 

5  Ga.,  281.  Preference  that  was  given  to  orphan's  estate  under  Act  of  1799:  10  Ga.,  65-6; 
30/534.  Section  referred  to  and  construed :  38  Ga.,  75.  Where  claim  against  one  as 
trustee  did  not  have  priority  over  claim  for  purchase  money  :  41  Ga.,  322-326.  Where 
note  was  not  a  trust  debt  to  give  it  priority  over  debts  in  distribution:  41  Ga.,  315-17. 
Charges  upon  estate  surviving  death  of  husband:  47  Ga.,  654;  35/184.  Debt  due  by 
attorney  professionally  not  governed  by  this  section  :  59  Ga.,  782.  Claim  of  cestui  que 
trust  for  fund  misapplied  by  trustee  has  priority  over  judgment:  51  Ga.,  181. 

§2339.  (2313.)  (2316.)  Acceptance  of  trust.  The  acceptance  of  a  trust 
is  necessary  to  constitute  a  person  trustee ;  it  may  be  done  by  acts  as 
well  as  words.  After  acceptance,  no  disclaimer  will  remove  the  char- 

acter of  trustee. 

Where  there  is  no  acceptance  of  the  trust:  27  Ga.,  309.  Trustee  having  accepted 
cannot  set  up  title  adverse  to  the  trust:  45  Ga.,  111.  Where  subsequent  disclaimer 
does  not  release  trustee  :  30  Ga.,  770.  Acceptance  of  trust  need  not  be  in  writing  but 
may  be  by  acts  as  well  as  words :  53  Ga.,  277.  Where  trustee  estopped  by  acceptance : 
54  Ga.,  485. 

§2340.  (2314.)  (2317.)  Extent  oj  trustee's  estate.  Generally,  a  trustee 
takes  an  estate  as  large  and  extended  as  the  necessities  of  the  trust  re- 

quire and  no  more. 
Relation  of  trustee  to  the  title  to  land  :  52  Ga,,  368.  Where  the  trust  adhered  to  the 

property  through  the  second  coverture:  55  Ga.,  520.  Where  there  was  power  to  mort- 
gage by  the  trustee  :  61  Ga.,  625.     Section  cited :  42  Ga.,  114. 

3  Jarman  Wills,  50  ;  Hawkins  on  Wills,  140-158;  1  Perry  Tr,,  g§298-320. 

§2341.  (2315.)  (2318.)  Relief  of  sureties.     Sureties  on  bonds  of  trus-Actsofl859; 
tees  may  be  relieved  from  liability  by  the  Judge  of  the  Superior  Court,  p-  53. 
either  at  a  regular  term,  or  at  chambers,  upon  the  same  terms  and  con- 

ditions as  prescribed  for  the  relief  of  sureties  on  the  bonds  of  guar- 
dians by  the  Ordinary. 
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§2342.  (2316.)  (2319.)  Compensation.     Trustees,  for  their  services,  shall 
be  entitled  to  the  same  compensation  as  guardians  for  similar  services. 

Compensation  to  trustee  under  Act  of  1764:  18  Ga.,  165;  17/223;     Commissions  for 
paying  and  receiving  dividends  on  stocks:  14  Ga.,  416. 

2  Perrv  Tr.,  §§904-919  ;    Robinson  vs.  Pett,  2  White  &  T.  L.  C,  part  I.,  (s.  p.)  182;  17 
Am.  D.,  266-274,  n ;  24  Am.  R.,  183. 

§2343.  Conveyance  to  churches,  etc.,  confirmed.     [All  deeds  of  convey- 
(a)  Act  of  ance  heretofore  made,  and  which  may  hereafter  be  made,  to  any  person 
1805,  c.  p  or  persons,  for  any  lots  of  land  within  this  State,  to  any  church  or  re- 

ligious society,  or  to  trustees  for  the  use  of  such  church  or  religious 
society,  for  the  purpose  of  erecting  churches  or  meeting-houses,  are,  and 
shall  be  deemed  and  taken  to  be,  good  and  valid,  and  available  in  law 
for  the  intents,  uses  and  purposes  contained  in  said  deeds  of  convey- 

ance ;  and  all  lots  of  land  so,  conveyed  shall  be  fully  and  absolutely 
vested  in  such  church  or  religious  society,  or  in  their  respective  trustees, 
for  the  uses  and  purposes  in  said  deed  expressed  ;  to  be  holden  to  them, 
or  their  trustees,  for  their  use  by  succession,  according  to  the  mode  of 
church  government,  or  rules  of  discipline  exercised  by  such  churches 
or  religious  societies  respectively.]  (a.) 

§2344.   Trustees,  to  whom  subject.     [All  trustees  to  whom  conveyances 

(b)  Act  of   are  or  sna^  De  made,  for  the  purposes  expressed  in  the  preceding  sec- 
1805,  c.  p.    tion,  shall  be  subject  to  the  authority  of  the  church  or  religious  society, 

for  which  they  hold  the  same  in  trust,  and  may  be  expelled  from  said 
gl677  trust  by  such  church  or  society,  according  to  the  form  of  government 

or  rules  of  discipline  by  which  they  may  be  governed.]  (b.) 
§2345.   Vacancies,  how  filled,     [Every  church  or  religious  society  shall 

be  and  are  hereby  authorized  and  empowered  to  fill  up  all  vacancies  which 
1805,  S.  pp.  may  happen  in  the  said  trusts  by  death,  removal,  expulsion,  or  other- 

•  896, 900.      wise ;  and  when  any  vacancy  shall  be  filled  up  the  same  shall  be  cer- 
tified under  the  hand  or  hands  of  the  person  or  persons  presiding  in 

the  said  society,  and  according  to  the  form  of  government  or  discipline 
practiced  by  said  church  or  society,  which  certificate  shall  express  the 
name  of  the  person  appointed  to  fill  the  vacancy,  and  the  name  of  the 
person  in  whose  place  he  shall  be  appointed ;  and  the  said  certificate 
being  recorded  in  the  office  of  the  Clerk  of  the  Superior  Court  of  the 
county  in  which  the  land  lies,  the  person  so  appointed  to  fill  such  va- 

cancy shall  be  as  fully  vesteoLwith^such  trust  as  if  a  party  to  and  named 

in  the  original  deed.]  (c.)<^t^*^**^». /&<¥-  -STS"/, 
§2346.   The  three  preceding  sections  construed:    [The  three  preceding  sec- 

(d)  Acts  of  tions  shall  be  so  construed  as  to  apply  to  all  societies,  whether  social, 
1855-6,  p.     charitable,  secret,  masonic,  or  by  whatever  name  they  may  be  called, 

and  all  criminal  laws   in  force  on  the  5th  of  March,  1856,  for  the  pro- 

?i676  (b)     Section  °f  religious  societies,  shall  be  so  construed  as  to  apply  to  all  so- 
cieties,  by  whatever  name  they  may  be  called.]  (d.] 

C^?<*  y  i-  N^fPV^c     §2347.  Societies  incorporated.     [Said  societies,  in  their  distinct  and 

ft     _  -J^tb  Acts  of  proper  names,  by  their  trustees  or  officers,  shall  be  entitled  and  author- 

^^*  1855-6,  p.     ized  to  receive,  by  purchase,  gift  or  bequest,  all  property,  both  personal 
*      .  i^ £/j    anc^  rea^'  anc^  they  shall  be  capable  in  law  of   suing  and  being  sued, 

\y\Jfo*         '  pleading  and  being  impleaded,  contracting  and  being  contracted  with ; 
/f'  4rf*%m\  (a)     and  they  are  hereby  made  bodies  politic  and  corporate  for  the  purposes named,  when  any  of  the  said  societies  shall  have  entered  their  names 

as  trustees  or  officers  of  any  such  societies,  for  the  purposes  herein  spe- 
cified, and  they  shall  be  capable  in  law  of  defending  and  being  defended, 

and  entitled  to  all  the  benefits  of  the  three  preceding  sections  before 
mentioned :  Provided,  that  the  said  societies  shall  have  recorded  the 

.    ,        name,  style  and  objects  of  their  association,  as  prescribed  by  laws  in 
force  on  the  said  5th  of  March,  1856.]  (e.) 
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A  religious  society  not  incorporated  legally  must  be  sued  as  joint  proruissors  or  part- 
ners: 52  Ga.,  351-2. 

General  Note  on  Chapter  viii. — Acceptance  of  trust  need  not  be  in  writing  ; 
53  Ga.,  277;  ll/63.Account  and  settlement,  bill  for,  by  cestui  que  trust:  05  Ga.,  746. 
Trustee  without  liability  to  account:  52  Ga.,  225.  Administrator  cannot  enforce 
trust  by  intestate:  24  Ga.,  506.  Appeal,  error  to  dismiss,  by  trustee  on  defective 
pauper  affidavit :  59  Ga.,  369.  Attachment,  does  not  lie  against  trustee  as  such  :  32 
Ga.,  356.  Attorney,  not  trustee,  as  to  money  collected  for  client :  59  Ga.,  782.  Bastard, 
maintenance  of,  good  consideration  for  settlement,  in  trust  for  mother:  15  Ga.,  175. 
Bonds,  trustee  of  railroad  bonds  might  sell  under  the  deed,  on  breach  thereof  without 
foreclosure,  title  valid:  52  Ga.,  557.  Suit  against  two  survivors  of  three  makers  of 
joint  trustee  bond:  59  Ga.,  755.  Bequest  to  one  with  words  showing  trust  intended, 
legatee  becomes  trustee  for  next  of  kin:  29  Ga.,  553.  Cestui  que  trust,  trover  by, 
to  obtain  possession  of  property:  7  Ga.,  530.  When  entitled  to  possession  under  deed  ; 
20  Ga.,  645;  28/469.  Right  of,  as  against  judgment  creditor  of  trustee:  51  Ga.,  181. 
Takes  equally  with  children,  when  :  52  Ga.,  425.  Where  took  equally  with  children 
to  be  born  to  her:  52  Ga.,  425.  Chattels,  trust  in,  manifested  in  writing,  parol  testi- 

mony incompetent  to  vary  :  11  Ga.,  195.  Claim,  trustee  being  dead,  cestui  que  trust 
proper  party  to  make:  55  Ga.,  69.  Compensation,  trustee  entitled  to:  13  Ga.,  165; 
14/416;  17/223.  Confederate  money,  investment  of  trust  fund  in  bonds  in  1864:  58 
Ga.,  508;  48/471  ;  54/286.  Trustee  protected  in  receiving,  on  notes:  38  Ga.,  304;  39/96. 
Creditors,  trust  created  for  benefit  of,  any  one  may  sue  for  himself  and  others :  11 
Ga.,  570.  Bights  of,  of  trust  estate  :  63  Ga.,  250.  Debts,  trustee  charged  with  payment 
of:  6  Ga.,  404;  13/165.  And  also  of  sale  of  property  :  24  Ga.,  590.  Promise  of  trustee 
to  pay  personal,  out  of  trust  estate,  not  binding:  58  Ga.,  500.  Diligence,  ordinary, 
required  of  trustee  :  38  Ga.,  304.  Donor,  right  of,  to  revoke  trust  on  death  of  trustee  : 
40  Ga.,  219.  Parol  gift  cannot  afterwards  be  changed  so  as  to  vest  property  in  son  as 
trustee  for  his  wire  and  children  :  31  Ga.,  317.  Estate  tail  in  Georgia  becomes  fee 
simple  estate  :  3  Ga.,  557-569.  Estoppel,  trustee  estopped  from  setting  up  title  in  him- 

self: 54  Ga.,  485.  Evidence,  trust  maybe  proved  by  circumstantial:  26  Ga.,  625. 
Parol,  should  be  clear  and  satisfactory  to  engraft  trust  on  absolute  deed:  54  Ga.,  212. 
As  to  excluding  cestui  que  trusts  testimony,  otiier  party  to  trade  being  dead:  60  Ga.,  582. 
Executed,  when  trust  becomes :  55  Ga.,  25;  32/264;  7/517.  Trust  being,  possession 
follows  the  use  :  32  Ga.,  264.  And  trustee  has  nothing  to  do :  26  Ga.,  142.  Executions 
against  trust  estate  must  specify  what:  56  Ga.,  138;  48/365;  30/648.  Against  trustee 
and  surety,  may  proceed  against  either,  defective  and  amendable  before  levy:  57  Ga., 
68-69.  Executory  trust,  property  held  in,  not  subject  to  levy  and  sale  at  law  :  59  Ga., 
621.  Executors,  when  clothed  with  personal  trust ;  20  Ga.,  783.  A  trustee  for  children  of 
testator:  33  Ga.,  520.  Expenditure,  when  Court  of  Chancery  will  permit,  exceeding 
income:  17  Ga.,  223.  Express  trust,  as  to  rule  express  trusts  must  be  in  writing:  49 
Ga.,  120.  Lapse  of  time  is  no  bar  to  cases  of,  when  proceedings  are  begun  in  reasonable 

time  :  3  Ga.,  383.  Pi.  fa.,  levy  of,  when  cestui  que  trust  is  plaintiff'  and  trustee  defend- 
ant :  57  Ga.,  69.  Gift  in  trust,  when  irrevocable  :  10  Ga.,  534-5.  To  father  in  trust  for 

his  children  :  23  Ga.,  484.  Parol  not  a  trust:  31  Ga.,  317.  Guardian,  fees  or  commis- 
sions of:  29  Ga.,  82.  Husband,  right  of,  in  regard  to  trust  estates  ot  wife:  9  Ga.,  223- 

4;  42/95.  As  de  facto  trustee  for  wife:  16  Ga.,  103.  Suit  against,  as  liable  for  wife,  not 
amendable  by  substituting  name  of  wife  :  27  Ga.,  309.  Appointment  of,  as  trustee  by 
wife  :  30  Ga.,  446.  Created  trustee  for  wife  by  terms  of  bond :  35  Ga.,  184.  Made  trus- 

tee when  none  was  named  in  will:  26  Ga.,  6y6-700.  What  were  marital  rights  of:  42 
Ga.,  95-115.  As  trustee  for  wife  and  children  when  trust  is  executed  :  56  Ga.,  598.  Im- 

plied trusts  not  within  the  statute  of  frauds:  46  Ga.,  283.  Income,  surplus,  of  life 
estate  held  in  trust,  enures  to  benefit  of  life  tenant:  55  Ga.,  505.  Must  pay  out  for 
goods  and  services  rendered  trust  estate :  9  Ga.,  223;  28/525.  Intention  of  donor  nec- 

essary to  show  creation  of  trust:  10  Ga.,  535.  Joint  estate  in  trust  to  husband  and 
wife:  24  Ga.,  52.  Joint  tenants,  when  mother  and  children  take  as  :  29  Ga  ,  403  ; 
43/327.  Judge,  as  to  power  of,  over  trust  estates  "at  chambers:"  49  Ga.,  408; 
10/429.  Judgment,  when  lien  of,  against  trustee  attaches  to  property  bought 
in  his  own  name:  27  Ga.,  589.  Against  trust  estates:  28  Ga.,  525.  Not  conclusive, 
when  :  44  Ga.,  468.  Land,  partition  of,  when  held  by  two  trustees  :  56  Ga.,  652.  Trustee 
as  to,  under  will  in  Tennessee,  governed  by  law  here  where  land  is  :  52  Ga.,  362.  Legal 
estate  vests  in  purchaser  when  purchase  money  all  paid,  and  bond  for  title  given  and 
seller  becomes  naked  trustee:  3  Ga.,  5.  Lien,  trustee  has  no  right  to  create  on  trust 
property  for  supplies :  56  Ga.,  309.  Life  estate  of  wife  with  husband  as  trustee,  mort- 

gaged :  52  Ga.,  205.  When  sale  of  trust  property  carried  only  life  estate:  C.  C,  of  Augusta 
vs.  Badclifly  February  term,  1881,  p.  19.  Male,  who  is  sui  juris  trust  estate  in  favor  oi,  can 
not  be  created:  54  Ga.,  231.  Marriage  settlement,  claim  by  trustee  under:  33  Ga., 
149,  Suplt.  Married  -woman,  assignment  by  of  separate  estate  :.  32  Ga.,  606.  Trust  in 
favor  of  to  husband,  for  her  sole  use  determines  at  his  death  :  53  Ga.,  250.  When  en- 

titled to  possession  under  a  naked  trustee  :  20  Ga.,  645.  Mortgage  of  trust  property, 
power  of  trustee:  61  Ga.,  620,  171.  By  husband  as  trustee,  of  wife's  property  to  secure 
his  own  debt :  55  Ga.,  203.  By  trustee  to  cesttci  que  trust,  cannot  be  disciiarged  by  pay- 

ment to  himself :  61  Ga.,  171.  Service  of  rule  of  foreclosure  on  husband  sufficient  when 
he  signs  as  trustee  lor  wife:  20  Ga.,  72.  Misappropriation,  where  trustee  could  not 
follow  property  misappropriated:  52  Ga.,  102.  Parol  trusts  in  personal  property  may 
be  created  and  proven  by  :  2  Ga.,  297  ;  10/535.  Though  trust  in  land  need  not  be  crea- 

ted in  writing,  parol  testimony  inadmissible,  etc. :  5  Ga.,  341 ;  6/589-590.      Parties, 
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rights  of  all,  complaining  of  a  breach  of  trust,  etc.,  may  be  settled  in  one  suit:  24  Ga,, 
590.  Cestui  que  trust  not  a  necessary  party  to  bill  filed  by  executor  for  purpose  of  exe- 

cuting trust :  5  Ga.,  301.  Or  set  aside  deed  of  trust  when  :  61  Ga.,  599.  When  cestui 
que  trust  shall  be  a  party  :  17  Ga.,  223.  Where  creditor  may  proceed  against  fraudulent 
trustee  without  joining  the  cestui  que  trust,  and  when  cestui  que  trust  concluded  :  61  Ga., 
599.  Who  proper,  in  suit  to  subject  trust  property  to  payment  of  debt:  47  Ga.,  485. 
Pleading-s  in  equity  to  bill  to  engraft  parol  trust  on  deed  :  13  Ga.,  193.  On  bill  of  sale 
without  charge  of  fraud,  etc.  :  15  Ga.,  175.  Practice  as  to  answer  of  trustee  :  10  Ga., 
459.  Declaration,  judgment  and  execution  in  suit  against  trust  estate:  56  Ga.,  138. 
Prescription  operates  against  trustee  and  cestui  que  trust  when  title  is  in  trustee:  61 
Ga.,  54.  Priority  of  payment  of  debts  of  deceased  trustee,  rule  as  to,  does  not  apply 
to  one  appointed  in  another  State  :  38  Ga.,  75.  Prochein  ami,  proper  person  to  bring 
suit  for  married  woman  against  trustee:  15  Ga.,  124.  Purchaser  of  trust  property, 
with  notice  not  protected:  61  Ga.,  629.  With  notice  heldas  trustee:  60  Ga.,  29.  Trustee 
may  purchase  trust  property  from  cestui  que  trust  who  is  sui  juris :  11  Ga.,  67.  Resulting" 
trust,  where  brother  bought  for  sister  and  took  deed  in  his  own  name:  64/508.  In 
land  in  favor  of  grantor:  31  Ga.,  295.  Sale  of  trust  property,  by  trustee  and  bill  for 
its  recovery:  54  Ga.,  451.  To  pay  debt  of  husband  of  cestui  que  trust:  60  Ga.,  29.  Trus- 

tees to  sell  and  pay  debts :  24  G a.,  590.  Separate  estate  may  exist  without  interven- 
tion of  trustee:  12  Ga.,  195;  31/728;  34/298.  Wife's  separate  estate,  money  invested 

legally  with  her  consent  she  cannot  then  complain  :  40  Ga.,  259-262.  Also  income  from 
separate  estate:  53  Ga.,  318.  Statute  of  limitations  when  begins  to  run,  contingent 
upon  questions  of  legal  title  :  51  Ga.,  139.  When  as  to  personal  property  :  10  Ga.,  358. 
When  against  cestui  que  trust:  56  Ga.,  158.  Where  trustee  denies  the  trust:  11  Ga., 
259;  18/120.  When  not  in  favor  of  trustee:  24  Ga.,  218.  Does  not  reach  technical, 
containing  trusts  in  Courts  of  equity  :  7  Ga.,  154.  When,  in  case  of  executory  and 
continuing  trust:  11  Ga..  195.  When  not  against  an  express  or  direct  trust:  11  Ga., 
259.  Where  it  runs  against  trustee  and  cestui  que  trust :  33  Ga.,  435;  55/25.  Trover, 
by  trustee  for  recovery  of  trust  property:  6  Ga.,  530;  27/576.  By  cestui  que  triist :  30 
Ga.,  366.  Trustee,  appointment  of,  in  equity  :15  Ga.,  319.  Cannot  setup  title  adverse 
to  trust  after  acceptance  :  45  Ga.,  111.  Could  not  dismiss  suit  without  consent  of  cestui 
que  trust:  18  Ga.,  374.  When  equity  will  enforce  settlement  by:  34  Ga.,  438.  Can 
purchase  property  of  cestui  que  trust  who  is  sui  juris:  11  Ga.,  67.  Or,  of  himself  as  trus- 

tee, and  it  is  not  void:  17  Ga.,  100.  When  mayor  and  council  of  a  city  not  trustees: 
19  Ga.,  471-488.  Receiver  appointed  on  death  of:  56  Ga.,  183.  Liable  for  negligence: 
32  Ga.,  31.  Note  given  "as  trustee"  does  not  render  liable  personally:  25  Ga.,  240; 
54/350.  Proof  necessary  to  charge  trust  estate  in  suit  on  :  56  Ga.,  640.  Individual  note 
of  does  not  bind  trust  estate  :  57  Ga.,  261.  Power  of  to  sell  property  and  reinvest  does 
not  include  power  to  settle  lawsuits:  52  Ga.,  452.  Office  of,  ends  when  :  29  Ga.,  674. 
Bill  by  administrator  of  cestui  que  tritst  to  set  aside  purchase  of  land  by  :  40  Ga.,  259. 
As  to  liability  of  trustees  of  Georgia  Military  Institute:  31  Ga.,  273.  Powers  and  du- 

ties of,  of  Summerville  Academy :  35  Ga.,  47.  Charity  ordered  to  be  transferred  to,  in 
England  :  32  Ga.,  640.  Trust  estate,  as  to  liability  of  for  necessaries  to  beneficiaries : 
42  Ga.,  57. 

General  Note  on  Trusts  and  Trustees. — Admissions  of  trustees :  2  Whart.  Ev., 
§1207.  Bondholders  of  railways  and  other  corporations,  trustees  for:  2  Perry  Tr., 
#2749-763;  10  0.,  605.  Co-trustees,  liability  for  acts  of:  1  Perry  Tr.,  §471;  Townley 
vs.  Sherburne,  2  White  &  Tudor  L.  C,  (s.  p.)  623 ;  note  to  §2449;  6  C.  L.  J.,  435.  Nego- 

tiable instruments,  what  signature  imposes  personal  liability:  1  Dan.  Neg.  Inst., 
207;  see  general  notes  on  Principal  and  Agent.  Pledge  by  trustee:  1  Am.  R,  115; 
see  note  to  §2138.  Powers  of  trustees:  2  Perry  Tr.,  §§473,  519.  Powers  of  sale  in 
mortgages  and  deeds :  2  Perry  Tr.,  §§602  (a.),  602,  (gg);  10  0.,  149;  Rorer  Judic.  Sale,  §177; 
general  note  on  Mortgages,  page  408  of  this  Code.  Shares  of  corporate  stock  in  name 
of  trustees,  trustees  liable:  Thompson  L.  S.,  §179. — Subject  treated  :  2  Wash.  Real 
Pr.,  423-491 ;  3  Redf.  Wills,  463-576  ;  2  Cooley's  Bl.,  327  et  seq.,  336-7 ;  2  St.  Eq.,  960;  2 
Wash.  Real  Pr.,  423 ;  2  Spence  Eq.,  875  et  seq. ;  and  works  of  Lewin  (L.  L.),  Hill,  San- 

ders, Tiffany  &  Bullard,  Zinn's  Leading  Cases  ;  2  Spencer  Eq.,  917-954. 
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TITLE  VI. 

OF  TITLE  AND  THE  MODE  OF  CONVEYANCE, 

Chapter  1. — Of  Grants. 
Chapter  2.-0/  Title  by   Will. 
Chapter  3. — Of  Title  by  Descent,  Administration,  etc. 
Chapter  4. —  Of  Title  by  Judicial  Sale. 
Chapter  5. — Of  Title  by  Contract. 
Chapter  6.— Of  Title  by  Escheat  and  Forfeiture.    • 
Chapter  7. — Of  Title  by  Prescription. 
Chapter  8. — Of  Conveyances. 

CHAPTER  I; 

OF   TITLE    BY    GRANT. 

Article  1. — Generally. 
Article  2. — Of  Head  Rights, 

Article  3. — Of  Land  Lotteries. 
Article  4. —  Of  Processioning. 

ARTICLE  L 

GRANTS   GENERALLY. 

SECTION. 
2348.  What  is  title. 
2349.  And  perfect  title. 
2350.  Origin  in  grant. 
2351.  Pprm  of  grants. 
2352.  Errors  in  grants  may  be  corrected. 
2353.  Proceedings  for  this  purpose. 
2354.  Effect  of  objections. 
2355.  Issue,  how  formed  and  tried. 

Section. 
2356.  Question  of  law,  how  decided. 
2357.  Filing  of  papers. 
2358.  If  original  grant  is  lost. 
2359.  Effect  of  corrected  grant. 
2360.  How  grants  may  be  set  aside. 
2361.  How  impeached. 
2362.  Nothing  taken  by  implication. 
2363.  Presumption  of  a  grant. 

§2348.  (2317.)  (2320.)  What  is  title.  Title  is  the  means  whereby  a 

person's  right  to  property  is  established. 
Title  bx  capture  in  war :  49  GaM  395 ;  44/297.  Color  of  title  defined  :  9  Ga.,  440.  Pos- 

session aided  by  color  of  title  :  19  Ga.,  8. 

3  Wash.  Real  Pr.,  1.  Abstract  of :  1  Cooley  Bl.,  xvii.,  note  (u.) ;  Moore  (L.  L.);  Cur- 
wen  ;  Blackwell  Tax  T.,  635. 

§2349.  (2318.)  (2321.)  And  perfect  title.     One  person   may  have  the 
right  of  possession  and  another  the  right  of  property.     In  a  union  of 
the  two  consists  a  perfect  title. 

Possession  under  bond  for  title  with  all  of  purchase  money  paid :  55  Ga.,  81 ;  24/154  ; 
3/5  ;  35/63.  But  when  all  purchase  money  paid  under  bond  for  title  not  good  against 
subsequent  purchaser:  29  Ga.,  485.  Under  absolute  deed  with  bond  to  reconvey  on 
payment :  57  Ga.;  601.  No  title  to  land  under  parol  contract,  purchase  money  tendered  : 
64  Ga.,  310. 

§2350.  ̂   (2319.)  (2322.)  Origin  in  grant.     The  title  to  all  lands  in  this  82221- 
State  originates  in  grants  from  the  government ;  and,  since  its  inde- 

pendence, from  the  State. 
37 
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§2351.  (2320.)  (2323.)  Form  of  grants.  The  form  of  grants  heretofore 
used  in  this  State  is  hereby  established,  and  a  substantial  compliance 
with  the  same  shall  be  held  sufficient. 

§2352.  (2321.)  (2324).  Errors  in  grants  may  be  corrected.     The  follow- 
Act  of  1827,  ing  errors  in  the  issuing  and  recording  of  grants  may  be  corrected,  viz.: 

%t  of5i828  Any  error  in  the  name  or  residence  of  the  grantee,  or  the  location,  or 
c.  (357.       '  character,  or  boundary  of  the  land,  or  in  any  other  matter  or  thing  con- 
cCp0658837'  nected  with  the  application  for  or  issuing  of  the  grant,  or  in  recording 
:Vts  °24-851  or  transcribing  the  names  of  applicants  for  draws,  or  of  fortunate  draw- 

ers in  the  several  land  lotteries,  or  any  omission  in  any  of  the  offices, 
or  on  the  part  of  any  of  the  agents  of  the  State,  or  any  other  mistake 
in  the  recording  thereof,  or  any  other  error  whereby  the  true  grantee 
is  deprived  of  or  jeoparded  in  his  righta 

When  grant  attackable  in  a  Court  of  law,  and  by  bill  or  scire  fcicias:  7  Ga.,  172« 
Scire  facias  on  a  record  and  to  revoke  a  grant  must  be  for  matter  in  body  of  it:  17  Ga., 
548.  Where  original  grant  should  be  corrected  by  direct  proceedings  and  not  collater- 

ally :  20  Ga.,  795  ;  37/560.  Mistake  in  grant  by  scire  facias  or  by  bill :  20  Ga.,  571.  State 
must  be  made  a  party  to  proceeding  to  set  aside  grant :  25  Ga.,  374. 

13  Am.  D.,  151;  12/276. 

§2353.  (2322)  (2325).  Proceeding  for  this  purpose.     In  all  such  cases 
Act  of  1828,  the  application  must  be  made  in  writing  to  the  Governor,  and  evidence 
Ac? o?i843  produced  to  him  that  notice  in  writing  of  t.hie  nature  and  time  of  the 

c.  p.  658.    '  application  has  been  served  upon  every  person  who  may  be  in  anv 
c.  p.  649.  "'manner  interested  in  the  question;  and  if  no  objection  be  filed,  and 

satisfactory  evidence  of  the  error  or  mistake  be  produced  and  submitted 
in  writing,  the  Governor  may  pass  an  order  requiring  the  error  to  be 
corrected,  and,  if  necessary,  a  new  grant  to  be  issued  upon  the  first 
grant  being  delivered  up  to  be  canceled. 

Where  Governor's  order  was  inoperative  and  void:  10  Ga.,  465.  Grant  issuing  to 
wrong  person  should  be  corrected  by  direct  proceedings:  37  Ga.,  560.  What  is  best  ev- 

idence of  written  notice  under  this  section  :  60  Ga.,  482. 

§2354.  (2323.)  2326).  Effect  of  objections.  If  objections  be  filed,  and 
it  shall  appear  that  such  objections  will  interfere  with  the  vested 
rights  of  other  bona  fide  claimants,  the  Governor  shall  refuse  to  make 
such  correction,  but  leave  the  parties  to  their  judicial  remedies. 

§2355.  (2324.)  (2327.)  Issue,  how  formed  and  tried.  If  the  fact?  is 
doubtful  as  to  the  interference  with  the  vested  rights  of  others,  the 
Governor  may  cause  an  issue  to  be  made,  and  to  certify  the  same  to  the 
Superior  Court  of  the  county  where  the  land  lies,  requiring  the  Court 
to  cause  the  same  to  be  tried  before  a  special  jury,  and  have  their  ver- 

dict certified  to  him. 

Where  rights  of  third  persons  have  intervened  judgment  of  a  Court  to  establish  the 
fact:  15  Ga.,  491. 

§2356.  (2325.)  (2328.)  Question  of  law,  how  decided.  If  the  doubt 
arises  upon  a  question  of  law,  the  Governor  may  certify  the  same  to  the 
Judges  of  the  Supreme  Court,  and  request  their  written  opinion  of  the 
same  to  be  returned  to  him. 

§2357.  (2326.)  (2329.)  Filing  of  papers.  All  the  papers  and  evidence 
upon  every  such  application  shall  be  filed  and  preserved  in  the  Exec- utive office. 

Section  cited  :  60  Ga.,  482.  Superior  Court  can  relieve  against  grant  improvidently 
issued:  8  Ga.,  546.  Court  of  equity  generally  can  best  try  validity  of  a  grant:  10  Ga., 
191,465.  When  mistake  could  not  be  rectified  by  scire  facias  or  bill :  20  Ga.,  571. 
What  necessary  under  Act  of  1825  :  32  Ga.,  524.  Jurisdiction  in  equity  to  attack  grant 
for  fraud:  41  Ga..  377.  When  grant  could  be  attacked  at  law,  and  when  by  bill  or  scire 
facias:  lOGa.,465;  15/491;  17/548;  7/172.  Must  be  set  aside  by  direct  proceeding  ;  20 
Ga.,  795;  37/560.  Irregularity  merely  will  not  vitiate  proceedings  of  a  Court  having 
jurisdiction:  48  Ga.,  648. 
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§2358.  (2327.)  (2330.)  If  original  grant  is  lost.  If  the  applicant  for 
a  corrected  grant  shall  not  be  able  to  produce  the  original  grant  to  be 
canceled,  the  Governor  may  issue  the  corrected  grant,  after  advertising 
for  six  months  at  the  expense  of  the  applicant,  for  any  objection  to  be 
filed. 

§2359.  (2328.)  (2331.]  Effect  of  corrected  grants.  All  corrected 
grants  shall  take  effect  from  the  time  of  the  issue  of  the  original  grant, 
but  shall  not  affect  the  vested  rights  of  bona  fide  purchasers  without 
notice,  and  all  corrected  grants  shall  bear  upon  their  face  a  note  of  the 
correction  made,  and  the  date  of  the  Executive  order  under  which  it 
was  made. 

§2360.  (2329.)  (2332).  How  grants  may  be  set  aside.  Grants  issued  §6i. 
by  the  State  may  be  set  aside  by  the  Superior  Court  of  the  county 
where  the  land  lies,  upon  a  writ  of  scire  facias,  on  the  ground  that  the 
same  were  obtained  by  fraud,  or  willful  misrepresentations  by  the 
grantee,  or  those  in  privity  with  him,  to  the  officers  of  the  State ;  or 
on  the  ground  of  collusion  between  the  grantee  and  the  said  officers; 
or  of  fraud,  accident  or  mistake  by  the  officers  known  to  the  grantee. 

§2361.  (2330.)  (2333.)  How  impeached.     Grants  may  be  impeached Actsofiss?, 
before  the  Courts  where  they  are  void  upon  their  face,  or  are  issued  p- 58- 
without  authority  of  law,  or  against  a  prohibition  in  a  statute,  or  for 
property  to  which  the  State  had  no  title.     But  mere  irregularities  in 
the  proceedings  to  obtain  them  shall  not  be  inquired  into,  nor  can  a 
mistake  in  the  name  of  the  grantee  be  proved  by  parol. 

When  grants  impeached  collaterally,  and  when  must  be  proceeding  by  bill  or  scire 
facias:  7  Ga.,  172;  10/191.  If  mistake  in  grant  it  cannot  be  impeached  collaterally: 
10  Ga.,  465;  21/301;  15/491.  What  is  a  void  grant:  27  Ga.,  211.  Parol  evidence  to 
prove  identity  of  person  named  in  the  grant:  11  Ga.,  282;  32/348;  25/141;  38/648. 
Mistake  in  name,  yet  identity  proved:  23  Ga.,  161;  27/58.  Sufficiency  of  secondary 
evidence  to  be  passed  on  by  j ury :  32  Ga.,  39.  Latent  ambiguity  as  to  name  proved. 
by  outside  evidence  :  24  Ga.,  338.  Can. only  be  impeached  by  makingState  a  party :  25 
Ga.,  374,  but  see  41  Ga.,  408,  377.  Grants  have  their  validity  from  Governor's  signa- 

ture, and  attaching  of  the  great  seal :  60  Ga. ,  543-544. 

§2362.  (2331.)  (2334.)  Nothing  taken  by  implication.      A  grantee  of§§70,>  ,.,34 
lands  or  a  franchise,  takes  nothing  by  implication,  but  is  confined  to  ̂ 7  in. 
the  terms  of  his  charter ;  but  every  presumption  is  in  favor  of  a  grant. 

Where  no  right  to  take  private  property  for  public  use  strictly  construed :  3  Ga,.  31- 
45  ;  1/524.  Grants  of  exclusive  privileges  are  strictly  construed :  9  Ga.,  213, 475.  Where 
railroad  company  should  follow  terms  of  Act  in  extending  their  road:  33  Ga.,  601. 
Grants  by  public  strictly  construed,  and  take  nothing  by  implication:  9  Ga.,  517,  359; 
but  see  6  Ga.,  130.  Every  presumption  in  favor  of  a  grant:  10  Ga.,  191.  When  grant 
not  presumed  against  the  State  after  forty  years  from  possession  only:  20  Ga.,  467. 
As  to  exclusive  grant:  56  Ga.,  73. 

§2363.  (2332.)  (2335.)  Presumption  of  a  grant.  Twenty  years' possession 
of  land  under  a  claim  of  right,  when  the  same  is  subject  to  entry  and 
grant,  shall  authorize  the  Courts  to  presume  a  grant. 

When  not  presumed  against  the  State  :  20  Ga.,  467. 
See  7  Wh.,  59;  6  Pet.,  498  ;  9/711. 

General  Note. — Act  of  1857  modified  by  Georgia  Code  :  32  Ga.,  348.  Attacked 
not  collaterally:  20  Ga.,  795-7;  37/560;  15/491.  When  void  on  its  face  can 
be  attacked  collaterally:  7  Ga.,  172.  Administrator  has  right  to  rights 

accruing  to  deceased  having  drawn  before  death:  22  Ga.,"  107.  Caveat to  application  for  grant  of  lands:  29  Ga.,  754;  14/349.  Certificate  having 
precedence  of  a  grant :  27  Ga.,  211;  29/78.  Correction  of  grant  by  bill:  17  Ga.,  54b. 
Copy  of  grant  not  admissible  until  proper  excuse  shown  for  not  producing  the  origi- 

nal: 26Ga.,638;  23/161;  27/58-61;  24/494;  (see  43d  Rule  of  Court.)  When  admissible 
in  evidence  :  41  Ga.,  40-41.  Color  of  title  :  9  Ga.,  440.  Constitutionality  of  Act  of 
1843:  2  Ga.,  143;  18/170.  Draw  of  grant  passes  legal  title  to  transferee:  23  Ga., 
383;  27/418.  After  grant  drawn,  but  before  it  issues,  equitable  title  in  drawer-  57 
Ga,,  156, 201;  29/17.  Fraud  as  to :  32  Ga.,  524;  8/546;  41/408.  Grant  of  land  may  be 
made  twice :  16  Ga.,  593.  To  orphans,  one  orphan  can  take  :  23  Ga,,  382.  Issuing-  land 
sold  under  execution  before  grant  issued  purchaser  has  no  title :  25  Ga.,  193.  As  to 
deeds  made  before  and  after  issuingj)f  the  grant :  15  Ga,,  521 ;  22/112 ;  29/28.    Mistake 
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in  grant  as  to  avoiding  by  scire  facias  or  by  bill  in  equity :  10  Ga.,  466  ;  15/491  •  20/571. 
Proven  by  parol  at  law  :  32  Ga.,  348;  27/211.  Parol  evidence  to  show  what  person 
meant  in  a  grant :  23  Ga.,  383 ;  16/525  ;  25/141.  Not  varying  the  grant  by  :  16  Ga.,  521. 
Presumptions  in  favor  of  a  grant:  10  Ga.,  191.  Sale  under  execution  cannot  be  of 

one's  land  before  grant  has  issued:  12  Ga.,  340;  25/193.  When,  of  chance  in  lottery 
valid:  19 Ga.,  557.  Seal  not  attached  to  the  grant,  but  it  purporting  to  be  under  seal 
admitted  in  evidence  :  14  Ga.,  252.  Strictly  construed  is  the  taking  of  private  prop- 

erty for  public  use  :  6  Ga.,  130;  3/31.  Exclusive  grant:  9  Ga.,  517  ;  6/130.  Validity 
of  grant  from  the  signature  of  the  Governor  and  attaching  of  the  great  seal:  60  Ga., 
543.     Of  recitals  in  grant :  31  Ga.,  593. 

Geneeal  Note  on  Grants. 

20/580  ;  16/58,  754,  n  ;  20/273, 

—3  Wash.  Eeal  Pr., 
n.     Fraud  in  :  2  Am. 

162,   190;    3  Am.  D.,  757;    4/510; 
D.,  565;  3/603;  4/541;  9/780. 

ARTICLE   II. 

OF    HEAD    EIGHTS. * 

Section. 
2361.  Lands  subject  to  head  rights. 
2365.  Irregularities  do  not  avoid,  etc. 
2366.  Former  Acts  continued. 
2367.  Court  of  Ordinary. 
2368.  Application  for  warrant,  etc. 
2369.  Preference  to  first  filed. 
2370.  Caveat. 

Section. 
2371.  Warrant. 
2372.  His  certificate  if  the  land  is  granted. 
2373.  False  return  by  surveyor. 
2374.  Duty  of  Clerk. 
2375.  Grant,  how  obtained. 
2376.  Interest  not  subject  to  levy,  etc. 
2377.  Grants  must  be  had  in  two  years. 

§2364.  (2333.)  (2336.)  Lands  subject  to  head  rights.  The  lands  hereto- 
fore declared  by  law  to  be  subject  to  entry  under  the  various  Acts 

granting  head  rights,  shall  so  continue  without  any  further  Act  ex- 
tending the  time. 

Where  the  warrant  gave  an  insufficient  description  and  could  not  be  amended :  14 
Ga.,  349:  29/754.     Section  cited,  and  as  to  improvements  :  57  Ga.,  268. 

§2365.  (2334.)  (2337.).  Irregularities  do  not  avoid  past  grants.  All 
grants  heretofore  issued  on  warrants  granted  by  land  Courts,  professing 
to  be  constituted  under  said  Acts,  shall  be  held  valid  and  good  not- 

withstanding one  or  more  Justices  of  the  Inferior  Court  may  have  con- 
stituted the  land  Court,  and  notwithstanding  any  other  irregularity  not 

the  result  of  or  amounting  to  fraud. 
Tenant  entering  bona  fide  in  possession  under  color  of  title  not  affected  by  irregular- 

ities: 4  Ga.,  116.     Where  in  ejectment  suit  these  irregularities  excluded  :  20  Ga.,  795. 

§2366.  (2335.)  (2338.)  Former  Acts  continued.  The  several  Acts  open- 
ing land  Courts  in  different  counties,  and  all  Acts  amendatory  of  the 

same,  shall  remain  in  force  after  the  adoption  of  this  Code  in  the  same 
manner  as  if  the  same  were  of  force  prior  to  such  adoption,  except  so 
far  as  changed  by  this  Article. 

§2367.  (2336.)  (2339.)  Ordinary's  Court  shall  be  the  land  Court.  Tbe 
Act  of  1783,  Ordinary  of  each  county  shall  hereafter  constitute  the  land  Court,  and 

Act  of  i7855  a^  ̂ ne  Powers  °f  the  land  Court  are  hereby  transferred  to  said  Ordinary, 
c.  p.  237.   '  to  be  exercised  only  at  a  regular  term  thereof. 

By  Act  of  1789  land  Court  was  constituted  of  three  or  more  Justices  of  the  Peace ; 
16Ga.,537. 

§2368.  (2337.)  (2340.)  Application  for  warrants,  how  made.     All  appli- 
Acts  of  1853  cations  for  warrants  shall  be  made  in  writing  to  said  Ordinary,  and  shall 

Actsofi857  sPecifyj  as  accurately  as  possible,  the  vacant  land  for  which  a  warrant 

p.  120.       'is  sought;  and  written  notice,  at  least  ten  days  before  the  date  of  ap- plication, shall  be  served  by  the  Sheriff  or  his  deputy  on  the  person  in 
possession,  if  any,  and  on  each  owner  of  land  adjoining  the  land  alleged 
to  be  vacant,  if  such  owner  resides  in  the  county.     If  he  is  a  non-resi- 

dent, that  fact  shall  be  returned  by  the  officer,  and  the  Ordinary  shall 

*See  Cobb's  Digest,  pp.  662,  680;  Acts  of  1851-2,  pp.  248,  249;  Acts  of  1853-4,  pp.  73.  77;  Acts  of 
1855-6,  pp.  255,  257  ;  Acts  of  1857,  p.  120 ;  Acts  of  1858,  p!  94. 
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adopt  such  means  as  he  deems  proper  to  convey  notice  to  him.  The 
record  must  show  the  names  of  the  persons  notified,  and  the  grant  shall 
be  valid  against  no  other  owner  of  adjacent  lands. 

Notice,  what  is  not  certain  and  how  served  :  33  Ga.,  296. 

§2369.  (2338.)  (2341.)  Preference  to  first  filed,  or  person  in  possession.    All  Act  of  1777. 

such  applications  shall  be  filed  by  the  Ordinary  as  received,  and  when5-c^^fl{853 
two  or  more  applications  are  filed  for  the  same  land  the  first  filed  shall  -4,  p.  75. 
have  the  preference,  unless  one  of  the  applicants  be  in  actual  or  con- 

structive possession,  in  which  case  he  shall  have  the  preference. 
§2370.  (2339.)  (2342.)  Caveat.     Any  owner  of  the  adjacent  land  orActofi783, 

lands  covered  by  the  application,  may  file  a  caveat  to  the  issuing  a  ̂0^1836 
warrant,  or  to  the  granting  of  the  land,  at  any  time  before  the  certified  c.  p.  679. 
plat  of  the  same  is  transmitted  to  the  office  of  the  Secretary  of  State, 
and  such  application  and  caveat  shall  be  transmitted  by  said  Ordinary 
to  the  Superior  Court  of  the  county,  to  be  there  tried  as  other  land  cases. 
The  final  judgment  of  the  Superior  Court  shall  be  certified  by  its  clerk 
back  to  the  land  Court. 

Superior  Court's  jurisdiction  in  trial  of,  and  as  to  the  procedure:  14  Ga.,  349.  Sec- 
tion cited,  Superior  Court  alone  has  jurisdiction  to  try:  60  Ga.,  595.  As  to  trial  of  ca- 

veat: 29  Ga.,754. 

§2371.  (2340.)  (2343.)  Warrant.  If  no  caveat  is  filed,  or  if  filed,  is  not 
sustained,  the  said  Ordinary  shall  issue  a  warrant  directed  to  the  county 
surveyor,  requiring  him  to  view  the  land  alleged  to  lie  vacant,  and  if 
upon  due  examination  of  the  adjoining  surveys  he  is  satisfied  that  the 
same  is  vacant,  to  make  an  accurate  survey  and  plat  of  the  same  and 
return  the  plat  to  the  said  Ordinary  with  his  official  certificate  as  to 
its  accuracy,  the  time  of  survey,  and  his  opinion  that  the  same  is  va- 

cant. Notice  of  the  time  of  survey  shall  be  given  to  all  the  owners  of 
adjacent  lands,  resident  within  the  county,  by  the  county  surveyor  at 
least  ten  days  before  the  time  appointed,  and  like  notice  of  any  delay 
or  postponement  of  the  time. 

Requisites  of  warrant:  29  Ga.,  753;  14/349.  Notice  properly  made  out  and  served : 
33  Ga.,  296. 

§2372.  (2341.)  (2344.)  His  certificate  if  the  land  is  granted.  If  the  county 
surveyor  shall  be  satisfied  that  the  land  is  not  vacant,  he  shall  certify 
the  fact  to  the  Ordinary  issuing  the  warrant,  with  the  name  of  the 
grantee  or  grantees,  to  whom,  in  his  opinion,  the  same  has  been  gran- 

ted, and  return  the  warrant  to  the  Ordinary.  The  applicant,  if  he  sees 
proper,  may  take  issue  upon  such  return,  and  such  issue  shall  be  trans- 

mitted to  the  Superior  Court,  in  like  manner  as  a  caveat,  to  be  there 
tried.  The  Superior  Court  shall  give  notice  in  the  most  practicable 
manner  to  the  owner  or  owners  of  the  old  grant  or  grants  of  the  pen- 

dency of  such  issue  before  the  trial  of  the  same.  If  the  issue  is  found 
for  the  applicant  the  survey  shall  proceed. 

§2373.  (2342.)  (2345.)  False  return  by  surveyor.  Any  county  surveyor 
who  shall  knowingly  or  without  due  precaution  certify  as  vacant  land 
covered  by  a  former  grant,  shall  be  liable,  with  his  sureties  on  his  bond, 
to  the  owner  of  such  land  for  double  the  value  of  the  same,  at  any  time 
before  the  trial  of  the  cause. 

§2374.  (2343.)  (2346.)  Duty  of  Ordinary.  It  shall  be  the  duty  of  the 
Ordinary  to  record  accurately  all  such  plats  as  shall  be  ordered  to  be 

sent  to  the  Secretary  of  State's  office  to  be  granted. 
§2375.  (2344.)  (2347.)  Grant,  how  obtained.  When  a  survey  of  vacant 

land  is  returned  by  the  county  surveyor,  and  no  caveat  is  filed,  or  if 
filed  is  not  sustained,  the  Ordinary  shall  pass  an  order  declaring  the  ap- 

plication sustained  and  the  report  of  the  surveyor  confirmed,  and  di- 
rect the  plat  of  the  survey,  together  with  a  certified  copy  of  the  order, 
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to  be  forwarded  to  the  office  of  the  Secretary  of  State,  by  whom  it  shall 
be  recorded,  and  a  grant  to  the  land  to  the  applicant,  or  his  assignee, 
shall  be  made  and  issued  as  in  other  cases. 

§2376.  (2345.)  (2348.)  Interest  not  subject  to  levy,  etc.  Though  subject 
to  be  assigned,  the  interest  of  the  applicant  in  the  land  surveyed  shall 
not  be  subject  to  levy  and  sale  prior  to  the  issuing  of  the  grant. 

§2377.  (2346.)  (2349.)  Grants  must  be  had  in  two  years.  If  a  grant  is 
not  applied  for  in  two  years  from  the  passing  of  the  final  order  by  the 
land  Court,  the  land  shall  be  considered  vacant,  and  subject  to  re-survey 
under  head  rights. 

Section 
2378.  Former  Acts  continued. 
2379.  Reverted  lots. 
2380.  Lists  of  reverted  lots. 

ARTICLE  III. 

OF    LAND    LOTTERIES. 

Section. 
2381.  Certain  lands  to  be  sold. 
2382.  Proceeds,  how  disposed  of. 
2383.  Commissions,  etc.,  of  Ordinaries. 

§2378.  (2347.)    (2350.)  Former  Acts  continued.     The  several  Acts' in' 
see  c.  pp.    reference  to  the  various  land  lotteries,  heretofore  authorized  by  this 
Acts  of  1853  State,  so  far  as  the  same  are  now  in  force,  shall  remain  of  the  same  ei- 
-4,  p.  n.     fec£  and  validity  as  if  this  Code  was  not  adopted,  except  so  far  as  the 

same  may  be  modified  by  the  operation  thereof. 
§2379.  (2348. )  (2351.)  Reverted  lots.  All  lands  reverting  to  the  State 

under  the  operation  of  these  laws,  and  not  yet  disposed  of,  and  all  re- 
serves still  belonging  to  the  State,  shall  remain  the  property  of  the 

State,  until  further  action  by  the  Legislature.  And  ail  such,  together 
with  all  ungranted  lands  now  within  the  bounds  of  the  State  and  not 
subject  to  grant  under  its  laws,  are  hereby  pledged  and  set  apart  to  be 
appropriated  by  the  Legislature  to  the  cause  of  education  in  this  State. 

§2380.  Secretary  of  State  shall  give  Ordinaries  list  of  lands.     [It  shall  be 
(a)  Actsof  the  duty  of  the  Secretary   of  State  to  furnish  each   Ordinary  in  the 

State  with  a  list  of  all  the  ungranted  and  reverted  lots  of  land  lying  in 
their  respective  counties,  and  from  time  to  time,  in  like  manner  to: 
notify  them  of  all  lots  which  may  hereafter  revert  to  the  State  in  their 
said  counties.]  (a.) 

§2381.   Certain  land  to  be  sold.     [All  lots  of  land  in  the  State,  which 
(b)  Acts  of  have  not  been  granted,  or  for  which  grants  have  been  issued,  but  not  yet 
1872,  p,57.  signed  by  the  Governor,  and  all  lots  which  have  reverted  or  may  here- 

after revert  to  the  State,  shall  be  sold  to  the  highest  bidder,  under  such 
rules   and  regulations  as  govern   Sheriffs  sales,  by  the  Ordinary  of 
the  county  in  which  said  lot  or  lots  lie,  whose  duty  it  shall  be  to  attend 

•  personally  to  said  sale.]  (b.) 
*  §2382.  Proceeds,  how  disposed  of.  [It  shall  be  the  duty  of  each  Ordi- 
t  (e)  Actsof  nary  of  the  State  to  remit  the  money  realized  from  the  sale  of  lands  in 
t                 1872>  p-  57-  his  county,  as  aforesaid,  together  with  a  statement  of  the  number  of  lot, 

or  lots  sold,  district  and  section,  and  price  realized  from  each,  to  the 
Treasurer  of  the  State,  w ithin  thirty  days  after  such  sale,  after  deduct- 

ing therefrom  the  legal  expenses  of  advertising,  and  the  sums  of  money 
thus  realized,  shall  be,  and  they  are  hereby,  pledged  and  set  apart,  to  be 
appropriated  by  the  Legislature  to    the   cause  of   education  in   the 
State.]  (c.) 

§2383.  Commission  and  liability  of  Ordinaries.     [The  Ordinaries  shall 
(d)  Actsof  be  entitled  to  receive  the  same  commission  for  their  services  in  the  sale 

1872,  pp.  57.  Q£  sucix  lands,  as  the  Sheriffs  of  the  State  are  now  allowed  by  law  for  the 
sale  of  lands  under  executions,  and  for  the  faithful  performance  of  their 
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duty,  and  the  full,  fair  and  prompt  return  of  the  money  realized  from 
such  sale,  they  shall  be  liable  on  their  official  bonds  as  Ordinaries,  and 
the  measure  of  damages  upon  such  bond,  in  case  of  misconduct  upon 
the  part  of  such  officer  in  the  performance  of  the  duty  herein  imposed, 
shall  be  the  value  of  the  land,  including  the  cost  of  the  suit  upon  his 
bond,  and  cost  of  the  Court,  which  said  suit  upon  said  bond,  shall  be 
brought  in  the  name  of  the  State  by  the  Solicitor-General  of  the  circuit 
in  which  the  defaulting  officer  may  reside,  and  the  recovery  shall  be 
transmitted  by  the  Solicitor-General  to  the  Treasurer  of  the  State, 
there  to  be  deposited  and  applied  as  provided  for  in  the  preceding  sec- 

tion.] (d.) 
General  Note. — Identity  of  persons  named  in  the  grant  proven  by  parol  evidence  : 

11  Ga.,  282.  As  to  fraud  as  affecting  a  grant :  32  Ga..  52-4.  Jurisdiction:  48  Ga.,648. 
Drawer  lias  vendible  interest  before  grant:  27  Ga.,  418  ;  23/383;  19/557. 

ARTICLE  IV. 

PROCESSIONING 

Section.  I     Section. 
0384.  Appointment  of  processioners. 
2385.  What  is  processioning. 
2386.  Surveyor's  duty. 
2387.  Rules  in  disputed  lines. 
2388.  General  reputation,  when  evidence. 

2389.  Adverse  possession. 
2390.  Protest  and  appeal,  etc. 
2391.  Fees. 
2392.  Return. 
2393.  Land  cut  off  by  running  stream. 

§2384.  (2349.)  (2352.)  Appointment  of  processioners.     The  Ordinary  of  Act  of  i?98, 
each  county  shall,  at  the  second  term  of  his  Court,  on  every  second  Act  of  isso, 

year,  appoint  three  suitable  persons  in  every  militia  district  in  the^g  7} 9j853 
county,  who  shall  be  processioners  of  land  for  that  district,  until  their  4,  p.  76. 
successors  are  appointed.     Vacancies  may  be  filled  in  the  same  man- 

ner at  any  time.     If  none  are  appointed  the  Ordinary  shall  appoint  at 
any  regular  term,  on  the  application  of  any  land  owner. 

Processioners  of  land  are  not  empowered  by  law  to  administer  oatbs  :  34  Ga.,  433. 

§2385.  (2350.)  (2353.)  What  is  processioning.  Every  owner  of  land,  &c* °^99- 
any  portion  of  which  lies  in  any  district,  though  the  remainder  lies' in  an  adjoining  district,  or  an  adjoining  county,  who  desires  the  lines 
around  his  entire  tract  to  be  surveyed  and  marked  anew,  shall  apply 
to  the  processioners  of  said  district  to  appoint  a  day  when  a  majority 
of  them,  with  the  county  surveyor,  will  trace  and  mark  the  said  lines. 

Ten  days'  written  notice  of  the  time  of  such  running  and  marking 
shall  be  given  to  all  the  owners  of  adjoining  lands,  if  resident  within 
this  State;  and  the  processioners  shall  not  proceed  to  run  and  mark 
such  lines  until  satisfactory  evidence  of  the  service  of  such  notice  shall 
be  produced  to  them. 

§2386.  (2351.)  (2354.)  Surveyor's  duty.  It  shall  be  the  duty  of  the 
county  surveyor,  with  the  processioners,  taking  all  due  precaution  to 
arrive  at  the  true  lines,  to  trace  out  and  plainly  mark  the  same.  The 
surveyor  shall  make  out  and  certify  a  plat  of  the  same,  and  deliver  a 
copy  thereof  to  the  applicant ;  and  in  all  future  disputes  arising  in  re- 

ference to  the  boundary  lines  of  such  tract,  with  any  owner  of  adjoin- 
ing lands,  having  due  notice  of  such  processioning,  such  plat,  and  the 

lines  so  marked,  shall  he  prima  facie  correct,  and  such  plat,  certified  as 
aforesaid,  shall  be  admissible  in  evidence,  without  further  proof. 

§2387.  (2352.)  (2355.)  Rules  in  disputed  lines.  In  all  cases  of  disputed 
lines  the  following  rules  shall  be  respected  and  followed  :  Natural 
landmarks,  being  less  liable  to  change,  and  not  capable  of  counterfeit, 
shall  be  the  most  conclusive  evidence  ;  ancient  or  genuine  landmarks, 
such  as  corner  station  or  marked  trees,  shall  control  the  course  and  dis- 
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tances  called  for  by  the  survey.  If  the  corners  are  established,  and 
the  lines  not  marked,  a  straight  line,  as  required  by  the  plat,  shall  be 
run,  but  an  established  marked  line,  though  crooked,  shall  not  be  over- 

ruled; courses  and  distances  shall  be  resorted  to  in  the  absence  of 
higher  evidence. 

See  32  Am.  D..  444 :  General  Note  following  $2236,  and  note  following  §581. 

§2388.  (2353.)  (2356.)   General  reputation,  when  evidence.  General  repu- 
§3780.         tation  in  the  neighborhood  shall  be  evidence  as  to  ancient  landmarks 

of  more  than  thirty  years'  standing,  and  acquiescence  for  seven  years, 
by   acts   or  declarations,  of  adjoining  land-owners,  shall    establish  a 
dividing  line. 

§2389.  (2354.)  (2357.)  Adverse  possession.  Where  actual  possession  has 
§2679.  been  had,  under  a  claim  of  right,  for  more  than  seven  years,  such  claim 

shall  be  respected,  and  the  lines  so  marked  as  not  to  interfere  with  such 

possession. 
§2390.  (2355.)  (2358.)  Protest  and,  appeal  to  Superior  Court.  Any  owner 

of  adjoining  lands  who  may  be  dissatisfied  with  the  lines,  as  run  and 
marked  by  the  processioners  and  surveyor,  may  file  his  protest  thereto 
with  the  processioners,  within  thirty  days  after  such  lines  are  run  and 
marked,  specifying  therein  the  lines  objected  to,  and  the  true  line,  as 
claimed  by  him ;  and  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  processioners  to  return 
all  the  papers,  including  the  plat  made  by  the  surveyor,  with  such  pro- 

test, to  the  Clerk  of  the  Superior  Court  of  the  county  or  counties  where 
the  disputed  land  lies,  (copies  being  sent  to  the  adjoining  county,)  and 
it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  clerk  to  enter  the  same  on  the  issue  docket, 
as  other  causes,  to  be  tried  in  the  same  manner,  and  under  the  same 
rules  as  other  cases.  The  verdict  of  the  jury,  and  the  judgment  of  the 
Court,  shall  be  framed  to  meet  the  issue  tried  and  decided. 

§2391.  (2356.)  (2359.)     Fees.     The  applicant  shall  pay  to  each  of  the 
Act  of  1818,  processioners  one  dollar  per  day  for  his  services,  and  to  the  county  sur- 
c.  p.  7i9.     veyor  two  dollars  per  day  for  his  services.     If  a  protest  is  filed,  the  costs 

of  the  Court  shall  bide  the  issue. 

§2392.  (2357.)  (2360.)  Return.  The  processioners  shall  make  a  re- 
Act  of  1799.  turn  of  their  acts,  together  with  the  plat  of  the  surveyor,  to  the  Ordi- 
c  p.  7i8.     naiy  0f  the  county,  to  be  kept  on  file  in  his  office. 

§2393.  (2358.)  (2361.)  Land  cut  off  by  running  stream.  When  any 
Ac1:  of  1818,  water-course  is  one  of  the  boundary  lines  of  a  tract  of  land,  and  its 

c  p.  7i9.  '  course  shall  have  been  changed  by  nature  or  art,  so  that  its  present channel  shall  cut  off  a  part  of  said  land,  the  processioners  and  surveyor 
shall  certify  the  fact,  and  the  plat  of  the  surveyor  shall  plainly  mark 
the  original  and  present  channels,  designating  the  exact  quantity  of 
land  so  cut  off. 
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CHAPTER  II. 

OF    TITLE    BY   WILL. 

Article  1. — Of  the  Nature  of  Wills,  etc. 
Article  2. — Of  Probate  and  its  Effects. 
Article  3. — Of  the  Executor. 
Article  4. — Of  Devises  and  Legacies. 

Article  5. — Of  Revocation. 
Article  6. — Of  Nuncupative  Wills. 

ARTICLE  I. 

OF    THE    NATURE    OF    WILLS,  BY   WHOM   AND    HOW    EXECUTED. 

Section. 
2394.  What  is  a  will. 
2395.  Form. 
2s96.  May  be  both  deed  aud  will. 
2397.  Mutual  wills. 
2398.  When  a  will  takes  effect. 
2399.  Power  of  testator. 
2400.  Will  may  be  good  in  part,  etc. 
2401.  Will  should  be  voluntary. 
2402.  Fraud  vitiates. 
2403.  Mistake  vitiates  pro  tanto. 
2404.  Codicil. 
2405.  Who  may  make  a  will. 
2406.  Infants. 
2407.  Insane  persons. 

Section. 
2408.  Eccentricity,  imbecility,  etc. 
2409.  Amount  of  capacity  necessary. 
2410.  Wills  of  married  women. 
2411.  Conviction  of  crime,  etc. 
2412.  Of  blind  mutes. 
2413.  Interpreter. 
2414.  Formalities  of  execution. 
2415.  Attested  by  illiterate  persons. 
2416.  Time  of  competency  of  witnesses. 
2417.  Effect  of  witness  being  legatee. 
2418.  Knowledge  of  contents. 
2419.  Charitable  devises. 
2420.  Discretion  to  executors. 

§2394.  (2359.)  (2362.)    What  is  a  will.     A  will  is 'the  legal  expression 
of  a  man's  wishes  as  to  the  disposition  of  his  property  after  his  death. 

Definitions  of  wills:  2  Ga.,  36. 

§2395-  (2360.)  (2363.)  Form.  No  particular  form  of  words  is  necessary  w®lt 
to  constitute  a  will ;  and  in  all  cases,  to  determine  the  character  of  an 
instrument,  whether  it  is  testamentary  or  not,  the  test  is  the  intention 
of  the  maker,  from  the  whole  instrument,  read  in  the  light  of  fhe  sur- 

rounding circumstances.  If  such  intention  be  to  convey  a  present  es- 
tate, though  the  possession  be  postponed  until  after  his  death,  the  in- 

trument  is  a  deed ;  if  the  intention  be  to  convey  an  interest,  accruing 
and  having  effect  only  after  his  death,  it  is  a  will. 

Where  an  instrument  purporting  to  be  a  deed  is  a  testamentary  paper  :  20  Ga.,  707  ; 

41/212 ;  62/629  ;  55/369  ;  4/52  ;  51/239  ;  2/32-51 ;  8/450 ;  10/506 ;  17/267  ;  28/98,  330.  When 
the  instrument  is  a  deed  and  not  a  will :  3  Ga.,  461-569 ;  6/516  ;  13/516  ;  17/234;  22/460- 
491,  472;  29/677;  31/720;  32/589-594;  52/531;  55/69;  56/513;  4/75.  Intention  to 
be  sought  for  through  the  whole  will,  and  should  control :  12  Ga.,  47  ;  4/75;  15/123; 
26/227  ;  41/554.  As  to  how  far  parol  evidence  admissible  to  explain  will :  14  Ga.,  370. 
Where  precatory  words  considered  as  imperative  :  12Ga.,192.  Where  it  was  the  in- 

tention that  the  grandchildren  should  take  per  stirpes  and  not  per  capita:  12  Ga.,  363. 

1  Jarman  Wills,  34-47  ;  17  Am.  D.,  699.  Evidence  as  to  how  parties  regarded  it,  re- 
ceived: 5  Am.  D.,  525. 

§2396.  (2361.)  (2364.)  May  be  both  deed  and  will.  An  instrument  may 
have  effect  in  part  as  a  deed  and  in  part  as  a  will,  even  as  to  the  same 
property. 

An  instrument  may  be  partly  a  deed  and  partly  a  will :  4  Ga.,  61 ;  6/516. 

§2397.  (2362.)    (2365.)  Mutual  wills.     Mutual  wills    may    be   made     • 
either  separately  or  jointly,  and  in  such  case  the  revocation  of  one  is  the  ̂2470' destruction  of  the  other. 

Mutual  wills:  28  Ga.,  98. 
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§2398.  (2363.)  (2366.)  When  a  will  takes  effect.  A  will  takes  effect  in- 
stantly upon  the  death  of  the  testator,  however  long  the  probate  may 

be  postponed. 

From  what  period  a  will  speaks :  1  Jarman  Wills,  591-616. 

§2399.  (2364.)  (2367.)  Power  of  testators.  A  testator,  by  his  will,  may 
make  any  disposition  of  his  property  not  inconsistent  with  the  laws  or 
contrary  to  the  policy  of  the  State;  he  may  bequeath  his  entire  estate 
to  strangers,  to  the  exclusion  of  his  wife  and  children,  but  in  such  case 
the  will  should  be  closely  scrutinized,  and,  upon  the  slightest  evidence 

•  of  aberration  of  intellect,  or  collusion,  or  fraud,  or  any  undue  influence 
or  unfair  dealing,  probate  should  be  refused. 

A  will  not  against  the  policy  and  laws  of  the  State  :  4  Ga.,  446  ;  38/655 ;  25/420,  109; 
16/496;  40/18;  19/35:  30/161.  Parol  testimony  admissible  to  show  will  illegal  and 
contrary  to  laws  of  the  State  :  6  Ga.,  540 ;  46/399 ;  26/225  ;  23/23  :  22/28 ;  18/127  ;  24/462  ; 
30/253.  Where  will  contrary  to  law  of  another  State  :  18  Ga.,  130.  Part  legal  and  the 
rest  not :  19  Ga.,  238  ;  30/808.  A  will  made  in  another  State  contrary  to  policy  of  our 
laws  not  enforced  here  :  38  Ga.,75.  Once  a  legal  will  but  terms  of  not  enforceable  now: 
42  Ga.,  175-178  ;  46/399,  but  see  43  Ga.,  143 ;  46/362.  As  to  undue  influence  and  exclu- 

sion :  6  Ga.,  359;  59/472.  A  will  is  lawful  or  not,  according  to  the  act  or  intention  of 
the  testator :  26  Ga.,  690.  Where  the  latter  part  of  this  section  did  not  apply  to  the  heirs 
at  law  being  remote  or  collateral  kindred  :  60  Ga.,  193. 

§2400.  (2365.)  (2368.)  May  be  good  in  part  and  bad  in  part.  If  a  will 
be  legal  in  part  and  illegal  in  part,  that  which  is  legal  may  be  sus- 

tained, unless  the  whole  will  so  constitute  one  testamentary  scheme 

that  the  legal  alone  cannot  give  effect  to  the  testator's  intention;  in such  case  the  whole  will  fails. 

Valid  will  in  part :  18  Ga.,  .130-142  ;  21/552;  19/238;  26/227;  19/65;  30/808;  34/459. 

§2401.  (2366.)  (2369.)   Will  should  be  voluntary.     The  very  nature  of  a 
g24ii.  will  requires  that  it  should  be  freely  and  voluntarily  executed  :  hence, 

anything  which  destroys  this  freedom  of  volition  invalidates  a  will; 

such  as  fraudulent  practices  upon  testator's  fears,  affections  or  sympa- 
thies ;  duress  or  any  undue  influence8,  whereby  the  will  of  another  is- substituted  for  the  wishes  of  the  testator. 

Undue  influence  defined:  6  Ga.,  325,  359;  17/413.  Undue  influence  must  amount 
to  fear  and  force  being  a  will  in  favor  of  a  guardian  :  59  Ga.,  472  ;  21/552,  575.  What 
evidence  to  rebut  undue  influence  :  14  Ga.,  286.  What  to  establish  ;  18  Ga.,  294.  Of 
father  o^er  son  living  together:  20  Ga.,  709.  Presumption  as  to  where  executor  is 
principal  legatee  :  17  Ga.,  364-414.  Duress  and  undue  influence  :  20  Ga.,  24-28.  Testa- 

trix old  and  infirm,  willattacked  on  account  of  fraud,  etc.,  of  son  who  is  principal  leg- 
atee :  28  Ga.,  52.  Evidence  of  undue  influence;  29  Ga.,  565.  If  dominion  exercised 

over  a  person  ordinarily  sufficiently  sane  :  32  Ga.,  325.  Evidence  as  to  undue  influence 
by  executor:  46  Ga.,  514.  When  burden  of  proof  of  undue  influence  on  caveators: 
59  Ga..  472.  Where  insanity,  monomania,  undue  influence,  or  unreasonableness  of- 
disposition  of  will  to  be  considered  by  jury:  52  Ga.,  170. 

1  Jarman  Wills,  132-142.    aOn  a  weak  mind,  less  proof  of,  required,  to  avoid  will :  1 
Jarman  Wills,  67.     Persuasion,  fairly  used,  is  not:  lb.  ;  nor  is  kindness  and  attention  : 

t  lb.,  140.     Will  in  favor  of  attending  physician  :  lb.,  68.     May  be  proved  circumstan- 
tially :  lb.,  136.     Entire  change  from  former  intention,  strong  proof  of :  lb.,  139.  Aris- 

d  ing  f rom  unlawful  relations:  lb.,  141;  16  Am.  D.,  263.;  8  Am.  P.,  238.     Arising  from 
,  confidential  relations,  see  $3177,  2666;  1  Jarman  Wills,  138.     See  notes  to  cases  in  :  16 
1  Am.  D.,  257-263  ;  19/408  ;  2  Am.  R.,  491.     Undue  influence,  to  avoid,  must  destroy  tes: 
t  tator's  will,  be  directed  in  favor  of  particular  parties,  or  mislead  contrary  to  duty  :  25 

Am.  P.,  303.     Influence  by  so-called  spiritualistic  communications :  16  Am.  P.,  473. 

§2402.  (2367.)  (2370.)  Fraud  vitiates.  A  will  procured  by  misrepre- 
sentations or  fraud  of  any  kind,  to  the  injury  of  the  heirs  at  law,  is 

void. 

Fraud  as  distinguished  from  undue  influence  also  avoids  a  will :  11  Ga.,  338. 

1  Jarman  Wills,  66-131 ;  Bigelow  on  Fraud,  120.  Fraud  not  presumed  :  1  Jarman 
Wills,  131. 

§2403.  (2368.)  (2371.)  Mistake  vitiates  pro  tanto.  A  will  executed  un- 
der a  mistake  of  fact  as  to  the  existence  or  conduct  of  the  heirs  at  law 
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of  the  testator  is  inoperative,  so  far  as  such  heir  at  law  is  concerned, 
but  the  testator  shall  be  deemed  to  have  died  intestate  as  to  him. 

Does  not  refer  to  mistake  of  law  as  to  descents  :  63  Ga.,  146-155. 

§2404.  (2369.)  (2372.)  Codicil.     A  codicil  is  an   addition  or  supple- §2478. 
ment  to  a  will,  either  to  add  to,  take  from,  or  alter  the_  provisions  of  the 
will.     It  must   be   executed  with    the  same  formality  as  a  will,  and, 
when  admitted  to  probate,  forms  a  part  of  the  will. 

Codicil  made  under  a  mistake  did  not  revoke  the  will :  38  Ga.,  562.  Did  not  revoke 
first  clause  of  the  will :  45  Ga.,  631. 

23  How.,  353  ;  1  Jarman  Wills,  27,  229,  232,  342 ;  see  notes  to  §2478. 

§2405.  (2370.)  (2373.)  Who  may  make  a  will  Every  person  is  en- 
titled to  make  a  will,  unless  laboring  under  some  disability  of  the  law- 

This  disability  arises  either  from  a  want  of  capacity  or  a  want  of  per- 
fect liberty  of  action. 

A  married  woman  may  make  a  will  of  her  separate  property  without  her  husband's consent:  56  Ga.,  344. 

§2406.  (2371.)  (2374.)  Infants.  Infants  under  fourteen  years  of  age 
are  considered  wanting  in  that  discretion  necessary  to  make  a  will. 

Where  minor  could  not  make  valid  will  of.  land  :  20  Ga.,  737-740.  Will  by  minor 
attacked  for  undue  influence  by  guardian  :  21  Ga.,  552-575.  Over  fourteen  minor  can 
make  valid  will  of  realty  and  personalty  :  61  Ga.,  77. 

§2407.  (2372.)  (2375.)  Insane  persons.  An  insane  person  cannot  gen- 
erally make  a  will.  A  lunatic  may,  during  a  alucid  interval.  A  Mono- 

maniac may  make  a  will,  if  the  will  is  in  no  way  the  result  of  or  con- 
nected with  that  monomania.  In  all  such  cases  it  must  appear  that  the 

testament  does  speak  the  wishes  of  the  testator,  unbiased  by  the  men- 
tal disease  with  which  he  is  affected. 

Witnesses  other  than  physicians  and  subscribing  witnesses  must  give  facts  as  to  opin- 
ion of  sanity  or  insanity  :  6  Ga.,  324.  Opinion  as  to  what  testator  intended  by  one  wTho 

was  the  amanuensis  in  writing  will  and  subscribing  witness  not  admissible :  36  Ga., 
64-71.  Capacity  at  time  of  making  determined  by  condition  of  mind  before  and  after, 
insanity  once  found  presumed  to  continue:  11  Ga.,  337-338.  Finding  of  inquisition 
of  lunacy  in  one  county  not  conclusive  on  removing  to  another  county:  23  Ga.,  267- 
284.  Charge  by  Court  on  charge  in  caveat  as  to  special  delusion  should  be  directed  to 
that  view  :  24  Ga.,  640-661.  Onus  of  proof  as  to  lucid  intervals  on  propounders  of 
the  will :  27  Ga.,  620-628.  Testamentary  capacity  defined:  33  Ga.,  56.  What  are  proper 
charges  as  to  delusion  where  insanity  and  monomania  charged  in  caveat  to  will :  47 
Ga.,  133-4.  Knowledge  of  executor  as  to  testator's  unsound  mind  when  he  is  charged 
with  undue  influence,  fraud  and  deceit  practiced  to  get  will  in  his  favor:  46  Ga.,  514. 
Monomania,  burden  on  propounders  to  show  factum  of  will  and  general  sanity  :  60 
Ga.,  193-4. 

al  Jarman,  72;  Ewell's  Lead.  Cas.,  691-720.  bl  Jarman  Wills,  113;  Ewell's  Lead. 
Cas.,  660-691 ;  7  Am.  R.,  184,  n. 

§2408.  (2373.)  (2376.)  Eccentricity,  Imbecility,  etc.  Eccentricity  of 
habit  or  thought  does  not  deprive  a  person  of  the  power  of  making  a 
testament ;  old  age,  and  the  weakness  of  intellect  resulting  therefrom, 
does  not,  of  itself,  constitute  incapacity.  If  that  weakness  amounts  to 

bimbecility,  the  testamentary  capacity  is  gone.  In  cases  of  doubt  as  to 
the  extent  of  this  weakness,  the  Reasonable  or  unreasonable  disposition 
of  his  estate  should  have  much  weight  in  the  decision  of  the  question. 

Great  eccentricity,  imbecility  and  inability  to  contract  still  can  make  valid  will :  61 
Ga.,325.  When  no  such  imbecility  as  to  do  away  with  testamentary  capacity  :  18  Ga., 40-46. 
As  to  insane  delusion  where  no  unreasonable  disposition  of  property  :  24  Ga.,  661-663. 
Unless  "totally  deprived  of  reason  "  and  the  will  procured  by  "  force  and  fraud  "  not 
too  strong  terms  in  a  charge  as  to  capacity  to  will :  21  Ga.,  571-573.  Where  eccentric- 

ity and  burden  on  propounders :  27  Ga. ,  632-3. 

a17  Am.  D.,  722.     bl  Jarman  Wills,  93,  112.     °R.  M.  Charl.,  217 ;  19  Am.  D.,  402. 

§2409,  (2374.)  (2377.)  Amount  of  capacity  necessary.  An  incapacity  to 
contract  may  co-exist  with  a  capacity  to  make  a  will ;  the  amount  of 
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intellect  necessary  to  constitute  testamentary  capacity,  is  that  which 
is  necessary  to  enable  the  party  to  have  a  decided  and  rational  desire 
as  to  the  disposition  of  his  property.  His  desire  must  be  decided,  in 
distinction  from  the  wavering,  vacillating  fancies  of  a  distempered  in- 

tellect. It  must  be  rational,  in  distinction  from  the  ravings  of  a  mad- 
man, the  silly  pratings  of  an  idiot,  the  childish  whims  of  imbecility, 

or  the  excited  vagaries  of  a  adrunkard. 
"  Incapacity  to  contract"  :  6  Ga.,  325.  Capacity  at  time  Of  making  will  investigated 

in  light  of  prior  and  subsequent  events :  11  Ga.,  337.  Parol  evidence  admissible  of  tes- 
tator's sayings  as  to  purpose,  both  as  evidence  of  capacity  and  to  rebut  undue  influ- 

ence :  14  G-a.,  286.  When  testator  has  sufficient  capacity  in  sinking  and  dying  state :  18 
Ga.,  40.  Must  comprehend  the  claims  and  obligations  suggested  by  review  of  his  prop- 

erty and  family  relations :  33  Ga.,  106,  Suplt.  Not  necessary  that  testator  be  able  to 
criticise  accurately  the-terms  and  provisions  of  a  will :  20  Ga.,  709-722.  Capable  unless 
totally  deprived  of  reason  :  21  Ga.,  552.     Testamentary  capacity  denned  :  33  Ga.,  56. 

1  Jarman  Wills,  73-79,  99-113  ;  Abb.  Tr.  Ev„  113 ;  Ewell's  Lead  Cas.,  on  Disabilities, 
etc.,  643-659;  17  Am.  D.,  731,  n;  11/656;  19/402-408,  n,  656 ;  20/100;  8/614,  n;  14  Am. 
R.,  79.  Presumption  of  sanity :  1  Jarman  Wills,  104.  Suicide  not  conclusive  evidence 
of  insanity :  lb.,  112.  Opinions  of  witnesses  as  to  sanity  :  lb.,  115  ;  19  Am.  D.,  408,  n. 
Inquisition  of  lunacy,  prima  facie  evidence  "  1  Jarman  Wills,  72;  notes  to  §1855.  In- 

sane delusions :  1  Jarman  Wills,  101 ;  belief  in  spiritualism  is  not :  16  Am.  R.,  473  ;  In- 
fluence of  religious  impressions :  1  Jarman  Wills,  113.  al  Jarman  Wills,  97  ;  Ewell's 

Lead.  Cas.,  746-759. 

§2410.  (2375.)  (2378.)  Wills  of  married  women.  Married  women  are 
incapable  of  making  wills  for  want  of  perfect  liberty  of  action,  being 
presumed  to  be  under  the  control  of  their  husbands.  A  married  woman 
may  make  a  will  in  the  following  cases: 

1.  Where  express  power  to  will  her  separate  estate  is  reserved  or 
granted  to  her  in  the  instrument  creating  the  same,  or  by  marriage 
contract. 

When  such  power  is  given  in  valid  articles  of  separation  :  8  Ga.,  341.  Power  reserved 
in  marriage  settlement  to  woman  to  will  her  property  absolutely  :  19  Ga.,  602.  Power 
in  a  deed  to  a  woman  to  will  property :  25  Ga.,  480—182.  Power  given  to  a  married  wo- 

man to  will  property  with  her  husband's  consent,  must  be  so  pursued:  9  Ga.,  199. 

2.  When  having  a  separate  estate,  absolutely,  or  an  estate  in  ex- 
pectancy, her  husband  consents  to  her  disposing  of  the  same  by  will. 

As  to  husband's  consent :  36  Ga.,  500-506.  Husband's  consent  not  now  necessary,  to 
validity  of  will  by  wife  of  her  separate  estate  :  56  Ga.,  345. 

3.  Where  her  will  is  in  execution  of  a  power  vested  in  her. 
4.  Whenever  by  reason  of  the  abandonment  of  her  husband,  or  a  di- 

§1760.         vorce  from  bed  and  board,  or  for  other  cause,  the  law  declares  her  to 
have  the  right  of  a  feme  sole  as  to  her  own  earnings. 

Real  estate  purchased  with  wife's  earnings:  36  Ga.,  500.  Section  cited  and  con- strued :  5Q  Ga.,  345. 

1  Jarman  Wills,  82 ;  Well's  Sep.  Prop.,  g§683-689 ;  Marriage  does  not  revoke  her 
will  previously  made  :  lb.,  $690. 

i  §2411.  (2376.)  (2379.)  Conviction  of  crime  and  imprisonment.     Convic- 
i  tion  of  crime  in  no  case  deprives  a   person  of  the  power  of  making  a 
i  will ;  nor  does  any  imprisonment,  unless  such  imprisonment  be  used 
(  as  duress  to  compel  the  person  to  make  a  testament  different  from  his 

own  will. 

'  §2412.  (2377.)  (2381.)  Of  blind  mutes.     A    person  deaf,  dumb,  and 
blind,  may  make  a  will  in  this  State  :  Provided,  the  interpreter  and 
scrivener  are  both  attesting  witnesses  thereto,  and  are  both  examined 
upon  the  motion  for  probate  of  the  same.  In  such  cases,  strict  scruti- 

ny into  the  transaction  should  precede  the  admission  of  the  paper  to 
record. 

May  be  deaf  and  dumb  and  yet  able  to  make  a  valid  will :  6  Ga.,  325.  Blind  man's 
will  need  not  necessarily  be  read  over  to  him  before  subscribing  witnesses :  7  Ga.,  564. 
Sufficient  if  blind  man's  will  be  read  to  him  alone  :  28  Ga.,  382. 
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§2413.  (2378.)  (2382.)  Interpreter.  In  all  cases  when  an  interpreter 
is  necessary  to  convey  to  the  scrivener  or  to  the  witnesses  the  wishes  of 
the  testator,  such  interpreter  must  be  a  person  competent  to  be  a  wit- 

ness, and  must  be  sworn  on  the  motion  for  probate,  if  within  the  juris- 
diction of  the  Court. 

A  negro  interpreter  held  not  competent  alone  :  6  Ga.,  324. 

§2414.  (2379.)  (2383.)  Formalities  of   execution.     All     wills    (except  Acts  of  1851 

nuncupative   wills)  disposing  of    realty   or   personalty,   must   be  in  ~2'  p- 104, 
writing,3  signed  by  the  party  making  the  same,  or  by  some  other  per- 

son in  his  presence,b  and  by  his  express  directions,  and  shall  be  attested 
and  subscribed  in  the  presence  of  the  testator  by  three  or  more  compe- 

tent witnesses. 

Will  written  in  testator's  presence  and  in  language  understood  by  him  and  read  over 
to  him  with  no  dissent :  6  Ga.,  324.  A  competent  witness  is  a  credible  witness :  18  Ga., 
40.  Signing  by  testator  below  attestation  clause  does  not  vitiate  and  as  to  attesting  and 
subscribing  witnesses:  41  Ga.,  696.  Sufficient  if  testator  might  have  seen  subscribing 
witnesses  sign  their  names  to  will :  6  Ga.,  539;  26/625.  Where  he  could  not  see  wit- 

nesses subscribe  without  changing  his  place  insufficient  attestation  :  23  Ga.,  441 ;  26/294- 
298.  Wills  of  personalty  sufficient  if  testamentary  scheme  can  be  arrived  at :  7  Ga., 
438.  No  form  necessary  but  must  have  intended  for  the  paper  to  be  his  will,  and  pre- 

sumption against  wrhere  no  attestation  clause  signed  by  witnesses:  14  Ga.,  596-7.  Rule 
as  to  producing  subscribing  witnesses  on  probate  of  will  by  producing  one  or  more  of 
them  and  accounting  for  absence  of  others:  17  Ga.,  364,  405-412.  Act  of  1852  requiring 
after  June  following,  that  all  wills  of  personalty  also  should  have  three  subscribing 
witnesses :  18  Ga.,  1.  And  wills  of  personalty  since  1852,  void  without  the  witnesses  sub- 

scribing: 18  Ga.,  471.  Where  instrument,  if  a  will  is  void,  having  only  two  witnesses  : 
20  Ga.,  338.  Subscribing  witnesses  may  swear  they  so  did  in  testator's  presence,  whether 
so  stated  in  attestation  clause  or  not :  24  Ga.,  640.  No  reforming  a  will  by  striking  out 
and  inserting  and  making  additions  to  it :  30  Ga.,  167-169.  Testator  acknowledging 
signature  in  presence  of  subscribing  witnesses  and  when  witnesses  do  not  sign  in  pres- 

ence of  each  other,  sufficient:  30  Ga.,  808.  Subscribing  witnesses  should  sign  in  pres- 
ence of  testator  and  the  after  acknowledging  in  his  presence  of.  their  signing  will  not 

do:  26  Ga.,  294;  33/289.  Witnesses  need  not  all  sign  at  the  same  time  and  place  and 
mark  sufficient  if  cannot  write  but  cannot  sign  for  another :  18  Ga.,  396.  Witnesses  must 
subscribe  to  wTill  after  signed  by  testator  :  40  Ga.,  122.  By  whom  authority  to  be  proved 
when  will  signed  by  another  for  and  at  testator's  request:  33  Ga.,  106,  Suplt.  Valid 
without  attestation  clause  and  presumed  after  lapse  of  time  to  be  duly  attested  :  49  Ga., 
326 ;  45/416.  Will  signed  by  testator,  presented  and  signed  by  three  witnesses  at  his  re- 

quest, one  by  his  mark  :  59  Ga.,  473.  Section  cited :  47  Ga.,  470.  A  will  in  Tennessee 
as  to  land  here,  to  be  effectual,  must  be  governed  by  law  here  :  52  Ga.,  476, 

1  Jarman  Wills,  197  et  seq ;  2  Whart,  Ev.,  §889;  Abb.  Tr.  Ev.,  Ill;  1  Am.  D.,  386; 
10/516;  15/129.  a2  Whart.  Ev.,  §992;  written  in  lead  pencil  valid:  24  Am.  R.,  227. 
bl  Jarman  Wills,  221;  5  C.  L.  J.,  222;  7/154;  8/136;  9/309,478.  Request  to  witness 
need  not  be  by  testator  in  person  :  32  Am.  R.,  650.  Testator  may  adopt  subscription 
made  by  another  for  him:  31  Am.  R.,  579.  Subscription  by  witnesses  may  be  in  ad- 

joining room  if  door  is  open  and  testator  can  see :  28  Am.  R.,  591. 

§2415.  (2380.)  (2384.)  Attestation  by  illiterate  persons.  A  witness  may 
attest  by  his  mark,  provided  he  can  swear  to  the  same;  but  one  wit- 

ness cannot  subscribe  the  name  of  another,  even  in  his  presence  and 
by  his  direction. 

Where  witness  should  have  made  his  mark  and  not  signed  through  another  :  18  Ga., 
396.  Witness  can  sign  by  mark  though  no  peculiarity,  and  swearing  to  it:  59  Ga., 
473-483. 

§2416.  (2381.)  (2385.)  Time  of  competency  of  witness.  The  question  of  . 
competency  of  the  witness  relates  to  the  time  of  his  testifying;  but  a 
witness  competent  at  the  time  of  attestation,  cannot  defeat  the  will  by 
rendering  himself  incompetent  prior  to  the  time  of  probate,  but  in 
such  cases  his  testimony  shall  be  received,  submitting  its  credibility 
to  the  jury. 

§2417.  (2382.)  (2386.)  Effect  of  witness  being  legatee.  If  a  subscribing 
witness  is  also  a  legatee  or  a  devisee  under  the  will,  the  witness  is 
competent,  but  the  legacy  or  devise  is  void ;  but  a  husband  may  be  a 
witness  to  a  will  by  which  a  legacy  creating  a  separate  estate  is  given 
to  his  wife,  the  fact  going  only  to  his  credit. 
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Change  by  evidence  Act  of  1866  only  so  far  as  to  make  legatee  competent  subscrib- 
ing witness  regardless  of  what  should  become  of  legacy  :  63  Ga.,  153. 

Executor  competent  witness  if  he  has  no  interest  but  commission  :  22  Am.  R,.,  408. 
Wife  not  competent  witness  where  husband  is  devisee:  8  Am.  R.,  356.  Subscribing 
witness,  being  testator's  son  and  receiving  but  one  dollar  under  will,  is  competent  to 
prove  it :  35  Am.  R.,  353. 

§2418.  (2383.)  (2387.)  Knowledge  of  contents.  In  all  cases,  a  know- 
ledge of  the  contents  of  the  paper  by  the  testator  is  necessary  to  its  va- 
lidity ;  but  usually,  where  a  testator  can  read  and  write,  his  signature 

or  the  acknowledgement  of  his  signature,  is  sufficient.  If,  however, 
the  ascrivener  or  his  immediate  relations  are  large  beneficiaries  under 
the  will,  greater  proof b  will  be  necessary  to  show  a  knowledge  of  the 
contents  by  the  testator. 

Execution  of  will  shows  knowledge  of  contents  generally,  also  as  to  the  presump- 
tion where  one  interested  in  the  will  writes  the  will:  30  Ga.,  102  :  5/456.  When  pre- 

sumed that  the  testator  knows  the  contents  of  the  will,  where  the  will  was  read  over  to 

him  and  he  signs  it,  having  capacity  to  do  so  :  24  Ga.,  3_'5  ;  20/709.  Testator's  signa- 
ture evidence  of  knowledge  of  contents  and  conclusive  evidence  not  required  where 

beneficiary  writes  will :  59  Ga.,  473;  53/678.  Proof  of  capacity,  and  having  read  over 
to  testator,  when  beneficiary  writes  the  will:  12  Ga.,  69.     Executor:  26  Ga.,  690. 

a32  Am.  R.,  650;  1  Jarman  Wills,  68.  bAlso  required  in  case  of  weakness  of  mind : 
1  Jarman  Wills,  67. 

§2419.  (2384.)  (2388.)  Charitable  devises.  No  person  leaving  a  wife  or 
child,  or  descendants  of  child,  shall,  by  will,  devise  more  than  one-third 
of  his  estate  to  any  charitable,  religious,  educational,  or  civil  institu- 

tion to  the  exclusion  of  such  wife  or  child;  and  in  all  cases  the  will 
containing  such  devise  shall  be  executed  at  least  ninety  days  before 
the  death  of  the  testator,  or  such  devise  shall  be  void. 

Section  cited  and  construed :  37  Ga.,  283-287.  This  section  referred  to,  reviewed  and 
affirmed:  60  Ga.,  194.  37/283      Section  cited:  63  Ga.,  464. 

1  Jarman  Wills,  379  et  seq ;  2  Roper  Leg.,  1013  ;  2  Redf.  Wills,  494 ;  2  Perry  on  Trusts, 
§687  et  seq;  Williams  Exrs.,  ̂ 1055-1122.  Shelford  on  Mortmain  (L.  L.).  The  Rose 
Will  Case,  reported  in  a  separate  volume. 

§2420.  (2385.)  (2389.)  Discretion  to  executors.  A  testator  may  by  will 
dispense  with  the  necessity  of  his  executor  making  inventory  or  re- 

turns: Provided,  the  same  does  not  work  any  injury  to  creditors  or 
third  persons,  other  than  legatees  under  the  will. 

General  Note. — Administrator,  application  for  appointment  of,  when  there  was 
a  will  and  executor  named  :  27  Ga.,  73.  Agreement  by  two  sisters  that  the  one  living 
longest  should  be  the  heir  of  the  other,  held  a  will :  28  Ga.,  98.  Ambig-uity  as  to 
"  dollar"  in  will  made  during  the  war  :  36  Ga.,  64.  When  there  is  none  in  will,  parol 
evidence  inadmissible:  46  Ga.,  247.  Not  even  instructions  to  scrivener:  47  Ga.,  455. 
Appointment,  power  of,  by  will :  23  Ga.,  467.  When  there  is,  execution  of  the  power 
must  fail,  before  distribution  of  the  property:  25  Ga.,  549.  Attestation,  ■  certificate 
of  subscribing  witnesses  prima  facie  evidence,  when  and  for  what  purpose:  18  Ga.,  40. 
When  testator  "might  have  seen"  the  attestation:  26  Ga.,  625.  Witnesses  must  sign 
in  presence  of  testator  and  each  other:  33  Ga.,  289.  Of  will  made  in  extremis:  26  Ga., 
294.  Not  "  in  presence"  of  testator:  23  Ga.,  441.  When  Act  of  1852  regulating,  was  in 
operation:  18  Ga.,  1.  One  witness  signing  name  of  another  insufficient:  18  Ga.,  396. 

As  to  attestation  and  subscription:  "45  Ga.,  415-416;  40/122;  39/168;  6/539.  Blind man,  will  of :  7  Ga.,  564.  One  nearly  blind  :  28  Ga.,  382.  Reading  of  will  to,  sufficient : 
28  Ga.,  382.  Burden  of  proof  on  the  propounder  in  proving  a  will:  52  Ga.,  169  But 
prima  facie  case  for  will  shifts  burden  of  fraud  or  undue  influence  on  caveators:  59 
Ga.,  472;  60/194.  Capacity,  testamentary,  question  of,  discussed:  18  Ga.,  40-46. 
Defined:  33  Ga.,  56.  Caveat  to  will,  terms  of  proposition  for  compromise  admissible 
in  evidence :  27  Ga.,  593,  Pleadings:  26  Ga.,  690.  Certainty,  where  property  and 
object  of  bounty  of  testator  were  certain,  and  time  of  payment  discretionary:  21  Ga., 
265.  Cestui  que  trust,  taking  absolute  estate  under  will  in  property  devised:  33 
Ga.,  72,  Suplt.  Charitable  uses,  execution  of  will  devising  portion  of  estate  to:  37 
Ga.,  283.  Children,  under  a  bequest  to,  grandchildren  do  not  take:  25  Ga.,  549. 
Codicil,  testator  excluded  from  changing  by,  a  will  made  according  to  terms  of  ante- 

nuptial agreement:  30  Ga.,  528.  Construction  of  wills,  and  of  words  and  phrases  in 
wills,  a  peculiar  function  of  the  Superior  Court:  21  Ga.,  21.  Of  the  words  children 
and  heirs:  3Ga.,551;  4/377-461;  15/124,202;  25/549;  29/204;  30/167,  638 ;  45/301 ; 
brothers  and  sisters  :  .23  Ga.,  536 ;  28/357  ;  sister's  children  :  30  Ga.,  977  ;  grandchildren  : 
36  Ga.,  272;  lend:  11  Ga.,  67;  29/736;  allow:  12  Ga.,  192;  whole  estate:  25  Ga.,  420; 
24/103;   or:   24  Ga.,  103;    30/707;    and:  24  Ga.,  103;  30/707;   maturity:    24  Ga,,  103; 
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each:  24  Ga.,  375;  house  and  lot:  48  Ga.,  641;  blood  relation:  27  Ga.,  321;  heirs  in 
law  of  one  son  :  33  Ga.,  454  ;  heirs  of  the  full  blood  :  40  Ga.,  562;  legatees:  23  Ga.,  571 ; 
at  my  death :  23  Ga.,  129;  heirs  from  her  body :  8  Ga.,  385 ;  daughter  and  her  children  : 
29  Ga.,  403;  granddaughter  and  her  heirs:  29  Ga.,  736;  son  of  his  wife  and  children  : 
29  Ga.,  491 ;  daughter  and  children,  heirs  of  their  body  :  29  Ga.,  545.  For  her  only  use, 
and  for  the  use  of  lawful  heirs  of  her  body  during  life:  31  Ga.,  203.  Children,  son 
dead  at  death  of  testator,  not  included:  25  Ga.,  549.  Words  expressing  hope  or  preca- 

tory, considered  i  uperative  :  12  Ga.,  192.  Will  should  be  so  construed,  if  possible,  as 
to  give  effect  to  every  part:  28  Ga.,  377.  Life  estate  of  wife  not  repugnant  to  provis- 

ions against  transfer:  54  Ga.,  341.  Separate  estate  in  trust  for  daughter  :  48  Ga.,  596-7. 
Possession  of  property  for  life  to  daughters  and  to  the  survivors  :  8  Ga.,  79.  Equally 
to  son  and  daughters  and  to  their  children:  7  Ga.,  76.  Bequest  of  specific  sum  not  an 
annuity:  8  Ga.,  34.  Division  of  property  among  children,  with  one-ninth  extra  to 
daughters  :  47  Ga.,  346-7.  Contingent  remainder,  created  by  will,  held  good  :  30  Ga., 
496.  Declaration  of  legatee,  when  admissible  in  evidence:  21  Ga.,  552;  32/325. 
Deed  or  will,  intention  of  maker  as  to  character  of  estate  determines  whether  paper 
is  :  4  Ga.,  75.  Paper  having  all  the  formalities  of  a  deed  may  be  a  will,  and  not  admis- 

sible in  evidence  until  probated:  2  Ga.,  31.  Test  for  determining  whether  the  paper  is 
a  deed  or  will:  3  Ga.,  484.  When  a  paper  in  form  of  a  deed  was  testamentary  :  4  Ga.T 
52.  Where  clauses  were  conflicting  :  31  Ga.,  720.  When  donees  do  not  take  till  death 

of  donor,  a  deed:  29 Ga.,  677.  Not  to  go  into  effect  till  after  donor's  death,  a  will :  51 
Ga.,  240.  Sale  of  property  with  delivery  after  death  of  grantor,  not  a  will :  17  Ga.,  234, 
Whether  paper  is,  depends  upon  its  operation:  17  Ga.,  267.  Paper  giving  railroad 
stock  to  children,  reserving  use,  etc.,  to  donor  during  his  life,  held  a  will:  62  Ga. ,  627-8. 
Passing  title  to  property,  held  a  deed:  22  Ga.,  491.  In  form  of  deed,  with  three  wit- 

nesses, held  a  will:  55  Ga.,  369.  See  2  Ga.,  46;  3/573,461;  4/75,64;  28/78,  330. 
Destroyed  'will,  in  proceeding  to  establish,  what  must  be  proved:  39  Ga.,  168. 
Devisavit  vel  non  is  the  only  issue  when  executors  propound  an  alleged  will  for 
proof  in  solemn  form:  60  Ga.,  194.  Devise  limited  to  take  effect  on  definite  failure 
of  issue:  30  Ga.,  453.  Due  bill,  payable  at  death  of  maker,  held  a  testamen- 

tary paper:  20  Ga.,  707.  Escrow,  when  an  instrument  is  not,  but  a  testamen- 
tary paper:  17  Ga.,  267.  Estate  tail,  words  creating  in  will,  absolute  fee  passed; 

17  Ga.,  280 ;  29/736  ;  20/804  ;  3/551.  When  no  estate  tail :  30  Ga.,  707  ;  rule  in  Shelley's 
case:15Ga.,  123.  Evidence,  opinion  of  witnesses  other  than  subscribing  witnesses, 
when  inadmissible:  36  Ga.,  64;  6/324.  Of  physicians  as  to  sanity  of  testator,  admis- 

sible: 6  Ga.,  324.  Will  offered  in,  as  muniment  of  title  need  not  be  reproven,  certified 
copy  sufficient :  25  Ga.,  479.  Exemplified  copy  of  will  from  Maryland:  31  Ga.,  593. 
Declaration  of  legatee,  when  admissible  :  32  Ga.,  325;  21/552.  Will  must  be  admitted 
to  probate  before  it  can  be  read  in,  as  conveying  title  to  personal  property  :  14  Ga.,  185- 
6.  Will  more  than  fifty  years  old,  when  admissible  in  :  12  Ga.,  267.  Executor,  power 
to  execute  the  will  as  to  realty,  follows  from  grant  to  administer  goods  and  chattels, 
rights  and  credits  :  9  Ga.,  55.  With  power  of  trustee  :  33  Ga.,  520.  Foreign  will  not 
conforming  to  Georgia  law  not  admitted  to  probate  .  52  Ga.,  477.  Fraud,  destruction 
of  will  made  under  influence  of:  11  Ga.,  343.  Will  impeached  for,  of  principal  lega- 

tee: 28  Ga.,  52.  Gift  to  take  effect  after  death  of  donor  held  testamentary  :  8  Ga.,  450, 
Heir  inherits  estate  if  not  devised  to  some  other  person,  though  intention  of  testator 
appear  that  he  shall  not:  12  Ga.,  155.  Influence,  undue,  of  another,  will  be  set 
aside  for:  32  Ga.,  325.  Intestacy  as  to  part  of  estate  :  32  Ga.,  597.  Infants  not  estop- 

ped by  a  submission  to  arbitration:  41  Ga.,  555.  Jurisdiction,  U.  S.  Circuit  Courts 
have  not,  over  probate  of  wills  :  43  Ga.,  132.  Superior  Court  has  not,  to  set  aside  will  ad- 

mitted to  probate,  such  is  vested  exclusively  in  Court  of  Ordinary  :  53  Ga.,  302.  Jury 
thinking  will  not  morally  right,  not  sufficient  to  set  aside  :  28  Ga.,  382,  Laws  of  Geor- 

gia, will  disposing  of  property  according  to,  and  revoking  -other  wills:  24  Ga.,  640. 
Legacy  to  grandson  :  57  Ga.,  259.  To  legatees,  capable  of  taking  at  time  of  making 
will,  and  at  time  of  testator's  death,  not  void,  although  there  was  a  time  when  such 
taking  was  not  lawful:  40  Ga.,  18;  43/142.  Legatees,  division  of  estate  by,  binds 
whom:  55  Ga.,  359.  Life  estate  in  trust  for  daughter,  and  daughter  took  absolute 
estate:  21  Ga.,  386.  Married  woman  under  terms  of  marriage  contract  could  dispose 
of  property  by  will  without  consent  of  trustee:  9  Ga.  199.  Mind,  as  to  condition  or 
strength  of,  necessary  to  make  a  will :  6  Ga.,  324.  Monomania,  of  testator,  effect  of: 
60  Ga.,  194.  Moving,  testator  to  make  one  executor  or  give  him  his  goods,  effect  of: 
17  Ga.,  364.  Nuncupative  will  set  up:  36  Ga.,  568.  Title  to  property  passed  by:  28 
Ga.,  541.  Opinions  of  physicians  and  subscribing  witnesses  as  to  sanity  of  testator 
admissible  as  evidence:  6  Ga.,  324.  Ordinance  of  1865  does  not  apply  to  will: 
36  Ga.,  653.  Parties  in  a  will  case,  all  who  are  heirs  at  law,  or  buna  fide  claim 
to  be,  may  be  :  60  Ga.,  193.  Per  stirpes,  when  under  will  children  and  grand- 

children took,  and  not  per  capita,  though  severally  named:  12  Ga.,  362-3 
Presumption,  strong  against  will  when  beneficiary  prepares  it:  5  Ga.,  456.  Proof 
necessary  to  establish  will  when  so  drawn,  and  testator's  capacity  doubtful:  12  Ga., 
69;  24/325;  30/102.  Revocation,  birth  of  a  child  after  making,  will  work:  45  Ga., 
415.  Sale,  where  testator  contemplated,  of  whole  estate  by  executor,  Ordinary  should 
grant  letters  testamentary  :  19  Ga.,  185.  Sanity,  as  to  of  testator  :  11  Ga.,  338  ;  6/324. 
Signature,  acknowledgement  of  in  presence  of  witnesses  sufficient:  30  Ga.,  808. 
Slaves,  freed  by  will  of  testator  made  in  1852,  he  dying  1868:  40  Ga.,  18;  43/142, 
Bequeathed,  issue  follows  the  bequest :  18  Ga.,  711.     Freed  by  will,  and  their  trans- 
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portation  to  Liberia  provided  for  25  Ga.,  428.  Manumission  of  by  will :  19  Ga.,  35. 
Suit  will  lie  against  administrator  with  will  annexed  in  Georgia,  on  judgment 
against  executor  in  Virginia:  3  Ga.,  432.  Tenants  in  common,  children  made  so  by 
construction  of  will:  38  Ga.,  154.  Testator,  disposing  of  property  not  his  own  :  25 
Ga.,  76.  Trust,  imperfect,  created  by  will  and  legatee  takes  as  trustee:  29  Ga.,  553. 
Uncertainty,  bequest  void  for:  25  Ga.,  430;  32/597.  Unfinished,  will,  decisions  as 

to:  7  Ga.,  438;  14/596;  20/15.  Unnatural  will,  question 'for  jury:  59  Ga.,  472-3. Widow,  given  house  and  lot  by  will  to  be  kept  open  for  indigent  or  unfortunate 
children  during  life  or  widowhood  of:.  10  Ga.,  293.  When  widow  must  elect:  24  Ga., 
185-6.  Lost  estate  by  marrying  again:  24  Ga.,  139.  Estate  taken  under  will  giving 
whole  property  during  life  or  widowhood:  20  Ga.,  549.  Witnesses,  number  neces- 

sary to  prove  will :  17  Ga.,  364.     Signing  of  witness  by  his  mark:  59  Ga.,  473. 
General  Note  on  Wills. — Construction  of,  rules  for,  see  general  note  following 

§2469,  Broom  Leg.  Max.,  521  et  seq.  Forged,  purchaser  of  lands  under  forged,  gets 
good  title:  22  Am.  K,  605;  Contra :  26  Am.  R.,  164.  Inter-State  Law,  1  Jarman 
Wills,  1-23  ;  see  notes  to  $8  of  Code  ;  2  Am.  D.,  454.  Promise  to  bestow  property  or 
benefit  by  devisee  or  heir,  on  faith  of  which  testator  omits  to  make  a  certain  provision 
in  his  will  or  fails  to  make  a  will,  specifically  enforced:  Redf.  Lead.  Cas.,  607. — Sub- 

ject treated:  Abb.  Tr.  Ev.,  109-150;  2Gr.  Ev.,  $666;  Redfield  Leading  Cases  on  Wills  ; 
2  Cooley'sBl.,  490-502. 

ARTICLE  II. 

OF    PROBATE    AND   ITS    EFFECT. 

Section. 
2421.  Jurisdiction  of  Ordinary. 
2422.  Probate  in  another  county. 
2423.  In  another  form. 
2424.  In  solemn  form. 
2425.  Limitation  of  seven  years. 
2426.  Probate  in  vacation. 
2427.  Notice  to  heirs. 
2428.  Guardian  ad  litem  for  minors. 
2429.  Examination  by  commission. 
2430.  Will  must  be  riled. 
2431.  Copy  of  will  when  established. 

Section. 
2482.  Original  will  to  be  kept  on  file. 
2433.  Foreign  will. 
2434.  Who  may  offer  a  will. 
2434.  (a.)  Wills  made  in  other  States. 
2435.  When  it  must  be  offered. 
2435.  Ca.)  Probate  of  foreign  wills. 
2435.  (b.)  Administrators  with  the  will  an- 

nexed, appointed  when. 
2435.  (c.)  Rules  for  appointment. 
2436.  Renunciation  final. 
2437.  Admisssion  of  executors  or  legatee. 

§2421.  (2386.)  _  (2390.)  Jurisdiction  oj  Ordinary.     The  Court   of  Ordi- 
§331.  nary  has*  exclusive  jurisdiction  over  the  probate  of  wills.     The  resi- 

dence of  testator  at  his  death  gives  jurisdiction  to  the  Ordinary  of  that county, 

Courts  of  Ordinary  only  pass  on  the  establishing  of  wills  where  burned:  21  Ga., 

13-18.  But  see  :  14  G-a.,  195.  Ordinary  passes  on  the  factum  of  the  execution  of  wills  : 
21  Ga.,  45.  Has  jurisdiction  of  a  will  disposing  of  property  according  to  law  of  dis- 

tribution: 24  Ga.,  640.  Proceeding  for  propounding  will  before  Ordinary  not  remov- 
able to  United  States  Circuit  Court :  43  Ga.,  142.  Only  where  probate  unattainable 

in  Court  of  Ordinary  that  Court  of  Equity  has  jurisdiction  :  27  Ga.,  17.  Of  Ordinary, 

revoking  probate  where  county  of  testator's  late  residence  cut  off  into  another:  27  Ga., 
633.  Ordinary  of  county  where  minor  resides  appoints  his  guardian:  15  Ga.,  414. 

Non-resident's  will  proved  in  any  county  where  he  left  assets :  62  Ga.,  628. 

§2422.  (2387.)  (2391.)  Probate  in  another  county.  If  the  testator  shall 
Act  of  1838,  die  out  of  the  county  of  his  residence,  and  the  witnesses  to  his  will 
c.  p.  285.  shaii  regide  in  the  county  where  he  died,  the  Ordinary  of  the  latter 

county  may  receive  the  probate  in  common  form  of  such  will,  and 
transmit  it,  certified  under  his  seal  of  office,  together  with  the  original 

will,  to  the  Ordinary  of  the  county  of  the  testator's  residence ;  and  such 
certified  probate  shall  authorize  the  latter  Court  to  grant  probate  and 
admit  to  record  in  common  form,  and  to  grant  letters  testamentary  or 
of  administration  therein :  Provided  always,  that  no  caveat  is  filed  to 
such  probate  and  record. 

§2423.  (2388.)  (2392.)  In  common  form.  Probate  of  a  will  may  be 
either  in  common  or  solemn  form.  In  the  former  case,  upon  the  testi- 

mony of  a  single  subscribing  witness,  and  without  notice  to  any  one, 
the  will  may  be  proven  and  admitted  to  record.  But  such  probate  and 
record  is  not  conclusive  upon  any  one  interested  in  the  estate  adverse- 

ly to  the  will;  and  if  afterward  set  aside,  does  not  protect  the  executor 
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in  any  of  his  acts  further  than  the  payment  of  the  debts  of  the  estate. 
Purchasers  under  sales  from  him,  legally  made,  will  be  protected,  if 
bona  fide  and  without  notice. 

Where  no  estoppel  to  set  aside:  23  Ga.,  521,  What  is  proof  in  common  form:  13 
Ga.,  171.  When  thus  proved  and  unattacked  for  seven  years,  conclusive  against  all 
parties  except  minor  heirs  :  25  Ga.,  491 ;  46/362. 

Williams  Exrs.,  320  ;  3  Redf.  Wills,  37. 

§2424.  (2389.)  (2393.)  In  solemn  form.     Probate  by  .the  witnesses,  or  Acts  of  1859, 

in  solemn  form,  is  where,  after  due  notice  to  all  the  heirs.at  law,  the  p' ' 
will  is  proven  by  all  the  witnesses  in  existence  and  within  the  juris-  §4114. 
diction  of  the  Court,  or  by  proof  of  their  signatures,  and  that  of  the 
testator,  the  witnesses  being  dead,  and  ordered  to  record;  such  probate 

is  conclusive*  upon  all  the  parties  notified,  and  all  the  legatees  under 
the  will  who  are  represented  in  the  executor. 

As  to  proof  in  solemn  form,  all  parties  interested  in  decedent's  estate  should  be 
cited:  13  Ga.,  171.  An  application  to  Court  to  cite  the  executor  to  prove  will  in  solemn 
form,  prima  facie  case  should  be  made:  23  Ga.  309.  In  propounding  will  in  solemn 
form  issue  is  only  devisavit  v el  non :  60  Ga.,  194.  Section  cited  where  substantially  a 
proving  in  solemn  form  as  to  parties  with  notice,  and  executor  opens  and  concludes  : 
•52  Ga.,  169-178.  Next  of  kin  can  call  for  proof  in  solemn  form,  and  what  no  acqui- 

escence or  bar:  4  Ga.,  445-6.     And  when  next  of  kin  not  liable  for  costs;  22  Ga.,  302. 
Williams  Exrs.,  332;  3  Redf.  Wills,  38.  Proof  of  wills  :  12  Am.  D.,  390,  680  ;  15/400, 

127  ;  10/516,  May  be  proved  bv  extrinsic  evidence,  although  one  witness  denies  exe- 
cution :  32  Am.  R,,  650;  or  forgets :  28  Am.  R.,  591 ;  a27  Am.  D.,  223. 

§2425.  (2390.)  (2394.)  Limitation  of  seven  years.     Probate  in  common  Act  of  J845, 
form  becomes  conclusive  upon  all  parties  in  interest  after  the  expira-  ac?somb55 
tion  of  seven  years  from  the  time  of  such  probate,  except  minor  heirs -6,  p.  ̂34. 
&t  law,  who  require  proof  in  solemn  form  and  interpose  a  caveat  at  any 
time  within  four  years  after  arrival  at  age.     In  such  cases,  if  the  will 
is  refused  probate  and  record  in  solemn  form,  an  intestacy  shall  be  de- 

clared only  as  to  such  minor,  and  not  as  to  others  whose  right  to  caveat 
is  barred  by  lapse  of  time. 

Next  of  kin  not  barred  by  acquiescence  from  calling  for  proof  in  solemn  form  :  4 
Ga.,  445-6.  Where  a  minor  not  permitted  to  set  aside  a  probate  in  solemn  form  :  18 
Gra.,  742.  An  heir  not  a  party,  and  without  notice  of  propounding  for  probate  of  a 
will,  not  bound  :  23  Ga.,  332.  Unattacked  for  seven  years  conclusive  as  to  all  parties 
With  interest  except  minor  heirs:  46  Ga.,  362  ;  25/491. 

§2426.  (2391)  (2395. )  Probate  in  vacation.     Probate  in  common  form  g^iia, 
may  be  taken  by  the  Ordinary  at  any  time  during  vacation,  but  the 
■order  admitting  the  will  to  record,  and  granting  letters  testamentary, 
shall  be  granted  only  at  a  regular  term. 

§2427.  (2392.)  (2396.)  Notice  to  heirs.  Notice  of  a  motion  for  probate 
in  solemn  form  must  be  personal,  if  the  party  resides  in  the  State,  anfl 
at  least  ten  days  before  the  term  of  the  Court  when  the  probate  is  to  be 
made;  if  the  residence  be  without*  the  State,  or  unknown,  then  the 
Court  shall  pass  such  order,  as  to  publication,  as  will  tend  most  effect- 

ually to  give  notice.  The  records  of  the  Courts  shall  show  the  persons 
notified,  and  the  character  of  the  notice  given. 

Only  heir  a  party,  and  having  notice  bound  :  23  Ga.,  332.  Five  days'  notice  to  widow 
in  novel  and  distressed  condition  not  probate  in  solemn  form  as  to  her:  29  Ga.,  509. 
Where  notice  to  husband  is  not  notice  to  wife  where  she  is  next  of  kin-:  30  Ga.,  340. 
All  persons  interested  or  claiming  should  be  heard  or  have  an  opportunity  of  so  doing: 
•60  Ga.,  202. 

§2428.  (2393.)  (2397.)  Guardians  ad  litem  for  minors.     If  any  of  the  Acts  of  3459 

persons  interested  as  heirs  be  minors,  or  of  unsound  mind,  guardians  p' 34, 
•ad  litem  shall  be  appointed  by  the  Court,  or  the  probate  shall  not  be  §1821- 
conclusive  as  to  them. 

Binding  on  infants  where  guardian  ad  litem  appointed  accepting  the  trust :  13 
Ga.,  172. 
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23763. 

(2394.)  (2398.)  Examination  by  commission.     Witnesses  to  wills 
Acts  of  1859  may  De  examined  by  commission,  in  the  same  cases,  and  under  the 

p-  34.        '  same  circumstances,  as  other  witnesses  in  other  cases,  and  the  Ordina- ry shall  have  power  to  issue  commissions  to  take  testimony,  and  to 
compel  the  attendance  of  witnesses  in  like  manner  with  the  Superior 
Court. 

Section  cited  and  construed  :  45  Ga.,  444. 

§2430.  (2395.)  (2399.)    Will  must  be  filed.     Every  person  having  pos- 
Act  of  1792,  session  of  a  will  must  file  the  same  with  the  Ordinary  of  the  county 
c.  p.  307.     having  jurisdiction;  and  on  failure  to  do  so,  the  Ordinary  may  issue 

process  as  for  contempt,  and  fine  and  imprison  the  person  thus  with- 
holding the  paper,  until  the  same  shall  be  delivered. 

§2431.  (2393.)  (2400.)  Copy  of  a  will,  when  established.  If  a  will  be  lost 
or  destroyed  subsequent  to  the  death,  or  without  the  consent  of  the  tes- 

tator, a  copy  of  the  same,  clearly  proved  to  be  such  by  the  subscribing- 
witnesses  and  other  evidence,  may  be  admitted  to  probate  and  record 
in  lieu  of  the  original;  but  in  every  such  case  the  presumption  is  of 
revocation  by  the  testator,  and  that  presumption  must  be  rebutted  by 

proof. Copy  established  where  testator  induced  during  last  illness  to  destroy  will:  13  Ga., 
63.  Where  lost  copy  established,  probated  and  recorded  :  14  Ga.,  186.  Act  of  1799" 
did  not  confer  on  Superior  or  Inferior  Courts  power  to  establish  copies  of  lost  wills  •, 
21  Ga.,  13;  55/601.  Proceedings  and  evidence  to  establish  lost  will  must  be  proven  as- 
in  probate  in  solemn  form  :  39  Ga.,  168.  Where  trust  attempted  to  be  set  up  in  equity 
as  to  property  under  a  suppressed  will:  52  Ga.,  153. 

2  St.  Eq.,  $1446 ;  3  Redf.  Wills,  15  ;  3  Am,  D.,  397  ;  SO  Am.  R.,  340, 

§2432.  (2397.)  (2401.)  Original  will  to  remain  in  office.  The  original 
will,  when  proved  and  recorded,  shall  remain  on  file  in  the  office  of  the 
Ordinary,  and  certified  copies  thereof  shall  be  evidence  in  any  cause 
and  in  any  Court  in  this  State. 

Is  not  evidence  until  proved  :  14  Ga.,  186 ;  2/31.  As  to  the  will  as  evidence  in  action! 
of  trover:  6  Ga.,  448.  Where  will  no  evidence  of  claim  until  publication  ;  25  Ga.,  76, 
When  admissible  as  an  ancient  paper  where  more  than  fifty  years  old,  proven  and  re- 

corded:  12  Ga.,  267.  Will  as  evidence  when  both  claim  under  testator:  24  Ga.,  519', 
Certified  copy  under  seal  of  Court  after  probate  is  evidence  :  25  Ga.,  479.  Exemplified 

copy  from  Ordinary's  office  presumptive  of  proper  probate  :  57  Ga.,  155. 

fibr&*^  *~f '  §2433.  (2398. )  (2402. )  Foreign  will.  If  a  party  claims  title  to  person- .  §8-    i       alty  in  this  State,  under  a  will  of  a  non-resident,  executed  and  admit- 

ff*f^  /  °  2-*  ted  to  probate  in  another  State,  a  copy  of  said  will,  and  the  probate 
thereof,  and  the  order  admitting  the  same  to  record,  according  to  the 
laws  of  such  other  State,  when  properly  certified  under  the  laws  of  the 
United  States,  shall  be  admitted  in  evidence  in  place  of  the  original. 

Exemplified  copy  of  testamentary  paper  from  another  State  under  Act  of  Congress^ 
evidence  of  title  here:  31  Ga.,  593.     Section  cited  and  construed  :  62  Ga.,  637. 

-  §2434.  (2399.)  (2403.)   Who  offers  will  for  probate.     The  right  to  offer  a 
"  Art  of  1805,  will  for  probate  belongs  to  the  executor,  if  one  be  named.     If  the  exec- 
t  c-  p-  2'3- ,    utor  be  dead,  or  non-resident,  or  refuses  to  act,  or  none  be  named,  any 
t  Acts  of  1855  person  interested  may  offer  the  will  for  probate.     [A  citizen  of  any 

~av  fi859  °^ner  State  or  Territory  of  the  United  States  may  be  nominated,  and 
p.  34.  '  '  may  act  as  executor  or  co-executor  of  the  will  of  a  diseased  citizen  of 
(H}  Acts  of  Georgia,  when  such  executor  has  the  interest  in  the  estate  of  the  de- 
1866,  p.  66.  ceased,  and  will  give  the  bond  and  comply  with  the  requirements 

specified  in  section  2458  of  this  Code,  in  cases  of  non-resident  adminis- 
trators.] (a.) 

Any  other  than  executor  must  show  that  he  has  some  interest  under  the  will :  14 
Ga.,  362.  Executor  and  propounder  of  will  represents  legatees  where  caveat  to  the 
will :  30  Ga.,  191.  The  executor  only  who  has  propounded  the  will  could  ohject to  let- 

ters of  administration  to  another:  27  Ga.,  73-4.     Absence  or  removal  from  State  of  ex- 
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ecutor  after  probate  of  will  does  not  abate  his  letters  testamentary :  12  Ga.,  G04.     Same 
law  as  to  administrator  removing  from  the  State :  28  Ga.,  387. 

§2434.  (a.)  Foreign  wills,  how  executed  here.  In  all  cases  where  any  per-  Artsofi872, 

son  has  died,  or  may  hereafter  die,  leaving  property  in  this  State,  andp'  * 
having  a  will  which  has  been  or  may  hereafter  be  proved  and  admitted 
to  record  in  the  proper  Court  of  any  country  without  the  limits  of  the 
United  States,  it  shall  be  lawful  for  the  Court  of  Ordinary  of  the  county 
where  the  testator  was  domiciled  at  the  time  of  his  death,  if  a  cit- 

izen of  this  State,  or  of  any  county  in  which  any  of  such  property  may 
be  situated,  if  he  were  a  foreigner,  to  receive  a  copy  of  such  will,  and 
of  the  probate  thereof,  authenticated  by  the  seal  of  the  Court  where  the 
same  may  be,  and  to  grant  letters  testamentary,  or  of  administration 
with  the  will  annexed,  as  the  case  may  be,  to  a  citizen  of  this  State  ap- 

plying for  and  lawfully  qualified  to  receive  the  same,  in  the  same  man- 
ner as  if  the  original  will  had  been  proved  in  said  Court  of  Ordinary: 

Provided  'nevertheless,  that  said  will  be  valid  under  the  laws  of  this  State; 
and  provided,  also,  that  such  authenticated  cop}?"  of  the  probate  shall  be 
only  prima  facie  evidence  of  the  due  execution  of  said  will,  and  may  be 
objected  to  by  caveat  and  rebutted  by  proof,  as  in  case  of  a  will  offered 
for  original  probate. 

§2435.  (2400.)  (2404.)    When  it  must  be  offered.     The  executor  must  Act  of  isot, 
offer  the  will  for  probate  as  soon  as  practicable  after  the  death  of  the  Act  oMisio, 
testator,  and  must  qualify,  unless  restrained  by  the  will,  within  twelve  c.  p.  316. 

months  after  the  same  is  admitted  to  record.     If  he  fails  to  offer  it  forp.C34° 
probate  for  an  unreasonable  time,  or  is  not  qualified  within  the  time 
specified,  he  shall  be  deemed  to  have  renounced  his  right  as  executor. 
If,  however,  there  are  several  executors,  and  one  qualifies  in  the  time 
specified,  and  afterward  dies,  or  is  removed,  another  may  then  qualify 
within  twelve  months  from  the  decease  of  his  co-executor,  and  be  en- 

titled to  all  the  rights  of  an  originally  qualified  executor. 

Last  qualified  executor  entitled  to  unadministered  trust  estate,  and  not  administra- 
tor of  deceased  executor  :  1  Ga.,  322.  Second  executor  liable  for  fee  of  attorney  em- 

ployed  by  first  executor  who  is  dead :  31  Ga.,  195.  /G &  -A  /•  ff*-    &* 

§2435.  (a.)  Probate  of  foreign  wills.     The  Courts  of  Ordinary  of  the  Acts  of  i«78 

several  counties  of  this  State  shall  have  jurisdiction,  and  authority,  to~^p'146'  •      > 
take  the  probate  of,  and  admit  to  record,  the  last  wills  and  testaments *e*««  «■■»«•-  ""^-^^ 

of  persons  who  have  died,  or  who  may  hereafter  die,  in  other  States, /^-^  »«  /*~** leaving  any  real  or  other  estate  situated  in  this  State,  which  estate  is  /jT&>.  J 2~. 
devised,  bequeathed,  or  otherwise  disposed  of  under  the  provisions  of  y  yaa 

such  foreign  wills  and  testaments.  w*/%    7 
§2435.  (b.)  Aministrator  with  will  annexed  appointed,  when.  In  cases  Acts  of  1878 

where  no  executor  resident  in  this  State  has  been  appointed  by  such  ~®» p* 146* 
foreign  wills  and  testaments,  or  where  the  resident  executor,  or  execu- 

tors, named  in  such  foreign  wills  and  testaments  shall  fail,  or  refuse  to 
qualify,  then,  on  the  failure  or  omission  of  the  non-resident  executor 
or  executors  named  in  such  foreign  will,  to  make  probate  of  and  take 
out  letters  testamentary  thereunder  within  twelve  months  from  the 
death  of  the  testator,  the  Courts  of  Ordinary  of  this  State  shall  have 

jurisdiction  and  authority,  upon  the  filing,  in  the  Ordinary's  office  of  the 
county  in  which  any  real  or  personal  estate  of  a  non-resident  deceased 
person  may  be  located,  of  a  properly  certified  copy  of  such  foreign  will, 
together  with  a  duly  authenticated  copy  of  the  probate  thereof,  and  of 
the  judgment  of  the  Court  admitting  the  same  to  record,  in  case  such 
will  shall,  before  that  time,  have  been  admitted  to  record  in  another 
State ;  to  issue  letters  of  administration  with  the  will  annexed  on  such 
foreign  wills  and  testaments ;  and  if  such  foreign  will  has  not  been  ad- 

mitted to  record  in  the  State  where  executed,  then  such  Ordinary  may 
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admit  to  probate  and  record  such  foreign  will,  and  issue  letters  of  ad- 
Proviso.  ministration  with  such  will  annexed :  Provided,  that  nothing  in  this 

section  shall  authorize  the  appointment  of  such  administrator  in  case  of 
such  foreign  will,  when  a  duly  authorized  and  qualified  administrator 
or  executor,  under  the  laws  of  another  Slate,  is  willing  to  discharge, 

and  does  within  twelve  months  from  the  testator's  death,  proceed  to 
discharge,  his  duties  concerning  such  property  in  this  State,  according 
to  the  laws  now  existing  in  this  State  as  to  foreign  executors  and  ad,- 
ministrators. 

§2435.  (c.)  Rules  for  appointing.  The  rules  for  the  appointment  and  gov- 
Acts  of  1878  ernment  of  administrators,  provided  for  in  the  preceding  section,  shall 

' ' p'      'be  the  same  as  are  now,  or  as  may  hereafter  be,  prescribed  by  the  laws 
of  this  State,  for  the  appointment  and  government  of  other  adminis- 

trators, with  the  will  annexed. 

§2436.  (2401.)  (2405.)  Renunciationfinal.  An  executor  who  has,  either 
formally  or  by  operation  of  law,  voluntarily  renounced  his  trust,  can- 

not afterward  relieve  himself  from  the  effect  of  such  renunciation. 

As  to  renunciation  by  executor  and  acceptance  by  Ordinary,  that  it  is  different  from 
motion  to  set  aside  a  probate:  23  Ga.,  521-527.  Presumed  Ordinary  did  his  duty  as  to 
acceptance  of  renunciation  of  executor  after  assets  protected:  45  Ga.,  414. 

§2437.  (2402.)  (2406.)  Admission  of  executor,  etc.  On  the  investigation 
of  an  issue  of  devisavit  velnon,  the  admission  of  an  executor  before  quali- 

fication, or  of  a  legatee,  (unless  the  sole  legatee,)  shall  not  be  admissible 
in  evidence  to  impeach  the  will,  except  the  admission  be  in  reference 
to  the  conduct  or  acts  of  the  executor  or  legatee  himself,  as  to  some 
matter  relevant  to  the  issue. 

As  to  admission  of  the  declarations  of  the  executor  who  was  a  legatee  andpropoun- 
der  of  the  will:  12  Ga.,  73-75.  46/523.  Not  the  admissions  of  administrator  made  be- 

fore appointed  such:  13  Ga.,  253.  Executrix's  admissions  who  was  legatee  admitted 
on  trial  of  caveat :  14  Ga.,  286;  32/325.  Administrators  and  executors  plaintiffs  bound 
by  their  declarations  relating  to  suit:  18  Ga.,  687.  Admissions  by  administrator  to 
charge  assets  of  intestate  in  his  hands:  31  Ga.,  688.  Section  cited  and  admisssons  of 
executor  allowed  on  an  issue  of  devisavit  vel  nun  :  46  Ga.,  514-523.  Where  evidence  of 
executor  in  issue  of  will  or  no  will :  29  Ga.,  563.  Admissions  of  executor  before  qual- 

ification admissible  to  impeach  will  on  issue  of  devisavit  vel  nan:  51  Ga.,  25.  As  to  his 
own  acts  executors  only  competent  made  after  he  is  clothed  with  the  trust :  53  Ga., 
283. 

Admission  of  executor  or  administrator  :  2  Whart.  Ev.,  §§1210-1199,  a ;  Abb.  Tr.  Ev., 
58.  Admission  of  one  executor — not  admissible  against  others :  Abb.  Tr.  Ev,,  59 ;  of 
legatee:  2  Whart.  Ev.,  gll99. 

General  Note. — Act  of  1755  requiring  will  to  be  recorded  in  six  months  from  death 
of  testator,  not  in  force  in  this  State  :  6  Ga.,  37.  Burden  of  proof  on  the  caveator,  being 
next  of  kin  and  entitled  to  the  distribution  of  the  estate  if  the  will  fails :  14  Ga.,  597.  On 
the  propounder :  6  Ga.,  324 ;  60/194.  Blind,  nearly,  sufficient  if  will  is  read  to  one  such 
and  need  not  be  in  the  presence  of  witnesses  :  28  Ga.,  382.  Caveat,  on  appeal  from  Ordi- 

nary, what  constitutes  pleadings:  26  Ga.,  690;  16/95.  Compromise,  terms  of  proposi- 
tion to,  and  answer  admissible  in  evidence  in  will  case :  27  Ga.,  593.  Contracts  between 

the  parties,  Courts  of  Ordinary  will  not  decide  upon,  but  upon  the  factum  of  the  will 
only:  14  Ga.,  362.  Declarations  of  testator  before  and  after  execution  of  will,  com- 

petent evidence  for  what  purpose:  34  Ga.,  458.  Devisavit  vel  non,  in  issue  of,  pro- 
.  .  ,   pounder  is  plaintiff:  35  Ga.,  102.     Ultimate  question  for  the  jury  in  trial  of  issue  of, 

is  whether  instrument  propounded  is  or  is  not  last  will  and  testament  of  deceased :  59 
Ga.,  472;  60/194.  Estoppel  judgment  admitting  will  to  probate  in  common  form 
does  not  estop  executor  from  moving  to  have  probate  set  aside:  23  Ga.,  521.  May 
make  the  motion  without  surrender  of  legacy:  23  Ga.,  521.  Execution  of  will  may 
be  proved  by  a  witness:  17  Ga.,  406-412.  Executor,  renunciation  by:  45  Ga.,  414. 
Will  written  by,  what  proof  to  establish  :  26  Ga.,  690.  Heirs,  propounder  joining 
issue  with  caveators  prima  facie  evidence  that  they  were:  26  Ga.,  625.  Influence, 
undue,  over  testator,  question  of:  18  Ga.,  294.  On  testator  by  executor:  46  Ga.,  514. 
To  invalidate,  what  must  amount  to:  59  Ga.,  472.  Lawful  or  unlawful,  a  will  is  ac- 

cording to  acts  and  intention  of  testator  and  not  to  purpose  or  intention  of  legatee  :  26 
Ga.,  690.  Laws  of  Georgia,  will  disposing  of  property  under,  admitted  to  probate  :  24 
Ga.,  640.  Limitations,  probate  of  will  in  common  form  for  seven  years  conclusive 
upon  all  parties,  except  minor  heirs  at  law:  46  Ga.,  362.  Married  woman,  will  by, 
while  a  feme  covert:  8  Ga.,  341.     Reserving  to  herself  in  marriage  settlement  power  to 
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dispose  of  her  property  by  will :  19  Ga.,  602.  Where  power  is  given  by  deed  Ordinary 

will  grant  probate  of  will  without  consent  of  husband;  25  Ga..  480.  Non-resident, 
will  of  :  62  Ga.,  627.  Notice,  record  of  probate  of  will,  is  to  mortgagees  :  45  Ga.,  631. 
Nuncupative  will,  legatee  propounding:  36  Ga.,  568.  Ordinary  restricted  to  factum 
of  execution  of  will :  21  Ga.  ,45.  Parties,  if  one  of  several  caveators  dies  pending  suit, 
propounder  may  proceed  without  making  representatives  of  deceased  a  party  :  35  Ga., 
102.  The  nominated  executor  and  propounder  of  a  will  is  a  legal  party  in  behalf  of 

legatees  to  conduct  litigation  involved  in  caveat  to  will,  etc. :  30  Ga.,  191.  Presump- 
tion, when  exemplification  of  record,  shows  no  formal  judgment,  is  that  will  was  ad- 

mitted to  record  by  Court  of  Ordinary  :  19  Ga,,  167.  Revocation  of  deed  by  testator  to 
property  bequeathed  revokes  will  and  it  may  be  plead  in  bar  to  probate  :  28  Ga.,  533. 
Second  will,  when  pleaded  as  revocation  of  first,  Court  may  hear  proof  touching 
execution  of  second:  23  Ga.,  332.  Slavery,  no  sufficient  ground  of  caveat  to  a  will 
made  before  emancipation  that  it  makes  a  bequest  of  slaves  :  36  Ga.,  71.  Will  may  be 
established  in  part  and  rejected  in  part,  good  as  to  some  parties  and  void  as  to  others : 
21  Ga.,  552;  31/459.  Admitting  void,  to  probate  is  a  nullity  and  may  be  set  aside  on 
motion  at  any  time  :  18  Ga.,  471. 

General  Note  on  Probate  of  Wills. — Conclusive,  how  far,  probate  is:  letters, 
proof  of  what:  Williams  Exrs.,  549:  27  Am.  D.,  223  ;  Abb.  Tr.  Ev.,  56;  2  Whart.  Ev., 
£810;  3Redf.  Wills,  56-65;  Wells  Jur.,  $275.—  Subject  treated:  3  Redf.  Wills,  1-65; 
Wells  Jur.,  §276-7  ;  Reese  on  Exrs.,  etc.,  89-96. 

ARTICLE  III. 

OF    THE    EXECUTOR. 

Section. 
2438.  Power  before  probate. 
2439.  Appointment,  how  made. 
2440.  Adminiscrator  with  will  annexed. 
2441.  Executor  de  son  tort. 
2442.  Oath  of  executor. 
2443.  Marriage  of  female  executrix. 
2444.  De  son  tort. 

Section. 
2445.  Interest  of  executor. 
2446.  Compensatory  bequests. 
2447.  Bond  of  executor. 
2448.  Powers,  duties  and  liabilities. 
2449.  When  more  than  one  executor. 
2450.  Foreign  executor. 

§2438.  (2403.)  (2407.)  Executor's  power  before  probate.  So  soon  as  the  g;2487, 2488. 
probate  of  the  will  is  made  in  common  form,  in  vacation,  and  before  it 
is  admitted  to  record,  and  before  qualification,  the  executor  named 
therein  may  exercise  all  the  powers  of  a  temporary  administrator  as 
to  the  collecting  and  preserving  the  estate ;  but  if  a  caveat  is  filed  to 
the  record  of  the  will,  pending  the  investigation  of  such  caveat,  even 
though  the  executor  may  have  been  qualified  on  proof  in  common  form, 
the  Ordinary,  in  his  discretion,  may  require  of  him  a  bond  as  tempo- 

rary administrator  on  such  estate. 
Executor  may  sue  before  probate  of  the  will,  and  when  statute  of  limitations  runs 

against  estate :  6Ga,  310-316.  Where  executor  not  estopped  by  failing  to  resist  the 
homestead  pending  probate  and  qualification  :  55  Ga.,  340. 

What  executor  may  do  before  probate:  Williams'  Exrs.,  302;  2  Cooley  Bl.,   507. 

§2439.  (2404.)  (2408.)  Appointment,  how  made.     No  formal  words  are 
necessary  to  the  appointment  of  an  executor.     Any  expression  of  con- 

fidence by  the  testator,  and  a  desire  that  such  an  one  shall  carry  into 

effect  his  wishes,  will  amount  to  an  Appointment  as  executor.     Citi-^^^^^. 
zens  of  this  State  only  are  eligible  to  be  executors,  except  as  provided  —4^*^—  •*• 
for  in  sections  2434  and  2435  (b.)     An  infan%  may  be  appointed,  but  tfL» /p^-j^/d-* 
cannot  qualify  until  of  age,  unless  expressly  directed  by  the  testator. 

But  non-residence  or  absence  of  executor  from  the  State  after  probate  does  not  dis- 
qualify or  revoke  his  letters :  12  Ga..  604-7. 

aWilliams'  Exrs.,  239;  3  Redf.  Wills,  70.  May  delegate  to  executor  power  to  select 
co-executor:  19  Am.  R.,  194;  3  Redf.  Wills,  71.  Who  maybe  executor:  Williams' 
Exrs.,  228;  3  Redf.  Wills,  67. 

§2440.  (2405.)  (2409.)  Administrator,  etc.     If  no  executor  is  appointed,  §§2445, 2494. 
or  can  or  will  serve,  administration,  with  the  will  annexed,  shall  be 
granted  by  the  Ordinal  under  the  same  rules  as  shall  be  prescribed 
for  the  granting  of  administration  generally;  and  such  administrator, 
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when  so  appointed,  shall  have  the  powers  of  the  executor,  except  such 

as  manifestly  arise  from  "personal  trust  and  confidence  placed  in  the executor  named. 

aPower  of  sale :  12  Am.  D.,  103,  n;  13/187;  5/385;  3  Reclf.  Wills,  237;  Code,  $2567  ; 
2  Per.  Tr.,  $500. 

Act  of  1764      §2441.  (2406.)  (2410.)  Executor   de  son  tort.     If  any  person,  without 

c.  p.  304.    '  authority  of  law,  wrongfully  intermeddles  with,  or  converts  to  his  own 
Act  of  1792  use->  ̂ ne  personalty  of  a  deceased  individual,  whose  estate  has  no  legal 

c.  p.  309.    '  representative,  he  shall  be  held  and  deemed  an  executor  in  his  own wrong,  and  as  such  shall  be  liable  to  the  creditors  and  heirs,  or  legatees 
of  such  estate,  for  double  the  value  of  the  property  so  possessed  or  con- 

verted by  him;  nor  shall  such  executor  be  allowed  to  set  off  any  adebt 
i   due  to  him  by  the  deceased,  or  voluntarily  bpaid  by  him  out  of  the  as- 

sets.    If  such  executor  dies,  his  legal  representatives  shall  be  liable  in 
the  same  manner,  and  to  the  same  extent,  as  if  he  was  still  living. 

Creditors  might  have  sued  donee  as  executor  de  son  tort :  2  Ga.,  304 ;  24/209.  Princi- 
pal camiot  show  that  executor  of  surety  who  lias  paid  off  fi.  fa.  was  executor  de  son 

tort:  4Ga.,  521.  If  one  sells  goods  of  deceased  without  authority,  he  may  become 
executor  de  son  tort,  but  not  purchaser;  when  heir  acting  for  others,  not :  12  Ga.,  588. 
Where  no  executor  de  son  tort  by  a  second  lease  :  45  Ga.,  546.  Where  heirs  consent  to 
acts  of  agent,  and  to  distribution  without  administration  if  beneficial  to  them,  would  be 
sanctioned:  13  Ga.,  478.  Statute  of  limitations,  as  to  :  18  Ga.,  573.  Fraudulent  trans- 

fer of  property,  no  need  of  resort  to  equity  ;  creditors  can  assert  rights:  19  Ga.,  290-2. 
Where  wife  executor  in  her  own  wrongs,  as  to  creditors:  20  Ga.,  452.  Protected  in 
paying  debts  of  intestate  in  due  order:  25  Ga.,  537;  20/473.  Suit  pending  against  de- 

fendant on  his  death,  not  continued  against  executor  de  son  tort :  27  Ga.,  563.  Where 
division  of  heirs  was  good,  although  such:  division  was  that  of  executors  de  son  tort: 
29  Ga.,  585.  But  if  the  heirs  convert  the  effects  to  own  use,  are  executors  ae  son  tort  as 

to  creditors,  and  to  year's  support  furnished  widow:  38  Ga.,  264.  De  son  tort  dropped 
in  judgment  does  not  avoid  it :  30  Ga.,  557.  An  executor  de  son  tort  removing  assets 
from  State,  liable  to  attachment:  36  Ga.,  597.  How  far  administrator  of  executor  de 
son  tort  chargeable  with  his  liabilities :  48  Ga.,  154.  When  heirs  at  law  cannot  maintain 
bill  against  defendant  as  executor  deson  tort,  aliter  as  to  creditors:  56  Ga.,  39,  37.  Ad- 

ministratrix can  recover  in  trover  personal  property  delivered  to  creditor  by  her  before 
set  apart  as  year's  support :  57  Ga.,  425. 

Williams'  Exrs.,  257  ;  1  Add.  Contr.,  £455  ;  2  Cooley's  BL,  507  ;  3  Redf.  Wills,  21 ; 
Dudley,  167;  R.  M.  Charl.,  383;  Georgia  Decisions,  part  II.,  7.  Person  who  takes,  or 
has  in  possession  property  of  deceased  under  fraudulent  convevance,  is:  22  Am. 
D.,  717.  Widow  :  23  Am.  D.,  373;  14  Am.  R.,  628 ;  her  agent :  19  Am.  R  ,  373  ;  17  Am. 
D.,  742.  Agent  collecting  debts  on  sales  made  in  lifetime  of  principal,  not  executor 
de  son  tort:  17  Am.  D.,  555.  Where  the  intermeddling  is  under  color  of  right:  17  Am. 
D.,  561,  note  ;  14/54.     a17  Am.  D.,  555.     b20  Am.  D.,  452. 

§2442.  (2407.)  (2411.)  Oath  of  executor.  Every  executor  and  admin- 
istrator with  the  will  annexed,  upon  qualification,  shall  take  and  sub- 

scribe the  following  oath : 

"I  do  solemnly  swear  that  this  writing  contains  the  true  last  will  of 
the  within  named  A.  B.,  deceased,  so  far  as  I  know  or  believe,  and  that 
I  will  well  and  truly  execute  the  same  in  accordance  with  the  laws  of 

this  State.     So  help  me  God." 
§2443.  (2408.)  (2412.)  Marriage  of  executrix  abates  letters.     The  mar- 

c.Cp°309./92'  "age  of  a  female  executrix  abates  her  letters.     The  Ordinary,  in  his 
discretion,  may  grant  letters  of  administration  to  her  husband,  with 

Act  of  1828,  the  will  annexed.     Unti£  the  appointment  of  a  representative  of  the 

'"  p*    "     estate,  the  husband  may  act  in  right  of  his  wife,  and  shall  be  responsi- §§2494,  (9)     Die  ag  jf  he  was  executor. 

Non-joinder  of  feme  sole  executrix  whose  letters  abate  by  marriage  :  27  Ga..  113. 

§2444.  (2409.)  (2413.)  Marriage  of  an  executrix  de  son  tort.     The  marri- 
cCt  °33i889'  a£e  °^  an  execu^rix,  in  her  own  wrong,  does  not  affect  her  liability,  but 
'  p'     '     the  husband  shall  be  jointly  liable  with  her. 

Act  of  1764,     §2445.  (2410.)  (2414.)  Interest  of  executor.     The  executor   shall  take 

c.  p.  302.    '  no  beneficial  interest  under  any  will,  (except  his  commission,)  unless 
c.Cp°327."  'the  same  be  expressly  given  to  him  by  will;  but,  in  every  case,  the 
§249i.         executor  or  administrator  with  the  will  annexed,  shall  be  entitled  to 
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(a1*  Aets  of 

1869,  p.  163, 

Act  of  1795 

C.  p.  3<Jb. 

possess  and  administer  the  entire  estate,  although  any  part  thereof  be 
undevised,  holding  the  residuum,  after  payments  of  debts  and  legacies, 

for  distribution  according  to  the' laws  of  this  State. 
A  legacy  to  executor  for  compensation  and  something  more  :  14  Ga.,370.  A  money 

legacy  in  addition  to  commissions  to  executor  is  a  general  legacy,  and  liable  to  abate- 
ment: 38  Ga.,  320.  Presumption  where  person  moves  testator  to  make  him  executor 

.and  legatee;  17  Ga.,  364.  Will  written  by  executor  a  principal  legatee  not  established 
without  knowledge  of  contents  and  proof  of  instructions  by  testator:  12  Ga.,  69; 
56/690.  Lands  and  notes  not  disposed  of,  distributed  as  intestate  estate  without  ad- 

ministration :  25  Ga.,  556.  The  executor  qualifying  should  administer  on  entire  estate, 
.and  hold  undivided  part  for  distribution  according  to  law  of  State:  27  Ga.,  75.  A 
purchase  by  executor  at  own  sale  voidable :  39  Ga.,  381.  Changed  by  this  section:  9 
Ga.,  461.  Stating  doctrine  as  to  executor  on  whole  estate  and  part  not  disposed  of:  29 
Ga.,  566. 

2  Redf.  Wills,  191-  St  Eq„,  §1123;  Reese  on  Exrs.,  264-  12  Am.  D.,  102,  n;  lPome- 
jroy  Eq.,  #541.  Legacy  left  to  executor  ;as  such,  he  cannot  take  it  unless  he  qualifies  :  6 
Am.  L\,  613. 

§2446.  Compensatory  bequests  to  executors.  [Testators  making  wills  in 
this  State  shall  have  the  power  of  giving  and  bequeathing  to  the  per- 

sons nominated  as  executors  in  their  wills  such  property  or  money  as 
'Compensation  for  the  services  to  be  rendered  by  such  executors  in  the 
execution  of  the  trust  reposed  in  them,  as  the  testators  may  desire,  and 
all  such  gifts  and  bequests  shall  take  precedence  of  any  other  special 
gift  or  bequest  made  by  said  testator:  Provided,  such  gifts  or  bequests 
to  executors  shall  not  interfere  with  the  rights  of  creditors  of  such  tes- 

tators.] (a. ) 
§2447.  (2411.)  (2415,)  Bond  of  executor.  An  executor  is  not  required 

to  give  bond  on  qualification,  but  the  Ordinary,  on  his  own  motion,  or 
upon  the  representation  of  any  person  in  interest,  that  an  executor  is  2§-505, 2510. 
mismanaging  the  estate,  or  is  about  to  remove  it  without  the  State, 
may  require  such  executor  to  show  cause  why  he  should  not  give  bond 
and  security  for  the  faithful  execution  of  his  trust,  and  on  failure  to 
give  bond,  when  and  as  required,  the  Ordinary  may  revoke  his  letters 
and  appoint  another  representative  for  the  estate.  The  executor  who 
has  given  bond  shall  stand  on  the  same  footing  and  be  liable  to  all  the 
rules  and  regulations  hereinafter  prescribed  in  reference  to  the  bonds 
and  sureties  of  administrators- 

Chancery  concurrent  with  the  Ordinary  in  requiring  security  of  executor:  23  Ga.., 
31.  What  not  such  insolvency  of  executor  or  mismanagement  of  the  estate  as  requires 
bond:  38  Ga.,  269-282. 

§2448.  (2412. )  (2416.)  Powers,  duties  and  liabilities.     All  the  provisions  (a^  Acts  of 

of  this  Code  with  reference  to  administrators  of  estates,  prescribing  the^'^o'  pp' 
•commissions  allowed  to  them,  their  duties,  powers,  and  liabilities,  the 
mode  of  effecting  sales,  of  making  and  receiving  titles  to  property  sold 
or  purchased  by  their  intestates,  of  investing  the  funds,  of  obtaining 
letters  of  dismission,  [of  resigning  their  trusts,]  (a.)  of  removing  pro- 

ceedings to  the  county  of  their  residence,  of  compelling  settlements  be- 
fore the  Ordinary,  [of  returns  by  representatives  of  deceased  adminis- 

trators J  (b.)  and  in  all  other  matters  in  their  nature  applicable  to  ex-(b)  Acts  of 
ecutors,  shallbe  held  and  taken  to  apply  to  and  include  executors,  to18C0>  p-33- 
the  same  extent  as  if  they  were  named  therein. 

Sale  by,  must  be  at  public  outcry,  except  annual  crops  to  be  earried  to  market  and 
.•sold  :  40  Ga.,  363-364.  Can  bind  estate  by  note  signed  as  executor:  56  Ga.,  396.  Liabil- 

ity in  trover  of  administrator  who  converted  property  of  another  since  death  of  intes- 
tate :  57  Ga.,  149.  Duty  of,  as  to  money  to  widow  and  remainder  to  heirs,  to  invest 

principal  and  pay  over  interest:  53  Ga.,  611.  When  notes  pledged  by  executor  for  ad- 
vances in  good  faith  cannot  be  recovered  by  the  other  executor:  52  Ga.,  487.  Where 

salo  at  full  price  to  executor  by  legatee  not  set  aside  after  acquiescence:  55  Ga.,  410. 
Section  cited  :  63  Ga.,  370. 

They  stand  on  the  same  ground  generally  :  19  Am.  D.,  537. 

§2449.  (2413.)  (2417.)  When  more  than  one  executor.  If  several  execu- 
tors are  named  in  the  will,  one  or  more  qualifying  shall  be  entitled  to 
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9  „  Qrgi  execute  all  the  trusts  confided  to  all,  unless  specially  prohibited  by  the 
3388,3440.  '  will  ;  if  more  than  one  qualifies,  each  is  authorized  to  discharge  the 

usual  functions  of  an  executor,  but  all  must  join  in  executing  special 

trusts.  Each  executor  is  ̂ responsible  for  his  own  acts  only,  unless,  by 
his  own  act  or  gross  negligence  he  has  enabled  or  permitted  his  co- 
executor  to  waste  the  estate. 

Co-executors  are  as  one  frequently,  but  not  liable  generally  for  devastavit,  of  others 
1  Ga.,  36.  When  are  :  8  Ga.,  388.  Where  one  pays  decree  for  waste  against  both:  4 
Ga.,  543.  When  co-administrator  not  a  necessary  party :  11  Ga„,  658.  One  executor 
not  liable  for  assets  in  hands  of  co-executor  nor  for  his  laches:  19  Ga.,  136.  Death 
pending  suit  for  devastavit  of  joint  administrator  suggested  and  suit  against  survivor:: 
24  Ga.,  137.     Co-executor  proper  party  to  litigate  claim  of  the  other  for  compensation  s 
26  Ga.,  347.  Service  on  part  of  joint  executors'  return  of,  not  to  be  found  as  to  others, 
sufficient:  26  Ga.,  553.     Non-joinder  of  co-administrator  by  sworn  plea  in  abatements 
27  Ga.,  113.  Acts  of  one  are  acts  of  all  the  executors  over  assets  of  estate  :  28  Ga.,  568. 
Where  executor  employing  attorney,  dies,  the  other  one  sued  for  the  fee:  31  Ga.,  195. 
When  one  executor  not  liable  for  waste  of  another:  31  Ga.,  564.  Sale  by  one  admin- 

istrator to  the  other,  ratified  by  twenty-four  years'  acquiescence:  33  Ga.,  163.  No  one 
executor  should  appropriate  the  assets  to  exclusion  of  the  others:  32  Ga.,  31.  Bill  by 

one  executor  against  the  other  to  make  him  bring  in  money  from  sale  of  testator's- 
property:  32  Ga.,  145.  What  not  such  insolvency  or  mismanagement  of  estate  as  to- 
require  bond  of  executors  :  38  Ga.,  269-283: 

Townley  vs.  Sherborne,  2  White  &  Tudor  L.  C,  part  IL,  (s.  p.)  623;  1  Perry  Trusts, 
£421;  Williams  on  Exrs.,  911,  946,  1820;  3  Redf.  Wills,  222-5.  Must  sue  jointly  y 
when  :  Dicey  on  Parties,  219;  be  sued  jointly,,  when:  Dicey  on  Parties,  322;  10  Am. 
D.,  396  ;  R.  M.  Charl.,  291.  Release  by  one  binds  all :  14  Am.  D.,  158,  n;  but  see  note 
to  #2538.  a5  How.,  233.  Power  of  sale :  13  Am.  D.,  187,  255.  hll  Am.  D.,  383,  389.  n  ; 
6/597;  8  C.  L.  J.,  63,  82.  Not  liable  for  money  drawn  by  co-executor  out  of  hands  of 
factor  of  estate  :  28  Am.  R.,  284. 

§2450.  (2414.)  (2418.)  Foreign  executor.  Executors  qualified  according 
§2617.  to  the  law  of  their  domicile,  upon  wills  properly  admitted  to  probate  in. 

another  State,  upon  filing  with  the  Court  a  certified  copy  of  such  pro- 
ceedings, shall  be  entitled  to  use  all  the  processes  and  remedies  pre- 

scribed by  the  laws  of  this  State,  in  the  same  manner  as  if  qualified 
under  the  laws  of  this  State ;  if  not  filed  before  suit  brought,  the  Court 
may  allow  such  certified  copy  to  be  filed  afterward  on  such  terms  as  it- 
may  prescribe. 

Exemplification  of  probate  of  will  authorizing  executor  to  sue  in  this  State  :  44Ga... 
38.  Foreign  executors  coming  in  this  State  can  be  sued  by  creditors  or  called  to  ac- 

count by  legatees  :  56  Ga.,  326.     Section  cited  and  construed  :  62'  Ga.,  63>7. 
See  notes  on  foreign  administrators,.  $2614  et  seq. 

General  Note. — Assets,    in   hands   of  executors  first  liable  for:  8  Ga.,  43;  6/93. 
Account,   bill  for  by  distributees  against  representatives  of  deceased  administrator, 

j  barred:  7  Ga.,  573.      Caveat,  executors  litigate  for  legatees  where  caveat  to  will :  30 
Ga..  191.  Commissions,  how  far  executor  of  executor  entitled  tor  25  Ga.,  414. 
De  son  tort,  in  action  against  executor  of  executor,  de  son  tort  when  no  amendment 
allowed  :  51  Ga.,  618.  Devastavit,  where  there  was  no  devastavit  committed  r  51  Ga., 
341.  Where  purchaser  liable  with  executor  for  devastavit:  19  Ga.,  94-130.  Estoppel,, 
when  does  not  exist  against  claiming  land  under  deed  as  against  will :  46  Ga.,  482. 
Foreign  executors  and  their  sureties  coming  in  this  State  can  be  made  responsible  to> 
creditors  and  legatees  :  56  Ga.,  326.  Interest,  when  executor  not  liable  for  on  money 

\  in  bank :  21  Ga.,  517.     Leg-acy,  suit  against  executor  of  an    executor  for  a  legacy: 
I  27  Ga.,  325.     Money,  executor  applying  his  own  to  expenses  should  be  credited  to  its- 

value  with  interest:  57  Ga.,  568.     Minor  children,  when  executor  as  such  notentitled 
I  >      to  custody  of:  34  Ga.,  253.     Non-residence,  or  absence  of  executor  after  probate  does- 
t  not  effect  his  letters  testamentary:  12  Ga.,  604.     Purchase,  by  executor  at  sale  under 

execution   against  testator  by  legatees  in  reasonable  time :  12  Ga.,  594.     Probate,, 
t  when  executrix  not  estopped  from  moving  to  set  aside  the  probate  of  will  probated  in 

common  form  :  23  Ga.,  521.  Plea,  when  of  plene  adminis-travit  could  not  be  set  up 
by:  55  Ga.,  444.  Party,  representative  of  executor  made  a  party  to  a  suit  that  was 
pending  against  executor  for  a  devastavit :  30  Ga.,  934.  Presumption,  is  that  executor- 
has  faithfully  administered  his  trust:  1  Ga..  324.  Returns,  failure  by  executor  to* 
make,  throws  burden  on  him  to  show  that  he  has  performed  his  duty  with  fidelity: 
24  Ga.,  558-9.  Representative,  administrator  of  deceased  executor  is  not  of  testa- 

tor: 1  Ga.,  322.  But  executor  of  executor  is  :  19  Ga.,  174.  Removal,  bill  for  injunc- 
tion, receiver  and  removal  of  executor  for  insolvency,  etc. :  39  Ga.,  177.  Suit,  against 

executor  as  such,  as  principal  and  individually  as  indorser  of  a  note:  29  Ga.,  455. 
Security,  Chancery  or  the  Ordimary  may  require  security;  removal  of:  23  Ga.,  31. 
Separate  estate,  executor  estopped  from  denying  validity  of,  by  the  acts  of  his  testator  s 
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17  Ga.,  82.  Sale,  by  executor  where  testator  directs  by  will :  19  Ga.,  174.  Fraud  in 
renders  void:  1  Ga.,  324.  Trustee,  where  executor  is  not  trustee  for  property  left  to 
separate  use  under  will ;  32  Ga.,  696.  Having  accepted  a  trust,  cannot  set  up  a  title 
adverse  to  it:  45  Ga.,  111.  Where  executor  held  in  trust  for  next  of  kin  in  case  of  in- 

testacy :  25  Ga.,  549.  Executor  made  also  a  trustee  :  29  Ga.,  553;  33/520.  A  trust  in 
one  executor  qualifying  administered  on  by  another  afterwards  qualifying,  and  not  by 
first  one's  administrator:  1  Ga.,  322.  Wife,  when  not  too  late  to  sue  executor  of  an 
executor  for  her  legacy :  61  Ga.,  671.  Waste,  bill  for  by  distributees  and  infant  by 
guardian  against  one  administrator;  form  of  decree:  11  Ga.,  658.  How  far  executor 
of  deceased  executor  chargeable  with,  and  as  to  parties  :  22  Ga.,  330.  Will,  is  the  law 
to  the  executor;  limitations:  24  Ga.,  558. 

ARTICLE  IV. 

OF    DEVISES   AND    LEGACIES. 

Section. 
2451.  Assets  to  pay  debts. 
2452.  Effect  of,  etc. 
2453.  Assent  of  one. 
2454.  Meaning  of  words. 
2455.  Gifts  of  income. 
2456.  Intention  of  testator. 
2457.  Parol  evidence  on  ambiguities. 
2458.  General  and  specific  legacies. 
2459.  Income  goes  with  corpus. 
2460.  Interest  on  legacies. 

Section. 
•  2461.  After  acquired  property. 

2462.  Lapsed  legacy. 
2463.  Ademption  of  legacy. 
2464.  Substitution. 
2465.  Election. 
2466.  Conditions. 
2467.  Payment  of  debts. 
2468.  Bequest  of  charity. 
2469.  Executory  devise. 

§2451.  (2415.)  (2419.)  Assets  to  pay  debts.  All  property,  both  real  and 
personal,  in  this  State,  being  assets  to  pay  debts,  no  devise  or  legacy 
passes  the  title  until  the  assent  of  the  executor  is  given  to  such  devise 
or  legacy. 

Testator's  estate  in  executor's  hands  first  liable  for  debts  before  can  go,  on  legatee's 
share  assented  to  by  executor:  6  Ga.,  93-103.  Legacy  vesting  on  death  of  testator:  22 
Ga.,  323.  Suit  against  legatee  for  money,  he  cannot  plead  a  legacy  not  assented  to  by 
executor  as  set-off:  55  Ga.,  73-4.  Section  cited  realty  and  personalty  are  assets  to  pay 
debts:  64  Ga.,  676. 

§2452.  (2416.)  (2420.)  Effect  of  etc.     The  assent  of  the  executor  may  §2270. 
be  presumed  from  his  conduct,  as  well  as  his  expressed  consent ;  the 
executor,  however,  cannot,  by  assenting  to  legacies,  interfere  with  the 
rights  of  creditors,  nor  can  he,  by  capriciously  withholding  his  assent, 
destroy  the  legacy.     In  equity  the  legatee  may  compel  him  to  assent. 

Assets  may  be  presumed  from  possession  of  property  by  legatee  :  7  Ga.,  517.  Pre- 
sumed from  lapse  of  time  as  to  vesting  of  life  estate,  by  consent  of  executor:  26  Ga., 

515.  Relinquishment  of  life  estate  and  distribution  of  property  evidence  of  executor's 
assent :  29  Ga.,  412.  When  legacy  not  liable  to  be  seized  and  sold  until  executor  has 
assented  to  it:  20  Ga.,  100;  54/602.  Executor  will  not  interfere  with  legacy  after  he 
has  assented  to  it :  41  Ga.,  51.  Can  be  no  set-off  of  legacy  unassented  to  by  executor  : 
55  Ga.,  74.  Placing  legatee  in  possession  by  testator  still  required  executor's  assent  to 
vest  it  in  legatee:  59  Ga.,  787-8.  Where  assent  of  executrix  will  be  presumed:  57 
Ga.,  156. 

1  Roper  Leg.,  842  ;  2  Redf.  Wills,  461 ;  Reese  Exrs.,  277  ;  R.  M.  Charl..  93 ;  8  How., 

170;  Williams' Exrs.,  1372. 

§2453.  (2417.)  (2421.)  Assent  of  one.  If  there  are  several  qualified 
executors,  the  assent  of  one  vests  the  title  in  the  legatee,  unless  the 
other  has  actual  possession  of  the  property. 

§2454.  (2418.)  (2422.)  Meaning  of  words.  No  particular  words  are 
necessary  to  a  devise  or  bequest.  "Lend"  will  be  construed  to  mean 
"give,"  unless  the  context  requires  its  restricted  meaning. 

Word  lend  equivalent  to  word  give  :  11  Ga.,  67  ;  16/20 ;  29/736-741 ;  19/188. 

§2455.  (2419.)  (2423.  Gifts  of  income.  An  unconditional  gift  of  the 
entire  income  of  property,  or  interest  accruing  from  a  fund,  will  be 
construed  into  a  gift  of  the  property  or  fund,  unless  the  provisions  of 
the  will  require  a  more  limited  meaning. 
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Directing  dividends  of  bank  stock  divided  between  legatees,  carrying  with  it  also 
the  right  to  the  stock  itself :  18  Ga.,  130-141.  Devising  and  bequeathing  income  carrying 
right  to  estate  also:  19  Ga.,  238.  Gift  of  use  and  services  carried  the  corpus  also :  29 
Ga.,  736. 

2  Roper  Leg.,  1480  ;  Dudley,  173. 

§2456.  (2420.)  (2424.)  Intention  of  testator.  In  the  construction  of  all 
legacies,  the  Court  will  seek  diligently  for  the  intention  of  the  testa- 

tor, and.  give  effect  to  the  same,  as  far  as  it  may  be  consistent  with  the 
rules  of  law;  and  to  this  end  the  Court  may  Hranspose  sentences  or 
clauses,  and  change  connecting  conjunctions,  or  even  \supply  omitted 
words  in  cases  where  the  clause  as  it  stands  is  unintelligible  or  inoper- 

ative, and  the  proof  of  intention  is  clear  and  unquestionable;  but  if 
the  clause  as  it  stands  may  have  effect,  it  shall  be  so  construed,  how- 

ever well  satisfied  the  Court  may  be  of  a  different  testamentary  inten- 
tion. 

Intention  governs:  8  Ga.,  36.  Intention  determined  and  should  be  arrived  at  by 
Court  in  light  of  character  rmd  surrounding  circumstances:  12  Ga.,  47..  Presumed 
intention  of  will  is  to  place  the  property  where  the  law  casts  it:  12  Ga.,  156.  Inten- 

tion controls  construction  of  will:  34Ga.,401;  15/123.  When  violates  no  State  law  : 
40  Ga.,  18-25.  Section  cited:  38  Ga.,  566.  Rules  of  grammatical  construction  may  be 
disregarded,  and  conjunctions  substituted  for  each  other:  39  Ga.,  648-652.  May  sup- 

ply words  to  carry  out  intention  :  16  Ga.,  496.  But  not  if  sense  does  not  require  it : 
20  Ga.,  553.  Will  disregard  little  words  sometimes  to  carry  out  intention  :  40  Ga.,  575. 
Doubts  resolved  by  surrounding  circumstances:  49  Ga.,  540-1.  Section  cited :  58  Ga., 
33.  If  clause  in  will  may  have  effect  it  should  be  so  construed  :  50  Ga.,  181-192. 
Where  grand  children,  being  representatives,  took  shares  of  the  estate  :  53  Ga..  694-699. 
Intention  of  testator  should  have  been  carried  out  by  executor  :  53  Ga.,  611-613.  Tes- 

tator's intention  to  pass  by  will  all  his  estate  :  57  Ga.,  592. 
a2  Jarman  Wills,  75 ;  1  Redf.  Wills,  469.  b2  Jarman  Wills,  60 ;  1  Redf.  Wills,  454. 

As  to  changing  words :  2  Jarman  Wills,  80. 

§2457.  (2421.)  (2425.)  Parol  evidence  on  ambiguities.  When  called  upon 
§2248.  to  construe  a  will,  the  Court  may  hear  parol  evidence  of  the  circum- 

stances surrounding  the  testator  at  the  time  of  its  execution;  so  the 

Court  may  hear  parol  evidence  to  explain  all  ambiguities,  both  alatent 
and  patent. 

Admissible  to  explain  ambiguities  :  3  Ga.,  557.  Where  there  was  no  ambiguity  : 
8  Ga:,  37.  Surrounding  circumstances  by  parol  proof:  14  Ga.,  370-5.  May  explain 
an  equivocal  clause  :  28  Ga.,  262  ;  31/202.  Admitted  to  explain  ambiguity  as  to  word 
"dollars"  :  36  Ga.,  64.  To  show  will  illegal  and  void  under  laws  of  State:  6  Ga.,  540. 
34/458-9.  Contents  of  will  cannot  be  proved  by  parol  evidence  :  13  Ga.,  253  ;  16/10.  To 
prove  testator's  previous  declarations  and  to  prove  his  capacity  ;  14  Ga.,  286.  Parol  evi- 

dence as  to  intended  ademption:  19  Ga.,  316.  Parol  evidence  to  show  a  paper  was  a  will : 
28  Ga.,  104.  Cannot  reform  a  will  by  parol  proof:  30  Ga.,  169.  Could  not  prove  by 
parol  what  word  "share"  meant:  32  Ga..  598.  When  instructions  of  testator  to  scriv- 

ener inadmissible  :  47  Ga..  455.  Declarations  of  testator  showing  dissatisfaction  may 
be  shown  by  parol :  51  Ga.,  25. 

1  Jarman  Wills,  708-761 ;  1  Redf.  Wills,  496.  Specially  treated  in  Wigram  &  O'Hara 
on  Extrinsic  Evidence  in  Construction  of  Wills  ;  Abb.  Tr.  Ev.,  129  et  seq. ;  2  Whart. 
Ev.,  |992  et  seq. ;  6  Pet.,  68  ;  18  How.,  385.  Mistake  in  name  of  legatees  :  1  Roper  Leg., 
164;  in  description  and  designation  of :  1  Roper  Leg..  168  ;  8  Am.  R.,  669,  n  ;  14/549,  n  ; 
29/642  ;  in  description  of  property  :  1  Roper  Leg.,  297  ;  25  Am.  R.,  327  ;  29/251 ;  30/717, 

t  757.     al  Redf.  Wills,  573. 

I  §2458.  (2422.)  (2426.]   General  and  specific  legacies.     Legacies  may  be 
i  either  general  or  specified.     A  specific  legacy  is  one  which  operates  on 
t  property  particularly  designated.     A  gift  of  money,  to  be  paid  from  a 

specified  fund,  is  nevertheless  a  general  legacy. 
Where  there  was  a  specific  sum  given  by  will  and  not  an  annuity  :  8  Ga.,  34.  What 

not  a  specific  legacy,  and  when  not  allowed  :  23  Ga.,  21.  A  specific  bequest:  31  Ga., 
214.  Where  the  promissory  legacy  a  general  one  and  did  not  bear  interest,  and  the 
other  legacy  specific  without  hire:  34  Ga.,  399.  Absolute  estate  vested  in  daughter 
by  will:  33  Ga,,  72,  Suplt.  Section  cited  ml  construed:  49  Ga.,  541.  A  money  leg- 

acy is  a  general  one,  and  liable  to  abatement :  3J>  Ga.,  320.  None  of  the  legacies  were 
absolute  specific  ones:  47  Ga.,  347.  Produce  from  specific  legacy  belongs  to  legatee  ; 
4  Ga.,  528.     Specific  legacies  generally  bear  interest  from  death  of  testator  :  5  Ga.,  301. 

2  Redf.  Wills,  131-156;  notes  to  Ashburner  vs.  Macguire,  2  White  &  Tudor's  L.  C, 
parti.,  (s.  p.)  201;  Reese  on  Exrs.,  256;  11  Am.  D.,  469;  1  Roper  Leg.,  190;  Hawkins 
on  Wills,  301;  1  Schoul.  Pers.  Pr.,  729. 
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§2459.  (2423.)  (2427.)  Income  goes  with  corpus.  The  income,  profits  or 
increase  of  specific  legacies,  as  a  general  rule,  go  with  the  legacy,  though 
the  time  of  enjoyment  or  of  vesting  may  be  postponed. 

The  increase  goes  with  specific  legacy  to  the  legatee  :  4  Ga.,  528.  As  to  application 
of  surplus  and  income  to  support,  etc.,  of  family:  33  Ga.,  29-34,  Suplt,  Held  that  the 
gift  or  bequest  of  income  carried  with  it  corpus  of  estate  under  will :  48  Ga.,  527. 

§2460.  (2424.)  (2428.)  Interest  on  legacies.  A  general  legacy  usually 
bears  interest  from  the  expiration  of  twelve  months  from  the  death  of 
the  testator.  But  when  the  condition  of  the  estate  at  that  time,  as  to 
the  payment  of  debts  and  legacies,  is  doubtful  ,or  the  fund  out  of  which 
the  legacy  is  to  be  paid,  is  unavailable  for  all  the  charges  made  upon 
it,  or  any  other  equitable  circumstance  intervenes,  the  general  rule 
yields  to  the  equity  and  necessity  of  the  particular  case.  A  general 
legacy,  to  be  paid  at  a  future  time  or  event,  bears  no  interest  until 
such  time  or  event. 

Specific  legacies  generally  bear  interest  from  death  of  testator:  4  Ga.,  528;  5/301. 
Where  a  promissory  general  legacy  did  not  bear  interest:  34  Ga.,  399.  Legacy  of 
$4,000.00  to  be  paid  in  bonds  does  not  bear  interest  from  testator's  death  :  24  Ga.,  372. 

2  Roper  Leg.,  1245;  2  Redf.  Wills,  465-475;  Williams  Exrs.,1423;  Reese  on  Exrs., 259. 

§2461.  (2425.)  (2429.)  After-acquired  property.  All  property  acquired 
subsequent  to  the  making  of  the  will  shall  pass  under  it,  if  its  provis- 

ions be  sufficiently  broad  to  embrace  such  property. 

Whether  after  acquired  personalty  passes,  depends  on  the  intention  :  18  Ga.,  711-716. 
Prior  to  the  Code  realty  did  not  so  pass:  35  Ga.,  151.  This  section  prospective  only  : 
40  Ga.,  562-576  ;  18/4. 

§2462.  (2426.)  (2430.)  Lapsed  legacies.     If  a  legatee  dies  before  the  Act  of  1836, 
testator,  or  is  dead  when  the  will  is  executed,  but  shall  have  issue c-  p-  348- 
living  at  the  death  of  testator,  such  legacy,  if  absolute  and  without  re- 

mainder or  limitation,  shall  not  lapse,  but  shall   vest  in  the  issue  in 
the  same  proportions  as  if  inherited  directly  from  their  deceased  an- 
cestor. 

When  a  lapsed  legacy  does  not  fall  into  the  residuum  :  24  Ga.,  84.  Where  it  lapses,  or 
is  otherwise  void,  it  passes  to  residuary  legatee  and  not  to  next  of  kin :  32  Ga.,  623. 
Where  legacy  lapsing,  heirs  at  law  entitled  to  ratable  portion :  25  Ga.,  554-556.  Where 
legatee  dies  before  a  contingent  legacy  vested  has  nothing  to  transmit  to  heirs  :  34  Ga., 
6-10.  Where  legacy  did  not  lapse  but  went  to  the  "  heirs  of  the  full  blood  :  "  40  G  i., 
562;  33/29-38,  Suplt.  Where  the  money  legacy  lapsed  and  went  into  residuum  of  the 
estate  :  33  Ga.,  66,  61,  Suplt.  When  a  legacy  lapsing  or  failing  passes  to  residuary  leg- 

atee, and  not  to  next  of  kin:  50  Ga.,  181.  Section  cited  and  construed  ;  case  of  an  adopted 
child:  51  Ga.,  223. 

Uarman  Wills,  617  et  seq. ;  1  Roper  Leg.,  462;  2  Redf.  Wills,  157-177;  Williams 
Exrs.,  1251 ;  Reese  Exrs.,  260-2. 

§2463.  (2427.)  (2431.)  Ademption  of  legacy.  A  legacy  is  adeemed  or  de-* 
stroyed,  wholly  or  in  part,  whenever  the  testator,  after  making  his  will 
during  his  life,  delivers  over  the  property  or  pays  the  money  bequeathed 
to  the  legatee,  either  expressly  or  by  implication,  in  lieu  of  the  legacy 

given ;  or  when  the  testator  conveys  to  another  the  specifica  property 
bequeathed,  and  does  not  afterward  become  possessed  of  the  same,  or 
otherwise  places  it  out  of  the  power  of  the  executor  to  deliver  over  the 
legacy.  If  the  testator  attempts  to  convey  and  fails  for  any  cause,  the 
legacy  is  still  valid. 

Where  devise  not  defeated  unless  authority  given  them  to  make  a  sale  of  property 
that  had  been  devised  :  5  Ga.,  301-309.  Intention  of  testator  governing  as  to  whether 
ademption  of  specific  legacy:  16  Ga.,  119.  Ademption  of  legacy  by  an  advancement, 
question  of  intention  :  19Ga.,316;  22/43.  Where  a  specific  legacy  and  where  no  ademp- 

tion by  sale  or  transfer :  23  Ga.,  21.  A  general  money  legacy  and  not  exempt  from 
abatement:  38  Ga.,  320-330.  Testator  failing  in  attempt  to  convey  legacy  still  valid: 
38  Ga.,  568.  Making  a  deed  to  specifically  devised  property  is  ademption  of  it:  46 
Ga.,  484.  Where  there  is  a  void  legacy,  land  descends  to  heir :  50  Ga.,  523.  A  wrongful 
charge  in  regard  to  adeeming  of  a  legacy  :  59  Ga.,  789. 
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2  Story's  Eq.,  §§1111-5;  2  Sp.  Eq.,  432-440;  Williams  Exrs.,  1320;  Reese  on  Exrs., 
268  ;  1  Roper  Leg.,  364 ;  2/995  ;  2  Redf.  Wills,  439 ;  1  Pomeroy's  Eq.,  §§524,  553  et  seq. ; 
Ex  parte  Pye,  2  White  &  Tudor's  L.  C,  part  I.,  (s.  p.)  262;  Ashburner  vs.  Maguire,  2 
Wnite  &  Tudor's  L.  C,  part  I.,  (s.  p.)  201 ;  Abb.  Tr.  Ev.,  148  ;  11  Am.  D.,  470;  5  Am. 
R.,  498;  36/716.  Rule  does  not  apply  where  legatee  is  a  stranger  with  same  strictness 
as  in  case  of  child :  1  Pomeroy's  Eq.,  §562.  al  Roper  Leg.,  328 ;  2  Redf.  Wills,  431.  See 
"Cumulative  legacies"  and  "Satisfaction"  in  General  Note  following  §2469. 

§2464.  (2428.)  (2432.)  Substitution.     If   the   testator   exchanges   the 
property  bequeathed  for  other  of  the  like  character,  or  merely  changes 
the  investment  of  a  fund  bequeathed,  the  law  deems  the  intention  to 
be  to  substitute  the  one  for  the  other,  and  the  legacy  shall  not  fail. 

§2465.  (2429.)  (2433.)  Election.     A  legatee  taking  under  a  will  must 
§§1765, 3162,  allow,  as  far  as  he  can,  all  the  provisions  of  the  will  to  be  executed. 
3164.  Hence,  if  he  has  an  adverse  claim  to  the  will,  he  will  be  required  to 

elect  whether  he  will  claim  under  the  will,  or  against  it.     The  mere 

fact  of  being  a  creditor3-  does  not  constitute  a  case  of  election. 
No  particular  time  for  election,  does  not  apply  to  residuary  legatees:  1  Ga.,  496. 

Where  will  did  not  make  a  case  a  case  for  election :  31  Ga.,  225.  Election  by  minors 
on  attaining  majority  as  to  dividing  estate  binds  them  :  55  Ga.,  359-360. 

2  Jarman  Wills,  1-40;  2  Roper  Leg.,  1565;  2  Redf.  Wills,  352  ;  1  Pomeroy's  Eq.,  §466 
et  seq. ;  2  Story's  Eq.,  §1075 ;  Streatfield  vs.  Streatfield,  1  White  &  Tudor's  L.  C,  225,  and 
notes;  Fletcher  vs.  Ashburner,  1  White  &  Tudor's  L.  C,  (s.  p.)  534,  notes:  Williams 
Exrs.,  1440.     a2  Spence  Eq.,  592;  St.  Eq.,  §1092. 

§2466.  (2430.)  (2434.)  Conditions.      A  condition  in  terroremh  is  void, 
§22%.         unless  there  is  a  limitation  over  to  some  other  person ;  in  which  event 

the  latter  takes.     Conditions  which  are  impossible,  illegal,  or  against 
public  policy,  are  void. 

Limitation  of  estate  bv  testator  to  wife  during  natural  life  or  widowhood,  valid  :  28 
Ga.,  262. 

Roper  Leg.,  741-840.  Conditions  in  restraint  of  marriage,  and  requiring  consent, 
when  such:  2  Jarman  Wills,  563  ;  1  Roper  Leg.,  826;  see  notes  to  §1697;  Reese  on 
Exrs.,  263-4;  4  Am.  D.,  114;  32/243,  n. — Devise  on  condition  that  devisee  will  pay  leg- 

acy :  19  Am.  D.,  394,  n  ;  8/695.  Condition  that  legatee  shall  relinquish  certain  claims  : 
1  Bk.,  253.  Devise  for  life,  with  power  of  disposal,  limitation  over  void  for  repug- 

nancy: 28  Am.  R.,  1 ;  29/493;  as  to  repugnant  conditions,  see  §2296. 

§2467.  (2431.)  (2435.)  Payment  of  debts.  Unless  otherwise  directed, 
§§2534, 3152,  the  debts  of  a  testator  should  be  paid  out  of  the  residuum.  If  it  prove 

to  be  insufficient,  then  ageneral  legacies  must  abate  pro  rata,  to  make  up 
the  deficiency.  If  they  are  insufficient,  then  specific13  legacies  should 
abate  in  the  same  manner.  If  the  executor  has  assented  to  the  lega- 

cies, and  the  legatees  are  in  possession ;  after  exhausting  the  assets  in 

the  hands  of  the  executor,  the  creditor0  may  proceed  against  each  lega- 
tee for  his  pro  rata  share.  For  the  payment  of  debts,  realty  and  person- 

alty shall  be  alike  liable. 
Abatement  of  legacies  to  pay  executors  commissions  :  14  Ga.,  416.     Legacy  to  wife 

in  lieu  of  dower  does  not  abate  with  other  legacies  to  make  up  deficiency  of  assets :  38 
.  Ga.,  320.     No  money  should  be  set  aside  to  minor  legatees  where  debts  unpaid:  38  Ga., 

'.  244.     Creditor  may  proceed  against  legacy  paid  to  legatee  for  pro  rata  share  after  ex- 
hausting assets :  51  Ga.,  367  ;  49/618.  Legatee  can  not  plead  amount  of  legacy  due  him 

against  suit  by  executor  unless  estate  solvent:  55  Ga.,  73.     Creditor  falling  to  notify 
I  ,       executor  of  debt  can  recover  pro  rata  where  it  has  been  assented  to  and  turned  over 
j  to  legatee:  59  Ga.,  529.     Special  devises  liable  to  creditor  not  otherwise  paid :  59 Ga., 

823-829.     Where  legatee's  share  turned  over  to  him  before  suit  against  executor  not 
t  subject  to  judgment  against  him  :  58  Ga.,  305. 

al  Roper  Leg.,  409;  2  Redf.  Wills,  450;  notes  to  Ashburner  vs.  Macguire,  2  White  & 
Tudor's  L.  C,  part  I.,  (s.  p.)  320;  Williams  Exrs.,  1340,  1359.  bl  Roper  Leg.,  356;  2 
Redf.  Wills,  450.  Refunding  legacies  to  pay  debts  :  Williams  Exrs.,  1450 ;  Reese  Exrs., 
274.  When  executor  can  compel :  Reese  Exrs.,  272.  When  legatee  can  compel  con- 

tribution from  co-legatee:  Reese  Exrs.,  272.  c2  Redf.  Wills,  449,  457  ;  Abb.  Tr.  Ev., 
761 ;  §3555.     As  to  legacies  causa  mortis,  see  §2668. 

§2468.  (2432.)  (2436.)     Bequest  to  charity.     A  devise  or  bequest  to  a 
§§2419, 3156.  charitable  use  will  be  sustained  and  carried  out  in  this  State ;  and  in 

all  cases  where  there  is  a  general  intention  manifested  by  the  testator 
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to  effect  a  certain  purpose,  and  the  particular  mode  in  which  he  directs  §§2419,3150. 
it  to  be  done  fails  from  any  cause,  a  Court  of  chancery  may,  by  approxi- 

mation, effectuate  the  purpose  in  a  manner  most  similar  to  that  indi- 
cated by  the  testator. 

By  Court  of  equity  :  4  Ga.,  404 ;  46/88. 

1  Jarman  Wills,  404  et  seq. ;  2  Roper  Leg.,  1180 ;  2  Redf.  Wills,  537  ;  2  Perry  on  Trusts, 
§723  et  seq. ;  20  Am.  D.,  90;  9  Am.  R.,  690;  the  Rose  will  case  (reported  in  separate 
volume.)  Devise  for  "benevolent  purposes  that  he  may  see  fit,"  is  void  for  uncer- 

tainty, and  not  for  charity  :  26  Am.  R.,  424.  Bequest  for  education  of  scholars  of  poor 
people  in  a  certain  county,  valid  :  28  Am.  R.,  522.  For  founding  hospital  to  be  incor- 

porated by  Congress,  valid:  29  Am.  R.,  605.  For  "Roman  Catholic  charities  in  city 
of  New  York,"  to  be  chosen  by  executors,  valid:  35  Am.  R.,  550.  Devise  for  religious 
societies,  when  not  void  for  uncertainty  :  27  Am.  R.,  422. 

§2469.  (2433.)  (2437.)  Executory  devise.  An  executory  devise  is  such 
a  future  disposition  of  property  as  would  fail  as  a  remainder  by  reason 
of  some  technical  defect,  but  which,  if  not  violative  of  the  policy  of  the 
law,  will  be  sustained  when  found  in  a  will. 

When  executory  devise  conveyed  :  2  Ga.,  307  ;  10/496 ;  24/102 ;  14/232 ;  16/545  ;  19/66 ; 
46/251. 

2  Jarman  Wills,  483-504  ;  2  Wash.  Real  Pr.,  631 ;  2  Redf.  Wills,  262  et  seq. 

General  Note. — No  time  within  which  party  shall  elect  does  not  apply  to  residuary 
legatee,  as  to  waiver  of:  1  Ga.,  496.  Bequest  to  residuary  legatees  of  dividends  carry- 

ing corpus  also  :  18  Ga.,  130.  Where  executor  could  not  interfere  by  bill  in  equity 
with  legacy  selected  and  taken  with  his  assent:  41  Ga.,  51.  What  may  amount  to  ac- 

quiescence in  probate  of  will :  4  Ga.,  446.  Specific  legacies  generally  bear  interest  from 
death  of  testator  :  5  Ga.,  301.  Decree  in  favor  of  legatees  against  executor  first  enforc- 

ed on  what  assets  are  in  his  hands:  6  Ga.,  93.  When  one  legatee  cannot  be  called  in  to 
contribute  to  others:  8Ga.,  43.  Vested  legacies,executor  liable  to  account  for;  injunc- 

tion against  administrator  :  6Ga.,  299.  Where  corpus  of  estate  vested  in  surviving  chil- 
dren and  did  not  go  to  administrator  :  18  Ga.,  56.  Where  legacy  vested  on  death  of 

testator:  22Ga.,323;  23/242.  Executory  gift :  14  Ga.,  232.  Legacy  not  levied  on  for 

legatee's  debts  until  assented  to  by  executor  :  20  Ga.,  100.  Gift  of  whole  estate,  real 
and  personal,  carries  money  :  20  Ga.,  791.  Where  the  legacy  was  absolute  :  21  Ga.,  265. 
Legacy  in  bonds  does  not  bear  interest :  24  Ga.,  372.  Legatee  may  bring  suit  against 
executor  for  legacy  within  ten  years  after  he  becomes  of  age  :  46  Ga.,  362.  Bequest  of 
a  chattel  when  a  certain  debt  is  paid  does  not  charge  it  with  payment  of  the  debt :  24 
Ga.,  559.  Purchaser  from  legatee  not  affected  by  failure  of  executor  to  comply  with 
will  as  to  division  :  27  Ga.,  96.  Bequest  of  railroad  stock  not  bequest  of  the  dividends: 
19  Ga.,  127.  Education,  board,  clothing,  a  charge  on  railroad  stock  bequeathed  :  28  Ga., 
369.  Legacy  only  to  those  children  living  at  death  of  testator,  one  dying  :  30  Ga.,  976. 
Bequest  of  50,000  dollars  of  stock  at  par  value  construed  :  40  Ga.,  562.  Acceptance  of 
legacy  estopped  legatees  from  suing:  40  Ga.,  676.  Bill  in  equity  by  portion  of  heirs 
against  the  rest  and  administrator  for  conversion  of  the  estate:  29  Ga.,  385  ;  25/252-6. 
Equity  will  aid  judgment  creditor  to  reach  distributive  share  of  insolvent  debtor:  3 
Ga.,  541.  Bill  by  children  to  recover  of  executor  a  residuary  legacy  held,  children  only 
embrace  first  generation  :  30  Ga.,  167.  When  legatees  not  to  account  for  advancements 
when  children  and  when  grandchildren  take  under  a  will:  25  Ga.,  549.  When  parol 
evidence  not  admissible  :  47  Ga.,  455.  As  to  performance  by  representative  of  contract 
of  testator  as  to  money  legacy  :  56  Ga.,  300.  What  a  proper  balance  to  show  what  may 
be  due  distributees  :  53  Ga.,  282.  When  executors  liable  for  a  legacy  willed  to  testa- 

tor's grandson:  57  Ga.,  258.  When  a  contingent  legacy  not  governed  by  rules  as  to 
lapsed  legacy  and  residuary  devisee  takes  instead  of  heirs  at  law  :  57  Ga.,  569.  Bequest 
to  slave  in  1857  was  void:  58  Ga.,  118;  46/399.  Bill  by  legatees  against  executor  for 
their  legacy  :  51  Ga.,  543  ;  65/746.  Wife  only  necessary  party  to  sue  for  her  legacy,  and 
husband  could  not  receipt  executor  for  her  legacy,  giving  her  a  separate  estate:  61  Ga., 
671.  Husband  not  "next  of  kin"  so  as  to  take  under  will  where  these  words  used  :  62 
Ga.,  142.  Parol  evidence  not  admitted  to  raise  latent  ambiguity :  62  Ga.,  253.  Intention 
governing  as  to  whether  legacy  lapsed  or  not:  58  Ga.,  32.  What  executor  must  show 
under  plea  of  outstanding  debts  against  estate  when  sued  for  money  legacy:  58  Ga., 
439. 

General  Note  on  Devises  and  Legacies. — Conversion,  doctrine  of,  with  repect 
to  devises  and  legacies  :  2  Jarman  Wills,  170  et  seq. ;  1  Roper  Leg.,  501 ;  Fletcher  vs. 
Ashburner,  1  White  &  Tudor' s  L.  C,  (s.  p.)  534,  and  notes.  Construction  of  particu- 

lar words  of  description:  2  Jarman  Wills,  381-405.  "  Children : "  2  Jarman,  690 
et  seq. ;  1  Roper  Leg.,  30  ;  Reese  Exrs.,  273  ;  Hawkins  on  Wills,  68-90  ;  2  Redf.  Wills, 
7-34  ;  28  Am.  R.,  480,  n  ;  34/585  ;  2  Sp.  Eq.,  418  ;  Tudor' s  Lead.  Cas.,  Real  Pr.,  2d  ed.,  702  ; 
5  Am.  D.,  504.  Illegitimate  children:  2  Jarman  Wills,  686.  Cumulative  legacies: 
Hawkins  on  Wills,  303  ;  2  Redf.  Wills,  178-184 ;  Hooley  vs.  Hatton,  2  White  &  Tudor 
L.  C,  part  L,  (s.  p.)  246.  "Relations,"  gifts  to  :  2  Jarman  Wills,  661 :  1  Roper  Leg., 
100 ;  2  Redf.  Wills,  85  ;  1  Pomeroy's  Eq.,  §545  ;  Reese  on  Exrs.,  265.    "  Descendants :" 
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2  Jarman  Wills,  033  ;  1  Roper  Leg.,  30  et  seq.  "Death,"  words  referring  to  :  3  Jarman 
Wills,  605,  617  et  seq.  Delivery  of  specific  legacies  :  2  Redf.  Wills,  485.  Executors, 
legacies  to:  Note  to  #2445 ;  Reese  Exrs.,  264.  "  Family,"  gift  to  :  2  Jarman,  622 ;  1 
Roper  Leg.,  137  ;  2  Redf.  Wills,  71 ;  28  Am.  R.,  302.  General  terms,  what  words 
carry  realty:  2  Jarman  Wills,  315;  personalty:  2  Jarman  Wills,  352.  "Issue:"  2 
Redf.  Wills,  35-55  ;  2  Jarman  Wills,  639  ;  3/213.  Marshalling-  assets  in  favor  of  cred- 

itors and  legatees:  3  Jarman  Wills,  527  :  2  Roper  Leg.,  497  ;  3  Redf.  Wills,  351-376. 
"Next  of  kin,"  gift  to:  2  Jarman  Wills,  643;  1  Roper,  119;  2  Redf.  Wills,  75. 
"Personal  representatives,"  gift  to  :  2  Jarman  Wills,  650;  1  Roper  Leg.,  124;  2 
Redf.  Wills,  78.  "Persons  of  testator's  name  and  blood,"  gift  to:  2  Jarman 
Wills,  684.  Personalty,  what  works  carry :  #2237,  n.  Payment,  to  whom  to  be 
made:  2  Redf.  Wills,  477-484;  Reese  on  Exrs..  271.  Residuary  Legacies  :  2  Redf. 
Wills,  100-122,148,  487;  Williams  Exrs.,  1454.  Realty,  what  words  carry:  #2218,  n; 
14  Am.  D.,  576.  Repetition:  See  "Cumulative"  above.  Satisfaction  :  See  notes  to 
$2463.  Legacy  to  creditor,  equal  to  or  greater  than  debt,  presumed  to  be  in  satisfac- 

tion of  debt;  rule  and  exceptions  stated:  2  St.  Eq.,  #1119;  2  Spence's  Eq.,  605-607; 
Talbot  vs.  Shrewsbury,  2  White  &  Tudor  L.  C,  part  L,  (s.  p.)  276 ;  Ex  parte  Pye,  lb., 
(s.  p.)  277;  Reese  on  Exrs.,  266.  Legacy  to  debtor,  not  satisfaction  of  debt:  St.  Eq., 
#1123  ;  2  Redf.  W.,  191 ;  see  note  to  #2445  ;  1  Pomeroy  Eq.,  #541.  "Survivors,"  limi- 

tations to  :  3  Jarman  Wills,  538  :  see  notes  to  §2269.  Un'certainty,  when  void  for  :  1 
Jarman  Wills,  643  et  seq. ;  2  Redf.  Wills,  383-407. 

ARTICLE  V. 

OF    REVOCATION. 

Section. 
2470.  Revocation. 
2471.  Express  or  resulting. 
2472.  How  executed. 
2478.  Can*  ellation. 
2474.  Intention  to  revoke. 

Section. 
2475.  Implied  revocation.  . 
2476.  Inconsistent  provisions. 
2477.  Revocation  by  marriage,  etc. 
2478.  Republication,  how  effected. 

§2470.  (2434.)  (2438.)  Revocation.  A  will  having  no  effect  until  the 
§2397.  death  of  the  testator,  is  necessarily  revocable  by  him  at  any  time  be- 

fore his  death ;  and  even  in  case  of  mutual  wills  with  a  covenant 
against  revocation,  the  power  of  revocation  remains. 

§2471.  (2435.)  (2439.)  Express  or  resulting.  A  revocation  may  be 
either  express  or  resulting.  An  express  revocation  is  where  the  maker 

by  writing  or  acts  annuls  the  instrument.  An  aimplied  revocation  re- 
sults from  the  execution  of  a  subsequent  inconsistent  will.  The  former 

takes  effect  instantly  or  independently  of  the  validity  or  ultimate  fate 
of  the  will,  or  other  instrument  containing  it.  The  latter  takes  effect 

,  only  when  the  subsequent  inconsistent  will  becomes  effectual,  and 
hence,  if  from  any  cause  it  fails,  the  revocation  is  not  completed. 

Revocation  by  making  deed  to  property  bequeathed  :  28  Ga.,  533  :  46/484.  In  mat- 
ter of  probate  of  will,  second  will  not  probated  considered  on  question  of  revocation  : 

23  Ga.,  332. 

2  Cooley  Bl.,  502  ;  3  Am.  D.,  395;  12/377;  15/400;  14  How.,  390,  400;  6  Wall.,  642. 
t  al  Jarman  Wills,  332-360  ;  15  Am.  D.,  659. 

I  §2472.  (2436.)  (2440.)  How  executed.     An  express  revocation  by  writ- 
j  ten  instrument  must  be  executed  with  the  same  formality  and  attested 
,  by  the  same  number  of  witnesses  as  are  requisite  for  the  execution  of 

a  will.  The  destruction  of  a  will  expressly  revoking  all  former  wills 
*  does  not  revive  a  former  will   unless  subsequently  republished.     In 

such  cases  the  republication  may  be  proved  by  parol. 

A  will  must  be  republished  as  set  forth  in  this  section  :  30  Ga.,  315-320.  Presump- 
tion against  completeness  of  will  can  be  rebutted  by  parol  evidence  :  14  Ga.,  596.  Pa- 

rol evidence  as  to  revocation  where  two  wills  and'  the  revoking  will  itself  revoked :  32 
Ga.,  156 ;  29/508,  but  see  30  Ga.,  315. 

§2473.  (2437.)  (2441.)  Cancellation.  An  express  revocation  may  be 
effected  by  any  destruction  or  obliteration  of  the  original  will,  or  a  du- 

plicate done  by  the  testator,  or  by  his  direction,  with  an  intention  to 
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revoke;  such  intention  will  be  presumed  from  the  obliteration  or  can- 
celling of  a  material  portion  of  the  will ;  but  if  the  part  canceled  be 

immaterial,  such  as  the  seal,  no  such  presumption  arises. 
Where  testator  in  destroying  a  paper  might  have  supposed  he  was  destroying  his 

will :  17  Ga:;  447.  Presumption  of  revocation  from  destruction,  how  rebutted  ;  39 
Ga.,  168. 

1  Jarman  Wills,  282-308;  2  Whart.  Ev.,  §891 ;  25  Am.  R.,  35,  n;  18/37G,  n ;  10  C-  L. 
J.,  295,  454;  25  Am.  R.,  32. 

§2474.  (2438)  (2442.)  Intention  to  revoke.  In  all  cases  of  revocation, 
the  intention  to  revoke  is  necessary  to  make  it  effectual.  An  express 
clause  of  revocation  will  not  operate  upon  a  testamentary  paper  where 
it  is  manifest  that  such  was  not  the  intention. 

§2475.  (2439.)  (2443.)  Implied  revocation.  An  implied  revocation  ex- 
tends only  so  far  as  the  inconsistency  exists.  Any  portion  of  the  first 

will,  which  can  stand  consistently  with  the  testamentary  scheme,  and 
bequests  made  in  the  last,  shall  remain  unrevoked. 

§2476.  (2440.)  (2444.)  Inconsistent  provisions.  When  there  are  incon- 
sistent provisions  in  the  same  will  the  latter  must  prevail. 

Where  two  repugnant  clauses  the  latter  must  prevail :  15  Ga.,  123.  First  fee,  then 
life  estate  :  23  Ga.,  519.     The  prior  gift  restricted  accordingly:  30  Ga.,  453. 

§2477.  (2441.)  (2445.)  Revocation  by  marriage,  etc.     In   all  cases  the  Act  of  1834, 

marriage  of  the  testator,  or  the  birth  of  a  child  to  him,  subsequent  to  the  Cl  p" 847, 
making  of  a  will  in  which  no  provision  is  made  in  contemplation  of 
such  an  event,  shall  be  a  revocation  of  the  will. 

As  to  parties  to  bonding  suit  where  letters  revoked  by  birth  of  posthumous  child  : 
6  Ga.,  21.  Birth  of  child  after  will  for  whom  no  provision,  according  to  Act  of  1834, 
intestacy:  10  Ga.,  79.  45/415-446.  Will  made  in  view  of  birth  of  child  subsequent  to 
will:  41  Ga..  58.  Subsequent  marriage:  33  Ga.,  115,  Suplt.  Wh^al  Jnfant  en  ventre  sa 
mare  at  testator's  death  should  inherit:  7  Ga.,  535. 

1  Jarmanj  Wills,  268-281;  15  Am.  D.,  659.  Revoked  by  subsequent  birth  of  child: 
26  Am.  R.,  157;  pro  tanto:  26  Am.  R.,  164. 

§2478.  (2442.)  (2446.)  Republication,  how  effected,  A  acodicil  properly  §2404. 
executed  and  annexed  to  a  revoked  will  shall  amount  to  a  republica- 

tion of  the  same.  Any  writing  executed  with  all  the  formalities  re- 
quired for  a  will,  may  operate  as  a  republication.  A  republication  of 

the  same  paper  in  the  presence  of  three  witnesses,  who  shall  subscribe 
as  additional  attesting  witnesses,  shall  be  good.  A  parol  republication 
in  the  presence  of  the  original  witnesses  to  the  will  sfi&ll  be  good. 

Revival  of  revoked  will  must  be  by  writing,  with  three  witnesses,  or  bj^  proper  codi- 
cil: 30  Ga.,  315.  Where  could  not  change  will  by  codicil:  30  Ga.,  528.  When  execu- 
tion of  a  codicil  a  representation  of  will,  bringing  it  down  to  date  of  codicil :  35  Ga., 

151.  Where  a  codicil  made  under  mistake  did  not  revoke  the  will :  38  Ga.,  562. 
Where  codicil  did  not  revoke  a  portion  of  the  will:  45  Ga.,  631.  Codicil  not  properly 
executed  and  signed  after  changes  made:  33  Ga.,  106,  Suplt.  Where  future  issue  did 
not  pass  by  will  or  codicil :  18  Ga.,  711. 

1  Jarman  Wills,  362-376  ;  14  Am.  R.,  534.     al  Jarman  Wills,  260  et  seq,  364,  366. 

General  Note. — An -instrument  that  was  revocable  and  a  will :  20  Ga.,  708-9.  A 
paper  revoking  all  former  wills,  and  leaving  property  to  be  distributed  under  law  of 
Georgia,  good  will :  24  Ga.,  640.  Nothing  to  indicate  that  testator  intended  to  revoke  a 
will  good  in  its  inception  and  at  time  it  was  to  take  effect,  although  illegal  at  interme- 

diate period:  40  Ga.,  18.     Cannot  show  revocation  by  parol  evidence:  43  Ga.,  143. 
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ARTICLE  VL 

OF    NUNCUPATIVE    WILLS. 

Section. 
2479.  Nuncupative  wills,  when  good. 
2480.  When  proved. 

Section. 
2481.  Notice  to  heirs. 
248-'.  All  property  passes. 

§2479.  (2443.}  (2447.)  Nuncupative  wills,  when  good.  No  nuncupative 
will  shall  be  good  that  is  not  proved  by  the  oaths  of  at  least  three 
competent  witnesses  that  were  present  at  the  making  thereof,  nor  un- 

less it  be  proved  that  the  testator,  at  the  time  of  pronouncing  the  same, 
did  bid  the  persons  present,  or  some  of  them,  bear  witness  that  such 
was  his  will,  or  to  that  effect,  nor  unless  such  nuncupative  will  was 
made  in  the  time  of  the  last  sickness  of  the  deceased,  and  in  the  house 
of  his  habitation  or  dwelling,  or  where  he  had  been  resident  for  the 
space  of  ten  days,  or  more,  next  before  the  making  of  such  will,  except 
where  such  person  was  surprised  or  taken  sick,  being  from  his  own 
home,  and  died  before  he  returned  to  the  place  of  his  dwelling. 

Formalities  and  proceedings  necessary  in  making  nuncupative  will :  22  Ga.,  293. 
Not  a  good  nuncupative  will,  it  not  appearing  it  was  made  in  extremis:  42  Ga., 
361-380. 

Redf.  Lead.  Cas.  on  Wills,  678 ;  20  Am.  D.,  40-47,  full  note ;  25  Am.  R.,  290  ;  3  C.  L. 
J.,  535,  584;  6  C.  L.  J.,  421 ;  3  Redf.  Wills,  184-201. 

§2480.  (2444.)  (2448.)  When  proved.  Application  for  probate  of  a 
nuncupative  will  must  be  made  before  the  Court  within  six  months 
after  the  death  of  the  testator,  and  the  substance  of  the  testamentary 
dispositions  must  be  reduced  to  writing  within  thirty  days  after  the 
speaking  of  the  same. 

This  provision  was  not  affected  by  Act  of  1805,  allowing  an  appeal  from  the  Ordi- 
nary :  13  Ga.,  38. 

§2481.  (2445.)  (2449.)  Notice  to  heirs.     Upon  all  applications  for  pro- 

§2427.         bate  of  nuncupative  wills,  the  same  notice  must  be  given  to  the"  heirs 
at  law  as  required  on  probates  in  solemn  form  of  other  wills. 

§2482.  (2446.)  (2450.)  All  property  may  pass,  etc.     All   property,  real 
and   personal,  may  pass   by  nuncupative   wills   properly    made  and 

proved. 
General  Note. — When  a  written  will  signed  by  maker  cannot  be  set  up  as  a  nun- 

cupative will :  22  Ga.,  603.  Legatee  a  legal  witness  in  favor  of  a  nuncupative  will  he 
propounds  for  probate  :  36  Ga.,  568. 
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CHAPTER  III. 

OF    TITLE    BY   DESCENT    AND    ADMINISTRATION. 

Article  1. — Of  Inheritable  Property  and  the  Relative  Rights,  etc. 
Article  2. — Of  Administration. 

ARTICLE  I. 

OP    INHERITABLE    PROPERTY   AND   THE    RELATIVE    RIGHTS    OP    THE    HEIRS 

AND    ADMINISTRATOR. 

Section. 
2483.  Descent  to  heirs. 
2484.  Rules  of  inheritance. 

Section, 
2485.  Right  of  administrator,  etc. 
2486.  May  recover  of  heirs. 

§2483.  (2447.)  (2451.)  Descent  to  heirs.     Upon  the  death  of  the  owner  §2246.  * 

of  any  estate  in  realty,  which  estate  survives  him,  the  title  vests  im-  ̂ L^^oc.  $**-  ' 
mediately  in  his  heirs  at  law.     The  title  to  all  other  property  owned  /^    j 
by  him  vests  in  the  administrator  of  his  estate  for  the  benefit  of  the  -&***-*?  ~^-^*-*' 

heirs  and  creditors.  &^c-*/<?4^:/'0  4^ 
"  Vests  "  upon  grant  of   administration,   which  grant  relates  back  tb   intestate's  /  ' 

death:  1  Ga.,  381.  Personalty  recoverable  by  legatees  or  distributees  only  through 
representative  of  estate  of  deceased:  12  Ga.,  278.  Realty  descends  to  heirs:  3  Ga. 
108.  Actual  seisin  not  necessary  to  descent  of  property :  13  Ga.,  238.  Admin- 

istrator has  qualified  interest  in  realty  for  payment  of  debts  and  making  distri- 
bution :  27  Ga.,  125.  An  irrevocable  trust  by  father  created  in  favor  of  daughter, 

passed  title  :  24  Ga.,  506-516.  No  interest  to  administrator  from  life  estate  of  intestate  : 
29  Ga.,  347-350.  Railroad  stock  sold  at  private  sale  by  administrator  vests  title  in  bona 
fide  purchaser  without  notice:  46  Ga.,  34;  56/377.  Personalty  vested  in  administra- 

trix which  she  could  not  dispose  of  legally  before  she  obtained  letters  of  administra- 
tion :  57  Ga.,  425-426.  Executor  still  liable  to  creditors  for  debts  of  the  estate,  al- 

though sale  and  distribution  of  effects  by  consent  of  himself  and  heirs:  55  Ga.,  449- 
451.  Heirs  may  divide  estate  by  consent,  and  creditor  of  one  must  go  upon  his  share  : 
55  Ga.,  359.  Section  cited:  56  Ga.,  444-446;  50/526-7.  Where  private  sale  of  testator's 
lands  did  not  pass  title  out  of  administratrix  :  58  Ga.,  334.  Where  trover  might  have 
been  maintained  by  administrator  for  personal  property  of  testator:  61  Ga.,  602-607. 
Presumed  until  will  produced  that  realty  goes  where  law  casts  it :  61Ga.,460.  •  Section 
cited  where  lands  held  adversely  by  heirs  cannot  be  sold  by  administrator  until  he 
sues  and  recovers  them  :  64  Ga.,  17. 

Williamson  Exrs.,  629,  636,  670,  703,  876.  Fixtures,  as  between  heir  and  representa- 
tive: 3  Redf.  W.,  156-167;  note  to  £2219.  Title  of  administrator  not  divested  by  re- 

moval of  property  to  another  State  :  3  Woods,  94. 

§2484.  (2448.)  (2452.)  Rules  of  inheritance.     The  following  rules  shall  Act  of  ieai, 

determine  who  are  the  heirs  at  law  of  a  deceased  person  :  c;  p"  29L 
1.  The  husband  is  sole  heir  of  his  intestate  wife,  [except,  that  on  the  §§isoo,  isoi. 

death  of  a  married  woman,  intestate,  leaving  a  separate  estate,  without  Act  of  1827 
remainder  or  limitation  over,  which  can  and  does  take  effect,  who  shall  c.  p.  294. 
leave  a  surviving  husband  and  child,  or  children,  or  descendants  of  a  £71  jj  p. 48. 
child  or  children,  such  separate  estate  shall  be  equally  divided,  share  .„- 

and  share  alike,  between  said  husband  and  said  offspring  per  capita,  but oi 
the  descendants  of  children  shall  take  per  stirpe.']  (a.) 

Where  husband  would  be  sole  heir  to  separate  estate  deeded  by  him  to  his  wife  in 
1852  :  57  Ga.,  523.  Where  title  to  wife's  separate  estate  vested  in  administrator,  who 
could  bring  trover  for  it:  1  Ga.,  381-390.  Where  title  to  separate  estate  of  wife  vested 
in  husband:  29  Ga.,  733.  Where  chose  in  action  of  wife  not  reduced  to  possession  by 
him  survived  to  her:  4  Ga.,  319.  Where  husband's  administrator  had  no  right  to 
separate  estate  relinquished  by  husband' to  wife:  22  Ga.,  426-430;  8/279;  30/308. Not  heirs  :  34  Ga.,  42  ;  23/407.  Land  drawn  by  woman  before  marriage  does  not  vest 
in  husband  where  grant  issued  after  his  death:  10  Ga.,  186.  I^fetributive  share  ac- 

cruing to  wife,  but  distribution  after  his  death  survives  to  wir%:  11  Ga.,  25.  Where 
parol  agreement  as  to  separate  estate  prevented  husband's  representative  from  taking 

39 
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possession  of  the  property:  33  Ga.,  525.  Where  wife's  legacy  vested  in  husband  sur- 
viving: 25  Ga.,  622.  By  marriage  husband  had  such  title  to  wife's  land  that  on  her 

death  he  could  sue  for  and  recover  it :  29  Ga.,  58.  Husband's  right  of  property  under 
Act  of  1845,  where  he  married  a  wife  with  children  by  former  marriage :  23  Ga.,  51-56. 
Respective  rights  of  property  of  husband  and  wife  where  settled  to  her  separate  use  : 
25  Ga.,  480.  Where  injunction  against  administrator  recovering  land:  30  Ga.,  74. 
Where  no  title  vests  in  husband  of  land  bought  with  wife's  money,  and  she  may  will 
it :  36  Ga.,  500.  Referring  to  rule  under  Act  of  1871,  incorporated  in  this  section  :  56 
Ga.,  346.  Although  husband  sole  heir  under  this  section,  yet  not  included  under  words 
"next  of  kin"  in  a  will :  62  Ga.,  142-145. 

Act  of  1829,      2.  If  the  intestate  dies  without  children,  or  the  descendants  of  chil- 
c.  p.  295.     dren,  leaving  a  wife,  the  wife  is  his  sole  heir. 
§1752-  Widow  dying  without  electing  to  take  chi.d's  part,  her  executor  cannot  recover  it 

after  her  death  ;  9  Ga.,  189.     Where  she  marries,  having  a  child,  the  right  of  property 
under  Act  of  1845,    and  as   to  husband's  rights   under   this  Act:  23  Ga.,  51.     Where 
widow  was  heir  of  husband,  there  being  no  children  :  33  Ga.,  409;  36/546.     "Heirs  of 
full   blood"   would  include  his  wife:  40  Ga.,  562-575.     Where  widovp  did  not  elect  to  i 
take  child's  part,  and  her  representative  could  not  get  it  :  45  Ga.,  514. 

3.  If  there  are  children,  or  those  representing  deceased  children,  the 

Act  of  1845,  wife  shall  have  a  child's  part,  unless  the  shares  exceed  five  in  number, 
(.-.  p.  297.  jn  ̂ ^h  case  the  wife  shall  have  one-fifth  part  of  the  estate.  If  the §§1771, 2048,  wife  elects  to  take  her  dower,  she  has  no  farther  interest  in  the  realty. 
2574, 

Where  the  grandchildren  took  per  stirpes  :  6  Ga.,  39-42. 

4.  Children  stand  in  the  first  degree  from  the  intestate,  and  inherit 

§3°579  2583.  equally  all  property  of  every  description,  accounting  for  advancements 
as  hereinafter  explained.  Posthumous  children  stand  upon  the  same 
footing  with  children  in  being  upon  all  questions  of  inheritance.  The 
lineal  descendants  of  children  stand  in  the  place  of  their  deceased 
parents ;  and  in  all  cases  of  inheritance  from  a  lineal  ancestor,  the  dis- 

tribution is  per  stirpe  and  not  per  capita. 
Grandchildren  took  per  stirpes:  6  Ga.,  39.  Posthumous  children  inherit:  7  Ga., 

535.  The  children  of  illegitimates  took  per  capita.,  just  as  those  of  legitimates  would 
have  done  :  45  Ga.,  574,  578. 

5.  Brothers  and  sisters  of  the  intestate  stand  in  the  second  degree, 
A' t^ of  1859  an(l  inherit,  if  there  is  no  widow,  or  child,  or  representative  of  child, 

p.  35.         '  The  half-blood  on  the  paternal  side  inherit  equally  with  the  whole blood.  If  there  be  no  brother  or  sister  of  the  whole  or  half-blood  on  the 

paternal  side,  then  those  of  the  half-blood  on  the  maternal  side  shall 
inherit.  The  children  or  grandchildren  of  brothers  and  sisters,  de- 

ceased, shall  represent  and  stand  in  the  place  of  their  deceased  parents 
but  there  shall  be  no  representation  farther  than  this  among  collaterals. 

Rights  of  illegitimates  under  this  law:  45  Ga.,  574.     The  doctrine  of  this  section  - 
discussed:  60  Ga.,  201. 

%r-  i/\/?2~~^  G£>.  6    The  father,  if  living,  inherits  equally  with  brothers  and  sisters,  and 
/  Aot  of  1841  stands  in  the  same  degree.     If  there  be  no  father,  and  the  mother  is 

and.^1843,  c.  alive,  *md  a  widore;  she  shall  inherit  in  the  same  manner  as  the  father 
would.  Qf  the  mother  is  not  a  Avidow,  she  shall  not  be  entitled  to  any 
portion  oF  such  estate,  unless  it  shall  be  that  of  the  only  or  last  sur- 

viving child  of  the  mother,  in  which  event  she  shall  take  as  if  unmar- <    riecL) 

Last  child  refers  to  surviving  child  of  mother  :  6  Ga.,  125  ;  33/29,  Suplt. 

7.  In  all  degrees  more  remote  than  the  foregoing,  the  paternal  and 
maternal  next  of  kin  shall  stand  on  an  equal  footing. 

8.  First  cousins  stand  next  in  degree;  uncles  and  aunts  inherit  equal- 
ly with  cousins. 
Cousins  on  paternal  and  maternal  side  stand  on  same  footing:  17  Ga.,  230. 

9.  The  more  remote  degrees  shall  be  determined  by  the  rules  of  the 
canon  law,  as  adopted  and  enforced  in  the  English  Courts  prior  to  the 
fourth  day  of  July,  A.  D.,  1776. 

This  part  of  this  section  cited  and  construed  :  60  Ga.,  199. 
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General  Note. — Where  child  made  legitimate  by  Legislature,  same  rights  as  legit- 
imates in  inheriting:  25  Ga.,  636-640.  Courts  lean  in  favor  of  the  law  in  carrying  out 

the  provisions  of  the  statute  of  distribution  :  27  Ga.,  324. 

General  Note  on  Descent.— Subject  treated  in  Bingham  on  Descent;  3  "Wash.  Real 
Pr.,  5  et  seq. ;  Williams  on  Exrs.,1483;  2  Cooley's  BL,  504 ;  1  Broom  &  Hadley'sCom.,  646; 
4  Kent  Com.,  373-412  ;  Broom's  Leg.  Max.,  496.  Tableof  consanguinity :  Williams' Exrs., 
2069,  p.  2178  of  Am.  ed.;  Reese  on  Exrs;  etc.,  126-130.  Inter-State  law  of:  Rorer,  200;  notes 
to  #8  of  Code.     Infant  in  ve  ,tre  samare  :  21  Am.  D.,  66  ;  1  Cooley's  BL,  109,  n,  10. 

§2485.  (2449.)  (2454.)  Right  of  administrator.  Upon  the  appointment  §§2246, 2257. 
of  an  administrator,  the  right  to  the  possession  of  the  whole  estate  is  in 
him,  and  so  long  as  such  administrator  continues,  the  right  to  recover 
possession  of  the  estate  from  third  persons  is  solely  in  him.  If  there  be 
no  administration,  or  if  the  administrator  appointed  consents  thereto, 
the  heirs  a£  law  may  take  possession  of  the  lands,  or  may  sue  therefor 
in  their  own  right. 

The  statute  of  limitations  does  not  commence  to  run  against  recovery  of  intestates 
property  by  ejectment  until  administration  granted  :  1  Ga.,  379  ;  3/105;  10/491.  Where 
death  before  adverse  possession  began  .  1  Ga.,  538.  Trover  by  administrator  with  will 
annexed  :  6  Ga.,  443.  Where  administrator  enjoined  from  recovering  land  of  intes- 

tate: 7  Ga.,  589;  16/31;  30/74;  23/374.  Rights  of  executor  as  to  bringing  ejectment 
and  as  to  real  estate  determined  by  the  will:  9  Ga.,  55.  As  to  order  from  Ordinary 
where  administrator  sues  for  land  against  heir:  14  Ga.,  145;  20/135.  Suit  by  the  heir 
for  land  :  3  Ga.,  105  ;  18/173 ;  14/666;  22/283  ;  41/42.  Injunction  against  trover  by  one 
taking  out  letters  of  administration  after  great  lapse  of  time  :  18  Ga.,  520-523  ;  20/514. 
Where  children  could  assert  their  rights,  and  administrator  not  necessary  party:  23  Ga., 
536.  Where  administrator  may  sue  to  recover  land  for  one  of  heirs  non  compos  mentis 
regardless  of  the  seven  years  bar:  27  Ga.,  494.  Where  after  issuing  of  grant  adminis- 

trator could  bring  ejectment  for  it:  22  Ga..  107.  When  administrator  liable  in  trover  : 
15  Ga.,  189;  17/452;  57/149.  Goods  of  another  having  been  in  possession  of  deceased 
not  assets  in  hands  of  his  administrator :  19  Ga.,  554.  Bill  for  direction  by  executors : 
23  Ga.,  31.  Bill  by  creditors  against  administrator,  demurrer  to  sustained  :  3  Ga.,  575. 
Where  heirs  may  go  into  equity  to  set  aside  sales  by  executors,  administrators,  etc.  :  8 
236.  Creditor's  bill,  administrator  debonis  non  administers  on  estate  unadministered: 
10  Ga.,  266.  Where  creditors  could  not  interfere  with  administration  by  compelling 
debtors  to  pay  to  them  :  16  Ga.,  454.  Legatees  must  proceed  through  legal  representa- 

tives of  estate,  to  recover  personal  property:  12  Ga.,  278.  Money  in  bank  passed  to  de- 
ceased's administrator:  13  Ga.,  341.  Administrator's  interest  in  estate  for  payment  of 

debts  and  distribution  :  27  Ga.,  125.  Where  Court  refused  to  order  property  from 
hands  of  receiver  into  administrator's  possession :  41  Ga.,  550.  Action  by  administrator 
for  property  converted  :  30  Ga.,  296.  Section  cited  where  ejectment  brought  by  heirs  : 
61  Ga.,  462-463.  Temporary  administrator  may  file  illegality  to  execution  against  in- 

testate's lands  :  39  Ga.,  565. 

§2486.  (2450.)  (2455.)  May  recover from  heirs,  etc. ,  when.  The  adminis- §2531. 
trator  may  recover  possession  of  any  part  of  the  estate  from  the  heirs 
at  law,  or  purchasers  from  them ;  but  in  order  to  recover  lands,  it  is 
necessary  for  him  to  show  upon  the  trial,  either  that  the  property  sued 
for  has  been  in  his  possession,  and,  without  his  consent,  is  now  held 
by  the  defendant,  or  that  it  is  necessary  for  him  to  have  possession  for  the 
purpose  of  paying  the  debts  or  making  a  proper  distribution.  An 
order  for  sale  or  distribution,  granted  by  the  Ordinary  after  notice  to 
the  defendant,  shall  be  conclusive  evidence  of  either  fact. 

When  permission  from  Ordinary  necessary  to  bring  action  against  heir  :  3  Ga.,  Ill ; 
14/145.  Trover  by  administrator,  division  of  the  property  by  consent  of  legatees,  no 
defense  :  6  Ga.,  443.  When  administrator  may  recover  land  from  one  of  the  heirs  al- 

though there  be  no  order  of  sale:  20  Ga.,  135-141.  Purchaser  with  notice  of  executor's 
breach  of  trust,  liable  to  heirs  and  legatees  :  19  Ga.,  94,  130.  Trover  by  administrator 
when  need  not  show  order  of  Ordinary :  25  Ga.,  28.  Bill  by  administrator  de  bonis  non 

to  set  aside  Sheriff's  sale  for  fraud  :  47  Ga.,  651-2.  What  not  good  defense  to  foreign 
administrator  suing  guardian  for  money  of  intestate:  60  Ga.,  150.  Section  cited:  50 
Ga.,  526-527  ;  64/17.  Where  heirs  at  law  had  no  right  of  action  on  bond  of  temporary 
administrator  before  permanent  one  appointed :  55  Ga.,  431.  Section  cited  in  reference 
to  order  by  Ordinary  to  sell  to  pay  debts,  notice,  etc.,  being  conclusive  :  56  Ga.,  431-434. 
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ARTICLE  II. 

OF    ADMINISTRATION. 

Section 
1. 

Section 2. 

Section 3. 
Section 4. 

Section 5. 

Section 6. 

Section 

7. Section 8. 

Section 9. 
Section 

10. 

Section 11. 

Section 12. 

-Different  Kinds  of  Administrators,  etc. 
-Of  their  Appointment,  Bonds  and  Removal. 
-Of  Inventories,  Appraisments  and  Returns. 
-Of  Managing  the  Estate  and  Paying  Debts. 
-Of  Receiving  and  Making  Titles  on  Bonds  for  Titles. 

-Of  Administrator's  Sales. 
-Of  Distribution,  Advancements,  etc.,  for  Family. 
-Of  Commissions  and  Extra  Compensation. 
-Of  Final  Settlements,  Receipts,  etc. 

-Of  Letters  of  Dismission  and  Resignation. 
-Of  Removing  Proceedings  to  another  County. 
-Of  Foreign  Administrators,  etc. 

SECTION  I. 

.DIFFERENT     KINDS     OF     ADMINISTRATORS,     AND     RULES     FOR     GRANTING 
LETTERS. 

Section. 
2495.  Clerk,  when  to  be  administrator. 
2496.  Letters  in  special  cases. 
2497.  Rules  for  granting  such  letters. 
2498.  Preference. 
2499.  Survivorship  among  administrators. 
2500.  Need  not  be  person  citing. 
2501.  Revenue  stamps. 

Act  of  1799, 
C.  p.  311. 
Act  of  1805, 
C.  p.  2S3. 
Acts  of  1851 
-2,  p  50. 

§§326,  2438, 
3611. 

Section. 
2487.  Temporary  letters. 
2488.  Bond  of  temporary  administrator. 
2489.  Pendente  lite. 

■  2490.  Be  bonis  non. 
2491.  With  the  will  annexed. 
241.  2.  Who  are  qualified. 
2493.  Exception. 
'.2494.  Rules  for  granting  letters. 

"§2487.  (2451.)  (2456.)  Temporary  letters.  The  Ordinary  may  at  any 
time  grant  temporary  letters  of  administration  upon  any  unrepresent- 

ed estate  for  the  purpose  of  collecting  and  taking  care  of  the  effects  of 
the  deceased,  to  continue  and  have  effect  until  permanent  letters  are 
granted;  and  from  the  order  granting  temporary  letters  there  shall  be 
no  appeal. 

Where  situation  of  executors  similar  to  temporary  administrators :  55  Ga.,  341.  To  be 
granted  where  there  is  a  contest  for  administration  pendente  lite:  14  Ga.,  653.  If  granted 
in  term  time  upon  contest  the  error  may  be  corrected  by  certiorari:  40 Ga.,  389.  When 
temporary  administrator  should  ask  for  injunction:  24  Ga.,  131.  When  selling  cotton 
by  to  pay  intestate's  drafts,  not  invalid:  28  Ga.,  272.  May  file  illegality  to  execution 
and  permanent  one  becomes  a  party,  to :  39  Ga.,  565.  Where  temporary  administrator 
could  not  bind  estate  by  note  :  46  Ga.,  296.  May  institute  suit  for  collecting  effects  of 
deceased,  and  permanent  administrator  may  become  a  party  thereto:  50  Ga.,  264.  No 
bill  by  heirs  on  bond  of  temporary  administrator  before  appointment  of  a  permanent 
one:  55  Ga.,  431.  Cannot  bind  nor  can  permanent  one  ratify  his  contracts  for  fees  in 
resisting  the  setting  up  of  will:  56  Ga.,  655-659.  Should  not  refuse  because  securities 
resided  in  a  different  county:  16  Ga.,  14. 

Cannot  sue  :  Ga.  Dec,  Part  II.,  174. 

§2488.  (2452.)  Bond  of  temporary  administrator.  [The  Ordinary  may 
(a)  Acts  of  issue  such  temporary  letters  of  administration,  upon  the  party  or  par- 
1865,  pp.  83,  ̂ eg  £0  whom  they  are  granted  giving  good  and  sufficient  bond,  with 

security,  for  double  the  amount  of  all  the  personal  property  belonging 
to  the  estate,  other  than  real  estate.]  (a.) 

Heirs  at  law  no  right  to  action  on  bond  of  temporary,  until  appointment  of  perma- 
nent administrator:  55  Ga.,  431. 
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§2489.  (2453.)  (2457.)  Pendente  lite.  Pending  an  issue  of  devisavit  vel 
non,  upon  any  paper  propounded  as  a  will,  temporary  letters  of  admin- 

istration may  be  granted,  unless  the  will  has  already  been  admitted  to 
probate  in  common  form,  and  letters  testamentary  issued. 

Appeal  proper  remedy  to  remove  Ordinary's  refusal  to  grant  letters  pendente  lite  :  16 
Ga.,  13-15:  17/263. 

Williams  Exrs.,  495;  3  Redf.  Wills,  107-9. 

§2490.  (2454.)  (2458.)  De  bonis  non.  Administration  de  bonis  non  is 
granted  upon  an  estate  already  partially  administered,  and  from  any 
cause  unrepresented. 

Only  entitled  to  property  remaining  unadministered:  11  G a.,  599;  5/56,332;  3/256; 
When  creditor  cannot  call  the  removed  executor  or  administrator  to  account,  not  aver- 

ring a  refusal  of  administrator  de  bonis  non  to  do  so:  10  Ga.,  266-271.  Deed  to  land  in 
accordance  with  bond  given  by  his  intestate:  19  Ga.,  153.  As  to  making  administrator 
de  bonu  non  a  party  to  suit  after  first  administrator :  30  Ga.,  775.  Administrator  de  bonis 
non  bringing  ejectment  can  not  be  met  by  claim  of  executor:  45  Ga.,  112.  Could  not 
at  common  law  and  before  Act  of  1845,  call  to  account  representative  of  deceased  ad- 

ministrator or  executor:  1  Ga.,  83.  As  to  rights  of  creditors  to  sue  where  there  is  an 
administrator  de  bonis  non:  11  Ga.,  658;  10/266;  61/550;  45/616. 

Administrators  de  bonis  non:  Williams  Exrs.,  470;  1  Add.  Contr.,$458;  3  Redf. 
Wills,  101-3;  17  Am.  D.,  33;  19/660;  24/379-389,  full  note;  2  Cooley  Bl.,  506. 

§2491.  (2455.)  (2459.)    With  will  annexed.     Administration  with  the  Act  of  1792, 

will  annexeda  is  granted  where  the  deceased  died  testate,  but  no  execu-   * p' 30/' 
tor  appears  to  qualify  and  execute  the  will.     If  the  executor  appointed  §^39>  2443> 
is  disqualified,  for  want  of  age,b  the  letters  may  be  granted  until  the 
disability  ceases. 

Action  here  against  such  administrator,  on  a  judgment  obtained  in  Virginia  against 
an  executor:  3  Ga.,  426.  Division  by  consent  of  heirs  no  defense  to  trover  by  such  ad- 

ministrator: 6  Ga.,  443.  Could  not  formerly  administer  on  any  portion  not  disposed 
of  by  will:  9  Ga.,  461;  16/213.  An  equitable  claim  against  the  estate  cannot  be  plead 
against  action  by  administrator  with  will  annexed  for  debt  due  estate:  16  Ga.,  481. 
Trover  by:  25  Ga.,  480.  Sales  by  must  be  by  tile  will  or  order  of  the  Ordinary:  27  Ga., 
75,  585. 

aWilliams  Exrs.,  461;  3  Redf.  Wills  ,95-100  ;  2  Cooley  BL,  503.  Durante  absentia: 
Williams  Exrs.,  502;  3  Redf.  Wills,  110.     ̂ Williams  Exrs.,  479;  3   Redf.  Wills,  104-7. 

§2492.  (2456.)  (2460.)    Who  are  qualified.      None  but  citizens  of  the  Act  of  isos, 

United  States,  residing  in  the  State  of  Georgia,  are  qualified  to  be  made  c" p'  28°' administrators,  except  as  provided  in  the  next  section. 
Section  cited:  63  Ga.,  464. 

§2493.  (2457.)  Exception.    [Whenever  a  citizen  of  another  State  orActsofi855 

Territory  of  the  United  States  shall  be  heir  at  law,  of  equal,  greater  or  ~6>  p- 228- 
sole  interest,  of  any  estate  of  a  deceased  citizen  of  Georgia,  it  shall  be 
lawful  for  such  non-resident  citizen  to  act  as  administrator  of  such  es- 

tate: Provided,  such  non-resident  shall,  before  he  is  qualified  to  act,  be 
required  to  give  bond  and  good  security  in  a  sum  equal  to  double  the 
amount  of  such  estate,  payable  to  the  Ordinary  of  the  county  before 
whom  he  may  qualify  in  this  State.     The  securities  shall  be  resident  (a)  Acts  of 

citizens  of  this  State,  and  liable  to  be  sued  and  proceeded  against,  in  the 1866,  p' 6b" 
first  instance,  for  any  default,  liability  or  mismanagement  on  the  part 
of  such  non-resident  administrator,  without  joining  such  administrator 
in  said  suit.]  (a.) 

Non-residence  or  absence  of  executor  after  probate  does  not  disqualify  or  revoke  let- 
ters testamentary:  28  Ga.,  387;  12/604.     Section  cited:  63  Ga.,  464. 

§2494.  (2458.)  (2461.)  Rules  for  granting  letters.     In  the  granting  ofActofi764, 

letters  of  administration  of  any  kind  the  following  rules  shall  be  ob-  Act'of°i789 
served,  the  applicant  being,  in  all  cases,  of  sound  mind,  and  laboring  c.  p.  305. 

under  no  disability :  c Cp°294.827' 
1.  The  husband  or  wife  surviving,  irrespective  of  age,  shall  be  first . 

entitled.  2440.' 4112,' 
Wife  or  one  she  should  suggest  would  be  fit  person  for  issuing  letters  of  administra-        ' 

tion,  to:  63  Ga.,  615.     Rights  of  husband  as  to:  4  Ga.,  377-385.     Husband  shall  have 
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administration  of  all  wife's  personal  estate:  4  Ga.,  542.  And  of  her  realty:  25  Ga.,  624. 
Where  widow  preferred  to  creditor:  32  Ga.,  575.  Where  administration  was  refused  to 
widow:  55  Ga.,  355;  49/412. 

2.  The  next  of  kin,a  at  the  time  of  the  death,  according  to  the  law  de- 
claring relationship  and  distribution,  shall  be  next  entitled;  but  if  the 

party  died  testate,  the  person  most  beneficially  interested  under  the 
will  shall  have  the  preference.  Relations  by  consanguinity  shall  be 
preferred  to  those  by  affinity. 

Contest  between  collateral  kinsmen  where  infant  next  of  kin,  then  its  guardian:  31 
697.     Where  the  next  of  kin  of  husband  would  be  entitled  to  administer:  25  Ga.,  624. 

3.  If  there  be  several  of  the  next  of  kin  equally  near  in  degree,  the 
person  selected  in  writing  by  a  majority  of  those  interested  as  distribu- 

tees15 of  the  estate,  and  who  are  capable  of  expressing  a  choice,  shall  be 
appointed. 

Avoid  appointment  of  one  of  the  Justices  presiding  at  time  of  appointment:  6  Ga., 
443.  Ordinary  should  appoint  a  fit  person  selected  by  majority  of  next  of  kin:  35  Ga., 
243;  59/269-270. 

4.  If  no  such  preference  is  expressed,  the  Ordinary  may  exercise  his 
discretion  in  selecting  the  one  best  qualified  for  the  office. 

Where  applicant  for,  has  been  advanced  full  share  and  is  setting  up  adverse  claim, 
should  be  considered:  29  Ga.,  519. 

5.  Where  no  application  is  made  by  the  next  of  kin,  a  creditor  may 

be  appointed ;  and  among  creditors,0  as  a  general  rule,  the  one  having 
the  greatest  interest  will  be  preferred. 

Where  widow  preferred  in  contest  between  her  and  creditors:  32  Ga.,  575.  Contest 
between  creditors  preference  of  where  portion  of  one  should  be  considered:  42  Ga.,  401. 
Widow  with  one  creditor  assisting  preferred  to  another  creditor  with  large  claim :  32 
Ga.,  575. 

6.  The  persons  entitled  to  an  estate  may  select  a  disinterested  person 
as  administrator,  and,  if  otherwise  qualified,  he  shall  be  appointed. 

7.  The  person  entitled  to  administration  may  desire  a  third  person 
associated  with  him  in  the  administration,  and  in  such  case,  if  other- 

wise qualified,  he  may  be  appointed. 
8.  No  person  shall  be  apointed  administrator,  who  is  neither  of  kin  to 

the  intestate  nor  a  creditor,  nor  otherwise  interested  in  the  grant  of  ad- 
.  ministration,  except  in  the  cases  before  provided. 

^^yy*e>C'  Ccrtn****^.  If  a  married  woman  is  next  of  kin,  her  husband  is  entitled  to  the 
r^^^r  ̂ cfcof  1792,  administration.  If  a  female  administratrix  or  executrix  marries,  her 

*//^fz*- p- 309  '  husband  may  be  appointed  administrator.  The  Ordinary,  however, 
f*"  *  •c.VW " '  'may ,  in  his  discretion,  grant  the  letters  to  any  other  person  entitled 
'  §2443  thereto  under  any  of  the  prescribed  rules. 

When  husband  of,  the  sole  heir,  entitled  to  under  Act  of  1828:  10  Ga.,  98-101. 

10.  As  a  general  rule,  to  cover  all  cases  not  specially  provided  for, 
the  person  having  the  right  to  the  estate  ought  to  have  the  adminis- 
tration. 

11.  Temporary  letters  of  administration,  pending  the  litigation  on  a 
propounded  will,  should  generally  be  granted  to  the  nominated  execu- 
tor. 

General  Note. — Where  applicant  for  administration  has  right  to  open  and  con- 
clude: 9  Ga.,  190.  Temporary  administrator  should  be  appointed  where  contest  as  to 

proper  representation  of  estate :  14  Ga.,  653.  Pleadings  need  not  aver  grounds  on  which 
administrator  entitled  to  the  letters:  22  Ga.,  431.  Creditor  applying  should  be  allowed 
to  show  how  he  is  such  creditor:  46  Ga.,  315.  Trover  by  administrator:  1  Ga.,  381. 
Choice  of  creditors  for  one  creditor  should  be  considered  by  Ordinarv  in  selecting:  42 
Ga.,  401. 

aT.  U.  P.  Charl.,  69,  71 ;  2  Cooley  Bl.,  504.  ̂ on-resident :  T-  IL  R  Charl.,  207.  CT. 
U.  P.  Charl.,  159,  207  ;  R.  M.  Charl.,  17.— Generally :  Williams  on  Exrs.,  409;  4  Jacob's 
Fisher's  Digest,  par.  5253 ;  P.M.  Charl.,  100 ;  3  Redf.  Wills,  81-89;  Reese  on  Exrs., 137. 
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§2495.  (2459.)  (2462.)  Clerk  to  be  administrator,  when.     If,  from  any  Act  of  1815, 

cause,  an  estate  be  unrepresented,  and  not  likely  to  be  represented,  the  A"cf of1?^, 
Ordinary  may    vest  the  administration  in  the  Clerk  of  the  Superior "C.  p.  331. _ 
Court  of  the  county,  or  any  other  person  whom  he  may  deem  fit  andc.  p.  339. 

proper — a  citation  being  first  published  for  thirty  days,  as  in  other  cases  i2ctp°<j>ls51 
— and  such  clerk,  if  appointed,  shall  be  compelled  to  discharge  the  du- Acts  of  i860, 

ties  of  the  office.     If,  however,  such  estate  does  not  exceed  in  value  thep" 34' 
sum  allowed  by  laAv  to  the  widow  and  children,  no  administration  shall  §§329>  -r^1- 
b3  necessary,  but  the  Ordinary  shall,  by  order,  set  apart  the  same  to 
the  widow  and  children. 

Ordinary  may  force  Clerk  of  Superior  Court  to  be  administrator:  20  Ga.,  775.  His 
letters  do  not  cease  with  his  term  of  office  as  Clerk  :  22  Ga.,  431.  Clerk  not  liable  under 
his  bond  as  Clerk,  for  anything  he  does  as  administrator  by  appointment:  55  Ga.,  313-314. 

§2496.  Letters,  how  granted  in  special  cases.  [If,  from  any  cause,  an  (a)  Acts  of 

estate  be  unrepresented,  and  not  likety  to  be  represented,  as  content-  °'6'p plated  in  the  preceding  section,  and  it  shall  be  made  to  appear  to  the 
Ordinary  that  neither  the  person  entitled  to  administration  on  the  es- 

tate nor  any  other  person  can  be  found  to  give  the  security  required  by 
law,  and  that  great  injury  is  likely  to  occur  to  said  estate  for  want  of 
administration,  then  and  in  such  case  the  Ordinary  shall  vest  the  ad- 

ministration in  the  Clerk  of  the  Superior  Court  of  the  county,  or  any 
other  person  whom  he  may  deem  fit  and  proper,  such  person  or  persons 
giving  their  own  bond  in  such  amount  as  the  Ordinary  may  deem  ade- 

quate, for  the  faithful  administration  of  the  estate:  Provided,  that  in 
all  such  cases  where  administration  is  granted  without  security,  and  it 
shall  become  necessary  to  sue  the  bond,  the  interest  of  all  minors  in- 

terested shall  be  satisfied,  until  the  claim  of  said  minors  is  fully  paid 
off  and  discharged,  although  it  may  be  to  the  exclusion  of  all  parties 
capable  of  giving  their  consent  when  said  administration  may  have 
been  granted.]  (a.) 

When  vested  in  Clerk  of  Superior  Court,  his  bond  as  Clerk  not  responsible  for  his 
acts  as  such  administrator:  55  Ga.,  314. 

§2497.  Rules  to  govern  Ordinary.  [The  discretion  vested  in  the  Ordina-(b)  Acts  of 
ry  by  the  preceding  section,  in  determining  to  whom  administration1855  6>p-30- 
shall  be  granted,  shall  be  exercised  in  accordance  with  the  rules  laid 
down  in  section  2494  of  this  Code:  Provided,  that  in  all  cases  the  natu- 

ral guardians  of  minors  interested  in  the  estate  shall  have  the  right  to 
take  administration  jointly  with  the  person  appointed,  or  alone,  if  no 
other  person  is  selected ;  and  in  case  no  person  can  be  found  to  take  the 
administration,  then  and  in  such  case  the  Ordinary  may  vest  the  ad- 

ministration in  the  Clerk.]  (b.) 
§2498.   One  offering  security  shall  ham  preference.  [Whenever,  under  a  rc^  Acts  of 

citation  for  administration,  according  to  section  2494  of  this  Code,  any  1865  6>p-30' 
person  entitled  to  administration  under  the  rules  set  forth  in  section  2494, 
shall  offer  to  the  Ordinary  good  and  sufficient  security,  as  required  in 
section  2505  of  this  Code,  such  person,  although  not  entitled  to  the  ad-     • 
ministration  by  priority,  under  the  rules  for  granting  letters,  such  per- 

son so  offering  security  shall,  nevertheless,  be  entitled  to  the  adminis- 
tration by  reason  of  his  ability  to  give  security,  in  preference  to  one 

who  has  priority  according  to  rule,  but  does  not  offer  security. 1  (c.) 
§2499  (2460.)  (2463.)  Survivorship  amongst  administrators     If  admin- §3110. 

istration  has  been  granted  to  more  than  one,  upon  the  death   of  either 
the  right  of  administration  survives  to  the  other. 

§2500.  (2461.)  (2464.)  Need  not  be  the  person  citing.      Administration 
may  be  granted  to  other  persons  than  him  in  whose  name  the  citation 
issues,  and  without  a  new  citation  being  published. 

New  citation  not  necessary  to  appoint  one  not  the  first  applicant:  19  Ga.,  220; 
00  J  243. 
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§2501.  (2462.)  Revenue  stamps  taxed  as  cost.  [The  amount  of  all  revenue 
(a)  Acts  of  stamps  used  upon  letters  of  administration,  letters  testamentary,  etc., 

222-3?'  PP'  snail  be  taxed  as  cost  against   the  parties   for   whom  the  same  are used.]  (a.) 

SECTION  II. 

THE    APPOINTMENT    OF    ADMINISTRATORS — THEIR   BOND   A*ND   REMOVAL. 

Section, 
2502.  Application. 
2503.  Citation. 
2504.  Oath. 
2505.  Bond. 
2506.  To  be  filed. 
2507.  Suits  on  bond. 
2508.  Execution,  how  issued. 

Section. 
2509.  Provision  for  new  sureties. 
2510.  Joint  bond.  . 
2511.  Defaulting  administrator. 
2512.  Liability  of  sureties,  etc. 
2513.  Suits  not  to  abate. 
2514.  If  several  administrators,  etc. 
2515.  Account  with  heir  at  law. 

§2502.  (2463.)  (2465.)  Application.  Every  application  for  letters 

c.^p.U286?o:7'  of  administration  must  be  made  to  the  Ordinary  of  the  county  of  the 
Acts  of  1859,  resi(ierice  0f  the  deceased,  if  a  resident  of  this  State,  and  if  not  a  resi- 
§§333,  334.    dent,  then  in  some  county  where  the  estate,  or  some  portion  thereof,  is. 

Ordinary  of  county  where  party  dies  has  jurisdiction  to  grant  letters  of  adminis- 
tration on  his  estate  :  18  Ga.,  174  ;  27/259.  May  grant  administration  on  non-resident's 

estate  in  any  county  where  he  had  land :  32  Ga.,  299.  But  not  where  he  has  no  estate  : 
22  Ga.,  356.  Where  part  of  county  where  deceased  resided  had  been  cut  off  ijito  a 
new  county:  27  Ga.,  633.  As  to  the  law  before  the  Act  of  1839:  21  Ga  ,  161-170. 
When  application  for  administration  should  not  have  been  dismissed  :  27  Ga.,  73. 
Administration  for  fraudulent  purposes  should  be  discouraged:  20  Ga.,  514.  Ordinary 
of  county  where  deceased  non-resident  has  lands  or  evidence  of  debt  in  possession  of 
resident,  may  grant  administration:  52  Ga.,  649.  If  non-resident  has  effects  in  more 
than  one  county,  Ordinary  first  granting  has  exclusive  jurisdiction  :  62  Ga.,  637. 
Where  administration  is  granted  without  jurisdiction,  as  upon  estate  of  living  per- 

son, supposed  to  be  dead:  20  Am.  B..,  555  ;  30/748,  n  ;  32/309. 

§2503.  (2464.)  (2466.)  The  citation.  The  Ordinary  must  issue  a  cita- 
g325.  tion,  giving  notice  of  the  application  to  all  concerned,  in  the  gazette  in 

which  the  county  advertisements  are  usually  published,  for  thirty  days, 
and  at  the  first  regular  term  after  the  expiration  of  that  time,  the  ap- 

plication should  be  heard  or  regularly  continued. 
Letters  of  administration  must  be  granted  by  Court  of  Ordinary  at  next  term  of 

Court,  unless  application  continued;  9  Ga.,  135.  Citation  held  indispensable:  12  Ga., 
526.  Where  petitioner  estopped  from  denying  regularity  of  application  and  publica- 

tion :  35  Ga.,  243.  Must  show  interest  as  heir  or  creditor,  mere  apprehension  of  suit 
will  not  authorize  resisting  granting  letters  of  administration:  56  Ga.,  146. 

§2504.  (2465.)  (2467.)   Oath  of  administrator.     Every  administrator, 
when  qualified,  (which  may  be  done  in  vacation  if  appointed  at  a  reg- 

i  ular  term, )  shall  take  and  subscribe  the  following  oath  or  affirmation : 

"I  do  solemnly  swear  (or  affirm)  that  A.  B.,  deceased,  died  intestate, 
so  far  as  I  know  or  believe,  and  that  I  will  well  and  truly  administer 
on  all  the  estate  of  the  said  deceased,  and  disburse  the  same  as  the  law 
requires,  and  discharge  to  the  best  of  my  ability  all  my  duties  as  ad- 

ministrator.    So  help  me  God." 
The  oath  should  be  taken  before  the  Court  of  Ordinary  :  6  Ga.,  447. 

fetf^f-  //f-4.         §2505.  (2466.)  (2468.)  Bond  of  administrator.     Every  administrator, 

*  Act  of  1792,  upon  his  qualification,  shall  give  bond,  with  good  and  sufficient  securi- 
c.  p.  309.     ̂ y,  to  be  judged  of  by  the  Ordinary,  in   a  sum  equal  to  double  the 
Acts  of  i85i  amount  of  the  estate  to  be  administered;  such  bond  shall  be  pavable 

102         '    to  the  Ordinary  for  the  benefit  of  all  concerned,  and  shall  be  attested  by 
him  or  his  deputy,  and  shall  be  conditioned  for  the  faithful  discharge 
of  his  duty  as  such  administrator,  as  required  by  law.    .A  substantial 
compliance  with  these  requisitions  for  the  bond  shall  be  deemed  suffi- 

cient, and  no  administrator's  bond  shall  be  declared  invalid  by  reason  of 
any  variation  therefrom,  as  to  payee,  amount,  or  condition,  where  the 
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manifest  intention  was  to  give  bond  as  administrator,  and  a  breach  of 
his  duty  as  such  has  been  proved. 

As  to  liability  of  administrator:  5  Ga.,  274.  Bill  filed  by  heirs  against  adminis- 
trator for  account,  and  as  to  devastavit  by  administrator  :  11  Ga.,  401-2.  Trover  against 

administrator:  15  Ga.,  189.  What  would  be  waste  in  an  administrator :  29  Ga  ,  49. 
Administrator  must  pay  de^bts  before  he  turns  over  assets  to  heirs:  35  Ga.,  99.  Must 
pay  debts  first,  and  then  turn  over  assets  to  parties  entitled  to  receive  as  heirs  :  40  Ga., 
181.  Justices  of  Inferior  Court-  were  not  the  legal  obligees  of  the  bond:  7  Ga.,  4G5. 
Securities  residing  in  different  county  from  where  application,  should  not  affect:  16 
Ga.,  13.  Where  heirs,  and  not  securities  on  bond,  primarily  liable  :  22  Ga.,  590. 
Where  surety  on  bond  may  by  bill  in  equity  have  judgment  declared  void:  41  Ga., 
307-315.  Bond  not  attested  by  Ordinary,  but  on  his  minutes  by  order  reciting  the 
fact,  approved  sufficient :  43  Ga.,  340.  Clerk's  bond  not  responsible  for  his  devastavit as  administrator  :  55  Ga.,  314. 

§2506.  (2467.)  (2469.)  Bond,  how  filed  and  recorded.  All  administra- 
tors' bonds  shall  be  kept  of  file  by  the  Ordinary,  the  same  being  first 

recorded  within  six  days  after  their  execution,  in  a  book  to  be  kept  for 
that  purpose. 

§2507.  (2468.)  (2470.)  Suit  on  bonds.  The  administrator  and  his  sure-  Act  of  isso, 
ties  shall  be  held  and  deemed  joint  and  several  obligors,  and  may  be  a'c?s  ofW 
sued  as  such  in  the  same  action,  and  if  the  administrator  is  beyond  the  -f.  p-  235.  r 

jurisdiction  of  this  State,  or  is  dead,  and  his  estate  unrepresented,  or  is  -6,  p.  145.°° 
in  such  position  that  an  attachment  may  be  issued  against  him,  the  »§2922  3384' 
sureties,  or  any  one  or  more  of  them,  may  be  sued.  No  prior  judg-3386. 
ment,  establishing  the  liability  of  the  administrator  for  a  devastavit  by 
him,  shall  be  necessary  before  suit  against  the  sureties  on  the  bond. 

Formerly  liability  of  securities  was  ultimate  and  not  primary:  1  Ga.,  36;  7/31. 
Where  sureties  on  bond  not  proper  parties  to  bill  by  heirs  against  purchasers  of  stock 
sold  without  an  order:  43  Ga.,  598.  The  Act  of  1820,  authorizing  securities  to  be 

joined  with  principal  in  suits  on  administrator's  bonds,  considered:  7  Ga.,  31 ;  6/303. 
Where  the  Act  of  1852  might  apply  to  bonds  before  the  passage  of  the  Act:  23  Ga., 
183  ;  31/71.  Law  of  the  forum  unless  in  special  cases:  17  Ga.,  123.  Suit  on  bond  with- 

out prior  judgment  against  administrator  for  devastavit:  43  Ga.,  275.  But  see:  52 
Ga.,  35.  When  sureties  entitled  to  discovery  :  22  Ga.,  559.  Resort  to  equity  optional, 
and  rights  of  creditors  to  sue  when  there  is  an  administrator  de  bonis  non  :  61  Ga.,  550; 
45/616  ;  10/266  ;  11/658.  Suit  by  Ordinary  for  use  of  administrator  de  bonis  non,  where 
administrator  of  prior  administrator  had  removed  to  another  State:  60  Ga.,  658. 

Brandt  on  Suretyship  and  G.,  §£494-502,  532  ;  Williams  on  Exrs.,  1796  ;  3  Redf.  Wills, 
QOetseg;  Ga.  Dec,  Part  I.,  170.  5C..L.  J.,  478;  8  Am.  D.,  80;  32/202-4,  n ;  23  How., 
90;  7  Wall.,  425;  10/583;  11/484;  16/535. 

§2508.  (2469.)  (2471.)  Execution,  hoiv  issued.     In  all  cases  of  judgments  Act  of  1820, 

recovered  against  the  administrator  and  his  sureties,  the  execution  c"  p* 484, 
issued  shall  be  first  levied  on  the  property  of  the  principal,  and  no  levy  Acts  of  issi 

shall  be  made  on  the  property  of  the  sureties  until  there  is  a  return  of  ~  '  p' 
nulla  bona  as  to  the  principal,  unless  the  plaintiff  in  fi.  fa.  shall  file  §§y383- 3387- 
with  the  levying  officer  an  affidavit  that  the  surety  is  actually  re- 

moving or  secreting  his  property  so  as  to  avoid  the  payment  of  such 
judgment. 

This  levying  on  property  of  principal  first  does  not  apply  to  judgments  on  bonds  , 
of  trustees  :  57  Ga.,  68. 

§2509.  (2470.)  (2472.)  Provisions  apply  to  new  sureties.  The  provisions  Act  of  1792, 

hereinbefore  made  in  case  the  surety  on  a  guardian's  bond  dies,  or  be-  Jet  of°iso5 comes  insolvent,  or  removes  from  the  State,  or  from  other  causes  becomes  c.  p.  314. 

insufficient,  or  in  case  the  surety  desires  to  be  relieved  as  surety,  shall  c.Cp03i7810' 
be  applicable  to  sureties  on  administrators'  bonds  in  the  same  manner  Ac*s of  i86i, 
and  under  the  same  conditions  as  if  they  were  therein  named.  §§1815, 1820. 

Bill  against  administrator  and  two  sets  of  sureties;  7  Ga.,  549.  Construing  Acts  of 
1805  and  1810  as  to  relief  of  security  by  counter  security,  etc.  :  18  Ga.,  259. 

§2510.  (2471.)  (2473.)  Joint  bond.  If  two  or  more  administrators 
unite  in  a  common  bond,  all  the  sureties  are  bound  for  the  acts  of  each 
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administrator,  and  the  administrators  themselves  are  mutual  sureties 

for  each  other's  conduct. 
Not  liable  to  one  of  the  administrators  for  property  converted  by  the  others:  17  Am. 

D.,  33. 

§2511.  (2472.)  (2474.)  Defaulting  administrator.  Whenever  the  Ordi- 
Actof  1799,  nary  knows,  or  is  informed  by  any  person  having  any  interest  in  the 
^'n+'J1?^-  estate,  that  the  administrator  wastes,  or  in  any  manner  mismanages Act  or  lsuo,  >  -1,1  i    •  •  t«i     -i  ■    j       i  •  i  i 
c.  p.  314.  the  estate,  or  that  he  or  his  sureties  are  likely  to  become  insolvent,  or 

c.Cp.°32i?21'  that  he  refuses  or  fails  to  make  returns  as  required  by  law,  or  that  for 
any  reason  he  is  unfit  for  the  trust  reposed  in  him,  he  shall  cite  such 

2539,3611.  '  administrator  to  answer  to  such  charge  at  some  regular  term  of  the 
Court,  and  upon  the  hearing  of  his  return  the  Ordinary  may,  in  his 
discretion,  revoke  the  letters  of  administration,  or  require  additional 
security,  or  pass  such  other  order  as,  in  his  judgment,  is  expedient 
under  the  circumstances  of  each  case. 

As  to  the  right  of  creditor  to  proceed  against  ad  inistrator  to  reach  funds  or  sub- 
stitute the  administrator  de  bonis  non :  1  Ga,,  83.  Non -residence  or  removal  from  State 

after  probate  no  ground  for  revocation  :  12  Ga.,  604.  Bill  by  next  friend  for  minors 
for  injunction  and  receiver,  amounting  to  removal  of  an  executor,  should  not  have  been 
granted:  23  Ga.  31.  Removal  of  administrator  by  bill  in  equity,  and  appointment  of 

receiver:  14  Ga.,  323;  39/177.  Order  of  Ordinary  as  to  administrator's  returns  con- clusive: 39  Ga.,,  643.  Decree  against  administrator  individually  for  wasting  assets: 

lGa.,368;  3/121-26.  Bill  against  administrator's  representative  for  waste:  11  Ga.,  658. 
As  to  liability  of  one  executor  for  assets  in  hands  of  or  waste  by  co-executor :  8J&&., 
388.  Action  for  devastavit  against  two  administrators  on  death  of  one  suggested  can 

proceed  against  survivor':  24  Ga.,  137.  When  bill  against  representative  of  deceased administrator  barred:  7  Ga.,  573.  Proceeding  requiring  executors  to  give  security : 
38  Ga.,  269  282.  What  not  sufficient  defense  by  administrator  de  bonis  non  to  removal 
under  this  section  :  56  Ga.,  591. 

§2512.  (2473.)  (2475.)  Liability  of  sureties.     In  all  cases  of  removal  of 
an  administrator  for  any  cause,  the  sureties  on  his  bond  are  liable  for 
his  acts  in  connection  with  his  trust,  up  to  the  time  of  his  settlement 
with  an  administrator  de  bonis  non^  or  the  distributees  of  the  estate. 

§2513.  (2474.)  (2476.)  Revocation  does  not  abate  suit.     The  revocation 
Act  of  1828,  of  letters   of  administration   shall  not   abate  any  suit  pending  for  or 
Actof  1843,  against  the  administrator,  but   the  administrator  de  bonis  non  shall  be 
c.  p.  474.     made  a  party  in  proper  cases  by  scire  facias,  as  in  case  of  the  death  of  a 
§§2548, 3428.  party. 

Revocation  a  good  pleajoim  darrein  continuance:  2  Ga,,   428.     Where  revocation 
i  has  been  made  on  account  of  birth  of  posthumous  child:  6  Ga.,  21.     Where  adminis- 

■    ,  trator  de  bonis  non  made  a  party  :  46  Ga.,  600 ;  61/549. 

:  §2514.  (2475.)  (2477.)    Where  there  are  several  administrators.     If  there 
are  more  administrators  than  one,  and  complaint  is  made  against  one 
only,  and  his  letters  are  revoked,  the  entire  trust  remains  in  the  hands 
of  the  other;  and  with  him,  as  to  an  administrator  de  bonis  non,  the  re- 

moved co-administrator  must  account. 
Section  cited  and  construed :  60  Ga,,  658  ;  63/370. 

§2515.  (2476.)  (2478.)  Account  with  heirs.  If  there  be  no  administra- 
Actof  1815,  tor  de  bonis  non  appointed,  or  if  he  fails  to  bring  the  removed  adminis- 

AcFofli845  Orator  ̂ °  account,  the  heirs  at  law,  or  distributees,  or  legatees  (if  there 
c.  p.335.    '  be  a  will,)  may  sue  directly  for  an  account  and  settlement. 

Heirs,  distributees  or  legatees  could  sue  directly  for  assets  wasted  or  converted  :  1 
Ga.,  78.  Bill  filed  by  distributees  charging  devastavit  against  removed  administrator, 
to  which  administrator  de  bonis  non  should  be  a  party  :  5  Ga.,  63.  When  bill  by  credi- 

tor should  aver  refusal  of  administrator  de  bonis  non  to  act:  10  Ga.,  266.  Powers  of 
administrator  de  bonis  non  at  common  law :  11  Ga.,  599.  Same  under  Act  of  1845:  16 
Ga.,  151.  When  heirs  and  distributees  may  call  for  an  account  under  Act  of  1836:  11 
Ga.,  658,  668 ;  16/151,  Where  the  heirs  and  creditors  of  first  intestate  cannot  sue 
administrator  de  bonis  non:  45  Ga.,  616,  Section  cited  and  construed:  60  Ga.,  660; 
63/370.  Where  administrator  being  one  of  the  Justices  presiding,  appointment  void  : 
6  Ga,,  443.     What  is  an  absolute  appointment:  13  Ga.,  1.     Presumed  the  judgment 
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appointing  administrator  was  legal  and  proper :  14  Ga.,  186.  And  not  to  be  attacked 
collaterally  :  47  Ga.,  195  ;  54/88-92.  Jurisdiction  of  equity  in  administration  of  estates : 
14  Ga..  323.  326  ;  23/31,  ;  24/558.  What  sufficient  certificate  of  administration  :  22  Ga., 
112.  Letters  of  administration  to  the  Clerk  of  the  Superior  Court  do  not  expire  at 
end  of  his  office  as  Clerk,  but  must  show  title  and  authority  to  sue:  22  Ga.,  431-450. 
Letters  not  abated  by  administrator  moving  out  of  the  State:  28  Ga.,  387.  On  caveat 
of  application  applicant  opens  and  concludes:  9  Ga,,  199.  Where  administrator  in 
possession  need  not  show  his  title  in  action  against  wrong  doer:  18  Ga.,  679.  But 
where  administrator  brings  trover  on  constructive  possession  for  conversion  after  in- 

testate's death,  should  show  his  letters  of  administration  :  2  Ga.,  116.  When  it  is  and 
is  not  necessary  in  suit  to  prove  legal  appointment  of  .administrators  :  48  Ga.,  397. 
Where  no  application  necessary  for  administration  where  no  debts  against  estate,  and 
defendant  had  seven  years'  adverse  possession  :  30  Ga.,  74;  33/409.  Administrator  ap- 

pointed on  estate  of  person  absent  for  seven  years:  39  Ga.,  479.  Ordinary's  record  book of  letters  as  evidence  :  46  Ga, ,  550. 

General  Note  on  Section  II. — Letters  of  administration,  proof  of  what;  how  far 
conclusive  :  2  Whart.  Ev.,  $811;  Williams  Exrs.,  549.  Effect  of  revocation  of  letters 
on  mesne  acts  of:  Williams  Exrs.,  586;  3  Redf.  Wills,  115  et  seq. 

SECTION  III. 

ON    INVENTORIES,    APPRAISEMENT,    AND    RETURNS. 

Section. 
2516   Inventory  and  appraisement. 
2517.  How  made  and  returned. 
2518.  When  to  be  executed. 
2519.  What  to  contain. 
2520.  Joint  inventory. 
2521.  Oath  of  appraisers. 
2522.  Return  of  appraisers. 

Section. 
2523.  Neglect  of  administrator,  etc. 
2524.  Cannot  take  property  at  valuation. 
2525.  Annual  return. 
2526.  Vouchers. 
2527.  Duty  of  Ordinary. 
2528.  Non-resident  or  dead  administrator. 
2529.  Ordinary's  docket. 

§2516.  (2477.)  (2479.)  Inventory  and  appraisement.  Immediately  upon  (a)  Acts  of 

the  qualification  of  every  administrator,  the  Ordinary  should  issue  a 18b3-4,  p- 47- 
warrant  (or  if  property  be  in  different  counties,  warrants,)  of  appraise- 

ment directed  to  five  disinterested  freeholders,  citizens  of  the  county 
where  the  property  is,  any  three  of  whom  shall  be  qualified  to  act,  re- 

quiring them  on  oath  fairly  and  justly  to  appraise  and  value  all  of  the 
personal  property  of  the  deceased  produced  to  them  by  the  administra- 

tor, [and  also  all  real  estate  belonging  to  the  deceased,  lying  in  the 
county  in  which  administration  may  be  had.]  (a.) 

As  to  the  inventory  being  evidence  of  assets  :  8  Ga.,  388. 

§2517.  (2478.)  (2480.)  How  made  and  returned.      The  administrator  Act  of  1764, 

shall  make  a  just  and  true  inventory  of  all  the  personal  property  owned  Ac?of°i792 
and  possessed  by  the  deceased  at  his  death,  [and  all  real  estate  belong-  c.  i>  307. 
ing  to  the  deceased,  lying  in  the  county  in  which  administration  may  §2420. 
be  had,]  (a.)  and  shall  produce  and  exhibit  the  same,  if  possible,  to  the 
appraisers  appointed  as  aforesaid.     And  when  such  inventory  and  ap- 

praisement is  returned  to  the  Ordinary,  the  administrator  shall  swear, 
in  addition  to  the  usual  oath  on  making  returns,  that  such  inventory 
contains  a  true  account  of  all  the  goods  and  chattels,  rights  and  credits 
of  the  deceased,  within  his  hands,  possession,  or  knowledge.  [The  act- (aV  Acts  of 
ministrator  shall  also  return,  under  oath,  with  such  appraisement,  so  Acts  0/1863 

far  as  may  come  to  his  knowledge,  all  real  estate  lying  without  the  ~6>  p-  3L 
county  in  which  administration  may  be  had.]  (a.) 

Inventory  and  appraisement  as  evidence  of  testator's  title:  25  Ga.,  76.  As  to  in- 
ventory being  evidence  of  assets:  8  Ga.,  388-399.  Defective  inventory:  32  Ga.,  81,  102. 

As  to  what  should  be  set  forth  in  the  inventory  :  50  Ga.,  30.  Section  cited :  55  Ga., 
362.  • 

Inventory :  Williams  Exrs.,  973 ;  3  Redf.  Wills,  213.  Evidence  to  charge  adminis- 
trator, how  far:  15  Am.  D.,  48. 

§2518.  (2479.)  (2481.)  When  to  he  executed.  The  warrant  of  appraise- 
ment must  be  executed,  except  providentially  prevented,  within  sixty 

days  after  the  same  is  issued,  and  the   inventory  and  appraisement 
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should  be  returned  to  the  Ordinary  within  four  months  after  the  quali- 
fication of  the  administrator.  If  the  execution  or  return  be  delayed  be- 

yond the  periods  specified,  the  Ordinary  should  inquire  into  the  reason 
and  spread  the  same  on  his  record  with  the  return. 

§2519.  (2480.)  (2482.)   What  to  contain.     A  debt  due  by  the  adminis- 
§1907.         trator  to  the  estate,  must  be  included  in  the  inventory,  and  notice  taken 

of  any  interest  the  estate  may  have  in  an  unsettled  partnership,  though 
the  assets  be  in  the  hands  of  a  surviving  partner. 

Partnership  effects  should  be  included:  1  Ga.,  289;  50/9. 

§2520.  (2481.)  (2483.)  Joint  inventory.  The  inventory  should  be  made 
jointly  by  all  the  administrators,  but  is  not  conclusive  proof  of  joint 
possession  of  the  assets. 

Joint  return  of  inventory,  but  possession  in  one  who  is  alone  negligent,  he  is  solely 
liable  for  such  devastavit:  8  Ga.,  388. 

§2521.  (2482.)  (2484.)  Oath  of  appraisers.  The  appraisers,  before  en- 
tering upon  their  duties,  shall  take  and  subscribe  an  oath,  before  an 

officer  authorized  to  administer  it,  or  before  one  of  their  number,  who 
is  hereby  authorized  to  administer  the  same,  faithfully  to  discharge  their 
duty  as  appraisers. 

§2522.  (2483.)  (2485.)  Return  of  appraisers.  The  return  of  the  ap- 
praisers shall  be  in  writing,  and  certified  by  their  own  signatures,  any 

three  being  competent  to  act.  It  shall  be  delivered  to  the  administra- 
tor, and  by  him  returned  to  the  Ordinary. 

Section  cited:  55  Ga.,  362. 

§2523.  (2484.)  (2486.)  Neglect  of  administrator.  The  neglect  of  an  ad- 
ministrator to  return  a  correct  inventory  and  appraisement  shall  be 

held  as  sufficient  ground  for  removal. 
§2524,  (2485.)  (2487.)  Trustee  cannot  take  property  at  valuation.  No 

Act  of  1764,  trustee  is  allowed  to  convert  the  trust  property  to  his  own  use,  account- 

Aet  of°i792  inS  f°r  it  at  the  appraised  value.  But  in  such  cases  he  must  account 
c.  p.  307.   '  for  its  true  value. 

§2525.  (2486.)  (2488.)  Annual  returns.  On  or  before  the  regular  term 
Act  of  1792,  of  the  Court  in  July  in  each  and  every  year,  every  administrator  shall 

Acfof °r799,  make  a  true  and  just  account,  upon  oath,  of  his  receipts  and  expendi- 

a  ? '  fl?kio'  tures  in  Denalf  °f  the  estate  during  the  preceding  year,  together  with  a 
c.  p°3i7.  '  note  or  memorandum  of  any  other  fact  necessary  to  the  exhibition  of 
-ifp  °i45855  ̂ ne  true  condition  of  such  estate.  To  this  account  shall  be  attached 

copies  of  all  the  vouchers,  showing  the  correctness  of  each  item;  [or,  at 

itk^fpp*  the  option  of  the  executor  or  administrator,  the  originals  may  be  filed 
138, 139.  with  the  return,  and  shall  remain  in  the  Ordinary's  office  for  thirty 
§§34,  2420,  days.]  (a.)  If  any  of  the  receipts  be  for  cotton,  corn  or  other  produce 
25%  2602'  so^>  tne  voucher  shall  show  the  quantity  of  each,  the  price  at  which 

(6j  '  it  was  sold,  the  name  of  the  purchaser,  and  the  time  of  the  sale. On  bill  against  administrator  for  an  account,  he  should  annex  to  his  answer  a 
schedule  of  all  his  returns  to  the  Ordinary:  14  Ga.,  168.  As  evidence  to  scale  note  : 
22  Ga.,  210.  Failure  to  make  returns  casts  suspicion  as  to  his  discharging  his  trust 
with  fidelity :  24  Ga.,  558.  As  to  interest :  50  Ga.,  9.  Where  failure  to  make  returns 
not  sufficient  cause  for  removal:  29  Ga.,  585.  Failure  to  make  returns  where  no 
wrong  doing  does  not  subject  to  higher  interest:  27  Ga.,  78.  Returns  that  were  made 
contrary  to  law,  and  were  self-impeached:  32  Ga.,  82-103.  Where  bill  to  open  ac- 

counts of  administrator  barred  by  the  lapse  of  nineteen  years :  7  Ga.,  573.  Where  a  re- 
ceipt given  by  legatee  no  bar  to  examination  of  accounts  prior  thereto :  24  Ga.,  558. 

Not  required  of  administrator  to  make  returns  where  next  of  kin  divided  out  the 
estate:  29  Ga.,  585.  Where  distribution  and  returns  presumed  according  to  law :  48 
Ga.,  332.  Burden  on  one  attempting  to  impeach  prima  facie  evidence  in  favor  of  re- 

.  turns  :  5  Ga.,  29.  Liable  for  interest  where  no  returns  according  to  law,  and  forfeiture 
of  commission:  8  Ga.,  417.  How  returns  should  be  made:  53  Ga.,  282-283.  Appeal- 

ing from  Ordinary  in  reference  to  returns  must  pay  costs :  60  Ga.,  325.  As  to  Confed- 
erate money:  54  Ga.,  180. 

Not  evidence  of  title  in  favor  of  administrator  against  third  persons :  Dudley,  133. 
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§2526.  (2487.)  (2489.)   Vouchers.     The  annual  return  of  an  adminis-  Act  of  1820, 
trator  shall  be  accompanied  by  the  original  vouchers,  and  it  shall  be  Cl  p*  m 
the  duty  of  the  Ordinary  to  compare  the  originals  with  the  copies,  be- 

fore returning  the  originals  to  the  administrator. 

§2527.  (2488.)  (2490.)  Duty  of  Ordinary.     The  Ordinary  shall  care- Acts  of  i85i 

fully  examine  each  return  and  its  vouchers,  and  if  found  correct,  and ~2,  p- 97, 
no  objection  be  filed  within  thirty  days  from  the  time  it  is  filed  in  office, 
shall  allow  the  same,  and  order  it  to  be  recorded,  together  with  the 
original  or  copy  vouchers  attached.    The  return  and  copy  vouchers  shall 

be  kept  of  file  in  the  Ordinary's  office.    [If  the  original  vouchers  are  (a)  Acts  of 
filed  without  copies,  they  shall,  when  recorded,  be  returned  to  said  ex-  \lf2  f^v' 
ecutor  or  administrator  on  demand.]  (a.)  The  return  thus  allowed  and 
recorded  shall  be  prima  facie  evidence  in  favor  of  the  administrator  of  its 
correctness. 

Under  Act  of  1820  should  be  passed  to  record  or  rejected  at  next  Court  after  ren- 
dered :  10  Ga.,  65.  Returns  are  prima  facie  evidence  in  favor  of  administrator,  burden 

on  one  seeking  to  impeach  :  5  Ga.,  29;  55/187.  But  not  prima  facie  evidence  where  ap- 
pearing to  have  been  made  contrary  to  law  :  32  Ga.,  82.  Where  not  conclusive,  but 

may  become  so:  39  Ga.,  643.  May  prove  payments  disallowed  by  the  Ordinary:  37 
Ga.,  230.  May  appeal  from  Ordinary's  decision  on  annual  returns  where  he  pays 
costs  :  60  Ga.,  325. 

§2528.  (2489.)  (2491.)  Returns  of  non-residents,  etc.    [The  return  of  aActofi843, 
non-resident  administrator  may  be  admitted  to  record  upon  the  affidavit  Ac?sofi860 
of  his  surety;  and  if  the  administrator  be  dead,  or  if  a  feme  sole  admin- p-  33. 
istratrix  shall  marry  pending  administration  on  any  estate,  the  repre-  (a)  Acts  of 
sentative  of  the  estate  of  such  deceased  administrator,  or  if  at  any  time^68>  pp-15» 
there  should  be  no  such  representative,  any  security  on  the  bond  of 
such  deceased  administrator  or  married  administratix,  may  make  re- 

turns of  the  accounts  of  the  deceased  administrator,  or  married  admin- 
istratrix, in  the  same  manner,  and  to  have  the  same  effect  as  if  he  were 

living,  or  such  administratrix  unmarried.]  (a.) 

Administrator  of  deceased  guardian  cannot  make  returns  for  him:  29  Ga., 82-101. 

§2529.  (2490.)  (2492.)  Ordinary's  docket.     To  insure  annual  returns  Acts  of  1855 
from  every  administrator,  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  Ordinary  to  keep'6'  p- 147, 
a  docket  of  all  such  as  are  liable  to  make  returns,  and  immediately  §4120. 
after  the  session  of  the  July  term  in  each  year  to  cite  all  defaulters  to 
show  cause  for  their  neglect.     A  willful  and  continued  failure  shall  be 
good  cause  of  removal  from  the  trust. 

SECTION  IV. 

OF    MANAGING   THE    ESTATE    AND    PAYING    THE    DEBTS. 

Section. 
2530.  Payments  of  debts. 
2531.  Debts  paid  by  heirs. 
2532.  When  the  debts  are  to  be  paid. 
2533.  Priority  of  debts. 
2534.  How  paid. 
2535.  Collection  by  administrator. 
2536.  Or  by  distributees  or  creditor. 
2537.  Power  of  administrator,  etc. 
2538.  May  accept  assignment. 
2539.  May  compromise  claims. 

Seccion. 
2540.  Expenditure  for  minors. 
2541.  Investments  in  land. 
2542.  Debts  barred,  etc. 
2543.  Counsel  fees. 
2544.  Investment  in  stocks. 
2545.  Continuing  business  of  deceased, 
2546.  May  contract  for  labor. 
2547.  Duty  as  to  contracts. 
2548.  Twelve  months'  exemption,  etc. 

§2530.  (2491.)  (2493.)  Payment  of  debts  by  administrator.     Every  ad- Act  of  1792. 
ministrator  shall  give  six  weeks'  notice  by  advertisement  in  one  of  the  c*  p' 288' 
public  gazettes  of  this  State,  or  at  three  different  places  of  the  most, 
public  resort  in  the  county,  for  creditors  of  the  estate  to  render  in  an 
account  of  their  demands.     The  administrator  shall  be  allowed  twelve 
months  from  the  date  of  his  qualification  to  ascertain  the  condition  of 
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the  estate.  Creditors  failing  to  give  notice  within  that  time  lose  all 
right  to  an  equal  participation  with  creditors  of  equal  dignity  to  whom 
distribution  is  made  before  notice  of  such  claims  is  brought  to  the  ad- 

ministrator; nor  can  they  hold  the  administrator  liable  for  a  misappro- 
priation of  the  fund;  if,  however,  there  are  assets  in  the  hands  of  the 

administrator  sufficient  to  pay  such  debts,  and  no  claims  of  higher  dig- 
nity are  unpaid,  the  assets  shall  be  thus  appropriated,  notwithstanding 

the  failure  to  give  notice. 
Administrator  sued  must  plead  so  as  to  protect  rights  of  all  creditors  of  whose  claims 

he  has  notice:  5  Ga.,  275.  Notice  of  debt  due  estate  :  17  Ga.,  121.  When  a  creditor 
need  not  give  notice  of  debt  to  administrator  of  deceased  surety:  30  Ga.,  249.  Notice 
by  creditor  after  twelve  months  and  all  assets  distributed  except  share  of  one  legatee, 
should  apply  this  share  to  the  debt:  26  Ga.,  549.  No  Court  will  generally  deprive  re- 

I  I  presentative  of  guardian   of  assets  within  twelve  months  of  qualification  at  instance 
of  ward:  34  Ga.,  395.  Not  liable  for  interest  first  year  unless  he  makes  interest: 
30  Ga.,  463.  Cannot  necessarily  recover  all  property  his  intestate  died  in  possession 
of:  17  Ga.,  449.  Section  referred  to  as  to  exemption  from  suit  for  twelve  months:  63 
Ga.,  212. 

Payment  and  suffering  judgment  on  inferior  debt  without  notice  of  superior :  Will. 
Exrs.,  1028.  Non-resident  creditors  entitled  to  share  prorata  in  absence  of  proof  that 
he  has  received  assets  elsewhere;  23  Am.  E,.,  600.  Claim  dependent  on  contingency, 
not  recognized :  16  Am.  D.,  678.  Presentation  of  claim  does  not  suspend  statute  of 
limitation  :  6  C.  L.  J.,  16. 

§2531.  (2492.)  (2494.)  Payment  of  debts  by  heirs.     If  the   estate  has. 
§2467.         been  distributed  to  the  heirs  at  law  without  notice  of  an  existing  debt, 

the  creditor  may  compel  them  to  contribute  pro  rata  to  the  payment  of 
his  debt. 

When  residuary  legatee  cannot  be  compelled  to  refund  to  another  legatee:  8  Ga., 
43-48.  Heirs  title  under  distribution  good  against  judgment  subsequently  obtained 
by  creditor  against  administrator,  how  creditor  may  compel  distribution :  20  Ga.,  145-147. 
Where  distribution  among  heirs  by  consent  does  not  exonerate  representative  as  to 
creditors:  55  Ga.,  449.  Where  creditor  can  only  recover  from  legatee  pro  rata  share  of 
debt:  59  Ga.,  529,  532. 

§2532.  (2493.)  (2495.)  Time  of  payment.  The  administrator  should 
Act  of  1764,  pay  the  debts  of  the  estate,  wholly  or  in  part,  at  the  expiration  of  the 
c.  p.  303.  first  year  from  his  appointment.  If  partial  payment  is  made  it  should 

be  pro  rata  on  debts  of  equal  dignity.  Successive  dividends  to  creditors 
should  be  made  at  the  end  of  every  year,  until  the  estate  is  paid  out. 
If  the  administrator  is  himself  a  creditor  he  cannot  retain  his  own 
debt,  but  must  share  with  others  of  equal  dignity. 

Should  not  pay  share  to  heir  before  twelve  months  out  and  before  debts  of  estate  are 
paid:  35  Ga.,  95. 

Actofgi79?,      §2533.  (2494.)  (2496.)  Priority  of  debts.     In  the  payment  of  the  debts 
Acts  of  1858,  of  a  decedent,  they  shall  rank  in  priority  in  the  following  order: 
p"  May  file  a  bill  to  ascertain  order  in  which  debts  should  be  paid:  9  Ga.,  377-393.     As- 

sets of  deceased  should  be  applied  to  payment  of  debts  by   Courts   here  according  to 
law  where  representative  appointed :  56  Ga.,  326.     Where  expenses  of  administration 
and  year's  support  should  be  paid :  44   Ga.,    306.     Where   widow   not  entitled   to   the 

;  year's  support:  55  Ga.,  364;  38/121.     Need  not  be  a  formal   assignment  of  year's  sup- port to  entitle  representative   to   credit  therefor :  49  Ga.,  289;  36/194;  34/418.     Where 

representative  of  estate  should  have  notice  of  application  for  year's  support:  49   Ga., 
(  ,    367.     Counsel  fees  on  issue  of  devisavit  vet  nan  not  included  in    "expenses  of  adminis- 
(  tration"  :  56  Ga.,  656.     Where  creditor  administering  can  retain  expenses   of  adminis- tration which  are  superior  to  taxes:  62  Ga.,  568. 

'  1.  Funeral*  expenses  to  correspond  with  the  circumstances  of  the  de- 
ceased in  life,  including  the  physician's  bill  and  expenses  of  the  last 

sickness.  If  the  estate  is  solvent,  the  administrator  is  authorized  to 
provide  a  suitable  protection  for  the  grave  of  the  deceased. 

§§2548.2571,     2.  The  necessary  expenses  of  administration,b  including  a  provision 
2539,259,.    £or  ̂ e  support  of  the  family. 
§2812, 977.        3.  Unpaid  taxes0  or  other  debts  due  the  State  or  United  States.d 

Debts  due  v'entral  Bank  given  priority  by  Act  of  Legislature:  11  Ga.,  346;  18/66; 17/111.     Debt  due  W.  &  A.  Railroad:  38  Ga.,  171. 
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4.  Debts  due  by  the  deceased  as  executor,  administrator,  or  guardian,  Aetof  1799, 

for  the  estate  committed  to  him  as  such,  or  any  debt  due  by   the  de- ^cts  of8is53 
ceased  as  trustee,  having  had  actual  possession,  control  and  manage- -Vg  7°- 
ment  of  the  trust  property. 

Estate  of  guardian  bound  for  debt  due  ward  before  judgment  due  another:  1  Ga,,  206. 
Does  not  embrace  in  its  provisions  trustees  appointed  in  another  State:  38  Ga.,  75. 
On  the  Act  of  1853-4,  page  70:  18  Ga.,  513-515.  Preference  given  overrides  all  liens  on 
trustee's  property:  10  Ga.,  66.  Waiver  of  such  priority:  31  Ga.,  564.  Property  subject 
to  judgment  lien  turned  over  to  ward  was  still  so  subject:  30  Ga.,  534.  Where  legatees 
by  acquiescence  estopped  from  claiming  that  debt  due  was  not  individually  but  in  ca- 

pacity of  executor:  42  Ga.,  209.  What  was  and  what  was  not  a  trust  debt:  45  Ga.,468. 
Where  it  could  not  be  held  as  a  debt  due  by  a  trustee:  41  Ga.,  322.  As  trust  debt  to 
be  paid:  47  Ga.,  654;  35/184.  Section  cited  and  as  to  order  of  payment:  46  Ga.,  392. 
Wben  legatees  take  individual  note  of  representative  of  the  estate,  for  their  legacies 
they  lose  their  fiduciary  character:  51  Ga.,  647.  Money  collected  by  a  deceased  attor- 

ney is  not  a  trust  debt  under  this  section:  59  Ga.,  782. 

5.  Judgments,6  mortgages  and  other  liensf  created  during  the  life-time 
of  deceased,  and  to  be  paid  according  to  their  priority  of  lien.  Mort- 

gages and  other  liens  on  specific  property  to  be  preferred  only  so  far  as 
such  property  extends. 

Judgments  obtained  against  administrator  after  death  of  intestate  rank  no  higher 
than  claims  on  which  they  were  founded:  5  Ga.,  275.  These  judgments  valid  at  time 

of  testator's  death,  paid  according  to  priority  of  lien  at  that  time:  40  Ga.,  63.  Oldest 
judgment  since  testator's  death  takes  priority  over  another  also  so  obtained :  43  Ga.,  475. 
As  to  mortgage  lien  :  44  Ga.,  307-317. 

6.  Debts  due  for  rent. 

7.  All  liquidated  demands,*5  including  foreign11  judgments,  dormant  §§2056. 2174. 
judgments,  bonds,  and  all  other  obligations  in  writing  for  the  payment  Acts0f  isv7 
of  money,  promissory  notes,  and  all  debts  the  amount  due  on  which  p- 19- 
was  fixed  and  ascertained  or  acknowledged  in  writing  prior  to  the  death 
of  the  decedent. 

Where  surety  having  paid  debt  of  principal,  ranked  as  bond  creditor:  4  Ga.,  343. 
Bond  debts:  15  Ga.,  322-332.  What  are  "liquidated"  debts  or  "  demands"  :  1  Ga,,  287; 
2/370;  15/322;  18/407;  20/53,561;  21/327;  33/219.  Promissory  notes  and  covenants  of 
warranty  when  broken,  on  same  footing  with  bonds  :  5  Ga.,  274-5.  Debts  due  by  de- 

ceased intestate  for  money  collected  as  attorney  classed  with  bonds  or  other  specialties : 
14  Ga.,  379.  Dormant  judgment  classed  with  bonds:  21  Ga.,  507.  No  preferred  lien 
against  assets  by  judgment  first  against  administrator:  45  Ga,,  205.  Notes  for  purchase 
money  rank  as  other  notes:  56  Ga.,  325.  Attorneys  fee  a  liquidated  demand:  62  Ga., 
139. 

8.  Open  accounts. 

Williams  Exrs.,  988-1010;  2  Cooley's  Bh,  511;  3  Redf.  W.,  249-269;  1  Schoul.  Pers. 
.Pr.,   470.     a14    Am.   P.,    677;    17/384;    Woods'    Mayne   Damages,   §721.     Liability    of 
husband  for  wife's  funeral  expenses :  Note  to  #1754.    b9  C.  L.  J.,  37  ;  3  Redf.  Wills.  250. 
°5  C.  L.  J.,  93  ;  note  to  #812.     d6  Pet,,  29.     eDudley,  110.     factors  :  Georgia  Dec,  Part 
II.,  7.     sDudley,  110.     h13  Pet.,  312. 

§2534.  (2495.)  (2497.)  Estate  bound  for  debts.     All  the  estate,  real  and  Act  of  i804, 
personal,  unless  otherwise  provided  by  this  Code,  is  liable  for  the  pay-  Act  ofiki, 
ment  of  debts.     If  there  is  a  will,  the  property  charged  with  the  debts  ̂ JS?293* 
should  be  first  applied;  next  the  residuum,  or  if  there  be  no  residuary 
clause,  the  undevised  e-tate;  next,  general  legacies  may  abate  pro  rata  ; 
and  lastly,  specific  legacies  must  contribute. 

Assets  should  first  pay  debts,  then  if  anything  left  pay  legacy:  55  Ga.,  73,  450. 
3  Redf.  Wills,  361  et  seq ;  see  notes.to  §2467. 

§2535.  (2496.)  (2498.)  Collection  of  debts.     An  administrator  is  bound  Act  of  1764, 

to  place  in  suit  every  debt  due  the  estate  which  he  may  reasonably  ex- c"  p' 303' 
pect  to  recover;  and  if  by  his  neglect,  or  indulgence,  the  debt  is  barred 
by  the  lapse  of  time,  or  is  otherwise  lost  to  the  estate,  he  is  responsible 
therefor. 

Debts  returned  as  desperate  :  32  Ga.,  81.     As  to  management  of  assets:  50  Ga.,  10-31. 
14  Am.  D.,  56,  65,  n.     Liable  for  neglect  to  take  out  letters  in  adjoining  county  in 

another  State,  to  enforce  solvent  debt :  28  Am.  R.,  330. I 
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Act  of  1764,      §2536.  (2497.)  (2499.)  Collection  by  heirs  et  ah     If  the  administrator 
c.  p.  303.     for  any  cause  declines  to  place  any  claim  in  suit,  he  may,  nevertheless, 

'assign  the  same  to  a  distributee  or  creditor,  who  may,  at  his  own  ex- 
pense, prosecute  the  same,  the  proceeds,  if  recovered,  after  paying  ex- 

penses, to  be  distributed  by  the  administrator. 
Where  bill  by  heirs  charging  administrator  who  refuses  to  sue:  8  Ga.,  236,  239.   Suit 

by  creditor  what  must  aver  and  show :  10  Ga.,  266. 

§2537.  (2498.)  (2500.)   Compromises  by  administrator.  [Administrators, 
(a)  Acts  of  executors  and  guardians  are  authorized  to  compromise  all  contested  or 
1866,  p.  33.   doubtful  claims,  for  or  against  the  estates  or  wards  that  they  represent, 
§§1838,  2180,  to  submit  such  matters  to  arbitration,  to  release  a  debtor  if  to  the  inter- 

est of  the  estate  or  ward,  and  to  appoint  an  attorney  in  fact,a  being  re- 
sponsible for  the  acts  of  said  attorney.]  (a.) 

Compromise  by  representative  of  estate  in  good  faith:  56  Ga.,  214-215. 
Williams  Exrs.,  1861;  3  Redf.  Wills,  225,  263.  Compromise  of  litigation:  2-C.  L. 

J.,  727.  Where  there  are  two  administrators  both  must  join  in  release  to  debtor  mak- 
ing assignment :  21  Am.  R.,  107.  Submission  of  arbitration  is  a  reference  not  only  of 

cause  of  action,  but  of  question  whether  administrator  has  assets :  Woods'  Mayne  on 
Dam.,  $729;  cannot  plead plene  adm.  to  award:  lb.,  but  see  3  Redf.  Wills,  318.  aMay» 
sell  land  by  :  Code,  #2180;  formerly  could  not :  22  Am.  R.,  145,  n. 

§2538.  (2499.)  May  join  in  assignment  [Administrators,  guardians, 
(a)  Acts  of  and  others  holding  trust  estates,  are  also  authorized  to  compromise 
1866,  p.  23.  claims  in  favor  of  the  estate  they  represent,  or.  their  waids,  where 
§2040.  their  debtors  deliver  bona  fide,  all  their  property  for  the  use  of  creditors, 

except  such  as  is  or  may  be  exempt  from  levy  and  sale  in  cases  of  insol- 
vent debtors  :  Provided,  the  Ordinary,  after  an  examination  of  the  facts, 

shall  first  make  an  order  directing  such  compromise.]  (a.) 
§2539.  (2500.)  Trustee  may  compromise  claims.  [Guardians,  adminis- 

(a)  Acts  of  trators,  executors,  and  all  other  persons  acting  in  a  fiduciary  capacity, 
1866,  p.  6/.  are  authorized  to  compromise  all  doubtful  debts  belonging  to  such 

estates,  where  such  settlement  will  advance  the  interests  of  those  re- 
presented. All  persons  acting  under  the  provisions  of  this  section,  on 

making  their  returns,  shall  make  oath  that  the  settlements  thus  made 
were  in  good  faith,  and  to  the  best  interests  of  the  parties  thus  repre- 

sented :  Provided,  the  Ordinary  first  make  an  order  directing  such  com- 
promise.] (a.) 

Guardians  have  no  right  to  make  compromises  fraudulent  as  to  their  wards  :  26  Ga., 
537.  On  compromise  of  doubtful  claim,  there  must  on  return  be  an  oath  by  executor 
that  it  was  in  good  faith  :  62  Ga.,  118. 

§2540.  Expenditures  for  minors,  when  allovjed.     [Whenever  an  executor 
(a)  Acts  of  or  administrator  has  paid  all  the  debts   of  their   intestates,   and  just 
1872,  p.  31.  claims  of  every  sort  against  the  estates  held  by  them,  and  there  is  left 

in  their  hands  assets  or  property  of  any  kind  due  to  minor  heirs,  over 
whom  no  one  applies  to  be  guardian,  said  executors  or  administrators 
may,  under  the  direction  of  the  proper  Ordinary,  apply  and  pay  so 

much  of  said  minor  heir's  estate  as  may  be  necessary  to  the  mainten- 
ance and  education  of  said  minor  heirs  as  guardians  are  allowed  by  law, 

all  of  which  expenditures  shall  be  allowed  said  executors  or  adminis- 
trators in  their  settlement  with  such  heirs.]  (a.) 

§2541.  Guardians,  etc.,  may  invest  in  land:     [Guardians,  trustees,  execu- 
(b)  Acts  of  tors  and  administrators  are  authorized  to  invest  any  funds  held,  by  them 
i87i,  p.  32.  ag  guch  guardians,  trustees,  executors  and  administrators,  in  lands : 

Provided,  an  order  to  that  effect  be  first  obtained  from  the  Judge  of  the 
Superior  Court,  who  is  authorized  to  consider  and  pass  upon  such  appli- 

cations, either  in  term  time  or  vacation.]  (b.) 
§2542.  (2501.)  (2501.)  Debts  barred  by  limitation.  An  administrator 

in  his  discretion  may  relieve  a  debt  from  the  bar  interposed  by  the  lapse 
of  time,  by  a  new  promise  to  pay:  Provided,  such  bar  had  not  occurred 
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in  the  lifetime  of  his  intestate.  In  such  cases  the  distributees  can 

make  him  responsible,  by  proof  that  the  claim  against  the  estate  was 
in  reality  unjust. 

Acknowledgement  of  debt  by  tbe  legal  representative  before  it  is  barred,  takes  it  out 
of  the  statute  of  limitations  :  17  Ga.,  96  ;  61/206.  Administrator  may  retain  a  debt  due 
himself  from  intestate,  although  it  may  be  barred  by  the  statute  of  limitations  at  death 
of  intestate:  25  Ga.,  594.  May  pay  a  just  debt  of  deceased,  provided  the  bar  of  the 
statute  was  not  complete,  during  the  lifetime  of  deceased :  54  Ga.,  302 ;  58/126.  The 
bar  of  the  statute  of  limitations  may  be  waived  by  administrator,  unless  the  bar  at- 

tached in  intestate's  lifetime  :  63  Ga.*  212-213.  When  administrator  of  security  who 
signed  note  cannot  relieve  from  bar  of  statute  of  limitations  ;  64  Ga.,  655-661. 

What  acknowledgment  sufficient:  2  Am.  D.,  612.  New  promise  made  by  one  of 
several  executors  will  relieve  bar:  12  Am.  D.,  659,  661,  n;  13  Am.  R.,  417;  but  not 
where  the  debt  is  due  to  one  of  the  two :  8  Am.  R.,  605.  Cannot  waive  bar  if  debt  was 
not  presented  in  time :  Rorer  on  Judic.  Sale,  §267.  Cannot  waive  the  statute  regulating 
suits  against  administrators:  8  Am.  D.,  80.— See  Angell  Lim.,  291-6;  3  Redf.  Wills, 
288  ;  29  Am.  D..  42.  n  ;  29  Am.  R.,  250. 

§2543.  (2502.)  (2502.)  Counsel  fees,  when  altoioed.     An  administrator  Act  of  i850, 

is  authorized  to  provide  for  the  estate  competent  legal  counsel,  accord- a  p- m 
ing  to  the  exigencies  of  the  estate  he  represents. 

Attorney  fees  allowed  for  collecting  money  loaned  out  at  interest :  29  Ga.,  82.  Second 
executor  responsible  for  attorney  fees  of  one  employed  by  first  executor  :  31  Ga.,  195. 
Not  allowed  to  trustee  of  defendant  when  complainant  was  justifiable  in  suing  :  32  Ga., 
31.  Specific  performance  by  original  attorney  against  administrator  and  substituted 
attorney  :  50  Ga.,  360-368.  When  counsel  fees  for  executrix  allowed  :  51  Ga,,  651.  No 
counsel  fees  should  be  allowed  executor  for  his  attorney  fees  in  defending  a  bill  against 
him  by  legatees  for  account  charging  devastavit:  50  Ga.,  10-33.  A  temporary  adminis- 

trator cannot  bind  the  estate  by  a  contract  to  pay  fees  to  resist  setting  up  a  will :  56 
Ga.,  655-8. 

1  Perry  Trusts,  g§429,  432;  2/900;  19  Am.  D.,  369;  3  Redf.  Wills,  415.  Fees  allowed 
whether  there  is  litigation  or  not:  25  Am.  R.,  598;  when  administrator  is  liable  indi- 

vidually: 6  Am.  R.,  90. 

§2544.  (2503.)  (2503.)  Investments  by  administrator.     When  .from  any  Act  of  1845,  /j?$~f7 
cause  an  administrator  is  compelled  to  hold  the  funds  of  the  estate  in  ScPofiwr  /  ?  /P 
his  hands,  he  is  authorized  to  invest  the  same  in  stocks,  bonds,  or  other  c.  p.  337    '  / ̂ -v* 
securities  issued  by  this  State,  or  (by  leave  of  the  Ordinary)  in  bonds  cCp.03f38.8o°' 
issued  by  the  proper  authorities  of  the  cities  of  Savannah  and  Augus- Acts  of  i860, 
ta.     In  such  case  he  shall,  within  twelve  months  thereafter,  make  a  Aetsofisei, 
legal  return  thereof,  in  which  shall  be  set  forth  the  price  paid,  the  time  Acf;rof  1863 
of  the  purchase,  and  the  name  of  the  seller.     Such  investments  shall  not  -4,  p.  29. 

be  subject  to  taxation  so  long  as  they  are  held  for  the  estate.     If  an  ̂  p0^865 executor  or  trustee  has  in  his  hands  money  as  the  separate  estate  of  a 
married  woman,  absolutely  or  for  life,  he  may,  under  the  direction  of 
the  Superior  Court,  invest  such  funds  in  land. 

Trustee  receiving  Confederate  money :  37  Ga.,  205, 220 ;  38/304.  Where  the  guardian 
acted  as  a  prudent  man  in  loaning  money,  secured  by  mortgage,  and  as  to  investments 
by:  39  Ga.,  96-99;  54/291;  42/135.  Executor  receiving  Confederate  money:  42  Ga., 
622;  46/381.  Administrator  receiving  Confederate  money  in  good  faith  protected:  39 
Ga.,  569 ;  47/434,  444 ;  58/536.-  Illegal  order  of  Ordinary  for  sale  of  land  by  administra- 

tor, and  when  minor  heirs  not  estopped  by  guardian's  receipt:  46  Ga.,  101-109.  Invest- 
ments generally  by  executor,  and  in  Confederate  bonds  where  fairly  done  and  in  good 

faith:  50  Ga.,  32  :  41/439,  446.  Set-off  by  legatee  as  against:  49  Ga.,  254.  Where  ad- 
ministrator receives  Confederate  money  in  1862,  and  does  not  show  what  became  of  it : 

48  Ga.,  150. 

Investments' generally :  Note  to  §2330;  13  0.,  613. 
§2545. -(2504.)  (2504.)  May  continue  business  of  deceased.  An  adminis- 

trator may  exercise  his  discretion  in  continuing  the  business  of  his 
intestate  .until  the  expiration  of  the  current  year.  Up  to  the  time  of 
sale  or  distribution  the  administrator  must  manage  and  dispose  of  the 
property  of  the  estate  for  the  best  interest  of  the  estate. 

Where  executrix  allowed,  for  losses  occurring  in  continuing  and  carrying  on  a 
plantation  after  testator  had  employed  hands  :  51  Ga.,  650.  Administrator  individu- 

ally liable  where  he  carried  on  the  farm  longer  than  the  current  year,  and  met  with 
loss:  60  Ga.,  661. 

Executor  :  3  Redf.  Wills,  402.     Carrying  on  business  without  authority  of  law :  22 
Am.  R.,  378.     Continuing  partnership  business:  Note  to  §1907. 

40 
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§2546.  (2505.)  May  contract  for  labor.     [The  administrator  may  make 
(a)  Acts  of  contracts  for  labor  or  service  for  the  benefit  of  the  estate  he  represents, 

1865-5,  p.  87.  Up0n  such  terms  as  he  may  deem  best,  and  all  such  contracts  made  in 
good  faith,  shall  be  a  charge  upon,  and  bind  the  estate    whenever  the 
same  are  approved  by  the  Ordinary  of  the  county.]  (a.) 

Section  referred  to  and  construed:  60  Ga.,  664-5.  The  labor  here  referred  to  does 
not  mean  such  as  was  obligatory  on  her  alone  to  do  :  64  Ga.,  734. 

§2547.  (2506.)  (2506.)  Duty  as  to  contracts.  The  administrator,  as  far 
as  possible,  must  fulfill  the  executory  and  comply  with  the  executed 
contracts  of  the  deceased,  and  he  has  a  corresponding  right  to  demand 
the  same  of  the  parties  contracted  with.  If,  however,  the  personal  skill 
of  the  intestate  entered  into  the  consideration  of  the  contract,  his  death 
renders  the  execution  impossible,  and  the  contract,  though  entire,  ilnust 
be  considered  as  divisible  and  closed  at  his  death,  and  the  part  execu- 

tion by  the  deceased  authorizes  and  requires  a  corresponding  compli- 
ance by  the  other  contractor. 

Right  to  carry  out  executory  contracts :  1  Add.  Contr.,  §446;  liability  on  :  77>.,  #453; 
Broom's  Max.,  872;  Dicey  on  Parties,  313;  Woods'  Mayne  on  Dam.,  683  ;  3  Redf.  Wills, 
274.  Subscriptions  of  decedent  to  snares  in  corporation :  Thompson  L.  S.,  $$248-250; 
3  Redf.  Wills,  282.     Suits  by,  on  contracts  with  deceased  :  3  Redf.  W.,  195-203. 

§2548.  (2507.)  (2507.)   Twelve  months  exemption  from  suit.     No  suit  to 
Act  of  1799,  recover  a  debt  due  by  the   decedent  shall  be  commenced  against  the 
c.  p.  472.     administrator  until  the  expiration  of  twelve  months  from  his  qualifi- 
§§2513,  3348.  cation.     This  exemption  shall  not  apply  to  an  administrator  de  bonis 

non,  unless  appointed  within  the  year  allowed  to  his  predecessor.  And 
in  all  cases  the  administrator  de  bonis  non  shall  be  made  a  party  to 
suits  pending  against  the  administrator  upon  scire  facias  issued  to  the 
first  term. 

Statute  of  limitations  does  not  run  during  the  twelve  months  one  is  prohibited  from 
suing  executor  or  administrator  :  5  Ga.,  66.  Where  this  immunity  for  twelve  months 
did  not  apply  to  an  injunction  :  6  Ga.,  302.  Neither  does  this  exemption  apply  to  levy 
of  a  judgment  obtained  against  intestate,  in  his  lifetime  :  10  Ga.,  568  ;  11/424,  430. 
Where  executors  within  twelve  months  after  qualification  will  not  be  compelled  to  turn 

over,  on  ward's  application,  property  in  kind  :  34  Ga.,  395.  Administrator  not  subject  to 
garnishment  within  the  twelve  months  after  appointment:  28  Ga.,  366.  But  such 
garnishments  may  be  served  under  the  provisions  of  law  postponing  his  answer  until 
he  can  do  so  safely  :  41  Ga.,  628.  That  mortgage  foreclosed  within  the  twelve  months 
will  not  avail  as  an  objection  by  claimant :  30  Ga.,  706.  Attorney  employed  by  execu- 

!  trix  to  aid  her  in  winding  up  the  affairs  of  the  estate,  cannot  recover  his  fee  until  after 
j  expiration  of  twelve  months:  45  Ga.,  171.     How  far  the  limitation  Act  of  March  16, 

1869,  was  affected  by  this  section  :  50  Ga.,  382-386.  As  to  right  of  creditors  to  sue  where 
there  is  an  administrator  de  bonis  non :  61  Ga.,  550. 

T.  TJ.  P.  Charl.,  148;  Dudley,  132.  Act  of  March,  1869,  does  not  exclude  year  allowed 
administrators  :  9  O.,  25. 

General  Note. — Where  creditor's  bill  against  administrator  had  equity  in  it,  but 
parties  were  not  properly  before  the  Court  from  misjoinder  :  3  Ga.,  575-8.  The  excep- 

tion to  heirs  and  creditors  suing  third  person  through  the  representative  of  estate  :  8 
Ga.,  236.  What  creditor  in  bill  to  collect  in  assets  of  estate  must  aver  to  show  why  it 
was  not  done  through  the  administrator  de  bonis  non,  since  Act  of  1845:  10  Ga.,  266; 

I  16/150-213.     Administrator  sued  by  creditor  should  plead  so  as  to  protect  rights  of  all 
the  creditors:  5  Ga.,  275;  24/608,  610.     Where  set-off  plead  by  defendant  larger  than 

1  '      sum  sued  on,  may  show  estate  insolvent,  and  debts  of  higher  dignity  than  the  set-off: 
i  •  5  Ga.,  357.     Where  the  executors  have  the  right  to  recover  in  assets  for  administration, 

although  there  are  no  debts:  7  Ga.,584.     Where  equity  will  enjoin  administrator  from 
>  recovering  land,  there  being  no  debts  :  7  Ga,,  589  ;  30/74.     Foreign  executor  suing  here 

on  note  and  injunction  granted,  averring  there  were  no  debts:  13  Ga.,  140.  Equitable 
claim  set  up  by  bill  against  legatees  and  administrator:  16  Ga.,  481.  Injunction  granted 
on  bill  by  administrator  against  notes  for  purchase  money  claiming  out  of  general 
assets:  25  Ga.,  42-45.  Where  widow  could  recover  share  belonging  to  husband  from 
administrator  de  bonis  non:  33  Ga.,  409,  41.  There  being  no  debts  unpaid,  heirs  can  re- 

cover property  illegally  disposed  of  by  administrator:  40  Ga.,  408.  After  upwards  of 
thirty  years  have  passed,  it  is  presumed  all  debts  of  an  estate  are  paid :  26  Ga.,  515.  In 
suit  by  heirs  for  recovery  of  their  share,  presumed  there  are  no  debts  of  the  estate :  26 
Ga.,  380.  When  abatement  of  debts  and  legacies  to  pay  commissions:  14  Ga.,  416. 
Mortgaged  property  is  assets  :  10  Ga.,  66.  Money  or  goods  of  another  are  not  assets  in 
hands  of  administrator  :  19  Ga.,  554.     Where  purchaser  in  complicity  with  executor  in 
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breach  of  trust,  may  hold  him  liable:  19  Ga.,  94,  136.  Payment  of  debts  by  executor 

de  son  tort  according  to  law,  will  be  protected  :  20  Ga.,  473.  When  heirs  liable  to  credi- 

tors :  22  Ga.,  590.  Property  coming  to  minor  and  not  subject  to  creditor's  estate  :  21 
Ga.,  200.  Administrator  has  qualified  interest  in  assets  of  estate  for  payment  of  the 
debts :  27  Ga.,  125.  Creditor  supplying  goods  to  administrator  representing  two  estates 
is  not  compelled  to  show  for  which»they  were  furnished  :  34  Ga.,  429.  Must  pay  debts 
before  distribution:  35  Ga.,  95.  Executor  can  derive  no  advantage  as  against  the 
estate  as  to  surplus  after  payment  of  debts  :  38  Ga.,  75.  When  admissions,  declarations 
and  promises  of  executor  or  administrator  admissible  as  evidence  :  31  Ga.,  681.  Equity 
will  not  interfere  with  due  administration  of  assets  by  the  representative  of  the  estate 
on  slight  grounds :  1  Ga.,  511;  16/213. 

SECTION  V. 

OF    RECEIVING    AND    MAKING    TITLES    ON    BONDS    FOR   TITLES. 

Section. 
2549.  Making  titles  on  bond  of  intestate. 
2550.  Notice. 
2551.  Vendee  dying,  title  to  heirs. 

Section. 
2552.  Vender  and  vendee  dying. 
2553.  Costs. 

§2549.  (2508.)  (2508.)  Making  titles  on  bond  of  intestate.     If  the  intes-  Act  of  1799, 
tate,  during  his  life,  executed  a  bond  to  make  titles  to  land,  and  dies  ac^omW 
without  making  such  titles,  the  holder  of  such  bond,  after  having  c.  p.  340 . 

complied  with  its  condition,  may  apply  to  the  Ordinary  having  juris- p.C6i° 
diction  over  the  estate,  for  an  order  requiring  the  administrator  to  exe-  §8654 
cute  the  titles  according  to  the  terms  of  the  bond,  in  all  cases  annexing 
to  his  petition  a  copy  of  the  bond. 

When  bond  by  administrator  to  convey  real  estate  of  his  intestate  is  void:  9Ga.,  114. 
Ordinary  only  on  petition  of  holder  of  bond  for  title  can  order  representative  of  de- 

ceased person  to  execute  title  to  land  :  61  Ga.,  419. 

§2550.  (2509.)  (2509.)  Notice  and  trial  Fifteen  days'  notice  in  writ- (a)  Actsof 
ing  to  the  administrator,  or  executor,  and  heirs  at  law  of  the  deceased, 1863_4'  p-  49- 
if  to  be  found  in  this  State;  and  if  not  residents,  by  publication  in  one 
of  the  gazettes  of  this  State  for  thirty  days,  shall  be  given  of 
such  application.  If  no  objection  is  filed,  and  the  Ordinary  is  satisfied 
of  the  truth  of  the  allegations  in  the  petition,  the  order  shall  be  gran- 

ted. When  objections  in  writing  are  filed  in  the  office  of  said  Ordi- 
nary, it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  Ordinary  to  hear  evidence  as  to  the  fact 

whether  the  conditions  of  said  bond  have  been  complied  with  by  the 
payment  of  the  purchase  money  or  not,  and  to  grant  an  order  requiring 
said  titles  to  be  made,  or  not,  as  he  may  think  the  principles  of  justice 
may  require;  and  either  party,  being  dissatisfied  with  the  decision, 
may  appeal  to  the  Superior  Court  upon  the  same  terms  as  appeals  are 
granted  in  other  cases.]  (a.) 

§2551.  (2510.)  (2510.)  Vendee  dying,  title  to  heirs.  If  the  vendee  dies,  o>).  Acts  oi 

having  possession  of  a  bond  for  titles  [or  having  paid  the  purchase  J8/36'  pp'  66> 
money  for  land,]  (b)  the  Ordinary  of  the  county  having  jurisdiction  of 
the  estate,  may,  upon  a  similar  application  by  any  one  of  the  heirs  at 
law  of  the  vendee,  and  on  notice  to  the  vender,  as  provided  in  the  fore- 

going section,  order  the  title  to  be  made  to  the  heirs  at  law  of  the  de- 
ceased. Such  titles,  however,  shall  not  prevent  such  lands  being  as- 

sets in  the  hands  of  the  administrator  for  the  payment  of  debts. 
Where  this  section  applies,  the  vendee  being  dead  and  the  vender  alive  :  61  Ga.,  428. 

§2-552.  (2511.)  (2511.)    Where  vender  and  vendee  die.  If  both  the  vender  Act  of  isos, 

and  vendee  die,  the  notice  shall  be  given  to  the  legal  representatives  of  '  p* the  vender,  who  shall  make  the  title  to  the  heirs  of  the  vendee. 

§2553.  (2512.)  (2-512.)  Costs,  by  ivhompaid.  Whenever  the  party  mak-w  Actsof 

ing  the  bond  shall  have  died  before  the  time  at  which  the  titles  were1863"4'  p*49* 
to  be  made,  and  before  the  purchase  money  became  due,  the  cost  of  the 
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proceedings  shall  be  paid  by  the  representative  of  the  estate;  but  if  the 
time  for  making  such  titles  and  the  payment  of  the  money  elapsed  be- 

fore the  death  of  the  obligor,  the  costs  shall  be  paid  by  the  appli- 
cant, (c.) 

General  Note. — Sufficient  if  the  title  be  executed  by  administrator  de  bonis  non 
under  order  directed  to  first  administrator  :  19  Ga.,  153.  Act  of  1799  permissive  only : 
20  Ga.,  143.  On  death  of  purchaser,  insolvent  under  title  bond,  title  cannot  pass  from 
vender  until  purchase  money  paid:  25  Ga.,  42-44.  Foreign  administrator  may  make 
titles:  30  Ga.,  650. 

SECTION  VI. 

OF    ADMINISTRATOR  S   SALE. 

Section. 
2554.  Sale  of  perishable  property. 
2555.  Sales  at  public  outcry. 
25^6.  Terms  of  sale. 
2557.  Sale  of  wild  lands. 
2558.  And  of  insolvent  papers. 
2559.  Sale  of  land. 
2559.  (a.)  Sales  by  executor,etc.,of  bank  stock. 
2560.  Manner  of  sale. 
2561.  Recital  in  deed. 

Section. 
2562    Land  lying  in  two  counties. 
2563.  Effect  of  warranty. 
2564.  Property  held  adversely. 
2565.  Claim,  where  and  how  tried. 
2566.  Private  sales  against  public  policy, 
2567.  Sales  by  executor,  etc. 
2568.  Terms  must  be  stated. 
2569.  Return  of  sales. 

§2554.  (2513.)  (2513.)  Sale  of  perishable  property.     The  personal  per- 
(d)  Acts  of  ishable  property  should  be  sold  at  as  early  a  day  as  practicable,  consis- 

Act'of  n64'*en^  with  the  interest  of  the  estate.     It  must  be  done  under  order  from 
c.p. 302.    'the  Ordinary,  in  which  the  kind  of  notice  and  the  length  of  time  it 
-2^p°95.     shall  be  given,  being  not  less  than  ten  days,  shall  be  specified.     The order  for  sale  shall  be  granted  as  of  course,  unless  the  application  is  from 

a  temporary  administrator,  when  the  Ordinary  may,  in  the  exercise  of 
his  discretion,  [grant  such  order,  when  it  is  made  to  appear  to  be  to  the 
interest  and  advantage  of  the  estate.]  (d.) 

Heirs  not  entitled  to  proceeds  of  personalty  twice  sold  :  33  Ga.,  33.  When  tempo- 
rary administrator  may  sell :  50  Ga.,  265. 

§2555.  (2514.)  (2514.)  Sale,  how  made.  All  sales  by  administrators 
Act  of  1804,  (except  of  annual  crops  sent  off  to  market,  and  of  vacant  lands,)  shall 

Act  avisos  De  a^  public  outcry,  between  the  hours  of  ten  o'clock  a.  m.,  and  four 
c.  p.  314.  '  o'clock  p.  m.  ;  nor  shall  any  sale  be  continued  from  day  to  day  unless  so 
-2,  p°242.    advertised.     Good  faith  is  required  of  the  administrator  in  all  cases  that 

the  property  be  sold  in  such  manner  and  quantities  as  shallbe  deemed 
most  advantageous  to  the  estate. 

May  restrict  the  land  advertised  to  be  sold  :  20  Ga.,  588.     Cannot  be  a  valid  sale  by 
administrator  privately,  selling  as  his  own,  and  perfecting  title  by  selling  it  as  admin- 

istrator, must  be  utmost  fidelity  :  22  Ga.,  637.     Annual  crops  must  be  carried  to  market 
and  sold  :  40  Ga.,  363-369.     Section  referred  to  and  construed :  46  Ga.,  38.     Sale  of  stock 

•     by  administrator  :  56  Ga,,  377-8;  46/34. 

§2556.  (2515.)  (2515.)  Terms  of  sale.  The  administrator  may  exer- 
cise his  discretion  in  demanding  cash  or  extending  credit.  Full  notice 

should  be  given,  and  the  best  interest  of  the  estate  observed.  If  credit 
is  given,  the  administrator  must,  at  his  own  risk,  determine  the  suffi- 

ciency of  the  security  given.  If  the  security  taken  is  ample  at  the 
time,  and  subsequently  the  debt  is  lost,  after  the  utmost  diligence  by 
the  administrator,  he  will  not  be  responsible  for  the  amount. 

"When  sureties  not  discharged  :  26  Ga.,  426.  Where  executors  exercised  their  discre- 
tion as  to  selling  on  time,  and  each  responsible  :  32  Ga.,  31-38. 

§2557.  (2516.)  (2516.)  Sale  of  wild  lands.  On  application  by  the  ad- 
Acts  of  1858,  ministrator  and  due  notice  advertised  as  hereinafter  provided  in  case  of 
p- 56-  lands,    the   Ordinary  may   grant  an  order   authorizing  the  adminis- 

trator to  sell,  at  private  sale,  wild  uncultivated  lands  lying  in  counties 
other  than  that  of  the  administration  :  Provided,  no  objection  is  filed  by 
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any  one  interested  in  the  estate,  and  the  Ordinary  is  satisfied  that  such 
sale  is  preferable. 

Sale  of  wild  lands,  either  privately  or  by  permission  of  the  Ordinary  :  64  Ga.,  323-325. 

§2558.  (2517)  (2517.)  Sale  of  insolvent  papers.    All  notes,  bonds,  judg-  Act  of  1850, 
ments,  accounts,  or  other  evidences  of  debt,  which,  after  due  diligence,  Sctsonsss 
remain  uncollected,  and  are  deemed  insolvent  or  doubtful,  may  be  sold  ~6.  p-  144- 
by  the  administrator,  under  an  order  of  the  Ordinary,  at  public  outcry,  §3646. 

during  the  usual  hours  of  sale,  on  the  regular  day  of  Sheriff's  sales,  and  . 
at  the  Court  House  door;  thirty  days'  notice  of  such  sale  being  given 
at  the  Court  House  door,  and  at  three  or  more  public  places  in  the 
county. 

§2559.  (2518.)  (2518.)  Land,  when  sold.  If  at  any  time  it  becomes  nee- Act  of  1816, 
essary  for  the  payment  of  the  debts  of  the  estate,  or  for  the  purposes  of  A-CP-031^,26 
distribution,  to  sell  the  land  of  the  decedent,  the  administrator  shall,  c.  p.  323.  ' 
by  written  petition,*  apply  to  the  Ordinary  for  leave  to  sell,  setting  forth  4fp°951851 
in  the  petition  the  reason  for  such  application ;  and  noticeb  of  the  same  f 
shall  be  published  once  a  week  for  [four  weeks]  (a.)  before  the  hearing,  1869,  p.  13. 
in  the  gazette  in  which  the  county  advertisements  are  published.     If 
no  objection  is  filed,  and  the  Ordinary  is  satisfied  of  the  truth  of  the 
allegations  in  the  petition,  an  order  shall  be  passed  granting  the  leave 
to  sell,  specifying  therein  the  land  as  definitely  as  possible. 

What  order  should  state:  47  Ga.,  195-205:  8/236-244;  4/148-152.  On  the  Act  of  1816 
as  to  Ordinary's  sale  of  real  estate:  13  Ga.,  2.  When  the  order  to  sell  realty  should  be 
granted  to  the  administrator  certe  rorum  :  16  Ga.,  213.  Sale  of  land  by  administrator  for 
which  suit  is  pending :  30  Ga.,  775.  May  restrict  quantity  advertised  to  be  sold :  20  Ga., 
588.  When  order  can  not  be  attacked  collaterally:  7  Ga.,  559.  When  bill  by  adminis- 

trator asking  leave  to  sell  lands  and  reinvest  should  be  entertained:  33  Ga.,  620.  When 
order  granted  to  administrator  to  sell  only  revoked  on  notice  and  for  cause :  33  Ga.,  237. 
When  order  signed  by  Ordinary  to  sell  land  not  admitted  in  evidence ;  46  Ga.,  101.  Not 
having  complied  strictly  with  the  mode  of  sale,  yet  innocent  purchaser  protected :  50 
Ga.,  232-236.  Order  to  sell  land  granted  to  administrator  under  this  section  is  valid  so 
far  as  authority  is  necessary:  56  Ga.,  430-434.  The  representative  can  sell  real  estate  of 
decedent  when,  to  pay  debts  or  for  distribution  :  46  Ga.,  392.  And^when  so  sold  under 

order  of  Ordinary  it  is  discharged  from  lien  for  purchase  money  and'ereditors  must  look 
to  proceeds :  49  Ga.,  274 ;  56/444.  Insolvent  paper  sold  at  administrator's  sale  and  bought 
by  agent,  binding  on  administrator  consenting:  57  Ga.,  233.  Where  only  lien  of  judg- 

ment on  land  divested  when  fully  administered  by  actual  sale:  58  Ga.,  451.  Sale  by 
administrator  also  divests  the  lien  of  mortgage  on  the  property  and  transfers  it  to  the 
fund:  59  Ga.,  516-518.  When  sale  of  realty  belonging  to  wards  by  their  guardian  not 
binding  on  them  where  no  proper  order  for  it  on  the  minutes  of  Court  of  Ordinary:  60 
Ga.,  677.     Section  cited  where  order  by  Ordinary  to  sell  entire  realty:  64  Ga.,  325. 

3  Redf.  Wills,  133-5.  Not  sold  to  pay  debts  barred  :  Rorer  on  Judic.  Sales,  §267  ;  to 
pay  what  debts:  lb.,  §§268,  269,  272;  partnership  debts:  §276;  aI6.,  §283  et  seq.;  *Ib., 
§315  et  seq. 

§2559.  (a.)  Sales  by  executor,  etc.,  of  bank  stock,  etc.     Whenever  any  ad- Actsofi877, 
ministrator  or  guardian,  or  executor,  unless  authorized  to  sell  by  the  p' 115' 
provisions  of  the  will  which  he  is  executing,  shall  desire  to  sell  railroad  §4o4- 
or  bank  stock  wherever  found,  and  stocks  of  other  incorporated  compa-  §2560. 
nies,  he  must  first  apply  to  the  Ordinary,  of  the  county  which  has  ju- 

risdiction over  him,  for  leave  to  sell  such  stock,  which  shall  be  heard 
and  determined  after  the  usual  citation  for  leave  to  sell,  is  issued,  as 
applications  for  sale  of  real  estate.     After  such  sale  is  ordered,  the  sale  of 
such  railroad  and  bank  stock,  and  stocks  of  other  incorporated  compa- 

nies, shall  be  conducted  in  the  same  manner  as  sales  of  real  estate  are 
conducted. 

§2560.  (2519.)  (2519.)  Manner  and  place  of  sale.     Every  such  sale  shall  (a^Acts  of 

be  advertised  [in  any  newspaper  or  gazette,  having  a  general  circula- 1863"4> p- 30- 
tion  in  the  county  where  the  property  to  be  sold  is  located,]  (a  )  [once  (*>>  Acts  <jf 
a  week  for  four  weeks]  (b.)  after  the  leave  granted  and  before  the  sale.  Acts  of  i85i, 

It  shall  be  had  at  public  auction  on  the  first  Tuesday  of  the  month,  be-"2'  p- 95- 
tween  the  usual  hours  of  sale,  and  at  the  place  of  public  sales  in  the 
county  having  jurisdiction  of  the  administration,  unless  by  special  or- 
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der  in  the  discretion  of  the  Ordinary,  a  portion  of  the  land  is  sold  in 
«  another  county  where  the  land  lies.  [But  any  executor,  administrator, 

(a>  Acts  of  guardian,  or  other  trustee  who  by  law  is  managing  any  trust,  estate,  or 
ib72,  p.  32.  fund,  under  the  supervision  of  the  Ordinary,  or  Court  of  Ordinary,  may 

sell  any  city  property  situated  in  any  city  in  this  State,  if  upon  peti- 
tion, the  Ordinary  shall,  in  the  exercise  of  a  sound  discretion,  deeming 

that  it  is  for  the  best  interest  of  cestui  que  trusts  that- said  real  estate  be 
sold  on  the  premises,  shall  by  order,  entered  on  the  minutes,  so  direct : 
Provided,  that  such  sales  shall  be  advertised,  as  provided  by  law,  and 

one  hour's  public  notice  of  the  commencement  of  the  same  shall  be 
given  at  the  Court  House  door  on  sale  day.]  (a.) 

The  advertisement  should  pursue  the  order:  16  Ga.,  213.  Order  reciting  notice  this 

need  not  also  be  stated  in  the  administrator's  deed,  secondary  evidence  of  contents  of 
notice:  16  Ga.,  67.  May  restrict  the  quantity  of  land  advertised  to  be  sold:  20  Ga.,  588. 
Having  authority  to  sell  and  failing  to  comply  with,  makes  it  voidable  except  as  to  in- 

nocent purchasers:  50  Ga.,  231-236. 

§2561.  (2520.)  (2520.)  Recital  in  deed.  The  recital  of  a  compliance 

with  these  provisions  in  the  administrator's  deed  shall  he  prima  facie evidence  of  the  facts. 

Stated:  4  Ga.,  148;  47/195,  207;  50/237-238.  When  notice  stated  in  Ordinary's  order, 
as  having  been  given  by  administrator,  need  not  also  be  stated  in  his  deed:  16  Ga  ,  67. 
Power  to  sell  proven  by  recitals  raise  prima  facie  presumption  that  prescribed  forms 
were  pursued:  40  Ga.,  482. 

Misrecitals  do  not  invalidate  ;  such  as  styling  "admr."  as  "exr.:"  Rorer  on  Judic 
S.,  §442. 

§2562.  (2521.)  (2522.)  Land  lying  in  two  counties.  If  land  ordered  to 
Act  of  1845,  be  sold  is  composed  of  one  tract  or  body  of  land  lying  partially  in  two 

c.  p.  334.  counties,  the  sale  may  be  had  in  either  county,  as  directed  by  the  Ordi- nary. 

§2563.  (2522.)  Effect  of  warranty.  An  administrator  cannot  bind  the 
Acts  of  1853  estate  by  any  warranty  in  any  conveyance  or  contract  made  by  him, 

-4,  p.  36.  nor  jg  ke  personaiiy  bound  by  such  covenant,  unless  the  intention  of 
§2622,         personal  liability  is  distinctly  expressed. 

When  liable:  8  Ga.,  236;  11/1.  Administrator  cannot  bind  estate  of  his  intestate 
by  warranty  of  soundness  of  articles  sold:  32  Ga.,  376.  Although  administrator  pro- 

tected personally  as  against  warranty  made  at  sale  of  intestate's  effects,  yet  his  fraud 
a  defense  against  note  given  for  articles  sold :  24  Ga.,  257-259.  Suit  by  purchaser  against  ex- 

ecutor of  vender  for  breach  of  warranty:  47  Ga,,  516-521.  Where  a  warranty  did  not 
bind  trustee  personally:  54  Ga.,  350.  Where  representations  of  administrator  no  de- 

fense to  notes  where  no  damage  done:  61  Ga.,  478.  Administrator  cannot  bind  the  es- 
tate by  warranty  in  any  conveyance  or  contract  by  him :  64  Ga.,  502. 

Rorer  on  Judic.  S.,  §475;  17  Am.  D.,  221,  224,  n. 

§2564.  (2523.)  (2524.)  Property  held  adversely.  An  administrator  can- 
§2695.  not  sell  property  held  adversely  to  the  estate  by  a  third  person ;  he  must 

first  recover  possession. 

Section  cited:  56  Ga.,  433;  64/17.  Where  it  was  unnecessary  to  have  possession  be- 
fore executor  could  sell:  64  Ga.,  325. 

§2565.  (2524)  (2526.)  Claim,  where  and  how  tried.  If  an  administra- 
§§3743,  3746.  *or  offers  or  proposes  to  sell  any  real  estate  which  is  claimed  by  any 

other  person,  such  third  person  may  interpose  his  claim,  which  shall 
be  tried  in  the  county  where  the  land  lies.  If  the  claim  be  to  personal 

property,  it  shall  be  tried  in  the  county  of  the  residence  of  the  adminis- trator. 

Claimant  cannot  attack  an  order  of  sale  colatterally :  7  Ga.,  559.  Not  necessary  to 
validity  of  claim  that  bond  and  security  be  given:  25  Ga.,  72. 

§2566.  (2525.)  (2527.)  Private  sale  against  policy.  A  private  sale  of 
land  under  an  obligation  to  perfect  by  legal  formality,  is  contrary  to 
public  policy,  and  renders  such  sales  always  open  to  review  at  the  op- 
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tion  of  parties  at  interest.     Such  sales  made  prior  to  December  17th, 
1859,  are  legal  and  valid. 

Stated:  22  Ga.,  637.  Sale  of  railroad  stock  privately,  the  property  of  the  estate  ad- 
ministrator represents,  protected  in  hands  of  innocent  purchaser:  46  Ga.,  34;  56/377. 

When  private  contract  of  sale  with  guardian  void:  56  Ga.,  40.  Where  sale  within  the 
provisions  of  this  section :  53  Ga. ,  673. 

§2567.  (2526.)  (2528.)  Sale  under  will.  If  a  will  authorizes  a  private 
sale  by  the  executor,  an  administrator  with  the  will  annexed,  may  ex- 

ecute the  power  and  sell  the  property  without  order  from  the  Ordinary. 
If  the  will  merely  designates  the  property  to  be  sold  without  specify- 

ing the  mode  of  sale,  no  application  for  leave  to  sell  is  necessary;  but  in 
other  respects  the  executor  or  administrator  with  the  will  annexed 
must  comply  with  the  requisitions  before  specified. 
Where  the  will  authorized  the  sale :  1  Ga.,  324.  Intention  of  testator  to  give  executor 

power  to  sell  at  private  sale:  38  Ga.,  581.  Sales  must  be  at  public  outcry  unless  other- 
wise provided  by  will:  40  Ga.,  363.  Unauthorized  private  sale  of  choses'in  action:  32 Ga.,  81.  Unauthorized  private  sale  of  railroad  stock  by  administrator:  40  Ga.,  408. 

Section  cited :  54  Ga.,  450.  Where  under  the  will  the  executors  could  sell  without  order 
of  Ordinary  and  for  cash  or  credit:  50  Ga.,  553. 

2  Perry  Trusts,  $500  ;  see  note  to  §2340. 

§2568.  (2527)   Terms  must  be  stated.    [Executors  and  administrators.^  Acts  of 

shall  state  in  all  advertisements  of  sales  by  them,  the  terms  of  sale.]  (a.)  ls66,  p- 65i 
Requiring  advertisement  to  set  forth  terms  of  sale:  53  Ga.,  89-90. 

§2569.  (2528.)  (2529.)  Return  of  sales.  An  administrator  must  make 
a  full  return  of  every  sale,  specifying  the  property  sold,  the  purchasers, 
and  the  amounts,  together  with  the  terms  of  sale. 

General  Note. — Act  of  1869,  as  to  limitation,  how  it  affects  administrators :  62 
123.  Administrator  cum  testamento  annexo,  cannot  sell  lands  not  disposed  of 
bythewTill:  16  Ga.,  213.  As  to  negroes:  27  Ga.,  585.  Agent,  of  administrator  pur- 

chasing land  of  estate,  sale  may  be  set  aside:  22  Ga.,  637.  May  sell  land  by  agent: 
22  Ga.,  600.  Agreement,  by  administrator  to  take  up  lien  on  property  sold  :  30  Ga.,  981 
Bond,  by  intestate :  19  Ga.,  153.  By  administrator  to  convey  real  estate  of  intestate 
in  contemplation  of  sale  void:  9  Ga.,  114.  Breach  of  trust,  when  sale  by  executor 
is,  and  liability  of  purchaser  with  notice  :  19  Ga.,  94-130.  Caveat  emptor,  is  the 
rule  at  administrator's  sale,  whether  public  or  private :  61  Ga.,  478.  Declaration, 
public,  of  agent  of  administrator  and  purchaser  that  sale  was  made  to  perfect  titles, 
renders  sale  open  to  review  53  :  Ga.,  668.  Devastavit,  sale  by  administrator  as  execu- 

tor of  goods  at  under  value  and  collusively  is  :  11  Ga.,  401.  Deed,  record  of  by  pur- 
chaser at  administrator's  sale,  and  preference  over  unrecorded  deed :  13  Ga.,  1.  Fi. 

fa.  lien  of,  levied  by  Sheriff  not  divested  by  sale  by  administrator :  58  Ga.,  451. 
Fraud,  practiced  by  executor  or  administrator,  good  defense  to  note  given :  24  Ga., 
257.  Fraudulent  sale,  of  land  by  administrator,  measure  of  damages:  20  Ga.,  250. 
Heirs,  to  divest  title  of  by  sale,  administrator  must  have  authority  to  sell :  50  Ga.,  235. 
Heirs  or  creditors  only  have  a  right  to  complain  of  informality  in  sale  of  land  for  the 
purpose  of  setting  it  aside:  52  Ga.,  102.  Land,  sold  by  administrator  and  not  paid 
for,  and  then  sold  by  same  party  as  administrator  of  purchaser,  as  to  disposition  of : 
58  Ga.,  494.  Sale  of  by  administrator  to  co-administrator  not  void:  33  Ga.,  163.  Ground 
for  setting  aside  sale  of  by  administrator  :  22  Ga.,  637.  Legatee,  effect  of  sale  for 
distribution  by  executor  upon  lien  of  judgment  against :  56  Ga.,  444.  Lien,  of  judg- 

ment upon  land  of  intestate,  not  discharged  until  sale  of  land :  58  Ga.,  451.  Imagi- 
nary or  constructive  levy  before  sale  not  sufficient  to  prevent  discharge  of  lien  by  sale  : 

64  Ga.,  521.  Sale  of  land  by  administrator  divests  lien  of,  creditors  on  judgment  obtained 
in  lifetime  of  intestate  or  testator:  45  Ga.,  585.  Regular  and  fair  sale  to  pay  debts  of 
estate,  transfers  judgment  and  mortgage  to  proceeds  of  sale:  64  Ga.,  521;  59/516; 
49/276.  Limitation,  probate  of  a  will  in  common  form  unattacked  for  seven  years,  is 
conclusive  upon  all  parties,  except  minor  heirs  at  law  :  46  Ga.,  362.  Order  of  Court 
of  Ordinary,  sale  of  property  under,  is  an  administration  as  to  it,  which  will  charge 
the  administrator  and  sureties:  5  Ga.,  56.  Sale  so  made  cannot  be  attached  collater- 

ally: 7  Ga.,  559.  Granting  leave  by  publication,  valid:  56  Ga.,  430.  Such  order  is 

administrator's  authority  for  selling:  47  Ga.,  195.  And  injunction,  where  without: 
27  Ga.,  585.  As  to  the  order  generally:  47  Ga..  195.  Necessary  when  party  claims  title 
under  administrator's  sale  :  4  Ga.,  148.  Recital  in  that  administrator  had  given  notice 
in  terms  of  the  law:  16  Ga.,  67.  Revocation  of,  proceedings  to  obtain:  33  Ga.,  237. 
Ordinary,  Court  of,  generally  the  one  to  order  sale  of,  to  pay  debts:  60  Ga.,  398. 
Parties  as  to,  in  suit  by  heirs  to  recover  back  stocks  illegally  sold  :  43  Ga.,  598.  Place 
of  sale  of  lands,  Ordinary's  discretion  as  to  :  50  Ga.,  231.  Private  sale  by  executor, 
valid,  under  will  of  testator  who  died  prior  to  adoption  of  Code  :  62  Ga.",  341.  Sale directed  of  whole  estate  by  will  of  testator:  19  Ga.,  174.     Illegal,  by  widow,  maybe 
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ignored  by  her  when  appointed  administratrix:  57  Ga.,427;  3/263.  Administrator 
selling  at,  illegally,  liable  for  real  value,  if  that  be  greater  than  the  price  he  received : 
32  Ga.,  81.  By  executor,  when  testator  did  not  specify  manner  of  sale:  1  Ga.,  324. 
Public  outcry,  sales  by  administrators  and  executors  must  be  at,  except  annual 
crops,  unless  otherwise  provided  by  will :  40  Ga.,  363.  Purchase  by  executor  at  his 
own  sale,  and  legatees  election  as  to  satisfaction:  42  Ga.,  209.  By  administrator, 
voidable:    39  Ga.,  381,  672;    30/780;    12/594;    8/236.     Good  until  repudiated  by  heirs : 
33  Ga.,  163;  23/151 ;  1/475.  Decree  where  heirs  rescind:  30  Ga.,  780.  Mf  heirs  elect  to 
set  aside  purchase  by  executor  or  administrator,  they  must  go  into  equity:  8  Ga., 

236.  Purchaser  of  land  at  administrator's  sale  takes  it  free  from  lien  of  judg- 
ment:  64  Ga.,  521.  See  also  to  same  effect:  59  Ga.,  516;  58/451;  49/276;  46/389; 

45/585.  At  private  sale  from  executor  acquires  a  good  title,  when :  1  Ga.,  324. 
Ratification  of  irregular  sale  by  acquiescence:  21  Ga.,  187.  Repudiation  of  sale  by 
administrator  must  be  in  reasonable  time  :  23  Ga.,  249.  Re-sale  Act  of  1831,  authoriz- 

ing a  re-sale  at  risk  of  purchaser  when  he  fails  to  comply,  still  in  force  :  53  Ga.,  87.  In 
suit  against  such  purchaser  for  such  failure,  actual  knowledge  of  terms  of  sale  on  part 

of  purchaser  must  be  shown  :  53  Ga.,  87.  Measure  of  damages  in  such  suit  for  "  defi- 
ciency of  proceeds  of  second  sale  :  "  54  Ga.,  200.  Second  sale  must  be  as  son  as  practi- 

cable, or  no  recovery :  56  Ga.,  442.  Statute  of  limitations  protects  purchaser  of  prop- 
erty of  estate  bought  from  administrator  or  executor  in  individual  capacity:  3  Ga., 

256.  Act  of  1869:  62  Ga.,  123.  Statutory  provisions,  executor  or  administrator  in 

making  sale  must  comply  with  :  8  Ga.,  236-7.  Stocks,  as  to  dividends  on,  bought 
from  administrator  at  unauthorized  sale  :  57  Ga.,  418.  Sold  at  private  sale,  rights  and 
liability  of  purchaser  and  company  issuing  and  transferring  :  46  Ga.,  34.  Surety,  lia- 

bility of,  of  purchaser  at  administrator's  sale  :  26  Ga.,  426.    Temporary  administrator, 
•  unauthorized  sale  of  property  not  belonging  to  estate  and  acquiescence  of  owner:  28 

Ga.,  272.  Title,  purchaser  does  not  get,  to  property  illegally  sold  by  administrator :  43 
Ga.,  598.  Such  sale  treated  as  individual  of  administrator:  10  Ga.,  359.  Of  purchaser 

of  land  "regularly  advertised  and  sold  "  at  administrator's  sale  :  46  Ga.,  389.  Of  pur- 
chaser of  railroad  stock  at  private  sale  by  administrator :  46  Ga.,  34.  Voidable,  sale 

by  administrator  is,  for  failure  to  comply  with  the  law,  as  to  mode,  except  as  to  inno- 
cent purchaser:  50  Ga.,  231.  So,  when  land  is  sold  in  different  county  from  where  it 

lies  :  50  Ga.,  231.  A  sale  by  one  administrator  to  co-administrator  not  void,  but  void- 
able :  33  Ga.,  163.  Warranty,  executor  or  administrator  not  liable  for  soundness  of 

property  sold  without  express :.  8  Ga.,  236.  "What  amounts  to  :  11  Ga.,  1.  None  by  ad- ministrator of  cotton  seed  sold  at  public  sale  :  37  Ga.,  558.  Will,  direction  in  that  ex- 
ecutor pay  debts  as  soon  as  practicable  does  not  authorize  private  sale  of  property  :  40 

Ga.,  363. 

General  Note  on  Administrator's  Sales. — Agent,  sale  by:  See  §2180.  Buying* 
at  his  own  sale  :  Rorer  on  Judic.  Sale,  §§97,  415,  422 ;  1  Perry  Trusts,  §§205,  224-5  ;  4 
C.  L.  J.,  190;  5/95;  7/80, 159;  10/455;  4  How,  503;  19  Am.  D.,  37,  258.  Administrator  cannot 
.set  aside,  where  heirs  are  satisfied :  21  Am.  D.,  522  ;  Rorer  on  Judic.  S.,  §546.  A  firm  of 
which  executor  is  member  cannot  buy  at  his  sale:  13  Am.  D.,  350.  Collusive  sale  by 
administrator:  11  Am.  D.,  387, n;  14/636,  641,  n;  3  Redf.  Wills,  239;  2  Perry  Trusts, 
§810.  Irregularities,  effect  of:  Rorer  Judic.  S.,  p.  150.  Manner  of;  who  should 
conduct  sale  :  Rorer  on  Judic.  S.,  p.  117  ;  when  and  how  made  :  lb.,  p.  145.  Presump- 

tion in  favor  of  jurisdiction:  20  Wall.,  226.  Special  statute,  authorizing :  Cooley 
Const.  Lim.,  97;  2  Wall.,  210;  13  0.,  613.  Suit  by  heirs  to  set  aside :  9  Wall.,  501. 
Void  sale,  rights  of  purchaser:  30  Am.  D.,  177-182,  full  note,  and  Freeman  on  Void 
Judicial  Sales. 

SECTION  VII. 

OF    DISTRIBUTION,  ADVANCEMENTS,  AND    PROVISION    FOR  FAMILY 

Section. 
2570.  Rule  of  distribution. 
2571.  Year's  support  to  family. 
2572.  support  of  widow  and  children. 
2573.  Schedule. 
2574.  Title  to  property  set  apart. 
2575.  Provision  in  lieu  of  year's  support. 2576.  Two  sets  of  children. 
2577.  Fees  and  costs. 
2578.  Widows  may  pay  debts. 
2579.  Advancements. 

Section. 
2580.  Proof  of. 
2581.  Portions  in  trust,  etc. 
2582.  Advancements.,  etc. 

•  2583.  How  estimated. 
25S4.  Division  in  kind. 
2585.  Order  for  partition. 
2586.  Return. 
2587.  Refunding  bond. 
2588.  Lands  divided,  how. 

§2570.  (2529.)  (2530.)  Rules  of  distribution.      After  the  payment  of 
expenses  of  administration  and  the  debts  of  the  deceased,  the  balance 
of  the  estate,  both  real  and  personal,  stands  subject  to  distribution 
among  the  heirs  at  law  of  the  deceased,  according  to  the  relationship 
hereinbefore  prescribed. 

Where  foreign  administrator,  assets  go  to  pay  debts  or  to  be  distributed  according  to 
laws  here :  56  Ga.,  326.  When  the  legatees  may  divide  the  estate  among  themselves  by 
consent :  55  Ga.,  359,  449. 
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§2571.  (2530.)  (2531.)   Year's  support  to  family.     Among  the  necessary  Act  of  1838, 
expenses  of  administration,  and   to  be  preferred  before  all  other  debts,  Actofisso 

is  the  provision  for  the  support  of  the  family,  to  be  ascertained  as  fol-  c.  p.  297.    ' lows  :     Upon  the  death  of  any  person,  testate  or  intestate,  leaving  an^p.V 
estate  solvent  or  insolvent,  and  leaving  a  widow,  or  a  widow  and  minor  Acts  of  1855 
child  or  children,  or  minor  child  or  children  only,  it  shall  be  the  duty  Acts  of  i860, 

of  the  Ordinary,  on  the  application  of  the  widow,  or  the  guardian  of  A'cts'of  18C2 
the  child  or  children,  or  any  other  person  in  their  behalf,  on  notice  to  -3,  p.  30. 

the  representative  of  the  estate,  (if  there  is  one,  and  if  none,  without  pC6g° 
notice,)  to  appoint  five  discreet  appraisers  ;  and  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  §4^4. 

such  appraisers,  or  a  majoritj^  of  them,  to  set  apart  and  assign  to  such*/^^1^-^"* widow  and  children,  or  children  only,  either  in  property  or  money,  a 

sufficiency  from  the  estate  for  their  support  and  maintenance  for  the^~Z^/~^/J^ 
space   of  twelve    months  from  the   date    of  administration,  in   case    s       "^Ar     p 
there  be  administration  on  the  estate,  to  be  estimated  according  to  thef*4*  ̂ -^^-^*-  " 
circumstances  and  standing  of  the  family  previous  to  the  death  of  the  &cc^*x**y./^a- 
testator  or  intestate,  and  keeping  in  view  also  the  solvency  of  the  estate.  /m  z~  2-*^ 
If  there  be  a  widow,  the  appraisers  shall  also  set  apart,  for  the  use  of 
herself  and  children,  a  sufficient  amount  of  the  household  furniture. 
The  provision  set  apart  for  the  family  shall,  in  no  event,  be  less  than 
the  sum  of  one  hundred  dollars,  and  if  it  shall  appear  upon  a  just  appraise- 

ment of  the  estate  that  it  does  not  exceed  in  value  the  sum  of  five  hun- 
dred dollars,  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  appraisers  to  set  apart  the  whole 

of  said  estate  for  the  support  and  maintenance  of  such  widow  and  child 
•or  children,  or  if  no  surviving  widow,   to  the  lawful  guardian  of  the 
child  or  children,  for  their  benefit. 

Appeal,  no  appeal  from  appraisers  formerly  :  30  Ga.,539;  but  see  #2573.  Account 
for  $100  set  apart,  widow  may  sue  on  it :  when  :  61  Ga.,  410.  Act  of  1856,  p.  148,  does 

not  repeal  Act  of  1850  :  Cobb's  Dig.,  p.  297.  Allowing  $100  of  deceased  insolvent's  es- 
tate to  family:  25  Ga.,  343.  Administrator,  notice  to  presumed,  v  nen  :  54  Ga.,  93, 

465.  Notice  of  appointment  of  appraisers  proved  by  parol :  54  Ga., J  j5.  How  waived : 
54  Ga.,  465.  Temporary  administrator  may  apply  for  year's  support  for  family  of  de- ceased :  49  Ga.,  367.  Immaterial  who  applies,  provided  administrator  has  notice:  49 
Ga.,  367;  54/93.  Children,  each  set  of ,  entitled  to  allowance  of  furniture,  or  equiva- 
tent:  35  Ga.,  121.  Debts,  not  legally  paid  by  widow  before  administration  and  before 

year's  support  set  apart:  57  Ga..  425.  She  can  recover  back  property  turned  over  to 
pay  such  debts  :  57  Ga.,  425.  Deed  of  husband,  property  conveyed  by,  right  to  year's 
support  does  not  attach  :  37  Ga.,  59.  Executor,  though  year's  support  not  formally 
set  apart,  yet  executor  advancing  same  to  family,  should  be  credited  therefor  :  49  Ga., 

285;  38  Ga.,  264.  Exemption,  widow  not  entitled  to.  and  year's  support  besides:  47 
Ga.,  250;  49/582;  40/555.  Allowed  minor  children,  subject  to  year's  support :  40  Ga., 
555.  Injunction,  granted  until  year's  support  allowed:  39  Ga.,  102;  60/525.  Insol- 

vency, family  entitled  to,  whether  estate  solvent  or  not,  but  must  be  reasonable :  9 
Ga.,  261 ;  17/422.  Liens,  this  provision  higher  than  debts  or  liens  :  38  Ga.,  264.  Not 
superior  to  liens  on  property  existing  when  acquired  by  the  husband  :  55  Ga.,  361. 
Mortgages,  superior  to  mortgage  liens:  61  Ga.,  314;  23/235;  26/197.  Superior  to 
mortgage  for  purchase  money  prior  to  Act  of  1875:  61  Ga.,  218.  Notice  to  representa- 

tives of  the  estate  :  54  Ga.,  465;  45/459.  Presumed  when :  45  Ga.,  159;  54/93.  Order 
of  Ordinary  should  recite  names  of  persons  notified:  45  Ga.,  459.  Partnership,  not 
entitled  to,  out  of  assets  of,  till  rent  paid:  38  Ga.,  121.  Petition  for  must  be  in  writ- 

ing :  54  Ga.,  94;  45/459.  Purchase  money  superior  to  mortgage  for,  prior  to  Act  of 
1875 :  61  Ga.,  218.  Sale  of,  under  order  of  Court  of  Ordinary,  and  proceeds  applied  £0 

year's  support,  heirs  can  not  recover  back  the  property  :  50  Ga.,  567.  Widow,  not  en- 
titled to  when  living  and  supported  on  husband's  place,  where  not  formally  set  apart : 

34  Ga.,  419.  Nor  though  valuable  services  rendered  by  her  :  34  Ga.,  419.  Cannot  pay 
debts  until  administration :  57  Ga.,  425.  Where  husband  domiciled  in  another  State 

at  death,  wridow seeking  here  to  get  year's  support  governed,  as  to  amount,  by  law  there  : 
64  Ga.,  208.  Where  widow  has  consumed  an  amount  equal  to  her  year's  support  same 
amount  cannot  be  allowed  to  her  as  year's  support:  36  Ga.,  94. 

Thomp.  on  Homesteads,  etc.,  $#932-992 ;  1  Williams  Exrs.,  Am.  ed.,  p.  834,  note 
O2;  3  Redf.  Wills,  384.  Not  affected  by  ante-nuptial  agreement :  22  Am.  R.,  149.  Right 
to  mansion  house ;  may  occupy  or  rent :  22  Am.  R.,  362  ;  see  §1768. 

§2572.  (2531.')  Support  continued,  when.     [When  an  estate  is  to  be  kept  (a)  Acts  of 

together  for  a  longer  time  than  twelve  months,  and  there  are  no  debts  186°"6,  p* 31* to  pay,  and  a  widow  and  minor  children  to  be  supported  out  of  said  estate, 
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they  shall  have  a  year's  support  for  each  year  that  such  estate  may  be 
.    kept  together,  and  the  appraisers  aforesaid  may  act  in  the  same  capacity 

for  the  second  and  any  subsequent  year,  or  new  appraisers  may  be  ap- 
pointed by  the  Ordinary  to  assign  such  support  after  the  first  year,  (a.) 

§2573.  (2532.)  (2532.)  Schedule  and  objections.     It  shall  be  the  duty  of 

/<P-a-   f— vfia»-j""#.the  appraisers  to  make  a  schedule  of  the  property  set  apart  by  them, 
/ <^""-    '     /  and  return  the  same  under  their  hands  and  seals  to  the  Ordinary  with- in three  months  from  the  date  of  their  action,  to  which  return  objec- 

tions may  be  filed  by  any  person  interested,  at  any  time  within  six 
months  after  the  filing  of  the  same  in  office,  and  if  no  objections  are 
made,  or,  if  made,  are  disallowed,  the  Ordinary  shall  record  the  return 
so  made  in  a  book  to  b&  kept  for  this  purpose ;  if  an  appeal  be  taken, 
pending  the  appeal  the  family  shall  be  furnished  with  necessaries  by 
the  representative  of  the  estate. 

Act  of  1855-6,  p.  148,  made  no  provision  for  appeal :  30  Ga.,  539.  Widow  cannot  sue 
on  account  set  apart  for  support  from  time  appraisers  make  return  to  Ordinary  and 
competent  witness  for  herself:  61  Ga.,  410. 

§2574.  (2533.)  (2533.)    Title  to  property  set  apart     The  property  so  set 
(a)  Acts  of  apart  by  the  appraisers  shall  vest  in  the  widow  and  child,  or  children  ; 

30?3L  pp'   and  if  no  widow,  in  such  children,  share  and  share  alike:  [and  the same  shall  not  be  administered  as  the  estate  of  the  deceased  husband  or 
father.)  (a.) 

§2575.  (2534.)  (2534.)  Provision  in  lieu  of  year's  support.     A  testator,. 
§1765.  may  by  his  will,   make  provision   in  lieu  of  this  support  for  twelve 

months;  in  which  case  the  widow  may  elect,  under  the  same  rules  as 
regulated  her  election  of  dower. 

§2576.  .(2535.)  (253.5.)  Where  there  are  two  sets  of  children.  If  there  are 
two  sets  of  minor  children,  by  different  wives,  the  appraisers  shall 
specify  the  portion  going  to  the  children  of  the  deceased  wife,  which 
portion  shall  vest  in  them. 

Where  two  sets  of  children,  each  set  entitled  to  an  allowance  of,  furniture,  or  its 
equivalent:  35  Ga.,  124. 

§2577.  (2936.)  (2536.)  Fees  and  costs.     The  reasonable  charges  of  the 
appraisers,  to  be  assessed  by  the  Ordinary,  and  the  fees  of  the  Ordinary,, 
shall  be  paid  by  the  applicant  out  of  the  fund  set  apart.     The  Ordi- 

nary may  issue  a  writ  of  fieri  facias  against  the  representative  of  the 
estate  for  the  amount  so  awarded  as  aforesaid. 

§2578.  (2537.)    Widow  may  pay  debts.     [When  the  whole  of  an  estate 
(a)  Acts  of  is  set  apart  as  provided  in  section  2571,  the  widow  may  pay  so  much 

1862-3,  pp.  an(j  sUCh  parts  of  the  debts  of  her  deceased  husband  as  she  may  think 
proper,  consistently  with  her  means,  with  the  advice  and  consent  of 
the  Ordinary.]  (a.) 

§2579.  (2538.)  (2537.)  Advancements.  An  advancement  is  any  pro- 
Act  of  is2i,  vision  by  a  parent  made  to  and  adcepted  by  a  child  out  of  his  estate, 
c.  p.  293.  either  in  money  or  property,  during  his  life-time,  over  and  above  the 

obligation  of  the  parent  for  maintenance  and  education.  Donations 
from  affection,  and  not  made  with  a  view  of  settlement,  nor  intended 
as  advancements,  shall  not  be  accounted  for  as  such;  nor  shall  the  sup- 

port of  a  child  under  the  parental  roof,  although  past  majority,  nor  the 
expenses  of  education,  be  held  as  advancements,  unless  charged  as  such 
by  the  parent. 

Presumed  intention  of  advancement  rebutted  by  parol  evidence  of  gift:  16  Ga.,  16. 
Purchase  of  land  in  child's  name:  22  Ga.,  574.  Answer  of  defendant  called  on  to  state 
what  advancements  were  made:  14  Ga  ,  167.  Whether  an  advancement  adeems  a  leg- 

acy is  a  question  of  intention:  19  Ga.,  316;  22/43.  Advancement  to  the  parent  is  an 
advancement  to  the  child,  presumption  in  taking  note  is  against:  23  Ga.,  531.  When 
legatees  not  required  to  account  for  in  property  not  disposed  of  by  will:  25  Ga.,  549. 
When  legatee  must  account  for  loans  as  well  as  advancements  :  25  Ga.,  352.     Definition 
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of  advancement  and  when  not  resumed  to  be  such  :  51  Ga.,549.  Intention  as  to  whether 
it  was  an  advancement  determined  by  father  paying  taxes  on  it,  number  of  his  family, 
value  of  his  estate:  57  Ga.,  520.  Gift  by  parent  to  child  living  apart  and  married  pre- 

sumed advancement,  so  grandfathers  intention  governs  as  to  whether  he  intended 
an  advancement,  what  is  accepting:  59  Ga.,  206-208.  Mistaking  a  deed  as  an  advance- 

ment notwithstanding  the  terms  of  the  will :  61  Ga.,  651.  Limitations  barring  as 
against  suit  for  use  of  wool  carder  advanced:  64  Ga.,  768. 

2  Cooley's  Bl.,  517,  note  43;  Broom  &  H's.  Corns.,  649,  (note  419) ;  Abbot's  Tr.  Ev., 
150-156  ;  3  Redf.  Wills,  428  et  seq  ;  Sugden  on  Venders,  (s.  p.)  917  ;  23  Am.  D.,  748.  Pre- 

sumption of:  6  Am.  D.,  355;  8/152,  n,  154;  16/761.  Amount  of  policy  taken  out  by 
parent  on  his  life  in  name  of  child  and  of  premiums,  is  advancement:  30  Am.  R.r 
37. 

§2580.  (2539.)  (2538.)  Proof  of  advancements.  A  memorandum  of  ad- 
vancements, in  the  handwriting  of  the  parent,  or  subscribed  by  him, 

shall  be  evidence  of  the  fact  of  advancement,  but  shall  not  be  conclu- 
sive as  to  the  valuation  of  the  property,  unless  inserted  as  part  of  tes- 

tator's will  or  referred  to  therein. 
Not  exclusive  declarations  of  intestate  that  notes  on  son  were  held  as  advance- 

ments, and  not  debts,  admissible:  51  Ga..  20-22;  23/531.  Construing  this  section, 
and  as  to  memorandum  concluding,  except  as  to  valuation  :  59  Ga.,  208  ;  39/108. 

§2581.  (2540)  (2539.).  Portions  in  trust.  A  portion  given  in  trust  for 
the  benefit  of  a  child  is  an  advancement  to  such  beneficiary,  as  if  di- 

rectly given  to  her.  A  portion  given  to  the  children  of  a  deceased 
child  is  an  advancement  to  that  distributive  share  of  the  estate,  and 

the  grandchildren  must  regulate  and  equalize  inequalities  among  them- 
selves in  dividing  the  surplus  coming  to  them. 

Legatees  not  to  account  for  propertv  given  as  advancement,  in  will  in  property  not 
willed:  25  Ga.,549. 

§2582.  (2541.)  (2540.)  Advancements,  how  accounted  for.  In  thedistri-  Acts  of  185S 

bution  of  an  estate,  every  child  of  the  intestate,  and  if  a  child  be  dead,  'p* 
the  representative  of  that  distributive  share,  must  first  account  for  any 
and  all  advancements  madein  intestate's  life-time.  If  the  advance- 

ments amount  to  or  exceed  the  share  received  by  an  unadvanced  child, 
such  advanced  distributee  shall  receive  nothing  farther  from  the  estate; 
if  the  advancement  is  less,  then  each  unadvanced  or  less  advanced  dis- 

tributee shall  first  be  made  equal  to  such  advancement  before  a  general 
and  equal  distribution  is  made.  If  there  be  a  widow,  she  shall  be  made 
equal  to  advanced  children,  as  other  distributees 

Executor  may  recover  at  law  on  notes  of  son,  although  money  so  advanced  willed 
to  hi  in  by  father  :  7  Ga.,  584.  When  widow  had  no  right  to  have  advancements  brought 
into  hotchpotch  :  9  Ga.,  189.  When  widows  married  before  1854  can  have  advance- 

ments to  children  of  former  marriage  brought  into  hotchpotch,  and  as  to  interest :  32 
Ga.,  530.  When  by  will  legatees  had  to  account  for  all  received  by  them  as  loans  or 
advancements:  25  Ga.,  352.  Bill  by  grandchildren  of  intestate  calling  on  other  dis- 

tributees to  bring  advancements  into  hotchpotch:  12  Ga.,  208.  Hotchpotch  does  not 
apply  where  a  will  not  requiring  it:  30  Ga.,  416.  Express  declaration,  evidencing  the 
intention  that  advancements  were  to  be  counted  :  22  Ga.,  43.  Purchase  of  land  in 

child's  name  presumes  advancement,  but  can  be  rebutted:  22  Ga.,  574.  Whether  ad- 
vancement adeems  legacy,  question  of  intention,  which  parol  evidence  may  determine: 

19  Ga.,  316.  Section  cited  :  51  Ga.,  21.  Intention  as  to  whether  advancement  or  loan 
by  note  being  taken,  and  by  sayings  of  testator,  and  by  terms  of  his  will :  23  Ga.,  531. 
Law,  and  not  jury,  determines  whether  advancement  to  be  accounted  for,  and  intes- 

tate's belief  as  to  equal  advancements  will  not  control,  release  by  co-distributee  :  63 
Ga,,  263-269. 

§2583.  (2542.)  (2541.)  How  estimated.  Every  advancement,  unless  a 
value  is  agreed  on  at  the  time  of  its  acceptance,  shall  be  estimated  at 
its  value  at  the  time  of  the  advancement,  and  no  interest  shall  be 
charged  upon  the  value  thereof  until  the  time  of  the  first  distribution 
of  the  estate,  from  which  date,  advancement  shall  be  reckoned  with  re- 

gard to  interest,  in  the  same  manner  as  an  equal  amount  of  the  estate 
received  at  that  time. 

Interest  on  advancements  computed  from  time  brought  into  hotchpotch:  18  Ga.r 
177  ;  32/530.  Heir  must  account  for  value  of  advancements  at  time  made,  and  value 
of  estate  at  time  of  first  distribution  governs  as  to  their  rights :  39  Ga.,  108. 
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§2584.  (2543.)  (2542.)  Division  in  kind,  hoiv  made.  Whenever  it  is 
practicable  the  Ordinary  may  order  a  distribution  of  the  estate  in  kind 
— which  order  may  be  granted  on  the  application  of  the  representative 
or  any  distributee  of  the  estate.  In  all  cases  the  applicant  shall  give 

at  least  twenty  days' written  notice  to  all  parties  in  interest  within  this 
State  who  are  of  age,  and  to  the  guardians,  if  any,  of  minor  distribu- 

tees, and  shall  also  give  notice  to  any  persons  in  interest  residing  out 
of  the  State,  by  publication  of  the  same  at  least  twice  a  month  for  four 
months  in  one  of  the  gazettes  of  this  State. 

Where  portion  of  legatees  suggesting  by  caveat  that  they  desire  to  take  the  estate  in 
kind:  19  Ga.,  174.  Where  estate  by  consent  have  arbitrators  to  award  distribution 

and  settlement  of  estate:  3  Ga.,  423.  Division  of  testator's  estate  by  consent  of  lega- 
tees, no  defense  to  action  by  legally  appointed  administrator  :  6  Ga.,  443 ;  7/559.  Effect 

of  voluntary  distribution  by  heirs  without  administration:  13  Ga.,  478;  14/362; 
29/585;  31/753.  Where  turning  over  in  kind  by  executor  of  property  to  heir,  not  com- 

pelled :  34  Ga.,  395-8.  Section  cited  where  marital  rights  did  not  attach  to  undistrib- 
uted share  of  wife:  50  Ga.,  165-168.  Dividing  out  estate,  although  will  is  otherwise, 

by  consent  of  legatees,  binding  on  them,  and  creditor  must  subject  the  share  of  legatee 
owing  him :  55  Ga.,  359  ;  61/146. 

§2585.  (2544.)  (2543.)  Order  for  partition,  etc.  Upon  hearing  the  pe- 
tition of  the  applicant,  the  Ordinary,  if  no  good  cause  to  the  contrary 

be  shown,  shall  grant  an  order  for  division,  and  appoint  three  or  more 
freeholders  of  the  county  where  the  property  is  situated,  whose  duty  it 
shall  be  to  praise  and  impartially  divide  the  property  into  the  requisite 
number  of  shares,  and  by  lot,  or  otherwise,  to  assign  to  each  distributee 
his  share,  equalizing  the  same,  if  necessary,  by  balances  in  money,  to 
be  paid  either  out  of  the  estate,  or  by  the  respective  distributees  ;  such 
appraisers  and  partitioners  being  first  sworn  to  the  faithful  and  impar- 

tial discharge  of  their  duty  as  such.  If  only  a  portion  of  the  distrib- 
utees, or  legatees,  are  entitled  at  the  time  to  the  possession  of  their  por- 

tion of  the  property,  their  shares  may  be  set  apart  as  aforesaid,  and  the 
remainder  be  left  in  common  stock  for  future  distribution. 

§2586.  (2545.)  (2544.)  Return  of  appraisers.  The  return  of  the  divis- 
ion and  partition  thus  made  shall  be  in  writing,  signed  by  the  apprais- 

ers ;  and  any  party  in  interest  may  file  objections  to  such  return  before 
it  is  made  the  judgment  of  the  Court  of  Ordinary.  If  such  objections 
be  sustained  the  Ordinary  shall  order  a  new  division  by  the  same  or 
other  partitions. 

§2587.  (2546.)  (2545.)  Refunding  bond.     In  all  cases  of  distribution  in 
Act  of  1812,  kind,  the  administrator,  before  delivering  up  the  property,  may  demand 
c.  p.  292.     of  each  distributee,  or  his  guardian,  bond  and  security  to  refund  his 

proportionable  part  of  any  debt  which  may  be  afterward  established 
against  the  estate,  and  the  cost  attending  the  recovery  thereof. 

§2588.  (2547.)  Ordinary  may  direct  division  of  lands.  [Upon  the  ap- 
(a)  Acts  of  plication  of  the  legal  representative  of  any  deceased  person,  whose  es- 
1865-6,  P.  85.  £ate  consists  wholly,  or  in  part,  of  lands  lying  in  several  counties  of  this 

State,  to  the  Ordinary  of  the  county  where  said  representative  makes 
his  return,  showing  that  said  estate  is  in  readiness  for  distribution,  and 
that  the  same  cannot  be  made  without  prejudice  or  loss  to  the  minor 
distributees  thereof,  except  by  the  division  of  the  lands  of  said  estate 
in  kind,  it  shall  and  may  be  lawful  for  the  Ordinary  of  said  county,  in 
his  discretion,  to  pass  such  order  as  to  him  shall  seem  most  adequate  to 
secure  a  just  and  equal  division  in  kind  of  the  lands  of  said  estate 
among  all  parties  in  interest :  Provided,  that  said  representative  shall 
give  the  notice  of  his  application  aforesaid  as  is  required  by  law  in  the 
case  of  a  division  of  estates  in  kind.]  (a.) 

Section  cited:  50  Ga.,  168. 

General  Note. — Acceptance,  by  administrator  of  order  on  heir  at  law,  payable 
when  money  is  collected,  suit  on  :  32  Ga.,  502.  Accounts,  erroneous  method  of  keep- 

ing, by  administrator,  and  how  to  find  distributive  share:  53  Ga.,  282.     Act  of  God, 
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executor  not  liable  for  loss  occasioned  by  :  37  Ga.,  353.  Administrator  has  a  quali- 
fied interest  in  realty:  27  Ga.,  125.  Advancements,  answer  of  administrator  to  bill, 

as  to,  by  his  intestate:  14  Ga.,  167.  By  father  to  son  while  not  of  sound  mind,  set 
aside  and  consent  to  division  of  estate :  27  Ga.,  413.  Heir  must  account  for,  before 
claiming  distribution:  39  Ga.,  108.  Memorandum  kept  by  intestate,  as  to:  39  Ga., 
108.  Directed  by  will  to  be  taken  from  share  of  legatees  :  47  Ga.,  347.  Notes  of  heir 
treated  as  :  51  Ga.,  20.  As  to  receipt  of  testator  held  by  heir:  51  Ga.,  542.  Suit  by 
father  to  regain,  to  sons  in  life-time  :  52  Ga.,  301.  Note  from  executor  to  testator 
claimed  to  be,  by  executor  :  54  Ga.,  222.  Whether  conveyance  by  father  to  son  was, 
and  what  evidence  admissible:  57  Ga.,  520.  Definition  of,  and  construction  of  section 
2579  of  the  Code  :  59  Ga.,  206  Assets,  how  to  reach,  in  hands  of  distributees:  55  Ga., 
12.  Property  maybe,  though  devised,  and  legatee  put  in  possession  by  testator:  59 
Ga.,  787.  Blood  relations,  whole  estate  to  be  distributed  among,  in  certain  contin- 

gency :  27  Ga.,  321.  Contribution,  legatee  who  has  received  only  his  share,  not  com- 
pelled to  contribute  while  executor  has  assets  in  his  hands:  8  Ga.,  43.  Deed  by 

legatees  under  age  to  executor  good,  if  they  receive  full  benefit,  etc.:  24  Ga.,  558. 
Devastavit,  delivery  of  assets  to  wrong  party  is:  40  Ga.,  181;  45/108.  Stranger 
knowingly  taking  advantage  of,  by  executor,  maybe  sued  by  those  interested  in  estate: 
19  Ga.,  94,  130.  Distribution,  share  of  legatee  received  not  subject  to  debts  of  estate, 
while  executor  has  assets:  6  Ga.,  93.  Bill  filed  by  distributeees  charging  waste:  11 

Ga.,  658.  Husband  allowed  share  in  wife's  estate,  and  allowed  expenses,  etc.:  21  Ga., 
245  ;  25/537.  Administrator  paying  heir  a  portion  of  estate  within  the  twelve  months, 
held  liable:  35  Ga.,  95.  Presumption  is  that  distribution  was  according  to  method 
pointed  out  by  law:  48  Ga.,  332;  52/315.  Of  whole  estate  by  will:  21  Ga.,  200.  Dis- 

tributee, against  whom  administrator  had  recovered  judgment,  allowed  injunction 
on  allegation  that  administrator  had  funds  coming  to  him  :  20  Ga.,  96.  Although  in- 

debted to  estate  by  note  with  security,  administrator  may  pay  him  his  share:  26  Ga., 
426.  Division,  voluntary  by  legatees,  no  defense  to  action  by  representative  of  estate 
for  its  recovery  :  6  Ga.,  443;  3/422.  Does  not  dispense  with  necessity  for  administra- 

tion :  7  Ga.,  559.  Minor  heirs  not  prejudiced  by  such  :  13  Ga.,  478.  Contract  by  lega- 
tees to  divide  according  to  statute  of  distribution,  no  bar  to  the  propounding  of  a  will: 

14  Ga.,  362.  Held  a  good  administration  when  there  were  no  debts  :  29  Ga.,  585.  Ad- 
ministration presumed  after  twenty  years,  to  protect  such  :  31  Ga.,  753.  Conclusive  on 

the  parties  :  34  Ga.,  152.  Contrary  to  will  by  agreement  of  heirs :  51  Ga.,  147.  Evidence, 
parol,  of  terms  of  distribution,  inadmissable  unless,  etc.  :  48  Ga.,  332.  Executor, 
when  liable  to  account  for  legacies  :  6  Ga.,  299.  When  he  gives  off  to  one  legatee  be- 

fore division :  27  Ga.,  96.  Foreign  administrator,  temporarily,  in  this  State,  not  com- 
pelled to  account  to  resident  distributees  :  34  Ga.,  511.  Removing  to  this  State,  liable 

to  suit  here  :  56  Ga.,  326.  Foreign  will,  executor  of,  may  assent  to  devise  of  real  es- 
tate, here  without  probate:  52  Ga.,  362.  Gift,  presumption  of,  by  father  to  son  after 

seven  years'  possession  :  48  Ga.,  332.  Heir,  one  who  takes  by  operation  of  law  :  51  Ga., 
222.  Not  entitled  to  proceeds  of  two  sales  of  same  property :  33  Ga.,  35.  Of  a  son,, 
cannot  maintain  bill  in  his  own  name  for  father's  share  of  his  father's  estate,  unless 
former  died  before  latter :  42  Ga.,  512.  Illegitimates,  inheritance  by:  45  Ga.,  574. 
Judgment  against  executor,  and  its  lien  on  assets  paid  to  distributees:  59  Ga.,  823. 
Land,  fully  administered,  when  turned  over  to  heir:  55  Ga.,  11;  60/503.  Legacy, 
lapsed  or  void,  of  personalty,  passes  to  residuary  legatee  :  50  Ga.,  181,  523.  Legatees 
entitled,  with  other  creditors,  to  gains  by  administrator  by  paying  debts  with  less 
than  is  due :  38  Ga.,  75.  May  consent  to  exclusion  from  distribution  of  a  portion  of 
estate,  and  then  demand  share  of  another  fund  :  61  Ga.,  647.  Lex  loci,  as  to  decedent 
wrho  was  non-resident  and  had  assets  in  this  State:  18  Ga.,  554.  Levy  and  sale  of 
distributive  share  in  reversion  of  tenant  for  life  :  54  Ga.,  602.  Married  woman's 
right  to  survivorship  in  father's  estate:  50  Ga.,  165.  Minors  cannot  be  prejudiced  by 
agreement  of  those  of  age,  to  manage  estate  without  administration:  13  Ga.,  478. 
Note  by  executor  to  legatee  may  be  scaled  down,  if  for  too  much  :  22  Ga.,  209.  Share, 
distributive,  rule  for  finding:  53  Ga.,  282.  Stocks,  company  to  pay  dividend  on,  to 
heirs  only,  when  illegally  sold  by  administrator:  40  Ga.,  408.  Suit,  when  heirs  may 
bring,  for  property  of  estate  in  hands  of  stranger:  25  Ga.,  252.  By  legatees,  upon  col- 

lusion between  executor  and  purchaser:  29  Ga.,  385.  Sureties  of  administrator  en- 
titled to  discovery  of  amount  received  by  distributees,  when  sued  on  bond:  22  Ga., 

559.  Value  of  bequest  at  time  of  making,  executor  controlled  by  :  30  Ga.,  348. 
Widow,  when  entitled  to  proceeds  of  life  policy:  13  Ga.,  355.  Dying  before  election 
as  to  child's  part,  her  administrator  cannot  recover  it :  45  Ga.,  514.  Debarred  from 
right  of  election  by  lapse  of  time:  53  Ga.,  669.  Presumed  when  to  have  elected  to 

take  child's  part:  54  Ga.,  567;  58/319.  Year's  support,  widow  not  entitled  to,  and 
exemption  of  personalty  also  :  47  Ga.,  250.  Immaterial  who  makes  application  for  : 
49  Ga.,  367  ;  54/93.  When  account  set  apart  as,  may  be  sued  :  61  Ga.,  410.  Superior  to< 
all  liens,  except  such  as  adhered  to  property  at  purchase  by  husband  :  55  Ga.,  361. 
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SECTION  VIII. 

OF    COMMISSIONS    AND    EXTRA    COMPENSATION. 

Section 
2589.  Ordinary  commissions. 
?590.  On  interest  made. 
2591.  No  commissions  on  payment,  etc. 
2592.  None  for  delivering  property„etc. 
2593.  Traveling  and  other  expenses. 

Section. 2594.  Extra  compensation. 
2595.  No  funds  shall  pay  commissions,  etc. 
2596.  Forfeiture  of  commissions. 
2597.  Expense  of  agents. 

§2589    (2548.)  (2547.)   Ordinary  commissions.     As  a  compensation  for 
Act  of  1764,  his  services,  the  administrator  shall  have  a  commission  of  two  and  one- 

Ac?oi°i799  na^  Per  cent.  on  all  sums  of  money  received  by  him  on  account  of  the 
c.  p.  312.    'estate   (except  money  loaned  by  him  and  repaid  to  him),  and  a  like 
-a,  p.°99.  °  commission  on  all  sums  paid  out  by  him,  either  to  debts,  legacies,  or  dis- 

tributees.    Such  commissions  are.  part  of  the  expense  of  administra- 
tion, and  should  be  paid  from  the  general  estate,  if  any.     If  none,  then 

to  be  deducted  from  the  debt  or  legacy  paid. 
If  general  estate,  commissions  charge  on  assets  for  paying  out  legacies  as  well  as  debt, 

otherwise  legacies  and  debts  abate  pro  tanto  for  :  14  Ga.,  416.  Commissions  to  executor 
of  executor,  on  pecuniary  legacies  :  25  Ga.,  414.  Commissions  illegally  retained  can  be 
recovered  from  him  :  7  Ga.,  573-577.  For  an  administrator  failing  to  make  annual  re- 

turns, forfeits  commissions:  6  Ga.,  265.  Not  entitled  to  commissions  on  property 
turned  over  by  him  to  distributee  :  29  Ga.,  33.  Where  widow  could  not  receive  com- 

pensation for  services  after  year's  support  allowed  her  :  34  Ga.,  418-421. 
Commissions  in  nature  of  claim  for  fees  not  allowed,  when  :  4  C.  L.  J.,  240.  Double 

commissions  not  allowed  when  same  person  acts  as  guardian  or  executor,  and  also 
trustee:  17  Am.  D.,  274.— See  full  note;  17  Am.  D.,  266-274:  Williams  Exrs.,  1852;  3 
Redf.  Wills,  406. 

§2590.  (2549.)  (2548.)  On  intererest  made.  If,  in  the  course  of  admin- 
istration, the  administrator  shall  receive  interest  on  money  loaned  by 

the  intestate,  or  by  himself  as  administrator,  and  shall  return  the  same 
to  the  Ordinary  so  as  to  become  chargeable  therewith  as  a  part  of  the 
corpus  of  the  estate,  he  shall  be  entitled  to  ten  per  cent,  additional  com- 

mission on  all  such  amounts  of  interest  made. 

Where  interest  chargeable  against  administrator,  for  gross  neglect  in  not  making  re- 
turns :  6  Ga.,  265. 

§2591.  (2550.)  (2549.)  Has  no  commissions,  when.     The  administrator 
Act  of  L784,  is  entitled  to  no  commissions  on  debts,  legacies,  or  distributive  shares 

paid  to  himself,  and  if  there  are  more  administrators  than  one,  the  di- 
vision of  the  commissions  allowed  them,  among  themselves,  shall  be 

according  to  the  services  rendered  by  each. 
As  to  commissions  on  debts  and  legacies  when  cannot  be  obtained  elsewhere  :  14 

Ga.,  416-419. 

§2592.  (2551.)  (2550.)  None  for  delivering  property  in  hind.  No  com- 
missions shall  be  paid  to  any  administrator  or  executor  for  delivering 

over  of  any  property  in  kind;  but  the  Ordinary  may  allow  reasonable 
compensation  for  such  service,  not  exceeding  three  per  cent,  on  the  ap- 

praised value.  If,  however,  land  is  worked  by  any  trustee  for  the 
benefit  of  the  parties  in  interest,  the  Ordinary  may,  in  his  discretion, 
allow  to  such  trustee  additional  compensation  for  such  services;  in  no 
case  exceeding  ten  per  cent,  of  the  annual  income  of  the  property  so 
managed. 

No  commissions  on  property  turned  over  to  legatee  by  him:  29  Ga.,  33. 

C  p.  304. 

§1834. 

(2552.)  (2551.)   Traveling  and  other  expenses.     An  administrator 
Acts  of  1851  in  the  discharge  of  his  duty,  required  to  travel  out  of  his  county,  shall 
-2,  p.  ioo.    ke  allowed  the  amounts  of  his  actual  disbursements,  to  be  ascertained 

by  his  own  statements  under  oath.     The  Ordinary  may  also  allow  him 
a  reasonable  compensation  for  the  time  devoted  to  this  service:  Pro- 
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vided,  under  the  circumstances,  the  Ordinary  adjudges  such  additional 
compensation  a  proper  charge  against  the  estate. 

§2594.  (2553.)  (2552.)  Extra  compensation.     In  other  cases  of  extraor-  Act  of  1764, 
■dinary  services,  extra  compensation  may  be  allowed  by  the  Ordinary.  AcFof  1847, 
But  in  no  case  is  the  allowance  of  extra  compensation  by  the  Ordinary  c-  P-377. 
conclusive  upon  the  parties  in  interest. 

Co-executor  acting  at  time  claim  made  proper  party  to  litigate  a  claim  for  extra  ser- 
vice under  Act  of  1847  :  26  Ga.,  347. 

Not  allowed  for  a  settlement  with  bank,  not  sufficiently  intricate  to  require  advice 
of  counsel :  16  Am.  D.,  644,  647. 

§2595.  (2554.)  (2553.)  No  fund  shall  pay  commissions  but  once.  Where, 
from  any  cause,  a  trust  fund  shall  pass  through  the  hands  of  several 
.administrators  or  other  trustees,  by  reason  of  the  death,  removal,  resig- 

nation or  otherwise  of  the  first  qualified  trustee,  such  fund  shall  not  be 
subject  to  diminution  by  charges  of  commissions  by  each  successive 
trustee  holding  and  receiving  in  the  same  right;  but  commissions  for 
receiving  the  fund  shall  be  paid  to  the  first  trustee,  or  his  representa- 

tive, and  commissions  for  paying  out,  shall  be  paid  to  the  trustee  ac- 
tually disbursing  the  fund,  and  no  commission  shall  be  paid  for  hand- 

ing over  the  fund  to  the  successor  of  a  trustee. 

§2596.  (2555.)  (2554.)  Forfeiture  of  commissions.     Administrators  and  Act  of  1792, 
other  trustees  failing  to  make  annual  returns  as  hereinbefore  required,  Ae?of  1850, 
shall  forfeit  all  commissions  for  transactions  during  the  year  within  c,p- 340' 
which  no  return  is  made,  unless  the  Ordinary,  upon  cause  shown,  shall,  §2525. 
by  special  order  on  the  minutes,  relieve  them  from  this  forfeiture. 

Forfeiture  of  commissions  for  failure  to  make  returns  according  to  law  :  6  Ga.,  265  ; 
8/417.  Special  order  necessary  to  relieve  administrator  from  forfeiture  of  commissions  for 
failure  to  make  annual  returns  :  60  Ga.,  316-318 ;  64/656-661.  When  burden  of  proof  on 
part}7"  seeking  to  open  a  settlement,  limitations  as  to:  18  Ga.,  120.  When  receipt  by  legatee 
to  executor  is  no  bar  to  examination  of  accounts  prior  to  the  receipt:  24  Ga..  558.  A 
settlement  by  administrator  with  ward  to  be  binding  on  minors  must  be  without  fraud, 
unless  acquiesced  in  with  knowledge  thereof:  27  Ga.,  78.  Administrator  may  retain 
debt  due  himself  although  barred  by  statute  of  limitations  :  25  Ga.,  594.  Right  of  ap- 

peal where  Ordinary  has  given  judgment  against  administrator  for  money  under  cita- 
tion for  settlement:  45  Ga.,  478.  This  section  is  not  unconstitutional :  54  Ga.,  180-182. 

Settlements  are  binding  on  both  parties  or  on  neither:  56  Ga.,  297.  When  legatee  re- 
ceipting executor  for  bonds  in  settlement,  executor  could  only  have  credit  for  value  of 

at  time  received  with  interest:  57  Ga.,  567-586. 

§2597  (2556.)  2555.)  Expenses  of  agents.  Among  the  expenses  of  ad- 
ministration, should  be  included  and  allowed  the  expenses  of  agents  as 

the  administrator  finds  it  necessary  to  employ  for  the  estate.  The  ex- 
istence of  the  necessity  must  be  satisfactorily  shown  to  the  Ordinary. 

.Not  allowed  compensation  for  services  of  clerk  or  accountant:  16  Am.  D.,  644,  647. 

SECTION  IX. 

OF    FINAL    SETTLEMENTS    AND    RECEIPTS. 

'Section. 
2598    Settlement  before  the  Ordinary. 
2599.  How  made. 
2600.  Settlement  in  Court  of  equity. 
2601.  Rule  for  charging  interest. 

Section. 
260.'.  Basis  of  settlement. 
1603.  How  interest  is  counted. 
2604.  Final  receipts  may  be  recorded. 
1605.  Refunding  bonds,  when  to  be  given. 

§2598.  (2557.)  (2556.)  Settlement  before  the  Ordinary.  Any  person  in- 
terested as  distributee  or  legatee,  may,  after  the  expiration  of  one  year 

from  the  grant  of  administration,  cite  the  administrator  to  appear  be- 
fore the  Ordinary  for  a  settlement  rf  his  accounts,  or,  if  the  administra- 
tor chooses,  he  may  cite  all  of  the  distributees  to  be  present  at  the  settle- 

ment of  his  accounts  by  the  Ordinary  ;  such  settlement  shall  be  con- 
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elusive*  upon  the  administrator,  and  upon  all  the  distributees,  who  are- 
present  at  the  hearing. 

3  Redf.  Wills,  410-12,  414.  What  will  justify  opening  settlement  after  lapse  of  twenty- 
years:  5  How.,  233;  13  Pet.,  381 ;  onus  is  on  party  attacking  :  13  Pet.,  381 ;  binds  only 
the  parties:    110.,  570.     aDudley,  190. 

§2599.  (2558.)  (2557.)  How  made  and  enforced.  Upon  proof  of  such 
citation,  by  a  distributee,  the  Ordinary  may  proceed  to  make  an  ac- 

count, hear  evidence  upon  any  contested  question,  and  settle  finally, 
between  the  distributee  and  administrator  ;  such  settlement  may  be 
enforced  by  execution  or  attachment  for  contempt,  either  party  having 
the  liberty  of  appeal. 

This  section  is  constitutional :  54  Ga.,  182.  Executors  seeking  to  open  the  settlement 
on  ground  of  mistake,  legatees  can  also  attack  charges:  56  Ga.,  297-8.  Bill  by  heirs 
and  distributees  for  account  and  settlement  after  administrator  had  been  discharged  : 
57  Ga.,  581-2. 

§2600.  (2559.)  (2558.)  Settlement  in  Court  of  equity.  A  Court  of  equity 
shall  have  concurrent  jurisdiction  over  the  settlement  of  accounts  of 
administrators. 

Equity  has  concurrent  jurisdiction  with  Ordinary  to  compel  account:  50  Ga.,  264, 
260.  Where  the  remedy  in  equity  was  concurrent  with  and  more  complete  than  at  law  : 
61  Ga.,  125.  Chancery  co-ordinate  with  Ordinary  in  jurisdiction  in  matters  of  distrib- 

ution of  assets :  64  Ga.,  674. 

§2601.  (2560.)  (2559.)  Rule  for  charging  interest.  In  making  such  set- 
tlements, a  reasonable  time,  according  to  the  facts  of  each  case,  should 

be  allowed  to  the  trustee  to  invest  funds  coming  into  his  hands  before- 
charging  him  with  interest  thereon;  and,  in  like  manner,  disburse- 

ments made  by  the  trustee  should,  as  a  general  rule,  bear  interest  from 
some  period  anterior  to  the  date  of  payment,  according  as  he  may  have- 
retained  funds  to  meet  them.  In  every  case,  the  object  is  to  charge  the- 
trustee  with  such  interest  as  a  diligent  man  would  make,  and  to  see 
that  the  trust  fund  is  not  used  for  private  benefit. 

Simple  interest  the  rule  on  balances  and  compound  only  when  trustee  conducts  him- 
self wrongfully  and  not  merely  negligently:  21  Ga.,  1-2;  18/8.  Legacy  in  bonds  does 

not  bear  interest :  24  Ga.,  372.  The  estate  and  not  executor  entitled  to  all  benefits  of 
funds  over  what  requisite  to  pay  debts:  38  Ga.,  75.  Where  executor  not  liable  for  in- 

terest on  money  while  in  bank:  21  Ga.,  517.  When  not  liable  for  higher  than  ordi- 
nary interest  where  he  neglects  to  make  his  returns :  27  Ga.,  78.  Not  liable  for  interest 

for  first  year  unless  he  makes  interest :  30  Ga.,  463.  Where  he  is  liable  for  interest,  al- 
though none  is  made  :  60  Ga.,  316.  Liable  for  interest  where  he  uses  the  money  in  his; 

own  business :  60  Ga.,  318.  When  not  liable  for  interest  pending  litigation  :  44  Ga.,  652. 

§2602.  (2561.)  Basis  of  settlement.  [All  statements  for  final  settle- 
Act  of  1847,  ment  with  executors,  administrators,  guardians  and  trustees,  shall  here- 
c.  p.  336.     after  "be  made  out  upon  the  following  basis  : 1.  The  rate  of  interest  charged  against  executors,  administrators, 

guardians  and  trustees,  shall  be  the  same  as  that  now  regulated  by 
law. 

2.  No  interest  shall  be  charged  either  way  for  the  first  year,  as  one 
«  year  is  now  allowed  by  law  for  the  collection  of  assets  and  to  ascertain 
the  indebtedness  of  an  estate. 

When  not  entitled  to  exemption  from  interest  for  first  year :  61  Ga.,  554.  When 
not  entitled  to  exemption  from  interest  if  he  made  none:  60  Ga.,  318.  But  see:  30- 
Ga.,  463. 

3.  Any  executor,  administrator,  guardian,  or  trustee,  in  the  manage- 
ment of  an  estate,  may  retain  in  his  hands,  at  the  beginning  of  each 

year,  an  amount  of  money  sufficient  to  pay  the  current  expenses  of  said 
year;  upon  which  amount  no  interest  shall  be  charged  in  final  settle- 
ment. 

Where  executor  entitled  to  value  of  his  money  with  interest  for  expenses  lie  ad- 
vanced himself :  57  Ga.,  568. 
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4.  The  executor,  administrator,  guardian,  or  trustee,  shall,  however, 
pay  interest  upon  all  balances  left  in  hand  at  the  beginning  of  each 
year,  over  and  above  the  payment  of  expenses  for  said  year,  the  same 
to  be  ascertained  and  computed  in  final  settlement. 

5.  When  it  shall  so  happen  that,  at  the  beginning  of  any  year,  an 
executor,  administrator,  guardian,  or  trustee,  shall  not  have  an  amount 
in  hand  sufficient  to  pay  the  current  expenses  of  said  year,  and  his  an- 

nual returns  show  that  fact,  he  shall  be  allowed  to  charge,  in  final  set- 
lement,  interest  on  the  amount  thus  advanced  by  him  during  the  year. 

6.  The  annual  returns  of  executors,  administrators,  guardians,  and 
trustees,  shall  be  made  out  in  the  manner  now  regulated  by  law  and 
practiced  in  this  State;  and  the  reservations,  charges  and  computations 
of  interest  set  forth  in  this  section,  shall  be  made  when  said  parties  come 
to  make  statement  for  final  settlement. 

7.  The  expenditures  and  receipts  of  each  year  are  to  be  ascertained  (a)  Acts  of 

by  reference  to  annual  returns,  and  in  all  cases  the  commissions  annu-  ̂  ss!'  PP' 
ally  shall  be  considered  as  a  part  of  the  annual  expenses.]  (a.) 

"Where  administrator  guilty  of  gross  negligence  as  to  returns  liable  for  balance  with 
interest  and  forfeits  commissions:  6  Ga.,  265;  8/417.  Bill  making  out  a  case  for  re- 

covery against  representative  of  deceased  administrator  for  interest  and  illegally  retained 
commissions:  7  Ga.,  573.  Bill  by  legatee  against  executor  alleging  he  had  made  usu- 

rious interest:  10  Ga.,  449.  Whether  receipt  was  in  full  a  question  for  the  jury;  27 
Ga.,  78.  Mistake  in  calculation  of  interest :  7  Ga.,  290.  Rule  of  interest  as  to  guardi- 

ans* 29  Ga.,  82.  Guardians  commissions  on  interest:  29  Ga.,  758.  Father  allowed  to 
retain  by  order  of  Ordinary  a  fund  without  interest  as  compensation  :  29  Ga.,  194.  When 
not  charged  with  interest  pending  litigation  :  44  Ga.,  652.  Where  a  balance  bore  interest 
from  time  debts  were  paid :  13  Ga.,  243.  A  valid  charge  as  to  interest  but  not  applicable 
to  facts  of  that  case  :  42  Ga. ,  135. 

Interest:  Williams  Exrs.,  1844;  3  Redf.  Wills,  397;  1  Am.  D.,  455;  2/433;  3/613; 

6/597;  7/504  ;  8/567;  19/369;  21/86;  5  Am.  R.,  191;  2  Woods',  357;  3/542,  724. 

§2603.)  2562.)  (2560.)  Interest,  how  and  when  compounded.  The  inter- Act  of  i8i7, 

est  to  be  charged  against  trustees  appointed  since  the  first  of  January,  p' 336" 
1848,  and  hereafter  appointed,  shall  be  at  the  rate  of  seven  per  cent,  per 
annum,  without  compounding,  for  six  years  from  the  date  of  their 
qualification ;  and  after  that  time  at  the  rate  of  six  per  cent,  per  an- 

num, annually  compounded.  But  any  trustee  may  relieve  himself  from 
this  rule  by  returning  annually  the  interest  actually  made  and  ac- 

counting for  the  balance  of  the  fund.  Any  distributee  may  recover 
greater  interest  by  showing  that  the  trustee  actually  received  more,  or 
that  he  used  the  funds  himself  to  greater  profit. 

As  to  compounding  interest:  8  Ga.,  417;  21/2.  Also  as  to  guardians:  29  Ga.,  82. 
Construing  this  section  as  being  suspended  during  the  war  and  not  applying  to  admin- 

istrators of  trustees:  51  Ga.,  419.  When  guardian  qualifying  in  1860  not  effected  by 
legislation  as  to  compound  interest  during  the  war  :  61  Ga.,  554. 

§2604.  (2563.)  (2561.)  Final  receipts  may  be  recorded.  The  final  receipt's on  settlements  given  by  distributees  or  legatees  to  an  administrator,  if 
attested  by  a  Judge  of  any  Court  in  this  State,  a  Justice  of  the  Peace,  or 
a  Notary  Public,  may  be  admitted  to  record  by  the  Clerk  of  the  Supe- 

rior Court  of  the  county  of  the  residence  of  the  administrator,  and,  when 
recorded,  shall  be  admitted  in  evidence  without  further  proof ;  and  in 
case  of  the  loss  of  the  original,  a  copy  may  be  used  in  evidence  under 
the  same  rules  as  copies  of  registered  deeds. 

Receipt  by  legatee  as  to  bonds,  executor  can  only  get  on  final  settlement  credit  for 
the  value  with  interest :  57  Ga.,  568. 

§2605.  (256*4.)  (2562.)  Refunding  bonds,  when  to  be  given.  An  adminis- trator, where  litigation  against  the  estate  is  pending  or  is  threatened, 
or  notice  of  a  claim  has  been  given  to  him,  may  demand  of  the  distrib- 

utees or  legatees  refunding  bonds,  to  indemnify  him  against  such  claims; 
and  on  failure  to  give  such  bonds,  the  administrator  may  reserve 

41 
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enough  of  the  assets  to  respond  to  such  claims.  But  in  no  case  shall 
the  administrator  require  a  refunding  bond  from  the  heir  when  no 
threatened  suit  or  claim  renders  such  bond  necessary. 

SECTION  X. 

OF   LETTERS   OF    DISMISSION    AND   RESIGNATION. 

Section. 
2606.  Dismission,  how  granted. 
2607.  Duty  o'  Ordinary. 
•-'608.  Fraudulent  discharge. 

Section. 
2609.  Disposition  of  unclaimed  funds. 
2610.  Resignation,  how  made. 

^>^/-^l>-*c-*cv^'  §2606.  (2565.)  (2563.)  Dismission,  how  granted.  An  administrator  who 
.*X-~-£2!$rct  of  i8io<  has  fully  discharged  all  his  duties,  may  petition  the  Ordinary  to  pass  an 
/Aic-1r~/4&t  oM850,  orcler  discharging  him  from  his  trust ;  upon  such  petition  a  citation 

■rr-w-  c.  p.  340.  '  shall  issue,  requiring  all  persons  concerned  to  show  cause  against  the granting  of  the  discharge.  Such  citation  shall  be  published  in  the  ga- 
zette for  [three]  (a)  months. 

The  dismission  by  the  Court  of  Ordinary  under  Act  of  1810,  could  not  be  impeached 
at  all,  except  for  fraud  :  4  Ga.,  516.  When  fraud  vitiates  his  discharge  :  9  Ga.,  247,  547. 
Judgment  of  dismissal  by  Ordinary  will  not  protect  except  for  irregularity  there,  or 
fraud  in  Superior  Court :  18  Ga.,  346.  Where  judgment  in  favor  of,  can  be  collected  by 
administrator  after  dismission  :  55  Ga.,  335.  Section  referred  to  where  Ordinary  must 
grant  discharge  after  due  notice  :  55  Ga.,  453;  63/770. 

§2607.  (2566.)  (2564.)  Duty  of  Ordinary.  Upon  the  hearing,  the  Or- 
Acts of  1869,  dinar y  shall  examine  closely  into  the  condition  of  the  estate,  and  the 
p- 14-  conduct  of  the  administrator,  ahd  if  he  shall  be  satisfied  that  he  has 
§1847.  faithfully  and  honestly  discharged  the  trust  and  confidence  reposed  in 

him,  the  prayer  of  the  petitioner  shall  be  granted,  and  the  administrator 
released  from  all  liability  as  such :  Provided,  any  heir,  distributee  or 
legatee,  who  is  a  minor  at  the  time  of  the  discharge,  may,  within  five 
years  after  his  arrival  at  majority,  commence  suit  against  the  adminis- 

trator, and  such  discharge  shall  be  no  bar  to  his  action. 
Returns  of  administrator  after  settlement  with  distributees  did  not  take  ease  out  of 

statute  of  limitations:  18  Ga.,  120.  When  settlement  with  feme  sole  no  bar  to  exami- 
nation of  accounts  prior  to  such  receipt:  24  Ga.,  558.  Settlement  by  administrator 

with  infant's  guardian  must  be  without  fraud  known  to  or  so  acquiesced  in  :  27  Ga.,  78. 
As  to  effect  of  judgments  of  dismissal :  57  Ga.,  583-4. 

§2608.  (2567.)  (2565.)  Fraudulent  discharge  void.  A  discharge  obtain- 
ed by  the  administrator  by  means  of  any  fraud  practiced  on  the  heirs 

or  the  Ordinary,  is  void,  and  may  be  set  aside  on  motion  and  proof  of 
the  fraud.  No  discharge  should  be  granted  without  actual  examination 
by  the  Ordinary,  and  the  order  of  discharge  should  assert  such  exami- 

nation into  the  accounts  of  the  administrator. 

Judgment  of  dismissal  under  Act  of  1810,  a  bar  except  for  fraud  :  4  Ga  ,  516 ;  18/346. 
Made  after  obtaining  dismission  and  when  not  protected  from  fraud  by  dismission : 
9  Ga.,  547.  When  order  vacating  order  of  dismission  for  fraud,  or  improvidently  granted: 
20  Ga.,  2.  . 

§2609.  (2568.)  (2566.)  Disposition  of  unclaimed  funds.  Iffundsarein 
Act  of  1840,  the  hands  of  the  administrator,  and  no  person  claiming  the  same,  the 
c.  p.  332.  Ordinary  may,  nevertheless,  grant  a  discharge,  at  the  same  time  pass- 

ing an  order  either  requiring  the  administrator  to  deposit  the  fund  in 
such  solvent  bank  as  the  Court  may  direct,  or  else  authorize  him  to  re- 

tain the  same  in  his  hands  at  an  interest  not  exceeding,  four  per  cent, 
per  annum.  The  discharge  shall  not  take  effect  until  the  money  is  de- 

posited; or,  in  the  event  of  its  being  retained  b}7  the  administrator,  it 
shall  not  relieve  him  or  his  sureties  from  their  liability  to  comply  with 
such  order  and  respond  for  such  fund. 

When  administrator  may  collect  a  judgment  after  dismission  :  55  Ga.,  335. 
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§2610.  (256&)    (2567.)    Resignation,  hoiv    made.     Any   administrator  Act  of  i860, 
who,  from  age  or  infirmity,  removal  from  the  county,  or  for  any  other  Acts  of  1853 
cause,  desires  to  resign  his  trust,  may  petition  the  Ordinary,  stating  the  ACt?0fi8-7 
reasons,  and  the  name  of  a  suitable  person  qualified  and  entitled  to  and  p.  go. 
willing  to  accept  the  trust ;  whereupon  the  Ordinary  shall  cite  such 
person,  and  the  next  of  kin  of  the  intestate,  to  appear  and  show  cause  why 
the  order  should  not  be  granted.     If  no  good  cause  be  shown,  and  the 
Ordinary  is  satisfied  that  the  interest  of  the  estate  will  not  suffer,  the 
resignation  shall  be  allowed,  and  the  administrator  shall  be  discharged 
from  his  trust  whenever  he  has  fairly  settled   his  accounts  with  his 
successor  and  filed  with  the  Ordinary  the  receipt  in  full  of   such  suc- 

cessor.    Minors  in  interest  shall  be  allowed  five  years  from  the  time  of 
their  arrival  at  majority  to  examine  into  and  open  such  settlement. 

SECTION  XL 

OF    REMOVING    PROCEEDINGS   TO   ANOTHER  COUNTY. 

Section. 
2611.  Proceedings  to  obtain  order. 
2612.  Executor  need  not  give  bond. 

Section. 
2613.  Sureties,  how  liable. 

§2611.  (2570.)  (2568.)  Proceedings  to  remove  trust  to  another  county.  When- Act  of  1812, 
ever,  from  any  change  of  residence,  or  other  cause,  an  administrator  5'c?s  on  855 
may  desire  to  remove  the  jurisdiction  of  his  trust  from  the  Court  of-^P- 152 
Ordinary  of  the  county  of  the  residence  of  testator  or  intestate  to  that 
of  his  own  residence,  the  same  may  be  done  by  complying  with  the 
following  requisitions  : 

1.  By  obtaining  a  copy  of  all  the  records  of  the  Ordinary  relative  to 
his  trust,  and  causing  the  same  to  be  recorded  by  the  Ordinary  of  the 
county  of  his  residence. 

2.  By  giving  to  the  Ordinary  of  his  county  new  bond,  with  good 
security,  for  the  discharge  of  his  duty  as  administrator,  in  the  same 
manner  as  if  the  administration  was  originally  granted  there. 

3.  By  filing  with  the  Ordinary  of  the  county  having  original  juris- 
diction, a  certificate  under  the  seal  of  the  Ordinary  of  the  county  to 

which  the  trust  is  to  be  removed,  that  the  foregoing  provisions  have 
been  complied  with. 

4.  The  Ordinary  having  jurisdiction  shall  then  pass  an  order  trans- 
ferring the  trust  to  the  Ordinary  of  the  other  county. 

.  §2612.  (2571.)  (2569.)  Executor  need  not  give  bond.  An  executor  who 
has  not  been  required  to  give  bond  shall  not  be  required  to  give  bond 
on  removal  of  his  trust  to  another  county. 

§2613.  (2572.)  (2570.)  Sureties,  how  liable.  On  removal  of  an  admin-  A«t  of  j ms 
istration,  as  herein  provided,  the  sureties  on  the  first  bond  are  liable 
only  for  the  conduct  of  the  administrator  up  to  the  time  of  removal ; 
the  sureties  on  the  second  bond  are  liable  for  all  his  acts  from  the  com- 

mencement of  the  administration.  If  the  latter  are  made  responsible 
for  acts  prior  to  the  removal,  they  have  a  right  of  contribution  against 
the  former. 

Where  the  bond  was  void  and  did  not  release  the  old  securities :  6  Ga.,  432-442. 

C.  p.  333. 
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SECTION  XII. 

OF    FOREIGN    ADMINISTRATORS. 

Section. 
•/61A.  Privileges  in  this  State. 
2615.  Exemplification. 
2616.  Protection  of  heir,  etc. 

Section. 

2617.  Sales  "by  foreign  executors. 2618.  Transfer  of  stock,  etc. 

§2614.  (2573.)  (2571.)  Privileges  in  this  State.     When  a  person  at  the 
.Act of  1850, time  of  his  death  is  domiciled  in  another  State,  and  administration  is 

AcSon860  there  regularly  granted  on  his  estate,  either  to  an  executor  or  administra- 

p.  32.        '  tor,  such  executor  or  administrator,  if  there  be  none  appointed  in  this 
•  ,l§62, 2414.    State,  may  institute  his  suit  in  any  Court  in  this  State  to  enforce  any 

right  of  action,  or  recover  any  property  belonging  to  the  deceased,  or 
accruing  to  his  representative  as  such. 

Suit  could  be  brought  here  by  foreign  representative  under  Act  of  1850  on  cause  of 
action  accruing  to  testator  in  his  life-time;  13  Ga.,  140.  Where  equity  will  enjoin  a 
foreign  insolvent  executor  from  proceeding  at  law  :  15  Ga.,  442.  Assets  to  be  adminis- 

tered according  to  laws  of  another  State  where  claimants  resided  should  be  transmitted 
to  administrator  there :  18  Ga.,  554.  To  authorize  suit  under  Act  of  1850,  intestate  must 
have  died  out  of  the  State  :  24  Ga.,  357.  Rights  of  domestic  creditor  of  foreign  intes- 

tate :  28  Ga.,  32.  Foreign  administrator  may  bring  suit  for  the  purchase  money  of  land 
in  this  State  for  which  his  intestate  gave  bond  for  title  :  30  Ga.,  650.  Act  of  1850  ap- 

plies to  actions  ex  delicto  as  well  as  actions  ex  contractu:  30  Ga.,  660.  Where  foreign 
executor  had  no  right  to  custody  of  children  :  34  Ga.,  258.  Not  required  to  account 
here  to  distributees  for  waste  or  mal-administration  :  34  Ga.,  511.  Foreign  executor 
may  have  letters  of  administration  fraudulently  obtained  in  this  State  set  aside  :  37 
Ga.,  265.  Debts  due  by  foreign  executors  to  be  paid  according  to  their  character,  with- 

out any  priority  on  that  account :  38  Ga.,  75. 

§2615.  (2574.)  (2572.)  Exemplification.  Pending  the  action,  a  proper- 
ly authenticated  exemplification  of  the  letters  testamentary  or  of  ad- 

ministration, shall  be  filed  with  the  Clerk  of  the  Court,  to  become  a 
part  of  the  record:  Provided,  the  cause  is  pending  in  a  Court  of  record. 
If  it  be  a  summary  process,  the  exemplification  shall  be  filed  with  the 

papers. 
Exemplified  copy  of  a  testamentary  paper  probated  in  Maryland,  good  muni- 

ment of  title  to  land  here:  31  Ga.,  593.  Non-suit  on  motion  if  exemplified  copy  of 
letters  not  filed  according  to  Act  of  1857:  32  Ga.,  260.  Foreign  administrator  must 
comply  with  this  section  to  be  made  party  to  suit  of  his  intestate  here  :  55  Ga.,  254. 

§2616.  (2575.)  (2573.)  Protection  of  heir,  etc.  If  any  citizen  of  this 
i  State  is  interested  as  creditor,  heir  or  legatee  in  the  estate  of  which 
such  administrator  or  executor  is  the  representative,  he  may,  by  appli- 

cation to  a  Court  of  equity,  compel  such  foreign  administrator  or  exec- 
utor to  protect  his  interest  according  to  equity  and  good  conscience  be- 
fore removing  such  assets  beyond  the  limits  of  this  State. 

§2617.  Foreign  executors,  etc.,  are  authorized  to  sell  land  in  this  State.  Any 
&etsof  1876,  executor  or  administrator,  who  resides  in  any  other  State  of  the  United 

States,  shall  be,  and  is  hereby,  authorized  to  sell  and  convey  any  prop- 
erty of  his  testator  or  intestate,  lying  or  being  in  this  State,  under  the 

same  rules,  laws  and  regulations  as  are  now  prescribed  for  the  sale  and 
conveyance  of  real  estate  by  executors  and  administrators  who  are  res- 

idents of  this  State:  Provided,  such  foreign  executors  or  administrators 

shall  file  and  have  recorded  in  the  Ordinary's  office,  at  the  time  of  mak- 
ing his  application  for  sale,  an  authenticated  exemplification  of  his  let- 
ters testamentary,  or  of  administration :  Provided  further,  that  said  ex- 

ecutors and  administrators  shall  give  notice  required  by  law  of  resi- 
dent executors  and  administrators  to  creditors,  and  shall  also  file  with 

the  Ordinary,  bond  with  good  and  sufficient  security,  in  double  the 
value  of  the  property  to  be  sold  to  pay,  according  to  law,  any  creditor 
in  this  State,  and  distribute  the  proceeds  of  said  sale  to  any  resident 
heirs  or  legatees. 

,p.  36 
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§2618.  (2576?)  (2574.)   Transfer  of  stock,  etc.     Such  foreign  executor  or  Acts  of  1 855 

administrator  may  transfer  bank  stock  standing  in  the  name  of  the  de-  ~^f'  v cedent,  and  check  for  deposits  made  by  him,  or  dividends  declared  on 

his  stock,  first  filing  with  the  bank  a  certified  copy  of  his  appointment  /¥*?*  ̂   ** 
and  qualification.  ' 

General  Note  on  Foreign  Administrators  and  Executors. — Rorer  Inter-State 
Law,  248-272  ;  3  Am.  D.,  173,  260 ;  10/343,  n  ;  11/151,  389,  394,  723 ;  17/228  ;  20/452  ;  22/41 ; 
33  Am.  R.,  10;  36/700;  37/737;  3  Woods',  94;  15  Pet.,  1;  16/25;  9  Wall.,  394;  12/121; 
13/66. 

General  Note. — Act  of  1792,  as  to  payment  of  debts  of  deceased,  construed :  5 
Ga.,  274.  Administrator  of  deceased  executor  is  not  the  representative  of  executor's 
testator:  I  Ga.,  322.  Of  deceased  administrator,  bill  by  distributees  against:  7  Ga., 
573.  As  to  parties  to  such  bill :  11  Ga.,  658.  Liable  for  property  disposed  of  belonging 
to  a  stranger  :  15  Ga.,  189.  Be  bonis  non,  to  what  entitled:  5  Ga.,  56.  Powers  of :  11 
Ga..  599.  Former,  liable  to  account  to  administrator  de  bonis  non  :  60  Ga.,  658.  Tem- 

porary, may  institute  suit  for  collecting  effects:  50  Ga.,  264.  Administration,  a 
former  presumed  to  protect  ancient  title  and  possession  of  property :  18  Ga.,  520.  Irreg- 

ular, by  consent  of  heirs,  actors  in  do  not  lose  certain  rights:  13  Ga.,  478.  Agent  of 
executor,  sale  by,  illegal  as  against  creditors :  47  Ga.,  73.  Appeal  in  forma  pauperis, 
administrator  not  allowed,  from  decision  of  Ordinary  on  annual  returns  made  ex  parte: 
60  Ga.,  325.  Assets,  when  equity  will  not  interfere  with  administration  of,  on  slight 
grounds:  16  Ga.,  213;  1/513.  Judgment  to  be  paid  out  of  specific,  concludes  adminis- 

trator: 29  Ga.,  49.  Bill  to  marshal,  by  administrator,  and  to  enjoin  creditors  from 
proceeding  :  65  Ga.,  691.  Bankruptcy,  when  debt  by  administrator  is  not  discharged 
by:  60  Ga.,  532.  Bill  to  marshal  assets,  by  administrator  who  dies;  parties  made:  61 
Ga.,  549.  For  direction  when  administrator  may  file  :  64  Ga.,  729.  Caveat  emptor, 

rule  at  administrator's  sale:  61  Ga.,  478.  Clerk  of  Superior  Court,  appointment  of, 
as  administrator,  by  Ordinary,  does  not  cease  with  his  term  of  office  as  Clerk  :  22  Ga., 
431.  Sureties  of,  as  Clerk,  not  bound  for  his  devastavit  as  administrator:  55  Ga.,  313. 
Clerical  assistance,  administratrix  not  allowed  to  charge  for:  64  Ga.,  729.  Code, 
sections  2467  and  2531  of,  construed:  59  Ga.,  531-2.  Co-executors  have  a  joint  and 
entire  authority  over  assets,  and  the  acts  of  one  deemed  the  acts  of  all:  27  Ga.,  568. 
Bill  by,  against  his  fellow,  to  protect  the  estate  from  loss  by  him  :  32  Ga.,  145.  Com- 

missions, forfeiture  of,  special  order  necessary  to  relieve  administrator  from,  for  fail- 
ure to  make  annual  returns  :  60  Ga.,  316.  Administrator  not  entitled  to,  on  property 

turned  over  to  distributees  :  29  Ga.,  33.  Executor  of  executor  is  entitled  to,  on  what: 
25Ga.,4l4.  Confederate  money,  administrator  held  liable  for  full  amount  received: 
48  Ga.,  150;  46/362.  Not  liable  for :  39  Ga.,  569.  Protected,  when  :  48  Ga.,  471.  Facts 
of  receiving,  must  be  clearly  and  satisfactorily  shown  :  58  Ga.,  536.  Contest  between 
creditors  for  administration:  42  Ga.,  401.  Costs  due  Ordinary  to  be  paid  before  dis- 

tribution :  64  Ga.,  729.  Creditors  failing  to  notify  executor  of  debts  before  settle- 
ment of  estate,  can  recover  only  pro  rata  from  legatees :  59  Ga.,  529.  Debts  to  be  paid 

before  distribution  :  35  Ga.,  95.  Of  a  firm  to  estate  discharged  by  administrator,  taking 
note  of  one  partner  with  security  :  56  Ga.,  214.  Dignity  of,  and  order  of  payment:  5 
Ga.,  274.  Deed,  party  claiming  land  under,  from  administrator,  must  show  order  of 
Court  of  Ordinary  granting  leave  to  sell:  4  Ga.,  148.  Not  sufficient  that  order  is  re- 

cited in  :  40  Ga.,  479.  As  to  notice  for  intended  application  for  leave  to  sell :  16  Ga., 
67.  Administrator  in  another  State,  of  party  who  died  there  to  vendees  here,  can 
make  a,  valid:  30  Ga.,  650.  Devises,  specific,  liable  to  creditors  who  cannot  other- 

wise obtain  satisfaction:  59  Ga.,  823.  Distributee,  assumpsit  by,  against  purchaser 
from  administrator,  alleging  fraudulent  payment  in  worthless  stock:  61  Ga.,  269. 
Devastavit,  judgment  showing,  when  necessary  before  suit  by  creditors  against  ad- 

ministrator and  sureties:  52  Ga.,  35.  Distribution,  consent  by  heirs  and  decree  at 
chambers,  do  not  bind  creditors  without  notice  not  parties:  63  Ga.,  769.  Divis- 

ion, voluntary  administration  presumed  after  thirty  years,  to  protect:  31  Ga.,  753. 
By  consent  binding  legatees  of  age:  55  Ga.,  359.  Cannot  be  made  to  detriment  of 

creditors:  55  Ga.,  449.  Dower,  notice  of  widow's  intention  to  apply  for:  14  Ga.,  166. 
Ejectment  by  administrator,  when  will  be  enjoined:  23  Ga.,  374.  Executor  may 
bring,  and  will  is  part  of  title,  and  must  be  produced  as  such :  9  Ga.,  55.  Administra- 

tor may  bring:  10  Ga.,  491;  22/107.  When  no  permission  of  Ordinary  necessary:  14 
Ga.,  145.  When  Court  of  equity  will  not  permit  administrator  to  bring,  against  pur- 

chaser :  16  Ga.,  31.  No  recovery  on  demise  from  administrator  whose  letters  are  void  : 
20  Ga.,  135.  Equity,  bill  in,  demurrable  for  want  of  priority  between  administrator 
cum  testamento  annexo  and  former  executor  as  parties :  3  Ga.,  575.  Who  may  be  joined 
as  parties  in  :  8  Ga.,  236.  When  bill  in,  by  creditors  of  intestate  would  not  lie:  24 Ga., 
608.  Executor  relieved  from  personal  liability  by,  and  Act  of  March  12,  1866  :  37  Ga., 
230  ;  39/569.  Bill  in,  by  legatees  to  make  executor  liable  for  loss  of  property,  held  not 
liable  :  37  Ga.,  353.  Want  of,  on  face  of  bill,  bill  dismissed  :  24  Ga.,  608.  Verdict  in, 
not  full, not  void:  46  Ga.,  469.  Estoppel,  when  administrator  estopped  by  his  own 
declarations  from  selling  land:  61  Ga.,  108.  Evidence,  when  admissions  of,  in  fiduci- 

ary capacity  admissible  in  suit  against  the  estate:  31  Ga.,  681.  Letters  necessary  to 
show  title  to  property  in  representatives  in  action  of  trover:  2  Ga.,  116.  When  de- 

fendant cannot  deny  title  in  representative:  18  Ga.,  679.  Record  book  of  Court  of 
Ordinary  admissible  to  prove  granting  of  letters  :  46  Ga.,  550.     Creditor  of  administra- 
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tor  of  two  estates  not  bound  to  show  for  which  goods  furnished:  34  Ga.,  429.  When 
defendants  in  suit  by  administrator  are  incompetent  witnesses  :  60  Ga.,  498.  Execu- 

tions, control  of,  by  securities  who  have  paid  them  off:  4  Ga.,  521.  When  against 
administrator  personally  :  61  Ga.,  602.  Executor  of  executor,  representative  of  the 
original  estate  :  19  Ga.,  174.  Suit  against,  by  legatees  of  original  testator  :  27  Ga.,  325. 
As  to  proper  parties  :  30  Ga.,  934.  Not  compelled  to  turn  over  to  ward  of  testator 
property  within  the  twelve  months:  34  Ga.,  395.  Of  deceased  administrator,  liable  in 
same  manner  to  the  estate  as  his  testator  would  have  been  :  22  Ga.,  330.  Executor 
de  son  tort  not  liable  to  suit  by  heirs,  but  would  be  to  creditors:  56  Ga.,  37.  Fraudu- 

lent administrations  should  be  discharged  by  the  Courts:  20  Ga.,  514.  Fidelity, 
utmost,  required  of  administrator  :  22  Ga.,  637.  Fi.  fa.  against  an  executor,  directing 
seizure  of  his  property,  and  not  of  the  estate,  cannot  be  levied  on  the  effects  of  the 
estate  :  59  Ga.,  708.  To  reach  assets  through  Court  of  equity,  should  generally  be  a 
return  of  nulla  bona  on:  59  Ga.,  706.  Foreign  executor,  suit  by,  rights  of  defend- 

ant: 13  Ga.,  140.  Injunction  to  restrain  from  proceeding  to  secure  fund  in  this  State 
till  he  submits  to  jurisdiction  of  Courts  here:  15  Ga.,  442.     Foreign  administrator, 

i  temporarily  in  this    State,  cannot  be  called  to  account  here:    34   Ga.,    511.      Fully 
administered,    land    is,   when    turned  over    to   heirs    on    settlement:    55  Ga.,    12. 

e  Husband    allowed    expenses,    etc.,    out    of    wife's    estate    from    former    husband : 
21  Ga.,  245 ;  25/537.  Insolvency  of  estate  protects  administrator  from  claims 
of  distributees :  47  Ga.,  337.  Interest,  administrator  may  be  chargeable  with, 
though  he  made  none:  60  Ga.,  316.  When  executor  not  liable  for,  on  money 
in  bank  for  six  years:  21  Ga.,  517.  Injunction  not  granted  on  information,  heresay 
and  belief  of  executor  alone  :  37  Ga.,  358.  Restraining  settlement  by  parties  litigating 
about  part  of  estate  :  31  Ga.,  267.  Restraining  administrator  from  settling  with  insol- 

vent d  i stributee  :  21  Ga. ,  356.     When  executor  cannot  displace  equity  of  bill  by  answer  : 
22  Ga.,  275.  When  Court  of  equity  will  not  enjoin  administrator  from  .suing  to  recover 
land  for  heirs  notwithstanding  seven  years  adverse  possession:  27  Ga.,  494.  When 
will :  30  Ga.,  74.  When  administrator  may  be  made  a  party  to  bill  before  expiration 
of  the  twelve  months  :  6  Ga.,  299.  What  answer  of  executor  not  sufficient  to  dissolve  : 
8  Ga.,  44.  By  distributee  to  restrain  administrator  from  collecting  judgment  against 
him  till  settlement:  20  Ga.,  96.  Judgment  against  administrator  in  representative 
character  rendered  de  bonis  testatoris:  57  Ga.,  507.  Where  presumed  it  was  not:  57  Ga., 
160.  Amendable  :  59  Ga.,  823.  Lien  of,  on  assets  in  hands  of  distributee  :  59  Ga.,  823. 
Against  intestate  in  his  life  time  levied  within  the  twelve  months :  10  Ga.,  568.  Laches 
or  long  acquiescence  effect  of,  by  parties  out  of  possession  :  18  Ga.,  520.  Lands  of  in- 

testate, administrator  may  sue  for:  10  Ga,,  491.  Legacy  specific,  defined  on  bill  for 
direction  by  executor  :  23  Ga.,  23.  Legatee  sui  juris  consenting  to,  exclusion  from  a 
fund  to  be  distributed,  may  make  it  as  to  others:  61  Ga.,  647.  Letters  of  adminis- 

tration, grant  of,  may  be  impeached  by  extraneous  evidence:  18  Ga.,  173.'  Revoked 
by  mismanagement  and  violation  of  law:  56  Ga.,  591:  Married  woman,  trust  prop- 

erty of,  in  hands  of  executor,  not  subject  to  husband's  debts:  48  Ga.,  596.  Mistake  of 
law,  administrators  liable  for,  in  distributing  estate:  40  Ga.,  181 ;  45/108.  When  pro- 

tected from,  caused  by  retiring  of  presiding  Judge  :  52  Ga.,  349.  Ne  exeat,  to  entitle 
heirs  to  suit  of,  against  administrator  not  necessary  to  charge  insolvency  of  sureties  : 
26  Ga.,  117.  Non-resident  decedent,  when  Ordinary  may  grant  administration  of 
estate  of,  in  this  State  :  52  Ga.,  649.  Note  signed  by  administrator  as  such,  averments 
necessary  in  suit  on,  against  estate :  52  Ga.,  500.  By  temporary  administrator :  46  Ga., 
296.  Notice  at  door  of  Court  House  presumed  to  have  perished  after  sale,  and  secon- 

dary evidence  admissible:  16  Ga.,  67.  Orders  ex  parte,  of  Ordinary  no  protection  to 
administrator  for  illegal  acts:  30  Ga.,  780.  Party,  when  administrator  not  necessary, 
in  suit  by  remaindermen  :  23  Ga.,  536.  One  to  be  heard  as,  on  application  for  adminis- 

tration by  another,  must  have  an  interest  in  the  estate  :  56  Ga.,  146.  When  adminis- 
trator de  bonis  von  may  be  made :  30  Ga,,  775.  As  to,  in  suit,  when  letters  testamentary 

have  been  revoked  by  birth  of  posthumous  child:  6  Ga.,  21.  Pleadings,  when  defen- 
dant pleads  as  set  off  a  larger  amount  than  administrator  sues  for,  administrator  may 

prove  insolvency  of  estate,  etc.  :  5  Ga.,  357.  When  in  suit  by  administrator  allegations 
of  representative  character  are  surplusage  :  46  Ga.,  258.  Recovery  by,  or  against  heirs 
maybe  plead  to  suit  by  administrator  for  their  benefit :  27  Ga.,  221.  Plene  adminis- 
travit,  plea  of,  by  executor  and  charge  of  Court  as  to :  46  Ga.,  362.  Receiver,  bill  for 
injunction  and  appointment  of,  and  charging  executor  with  bad  management  and  pur- 

pose to  leave  the  country  :  39  Ga.,  177.  Rescission  of  sale,  as  to,  when  administrator 
illegally  sells  and  becomes  purchaser :  30  Ga.,  780.  By  administrator  of  contract  of  in- 

testate as  to  sale  of  land  :  47  Ga.,  328.     Renunciation  by  executor  binding,  when  :  45 
.,  Ga.,  414.     Returns  of  administrator,  prima  facie  evidence  for  him  :  55  Ga.,  187.     Rev- 

ocation of  letters  testamentary,  by  birth  of  posthumous  child  :  23  Ga.,  399.  Sale,  un- 
lawful of  land,  does  not  affect  administrator's  rights:  7  Ga.,  60.  Creditor's  remedy 

when  there  is  a  fraudulent  and  collusive  :  10  Ga.,  266.  Representative  answerable  for 
such:  11  Ga.,  401.  Of  property  of  stranger:  15  Ga.,  189.  Private,  by  executor  when 
testator  died  before  the  Code,  held  good:  62  Ga.,  341.  Of  land  by  administrator  gen- 

erally, the  Court  of  Ordinary  the  one  to  value  :  60  Ga..  398.  For  distribution  discharges 
judgment  lien  against  legatee :  56  Ga.,  444.  Schedule  of  all  returns,  administrator 
should  file  with  answer  to  bill  for  account:  14  Ga.,  167.  Settlement,  Ordinary's  au- 

thority to  enforce  by  attachment  or  execution  :  54  Ga.,  180.  Statute  of  limitations, 
of  March,  1869,  as  affects  representatives  :  62  Ga.,  123.  In  ejectment,  does  not  begin  to 
run  till  administration  granted:  1  Ga.,  379,  538.     When  in  trover:  6  Ga.,  443.     When 
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there  was  adverse  possession  for  more  than  twenty  years:  7  Ga.,  589.  Suit  by  repre- 
sentative, when  it  maybe  brought  in  individual  or  representative  capacity:  16  Ga., 

190.  By  A.  B.,  administrator  amendable  by  Ordinary  "as"  :  25  Ga.,  177.  Against  one 
who  was  administrator  he  may  appeal  without  giving  security  :  27  Ga.,  330.  When 

must  be  brought  "as''  administrator:  39  Ga.,  26.  Administrator's  attorney  not  com- 
pelled to  testify  for  whose  benefit,  is  brought  :  37  Ga.,  289.  As  to  surplusage  in  declar- 

ation :  46  Ga.,  258.  When  proof  of  letters  necessary  and  when  not :  48  Ga.,  397.  Heirs 
in  extreme  cases  may  institute,  over  head  of  administrator;  25  Ga.,  252.  Legatees  may 
bring  when  there  was  collusion  and  fraudulent  sale  by  executrix:  29  Ga.,  385.  To  re- 

cover value  of  land  bought  by  administrator  at  Ids  own  sale  :  48  Ga.,  397.  Temporary 
administrator,  when  ought  to  ask  injunction  for  protection  of  estate:  24  Ga.,  131. 
Trust  created  by  intestate,  passing  title  administrator  cannot  enforce:  24  Ga.,  506. 
Attempt  to  set  up,  under  will  of  a  man  not  dead  :  52  Ga.,  300.  Trustee  for  intestate, 
administrator  may  demand  account  and  settlement  with  :  30  Ga.,  777.  Trust  property, 

widow  not  allowed  year's  support  out  of  property  deeded  in  trust  by  deceased  husband  : 
37Ga.,59. 

General  Note  on  Administrators  and  Executors. — Admissions  of:  2  Whart, 
Ev.,  §1207  ;  Code,  $2437.  Actions  by  and  against:  Bliss  on  Code  Pleading,  ̂ 53,  145, 
264;  3  Redf.  Wills,  195-208;  Dicey  on  Parties,  205-222;  Abb.  Tr.  Ev.,  54  et  seq;  2  Gr. 
Ev.,  §338  ;  Woods'  Mayne  Damages,  §§700-729.  If  administrator  change  nature  of  debt 
due  intestate  by  contract  with  himself,  he  should  sue  for  it  in  his  own  name  :  12  Am. 
D.,  248.  What  causes  of  action  survive  :  See  notes  to  §2967  and  §2547.  Confederate 
investments:  See  Appendix  to  Code.  Contracts  with :  3  Redf.  Wills,  204;  to  pay 
debt  of  deceased  :  See  §1950  ̂ 1) ;  3  Redf.  W.,  317  ;  liability  of  executor  or  adminstrator 
as  such  on  his  own  contracts  as  executor  or  administrator:  Williams  Exrs.,  1771 ;  per- 

sonal liability  of  executor  or  administrator  on  contracts:  lb.,  1776;  1  Add.  Contr.,  §166 

et  seq  ;  3  Redf.,  Wills,  313.  Bound,  if  he  gives  his  note  for  testator's  debt:  36  Am.  R., 
687;  which  cannot  be  varied  by  parol:  II).  Guardian  and  administrator:  where 
same  person  is  both,  balance  in  his  hands  on  final  settlement  is  considered  on  his  hands 
as  guardian  ;  14  Am.  D.,  265.  Liability  for  costs  :  Dudley,  83.  Not  liable  for  money 
stolen  :  20  Am.  R.,  191 ;  34/716;  2  C.  L.  J.,  589;  bonds  stolen  :  10  C.  L.  J.,  431 ;  3  Redf. 
Wills.  394.  Negotiable  instruments  executed  by  :  1  Dan.  Neg.  Inst.,  221-7  ;  Byles 
on  Bills,  53-57.  Notice  to  ;  when  affects  interests  of  decedent's  estate:  Wade  N.,  §693. 
Negligence  :  Woods'  Mayne  Damages,  §727;  Whart.  Neg.,  §515;  34  Am.  R.,  716; 
3  Redf.  Wills,  319,  394 ;  see  notes  to  #2535.  Pledge  of  estate  property  by  :  36  Am. 
R.,  338;  37/694;  11  0.,  320;  3  Redf.  Wills,  229;  2  Perry  Trusts,  §810.  Void  adminis- 

tration :  See  note  to  §2502. 

CHAPTER   IV. 

OF    TITLE    BY   JUDICIAL  SALE. 

Section. 
2619.  Effects  in  passing  titles. 
2620.  Original  title. 
2621.  Note  in  writing  unnecessary. 
26'22.  Caveat  emptor. 
26:3.  Covenants  running  with  land. 

Section. 
2624.  Putting  purchaser  in  possession. 
26  5.  Seizure  of  personalty. 
2626.  Sale  of  stocks. 
2627.  Titles  made  by  successors. 
2628.  Purchaser  need  not  trace  fund. 

§2619.  (2577.)  (2575.)  Judicial  sale  passes  title.  A  sale  regularly  made, 
by  virtue  of  judicial  process,  issuing  from  a  Court  of  competent  juris- 
diction,a  shall  convey  the  title  as  effectually  as  if  the  sale  was  made  by 
the  personb  against  whom  the  process  issues. 

Purchaser  of  stock  with  notice  of  Hen  on  it  gets  such  title  only  as  was  in  corpora- 
tor :  1  Ga.,  43.  In  sale  of  undivided  interest  of  personal  property,  purchaser  tenant 

in  common  with  the  other  tenants :  2  Ga.,  73.  Where  purchaser  buys  subject  to  a 
lease  older  than  the  judgment  under  which  is  the  sale:  6  Ga.,  423.  Purchaser  under 
judgment  against  vender  and  vendee  of  land  gets  interest,  debtor  could  encumber 

or  part  with :  10  Ga.,  117.  Purchaser  at  Sheriff's  sale  buys  the  title  and  interest  of 
defendant  in  execution  :  12  Ga.,  431.  What  title  purchaser  obtains  under  judgment 
assigned  after  judgment:  15  Ga.,  336.  Purchaser  in  another  State  presumed  to  get  all 
title  defendant  in  judgment  had  :  16Ga.,487.  Purchaser  gets  no  title  if  Sheriff  had 

no  authority  to  sell :  23  Ga.,  356.  Purchaser's  title  depends  on  lien  of  the  judgment : 
24  Ga.,  40.  Where  a  sale  by  consent  of  creditors  with  Sheriff  without  formalities  re- 

quired in  judicial  sale,  was  no  such  sale  :  13  Ga,,  485.  If  lien  of  judgment  creditor  be 

superior  to  wife's  equity,  so  is  purchaser's  title  :  33  Ga.,  153.  Sheriff  not  liable  gener- 
ally for  title  or  soundness  of  property  sold  at  public  sale  :  8  Ga.,  236.  Bill  to  set  aside 

Sheriff's  sale  for  fraud  of  purchaser:  5  Ga.,  400.  Because  of  the  consideration  for  debt 
on  which  judgment  founded  :  43  Ga.,  203.  Such  estate  as  creditors  can  sell  purchasers 
can  buy  ;  as  to  notice  of  an  equity:  54  Ga.,  543-547.  Plaintiff  purchasing  under  his 
execution  without  notice,  not  affected  by  irregularities  in  bringing  to  sale  :  59  Ga.,  649. 
Where  purchaser  without  notice  of  an  equity,  purchases  free  from  it:  55  Ga.,  81. 

Mere  inadequacy  of  price  does  not  affect  purchaser's  title  purchasing  at  Sheriff's  sale : 
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53  Ga.,  221.     Sales  by  Commissioner  or  Master  in  Chancery  subject  to  conformation  or 
rejection  by  Chancellor  :  61  Ga.,  267. 

Judicial  saler  distinguished  from  execution  sale:  Rorer  J.  S.,  p.  1,  246.  Not  affected 
by  reversal  of  decree  :  Rorer  J.  S.,  p.  63,  241;  9  Wall.,  23.  aRorer  J.  S.,  p.  31-39;  2 
How.,  43.  When  jurisdiction  is  wanting,  as  in  case  of  administration  on  estate  of  living 
person,  supposed  dead :•  Note  to  $2502.    bPurchaser  takes  his  interest:  6  Wall.,  116. 

§2620.  (2578.)  (2576.)  Such  title  is  original.  In  all  controversies  in  the 
Courts  of  this  State,  the  purchaser  at  such  a  sale  shall  not  be  required 
to  show  title  deeds  back  of  his  purchase,  unless  it  be  necessary  for  his 
case  to  show  good  title  in  the  person  whose  interest  he  purchased. 

Stated:  10  Ga.,  74;  13/18.  Where  possessory  warrant  will  not  lie  against  a  pur- 
chaser at  judicial  sale  under  forms  of  law  :  54  Ga.,  501. 

§2621.  (2579.)  (2577.)  Memorandum  unnecessary.     No  note  or  memo- 
i  Act  of  1831,  randum  in  writing  shall  be  necessary  to  charge  any  person  at  a  judi- ap-514-     cialsale. 
!  §2622.  (2580.)   Caveat  emptor,  fraud,  ivarranty.     The  purchaser  must 
*  Acts  of  1853  look  for  himself1  as  to  the  title  and  soundness  of  all  property  sold  under 

-4,  p.  56.     judicial  process.     Actual  fraudb  or  misrepresentation0  by  the  officer  or 
§2563.         his  agent,  may  bind  him  personally.     No  covenant  of  warranty4  binds 

him  individually,  unless  made  with  that  intention  and  for  a  valuable 
consideration. 

Stated:  8  Ga.,  236,  300.  Where  administrator's  warranty  only  bound  himself:  11 
Ga.,  1.  Caveat  emptor  applying  at  Sheriff's  sale  :  18  Ga.,  551-553.  When  no  warranty 
and  no  fraud  in  executor's  sale,  and  purchaser  must  pay:  37  Ga.,  558.  Where  trus- 

tee's warranty  did  not  bind  him  individually,  and  a  private  sale  under  order  of  Court 
was  lawful:  54  Ga.,  350.  Administrator's  sale,  public  or  private,  the  rule  is  caveat 
emptor:  61  Ga.,  478.     Section  cited  :  60  Ga.,  39;  64/503. 

aRorer,  p.  77,  199;  25  Am.  R.,  270;  26/37,  n,  38.  bRorer,  p.  240;  Bigelow  Fraud, 
141.     cRorer,  238.     dRorer)  198;  9  wh.,  616. 

§2623.  (2581.)  (2578.)  Purchaser  has  covenants  running  with  land.     The 
§2702.         purchaser  at  judicial  sales  may  enforce  any  covenants  of  warranty 

running  with  the  land  which  may  be  incorporated  in  the  previous  title 
deeds. 

Assignee  under  Sheriff's  sale  is  assignee  of  original  party  :  10  Ga.,  311. 

§2624.  (2582.)  (2580.)  Purchaser  shall  have  possession.  Whenever  a 
Act  of  1823,  present  interest  in  land  is  sold  by  any  judicial  officer,  it  shall  be  his 
0.  p.  5i2.  duty  to  place  the  purchaser  or  his  agent  in  possession  of  the  land,  and 
§§36i.  '6)  to  this  end  he  may  dispossess  the  dependent  in  the  process,  his  heirs  and 
3gIi  3688'     n*s  tenants,  or  his  lessees  or  vendees  of  younger  date  than  the  judgment 

upon  which  the  process  issues ;  but  he  may  not  dispossess  other  tenants 
claiming  under  an  independent  title. 

When  no  injunction  granted  against  placing  purchaser  at  Sheriff's  sale  in  posses- 
sion :  8  Ga.,  119.  Who  has  the  right  to  collect  a  rent  note  where  land  sold  as  that  of 

the  landlord,  and  tenant  evicted :  59  Ga.,  758.  Section  cited  and  construed:  63  Ga., 
518-519. 

Rorer  J.  S.,  p.  73.     Not  until  purchaser  obtains  deed  :  Rorer,  74. 

§2625.  (2583.)  (2581.)  Seizure  of  personalty.  To  authorize  a  sale  of 
personal  property  there  must  be  an  actual  or  constructive  seizure.  A 

future  interest  in  personalty  cannot  be  seized  and  sold,  but  the  liena  of 
judgments  will  attach  thereto,  so  far  as  to  prevent  alienation,  before  the 
right  to  present  possession  accrues. 

a Attaches  to  proceeds  of  fair  about  to  be  held  by  society  :  27  Am.  R.,  562. 

to-/.  /.yJ*  §2626.  (2584.)  (2582.)  Sale  of  stocks.     Shares  in  a  bank  or  other  cor- 
/Act  of  1822  P°12iion>  may  De  levied  or^and  solcLeUhayunder  attachment  or  fi.  fa., 

c.  p.  511.    '  in  €6^Tcounty  where  the  corpor^ioTT^^KD'usiness  ;  notice  of  such  levy 
§§2005, 3289.  ̂ J^^S^fL  *°  ̂ ne  c^f^Rcla^t^fhis,rejidei^e  be  known,  and  also  to  the 
3290,  4173.    ofh^rjroTuie  corpora^h^SuclT¥aTe^  srTalToe  made  only  by  the  Sheriff 

2*«^.«-*<^^"~***''    or  his  deputy ;  and  constables  levying  thereon  shall  turn  over  such 
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levies  to  the  Sheriff.  Only  one  share  shall  be  sold  at  once.  The 
Sheriff  shall  give  the  purchaser  a  certificate  of  his  purchase,  which,  on 
presentation  to  the  officers  of  the  corporation,  shall  authorize  a  trans- 

fer of  the  stock  to  him.  Transfers  of  stock  after  levy  of  an  attachment, 
or  after  judgment,  and  with  notice  to  the  corporation  of  the  levy  or 
judgment,  are  absolutely  void.  If  the  oharoo  be  in  a  railroad,  canal, 
(iwgnpihc,  ui  pLuik  road  company,  the}^  na.a,j  be -levied- on  and  sold  ia. 
any-  ootuarfcy  through  which  the 

-/  /.  >«* 
<fr-A  /.J 

Purchaser  of  stock  at  Sheriff's  sale  with  notice  of  lien,  purchases  such  interest  as 
corporator  had :  1  Ga.,  43.  Changes  the  law  as  was  decided  in  :•  16  Ga.,  437.  Where  no 
title  to  stock  purchased  during  the  late  war  under  confiscation  proceedings,  and  as  to 
transfers  of:  37  Ga.,  515.  Sale  of  stock  under  an  attachment,  and  >>iandamus  against 
president  of  corporation  refusing  to  make  proper  transfer :  38  Ga.,  259. 

Field  on  Corporations,  §140. 

§2627.  (2585.)  (2583.)   Titles  made  by  successor.     If  a   Sheriff  fails  to  Act  of  179P) 
make  titles  to  a  purchaser,  his  successor  in  office  may  make  them  in  c.  p.  576. 
the  same  manner  as  if  he  had  sold  the  property.  §36i,  (6) 

Stated  :  7  Ga.,  264.  Where  application  by  purchaser  for  order  from  Judge  of  Supe- 
rior Court  for  Sheriff  to  make  him  a  deed :  51  Ga.,  126. 

.  §2628  (2586.)  (2584.)  Purchaser  need  not  trace  funds.  The  purchaser 
at  judicial  sales  is  not  bound  to  look  to  the  appropriation  of  the  pro- 

ceeds of  the  sale,  nor  to  the  returns  made  by  the  officer,  nor  is  he  re- 
quired to  see  that  the  officer  has  complied  fully  with  all  those  regula- 

tions prescribed  in  such  cases.  All  such  irregularities3  create  questions 
and  liabilities  between  the  officer  and  parties  interested  in  the  sale. 

The  innocent"  purchaser  is  bound  only  to  see  that  the  officer  has  com- 
petent authority  to  sell,  and  that  he  is  apparently  proceeding  to  sell 

under  the  prescribed  forms. 
When  purchaser  not  compelled  to  see  proper  application  of  purchase  money  by  ex- 

ecutor: 1  Ga.,  324.  Doctrine  of  market  overt,  and  rule  of  caveat  emptor  applies  to 
judicial  sales:  8  Ga.,  236.  Authority  of  Sheriff  to  sell,  and  title  in  defendant  protects 

innocent  purchaser:  11  Ga.,  294;  37/251.  Purchaser's  title  only  depends  on  the 
judgment,  the  levy  and  the  deed  :  HGa.,423.  Every  presumption  as  to  compliance 
with  the  law,  in  favor  of  innocent  purchaser  :  24  Ga.,  434-437.  Beyond  the  decree,  the 
purchaser  is  not  bound  to  look  :  13  Ga.,  18  ;  14/325.  Want  of  authority  of  Sheriff  to 

sell,  may  invalidate  purchaser's  title:  23  Ga.,  356.  Sale  must  be  apparently  under 
prescribed  forms  :  40  Ga.,  370.  What  is  directory  only,  as  advertisement  to  Sheriff,  and 
does  not  affect  title  of  purchaser:  31  Ga.,  601;  28/353:  27/167.  Purchasers  in  good 

faith  at  administrator's  sale  protected,  if  sale  substantially  according  to  forms  of  law : 
47  Ga.,  195.  Irregularity  in  levy  of  the  marshal  did  not  affect  title  of  purchaser  :  48 
Ga.,  101. 

aRorer,  p.  76;  7  How.,  172;  9  Wall.,  23.  bLaw  imputes  notice  to  an  attorney:  18 
Wall.,  350.     Effect  of  notice  :  12  Pet.,  11. 

Genekal  Note  on  Judicial  Sales. — Bidding1,  opening  for  advance  bid:  Rorer,  p. 
79.  Bids :  20  Am.  D.,  381 ;  1  Add.  Contr.,  gg$L,  389  ;  2/510.  Rights  of  bidder :  3  Wall., 
196.  Agreement  as  to  bidding :  6  Wall.,  94 ;  Rorer,  p.  43,  312.  Conditional  bids  : 
Rorer,  p.  298,  309.  Confirmation  of :  Rorer,  p.  55.  Deeds :  Rorer,  p.  1 81-188. 
Estoppel :  Rorer,  p.  193 ;  Code,  §2966.  Powers,  sales  under,  in  mortgages  and  deeds 

of  trust ;  See  general  notes  following  §§1968,  2347  ;  Rorer,  §177.  Puffing- :  18  Am.  D., 
566.  Set  aside,  when,  for  inadequacy  of  price  :  Rorer,  233 ;  irregularity  :  Rorer,  236  ; 
mistake  and  misrepresentation  :  Rorer,  238.  Void  judicial  sales  :  Rorer,  p.  205  ;  Free- 

man on  Void  Judicial  Sales;  30  Am.  D.  (full  note),  177-182. — Subject  treated  :  Rorer  on 
Judicial  Sales,  p.  1-246. 

ARTICLE  II. 

ADVERTISEMENT   OF   SALES,    CITATIONS,  ETC. 

Section. 
2628.  (a.)  Citations,  etc.,  how  published. 

Section. 
2628.  (b.)  Sales  under  County  Court  process. 

§2628.  (a.)  Citations  and  notices,  etc.,  how  long  to  be  published.     In  all  ActsoflS76 

cases  where  the  law  of  force,  on  February  23,  1876,  required  citations,  v-  ̂        *    4  ̂ ./, 
notices,  etc.,  by  Ordinaries,  Clerks,  Sheriffs,  administrators,  executors,/^ "^ 
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guardians,  or  oilers,  t^be-'pdbli shed  in  a  newspaper  for  thirty  days,  it 
shall  be  sufficient  to  publish  the  same  once  a  week  for  four  weeks;  and 
where  the  same  were  required  to  be  published  for  sixty  days,  it  shall  be 
sufficient  to  publish  the  same  once  a  week  for  eight  weeks  previous  to 

.  the  term  or  day  when  the  order  is  to  be  granted  or  the  sale  is  to  take 

place. §2628.  (b.)  Sales  under  County  Court  process,  how  made.     All  sales  made 
Acts  of  1880  by  any  Sheriff  or  bailiff  of  the  County  Court  of  any  property  levied  on 

~1'S'in'     by  such  officer  under  and  by  virtue  of  any  fi.  fa.  or  other  process  issued 
/fr^r/^v^         from  the  County  Courts  of  this  State,  shall  be  conducted  in  the  same 

manner  and  after  the  same  advertisements  as  Sheriff  sales,  under  pro- 
cess from  the  Superior  Courts  of  this  State,  with  the  exception  that 

when  the  fi.  fa.  or  other  process  is  for  a  less  sum  than  fifty  dollars,  and 
is  levied  on  personal  property,  then,  and  in  that  case,  such  sale  shall 
ba  advertised  by  posting  a  notice  of  the  same  at  the  Court  House  door 
and  three  other  public  places  in  the  county  for  twenty-eight  days  before 
the  day  of  sale :  Provided,  that  this  Act  shall  not  be  held  to  repeal  an  Act 

,  entitled  "  An  Act  to  provide  for  the  sale  of  property  of  a  perishable  na- 
ture, or  that  is  liable  to  deteriorate  in  value  from  keeping,  or  that  is  at- 

tended  with  expense  in  keeping  the  same,  when  levied  on  by  tax^. 

fas.  or  fi.  fias.  from  County  Court,"  approved  October  13,  1879. 

CHAPTER  V. 

OF    TITLE    BY    CONTRACT. 

Article  1. — Of  Private  Sales. 
Article  2. — Of  Gifts. 

ARTICLE  I. 

OF  PRIVATE    SALES. 

Section. 
2629.  Essentials  of  sale. 
2630.  Sales  by  auction. 
2631.  Sales  to  defraud  creditos,  etc. 
2632.  Protection  to  bona  fide  purchaser. 
2633.  Duress  or  fraud. 
2634.  What  is  fraud. 
2635.  Concealment  when  fraud. 
2636    Mistake. 
2637.  Duress. 
2638.  Possibility  cannot  he  sold. 
2639.  Title  conveyed. 
2640.  Purchaser  without  notice. 
2641.  Contracts  entire  or  divisible. 
2642.  Deficiency  in  sale  of  lands. 

Section. 
2643.  Loss  of  land  from  defect  of  title. 
2644.  Delivery  of  goods. 
2645.  Sales  of  articles  being  manufactured, 
246.  Consideration. 
2647.  Inadequacy. 
2648.  When  due. 

2649.  Sto  page  in  transitu. 
2650.  Purchaser  without  notice. 
2651.  Implied  warranty. 
2652.  Breach  / 
2653.  Good  faith. 
2654.  Delects  generally. 
2655.  Patent  defects. 
2656.  Barter  and  exchange. 

§2209. 

§2629.  (2587.)  (2585.)  Essentials  of  a  sale.  Three  elements  are  essen- 
tial to  a  contract  of  sale  :  1.  An  identification  of  the  thing  sold.a  2. 

An  agreement  as  to  the  priceb  to  be  paid.  3.  Consent0  of  the  parties. 
It  must  have  a  potential  existence  to  be  saleable,  such  as  planted  cotton  :  55  Ga.,  586. 

Distinguished  from  bailment:  10  Am.  D.,  490,  n;  33  Am.  R.,  119.  all  Pet.,  63; 
Benj.  Sales,  $76.  bIf  not  mentioned  in  contract,  the  law  will  infer  a  reasonable  price  : 
Sto.y  Sales,  ?221;  see  $2646 ;  Benj.  Sales,  $85.  "See  notes  to  $2727  ;  4  Am.  R.,  560;  6  O., 
659;  Benj.  Sales,  $38. 

§2630.  (2588.)  (2586.)  Sales  by  auction.  In  case  of  sales  by  auction, 
the  auctioneer  shall  be  considered  agent  of  both  parties,  so  far  as  to  dis- 

pense with  any  farther  memorandum  in  writing  than  his  own  entries. 
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Declarations  made  by  the  auctioneer  on  sale  of  city  property  binding  on  the  city  : 
12  Ga,,  239.  Such  sales  are  within  the  statute  of  frauds:  16  Ga.,  416.  Resort  to  equity, 
where  Sheriff  refuses  to  cry  a  bid  :  21  Ga.,  363. 

Auction  sales:  2  Schoul.  Pers.  Pr.,  655;  Sugden  on  Venders,  (s.  p.)  11;  Kerr  on 
Fraud,  etc.,  224;  1  Woods,  80.  Bidding:  2  Am.  D.,  138,  n:  6/663;  19  Am.  R.,  332; 
Benj.  Sales,  ̂ 42,  444,  472;  Langdell  Lead.  Cas.  Contr.,  1  (Summary),  §19;  Code,  §2727. 
As  to  authority,  etc.,  of  auctioneers:  See  notes  on  Principal  and  Agent. 

§2631.  (2589.)  (2587.)  Sales  to  defraud  creditors  and  purchasers.     Every  §1952. 
sale  made  with  intent  to  defraud  either  creditors  of  the  vendor,  or  prior 
or  subsequent  purchasers,  if  such  intention  be  known  to  the  vendee, 
shall  be  absolutely  void  as  against  such  creditors  or  purchasers. 

To  render  sale  fraudulent,  there  must  be  fraudulent  intent,  and  as  to  innocent  pur- 
chaser and  notice  :  55  Ga.,  497.  One  selling  goods  to  another  to  defraud  preditors.  will 

not  be  aided  to  collect  his  debt:  55  Ga.,  262.  When  conveyance  by  husband  to  wife 
pending  suit  prima  facie  fraudulent:  57  Ga.,  235. 

Notes  to  $1952  (2) ;  Benj.  Sales,  $483.  In  action  for  price  of  goods,  defendant  cannot 
allege  that  sale  was  in  fraud  of  seller's  creditors  :  30  Am.  R.,  514, 517,  n. 

§2632.  (2590.)  (2588.)  Protection  of  bona  fide  purchasers.  Every  volun- 
tary deed  or  conveyance  made  by  any  person,  shall  be  void  as  against 

subsequent  bona  fide  purchaser  for  value,  without  notice  of.  such  volun- 
tary conveyance. 

A  conflict  between  equities  of  bona  fide  purchaser  and  a  volunteer  can  only  arise  when 
both  parties  claim  under  grantor:  9  Ga.,  23  ;  27/98  ;  29/356-361.  Title  of  bona  fide  pur- 

chaser without  notice  of  prior  voluntary  conveyance  is  good  :  10  Ga.,  351.  When  a  vol- 
untary conveyance  void  against  subsequent  bona  fide  purchaser:  17  Ga.,  217;  12/125. 

Also  as  to  creditors  :  7  Ga.,  246  ;  3/452.  Purchaser  without  actual  notice  of  prior  vol- 
untary conveyance  will  be  protected  :  14  Ga.,  145.  Record  being  equivalent  to  evidence 

of  actual  notice  to  subsequent  purchaser :  29  Ga.,  405.  Innocent  and  bona  fide  purchaser 
not  affected  by  the  fraud  of  the  seller  :  55  Ga.,  497.  When  a  vague  rumor  or  report  that 
is  brought  to  knowledge  of  purchaser  for  value  before  purchase  does  not  affect  him  : 
31  Ga.,  641.  Where  burden  of  proof  on  those  claiming  under  a  settlement  to  show  that 
it  is  not  fraudulent:  22  Ga.,  594;  32/195.  One  in  debt  may  make  a  valid  voluntary 
conveyance  if  retains  enough  to  pay  debts:  25  Ga.,  684.  Fraud  in  purchase  of  goods: 
45  Ga.,  214-220.  Title  of  bona  fide  purchaser  of  property  obtained  by  duress  without 
notice  will  be  protected  :  58  Ga.,  276.  Section  cited  where  bona  fide  holder  of  negotiable 
bonds  protected  :  57  Ga.,  274-5.  Goods  obtained  by  fraud  from  claimant  no  title  passed 
so  vender  could  claim  them  against  attachment :  54  Ga.,  533.  Where  second  purchaser 
protected  although  first  obtained  no  title,  being  cognizant  of  the  facts  of  its  wrongful 
sale:  60  Ga.,  30.  Section  referred  to  as  to  fraud  affecting  the  sale  of  guano  :  64  Ga., 
571-574. 

Kerr  on  Fraud,  etc.,  226;  notes  to  §1952  (3). 

§2633.  (2591.)  (2589.)  Duress  or  fraud  voids  sale.  Fraud  or  duress,  by 
which  the  consent  of  a  party  has  been  obtained  to  a  contract  of  sale, 
voids  the  sale. 

§2634.  (2592.)  (2590.)  What  is  fraud.  Fraud  may  exist  from  mis-  ggarsi,  2966, 
representation  by  either  party,  made  with  design  to  deceive,  or  which  3173> 3m- 
does  actually  deceive  the  other  party;  and  in  the  latter  case  such  mis- 

representation voids  the  sale,  though  the  party  making  it  was  not 
aware  that  his  statement  was  false.  Such  misrepresentation  may  be 
perpetrated  by  acts  as  well  as  words,  and  by  any  artifices  designed  to 
mislead.  A  misrepresentation,  not  acted  on,  is  not  ground  for  annull- 

ing a  contract. 
Fraud  cannot  be  presumed  at  law,  but  may  be  proven  by  circumstances:  8  Ga.,  558. 

Deceit  and  false  representation  in  sale  of  plantation  :  2  Ga.,  66.  Innocent  mistaken  rep- 
resentation of  material  fact  confided  in  by  other  party,  ground  to  rescind  :  6  Ga.,  458; 

45/13-16  ;  14/384.  Courts  of  equity  will  act  on  circumstances  as  presumption  of  fraud  : 
31  Ga.,  161.  Fraudulent  representations  not  heard  do  not  affect,  but  donor  relieved, 
when  :  17  Ga.,  515.  Misrepresentation  not  acted  on,  no  ground  for  suit  in  equity  :  20 
Ga.,  517.  Where  representation  as  to  crediting  a  person,  not  stating  amount,  will  not 
give  right  of  action  :  28  Ga.,  392.  Rightful  refusal  to  charge  on  fraud  :  35  Ga.,  31.  As 
to  contract  of  sale  being  void  from  misrepresentation  :  45  Ga.,  214.  Tendering  back  ar- 

ticle bought  under  false  representation  and  suing  for  price  of  goods :  45  Ga.,  222.  Fraud 
by  brother-in-law  to  widowed  sister-in-law,  in  sale  of  property,  set  aside  at  her  option  : 
45  Ga.,  586.  Fraud  by  corporation  through  its  agent:  54  Ga.,  635.  Bill  in  behalf  of 
county  against  former  Sheriff  charging  him  with  fraudulent  acts  :  54  Ga.,  164.  To  re- 

cover purchase  money  on  sale  where  no  warranty,  must  show  fraud :  55  Ga.,  289.  Part- 
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nership  interest  unless  fraud  in  seller  no  rescission  of  sale  of:  55-Ga.,485.  What  is 
known  of  defects  in  trade  need  not  be  communicated  ;  suit  may  be  brought  for  deceit 
waiving  the  contract:  57  Ga.,  443-4.  Where  goods  should  be  paid  for  according  to 
samples,  seller  not  warranting  his  prices:  55  Ga.,  116-118.  Where  if  any  fraud  was 
practiced  it  was  waived  and  acquiesced  in  :  59  Ga.,  113.  Representations  after  the  sale 
not  affecting  the  purchase:  61  Ga.,  478-480. 

Benj.  Sales,  $428  etseq.;  Kerr  on  Fraud  and  Mistake,  53;  Cooley  Torts,  473-502;  2 
Schoul.  Pers.  Pr.,  628;  2  Add.  Torts,  #1174  et  seq. ;  Chandelor  vs.  Lopus,  1  Sm.  L.  C, 

(s.  p.)  77 ;  (t.  p.)  239,  252,  273  ;  Pasley  vs.  Freeman,  2  Smith's  L.  C,  (s.  p.)  55  ;  6  Am.  D., 
116-ll7,n;  15/106,  n;  13  Pet.,  26;  13  Wall.,  379  ;  20.,  1.  What  representations  on  sale  are 
not  fraudulent,  opinions  :  36  Am.  P.,  198.  Misrepresentations  made  in  good  faith  on 
sale,  vendee  being  on  equal  terms,  will  not  avoid  sale  :  32  Am.  P..  716.  Nor  will 

,  fraudulent  representations,  benefits  expected  being  merely  speculative :    26  Am.  P., 
508 ;  on  sale  of  business  :  35  Am.  P.,  662. 

§2635.  (2593.)  (2591.)  Concealment,  when  fraud.     Concealment  of  ma- 
%  §§2199, 2804.  terial  facts,  may  in  itself,  amount  to  a  fraud — 
'  1.  When  direct  inquiry  is  made  and  the  truth  evaded.a c 
/  Where  this  section  rightfully  charged :  60  Ga.,  486. 
i  % 

2.  When,  from  any  reason,  one  party  has  a  right  to  expect  full  com- 
§§3175, 3177.  munication  of  the  facts  from  the  other. 

Stated :  16  Ga.,  432.  Section  cited  :   65  Ga.,  680-685. 

3.  Where  one  party  knows  that  the  other  is  laboring  under  a  delu- 
sion1* with  respect  to  the  property  sold  or  the  condition  of  the  other 

party,  and  yet  keeps  silence. 
Where  party  could  not  deny  service  :  52  Ga.,  450.  Where  there  was  no  misleading : 

35  Ga.,  38. 

4.  Where  the  concealment  is  of  intrinsic  qualities  of  the  article  which 
§2654.         ̂ ne  °ther  party,  by  the  exercise  of  ordinary  prudence  and  caution,  could 

not  discover. 

Concealment  of  material  defect :  5  Ga.,  551 ;  16/432.  When  Courts  will  leave  parties 
cognizant  of  illegal  contract  participated  in  where  they  found  them  :  16  Ga.,  416.  Con- 

cealment in  transfer  of  notes:  6  Ga.,  230.  With  equal  opportunities  for  knowing  the 
truth,  party  interested  takes  consequencies  of  failing  to  inform  himself :  55  Ga.,  485. 

Benj.  on  Sales,  £#430,  482;  Kerr  on  Fraud  and  Mistake,  94  et  seq.;  Cooley  Torts, 
478;  15  Am.  D.,  106.  aBy  artful  answers  :  35  Am.  P.,  654.  insolvency,  concealment 
of:  27  Am.  P.,  504 ;  19  Am.  D.,  446,  n;  Kerr  on  Fraud  and  Mistake,  108. 

§2636.  (2594.)  (2592.)  Mistake.    Mistake  of  law,a  if  not  brought  about 
§§2743, 3120,  by  the  other  party,  is  no  ground  for  annulling  a  contract  of  sale.    Mis- 
3i2i,  3129.    take  of  a  material  factb  may,  in  some  cases,  justify  a  rescision  of  the 

contract ;  mere  ignorance  of  a  fact  will  not. 
Money  recovered  back  where  paid  under  mistake  of  law  :  7  Ga.,  64.     Where  mistake 

of  law  a  defense :  31  Ga.,  117.     Ignorance  of  fact  will  not:  34  Ga.,  227.     Ignorance  of 
i  defendant  of  fact  that  coupons  void  did  not  affect  right  of  purchaser  to  recover  money 

back:  37  Ga.,  423.  Where  sale  vitiated  at  election  of  buyer,  although  misrepresenta- 
tion of  law  was  made  in  good  faith:  45  Ga.,  598.  Mistake  of  fact  shown  as  defense  to 

note  in  settlement  between  partners:  46  Ga.,  649.  Where  could  not  recover  back 
freight  paid  in  excess  of  charter  through  ignorance  of  law  or  facts  :  50  Ga.,  304.  When 
a  mental  mistake  as  to  amount  of  bid  will  not  excuse  for  non-compliance  with  the  bid : 
54  Ga.,  200.  Mere  ignorance  of  the  law  excuses  no  one  :  58  Ga.,  126  ;  60/380.  Mistaken 
belief  as  to  a  franchise  being  exclusive  :  56  Ga.,  73.  Where  no  such  mistake  of  law  as 
would  require  agreement  to  be  set  aside  :  60  Ga.,  391. 

2  Schoul.  Pers.  Pr.,  620;  Kerr  on  Fraud  and  Mistake,  396  et  seq.;  Benj.  Sales,  §415 
et  seq.  a5  Am.  D.,  626,  697  ;  19/508;  15  Am.  P.,  191,  n;  19/656,  n.  b4  Am.  P.,  560; 
15/171,  n. 

§2637.  (2595.)  (2593.)  Duress.  Duress  consists  in  any  illegal  im- 
prisonment, or  legal  imprisonment  used  for  an  illegal  purpose,  or  threats 

of  bodily  or  other  harm,  or  other  means  amounting  to  or  tending  to  co- 
erce the  will  of  another,  and  actually  inducing  him  to  do  an  act  con- 

trary to  his  free  will. 

It  is  no  plea  by  a  surety  that  a  bond  was  obtained  by  duress  :  9  Ga.,  49.  When  in- 
strument obtained  when  party  in  prison,  not  void :  14  Ga.,  402-3.     Duress  to  avoid 

§2752. 
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contract  must  consist  of  threats  of  bodily  or  other  harm  :  45  Ga.,  197.  When  note  given 
to  prevent  criminal  prosecution,  not  collectable  :  56  Ga.,  566  ;  36/609.  Question  for  the 
jury:  62  Ga.,  358.  The  purchaser  of  property  bona  fide,  obtained  by  duress,  protected  : 
58  Ga.,  276.  Property  seized  by  force  until  owner  executes  note  for  release  :  22  Ga., 
594.  Where  receipt  of  Confederate  money  compelled  by  duress  :  36  Ga.,  157. 

4  Am.  D.s  172,  n  ;  1/643 ;  3/745  ;  5/659  ;  19  Am.  R.,  695.     Notes  to  g2752. 

§2638.  (2596.)  (2594.)  Possibility  cannot  be  sold.  A  bare  contingency 

or  possibility*  cannot  be  the  subject  of  sale,  unless  there  exists  a  pres- 
ent right  in  the  person  selling,  to  a  future  benefit ;  so  a  contract  for  the 

sale  of  goods  to  be  delivered  at  a  future  day  where  both  parties  are 
aware  that  the  seller  expects  to  purchase  himself  to  fulfill  his 

contract,  and  no  skill  and  labor  or  expense  enters  into  the  considera- 
tion, but  the  same  is  a  pure  speculation  upon  chances,  is  contrary  to 

the  policy  of  the  law,  and  can  be  enforced  by  neither  party. 
May  be  the  subject  of  assignment :  32  Ga.,  480.  Where  executory  contract  for  sale 

of  goods  at  future  day  cannot  be  enforced :  45  Ga.,  501.  Sufficient  under  the  facts  to 
take  it  out  of  the  illegality  of  contracts  under  this  section  :  44  Ga.,  124;  55/633.  That 
which  has  no  potential  existence  as  cotton  not  planted  is  not  subject  of  sale  :  55  Ga., 
586;  58/574.  Contract  made  for  delivery  of  cotton  before  raised,  rendered  of  no  effect 
by  death  of  contractor  :  61  Ga.,  270  :  60/559. 

aProceeds  of  fair  to  be  held  by  society,  not  subject  of  sale  :  27  Am.  R.,  562.  Sale  of 
property  to  be  acquired:  23  Am.  R.,  518;  of  growing  crops:  See  note  to  #1954.  Sale 
of  fish  to  be  caught,  passes  no  title  to  the  fish  when  caught :  If  Am  R.,  357.  Futures : 
2  Woods,  554  ;  25  Am.  R.,  349;  33/390  ;  see  notes  to  §2750  (g). 

§2639.  (2597.)  (2595.)   Title  conveyed.     The  seller  can  convey  no  great- §3092. 
er  title  than  he  has  himself.     The  bona  fide  purchaser  of  a  negotiable 
papera  not  dishonored,  or  of  money,  or  bank  bills,  or  other  recognized 
currency,  will  be  protected  in  his  title,  though  the  seller  had  none. 
There  is  no  "market  overt"b  in  Georgia. 

Where  bona  fide  purchaser  of  negotiable  note  before  due,  takes  it  free  from  anything 
impugning  its  validity :  2  Ga.,  92 ;  4/287.  Also  where  held  as  a  collateral :  22  Ga.,  246 ; 
57/274.  But  where  acquires  no  title  buying  note  after  due:  8  Ga.,  421.  Purchaser 
with  notice  from  one  without,  protected  :  25  Ga.,  546  ;  8/258.  When  innocent  holder 
of  note  for  value  before  due,  protected :  37  Ga.,  66.  Doctrine  of  market  overt  not 
generally  recognized  or  enforced  here:  33  Ga.,  95-8,  Suplt.  ;  8/236.  At  law  the  bet- 

ter legal  title  prevails,  but  equity  will  not  grant  relief  as  against  bona  fide  purchasers 
in  favor  of  party  having  legal  title:  7  Ga.,  530.  Fraudulent  sale  of  note  rescinded  by 
tendering  back  the  note :  29  Ga.,  687.  Fraudulent  putting  off  of  insolvent  note  on  in- 

nocent purchaser  enables  him  to  recover  back  the  money  with  interest:  35  Ga.,  193. 
Avoid  sale  by  false  statement  which  not  even  sale  in  market  overt  could  render  valid : 
52  Ga.,  f40.  Creditor  having  notice  of  debtor's  wife's  rights:  54  Ga.,  543.  Bona  fide 
purchaser  of  railroad  stock  protected:  56  Ga.,  377. 

a2  Tudor's  Lead.  Cas.,  725 ;  notes  to  $2785.  b25  Am.  D.,  609,  n ;  2  Tudor's  Lead.  Cas., 714. 

§2640.  (2598.)  (2596.)  Purchaser  without  notice,  protected.  A  title  _  ob- 
tained by  fraud,  though  voidable  in  the  vendee,  will  be  protected  in  a 

bona  fide  purchaser  without  notice. 
Purchaser  bona  fide  of  negotiable  paper  before  due  protected,  although  seller  had 

no  title:  25  Ga.,  546;  4/287.  Also  bona  fide  purchaser  of  land:  7  Ga.,  432;  3/446. 
Where  purchaser  without  notice  of  insolvent  note,  protected  :  35  Ga.,  f93.  Stolen  or 
fraudulent  bank  notes  good  in  hands  of  bona  fide  purchaser  :  18  Ga.,  67.  Bona  fide  pur- 

chaser without  notice  protected  where  legal  title  in  one  and  equitable  in  another  :  29  Ga., 
450.  Bona  fide  purchaser  not  affected  by  failure  of  consideration  of  note  being  set  forth 
on  its  face :  38  Ga.,  126.  Where  bona  fide  purchaser  of  railroad  stock  protected :  46  Ga., 
34 ;  56/377.  Not  affected  with  notice  of  prior  unrecorded  deed,  although  his  vender 
was:  27  Ga.,  637.  When  judgment  creditor  without  notice  protected  against  wife's 
equity:  54  Ga.,  543.  Innocent  purchaser  not  affected  by  fraud  of  the  seller:  55  Ga., 
497  ;  51/f72.  Bona  fide  purchaser  without  notice  protected,  although  property  obtained 
by  duress:  58  Ga.,  276. 

2  Tudor's  Lead.  Cas.,  714 ;  13  Am.  R.,  697  ;  19/394  ;  notes  to  £3092.  Stolen  property : 
25  Am.  D.,  606,  n.  Vender  clothed  with  apparent  authority  from  owner:  25  Am.  D., 
611.  Bona  fide  purchaser  from  fraudulent  vendee  :  25  Am.  D.,  613,  n  ;  17  Am.  R.,  208. 
From  person  holding  property  on  conditional  sale  :  37  Am.  R.,  664,  n  ;  34/572  ;  12/663, 
187;  3C.  L.  J.,  352;  7/479. 

§2641.  (2599.)  (2597.)  Contracts  entire  or  divisible. 
may   be   entire  or   divisible.     If  entire,  a  failure   in 

The  contract  of  sale  §2725. 

part  voids   the 
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whole;  if  divisible,  the  voidance  is  only  in' proportion  and  to  the  ex- 
tent of  the  failure.  The  intention  of  the  parties  determines  the  ques- 
tion of  entirety  or  divisibility. 

As  to  partial  failure  of  consideration  :  56  Ga.,  90. 

Sale  of  several  parcels  at  auction  on  separate  bids  to  same  purchaser,  entire  contract : 
11  Am.  R.,  48  ;  see  nctes  to  §2725. 

§2642.  (2600.)  (2598.)  Deficiency^  in  sale  of  lands.  In  a  sale  of  lands, 
if  the  purchase  is  per  acre,  a  deficiency  in  the -number  of  acres  may  be 
apportioned  in  the  price.  If  the  sale  is  by  the  tract  or  entire  body,  a 
deficiency  in  the  quantity  sold  cannot  be  apportioned.  If  the  quantity  is 

specified  as  "more  or  less,"  this  qualification  will  cover  any  deficiency 
not  so  gross  as  to  justify  the  suspicion  of  willful  deception,  or  mistake 
amounting  to  fraud ;  in  this  event,  the  deficiency  is  apportionable  :  the 
purchaser  may  demand  a  rescission  of  the  sale  or  an  apportionment  of 
the  price  according  to  relative  value. 

What  deficiency  the  words  be  the  same  more  or  less  will  cover:  20  Ga.,  588,592. 
Misrepresentations  of  render  as  to  the  quantity  of  bottom  land  a  material  inducement 
to  the  trade  :  20  Ga.,  532-6.  Unless  quantity  of,  essence  of  contract,  ant  not  descrip- 

tion, warranty  not  broken  :  26  Ga.,  564.  Failure  of  consideration  because  of  fraud  in 
estimating  number  of  acres:  28  Ga.,  276.  When  deficiency  in  number  of  acres  no 
ground  for  rescission  in  equity  when  remedy  at  law  :  44  Ga.,  166.  Section  cited  and 
construed  :  44  Ga.,  237,  242.  Failure  of  title  to  a  definite  number  of  acres,  plea  of  failure 
of  consideration  :  46  Ga.,  316-318.  Where  no  apportionment  of  land  sold  in  a  body :  50 
Ga..  618 ;  54/513. 

Sugden  on  Venders,  (s.  p.)  369;  1  Am.  D.,  612;  2/590,  708,  711;  3/620;  6/436,  519, 
635;  10/737;  12/453;  13/214;  21  Am.  R.,  317,  320;  22/750;  6  0.,  168.  Action  for  false 
representation  as  to  land  :  2  Am.  D.,  77-81,  n  ;  7/390;  19  Am.  R.,  315  ;  11/218,  n  ;  1/313. 
Sale  set  aside  for  misrepresentation,  when:  1  Am.  D.,  628;  5/i67 ;  9/787.  Excess  in 
quantity:  7  Am.  D.,  685;  13/379.  Parol  contract  to  pay  for  deficiency,  void  under 
£1950  (4) ;  1  Am.  D.,  11 ;  or  excess :  2  Am.  D.,  48. 

§2643.  (2601.)  (2599.)  Purchaser  losing  land,  rights  of.  If  the  purchaser 
loses  part  of  the  land  from  defect  of  title,  he  may  claim  either  a  rescis- 

sion of  the  entire  contract,  or  a  reduction  of  the  price  according  to  the 
relative  value  of  the  land  so  lost. 

Where  bill  for  rescission  of  contract,  for  fraud  by  vendee  :  2  Ga.,  442;  16/432.  Re- 
scission might  be  demanded  by  purchaser  for  failure  of  title  to  one  of  tracts  of  land  : 

23  Ga.,  26.  Vendee  seeking  to  recover  purchase  money  of  land  on  contract  to  be  re- 
scinded, must  pay  the  value  of  his  use  of  it :  55  Ga.,  288. 

Failure  of  title  :  7  Am.  R.,  96;  12  Am.  D.,  312-314,  n,  543;  7/330,  554;  13/92,  195; 
3/723;  High  Injunctions,  §278  et  seq.;  2  Add.  Contr.,  $507  et  seq. ;  12  Pet.,  264:  15  Wall., 
377;  8  0.,  56;  notes  to  §3191.  Damages  in  case  of  rescission:  Notes  to  §2948;  12  Am. 
D.,  312 ;  13/141 ;  4/670  ;  19/157 ;  17/788.  Incumbrances  on  title  :  5  Am.  D.,  635;  15/608  ; 
6/392 ;  20/240 ;  16/115.  Rule  in  case  of  failure  of  title  to  part  of  personalty :  11  Am. 
R.  715 ;  6/524. 

m  §2644.  (2602.)  (2600.)  Delivery  of  goods  essential.  Generally,  the  de- 
livery of  goods  is  essential  to  the  perfection  of  a  sale.  The  intention 

of  the  parties  to  a  contract  may  dispense  therewith  :  delivery  need  not 
be  actual ;  constructive  delivery  may  be  inferred  from  a  variety  of  facts. 
Until  delivery  is  made  or  dispensed  with,  the  goods  are  at  the  risk  of  the 
seller. 

Delivery  is  a  question  for  the  jury  and  need  not  be  actual:  1  Ga.,  348.-  What  is 
equal  to  delivery:  31  Ga.,  143-6;  5/175.  Tender  of  price  in  accordance  with  contract 
as  to  delivery  rests  title  in  purchaser :  39  Ga.,  597.  Evidence  as  to  place  of  delivery  :  17 
Ga.,  554-556.  Where  delivery  to  carrier  in  absence  of  agreement  is  not  delivery  to  con- 

.  signee  :  20  Ga.,  574 ;  30/637.  Delivery  of  chattel  vesting  property,  although  afterwards 
becomes  worthless  :  34  Ga.,  235-6.  Where  no  actual  delivery  or  anything  to  take  out  of 
statute  of  frauds  so  as  to  admit  of  trover:  49  Ga.,  143.  .  Where  no  such  identification 
and  separation  from  the  lot  to  entitle  to  possession  :  51  Ga.,  553-552.  Delivery  a  ques- 

tion of  intention,  although  not  separated  from  the  bulk:  55  Ga.,  633-4.  Measure  of 
damages  and  proof  against  purchaser  of  fruit  trees  for  not  receiving  and  paying  for  on 
tender:  55  Ga.,  259.  Intention  may  dispense  with  delivery  and  title  vest  conditional 
sale:  58  Ga.,  57.  Delivery  as  to  a  portion:  57  Ga.,  596.  Retention  of  goods  not  ob- 

jecting sale  of  portion  is  appropriation  of  all :  57  Ga.,  50.  Delivery  to  carrier  is  de- 
livery to  consignee,  but  not  to  third  party  :  58  Ga.,  574.     Delivery  of  personalty  as  con- 
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ditional  sale  :  58  Ga.,  379.     Delivery  of  cotton  "on  cash  sale"  does  not  pass  title  until 
paid  for:  58  Ga.,  57.     Where  no  delivery  of  cotton  crop  for  advances  :  60  Ga.,  559. 

Notes  to  Hanson  vs.  Meyer,  2  Tudor's  Lead.  Cas.  610  et  seq.;  Benj.  Sales,  $674  et  seq.; 
11  Am.  R.,  360  ;  22/619 ;  1  Bk.,  476.  Measure  of  damages  for  non-delivery  :  Sedg.  L.  C. 
Dam.,  220;  2  C.  L.  J.,  661.  Refusal  of  vendee  to  accept,  measure  of  damages:  Sedg.  L. 
C.  Dam.,  230,  236;  implied  promise  to  refund  money  received:  5  Wall.,  689.  Where 
anything  remains  to  be  done  to  ascertain  price,  as  weighing  or  counting,  sale  not  com- 

plete :  2  Tudor's  L.  C,  621 ;  11  Am.  R.,  55;  18/119;  19/713.  Title  passes  between 
parties,  by  delivery,  although  something  remains  to  be  done  to  ascertain  value,  unless 
this  was  to  be  done  before  delivery  ;  as  in  case  of  lumber  to  be  culled,  piled  and 
counted:  27  Am.  R.,  42.  Otherwise,  as  to  creditors,  as  in  case  of  cotton  to  be  ginned, 
packed  and  hauled:  30  Am.  R.,  537  ;  see  10  0.,  124.  In  case  of  sale  by  husband  to 
wife  :  11  Am.  R.,  200.  Where  part  of  a  larger  quantity  of  goods  is  sold,  such  part  must 
be  selected  before  sale  is  complete  :  2  Tudor's  L.  C.,613;  11  Am.  R.,  55.  On  sale  of 
specified  part  of  mass  of  one  kind  of  grain,  of  uniform  value,  separation  is  not  neces- 

sary to  pass  title  :  29  Am.  R.,  282.  Actual  tender  of  heavy  machinery  is  not  necessary  : 
33  Am.  R.,  698.  Mere  delivery  of  bill  of  sale  does  not  vest  title  as  against  subsequent 
attaching  creditor  of  vender:  34  Am.  R.,  389.  Goods  in  warehouse:  1  Am.  R.,  498,  n; 
29/418.  Delivery  to  carrier:  3  Am.  D.,  177;  7/402  ;  4/721 ;  7/545  ;  31/158.  Intention 
of  parties:  11  Am.  R.,  90,  n.  Delivery,  as  affected  by  statute  of  frauds:  Notes  to 

$1950  (7).  Live  hogs  in  vender's  pasture,  deliverable  by  agreement  and  pointing  out, 
with  further  agreement  that  they  were  to  remain  until  sold  by  vendee:  36  Am.  R., 
452. 

§2645.  (2603.)  (2601.)  Sales  of  articles  being  manufactured.  When  the 
sale  is  of  goods  to  be  manufactured  and  delivered  at  a  future  time,  the 
question  of  risk  will  depend  upon  the  fact,  to  be  ascertained  in  each 
case,  whether  the  parties  stipulate  for  a  particular  article  in  course  of 

construction,*  or  an  article  filling  the  specification  of  the  contract.  In 
the  former  case  the  title  passes  to  the  vendee  before  delivery  ;  in  the 
latter  it  does  not.b 

Where  no  priee  or  definite  quantity  of  growing  crop  for  advances  and  planter  dies 
before  delivery,  his  title  not  divested:  60  Ga.,  559. 

2  Tudor's  Lead.  Cas.,  624.  a19  Am.  R.,  318.  bWhere  the  property  is  destroyed  by 
accident,  the  vender  is  not  liable  for  damages  sustained  by  vender  by  non-delivery  :  7 
Am.  R.,415. 

§2646.  (2604.)  (2602.)   Consideration.      A   valuable    consideration   is  §2739. 
essential  to  a  sale  :  it  must  either  be  definite,  or  an  agreement  made  by 
which  it  can  be  made  certain  ;  if  its  ascertainment  becomes  impossible 
there  is  no  sale. 

Void  sale  of  coupons  where  worthless  in  first  instance  :  37  Ga.,  423.  As  to  whether 
waiver  of  fraud  by  acceptance  of  consideration,  etc.  :  47  Ga.,  26.  Plea  that  mortgage 
without  consideration  :  58  Ga.,  125. 

In  such  case,  vender  can  recover  fair  value  of  goods;  or  in  absence  of  proof  thereof, 
lowest  price  of  goods  of  the  description  sold  :  Sm.  Merc.  Law  (3d  Am.  ed.),  617,  646  ;  1 
Add.  Contr.,  167. 

§2647.  (2605.)  (2603.)  Inadequacy,  effect  of     Inadequacy  of  price  is  no  §§2742, 3179. 
ground  for  rescission  of  a  contract  of  sale,  unless  it  is  so  gross  as 
combined  with  other  circumstances  to  amount  to  a  fraud. 

Stated:  6Ga.,516;  19/471,492.  Section  cited  and  construed :  47Ga.,52.  Purchaser 
not  discovering  until  four  years  after  that  business  purchased  worthless  :  55  Ga.,  485. 

Kerr  on  Fraud  and  Mistake,  187  ;  12  Am.  D..  362;  1/650;  notes  to  sections  on  margin. 

§2648.  (2606.)  (2604.)  Purchase  price,  when  due.  Unless  credit  is  spe- 
cifically agreed  on,  or  is  the  custom  of  the  trade,  the  purchase  money 

is  due  immediately,  and  the  seller  may  demand  payment  before  deliv- 
ering the  goods. 

Transaction  "on  cash  sale"  of  cotton  no  title  to,  in  purchaser  until  paid  for:  58 
Ga.,  57. 

§2649.  (2607.)  (2605.)  Stoppage  in  transitu.  If  the  goods  are  delivered 
before  the  price  is  paid,  the  seller  cannot  retake  because  of  failure  to 
pay ;  but  until  actual  receipt  by  the  purchaser  the  seller  may  at  any 
time  arrest  them  on  the  way  and  retain  them  until  the  price  is  paid. 
If  credit  has  been  agreed  to  be  given,  but  the  insolvency  of  the  pur- 
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•     chaser  is  made  known  to  the  seller,  he  may  still  exercise*  the  right  of 
stoppage  in  transitu. 

When  right  may  be  exercised :  35  Ga.,  273.  Is  superior  to  lien  of  attachment  against 
vendee,  levied  on  goods  sold  before  reaching  their  destination :  54  Ga.,  533. 

Benj.  Sales,  #828  et  seq. ;  2  Schoul.  Pers.  Pr.,  579;  1  Pars.  Contr.,  595;  29  Am.  D., 
384-391,  n;  Ewell  Evans'  Ag.,  377-379;  5  Am.  R.,  199;  25/17;  notes  to  §2075.  Agent 
has  right  of,  when  he  is  liable  on  the  contract:  Ewell  Evans'  Ag.,  377. 

§2650.  (2608.)  (2606.)  Purchaser  without  notice  not  affected.     A  bona  fide 
§2075.         assignee  of  the  bill  of  lading  of  goods  for  a  valuable  consideration,  and 

without  notice  that  the  same  were  unpaid  for,  and  the  purchaser  insol- 
vent, will  be  protected  in  his  title  against  the  seller's  right  of  stoppage in  transitu. 

j  Who  was  not  a  bona  fide  assignee  of  a  bill  of  lading  without  notice:  52  Ga.,  135. 
'  Where  one  not  authorized  transferred  a  duplicate  receipt  for  cotton,  conveyed  no  (itle 

to  assignee:  57  Ga.,  410.     When  bona  fide  purchaser  without  notice  protected  in  his 

\  purchase  from  a  fraudulent  vender :  57  Ga  ,  172-4. 
t  Benj.  Sales,  862;  Hutch,  on  Carriers,  §414  ;  Schoul.  B.,  501 ;  2  Schoul.  Pers.  Pr.,  597; 

Wade  on  Notice,  206;  Lickbarrow  vs.  Mason,  1  Smith's  L.  C,  (s.  p.)  388;  1  Tudor's 
Leading  Cases,  671-675;  2  Am.- D.,  268;  5/63;  21  Am.  R.,  713;  25/17;  5  C.  L.  J.,  68; 
10/454  ;  35  Am.  R.,  17  ;  1  Woods,  64;  2/35. 

§2651.  (2609.)  (2607.)  Implied  warranty.     If  there  is  no  express  cove- 
§§2563, 2622.  nant  of  warranty,  the  purchaser  must  exercise  caution  in  detecting  de- 

fects :  the  seller,  however,  in  all  cases  (unless  expressly  or  from  the  nature 
of  the  transaction  excepted)  warrants — 

To  entitle  to  rescission  must  show  a  breach  of  warranty  of  title,  or  fraud  in  respect 
to  title :  55  Ga.,  289-295.  No  express  warranty  and  no  fraud,  when  cannot  recoup  or  set 
up  failure  of  consideration:  61  Ga.,  476;  56/73.  Where  warranty  in  every  respect  in 
a  trade  may  be  a  representation  as  well  as  express  warranty:  57  Gar,  443.  Contracts, 
as  to  warranty,  in  regard  to  fertilizers :  60Ga.,288;  61/67.  Where  the  law  as  to  im- 

plied warranty  in  Code  does  not  apply,  the  parties  having  contracted  differently :  61 
Ga.,  393. 

§2778.  1.  That  he  has  a  valid  titlea  and  right  to  sell. 
Where  there  was  an  implied  warranty  on  the  part  of  vender  of  stock,  that  he  had  a 

valid  title:  37  Ga.,  531. 

2.  That  the  article  sold  is  merchantable,*  and  reasonably  suited  to  the 
use  intended.0 

Implied  warranty  in  sale  of  guano  that  was  merchantable  and  reasonably  suited  to 
use  designed:  54Ga.,490;  53/635;  46/464;  49/620;  52/504.  Failure  of  consideration 
can  be  plead  when  defect  apparent,  and  not  disclosed  and  known  to  vender  :  45  Ga., 
580;  60/520.  Special  guaranty  of  fertilizer:  62  Ga.,  617.  What  does  not  exclude  the 
benefits  of  this  paragraph  of  this  section  :  64  Ga.,  601. 

3.  That  he  knows  of  no  latent  defects'1  undisclosed. 
Where  no  express  warranty,  yet  it  is  implied  that  seller  knows  of  no  latent  defects 

45  Ga.,  582. 
5  Am.  L\,  424,  n  ;  6/114,  n;  11/269,  n;  19/477,  n ;  1/85,  n;  1  Pars.  Contr.,  573;  2 

Schoul.  Pers.  Pr.,  352  ;  Thomp.  Law  of  Farm,  §§116-129-;  30  Am.  R.,  641,  n  ;  Chandelor 
vs.  Lopus,  1  Sm.  L.  C,  (s.  p.)  77  ;  6  C.  L.  J.,  53;  7/76;  10  Wall.,  383.  Warranty  of 
soundness:  Thomp.  Law  of  Farm,  §130-133.  In  transfer  of  negotiable  instruments: 
See  §2778.  In  sale  by  sample :  7  Am.  D.,  126-129,  n  ;  4  Am.  R.,  652  ;  24/181,  n  ;  8  C.  L. 
J.,  204.  a2  Schoul.  Pers.  Pr.,  382;  3  Am.  D.,  680,  740;  9/602;  11/266;  Benj.  Sales,  §627. 
b2  Schoul.  Pers.  Pr.,  353  ;  1  Am.  D.,  85,  n;  1  Bk.,  476  ;  Benj.  Sales,  §644.  °Whart.  Neg., 
§775;  Kerr  on  Fraud,  etc.,  106.  Provisions:  1  Am.  D.,  85,  n;  6/117,  n  ;  14  Am.  R., 
608.  Sale  for  special  use:  6  Am.  D.,  115.  Vegetable  seeds  :  13  Am.  R.,  447;  25/136; 
27/13;  4  C.  L.  J.,  312.  Goods  to  be- manufactured,  warranty  implied  of  fitness  for  par- 

ticular purpose:  31  Am.  R.,  694;  34/773.  Bat  not  of  best  kind  or  quality:  31  Am.  R., 
694.  Does  not  arise  where  purchaser  inspects  goods,  and  there  is  no  fraud,  although 
seller  may  know  of  intended  use:  30  Am.  R.,  639.  d10  Am.  R.,  62.  In  machinery: 
24  Am.  R.,  104,  n;  4  C.  L.  J.,  599;  5/21 ;  23  How.,  149. 

§2652.  (2610.)  (2608.)  Effect  of  breach.  A  breach  of  warranty,  express 
g§2704, 2948,  or  implied,  does  not  annul  the  sale  if  executed,  but  gives  the  purchas- 
3895.  er  a  right  to  damages.*    It  may  be  pleaded  in  abatement  of  the  pur- 

chase money.  If  the  sale  be  executory ,b  it  is  a  good  reason  for  the  pur- 
chaser to  refuse  to  accept  possession  of  the  goods. 
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Measure  of  damages  for  breach:  46  Ga.,  265;  33/496;  1/59;  26/171,  704;  30/418, 
531.  When  assumpsit  on  implied  warranty  not  sustained  :  5  Ga.,  551.  Where  right  of 
damages  for  breach  of  warranty  could  not  be  set  off:  6  Ga.,  509.  What  necessary  to 
prove  in  action  on  breach  of  warranty  of  soundness  :  8  Ga.,  169.  No  relief  in  equity 
for  defective  title  to  purchaser  before  eviction  as  against  purchase  money  :  10  Ga.,  127. 
Assignee  of  land  when  covenant  broken  has  remedy  against  any  and  all  prior  war- 

rantors:  10  Ga.,  311.  Proof  of  breach  of  warranty  to  reduce  damages  in  suit  for 
price  of  chattel:  21  Ga.,  59.  Where  no  fraud,  but  eviction,  amount  of  damages  for. 
breach  of  warranty  is  price  paid  with  interest:  24  Ga.,  533.  When  judgment  against 
purchaser  is  evidence  in  suit  by  him  against  warrantor  :  25  Ga.,  566.  One  recovery  for 

breach  of  warranty  plead  against  another  suit,  for:  25  Ga.,  346.  WThen  plaintiff  to 
defense  on  note  for  unsoundness  of  property  purchased  can  show  defendant's  sayings, 
and  no  offer  to  return  the  purchase:  26  Ga.,  704.  Breach  of  warranty  as  defense  to 
suit  fqr  price,  and  when  warranty  not  negotiable  and  not  waived  :  27  Ga.,  457.  Where 
no  interest  to  purchaser  as  against  seller,  he  having  had  possession  for  a  time  :  28  Ga., 
289.  Where  second  assignee  of  land  brought  suit  against  original  vendor  for  breach 
of  covenant:  4  Ga.,  593.  Where  right  to  suit  on  breach  of  warranty  did  not  pass  to 
assignee  of  bill  of  sale:  1  Ga.,  75.  Where  purchaser  under  contract  of  warranty  may 
bring  suit  for  deceit,  treating  contract  as  nullity :  6  Ga.,  584.  Where  suit  on  implied 
warrant}'  could  not  be  brought:  5  Ga.,  551.  A  general  warranty  of  soundness  may 
cover  patent  defects:  19  Ga.,  277.  Warranty  of  health  did  not  extend  to  soundness  of 
mind,  but  of  body  only:  6  Ga.,  205.  Unsound  property  of  any  value,  at  sale  or  after- 

wards, purchase  money  with  interest  not  proper  criterion  of  damages  :  26  Ga.,  171. 
Warranty  by  agent:  16  Ga.,  384;  30/728;  40/465.  Where  no  breach  of  warranty  by 
emancipation:  34  Ga.,  232-386.  Recovery  should  be  for  breach  of  title  by  implied 
warranty  of  railroad  stock,  and  under  scaling  ordinance  of  1865  :  42  Ga.,  338.  Vendee 
sued  for  a  warranted  article  can  plead  breach  of  warranty  in  reduction  of  damages  : 
32  Ga.,  569;  21/68.  On  eviction  vendee  only  can  recover  value  of  land  at  time  of  pur- 

chase with  interest:  19  Ga.,  477.  Because  property  not  so  valuable  as  believed  no  rea- 
son to  withhold  the  price  :  30  Ga.,  61.  No  particular  words  necessary  to  make  a  war- 

ranty, but  must  be  so  intended  :  36  Ga.,  648.  Where  vendor  bound  to  vendee  by  his 
representations  as  to  soundness  of  a  mule  :  32  Ga.,  704.  Wnere  action  on  covenant  of 
warranty  barred  by  Act  of  1869  :  53  Ga..  76.  Suit  on  breach  of  bond  inability  to  com- 

ply with  covenant:  49  Ga.,  268-271.  Section  cited  and  construed  :  46  Ga.,  265.  As  to 
what  the  measure  of  damages  where  property  is  totally  worthless,  also  when  it  is  of 
some  value  :  23  Ga.,  17.  What  must  be  shown  to  recover  for  breach  of  warranty  of 
title  to  land  :  59  Ga.,  124.  Defense  bv  vendee  against  purchase  money  for  failure  of 
title:  59  Ga.,  496:  61/395;  56/73;  19/452;  51/398;  49/452.  Implied  warrantv  must  be 
plead  to  avail  as  a  defense:  61  Ga,,  475.  Fertilizers:  60  Ga.,  520,  148,  383;  61/364, 

392.  Vendee's  claim  for  covenant  of  warranty  prior  to  bankruptcy  of  his  vendor, 
discharged:  55  Ga.,  172.  No  implied  warranty  of  title  to  land,  and  must  show  fraud 
for  rescission  :  55  Ga.,  289.  Where  one  could  not  recover  for  breach  of  warranty  ex- 

isting at  time  he  made  his  warranty  :  49  Ga.,  345. 

Express  warranty  :  Benj.  Sales,  §610  ;  2  Schoul.  Pers.  Pr.,  334;  of  fertilizers:  32  Am. 
R.,  518.  Breach  of  warranty  on  sale  of  stock:  2  Schoul.  Pers.  Pr.,  545;  15  Am.  R., 
382  ;  29/683;  26/523.  Warranty  by  agent:  Notes  to  ̂ 2194,  2199.  Warranty  after  sale 
void  unless  new  consideration:  9  Am.  R.,  741.  Where  warranty  is  coupled  with  re- 

quirement of  immediate  notice  of  defect,  such  notice  is  condition  precedent  to  action 
for  breach:  27  Am.  R.,  775.  Pleasure  of:  1  Sedg.  L.  C.  Dam.,  526;  25  Am.  R.,  136, 
203  ;  27/13 ;  28/309  ;  33/121.  bMay  receive  and  rely  on  warranty,  but  not  as  to  patent 
defects  :  11  Am.  R.,  719.  If  part  of  goods  delivered  prove  inferior  to  those  bargained 
for,  vendee  cannot,  for  that  reason,  refuse  rest:  25  Am.  R.,  203. 

§2653.  (2611.)  (2609.)  Good  faith  required.  Covenants  of  warranty 
should  be  so  construed  as  to  require  and  encourage  the  utmost  good 
faith  in  all  contracting  parties. 

§2654.  (2612.)  (2611.)  Latent  defects.     Any  vice  or  defect  in  the  thing  §2088. 
sold  which  renders  it  either  absolutely  useless,  or  its  use  so  inconveni- 

ent and  imperfect  that  it  is  reasonable  to  suppose  that  the  purchaser 
would  not  have  contracted  had  he  knowledge  of  its  existence,  is  such  a 
latent  defect  as  good  faith  requires  the  seller  to  disclose. 

Stated:  16  Ga.,  432. 

§2655.  (2613.)  (2612.)  Patent  defects.  Patent  defects  are  not  covered 
by  a  general  express  warranty,  unless  intended  to  be  so  covered.  In 
proof  of  this  intention,  parol  evidence  is  admissible. 

Stated:  27  Ga.,  275. 

Parol:  34  Am.  R.,  518,  n.  Warrantv  coupled  with  artifice  may  cover  even  visible 
defect :  28  Am.  R.,  615 ;  5  C.  L.  J.,  116. 

§2656.  (2614.)  (2613.)  Barter    and  exchange.     Contracts  of  barter  or 
42 
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exchange  stand  upon  the  same  footing  with  private  sales,  so  far  as  the 
same  principles  can  be  applied  to  them. 

Section  referred  to  and  construed  :  45  Ga.,  223.  Where  it  was  a  case  of  barter  there 
was  no  violation  of  law:  34  Ga.,  405.  Exchange  of  railroad  stock  for  Confederate 
bonds,  measure  of  damages  for  breach  of  warranty  of  title  to  stock  :  42  Ga.,  337-8. 

General  Note  on  Private  Sales. — Acceptance,  by  purchaser  of  seller's  propo- 
sition completes  sale  :  31  Ga.,  143.  After,  of  goods,  they  are  presumed  to  be  of  the 

quality  ordered:  56  Ga.,  86.  An  appropriation  of  goods,  what  amounts  to:  57  Ga., 
50.  Administrator  sales  to,  of  two  estates,  seller  not  bound  to  show  to  which  estate 
goods  went:  34  Ga.,  429.  Adverse  possession,  sale  of  land  made  in  face  of,  void: 
29  Ga.,  121-320.  Agent,  purchase  by  of  land  sold  for  principal,  when  void  for  fraud  : 
31  Ga.,  544.  Bound  by  conveyance  by :  32  Ga.,  53.  Principal  liable  for  purchase  by, 
although  agent  may  have  made  false  statement:  48  Ga.,  516.  Alternate  proposi- 

tion, to  buy,  seller  has  right  to  election:  5  Ga.,  167.  Bartering-,  meal  for  whiskey: 
34  Ga.,  405.  Bill  of  lading,  not  negotiable  paper  in  full  commercial  sense  :  57  Ga., 
410,  Bond  for  titles,  with  purchase  money  paid  complete  title  to  land  35  Ga.,  63. 
Assignment  of,  and  promise  of  vendee  to  pay  original  vendor:  35  Ga.,  258.  Equity  of 
vendee  when  money  was  not  punctually  paid  on :  21  Ga.,  403.  Vendee  of  land  with  out- 

standing, takes  it  subject  to  equities  of  holder  of  bond  :  24  Ga.,  478.  Not  good  against 
subsequent  conveyance  to  purchaser  without  notice  :  29  Ga.,  485.  Party  claiming  un- 

der one  holding  deed  of  younger  date:  33  Ga.,  231;  38/631.  Holder  of  fails  to  make 
first  payment,  and  then  rents  from  vendor :  55  Ga.,  121.  Cannot  sell  off  any  land  sold 
under:  46  Ga.,  316.  Carrier,  delivery  to  good  generally:  57  Ga.,  50.  Cash,  sale  for, 
nominally,  may  be  completed  by  adopting  a  substitute  for  cash:  58  Ga.,  56.  Condi- 

tional sale,  of  cotton:  47  Ga.,  539.  Of  stoves:  38  Ga.,  119;  Of  pianos:  61  Ga.,  230. 
Of  soda  apparatus:  59  Ga.,  296;  of  mule:  63  Ga.,  661.  When  five  years  not  an  un- 

reasonable time  to  ask  reconveyance:  32  Ga.,  633.  And  mortgage  and  property  sold 
by  attorney  :  53Ga.,585.  And  purchaser  takes  property  to  another  county  and  sells 
it,  title  prevails  against:  23  Ga.,  205.  Delivery  of  personalty,  with  stipulation  that 
title  abides  in  seller  until  price  paid:  58  Ga.,  378.  Unconditional  sale  of  property 
bought  at,  is  a  conversion:  62  Ga.,  260.  Consideration,  worthless,  buyer  may  re- 

cover back  money  paid  to  vendor:  37  Ga.,  423.  Contract,  of  sale,  when  right  of  ac- 
tion allowed  for  failure  to  perform. :  5  Ga.,  172.  Crop,  not  planted,  sale  of  void:  55 

Ga.,586:  61/270.  A  growing  crop,  after  laid  by  and  before  maturity,  passes  to  pur- 
chaser of  the  Ian  I  :  6  Ga.,  453.  When  planted,  as  to  identification  after  gathering  :  61 

Ga.,  270.  Creditor,  one  purchasing  large  surplus  to  exclusion  of  others,  badge  of 
fraud:  2  Ga.,  1.  Sold  to  defraud,  void:  2  Ga.,  1.  Corn,  borrowed  to  be  returned  with 
not  more  than  seven  per  cent.,  not  usury:  59  Ga.,  292.  Deceit,  action  of,  for  false 
and  fraudulent  representations,  as  to  land:  2  Ga.,  66.  In  sale  of  promissory  notes: 
26  Ga.,  443.  Defect,  in  tiile,  to  part  of  thing  sold  seller  must  disclose:  16  Ga.,  432. 
Delivery,  to  agent,  delivery  to  principal:  22  Ga.,  365.  When  to  railroad,  is  not  to 
purchaser:  30. Ga.,637;  20/574.  When  goods  sold  and  nothing  said  as  to  delivery, 
time  of  or  of  payment,  property  rests  in  buyer  ;  usage  in  regard  to:  17  Ga.,  554.  De- 

mand of  goods  sold  is  prima  facie  evidence  of  purchaser's  readiness  to  pay :  5 
Ga.,  172.  Emancipation,  no  defense  for  notes  given  for  slaves:  34  Ga.,  235.  Es- 

toppel, husband  is  estopped  when  he  consented  to  conveyances  of  property  through 
wife  to  which  his  marital  right  have  attached :  46  Ga.,  241.  Franchise,  bridge  and 
ferry  sale  of  interest  in,  grant  of,  and  as  to  ex  tent  and  value  of  same :  56  Ga.,  73.  Fraud, 
to  attack  a  contract  for,  it  must  refer  to  the  execution  of  the  contract:  59  Ga.,  113. 
Guano,  no  recovery  for,  because  it  was  not  reasonably  suited,  etc..  and  was  worth- 

less :  40  Ga.,  147.  See  also:  52  Ga.,  504;  53/635.  Interest,  cash  sale  of  property 
bears,  although  payment  be  postponed  :  26  Ga.,  465.  Land  lottery,  sale  of  chance 
in,  valid:  19  Ga.,  557  ;  27/418.  Title  passes  to  purchaser  without  stop  when  grant  is- 

sues: 23  Ga.,  383.  Marriage  contract,  sale  of  property  held  in  trust  under,  by  di- 
vorced wife  to  husband  :  11  Ga..  379.  Medical  college,  sale  of  interest  in  :  35  Ga.,  31. 

Misrepresentation,  of  a  material  fact  made  innocently  by  mistake,  and  acted  on  by 
opposite  party,  is  legal  fraud:  36  Ga.,  648.  Contract  may  be  rescinded:  14  Ga.,  384. 
Mortgage,  sale  with  obligation  to  reconvey  on  certain  conditions,  is  not:  9  Ga.,  151. 
Of  personal  property  to  mortgagee  without  notice,  holds  property  previously  sold, 
but  possession  retained  :  29  Ga.,  743.  Or  sale  with  right  to  repurchase,  whether  trans- 

-  action  was,  is  a  question  for  the  jury  :  49  Ga.,  514.  Notice,  purchaser  without  notice 
of  fraud  or  defect  in  title  of  land,  and  purchaser  from  him  with,  protected:  3  Ga., 
446;  27/637.  Same  as  to.  a  promissory  note:  25  Ga.,  546.  Where  the  principle 
applies:  29  Ga.,  450.  Purchaser  of  a  note  without  notice  from  one  affected 
with  notice  of  fraud  or  defect,  protected :  7  Ga.,  432.  Reports  do  not  amount 
to,  as  to  incumbrance  to  land:  8  Ga.,  258.  Overcharge,  purchaser  refusing 
to  take  goods  because  of:  57  Ga.,  87.  Partners,  under  agreement  of  one  to  take 
firm  assets  and  hold,  the  others  harmless,  held  a  sale  :  31  Ga.,  289.  Plea,  that  guano 
was  useless  and  valueless,  what  it  should  contain  :  54  Ga.,  491.  Possession,  by  ven- 

dor prima  facie  evidence  of  fraud:  6  Ga.,  103;  8/49-156;  20/600.  As  to  subsequent 
creditors:  25  Ga.,  377.  Such  may  be  explained:  20  Ga.,  429,  600;  48/581.  Price,  in- 

adequacy of,  to  impeach  contract  must  be  so  great  as  of  itself  to  be  evidence  of  fraud: 
19  Ga,,  471-492;  6/515-516.  Promissory  note,  or  other  negotiable  security,  buyer  of, 
after  due,  from  one  having  no  title,  gets  none:  8  Ga.,  421.  Sale  of,  and  action  of  de- 

ceit against  seller,  alleging  insolvency  of  maker:  26  Ga.,  443.     Fraudulent  sale  of,  on 
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insolvent  person,  renders  seller  liable  to  purchaser:  35  Ga.,  193.  Purchase  money, 
paid  for  land,  vendee  has  legal  title  under  bond:  12  Ga.,  464.  Refusal,  on,  by  pur- 

chaser to  take  goods  at  price  agreed  on,  he  is  liable  to  seller  in  damages,  and  seller 
may  resell :  55  Ga.,  259.  Reports,  about  incumbrances  to  land  do  not  amount  to  no- 

tice :  8  Ga.,  258.  Resale,  when  purchaser  fails  to  comply  with  terms  of,  as  agreed  to : 
5  Ga.,  298.  Rescission,  still  has  a  right  to  rescind  for  fraud:  58  Ga.,  145.  Of  con- 

tract of  sale  and  purchaser's  right  to  be  reimbursed  for  freight,  etc. :  42  Ga.,  283.  Re- 
striction, that  property  sold  was  not  to  be  used  as  a  tavern  held  binding  :  10  Ga.,  503. 

Sample,  sold  by,  and  arbitration  and  award :  34  Ga.,  560.  Special  contract  includ- 
ing sale  of  mill  irons,  etc.,  repudiated,  and  action  brought  for  the  irons  :  28  Ga.,  196. 

Specific  performance,  of  contract  between  partners  as  to  sale  and  conveyance  of 
land:  29  Ga.,  628.  Statute  of  frauds,  purchase  of  cotton,  verbal,  with  no  act  show- 

ing even  part  performance  :  49  Ga.,  143.  Note  given  subsequently  in  conformity  with 
verbal  agreement  to  deliver  cotton  three  years  after  the  date,  takes  it  out  of :  55  Ga., 
634.  Stock,  sale  of  by  stockholders  not  the  act  of  the  corporation  :  1  Ga.,  519.  Time, 
when  not  of  the  essence  of  the  contract:  1  Ga.,  519;  27/438.  When  it  is,  it  may  be 
waived:  24  Ga.,  478.  Title,  one  conveying  without  and  afterwards  acquiring,  pur- 

chaser has  perfect  equity  in:  24  Ga.,  150.  To  same  effect:  24  Ga.,  489-490.  Trustee, 
naked  when  becomes  :  3  Ga.,  5.  Warranty,  measure  of  damages  when  there  is:  21 
Ga.,  59;  32/569;  46/261.  Implied  that  guano  was  merchantable  and  reasonably  suited 
to  the  use  designed:  52  Ga.,  504;  53/635.  In  bill  of  sale  does  not  pass  by  indorse- 

ment: 1  Ga.,  76.  Express,  knowingly  false,  maybe  waived  as  a  contract,  and  suit 
brought  for  deceit :  57  Ga.,  443.     Sayings  by  seller,  when  are  not :  58  Ga.,  116. 

General  Note  on  Sales. — Animals,  law  respecting  sales  of  particular  classes  of ; 
horses  :  Thomp.  Law  of  Farm,  $§134-143  ;  Oliphant  on  Horses ;  Hanover  on  Horses  ; 
sheep  :  Thomp.  Law  of  Farm,  §§151-160 ;  hogs :  Thomp.  Law  of  Farm,  §§161-168. 
Brokers,  sales- by :  General  Note  following  §2217.  Caveat  Emptor:  Broom's  Leg. 
Max.,  739;  notes  in  1  Am.  D.,  84;  12/191;  13/267;  14/131;  19/477.  Conditions  in 
contracts  of  sale:  Notes  to  §2722.  Conditional  sales  :  Benj.  Sales,  §§320,  343-345  ;  13 
Am.  D.,  451,  n;  20/145;  3  Am.  R.,  612  ;  10  C.  L.  J.,  433  ;  10  0.,  61 ;  Wade  on  Notice, 
§§72-75.  Piano  on  rent,  sale  and  not  lease:  31  Am.  R.,  79.  What  amounts  to  rescis- 

sion of  such  sale  :  31  Am.  R.,  79.  Agreement  for  hire  of  sewing  machine,  title  to  pass 
when  certain  sum  is  paid,  is  not  a  sale,  and  hirer  cannot  confer  title  on  purchaser  in 
good  faith  :  34  Am.  R.,  572.  Sale  on  condition  that  title  is  not  to  pass  until  payment 

is  complete,  gives  no  interest  subject  to  vendee's  creditors:  25  Am.  R.,  478;  36/511. 
On  acceptance  on  condition  of  approval  of  quality  by  third  person,  his  decision  bind- 

ing: 36  Am.  R.,  456.  When  sale  for  cash,  and  check  given  thereon  is  dishonored  four 
days  after,  vendor  may  rescind  and  reclaim  :  31  Am.  R.,  527.  Dangerous  articles : 
Note  to  §3033.  Fixtures,  as  between  vendor  and  purchaser  :  Note  to §2219 ;  17  Am.  D., 
687-9,  n.  Fraud  of  seller:  §§2634-5;  of  buyer:  2  Schoul.  Pers.  Pr.,  636.  Good-will 
of  business,  sale  of :  Smith's  Law  of  Propertv,  619;  of  physician:  12  Am.  R.,  390; 
14  Am.  D.,  547;  Pars.  Partn.,  409-410;  Story  Partn.,  §§99-100,  211-212,  and  general 
notes  following  §§1919,  2750  ;  2  C.  L.  J.,  98,  623  ;  3/278;  8/161.  Illegal  sales  :  2  Schoul. 
Pers.  Pr.,  643;  32  Am.  R,  122,  516;  8/346;  3  C.  L.  J.,  508.  Action  lies  for  price  of 
billiard  table,  although  it  mav  be  Used  for  gambling,  there  being  no  contract  for  such 
use:  32  Am.  R.,  119.  Inter-State  law:  12  Am.  R.,  140;  11/118;  24/590;  33/626; 
Rorer,  194-198.  "More  or  less,"  sale  of,  in  case  of  personal  property:  6  0.,  168. 
Benj.  Sales,  §691.  Newspaper,  sale  of :  26  Am.  D.,  110,  n  ;  14/547.  Powers  of  sale 
in  mortgages  and  deeds  of  trust :  See  general  notes  following  §§1968,  2347 ;  2  Perry 
Trusts,  602  (a),  602  (gg) ;  7  0.,  68 ;  17  Wall.,  44  ;  14/297  ;  18  How.,  143  ;  23/500  ;  14  Pet., 
19;  1/138.  Rescission:  Bigelow  Fraud,  400;  notes  to  §2636,  2641-2.  Sample,  sale 
by :  7  Am.  D.  (full  note),  126-132 ;  5  Am.  R.,  373 ;  see  note  to  §§2651,  1631 ;  3  C.  L.  J., 
536.  Stock,  sale  of,  carries  dividends  already  declared,  but  not  paid  :  12  Am.  R.,  611. 
False  representation  on  sale  of:  15  Am.  R.,  382  ;  see  general  note  on  Corporations,  p. 
372. — Sale  of  personal  property:  Subject  treated:  2  Add.  Contr.,  §§543-651;  2 
Tudor's  Lead.  Cases,  610  et  seq. ;  Pars.  Contr.,  519;  Woods'  Mayne  Dam.,  §§198-230; 
Abbott's  Tr.  Ev.,  285-350  ;  Williams  Pers.  Pr.,  34-55;  works  of  Benjamin,  Bell  (L.  L.); 
Blackburn  (L.  L.);  Story,  Hilliard,  Langdell. — Sales  of  real  property:  Subject 
treated:  2  Add.  Contr.,  §§507-542;  Abb.  Tr.  Ev.,  725-731;  Woods'  Mayne  Dam.,  231- 
263;  Washburn  Real  Pr. ;  works  of  Hilliard  on  Vendors,  Sugden,  Dart;  notes  to 
§§1950  (4),  2642-3.     Damages  for  breach  of  sale  of:  Sedg.  L.  C.  Dam.,  1. 
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ARTICLE  II. 

OF     GIFTS. 

§1952. 

Section. 
2657.  Essentials. 
2658.  Acceptance. 
2659.  Effect  of  written  deed. 
2660.  Delivery. 
2661.  Void  conditions, 
2662.  Gifts  void  against  creditors,  etc. 

Section. 
2663.  Presumption  of  gift. 
2664.  Of  lands. 
2665.  Loan  to  married  daughters. 
2666.  Gifts  by  persons,  etc. 
2667.  Gifts  for  illegal  purposes. 
2668.  Donatio  causa  mortis. 

§2657.  (2615.)  (2614.)  Essentials  of  gift.     To   constitute  a  valid  gift, 
there  must  be  the  intention  to  give  by  the  donor,  acceptance  by  the 
donee  and  delivery  of  the  article  given,  or  some  act  accepted  by  the 
law  in  lieu  thereof. 

Delivery  essential  to  validity  of  a  gift :  30  Ga.,  267.  Section  referred  to,  gift  of  land, 
burden  of  proof  on  one  asserting:  54  Ga.,  623-4.  A  gift  of  land  must  be  by  writing 
or  by  reason  of  improvements  by  donee,  otherwise  subject  to  judgments  against  ven- 

dor: 59  Ga.,  136-7.  Stated,  and  delivery  of  non-negotiable  note  without  more  does  not 
show  a  gift:  64  Ga.,  529. 

§2658.  (2616.)  (2615.)  Acceptance  of  gift.  If  the  donation  be  of  sub- 
stantial benefit,  the  law  presumes  the  acceptance,  unless  the  contrary 

be  shown.  A  parent,  guardian,  or  friend,  may  accept  for  an  infant. 

The  officers'1  of  a  corporation  accept  for  it. 
Section  referred  to  on  acceptance  of  a  gift :  62  Ga.,  707. 

aBefore  acceptance  by,  death  of  donor  revokes  gift  of  his  note  not  due  :  18  Am.  R. 
449 ;  note  to  §1679. 

§2659.  (2617.)  (2616.)  Effect  of  written  deed.  When  the  law  requires 
a  conveyance  in  writing  to  the  validity  of  a  gift,  or  the  conveyance  is 
made  for  a  good  consideration,  such  conveyance,  executed  and  deliver- 

ed, will  dispense  with  the  necessity  of  a  delivery  of  the  article  given. 
A  gift  in  writing,  without  good  consideration  and  without  delivery,  is 
Void. 

Must  be  deed  or  actual  delivery  of  the  thing  to  donee  :  11  Ga.,  161.  Where  gift  not 
complete  in  donee  for  want  of  delivery,  and  not  subject  to  his  debts:  30  Ga.,  267.  Must 
be  delivery    of  personal  property  or  a  writing  to  make  a  gift  effectual:  24  Ga.,  506. 

Gift  of  lands,  by  father  to  child,  by  delivery  of  unsealed  instrument,  will  be  effect- 
uated :  27  Am.  R.,  535. 

§2660.  (2618.)  (2617.)  Delivery.  Actual  manual  delivery  is  not  es- 
sential to  the  validity  of  a  gift.  Any  act  which  indicates  a  renuncia- 

tion of  dominion  by  the  donor,  and  the  transfer  of  dominion  to  the 
donee,  is  a  constructive  delivery. 

Stated:  31  Ga.,  71;  11/161.  Where  actual  delivery  impossible  gift  may  be  mani- 
fested by  writing :  23  Ga.,  261.  Where  donor  remained  in  possession  until  death: 

1  Ga.,  595,  601.  Section  cited,  acts  and  declarations  as  indicating  ownership  determin- 
ing who  is  owner :  54  Ga.,  624. 

2  Schoul.  Pers.  Pr.,  68;  3  Am.  D.,  399;  6/562;  9/684,  729;  20/211.  In  case  of  grow- 
ing crop  :  3  Am.  D.,  399.  Declaration  of  intention  to  <?ive,  with  delivery  to  bailee  for 

donee,  makes  perfect  gift :  3  Am.  R.,  115.  Conditional  delivery,  held  insufficient :  10 

Am.  R.,  118.  Gift  of  bonds,  placed  in  envelopes  inscribed  with  donee's  name,  but  not 
delivered:  36  Am.  R.,  634;  of  note,  when  not  evidenced  by  writing  on  stub:  31  Am. 
R.,  428;  unperformed  promise  to  deliver  one  made  by  third  person,  is  not  gift:  31 
Am.  R.,  105;  holder  destroying,  stating  intention  not  to  enforce,  is  gift:  35  Am.  R., 
285. 

§2661.  (2619.)  (2618.)  Void  conditions.  Impossible,  illegal  or  im- 
moral conditions  are  void,  and  do  not  invalidate  a  perfect  gift. 

§2662.  (2620.)  Gifts  void  against  creditors,  etc.  An  insolvent  person 
cannot  make  a  valid  gift  to  the  injury  of  his  existing  creditors;  and 
where  possession,  partially  or  entirely,  remains  with  the  donor,  every 
parol  gift  is  void  against  bona  fide  creditors  and  purchasers  without  no- tice. 

When  gift  was  held  good  against  a  subsequent  purchaser,  although  without  notice  : 
28  Ga.,  174.     Question  of  notice  in  subsequent  purchaser  determining  whether  he  will 
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be  preferred  to  one  under  gift :  31  Ga.,  641.  Where  made  during  suit  void  as  against 
judgment  recovered  with  or  without  notice:  31  Ga.,  148.  Where  possession  by  hus- 

band after  property  conveyed,  no  evidence  of  fraud:  17  Ga.,  217.  It  matters  not  what 
the  intent  was,  and  insolvency  of  donor  is  for  the  jury  to  determine  :  56  Ga.,  369. 
Until  gift  complete  title  in  donor  and  subject  to  his  debts  :  59  Ga.,  137. 

§2663.  (2621.)  (2621.)  Presumption  of  gifts.  The  delivery  of  personal 
property  by  a  parent  into  the  exclusive  possession  of  a  child  living 
separate  from  the  parent,  shall  create  a  presumption  of  a  gift  to  the 
child.  This  presumption  may  be  rebutted  by  evidence  of  an  actual 
contract  of  lending,  or  from  circumstances  from  which  such  a  contract 
may  be  inferred. 

Married  daughter :  9  Ga.,  539.  Evidence  of  general  plan  of  father  to  loan  and  not 
to  give  to  his  children  to  rebut  presumption  of  gift  from  possession  :  27  Ga.,  207.  Re- 

butted by  subsequent  acknowledgements  of  child  that  he  is  holding  and  has  held  un- 
der a  loan  :  29Ga.,356.  Where  presumption  conclusive  as  to  a  son-in-law  retaining 

possession  until  father-in-law's  death:  32  Ga.,  688;  33/85.  Presumption  of  gift  by 
possession  of  daughter  after  marriage  :  35  Ga.,  200.  Section  cited  :  64  Ga.,  532.  Where 
declarations  of  father-in-law  explanatory  of  possession  of  son-in-law,  not  admitted: 
33  Ga.,  219. 

§2664.  (2622.)  (2622.)  Presumption  of  gift.  The  exclusive  possession 
by  a  child  of  lands  belonging  originally  to  the  father,  without  payment 
of  rent,  for  the  space  of  seven  years,  shall  create  conclusive  presump- 

tion of  a  gift,  and  convey  title  to  the  child,  unless  there  is  evidence  of 
a  loan,  or  of  a  claim  of  dominion  by  a  father  acknowledged  by  the 
child,  or  of  a  disclaimer  of  title  on  the  part  of  the  child. 

Gift  of  realty  :  42  Ga.,  121.  The  exclusive  possession  must  have  continued  for  seven 
years  during  the  life-time  of  the  father :  48  Ga.,  332.  This  seven  years'  possession  does 
not  refer  to  a  parol  gift  of  land  :  59  Ga. ,  139. 

§2665.  (2623.)  (2623.)  Loans  to  married  daughters.  If  the  child  be  a 
married  daughter,  the  contract  of  loan  referred  to  in  the  two  preceding 
paragraphs  must  be  assented  to  by  the  husband  to  rebut  the  presump- 

tion of  a  gift. 
§2666.  (2624.)  (2624.)  Gifts  by  persons  lately  minors.  A  gift  by  any 

person  just  arriving  at  majority,  or  otherwise  peculiarly  subject  to  be 

affected  by  such  influences,  to  his  parent,aguardian,b  trustee,0  attorney* 
or  other  person  standing  in  a  similar  relationship  of  confidence,  shall 
be  scrutinized  with  great  jealousy,  and  upon  the  slightest  evidence  of 
persuasion  or  influence  toward  this  object,  shall  be  declared  void,  at 
the  instance  of  the  donor  or  his  legal  representative,  at  any  time  within 
five  years  after  the  making  of  such  gift. 

See  notes  to  §3177.  aCooley  Torts,  514.  bCooley  Torts,  525 ;  note  on  page  428  of 
Code,  c16  Am.  D.,  617  ;  Cooley  Torts,  523.  dCooley  Torts,  527  ;  note  on  page  108  of  Code. 

§2667.  (2625.)  (2625.)  Gifts  for  illegal  purposes.  If  a  gift  be  made 
for  a  specific  purpose,  expressed,  or  secretly  understood,  and  such  pur- 

pose is  illegal,  or,  from  other  cause,  fails  or  cannot  be  accomplished,  the 
donee  shall  hold  as  trustee  for  the  donor  or  his  next  of  kin. 

Illicit  intercourse  :  3  C.  L.  J.,  441.  Gift  of  personal  property,  inter  vivos  -to  donor's 
mistress,  cannot  be  revoked  on  her  death,  on  ground  of  immorality  :  31  Am.  R.,  229. 

§2668.  (2626.)  (2626.)  Donatio  causa  mortis.  A  gift  in  contemplation 
of  death  {donatio  causa  mortis)  must  me  made  by  a  person  during  his 
last  illness,  or  in  peril  of  death — must  be  intended  to  be  absolute  only 
in  the  event  of  death — and  must  be  perfected  by  either  actual  or  sym- 

bolical delivery.  Such  a  gift,  so  evidenced,  may  be  made  of  any  per- 
sonal property  by  parol,  and  proved  by  one  or  more  witnesses. 

Delivery  is  essential  to  a  gift  causa  mortis:  23  Ga.,  261;  25/669. 

Schoul.  Pers.  Pr.,  122-176;  Ward  w.  Turner,  1  White  &  Tudor  L.  C,  (s.  p.)  583;  3 
Redf.  Wills.  322:  Redf.  Lead.  Cas.  Wills,  700;  23  Am.  D.,  601-605,  full  note;  2  Pars. 
B.  and  N.,  54;  1  Roper  Leg.,  1  et  seq. ;  2  Kent  Com.,  444;  Williams  Exrs.,  770;  1  Pars. 
Contr.,  236;  St.  Eq.,  £606;    1  Sp.  Eq.,  196;  2/912;    10  Am.  R.,  313;  11/222;  18/184,;  n 
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26/680.  Of  negotiable  instrument :  1  Dan.  Neg.  Inst.,  22-26.  Of  bank  deposit:  See 
notes  to  §2105;  11  Am.  P.,  222  ;  5/621 ;  37/371.  Such  gift  requires  no  assent  of  execu- 

tor to  vest  title  :  St.  Eq.,  §606  (a) ;  but  is  liable  to  debts  on  deficiency  of  assets :  St.  Eq., 
§606 (a);  1  Sp.  Eq.,  196. 

General  Note. — Delivery  by  donor  to  donee  essential  to  gift:  1  Ga.,  595;  31/71; 
24/506.  When  declarations  of  donor  and  admissions  of  third  party  admitted  as  evi- 

dence: 3  Ga.,  513;  31/71;  19/167.  When  of  donor  not  as  to  possession:  33  Ga.,  219. 
Gift  by  will  to  separate  use  of  wife  and  children  :  16  Ga.,  528.  When  admissions  of 

father  relative  to  daughter's  owning  property  did  not  constitute  a  gift :  24  Ga.,  155, 162, 
506.  What  evidence  not  admissible  as  to  gift:  24  Ga.,  518.  Admission  that  gift  had 
been  canceled  :  24  Ga.,  583.  Possession  by  daughter  as  presumption  of  gift :  35  Ga.,  200. 
Declarations  of  donor  as  to  gift  of  land :  34  Ga.,  167.  Where  gift  until  a  certain  time 
no  title  passed:  9  Ga.,  174.  When  the  gift  took  effect  and  was  irrevocable  :  10  Ga.,  535. 
Whether  a  loan  or  a  gift  was  for  jury  to  determine  :  11  Ga.,  114.  Language  in  an  in- 

strument of  writing  constituting  a  gift  and  not  a  testament :  13  Ga.,  516.  Deed  of  gift 
not  delivered  and  burned  :  25  Ga.,  29,  34.  Where  equity  will  not  reform  a  deed  of  gift: 
31  Ga.,  317.  Where  cannot  change  the  gift  from  the  son  to  him  in  trust  for  his  wife 
and  children  :  31  Ga.,  317.  What  form  and  what  a  deed  of  gift  should  contain,  and  vol- 

untary executed  gift  good  and  can  be  enforced:  32  Ga.,  170.  Where  improvements 
and  possession  entitled  to  specific  performance  :  33  Ga.,  9.  Gift  of  a  portion  of  one's 
salary  enforced  :  40  Ga.,  217.  Gift  of  right  of  way  not  gift  of  the  ground  on  which  it 
is:  19  Ga.,  89.  Willing  the  same  property  held  under  presumptive  gift  confirms  it: 
62  Ga.,  697.  When  gift  treated  as  an  advancement :  59  Ga.,  206.  When  relationship 
by  blood  not  necessary  to  support  gift  of  land:  54  Ga.,  624. 

General  Note  on  Gifts. — Check  on  bank,  gift  valid,  though  not  presented  until 
after  donor's  death:  21  Am.  P.,  567;  contra:  27/521;  6  C.  L.  J.,  278.  Deposit 
in  bank,  gift  of :  26  Am.  R.,577,  n;  36/486;  3/115;  16/69;  18/233,  n;  23/451,  n.  Debt, 
gift  of,  made  by  balancing  account  and  giving  receipt:  14  Am.  R.,  181 ;  1  C.  L.  J.,  394. 
Equity  will  not  perfect  imperfect  gift:  9  Am.  D.,  163,  n.  Parol  gift  of  land,  when 
specifically  enforced:  22  Am.  R,  57;  8/665:  3/657;  see  notes  to  §3189;  9  Wall.,  1. 
Promissory  note  of  donor,  gift  of,  not  valid  :  9  Am.  D.,  191 ;  §2660.  Wife,  gifts  by 
and  to  husband:  See  general  note,  page  410  of  Code,  word  "Dealings." — Subject 
treated :  2  Schoul.  Pers.  Pr.,  55-102;  1  Pars.  Contr.,  234  et  seq.;  2  Kent  Com.,  433 ;  2 
Cooley's  BL,  316,  440. 

CHAPTER  VI. 

OF  TITLE  BY  ESCHEAT  AND  FOKFEITUBE. 

Section. 
26(9.  Escheat 
2670.  Alien  heirs. 
2671.  Duty  of  Ordinary. 
2672.  Proceeds,  how  disposed  of. 
2673.  Counsel  for  esch  eater. 

Section. 
2674.  Claim  within  six  years. 
2675.  Forfeiture 
2676.  Aliens  may  hold  land. 
2677.  Other  forfeitures. 

§2669.  (2627.)  (2627.)  Escheat.  Escheat  is  where,  upon  failure  of  heirs, 
the  estate  of  an  intestate  falls  to  the  State.  In  no  other  case  does  an 
estate  escheat  in  Georgia. 

§2670.  (2628.)  (2628.)   When  heirs,  etc.,  are  incapable.     If  the  heirs  of 
Act  of  i8io,  an  intestate,  or  the  devisees  of  land  of  a  testator  be  incapable  of  holding 
c.  p.  253.     j.^le  to  lands,  the  Ordinary  shall  order  the  legal  representative  of  the estate  to  sell  the  lands  and  pay  over  the  proceeds  to  such  devisee  or 

next  of  kin. 

[Section  (2629.)  Repealed  by  Constitution  of  1865,  Article  V.,  sec- 
tion 14.] 

§2671.  (2630.)  (2630.)  Duty  of  Ordinary,  claims.  The  escheator,  so  soon 
Act  of  i80i,  as  he  shall  obtain  possession  of  the  estate  as  administrator,  shall  make 
acFomsos,  known  to  the  Ordinary  of  the  county  the  fact  that  the  same  has  appa- 
c.P.  252.    '  rently  escheated  to  the  State,  whereupon  the  said  Ordinary  shall  pass 
c.cp°254817'  an  order  requiring  the  said  administrator  to  advertise,  by  publication 

in  one  or  more  papers  in  this  and  other  States,  according  to  the  circum- 
stances of  each  case,  notifying  all  persons  interested  as  next  of  kin  of 

such  deceased  person,  of  the  facts  and  date  of  his  death,  the  amount  of 
the  estate,  and  the  pendency  of  proceedings  to  escheat  the  same,  which 
publication  shall  be  continued  for  six  months.     If  no  person  shall  ap- 

pear and  claim,  as  heir,  within  twelve  mont.hs  from  the  date  of  tne 
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first  publication,  the  Ordinary  shall  pass  an  order  declaring  the  said 
property  escheated  to  the  State.  If  any  person  claims  the  property 
alleged  to  be  escheated,  the  claim  shall  be  interposed  and  tried  as 
claims  at  administrators'  sales. 

If  neither  heirs,  distributees  or  creditors  the  property  escheats:  16  Ga.,  32. 

§2672.  (2631.)  (2631.)  Proceeds,  how  disposed  of.  The  proceeds  of  es- 
cheated property  shall  be  paid,  in  each  county,  to  the  Ordinary,  or 

other  treasurer  of  the  educational  fund  of  such  county,  to  become  a  part 
of  such  fund. 

§2673.  (2632.)  (2632.)  The  Solicitor-  General  counsel  for  escheator.  In  all 
trials  arising  in  reference  to  escheated  property  the  Solicitor-General 
shall  be  ex  officio  counsel  for  escheator. 

§2674.  (2633.)  (2633.)   Claim  within  six  years.     The   next  of  kin,  or  Act  of  i8oi, 
heir  of  such  deceased  person,  may,  at  any  time  within  six  years  after  acFomsw, 
such  order  declaring  the  estate  escheated  (or  if  laboring  under  any  dis- c-  P-  st- 

ability, within  three  years  after  the   removal  of  the  same),  bring  suit 
against  the  treasurer  of  said  educational  fund  for  the  principal  of  the 
said  sum  without  interest,  and  upon  proof  of  his  right  thereto,  may  re- 

cover the  same  without  costs. 

§2675.  (2634)  (2634.)  Forfeiture  for  crime  abolished.     Forfeiture  to  the  §4699. 
State  for  crime,  is  abolished  in  this   State,  except  so  far  as  the  lien 
which  the  State  holds  upon  all  the  property  of  an  offender  for  the  costs 
of  the  prosecution  against  him. 

§2676.  Repealed.     See  Acts  of  1875,  p.  21. 
§2677.  (2635.)  (2636.)  Other  forfeitures.  Forfeitures  are  worked  by 

various  Acts,  specified  in  different  parts  of  this  Code,  for  the  benefit  of 
persons  named  therein. 

Forfeiture  without  notice,  violative  of  constitutional  right:  3  Am,  R.,  636. 

General  Note. — Before  and  after  the  Act*of  1801,  where  land  may  revert  to  State  by 
escheat:  26  Ga.,  582,  590.  Expenses  of  escheator:  28  Ga.,  227.  As  to  proof  of  land 
reverting  to  the  State  :  29  Ga.,  589.  Trustee  under  a  will  in  another  State  takes  title  to 
the  land  according  to  the  law  here :  52  Ga.,  362. 

General  Note  on  Escheat. — Escheat  of  lands  of  alien:  See  general  note  following 
$1665.  Equity  will  avoid,  how:  5  How.,  233.  Subject  treated:  3  Wash.  Real  Pr.,  46 

etseq.;  2  Cooley's  Bl.,  11,  72,  89,  241,  256,  261,  264. 

CHAPTER  VII. 

OF   TITLE    BY   PRESCRIPTION. 

Section. 
267S.  Prescription. 
2679.  Adverse  possession. 
2680.  Actual  possession. 
2681.  Constructive  possession. 
268?.  Possession  for  twenty  years. 
2683.  Possession  for  seven  years. 

Section. 
26  >4.  Dedication. 
2685.  Prescription  for  personalty. 
2686.  Disabilities. 
2687.  Stops  the  prescription. 
2688.  Other  exceptions. 
2689.  Transfer  of  prescriptive  title. 

§2678.  (2636.)  (2637.)  Title  by  prescription.  Title  by  prescription  is 
the  right  which  a  possessor  acquires  to  property  by  reason  of  the  con- 

tinuance of  his  possession  for  a  period  of  time  fixed  by  the  laws. 
Section  cited  :  51  Ga.,  141.  Definition  of  prescription,  Burdell  vs.  Blaine,  Pamphlt- 

Sept.  1880,  p.  38.  When  it  must  be  continuous  possession  by  tenants  in  privity:  30 
Ga.,  971.  Where  possession  of  vendee  under  title  bond  is  not  that  of  vendor:  30 
Ga.,  83. 

§2679.  (2637.)  (2638.)  Adverse  possession.     Possession  to  be  the  foun-  Ac(s  of  1851 
dation  of  a  prescription  must  be  in  the  right  of  the  possessor,  and  not  -%  p-  239. 
of  another;  must  not  have  originated  in  fraud;  must  be  public,  contin- §22389, 3774. 
uous,a  exclusive,  uninterrupted,  and  peaceable,  and  be  accompanied  by 
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a  claim  of  right.     Permissive  possession  cannot  be  the  foundation  of  a 
prescription,  until  an  adverse  claim  and  actual  notice  to  the  other  party. 

Possession  for  the  "Statutory  time  by  himself  or  by  continuous  succession  of  others  : 
49  G-a.,  99,  102.  Prescriptive  right  acquired  by  vendees  of  one  tenant  in  common  as 
against  co-tenants  :  47  Ga.,  674.  No  prescription  by  adverse  possession  knowing  of  fraud 
in  the  possession :  54Ga.,454;  51/139;  50/629.  To  defeat,  knowledge  of  fraud  or  par- 

ticipation in  by  one  setting  up  adverse  possession  is  necessary :  53  Ga.,  372-3.  When 
wife  must  show  adverse  possession  to  husband  to  claim  title  against  his  cieditors:  57 
Ga.,  134.  Where  tenant  abandons  possession  there  was  no  continuous  possession:  57 
Ga.,  156.  Prescription  does  not  apply  to  assumpsit,  adverse  possession  as  by  one  tenant 
in  common  against  another:  57  Ga.,484.  Permissive  possession  no  foundation  for  pre- 

scription which  applies  to  the  seven  and  twenty  years:  61  Ga.,  419.  When  innocent 
purchaser  cannot  tack  possession  of  fraudulent  grantor  to  make  out  prescription  :  63 
Ga.,  360.  Where  mere  possession  for  twenty  years  of  a  strip  of  land  gave  prescriptive 
right:  64  Ga.,  370.  Possession  with  acts  indicating  ownership:  12  Ga.,  169.  Vendee  in 
possession  under  unconditional  bond,  for  title  does  not  hold  adversely  against  vendor 
until  purchase  money  paid :  12  Ga.,  451.  What  not  such  acts  in  reference  to  wood 
land  and  uninclosed  land  as  is  adverse  possession  :  33  Ga.,  539.  Where  deed  not  recorded 
in  time  not  such  notice  to  subsequent  purchaser  as  to  avoid  his  prescriptive  possession : 
43  Ga.,  291.  Infancy  of  grantors  in  reply  to  adverse  possession  which  in  absence  of 
proof  presumed  bona  fide:  44  Ga.,  645.  Boundary  and  possession  regulated  by,  for 
twenty  or  thirty  years  conclusive  on  parties  and  those  claimingunder  them:  34  Ga!,  290. 

Tyler  on  Ej.  and  Adverse  Possession,  874  et  seq. ;  notes  to  Nepean  vs.  Dow,  2  Smith's 
L.  C,  (t.  p.)  561-567;  1  Broom  &  Hadley's  Com.,  691  (note  332);  Abb.  Tr.  Ev.,  715; 
Wade  on  Notice.  ?288  et  seq. ;  18  Am.  D.,  463 ;  27/397  ;  30/212 ;  28/354  ;  notes  in  26  Am. 
D.,  102,  n;  18/489;  15/450;  18  How.,  50;  2  C.  L.  J.,  527;  3/19.  Does  not  arise  in  favor 
of  vendee  against  vendor :  15  Am.  D.,  450,  n;  4/267;  see  8  0.,  56.  Nothing  taken  by 
inference,  the  presumption  being  in  favor  of  possession  in  subordination  to  the  true 

owner's  title  :  26  Am.  D.,  95  ;  6/627.  a13  Am.  D.,  185,  331 ;  3  C.  L.  J.,  408.  A  single 
interruption,  followed  by  no  attempt  to  test  right,  will  not  break  continuity  :  16  Am. 
E.,  10.     Interrupted  by  litigation:  21  How.,  394. 

§2680.  (2638.)  (2639.)  Actual  possession.  Actual  possession  of  lands 
is  evidenced  by  inclosure,  cultivation,  or  any  use  and  occupation  thereof 
which  is  so  notorious  as  to  attract  the  attention  of  every  adverse  claim- 

ant, and  so  exclusive  as  to  prevent  actual  occupation  by  another. 
Corporeal  possession,  unless  under  deed,  and  then  to  boundary  of  the  deed  :  15  Ga., 

545.  Not  such  occupation  as  to  notify  true  owner  of  intention  to  claim  fee:  20 
Ga.,  732  ;  33/539.  Section  cited  and  construed  :  51  Ga.,  141  ;  52/462.  Where  one  ten- 

ant in  common  attempts  to  sell  all  the  interest,  purchaser  <mly  takes  vendor's  interest : 
52  Ga.,  637  ;  61/608,  613.     Section  cited  and  construed  :  62  Ga.,  462  ;  51/141. 

10  Pet.,  412;  11/41.  Evidenced  by  driving  and  maintaining  piles  in  land  covered  by 
water :  4  Am.  I).,  120  ;  by  refusal  to  permit  entry  or  survey  :  18  Am.  D.,  463.  Occasional 
cutting  of  timber,  and  the  exercise  of  other  acts  of  ownership,  such  as  men  are  accus- 

tomed to  use  over  woodland,  is  not  such  a  possession:  10  Am.  D.,609.  A  fence  main- 
tained between  adjoining  proprietors  for  the  sake  of  convenience  merely,  and  without 

intention  of  thereby  fixing  boundaries,  is  insufficient  per  se  to  make  the  possession  of 
either  proprietor  adverse:  28  Am.  D.,  354. 

§2681.  (2639.)  (2640.)  Constructive  possession.  Constructive  possession 
§3017.  of  lands  is  where  a  person  having  paper  title  to  a  tract  of  land  is  in 

actual  possession  of  only  a  part  thereof.  In  such  a  case,  the  law  con- 
strues the  possession  to  extend  to  the  boundary  of  the  tract.  Hence, 

adjacent  owners  may  be  in  constructive  possession  of  the  same  land, 
being  included  in  the  boundaries  of  each  tract.  In  such  cases,  no  pre- 

scription can  arise  in  favor  of  either. 
Stated:  15  Ga.,  545  ;  30/701.  Where  living  on  the  lot  and  there  was  a  portion  of  it 

inclosed  :  24  Ga.,  343.  Where  no  occupation  of  the  whole  lot  by  inclosure  of  quarter 
of  an  acre  in  one  corner:  26  Ga.,  183.  Where  in  possession  of  part  of  lot  without  a 
deed,  cannot  claim  entire  lot :  30  Ga.,  300.  Written  title  to  whole  possession  by  ten- 

ant as  to  a  portion:  39  Ga.,  550.  Can  only  claim  so  much  as  largest  description  in  his 
deed  will  embrace:  44  Ga.,  607.  Where  mere  squatter  cannot  convey  to  purchasers  so 
as  to  defeat  true  owners  title:  44  Ga.,  573.  Construing  this  section:  58  Ga.,  594; 
54/608,  610.  Possession  under  deed  with  actual  possession  of  part  of  the  land  will  em- 

brace the  whole  tract  in  the  deed  :  57  Ga.,  204  ;  62/531  ;  65/402.  But  the  deed  must  be 
recorded  to  have  this  effect:  64 Ga.,  157. 

Tyler  on  Ej.  and  Adverse  Possession,  888;  12  Am.  D.,  357,  n;  14/331,  n;  18/463;  10 
Pet.,  412;  5/319;  28  Am.  R.,  360. 

§2682.  (2640.)  (2641.)  Possession  for  twenty  years  gives  title.  Actual  ad- 
verse possession  of  lands  by  itself,  for  twenty  years,  shall  give  good  title 
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by  prescription  against  every  one,  exceptthe  State, or  persons  laboring  Actsofi867, 

under  the  disabilities  hereinafter  specified.  p*  °60, 
Boundary  acquiesced  in  by  coterminous  proprietors  and  possession  regulated  by  it 

for  twenty  or  thirty  years  conclusive  on  the  parties  and  those  holding  under  them  :  34 
Ga.,  290;  53/304,  314.  Public  passing  over  uninclosed  strip  of  land  for  over  twenty 
years  as  side-walk  was  no  such  dedication  by  acceptance  of  town  as  to  give  them  right 
to  ditch  it.  53  Ga.,  609.  Also  see55Ga.,  150.  Section  cited,  without  the  bond  for  title 
twenty  years  instead  of  seven  requisite:  63  Ga.,  279.  Possession  of  a  strip  of  land  in 
city  of  Savannah  for  twenty  years  without  written  title  was  good  prescriptive  title 
again'st  every  one  except  the  State  and  those  not  sui  juris:  64  Ga.,  370,  373. 

§2683.  (2641.)  (2642.)  Possession  for  seven  years  gives  title,  when.  Ad-  Act  of  _i7«7, 

verse  possession  of  lands,  under  written  evidence  of  title,  for  seven  a'c? of  1805, 
years,  shall  give  a  like  title  by  prescription.  But  if  such  written  title  J <y.  5|3£g51 
be  forged  or  fraudulent,  and  notice  thereof  be  brought  home  to  the  -2,  p.  238. 

claimant  before  or  at  the  time  of  the  commencement  of  his  possession,  ̂ fp0^855 
no  prescription  can  be  based  thereon. 

Stated :  4  Ga.,  416  ;  5/40,  261;  49/165;  7/348.  Presumption  of  grant  to  ferry  right 
where  seven  years  exclusive  possession  and  enjoyment  of  it :  7  Ga.,  348;  9/359.  Al- 

though adverse  possession  defective  true  owner  must  sue  in  seven  years  or  is  barred  : 
9Ga.,440.  More  than  seven  years  possession  of  gold  mine  under  deed:  9  Ga.,  497. 
Prior  possession  for  more  than  seven  years  authorizes  recovery  against  wrong  doer  :  30 
Ga.,  652.  Injunction  against  administrator  where  adverse  possession  for  seven  years  :  30 
Ga.,  74.  To  perfect  statutory  possession  to  property  under  color  of  title,  it  must  be 
adverse  and  continuous  for  seven  years  :  32  Ga.,  239.     Possession  under  bond  for  title  : 

32  Ga.,  307-313.  Where  no  grant  appears  to  have  been  issued:  32  Ga.,  656.  "Where tenant  for  life  before  the  Code  conveyed  entire  estate,  such  purchaser  and  those  hold- 
ing under  him  for  seven  years,  protected  :  36  Ga.,  199.  No  statute  of  limitations  as  to. 

suits  for  realty  since  1st  of  January,  1863:  38  Ga.,  442.  Possession  under  paper  title, 
in  good  faith  and  no  knowledge  of  fraud  :  44  Ga..  277  ;  52/639;  59/299.  No  statutory 
right  by  possession  while  title  in  the  State  :  6  Ga.,  158.  Sheriff's  deed  as  color  of  title  : 
16  Ga.,  593.  One  in  possession  of  land  for  seven  years  in  good  faith,  protected,  al- 

though he  is  under  bond  for  title  :  44  Ga.,  276,  277  ;  53/655,  657.  Section  cited  :  46  Ga.; 

556.  Where  plaintiff  claimed  that  defendant's  deed,  under  which  his  adverse  posses- 
sion commenced,  was  a  forgery :  49  Ga.,  165.  To  defeat  prescriptive  title  for  fraud, 

must  show  knowledge  at  time  of  or  before  possession :  51  Ga.,  139,  141 ;  50/631.  As  to- 
whether  possession  in  good  faith,  or  fraudulent,  is  for  the  juryp:  54  Ga.,  451-455. 
When  bona  fide  purchaser  without  value  from  mortgagor,  with  seven  years'  posses- 

sion, protected:  57  Ga..  204.  Quit  claim  deed  as  color  of  title,  with  seven  years'  pos- 
session: 58  Ga.,  386-8.  What  was  not  one  of  the  exceptions  to  stop  the  running  of 

the  statute :  56  Ga.,  538,  540.  Where  trustee  incompetent  witness  to  prove  fraud 

against  color  of  title:  56  Ga.,  474-6.  When  seven  years'  possession  of  land  sufficient 
title  to  recover  in  ejectment :  58  Ga.,  591.  Section  cited  :  59  Ga.,  829  ;  57/135.  What 
necessary  to  show  connected  possession  of  several:  59  Ga.,  55.  Section  referred  to  in 
reference  to  fraud  :  55  Ga.,  25 ;  64/326,  332.  Must  be  knowledge  of  fraud  to  be  a  reply 

to  seven  years'  adverse  possession  under  color  of  title  :  53  Ga.,  371  ;  59  /299.  Where 
prescription  had  its  commencement  in  good  faith:  62  Ga.,  1.  When  innocent  pur- 

chaser from  fraudulent  grantor  cannot  tack  such  grantor's  possession  to  his  :  63  Ga., 360. 

Color  of  title:  Tyler  on  Ej.  and  Adverse  Possession,  859;  19  Horn.,  289;  21/493; 
2  Bk.,  599 ;  9  Wh.,  541;  11  O.,  333  ;  3  C.  L.  J.,  408;  26  Am.  D.,  103,  n  ;  14/580-584,  n  ; 
11/741,  n. 

§2684.  (2642.)  (2643.)  Dedication  to  public  use.  If  the  owner  of  lands, 
either  expressly  or  by  his  acts,  dedicates  the  same  to  public  use,  and 
the  same  is  so  used  for  such  a  length  of  time  that  the  public  accommo- 

dation or  private  rights  might  be  materially  affected  by  an  interrup- 
tion of  the  enjoyment,  he  cannot  afterward  appropriate  it  to  private 

purposes.  \ 
What  is  a  dedication  :  12  Ga.,  239.  Removal  of  Court  House  did  not  interfere  with 

citizen's  rights  as  to  dedication  of  streets  and  squares:  17  Ga.,  56.  Injunction  against 
levying  on  dedicated  lots:  18  Ga.,  728.  Also  against  selling:  41  Ga.,  376.  Use  of 
road  for  thirty  years  by  public  presumptive  of  a  grant  to  them  :  26  Ga.,  665.  Only  re- 

stricted prescriptive  right  to  road,  owner  keeping  gate  at  each  end  :  30  Ga.,  896.  In- 
junction against  obstructions  in  a  street  that  had  been  dedicated  to  city  by  proprietor  : 

33  Ga.,  601.  There  must  be  acceptance  of  dedication  of  lands  to  public  use  :  44  Ga., 
537,  529.  Presumed  dedication  of  lands  to  streets  :  45  Ga.,  342.  State  by  grant  gave  right 
to  run  street  railway  on  street  dedicated  to  city  :  45  Ga.,  602.  Where  there  was  no 
dedication:  53Ga.,609;  55/150.  Voluntary  repair  of  bridge  and  embankment  lead- 

ing to  it  does  not  constitute  a  dedication  of  it  by  county  to  town  :  55  Ga.,  609,  612. 
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Dillon  Munic.  Corp.,   §490  et  seq. ;   Angell  on  Highways,   135,  and  note  following 
§652;    notes  to  Dovaston  vs.  Payne,   2  Sm.  L.  C,  (s.  p.)  90;    32  Am.  D.,  719-721  (full 

'  note) ;  28/644,  n  ;  27/560-567  ;  29  Am.  R.,  77  ;  6  O.,  716  ;  6  Pet.,  431 ;  9  How.,  10  ;  17/426. 
§2685.  (2643.)  (2644.)  Prescription  for  personalty.  Adverse  possession 

Act  of  1847,  of  personal  property  within  this  State,  for  four  years,  shall  give  a  like 

Acts  of  1*855  ̂ ^e  Dy  prescription.  No  prescription  arises  if  the  property  be  con- 
-e,  p.  233.  cealed  or  removed  out  of  the  State,  or  otherwise  is  not  subject  to  recla- 
g3583.         mation. 

Stated:  3  Ga.,  262-3:  5/217;  6/443.  Four  years  from  time  of  making  parol  war- 
ranty :  9  Ga.,  399.  Four  years'  possession  as  against  a  possessory  warrant :  22  Ga.,  319. 

Four  years'  possession  of  chattel  in  another  State  will  not  confer  a  title  against  judg- ment lien  :  17  Ga.,  491.     Section  referred  to  and  construed  :  53  Ga.,  405. 

Title  so  acquired  good  after  property  is  removed  to  another  jurisdiction:    13  Am. 
j  D.,  320.     Stolen  horse:  3  C.  L.  J.,  151. 

-  §2686.  (2644.)   (2645.)   Disabilities.      No  prescription  works  against 
Act  of  1767,  the  rights  of  &  minora  during  infancy,  of  a  married  woman  during  cov- 
Actsof 1855  erture,  of  a  person  imprisoned  during  his  confinement,  or  of  an  insane 
-6,  p.  238.    person  so  long  as  the  insanity  continues  ;  but  each  of  these  shall  have 

a  like  number  of  years  after  the  disability  is  removed,  to  assert  his 
claim  to  realty  or  personalty  against  the  person  prescribing. 

Insane  person:  7  Ga.,  484.  Minors:  14  Ga.,  687;  43/288;  7/517;  48/329.  Infancy 

of,  plaintiff's  grantor  in  reply  to  adverse  possession  by  defendant:  44  Ga.,  645.  Where 
infant's  trustee  barred  by  statute,  so  is  the  infant  cestui  que  trust:  55  Ga.,  25;  8/1; 
56/170;  61/54. 

Tyler  on  Ej.  and  Adverse  Possession,  928.     a5  Am.  D.,  136. 

§2687.  (2645.)  (2646.)  Disabilities  stop  the  prescription.  A  prescription 
commenced  shall  cease  against  persons  under  disability  pending  the 
disability,  but  on  removal  thereof,  the  prior  possession  may  be  tacked 
or  added  to  the  subsequent  possession  to  make  out  the  prescription. 

Disability  arising  subsequent  to  accrual  of  right  held  not  to  avail :  10  Am.  D.,  457,  n ; 
12/669,  n  ;  18/649,  n. 

§2688.  (2646.)  (2647.)  Other  exceptions.     A  prescription  does  not  run 
Act  of  1847,  against  an  unrepresented  estate  until  representation,  provided  the  lapse 

Acts' of6i855^oes  n0^  exceed  five  years;  nor  against  a  joint  title  which   cannot   be 
-6,  p.  235.     severally  enforced,  and  a  portion  of  the  owner's  labor  under  either  of 

the  foregoing  disabilities;  nor  in  cases  of  frauda  debarring  or  deterring 
the  other  party  from  his  action  until  the  fraud  is  discovered ;    nor 

i  against  a  party  who  commences  his  action  in  time,  but  is  non-suited, 
,  or  dismisses  for  one  time  and  recommences  within  six  months. 

Not  until  administration  granted:  1  Ga.,  379,538:  6/310;  19/331.     Does  not  run 
against  plaintiff  the  twelve  months  he  is  inhibited  from  suing  the  representative  of 

i  the  State  :  5  Ga.,  66.     Equity  enjoining  administrator  from  recovering  land  where  ad- 
verse possession:  18  Ga.,  520;  7/589.  How  far  fraud  a  reply  to  the  statute  of  limita- 

tions: 8  Ga.,  1;  4/308.  Joint  titles :  7Ga.,  517.  Where  concealment  of  the  right  a 
legal  fraud  preventing  the  running  of  the  statute  of  limitations  :  35  Ga.,  40.  Dis- 

missal and  commencement  of  suits  :  22  Ga.,  359;  32/448  ;  27/372.  Where  adverse  pos- 
session commenced  in  life-time  of  claimant :  44  Ga.  515.  True  construction  of  this 

section:  53  Ga.,  372,  405;  63/280. 

|      ,         a27  Am.  D.,  502-503,  n  ;  see  notes  to  §2931. 

§2689.  (2647.)  (2648.)  Transfer  of  prescriptive  title.  An  inchoate  pre- 
scriptive title  may  be  transferred  by  a  possessor  to  a  successor,  so  that 

the  successive  possessions  may  be  tacked  to  make  out  the  prescription. 
As  to  tacking  possession  of  others  :  38  Ga.,  439  ;  15/196;  49/99;  33/117  ;  44/299,  575. 

Innocent  purchaser  can  tack  grantor's  possession  originating  in  fraud  to  give  title  by 
prescription  :  63  Ga.,  360. 

13  Am.  D.,  330;  10/704;  23/401;  21  How.,  493. 

General  Npte  on  Prescription. — Act  of  1851,  repeals  the  common  law  and  nega- 
tives the  idea  of  title  by  occupancy  alone  :  15  Ga.,  545.  Admissions  against  own  title, 

party  not  concluded  by :  13 Ga.,  516.  Vendee,  bound  by,  of  vendor,  while  in  possession: 
15  Ga.,  202.  See  Jto  same  effect:  17  Ga.,  303.  Adverse  possession,  negatively  and 
affirmatively  considered  and  denned ;  26  Ga.,  183.     When  possession  of  negroes,  by 
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father  was  not,  as  to  children:  26  Ga.,  371.  Erection  of  wood  rack  on  land,  not:  26 
Ga.,  701.  Possession  becomes,  when  true  owner  knows  of  change:  21  Ga.,  454.  Usu- 

ally a  mixed  question  of  law  and  fact:  17  Ga.,  600;  see  9/447.  Tenants  leasing  and 
coming  on  land  does  not  break  continuity  of :  32  Ga.,  367.  Possession  by  one  as  renter 
of  one  half  and  tenant  of  the  other  is,  of  all:  39  Ga.,  550.  Seven  years  under  second 
deed  gives  title  by  prescription  as  against  first :  43  Ga.,  291.  Bona  fide  of,  presumed, 
until  contrary  appears  :  44  Ga.,  645.  Cutting  of  timber,  etc.,  does  not  amount  to:  20 
Ga.,  732;  30/619;  32/239;  33/539.  Must  be  actual  possession  by  self  as  tenant,  openly 
notorious,  visibly  and  continuously  to  protect:  30  Ga.,  619;  32/307,  239,  572.  Aban- 

doned after  seven  years  it  amounts  to  nothing :  26  Ga.,  582.  Of  purchaser  from  admin- 
istratrix in  individual  capacity,  protected  :  3  Ga.,  256.  For  seven  years  creates  a  good 

title :  4  Ga.,  1 16.  What  constitutes :  4  Ga.,  308.  What  is  for  the  Court  and  what  is  for 
the  jury  to  decide  as  to:  30  Ga.,  626;  17/600.  Possession  of  property  by  agreement 
with  the  owner  is  not:  4  Ga.,  75.  Possession  of  one  entering  under  bond  for  title  is:  5 
Ga.,  6.  Question  for  jury:  9  Ga.,  441.  Declarations  of  one  in  possession  and  claim- 

ing only  admissible  as  showing:  44  Ga.,  638.  Such  declarations  inadmissible,  when  : 
33  Ga.,  539.  Declarations  of  tenant  in  possession,  who  disclaims  title,  are  not:  28  Ga., 
130.  Residence  on  one  of  two  tracts  conveyed  in  deed  is  not  of  the  other :  28  Ga., 
123.  Possession  under  another  is,  as  to  all  except  the  one  under  whom  held:  29  Ga., 
651.  During  its  continuance,  is  notice  of  holder's  title  to  all  purchasers  :  29  Ga.,  121. 
Cain  &  Morris  vs.  Monroe  :  23  Ga.,  82.  Overruled:  29  Ga.,  320  ;  see  inf. a  "  Possession." 
Assumpsit,  prescription  does  not  apply  to :  57  Ga.,  484.  Bond  for  title, thirty  years  old, 
no  proof  of  execution  rendered,  when  :  9  Ga.,  443.  Holding  land  under,  with  name  of 
true  owner,  but  bond  a  forgery,  statute  runs:  20  Ga.,  312.  Must  be  proved,  to  be  used 
to  show  color  of  title  :  24  Ga.,  343.  Holding  under  not  adverse  to  obligor  till  purchase 
money  paid  :  17  Ga.,  600.  Possession  under,  not  adverse  to  vendor  for  purchase  money  : 
12  Ga.,  450.  To  stranger  without  assignment,  cannot  avail  defendant  as  color  of  title  : 
32  Ga.,  152.  Boundary  line  agreed  on  by  co-terminous  proprietors  and  acquiesced  in 
and  possession  held  for  eighteen  or  twenty  years,  all  parties  bound  by  it:  16  Ga., 
141.  When  equal  line  was  not  binding:  63  Ga.,  435.  Bracery  and  buying  of  titles, 
statute  32,  Henry  VIII.  not  in  force  in  Georgia  :  23  Ga.,  82.  Color  of  title  defined  : 
9Ga.,  443;  19/8^33/239.  Burdell  vs.  Blaine  :  Pamphlt.,  September,  1880,  p.  38.  Sher- 

iff's deed,  though  defective,  may  be  proper  testimony  as:  14  Ga.,  70.  Unfinished  deed  op- 
erates as  from  date  of  completion  by  successor:  19  Ga.,  8.  Forged  bond  may  be,  if  ac- 
cepted bona  fide,  by  obligee  :  17  Ga.,  108.  Sheriff's  deed  admissible  as,  even  in  absence 

of  fi.  fa :  16  Ga.,  593 ;  26/638 ;  32/448,  130;  but  see  60/472.  An  imperfect  equity,  resting 
on  parol  cannot  serve  defendant  in  ejectment  as:  32  Ga.,  152.  Undei  agreement  by 
tenants  in  common  division  good  as  :  58  Ga.,  591.  Quitclaim  deed  good  as:  58  Ga., 
386.  Deed  relied  on  as,  it  is  enough  if  nothing  appears  indicative  of  fraud:  58  Ga., 
427.  Actual  possession  of  part  of  tract  of  land,  under  paper  title  concluded  to  be  pos- 

session of  the  whole  :  65  Ga.,  402.  Deed  may  be  good  to  convey  color  of  title,  although 
not  good  to  convey  title  :  15  Ga.,  336.  Unrecorded  deed  can  not  be  given  in  evidence 
as,  without  proof  of  execution :  38  Ga.,  597.  Deed  of  an  infant  as :  8  Ga.,  68.  Anything 
in  writing-connected  with  the  title  which  serves  to  define  the  extent  of  the  claim,  is:  33 
Ga.,  239.  Can  be  of  service  only  in  aid  of  possession:  19  Ga.,  8-12.  Defective  convey- 

ance sufficient  to  give  :  4  Ga.,  308.  Deed  of  agent  in  his  own  name,  as  to,  as:  52  Ga., 
689.  Possession  under  bond  for  title  is  possession  under :  5  Ga.,  6.  Quit  claim  deed  as  : 
22  Ga.,  287  ;  50/629.  Writing  to  be,  must  not  be  one  in  which  writer  admits  title  in  an- 

other :  25  Ga.,  179.  Conveyance,  is  void,  of  land  by  one  against  whom  it  was  held 
adversely  by  claim  of  title  :  29  Ga.,  320.  Dam  as  to  prescriptive  right  to  overflow  land 
of  stranger  by  :  57  Ga.,  109;  59/286.  Easement  connected  with  :  51  Ga.,  578.  Dedica- 

tion of  land  for  street  in  a  town  :  53  Ga.,  609.  To  public  use  is  in  the  nature  of  an  es- 
toppel in  pais  :  12  Ga.,  239.  Deed  made  in  1822,  and  recorded  May,  1836,  will  take  pre- 

cedence over  deed  made  and  recorded  in  December,  1836:  25  Ga.,  648.  Easement  of 
light  doctrine  of,  not  applicable  in  this  country:  58  Ga.,  268.  Whether  purchaser 
took  property  subject  to,  of  gas  company,  depends  upon  notice  to  purchaser:  61  Ga., 
287.  Right  of  action  for  damage  from  back-water  by  dam  accrues  when  the  damage  is 
inflicted,  and  twenty  years  required  to  complete  prescriptive  right  to  such  easement : 
59  Ga.,  290.  Whether  purchaser  of  land  took  subject  to  depends  on  notice :  61  Ga.,  287. 
Cannot  be  implied  without  circumstances:  29  Ga.,  254.  Light  and  air,  when  vendor 
estopped  from  preventing  passage  of :  58  Ga.,  268.  Possession  of  land  subject  to  over- 

flow from  back-water  of  mill-dam  for  seven  years  under  color  of  title,  does  not  relieve 
land  from  its  servitude,  although  not  overflowed  during  the  time  because  of  defective 
dam,  etc. :  57  Ga.,  109 ;  53/2  L5.  Servitude  of  lower  land  to  higher :  47  Ga.,  260 ;  53/186. 
When  not  forfeited  by  non-user:  51  Ga.,  578.  Ejectment,  proof  of  prior  possession 
for  seven  years  sufficient  to  authorize  against  wrong  doer  :  30  Ga.,  652.  So,  although  it 
does  not  appear  a  grant  even  issued  :  32  Ga.,  656.  Evidence  that  a  lot  was  known  in 

the  neighborhood  as  a  certain  person's,  not  legal :  15  Ga.,  194.  Executor,  prescrip- 
tive title  good  against,  also  good  against  executory  devisee  thereafter,  etc.:  64  Ga., 

670.  Ferry  right,  seven  years'  possession  of,  presumption  of  grant :  7  Ga.,  348 ; 
9/359.  Fraud  as  a  replication  to  plea  of  statute  of  limitation:  4  Ga.,  308;  33/117. 
What  necessary  to  defeat  prescriptive  title  for:  54  Ga.,  454;  51/139.  Grant, 
when  presumption  of,  is  raised  by  parol,  same  species  of  evidence  may  rebut: 
7  Ga.,  387.  Grantee  may  use  grantor's  name  to  sue  when  deed  is  rejected  on  account 
of.  adverse  possession:  33  Ga.,  117.  Infancy  of  grantee  in  rebuttal,  when  defendant 
relies  on  adverse  possession  :  44  Ga.,  645.    Laches  by  parties  out  of  possession  cannot 
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be  excused,  etc.  :  18  fa.,  520.  License  have,  to  build  bridge  on  land  of  another  does 
not  authorize  building  of  a  second,  when  first  is  washed  away:  14  Ga.,  1.  Lien  of 
judgment,  purchaser,  bona  fide  of  land  subject  to,  protected  by  more  than  four  years 
of  continuous  possession:  39  Ga.,  342-347.  Limitations,  none  against  suits  for  real 
property  by  Code  of  1863:  38  Ga.,  439.  Mortgager,  as  to  bar  of  righ  of,  to  redeem  :  10 
Ga.,  297.  Eecorded  in  time,  notice  to  the  world,  lien  good  for  twenty  years  and  may 
foreclose  any  time  within  that  period :  55  Ga.,  210  ;  but  see 43  Ga.,  292 ;  44/274;  53/657. 
Non-resident,  plaintiff,  no  saving  in  favor  of  in  personal  action  against  statute  of 
limitations:  5  Ga.,  217.  Notice,  of  outstanding  title  cannot  affect  right  of  bona  fide 
purchaser:  17  Ga.,  303.  Possession  by  one  claiming  under  deed  not  recorded  is,  etc. : 
23  Ga.,  201.  Possession  defined  :  15  Ga.,  202,  545.  Permission  cannot  be  the  founda- 

tion of  a  prescription  until  an  adverse  claim  and  actual  notice  to  the  other  party:  61 
Ga.,  419.  When  result  of  mistake  or  ignorance  will  not  work  a  disseisin  :  16  Ga.,  141. 
Of  successive  tenants  may  be  tacked  when  there  is  privity  of  estate  between  them: 
19  Ga.,  294;  59/55.  Must  be  continuous  and  adverse  to  give  title  under  statute  of 
limitations:  19  Ga.,  604.  Under  parol  gift  cannot  be  tacked  to  subsequent  possession 
under  quitclaim  deed  :  24  Ga.,  494.  Without  title  and  voluntary  abandonment,  pre- 

sumption as  against  adverse  possession  :  25  Ga.,  193.  When  possession  will  not  operate 
beyond  boundary  of  the  deed:  62  Ga.,  456.  As  notice  to  subsequent  purchaser,  may 
be  looked  to  by  the  jury:  26  Ga.,  132.  Of  a  part,  how  of  the  whole:  30  Ga.,  701; 
65/402.  Peaceable  possession  defined:  15  Ga.,  337.  Public  road,  may  exist  by 
prescription  :  17  Ga.,  137.  Use  of  for  thirty  years  and  more  by  the  public,  grant  pre- 

sumed to  the  public:  26  Ga.,  665.  The  public  have  a  restricted  prescriptive  right  in, 
when  land  owner  has  kept  up  gates:  30  Ga.,  896.  Purchase,  offer  by  party  in  pos- 

session to,  from  one  claiming  land,  no  attornment :  24  Ga.,  494.  •  Parol,  one  holding 
land  under,  can  only  hold  to  extent  of  actual  possession  :  27  Ga.,  280.  Purchaser,  in 
possession,  where  protected  in  equity  against  administrator  :  16  Ga.,  31.  From  mort- 

gagor with  notice,  takes  subject  to  incumbrance,  and  seven  years  will  not  give  pre- 
scriptive title:  55  Ga.,  208.  Under  mortgage  fi.  fa.  irregularly  foreclosed  protected: 

19  Ga.,  220.  Right,  prescriptive,  giving  owner  of  building  lateral  support  of  adjacent 
soil,  does  not  exist  in  this  State  :  49  Ga.,  19.  Use  of  private  way  through  improved 
lands  of  another  must  be  for  seven  years  uninterrupted  to  constitute  prescriptive 

right:  53  Ga.,  232.  Seven  years'  possession,  of  innocent  purchaser,  gives  good 
prescriptive  title  to:  59  Ga.,  299-300.  So  when  tenant  purchased  from  one  having 
bond  for  title  only:  53  Ga.,  655.  Squatter,  held  as  tenant  at  will  of  true  owner  :  35 
Ga.,  139.  Vendee  of:  50  Ga.,  629.  Statute  of  limitations,  limitation  laws  of  an- 

other State  may  be  plead  when  :  5  Ga.:  217.  Effort  by  tenant  to  deceive  plaintiff  as 
to  possession,  until  plaintiff  would  be  barred  by:  25  Ga.,  217.  Removal  of  personal 
property  to  another  State  does  not  stop  running  of  :  5  Ga.,  217.  Title  acquired  under, 
of  this  State,  will  sustain  action  for  recovery  of  property :  5  Ga.,  217.  Removal  from 
land  for  a  time  stops  running  of:  19  Ga.,  27.  Does  not  run  in  favor  of  one  in  posses- 

sion by  any  sort  of  agreement  with  plaintiff:  27  Ga.,  507.  Nor  so  long  as  tenant  dis- 
claims owning  the  land :  30  Ga.,  971.  Commencing  to  run,  continues  to  run :  56  Ga., 

539-540.  As  to  personalty,  when  begins  to  run:  30Ga.,888;  33/85.  Survey,  enter- 
ing on  land  to  make,  not  evidence  to  support  adverse  possession:  21  Ga.,  113.  Ten- 

ants in  common,  division  of  realty  between,  may  be  by  parol  if  acted  on,  and  par- 
ties go  into  possession:  39  Ga.,  561.  Title  by  prescription,  possession  must  have 

been  under  written  evidence  of  title  to  constitute  :  58  Ga.,  531.  Defined  :  Burdell  vs. 
Blaine,  Pamphlet,  September,  1880,  p.  38.  Not  under  title  bond  against  vendor,  but 
may  against  any  one  else:  63  Ga.,  279.  But  see,  when  third  party  buys:  44Ga.,274; 

53/656.  Widow,  claiming  land  levied  on  for  deceased  husband's  debts,  to  succeed 
must  show  that  her  possession  was  adverse  to  her  husband's:  57  Ga.,  134. 

General  Note  on  Prescription. — Disabilities  :  See  notes  to  §2928  et  seq.  Gift  of 
land,  prescription  in  case  of:  §2664.  Highways,  prescription  as  to  :  Angell  on  High- 

ways, 132  ;  note  on  page  147  of  Code.  Notice,  how  possession  operates  as :  Wade  on 
N.,  §§273-306;  4  C.  L.  J.,  122.  Nuisances,  prescription  as  to:  Wood  on  N.,  716;  26 
Am.  D.,  102.  Private  ways:  Note  on  page  167  of  Code.  Tax  titles:  24  Am.  R., 
417  ;  7/558;  1  C.  L.  J.,  13;  notes  to  §890.  Tenants  in  common,  prescription  as  be- 

tween: §2303. — Subject  treated:  3  Wash.  Real  Pr.,  113  et  seq.;  Angell  on  Limita- 

tions, 384;  notes  to  Taylor  vs.  Horde,  and  Nepean  vs.  Doe,  2  Smith's  L.  C,  (s.  p.)  306, 
324,  (t.  p.)  528-572;  2  Cooley's  Bl.,  198,  n,  266,  n;  2  Wh.  E v.,  §1331-40;  Hilliard  on  Eject- 

ment; Tyler  on  Ejectment  and  Adverse  Possession;  notes  on  Limitations,  §2926  et  seq. 
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CHAPTER  VIII. 

OF    CONVEYANCES   OF   TITLES. 

Article  1. — Generally. 
Article  2. — Covenants  and  Warranty 
Article  3. — Registration. 

ARTICLE  I. 

GENERALLY. 

Section. 
2690.  Requisites  of  a  deed. 
2691.  Future  interest. 
2692   Form  of  deed. 
2693.  Escrows. 
2694.  Deed  of  infant. 
2695.  Adverse  possession,  etc. 

Section. 
2696.  Deeds  to  pei  .onalty. 
2697.  Inconsistent  clauses. 
2698.  Recitals 
2699.  Estoppel 
2700.  Ancient  deed. 
2701.  Establishing  copies,  etc. 

§2690.  (2648.)  (2649.)  Requisites  of  a  deed.     A  deed 

State  must  be  in  writing,* signed  by  the  maker,  attest, 
witnesses,  and  deliveredb  to  the  purchaser,  or  some  on- 
made  on  a  valuable  or  good  consideration.0   The  consi* 
may  be  always  inquired  into  when  the  principles  of  j 

When  grantee  cannot  impeach  consideration  of  deed  to  grant* 
sideration  of  a  deed  being  property,  presumed  to  be  its  value  in  i 
Delivery  although  grantee  not  present:  11  Ga.,  636;  17/267. 
a  deed:  24  Ga.,  63.  Delivery  is  presumed  where  magistrate  attest^ 
59.  Where  no  delivery  of  a  deed  of  gift :  25  Ga.,  33.  Probate  om 
delivered  does  not  vitiate  it:  11  Ga.,  640;  63/538;  19/8.  Jury  to 
whether  deed  delivered  39  Ga.,  180.  One  witness  alone  to  deed  do 
Ga.,  295.  No  delivery  when  grantor  does  not  part  with  it  but  con 
30  Ga.,  899.  Deed  made  by  one  although  purporting  to  be  made  b; 
it  and  one  partner  can  sell  his  interest :  19  Ga.,  14.  Can  deny  tin 
in  a  deed  :  20  Ga.,  723.  As  to  cancellation  of  a  deed  for  fraud  in 
36  Ga.,  669.  As  to  notice  conveyed  by  a  deed:  55  Ga.,  505.  May 
ation  moved  the  grantor  to  make  the  deed:  49  Ga.,  123.  Section 
52/152.  One  cannot  claim  under  a  deed  and  deny  it  recitals  :  53  < 
tion  of  a  deed  may  be  inquired  into  :  55  Ga.,  78  ;  62/742,  609;  61/-< 
name  by  another  at  maker's  request  sufficient  signature  of:  22  Gu 
try  does  not  amount  to  delivery  :  47  Ga.,  217. 

3  Wash.  Real  Pr.,  212,  242,  311,  315.  aA  blank  signed,  sealed  an 
terwards filled  up,  is  no  deed;  17  Am.  D.,  734.  bl  Add.  Contr.,  g 
371,  n;  16/42,  n,  436,  n;  7  Am.  P.,  554;  11/67;  3  Wall.,  636;  21/18 

or's  death  :  16  Am.  D.,  39-45 ;  11  Am.  R.,  592.  Record  before  deli\ 
title  as  against  creditors :  21  Am.  R.,  205;  but  does  against  grant 

'nors  :  4  Am.  R.,  174;  35/166.  It  is  prima  facie  evidence  of  delivei 
see  also  3  Wall.,  636.  c Additional  to  one  expressed  may  be  show 
implied:  12  Am.  D.,  412,  669,  notes  to  #2739. 

§2691.  (2649.)  (2650.)  Future  interest  may  be  conveyed 
est  or  estate  may  be  conveyed  by  deed;  but  it  must  0] 
the  title  immediately,  or  the  instrument  will  be  teste 
vocable. 

§2692.  (2650.)  (2651.)  Form  of  deed.     No  prescribed 
to  the  validity  of  a  deed  to  lands  or  personalty.     If  si 
to  make  known  the  transaction  between  the  parties,  : 
will  invalidate  it. 

No  particular  form  necessary  if  words  used  indicate  intention  to  convey  :  32  Ga.,  170, 
Sufficient  description  showing  intention  and  rendering  it  capable  of  identification  ; 
12  Ga.,  431.  A  deed  although  a  reservation  in  it  of  use  and  control,  for  himself  and  wife 
during  life  :  5:!  Ga.,  531.  Claim  setting  out  a  deed  and  demurrer  to  claim  admits  exe- 

cution of  and  probate  of  deed  although  probate  defective  :  55  Ga. ,  68. 

to  lands  in  this  Act  of  1785. 

d  by  at  least  twoc-P-164' *  for  him,  and  be  82395. 
eration  of  a  deed 
nstice  require  it. 

r:  IGa.,  551.     Con- 
uoney  :  26   Ga.,  401. 
delivery  essential  to 
the  deed:  53  Ga., 

1  tting  to  state  deed 
determine  on  facts 
a  rtot  avoid  it  :  17 
eals  its  existence : 

i  two,  does  not  avoid 
recitals  of  payment 

misrepresentation  : 

show  what»consider- cited:  51  Ga.,  269; 

Hi.,  468.  Considera- 

06.  Signing  maker's 
.,  403.     When  regis- 

1  delivered  and  af- 
26;  14  Am.  D.,  369, 

j ;  5/81 ;  after  grant- ery  does  not  perfect 
or  conveying  to  mi- 
-y:  35  Am.  R,  166; 
11:  18   Am.  D.,  283; 

A  future  inter- 
crate  to  transfer 

mentary  and  re- 

orm  is  essential  Aot  of  1768, indent  in  itself  Actofwss, 

10  want  of  form  c-  P«  164« 
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Article  1.— Generally. 

§2693.  (2651.)  (2652.)  Escrows.  A  deed  delivered  to  another  to  be 
delivered  on  certain  conditions  to  the  grantee,  is  an  escrow.  Posses- 

sion of  the  deed  by  the  grantee  is  presumptive  proof  of  a  delivery,  but 
may  be  rebutted. 

Bond  may  be  delivered  as  an  escrow  by  sureties  to  principal  obligor:  6  Ga.,  202. 
When  appeal  bond  was  not  delivered  as  an  escrow  :  10  Ga.,  414  ;  11/286.  Delivery  es- 

sential to  an  escrow,  distinction  between  escrow  and  deed:  17  Ga.,  267.  Miidt  be  deliv- 
ered to  a  third  person  to  be  held  as  an  escrow  :  14  Ga.,  145;  47/445. 

16  Am.  D.,  40,  n;  3/415;  24  Am.  R.,  127;  21/356.  Doctrine  of  relation  as  to:  15 
Am.  D.,  254.  Delivery  in  escrow  cannot  be  made  to  grantee  or  obligee:  32  Am.  R., 
225.  Title  does  not  vest  in  grantee  obtaining  escrow  without  performing  condition,  nor 

in  bona  fide  purchaser  from  him  after  grantor's  death  :  31  Am.,  369. 

§2694.  (2652.)  (2653.)  Deed  of  an  infant.  The  deed  of  an  infant  is 

voidable  at  his  pleasure  on  majority.3.  The  making  of  another  deed  at 
that  time  voids  the  first,  without  an  entry  on  the  lands. 

As  to  revocation  ot  one  by  another  deed  of  an  infant:  6  Ga.,  302;  8/68.  Legatee 
under  age  making  deed  to  executor  prima  facie  void :  24  Ga.,  68. 

Tucker  vs.  Moreland,  1  Am.  L.  C.,  86;  31  Am.  D.,  295,  n;  19/77;  13/124;  1/105;  12 
O.,  300:  Tyler  on  Cov.  and  Inf.,  48;  E well's  L.  C.  on  Disabilities,  46-55;  see  notes 
to  §2731 .     aNote  to  §1657. 

§2695.  (2653.)  (2654.)  Adverse  possession  does  not  void  deed.  A  deed  to 
Acts  of  1859,  lands,  made  while  the  same  are  held  adversely  to  the  maker  of  the 
p' 24,  deed,  is  not  void. 

On  32  Henry  VIII  (see  Schley's  Digest  of  English  Statutes  of  force  in  Georgia,  p.  191) : 
3  Ga.,  5  ;  8/68  ;  20/170 ;  18/182  ;  19/594  ;  21/576.  Statute  of  Henry  VIII,  chapter9,  not  in 
force  in  Georgia:  23  Ga.,  82,  378;  24/60,  154;  26/354.  Possession  as  notice  of  previous 
sale:  26  Ga.,  132-138.  Overruling:  23  Ga.,  82;  8/68.  By:  29  Ga.,  320.  Although  a 
deed  from  one  with  legal  title  to  another  while  third  party  in  adverse  possession  yet 
owner  can  bring  ejectment :  37  Ga.,  5. 

Tyler  on  Ej.  and  Adverse  Possession,  935  ;  12  Am.  D.,  417. 

§2696.  (2654.)  (2655.)  Deeds  to  personalty.  A  deed  to  personalty  needs 
no  attesting  witness  to  make  it  valid;  in  other  respects  the  principles 
applicable  to  deeds  to  lands  are  applicable  to  it.  Generally,  a  deed  is 
not  necessary  to  convey  titles  to  personalty. 

But  when  there  is  a  writing  that  controls,  it  is  best  evidence  of  sale  :  55  Ga.,  377. 

§2697.  (2655.)  (2656.)  Inconsistent  clauses  in  deed.  If  two  clauses  in  a 

deed  be 'utterly  inconsistent,  the  former  must  prevail,  but  the  intention 
of  the  parties,  from  the  whole  instrument,  should,  if  possible,  be 
ascertained  and  carried  into  effect. 

The  former  prevails  unless  the  inconsistency  is  so  great  as  to  avoid  the  deed  :  *6  Ga., 
615  ;  32/589.  Section  referred  to  where  two  inconsistent  clauses  in  deed  of  gift :  40  Ga., 
342,  344. 

§2698.  (2656.)  (2657.)  Recitals  do  not  estop.     The  recital  in  a  deed  of 
§3807.         ̂ ne  receipts  of  the  purchase  money,  does  not  estop  the  maker  from  de- 

nying the  fact  and  proving  the  contrary. 

Stated :  20  Ga.,  723.  Recitals  in  Sheriff's  deed  are  not  evidence  unless  show  author- 
ity to  be  made  :  20  Ga.,  689.  One  deed  reciting  loss  of  another  evidence  of  it  and 

estops  grantors  and  privies:  1  Ga.,  551.  Where  recitals  in  administrators'  deed  prima 
facie  evidence  of  facts  alleged  :  4  Ga.,  148.  Recitals  in  a  deed  of  thej?.  fa.  seizing  and 
sale  prima  facie  evidence  of  the  facts  :  16  Ga..  253.  Recitals  qualify  general  words  in 
deed  where  precede  them :  15  Ga.,  570.  When  recitals  of  consideration  in  bill  of  sale 
or  other  title  papers  not  evidence  against  one  claiming  under  prior  conveyance  from 

-  vendor  :  32  Ga.,  195.  Recitals  in  private  deeds  only  bind  parties  and  priviees  :  39  Ga., 
550  :  40/479.  Where  wife  net  prevented  by  recitals  in  mortgage  from  showing  that  the 
debt  was  her  husband's:  53  Ga.,  436. 

Recitals  estop,  when  :  16  Am.  D.,  754,  n;  in  tax  deeds:  17  Am.  D.,  505-512,  n;  12 
O.,  300. 

§2699.  (2657.)  (2658.)  Estoppel  The  maker  of  a  deed  cannot  subse- 
quently claim  adversely  to  his  deed  under  a  title  acquired*  since  the 

making  thereof.  He  is  estopped  from  denying  his  right  to  sell  and 
convey. 
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Act  of  1799, 

C.  p.  468. 

Where  recitals  in  one  deed  of  loss  of  another  binds  grantor  and  privies :  1  Ga.,  551. 
Where  no  estoppel  as  to  holder  of  younger  deed  as  against  an  older  one  :  18  Ga.,  350. 
When  doctrine  of  estoppel  applies:  20  Ga.,  GOO.  One  cannot  claim  under  a  deed  and- 
deny  its  terms  :  53  Ga.,  468.  When  married  women  not  estopped  from  denying  recitals 
in  a  mortgage  :  53  Ga.,  436.  Where  grantor  obtains  title  after  conveyance,  it  enures  to 
benefit  of  vendee:  57  Ga.,  204.  Where  wife  estopped  by  acquiescence  as  against  a 
bona  fide  purchaser :  58  Ga.,  276.  Whether  vender  estopped  from  closing  windows: 
58  Ga.,  268. 

Estoppel  by  deed,  generally:  See  $3753  :  Bigelow  on  Estoppel,  241  :  Herman  on  Es- 
toppel, 229;  16  Am.  D.,  754,  n.  No  estoppel  unless  grantor  is  sui  juris:  11  0.,  240. 

aEnures  to  vendee,  when  :  9  Wall.,  617  ;  13/291 ;  does  not  enure  to  benefit  of  grantee 
in  quit  claim  deed  as  against  a  second  grantee  from  same  grantor:  12  Am.  R.,  491. 
Estops  grantor  making  quit  claim  deed  :  19  Wall.,  20. 

§2700.  (2658.)  (2659.)  Ancient  deed.     A  deed  more  than  thirty  years  §§3779, 3837. 
old,  having  the  appearance  of  genuineness  on  inspection,  and  coming 
from  the  proper  custody,  if  possession  has  been  consistent  therewith, 
is  admissible  in  evidence  without  proof  of  execution. 

Stated  :  1  Ga.,  551 ;  8/201 ;  9/440  ;  23/406.  Where  could  not  be  read  as  an  ancient 
document:  13  Ga.,  516.  Paper  itself  must  be  produced  to  be  introduced  as  an  ancient 
document:  14  Ga.,  186.  Muniment  of  title  in  existence  for  forty  years  with  posses- 

sion and  from  proper  custody  :  33Ga.,565;  31/593;  29/355.  The  provisions  of  section 
2712  do  not  apply  to  deed  over  thirty  years  old  under  this  section:  49  Ga.,  165-8; 
43/349,  350,  525.  Where  appears  to  be  genuine  and  over  thirty  years  old  admitted  in 
evidence,  although  improperly  admitted  to  probate  and  record  :  57  Ga.,  155.  A  deed 
over  thirty  years  old  when  trial,  although  not  so  when  suit  commenced,  admitted  in 
evidence  :  57  Ga.,  540.  The  ancient  deed  must  appear  to  be  genuine  :  58  Ga.,  589. 
Section  referred  to:  64  Ga.,  17. 

§2701.  (2659.)  (2660.)  Copies  established^  hoiv.  If  an  original  deed  be 
lost,  a  copy  may  be  established  by  the  Superior  Court  of  the  county 
where  the  land  lies,  and  when  so  established,  shall  have  all  the  effect 
of  the  original. 

Copy  to  be  taken  in  lieu  of  original  for  all  purposes  whatever :  9  Ga.,  440.  Lost 
deed  should  be  established  in  Superior  Court  of  county  where  the  land  lies:  18  Ga., 
368.  Established  copy  as  evidence:  27  Ga.,  187.  Judgment  establishing  a  copy  of 
deed  not  conclusive  against  those  not  parties  to  the  proceedings:  34  Ga.,  167.  Proof 
of  existence  of  an  original  must  be  made  before  copy  can  be  used  in  evidence  :  30  Ga., 
619;  53/685.  Where  unrecorded  deed  lost  and  one  witness  to  it  dead  and  other  does 
not  recollect,  parol  evidence  admitted :  56  Ga.,  258.  As  to  the  affidavit :  56  Ga.,  230. 
Superior  Court  cannot  establish  copies  of  lost  wills:  21  Ga.,  13;  55/601.  See  new 
Rules  of  Superior  Court,  number  42. 

General  Note  on  Deeds. — Abstract  of  title :  Code,  $2348.  Appurtenances, 
what  passes  as :  13  Am.  D.,  657-660.  Agent,  deeds  by  :  $2182 ;  35  Am.  R.,  404.  Alter- 

ation of:  4  Am.  D.,  246  ;  6/67  ;  11/546,  737  ;  2  Am.  R.,  5i3 ;  24/632.  Blanks  in,  power 
to  fill :  13  Am.  D.,  669;  17/734;  9  Am.  R.,  486;  11/331;  14/153,  439,  n  ;  29/470.  Boun- 

daries, construction  of  deed,  with  respect  to  :  Tyler  on  B.,  118,  133-203  ;  see  general 
note  following  $2236 ;  12  Am.  D.,  70,  n  ;  27  Am.  R.,  789.  Condition  in  :  9  Am.  D.,  202; 

n;  see  ''restrictions"  below  and  notes  to  $$2294-2299.  Contract  to  "give  deed,"' "good 
deed,"  "lawful  deed,"  "warranty  deed,"  etc.,  construed  :  26  Am.  D.,  625-6,  n;  11/34,  n; 
4  Am.  R.,560;  21/317.  Construction,  rules  of:  Broom's  Leg.  Max.,  521;  Roe  vs. 
Tranmar,  2  Smith's  L.  C,  (s.  p.)  288;  Code,  $2757.  Costs,  whether  vendor  or  vendee 
must  prepare  deed:  26  Am.  D.,  625;  vendor  must:  13  Am.  D.,  495,  n;  16/427. 
Covenants,  dependent  and  independent:  2  Am.  R.,  671;  $2721.  Descrip- 

tions in  deed:  30  Am.  D.,  734-742,  n;  11/741,  n ;  8  Am.  R.,  104.  Destruction 
does  not  revest  title:  12  Am.  D.,  688.  Election  under  deeds:  $3165.  Easements 
conveyed  by  deeds :  See  general  note  following  $2236.  Fixtures,  what  go  with 
conveyance  of  land :  $2219;  crop  of  corn  passes :  4  Am.  R,,  388.  Fraudulent 
deeds,  binding  on  grantor;  notes  to  $1952,  (2.):  18  Am.  R.,  553.  Deed  to  A. 
and  B.,  obtained  by  fraud  of  A.,  void  as  to  both:  3  Woods,  631.  When  set 
aside  :  notes  to  $3178.  Husband  and  wife  jointly,  deeds  to  :  see  general  note,  p.  410, 
of  Code  ;  33  Am.  R.,  266.  Incapacity  of  parties  :  $2735.  Mortgage,  assumption  of, 
by  grantee  in  deed:  26  Am.  R.,  660,  n;  27/5;  30/268;  32/469.  Mortgage,  reducing 
deed  to  :  20  Am.  D.,  100;  17/300;  $3809.  Parol  evidence,  to  modify:  2  Whart.  Ev., 
§1050  ;  Code,  $2456.  Pledge,  by  deposit  of:  See  notes  to  $2138.  Quit  claim,  deed  :  25 
Am.  D.,  164,  n  ;  7  Am.  R.,  283;  10/201 ;  12/491;  26/304;  37/105.  Relation,  doctrine  of, 
as  applied  to  deeds :  15  Am.  D.,  246.  Restrictions,  in,  against  certain  uses  of  premises  : 
3  Am.  R.,  398  ;  13/556  ;  26/615;  3  C.  L.  J.,  393  ;  6/62.  Against  sale  of  liquors  on  prem- 

ises, valid:  9  C.  L.  J.,  461;  10  O.,  55.  Reservations,  of  timber:  22  Am.  R.:  193; 
28/716;  35/683;  32/197,  n.  Sale,  power  of;  deeds  containing:  See  general  notes 
following  $$1968,  2347,  2656.  Secure  debts,  deeds  to:  Note  on  p.  470;  17  Am.  D.r 
300-4,  n  ;  12  0.,  318.  Sheriff's  deed :  Note  on  p.  94  of  Code.  Signer  not  named  in  ; 
deed  when  binding:  25  Am.  D.,  226,  n. — Subject  treated :  1  Add.   Contr.,  $§39-45; 
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4  Kent  Com.,  450  ;  2  Cooley  Bl.,  295  et  seq.  ;  2  Gr.  Ev.,  §293  et  seq.  ;  Dean  on  Conveyan- 
cing, 347  ;  3  Wash.  Real  Pr.,  212  et  seq.  ;  general  note  on  sales  of  land  following 

2056;  Sheppard's  Touchstone  of  Common  Assurances. 

ARTICLE  II. 

OF   COVENANTS   AND   WARRANTY. 

Section. 
2702.  Covenants  running  with  lands. 
2703.  General  warranty. 

Section. 
2704.  Offer  to  rescind. 

§2702.  (2660.)  (2661.)  Covenants  running  With  lands  go  to  purchaser. 
§2623.  The  purchaser  of  land  obtains  with  the  title,  however  conveyed  to  him, 

at  public  or  private  sale,  all  the  rights  which  any  former  owner  of  the 
land,  under  whom  he  claims,  may  have  had  by  virtue  of  any  covenants 
of  warranty  of  title,  or  of  quiet  enjoyment,  or  of  freedom  from  encum- 

brances, contained  in  the  conveyance  from  any  former  grantor,  unless 
the  transmission  of  such  covenants  with  the  land  is  expressly  nega- 

tived in  the  covenant  itself. 

Where  assignee  of  land  sold  could  bring  action  against  previous  warrantor  for 
breach  of  covenant:  4  Ga.,  593.  What  covenants  run  with  the  land:  10  Ga.,  311.  If 
covenantor  has  no  title,  covenant  cannot  run  with  the  land  :  24  Ga.,  533.  No  dam- 

age by  vendor  against  warrantor,  unless  he  has  been  injured  :  28  Ga.,  514.  Remedy 
on  warranty  not  shown  to  be  inefficient  cannot  plead  outstanding  adverse  title  to  ven- 

dor :  45  Ga.,  208.  Act  of  defendant  causing  failure  of  title  setup  as  breach  of  war- 
ranty :  49  Ga.,  452.  Where  can  be  no  suit  for  breach  of  warranty  :  49  Ga.,  350.  Words 

of  covenant,  and  not  of  condition  :  46  Ga.,  241.  Mutual  covenants  :  46  Ga.,  281.  Ven- 
dor suing  purchaser  on  a  covenant  in  deed,  assignee  of  purchaser  not  joined  as  defend- 
ant :  7  Ga.,  101.  When  covenant  of  warranty  not  broken  by  deficiency  in  quantity  of 

land  conveyed :  26  Ga.,  564.  Distinction  between  personal  covenants  and  those  run- 
ning with  the  land  :  53  Ga.,  689.  Where  suit  on  warranty  was  barred  by  Act  of  1869: 

53  Ga.,  76.  Covenant  running  with  the  land  in  the  hands  of  a  second  railroad  com- 
pany: 64  Ga.,  492. 

Spencer's  case,  1  Smith's  L.  C.,(s.  p.)  22,  (t.  p.)  139,  notes;  Sugden  on  Vendors, (s.  p.  1708;  1  Add.  Contr.,  §430  et  seq.;  3  Wash  Real  Pr.,  379  etseq.;  1  Am.  D.,  239; 
2/354;  9/676;  15/544,  n  ;  7  Am.  R.,  197;  5/149;  11/335;  26/612;  10  C.  L.  J.,  166,  335. 
Covenants  follow  land  after  subdivision  :  7  Am.  R.,  197. 

§2703.  (2661.)  (2662.)  General  warranty.  A  general  warranty  of  title 
against  the  claims  of  all  persons,  includes  in  itself  covenants  of  a  right 

to  sell,a  and  of  quiet  enjoymentb  and  of  freedom  from  encumbrances.0 
General  warranty,  freedom  from  incumbrance  :  4  Ga.,  597.  What  covenants  a  gen- 

eral warranty  includes  :  64  Ga.,  632. 

3  Wash.  Real  Pr.,  390  etseq.  a8  Am.  D.,  272  ;  1  Am.  R.,  191.  bWhat  is  breach  of 
eviction  :  7  Am.  D.,  706;  8/272;  2  Am.  R.,  456;  4/690;  11/426;  22/656;  28/360;  30/562 
c3  Am.  D.,  246;  6/21;  5/281;  14/617;  19/139;  11  Am.  R.,  335;  7  C.  L.  J.,  201;  8/461 
2  Wh.,  45  ;  4/230.  If  land  be  subject  to  right  of  way,  this  is  breach  of  :  2  Am.  R.,  290 
17/731 ;  so  is  an  attachment :  21  Am.  R.,  638;  tax  assessment  is,  when  :  8  Am.  R.,  296 
20/547;  14/1. 

§2704.  (2662.)  (2666.)  Offer  to  rescind  not  necessary.  An  offer  to  rescind 
g§2652, 2948,  is  not  necessary  to  a  recovery  upon  a  covenant  of  warranty.  An  offer 
3395.  by  ̂ q  warrantor  to  rescind,  and  a  refusal  by  the  warrantee,  should  be 

considered  in  estimating  damages. 
When  the  burden  of  proof  is  on  the  warrantor  in  suit  for  breach  of  warranty:  54 

Ga.,  81.  Warranty  existing  prior  to  warrantor's  bankruptcy  discharged  by  his  bank- 
ruptcy :  55  Ga.,  172. 

General  Note. — Mutual  independent  covenants:  30  Ga.,  561,  575.  Warrantor  no- 
tified of  action  to  evict  vendee,  and  failing  to  make  proof  to  protect  title,  liable  :  32 

Ga.,  13.  Defense  to  any  action  of  ejectment,  the  warranty  of  the  lessor:  22  Ga.,  627. 
Where  one  recovering  for  breach  of  warranty  plead  as  against  another  action  for  false 
warranty  :  25  Ga.,  346.  Unless  enumeration  of  the  quantity  is  of  the  essence  of  the  con- 

tract, warranty  not  broken  by  deficiency  in  quantity:  26  Ga.,  564.  Eviction:  61  Ga., 
395.  Judgment  in  a  claim  case  evidence  of  eviction  of  the  vendee:  33  Ga.,  45.  Es- 

toppel by  warranty  before  title  obtained:  15  Ga.,  521;  24/490.  Breach  of  express  or 
implied  warranty  must  be  so  plead:  61  Ga.,  475;  51/278;  53/635.    -Tenants  in  com- 
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mon  incorporated  cannot  afterwards  themselves  bring  suit  to  enjoin  breach  of  cove- 
nant entered  in  by  purchaser  from  corporation  :  11  Ga.,  556.  Public  road  known,  by 

vendee  to  exist  on  purchase,  no  breach  of  warranty  against  incumbrances:  5G  Ga., 
515.  Where  suit  on  warranty  barred  by  Ace  of  1869  :  53  Ga.,  76.  There  is  no  implied 
warranty  of  land  in  the  sale  of  it;  suit  for  purchase  money:  55  Ga.,  289.  Vendee 
having  warranted  to  vendor,  cannot  recover  against  him  or  convey  to  another  the 
right  for  breach:  56  Ga.,  198. 

General  Note  on  Covenants  of  Warranty. — Subject  treated :  Abb.  Tr.  Ev.,  519; 
4  Kent  Com.,  471 :  2  Cooley  BL,  300,  304  :  Sugden  on  Vendors,  (s.  p.)  701 ;  1  Smith's  L. 
C,  165,  180;  2/627;  32  Am.  D.,  353-6,  n;  3  Wash.  Real  Pr.,  379-424;  Rawle  on  Cove- nants of  Title. 

ARTICLE  III. 

OF    REGISTRATION. 

Section. 
2709.  Record  of  execution. 
2710.  Bills  of  sale  to  personalty. 
2711.  Former  acts  continued. 
2712.  Original  deed  evidence. 
2713.  Copy,  when  evidence. 

Section. 
^7(T>.  When  and  where  recorded. 
i7J6.  Attestation. 
2706.  (a.)  Attestation  of  deeds  in  which  feme 

covert  is  interested. 
2707.  Probate  by  witness. 
2708.  By  other  persons. 

§2705.  (2663.)  (2667.)  Deeds,  when  and  where  recorded.  Every  deed  con-  Act  of  1785, 

veying  lands  shall  be  recorded  in  the  office  of  the  Clerk  of  the  Superior  Act  of°i788, 
Court  of  the  countya  where  the  land  lies  within  one  year  from  the  date  c-  p-  V30-    ' •  •  Aot  of  1 8'"l7 
of  such  deed.     On  failure  to  record  within  this  time  the  record  may  be  c.  p.  175. 

made  at  any  time  thereafter ;  but  such  deed  loses  its  priority  over  a  cCp°i59755' 
subsequent  deed  from  the  same  vender,  recorded  in  time,  and  taken  Act  of  1 768 
without  notice  of  the  existence  of  the  first. 

Deed  recorded  without  being  proved  or  acknowledged  according  to  law  is  no  notice 
to  subsequent  purchaser  :  7  Ga.,  432.  Irregular  registration  of  deed  is  no  notice,  and 
certified  copy  of  not  required  to  be  recorded  is  not  evidence:  11  Ga.,  636;  32/165. 
No  attestation  clause,  and  not  stated  as  delivered,  yet  properly  recorded,  where  signed 
by  Justice  of  the  Peace  and  another  witness:  19  Ga.,  8.  The  notice  of  prior  unre- 

corded deed  affects  subsequent  purchaser:  25  Ga.,  55.  A  purchaser  without  from  one 
with  notice  of  prior  unrecorded  deed  before  its  record,  protected  :  27  Ga.,  637.  Where  an- 

other deed'  to  sanie  property  not  recorded  in  time,  first  has  precedence :  27  Ga.,  406. Purchaser  recording  his  deed  properly  without  notice  of  bond  with  purchase  money 
paid  to  same  land  has  precedence  :  29  Ga.,  485.  Aliter  if  deed  is  not  recorded  in  time 

and  has  notice  of  bond  with  purchase  money  paid  :  32  Ga.,  418.  Failure  to  record  af-  ̂ mjs1/i^eA^ 

fects  only  persons  purchasing  by  subsequent  deed:  9  Ga.,  23.     Copy  of  deed  only  read^^^^^^1^"^ 

C.  p.  162 

/ 

as  evidence,  with  proof  of  original  being  recorded  in  county  where  the  land  is :  24' 
Ga.,  494;  9/440.  Purchaser  at  Sheriff's  sale  having  deed  first  recorded,  preference 
over  unrecorded  one  :  10  Ga.,  253.  But  see  failure  of  purchaser  at  administrator's  sale 
to  record  in  twelve  months:  47  Ga.,  195.  Registration  of  derivative  conveyance  no 
notice  of  title  having  passed  out  of  original  grantor  :  14  Ga.,  530.  When  retrospec- 

tive registry,  acts  not  unconstitutional:  13  Ga.,  1.  As  to  precedence  of  older  deed 
not  recorded  in  time,  but  recorded  before  junior  one,  recorded  in  time  :  25  Ga.,  648; 
29/440.  If  neither  deed  recorded  in  time,  oldest  has  precedence  :  48  Ga.,  461  :  49/165. 
If  older  not  recorded  in  twelve  months,  does  not  affect  adverse  possession  of  younger 
purchaser  without  notice:  43  Ga.,  291.  Failure  of  index  to  record  book  to  show 

where'  deed  to  be  found  does  not  affect  one  in  fact  recorded :  50  Ga.,  327.  Record  of 
trust  deed  not  notice  of  property  purchased  with  proceeds  thereof  by  trustee:  55  Ga., 
504.  What  sufficient  to  put  on  notice  of  prior  unrecorded  deed :  57  Ga.,  540.  Con- 

structive notice:  25  Ga.,  277.  Record  of  intermediate  deed  will  not  avail  to  cure  fail- 
ure to  record  original :  57  Ga.,  155.  Gift  recorded  in  twelve  months  after  made  is  no- 
tice to  subsequent  purchaser:  29  Ga.,  405.  Section  cited  and  construed:  60Ga.,593. 

Recitals  in  a  deed  as  notice  to  party  who  claims  under  it:  54  Ga.,  170.  And  as  to 
what  is  notice  61  Ga.,  469.  Section  cited  where  record  of  younger  deed  in  time  did 
not  affect  possession  under  older  deed  not  so  recorded  :  63Ga.,325,  328.  Section  re- 

ferred to  as  to  preference  from  recording  onlv  avails  where  both  deeds  from  same 
grantor:  63  Ga.,  526;  33/569. 

Wade  on  Notice,  49  et  seq. ;  Bigelow  Fraud,  302.  Record,  notice,  when:  28  Am.  R., 
74,  n  ;  mistake  in:  26  Am.  R.,  309,  n.  A  deed  of  trust  in  the  nature  of  a  mortgage  is 
technically  a  deed,  and  when  executed  and  recorded  as  such,  will  be  constructive  no- 

tice to  all  the  world  :  3  Woods,  481.  Purchaser  not  affected  with  constructive  notice 
of  prior  unrecorded  conveyance  by  fact  that  he  was  subscribing  witness  thereto:  31 
Am.  R.,  722.  Index  is  not  constructive  notice:  30  Am.  R..  250.  When  notice  to  cor- 

poration not  implied  from  agent's  knowledge  of  record:  26  Am.  R.,  784.  Doctrine  of 
relation:  15  Am.  D.,  255.  Recorded  quit  claim  deed  superior  to  prior  warranty  deed 

43 
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not  recorded:  37  Am.  R.,  105,  109,  n.  Absolute  deed,  intended  as  mortgage,  not  notice 
as  mortgage  if  recorded  in  book  of  deeds :  14  Am.  D.,  513,  n.  Defective  index  :  Code, 
#267,  par.  7  and  8;  18  Am.  R.,  420,  n.  Liability  of  Clerk  for  mistake  in  record  :  See 
note  on  page  69  of  Code.  aLanu  lying  in  two  counties,  deed  may  be  recorded  in  either : 
12  Am.  I).,  417.  If  county  lines  are  changed  between  date  of  deed  and  record,  deed 
must  be  recorded  in  county  where  land  lies  at  date  of  record :  12  Am.  D.,  421,  n. 

^y^^  f/x^^O,      §2706.  (2664.)  (2668.)  Attestation  of  deeds.     To  authorize  the  record  of 
Act  of  1785,  a  deed  to  realty  or  personalty  it  must  be  attested,  if  executed  out  of 

c.  p.  164.    'this  State,  by  a  commissioner  of  deeds  for  the   State  of  Georgia,  or  a 
c.  p.  172.  "  '  Consul  or  Vice-Consul  of  the  United  States  (the  certificates  of  these. 
^ct50^839'  officers,  under  their  seals,  being  evidence  of  the  fact),  or  by  a  Judge  of 
Act  of  1850.  a  Court  of  record  in  the  State  where  executed,  with  a  certificate  of  the 

i8]PP'  18°'  clerk,  under  the  seal  of  such  Court,  of  the  genuineness  of  the  signa- 
Acts  of  1853  ture  of  such  Judge.  *  If  executed  in  this  State,  it  must  be  attested  by 

a  Judge  of  a  Court  of  record  of  this  State,  or  a  Justice  of  the  Peace,'  or 
§267,(15)      Notary  Public,  or  Clerk  of  the  Superior  Court  in  the  county  in  which 

the  three  last  mentioned  officers,  respectively,  hold  their  appointments; 

or  if  subsequent  to  its  execution  the  deed  is  acknowledged21  in  the  pres- 
ence of  either  of  the  above  named  officers,  that  fact,  certified  on  the 

deed  by  such  officer,  shall  entitle  it  to  be  recorded. 
On  the  Act  of  1785  :  1  Ga.,  5.  Formerly  there  could  be  no  proper  probate  of  adeed  by 

subscribing  witness  before  Clerk  of  the  Superior  Court:  7  Ga.,  530.  No  proper  regis- 
tration of  deed  since  1839,  attested  by  Justice  of  Peace  alone  :  30  Ga.,  83.  Attestation 

for  record  by  Clerk  of  Superior  Court  of  county  where  land  is,  with  other  witnesses,  can 
admit  it  to  record:  26  Ga.,  406,  What  attestation  sufficient:  19  Ga.,  8;  17/62.  Pre- 

sumption in  favor  of  attestation  being  legal,  especially  if  one  of  attesting  witnesses  is 
a  magistrate  :  53  Ga.,  59.  A  witness  may  testify  to  a  defective  probate  of  a  deed  des- 

troyed :  57  Ga.,  540.  Deed  admitted  in  evidence  from  another  State  and  recorded  with 
certificate  of  acknowledgment  before  commissioner  of  deeds  for  Georgia:  58  Ga.,  350. 
But  a  foreign  deed  recorded  not  admitted  in  evidence,  where  attested  by  one  witness 
and  other  purporting  to  be  a  Justice  of  the  Peace :  58  Ga.,  136 ;  59/704.  Deed  executed 
in  Florida  attested  by  Judge  of  Court  of  record  there  and  certifying  to  this  as  his 
own  clerk,  is  valid  :  59  Ga.,  762. 

Disqualification  by  interest  of  officer  taking  acknowledgment:  32  Am.  D.,  757-758,  n. 
Title  of  officer  must  appear:  15  Am.  D.,  533;  11/610.  Parol  evidence  is  inadmissible 
to  supply  defects  in  a  certificate  of  acknowledgment,  except  in  cases  of  fraud,  collu- 

sion or  forgery  :  16  Am.  D.,  516;  but  see  13  Am.  P.,  659.  Attestation  by  subscribing 
witness:  20  Am.  D.,  649.  When  certificate  may  be  impeached:  1  Am.  D.,  81,  n;  21 
Am.  R.,  46.  Cannot  be  amended  by  supplying  blanks:  22  Am.  R.,  128.  al  Am.  R., 
101.     Unauthorized  signature  ratified  by  parol:  17  Am.  R.,  146. 

§2706.  (a.)  Deed  to  land  in  which  wife  has  interest,  how  attested.  Where  a 
Act  of  1760, /erne  covert  has,  or  may  have,  any  right  in  part  or  the  whole  of  any  lands 
c.  p.  i6i.  an(j  tenements  to  be  conveyed,  and  the  said  feme  covert  willingly  con- 
1764.  sents  to  part  with  her  right  by  becoming  a  party  with  her  husband  in 

the  sale  of  such  lands,  and  tenements,  in  such  cases  as  these,  the  said 
feme  covert  shall  become  a  party  with  her  husband  in  the  deed  or  con- 

veyance, and  sign  and  seal  the  same,  before  an  officer  authorized  to  at- 
test deeds,  declaring  before  said  officer  that  she  has  joined  with  her 

husband  in  the  alienation  of  said  lands  and  tenements  of  her  own  free 

will  and  consent,  without  any  compulsion  or  force  used  by  her  said 
husband  to  oblige  her  to  do  so ;  which  declaration  shall  be  made  in  the 

following  words,  or  words  to  the  like  effect,  viz.:  "I,  A.  B.,  the  wife  of 
C.  D.,  do  declare  that  I  have  freely  and  without  any  compulsion,  signed, 
sealed  and  delivered  the  above  instrument  of  writing,  passed  between 
D.  E.  and  C.  D.,  and  I  do  hereby  renounce  all  title  or  claim  of  dower  that 
I  might  claim  or  be  entitled  to,  after  the  death  of  C.  D.,  my  said  hus- 

band, to  or  out  of  the  lands  or  tenements  therein  conveyed.  In  wit- 
ness whereof,  I  have  hereunto  set  my  hand  and  seal."  And  the  said 

officer  shall  indorse  upon  the  deed  the  acknowledgment  of  the  said  fe- 
me covert  made  before  him,  and  sign  the  same. 

Wells'  Sep.  Prop.,  ̂ 558-590;  11  Am.  D.,  730,  n  ;  19/232,  n  ;  21/256;  9  Am.  R.,  38; 
'   18/634;  24/204,  699;  26/267;  36/193. 

47  Ga.,  651;  54/529;  55/41. 
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§2707.  (2665.)  (2669.)  Probate  by  witness.  If  a  deed  is  neither  attes- Act  of  1850, 

ted  by,  nor  acknowledged  before,  either  of  the  officers  aforesaid,  it  may  c'  p' 18L 
be  admitted  to  record  upon -the  affidavit  of  a  subscribing  witness,  before 
either  of  the  above  named  officers,  testifying  to  the  execution  of  the 
deed  and  its  attestation  according  to  law.  A  substantial  compliance 
with  this  requisition  shall  be  held  sufficient  in  the  absence  of  all  sus- 

picion of  fraud. 
Omission  in  probate  to  state  deed  was  delivered:  11  Ga.,  636,  640.  Probate  not 

valid  or  sufficient :  13Ga.,522;  29/45;  32/418.  What  sufficient  proof  of  execution  :  18 
Ga.,  579.  A  valid  probate  by  a  subscribing  witness  :  29  Ga.,  246;  19/78,  81.  Registra- 

tion of  foreign  deed  not  sufficient  proof  of  its  probate:  9  Ga.,  174.  Presumed  a  deed 
properly  recorded  where  one  of  the  witnesses  a  magistrate  :  1  Ga.,  3  ;  17/64  ;  19/8.  Re- 

cording on  minutes  of  Superior  Court  does  not  dispense  with  statutory  requirement  of 
registry  :  9  Ga.,  440. 

§2708.  (2666.)  (2670.)  By  other  persons.     If  the  subscribing  witness,  Act  of  1838. 
or  viHtnesses,  be  dead,  or  lunatic,  or  removed  without  the  State,  or  other-  c.  p.  w» 
wise  incapacitated  to  make  the  affidavit,  the  affidavit  of  a  third  per-  c.  p.  17s.  _ 

son  to  the  fact,  and  to  the  genuineness  of  the  handwriting  of  the  sub-pC§ofl8°8' scribing  witness,  or  witnesses,  shall  be  sufficient  to  admit  the  deed  to 
j.  e  '  '  §3839. record. 

Secondary  proof  of  execution  of  a  deed  where  subscribing  witness  resides  out  of  this 
State:  6  Ga.,  382. 

§2709.  (2667.)  (2671.)  Record  of  execution.  A  purchaser  at  Sheriff's  sale  Act  of  1845, 
may  have  the  execution  under  which  the  property  was,  sold  recorded  c- p- 179- 
with  his  deed,  together  with  all  the  entries  on  said  execution,  and  in 
the  event  of  the  loss  or  destruction  of  the  original  execution,  a  copy 
of  such  record  shall  be  admitted  in  evidence. 

Sheriff's  deed  for  taxes  is  not  evidence  without  the  execution  under  which  he  acted : 
55  Ga.,  572.  The  fi.  fa.  should  accompany  the  Sheriff's  deed:  56  Ga.,  359.  Where 
Sheriff's  deed  admitted  on  proof  of  loss  of  the  fi.  fa. :  56  Ga.,  644.  Recorded  deed  of 
of  personalty  should  go  in  evidence  without  more  proof :  29  Ga.,  356.  Affidavit  of  sub- 

scribing witness  to  bill  of  sale:  19  Ga.,  78.  As  to  marriage  settlements:  32  Ga.,  165. 
Where  written  bill  of  sale  of  steam  tug  recorded  should  have  been  introduced  in  evi- 

dence :  55  Ga.,  377-378. 

§2710.  (2668.)  (2672.)  Bills  of  sale  to. personalty.     Deeds  and  bills  ofActofi8i9, 

sale  to  personalty  may  be  recorded  in  the  office  of  the  Clerk  of  the  Su-^cPg^8-,-855 
perior  Court  of  the  county  where  the  maker  resides.  Such  record  being  -6,  p.  142. 
permissive  and  not  compulsory,  is  not  constructive*  or  implied  notice 
to  any  one;  it  is  otherwise,  where  the  law  requires  the  record  to  be 
made,  and  it  is  properly  made. 

aBut  is  actual  notice  to  any  one  who  sees  it :  20  Am.  R.,  737. 

§2711.  (2669.)  (2673.)  Laws  continued.     All  deeds  heretofore,  by  any 
Act  declared  valid,  or  where  improperly  recorded,  the  record  has  been 
declared  valid  or  sufficient,  shall  continue  under  this  Code  in  the  same 
situation  as  if  the  original  Acts  remained  in  force. 

Constitutionality  of  Acts  to  cure  defects  in  attestation:  16  Am.  D.,  518,  n;  20  Am. 
R.,  26. 

§2712.  (2670.)  (2674.)  Deed  evidence,  when.     A  registered  deed  shall  Act  of  1812, 

be  admitted  in  evidence  in  any  Court  in  this  State  without  further  £ct  of6i827 
proof,  unless  the  maker  of  the  deed,  or  one  of  his  heirs,  or  the  opposite  c-  p-  172- 

party  in  the  cause,  will  file  .an  affidavit  that  the  said  deed  is  a  forgery,  c.cp°i78.    ' 
to  the  best  of  his  knowledge  and  belief,  when  the  Court  shall  arrest  the  ̂ ,cts  °i43855 
cause  and  require  an  issue  to  be  made  and  tried  as  to  the  genuineness  )py,&c, 
of  the  alleged  deed.  /  / 

Registered  deed  should  have  been  admitted  in  evidence  :  1  Ga.,  3.  Personalty:  29 
Ga.,  356.  If  deed  not  recorded,  proof  of  its  execution  must  be  shown  :  22  Ga.,  403.  Im- 

peaching a  deed  for  forgery:  10  Ga.,  491;  44/579;  42/623;  36/463;  29/450;  14/545. 
Where  the  holder  of  younger  deed  can  deny  that  grantor  had  conveyed  to  first  grantee  : 
18  Ga.,  350.  Where  it  is  shown  that  magistrate  purporting  to  sign  as  subscribing  wit- 

ness is  no  magistrate,  as  evidence  of  forgery :  30  Ga.,  619 ;  60/482,  483.  Recorded  deed  at- 
tacked for  forgery,  burden  of  proof  on  party  asserting  genuineness  of  the  deed  :  39  Ga., 

550 ;  58/589.     The  issue  of  forgery  not  made  as  against  an  ancient  deed  over  thirty  years 
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old :  43  Ga.,  349,  525.  Except  where  there  are  indications  on  its  face  of  not  being  genu- 
ine: 58  Ga.,  589.  The  issue  of  forgery  can  only  be  used  as  against  a  registered  deed  : 

44  Ga.,  515.  Where  production  of  title  papers  attacked  for  forgery  might  be  required  : 
47  Ga.,  81-2.  Where  defectively  executed  and  improperly  recorded  deed  admitted 
without  objection:  54  Ga.,  613.  Where  the  decree  must  accompany  the  guardian's 
deed  in  evidence :  50  Ga.,  629.  And  fi.  fa.  must  accompany  Sheriff's  deed  in  sale  for 
takes:  55  Ga.,  572;  24/494.  Where  deed  recorded  in  another  State,  not  admitted,  not 
being  properly  witnessed:  58  Ga.,  130. 

§2713.  (2671.)  (2675.)  Copy,  when  evidence.     If  the  original  deed  be 
lost,  a  copy  from  the  registry,  if  duly  recorded,   shall  be  admitted  in 
evidence  whenever  the  Court  is  satisfied  of  the  fact  of  loss  or  destruc- 

§3820.         tion  ;  and  to  this  fact  the  party  may  be  a  witness. 
Copy  admitted  in  evidence  only  when  original  deed  properly  recorded:  11  Ga.,  636; 

7/530;  24/494;  30/391.  Sufficient  certificate  of  a  clerk  to  a  copy  deed:  26  Ga.,  582. 
Properly  recorded,  although  index  to  record  does  not  show  it :  50  Ga.,  327.  When  pro- 

ceeding and  verdict  in  issue  of  forgery  to  deed  will  not  affect  one  not  a  party :  57 
Ga.,  539. 

Recorded  in  wrong  county,  copy  not  evidence  :  19  Am.  D.,  70. 

General  Note  on  Registration. — Affidavit,  to  introduce  copy  of  deed  lost  or  de- 
stroyed :  10  Ga..  439.  Attestation  "  in  the  presence  of,"  sufficient :  17  Ga.,  62.  By 

two  persons,  one  a  Justice  of  the  Peace  and  no  certificate  of  delivery,  etc.,  held  that 
the  deed  should  be  held  legally  on  record  until  the  contrary  is  shown:  19  Ga.,  8. 
Whether  name  of  attesting  magistrate  was  affixed  subsequently  to  execution  was  a 
question  for  the  jury  :  39 Ga.,  22.  Bond  for  titles,  registration  of,  not  authorized  by 
law  :  9  Ga.,  440.  Not  good  against  purchaser  without  notice  and  conveyance  recorded 
in  time  :  29  Ga.,  485.  Conveyance  derivative,  registration  of,  no  notice  that  title 
has  passed  out  of  original  grantor  :  14  Ga.,  530.  Recording  in  time  will  cure  failure  to 
record  original  in  time,  etc.  :  57  Ga.,  156.  Deed,  probate  of,  before  Superior  Court  Clerk 
by  subscribing  witness  was  not  valid  at  the  time  of  the  decision  :  7  Ga.,  530.  Lost  or 
destroyed  and  subscribing  witness  unknown,  dispenses  with  the  necessity  of  first  resort- 

ing to  them  to  prove  the  instrument :  14  Ga.  530.  Made  in  1822  and  recorded  in  1836, 
will  take  precedence  of  one  made  and  recorded  in  December,  1837  :  25  Ga.,  648.  When 
same  party  makes  two,  and  neither  is  recorded  in  time,  first  holds:  27  Ga.,  406.  Re- 

corded on  affidavit  of  one  subscribing  witness  sufficient:  29  Ga.,  246.  Recorded  after 
twelve  months  good  against  younger  not  executed  until  after  former  had  been  recorded : 

29  Ga.,  440.  Not  recorded  in  time  does  not  affect  plaintiff's  right  against  mere  wrong- 
ful holders  :  30  Ga.,  553.  Improper  admission  of,  to  record:  32  Ga.,  418.  In  issue 

formed  to  try  the  genuineness  of  the  fact  that  the  deed  is  recorded,  does  not  change 
the  onus  :  39  Ga.,  550.  Existence,  genuineness  and  contents  of  lost  deed  may  be  shown 
by  certified  copy  if  properly  recorded:  40  Ga.,  684.  Oldest  has  preference  where 
neither  has  been  recorded:  49  Ga.,  165.  Of  gift  required  by  law  of  South  Carolina  to 
be  proven  and  registered,  registry  no  proof  of  probate :  9  Ga.,  174.  Purchaser  at  Sher- 

iff's sale  who  has  deed  first  recorded,  gains  same  preference  over  unrecorded  deed,  as 
if  he  had  bought  directly  from  the  debtor  himself:  10  Ga.,  253.  Purchaser  at  admin- 

istrator's sale,  same  rule  applies  to  deed,  as  if  bought  from  intestate  in  his  life-time: 
13  Ga.,  1.  Ejectment,  when  one  drew  land,  and  before  grant  issued  conveyed  for  a 
valuable  consideration,  and  after  grant  conveyed  to  another,  the  deed  not  recorded, 
held  that  ejectment  would  not  lie  on  this  latter  deed  :  29  Ga.,  17.  Estoppel,  when  a 
vendor  makes  two  deeds  to  same  land,  and  the  younger  deed  is  duly  recorded  and  the 
older  is  not,  the  vendee  in  younger  deed  is  not  estopped  from  saying  that  vendor  had 
not  conveyed  the  land  to  donee  in  the  first  deed:  18  Ga.,  350.  Evidence,  deed  or 
other  instrument  in  writing  more  than  thirty  years  old  admitted  in,  and  need  not  be 
proved,  etc. :  1  Ga.,  551.  Where  such  deed  has  been  improperly  admitted  to  record: 
57  Ga.,  155.  Deed  unrecorded,  may  be  admitted,  but  must  be  proved:  22  Ga.,  402. 
Certified  copy  of  deed  not  required  to  be  recorded  is  not  evidence;  11  Ga.,  636.  Certi- 

fied copy  of  what  purported  to  be  a  recorded  deed,  not  admitted  in  :  24  Ga.,  494. 

Recorded  deed  of  personal  property,  entitled  to  go  in," without  other  proof :  29  Ga., 
356.  Deed  or  other  writing,  recorded,  how  admitted  in,  after  being  lost  or  destroyed  : 
32  Ga.,  688.  Registered  deed  admitted  in  ejectment  suit,  without  further  proof,  unless, 

,  etc.:  36  Ga.,  463.  Secondary,  in  case  of  lost  deed:  16  Ga.,  368.  When  secondary  is 
sought  to  be  introduced,  oath  to  be  made  :  41  Ga.,  40.  Fi.  fa.  against  vendor,  when 
registration  will  not  do  in  place  of  possession  to  exempt  land  from:  27  Ga.,  341. 
Marriage  contract,  valid  between  the  parties,  although  not  recorded  :  22  Ga.,  402. 
Mortgage,  whether  recorded  mortgage  had  been  stamped,  question  for  the  jury  :  39 
Ga.,  180.  Notice,  constructive,  of  unrecorded  marriage  settlement,  sufficient  to  bind 
bona  fide  purchaser,  creditor,  etc. :  25  Ga.,  277.  Constructive  registration  of  such  con- 

veyances only  as  required  to  be  recorded  is,  to  subsequent  purchasers :  32  Ga,,  165. 
Possession  of  older  deed  unrecorded  is,  to  persons  claiming  under  younger  unrecorded 
deed:  23  Ga.,  207.  Record  of  deed  in  time  is  actual  notice:  29Ga.,405.  Power  of 
attorney,  may  be  recorded  with  deed,  but  not  a  necessity:  29  Ga.,  440.  May  be  re- 

corded under  same  rules  as  deed  made  under,  and  may  be  read  in  evidence :  27  Ga., 
418.  Purchaser,  without  notice  of  prior  unrecorded  deed  from  one  who  purchased 
with  notice  of  the  deed,  protected  :  27  Ga.,  637.  Usury,  record  of  deed  that  failed  to 
pass  title  because  of,  not  notice  of  the  instrument  as  a  mortgage  :  63  Ga.,  623. 
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§2714.  (2672.)  (2676.)  What  is  a  contract.  A  contract  is  agreement 
between  two  or  more  parties  for  the  doing  or  not  doing  of  some  speci- 

fied thing. 

Agreement  must  be  so  certain  that  parties  can  have  no  action  on  it:  1  Ga.,  220. 
Where  contract  implied:  50Ga.,443;  59/413;  46/494;  44/289. 

Usage  will  not  make  contract  for  parties:  10  0.,  195.  Implied  contracts:  3  Add. 
Contr.,  §1399  etseq. ;  to  pay  for  services:  See  note  to  §2178.  Money  paid  for  another:  3 
Add.  Contr.,  §1405;  money  received  for  use  of  another:  3  Add.  Contr.,  §1408  :  in  res- 

pect to  account  stated:  3  Add.  Contr.,  §1415;  see  general  note  following  §3263. 

§2715.  (2673.)  (2677.)  Executed  or  executory.     An  executed  contract  is  §§1775, 1951, 

one  in  which  all  the  parties  thereto  have  performed  all  the  obligation  2547- 
which  they  have  originally  assumed.     An  executory  contract  is  one  in 
which  something  remains  to  be  done  by  one  or  more  parties. 

Courts  will  not  disturb  an  executed  illegal  contract:  5Ga.,404;  3/176;  unless  where 
public  policy  would  be  promoted:  16  Ga.,  416.  Money  paid  on  an  illegal  executed 
contract  cannot  be  recovered  back  :  30  Ga.,  547.  Courts  will  not  lend  their  aid  to  dis- 

turb illegal  executed,  or  to  enforce  illegal  executory  contracts:  35  Ga.,  330;  41/315; 
55/262;  11/547;  57/179;  41/316;  61/327  ;  3/182;  9/158;  44/642.  An  executory  agree- 

ment: 60  Ga.,  428,  430.  Consideration  necessary  to  executory  contract:  32  Ga.,  235. 
Contracts  of  record  defined  :  35  Ga.,  72.  A  judgment  is  a  contract  of  record  :  54  Ga., 
482. 

1  Add.  Contr.,  §§207,  218 ;   Langdell  Lead.  Cas.  Contr.,  p.  423,  (summary,  §90.) 

§2716.  (2674.)  (2678.)  Contracts  of  record.  A  contract  of  record  is  one 
which  has  been  declared  and  adjudicated  by  a  Court  having  jurisdic- 

tion, or  which  is  entered  of  record  in  obedience  to,  or  in  carrying  out, 
the  judgments  of  a  Court. 

§2717.  (2675.)  (2679.)  Specialty.     A  specialty  is  a  contract  under  seal, 
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§|4.  5,  2739,  and  is  considered  by  the  law  as  entered  into  with  more  solemnity,  and, 
2776, 2915.    consequently,  of  higher  dignity  than  ordinary  simple  contracts. 

Action  on  a  statute  of  the  State  in  nature  of  specialty  as  regards  statute  of  limita- 
tions :  lOGa.,  162.  Indorsement  of  a  sealed  instrument  is  a  contract  under  seal:  29 

Ga.,  700.  Bond  with  ink  scroll  with  seal  written  in  it  opposite  party's  name  signed  to 
it,  a  sealed  instrument:  12  Ga..  459;  13/502;  29/427.  Note  under  seal  payable  to 
bearer,  negotiable  :  15  Ga.,  529.  Plea  of  failure  of  consideration  against  a  note  under 
seal :  16  Ga.,  377  ;  35/320. 

May  be  varied  by  subsequent  parol  agreement:  11  0.,  522. 

§2718.  (2676.)  (2680.)  Simple  contracts.  All  other  contracts  than 
those  specified  above  are  termed  simple  contracts. 

§2719.  (2677.)  (2681.)  Parol  contracts.  Simple  contracts  may  be  either 
in  writing  or  rest  only  in  words,  as  remembered  by  witnesses.  Parol 
contracts,  under  this  Code,  shall  include  only  the  latter. 

§2720.  (2678.)  (2682.)  Essentials  of  a  contract.  To  constitute  a  valid 
contract,  there  must  be  parties  able  to  contract,  a  consideration  mov- 

ing to  the  contract,  the  assent  of  the  parties  to  the  terms  of  the  con- 
tract, and  a  subject  matter  upon  which  it  can  operate. 

Consideration  of  a  contract  defined:  12  Ga.,  52.  Issue  of  capacity  o£  party  to  con- 
tract passed  on  by  the  jury  :  30  Ga.,  263  ;  43/85.  Consideration  of  contract  open  to  in- 
quiry between  the  parties  :  55  Ga.,  78.  What  not  a  good  consideration  for  son  to  give 

new  note  for  old  debt  of  father:  56  Ga.,  208.  Money  borrowed  on  usurious  contract 
good  consideration  for  promise  to  pay  back  with  legal  interest :  57  Ga.,  99.  AVhat  suf- 

ficient consideration  for  a  contract  to  release  control  over  a  child  :  59  Ga.,  555. 

§2721.  (2679.)  (2683.)  Contracts  absolute  or  conditional.  A  contract 
§2858.  may  be  absolute  or  conditional.  In  the  former,  every  covenant  is  in- 

dependent, and  the  breach  of  one  does  not  relieve  the  obligation  of  an- 
other. In  the  latter,  the  covenants  are  dependent  the  one  upon  the 

other,  and  the  breach  of  one  is  a  release  of  the  binding. force  of  all  de- 
pendent covenants.  The  classification  of  every  contract  must  depend 

upon  a  rational  interpretation  of  the  intention  of  the  parties. 
Mutual  covenants  that  were  independent  and  not  dependent :  30  Ga.,  561.  Where 

the  covenants  were  mutual  and  dependent:  46  Ga.,  278.  Contracts  entire  or  severable: 
41  Ga.,  337.  A  contract  may  be  absolute  or  conditional :  45  Ga.,  628.  An  absolute 
right  qualified  with  a  condition  :  53  Ga.,  72.  Absolute  unconditional  contract  of  sale: 
54  Ga.,  145. 

1  Add.  Contr.,  §231;  Langdell  Lead.  Cas.  Contr.,  633,  (summary,  §105);  6  Am.  D., 

332,  439;  2  Am.  P.,  601,  671 ;  29/60;  8  Wh.,  217  ;  1  Pet.,  455;  13  How.,  307;  10  0.,'  61 ; 6C.  L.  J.,  369. 

§2722.  (2680.)  (2684.)  Conditions  precedent  and  subsequent.  Conditions 

§§2857, 3ii5.  may  be  precedent81  or  subsequent^  In  the  former,  the  condition  must 
be  performed  before  the  contract  becomes  absolute  and  obligatory  upon 
the  other  party.  In  the  latter,  the  breach  of  the  condition  may  de- 

stroy the  party's  rights  under  the  contract,  or  may  give  a  right  to 
damages  to  the  other  party,  according  to  a  true  construction  of  the  in- 

tention of  the  parties. 
What  must  be  averred  in  suing  on  a  contract  on  condition  :  1  Ga.,  257.  Contract  to 

pay  certain  amount  of  money  on  condition  :  3  Ga.,  94;  14/649.  Alternative  proposi- 
,  tions  by  letter  by  buyer,  vendor  may  elect  to  take  either  :  5  Ga.,  167.  What  must  be 

alleged  and  proven  to  recover  on  a  contract  with  condition  precedent :  13  Ga.,  210.  As 
to  conditions  precedent  and  mutual  dependent  covenants  :  17  Ga.,  340.  Conditional 
contract  for  rent:  28  Ga.,  422.  Failure  to  comply  with  condition  precedent  defeating 
plaintiff's  right:  32  Ga.,  493.  Indorser  "to  be  liable  in  second  instance"  after  maker 
sued  to  insolvency  :  35  Ga.,  143 ;  53/381-2.  Conditions  precedent  to  recovery  on  an  in- 

surance policy:  36  Ga.,  429.  Section  cited  and  construed:  44  Ga.,  119,  123.  Where 
some  act  to  be  done  before  performance  must  aver  and  prove  that  it  has  been  com- 

plied with  :  39  Ga.,  544.  When  issue  of  stock  certificate  not  condition  precedent  to 
recovery  on  stock  subscriptions  :  44  Ga.,  597.  A  conditional  bond :  29  Ga.,  139.  Words 
of  covenant  and  not  of  condition  :  46  Ga.,  241.  Agreement  to  pay  to  the  capital  stock 
of  railroad  on  demand  when  a  condition  thereto  has  been  performed:  51  Ga.,  318. 
Payment  of  one  note  on  condition  of  taking  up  another  note  that  was  barred  by  the 
statute  of  limitations,:  51  Ga.,  332.  A  condition  precedent  that  all  liens  should 
be  removed  before  payment :  51  Ga.,  371.  Plea  that  condition  upon  which  payment 
was  to  be  made,  had  not  accrued:  53 Ga.,  456;  51/550,  551.     Partial  compliance  with  a 
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condition  will  not  do  :  54  Ga.,  47-50.  Legacy  on  condition,  estoppel  by  acceptance:  40 
Ga.,  G79.  A  fee  in  land  by  will  upon  a  condition  :  45  Ga.,  481.  Recoupment  plead' 
for  failure  to  comply  with  stipulations  in  the  contract :  55  Ga.,  75.  Condition  for  sup- 

port for  life  :  62  Ga.,  546. 
In  contracts  of  sale:  Benj.,  on  Sales,  £$560,  609.  Condition  in  contract  for  sale  of 

land  that  whisky  shall  not  be  sold  thereon,  valid  :  9  C.  L.  J.,  461;  10  O.,  55.  al  Add. 
Contr.,  £232;  3  Woods,  287  ;  Langdell  Lead.  Cas.  Contr.,  461,  (summary,  ^32-41.)  Cut- 

ter vs.  Powell :  2  Smith's  L.  C,  2 ;  18  Am.  R.,  621 ;  see  notes  to  £2726.  bLangdell  Lead.- 
Cas.  Contr.,  781,  (summary,  $$42-4). — Mutual  and  concurrent  conditions  :  Langdell 
Lead.  Cas.  Contr.,  p.  729,  (summary,  §$20-25.)  Contracts  conditional  on  notice:  Lang-> 
dell  Lead.  Cas.  Contr.,  982,  (summary,  §150.) 

§2723.  (2681.)  (2685.)   Void  conditions.     Impossible,  immoral,  and  il- 
legal conditions,  are  void,  and  are  binding  upon  no  one. 

Repugnant  conditions  are  void:  1  Add.  Contr.,  §225. 

§2724.  (2682.)  (2686.)  Novations.     One  simple  contract  as  to  the  same  §2153. 
matter,  and  on  no  new  consideration,  does  not  destroy  another  between 
the  same  parties;  but  if  new  parties  are  introduced  by  novation,  so  as 
to  change  the  person  to  whom  the  obligation  is  due,  the  original  con- 

tract is  at  an  end. 

What  not  a  novation  under  this  section:  51  Ga.,  179,180;  44/129;  40/438;  38/517- 
518.  A  novation  of  original  debt  by  which  its  fiduciary  character  is  destroyed  :  45  Ga., 
492;  51/647.  When  not:  45  Ga.,  469.  New  consideration  that  would  amount  to  a  no- 

vation :  41  Ga,,  580;  40/193,  423,  487  ;  45/500;  45/137  ;  54/408.  What  amounts  to  a  no- 
vation in  renewal  of  aliability:  31  Ga.,  581 ;  47/100:1 56/214;  59/265,  266.  Where  not 

such  a  novation  of  the  debt  as  to  prevent  recovery  of  purchase  money  :  46  Ga.,  204, 
580;  45/356.  Where  could  not  subject  a  homestead  to  judgment  on  a  note  in  renewal 
of  another  not  for  purchase  money  :  61  Ga.,  203.  What  such  a  novation  as  discharged 
sureties:.  64  Ga.,  740. 

1  Add.  Contr.,  §2372-3;  13  Am.  D.,  296,  n  ;  notes  to  §§2153,  2878. 

§2725.  (2683.)  (2687.)  Entire  or  severable  contracts.     A  contract  may  §§2547, 2<ut 

be  either  entire*  or  severable.5     In    the  former,  the  whole   contract  i^Jj'  %49, 
stands  or  falls  together.     In  the  latter,  the  failure  of-  a  distinct  part  2^72'  2939 does  not  void  the  remainder.     The   character  of  the  contract  in  such 
case  is  determined  by  the  intention  of  the  parties. 

An  entire  contract  for  sale  of  real  or  personal  property  if  void  in  part  is  void  en- 
tirely :  6  Ga.,  590.  A  severable  contract:  19  Ga.,  416.  An  entire  contract:  22  Ga., 

184  ;  28/313;  30/877.     Where  the  consideration  was  severable  :  41  Ga.,  331 ;  43/305. 

a2  Woods,    272  ;  34  Am.  R.,  603.  bl  Am.  R.,  609;  33/753. 

§2726.  (2684.)  (2688.)  Apportionment     In  some  cases,  even  an  entire  §§2547, 2042 

contract  is  apportion  able;  as  where  the  price  to  be  paid  is  not  fixed,  or^- 2^72, 
is  by  the  contract  itself  apportioned  according  to  time,  so  if  the  failure 
of  one  party  to  perform  is  caused  by  the  act  of  the  other,  the  contract 
may  still  be  apportioned. 
.    Construing  this  section:  53  Ga.,  83,  648. 

Notes  to  Cutter  vs.  Powell :  2Smith'sL.  C,  2.  Apportionment :  31  Am.  D.,  517-522, 
n.     Quantum  meruit  on  special  contract:  19  Am.  D.,  277,  n  ;  33  Am.  R.,  705;  35/471. 

§2727  (2685.)  (2689.)  Assent  is  essential  to  contract.     The  consent  of  the 
parties  being  essential  to  a  contract,  until  each  has  assented  to  all  the 
terms,  the  contract  is  incomplete;  until  assented  to,  each  party  may 

withdraw  his  bida  or  proposition,  unless  a  given  time  is  agreed  on  in 
which  the  other  party  may  assent. 

1  Add.  Contr.  §20  ;  1  Woods,  286.  Langdell  Lead.  Cas.  Contr.,  1.  Offer  of  rewards  : 
Woods  Master  and  Servant,  311 ;  Langdell  Lead.  Cas.  Contr.,  13,  84,  110  ;  26  Am.  R.,  1, 
and  note ;  36/129 ;  see  general  note  following  $2629.  Notice  of  acceptance  of  offer : 
Wade  on  Notice,  161.     aAt  auction  :  Wade  on  Notice,  162  ;  notes  to  §2630. 

§2728.  (2686.)  (2690.)  Contracts  by  letter.  If  the  proposition  is  made 

by  letter,  the  acceptance  by  written  replya  takes  effect  from  the  time  it 
is  sent,band  not  from  the  time  it  is  received;  hence  the  proposer  can- not withdraw  in  the  meantime.  If  the  latter  contains  alternative 

propositions,  the  party  receiving  may  elect. 
Stated  :  4  Ga.,  1.  Vendor  may  elect  which  of  alternative  propositions  by  letter  he 

will  take:  5  Ga.,  167.     How  far  the  contract  by  letter  bound  the  writer:  43  Ga.,  298. 
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Contract  complete  on  delivery  of  the  letter  in  the  post-office  :  55  Ga.,  448.  Letters  de- 
clared on  in  substance  in  a  suit  sufficient :  55  Ga.,  164. 

1  Add  Contr.,  $22  ;  Langdell  Lead.  Cas.,  Contr.  4etseq. ;  "Wade  on  Notice,  163 ;  1  Woods, 286  ;  1  Am.  R,  28;  32/40,  n  ;  10  C.  L.  J..  63,  89,  271,  451.  One  receiving  proposal  must 
reply  by  return  mail :  9  C.  L.  J.,  145.  The  proposer  may  retract  by  a  subsequent  letter 
reaching  other  party  before  mailing  of  acceptance  :  1  Add.  Contr.,  §22,  note  1 ;  aor  by 
telegram  :  1  Add.  Contr.  ;  #22,  (p.  45) ;  Am.,  note  1 ;  40.,  29;  balthoughit  does  not  reach 
its  destination:  1  Add.  Contr.,  #22. 

General  Note. — A  corporation  may  take  a  note  by  authority  under  its  charter  to 
contract:  17  Ga.,  575;  19/486.  Bank  charters  are  interpreted  as  contracts:  19  Ga.,  325. 
Municipal  corporation  under  its  charter  could  contract  for  water  works :  28  Ga.,  50. 
Where  directors  of  railroad  corporation  could  contract  to  issue  preferred  stock  :  43  Ga., 
13.  Injunction  against  a  railroad  making  a  contract  not  authorized  by  its  charter :  40 
Ga.,  582.  Must  be  mutuality  of  obligation  to  sustain  a  contract :  23  Ga.,  124.  When 
there  was  no  implied  contract :  29  Ga.,  399  ;  48/523.  As  to  consideration  and  mutual- 

ity of  contracts:  32  Ga  ,  684;  36/184.  Not  dependent  contracts  :  19  Ga.,  416.  Ratifi- 
cation of  part  of  a  contract  is  a  ratification  of  all  of  it.  17  Ga.,  243.  Subsequent  rati- 

fication by  parents  of  agreement  with  minor  makes  it  binding  :  28  Ga.,  43.  State  not 
responsible  for  contracts  made  by  officers  of  Federal  army  during  the  war  :  39  Ga.,  609. 
Remedies  for  employee  where  contract  for  labor  broken  by  employer :  21  Ga.,  157; 
53/82.  Mistake  and  acquiescence  in  a  contract :  40  Ga.,  205.  Repudiation  of  a  con- 

tract: 47  Ga.,  101.  Parent  suing  for  apportionment  of  contract  of  service  with  minor  : 
53  Ga.,  646.  Maker  of  note  bound  personally,  although  word  administratrix  be  an- 

nexed to  her  signature  :  57  Ga.,  531.  Executive  warrant  on  State  treasury  not  a  con- 
tract: 56  Ga.,  674.  Contract  for  a  consideration  to  leave  by  will  a  money  legacy:  56 

Ga.,  300.  Contract  not  to  carry  on  a  trade  within  limits  of  a  certain  town  is  valid  :  56 
Ga.,  504.  Where  time  is  of  the  essence  of  the  contract:  58  Ga.,  584.  As  to  ratification 
of  an  illegal  contract :  60  G a.,  222. 

CHAPTER  II. 

OF    THE    PARTIES. 

Section. 
2729.  Personal  disabilities 
2730.  Feme  covert 
2781.  Infant,  when  bound. 
2732.  Personal  exemption. 
'-2733.  Infants  doing  business,  etc. 

Section. 
2734.  Marriage  contracts  of  infants. 
2735.  Insane  persons. 
2736.  Incapacity  may  be  pleaded. 
2737.  Drunkard. 
2738.  Lex  loci  contractus. 

§2729.  (2687.)  (2691.)  Persons  unable  to  contract.  The  following  per- 
sons cannot  generally  make  a  valid  contract:  Married  women,  infants, 

insane  persons,  and  drunkards. 

Married  woman,  a  minor,  not  bound  on  a  note  given  by  her  husband's  debts:  52 
Ga.,  503.  A  married  woman  whose  husband  has  deserted  her  can  contract:  41  Ga.,  143. 
Married  woman  sued  on  her  indorsement  of  a  note:  49  Ga.,  487.  Married  woman 
may  convey  her  separate  estate  by  deed  :  55  Ga.,  41.  Goods  sold,  to  married  woman  : 
11  Ga.,  326.     Married  woman  can  bind  her  separate  estate  by  note  :  32  Ga.,  605. 

§2730.  (2688.)  (2692.)  Contracts  by  feme  coverts.  The  contracts  of  a 
§§i7do,  1760.  married  woman  are  generally  void. 

Rule  where  no  separate  estate:  8  Ga.,  359.  She  mav  contract  and  be  contracted 
with  as  to  her  separate  estate  :  39  Ga.,  41  ;  56/347-8  ;  62/557. 

Wells'  Sep.  Prop.,  $315-336.  Contracts  of  married  women  to  take  shares  in  corpora- 
tion :  Thompson,  L.  S.,  $233  ;  30  Am.  R.,  610.  Power  to  execute  notes,  bonds,  etc.: 

Wells  Sep.  Prop.,  $$337-360.  Contracts  binding  separate  estate  :  notes  to  $$1783,  1754, 
2336 ;  for  necessaries  :  note  to  $1757. 

§2731.  (2689.)  (2693.)  Infant,  when  bound.  The  contracts  of  an  infant 
Acts  of  1858,  under  twenty-one  years  of  age  are  void,  except  for  necessaries  f  and  for 
p.  58.  necessaries  they  are  not  valid  unless  the  party  furnishing  them  proves 

that  the  parentb  or  guardian0  fails  or  refuses  to  supply  sufficient  neces- 
saries for  the  infant.  If,  however,  the  infant  receives  property,  or 

other  valuable  consideration,  and  after  arrival  at  age  retains  possession 

of  such  property,  or  enjoysd  the  proceeds  of  such  valuable  consideration, 
such  a  ratification6  of  the  contract  shall  bind  him. 

Contracts  of,  not  void  but  voidable  at  their  election  when  of  age  :  7  Ga,,  568.  What 
plaintiff  must  show  in  action  for  necessaries  furnished  infant  ward  :  11  Ga.,  607.  Suit 
against  the  husband  of  a  minor  on  her  contract  for  necessaries  alum  sola:  13  Ga.,  467. 
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Repudiation  by  infant  of  a  contract  not  binding  because  of  infancy  is  not  legal 
fraud:  19  Ga.,  22.  Debts  by  infants  for  necessaries  before  guardian  appointed,  paid 
afterwards  :  15  Ga.,  452.  How  action  for  and  against  infant  prosecuted  and  defended, 
and  can  sufficiently  enforce  contracts  against,  for  necessaries,  at  law  :  28  Ga.,  522.  Sub- 

sequent ratification  by  parents  of  agreement  with  minor  makes  it  valid  :  28  Ga.,  43. 
A  minor  under  age  of  seventeen  years  cannot  give  binding  consent  to  a  contract:  34 
Ga.,  109.  Adult  bound  by  contract  entered  into  by  him  with  one  acting  for  minors  : 
36  Ga.,  184.  As  to  liability  of  father  for  goods  sold  a  minor  child  :  28  Ga.,  486.  Note 
by  infant  for  necessaries  valid  :  6  Ga.,  169.  Irregular  decree  not  void  as  to  infants  :  53 
Ga.,  514.  When  only  Judge  could  order  sale  of  minor's  property  :  60  Ga.,  677.  Suit 
by  minor  for  breach  of  contract  made  bv  him  for  his  mother  for  his  services  :  61  Ga., 
483. 

1  Add.  Contr.,  §§153-162;  notes  to  Vasse  vs.  Smith,  1  Am.  L.  0.,  103;  Macpherson 

on  Inf.  (L.  L.),  498;  'Dicey  on  Parties,  (s.  p.)  283  ;  2  Gr.  Ev.,  §362  ;  Byles  on  Bills,  58-62; Benjamin  on  Sales,  §22  et  seq. ;  Schoul.  Dom.  Rel.,  532  et  seq. ;  1  Dan.  Neg.  Inst.,  193. 
Deeds  of:  Note  to  §2694;  25  Am.  R.,  233,  434;  29/445;  35/318.  Surety  of  infant  bound 
when  he  is  not:  Note  to  §2149.  Purchase  of  shares  in  corporation  :  1  Add.  Contr.,  §160; 
Thompson  L.  S.,  §248.  Where  fraud  enters  into  contract  of  infant:  Reeves  Dom.  Rel., 
387;  notes  to  §3064 ;  note  in  satisfaction  of  tort  binds  him  :  28  Am.  R.,  519.  Pledges 
by:  Code,  §2138.  Repudiation  of  executed  contract  for  services:  32  Am.  R.,  155,  n. 
Contracts  as  agent  binding  :  See  note  to  §2181.  What  acts  are  void  :  Ewell  Lead.  Cas., 
35-46;  Tyler  on  Inf.  and  Cov.,  41;  Reeves  Dom.  Rel.,  374.  Such  are  contracts  of 
suretyship,  warranty,  and  the  appointment  of  an  attorney:  lb. ;  voidable:  Ewell 
Lead.  Cas.,  46-55;  Tyler  on  Inf.  and  Cov.,  48;  7  Am.  D.,  i36,  234,  n;  17/739.  How 
confirmed  and  avoided:  1  Am.  L.  C,  109,  112,  115  ;  Ewell  Lead.  Cas.,  128-161;  Tyler 
on  Inf.,  70;  13  Am.  D.,  131,  n;  7/229.  n;  10  Pet.,  58;  9  Wall.,  617.  Must  be  affirmed  or 
rescinded  in  toto :  Ewell  L.  ft,  161-165.  Within  what  time:  Ewell  Lead.  Cas.,  92-102; 
Tyler  on  Inf.  and  Cov.,  59;  25  Am.  R.,  434 ;  29/445.  al  Add.  Contr.,  §§156-159;  Ewell 
Lead.  Cas.,  55-75;  Tyler  on  Inf.  and  Cov.,  99;  Reeves  Dom.  Rel.,  344.  Not  bound  by 
note  given  for,  or  money  borrowed  to  purchase  :  Sm.  Merc.  Law,  18  ;  Broom  Com.,  566. 
Money  for  a  professional  education  is  not  a  necessary  :  35  Am.  R.,  574.  Nor  plantation 
supplies  :  34  Am.  R.,449.  Services  rendered  by  counsel  in  defending  infant,  are  "nec- 

essaries": Weeks  on  Attorneys,  §342;  -20  Am.  R.,  160;  but  services  in  regard  to  his 
rights  of  property  are  not :  lb. ;  except  where,  infant  has  no  guardian  :  34  Am.  R.,  434. 
bLiability  of  :  Note  on  page  418  of  Code.  "Without  consent  of :  22  Am.  D.,  655 ;  28/681. 
When  there  is  a  trustee  :  Code,  §2336.  Conversion  and  sale  of  chattels  :  Ewell  Lead. 
Cas.,  166-170.  Restoration  of  consideration  not  necessary  where  infant  has  no  other 
property:  25  Am.  R.,  233.  eRelates  back:  Ewell  Lead.  Cas.,  181-185.  Ratification  by 
new  promise  valid:  Ewell  Lead.  Cas.,  171-180:  1  Sm.  L.  C,  797. 

§2732.  (2690.)  (2694.)  Infancy  a  personal  exemption.  The  exemption 
of  the  infant  is  a  personal  privilege.  The  party  contracting  with  him 
cannot  plead  it,  unless  he  was  ignorant  of  the  fact  at  the  time  of  the 
contract ;  nor  can  third  persons  avail  themselves  of  it  as  a  defense. 

Contracts  made  by  one  for  minors  with  adult  obligatory  on  such  adult :  36  Ga.,  184. 

Ewell  Lead.  Cas.,  83-92.  Plea  of  infancy  by  one  of  several  joint  defendants  :  Ewell 
Lead.  Cas.,  238-244. 

§2733.  (2691.)  (2695.)  Infants  doing  business  bound.  If  an  infant,  by 
permission  of  his  parent  or  guardian,  or  by  permission  of  law,  prac- 

tices any  profession  or  trade,  or  engages  in  any  business  as  an  adult,  he 
shall  be  bound  for  all  contracts  connected  with  such  profession,  trade, 
or  business. 

§2734.  (2692.)  (2696.)  Marriage  contracts  of  infants.      Marriage  con-§i784.  ■ 
tracts  and  settlements  made  by  infants,  but  of  lawful  age  to  marry,  are 
binding  as  if  made  by  adults. 

Section  cited  and  construed  :  49  Ga.,  379. 

§2735.  (2693.)  (2697.)  Contracts  of  insane  persons.  An  insane  person 
cannot  contract  prior  to  commission  sued  out  and  guardianship  ap- 

pointed. A  lunatic  may  contract  during  lucid  intervals;  after  guar- 
dianship, he  cannot,  nor  can  a  person  restored  to  sanity  contract  until 

the  guardianship  is  dissolved.  Necessaries5*  furnished  an  insane  person 
may  be  recovered  upon  the  same  proof  as  if  furnished  to  infants. 

Mere  weakness  of  mind,  if  the  person  legally  compos  mentis,  is  no  ground  for  setting 
aside  a  contract:  31  Ga.,  512.  Proof  of  insanity  not  by  reputation  in,  or  opinion  of, 
the  neighborhood:  6  Ga.,  287.  Opinions  of  witnesses  as  to  :  6  Ga.,  324.  Capacity  ques- 

tion for  the  jury :  43  Ga.,  79. 

1  Add.  Contr..  §192;  Ewell  Lead.  Cas. ,  534-600 ;  15  Am.  D.,  361-8;  full  note  :  29/38, 
n  ;   1  Dan.  Neg.  Inst.,  183;  4  0.,  506 ;  21  Am.  R.,  29,  n.    Deed  of  lunatic,  not  void,  but 
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voidable  ;  will  not  be  set  aside  where  grantee  cannot  be  put  in  statu  quo ;  30  Am.  R., 
77.  Cannot  be  impeached  for  religious  monomania  of  grantor:  36  Am.  R.,  218.  Of 
grantor  non  compos  mentis  impeachable  collaterally:  25  Am.  R.,  504.  Innocent  pur- 

chaser from  :  29  Am.  R,,  413.     aEwell  Lead.  Cas.,  632 ;  28  Am.  R.,  610. 

§2736.  (2694.)  (2698.)  Who  may  plead  incapacity.  A  man  may  plead 
his  own  incapacity  to  contract. 

Defined :  48  Ga.,  324.  Where  the  defendant's  want  of  capacity  to  contract  set  up  by 
his  answer:  43  Ga.,  79-81.  Where  complainant  in  a  bill  set  up  his  incapacity  to  con- 

tract: 7  Ga.,  484. 

§2737.  (2695.)  (2699.)  Contract  of  drunkards.  A  drunkard,  when  ac- 
tually intoxicated  to  such  an  extent  as  to  deprive  him  of  reason,  can  make 

no  valid  contract  with  any  one  cognizant  of  the  fact  of  his  condition.* 
If  the  party  contracting  was  at  all  instrumental  in  producing  the  state 
of  intoxication,  the  contract  is  invalid,  however  partial  the  intoxica- 

tion may  be. 
Section  cited  and  construed  :  62  Ga.,  454. 

1  Add.  Contr.,  #191;  Ewell  Lead.  Cas.,  on  Disabilities,  728-740;  Bigelow  on  Fraud, 
155;  1  Dan.  Neg.  Inst.,  187;  12  Am.  D.,  653-656;  8  Am.  R.,  251,  n;  12/308;  13/381,  n. 
aExcept  for  necessaries,  requisite  for  his  preservation,  or  which  he  consumes  or  keeps 
after  becoming  sober:  Broom  Com.,  589. 

§2738.  (2696.)  (2702.)  Lex  loci.  Sometimes  persons  are  capable  to 
contract  by  the  law  of  the  place  of  the  contract,  but  incapable  under 
the  law  of  this  State.  In  such  case,  generally,  the  law  of  the  place  of  the 
contract  is  enforced,  unless  the  circumstances  show  an  attempt  to  evade 
the  law  of  this  State,  or  the  contract  is  of  such  a  character  as  contra- 

venes the  policy  of  our  law. 
A  foreign  assignment  legal  there,  but  not  so  here  :  12  Ga.,  586. 

Rorer  Inter-State  Law,  190;  Byles  on  Bills,  394-402;  1  Dan.  Neg.  Inst.,  719-761.  Ca- 
pacity of  parties,  form  of  contract,  interpretation,  discharge  or  dissolution,  remedy, 

determined  how :  Don  vs.  Lipman ;  1  Ross  L.  C,  233,  n,  248-277 ;  and  notes  to  $8  of 
Code. 

General  Note  on  Capacity  of  Parties — (other  than  those  mentiond  in  Chapter  II). 
— Aliens  :  1  Dan.  Neg.,  Inst.,  188  ;  note  p.  356  of  Code.  Beneficiaries  of  trust  estate :. 
Code  §2336.  Deaf,  dumb  and  blind  persons:  Ewell  Lead.  Cas.,  721-7.  Drug's,  per- 

sons under  influence  of:  4  C.  L.  J.,  549.  Illiterate  persons,  contracts  with  :  Bigelow 

Fraud,  155;  20  How.,  506.  Melancholy,  "blues,"  persons  under  influence  of:  9  C. 
L.  J.,  19.  Other  party  is  bound,  although  one  is  under  disability:  1  Am.  R.,  309. 
Spendthrifts :  Code  #2306.  Weak  minded  persons,  contracts  with :  Bigelow  Fraud,  155. 

CHAPTER  III. 

OF    THE    CONSIDERATION. 

Section. 
•  27*9.  Nudum  pactum: 
2740.  Valid  consideration. 
2741.  Good  and  valuable. 
2742.  Inadequacy  of  consideration. 
2743.  Mistake. 

Section. 
2744.  Mutual  promises. 
2745.  Good  in  part  and  bad  in  part. 
2746.  Impossible  consideration. 
2747.  Consideration  moviner  from  another. 
2748.  Failure  of  consideration. 

§2739.  (2697.)  (2703.)  Nudum  pactum.  A  consideration  is  essential 
to  a  contract  which  the  law  will  enforce.  An  executory  contract,  with.-, 
out  such  consideration,  is  called  nudum  pactum,  or  a  naked  promise. 
In  some  cases  a  consideration  is  presumed,  and  an  averment  to  the  con- 

trary will  not  be  received.  Such  are  generally  contracts  under  seal,  and 
negotiable  instruments  alleging  a  consideration  upon  their  face,  in  the 
hands  of  innocent  holders  without  notice,  who  have  received  the  same 
before  dishonored. 

Every  contract  not  founded  on  a  consideration  is  a  nudum  pactum:  30  Ga.,  731; 
32/235;  5/480;  61/187;  47/51.  An  agreement  to  forbear  not  binding  unless  on  a  con- 

sideration :  33  Ga.,  173.  Consideration  of  promissory  note  may  be  looked  into  when 
justice  so  requires:  6  Ga.,  166.     Instrument  under  the  hand  and  seal  of  a  person  im- 
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ports  a  consideration  :  9  Ga.,  54;  36/190;  58/573-4.  Every  release  must  be  founded  on 
some  consideration  :  15  Ga.,  570.  Every  contract  must  have  a  consideration  to  sustain 
it:  57  Ga.,  214;  56/210;  30/731,  344;  19/22.  When  agreement  to  pay  a  debt  by  paying 
part  must  bave  a  consideration  to  support  it :  13  Ga.,  407  ;  24/289;  29/315  ;  but  see  :  55 
Ga,,  10.  No  consideration  for  a  note  by  son  for  father's  debt  before  bankruptcy:  56 
Ga.,  208.  Payment  of  part  of  a  note  is  no  consideration  to  support  a  promise  not  to 
collect  the  balance  :  54  Ga.,  525-6. 

1  Add.  Contr.,  §§3-15;  Broom's  Leg.  Max.,  716;  2  Cooley  BL,  296,  443-445;  Byles  on 
Bills,  117-129;  Langdell  Lead.  Cas.  Contr.,  164  (summary,  $45  et  seq.).  Note  given  by 
heir  in  renewal  of  note  made  by  his  ancestor,  which  was  barred  at  death  of  latter,  is 
void  for  want  of  consideration  :  1  Woods,  680. 

§2740.  (2698.)  (2704.)  Valid  consideration.  A  consideration  is  valid 
if  any  benefit  accrues  to  him  who  makes  the  promise,  or  any  injury  to 
him  who  receives  the  promise. 

Stated:  12Ga.,52;  14/649;  17/46;  47/51.  The  consideration  where  one  promises  to 
answer  for  the  debt  or  default  of  another:  15  Ga.,  321;  30/901.  Forbearance  to  prose- 

cute as  a  consideration  to  support  a  promise:  33  Ga.,  512;  55/10-11;  5/472.  Section 
cited:  61  Ga.,  100.  Valuable  consideration  denned:  14  Ga.,  649.  Marriage  is  a  valu- 

able consideration  :  53  Ga.,  416.  Moral  obligation  and  statutory  liability  a  considera- 
tion for  support  of  child  :  12  Ga.,  342.  A  note  that  was,  according  to  the  allegations  in 

the  plea,  a  nudum  pactum,  and  without  consideration :  61  Ga.,  187-189.  A  promise  sup- 
ported by  a  strong  moral  obligation  :  61  Ga.,  475.  A  valuable  consideration  for  a  money 

legacy  to  be  left  by  will :  56  Ga.,  301. 

§2741.  (2699.)  (2705.)  Good  and  valuable  considerations.  Considerations  gi782. 
are  distinguished  into  good  and  valuable.  A  good  consideration  is  such 
as  is  founded  on  natural  duty  and  affection,  or  on  a  strong  moral  obli- 

gation. A  valuable  consideration  is  founded  on  money,  or  something 
convertible  to  money,  or  having  a  value  in  money,  except  marriage, 
which  is  a  valuable  consideration. 

1  Add.  Contr.,  §8  et  seq.     Meritorious  consideration:  See  $3189. 

§2742.  (2700.)  (2706.)  Inadequacy  of  consideration,  effect  of.     Mere  in 
adequacy  of  consideration  alone  will  not  void  a  contract.     If  the  inad- 

equacy be  great  it  is  a  strong  circumstance  to  evidence  fraud ;  and 
on  a  suit  for  damages  for  breach  of  contract,  the  inadequacy  of  the  con- 

sideration will  always  enter  as  an  element  in  estimating  the  damages. 
Adequacy  of  consideration  not  closely  looked  into,  slight  consideration  sufficient  to 

sustain  a  contract:  5  Ga.,  472.  Mere  inadequacy  of  price  is  no  ground  for  relief  but 
tsrtiere  gross, coupled  with  suspicious  circumstances  and  peculiar  relations,  mav  presume 
fraud:  19  Ga.,  471,  565  ;  9/60;  6/516. 

1  Add.  Contr.,  $16; 
15  How.,  42;   17/43. 

§§2647,  3179, 3190. 

Kerr  on  Fraud  and  M.,  187 ;    15  Am.  D.,  299,  n,  572,  n  ;   7/525 ; 

§2743.  (2701.)  (2707.)  Mistake.  If  the  consideration  be  founded  in  a 
mistake  of  fact  or  of  law,  the  promise  founded  thereon  cannot  be  en- 
forced. 

When  not  bound  by  a  mistake  of  law  :  2  Ga.,  18  ;  7/64.  Section  cited  and  construed : 
38  Ga.,  552.  Plea  at  law  to  avoid  contract  for  mistake  must  fully  set  forth  the  grounds 
for  relief  as  in  equity:  44  Ga.,  38.  Where  mistake  of  fact  as  to  value  of  partnership 
interest,  would  not  warrant  a  rescission  in  equity  of  the  sale:  55  Ga.,  485.  Attempt  to 
set  up  a  mistake  of  law  without  alleging  the  other  brought  about  the  mistake :  58 
Ga.,  126. 

1  Add.  Contr.,  §315;  Kerr  on  Fraud  and  Mistake, 
mistake  :  See  note  following  §3263. 

§§2158,  2636, 
3120,  3126. 

430.     Action  for  money  paid  by 

§2744.  (2702.)  (2708.)  Mutual  promises.  A  promise  of  another  is  a 

good  consideration  for  a  promise.  So  in  mutual  subscriptions'*  for  a 
common  object — the  promises  of  the  others  is  a  good  consideration  for 
the  promise  of  each. 

A  subscription  to  a  church  supported  by  the  mutual  promises  :  56  Ga.,  554-6.  Sub- 
scription to  stock  in  a  corporation  on  faith  of  other  subscriptions  :  57  Ga.,  240.  An  as- 
signment for  creditors  made  on  the  agreement  of  another  to  do  the  same:  63  Ga.,  262. 

1  Add.  Contr.,  §18;  Langdell  Lead.  Cas.  Contr.,  411  (Summary,  §81);  14  Wall.,  570. 
a7  Am.  D.,  268  ;  25  Am.  K.,  510;  30/197,  349  ;  34/187.  Subscriptions  to  stock  :  General 
note  on  page  372. 
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§2745.  (2703.)  (2709.)  Considerations  good  in  part  and  bad  in  part.  If 
the  consideration  be  good  in  part  and  void  in  part,  the  promise  will  be 

sustained  or  not,  according  as  it  is  entire  or  severable,  as  hereinafter*1 
prescribed.  But  if  the  consideration  be  illegal  in  whole  or  in  part,  the 
whole  promise  fails. 

A  contract  entire  and  founded  on  some  consideration,  if  void  in  part  is  void  in  toto  : 
6  Ga.,  590.  Consideration  good  in  part  and  void  in  part:  19  Ga.,  133  ;  27/571.  Section 
cited  and  construed  with  reference  to  distinction  between  void  and  illegal  considera- 

tion, and  consideration  and  promise  :  39  Ga.,  90.  A  note  where  consideration  severable 
void  as  to  tax,  but  good  as  to  the  rent:  41  Ga.,  331.  Where  contract  severable,  and 
consideration  for  the  part  good  can  be  sustained  :  57  Ga.,  95-99.  An  illegal  contract  to 
defraud  creditors  :  55  Ga.,  262.  Where  the  fraudulent  purpose  was  not  the  sole  induce- 

ment to  the  conveyance,  it  was  held  good  as  between  the  parties  :  61  Ga,,  323. 

1  Add.  Contr.,  $300;  1  Langdell  Lead.  Cas.  Contr.,  418  (summary,  §80.)    a$2749. 

§2746.  (2704.)  (2710.)  Impossible  consideration.  An  impossible  con- 
sideration is  insufficient  to  sustain  any  promise ;  otherwise,  if- the  con- 
sideration be  possible  but  improbable. 

§2747.  (2705.)  (2711.)  Consideration  moving  from  another.  If  there  be 
a  valid  consideration  for  the  promise,  it  matters  not  from  whom  it  is 
moved;  the  promisee  may  sustain  his  action,  though  a  stranger  to  the 
consideration. 

Subscription  to  a  church,  the  consideration,  the  mutual  promisss,  etc. :  56  Ga.,  554- 
556.     Substitution  of  one  debtor  for  another  :  40  Ga.,  423;  61/97. 

§2748.  (2706.)  (2712.)  Failure  of  consideration.     If  the  consideration, 
§§2857, 3471.  apparently  good  or  valuable,  fails  either  wholly  or  in  part  before  the 

promise   is   executed,  such  failure  may  be  plead  in  defense  to  the 
promise.     If  it  be  partial,  an  apportionment  must  be  made  according  to 
the  facts  of  each  case. 

Partial  failure  of  consideration:  56  Ga.,  86;  45/580-582.  Section  cited  and  con- 
strued: 55  Ga.,  78.  By  equitable  plea  to  notes  partial  failure  of  consideration,  not- 

withstanding the  vendor  had  notes  exempted  as  personalty:  59  Ga.,  494.  Where  notice 
should  have  been  given  according  to  contract  before  failure  of  consideration  could  be 
plead  :  60  Ga.,  290. 

1  Add.  Contr.,  §316:  13  Am.  D.,  378,  n;  IDan.  Neg.  Inst.,  175. 

General  Note. — Contract  by  plaintiff  in  fi.  fa.  with  an  insolvent  to  release  part  of 
debt  if  debtor  will  apply  proceeds  of  his  labor  to  liquidate  it:  3  Ga.,  112.  Every  release 
must  have  a  consideration,  and  as  to  seal  importing  a  consideration  :  15  Ga.,  570.  When 
accord  and  satisfaction  executed  and  binding:  24  Ga.,  289..  Assignment  of  title  bond 
under  contract  to  pay  purchase  money  can  be  enforced  in  equity  :  35  Ga.,  258.  Where 

note  "for  value  received"  can  show  by  parol  what  real  consideration  was:  53  Ga.,  214. 
Negotiable  note  for  value  imports  consideration  and  burden  on  him  attempting  to 
show  otherwise :  55  Ga.,  141.  Plea  that  consideration  was  left  out  of  deed  should  allege 
it  was  left  out  by  fraud,  accident  or  mistake,  and  without  consent:  58  Ga.,  583.  Notes 
given  for  excess  over  seven  per  cent,  are  without  legal  consideration  :  60  Ga.,  666. 
Promise  to  pay  a  debt  discharged  in  bankruptcy  need  not  be  in  writing,  the  considera- 

tion, the  moral  obligation  to  pay  just  debt:  62  Ga.,  298.  Recital  of  payment  of  one 
dollar  as  consideration  for  quit  claim  deed  is  sufficient:  Nathans  vs.  Arkwright,  Sept., 
1880,  p.  41. 

CHAPTER   IV. 

OF  ILLEGAL  AND  VOID  CONTRACTS. 

Section. 
2749.  Void. 
2750.  Against  public  policy. 
275  L.  Fraud. 

Section. 
2752.  Duress. 
2753.  Gaming  contracts. 

§2749.  (2707.)  (2713.)  Void  contracts.  A  contract  to  do  an  immoral* 
or  illegal*  thing  is  void.  If  the  contract  be  severable,0  that  which  is  le- 

gal will  not  be  annulled  by  that  which  is  illegal. 
Courts  will  not  enforce  an  executory,  or  disturb  an  illegal  or  immoral  executed  con- 

tract: 3  Ga.,  176  ;  35/330.  Where  illegal  contract  executed  will  leave  them  where  they 
are  :  5  Ga.,  404 ;  16/416  ;  57/179.  Notes  void  as  opposed  to  the  policy  of  the  law  for  the 
sale  of  public  offices  :  8  Ga.,  553.     One  not  assisted  by  equity  to  reclaim  property  con- 
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veyed  by  him  to  evade  creditors  or  expected  judgments:  58  Ga.,  471;  55/262;  9/1515 
61/327.  No  fraud  for  one  to  complain  of,  where  consent  by  both  sides:  9  Ga.,  137. 
Contract  of  rent  to  woman  of  ill-fame,  knowing  it  is  for  purposes  of  prostitution,  not 
recoverable  on:  20Ga.,449.  Only  acts  under  contract  while  legal,  valid,  those  after- 

wards made  illegal  by  statute,  different  rule :  15  Ga.,  213.  Agreement  to  obtain  pardon 
for  convict,  not  illegal :  15  Ga.,  258,  25/251;  24/623;  22/246.  When  an  agreement  to 
indemnify  against  usurious  interest  void  :  19  Ga.,  551.  An  illegal  note  transferred  be- 

fore due  may  be  valid  in  hands  of  bona  fide  holder :  62  Ga.,  757  ;  22/246.  When  contract 
by  express  company  for  transporting  mail  matter  would  be  void  :  25  Ga.,  704.  Where 
money  cannot  be  recovered  back  on  contract  executed,  although  illegal :  30  Ga.,  547. 
Payment  on  Sabbath  will  not  take  note  out  of  bar  of  statute  of  limitations  :  31  Ga.,  607. 
Money  paid  on  illegal  contract  without  fraud  due  at  once  and  barred  in  four  years  : 
22  Ga.,  129.  A  note  on  Sunday,  made  otherwise  than  in  the  "ordinary  callings,"  and 
burden  on  those  setting  up  its  illegality,  where  in  ordinary  business  and  void  :  29  Ga., 
526 ;  62/757  ;  59/683.  The  good  or  legal  parts  of  a  severable  promise  can  be  sustained  : 
39 Ga.,  90.  Illegal  consideration  of  note  for  service  as  substitute  in  Confederate  army: 
37  Ga.,  537.  Courts  will  not  interfere  to  grant  relief  where  parties  engaged  in  illegal 
transaction  :  41  Ga.,  315.  Note  to  compound  felony  invalid  :  39  Ga.,  85 ;  55/235  ;  64/704; 
56/566-568.  Illegal  transfer  of  notes  to  corporation:  50  Ga.,  70.  When  a  verbal  con- 

tract between  children  in  a  father's  life-time,  as  to  division  of  his  property,  aftei  death 
not  enforced  :  50  Ga.,  546,  550.  Where  plea  defective  in  not  averring  sufficient  in  de- 

fense to  note  for  account  made  at  apothecary's  who  had  not  obtained  license  :  54  Ga., 
150.  Note  prima  facie  valid,  and  burden  on  those  attacking:  54  Ga.,  346-347.  A  con- 

tract of  an  employee  of  a  railroad  held  valid  where  he  waives  risks,  except  so  far  as 
does  not  waive  criminal  neglect:  50  Ga.,  465,  472. 

al  Add.  Contr.,  §251.  bIllegal  sales:  Note  following  §2656.  Contract  founded  on 
act  made  penal  by  statute,  void,  and  not  validated  by  subsequent  repeal-:  25  Am.  R., 
671,  675-8,  n;  note,  on  settlement  between  partners,  of  illegal  business,  valid  :  30  Am. 
R.,  101;  for  loan  known  to  be  intended  for  use  in  illegal  business,  valid  :  31  Am.  R., 
591.     cCompare  §2745. 

§2750.  (2708.)  (2714.)  Contracts  against  public  policy.  A  contract  which 

is  against  the  policya  of  the  law  cannot  be  enforced ;  such  are  contracts 
tending  to  corrupt  legislation,*  or  the  judiciary,0  contracts  in  general  in 
restraint  of  trade,d  contracts  to  evade  or  oppose  the  revenue  laws  of  an- 

other country,  wagering6  contracts,  contracts  of  maintenancef  or  cham- 
perty.g 

Where  in  restraint  of  trade,  invalid  :  10  Ga.,  503.  Yet  one  can  make  a  valid  con- 
tract with  another  not  to  carry  on  a  trade  for  a  time  in  a  town  or  locality  :  39  Ga.,  655; 

56/504 ;  58/567.  Agreement  upon  a  shorter  period  than  a  statutory  one  for  bringing  suit 
not  against  policy  unless  time  unreasonable:  24  Ga. ,  97.  When  agreement  among  children 

for  division  of  father's  property  not  against  public  policy :  '27  Ga.,  413.  Assignment  in 
another  State  must  not  contravene  policy  of  law  here :  35  Ga.,  177.  Where  cham- 
pertous  agreement  would  be  no  defense  to  notes :  26  Ga.,  17.  Can  be  no  action  on  a 
contract  growing  out  of  an  immoral  or  illegal  transaction,  and  directly  connected  with 
the  unlawful  act:  3  Ga.,  183.  Notes  void  as  against  statute  forbidding  sale  of  offices 
and  opposed  to  policy  of  the  law  :  8  Ga.,  553;  59/646.  A  promissory  note  given  to 
suppress  a  prosecution  for  felony,  void  :  36  Ga.,  609:  56/566.  Settling  damages  is  not 
compounding  felony  :  50  Ga.,  152.  Cannot  recover  back  money  paid  to  settle  a  prose- 

cution :  55  Ga.,  235.  Deed  made  by  a  mother  to  secure  the  release  of  her  son  from  a 
charge  of  felony  :  48  Ga.,  358.  An  agreement  not  to  bid  at  a  public  sale,  an  illegal  con- 

tract :  47  Ga.,  479.  An  illegal  contract  by  the  mayor  of  a  city :  60  Ga.,  221.  A  contract 
not  illegal  but  one  against  the  policy  of  the  law  to  enforce  :  59  Ga.,  26,  54 ;  .45/508,  509. 
Courts  leave  parties  engaged  in  illegal  transactions  where  they  find  them  :  41  Ga.,  315. 
Where  the  contract  for  certain  per  cent,  between  client  and  attorney  was  not  champer- 
tous,  being  no  understanding  to  bear  expenses  or  costs:  55  Ga.,  284.  Where  it  was 
champertous  :  57  Ga.,  263;  also  Taylor  vs.  Hinton,  Feb.,  1881,  Pamphlt.,  p.  8.  Not 
enabled  to  recover  back  where  sells  goods  to  defraud  creditors  :  55  Ga.,  262.  Cotton 
futures  :  57  Ga.,  269.  Proper  charge  of  the  Court  as  to  :  65  Ga.,  210.  Where  acceptance 
of  a  substitute  without  any  notice,  the  transaction  involved  the  execution  or  settlement 
of  a  gaming  contract :  60  Ga.,  456.  A  contract  that  was  not  immoral  or  illegal :  61  Ga,.  556. 

1  Add.  Contr.,  §§253-313  ;  Woods'  Master  and  Servant,  §198  et  seq. ;  Benj.  Sales,  §503 ; 
18  Am.  D.,  403,  n.  a Agreement  before  election  to  divide  fees  of  office,  in  consideration 
of  influence,  void:  33  Am.  R.,  548.  Contract  between  school  board  and  member  thereof 
for  building  school-house,  void:  21  Am.  R.,  533.  b31  Am.  R.,  213  ;  21  Wall.,  441 ;  9  C. 
L.  J.,  475  ;  Cooley  Const.  Lim.,  136,  n,  3;  29  Am.'R.,  618;  2C.  L.  J.,  562.  c15  Am.  R., 
189;  3/306.  dl  Add.  Contr.,  §270;  3  Am.  R.,  164;  4/513;  6/621;  13/173,  n;  15/153; 
16/597;  21/9;  35/269;  36/64;  High  Injunction,  §766;  Mitchells.  Reynolds,  1  Smith's 
L.  C,  (s.  p.)  172;  7  Am.  D.,  743-6,  n.  "Corners"  illegal:  3  Am.  R.,  327  ;  22/171.  Mo- 

nopoly in  coal:  23  Am.  R.,  190  ;  8/159.  el  Add.  Contr.,  §256;  15  Am.  D.,  317-322,  n; 
Tapp  on  Maintenance,  (L.  L.)  fl  Add.  Contr.,  §257  ;  6  O.,  404 ;  27  Am.  R.,  75,  319,  n ; 
29/612;  15  Am.  D.,  320,  n;  10  C.  L.  J.,  155  ;  3/288;  Weeks  on  Attorneys,  §?86-8,  121, 
350-5.  Contingent  fees  legal:  3  0.,  548.  eNotes  to  Godsall  vs.  Baldero,  2  Smith'  sL.  C, 
(s.  p.)  157  ;  12  Am.  D.,  339  ;  13  Am.  R,  93 ;  10/139  ;  note  to  §2868.     "Futures :"  Code, 
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£2638;  26  Am.  R,  573  ;  25/349  ;  33/390 ;  1  C.  L.  J.,  50,  200;  3/134,  267, 776  ;  5/401 ;  6/228, 
324;  7/379;  8/115;  9/75,76;  10/221,  241. 

§2751.  (2709.)  (2715.)  Fraud.  Fraud  voids  all  contracts.  Fraud  may 
§§2634, 2785,  n°t  be  presumed,  but  being  in  itself  subtle,  slight  circumstances  may 
3173, 3i8i.    be  sufficient  to  carry  conviction  of  its  existence. 

Fraud,  as  a  general  rule,  vitiates  all  contracts  :  2  Ga.,  442.  Fraud  in  promise  with- 
out injury  to  promissor  not  sufficient  to  invalidate  a  contract:  5  Ga.,  472.  Where 

gross  inadequacy  of  price,  with  other  ingredients,  presumptive  of  fraud:  6Ga.,516: 
31/512 ;  38/553.  Fraud  and  damage  must  concur  to  be  ground  of  relief  against  a  con- 

tract :  14  Ga.,  316.  Where  no  fraud  in  contract  of  suretyship,  it  was  binding  :  27  Ga., 
444.  Presumptions  as  to  fraud:  31  Ga.,  161;  41/314.  Where  no  such  fraud  as  will 
prevent  recovery  of  amount  loaned  :  14  Ga.,  649.  Where  Courts  will  not  interpose  in 
fraudulent  contract  made  to  grant  relief:  16  Ga.,  416.  Where  the  remedy,  if  any,  was 
to  charge  upon  the  fraud  and  not  on  the  contract  of  sale:  30  Ga.,  748.  Section  cited, 
and  as  to  waiver  of  fraud  :  47  Ga.,  26,  52.  Unless  actual  fraud  in  the  seller,  there 
would  be  no  rescission  of  the  contract :  55  Ga.,  485.  To  attack  for  fraud  must  refer  to 
the  execution  of  the  contract,  and  if  any  stipulations  omitted  must  have  been  through 
fraud,  etc.:  59  Ga.,  113.  Jury  should  determine  the  question  of  fraud:  59  Ga.,  711, 
718.  Section  cited  :  60  Ga.,  40;  64/574;  62/662.  Where  tenant  could  not  dispute  land- 

lord's title  even  if  it  was  fraudulent :  61  Ga.,  328.  When  subscriber  to  stock  in  a  cor- 
poration cannot  recover  back  his  subscription  on  ground  of  alleged  fraud,  when  out- 
standing debts  :  65  Ga.,  649.  Fraud  plead  to  a  contract,  the  facts  to  make  it  out  should 

be  plainly  and  distinctly  set  forth  :  63  Ga.,  532 ;  55/412. 
1  Add.  Contr.,  §305.  Contracts  induced  by  fraud  are  voidable;  party  guilty  of  fraud 

cannot  enforce  it,  but  third  persons  may  acquire  rights  under  it  which  they  may  enforce 
against  the  party  defrauded:  L.  R.,  2  H.  L.,  325,  346.  When  grantor  can  set  aside 
fraudulent  conveyances  :  §$1952,  (1)  and  (2).  Fraud  and  concealment  by  creditor  re- 

leases surety  :  General  note  following  $2177. 

§2752.  (2710.)  (2716.)  Duress.     The  free  assent  of  the  parties  being 
§2637.         essential  to   a  valid  contract,  duress,  either  of  imprisonment   or  by 

threats,  or  other  arts,  by  which  the  free  will  of  the  party  is  restrained, 
and  his  consent  induced,  will  void  the  contract.     Legal  imprisonment, 
if  not  used  for  illegal  purposes,  is  not  duress. 

When  not  set  up  by  surety  to  a  bond  :  9  Ga.,  49.  Legal  imprisonment  not  duress, 
when:  14  Ga.,  403.  Seizing  property  by  force  and  holding  it  until  owner  gives 
notes  for  release  is  duress  :  22  Ga.,  594.  Circumstances  constituting  duress  isrelievable 
in  equity  :  36  Ga.,  157.  Party  induced  to  do  an  act  by  threats  of  bodily  or  other  harm  : 
45  Ga.,  197.  Section  cited:  47  Ga.,  52.  Defense  of  duress  against  a  note :  48  Ga.,  157. 
Title  of  bona  fide  purchaser  of  property  obtained  by  duress  without  notice,  protected: 
58  Ga.,  276.  Plea  of  duress  must  set  forth  the  facts  constituting  it :  55  Ga.,  412.  Where 
wife  was  coerced  to  join  in  deed  by  threats  of  husband:  42  Ga.,  353;  62/354.  As  to 
whether  one  induced  by  fears  to  sell  his  land  :  47  Ga.,  67.  Insurance  agent  coerced  by 
fear  of  criminal  prosecution  to  sign  a  note :  56  Ga.,  566. 

1  Add.  Contr.,  §314;  26  Am.  D.,  374-8,  n;  4/172;  1/644;  32  Am.  R.,  185,  n  ;  36/70,  n. 
Under  the  Code  of  Georgia,  the  threat  of  a  criminal  prosecution  is  not  such  duress  as 
would  avoid  a  contract:  2  Woods',  372.  A  contract  will  not  be  avoided  on  account  of 
duress  by  imprisonment,  unless  the  imprisonment  was  unlawful,  and  the  contract  was 

made  during  the  imprisonment,  and  in  consideration  of  release  therefrom  :  2  Woods', 372. 

§2753.  (2711.)  (2717.)  Gaming  contracts.     Gaming  contracts  are  void, 
Act  of  1764,  and  all  evidences  of  debt  or  encumbrances  or  liens  on  property,  exe- 

Act  of2i765  cuted  upon  a  gaming  consideration,  are  void  in  the  hands  of  any  per- 
c.  p.  727.    '  son.     Money  paid  or  property  delivered  up,  upon  such  consideration, may  be  recovered  back  from  the  winner  by  the  loser,  if  he  shall  sue 

for  the  same  in  six  months  after  the  loss,  and  after  the  expiration  of 
that  time,  it  may  be  sued  for  by  any  person,  at  any  time  within  four 

•  years,  for  the  joint  use  of  himself  and  the  educational  fund  of  the 
county. 

Remedy  in  equity  under  Act  of  1764,  winner  compelled  to  testify :  25  Ga.,  664 ;  14/255. 
Disaffirmance  of  and  recovery  from  stockholder:  21  Ga.,  46.  Act  of  1764  is  constitu- 

tional and  of  effect  in  this  State  :  28  Ga.,  334.  Deed  -in  consideration  of  monejT  won  at 
unlawful  gaming  vests  no  title  in  grantee  :  32  Ga.,  130.  Note  for  money  won  at  cards : 
45  Ga.,  164.  Money  lost  at  gaming  could  be  recovered  back:  45  Ga.,  508;  50/308. 
Whether  a  judgment  was  founded  on  a  gaming  debt  was  not  open  question  to  a  cred- 

itor: 61  Ga.,  579. 

1  Add.  Contr.,  §276;  13  Am.  D.,  220  ;  12/339;  11  Am.  R.,  15;  2/451  ;  29/418,  n. 
General  Note. — Moral  and  statutory  consideration  for  note  for  maintaining  and 

educating  a  bastard  child  by  father  :  12  Ga.,  342.     Agreement  by  mother  to  settle  prop- 
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erty  on  bastard  child  not  invalid :  28  Ga.,  136.  Suit  by  principal  against  agent  on 
money  recovered  on  illegal  contract:  30  Ga.,  549.  A  note  by  father  to  mother  of  bas- 

tard child  to  prevent  bastardy  proceedings:  32  Ga.,  699;  33/512.  "Where  a  contract payable  in  Confederate  notes  was  not  illegal :  38  Ga.,  465.  Where  the  contract  was  not 
illegalas  in  aid  of  the  rebellion  :  40  Ga.,  30.  It  is  illegal  to  contract  tbat  one  will  not 

bid  at  the  executor's  or  administrator's  sale  :  47  Ga.,  479.  Deed  made  by  mother  to  se- 
cure the  release  of  her  son  under  arrest,  illegal:  48  Ga.,  358.  When  note  on  Sunday 

signed  for  purchase  money  was  illegal  but  good  in  hands  of  bona  fide  purchaser :  59  Ga., 
683 ;  62/757.  Sunday  contract  where  Court  would  nor. interpose  :  57  Ga.,  179.  Novation 
of  illegal  contract  presumed  new  notes  valid  and  burden  on  defendant  to  disprove  it : 
54  Ga.,  346, 347.  Plea  that  contract  in  aid  of  the  rebellion  should  state  what :  49  Ga.,  419 ; 
51/154 ;  52/526.  Evidence  of  conversations  to  show  knowledge  of  the  purpose  that 
money  borrowed  to  aid  in  the  rebellion:  48  Ga.,  142.  Burden  of  proof  being  cast  on 
plaintiff  not  violative  of  Constitution  of  United  States  :  53  Ga.,  334. 

General  Note  on  Illegal  Contract. — Bidders  for  contracts  on  public  work,  com- 
binations between  :  3  Am.  R.,  678;  706;  15/627;  17/15,  n.  Catching'  bargains  with 

heir's  and  reversioners :  See  note  following  #2272.  Compounding"  offenses,  agree- 
ments for:  Note  to  #3055.  Elections,  illegal  contracts  respecting:  See  note  following 

#1334;  4  Am.  D.,  299;  18/500;  16/558;  11  Am.  R.,  58,  n.*  Offices,  g£le  of:  1  Add. Contr.,  ##262,266.  Pending  caveat  to  will  by  heir,  contract  between  executor  and 
heir  to  divide  estate  in  case  the  will  was  set  aside,  to  exclusion  of  legatees,  void  :  3 
Woods,  642.  Recovery  of  money  paid  on  illegal  contract :  Merrywether  vs.  Nixon, 

2  Smith's  L.  C,  (s.  p.)  297;  20  Am.  D.,  611,  n.  Sunday,  contracts  made  on  :  See  #4579.— 
Subject  treated  :  Abb.  Tr.  Ev.,  787-797  ;  Byles  on  Bills,  134-143  ;  Collins  vs.  Blanton, 

1  Smith's  L.  C,  (s.  p.)  153  ;  see  general  note  on  sales  following  #2656. 

CHAPTER  V. 

OF    CONSTRUCTION    OF    CONTRACTS. 

Section. 
2754.  By  whom  construed. 
2755.  Intention  of  parties. 

Section. 
2756.  Or  of  one  party  known  to  the  other. 
2757.  Rules  of  interpretation. 

§2754.  (2712.)  (2718.)  Contracts,  by  whom  construed.     The  construction 
of  a  contract  is  a  question  for  the  Court.     Where  any  matter  of  fact  is 
involved,  (as  the  proper  reading  of  an  obscurely  written  word,)  the 
jury  should  find  the  fact. 

Court  construed  unimpeached  written  contract  according  to  intention  of  parties : 
36  Ga.,  454.  The  construction  of  a  written  contract  is  for  the  Court :  56  Ga.,  68;  57/612. 
Court  construing  the  pleadings  and  contract:  55  Ga.,  186.  Jury  passing  on  the  mean- 

ing "  in  the  Savannah  market "  :  58  Ga  ,  571-2.  Any  ambiguity  by  way  of  abbreviation 
is  for  the  jury:  50  Ga.,  603;  57/36-39;  61/364.  Lex  loci  generally  controls  in  construc- 

tion of  contracts  except  where  it  contrayenes  the  policy  of  our  laws  :  34  Ga.,  407.  For- 
eign contracts  as  to  usury:  57  Ga.,  371.     Section  cited  and  construed:  65  Ga.,  210-214. 

Wells  on  Questions  of  Law  and  Fact,  55,  78 ;  Whart.  Ev.,  #966. 

§2755.  (2713.)  (2719.)  Intention  of  parties  must  be  sought.  The  cardi- 
nal rule  of  construction  is  to  ascertain  the  intention  of  the  parties. 

If  that  intention  be  clear,  and  it  contravenes  no  rule  of  law,  and  suffi- 
cient words  be  used  to  arrive  at  the  intention,  it  shall  be  enforced,  ir- 

respective of-all  technical  or  arbitrary  rules  of  construction. 
Generally  construed  as  literally  expressed :  22  Ga.,  541.  Intention  should  generally 

govern  :  43  Ga. ,  647  ;  60/564,  436.  When  witnesses  may  not  testify  to  the  intention :  55 
Ga.,  159-160. 

§2756.  (2714.)  (2720.)  Intention  of  one  party  known  to  the  other.  The  in- 
tention of  the  parties  may  differ  among  themselves.  In  such  case,  the 

meaning  placed  on  the  contract  by  one  party,  and  known  to  be  thus 
understood  by  the  other  party,  at  the  time,  shall  be  held  as  the  true 
meaning. 

Where  language  of  writing  ambiguous,  the  construction  put  on  it  by  the  parties  at 
the  time  of  execution  :  46  Ga.,  232,  615.     Section  cited  and  construed :  64  Ga.,  51. 

§2757.  (2715.)  (2721.)  Rules  of  interpretation.     The   following   rules,  §§3762, 3747, 

among  others,  may  aid  in  arriving  at  the  true  interpretation  of  con-3809, tracts : 

1.  Parol  evidence  is  inadmissible  to  add  to,  take  from  or  vary,  a  writ- 
ten contract.*    All  the  attendant  and  surrounding  circumstances1*  may 
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be  proved,  and  if  there  is  an  ambiguity,  latent0  or  patent,dit  maybe  ex- 
plained; so  if  a  part  of  a  contract  only  is  reduced  to  writing,  (such  as 

a  note  given  in  pursuance  of  a  contract),  and  it  is  manifest  that  the 
writing  was  not  intended  to  speak  the  whole  contract,  then  parol  evi- 

dence is  admissible. 

Parol  evidence  inadmissible  to  vary  :  1  G-a.,  12;  26/241.  Unless  there  is  fraud,  acci- 
dent or  mistake  :  5  G-a.,  373  ;  13/193  ;  60/292.  Fact  and  time  of  sale  by  parol,  but  not 

its  terms:  6  Ga.,  261.  When  indorsement  could  not  be  varied  by  parol  evidence:  33 
Ga.,  491.  Where  parol  evidence  should  not  have  been  admitted  on  the  allegations  of 
mistake  :  40  Ga.,  199.  If  a  writing  not  accounted  for,  parol  evidence  of  sale  not  ad- 

mitted :  43  Ga.,  167.  Parol  conditions  to  note  should  not  have  been  admitted  :  43  Ga., 
190,  333;  60/158.  When  declarations  prior  to  contract  cannot  contradict  it:  43  Ga., 
423.  Parol  evidence  admitted  to  show  those  signing  note  did  so  individually,  or  as 
agent  for  the  public:  2  Ga.,  214;  3/397.  Oral  matter  preceding  execution  generally 
merged  in  writtten  instrument  except  where  there  may  be  a  new  contract  afterwards 
modifying:  13Ga.,192;  16/410.  When  parol  evidence  is  admissible  as  to  matter  out- 

side of  the  contract :  14  Ga.,  429 ;  23/43.  As  to  parol  release  or  rescission  of  written  con- 
tract under  seal:  17  Ga.,  420.  Parol  evidence  as  to  fraudulent  enforcement  of  prom- 

issory note  by  the  maker  after  consideration  failed  :  18  Ga.,  440.  May  explain  a  writ- 
ing by  parol  evidence  :  21  Ga.,  526.  Parol  evidence  to  show  a  failure  of  consideration  : 

30  Ga.,  482.  May  explain  a  receipt  for  a  note  by  parol  evidence:  30  Ga.,  164.  Not  ad- 
missible on  the  ground  the  contract  was  within  the  scaling  ordinance  of  1865  :  41  Ga., 

675.  On  motion  to  distribute  money  could  prove  that  consent,  decree  and  sale  were  in 
satisfaction  of  older  judgments  :  49  Ga.,  545.  Agent  of  a  corporation  explaining  a  re- 

ceipt: 51  Ga.,  625.  Can  show  real  consideration  of  note  expressed  for  value  received  : 
53  Ga.,  214.  Where  could  not  vary  terms  of  agreement  by  parol  evidence,  there  being 
no  fraud  or  mistake  alleged:  52  Ga.,  570-573;  56/32;  60/158,  614.  Fraud  must  be  in 
the  execution  of  the  instrument  to  admit  of  parol  evidence :  54  Ga.,  289.  Where  con- 

tract partly  reduced  to  a  writing  not  speaking  the  whole  contract,  then  parol  evidence 
admissible  :  55  Ga.,  78  ;  54/527-528  ;  59/562.  No  consideration  expressed,  may  show  by 
parol  that  there  was  or  was  not  one:  57  Ga.,  319.  To  contradict  a  representation  in  a 
note  that  money  was  borrowed  to  pay  for  land  :  57  Ga.,  181.  Can  show  by  parol  that 
wife  knew  the  object  of  a  deed  under  1969,  section  of  the  Code  :  59  Ga.,  779.  To  expose 
usury  under  name  of  rent:  59  Ga.,  584.  Signing  an  agreement  not  containing  the 
agreement  made  without  reading  it,  no  ground  for  parol  evidence:  60  Ga.,  383.  Al- 

lowed where  contract  ambiguous  :  63  Ga.,  553. 

1  Add.  Contr.,  §242;  2  Whart.  Ev.,  §§61-76,  920  et  seq.  Bills  and  notes:  Byles  on 
Bills,  98-101;  2  Whart.  Ev.,  §1068;  1  Dan.  Neg.  Inst.,  69.  Usage  may  be  proved: 
Notes  to  par.  4  of  §1  of  Code  and  §3805.  "Informal memoranda  not  within  rule:  2  Whart. 
Ev.,  §926.  H  Add.  Contr.,  §221 ;  1  Woods,  598;  2  Whart.  Ev.  §940.  cl  Add  Contr., 
§222  ;  Broom's  Leg.  Max.,  584.     dl  Add.  Contr.,  §223. 

2.  Words  generally  bear  their  usual  and  common  signification;  but 

technical51  words,  or  words  of  art,  or  used  in  a  particular  trade  or  busi- 
ness, will  be  construed,  generally,  to  be  used  in  reference  to  this  peculiar 

meaning.  The  local  usage13  or  understanding  of  a  word  may  be  proved 
in  order  to  arrive  at  the  meaning  intended  by  the  parties. 

Ordinary  signification  of  words:  58  Ga.,  567,  572. 

*1  Add.  Contr.,  246;  2  Whart.  Ev.,  §972.    H  Add.  Contr.,  §244. 
3.  The  construction  which  will  uphold  a  contract  in  whole  and  in 

every  part,  is  to  be  preferred,  and  the  whole  contract  should  be  looked 
to  in  arriving  at  the  construction  of  any  part. 

Section  cited  and  construed:  34  Ga.,  281. 

Broom's  Leg.  Max.,  522-571.  Cotemporaneous  writings  construed  together:  3  Am. 
D.,  215 ;  20/692,  n. 

4.  If  the  construction  is  doubtful,  that  which  goes  most  strongly 
against  the  party  executing  the  instrument,  or  undertaking  the  obli- 

gation, is  generally  to  be  preferred. 
If  contract  doubtful  construed  against  party  making  it,  see:   38  Ga.,  262;  64/601; 

5.  The  rules  of  grammatical  construction  usually  govern,  but  to  ef- 
fectuate the  intention  they  may  be  disregarded ;  sentences  and  words 

naay  be  transposed,  and  conjunctions'1  substituted  for  each  other.  In 
extreme  cases  of  ambiguity,  where  the  instrument,  as  it  stands,  is 
without  meaning,  words  may  be  supplied. 

Rules  of  grammatical  construction  maybe  disregarded:  39  Ga.,  648,  652;  52/230. 
Blanks  in  a  note:  61  Ga.,  369. 
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a"  Or,"  construed  "  and"  :  19  Am.  D.,  515. 

6.  When  a  contract  is  partly  printed  and  partly  written,  the  latter 
part  is  entitled  to  most  consideration. 

2  Whart.  Ev.,  $925.  Figures  are  controlled  by  words  written  out  in  full :  1  Add. 
Contr..  $224. 

7.  Estates  and  grants,  by  implication,  are  not  favored.  § §2233, 2.362. 
8.  Time  is  not  generally  of  the  essence  of  a  contract;  but  by  express 

stipulation  or  reasonable  construction,  it  may  becomea  so. 
When  time  was  not  of  the  essence  of  the  contract:  27  Ga.,  438;  30/925;  56/331. 

"Where  cause  of  action  did  not  arise  until  after  a  reasonable  time :  5  Ga.,  167.  When 
time  was  of  the  essence  of  the  contract:  58  Ga.,  584;  34/64  ;  3/94.  Time  being  the  es- 

sence of  the  contract  may  be  waived:  24  Ga.,  478;  60/459.  As  to  reasonable  time:  61 
Ga.,  201,  46/19;  5/171. 

7  Am.  D.,  484,  492,  n  ;  9/372,  385 ;  19/157  :  5  Cr.,  262  :  10  Wall.,  543  ;  6  0.,  24.  What 

is  "reasonable  time":  17  Am.  D.,  544;  19  Wall.,  560.  How  time  is  computed:  Notes 
to  $4,  par.  8.  aAnd  may  be  made  so,  by  express  notice,  where  originally  it  was  not :  1 
Add.  Contr.,  $320. 

Genekal  Note. — Rule  as  to  necessary  certainty  of  agreements:  1  Ga.,  220.  A  due 
bill  that  could  be  declared  on  as  a  promissory  note:  9  Ga.,  338.  Where  security  on 
appeal  could  maintain  suit  in  his  own  name,  for  hire  ;  12  Ga.,  57.  Where  liability  of 
subscribers  to  school  articles  was  several,  not  joint :  20  Ga.,  36.  An  entire  contract  for 
building:  22  Ga.,  184.  Where  countersigning  a  letter  did  not  amount  to  a  guaranty 
or  render  the  party  liable  for  deceit:  22  Ga.,  623.  A  due  bill:  21  Ga.,  384;  9/338; 
7/584.  A  verbal  license  after  dam  swept  away  by  water  :  24  Ga.,  179.  Where  death  of 
one  of  part  owners  did  not  affect  the  right  of  the  other  to  sell  their  property  :  25  Ga., 
35.  Where  if  any  remedy  existed  it  was  in  the  fraud,  and  not  in  the  contract :  30  Ga., 
748.  A  contract  to  pay  both  together  $500  for  fees:  34  Ga.,  279.  Construction  of  con- 

tract by  letter:  43  Ga.,  298. 

CHAPTER  VI. 

OF    COURT    CONTRACTS. 

Section. 
2758.  Contract,  where  filed. 
2759.  Its  designation  and  effect. 
2760.  Issues  of  fact,  how  tried. 
2761.  Contract,  how  enforced. 
2762.  Order,  how  carried  out. 
2763.  Damages,  how  awarded. 
2764.  Rescission  of  contract. 
2765.  Rule  of  decision. 

Section. 
2766.  Construction. 
2767.  Expiration  of  term. 
2768.  Power  of  Court  continues. 
2769.  Suit  on  contract. 
2770.  Contract  set  aside  for  fraud. 
2771.  Execution  of  contract. 
2772.  Remedy  cumulative  only. 
2773.  (a.)  Jurisdiction  of  Ordinary 

§2758.  (2716.)  Agreement,  where  filed.  [Any  written  agreement  for 
a  term  of  service  not  exceeding  one  year,  or  for  the  lease,  rent,  or  occu- 

pation of  lands  or  tenements,  not  exceeding  a  like  term,  may,  at  the 
option  of  the  parties,  be  filed  in  the  County  Court,  the  parties,  or 
either  of  them,  retaining  a  duplicate,  if  they  so  desire.]  (a.) 

§2759.  (2717. )  Its  designation  and  effect  [An  agreement  thus  filed,  shall 
be  known  as  a  Court  contract,  and  shall  have  the  force  and  effect  of  a 
judgment  or  decree,  for  the  specific  performance  of  its  terms,  both  as  to 
express  stipulations  and  the  plain  duties  and  obligations  resulting 
therefrom,  by  implication  of  law.]  (b.) 

§2760.  (2718.)  Issues,  how  tried.  [All  issues  of  fact  arising  under  a 
Court  contract,  by  the  provisions  of  this  Chapter,  shall  be  tried  by  a 
jury,  when  either  party  demands  it.]  (c.)  [Provided,  that  in  those  coun- 

ties where  there  is  a  County  Court,  and  the  county  Judge  exercises 
civil  jurisdiction,  such  Judge  may  determine  the  issues  specified  in  this 
section  as  is  provided  in  other  civil  cases,  with  the  same  rights  of  de- 

fendant as  to  certiorari  and  appeal.]  (a.) 
§2761.  (2719.)  Performance,  how  enforced.     [Performance  of  the  stipu- 

lations, duties,  and  obligations  of  a  Court  contract  may,  from  day  to 
day,  and  from  time  to  time,  be  enforced  by  the  County  Court,  by  orders 
entered  on  the  minutes  for  that  purpose.]  (d.) 

44 

(a)  Acts  of 
1865-6,  pp. 

74,  75. 

(b'  Acts  of 1865-6,  pp. 

74,  75. 

(c)  Acts  of 
1865  6,  pp. 

74,  75. 

(a)  Acts  of 1872,  p.  ap. 

(d)  Acts  of 
1865-6,  pp. 

74,  75. 
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§2762.  (2720.)   Orders,  how  carried  out.     [Such  orders  may  be  carried 
(e)  Acts  of  into  effect  by  attachment  for  contempt,  or  any  other  writ,  execution, 
i865_6,  pp.  or  procesgj  known  to  the  law  and  used  in  any  Court  for  affording  redress 

to  parties,  or  for  maintaining  its  own  authority  and  dignity.]  (e.) 
§2763.  (2721.)  Damages,  how   awarded  and  enforced.     [Damages  for  a 

ff)  Acts  of  breach  of  a  Court  contract  may  be  awarded  by  similar  orders,  and  pay- 
1865^6,  pp.  men£  thereof  enforced  by  like  means  as  those  specified  in  the  preced- 

ing section.]  (f.) 

*  §2-764.  (2722.)  Rescission.    [At  the  election  of  the  party  aggrieved,  the 
Cs)  Acts  of  ,  coii.tr  ac^-\roay.  be  declared  rescinded,  and  such   party  restored  to  his 
746756'  PP'  original  situation  as  nearty  as  possible.]  (g.) 

§2765.  (2723.)  Ride  of  decision.     [Any  other  order  requisite  to  the  at- 
(a)  Acts  of  tainment  of  substantial  justice,  in  the  particular  case,  may  also  be 

1865^6,  pp.  passed  and  enforced ;  the  Court  always  keeping  in  view,  as  cardinal 
points,  that  each  party  is  to  be  compelled  to  perform  his  contract,  or  to 
forfeit,  for  any  material  default,  the  whole  or  a  part  of  its  benefits,  and 
in  addition  thereto  to  make  full  and  fair  compensation  to  the  opposite 
party  for  any  damage  occasioned  by  a  breach  thereof.]  (a.) 

§2766.  (2724.)  Construction.     [In  construing  the  contract,  time  is  to 
(b)  Acts  of  be  regarded  as  of  the  essence  of  the  same.     Whatever  is  stipulated  to 

746756'  p; "   De  done  by  either  party,  must  be  done  at  the  very  time  or  times  speci- 
fied, unless  rendered  impossible  by  the  act  of  God,  or  the  act  of  law.]  (b.) 

§2767.  (2725.)  Expiration  of  term.  [At  the  expiration  of  the  term  fixed 
(c)  Acts  of  b}^  the  contract,  the  relation  established  thereby,  shall  cease  without 
i865__6,  pp.   notice  to  or  from  either  party.]  (c.) 

§2768.  (2726.)  Power  of  Court.  [The  power  of  the  County  Court,  by 
(d)  Acts  of  appropriate  orders,  to  compel  payments,  or  to  award  and  collect  dam- 
i86o_6,  pp.  ages,  or  to  place  the  parties  in  their  former  situation,  shall  neverthe- 

less continue,  subject  only  to  the  condition  that  any  order  for  one  or 
more  of  these  purposes  shall  be  applied  for  within  two  months  after  the 
expiration  of  the  time  limited  in  the  contract  for  its  full  and  final  per- 

formance.] (d.) 
§2769.  (2727.)  Limitation  of  suits  on  contract.  [Breaches  not  proceeded 

(e)  Acts  of  for  as  set  forth  in  the  preceding  section,  may  be  the  subject  of  regular 
i86o-6,  pp.  gu^  or  action  at  any  time  within  the  statutory  period  applicable  to similar  actions  on  other  contracts.]  (e.) 

§2770.  (2728.)    When  set  aside.  [A  Court  contract  may  be  set  aside  in 
(f)  Acts  of  the  County  Court,  for  fraud,  by  a  direct  proceeding  for  that  purpose,  or 

74?  756,  PP"  it  may  be  collaterally  impeached  for  fraud,  either  in  that  Court  or  in any  other.]  (f.) 
§2771.  (2729.)  Execution  of  contract.  [No  Court  contract  shall  bind  any 

(g)  \ctsof  party  who  signs  the  same  by  making  his  mark,  unless  said  writing,  in 
i8ti5^6,  pp.  its  attestation  clause  or  elsewhere,  specify  that  it  was  read  over  in  the 

hearing  of  such  party,  or  unless  it  is  made  to  appear  by  direct  and  pos- 
itive evidence  that  the  party  could  easily  read  ordinary  writing  for 

himself,  or  that  the  instrument  in  question  was,  in  fact,  fully  and  cor- 
rectly read  to  him  at  the  time  of  its  execution.]  (g.) 

§2772.  (2730.)  Remedy  cumulative.  [The  remedy  hereinbefore  provided 
(n)  Acts  of  for  in  the  County  Court,  on  Court  contracts,  is  not  exclusive,  but  cumu- 

^£:pp-  lativeonly.]  (h.) 
§2772.  (a.)  Jurisdiction  of  Ordinary.     The  Courts  of  Ordinary,  in  such 

Acts  of  1878  counties  in  this  State  as  may  not  have  County  Courts  established  or 

-9,  p.  55.  organized,  shall  have  power  and  jurisdiction  to  file,  enforce,  and  to  hear 
and  determine  any  issue  arising  out  of  what  are  known  as  Court  con- 

tracts, in  the  manner  and  to  the  same  extent  as  now  allowed  the  Coun- 
ty Courts  of  this  State,  and  as  is  provided  for  in  sections  2758  to  2772, 

inclusive,  of  the  Revised  Code  of  1873. 
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CHAPTER  VII. 

OF     BILLS     OF    EXCHANGE    AND     PROMISSORY    NOTES,     AND    OTHER    NEGO- 
TIABLE   INSTRUMENTS. 

Z2#^^i*-^^ Article  1. — Of  Negotiable  Papers,  and  how  Transferred, 

Article  2. — Of  Indorsers,  Notice  amd  Protest,      -^^^C^t^i^/^^^^/ .  /ff~+ 
Article  3. — Of  the  Rights  of  Holders. 
Article  4. — Of  Damages. 

ARTICLE  I. 

OF    NEGOTIABLE    PAPERS,    AND    HOW   TRANSFERRED. 

Section. 
2773.  Bill  of  exchange. 
2774.  Promissory  note. 
2775.  Negotiable. 
2776.  Bonds,  etc.,  negotiable. 

Section. 
2777.  Limited  indorsement. 
2778.  Implied  warranty. 
2779.  Bill,  etc.,  payable  out  of  a  fund. 

§2773.  (2731.)  (2722.)  Bill  of  Exchange,  parties.  A  bill  of  exchange  is 
an  order  by  one  person,  called  the  drawer  or  maker,  to  another  called 
the  drawee  or  acceptor,  to  pay  money  to  another  (who  may  be  the  draw- 

er himself,)  called  the  payee,  or  his  order,  or  to  the  bearer.  If  the  payee, 
or  a  bearer,  transfers  the  bill  by  indorsement,  he  then  becomes  the  in- 
dorser.  If  the  drawer  or  drawee  resides  out  of  this  State,  it  is  then 
called  a  foreign  bill  of  exchange. 

Definitions  of:  33  Ga.,  188,  Suplt.  As  to  where  presented  for  acceptance  between 
holder  and  indorser,  and  holder  and  drawer  :  1  Ga.,  304.  How  far  drawer  discharged 
by  failure  of  holder  to  present  bank  check  for  payment  in  reasonable  time:  5  Ga.,  245. 
Bona  fide  purchaser  of  negotiable  note  transferred  before  due  takes  free  from  equities 
against  previous  parties  :  2  Ga.,  92.  As  to  what  holder  of  note  who  transferred  it  by 
delivery  warrants :  6  Ga.,  230.  Purchase  of  a  note  after  due  from  one  with  no  title  obtains 
no  title  against  true  owners:  8  Ga.,  421.  Notice  by  transferer  to  transferee  of  note  of 
failure  cf  consideration,  makes  him  a  privy  to  the  judgment:  10  Ga.,  214.  Where 
there  were  not  sufficient  averments  in  declaration  brought  by  cashier  of  a  bank  on  a 
foreign  bill :  10  Ga.,  332.  Bill  of  exchange  due  the  Central  Bank :  17  Ga.,  111.  Where 
an  acceptance  had  preference  over  an  attachment:  19  Ga.,  73.  As  to  where  sued,  ac- 

ceptor and  drawer  residing  in  different  counties :  21  Ga.,  135.  As  to  suits  by  acceptors 
of  draft  against  drawer :  23  Ga. ,  49.  As  to  presumption  of  funds  where  one  accepts 

for  another:  25  Ga.,  170.  Banks,  fraudulent  organiza'ions,  no  defense  against  accept- 
ance :  25  Ga.,  534.  Offer  of  draft  on  an  insolvent  house  not  payment  of  a  debt :  25  Ga., 

643,  645.  Bill  or  draft  indorsed  in  full  by  payees,  cannot  sue  in  their  names:  27  Ga., 
252.  Acceptance  by  letter :  29  Ga.,  648.  When  acceptance  by  drawee  may  be  treated 

as  an  individual  one  :  29  Ga.,  708.  Drawer  cannot  complain  if  not  injured  by  holder's 
failure  of  duty:  30  Ga.,  271.  Where  blank  acceptance  binding:  30  Ga.,  942.  As  to 
damages  for  non-payment  of  a  note  drawn  here  on  one  in  another  State :  3  Ga.,  375. 
Suit  against  a  conditional  acceptor :  32  Ga.,  502.  Where  agents  not  individually  liable 
as  drawers  of  bills  of  exchange:  44  Ga.,  398.  Wrong  charge  of  Court  as  to  possession 
affecting  a  transfer :  44  Ga.,  141.  Conduct  of  holder  and  loss  of  drawer  discharging  him 
from  the  debt :  55  Ga.,  662.  Payee  with  notice  of  limit  fixed  by  drawer  of  blank  draft 
controlled  by  it:  59  Ga.,  246.  As  to  suing  drawer  and  indorser  together  without  suing 
acceptor :  59  Ga.,  840,  845.  And  drawer  and  indorser  being  sued  in  county  of  drawer  : 
52  Ga.,  379;  35/269.  Acceptor  as  maker,  and  drawer  as  indorser:  59  Ga.,  671.  As  to 
liability  of  drawer  as  security  in  second  instance;  55  Ga.,  663 ;  44/404. 

Byles  on  Bills,  184 ;  1  Dan.  Neg.  Inst.,  389  et  seq. ;  Red!  &  Bigelow  L.  G,  26. Act  of  ISOO^ 

C.  p.  520.  fa+ftc*^* §2774.  (2732.)  (2723.)  Promissory  note.     A  promissory  note  is  a  writ 
ten  promise  made  by  one  or  more  to  pay  to  another,  or  order,  or  bearer, 

at  a  specified  time,  a  specific  amount  of  money,  or  other  articles  of§£532-*£  Jk 
value.     If  made  by  more  than  one  it  may  be  a  joint  promise,  or  joint  jfi**^  **• 
and  several;  in  which  case  each  is  bound  for  the  whole  separately,  at  ■  <o&i*e~*/9* -f-(**~ 
the  option  of  the  holder.     If  the  payment  is  in  articles'1  other  than 
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money,  and  is  not  punctually  made,  the  holder  may  recover  the  value 
of  such  articles  at  the  time  the  note  was  due,  at  the  place  where  it  was 
payable,  if  a  specific  place  is  mentioned;  otherwise,  at  the  place 
where  it  was  made,  with  lawful  interest  thereon. 

What  a  good  negotiable  promissory  note :  1  Ga.,  319 ;  24/287  ;  13/55.  Where  in- 
dorsee intitled  to  damages  for  protested  note  :  3  Ga.,  375.  Not  a  good  promissory  note : 

5  Ga.,  163.  Definition  of  negotiable  paper  :  7  Ga.,  85.  A  due  bill :  7  Ga.,  584;  9/338. 
What  declaration  on  a  note  for  articles  of  property  should  aver:  8  Ga.,  54.  A  good 
note  by  a  corporation  :  17  Ga.,  574.  A  note  signed  by  one  only  of  makers,  good  against 
him  :  25  Ga.,  225.  Transferee  of  negotiable  note  over  due,  presumed  he  had  notice  of 
equities  :  25  Ga.,  560.  Can  prove  by  parol  one  of  joint  makers  of  note  surety  :  26  Ga., 
426.  When  not  essential  where  signature  or  indorsement  of  note  is  placed  on  note  :  26 
Ga.,  223.  When  no  action  by  subsequent  parol  promise  barred  on  its  face  :  12  Ga.,  615. 
Promissory  note  payable  in  specifics  :  47  Ga..  404.  Can  be  sued  on  under  short  form  : 
55  Ga.,  29.  Maker  of  note  bound  personally,  although  the  word  "administratrix" 
annexed  to  the  signature  :  57  Ga.,  531.  Cannot  by  note  secure  application  of  the 

money :  57  Ga.,  180.  A  promise  to  pay  in  a  note  "in  currency  then  in  circulation"  :  56 
Ga.,  381.     When  holder  could  recover  on  due  bill  in  reasonable  time:  61  Ga.,  201. 

Requisites:  1  Dan.  Neg.  Inst.,  26-56  ;  1  Sm.  L.  C,  (t.  p.)  605  ;  Byles  on  Bills,  146  ;  14. 
Am.  D.,  422,  n.  Note  with  warrant  to  confess  judgment,  not  negotiable  :  Overton  vs. 
Tyler,  1  Am.  L.  C,  158;  note  to  pay  in  bank  notes  of  certain  bank,  not  negotiable: 
McCormick  vs.  Lynn,  lb.,  161 ;  bill  of  exchange  payable  to  payees,  without  more,  not 
negotiable:  Gerard  vs.  Lacoste,  lb.,  164;  general  note  on  this  subject:  lb.,  167-182. 
Memorandum  on  back  of  note  that  it  is  to  be  paid  in  wheat  at  so  much  a  bushel,  is> 

part  of  note  :  30  Am.  R.,  830.  Note  purporting  to'  be  a  mortgage  note,  to  be  construed 
in  connection  with  mortgage:  25  Am.  R.,  19.  a21  Am.  D.,  422r  n  ;  Code,  §2875.  Notes 
payable  in  specifics,  measure  of  damages  :  Sedg.  L.  C.  Dam.,  481. 

§2775.  (2733.)  (2724.)  Negotiable  notes.  A  promissory  note  is  negotia- 
ble by  indorsement  of  the  payee  or  holder,  or,  if  payable  to  bearer,  by 

transfer  and  delivery  only.  The  maker  may  restrain  the  negotiability 
thereof  by  expressing  such  intention  in  the  body  of  the  instrument. 

What  necessary  to  constitute  a  negotiable  note  :  1  Ga.,  236.  A  negotiable  note,  defi- 
nitions of:  7  Ga.,  84.'  Note  payable  to  bearer  negotiable  by  delivery:  15  Ga.,  529. Owner  of  negotiable  note  may  sue  on  it  in  name  of  one  having  no  interest:.  1  Ga.,  306. 

A  bill  of  sale  held  not  a  negotiable  instrument:  1  Ga.,  75.  Section  cited  and  con- 
strued: 56  Ga.,  205.  Suing  on  a  non-negotiable  note  not  indorsed  by  the  payee:  57 

Ga.,  398.     Where  payable  to  order  and  indorsed  over  in  blank  :  60  Ga.r  90'. 
1  Dan.  Neg.  Inst.,  526  et  seq. ;  Byles  on  Bills,  146. 

§2776.  (2734.)  (2725.)  Bonds,  etc.,  negotiable.  All  bonds,,  specialties,. or 
Act  of  1799,  other  contract  in  writing  for  the  payment  of  money,  or  any  article  of 
c.  p.  519.  property,  and  all  judgments  and  executions  from  any  Court  in  this 
§§2244, 3597,  State,  are  negotiable  by  indorsement,  or  written  assignment,  in  the 

3o98.  same  manner  as  bills  of  exchange  and  promissory  notes.     No  indorse- 
ment or  assignment  need  be  under  seal. 

Instruments  under  Act  of  1799  being  placed  on  same  footing  with  notes  :  1  Ga..,  75. 
Indorsements  under  seal :  50  Ga.,  508,  118,  119.  Bond  controlled  by  lex  loci  where  it 
could  be  assigned  by  indDrsementin  blank  :  16  Ga.,  582.  Assignment  of  bond  for  title  : 
23  Ga.,  348  ;  33/235  ;  35/258.  An  instrument  with  a  scroll  annexed  to-  signature  held  a 
bond  :  29  Ga.,  427.  Indorsement  of  sealed  instrument  held  a  sealed  instrument 
although  no  seal  nor  scroll  attached  to  it :  29  Ga.,  700.  Transfer  of  a  judgment ::  55  Ga.r 
644.  Transfer  of  an  execution  must  be  by  indorsement  or  assignment  in  writing :  58 
Ga.,  208 ;  60/599.  Section  cited:  64  Ga.,  532.  Assignment  of  chose  in  action  must  be 
in  writing :  63  Ga.,  681.  Transfer  of  note  carrying  with  it  the  mortgage:  50  Ga., 

*  118,  119. 
As  to  negotiability  of  various  sorts  of  instruments :  See  general  note  following  $2279. 

Assignment  of  non-negotiable  contracts :  Note  to  §2244. 

'§2777.  (2735.)  (2726.)  Limited  indorsement.  Any  person  indorsing  or Act  of  1826,  transferring  a  negotiable  instrument,  may  limit  his  own  liability  upon 
c.  p  594.     such  indorsement  or  transfer  by  express  restrictions  therein ;  and  the 

assignor  of  a   judgment  shall  not  be  held  liable  as  indorser,  unless  in 
such  assignment  he  expressly  contracts  so  to  be. 

Waiving  demand  and  notice  and  guaranteeing  payment  liable  as  indorsers :  31  Ga.T 
210.  Indorsement  in  full  not  controlled  by  parol  evidence:  56  Ga.,  607.  Where  in- 

dorsement for  collection  :  56  Ga.,  88.  An  indorsement  on  condition  on  a  separate  piece 
of  paper :  57  Ga.,  141.  An  assignment  of  order  for  money  stating  if  not  paid  in  certain, 
time  assignor  would  pay  it:  58  Ga.,  54. 
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§2778.  (2736.)  (2727.)  Implied  warranty.  Every  transferrer  of  a  nego-§2sr>7. 
tiable  instrument,  whether  by  indorsement  or  delivery,  warrants,  (un- 

less otherwise  agreed  by  the  parties),  that  he  is  the  lawful  holder  and 
has  a  right  to  sell,  that  the  instrument  is  genuine,  and  that  he  has  no 

knowledge  of  any  fact  which  proves  the  instrument  to  be  worthless,eith- 
er  by  insolvency  of  tKe  maker,  payment,  or  otherwise. 

Stated  :  6  Ga.,  230.  Every  indorser  of  promissory  note  warrants  that  it  is  valid  and 
maker  liable  to  pay  it :  11  Ga.,  142. 

Implied  warranty  against  usury :  24  Am.  R.,  367.  Bonds  :  2  0.,  447  ;  4/29.  County 
warrants:  19  Am.  R.,  656,  n;  2  0.,  390.  School  bonds:  6  C.  L.  J.,  138.  Indorser 
■"without  recourse"  warrants  validity  :  21  Am.  R.,  152. 

§2779.  (2737.)  (2728.)  Bill,  etc.,  payable  out  of  a  fund,    An  acceptance  §§1987, 2111 
of  a  bill  or  order  may  be  conditioned  or  payable  out  of  a  certain  fund; 
and  in  all  cases  the  acceptor  shall  have  a  lien  on  the  funds  or  property 
of  the  drawer  in  his  hands  for  the  payment  of  the  acceptance  in  his 
behalf. 

Where  acceptor  had  prior  right  to  an  attachment  levied  :  19  Ga.,  73.  Section  cited  : 
59  Ga.,  848.  An  acceptance  on  the  condition  if  funds  of  should  come  to  hand:  44 
Ga.,  511. 

General  Note. — Acceptance,  conditional,  of  bill  of  exchange:  19  Ga.,  73.  If 
funds  of  drawer  come  to  hand :  44  Ga.,  511.  Individual,  of  treasurer  of  unincorporated 
•company,  may  be  treated  as  a  personal  contract:  29  Ga.,  708.  In  blank,  binding  when 
no  complaint  that  the  draft  was  not  filled  according  to  agreement :  30  Ga.,  942.  Parol, 
binding,  when  :  53  Ga.,  665.  For  accommodation,  for  commission,  when  commission 
■and  discount  exceed  interest  not  usurious,  per  se :  47  Ga.,  82.  For  a  consideration, 
binding:  48  Ga.,  570.  Action  brought  on  a  note  by  one  having  no  interest  in  it :  1 
Ga.,  305.  Acceptor  presumed  to  have  funds  of  drawer:  59  Ga.,  671.  Accommoda- 

tion, entitled  to  transfer  of  security,  for  re-imbursement:  44  Ga.,  307.  Having  no 
funds  of  drawer,  and  accepts  upon  promise  of  payee  to  hold  him  harmless,  may  treat 
•drawer  and  indorser  as  principal  and  surety:  52  Ga.,  379.  Agent,  promissory  note 
by,  good,  if  made  in  the  sphere  of  his  power,  or  the  act  is  ratified:  6  Ga.,  166.  Ratifi- 

cation of  act  of,  by  principal  as  to,  where  note  was  given  by:  46  Ga.,  238.  Selling 
unsound  property,  and  afterwards  suing  note  given  for  the  property,  held  to  have  no- 

tice of  unsoundness:  30  Ga.,  728.  Note  by,  held  note  of  principal:  39  Ga.,  35.  Agree- 
ment, written,  to  take  a  cotton  gin  and  pay  a  certain  price,  not  a  promissory  note  :  5 

Ga.,  163.  Alteration  in  instrument  sued  on  need  not  be  explained,  unless  defendant 
denies  on  oath,  etc.:  2  Ga.,  128.  Cutting  name  of  surety  from  note  with  consent  of 
payee,  not  material:  8  Ga.,  248.  Material  as  affecting  subsequent  indorser  to  remove 
name  of  first  indorser :  17  Ga.,  111.  Material  when  holder  inserts  a  consideration 
where  there  was  none:  30  Ga.,  129.  Bank,  duty  of,  as  to  presentation,  protest,  etc.,  of 
note  for  collection  and  payable  at  bank:  46  Ga.,  490.  Bank  check,  as  to  rights  and 
liabilities  of  drawer,  indorser  and  holder:  1  Ga.,  304;  5/245.  Difference  between,  and 

bill  of  exchange  :  46 Ga. ,  487-496.  Suit  on,  in  any  one's  name  where  negotiable : _  1  Ga., 306.  Burden  of  proof,  as  to  when  maker  of  note  had  been  garnished  by  creditor  of 
payee:  20  Ga.,  477;  25/600.  Central  Bank,  privileges  of,  as  to  notice,  demand  and 
protest:  1  Ga.,  418.  Consideration,  failure  of,  when  good  defense  to  note  given  by 
Sheriff  in  discharge  of  rule  absolute:  4  Ga.,  201.  To  insert  in  note  when  none  is  ex- 

pressed, vitiates:  30  Ga.,  129.  Inquiry  can  be  made  into,  when  proper  administration 
of  justice  requires  it :  6  Ga.,  166;  5/163.  Failure  of,  and  liability  of  transferer  of  note; 
10  Ga.,  214.  Liability  of  transferree  with  full  knowledge  of  when  consideration  is 
liable  to  fail:  26  Ga.,  413.  Support  of  bastard  child,  sufficient  legal:  12  Ga.,  342; 
•32/699.  Plea  of  failure  of,  when  name  of  principal  has  a  seal :  16  Ga.,  377.  See  35  Ga., 
■320.  Contractors,  joint  and  several,  Act  of  1820  applies  to,  as  well  as  joint  only,  pro- 

vided they  are  sued  in  same  action:  2  Ga.,  128.  Credit  on  note,  by  maker,  affords 
presumption  that  all  cross-demands  are  covered  in  it:  30  Ga.,  829.  On  note,  extin- 

guishes it  pro  tanto,  remainder  standing  unaffected  by  the  credit:  36  Ga.,  126.  In  Con- 
federate money  at  nominal  value  extinguishes  note  to  that  amount:  38  Ga.,  347. 

Currency,  note  payable  in,  construction  by  Court:  42  Ga.,  547.  Draft,  with  mort- 
gage, or  crop  lien  in  favor  of  acceptor,  rights  and  duties  of  holder :  59  Ga.,  841.  Drawer 

not  discharged  because  holder  did  not  present  in  proper  time,  unless  he  was  injured 
thereby  :  30  Ga.,  271.  Discharged  by  laches  of  holder:  55  Ga.,  662.  By  change  of  con- 

tract:  59  Ga.,  672.  Verbally,  limiting  liability  on  draft  drawn  :  59  Ga.,  246.  Delivery, 
promissory  note,  payable  to  bearer,  negotiable  by:  15  Ga.,  528.  Demand  not  neces- 

sary in  action  against  maker  on  note  payable  on  demand  generally:  13  Ga.,  287. 
Necessary  on  note,  payable  in  goods,  but  no  time  fixed :  10  Ga.,  560.  By  holder  with  good 
title  enures  to  benefit  of  transferee  :  18  Ga.,  319.  Paper  acknowledging  receipt  of  money 
to  be  accounted  for  on  demand  may  be  sued  without :  52  Ga.,  438.  On  notes  payable  at 
bank  agency,  demand  and  notice  necessary:  18  Ga,,  517.  Equities  against  note  trans- 

ferred after  due,  transferee  presumed  to  have  notice  of :  25  Ga.,  560.  Estoppel,  maker  of 
promissory  note  estopped  by  declaration  that  it  is  right,  in  suit  by  purchaser :  60  Ga.,  107. 
Evidence,  parol  admissible  when  there  is  doubt,  to  show  whether  public  agent  signed 
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note  in  public  or  individual  character  :  2  Ga.,  214.  Same  rule  as  to  trustees  of  incor- 
porated academy  :  3  Ga.,  283.  Slight,  of  plaintiff's  title  to  note  prevents  non-suit:  25- 

Ga.,  546.  Parol,  admissible  to  explain  promissory  note,  as  to  time  of  payment  :  27  Ga.,. 
54.  To  prove  payment  of  note  by  producing  it  as,  maker  must  first  prove  it  is  the  note 
put  in  circulation:  29  Ga.,  43.  Parol,  incompetent  to  prove  draft  payable  generally, 
was  payable  at  a  bank  :  30  Ga.,  271.  As  to  bill :  52  Ga.,  131.  Should  be  strong,  to  over- 

come plea  of  payment,  where  defendant  has  receipt  against  all  notes  and  accounts  to 
date,  and  given  after  note  was  due:  30  Ga.,  690.  Fraud,  transferrer  liable  for,  in  trans- 

ferring note  on  insolvent  person:  29  Ga.,  687;  35/193.  Garnishment,  note  held  a& 
pledge  or  collateral  security  not  subject  to  :  4  Ga.,  428  ;  18/650.  Assignee  of  note  with 
notice  of  pending  of  garnishment,  against  assignor  how  affected:  5  Ga.,  224;  8/549. 
Debts  secured  by  negotiable  instruments  may  be  the  subject  of:  18  Ga.,  650.  Several 
against  maker  .and  holder  of  notes  and  judgment  and  sale:  35  Ga.,  278.  Of  agent  and 
attorney,  and  injunction  granted  attorney:  37  Ga.,  319.  Guaranty,  by  parol,  of  pay- 

ment of  note  transferred  for  value,  by  delivery  :  6  Ga.,  509.  Guardians  may  assign  or 
transfer  notes  taken  by  and  payable  to  them  as  guardians:  33  Ga.,  372.  Infant  by 
prochein  ami  may  sue  on  a  note  payable  to  itself:  5  Ga.,  472.  Judgment  at  law  has  no 
lien  on  notes  in  the  hands  of  defendant:  6  Ga..  550.  By  Court  of  competent  jurisdic- 

tion, on  subject  matter  of  a  note,  conclusive  while  it  remains  in  force  :  34  Ga.,  355. 
Jurisdiction,  suits  on.  notes  and  like  instruments  shall  be  tried  in  county  where 
maker  resides :  See  Constitution  of  1877  ;  59  Ga.,  844.  Drawer  and  indorser  joint  prom- 
issors  and  may  be  sued  in  county  of  drawer :  52  Ga.,  379.  Letter,  by  drawee  to  drawer, 
sufficient  acceptance  as  between  them,  but  not  as  to  third  parties  :  29  Ga.,  648.  Lien, 
vendors  not  enforced  in  favor  of  assignee  of  notes  :  9  Ga.,  86 ;  14/216.  May  be  waived 
expressly  or  by  implication  :  23Ga.,237.  Defense  to  payment  of  note,  when:  30Ga.,210. 
Lis  pendens,  doctrine  of,  does  notapply  to  negotiable  security, notdue  :  38Ga.,18.  Mar- 

ried ■woman,  when  note  is  given  by,  presumption  is  she  has  a  separate  estate:  39  Ga., 
44.  Note  of,  for  piano  and  bill  by  seller  to  cancel  contract,  dismissed:  40  Ga.,  185. 
Memorandum  at  foot  of  note  specifying  mode  of  discharge,  etc.,  does  not  affect  its 
negotiability:  1  Ga.,  319.  On  back  of  note,  held  proper  for  consideration  of  jury:  48 
502.  Misrepresentation,  when  not  sufficient  to  constitute  a  good  defense  to  suit  on 
note :  45  Ga.,  141.  Mortgage,  where  one  holds  two  notes  secured  by,  and  transfers- 
one,  agreeing  to  transfer  mortgage,  he  holds  mortgage  for  use  of  transferee:  38  Ga., 
452 ;  see  also  32  Ga.,  228.  Non-negotiable  note,  same  status  between  the  parties  as  a 
negotiable  one  :  1  Ga.,  236.  Notice  to  hold  drawer  liable,  holder  must  present  draft 
at  place  designated  and  give  notice  to  drawer  of  refusal :  41  Ga.,  614.  When  not  nec- 

essary to  drawer  :  52  Ga.,  131.  Not  necessary  when  drawer  and  indorser  are  the  same  :. 
44  Ga.,  64.  Not  necessary  to  charge  drawer  when  acceptor  fails  to  pay  domestic  bill 
not  negotiable  at  chartered  bank :  55  Ga.,  662,  618.  Notice  to  sue,  must  specify  county 

of  maker's  residence:  59  Ga.,  841.  Order  payable  in  lumber,  demand  and  notice  not 
necessary  to  bind  drawer:  24  Ga.,  443.  Partnership,  note  by  one  partner  for  interest 
in  and  on  suit,  plea  of  excess  of  profits  received  by  payee:  30  Ga.,  813.  When  indi- 

vidual note  of  one  partner  extinguished  the  original  obligation  of  the  firm  :  20  Ga.,  259. 
But  released  partner  after  agreeing  to  pay,  bound  by  his  promise :  24  Ga.,  310.  Note 
given  to,  and  agreement  by  maker,  but  two  of  three  partners  as  to  credit,  not  binding  on 
third  :  48  Ga.,  495.  Wben  acceptance  by  one  partner  in  his  individual  name,  binds  firm  : 
55  Ga.,  618.  Payment  may  be  plead  to  a  note  at  the  instance  of  assignee,  upon 
a  note  transferred  after  due,  and  secured  by  mortgage:  27  Ga.,  347.  Possession 
as  evidence  of  payment:  29  Ga.,  43.  Pleadings,  assignee  of  note  without  nego- 

tiable words  cannot  sue  in  his  own  name :  1  Ga. ,  236.  Owner  or  holder  of  negotiable  pa- 
per may  sue  in  name  of  person  having  no  interest  in  it :  1  Ga.,  306.  Insufficient  affi- 

davit to  plea  of  non  est  factum  that  it  is  true  to  best  of  defendants  remembrance :  26 
Ga.,  649.  When  bill  or  draft  is  indorsed  in  full  by  payees  they  cannot  maintain  suit 
on,  in  their  own  names  while  the  indorsement  stands  :  27  Ga.,  252.  Not  good  plea  to 
suit  on  note  that  it  is  brought  in  fictitious  name,  it  not  appearing  that  the  defendant 
has  any  defense  to  note:  47  Ga.,  622.  Draft  paid  by  accommodation  acceptor  may  be 
set  out  as  an  inducement  to  action  brought  by  him  against  the  drawer  :  54  Ga.,  104 ; 
59/846.  Copy  of  draft  and  indorsement  thereon  annexed  to  declaration  as  a  part  of 
the  declaration,  and  the  indorsement  need  not  be  alleged  if  copied  :  56  Ga.,  86.  Drawer 
and  indorser  may  be  sued  together  without  joining  acceptor :  59  Ga.,  840.  Description 
of  defendants:  59  Ga.,  840.  Declaration  failing  to  allege  presentation,  refusal  to  pay, 
dishonor  and  notice,  amendable:  60  Ga.,  359.  Holder  of  promissory  note,  not  payable 
to  bearer  or  to  order,  has  no  right  to  bring  suit  on  it  without  showing  title  :  63  Ga.,  274. 
Presumption,  when  note  was  cut  from  same  paper  with  bill  of  sale  and  of  same  date  :. 
33  Ga.,  159.  Promissory  note  given  in  payment  of  a  pre-existing  debt,  operates 
as'payment  when  so  understood  by  the  parties  :  4  Ga.,  182.  Given  by  an  executor  to 
legatee  for  too  much  may  be  scaled  :  22  Ga.,  209.  Joint  and  several,  on  its  face,  but 
signed  by  only  one,  and  put  in  circulation  by  him,  good  as  to  him  :  25  Ga.,  225.  Trans- 

fer of,  before  due  presumed  :  25  Ga.,  225.  Holder  of  not  bound  to  prove  he  gave  value 
for  it  unless  it  was  first  proved  it  was  lost  or  stolen  :  25  Ga.,  226.  Re-issued,  after  return 
to  one  of  the  makers,  to  another  person  for  consideration,  not  collectable :  25  Ga.,  237. 
Security  pays  off  and  takes  up,  and  then  indorses  in  second  instance  to  another  liable, 
the  maker  being  otherwise :  28  Ga.,  37.  By  husband  to  wife  who  had  no  separate 
estate  :  49  Ga..  487.  Protest,  duty  of  bank  as  to  presentation  of  note,  and  protest  or 
dishonor:  46  Ga.,  487.  Purchaser,  as  to  protection  of :  25  Ga.,  546.  Of  negotiable 
security,  bona  fide,  before  due,  from  one  who  has  no  title,  gets  a  good  title :  4   Ga.,.  287. 
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Purchase  money,  note  for,  of  land,  transfer,  judgment  and  levy  :  60  Ga.,  388;  32/417. 
Reduction  of  amount  of  note  entered  on  back  by  payee,  does  not  bind;  when  :  28  Ga., 
277.  Renewal  of  paper,  bank  violating  instruction,  as  to,  liable:  59  Ga.,  668.  Rev- 

enue stamp  placed  on  note  after  execution  good  :  38  Ga.,  548.  Signature,  location  of, 
on  a  note  immaterial:  26  Ga..  223.  Statute  of  limitations,  as  affecting  non-resident 
maker  of  note:  11  Ga.,  303.  Sunday,  note  given  on,  held  good  :  29  Ga.,  526.  Surety 
discharged  by  extension  of  time,  to  principal  to  avoid  defense  to  note  :  30  Ga.,  112.  Title 
cannot  impeach  it  unless  necessary  to  defense  :  31  Ga.,  300  ;  9/589;  5/239.  Usury,  one 
transferring  note  known  to  be  usurious  to  one  ignorant,  compellable  to  pay,  etc. :  12 
Ga.,  371.  Written  promise,  of  any  description  under  Act  of  1847,  discussed:  13  Ga.r 
311. 

General  Note  on  Negotiable  Instruments. — Ag-ents,  liability  of,  on  notes,  etc. : 
see  2§2194,  2213,  and  general  note  after  $2217.  Bills  of  lading- :  2  Dan.  Neg.  Inst.,  661- 
672;  3  Add.  Contr.,  ̂ 1290.  Certificates  of  deposit:  2  Dan.  Neg.  Inst.,  638-641;  14 
Am.  D.,  426,  n.  Certificates  of  stock  :  2  Dan.  Neg.  Inst.,  646-650;  14  Am.  D.,  427,  n. 
Checks:  Byles  on  Bills,  13-27;  Morse  on  Banks,  249;  2  Dan.  Neg.  Inst.,  528;  Redf. 
and  Big.  L.  C.,  716;  1  Schoul.  Pers.  Pr.,  595;  see  general  note  on  banks.  Collection, 
banks  and  persons  undertaking,  liability;  see  general  note  on  banks.  Coupons:  2 
Dan.  Neg.  Inst.,  442  ;  2  Woods,  574  ;  3  Woods,  514-567  ;  1  Schoul.  Pers.  Pr.,  609 ;  14  Am. 
D.,  425,  n  ;  Burroughs  Pub.  Sec,  570-621 ;  Jones  on  R.  R.,  Securities,  $317.  County 
warrants  :  Burroughs  Pub.  Sec,  623-628  ;  13  0.,  74,  559  ;  10  C.  L.  J.,  357.  Where  the 
payee  and  owner  of  a  promissory  note  has  voluntarily  destroyed  the  same,  he  cannot 
recover  judgment  against  the  maker,  either  upon  the  note  itself  or  upon  the  debt  which 
was  the  consideration  for  which  the  note  was  given  :  3  Woods,  19.  Guaranties  :  notes 
to  $$1950  (1 ),  2148.  Inter-State  law  :  1  Dan.  Neg.  Inst,,  719-769 ;  notes  to  $$8  and  2738  ; 
Rorer,  60-67;  Byles  on  Bills,  394.  Letters  of  credit:  2  Dan.  Neg.  Inst..  706-719. 
Municipal  bonds :  subject  treated  in  Burroughs  Public  Securities ;  2  Dillon  Munic 
Corp.,  $415;  2  Dan.  Neg.  Inst.,  475  et  seq. ;  Jones  on  R.  R.,  Securities,  §222;  2  Perry 
Trusts,  2749 ;  14  Am.,  D.,  424,  n  ;  2  Woods,  108,  128,  141,  188,  272.  385,  523,  542,  574,  584, 
606,  632;  3  Woods,  205,  316,  535,  597,  674,  691;  see  notes  to  $1670  (f.),  p.  361  of  Code. 

Payment  by  note,  etc.  :  See  $2816.  Receivers'  certificates  of  indebtedness  not  nego- 
tiable: 35  Am.  R.,  144.  State  bonds:  1  Dan.  Neg.  Inst.,  358-366;  Burroughs  Pub. 

Sec,  p.  72.  Warehouse  receipts:  Note  to  Code,  §2112.— Subject  treated:  3  Add. 
Contr.,  $§1239-1289;  3  Kent  Com.,  74-124;  2  Gr.  Ev.,  $154;  1  Pars.  Contr.,  238  ;  1  Ross 
Leading  Cases  ;  1  Schoul.  Pers.  Pr.,  563-594;  Ewell  Evans  Ag.,  176-207  ;  Woods'  Mayne 
Damages,  301-317;  Abb.  Tr.  Ev.,  389-455. 

ARTICLE   II. 

OF    INDORSERS,    NOTICE    AND    PROTEST. 

Section. 
2780.  Contract  of  indorser. 
27*1.  Protest  and  notice. 
27-<2   Indorser  sued  with  maker. 
2783.  Holidays  excepted. 

Section. 
.  2788.  (a.)  When  holiday  foils  on  Sunday. 
2783.  (b.)  Day  of  maturity. 
278  J.  Days  of  grace. 

§2780.  (2738.)  (2730.)  Contract  of  indorser.  In  ordinary  indorsements 
the  contract  of  the  indorser  is  to  pay  the  money,  if  the  parties  to  the 
instrument  primarily  liable  thereon  fail  to  pay  according  to  the  terms 
thereof;  hence,  if  there  are  several  indorsers,  each  is  liable  to  subse- 

quent ones  in  the  order  of  their  indorsements. 
Liability  of  indorsers  to  contribute  not  applied  to  accommodation  indorsers:  1  Ga., 

212;  but  see  46  Ga.,  14.  As  to  rights  of  purchaser  after  due,  of  note  from  indorsee  who 
has  paid  it:  8  Ga.,  115.  As  to  the  nature,  construction  and  remedies  on  an 
indorsement:  2  Ga.,  158.  When  indorsement  a  Georgia  contract:  4  Ga.,  1.  Every  in- 

dorser warrants  the  note  valid  and  the  maker  liable  to  pay:  11  Ga.,  142.  An  indorser 
to  be  liable  when  maker  sued  to  insolvency:  21  Ga.,  242;  32/381 ;  35/143.  Indorsement- 
by  a  married  woman  :  49  Ga.,  486.  Indorser  can  waive  demand  and  notice  before,  and 
proof  of,  after  maturity  of  note:  9  Ga.,  303.  Accommodation  indorsement  becomes 
a  debt  owing  from  time  of  signature:  56  Ga.,  369.  Where  parol  evidence  not  admissible 
to  explain  indorsement  or  vary  its  legal  effect:  56 Ga.,  605.  Indorsement  for  collection: 
56  Ga.,  88.     Section  cited :  59  Ga  ,  846. 

Indorsement  generallv  :  1  Dan.  Neg.  Inst.,  526  et  seq. ;  2  Redf.  &  Bigelow  L.  G,  110 ; 

Brandt  on  Suretyship,  "etc,  ̂ 147-155.  Notes  in:  3  Am.  D.,  571;  11/217;  12/611; 29/297.  One  writing  his  name  on  back  of  negotiable  note  before  indorsement  by  payee 
is  only  bound  as  indorser:  29  Am.  R.,  745.  So  of  note  payable  to  order  of  maker,  if 
when  negotiated  his  name  stands  firstonback:  34  Am.  R.,  335.  Payee  having  indorsed 
in  usual  position,  defendant  wrote  his  name  across  back  near  other  end  in  inverted  po- 

sition; held,  second  indorser:  27  Am.  R.,  630.  A  second  indorser  who  by  mistake 
writes  his  name  above  first,  and  is  called  upon  to  pay  note,  may  recover  from  the  first: 
5  Am.  R.,  438. 
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§2781.  (2739.)  (2731.)  Protest  and  notice.  When  bills  of  exchange  and 
Act  of  1826,  promissory  notes  are  made  for  the  purpose  of  negotiation,  or  intended 
c.  p.  594.  J0  ke  neg0tiated  at  any  chartered  bank,  and  the  same  are  not  payed  at 
Acts  of  1876,  maturity,  notice  of  the  non-payment  thereof,  and  of  the  protest  of  the 
p' 1?'  same  for  non-payment,  or  non-acceptance,  must  be  given  to  the  indors- 

ers thereon  within  a  reasonable  time,  either  personally  or  by  post  (if 
the  residence  of  the  indorser  be  known,)  or  the  indorser  will  not  be 
held  liable  thereon  ;  but  it  shall  not  be  necessary  to  protest  in  order  to 
bind  indorsers,  except  in  the  following  cases,  to-wit :  1st,  when  a  paper 

^  is  made  payable  on  its  face  at  a  bank  or  banker's  office ;  2d,  when  it  is 
discounted  at  a  bank  or  banker's  office ;  3d,  when  it  is  left  at  a  bank 
or  banker's  office  for  collection ;  and  in  all  such  cases,  days  of  grace shall  be  allowed. 

In  suit  by  Central  Bank,  no  notice,  demand,  or  protest  necessary  to  charge  indorser  : 
17  Ga.,  Ill;  3/185;  1/418,  593.  What  sufficient  notice:  60  Ga.,  347;  52/473;  3/486; 

■  ■■  1/310.     When  no  notice  necessary  under  Act  of  1826  of  non-acceptance  of  foreign  bill 
of  exchange:  4  Ga.,  101,  281;  9/303.  When  an  indorser  in  blank  on  a  note  cannot 
prove  it  was  to  be  negotiated  at  a  chartered  bank:  4  Ga.,  106.  Whereon  bankable  paper 

'  payable  at  bank  agency,  demand  and  notice  must  be  shown  before  recovery  against  in- 
•  "  dorser:  14  Ga  ,  691;  18/517.     Indorsers  may  show  they  were  entitled  to  notice  of  de- 

mand of  payment  and  refusal  to  pay  :  28  Ga.,  177.  Demand  of  drawer  and  notice  of  his 
failure  to  pay  not  necessary  to  charge  acceptor:  28  Ga.,  529.  No  notarial  expenses  can 
be  recovered  where  protest  not  required:  29  Ga.,  259.  When  cannot  prove  by  parol 
evidence  that  draft  payable  to  the  order  of  a  person  .was  intended  to  be  negotiated  at 
a  chartered  bank:  30  Ga.,  271;  52/133.  When  notice  of  non-payment  of  bill  of  ex- 

change by  acceptor  not  necessary  to  bind  drawer :  34  Ga.,  558.  Where  it  was  a  char- 
tered bank  and  no  protest  necessary  to  charge  indorser:  56  Ga.,  200;  53/495.  To  bind 

drawer,  holder  must  present  draft  at  place  designated  for  payment,  and  give  notice  of 
refusal  to  him:  41  Ga.,  614.  Indorsers  of  bill  or  note  not  to  be  negotiated  at  chartered 
bank,  not  entitled  to  notice  of  non-payment  or  non-acceptance:  44  Ga.,  63;  55/618. 
When  bank  may  become  liable  for  failure  of  duty  as  to  notice  to  indorsers  :  46  Ga., 
488.  Accommodation  indorser' s  rights  as  to  a  note  payable  on  its  face  at  a  chartered 
bank:  59  Ga.,  776.  As  to  proving  notice  of  dishonor  to  indorsers  by  certificate  of  No- 

tary: 60  Ga.,  347.  A  national  bank  is  a  chartered  bank  within  the  terms  of  this  sec- 
tion: 61  Ga.,  595.  Where  no  demand,  notice  or  protest  necessary  to  charge  indorser, 

indorsement  in  blank  controlled  by  intention  of  indorser:  64  Ga.,  42,  50. 
Wade  on  Notice,  p.  323  et  seq.;  2  Dan.  Neg.  Inst.,  1  et  seq. ;  Byles  on  Bills,  256,  271; 

I  Am.  L.  C,  225-253;  Proffaton  Notaries,  §2104-135;  2  Smith's  L.  C,  (s.  p.)  29;  2  Redf. 
&Bigelow  L.  G.j  355^14;  12  .Am.  D.,  375,  395;  14/189;  11  Wh.,  431;  2  Pet.,  96;  6  How., 
248;  10  O.,  704.  Notice,  mode  of  giving  where  parties  live  in  same  place:  34  Am.  R., 
35;  by  mail,  regularity,  due  diligence:  26  Am.  R.,  779;  31/692;  32/495;  manner  of 
transmission:  29  Am.  R.,  468;  to  what  post-office  to  be  sent:  35  Am.  R.,  480;  usage  of 
bank  to  give,  to  indorsers  in  same  place:  36  Am.  R.,  694;  failure  of  holder  to  notify  in- 

dorser because  of  Notary's  misdirection  of  notices  intended  for  holder,  does  not  ex- 
cuse want  of  notice:  36  Am.  R.,  505.  Certificate  of  Notary  Public  need  not  show  that 

notice  was  served  during  business  hours  of  dav:  2  Woods',  135.     Waiver  of;  notes  in: 
II  Am.  D.,  67;  8/304  ;  4/49;  1/99;  20  How.,  496.  Payee's  waiver  presumed  to  bind  all 
subsequent  indorsers :  31  Am.  R.,  246.  Of  demand,  waives  notice  of  non-payment:  35 
Am.  R.,  604.  So  of  waiver  of  protest:  26  Am.  R.,  119.  Of  protest  waives  demand :  33  Am. 
R.,  222.  Otherwise  of  waiver  of  notice  of  protest;  34  Am.  R.,  587.  What  waives  protest 
after  dishonor:  27  Am.  R.,  1.  Waiver  of  protest  addressed  to  party  not  owning  or  hold- 

ing note,  invalid:  28  Am.  R.,  514. 

§2782.  (2740.)  (2732.)  Indorser  sued  with  maker.  In  all  cases  the  in- 

c.Cp°594826'  dorser  may  be  sued  in  the  same  action,  and  in  the  same  county,  with 
oooo.o  o„„-  the  maker,  or  drawer,  or  acceptor. 
§§0000,  o4Ua,  ■*■ 

It  was  held  that  maker  and  indorser  of  a  note  payable  at  one  of  banks  of  State  could 
not  be  sued  together  in  same  action:  14  Ga.,  691.  Where  suit  could  be  brought  in  county 

of  acceptor's  residence  on  a  promissory  note  :  21  Ga.,  135.  Waiver  of  second  original  and 
process  by  indorser  :  25  Ga.,  37.  As  to  actions  against  maker  and  indorser  residing  in 
different  counties  :  27  Ga.,  263.  Acceptor,  drawer  and  indorser  were  not  subject  to  be 
sued  in  same  action  :  28  Ga.,  529.  Maker  of  a  note  and  one  indorsing  it  to  be  liable  in 
second  instance,  could  not  be  sued  together  in  same  action  :  35  Ga.,  142.  Where  not  li- 

able as  indorser  and  not  suable  in  same  action  with  maker  :  44  Ga.,  636.  Where  the 
drawer  and  indorser  were  sued  together  without  joining  the  acceptor:  59  Ga.,  840. 

§2783.  (2741.)  (2733.)  Holidays  excepted.     [The  following  days,  viz: 
Act  of  1850,  the  first  of  January,  commonly  called  New-year's  day,  the  twenty-sec- 
c.  p.  522.     on€[  dav  0f  February,  known  as  Washington's  birth-day  ;  the  twenty- 

Jk+*y,/J>*  sixth  dav  of  April,  known  as  Decoration  day;  the  fourth  day  of  July, 
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called  Independence  day;  the  twenty-fifth  day  of  December,  known  as  Actsofi87o, 
Christmas  day ;  and  any  day  appointed  or  recommended  by  the  Gov-  Acts  of  i87i 
ernor  of  the  State,  or  the  President  of  the  United  States,  or  any  munici-  -%  pp-  23, 
pal  authority,  as  a  day  of  thanksgiving,  or  fasting  and  prayer,  or  other  lets  of  1874, 

religious  observances,  shall  for  all  purposes  whatsoever,  as  regards  the^19;        Spf**  ***^ 

presenting  for  payment  or  acceptance,  and  of  the  protesting  and  giv-       '^^j     /   S/7*' 
ing  notice  of  the  dishonor  of  bills  of  exchange,  bank  checks  and  prom-      •?   ̂ ,/^*^^^ 
issory  notes,  made  after  February  23d,  1875,  be  treated  and  considered  ̂ T*k"^^'*,c*3^    ' 
.as  the  first  day  of  the  week,  commonly  called  Sunday,  and  as  public  *****  +zf  -it**., 
holidays;  and  all  such  bills,  checks,  and  notes,  otherwise  presentable  /fsf;  tG. 
for  acceptance  or  payment  on  said  days,  shall  be  deemed  to  be  present- 

able for  acceptance  or  payment  on  the  secular  or  business  day  next  pre- 
ceding such  holidays.] 

§2783.  (a.)  Sundays  provided  for.     Whenever  the  first  day  of  January,  Actsof  1876, 

the  twenty-second  day  of  February,  the  twenty-sixth  day  of  April,  the  vy  L 
fourth  day  of  July,  or  the  twenty-fifth  day  of  December  shall  fall  upon 
Sunday,  the  Monday  next  following  shall  be  deemed  a  public  holiday, 
-and  papers  due  on  such  Sunday,  shall  be  payable  on  the  Saturday  next 
preceding,  and  papers  which  would  otherwise  be  payable  on  said  Mon- 
•day,  shall  be  payable  on  the  Tuesday  next  thereafter.     Whenever  m 

either  of  the  days  shall  fall  on  Saturday,  the  papers  due  on  the  Sun-^  ̂ ^fZ  Jh-^& " 
•day  following  shall  be  payable  on  the  above  named  Monday  next  sue-    /      /  /.  X-  wi- 

•ceeding.     Whenever  either  of  said  days  shall  fall  on  Monday  the  pa-/£f '  '//s~ 
pers  which  would  otherwise  be  payable  on  that  day  shall  be  payable  /,/    '        f 
on  the  Tuesday  next  succeeding.  //&>  "*/ 7- 

§2783.  (b.)  Day  of  maturity.     The  last  day  of  grace  shall  be  deemed  Acts  of  1875, 

the  date  of  maturity  of  any  bill  of  exchange,  check,  or  promissory p* 9L 
note  entitled  to  the  three  days  known  as  days  of  grace,  for  all  the  pur- 

poses of  this  Article 
§2784.  (2742.)  (2734.)  Days  of  grace.  The  three  days  generally  known  Act  of  isSo, 

as  "days  of  grace,"  and  by  custom  allowed  on  papers  payable  at  banks  c' p* 522, 
or  brokers'  offices,  shall  not  be  allowed  upon  any  bill  or  draft  payable 
at  sight. 

Paper  held  to  be  a  bill  of  exchange  and  entitled  to  the  three  days  of  grace  :  39  Ga., 
561.     Section  cited  and  construed:  46  Ga.,  500.     Not  allowed  in  Georgia  on  notes  not  « 
■commercial  paper,  and  not  payable  at  a  bank  or  broker's  office  :  54  Ga..  584:  46/494; 56/201. 

General  Note  on  Indorsees. — Agent,  a  general  power  to,  to  discount,  confers  power 
to  indorse  :  1  Ga.,  418.  Agreement  in  writing,  that  payee  will  not  proceed  against 
indorser  until  he  has  exhausted  property  of  principal  binding:  57  Ga.,  140.     Between  i 
maker  and  indorser  for  indorser  to  buy  in  maker's  property  at  mortgage  sale  :  16  Ga., 
416.  Alteration,  material,  to  remove  name  of  prior  indorser:  17  Ga.,  111.  Bank- 

ruptcy of  maker,  no  valid  defense  for  indorser:  6  Ga.,  257.  Certificate  of  deposit, 
indorser  of,  liable:  7  Ga.,  84.  Check,  indorser  of,  entitled  to  due  diligence,  etc.  :  1 
Ga.,  304.  As  to  rights  and  liabilities  of  indorsers  of:  5  Ga.,  245.  Contribution,  ac- 

commodation, indorser  not  liable  to:  1  Ga.,  205.  Cotton  receipts,  indorsement  on: 
44  Ga.,  38.  Days  of  grace,  by  treating  bill  of  exchange  as  a  check,  bank  became  lia- 

ble :  46  Ga.,  488.  Demand  and  notice,  indorser  can  waive,  only  before  maturity  :  9 
Ga.,  303.  When  necessary  to  charge  indorser:  14 Ga.,  691.  Dishonor,  of  draft,  suffi- 
-cient  notarial  notice  of  :  1  Ga.,  306.  Draft  payable  to  "A.  B.,  cash,"  and  indorsed  by 
"A.  B.,  cash,"  held  indorsement  of  the  bank:  16  Ga.,  458.  Equity  will  relieve  in- 

dorser from  mistake  of  legal  effect  of  words,  in  indorsement:  30  Ga.,  946.  Evidence 
parol,  special  purpose  of  indorsement  may  be  shown  by :  22  Ga.,  24.  Contract  ex- 

pressed by  a  general  indorsement  cannot  be  varied  by:  33  Ga.,  491.  Not  admissible 
to  explain  indorsement  in  full  without  proper  pleading :  56  Ga.,  605.  For  collection, 
indorsement,  cancelled  by  subsequent  indorsement  for  value  :  56  Ga.,  86.  Guarantor, 
when  indorser  held  not  to  be :  2  Ga.,  158.  Indorsement,  each,  a  new  contract :  2  Ga., 
158.  In  blank,  the  blank  still  unfilled,  any  holder  may  sue  maker:  63  Ga.,  380.  Need 
not  be  proved  unless  denied  on  oath:  63  Ga,,  380.  One  transferring  note  with  indorse- 

ment he  knows  is  not  genuine,  is  liable:  14  Ga.,  542.  Lex  loci  contractus,  contract 
of  indorsement  governed  by  :  2  Ga;,  158.  Indorsement  in  this  State,  a  Georgia  con- 

tract, there  being  no  evidence  showing  the  contrary  :  4  Ga.,  1.  When  indorsement  in 
Alabama  was  held  a  Georgia  contract:  27  Ga.,  243.  Same  when  indorsement  was  in 
Tennessee  :  31  Ga,,  210.  Married  woman,  without  separate  estate,  as  indorser  for  her 
husband:  49  Ga,,  487.    Notice,  when  indorser,  "liable  in  the  second  instance,"  is  en- 
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titled  to  :  1  Ga.,  410.  When  not  necessary  to  charge  indorser  :  44  Ga.,  63.  Accommo- 
dation indorser  of  note  payable  at  chartered  bank,  entitled  to:  59  Ga.,  776.  Notice  to 

sue,  dormant  partner  given  by  indorser  :  3  Ga.,  527.  Given  to  agent  not  notice  to 
"holder,"  when:  22  Ga..  24.  Nulla  bona,  return  of,  on  fi.  fa.,  against  maker,  prima 
facie  evidence  that  he  had  been  sued  to  insolvency  :  21  Ga..  242.  Partnership,  after 
dissolution  of,  one  partner  cannot  bind  firm  by  indorsing  a  note:  5  Ga.,  166.  Pay- 

ment, by  subsequent  indorsers  does  not  extinguish  judgment  as  to  first  indorser :  1 
Ga.,  205.  Pleading's,  indorser  discharged  for  want  of  demand  and  notice,  should 
plead  it:  3  Ga.,  185.  One  may  be  sued  as  executor  of  maker  and  individually  as  in- 

dorser :  29  Ga.,  455.  Promissory  note  payable  to  order  and  indorsed  at  time  of  exe- 
cution, indorser  liable  as  second  indorser:  4  Ga.,266.  Every  indorser  of,  warrants  it 

valid  and  that  the  maker  is  liable  to  pay :  11  Ga.,  142.  Sued  for  less  than  face  value  and 
indorsed,  indorsee  may  recover  full  amount  from  indorser:  29  Ga.,  455.  Purchaser  of, 
after  due,  from  indorser  who  has  paid  it,  can  recover  from  indorser  only  what  he  paid  for 
it :  8  Ga.,  114.  Protest,  notice  of,  through  post-office  :  3  Ga.,  495.  Two  sets,  filed  under 
Act  of  1836,  entitled  to  be  read  without  further  proof :  27  Ga.,  252.  Second  instance, 
indorser  in,  not  liable  in  same  action  with  maker:  35  Ga.,  142.  Liability  of,  after 
maker  is  sued  to  insolvency :  28  Ga..  35;  32/381.  Insolvency  of  maker  at  time  of  in- 

dorsement and  the  same  continuing,  good  excuse  for  not  suing  the  maker:  43  Ga., 
442.  Seal,  indorsement  without,  of  a  sealed  instrument,  is  a  contract  under  seal:  29- 
Ga.,  701.  Set-off,  to  be  plead  to  note  in  favor  of  indorsee,  after  due,  must  be  connec- 

ted with  original  transaction  :  2Ga.,  134.  Signature  of  indorser,  by  agent  or  attorney, 
sufficient:  63  Ga,,  380.  Place  of,  immaterial :  26  Ga.,  223.  Statute  of  limitations, 

new  promise  by  maker  of  note,  not  sufficient  to  take  it  out  of,  as  against  indorser  :  32" 
Ga.,  28.  Payment  on  a  note  by  maker  does  not  affect  running  of.  as  to  indorser  :  30 
Ga.,  479.  When,  begins  to  run  against  indorser  of,  not  past  due,  for  valuable  consid- 
ertion :  38  Ga.,  300.  Does  not  affect  claims  of  indorser  against  maker,  when:  29  Ga.r 
700. 

ARTICLE  III. 

OF    THE    RIGHT    OF    HOLDERS. 

§22944,  2639, 
2851,  3477. 

Section. 
2785.  Of  the  right  of  bona  fide  holder. 
2786.  Overdue  notice. 
2787.  Presumption  of  good  faith. 
2788.  Holder  of  collaterals. 

Section. 
2789.  Title  not  to  be  inquired  into. 
2790.  What  is  notice. 
2791.  Bills  payable  on  demand. 

§2785.  (2743.)  (2735.)  Right  of  bona  fide  holder.  The  bona  fide  holder 
for  value  of  a  bill,  draft,  or  promissory  note,  or  other  negotiable  instru- 

ment, who  receives  the  same  before  it  is  due,  and  without  notice  of  any 
defect  or  defense,  shall  be  protected  from  any  defenses  set  up  by  the 

maker,  acceptor,  or  indorser,  except  the  following:  1.  Non  est  factum;* 
2.  Gambling,  or  immoral  and  illegalb  consideration ;  3.  Fraud  in  its  pro- 
curement.0 

Fraud  here  means  by  procurement  of  the  holder:  48  Ga.,  162;  37/66.  Where  there 
was  no  such  bona  fide  holder  of  a  note  that  plea  that  consideration  was  of  no  value, 
could  not  be  set  up  :  50  Ga.,  76.  Where  bona  fide  holder  of  negotiable  bonds  not  due 
and  held  as  collateral,  protected  against  true  owner :  57  Ga.,  274.  Section  cited  and 
construed  :  49  Ga.,  490  ;  65/131. 

General  Note  to  this  Section. — As  to  rights  of  bona  fide  holder  of  negotiable  note 
transferred  by  delivery  before  due,  from  one  with  no  title  :  4  Ga.,  287  ;  6/187.  Aliter, 
if  after  due:  8  Ga.,421;  12/238.  Bona  fide  purchaser  protected,  although  agent  of 
maker  of  note  exceed  his  authority  :  13  Ga.,  55.  An  illegal  note  may  be  held  good  in 
hands  of  transferee  before  due  for  value:  22  Ga.,  246.  No  agreement  between  other 
parties  to  negotiable  note  affects  transferee  before  due  :  33  Ga.,  41.  Assignee  of  non- 
negotiable  choses  in  action  takes  it  subject  to  all  equities  between  assignee  and  maker  : 
56  Ga.,  203  ;  29/219 ;  6/119.  Question  of  title  of  negotiable  paper  notto  be  raised  unless 
necessary  to  its  defense:  5  Ga.,  239;  56/88.  Bona,  fide  purchaser  not  affected  with 
knowledge  of  failure  of  consideration  because  it  was  set  forth  on  face  of  note  :  38  Ga., 
126.  Bona  fide  purchaser  of  note  and  mortgage  before  due,  protected  :  50  Ga.,  110,  119. 
Unless  bona  fide  holders  prejudiced  all  indorsements  in  blank,  can  be  explained  by 
parol  evidence:  56  Ga.,  608.  When  transferee  of  a  note  before  due  not  affected  by  any 
evidence  of  failure  of  consideration  :  57  Ga.,  319.  When  payment  no  defense  against  suit 
of  third  person  :  60  Ga.,  90.  Bona  fide  purchaser  of  note  before  due  can  collect  amount 
due  on  note,  although  maker  served  with  garnishment :  38  Ga.,  18. 

Rights  of  bona  fide  holder:  2  Tudor's  Lead.  Cas.,  725;  1  Dan.  Neg.  Inst.,  624  et  seq.  ; 
2  Redf.  and  Bigelow  L.  C,  165  :  Swift  vs.  Tyson  ;  1  Am.,  L.  C,  183,  notes;  191 ;  Wade  on 
Notice,  $80  et  seq.  ;  26  Am.  D.,  157-8,  n.  ;  9/272-3,  n  ;  21  Wall.,  283  ;  4  0./753  ;  3/92.  In 
case  of  municipal  bonds:  Burrough's  Pub.  Sec,  300-342  ;  18  Am.  R.,  259,  n  ;  note  to 
$1672  (f.).     aSee  notes  to   $2851  et  seq.     Note  written  over  blank   signature  :  1  Dan.  Neg_ 
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Inst,  695.  Entrusted  to  another  in  blank  :  1  Dan.  Neg  Inst.,  694.  Negligence  in  leav- 
ing blanks:  See  note  following  g2855.  Forgery:  2  Dan.  Neer.  Inst.,  325-343;  Redf. 

and  Bigelow,  L.  C,  643.  bSee  notes  to  gf 2749-2753.  cBigelow  Fraud,  120  ;  31  Am.  R., 
273.     Sighing  paper  without  reading  it  is  not:  36  Am.  R.,  165,  n. 

§2786.  (2744.)  (2736.)  Overdue  notice.  If  the  holder  receives  it  after §2904. 
it  is  due,  its  non-payment  at  maturity  is  notice  to  him  of  dishonor, 
and  he  takes  it  subject  to  all  the  equities  existing  between  the  original 
parties  thereto;  and  if  there  be  several  notes  constituting  one  tran- 

saction, but  due  at  different  times,  the  fact  that  one  is  overdue  and  un- 
paid shall  be  notice  to  the  purchaser  of  all,  to  put  him  on  his  guard  as 

to  each. 

One  buying  a  note  after  due  from  one  without  title,  gets  none  thereby  :  30  Ga.,  814, 
937,  947  ;  25/560  ;  15/253  ;  8/421.  The  assignee  of  non-negotiable  note  takes  it  subject 
to  equities  between  assignor  and  maker:  6  Ga.,  119;  29/219.  As  to  note  secured  by 
mortgage:  27  Ga.,  351.  Transferee  of  note  payable  one  day  after  date  not  presumed 
to  have  taken  it  before  due,  and  without  notice  :  32  Ga.,  105.  Where  plea  of  failure  of 
consideration  to  note  stricken,  no  allegation  in  it  that  it  was  taken  when  over  due:  34 
Ga.,  498.  When  no  set-off  against  claim  of  transferee  of  note  after  due:  42  Ga.,  323. 
Judgment  on  note  for  purchase  money  transferred  after  due,  enjoined  by  one  claim- 

ing dower:  44  Ga.,  452.  One  taking  a  note  overdue  is  not  protected  from  a  garnish- 
ment served  on  maker  by  his  creditor:  55  Ga.,  615. 

Interest  overdue,  not  notice  :  30  Am.  R.,  701,  n  ;  but  see  :  31  Am.  R.,  428. 

§2787.  (2745.)  (2737.)  Presumption  of  good  faith.  The  holder  of  a 
note  is  presumed  to  be  such  bona  fide,  and  for  value ;  if  either  fact  is 
negatived  by  proof,  the  defendants  are  let  into  all  their  defenses;  such 
presumption  is  negatived  by  proof  of  any  fraud  in  the  procurement  of 
the  note. 

Stated:  2  Ga.,  92;  5/1;  14/543;  25/225.  One  pleading  negotiable  note  as  set-off  pre- 
sumed to  be  bona  fide  holder:  23  Ga.,  438.  Transferee  of  a  note  payable  one  day  after 

date,  not  presumed  to  have  taken  it  before  due  and  without  notice  :  32  Ga.,  105.  When 
holder  of  note  presumed  to  be  bona  fide:  49  Ga.,  490;  60/90;  55/141.  Title  only  in- 

quired into  where  necessary  to  defense:  56  Ga.,  88. 

§2788.  (2746. )  (2738 )  Holder  oj  collaterals. '  The  holder  of  a  note  as 
collateral  security  for  a  debt,  stands  upon  the  same  footing  as  the  pur- 
chaser. 

Not  subject  to  equities  between  maker  and  payee  :  3  Ga.,  47.  One  receiving  note  is 
bound  to  use  diligence  in  collecting  it :  38  Ga.,  286;  10/209.  When  not  so  compelled 
to  do  :  34  Ga.,  239.  A  note  illegal  because  contrary  to  public  policy  not  void  in  hands- 
of  one  as  collateral  security  when  transferred  before  due  for  value  and  without  notice: 
22  Ga.,  246.  Creditor  suing  on  a  collateral  held  for  his  debt  in  his  own  name,  does  not 
thereby  become  security  of  the  maker  of  such  note  :  23  Ga.,  175.  When  set-off  against 
payee  of  note  transferred,  no  defense  against  holder:  30  Ga.,  153.  Holder  of  collateral 
can  sue  on  it  in  his  own  name,  and  collecting  on  it  after  principal  note  paid  and  before 
judgment  on  the  collateral,  would  hold  as  trustee  for  those  entitled  to  it:  43  Ga.,  415. 
Usury  as  affecting  title  to  a  collateral  transferred,  and  payment  by  payee  to  maker  of 
note  without  notice  of  its  assignment:  50  Ga.,  70-2.  Bona  fide  holder  of  negotiable 
bonds  not  due  and  deposited  as  collateral  security,  protected  against  true  owner  until 
borrowed  money  paid:  57  Ga.,  274.  Bona  fide  holder  of  collateral  before  due  protec- 

ted, plea  of  failure  of  consideration  :  60  Ga.,  654. 
1  Dan.  Neg.  Inst.,  670.     See  notes  to  §2139  and  general  note  on  p.  522. 

§2789.  (2747.)  (2739.)   Title  not  to  be  inquired  into.     The   title  of  the 
holder  of  a  note  cannot  be  inquired  into,  unless  it  is  necessary  for  the 
protection  of  the  defendant,  or  to  let  in  the  defense  which  he  seeks  to 
make. 

.Stated:  1  Ga.,  275,  306; -5/239;  9/589;  31/300.  Holder  of  a  collateral  note  taken 
without  notice  on  same  footing  as  any  other  innocent  purchaser  without  notice :  42  Ga.,. 
639.  There  must  be  notice  of  failure  of  consideration  to  affect  holder  of  note  payable 
to  bearer,  or  it  must  have  been  taken  before  due  :  34  Ga..  498.  Where  any  defense  set 
up  against  holder  that  could  have  been  set  up  against  the  payee  :  26  Ga.,  555,  559  ;  33/ 
459.  That  title  to  note  need  not  be  inquired  into  unless  necessary  to  defense  :  60  Ga... 
623;  56/88;  52/130.  Where  the  character  of  the  assignment  was  not  necessary  to  the 
defense  :  55  Ga.,  403.  Where  non-negotiable  note  not  indorsed  or  assigned  by  the  payee 
is  sued  on  and  payee  not  a  party,  title  involved  :  57  Ga.,  398. 

§2790.  (2748.)  (2740.)  What  is  notice.  Any  circumstances  which 
would  place  a  prudent  man  upon  his  guard  in  purchasing  negotiable 
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paper,  shall  be  sufficient  to  constitute  notice  to  a  purchaser  of  such  pa- 
per before  it  is  due. 

As  to  what  is  notice  :  25  Ga.,  284;  55/438;  62/742-3,  171.  Section  referred  to  and 
construed  :  57  Ga.,  556. 

Wade  on  Notice,  §90  et  seq. ;  14  Am.  R.,  393,  n. ;  Byles  on  Bills,  122. 

§2791.  (2749.)  (2741.)  Bills  payable  on  demand,  etc.  Bills,  notes  or 

other  paper  payable  on  demand,  are  due  immediately.-  When  no  time 
is  specified  for  the  payment  of  a  bill  or  order,  it  is  due  as  soon  as  pre- 

sented and  accepted. 
Where  no  time  is  specified  is  payable  at  once  :  15  Ga.,  253.  Section  referred  to  and 

construed:  39  Ga.,  363.  A  paper  payable  oil  demand  sued  without  any  demand:  52 

Ga.,  438,  446.  Bank  certificate  of  deposit  payable  on  "call"  same  as  if  on  demand  and 
due  at  once:  56  Ga.,  608 ;  64/50. 

Genekal  Note. — Sayings  of  holder  who  took  promissory  note  with  notice  of  defect 
receivable  as  evidence  :  5  Ga.,  424.  Holder  of  draft  accepted  by  one  partner  drawn  on 
the  firm  on  account  of  his  individual  debt,  protected:  15  Ga.,  253.  Transferee  of  ne- 

gotiable paper  before  due,  without  notice  not  affected  by  understanding  of  other 
parties  to  the  paper:  33  Ga.,  41.  And  his  right  superior  to  that  of  the  garnishing  cred- 

itor: 38  Ga.,  18.  And  lis  pendens  not  notice :  52  Ga.,  596;  38/18.  And  innocent  pur- 
chaser not  put  on  notice  from  the  consideration  being  set  forth  on  the  face  of  the 

note  :  38  Ga.,  126.  Indorsee  of  paper  with  no  negotiable  words  before  due  takes  it  sub- 
ject to  defects  of  consideration,  character  of  such  paper  considered  :  56  Ga.,  203.  In- 

dorsee of  note  without  negotiable  words  suing  it  in  his  own  name:  57  Ga.,  350;  56/203. 
Note  not  indorsed  and  no  negotiable  words  sued  on,  title  involved:  57  Ga.,  398. 
Bills  of  lading  not  in  full  sense  negotiable  paper  :  57  Ga.,  410.  As  to  when  note  paya- 

ble one  day  after  date  is  due,  and  when  to  be  sued:  58  Ga.,  95.  When  no  failure  of 
consideration  could  be  plead  to  guano  note  :  60  Ga.,  288.  Holder  of  note  for  value 
payable  to  bearer  taken  before  due  not  affected  by  failure  of  consideration  or  payees 
indorsement :  61  Ga. ,  208. 

ARTICLE  IV. 

.OF      DAMAGES. 

Section.  !        Section. 
2792.  Damages  on  foreign  bills.  I  2793.  If  out  of  the  United  States. 

§2792.  (2750.)  (2742.)  Damages  on  foreign  bills.  If  any  bill  of  ex- 
Act  of  1823,  change,  draft  or  order  is  made  payable  at  any  place  out  of  this  State,  and 
c.  pp.  52i,  within  the  United  States,  and  the  same  is  returned  under  protest  for 

non-acceptance  or  non-payment,  the  holder  thereof  shall  be  entitled  to 
recover  of  the  drawer  and  indorsers  in  the  first  case,  and  the  acceptor 
also,  in  the  latter  case,  in  addition  to  the  principal,  interest  and  protest 
fees,  five  per  cent,  on  the  principal,  as  damages  for  non-acceptance  or 
non-payment. 

Note  payable  out  of  tbe  State  and  indorsed,  within  terms  of  this  Act:  3  Ga.,  375. 
No  notice  requisite  in  cases  of  foreign  bill  unless  payable  at  a  chartered  bank :  4  Ga., 
101. 

§2793.  (2751.)  (2743.)  If  out  of  the  United  States.-    If  such  bill,  draft  or 
Act  of  1827,  order  is  payable  at  a  place  without  the  limits  of  the  United  States,  the 

€.  p.  52.      holder  may  recover  ten  per  cent,  damages,  as  above,  for  non-acceptance 
or  non-payment. 
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CHAPTER   VIII 

OF  CONTRACTS  OF  INSURANCE. 

//^  //S-  *y\ 

h.  /&rz Article  1. — Of  Fire  Insurance. 
Article  2. — Of  Life  Insurance. 
Article  3. — Of  Marine  Insurance. 
Article  4. — Of  Mutual  Insurance. 
Article  5. — Of  Insurance  Companies,  their  Duty  and  Liability 

ARTICLE  I. 

OF    FIRE    INSURANCE. 

Section. 
2794.  Contract. 
2795.  Interest  of  assured. 
2796.  Insuring  interest  of  another. 
2797.  Changing  property. 
2798.  Construction. 
2799.  Loss,  what  is  it. 
2800.  Loss  unknown  to  parties. 
2801.  Diligence  by  assured. 
2802.  Application,  good  faith  required. 
2803.  Misrepresentation. 
2804.  Concealment. 
2805.  Willful  misrepresentation. 

Section. 
2806.  Increasing  risk. 
2807.  Alienation. 
2808.  Transfer  to  one  of  several. 
2809.  Partial, sale. 
2810.  Transfer  after  loss. 
2811.  Or  by  operation  of  law. 
2812.  Second  insurance. 
2813.  Prescribing  regulations. 
2814.  Amount  of  recovery. 
2815.  Estimated  value. 
2816.  Privilege  of  rebuilding,  etc. 
2817.  Recovery  back  by  insurer. 

§2794.  (2752.)  (2744.)  Contract  of  fire  insurance.  The  contract  of  fire- 
insurance  is  one  whereby  an  individual,  or  company,  in  consideration 
of  a  premium  paid,  agrees  to  indemnify  the  assured  against  loss  by  fire 
to  the  property  described  in  the  policy,  according  to  the  terms  and 
stipulations  thereof.  Such  contract,  to  be  binding,  must  be  in  writing; 
but  delivery  is  not  necessary  if,  in  other  respects,  the  contract  is  con- 
summated. 

When  delivery  to  the  agent  sufficient:  56  Ga.,  340.  The  contract  of  insurance  must 
be  in  writing  :  51  Ga.,  76.  And  the  alteration  of  the  contract  of  insurance  must  be  in 
writing:  54  Ga.,  289;  51/80;  62/23;  49/567.  Where  the  policy  was  in  hands  of  his 
agent  for  him.:  50  Ga.,  412. 

Breach  of  contract  to  insure  ;  in  the  absence  of  any  stipulation  as  to  the  amount  of 
insurance,  or  of  any  rule  or  usage  of  insurance  companies  as  to  the  proportion  of  the 
value  which  they  will  insure,  the  measure  of  damages  is  the  whole  value  of  the  property 
destroyed  :  Sedg.  L.  C.  Dam.,  822.  aParol  contract  enforced  in  equity :  31  Am.  R,, 
732;  20  Wal.,  560  ;  see  10  Am.  R,  502,  n  ;  19/777  ;  4  0.,  574. 

§2795.  (2753.)  (2745.)  Interest  of  assured.  To  sustain  any  contract  of 
insurance,  it  must  appear  that  the  assured  has  some  interest  in  the 
property  or  event  insured,  and  such  as  he  represented  himself  to  have. 
A  slight  or  contingent  interest  is  sufficient,  whether  legal  or  equitable, 
and  several  having  different  interests  may  unite  in  procuring  one  pol- 

icy: so  a  husband  or  parent  may  insure  the  separate  property  of  his 
wife  or  child,  the  recovery  being  held  by  him  in  trust  for  them ;  but  a 
mere  expectation  of  an  interest  is  not  insurable. 

What  is  an  insurable  interest:  42  Ga.,  587;  63/669.  Very  slight  interest  sufficient: 
53  Ga.,  578 ;  58/254.     No  such  assignment  of  policy  before  the  fire :  62  Ga.,  197. 

Carpenter  vs.  Providence  W.  Ins.  Co.  :  2  Am.  L.  C,  246  et  seq.;  20  Am.  D.,  511-518 
full  note  :  7/145 ;  Wood  Ins.,  #248.  Owner  of  stock  in  corporation  has  insurable  interest 
in  corporate  property  :  7  Am.  R.,  160.  Mechanic  having  lien  has  insurable  interest  in 
premises  already  covered  by  mortgage  :  13  0.,  25. 

§2796.  (2754)  (2746.)  Insuring  interest  of  another.  If  one  undertakes 
to  insure  the  interest  of  another,  it  must  be  done  by  his  consent,  or  be 
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subsequently  ratified  by  him;  but  an  insurer  may  reinsure  to  protect 
himself  against  loss  on  his  contract. 

§2797.  (2755.)  (2747.)  Insurance  on  changing  property.  A  policy  of  in- 
surance may  be  made  to  cover  property  changing  daily  in  its  specific 

articles,  as  a  stock  of  goods. 
§2798.  (2756.)  (2748.)  Construction.  The  contract  of  insurance  should 

be  construed  so  as  to  carry  out  the  true  intention  of  the  parties. 
§2799.  (2757.)  (2749.)  Loss,  what  is  it.  A  loss  or  injury  may  occur 

from  fire  without  the  actual  burning  of  the  articles  or  property,  as  a 
house  blown  up  to  stop  a  conflagration,  or  goods  removed  in  imminent 
•danger,  or  damage  by  water  used  to  extinguish  the  flames. 

When  a  fall  of  building-originates  the  loss,  no  action  lies  :  34  Am.  R.,  373  ;  see  21/703 ; 
:so  of  explosion:  34  Am.  R.,  384  ;  see  10/735  ;  7  Wal.,  44. 

§2800.  (2758.)  (2750.)  Loss  unknown  to  the  parties.  If  the  loss  has  al- 
ready occurred,  and  both  parties  are  ignorant  of  it,  the  contract  is  valid: 

but  the  slightest  grounds  of  suspicion  known  to  the  insured  will  vitiate 
the  contract,  unless  made  known  to  the  insurer. 

Where  the  insurance  company  not  released  :  45  Ga.,  294,  297. 

§2801.  (2759.)  (2751.)  Diligence  by  assured.  The  assured  is  bound  to 
ordinary  diligence  in  protecting  the  property  from  fire,  and  gross  negli- 

gence on  his  part  will  relieve  the  insurer.  Simple  negligence  by  a 
servant,  or  the  assured,  unaffected  by  fraud  or  design  in  the  latter,  will 
not  relieve  the  insurer. 

§2802.  (2760.)  (2752.)  Application,  good  faith.  Every  application  for 
insurance  must  be  made  in  the  utmost  good  faith,  and  the  representa- 

tions contained  in  such  application  are  considered  as  covenanted  to  be 
true  by  the  applicant.  Any  variation  by  which  the  nature,  or  extent, 
or  character  of  the  risk  is  changed,  will  void  the  policy. 

This  provision  of  the  Code  referred  to  :  53  Ga.,  537,  549.  The  character  of  the  varia- 
tion must  affect  the  risk  :  58  Ga.,  420,  425.  Not  to  state  he  is  insolvent  and  that  there 

are  judgments  against  him  is  no  violation  of  requirements  of  this  section  :  41  Ga.,  660. 

§2803.  (2761.)  (2753.)  Effect  of  misrepresentation,  Any  verbal  or  writ- 
ten representations  of  facts  by  the  assured  to  induce  the  acceptance  of 

the  risk,  if  material,  must  be  true  or  the  policy  is  void.  If,  however, 
the  party  has  no  knowledge,  but  states  on  the  representation  of  others, 
bona  fide,  and  so  informs  the  insurer,  the  falsity  of  the  information  does 
not  void  the  policy. 

Utmost  good  faith  required  and  any  misrepresentation  affecting  the  risk  avoids  the 
policy:  41  Ga.,  338,  366;  53/550.  Misstatement  to  have  effect  must  be  material  and 
affect  the  risk :  58  Ga.,  420,  251. 

On  representation  generally  :  Carters.  Bcehm,  1  Sm.  L.  C,  (s.  p.)  270;  Hodgson  vs. 
Marine  Ins.  Co.  :  2  Am.  L.  C,  343  ;  Wood  on  Ins.,  §195  ;  May  Ins.,  190.  Over-valuation  : 
29  Am.  D.,  616-620,  n.     Misdescription  :  30  Am.  D.,  101,  n  ;  16/462-471,  full  note. 

§2804.  (2762  )  (2754.)  Concealment.  A  failure  to  state  a  material  fact 
if  not  done  fraudulently,  does  not  void;  but  the  willful  concealment  of 
such  a  fact,  which  would  enhance  the  risk,  will  void  the  policy. 

Section  cited  and  construed  :  58  Ga.,  426. 

Carter  vs.  Bcehm  :  1  Sm.  L.  O,  (s.  p.)  270  ;  14  Wal.  504. 

§2805.  (2763.)  (2755.)  Increasing  risk.  Any  change  in  the  property, 
or  the  use  to  which  it  is  applied,  without  the  consent  of  the  insurer, 
whereby  the  risk  is  increased,  voids  the  policy. . 

Insurance  on  dwelling-house  not  avoided  by  change  to  boarding-house  :  35  Am.  R., 
780.  Description  of  building  as  "dwelling-house,"  not  warranty  of  occupation  as  such 
nor  against  vacancy  :  27  Am.  R.,  86.  What  amounts  to  vacancy  of  dwelling-house:  28 
Am.  R.,  116;  removal  of  tenant:  35  Am.  R.,  650.  What  does  not  amount  to  vacancy 
of  dwelling-house  :  34  Am.  R.,  106.  What  constitutes  occupation  of  dwelling-house  : 
28  Am.  R.,  228.  Condition  against  vacancy,  how  applied  to  school-house  :  34  Am.  R., 
134;  to  saw-mill:  28  Am.  R.,  116;  as  to  occupancy:  see  also  7  Am.  R.,  522;  17/117; 
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23/76,  111;  7/380.  What  constitutes  continuing  warranty  of  presence  of  -watchman : 
33  Am.  R.,  830.  Use  of  planer  in  mill,  when  not  deemed  to  increase  risk  of  occupation 
or  use :  28  Am.  R.,  116.     Storing  unbaled  hay  is' increase  of  risk  :  8  Am.  R.,  600. 

§2806.  (2764.)  (2756)  Willful  misrepresentation  voids  policy.  Willful 
misrepresentation  by  the  assured,  or  his  agent,  as  to  the  interest  of  the 
assured,  or  as  to  other  insurance,  or  as  to  an}'  other  material  inquiry 
made,  will  void  the  policy. 

But  the  misrepresentations  must  have  been  of  material  facts:  58  Ga.,  251,  425. 
Under  statement  that  he  is  owner  insured  only  bound  to  show  such  interest  as 

would  subject  him  to  loss  if  no  insurance  :  25  Am.  R,  386.  "  Deed"  is  not  representa- 
tion of  grant  in  fee  of  freehold  interest :  29  Am.  R.,  184. 

§2807.  (2765.)  (2757.)  Effect  of  alienation.     An  alienation  of  the  prop- . 
•erty  insured,  and  a  transfer  of  the  policy,  without  the  consent  of  the 
insurer,  voids  it ;  but  the  mere  hypothecation  of  the  policy,  or  creating 

a'  lien  on  the  property,  does  not  void. 
Not  such  an  alienation  of  the  property  as  would  defeat  recovery  in  the  policy  :  62 

Ga.,  519. 

28  Am.  D.,  154-9,  n  ;  Wood  on  Ins.,  §310;  May  Ins.,  289;  Carroll  vs.  Boston  Marine 
Ins.  Co.,  2  Am.  L.  C.,  307  et  seq.  Executory  contract  for  sale  is  not  within  condition 
.against  alienation:  3  Am.  R.,  149. 

§2808.  (2766.)  (2758.)  Transfer  to  one  of  uveral.  A  policy  issuing  to 
several,  may  be  transferred  to  one  of  the  assured  without  the  consent  of 
the  insurer. 

§2809.  (2767.)  (2759.)  Partial  sale.  A  partial  sale  of  property  in- 
sured, voids  the  policy  only  pro  tanto.  A  sale  not  fully  executed,  and 

possession  remaining  with  the  assured,  does  not  void. 
§2810.  (2768.)  (2760.)  Iransfer  after  loss.  After  the  loss  occurs,  a  sale 

of  the  property  and  transfer  of  the  policy  does  not  affect  the  liability  of 
the  insurer,  but  the  assignee  may  recover. 

May  assign  fire  insurance  policy  in  writing  to  creditor  to  extent  of  the  debt  after 
loss  occurs:  53  Ga.,  359. 

§2811.  (2769.)  (2761.)  Or  by  operation  of  laiv.  A  transfer  of  the  prop- 
erty or  policy  by  operation  of  law,  or  under  the  order  of  the  Court,  will 

confer  on  the  assignee  all  the  rights  of  the  assured. 
§2812.  (2770.)  (2762.)  Second  insurance.  A  second  insurance  on  the 

same  property,  unless  by  consent  of  the  insurer,  voids  his  policy. 
As  to  consent  to  new  insurance  to  insured  by  the  agent  of  insurance  company  :  40 

Ga.,  135.  Although  the  second  insurance  voidable  by  second  company  :  42  Ga.,  456. 
Agent  of  company  receiving  notice  of  prior  insurance  from  insured  and  yet  issuing 
the  policy  not  void :  41  Ga.,  660. 

Wood  on  Ins.,  §348.  Not  broken  by  subsequent  voidable  insurance  :  35  Am.  R.,  601. 
Otherwise  when  policy  provides  otherwise:  31  Am.  R.,  243;  34/122.  What  does  not 
constitute  waiver  of  :  26  Am.  R.,  491. 

§2813.  (2771.)  (2763)  Prescribing  regulations.  Every  insurer  has  a 
right  to  prescribe  regulations  as  to  notice  and  preliminary  proof  of  loss, 
which  must  be  substantially  complied  with  by  the  assured:  Provided 
ithe  same  are  made  known  at  the  time  of  the  insurance,  and  are  not 
materially  changed  during  the  existence  of  the  contract.  An  absolute 
refusal  to  pay  waives  a  compliance  with  these  preliminaries. 

Limitation  by  stipulation  that  suit  for  loss  or  damage  shall  be  commenced  in  twelve 
months  from  the  time  the  loss  occurred  is  valid,  and  when  cannot  be  waived  :  55  Ga.,  267. 
A  paid  up  policy  according  to  agreement :  55  Ga.,  111.  Acceptance  by  agent  of  provision 
when  overdue,  waiver  of  forfeiture  :  59  Ga.,  813;  57/469. 

Wood  Ins.,  §411.  Notice  of  loss  by  mortgagee  to  local  agent  valid  if  knowledge 
comes  to  general  agent :  32  Am.  R.,  146.  Retention  of  proofs  thirty-eight  days  without 
objection  may  waive  objections:  27  Am.  R.,  60.  Requirement  of  proofs  may  be  waiv- 

ed, notwithstanding  general  provision  against  waivers  :  34  Am.  R.,  323. 

§2814.  (2772.)  (2764.)  Amount  of  recovery.  The  assured  may  recover 
the  full  amount  of  his  loss  :  Provided  the  same  is  within  the  amount  in- 
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sured.     If  he  has  several  policies  on  the  same  property,  the  recovery 
from  each  company  will  be  pro  rata  as  to  the  amount  insured. 

Liabilities  of  successive  insurers:  28  Am.  D.,  121-5,  n. 

§2815.  (2773.)  (2765.)  Estimation  of  value.  The  value  of  property  is- 
to  be  estimated  at  the  time  of  the  loss.  Contingent  profits  are  not  a. 
part  of  such  value. 

As  to  how  value  of  house  insured  arrived  at :  58  Ga.,  251. 

§2816.  (2774.)  (2766)  Privilege  of  rebuilding.  The  privilege  of  re- 
building or  re-instating  the  property  must  be  reserved  in  the  policy,  or 

it  does  not  exist.  In  such  cases,  the  assured  has  no  claim  for  rents,  if 
done  within  a  reasonable  time,  nor  the  insurer  for  increased  value,  from 
the  fact  of  new  and  more  valuable  materials. 

Rebuilding:  Sedg.  L.  C.  Dam.,  817. 

§2817.  (2775.)  (2767.)  Recovery  bach  by  insurer.     If,  after  payment  of 
loss,  the  insurer  discovers  evidence  to  show  himself  not  liable  on  the- 
policy,  he  may  recover  back  the  money  in  an  action  for  money  had  and 
received. 

General  Note. — List  of  articles  admitted  as  evidence  as  to  what  and  how  much  was- 
lost  by  the  fire :  41  Ga.,  660.  Bill  for  specific  performance  :  55  Ga.,  111.  Agents  do  not 
bind  insurance  company  where  act  outside  of  authority  conferred  on  them:  50  Ga.,  52- 
When  parol  declaration  of  insurance  agent  cannot  contradict  terms  of  a  written  con- 

tract where  no  fraud,  accident  or  mistake  :  43  Ga.,  423.  Waiver  of  forfeiture  by 
insurance  agent:  57  Ga.,  469.  Waiver  by  defendant,  refusing  to  pay  up  all,  as  to  notice 
and  proof  of  loss  required  by  the  insurance  company:  62  Ga.,  188.  When  differ- 

ences to  be  settled  by  arbitration  does  not  prevent  suit  by  assured  and  as  to  what 
conditions  binding  on  assured:  51  Ga.,  95.  Bill  for  fraud  in  an  agent:  43  Ga.,. 
583.  Where  no  cancellation  of  policy  before  loss:  45  Ga.,  294.  Landlord  insuring 
building  did  not  vary  rights  or  liability  of  tenant:  39  Ga.,  471.  Objection  to  pay- 

ment of  loss  not  waiver  of  other  objections:  24  Ga.,  97.  Notice  of  prior  insurance  to 

company's  agent  waiver  of  that  condition  in  policy :  41  Ga.,  660.  Where  joint  action 
against  several  companies  at  once  :  53  Ga.,  442.*  Damages  against  for  failure  of  compa- 

ny's agent  to  renew  policy  :  53  Ga.,  109.  Where  could  not  be  joint  suit  by  several  com- 
panies :  55Ga.,674.  Misrepresentation  by  company's  agent  concealing  a  fact :  58  Ga., 

251.  What  is  not  a  misrepresentation  :  42  Ga.,  587.  Should  be  sued  where  principal 
office  or  agency  at  the  time  :  54  Ga.,  376. 

General  Note  on  Article  I. — Subject  treated:  3  Add.  Contr.,  1202  etseq.;  2  Pars. 
Contr.,  418;  lSchoul.  Pers.  Pr.,  679;  Abb.  Tr.Ev.,  476-503;  Woods'  MayneDam.,  §§435- 
480;  Bennett's  Fire  Ins.  Cases ;  works  of  May,  Flanders,  Wood. 

£^^**^~/~  <^- 

ARTICLE    II. 

OF    LIFE     INSURANCE. 

Section.  j         Section. 
2818.  Contract.  2821.  Principles  of  fire  insurance,  etc. 
2819.  By  whom  taken.  2822.  Self-caused  death  releases. 
2820.  To  whom  to  be  paid.  2823.  Time,  how  counted. 

§2818.  (2776.)  (2768.)  Contract  of  life  insurance.  An  insurance  upon 
life  is  a  contract  by  which  the  insurer,  for  a  stipulated  sum,  engages  to- 
pay  a  certain  amount  of  money  if  another  dies  within  the  time  limited 
by  the  policy.  The  life  may  be  that  of  the  assured,  or  of  another  in 
whose  continuance  the  assured  has  an  interest. 

Life  of  another  insured  where  forfeiture  by  failure  to  pay  premiums  before  death  : 

8  Ga.,  534.     Wife  insuring  husband's  life  :  44  Ga.,  119. 
Insurable  interest:  Bliss  Life  Ins.,  10  etseq. ;  7  Am.  D  ,  42,  n.  Uncle  has  no  insurable- 

interest  in  life  of  nephew  :  27  Am.  P.,  321.  Burden  of  showing  insurable  interest  is  on 
claimant :  27  Am.  R.,  321.  Woman  betrothed  to  a  man  has  insurable  interest  in  his 
life  :  14  Am.  R.,  414. 

§2819.  (2777.)  (2769.)  By  ivhom  taken.  Contracts  of  life  insurance 
can  be  taken  only  by  persons  or  corporations  specially  authorized  so  to 
do  by  law. 
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Article  2.— Of  life  insurance. 

§2820.  (2778.)  (2770.)   To  whom  to  be  paid.     The  assured  may  direct 
the  money  to  be  paid  to  his  personal  representative,  or  to  his  widow, 
or  to  his  children,  or  to  his  assignee ;  and  upon  such  direction,  given 
and  assented  to  by  the  insurer,  no  other  person  can  defeat  the  same. 
But  the  assignment  is  godd  without  such  assent. 

Where  son  insured,  payable  to  legal  representative  and  was  assets  for  payment  of 
debts  and  distribution  :  52  Ga.,  458,  160.  Where  proceeds  paid  to  widow  and  children  : 
61  Ga.,  654. 

§2821.  (2779.)  (2771.)  Law  of  fire  insurance  applicable.  The  principles 
before  stated  as  to  fire  insurance,  wherever  applicable,  are  equally  the 
law  of  life  insurance. 

§2822.  (2780.)  (2772.)  Self-caused  death  releases  insurer.  Death  by  sui- 
cide,* or  by  the  hands  of  justice,1*  either  punativeor  preventive,  releases 

the  insurer  from  the  obligation  of  his  contract. 
Section  cited:  56 Ga.,  340.  What  is  dying  by  his  own  hand  where  a  man  died  from 

an  overdose  of  laudanum  administered  by  himself:  41  Ga.,  338.  When  death  of  in- 
sured produced  by  his  own  hand  voids  the  policy,  insanity  :  55  Ga.,  103.  When  self- 

destruction  of  insane  person  not  suicide  so  as  to  avoid  a  policy  of  life  insurance : 
57  Ga.,  533. 

a3  0.,  284;  5/232;  May  Ins.,  342  ;  Bliss  Ins.,  372.     Death  "by  his  own  act  orinten- , 
tion,  sane  or  insane,"  includes  intentional  self-destruction  by  insane  man,  conscious  of 
nature  and  physical  consequences,  but  unconscious  of  moral  quality  or  consequences 
of  act:  35  Am.  R.,  410.     Policy  to  be  void  for,  not  avoided  by  intentional  self-destruc- 

-  tion  when  insane:  27  Am.  R.,  689.     bMay  Ins.,  386  ;  Bliss  Ins.,  352,  367. 

§2823.  (2781.)  (2773.)  Time,  how  counted.  At  policy  of  life  insurance 
runs  from  midday  of  the  date  of  the  policy,  and  the  time  must  be  esti- 

mated accordingly,  if  the  policy  is  limited  to  a  specified  number  of  years. 
General  Note  on  Life  Insurance. — Admission,  when  entry  on  back  of  application 

signed  by  applicant  that  the  party  was  mulatto,  was  no  admission  by  him  that  he  was  : 
39Ga.,  232.  Application,  good  faith  required  in,  for  apolicy  :  41  Ga.,  338.  Agent,  where 
exceeds  his  authority  and  powers  :  56  Ga.,  237  ;  50/57.  As  to  powers  and  duties  of,  and 

•  sub-agents  :  57  Ga.,  64.  Condition  precedent,  failure  to  pay  annual  premium  was  a, 
which,  although  the  war  prevented,  avoided  the  policy;  44  Ga.,  119.  Where  proof  of 

sixty  days'  notice,  to  recovery  after  death:  36  Ga.,  429.  Contract,  when,  or  receipt 
not  binding  on  company  to  issue  a  policy:  50  Ga.,  48.  Custom  cannot  vary  an  ex- 

press contract :  48  Ga.,  601.  Damages,  to  subject  to,  and  attorney  fees,  demand  for 
amount  due  sixty  days  before  suit  and  refusal  to  pay  must  be  averred  :  55  Ga.,  475. 
Delivery,  of  policy  to  agent  of  the  party  is,  to  the  party:  56  Ga.,  340,  339.  Hirer, 
where,  not  entitled  to  any  insurance  :  30  Ga.,  87.  Mutual  insurance,  on  ten  years, 
plan:  50  Ga.,  196.  Policy,  when  not  entitled  to  a  paid  up:  50  Ga.,  196.  Parol  evi- 

dence of  agent  before  policy  issued  will  not  be  received  to  contradict  it :  43  Ga.,  423. 
Premiums  due,  not  receivable  after  death  of  insured:  8  Ga.,  534.  Failure  to  pay, 
avoiding  the  policy  :  50Ga.,414;  8/534.  Security  collateral,  assignment  of  policy 
as,  to  creditor,  residue  after  payment  of  debt  went  to  his  widow  :  13  Ga.,  355.  Suit  in 
any  county  where  company  has  office  or  agency  where  the  matter  occurred  :  55  Ga., 
103.  Waiver,  refusal  to  pay  is,  of  the  sixty  days,  time  reserved  by  policy  within  which 
to  make  payment :  55  Ga.,  103;  62/187.  By  agent  of,  forfeiture,  receiving  premiums 
over  due:  57  Ga.,  469  ;  59/813   56/343  ;  54/640.     War,  effect  of:  44  Ga..  119. 

General  Note  on  Article  II. — Assignment  of  life  policies:  Treatise  on,  by  Hine 
&  Nichols;  4  0.,  457;  12/664  ;  May  Ins.,  456.  Policy  on  one's  life,  payable  to  heirs,  not 
assignable  by  him  :  27  Am.  R.,  774.  Assignee  cannot  recover  when  he  had  no  insurable 
interest:  26  Am.  R.,  761.  Assignment  procured  from  wife  by  fraud  set  aside,  indepen- 

dent of  question  of  assignability  under  statute:  34  Am.  R.,  507.  Accident  insurance: 
Treated  in  May  on  Ins.,  628  ;  Bliss  Life  Ins.,  702;  Bigelow's  Leading  Cases.  Misrep- 

resentation: 1  Woods,  674;  22  Wall.,  47;  21/152;  1  O.,  510;  2/377;  4/561;  10/614. 
Certificate  of  examining  physician  :  1  Woods,  674.  Insured  not  prejudiced  by  agent's 
mistake  in  writing  answers  on  application:  27  Am.  R.,  558.  So  of  medical  examiner: 
34  Am.  R.,  561.  So  of  medical  examiner's  omission  to  write  in  answer,  and  afterward 
filling  blank,  "not  known  to  applicant:  "  36  Am.  R.,  617.  Warranty  not  extended  be- 

yond answer,  although  partial:  25  Am.  R.,  182.  So  on  partial  disclosure  of  diseases, 
and  names  of  attending  physicians:  25  Am.  R.,  182.  Warranty  is  only  based  on  af- 

firmation of  something  false,  and  not  on  suppression  of  truth:  25  Am.  R.,  182.  Pay- 
ment of  premiums,  timely  payment  of  premiums  may  be  waived  bjr  custom  to  re- 

ceive on  days  not  provided  :  35  Am.  R.,  122.  What  circumstances  amount  to  waiver  of 
condition  for :  33  Am.  R.,  651.  Non-payment  of  note  given  for  premium  does  not 

avoid  policy  :  27  Am.  R,  443.  Payment' of  premium  by  broker's  uote :  28  Am.  R.,  42. 
Insurer  not  bound  to  give  notice  that  premium  is  about'to  fall  due  :  2  Woods',  547,  663; but  see  6  0.,  572.— Subject  treated  :  3  Add.  Contr.,  £$1220-1238  ;  2  Pars.  Contr.,  464  ; 
treatises  of  Bliss,  May ;  1  Schoul.  Pers.  Pr.,  706 ;  Godsall  vs.  Boldero,  2  Sm.  L.  C,  (s.  p.) 
157  ;  Bigelow's  Leading  Cases. 

45 
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Article  3.— Of  marine  insurance. 

ARTICLE  III. 

OF    MARINE    INSURANCE. 

§3132, 

Section. 
2824.  Contract. 
2825.  Unlawful  commerce, 
28.!6.  Double  insurance. 
28-27.  Implied  warranty. 
2828.  Illegal  voyage. 
2829.  Donation. 

Section. 
2S30.  Peril*  of  the  sea. 
2«31.  Continuance  of  risk. 
2832.  Increase  of  risk. 
2833.  Open  policy. 
2834.  Value,  how  ascertained. 
2835.  Former  rules  applicable. 

§2824.  (2782.)  (2774.)  Contract  of  marine  insurance.  A  contract  of 
marine  insurance  is  one  by  which  a  person  or  corporation,  for  a  stipu- 

lated premium,  insures  another  against  losses  occurring  by  the  casual- 
ties of  the  sea. 

§2825.  (2783.)  (2775.)  Unlawful  commerce.  Prohibited  or  illegal  com- 
merce, or  commerce  with  an  enemy,  or  goods  contraband  of  war,  are 

not  the  subject  of  marine  insurance. 
§2826.  (2784.)  (2776.)  Double  insurance.  Double  marine  insurance  may 

be  obtained  by  a  party  having  an  insurable  interest;  but  in  case  of 
loss,  he  can  recover  from  both  companies  only  the  full  value  of  such  in- 

terest. If  one  underwriter  pays  the  whole  amount,  he  is  entitled  to 
contribution  from  the  others. 

§2827.  (2785.)  (2777.)  Implied  warranty.  The  assured  impliedly  war- 
rants that  the  ship  is  seaworthy,  and  shall  not  be  changed  except  from 

necessity,  and  that  she  shall  be  employed,  conducted,  and  navigated, 
with  reasonable  skill  and  according  to  law. 

§2828.  (2786.)  (2778.)  Illegal  voyage.  The  illegality  of  the  voyage, 
whether  known  to  the  assured  or  not,  renders  the  contract  void. 

§2829.  (2787.)  (2779.)  Deviation.  A  deviation  from  the  voyage,  if 
voluntary,  and  not  from  necessity,  voids  the  policy.  This  necessity 
may  arise  from :  1.  Stress  of  weather;  2.  Want  of  necessary  repairs; 
3.  Joining  convoy  ;  4.  Succoring  ships  in  distress ;  5.  Avoiding  cap- 

ture or  detention ;  6.  Sickness  of  master  or  crew  ;  7.  Mutiny  on  board ; 
8.  Any  similar  cause  founded  upon  reason. 

§2830.  (2788.)  (2780.)  Perils  of  the  sea.  The  "perils  of  the  sea"  com- 
prehend all  those  misfortunes  to  which  goods  and  ships  at  sea  are  ex- 

posed from  earth,  air,  fire,  or  water.  Loss  from  enemies  is  not  included, 
unless  expressly  named.  The  negligence  or  unskillfulness  of  masters 
or  mariners  is  not  included  in  a  policy  on  the  ships  or  goods  belonging 
to  the  owners  of  the  vessel.  If  loss  occurs  to  third  persons  therefrom, 
the  underwriter  may  recover  from  the  owner  of  the  ship  the  amount 
paid  by  him. 

In  marine  risk,  what  proof  of  damage  by  partly  salt  and  partly  fresh  water,  is  proof 

of  "damages  by  "the  perils  of  navigation"  :  55  Ga.,  267.  Section  cited  and  construed  : 46  Ga.,  655. 

§2831.  (2789.)  (2781.)  Continuance  of  risk.  Generally  the  risk  con- 
tinues till  the  goods  are  delivered  on  shore  at  the  port  of  destination, 

or  to  others  by  direction  of  the  assured. 
§2832.  (2790.)  (2782.)  Increase  of  risk.  Any  change  by  which  the 

risk  is  increased  voids  the  policy. 
§2833.  (2791.)  (2783.)  Open  policy.  An  open  policy  is  where  the 

amount  of  the  interest  of  the  assured  is  not  fixed  by  the  policy,  but  is 
left  to  be  adjusted  in  case  of  loss  ;  such  policies  may  issue  in  blank  to 
be  filled  by  the  insured  as  new  risks  may  be  desired. 

§2834.  (2792.)  (2784.)  Value,  how  ascertained.  The  value  stated  in  a 
policy  is  always  subject  to  be  reduced  by  proof. 

§2835.  (2793.)  (2785.)  Former  rules  applicable.  The  rules  as  to  war- 
ranties, misrepresentations  and  concealments,  are  the  same  in  marine 

as  in  fire  insurance. 
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Article  4. — Of  mutual  insurance. 

General  Note. — Waiver  by  the  company  :  41  Ga.,  130.     When  no  power  to  waive  : 
56  Ga.,  237. 

General  Note  on  Article  III. — Subject  treated  :  1  Tudor's  Lead.  Cas.,  1,  30,  111, 
139,  192,  204,  220;  2  Pars.  Contr.,  350;  3  Kent  Com.,  253;  3  Add.  Contr.,  ̂ 1144-1201  ;  2 
Am.  Lead.  Cas.,  189  et  seq. ;  notes  in  2  Am.  D.,  364 ;  16/323 ;  20/433. 

ARTICLE  IV. 

OF    MUTUAL    INSURANCE. 

Section. 
2836.  Contract. 
2837.  By-laws. 
2838.  Officers  agents  of  all. 

Section. 
2839.  Liability  for  reducing  funds. 
2840.  Stricter  good  faith. 
2841.  Agents  of  foreign  companies. 

§2836.  (2794.)  (2786.)  Contract  of  mutual  insurance.  The  contract  of 
insurance  is  sometimes  upon  the  idea  of  mutuality,  by  which  each  of 
the  assured  becomes  one  of  the  insurers,  thereby  becoming  interested  in 

the  profits  and  liable  for  the  losses ;  without  a  charter,  such  an  organi- 
sation would  be  governed  by  the  general  law  of  partnership;  when  in- 

corporated, they  are  subject  to  the  terms  of  their  charter. 

A  life  policy  with  participation  in  the  profits  where  entitled  to  a  paid-up  policy :  55 
Ga.,  111.  Where  proceeds  of  policy  by  Georgia  Masonic  Mutual  life  insurance  com- 

pany, went  to  widow  and  children  ;  61  Ga.,  654. 

§2837.  (2795.)  (2787.)  By-laws.  The  rules  and  regulations  of  such 
a  company,  adopted  in  pursuance  of  the  charter,  become  a  part  of  each 
policy,  and  all  the  assured  are  presumed  to  have  notice  thereof.  But 
new  conditions  cannot  be  annexed  to  the  policy  after  it  is  issued,  ex- 

cept by  the  consent  of  the  assured. 

The  amended  by-law  did  not  invade,  impair  or  annex  any  conditions  to  the  policy  : 
52  Ga.,  642. 

§2838.  (2796.)  (2788.)  Officers  agents  of  all.  The  officers  of  such  a 
company  are  the  agents  of  all  the  assured,  and  to  the  extent  of  their 
misconduct  or  neglect,  shall  affect  each,  upon  the  general  principles 
governing  principal  and  agent,  except  as  to  the  transaction  of  making 
the  contract  of  insurance ;  up  to  the  time  of  its  execution,  the  assured 
stands  as  a  third  party,  and  the  officer  issuing  the  policy  acts  for  those 
already  in  the  company. 

§2839.  (2797.)  (2789.)  Liability  for  reducing  funds,  if  a  mutual  in- 
surance company,  by  dividends,  reduces  its  available  funds  below  the 

point  of  remaining  able  to  meet  all  losses  occurring  on  policies  then  in 
existence,  the  directors  of  such  company  primarily,  and  the  parties  re- 

ceiving the  dividends,  ultimately  and  pro  rata,  shall  be  liable  individ- 
ually, jointly  and  severally,  for  the  amount  of  such  unpaid  losses. 

§2840.  (2798.)  (2790.)  Stricter  good  faith  required.  A  stricter  good 
faith,  as  to  representations  and  concealments,  should  be  required  in 
mutual  insurance  than  in  any  other  similar  contracts. 

§2841.  (2799.)  (2791.)  Agencies  of  foreign  companies  to  be  licensed. 
Agents  of  all  foreign  insurance  companies  must  obtain  a  license  before 
taking  insurance  in  this  State,  under  the  penalties  and  in  accordance 
with  the  provisions  of  this  Code. 

Mutual  insurance:  see  May  on  Ins.,  684;  3  Am.  R.,  286;  6/664;  8/132;  13/280; 
24/172. 
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Article  5.— Of  insurance  companies,  their  duty  and  liability. 

ARTICLE  V. 

Insurance  aompanies  to  be  licensed. 
>&3.  License,  how  obtained. 

2843.  (a.)  Reports  of  insurance  companies. 
2843.  (b.)  Publication  of  reports. 
2843.  (c.)  Revocation  of  license. 
2844.  Assets  required. 
2845.  License,  when  issued. 
2846.  Annual  statement. 
2847.  Fees  of  Comptroller. 
2*48.  Other  requirements. 
284  .  Penalty  for  default. 
2850.  Damages  against  insurance  companies 

THEIJfc   DUTY   AND    LIABILITY.        / 

2850.  (a.)  Deposit  by  non-resident  companies. -^^ 
2850.  (b.)  Proceeding  in  case  of  loss. 
2850.  (c.)  Conflicting  claims  on  fund. 
2850.  (d.)  Withdrawal  of  company. 
2S50.  (e.)  Bonds  replaced,  when. 
2850.  (f.)  Terms  of  withdrawal. 
2850.  (g.)  Fees  of  Comptroller,  how  paid. 
2850.  (h.)  Who  are  deemed  agents. 
2850.  u- )  Penalty  for  acting  without  license. 
2850.  (j.)  Who  liable  for  tax. 
2850.  (k.)  Personal  liability. 

+^>#(~ .  Acts  of  1878  for  any  insurance  company,  or  agent  of  the  same, 
^%M**-rf*-f^Acts'of  Odd  Fellows,  and  religious  and 

l**s 
1869,  pp. 
127,  128. 

-rf. 

$2842:  Insurance  companies  must  obtain  license.  [It  shall  not  be  lawful 
excepting  Masonic, 

mutual  aid  societies,  to  transact  any 

^^-/4^!869'p-  12V-  business  of  insurance  without  first  procuring  a  certificate  of  authority 
/~V  X^^,  from  the  Comptroller-General  of  this  State.)  (a.) 
V°  A^*Z /ma^C       §2843.  Authority,  how  obtained.     [Before  obtaining  the  certificate  of 

'of  authority  mentioned  in  the  preceding  section,  such  company  must  fur- 
nish the  Comptroller-General  with  a  statement  under  oath,  specifying: 

First,  the  name  and  locality  of  the  company.     Second,  the  condition 

AyV<  "  of  such  company  on  the  thirty-first  day  of  December  then  next  preced- 
ing,  exhibiting  the  following  facts  and  items,  in  the  following  form, 
namely :  First,  the  amount  of  the  capital  stock  of  the  company,  and 
what  part  of  the  same  has  been  paid  up  in  cash,  and  what  part  is  in 
notes  of  the  stockholders,  and  how  such  notes  are  secured.     Second,  the 
property  or  assets  held  by  the  company,  specifying  :    1.  The  value,  or 
as  nearly  as  may  be,  of  the  real  estate  held  by  such  company.     2.  The 
amount  of  cash  on  hand  and  deposited  in  banks  to  the  credit  of  the  com- 

pany.    3.  The  amount  of  cash  in  the  hands  of  agents,  and  in  course  of 
transmission.     4.  The  amount  of  loans  secured  by  bonds  and  mortgages 
on  real   estate.     5.  The  amount  of  other  loans,  and  how  secured.     6. 
The  amount  of  stocks  of  ■  this  State,  of  other  States  in  the  United  States, 
and  of  any  other  stocks  owned  by  the  company,  specifying  the  amounts, 
number  of  shares,  and  par  and  market  value  of  each  kind  of  stock.  7. 

The  amount  of 'interest  actually  due  and  unpaid.     8.  The  amount  of premium  notes  on  hand,  upon  which  policies  have  been  issued.   Third, 
the  liabilities  of  the  company,  specifying  :  1.  The  amount  of  losses  due, 

.  and  yet  unpaid.     2.  Amount  of  claims  for  losses  resisted  by  the  com- 
pany.    3.  The  amount  of  losses  not  yet  due,  including  those  reported 

:  to  the  company  on  which  no  action  has  yet  been  taken.  4.  The  amount 
■  of  dividends  declared  and  due,  and  remaining  unpaid.     5.  The  amount 
>  of  dividends  declared,  but  not  yet  due.     6.  The  amount  of  money  bor- 

rowed. 7.  The  amount  of  all  other  claims  against  the  company.  Fourth, 
ithe  income  of  the  company  during  the  preceding  year,  specifying:  1. 
The  amount  of  cash  premiums  received.     2.  The  amount  of  notes  re- 

ceived for  premiums.     3.  The  amount  of  interest  money  received.     4. 
The  amount  of  income  received  from  other  sources.     Fifth,  the  expen- 

<  ditures  during  the  preceding  year,  specifying :  1.  The  amount  of  losses 
paid  during  the  year.     2.  The  amount  of  dividends  paid  during  the 
year.     3.  The  amount  of  expenses  paid  during  the  year,  including  fees 
and  commissions  to  agents  and  officers  of  the  company.  4.  The  amount 
paid  in  taxes.     5.  The  amount  of  all   other  payments  and  expendi- 

tures.    Sixth,  the  greatest  amount  insured  in  any  one  risk.     Seventh, 
a  certified  copy  of  the  Act  incorporating  the  company.     And  said  state- 

ment shall  be  filed  in  the  office  of  the  Comptroller-General.]  (b.) 
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§2843.  (a.)  Reports  of  insurance  companies.     All  insurance  companies  const,  of 

in  this  State,  or  doing  business  therein,  shall,  through  their  chief  of-  l8^7'^ rt 8' 
ficer  or  agent,  residing  in  this  State,   make  to  the  Governor  semi-an-  Acts  of  1878 

nual  reports  on  the  first  day  of  January  and  July  of  each  year,  or ~9'  p-  43, 
within  sixty  days  thereafter^  which. said  reports  shall  contain  a  full 
and  exact  statement  of  their  condition  on  the  thirtieth  day  of  June 
and  thirty-first  day   of  December   then   next  preceding,  to-wit:  The 
amount  of  capital  stock  of  the  company ;  what  part  of  the  same  has 
been  paid  up  in  cash,  and  what  part  in  notes  of  the  stockholders,  and 
how  such  notes  are  secured ;  also,  the  assets  of  the  company,  specify- 

ing of  what  they  consist,  with  the  actual  cash  market  value  thereof ; 
also,  the  liabilities  of  the  company,  specifying  of  what  they  consist, 
with  proper  classifications  and  details  ;  also,  the  full  and  entire  income 
and  expenditures  of  the  company  for  the  preceding  six  months,  with 
proper  details  of  the  same,  and  also  any  other  facts  pertaining  to  the 
business  or  condition  of  the  company  which  the  Governor  may  require 
to  be  set  forth  in  said  report,  which  said  report  shall  be  sworn  to  by 
the  officer  or  agent  making  the  same,  to  the  best  of  his  knowledge,  in- 

formation and  belief. 

§2843.  (b.)  Report  to  be  published.     At  the  time  such  report  is  made  const,  of 

to  the  Governor,  each  company  shall  publish,  at  its  expense,  a  duplicate  |ec7'ifrt' 3' 
thereof,  in  a  newspaper  of  general  circulation,  published  in  the  town  Acts  of  is?8 

or  city  in  this  State  where  the  office  of  the  company  or  agent  making  ~9'  p' 44' said  report  is  located. 
§2843.  (c.)  Revocation  of  license  for  failure.     Should  any  one  of  such  const,  of 

insurance  companies  fail  or  refuse  to  comply  with  the  provisions  of  the  ge7c7'i2l 
two  preceding  sections  it  shall,  by  such  failure,  or  refusal,  forfeit  its  Acts  of  1878 

right  to  do  business  in  this  State,  and  on  such  failure  or  refusal  the  ~9'  p" 44' 
Comptroller-General  shall  at  once  recall  and  cancel  the  license  of  such 
delinquent  company. 

§2844.  Amount  of  assets  the  company  must  have.     [No  company,  except-  (c)  Acts  of 

ing  Masonic,  Odd  Fellows  and  religious  and  mutual  aid  societies,  shall  J28, 129?' 
be  allowed  to  transact  any  business  of  insurance  in  this  State,  unless  ̂ cts  of  1878 

possessed  of  at  least  one  hundred  thousand  dollars  of  actual  cash  capital    '  p' paid  in,  or  assets,  and  invested  in  bonds  and  stocks  estimated  at  their 
actual  market  value  at  the  date  of  such  statement,  and  in  mortgages 
on  real  estate  worth  double  the  amount  for  which  the  same  is  mort- 

gaged.]  (c.) 
§2845.  License,  when  and  to  whom  issued.     [Upon  filing  the  statement  (d)  Acts  of 

as  aforesaid,  the  Comptroller-General,  when  satisfied  that  the  statement l^9, p^12 
is  correct,  and  that  the  company  has  fully  complied  with  the  provisions' 
of  this  Article,  shall  issue  a  certificate  of  authority  to  transact  business  0*J 

of  insurance  in  this  State,  to  the  company  applying  for  the  same,  and  /<?S~?J~S 
to  all  agents  such  company  may  appoint  and  commission.]  (d.)  //       ' 

§2846.  Statement  renewed  annually.     [Said  statement  must  be  renewed  (e)  Acts  of 

annually,  on  the  first  day  of  January  in  each  year,  or  within  sixty  days 1869i  p' 129' 
thereafter;  and  if  the  Comptroller-General  is  satisfied  that  the.  capital, 
securities,  and  investments  remain  secured  as  at  first,  he  shall  furnish 
a  renewal    of  the   certificates.      Insurance  companies    shall    not    be 
required  to  furnish  but  the  single  statement  annually.]  (e.) 

§2847.  Fees  of  the  Comptroller.     [The  Comptroller-General  shall  be  en-  (f)  Acts  of 

titled  to  a  fee  for  examining  and  filing  each  statement  of  such  compa-1869'  p-  129-' 
nies,  of  seven  and  one-half  dollars,  and  for  certificates  to  agents  of  two 
and  one-half  dollars,  which  fees  shall  be  paid  by  the  company  or  agent 
filing  the   said  statements,  and  to  whom  certificates  are  to  be  issu- 
ed.]  (f.) 

§2848.   Other  conditional  requirements.     [Whenever  the  existing  or  fu- 
ture laws  of  any  other  State  of  the  United  States  shall  require  of  insu- 
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(g)  Acts  of  ranee  companies  incorporated  by  this  State,  and  having  agencies  in  such 
1869,  p  129.  QfaQx  State,  or  of  the  agents  thereof,  any  deposit  of  securities  in  such 

State,  for  the  protection  of  policy  holders,  or  otherwise,  or  any  payment 
for  taxes,  penalties,  certificates  of  authority,  license  fees,  or  otherwise 
greater  than  the  amounts  required  for  such  purposes  from  similar  com- 

panies of  other  States,  by  the  then  existing  laws  of  this  State,  then, 
and  in  every  such  case,  all  companies  of  such  States  establishing,  or 
having  heretofore  established,  an  agency  or  agencies  in  this  State,  shall 
be,  and  are  hereby,  required  to  make  the  same  deposit  for  a  like  pur- 

pose with  the  Comptroller-General  of  this  State,  and  to  pay  to  said  Comp- 
troller-General for  taxes,  fines,  penalties,  certificates  of  authority,  li- 

cense fees  and  otherwise,  an  amount  equal  to  the  amount  of  such  char- 
ges and  payments  imposed  by  the  laws  of  such  State,  upon  companies 

of  this  State  and  agents  thereof.]  (g.) 
(  §2849.  Penalty  for  violating  this  Article.     [All  persons   violating    the 

<h>  Acts  of  provisions  of  the  foregoing  sections  of  this  Article,  shall  be  liable  to 
1  ft&Q       T*      1 OQ  CD  CD  / 

'  indictment,  and,  on  conviction,  shall  be  fined  not  less  than  one  hundred 
\  dollars,  nor  more  than  five  hundred  dollars,  at  the  discretion  of  the  jury 
'  and  Court  trying  the  same.]  (h.) 
,  §2850.  Insurance  companies  shall  pay  damages,  when.     [The  several  in- 

(D  Acts  of  surance  companies  of  this  State,  and  foreign  insurance  companies  doing 
1869,  p.  12  -bugjjjggg  jn  this  State,  in  all  cases  when  a  loss  occurs,  and  they  refuse 

to  pay  the  same  within  sixty  days  after  a  demand  shall  have  been  made 
by  the  holder  of  the  policy,  on  which  said  loss  occurred,  shall  be  liable 
to  pay  the  holder  of  said  policy,  in  addition  to  the  loss,  not  more  than 
twenty-five  per  cent,  on  the  liability  of  said  company  for  said  loss  ;  also, 
all  reasonable  attorney's  fees  for  the  prosecution  of  the  case  against  said 
company :  Provided,  it  shall  be  made  to  appear  to  the  jury  trying  the 
same,  that  the  refusal  of  the  company  to  pay  said  loss  was  in  bad 
faith.]  (i.) 

To  subject  to  damages,  and  attorney  fees  under  this  section,  a  demand  for  amount 
due  and  refusal  to  pay,  sixty  days  before  suit  brought,  must  be  plainly  averred  :  55 
Ga.,  476.  Where  no  evidence  to  justify  damages  under  this  section:  55  Ga.,  110-111. 
Not  liable  to  pay  fees  of  opposing  counsel  unless  refusal  to  pay  be  in  bad  faith :  63 
Ga.,  205. 

§2850.  (a.)  Non-resident  companies  to  make  deposit  with  the  Comptroller. 
Acts  of  1877.  Every  incorporated  company,  or  individual,  or  firm,  or  association  of 
p'  40'  individuals,  or  joint  stock  company,  residing  out  of  the  limits  of  the 
§§568,569.    state  of  Georgia,  shall,  before  receiving  a  license  from  the  Comptrol- 

ler-General to  insure  property  in  this  State  from  any  kind  of  loss,  de- 
posit with  the  State  Treasurer,  bonds  of  this  State,  or  bonds  of  the  United 

States,  which  according   to  the  Acts  and  resolutions  of  the  General 
Assembly,  are  valid,  and  which  amount  according  to  their  face  value, 
to  twenty-five  thousand  dollars,  which  bonds  shall  be  receipted  for  by 
the  State  Treasurer,  and  specially  deposited  by  him  in  the  vaults  of 
the  treasury  ;  and  whenever  such  company,  or  person,  or  persons,  or 
associations,  or  joint  stock  company,  cease  to  do  business  in  this  State, 

'  and  have  settled  up  all  claims  against  them,  as  hereinafter  provided, 
said  bonds  shall  be  delivered  up  to  the  proper  party,  on  presentation  of 

the  Treasurer's  receipt.     While  said  bonds  are  so  deposited,  the  owners 
of  the  same  shall,  subject  to  the  notices  hereinafter  provided  for  or 
given,  be  entitled  to  collect  the  coupons  and  use  them.     For  the  bonds 
so  deposited,  the  faith  of  the  State  is  pledged  that  they  shall  be  re- 

turned to  the  parties  entitled,  or  disposed  of  as  hereinafter  provided. 
§2850.  (b.)    When  loss  occurs,  how  to  proceed.     Whenever  any  loss  in- 

Actsofi877,  sured  against  happens,  and  the  same  is  not  settled,  and  suit  is  begun 

p.  40.  j?or  ̂ G  collection  of  the  same,  the  plaintiff,  in  order  to  insure  his  re- 
covery, may  give  notice  to  the  State  Treasurer  of  the  pending  of  said 
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suit,  and  of  the  amount  claimed,  after  which  time  the  State  Treasurer 
shall  be  bound  to  retain,  subject  to  the  order  of  the  Court  trying  said 
suit,  a  sufficient  amount  to  pay  the  judgment  in  said  case  when  said 
suit  is  ended,  and  when  the  amounts  ascertained  for  which  said  party 
sued  may  be  liable,  is  not  paid  in  ten  days,  then  said  plaintiff  may 
file  an  application  with  the  Judge  of  the  Superior  Court,  where  the 
case  was  tried,  for  a  receiver  to  take  charge  of  so  many  bonds  as  shall 
be  necessary  to  satisfy  the  aforesaid  judgment.  When  said  receiver  is 
appointed  by  the  Judge,  who  shall  always  require  bond  and  security 
of  him  for  the  faithful  performance  of  his  duty,  said  State  Treasurer, 
on  his  application,  shall  deliver  to  him  bonds,  sufficient  in  their  mar- 

ket value,  if  in  his  custody,  to  satisfy  said  judgment.  Said  receiver's 
receipt  shall  be  a  complete  discharge  to  said  Treasurer  and  the  State  of 
Georgia.  Then  said  receiver  shall  apply  to  the  Judge  of  said  Superior 
Court  for  a  proper  order  of  sale,  and  in  pursuance  of  said  order,  sell 
said  bonds ;  after  deducting  such  expenses  and  commissions  as  shall  be 
allowed  b}T  said  Judge,  he  shall  pay  over  to  the  plaintiff,  or  his  attor- 

ney, a  sufficient  amount  to  satisfy  the  said  judgment,  and  if  there  re 
mains  any  residue  in  the  hands  of  such  receiver,  he  shall  pay  over  the 
same  to  the  agent  of  the  company,  taking  his  receipt  for  the  same, 
which  shall  be  filed  and  recorded  with  the  other  papers  in  the  case. 

§2850.  (c.)  Conflicting  claims  on  fund.  If  there  are  conflicting  claims,  Actsofl877 
then  the  State  Treasurer  shall  deliver  over  to  the  receivers  in  the  order  p-  h. 
of  their  applications,  the  aforesaid  bonds,  and  if  there  is  any  contest 
between  the  creditors  which  cannot  be  settled  in  this  mode,  then  the 
party  not  receiving  sufficient  bonds  through  the  receiver  appointed  in 
his  behalf,  may  become  a  party  to  the  other  case,  and  make  known  his 
claim  to  the  other  receiver  by  making  affidavit  of  the  claim  and  fil- 

ing with  him,  and  then  the  receiver  shall  report  such  claim  to  the 
Judge  of  the  Superior  Court  appointing  him,  who  shall,  by  order,  pro- 

vide for  a  bill  of  interpleader  as  in  cases  in  equity. 
§2850.  (d.)  Company  desiring  to  withdraw.  When  any  party  insuring,  A  fl877 

desires  to  withdraw  from  the  State,  and  will  satisfy  the  State  Treasurer  p  41. 
that  all  suits  pending  against  such  party,  and  of  which  notice  has  been 
given,  have  been  fully  satisfied,  or  whenever  no  notice  of  claim  has 
been  given,  and  when  all  rights  under  existing  policies  have  been  sat- 

isfied and  released,  as  the  provisions  of  this  Article  require,  then  said 
Treasurer  shall  return  to  said  party  the  bonds  so  deposited. 

§2850.  (e.)  Amount  of  bonds  reduced,  must  be  replaced.  Whenever,  by  Actso?1877 
means  of  the  provisions  of  this  Article,  the  amount  of  bonds  so  depos-p-4i. 
ited  is  reduced,  said  Treasurer  shall,  at  once,  notify  the  Comptroller- 
General,  who  shall  give  notice  to  the  party  depositing,  and  require  more 

bonds  to  be  deposited  so  as" always  to  maintain  the  original  amount ; 
and  if  the  party  so  notified  by  the  Comptroller-General  fail  to  comply 
within  thirty  days,  the  license  to  insure  in  this  State  shall  be  revoked, 
and  said  Comptroller-General  shall,  at  the  same  time  give  notice,  by 
publication  in  a  newspaper  published  at  the  capital,  of  the  fact  of  such 
failure  and  revocation  of  license,  the  cost  of  which  publication  shall  be 
paid  by  the  company,  or  agent,  failing  to  comply  with  the  provisions 
of  this  Article. 

§2850.  (f.)  Terms  of  withdrawal.  Where  any  company,  having  made  Aet(30fl877 
the  deposit  required  by  this  Article,  has  existing  policies  on  property  p-  42- 
of  citizens  of  this  State,  on  which  no  losses  have  accrued,  and  which 
company  wishes  to  withdraw  its  deposits,  before  being  allowed  so  to  do, 
said  company  shall  take  up  and  satisfy  said  policies,  and  give  notice  of 
its  intention  to  withdraw  from  the  State,  and  of  the  fact  that  it  has 
satisfied  all  losses,  and  the  claims  of  policy  holders  above  designated, 
which  notice  shall  be  published  once  a  week  for  two  months,  in  a  news- 
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"  paper  to  be  designated  by  the  Treasurer  of  the  State,  and  at  the  ex- pense of  said  company;  and  it  is  hereby  provided,  that  any  claims  of 
the  citizens  of  this  State  must,  whether  for  losses,  or  on  existing  poli- 

cies, where  no  losses  have  occured,  be  fully  settled  before  said  deposits 
shall  be  withdrawn. 

§2850.  (g.)  Fees  of  the  Comptroller  to  be  paid  into  the  treasury.  All  the 
Actgofl877i  fees  and  compensation  allowed  by  law  to  the  Comptroller-General  for 
p-  42-  the  performance  of  the  duties  required  by  law  in  relation  to  insurance 

companies  and  agents,  shall  be  collected  b}^  him  and  paid  into  the  treas- 
ury of  the  State;  of  all  which  fees  and  charges  and  compensation,  said 

Comptroller-General  shall  keep  a  true  record,  and  report  of  the  same, 
annually,  in  his  "report"  on  the  finances  of  the  State. 

£  ̂r-i—-  +-  ■  ■  n  *~    §2850.  (h.)    Who  deemed  insurance  agents:      Any  person  who  solicits 

(jf^     Actso  f  1878  insurance  in  behalf  of  any  insurance  company,  not  organized  under, ^c^-^-z-fc'.-o,  p.  168.     or  incorporated  by,  the  laws  of  this  State,  or  who  takes  or  transmits  other 
fojfc / O  6 ■•  than  for  himself,  any  application  for  insurance,  or  any  policy  of  insu- 
,  /  ranee,  to  or  from  such  company,  or  who  advertises  or  otherwise  gives 
;  notice  that  he  will  receive  or  transmit  the  same,  or  who  shall  receive  or 
\  deliver  a  policy  of  insurance  of  any  such  company,  or  who  shall  exam- 

ine or  inspect  any  risk,  or  receive,  collect  or  transmit  any  premium  of 

'  insurance,  or  make,  or  forward  any  diagram  of  any  building  or  build- 
j  irigs,  or  do  or  perform  any   other  act  or  thing  in  the  making  or  con- 

summating of  any  contract  of  insurance  for  or  with  any  such  insurance 
company,  other  than  for  himself,  or  who  shall  examine  into,  or  adjust, 

t  or  aid  in  adjusting  any  loss  for,  or  in  behalf  of,  any  such  insurance  com- 
pany, whether  any  of  such  acts  shall  be  done  at  the  instance  or  request, 

or  by  the  employment  of  such  insurance  company,  or  of  or  by  any 
broker  or  other  person,  shall  be  held  to  be  the  agent  of  the  company 
for  which  the  act  is  done,  or  the  risk  is  taken,  and  subject  to  all  the 
duties,  requirements,  liabilities  and  penalties,  as  are  now  or  may  here- 

after be  imposed  by  law,  and  in  article  three,  section  twelve,  paragraph 
one,  two  and  three,  of  the  Constitution  of  Georgia  of  1877. 

§2850.  (i.)  Penalty  for  acting  without  license.     Any  person  who  shall  do 
Acts  of  1878  or  perform  any  of  the  acts,  or  things  mentioned  in  the  preceding  sec- 
-9,  p.  168.    tion,  for  any  insurance  company  not  organized  under,  or  incorporated 

by  the  laws  of  this  State,  without  such  company  having  first  complied 
with  the  requirements  of  the  laws  of  this  State,  or  having  received  the 
certificate  of  authority  from  the  Comptroller-General  of  this  State,  as 
required  by  law,  shall  be  guilty  of  a  misdemeanor,  and  on  conviction 
by  any  court  of  competent  jurisdiction,  shall  be  punished  under  the 

i  .        provisions  of  section  4310  of  the  Code  of  Georgia,  and  shall  also  pay  a 
sum  equal  to  the  State,  county  and  municipal  taxes  and  licenses,  re- 

quired to  be  paid  by  insurance  companies  or  agencies,  not  organized 
under,  or  incorporated  by,  the  laws  of  this  State,  doing  business  in 
this  State. 

§2850.  (j.)  Who  subject  to  tax.  Whenver  any  person  shall  do  or  per- 
Acts  of  1878  form  any  of  the  Acts  mentioned  in  section  2850  (h.),  for  or  in  behalf  of 
-9,  p.  168,  any  such  insurance  company,  such  company  shall  be  held  to  be  doing- 

business  in  this  State,  and  shall  be  subject  to  the  same  taxes,  State, 
county  and  municipal,  as  insurance  companies  not  organized  under  or 
incorporated  by  the  laws  of  this  State,  and  doing  business  in  this  State 
by  agent  or  otherwise,  are  subject;  the  same  to  be  assessed  and  col- 

lected as  taxes  are  assessed  and  collected  against  such  companies,  and 
such  person  so  doing  or  performing  any  of  such  acts  or  things  shall  be 
personally  liable  for  such  taxes. 

§2850.  (k.)  Agent  personally  liable,  when.  Any  person  who  shall  do 
any  of  the  acts  mentioned  in  section  2850  (h.)  for  or  in  behalf  of  any 
such    insurance  company,  without  such  company  has   first  complied 
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with  the  requirements  of  the  laws  of  this  State,  shall  be  personally  lia-  Acts  of  im 

ble  to  the  holder  of  any  policy  of  insurance  in  respect  of  which  such "  •  p- 1   ' 
act  was  done  for  any  loss  covered  by  the  same. 

General  Note  on  Article  V. — Without  compliance  with  statute  of  State,  foreign 
insurance  company  cannot  collect  premium  notes:  8  Am.  B,.,  626.  Non-compliance 
with  statute  is  good  defense  in  suit  on  agent's  bond  :  21  Am.  R.,  89. 

CHAPTER  IX. 

OF    DEFENSES   TO    CONTRACTS. 

Article  1 
Article  2 
Article  3 
Article  4 
Article  5 
Article  6 

Article  7 
Article  8 
Article  9 

-Denial  of  the  Contract. 
-Denial  of  its  Obligations,  etc. 
-Payment  and  herein  of  Appropriation  of  Payments. 
-Performance  and  herein  of  tender. 
-Accord  and  Satisfaction. 
-Arbitrament  and  Award. 

-Pendency  of  another  Suit,  etc. 
-Set-off  and  Recoupment. 
-Limitation  of  Actions. 

ARTICLE  I. 

DENIAL    OF    THE    CONTRACT. 

Section. 
2851.  Non  est  factum. 
285-2.  Effect  of  alteration. 
2853.  By  whom  tried. 

Section. 
2854.  Preliminary  proof. 
2855.  Indorsement,  etc. 

§2851.  (2800.)  (2792.)  Non  est  factum.     A  party  may  deny  the  origi-  §§2785, 3454, 
nal  execution  of  the  contract  sought  to  be  enforced,  or  its  existence  in  3472, 
the  shape  then  subsisting.     In  either  event,  if  the  contract  be  in  writ- 

ing and  so  declared  upon,  the  denial  must  be  on  oath  and  filed  at  the 
first  term  after  the  service  is  perfected. 

When  need  not  be  on  oath:  16  Ga.,  217-223.  Administrator  may  plead  even  after 
appeal:  34  Ga.,  435.  The  plea  of  non  est  factum  may  be  filed  after  first  term:  54  Ga., 
59.  Non  est  factum  plead  at  term  of  Court  after  the  first  as  amendment  to  plea  filed 
before :  61  Ga.,  245  ;  60/50.     Section  cited  :  63  Ga.,  383-384. 

§2852.  (2801.)  (2793.)  Effect  of  alteration.  If  a  written  contract  be 

altered  intentionally,  and  in  a  material*  part  thereof,  by  a  person  claim- 
ing a  benefit  under  it,  with  intent  to  defraud  the  other  party,  such  al- 

teration voids  the  whole  contract,  at  the  option  of  the  other  party.  If 
the  alteration  be  unintentional,  or  by  mistake,  or  in  an  immaterial 
matter,  or  not  with  intent  to  defraud,  if  the  contract  as  originally  ex- 

ecuted can  be  discovered  and  is  still  capable  of  execution,  it  will  be  * 
enforced  by  the  Court.  If  the  alteration  be  made  by  a  stranger,b  and 
not  at  the  instance  or  by  collusion  of  a  party,  or  privy,  if  the  original 
words  can  still  be  restored,  the  contract  will  be  enforced. 

Alteration  presumed  to  have  been  made  at  time  of  execution  of  instrument :  17  Ga., 

559'.     When  not:  31  Ga.,  371.      Before  execution  of  instrument:  45  Ga.,  544.     A  ma- 
terial alteration  vitiating  the  whole   note:  30  Ga.,   129.     Material  alteration  fraudu- 
lently made  voids  the  whole  instrument,  and  burden  on  one  offering  it  in  evidence  to 
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explain:  36  G-a.,  479.  Fraudulent  alteration  of  deed  may  be  shown  in  an  action  of 
pjectment :  41  Ga.,  68.  Section  cited  :  52  Ga  ,  484.  The  alteration  of  a  note  by  insert- 

ing the  words,  or  bearer,  a  material  alteration  :  64  Ga.,  221.  For  the  jury  to  pass  on: 
17  Ga.,  558.     Must  be  explained  by  person  introducing  the  instrument :  12  Ga..  19. 

1  Add.  Contr.,  2388  et  seq. ;  10  Am.  D.,  267,  n  ;  18/431 ;  28  Am.  R.,  259,  n;  26/260,  n ; 

25/481-484,  n  ;  2  0.,  330.  aDefined:  10  Am.  D.,  269,  n  ;  adding  another's  name  to  joint 
note  is:  8  Am.  R.,  48  ;  26/161;  contra,  32/739.  Adding  or  changing  place  of  payment 

is:  19  Am.  R.,  74;  29/722  ;•  31/768.  Adding  ['  with  interest"  is:  15  Am.  R.,375,  n.  Re- 
duction of  amount  is:  31  Am.  R.,  394.  Detaching  condition  is:  10  Am.  R.,  389,  n. 

Adding  "  after  maturity "  to  interest  clause  is:  26  Am.  R.,  15.  Adding  "to  be  paid 
semi-annually"  is:  26  Am.  R.,  254.  Erasure  of  "surety"  from  signature  is :  26  Am. 
R.,  163.  Changing  date  is:  6  Wall.,  80.  Detaching  designation  "as  trustee"  from  note 
on  which  makers  were  liable  individually  is  not:  22  Am.  R.,  179,  n  ;  30/226.  Mere  cor- 

rection of  mistake  in  date  or  name  is  not :  3  Am.  R.,  314;  8/389.  Addition  of  "annu- 
ally" to  interest  clause  of  note  payable  in  less  than  two  years  is  not:  33  Am.  R.,  370. 

Detaching  "this  note  is  given  upon  condition,"  there  being  nothing  to  show  condition, 
is  not:  25  Am.  R.,  479.  Restoration  of  added  words  is  not:  33  Am.  R.,  143;  9  C.  L.  J., 

181.  b  Alteration  by  agent  not  imputable  to  principal :  10  Am.  R.,  232  ;  17/418  ;  28/257; 
29/722;  but  husband  selling  wife's  property  and  altering  note,  affects  wife  :  26  Am.  R-, 161. 

§2853.  (2802.)  (2794.)  Alteration,  by  who  >  tried.  The  materiality  of 
an  alteration  is  a  question  of  law  ;  the  fact  of  an  alteration  is  a  ques- 

tion for  the  jury. 
Fact  of,  passed  on  by  jury :  17  Ga.,  562;  31/371.  Materiality  of  the  alteration  for 

the  Court:  2  Ga.,  131. 

Wells'  Questions  of  Law  and  Fact,  §141.  Time  of  alteration,  for  jury  :  10  Am.  D., 
273,  n  ;   10  Am.  R.,  239,  n  ;  37/260,  n. 

§2854.  (2803.)  (2795.)  Preliminary  proof.  If  the  contract  is  not  set 
forth  as  the  basis  of  the  action,  so  as  to  require  a  denial  on  oath,  an  al- 

teration in  a  material  part  requires  explanation  before  it  can  be  ad- 
mitted as  evidence.     This  preliminary  proof  is  submitted  to  the  Court. 

Where  note  is  declared  on  as  altered,  and  no  plea  of  non  est  factum  is  filed  :  2  Ga.,  128. 
Alteration  in  material  part  incumbent  on  plaintiff  to  explain  it:  36  Ga.,  479.  Slight 
evidence  of,  execution  of  paper  sufficient  to  justify  judge  in  submitting  question  to 
jury:  54  Ga.,  273. 

§2855.  (2804.)  (2796.)  Indorsement,  etc.,  not  to  be  proved.  An  indorse- 
Act^of  isio,  me nt  or  assignment  of  any  bill,  bond  or  note,  when  the  same  is  sued 

on  by  the  indorsee,  need  not  be  proved  unless  denied  on  oath. 
Section  referred  to  and  construed  :  63  Ga.,  383. 

General  Note  ox  Alteration  of  Contracts. — Blanks,  maker  negligently  leaving 
blanks  in  negotiable  instrument  which  can  be  filled  without  detection,  liable  to  bona  fide 
holder:  10  Am.  D.,  271,  n;  4  C.  L.  J.,  527,  588  ;  5  Am.  R.,  412;  11/152;  13/318,  578,  n  ; 
14/120 ;  21/75  ;  33/137,  n  ;  but  see  7  Am.  R.,  669,  n  ;  23/129;  see  1  Dan.  Neg.  Inst.,  694. 
Checks,  forged  :  See  general  note,  page  317.  Deeds  :  See  general  note  following  $2701. 

Ratification,  promise  to  pay  forged  note  is  void  :  Note  to  #2192  ;  31  Am.  R.,  "549,  n  ; 
37/704,  n  ;  1  Dan  Neg.  Inst.,  695.  Surety,  discharged  by  what  alterations:  2  Am.  R., 
553,  598  ;  3/555.— Subject  treated  :  2  Dan.  Neg.  Inst.,  348-389;  Redf.  &  Bigelow  L.  C. 
Notes,  043;  2  Pars.  B.  and  N.,  544,  583  ;  Master  vs.  Miller,  1  Smith's  L.  C,  (s.  p.)  458; 
Byles  on  Bills,  318-324;  2  Whart.  Ev.,  ̂ 621-632. 

§m5. 

C.  p.  271. 

ARTICLE  II. 

DENIAL     OF   THE     OBLIGATION   OF     A    CONTRACT,    EITHER    ORIGINALLY    OR 
BY   SUBSEQUENT    ACT    OF    THE    OPPOSITE    PARTY. 

Section. 
2856.  Denial  of  obligation. 
2S07.  Conditions. 
28&».  DyGpendent  covenants. 
2859.  Rescission. 

Section. 
2860.  Without  consent. 
2861.  Covenant  not  to  sue. 
2862.  Release. 
2863.  Intermarriage. 

§2856.  (2805.)  (2797.)  Denial  of  obligation.     Any  fact  going  to  show 
that  the  original  contract  was  not  obligator}^  though  executed,  may  be 
set  up  as  a  defense. 

2748,      §2857.  (2806.)  (2798.)  Conditions.     A  condition,  precedent  or  subse- 
quent, not  complied  with,  want  or  failure  of  consideration,  or  any  act 

3471. 
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of  the  opposite  party  by  which  the  obligation  of  the  contract  has  ceas- 
ed, may  be  pleaded  as  a  defense. 

Section  cited  :  55  Ga.,  78.  Plea  to  note  by  surety  that  parol  stipulation  left  out  by 
fraud  and  mistake  should  state  facts  to  make  it  out:  59  Ga.,  851. 

§2858.  (2807.)  (2799.)  Dependent  covenants.     Where  covenants  are  de- §2721. 
pendent  the  failure  of  performance  by  the  opposing  party  may  be  a 
good  defense. 

§2859.  (2808.)  (2800 )  Rescission.  A  rescission  of  the  contract  by 
consent,  or  a  release  by  the  other  contracting  party,  is  a  complete  de- 
fense. 

Every  release  must  be  on  some  consideration,  otherwise  fraud  presumed  :  30  Ga., 
731 ;  20/576 ;  15/570.  A  plea  that  contract  rescinded  should  state  how  rescinded :  42  Ga., 
283.  Where  buyer  cannot  rescind  a  sale,  no  offer  to  return  having  been  made:  38  Ga., 
221;  57/53;  46/262. 

§2860.  (2809.)  (2801.)  Without  consent.  In  some  cases,  a  party  may 
rescind  without  the  consent  of  the  opposite  party,  for  non-performance 
by  him  of  his  covenants;  but  this  can  be  done  only  when  both  parties 
can  be  restored  to  the  condition  in  which  they  were  before  the  contract 
was  made. 

Must  repudiate  entirely  on  discovery  of  the  fraud  :  41  Ga.,  179.  Ex  pnrte  rescission, 
plaintiff  must  restore  defendant  to  original  situation  :  62  Ga.,  730,  731,  665. 

§2861.  (2810.)  (2802.)  Covenant  wot  to  sue.  A  covenant  never  to  sue 
is  equivalent  to  a  release ;  so  also  a  bond  to  indemnify  the  debtor  against 
his  own  debt. 

Section  referred  to  and  construed  :  48  Ga.,  634  ;  59  Ga.,  855.  Promise  not  to  collect 
balance  due,  if  debtor  will  pay  part :  54  Ga.,  525. 

(2811.)  (2803.)  Release.     A  release  sometimes  results  as  an  op- „2152 
eration  of  law  ;  as  when  a  creditor  releases  another  who  is  bound  jointly 
with,  or  primarily  to  the  debtor,  or  accepts  from  the  debtor  a  higher 
security  for  the  same  debt,  not  intended  to  be  collateral  thereto. 

Where  release  operated  as  a  novation  of  original  debt :  45  Ga  ,  490.  Parol  evidence 
as  to  extent  of  settlement  by  receipt;  53  Ga.,  643.  Where  release  of  one  joint  obligor 
releases  the  other  :  49  Ga.,  311 ;  48/631 ;  60/70,  73. 

By  the  common  law,  appointment  of  debtor  as  executor  released  debt,  altered  by 

Act  of  1764:  Cobb's  Digest,  p.  302.  Agreement  not  to  sue  one  co-obligor  does  not  re- 
lease others:  3  Am.  D.,  444;  19/711.  Release,  generally:  1  Add.  Contr.,  #359  et  seq.  ; 

Byles  on  Bills,  233-240  ;  Abb.  Tr.  Ev.,  817  ;  2  Dan.  Neg.  Inst.,  285. 

§2863.  (2812.)  (2804.)  Effect  of  intermarriage.  Intermarriage  of  the 
parties  generally  releases  a  debt,  but  such  is  not  the  effect  when  the 
bond  or  obligation  is  given  in  contemplation  of  marriage. 

Marriage  taking  away  the  right  to  sue  for  breach  of  promise  :  63  Ga.,  630. 

General  Note. — Part  pavment  received  in  discharge  of  all  of  a  judgment  discharges 
it:  3Ga.,310;  13/407;  24/289;  30/731. 

ARTICLE  III. 

OF    PAYMENT    AND   HEREIN   OF    APPROPRIATION    OF    PAYMENTS. 

Section. 
2*64.  Payment  generally. 
2865.  To'haked  trustee. 2866.  By  post. 

Section. 
2867.  Bank  bills. 
2868.  Stakeholders. 
2869.  Appropriation  of  payments. 

§2864.  (2813.)  (2805.)  Payment  generally.     Payment  of  money  due  to  §409. 

the  creditor  or  his  authorized  or  general  agent,a  or  one  whom  the  credi- 
tor accredits  as  agent,  though  he  may  not  be  so,  or  to  his  partnerb  in- 

terested with  him  in  the  money,  shall  be  good ;  and  if  such  agent  re- 
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ceives  property  other  than   money  as  money,  the  creditor  is  bound 
thereby. 

Where  subsequent  reimbursement  by  principal,  payment  by  surety,  did  not  consti- 
tute him  his  agent :  1  Ga.,  151.  Agent  has  no  right  to  direct  payment  of  principal's 

money  to  his  own  debt:  1  Ga.,  285.  Where  agents  are  liable  for  money  paid  by  mis- 
take :  3  Ga.,  90.  Payment  to  agent  is  payment  to  principal,  and  can  be  no  partial  ratifi- 

cation :  9  Ga.,  70.  Attorney  has  no  right  to  receive  notes  in  payment  for  debt  he  has 
to  collect:  24  Ga.,  252.  Contract  for  payment  in  property:  24  Ga.,  183.  Payment  in 
Confederate  money:  37  Ga..  205;  57/179;  56/56.  Payment  to  Clerk  of  Superior  Court 
on  a  .judgment  or  execution  is  not  good:  31  Ga.,  359.  Payment  by  post  must  be  by 
authority  of  creditor  to  be  binding:  31  Ga.,  378.  When  by  one  executor  to  co-execu- 

tor does  not  charge  him  with  subsequent  waste  :  31  Ga.,  564.  Receiving  depreciated 
currency  without  fraud  or  mistake,  binding:  38  Ga.,  75.  Ratification  by  principal  of 
taking  of  Confederate  currency  by  agent:  44 Ga.,  59.  Notes  and  accounts  need  not  be  set 
out  in  plea  of  payment:  46  Ga.,  276.  Confederate  money  paid  in  good  faith  to,  Sheriff 
protected:  39  Ga.,  72.  Credit  of  Confederate  money  entered  on  note  by  holder,  valid 
payment:  34  Ga.,  355.  What  necessary  as  evidence  when  not  offered  to  show  pay- 

ment ma  le  :  29  Ga.,  43.  Offer  to  pay  by  railroad  not  accepted  as  evidence  of  their  neg- 
ligence :  28  Ga.,  317.  Lapse  of  time  considered  in  determining  whether  payment  made  : 

33  Ga..  397.  Where  deputy  Sheriff  receives  notes  on  third  persons  for  execution,  it  is 
no  payment :  33  Ga.,  585.  Part  payment  to  stranger  of  purchase  money  of  land  does  not 
entitle  vendee  to  relief  in  equity  :  33  Ga.,  123,  Suplt.  Not  a  valid  payment  in  Confed- 

erate money  to  Sheriff:  40  Ga.,  169..  Possession  of  security  necessary  to  authorize 

agent  to  collect  it :  53  Ga.,  618  ;  60/90;  54/52.  When  payment  to  plaintiff's  attorney  by 
•  defendant  did  not  bind  plaintiff:  57  Ga.,  446.  Purchases  of  stock  from  administrator,  con- 

version :  57  Ga.,  418.  Payments  on  Sunday  :  57  Ga.,  179.  Promise  to  pay  in  currency  at 
a  future  day  :  56  Ga.,  380.  A  note  payable  to  two  jointly,  paid  by  payment  to  either  : 
58  Ga.,  150»  Payment  by  a  portion  of  joint  and  several  makers  of  note:  60  Ga,,  603. 
Receipt  of  property  by  agent  for  debt,  binding  principal :  61  Ga.,  168i  When  payment 
of  municipal  tax  cannot  be  recovered  back :  61  Ga.,  228. 

a10  Am.  R,  502;  16/576;  19/517;  23/157;  Benj.  on  Sales,  §741;  agent  "to  collect": 
7  C.  L.  J.,  271.  Possession  of  note  not  indorsed,  not  evidence  of  authority  to  collect:  4 
C.  L.  J.,  71.  Agent  to  sell  by  sample  not  authorized  to  receive  payment :  8  C.  L.  J.,  232 ; 
30  Am.  R.,  795.  Agent  cannot  receive  depreciated  currency  :  3  Woods,  404.  Can  re- 

ceive only  money:  7  C.  L.  J.,  184;  to  agent  of  attorney:  24  Am.  R.,  677.  bTudor's Lead.  Cas.,  371. 

§2865.  (2814.)  (2806.)  Payment  to  naked  trustee.  Payment  to  a  nomi- 
nal party,  or  a  naked  trustee,  without  authority  to  receive,  if  made 

collusively  and  with  intention  to  defeat  the  true  owner,  shall  have  no 
effect. 

§2866.  (2815.)  (2807.)  Payment  by  post.     Payment  by  post  is  at  the 
risk  of  the  sender,  unless  done  by  direction,  either  express  or  implied, 
of  the  creditor  or  his  agent. 

Where  done  by  directions  of  sender,  must  prove  mailing  :  25  Ga.,  234.  Must  show 
direction  or  usage  from  which  it  may  be  inferred  :  31  Ga.,  378. 

§2867.  (2816.)  (2808.)  Bank  bills,  checks  and  notes,  payment  in.  Bank 
bills,  if  received  in  payment,  are  warranted  by  the  payer  to  be  genu- 

ine, and  that  as  far  as  he  knows  the  bank  is  solvent.  Bank  checks*  and 
promissory  notes  are  not  payment  until  themselves  paid. 

Promissory  note  payment  when  so  understood  by  the  parties:  4  Ga.,  182.  By  Act 
of  1832,  paper  discounted  and  held  by  bank  payable  in  its  bills  :  24  Ga.,  249.  Presump- 

tion as  to  note  being  received  in  payment:  31  Ga.,  564.  Check  payment,  when  itself 
paid:  58  Ga.,  258. 

Redf.  and  Bigelow  L.  C,  Notes,  617  ;  2  Dan.  Neg.  Inst.,  262;  note  payment  of  pre- 
existing debt  if  so  intended:  1  Woods,  92;  20  Am.  D.,  462,  n  ;  11/53.  Taking  negotia- 

ble note  of  third  party  is  prima  facie  payment:  34  Am.  R.,  256;  7/397.  aWhen  certi- 
fied :  11  Am.  R.,  708 ;  24/300. 

§2868.  (2817.)  (2809.)  Stakeholder.  A  stakeholder  of  money  risked 
on  a  wager  is  bound  to  repay  to  the  party  depositing,  at  any  time  he 
may  demand  it,  before  it  is  actually  paid  over  to  the  winner;  but  if 

paid  over  to  the  winner  bona  fide,  and  without  notice  of  the  depositor's 
intention  to  retract,  this  payment  is  a  protection. 
Law  as  to  stakeholder  :  21  Ga.,  46;  33/9-11,  Suplt.  ;  23/257. 

Godsall  vs.  Boldero,  notes  to  2  Smith's  L.  C,  (s.  p.)  157;  12  Am.  D.,  339;  10  Am. 
R,  139;  11/58,  n;  16/37;  13/93. 

§2869.  (2818.)  (2810.)  Appropriation  of  payments.  When  a  payment- 
is  made  by  a  debtor  to  a  creditor  holding  several  demands  against  him, 
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the  debtor  has  the  right  to  direct  the  claim  to  which  it  shall  be  appro- 
priated. If  he  fails  to  do  so,  the  creditor  has  the  right  to  appropriate 

at  his  election.  If  neither  exercises  this  privilege,  the  law  will  direct 
the  application  in  such  manner  as  is  reasonable  and  equitable,  both  as 
to  parties  and  third  persons.  As  a  general  rule,  the  oldest  lien  and  the 
oldest  item  in  an  account  will  be  first  paid,  the  presumption  of  law  be- 

ing that  such  would  be  the  fair  intention  of  the  parties. 
Stated  :  1  Ga. ,  241 ;  15/322.  Payment  where  several  debts  to  be  paid,  that  one,  debtor  di- 

rects it  to  be  paid  to,  and  when  equity  will  interfere:  27  Ga.,  47.  As  to  application  of  notes; 

evidence:  29  Ga.,  207.  Where  the  law  appropriates  debtor's  property  to  older  lien  :  4 
Ga.,  356.  Acceptance  on  agreement  that  certain  property  be  applied  to  pay  it,  taxes 
precedent  to  subsequent  attachments  :  19  Ga.,  73.  When  debtor  directs  money  to  be 
paid  to  certain  debt:  30  Ga.,  857.  When  guarantor  can  require  that  funds  of  debtor 
be  paid  to  his  own  debts:  30  Ga.,  802.  Debtor  can  direct  application  of  payment  to 
certain  debts,  and  if  he  does  not  creditor  can:  32  Ga.,  1;  57/450  ;  54/176  :  34/558.  Di- 

rection by  debtor  of  proceeds  of  cotton  to  debts:  45  Ga.,  565.  Where  no  other  direc- 
tion the  law  will  direct  the  application  of  money:  51  Ga.,  507;  59/545,  550;  54/209; 

57/497.  But  debtor  cannot  direct  the  appropriation  of  payment  after  it  has  been  appro- 
priated by  the  creditor:  55  Ga.,  643. 

Application  of  pavments  ;  Mayor,  etc.,  vs.  Patten,  1  Am.  L.  C,  123  ;  Field  et  al.  vs.  Hol- 
land :  lb.,  126;  note  141;  Clayton's  Case:  1  Tudor's  L.  C,  1,  full  note,  18-29;  2  Pars. 

B.  and  N.,  222 ;  Benj.  Sales,  $747  ;  Broom's  Legal  Max.,  778  ;  14  Am.  D.,  694,  n  ;  18/515,  ' 
n  ;  13/505.  Payment  by  principal,  where  suretyship  exists  :  Brandt  S.  and  G.,  ##286-295. 
The  following  references  are  to  Munger  on  Application  of  Payments  :  Both  debts  due, 
debtor  may  apply  :  11 ;  this  intention  must  be  manifested  at  time  of  payment :  24 ; 
such  intention  may  be  inferred  from  circumstances  and  is  question  of  fact  for  jury :  25  ; 
the  direction  must  be  made  to  creditor,  or  the  circumstances  from  which  it  may  be 
inferred,  must  be  communicated  to  him,  or  known  to  him :  27  ;  must  pay  the  whole  of 
any  debt  then  due  :  29  ;  cannot  direct  its  application  to  principal  only  where  debt  draws 
interest :  30,  (opposing  authorities  also  cited) ;  this  right  applies  only  to  voluntary  pay- 

ments :  31.  II.  If  debtor  does  not,  creditor  may  apply,  but  not  to  illegal  demands :  46  ; 
(this  does  not  apply  to  debts  merely  not  enforceable:  1  Am.  P.,  109),  nor  to  those 
which  are  indefinite  and  contingent :  47  ;  he  may  make  application  at  any  time  as  be- 

tween debtor  and  himself,  but  when  rights  of  third  parties  intervene,  he  is  held  to 
make  it  within  a  reasonable  time  :  49,  54,  (opposing  cases  cited) ;  must  apply  wholly  to 
one  debt  or  another,  when  there  are  two,  both  larger  than  payment,  even  though  both 
are  barred,  cannot  split  payment  and  apply  part  on  each  :  55  ;  If  creditor  has  two  de- 

mands, one  held  bjr  him  individually  and  one  by  him  in  some  other  capacity,  he  must 
apply  ratably :  58 ;  must  apply  so  as  not  to  put  debtor  in  jeopardy  :  59 ;  application 
may  be  evidenced  by  circumstances  :  60 ;  applies  only  to  voluntary  payments  :  60  ;  after 
application  by  either,  he  cannot  retract  or  change  :  62  ;  Right  of  appropriation  gener- 

ally confined  to  parties  :  75;  exceptions:  75.  III.  Law  will  apply,  if  neither  does,  to 
oldest  item  of  account:  102;  exceptions:  120;  to  interest  before  principal:  126;  to 
those  having  less  security  than  others  :  134  ;  to  one  enforceable  by  law  before  one  not 
so  :  142  ;  to  a  certain  or  conceded  demand,  rather  than  to  an  indefinite  or  disputed  one, 
to  one  existing  rather  than  to  a  future  demand,  to  a  personal  liability  rather  than  to  a 
collateral :  142  ;  when  controlled  by  fund  from  which  payment  is  made  :  151 ;  partner- 

ship cases  :  161 ;  on  official  bonds  :  174. 

General  Note  on  Payment. — Where  note  given,  not  such  a  payment,  that  original 
debt  cannot  be  sued  on  :  6  Ga.,  166.  Bill,  acceptance  or  note,  not  payment  unless  ac- 

cepted as  such  :  9  Ga.,  224.  Contract  for  payment  of  execution  by  proceeds  of  labor  of 
debtor  :  3  Ga.,  112  ;  13/407.  Payment  of  less  sum  received  in  discharge  of  the  whole  :  3 
Ga.,  210 ;  39/568  ;  30/731;  38/216  ;  37/205  ;  24/289  ;  29/315;  40/349  ;  13/407  ;  34/64,  227-290  ; 
50/203;  56/494  ;  57/223  ;  54/15.  As  to  indorsement  of  payment  on  a  note  by  holder  to 
rebut  the  statute  of  limitations :  9  Ga.,  419.  Where  no  payment  until  party  directed  :  15 
Ga.,  486.  Evidence  of  note  being  received  in  payment*.  31  Ga.,  564;  30/937;  28/184.  Evi- 

dence of  payment  of  note  :  29  Ga.,  43  ;  12/19.  When  there  should  be  strong  evidence  to 
overcome  plea  of  payment :  30  Ga.,  690.  Credit  on  note,  evidence  of  cross  demands  being 
paid  :  30  Ga,,  829  ;  38/347  ;  36/126 ;  34/355.  Where  purchase  money  to  be  paid  first :  25  Ga., 
42.  Receipt  of  payment  by  mistake  does  not  bind  :  25  Ga.,  546.  Priority  of  payment :  23 
Ga.,  474.  Liability  of  Sheriff  for  Confederate  money  collected  and  lost:  34  Ga.,  403. 
Where  maker  cannot  be  made  to  pay  a  note  to  the  younger  garnishments  :  35  Ga.,  278. 
When  cannot  resist  payment  of  purchase  money,  because  of  want  of  title  of  vendor 
in  property  :  46  Ga.,  278.  Land  sold  to  pay  debts  by  administrator  by  order  of  Ordinary, 
mortgage  creditors  must  look  to  proceeds  :  59  Ga.,  516.  Where  delivery  of  crop  to  be 
paid  on  factor's  lien  did  not  vest  title  as  against  general  judgment :  60  Ga.,  478.  When 
assignee  of  mortgage  for  payment  of  purchase  money,  can  subject  homestead  :  61  Ga., 
346.  Payment  by  one  person  of  debt  of  another  without  his  request,  not  allowed  as  set 
off  to  suit  by  latter  on  due  bill :  61  Ga.,  265.  Mortgagee  liable  for  not  appropriating  a 
payment  according  to  directions  by  mortgagor  :  55  Ga.,  620. 

General  Note  on  Article  III. — Subject  treated  :  1  Add.  Contr.,  §328  etseg.;  2  Dan. 
Neg.  Inst,  231-258,  262-278;  Byles  on  Bills,  218-230,  380-386;  Abb.  Tr.  Ev.,  798-812;  2 
Pars.  B.  andN.,  208  et  seq. ;  Benjamin  on  Sales,  §706  et  seq. ;  2  Gr.  Ev.,  §516. 
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Article  4.— Of  performance  and  herein  of  tender. 

ARTICLE  IV. 

OF    PERFORMANCE    AND    HEREIN    OF    TENDER. 

Section. 
2870.  Performance. 
2871.  Impossibility  of  performance. 
2872.  Part  performance. 
2873.  Fault  of  other  party. 

Section. 
2874.  Tender. 
2875.  Of  specific  articles. 
2876.  Reasonable  demand. 
2877.  Effect  of  tender. 

§2870.  (2819.)  (2811.)  Performance  of  contracts.  Performance,  to  be 

effectual,  must  be  by  the  party  bound  to  perform,  or  his  agent,a  (where 
personal  skill  is  not  required,)  or  some  one  substituted,  by  consent,  in 
his  place.  It  must  be  a  substantial  compliance  with  the  spirit,  and 

not  the  letter  only,  of  the  contract,  and  done  within  a  reasonable  time.b 
Performance  of  agreement  of  compromise  :  29  Ga.,  370.  Substantial  compliance 

with  contract  and  entitled  to  payment :  34  Ga.,  560. 

1  Add.  Contr.,  §318  et  seg.  Performance  of,  and  how  averred  :  Lang.  Cas.  Contr.,  798; 
(summary,  §157;)  part  performance  of,  and  effect:  Lang.  Cas.  Contr.,  853.  Waiver  of 
performance  of,  and  effect:  Lang.  Cas.  Contr.,  917;  9  Wall.,  254;  1  0.,  646.  Defective 
performance  of  work,  not  waived  by  payment  of  contract  price:  33  Am.  P.,  36.  On 
failure  fully  to  perform  entire  contract  for  personal  services,  recovery  may  be  had  at 
contract  price,  pro  tanto,  less  damages  by  breach  :  35  Am.  P.,  471.  Unless  failure  was 
by  voluntary  abandonment,  recovery  may  be  had  quantum  meruit  in  such  case,  less 
damages  for  breach  :  33  Am.  P.,  705;  see  notes  to  §2726.  aSee  note  to  §2179;  1  Bk., 
476.     bSee  note  to  §§2757  (8) ;  19  Wall.,  560. 

§2871.  (2820.)  (2812.)  Impossibility  of  performance.  If  such  a  perform- 
ance is  impossible,  and  becomes  so  b}T  the  act  of  God,  such  impossibility 

is  itself  a  defense  equivalent  to  performance ;  but  if,  by  proper  pru- 
dence, such  impossibility  might  have  been  avoided  by  the  promiser,  it 

ceases  to  be  an  excuse  for  non-performance. 
By  act  of  God:  25  Ga.,  26. 

On  entire  contract  for  building,  full  performance  being  prevented  by  accidental  fire, 
there  can  be  no  recovery  where  there  was  no  acceptance  :  36  Am.  P.,  433,  436,  n. 

§2872.  (2821.)  (2813.)  Part  performance.     In  a  severable  contract,  or 
,o2725  2726  one  admitting  of  apportionment,  a  part  performance  may  be  a  defense 

pro  tanto. 

§2873.  (2822.)  (2814.)  Fault  of  other  party.  If  the  non-performance  is 
caused  by  the  act  or  fault  of  the  opposite  party,  that  excuses  the  other 
party  from  performance. 

§2874.  (2823.)  (2815.)  Tender.  A  tender  properly  made  may  be 
equivalent  to  performance ;  if  in  money,  the  coin  need  not  be  actually 
presented,  unless  demanded:  it  must  be  certain  and  unconditional,  ex- 

cept for  a  receipt  in  full  or  delivery  of  the  obligation,  and  may  be  made 
by  an  agent  or  friend,  and  to  an  agent  authorized  to  receive.  It  must 
be  in  full  of  the  specific  debt,  and  not  in  part,  and  may  be  made  at  any 
time  before  final  trial,  and  if  sustained,  no  subsequent  cost  shall  be 
paid  by  the  defendant;  if  rejected,  and  not  on  any  ground  of  informal- 

ity, such  informality  cannot  be  afterward  urged  in  objection  to  the 
tender. 

Actual  tender  of  money  dispensed  with,  where  seller  says  he  will  not  accept  it:  5 
Ga.,  172  ;  43/79;  12/154.  Should  be  made  by  the  debtor  or  his  representative  and  not 
by  stranger  :  11  Ga.,  570.  Same  allegations  of  tender  required  in  equity  as  in  suit  at 
law  :  34  Ga.,  555  ;  10/127.  When  cannot  be  made  by  one  not  a  party  to  bill  in  equity  : 
14  Ga.,  674.  At  what  time  made:  22  Ga.,  168.  Should  bring  thing  tendered  into  Court 
or  aver  readiness  to  do  so,  when  plea  of  tender  filed  :  24  Ga.,  211 ;  42/288.  Where  ten- 

der no  discharge  of  original  liability  :  25  Ga.,  643.  Where  the  tender  credited  on  a 
larger  sum  found  due  than  the  amount  plead  as  tender  :  30  Ga.,  940.  Where  factor 
not  liable  to  possessory  warrant  until  tender  to  him  of  advances  and  expenses  :  34  Ga., 
382.  Relieved  by  tender  of  Confederate  money :  35  Ga.,  8.  When  not  relieved  by 
such  tender:  37  Ga.,  16.  What  tender,  of  legal  tender  notes,  discharges  a  promise  to 

pay  "  in  American  gold  coin  "  :  37  Ga.,  600.  When  not  compelled  to  tender  back  Con- 
federate money  to  recover  amount  claimed  to  be  due  him  for  cotton  sold  for  :  38  Ga., 

216.     Tender  of  purchase  money  vesting  title  to  the  property  in  the  purchaser  :  39  Ga., 
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597,  604.  Action  by  vendee  under  bond  for  title  against  vendor  on  tender  of  all  pur- 
chase money:  39  Ga.,  91.  Equitable  plea  of  tender  to  ejectment:  55  Ga.,  383,  (550; 

54  Ga.,  45.  Where  plea  of  tender  was  insufficient:  40  Ga.,  656.  What  the  plea  of 
tender  should  contain:  54  Ga.,  498.  Tender  of  money  under  the  relief  law  to  open 
judgment:  40  Ga.,  501 ;  50/614.  Tender  in  Confederate  money:  47  Ga.,  596.  When 
not  necessary  to  prepare  a  deed  and  tender  it:  46  Ga.,  287.  Act  of  Congress  making 
the  United  States  treasury  notes  legal  tender,  is  constitutional :  37  Ga.,  503.  Tender 

on  day  debt  due  terminates  right  of  creditor  to  retain  possession  of  pledge  as  collat- 
eral :  15  Ga.,  53.  A  tender  to  prevent  running  of  interest,  must  be  continuous  and  use 

by  debtor  destroys  its  attribute  as  tender  :  62  Ga.,  596. 

Subject  treated:  1  Add.  Contr.,  $355  et  seq. ;  2  Pars.  B.  and  N.,  620  ;  2  Gr.  Ev.,  600  ; 
Benj.  on  Sales,  #713;  Abb.  Tr.  Ev.,  816;  12  Am.  D.,  298,  n,  571-575,  n.  700-701,  n  ;  1/24; 
27  Am.  D.,  177,  n  ;  13  Wall.,  604  ;  1  Bk.,  476.  Tender  of  money  due  on  note  secured  by 
mortgage  on  condition  of  cancellation  of  mortgage,  good :  23  Am.  It.,  668.  Tender, 
when  to  be  kept  good  to  discharge  mortgage  :  29  Am.  R.,  41,  n.  Tender  of  full  amount 
of  debt,  without  costs,  after  suit  tiled  but  before  served,  good  :  24  Am.  P.,  100. 

§2875.  (2824.)  (2816.)  Tender  of  specific  articles.  A  tender  of  specific 
articles  must  be  such  as  to  enable  the  party  to  whom  tendered  to  take 
immediate  possession,  and  at  the  time  and  place  agreed  on  in  the  con- 

tract. If  no  place  is  agreed  on,  they  must  be  carried  to  the  person  en- 
titled to  them,  if  residing  within  this  State,  unless,  from  the-  nature  of 

the  articles,  or  the  contract,  another  place  of  delivery  be  inferred.  If 
the  articles  be  cumbrous,  the  deliverer  may  demand  of  the  receiver  to 

appoint  a  convenient  place  of  delivery,  and  on 'failure  to  do  so  the 
tender  shall  be  considered  complete. 

Tender  of  corn  :  50  Ga.,  39,  43.  Where  a  tender  of  notes  and  demands  held  on  es- 
tate need  not  be  tendered  to  administrator  on  day  contract  matured  to  prevent  forfeit- 

ure :  53  Ga.,  71.  A  good  tender  of  amount  due  on  note  before  due  :  54  Ga.,  494.  Ten- 

der on  day  due  terminates  creditor's  right  to  retain  a  pledge  as  collateral :  55  Ga.,  53. 

§2876.  (2825.)  (2817.)  Reasonable  demand  and  tender  at  place.  If  the 
promise  be  to  deliver  on  demand,  the  demand  must  be  reasonable  as  to 
time,  place  and  manner  ;  if  the  promise  be  to  deliver  at  a  certain  time 
and  place,  a  tender  at  the  time  and  place  is  good,  though  the  receiver 
is  not  present. 

§2877.  (2826.)  (2818.)  Effect  of  tender.  A  valid  tender  of  chattels 
transfers  the  title  thereto  to  the  person  bound  to  receive,  and  the  pos- 

session of  the  promiser,  if  he  retains  possession  from  that  time,  is  for 
benefit  of  the  owner,  but  without  liability  to  account  for  profits,  or  for 
more  than  ordinary  prudence  in  their  preservation  and  protection. 

Section  referred  to  and  construed  :  50  Ga.,  616.  Tender  of  bonds:  54Ga.,365.  Ten- 
der of  corn  :  50  Ga.,  43.  Tender  of  debt  on  day  due  terminates  creditor's  right  to  re- 
tain pledge  as  collateral :  55  Ga.,  53. 

ARTICLE   V. 

ACCORD   AND    SATISFACTION. 

Section. 
2878.  What  Is  accord  and  satisfaction. 
2879.  When  an  extinguishment. 
2880.  Must  be  of  benefit  to  creditor. 

Section. 
2881.  Less  than  debt  is  not. 
2882.  Compromise. 

§2878.  (2827.)  (2819.)  What  is  accord  and  satisfaction.  Accord  and  satis- 
faction is  where  the  parties,  by  a  subsequent  agreement,  have  satisfied 

the  former  one,  and  the  latter  agreement  has  been  executed.  The  exe- 
cution of  a  new  agreement  may  itself  amount  to  a  satisfaction,  where  it 

is  so  expressly  agreed  by  the  parties,  and  without  such  agreement,  if 

the  new  promise  is  founded  on  a  new  consideration,1*  taking  of  it  is  a satisfaction  of  the  former  contract. 
When  binding:  13  Ga,,  406.  A  novation  of  original  contract  by  new  debt:  45  Ga.t 

492,501.  A  new  note  for  less  sum  than  the  older  one  and  in  renewal  of  it  presumed 
settlement  of  all  differences:  57  Ga.,  223. 

1  Add..  Contr.,  $377  ;  2  Pars.  Contr.,  681-3.  Party  relying  on  must  show  performance: 
5  O.,  474.  aIntroducing  new  party:  3  Woods,  182.  Forbearance  as  consideration; 
Lang.  Cas.  Contr.,  240.     Taking  notes  in  payment;  See  note  to  £2807, 
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§2879.  (2828.)  (2820.)  When  an  extinguishment.  An  accord  and  satis- 
faction may  not  amount  to  an  extinguishment  of  the  original  debt,  but 

may  extend  only  to  suspend  the  execution  or  collection  thereof  for  a 
limited  time;  in  the  meantime  an  action  cannot  be  sustained. 

As  to  when  one  contract  merges  or  extinguishes  the  other  :  9  Ga.,  224,  240.  Section 
cited:  53  Ga.,  46.  When  note  of  third  party  does  Hot  extinguish  the  original  debt: 
52  Ga.,  502.  A  plea  of  extinguishment  of  note  by  pavment  not  averring  sufficient: 
61  Ga.,  187. 

§2880.  (2829.)  (2821.)  Must  be  of  benefit  to  creditor.  The  accord  and 
satisfaction  must  be  of  some  advantage,  legal  or  equitable,  to  the  credi- 

tor, or  it  will  not  have  the  effect  of  barring  him  from  his  legal  rights. 
The  acknowledgment  of  a  disputed  title,  or  the  securing  of  a  doubtful 
claim,  would  be  such  an  advantage. 

Must  be  of  some  advantage  to  the  creditor  :  13  Ga.,  407.  Section  referred  to  and  con- 
strued :  56  Ga.,  497. 

§2881.  (2830.)  (2822.)  Less  than  debt  is  not  satisfaction.  An  agreement 
by  a  creditor  to  receive  less  than  the  amount  of  his  debt,  cannot  be 
pleaded  as  an  accord  and  satisfaction,  unless  it  be  actually  executed  by 
the  payment  of  the  money,  or  the  giving  of  additioral  security,  or  the 
substitution  of  another  debtor,  or  some  other  new  consideration. 

Where  release  by  plaintiff  in  execution  of  part  to  insolvent  defendant  if  he  will 
devote  proceeds  of  labor  to  balance:  13  Ga.,  407;  3/112.  Parol  satisfaction  of  judg- 

ment, where  a  payment  of  less  than  amount  due  received  and  accepted  in  discharge: 
3Ga.,  210,  Part  payment  of  judgment  received  in  satisfaction  of  all:  24  Ga.,  289; 
30/731.  745;  17/46.  Accord  and  satisfaction  of  right  of  action  for  usury  paid :  54  Ga., 
15.  An  agreement  to  settle  an  existing  debt  by  promise  of  part  payment  of  by  debtor 
must  be  for  a  consideration  :  55  Ga.,  10.  Section  cited:  51  Ga.,  636.  Money  must  be  paid 
to  plead  a  less  amount  in  accord  and  satisfaction  of  a  debt :  56  Ga.,  497.  A  new  note  for 
less  than  the  old  one  presumed  to  be  an  adjustment  of  all  differences :  57  Ga.,  223.  Con- 

tract to  pay  a  given  part  of  a  debt  not  complied  with  by  paying  less :  61  Ga.,  472; 
63/466,  469. 

1  Woods,  300.  Taking  note  of  third  person  :  2  Am.  D.,  247.  Readiness  to  execute 
is  not  enough  :  22  Am.  D.,  537.  New  note:  5  Am.  R.,  292.  Such  agreement  even  un- 

der seal  not  binding  until  executed  :  18  Am.  R.,  279.  Judgment,  accord  and  satisfac- 
tion of:  10  Am.  R.,  676.  Payment  of  costs  and  expenses  of  pending  suit,  "a  new  con- 

sideration:" 33  Am.  R.,  24.  Where  ''additional  security"  is  given  as  collateral :  1  Add., 
Contr.,  379. 

§2882.  (2831.)  (2823.)  •  Compromise.  A  compromise  or  mutual  accord 
and  satisfaction  is  binding  on  both  parties. 

Courts  favor  family  compromises  of  doubtful  rights  when  fairly  made  :  12  Ga.,  121 : 
24/462  :  36/191.  Books  in  evidence  to  prove  correctness  of  settlement  attacked :  20  Ga., 
627.  Full  compromise  is  end  of  subject  matter  of  controversy  and  party's  remedy  is 
then  on  contract  of  compromise:  21  Ga.,  427.  Settlement  of  fraud  when  fully  ap- 

prized of  facts,  binding:  29  Ga.,  40;  32/173.  Compromise  binding:  29  Ga.,  370. 
Bound  by  a  compromise  whether  the  point  of  law  for  or  against  them:  30  Ga.,  630; 
54/345,350.  Equity  relieving  against  agreement  of  compromise  under  mistake  :  32 
Ga.,  181.     Section  cited:  54  Ga.,  23,  24. 

2  Pars.  Contr.,  687.  Compromise,  what  a  sufficient  consideration:  Lang.  Cas.  Contr., 
307.  Compromise  between  corporation  and  stockholder  by  which  latter  is  released, 
valid  when :  Thompson  L.  S.,  #201.  Family  settlements :  Stapilton  vs.  Stapilton,  2 
White  &  Tudor  L.  C,  Pastil.,  (s.  p.)  593. 

General  Note. — Evidence  of  settlement:  14  Ga.,  402.  Release  must  be  on  some 
consideration:  15  Ga.,  570.  Plea  of  not  technical;  35  Ga.,  217-218.  A  novation  of  a 
■debt:  41  Ga.,  82,  580;  40/423,467.  No  interference  by  equity  generally  with  settle- 

ment of  fraudulent  transaction  with  full  knowledge  :  41  Ga.,  273.  Where  deeds  were 
an  accord  and  satisfaction  if  made  without  fraud  and  binding  as  executed  settlement : 
41  Ga.  259.  Where  compromise  by  guardian  with  his  minor  ward  was  not  binding: 
48  Ga.,  555.     Where  it  was  accord  only  and  not  satisfaction  :  52  Ga.,  t2. 

General  Note  on  Article  V. — Subject  treated:  1  Add.  Contr.,  $377  et  seq. ;  2  Gr. 
Ev.,  $2S;  Cumber  vs.  Wayne,  1  8m.  L.  C,  (s.  p.)  146,  (t.  p.)  439;  Abb.  Tr.  Ev.,  814-15; 
2  Dan.  Neg.  Inst.,  283-6. 
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ARTICLE  VI. 

ARBITRAMENT    AND   AWARD. 

Section. 
2883.  Award  hinds. 
2884.  Trustees  may  submit. 
2885.  Of  the  submission. 
2886.  Arbitrators  limited  by  submission. 
2887.  General  submission. 
2*88.  Award. 

Section. 
2889.  Maybe  valid  in  part  only. 
2^90.  Awarded  by  umpire. 
2891.  Reference  pendente  lite. 
2892.  Setting  aside  an  award. 
2893.  Fraud. 

(2832.)  (2824.)  Award  binds.  Parties  disagreeing  as  to  their 
rights  or  liabilities  may  submit  the  matter  to  third  persons  to  decide, 
and  the  award  made  by  such  arbitrators  is  binding  on  the  persons  sub- 
mitting. 

Where  attorneys  and  solicitors  had  power  to  make  the  reference  under  order  of  the 
Court:  31  Ga.,  3.     When  binding:  61  Ga„  163. 

Who  may  submit :  30  Am.  D.,  626-633,  full  note.     Submission  by  agent:  9  Wall.,  76. 

§2884.  (2833.)  (2825.)   Trustees  may  submit.     Guardians,  trustees,  ex-  §§2537, 4225. 
ecutors  or  administrators,  may,  in  good  faith,  and  with  proper  pru- 

dence, submit  to  arbitration  the  matters  in  controversy  in  connection 
with  the  estate  they  represent. 

§2885.  (2834.)  (2826)   Of  the  submission.     A  submission  may  be  in  §§4295, 4226. 
parol,  and  the  award  also  be  verbal,  when  the  matters  in  dispute  do 
not  exceed  in  value  the  sum  of  five  hundred  dollars;  but  all  submis- 

sions by  persons  acting  as  trustees,  as  above,  must  be  in  writing,  and 
the  award  rendered  in  writing. 

Subscribing  witness  to  awards  best  evidence  of  their  execution  :  7  Ga.,  278.  Where 
under  the  submission  to  two  of  the  referees  was  sufficient:  21  Ga.,  1.  When  either 

party  can  revoke  orally  a  parol  submission  to  arbitration:  15  Ga.,  473.  As  to  submis- 
sion to  arbitration  not  under  Act  of  1856:  31  Ga.,  3.  Where  the  submission  to  arbitra- 
tion did  not  bind  an  infant  without  guardian  or  trustee  :  41  Ga.,  555.  Minors  must  be 

parties  to  suits  pending  an  order  of  submission  by  the  Court  to  bind  them:  41  Ga.,  23. 
Where  verbal  submission  to  two  arbitrators  not  sworn  could  do  no  more  than  show  the 
damage  done  :  57  Ga.,  336. 

§2886.  (2835.)  (2827.)  -Arbitrators  limited  by  submission.  Arbitrators 
should  not  exceed  their  authority,  and  the  award  should  cover  all  mat- 

ters submitted,  and  should  be  rendered  in  accordance  with  the  terms  of 
the  submission.  If  the  award  covers  too  much,  and  the  excessive  part 
can  be  separated  from  the  other,  that  which  is  good  shall  remain  valid. 

Award  should  cover  the  matters  submitted  :  8  Ga.,  8.  Defendant  may  showr  that 
award  was  made  on  matter  not  contested  or  brought  to  the  consideration  of  the  arbi- 

trators without  evidence  :  54  Ga.,  500.  Award  becoming  the  judgment  of  the  Court 
may  be  set  aside  if  decides  matter  not  referred  to  arbitration  :  55  Ga.,  167. 

§2887.  (2836.)  (2828.)  General  submission.  Under  a  general  submis- 
sion, the  arbitrators  are  bound  to  decide  only  those  matters  brought  to 

their  consideration  bv  the  parties. 

§2888.  (2837.)(2829.)  Award,  The  award  must  be  certaina  and  final ,b 
although  it  may  be  in  the  alternative.  It  must  be  possible  and  rea- 

sonable, and  must  be  made  by  the  arbitrators  themselves,  or  the  umpire 
provided  for  in  the  submission,  and  not  by  other  persons. 

When  the  award  was  uncertain  and  not  final  :  29  Ga.,  495. 

allAm.   R.,  224.    bWhatis:  14  Am.  D.,  215,  n.     Cannot  be  reconsidered:  lb. 

i  §2889.  (2838.)  (2830.)  May  be  valid  in  part  only.  If  an  award  be  de- 
fective in  part,  that  which  is  valid,  if  capable  of  separation,  shall 

stand. 

Where  an  award  is  good  in  part  and  invalid  as  to  part :  28  Ga.,  140  ;  55/167. 
6  Am.  R.,  486,  498,  n. 

§2890.  (2839.)  (2831.)  Award  by  umpire.  If  an  umpire  be  provided 
for  in  the  submission, an  award  by  him  alone,  or  jointly  with  the  arbi- 

trators, will  be  good. 
46 
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Where  an  umpirage  will  not  be  set  aside :  8  Ga.,  8.  Parties  entitled  to  notice  of 
sittings  of  the  umpire  :  28  Ga.,  140.  Where  one  of  arbitrators  supposed  himself  um- 

pire, and  acted  as  such:  47  Ga.,  22.  Award  by  arbitrators  and  umpire  binding  gener- 
ally :  61  Ga.,  163. 

§2891.  (2840.)  (2832.)  Reference  pendente  lite.     Pending  litigation  may 
2§42i2, 4249.  be  referred  to  arbitration,  under  an  order  of  Court,  by  consent  of  par- 

ties, and  the  award,  when  rendered,  may  by  made  the  judgment  of  the 
Court. 

Pending  litigation  submitted  to  arbitration  under  Act  of  1799 :  29  Ga.,  418..  Also 
under  Act  of  1856:  29  Ga.,  362.  May  be  referred  to  arbitration  by  complainant's  solic- 

itor without  his  consent :  31  Ga.,  2.  Where  the  award  was  res  adjudicata  :  34  Ga.,  394-5. 
When  award  made  the  judgment  of  the  Court  at  an  adjourned  term,  what  notice  to 
defendant  sufficient :  37  Ga.,  35.  Attempt  to  prevent  award  from  being  made  the 
final  judgment  of  the  Court:  41Ga.,370.  Presumed  that  arbitration  by  consent,  of 
pending  litigation  by  order  of  Court,  is  valid  :  50  Ga.,  641.  Parties  litigant,  submitting 
matters  in  dispute  to  seven  arbitrators  by  order  of  Court,  may  be  revoked  before  award 
made:  51  Ga.,  558.  May  be  set  aside  if  it  decides  matters  not  referred  to  arbitration: 
55  Ga.,  167. 

§2892.  (2841.)  (2833.)  Setting  aside  an  award.     To  sustain  an  award, 
•  42  3  no  unfair  advantage  should  be  given  to  either  party  in  the  hearing  of 

the  case  or  the  rendering  of  the  award.     A  palpable  mistake  of  law,  or 
a  reference  of  any  matter  to  chance  or  lot,  would  vitiate  an  award. 

Award  not  set  aside  because  ignorance  of  one's  legal  rights  in  ratifying:  7  Ga.,  278. 
And  for  mistake  of  law  :  8  Ga.,  8;  28/399.  But  not  for  death  of  one  of  arbitrators  after 
award,  but  before  its  return  to  Court:  2lGa.,l.  Awardat  common  law  attacked  for  fraud 
or  mistake  ;  27  Ga.,  314.  Under  Act  1856,  only  impeached  for  fraud  or  corruption  in  ar- 

bitrators :  29  Ga.,  362.  Award  rejected  because  it  was  apparent  that  the  question  had 
not  been  decided  by  the  arbitrators:  29  Ga.,  495.  May  be  set  aside  for  a  mistake  al- 

though it  does  not  appear  on  the  face  of  it:  25  Ga.,  264.  To  set  aside  for  fraud  of  one 
of  arbitrators  it  must  clearly  so  appear:  47  Ga.,  10.  Where  decided  on  a  question 
of  law  erroneously  so  held,  yet  binding  :  54  Ga.,  252.  May  be  set  aside  if  matters  not 
referred  to  arbitration  be  decided  :  55  Ga.,  167.  Where  submission  to  three  arbitrators, 
not  such  an  one  as  can  be  made  judgment  of  the  Court:  57  Ga.,  176.  Where  binding, 
unless  attacked  for  fraud,  in  the  party  or  arbitrator,  mistake  of  law  or  reference  to 
chance  or  lot  by  arbitrators  :  61  Ga.,  163.  Exceptions  to  award,  sworn  to  by  agents  of 
insurance  company  and  not  by  their  attorney  :  61  Ga.,  515  ;  64/592. 

Setting  aside  award:  31  Am.  D.,  673,  n;  14/754;  2/661;  25  Am.  R.,  46,  n. 

§2893.  (2842.)  (2834.)  Fraud,     Fraud  in  the  arbitrators,  or  in  either 
§§3i7«.  4243.  party  in  obtaining  an  award,  would  set  it  aside. 

May  be  attacked  at  common  law  for  fraud,  corruption  and  mistake  in  arbitrators  : 
27  Ga.,  314.  Under  Act  of  1856,  only  for  fraud  and  corruption  in  arbitrators :  29  Ga.,  362. 
Fraud m. arbitrator  must  be  clearly  shown  to  avail:  47  Ga.,  10.  Section  cited  :  61  Ga., 
163-164. 

Kerr  on  Fraud  and  Mistake,  288.     See  notes  to  sections  in  margin. 

General  Note. — Adjourned  term,  award  made  judgment  of  Court  at,  after  notice 
and  the  fi.  fa.  from,  could  not  be  arrested  by  illegality  :  37  Ga.,  35.  Bill,  defendant  may 
rely  on  award  as  defense  with  pleading  it  to,  to  set  aside  :  7  Ga.,  278.  Courts  of  law 
and  equity  not  ousted  of  jurisdiction  by  agreement  to  refer  matters  to  arbitration  :  15 
Ga.,  473.  Common  law,  arbitration  at,  revocable  at  any  time  before  made  :  27  Ga., 
368.  Damages,  a  correct  award  as  to  :  35  Ga.,  226.  Evidence,  award  best,  of  its 
meaning  and,  of  one  of  arbitrators  as  to  intention  and  construction  not  admissible : 
64  Ga.,  567 ;  54/548.  Exceptions  to  award  not  containing  all  the  evidence  demurrable  : 
48  Ga.,  421.  What,  to  award  should  show  and  should  be  sustained  or  overruled  or  issue 
made  up  if  facts  involved  :  63  Ga.,  752.  Favored,  awards  are,  by  the  Courts:  34  Ga., 
560.  Arbitrations  are,  and  not  readily  set  aside  for  uncertainty  :  41  Ga.,  10.  Fraud, 
where  arbitrator's  decision  could  only  be  attacked  for,  or  some  other  illegality  :  51  Ga., 
348;  49/266.  Heirs  of  full  age  where  submission  and  award  of  distribution  of  estate 
by:  3  Ga.,  423.  Judgment,  when,  of  arbitrators  on  law  and  facts  will  not  be  dis- 

turbed: 24  Ga.,  613.  When  award  may  be  made,  of  the  Court :  47  Ga.,  476;  57/176. 
Lien  of  arbitrators  for  their  compensation  ruperior  to  mortgage  executed  afterwards: 
47  Ga.,  270.  Minors  cannot  submit  to  arbitration  and  what  good  statutory  award: 
41  Ga.,  23.  Objections  to  award  :  8Ga.,  8.  When,  to  award  being  made  judgment 
of  the  Court  not  sustained  :  44  Ga.,  585.  To  award  should  be  under  oath  :  59  Ga.,  459. 
Party,  where  either  might  object  to  the  award  for  fraud,  accident  or  mistake  :  28 
Ga.,  399.  Pending1,  where  arbitrators  could  pass  on  law  and  facts,  binding  although 
their  decision  against  law,  but  aliter  where  pending  case  referred  by  Court  itself :  21 
Ga.,  1.  Statutory  award,  what  not,  where  submission  to  three  or  seven  arbitra- 

tors: 51  Ga.,  558;  57/176. 
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Article  7.— Of  pendency  of  another  action  and  former  recovery. 

General  Note  on  Article  VI. — Subject  treated  in  Morse  on  Arbitration  ;  see  notes 
to  subsequent  Chapter  in  Code,  #4248  et  seq.  Disqualification  of  arbitrator,  intimacy 
with  party  counselling  with  :  25  Am.  R.,  40  .  previously  of  counsel  for  party  ;  25  Am. 
R.,  60.  Provision  in  lease  for  appraisers  fixing  rent  on  renewal,  not  arbitration:  35 
Am.  R.,  173.  Prosecution  of  action  pending  arbitration  does  not  revoke  submission, 
nor  can  submission  be  pleaded  in  abatement:  29  Am.  R.,  237.  Partnership  account- 

ing, effect  of  award:  25  Am.  R.,  52. 

ARTICLE  VII. 

OF    PENDENCY   OF    ANOTHER   ACTION    AND    FORMER    RECOVERY. 

Section. 
2894.  Plaintiff  required  to  elect. 
2895.  Attachment  excepted. 
2896.  Suits  by  informers. 

Section. 
2897.  Former  judgment. 
2898.  Parol  evidence  admissible. 

■  §2894.  (2843.)  (2835.)  Plaintiff  required  to  elect  between  suits.  No  suitor 
is  entitled  to  prosecute  two  actions  in  the  Courts  of  this  State  at  the 
same  time,  for  the  same  cause  and  against  the  same  party,  and  in  such 
a  case  the  defendant  may  require  the  plaintiff  to  elect  which  he  will 
prosecute,  if  commenced  simultaneously;  and  the  pendency  of  the 
former  is  a  good  defense  to  the  latter,  if  commenced  at  different  times. 

Such  plea  proper  where  two  suits  are  pending  for  same  cause  of  action  :  33  Ga., 
117.  When  plea  of  pendency  of  prior  suit  in  another  Court  will  not  abate  the  action  : 
15  Ga.,  270.  Pendency  of  former  suit  plead  in  abatement,  and  going  to  trial  on 
merits  waives  the  plea:  39  Ga.,  559.  Pendency  of  another  action  should  be  plead  in 
abatement  at  first  term  :  45  Ga.,  158.  Section  referred  to  and  construed  :  53  Ga.,  451. 
Former  recovery  must  be  plead  especially  :  55  Ga.,  229. 

Plea  of  pending  suit :  Abb.  Tr.  Ev.,  786;  see  §3476. 

§2895.  (2844.)  (2836.)  Attachment  excepted.     This  rule  does  not  apply  §3280. 
to  a  prior  attachment  against  property  where  the  defendant  is  subse- 

quently served  personally,  nor  to  an  attachment  sued  out  pendente  lite ; 
but  the  judgment  in  the  case  against  the  person  must  set  out  the  fact 
of  its  identity  with  the  proceedings  against  the  property. 

Suit  here  and  attachment  in  another  State  may  proceed  at  same  time  for  same 
debt:  58  Ga.,  136. 

§2896.  (2845.)  (2837.)  Suits  by  informers,  precedence  in.     In  suits  byg2925. 
informers,  the  first  filed  in  office  has  precedence  for  the  same  cause  of 
action,  and  the  latter  must  abate. 

§2897.  (2846.)  (2838.)  Former  judgment.    An  adjudication  of  the  same  §13577,3826. 
subject  matter  in  issue  in  a  former  suit  between  the  same  parties,  by  a 
Court  of  competent  jurisdiction,  should  be  an  end  of  litigation. 

Broom's  Legal  Max.,  321;  Abb.  Tr.  Ev.,  §2826-834;  see  notes  to  sections  in  margin. 
In  pleading  judgment  of  an  inferior  court,  the  facts  conferring  jurisdiction  over  the 
subject  matter  and  the  person  must  be  set  out :  27  Am.  D.,  145,  n.  Persons  not  repre- 

sented before  Court  when  bound  by  judgment:  27  Am.  D.,  223-5,  n. 

Attaching  creditor,  judgment  in  favor  of,  a  bar  to  suit  by  assignee  of  nego- 
tiable note :  5  Ga.,  425.  Actions,  whether  same  evidence  will  support  both,  deter- 

mining as  to  one  recovery  barring  another  action  :  31  Ga.,  668.  Claim,  same  mat- 
ters set  up  in  a  cross-biil  adjudicated  in  case  before:  60  Ga.,  159.  When  adju- 

dication in,  case  no  bar:  61  Ga.,  662-8.  Record  of  former  case  to  show  points  in- 
volved res  adjudicata  without  plea:  61  Ga.,  62.  Judgment  against,  of  homestead  res 

adjudicata:  63  Ga.,  628.  Where  judgment  on,  case  binding  on  vendor  and  vendee, 
and  equity  would  not  interpose  by  injunction  :  62  Ga.,  610.  Contract,  recovery  on 
an  entire,  preventing  another  suit  for  an  alleged  residue:  54  Ga.,  327.  Demurrer, 
where  judgment  on,  to  one  bill,  a  bar  to  second  bill :  8  Ga.,  524.  Judgment  upon,  to 
declaration  and  bar  to  second  suit  for  same  cause  of  action  :  56  Ga.,  185.  Defense 
only  could  be  set  up  in  equity,  not  lost  by  not  being  set  up  at  law  :  24  Ga.,  91 ;  23/321. 
Decree,  as  to  when  second  bill,  same  as  first,  so  decree  on  first  is  a  bar  to  the  second  :  27 
Ga.,  40.  Endorser,  when  judgment  against  indorsee  only  prima  facie  evidence  in  suit 
against:  1  Ga.,  410.  Estoppel,  when  a  judgment  is  an,  as  to  parties  and  privies:  11 
Ga.,  265.  Judgment  an,  only  as  to  matters  that  had  to  be  determined  before  Court 
could  give  judgment :  19  Ga.,  413.  Identical  title  in  ejectment  decided  in  claim  case  is 
an:  21  Ga.,  143.     Equity,  judgment  at  law  concluding  parties  also  as  to  Courts  of,  ex- 
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cept  as  to  matters  exclusively  equitable  :  16  Ga.,  399,  416.  Erroneous  judgment  not  va- 
cated maybe  a  bar  toother  proceedings  in  same  matter:  24  Ga.,  335;  20/582;  13/10. 

Evidence,  right  to  second  action  depended  on  whether  in  first  case  jury  passed  on  what 

is  claimed  to  be  effect  of  :  '47  Ga.,  593,  595.  Ejectment,  how  far  prior  judgment  in,  is  a 
bar  to  bill  in  equity  touching  same  land  and  title:  62  Ga.,  675.  Former  judgment  a 
bar:  3  Ga.,  214.  Not  so  if.  judgment  set  aside:  4  Ga.,  133.  Factor,  where,  was  con- 

cluded as  to  expenses  and  freight  as  consignor  by  judgment  in  another  State:  45  Ga., 
327.  Guardian,  unproductive  suit  on  bond  of,  will  not  estop  ward  from  recovering  from 

one  appropriating,  knowing  it  to>be  ward's  property:  55  Ga.,  21.  Homestead,  as  to whether  concluded  by  judgment  of  Ordinary  where  contests  the  right  to :  47  Ga..  452, 455. 
Habeas  corpus,  where  former  decision  under,  not  a  bar  to  subsequent  contest  for 
guardianship  of  child  :  62  Ga.,  598.  Former  recovery  as  applicable  to  successive  writs 
of:  63  Ga.,  335.  Issue,  when  one  judgment  no  bar  to  another  action  on  different: 
6Ga.,495.  Illegality,  a  judgment  on,  held  conclusive:  40Ga,,67.  Second  affidavit  based 
on  grounds  adjudicated  adversely  to  affiant,  dismissed  :  54 Ga.,  499.  Invalidity  where, 
of  the  judgment  only  matter  res  adjudicata:  59  Ga.,  157.  Injunction,  matters  pre- 

sented and  overruled  on  motion  to  dissolve,  again  urged  on  demurrer  to  the  bill :  63 
Ga.,  570.  Jurisdiction,  distinction  between  judgment  of  Court  of  concurrent  and 
the  judgment  of  a  Court  of  exclusive,  on  the  same  point  arising  afterward  :  49  Ga.,  412. 
Legatees  where  judgment  against  executor  setting  aside  a  will  conclusive,  against: 
13  Ga.,  172.  Lien,  mechanic's,  when  judgment  on,  does  not  conclude  those  claiming 
adversely  to  the  title  of  him  creating  the  lien  :  45  Ga.,  74;  54/327.  Mortgage,  where 
judgment  of  foreclosure  did  not  bar  an  attack  on,  by  a  purchaser  of  property  :  22  Ga., 
348.  Money,  where  suit  for,  bars  suit  for  fraud:  47  Ga.,  593.  Purchaser,  at  execu- 

tor's sale  protected  against  suitby  devisees  in  remainder  a  verdict  having  been  rendered 
finding  such  sale  legal  and  regular  :  61  Ga.,  381.  Privy,  when,  in  estate,  not  affected  by 

judgment  adverse  to  predecessor's  title:  55  Ga.,  399.  Party  same,  litigated  with,  plaintiff 
in  fi.  fa.  should  set  forth  at  an  early  period  otherwise  estopped,  aliter  if  claimant  different 
party  from  defendant  in  fi.  fa :  58  Ga.,  281.  Plea,  defense  of  former  recovery  set  up  by,  and 
not  by  motion :  ,51  Ga.,  63.  Question,  judgment  does  not  determine,  that  could  not  have 
been  adjudicated  :  27  Ga.,  372.  Res  adjudicata,  as  affecting  a  case  brought  to  Su- 

preme Court  of  this  State:  21  Ga.,  585;  60/244,  Record  of  former  recovery  not  ad- 
missible under  plea  of  nqt  guilty:  55  Ga.,  228-9.  Sheriff,  when  judgment  against,  for 

deputy's  misconduct  conclusive  in  action  by  principal  for  reimbursement :  10  Ga.,  158. Suit,  when  one  judgment  not  a  bar  to  another  suit:  27  Ga.,  58.  Sureties  in  action 

on  Sheriff's  bond  can  take  advantage  of  prior  judgment  in  favor  of  Sheriff:  30  Ga., 
927.  Tenant,  judgment  in  favor  of  one  on  warrant  against  as,  at  sufferance  conclu- 

sive in  another  action  for  the  land  ;  53  Ga.,  1.  Tribunals,  not  entitled  to  judgment  of 
two,  on  same  subject  matter  :  32  Ga.,  190.  Will,  judgment  of  probate  of,  in  common 
form  does  not  estop  executor  from  having  it  set  aside:  23  Ga.,  521. 

§2898.  (2847.)  (2839.)  Parol  evidence  admissible.  Parol  evidence  is  ad- 
missible to  show  that  a  matter  apparently  covered  by  the  judgment 

was  really  not  passed  upon  by  the  Court. 
Stated:  6  Ga.,  495. 

ARTICLE  VIII. 

OF    SET-OFF    AND    RECOUPMENT. 

Section. 
2899.  Set-off. 
2900.  What  may  be. 
2901.  Mutual  debt. 
2902.  Judgments. 
2903.  Set-off  against  cestui  que  trust. 
2y04.  Set-off  against  negotiable  note. 
2905.  Against  testator  or  intestate. 

Section. 
2906.  Valuable  improvements. 
2907.  Effect  of  dismissal. 
2908.  Debts  not  due. 
2909.  Recoupment. 
2910.  Difference  from  set  off. 
2911.  For  what  it  lies. 
2912.  When  it  lies. 

§2899^  (2848.)  (2840.)  Set-off.  Set-off  is  a  defense  which  goes  not  to 
the  justice  of  plaintiffs  demand,  but  sets  up  a  demand  against  the 
plaintiff  to  counterbalance  his  in  whole  or  in  part. 

Where  excess  of  usury  might,  be  plead  as  a  set-off:  1  Ga.,  241 ;  59/584  ;  Must  be  of  a 
demand  against  the  plaintiff  and  not  arise  outof  collateral  matters  :  2  Ga.,  134.  Must 
be  a  money  demand,  and  damages  for  breach  of  warranty  could  not  be  set  off:  6  Ga., 
509.  When  unliquidated  damages  may  be  set  off:  55  Ga.,  356.  Unliquidated  claims  or 
demands,  cannot  be  plead  as  a  set-off  generally :  12  Ga.,  78;  30/380;  59/610;  21/108. 
When  too  late  to  object  to  set-off  for  unliquidated  damages:  24  Ga,,  341.  When  de- 

mand barred  by  statute  of  limitations  and  renewed  by  anew  promise  cannot  be  set  off: 
31  Ga.,  26.  Notes  properly  plead  as  set-off  and  should  have  been  allowed  :  54  Ga,, 
593-4. 
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§2900.  (2849.)    (2841.)    What  may  be  set-off.     Between   the   parties  §3465. 
themselves  any  mutual  demands,  existing  at  the  time  of  the  commence- 

ment of  the  suit,  may  be  set  off.    . 
The  commencement  of  the  action  and  not  the  time  of  trial  is  the  period  at  which 

mutual  debts  are  to  be  set  off:  9  Ga.,  595  ;  31/26;  48/14;  30/116-8.  Note  given  for  bal- 
ance on  account,  the  account  cannot  be  set  off:  25  Ga.,  714.  An  account  set  off  against 

separate  debt  of  another:  4  Ga.,  198.     Section  cited:  57  Ga.,  147;  55/80-81. 

Must  have  existed  at  commencement  of  suit  as  subsisting  cause  of  action  :  Water- 
man, p.  78. 

§2901.  (2850.)  (2842)  Mutual  debts.  Set-off  must  be  between  the  same  g326i, 
parties  and  in  their  own  right.  If  originally  otherwise,  but  at  the 
commencement  of  suit  equitably  within  this  rule,  they  may  be  set  off. 
Thus,  a  claim  against  a  partnership  may  be  set  off  against  a  surviving 
partner  in  a  suit  brought  in  his  own  right;  and  a  debt  due  to  principal 
may  be  set  off  in  a  suit  against  principal  and  surety. 

In  suit  against  principal  and  surety,  open  account  may  be  set  off  by  the  former 
against  the  plaintiff:  4  Ga.,  193.  Not  damages  for  breach  of  warranty  :  6  Ga.,  509. 
An  individual  debt  due  by  one  partner  cannot  be  set  off  against  a  claim  due  the  firm : 
28Ga.,219;  46/528,  529^36/508;  33/243;  55/428;  45/144.  Where  note  bought  up  by 
employer  after  hiring,  no  defense  to  laborer's  lien  :  57  Ga.,  265.  Where  could  be  no 
set-off  of  debts  not  in  same  right  and  not  mutual :  58  Ga.,  500.  Payment  by  one  person 
of  another's  debts  without  his  knowledge  or  consent,  not  set-off  against  such  person's 
due  bill:  61  Ga.,  265. 

Waterman,  194  et  seq.  ;  2  Sm.  L.  C,  (t.  p.)  188,  320.  Joint  debt:  12  Am.  D.,  153: 
11/737.  Bank  cannot  set  off  claim  against  deceased  depositor,  not  due  till  after  his 
death,  against  action  by  administrator  for  deposit:  30  Am.  E,.,  319.  Agent  may  set  off 
services  in  action  on  bond  for  faithful  discharge  of  duty  :  31  Am.,  R.,  775. 

§2902.  (2851.)  (2843.)  Set-off  of  judgments.     Judgments  in  the  same  §§3467, 3597, 
Court  may  be  set  off  against  each  other  on  motion,  the  balance  on  the 
larger  being  collectable  under  execution.     The  rights  of  an  assignee 
shall  not  be  interfered  with  if  bona  fide  and  for  value. 

Where  all  the  parties  to  the  different  records  are  not  the  same:  2  Ga.,  155.  The 
judgment  and  not  the  execution  subject  of  set-off:  9  Ga.,  133.  Adequate  remedy  at 
law  without  equity  interfering:  9  Ga.,  82.  Judgment  for  costs  :  37  Ga.,  604.  One  judg- 

ment against  another  on  motion  when  set-off,  equitable  :  36  Ga.,  402.  But  defendant 
must  have  had  a  legal  title  to  the  judgment  when  the  action  was  commpnced:  31  Ga., 
26.  When  dormant  judgment  not  set-off  on  motion  against  one  not  so  dormant:  40 
Ga.,  45.  But  see  resort  to  equity  where  judgment  dormant:  42  Ga.,  161.  Resort  to 
equity  by  defendant  wmere  plaintiff  in  Ji.  fa.  has  taken  a  homestead:  41  Ga.,  260. 
Where  legatee  or  purchaser  of  distrihutive  share  may  in  equity  set  it  off  against  a  judg- 

ment in  favor  of  executor  of  the  estate  :  49  Ga.,  245,  254.  Note  or  account  not  plead 
as  set-off  to  judgment  so  as  to  arrest  execution  :  57  Ga.,  166. 

Waterman  on  Set-off,  372;  13  Am.  D.,  729,  n  ;  Freeman  on  Judgments,  $277  et  seq.  ; 
$467,  (a.) 

§2903.  (2852.)  (2844.)  Set-off  against  usee.  If  the  plaintiff  sues  for  the 
benefit  of  another  person,  a  set-off  against  the  beneficiary  shall  be  al- 
lowed. 

Where  not  set-off  a  claim  after  suit  brought  up  by  defendant  against  one  suing  for 
the  use  of  another  :  48  Ga.,  14. 

§2904.  "(2853.)  (2845.)  Set-off  against  negotiable  note.  When  a  negotia- ble paper  is  sued  by  a  holder  or  indorsee,  received  under  dishonor,  no 
set-off  is  allowed  against  the  original  payee,  except  such  as  is  in  some 
way  connected  with  the  debt  sued  on,  or  the  transaction  out  of  which 
it  sprung. 

Stated  :  2  Ga.,  134.  Excess  of  usury  over  principal  and  legal  interest  paid  plead  as 
set-off  on  note  sued  :  lGa.,241;  10/389.  Presumed  that  defendant  bona  fide  holder  of 
negotiable  note  plead  as  set-off:  23  Ga.,  438.  When  a  set-off  against  payee  inadmis- 

sible against  a  defense  to  a  negotiable  note  transferred  as  collateral  after  maturity  :  30 
Ga.,  153.  Presumption  .as  to  negotiable  note  plead  as  set-off:  30  Ga.,  116.  No  defense 
that  fraudulent  representations  were  made  of  a  matter  disconnected  with  the  note  :  55 
Ga.,  356.     Section  cited  and  construed:  64  Ga.,  67. 

2  Dan.  Neg.  Inst.,  400-403. 

§2905.  (2854.)  (2846.)  Againd  testator  or  intestate.     A  debt  of  a  testator  §3466. 

or  intestate  is  not  a  proper  set-off'  against  a  debt  contracted  with  the 
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representative  of  the  estate.     But  it  is  otherwise  if  both  were  contract- 
ed during  the  life-time  of  the  decedent. 

Debt  accruing  to  testator  in  his  life-time  not  set-off  to  debt  accruing  to  representative 
after  death  of  testator:  1  Ga.,  511.  But  allowed  defendant  where  suit  brought  by  tes- 

tator's representative  :  5  Ga.,  357.  Set-off  of  share  in  estate  ;  13 G.,  140,  146;  36/666; 
20/96 ;  46/258,  260. 

§2906.  (2855.)  (2847.)  Setoff  of  improvements.      Against  a  claim  for 
§3468.         mesne  profits,  the  value  of  improvements  made  by  one  bona  fide  in  pos- 

session under  a  claim  of  right,  is  a  proper  subject  matter  of  set-off. 
Improvements  as  set-off:  9  Ga.,  440;  5/288;  20/523.  Tenant  in  ejectment  suit 

should  be  allowed  increased  value  from  improvements  as  set-off  to  mense  profits: 
39  Ga.,  328.  But  see  section  3468  of  Code.  Defendant  in  ejectment  setting  off 
improvements:  47  Ga.,  540,  546  ;  57/541,558.  Section  referred  to  and  construed:  51 

Ga.,  88.  "Referred  to  in  connection  with  tenants  in  common  :  55  Ga.,  520.  Equity  re- 
fusingto  younger  grantee  improvements:  57  Ga.,  267-9.  As  to  the  rule  of  adjustment 
of  improvements  diminishing  claim  for  mesne  profits  in  ejectment:  59  Ga.,  55,  59.  Jury 
may  decline  to  reduce  mesne  profits  by  improvements  not  lasting  :  60  Ga.,  466. 

15  Am.  D.,  349,  full  note. 

§2907.  (2856.)  (2848.)  Effect  of  dismissal  after  set-off  filed.     After  a  plea 
§4190.         of  set-off  is  filed,  the  plaintiff  may  not  dismiss  his  action  so  as  to  inter- 

fere with  said  plea,  unless  by  leave  of  the  Court  on  sufficient  cause 
shown,  and  on  terms  prescribed  by  the  Court. 

Stated:  37  Ga.,  365.  Dismissal  of  action  by  plaintiff  on  appeal,  defendant  having 
recovered  a  balance  over  by  set-off:  8  Ga.,  184.  Section  referred  to  and  construed  :  45 
Ga.,  510:  54/122;  60/363. 

§2908.  (2857.)  (2849.)  Debts  not  due  may  be  set  off]  when,  If  a  plaintiff 
resides  without  this  State,  or  is  insolvent,  the  defendants  may  set  off 
against  him  a  debt  not  due,  under  such  equitable  terms  as  may  be  pre- 

scribed by  the  Court. 

Liability  of  attorney  of  non-resident  plaintiff  for  costs,  defendant's  set-off  being  sus- tained: 15  Ga.,  402. 

§2909.  (2858.)  (2850.)  Recoupment.  Recoupment  is  a  right  of  the 

defendant  to  have  a  deduction  from  the  amount  of  the  plaintiff's  dam- 
ages, for  the  reason  that  the  plaintiff  has  not  complied  with  the  cross 

obligations  or  independent  covenants  arising  under  the  same  contract. 
The  doctrine  of  recoupment  applicable  by  plea,  and  may  prove  that  plaintiff  has 

damnified  defendant  more  than  plaintiff's  claim:  30  Ga.,  333.  Recoupment  for 
breach  of  one  part  of  the  contract:  30  Ga..  413.  Doctrine  of  discussed  as  an  improve- 

ment on  that  of  failure  of  consideration  :  30  Ga.,  482 ;  39/376,  380.  Allowed  for  failure  to 
consummate  a  contract:  30  Ga.,  875.  Where  the  doctrine  of  recoux>ment  did  not  apply 
in  defending  against  a  note,  by  damage  from  a  partnership  transaction:  38  Ga.,577. 
Where  remedy  by  recoupment  would  be  adequate  and  equity  had  no  jurisdiction  :  44 
Ga.,  166.  A  good  plea  of  recoupment  that  was  not  demurrable  :  45  Ga.,  474.  Tenant 
could  recoup  damages  to  his  goods  against  landlord's  distress  warrant:  48  Ga.,  172. 
Must  be  for  failure  to  comply  with  cross  obligations  under  the  contract:  54  Ga.,  104. 
What  the  plea  of  recoupment  should  allege  :  63  Ga.,  72,  76. 

Recoupment :  Waterman,  476  et  seq. ;  Sedgwick  on  Damages,  525. 

§2910.  (2859.)  (2851.)  Differs  from  set-off.  It  differs  from  a  set-off  in 
this:  The  former  is  confined  to  the  contract  on  which  plaintiff  sues, 
while  the  latter  includes  all  mutual  debts  and  liabilities. 

Distinction  between  the  defenses  of  set-off  and  recoupment:  30  Ga.,  333.  Where 
neither  set-off  or  recoupment  were  allowable  :  38  Ga.,  580.  Where  the  damage  sought 
to  be  recouped  did  not  arise  out  of  the  contract  of  rent :  61  Ga.,  14,  15. 

§2911.  (2860.)  (2852.)  For  what  it  lies.  Recoupment  lies  for  overpay- 
ments by  defendant,  or  payments  by  fraud,  accident  or  mistake. 

§2912.  (2861.)  (2853.)    Where  it  lies.     Recoupment  may  be  pleaded  in 
Acts  oe  1878  all  actions  ex  contractu,  where,  from  any  reason,  the  plaintiff  under  the 
-9,  p.  147.    game  contract  is  in  good  conscience  liable  to  defendant.     And,  in  all 

cases,  where,  under  the  laws  of  this  State,  recoupment  may  be  pleaded, 
if  the  damages  of  the  defendant  shall  exceed,  in  amount,  those  of  the 
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plaintiff,  the  defendant  shall  in  such  cases  recover  of  the  plaintiff  the 
amount  of  such  excess. 

Stated:  36  Ga.,  454;  30/482;  38/580-1;  48/173.  Section  referred  to  and  construed: 
55  Ga.,  78.  Substantially  a  good  plea  of  recoupment :  55  Ga.,  55.  To  suit  on  a  contract 
defense  by  a  recoupment  of  damages,  for  failure  by  plaintiff  to  comply  with  his  obliga- 

tions thereunder:  56  Ga.,  531. 

General  Note. — Account,  set-off  of,  due  by  bank  to  depositor,  against  a  note  due 
to  bank  by  him  and  sued  by  bank's  assignee  :  11  Ga.,  434.  Note  given  for  balance  of, 
the  account  cannot  be  plead  as  set-off:  25  Ga.,  714.  Amendment,  effect  of,  of  name  of 
usee  depriving  defendant  of  set-off  disallowed  :  35  Ga.,  267.  Connected,  must  grow 
out  of,  dealings  between  the  parties  :  12  Ga.,  77;  36/454.  Cross  demand,  mere  exis- 

tence of,  will  not  justify  equitable  set-off:  7  Ga.,  396.  Contract,  recoupment  of  dam- 
ages against  an  action  on  :  56  Ga.,  531  ;  51/299.  Damages,  too  late  after  trial  and  ver- 
dict on  plea,  that  no  set-off  in  suit  for  unliquidated:  24  Ga.,  341.  Defendants,  debt 

due  by  plaintiff  to  one  of  several,  when  it  may  be  pleaded  as  set-off:  45  Ga.,  145.  Dis- 
tress, set-off  not  allowed  against,  for  rent :  23  Ga.,  43.  Debt  separate,  cannot  set  off, 

against  a  joint  demand  :  46  Ga.,  546;  55/427,  356;  33/243.  Evidence,  same,  to  prove 
set-off  as  if  the  claim  was  sued  on  :  46  Ga.,  319;  64/630.  Equitable  set-off,  equitv  fol- 

lows the  law  as  to:  12Ga.,77;  41/262;  56/224;  S6/666;  19/22.  Fees,  when  attorney 
could  set  off,  as  asrainst  a  claim  by  the  State  :  18  Ga.,  658.  Improvements,  when  can 
not  be  set  off  by  one  entering  under  agreement  for  purchase:  14  Ga.,  131.  Increased 
value  of,  by  tenant  against  mesne  profits  in  ejectment:  39  Ga.,  328,  333.  Liquidated, 
should  be  of  liquidated  nature  to  be  subject  of  set-off:  6  Ga.,  509;  21/108.  Legacy, 
when,  set-off  against  suit  bv  executor:  55  Ga.,  73.  Money,  where  the  jury  could  not 
apply,  unless  plea  of  set-off  filed  :  45  Ga..  164.  Mutual,  when  debts  not,  and  not  sub- 

ject of  set-oft:  58  Ga..  500.  Note,  onus  on  plaintiff  to  show  that  negotiable,  plead  as 
set-off  was  not  bona  fide  defendant's  at  commencement  of  action  :  23  Ga.,  438.  When, 
of  laborer  in  employer's  hand  not  set-off  against  his  claim  for  hire  :  57  Ga.,  265.  Plea, 
of  set-off  is  a  plea  in  bar  and  not  allowed  at  common  law,  but  doctrine  of  borrowed 
from  the  civil  law  :  9  Ga.,  594.  What,  of  recoupment  should  aver  and  show:  55  Ga., 
78;  54/104.  By  whom  made  and  should  be  confined  to  original  demand  and  be  mu- 

tual:  64  Ga.,  631.  One  that  was  good,  of  set-off  or  failure  of  consideration:  31  Ga., 
162.  Physicians,  bill  of,  could  not  be  set-off  against  claim  that  was  due  for  hire  :  20 
Ga.,  87.  Pleading-,  set-off  a  second  time  :  21  Ga.,  289.  Purchase  money,  to  suit  for, 
of  mules  could  recoup  the  fact  that  one  of  them  had  been  sold  under  void  attach- 

ment: 65  Ga.,79.  Recoupment  of  damages  against  action  for:  44  Ga.,  240.  Tenant, 
where,  may  make  repairs  and  set  off  them  against  rent  due  landlord  :  48  Ga.,  172,  495  ; 
38/542.  Transferee,  bona  fide,  of  note  protected  against  set-off:  44  Ga.,  139.  Tort  set- 

off against  tort:  55  Ga.,  356  In  equity,  when,  set-off  against  contract :  63  Ga.,  682-3. 
War,  losses  by,  not  connecting  plaintiff  therewith,  not  subject  of  set-off:  43/459. 

General  Note  on  Set-off. — Plea  of:  See  £3465;  Waterman,  637.     Set-off,  by  stock- 
holder, in  suit  against  him  by  corporation  or  assignee  :  Thomp.  L.  S. ;  24  Am.  R.,  198. 

Subject  treated:  2  Pars.  B.  and  N.,  602;  2  Dan.  Neg.  Inst.,  594-600;  Bliss  Code  PI.,- 
£2369-390;  Bvles  on  Bills,  360-370;  Rose  vs.  Hart,  2  Smith's  L.  C. ;  (s.  p.)  172;  Wells' 
Jur„  £108;  12  Am.  D.,  152-6,  full  note.    Notes  to  £3261. 
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ARTICLE  IX. 

LIMITATIONS   OF    ACTIONS   ON    CONTRACTS. 

Section  1. — Periods  of  Limitations. 
Section  2. — Exceptions  and  Disabilities. 
Section  3. — New  Promise. 

SECTION  I. 

PERIODS   OF    LIMITATION. 

Section. 
2913.  On  foreign  judgments. 
2914.  Domestic  judgments. 
2914.  (a.  i  Of  proceedings  to  set  aside  judgments. 
291r>.  On  specialties. 
2916.  Statutory  rights. 
2917.  Simple  contracts. 
2918.  Open  accounts. 
1919.  Bills  of  review  and  for  new  trial. 

Section. 
•2920.  Certiorari. 
2921.  Writs  of  error. 
•-9  2    Execut  vrs,  administrators,  etc. 
2923.  Other  actions  ex  contractu. 
2924.  Good  in  equity. 
2925.  Suits  by  iniormers. 
29-5.  (a.)  State  barred,  when, 
2925,  (b.)  Cestui  que  trusts,  when  barred. 

§2913.  (2862.)  (2854.)  On  foreign  judgment.      All  suits   upon  judg- 
ciof  1805,  nients  obtained  out  of  this  State  shall  be  brought  within  five  years 

9-  P-  IgL!  after  such  iudgment  is  obtained. Acts  of  1855  J        ° 

-G,  p.  234.  On  the  Act  of  1805  :  5  Ga.,  34.     Should  be  no  forced  construction  of,  and  defendant 
out  of  the  State  not  within  the  exceptions  of  :  15  Ga.,  1.  Five  years  from  the  revival 
of  judgment:  32  Ga.,  534.  Where  plea  of  statute  of  limitation  was  sustained  as  to  a 
judgment  in  Tennessee,  in  favor  of  the  State  :  36  Ga.,  388. 

On  foreign  judgments;  suits  upon  :  See  Rorer  Inter-State  Law,  87-102;  Abb  Tr.  Ev., 
535-551 ;  3  Woods,  5;  2  Sm.  L.  C,  (t.  p.)  598-602,  700,702  ;  Mills  vs.  Duryee,  2  Am.  L.  G, 
538 ;  5  Wall.,  290;  Freeman  on  Judg.,  #559  et  seq. 

\f^  ̂*-A4rr^-  *ft~  §2914.  (2863.)  (2855.)  On  domestic  judgments.  No  judgment  hereafter 
^/i^a.jtf^irttnf  1822,  obtained  in  the  Courts  of  this  State  shall  be  enforced  after  the  expira- 
>&_  ̂  <^^§&Hj 823',  li°n  of  seven  years  from  the  time  of  its  rendition,  when  no  execution 
'fjP-rwH  S'^'sss^?  been  issued  upon  it;  or  when  execution  has  been  issued,  and  seven 

*        -3, 

§3604. 

p.  231.  years  have  expired  from  the  time  of  the  last  entry  upon  the  execution, 

made  by  an  officer  authorized  to'execute  and  return  the  same:  such 
judgments  may  be  revived  by  scire  facias,  or  be  sued  on  within  three 
years  from  the  time  they  become  dormant. 

Not  barred  when  claiming  money  in  Court  statute  will  not  subsequently  attach:  3 
Ga.,  2^4.  Return  must  be  made  on  execution  every  seven  years  by  proper  officer  in  any 
county  to  prevent  dormancy  :  7  Ga.,  187  ;  2/252.  Judgment  on  mortgages  not  within 
terms  of  this  section  :  7  Ga.,  495;  40/412.  Equity  decrees  are  included:  8Ga.,  32.  Dor- 

mant judgment  as  proof  of  devastavit :  8  Ga.,  351.  Not  such  an  entry  by  Sheriff  as  pre- 
vented bar  of  the  statute:  9  Ga.,  400.  Such  an  entry  by  as  did  stop  bar  of  the 

statute:  10  Ga.,  184.  Pendency  of  litigation  between  plaintiff,  and  one  of  the  defend- 
ants, will  not  prevent  bar  of  the  statute:  13  Ga.,  269  ;  56/176.  Entries  by  Sheriff  on 

execution  at  intervals  of  less  than  seven  years:  i7  Ga.,  187.  It  applies  to  judgments 
due  the  Central  Bank:  17  Ga.,  193.  Act  of  1823  did  not  apply  to  judgments  prior  to 
14th  of  December,  1822  :  24  Ga.,  434  ;  19/279.  A  judgment  not  void  under  the  Act  of 
1823:  19  Ga.,  517:  25/274.  A  judgment  is  presumed  to  be  paid  after  twenty  years, 
previous  to  1822:  10  Ga.,  178;  47/540.  But  noc  from  mere  lapse  of  time:  54  Ga.,  337. 
When  a  dormant  judgment  should  not  be  paid  by  the  representative  of  an  estate  :  21 
Ga.,  507.  A  decree  for  the  performance  of  a  duty  not  embraced  under  the  dormant 
Acts  of  1822-3  :  33  Ga.,  148.  Dormant  judgment  Act  not  a  statute  of  limitations  and 
not  suspended  by  Acts  of  30th  November,  1860,  and  subsequent  Act*  :  39  Ga.,  405. 
But  see  :  49Ga.,51;  50/163.  Acts  limiting  when  judgments  may  be  revived,  suspen- 

ded by  Acts  suspending  statute  of  limitations:  39  Ga.,  383.  Entry  b}^  proper  officer 
within  seven  years  from  date  of  the  execution,  prevents  dormancy  :  41  Ga.,  133.  A 
motion  and  order  to  proceed:  56  Ga.,  537.  Receipt  by  Sheriff  for  costs  on  fi.  fa.  pre- 

venting dormancy:  42  Ga.,  269,  212.  Also  entry  of  nulla  bona  and  a  levy  by  Sheriff: 
63  Ga.,  417.  A  written  receipt  of  fi.  fa.  by  Sheriff  entered  on  back  of  fi.  fa.  sufficient 
to  prevent  dormancy  :  49  Ga.,  576.     Superior  Court  revived  dormant  judgments  of  the 
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old  Inferior  Court :  52  Ga.,  347.  Judgment  on  first  of  April,  1861,  but  execution  not 
issuing  until  January  4th,  18G9,  it  is  dormant:  58  Ga.,  278;  47/362.  Limitation  Act  of 
1869  not  affecting  judgment  not  dormant  at  date  of  its  passage:  58  Ga.,  147;  53/41. 
Entry  on  established  copy  of  execution  by  Sheriff  preventing  its  dormancy:  53  Ga., 
31.  Section  cited  and  construed  :  63  Ga.,  422  ;  62/727.  Agreement  onfi.  fa,  if  certain 
payments  made,  it  to  be  satisfied,  preventing  dormancy  :  58  Ga.,  119.  When  by  city 
marshal  on  tax  fi.  fa.  will  not  prevent  its  dormancy:  62  Ga.,  176.  "No  property 
pointed  out  on  which  to  levy  this  fi.  fa.,  "  sufficient  entry  by  Sheriff  to  prevent  its  dor- 

mancy :  61  Ga.,  362. 
Time,  how  computed  on  judgments:  9  Am.  R.,  70. 

§2914.  (a.)  Motions  to  set  aside  judgments  and  decrees,  made  when.     All  ActsofiS76, 

proceedings  of  every  kind  in  any  Court  of  this  State,  to  set  aside  judg-  p- 10°- 
ments  or  decrees  of  the  Courts,  must  be  made  within  three  years  from  §3588. 
the  rendering  of  said  judgments  or  decrees. 

§2915.  (2864.)  (2856.)  On  specialties.     Actions  upon  bonds  or  other  Act  of  1809, 

instruments  under  seal,  shall  be  brought  within  twenty  years  after  the  a'cS  of  i'855 
right  of  action  accrues,  but  no  instrument  shall  be  considered  under  -6.  p.  234. 
seal,  unless  so  recited  in  the  body  of  the  instrument.  §2717- 

Bill  for  recovery  of  damages  on  brear-h  of  bond  for  title  :  8  Ga.,  106.  Action  by  cestui 
que  trust  to  enforce  trust  deed  :  9  Ga.,  328.  Suit  of  ward  on  guardian's  bond  :  10  Ga,, 
65-66.  Mortgagor's  right  to  redeem  :  10  Ga.,  297.  Indorsement  of  a  sealed  instrument is  a  contract  under  seal :  29  Ga,,  700.  Parol  trust  no  greater  rights  than  mortgagor  or 
mortgagee  under  Act  of  March  16th,  1869:  49  Ga.,  336,  340.  Action  on  a  covenant  of 
warranty  in  a  deed  barred  by  Act  of  March  16th.  1869  :  53  Ga.,  76.  A  mortgage  debt 
barred  by  the  limitation  Act  of  1869:  54  Ga.,  591.  Notes  prior  to  June  1st,  1865,  re- 

newed by  others  dated  and  due  in  1867,  not  affected  by  limitation  Act  of  1869  :  57  Ga., 
531 ;  49/424.     Note  under  seal :  58  Ga.}  236. 

§2916.  (2865.)  (2857.)  Statutory  rights.     All  suits  for  the  enforcement  Acts  of  1855 

of  rights  accruing  to  individuals  under  statutes,  acts  of  incorporation,"6'  p' 2B4' 
or  by  operation  of  law,  shall  be  brought  within  twenty  years  after  the 
right  of  action  accrues. 

Action  founded  on  bank  bills:  8  Ga.,  469.  Where  cause  of  action  founded  on  a 
statute  of  State  not  barred  until  twenty  years  :  11  Ga.,  459-460;  18/318,  340;  30/581, 
600;  20/271,311;  10/162;  12/104.  Judgment  presumed  to  be  paid  after  twenty  years  : 
10  Ga.,  178  ;  36/388.  When  proceeding  against  a  debt  by  attachment  did  not  make  it  a 

statutory  liability:  32  Ga.,  253.  Suit  on  stock  subscription  to  an  incorporated  company', does  not  create  a  statutory  liability  :  61  Ga.,  615;  53/228.  When  the  limitation  under 
Act  of  1869  no  bar  to  bill  against  stockholders  to  compel  payment  of  their  subscrip- 

tion :  58  Ga.,  543.  Section  referred  to  and  construed:  59  Ga.,  829.  A  statutory  right 
and  under  terms  of  this  section  :  63  Ga.,  473-474. 

§2917.  (2886.)  (2858.)  Simple  contracts.  All  actions  upon  promissory 
notes,  bills  of  exchange,  or  other  simple  contracts  in  writing,  shall  b? 
brought  within  six  years  after  the  same  become  due  and  payable. 

Note  barred  when  secured  by  mortgage  does  not  prevent  proceeding  on  the  mort-  Act  of  1809, 
gage:  8  Ga.,  325.     Action  of  deceit  on  notes  barred  where  notes  due  five  years  before  C  p.  566. 
suit:  26  Ga,,  443.     Suit  against  sureties  not  affected  by  bar  of  statute,  having  attached  A5ts  of  1.855 

in  meantime  against  the  principal  to  the  note:  49  Ga.,  312;  47/273.     Indorsers  liable  ~6'  p-  234- where  makers  sued  to  insolvency  out  of  the  State  within  six  years  from  such  return  : 
32   Ga.,  380.     Limitation   on   indorsement  past  due  from  its  date:  38  Ga.,  300.     Sub- 

scription to  stock  barred  after  six  years:  53  Ga.,  228.     Section  referred  to  :  60  Ga.,  542, 

379.  Limitation  running  against'assignee  of  a  corporation  as  soon  as  surrender  of  char- ter accepted  by  the  Legislature  :  61  Ga.,  615. 

Byles  on  Bills,  337-358 ;  2  Pars.  B.  and  N.,  626  ;  Ang.  Lim.,  93.  Day  on  which  note 
matures  is  to  be  exclude  L  in  computing  time ;  21  Am.  R.,  634.  Note  due  on  demand 
due  immediately:  $2791.     Days  of  grace  counted  :  4  C.  L.  J.,  599. 

§2918.  (2867.)  (2859.)  Open  accounts.  All  actions  upon  open  account,  Act  of  1809, 
or  for  the  breach  of  any  contract  not  under  the  hand  of  the  party  sought  acS  ofi'855 
to  be  charged,  or  upon  any  implied  assumpsit  or  undertaking,  shall  be  -6,  p.  234. 
brought  within  four  years  after  the  right  of  action  accrues. 

Breach  of  a  parol  warranty  insisted  on  as  defense  to  a  note,  although  more  than  four 
years  had  elapsed  :  9  Ga.,  398.  Four  years  the  bar  against  recovery  of  money  paid  on 
illegal  contract  without  fraud  :  22  Ga,,  129.  Should  not  admit  evidence  of  an  item  in 
account  barred  by  the  statute  :  30  Ga.,  121.  The  statute  does  not  run  against  an  entire 
account  until  date  of  the  last  item:  41  Ga.,  44.  Madden  vs.  Blain,  Pamphlet,  Sept., 
1880,  pp.  37-38.    But  see  58  Ga,,  191.     Account  governed  by  the  limitation  of  the  Code, 
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and  not  by  that  of  the  Act  of  1869  :  49  Ga.,  431.  Usury  could  be  recovered  from  the 
time  of  final  settlement  and  accounting  if  the  bar  had  not  attached  from  that  time : 
54  Ga.,  191.  Account  through  series  of  years  due  at  end  of  each,  limitations  run  from 
that  time:  55  Ga.,  689-690.  Four  years'  limitation  as  applicable  to  action  to  recover 
from  one  partner  what  was  alleged  to  be  due  to  the  other  :  60  Ga.,  363  ;  20/566. 

Ang.  Lira.,  135,  148;  5  Cr.,  15;  12  Pet.,  300.  Statute  does  not  run  on  store  account 
on  which  defendant  had  delivered  to  plaintiff  small  quantities  of  merchandise  at  dif- 

ferent times  :  35  Am.  R.,  496.  Time,  how  computed  on  accounts:  13  Am.  B,.,  733,  n. 
Action  against  surgeon  for  negligence  is  governed  by  law  of  limitations  ex  contractu:  15 
Am.  R.,  265. 

§2919.  (2868.)  (2860.)  Bills  of  review  and  for  new  trial     All  bills  of  re- 
Acts  of  1855 view,  or  for   anew  trial  in  a  Court  of  equity  (unless  the  latter  be 

-6,  p.  234.    foundeci  on  proof  of  perjury  in  a  material  witness  for  the  successful 
§4220.         party),  shall  be  brought  within  three  years  after  such  a  degree  or  judg- 

ment has  been  rendered. 

Section  referred  to  and  construed  :  50  Ga.,  275.  This  statute  of  limitations  appli- 
cable to  bills  of  review  suspended  from  November  30th,  1860,  to  July  21,  1868  :  49  Ga., 

332. 

§2920.  (2869.)  (2861.)  Certiorari.  All  writs  of  certiorari  shall  be  allowed 
Actso  i<*  s  and  brought  within  three  months  after  the  rendition  of  the  judgment 
-5  p.  ml    gouo-ht  to  be  reversed. 
%i0o7.  ° 

Certiorari  not  within  terms  of  this  section  until  filed  in  the  clerk's  office  :  60  Ga.,632. 
May  take  out  another  within  three  months  from  dismissal  of  first  for  informality:  48 
Ga.,  362.     When  may  be  renewed  in  six  months  :  32  Ga.,  435-6 ;  60/629. 

§2921.  (2870.)  (2862.)  Writs  of  error.  All  writs  of  error  must  be  sued 
out  within  thirty  days  from  the  adjournment  of  the  Court  where  the 
decision  complained  of  was  made,  or,  if  made  at  chambers,  from  the  time 
of  the  decision. 

Section  cited  :  50  Ga.,  297;  54/477. 

§2922.  (2871.)  (2863.)  Suits  against  executors,  administrators,  etc..     All 
§22607, 26io.  actions  against  executors,  administrators,  guardians  or  trustees,  except 

on  their  bonds,  must  be  brought  within  ten  years  after  the  right  of 
action  accrues. 

Bill  by  distributees  against  representative  of  deceased  administrator  barred  in  nine- 
teen years  after  accounts  rendered  and  passed  by  Ordinary  :  7  Ga.,  573.  When  the 

statute  begins  to  run  in  favor  of  trust  estates:  9  Ga.,*224.  When  limitation  as  to  sealed instruments  applies  to  action  by  cestui  que  trust  against  trustee  :  9  Ga.,  328.  Before  debt 
barred,  executor  may  take  it  out  of  statute  by  acknowledgment:  17  Ga.,  96.  Statute 
runs  in  favor  of  administrator  after  dismissal,  as  against  distributee  :  18  Ga.,  346.  Leg- 

atee can  assert  his  right  to  legacy  in  ten  years  after  he  arrives  at  age  :  64  Ga.,  41 :  46/362; 
61/674.  Where  account  contracted  and  administration  taken  out  and  suit  barred  on  it 

•  by  Act  of  1869:  50  Ga.,  382.     Section  cited:  60  Ga.,  357. 

§2923.  (2872.)  (2864.)  Other  actions  ex  contractu.  All  other  actions 
Acts  of  1855  upon  contracts,  express  or  implied,  not  hereinbefore  provided  for,  must 
-6,  p.  23o.    ke  bought  within  four  years  from  the  accrual  of  the  right  of  action. 

Where  suit  on  guaranty  of  notes  must  be  brought  in  four  years  after  the  right  of  ac- 
tion accrued:  57  Ga.,  198.  Action  by  purchaser  of  cotton  for  breach  of  implied  war- 

ranty should  have  been  brought  within  four  years  after  discovering  of  defect:  57  Ga., 
362-366.  Action  for  half  interest  in  a  stock  of  goods  should  have  been  brought  within 
four  years:  60  Ga.,  363. 

§2924.  (2873.)  (2865.)  Limitations  in  equity.  The  limitations  herein 
Acts  of  1855  provided  apply  equally  to  Courts  of  law  and  equity;  and  in  addition 

-6,  p.  236.  £0  ̂ e  a})ove,  Courts  of  equity  may  interpose  an  equitable  bar,a  in  ac- 
§3196.         cordance  with  the  established  rules  of  such  Courts,  whenever,  from  the 

lapse  of  time  and  laches  of  the  complainant,  it  would  be  inequitable  to 
allow  a  party  to  enforce  his  legal  rights. 

Statutes  of  limitations  control  how  far  in  a  Court  of  equity  :  24  Ga.,  218,  236;  3/383. 
As  to  express  trusts ;  11  Ga.,  17,  259.  Trusts  inequity  that  are  not  affected  by  the 
statute  of  limitations:  7Ga.,154;  26/371:  8/487.  When  such  trusts  are  affected  by 
statute  :  8  Ga.,  97;  11/195,  200.  As  to  constructive  trusts:  9Ga.,  224.  In  equity  stat- 

utes of  limitations  do  not  run  until  discovery  of  the  fraud:  8  Ga.,  68,  511.  Where 
statute  does  not  run  against  a  married  woman  suing  in  equity  to  recover  trust  estate  : 
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9  Ga.,  '328.  Creditor  suing  on  his  claim  in  proper  time  will  not  be  barred  in  pursuing assets  of  debtor  in  hands  of  distributee  :  8  Ga.,  106.  Cestui  que  trust  must  repudiate  in 
reasonable  time  purchase  by  trustee  from  himself:  14  Ga.,  639.  Parol  agreement  with 
part  performance  as  to  re-purchase  of  land  enforced  within  seven  years  from  accrual 
of  the  right :  14  Ga.,  238-241.  When  administration  presumed  an  injunction  asked  : 
18  Ga.,  520-2.  Lapse  of  time  not  set  up  in  equity  when  not  good  statutable  bar  at  law  : 
11  Ga.,  160.  When  Courts  of  equity  will  not  apply  an  equitable  bar  for  indorser  on 
bill  of  exchange  due  Central  Bank  :  17  Ga.,  111.  When  does  not  run  against  cestui  que 
trust  during  marriage:  24Ga.,559,  581.  Where  debts  due  to  or  from  partnership  there  isno 
bar  after  dissolution  to  claim  of  one  partner  against  another:  20 Ga.,  556.  Where  after 
long  acquiescence  equity  will  not  aid  although  there  be.  fraud  and  concealment:  29 
Ga.,  651 ;  28/38.  No  right  to  proceed  on  equitable  proceedings  at  law  if  it  would  be 
barred  in  equity  :  30  Ga.,  770.  When  note  of  trustee  for  trust  funds  in  his  own  name 
barred:  33  Ga.,  435.  Where  both  partners  were  barred  as  to  mistake,  etc. :  54  Ga., 
161-163.  Section  cited  :  59  Ga.,  829.  Where  it  was  the  same  in  equity  as  at  law  as  to 
partnership  transaction  :  60  Ga..  363.  And  must  be  in  reasonable  time;  61  Ga.,  97. 
Delay  until  a  tort  was  barred  at  law  so  as  to  be  a  bar  in  equity  :  63  Ga.  323-325.  Equity 
follows  the  law  :  64  Ga.,  768-9. 

Ang.  Lim.,  21  ;  12  Am.  D.,  367,  n-373,  n;  10  Wh.,  152;  12  Pet.,  32;  15/233;  St.  Eq., 
gg64,  a,  478,  1520;  2  Sp.  Eq.,  60-1.     aSt.  Eq.,  gg959,  a,  1284,  a,  1520.     Note  to  §3094. 

§2925.  (2874.)  (2866.)  Suits  by  informers.     All  actions  by  informers  to  Acts  of  1867, 
recover  any  fine,  forfeiture  or  penalty,  shall  be  commenced  within  onep 
year  from  the  time  the  defendant's  liability  thereto  was  discovered,  or  S2896- 
by  reasonable  diligence  could  have  been  discovered. 

When  Act  of  1776  applied  :  12  Ga.,  104. 

§2925.  (a. )  Limitations  to  operate  against  the  State.  [When,  by  the  pro-  (a>  Acts  of 

visions  of  the  foregoing  sections,  a  private  person  would  be  barred  of^?"6'p* 
his  rights,  the  State  shall  be  barred  of  her  rights'  under  the  same  cir- cumstances.] (a.) 

It  was  held  that  the  statute  did  not  run  against  the  State:  2Ga,,  143;  4/116  ;  17/111 ; 
26/590.  Not  against  tenant  in  possession  while  title  in  State:  6  Ga.,  158.  Doctrine  of 
nudum  tempus occurrit  regi  abrogated  in  Georgia  by  Act  of  1856:  36  Ga.,  389.  When  grant 
not  presumed  against  the  State  after  forty  years  :  20  Ga.,  467;  26/590. 

United  States  not  affected  by  State  statute  :  8  C.  L.  J.,  181  ;  8  0.,  486. 

§2925.  (b.)  Suits  to  recover  trust  property  sold  without  proper  authority.  Acts  of  1876, 

when  brought.  All  suits  or  proceedings,  in  any  of  the  Courts  of  thisp"  10L 
State,  by  or  in  behalf  of  any  cestui  que  trust,  for  the  recovery  of  any 
realty  heretofore  sold  as  the  property  of  such  cedui  que  trust,  by  order  of 
any  Judge  of  the  Superior  Court  of  this  State,  as  Chancellor  in  cases 
wbere  the  said  cestui  que  trust  was  not  represented  before  said  Chancel- 

lor, upon  the  hearing  of  the  application  for  leave  to  sell,  by  guardian 
ad  litem,  or  next  friend,  shall,  if  such  cestui  que  trust  be  now  sui  juris, 
(be)  commenced  within  three  years  from  the  29th  day  of  Febuary,  1876, 
and  in  case  said  cestui  que  trust  is  now  under  disability  to  sue,  then  such 
suitor  proceeding  shall  be  commenced  within  three  years  from  the  re- 

moval of  such  disability. 

General  Note  on  Limitations. — Account,  statute  runs  against,  from  date  of  last 
item  :  41  Ga.,  44.  Act  of  1854,  partial  payment  or  verbal  acknowledgement  does 
not  take  debt  out  of  statute,  since  :  22  Ga.,  343.  Under,  credit  on  note  must  be  sub- 

scribed by  party  making  it,  or  by  one  lawfully  authorized:  36  Ga.,  538.  Act  of  1856 
applies  to  causes  of  action  existing  in  favor  of  unrepresented,  estates,  etc.  :  53  Ga., 
372.  Act  of  1860,  suspending  statutes  of  limitations,  during  suspension  of  specie 
paying  banks,  discussed  :  41  Ga.,  114.  Act  of  1869,  construed  as  to  renewal  of  suit: 
47  Ga.,  339.  Heirs,  bill  by,  against  administrator  barred  by  :  59  Ga,,  338.  Promissory 
note  made  and  due  in  1866,  is  within  eighth  section  of,  and  is  governed  by  the  Code  : 
56  Ga.,  684.  Did  not  prevent  holder  from  pleading  as  set-off  in  1871  note  due  in  1865  : 
49  Ga.,  424.  Foreclosure  of  mortgage  barred  by:  49  Ga.,  441.  Stock  subscription  of 
corporation,  wben  not  affected  by  :  58  Ga.,  541.  Judgment  against  insolvent  bank, 
and  stockholders  liable,  not  within  :  58  Ga.,  541.  Applies  to  debt  where  the  consider- 

ation was  slaves  or  hire  of  slaves:  49  Ga.,  585.  As  affecting  purchasers  of  mortgaged  * 
land  when  mortgage  had  been  sued,  etc. :  59  Ga.,  78.  As  affecting  minors  :  57  Ga., 
460  ;  45/478.  Guardian  declining  to  settle,  etc.,  not  such  fraud  as  takes  case  out  of :  61 
Ga.,  356.  Action  of  legatee  begun  in  1876,  not  barred,  etc.  :  61  Ga.,  671.  Fraud,  ques- 

tion of,  under,  for  the  jury  :  57  Ga.,  210,  461.  Bank  bill  that  was  currency  prior  to 
June  11th,  1865  :  60  Ga.,  540.  Charge  of  fraudulent  and  corrupt  conduct  against  guar- 

dian, in  meaning  of  :  55  Ga.,  15.    A  bar  when  matter  removed  from  State  :  55  Ga.,  35. 
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To  suit  on  note  brought  by  administrator :  55  Ga.,  56.  As  to  unrepresented  estates  :  55 
Ga.,  85.  Suit  against  guardian  dismissed  under:  62  Ga.,  515.  Suit  against  adminis- 

trator barred  by  :  54  Ga.,  591.  When  action  not  barred  by:  58  Ga.,  158.  Applies  to 
torts  committed  prior  to  June  1st,  1885  :  44  Ga.,  33.  Not  to  call  on  stock  subscription, 
where  call  was  made  after  June  1st,  1865:  52  Ga.,  328.  Renewal  of,  dismissed  and  dis- 

continued suits  barred  by  :  52  Ga.,  13.  Does  not  apply  to  suit  by  ward  against  guar- 
dian, when  ward  did  not  come  of  age  till  after  June  1st,  1835:  45  Ga.,  478.  Where 

suit  on  administrator's  bond  barred  by  fifth  section  of  the  Act  of  1869:  62  Ga.,  124. 
Administrator  or  executor,  statute  does  not  run  against,  during  the  year  he  is  inhib- 

ited from  suing:  5  Ga.,  66.  Attorney,  in  action  against,  for  negligence  or  unskillful- 
ness,  statute  begins  to  run  in  his  favor  from  time  act  committed  :  33  Ga.,  174.  Bank 
bills,  general  rule  is  that  statute  of  limitations  does  not  apply  to  :  49  Ga.,  419  ;  13/288. 
Certiorari  three  months  no  bar  to  second  application  for  hearing:  48  Ga.,  362. 
Commission,  action  on  account  for  goods  sold  on,  statute  begins  to  run  from  time  of 
demand  for  settlement :  49  Ga.,  354.  Contract,  illegal,  for  money  paid  on,  without 
fraud,  four  years' bar :  22  Ga.,  129.  Dismissal  of  suit  by  order  of  Court,  etc.,  bars 
second  suit  for  same  cause  of  action  :  56  Ga.,  185.  Bar  of  statute  attached  when  suit 
dismissed  by  plaintiff  was  begun  by  another  for  same  cause  of  action  :  60  Ga.,  44.  Dis- 

tributee, when  creditor  seeks  to  reach  assets  of  deceased  debtor  in  hands  of,  statute 

runs  to  bar  his  claim,  but  not  to  give  title  to  distributee  against  creditor-:  8  Ga.,  106  ; 
see  59  Ga.,  823.  Dower,  widow's  right  to,  not  within  statute  prior  to  1839,  and  is  not 
barred  by  lapse  of  time  merely,  etc.:  10  Ga.,  322.  Does  not  run  against  widow  in  pos- 

session of  land  as  to  application  for:  50  Ga.,  192.  Widow  must  have  acted  knowingly 
to  show  equitable  bar  to  action  for :  7  Ga.,  30.  Equitable  title,  statute  did  not  run 
against,  when  :  54  Ga.,  681.  Pi.  fa.,  statute  does  not  run  against,  when  prevented 
from  proceeding,  by  injunction  :  Cox  vs.  Montfort,  Pamphlt.  September,  1880,  p.  45. 
Fraud,  statute  does  not  run  in  favor  of  one  fraudulently  secreting  property,  before 
discovery  :  13  Ga.,  21.  Nor  when  trustee  colludes  with  another  to  defraud  cestui  que 
trust:  25  Ga.,  76.  Right  to  elect  to  rescind  contract  for  fraud  or  mistake  accrues  on 
discovery  :  41  Ga.,  171.  When  ignorance  of,  does  not  prevent  running  of  statute  :  56 
Ga.,  161.  When,  is  not  good  reply  to  statute:  60  Ga.,  449.  Gift,  when  property  in 
hands  of  heir  was  not,  statute  did  not  apply:  16  Ga.,  535;  33/85.  Indorsement  of 
note  past  due,  statute  begins  to  run  from  time  of  :  38  Ga.,  300.  Indorser,  when  stat- 

ute begins  to  run  in  favor  of:  32  Ga..  380.  In  second  instance,  statute  begins  to 
run  in  favor  of,  on  return  of  nulla  bona  on  fi;  fa.  against  maker  :  32  Ga.,  380.N  In- 

surance, stipulation  in  policy  of  that  action  for  loss  or  damage  shall  be  com- 
menced in  twelve  months,  valid :  55  Ga.,  266.  Joint  occupant,  suit  by  one  against 

another  for  money  expended,  barred  by  four  years:  60  Ga.,  446.  Judgment,  void,  on 
notes  does  not  prevent  running  of  statute  :  46  Ga.,  126.  Of  County  Court,  void  and 
motion  to  renew,  suit  after  ten  years  dismissed  :  57  Ga.,  60.  Proceedings  to  renew 
dormant  judgment  must  be  begun  in  three  years  after  it  becomes  dormant :  Thomases. 
Towns,  Pamphlt.,  September,  1880,  p.  42.  Dormant  when  rendered  in  May,  1866,  and 
execution  issued  in  June,  1873:  58  Ga.,  278.  Agreement  between  the  parties  entered 
on  execution,  will  prevent  dormancy  of :  58  Ga.,  119.  Dormant  revived,  lien  of,  dates 
from  revival :  57  Ga.,  609.  Dormant  judgment  statute  was  an  act  of  limitation  and 
was  suspended  during  the  war :  55Ga..274.  Acts  limiting  the  time  in  which  judg- 

ments may  be  secured,  suspended  by  Acts  suspending  statute  of  limitations:  39  Ga., 
386.  Formerly  seven  years  peaceable  possession  by  bona  fide  purchaser,  protected 
against  judgment  against  vendor  :  7  Ga.,  163.  Believed  to  be  dormant  although  not,  and 
scire  facias  issuing  to  revive,  does  not  prevent  its  becoming  doraiant :  61  Ga.,  L6.  Leg- 

atee, suit  by  legatee  brought  in  ten  years  after  coming  of  age,  not  barred :  46  Ga.,  362. 
Loan,  property  received  as,  by  one  who  subsequently  sets  up  title  when  statute  begins  to 
run:  30Ga.,888.  Lunacy  of  debtor,  and  as  to  bar  of  suit  against  his  administrator:  58  Ga., 
147.  Married  women  protected  from  bar  of  statute,  etc:  22  Ga.,  331.  Minors  affected 
by  failure  of  trustee  to  sue  for  property  within  time  :  10  Ga.,  358.  Mistake,  suit 
to  correct,  in  partnership  settlement,  barred:  54  Ga.,  162.  Right  to  elect,  to  res- 

cind contract  for  fraud,  etc.,  accrues  on  discovery  :  47  Ga.,  171.  Mortgage, 
when  note  secured  by,  was  barred  by  statute,  creditor  might  foreclose  mortgage 
to  satisfy  debt:  8  Ga.,  325.  Judgment  foreclosing,  not  within  Acts  providing 
for  dormancy  of  judgment:  40  Ga.,  412.  Non-resident  maker  of  note  removing 
into  this  State  and  sued,  statute  runs  in  favor  of:  54  Ga.,  126;  see  58  Ga.,  147.  Plain- 

;  tiff  no  saving  in  favor  of,  in  personal  actions:  5  Ga.,  217.  Partner,  bill  by  adminis- 
trator of  deceased,  barred :  60  Ga.,  362,  Statute  does  not  run  in  favor  of  one  against 

another  till  business  is  settled  up  :  20  Ga.,  556.  Pleadings,  lapse  of  period  of  limita- 
tion appearing  in  face  of  bill,  and  nothing  stated  to  avoid,  objection  ma3r  be  taken  by 

demurrer:  8  Ga.,  106.  Facts  not  appearing  on  face  of  bill,  statute  must  be  plead:  8 
Ga.,  237.  Defendant  can  plead  parol  warranty  of  consideration,  to  suit  on  note,  after 
four  years  :  9  Ga.,  398.  Statute  of  limitations  can  be  plead  only  by  those  in  whose  favor 
it  operates,  or  by  those  claiming  under  it :  18  Ga..  573.  To  avail  himself  of  statute  of 
limitations,  defendant  must  plead  it:  47  Ga.,  405.  Power  of  attorney,  within  statute 
of  limitations:  12  Ga.,  9.  Promise  on,  to  pay  "as  soon  as,"  etc.,  statute  does  not  be- 

gin to  run  till  after  a  reasonable  time  for  performance,  etc.:  5  Ga.,  167.  To  pay  a  debt 
not  barred,  annuls  operation  of  statute:  14  Ga.,  661.  New,  to  take  case  out  of  the  sta- 

tute must  in  be  writing  :  32  Ga.,  602.  In  a  particular  way,  same  :  58  Ga.,  500.  Must  be 
in  handwriting  of  maker,  or  subscribed  by  him  or  some  one  authorized,  and  the  holder 
cannot  be  the  agent:  55  Ga.,  187.     Where  written  by  agent,  good:  Green  vs.  Juhan, 
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Pampt,  February,  1881,  p.  17.  Letters  or  other  detached  writing  that  do  not  describe 
debt  with  reasonable  certainty,  not  sufficient :  62  Ga.,  640  ;  55/201.  Written  acknow- 

ledgement of.  on  existing  liability,  is  equivalent  to  a  new  promise,  and  takes  evi- 
dence of  debt  out  of  statute  :  62  Ga.,  420.  To  bind  administrator  on  new  promise  to 

take  debt  out  of  the  statute,  it  must  appear  that  the  bar  had  not  attached  before  death 
of  intestate  :  60  Ga.,  362.  Parol,  not  sufficient  to  take  debt  out  of  statute:  Mosely  vs. 
Jenkins,  Pamph.,  February,  1880,  p.  54.  Ordinance  of  1865,  suspending  running  of 
statute  of  limitations  cited  and  discussed:  38  Ga.,  300,  439;  41/231 ;  45/109.  Public  debt, 
statute  of  limitations  does  not  begin  to  run,  as  to,  if  at  all,  until  demand  is  repudia- 

ted :  12  Ga.,  137.  Real  property,  since  January  1st,  1863,  there  has  not  been  any 
statute  of  limitations  as  to  suits  for  :  38  Ga.,  439.  Purchaser  of,  must  be  in  possession 
four  years  to  discharge  it  from  lien  of  judgment  against  person  from  whom  it  was  pur- 

chased :  48  Ga.,  410.  Removal,  on,  of  debtor  from  the  State  statute,  suspended  until 
his  return:  60  Ga.,  376;  Miller  vs.  Whitehead,  Pamphlt.,  February,  1881,  p.  15.  Surety, 
how  affected  by,  of  principal :  60  Ga.,  376.  Review,  bill  of,  statute  of  limitations  as 
to,  suspended  from  November  30th,  1860  to  July  21st,  1868  :  49  Ga.,  332.  Seal,  suit  on 
note  under,  given  in  1867,  commenced  in  1875,  good  :  57  Ga.,  531.  Note  under,  not 
barred  till  twenty  years  after  date:  58  Ga.,  "'36.  Security,  mere  delay  to  sue  princi- 

pal till  bar  of  statute  has  attached,  does  not  discharge  surety,  if  he  lias  been  sued  in 
time:  47  Ga.,  273.  Bar  of  statute  attaches  in  favor  of,  notwithstanding  payment  on 
note  by  principal :  64 Ga.,  655.  Administrator  of,  cannot  relieve  note  from  bar  of  sta- 

tute so  far  as  primary  creditors  may  be  affected  :  64  Ga.,  655.  Seizing"  personal  pro- 
perty, action  for  under  execution  against,  a  stranger  barred  after  four  years  from  date 

of  seizure:  58  Ga.,  195.  Set-off,  statute  of  limitations  as  a  reply  to :  26  Ga.,  695-8; 
see  also  31  Ga.,  128.  Sheriff  receiving  money  on  fi.  fa.  statute  begins  to  run  in  favor 
of,  from  time  of  receiving  the  money:  9  Ga.,  413.  Suit,  commencement  of:  51  Ga., 
609.  Suspension  of  statute  of  limitations  from  December,  1860,  to  1st  December,  1861, 
and  again  from  November  8th,  1865,  to  July,  1868,:  46  Ga.,  119.  Tenants  in  common, 
statute  does  not  begin  to  run  in  favor  of  one  receiving  more  than  his  just  share,  till 
co-tenant  has  knowledge  of  his  adverse  holding  :  22  Ga.,  131.  Vendee  of,  protected 
by  seven  years'  possession  :  47  Ga.,  674.  Statute  does  not  run  until  fraud  discovered 
where  trustee  colludes  to  defraud  cestui  que  trust:  25  Ga.,  76.  •  Trustee,  statute  begins 
to  run  in  favor  of,  on  settlement,  etc.:  18  Ga.,  120.  Implied  when  not  protected  by 
statute  :  39  Ga.,  479-508.  Being  also  executor,  statute  does  not  protect  assets  distribu- 

ted: 59  Ga.,  823.  When  the  statute  runs  against  express,  and  when  against  implied 
trusts:  8  Ga.,  97.  Usury,  statute  as  to,  does  not  begin  to  run  before  final  settlement, 
where  there  are  mutual  dealings:  54  Ga.,  190.  Statute  of  limitations  as  to  recovery  of : 
60  Ga.,  38. 

General  Note  on  Limitations. — Act  of  March,  1869  :  1  Woods,  523,  426;  does  not 
exclude  the  twelve  months  allowed  administrators:  9  0.,  25.  Inter-State  law  of: 
Rorer,  171-176;  notes  to  Code,  $8.  Mortgage,  Georgia  law  stated  :  4  Cr.,  415  ;  may  be 
foreclosed  although  accompanying  note  is  barred  :  35  Am.  R.,  96.  Grantee  accepting 
deed  and  thereby  assuming  mortgage,  statute  runs  from  acceptance  ;  26  Am.  R.,  765. 
Revivor  of  mortgage  note  will  revive  mortgage,  but  not  as  to  previous  grantee  of  mort- 

gagor: 26  Am.  R.,  765.  Set-offs  ;  limitations  as  to  :  Code,  $3470.  Stockholders,  stat- 
utes of  limitation  on  action  against:  Thompson  L.  S.,  §281  etseq.  Georgia  law  stated  : 

2  0.,  156.  Trusts:  2  Perry  Tr.,  $854;  Code,  $$3193-6.— Subject  treated:  1  Add. 
Contr.,  $402  et  seg. ;  Broom's  Leg.  Max.,  857,  (on  the  maxim  vigilantibus,  etc.);  Abb. 
Tr.  Ev.,  822-5  ;  2  Gr.  Ev.,  $430 ;  3  Pars.  Contr.,  61. 

SECTION  II. 

EXCEPTIONS   AND   DISABILITIES. 

Section. 
2926.  Persons  excepted. 
2927   Occurring  after  accrual  of  right. 
2928.  Unrepresented  estate. 
2929.  Absence  from  State  of  defendant. 

Section. 
2930.  Joint  action  and  a  part  barred. 
2931.  Fraud. 
2932.  Non  suit  or  dismissal. 
2933.  If  pleaded  as  set-off. 

§2926.(2875.)    (2867.)    Persons  excepted.     Married  women;   infants,  Act  of  isos, 
idiots  or  insane  persons,  or  persons  imprisoned,  who  are  such  when  the  ̂ f-J^Q 
cause^  of  action   accrues,  shall  be  entitled  to  the  same  time,  after  the  c.VW 

disability  is  removed,  to  bring  an  action,  as  is  prescribed  in  this  Code  c.Cp°567817' for  other  persons.  •  Actsofi855 
r  -6,  p    235. 

Will  run  against  insane  person  from  time  of  restoration  to  sanity  :  7  Ga.,  484.  Does 
not  run  against  minors:  7  Ga.,  517.  But  minor  is  barred  also  where  the  executor  or 
his  trustee  could  have  sued  and  is  barred  :  8  Ga.,  L;  10/358.  Where  adverse  posses- 

sion of  owner  during  minority  would  not  prevail  :  9  Ga.,  23.  Where  one  of  several 
heirs  is  an  infant  his  right  protected  in  ejectment  suit:  10  Ga.,  219.  Bar  to  minor  on 
guardian's  bond  same  as  sealed  instrument:  10  Ga.,  66.  When  does  not  run  against a  married  woman  where  she  and  her  husband  suing  for  trust  property:  11  Ga.,  259  ; 
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9/328;  22/331.  But  must  be  actually  married  at  time  right  accrued:  17  Ga.,  267* 
Where  both  infancy  and  coverture,  statute  does  not  run  until  both  removed:  11  Ga.' 259.  Where  statute  commenced  to  run  after  disco verture  :  14  Ga.,  402.  Suit  for  rent 
by  husband  after  he  becomes  twenty-one  years  of  age  :  14  Ga.,  687.  Rights  of  wife  ac- 

cruing during  coverture:  22  Ga.,  331.  Fraud  committed  on  a  feme  sole  not  discovered 
until  after  marriage,  saving  in  statute  of  limitations  protects  her  during  coverture  :  24 
Ga.,  559.  Does  not  begin  to  run  until  fraud  discovered  where  trustee  colludes  to  de- 

fraud cestui  que  trust:  25  Ga.,  76.  One  heir  non  compos  mentis  and  the  other  feme  covert 
prevents  bar  of  seven  years  attaching:  27  Ga..  494.  No  running  of  the  statutory  bar 
on  an  equitable  right  during  infancy  :  27  Ga.,  133.  Suit  brought  seven  years  after  in- 

fancy removed  would  be  sufficient:  32  Ga.,  52.  Where  the  statute  did  not  apply  to 
claims  and  rights  of  infant :  41  Ga.,  555.  Where  the  statute  ran  during  coverture,  she 
having  a  husband  :  46  Ga.,  593.  Where  trustee  barred  so  was  infant  cestui  que  trust: 
10  Ga.,  358 ;  51/139 ;  61/54 ;  56/170  ;  55/25.  Where  this  section  and  not  Act  of  1869  ap- 

plied to  suit  to  recover  legacy  by  legatee  :  61  Ga.,  674.  Act  of  1869  did  not  repeal  this 
section,  but  should  be  construed  with  it :  62  Ga.,  128.  Effect  of  infancv  as  reply  to 
limitation  Act  of  1869:  64  Ga.,  32. 

Ang.  Lim.,  49,  201.  Coverture  succeeding  infancy  does  not  extend  time  to  sue  under 
statute  within  ten  years  after  removal  of  infancy  or  coverture  :  27  Am.  R.,  470.     aCord. 

*  on  M.   W.j  $1041.     How   far   exceptions  in  favor  of  married  women  removed  :  Wells' 
Sep.  Prop.,  $$658-666.  Statute  runs  against  married  women  in  respect  to  separate  prop- 

i  erty  :  25  Am.  R.,  369  ;  5  C.  L.  J.,  420. 

'.  §2927.  (2876).  (2868.)  Disabilities  occurring  after  accrual  of  right.     If 
f  Act  of  1817,  either  of  the  foregoing  disabilities  happens  after  the  right  of  action  ac- 

'  AcSof7i855crues>  an(^  isn°t  voluntarily  caused  or  undertaken  by  the  person  claim- 
-6,  p.  235.    ing  the  benefit  thereof,  the  limitation  shall  cease  to  operate  during  its continuance. 

As  to  minors  :  8  Ga.,  201,  207  ;  27/133;  7/517.  Section  referred  to  as  to  minors  :  48 
Ga.,  331.     Note  to  $2687. 

'  2a£z+6^  ̂ T        §2928.  (2877.)  (2869.)   Unrepresented  estate.     The  time  occurring  be- f^\X/^  Acts  of  1855  tiveen  the  death  of  a  person  and  representation  taken  upon  his  estate, 

*237.PP' 285,  or  between  the  termination  of  one  administration  and  the  commence- 
f~2~~3s  t0*f~<  ment  of  another,  shall  not  be  counted  against  his  estate:  Provided,  such 

time  does  not  exceed  five  years;  but  at  the  expiration  of  that  time  the 
limitation  shall  commence,  though  the  cause  of  action  accrued  after  his 
death. 

i  Not  until  administration  does  statute  run  against  suit  to  recover  property  of  intes- 
tate :  1  Ga.,  379,  538.  Not  until  probate  of  will  and  qualification  of  representative  :  6 

Ga.,  310.  So  long  as  there  was  no  representative  of  the  estate  the  grant  vested  in  the 
heirs:  22  Ga.,  108-9.  Where  the  statute  did  not  commence  to  run  against  unrepresented 
estate  until  five  years  after  the  liability  accrued  :  36  Ga.,  575.  Where  the  limitation 
Act  of  1869  applied:  50  Ga.,  382;  55/35.  Not  to  come  within  this  Act  suit  must  be 
brought  in  nine  months  and  fifteen  days  after  the  five  years  indulgence  :  49  Ga.,  450  ; 
55/85  ;  64/16.  Where  the  bar  attached  one  year,  nine  months  and  fifteen  days  from  the 
grant  of  administration  :  58  Ga.,  147.  How  five  years  counted  and  when  statute  ceases 
to  run  against  estate:  64  Ga.,  16;  44/527;  53/372.  Statute  does  not  run  against  an 
estate  on  granting  of  temporary,  but  only  of  permanent,  letters  of  administration  :  63 
Ga.,764. 

§2929.  (2878.)  (2870.)  Absence  from  State  of  defendant.  If  the  defend- 
cCp°564805'  ant,  in  any  of  the  cases  herein  named,  shall  remove  from  this  State, 
Act  °I618C6'  the  time  of  his  absence  from  the  State,  and  until  he  returns  to  reside, 
Act  of  1817,  shall  not  be  counted  or  estimated  in  his  favor. 

Ac?of  1839        Statute  commencing  to  run  against  personalty  is  not  stopped  by  removal  of  de- 
C.  p.  568.     '  fendant  out  of  the  State  :  5  Ga.,  217.     Where  action  could  be  commenced  by  holder 
Acts  of  1851  against  non-resident  maker  of  note  from  time  of  his  return:  11  Ga.,  303.     Defendant 
-2,  p.  539.     residing  out  of  the  State  not  within  exception  of  Act  of  1805  :  15  Ga.,  1.     Set-off  to  re- 
^.ctD°235855  cover  back  money  lost  at  cards  barred,  and  not  protected  by  non-residence  of  parties: 
-6,  P-      •     25  Ga.,  664.     Where  one  of  makers  of  note  out  of  State  when  made  and  continuing  so, 

not  within  terms  of  this  section  :  32  Ga.,  253.     Where  the   limitation  Act  of  1869  ap- 
plied to  a  mortgage,  although  mortgagor  anon-resident:  49  Ga.,  441.     Section  cited 

and  construed  :  55  Ga. ,  264-6  ;  51/592.     This  section  does  not  apply  where  note  made 
out  of  State  and  maker  comes  in  the  State  :  54  Ga.,  126.     Absence  or  non-residence  of  a 
debtor  who  never  resided  here   no  reply  to  the  statute  of  limitations  :  58  Ga.,  147. 
Where  principal  and  surety  both  reside  here  at  time  contract  made  and  principal  moves 
out  of  State:  60  Ga.,  377. 

13  Am.  D.,  368,  n  ;  14  Am.  R.,  584. 

§2930.  (2879.)  (2871.)  Joint  action  and  a  part  barred.  If  there  is  a  joint 
right  of  action,  and  some  of  the  persons  having  such   right  are  under 
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any  of  the  foregoing  disabilities,  the  terms  mentioned  herein  shall  not  Acts  of  1855 

'  be  computed  against  such  joint  action,  until  all  the  disabilities  are  re-  ~6,  p* 235, 
moved;  but  if  the  action  might  be  severed,  and  each  sue  for  his  own 
share,  those  free  from  disability  shall  be  barred,  and  the  rights  of  those 
only  protected  who  are  under  such  disability. 

As  applicable  to  an  action  of  trover  by  tenants  in  common  :  8  Ga.(  201 ;  7/517.  As 
to  promise  of  one  of  joint  promissors  taking  debt  out  of  the  statute  of  limitations  :  9 
Ga.,  467.     In  favor  of  one  of  several  infant  heirs:  10  Ga.,  218. 

§2931.  (2880.)  (2872.)  Fraud.  If  the  defendant,  or  those  under  whom  Acts  of  1855 

he  claims,  has  been  guilty  of  a  fraud  by  which  the  plaintiff  has  been  ~6,  p<  m 
debarred  or  deterred  from  his  action,  the  period  of  limitation  shall  run 
only  from  the  time  of  the  discovery  of  the  fraud. 

How  far  fraud  a  reply  to  the  statute  in  ejectment  suit :  4  Ga.,  308.  Fraud  is  excep- 
tion in  equity  until  its  discovery  :  8  Ga.,  1,  68,  511.  Where  fraud  a  good  reply  to  the 

statute :  12  Ga.,  371.  Where  fraud  practiced  by  feme  sole  and  not  discovered  until  after 
marriage  protects  her  during  coverture  :  24  Ga.,  259.  Trustee  colluding  to  defraud  cestui 
que  trust  no  limitation  until  after  discovery  of:  25  Ga.,  76.  Equity  will  not  interfere 
even  where  fraud  where  negligence  by  creditor  for  long  time  :  28  Ga.,  38  ;  60/449. 
Seven  years  from  discovery  of  fraud  as  to  sale  of  land:  35  Ga.,  280.  Fraudulent  con- 

cealment from  cestui  que  trust  of  her  rights  by  trustee  :  35  Ga.,  40,  44.  Where  defendant 
because  of  fraud  not  protected  by  statute  of  limitations :  39  Ga.,  479.  As  to  defendant 
showing  when  knowledge  came  to  plaintiff  of  fraudulent  representations  :  29  Ga.,  288; 
45/457.  Section  cited  and  construed  :  56  Ga.,  685;  53/377  ;  60/488.  Where  under  the 

allegations  of  fraud  in  suit  on  guardian's  bond  the  limitations  of  1869  could  not  be  set 
up:  55  Ga.,  15.  Waiting  until  bar  of  statute  applied  after  discovery  of  fraud:  56  Ga., 
685.     Fraud  as  reply  to  adverse  possession  :  46  Ga.,  553. 

Bigelow  on  Fraud,  441 ;  Kerr  on  Fraud  and  Mistake,  309  ;  Ang.  Lim.,  186  ;  3  Am.  D., 
128,  n. 

§2932.  (2881.)  (2873.)  Non-suitor  dismissal.     If  a  plaintiff  shall  beActofi847, 
non-suited,  or  shall  discontinue  or  dismiss  his  case,  and   shall  recom-  ?•  £  A6?—* 

,'.  ..  1  ,  in  i  i         ACtS  Ot  loOO 

mence  witnm  six  months,  such  renewed  case  shall  stand  upon  the-,  p. 235.. 
same  footing,  as  to  limitation,  with  the  original   case;  but  this  privi- 

lege of  dismissal  and  renewal  shall  be  exercised  only  once  under  this 
clause. 

On  the  Act  of  1806  repealed :  1  Ga.,  32.  When  suit  by  representative  of  deceased 

plaintiff  or  by  successive  trustees  sufficient :  13  Ga.,  55.  Where  one  of  defendant's  party to  first  and  renewed  suit  sufficient :  13  Ga.,  306.  Where  could  be  no  renewal  in  case  of 
certiorari:  23  Ga.,  8.  Where  certiorari  could  be  renewed:  48  Ga.,  362;  32/435.  Where 

the  parties  not  appealing  were  within  the  saving  clause  of  the'  statute:  32  Ga.,  448. This  section  repealed  by  limitation  of  1869  as  to  actions  accruing  before  1st  of  June, 
1865  :  50  Ga.,  263  ;  52/13-14;  47/339,  342.  But  as  to  actions  accruing  since  first  of  June, 
1865,  this  section  applies:  52  Ga.,  328.  Does  not  apply  to  a  case  where  Court  dismisses 
on  demurrer :  56  Ga.,  185-188.  A  lien  on  saw-mills  under  section  1985  of  Code  not 
governed  by  terms  of  this  section  :  57  Ga.,  20.  There  can  be  no  renewal  of  a  void  at- 

tachment case  :  58  Ga.,  147,  149.  When  a  certiorari  by  a  firm  can  be  renewed  in  six 
months  after  dismissal :  60  Ga.,  629-631.  It  is  only  the  original  plaintiff  that  can  re- 

new a  suit  dismissed  :  60  Ga.,  44.  This  section  applies  to  plaintiffs  and  not  defendants 
and  a  plea  is  not  a  case  :  60  Ga.,  362-364. 

§2933.  (2882.)  (2874.)  Claims  pleaded  as  set-off.     Where  any   matter  Act  of  1M7, 
has  been  pleaded  as  a  set-off  in  a  suit,  and  the  suit  is  dismissed,  or  the  9-  &  5f{855 
case  is  otherwise  disposed  of  without  a  hearing  upon  the  merits  of  the  -6.  p.  237. 
set-off,  such  set-off  shall  not  be  barred  until  the  expiration  of  six  months 
next  after  the  time  of  such  disposition  of  such  suit. 

In  equity  if  complainant  within  any  exception  he  must  set  it  up  in  his  bill :  8  Ga., 
237.  A  creditor's  claim  not  barred  while  he  acts  as  sole  administrator  on  debtor's  es- 

tate, as  he  cannot  sue  himself:  57  Ga.,  591. 
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SECTION  III. 

NEW    PROMISE. 

Section.  i  Section. 
2934.  Must  be  in  writing.  1  v937.  By  partner. 
2935.  Credit  on  note.  .                   |  2938.  By  joint  contractor. 
2936.  Effect  of  new  promise.  | 

§2934.  (2883.)  (2875.)  New  promise  must  be  in  writing.     A  new  prom- 
Acts  of  1855  ise,  in  order  to  renew  a  right  of  action  already  barred,  or  to  constitute 

-6,  p.  235.    a  p0int  from  which  the  limitation  shall  commence  running  on  a  right 
§§1950,  (6)    of  action  not  yet  barred,  must  be  in  writing,  either  in  the  party's  own 

handwriting,  or  subscribed  by  him,  or  some  one  authorized  by  him. 
As  to  express  promise  and  promise  by  implication  :  15  Ga.,  395  ;  6/588;  5/486.  Court 

to  determine  what  in  law  is  a  promise  and  jury  to  find  what  promise  was  made  :  6  Ga., 

486.  When  a  new  promise  by  maker  of  note  to  prior  holder  sufficient : '7  Ga.,  505. Where  subsequent  promise  by  parol  would  not  avail:  12  Ga.,  615.  As  to  promises 
before  debt  barred  and  independent  promises  :  14  Ga.,  661.  As  to  difference  between 
new  promise  as  to  tort  and  assumpsit :  16  Ga.,  114.  All  promises  since  February  20,  - 
1854,  must  be  in  writing  to  remove  bar  of  statute  :  20  Ga.,  94.  Also  as  to  partial  pay- 

ment not  being  sufficient:  22  Ga.,  343.  Under  Act  of  February  20,  1856,  the  new 
promise  must  be  in  writing  :  32  Ga.,  602.  Credit  on  note  in  part  payment  must  be 
subscribed  by  party  making  or  by  some  one  lawfully  authorized  by  him  to  do  so  :  36 
Ga.,  538;  43/187  ;  49/441,  450.  Where  a  letter  was  held  to  be  too  indefinite  to  amount 
to  a  new  promise  :  55  Ga  ,  264.  Letters  or  detached  papers  not  sufficiently  describing 
debt  and  as  to  creditor  not  being  agent  of  debtor  to  enter  credit :  62  Ga.,  640-644.  Credit 
on  note  by  direction  of  maker  by  letter  :  62  Ga.,  415.  Promise  to  pay  in  a  certain  way 
must  be  in  writing  :  58  Ga..  500. 

L  Ang.  Lim.,  298;  3  C.  L.  J.,  648,  825.     Revivor  not  affected  by  written   acknowledg- 

y,  ment  found  among  debtor's  papers  after  his  death  :  35  Am.  R.,  416,  417,  n.  Parol  prom- 
f  ise  not  to  plead  statute  void  :  1   Am.  R.,  548.     Acknowledgment  must  be  to  creditor, 
4  not  to  stranger:  4  C.  L.  J.,  597.     Promise  to  pay  on  condition  does  not  prevent  bar 
'i  unless  condition  is  complied  with  :  6  C.  L.  J.,  17. 

§2935.  (2884.)  (2876.)  Effect  of  credit  on  note.     A  payment  entered 
upon  a  written  evidence  of  debt  by  the  debtor,  or  any  other  written 
acknowledgment  of    the   existing    liability,  •  is  equivalent  to  a  new 

■  promise  to  pay. 

Entry  of  credit  of  part  payment  on  note  by  maker:  9  Ga.,   418.     Payment  for  pur- 
pose of  preventing  statute  from  running:  14  Ga.,  641.     Where  partial  payment  or  ver- 

'  bal  acknowledgement  not  sufficient :  22  Ga.,  343.     When  payment  by  principal  of  note 
|  before  barred  does  not  affect  indorser  or  surety  not  a  party  to  it:  30  Ga.,   479.     Where 

payment  on  Sunday  will  not  avail  to  take  out  of  the  statute:  31  Ga.,  607.  In  1857 
entry  of  credit  of  partial  payment  on  note  did  not  constitute  new  promise  :  34  Ga., 
245.  Credit  should  be  made  by  maker  or  one  authorized  by  him  :  49  Ga.,  441.  And 
holder  not  agent :   55/187-8. 

Part  payment  made  on  Sunday  does  notrevive  :  17  Am.  R.,  111.  Payment  of  inter- 
est prevents  bar  :  35  Am.  R.,  579  ;  3  C.  L.  J.,  738.  Indorsement  of  payment  where  no 

valuable  consideration  passes,  notsufficient:  6C.  L.  J.,  164. 

§2936.  (2885.)  (2877.)  Effect  of  new  promise.  A  new  promise  revives 
or  extends  the  original  liability :  it  does  not  create  a  new  one. 

Section  cited  and  construed  :  62  Ga.,  420-421. 

Acts  of  1855  §2937.  (2886.)  (2878.)  New  promise  by  partner.  After  the  dissolution 
-6,  pp.  236,  of  a  partnership,  a  new  promise  by  one  partner  revives  or  extends  the 

§1917  partnership  debt  only  as  to  himself,  and  not  as  to  his  co-partners. 
As  to  what  was  the  law :   14  Ga.,  647-8. 

■One  partner,  after  dissolution,  may  take  note  out  of  a  statute  of  limitations  by  pay- 
ment thereon  out  of  firm  moneys  :  28  Am.  R.,  511. 

§2938.  (2887.)  (2879.)  By  joint  contractor.  In  cases  of  joint  or  joint 
Acts  of  1855  and  several  contracts,  a  new  promise  by  one  of  the  contractors  operates 
-6,  p.  236.    only  against  himself. 

Where  it  was  held  that  promise  of  one  took  it  out  of  the  bar  of  the  statute  as  to  other 
joint  an,d  several  promissors  :  9  Ga.,  467  ;  14/641.  When  payment  by  principal  or  maker 
of  note  before  barred  by  the  statute  does  not  affect  indorser  or  surety:  30  Ga.,  479; 
64/655,  661. 
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10  Am.  D.,  695-7,  n  ;  Ang.  Lim.,  269.  Part  payment  by  one  joint  debtor:  1  Sm.  L. 
C,  723,  729. 

General  Note. — It  should  contain  certain  admissions  of  existing  debt :  5  Ga.,  486; 
6/588,  521 ;  15/395.  Promise  of  joint  maker  and  surety  to  holder  on  condition  how  de- 

clared on  :  9  Ga.,  418  ;  6/486 ;  16/115  ;  14/661.  Evidence  as  to  new  promise  :  15  Ga.,  395. 
Letter  from  indorser  to  holder  not  taking  the  note  out  of  bar  of  statute:  9  Ga.,  303. 
Suing  on  a  new  promise  by  way  of  amendment  to  declaration  :  9  Ga.,  4.  When  a  new 
promise  by  maker  to  prior  holder  sufficient:  7  Ga  ,  505.  Action  on  under  short  form; 
12  Ga.,  615.  A  new  promise  not  on  condition:  19  Ga.,  83.  As  to  actions  ex  contractu 
and  ex  delicto  :  16  Ga.,  114.  Statute  running  from  time  of  new  promise  :  14  Ga.,  661. 
Statute  applying  to  original  demand,  governs:  28  Ga.,  310.  Demand  barred  and  bar 
removed  by  new  promise,  cannot  be  plead  as  set-off  during  period  of  bar :  31  Ga.,  26. 

General  Note  on  Section  III. — Bankruptcy,  promise  to  waive  debt  discharged 
by:  36  Am.  P.,  197,  n.  Executor  or  administrator,  new  promise  by:  Code,  §2542. 
Tort,  action  of,  not  revived  by  acknowledgment :  1  Sm.  L.  G,  (t.  p.)  736. — Subject 
treated  :  Whitcomb  vs.  Whiting,  1  Sm.  L.  C,  (s.  p.)  318  ;  Ang.  Lim.,  218  et  seq.  ;  notes 
in  10  Am.  D.,  571-3;  12/173,  687;  8/163. 

CHAPTER  X. 

OF    BREACH    AND    DAMAGES. 

•Section. 
2939.  Breach  of  entire  contract,  etc. 
2940.  Liquidated  damages. 
2941.  Penalties. 
2942.  Expenses  of  litigation. 
'^943.  Exemplary  damages. 
2944.   Remote  damages. 

Section. 
2945.  Interest. 
2946.  Nominal  damages. 
2947.  Discretion  of  jury. 
2948.  On  covenants,  etc. 
2949.  On  bond  for  titles. 
2950.  Necessary  expense. 

§2939.  (2888.)  (2880.)  Suits  for  breach  of  contracts.  If  a  contract  be 
entire,  but  one  suit  can  be  maintained  for  a  breach  thereof;  but  if  it  be 
severable,  or  if  the  breaches  occur  at  successive  periods  in  an  entire 
contract  (as  where  money  is  to  be  paid  by  installments),  an  action 
will  lie  for  each  breach ;  but  all  the  breaches  occurring  up  to  the  com- 

mencement of  the  action,  must  be  included  therein. 
Section  cited  :  45  Ga.,  158.  Where  the  contract  was  entire  and  could  not  be  divided 

so  as  to  bring  separate  suits  :  54  Ga.,  327.  Where  all  the  breaches  of  warranty  should 
be  assigned  that  have  accrued  :  58  Ga.,  388,  390. 

§2940.  (2889.)  (2881.)    Liquidated  damages.      Damages  are  given  as§:o56. 
compensation  for  the  injury  sustained.     If  the  parties  agree,  in  their 
contract,  what  ;the  damages  for  a  breach  shall  be,  they  are  said  to  be 
liquidated,  and  unless  the  agreement   violates  some  principle  of  law, 
the  parties  are  bound  thereby. 

Liquidation  of  damages  for  the  mere  non-payment  of  money,  not  recoverable  as 
such  :  26  Ga.,  403-406.  Intention  controls  as  to  liquidated  damages  or  penalty  and 
■Courts  not  relieving  against:  33  Ga.,  536.  Bound  by  liquidated  damages  in  this  case  : 
40  Ga.,  76.  Where  the  damages  were  stipulated:  44  Ga.,  124.  Stipulated  and  liqui- 

dated damages  :  58  Ga.,  567,  572.     Section  cited  :  63  Ga.,  241. 

§2941.  (2890.)  (2882.)  Penalties.  Penalties  in  bonds  are  not  liqui- 
dated damages,  and  even  if  called  such,  yet,  if  it  appears  unreasonable 

and  not  so  actually  intended  by  the  parties,  the  law  will  give  only  the 
actual  damages;  and  in  all  cases  Avhere  the  damage  is  capable  of  com- 

putation, and  is  not  uncertain  in  its  character,  such  stipulations  will 
be  declared  not  to  be  penalties. 

The  "eventual  condemnation  money"  secured  by  injunction  bond:'  1  Ga.,  72. 
Forthcoming  bond  :  29  Ga.,  110  ;  60/292.  Where  the  sum  stipulated  in  a  bond  was  in 
i:he  nature  of  a  penalty  :  17  Ga.,  609.  What  constituted  a  breach  of  a  conditional  bond : 
.29  Ga.,  139;  31/289.  When  a  promise  to  pay  money  to  prevent  failure  of  contract  by 
penalty  not  enforced.:  30  Ga.,  344.  Intention  of  parties  determining  whether  an  agree- 

ment a  penalty  or  liquidated  damages  :  52  Ga.,  649;  35/226  ;  33/536,  432.  Where  only 
actual  damages  recoverable,  the  forfeit  being  a  penalty  :  44  Ga.,  507,  124.  As  to  differ- 
•ence  between  penalty  and  stipulated  damages  :  56  Ga.,  331,  337.  Penalty  being  fixed 
in  a  bond,  surety  not  liable  for  more  than  that  sum  and  interest :  59  Ga.,  204. 

Penalties  and  liquidated  damages:  Woods'  Mayne  Dam.,  157—173  ;  2  St.  Eq.,  §1301 ; 
1  Pomeroy  Eq.,  §433  ;  1  Am.  D.,  331-340,  n;  Peachy  vs.  Somerset,  2  White  &  Tudor'sL. 47 

§3575. 
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C,  (s.  p.),  774  ;  3  C.  L.  J.,  151 ;  4/473  ;  31  Am.  R,  70.  When  liquidated,  on  contract  to- 
consign  cotton  to  factors  for  sale,  and  to  pay  as  liquidated  damages  $2  a  bale  for  every 
bale  less  than  five  hundred  so  consigned:  30  Am.  R.,  26,  28,  n;  on  sale  of  stock,  seller 
binding  himself,  in  penalty  of  $500,  not  to  engage  in  same  business  in  same  place  for 
ten  months:  31  Am.  R.,  607.  When  penalty,  on  contract  for  sale  of  land,  providing 
that  on  default  of  payment  of  contract  price  of  $22,000,  the  whole  or  any  part  unpaid 
might  be  recovered  as  liquidated  damages,  nothing  being  paid  :  35  Am.,  R.,  160  ;  stip- 

ulation in  mortgage  for  attorney's  fee  for  collection  :  32  Am.  R.,  457. 

§2942.  (2891.)  (2883.)  Expense  of  litigation.  The  expenses  of  litiga- 
tion are  not  generally  allowed  as  a  part  of  the  damages;  but  if  the  de- 

fendant has  acted  in  bad  faith,  or  has  been  stubbornly  litigious,  or  has 
caused  the  plaintiff  unnecessary  trouble  and  expense,  the  jury  may  al- 

low them. 
Section  referred  to  and  construed:  48  Ga.,  515  :  59/798;  49/316,  324. 

§2943.  (2892.)  (2884.)  Exemplary  damages.     Exemplary  damages  can 

'  •  never  be  allowed  in  cases  arising  on  contracts. 
Where  mortgagee  entered  on  lands  by  mistake  not  a  case  for  exemplary  or  vindictive- 

>  damages  :  61  Ga.,  297,  299.     Where,  on  breach  of  contract  merely,  exemplary  damages 

J  was  not  demanded  :  61  Ga.,  132-3. 

t  §2944.    (2893.)    (2885.)    Remote  damages.     Remote  or   consequential 
?§648r  704,    damages  are  not  allowed  whenever  they  cannot  be  traced  solely  to  the 

3072, 3074.    "breach  of  the  contract,  or  unless  they  are  capable  of  exact  computation,. 
1  such  as  the  profits,*  which  are  the  immediate  fruit  of  the  contract,  and 

are  independent  of  any  collateral  enterprise  entered  into  in  contem- 
plation of  the  contract. 

When  prospective  profits  too  remote  :  22  Ga.,  269;  30/561,  .577 ;  34/542;  19/417-420. 
Speculative  damages  not  recoverable:  25  Ga.,  386;  57/130;  26/125;  55/75.  Damages- 
for  breach  of  contract  in  regard  to  exercise  of  trade,  not  too  remote  :  39  Ga.,  655.  Only 
allowed  when  traceable  solely  to  breach  of  contract,  and  exactly  computed  :  41  Ga.,  71. 
What  damages  are  allowed  for  enticing  off  servants:  43  Ga.,  601.  Damages  traceable- 
to  the  act,  but  not  the  legal  and  natural  consequences,  too  remote:  51  Ga.,  583.     Evi- 

(dence  to  establish  consequential  damage  to  a  mill  shoal:  53  Ga.,  178.     What  damages 
are  too  remote  in  action  for  damages  to  land  by  mill-dam:  54  Ga.,  84.     Where  rail- 

road only  liable  for  actual  damages  for  failing  to  run  train  according  to  schedule : 
,  58  Ga.,  180.     Where  damages  alleged  are  speculative  or  too  remote,  etc.,  should  betaken 

advantage  of,  by  special  demurrer:  60  Ga.,  164.     Where  damages  not  too  remote:  60^ 
;  Ga.,  149. 

Woods'  Mayne  Dam.,  §251-84.  a13  Am.  R.,  438  ;  24/735  ;  Sedg.  L.  C.  Dam.,  302,  309  ; 9  O.,  30. 

§2945.  (2894.)  (2886.)  Interest.  In  all  cases  where  an  amount  ascer- 
tained would  be  the  damages  at  the  time  of  the  breach,  it  may  be  in- 

creased by  the  addition  of  legal  interest  from  that  time  till  the  recovery. 
Back  interest  recoverable  as  stipulated  damages :  1  Ga.,  469.     In  an  action  of  trover 

the  value  of  the  property  with  interest  correct  measure  of  damages  :  18  Ga.,  648.     With 
the  damages  found  ought  to  recover  interest :  30  Ga.,  422.    Interest  on  value  of  cotton 
entrusted  to  and  failed  to  be  delivered  by  a  warehouseman  :  49  Ga.,  434-436.     Owner  of 

i  cotton  recovering  its  value  and  interest :  53  Ga.,  395-399.    Where  the  damages  was  the 
interest  on  the  investment:  30  Ga.,  561.  Section  referred  to  :  38  Ga.,  221.  Where  jury 
could  allow  interest  on  unpaid  wages:  61  Ga.,  483,  486.  Jury  may  add  interest  to 
damages  for  property  taken  :  63  Ga.,  604-608. 

Woods'  Mayne  Dam.,  §§174-179 ;  Sedg.  Dam.,  462  ;  1  Am.  L.  C.,  (s.  p.)  346-355  ;  6  Am. 
D.,  193 ;  5/348.  Where  recoverable  only  as  damages,  action  for,  does  not  lie  after  pay- 

ment of  principal :  28  Am.  R.,  82.  Cannot  be  recovered  on  damages  for  breach  of  war- 
ranty on  sale  of  seed  from  harvest  till  sale  of  crop  :  27  Am.  R.,  13.  Recoverable  for 

breach  of  contract  to  hire  rooms  for  fixed  term  and  price  :  31  Am.  R.,  494,  498,  n.  In 
contract  of  sale  :  28  Am.  R.,  309;  32/762;  sale  of  garden  seeds,  interest  not  recoverable  : 
34  Am.  R.,  544.     On  unliquidated  damages:  28  Am.  R.,  314,  n. 

§2946.  (2895.)  (2887.)  Nominal  damages.  In  every  case  of  breach  of 
contract,  the  other  party  has  a  right  to  damages ;  but  if  there  has  been 
no  actual  damage,  the  plaintiff  can  recover  nominal  damages  which 
will  carry  the  costs.  But  if  the  defendant,  before  suit  is  brought,  or 
afterward,  and  before  trial,  tenders  to  the  plaintiff  as  much  or  more 
than  he  finally  recovers,  no  costs  shall  be  recovered  accruing  subse- 

quent to  the  tender. 
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As  to  actual  damage:  44  Ga.,  507,  237;  42/463.  Where  Court  may  confine  jury  to 
agreed  price  as  measure  of  damages  :  44  Ga..  19.  A  new  trial  in  a  case  of  tort  to  recover 
nominal  damages:  60  Ga.,496;  18/539.      Meaning  of  nominal  damages:  5Q  Ga.,  352.  • 
Doctrine  of  damages  discussed  :  30  Ga.,  241-8.     Measure  of  damages  :  29  Ga.,  461. 

Woods'  Mayne  Dam.,  §§5-46  j  27  Am.  R.,  485;  1  0.,  294. 

§2947.  (2896.)  (2888.)  Discretion  of  jury  as  to  damages.     The  question  §-0G7- 
of  damages  being  one  for  the  jury,  the  Court  should  not  interfere,  unless 
the  damages  are  either  so  small  or  so  excessive  as  to  justify  the  infer- 

ence of  gross  mistake  or  undue  bias. 
When  the  higher  Court  will  not  substitute  their  impressions  for  the  opinion  of  the 

jury  on  the  evidence  :  10  Ga.,  37.  Whether  damages  are  excessive  is  for  the  Court :  20 
Ga.,  428;  23/222-4.  Evidence  supporting  the  verdict  it  will  not  be  set  aside  because 
excessive :  42  Ga.,  271 ;  34/536,  541 ;  29/294  ;  but  see  27/87-92.  This  section  referred  to 
and  construed:  49  Ga.,  502;  41/75-76.  When  only  the  Court  will  interfere  with  ver- 

dict of  damages  by  jury  in  action  for  tort:  51  Ga.,  33-34.  Where  the  Court  held  the 
verdict  of  the  jury  for  damages  as  excessive :  54  Ga.,  426.  Question  of  damages  is  for 
the  jury  generally  :  58  Ga.,  Ill;  41/71-76. 

§2948.  (2897.)  (2889.)  On  covenants  of  warranty  to  land.  Upon  a  cove-  §§2652, 2704, 

nant  of  warranty  of  title  to  land,  the  damages  should  be  the  purchase  3895' 
money,  with  interest  thereon  from  the  time  of  sale,  unless  the  jury 
should  think,  under  the  circumstances  of  the  case,  that  the  use  of  the 
premises  was  equal  to  the  interest  on  the  money,  and  that  such  equita- 

ble set-off  should  be  allowed.  If  valuable  improvements  have  been 
made  the  interest  should  be  allowed. 

Where  an  assignee  of  the  title  can  pursue  a  ̂ previous  warrantor  for  breach:  4  Ga., 
593.  Judgment  in  another  State  and  an  eviction  as  evidence  of  breach  of  warranty 
here  :  5  Ga.,  276.  When  vendee  evicted  and  was  entitled  to  value  of  improvements 
and  what  paid  to  take  up  incumbrance  :  7  Ga.,  228.  Assumpsit  on  implied  war- 

ranty:  5  Ga.,  551.  Vendee  evicted  may  recover  value  of  land  with  interest:  19 
Ga.,  497  ;  24/533.  Where  judgment  against  purchaser  prima  facie  evidence  of  breach 
of  warranty:  25  Ga.,  566.  No  damage  to  vendee  by  his  eviction,  only  secured  against 
future  loss:  28  Ga.,  514.  Liability  of  warrantor  of  title  notified  of  suit  to  evict  ven- 

dee :  32  Ga.,  13.  Judgment  in  claim  case  against  vendor  and  warrantor,  evidence  of 
eviction  of  vendee:  33  Ga.,  45.  Plaintiff  seeking  to  recover  purchase  money  for  fail- 

ure of  title  must  account  for  value  of  use  :  55  Ga.,  288.  Where  vendee  could  not  re- 
cover from  vendor  or  give  another  the  right  to  recover  for  breach  of  warranty :  56 

Ga.,  198.  Vendee  casting  on  warrantor  burden  of  proof  in  suit  for  breach  :  54  Ga.,  81. 
When  no  breach  of  warranty  established  in  favor  of  warrantee:  59  Ga.,  124.  When 
eviction  established :  61  Ga.,  395.  Defendant  must  set  up  breach  of  warranty  to  ac- 

tion for  purchase  money:  49  Ga.,  452. 

Woods'  Mayne  Dam.,  §247  et  seq. ;  8  Am.  D.,  8,  n;  13/59,  n;  12/312-4,  n;  notes  to 
§2643 ;  in  case  of  lease  :  1  Am.  R.,  506.  Against  incumbrance,  measure  of  damages  not 
what  was  paid  to  extinguish  it,  but  what  reasonably  ought  to  have  been  :  26  Am.  R., 

135.     Attorney's  fees :  19  Am.  R.,  49,  n.— Sedg.  L.  C.  Dam.,  36,  97. 

_  §2949.  (2898.)  (2890.)  On  bond  for  titles.  Upon  breach  of  a  bond  for 
title  to  land,  the  value  of  the  premises  at  the  time  of  the  breach,  with 
interest  thereon,  should  be  the  measure  of  damages;  but  if  the  vendee 
has  bought  up  the  outstanding  title,  the  actual  damage  sustained  by 
him  only  can  be  recovered. 

Measure  of  damages,  value  of  land  at  time  when  title  should  have  been  made,  with 
interest:  9  Ga.,  133;  49/11;  21/504;  17/602;  22/62:  19/497.  Bill  to  recover  damages 
for,  not  barred  until  twenty  years  after  accrual  of  the  right:  8  Ga.,  106.  Where  it  is 
breach  of  bond,  although  obligee  may  know  all  land  not  in  the  tract:  46  Ga.,  316. 
Can  only  be  compelled  to  make  a  joint  deed  where  bond  joint :  46  Ga.,  99.  In  suit  on 
breach  of  warranty  of  deed,  title  bond  in  evidence  also:  47  Ga.,  516.  Value  of  premises 
at  time  of  breach*with  interest,  measure  of  damages  :  49  Ga.,  11.  Action  for  breach  of 
bond  in  survivor  of  two  obligees:  49  Ga.,  268.  Vendee's  right  against  vendor  on  breach 
of  warranty,  barred  by  his  bankruptcy  :  55  Ga.,  172.  Section  referred  to  :  63  Ga.,  280. 
Measure  of  damages  where  purchaser  under  bond  for  titles  buys  up  outstanding  title 
thereto:  64  Ga.,  309. 

Woods'  Mayne  Dam.,  §231  et  seq. :  2  Am.  R.,  456  ;  20/341 ;  24/745. 

§2950.  (2899.)  (2891.)  Necessary  expense.  Any  necessary  expense 
which  one  of  two  contracting  parties  incurs,  in  complying  with  the 
contract,  may  be  recovered  as  damages. 

Stated:  19  Ga.,  417;  41/71. 
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GeneralNote. — Equity's  jurisdiction  for  account  for  damages:  4Ga.,385.  Measure  of 
damages  where  seller  refuses  to  deliver  goods  to  buyer  :  5  Ga.,  172.  Where  premature 
discharge  from  service,  may  sue  for  damages  for  breach  of  contract:  8  Ga..  191 ;  21/157. 
Damages  on  a  receipt  for  money  on  refusal  to  pay,  and  also  for  frivolous  appeal :  11 
Ga.,  154.  Where  employee  not  entitled  to  recover,  because  of  violent  acts  to  employer : 

14'  Ga.,  135;  30/612.  Measure  of  damages  for  obstructing  a  highway  :  15  Ga.,  39.  A 
contract  on  which  damages  for  breach  are  recoverable  :  25  Ga.,  391.  Where  no  breach, 
unless  the  right  of  selection  of  the  accounts  refused :  29  Ga.,  137.  Measure  of  damages 
for  breach  of  contract  by  other  side:  29  Ga.,  461.  Measure  of  damages :  30  Ga.,  561, 
423.  868,  245.  Where  mutual  duties:  30  Ga.,  330.  Action  for  breach  of  contract 
against  defendant's  executor  :  30  Ga.,  866.  Damages  for  breach  of  contract  by  carpen- 

ter's unskillful  work:  30  Ga.,  1.  How  damage's  computed  where  parties  refuse  to carry  out  contracts  entered  on  :  42  Ga.,  462.  Rule  of  damage  for  false  representation  : 
30  Ga.,  948.  Contract  repudiated  by  both,  no  criterion  of  damages  :  25  Ga.,  675.  Breach 
of  duty  not  presumed  in  action  against  public  officer:  22  Ga.,  373.  Damages  for  tres- 

pass :  22  Ga.,  353.  Acceptation  of  part  by  obligee,  no  election  as  to  measure  of  dam- 
ages by  residue  :  60  Ga.,  292.  Violation  of  cross  obligations  plead  to  action  for  dam- 
ages :  36  Ga.,  454.  Unliquidated  damages  not  plead  as  set-off:  21  Ga.,  108.  Excessive 

damages  :  59  Ga.,  426.  Damages  for  official  default  is  the  injury  sustained  :  19  Ga.,  142; 
17/521,  631.  Damages  on  a  memorandum  to  deliver  flour:  25  Ga.,  391.  Injunction 
against  damages  for  water:  33  Ga.,  141,  Suplt. 

General  Note  on  Damages. — Damages  in  case  of  alternative  contract  :  Sedg.  L. 
€.  Dam.,  357.  Carrier,  loss  of  goods  :  See  general  note  following  $2084.  Breach  of 
parol  contract  to  cultivate  farm,  damages  :  Sedg.  L.  C.  Dam.,  226.  Contracts  to 
pay  money :  6  Wall.,  94.  Nominal  damages  for  breach  of  implied  contract  to  pay 
money:  Sedg.  L.  C.  Dam.,  453.  Consequential  damages  for  dishonoring  money  order: 
lb.,  463.  Breach  of  contract  to  honor  acceptances  :  lb.,  475.  Covenants,  covenant  to 
repair;  costs  of  former  action  :  Sedg.  L.  C.  Dam.,  490.  Breach  of  continuing  covenant 
to  repair ;  prior  recovery :  lb.,  493.  Breach  of  covenant  not  to  forfeit  life  insurance  pol- 

icy: lb.,  496.  Breach  of  contract  to  pay ;  measure  of  damages:  lb.,  499.  Breach  of 
covenant  to  pay  taxes:  lb.,  502.  Final  breach  of  continuing  covenant  to  support  an- 

other ;  prospective  expense  ;  competency  of  Northampton  tables  as  evidence  of  the 
probable  duration  of  life:  lb.,  507.  Deliver,  contract  to  :  9  0.,  560.  Contract  to  repair 
threshing  machine  in  time  for  harvest ;  remote  and  special  damages :  Sedg.  L.  C.  Dam., 
265.  Contract  to  deliver  an  engine  for  a  specific  purpose ;  general  rule  of  damages  for 
breach  of  contract:  lb.,  269.  Breach  of  contract  to  deliver  engine ;  direct  loss:  lb., 
275.  Damages  for  inconvenience  to  business :  lb.,  284.  Employment,  discharge  from: 
Note  following  §2217.  Inadequacy  of  consideration,  estimated :  Code,  §2742.  Per- 

sonalty, breach  of  warranty  to:  Code,  §2652;  4  C.  L.  J.,  573;  5/21,  353.  Measure  of, 
for  breach  of  warranty  of  carriage  springs  :  35  Am.  R.,  310;  safes,  does  not  include  ar- 

ticles stolen  from:  34  Am.  R.,  4;  garden  seeds:  27  Am.  R.,  13.  Principal  and  agent, 
liability  of  latter  to  former :  Code,  §2185.  Where  agent  fraudulently  misappropriates, 

collaterals  deposited  with  him  on  loan  of  principal's  money,  measure  of  damages  is 
value  of  collaterals  at  maturity  of  loan  :  36  Am.  R.,  678.  Specific  performance, 

impossible,  damages  allowed:  12  0.,  691.  Sales:  Woods'  Mayne  Dam.,  §§198-230. 
Contract  of  sale  understood  by  the  vendor  to  be  intended  for  a  special  purpose  which 
was  not  that  actually  intended  by  the  vendee  :  Sedg.,  293.  Contract  of  sale  made  with 
reference  to  a  re-sale  intended  by  vendee  ;  profits:  lb.,  302.  Contract  of  sale;  loss  of 
profit  on  re-sale ;  consequential  damages  ;  several  deliveries :  lb.,  309.  Measure  of  dam- 

ages for  non-delivery  of  goods  under  contract  of  sale;  forbearance  of  buyer  at  seller's 
request:  lb.,  316.  Refusal  to  accept  goods:  Code,  §2644.  Contract  for  sale  and  deliv- 

ery of  coal  in  monthly  portions  :  delay;  loss  from  increase  of  freight;  waiver:  Sedg. 
L.  C.  Dam.,  325.  Contract  for  article  to  be  manufactured;  several  deliveries:  lb.,  331. 
Other  contracts  for  several  deliveries:  lb.,  336,350.  Breach  of  contract  of  subscrip- 

tion by  corporation  :  Thompson  L.  S.,  §§186-190.  Unconscionable  contracts,  al- 
lowance of  what  is  fairly  due :  Sedg.  L.  Dam.,  511.  Damages  on  breach  of  contracts 

for  work:  Sedg.  L.  C.  Dam.,  363;  Woods'  Mayne  Dam.,  §§264-283.— Subject  treated  : 
1   Add.  Contr.,  §484  et  seq. ;  3  Pars.  Contr.,  155. 
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TITLE  VIII. 

OF  TORTS,  OR  INJURIES  TO  PERSONS  OR  PROPERTY. 

Chapter  1. — General  Principles  and  Herein  of  Fraud,  etc. 

Chapter  2. — Of  Injuries  to  the  Person. 
Chapter  3. — Of  Injuries  to  Property. 
Chapter  4. — Of  Defenses. 
Chapter  5. — Of  Damages.  • 

CHAPTER  I. 

GENERAL    PRINCIPLES   AND    HEREIN   OF    FRAUD    AND    DECEIT. 

Section. Section. 
2951.  What  are  torts. 2960.  Torts  to  wife,  etc. 
2952.  Injury  common  to  all. 2961.  By  wife,  servant,  etc. 
2953.  Failing  in  legal  duty. 2962.  By  employee. 
2954.  Private  duties. 2963.  Ratification. 
2955.  Election. 2964.  Vicious  animals. 
2956.  Privity. 2965.  Dogs,  liability  of  owners. 
2957.  Fraud  and  damage. 2966.  Frauds  by  acts  or  silence 
2958.  Deceit. 2967.  Action  does  not  abate. 
2959.  Letters  to  obtain  credit. 

§2951.  (2900.)  (2894.)  What  are  torts.  A  tort  is  a  legal  wrong  com- 
mitted upon  the  person  or  property  independent  of  contract.  It  may 

be  either — 
Section  referred  to  and  construed:  49  Ga.,  208  ;  51/446. 

1.  A  direct  invasion  of  some  legal  right  of  the  individual. 
Cited  and  referred  to  :  49  Ga.,  208  ;  52/466. 

2.  The  infraction  of  some  public  duty  by  which  special  damage  ac- 
crues to  the  individual. 

Such  as  a  defect  in  a  sidewalk  :  53  Ga.,  607.     Cited  :  52  Ga.,  466. 

3.  The  violation  of  some  private  obligation  by  which  like  damage 
accrues  to  the  individual. 

In  the  former  case,  no  special  damage  is  necessary  to  entitle  the  party 
to  recover.     In  the  two  latter  cases  such  damage  is  necessary. 

§2952.  (2901.)  (2895.)  Injury  common  to  all.  Injury  in  common  with 
the  community,  though  to  a  greater  extent,  will  not  give  a  right  of  ac- 

tion for  the  infraction  of  some  public  duty.  It  must  be  some  special 
damage  to  the  individual  in  which  the  public  have  not  participated, 
although  liable  thereto. 

§2953.  (2902.)  (2896.)  Breach  of  legal  duty  gives  action.  When  the  law 
requires  one  to  do  an  act  for  the  benefit  of  another,  or  to  forbear  the 
doing  of  that  which  may  injure  another,  though  no  action  be  given  in 
express  terms,  upon  the  accrual  of  damage  the  party  may  recover. 

§2954.  (2903.)  (2897.)  Breach  of  private  duties.  Private  duties  may 
arise  either  from  statute,  or  flow  from  relations  created  by  contract,  ex- 

press or  implied.  The  violation  of  any  such  specific  duty,  accompa- 
nied with  damage,  gives  a  right  of  action. 

Section  cited  :  52Ga.,466;  49/209. 

§2955.  (2904.)  (2898.)  Cases  of  election.     When  a  transaction  partakes  §so6c 
of  the  nature  both  of  a  tort  and  a  contract,  the  party  complainant  may 
waive  the  one  and  rely  solely  upon  the  other. 
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Stated:  6  Ga.,  584 :  7/191;  17/105;  18/293;  38/216.  Section  referred  to  and  con- 
strued :  39  Ga.,  107  ;  53/398. 

2  Add.  Torts,  §1178  et  seq. ;  17  Am.  D.,  242-7,  note ;  Pomeroy  on  Remedies,  §567  ; 
Cooley  Torts,  91-5  ;  14  Am.  R.,  782. 

§2956.  (2905.)  (2899.)  Privity.  No  privity  is  necessary  to  support  an 
action  for  a  tort,  but  if  the  tort  results  from  the  violation  of  a  duty  itself, 
the  consequence  of  a  contract,  the  right  of  action  is  confined  to  the 
parties  and  privies  to  that  contract,  except  in  cases  where  the  party 
would  have  had  a  right  of  action  for  the  injury  done,  independent  of  the 
contract. 

§2957.  (2906.)  (2900.)  Fraud  and  damage  give  action.  Fraud  by  one, 
accompanied  with  damage  to  the  party  defrauded,  in  all  cases  gives  a 
right  of  action. 

Fraud  and  damage  give  good  cause  of  action  :  7  Ga.,  434 ;  20/86.  In  equity  :  14  Ga., 
316.  The  rule  of  recovery  being  the  actual  damage  suffered  by  the  fraud  :  44  Ga.,  237. 
One  carrier  liable  to  another  for  wrongful  carriage  of  goods  :  51  Ga.,  439,  446. 

§2958.  (2907.)  (2901.)  Deceit.  Willful  misrepresentation  of  a  mate- 
§1^35, 3174,  rial  fact  made  to  induce  another  to  act,  and  upon  which  he  does  act  to 

his  injury,  will  give  a  right  of  action.  Mere  concealment  of  such  a  fact, 
unless  done  in  such  a  manner  as  to  deceive  and  mislead,  will  not  sup- 

port an  action.  In  all  cases  of  deceit,  knowledge  of  the  falsehood  con- 
stitutes an  essential  element.  A  fraudulent  or  reckless  representation 

of  fact  as  true,  which  the  party  may  not  know  to  be  false,  if  intended 
to  deceive,  is  equivalent  to  a  knowledge  of  the  falsehood. 

When  action  for  deceit  can  be  sustained  :  2  Ga.,  66.  May  treat  the  contract  as  a  nul- 
lity and  sue  on  the  deceit:  6Ga.,  584.  For  false  and  fraudulent  representation  of  the 

character  and  credit  of  a  person  :  4  Ga.,  95.  Misrepresentations  must  be  known  to  the 
defendant  as  such :  18  Ga.,  291,  404.  No  scienter  material  formerly:  9  Ga.,  430.  Now 
it  must  be  alleged  and  proved  :  32  Ga.,  382 ;  26/366.  Fraud  and  damage  must  concur 
to  afford  relief :  14  Ga.,  316-318.  Deceit  notwithstanding  refuses  to  warrant  where 
fraud :  23  Ga.,  420.  Purchaser  does  not  lose  rights  by  use  of  thing  purchased  after  he 
knows  of  deceit  and  after  it  is  tendered  back  to  him  :  25  Ga.,  708.  What  necessary  to 

make  a  third  party  liable  for  representation  of  another's  solvency:  26  Ga.,  241.  Ac- 
tion for  deceit  dies  with  defendant  qusere  as  to  plaintiff:  29  Ga.,  61.  Fraud  in  sale  of 

a  note:  29 Ga.,  687.  A  letter  countersigned  did  not  amount  to  deceit :  22  Ga.,  623,  627. 
Where  a  representation  that  a  person  might  be  credited  was  no  deceit:  28  Ga.,  392. 
Representation  as  to  credit  to  be  actionable  must  indicate  to  what  extent :  30  Ga.,  90  ; 
28/392.  Section  referred  to  and  construed  :  64  Ga.,  235-236.  A  plea  to  avoid  a  sale  for 
representations  to  induce  purchaser  should  allege  they  were  knowingly  false  and  fraud- 

ulent :  55  Ga.,  164.  Warranty  may  be  waived  and  suit  brought  for  fraud  and  deceit : 
57  Ga.,  443-6 ;  6/584.     Deceit  plead  as  against  a  note  for  a  mule  :  47  Ga.,  273. 

2  Add.  Torts,  $$1174-1226 ;  Abb.  Tr.  Ev.,  614-621 ;  Bigelow  on  Fraud,  3  et  seq. ;  Sedg. 
L.  C.  Dam.,  549;  Cooley  Torts,  473;  Bigelow  L.  C.  Torts,  1-39;  2  Am.  D.,  105;  5/316, 
531.  Concealment :  2  Add.  Torts,  $1205-7.  False  warranties  in  sales  of  personal  prop- 

erty :  2  Add.  Torts,  $1190;  note  to  $2652  and  general  note  after  $2950.  False  represen- 
tations as  to  land :  see  note  to  $2642  ;  1  Am.  R..313;  15/382,  n  ;  19/315.  When  innocent 

recipient  of  moneys  fraudulently  obtained  by  others  not  answerable:  35  Am.  R.,  511. 
Arrest  procured  by  fraudulently  inducing  defendant  to  come  within  State  is  cause  of 
action  of  damages  :  28  Am.  R.,  259. 

§2959.  (2908.)  (2902.)  Letters  to  obtain  credit.     No  action  shall  be  sus- 
tained for  deceit  in  representation  to  obtain  credit  for  another,  unless 

'  such  misrepresentation  be  in  writing,  signed  by  the  party  to  be  charged therewith. 
When  action  lies  on:  4  Ga.,  95.  A  mere  statement  about  another  that  did  not  make 

the  person  so  stating  liable:  19  Ga.,  305.  Recommendations  as  to  another,  how  far 
binding:  19  Ga.,  310;  20/371.  Liability  for  positive  assertion  of  solvency  of  another  : 
24  Ga.,  454  ;  26/241.  Representations  that  a  person  may  be  safely  credited  should  have 
indicated  to  what  extent  to  be  actionable:  30  Ga.,  90;  28/392.  A  letter  of  credit  held 
actionable:  30  Ga.,  919. 

28  Am.  R.,  347,  n ;  13  How.,  198  ;  17/183  ;  25  Am.  D.,  447-9,  n;  as  to  guaranties  :  See 
notes  to  $1950,  par.  1,  and  $2148. 

§2960.  (2909.)  (2903.)   Torts  to  wife,  etc.     Every  person  may  recover 
§1755.         for  torts  committed  to  himself,  or  his  wife,a  or  his  child,1'  or  his  ward,"  or 

his  servant.*1 
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A  father  suing  for  injuries  to  his  minor  son:  15  Ga.,  349.  And  also  for  loss  of  services: 
60  Ga.,320.  But  see  where  infant  child  incapable  at  time  of  service  :  54  Ga.,  503.  But  wife 
must  be  joined  in  the  action  with  the  husband  for  a  tort  to  her:  57  Ga.,  252.  A  wo- 

man's suit  for  injuries  to,  and  loss  of  services  of,  minor  son  :  57  Ga.,  357. 
aSee  notes  to  §§3007-8.  bCoolev  Torts,  235;  Schoul.  Dom.  Rel.,  351-361 ;  37  Am.  R., 

716,  n;  enticing  away;  14  Am.  D.,  98.  cCooley  Torts,  236;  21  Am.  R.,  535.  d Woods' 
Master  and  Servant,  p.  436.  Master  cannot  recover  for  injury  to  laborer  cropping  on 
shares:  24  Am.  R.,  471.  May  recover  against  carrier  for  injury  causing  loss  of  appren- 

tice's services:  19  Am.  R.,  426.     Enticing  servant  from  employment:  note  to  §1884. 

§2961.  (2910.)  (2904.)  By  ivife,  servant,   etc.     Every  person  shall  be  §1916 
liable  for  torts  committed  by  his  wife,8,  and  for  torts  committed  by  his 

%Zj&£ 

£ 
child,b  or  servant0  by  his  command,  or  in  the  prosecution  and  within 
the  scope  of  his  business,  whether  the  same  be  by  negligence  or  vol- 
untary. 

Where  husband  and  wife  sued  in  same  action  for  tort  of  wife  during  coverture:  11 
Ga.,  20.  Section  referred  to  and  construed:  46Ga.,449;  62/694.  When  landlord  not 
responsible  for  damages  for  tort  of  cropper:  56  Ga.,  398.  But  the  servant  must  have 

•committed  the  torts  within  the  scope  and  prosecution  of  employer's  business  to  render 
him  liable  :  57  Ga.,  253.  Railroads  liable  for  torts  of  conductors  and  other  servants: 
58  Ga.,  216,  219;  60/492-5,  282.  Failure  to  exercise  authority  to  prohibit  servant  is  to 
permit :  14  Ga.,  138 

aTyler  on  Inf.  and  Cov.,  311 ;  Cooley  Torts,  115-118;  Schoul.  Dom.  Rel.,  101-6;  6  Am. 
D.,  106,  n;  14  Am.  R.,  627,  628;  16/578;  23/270;  1C.  L.  J.,  548;  9/58;  Wells'  Sep.  Prop., 
§626;  2  Add.  Torts,  §1313  ;  Bliss  Code  PL,  85-86.  bCoolev  Torts,  103  ;  Schoul.  Dom.  Rel., 
361-2.  cShear  &  Redf.  Neg.,  p.  75  ;  2  Thomp.  Neg.,  861;  29  Am.  R.,  640,  n ;  Woods'  M. 
and  S.,  §§277-323;  Broom's  Leg.  Max.,  710;  Dicey  on  Parties,  (s.  p.)  441  et  seq. ;  Wilson 
vs.  Peverly,  1  Am.  L.  C,  467.  Relation  of  master  and  servant  exists  when:  2  Thomp. 
Neg.,  891.  Not  where  one  engages  in  temporary  work  for  another  on  false  representa- 

tion that  he  had  directed  it:  35  Am.  R.,  398.  One  who  drives  a  horse  and  wagon  let  by 
owner  by  the  day  to  a  third,  is  servant  of  owner:  30  Am.  R.,  645.  Master  is  civilly 
liable  to  statutory  penalty  for  illegal  sale  by  his  servant  of  his  goods  without  his  knowl- 

edge or  consent,  and  against  his  instructions:  35  Am.  R.,  376.  Carrier,  not  servant  of 
passenger.  23  Am.  R.,  1 ;  13/435.  Personal  liability  of  servant :  2  Thomp.  Neg.,  1057- 
1062 ;  note  to  §2213  ;  Shear  &  Redf.  Neg.,  p.  142. 

(2911.)  (2905.)  By  employee.  The  employer  is  not  responsible 
for  torts  committed  by  his  employee  when  the  latter  exercises  an  inde- 

pendent business,  and  in  it  is  not  subject  to  the  immediate  direction 
and  control  of  the  employer. 

Section  referred  to  and  construed  :  46  Ga.,  449.  Yet  municipal  corporation  liable  for 
street  not  being  in  good  repair  at  all  events  :  49  Ga.,  316.  When  landlord  not  responsi- 

ble for  torts  of  his  cropper:  56  Ga.,  398. 
1  Cooley  Bl.,  432,  n.,  20.  Contractor  and  contractee :  note  to  §2213  ;  2  Thomp.  Neg.,  899. 

§2963.  (2912.)  (2906.)  Ratification  of  torts.  By  ratification  of  a  tort 

committed  for  one's  benefit,  the  ratifier  becomes  liable  as  if  he  com- 
manded it ;  otherwise,  if  the  act  was  done  for  the  benefit  of  a  third 

person. 

Can  be  no  subsequent  ratification  by  principal  of  illegal  agency  :  9  Ga.,  164.  Where 
no  agency  by  ratification  or  otherwise  :  56  Ga.,  398.  Retention  in  employ:  24  Am.  R.,  437. 

§2964.  (2913.)  (2907.)  Vicious  animals.  A  person  who  owns  or  keeps 
a  vicious  or  dangerous  animals  of  any  kind,  and  by  the  careless  manage- 

ment of  the  same,  or  by  allowing  the' same  to  go  at  liberty,  another without  fault  on  his  part  is  injured  thereby,  such  owner  or  keeper  shall 
be  liable  in  damages  for  such  injury. 

Shear.  &  Redf.  Neg.,  p.,  225  ;  Wood  on  Nuisance,  799;  Abb.  Tr.  Ev.,  645  ;  31  Am.  D., 
310,  n;  Thomp.  Law  of  Farm,  §175;  Bigelow  L.  C,  Torts,  478:  Cooley  Torts,  341;  10 
Am.  R.,  270,  n;  20/6;  1  Thomp.  Neg.,  173.  Injury  by;  scienter  need  not  be  proved 
where  owner  knew  dog  ferocious:  36  Am.  R.,  751;  or  that  he  had  ever  bitten  person 
before:  22  Am.  R.,  600 ;  "running  at  large;"  accidental  shooting  of,  while -chasing 
game;  28  Am.  R.,  496;  trespassing:  28  Am.  R.,  567;  negligence,  master  and  servant, 
neglect  of  co-servant  in  case  of  :  29  Am.  R.,  123 ;  damages,  in  action  for  injury  by  bite 
by,  fear  as  to  poison  is  proper  element  of  damage :  36  Am.  R.,  751 ;  when  owners  of 
bull  led  through  street  liable  for  personal  injury  by :  30  Am.  R.,  692. 

f  §2965.  (2914.)  Dogs,  oicner  liable  for.     [If  any  dog,  not  being  at  the 
time  on  the  premises  of  the  owner,  possessor,  or  person  having  charge 
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(a)  Acts  of  thereof,  shall  kill  or  injure  any  hogs,  cattle,  sheep,  goats,  or  other 
1860-6,  p.  76.  ̂ ve  gtock^  the  property  of  any  other  person,  then,  and  in  such  case, the  owner  or  person  possessing  or  having  such  dog  in  charge  shall  be 

liable  to  be  sued,  in  any  Court  having  jurisdiction  thereof,  for  such 
damages  as  may  have  been  sustained  by  the  killing  or  maiming  of  any 
hogs,  cattle,  sheep,  goats,  or  other  live  stock  so  killed  or  injured,  and 
full  costs  of  suit.]  (a.) 

Thomp.  Law  of  Farm,  151-174;  sheep:  2  Am.  R.,  174. 

§3176. 
§2966.  (2915.)  (2908.)  Frauds  by  acts  or  silence.  A  fraud  rnay  be  com- 

mitted by  acts  as  well  as  words ;  and  one  who  silently  stands  by  and 
permits  another  to  purchase  his  property  without  disclosing  his  title  is 
guilty  of  such  a  fraud  as  estops  him  from  subsequently  setting  up  such 
title  against  the  purchaser. 

Stated:  9Ga.,23;  30/714;  41/162;  32/53.  Aliter :  26  Ga.,  421.  Fraudulent  acts :  29 
Ga.,  312.  Settlement  of  fraud  knowingly  is  binding :  32  Ga.,  173;  29/40.  Where  not 
estopped:  31  Ga.,  544.  Fraud  by  speaking  the  truth  literally  :  28  Ga.,  507.  This  sec- 

tion not  applicable  to  a  purchaser  with  notice:  47  Ga.,  485-492.  Section  referred  to 
and  fully  construed  :  52  Ga.,  197.  Estoppel  where  a  house  was  built  on  land  of  another 
and  it  was  known  to  owners  of  such  lot :  59  Ga.,  171-174. 

Kerr  on  Fraud  and  Mistake,  127-133,  301 ;  1  St.  Eq.,  §§385,  389. 

§2967.  (2916.)  (2909.)  Action  does  not  abate  by  death,  when.  No  action 
,  for  a  tort  shall  abate  by  the  death  of  either  party  where  the  wrong-doer 

"*  received  any  benefit  from  the  tort  complained  of. 
Maxim  that  personal  right  of  action  dies  with  the  person  applies  in  cases  of  tort :  9 

.Ga.^^69.  Action  of  trespass  for  direct  and  forcible  injury  to  property  abates  :  11  G"a77~ 
151.  Action  which  benefited  estate  of  wrong-doer  does  not  abate  by  the  defendant's 
death:  17  Ga.,  495.  Does  not  apply  to  cases  Courts  of  equity  have  cognizance  of :  24 
273.  Action  for  deceit  dies  with  defendant :  29  Ga.,  61.  Defendant's  death 
while  judgment  for  slander  on  appeal  abates  the  proceeding:  33  Ga.,  79.  Action  on 
case  for  damages  does  not  abate  by  death  of  plaintiff:  56  Ga.,  158.  As  to  action  for 
damage  for  personal  injury  :  58  Ga.,  600:  60/120-122.  Action  for  breach  of  promise  to 
marry  dies  with  the  plaintiff:  63  Ga.,  629. 

"  Bliss  on  Code  Pldg.,  $43  ;  2  Add.  on  Torts,  1297, 1315  ;  Dicev  on  Parties,  314,  406-408 ; 
3  Redf.  Wills,  179;  Woods'  Mayne  on  Dam.,  $700  et  seq.;  31  Am.  R.,  459,  463;  6  How., 
11;  17  lb.,  212;  12  Pet.,  164.  Maxim  actio  personalis,  etc.,  fully  discussed:  Broom's 
Leg.  Max.,  869.  Death  pending  appeal:  21  Am.  R.,  385;  20/741.  Fraud  in  inducing 
marriage:  31  Am.  R.,  463.  Personal  actions:  2  C.  L.  J.,  301;  7/481;  9/470.  Trover 
survives  :  1  Am.  D.,560,  n.  Where  tort  and  contract  unite,  administrator  may  sue  ex 
contractu:  lb.,  596;  injury  to  realty  :  2  7&.,71.  What  actions  survive  to  executors,  etc. : 
Will.  Exrs.,  785,  808;  what  against:  lb.,  1721,  1739. 

General  Note. — Evidence  in  action  for  fraud  and  deceit:  6  Ga.,  584.  Statutes  for 
suppression  of  fraud  should  be  literally  construed  :  9  Ga.,  253.  Fraud  is  a  question 
for  the  jury  to  determine  :  38  Ga.,  216.  Limitations  as  to  fraud  from  its  discovery  :  35 
Ga.,  280.     In  trespass  question  for  damage  is  for  the  jury  :  54  Ga.,  224. 

General  Note  on  Torts  and  Negligence. — Liability  for  accident :  1  Thomp.  Neg., 
61  ;  29  Am.  D.,  149-150,  n  ;  3  Am.  R.,  578;  10/184;  4/55;  16/384,  n.  Burial  rights, 
injuries  to:  Cobley  Torts,  238-246.  Clerks  of  Court,  negligence  of:  Note  on  p.  69  of 
Code.  Contractor  and  contractee  :  See  note  to  §2213.  Conspiracy:  2  Add.  Torts, 
§850  ;  Bigelow  L.  C.  Torts,  207  :  Cooley  Torts,  124-6.  Corporations, torts  by :  See  notes 
on  page  372  of  Code.  Co-servants,  liability  of  master  for  tort  to  one  by  another: 
Code, §  2202.  Damnum  absque  injuria :  Treatise  of  Weeks  on  this  subject;  Angell 
on  Highways,  p.  227 ;  1  Add.  Torts,  #3.  Dangerous  goods,  vending,  shipping,  hir- 

ing, etc.  :  1  Thomp.  Neg.,  230.  Driving  and  riding:  Shear  &  R.  Neg.,  370;  1  Thomp. 

'Neg.,  364.  Enticing  to  break  contracts  :  Bigelow  L.  C.  Torts,  325;  2  Add.  Torts, §1286.  Explosion  of  steam  boilers  :  1  Thomp.  Neg.,  47  et  seq. ;  10  Am.  R.,  638.  Fire, 
negligent  communication  of,  etc. :  1  Add.  Torts,  §§353-8;  note  on  p.  305  of  this  Code; 
1  Thomp.  Neg.,  116.  Fire-arms,  negligent  use  of:  1  Thomp.  Neg.,  238.  Fraud,  who 
may  allege  :  Bigelow  on  Fraud,  336.  Against  whom  fraud  ma}'  be  alleged  :  Bigelow  on 
Fraud,  355.  Highway:  See  note  on  p.  147  of  Code;  1  Thomp.  Neg.,  32"  etseq.  Owner of  ruinous  house,  liable  for  injury  by  brick  falling  from,  on  passer  in  street,  stopping 
to  tie  shoe  on  the  door-sill :  36  Am.  R.,  367  ;  owner  of  house  under  repair  negligent  in 
not  erecting  barriers  against  passers  on  street:  25  Am.  R.,  7;  one  leaving  tubing  and 
machinery  on  highway,  liable  for  injury  by  fright  of  horse  thereby  :  34  Am.  R.,  628;. 
owner  of  horse  escaping  into,  without  his  negligence,  not  liable  for  injury  by  it  toper- 
son  thereon:  34  Am.  R.,  713.  A.,  injured  by  horse  driven  by  B.,  and  frightened  by 
snow  heaped  up  by  C,  can  maintain  action  against  C. :  34  Am.  R.,  668.  Injury  to 
highway,  action  for:  28  Am.  D.,  302-6,  n.  Action  against  private  individual  for  ob- 

structing highway:  25  Am.  R.,  533-7,  n.     Liability  of  judicial  officers :  See  2  Add. 
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Torts,  #$883-958,  and  note  on  p.  53  of  this  Code.  Land,  liability  of  owner  or  occupant 
to  persons  or  animals  lawfully  coming  upon  land,  for  injury  caused  by  condition  of 
premises:  See  general  note  following  #2236 ;  1  Thomp.  Neg.,  283  ;  9  0.,  635.  Liability 
of  owner  of  land  for  negligence  of  contractors:  Bigelow  L.  C.  Torts,  654; 

21  Am.  R.,  120.  Persons  (not  servants)  injured  on  defendant's  premises:  Bigelow 
L.  C.  Torts.  697.  Servants  injured  on  master's  premises:  Bigelow  L.  C.  Torts,  706. 
Master  liable  to  servant,  when :  Cooley  Torts,  549-560 ;  note  to  §2202 ;  2  Thomp. 
Neg.,  917-1056;  Shear.  &  Redf.  Neg.,  p.  113 ;  note  following  #2217.  Misconduct  and 
negligence  defined  and  distinguished  :  2  Woods,  63  ;  torts  and  crimes  distinguished  : 
Cooley  Torts,  81-90.  Ministerial  officers,  execution  of  process  by,  liability  :  2  Add. 
Torts,  #960  etseq.,  and  note  on  p.  95  of  Code.  Municipal  corporations:  2  Thomp. 
Neg.  625-806;  note  to  #1670  (f.);  2  Dillon,  ##-752-802.  Negligence,  question  for  jury, 
numerous  illustrations:  Wells'  Ques.  of  Law  and  Fact,  215;  2  Thomp.  Neg.,  1235.  Par- 

ties, liable  for,  infants :  note  to  #3064  ;  drunkards  :  Cooley  Torts,  114 ;  lunatics  :  Cooley 
Torts,  99-103;  in  suits  for  torts  :  note  to  #3258.  Partners,  torts  of  :  see  note  to  #1916. 
School  Commissioners,  negligence  of  :  See  note  on  p.  271  of  Code.  Telegraph  com- 

panies, negligence  of:  See  note  on  p.  522  of  Code ;  2  Tnomp.  Neg.,  828-860;  Shear.  & 
Redf.  Neg.,  p.  634.  Not  liable  for  injury  by  breaking  of  pole  by  storm  of  unusual  se- 

verity :  27  Am,  R.  10.  For  failure  to  deliver  message,  liable  only  for  damages  nat- 
urally ensuing  or  fairly  in  contemplation  of  parties:  27  Am.  R.,  485.  Not  liable  for 

damage  through  intervening  cause  :  27  Am.  R.,  485.  Not  liable  for  money  paid  to 
imposter  upon  forged  dispatch  :  32  Am.  R.,  1.  Tenants,  negligence  by  :  note  to  #2281. 
Warehouseman  :  See  note  to  #2112  ;  in  action  against,  for  loss  of  goods  by  fire,  bur- 

den of  proof  of  negligence  is  on  plaintiff:  35  Am.  R.,  263  ;  same  in  case  of  loss  of  goods 
by  burglary  :  31  Am.  R.,:467.  Water,  artificial  collection  of,  etc.  :  1  Thomp.  Neg.,  1;. 
and  see  notes  on  #2227  et  seq.  Water-courses  :  notes  to  #2227  et  seq. ;  Shear.  &  Redf. 
Neg.,  p.  654. 

CHAPTER  II. 

OF    INJURIES   TO   THE    PERSON. 

Article  1. — Physical  Injuries. 
Article  2  — Reputation. 
Article  3. — Other  Injuries  to  the  Person. 

ARTICLE  I. 

PHYSICAL    INJURIES. 

Section. 
2968.  Intention. 
2969.  What  is  tort  on  a  person. 
2970.  If  a  felony. 

Section. 
2971.  Homicide  of  husband  or  father. 
297-'.  Diligence  of  plaintiff. 
2973.  Malpractice  of  surgeon  or  physician. 

§2968.  (2917.)  (2910.)  Physical  injuries.  A  physical  injury  done  to 
another  gives  a  right  of  action,  whatever  may  be  the  intention  of  the 
actor,  unless  he  is  justified  under  some  rule  of  law.  The  intention 
should  be  considered  in  the  assessment  of  damages. 

Suit  for  personal  injury  to  an  employee  :  61  Ga.,  444. 

2  Add.  Torts,  §2787-797,  834;  Abb.  Tr.  Ev.,  646-651 ;  2  Gr.  Ev.,  ̂ 82 ;  Bigelow  L.  C. 
Torts,  217;  Cooley  Torts,  160  et  seq.  Assault:  26  Am.  R.,  83,  n  ;  19/352,  n  ;  by  teacher 
on  pupil:  2  Add.  Torts,  §840;  note  on  p.  271  of  Code.  Unintentional,  liability  for:  26 
Am.  R.„  81;  not  liable:  16  Am.  R.,  615;  burden  of  proof  on  defendant:  27  Am.  R., 

354  ;  infant  liable  for,  like  adult :  26  Am.  R.,  81 ;  27/354.  Self-defense  in  one's  business 
office  :  33  Am.  R.,  508.  Agreement  to  fight  is  assault ;  but  mitigates  damages  :  5  Am.  R., 
230.  Criminal  prosecution  no  bar  to  exemplary  damages:  12  Am.  R.,  197;  but  see  16 
Am.  R.,  270. 

§2969.  (2918.)  (2911.)  What  is  tort  on  a  person.  Any  violent  injury, 
or  attempt  to  commit  a  physical  injury  illegally  upon  a  person  is  a  tort 
for  which  damages  may  be  recovered. 

Right  of  keeper  of  a  tippling  house  to  defend  himself :  34  Ga.,  259. 
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§2970.  (2919.)  (2912.)    If  a  felony,  must  be  prosecuted.     If  the  injury 
§4304.  amounts  to  a  felony,  as  denned  by  this  Code,  the  person  injured  must 
Acts  of  1878  either  simultaneously,  or  concurrently,  or  previously,  prosecute  for  the 
-9,  p.  57.      same,  or  allege  a  good  excuse  for  the  failure  so  to  prosecute :     Provided, 

that  this  section  shall  not  apply  to  torts  committed  by  railroad  corpor- 
ations, or  other  incorporated  companies)  or  their  agents,  or  employees, 

nor  shall  the  same  apply  to  natural  persons. 

Rule  at  common  law  :  5  Ga.,  404;  16/202-3.  Where  injury  amounts  to  a  felony  the 
civil  remedy  suspended  until  offender  prosecuted:  9  Ga.,  555;  16/203.  Where  it  does 
not:  15  Ga.,  349  ;  30/232-6.  Trover  for  property  stolen  in  Alabama  maintainable  without 
first  prosecuting  the  thief :  13  Ga.,  315.  Where  suit  for  a  physical  injury  apparently 
amounting  to  felony  and  no  allegation  as  to  why  no  prosecution :  57  Ga.,  357.  Evidence 
to  show  prosecution  first :  60  Ga.,  486-489.  Where  sufficient  excuse  for  failure  to  pros- 

ecute: 60  Ga.,  321-322.  Demurrer  to  declaration  sustained,  the  declaration  not  alleging 
compliance  with  this  section  :  54  Ga.,  503-6.  Failure  to  allege  prosecution  first  amend- 

able in  declaration  and  plea  admitting  prosecution  first,  plaintiff  need  not  prove  it :  58 
Ga.,  559.  This  section  construed  where  suit  brought  for  homicide  of  passenger  on  rail- 

road :  61  Ga  571.  This  section  only  applies  where  the  action  is  for  the  tort  and  not 
where  there  is  a  contract  sued  on  :  62  Ga.,  130-2.  Where  a  taking  of  cotton  was  not  a 
felony  requiring  prosecution  before  civil  action  could  be  brought  for  it:  63  Ga.,  697. 
But  see  Acts  of  1878-9,  p.  56. 

Where  prosecuted,  same  rules  of  law  and  evidence  applicable  as  in  civil  case  for  in- 
jury: 12  Am.  R.,  720. 

^2<*«^s«^|2971.  (2920.)  (2913.)  Homicide  of  husband  or  father.  A  widow,  or  if 
ct  of  1850,  no  widow,  a  child  or  children,  may  recover  for  the  homicide  of  the  hus- 

Sets  onsss  band  or  parent ;  and  if  suit  be  brought  by  the  widow  or  children,  and 
-13,  p.  155.  the  former  or  one  of  the  latter  dies  pending  the  action,  the  same  shall 
Acts  of  1878  survive  in  the  first  case  to  the  children,  and  in  the  latter  case  to  the 

-9,  p.  o<».  surviving  child  or  children.  The  plaintiff,  whether  widow  or  child,  or 
children,  may  recover  the  full  value  of  the  life  of  the  deceased  as  shown 
by  the  evidence.  In  the  event  of  a  recovery  by  the  widow,  she  shall 
hold  the  amount  recovered,  subject  to  the  law  of  descents  just  as  if  it 
had  been  personal  property  descending  to  the  widow  and  children  from 
the  deceased,  and  no  recovery  had  under  the  provisions  of  this  section, 
and  the  law  of  which  it  is  amendatory,  shall  be  subject  to  any  debt  or 
liability  of  any  character  of  the  deceased  husband  or  parent. 

Suit  for  damages  for  killing  a  person  under  Act  of  1850,  should  be  brought  in 

county  where  corporation's  principal  office  :  24 Ga..  356.  Wife  suing  for  homicide  of her  husband,  measure  of  damages:  33  Ga.,  409,  410.  Where  contributory  negligence 
of  husband:  53  Ga.,  12.  Husband  cannot  recover  damages  for  homicide  of  his  wife: 
42  Ga.,  332.  Nor  of  child  incapable  of  rendering  services:  53  Ga..  684;  54/504.  Suit 
here  by  widow  for  killing  of  her  husband  in  Alabama,  what  must  be  alleged  and 
shown:  49  Ga.,  107.  Whatever  would  have  barred  husband,  if  alive,  in  suit  bars  his 
widow  in  her  action:  60  Ga.,  667  ;  52/467-8.  Law  of  place  where  homicide  of  husband 
occurred,  controls  in  action  for,  here  :  52  Ga.,  461.  In  suit  by  widow  for  homicide  of 
husband,  record  of  acquittal  of  defendant  for  his  murder  not  evidence  :  54  Ga.,  275. 
Action  under  this  section  confined  to  the  widow  and  child  or  children :  55  Ga.,  144. 
On  death  of  widow  pending  suit  for  husband's  homicide,  prochein  ami  of  the  minor 
children  made  a  party,  measure  of  damages:  41  Ga.,  224.  Right  of  action  in  all  cases 
of  homicide  of  husband  or  father,  whether  caused  by  corporations  or  persons :  56  Ga., 
202.  Distinction  between  action  for  homicide  of  son  and  for  loss  of  his  services ;  if  for 
latter,  suit  could  be  brought  under  this  section  :  57  Ga.,  359.  Same  in  suit  by  father: 
60  Ga.,  320.  Marriage  of  widow  does  not  prevent  her  suit  for  damages  for  homicide  of 
husband  :  57  Ga.,  277.  Defendant's  plea  admitting  prosecution  for  the  felony,  relieves 
plaintiff  from  proof  of,  in  action  for  homicide  of  husband:  58  Ga.,  562.  Suit  on  note 
given  for  homicide  of  husband  need  not  allege  prosecution  first :  62  Ga.,  133. 

Shear.  &  Redf.  Neg.,  p.  351;  Hutch.  C,  §§778,  780,  786,  789;  2  Redf.  L.  R.  C,  466; 
Pierce  on  Railroads,  385-400;  2  Thomp.  Neg.,  1272.  Prospective  loss:  Sedg. L.  C.  Dam., 
793.  Pecuniary  value  of  a  mother's  care  :  lb.,  796.  Widow's  right  to  recover;  meas- 

ure of  damages  :  lb.,  803.  Measure  of  damages  to  father,  for  causing  death  of  minor, 
is  probable  value  of  services  till  majority,  less  expense  of  maintenance:  25  Am.  R., 
308. 

§2972.  (2921.)  (2914.)  Diligence  of  plaintiff.  If  the  plaintiff  by  ordi- 
nary care  could  have  avoided  the  consequences  to  himself  caused  by 

the  defendant's  negligence,  he  is  not  entitled  to  recover.     But  in  other 
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cases  the  defendant  is  not  relieved,  although  the  plaintiff  may  in  some  §3034. 
way  have  contributed  to  the  injury  sustained. 

Stated :  18  Ga.,  680.  Ordinary  care  must  be  used  by  railroad  company  :  19  Ga.,  437. 
Wbere  injury  voluntarily  brought  on,  nominal  damages:  27  Ga.,  358.  Or  none  at  all: 
61  Ga.,  114.  Where  mutual  fault,  the  one  guilty  of  greater  negligence  the  aggressor  : 
27  Ga.,  113.  Culpability  of  party  injured  lessening  damages:  28  Ga.,  Ill;  64/475-8. 
Section  cited  and  construed  :  38  Ga.,  431 ;  56/544  ;  59/593-5.  Where  plaintiff  may  have 
•contributed  to  injury  yet  could  not  by  ordinary  care  avoid  defendant's  negligence  :  58 
•Ga.,  238;  contra  :  50  Ga.,  667-8.  Negligence  question  of  fact  for  jury  :  59/544.  Constru- 

ing this  section  with  section  3033:  64  Ga.,  308. 
Shear.  &  Redf.  Neg.,  p.  29;  2  Thomp.  Neg.,  1102,  1216;  Cooley  Torts.  672;  Bigelow 

L.  C.  Torts,  711.  Negligence  of  parent,  how  far  imputable  to  child:  Bigelow  L.  C. 
Torts,  729;  6  Am.  R.,  188;  8/450;  10/361;  20/512,  n  ;  7  C.  L.  J.,  107,  233,  311.  In  ab- 

sence of  proof  of  care,  incase  of  death,  jury  may  consider  habits  of  temperance  and 
caution,  and  acquaintance  with  locality,  on  question  of :  34  Am.  R.,  690.  Is  always 
defense,  exceptin  case  of  willful  or  intentional  injury:  30  Am.  R.,  185.  Although  plain- 

tiff guilty  of,  yet  he  may  recover  if  defendant  could  have  avoided  injury  by  ordinary 
care  :  31  Am.  R.,  750.  Slight,  when  opposed  to  gross  negligence,  will  not  defeat  recov- 

ery :  25  Am.  R.,  308.  Patient  contributing  to  malpracticeby  disregard  of  instructions, 
either  personally  or  by  attendants,  cannot  recover  damages:  36  Am.  R.,  668.  Licensee, 
or  one  invited,  expressly  or  impliedly,  to  place  of  business,  bound  to  ordinary  care  :  31 
Am.  R.,  262.  In  crossing  street,  one  cannot  rely  on  observance  by  others  of  ordinance 
against  fast  driving,  but  must  look  out:  30  Am.  R..  620.  Of  driver  of  private  vehicle 
imputed  to  one  riding  with  him  :  28  Am.  R.,  558.  As  to. injury  by  animal  in  street :  30 
Am.  R.,  692;  communication  of  fire:  30  Am.  R.,  721  ;  32/94.  In  attempting  to  pass 
open  cellar-way  in  sidewalk:  35  Am.  R.,  202.  Infant  of  fourteen  presumed  to  have 
sufficient  capacity  to  see  and  avoid  danger:  32  Am.  R.,  413;  to  have  same  capacity  as 
such  person  charged  with  crime:  25  Am.  R.,  308;  negligence  of  children  :  See  also  17 
Wall.,  657  ;  8  C.  L.  J.,  141,  307.  Concurring  causes  of  :  33  Am.  R.,  574.  Burden  of  proof  : 
15  Wall.,  401;  3  0.,  291. 

§2973.  (2922.)  (2915.)  Malpractice  of  surgery  and  medicine.  A  person 
professing  to  practice  surgery,  or  the  administering  of  medicine  for  a 

compensation,  must  bring  to  the' exercise  of  his  profession  a  reasonable degree  of  care  and  skill.  Any  injury  resulting  from  a  want  of  such 
<;are  and  skill  will  be  a  tort  for  which  a  recovery  may  be  had. 

Action  for  damages  by  husband  and  wife  against  physician  :  30  Ga.,  245. 

Ewell  Malpractice  (L.  L.);  Woods'  Master  and  S.,  §177,  p.  330-341;  Whart.  Neg., 
$730;  Shear.  &  Redf.  Neg.,  p.  509.  Malpractice,  midwife  gratuitously  acting  as  oculist 
for  new-born  babe,  not  liable  for  negligence:  30  Am.  R.,  642?  Physician  not  bound  to 
accept  proffered  assistance  from  other  physicians:  36  Am.  R.,  668.  Country  physician 
not  bound  to  high  degree  of  skill  of  city  surgeons,  but  only  to  reasonahle  and  ordinary 
skill:  35  Am.  R.,  363.  Hospital,  one  injured  at  public  charitable,  by  unskillful  gratui- 

tous treatmem  of  unpaid  surgeon,  may  maintain  action  against  hospital :  34  Am.  R., 
675  ;  Abb.  Tr.  Ev.,  652-655. 

General  Note. — Damages  in  suits  for  personal  injuries  as  given  by  juries  seldom 
disturbed  by  the  Courts:  10Ga.,37.  Measure  of  damages:  30 Ga.,  248;  23/200.  Dam- 

ages for  physical  injuries  may  be  large  and  yet  not  excessive  :  28  Ga.,  158.  When  Courts 
reluctant  to  disturb  a  verdict  as  too  small :  44  Ga.,  611.  When  cannot  recover  damages 
for  falling  in  an  excavation  on  owner's  lot:  44  Ga..  257.  Notice  presumed  to  city  of 
excavation  in  side-walk  by  time  so  to  render  liable  for  injuries:  53  Ga.,  607.  Dam- 

ages in  various  cases  of  physical  injuries,  leg  broken:  51  Ga.,  589.  Arm  brokpn  :  51 
Ga.,  644;  55/126.  Homicide  of  husband:  53  Ga.,  630;  57/277.  Injury  suffered  by  em- 

ployee of  railroad:  56  Ga.,  196. 

, 
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ARTICLE  II. 

INJURIES   TO   REPUTATION 

Section  1. — Libel  and  Slandef. 
Section  2. —  Malicious  Prosecution. 

SECTION  I. 

OF    LIBEL    AND    SLANDER. 

Section. 
2974.  Libel. 
2975    Malice. 
2976.  Publication. 
2977.  Slander. 

Section. 
2978.  Charge  of  adultery  with  negro. 'J979.  Truth. 

2980.  Privileged  communications. 
2981.  Malicious  use  of. 

§2974.  (2923.)  (2916.)  Libel.     A  libel  is  a  false  and  malicious  defama- 
{4521.  Hon  of  another  expressed  in  print,  or  writing,  or  pictures,  or  signs,. 

tending  to  injure  the  reputation  of  an  individual,  and  exposing  him 
to  public  hatred,  contempt,  or  ridicule.     The  publication  of  the  libel- 

>./yjy    -  ous  matter  is  essential  to  recovery. 
Definition  of  a  libel :  40  Ga.,  449.  Court  may  charge  jury  that  words  alleged  in 

declaration  are  libellous  :  44  Ga..  383.  Section  referred  to  and  construed  :  56  Ga.,  556.. 
A  corporation  may  be  chargeable  with  a  libel:  58  Ga.,  69;  51/511.  To  publish  a  man 
in  a  newspaper  as  a  thief,  libellous  :  61  Ga.,  435. 

2  Add.  Torts,  §#1087-1173;  Townshend  Slander  and  L.,  64;  Bigelow  L.  C.  Torts,  107  ; 
Odgers  on  Libel  and  S.,  p.  21 ;  1  Sm.  L.  C.,  (t.  p.)  231 ;  2/65,  70  ;  4  Am,  D.,  348-354,  n. 

§2975.  (2924.)  (2917.)  Malice.  In  all  actions  for  printed  or  spoken 
defamation,  malice  is  inferred  from  the  character  of  the  charge.  The  ex- 

istence of  malice  may  be  rebutted  by  proof,  which  in  all  cases  shall  go  in 
mitigation  of  damages,  and  in  cases  of  privileged  communications,  will 
be  in  bar  of  the  recovery. 

Unnecessary  to  prove  malice  when  such  a  crime  as  perjury  charged:  56  Ga.,  352. 
Malice  should  be  shown  in  case  of  slander :  44  Ga.,  160. 

Odgers  on  Libel  and  S.,  5,  270;  5  Am.  R.,  195.  Evidence  of  repetition  after  suit  is 
competent  to  show  malice,  but  not  to  form  ground  of  damages;  so  of  unproven  justifi- 

cation :  36  Am.  R.,  75 ;  but  see  19  Am.  R.,  193. 

§2976.  (2925.)  (2918.)  Publication.  A  libal  is  published  as  soon  as  it, 
is  communicated  to  any  psrson  other  than  the  party  libaled. 

Odgers  Libel  and  S.,  150 ;  Townshend  on  Slander  and  L.,  144. 

§2977.  (2926.)  (2919.)  Slander.  Slander,  or  oral  defamation,  consists,, 
first,  in  imputing  to  another  a  crini3  punishable  by  law  ;  or,  second, 
charging  him  with  having  some  contagious  disorder,  or  being  guilty 
of  some  debasing  act  which  may  exclude  him  from  society;  or,  third, 
in  charges  made  on  another  in  reference  to  his  trade,  office,  or  profes- 

sion, calculated  to  injure  him  therein;  or,  fourth,  any  disparaging 
words  productive  of  sp3cial  damage  flowing  naturally  therefrom.  In 
the  latter  case,  the  spscial  damage  is  essential  to  support  the  action ;: 
in  the  three  former  damage  is  inferred. 

To  call  a  female  a  "  whore"  is  actionable  :  1  Ga.,  550.  So  also  is  charging  one  as- 
having  the  gonorrhea  or  being  a  thieving  puppy:  2  Ga.,  57;  26/423.  Also  to  say  I 

believe  Giddons  burnt  the  camp-ground  :  4  Ga  ,  364.  As  to  calling  one  a  "  rouge"  r 
21  Ga.,  399.  Charging  a  single  woman  with  having  a  bastard  child  actionable,  fornica- 

tion :  23  Ga.,  216.  Charge  of  perjury:  34  Ga.,  433;  53/632.  Where  special  damage 

should  have  been  shown  for  saying  "  they  are  not  worth  fifty  cents  on  the  dollar": 
41  Ga.,  538.     Words  imputing  a  crime  sufficient :  44  Ga.,  568.     Words  not  actionable 
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how  rendered  so  :  25  Ga.,  40.  Damages  sought  by  an  attorney  at  law,  what  must  be 
alleged  and  proven :  50  Ga.,  238.  When  attorney  protected  from  liability  for  words 
spoken  in  discharge  of  duty  unless  express  malice  shown  :  51  Ga.,  118.  Words  imput- 

ing a  felony  actionable  per  se :  54  Ga.,  648-9.  Actionable  to  charge  one  with  false 
swearing  :  55  Ga.,  218.     Distinction  between  written  and  oral  slander  :  61  Ga.,  435. 

What  is  actionable  :  2  Add.  Torts,  1087-1173  ;  Bigelow  L.  C.  Torts,  73-107;  Towns- 
hen  d  on  Slander  and  L.,  216 ;  12  Am.  D.,  39-46,  n  ;  3  C.  L.  J.,  361.  Special  damages  : 
Sedg.  L.  C.  Dam.,  720;  Townshend  Slander  and  L.,  217,  316.  Charge  of  corruption,  in- 

timidation and  fraud  in  election  :  28  Am.  R.,  50.  Words  imputing  to  wife  crime  com- 
mitted jointly  with  husband  :  28  Am.  R.,  277.  Charges  against  one  as  politician,  when 

actionable:  30  Am.  P.,  367.  Charge  of  adultery,  not  actionable  without  proof  of 
special  damage,  and  sickness  is  not:  30  Am.  R.,  456.  Calling  a  Justice  of  Peace  a 
damned  fool  of  a  justice  is  actionable:  30  Am.  R.,  744.  Charging  physician  with 
"malpractice,"  not  libellous  per  se,  but  sense  of  word  is  for  jury:  31  Am.  R.,  389. 
Otherwise  of  charge  of  physician's  causing  death  by  malpractice :  33  Am.  R.,  403. 
Charges  against  candidate  for  office,  when  actionable:  31  Am.  R  ,  757.  Words  concern- 

ing official  conduct  spoken  after  expiration  of  office  are  actionable:  30  Am. -R.,  436. 
Juryman  may  have  action  for  charge  that  verdict  was  infamous,  contemptible  and 
perjured:  25  Am.  R.,  755.  Reading  letter  by  third  person,  without  authority  of 
writer,  not  actionable:  28  Am.  R.,  579.  Attornev,  slander  of  :  6  Am.  R.,  105.  Clergy- 

man :  22  Am.  R.,  303. 

§2978.  (2927.)(2920.)   Charge  of  intercourse  with  a  person  of  color.  Any  Aetsofi859, 
charge  or  intimation  against  a  free  white  female  of  having  sexual  in-  p-  54- 
tercourse  with  a  person  of  color,  is  slanderous  without  proof  of  special 
damage. 

Aliter  before  Act  of  1859:  26  Ga.,  606. 

§2979.  (2928.)  (2921.)   Truth  justifies.     The  truth  of  the  charge  made  §4523. 
may  always  be  proved  in  justification  of  the  libel  or  slander. 

What  sufficient  evidence  to  sustain  the  plea  of  justification  :  31  Ga.,  676-8.  Failing 
to  sustain  a  plea  of  justification  as  affecting  the  amount  of  damages:  49  Ga..  491; 

3/215,  504.  Plea  of  justification  puts  defendant's  general  character  in  issue :  27  Ga.,  378. 
Plea  of  justification  what  admits,  and  as  to  proof  of:  56  Ga.,  351-2.  Plea  of  justifica- 

tion plead  must  prove  the  truth  of  it :  23  Ga.,  216. 

Townshend  Slander  and  L.,  603-674;  22  Am.  R.,  239,  n.  Action  will  not  lie  for, 
■when  honestly  set  up,  on  probable  cause  and  under  advice  of  counsel :  27  Am.  R.,  431. 
If  proved,  fairness  and  reasonableness  of  language  used,  is  question  of  law :  28  Am. 
R.,  465.  Need  not  be  proved  beyond  reasonable  doubt:  28  Am.  R.,  465;  11/204; 
23/708. 

§2980.  (2929.)  (2922.)  Privileged  communications.  The  following  are 
deemed  privileged  communications: 

1.  Statements  made  bona,  fide  in  the  performance  of  a  public  duty. 
2.  Similar  statements  in  the  performance  of  a  private  duty,  either 

legal  or  moral. 
3.  Statements  made  with  the  bona  fide  intent,  on  the  part  of  the  §417. 

speaker,  to  protect  his  own  interest  in  a  matter  where  it  is  concerned. 
4.  Fair  and  honest  reports  of  the  proceedings  of  legislative  or  judi- 

cial bodies. 

5.  Comments  of  counsel,a  fairly  made,  on  the  circumstances  of  his 
-case,  and  the  conduct  of  parties  in  connection  therewith. 

Discussed:  51  Ga.,  118. 

6.  Comments  upon  the  acts  of  public  men,  in  their  public  capacity, 
and  with  reference  thereto. 

Bigelow  L.  C.  Torts,  158-177;  Townshend  on  Slander  and  L.,  347;  3  How.,  266. 
Criticism:  Odgers  Libel  and  S.,  36.  Report  of  criminal  prDceedings  before  Justice  of 
Peace  is:  28  Am.  R.,  465.  Introduction  of  resolutions  in  church  council  condemning 
minister  is:  31  Am.  R.,  698.  Otherwise  of  publication,  that  city  physician  appointed 
by  common  council  has  caused  death  by  malpractice  :  33  Am.  R.,  403.  Publications  in 
newspapers:  6  Am.  R.,  314;  23/322;  4  C.  L.  J.,  332;  5/71,  361,  454;  9/356.  Reports  of 
financial  condition  of  merchants  by  merchantile  agencies,  not :  7  Am.  R.,  322.  Charges 
against  public  officers:  7  C.  L.  J.,  485  ;  8/234.  Words  written  on  postal  card  not  privi- 

leged :  9  0.  L.  J.,  147.  Testimony  of  witness:  1  Am.  R„  503;  2  C.  L.  J.,  503,518; 
3/543  ;  4/408.  a17  Am.  D.,  194,  n  ;  Weeks  on  Attorneys,  211,  215  ;  4  C.  L.  J.,  76.  State- 

ments in  written  pleading  :  19  Am.  R.,  598. 

§2981.  (2930.)  (2923.)  Malicious  use  of  privileges.     In    every  case  of 
privileged  communications,  if  the  privilege  is  used  merely  as  a   cloak 
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for  venting  private  malice,  and  no£  bona  fide  in  promotion  of  the  object 
for  which  the  privilege  is  granted,  the  party  defamed  has  a  right  of 
action. 

General  Note. — Words  spoken  may  be  proved  by  any  one  who  heard  them  :  12  Ga., 
510.  Witnesses  may  give  their  understanding  of  words  spoken :  18  Ga.,  52.  Inuendoes 
when  suit  under  Jones  form :  18  Ga.,  52.  And  as  to  omission  of  colloquium  under 
these  forms:  19Ga.,588.  Rumor  or  reputation  will  not  do  as  evidence  to  sustain  a 
slanderous  charge  :  23  Ga.,  216,  220.  What  averments  the  declaration  should  contain,, 
to  admit  proof :  26  Ga.,  423.  Plea  of  justification  should  have  had  more  weight 
with  the  jury:  34  Ga-,  376.  When  evidence  of  speaking  of  other  words  admissible  as evidence  :  23  Ga..  222.  What  evidence  not  admissible  and  as  to  excessive  verdicts :  31 
Ga.,  309-315.  Where  nominal  damages  should  only  be  given  in  a  case  between  editors 
of  newspapers:  40  Ga.,  444.  Tax  books  of  tax  receiver  as  evidence  of  amount  of  de- 

fendant's property  :  32  Ga.,  372.  Bail  in  case  of:  36  Ga.,  180.  When  bad  faith  mustbe 
shown  to  render  liable  for  effects  of  alleged  slanderous  affidavit  of  defendant :  44  Ga.r 
160.     Action  for  libel  not  amendable  by  adding  count  for  trespass  :  56  Ga.,  351. 

General  Note  on  Slander. — What  damages  recoverable :  Townshend  Slander  and  L., 
534.  Mitigation,  evidence  in :  11  Am.  D.,  129-132.  Pecuniary  standing  of  defendant 
maybe  shown  to  indicate  influence,  but  not  to  enhance  damages:  33  Am.  P.,  375. 

Actual  damages  only  recoverable,  where  publication  was  not  malicious  or  reckless :  36" 
Am.  R.,  450.  In  estimating  compensatory  damages,  counsel  fees  may  be  allowed,  al- 

though mitigation  not  amounting  to  justification  may  have  been  shown:  27  Am.  R.,. 
524.  Retraction  of  libel  after  suit  cannot  be  considered  in  mitigation  :  36  Am.  R.,  450.. 
— Subject  treated  :  2  Gr.  Ev.,  $410;  title  ''  Defamation"  in  3rd  vol.,  Jacob  Fisher's  Di- 

gest; Cooley  Torts,  193-221 ;  Abbott's  Tr.  Ev.,  659-675;  Woods'  Mayne  Dam.,  £$656-675. 

SECTION  II. 

MALICIOUS   PROSECUTION. 

Section. 
2982.  Malicious  prosecution. 
2983.  Probable  cause. 
2984.  Evidence  ot  prosecutor. 
2985.  Grand  jurors  exempt. 

Section. 
2986.  Measure  of  damages. 
2987.  Malice  inferred. 
2988.  What  is  a  prosecution. 
2989.  When  the  right  accrues. 

§2982.  (2931.)  (2924.)  Malicious  prosecution.  A  criminal  prosecution,, 
maliciously  carried  on,  and  without  any  probable  cause  whereby  damage- 
ensues  to  the  person  prosecuted,  gives  him  a  cause  of  action. 

§2983.  (2932.)  (2925.)  Probable  cause.  _  Want  of  probable  cause  shall 
§§4757, 4760.  be  a  question  for  the  jury,  under  the  direction  of  the  Court,  and  shall 

exist  when  the  circumstances  are  such  as  to  satisfy  a  reasonable  man 
that  the  accuser  had  no  ground  for  proceeding  but  his  desire  to  injure 
the  accused. 

All  evidence  admissible  tending  to  prove  want  of  probable  cause  and  to  prove  its 
existence:  24  Ga.,  262.  Evidence  of  a  threat  to  sbow  probable  cause  :  31  Ga.,  334.  To- 
authorize  recovery  should  show  proceedings  malicious  and  without  probable  cause  : 
30  Ga.,  519.     Advice  of  counsel  as  showing  existence  of  probable  cause  :  55  Ga.,  299. 

§2984.  (2933.)  (2926.)  Evidence  of  prosecutor.  In  investigating  the 
question  of  probable  cause,  the  evidence  given  by  the  prosecutor  him- 

self upon  the  criminal  prosecution,  may  be  submitted  to  the  jury  by 
either  party,  the  credibility  thereof  to  be  determined  by  them. 

§2985.  (2934.)  (2927.)  Grand  jurors  exempt.  No  member  of  a  grand 
jury  is  liable  to  an  action  for  a  malicious  prosecution  upon  a  present- 

ment made  by  the  body;  but  if  such  presentment  is  made  at  the  insti- 
gation of  a  third  person,  from  malice  on  his  part,  and  without  probable 

cause,  he  shall  be  liable  as  if  he  was  named  as  prosecutor. 
§2986  (2935.)  (2928.)  Measure  of  damages.  The  recovery  shall  not. 

be  confined  to  the  actual  damage  sustained  by  the  accused,  but  shall  be 
regulated  by  the  circumstances  of  each  case. 

§2987.  (2936.)  (2929.)  Malice  inferred,  when.  A  total  want  of  probable 
cause  is  a  circumstance  from  which  malice  may  be  inferred,  but  such 
inference  maj  be  rebutted  by  proof. 

Must  show  circumstances  tending  to  show  malice  to  be  able  to  recover :  55  Ga.,  299-302. 
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§2988.  (2937.)  (2930.)  -What  is  a  prosecution.  An  inquiry  before  a 
committing  Court,  or  Justice  of  the  Peace,  amounts  to  a  prosecution. 

§2989.  (2938.)  (2931.)  When  the  right  accrues.  The  prosecution  must 
be  ended  before  the  right  of  action  accrues. 

General  Note. — Where  in  a  criminal  case  Court  could  not  relieve  prosecutor  from 
costs:  20 Ga.,  839.  Return  of  no  bill  evidence  of  termination  of  prosecution  :  22  Ga., 
237.  Malice  and  want  of  probable  cause  must  concur  to  make  out  a  case  for  recovery  : 
30  Ga.,  519.  Malicious  prosecution  for  arson,  evidence,  presumption  of  character :  31 
Ga.,  331. 

General  Note  on  Section  II. — Malicious  use  of  legal  process  :  2  Add.  Torts,  §§862- 
868;  2  Woods',  599;  Bigelow  L.  C.  Torts,  206;  Cooley  Torts,  187-190;  14  Am.  D.,  599- 
603,  n.  Corporation  liable  for  malicious  prosecution  :  2  Woods',  494;  and  see  notes  on 
p.  372  of  Code.  The  prosecution  must  be  ended  before  action  brought,  either  by  ac- 

quittal, nol  proa,  or  abandonment :  4  Am.  R.,  35.  Action  for,  does  not  lie  without  arrest 
or  other  special  grievance:  29  Am.  R.,233;  lies  for  instituting  proceedings  to  have 
plaintiff  declared  insane :  26  Am.  R.,  58.  Action  cannot  be  justified  on  advice  of  inter- 

ested counsel:  36  Am.  R.,  353,  but  otherwise  when  counsel,  not  interested:  See  14 
Am.  R.,  75;  see  12  Am.  D.,  266,  n.— Subject  treated  I  2  Add.  Torts,  §§852  et  seq.,  875  et 
seq;  2  Gr.  Ev.,  §449;  Bigelow  L.  C.  Torts,  178;  Cooley  Torts,  180-7;  12  Am.  D.,  265-8, 
n  ;  20/97,  n  ;  24  How.,  544  ;  for  leading  case  :  See  8  0.,  187  ;  Abb.  Tr.  Ev.,  652;  Woods' 
Mayne  Dam.,  §§592-619. 

ARTICLE  III. 

OTHER   TORTS   TO   THE    PERSON. 

Section  1. — False  Imprisonment. 
Section  2. — Malicious  Arrest. 

Section  3. — Nuisances  and  other  Injuries  to  Health. 

SECTION  I. 

FALSE    IMPRISONMENT. 

Section. 
2990.  Definition. 
2991    Under  warrant. 

Section. 
2992.  Joint  act  of  several. 

§2990.  (2939.)  (2932.)  Definition  of  false  imprisonment.  False  imprison-  §§3850,  4364,. 
merit  consists  in  the  unlawful  detention  of  the  person  of  another,  for  4/25' 
any  length  of  time,  whereby  he  is  deprived  of  his  personal  liberty. 

Section  cited :  63  Ga.,  514. 

§2991.  (2940.)  (2933.)  Under  warrant.  If  the  imprisonment  is  by  §4725. 
virtue  of  a  warrant,  neither  the  party  bona  fide  suing  out,  nor  the  officer 
who  in  good  faith  executes  the  same,  is  guilty  of  false  imprisonment, 
though  the  warrant  be  defective  in  form,  or  be  void  for  want  of  juris- 

diction. In  such  cases  the  good  faith  must  be  determined  from  the  cir- 
cumstances of  each  case.  The  same  is  true  of  the  judicial  officer  issu- 

ing the  warrant,  the  presumption  being  always  against  him  as  to  good 
faith,  when  he  has  no  jurisdiction. 

Section  cited  :  63  Ga.,  514. 

§2992.  (2941.)  (2934.)  Suit  for  joint  act  of  several.  If  the  imprison- 
ment be  the  act  of  several  persons,  the  party  may  sue  them  jointly  or 

separately,  and  if  jointly,  all  shall  be  responsible  for  the  entire  re- 
covery. 

General  Note. — Imprisonment  beyond  reasonable  time  without  warrant :  46  Ga.,  80. 

General  Note  on  Section  I.— 2  Add.  Torts,  §$798-849 ;  Cooley  Torts,  169 ;  Bigelow 
L.  C.  Torts,  235 ;  Abb.  Tr.  Ev.,  657  ;  20  How.,  65;  8  O.,  266 ;  Woods'  Mayne  Dam.,  §620. 
Liability  of  judicial  officers:  See  note  on  p.  53  of  Code:  2  Add.  Tcfrts,  §§883-958;  of 
ministerial  officers :  See  note  on  p.  95  of  Code  ;  2  Add.  Torts,  §960  et  seq. 
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SECTION  II. 

MALICIOUS    ARREST. 

Section. 
2993.  Definition. 
2994.  Malice. 

Section. 
2995.  Probable  cause. 
2996.  Person  exempt. 

§2993.  (2942.)  (2935.)  Definition.  An  arrest  under  process  of  law, 
without  probable  cause,  when  done  maliciously,  gives  a  right  of  action 
to  the  party  arrested. 

§2994.  (2943.)  (2936.)  Malice.  Malice  may  consist  in  personal  spite 
or  in  a  general  disregard  of  the  right  consideration  of  mankind,  directed 
by  chance  against  the  individual  injured. 

§2995.  (2944.)  (2937.)  Probable  came.  "  Want  of  probable  cause"  is 
the  same  in  this  action  as  in  "  malicious  prosecution." 

§2996.  (2945.)  (2938.)  Persons  exempt.  The  willful  arrest,  under  civil 
process,  of  a  person  exempt  by  law  from  such  arrest,  shall  be  deemed 
malicious  until  the  contrary  is  proved. 

Where  police  officer  alone  responsible  for  illegal  arrest  of  a  citizen  :  54  Ga.,  468. 

General  Note  on  Section  II. — 2  Add.  Torts,  §§870-1 ;  Cooley  Torts,  174 ;  19  Am. 
D.,  485-493,  note  ;  14/600,  n.     See  general  note  to  section  I.,  antea. 

SECTION  III. 

NUISANCES    AND  OTHER  INJURIES   TO    HEALTH. 

Section. 
2997.  Public  or  private. 
2998.  Special  damage. 
2999.  Injury  to  person  or  property. 
3000.  What  is  a  nuisance. 
3001.  Right  of  alienee. 

Section. 
3002.  Injunction. 
3003.  Unwholesome  provisions. 
3004.  Adulterated  drugs. 
3005.  Mistake  of  druggist. 

§2997.  (2946.)  (2939.)  Public  and  private.  Nuisances  are  either  public 
•or  private.  A  public  nuisance  is  one  which  damages  all  persons  who 
come  within  the  sphere  of  its  operation,  though  it  may  vary  in  its 
effects  on  individuals.  A  private  nuisance  is  one  limited  in  its  inju- 

rious effects  to  one  or  few  individuals.  Generally,  a  public  nuisance 
gives  no  right  of  action  to  any  individual,  but  must  be  abated  by  a 
process  instituted  in  the  name  of  the  State.  A  private  nuisance  gives 
a  right  of  action  to  the  person  injured. 

Private  nuisance  defined :  9Ga.,427,  42/635;  7/296.  Public  nuisance  giving  right 
to  indictment :  28/399;  42/635;  15/61-62.  Action  for  damages  for  injury  to  property 
by  obstruction  in  highway  :  17  Ga. ,  136.  Bridge  across  navigable  stream  obstructing 
navigation  a  public  nuisance :  28  Ga. ,  398.  Where  action  for  damages  not  sustained 
against  a  municipal  corporation  for  grading  street:  28  Ga.,  48.  When  city  liable  for 
nuisance  in  front  of  market:  38  Ga.,  346.  Or  on  or  near  its  streets :  39  Ga.,  725.  When 
proceeding  for  public  nuisance  must  be  in  name  of  Solicitor-General  for  the  circuit : 
50  Ga.,  451. 

Briekburning  not:  10  Am.  P.,  674,  n.  Mill-pond:  16  Am.  P.,  737;  2  C.  L.  J.,  148; 
Blacksmith  shop  in  city,  not:  3  C.  L.  J.,  535;  but  see  10  C.  L.  J.,  397.  Cor- 

ruption of  water-course :  See  notes  to  #2227.  Steam  machinery,  jarring  house : 
33  Am.  P.,  325;  10/659;  where  not:  31  Am.  P.,  535.  Blasting:  34  Am.  P., 
423.  Slaughter-house:  29  Am.  P.,  63.  Keeping  gun  powder,  when:  36  Am. 
P.,  508,  654  658,n.  Flouring  mill  not  .per  se:  28  Am.  P.,  378.  So  of  burial-ground  :  36 
Am.  P.,  315.  And  of  unfenced  opening  in  sidewalk  :  30  Am.  P.,  364.  And  of  livery- 
stable  in  city:  32  Am.  P.,  138-141,  n.  Toll-gate,  when:  26  Am.  P.,  512.  Pest-house 
maintained  by  county,  when  :  28  Am.  P.,  654.  Eavesdrip  maybe,  spite  of  openness  of 
plaintiffs  wall:  27  Am.  P.,  705.     Fertilizer  works:  7  0.,  659. 

§2998.  (2947.)  (2940.)  Special  damage.  If,  however,  a  public  nuisance 
•causes  special  damage  to  an  individual,  in  which  the  public  do  not  par- 

ticipate, such  special  damage  gives  a  right  of  action. 
Where  a  prima  facie  case  of  special  damage  was  made  by  the  declaration:  58  Ga., 

182;  52/435. 
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§2999.  (2948.)  (2941.)  Injury  to  person  or  property  by  nuisance.  A  pri- 
vate nuisance  may  injure  either  the  person  or  property,  or  both,  and  in 

either  case  a  right  of  action  accrues. 
§3000.  (2949.)  (2942.)  What  is  a  nuisance.  A  nuisance  is  anything 

that  worketh  hurt,  inconvenience,  or  damage,  to  another;  and  the  fact 
that  the  act  done  may  otherwise  be  lawful,  does  not  keep  it  from  being 
a  nuisance.  The  inconvenience  complained  of  must  not  be  fanciful, 
or  such  as  would  affect  only  one  of  fastidious  taste,  but  it  must  be  such 
as  would  affect  an  ordinary  reasonable  man. 

Nuisance  denned  :  47  Ga.,  266 ;  60/267,  268 :  9/427.  Section  referred  to  and  construed  : 
42  Ga.,  636. 

Private  right  of  action  for  public  nuisance:  31  Am.  D.,  132-5,  n. 

§3001.  (2950.)  (2943.)  Right  of  alienee.  The  alienee  of  a  person  own- 
ing the  property  injured,  may  sue  for  a  continuance  of  the  nuisance; 

so  the  alienee  of  the  property  causing  the  nuisance  is  responsible  for  a 
continuance  of  the  same.  In  the  latter  case,  there  must  be  a  request  to 
abate  before  action  brought. 

Stated:  7  Ga.,  297. 

Liability  of  erector  of  nuisance  to  alienee:  14  Am.  D.,  336-341,  n. 

§3002.  (2951.)  (2944.)  Injunction.  Where  the  consequences  of  a 
nuisance  about  to  be  erected  or  commenced  will  be  irreparable  in  dam- 

ages, and  such  consequences  are  not  merely  possible,  but  to  a  reasona- 
ble degree  certain,  a  Court  of  equity  may  interfere  to  arrest  a  nuisance 

before  it  is  completed. 
Injunction  sustained  as  to  a  livery  stable :  9  Ga.,  425  ;  10/336.  But  see  :  20  Ga.,  537. 

When  equity  will  restrain  in  case  of  a  mill-dam  :  50  Ga.,  34  ;  18/529  ;  44/617.  Injunc- 
tion against  a  mill  within  the  limits  of  municipal  corporation  :  28  Ga.,  30.  Equity  re-  . 

straining  a  private  nuisance,  such  as  the  diversion  or  obstruction  of  a  water-course : 
33  Ga.,  141,  Suplt.  Injunction  against  permanent  obstruction  in  street:  33  Ga.,  601 ; 
30/506.  When  equity  will  enjoin  the  obstruction  of  an  alley  :  64Ga.,423.  Injunction 
refused  where  adequate  remedy  by  abatement  of  nuisance:  59 Ga.,  790.  When  equity 
will  not  enjoin  when  damage  uncertain:  51  Ga.,  523.  Or  a  public  nuisance:  51  Ga., 
523;  50/451.  Or  when  conflicting  evidence  :  44  Ga.,  617.  When  not  against  regrading 
a  street:  23Ga..402. 

St.  Eq.,  §§925-6;  High  Inj.,  §485 ;  3  C.  L.  J.,  649;  7/398  ;  12  Pet.,  91 ;  2  Bk.,  545 ;  17 
Am.  R.,  516.  May  be  enjoined  spite  of  defendant's  previous  acquittal  on  indictment for:  29  Am.  R.,  63. 

§3003.  (2952.)  (2945.)  Sale  oj  unwholesome  provisions.  A  person  who 
knowingly  or  carelessly  sells  to  another  unwholesome  provisions  of  any 
kind,  the  defect  being  unknown  to  the  purchaser,  and  damage  results 
to  the  purchaser,  or  his  family,  or  his  property,  such  person  shall  be 
liable  in  damages  for  such  injury. 

3  Am.  R.,  440.     Implied  warranty  on  sale  of :  Note  to  §2651,  par.  2. 

§3004.  (2953.)  (2946.)  Adulterated  drugs.  A  person  who,  knowingly 
or  carelessly,  by  himself  or  his  agents,  sells  to  another  adulterated  drugs 
or  liquors,  by  the  use  of  which  damage  accrues  to  the  purchaser,  or  his 
patients,  or  his  family,  or  his  property,  shall  be  liable  in  damages  for 
the  injury  done. 

§3005.  (2954.)  (2947.)  Mistake  of  druggist.  If  a  vendor  of  drugs  and  §2971. 
medicines,  by  himself  or  his  agent,  either  knowingly  or  negligently  fur- 

nishes the  wrong  article  or  medicine,  and  damage  accrues  from  the  use 
of  the  drug  or  medicine  furnished,  to  the  purchaser,  or  his  patients,  or 
his  family,  or  his  property,  the  vendor  shall  respond  in  damages  for  the 
injury  done.  If  death  ensues  to  the  purchaser,  in  any  case  arising 
under  this  or  the  two  foregoing  paragraphs,  the  right  of  action  shall  be 
to  the  widow  or  children,  as  prescribed  in  cases  of  physical  injuries. 

When  a  druggist  in  good  faith  putting  up  a  prescription  for  a  customer  not  liable  : 
61  Ga.,  505. 

Cooley  on  Torts,  75;  1  Thomp.  Neg.,  224;  8  Am.  R.,  299,  n ;  Bigelow  L.  C.  Torts, 602. 

*8 
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General  Note. — Party  cannot  acquire  right  to  maintain  a  nuisance  by  prescription  : 
7  Ga.,  327.  Applies  to  public  nuisances  only  :  47  Ga.,  269.  Power  of  city  council  of 
Savannah  as  to  nuisances:  6  Ga..  1,  9/281.  When  landlord  and  when  tenant  liable  for  a 
nuisance  :  38  Ga.,  542  ;  44/489.  May  by  writ  of  prohibition  prevent  Justice  of  the  Peace 
of  county  abating  nuisance  in  town  :  40  Ga.,  87.  Use  of  street  by  railroad  :  44  Ga.,  547. 

To  divert  a  water-course  is  a  private  nuisance  :  33  Ga.,  141,  Suplt.*  Who  liable  for  costs  : 41  Ga.,  135.  As  to  abatement  of  nuisances  see  section  4094  et  sequitur  and  notes,  and  as  to 
indictments  for,  see  section  4562. 

General  Note  on  Nuisance. — Abatement  by  private  citizen  :  26  Am.  D.,  443-5,  n. 
Continuing- nuisance,  damages:  Sedg.  L.  C.  Dam.,  658.  Highways,  nuisances:  An- 
gell  on  H.,  p.  254  ;  note  on  p.  147  of  Code.  Landlord,  liable  for,  when:  See  notes  on 
Landlord  and  Tenant.  Prescription  gives  no  right  to  :  See  general  note  on  prescrip- 

tion. Municipal  corporations:  See  note  to  §1670  (f).  Water-courses:  Notes 
to  $§2228-9,  2231.— Subject  treated  :  1  Add.  Torts., $$217-31 8  ;  2  7&..  $$1084-1086;  Bige- 

low'L.  C.  Torts,  454;  2  Gr.  Ev.,  $465;  3  Cooley  Bl.,  216;  Abb.  Tr.  Ev.,  640-644;  and Wood  on  Nuisance. 

SECTION  IV. 

OF    INDIRECT   INJURIES   TO   THE    PERSON. 

Section. 
3006.  Negligence  by  trustee. 
3007    Abducting  or  harboring  wife. 
3008.  Criminal  conversation. 
3009.  Seduction  of  daughter. 

Section. 
3010.  Furnishing  liquor  to  minor  son, 
3011.  Or  gaming  with  him. 
3012.  Procurer  of  wrong,  ect. 

§3006.  (2955.)  (2948. )  Negligence  by  trustee.  In  every  case  of  trust  or 
confidence  reposed,  in  consideration  of  a  reward  paid  or  promised,  neg- 

ligence in  the  person  trusted,  to  the  injury  of  the  other,  will  give  a 
right  of  action. 

§3007.  (2956.)  (2949.)  Abducting  or  harboring  wife.  A  husband  has  a 
right  of  action  against  another  for  abducting  or  harboring  his  wife. 
Furnishing  shelter  and  food  to  a  wife  driven  from  her  home  by  cruel 
treatment  is  an  act  of  humanity,  and  gives  no  right  to  the  husband. 

2  Add.  Torts,  §1271;  Cooley  Torts,  222-6;  3  Cooley  BL,  139;  enticing  away  wife : 
Bigelow  L.  C.  Torts,  333.  Action  by  wife  for  procuring  husband  to  abandon  her :  32 
Am.  R.,  406,  n. 

§3008.  (2957.)  (2950.)  Criminal  conversation.  Adultery,  or  criminal 
conversation  with  a  wife,  gives  a  right  of  action  to  the  husband.  In 
such  cases  proof  of  the  marriage  may  be  made  by  general  reputation, 
and  the  parties  living  together  as  man  and  wife. 

When  it  is  necessary  to  show  corrnivance  of  the  Husband:  30  Ga.,  891.  Section 

cited  and  as  to  proof  of  marriage  :  62  Ga.,  406-407. 

2  Add.  Torts,  §1268  ;  Abb.  Tr.  Ev.,  681.  Defendant  may  show  in  mitigation  of  dam- 
ages plaintiff's  criminal  connection  with  other  women  during  time  of  his  marriage  :  14 

Am.  R.,  631;  Pecuniary  condition  of  defendant,  provable:  16  Am.  R.,  596.  Bill  of 

particulars  may  be  demanded:  17  Am.  R.,  337. — Woods'  Mayne  Dam.,  $689. 

§3009.  (2958.)  (2951.)  Seduction  of  daughter.  The  seduction  of  a 
daughter,  unmarried  and  living  with  her  parent,  whether  followed  by 
pregnancy  or  not,  gives  a  right  of  action  to  the  father,  or  to  the  mother, 
if  the  father  be  dead,  or  absent  permanently,  or  refuses  to  sue.  No 
loss  or  service  need  be  alleged  or  proved.  The  seduction  is  the  gist  of 
the  action,  and  in  well  denned  cases  the  damages  should  be  exemplary. 

Right  of  action  abates  on  death  of  person  :  9  Ga.,  69.     Before  Code  proof  of   loss  of 
services  was  required  :  HGa.,603.     Whether  homicide  of  seducer  falls  under  section 
4334  of  Code  question  for  the  jury,  and  what  evidence  admissible  :  29  Ga.,  724.     Declar- 

ation filed   claiming   damages  for  authorizing  attachment  pendente  lite :  37   Ga.,   34.' Dying  declarations  not  admissible  in  suit  by  father  :  39  Ga. ,  223. 

2  Add.  Torts,  $1274  et  seq. ;  Woods'  Master  and  Servant,  $242  ;  2  Gr.  Ev.,  $571 ;  Bige- 
low L.  C.  Torts,  286;  2  Cooley  Torts,  228;  Abb.  Tr.  Ev.,  681.  Sedg.  L.  C.  Dam.,  757. 

Pecuniary  circumstances  of  defendant:  lb.,  760.  Aggravation  by  failure  to  prove  jus- 
tification alleged  :  lb.,  766.  Offer  of  marriage  by  defendant  after  suit  brought,  no  mit- 

igation :  22  Am.  R.,  100.  Promise  of  marriage  proved  in  aggravation:  8  Am.  R.,  336; 
so  also,  abortion  :  22  Am.  R.,  100.  Mother,  husband  more  than  seven  years  absent 
unheal  d  from,  may  maintain  action  for,  of  daughter  thirty-one  years  old,  living  with 
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her,  and  assisting  her  in  household,  but  working  for  wages  outside  for  support  of  family  J 
36  Am.  R.,  767.  In  action  by  unmarried  woman  for  her  own,  she  cannot  be  impeached 
by  proof  of  intercourse  with  other  men,  but  otherwise,  if  child  born,  on  question  of 
paternity,  in  respect  to  damages:  35  Am.  R.,  232.  Seduction  maybe  by  force:  14  Anu 
R.,  584.  Guardian  cannot  sue  for  seduction  of  ward  :  21  Am.  R.,  535;  person  seduced 

cannot  sue  for:  37  Am.  R.,  448,  n.— Woods'  Mayne  Dam.,  $682. 

§3010.  (2959.)  (2952.)  Furnishing  liquor  to  minor  son.  A  father,  or  if 
the  father  be  dead  a  mother,  shall  have  a  right  of  action  against  any 
person  who  sells  or  furnishes  spirituous  liquors  to  his  or  her  son  under 
age,  for  his  own  use,  and  without  his  or  her  permission. 

§3011.  (2960.)  (2953.)  Gaming  with  minor  son.  A  like  right  of  action 
shall  accrue  against  any  person  who  shall  play  and  bet  at  any  game  of 
chance  with  a  minor  son  for  money  or  other  thing  of  value. 

§3012.  (2961.)  (2954.)    Procurer  of  wrong  is  joint  wrong-doer.      In  all 
cases  he  who  maliciously  procures  an  injury  to  be  done  to  another, 
whether  it  be  an  actionable  wrong  or  a  breach  of  contract,  is  a  joint 
wrong-doer,  and  may  be  sued  either  alone  or  jointly  with  the  actor. 

One  advising  another  to  discharge  fire-arms  in  street  is  liable  for  injury:  36  Am.  R., 
783. 

General  Note. — Unauthorized  arrest :  13  Ga.,  98.  Injury  by  process  of  competent 
jurisdiction  when  process  irregular,  procuring  search  warrant  upon  insufficient  infor- 

mation :  13  Ga.,  260.  As  to  illegal  arrests:  51  Ga.,  641;  62/290;  46/86;  54/468;  65/387. 

CHAPTER  III. 

OF    INJURIES    TO   PROPERTY. 

Article  1. — To  Real  Estate. 
Article  2. — To  Personalty  Generally. 
Article  3. — By  Railroad  Companies. 

ARTICLE  I. 

TO    REAL    ESTATE. 

Section. 
3013.  Interfering  with  enjoyment,  etc. 
8014.  Right  of  possession. 
3015.  Bare  possession. 
3016.  Bare  title. 
3017.  Disputed  possession. 
3018.  Water  courses. 
8019.  Underground  streams. 

SECftON. 
3020.  Rights  above  and  below  surface. 
3021.  Right  of  way  or  of  common. 
3022.  Right  of  telegraph  companies. 
3023.  Right,  how  exercised. 
3024.  Compensation,  how  assessed. 
3025.  Slander  of  title. 

§3013.  (2962.)  (2955.)  Interfering  with  enjoyment  of .  The  right  of  en- 
joyment of  private  property  being  an  absolute  right  of  every  citizen, 

every  act  of  another  which  unlawfully  interferes  with  such  enjoyment, 
is  a  cause  of  action. 

Right  of  action  under  this  section:  44  Ga.,  547.  Discussed  in  an  action  for  over- 
flowing land  :  59  Ga.,  286-291. 

§3014.  (2963.)  (2956.)  Right  of  possession.  The  bare  right  of  posses- 
sion to  lands  authorizes  their  recovery  by  the  owner  of  such  right,  and 

also  damages  for  the  withholding  of  the  right. 
Title  in  ejectment  and  right  to  possession  :  55  Ga.,  81-4;  54/687. 

§3015.  (2964.)  (2957.)  Bare  possession.     The  bare  possession  of  land  §§2680, 3366. 
authorizes   the   possessor  to  recover  damages  from   any   person   who 
wrongfully,  in  any  manner,  interferes  with  such  possession. 

Action  by  one  who  has  not  the  legal  title  sustained:  23  Ga.,  590.  Bare  possession 
to  recover  on  in  ejectment :  41  Ga.,  42  ;  54/608.     For  twenty  years  :  64  Ga.,  370. 
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§3016.  (2965.)  (2958.)  Bare  title.  The  person  having  title  to  lands, 
if  no  one  is  in  actual  possession  under  the  same  title  with  him,  may- 
maintain  an  action  for  a  trespass  thereon ;  and  if  a  tenant  be  in  posses- 

sion, and  the  trespass  be  such  as  injures  the  freehold,  the  owner,  or  a 
remainderman,  or  reversioner,  may  still  maintain  trespass. 

Section  referred  to  and  construed  :  40  Ga.,  481 ;  48/424. 

§3017.  (2966.)  (2959.  Disputed  possession.  Where  two  persons  claim 
to  have  actual  possession  of  the  same  land,  he  is  deemed  in  possession 
who  has  the  legal  title,  and  the  other  is  a  trespasser. 

Stated  :  20  Ga.,  312,  324. 

§3018.  (2967.)  (2960.)  Water-courses.  The  owner  of  land  is  entitled  to 
the  free  and  exclusive  enjoyment  of  all  water-courses,  not  navigable, 
flowing  over  his  land;  and  the  diverting  of  the  stream,  wholly  or  in 
part,  from  the  same,  or  the  obstructing  thereof  so  as  to  impede  its 
course  or  cause  it  to  overflow  or  injure  his  land,  or  any  right  appurte- 

nant thereunto,  or  the  adulterating  thereof  so  as  to  interfere  with  its 
value  to  him,  is  a  trespass  upon  his  property. 

Section  referred  to  and  construed  :  41  Ga.,  170.  Damages  for  continuing  trespass  in 
overflowing  land :  4  Ga.,  241;  59/286;  64/515;  51/390-379. 

See  notes  to  §2227  ;  Bigelow  L.  C.  Torts,  506. 

§3019.  (2968.)  (2961.)  Underground  streams.  The  course  of  a  stream 
\  of  water  underground,  and  its  exact  condition  before  its  first  use,  are  so 

difficult  of  ascertainment,  that  trespass  cannot  be  brought  for  any  sup- 
!  '  posed  interference  with  the  rights  of  a  proprietor. 

See  Saddler  vs.  Lee,  Paniphlt.,  Sept.,  1880,  p.  44. 
Percolating  waters :  Notes  to  §2218. 

§3020.  (2969.)  (2962. )  Rights  above  and  below  the  surface.  The  owner 
of  realty  having  title  downwards  and  upwards,  indefinitely,  an  unlaw- 

ful interference  with  his  rights,  below  or  above  the  surface,  alike  gives 
him  a  right  of  action. 

See  59  Ga.,  286-291. 
See  notes  to  §2218. 

§3021.  (2970.)  (2963.)  Right  of  way,  etc.     The  unlawful  interference 
^  with  the  right  of  way,  or  of  common,  is  a  trespass  to  the  party  entitled. 

Ccfr/"'  <Co  •&***'  *-  §3022.  Telegraphs  may  occupy  right  of  way  of  railroads.  [Any  person 
i^^^-^  (a)  Acts  of  or  any  duly  incorporated  telegraph  company  having  the  right  to  do 

-**^«~<i873,  p.  69^  business  in  this  State,  shall  have  the  right  to  construct,  erect  and 'fJ-/n~/<  //*»  maintain  upon  the  right  of  way  of  the  several  railroad  companies  in 
8  ££?  -J?**  a^yfi^  State,  and  along  the  lines  thereof,  their  posts,  fixtures,  and  wires, 

~V~jpZ/  */j~         and  to  operate  the  same.]  (a.) 
/  ~r  jf~  As/toAct  of  1872  being  unconstitutional :  46  Ga.,  43. 

f, /       /     *  §3023.  Such  occupation  regulated.  [Said  fixtures,  posts  and  wires  shall (h)  Acts  of  be  erected  at  such  distances  from  the  tracks  of  said  railroads  as  will 

1873,  p.  69.  prevent  any  and  all  damages  to  said  railroad  companies  by  the  falling 
of  said  fixtures,  posts  or  wires  upon  said  railroad  tracks ;  and  such  tele- 

graph companies  shall  be  liable  to  said  railroad  companies  for  all  dam- 
ages resulting  from  a  failure  to  comply  with  the  provisions  of  this  sec- 

tion.] (b.) 

§3024.  (Compensation,  how  assessed.  [Whenever  any  person  or  telegraph 
Apt* of  1873,  company  may  hereafter  propose  to  construct  a  telegraph  line  upon  the 
p.  69.  right  of  way  of  any  railroad  company,  or  have  heretofore  constructed  in 

whole  or  in  part  a  telegraph  line  upon  the  right  of  way  of  any  railroad 
company,  and  the  amount  of  compensation  for  the  right  of  way  so  taken 
cannot  be  agreed  upon  between  said  person  or  telegraph  company  and 
the  railroad  company,  the  said  amount  shall  be  determined  as  follows: 
The  railroad  company  shall  select  one  commissioner,  and  the  person  or 
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telegraph  company  shall  select  another,  and  these  two  shall  select  a  (<tf  Acts  of 

third ;  and  the  three  persons  thus  selected,  or  a  majority  of  them,  shall 18/3,  p'  69, 
determine  said  amount,  and  the  same  shall  be  paid  by  the  person  or 
telegraph  company  to  the  railroad  company.  The  award  of  such  com- 

missioners shall  be  returned  by  them,  within  ten  days  after  making 
the  same,  to  the  Superior  Court  of  the  county  wherein  is  situated  the 
principal  office  of  said  railroad  company,  and  shall,  upon  motion,  be 
made  the  judgment  of  said  Court,  upon  which  judgment,  execution  may 
issue  against  the  property  of  said  person  or  telegraph  company :  Pro- 

vided, that  either  party  may,  upon  notice  to  the  opposite  party,  within 
ten  days  after  the  rendition  of  said  award,  file,  in  said  Superior  Court, 
objections  to  the  same;  and  upon  said  objections  an  issue  shall  be 
made  up,  and  the  same  shall  be  tried  and  determined,  at  the  first  term, 
by  the  Court  and  jury  as  in  other  cases  at  law:  and  provided,  further,  that  in 
all  cases,  where  an  appeal  shall  be  taken  from  the  award  of  said  com- 

missioners, and  the  said  person  or  telegraph  company  shall  have  ten- 
dered to  the  railroad  company  the  amount  of  said  award,  such  person 

or  telegraph  company  shall  be  authorized  to  proceed  in  the  construc- 
tion of  said  telegraph  line  upon  the  right  of  said  railroad  upon  giving 

to  said  railroad  company  bond  with  good  security,  in  an  amount  to  be 
fixed  by  the  Judge  of  said  Court,  for  the  payment  of  the  amount  which 
may  be  awarded  by  the  jury  upon  the  trial  of  said  appeal.]  (c.) 

§3025.  (2971.)  (2964.)  Slander  of  title.  The  owner  of  any  estate  in 
lands  may  maintain  an  action  for  libelous  or  slanderous  words,  falsely 
and  maliciously  impugning  his  title,  if  any  damage  has  accrued  to 
him  therefrom. 

2  Add.  Torts,  £1137;  Cooley  on  Torts,  221;  3  Am.  E.,  518 ;  Bigelow  L.  C.  Torts,  54; 
not  enjoined:  19  Am.  R.,  310. 

General  Note. — When  plaintiff  in  trespass  shows  by  his  own  evidence  paramount 
title  in  another  he  cannot  recover :  9  Ga.,  160.  Trespass  for  overflowing  land:  3  Ga., 
83.  Liability  in  trespass  for  unauthorized  levy  :  12  Ga.,  613.  As  to  Sheriff's  duty  to 
levy  a  mortgage  ft.  ja. :  13  Ga.,  392.  As  "to  liability  of  constable  for  levy:  27  Ga.,  300. Recovery  in  ejectment  a  bar  to  action  for  trespass :  19  Ga.,  583.  As  to  rights  of  riparian 
owner,  above  ebb  and  flow  of  tide-water  and  as  to  what  defendant  can  claim  in  trespass  : 
18  Ga.,  539.  Action  for  mesne  profits  against  trespasser  for  seizing  plaintiff's  ferry  land- 

ing :  20  Ga.,  523.  Opening  road  and  removing  fences  for  which  trespass  and  not  injunc- 
tion the  remedy  :  22  Ga.,  369.  To  count  in  trespass  count  may  be  added  for  taking  and 

carrying  away  the  proceeds  and  profits  of  the  land:  23  Ga.,  590.  When  attorney  not 
liable  to  trespass  for  directing  a  levy:  28  Ga.,  207.  Trespass  quare clausum freget  brought 
where  defendant  resides:  34  Ga.,  509;  35/144.  Trespass  against  Justices  of  Inferior 
Court  seizing  property  under  sections  1390-1391  of  Code:  37  Ga.,  277.  In  action  of  - 
trespass  for  cutting  timber  from  vacant  land  plaintiff  must  prove  good  title  in  him-  k  * 
self:  40  Ga.,   479.     Injury   to  right  of  common  of  pasturage:  44  Ga.,  582. 

General  Note  on  Article  I. — Easements,  injuries  to  lateral  support  and  other 
easements  :  See  general  note  following  #2236  ;  Bigelow  L.  C.  Torts,  527  ;  1  Thomp.  Neg., 
249  et  seq. ;  High  Inj.,  §544;  9  O.,  635.  Waste  :  notes  to  §2255.  Subject  of  trespass 
to  realty  treated  :  1  Add.  Torts,  375-465  ;  Bigelow  L.  C.  Torts,  341 ;  2  Gr.  Ev.,  §613; 
Woods'  Mayne  Dam.,  §§569-580 ;  Abb.  Tr.  Ev.,  634-8;  Sedg.  L.  C.  Dam.,  657;  High  In- 

junctions, §453;  11  Am.  D.,  498-507,  n;  See  general  note  following  §2236;  Waterman 
on  Trespass,  2d  vol. 

ARTICLE  II. 

OF    INJURIES    TO   PERSONALTY   GENERALLY. 

Section. 
3026.  Injury  to  possession. 
3027.  Mere  possession. 
3028    Trover. 

Section. 
3029.  Trespass. 
3030.  In  cases  of  bailment. 
3031.  Remainder  interest. 

§3026.  (2972.)  (2965.)  Injury  to  possession.     The  owner  of  personalty  §446,  (2) 
is  entitled  to  the  possession  thereof.     Any  deprivation  of  such  posses- 

sion is  a  tort  for  which  an  action  lies. 
Section  referred  to :  58  Ga.,  196. 
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§3027.  (2973.)  (2966.)  Mere  possession.    'Mere  possession  of  a  chattel, 
§2238.         if  without  title,  or  wrongfully,  will  give  a  right  of  action  for  any  inter- 

ference therewith,  except  as  against  the  true  owner  or   the  person 
wrongfully  deprived  of  possession. 

Where  administrator  had  been  in  actual  possession  of  property  sued  on  :  18  Ga.,  679. 
Section  referred  to  and  construed  :  57  Ga.,  218-219.  One  from  whose  hands  property 
of  an  estate  wrongfully  taken  may  bring  suit  against  tortious  holder:  62 Ga.,  394-5. 

1  Smith's  L.  0.,  (t.  p.)  473  ;  18  Am.  D.,  546-560. 

§3028.  (2974.)  (2967.)   Trover.     Trover  may  be  used  as  a  form  of  ac- 
g§2090, 2134.  tion  to  recover  the  possession  of   chattels,  an  alternative   verdict  in 
3957,  3077,    damages  to  be  discharged  on  delivery  of  the  property,  being  taken;  but 

3563.'       '    it  shall  not  be  necessary  to  prove  any  conversion  of  the  property  where 
the  defendant  is  in  possession  when  the  action  is  brought. 
General  Note  on  Trover. — Action  of  trover,  plaintiff  to  maintain  must  have  had 

either  general  or  special  property  in  the  chattel,  the  actual  possession  or  the  right  of 
possession:  1  Ga.,  381.  Admissions  by  party  in  possession  as  to  title,  presumption 
is,  were  made  with  full  knowledge  of  the  facts  :  15  Ga.,  365.  Administrator  fraudu- 

lently converting  the  property  of  another,  etc.,  personally  liable  for  the  tort:  57  Ga., 
148.  Not  estopped  from  bringing  suit  for  property  illegally  sold,  as  an  individual :  57 
Ga.,  425.  Letters  part  of  title  :  2  Ga.,  116.  Individually  liable  in  trover  for  disposing 
of  property  to  which  another  has  title  :  15  Ga.,  189.  Bail  Trover,  defendant  not  com- 

pelled to  make  security  on  bail-bond  a  party  to  bill  of  exceptions:  65  Ga.,  523.  Ar- 
rest of  defendant  under  bail  process:  65  Ga.,  119.  Imprisonment  under  bail  process 

for  personal  ty  not  in  violation  of  Constitution  of  1868,:  57  Ga.,  407.  Habeas  corpus, 
writ  of,  brought  by  defendant  in  :  62  Ga.,  598.  Bail  cannot  attack  judgment  by  affi- 

davit of  illegality:  61  Ga.,  544.  Sheriff  liable  for  failure  to  serve  process  properly  on 
property  in  :  62  Ga.,  743.  Bankrupt,  trover  by  assignee  of,  in  State  Court  demurrable: 
59  Ga.,  403.  Bill  of  sale,  being  in  effect  a  mortgage,  does  not  give  mortgagee  such  title 
in  the  property  as  will  authorize  him  to  bring  trover :  43  Ga.,  262.  Bonds,  railroad, 
trover  for,  by  guardian,  and  liability  of  bank  as  bailee  :  58  Ga.,  370.  Action  of  trover 
for  bonds:  62  Ga.,  271.  Buyer,  trover  by,  againstseller  who  refused  to  deliver  corn: 
5  Ga.,  172.  Carrier  may  be  sued  in  trover  for  goods  received  from  one  not  author- 

ized to  deliver  them  :  48  Ga.,  85.  Demand  and  notice  necessary  where  there  was  errone- 
ous delivery  of  goods  by:  14  Ga.,  278.  Cestui  que  trust,  entitled  to  possession  of 

property,  may  maintain  trover  for  it  against  a  stranger  :  28  Ga.,  469.  Compromise, 
trover  will  not  lie  for  property  given  up  in  settlement  by  way  of :  12  Ga.,  121.  Condi- 

tional sale,  when  trover  will  lie  for  property  held  under:  54  Ga.,  380.  When  with 
part  of  purchase  money  paid:  61  Ga.,  230.  Conversion,  any  act  of  defendant  which 
negatives  or  is  inconsistent  with  the  right  of  property  or  possession  amounts  to :  1  Ga., 
380-391.  Asserting  title  to  property  coming  into  possession  as  a  loan,  coupled  with 
user  and  acts  of  control,  is:  11  Ga.,  106;  18/570.  Loss  of  goods  by  common  carrier  by 
deviation  from  route  is:  26  Ga.,  617.  To  take  without  authority  is  :  26  Ga.,  619.  Pur- 

chase of  slaves  belonging  to  estate  before  administration  was:  30  Ga.,  296.  Sale  of 
property  of  one  for  the  debt  of  another,  by  U.  S.  Deputy  Marshal,  held  to  be  :  35  Ga., 
136.     Nonfeasance  is  not:  48  Ga.,  562.     When  Sheriff  attached  goods  of  wrong  party: 
60  Ga.,  516.  Suit  for  wrongfully  receiving  and  converting  stolen  cotton  :  62  Ga.,  407. 
It  matters  not  when  defendant  converted  the  goods  if  within  the  statute  of  limitations : 
62  Ga.,  407.  Damages,  true  value  the  criterion,  generally,  though  the  jury  may  find 
highest  value  proven,  but  not  compelled  to  so  find:  6  Ga.,  287.  May  be  reduced  by 
showing  the  quantity  of  plaintiff's  title:  30  Ga.,  121;  27/96.  Rule  as  to,  value  at  time  of  con- 

version with  interest,  or  on  proof  of  highest  value,  between  conversion  and  trial,  that 
amount  without  interest;  59  Ga.,  395;  37/335.  Measure  of,  not  value  of  the  prop- 

erty, but  the  amount  of  the  debt:  61  Ga.,  147.  Deed,  when  both  parties  claimed 
negroes  under  :  13  Ga,,  515.  Detinue,  trover  a  substitutefor  action  of,  and  tro- 

ver will  lie  for  stolen  property:  13  Ga.,  315.  Estate,  trover  will  lie  for  prop- 
erty of,  wrongfully  taken  from  holder  even  without  administration  :  62  Ga.,  394. 

Evidence  where  will  not  competent,  to  show  property  in  testator:  6  Ga.,  443;  26/447. 
When  defendant  relies  on  paramount  outstanding  title  in  another,  the  acts  and  ad- 

missions of  such  party  disclaiming  title,  admissible:  19  Ga.,  286.  What  necessary 
when  defendant  holds  property  by  judgment  of  Court  on  a  possessory  warrant :  38  Ga., 
250.  Error  to  grant  non-suit  when  there  was  some  evidence  of  possession  in  defend- 

ant :  43  Ga.,  323.  Assignee  of  cotton  receipts  suing  warehousemen  must  produce  re- 
ceipt or  account  for  its  loss,  and  prove  execution  of  assignment :  43  Ga.,  167.  Witness 

may  be  interrogated  as  to  state  of  his  feelings  towards  one  of  the  parties,  but  it  is  not 
competent  to  inquire  into  the  cause  thereof:  61  Ga.,  258.  Exemption,  trover  for  pro- 

perty set  apart  as:  57  Ga.,  218.  Pi.  fa.,  trover  for,  when  deposited  as  collateral 
security:  60  Ga.,  599.  Fraud,  when  there  is  actual,  etc.,  in  exchange  of  personal  pro- 

perty, the  party  defrauded  may  bring  trover  for  property  sold:  65  Ga.,  698. 
Justice  of  the  Peace  has  jurisdiction  in  trover  when  damage  is  less  than  one  hun- 

dred dollars :  62  Ga.,  345.  Landlord  cannot  maintain  trover  for  crop  raised  on  rented 
land  :  57  Ga.,  404.  Loan,  trover  lies  against  a  stranger  who  has  obtained  wrongful 

possession  or'made  wrongful  conversion  of  a  thing  loaned  :  16  Ga.,  20.     Mortgaged 
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property,  when  trover  not  maintainable  for:  43  Ga.,  263.  Overseer,  trover  against, 

for  slaves  in  his  possession  :  23  Ga.',  467.  Pleadings,  when  one  is  charged  as  trustee 
in  declaration,  the  words  "as  trustee"  maybe  stricken  :  8  Ga.,  61.  Count  in  trover  can 
not  be  joined  with  count  in  trespass:  10  Ga.,  384.  Trover,  proper  action  for  goods  taken 
without  consent  of  owner:  20  Ga.,  426.  When  trover  and  not  assumpsit,  the  proper 
remedy:  27  Ga.,  517-519.  Non-suit  when  administrator  as  plaintiffdid  not  show  title, 
etc.:  41  Ga.,  607.  Counts  in  trover  in  action  on  the  case :  48  Ga.,  85.  When  conversion 
is  alleged  on  day  subsequent  to  commencement  of  suit,  amended:  54 Ga.,  497.  Non- 

suit should  not  be  ordered  as  to  action  in  statutory  form  where  proof  shows  conversion 
before  commencement  of  action  :  56  Ga.,  45.  Possession  cannot  be  secured  in  trover 
through  a  fraudulent  title :  28  Ga.,  507.  Possessory  warrant,  constable  holding 
property  lawfully  under,  not  liable  in  trover :  63  Ga.,  220.  Promissory  note  past 
due.  trover  will  lie  for:  46  Ga.,  227.  Sheriff,  when  liable  in  trover:  28  Ga..  482. 
Slaves,  trover  for  recovery  of:  24  Ga.,  518.  Trover  by  trustee  for:  16  Ga.,  487.  Stock 
railroad,  when  trover  lies  for.  loaned  to  be  used  as  colla'eral  security:  48  Ga.,  562. 
Suit  does  not  abate  on  death  of  defendant :  17  Ga.,  495.  Tenants  in  common,  as  to 
suit  by:  2  Ga,,  330.  As  a  general  rule,  trover  will  not  lie  in  favor  of  one  against  co- 
tenant:  4  Ga.,  428.  When  one  may  sue  another,  and  effects  of  suit:  29  Ga.,  298.  Suit 
by  one  against  a  stranger:  6  Ga.,  84  ;  28/469.  Where  one  is  barred  and  the  other  not, 
the  one  not  barred  may  recover:  7  Ga.,  517.  One  may  sue:  28  Ga.,  469.  Title,  new 
trial  granted  for  failure  by  plaintiff  to  prove:  -23  Ga.,  63.  Possession  prima  facie  evi- 

dence of  :  25  Ga.,  28.  Deed  to  plaintiff  from  one  who  has  no  title  gives  plaintiff  no 
right  to  recover :  29Ga.,529.  As  to  assertion  and  disclaimer  of  title  :  32  Ga.,  665.  To 
property  claimed  from  Q.  M.  C.  S.  A.,  not  good:  41  Ga.,  302.  Tort  may  be  waived  and 
suit  brought  for  money  had  and  received:  62  Ga.,  345.  Verdict,  where  conversion 
was  proved  against  one  of  two.  and  not  against  the  other,  verdict  found  in  accordance 
with  the  testimony  :  28  Ga.,  469.  Where  plaintiff  elects  to  take  alternative  verdict,  error 
for  Court  to  limit  the  finding  to  the  value  of  the  property:  59  Ga.,  395. 

1  Add.  Torts,  ??466-543  ;  2  Gr.  Ev.,  §636  ;  Mayne  on  Dam.,  ̂ 496-530 ;  Williams' 
Pers.  Pr.,  23;  9  Am.  R.,  350;  15/745;  13  Wall.,  413;  4  C.  L.  J.,  167.  Maintained  on 
possession :  1  Sm.  L.  C,  (t.  p.)  470.  What  title  necessary  to  support :  1  Am.  D.,  585-9,  n; 
lies  for  what:  1  Sm.  L.  C,  485.  Conversion:  Abb.  Tr.  Ev.,  622-628;  15  Am.  D.,  150- 
153,  n;  Bigelow  L.  C.  Torts,  394.  Damages:  24  Am.  D.,  70-85,  n;  36  Am.  R.,  769; 
7/33. 

§3029.  (2975.)  (2968.)   Trespass.     Any  abuse  of,  or  damage  done   to,  ̂§1445, 2203, 

the  personal  property  of  another  unlawfully,  is  a  trespass  for  which3075- 
damages  may  be  recovered. 

When  plaintiff  need  not  prove  possession,  cannot  join  count  in  trover  with  one  in 
trespass:  10  Ga.,  384.  Costs  in  action  for  :  11  G,i.,  137.  Abatement  of  action  by  death 
of  defendant:  11  Ga.,  151.  Removing  cotton  placed  by  one  on  the  land  of  another  without 
consent,  so  as  not  to  injure  it :  23  Ga.,  145.  Responsibility  of  one  who  himself  or  by  his 
servant  destroys  stock  of  another  on  uninclosed  land:  28  Ga.,  239.  Evidence  in  miti- 

gation of  damages  for  trespass:  30  Ga.,  864.  Does  not  lie  except  against  person  partici- 
pating personally  in  inciting  or  rendering  aid  to  those  engaged  in  the  dispossession  :  36 

Ga.,  48.  Act  of  war,  sale  of  goods  by  clerkof  warehouseman  without  owner's  consent: 
42  Ga.,  556.  When  receiver  not  a  trespasser  for  selling  property  exempted  by  Ordi- 

nary:  43  Ga.,  589.  Against  a  carrier  for  negligence  :  48  Ga.,  85.  Damages  for  illegal 
levy  of  distress  warrant :  54  Ga.,  224.  Trespass  for  damages  in  driving  off  tenants,  etc.: 
61  Ga.,  297. 

1  Add.  Torts,  'Hmetseq. ;  1  Waterman  on  Tiespass;  18  Am.  D.,  548-554,  n;  Sedg.  L. 
C.  Dam.,  700;  Abb.  Tr.  Ev.,  629-633;  2  Gr.  Ev.,  £613;  Mayne  on  Damages,  ̂ 531-547. 

§3030.  (2976.)  (2969.)  In  cases  of  bailments.     In  cases  of  bailments,  §§2091, 2:29, 

where  the  possession  is  in  the  bailee,  a  trespass  committed  during  the2141, 
existence  of  the  bailment  will  give  a  right  of  action  to  the  bailee  for 
the  interference  with  his  special  property,  and  a  concurrent  right  of 
action  to  the  bailor  for  the  interference  with  his  general  property. 

In  favor  of  lender:  16  Ga.,  20. 
Notes  to  £2059;  18  Am.  D.,  518,  550;  1/587. 

§3031.  (2977.)  (2970.)  Remainder  interest.  A  remainderman  or  re- 
versioner of  personalty,  may  maintain  an  action  against  a  wrong-doer 

for  any  injury  going  to  destroy  the  existence  or  ultimate  value  of  the 
property.  In  such  cases  the  tenant  in  possession,  and  remainderman 
or  reversioner,  may  sue  jointly  for  the  injury  to  the  entire  estate,  the 
recovery  being  held  under  like  limitations. 

Owner  out  of  possession  recovering  for  injury  to  reversion:  31  Ga.,  187.  Equity 
will  not  interfere  for  judgment  creditor  who  has  only  alien  on  reversion  :  63  Ga.,  633-4. 
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ARTICLE  III. 

OF    INJURIES   BY   RAILROAD    COMPANIES. 

Section 
3032.  Damages  for  right  of  way. 
3033.  Damage  by  running  of  cars,  etc. 
3034.  Consent  or  negligence. 
3035.  Accommodation  of  races. 
3036   Injury  by  co  employee. 
3037.  Record  of  stock  killed. 
3038.  Report  of  marks  and  brands. 
3039.  Report  to  be  posted. 
?040.  Liability  of  overseer. 
3041.  Railroad  liable,  when. 

Section. 

3042.  Damage  to  stock. 
3043.  Notice  to  railroad. 
3044.  Form  of  notice. 
3045.  Trial,  judgment,  etc. 3046.  Appeal. 
3047.  Levy  and  sale. 
3048.  Disposition  of  proceeds. 
3049    Tender  ol  damages 
3050.  Suits  by  partner,  etc. 

§3032.  (2978.)  (2977.)    Damages  for  right  of  way.     In  controversies 

c.Cp°395.    '  with  respect  to  the  damages  to  be  assessed  for  the  right  of  way  under 
any  railroad  charter,  the  award  of  a  majority  of  the  appraisers  appoin- 

ted under  the  charter  shall  be  sufficient. 

When  summary  way  of  assessing  damages  for  right  of  way  does  not  deprive  land- 
holder of  common  law  remedy  to  recover  damages :  1  Ga.,  524— 530.  Right  not  com- 

plete till  compensation  :  19  Ga.,  427.  Appeal  from  award  as  to  right  of  wrav  in  four 
days  from  decision:  9  Ga.,  405;  18/607-609;  30/43.  Other  law  as  to  right  oi  way:  14 
Ga.,  327.  Injunction  by  railroad  against  encroachment  on  their  right  of  way  :  27  Ga., 
499.  The  actual  damages  from  invasion  of  property  by  railroad  for  right  of  way,  the 
measure  of:  45  Ga.,  180.  When  right  of  way  granted  over  land  not  revocable  :  45  Ga., 
531.  As  to  use  of  street  by  railroad:  43  Ga.,  200.  ̂ &s  to  costs  in  proceeding  for  right 
of  way  :  47  Ga,,  345.  Where  owner  cannot  be  compelled  to  take  pay  for  right  of  way 
in  stock,  burden  of  proof  on  the  railroad  company  :  48  Ga.,  44.  As  to  injunction 
against  railroad  using  water  near  right  of  way  :  42  Ga.,  509.  When  owner  not  debarred 
from  resorting  to  trespass  for  right  of  way  :  48  Ga .,  423.  Injunction  sustained  against  city 
appropriating  right  of  way  of  rail  road  for  a  street:  53  Ga.,  120.  As  to  when  the  benefits  de- 

rived by  the  owner  can  be  set  off  against  the  value  of  land  taken  and  against  other  dam- 
age: 30Ga.,43;  51/470;  53/123.  As  to  evidence  of  value  Of  land  taken  and  as  to  consequen- 
tial damages :  53  Ga.,  178.  Adverse  possess! on  b}7  railroad  of  right  of  way  :  54  Ga.,  293-296. 

Where  no  necessity  to  resort  to  injunction,  adequate  remedy  by  levy  and  sale  or  eject- 
ment:  54  Ga.,  579.  But  see  65  Ga.,  614.  Interest  only  given  as  part  of  damages  for 

right  of  way  from  time  damage  occurred:  51  Ga.,  471. 

Eight  of  way:  Pierce  on  R.  R.,  142-231.  May  change  and  re-locate  right  of  way  in 
case  of  necessity:  2  Am.  R.,  608.  Lands  of  municipal  corporation:  6  Am.  R.,  649. 
Diversion  to  another  purpose  illegal:  6  Am.  R.,  181.  Condemning  franchise  of  an- 

other road;  15  Am.  R.,  13;  6/397;  24/551,  n.  Estimation  of  damages  :  1  Ihomp.  Neg., 
568-573;  4  Am.  R.,  509;  14/726;  20/220;  18/556;  19/67;  10/56;  17/106;  23/214;  see 

£2647,  2222-5. 

§3033.  (2979.)    (2978.)    Damages  by  running  of  cars,  etc.      A  railroad 
Acts  of  1855  company  shall  be  liable  for  any  damage  done  to  persons,  stock,  or  other 

-6,  p.  155.    property,  by  the  running  of  the  locomotives,  or  cars,  or  other  machinery 
g§7ii^80.  of  such  company,  or  for  damage  done  by  any  person  in  the  employment 

and  service  of  such  company,  unless  the  company  shall  make  it  appear 
that  their  agents  have  exercised  all  ordinary  and  reasonable  care  and 
diligence,  the  presumption  in  all  cases  being  against  the  company. 

Damages  to  a  slave  by:  30  Ga.,  22;  37/593;  36/85:  32/345;  36/377.  Whether  negli- 
gence by  the  railroad  is  a  question  for  the  jury  :  18  Ga.,  680  ;  34/330  ;  60/339.  Where 

person  injured  is  placed  in  such  a  perilous  condition  as  to  render  it  an  act  of  precau- 
tion to  leap  from  the  cars  :  24  Ga.,  357.  Servants  of  same  master  no  redress  against 

him  for  consequences  of  each  other's  negligence  did  not  apply  when,  and  as  to  dam- 
ages :  30  Ga.,  146.  When  the  person  injured  misjudged  as  to  the  danger  does  not 

relieve  the  company  :  26  Ga.,  250.  Damages  to  one's  house  from  fire  communicated 
by  sparks  from  company's  engine:  27  Ga.,  481;  31/133.  Negligence  presumed  from 
running  off  the  track;  rule  as  to  contributory  negligence:  28  Ga.,  111.  The  maxim 
in  pari  delicto,  etc.,  applicable  to  suit  by  widow  for  death  of  husband  by  employees 
of  railroad  :  40  Ga.,  52 ;  38/199.  When  railroad  not  liable  for  injury  to  laborer  employed 
by  contractor  46  Ga.,  417.  Injury  to  passenger  while  getting  off  the  car:  51  Ga.,  492; 
45/289.  When  not  liable  to  one  pushed  off  the  car  by  a  negro  when  the  car  in 
motion:  46  Ga.,  447.  Offering  by  railroad  to  pay  for  stock,  throwing  onus  on  them  to 
prove  no  negligence  :  28  Ga.,  317.  As  to  liability  of  railroad  for  killing  stock  :  56  Ga., 
540-541 ;  61/11  ;  64/619-620  ;  28/180.  Company  owning  road  liable  for  injury  to  a  per- 

son by  another  company  using  it  by  their  consent:  49  Ga.,  355.  Section  refern  d  to 
and  construed:  61  Ga.,  153;  53/490.  As  to  damages  by  one  employee  from  other  em- 

ployees: 54  Ga.,  509-512.    This  section   did  not  apply  when  receiver  running  the 
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railroad;  55  Ga.,  481.  Damages  against  a  street  railroad  company  :  55  Ga.,  126;  61/215. 
Employee  of  railroad  free  from  fault  can  recover  from  railroad  for  negligence  of  co- 
employee  :  56  Ga.,  196.  Even  a  trespasser  should  be  protected  from  gross  negligence 
of  a  railroad :  60  Gn.,  340.  Where  a  minor,  and  when  father  sues  for  an  injury,  and 
as  to  burden  of  proof:  64  Ga.,  475-78.  Child  by  next  friend  suing  for  damages;  sec- 

tion construed:  64  Ga.,  306-308. 

1  Add.  Torts;  Field  Corp.,  537-559  ;  Shear.  &  Redf.  Neg.,  559  et  seq.  Injury  to  prop- 
erty by  fire:  Pierce  on  R.  R.,  431-447,  and  notes  on  p.  305  of  Code;  1  Redf.  L.  R.  C, 

335;  3  Am.  R.,  673;  7/80,  n,  120;  4/688;  6/597,  n;  10.,  454.  Measure  of  damages  for 
personal  injuries:  2  Redf.  L.  R.  C,  502;  2  Am.  R.,  229;  Hutch.  C,  $805 :  28  Am.  R., 
442.  Damages  not  reduced  by  what  may  have  been  received  from  insurance  :  Schoul. 
B.,  653.  Exemplary,  when:  2  Redf.  L.  R.C.,  520;  2  Am.  R.,  39,  229;  Hutch.  C  ,  §§811, 
817.  Assaults  of  servants  on  passengers:  14  Am.  R.,  404,  n,  409;  24/748;  2/39,  373  ;  8/78, 
n,  80,  311,  n,  316,  451;  7/418,  n,  423  (porter  of  drawing-room  car);  32  Am.  R,  325. 
Contractors:  See  note  to  $2213;  1  Redf.  L.  R.  C,  367.  Ejecting  passengers  from  car: 
Note  to  §2082.  Passengers:  See  note  to  $2067;  12  O.,  451 ;  Pierce  on  R.  R.,  310-339. 
At  crossings:  Note  on  page  157  of  Code  ;  37  Am.  R.,  443,  n,  701,  n  ;  36/612,  n  ;  Pierce 
on  R.  R.,  340-357;  5  O.,  697;  injury  to  persons  on  track  at  other  places:  1  Thomp. 
Neg.,  433-462.  Latent  defect  in  machinery,  as  in  car  axle,  not  liable:  3  Am.  R.,  581; 
20/331 ;  4/705  ;  Hutch.  C,  $509;  7  C.  L.  J.,  136,  194,  387;  31  Am.  R.,  321,  324,  n. 

§3034.  (2980.)  (2979.)  Consent  or  negligence.  No  person  shall  recover  §2972. 
damage  from  a  railroad  company  for  injury  to  himself  or  his  property, 
where  the  same  is  done  by  his  consent,  or  is  caused  by  his  own  negli- 

gence. If  the  complainant  and  the  agents  of  the  company  are  both  at 
fault,  the  former  may  recover,  but  the  damages  shall  be  diminished  by 
the  jury  in  proportion  to  the  amount  of  default  attributable  to  him. 

Liability  of  railroad  where  both  at  fault,  yet  could  have  been  prevented  by  proper 
care  of  defendant:  18  Ga,,  680.  Same  rule  holds  where  plaintiff  could  have  avoided 
the  injury,  he  cannot  recover :  19  Ga.,  440;  38/409;  28/93,  111;  60/668;  61/586;  52/468. 
Where  mutual  fault,  party  guilty  of  greater  wrong  or  negligence  is  the  aggressor :  27 
Ga.,  113.  Widow  of  employee  cannot  recover  for  his  death  from  railroad  if  his  fault 
contributed  to  it:  35  Ga.,  105.  Where,  although  somewhat  at  fault,  yet  if  railroad 
grossly  negligent,  can  recover  from  them  for  injury:  26  Ga.,  250  :  24/75.  Action  by  em- 

ployee for  injury  from  alleged  neglect  of  company  to  furnish  proper  tools  :  50  Ga.,  466. 
Conduct  of  passenger  showing  gross  negligence:  50  Ga.,  354.  Where  the  doctrine  of 
this  section  did  not  apply  in  suit  by  one  employee  for  negligence  of  co-employee:  51 
Ga.,  212.  A  workman  employed  and  carried  on  cars  comes  within  terms  of  this  sec- 

tion :  53  Ga.,  12.  Section  referred  to  and  construed  :  54  Ga.,  511.  Standing  on  platform 
of  street  railroad  car  not  such  negligence  as  to  prevent  recovery  :  55  Ga.,  126.  Rule  of 
diligence  as  to  receiving  and  discharging  passengers  :  58  Ga.,  461.  Railroad  liable  for 
the  torts  and  negligence  of  conductors  and  servants:  58Ga.,216.  When  the  presump- 

tion against  company  is  not  rebutted  :  60  Ga.,  492.  Question  of  negligence  is  for  the 
jury  to  decide  :  60  Ga.,  339-341.  When  one  making  himself  voluntarily  drunk  cannot 
recover  from  railroad  for  injury  :  61  Ga.,  114. 

Field  Corp.,  $552;  2  Thomp.  Neg.,  1102-1216;  2  Redf.  L.  R.  C,  474;  Hutch.  Carriers, 
$$641-649  ;  notes  to  $$2067,  2972.  Standing  up  before  train  stops:  22  Wall.,  341  ;  sudden 
peril :  25  Am.  R.,  164,  n.  Infant,  trespasser:  31  Am.  R.,  206,  n;  see  note  to  $2972.  One 
riding  out  of  usual  place  for  passengers:  Schoul.  B.,  639;  Hutch.  C,  $$65i,  654,  661; 
17  Am.  R.,  360;  4/267.  Projecting  one's  head  or  arm  out  of  window:  Schoul.  B.,  640; 
2  Red.  L.  R.  C,  546;  Hutch.  C,  ̂ 655;  2  Am.  R.,  306:  14/423,  n  ;  17/568.  Intoxication 
of  passenger:  Schoul.  B.,  640;  Hutch.  C,  668.  Contributory  negligence,  in  driver  of 
another  vehicle  :  13  Am.  R.,  435  ;  23/1,  n,  4;  13/570.  ^ 

§3035.  Railroads  must  accommodate  all  alike,  when.  [The  different  rail-  &*«>-&-*-*<^  ,     /> 
roads  in  this  State,  acting  as  public  carriers,  are  required  to  furnish  ̂ i£~%%°1  £<*Q^/Jl^ 

equal  accommodations  to  all,  without  regard  to  race,  color,  or  previous  427,  428. '^T  ela-/-*?, 
condition,  when  a  greater  sum  of  fare  is  exacted  than  was  demanded  prior  /p^  _  l&%  //"2-/7- 
to  January  1,  1861,  which  was  at  that  date  half-fare  for  persons  of  color,  p        j?  /jLcU^t 
Any  railroad  in  this  State  violating  the  conditions  of  this  section,  by  ̂Jf"*^- 
any  of  its  employees,  may  be  sued  in  the  Superior  Court  of  the  county  /?&-  /•  **  ̂   /' 
where  the  offense  is  committed,  and  any  person  so  wronged  may  re- 

cover such  sum  as  the  discretion  of  the  Court  thinks  right  and  proper 
in  the  premises,  not  to  exceed  ten  thousand  dollars.]  (a.) 

Discriminations  as  to  color:  Schoul.  B.,  604;  5  Mich.,  520  ;  34  Cal.,  594  ;  55  Penn. 
St.,  209;  55  111.,  185;  27  La.  Ann.,  1;  8  Am.  R,  641;  27/718;  17  Wall.,  445.  Common 
carriers  have  the  right  to  provide  separate  accommodations  for  white  and  colored  per- 

sons :  Green  vs.  City  of  Bridgeton,  per  Erskine,  J.  (1881), 
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§3036.  (2981.)  (2980.)  Injury  by  co-employee.     If  the  person  injured  is 
Acts  of  1855  himself  an  employee   of  the  company,  and  the  damage   was  caused 

-6,  p.  155.    ky  another  employee,  and  without  fault  or  negligence  on  the  part  of 
§§2083,  2202.  the  person  injured,  his  employment  by  the  company  shall  be  no  bar  to 

the  recovery. 
As  to  the  old  law  :  15  Ga.,  349.  As  to  slaves  :  1  Ga.,  195.  Where  the  doctrine  that 

servant  no  redress  against  employer  for  negligence  of  co-servant  does  not  apply  :  30 
Ga.,  146.  Where  widow  of  employee  could  not  recover  where  employee's  fault  con- 

tributed to  the  injury:  35  Ga.,  105;  61/280;  64/635.  Where  the  Act  of  1856  was  held 
not  to  apply  to  W.  &.  A.  Railroad  :  23  Ga.,  436.  But  under  Act  of  1863  the  W.  &  A. 
Railroad  is  liable  to  one  employee  for  injury  by  another  :  34  Ga.,  424.  Employee  can 
onlv  recover  from  employer  for  damage  of-  co-employee  when  without  fault  himself  : 
56  Ga.,  586,  275;  58/489;  61/590,586;  60/119;  55/279:  59/73;  54/509;  52/411;  51/213; 
53/490,  630.  Where  employee  knowingly  uses  defective  machinery  he  cannot  recover 
for  injury  from:  55  Ga.,  133.  Where  receiver  running  a  railroad  there  can  be  no  re- 

covery for  injury  by  one  employee  to  another  :  55  Ga.,  481.  Where  employee  of  railroad 
injured  while  on  duty  by  co-employee,  and  verdict  by  jury  for  plaintiff  not  disturbed  : 
56  Ga.,  196.  Baggage  master :  56  Ga..  645.  Where  under  this  section  employee  would 
have  to  show  criminal  neglect  of  the  company  to  hold  them  liable  :  50  Ga.,  465.  An 
engineer  recovering  $6,000.00  against  a  railroad,  employee  not  competent  juror:  63 
173,  181.  Section  referred  to :  64  Ga.,  308-309.  When  the  presumption  of  law  arises 
that  the  employee  is  without  fault :  58  Ga.,  108  ;  64/635. 

2  Thomp.  Neg.,  932  et  seq. ;  Pierce  on  R.  R. :  353-384;  1  Redf.  L.  R.  C.,  395,  403:  10 
O.,  213.  Employee  liable  to  co-employee:  32  Am.  R.,  115,  n;  noteto$2202.  One  aiding 
an  employee,  although  by  request,  not  within  rule:  8  Am.  R.,  251 ;  15/383.  Injury  by 

defective 'car:  3  Woods',  313;  10  O.,  213;  2  Thomp.  Neg.,  944.  Master  liable  for  negli- gent injury  by  railway  fireman  to  track-repairer:  34  Am.  R.,  167.  Railway  company 
liahle  for  injury  to  brakeman  from  failure  of  train  dispatcher  to  furnish  train  with 
sufficient  number  of  brakemen:  29  Am.  R.,  97;  descending  defective  ladder:  8  Am. 
R.,  661.  Railway  company  liable  to  engineer  for  injury  from  unsafe  engine,  known  to 
be  out  of  repair,  frequently  laid  up  for  repair,  but  negligently  repaired  by  competent 
mechanics:  36  Am.  R.,  575.  Otherwise,  if  engine  was  of  good  material,  from  first-class 
manufacturers,  and  defect  was  not  known  or  reasonably  discoverable  by  usual  tests  or 
inspection  :  33  Am.  R.,  57  ;  see  18  Am.  R.,  578.  Railway  company  liable  to  brakeman 
for  injury  from  failure  to  have  cars  inspected:  36  Am.  R.,  243.  Railway  company  lia- 

ble for  death  of  brakeman  killed  by  contact  with  telegraph  pole  eighteen  inches  from 
track  :  33  Am.  R.,  54;  by  projecting  awning:  4  Am.  R.,  593;  projecting  roof  of  depot: 
20  Am.  R  ,  552.  Contributory  negligence  of  servant;  locomotive  engineer  leaning  from 
engine  and  struck  by  signal  post  three  feet  eight  inches  from  track  and  visible  half 
a  mile  away:  28  Am.  R.,  206;  standing  on  top  of  a  moving  train  under  low  bridge  :  29 
Am.  R.,  208;  with  which  he  was  familiar,  (train  being  of  usual  height,):  34  Am.  R., 
291 ;  36/459  ;  catching  foot  in  guard  of  switch  with  which  he  was  familiar  from  use  :  33 
Am.  R.,484;  continuing  without  complaint  to  use  defective  and  unfenced  machinery  : 
84  Am.  R.,  615;  acceptance  of  risk:  2  Thomp.  Neg.,  1008;  4  Am.  R.,  181;  20/333,  n. 
Insufficient  brakes:  18  Am.  R  ,  626. 

§3037.  (2982.)  (2981.)  Record  oj  stock  killed.     Every  railroad  company 
shall  require  of  every  engine-runner  employed  by  them  to  render  daily 
to  a  proper  officer,  an  account  of  any  stock  or  other  property  injured 
as  aforesaid,  which  returns  shall  be  kept  recorded  in  a  book,  and  open 
for  the  inspection  of  all  persons.     For  the  failure  to  keep  such  a  record, 
and  to  require  such  return,  the  company  shall  be  liable  for  ten  per 
cent,  extra  damage  to  every  person  whose  property  is  injured  by  them. 

Suit  could  not  be  brought  for  a  matter  of  this  kind  before  Act  of  1843  in  Justice's 
Court  for  killing  stock:  1  Ga.,  173.  What  proof  to  recover  from  railroad  for  killing 
stock:  33  Ga.,  110. 

•  §3038.  (2983.)  Report  of  overseers,  etc.  [All  overseers  or  track-menders 
(a>  Acts  of  on  the  different  railroads  in  this  State,  shall  file  weekly  with  the 

65666*'  PP"  station  agents,  a  list  of  the  different  marks  and  brands  of  all  stock  killed 
upon  their  respective  sections  the  preceding  week,  so  as  to  be  compelled 
to  identify  in  their  weekly  report,  on  what  part  of  their  section  such 
stock  was,  or  may  have  been  killed,  by  some  designated  place  on  said 
section.]  (a.) 

§3039.  (2984. )  Report  to  be  posted,  where.  [Said  list  shall  be  placed  in 
<b)  Actgof  a  conspicuous  place,  in  the  office  of  the  said  station  agents,  for  the  iii- 
656654,  PP"  spection  of  all  persons  concerned.]  (b.) 

§3040.  (2985.)  Overseer,  when  liable.  [Upon  failure  of  any  overseer  or 
track-mender  to  comply  with  the  provisions  of  section  3038,  he  shall 
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be  liable  to  pay  the  owners  of  said  stock  double  the  value  of  all  stock  (c)  Acts  of 

killed  on  his  particular  section,  and  not  reported  during  such  failure ;  ̂fee.'  pp* 
the  same  to  be  recovered  in  the  same  manner  as  now  provided  by  law 
for   the   collection   of   claims   for   stock   killed   on  railroads   in   this 
State.]  (c.) 

§3041.  (2986.)  Railroad  company  liable,  when.  [In  case  the  overseer  (d)  Acts  of 

or  track-mender  is  insolvent,  then,  and  in  that  case,  the  railroad  com- 1863-4,  pp. 
pany  in  whose  employ  they  are,  shall  be  liable  to  pay  according  to  the 
provisions  of  section  3040 :  Provided,  that  in  all  cases  where  the  pen- 

alty shall  be  collected  from  the  overseer  or  track-mender,  the  liability 
of  the  railroad  company  in  whose  employment  they  may  be,  shall 
thenceforth  cease.]  (d.) 

§3042.  (2987.)  Damage  to  live  stock.  [The  several  railroad  companies  Act  of  1840, 

in  the  State,  including  the  Western  and  Atlantic  Railroad,  shall  be  held  Actof9&43 
liable,  under  the  rules  hereinafter  prescribed,  for  any  damage  done  too.  p.  3%. 

any  live  stock  or  other  propert^y  (except  for  the  assessment  of  damages  c.Cp°397  ' 
for  right  of  way),  to  the  owner  or  owners  thereof,  by  the  running  of A ct  ̂g850, 
cars,  locomotives  or  other  machinery  upon  their  roads  respectively,  and  Acts  of  1853 

for  damage  done  by  any  person  or  persons,  in  the  employ  or  service  of  Acts'onsS 
railroad  companies,  and  for  damages  done  by  any  such  railroad  com- -4,  p.  65. 

pany,  by  any  means  whatever.]  (e.)  //SZ-  i7>f//^£> Provisions  of  the  Act  of  1847,  how  far  repealed  by  Act  of  1850  :  13  Ga.,  68.  Act  of 
1854  in  regard  to  the  liability  of  railroads  for  killing  stock  not  unconstitutional :  17 
Ga.,  323.  As  to  notice  under  Acts  of  1853-4:  18  Ga.,  247.  What  part  of  Act  of  1847 
repealed  by  Act  of  1854:  21  Ga.,  104.  Offering  to  pay  for  cattle  throws  the  onus  on 
railroad  company  to  show  not  killed  by  their  negligence :  28  Ga.,  317.  What  neces- 

sary proof  to  recover  from  railroad  for  killing  stock  :  33  Ga.,  110.  Expenses  of  litiga- 
tion claimed  as  part  of  damages  for  killing  cow  :  48  Ga.,  514.  Where  railroad  company 

not  liable  for  killing  stock  :  48  Ga.,  464.  What  will  excuse  and  what  mitigate  when 
stock  killed  :  56  Ga.,  540.  Verdict  for  company  not  disturbed,  although  burden  on 
•company  to  prove  no  negligence  where  killing  shown :  56  Ga.,  457-8.  As  to  triple 
damages  for  killing  stock:  57  Ga.,  253.  As  to  burden  of  proof  on  railroad:  64  Ga., 
649;  61/11-12.  As  to  the  presumption  against  the  railroad  being  rebutted:  65  Ga., 
714. 

1  Thomp.  Neg.,  463-540;  Pierce  R.  R.,  401-430;  Thomp.  Law  of  Farm,  ̂ 78-90; 
1  Am.R.,  339;  6/623;  10/732,  n;  15/119;  20/698;  34/128. 

§3043.  (2988.)  Notice  to  railroad.     [Any  person  whose  stock  has  been  (a)  Acts  of 

or  may  be  killed,  wounded,  or  injured,  or  whose  property  has  been  de-  ̂ l/'gPas 
stroyedor  damaged  (with  the  exception  contained  in  the  preceding  sec- amended 
tion),by  the  running   of  any  cars,  engines,  locomotives,  or  other  ma-?863tiawsof 

chinery  used  by  a  railroad  company,  on  any  railroad,  or  by  any  act  J?q2"3,  p* 
done  by  any  person  or  persons  in  the  employ  of  a  railroad  company,  or 
the  officers,  agents,  engineers,  or  conductors  of  any  such  company  may 
serve  a  written  notice,  describing  the  kind  of  stock  killed,  crippled,  or 
injured,  and  the  particular  kind  of  property  damaged  or  destroyed, 
which  notice  shall  contain  a  statement  of  the  time  and  place,  as  near 
as  can  be  ascertained,  when  and  where  the  damage  was  done,  and  may 
be  served  personally  upon  any  employee  of  such  company,  at  any  place 
where  such  officer  or  agent  in  the  employ  or  service  of  such  company 
may  be  found,  at  least  three  days  previous  to  the  day  of  trial,  or  by 
leaving  a  copy  of  such  notice  at  the  residence  of  such  employee  five 
days  previous   thereto,  and  which  notice  shall  be  served  at  any  time 
within  three  months  after  the  happening  of  the  injury  complained  of, 
and  not  after — which  service  shall  be  deemed  and  held  sufficient  notice 
to  such  company  to  authorize  the  Court  to  proceed  to  give  judgment  as 
in  cases  of  debt.]  (a.) 

Notice  served  personally  by  plaintiff,  who  attached  affidavit  of  service,  and  as  to 
what  is  evidence  of  negligence  by  owner  :  42  Ga.,  300.  t 

§3044.  (2989.)  Form  of  notice.  [A  notice  in  substance  and  form  as  fol- 
lows, subject  to  such  alterations  and  additions  as  the  circumstances  of 

the  case  may  require,  shall  be  deemed  sufficient : 
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Georgia,  ") v     To  the   Railroad  Company: 
— ■   County.  ) 

You  are  hereby  .notified,  that  within  the  last  three  months,  to-wit,  on 
(b>  Acts  of  the   day,  or  night,  of   ,  you  damaged  the  subscriber,  by  killing 
93? 944,95P'  or  destroying,  (as  the  case  may  be,)  (here  mention  the  particular  dam- 
Acts  of  1862  age  done,  and  the  kind  or  species  of  property  injured  or  destroyed,  be- 

"  '  p'      '    longing  to  him  or  her,)  by  the  running  of  a  car,  engine,  or  locomotive, or  other  machinery  on  your  road;  and  desiring   that  the  amount  of 
damages  may  be  legally  assessed,  you  are  hereby  required,  by  agent  or 
attorney,  or  in  person,  to  appear  at  the  Justice  court-ground  in  the 
  District  G.  M.,  (inserting  the  number  of  the  district  in  which  the 
damage  was  done)  by  ten  o'clock,  a.  m.,  on   next,  then  and  there 
to  show  cause,  if  any  exist,  why  the  damage  shall  not  be  assessed  ac- 

cording to  law.     This   day  of   ,  18   . John  Doe.]  (b.) 

§3045.  (2990.)   Trial,  judgment  and  execution.      [In  all  cases  the  plain- 
(c)  Acts  of  tiff  shall  state  in  his  notice  that  the  damages  do  not  exceed  thirty  dol- 
935?44,95P'  lars-  ̂ he  Justice  of  the  Peace  in  the  district  shall  attend  at  the  court- 
Acts  bfi862 ground  in  the  district,  at  the  time  specified  in  the  notice,  hear  the  evi- 
-3,  p.  159.    gence  produced,  determine   the    amount   of  damages,  and  enter  up judgment  therefor,  with  costs ;  and  the  plaintiff  may  give  testimony 

himself,  as  any  other  witness.  A  judgment  entered  up  under  the  pro- 
visions of  this  section,  by  the  Justice  of  the  Peace,  shall  be  final  and 

conclusive  between  the  plaintiff  and  railroad  company,  touching  the 
particular  matter  for  which  such  judgment  may  be  rendered,  except  as 
hereinafter  provided  for  on  appeal.  The  Justice  of  the  Peace  shall 
forthwith  issue  his  execution  in  favor  of  the  plaintiff  against  the  de- 

fendant for  such  damages  as  may  have  been  assessed,  with  all  the  costs 
which  may  have  accrued,  which  execution  shall  be  directed  to  all  and 
singular  the  Sheriffs  and  constables  of  the  State  of  Georgia,  and  may  be 
levied  and  executed  by  any  levying  officer  in  any  county  of  this  State 
where  the  property  may  be  found.]  (c.) 

Justice's  jurisdiction  to  $100.00  for  killing  of  stock  by  railroads:  58  Ga.,  534. 

§3046.  (2991. )  Appeal.  [The  railroad  company,  by  its  officer,  agent, 
(d)  Acts  of  or  attorney  at  law,  may  at  any  time  after  such  judgment  is  rendered, 

93594%5P'  anc^  before  a  sale  under  the  execution,  enter  an  appeal,  by  filing  with 
Acts  of  1862  the  Justice  of  the  Peace  or  levying  officer  an  affidavit  that  the  amount 

-3,  p.  159.    Q£  guc]1  judgment  or  verdict  is,  to  the  best  of  his  belief,  not  justly  due 
to  the  plaintiff;  whereupon,  and  on  the  payment  of  all  costs,  the  said  Jus- 

tice of  the  Peace  and  Sheriff  shall  return  to  the  Clerk  of  the  Superior 
Court  of  the  county  where  the  suit  commenced,  all  the  papers  in  their 
hands,  and  also  said  affidavit;  and  the  said  Court  shall  proceed  to  try 
said  cause  in  the  same  manner  and  under  the  same  restrictions  as 

other  appsal  causes  are  tried,  and  award  judgment  and  execution  ac- 
cordingly.] (d.) 

§3047.  (2992.)  Levy,  advertisement  and  sale.  [When  a  Sheriff  or  consta- 
te) Acts  of  ble  shall  levy  an  execution  issued  under  the  provisions  of  the  forego- 

93594%5P*  inS  sections,   upon  property  of  the  defendant,  he  shall  advertise  the 
Acts  of  1862  same  for  at  least  fifteen  days  in  some  public  gazette,  published  weekly, 
-3,  p.  159.    Qn  ̂ e  j.ne  Qr  a£  ̂ e  terminus  of  said  road,  in  this  State,  and  proceed to  sell  the  same  for  the  satisfaction  of  such  damages  and  costs;  and 

such  levying  officer  shall  be  entitled  to  a  commission  of  ten  per  cent, 
for  selling,  besides  two  dollars  for  advertising  and  one  dollar  for  the 
levy.]  (e.) 

i85^4te  °f       §3048.  (2993.)  Disposition  of  proceeds  of  sale.    [The  cost,  in  all  cases, 
93, 94, 95.P'  shall  be  the  first  money  paid,  and  after  satisfying  the  plaintiff's  de- 
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mand,  the  excess,  if  any,  arising  from  such  sale  shall  be  subject  to  the  Acts  of  1862 

order  of  the  president  of  such  company.]  (f.)  ~3,  p' lo9,  • 
§3049.  (2994  )   Tender  and  its  effects.  [Nothing  in  the  seven  preceding  (g)  Acts  of 

sections  shall  prevent  a  railroad  company,  or  the  agent  and  employee  gfff^'gl^ 
of  such  company,  who  may  be  served  with  a  notice  of  a  damage  done,  Acts  of  1862 

from  tendering  to  the  owner  of  such  property  damaged  or  destroyed  a "  '  p' reasonable  amount  as  a  compensation  for  the  damage  so  done,  which,  if 
accepted  by  the  party  aggrieved,  shall  stop  all  further  proceedings; 
but  the  injured  party  may  or  may  not  accept  the  sum  tendered,  and  if 
he  refuse  and  proceed  to  investigate  the  matter,  under  the  provisions 
of  the   seven    preceding  sections,  and  shall  fail  to  recover  a  larger 
amount  than  the  sum  so  tendered,  he  shall  pay  all  costs,  and  the  rail- 

road company  shall  be  discharged  from  further  liability  by  paying  the 
damages  assessed;  and,  in  all  cases,  when  an  injured  party  shall  claim 
damages  exceeding  thirty  dollars,  suit  shall  be  brought  in  the  Superior 
Court,  by  written  notice,  served  upon  the  nearest  agent  or  officer  of 

said  railroad  company  to  plaintiff's  residence,  or  by  leaving  a  copy  at 
their  place  of  doing  business  twenty  days  before  Court.]  (g.) 

Section  referred  to  and  construed  :  51  Ga.,  245. 

§3050.  (2995.)  Suits  by  a  partner  or  joint  owner.  [In  all  cases  where  (h)  Acts  of 

any  species  of  live  stock  or  other  property  shall  be  killed,  injured  or  Jf^4'^* 
destroyed  by  the  running  of  an  engine,  locomotive,  car  or  other  ma-  Acta  of  W62 

chinery  upon  any  railroad  in  this  State,  which  belongs  to  partners  or" joint  owners,  or  where  the  owner  is  absent,  any  one  of  the  partners  or 
joint  owners,  or  any  authorized  agent  of  the  absent  owner,  shall  have 
power  to  institute  suit  in  his  own  name  against  the  railroad  company 
liable  for  the  damages ;  and  any  verdict  or  judgment  obtained  against 
such  company  by  a  part  owner  or  agent  of  an  absent  owner,  shall  be  a 
full  and  complete  bar  to  the  recovery  of  any  other  part  owner,  or  the 
absent  owner,  in  respect  to  the  particular  matter  investigated,  and  the 
cost  shall  be  taxed  as  provided  in  other  cases  of  debt.]  (h.) 

General  Note. — Equity  taking  jurisdiction  for  sale  where  sundry  _/?.  fas.  against  in- 
solvent railroad  company  :  9  Ga.,  378.  Certificate  of  stock  of  Rome  JLailroad  Company 

not  liable  to  taxation  by  the  city  as  property  :  14  Ga.,  275.  What  property  of  the 
Central  Railroad  Company  was  taxable  by  the  county  of  Bibb:  40  Ga.,  647.  Where 
no  title  to  railroad  stock  confiscated  during  late  war  :  37  Ga.,  515. 

General  Note  on  Article  III. — Carriers  of  goods,  injuries  by  railroad  as  :  See  notes 
to  $§2065-2084.  Lease,  cannot  lease  road  and  be  free  from  liability  for  lessee's  negli- 

gence :  36  Am.  R.,  572.  Lessee  and  receiver  jointly  owning  road  :  17  Wal.,  445.  Re- 
ceiver, where  road  is  in  hands  of,  same  rules  apply :  5  Am.  R.,  633.  May  cut  down 

trees  on  right  of  way  for  telegraph,  poles  :  27  Am.  R.,  159.  Track,  care  required  in 
constructing  and  keeping :  Shear.  &  Redf.  Neg.,  519;  1  Thomp.  Neg.,  556. 

-3,  p.  159. 
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CHAPTER  IV. 

OF    DEFENSES. 

Article  1. — Of  Justification. 
Article  2. — Of  Satisfaction  and.  Herein  of  Tender. 
Article  3.— Of  Limitation  of  Actions. 
Article  4. — Other  Defenses. 

ARTICLE  I. 

OF    JUSTIFICATION. 

Section. 
3051.  Justification. 
3052.  Extenuation. 

Section. 
3053.  Consent. 

§3051.  (2996)  (2983.)  Justification  in  torts.  In  every  case  of  tort,  if 
§2979.  the  defendant  was  authorized  by  law  to  do  the  act  complained  of,  he 

may  plead  the  same  as  a  justification;  by  such  plea  he  admits  the  act 

1/^V^  ftf~z~  £>.  to  be  done,  and  shall  be  entitled  to  all  the  privileges  of  one  holding  the 
:  affirmative  of  the  issue. 
t,  Section  referred  to  and  construed  :  49  Ga.,  491 :  56/354. 

§3052.  (2997.)  (2984.)  Extenuation.  What  does  not  amount  to  justifi- 
cation may  be  pleaded  in  extenuation  and  mitigation  of  damages. 

§3053.  (2998.)  (2985.)  Consent.  As  a  general  rule  there  can  be  no  tort 
committed  to  a  person  consenting  thereto,  if  that  consent  be  free  and 
not  obtained  by  a  fraud,  and  be  the  action  of  a  sound  mind.  The  con- 

sent of  a  person  incapable  to  consent,  as  a  minor,  and  in  some  cases  a 
married  woman,  cannot  affect  the  rights  of  the  husband,  parent  or  guar- 
dian. 

General  Note. — As  to  justification  of  unauthorized  arrest :  13  Ga.,  98.  Matters  in 
justification  of  removal  of  City  Marshal:  25  Ga.,  590.  As  to  plea  of  justification  in 
slander:  23Ga.,215;  34/376;  27/378.  Plea  of  justification  in  action  of  trespass :  9 
Ga.,  297  ;  18/542.     Matters  of  justification  should  be  specially  plead  :  44  Ga.,  199. 

Specially  pleaded :  1  Add.  Torts,  $#102,  529,  Justification  of  officer  by  his  process  : 
Cooley  Torts,  459-472  ;  2  Add.  Torts,  §960  et  seq.,  and  note  on  p.  95  of  Code. 

ARTICLE  II. 

OF   SATISFACTION   AND   HEREIN   OF   TENDER. 

Section. 
3054.  Satisfaction. 
3055.  Compounding  a  felony. 

Section. 
8056.  Tender- of  damages. 3057.  Tender  in  trover 

§3054.  (2999.)  (2986.)^  Satisfaction  of  torts.  If  the  tort  complained  of 
does  not  amount  to  a  crime,  the  person  injured  may  consent  to  a  satis- 

faction and  settlement  thereof;  and  if  it  does  amount  to  a  crime, 
the  person  injured  may  agree  upon  and  receive  compensation  for  the 
personal  injury.  Any  attempt,  however,  to  satisfy  the  public  offense, 
or  to  suppress  a  prosecution  therefor,  is  illegal,  and  vitiates  the  entire 
agreement,  except  in  those  cases  where  the  law  expressly  allows  of  such 
a  settlement. 

Vitiates  the  agreement,  although  the  note  be  for  less  than  the  actual  damage  :  39 

Ga.,  85.     Section  referred  to  and  construed :  48  Ga.,  361;  50/156;  56/567-568;  62/134. 
2  Add.  Torts,  §1353 ;  3  Cooley  Bl.,15,  n,  23. 
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§3055.  (3000.)  (2987)  Compounding  a  felony.  If  the  offense  sought  §4491. 
to  be  satisfied,  or  the  prosecution  sought  to  be  suppressed,  amounts  to  a 
felony,  the  agreement  itself  is  an  offense  under  the  Penal  Code,  and 
though  executed,  is  no  defense  to  an  action  for  the  tort.  But  if  the 
offense  is  not  a  felony,  and  the  agreement  is  fully  executed,  it  shall  be 
a  satisfaction  for  the  private  tort. 

Note  to  compound  is  void  if  the  act  done  is -prima  facie  felony ;  an  offense  discre- 
tionary with  Court  to  punish  with  penitentiary:  39  Ga.,  85.  Where  indicted  for 

compounding  a  felony ;  50  Ga.,  152.  Section  referred  to  and  construed  with  regard 
to  a  note  given  by  insurance  agent :  56  Ga.,  567-8  ;  see  notes  to  section  4706. 

31  Am.  D.,  600-604,  note;  2  Woods',  372;  20  Am.  R.,  288,631;  31/524;  22/121,  n; 
24/463;  37/203,  n. 

§3056.  (3001.)  (2988.)  Tender  of  damages.  A  person  committing  aActofi767, 

tort  to  the  person  or  property,  may,  before  or  after  suit  brought,  tender  c"  p-562- 
to  the  person  injured  such  an  amount  of  damages  as  in  his  judgment 
covers  the  injury,  and  if  the  same  be  rejected,  he  may  deposit  the 
amount  in  the  office  of  the  Clerk  of  the  Superior  Court  of  the  county  of 
his  residence  as  a  continued  tender;  and  if  the  jury  trying  the  cause 
shall  give  no  more  damages  than  the  amount  tendered,  the  plaintiff 
shall  recover  no  costs  accruing  subsequent  to  the  time  of  the  tender. 

Where  jury  finds  for  defendant  in  trespass,  plaintiff  entitled  to  nominal  damages; 
effect  of  tender  of  one  dollar  and  costs  :  18  Ga.,  539.  Section  referred  to  in  reference 

to  tender  of  damages  :  49  Ga.,  374.  
'"' 

§3057.  (3002.)  (2989.)  Tender  in  trover.  In  actions  for  the  recovery  of 
personal  property,  if  the  defendant  at  the  first  term,  will  tender  the 
property  to  the  plaintiff,  together  with  reasonable  hire  for  the  same 
since  the  conversion,  disclaiming  all  claim  of  title,  the  costs  of  the  ac- 

tion shall  be  paid  by  the  plaintiff,  unless  he  can  prove  a  previous  de- 
mand of  the  defendant,  and  a  refusal  to  deliver  it  up. 

ARTICLE  III. 

OF   LIMITATION   OF   ACTIONS. 

Section. 
3058.  Damages  to  realty, 
3059.  To  personalty. 

SECTION. 
3060.  To  the  person. 
3061.  Disabilities. 

§3058.  (3003.)  (2990  )  For  damages  to  realty.  All  actions  for  trespass  Act  of  1767, 

upon,  or  damages  to  realty,  shall  be  brought  within  four  years  after  Set  of6i805, the  right  of  action  accrues.  c-  p-  564. &  Acts  of  1855 

Only  the  count  for  mesne  profits  within  the  limitation  Act  of  1869:  46  Ga.,  120-  ~6>  P-  283- 
125.     But  the  statute  should  he  plead  to  avail  as  to  mesne  profits;  57  Ga.,  541,  558. 

"Where  the  statute  of  limitations  should  have  been  plead  against  an  action   of  tres- pass:  48  Ga.,  424-425.    :. 

§3059.  (3004.)  (2991.)  To  personalty.  Actions  for  injuries  to  person-  Act  of  1767, 
alty  shall  be  brought  within  four  years  after  the  right  of  action  ac-  Act  ofisos, crues.  c.  p.  564. Acts  of  1855 

Where  counts  of  trover  and  trespass  vi  et  armis  added  by  amendment  to  case  for -6,  p.  233. 
negligence  against  carrier,  where  more  than  four  years  had  elapsed  from  the  conver- 

sion :  48  Ga.,  85;  52/240.     Action  for  seizing  property  under  execution  barred  after 
four  years  from  seizure  and  claim  will  not  prevent  it:  58  Ga.,  195.     Where  barred  at 
law,  also  barred  in  equity  :  63  Ga.,  323-325. 

§3060.  (3005.)  (2992.)  To  the  person.  Actions  for  injuries  done  to  the  Act  oM867, 

person  shall  be  brought  within  two  years  after  the  right  of  action  ac-  Act'of  1805, 
crues,  except  for  injuries  to  the  reputation,  which  shall  be  brought  2'c?g*  0f4i855 
within  one  year.  -6,  p.  234. 
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§3061.  (3006.)  (2993.)  Disabilities  and  exceptions.   The  disabilities  and 
g§2926, 2933.  exceptions  prescribed  in  limiting  actions  on  contracts  shall  be  allowed 

and  held  applicable  to  actions  for  torts. 
No  subsequent  promise  will  take  it  out  of  the  terms  of  the  statute  of  limitations  in 

case  of  tort:  16  Ga.,  114.  Evidence  sufficient  to  support  plea  of  statute  of  limitations 
in  action  for  deceit :  26  Ga.,  443.  Seven  years  from  the  discovery  of  the  fraud  :  35  Ga., 

282.  Suspension  of  the  seven  years'  limitation  as  to  judgments  upon  which  no  execution 
has  issued  by  Acts  between  1861  and  1865  suspending  statute  of  limitations :  47  Ga.,  362. 

ARTICLE  IV. 

OF   OTHER   DEFENSES. 

Section. 
306'i.  Arbitrament  and  award. 
3063.  Former  recovery,  etc. 

Section. 3064.  Infancy. 

§3062.  (3007.)  (2994.)  Arbitrament  and  award.  Arbitrament  and 
award  is  a  good  defense  to  an  action  for  a  tort,  and  the  rules  prescribed 
in  reference  to  this  defense  to  a  contract  apply  equally  to  a  tort. 

2  Add.  Contr.,  §1353;   3  Cooley  Bl.,  15-16. 

§3063.  (3008.)  (2995.)  Former  recovery,  etc.  Former  recovery  and  the 
§?2894,  2898,  pendency  of  another  suit,  are  also  good  defenses,  and  subject  to  the 
2^55-  same  rules  as  when  applied  to  contracts.     Sometimes  a  party  may  sue 

either  for  the  tort  or  upon  the  contract,  in  such  cases  he  must  elect  on 
which  he  will  proceed. 

Former  recovery  must  be  specially  plead,  and  record  not  admitted  under  plea  of  not 

guilty :  55  Ga.,  228-229.  Former  recovery  must  be  set  up  by  plea  and  not  by  motion : 
57  Ga.,  63.  Where  a  cross-bill  showed  on  its  face  that  the  matters  therein  stated  had 
been  adjudicated  in  a  claim  c  ise :  60  Ga.,  159.  Dismissed  on  demurrer:  See  notes  to 
section  2897. 

§3064.  (3009.)  (2996.)  Infancy.     Infancy  is  no  defense  to  an  action 

§§4294, 4295.  f°r  a  tort,  provided  the  defendant  has  arrived  at  those  years  of  discre- 
tion and  accountability  prescribed  by  this  Code  for  criminal  offenses. 

Dicey  on  Parties,  (s.  p.)  474;  Ewell's  L.  C.,  185-220;  Tyler  on  Inf.  and  Cov.,  174; 
Reeves'  Dom.  Rel.,  283;  Schoul.  Dom.  Rel.,  563-9;  9  Am.  R,  189;  Vasse  vs.  Smith,  1 
Am.  L.  C,  98,  n,  117  ;  but  not  liable  in  actions  ex  del,  if  the  real  liability  is  ex  con. :  lb. 
Conversion  of  bailment:  General  note  after  §2147.  Note  in  satisfaction  of  tort  bind- 

ing :  See  note  to  §2731. 

General  Note  on  Article  IV. — Other  defenses  (than  those  mentioned  above). 

Lunacy  :  Ewell's  Lead.  Cas.,  635-643;  15  Am.  D.,  368.  Set-off:  14  Am.  R,  782;  §3261; 
Woods'  Mayne  Dam.,  §123  et  seq. 

CHAPTER  V. 

OF    DAMAGES. 

Section. 
3065.  General  rule. 
3066.  Aggravation. 
3067.  Vindictive  damages. 
3068.  Necessary  expenses. 
3069.  Division. 
3070.  General  damages. 
3071.  Direct  and  consequential. 
3072  Too  remote. 

Section. 
3073.  Rule  to  ascertain. 
3074.  Exception  to  the  rule. 
3075.  Against  joint  trespassers. 
3076.  Contribution. 
3077.  Highest  amount  proved. 
3078.  Death,  etc.,  of  property. 
3079.  Verdict  in  trover,  effect  on  title. 

§3065.  (3010.)  (2997.)  General  rule.  Damages  are  given  as  compen- 
sation for  the  injury  done,  and  generally  this  is  the  measure  where  the 

injury  is  of  a  character  capable  of  being  estimated  in  money.  If  the 
injury  be  small,  or  the  mitigating  circumstances  be  strong,  nominal 
damages  only  are  given. 

Where  one  voluntarily  throws  himself  in  front  of  a  dray,  nominal  damages  for  in- 
jury :  27  Ga.,  358.     Measure  of  damage  discussed:   30  Ga.,  241.     Meaning  of  nominal 
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damages:  63  Ga.,  302;  56/351.  When  nominal  damages  recoverable:  44  Ga.,  386. 
When  new  trial  given  for  nominal  damages  :  60  Ga.,  496.  Jury  may  consider  the  pain 
and  bodily  suffering  in  making  their  estimate  of  damages  :  51  Ga.,  646.  In  absence  of 
aggravation,  the  actual  damages  the  measure  of  recovery  :  47  Ga.,  260;  59/289.  As  to 
evidence  in  the  matter  of  driving  off  tenants  :  61  Ga.,  297.  Damages  are  given  as  a 
compensation  for  the  injury :  63  Ga.,  241. 

Woods'  Mayne  Dam.,  §$5-46. 

§3066.  (3011.)  (2998.)  Aggravation.  In  every  tort  there  may  be  ag- 
gravating circumstances,  either  in  the  act  or  the  intention,  and  in  that 

event  the  jury  may  give  additional  damages,  either  to  deter  the  wrong- 
doer from  repeating  the  trespass,  or  as  compensation  for  the  wounded 

feelings  of  the  plaintiff. 

Section  cited  and  construed :  64  Ga.,  77-78;  58/220;  51/646.  Jury  to  decide  what 
damages  to  be  given  for  pain  and  wounded  feelings  :  58  Ga.,  111.  Where  damages 
held  to  be  too  large  :  59  Ga.,  426. 

Aggravation  in  case  of  injury  to  property:  27  Am.  D.,  684-9.  n.  Exemplary  dam- 
ages: See  notes  on  slander,  seduction,  injuries  by  railroads,  $3033;  2  Redf.  L.  R.  C,  520; 

2  C.  L.  J  ,  539;  3/220,  417.  Constitutionality  of  punitive  damages:  7  C.  L.  J.,  208. 
Criminal  punishment  for  the  offense,  which  is  the  subject  of  the  action  is  no  bar  to  the 
recovery  of  exemplary  damages,  and  it  seems  should  not  be  admitted  in  evidence  to 
mitigate  the  damages:  Sedg.  L.  C.  Dam.,  741 ;  see  26  Am.  R.,  34.  Exemplary  damages 
in  actions  for  consequential  damages:  Sedg.  L.  C.  Dam.,  744  In  action  of  assault,  not 
recoverable:  30  Am.  R.,  814;  36/110;  for  wrongful  expulsion  of  passenger  from  car, 
recoverable:  28  Am.  R.,  442;  for  death  caused  by  wrongful  act,  recoverable :  26  Am.  R., 
396 ;  recoverable  for  injury  in  exercise  of  what  is  erroneously  supposed  to  be  a  legal 
right:  26  Am.  R.,  493 ;  definition  of:  26  Am.  R.,  493.  Against  corporations:  Field 
Corp.,  $$345-58;  2  Am.  R.,  382.  Excessive  damages  against  corporations:  Sedg.  L.  C. 
Dam.,  738. 

§3067.  (3012.)  (2999.)  Vindictive  damages.  In  some  torts  the  entire  §2947. 

injury  is  to  the  peace,  happiness,  or  feelingsa  of  the  plaintiff;  in  such 
cases  no  measure  of  damages  can  be  prescribed,  except  the  enlightened 

conscience  of  impartial  jurors.  The  worldly  circumstances13  of  the  par- 
ties, the  amount  of  bad  faith  in  the  transaction,  and  all  the  attendant 

facts  should  be  weighed.  The  verdict  of  a  jury,0  in  such  a  case,  should 
not  be  disturbed,  unless  the  Court  should  suspect  bias  or  prejudice  from 
its  excess  or  its  inadequacy. 

Jury  to  decide  whether  punitive  damages  in  cases  of  aggravation :  58  Ga.,  135  ; 
49/491,502.  Section  cited  and  construed:  58  Ga.,  111.  Excessive  damages:  59  Ga., 
426.  As  to  vindictive  feelings  of  agent :  60  Ga.,  495.  Only  allowed  for  aggravated 
torts :  45  Ga.,  288  ;  51/644;  54/224  ;  58/216.  When  not  allowed  for  false  imprisonment: 
41  Ga.,  515. 

a36  Am.  R.,  306.  n;  24/748;  19/383.  Mental  suffering  of  deceased,  not  ground  of  re- 
covery, in  action  for  death  :  28  Am.  R.,  214.  In  action  for  injury  to  real  estate  by  blast- 

ing, mental  anxiety  notproper  element :  36  Am.  R.,  303.  bSee  note  on  slander  and  se- 
duction.   c Woods'  Mayne  Dam.,  $798  et  seq. 

§3068.  (3013.)  (3000.)  Necessary  expenses.     In  all  cases  necessary  ex- §29-1?. 
penses  consequent  upon  the  injury  done  are  a  legitimate  item  in  the 
estimate  of  damages. 

Extraordinary  outlay,  as  for  medical  attention,  an  element  of  damage:  23  Ga.,  20. 
As  to  when  expenses  recoverable,  and  as  to  the  evidence  necessary  in  such  cases  :  49 
Ga.,  324;  41/71.  Expenses  of  the  hauling  in  action  for  damages  for  sale  of  fertilizer  : 
60  Ga.,  148-9. 

Counsel  fees:  Note  to  $2942;  Sedg.  L.  C.  Dam.,  747,  752;  13  How.,  363.  Counsel 
fees,  as  damages  in  libel :  27  Am.  R.,  528,  n. 

§3069.  (3014.)  (3001.)  Kinds  of  damages.  Damages  may  be  either 
general  or  special,  direct  or  consequential. 

§3070.  (3015.)  (3002.)  General  damages — Special  damages.  "General" 
damages  are  such  as  the  law  presumes  to  flow  from  any  tortious  act, 

and  may  be  recovered  without  proof  of  any  amount.  "Special"  dam- 
ages are  such  as  actually  flowed  from  the  act,  and  must  be  proved  in 

order  to  be  recovered. 

To  recover  for  overflowing  land  by  mill-dam  need  not  prove  special  damages :  59 
Ga.,  286-287.     In  action  for  homicide  of  child,  special  damages  must  be  shown:  53  Ga., 

49 
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684  ;  54/503.  And  special  damages  must  be  averred  and  proven  in  slander  and  libel 
cases  :  41  Ga  ,  538  ;  56/351. 

Rule  as  to  pleading  special  damage  :  Woods'  Mayne  Dam.,  $740. 

§3071.  (3016.)  (3003.)  Direct  and  consequential  damages.  "Direct"  dam- 
ages are  such  as  follow  immediately  upon  the  act  done.  "Consequen- 
tial" damages  are  such  as  are  the  necessary  and  connected  effect  of  the 

tortious  act,  though  to  some  extent  depending  upon  other  circum- 
stances. 

When  consequential  damages  are  allowed  :  46  Ga.,  261.  How  consequential  dam- 
ages are  set  off  where  land  taken  for  public  use:  50  Ga.,  612;  53/120.  Where  the 

allegation  of  general  damage  for  breach  of  contract  could  also  cover  the  expense  of 
hauling:  60  Ga.,  148. 

§3072.  (3017. )  (3004.)  Damages  Joo  remote,  when.     If  the  damages  are 
§2344  only  the  imaginary  or  possible  result  of  the  tortious  act,  or  other  and 

contingent  circumstances  preponderate  largely  in  causing  the  injuri- 
ous effect,  such  damages  are  too  remote  to  be  the  basis  of  recovery 

against  the  wrong-doer. 
For  damages  to  be  not  too  remote,  it  should  be  traceable  to  breach  of  contract,  or 

capable  of  exact  compensation  :  41  Ga.,  71.  Section  referred  to  and  construed  :  46 Ga., 
265-266.  Damages  by  a  railroad  to  the  person  traceable  to  the  act,  but  not  its  legal  or 
natural  causes,  not  too  remote:  51  Ga.,  583.  Where  damages  too  remote:  54  Ga.,  84; 
53/178;  55/75-80.     Section  cited:  48  Ga.,  569. 

Woods'  Mayne  Dam.,  %5letseq. ;  35  Am.  R.,  649,  n;  36/82,n;  34/92,  n  ;  24/754;  19/631; 
1/431.  Remote  consequences,  doctrine  as  to  railroad  negligence:  2  Redf.  L.  R.  C,  20, 
24.  Remote  sickness  of  passenger,  compelled  to  leave  burning  car,  by  reason  of  ex- 

posure in  feeble  condition,  not  ground  of  recovery  :  34  Am.  R.,  89;  so  of  miscarriage 
induced  by  fright  occasioned  by  quarrel  between  lmsband  and  defendant:  28  Am.  R., 
607.— See  also  25  Am.  R.,  381 ;  27/653  ;  29/518. 

§3073.  (3018.)  (3005.)  Rule  to  ascertain.  Damages  which  are  the  legal 
and  natural  result  of  the  act  done,  though  contingent  to  some  extent, 
are  not  too  remote  to  be  recovered.  But  damages  traceable  to  the  act, 
but  not  its  legal  or  material  consequence,  are  too  remote  and  contin- 

gent. See  59  Ga.,  289. 

Bruom's  Leg.  Max.,  224;  2  Sm.  L.  C,  (t.  p.)  460;  29  Am.  R.,  102,  n  ;  28/239;  12/689 
23/18,  n,  21. 

§3074.  (3019.)  (3006.)  Exception  to  rule.  If,  however,  the  tort  is  com- 
mitted, or  the  contract  broken,  or  the  duty  omitted,  with  a  knowledge 

and  for  the  purpose  of  depriving  the  party  injured  of  such  benefits  as 
are  specified  in  the  last  paragraph,  then  the  remote  damages  are  made 
by  such  knowledge  and  intent  a  proper  subject  for  consideration  by 
the  jury. 

§3075.  (30^0.)  (3007.)  Against  joint  trespassers.  Where  several  tres- 
passers are  sued  jointly,  the  plaintiff  may  recover  against  all,  damages 

for  the  greatest  injury  done  by  either.  But  the  jury  may,  in  their  ver- 
dict, specify  the  particular  damages  to  be  recovered  of  each,  and  judg- 

mert  in  such  case  must  be  entered  severally. 
Verdict  against  joint  trespassers  construed:  9  Ga.,  508.  Measure  of  damages  for 

,  felling  and  carrying  away  trees:  22  Ga.,  353.  Onus  on  plaintiff  to  show  damage:  23 

Ga.,  145.  Large  damages  in  action  of  trespass:'  27  Ga.,  91.  What  proper  evidence  to go  in  mitigation  of  the  damages:  30  Ga.,  864.  Where  one  cut  timber  thinking  it  on 
his  own  land,  any  verdict  for  plaintiff  should  be  for  actual  damages:  40  Ga.,  479. 
Damages  for  trespass  only  recoverable  to  commencement. of  action:  51  Ga.,  379. 
Recovery  for  highest  amount  against  trespassers  acting  jointly  :  59  Ga.,  241,  242;  54/224. 
Where  only  actual  damages  where  trespass  as  to  mortgagee  under  mistake  :  61  Ga.,  297. 

Woods'  Mayne  Dam.,  §576,  and  note;  19  Am.  R.,  711;  21/214.  Release  of  one,  re- 
leases all:  24  Am.  R.,  504. 

§3076.  (3021.)  (3008.)  Contribution.     If  judgment  is  entered  jointly 
§3132.  against  several  trespassers,  and  is  paid  off  by  one,  the  others  shall  be 

liable  to  him  for  contribution. 
Section  referred  to  and  construed  :  35  Ga.,  74. 
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§3077.  (3022.)  (3010.)  Highest  amount  proved.  In  estimating  the 
value  of  personalty  unlawfully  detained,  the  plaintiff  may  recover  the 
highest  amount  which  he  can  prove  between  the  time  of  the  conver- 

sion and  the  trial. 
Where  in  trover,  jury  may  find  highest  value  proven:  6  Ga.,  287.  As  to  measure 

of  damages  by  bailee  against  general  owner,  and  against  stranger  or  wrong-doer  :  6  Ga., 
530.  Where  sale  a  fair  one,  the  damage  is  purchase  money  with  interest:  25  Ga.,  537. 
May  find  a  larger  amount  of  damages  than  alleged  value  of  property  so  not  larger 
than  alleged  in  conclusion  of  declaration  :  26  Ga.,  447.  Value  and  hire  measure  of 
damages  :  23  Ga.,  395.  Suit  by  one  having  partial  interest  may  recover  to  extent  of 
that  interest:  27  Ga  ,  576,  96.  Recovery  limited  by  extent  of  interest:  30  Ga.,  121; 
31/203.  Damages  in  action  of  trover  against  pawnee  by  a  wife  for  her  watch  :  44  Ga., 
174.  Section  cited  and  construed:  37  Ga.,  339,  340;  50/450.  When  party  in  possession 
of  personal  chattel,  may  recover  value  of  from  one  wrongfully  dispossessing  him:  57 
Ga.,  218.  Rule  of  damages  as  to,  when  seeks  value  at  time  of  conversion,  and  when 
shows  highest  value  between  conversion  and  trial,  in  first  case  may  recover  interest 
and  last  no  interest :  59  Ga.,  395  ;  61/147.  Trover  for  a  piano  sold  conditionally:  61  Ga., 
230.  Trover  for  notes  :  54  Ga.,  593.  When  not  entitled  to  recover  the  highest  proven 
•value,  with  interest :  55  Ga.,  94. 

Woods'  Mayne  Dam.,  $$496-530;  24  Am.  D.,  70-88,  n ;  1  C.  L.  J.,  461;  9/41.  Rule  of 
higher  intermediate  value  :  Sedg.  L.  C.  Dam.,  561.  Principal  and  agent;  conversion: 
lb.,  588.  Measure  in  actions  for  recovery  of  personal  property:  76.,  597,  606,  613,  624. 
In  trespass  and  trover  for  logs  cut  and  carried  away  by  mistake,  is  value  in  the  woods, 
and  not  at  the  mill :  36  Am.  R.,  769.  Value  of  stock  on  day  it  was  to  be  delivered :  23 
Am.  R.,  80;  9  C.  L.  J.,  75. 

§3078.  (3023.)  (3011.)  Death,  etc.,  of  property,  how  far  a  defense.  The 
death,  or  destruction,  or  any  material  injury  to  the  property  pending 
the  litigation,  shall  be  no  defense  to  a  mere  wrong-doer.  If  the  defend- 

ant is  a  bona  fide  claimant,  and  the  injury  arises  from  the  act  of  God, 

and  in  nowise  the  result  of  defendant's  conduct,  the  jury  may  take 
the  same  into  consideration,  but  in  no  case  shall  such  an  event  cast  the 
costs  upon  the  plaintiffs. 

Should  have  been  no  general  verdict  for  defendant  because  costs  should  be  paid  by 
defendant  under  this  section:  36  Ga.,  575.  Section  referred  to  and  construed:  37 
Ga.,  353-358. 

§3079.  (3024.)  (3012.)   Verdict  in  trover,  effect  on  title.     An  alternative  §§3563, 3585. 
verdict  in  an  action  of  trover,  so  far  vests  the  title  to  the  property  sued 
for  in  the  plaintiff  that,  until  the  judgment  is  paid  by  the  defendant, 
such  judgment  shall  have  the  first  lien  on  the  property  sued  for,  to  the 
exclusion  of  all  other  claims  whatsoever. 

General  Note. — Exemplary  damages  in  case  for  seduction  upheld  :  11  Ga.,  603-606. 
As  to  exemplary  damages :  23  Ga.,  200.  Pecuniary  injury  not  the  only  basis  for  dam- 

ages: 30  Ga.,  146,  248.  But  may  be  damages  for  pain,  mental  and  bodily  suffering: 
48  Ga.,  560 ;  51/644;  58/107.  Subsequent  damage  for  continuance  of  trespass  gives  new 
right  of  action:  51  Ga.,  379,  389.  Damages  for  overflowing  of  land  by  mill-dam:  56 
Ga„  158;  54/84,  459;  55/228;  54/71;  53/245;  59/286,  509.  Damages  for  wrongful 
conversion  of  cotton  :  60  Ga.,  486.  When  damages  ex  delicto  cannot  be  set  off  against 
contract:  59  Ga.,  610;  55/356.  When  tort  against  tort:  56  Ga.,  353.  Damages 
for  breach  of  contract  is  for  the  jury  :  41  Ga.,  71  ;  57/128  ;  44/473.  Damages  for 
injury  and  detention  of  water-course:  41  Ga.,  162;  47/260;  51/515;  55/228;  59/286, 
509.  Telegraph  company  liable  for  damages  in  not  sending  a  message  as  directed:  58 
Ga.,  433.  When  action  for  defective  cotton  must  be  brought  in  four  years  and  when 
in  reasonable  time  :  57  Ga.,  362.  Question  of  diligence  for  jury  in  action  for  damages 
for  explosion  of  gas  :  57  Ga.,  28.  Also  question  of  damages  is  for  the  jury  :  45  Ga.,  287-8. 

General  Note  on  Damages  (Ex  Delicto). — Carriers,  actions  for  loss  of  goods: 
Woods'  Mayne  Dam.,  $360  et  seq. ;  general  note  following  $2084.  Insurance  money 
received  does  not  reduce  claim  for  damages :  10  Am.  R.,  253  ;  4/532.  Judicial  officers, 
non-liability:  Note  on  page  53  of  Code.  Interest:  See  note  to  $2945  ;  Woods' Mayne 
Dam.,  $$174-195.  Ministerial  officers,  when  liable:  Note  on  page  94  of  Code.  Miti- 

gation: Woods'  Mayne  Dam.,  $113;  see  $3064i  Nuisances:  Wood  on  N.,  866,  and 
notes  on  $2997.  Trespass  to  personalty:  Woods'  Mayne  Dam.,  $$531-547  ;  to  realty: 
See  note  following  $3025  ;  in  action  for  overflowing  land,  is  rental  value,  and  not  con- 

tingent profits  of  crops  prevented:  28  Am.  R.,  626;  where  business  interrupted  by 
blasting,  is  value  of  work  prevented :  34  Am.  R.,  423 ;  to  lot  owner,  for  occupancy  of 
street  by  railroad:  33  Am.  R.,  203;  in  such  case  where  lot  owner  does  not  own  street: 
31  Am.  R.,  306.— Subject  treated:  2  Add.  Torts,  $$1382-1440;  2  Thomp  Neg..  1256 
et  seq.;  Shear.  &  R.  Neg.,  $677  etseq.;  2  Gr.  Ev.,  $253. 
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CHAPTER  I. 

GENERAL   PRINCIPLES. 

Section. 
3080.  Jurisdiction. 
3081.  Grounds  of  relief. 
3082.  Choice  of  form. 
3083.  Equity  follows  the  law. 
3084.  Complainant  must  do  equity. 
3085.  Complete  justice. 
30-6.  What  ought  to  be  done  is  done. 
3087.  Equities  equal. 
3088.  Volunteers. 
3089.  Party  misled. 
3090.  Equality  is  equity. 
3091.  Notice. 
3092.  Bona  fide  purchaser. 
3093.  Both  parties  at  fault. 
3094.  Laches. 

Section. 
3095.  Common  law  remedy. 
3096.  Concurrent  jurisdiction. 
3097.  Masters. 
3097.  (a.)  Masters  to  report  evidence. 
3097.  (b.)  Exceptions  to  report,how  classified. 
3097.  (c.)  Exceptions,  how  tried. 
3097.  (d.)  Decree  rendered,  when. 
3097.  (e.)  Master's  fees,  how  determined  and 

paid. 

3097.  (f.)  Foregoing  sections  limited  to  what 

3098.  Receivers. 
3099.  Attachment  and  execution. 
3100.  Extent  of  jurisdiction. 

§3080.  (3025.)  (3013.)  Equity  jurisdiction.     All  equity  jurisdiction  in 
Act  of  1799,  this  State  is  vested  in  the  Superior  Courts  of  the  several  counties. 

The  Courts  of  equity  of  this  State  have  no  extra  territorial  jurisdiction  :  8  Ga.,  83 ; 
5/497.  As  to  jurisdiction  of  Courts  of  equity  in  ordering  new  trials :  6  Ga.,  172.  Su- 

perior Court  clothed  with  chancery  powers :  8  Ga.,  41 ;  10/429 ;  42/238.  Courts  of 
equity  have  jurisdistion  to  compel  trustees  to  account :  8  Ga.,  97.  Equity  having  ac- 

quired jurisdiction  will  retain  it:  47  Ga.,  400,  511.  Have  no  jurisdiction  to  decree  in- 
junctions in  criminal  matters  :  61  Ga.,  386.  When  equity  will  aid  to  remove  a  cloud 

from  the  title :  47  Ga.,  476 ;  41/377. 

§3081.  (3026.)  (3014.)  Grounds  of  relief.   Equity  jurisdiction  is  estab- 
§4178.         lished  and  allowed  for  the  protection  and  relief  of  parties  where,  from 

any  peculiar   circumstances,  the    operation    of   the    general  rules  of 

law  would  be  deficient  in  protecting  from  anticipated  wrong',  or  reliev- 
ing for  injuries  done. 

In  cases  of  account:  1  Ga.,  376;  7/206.  In  regard  to  charitable  bequests:  4  Ga., 
404.  To  compel  trustees  to  account:  50  Ga.,  421;  8/97.  More  adequate  relief  in  a 
Court  of  equity :  28  Ga.,  165,  305.  Section  referred  to  and  construed :  51  Ga.,  89 ;  56/224 ; 
58/14.  Where  the  remedy  in  equity  more  complete  than  by  attachment:  55  Ga.,  546. 

A  good  bill  in  equity  under  the  law  of  this  section :  56  Ga. ,  302.     Until  3  "e"  ">nded  :  58 
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Ga.,  375.     What  cannot  be  reached  by  a  strictly  legal  process  may  be  brought  in  by  the 
powers  of  a  Court  of  equity  :  57  Ga.,  346. 

§3082.  (3027.)  (3015.)  Choice  of  forum.     No  suiter,  however,  is  com-  Act  of  1820, 

pelled  to  appear  on  the  equity  side  of  the  Court ;  but  he  may  institute  c,p* 564, 
his  proceeding  for  an  equitable  cause  of  action  upon  the  common  law  i3562- 
side  of  the  Court  at  his  option,  and  the  Court  may  allow  the  jury  to 
find  a  verdict,  and  a  judgment  be  rendered  thereon,  so  moulded  and 
framed  to  give  equitable  relief  in  the  case,  as  verdicts  and  decrees  are 
rendered  and  framed  in  equity  proceeding. 

Act  of  1820  gave  right  to  equitable  relief  at  law  :  6  Ga.,  56 ;  13/366;  48/622.  But  con- 
ferring no  power  to  mould  proceedings,  was  ineffectual:  48  Ga.,  622.  Amendment, 

to  issue  in  claim  case  not  sustained :  63  Ga.,  726;  48/619.  New  cause  of  action  and 
new  parties  cannot  be  added  by  :  59  Ga.,  355.  To  short  form  allowed  :  53  Ga.,  270.  To 
complaint  for  land,  allowed :  lb.  Mistake  in  deed  set  up  by  amendment :  lb.  Can 
not  amend  by  matter  not  germain  to  issue:  48  Ga.,  619.  In  garnishment  of  partner's 
interest:  53  Ga.,  114.  Bill,  party  cannot  set  up  in  bill  questions  adjudicated  under 
equitable  plea :  52  Ga.,  469.  Cancellation  of  note  decreed  at  law  :  35  Ga.,  218.  Claim, 
amendments  not  germain  to  issue  not  allowed :  63  Ga.,  726;  48/619.  Accounting  not 
had  by  amendment :  48  Ga.,  619.  Equities  set  up  in  claim  cases  :  58  Ga.,  367  ;  57/71 ; 
56/22;  55/349;  54/691,237.  But  not  without  pleadings  sufficient  to  authorize  :  54  Ga., 
237 ;  51/421.  Deed  to  secure  debt,  equitable  plea  to  ejectment,  must  tender  amount 
due:  61  Ga.,  33;  60/562;  55/650,383;  54/554,45;  defendant  may  obtain  sale  of  land 
under  power  of  sale :  60  Ga.,  562.  If  partial  payment  is  tendered  defendant  must 
show  why  inequitable  to  pay  balance  :  65  Ga.,  406.  Ejectment,  plaintiff  recover  on 
equitable  title,  when  :  58  Ga.,  510  ;  57/416 ;  55/81 ;  54/195 ;  43/445 ;  39/91 ;  31/282  ;  30/536  ;  . 
29/25 ;  27/376 ;  26/136 ;  24/150 ;  10/190  ;  3  Kelly,  5.  On  bond  for  titles,  purchase  money 
paid :  lb.  Even  without  possession  in  vendee  :  lb.  but  doctrine  will  not  be  extended  : 
55  Ga.,  83.  If  brought  on  legal  title,  plaintiff  cannot  recover  on  equitable  :  57  Ga.,  416. 
Nor  can  plaintiff  recover  when  he  relies  wholly  on  estoppel  upon  defendant :  65  Ga.,  219. 
Defendant  can  set  up  equitable  defenses :  62  Ga.,  404  ;  61/400;  59/508;  57/601;  55/650, 
383;  54/310,  45;  53/209;  48/179;  45/183,  17,  14;  30/336;  29/490;  26/136;  28/648;  21/438. 
Amendment  to  short  form  allowed  :  53  Ga.,  270.  Ejectment  not  converted  into  as- 

sumpsit to  meet  equitable  plea :  45  Ga.,  17.  Election,  suitor  mav  go  into  law  or  equity  at 
his  own  option ;  61  Ga.,  550 ;  45/13,  17 ;  44/459 ;  37/364 ;  33  Sup.,  184;  9  Ga.,  65.  Equitable 
cause  of  action  includes  those  purely  equitable  as  well  as  those  recognized  as  exist- 

ing at  law  but  not  enforced  in  equity :  48  Ga.,  621.  Equitable  plea,  failure  to  set  up, 
effect  of  :  56  Ga.,  222;  45/533;  28/252.  Attachment  for  purchase  money,  plea  not  sus- 

tained, when :  63  Ga.,  297.  Insolvency  alleged,  plea  sustained  :  64  Ga.,  554.  Stricken  in 
motion,  there  being  no  evidence  to  support  plea,  not  error:  56  Ga.,  627.  In  cases  of 
ejectment;  61  Ga.,  400;  59/508;  57/601;  55/650;  55/383;  54/45;  48/179;  45/14,  17,  183. 
On  equitable  plea  to  suit  on  note  defendant  has  same  rights  as  to  fraud  and  mistake 
as  in  equity:  39  Ga.,  380.  Mistake  in  deed:  48  Ga.,  179.  Breach  of  contract  to  buy 
land:  57  Ga.,  128.  Specific  performance  decreed  on  equitable  plea:  48  Ga.,  442; 
45/331.  Plaintiff  may  meet  by  equitable  replication:  59  Ga.,  355;  46/316;  45/17; 
42/323.  But  cannot  add  new  cause  of  action  :  59  Ga.,  335;  46/316.  Nor  new  parties  :  60 
Ga.,150;  57/427;  53/222.  Garnishment,  proceeding  on  moulded  under  this  section  :  39 

Ga.,  82  ;  partner's  interest  in  debt  due  firm  reached  by :  53  Ga.,  114.  Illegality,  equitable 
defenses  may  be  set  up  by:  55  Ga.,  335.  Injunction,  not  decreed  at  law  by  verdict  of 
jury:  56  Ga.,  627.  Law  and  equity,  anomaly  of  partial  merger  of  jurisdiction:  48 
Ga.,  622.  Where  equitable  defense  is  adequate,  defendant  cannot  transfer  suit  to  equity 
side  of  Court:  37  Ga.,  364.  Mistake,  how  set  up  at  law  under  this  section  :  Hall  vs. 
Waller,  February  term,  1881 ;  48  Ga.,  179;  39/380.  Moulding  proceedings  to  give  equi- 

table relief  :  35  Ga.,84,  216.  Cancellation  of  note  decreed  at  law  :  35  Ga.,  218.  Where 
right  exists  and  there  is  no  specific  legal  remedy,  Court  should  frame  proceedings  to  se- 

cure the  right :  lb.  In  garnishment  cases :  39  Ga.,  82  ;  53/114  ;  56/210.  In  suits  between 
partners:  35  Ga.,84;  44/459.  Partition  decreed  at  law :  35  Ga.,84.  Judgment  to  levy 
on  railroad,  how  framed:  57  Ga.,  340.  On  appeal  from  Ordinary,  judgment  maybe 
moulded:  52  Ga.,  15.  Judgment  moulded  as  to  interest  and  costs:  56  Ga.,  210.  Mort- 

gage against  non-resident  foreclosed  in  county  where  property  is,  without  resort  to 
equity :  45  Ga.,  552.  New  cause  of  action  cannot  be  brought  in  :  59  Ga.,  355  ;  46/316. 
Parties,  new  parties  cannot  be  brought  in  by  equitable  plea :  60  Ga.,150;  57/427;  56/222. 
Eelief  not  decreed  on  equitable  plea  where  it  could  not  be  decreed  in  equity  for  want  of 
parties:  46  Ga.,  538.  Third  party  whose  rights  are  involved  in  equitable  plea  may  be 
made  party:  54  Ga.,  310.  Spirit  of  this  section  is  to  do  justice  to  all  parties  where  all 
are  before  the  Court:  51  Ga.,  117.  Plaintiff  can  set  up  equitable  replication  to  equi- 

table plea  :  59  Ga.,  355 ;  46/316  ;  45/17  ;  42/323.  But  cannot  introduce  new  cause  of  ac- 
tion :  59  Ga.,  355;  46/318.  Must  locate  venue  of  suit  by  rules  of  law,  not  equity:  54 

Ga.,  378.  Partition  decreed  at  law  on  suit  between  partners:  35  Ga.,  84.  Partners, 
one  suing  at  law  must  show  that  debt  would  be  due  upon  settlement  of  accounts  be- 

tween :  13  Ga.  Reports,  366.  Partner  may  obtain  rights  at  law  or  equity  :  33  Ga.  Re- 
ports, Sup.,  184;  44  Ga,,  459.  Partition  allowed  without  dissolution  in  equity  :  35  Ga., 

84.  Interest  of,  in  debt  due  firm  how  reached  by  garnishment:  51  Ga.  117.  Pleadings 
under  this  section  must  have  all  the  requisites  of  equity  pleadings :  Hall  vs.  Waller, 
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Feb'y.  term,  1881;  60  Ga.,  501, 150;  57/416,  71  ;  55/12;  54/45;  51/421;  48/623;  44/38; 42/323.  Defect  cured  by  verdict :  52  Ga.,  15.  Res  judicata,  decree  on  equitable  plea 
how  far:  59  Ga.,  760;  52/469.  Judgment  at  law  concludes  what  equitable  defenses  :  56 

..  Ga..  222;  55/630;  54/238,  364;  52/469;  45/533."  Rescission  of  contract  obtained  by equitable  plea:  51  Gn.,  398.  Set-off,  equitable  plea  where  insolvency  alleged  sustained: 
63  Ga.,  686.  Specific  performance  decreed  at  law  :  48  Ga.,  442;  45/331.  Trust  es- 

tate, payment  of  debts  of,  compelled  by  equitable  plea  where  defendant  has  equity  to 
such  payment :  53  Ga.,  209;  43/327.  Income  of,  cannot  be  subjected  to  debts  except  by 
bill  in  equity :  63  Ga..  257  May  be  subjected  at  law  to  debt5!  beneficial  to  :  63  Ga..  750. 
Venue,  this  section  does  not  authorize  plaintiff  suing  for  equitable  cause  of  action  to 
locate  suit  as  in  equity  cases :  54  Ga.,  378.  Verdicts,equitable,  may  be  found  by  jury: 
52  Ga.,  15;  49/436;  46/461;  44/79;  40/193;  see  also  note,  §3562. 

Equitable  causes  of  action,  defined  and  illustrated:  Pomeroy  on  Remedies,  §98  et 
seq. ;  Defenses:  lb.,  §§90,  93;  in  ejectment:  §§94,  95.  This  provision  not  recognized  in 

IT.  S.  Courts:  Abb.  IT.  S.  Pr.,  §49;  Bump.'  Fed.  Procedure,  628 ;  Beall  vs.  Garsed, 
Pamp.,  Dec,  p.  10-11;  Wait's  Practice,  27.  English  cases  under  the  new  practice  :  See 
Uacob's  Fisher's  Digest,  306-498;  also  5  lb.,  par.  8003;  7  lb.,  par.  10074,  10619.  In 
cases  of  trust :  §3197  of  Code. 

§3083.  (3028.)  (3016.)  Equity  follows  the  law.  Equity  is  ancillary,  not 
antagonistic  to  the  law ;  hence  equity  follows  the  law  where  the  rule 
of  law  is  applicable,  and  the  analogy  of  the  law,  where  no  rule  is  di- 

rectly applicable. 
This  maxim  applied:  15  Ga.,  76.  In  reference  to  time  running  against  equitable 

title  to  an  infant:  27  Ga.,  133.  Equity  follows  the  law,  but  does  not  override  or  con- 
trol it :  42  Ga,  180.  Follows  theanalogv  of  the  law  where  no  rule  directly  applicable  : 

51  Ga.,  89.     Section  referred  to  and  construed:  48  Ga.,  29  ;  63/495;  59/358. 

1  Pomeroy' s  Eq.,  §§425-7  ;  1  St.  Eq.,  §64  (a)  (b) ;  1  Sp.,  419-20,  359,  n,  (a). 

§3084.  (3029.)  (3017.)  Complainant  must  do  equity.  He  who  would 

have  equity  must  do  equity,  and  give  effect  to'  all  equitable  rights  in 
the  other  party  respecting  the  subject-matter  of  the  suit. 

The  law  of  this  section  applied  :  50  Ga.,  422  ;  64/768-769;  60/222,  231. 

1  Pomeroy's  Eq.,  §§385-396;  St.  Eq.,  §64,  e  ;  2/695,  707  ;  1  Sp.,  422. 

§3085.  (3030.)  (3018.)  Complete  justice.  Equity  seeks  always  to  do 
complete  justice,  and  hence,  having  the  parties  before  the  Court  right- 

fully, it  will  proceed  to  give  full  relief  to  all  parties  in  reference  to  the 
subject-matter  of  the  suit,  provided  the  Court  has  jurisdiction  for  that 
purpose. 

Equity  having  jurisdiction  for  one  purpose  will  give  relief  as  to  all:  7  Ga.,238; 
47/511:- 24/590;  36/332;  14/323.  Asking  for  partial  may  seek  full  relief :  23  Ga.,  139. 
Parties  not  driven  to  another  forum  for  relief,  when  in  a  Court  of  equity :  31  Ga.,  382; 
47/511.  Will  maintain  jurisdiction  to  mete  out  complete  justice  :  34  Ga.,  438. 

§3086.  (3031.)  (3019.)  What  ought  to  be  done  is  done.  Equity  consid- 
ers that  done  which  ought  to  be  done,  and  directs  its  relief  accordingly. 

Section  applied  :  56  Ga.,  339;   57/415. 

1  Pomeroy's  Eq.,  §§363-377;  1  St.  Eq.,  §649;  2  Sp.  Eq.,  253,  264,  204 ;  Wilcocks  vs. 
Wilcocks,  2  White  &  Tudor  L.  C,  (s.  p.)  302;  Blandy  vs.  Widmore,  lb.,  (s.  p.)304. 

§3087.  (3032.)  (3020.)  Where  equities  equal.  Where  equities  are  equal, 
the  law  will  prevail.  If  equities  are  unequal,  the  superior  equity 
must  prevail.  Superior  diligence  as  to  time  will  create  such  inequal- ity. 

1  St.  Eq.,  §§64,  c,  436;  2  Sp.,733;  Basset  vs.  Nos  worthy,  2  White  &  Tudor  L.  C, 
Parti.,  1. 

^  §3088.  (3033.)  (3021.)   Volunteers.     The  equity  under  trust  or  contract 
§§i78i,  3116.  f°r  value  is  superior  to  that  of  a  mere  volunteer. 

Stated  :  7  Ga.,  534, 

§3089.  (3034.)  (3022.)  Party  misled.     The  equity  of  a  party  who  has 
been  misled  is  superior  to  that  of  him  who  willfully  misleads  him. 

§3090.  (3035.)  (3023.)  Equality  is  equity.     In  many  cases,  equality  is 
§§3142, 3143.  equity  in  the  distribution  of  equitable  assets. 

1  Pomeroy's  Eq.,  §§405-412.  Applied  to  other  subjects  than  assets :  1  St.  Eq.,  §64,  f  5 
2/§1206 ;  Lake  vs.  Gibson,  1  White  &  Tudor  L.  C,  (s.  p.)  118, 
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§3091.  (3036. )  (3024.)  Notice.  He  who  takes  with  notice  of  an  equity, 
takes  subject  to  that  equity. 

§3092.  (3037.)  (3025.)  Bona  fide  purchaser.     A  bona  fide  purchaser  for  gsnp. 
value,  and  without  notice  of  an  equity,  will  not  be  interfered  with  by 
a  Court  of  equity. 

As  to  notice  affectmg  the  question  of  bona  fide  purchaser:  3  Ga.,  446;  34/454; 
25/546;  11/277;  8/258;  7/432,  379;  5/275;  27/637.  When  bona  fide  purchasers  may 
attack  judgments  fraudulently  obtained:  6  Ga.  178.  A  voluntary  conveyance  void 
against  subsequent  bona,  fide  purchasers  for  value  without  notice  :  6  Ga.,  103;  10/351; 
12/125.  Only  where  both  parties  claim  under  same  grantor  conflict  arises  between 
bona  fide  purchaser  and  volunteer :  9  Ga.,  23  ;  31/351.  Purchase  by  trustee  bona,  fide  of 
trust  property  :  11  Ga.,  67.  Where  judgments  not  so  amended  or  mistake  corrected, 

as  to  affect  bona  fide  purchaser:  12  Ga.,  281,  282,  292.  Purchaser  at  Sheriff's  sale  as  af- 
fected by  notice  of  a  mortgage  :  13  Ga.,  443.  Purchase  by  executors  at  their  own  sale, 

can  fee  set  aside  if  so  done  in  reasonable  time  :  12  Ga.,  594.  A  purchaser  without  actual 
notice  of  prior  voluntary  conveyance  will  be  protected  ;  mere  rumor  or  vague  report 

will  not  be  such  notice  :  59  Ga..*372 ;  31/641 ;  14/145.  Where  one  buys  at  Sheriff's  sale without  notice  of  litigation:  14  Ga.,  113.  As  to  title  of  purchaser  under  a  judgment 
of  property  assigned  afterwards  :  15  Ga.,  336.  Applies  when  prior  equitable  title  only, 
but  where  prior  legal,  caveat  emptor  applies:  16  Ga.,  190.  Where  holder  of  equitable 
mortgage  not  purchaser  for  value  without  notice:  16  Ga.,  470.  Burden  on  one  assert- 

ing it  to  show  purchaser  had  notice  of  trust  funds  :  65  Ga.,  168.  Notice  to  purchaser 
of  trust  property  before  pavment  of  the  purchase  money  places  him  in  same  attitude 
as  the  trustee  :  19  Ga.,  (j6;  57/209.  Where  no  notice:  60  Ga.,  30-39;  62/102.  Where 
burden  on  those  claiming  under  settlement  to  show  it  was  bona  fide:  22  Ga.,  574. 
No  valid  title  under  void  judgment  aliter  where  judgment  voidable  :  24  Ga.,  445. 
One  buying  with  notice  of  outstanding  sale,  same  condition  as  his  vendor:  24  Ga., 
478.  What  meant  by  bona  fide  creditor  under  Act  of  1847,  for  recording  marriage 
settlements:  28  Ga.,  170.  Where  gift  good  against  subsequent  purchaser  without 
actual  notice  of  it:  28  Ga.,  174.  Where  purchaser  under  a  younger  deed  duly 
recorded  not  estopped  as  against  an  older  one  not  so  recorded:  18  Ga.,  350.  A 
Court  of  equity  will  not  lend  its  aid  against  a  bona  fide  purchaser  :  21  Ga.,  208.  One 
pleading  negotiable  note  as  set-off  presumed  to  have  been  bona  fi,de  holder  thereof  at 
commencement  of  the  action:  23  Ga.,  438.  Presumed  one  bona  fide  holder  of  note 
transferred  before  due:  33  Ga..  41;  25/225.  When  not:  32  Ga.,  105.  Subsequent 
purchaser  of  land  with  notice  of  prior  unrecorded  deed  for  it  not  protected:  25  Ga.,  55. 
Constructive  notice  of  unrecorded  marriage  settlement  binding  buna  fide  purchaser  :  25 
Ga.,  277.  Notice  of  title  in  another  to  affect  purchaser  :  25  Ga.,  403.  Applies  only  where 
legal  title  in  one  an  equitable  in  another  :  29  Ga.,  450.  Where  bona  fide  mortgagee  pro- 

tected as  against  a  prior  sale  of  the  property:  29  Ga.,  743.  When  a.  purchaser  before 
grant  issued  paying  the  purchase  money  protected  as  against  subsequent  purchaser: 
29  Ga.,  17;  25/649.  Where  purchaser  at  sale  against  owmer  took  property  freed  from 

carpenter's  and  mason's  liens  :  32  Ga.,  192.  So  purchaser  before  foreclosure  or  notice 
of  laborer's  lien  :  54  Ga.,  43.  So  as  to  other  similar  liens  :  40  Ga.,  156  ;  46/621 ;  52/658  ; 
51/161.  Where  innocent  purchaser  could  not  be  deprived  of  property  by  possessory 
warrant:  36  Ga.,  446.  As  to  bona  fide  mortgagee  of  trust  property :  37  Ga.,  392.  Where 
innocent  purchaser  could  recover  for  insolvent  note  sold  him :  35  Ga.,  193.  Purchaser  for 
value  without  notice  of  fraud  in  vendor  protected  :  34  Ga.,  443.  Where  consideration  on 
fa  eof  note  did  not  carry  notice  of  failure  of  consideration  to  bona  fide  holder  :  38  Ga.,  126. 
Where  rights  of,  superior  to  garnishing  creditor  :  38  Ga.,  18.  Purchaser  of  land  at  time 
under  levy  as  property  of  another,  not  protected  :  30  Ga.,  534.  Where  bona  fide  purchaser 
with  possession  for  four  years  protected,  against  a  judgment:  39  Ga.,  347.  When  equity 
will  not  correct  mistakes  against  and  a  judgment  creditor  is  no  bona  fide  purchaser:  40 
Ga.,  535.  As  to  right  of  bona  fide  mortgagee  of  trust  property  :  41  Ga.,  202-7.  How  far 
judgment  affects  bona  fide  purchaser  holding  property  four  years  :  55  Ga.,  561 ;  42/250. 
As  to  such  four  years  being  suspended  under  the  Acts  between  1860-5:  49  Ga.,  52. 
Where  bona  fide  pun  baser  of  railroad  stock  protected ;  46  Ga.,  34.  Where  persons  par- 

ticipating in  fraud  of  another  not  bona  fide  purchasers:  47  Ga.,  25.  Where  compromise 
of  litigatipn  could  not  prevail  against  purchaser  from  owner  of  the  property:  47  Ga,, 
651.  Bona  fide  purchaser  not  protected  where  his  vendee  had  no  title  :  54  Ga.,  74. 

Judgment  creditor's  rights  without  notice  of  wife's  equity,  enforced:  56  Ga.,  79-82. 
Section  referred  to  and  construed  :  62  Ga.,  208. 

1  St.  Eq.,  §409;  2  Sp.  Eq.,  764;  2  White  &  Tudor  L.  C  ,  Part  I.,  (s.  p.)  1,  and  notes  to 
Basset  vs.  Nosworthy,  lb.,  (s.  p.)  21;  notes  to  LeNeve  vs.  LeNeve,  (s.  p.)  724;  25  Am.  D., 
606-614,  n;  Bigelow  on  Fraud.  288;  Kerr  on  Fraud  and  Mistake,  312  et  seq.;  233-267. 
Notice,  constructive,  what  is  :  Wade  on  N.,  g37  ;  2Sp.  Eq.,  755-60;  23  Am.  D.,  48-52,  n; 
Robinson  on  Priority,  24-50;  Sugden  on  Vendors,  (s  p.)  1041 ;  Wade  on  Notice,  ̂ 48- 
377.     Notice  by  lispendens:  Freeman  Judg.,  §191 ;  Wade  on  Notice,  337-377. 

§3093.  (3038.)  (3026.)  Both  parties.  When  both  parties  are  at  fault, 
and  equally  so,  equity  will  not  interfere,  but  leaves  them  where  it  finds 
them.  The  rule  is  otherwise,  if  the  fault  of  one  over-balances,  de- 

cidedly, that  of  the  other. 
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§3094.  (3039.)  (3027.)  Laches.     Equity  gives  no  relief  to  one  whose 
§3196.         long  delay  renders  the  ascertainment  of  the  truth  difficult,  though  no 

legal  limitation  bars  the  right. 
On  the  maxim  vigilantibis,  etc. :  12  Ga.,  62.  One  guilty  of,  can  only  be  excused  by 

actual  hinderance  or  impediment  through  fraud  or  concealment  of  party  in  possession  : 
18  Ga.,  520.  A  bill  that  was  barred  by  the  statute  of  limitation:  60  Ga.,  362.  Laches 
on  the  part  of  legatees,  in  proceeding  against  executor:  60  Ga.,  355-6.  Equity  will 
apply  the  statute  to  a  tort  in  extorting  a  note  just  as  at  law  and  refuse  relief  :  63  Ga., 
323.  When  will  not  set  aside  or  restrain  collection  of  a  judgment  on  account  of  laches  : 
63  Ga.,  627. 

1  Pomerov's  Eq.,  £418;  2  St.  Eq.,  §§959,  a,  1284,  a,  1520;  note  to  §2873;  Kerr  on 
Fraud  and  Mistake,  303:  90,  201  ;  12  Am.  D.,  368-372,  n.  In  general  nothing  can 
call  forth  a  Court  of  equity  into  activity  but  conscience,  good  faith  and  personal  dil- 

igence: 2  Sp.,  60,  61.— See  Broom's  Legal"  Max.,  857. 
§3095.  (3040.)  (3028.)  Common  law  remedy^.  Equity  will  not  take 

cognizance  of  a  plain  legal  right,  where  an  adequate  and  complete 
remedy  is  provided  by  law;  but  a  mere  privilege  to  a  complainant  to 
sue  at  law,  or  the  existence  of  a  common  law  remedy,  not  as  complete 
or  effectual  as  the  equitable  relief,  shall  not  deprive  equity  of  jurisdic- 
tion. 

Stated:  49  Ga.,46;  25/100;  24/608;  1/299;  19/134;  20/345.  Equity  will  not  act  in 
anticipation  of,  or  from  fear  expressed  that,  common  law  remedy  not  sufficient :  2  Ga., 
151.  Will  not  generally  intervene  where  a  specific  lien  by  statute  :  3  Ga.,  137.  Specific 
performance  refused,  adequate  remedy  at  law  :  5  Ga.,402.  Bill  for  account  in  equity, 
no  discovery  sought,  adequate  remedy  at  law:  7  Ga.,  26.  Injunction  refused,  as  ade- 

quate remedy  at  law  to  obtain  satisfaction' of  judgments  :  9  Ga.,  82.  Refused  to  interfere 
for  intestate's  creditors  to  collect  from  administrator  when  adequate  remedv  at  law  :  11 Ga.,  33.  Where  remedy  in  equity  more  effectual:  16  Ga.,  64;  35/255,  261;  36/541; 

27/372;  8/457;  44/153;  40/188-9.  Remedy  on  guardian's  bond  sufficient  at  law:  17 
Ga.,  52.  Equity  will  not  drive  a  party  to  common  law,  thereby  delaying  or  jeopard- 

izing his  rights  :  28  Ga.,  305;  31/382.  Habeas  corpus  adequate,  equity  will  not  inter- 
fere :  29  Ga.,  51.  Injunction  refused,  adequate  remedy  at  1.  w  to  require  administrator 

to  give  additional  bond  :  36  Ga.,  515;  40/145.  Refusd  a« against  Comptroller-General's 
execution  against  defaulting  tax  collector  and  securites :  40  Ga.,  133.  Demurrer  to 
bill  sustained  because  adequate  remedv  at  law:  33"  Ga.,  116;  61/441,  444;  19/78,  594; 
42/189.  When  not:  33  Ga.,  102.  Will  not  revive  a  dormant  judgment:  43  Ga.,  537. 
Court  of  law  having  jurisdiction  and  could  afford  adequate  relief,  equity  will  not  in- 

terpose :  44  Ga.,  166-7.  When  equity  will  not  interfere  to  enforce  by  decree,  judgment 
obtained:  44  Ga.,  466.  Injunction  where  to  prevent  multiplicity  of  suits,  and 
quiet  title:  46  Ga.,  607.  Section  referred  to  and  construed:  54  Ga..  691-694.  Where 
more  ample  remedy  by  bill  than  by  attachment  proceeding:  55  Ga.,  546.  Will  not 
aid  defendants  in  action  at  law  as  to  matters  of  set-off  and  recoupment  when  legal 
remedies  complete  and  adequate:  53  Ga.,  649.  Where  complete  remedy  at  law,  equity 
will  not  take  jurisdiction  even  where  fraud :  58  Ga.,  11-14  ;  60/107.  In  matters  of  fraud 
equity  has  concurrent  jurisdiction  with  law:  58  Ga.,  402.  By  amendment  to  bill 
making  the  remedy  at  law  adequate:  58  Ga.,  375.  Where  remedy  in  equity  concur- 

rent with  and  more  complete  than  at  law  :  61  Ga.,  125.  Adequate  remedy  at  law  and 
no  insolvency  alleged:  62  Ga.,  546,  550.  Where  common  law  remedv  complete  :  42 
Ga.,  189;  43/537;  44/166,  466;  47/646;  48/474;  49/45,  278;  53/649;  55/588;  58/11,  284 
375;  60/106,  396,  500,  594.  Where  equity  has  jurisdiction  the  common  law  not  >Wng 
as  complete:  42  Ga.,  389;  44/152;  49/81  ;  47/511  ;  55/546;  56/191;  61/125. 

1  St.  Eq.,  §§684-7 ;  1  Pom.  Eq.,  §§216-222 ;  11  O.,  688. 

§3096.  (3041.)  (3029)   Concurrent  jurisdiction.     Where  law  and  equity 
have   concurrent  jurisdiction,  the  Court  first  taking  will  retain  it, 
unless  a  good  reason  can  be  given  for  the  interference  of  equity. 

In  fraud  equity  and  law  have  concurrent  jurisdiction  and  one  first  having  retains 
it:  2  Ga.,  304.  As  to  respective  powers  of  law  and  equity:  14  Ga.,  522.  Court  first 
taking  jurisdiction  retains  it:  30  Ga.,  300;  37/365;  53/36;  47/511,404.  Where  State 
and  Federal  Courts  have  concurrent  jurisdiction,  that  one  first  having  retains  it : 
40  Ga.,  356,  Motion  to  set  aside  verdict  and  bill,  equity  will  retain  jurisdiction  when 
once  assumed  :  65  G a.,  109. 

§3097.  (3042.)  (3030.)  Masters  and  auditors.     In  equity   causes,  the 

g§3t3~,  3138  Court  may  refer  any  part  of  the  facts  to  a  master  or  auditor,  and  his  re- 
port thereon  shall  be  prima  facie  the  truth,  after  allowance  by    the 

Court,  either  party  having  the  liberty  to  except.   But  the  final  decision 
upon  the  facts  shall  be  by  a  special  jury. 

Section  referred  to  where  exceptions  to  auditor's  report  as  not  being  full  enough  :  55 
Ga.,  629.     May  be  a  reference  to  a  master  at  first  term  :  54  Ga.,  166.     Auditor's  report 

4-203. 
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conclusive  unless  excecpted  to  for  fraud  or  other  equitable  relief :  56  Ga.,  264.  Report 
sustained  where  exceptions  are  on  questions  of  fact  and  no  evidence  to  sustain  :  57 
Ga.,  142.  Report  read  to  jury  when  exceptions  thereto,  form  of  verdict:  57  Ga.,  567- 
585.  Too  late  to  appoint  auditor  after  parties  announced  ready  for  trial :  57  Ga.,  448. 
Report  allowed  and  approved  without  exceptions,  conclusive  as  to  questions  of  law  : 
59  Ga.,  567,  580.  May  refer  only  part  of  the  facts  to  an  auditor  :  62  Ga.,  230.  Excep- 

tions at  law  but  not  of  fact  without  other  evidence  :  57  Ga.,  142 ;  59/580. 

§3097.  (a.)  Masters  to  report  evidence.     In  all  causes  in  equity  referred  Acts  of  i880 

to  Masters  in  Chancery,  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  said  masters  to  reduce    ' J^,8'     ̂  
to  writing  a  brief  of  the  oral  testimony,  and  a  copy  of  the  documen-  Jfy&^rC&i-*-   ̂  
tary  evidence,  submitted  by  the  parties  to  the  cause,  and  return  the  j^~  ̂ T«ija.^y^ 
same  as  a  part  of  his  report  in  said  cause.     Original  documents  intro-    /y^ 
duced  in  evidence  may,  by  the  consent  of  the  parties  introducing  the  /V2^--  /,~g/^ 
same,  be  properly  identified  and  attached  to  said  reports,  in  lieu  of'V?    JL&>  C$~y  v copies  of  the  same,  or  without  consent  shall  accompany  the  copies  in  ,»* 

the  report  when  either  party  may   wish  to  use  the  originals  in  evi-  ̂ Mc**^**-      Y dence  instead  of  the  copies  in  trials  of  exceptions  to  the  report.     NSS.//a/Z-/^\?* 
evidence  offered  before  the  master,  and  deemed  by  him  illegal,  shall  *  y      —  s,y 

nevertheless  be  reported  by  him,  and  if,  upon  exceptions  filed  to  his  //     *       /' 
ruling  thereon,  the  said  evidence  shall  be  adjudged  to  be  legal,  the  same 
shall  be  admitted  for   consideration  by  the  jury  upon  trials  of  excep- 

tions of  fact  by  them. 
§3097.  (b.)  Exceptions  to  report,  how  classified.     Exceptions  filed  to  said  Acts  of  i88o 

reports  shall  be  separately  classified  as  exceptions  of  law,  and  excep-  ~ '  p' 
tions  of  fact.     Exceptions  of  law  shall  be  for  the  exclusive  considera- 

tion of  the  Judge.     Exceptions  of  fact  shall  be  passed  upon  by  the  jury, 
under  the  direction  of  the  Judge,  as  in  other  issues  of  fact. 

§3097.  (c. )  Exceptions,  how  tried.  All  trials  of  exceptions  of  facts  shall  Acts  of  1880 

be  had  before  the  jury  upon  the  written  testimony  and  documentary _1'  p'  n8' 
evidence  reported  by  the  Mastery  in  Chancery.  And  said  trial  shall 
be  a  new  hearing  of  said  cause  as  to  said  exceptions,  the  burden  of 
proof  being  on  the  party  filing  said  exceptions :  Provided,  that  in  any 
case  it  shall  be  in  the  power  of  the  Judge  to  order  additional  testimony 
to  be  taken  by  the  master,  and  reported  to  the  Court,  on  any  point  in 
said  cause,  when  it  can  be  shown  that  such  testimony  exists,  and  any 
reason,  satisfactory  to  the  Judge,  can  be  given  why  the  same  was  not 
produced  on  the  hearing  before  the  master:  And  provided,  further,  that 
such  additional  testimony  shall  be  ordered  to  be  taken  in  all  cases 
where  it  can  be  satisfactorily  shown  that  the  master  has  failed  to  cor- 

rectly report  the  testimony  produced  before  him;  but  in  such  last 
named  case,  the  application  for  an  additional  examination  must  be 
filed  within  thirty  days  after  the  filing  of  the  report  by  the  master ; 
must  name  the  witness  or  witnesses  sought  to  be  re-examined,  and 
must  specify  in  what  particular  the  said  testimony  has  been  inaccu- 

rately reported.  Every  application  for  a  rehearing  before  the  master 
for  the  purposes  of  taking  additional  testimony  shall  be  in  writing, 
shall  set  forth  the  grounds  on  which  said  application  is  based,  the  na- 

ture and  substance  of  said  testimony,  as  far  as  practicable,  sought  to  be 
adduced,  and  shall  be  filed  within  ten  days  after  the  necessity  for  such 
additional  examination  shall  come  to  the  knowledge  of  the  party  or 
his  counsel ;  and  in  all  cases  of  an  application  for  a  re-examination,  or 
additional  examination,  the  Judge  shall  be  authorized,  upon  sufficient 
notice  to  the  opposing  party,  to  hear  and  determine  the  same  in  vaca- 
tion. 

§3097.  (d.)  Decree  rendered,  when.     Upon  the  findings  of  fact  by  the  Acts  of  i8so 

master,  not  excepted  to  by  either  party,  and  the  findings  of  fact  by  the  _1>  p-  in- 
jury, upon  the  exceptions  filed  to  the  master's  report,  the  presiding 

Judge  shall  proceed  to  make  a  decree  in  said  cause.' 
§3097.  (e.)  Master 's  fees,  how  determined  and  paid.     All  the  fees  of  the 
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Acts  of  1880  Master  in  Chancery  shall  be  determined  by  the  presiding  Judge,  and 
-1,  p.  ii8.  ghajj  foe  taxed  as  costs  against  either  or  both  parties  in  the  cause,  as  he 

shall  direct.  The  fees  of  masters  shall  be  fixed  by  the  Judge  in  each 
circuit,  and  shall  be  as  follows : 

For  reporting  the  evidence,  an  amount  not  exceeding  fifteen  cents 
per  hundred  words,  as  shall  be  fixed  by  the  Judge. 

For  reporting  his  conclusions  and  findings  of  law  and  fact,  in  all 
cases  not  involving  more  than  one  thousand  dollars,  such  an  amount 
as  shall  be  fixed  by  the  Judge,  not  to  exceed  fifty  dollars,  except  by  con- 

sent of  the  parties;  and  in  all  cases  exceeding  in  amount  involved  one 
thousand,  and  not  exceeding  five  thousand  dollars,  one  and  one-half 
per  cent,  on  such  excess  in  addition  to  the  above  prescribed  fee;  and  in 
all  cases  exceeding  in  amount  involved  five  thousand  dollars,  one  per 
cent,  on  such  excess  in  addition  to  the  fees  hereinbefore  prescribed. 

§3097.  (f.)  Limitations  of  this  law.  The  provisions  of  the  five  pre- 
Acts of  1880 ceding  sections  shall  not  apply  to  causes  in  equity  pending  in  any 

-l,  p.  us.  Qourt  0f  this  State,  on  exceptions  to  mast  irs'  reports  on  September  24, 1881;  and  nothing  therein  shall  affect  any  existing  law  in  reference  to 
the  appointment  of  auditors,  the  proceedings  before  them,  or  their  re- 

ports. §3098.  (3043.)  (3031.)  Receivers.  Courts  of  equity  shall  have  author- 
ity to  appoint  receivers  to  take  possession  of  and  protect  trust  or  joint 

property  and  funds,  whenever  the  danger  of  destruction  and  loss  shall 
require  such  interference. 

Section  referred  to,  as  to  revocation  of  order  appointing  receiver  may  on  notice  be 
acted  on  by  judge  in  vacation  :  53  Ga.,  440,  442  ;  39  G-a.,  44-48.  When  receiver  of  rail- 

road was  not  liable  to  one  employee  for  injury  by  another  employee  :  55  Ga.,  481. 
When  receiver  not  appointed  to  take  property  from  purchasers  not  alleged  to  be  insol- 

vent :  55  Ga. ,  639.  Where  receiver  should  be  appointed  to  take  charge  of  property  sold 
to  insolvent  vendee  :  58  Ga.,  139.  Permission  must  be  obtained  from  Court  before  can 
sue  receiver  :  57  Ga.,  22.  Discretion  of  Judge  as  to  when  he  will  appoint  a  receiver  : 

58  Ga.,  287,  30.  Notice' of  appointment  of  receiver  is  sufficient  to  place  one  in  contempt for  refusing  to  obey  :  61  Ga.,  164.  When  State  Courts  appoint  receiver  over  assets  of 
national  bank  :  63  Ga.,  549. 

§3099.  (3044.)  (3032.)  Attachment  and  execution  on  decrees.     All  orders 
§§1845, 3287,  and  decrees  of  the  Court  may  be  enforced  by  attachment  against  the 

4-^15, 4216     person ;  decrees  for  money  may  be  enforced  by  execution  against  the 
property. 

§3100.  (3045.)  (3033.)  Extent  of  jurisdiction.  Generally,  equity  juris- 
prudence embraces  the  same  matters  of  jurisdiction  and  modes  of  rem- 

edy in  Georgia  as  was  allowed  and  practiced  in  England. 
Stated:  14  Ga.,  323;  15/458;  37/365.  Section  referred  to  and  construed:  58  Ga.,  14  ; 

59/729.    . 

General  Note. — Will  not  entertain  bill  to  correct  alleged  mistake  of  facts  in  bill  of 
exceptions  certified  by  the  Judge  :  11  Ga..  243.  Doctrine  of  actio  personalis  moritur  cum 
p  rsona  does  not  apply  to  actions  in  equity  :  24  Ga  ,  273.  Demand  for  $28  not  beneath 
notice  of  Court  of  equity:  25  Ga  ,  132.  Will  not  set  aside  judgment  of  Supreme 
Court  for  alleged  accident  or  mistake:  33  Ga  ,  11-20,  Suplt.  Judgment  of  the  Supreme 
Court  conclusive — the  opinion  on  a  different  footing:  38  Ga.,  195. 

§§274,  3149, 
343b,  3553. 

Section. 
3101.  Discovery. 
3102.  Privilege  of  party. 
3103.  Extent  of  discovery. 
3L04.  Under  oath. 

CHAPTER  II. 

OF    DISCOVERY. 

Section, 

3105.  Answer,  how  far  evidence. 
3106.  What  is  responsive, 
3107.  Answers  of  co-defendant. 

§3101.  (3046.)  (3034.)  Discovery.      A  Court  of   equity   may  comp)l 
§3217,  either  party  to  discover  facts  within  his  knowledge  beneficial  to  the 

other  party  and  material  to  his  case  ;  and  this  either  upon   a  bill  for 
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discovery  and  relief,  or  for  discovery  alone,  ancillary  to  some  other  civil 
proceedings.  But  the  party  seeking  relief  may  waive  discovery,  and 
in  such  case  the  defendant's  answer  is  not  evidence. 

When  may  seek  aid  in  equity  in  account  by  discovery  and  other  relief:  17  Ga.,  46; 
1/376.  What  averments  must  make  in  bill  for  relief  and  discovery  so  as  as  not  to  be 
demurrable  :  3  Ga.,  111-2.  Bill  against  administrators  and  s  ireties  to  discover  amount 
of  devastavit:  7  Ga.,  549.  Sufficient  averments  in  bill  for  discovery  and  relief:  12  Ga., 
269.  Several  bills  for  discovery  in  equity  for  suits  at  law:  17  Ga.,  52,  Discovery  can 
be  compelled  where  Court  of  equity  could  not  grant  relief  :  15  Ga  ,  76-84.  Must  go 
into  equity  for  discovery  before  trial  at  law:  16  Ga.,  399.  No  new  trial  to  discover  new 
evidence  :  33  Ga.,  28,  Suplt.  Although  discovery  waived,  answer  still  necessary  as 

pleading:  35 Ga.,  114.  As  to  how  discovery  should  be  waived  :  51  Ga.,  347  ;  38/205,*211. After  bill  answered  complainant  cannot  waive  discovery:  50  Ga.,  53,  70;  58/358.  Where 
complainant  waives  discovery  and  undertakes  to  prove  all  material  allegations  of  the 
bill:  55  Ga.,  667;  60/355.  How  answer  considered  when  discovery  waived:  42  Ga., 
124;  45/585.  Discovery  waived,  Judge  may  caution  jury  to  disregard  it  as  evidence: 
55  Ga.,  504.  Complainant  waiving  defendant's  answer,  yet  putting  part  of  it  in  evidence, 
all  answer  may  go  as  evidence  :  59  Ga.,  25,  51 ;  61/680.  Affidavit  to  bill  for  injunction 
waiving  discoverer  ought  to  be  positive  and  made  by  one  acquainted  with  facts :  60 
Ga.,  355.  As  to  waiver  by  amendment  before  answer  filed  :  63  Ga.,  410.  Agent  made 
a  party  for  discovery :  55  Ga.,  546.  It  must  appear  that  the  discovery  necessary  for 
equity  to  take  jurisdiction  for  :  63  Ga.,  312.  Judge  may  instruct  what  answer  respon- 

sive: 54  Ga.,  231 ;  48/471.  As  to  waiver  in  second  bill  after  discovery  in  first  bill: 
58  Ga.,  355. 

§3102.  (3047.)  (3035.)  Privilege  of  party.  No  party  shall  be  required  §§3798, 3814. 
to  discover  matters  tending  to  criminate  himself,  or  to  expose  him  to 
a  penalty  or  forfeiture,  nor  to  make  discovery  of  irrelevant  matters,  nor 
the  advice  of  his  professional  advisers,  nor  his  consultation  with  them, 

nor  matters  relating  to  his  own  and  not  the  plaintiff's  case  ;  nor  can  offi- 
cial persons  be  called  on  to  disclose  any  State  matters  of  which  the  policy 

of  the  State  and  the  interest  of  the  community  require  concealment. 
First  clause  in  this  section  stated  in:  14  Ga.,  255.  But  winner  at  gaming  compelled 

to  discover:  25  Ga.,  664. 

§3103.  (3048.)  (3036.)  Extent  of  discovery.     The  discovery   must   be  §4197 
full   and  free  as  to  all  matters  of  fact  of  which  it  is  properly  sought, 

and  must  include  the  respondent's  information  and  belief.     If  docu- 
ments are  desired,  in  defendant's  possession  or  power,  he  must  produce 

or  satisfactorily  account  for  them. 
Must  be  answered  fully  and  not  generally:  10  Ga.,  449;  3/302.  As  to  when  should 

not  answer  according  to  remembrance  and  belief:  8  Ga.,  516.  Defendant  bound  to 
avail  himself  of  the  means  to  acquire  the  information  sought:  13  Ga.,  141;  12/601. 
Where  plaintiff  excepts  that  documents  relied  on  have  not  been  filed:  14  Ga.,  168. 
When  only  is  an  answer  full  enough  :  16  Ga.,  442-446.  Defendant  must  answer  all  the 
material  averments  in  the  bill  :  17  Ga.,  92.     An  insufficient  answer:  22  Ga.,  559. 

§3104.  (3049.)  (3037.)  Under  oath.  The  discovery  must  be  under 
oath  or  affirmation,  but  may  be  confined  to  those  points  to  which  spe- 

cial interrogatories  are  placed  in  the  bill. 
Foundation  for  interrogatories  must  be  laid  in  the  bill,  otherwise  not  admitted  as 

an  amendment:  13  Ga.,  432,  485;  17/93.  As  to  cross-bill  for  discovery:  13  Ga.,  478. 
Section  referred  to  and  construed:  51  Ga.,  347. 

§3105.  (3050.)  (3038.  Answer,  how  far  evidence.  The  answer  of  a  de- §§3109,  4197. 
fendant,  as  to  facts  within  his  own  knowledge  responsive  to  the  dis- 

covery sought,  is  evidence  in  his  favor,  and  can  be  rebutted  only  by 
two  witnesses,  or  one  witness  and  corroborating  circumstances.  The 
complainant  is  not  bound  to  read  any  portion  of  the  answer,  except 
that  responsive  to  the  bill.  The  defendant  may  read  all  as  pleading. 
If  the  bill  is  for  discovery  alone,  then  the  whole  answer  must  be  read 
together.     And  in  the  latter  case,  the  complainant  must  pay  the  cost. 

Answer  evidence  for  defendant  so  far  as  responsive  to  case  made  by  the  bill :  1  Ga.,  157, 
170  ;  10/208 ;  12/282 ;  29/758  ;  24/558.  Answer  and  bill  alone,  and  answer  denying  alle- 

gations of  bill,  no  decree  rendered  :  7  Ga.,  396.  When  two  witnesses,  or  one  with  prob- 
able cause,  required  to  outweigh  an  answer  :  30  Ga.,  129 ;  29/166  ;  9/151 ;  58/358  ;  16/416. 

Does  not  apply  to  answer  on  information  and  belief  ;  19  Ga.,  316.    When  answer  not 
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literally  and  directly  responsive  to  bill,  may  go  to  jury  as  evidence  for  what  it  is  worth  : 
14  Ga.,  42 ;  13/359.  When  answer  not  responsive  to  bill  so  as  to  be  evidence  in  the  case  :  22 
Ga.,  331 ;  3/302;  46/361.  When  it  is  :  63  Ga.,  411.  Answer  to  bill  for  mere  discovery  should 
not  be  used  as  evidence  for  defendant :  22  Ga.,  345-6.  Verdict  for  defendant  on  an- 

swer swearing  off  equity  of  a  bill,  unless  overthrown  by  more  than  one  witness,  should 
stand  :  19  Ga.,  567.  Answer  of  one  not  party  to  issue  to  be  tried  not  evidence  :  24  Ga., 
558.  Any  amendment  to  bill  allows  defendant  to  answer  again  :  24  Ga.,  505.  Defend- 

ant cannot  use  his  answer  in  another  case  or  anywhere  as  evidence,  unless  responsive 
to  the  bill:  29  Ga.,  207,  758.  Equity  of  a  bill  fully  denied,  injunction  refused:  27 
Ga.,  185.  Failure  to  answer  allegations  of  bill  does  not  amount  to  admission  of:  24 
Ga.,  217.  Complainant  cannot  waive  an  answer  from  defendant :  28  Ga.,  339.  Where 
answer,  if  not  responsive  to  bill,  not  evidence:  45  Ga.,  208.  When  answer  to  bill  was 

responsive  :  24  Ga.,  583.  Cannot  amend  bill  for  discovery  after  answer  so  as  to  "waive 
discovery  :  50  Ga.,  53,  70;  58/357.  Cannot  by  amendment  to  bill  for  discovery  get  rid 
of  the  answer  as  evidence  :  57  Ga.,  567.  Dismissal  of  bill  not  carrying  with  it  answer 
filed  as  a  cross-bill:  61  Ga,,  330;  42/391;  58/355.  Court  should  instruct  jury  as  to 
what  is  and  what  is  not  responsive  :  48  Ga.,  471;  63/411. 

20  Wall.,  165  ;  2/423  ;  4  0.,  580;  15  How.,  151 ;  9Cr.,  153. 

§3106.  (3051.)  (3039.)   What  is  responsive.     What  is  responsive  is  a 
§3221.         question  for  the  Court.     Any  explanation  of  an  admission  made,  or 

fact  necessarily  connected  with  it,  is  part  of  the  response.     Any  mat- 
ter in  avoidance  thereof  is  new  matter,  and  must  be  proved. 

What  is  responsive:  1  Ga.,  157  ;  10/208;  6/423.  When  not  responsive  :  22  Ga.,  331 ; 
46/361.  When  is  :  24  Ga.,  583;  51/346;  3/302.  Court  should  instruct  the  jury  what  por- 

tions of  defendant's  answer  are  responsive  to  the  bill :  10  Ga.,  342  ;  48/471 ;  63/411 ; 
43/361 ;  40/364 ;  14/429,  216.  In  motion  to  dissolve  injunction  answer  of  no  avail  when 
not  responsive  to  the  bill  :9  Ga.,  95,  108.  As  to  a  responsive  answer  as  evidence  :  57  Ga., 
567,  585.     Section  referred  to;  responsive  answers  :  51  Ga.,  346. 

§3107.  (3052.)  (3040.)  Answers  of  co-defendants.  The  answer  of  one 
defendant  is  evidence  for  another,  whenever  it  states  facts  against  his 

own  interest,  and  in  favor  of  his  co-defendant's. 
Of  one  partner  against  the  partnership:  9  Ga.,  449;  13/206.  Where  not  of  one 

partner  in  favor  of  plaintiff:  17  Ga.,  300.  Answer  of  vendor  responsive  to  the  bill,  evi- 
dence for  vendee  as  a  co-defendant :  12  Ga.,  282.  Generally  answer  of  one  co-defendant 

not  read  against  co-defendants:  13  Ga.,  206:  26/537;  32/418,  219.  The  answer  of  one 
defendant  may  contain  an  admission  evidence  for  another  defendant :  20  Ga.,  842.  Re- 

sponsive answer  of  one  defendant  contradicting  materially  answer  of  another,  does  not 
necessarily  make  the  case  turn  on  extrinsic  evidence :  61  Ga.,  621. 

9  Cr.,  153;  6/8;  9  Wh.,  738;  2/380;  1  How.,  118;  17  Pet.,  109. 

Geneeal  Note. — Discovery  against  administrator  and  sureties  as  to  devastavit:  7  Ga., 
549.  Same  against  guardian  by  ward  :  7  Ga.,  587.  Bill  for  discovery  against  assignee 
of  bank :  10  Ga.,  226.  Jurisdiction  of  person  out  of  the  county  for  purpose  of  discovery : 
15  Ga.,  76.  May  seek  discovery  in  equity,  although  provisions  for  obtaining  discovery 
at  law:  17  Ga.,  111.  No  bill  for  discovery  where  it  would  be  useless:  19  Ga.,  22.  Where 
must  go  into  equity  for  discovery  before  trial  at  law:  16  Ga.,  399;  Too  uncertain 
allegations  as  to  necessity  for  discovery  to  prove  defense  at  law  :  22  Ga.,  123-4.  When 
discovery  to  sureties  sued  for  amount  distributees  have  received  from  the  estate :  22 
Ga.,  559.     Discovery  from  trustee  by  cestui  que  trust:  34  Ga.,  438. 

Subject  treated :  1  Pomeroy'sEq.,  ^190-215;  2  St.  Eq.,§1480;  Adams'  Eq.,  (s.  p.) 
1 ;  Tamlyn  on  Equity  Evidence,  (L.  L,);  3  Gr.  Ev.,  ̂ 274  et  seq. ;  10  Pet.,  497. 

CHAPTER  III. 

OF   PERPETUATION     OF   TESTIMONY. 

Section. 
3108.  When  it  may  be  done. 
3109.  Possession  immaterial. 

Section. 
3110.  When  evidence. 
3111.  Costs. 

§3108.  (3053.)  (3041.)  When  it  may  be  done.  Courts  of  equity  may 
§§3901. 4182.  entertain  proceedings  for  the  perpetuation  of  testimony,  in  all  cases, 

where  the  fact  to  which  the  testimony  relates  cannot  be  made  immedi- 
ately the  subject  of  investigation  at  law,  and  the  common  law  proceed- 

ing authorized  under  this  Code,  for  any  cause,  cannot  be  available,  or  as 
completely  available,  as  a  proceeding  in  equity. 
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§3109.  (3054.)  (3042.)  Possession  immaterial  It  is  immaterial  as  to 
the  possession  of  the  property,  nor  will  the  proceeding  be  denied,  though 
all  parties  in  interest  cannot  be  ascertained  or  reached. 

§3110.  (3055.)  (3043.)   When  evidence.     Testimony  thus  taken   shall  §3904. 
be  afterward  used  only  from  the  necessity  of  the  case,  but  in  such  case 
may  be  used  against  all  persons,  whether  parties  to  the  proceeding  or 
not. 

§3111.  (3056.)  (3044.)  Costs.  The  complainant  shall  in  all  such  cases 
be  taxed  with  the  costs. 

General  Note. — Bills  under  this  Chapter  are  the  same  as  bills  to  take  testimony 
de  bene  esse,  and  evidence  thus  taken  not  read  if  witness  can  be  examined  or  is  alive :  20 
Ga.,  777. 

2  St.  Eq.,  §1505.     See  notes  to  sections  cited  on  margin. 

CHAPTER  IV. 

OF   ACCIDENT   AND   MISTAKE. 

Section. 
3112.  What  is  accident. 
3113.  Lost  bonds  or  notes. 
3114.  Error  in  form. 
3115.  Rule  of  construction. 
3116.  Volunteers. 
3117.  What  is  mistake. 
3118.  Parol  evidence  admissible. 
3119.  Against  whom  equity  will  relieve. 
3120.  Division  of  mistake. 

Section. 
3121.  Ignorance  of  law. 
3122.  Mistake  of  law  by  parties. 
3123.  By  the  draftsman  or  agent. 
3124.  Reforming  a  cc  ntract,  etc. 
3125.  Mistake  of  fact. 
3126.  Negligence. 
3127.  Mutual  ignorance. 
3128.  In  execution  of  a  power. 
3129.  "Setting  aside  judgment. 

§3112.  (3057.)  (3045.)  What  is  accident.  An  accident  relievable  in 
equity  is  such  an  occurrence,  not  the  result  of  negligence  or  miscon- 

duct of  the  party  seeking  relief  in  relation  to  a  contract,  as  was  not  an- 
ticipated by  the  parties  when  the  same  was  entered  into,  and  which 

gives  an  undue  advantage  to  one  of  them  over  another  in  a  Court  of 
law. 

1  St.  Eq.,  §79  et  seq.;  Adams'  Eq.,  166. 

§3113.  (3058.)  (3046.)  Lost  bonds  or  notes.  In  cases  of  lost  bonds  or 
negotiable  securities,  the  Court  will  decree  payment,  upon  indemnity 
given  against  liability  or  loss  thereon. 

What  notice  owner  should  give:  4  Ga.,  288.     Bill  tendering  security  for  satisfaction 
and  payment  of  lost  note  :  12  Ga.,  507. 

1  St.  Eq.,  §81;  1  Pomeroy's  Eq.,  §71. 

§3114.  (3059.)  (3047.)  Error  in  form.     If  the  form  of  conveyance  is, 
by  accident  or  mistake,  contrary  to  the  intention  of  the  parties  in  their 
contract,  equity  will  interfere  to  make  it  conform  thereto. 

Stated:  1  Ga.,  12  ;  11/160.  Equity  interferes  to  correct  mistakes  in  written  instru- 
ment :  13  Ga.,  89.  By  ordering  a  proper  deed  to  he  executed  :  16  Ga.,  49.  Wishing  to 

reform  should  state  what  true  agreement  was:  27  Ga.,  275.  Where  equity  would  not 
decree  reformation  of  deed  of  gift:  31  Ga.,  536.  That  a  word  omitted  and  intention 
apparent  no  reason  for  equity  to  reform  :  32  Ga.,  550. 

§3115.  (3060.)  (3048.)  Rule  of  construction  as  to  conditions.  Equity 

seeks  always  to  construe  conditions'1  subsequent  into  covenants,  and  to 
relieve  against  forfeitures,1*  where  the  rules  of  construction  will  allow. 

Stated :  15  Ga.,  103.     Words  of  covenant  and  not  of  condition  :  46  Ga.,  241. 

aSee  notes  to  §2295.  bPeachy  vs.  Duke  of  Somerset,  2  White  &  Tudor' s  L.  C,  part 
II.,  fo.  p.)  774. 

§3116.  (3061.)  (3049.)  Volunteers/  Equity  will  not  interfere  to  relieve 
against  accidents  or  mistakes  of  mere  volunteers,  but  if  the  contract 
is  actually  executed,  then  all  the  rights  growing  out  of  it  against  or  in 
favor  of  anybody  will  be  enforced. 

Stated  :  16  Ga.,  49.  Not  right  to  have  mistake  corrected,  deed  being  voluntary:  27 
Ga.,  36.     Where  this  rule  does  not  apply  :  42  Ga.,  506. 
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§3117.  (3062.)  (3050.)    What  is  mistake.     Mistake  relievable  in  equity 
is  some  unintentional  act,  or  omission,  or  error,  arising  from  ignorance, 
surprise,  imposition,  or  misplaced  confidence.     This  power  is  exercised 
with  caution,  and  to  justify  it  the  evidence  must  be  clear,  unequivocal 
and  decisive  as  to  the  mistake. 

Equity  relieves  where  plaintiff  seeks  it  or  defendant  sets  it  up  as  a  defense  :  1  Ga., 
12.  Relieves  so  as  to  produce  conformity  of  writing  to  agreement:  1  Ga.,  238.  Relief 
to  buyer  for  mistake  in  boundary:  7  Ga.,  383.  Must  be  clear  proof  that  contract  un- 

intentionally does  not  speak  real  agreement,  of  parties  for  equity  to  interfere  :  9  Ga., 
430-436;  12/281;  11/160;  13/89.  Must  show  diligence  to  be  relieved  from  mistake  in 
equity  :  8  Ga.,  546.  As  to  the  testimony  to  reform  a  deed :  14  Ga.,  207  ;  38/46 ;  29/166. 
Correct  mistake  so  as  to  have  deed  made  according  to  intention  of  parties :  16  Ga.,  49, 
61.  Where  equity  would  not  correct  a  mistake  if  made  :  17  Ga.,  82.  One  asking  to 
rectify  a  mistake  must  do  his  part  towards  accomplishing  it :  20  Ga.,  517.  Money  paid 
by  mistake  recovered  back  :  23  Ga.,  477  ;  28/212.  Mistake  on  one  side  and  fraud  on  the 
other  side  correctable  as  if  mistake  on  both  sides:  26  Ga.,  415.  Equity  reforms  instru- 

ments, with  caution  :  35  Ga.,  177.  Allegations  necessary  to  reform  agreement  for  mis- 
take :  40  Ga  ,  199,  204.  Bill  by  donor  to  reform  deed  to  grantees :  40  Ga.,  11.  No  re- 

formation of  a  note  under  the  evidence:  42  Ga.,  539-540.  Pleadings  wbere  wish  to 
open  account  for  mistake:  45  Ga.,  144.  Mistake  as  between  partners:  46  Ga.,  649. 
Where  relief  not  granted  for  mistake  and  ignorance  :  52  Ga,,  484.  Section  referred  to 
and  construed  :  55  Ga.,  149/150. 

1  St.  Eq.,  #§117,  120,  133-138  ;  Kerr  on  Fraud  and  Mistake,  396,  etc. ;  9  Wh.  174;  3 
O.,  55  :  8/79.  In  family  compromises:  1  St.  Eq.,  §§130-132 ;  Stapelton  vs.  Stapelton,  2 
White  &  Tudor  L.  C  ,  part  II.,  (s.  p.)  593. 

§3118.  (3063.)  (3051.)  Parol  evidence.  Parol  evidence  is  admissible  to 
§2361.         prove  a  mistake  in  a  deed,  or  any  other  contract  required  by  law  to  be 

in  writing. 
When  parol  evidence  admissible  and  when  not,  in  case  of  mistake:  5  Ga.,  373; 

15/176;  13/88.  Parol  proof  of  declarations  of  vendor  subsequent  to  the  sale:  7  Ga., 
383  ;  38/46.  Parol  evidence  of  the  intended  date  of  a  note  should  have  been  received  : 
27  Ga.,  54.  Where  not  sufficient  averment  of  mistake  to  allow  of  parol  evidence  being 
admitted:  40  Ga.,  199.  Mistakes  in  grant  by  parol  evidence:  32  Ga.,  348.  Mistake 
must  be  plead  to  be  shown  by  parol  evidence  :  62  Ga  ,  662. 

1  St.  Eq.,  §§153-161 ;  notes  to  Woollam  vs.  Hearn,  2  White  &  Tudor  L.  C,  parti., 
(s.  p.)  355 ;  Kerr  on  Fraud  andMistake,  412-435. 

§3119.  (3064.)  (3052.)  Against  whom  equity  relieves.    Equity  will  grant 
§3092.         relief  as  between  the  original  parties  or  their  privies  in  law,  in  fact, 

or  in  estate,  except  bona  fide*  purchasers  for  value  without  notice. 
*  Stated:  11  Ga.,  160;  40/535.  Not  against  bona  file  purchaser:  13  Ga.,  89;  12/282. Mistakes  must  be  mutual  to  be  corrected :  53  Ga.,  257,  271.  Section  referred  to  and 
construed  :  56  Ga.,  82  ;  62/208  ;  54/205;  60/43.  Who  not  a  bona  fide  purchaser  where 
buys  from  one  with  no  title  :  54  Ga.,  74. 

1  St.  Eq.,  §§108,  139,  165  ;  2  Sp.,  195.    aSee  note  to  §3092. 

§3120.  (3065.)  (3053.)  Division  of  mistakes.     Mistakes  may  be  either 
§2743  0f  iawa  or  0f  fact.b 

al  St.  Eq.,  §§111-113,  116,  138,  140 ;  Kerr  on  Fraud  and  Mistake,  396-401.  Mistake  as 
to  title:  1  St.  Eq.,  §§121-125,  128,  137;  10  Am.  D.,  325,  n;  15  Am.  R.,  171,  n  ;  8  Wh., 
174;  1  Pet.,  1;  12/32;  3  C.  L.  J.,  64 ;  8  O.,  85.     bKerr  on  Fraud  and  Mistake,  405,  etc. 

§3121.  (3066.)  (3054.)  Ignorance  of  laiv.  Mere  ignorance  of  the  law 
on  the  part  of  the  party  himself,  where  the  facts  are  all  known,  and 
there  is  no  misplaced  confidence,  and  no  artifice  or  deception,  or  fraudu- 

lent practice  is  used  by  the  other  party,  either  to  induce  the  mistake 
of  law  or  to  prevent  its  correction,  will  not  authorize  the  intervention 
of  equity. 

Section  referred  to  and  stated  :  47  Ga.,  500;  50/309.  Distinction  between  ignorance 
and  mistake  :  7  Ga.,  64.  Relievable  in  this  case  :  28  Ga.,  442.  When  not :  52  Ga.,  484. 
Ignorance  through  inactivity  does  not  relieve  from  the  bar  of  the  statute  of  limita- 

tions:  29  Ga.,  651.  Ignorance  of  law  does  not  excuse  a  Sheriff  or  any  one :  32  Ga., 
362;  56/73;  58/126;  7/70;  60/380. 

15  Am.  E.,  171,  n.  Ignorance  of  foreign  law  deemed  ignorance  of  fact:  1  St.  Eq., 

§140. §3122.  (3067.)  (3055.)  Mistake  of  law  by  parties.  An  honest  mistake 
of  the  law  as  to  the  effect  of  an  instrument  on  the  part  of  both  con- 

52636. 

§2636. 
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tracting  parties,  when  such  mistake  operates  as  a  gross  injustice  to  one, 
and  gives  an  unconscientious  advantage  to  the  other,  may  be  relieved 
in  equity. 

Mistake  as  to  legal  effect  chancery  will  reform  :  11  Ga..  100;  30/191;  16/49.  Relief 
from  an  indorsement  when  intent  only  to  convey  the  title  :  30  Ga.,  946.  Relief  against 
an  agreement  of  compromise  under  mistake  of  law  :  32  Ga.,  181.  Where  mistake  of 
law  good  defense  against  action  to  recover  back  money:  31  Ga.,  117.  .An  honest  mis- 

take of  law  that  would  operate  as  a  gross  injustice:  46  Ga.,  451 ;  60/380.  Jury  cannot 
consider  mistake  unless  proper  allegations  of  it  in  bill :  50  Ga.,  474.  As  to  mistake  of 
law:  60  Ga.,  395;  29/673.      . 

1  St.  Eq.,  22152-168;  Glenorchy  vs.  Bosville,  1  White  &  Tudor  L.  C,  1. 

§3123.  (3068.)  (3056.)  By  the  draftsman  or  agent.  A  mistake  of  law 
in  the  draftsman,  or  other  agent,  by  which  the  contract,  as  executed, 
does  not  fulfill,  or  violates  the  manifest  intention  of  the  parties  to  the 
agreement,  is  relievable  in  equity. 

Stated:  1  Ga:,  12,  238;  11/160;  28/74;  16/49.  Section  referred  to  and  construed  :  42 
Ga.,  506. 

§3124.  (3069.)  (3057.)  Reforming  a  contract,  etc.  A  distinction  exists  be- 
tween reforming  a  contract  and  executing  a  contract  in  case  of  mistake. 

To  authorize  the  former  the  Court  must  be  satisfied  by  the  evidence 
that  the  mistake  was  mutual;  but  the  Court  may  refuse  to  act  in  the 
latter  case,  if  the  mistake  is  confined  to  the  party  refusing  to  execute. 

Mistake  should  be  a  mutual  one  :  21  Ga.,  118.  When  chancery  will  reform  a  con- 
tract: 38  Ga.,  49;  9/430;  12/288.  When  it  will  not:  12  Ga.,  281.  As  to  rectifying  a 

marriage  contract  proof  necessary  for  jury  to  decide :  29  Ga.,  i66  ;  45/301.  Equity  re- 
forms with  caution  and  does  not  make  contracts  for  parties  :  35  Ga.,  177.  Where  evi- 
dence not  sufficient  to  make  out  a  case  for  reformation  of  a  contract :  40  Ga.,  205.  Do- 

nee asking  for  reformation  as  against  grantees  who  are  volunteers:  40  Ga.,  11.  Mis- 
take must  be  mutual:  53 Ga.,  257,  271 ;  61/100. 

§3125.  (3070.)  (3058.)  Mistake  of  fact.     In  all  cases  of  a  mistake  of  §2636. 
fact  material  to  the  contract,  or  other  matter  affected  by  it,  if  the  party 

complaining  applies  within  a  reasonable  time,a  equity  will  relieve. 
Must  be  applied  for  in  reasonable  time:  11  Ga.,  160  ;  69/97.  What  bill  for  should 

aver:  13  Ga.,  89.  Equity  will  relieve  where  both  parties  honestly  labor  under  mis- 
take of  facts:  30  Ga.,  731.  As  to  legal  effect  of  an  instrument:  30  Ga.,  191.  Ignor- 
ance of  fact  no  cause  for  rescinding  a  contract :  34  Ga.,  227.  What  must  allege  and 

prove  to  recover  back  money  paid  under  mistake  of  facts:  49  Ga.,  455.  Section  refer- 
red to  and  construed  :  52  Ga.,  484.  When  bill  filed  eight  years  afterward  no  around  • 

for  relief  for  mistake  of  fact :  60  Ga.,  391. 

1  St.  Eq.,  §§117-118,  140-151 ;  note  to  §3121.     »Note  to  §3094. 

§3126.  (3071.)  (3059.)  Negligence  and  concealment.  If  the  party,  by 
reasonable  diligence,  could  have  had  knowledge  of  the  truth,  equity 
will  not  relieve ;  nor  will  the  ignorance  of  a  fact,  known  to  the  oppo- 

site party,  justify  an  interference,  if  there  has  been  no  misplaced  con- 
fidence, nor  misrepresentation,  nor  other  fraudulent  act. 

Innocent,  mistaken,  misrepresentation  of  material  fact  confided  in,  cause  for  res- 
cinding contract :  14  Ga.,  384.  Equity  will  not  intervene  to  set  up  a  defense  where 

defendant  has  been  negligent  in  reference  to  :  23  Ga.,  366.  Equity  will  not  relieve  a 
negligent  person  from  a  judgment:  22  Ga.,  60.  Injunction  refused  to  one  who  has 
been  negligent :  28  Ga.,  117.     Section  cited :  60  Ga.,  395-396. 

1  St,  Eq„  §149;  notes  to  ?§2634,  2636. 

§3127.  (3072.)  (3060.)  Mutual  ignorance,  etc.  Ignorance  by  both  par- 
ties of  a  fact  does  not  justify  the  interference  of  the  Court ;  nor  will  a 

mistake,  in  judgment  or  opinion  merely,  as  to  the  value  of  property, 
authorize  such  interference. 

No  ground  for  relief  that  vendee  was  worsted  in  the  contract :  26  Ga.,  362.  Errone- 
ous opinion  by  both  parties  as  to  value  of  partnership  interest:  55  Ga.,  485,  495. 

1  St.  Eq.,  §§113,  134,  142-144/    Deficiency  or  excess  of  land  sold  :  See  §2642. 

§3128.  (3073.)  (3061.)  Execution  of  power,  remedied.     Accident  or  mis-? 3157. 
take,  in  the  execution  of  a  power,  or  causing  the  defective  execution  oi 
the  power,  will  be  remedied  in  equity. 
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§3129.  (3074.)  (3062.)  Setting  aside  judgments.     Equity  will  interfere 
§§3178, 3595.  to  set  aside  a  judgment  of  a  Court  having  jurisdiction  only  where  the 

party  had  a  good  defense  of  which  he  was  entirely  ignorant,  or  where 

he  was  prevented  from  making  it  by  fraud  or  accident,  or  the -act  of  the 
adverse  party,  unmixed  with  fraud  or  negligence  on  his  part. 

Stated :  16  Ga.,  398  ;  54/361.  Where  equity  will  not  relieve  against  judgments  at 
law  :  1  Ga.,  136;  2/275,  325;  4/175;  3/74,  226.  As  to  new  trials  in  equity  after  judg- 

ment: 6  Ga.,  172;  43/564;  40/284.  Attacking  order  of  discharge  by  Ordinary :  9  Ga., 
547.  Equity  does  not  relieve  from  a  judgment  that  could  have  been  prevented  but  for 
negligence:  22  Ga.,  60;  23/366.  Equity  will  relieve  against  a  judgment  obtained  by 
fraud:  30  Ga.,  300.  Section  referred  to  and  construed:  37  Ga.,  585;  52/349;  62/351- 
352.  Due  diligence  must  be  shown  where  injunction  sought  as  against  common  law 
judgment:  53  Ga..  620.  When  equity  will  relieve  executor  from  a  judgment  de  bonis 
testator  is :  55  Ga.,  129.  When  an  administrator  will  not  be  relieved  against  a  judg- 

ment at  law  :  56  Ga.,  263.  When  equity  will  not  interfere  to  relieve  a  feme  covert  from 

a  judgment:  60  Ga.,  189-192.  Laches  of  complainant  without  fraud  of  judgment 
creditor,  equity  will  not  interfere :  63  Ga.,  627,  491,  494.  Negligence  of  a  party  precludes 
the  interference  of  equity  against  the  judgment :  32  Ga.,  362  ;  42/412.  For  equity  to  in- 

terfere with  a  judgment,  must  have  been  ignorant  of  defense  without  negligence  and 
without  adequate  remedy  at  law:  15  Ga.,  103.  Injunction  of  judgment  in  attach- 

ment: 27  Ga.,  391;  50/544.  Where  no  relief  against  vrit  of  possession  in  ejectment, 
after  judgment  affirmed  in  Supreme  Court:  38  Ga.,  195.  Where  surety  could  have 
relief  against  judgment  against  administrator:  41  Ga.,  314. 

Freeman  Judg.,  §§517-559;  Earl  of  Oxford's  case,  2  White  &  Tudor  L.  C,  part  II., 
(s.  p.)  442;  Bigelow  on  Fraud,  170;  19  Am.  D.,  603-612;  1  Woods,  353,  496,  667  ;  8  O., 
61 ;  12/372.  Judgment  obtained  on  unauthorized  appearance  of  attorney  :  Weeks  on 
Attorneys,  202. 

General  Note. — What  a  bill  to  correct  mistake  and  reform  contract  should  aver  : 
13  Ga.,  89;  27/275.  Persons  who  are  not  parties  to  marriage  settlement  cannot  have 
it  reformed  in  equity  :  21  Ga.,  370  ;  45/301.  Re-sale  decreed  on  account  of  mistake  in 
Sheriff's  announcement  at  the  sale  :  25  Ga.,  89.  Where  under  allegations  of  bill  re- 

lief should  have  been  granted  for  mistake :  41  ?Ga.,  478.  As  to  power  of  Court  of 
equity  to  relieve  against  mistake,  and  the  evidence  to  support  it :  65  Ga. ,  103. 

CHAPTER  V. 

OF    ACCOUNT    AND    SET-OFF. 

Section. 
8130.  Accounts. 
3131.  Mingling  goods. 
3132.  Contribution. 
3133.  Discharge  of  encumbrances. 
3134.  Apportionment. 
3135.  Surcharge  and  falsify. 

Section. 
3136.  Offer  to  pay  balance. 
3137.  Appointment  of  auditor. 
3138.  Effect  of  a  report. 
3139.  Auditor,  when  appointed. 
3140.  His  report. 

3141.  Equitable  set-off. 

§3130.  (3075.)  (3063.) '  Account.  Equity*  jurisdiction  over  matters  of §§2600, 3196.  account  extends  to  mutual  accounts  growing  out  of  privity  of  contract, 
or  where  accounts  are  complicated  and  intricate,  or  where  a  discovery 
or  writ  of  ne  exeat  is  prayed  and  granted,  or  where  the  account  is  of  a 
trust  fund,  or  accounts  between  partners  and  tenants  in  common,  or 

where  a  multiplicity*  of  suits  would  render  a  trial  difficult,  expensive, 
and  unsatisfactory  at  law. 

When  the  jurisdiction  of  equity  attaches  in  matters  of  account :  1  Ga.,  376.  As  to 
,  trust  funds:  6Ga.,404;  14/342;  13/165;  11/63;  8/97;  30/777;  34/438;  32/681;  37/205; 

33/520;  39/533.  Bill  for  account  and  settlement  of  co-partnership:  5  Ga.,  22;  15/213; 
40/276;  9/449;  55/329;  33/184,  Suplt.  Bill  for  dissolution,  injunction  and  receiver  of 
a  partnership  :  21  Ga.,  74.  Bill  by  assignee  of  bank  against  a  number  of  stockholders 
for  ratable  contribution  :  8  Ga.,  527.  As  to  accounts  between  tenants  in  common:  12 

Ga.,  431 ;  22/131.  Where  equity  will'  consolidate  a  number  of  suits  and  dispose  of  liti- gation by  one  decree  :  48  Ga.,  609.     Section  referred  to  and  construed:  54  Ga.,  488. 

1  St.  Eq.,  §454  e<  seg.;  Adams'  Eq.,  (s.  p.)  220;  al  Pom.  Eq.,  §243  et  seq. 

§3131.  (3076.)  (3064.)  Mingling  of  goods.  If  a  party,  having  charge 
of  the  property  of  others,  so  confound  it  with  his  own  that  the  line  of 
distinction  cannot  be  drawn,  all  the  inconvenience  is  thrown  upon  him 
who  causes  the  confusion,  and  he  must  distinguish  his  own  property 
or  lose  it. 

§2193. 
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§3132.  (3077.)  (3065.)  Contribution.     Incases  of  joint,  or  joint  and  §§1902. 2170, 

several,  or  of  several  liabilities  of  two  or  more  persons,  where  all  are'21'3'3076' equally  bound  to  bear  the  common  burden,  and  one  has  paid  more  than 
his  share,  he  is  entitled  to  contribution  from  the  others;  and  whenever 
the  circumstances  are  such  that  an  action  at  law  will  not  give  a  com- 

plete remedy,  equity  may  entertain  jurisdiction. 
When  the  doctrine  of  contribution  applies  :  1  Ga.,  200.  Where  no  contribution  be- 

tween purchasers  with  warranty  :  3Ga.,460.  As  among  partners  :  55Ga.,329.  Record 
of  proceedings  must  be  introduced  in  suit  for  contribution:  4  Ga.,  543.  When  one 
legatee  cannot  be  called  in  to  contribute  to  co-legatee  :  8  Ga.,  43;  49/618.  Where  one 
joint  obligor  should  contribute  to  the  other:  38  Ga.,  512  ;  55/577.  As  to  contributions  . 
among  purchasers  :  52  Ga.,  60.  When  one  surety  aiding  principal  in  breach  of  bond 
has  no  right  to  contribution  from  co-surety  :  60  Ga.,  277. 

1  St.  Eq.,  $495  ;  Adams'  Eq.,  (s.  p.)  267  ;  Dering  vs.  Winchelsea,  1  White  &  Tudor  L. 
C.,  (s.  p.)  60;  20  Am.  D.,  559-562,  n. 

§3133.  (3078.)  (3066.)  Discharge  of  encumbrances.  Where  several 
persons  are  interested  in  an  estate  as  tenants  for  years,  or  for  life,  or  in 
remainder  or  reversion,  and  encumbrances  are  to  be  discharged,  the 
equitable  division  of  the  burden,  according  to  the  several  interests,  is 
a  question  for  equitable  interference. 

1  St.  Eq.,  §487;  2  Sp.,  551,  841. 

§3134.  (3079.)  (3067.)  Apportionment.     Apportionment  of  a  contract,  §2726. 
or  of  rent  or  hire,  may,  from  peculiar  circumstances  rendering  the  com- 

mon law  remedy  incomplete,  become  the  subject  of  equitable  jurisdic- 
tion. 

When  principles  of  equitable  apportionment  apply  :  28  Ga.,  316. 

§3135.  (3080.)  (3068.)  Party  must  surcharge  and  falsify.     A  party  ob- 
jecting to  a  stated  account  must  surcharge  and  falsify.     The  former  is   ' 

to  allege  omission ;  the  latter  is  to  deny  the  correctness  of  certain  of 
the  items  rendered.     One  palpably  fraudulent  item  casts  suspicion 
upon  the  entire  account. 

Burden  of  proof  on  party  objecting :  11  Ga.,  658.  When  defendant  in  his  answer  can 
not  charge  and  discharge  himself :  9  Ga.,  459 ;  48/471. 

1  St.  Eq.,  §525 ;  2  Sp.,  942.  Stated  accounts:  1  St.  Eq.,  526  ;  12  Pet.,  300;  34  Am.  R., 
435;  10  Wall.,  129. 

§3136.  (3081.)  (3069.)  Offer  to  pay  balance.  A  bill  for  an  account  need 
not  offer  to  pay  a  balance  if  found  against  complainant. 

Stated:  5  Ga.,  22. 

§3137.  (3082.)  (3070.)  Appointment  of  auditor.     In  all  cases  involving  §§3097, 4202. 
account  either  party,  as  a  matter  of  right,  may  apply  to  the  Judge, 
either  in  term  or  vacation,  for  the  appointment  of  an  auditor,  wTho 
shall,  after  notice,  sit  and  hear  the  evidence  submitted  by  either  party, 
investigate  their  accounts,  and  report  the  result  thereof  to  the  Court. 

Section  referred  to:  47  Ga.,  414.  May  be  referred  to  auditor  at  first  term  :  54  Ga., 
164.  Court  should  appoint  when  accounts  complicated:  49  Ga.,  179;  47/434.  May 
be  made  without  consent  where  accounts  are  involved:  59  Ga.,  25.  No  appointment 
when  announcement  of  ready  :  57  Ga.,  448.  Superior  Court  appoints  when  necessary : 
47  Ga.,  586. 

§3138.  (3083.)  (3071.)  Effect  of  auditor's  report.  The  report  so  made 
may  be  objected  to  by  either  party  on  the  ground  of  illegal  rejection  or 
admission  of  evidence,  or  any  other  ground  impeaching  its  propriety, 
which  objections  shall  be  heard  and  decided  by  the  Court.  The  report, 
when  finally  accepted,  shall  be  admitted  as  evidence  to  the  jury,  with 
such  instructions  as  to  the  effect  to  be  given  to  it,  as  the-  Court  shall 
give  under  the  circumstances  of  each  case. 

Where  auditor's  report  too  vague  and  indefinite  :  55  Ga.,  628.     Objections  to  report : 
62  Ga.,  173  ;  59/92 ;  62/224 ;  47/414.     Errors  of  law  in  report  corrected  by  the  Court  and 
when  report  allowed  and  approved  is  conclusive  :  56  Ga.,  264;  57/142 ;  59/567,  578,  25. 

50 
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§3139.  Auditor  appointed,  ivhen.     [In  all  cases  now  pending,  or  here- 
(a)  Acts  of  after  to  be  brought,  at  law  or  in  equity,  involving  matters  of  account, 
1871-2,  p.  54.  ̂   gh^i  anc[  may  De  iawfui  for  the  Judge  of  the  Superior  Court,  either in  term  time,  or  in  vacation,  upon  the  application  of  either  party, 

or  in  default  thereof,  on  his  own  motion,  if,  in  his  discretion,  the 
case  shall  require  it,  to  appoint  an  auditor  to  investigate  such  matters 
of  account,  and  report  the  result  thereof  to  the  Court.]  (a.) 

Superior  Court  may  appoint  at  its  discretion  :   47  Ga.,  586  :  59/47. 

§3140.  Auditor's  report  and  its  effect.     [The  action  and  report  of  said 
(b)  Acts  of  auditor  shall  be  subject  to,  and  governed  by,  the  same  rules,  terms  and 

provisions  as  those  contained  in  sections  3137  and  3138  of  this  Code, 
authorizing  the  appointment  of  auditors  in  equity  cases,  and  prescrib- 

ing rules  for  the  reports  of  such  auditors.]  (b.) 

Where  auditor's  report  was  too  vague  and  indefinite  :  55  Ga.,  628. 

1871-2 
54,  55 

pp. 

§3141.  (3084.)  (3072.)  Equitable  set-off.  As  to  set-off,  equity  generally 
follows  the  law  ;  but  if  there  is  an  intervening  equity  not  reached  by 
the  law,  or  if  the  set-off  be  of  an  equitable  nature,  the  Courts  of  equity 
take  jurisdiction  to  enforce  the  set-off. 

Stated:  1  Ga.,  511 ;  12/77.  Mere  existence  of  cross  demands  will  not  be  sufficient, 
otherwise  if  agreement  to  set-off:  12  Ga.,  77  ;  7/396.  Equity  will  take  cognizance  of  a 
small  amount  for  which  remedy  at  law,  to  prevent  multiplicity  of  suits  :  19  Ga.,  22. 
Improvements  as  a  set-off  in  equity :  14  Ga.,  131.  Unliquidated  demands  not  set-off  in 
equity  unless  connected  with  plaintiff's  demand  by  some  intervening  equity:  12  Ga., 
78,  89.  Where  equity  will  take  jurisdiction  where  peculiar  equities  in  the  transaction 
as  insolvency :  31  Ga.,  26,  33  ;  41/260-262  ;  42/161.  Indebtedness  of  one  foundation  for 
credit  given  to  the  other  will  sustain  a  set-off  in  equity  :  36  Ga.,  666.  Equitable  set-off 
against  a  non-resident  that  could  not  be  pleaded  at  law,  equity  takes  jurisdiction:  37 
Ga.,  365. 

2  St.  Eq.,  §1434  et  seq. ;  Waterman  on  Set-off,  426  ;  12  Am.  D.,  136-137,  n  ;  6  Wh.,  565 ; 
18  Wall.,  629. 

Genekal  Note. — Compelled  to  account  for  money  overpaid  on  usurious  contract :  1 
Ga.,  376.  Bill  for  account  against  an  administrator:  6  Ga.,  299 ;  7/573  ;  33/525  ;  25/537  ; 
14/167;  21/245;  11/658.  Bill  against  assignee  of  a  bank  for  an  account:  10  Ga.,  226. 
Bill  by  legatees  against  executor  for  usurious  interest  made  out  of  an  estate  :  10  Ga., 
449;  37/353;  16/151.  Account  by  one  partner  against  another:  15  Ga.,  213;  40/276. 
If  contract  could  not  be  specifically  performed  because  of  statute  of  fraud,  neither 
could  an  account  be  decreed  :  15  Ga.,  445.  Bill  against  guardian  for  account  where 
had  not  made  regular  returns  :  6  Ga.,  419.  Bill  by  security  for  defendant  in  trover  for 
account  from  persons  to  whom  property  delivered  :  28  Ga.,  159.  Bill  by  one  child  and 
her  husband  against  the  others  for  hire  of  slaves:  33  Ga.,  167.  When  a  foreign  ad- 

ministrator could  not  be  called  to  account  here :  34  Ga.,  511.  Bill  by  foreign  adminis- 
trator against  securities  on  indemnifying  bond  here  :  37  Ga.,  256.  Where  no  account 

would  be  decreed  where  there  had  been  accord  and  satisfaction :  44  Ga.  259.  Bill  for 
account  for  rents,  profits  and  taxes  paid:  49  Ga.,  93. 

CHAPTER  VI. 

OF   ADMINISTRATION   OF    ASSETS. 

Section. 
3142.  Legal  and  equitable  assets. 
3143.  Partly  legal  and  partly  equitable. 
3144.  Interfering  with  administration. 
3145.  Bills  for  direction. 
3146.  Marshaling  assets. 
3147.  Election. 
3148.  Creditor's  bills. 
3149.  Receiver's  duty. 
3149.  (a.)  Receiver  of  insolvent  traders. 
3149.  (b.)  Chancellor's  power  in  such  cases. 

Section. 
3149.  (c)  Who  may  be  parties. 
3149.  (d.)  Assets,  how  divided. 
3149,  (e.)  Allowance  for  defendant's  support. 
3149.  (f.)  Who  is  a  trader. 
3149.  (g.)  Recommendation  of  debtor's  release. 3150.  Must  account  to  the  Court. 
3151.  Misplacing  trust  funds. 
3152.  Tracing  assets. 
3153.  Equitable  assets  for  creditors. 
3154.  Joint  and  individual  assets. 

§3142.  (3085.)  (3073.)  Legal  and  equitable  assets.     Assets  are  either 
§3090  legal  or  equitable  :  the  former  are  such  as  may  be  reached  by  the  ordi- 

nary process  of  law  ;  the  latter  are  such  as  can  be  reached  only  through 
the  intervention  of  a  Court  of  equity.     The  former,  when  properly 
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before  a  Court  of  equity,  are  distributed  according  to  legal  liens  and  pri- 
orities, the  latter,  according  to  justice  and  right  in  the  particular  case, 

the  general  rule  being  that  equality  is  equity. 
Distinction  between  :  18  Ga.,  66-67.  How  equitable  assets  reached  in  equity  by 

judgment  creditor  :  4  Ga  ,  319 ;  35/170.  Where  the  choses  in  action  in  the  hands  of  a 
receiver  were  legal  assets,  and  the  common  law  judgment  entitled  to  the  fund:  55  Ga., 
177.  Creditor  generally  exhausts  Ins  legal  remedies  before  he  can  get  aid  from  Court 
of  equity  to  reach  assets:  59Ga.,706.  Bill  by  creditors  against  devisees  to  reach 
assets:  59  Ga.,  823.  More  effective  remedy  in  equity  than  at  law  to  reach  assets: 

55  Ga.,  546,  556.  Before  judgment  creditor  can  obtain  equitable  assets  in  stranger's 
hands,  must  appear  that  estate  otherwise  insufficient :  61  Ga.,  602. 

1  St.  Eq.,  $551 ;  2  Sp.  Eq.,  314  ;  Silk  vs.  Prime,  2  White  &  Tudor  L.  C,  part  I.,  (s.  p.) 
72 ;  3  Red  field  Wills,  352. 

§3143.  (3086.)  (3074.)  Partly  legal  and  partly  equitable.  Sometimes 
assets  are  partly  legal  and  partly  equitable;  in  such  cases,  while  the 
above  rule  is  adhered  to,  as  to  the  legal  assets,  equity  will  so  administer 
the  equitable  as  to  produce  general  equality. 

See:  61  Ga.,  606. 

§3144.  (3087.)  (3075.)  Interfering  with  administration.  Equity  will  not  §4180. 
interfere  with  the  regular  administration  of  estates,  except  upon  the 
application  of  the  representative,  either,  first  for  construction  and 
direction,  second  for  marshaling  the  assets;  or  upon  application  of. any 
person  interested  in  the  estate,  where  there  is  danger  of  loss  or  other 
injury  to  his  interests. 

Such  person  must  at  least  state  a  clear  prima  facie  case:  1  Ga.,  511 ;  10/121  ;  36/666. 
As  to  jurisdiction  of  equity  over  administration  of  assets  :  14  Ga.,  323.  A  temporary 
administrator  should  ask  for  injunction  where  there  is  complication  :  24  Ga.,  131. 
So  may  any  administrator.:  21  Ga.,  442.  Where  there  are  no  debts  unpaid,  and  ad- 

ministrator illegally  disposes  of  property  of  an  estate  and  is  insolvent:  40  Ga.,  408. 
When  a  proper  case  made  for  equity  to  interfere  :  48  Ga.,  527.  Courts  of  equity  reluct- 

ant to  appoint  receiver  to  take  assets  out  of  administrator's  hands :  49  Ga  ,  523. 
Creditor  no  necessity  to  resort  to  equity  unless  administrator  insolvent,  or  effects  be- 

yond jurisdiction  of  the  State:  60  Ga,,  500.  Section  referred  to  and  construed: 
64  Ga.,  674. 

Receiver,  when  appointed,  of  estate  in  hands  of  executor :  1  Woods,  262. 

§3145.  (3088.)  (3076.)  Bills  for  direction.  In  cases  of  difficulty  in 
-construing  wills,  or  in  distributing  estates,  in  ascertaining  the  per- 

sons entitled,  or  in  determining  under  what  law  property  should  be  di- 
vided, the  representative  may  ask  the  direction  of  the  Court,  but  not 

on  imaginary  difficulties  or  from  excessive  caution. 

Parties  to  :  8  Ga.,  302.  Where  the  Court  should  direct  by  decree  on  bill  by  repre- 
sentative of  estate :  17  Ga..,  485.  Administrator  asks  of  a  Court  of  equity  to  settle 

where  estate  is  to  be  administered:  18  Ga.,  554.  Where  executor's  duty  is  clear  and 
adequate  remedy  at  law,  equity  will  not  interfere  :  19  Ga.,  513.  Bill  by  executor  for 
•direction  as  to  a  will:  33  Ga.,  74,  Suplt.  Same  by  an  administrator :  30  Ga.,  291.  Sec- 

tion referred  to  and  construed:  64  Ga.,  674.  On  bill  for  direction  held  interference 
with  administrator  not  encouraged  :  64  Ga.,  729. 

3  Redfield  Wills,  306. 

§3146.  (3089.)  (3077.)  Marshaling  assets.  In  all  cases  where  legal  §4i8s. 
difficulties  arise  as  to  the  distribution  of  assets  in  payment  of  debts,  or 
where,  from  any  circumstances,  the  ordinary  process  of  law  would  inter- 

fere with  the  due  administration,  without  fault  on  the  part  of  the  rep- 
resentative of  the  estate,  a  bill  to  marshal  the  assets  will  be  maintained 

at  his  instance. 

Where  children  could  be  brought  in  and  made  parties  to  a  bill  for  marshalling  as- 
sets:  50  Ga.,  147.  Where  no  lien  by  parol  set  up  in:  46  Ga.,  407.  When  cross- 

bill to  creditor's  bill  not  removable  from  State  Court:  45  Ga,,  104;  43/181. 
Bill  to  ascertain  order  in  which  debts  were  to  be  paid:  9  Ga.,  377.  To  marshal 
assets  of  insolvent  railroad  company:  52  Ga,,  218.  Bill  for  marshalling  assets 
and  direction  not  sustained,  where  duty  clear,  at  law:  19  Ga.,  513.  When  it 
will  be:  21  Ga.,  442 ;  41/630;  42/43.  Bona  fides  of  deed  by  intestate  to  infant  son  in- 

quired into  by  bill:  26  Ga.,  368.  When  bill  not  to  be  sustained  to  marshal  as- 
sets where  executors  at  fault:  37  Ga.,  465.  Must  be  claims  of  doubtful  right  to  be 

settled,  or  danger  of  serious  injustice,  or  other  complication  :  40  Ga.,  405.     Bill  by  ad- 
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ministrator  where  estate  insolvent  to  make  all  creditors  come  in  and  prove  debts  and 
not  harass  administrator  :  42Ga.,43;  41/630;  45/205. 

1  St.  Eq.,  $558;  2  Sp.  Eq.,  827  ;  Aldrich  vs.  Cooper,  2  White  &  Tudor  L.  C,  part  I.r 
(s.  p.)  49;  Adams'  Eq.,  (s.  p.)  271;  3  Redfield  Wills,  355  et  seq.  See  general  note  on 
Devises  and  Legacies. 

§3147.  (3090.)  (3078.)  Election.     In  marshalling  the  assets,  the  Court 
§51949, 3if>i.  will  look  to  the  equities  of  creditors,  and,  where  cases  arise  for  election, 

will  compel  the  parties  to  elect. 
As  to  injunction  where  creditor  has  two  securities  :  54  Ga.,  573;  57/304. 

§3148.  (3091.)  (3079.)  Creditors'  bills .  Creditors'  bills  may  be  filed 
at  the  instance  of  any  creditor,  the  privilege  being  extended  to  all  to 
appear  and  become  parties  in  a  reasonable  time. 

But  does  not  apply  when  one  has  letters  before  the  Court :  52  Ga.,  249.  In  a  credi- 
tor's bill  others  not  parties  may  come  in  after  decree  and  participate  in  the  fund :  9' 

Ga.,  378;  36/332;  16/137;  51/180.  But  a  compromise  by  parties  to  bill  may  stop  all 
the  proceedings :  11  Ga.,  570,  588.  Creditor's  bills  can  be  entertained  in  Georgia:  10 
Ga.,  266,  274.  Where  equity  could  better  distribute  fund  than  Court  of  law  under 
garnishment  proceedings  :  16  Ga,,  137.  One  creditor  may  sue  in  equity  in  behalf  of 
himself  and  others  standing  in  the  same  relation  to  the  subject  of  the  suit :  24  Ga., 
273.  One  filing  this  bill  cannot  be  compelled  to  make  other  creditors  parties  :  27  Ga  ,. 
1&3.  Creditors  of  insolvent  corporation  to  charge  stockholders  also  directors  for  ab- 

stracting capital  stock  of  bank:  27  Ga.,  92.  Money  that  defendant  admits  he  has  in 

reply  to  creditor's  bill:  26  Ga.,  150.  Against  a  bank  which  makes  an  assignment,  by 
creditor  nearly  twelve  months  afterward  :  38  Ga..  167.  Complainant  setting  up  prior 

liens  in  creditor's  bill :  59  Ga.,  129.  Where  creditor's  bill  against  a  railroad  company, 
fixing  priority  of  claims  and  sales  of  road  is  conclusive:  50  Ga.,  522;  51/131.  When 
State  may  be  dismissed  from  at  any  time  :  48  Ga.,  415.  Where  better  remedy  than  at- 

tachment where  debtor  beyond  the  State:  55  Ga.,  546.  As  to  attorney's  fee  for  filing 
creditor's  bill :  50  Ga.,  564. 

2Bk.,  448;  2  Wall.,  237;  5/205;  11/610;  17/521;  1  Woods,  463,  523 ;  2/215;  Freeman 
Ex.,  §434. 

§3149.    (3092.)    (3080.)   Receiver's  duty.     A  Court  of  equity  may  apr 
8*247,  (5)     point  a  receiver  to  take  possession  of,  and  hold  subject  to  the  direction 

2033 1.309s     °f  the  Court,  any  assets  charged  with  the  payment   of  debts,  where 
3434;  3553.'    there  is  manifest  danger  of  loss,  or  destruction,  or  material  injury  to those  interested.     Under  extraordinary  circumstances,  a  receiver  may 

be  appointed  before  and  without  notice  to  the  trustee  or  other  person 
having  charge  of  the  assets.  The  terms  on  which  a  receiver  is  appointed 
shall  be  in  the  discretion  of  the  Chancellor. 

Accounts  may  be  proved  by  receiver  and  vouchers  need  not  be  produced  unless- 
called  for  :  56  Ga.,  264.  Administrator,  bill  by,  to  get  possession  of  property  in  hands 
of  receiver:  41  Ga.,  549.  Affidavits,  as  to  hearing  of,  on  bill  for  injunction  and,  ap- 

pointment of  receiver  :  21  Ga..,  74.  Appointment  of  temporary  receiver  before  answer 
sustained:  10  Ga.,  281 ;  11/595  ;  23/31.  Chancellor  should  not,  of  his  own  motion  ap- 

point receiver,  etc.  :  60  Ga.,  344.  Prayer  of  bill  being  for  appointment  of  a  particular 
person,  presumed  Chancellor  appointed  him  on  his  own  judgment :  23  Ga.,  31.  Con- 

tempt, defendant  may  purge  himself  of,  by  sworn  denial  of  notice,  etc. :  19  Ga,,  527. 
Actual  notice  sufficient :  61  Ga.,  164.  Attachment  against  respondent  in  suit  by  ward 
against  guardian,  asked  by  receiver,  refused:  33  Ga.,  271.  Judge  may  enforce  order 
by  attachment  for:  34  Ga.,  162.  When  defendant  in  bill  for  injunction  and  receiver 
was  held  to  be  in  contempt:  39  Ga.,  191.  Corporation,  only  in  a  strong  case  will 
Court  of  equity  interfere,  at  instance  of  a  minority  of  stockholders,  and  appoint  a  re- 

,  ceiver  :  41  Ga.,  454.  Creditors,  bill  by,  not  demurrable  that  charges  that  debtor,  who 
is  insolvent  transferred  his  goods,  etc.,  and  prays  appointment  of  a  receiver :  42  Ga., 
46.  Crop,  receiver  appointed  to  take  charge  of,  when  claimed  by  mortgagee  and  wife 
of  mortgagor:  38  Ga.,  180.  Discretion  of  Chancellor,  exercise  of,  in  refusing  to  ap- 

point a  receiver,  will  not  be  controlled  except  where  abused  :  38  Ga.,  24;  32/470.  Like- 
wise as  to  appointment :  56  Ga.,  284,  316  ;  58/286.  Where  controlled  :  60  Ga.,  396.  Di- 

vorce, appointment  of  receiver  on  prayer  of  wife,  pending  action  of,  and  injunction 
against  receiver,  on  bill  by  creditors :  43  Ga.,  554.  Employee  of  railroad  company 
could  not  bring  action  against  the  receiver  for  personal  injury  while  road  in  hand  of  re- 

ceiver: 55  Ga.,  481;  56/376.  Estate,  where  Court  of  Chancery  has  obtained  jurisdic- 
tion of,  and  administrator  removed  from  office,  receiver  may  be  appointed,  etc.  :  14 

Ga.,  323.  Court  of  Chancery  will  appoint  a  receiver  to  take  charge  of  assets  of,  for  good 
good  cause  shown  by  judgment  creditor :  10  Ga.,  121;  42/408.  When  appointment  of 
receiver  to  take  charge  of  bonds  in  hands  of  administrator,  was  held  error :  37  Ga.,  655. 
Exemption,  when  receiver  was  not  a  trespasser  for  selling  property  set  apart  as :  43 
Ga.,  589.     Garnishment,  receiver  being  an  officer  of  Court,  is  not  subject  to  :  11  Ga.„ 
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413.  Indemnity,  where  legal  title  to  a  fund  is  in  a  party  for  his  indemnity,  it  ought 
not  to  be  ordered  out  of  his  hands  into  hands  of  a  receiver,  etc. :  22  Ga.,  613.  Landlord 
on  bill  by,  against  tenant,  receiver  appointed,  etc. :  40  Ga.,  375.  When  such  appoint- 

ment was  held  error:  37  Ga.,  37.  Notice,  appointment  of  receiver  revoked  on  bill  by 
legatees,  against  executor,  for  want  of  :  20  Ga.,  271.  When  a  receiver  may  be  appointed 
without:  23  Ga.,  31.  Receiver  entitled  to,  in  writing,  of  motion  for  removal :  37  Ga., 
348.  Officer  of  Court,  receiver  is,  and  his  amenability  to  Court  continues  after  he  is 
dismissed:  11  Ga.,  413,  418  ;  see  60/680.  Receiver  maybe  compelled  to  surrender  fund, 
after  bill  is  dismissed:  61  Ga.,  437.  Partnership,  on  disagreement  between  partners, 
after  dissolution,  Court  may  appoint  a  receiver  to  collect  and  apply  effects :  18  Ga., 
664.  Receiver  appointed  to  wind  up  affairs  of  farming  partnership  :  38  Ga.,  179.  When 
one  partner  mismanaged  and  was  insolvent,  the  other  entitled  to  dissolution  and  ap- 

pointment of  receiver:  21  Ga.,  74.  Practice;  receiver  called  on  by  the  Court  to  ac- 
count for  funds  in  his  hands,  he  cannot  demand  a  jury,  but  when  an  auditor  is  ap- 

pointed in  the  case,  he  may:  Akin  vs.  Veal,  Pamphlt.,  February  term  1881,  p.  23.  Pub- 
lic office,  Court  of  Chancery  has  no  jurisdiction  to  appoint  a  receiver  to  take  and  hold, 

during  controversy  under  a  quo  warranto:  42  Ga.,  601.  Purchase  by  receiver,  at  his 
own  sale,  as  agent  for  another  voidable,  etc.  :  46  Ga.,  477.  Purchase  money,  when 
vendee  was  insolvent,  etc.,  receiver  appointed  to  take  charge  of  the  property:  56  Ga., 
316,  666.  Rescission  of  order  appointing  receiver,  "without  prejudice,"  etc.,  no  de- 

fense, when:  52  Ga.,  417.  Revocation  of  an  order  appointing  receiver  may  be  heard 
and  acted  on  in  vacation  on  usual  notice  :  39  Ga.,  44.  Sale  of  property  by  receiver,  as 
to  order  authorizing,  to  pay  taxes,  etc.,  as  to:  26  Ga.,  149.  Chancellor  has  no  power  to 
order,  of  property  before  final  hearing,  etc. :  56  Ga.,  284.  As  to,  by  commissioner,  re- 

ceiver or  master  in  Chancery  :  61  Ga.,  267;  65/461.  Must  be  a  strong  case  to  authorize 
Court  to  hold  receiver  had  no  power  to  sell,  etc.  :  57  Ga.,  501.  Caveat  emptor,  as  to,  at 
sale  by  receiver  :  57  Ga.,  501.  Security,  receiver  ought  generally  be  required  to  give, 
but  there  are  cases  that  might  be  exceptions  :  23  Ga.,  31.  Suit,  Court  of  Chancery  has 
power  to  appoint  a  receiver  to  bring,  in  his  own  name,  for  the  recovery  of  property  be- 

longing to  suiters :  8  Ga.,  354.  Receiver  must  have  authority  to  bring  and  must  show 
order  so  as  to  recover:  48  Ga.,  41.  To  bring  suit  against  receiver,  leave  of  Court  must 
not  be  obtained  :  57  Ga.,  22.  And  when  such  permission  granted  improvidently  it  will 
be  revoked:  55  Ga.,  481.  Tenant  in  common,  Court  of  Chancery  will  appoint  a  re- 

ceiver to  rent  property  held  by,  etc. :  14  Ga.,  522  ;  11/595.  Trustee,  bill  by  creditors, 
for  appointmemt  of  receiver  where  trustee  had  failed  to  execute  the  trust:  11  Ga.,  570. 
Pending  proceedings  for  removal  of  testamentary,  a  strong  case  must  be  made  before 
Court  will  appoint  a  receiver :  16  Ga.,  406.  Trust  fund,  when  in  danger  of  being 

wasted  or  misapplied,  Court'will  appoint  receiver  on  application  by  creditor,  or  grant 
relief  in  some  other  mode  :  10  Ga.,  274.  Trust  estate,  receiver  appointed  to  manage 
and  divide  rents  between  a  certain  creditor  and  the  trustee  :  60  Ga.,  152  ;  see  also  60/566. 

2  St.  Eq.,  829-838  ;  3  Woods,  514;  16  Wall.,  196,  203  ;  14/383  ;  4/262  ;  2/510  ;  Abb.  Tr. 
Ev.,  231-232;  Rorer  Inter-State  Law,  295-299.  Where  a  levy  on  railroad  property  is 
suspended  by  an  affidavit  of  illegality  and  bond,  under  the  Code  of  Georgia,  the  Fed- 

eral Court  does  not  exceed  its  jurisdiction  in  taking  possession  of  the  same  property  by 
its  receiver :  3  Woods,  434.  The  receiver  holds  the  property  as  a  Sheriff  would,  subject 
to  the  prior  lien  which  is  being  contested  :  3  Woods,  434.  Receiver  of  railroad :  1  Woods, 
331,420;  2/506,  519,606;  3/316.  434,  613;  3  0.,  352;  7/146;  9/191;  Jones  on  R.  R. 
Securities,  #456.  Beyond  territorial  jurisdiction  of  Court:  2  Woods,  409,  447.  Receivers 
of  corporations:  Field  on  Corp.,  $415.  Suits  against :  3  Woods,  527.— Subject  treated 
in  High  on  Receivers  ;  Kerr  on  Receivers. 

§3149.  (a.)  Receiver  of  assets  of  insolvent  traders.     Incase  any  corpora-  Acts  of  i?80 
tion  not  municipal,  or  any  trader  or  firm  of  traders,  shall  fail  to  pay  at  -1»  p-  125- 
maturity  any  one  or  more  matured  debts,  payment  of  which  has  been 
properly  demanded  of  such  debtor  and  by  him  refused,  and  shall  be  in- 

solvent,* it  shall  be  in  the  power  of  a  Court  of  equity,  under  a  creditors' 
bill,  to  which  one  or  more  of  the  creditors  who  have,  matured  debts  un- 

paid shall  be  necessary  parties,  to  proceed  to  collect  the  assets,  real  and/2*^ 

personal,  including  choses  in   action  and  money,  and  appropriate  the^£*_ same  to  the  creditors  of  such  trader,  firm  of  traders,  or  corporation.        CL*~>~c/»-~t-' 
See  Barnwell  et  at.  vs.  Wofford  et  ah,  September  term,  1881;   Collins  vs.  Myers  &y/^^<.  *9+ 

Marcus,  February  term,  1882.  / 

aThis  term  fully  defined  in  decisions  cited  in  Bump  on  Bankruptcy,  9th  ed.,  406,  797. 

§3149.  (b.)  Chancellor's  power  in  such  cases.  The  Chancellor,  under  Acts  oM880 
such  proceedings  as  are  usual  in  equity,  may  grant  injunctions,  and  -i,  p- 125. 
appoint  receivers  for  the  collection  and  preservation  of  the  assets  in  the 
cases  provided  by  this  bill,  and  may  at  any  time  appoint  a  master,  and 
take  all  proper  steps  to  bring  the  matter  to  a  final  hearing ;  and  the 
fees  of  said  masters  shall  not  be  more  than  ten  dollars  per  day  for  each 
day's  actual  service. 
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§3149.  (c.)   Who  may  be  parties.     Any  creditor  may  become  a  party  to- 
Acts  of  1880  said  bill,  under  an  order  of  the  Court,  at  any  time  before  the  final  dis- 
-l,  p.  i2o.    tribution  of  the  assets,  he  becoming  chargeable  with  his  proportion  of the  expenses  of  the  previous  proceedings. 

§314£h  (d.)  No  preferences,  assets  how  distributed.  Upon  the  appoint- 
Acts  of  1880  ment  of  a  receiver,  no  creditor  shall  acquire  any  preference,  by  any 

-l,  p.  125.  judgment  or  lien,  or  any  suit  or  attachment  under  proceedings  com- 
menced after  the  filing  of  the  bill,  and  all  assignments  and  mortgages 

to  pay  or  secure  existing  debts  made  after  the  filing  of  said  bill  shall 
be  vacated,  and  the  assets  be  divided  pro  rata  among  the  creditors,  pre- 

serving all  existing  liens. 

§3149.  (e.)  Allowance  for  defendant's  support.     It  shall  be  in  the  power 
Acts  of  1880  of  the  Judge  to  make  a  suitable  allowance  for  the  defendant  for  a  sup- 
-i,  p.  125.    p0rt  during  the  pendency  of  the  proceedings,  having  in  so  doing  res- pect to  the  condition  of  the  defendant  and  the  circumstances  of  the 

failure. 
§3149.  (f.)    Who  is  a  trader.     Any  person  or  firm  shall  be  considered 

Acts  of  1880  a  trader  who  is  engaged,  as  a  business,  in  buying  and  selling  real  or 

-i,  p.  125.    perg0nai  estate  of  any  kind,  or  who  is  a  banker  or  broker  or  commis- 
sion merchant,  or  manufacturer,  manufacturing  articles  to  the  extent 

of  five  thousand  dollars  per  annum. 

§3149.  (g.)  Chancellor  may  recommend  debtor's  release.  It  shall  be  in 
Acts  of  1880  the  power  of  the  Chancellor,  in  his  final  judgment  in  the  cases  pro- 
i,  p.  125.  vided  for,  to  express  his  opinion,  if  the  facts  authorize  it,  that,  from 

the  facts  as  they  have  transpired  during  the  progress  of  the  cause,  that 
the  defendant  has  honestly  and  fairly  delivered  up  his  assets  for  dis- 

tribution under  the  law,  and  to  recommend  to  the  creditors  of  the 
defendant  that  they  release  him  from  further  liability. 

§3150.  (3093.)  (3081.)  Must  account  to  the  Court,     the  receiver  is  an 
§274.  officer  and  servant  of  the  Court  appointing  him,  is  responsible  to  no- 

other  tribunal  than  a  Court  of  equity,  and  must  in  all  things  obey  its 
direction. 

Judge  may  in  vacation  force  delivery  of  fund  or  property  to  receivers:  34  Ga.,  162. 

§3151.  (3094.)  (3082.)  Misapplying  trust  funds.  All  persons  aiding 
and  assisting  trustees  of  any  character,  with  a  knowledge  of  their  mis- 

conduct, in  misapplying  assets,  are  directly  accountable  to  the  persons 
injured. 

Liable  jointly  with  third  person  for  misapplying  assets:  14  Ga.,  342;  64/612; 

19/130,94.  This  rule  applies  where  creditor  knowingly  receives- wife's  money  in  pay- 
ment of  debt  due  by  husband  :  54  Ga.,  543-7.  Yet  if  there  is  a  trustee,  he  must  sue  in 

time,  or  he  and  his  cestui  que  trust  would  be  barred :  55  Ga.,  25.  Purchaser  from  trustee 
charged  with  such  notice  of  trust  estate  as  set  forth  in  the  deed  :  55  Ga.,  505.  Section 
cited  and  construed :  61  Ga.,  140;  64/612.  Does  not  apply  where' no  knowledge:  60 
Ga.,  29. 

1  St.  Eq.,  §§422,  580;  Elliot  vs.  Merryman,  1  White  &  Tudor  K  C,  part  I.,  (s.  p.)  40. 

§3152.  (^3095.)  (3083.)   Tracing  assets.     When  assets  are  misapplied 
§§2333, 2531.  and  can  be  traced  in  the  hands  of  persons  affected,  with  notice  of  the 

misapplication,  the  trust  attaches  still  to  the  assets,  and  equity  will  aid 

in  restoring  them  to  their  legitimate  purpose.    A  creditor1  of  an  estate 
may  follow  assets  in  the  hands  of  legatees  or  distributees,  though  they 
receive  them  without  notice. 

Creditor  may  in  equity  follow  assets  of  his  debtor  into  hands  of  distributees:  8  Ga., 
106 ;  22/590 ;  55/12  ;  59/823.  Trustee  disposing  of  trust  property  by  will,  it  may  be 
followed  in  the  hands  of  his  executor:  22  Ga.,  331.  As  to  right  of  cestui  que  trust  to 
follow  trust  property  :  18  Ga.,  515  ;  38/91;  19/66,  94,  130.  Property  purchased  with 
trust  funds  not  liable  to  debts  of  parents:  21  Ga.,  200,  205.  Going  into  equity  to  get  at 
assets:  35  Ga.,  170.  No  knowledge  of r  and  consent  to  use  of,  trust  fund  by  cestui  que 
trust:  40  Ga..  262.  Where  trust  funds  maybe  followed  by  children:  41Ga.,426. 
To  trace  trust  fund  it  must  be  capable  of  identification  ::  53  Ga.,  411,  425..    Where  credi- 
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tor  receives  money  belonging  to  debtor's  wife  :    54  Ga.,  543.     Funds  of  ward  invested 
by  guardian  in  his  own  name  :  54  Ga.,  690.     Section  cited  and  construed  :  62  Ga.,  405. 

6  0.,  30  ;  notes  to  collateral  sections.     aSee  note  to  §2467. 

*  §3153.  (3096.)  (3084.)  Equitable  assets  for  creditor.     Equitable  assets  §1940. 
may  be  reached  by  a  creditor,  in  every  case  where  he  shows  that  there 
is  danger  of  not  being  satisfied  out  of  legal  assets. 

When  can  reach  equitable  assets:  35  Ga.,  170;  2/151,  153;  3/449;  55/177.  Without 
return  of  nulla  bona:  4  Ga.,  319.  Aid  to  judgment  creditor  to  reach  distributive  share 
of  estate  of  an  insolvent  debtor:  3  Ga.,  541.  No  lien  by  return  of  nulla  bona,  but  by 
suit  in  equity  after  such  return:  5Ga.,437;  59/706.  Specific  devisees  are  liable  to 
creditors:  59  Ga.,  823. 

Proceedings  in  equity  in  aid  of  execution  to  reach  equitable  assets  :  Freeman  Ex. 
§424. 

§3154.  (3097.)  (3085.)  Joint  and  individual  assets.  Joint  assets  will  be  §i9i& 
applied  to  joint  debts,  and  individual  assets  to  individual  debts ;  but 
when  the  joint  assets  are  exhausted,  the  joint  debts  may  come  upon 
individual  assets;  the  individual  debts  without  regard  to  relative  dig- 

nity as  compared  with  the  joint  debts,  being  first  advanced  the  pro  rata 
amount  received  on  the  joint  debts  from  joint  assets. 

This  rule  discussed:  9  Ga.,  319.  One  who  collects  funds  for  himself  and  other  cred- 
itors should,  in  its  distribution,  be  allowed  compensation  for  himself  and  attorneys  : 

29  Ga.,  142.  No  secret  lien  by  parol  to  exclusion  of  other  cieditors  :  46  Ga.,  407.  See 
note  to  section  1918. 

Rights  of  judgment  creditors  of  firm,  and  of  a  partner  to  firm  and  individual  assets  : 
1  Sm.  L.  C,  (t.  p.)  305,  n,  320. 

CHAPTER  VII. 

OF    CHARITIES. 

Section. 
3155.  Charitable  bequest 
3156.  Cypres. 
3157.  Subjects  of  charity. 

Section. 
3158.  Right  of  supervision. 
3159.  What  is  irreligious. 
3160.  Extraneous  evidence. 

§3155.  (3098.)  (3086.)  Charitable  bequest.  Equity  has  jurisdiction  to 
carry  into  effect  the  charitable  bequest  of  a  testator,  or  founder,  or  donor, 
where  the  same  are  definite  and  specific  in  their  objects,  and  capable  of 
being  executed. 

Stated  :  4  Ga.,  404;  46/88.     Section  cited  and  construed:  64  Ga.,  123. 

§3156.  (3099. )  (3087.)   Cypres.     If  the  specific  mode  of  execution  be  §246& 
for  any  cause  impossible,  and  the  charitable  intent  be  still  manifest  and 
definite,  the  Court  may,  by  approximation,  give  effect  in  a  manner  next 
most  consonant  with  the  specific  mode  prescribed. 

Doctrine  of  cy  pres :  25  Ga.,  442;  18/129-135.   Section  cited  and  construed  :  46  Ga.,  92. 

§3157.  (3100.)  (3088.)  Subjects  of  charity.  The  following  subjects  are 
proper  matters  of  charity  for  the  jurisdiction  of  equity  : 

1.  The  relief  of  aged,  impotent,  diseased  or  poor  people. 
2.  Every  educational  purposed 
3.  Provisions  for  religious  instruction  or  worship. 
4.  For  the  construction  or  repair  of  public  works,  or  highways,  or 

other  public  conveniences. 
5.  The  promotion  of  any  craft  or  persons  engaging  therein. 
6.  For  the  redemption  or  relief  of  prisoners  or  captives. 
7.  For  the  improvement  or  repair  of  burying  grounds  or  tombstones. 
8.  Others  similar  subjects,  having  for  their  object  the  relief  of  human 

suffering,  or  the  promotion  of  human  civilization. 
Section  referred  to:  64  Ga.,  123. 

aGift  for  a  library  and  academy  of  arts  and  sciences  is  an  "educational  purpose  "  : 
3  Woods,  415. 
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§3158.  (3101.)  (3089.)  Right  of  supervision.  A  charity  once  inaugu- 
rated is  always  subject  to  the  surpervision  and  direction  of  a  Court  of 

equity,  to  render  effectual  its  purpose  and  object. 
Section  referred  to:  64  Ga.,  L23. 

§3159.  (3102.)  (3090.)  What  is  irreligious.  Nothing  shall  be  deemed 
irreligious  in  its  character  which  affirms  doctrines  licentious  in  their 
tendency,  or  inconsistent  with  the  peace  and  safety  of  the  State. 

§3160.  (3103.)  (3091.  Extraneous  evidence.  If  the  terms  of  the  bequest 
or  deed  are  obscure,  doubtful,  or  equivocal,  other  evidence  may  be 
looked  to,  to  ascertain  the  sense  in  which  particular  expressions  are  used, 
but  not  to  make  definite  that  which  in  itself  is  too  indefinite  for  exe- 
cution. 

When  sufficiently  definite  :  25  Ga.,  431 ;  32/640. 

General  Note. — Where  a  lawful  condition  was  attached  to  grant  of  land  to 
church :  32  Ga. ,  480.  But  no  public  charity  can  assert  an  equity  against  the  plain 
legal  right  of  an  individual:  32  Ga.,  480.  As  to  the  trustees,  their  rights,  acts,  etc. :  32 
Ga.,  640. 

General  Note  on  Charities. — Tudor's  Charitable  Trusts;  2  St.  Eq.,  §1142  ei  seg\  ; 
Shelford  on  Mortmain  (L.  L.).  Leading  case:  3  Woods,  443 ;  9  Am.  I).,  577-588;  see 
notes  to  §2468. 

CHAPTER  VIII. 

OF    ELECTION. 

Section. 
3161.  Election. 
3162.  By  a  legatee. 
3163.  By  the  Court. 

Section. 
3164.  Compensation  to  defeated  legatee. 
3165.  Election  under  deeds. 

§3161.  (3104.)  (3092.)  Election.     A  case  of  election  arises  whenever 
§1949.         a  person  is  entitled  to  one  or  two  benefits,  to  each  of  which  he  has 

legal  title,  but  to  enforce  both  would  be  unconscientious  and  inequita- 
ble to  others  having  claims  upon  the  same  property  or  fund.     In  such 

cases  equity  has  jurisdiction  to  compel  an  election. 

Electing  to  rescind  sale  must  pay  money  with  interest:  5  Ga.,  274.  As  to  the  doc- 
trine of:  18  Ga.,  485;  26/420.  When  election  as  to  form  of  suit:  27  Ga.,  92.  Not  a 

case  for  under  a  will :  31  Ga.,  225.     Where  claim  on  two  funds:  49  Ga.,  619;  54/572. 

§3162.  (3105.)  (3093.)  By  a  legatee.  When  a  testator  has  affected  to 
§2465.  give  property  not  his  own,  and  has  given  a  benefit  to  a  person  to  whom 

that  property  belongs,  the  devisee  or  legatee  must  elect  either  to  take 
under  or  against  the  instrument.  The  rule  does  not  apply  if  the  will 
itself,  from  other  causes,  is  not  efficient  in  passing  the  title  to  the  prop- 

erty of  the  devisee  or  legatee;  nor  if  the  testator  has  an  interest  in 
such  property  upon  which  the  will  may  operate;  nor  if  the  bequest 
shows  that  the  testator  intended  to  bequeath  only  in  the  event  that 
his  own  title  was  good;  nor  if  the  benefit  given  to  the  party  called  upon 

to  elect  is  not  from  testator's  own  property,  but  by  virtue  of  a  power  of 
appointment  in  him. 

No  particular  time  in  which  election  must  be  exercised ;  does  not  apply  to  residu- 
ary legatee  :  1  Ga.,  496,  501.  Doctrine  of  election  is  whoever  receives  a  benefit  under  a 

deed  or  will  must  adopt  the  whole  of  it :  5  Ga.,  341.  Electing  to  claim  by  descent  need 
not  produce  the  testament :  20  Ga.,  480. 

§3163.  (3106.)  (3094.)  By  the  Court.  If  from  any  cause  the  legatee  is 
incompetent  to  elect,  the  Court  will,  after  investigation  as  to  values, 
elect  for  him. 

In  case  of  insane  widow  :  See  notes  to  §1675. 

§3164.  (3107.)  (3095.)  Compensation  to  defeated  legatee.  If  the  election 
be  made  against  the  will,  the  defeated  legatee  or  devisee  is  entitled  to 
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compensation  out  of  the  property  bequeathed  to  the  party  electing,  to 
the  value  of  the  defeated  legacy. 

§3165.  (3108.)  (3096.)  Election  under  deeds.     The  foregoing  principles 
apply  to  deeds  as  well  as  wills. 

General  Note  on  Election. — Subject  treated:  1  Pomeroy's  Eq.,  $§461-519;  2  St. 
Eq.,  $1075  et  seq. ;  2  Sp.  Eq.,  586  et  seq.,  601-604;  Noys  vs.  Mordaunt,  and  Steatfield  vs. 
St^atfield,  1  White  &  Tudor  L.  C,  (s.  p.)  225;  Adams'  Eq.,  (s.  p.)  92;  notes  to  $2465. 

CHAPTER  IX. 

OF    EXECUTION    OF    POWERS. 

Section. 
3166.  Jurisdiction  over  powers. 
3167.  Discretion. 
3168.  Collusive  execution. 

Section 
3169.  Illusory  appointment. 
3170.  Consent  of  trustee. 
3171.  In  cases  of  no  discretion,  etc. 

§3166.  (3109.)  (3097.)  Jurisdiction  over  poivers.  Powers,  especially  of 
appointment,  being  always  founded  on  trust  or  confidence,  are  peculiarly 
subjects  of  equitable  supervision. 

Where  by  words  used  a  power  of  appointment  given  by  will  and  not  by  deed  :  23 
•Ga.,  467. 

§3167.  (3110.)  (3098.)  Discretionary  powers.  Equity  cannot  compel  a 
party  having  a  discretion,  to  exercise  a  power  of  appointment.  But  it 
may  relieve  against  mistaken  or  defective  executions,  or  collusive  or 
illusory  executions. 

Relief  against  defective  execution  :  26  Ga.,  310. 

§3168.  (3111.)  (3099.)  Collusive  execution.  Every  execution  is  collusive, 

"whereby  the  person  exercising  the  power  uses  it  by  contrivance  for  his 
own  benefit,  he  not  being  legitimately  an  intended  beneficiary. 

§3169.  (3112.)  (3100.)  Illusory  appointment.  An  illusory  appointment 
is  one  where  a  nominal  benefit  only  is  given  to  one  of  a  class  to  all  of 
whom  a  substantial  benefit  was  intended. 

§3170.  (3113.)  (3101.)  Consent  of  trustees  to  marriage.  Where  marriage 
is  required  to  be  by  consent  of  trustees,  and  from  any  corrupt  or  insuf- 

ficient motive  such  consent  is  withheld,  equity  will  compel  a  consent, 
•or  give  relief  as  if  such  consent  was  had. 

§3171.  (3114.)  (3102.)  In  cases  of  no  discretion,  or  discretion  abused.     In 
all  cases  where  no  discretion  is  allowed,  or  the  discretion  allowed  is 
abused,  equity  has  jurisdiction  to  compel  a  faithful  execution  of  the 
power. 

On  this  doctrine  :  26  Ga.,  310.  When  a  Court  of  equity  will  not  interfere,  where 
the  beneficiaries  sell  or  convey  the  fruits  of  the  power:  55  Ga.,  420. 

General  Note  on  Chapter  X.— 1  St.  Eq.,  §g94,  98,  169-177,  257;  2  Sudg.  Pow..  7th 
•ed.,  88-175;  Toilet  vs.  Toilet,  1  White  &  Tudor  L.  C,  (s.  p.)  155;  Harding  vs.  Glyn,  2 
White  &  Tudor  L.  C,  Part  II.,  (s.  p.)  685  ;  Aleyn  vs.  Belcher,  1  White  &  Tudor  L.  C, 

<s.  p.)  251;  2  Wash.  Real  Pr.,  589-628;  Tudor's  Lead.  Cas.  on  Real  Pr.  ;  Bigelow 
Fraud,  132 ;  Kerr  on  Fraud  and  Mistake,  267,  441  et  seq. ;  2  Perry  Trusts,  ̂ 496-519.  Ac- 

cident or  mistake  in  execution  of:  §3128. 
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CHAPTER  X. 

OF    FRAUD. 

Section. 

317-2.  Jurisdiction  over  fraud. 
3173.  Actual  and  constructive. 
3174.  Misrepresentation. 
3175.  Suppression  of  the  truth. 
3176.  Frauds  not  by  words 
3177.  Confidential  relations. 

Section. 
3178.  Annulling  deeds,  judgments,  etc. 
3179.  Inadequacy  of  consideration,  etc. 
3180.  Surprise. 
31H1.  Fraudulent  trade-marks,  etc. 
3182.  Marriage  brokerage  bonds. 

§3172  (3115.)  (3103.)  Jurisdiction  over  fraud.  In  all  cases  of  fraud 

(except  fraud  in  the  execution  of  a  will,11)  equity  has  concurrent  juris- diction with  the  Courts  of  law. 

Stated:  2  Ga.,  304;  9/532.  If  Court  of  equity  obtains  jurisdiction  of  fraud  it  will 
retain  it:  30  Ga.,  300;  43/583.  Courts  of  equity  more  readily  act  on  presumption  of 
fraud  from  facts  proven  at  law  :  31  Ga.,  150.  Section  cited  and  construed  :  58  Ga.,  14, 
402.     Information  against  a  corporation  for  fraud  :  54  Ga.,  637. 

al  St.  Eq.,  §§184,  440;  1  Williams'  Executors,  5th  ed.,  341. 

§3173.  (3116.)  (3104.)  Actual  and  constructive  fraud.  Fraud  may  be- 
5§263i,  2751  actual  or  constructive.  Actual  fraud  consists  in  any  kind  of  artifice  by 

which  another  is  deceived.  Constructive  fraud  consists  in  any  act  of 
omission  or  commission  contrary  to  legal  or  equitable  duty,  trust  or 
confidence  justly  reposed,  which  is  contrary  to  good  conscience  and 
operates  to  the  injury  of  another.  The  former  implies  moral  guilt ;. 
the  latter  may  be  consistent  with  innocence. 

Referring  to  and  construing  this  section:  52  Ga.,  200.  Constructive  and  actual 
fraud:  52  Ga.,  451;  53/272;  55/147,  150,  485. 

Kerr  on  Fraud  and  Mistake,  41  et  seq. ;  notes  to  sections, in  margin. 

§3174.  (3117.)  (3105.)  Misrepresentation.  Misrepresentation  of  a  ma- 
terial fact  made  willfully  to  deceive,  or  recklessly  without  knowledge,, 

and  acted  on  by  the  opposite  party,  or  if  made  by  mistake  and  inno- 
cently, and  acted  on  by  the  opposite  party,  constitutes  legal  fraud. 

Stated  :  6  Ga.  453  ;  59/113.  May  be  by  acts  as  well  as  words,  whether  knowledge  or 
not,  of  the  falsity  of  the  misrepresentation  :  9  Ga.,  430.  Section  cited  and  construed: 
45  Ga.,  100-104.  Where  made  innocently  by  mistake  of  material  fact:  45  Ga.,  13; 
36/648  ;  14/384.  But  does  not  affect  if  representations  not  heard  or  acted  on,  and 
where  it  relieves  donor  :  17  Ga.,  515.  No  rescission  of  contract  of  sale  for  misrepre- 

sentation unless  applied  for  in  reasonable  time,  and  no  opportunity  to  discover  it :  19 
Ga.,  448;  34/339-341.  Courts  of  equity  will  not  relieve  where  parties  have  been  in- 

cautious:  20  Ga.,  242.  Fraud  is  a  question  for  the  jury:  38  Ga.,  216.  Misrepresenta- 
tion of  law  by  brother-in-law  :  45  Ga.,  588.  Section  referred  to  and  construed  :  64  Ga., 

574.  Where  no  defense,  party  having  an  opportunity  to  examine  for  himself  :  53  Ga^, 
601  ;  42/499-500.  Where  opportunity  to  ageni.  to  examine,  and  no  fraudulent  repre- 

sentations really :  47  Ga.,  101.  False  representations  used  in  the  sale  of  a  mule :  47 
Ga.,  273.  Not  such  a  misrepresentation  of  a  material  fact  as  to  avail:  45  Ga.,  141. 
As  to  showing  knowledge  of  the  fraud  to  fix  time  from  which  statute  of  limitations- 
would  run  :  45  Ga.,  456.  Fraudulent  representations  as  to  boundary  of  land  plead 
against  suit  for  the  purchase  money:  44  Ga.,  237.  False  representations  to  obtain 
credit:  45  Ga.,  214.  Fraudulent  representation  as  to  spoons  being  silver,  may  ten- 

der them  back  and  sue  for  their  price  :  45  Ga.,  222.  As  to  what  necessary  to  a  waiver 
of  fraudulent  representation :  47  Ga.,  26.  Where  led  by  the  other  party  not  to  inves- 

tigate as  to  fraudulent  representations:  57  Ga.,  129. 

52958 

2635. 

1  St.  Eq.,  §191  et  seq. 
to  §2642. 

Kerr  on  Fraud  and  Mistake,  53  et  seq      In  sale  of  land  :  Note' 

§3175.  (3118.)  (3106.)  Suppression  of  the  truth.  Suppression  of  a  fact 
material  to  be  known,  and  which  the  party  is  under  an  obligation  to 
communicate,  constitutes  fraud.  The  obligation  to  communicate  may 
arise  from  the  confidential  relations  of  the  parties,  or  from  the  particu- 

lar circumstances  of  the  case. 

Section  referred  to  and  construed  :  55  Ga.,  147-150;  see  also,  52  Ga.,.  451. 
1  St.  Eq.,  §§204-220;  2  Sp.  Eq.,  765. 
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§3176.  (3119.)  (3107.)  Fraud,  how  consummated.     Fraud  may  be  con- §2966* 
summated  by  signs,  or  tricks,  or  through  agents  employed  to  deceive, 
or  any  other  unfair  way  used  to  cheat  another. 

Stated:.. 6  Ga.,  458;  9/430. 

§3177.  (3120.)  (3108.  Confidential  relations.  Any  relations  shall  be  §1903. 
deemed  confidential  arising  from  nature  or  created  by  law,  or  resulting 
from  contracts,  where  one  party  is  so  situated  as  to  exercise  a  controll- 

ing influence  over  the  will,  conduct  and  interest  of  another ;  or  where, 
from  similar  relation  of  mutual  confidence  the  law  requires  the  utmost 
good  faith,  such  as  partners,  principal  and  agent,  etc. 

Confidential  relation  as  of  guardian  to  ward :  6  Ga.,  419.  Executors  purchas- 
ing at  their  own  sales:  12  Ga.,  594;  8/237.  Administrators  purchasing  at  their 

own  sales:  22  Ga.,  637.  Trustee  purchasing- estate  of  as  cestui  que  trust  voidable: 
30Ga.,780.  Guardian,  34  Ga.,  552.  Where  persons  standing  in  confidential  relations 
could  not  be  purchasers  :  31  Ga.,  556.  Section  referred  to:  63  Ga.,  588  ;  see  section  364 
and  note.     Misstatement  of  point  of  law  by  brother-in-law  :  45  Ga.r  585. 

15  Am.  D.,  572,  n  ;  Cooley  Torts,  508-530  ;  1  St.  Eq.,  §309  et  seg. ;  Kerr  on  Fraud  and 
Mistake,  143-195;  Huguenin  vs.  Baseley,  2  White  &  Tudor  L.  C,  Part  IE,  (s.  p.)  406; 
Fox  vs.  Macreth,  1  White  &  Tudor  L.  C,  (s.  p.)  72;  Bigelow  on  Fraud,  190  ;  1  Jarman 
Wills,  138.  Parent:  1  St.  Eq.,  §309  ;  8  How.,  183.  Grandfather  and  grandchild  :  31 
Am.  P.,  428.  Guardian:  1  St.  Eq.,  £§317-320;  25  Ana.  R.,  718  ;  voluntary  adjustment 
between:  25  Am.  R.,  718  ;  equitable  wardship  :  29  Am.  R.,  547;  minor  and  persons 
in  loco  parentis :  30  Am.  R.,  577.  Confidential  advisers  and  ministers:  2Gif.r246;  St. 
Eq.,  §319.  Husband  and  wife:  See  general  note  on  subject.  Solicitor:  1  St.  Eq., 
§§310-313  ;  Weeks  on  Attorneys,  §§268-282 ;  Ewell  Evans'  Agency,  286-297.  Physician  : 
1  St.  Eq.,  §315;  33  Am.  R.,  736,  nv  Agent:  1  St.  Eq.,  §315  ;  notes  to  §2186.  Directors 
of  corporation:  Ewell  Evans'  Agency,  138r  Trustee:  1  St.  Eq.,  321.  Partner:  Code, 
§1903.— See  notes  to  |2666. 

§3178.  (3121.)  (3109.)  Fraud  annuls  deeds,  judgments,  etc.     Fraud  will  §§2893, 3129*, 
authorize  a  Court  of  equity  to  annul  conveyances,*  however  solemnly 3595' 4243' 
executed,  and  to  relieve  against  awards,  judgments  and  decreesb  obtained 
by  imposition. 

Section  referred  to  and  construed:  45  Ga.,  103-4.  A  deed  set  aside  in  hands  of 
third  person  cognizant  of  the  original  fraud:  54  Ga.,  206.  Enjoined:  41  Ga.,  617. 

Same  in  regard  to  judgment:  45  Ga.,  141  ;' 57/44;  7/404;  3/435:  48/648  ;  52/248.  Sec- tion cited  in  reference  to  fraudulent  deed:  61  Ga.,  631. 

aKerr  on  Fraud  and  M.,  187;  see  general  note  on  Deeds,  following  §2701,  and  notes 
to  §2735  et  seq. ;  11  How.,  1 ;  17/43 ;  2  0.r  101 ;  4/506.  *>Bill  of  review  in  such  cases  :  7 
Pet.,  222 ;  22  How.,  282 ;  2  O.,  454;  20  Am.  D.,  160-175,  n. 

§3179.  (3122.)  (3110.)  Inadequacy  of  consideration.     Great  inadequacy  §§2647, 2742, 

of  consideration,  joined  with  great  disparity  of  mental  ability  in  con-  319°- 
tracting  a  bargain,  may  justify  a  Court  of  equity  in  setting  aside  a 
sale  or  other  contract. 

Mere  inadequacy  of  consideration  :  6  Ga..  524.  Where  imbecility  of  mind  and  in- 
adequacy of  consideration:  31  Ga.,  512.  Setting  aside  a  settlement  where  inequality 

from  old  age,  undue  influence,  etc.:  41  Ga.,  271-273.  Delay  in  asserting  rights :. 
55  Ga.,  485.  -.   .  *     . 

1  St.  Eq.,  §244  et  seq.;  15  Am.  D.,  572,  n. 

§3180.  (3123.)  (3111.)  Surprise.  Anything  which  happens  without 
the  agency  or  fault  of  the  party  affected  by  it,  tending  to  disturb  and 
confuse  the  judgment,  or  to  mislead  him,  and  of  which  the  opposite 
party  takes  an  undue  advantage,  is  in  equity  a  surprise,  and  one  spe- 

cies of  fraud  for  which  relief  is  granted. 

Where  defendant  entrapped  by  plaintiff's  counsel  without  his  fault:  6  Ga.,  177. 
Surprise:  14  Ga.,  384;  41/478.482. 

Bigelow  Fraud,  136 ;  Kerr  on  Fraud  and  Mistake,  137-189.  • 

§3181.  (3124.)  (3112.)  Fraudulent  trade-marks,  etc.     Any   attempt  to  &<*^>*^  £&&6>- 
encroach  upon  the  business  of  a  trader,  or  other  person,  by  the  use  of  fa-*-*e^£&*  /?  J* 
similar  trade-marks,  names,  or  devices,  with  the  intention  of  deceiving     .  -^       /  S 
and  misleading  the  public,  is  a  fraud  for  which  equity  grants  relief. 

In  case  of  patent  medicine  :  42  Ga.,  91. 
Sedg.  L.  C.  Dam.,  716;  Pollock  on  Partnership,  14;  High  Inj.,  §672;  Bigelow  L.  a 

Torts,  66  ;  2  Tudor  L.  C,  568-595  ;  13  Wall.,  311 ;  10  0.,  82,  617  ;  11/51 ;  25  Am.  R.,  191- 
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195,  n  ;  23/27,  n  ;  12/410,  n ;  9/331.  n  ;  name  of  publication  :  33  Am.  R,  335,  n ;  in  letters 
of  alphabet:  34  Am.  R.,  593,  n;  fancy  name:  37  Am.  R.,  594,  n;  figures:  37  Am.  R., 
365,  n. 

§3182.  (3125.)  (3113.)  Marriage  brokerage  bonds.     The  policy  of  the 
§1698.         law  being  opposed  equally  to  restrictions  on  marriage,  and  to  mar- 

riages not  the  result  of  free  choice,  all  contracts  or  bonds  made  with  a 
view  to  trammel  or  to  force  marriage,  are  deemed  fraudulent  and  void. 

1  St.  Eq.,  §260  et  seq. ;  Kerr  on  Fraud  and  M.,  220  ;  3  Add.  Contr.,  §1349.  Restraint 
on  marriage  :  See  notes  to  §1698  ;  1  St.  Eq.,  §§274-28  3 ;  Scott  vs.  Tyler,  2  White  &  Tudor 
L.  C,  parti.,  (s.  p.)  89. 

[Section  (3126)  repealed  by  Constitution  of  1868,  Article  VII.,  sec- tion 2.] 

General  Note. — False  representation  of  title  by  vendor  to  vendee :  2  Ga.,  442.  As  to 
quantity  and  value  of  lands  where  opportunity  to  look  into  and  delay  before  rescission  : 
19  Ga.,  448.  Misrepresentation  where  mere  matter  of  opinion,  and  open  to  inquiry  :  20 
Ga.,  654.  Opportunity  to  investigate,  and  yet  relying  on  statements  only  :  20  Ga.,  242. 
Not  avoided  for  false  assertion  of  productiveness,  must  have  been  precaution  and  ap- 

plication for  rescission  :  26  Ga.,  362.  Parol  evidence  of  fraud:  25  Ga.,  537:  5/341-373. 
How  must  be  alleged:  5  Ga.,  400;  6/590.  Only  where  fraud:  15  Ga.,  176.  No  fraud 

if  done  in  pursuance  of  an  agreement :  9  Ga.,  137;  29/40;  44/259.  Agent's  fraud  ad- 
missible against  principal :  26  Ga.,  537.  Parol  evidence  admitted  under  allegations  of 

fraud  in  the  bill :  39  Ga.,  479.  Sufficient  charges  of  fraud  in  a  bill:  14  Ga.,715.  To 
obtain  injunction  for  fraud  must  be  specific  acts  of  fraud  charged :  38  Ga.,  644.  So 

in  bill  to  set  aside  Sheriff's  sale  :  38,Ga.,  512.  So  as  to,  interfering  with  a  corporation 
by  appointment  of  a  receiver:  41  Ga.,  454.  Fraud  no^f  presumed  at  law,  but  may  be proved  from  circumstances :  8  Ga.,  258.  Frautl  and  damage  must  concur  to  require 
relief  from:  11  Ga.,  402;  14/316;  32/173;  44/237;  25/244;  23/354.  Capacity  of  surety 
considered  in  regard  to  fraud  in  procuring  suretyship  :  27  Ga.,  444.  Injunction  should 
be  sustained  for  fraud  of  an  administrator  :  41  Ga.,  314.  Statute  does  not  run  against 
fraud  in  equity  until  its  discovery  :  8  Ga.,  511 ;  41/171.  There  must  be  no  negligence 
for  equity  to  interfere  for  fraud:  43  Ga.,  278.  Where  remedy  at  law  not  adequate, 
and  injunction  necessary  against  alleged  fraud:  44  Ga.,  152.  But  no  injunction  for 
untruth  or  breach  of  warranty  :  44  Ga.,  166-7.  Participants  in  fraud,  and  as  to  waiver 
•of:  47  Ga.,  24,  Where  it  would  be  fraud  to  enforce  mortgage:  52  Ga.,  183.  Where 
could  not  open  account  for  fraud :  63  Ga.,  373.  Injunction  properly  refused  where 
no  insolvency  and  fraud  denied:  48  Ga.,  346.  Award  under  Act  of  1856  only  im- 

peached for  fraud  in  arbitrators:  61  Ga.,  163;  29/362.  Law  and  equity  concurrent 
jurisdiction  of  fraud,  and  one  first  taking  cognizance  retains  it:  30  Ga.,  305;  2/304. 
Inadequacy  of  consideration  and  imbecility  indicating  fraud  :  31  Ga.,  512.  Judgment 
in  attachment  set  aside  on  issue  suggesting  fraud :  3  Ga.,  140.  When  purchase  from 
debtor  by  creditor  not  fraudulent :  50  Ga.,  213.  Rumors  not  evidence  of  fraud — as  to 
secrecy:  52  Ga.,  633.  Where  there  should  have  been  a  finding  on  the  charge  of  fraud 
to  make  a  legal  decree:  55  Ga.,  667.  Ignorance  where  enough  to  prompt  inquiry  of 
fraud,  will  not  prevent  statute  of  limitations  running:  56  Ga.,  161;  60/449.  Where 
A.  sells  goods  to  B.  to  defraud  A.'s  creditors,  law  will  not  aid- him  to  collect :  55  Ga., 
262.  Continuous  possession  by  debtor  as  a  badge  of  fraud  :  57  Ga.,  355.  Fraudulent 
title  in  vendee  protected  in  bona  fide  purchaser  without  notice  from  him:  57  Ga.,  172. 

General  Note  on  Fraud. — Composition  deeds:  1  St.  Eq.,  §378;  2  Sp.  Eq., 
356-360;  note  following  $1952.  Illegal  contracts:  See  notes  on  $2749  et  seq.  Inca- 

pacity of  parties  to  contracts  ;  weak-minded  persons :  1  St.  Eq.,  $$234-238 ;  drunkards : 
1  St.  Eq.,  $$230-232.  Contract  of  habitiual  drunkard  is  presumptively  fraudulent,  and 
•can  only  be  supported  by  evidence  of  fair  consideration  and  dealing:  25  Am.  R.,  595. 
See  notes  to  $2735  et  seq.  Misrepresentations  on  sale  of  land  :  Note  to  $2642.  Prom- 

ise to  intending-  testator :  General  note  on  Wills.  Effect  of  fraud  or  mistake  on 
subscription  by  stockholder:  Thompson  L.  S.,  $$142-156. 

CHAPTER  XL 

OF    PARTITION. 

Section. 
3183.  Partition. 
3184.  Passing  title. 

Section. 
3185.  Moulding  decree. 

§3183.  (3127.)  (3115.)  Partition.  Equity  has  jurisdiction  in  cases  of 
partition  whenever  the  remedy  at  law  is  insufficient,  or  peculiar  circum- 

stances render  the  proceeding  in  equity  more  suitable  and  just. 
More  extensive  powers  of  Court  of  equity  than  a  Court  of  law  in  matters  of  parti- 

tion :  14  Ga.,  522.     When  equity's  jurisdiction  ousted  by  remedy  at  law:    9  Ga.,  1; 
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17/124.  When  partition  the  remedy  on  mistaken  purchase  by  trustee  :  56  Ga.,  649-652. 
Injunction  of  levy  and  sale  under  foreclosure  of  mortgage  until  partition  between  ten- 

ants in  common :  57Ga.,32,  Application  by  minors  for  partition  of  lands:  43  Ga., 

329.  An  analogous  proceeding  to  partition  in  reference  to  a  corporation's  lands:  61 
Ga.,  467. 

§3184.  (3128.)  (3116.)  Decree  passes  title.  The  decree  on  a  proceeding 
to  partition  shall  pass  the  title  without  the  execution  of  any  convey- 

ances by  the  parties. 

Where  no  decree  for  partition  could  be  made :  54  Ga.,  96-97. 

§3185.  (3129.)  (3117.)  Moulding  decree.  The  Court  will  mould  its  de- 
cree, in  every  case,  to  meet  the  general  justice  and  equity  of  each 

person  entitled,  and  in  its  discretion,  may  postpone  or  deny  either  a 
partition  or  a  sale,  if  it  shall  appear  that  the  present  or  prospective  in- 

terest of  each  tenant  may  not  be  protected  thereby. 
Decree  should  conform  to  the  verdict,  and  what  it  should  define :  55  Ga.,  243.  Sec- 

tion referred  to  :  57  Ga.,  35. 

General  Note. — In  bill  for  partition  it  is  not  necessary  that  complainant's  title  to 
the  property  should  be  fully  set  out:  14  Ga  ,  521.  Where  equity  could  afford  more 
adequate  relief  by  partition  than  Court  of  law:  13  Ga.,  425;  37/1.  When  equity  will 
decree  partition  of  lands:  8  Ga.,  91;  42/96.  Bill  for,  between  tenants  in  common 
where  title  and  amounts  of  several  interests  complicated:  56  Ga.,  192-195.  Where  not 
such  title  in  applicant  as  would  authorize  partition:  54  Ga.,  96-98.  A  sufficient  dis- 

posing of  issues  in  a  verdict  for :  55  Ga.,  243.     A  case  peculiarly  for  equity  :  56  Ga.,  652. 

The  Act  of  1854,  pp.  59-60,  gave  to  the  Chancellor  jurisdiction  in  vacation,  over  ap- 
plications for  division  of  trust  property  ;  is  this  part  of  the  Act  (not  codified  in  1863,)) 

still  in  force? — Subject  treated  :  1  St.  Eq..  $6§0  et  seg. ;  Agar  vs.  Fairfax;  2  White  & 
Tudor  L.  C,  Par'  I.,  (s.  p.)  329. 

CHAPTER  XII. 

OF    SPECIFIC    PERFORMANCE. 

Section. 
3186.  When  decreed. 
3187.  Parol  contract  to  land. 
3188.  Of  personalty. 
3189   Voluntary  and  gratuitous  promise. 

Section. 
3190.  Inadequacy. 
3191.  Ability  of  complainant  to  comply. 
3192.  Damages  lor  breach. 

§3186.  (3130.)  (3118.)  Specific  performance,  when  decreed.  Specific  per- 
formance of  a  contract  (if  within  the  power  of  the  party),  will  be  de- 

creed, generally,  whenever  the  damages  recoverable  at  law  would  not 
be  an  adequate  compensation  for  the  non-performance. 

Where  such  a  part  performance  that  it  would  be  a  fraud  to  refuse  it:  30  Ga.,  96; 
14/241.  Adequate  remedy  at  law:  32  Ga.,  550.  Generally  in  the  discretion  of  the 
Court,  but  here  the  power  is  in  the  jury,  under  evidence  and  charge  of  the  Court :  17 
Ga.,  15  ;  53/580.  When  it  would  be  as  much  obligatory  for  equity  to  decree  specific  per- 

formance as  to  give  damages  at  law :  48  Ga.,  404 ;  55/438  ;  51/47.  Court  of  equity  here  can- 
not compel  a  corporation  to  go  into  a  foreign  State  and  specifically  execute  a  contract : 

58  Ga.,  523.  Equity  decreeing  specific  performance  on  payment  of  principal  and  legal 
interest :  59  Ga.,  546.  Specific  performance  decreed  of  parol  promise  to  accept  a  draft : 
60  Ga.,  646.     Chancellor  cannot  in  vacation  decree  specific  performance:  60  Ga.,  233. 

§3187.  (3131.)  (3119.)  Parol  contract  for  land.  The  specific  perform-  §1951,  (8)> 
ance  of  a  parol  contract  as  to  land,  will  be  decreed  if  the  defendant  ad- 

mits the  contract,  or  if  it  be  so  far  executed  by  the  party  seeking  re- 
lief, and  at  the  instance,  or  by  the  inducements  of  the  other  party, 

that  if  the  contract  be  abandoned,  he  cannot  be  restored  to  his  former 
position.  Full  payment  alone,  accepted  by  the  vendor,  or  partial  pay- 

ment, accompanied  with  possession,  or  possession  alone,  with  valu- 
able improvements,  if  clearly  proved  in  each  case  to  be  done  with 

reference  to  the  parol  contract,  will  be  sufficient  part  performance  to 
justify  a  decree. 

Terms  of  contract  should  be  precisely  stated  and  made  out:  5  Ga.,  341;  17/559; 
63/723.     Where  bill  for  specific  performance,  and  defendant  has  sold  the  land,  Court. 
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may  decree  damages :  6Ga.,589;  9/77.  Where  statute  of  fraud  should  be  set  up  by- 
defendant,  in  answer  admitting  contract :  8  Ga.,  457.  Where  same  rule  as  to  refusal  to 
decree  an  account  on,  because  of  statute  of  frauds,  would  app'y  to  specific  perform- 

ance:  15  Ga.,  445.  Specific  performance  of  parol  contract  as  to  second  bridge  when 
first  bridge  swept  away  :  14  Ga.,  1.  When  agreement  denied  by  answer  may  be  set  up 
by  aliunde  proof :  17  Ga.,558.  Purchase,  payment  of  consideration,  taking  possession 
and  improvements  relieve  parol  agreement  from  statute  of  frauds :  33  Ga  ,  9 ;  27/125-6. 
Specific  performance  of  agreement  between  father  and  son  as  to  land  to  be  willed  son  :  28 
Ga.,  63;  23/431.  The  contract  and  consideration  must  be  established  with  certainty, 
and  that  it  was  paid  in  pursuance  of  contract :  45  Ga.,  175.  A  bill  with  equity  in  it 
by  married  woman  against  her  brother  for  specific  performance  of  agreement :  29  Ga., 
67.  Such  part  performance  as  would  be  a  fraud  not  to  have  entire  performance :  30 
Ga.,  96.  Full  payment  alone,  or  part  payment  with  possession,  or  possession  alone 
with  valuable  improvements  :  51  Ga.,  202.  Part  payment  with  possession  sufficient  for 
specific  performance  :  55  Ga.,  198.  Where  the  act  is  in  pursuance  of  the  contract,  on 
the  faith  of  it  and  induced  by  it:  51  Ga.,  77.  Marriage  not  such  part  performance  as 
required  under  this  section:  54  Ga.,  681.  Gift  of  land,  if  not  in  writing,  there  must 

be  substantial  improvements  of  land  by  donee,  or  continuous  seven  years'  possession, incase  of  father  and  child:  59  Ga.,  137  ;  54/624.  Where  on  payment  of  principal  and 
legal  interest,  entitled  to  specific  performance  :  59  Ga.,  547. 

Lester  vs.  Foxcroft ;  1  White  &  Tudor  L.  C,  (s.  p.)  507.  Part  performance  :  27  Am. 
D.,  745;  6  0.,  580;  32  Am.  D.,  198,  n;  2  Add.  Contr.,  §511. 

§3188.  (3132.)  (3120.)  Of  personalty.  Any  good  reason,  in  equity  and 
good  conscience,  why  the  complainant  should  have  the  possession  of 
specific  personalty  to  which  he  has  title,  will  sustain  a  bill  for  specific 
performance  or  delivery,  and,  unless  rebutted  by  other  equitable  rea- 

sons, will  justify  a  decree.  The  jury,  in  such  cases,  may  decree  either 
damages  or  specific  delivery. 

Section  referred  to  and  construed:  48  Ga.,  404-405.  When  not  decreed  as  to  breach 
of  personal  contract  not  irreparable  in  damages:  18  Ga.,  473.  Where  it  will  be  decreed  as 
to  personalty  being  no  remedy  by  damages:  41  Ga.,  326. 

Cuddee  vs.  Rutter ;  1  White  <fe  Tudor's  L.  C,  (s.  p.)  520.  Specific  delivery  up  of 
chattels,  such  as  heirlooms  :  1  White  &  Tudor's  L.  C,  (Duke  of  Somerset  vs.  Cookson,) 
(s.  p.),  530. 

§3189.  (3133.)  (3121.)   Voluntary  promises.     It  will  not  be  decreed  of 
§§3088, 3116.  a  voluntary  agreement,  or  merely  gratuitous  promise.     If,  however, 

possession  of  lands  has  been  given  under  such  agreement,  upon  a  mer- 
itorious* consideration,  and  valuable  improvements  made  upon  the  faith 

thereof,  equity  will  decree  the  performance  of  the  agreement. 
Stated  in  :  33  Ga.,  9,  Section  referred  to  and  construed  with  reference  to  character 

of  improvements:  54  Ga.,  624, 

"Voluntary  agreements:  Ellison  vs.  Ellison  ;  1  White  &  Tudor  L.  C,  (s.  p.)  167  ;  23 Am.  D.,  423-431,  n.  Parol  gift  of  land:  8  Am.  R.,665;  22/57;  5/556;  9  Wal.,  1;  a2 

Sp.  Eq.,  288,  290;  3  D,  and  J.,  186;  23  Am.  D.,  423-431.      ;' 
§3190.  (3134.)  (3122.)  Inadequacy  of  price.  Mere  inadequacy  of  price, 

§§2647, 2742,  though  not  sufficient  to  rescind  a  contract,  may  justify  a  Court  in  re- 
5179-  fusing  to  decree  a  specific  performance;  so  also  any  other  fact  showing 

the  contract  to  be  unfair  or  unjust,  or  against  good  conscience. 
Stated  :  19  Ga.,  565  ;  39/511 ;  43/83.  Mere  inadequacy  of  price  alone  no  ground  for 

relief:  6  Ga.,  516;  19/471.  But  with  other  suspicious  circumstances  may  indicate 
fraud:  9  Ga.,  60.  And  with  other  circumstances  indicating  the  contract  was  unfair 
prevent  decreeing  specific  performance  :  46  Ga.,  139;  60/241;  51/63. 

Kerr  on  Fraud  and  Mistake,  186;  15  Am.  D.,  299-304,  n. 

§3191.  (3135.)  (3123.)  Ability  of  complainant  to  comply.  The  vendor, 
seeking  specific  performance  must  show  an  ability  to  comply  substan- 

tially with  his  contract  in  every  part,  and  as  to  all  the  property ;  but 
a  want  of  title,  or  other  inability  as  to  part,  will  not  be  a  good  answer 
to  the  vendee  seeking  performance,  who  is  willing  to  accept  title  to  the 
part  receiving  compensation  for  the  other.  If  the  defects  in  the  ven- 

dor's title  be  trifling,  or  comparatively  small,  equity  will  decree,  at  his 
instance,  granting  compensation  for  such  defects. 

9  Wh.,  290  ;  17  How.,  340;  see  notes  to  §2643. 
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§3192. _.  (3136.)  (3124.)  Damages  for  breach.  If,  for  any  cause,  the  spe- 
cific performance  is  impossible,  or  the  vendee  declines  to  accept  a  per- 

formance in  part,  the  Court  may  proceed  to  assess  damages  for  the 
breach  of  the  contract. 

Where  party  lias  sold  the  property  so  as  to  prevent  specific  performance,  damages 
may  be  recovered  :  6  Ga.,  591. 

General  Note — Where  no  bill  could  be  sustained  against  father's  representative  by 
his  son:  12  Ga.,  202.  Enforced  because  of  part  performance  :  14  Ga.,  238.  To  turnover 
•choses  in  action  for  indemnity:  17  Ga.,  177.  Where  necessarily,  equity  will  decree 

performance  in  regard  to  sale  of  lands  :  20  Ga.,  142,  48/402.  Where  assignees  of  con- 
tract might  have  specific  performance  :  21  Ga.,  183.  Where  decreed  as  to  land  held 

under  title  bond :  21  Ga.,  403.  Decreed  as  to  father's  representative,  to  his  son  :  23  Ga., 
431.  As  to  parties  to  bill  for  specific  performance  :  29  Ga.,  628.  Possession  of  land 
under  contract  for  rent  not  part  performance  of  purchase  :  33  Ga.,  136,  Suplt.  As  be- 

tween son-in-law  and  father-in-law:  31  Ga.,  295.  Specific  performance  of  an  assign- 
ment to  pay  debts:  32  Ga.,  257.  Where  adequate  remedy  at  law  equity  will  not  decree 

specific  performance  :  32  Ga.,  550.  Assignee  of  bond  for  title  may  be  compelled  in 
■equity  to  perform  his  contract :  35  Ga.,  258.  Where  assignee  could  not  claim  specific 
performance  :  40  Ga.,  457.  Parol  contract  to  land  s.hould  be  clearly  made  out:  17  Ga., 
15,  559.  Defense  to  incapacity  of  party  to  contract,  settled  by  verdict  of  jury:  43  Ga., 
79 ;  43/365.  Where  jurisdiction  for  specific  performance,  also  of  all  correlative  mat- 

ters besides  :  43  Ga.,  356.  Gross  inadequacy  of  consideration  a  reason  why  equity  will 
not  decree  specific  performance  of  parol  contract  for  land:  39  Ga.,  511.  No  bill  to 
•compel  erection  of  stock  gaps  or  bridges,  deed  of  right  of  way  having  no  such  pro- 

visions :  50  Ga.,  211.  As  to  costs  against  defendant :  61  Ga.,  626.  That  vendor  remain- 
ing in  possession  did  not  prevent  his  calling  on  defendant  for  specific  performance  :  65 

'Ga.,  652-3.  Specific  performance  of  signature  of  a  deed  :  Story  vs.  Weaver,  Pamphlt., 
February,  1881,  p.  18. 

General  Note  on  Chapter  XII. — What  certainty  requisite:  26  Am.  D.,  661-671,  n  : 
5  0.,  200.— Subject  treated  :  2  St.  Eq.,  §§712-793  ;  2  Sp.  Eq.,  281  ;  Cadder  vs.  Rutter ; 
1  White  &  Tudor  L.  C,  (s.  p.)  520;  Lester  vs.  Foxcroft,  lb.,  (s.  p.)  507;  Woollam  vs. 
Hearn;  2  White  &  Tudor  L.  C,  (s.  p.)  355;  Seton  vs.  Slade,  lb.,  Part  II.,  (s.  p.)  377; 
Penn  vs.  Lord  Baltimore,  lb.,  Part  II. ,  (s.  p.)  664;  Adams  Eq.,  (s.  p.)  77. 

CHAPTER  XIII. 

OF    TRUSTS    AND    TRUSTEES. 

Section. 
3193.  Trusts. 
3194.  Resulting  trusts. 
3195.  Court  will  appoint  trustee. 

Section. 
3196.  Limitation  of  actions. 
3197.  Relief  granted. 

§3193.  (3137.)  (3125.)  Trusts.  Trusts  of  every  kind,  not  generally 
cognizable  at  law,  are  peculiar  subjects  of  equity  jurisdiction. 

Cestui  que  trusts  need  not  be  parties  to  a  bill  filed  by  executor  for  purpose  of  execut- 
ing trusts  in  a  will :  5  Ga.,  301. "  Equity  has  jurisdiction  to  compel  trustees  to  account : 

30  Ga.,  777;  8/97.  Trustees  amenable  to  Court  of  Chancery  for  faithful  discharge  of 
their  trust :  23  Ga.,  31 ;  34/438.  Section  referred  to  as  general  to  jurisdiction  of  equity 
over  trusts:  64  Ga.,  123. 

§3194.  (3138.)  (3126.)  Resulting  trusts.  Whenever  the  circumstances  §§2312,  2316. 
are  such  that  the  person  taking  the  legal  estate,  either  from  fraud  or 
otherwise,  cannot  enjoy  the  beneficial  interest  without  violating  some 
established  principle  of  equity,  the  Court  will  declare  him  a  trustee 

for  the  person  beneficially  entitled,  if  such  person  has  not  waiveda  his 
right  by  subsequent  ratification  or  long  acquiescence.  . 

Implied,  see  :  7  Ga.,  348  ;  8/245,  977  ;  39/479  ;  41/284.  Where  one  buys  land  for  an- 
other and  takes  title  in  his  own  name  there  is  a  resulting  trust  to  the  principal :  30  Ga., 

$6.     Where  equity  will  decree  a  resulting  trust:  31  Ga.,  295. 
2  St.  Eq.,  §1195  et  seq. ;  Harding  vs.  Glynn,  2  White  &  Tudor  L.  C,  Part  II. ,  (s.  p.)  685 ; 

2  Sp.  Eq.,  194  et  seq. ;  notes  to  #§2316,  2667.     a2  Perry  Trusts,  §§854-872  ;  2  Woods,  532. 

§3195.  (3139.)  (3127.)  .Want of  trustee,  A  trust  shall  never  fail  for 
the  want  of  a  trustee. 

Where  Chancellor  will  appoint  some  one  to  carry  out  the  trust:  25  Ga.,  420.  Trust 
estates  shall  not  fail  for  want  of  a  trustee  :  12  Ga.,  195. 
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§3196.  (3140.)  (3128.)  Limitation.     Subsisting  trusts,  cognizable  only 
§§2924,  3094.  in  a  Court  of  equity,  are  not  within  the  ordinary  statutes  of  limita-' 

tion ;  but  in  all  cases  equity  will  consider  the  lapse  of  time  in  decree- 
ing an  account,  and  where,  from  it  and  other  circumstances,  it  would 

be  inequitable,  any  relief  will  be  refused. 
Where  no  bar  to  express  trusts  created  by  deed  or  will:  3  Ga.,  383  :  8/97  ;  11/259. 

Technical  continuing  trusts  not  affected  by  statutes  of  limitations,  11  Ga.,  195;  8/487  ;.. 
7/154;  23/435.  As  to  accounting  :  11  Ga..  63:  13/165;  33/520:  30/777;  32/681;  37/205; 
39/534.  Trustee  combining  with  third  person  both  liable  to  account:  14  Ga.,  342.  Sec- 

tion referred  to :  59Ga.,829. 

2  Perry  Tr.,  §§854-872  ;  12  Am.  D.,  372  ;  8/491 ;  11/441;  17  Wal.,  336;  17  Pet.,  127  ; 
10/177  ;  3  How.,  333  ;  1/134.  Neither  lapse  of  time  nor  any  defense  analogous  to  the 

statute  of  limitations  can  be  set  up  'by  the  trustee  of  an  express  trust,  as  a  defense  to his  liability  to  execute  the  trust :  3  Woods,  351. 

§3197.  (3141.)  (3129.)  Relief  in  cases  of  trust.  The  relief  granted,  in 
cases  of  trust,  will  always  be  so  moulded  and  framed  as  to  render  the 
trust  effectual,  and  secure  the  best  interests  of  all  parties. 

Bill  by  cestui  que  trust  to  execute  parol  trust  of  land  :  6  Ga.,  589.  A  trust  must  be- 
on  meritorious  or  valuable  consideration  for  equity  to  execute  it  :  10  Ga.,  471.  As  to 
sale  of  trust  estate  :  19  Ga.,  285.  Proof  of  trust  by  circumstantial  evidence:  26  Ga., 
625.  By  parol  evidence  ;  10  Ga.,  534.  An  executed  trust :  23  Ga.,  484  ;  26/142.  Taking 
an  estate  as  trustees  and  not  as  executors:  33  Ga.,  520.  Where  equity  will  carry  out 
the  trust  taken  by  husband  for  wife  :  35  Ga.,  184.  Persons  liable  as  trustees,  although 
exercising  corporate  powers  :  11  Ga.,  556.  Commissions  of  trustees  :  14  Ga.,  416.  As 
to  control  of  discretion  in  trustees  by  Court  of  equity  :  19  Ga.,  489.  When  Chancery, 
and  not  by  quo  warranto,  made  to  answer  for  alleged  breach  of  trust :  22  Ga.,  539.  As- 
to  sales  by  trustees :  10  Ga.,  429;  24/591.  As  to  trustees  in  case  of  assignment:  10* 
Ga.,  274.  Where  estate  in  trust  created  no  separate  estate  :  19  Ga.,  577.  Property  sold 
under  trust  deed  :  21  Ga.,  439.  As  to  notice  of  trust  to  creditors  :  21  Ga.,  205.  Where 
the  trustee  was  entitled  to  the  possession  of  the  trust  property :  23  Ga.,  172.  When  an 
express  trust  is  a  contingent  one  :  39  Ga.,  628.  Where  one  occupying  a  fiduciary  ca- 

pacity must  account  to  cestui  que  trust :  30  Ga.,  954.  Bill  by  husband  as  trustee  against 
executor  for  possession  of  trust  property  :  32  Ga.,  696.  Bill  for  account  against  trus- 

tee: 32  Ga.,  31.  Waiver  by  consent  of  cestui  que  trust,  with  power  to  do  so  :  40  Ga.r 
262.  Injunction  against  warrant  for  possession  as  to  party  in  under  deed,  to  trustee- 
for  herself  and  children  :  44  Ga.,  153. 

CHAPTER   XIV. 

OF    EXTRAORDINARY    REMEDIES. 

Article  1. — Of  Mandamus,  Quo  Warranto,  and  Prohibition. 
Article  2. — Of  Injunction. 
Article  3. — Of  Ne  Exeat,  and  Quia  Timet. 
Article  4. — Of  Bills  of  Peace  and  Interpleader. 

ARTICLE  I. 

MANDAMUS,    QUO   WARRANTO,    AND    PROHIBITION. 

Section 
3198.  To  enforce  official  duty. 
3199.  Lies  not  for  private  remedy. 
3200.  When  not  granted. 
3201.  Granted  in  vacation. 
3202.  Governor  not  liable. 
3203.  Quo  warranto. 
3204.  Quo  warranto,  when  heard. 

Section. 
3205.  Trial  of  facts,  notice,  etc. 
8206.  Proceedings  in  such  cases. 
3207    Practice  therein.  < 
3208.  Extended  to  other  cases. 
3208.  'a.)  Shall  not  lie  against  Governor. 
3209.  Judgment  shall  dispose  of  books,  etc~ 
3209.  (a.)  Prohibition. 

§3198.  (3142.)  (3130.)  Mandamus  to   enforce  official  duty.     All  official 
duties  should  be  faithfully  fulfilled,  and  whenever,  from  any  cause,  a 
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defect  of  legal  justice  would  ensue  from  a  failure  or  improper  fulfill- 
ment, the  writ  of  mandamus  may  issue  to  compel  a  due  performance, 

if  there  be  no  other  specific  legal  remedy  for  the  legal  rights. 
When  gran  table  :  1  Ga.,  271.  Awarded  to  compel  performance  of  specific  duty: 

5  Ga.,  522.  Mandamus  against  the  County  Treasurer:  9  Ga.,  367;  8/560  ;  33/93,  Suplt. 
When  cannot  be  resisted  :  9  Ga.,  334.  As  to  the  discretion  of  the  Court  as  to  man- 

damus: 4  Ga.,  115,  26.  As  to  bill  of  exceptions:  36  Ga.,  258;  40/467.  As  against  a 
Judge  of  the  Superior  Court:  11  Ga..  305  ;  12/138.  Where  a  clear,  specific,  legal  right, 
and  no  legal  remedy  to  enforce  it:  12  Ga.,  170.  Should  be  demand  and  refusal  before 
mandamus  issues:  15  Ga.,  473.  Against  the  Inferior  Court:  19  Ga.,  97  ;  20/328;  28/121; 
36/398;  23/212.  Ordinary  refusing  appeal,  mandamus  the  remedy:  17  Ga.,  263. 
Against  City  Marshal  to  compel  him  to  perform  his  official  duty:  37  Ga.,  581.  In 
favor  of  a  corpjrator  who  has  a  clear,  legal  right:  38  Ga.,  608.  Not  granted  against 
County  Treasurer  to  compel  payment  of  younger  order:  39  Ga.,  56.  When  the  judi- 

ciary will  not  compel  State  Treasurer  by  mandamus'.  56  Ga.,  674.  Where  it  would 
not  lie  against  a  Sheriff  as  to  his  advertisements:  61  Ga.,  15.  No  mandamus  to  com- 

pel County  Treasurer  to  pay  attorney  fees:  61  Ga.,  284. 

Will  issue  to  compel  performance  by  public  corporation  of  public  duty  not  due  to 
government  as  such  :  28  Am.  R.,  446;  to  compel  exhibition  of  public  records  to  citi- 

zen to  enable  him  to  ascertain  if  law  has  been  observed  :  32  Am.  R.,  219;  8  C.  L.  J., 
495  ;  to  compel  county  to  build  jail :  25  Am.  R.,  461 ;  4  C.  L.  J.,  166.  Will  not  issue  to 
compel  Judge  to  issue  injunction  :  26  Am.  R.,  115.  Against  school  commissioners: 
Note  on  page  271  of  Code.  To  restore  officer  unlawfully  removed  :  12  Am.  D.,  28-31,  n. 
To  compel  payment  of  municipal  bonds:  24  How.,  376;  9  Wall., 409,  415;  5  0.,  360; 
9/582;  12/187;  Bur.  Pub.  Sec,  546-553,  556;  8  C.  L.  J.,  344;  levy  of  tax:  Coolev  Tax., 
514;  1  Woods,  246;  2/230,474,596;  3/535;  6  Wall.,  514,481;  7/313;  4/435;  7  0.,  284. 
Mandamus,  at  suit  of  private  person  to  compel  performance  of  public  duty  :  28  Am.  R., 
448;  1  0.,  343.  Will  not  issue  to  compel  approval  of  official  bond:  23  Am.  R.,  559. 
Elections:  See  note  following  $1334  ;  33  Am.  R.,  175.  Municipal  corporations:  2  Dil- 

lon: $$661-712.  Will  not  lie  to  compel  city  to  open  a  contemplated  street:  26  Am.  R., 
439;  to  select  proper  newspapers  for  advertising:  34  Am.  R.,  500. — Subject  treated: 
HighExtr.  Rem.,  ggl-590 ;  Wells'  Jur.,  ̂ 472-510;  2  Add.  Torts,  ̂ 1481-1524;  Field  on 
Corporations,  $496;  5  C.  L.  J.,  407.     Tapping  on  Mandamus. 

§3199.  (3143.)  (3131.)  Lies  not  as  private  remedy.  Mandamus  does  not 
lie  as  a  private  remedy  between  individuals  to  enforce  private  rights, 
nor  to  a  public  officer  who  has  an  absolute  discretion  to  act  or  not,  un- 

less there  is  a  gross  abuse  of  such  discretion,  but  it  is  not  confined  to 
the  enforcement  of  mere  ministerial  duties. 

Does  not  lie  against  private  persons  :  14Ga.,388.  Not  against  arbitrators  :  27Ga.,371. 

Mandamus  will  not  lie  to  compel,  to  restore  regularly  expelled  member  to  member- 
ship; even  to  enjoy  right  of  sepulture  :  33  Am.  R,  217  ;  to  compel  transfer  of  stock  in 

corporation  :  Note  to  $2626.     Discretion,  qualification  of  rule  as  to:  10  0.,  313. 

§3200.  (3144.)  (3132.)  When  not  granted.  Mandamus  will  not  be 
granted  when  it  is  manifest  that  the  writ  would,  for  any  cause,  be  nug- 

atory or  fruitless;  nor  will  it  be  granted  on  a  mere  suspicion  or  fear, 
before  a  refusal  to  act  or  a  wrongful  act  done. 

§3201.  (3145.)  (3133.)   Granted  in  vacation.     The  writs  of  mandamus,  Acts  of  iS5i  ̂ T*.    *- 
quo  warranto,  and  prohibition,  may  be  granted  at  any  time,  on  proper  -2>  p-  24L        J?  *~  [ showing  made,  but  the  return  must  be  in  term  time,  and  any  issues  of  %*-+^*-  +£Zm+~^\ 
fact  made  thereon,  must  be  tried  as  other  equity  causes.  j$iX^4km&'&>       / 

Granted  in  vacation  or  in  term  time  :  1  Ga.,  271.  But  returned  and  acted  on  in  term 
time  :_  58  Ga.,  169.  Prohibition  granted  in  vacation,  but  returnable  to  next  term  of 
Superior  Court:  54  Ga.,  595.  Mandamus  a  common  law  writ,  and  word  "  other  "  sur- 

plusage :  59  Ga.,  804  805.  Section  referred  to,  Judge  could  not  hear  demurrer  to  man- 
damus nisi  in  vacation:  55  Ga.,  258.  Mandamus  absolute  not  granted  in  vacation, 

and  when  County  Treasurer  not  liable  to  :  56  Ga.,  672.  Mandamus  determined  by  the 
Court  where  no  issue  of  fact :  60  Ga.,  458-459. 

§3202.(3146.)  (3134.)   Governor.     Neither  of  these  writs  [except  quo  (a>  Acts  ot 

warranto]  (a)  will  lie  to  the  duly  inaugurated  Governor  of  the  State,  1871'2,r.- lL 
but  they  do  lie  to  all  other  executive  or  military  officers. 

A  case  where  it  was  held  the  Court  had  no  jurisdiction  to  award  manlamns  nisi 
against  the  Governor:  8  Ga.,  361. 

§3203.  (3147.)  (3135.)  Qui  warranto.  The  writ  .of  quo  warranto  may 
issue  to  inquire  into  the  right  of  any   person  to  any  public  office,  the 51 
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duties  of  which  he  is  in  fact  discharging,  but  must  be  granted  at  the 
suit  of  some  person  either  claiming  the  office  or  interested  therein. 

The  remedy  against  a  person  in  office  under  color  of  right:  7  Ga.,  473.  Where 

ousted  by  writ  and  afterwards  elected  to  same  office  :  8  Ga.,  230.  "When  not  adequate remedy  to  try  title  to  office:  22  Ga.,  507.  Not  where  at  time  of  trial  office  had  ex- 
pired: 19  Ga.,  559.  Not  by  stockholder  of  railroad  where  participating  in  its  fraudu- 

lent organization:  29  Ga.,  434.  Against  trustees  of  incorporated  academy:  22  Ga., 
507.  Right  of  persons  of  color  to:  39  Ga.,  232.  To  test  the  right  to  the  office  of  Tax 
Collector,  ouster:  40  Ga..  164.  Also  of  the  office  of  Sheriff:  46  Ga.,  636.  Equity  will 
not  enjoin  de  facto  officer  from  receiving  fees,  quo  warranto  pending:  42  Ga.,  601. 
Against  an  appointee  of  General  Terry's  where  should  make  out  a  prima  facie  case  to 
be  filed:  44  Ga.,  495.  Must  be  granted  at  instance  of  some  one  claiming  the  office  or 
interested  in  it  generally :  63  Ga.,  592,  207. 

High,  on  Extr.  Rem.,  §591  et  seq.;  Cole  (L.  L.) ;  Field  Corp..  #452  ;  Abb.  Tr.  Ev.,  749  ; 

Wells'  Jur.,  22453-471;  30  Am.  D.,  44-52,  full  note;  2  Dillon  Munic.  Corp.,  716-726;  6 
Wall.,  291. 

§3204.  Quo  warranto  heard  in  vacation,  when.  [The  writ  of  quo  warranto 
(a)  Acts  of  may  be  returned,  heard  and  determined  by  the  Judge  of  the  Superior 
Acts  of  il?i  C<furt  within  ten  days  from  its  service  on  the  defendart,  in  all  cases 
-2,  p.  4i.     where  there  is  no  fact  in  dispute. 

§3205.  Issue  of  fact,  how  tried,  notice  to  parties,  continuance.  [In  cases 
(a-)  Acts  of  of  a  denial  of  facts,  which  denial  the  defendant  or  defendants  shall  make 
18G8,  p.  130.  on  oath,  the  Judge  shall,  forthwith,  in  the  usual  manner,  draw  a  jury 

of  twelve  men,  to  try  the  issue  of  facts,  and  the  Judge  shall  have  the 
power  to  fix  a  day  for  the  trial  of  said  issue  of  facts,  with  an  order 
that  the  Sheriff  shall  notify  the  parties  of  the  time  and  place  of  trial  : 
Provided,  that  the  day  fixed  for  such  trial  shall  not  be  less  than  ten, 
nor  longer  than  thirty,  days  ;  and  provided,  further,  that  the  Judge  shall 
have  the  discretion  to  continue  the  hearing  from  day  to  day,  as  the  law 
now  provides  for  other  cases.]  (a.) 

§3206.  Proceedings  in  cases  quo  warranto.  [In  all  applications  for  writs 
(a)  Acts  of  of  quo  warranto,  or  of  informations  in  the  nature  of  a  writ  of  quo  war- 
1871-2,  p.  4i.  ranf0^  or  0f  proceedings  by  such  writs,  (which  are  hereby  extended  to all  civil  officers  of  the  State  of  Georgia,  and  are  hereby  granted  to  test 

the  right  of  any  civil  officer  to  his  office),  to  determine  the  right  to  hold 
office,  where  the  case  presented  by  the  applicant  or  petitioner  involves 
only  questions  of  law,  the  same  may,  as  other  equitable  proceedings,  be 
determined  by  the  Judge  of  the  Superior  Court,  before  whom  such  case 
is  begun,  in  vacation,  and  such  Judge  shall,  whether  such  writ,  infor- 

mation or  proceeding,  is  prayed  for,  sued  out,  or  begun  in  vacation  or 
term  time,  so  order  all  the  proceedings  connected  with,  and  usual  in 
such  cases,  that  the  final  determination  shall  be  had  by  him  in  ten  days 
from  the  commencement  of  such  suit,  application  or  proceeding,  and  if 
either  party  to  such  application  or  proceeding  desires  to  except  to  the 
decision  of  the  said  Judge  of  the  Superior  Court,  he  shall,  if  the  Su- 

preme Court  of  the  State  be  in  session,  within  ten  days  after  such  de- 
cision, carry  the  same  to  said  Supreme  Court  by  bill  of  exceptions, 

which  shall  be  tendered  and  signed  as  is  prescribed  in  section  3213  of 
this  Code,  in  cases  of  applications  for,  and  decisions  granting  or  refus- 

ing injunctions;  said  bill  of  exceptions  to  be  served  upbn  the  opposite 
party  in  such  suit,  as  is  prescribed  in  said  section  3213,  and  all  the  rules 
and  regulations  in  said  section  3213  as  to  service,  and  duty  of  the  Clerk 
of  the  Superior  Court,  shall  apply  to  this  class  of  cases.]  (a.) 

§3207.  Practice  in  injunction  cases  made  to  apply  here.  [So  much  of  sec- 
fa^  Acts  of  tions  3214  and  3215  of  this  Code,  as  can  be  applied  to  the  bill  of  excep- 
JJ'ijt.'  pp'  tions  mentioned  in  the  preceding  section,  is  hereby  made  a  part  of  said 

preceding  section,  and  said  Supreme  Court  shall,  as  in  cases  of  injunc- 
tion provided  for  in  said  sections  3213,  3214  and  3215,  proceed  to  hear 

and  determine  such  bill  of  exceptions,  and  when  the  decision  is  ren- 
dered by  said  Supreme  Court,  it  shall  be  executed  as  is  prescribed  in 

said  section  3215.]  (a.) 
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§3208.   The  foregoing  provision  extended  to  other  cases.     [All  the  provis-  (a)  Acts  of 

ions  of  the  two  preceding  sections  are  hereby  extended  to  proceedings1871"2'1"'42' quo  warranto,  or  writs  of  that  nature  involving  issues  of  fact  to  be  tried 
by  a  jury,  when  the  same  can  be  applied ;  but  nothing  in  said  two  pre- 

ceding sections  shall  be  construed  to  affect  any  rights  or  remedies  in  this 
class  of  cases,  not  touched  by  the  provisions  of  said  two  sections.]  (a.) 

§3208.  (a.)  Shall  not  lie  against  Governor.     Nothing  in  sections  3206,  Actsofi875, 

3207  and  3208  of  the  Code,  shall  ever  be  applied  to  try  the  question, p* 104, 
"Who  is  the  lawful  Governor  of  this  State?"     So  much  of  said  sec-§586- 
tions  as  apply  to  all  other  civil  officers  of  this  State  are  hereby  ratified 
and  made  valid. 

§3209.   The  judqment  shall  dispose  of  books  and  papers.     [Whenever  the  (a)  Acts  of 

right  to  any  office  is  decided,  the  judgment  fixing  such  right  shall  fur-       "  ' p' ther  provide  for  the  delivery  to  the  person  decided  to  be  entitled  to 
such  office,  of  all  the  books  and  papers  of  every  sort  belonging  to  the 
office  ;  which  judgment  shall  be  enforced  as  other  decrees  in  equity  are 
enforced.]  (a.) 

§3209.  (a.)  (3148.)  (3136.)  Prohibition.  The  writ  of  prohibition  is  the 
counterpart  of  mandamus,  to  arrest  illegal   proceedings  by  any  Court 
officer  where  no  other  legal  remedy  or  relief  is  given;  and  the  granting 
or  refusal  thereof,  is  governed  by  the  same  principles  of  right,  necessity 
and  justice. 

Does  not  lie  against  a  Tax  Collector  collecting  illegal  tax:  45  Ga.,  85.  Should  not 
interfere  by  when  Justices  can  abate  a  nuisance  :  61  Ga.,  156. 

High  Extr.  Rem.,  $762 ;  2  Add.  Torts,  §§1453-1466  ;  Wells'  Jur.,  §511 ;  2  Dillon  Munic. 
Corp.,  §744;  1  Wall.,  405;  4/158;  17/64. 

General  Note. — Mandamus  to  compel  performance  of  statutory  duty ;  laches: 
4  Ga.,  26.  Where  not  barred:  43  Ga.,  259.  When  mandamus  discretionary,  and  when 
imperative  on  the  Court:  4  Ga.,  115.  Demand  and  refusal  in  case  of  mandamus:  15 
Ga.,  473.  Mandamus  to  compel  building  of  bridge  across  a  canal  intersecting  a  road  : 
26  Ga.,  665-676.  Mandamus  against  Georgia  Medical  Society:  38  Ga.,  608.  Against  a 
railroad  to  compel  transfer  of  stock  on  its  books  :  38  Ga.,  259.  Superior  Court's  judg- 

ment on  mandamus  was  not  brought  up  summarily  to  Supreme  Court  under  §3213  of 
Code:  53  Ga.,  495.  Mandamus  against  Judge  of  Superior  Court  as  to  bill  of  excep- 

tions :  54  Ga.,  456;  60/448.  Mandamus  by  physicians  to  compel  payment  of  accounts 
for  attending  Coroner's  inquest,  refused:  57  Ga.,  347.  Mandamus  maybe  issued  in 
vacation,  but  returned  and  acted  on  in  term  time:  58  Ga.,  169.  Application  for  quo 
warranto  must  show  title  to  the  office:  63  Ga.,  207.  Where  quo  warranto  the  remedy 
in  contest  between  two  sets  of  trustees  of  camp-meeting  ground  :  64  Ga.,  121.  When 
mandamus  will  not  lie  to  compel  officers  of  a  bank  to  transfer  stock  from  vendor  to 
purchaser:  Bank  of  State  of  Georgia  vs.  Harrison,  Pamphlt.,  February,  1881,  p.  32. 

ARTICLE  II. 

OF     INJUNCTION 

Section. 
3210.  For  what  purpose  granted. 
3211.  Injunctions,  how  granted. 
3212.  Hearing  and  exceptions. 
3313.  Exceptions,  how  tendered. 
3213.  (a.)  In  cases  the  Judge  is  dead,  etc. 
3214.  Hearing  in  Supreme  Court. 
3215.  Judgments,  how  enforced. 
3215.  (a.)  Certain  sections,  applicable  to  what. 
3216.  Practice  in  other  cases. 

Section. 
3217.  Dissolution  at  chambers. 
3218.  Enjoining  a  Court  of  law. 
3219.  To  restrain  a  trespass. 
3220.  Discretion  of  Judge. 
3221.  Answer  of  defendant. 
3222.  Verdict  and  ap real. 
32-'3.  Second  injunction. 
3224.  Cannot  compel. 
3225.  Perpetual  injunction. 

§3210.  (3149.)  (3137.)  For  what  purpose  granted.  Equity  by  a  writ  of 
injunction,  may  restrain  proceedings  in  another*  or  the  same  Court,  or 
a  threatened,  or  existing  tort,  or  any  other  act  of  a  private  individual 
or  corporation  which  is  illegal  or  contrary  to  equity  and  good  conscience, 
and  for  which  no  adequate  remedy  is  provided  at  law. 

Where  injunction  not  granted  to  stop  a  satisfied  judgment  lien,  adequate  remedy  at 
law  :  1  Ga.,  12.  As  to  examination  in  equity  where  not  exclusively  cognizable  at  law : 

lb'  Ga.,  399.     But  not  so  where  ample  remedy  at  law:  26  Ga.,  167  ;  30/170;  40/133,  145; 
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57/523  ;  59/790.  When  the  remedy  required  is  injunction,  no  remedy  at  law:  28  Ga,, 
165,  305  ;  36/263.  Injunction  refused  where  general  charges  of  waste  and  fraud :  36  Ga., 
515.  Restraining  a  transfer  of  goods  to  defeat  foreign  creditors:  36  Ga.,  534.  To  pre- 

vent violation  of  a  charter  of  a  corporation:  9  Ga.,  476;  40/616.  Discretion  of  Court 
as  to  holding  up  injunctions,  and  argument  of  dissolution  out  of  county  of  defend- 

ant's residence:  19  Ga.,  471.  Where  injunction  to  stay  waste:  33  Ga.,  508.  Will  re- 
strain a  public  nuisance :  30  Ga.,  506.  When  injunction  not  dissolved  in  case  of  tres- 

pass :  30  Ga.,  47.  Costs:  30  Ga.,  506.  Bill  by  stockholders  to  restrain  sale  of  road:  37 
Ga.,  644.  At  the  instance  of  minority  of  stockholders  of  a  corporation:  41  Ga.,  454: 
48/446.  Against  obstruction  in  a  street:  44  Ga.,  529.  As  to  right  of  way  in  a  street ; 
45  Ga.,  613.  No  State  Court  injunction  can  affect  a  judgment  of  a  United  States  Court : 
30  Ga.,  578;  40  Ga.,  357,  408.  Section  referred  to  and  construed:  39  Ga.,  179.  No  in- 

junction to  prevent  publishing  untruths  as  to  wares  where  no  infringement  of  prop- 
erty :  49  Ga.,  70.  Will  not  aid  as  to  set-off  and  recoupment  when  adequate  remedy 

at  law :  53  Ga.,  649.  Injunction  against  waste:  56  Ga.,  139.  Injunction  and  receiver 
where  vendee  insolvent:  56  Ga  ,  316.  Creditors  without  lien  or  judgment,  no  injunc- 

tion against  assignment  of  debtor's  property :  56  Ga.,  144.  Where  not  allowed  against 
assignment  to  favored  creditors:  56  Ga.,  427.  At  the  instance  of  legatees  against  sale 
of  land  :  58  Ga.,  557.  When  not  against  naked  trespass:  57  Ga.,  473.  Against  execu- 

tion in  favor  of  executor  at  instance  of  legatees:  57  Ga.,  606,  14.  Against  an  execu- 
tion: 54  Ga.,  143. 

aSee  note  on  United  States  Court  in  general  note,  post  §3225. 

§3211.  (3150.)  (3138.)  Injunctions,  in  what  manner  granted.  [In  all  cases 
Act  of  18U,  of  applications  for  injunctions,  the  Judge  to  whom   presented  shall, 

a  t '  f2i842  Def°re  granting  an  order  for  the  same,  cause  sufficient  notice  of  the 
c.  p.  528.    '  application  to  be  given  to  the  party  sought  to  be  enjoined,  and  of  the 
^ctp°i9185otime  and  place  when  he  will  hear  the  motion,  and  no  order  for  such 
(a)  Acts  of  injunction  shall  be  granted  until  such  party  can  be  heard,  unless  it  is 

'  '  y'     *  manifest  to  such  judge  from  the  sworn  allegations  in  the  bill,  or  the 
affidavit  of  a  competent  person,  that  the  injury  apprehended  will  be 
done  if  an  immediate  remedy  is  not  afforded,  when  he  may  grant 
instanter  an  order  restraining  the  party  complained  of  until  the  hearing 
or  the  further  order  of  the  Court,  which  restraining  order  shall  have 
all   the  force  of   an  injunction  until   rescinded   or   modified  by  the 
Court,  (a.) 

Granted  on  such  terms  as  the  Judge's  discretion  may  require  under  Act  of  1842 :  11 
Ga.,  9.  May  be  ordered  at  chambers  out  of  county  of  defendant's  residence  :  21  Ga., 
6.  When  a  good  ground  to  refuse  where  the  party  proposes  to  do  all  Court  or  a  de- 

cree could  require:  21  Ga.,  208.  Where  there  is  equity  in  the  bill  for  which  no  ade- 
quate remedy  at  law:  33  Ga.,  138.  Discretion  of  Judge  in  granting  or  refusing  in- 

junction not  interfered  with:  34  Ga.,  125;  58/607;  59/879;  57/607;  54/500;  47/565; 
44/631 ;  43/356.  Affidavit  of  one  of  complainants  verifying  bill  sufficient:  3  Ga.,  443. 
Or  of  some  one  acquainted  with  facts :  33/138 ;  54/322,  165 ;  49/81 ;  59/730.  And 
in  case  of  a  corporation,  their  answer  should  be.  sworn  to  by  their  agent  or  one 
of  the  corporators:  3  Ga.,  444.  One  injunction  refused,  may  ask  for  another:  41  Ga., 
545 ;  50/514.  Section  referred  to  and  construed,  and  as  to  cross-bill :  49  Ga.,  163. 
When  no  provision  to  review  action  under  demurrer  :  44  Ga.,  634.  When  should  not 
enjoin  executions :  49  Ga.,  133.  Where  bill  clearly  without  equity,  may  refuse  it 
without  order  to  show  cause:  54  Ga.,  579.  A  restraining  order  all  the  force  of  an  in- 

junction until  rescinded  or  modified  by  the  Judge  :  53  Ga.,  200.  Amendment  by 
prayer  for  injunction:  55  Ga.,  639.  Granting  without  notice  is  in  violation  of  this 
section  :  56  Ga.,  525. 

§3212.   The  hearing,  writ  of  error,  Judge's  order.     [When  such  hearing 
(a)  Acts  of  shall  take  place  in  conformity  to  the  rules  of  law  now  existing  for 

405°4oP6P'     granting  and  dissolving  injunctions,  the  Judge  before  whom  said  hear- 
,/jng  takes  place  may  grant  or  refuse  said  injunction  on  the  terms  the  law 
now  requires ;  and  either  party  may  have  writ  of  error  to  the  Supreme 

&-~¥>  Court  from  such  decision  upon  complying  with  the  law  appertaining 
to  the  same ;  but  no  such  writ  of  error,  or  other  proceeding  for  the  ob- 
tainment   of  the   same,  shall   have    the   effect    to  establish  or  deny 
any  injunction  independently  of  the  order  of  such  Judge,  who  shall, 
on  rendering  the  decision,  or  in  granting  the  writ  of  error,  make  such 
order  and  require  such  bond  as  may  be  necessary  to  preserve  and  pro- 

tect the  rights  of  the  parties  until  the  judgment  of  the  Supreme  Court 
can  be  had  thereon,  and  which  he  shall  do  as  well  in  cases  of  refusal 
as  of  granting.]  (a.)  .     . 
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Bond  under  Act  of  1811,  what  is  "eventual  condemnation  money "  :  1  Ga.,  72. 
Trial  term  under  that  Act:  3  Ga.,  117.  Bond  not  a  supersedeas  in  this  case:  38  Ga., 
644.  Where  bill  of  exceptions  to  decision  dissolving  did  not  operate  as  a  supersedeas  : 
40  Ga.,  309.  Refusal  of  dissolution  of  injunction  on  order  to  show  cause  not  review- 

able under  this  section:  53Ga.,551;  55/350.  Section  referred  to  and  construed:  53 
Ga.,  45.  Evidence  on  hearing  application  for  injunction  should  be  embodied  in  bill 
of  exceptions:  59  Ga.,  624.  So  should  the  affidavits:  43  Ga.,  67.  Or  identified  by  the 
Judge:  51  Ga.,  215;  60/595. 

§3213.  Bill  of  exceptions,  when  to  be  tendered,  etc.     [The  bill  of  exceptions  (a)  Acts  of 

in  such  cases,  shall  be  tendered  and  signed  within  twenty  days  from  a  c  t°s  m  wti 
the  rendition  of  the  decision,  and  the  opposite  party  be  served  within  -%  p-52.         y 
fifteen  days  from   such  signing,  with  the  bill  of  exceptions  ;  and  the    fe  &&^t£-  > 
clerk  shall,  within  fifteen  days  from  such   service,  make  out  a  tran-   fcT&zL* 
script  of  the  record,  and  transmit  the  same  immediately  to  the  Su-      »■    jj-c^^t^* 

preme  Court  then  in  session,  and  if  not  in  session,  then  to  the   very   c~f     j-/t  / next  session  ;  and  its  arrival  by  the  first  day  of  the  term,  or  at  any  time  /y 
thereafter  during  the  term,  shall  be  sufficient  to  insure  a  hearing.     If 
said  record,  being  returned  to  a  Court  then  in  session,  should  fail,  after 
legal  diligence,  to  arrive  in  time  for  a  hearing  before  the  adjournment, 
then  it  stands  over  until  the  next  term.]  (a.) 

Not  a  judgment  overruling  a  demurrer  to  a  bill :  44  Ga.,  634.     Mandamus  to  compel  ( 
signature  of  bill  of  exceptions  on  dissolution  of  injunction  :  45  Ga.,  618.     Not  to  denial  1 
of  motion  to  dissolve  an  injunction  under  this  section  :  55  Ga.,  350.  A  judgment  on 
mandamus  could  not  be  taken  up  formerly  under  this  section  :  53  Ga.,  495.  Where  bill 
clearly  without  equity,  Chancellor  need  not  pass  order  to  show  cause:  54  Ga.,  579. 
When  the  judgment  dismissing  the  bill  not  summarily  reviewed  under  this  section  :  58 
Ga.,  184.  Judge  must  sign  bill  of  exceptions  in  twenty  days  and  no  exceptions  made  : 
63  Ga.,  308  ;  62/209  ;  60/315  ;  Sewell  vs.  Edmondson  et  a/.,  Pamph.  Feb.,  1881,  p.  7.  Decree 
at  chambers  dismissing  a  bill  on  demurrer  cannot  be  reversed  by  "  fast"  writ  of  error  : 
63  Ga.,  437.  Not  such  final  decision  as  could  be  heard  on  review  under  this  section  :  61 
Ga.,  633. 

§3213.  (a.)  In  case  the  Judge  is  dead,  etc.  All  the  laws  of  this  State  Acts  of  1880 

now  in  force,  having  reference  to  the  signing  and  certif}nng  of  bills  of-1»  p-114- 
exceptions  after  the  expiration  of  thirty  days  from  the  adjournment  of 
the  Court  and  the  rendition  of  the  decision,  and  in  case  of  the  death 
of  the  Judge,  shall  apply,  so  far  as  the  same  will  conform,  to  all  bills  of 
exceptions  which  are  now  required  by  law  to  be  signed  and  certified 
in  twenty  days  after  the  rendition  of  the  decision. 

§3214.  Duty  of  Clerk  of  Supreme  Court,  and  hearing  at  once.     [Upon  the  (a)  Acts  of 

receipt  of  any  such  case  by  the  Clerk  of  the  Supreme  Court,  he  shall 1870,  p-  406' 
place  it  immediately  on  the  docket  of  the  circuit  to  which  it  belongs ;  1 
but  at  the  request  of  either  party,  the  Judges  of  the  Supreme  Court  > 
shall  hear  said  case  without  delay  and  without  respect  to  the  order  of  , 
circuits,  or  its  order  in  the  circuit,  unless  said  Judges  adopt  some  rule 
for  the  more  speedy  and  systematic  hearing  of  such  cases,  in  compli- 

ance with  the  spirit  of  this  and  the  preceding  section,  giving  them 
precedence.]  (a.) 

Section  referred  to  :  55  Ga.,  350. 

§3215.  Judgments,  how  enforced.     [When  judgments  are  rendered  in  (a)  Acts  of 

such  cases,  the  Judges  of  the  Superior  Courts  are  hereby  clothed  with18'0'  p-406- 
the  power  to  give  immediate  effect  to  them  either  in  term  or  vaca- 

tion.] (a.) 
Injunction  being  denied  the  remittur  can  proceed  as  soon  as  is  filed  in  clerk's  office below:  59  Ga.,  604. 

§3215.  (a.)  Application  of  certain  laws  extended.     The  provisions  con-  Acts  of  1877, 
tained  in  the  five  preceding  sections,  shall  apply  to  applications  for  the  p-  20- 
appointment  of  receivers,  an!  the  granting  and  refusing  applications 
for  mandamus  absolute,  or  other  extraordinary  remedy  in  equity,  and 
must  be  observed  to  the  extent  applicable. 

§3216.  Provisions  applicable  to  all  extraordinary  writs.     [The  provisions 
contained  in  the  five  preceding  sections  apply  to  applications  for  the 
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in)  Acts  of  appointment  of  receivers,  or  other  extraordinary  remedy  in  equity,  and 
1870,  p.  406.  must  kg  observed  to  the  extent  applicable.]  (a.) 

Stated:  55  Ga.,  350.     Section  cited:  63  Ga.,  438. 

§3217.  (3151.)  (3139.)  Dissolution  at  chambers.  The  defendant  may 
§|3ioi,  3105.  move  the  dissolution  of  an  injunction,  or  the  revoking  of  any  other 

extraordinary  writ,  in  vacation,  on  ten  days'  notice  to  the  opposite 
party  or  his  solicitor,  and  the  Chancellor  shall  decide  thereon  upon  the 
same  principles  as  if  presiding  in  term.  The  complainant,  by  dis- 

claiming discovery,  cannot  deprive  the  defendant  of  the  benefit  of  his 
answer  on  a  motion  to  dissolve  the  injunction ;  upon  such  a  motion 
affidavits  of  witnesses   may  be  adduced  by  either  party. 

Answer  taken  as  true  on  motion  to  dissolve  injunction:  20  Ga.,  242.  Where  affida- 
vits without  notice  to  other  side  and  oral  evidence  considered  in  application  for  injunc- 
tion :  21  Ga.,  74-78.  When  too  late  to  move  to  dissolve  an  injunction  :  21  Ga.,  359.  As 

to  service  of  rule  nisi  on  complainant's  solicitor  to  dissolve  injunction  :  1  Ga.,  7.  An- 
swer of  corporation  verified  on  motion  to  dissolve  injunction,  by  one  of  corporators  or 

their  agent:  3  Ga.,  435.  Where  injunction  will  not  restrain  an  alleged  trespass:  6  Ga., 
423.  Refusal  to  dissolve,  unless  all  equitv  of  bill  denied :  25  Ga.,  46.  Dissolved  where 
answer  denies  the  facts  charged  :  60  Ga.,  220  ;  31/342,  111 ;  14/715  ;  but  see  34/53.  Par- 

tial:  18  Ga.,  374;  30/931.  Except  where  fraud  charged:  12  Ga.,  5.  New  immaterial 
matter  not  responsive  to  bill  not  considered  on  motion  to  dissolve  injunction  :  31  Ga., 
304.  Denial  on  information  and  belief  will  not  do  to  dissolve  injunction  :  22  Ga.,  275  ; 
30/931.  As  to  costs  on  motion  to  dissolve  injunction  :  30  Ga.,  506.  Discretion  in  dis- 

solving injunction  not  disturbed  :  37  Ga.,  684,  358  ;  24/175.  Party  moving  for  dissolu- 
tion of  injunction  opens  and  concludes  argument :  35  Ga.,  47.  Answer  waived  may  be 

dissolution  on  one  of  the  answers  coming  in:  19  Ga.,  471;  37/684.  Dissolved  out  of 
county  where  suit  pending:  25  Ga.,  46. 

§3218.  (3152.)  (3140.)  Enjoining  a  Court  of  law.  Equity  will  not  en- 
Acts  of  1878  join  the  proceedings  and  processes  of  a  Court  of  law,  unless  there  is 
-9,  p.  139.  some  intervening  equity,  or  other  proper  defense,  of  which  the  party, 

without  fault  on  his  part,  cannot  avail  himself  at  law.  Writs  of  in- 
junction may  be  issued  by  Judges  of  the  Superior  Court  to  enjoin 

sales  by  Sheriffs  at  any  time  before  the  sale  takes  place  in  any  proper 
case  made  by  the  bill  or  application  for  injunction. 

Action  at  common  law,  injunction  to  restrain,  ought  not  to  be  gran  led,  unless 
application  is  made  thirty  days  before  trial  term,  or  good  reason  given  for  delay  :  30 
Ga.,  806.  Equity  will  interfere  either  before  or  after  judgment,  etc. :  16  Ga.,  399. 
Injunction  to  stay  refused  :  26  Ga.,  167.  On  notes  enjoinpd  because  of  matter  of  equi- 

table cognizance  between  the  parties:  39  Ga.,  533.  Administrator,  suit  by,  against 
legatee  enjoined,  till  settlement  of  estate :  13  Ga.,  140.  Bill  by  sureties  of,  to  enjoin 

*  suits  at  and  for  settlement :  22  Ga.,  559.  Suit  by,  against  party  holding  property  for 
forty  years,  enjoined  :  18  Ga.,  520.  See  to  same  effect:  20Ga.,514.  Execution  in  favor 
of,  against  distributees  enjoined  :  20  Ga.,  96.  Court  of  equity  will  enjoin  from  recov- 

ering land  when  testator  has  been  dead  seven  years  and  heir  of  age  at  his  death,  etc  :  30 
Ga.,  74.  Enjoined  from  enforcing  judgment  against  heirs  whose  share  in  the  estate 
was  larger  than  the  judgment:  57  Ga.,  606.  Contingent  liability  of,  no  ground  to  en- 

join judgment :  56  Ga.,  534.  Attachment  suit  will  not  be  enjoined  at  instance  of  one 
not  a  party  thereto,  unless,  etc.  :  56  Ga.,  663.  Circuity  of  action,  bill  by  one  having 
equitable  title  will  be  retained  to  prevent,  and  suits  by  those  having  legal  title  enjoined: 
29  Ga.,  733.  Claim,  equity  will  intprfere  to  restrain  withdrawal  of,  when  :  30  Ga.,  79. 
Creditor  will  not  be  restrained  from  putting  his  dei)t  into  judgment,  although  he  may 
have  goods  of  defendant  in  his  hands  to  pay  it,  when  :  29  Ga.,  351.  Who  has  obtained 
judgment  against  executor  has  no  right  to  enjoin  others,  etc. :  59  Ga.,  378.  Decree  in 
equity,  injunction  to  stay  proceedings  under,  refused,  etc:  43  Ga.,  176.  Defense, 
leg-al,  must  be  set  up  at  law  unless  prevented  by  fraud,  etc. :  54  Ga.,  361.  Ejectment 
against  assignee  of  bridge  company,  enjoined:  3Ga.,  31.  By  administrator  against 
tenant  in  possession  holding  adversely  for  more  than  twenty  years  enjoined:  7  Ga., 
589;  16/31.  Enjoined  when  administrator  brings  suit  at  instance  of  parties  without 
title  23  Ga.,  374.  Proceedings  in  enjoined:  25  Ga.,  93.  Where  injunction  refused: 
43  Ga.,  161.  Pi.  fa.,  injunction  not  granted  to  stay  on  ground  that  judgment  is  satis- 

fied, as  defendant  has  remedy  at  law,  but  otherwise  on  ground  of  fraudulent  combina- 
tion, etc. :  1  Ga.,  12.  Injunction  granted  :  16  Ga.,  481-4.  Refused:  23  Ga.,  353.  Bill 

to  restrain,  because  of  compromise  and  settlement  prior  to  judgment:  21  Ga.,  251. 
Against  legatees  enjoined  :  57  Ga.,  14.  Based  upon  judgment  against  trustee,  when 
it  will  be  enjoined  :  48  Ga.,  365.  Issuing  from  IT.  S.  District  Court,  injunction  refused  : 
48  Ga.,  83.  Injunction  granted  restraining  sale  of  land  under:  49  Ga.,  9.  Garnish- 

ment, injunction  against,  at  instance  of  agent  and  attorney  :  37  Ga.,  319.  Where  not 
granted:  44 Ga.,  376.  When  equity  will  enjoin  judgment,  on  :  49  Ga.,  381;  52/472. 
Homestead,  as  to  injunction  to  allow  party  to  apply  for :  54  Ga.,  502  ;  50/216.     Sale  of 
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enjoined:  47  Ga..  474;  55/691;  61/214.  Not  enjoined:  47  Ga.,  388;  45/583.  Illegality , 
injunction  when  Sheriff  refused  affidavit  of  :  47  Ga.,  400.  When  equity  will  refuse  in- 

junction for  refusal  of  Sheriff  to  receive  second  affidavit  of  :  53  Ga.,  388.  Affidavit  of, 
showing  judgment  void  equity  will  enjoin :  61  Ga.,  520.  Judgment,  when  equity  will 
grant  relief  against  because  unconscientious  :  2  Ga.,  275.  Confessed  by  one  not  attor- 

ney of  defendant,  etc.,  chancery  will  enjoin  :  22  Ga.,  127.  For  too  much  enjoined  tem- 
porarily, etc. :  23  Ga.,  352.  By  confession,  injunction  refused,  etc.:  29  Ga.,  335.  In 

trover  by  one  not  having  true  title:  31  Ga.,  267.  Injunction  granted  conditionally  as 
to  a  part  of  :  32  Ga.,  302.  Will  be  enjoined  when :  31  Ga.,  26.  When  defendant  allows 
judgment  under  misapprehension,  equity  will  relieve  against:  26  Ga.,485;  58/620. 
Also  where  defendant  was  ignorant  of  defense:  51  Ga.,  632.  Also  for  uncertainty  of 
verdict:  51  Ga,,  358.  Also  when  defendant  was  induced  to  withdraw  plea  on  promise, 
etc,.:  57;  Ga.,  43.  Obtained  by  mistake,  etc.,  enjoined  :  44  Ga.,  71.  Injunction  against 
refused:  51  Ga.,  275.  Injunction  refused  when  one  creditor  attempted  to  enjoin  judgment 
of  another  of  a  common  debtor  because  of  usury  :  48  Ga,,  55.  When  equity  will  enjoin 
collection  of,  until  dormant  judgment  could  be  revived  as  set-off:  42  Ga.,  161 ;  41/260. 
Against  a  city  when  not  enjoined  :  60  Ga.,  458.  To  enjoin  for  defense  discovered  since 
trial,  what  must  be  done,  and  shown  :  42  Ga,,  414  ;  51/628  ;  52/56.  Against  married  wo- 

man, not  enjoined  where  she  had  counsel  who  withdrew  her  plea  :  60  Ga.,  189.  Void  for 
want  of  jurisdiction,  need  not  be  enjoined  :  56  Ga.,  286.  Foreign,  equity  will  restrain 
wrongful  enforcement  of,  in  this  State :  40  Ga..  206.  Jurisdiction,  when  parties  live  in 
different  counties,  may  be  good  for  injunction  but  not  forrelief :  29  Ga.,  34.  New  trial 
and  injunction  of  fi.  fa.  in  law  Courtgranted :  15  Ga.,  550.  Pleading's,  what  bill  to  re- 

strain judgment  at  comaion  law  until  account  taken,  should  charge  :  15  Ga.,  533.  Quo 
warranto,  officer  de  facto,  not  enjoined  from  reviving  fee  pending:  42  Ga.,  601.  Sale 
by  marshal,  injunction  to  prevent  purchaser  at,  from  entering  on  land  held  by  pur- 

chase by  parol,  etc.  :  57  Ga,,  473.  Removal  of  case  to  the  U.  S.  Court  dissolves  injunc- 
tion: 45  Ga.,  105.  Sureties  on  note,  bill  for  injunction  by,  refused:  37  Ga.  364.  May 

enjoin  judgment,  when:  47  Ga.  289.  Tax  fi.  fa's  from  Comptroller-General,  when 
will  not  be  enjoined:  46  Ga.,  325,  350.  U.  S.  Court,  judgment  in,  no  State  Court  can 
enjoin:  30  Ga.,  578.  Nor  order  dismissal  or  stay  of  proceedings  in  suit  brought  in: 
40  Ga.,  356,  405.  Verdict  inadvertently  rendered,  restrained,  etc. :  26  Ga.,  352.  Un- 

certain, etc.,  judgment  on,  enjoined  :  51  Ga.,  358. 

2  St  Eq.,  §§878-889;  see  notes  to  223178,  3595;  Freeman  on  Executions,  435. 

§3219.  (3153.)  (3141.)   To  restrain  a  trespass.     Equity  will  not  inter-  Act ,  0fi84-2, 
fere  to  restrain  a  trespass,  unless  the  injury  is  irreparable  in  damages,  c-  p-  528y        yj/y 

or  the  trespasser  is  insolvent,  or  there  exist  other  circumstances  which,     T^^^^^^^y^ 
in  the  discretion  of  Court,  render  the  interposition  of  this  writ  neces-  ~^y    *^  *  * /\  ̂^ 
sary  and  proper,  among  which  shall  be  the  avoidance  of  circuity  and  ~  ̂ *-v^/vT^ 
multiplicity*  of  actions.  &&Trt>-*.  **  ̂ ut^t 

Injunction   against  trespass,  when  common  law  remedy  is  not  adequate  :  1  Ga.,  7  ;  /^%  £v* 
8/118;  32/241.     Not  granted  unless  the  matter  irreparable  in  damages:  5  Ga,,   577;    yff        y  A 
7/49 ;  45/201 ;  49/624 ;  56/627 ;  57/474 :  60/596.     And  the  facts  must  be  set  forth  to  show  ffc+dUL  *h£  <Hf- 
it  is  irreparable  in  damages:  7  Ga.,  49;  10/576.     Will  not  enjoin  a  mere  trespass  with-- 
out  other  circumstances:  11  Ga.,  246,  294.     Such  a^ some  irremedial  mischief :  12  Ga., 
464.     When  not  against  a  trespass  in  opening  a  road  :  22  Ga.,  369.     Bill  to  enjoin  and 
the  answer  showing  an  older  lease,  injunction  dissolved  :  6  Ga.,  423.     A  proper  case  for 
equity  to  interfere  under  this  section  ;  40  Ga.,  296.     To  stay  w^aste  in  cu'ting  down  and 
selling  valuable  timber  from  a  lot:  30  Ga.,  300.     When  injunction  against  a  trespass    &+>-> 
wi  1  not  be  dissolved  :  30  Ga.,  47.     Where  a  bill  was  filed  against  a  Sheriff:  37  Ga.,  639.  (Jy 
Granted  as  against  a  widow  who  was  insolvent,  seeking  dower  in  land  contrary  to  agree-   j£*>V 
ment:  38  Ga.,  641.     Against  obstructing  a  canal :  38  Ga.,  152.     To  prevent  erection  oifs   /  ,jp^f 
flouring  mill  on  the  right  of  way  of  a  railroad  :  27  Ga.,  499.     Section  referred  to  and//y,  Sv^  y   
construed  :  50  Ga.,  38-39;  51/522-3.     Discretion  of  Court  not  controlled  where  defend-  ̂      /72-~*    ̂ ^J^t 
ants  could  respond  in   damages:  56  Ga.,  527.     Where  defendant  is  insolvent,  cutting L~-V~C'£*~~~%      1* 
timber  off  of  land  and  will  not  pay   rent:  54  Ga.,  145;  56/316,   139.     No  injunction  Jfo~/t  ///*"■ 
against  putting  purchaser  in  possession  where  a  mere  trespass :  57  Ga.,  474-7.     Will  notr  / 
interfere  generally  where  defendant  solvent:  62  Ga.,  170-1. 

Adams'  Eq.,  (s.  p.)  207;  2  Add.  Torts,  ̂ 1442-1452;  11  Am.  D.,  498-507,  full  note  ;  6 
C.  L.  J..  358;  9/323.  Waste:  Note  to  ?2255;  1  Add.  Torts,  371-374.  al  Pomeroy's  Eq., 
§§243-275.     Vexatious  bringing  of  suits  enjoined  :  8  C.  L.  J.,  366. 

§3220.  (3153.)  (3141.)  In  sound  discretion  of  Judge.  The  granting  and 
continuing  of  injunctions  must  always  rest  in  the  sound  discretion  of 
the  Judge  according  to  the  circumstances  of  each  case. 

May  refuse  to  dissolve  injunction  although  answer  swears  off  equities  of  bill  and 

Judge's  discretion  not  controlled:  9  Ga.,  552;  35/216,  352;  13/141;  29/490;  21/6: 43/214,  226  ;  15/554  ;  18/728  ;  19/471.  So  where  fraud  charged  :  12  Ga.,  5.  Answer  ad- 

mitting equity  of  bill  and  alleging  other  matter  not  responsive,  Court's  discretion  in 
retaining  injunction  not  controlled:  27  Ga.,  233 ;  30/90.6 ;  43/214;  30/20,979;  12/8; 
40/535;  36/76,  589;  34/53.  Court's  discretion  in  dissolving  injunction  on  coming 
in    of   answer   not  controlled   where  defendant    denies    the    equities,    and    is   sol- 
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vent:  35  Ga.,  47;  37/684;  36/659;  39/134;  32/470;  37/358;  40/553;  42/639;  43/226; 
38/144;  35/213;  31/111.  When  discretion  in  granting  injunction  not  interfered  with  : 
53  Ga.,  186  ;  54/268,  501 ;  43/356  ;  44/631 ;  47/565  ;  55/33;  51/22,  539,  553  ;  62/158  ;  58/50, 
317,  605 ;  60/261,  344,  596  ;  61/159,  320 ;  42/386-9  ;  56/284  ;  57/607 ;  56/526,  316.  Tem- 

porary injunction  :  46  Ga.,  607,  626.  Discretion  in  refusing  to  grant,  not  disturbed  : 
58  Ga.,  608;  42/334,  124;  54/258-260;  56/504;  43/176.  390;  63/341  ;  60/355,  596;  47/530; 
58/184,  606;  59/830;  62/747:  44/635;  48/343;  49/202,  624;  51/257,  563;  52/56;  54/239, 
497,  500;  55/558. 

§3221.  (3154.)  (3142.)  Ansiver  of  defendant  when  evidence.     The  answer 
§3106  of  the  defendant,  so  far  as  the  same  is  founded  on  his  own  knowledge 

and  responsive  to  the  allegations  of  the  bill,  shall  always  be  considered 
on  a  motion  to  dissolve. 

So  far  as  responsive  :  1  Ga.,  7.  Whore  not  responsive,  not  considered  :  13  Ga.,  141; 
9/95;  31/304;  24/481;  27/233,  216.  Where  the  answer  denies  the  equities  of  the 
hill  and  considered:  31  Ga.,  Ill,  342.  Answer  on  opinion  or  belief  does  not  swear 
off  equities  of  the  bill  so  as  to  entitle  to  dissolve  injunction:  19  Ga.,  277;  37/644. 
Where  unless  answer  swears  off  equities  of  bill,  injunction  not  dissolved  :  30  Ga.,  47. 

§3222.  (3155.)  (3143.)  Verdict  and  appeal.  An  injunction  is  not  dis- 
solved by  a  verdict,  if  an  appeal  be  entered  in  the  time  allowed  by  law. 

See:  2  Ga.,  267. 

§3223.  (3156.)  (3144.)  Second    injunction  may  be  granted.     A  second 

c.  p°528.    '  injunction  may  be  granted  in  the  discretion  of  the  Judge. 
See  :  17  Ga.,  249.  May  ask  for  another  in  same  case  where  first  one  refused  :  41  Ga., 

544;  50/514-520. 

§3224.  (3157.)  (3145.)  Injunction  cannot  compel.  An  injunction  can 
only  restrain,  it  cannot  compel  a  party  to  perform  an  act.  It  may 
restrain  until  performance. 

When  will  not  compel  a  party  to  perform  an  act :  20  Ga.,  126,  358. 

Mandatory  injunctions;  20  Am.  D.,  389-402,  full  note. 

§3225.  (3158.)  (3146.)  Perpetual  injunction.     A  perpetual  injunction 
can  be  granted  only  after  hearing  and  upon  a  final  decree. 

General  Note  on  Injunction. — Administrator  enjoined,  at  instance  of  creditor  of 
insolvent  distributee,  from  settling  with  him  :  21  Ga.,  356.  Will  not  be  interfered  with 
by  injunction  unless  danger  imminent,  etc. :  49  Ga.,  523;  54/496.  Affidavit,  as  to,  to 
hill  for  injunction  :  3  Ga.,  435  ;  33/138.  Made  in  foreign  State,  must  be  authenticated: 
21  Ga.,  208.  In  support  of  equity  of  bill :  24  Ga.,  205.  On  belief,  not  sufficient :  59  Ga., 
731.  Ought  to  be  positive :  60  Ga.,  355.  Amendment  to  bill,  defendant  entitled  to 
notice:  55  Ga.,  639.  Answer,  corporation  may  file,  under  seal :  3  Ga.,  435.  Made  and 
.sworn  to  be  tore  death  of  defendant  may  be  read  :  8  Ga.,  197.  One  cannot  charge  him- 

self by,  and  then  by  new  matter  discharge  himself:  31  Ga.,  304.  Answer  evasive  or 
argumentative,  grant  of  injunction  affirmed  :  52  Ga.,  329.  Arbitrator,  award  by,  bill 
to  set  aside  and  for  injunction,  etc.,  refused  :  43  Ga.,  192.  Assignee,  of  bank,  as  to  in- 

junction against  by  creditors,  and  vice  versa:  59  Ga.,  290.  Attachment,  when  injunc- 
tion better  than  :  55  Ga..  546.  Bankrupt  Act,  benefit  of,  State  Court  will  not  enjoin 

party  from  applying  for  :  49  Ga.,  384.  Bill  in  equity,  when  prosecution  of  not  enjoined: 
54  Ga.,  123.  Bridge,  building  of,  not  enjoined  at  instance  of  others  claiming  exclusive 
privileges:  48  Ga.,  367.  Charges  should  be  positive  to  enjoin  one  from  selling  prop- 

erty to  which  he  has  apparent  title:  49  Ga.,  523.  Claim,  bill  by  vendor  of  land,  under 
bond  for  title,  to  restrain  vendee  from  procuring  filing  of,  etc. :  56  Ga.,  578.  Judgment 
creditor  asking  injunction  against  under  pauper  affidavit  refused  :  56  Ga.,  611.  Com- 

mon law  Court,  as  to  jurisdiction  of  to  decree  injunctions  :  56  Ga.,  627.  Contempt, 
sale  of  property  by  levying  officer  in  presence  of  plaintiff  in  attachment,  who  was  en- 

joined, held  violation  of  injunction  :  21  Ga.,  127.  When  party  consents  to  violation  of 
injunction  granted  at  his  instance,  cannot  subsequently  have  other  party  punished : 
36  Ga.,  346.  Discretion  of  Court  below  not  controlled  :  39  Ga.,  191.  State  Court  may 
punish  its  own  suitors  for  disobeying  injunction  by  bringing  suit  in  United  States 
Court:  40  Ga.,  356.  Restraining  .order  same  effect  as  injunction:  53  Ga.,  200.  And 
Judge  punishing  for,  not  controlled:  56  Ga.,  98.  Corporation,  bill  by  stockholder 
in  bridge  company  to  enjoin  making  it  free  :  58  Ga.,  474.  County  site,  injunction  as 
to  location  of  :  44  Ga.,  163.  Creditor,  allowed  injunction  against  his  insolvent  debtor 
to  prevent  payment  of  usury  by  him  to  another:  36  Ga.,  541.  No  right,  before  judg- 

ment, to  enjoin  mortgage  given  by  debtor:  42  Ga.,  131.  As  to  sale  of  property  by 
debtor  :  52  Ga.,  376.  Injunction  refused,  to  restrain  debtor  from  disposing  of  property  : 
52  Ga.,  231 ;  42/46.  Bill  for  injunction  by,  to  enforce  lien  for  supplies  furnished  iron 
company:  57  Ga.,  247.  After  judgment  against  executor,  cannot  enjoin  others:  59 
Ga.,  378.  Will  not  interfere  at  instance  of  general  creditor  to  set  aside  alleged  fraudu- 

lent sale  by  debtor  :  47  Ga.,  530.  Criminal  law,  Courts  of  equity  have  no  right  to  in- 
terfere with,  by  injunction  or  otherwise  :  53  Ga.,  675;  61/386.     Deed  to  secure  debt, 
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enjoining  holder  from  selling,  etc. :  46  Ga.,  202.  Discretion,  Judge  of  the  Superior 
Court  clothed  with,  to  grant  or  refuse  injunction:  49  Ga.,  95.  See:  9  Ga.,  552;  12/5; 
13/141;  27/233;  32/470;  34/282;  43/176.  Of  Judge  not  interfered  with  unless  mani- 

festly abused :  47/387;  58/184;  60/261;  63/341.  Will  be  controlled  when  :  30  Ga.,  979. 
Controlled  in  refusing  to  dissolve  injunction  when  fraud  is  alleged,  only  in  a  strong 
case  :  53  Ga.,  206.  Dissolution  of  injunction,  when  statements  of  bill  were  not  on 

complainant's  own  knowledge  and  not  supported  by  affidavit:  49  Ga.,  81.  Not  dis- 
solved when  answer  displaces  only  part  of  the  equity  of  the  bill :  25  Ga.,  93.  Nor  when 

any  material  allegations  remain  unanswered  :  27  Ga.,  216.  Nor  unless  answer  fully 

swears  off' or  denies  all  the  equities  of  the  bill :  30  Ga.,  47.  Defendant  not  entitled  to, when  answer  is  founded  on  belief,  etc.  :  19  Ga.,  277  ;  8/444  ;  22/275,  559;  24/636  ;  30/931. 
Nor  wbere  answer  is  indefinite  and  unsatisfactory  :  24  Ga.,  481.  Where  not  dissolved 
though  the  equity  of  the  bill  might  be  sworn  off:  8  Ga.,  444;  12/5  ;  34/282.  Ought  not 
to  be  dissolved  unless  answer  denies  the  equity  of  the  bill :  16  Ga.,  432  ;  20/514 ;  22/637  ; 
25/46,  93.  Will  be  dissolved  on  answer  of  one,  before  all  of  the  defendants  have  an- 

swered:  8  Ga.,  197;  37/684.  Injunction  dissolved  on  answer:  1  Ga.,  7;  3/435;  6/220; 
8/466,  562;  13/140;  14/715;  19/19;  20/242,623;  21/187,327;  23/352;  24/205;  25/148; 
27/185;  28/503;  29/335,503;  30/841,915,979;  31/111;  32/470;  35/261;  37/392;  40/259; 
42/429.  Dower,  widow  needs  no  injunction  against  sale  of  land  to  which  she  is  en- 

titled as:  64  Ga.,  543.  Ejectment,  injunction  to  restrain  writ  of  possession  in,  after 
affirmance  in  Supreme  Court  properly  dismissed  :  38  Ga.,  195.  Election,  managers  of, 
injunction  against,  refused  :  58  Ga.,  419.  Endorser,  judgment  against,  enjoined,  when 
suit  against  principal  was  dismissed  :  47  Ga.,  289.  Equity,  of  bill,  not  lost  by  denial 
of  injunction  ad  interim:  62  Ga.,  747.  Ex  parte  showing  of  applicant,  injunction 
granted  on  terms,  on:  19  Ga.,  471.  Pi.  fa.  in  favor  of  administrator  restrained  for  ac- 

count between  defendant  and  the  legatees  :  16  Ga.,  481.  Failure  to  enter  credit  on, 
will  not  warrant  injunction  to  arrest  levy  and  sale  :  56  Ga.,  534.  Injunction  refused 
to  stay,  when  defendant  failed  to  make  defense  :  61  Ga.,  303.  Firing  the  woods,  in- 

junction refused  to  restrain  land  owner  from:  56  Ga.,  508.  Fraud,  general  allegation 
of,  insufficient  to  obtain  injunction:  38  Ga.,  644.  Guardian,  injunction  at  instance 
of,  against  administrator:  27  Ga.,  585.  Homestead,  injunction  restraining  proceed- 

ings in,  by  wife,  refused:  59  Ga.,  397.  Illegality,  where  Sheriff  refuses  to  receive,  etc., 
injunction  may  issue  :  61  Ga.,  520.  Injunction,  which  is  a  harsh  remedy,  should  not 
be  granted,  till  a  clear  prima  facie  case  is  made  by  the  bill :  39  Ga.,  138.  Refused  :  5 

Ga.,  315;  37/37;  43/176;  48/57*8;  54/502:  56/430;  59/830;  60/559.  Insolvency,  as  af- fectingapplication  for  injunction  :  44  Ga.,  466  ;  51/602  ;  53/440  ,  55/639,  56/139  316,  427, 
666 ;  58/400.  Judgment  at  law,  Courts  of  equity  will  be  extremely  cautious  in  granting 
relief  against:  3  Ga..  226.  Prayer  for  perpetual  injunction,  of  :  6  Ga.,  392.  Confessed 
by  party  not  authorized,  enjoined:  22  Ga.,  127.  Allowed  by  defendant,  under  a  mis- 

apprehension, enjoined,  when  :  26  Ga.,  485.  Void,  for  want  of  jurisdiction,  need  not  be 
enjoined:  56  Ga.,  286.  Judge  of  City  Court,  injunction  granted  by,  in  vacation,  a 
nullity  :  64  Ga.,  556.  Jurisdiction,  defendants  may  be  called  out  of  their  county  to 
argue  motion  for  injunction  :  19  Ga.,  471.  When  defendants  not  allowed  to  withdraw 
suit  from  law  to  equity  side  of  Court  by  injunction  :  37  Ga.,  364.  Justices  of  Infe- 

rior Court,  injunction  against  refused :  18  Ga.,  473.  Landlord,  tenants  enjoined 
from  removing  crops  at  instance  of :  40  Ga.,  187.  Letters,  publication  of,  between 
parties  enjoined  :  29  Ga.,  161.  Libel,  equity  will  not  restrain  publication  of  :  49Ga.,  70. 
Married  woman,  injunction  against,  as  a  free  dealer:  36  Ga.,  534.  Mill-dam,  in- 

junction against  erection  of,  refused  :  53  Ga.,  380.  Mayor  of  city,  bill  against  when  he 
entered  into  contract  with  council  for  work  etc.  :  60  Ga.,  221.  Mortgage  fi.fa.  injunc- 

tion refused  to  defendant  in  :  47  Ga.,  646.  Motion  to  dissolve  may  be  heard  when 
amended,  before  bill  as  amended,  is  answered  :  19  Ga.,  471.  Held,  error  to  hear,  before 
principal  defendant  had  answered:  39  Ga,,  335.  Municipal  corporation,  equity  will 
not  restrain,  at  instance  of  tax  payer,  when,  etc. :  43  Ga.,  67.  Negligence,  party  not 
entitled  to  injunction  when  he  has  been  negligent,  etc.  :  28  Ga.,  117,  To  same  effect : 
20  Ga.,  242.  Necessity,  where  no  necessity  for,  not  granted:  62  Ga.,  639;  64/543. 
New  trial,  bill  for  and  to  restrain  judgment  at  law  not  formed  by  Courts  of  equity  : 
38  Ga.,  174.  Notes,  bill  to  enjoin  suit  on,  and  open  settlement:  22  Ga.,  4,  123.  No- 

tice, injunction  should  not  be  dissolved  without,  to  complainant:  47  Ga.,  400.  Not 
granted  without  notice,  etc. :  56  Ga.,  525.  Nuisance,  livery  stable  would  be,  etc.:  9 
Ga.,  425.  As  to  obstructing  public  street:  50  Ga.,  541.  Partners,  when  one  partner 
enjoined  from  carrying  on  same  business  as  firm:  33  Ga.,  500.  Bill  for  injunction  by 
one  against  another  after  dissolution  :  35  Ga.,  113.  Payment  by  maker  no  cause  for 
injunction  by  indorser :  56  Ga,,  663.  Proceedings,  bill  to  stay,  till  distribution  of 
money  in  hands  of  Sheriff:  60  Ga.,  159.  Purchase  money,  of  land,  bill  to  restrain 
collection  of  and  set  aside  award  of  arbitrators:  43  Ga.,  193.  By  purchaser:  31  Ga., 
54.  Bill  to  restrain  pending  action  at  law  on  purchase  money  notes:  60  Ga.,  147. 
Purchaser  of  land,  in  possession,  bill  by,  for  injunction  and  relief  refused:  10  Ga., 
127.  Will  not  be  restrained  at  instance  of  another,  when  :  31  Ga.,  54.  Bill  for  injunc- 

tion by,  against  vendor :  54  Ga.,  145.  Railroad,  injunction  to  restrain  sale  of,  and  prevent 
multiplicity  of  suits  :  43  Ga.,  466.  Bill  by  stockholders  to  restrain  lease,  of  one  by  an- 

other, refused  :  43  Ga.,  605.  Injunction  refused  to  prevent  running  of  cars  till  "gaps" 
were  erected  :  46  Ga.,  620.  To  restrain,  from  constructing  road  in  city  limits,  refused  : 
52  Ga.,  244.  Bill  by  stockholders  to  enjoin  payment  of  indorsed  bonds  of  another  road: 
54  Ga.,  379.  To  prevent,  from  continuing  to  run  through  lands  of  complainant :  54  Ga., 
597,     Refusal  of  injunction  does  not  estop  party  from  asking  for  another  in  same 
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case:  41  Ga.,  546.  Removal  of  mortgaged  property,  injunction  to  restrain:  11  Ga., 
669.  To  which  judgment  lien  has  attached  :  35  Ga.,  202.  Sale  under  execution,  equity 
will  not  enjoin  because  of  prior,  by  another  execution:  56  Ga.,  549.  Schoolteacher, 
injunction  to  restrain  from  teaching  because  of  agreement,  etc.:  45  Ga.,  319.  Sepa- 

rate estate,  injunction  to  prevent  purchase  of  from  husband,  etc.  :  31  Ga.,  304.  Ser- 
vice, of  injunction,  prima  facie,  good  by  leaving  copy  at  residence  of  defendant:  19 

Ga.,  527.  Set-off  equitable,  equity  will  restrain  judgment  at  law  and  take  cogni- 
zance of:  31  Ga.,  26.  When  judgment  enjoined  to  enable  defendant  to  plead  set-off: 

41  Ga.,  260.  Specific  performance,  bill  for  an  injunction  granted  on  terms  :  32  Ga., 
306.  Injunction  to  enforce,  and  quia  timet :  42  Ga..  41.  Cannot  be  decreed  in  vacation 
and  when  injunction  amounts  to:  60  Ga..  233.  Supreme  Court. — Rules  and  Prac- 

tice.— Judgment  on  demurrer  not  within  Act  of  Oct.,  1870 :  44  Ga.,  634.  Injunction,  bill 
dismissed  when  :  53  Ga,,  499.  Refusal  of  motion  to  dissolve  injunction  and  not  sub- 

ject to  review  :  53  Ga.,  551.  Writ  of  error  on  denial  of  motion  to  dissolve  injunction, 
not  heard  in  speedy  manner:  55  Ga..  350.  The  evidence  presented  to  the  Chancellor 
should  be  embodied  in  the  bill  of  exceptions  or  otherwise  identified  by  him  :  59  Ga., 
624;  51/215.  As  to  bills  of  exceptions:  60  Ga.,  315.  As  to  affidavits:  60  Ga.,  595. 
When  application  was  heard  on  day  previous  to  time  set:  61  Ga.,  633.  Decree  at 
chambers  dismissing  bill  on  demurrer  cannot  be  reversed  by  "fast  "  writ  of  error  :  63 
Ga..  437;  65/107.  Surety;  injunction  granted,  to  r  strain  judgment:  42Ga.,491.  An 
administrator's  bond,  injunction  granted  to  restrai  judgment  against  administrator: 
41  Ga.,  307.  Tax,  municipal,  injunction  to  restra'  collection  of,  from  retail  liquor 
dealer,  refused:  42  Ga.,  596.  Bill  for  injunction  against  fi.  fa.  :  54  Ga.,  317.  Injunc- 

tion to  restrain  from  collection  of.  refused:  60  Ga.,  597.  Restraining  Ordinary  from 
collecting  illegal :  42  Ga.,  229.  Restraining  collection  of,  on  national  bank  :  59  Ga.,  648. 
Not  against  Comptroller's  fi.  fa.  against  defaulting  tax-collector:  46  Ga.,  325,  350. 
Tenants  in  common,  injunction  to  protect  equities  of  :  25  Ga.,  93.  Trespass,  when 
equity  will  enjoin:  11  Ga..  246;  45/201:  56/527.  Trust  estate,  when  execution  against 
will  be  enjoinpd  :  48  Ga.,  365.  Usury, in  a  judgment :  3  Ga.,  162;  48/55.  As  between 
mortgagers:  49  Ga.,  45;  61/177.  Voluntary  conveyances,  to  defraud  creditors 
when  equity  will  not  interfere,  etc.  :  42  Ga.,  124:  52/376;  butsee  :  57  Ga.,  248.  Waste 
by  tenant  in  dower,  injunction  a  remedy  for  :  12  Ga.,  235  ;  30/300;  36/97.  To  grant  in- 

junction to  stay,  is  almost  a  matter  of  course:  19  Ga.,  89;  33/508.  Remaindermen, 
bill  by,  to  stay  :  18  Ga..  545.  Bill  by  heir  against  administrator,  injunction  refused  :  26 
Ga.,  575.  Against  vendee  under  bond  for  title :  56  Ga.,  139.  Widow,  bill  by  against 
mortgagee  for  dower  and  year's  support :  61  Ga.,  314. 

General  Note  on  Injunctions, — Bonds,  sureties  on  injunction  bonds:  Brandt  S. 
and  G.,  §411;  7  C.  L.  J.,  217;  as  to  such  bonds,  see  12  How.,  168;  20/55;  15  Wall.,  211 ; 
7  C.  L.  J.,  76.  Granted  when  ;  against  provoked  injury,  will  not  lie:  31  Am.  R.,  301. 
To  restrain  suit  in  another  State,  when  will  lie:  28  Am.  R.,  418;  8  C.  L.  J.  21;  2  St. 
Eq.,  $899.  Against  trifling  encroachment  on  way,  does  not  lie  :  29  Am.  R.,  528.  Ac- 

quiescence, when  operates  as  estoppel :  33  Ami.  R.,  156.  Mandamus  will  not  lie  to  com- 
pel Judge  to  issue  :  26  Am.  R.,  115.  Contempt,  will  not  issue  to  restrain  enforcement 

of  sentence  for :  26  Am.  R.,  479.  Municipal  corporations  :  2  Dillon  M.  C,  $727  et  seg. 
Nuisances  :  Wood  on  N.,  811;  $3002  of  Code.  Penal  proceedings  which  interfere 
with  rights  of  property  when  enjoined:  3  Woods,  222;  see  19  Am.  R.,  310.  Libel:  4 
C.  L.  J.,  40,  171;  9/314.  Private  letters,  publication  of,  when  enjoined:  2  St.  Eq., 
$$944-948  ;  7  C.  L.  J.,  334.  Restraint  of  trade,  contracts  for,  injunction  in  such  cases  : 
Note  to  $2750.  Slander  of  title,  not  enjoined:  19  Am.  R.,  310,  Sunday,  Court  may 
issue  injunction  on,  to  prevent  irreparable  injury:  16  Am.  R.,  554,  n.  Taxes,  in- 

junctions against:  See  note  on  page  209;  3  C.  L.  J.,  306,  340,643.  United  States 
Court,  injunction  against  proceeding  in  :  23  Am.  R.,  412;  by,  against  process  of  State 
Court:  1  Woods,  175;  bv,  against  proceeding  in  State  Court:  1  0.,  254;  6/340;  13/494. 
Waste,  injunctions  against:  1  Add.  Torts,  $$371-374;  note  to  $2255;  2  St.  Eq.,  $$912- 
919.— Subject  treated:  2  St.  Eq.,  ?861  et  seq.;  2  Add.  Torts,  $$1442-1452;  2  Dillon 
Munic.  Corp.,  $727,  etc.;  Green's  Brice's  Ultra  Vires,  588;  treatises  of  High,  Joyce, 
Kerr,  Hilliard. 

ARTICLE  III. 

NE    EXEAT   AND    QUIA   TIMET. 

Section. 
3226.  May  issue,  when. 
3227.  Applicant's  showing. 3228.  Defendant  may  give  bond. 
3229.  Discretion  of  the  Court. 

Section. 
3230.  Affidavit  and  bond  of  complainant. 
3231.  May  issue  without  sanction,  when. 
3232.  Quia  timet  may  issue,  when. 

§3226.  (3159.)  (3147.)  Ne  exeat.  The  writ  of  ne  exeat  issues  to  restrain 
a  person  from  leaving  the  jurisdiction  of  the  State,  and  may  be  granted 
in  the  following  cases : 

[Items  1  and  3,  of  section  3159,  repealed  by  Constitution  of  1868, 
Article  I.,  section  18.] 
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2.  In  favor  of  an  obligor  or  promisor,  or  partner  against  his  co-obligor, 
or  joint  promisor,  or  copartner,  equally  or  partly  responsible  with  him 
for  any  duty  to  be  performed. 

4.  Against  persons  illegally  removing  the  property  of  a  decedent,  or  Act  of  1814, 

of  an  orphan,  or  married  woman,  at  the  instance  of  any  person  inter- c*  p* 526, 
ested  therein,  or  of  a  next  friend  of  such  orphan  or  married  woman. 

5.  At  the  instance  of  a  remainderman  or  reversioner,  against  any  one  g226i. 
attempting  to  remove  the  property  in  which  such  remainder  or  rever- 

sion exists,  or  may  contingently  exist. 

6.  A("  the  instance  of  a  mortgagee  against  a  person  holding  the  equity 
of  redemption. 

7.  At  the  instance  of  any  person  interested  legally  or  equitably  in 
property  about  to  be  removed,  where  no  adequate  remedy  is  afforded  at 
law. 

When  can  issue  :  17  Ga.,  77.  When  surety  had  no  necessity  to  resort  to  as  against 
his  principal :  29  Ga.,  261. 

2  St.  Eq.,  £1464  ;  Wells'  Jur.,  §519. 

§3227.  (3160.)  (3148.)  Complainant's  showing.  In  every  case  of  appli- 
cation for  the  writ  of  ne  exeat,  the  party  must  show  that  no  adequate 

remedy  is  afforded  at  law,  and  that  the  defendant  is  either  removing, 
or  about  to  remove,  himself  or  his  property,  or  the  specific  property  to 
which  the  complainant  claims  title  or  an  interest. 

§3228.  (3161.)  (3149.)  Defendant's  bond.     The  defendant  may,  in  all  Act  of  1830, 
cases,  relieve  himself  or  his  propert}^,  or  the  specific  property,  from  theC-p"52'' 
restraint  imposed,  by  giving  bond  in  double  the  value  of  plaintiffs 
claim,  with  good   security,  to  the  officer  serving  the  process,  for  the 
forthcoming  of  each  or  either  (according  to  the  tenor  of  the  writ),  to 

answer  -to  complainant's  claim,  or  abide  by  the  order  and  decree  of  the 
Court.     The  Judge  granting  the  writ  may,  in  his  discretion,  require  a 
larger  bond.     The  officer  receiving  insufficient  security,  shall  be  held 
surety  himself,  and  the  sureties  on  his  bond  may  be  held  responsible 
therefor. 

As  to  discharge  on  bond  :  8  Ga.,  299.  When  security  on  ne  exeat  bond  cannot  object 
to  the  sufficiency  of  the  affidavit  on  which  the  bill  was  sanctioned  :  28  Ga.,  566. 

§3229.  (3162.)  (3150.)  Court's  discretion.  If  the  defendant  fails  or  re- 
fuses to  replevy  the  property,  the  Court  may,  in  its  discretion,  make 

such  disposition  of  it  as  shall  appear  most  advantageous  to  all  parties. 
§3230.  (3163.)  (3151.)  Affidavit  and  bond  of  complainant.     In  every  ap-  Acts  of  1855 

plication  for  a  writ  of  ne  exeat,  the  allegations  of  the  bill  must  be  yeri-^P-  Joi- 
ned by  one  or  more  of  the  complainants  ;  and  the  Judge  may,  in  his  p.  109. 

discretion,  require  the  complainant  to  give  bond  and  security  for  the 
payment  of  any  damages  which  the  defendant  may  recover  of  him,  for 
suing  out  the  writ  before  granting  an  order  for  the  issuing  of  the  same, 
and  may  require  a  verification  by  all  or  any  of  the  complainants. 

Creditor  should  swear  positively  as  to  defendant's  intention  to  remove  and  to  the 
amount  of  his  claim  :  25  Ga.,  629;  23/142.  An  agent  should  swear  positively  :  36  Ga., 
571.  Affidavit  to  best  of  knowiedge  and  belief  not  sufficient  :  23  Ga.,  480;  25/71. 
When  security  on  ne  exeat  bond  cannot  object  to  sufficiency  of  affidavit :  28  Ga.,  566. 
Affidavit  in  support  of  answer  to  ne  exeat:  38  Ga.,  113.  Wife's  affidavit  for  ne  exeat 
against  her  husband  pending  divorce  suit  :  8  Ga.,  295.  Court  may  require  party  him- 

self to  verify  his  application  for  ne  exeat :  36  Ga.,  571. 

§3231.  (3164.)  (3152.)  When  issued  without  sanction.  In  cases  of  emer- 
gency, upon  the  affidavit  of  the  complainant  that  he  cannot  obtain  the 

sanction  of  the  Judge  in  time  to  remedy  the  mischief,  the  writ  of  ne 
exeat  may  issue  at  once,  to  continue  until  the  first  term  of  the  Court  to 
which  it  is  returnable,  unless  earlier  heard  by  order  of  the  Judge. 

§3232.  (3165.)  (3153.)  Proceeding  quia  timet.  The  proceeding  quia 
timet  is  sustained  in  equity  for  the  purpose  of  causing  to  be  delivered 
up  and  cancelled  any  instrument  which  has  answered  the  object  of  its 
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creation,  or  any  forged  or  other  iniquitous  deed  or  other  writing,  which, 

though  not  enforced  at  the  time,  either  casts  a  cloud  over  complainant's 
title  or  otherwise  subjects  him  to  future  liability  or  present  annoyance, 
and  the  cancellation  of  which  is  necessary  to  his  perfect  protection. 

When  equity  will  direct  cancellation  of  deeds  or  other  instruments  where  payment, 
etc.  :  2  Ga.,  414.  But  will  not  do  so  where  anything  received  until  repayment :  5  Ga., 
341.  After  eviction  :  7Ga.,  228.  Bond  to  compel  delivery  to  remainderman:  8  Ga., 
374.  When  deed  will  be  ordered  to  be  delivered  up  and  cancelled  :  8  Ga.,  457.  Where 
apprehension  of  sale  of  property  did  not  make  out  a  case  for  bill  quia  timet:  17  Ga.,  77. 
What  bill  should  require  and  set  forth  in  addition  to  bond  and  security:  18  Ga.,  492. 

When  equity  will  not  rescind  the  contract  and  cancel  the  deed  at  the  vendor's  instance  : 
34  Ga.,  227.  Can  be  no  cancellation  of  deed  at  law:  22  Ga.,  637.  For  protection  of 
future  rights  in  property,  less  stringency  of  statement  and  verification  required:  23 
Ga.,  603.  When  on  motion  of  plain  tiff  defendant  will  be  required  to  produce  original 
deed  attempted  to  be  set  aside  and  cancelled :  25  Ga.,  369.  Can  compel  cancellation  of 
deed  procured  without  consideration  and  by  undue  influence:  27  Ga.,  336.  Void  deed, 
may  be  such  a  cloud  over  title  as  bill  will  lie  for  delivery  up  and  cancellation:  28  Ga.,  442. 
Also  where  deed  illegal :  35  Ga.,  208.  Fraudulent  grants  cancelled  in  this  case  :  41  Ga., 
377.  Fraudulent  deeds:  41  Ga.,  617.  Where  in  absence  of  charge  of  fraud,  etc.,  a  bill 
for  cancellation  of  a  deed  would  be  demurrable  :  44  Ga.,  259. 

2  St.  Eq.,  §694 et  seq.;  7  Wall.,  1;  25  Am.  D.,  532. 

General  Note. — Ne  exeat  by  wife  against  husband  pending  suit  for  partial  divorce 
and  alimony :  8  Ga.,  295.  None  exeat  when  bail  was  adequate  remedy:  17  Ga.,  77; 
29/261.  Requisites  in  bill  for  account  etc.,  praying  for  ne  exeat :  24  Ga.,  406.  Heirs  may 
have  ne  exeat  against  administrator  without  charging  securities  on  his  bond  as  insolvent: 
26  Ga.,  117.  Ne  exeat  will  be  dissolved  where  other  more  appropriate  relief  :  30  Ga.,  965. 
Where  bill  by  factor  should  not  be  discharged  on  answer  not  denying  equities  of  bill 
except  on  information  and  belief  :  38  Ga.,  113. 

ARTICLE  IV. 

BILLS   OF    PEACE    AND    INTERPLEADER. 

§3225. 

Section. 
3233.  Bill  of  peace. 
3234.  Perpetual  injunction. 
3235.  Interpleader. 

Section. 
3236.  Collateral  to  other  proceedings. 
3237.  Enforcement  of  remedies. 

§3233.  (3166.)  (3154.)  Bill  of  peace.  It  being  the  interest  of  this  State 
that  there  should  be  an  end  of  litigation,  equity  will  entertain  a  bill 
of  peace  : 

1.  To  confirm  some  right  which  has  been  previously  satisfactorily 
established  by  more  than  one  legal  trial,  and  is  likely  to  be  again  liti- 

gated. 
2.  To  avoid  a  multiplicity*  of  suits  by  establishing  a  right,  in  favor 

of  or  against  several  persons,  which  is  likely  to  be  the  subject  of  legal 
controversy,  or  in  other  similar  cases. 

When  bill  of  peace  lies  to  suppress  litigation  and  to  prevent  multiplicity  of  suits, 
etc.  :  10  Ga.,  395-6.     Section  referred  to  and  construed  :  44  Ga.,  555. 

2  St.  Eq.,  §852  et  seq. ;  Adam's  Eq.,  (s.  p.)  199;  8  Cr.,  462  ;  18  How.,  263  ;  2  Bk.,  606  ; 
21  Am.  D.,  698;  26/696.     al  Bk.,  352;  19  Am.  D.,  585;  1  Pomeroy's  Eq.,  §g246-248. 

§3234.  (3167.)  (3155.)  Perpetual  injunction.  As  ancillary  to  this  juris- 
diction, equity  will  grant. perpetual  injunctions. 

§3235.  (3168.)  (3156.)  Interpleader.  Wherever  a  person  is  possessed 
of  property  or  funds,  or  owes  a  debt  or  duty  to  which  more  than  one 
person  lays  claim,  and  the  claims  are  of  such  a  character  as  to  render 
it  doubtful  or  dangerous  for  the  holder  to  act,  he  may  apply  to  equity 
to  compel  the  claimants  to  interplead. 

When  authorized  :  11  Ga.,  103.  One  asking  for  mu«t  claim  no  interest  in  the  fund 
or  property  to  be  interpleaded  about :  19  Ga.,  513.  What  allegations  are  sufficient  to 
maintain  a  bill  for  :  32  Ga.,  53.  Where  a  warehouseman  was  not  entitled  to  file  a  bill 
ofjnterpleader  as  to  two  claimants  to  cotton  :  37  Ga.,  574.  Where  the  bill  could  not 
be  maintained  as  a  bill  of  interpleader:  40  Ga.,  270.  Where  it  should  have  been  a  bill 
of  interpleader :  33  Ga.,  10-11  Suplt.     When  complainant  to  bill  of  interpleader  may 
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appeal:  24  Ga.,  474.  When  protection  to  a  mere  stakeholder  filing  hill  of  interpleader  :  40 
Ga.,  227.  Bill  should  be  filed  before  judgment  rendered  against  stakeholder  in  favor 

of  one  of  the  claimants :  56  Ga.,  534;  59/761.  After  decree  that  defendant's  interplead 
complainant  seeking  no  other  relief  in  bill  not  entitled  to  be  heard  in  the  argument  at 
all :  63  Ga,  263. 

lPomeroy'sEq.,  §246;  2  St.  Eq.,  §800  ezseq.;  Adam's  Eq.,  (s.  p.)  202;  3  C.  L.  J., 
392;  9/219.     By  Sheriff:  19  Am.  R.,  754. 

§3236.  (3169.)  (3157.)  Collateral  interpleading.  If,  in  the  progress  of 
any  proceeding  in  equity,  the  Court  perceives  the  necessity  for  parties 
to  interplead,  it  may  order  such  interpleader  as  collateral  and  ancillary 
to  the  main  case. 

§3237.  (3169.)  (3157.)  Remedies,  how  enforced.     All  extraordinary  rem-  §§3099, 4218. 
edies  of  equity  may  be  enforced  by  attachments. 

See 56  Ga.,  98.  Knowledge  of  appointment  of  receiver  and  refusal  to  turn  over 
goods  to  him  places  him  in  contempt  of  the  order  of  the  Court:  61  Ga.,  164. 
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PART  III. 
THE   CODE   OF   PRACTICE 

TITLE  I. 

OF   THE  JUDGES,  SESSIONS,  AND   ADJOURNMENTS   OF 
COURTS. 

Chapter  1. — Of  the  Supreme  Court. 

Chapter  2. — Of  the  Superior  Courts. 
Chapter  3. — Of  the  Judges  of  the  Superior  Courts. 

CHAPTER  I. 

OF    THE    SUPREME    COURT. 

Section. 
3238.  Time  and  place  of  holding. 
3239.  May  be  adjourned  to  another  time. 

Section. 
3240.  May  be  adjourned  to  another  place. 

§3238.  (3170.)  (3158.)   Times  and  place  of  session.  [The  Supreme  Court 

ccp°448845'  °i  the  State  of  Georgia  shall  ̂ ttaL  the    seat  okys^vernrarent,  and  its 
/f-/f-~j-—  (ajConst. °f  terms  shall  Iffigiffjffi^he  the^oooolla  Monday  in^fcDruary,  and  the  first 
A-j-      .see.2,  par.il  Monday  in  Ifefftomoof  of  each  year.     The  Court  shall  be  held  by  two 

Actsofi87o,  or  more  0f  the  Judges  thereof,  and  shall  continue  until  the  business  of 
Acts 'of  1878  the  Court  is  disposed  of.]  (a.) 
-9,  p.  138.        g3239.  (3171.)  (3159.)  Attendance  of  Judges,  and  adjournments.     It  shall 
a      fi8-7  ̂ e  ̂ e  duty  °f  a^  the  Judges  of  said  Court  to  attend  each  term  thereof; 

p.  94.        '  but  if  from  providential  cause  any  one  of  the  Judges  cannot  attend  the 
Act  of  1845  Court,  such  Court  may  be  held  by  two  Judges.     If  only  one  Judge  shall 

c.  p.  448.    '  attend  he  may  adjourn  the  Court  to  any  time  agreed  upon  by  himself 
§2i5.  and  another  of  said  Judges,  whose  consent  shall  be  in  writing  and  riled 

with  the  Clerk  of  said  Court.     If  no  Judge  attends  it  shall  be  the  duty 
of  the  Clerk  and  Sheriff,  or  either  of  them,  to  adjourn  said  Court  until 
the  next  regular  term. 

§3240.  (3172.)  (3160.)  May  be  adjourned  to  some  other  place.  When  from 
providential  cause  the  Supreme  Court  cannot  be  held  at  the  time 
and  place  designated  by  law,  it  may  be  adjourned  by  order  of  the 
Judges,  or  any  two  of  them,  in  vacation,  to  some  other  convenient  time 

-  and  place,  and  the  session  then  held  shall  be  valid,  and  notice  shall  be 
given  of  such  adjournment  if  possible. 

;  General  Note. — Terms  of  Supreme  Court  being  fixed  by  statute  it  is  the  duty  of 
parties  as  well  as  Courts  to  know  and  observe  them:  20  Ga.,  531.     Where  counsel  mis- 

take terms  of,  relying  on  newspaper  calendar  :  33  Ga.,  11  Suplt. 
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CHAPTER  II. 

OF    THE    SUPERIOR    COURTS. 

ARTICLE    I. 

SESSIONS    AND    ADJOURNMENTS   OF    SUPERIOR    COURTS. 

Section. 
3341.  Sessions  of  Superior  Court. 
3242.  Superior  Court  may  be  adjourned. 
3243.  May  be  adjourned  in  vacation. 

Section. 
3244.  May  be  adjourned  in  term  time. 
3245.  Adjourned  and  special  terms. 

§3241.  (3173.)  (3161.)  Superior  Courts  to  be  held  twice  a  year.     The  Su-Actof  1799. 
perior  Courts  shall  be  held  in  each  county  in  the  respective  judicial  cir- c-  P- 457- 
cuits,  twice  in  every  year,  by  one  or  more  of  the  Judges  of  the  Supe-§24i. 
rior  Courts,  at  the  several  times  prescribed  by  law.*^^  £\ /2 ̂ ^  T ̂ -  /f~2--j^SS~W~ 

Must  be  held  as  prescribed  :  Wells  on  Jurisdiction,  $132  et  seq.   *i$£*-<&£L  ̂ >t^-^^r-   /^Vr  ̂ ~^, 

fry.  s~rz 

[Section  (3174)  omitted  because  continually  changing 
§3242.  (3175.)  (3164.)  Adjournment  by  clerk  from  day  to  day.     In  case  Act  of  1799T 

of  unavoidable  accidents,  whereby   the  Superior  Court  in  any  county  C>p-459' x  ̂ T  ~y* 
shall  not  be  held  at  the  time  appointed  for  holding  the  same,  the  clerk  / 
of  such  Court  shall  adjourn  the  same  from  day  to  day,  not  exceeding 
two  days ;  and  unless  the  presiding  Judge  shall  order  to  the  contrary 
within  the  two  days  aforesaid,  the  clerk  shall  then  adjourn  said  Court 
to  the  next  term. 

An  adjournment  by  the  clerk  legal :  50  Ga.,  481.  Presumption  where  adjournment 
over  of  a  case  by  Judge  to  next  week,  although  it  may  be  week  for  another  Court  in 
circuit:  61  Ga.,  183. 

§3243.  (3176.)  (3165.)  Judges  failing  to  attend,  clerFs  duty.    When  the  Act  of  issg, 

Clerk  of  the  Superior  Court  is  informed  by  the  presiding  Judge  that  it  c-p-46l 
is  not  possible  for  him  to  attend  the  regular  term  of  said  Court  from  . 
sickness  of  himself  or  his  family,  or  other  unavoidable  cause,  which 
shall  be  expressed  in  the  order  of  adjournment,  the  clerk  shall  adjourn 
such  Court  to  such  time  as  the  Judge  may  direct,  and  shall  advertise 
the  same  at  the  Court  House  of  the  county  in  which  said  Court  is  to  be 
held,  and  one  or  more  times  in  a  public  gazette. 

Direction  as  to  advertisement  directory  only :  34  Ga.,  348.  Section  referred  to  in 
criminal  case  :  39  Ga.,  723.  When  an  adjournment  by  the  clerk  was  legal :  50  Ga.,  481. 

What  is  ''unavoidable  cause"  under  this  section  :  63  Ga.,  791-793. 

§3244.  (3177.)  (3166.)  Court  may  be  adjourned,  when.     No   Superior  Act  of  1823, 
Court  shall  be  adjourned  by  the  Judge  in  vacation,  except  for  thec-p-461- 
causes  above  stated;  but  the  Judge  may,  in  term  time,  adjourn  such 
Court  to  such  time  as  he  may  think  fit. 

Stated  in:  26  Ga.,  275.  Parties  bound  to  take  notice  of  an  adjournment:  36  Ga., 
255.     Section  refered  to  and  construed  in  criminal  cases  :  63  Ga.,  792  ;  39/723. 

Presumption  as  to  regularity  of  adjournment:  Wells'  Jur.,  $133. 

§3245.    (3178.)    Adjourned  and  special  terms.      The   Judges   of    the  (&)  Acta  of 
Superior  Courts  of  this  State  may,  in  their  discretion,  hold  adjourned  JJJj  J^  ̂  
terms  of  said  Courts  in  every  county  within  their  respective  circuits,  -6,  p.  59. 
when  the  business  requires   it  to  close  the  dockets,  and  may,  in  the 
the  exercise  of  a  sound  discretion,  cause  new  juries  to  be  drawn  for  the 
same,  or  order  the  juries  drawn  for  the  regular  term  to  give  their  at- 

tendance at  such  adjourned  terms;  and  such  Judges  are  authorized  to 

*The  times  of  holding  the  Superior  Courts  are  changed  so  frequently,  that  it  has  been  thought 
best  to  leave  out  the  table  of  sessions  altogether. 
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/y0-r*  (<jsr.  \lq\A  special  terms  of  said  Courts  for  the  triaTOT^imihals,  in  any county  of  their  circuits,  at  discretion,  and  to  compel  the  attendance  of 
grand  and  petit  jurors,  either  of  a  previous  term,  or  to  draw  new  jurors 
for  the  same,  according  to  the  laws  now  of  force.]  (a.) 

This  Act  is  constitutional :  34  Ga.,  271.  Section  refered  to  and  construed:  51  Ga., 
497  ;  36/256.  In  criminal  cases:  47  Ga.,  247;  54/375;  61/642;  63/388.  And  this  law 
authorizing  Judges  to  hold  special  terms  for  trial  of  civil  cases  is  constitutional:  47 
Ga.,  553. 

Special  terms:  Wells'  Jur.,  §135. 

[Sections  (3179)  and  (3180)  repealed  by  Constitution  of  1868,  Article 
V.,  section  14.] 

General  Note. — Where  law  provides  that  Court  shall  be  holden  4th  Monday  in 
April  and  1st  in  May,  and  there  are  four  Mondays  in  April :  31  Ga.,  411.  Jurisdiction  of 
Judge  of  Superior  Court  co-extensive  with  the  State  :  44  Ga.,  23.  Notice  of  time  and 
place  of  holding  Court  should  be  taken,  although  no  Judge  for  that  circuit:  44  Ga.,  23. 

CHAPTER  III. 

OF    THE    JUDGES   OF    THE    SUPERIOR   COURTS. 

Section. 
3246.  Rules  of  practice,  etc. 
3247.  All  other  rules  void. 

Section. 
3248.  Judges  must  not  express  opinion. 
32J9.  Must  charge  the'jury  specially. 

/ 

> 

§3246.  (3181.)  (3170.)  Convention  of  Judges  may  make  rules  of  practice. 
Act  of  i82i,  The  several  Judges  of  the  Superior  Courts  of  this  State  may  convene 
c.  p.  460.  a|  ̂ e  gea^.  o£  government  once  in  each  year,  at  such  time  as  they,  or  a 
§204-  majority  of  them,  may  appoint,  for  the  purpose  of  establishing  uni- 

form rules  of  practice  throughout  the  several  circuits  of  this  State ; 
which  rules,  so  established,  shall  be  published  immediately  after  the 
adjournment  of  said  convention. 

See  note  to  section  204,  on  the  policy  of  this  law:  33  Ga.,  215.  Section  referred  to 
and  construed:  56  Ga.,  229;  50/595-597. 

§3247.  (3182.)  (3171.)  All  other  rules  void.     All  rules  of  practice  for 
Act  of  1847,  the  Superior  Courts,  prescribed  by  any  other  authority  than  that  which 

"  p'     '     has,  by  the  previous  section,  been  deputed  to  all  the  Judges  of  the  Su- 
perior Courts  of  Georgia,  in  convention,  shall  be  null  and  void  and 

inoperative. 
§3248    (3183.)  (3172.)    Judge  expressing  opinion  on  facts,  error.     It  is 

Act  of  i860,  error  for  any  or  either  of  the  Judges  of  the  Supsrior  Courts  of  this 
c.  p.  462.     State,  in  any  case,  whether  civil  or  criminal,  or  in  equity,  during  its 
§4646.         progress,  or  in  his  charge  to  the  jury,  to  express  or  intimate  his  opinion 

as  to  what  has  or  has  not  been  proved,  or  as  to  the  guilt  of  the  accused; 
and  should  any  Judge  of  said  Court  violate  the  provisions  of  this  sec- 
tionj  such  violation  shall  be  held  by  the  Supreme  Court  to  be  error,  and 
the  decision  in  such  case  reversed, and  anew  trial  granted  in  the  Court 
below,  with  such  directions  as  the  said  Supreme  Court  may  lawfully 

give. Admissions,  not  error  to  repeat,  of  one  of  the  parties :  56  Ga.,  365.  Adverse  pos- 
session, new  trial  granted  when  Judge  expressed  opinion  as  to:  9  Ga.,  441.  Assump- 

tion, that  conduct  was  criminal,  error :  58  Ga.,  552.  That  important  fact  has  or  has 
not  been  proved,  error:  32  Ga.,  228,  409;  6/516.  Circumstantial  evidence,  when 
reference  to  acts  of  defendant  in  explaining  nature  of,  not  error:  10  Ga.,  48.  Compe- 

tency, error  to  express  doubt  as  to,  of  evidence  :  5  Ga.,  86;  6/325.  Not  error  to  state 
that  certain  portion  of  testimony  was  competent:  23  Ga.,  492.  Credibility,  error  to 
express  opinion  as  to,  of  evidence:  57  Ga.,  489;  54/229.  Jury  to  decide  as  to, 
of  impeached  witness:  22  Ga.,  478-9.  Discrimination  against  evidence  of  either 
party,  error:  30  Ga.,  361;  62/314.  Equity  practice,  not  error  for  Court  to  instruct 
the  jury  what  part  of  answer  is  responsive,  etc. :  14  Ga.,  429.  Facts,  error  for  Judge 
to  express  an  opinion  to  the  jury  on  the  facts  proven:  10  Ga.,  439;  11/637;  49/325. 
Construction  of  the  law   arising  from    undisputed,  not  error:  11   Ga.,  461.     Reciting 
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such,  not  error :  16  Ga..,  368  ;  18/120.  Admitted,  Judge  may  state  to  jury  :  30  Ga.,  426. 
Formerly  Judge  might  express  his  opinion  on  :  5  Ga.,  441;  6/324;  7/428.  Intimation, 
a  charge  wliichintimat.es  opinion  of  the  Court  on  the  facts  will  necessitate  a  new  trial: 
63  Ga.,  459 ;  62/365  ;  61/359.  Error  for  Judge  to  intimate  what  the  evidence  meant :  60 
Ga.,  188.  When  charge  assumes  shape  of,  as  to  what  the  Judge  believes  the  evidence 
to  be,  new  trial  granted  :  42  Ga.,  535 ;  40/291 ;  38/50.  Of  doubt  as  to  competency  of 
evidence,  error:  6  Ga.,  325;  5/86.  Leg-al  conclusion,  when  words  amounted  to 
rather  than  an  expression  of  opinion:  42  Ga.,595;  52/567;  64/445.  Materiality  of 
testimony,  error  for  Judge  to  express  opinion  as  to:  12  Ga.,  261.  An  immaterial 
fact,  does  not  require  new  trial:  59  Ga.,  201.  Murder,  Court  giving  opinion  as  to 
whether  homicide  was  voluntary  or  involuntary,  new  trial  not  granted:  52  Ga.,  607. 
Offense,  not  error  for  Court  to  express  opinion  as  to  grade  of,  provided  done  in  the 
way  of  direction  :  31  Ga.,  424.  Opinion  expressed,  as  to  evidence,  by  the  Judge,  to 
be  error  must  be  in  presence  and  hearing  of  the  jury:  42  Ga.,  10.  Not  duty  of  the 
Judge  to  classify  evidence  as  to  its  weight:  43  Ga.,484.  The  whole  charge  must  be 
looked  to  for  explanation  of:  60  Ga.,  264.  Phrases,  Court  expressing  opinion  that  the 
jury  "must  find  the  prisoner  guilty,"  adding  that  it  was  a  question  for  them  to  decide, 
from  the  evidence,  not  error:  14  Ga.,  709.  In  murder  case  that  "deceased  had  a  right 
to  be  mad ;  he  thought  anybody  shot  had  a  right  to  be  mad,"  held  error:  37  Ga.,  93. 
That  the  "jury  is  bound  to  find"  a  particular  way,  when  there  is  conflicting 
testimony,  held  error:  20  Ga..,  430.  That  jury  "must  find  for  plaintiff,"  er- 

ror :  21  Ga.,  301.  Evidence  such  on  a  particular  point  that  it  was  imposs- 
ible to  come  to  any  correct  conclusion,  not  error:  22  Ga.,  385.  "If  the  jury 

believe  the  witnesses  they  should  find  for  the  plaintiff,"  error;  30  Ga.,  323. 
"Defendant  is  guilty  and  you  ought  to  find  him  so,"  even  conditionally,  error :  34  Ga., 
.263.  "He  was  surprised  that  no  demurrer  had  been  filed  to  the  bill,  or  some  motion 
made  to  dismiss  it,"  error  :  37  Ga.,  205.  "That  prisoner  is  guilty  "  if  certain  facts  "  are 
proven,  "  not  error,  if  charge  is  supported  by  proof :  41  Ga.,  217.  "The  words  charged 
in  the  declaration  were  libellous,  "  no  error  :  44  Ga.,  386.  That  a  portion  of  the  testi- 

mony "  does  not  prove  what  party  introducing  it  claims,  "  etc.,  error:  53  Ga.,  548.  "  If 
you  believe, "  etc.,  "  that  would  be  a  strong  circumstance,"  etc.,  error:  39  Ga.,  602. 
"  That  there  is  a  conflict  in  the  evidence"  when,  error  :  30  Ga.,  361.  "  It  is  my  opin- 

ion that  you  can  infer  from  defendant's  admission  that,"  etc.,  error:  45  Ga.,  477. 
That  certain  proof  "was  of  little  value,"  error:  53  Ga.,  162.  "The  jury  should  re- 

turn a  verdict  of  guilty,  "  error :  51  Ga,,  503.  "There  seems  to  be  no  conflict  of  evi- 
dence, "  error  :  59  Ga.,  409.  "  In  this  case  you  cannot  find  vindictive  damages,  "  error  : 

54  Ga..  229.  "  The  law  wTriters  say  that  a  chain  of  circumstances  cannot  lie,  while  a 
witness  may, "  error:  54  Ga.,  157.  "That  a  witness  was  apparently  interested,"  er- 

ror: 57  Ga.,  13.  "This  case  has  already  consumed  too  much  time,  I  have  allowed  the 
prisoner  great  latitude,  etc.,  that  he  might  show  his  innocence  if  he  could,"  error:  57 
Ga..  66.  "The  jury  should  find  defendant  guilty,"  error:  57  Ga.,  505.  "Under  the 
■evidence  for  the  defense  he  is  guilty,"  error:  56  Ga.,  385.  "  If  the  jury  believe  the  evi- 

dence for  the  State  they  must  find  a  verdict  of  guilty,"  error:  56  Ga.,  61.  "  If  the  jury 
believe  the  witnesses  and  the  person  assaulted  had  died,  it  would  have  been  murder," 
-error  :  59  Ga.,  249.  "  No  debtor  in  the  condition  of  P.  could  make  such  a  gift  of 
his  property,"  error:  56  Ga.,  369.  Charge  should  not  characterize  deceased  as  "vic- 

tim," nor  declare  prisoner  "guilty  of  murder,"  if  certain  matters  of  fact  be  not  true: 
58  Ga,,  36.  Reference  to  the  evidence  by  the  Court,  in  deciding  a  point  raised  by 
counsel,  not  error :  22  Ga.,  403.  Refusal  to  express  opinion  as  to  which  of  several 
possible  inferences  is  correct,  not  error :  19  Ga.,  591.  Statement  proper,  of  the  evi- 

dence, difference  between  directing  and  expressing  opinion  as  to  facts  proven  :  43  Ga., 
368.  Sufficiency  of  evidence  not  the  province  of  the  Court  to  express  an  opinion  on  : 
10  Ga.,  512.  As  to  non-suit :  14  Ga.,  699.  Threat,  as  evidence  Judge  should  express 
no  opinion  on  :  58  Ga.,  224. 

§3249.  (3184.)  (3173.)  Judge  must  charge  the  jury,  etc.     The  Judges  of  (a)  Acts  of 

the  Superior  Courts  shall,  at  each  term  of  said  Court  in  every  year  give,  Jlf 3iSi. PP" 
specially  in  charge  to  the  grand  juries  the  law  against  gaming,  carry- . 
ing  deadly  weapons,  furnishing  negroes  with  poisonous  drugs,  [the  law 

requiring  railroads  to  furnish  water  and  light  on  trains,  and  the  sec-  Sti^'p?* 
tion  against  forestalling,  regrating  and  engrossing.]  (a.)  [And  the  said  55. 
Judges  shall  also,  at  each  term  of  their  respective  Courts,  give  specially 
in  charge  to  said  grand  juries  the  law  embraced  in  sections  (1436) 
(4489)  (4490)  and  (4491)  of  this  Code.]  (b.) 

Geneeal  Note. — Superior  Courts,  practice  in  ;  order  of  argument. — In  claim  cases : 
See  Rule  of  Court,  No.  13.  In  motions  :  See  Rule  of  Court,  No.  45.  In  plea  of  justifi- 

cation in  tort :  See  section  3051.  In  criminal  cases  :  See  section  4645.  In  equity  cases : 
See  section  4207.  Appeal  from  order  of  Ordinary  setting  up  a  will,  propounder  opens 
and  concludes  :  6  Ga.,  324.  Application  for  letters  of  administration,  the  applicant :  9 
•Ga.,  199.  Appeal  from  assessment  of  damages  by  appraisers,  the  original  movant:  9 
Ga.,  359.  Solicitor-General  may  take  any  place  on  side  of  the  State:  15  Ga.,  476. 
Party  on  whom  burden  of  proof  rests  :  24  Ga.,  211.  Motion  to  dissolve  injunction,  the 
party  moving  for  it:  35  Ga.,  47.  Issue  of  fraud  on  application  under  honest  debtor's 
.act,  counsel  for  creditors :  25  Ga.,  269.  Issue  on  attachment  affidavit,  defendant  tak- 

52 
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ing  issue  on  attachment  affidavit:  28  Ga.,  109.  On  issue  of  devisavit  vel  non  propoun- 
der  of  the  will:  35  Ga.,  102.  One  joint  defendant  introducing  evidence  complainant's 
solicitor  opens  and  concludes  argument:  37  Ga.,  205.  Issue  on  return  of  commission- 

ers to  lay  off  dower  on  the  party  moving,  the  applicant:  38  Ga.,  239;  47/612.  On  de- 
murrer, defendant  had  right  to  open  and  conclude :  39  Ga..  232.  Traverse  of  Sheriff's 

return,  plaintiff  traversing  the  return  :  40  Ga.,  286.  Bill  filed  to  enjoin  ejectment  and 

for  specific  performance ;  complainant's  counsel :  43  Ga.,  361.  Case  set  for  Sunday 
stands  for  trial  on  Monday  :  12  Ga. ,  380.  Act  directed  to  be  done  at  a  particular  term 
of  Court,  the  session  of  which  is  prevented  by  providential  causes,  maybe  done  at  next 
term :  28  Ga.,  194.  When  acknowledgment  of  service  at  appearance  term  was  suffi- 

cient: 25  Ga.,  593.  Usual  declaration  in  attachment  should  be  filed  at  appearance 
term,  but  could  in  this  case  be  filed  in  vacation  :  37  Ga.,  667.  Order  of  business  of  Su- 

perior Court  not  interfered  with  unless  Judge's  discretion  illegally  exercised:  25  Ga., 
592.  Judge's  docket  order  of  calling:  See  Rules,  26  and  27.  judges  control  over  en- 

tries on  his  docket,  and  if  incorrectly  made  should  have  them  corrected  :  48  Ga.,  347. 
When  Court  will  not  take  judicial  notice  of  matters  or  entries  on  its  .minutes  :  53  Ga.r 
241.  When  Judge  should  not  allow  witness  to  testify  again  after  agument  had  closed: 

59  Ga.,  383.  When  defendant's  statement  did  not  deprive  him  of  concluding  argu- 
ment:  48  Ga.,  30.  Executor  opens  and  concludes  where  will  is  probated  in  solemn 

form:  52Ga.,169. 

TITLE  IT. 

OF    ACTIONS 

Chapter  1. — General  Principles. 
Chapter  2. — Of  Attachments. 
Chapter  3. — Petition  and  Process. 

Chapter  4. — Of  the  Venue. 
Chapter  5. — Bail  in  Civil  Cases. 

Chapter  6. — Of  Making  Parties. 
Chapter  7. — Of  Abatement,  Retraxit,  etc. 

CHAPTER  I. 

GENERAL    PRINCIPLES. 

22243. 

g2895. 

Section. 
3250.  For  every  right,  etc. 
3251.  Action  defined. 
3252.  All  distinctions  of  actions  abolished. 
3253.  A  civil  action  defined. 
3254.  A  penal  action  defined. 
3255.  Demand,  when  required. 
3256.  Claims  of  persons  cannot  be  joined. 
3257.  Parties  to  actions  on  contracts. 

Section. 
325S.  Parties  to  actions  on  torts. 
3259.  Tenant  in  common  may  sue  alone. 
3260.  Dates,  etc.,  may  be  in  figures. 
3261.  Different  claims  may  be  joined. 
3262.  When  parties  may  sue  separately. 
3263.  A  suit  by  an  infant  is  not  void. 
3263.  (a.)  Minors,  how  served. 

§3250.  (3185.)  (3174.)  For  every  right  there  shall  be  a  remedy.  For  every 
right  there  shall  be  a  remedy,  and  every  Court  having  jurisdiction  of 
the  one  may,  if  necessary,  frame  the  other. 

This  section  declared  :  4  Ga.,  264.  Section  referred  to  and  construed :  45  Ga.,  551-2 ; 
56/330. 

1  Sm.  L.  C,  (t.  p.)  360,  365  ;  Broom's  Leg.  Max.,  191 ;  1  Pomeroy's  Eq.,  ̂ 423-4. 

§3151.  (3186.)  (3175.)  An  action.     An  action  is  merely  the  judicial 
means  of  enforcing  a  right. 

Section  referred  to  :  49  Ga.,  449. 

§3252.  (3187.)  (3176.)  Distinctions  of  actions  abolished.  All  distinc- 
tions of  actions  into  real,  personal  and  mixed,  are  abolished.  An  ac- 

tion may  be  against  the  person,  or  against  property,  or  both.  Gener- 
ally, a  proceeding  against   the   person   binds  the  property  also,  and 
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a  proceeding  against  property,  without  service  on  the  person,  binds 
only  the  particular  property. 

Section  referred  to:  49  Ga.,  449. 

§3253.  (3188.)  (3177.)  A  civil  action  defined.  A  civil  action  is  one 
founded  on  private  rights,  arising  either  from  contract  or  tort. 

§3254.  (3189.)  (3178.)  A  penal  action  defined  and  parties  provided.  A 
penal  action  is  one  allowed  in  pursuance  of  public  justice  under  par- 

ticular laws.  If  no  special  officer  is  authorized  to  be  the  plaintiff 
therein,  the  State,  or  the  Governor,  or  the  Attorney  or  Solicitor-Gen- 

eral may  be  the  plaintiff. 
On  this  section  :  36  Ga.,  51.  Informer  has  no  vested  interest  in  a  penal  action  :  12 

Ga.,475;  30/602;  26/47. 
Satisfaction  of  statutory  penalties:  27  Am.  P.,  722,  n  ;  note  to  §2677. 

§3255.  (3190.)  (3179.)  No  demand  necessary.     No  demand  is  necessary  §§975, 3001, 
to  the  commencement  of  an  action,  except  in  such  cases  as  the  law  or  395°- 
the  contract  prescribes. 

The  statute  of  24  George  2,  Chapter  44,  section  1,  requiring  thirty  days'  notice  before 
suits  against  Justices  of  the  Peace,  is  still  in  force  :  Callier  vs.  Granness,  Sept.  term,  1881, 
also  1  Ga.,  604.  Where  no  demand  necessary  in  case  of  trover:  2  Ga.,  116.  When  need 
not  prove  personal  demand  of  property  in  action  on  forthcoming  bond:  6  Ga.,  260. 
When  not  necessary  to  aver  and  prove  request  to  abate  nuisance:  2  Ga.,  297.  Where 
request  condition  precedent  to  liability,  how  averred  in  declaration  :  8  Ga.,  178.  Where 
no  time  fixed  for  delivery  of  property  demand  and  refusal  must  be  proven  :  10  Ga.,  560. 
Where  stockholder  was  liable  to  pay  interest  from  demand  pf  payment  made  by  bill 
holder  :  10  Ga.,  162.  Where  demand  for  stock  subscription  before  suit  not  necessary: 
11  Ga.,  438;  33/466.  Where  after  demand  and  refusal  damages  recoverable:  11  Ga., 
154  ;  20/257.  When  in  action  on  bond  for  title  must  aver  demand  and  prove  it  or  ex- 
excuse  for  not  so  doing:  12  Ga.,  150.  When  not:  49  Ga.,  270;  39/197;  40/32.  Where 
the  suit  itself  sufficient  demand  :  38  Ga.,  517  ;  29/275  ;  13/287 ;  40/219.  Where  demand 
before  suit  on  guardian's  bond :  14  Ga.,  594.  In  cases  of  mandamus :  15  Ga.,  473.  Where 
no  suit  against  Southern  Bank  of  Georgia  under  its  charter  until  demand  :  27  Ga.,  252. 
Must  show  demand  of  drawer  and  notice  of  failure  to  pay  to  acceptor  to  bind  him  :  28 
Ga.,  529.  Unless  demand  required  by  stipulations  or  peculiar  nature  of  the  contract : 
32  Ga.,  245.  Where  a  demand  and  refusal  to  pay  for  cotton  was  sufficient :  45  Ga.,  22  ; 
42/148.  Where  request  for  a  deposit  necessary :  8  Ga.,  178.  No  time  fixed  for  delivery 
under  the  contract  must  be  demand:  10  Ga.,  560.  Where  demand  dispensed  with  :  29 
Ga.,  294.  Suit  only  barred  four  years  from  demand :  49  Ga.,  354.  When  not  necessary 
in  case  of  distress  for  rent:  55  Ga.,655;  57/31.  What  demand  necessary  in  case  of 
election  :  42  Ga.,  148.  As  to  demand  in  foreclosure  of  liens  :  56  Ga.,  41 ;  47/287  ;  45/159  ; 
58/186;  46/585;  56/148.  When  receipt  for  money  on  demand :  52  Ga.,  438.  When 
demand  from  filing  of  suit :  42  Ga.,  184.  In  cases  of  trover  :  44  Ga.,  174;  46/227.  Where 

unnecessary  in  suit  for  damages  against  railroad :  49  Ga.,  373  ;  51/244. ' 
lAmD,  583;  7/317;  17/168. 

§3256.  (3191.)  (3180.)  Against  different  persons.     Distinct  and  separate  §3262. 
claims  of  or  against  different  persons,  cannot  be  joined  in  the  same 
action. 

No  judgment  against  one  defendant  with  out  the  other  on  joint  contract :  18  Ga., 
610.  Where  one  dead:  3  Ga.,  104.  Where  one  not  served:  45  Ga.,  97.  Not  trover 
with  trespass  :  10/344.  Not  damages  and  use  and  occupation  :  54  Ga.,  296.  Tort  and 
contract  cannot  be  joined  in  same  action  :  23  Ga.,  593;  53/109,  112.  Where  joint  suit 
by  several  insurance  companies  could  not  be  maintained  :  55  Ga.,  674.  Where  joint 
action  could  be  maintained  against  four  insurance  companies  :  53  Ga.,  442. 

§3257.  (3192.)  (3181.)  Parties  to  action  on  contracts.     As  a  general  rule,  §2747. 
the  action  on  a  contract,  whether  express  or  implied,  or  whether  by 
parol,  or  under  seal,  or  of  record,  must  be  brought  in  the  name  of  the 
party  in  whom  the  legal  interest  in  such  contract  is  vested,  and  against 
the  party  who  made  it  in  person  or  by  agent. 

Exception  in  case  of  negotiable  security:  1  Ga.,  306;  47/622.  Where  suit  should 
have  been  brought  against  the  principal  and  not  the  agent:  39  Ga.,  35:  61/161.  Sur- 

vivors of  obligees  of  bond  for  title  bringing  action  for  its  breach  :  49  Ga.,  268.  Where 
waiver  of  non-joinder  of  parties  after  verdict  no  plea  in  abatement  or  objection  for  va- 

riance between  and  allegations :  56  Ga.,  294.  Must  be  privity  of  contract  between 
plaintiff  and  defendant:  10  Ga.,  329. 

Parties  plaintiff:  Dicey  on  Parties,  (s.  p.)  78  et  seq. ;  Bliss  Code  PL,  $45 ;  Pomeroy  on 
Remedies,  §124;  Byles  on  Bills,  403.     Parties  defendant:  Dicey  on  Parties,  (s.  p.)  223 
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et  seq. ;  Pomeroy  on  Eemedies,  §231 ;  Byles  on  Bills,  403  ;  Bliss  Code  PL,  §90.— Rules  as 
to  husband  and  wife:  §1774.  Suits  against  carriers  for  loss  of  goods:  See  general  note 
after  §2084.  As  to  parties  by  and  against  principal  and  agent,  administrators  and  exec- 

utors, corporations,  partners,  etc. :  See  those  subjects.     Effect  of  nonjoinder:   , 
(t.  p.)  648,  653. 

§3258.  (3193.)  (3182.)  Parties  to  actions  for  torts.     An  action  for  a  tort 
must,  in  general,  be  brought  in  the  name  of  the  person  whose  legal 
right  has  been  affected,  and  who  was  legally  interested  in  the  property 
at  the  time  the  injury  thereto  was  committed,  and  against  the  party 
committing  the  injury,  either  by  himself,  his  servant  or  agent  in  his 
employment. 

Parties  plaintiff:  Dicey  on  Parties,  (s.  p.)  325  etseq.  ;  Bliss  on  Code  Pleading,  §20;  2 
Add.  Torts,  §§1288-1302.     Parties  defendant:  Dicey  on  Parties,  (s.  p.)  410  et  seq. ;  Bliss 

(Code  PL,  §82;  2  Add.  Torts,  §§1303-1321.— See  generally  notes  to  §§2960-2,  2971,  3009, 3012. 

§3259.  (3194.)  (3183.)  A  tenant  in  common  may  sue  alone..     A  tenant 
§3358.         in  common  need  not  join  his  co-tenant,  but  may  sue  separately  for  his 

interest,  and  the  judgment  in  such  case  affects  only  himself. 

As  a  general  rule  trover  cannot  be  brought  by  tenant  in  common  against  co-tenant : 
4  Ga.,  428  ;  6/84  ;  29/228.  As  to  one  of  several  tenants  in  common  suing  separately  in 
trover:  6  Ga.,  84  ;  2/330;  28/469.  Where  tenants  in  common  in  lands  incorporated  ac- 

tion for  trespass  should  be  brought  in  name  of  corporation  :  11  Ga.,  556.  One  tenant 
in  common  can  only  recover  his  own  interest  in  suit  in  ejectment;  60  Ga.,  129  ;  58/259- 
261. 

§3260.  (3195.)  (3184.)  Dates  and  amounts  may  be  set  out  in  figures.  Dates 
Act  of  1847,  and  amounts  in  pleading  may  be  set  out  in  figures  (or  Arabic  numerals,) 
c.  p  492.  an(j  when  a  party  signs  a  contract  with  the  initials  of  his  Christian 

name  only,  he  may  be  sued  in  the  same  way. 

"Junior"  is  no  part  of  a  person's  legal  name  :  27  Am.  D.,  534,  n. 

§3261.  (3196.)  (3185.)  Different  claims  may  be  joined.  All  claims  aris- 
ing ex  contractu  between  the  same  parties  may  be  joined  in  the  same 

action  and  all  claims  arising  ex  delicto  may  in  like  manner  be  joined.  The 
defendant  may  also  set  up,  as  a  defense,  all  claims  against  the  plaintiff 

of  a  similar  nature*  with  the  plaintiff's  demand. 
Where  order  of  consolidation  would  oust  Court  of  jurisdiction,  refused:  35  Ga.,  82  ; 

64/305  ;  13/201 ;  45/124,  96.  Where  trespass  and  count  for  profits  and  proceeds  of  same 
land  joined:  23  Ga.,  590.  Section  referred  to  and  construed:  54  Ga.,  366;  53/112; 
49/492,  505  ;  55/80-81 ;  59/610-13 ;  56/354.  Demand  for  damages  not  to  be  joined  with 
count  for  use  and  occupation  :  54  Ga.,  293-6.  Where  note  property  of  two  and  sued  by 
one  only,  neither  tort  or  contract  by  the  other  set-off  against  it:  55  Ga.,  356.  To  ac- 

tion of  trespass  tort  in  conversion  of  personal  property  set-off:  63  Ga.,  682.  Where  no 
amendment  of  count  ex  delicto  and  if  it  was  it  was  too  late  to  object :  60  Ga.,  421 ;  47/596. 

Pomeroy  on  Remedies,  §442;  Bliss  Code  Pleading,  §§112-134.     a14  Am.  P.,  782. 

§3262.  (3197.)  (3186.)  When  parties  must  sue  separately.  Courts  will 
not,  in  one  suit,  take  cognizance  of  distinct  and  separate  claims  of  dif- 

ferent persons,  but  where  the  damage,  as  well  as  the  interest  is  several, 
each  party  injured  must,  in  that  case,  sue  separately. 

Where  damages  and  interest,  several  must  sue  separately,  demurrer :  12  Ga.,  189. 
When  a  joint  suit  by  insurance  companies  could  be  maintained :  55  Ga.,  674. 

Bliss  Code  PL,  §61;  Pomeroy  on  Remedies,  §183.  Effect  of  misjoinder:  Dicey  on 
Parties,  (s.  p.)  499. 

§3263.  (3198.)  (3187.)  Suits  by  an  infant  not  void.     A  suit  commenced 
§3590  and  prosecuted  by  an  infant  alone  is  not  void,  and,  although  the  suit 

is  defective  in  wanting  a  guardian  or  next  friend,  the  defect  is  amend- 
able before  verdict  and  cured  by  verdict. 

Stated  :  14  Ga.,  539  ;  5/475.  May  amend  by  substituting  ward's  name  who  becomes 
of  age  as  plaintiff  in  lieu  of  the  guardian  :  25  Ga.,  58.  Should  appear  by  guardian  where 
defendants  or  plaintiffs:  28  Ga.,  522.  If  infant  does  not  choose  one,  Court  will  ap- 

point at  plaintiff's  instance  :  29  Ga.,  219.  See  Rule  50 of  Superior  Court,  and  Rule  6  of 
of  Equity  Rules.  Infant  married  woman  may  maintain  action  for  divorce  :  49  Ga.,  378. 
As  to  difference  between  guardian  ad  litem  and  prochein  ami :  59  Ga.,  729.  Suit  by  infant 
is  not  void :  61  Ga.,  487-488.    Section  referred  to  :  63  Ga.,  630-1. 

§8236. 
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1  Am.  L.  C,  119;  Ewell's  Lead.  Cas.  on  Disabilities,  227-238  ;  Tyler  on  Inf.  and  Cov., 
191;  Reeves'  Dom.  Rel.,  391. 

§3263  (a.)  Minors  to  be  served,  how.     The  mode  of  service  of  writs,  bills,  Actsofi876, 
petitions,  citations  and  other  legal  proceedings  in  the  Courts  of  this  JeeActs of 

State  on  minors,  shall  be  as  follows  :     If  the  minor  is  under  the  age  of  JJI8-9,  p- 
fourteen  years,  service  is  to  be  perfected  by  delivering  a  copy  of  said  Actsofi876, 

proceedings,  of  whatever  kind  or  nature  it  may  be,  to  said  minor  per- p-  m 
sonally,  and  in  cases  where  there  is  a  statutory  or  testamentary  guard-  gi82i. 
ian  or  trustee,  representing  the  interest  of  the  minor  to  be  affected  by 
a  legal  proceeding,  service  as  usual  on  said  guardian  or  trustee  shall  be 
sufficient  to  bind  said  minor's  interest  in  their  control  to  be  affected 
by  said  proceedings.     If  the  minor  is  over  fourteen  years  of  age,  service 
may  be  made  by  delivering  to  him  personally  such  copy.     When  the 
returns  of  such  service  is  made  to  the  proper  Court,  and  order  taken  to 
appoint  said  minor  a  guardian  ad  litem,  and  such  guardian  ad  litem 
agrees  to  serve,  all  of  which  must  be  shown  in  the  proceedings  of  the 
Court,  then  said  minor  shall  be  considered  a  party  to  said  proceedings. 

General  Note. — Assumpsit  lies  concurrently  with  debt :  lGa.,261.  Brief  history 
of  the  action  of:  1  Ga.,  261.  Lies  for  money  paid  on  illegal  contracts,  without  fraud: 
22  Ga.,  129.  Bonds,  action  on:  1  Ga.,  72;  4/572;  26/220;  29/139;  30/515;  36/562.  On 
TJ.  S.  Collector's  bond,  will  not  lie  for  private  injuries :  60  Ga.,  156.  Consideration 
of  action:  13Ga.,201;  24/438;  35/82;  45/96,124.  Counts,  joinder  of:  1  Ga.,  261 ; 
10/384;  12/189;  13/97;  42/270.  Debt  lies  concurrently  with  assumpsit:  1  Ga.,  261. 
Form  of  action,  no  obstacle  to  recovery :  21  Ga.,  256;  39/84.  Goods  sold  and  deliv- 

ered, action  for:  18  Ga.,  364;  28/196.  Indebitatus  assumpsit  will  lie  for  money 
to  be  paid,  when  :  18  Ga.,  364.  Mistake,  money  paid  by,  recoverable  :  7  Ga.,  64  ;  23/477 ; 
28/242;  49/455.  Money,  paid  on  illegal  contract,  cannot  be  recovered  back,  the  con- 

tract being  executed  and  both  parties  being  in  pari  delicto :  30  Ga.,  547.  Paid  to  the  use 
of  another,  recoverable  :  27  Ga.,  174.  Not  paid  over  to  third  party  by  debtor  at  request 
of  creditor,  recoverable:  40  Ga.,  217.  Money  bad  and  received,  action  of,  denned 
and  discussed:  1  Ga.,  140;  61/662;  27/517;  37/424;  7/19-60,64.  Specification  neces- 

sary in  declaration  :  3  Ga.,  79.  When  it  did  not  lie  at  suit  of  administrator  for  pro- 
ceeds of  intestate's  land  sold  illegally  :  7  Ga.,  60.  For  money  paid  by  mistake :  7  Ga., 

64 ;  3/9  ;  49/455 ;  62/541 ;  28/242.  Tort  may  be  waived  and  suit  brought  for  money  :  7 
Ga.,  191.  Actual  receipt  of  money,  or  equivalent,  must  be  shown  to  authorize  assump- 

sit for:  12  Ga.,  422.  Will  not  lie  unless  property  has  been  converted  into  money:  27 
Ga.,  517.  Placed  as  a  pledge,  assumpsit  will  lie  for:  42  Ga.,  531.  When  cannot  recover 
money  back:  55  Ga.,  235;  46/560.  Parties,  when  and  on  what  terms  plaintiff  may  use 
name  of  another,  as  a  party:  6  Ga.,  207.  One  may  be  a  party,  both  as  executor  of 
maker  of  note  and  individually  as  indorser  :  29  Ga.,  455.  Non-joinder  of:  23  Ga.,  600  ; 
35/66;  40/127;  41/117.  Misjoinder  of:  3  Ga.,  575;  12/189;  18/610;  27/92.  Nominal 
parties,  suits  by:  23  Ga.,  309.  Quantum  meruit,  action  on:  8  Ga.,  71;  12/45; 
22/541 ;  25/675 ;  39/81.  Quantum  valebat,  action  on  :  16  Ga.,  154.  Statutes,  actions 
under:  1  Ga.,  514,  524;  10/162;  12/104;  17/625;  18/52.  Use  of  another,  actions  for : 
7Ga.,60;  21/576;  25/400;  26/395;  27/58;  35/267;  38/350;  40/217.  Work  done,  ac- 

tions for:  IGa.,  261;  17/588;  20/359;  25/24,675;  28/247.  Failure  to  perform  contract 
for  work :  30  Ga.,  1.     Failure  to  pay  for  work  done  :  42  Ga.,  463. 

General  Note  on  Actions. — Account  stated,  action  on  :  Abb.  Tr.  Ev.,  458 :  34 
Am.  R.,  439,  n  ;  notes  under  §3135.  Alien,  suit  by  :  See  note  to  §1662.  Consolida- 

tion of  actions:  Wells'  Jur.,  §103  ;  7  Jacob's  Fisher's  Dig.,  10589.  Implied  contracts, 
actions  on  :  3  Cooley  Bl.,  162-6;  note  to  §2714.  Money  lent,  action  for  :  Abb.  Tr.  Ev., 
239;  5  J.  F.  D.,  9131.  Money  paid  for  another  :  3  Add.  Contr.,  §§1405-1407;  5  J.  F. 
D.,  9135;  Abb.  Tr.  Ev.,  249.  Money  paid  to  secure  possession  of  goods  illegallj7"  ob- 

tained :  2  Sm.  L.  C.,398,  405.  Money  paid  under  mistake  of  fact,  recoverable:  2  Sm. 
L.  C,  394,  400,  403;  Abb.  Tr.  Ev.,  268.  Contra,  if  paid  under  mistake  of  law  :  2  Sm.  L. 
C,  393,  398,  404.  Money  paid  under  legal  compulsion  :  2  Sm.  L.  C.,  401,  405.  Money 
had  and  received  for  use  of  another:  3  Add.  Contr.,  §§1408-1414;  5  J.  F.  D.,  9146; 
Abb.  Tr.  Ev.,  273  ;  9  Am.  D.,  663  ;  10/162 ;  13/41,  n  ;  17/532  ;  24  Am.  R.,  45. 
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CHAPTER  II. 

OF     ATTACHMENTS. 

Article  1. — Of  Issuing  Attachments. 
Article  2. — In  what  Manner,  on  what  Property  Executed,  etc. 
Article  3. — Proceedings  on  Garnishments. 
Article  4. — Pleading  and  Defenses. 
Article  5. — Replevy  and  Disposition  of  Property  Attached. 
Article  6. — Claim  and  Proceedings  therein. 
Article  7. — Lien  of  Attachments,  Judgments  and  Executions. 

ARTICLE  1. 

OF    ISSUING    ATTACHMENTS. 

Section. 
3264.  Grounds  of  attachment. 
3265.  Affidavit. 
3266.  Bond  to  be  given. 
3267.  Co- partner  may  make  oath,  etc. 
3268.  Who  may  not  be  surety. 
3269.  Issue  by  a  Judge,  Justice,  etc. 
3270.  Property  in  another  county. 
3271.  Bond  may  be  questioned. 
3272.  When  returnable. 
3273.  To  whom  directed. 

Section. 
3274.  Issue  and  levy  on  Sunday. 
3275.  When  the  debt  is  not  due. 
3276.  Joint  contracts,  may  be  attached. 
3277.  Executors,  administrators,  etc. 
3278.  Demands  ex  delicto. 
3279.  Security  or  indorsers  vs.  principal. 
3280.  May  issue  pending  suit. 
3281    Foreign  incorporations. 
3282.  Not  void  for  want  of  form. 
3283.  Affidavit,  bond,  and  attachment. 

Act  of  1799,     §3264.  (3199.)  (3188.)  Grounds  of  attachment.  Attachments  may  issue 

AcS of 'i855 in  the  following  cases: 
,  -6,  p.  25.         1,  When  the  debtor  resides  out  of  the  State. a 

Against  joint  non-residents,  affidavit  need  not  recite  it  was  on  a  joint  contract:  17 
Ga.,  625.  Non-resident  lessee  of  a  railroad  can  be  proceeded  against:  48  Ga.,  533.  At- 

tachment process  as  against  non-residents  strictly  construed :  14  Ga.,  231.  When  did 
not  lie  against  a  trustee  as  such :  32  Ga.,  357.  Not  against  a  lunatic  and  his  committee 
non-residents  of  this  State  :  52  Ga.,  24.  Against  partnership  effects  under  this  section  : 
19  Ga.,  84;  60/547-549.  Against  a  corporation:  58  Ga.,  168.  Section  referred  to:  56 
Ga.,  615.  Affidavit  sufficiently  certain  :  19  Ga.,  84;  48/12.  Must  be  positive  and  not 
ambiguous:  60  Ga.,  113. 

2.  When  he  is  actually  removing,"  or  about  to  remove,  without  the 
limits  of  the  county. 

Good  defense  that  defendant  resides  in  another  county  :  22  Ga.,  607.  Acts  and  con- 
duct of  defendant  show  what  intention  at  time  attachment  taken  out:  36  Ga.,  531. 

Against  a  non-resident  passing  through  the  county:  47  Ga.,  560.  "Defendant  re- 
moving or  about  to  remove"  valid  affidavit  :  37  Ga.,  18;  36/526. 

3.  When  he  absconds.0 
Has  absconded  not  sufficient :  7Ga.,167;  26/577.  Proof  of  absconding :  29 Ga.,  642. 

Sufficient  against  a  partnership  :  47  Ga.,  587. 

4.  When  he  concealsd  himself. 
5.  When  he  resists  a  legal  arrest. 
6.  When  he  is  causing  his  property  to  be  removed  beyond  the  limits 

of  the  State.6 
See54Ga.,  576;  50/302. 

aDrake  on  At.,  £57;  R.  M.  Charl.,  53;  Rorer  Inter-State  Law,  124-132;  Wells' 
Jur.,  §531.  bDrake  on  At.,  §108,  a  ;  Dudley,  195.  cDrake  on  At.,  §§44,48  ;  Wells'  Jur., 
§536.     dDrake  on  At.,  §54.     eDrake  on  At.,  §68  ;  Wells'  Jur.,  539. 

P*/" &nc*>tc44^e^*&  §3265.  (3200.)  (3189.)  By  whom  affidavit  may  be  made.     Before  process 
/k(fi /qj.//y*      °f  attachment  shall  issue,  the  party  seeking  the  same,  his  agents,  or 

/'         /        attorney  at  law,  shall  make  an  affidavit  before  some  Judge  of  the  Su 
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perior  Court,  Judge  of  the  County  Court,  Justice  of  the  Peace  or  Notary  Act  of  1799, 

Public,  that  the  debtor  has  placed  himself  in  some  one  of  the  positions  Ac?of°i836, 
enumerated  in  this  Code,  and  also  the  amount  of  the  debt  claimed  to  c.  p.  5*- 
be  due.     When  the  affidavit  is  made  by  the  attorney  at  law,  or  agent  -^  p.  25. 
of  the  party,  he  may  swear  that  the  amount  claimed  to  be  due,  is  due 
according  to  the  best  of  his  knowledge  and  belief. 

Misnomer  in  affidavit  idem  sonans :  3  Ga.,  266.  Attorney  may  swear  positively  or 
to  best  of  belief  as  to  the  indebtedness :  7  Ga.,  167.  What  sufficient  affidavit  as  to  the 

amount :  26  Ga.,  289;  54/678.  May  be  for  debt  not  due  :  26  Ga.,  514.  Attorney's  affi- 
davit should  positively  state ''debtor  resides  out  of  the  State"  :  9  Ga.,  598.  Attorney 

should  swear  positively  as  to  grounds  of  attachment:  60  Ga.,  113;  9/598;  28/351. 
Should  be  signed  by  magistrate  before  whom  taken  with  official  description  :  8  Ga.,  521. 
Will  lie  for  sum  certain  stated  in  affidavit  to  be  balance  due  on  account:  12  Ga.,  564. 

Should  not  have  been  dismissed  because  J.  P.  not  at  end  of  magistrate's  signature:  20 
Ga.  735.  Affidavit  held  certain  enough  stating  amount  subject  to  a  set-off:  18  Ga.,  647. 
Affidavit  may  contain  two  grounds  of  attachment:  36  Ga.,  89;  37/18.  Traverse  of  affi- 

davit must  be  made  at  return  term  of  attachment:  37  Ga.,  18.  Plaintiff  in  attachment 
should  sign  affidavit  and  failure  to  not  amendable:  28  Ga.,  27.  Affidavit  need  not 
recite  indebtedness  on  a  joint  contract:  17Ga.,624.  Not  amendable:  57  Ga.,  153;  48/13; 
26/577.  That  sum  sworn  to  greater  than  amount  due  no  ground  for  dismissal :  32  Ga., 
487.  When  attorney  a  notary  cannot  qualify  to  affidavit :  37  Ga.,  678.  Affidavit  sworn 
to  by  plaintiff  as  guardian  no  ground  to  dismiss  it:  53  Ga.,  26.  A  sufficient  affidavit 

for  attachment  against  a  partnership  :  47  Ga.,  587.  When  omission  of  word  "is"  did 
not  vitiate  :  63  Ga.,  227.  When  need  not  describe  as  a  corporation  :  58  Ga.,  167.  What 
affidavit  against  administrator  must  allege:  40  Ga.,  346.  As  to  traverses  of  affidavit: 
28  Ga.,  109;  49/263;  47/359,  588;  58/446,  322.  As  to  what  amounts  to  waiver  of  tra- 

verse of  affidavit :  44  Ga.,  454;  56/373-6. 
Omission  of  venue  in  affidavit  does  not  vitiate  :  Drake  on  At.,  §90,  c ;  nor  failure  of 

officer  to  sign  the  jurat:  lb.,  §91.  Clerk  of  Court  cannot  swear  out  attachment  before  his 

deputy:  lb.,  §92.  "Best  of  his  belief"  insufficient:  lb.,  §93.  Attorney  or  agent,  if  de- 
scribed as  such,  need  not  swear  that  he  is  attorney  or  agent :  lb.  Amount  of  debt,  how 

set  out :  lb.,  §95.  May  contain  two  or  more  grounds  if  stated  cumulatively :  lb.,  §101 ; 
and  if  consistent:  lb.,  §105,  a.  Uncertainty  in  affidavit:  lb.,  §104;  surplusage  does 
not  vitiate :  lb.,  §105.  May  be  issued  in  favor  of  a  county:  Wells'  Jur.,  p.  526,  n;  and of  the  State  :  lb. 

§3266.  (3201.)  (3190. )  Plaintiff  or  agent  must  give  bond  and  security.  The  Act  of  1833, 
party  seeking  the  attachment,  before  the  same  issues,  shall  also  give  AcSofi855 
bond,  with  good  security,  in  an  amount  at  least  double  the  debt  sworn  -6>e-  26. 

to,  payable  to  the  defendant  in  attachment,  conditioned  to  pay  such  de-  $£*. — <-~  *~^~  **• 
fendant  all  damages  that  he  may  sustain,  and  also  all  costs  that  may  be  c^_«*^^  /jta-?** 
incurred  by  him  in  consequence  of  suing  out  the  attachment  in  the  ̂ y-^^L.  ̂ _d. 
event  the  plaintiff  shall  fail  to  recover  in  said  case;  which  bond  it  -^^^  ̂ Ls,  / 

shall  be  the  duty  of  the  magistrate  or  other  officer  before  whom  the     T^"*1      1~^/sJ 
affidavit  is  made  to  take,  and  where  the  affidavit  is  made  by  the  agent     ̂ - 
or  attorney  at  law  of  the  plaintiff,  such  agent  or  attorney  at  law  is 
hereby  authorized  to  sign  the  name  of  the  principal,  who  shall  also  be    ̂  
bound  thereby  in  the  same  manner  as  though  he  had  signed  it  himself.  <$$ 

What  bond  sufficient :  3  Ga.,  266.  In  double  the  amount  sworn  to:  10  Ga,,  510. 
Bond  and  security  under  Act  of  1799  a  condition  precedent :  7  Ga.,  167.  What  bond 
should  recite  where  attachment  against  a  firm  :  8  Ga.,  521.  Bond  may  be  attested  by 
magistrate  other  than  the  one  who  issued  attachment:  27  Ga.,  65;  12/565.  Where 
bond  need  not  be  attested  by  the  magistrate  :  17  Ga.,  629.  If  for  sum  greater  than  double 
amount  sworn  to  be  due  yet  held  valid  :  17  Ga.,  175.  How  attorney  should  sign  bond 
for  client:  46  Ga.,  226.  Bonds  amendable:  44  Ga.,  481;  53/442;  46/226;  27/65.  No 
right  of  action  for  suing  out  attachment  unless  it  was  done  with  malice  and  without 
probable  cause;  burden  of  proof  on  plaintiff:  29  Ga.,  64.  And  before  defendant  in  at- 

tachment can  sue  on  the  bond  must  ascertain  his  damages  by  a  recovery  against  plain- 
tiff :  19  Ga.,  411.  What  evidence  admissible  in  :  24  Ga.,  265.  Mistake  in  date  of  bond: 

41  Ga.,  513.  Bond  and  security  for  double  the  amount:  55  Ga.,  454.  Officer  issuing 
the  attachment  passes  on  sufficiency  of  bond:  58  Ga.,  479. 

Drake  on  At.,  §114  et  seq. ;  Dudley,  253.     Sureties  on  :  Brandt  on  S.  and  G.,  §407. 

§3267.  (3202.)  (3191.)  Copartner,  agent  or  attorney  may  make  affidavit.  Acts  of  1855 

When  the  debt,  for  the  recovery  of  which  the  attachment  is  sought,  is ~6,  p- 2^- 
•due  to  a  copartnership,  or  is  due  to  several  persons  jointly,  it  shall  be  §1900. 
lawful  for  any  one  of  the  copartners  or  joint  creditors,  his  agent  or  at- 

torney at  law,  to  make  the  affidavit,  and  give  the  bond  as  prescribed 
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by  this  Code,  and  to  sign  the  name  of  the  other  copartners  or  joint 
creditors  to  said  bond,  and  they  shall  be  bound  thereby  in  the  same 
manner  as  though  they  had  signed  it  themselves. 

What  bond  should  recite  when  attachment  sued  out  against  the  firm  :  8  Ga.,  521. 
One  partner  can  execute  a  bond  in  the  name  of  the  firm  :  8  Ga.,.  551. 

§3268.   Who  shall  be  surety  on  bond.    [No  person  shall  be  taken  as  secu- 
(a>  Acts  of  rity  on  any  attachment  or  garnishment  bond,  who  is  an.  attorney  for 
1873,  p.  29.  foe  plaintiff,  or  a  non-resident  of  this  State,  except  such  non-resident 

is  possessed  of  real  estate  in  the  county  where  the  attachment  or  gar- 
nishment issue,  of  the  value  of  the  amount  of  such  bond.}  (a.) 

Section  cited  and  construed:  55  Ga.,  617. 

Z^f-  £^*c^c^£^«^§3269.    (3203.)   (3192.)    Attachment,  who  may  isswe..     Affidavit  being 
<Zc,  ft    Act  of  1799,  thus  made  and  bond  given,  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  officer  before 

<?*?  // 7«  Acts  of "i855 wnom  such  affidavit  is  made  and  bond  given,  or  any  officer  authorized /   -6,  p.  26.     so  to  do,  to  issue  an  attachment  against  the  defendant,  which  may  be 
I  levied  on  the  property  of  the  defendant,  both  real  and  personal,  if  to 

be  found  in  this  State. 

§3270.  (3204.)  (3193.)  Property  in  a  different  county,  how  levied  upon. 
Act  of  1799,  When  the  plaintiff  in  atachment  wishes  to  levy  his  attachment  upon 

Acts  of'i855  property  in  a  different  county  from  that  in  which  the  same  is  return - 
-6,  p.  27.     able,  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  magistrate,  or  other  officer  issuing  such 

attachment,  upon  the  request  of  the  plaintiff,  his  agent  or  attorney  at 
law,  to  make  out  a  copy  or  copies  of  the  original  attachment,  bond  and 

affidavit,  and  certify  the  same,  officially,  to  be   a  true  copy  or  copies* 
and  upon  such  copies  being  delivered  to  any  officer  to  whom  the  same 

I  is  directed,  of  the  county  where  the  property  of  the  defendant  isr  it  shall 
be  the  duty  of  such  officer  to  levy,  forthwith,  the  same  upon  the  prop- 

erty of  the  defendant  in  such  county,  and  to  return*  the  same,  with 
his  actings  and  doings  entered  thereon,  to  the  Court  to  which  the  orig- 

t  inal  attachment  is  returnable. 
*  §3271.  Sufficiency  of  bond  may  be  contested.     [When  any  attachment 

(b)  Acts  of  shall  be  issued  and  levied  upon  the  property  of  the  defendant,  it  shall 

Uc^u,  £.  18*73lj!j^d^  lawful  for  the  defendant,  his  agent  or  attorney,  to  file  his  affidavit 
yi  that  he  has  a  good  defense  to  the  action,  and  that  the  bond  given  in 

j%.  -  j  £y-  such  attachment  is  not  a  good  bond,  and  the  ground  of  its  insufficiency,. and  when  such  affidavit  is  made  and  delivered  to  the  levying  officer,  it 
shall  be  the  duty  of  such  officer  to  return  such  attachment,  together 
with  the  affidavit,  forthwith  to  the  officer  issuing  the  same,  and  the 
officer  issuing  the  attachment  shall,  without  delay,  hear  testimony  as 
to  the  sufficiency  of  said  bond,  and  such  officer  may,  in  his  discretion,, 
require  additional  security  or  a  new  bond,  to  be  given  within  the  time 
prescribed  by  the  officer,  and  in  default  thereof,  the  levying  officer  shall 
dismiss  the  levy  made  under  said  attachment,]  (b.) 

How  the  sufficiency  of  bond  to  be  passed  on  :  55  Ga.,  454-5  ;  58/451. 

(a)  Const        §3272.  (3205.)  (3194.)  Attachments,  where  returnable.  When  the  amount 
of  1868,  Art  sworn  to  shall  exceed  the  sum  of  [one  hundred]   (a)  dollars,  the  at- 
ciause  2!     tachment  shall  be  made  returnable  to  the  next  term  of  the  Superior  or 

i  %  County  Court  of  the  county  where  the  defendant  resides,,  or  where  he 
i  last  resided,  but  if  such  Superior  Court  shall  sit  within  twenty  daysr 

ccppf 7o799,  or  such  County  Court  shall  sit  within  fifteen  days  next  after  issuing 
638.       '     such  attachment,  it  shall  be  made  returnable  to  the  next  term  of  the 
-£%v*i£^  Superior  or  County  Court  thereafter ;  and  when  the  debt  sworn  to  does 
A.t    fi857  no^  exceed  the  sum  of  [one  hundred]  (a.)  dollars,  the  attachment  shall 
p.  117.       '  be  made  returnable  to  the  next  Justice's  Court  of  the  district  in  which 

the  debtor  resides,  or  last  resided  ;  but  if  the  next  Justice's  Court  shall 
sit  within  ten  days  next  after  issuing  such  attachment,  it  shall  be  made 

returnable  to  the  next  Justice's  Court  thereafter,  except  when  the  de- 
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Act  of  1836, 

C.  p.  85. 
Acts  of  1855 
-6,  p.  26. 

fendant  resides  out  of  the  State  ;  and,  in  that  case,  if  the  debt  sworn 
to  exceeds  [one  hundred]  (a.)  dollars,  the  attachment  may  be  made  re- 

turnable to  the  Superior  Court  of  any  county  in  this  State  ;  and  if  it 
does  not  exceed  [one  hundred]  (a.)  dollars,  the  attachment  may  be 

made  returnable  to  a  Justice's  Court  of  any  district  of  any  county  in this  State. 

When  and  where  returnable  under  Act  of  1790  :  5  Ga. ,  333.  Where  it  could  have  been 
made  returnable  to  next  term  of  Superior  or  Inferior  Court  under  Act  of  1856 :  32  Ga., 
627  ;  13/441.  Section  referred  to  :  34  Ga.,  94.  Next  term  of  the  Court  after  the  issuing 
which  shall  not  sit  in  twenty  days  after:  37  Ga.,  18.  An  officer  of  one  county  may 
issue  an  attachment  returnable  to  the  Courts  of  another:  36  Ga.,  597.  Mistake  of  mag- 

istrate as  to  return  by  the  returning  of  the  levying  officer  to  proper  district :  45  Ga., 
298.  Where  returned  to  the  wrong  county  illegality  taken  to  the  execution :  54 
Ga.,  576.  Where  mistake  as  to  return  to  wrong  term  was  allowed  to  be  corrected  :  44 
Ga.,  117. 

§3273.  (3206.)  (3195.)  To  whom  directed.  Attachment  returnable  to 
the  Superior  and  County  Courts  shall  be  directed  to  all  and  singular 
the  Sheriffs  and  constables  of  this  State,  and  attachments  returnable 

to  the  Justices'  Courts  shall  be  directed  to  all  and  singular  the  consta- bles of  this  State. 
Where  misdirection  avoided :  15  Ga.,  267.  Directed  to  special  bailiffs  of  County 

Court,  served  and  returned  by  them  to  Superior  Court  :  36  Ga.,  95.  Attachment  levied 
by  proper  officer  any  mistake  in  direction  does  not  vitiate  :  63  Ga.,  428. 

§3274.  (3207.)  (3196.)  May  issue  on  the  Sabbath  day.  Attachments 
may  issue  and  be  levied  on  Sunday  when  the  plaintiff,  his  agent,  or 
attorney  at  law  shall  swear,  in  addition  to  the  oath  prescribed  by  this 
Code,  that  he  has  reason  to  apprehend  the  loss  of  the  debt,  unless  pro- 

cess of  attachment  do  issue  on  Sunday,  and  shall  also  comply  with  the 
other  provisions  of  this  Code  in  relation  to  issuing  attachments. 

§3275.  (3208.)  (3197.)    When  the  debt  is  not  due.     When  the  debt  is  not 
due,  the  debtor  shall  be  subject  to  attachment  in  the  same  manner  and 
to  the  same  extent  as  in  cases  where  the  debt  is  due,  except  that  where 
the  debt  does  not  become  due  before  final  judgment,  execution  upon  the    x 
judgment  shall  be  stayed  until  the  debt  is  due. 

On  the  Act  of  1816:  7  Ga.,  167.  Affidavit  following  form  under  Act  of  1856,  proper 
although  debt  not  due  :  26  Ga.,  514.  Does  not  lie  on  a  promise  to  pay  insolvent  notes 
before  such  promise  is  due  :  29  Ga.,  159. 

May  issue  for  debts  where  some  are  due  and  some  not:  Dudley,  196. 

§3276.  (3209.)  (3198.)  Joint  contractors  subject  to  attachment.    In  cases  of  Acts  of  1852 

joint  contractors  and  copartners,  where  any  one  of  them  shall  renct&r  Acts'onsHs- 
himself  liable  to  attachment  according  to  law,  an  attachment  may  issue  -6,  p.  3i. 
against  him  upon  the  plaintiff,  his  agent,  or  attorney  at  law  complying  §1919. 
with  the  previous  provisions  of  this  Code  in  relation  to  the  issuing  of 
attachments ;  and  the  proceedings  against  such  joint  contractors  or  co- 

partner shall  be  in  all  respects  as  in  other  cases  of  attachments,  except 
that  such  attachment  shall  be  levied  only  upon  the  separate  property 
of  such  joint  contractor  or  copartner. 

Where  attachment  for  partnership  debt  against  one  of  the  partners:  8  Ga.,  532. 
Where  no  variance  between  affidavit  and  declaration  :  14  Ga.,  537.  Both  of  the  joint 
debtors  residing  out  of  the  State  need  not  recite  the  debt  on  a  joint  contract :  17  Ga., 
625.  Sufficient  affidavit  of  non-residence  of  partners  :  19  Ga.,  84.  Interest  of  one  part- 

ner in  partnership  property  can  only  be  reached  by  garnishment :  52  Ga.,  569 ;  40/104. 
Section  referred  to  and  construed  :  60  Ga.,  549  ;  47/587  ;  64/681. 

§3277.  (3210.)  #(8,199.)  May  issue  against  administrator,  etc.  Process  of  Acts  of  1857, 
attachment  may  issue  against  an  administrator  on  an  estate,  or  the  ex- p 
ecutor  of  the  last  will  and  testament  of  any  deceased  person,  as  in  other 
cases,  when  such  administrator  or  executor  shall  be  actually  removing, 
or  about  to  remove,  the  property  of  said  deceased  person  without  the 
limits  of  any  county  of  this  State  :  Provided,  final  judgment  shall  not  be 
entered  up  against  such  administrator  or   executor  until  after  the  ex- 

Act  of  1834, 

C.  p.  482. Acts  of  1855 

-6,  p.  30. 

Act  of  1816r 

C.  p.  75. 

124. 
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piration  of  t  wo  years  from  the  granting  of  letters  of  administration,  or 
letters  testamentary,  as  the  case  may  be. 

Affidavit  must  allege  that  administrator  or  executor  is  actually  removing  or  is  about 
to  remove  the  property :  40  Ga.,  346    Section  referred  to  and  construed  :  52  Ga.,  29. 

Drake  on  At.,  §83  et  seq. 

§3278.  (3210.)  (3199.)  Attachments  lie  for  any  money  demand.     In  all 
Acts  of  1857,  cases  of  money  demands,  whether  arising  ex  contractu  or  ex  delicto,  plain- 

p-  2 '  tiff  shall  have  the  right  to  sue  out  the  attachment  when  the  defendant 
shall  have  placed  himself  in  such  situation  as  will  authorize  a  plaintiff 

to  sue  out  attachment  upon  the  plaintiff's  complying  with  the  law  now 
of  force  in  relation  to  issuing  attachments. 

It  will  lie  for  a  sum  certain';  12  Ga.,  564.  On  contracts  express  or  implied  for  pay- 
ment of  money  :  14  Ga.,  230.  An  executor  de  son  tort  removing  the  assets  of  the  estate 

out  of  the  county  :  36  Ga.,  597.  On  an  account  subject  to  a  set-off:  18  Ga.,  647.  When 
does  not  lie  on  promise  to  pay  insolvent  notes:  29  Ga.,  159.  On  demand  for  breach  of 
promise  of  marriage :  28  Ga.,  323.  Damages  ex  delicto  for  seduction:  37  Ga.,  324.  En- 

forcing share  of  the  crop  by  attachment:  42  Ga.,  226.     Section  referred  to:  56  Ga.,  35. 
Does  not  lie  for  unliquidated  damages  on  breach  of  contract :  1  Woods,  496  ;  8  Wh., 

217.  Lies  for  debt  due  on  official  bond  :  Wells'  Jur.,  p.  525,  n;  but  see,  lb.,  p.  529; 
(68  Mo.,  289  ;)  lies  in  aid  of  an  equitable  action  at  law  :  Wells'  Jur.,  p.  526,  n  ;  (33  Ark., 
550  ;)  does  not  lie  for  rent  (?)  (remedy  being  distress  warrant) :  Wells'  Jur.,  p.  526,  n. 

§3279.  (3211.)  (3200.)  May  be  sued  out  by  a  security  against  his  princi- 
Actof  1820,  pal.  In  all  cases  where  a  person  is  surety  or  indorser  upon  an  instru- 

Act  of5i842  men^  °f  writing,  and  the  principal  shall  become  subject  to  attachment, 
c,  p.  88.  '  according  to  the  provisions  of  section  3264  of  this  Code,  it  shall  be  law- 
3ifp.  bl855  ful  f°r  sucn  surety  or  indorser,  upon  complying  with  the  provisions  of 
'  this  Code  in  relation  to  the  issuing  of  attachments,  to  have  attachment against  his  principal ;  and  the  proceedings  shall  be,  in  all  respects,  the 

same  as  in  other  cases  of  attachment,  according  to  the  provisions  of  this 
Code,  and  the  money  raised  by  such  attachments  shall  be  paid  to  the 
person  holding  such  instrument  of  writing.  But  if  the  surety  or  in- 

dorser has  paid  the  debt,  then  the  money  raised  upon  such  attachment, 
or  so  much  thereof  as  will  pay  the  amount  the  surety  or  indorser  has 
paid,  shall  be  paid  to  such  surety  or  indorser ;  and  in  case  the  debt  is 
not  due  at  the  time  judgment  is  rendered  against  the  principal,  exe- 

cution shall  be  stayed  until  the  debt  is  due. 

What  facts  should  be  set  forth  in  the  affidavit  in  addition  to  affiant's  liability:  18 Ga.,  283. 

§3280.  (3212.)  (3201.)   When  suit  is  pending.     In  all  cases  where  the 
Acts  of  1855  plaintiff  has  commenced  suit  for  the  recovery  of  a  debt,  and  the  defend- 
-6,  p.  31.     ant?  during  the  pendency  of  such  suit,  shall  become  subject  to  attach- 
£2895.         ment,  agreeable  to   section  3264  of  this  Code,  the  plaintiff,  upon  com- 

plying with  the  provisions  of  this  Code   in  relation  to  the  issuing  of 
attachments,  may  have  an  attachment  against  the  defendant,  and  all 
the  proceedings  in  relation  to  the   same  shall  be  as  hereinbefore  pre- 

scribed in  relation  to  attachments  where  no  suit  is  pending.     And  a 
satisfaction  of  the  judgment  in  the  common  law  action  shall  satisfy 
the  judgment  in  attachment,  and  a  satisfaction  of  the  judgment  in 
attachment  shall  satisfy  the  judgment  in  the  common  law  action. 

As  to  attachment  pendente  lite :  18  Ga.,  606;  29/580.  Pending  an  action  for  damages 
for  seduction  :  37  Ga.,  32. 

§3281.  (3213.)  (3202.)  Foreign  incorporations  subject  to  attachment.    At- 
Acts  of  1855  tachments  may  issue  against  incorporations  not  incorporated  by  the 

-6,  p.  33.     laws  of  this  State,  who  are  transacting  business  within  the  State,  under 
§3320.         the  same  rules  and  regulations  as  are  by  this  Code  prescribed  in  rela- 

tion to  issuing  attachments  and  garnishments  in  other  cases. 
Stated:  5  Ga.,  531 ;  47/679.     Section  cited  and  construed:  48  Ga.,  352.     Affidavit 

need  not  allege  it  is  a  corporation  or  how  incorporated :  58  Ga.,  168. 
Drake  on  At.,  §78  etseq. 
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[Section  (3214.)  Repealed  by  Constitution  of  1868,  Article  I.,  sec- 
tion 18.] 

§3282.  (3215.)  (3204.)  A  compliance  in  substance  sufficient.     A  substan-  Acts  of  1855 

tial  compliance  in  all  matters  of  form  shall  be  held  sufficient  in  all  ~6'  p' applications  for  attachment,  and  in  all  attachments  issued  as  provided 
by  this  Code. 

A  substantial  compliance  where  no  form  prescribed:  26Ga.,290;  18/283.  Allega- 
tions in  affidavit  a  substantial  compliance:  36  Ga.,  89.  When  not :  48  Ga.,  12  ;  60/113- 

114.  Bond  one  dollar  less  than  sum  sworn  to,  yet  substantial  compliance,  and  can  be 
amended :  37  Ga. ,  24. 

Illustrations  of  this  rule  :  Drake  on  At.,  §107. 

§3283.  (3216.)  (3205.)  Forms  of  affidavit,  bond  and  attachment.     In  all  Acts  of  1855 

cases  of  attachment,  the  form  of  the  affidavit,  bond  and  attachment  ~6,  p>  35' may  be  as  follows  : 
affidavit. 

Georgia,   County. 
Before  me,  the  subscriber,  a   in  and  for  said  county,   

personally,   and  on  oath  says  that   is  indebted  to  him  in  the 
sum  of   and  that  the  said   

Sw.orn  to  before  me,   ,  this  the   day  of   ,  18 — . 
BOND. 

Georgia,   County. 
We,   principal,  and   ,  security,  acknowledge  ourselves 

bound  unto,   in  the  sum  of   dollars,  subject  to  the  following 
conditions : 

That  the  said   ,  principal  is  seeking  an  attachment  against  the 
said   ,  which  is  now  about  to  be  sued  out,  returnable  to  the   
term  of  the   Court  of  the  county  aforesaid  :  now,  if  the  said   
shall  pay  all  damages  that  the  said   may  sustain,  and  also  all  costs 
that  may  be  incurred  by  him  in  consequence  of  suing  out  such  attach- 

ment, in  the  event  that  the  said   shall  fail  to  recover  in  said  case, 
then  this  bond  to  be  void. 

Executed  in  presence  of   ,  this    day  of   ,  18 — . 
  [l.  s.]   [l.  s.] 

attachment. 

Georgia,  — ;   County. 
To  all  and  singular  the  Sheriffs  and  constables  of  said  State : 

You  are  hereby  commanded  to  attach  and  seize  so  much  of  the  prop- 
erty of   as  will  make  the  sum  of   dollars  and  all  costs,  and 

also  to  serve  such  summons  and  garnishment  as  may  be  placed  in  your 
hands,  and  that  you  make  return  of  this  attachment,  with  your  actings 
and  doings  entered  thereon,  to  the   term  of  the   Court  of  said 
county,  to  which  Court  this  attachment  is  hereby  made  returnable. 
Hereof  fail  not. 

Witness  my  hand  and  seal,   ,  this  the    day  of   ,  18 — .   [L.   8.] 

What  is  a  substantial  compliance  with  the  law  in  reference  to  a  bond  :  3  Ga.,  266. 
Improper  direction  of  attachment  process  :  15  Ga.,  267.  Not  required  that  the  bond 
should  be  attested  by  the  officiating  magistrate  :  17  Ga.,  629.  Not  a  valid  bond  under 
the  Act  of  1856  :  25  Ga.,  382. 
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ARTICLE   II. 

IN   WHAT   MANNER,    ON     WHAT    PROPERTY    EXECUTED,    AND   PROCEEDINGS 
THEREIN. 

Section. 
3284.  Duty  of  officer  to  whom  directed. 
3285.  Must  make  a  return. 
3286.  Must  be  levied  in  Order  received. 
3287.  May  be  levied  on  property  of  defendant. 
3288.  May  be  levied  by  garnishment. 

Section. 
3289.  Shares  or  interest  in  incorporations. 
3290.  Transfer  after  levy  void. 
3291.  Certificate  of  purchase. 
3292.  Vendor  vs.  vendee,  sale  of  land. 

§3284.  (3217.)  (3206.)  Duty  of  the  officer  to  whom  the  attachment  is  directed.. 
Act  of  1799,  It  shall  be  the  duty  of   any  one  of  the  officers  to  whom  an  attach- 

Act  of°i84i,  Dient  may  be  directed,  as  provided  in  section  3273,  Article  I.,  to  levy 
c.  p.  87.     'the  same  upon  the  property  of  the  defendant  that  maybe  found  in  the 
-6^p  27.  °  county  of  which  he  is  Sheriff,  or  constable;  and  when  any  attachment 

shall  come  into  the  hands  of  any  officer  of  the  county  in  which  such  at- 
tachment is  returnable,  and  the  defendant  shall  have  removed   his 

property  bsyond  the  limits  of  said  county  before  such  an  attachment  is 
executed,  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  officer  having  such  attachment  to< 
follow  such  property  into  any  county  in  the  State  and  levy  the  same, 
and  bring  the  property  back  into  the  county  where  the  attachment  is- 
returnable. 

Levy  on  land  :  9  Ga.,  506.  By  execution  from  attachment  proceedings  in  Justice's 
Court:  22  Ga.,  618.  Can  only  levy  it  on  the  property  of  the  defendant:  57  Ga.,  596. 
Where  it  was  levied  on  property  claimed  :  58  Ga.,  290. 

Drake  on  At.,  §183,  a,  et  seq. 

§3285.  (3218.)  (3207.)  Attachments  must  be  returned.     It  shall  be  the 
Acts  of  1855  duty  of  the  officer  levying  such  attachment  to  return  the  same,  with 

-6,  p.  29.     kig  actings  and  doings  entered  thereon,  together  with  the  affidavit  and 
bond,  to  the  Court  to  which  the  same  is  made  returnable. 

§3286.  (3219.)  (3208.)  Officer  must  levy,  etc.     In  all  cases  it  shall  be  the 
Acts  of  1855  duty  of  the  officer  levying  attachments,  to  levy  them  in  the  order  in 

-6,  p.  30.     wnicn  they  came  in  his  hands,  and  it  shall  be  his  duty  to  enter  upon the  same  the  year,  month,  day  of  the  month,  and  hour  of  the  day  on 
which  he  made  the  levy. 

Drake  on  At.,  $260  et  seq.  Garnishments  take  precedence  in  the  order  of  time  of 
service  :  Drake  on  At.,  455. 

§3287.  (3220.)  (3209.)  May  be  levied  on  the  property,  etc.  When  an  at- 
tachment has  been  issued  by  the  proper  officer,  the  same  may  be  levied 

upon  the  property  of  the  defendant,  both  real  and  personal,  which  may 
be  found  in  the  county. 

After  levy  of  attachment  debtor  cannot  sell  the  land  so  as  to  affect  its  lien  :  53  Ga.r 114. 

Drake  on  At.,  §§232  et  seq,  243  et  seq. 

§3288.  (3221.)  (3210.)  May  be  levied  by  service  of  garnishment.     Service 
Acts  of  1855  of  the  attachment,  by  serving  process  of  garnishment,  shall  be  as  ef- 
-6,  p.  33.     fectual  for  all  purposes  as  though  the  attachment  had  been  served  by 

levying  the  same  upon  the  property  of  the  defendant. 
Section  referred  to  and  construed  :  40  Ga.,  388.  But  attachment  for  purchase  money 

cannot  be  levied  by  service  of  summons  of  garnishment:  56  Ga.,  278.  Where  between 
attachment  and  judgment  on  it  other  creditors  were  preferred  by  small  notes  :  60  Ga., 
669.     Where  attachment  for  the  purchase  money,  qusere :  60  Ga.,  676. 

§3289.  (3222.)  (3211.)  Shares  or  interest  in  any  corporation,  etc.  When  the 
Arts  of  1858,  process  of  attachment  shall  issue  against  a  party  who  shall  have  or 
p-  is.  own  any  interest,  or  an  amount  of  shares,  in  any  corporation  in  this 

State,  the  same  may  be  attached  in  the  following  manner  :  The  officer  in 
whose  hands  the  attachment  is  placed,  shall  indorse  an  entry  thereon  of 
his  levy  on  the  corporate  shares  or  interest  of  the  defendant,  and  shall 
forthwith  serve  a  copy  or  the  attachment  so  indorsed  upon  the  presi- 
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dent  of  the  corporation,  at  the  office  of  the  company,  or  by  leaving  the 
same  at  the  usual  or  most  notorious  place  of  doing  the  business  of  such 
company,  which  entry  and  service  shall  amount  to  and  be  considered 
a  seizure  of  said  corporate  interest  or  shares,  to  all  intents  and  pur- 

poses, and  under  an  execution  issued  on  such  attachment  may  be  sold 
as  in  other  cases  of  ordinary  execution. 

Formerly  stock  not  subject  to  levy  under  attachment :  16  Ga.,  437.  Section  referred 
to:  38  Ga.,  260.  Service  of  garnishment  must  be  on  president  of  domestic  corpora- 

tion, residing  in  the  State  :  60  Ga.,  552. 

§3290.  (3223.)  (3212.)   Transfer  after  levy  is  void.     Any  transfer  by  the  Acts  of  1858, 

defendant  of  the  stock  or  interest  so  attached  after  the  levy  of  such  at- p- 19- 
tachment,  shall  be  void,  and  when  an  execution  is  issued,  the  said  stock  §2626. 
or  interest  shall  be  sold  by  the  Sheriff,  or  his  deputy,  according  to  the 

provisions  of  this  Code,  to  make  bank  and  other  stocks  subject  to  exe- 
cutions. 

§3291.  (3224.)  (3213.)  Officer  selling  must  give  a  certificate.  Certificates  Acts  of  i85«, 

of  purchase  shall  be  granted  by  the  officer  selling  as  prescribed  in  p' 19, 
cases  of  executions,  and  on  presentation  of  such  certificates  to  the 
proper  officer  of  said  corporation,  it  shall  be  his  duty  to  make  such 
transfer  on  his  books,  if  necessary,  and  afford  the  purchaser  such  evi- 

dence of  title  to  the  stock  purchased,  as  is  usual  and  necessary  with 
other  stockholders. 

Section  referred  to  and  construed  :  38  G a.,  260. 

§3292.  (3225.)  (3214.)   Vendor  may  attach  for  purchase  money.     In  ail  Acts  of  1853 

cases  of  sale  of  lands,  where  the  vendor  has  not  executed  a  deed  of  Acts'onsss 
conveyance  to  the  purchaser  for  the  same,  but  has  given  bond  for  titles,  6.  p-  32- 
or  other  evidence  of  the  contract,  and  the  purchase  money  has  not  been  §1997. 
paid,  and  the  vendee  shall  become  liable  to  attachment  agreeable  to 
the  provisions  of  section  3264   of   this  Code,  attachment  may  issue 
against  him  at  the  instance  of  the  vendor,  upon  complying  with  the 
provisions  of  this  Code  in  relation  to  attachments ;  which  said  attach- 

ment shall  be  levied  upon  the  land  described  in  the  bond,  or  other  evi- 
dence of  contract  for  titles,  and  the  subsequent  proceedings  shall  be, 

in  all  respects,  as  heretofore  prescribed  in  this  Code  in  relation  to  at- 
tachments ;  and  it  shall  be  lawful  for  the  party  bound  by  such  bond,  or 

other  contract  for  titles,  to  file  in  the  clerk's  office  of  the  Superior  Court 
of  the  county  where  the  land  is  situated,  a  good  and  sufficient  deed  of 
conveyance  of  said  land  to  the  obligee  of  said  bond  or  other  contract 
for  titles;  and  when  judgment  is  obtained  upon  such  attachment,  the 
execution  issuing  thereon  may  be  levied  upon  said  land,  and  the  same 
be  sold,  and  the  money  arising  from  said  sale  shall  be  appropriated  to 
the  payment  of  said  judgment  on  the  attachment,  to  the  exclusion  of 
any  other  attachment,  judgment  or  other  debt  of  the  defendant. 

General  Note  on  Levy  of  Attachments. — 21  Am.  D.,  667-670,  note;  Wells'  Jur., 
p.  526,  n.  Levy  of,  on  property  already  levied  on:  6  Am.  D.,  64;  7/119;  9/39  ;  should 
he  made  by  officer  making  first  levy:  lb.  What  possession  essential  to  levy:  lb. ; 
8/321;  19/319;  21/674,  n,  677;  levy,  how  made  on  goods  in  store:  21  lb.,  n,  678  ;  on 
ponderous  articles  :  lb.,  680 ;  may  be  good  against  defendant  when  insufficient  against 
strangers:  lb.,  n,  679. — Suit  vs.  Sheriff  for  failure  to  levy,  what  defenses  allowed :  22 
lb.,  389;  24  Am.  R.,  788.  Levy  on  realty:  22  lb.,  416.  Breaking  door  to  levy:  lb., 
425.  Levy  on  goods  of  defendant  mixed  with  those  of  third  person:  lb.,  466/  Levy 
on  growing  crops :  5  C.  L.  J.,  489.  Bond  of  indemnity  given  to  officer  :  3  Wall.,  1.  If 
jurisdiction  is  not  obtained  in  county  by  levy  on  property  or  by  the  fact  appearing 
that  garnishees  are  indebted  to  defendant,  Court  cannot  proceed :  1  Woods,  496. 
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ARTICLE  III. 

ATTACHMENTS    FOR   PURCHASE    MONEY. 

Section. 
3293.  Attachment  for  purchase  money. 
3294.  How  obtained. 

Section. 
3295.  How  issued  and  levied. 
3296.  After  proceedings. 

CC<-«**^ 

§3293.   Attachment  may  issue  for  purchase  money,  where.     [Process  of 
(a)  Acts  of  attachment  may  issue  in  behalf  of  any  creditor  whose  debt  is  created 
1871-2,  p.  44.  by  the  purchase  of  property,  upon  such  debt  becoming  due,  when  the 
Acts  of  1878  debtor  who  created  such  debt  is  in  the  possession  of  the  property,  for  the 

-9  p.  48.     pUrchage  of  which  the  debt  was  created.]  (a.)  Or  where  said  property  is 
^^•~*CA  in  the  possession  of  any   one  holding  the  same  for  the  benefit  of  said 

^'/7*^'"  debtor,  or  in  fraud  against  such  creditor;  and  judgments  on  such  at- 
*  tachments  shall  take  rank  from  the  date  of  the  levy  of  the  attach- 

ment. 

Section  cited:  53  Ga.,  558;  54/678.  Cannot  be  levied  by  garnishment:  56  Ga.,  278. 
Where  sworn  to  by  plaintiff  as  guardian,  no  ground  for  dismissal :  53  Ga.,  26.  Debtor 
must  be  in  possession  of  the  property  :  64  Ga.,  277-8. 

§3294.  Attachment,  how  obtained.  [Before  process  of  attachment  shall 
(b)  Acts  of  issue,  under  the  preceding  section,  the  party  seeking  the  attachment, 
1871-2,  p.  44.  ̂ g  agent  or  attorney  at  law-,  shall  make  affidavit  before  some  person 

authorized  by  law  to  issue  attachments,  that  the  debtor  has  placed  him- 
self in  the  position  mentioned  in  said  section,  and  also  the  amount  of 

the  debt  claimed  to  be  due ;  and  shall  also  describe  in  the  affidavit  the 
property  for  which  the  debt  was  created.  When  the  affidavit  is  made 
by  the  agent  or  attorney  at  law,  he  may  swear  that  the  amount 
claimed  to  be  due  is  due,  according  to  the  best  of  his  knowledge  and 
belief.  The  officer  issuing  the  attachment,  before  issuing  the  same, 
shall  take  from  the  party  seeking  the  attachment,  a  bond  in  double 
the  amount  claimed  to  be  due,  conditioned  and  made  payable  as  at- 

tachment bonds  are,  by  the  provisions  of  this  Code,  required  to  be  con- 
ditioned and  made  payable.]  (b.) 

\  Insufficient  affidavit  under,  as  not  being  definite  as  to  the  part  and  amount  due  :  53 
Ga.,  558.  Description  of  property  in,  must  be  sworn  to  positively,  and  may  be  dismissed 
for  defect  after  replevy  bond  given:  54  Ga,,  678.  An  insufficient  affidavit  in  its  de- 

scription, and  must  allege  debt  due  :  52  Ga.,  332.  Must  so  describe  the  property  as  to 
direct  the  officer:  64  Ga.,  275. 

§3295.  Attachment,  how  issued  and  levied.  [Affidavit  being  thus  made 
ic)  Acts  of  and  bond  given,  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  officer  before  whom  such 

j2         ̂i87j^£,  y.j^ affidavit  is  made,  to  issue  an  attachment  against  the  defendant,  which 
/*'#fc*<-e*V  1      '  shall  be  levied  only  on  the  property  described  in  said  affidavit,  by  the 

/ff'*Jyf^'  •'        officer  to  whom  the  attachment  is  directed.]  (c  ) 
Cannot  be  levied  by  garnishment,  and  must  be  levied  on  the  property  described  :  56 

Ga.,  278.  Any  officer  who  could  issue  attachment  generally  can  issue  under  this  sec- 
tion also,  although  affidavit  before  officer  of  another  county  :  59  Ga.,  210. 

§3296.  Subsequent  proceedings.     [So  much  of  the  law  of  this  Code  as 
(d)  Acts  of  regulates  the  proceedings  in  relation  to  remedy  by  attachment,  as  is  not 
i87i-2,  p.  44.  jn  conflict  with  the  three  preceding  sections,  shall  apply  to  and  con- 

trol proceedings  under  this  Article.]  (d.) 
May  proceed  for  a  general 

52  Ga.,  332;  53/558. 
judgment,  although  the  attachment  may  be  dismissed: 
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Article  4.— Attachments  against  fraudulent  debtors 

ARTICLE  IV. 

ATTACHMENTS   AGAINST    FRAUDULENT    DEBTORS. 

Section. 
3297.  Against  fraudulent  debtor. 
3297.  (a.)  Additional  grounds  for  attachment— 

making  fraudulent  liens. 
3298.  Attachment,  how  granted. 

Section. 
3299.  How  removed. 
3300.  How  returned,  etc. 
3301.  Refusal  to  grant,  how  corrected. 

§3297.  Attachments  where  debtor  is  fraudulently  disposing  of  his  property,  (a^  Acts  of 

[Whenever  a  debtor  shall  sell,  or  convey,  or  conceal  his  property  liable 18/3' p"  d 
for  the  payment  of  his  debts,  for  the  purpose  ©f  avoiding  the  payment 
of  the  same,  or  whenever  a  debtor  shall  threaten  or  prepare  so  to  do, 
his  creditors  may  petition  the  Judge  of  the  Superior  Court  of  the  cir- 

cuit where  such  debtor  resides,  if  qualified  to  act,  and  if  not,  the  Judge 
of  any  adjoining  circuit,  fully  and  distinctly  stating  his  grounds  of 
complaint  against  such  debtor,  and  praying  for  an  attachment  against 
the  property  of  such  debtor  liable  to  attachment,  supporting  his  peti- 

tion by  affidavit,  or  testimony,  if  he  can  control  the  same.]  (a.) 
Prospective  in  its  operation,  bond  had  better  be  given  :  52  Ga.,  376.  In  pretended 

sale  to  avoid  creditors  where  attachment  was  the  remedy  and  not  equity  ::  63  Ga.,  163. 

Drake  on  At.,  §71,  a.  This  applies  to  property  claimed  by  defendant,  though  his 
title  is  imperfect :  lb.  Declarations  of  vendee  admissible  against  defendant:  lb.,  §74. 
Threat  to  make  an  assignment :  lb.,  §75.  Effect  of  false  statements  by  defendant  as  to 
disposition  of  money  :  lb. ;  as  to  solvency :  lb. 

§3297.  (a.)  Additional  ground  for  attachment — making  fraudulent  liens.  Actsofi877„ 
Whenever  any  person  shall  make  a  fraudulent  lien  on  his  property, p- 20- 
he  shall  be  subject  to  the  provisions  of  the  laws  now  in  force,  relative 
to  fraudulent  debtors,  and  in  all  cases  where  an  attachment  is  sought 
against  the  fraudulent  debtor,  the  officer  issuing  the  same  shall  require 
bond  and  security  of  the  applicant  for  attachment,  as  in  other  cases  of 
attachment. 

§3298.  Judge  shall  proceed,  how.  [Such  Judge  may  then  grant  an  at-  (b)  Acts  ©s 

tachment,  to  be  issued  in  the  usual  form,  and  directed  as  usual,  and 1873'  p" 29'* 
which  shall  be  executed  as  existing  laws  provide,  and  subject  to  ex- 

isting laws  as  to  traverse,  replevy,  demurrer,  and  other  modes  of  defense; 
or  such  Judge  may,  if  he  deem  it  more  proper  under  the  circumstances 
of  the  case  as  presented  to  him,  before  granting  such  attachment,  ap- 

point a  day  on  which  he  shall  hear  the  petitioner,  and  the  party 
against  whom  an  attachment  is  prayed,  (providing  in  his  order  for  due 
notice  to  said  party,)  as  to  the  propriety  of  granting  such  attach- 

ment, and,  if  satisfied  upon  such  hearing  that  such  attachment  should 
not  issue,  he  shall  not  grant  the  same  ;  but  if  satisfied  that  the  same 
should  issue,  he  shall  grant  an  attachment,  to  be  governed  and  regu- 

lated as  herein  provided  for  attachments  to  be  issued  when  no  hearing 
is  had.]  (b.) 

§3299.  Attachment,  how  removed.  [If  the  party  whose  property  has  (c)  Acts  of 

been  attached  without  a  hearing,  as  provided  in  the  preceding  section,18'3'  p'  29" 
desires  so  to  do,  he  may  apply  to  said  Judge,  stating  fully  and  distinctly 
the  grounds  of  his  defense,  showing  why  such  attachment  should  not 
have  been  issued,  or  should  be  removed,  supporting  the  same  by  affi- 

davit, or  such  other  testimony,  by  affidavit  or  otherwise,  as  he  can  con- 
trol, such  Judge  shall  then  appoint  a  time  and  place  for  hearing  both 

parties,  plaintiff  and  defendant,  providing  for  due  notice  to  all  persons 
interested,  allowing  them  full  opportunity  to  sustain  their  respect- 

ive cases,  as  in  application  upon  injunction,  and  may  then,  upon  a 
review  of  the  law  and  the  facts  of  the  case,  make  such  order  in  the 
premises  as  is  consistent  with  justice,  either  totally  or  partially  remov- 

ing such  attachment,  or  wholly  or  partially  retaining  the  same,  or 
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disposing  of  the  same  in  some  manner  which  would  be  equitable  and 
just  to  all  parties.]  (c.) 

§3300.  Such  attachments,  how  issued,  returned,  etc.     [Such  attachments, 
(d>  Acts  of  when  issued  and  served,  shall  be  returned  and  disposed  of  as  attach- 
1873,  p.  29.  men£g  are  now  returned  and  disposed  of,  and  be  subject  to  the  same 

defenses,  and  may  be  taken  out,  upon  the  affidavit  of  the  agent  or  attor- 
ney of  the  creditor,  if  he  can,  by  his  own  oath,  make  out  a  case  which 

will  satisfy  said  Judge.]  (a.) 
§3301.   Granting  or  refusing  attachments  may  be  excepted  to.  [The  decision 

(e)  Acts  of  of  the  Judge  granting  or  refusing  an  attachment  under  the  provisions 
1873,  p.  29.  0f  this  Article,  may  be  excepted  to  and  carried  to  the  Supreme  Court, 

as  was  practiced  in  applications  for  injunction  prior  to  28th  October, 
1870.]  (e.) 

ARTICLE  V. 

PROCEEDINGS   ON   GARNISHMENTS. 

Section. 
3302.  How  issued,  directed,  serve  d,  etc. 
3303.  Garnishee  residing  out  of  county.  • 
3304.  Garnishee  failing  to  answer. 

Section. 
3305.  Answering  and  admitting  effects. 
3306.  Plaintiff  may  traverse  the  answer. 
3307.  Issue,  how  tried,  etc. 

£*>-/-  S^u^ucco^eJe^^SS02.  (3226.)  (3215.)  Garnishment,  how  obtained.     In  all  cases  where 
/jn  (Pi     Act  of  1799,  attachment  may  issue,  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  magistrate,  or  other 

r&J  /(J.  Acts of'i855 °fficer  issuing  the  same,  at  the  request  of  the  plaintiff,  his  agent  or 
/ v      /  -6,  p.  28.     attorney  at  law,  to  issue  summons  of  garnishment,  directed  to  any  per- son that  may  be  indebted  to,  or  have  property  or  effects  of  the  defendant 

in  their  hands,  requiring  them  to  appear  at  the  Court  to  which  the 
attachment  is  made  returnable,  then  and  there  to  depose  on  oath  what 
they  were  indebted  to  the  defendant  at  the  time  of  the  service  of  said 
garnishment,  or  what  property  or  effects  of  his  they  have  in  their 
hands,  or  had  at  the  time  of  the  service  of  said  summons  of  garnish- 

ment; and  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  officer  levying  such  attachment 
;  to  serve  such  summons  of  garnishment. 

The  summons  may  issue  after  the  return  term  of  the  attachment  without  additional 
affidavit  or  bond:  35  Ga.,  229.  Where  garnishment  should  have  been  served  person- 

ally on  president  of  railroad,  and  returned  to  county  where  its  principal  office:  45  Ga., 
488-9;  47/676;  48/352-3. 

Drake  on  At.,  $450  et  seq. 

§3303.  (3227.)  (3216.)  When  garnishee  resides  out  of  the  county,  etc. 

Act  of  1823,  [When  the  plaintiff,  his  agent,  or  attorney  at  law,  shall  desire  to  gar- 
s'p*  7?*i8^  nishee  persons  not  residing  in  the  county  in  which  the  attachment  is- 

-6?p.°28.  sues,  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  magistrate  issuing  the  same,  at  the 
request  of  the  plaintiff,  his  agent,  or  attorney  at  law,  to  make  out  a 
copy  of  the  affidavit,  bond  and  attachment,  and  certify  the  same  to  be 
a  true  copy ;  and  upon  the  delivery  of  such  copy  to  any  magistrate,  or 
other  officer  who  is  authorized  by  law  to  issue  an  attachment,  in  the 
county  in  which  the  person  sought  to  be  garnished  resides,  it  shall  be 
the  duty  of  such  magistrate,  or  other  officer,  to  make  out  a  summons  of 
garnishment  for  such  persons  as  he  may  be  requested  to  do  by  the 
plaintiff,  his  agent,  or  attorney  at  law,  requiring  such  persons  to  be 

and  appear  at  the  next  Superior,  or  County  Court,  or  Justice's  Court  of 
the  county  in  which  it  issued,  and  depose  in  the  manner  prescribed  by 
law ;  but  if  the  next  Court,  as  aforesaid,  shall  be  held  within  less  than 
ten  days  next  after  the  issuing  of  said  summons  of  garnishment,  then 
the  person  garnished  shall  be  required  to  appear  and  depose  at  the  next 
Court  thereafter  ;  which  said  summons  may  be  served  by  any  officer 
authorized  by  law  to  levy  an  attachment,  who  shall  return  such  certi- 
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fied  copy,  affidavit,  bond  and  attachment,  to  the  Court  as  aforesaid,  to- 
gether with  his  actings  and  doings  entered  thereon. 

§3304.  (3228.)  (3217.)  If  the  garnishee  fails  to  answer,  etc.     When  any  Act  of  1823, 

person  summoned  as  garnishee  fails  to  appear,  in  obedience  to  the  sum-  JceoiiaM, 
mons,  and  answer  at  the  first  term  of  the  Court  at  which  he  is  required  c.  p.  83. 

to  appear,  the  case  shall  stand  continued  until  the  next  terin  of  the  _g°  p,°29.  ' 
Court;   and  if  he    should  fail  to  appear  and  answer  by    said   next 
term,  the  plaintiff  may,  on  motion,  have  judgment  against  him  for  the 
amount  of  the  judgment  he  may  have  obtained  against  the  defendant 
in  attachment,  or  so  much  thereof  as  shall  remain  unpaid  at  the  time 
the  judgment   is  rendered  against  the  garnishee ;  and  the  Court  may 
continue  the  case  until  final  judgment  is  rendered  against  the  defend- 

ant in  attachment. 

As  to  defaulting  garnishees  under  Act  of  1834:  15  Ga.,  186.  When  answer  of  gar- 
nishee came  in  too  late  to  relieve  him  from  judgment:  32  Ga.,  115.  Calling  the  gar- 
nishee for  purpose  of  answering  the  summons:  30  Ga.,  924.  Where  there  is  not  a  dis- 

tinct admission  that  garnishee  owes  debtor  money,  no  judgment  against  him  with- 
out a  jury:  18  Ga.,  657;  22/52.  No  judgment  against  garnishee  until  judgment 

against  defendant :  23  Ga.,  186.  Section  referred  to  and  construed:  44  Ga.,  188.  An- 
swer to  garnishment  in  attachment  or  at  common  law  is  in  time  if  made  on  first  day  of 

the  second  term  of  the  Superior  Court  after  service  of  summons  of  garnishment:  60 
Ga.,  554-555.  The  property  or  effects  attempted  to  he  garnished  must  be  capable  of  be- 

ing subject  to  process  of  this  State  at  time  of  service  of  garnishment :  60  Ga.,  300. 

§3305    (3229.)  (3218.)  If  the  garnishee  admits  effects.     When  the  gar-  Act  of  1830 
nishee  appears  and  answers  that  he  is  indebted  to,  or  has  property  or  a'cS  Qf  i855 
effects  in  his  hands  belonging  to,  the  defendant  in  attachment,  judg--6>  p-  *29- ment  shall  be  rendered  against  him  in  favor  of  the  plaintiff  for  such 
acknowledged  indebtedness,  and  the   property   and   effects,  whatever 
they  may  be,  shall  be  delivered  into  the  hands  of  the  Sheriff  or  con- 

stable, as  the  case  may  be,  and  by  order  of  the  Court  shall  be  by  him 
sold,  and  the  money  arising  from  such  sale  shall  be   held  subject  to 
the  order  of  the  Court,  and  in  case  the  garnishee  fails  to  deliver  over 
such  property  or  effects  to  the  officer  as  aforesaid,  it  shall  be  lawful  for 
the  Court  to  attach  him  as  for  contempt ;  the  property  and  effects  so  sur- 

rendered and  delivered  into  the  hands  of  the  officer,  as  aforesaid,  shall 
be  sold  at  such  time  and  place,  and  after  such  notice  given,  as  the  Court 
ordering  the  same  shall  direct. 

No  judgment  against  garnishee  where  he  does  not  admit  effects  in  his  hands  belonging 
to  defendant,  or  that  he  is  indebted  to  him  :  45  Ga.,  369.  Section  referred  to  and  con- 

strued where  admitted  having  notes  belonging  to  defendant:  58  Ga.,  142.  Duty  of 
garnishee  where  he  admits  having  effects  of  defendant :  60  Ga.,  304. 

f$306.  (3230.)  (3219.)  Plaintiff  may  traverse  the  answer  of  garnishee.  Act  of  1799, 
en  the  summons  of  garnishment  is  returnable  to  the  Superior  or  Acts  o7i855 

County  Court,  and  the  plaintiff  in  attachment  is  not  content  with  the  -c>  p-  29- 
answer  of  the  garnishee,  he  may  at  the  term  of  the  Court  to  which  the 
return  is  made,  traverse  the  same,  and  the  issue  formed  upon  such  tra- 

verse shall  be  tried  at  the  same  term  by  a  petit  jury,  unless  cause  is 
shown  for  a  continuance.     On  the  trial  of  said  issue,  it  shall  be  compe- 

tent for  the  plaintiff  to  show  the  amount  of  indebtedness  of  the  gar- 
nishee, and  the  value  of  the  property  and  effects  not  surrendered  as 

aforesaid ;  and  upon  final  judgment  being  rendered  against  said  gar- 
nishee, the  plaintiff  in  attachment  shall  have  execution  for  the  amount 

of  such  judgment  and  cost  as  at  common  law. 

Exceptions  to  evidence  of  plaintiff  on  trial  of  issua  formed  on  answer  of  garnishee 
on  appeal:  9  Ga.,  510.  Traverse  merely  denying  the  truth  of  garnishee's  answer  is  suf- 

ficient: 21  Ga.,  240.  An  appeal  to  Superior  Court  on  verdict  on  traverse  of  answer  of 
defendant  in  garnishment:  4  Ga.,  393.  Where  there  was  no  evidence  of  fraud  in  trial 
of  an  issue  on  traverse  of  a  garnishment:  49  Ga.,  331.  Court  may  withdraw  the  issue 
from  the  jury  unless  plaintiff  in  traverse  makes  a  prima  facie  case:  69  Ga.,"554.  Tra- 

verse of  garnishment  before  trial  of  principal  suit,  so  no  judgment  against  garnishee 
until  judgment  against  principal  debtor:  55  Ga.,  98. 

53 
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§3307.  (3231.)  (3220.)  If  the  issue  is  in  a  Justice's  Court.  When  the 
Acts  of  1855  summons  of  garnishment  is  returnable  to  a  Justice's  Court,  the  issue 
-6,  p.  30.  forme(i  upon  the  traverse  as  aforesaid,  shall  be  tried  by  [the  Justice  of 
g^onst.  of  the  Peace,  with  the  right  of  appeal  according  to 'the  law  governing  ap- 
sec.'e.  r '  '  peals  from  Justices'  Courts.]  (a.) 

Tried  by  a  jury  :  22  Ga.,  618. 

The  general  law  of  garnishments  on  attachments:  Drake  on  At.,  #§450-723.  See 
general  note  to  Chapter  on  Garnishments,  §3532  et  seq. ;  Rorer  on  Inter-State  Law,  124- 
132  ;  Wells'  Jur.,  §548  et  seq. 

clause  2. 

ARTICLE  VI. 

OF    PLEADING   AND   DEFENSES. 

Section. 
3308.  Declaration  to  be  filed  at  first  term. 
3309.  Plaintiff  give  defendant  notice,  et^. 
3310.  Defendant  defend  at  any  time,  etc. 
3311.  May  plead  $et-off  not  due. 
3312.  May  traverse  truth  of  plaintiff's  affidavit. 
3313.  Traverse  shall  not  delay  judgment.      . 

Section. 
3314.  Death  of  plaintiff,  parties,  how  made. 
3315.  Death  of  defendant,  parties,  how  made. 
331{j.  Pleadings  amendable,  etc. 
3317.  Judgment  may  be  set  aside. 
3318.  Interrogatories  may  be  sued  out. 

§3308.  (3232.)  (3221.)  Declaration  shall  be  filed,  when.     When  the  at- 
tachment has  been  returned  to  the  proper  Court,  the  subsequent  pro- 

c.Cp°861838'  ceedings  shall  be  in  all  respects  the  same  as  in  cases  where  there  is 
Acts  of  1855  personal  service,  and  when  the  attachment  is  returnable  to  the  Supe- 

" '  p'    '     rior  or  County  Court,  the  plaintiff  shall  file  his  declaration  at  the  first term. 
Should  be  filed  at  first  term  of  Court  to  which  attachment  returnable:  7  Ga.,  88, 

167.  What  is  no  variance  between  affidavit  and  declaration:  14  Ga.,  537.  Not  mate- 
rial that  the  damage  laid  in  declaration  greater  than  sum  sworn  to  :  37  Ga.,  623.  Was 

under  the  circumstances  allowed  to  be  filed  at  second  term  of  Court:  37  Ga.,  667. 
Mistake  in  date  of  issuing  the  attachment  as  affecting  time  declaration  to  be  filed:  41 
Ga.,  513.  Where  bankruptcy  of  the  defendant :  53  Ga.,  64.  No  declaration  in  attach- 

ment need  be  filed  in  Justice's  Courts:  58  Ga.,  322.  What  declaration  in  attachment 
should  allege  and  ask :  58  Ga.,  377 ;  Wilson,  assignee,  vs.  Striker,  et  al.,  Pamphlt.,  Feb. 
1881,  p.  30.  When  may  be  amended  by  changing  venue  :  58  Ga.,  479.  Where  declara- 

tion construed  in  connection  with  attachment  papers  and  held  sufficient:  59  Ga.,  381. 
Judgment  arrested  as  the  verdict  did  not  conform  to  either  the  attachment  or  declar- 

ation :  54  Ga.,  470.  Where  declaration  in  on  note  not  amendable  by  Court  on  a  judg- 
ment:  58  Ga.,  167.  May  be  amended  as  to  misjoinder  of  defendants:  60  Ga.,  547. 

Where  no  legal  declaration  in  attachment  was  filed  and  illegality  was  sustained:  62 
Ga.,  158.  Where  declaration  in  attachment  was  amendable,  in  reasonable  time  after 
judgment:  63  Ga.,  688. 

§3309.  (3233.)  (3222.)  Notice  to  defendant.     The  plaintiff,  his  agent,  or 
Acts  of  1855  attorney  at  law,  may  give  notice  in  writing  to  the  defendant  of  the 

a6'  Pf0,r-  pendency  of  such  attachment  and  of  the  proceedings  thereon,  which 
p.C23°    '°';  shall  be  served  personally  on  the  defendant  by  the  Sheriff,  his  deputy, or  a  constable  of  the  county  to  which  said  attachment  is  returnable,  by 

giving  him  a  copy  of  said  notice,  at  least  ten  days  before  final  judg- 
ment on  said  attachment,  and  returning  said  original  notice  with  his 

service  entered  thereon  to  the  Court  in  which  said  attachment  is  pend- 
ing, which  being  done,  the  judgment  rendered  upon  such  attachment 

shall  have  the  same  force  and  effect  as  judgments  rendered  at  common 
law ;  and  no  declaration  shall  be  dismissed  because  the  attachment  may 
have  been  dismissed  or  discontinued,  but  the  plaintiff  shall  be  entitled 
to  judgment  on  the  declaration  filed,  as  in  other  cases  at  common  law, 
upon  the  merits  of  the  case. 

What  written  notice  under  this  section  should  contain  :  44  Ga.,  454.  The  case  could 
be  tried  against  the  defendants  as  at  common  law,  he  replevying  and  pleading  to  merits : 
54  Ga.,  680;  46/226.  Plaintiff  entitled  to  verdict  and  general  judgment,  defendant 
voluntarily  appearing  and  pleading  :  52  Ga.,  332.  Also  where  property  replevied  al- 

though attachment  dismissed:  53  Ga.,  558.  Section  cited  and  construed:  52  Ga.,  395; 
51/243;  52/30-31;  56/374.  Agent  of  foreign  corporation  acknowledging  service  so  as 
to  authorize  general  judgment  against  principal :  51  Ga.,  458. 
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§3310.    (3234.)    (3223).     Defendant  may   make   his  defense.     The  de-  Acts  of  1856 

fendant  may  appear  by  himself  or  attorney  at  law,  and  make  his  de--6'  p"  30, fense  at  any  time  before  final  judgment  is  rendered  against  him. 

Right  of  defendant  to  appear  and  defend,  etc.  :  12  Ga.,  368.  And  when  he  has  ap- 
peared and  replevied  the  property  plaintiff  may  proceed  as  at  common  law:  46  Ga., 

226.     Where  defendant  may  appear  and  file  plea  after  judgment:  58  Ga.,  175. 

§3311.  (3235.)  (3224.)  Defendant  may  plead  a  set-off  not  due.  Any  de- §3469. 
fendant  against  whom  an  attachment  may  issue  lor  the  recovery  of  a 
demand  which  is  not  due,  under  the  provisions  of  section  3275,  Article 
I.,  may  avail  himself  in  his  defense  of  any  set-off  pleadable  by  the  laws 
of  this  State,  no#vvithstanding  such  set-off  may  not  be  due  at  the  time 
of  suing  out  such  attachment,  or  at  the  trial  thereof ;  and  if  said  set-off, 
so  pleaded,  shall  exceed  the  plaintiff's  demand,  the  defendant  shall 
have  judgment  against  the  plaintiff'  for  such  excess  as  at  common  law 
with  a  stay  of  execution  until  the  time  the  said  set-off  so  pleaded  shall 
become  due. 

§3312.  (3236.)  (3225.)  May  traverse  the  truth  of  plaintiff 's  affidavit.     In  Acts  of  1856 
all  cases  of  attachment  the  defendant  may  traverse  the  truth  of  the  ActsoJi86o 
affidavit  in  relation  to  the  ground  upon  which  the  attachment  issued  p.  47. 
at  the  return  of  the  attachment,  and  if  said  attachment  is  returnable 
to  the   Superior  Court,  the  issue  formed  upon  such  traverse  shall  be 
tried  by  a  jury  at  the  same  term,  unless  good  cause  is  shown  for  a  con- 

tinuance ;  and  if  the  final  verdict  upon  such  issue  shall  be  in  favor  of 
the  defendant,  said  attachment  shall  be  dismissed  at  the  cost  of  the  (a)  const,  of 

plaintiff.     And  if  the  attachment  is  returnable  to  a  Justice  Court,  the  |g^8,6Art- 5' 
issue  formed  upon  the  traverse  aforesaid  shall  be  tried  by  [the  Justice  clause  2. 
of  the  Peace,  with  the  right  of  appeal,  according  to  the  law  regulating 

appeals  from  Justice's  Courts.]  (a.) 
When  general  judgment  creditor  could  not  traverse  after  judgment  on  attachment: 

8  Ga.,  351-2.  Defendant  has  right  to  open  and  conclude  if  plaintiff  introduced  no 
evidence :  28  Ga.,  110.  On  trial  of  a  traverse,  burden  was  on  the  plaintiff  in  attach- 

ment: 29  Ga.,  642.  The  issue  of  traverse  must  be  tendered  at  return  term  of  the  at- 
tachment issued:  30  Ga.,  40;  37/18;  49/265.  Section  referred  to  and  construed:  44 

Ga.,  458  ;  49/265  ;  56/374.  Not  necessary  that  the  traverse  should  be  sworn  to  :  47  Ga., 
359.  When  no  waiver  of  traverse  by  pleading  to  the  merits,  traverse  tried  before  or 
with  main  case  :  56  Ga.,  373. 

§3313.  (3237.)  (3226.)  No  traverse  shall  delay  plaintiff.     No  traverse  of  Acts  of  1857, 

the  plaintiff's  attachment,  affidavit,  or  other  proceeding  of  the  attach-  p-  24- 
ment  shall  delay  judgment  on  the  declaration  where  personal  service 
has  been  perfected,  but  judgment  may  be  had  thereon,  subject  to  the 
rules  of  the  common  law,  as  well  before  the  trial  of  the  issue  made  on 
the  attachment  proceedings  as  afterward. 

Stated :  56  Ga.,  373.     Section  referred  to  and  construed  :  54  Ga.,  680. 

§3314.  (3238.)  (3227.)  If  either  party  die,  parties  may  be  made.     In  case  Act  of  ism, 
either  plaintiff  or  defendant  shall  die  before  final  judgment  is  rendered  c-  p-  J21. 
in  any  case,  and  there  is  representation  upon  the  estate  of  the  defend-  c.Cp°87. 
ant,  parties  shall  be  made  in  the  same  manner  as  in  cases  where  there  4ctp°3i1855 
is  personal  service.     But  if  there  is  no  known  representation  upon  the 
estate  of  the  defendant  within  this  State,  and  the  plaintiff  shall  die, 
his  executor  or  administrator  may,  at  any  time  after  his  qualification 
as  such,  cause  to  be  issued  by  the  Clerk  of  the  Court,  or  Justice  of  the 
Peace,  a  scire  facias,  returnable  to  the  next  term  of  the  Court  after  issu- 

ing the  same,  giving  notice  to  the  opposite  party  of  his  intention  to  be 
made  a  party  in  place  of  his  deceased  testator  or  intestate,  which  shall 
be  posted  up  at  the  door  of  the  Court  House  where  such  attachment  is 
pending  at  least  twenty  days  before  the  term  at  which  such  scire  facias 
is  made  returnable;  and  upon  affidavit  being  made  by  the  executor  or 
administrator  of  this  being  done,  and  said  affidavit  being  filed  among 
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the  papers  in  the  case,  said  executor  or  administrator  shall,  on  motion, 
be  made  a  party,  and  the  same  proceed  in  his  name. 

§3315.  (3239.)  (3228.)  On  the  death  of  defendant.  When  the  defendant 
Act  of  1814,  shall  die,  scire  facias  shall  issue  in  the  manner  aforesaid  after  the  expi- 
c.  p.  74.  ration  of  twelve  months  from  the  death  of  the  defendant,  directed  to 

the  representative  of  the  deceased  defendant,  notifying  him  of  the  pen- 
dency of  such  attachment,  and  of  the  intention  of  the  plaintiff  to  pro- 

ceed with  the  same,  which  being  posted  as  aforesaid,  and  affidavit  made 
and  filed  as  aforesaid,  it  shall  be  lawful  for  the  plaintiff  to  proceed  in 
the  same  manner  as  though  the  dearth  of  the  defendant  had  not  oc- 

curred, but  the  executor  or  administrator  upon  the  e§tate  may,  at  any 
time  before  final  judgment  upon  the  attachment,  come  in  and  be  made 
a  party,  and  defend  in  the  same  manner  as  his  testator  or  intestate 
might  have  done. 

§3316.  (3240.)  (3229.)  Attachments  and  returns  thereon  amendable.     The 
Acts  of  1855  plaintiff  in  attachment  shall  have  the  right  to  amend  his  attachment, 
-6,  p.  38.     or  bond,  or  declaration  as  in  other  cases  at  common  law,  and  the  levy- 

ing officer  shall  have  the  right  to  amend  his  return  by  supplying  any 
omissions  or  errors,  and  the  Court  before  which  the  attachment  shall  be 
returned  shall  have  power  to  order  said  amendments. 

But  the  affidavit  for  attachment  is  not  amendable  :  26  Ga.,  577  ;  48/13.  But  see  :  57 
Ga.,  153.  Cannot  amend  failure  to  sign  affidavit:  28  Ga.,  27.  When  bonds  amenda- 

ble :  27  Ga.,  65.  Bonds  amendable  in  matters  of  form  under  Act  of  1856  :  29  Ga.,  642 ; 
44/481;  46/226;  53/446.  As  to  amendment  of  bond  under  section  3571  of  the  Code  : 
55  Ga.,  454.  Mistake  in  name  of  Court  to  which  attachment  returnable  can  be  cor- 

rected: 35  Ga.,  156;  45/298.  Declaration  and  bond  amendable:  37  Ga.,  18.  Proof  of 
mistake  in  date  of  issuing  attachment  so  as  to  amend :  4lGa.,513;  44/117.  When 
declaration  may  be  amended  by  changing  venue  :  58  Ga.,  479.  Declaration  amendable 

as  to  misjoinder  of  defendant's:  60  Ga.,  547.  Amendment  to  issuing  of  attachment 
by  Justice  of  the  Peace  by  adding  his  official  capacity:  57  Ga.,  153.  Being  levied  by 
proper  officer  any  mistake  in  directing  it  amendable  :  63  Ga.,  428,  229. 

T.  U.  P.  Charl.,  109;  P.  M.  Charl.,  537. 

§3317.  (3241.)  (3230.)  Judgment  may  be  set  aside  for  fraud     A  judg- 
$§1947  3129  merit  in  attachment  may  be  set  aside  in  a  Court  of  law  upon  an  issue 

suggesting  fraud  or  want  of  consideration,  tendered  by  a  judgment 
creditor  of  the  defendant  in  attachment. 

3Ga.,  140.     Enjoining  of  a  judgment  in  attach- 

8178 

When  judgment  may  be  set  aside: 
ment:  27  Ga.,  391;  61/521. 

§3318.  (3242.)  (3231.)  Interrogatories,  how  sued  out.  In  cases  of  attach- 
Aets  of  1855  ment  and  garnishment,  interrogatories  may  be  sued  out  and  served  as 
-6,  p.  30.     provided  in  other  cases. 

ARTICLE  VII. 

EEPLEVY   AND   DISPOSITION  OF    PROPERTY   ATTACHED. 

Section. 
3319.  Defendant  may  replevy  property. 
3320.  Foreign  corporation  may  replevy. 

Section. 
3321.  Perishable  property  not  replevied. 

§3319.    (3243.)    (3232.)    Defendant  may  replevy  property,  officer's  duty. 
Act  of  1799,  When  an  attachment  has  been  levied  upon  the  property  of  a  defend- 

Actor1i8i6  an*>  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  officer  levying  the  same  to  deliver  the 
c.  p.  74.     '  property  so  levied  upon  to  the  defendant,  upon  his  giving  bond,  with 
5l%?27?  '  good  security,  payable  to  the  plaintiff  in  attachment,  obligating  them- 

selves to  pay  the  plaintiff  the  amount  of  the  judgment  and  costs  that 
he  may  recover  in  said  case :  [Provided,  the  property  levied  on  shall  be 
equal  to,  or  exceed  in  value,  the  amount  of  the  debt  sworn  to  be  due; 
but  in  case  the  property  levied  upon  shall  be  of  less  value  than  the 
amount  of  the  debt  claimed  to  be  due,  then  the  said  bond  shall  be  in 
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double  the  amount  of  the  property  levied  upon,  to  be  judged  of  by  the  (a)  Acts  of 

levying  officer;]  (a.)  and  the  officer  taking  said  bond  shall  return  the1872,  p"  8' same  with  said  attachment  to  the  Court  to  which  the  same  is  made  re- 
turnable, and  it  shall  he  lawful  for  the  plaintiff  to  take  judgment 

against  the  defendant  and  his  securities  upon  said  bond  for  the  amount 
of  the  judgment  he  may  recover  in  his  said  attachment  case. 

Bond  with  security  given  by  plaintiff  to  defendant  with  condition  to  produce  the 
property  levied  on  day  of  sale,  is  not  the  bond  required  by  this  section  :  25  Ga.,  381; 
61/520.  Bond  with  condition  that  defendant  shall  appear  and  abide  by  and  perform 
the  judgment,  binds  him  to  pay  the  judgment  against  him  :  28  Ga.,  431.  What 
bond  sufficient,  liability  of  sureties:  37  Ga.,  19.  No  dissolution  by  replevy  of 
void  attachment:  54  Ga.,  680.  No  law  for  agent  formerly  to  execute  forthcoming 
bond  in  attachment  cases:  9  Ga.,  'J08.  When  property  attached  and  replevied, 
it  dissolves  the  attachment  and  action  progresses  as  an  ordinary  suit:  22  Ga.,  612-613  ; 
53/558.  Section  referred  to  and  construed:  61  Ga.,  520;  40/388-9;  48/522.  Failure  of 
Sheriff  to  take  replevy  bond,  liability  to  plaintiff  in  the  rule  against  him  :  59  Ga.,  359. 
Can  be  no  legal  judgment  against  surety  on  replevy  bond  where  the  attachment  was 
void  :  60  Ga.,  113.  No  summary  taking  of  judgment  on  a  bond,  merely  for  production 
of  the  property,  illegality  refused,  injunction:  61  Ga.,  525.  A  general  judgment  against 
defendant  in  attachment  replevying  the  property:  64  Ga.,  769. 

§3320.  (3244.)  (3233. )  Property  of  a  foreign  corporation,  etc.  When  an 
attachment  shall  be  levied  on  the  property  of  an  incorporation  not  in- 

corporated by  the  laws  of  this  State,  it  shall  be  lawful  for  any  agent  of 
such  incorporation  to  relieve  the  property  levied  on,  or  discharge  the 
summons  of  garnishment  that  may  issue,  by  giving  bond  to  the  levying 
officer,  payable  to  the  plaintiff,  conditioned  to  pay  the  amount  that  may 
be  recovered  in  said  case;  which  bond  the  levying  officer  shall  return 
to  the  Court  to  which  the  attachment  is  made  returnable,  and  judg- 

ment may  be  entered  up  in  like  manner  against  the  principal  and  se- 
curity upon  said  bond  for  the  amount  the  plaintiff  may  recover  against 

such  corporation. 

§3321.  (3245.)  (3234.)  Perishable  property  may  be  sold.  When  the  de- Act  of  1799. 
fendant  fails  to  replevy  the  property,  and  the  same  remains  in  the  Jjj  Jf"1855 
hands  of  the  levying  officer,  and  is  of  a  perishable  nature,  or  liable  to  -6,  p.  28. 
deteriorate  in  value  from  keeping,  or  there  is  expense  attending  the 
keeping  of  the  same  (the  same  not  being  land),  upon  these  facts  being 
made  plainly  to  appear  to  a  Judge  of  the  Superior  Court,  or  county 
Judge  of  the  county  in  which  the  attachment  is  returnable,  (where  the 
same  is  returnable  to  a  Superior  or  County  Court),  or  to  a  Justice  of  the 

Peace  of  the  county  (where  the  same  is  returnable  to  a  Justice's 
CouH),  it  shall  be  their  duty  to  order  a  sale  of  the  property,  which 

shall  be  at  the  usual  place  of  holding  Sheriff's  sales  of  the  county  where 
such  property  may  be,  when  the  attachment  is  returnable  to  the  Supe- 

rior or  County  Court ;  and  when  the  attachment  is  returnable  to  a 

Justice's  Court,  at  the  usual  place  of  constable's  sales  of  the  district 
where  the  property  may  be,  or  at  such  other  place  as  the  magistrate 
ordering  said  sale  may  direct.  The  time  and  place  of  holding  such  sale 
shall  be  advertised  at  the  Court  House,  and  at  two  other  public  places 
in  the  county  where  the  same  is  to  take  place,  at  least  ten  days  before 

the  day  of  sale.  And  when  the  attachment  is  returnable  to  a  Justice's 
Court,  it  shall  be  advertised  at  the  Court  House  door  of  the  district  in 
which  the  attachment  is  returnable,  and  the  money  arising  from  such 
sale  shall  be  held  by  the  officer  making  the  same,  subject  to  the  order 
of  the  Court  to  which  the  attachment  is  returnable. 

Where  sale  under  order  of  Court  of  property  levied  on  before  bankruptcy  of  de- 
fendant:  53  Ga.,  64. 
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ARTICLE  VIII. 

OF    CLAIMS   AND   PROCEEDINGS   THEREIN. 

Section. 
3322.  How  interposed  and  returned. 
3323.  Shall  be  tried  as  other  claims. 
3324.  Claimant,  his  agent  or  attorney,  etc. 

Section. 
3325.  Suit  on  forthcoming  bond  by  officer. 
3326.  Plaintiff  vs.  claimant  for  damages. 
3327.  When  claim  may  be  interposed. 

§3322.  (3246.)  (3235.)  Claims,  how  interposed.     When  property  shall 
Act  of  1814,  he  levied  on  by  virtue  of  an  attachment,  and  the  same  is  claimed  by  any 

Acts'  of' 1855  Person  n°t  a  Par*y  to  such  attachment,  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  person 
-6,  p.  33.     claiming  the  same,  his  agent  or  attorney  at  law,  to  make  oath  before 

/f~      some  person  authorized  by  law  to  administer  an  oath,  that  the  property 
^T/    levied  on  is  the  property  of  the  claimant,  and  is  not  subject  to  such  at- 

-■•    **/^?      tachment,  according  to  the  best  of  his  knowledge  and  belief,  and  said 
£&t~***~  *^**<^claimant  shall  give  bond,  with  good  security,  payable  to  the  plaintiff  in 
/fLy^  jf-tf^  attachment,  in  a  sum  at  least  equal  to  double  the  value  of  the  property 

claimed,  to  be  judged  of  by  the  levying  officer,  conditioned  to  pay  the 
plaintiff  all  damages  which  the  jury,  on  the  trial  of  the  right  of  prop- 

erty, may  assess  against  him,  in  case  it  should  be  made  to  appear  that 
such  claim  was  made  for  the  purpose  of  delay;  and  in  case  the  claim  is 
interposed  by  the  agent  or  attorney  at  law  of  the  claimant,  such  agent 
or  attorney  at  law  shall  have  power  to  sign  the  name  of  the  claimant 
to  the  bond,  and  such  claimant  shall  be  bound  in  the  same  manner  as 
though  he  had  signed  it  himself.  It  shall  be  the  duty  of  such  officer 
taking  such  affidavit  and  bond,  to  return  the  same  to  the  Court  to 
which  the  attachment  is  returnable,  unless  the  property  levied  on 
should  be  real  estate,  in  which  case  it  shall  be  his  duty  to  return  the 
same  to  the  Superior  Court  of  the  county  where  the  land  lies:  \_Pro- 

(a)  Acts  of  vided,  that  if  the  claimant  is  unable  to  give  such  bond  and  security,  he 
1870,  p. 4ii.  mav  interpose  his  claim,  as  elsewhere  provided  in  this  Code.]  (a.) 

Such  bond  formerly  could  not  be  made  by  an  agent:  9  Ga.,  208.  Bond  should  be 
made  payable  to  the  plaintiff:  32  Ga.,  354;  17/615.  May  be  put  in  any  time  before 
sale  of  the  property:  20  Ga.,  48.  If  claim  dismissed  pending  attachment,  may  be  in- 

terposed after  judgment  in  attachment  and  then  any  bond  should  be  payable  to  the 
Sheriff:  32  Ga.,  354.  Claimant  after  judgment  in  attachment  cannot  on  trial  of  claim 
case  traverse  grounds  of  attachment :  49  Ga.,  263  ;  58/322;  but  see  :  47  Ga.,  587. 

§3323.  (3247.)  (3236.)  How  tried.     The  claim  shall  be  tried  in  the 
Acts  of  1855  same  manner  and  subject  to  the  same  rules  and  regulations  as  are  pre- 
-6,  p.  34.      scribed  by  law  for  the  trial  of  other  claims  in  the  Court  to  which  it  is returned. 

§3324.  (3248.)  (3237.)   The  claimant,  his  agent  or  attorney  may  replevy. 
Act  of  1836,  The  claimant,  his  agent,  or  attorney  at  law,  may  give  bond,  with  good 
Acts  ofisss  security,  payable  to  the  levying  officer,  in  a  sum   equal  to  double  the 
-6,  p.  34.      value  of  the  property  claimed,  the  value  to  be  judged  of  by  the  levy- 

ing officer,  conditioned  to  deliver  such  property  at  the  time  and  place 
of  sale,  provided  the  same  should  be  found  subject  to  the  attachment; 
and,  upon  the  delivery  of  such  bond  to  the  levying  officer,  it  shall  be 
his  duty  to  deliver  such  property  to  the  claimant,  his  agent  or  attorney 
at  law,  and  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  levying  officer  to  return  such 
bond,  together  with  the  affidavit  and  claim  bond,  to  the  Court  to  which 
such  attachment  is  returnable ;  and  when  said  claim  is  interposed  by 
the  agent,  or  attorney  at  law,  of  the  claimant,  such  agent,  or  attorney 
at  law  shall  have  power  to  sign  the  name  of  the  claimant  to  the  bond, 
who  shall  be  bound  thereby  in  the  same  manner  as  though  he  had 
signed  it  himself. 

Refusal  to  deliver  property,  forfeiture  of  forthcoming  bond :  54  Ga.,  676.  Where  ap- 
propriation of  the  property  by  claimant  giving  forthcoming  bond  is  breach  of  bond  and 

no  advertisement  necessary:  55  Ga.,  606. 
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§3325.  (3249.)  (3238.)   On  failure  of  claimant  to  deliver,  etc.     Upon  the  Act  of  1836, 

failure  of  the  claimant  to  deliver  such  property,  according  to  the  con- x^.%  of 'i855 
ditions  of  said  bond,  the  levying   officer   may  immediately  sue  the-6,  p-34- 
claimant  and  security  upon  the  bond,  and  recover  the.  full  value  of  the 
property    claimed,  and  also  all  damages,  costs  and  charges,  that  the 
plaintiff  may  have  sustained  in  consequence  of  the  failure  of  the  com- 

plainant to  deliver  said  property. 
§3326.  (3250.)  (3239.)  May  he  sued  for.  hire  or  use  of  property.     In  cases  Acts  of  1855 

where  the  claimant  shall  deliver  the  property,  and  upon  seiling  the-6,1*-34, same  a  sufficient  amount  shall  not  be  raised  to  pay  the  debt  and  costs 
of  the  plaintiff,  it  shall  be  lawful  for  the  plaintiff  to   institute   suit 
against  the  claimant  and  his  securities  upon  his  said  bond,  and  to  re- 

cover the  full  value  of  the  hire  or  use  of  the  property  while  the  same 
has  been  in  the  possession  of  the  claimant,  and  also  full  damages  for 
any  deterioration  of  the  value  of  the  property,  by  use  or  otherwise, 
while  the  same  has  been  in  the  possession  of  the  claimant,  provided 
such  recovery  shall  not  exceed  the  amount  of  the  debt   that  may  re- 

main due  from  the  defendant  in  attachment  to  the  plaintiff.    [The  (a^  Acts  of 

remedy  provided  in  this  section  is  and  shall  be  extended  to  all  other  18'd' p- 4?" 
claims  in  the  cases  herein  provided  for.]  (a.) 

Suit  brought  under  this  section  :  59  Ga.,  601. 

§3327.  (3251.)  (3240.)   Claim    may  be  interposed.     In  cases  of  attach- 
ment, a  claim  may  be  interposed  either  before  or  after  judgment. 

Claim  put  in  after  judgment :  19  Ga.,  545 ;  32/355.     Any  time  before  sale  :  20  Ga.,  48. 

ARTICLE  IX. 

OF    LIEN    OF    ATTACHMENTS,  JUDGMENTS   AND    EXECUTION. 

Section. -K.UT1U.IN. 

3.  28.  Defendant's  property  bound,  when. 
3329.  Binds  property  levied  upon  only. 

Section. 
3330   Money  raised,  how  appropriated. 
333L  Lien  of  attachments,  etc. 

§3328.  (3252.)  (3241.)  When  judgment  binds  defendant's  property.  When  Act  of  isi4, 
the  defendant  has  given  bond  and  security,  as  provided  in  section  3319  AcfoMsae 
of  this  Code,  or  when  he  has  appeared  and  made  defense  by  himself  ore.  p.  85. 
attorney  at  law,  or  when  he  has  been  cited  to  appear,  as  provided  in -e,  p.  35. 
section  3309  of  this  Code,  the  judgment  rendered  against  him  in  such 
case  shall  bind  all  his  property,  and  shall  have  the  same  force  and  effect 
as  when  there  has  been  personal  service,  and  execution  shall  issue  ac- 

cordingly, but  it  shall  be  first  levied  upon  the  property  attached.     In 
all  other  cases,  the  judgment  on  the  attachment  shall  only  bind  the 
property  attached,  and  the  judgment  shall  be  entered  only  against  such 
property. 

Section  referred  to  and  construed  :  53  Ga.,  560  ;  56/374;  46/226.  Bill  to  correct  levy 
on  wrong  lot :  50  Ga.,  544-5 ;  51/616,  459.  Sale  under  a  general  execution  without  steps 
to  make  it  a  personal  one  is  void:  52  Ga.,  389,  395.  The  same  rale  applies  to  attach- 

ments for  purchase  money,  permitting  general  judgment  where  property  replevied  :  53 
Ga..  558.  Replevy  of  property  did  not  bind  to  appear  at  Court  without  jurisdiction  : 
54  Ga.,  576.  Void  attachment  not  upheld  by  replevying  the  property:  54  Ga,,  678.  Can 
appear  and  plead  so  long  as  no  such  judgment  as  authorized  by  law  :  58  Ga..  175.  Where 
the  judgment  should  have  been  set  aside,  pleading  defective  :  58  Ga.,  378-9.  Replevy- 

ing: bond  and  acknowledgment  of  service  by  attorney  giving  right  to  general  judgment 
against  defendant  in  attachment :  64  Ga.,  771. 

§3329.  (3253.)  (3242.)  Executions  must  issue  on  all  judgments.  After  the  Act  of  1836, 

judgment  has  been  obtained  in  any  case  of  attachment,  execution  shall  J  p-  K}-18r. 
issue,  as  in  cases  at  common  law,  which  execution  shall  be  levied  in  -6,  p.  35,  ' 
the  same  manner  as  executions  issuing  at  common  law,  and  the  pro- 

ceedings, in  all  respects,  shall  be  the  same,  except  that  when  the  judg- 
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ment  only  binds  the  property  levied  on  by  the  attachment,  as  aforesaid, 
the  execution  shall  be  issued  against  such  property  only,  and  that 
property  only  shall  be  levied  on  and  sold. 

Section  referred  to  "and  construed  :  54  Ga.,  677. 

§3230.  (3254.)  (3243.)  Money  raised,  how  applied.  All  money  raised  by 

A-cts ofi855 the  sale  of  defendant's  property,  or  otherwise,  by  virtue  of  the  pro- 
-6,  p.  §5.  visions  of  this  Code,  in  relation  to  attachments,  shall  be  paid  over  to 

the  creditors  of  the  defendant,  according  to  the  priority  of  the  lien  of 
their  judgments,  saving  only  that  as  between  attaching  creditors,  the 
attachment  first  levied  shall  be  first  satisfied,  to  the  entire  exclusion  of 
any  attachment  of  younger  levy. 

Liability  of  Sheriff  to  rule  by  attaching  creditor:  59  Ga.,  359. 

§3331.  (3255.)  (3244.)  Lien  oj  attachments,  how  created.  The  lien  of 

Act  f  1814  attachment  is  created  by  the  levy,  and  not  the  judgment  on  the  attach- 
c.  p.  74?    'ment;  and  in  case  of  a  conflict  between  attachments,  the  first  levied 

j@#£^~  &~  **-  y^hajl  be  first  satisfied;  but  in  a  contest  between  attachments  and  ordi- 
a^Z^b  a^J^-^fmry  judgments,  or  suits,  it  isiha  j  udgment  ,^nd  not  the  leyx,  which 
iV  ,  x-z^**^    fixes  the  lien:^-z^*^£^  &^ *^2L~<£  -Zi^  *^Lg£  &L  J&-&*- 

th  V       '  j/±b^*'  '  Srated  :  3  Ga/169  ;  5/176  ;  13/335 ;  60/672.     Act  of  1814  not  repealed  by  section  3578 : 
&Lk-  ̂ nfffk  mrl        ̂   ̂ a"  ̂ '      Lien  °f  attachment  inferior  to  that  of  a  factor:  19  Ga.,  73.     Priority  lost 

ii_/r/    r~  by  dismissing  attachment  and  not  regained  by  reinstating  the  case  with  defendant's 
!  /^#*"*  consent :  38  Ga.,  139.     Priority  of  rights  of  attaching  creditors  determined  by  date  of /  levy:  51  Ga.,  243;  60/672.     Canno^  affect  lien  of  attachment  by  sale  of  the  property 

i  after  levied  on  :  53  Ga.,  118.  ̂ ""^-^—  **<f  ̂ ^^g^L^^^  Jv~Jhy£~c^-.  ff't^f-  ̂ ^ 
Drake  on  At.,  §260  et  seq.  -W^i^i^:  s&t^'^/L&ZZZ?,/?'1'  -'■  ''S 

General  Note. — Advertisement  requinea  under  Ac/of^l799 :  (c.  p.  71,)  7  Ga'.,  167/^ Omission  of  Sheriff  to  advertise  did  not  affect  validity  of  suit  against  defendant:  19 
Ga.,  436.  Land  must  be  sold  by  execution  from  judgment  in  Justice  of  Peace  Court: 

9  Ga.,  506.  Former  amount  of  jurisdiction  in  Justices'  Courts:  22  Ga.,  618.  Act 
of  1856,  enlarging  jurisdictioh  included  demands  sued  by  attachment:  25  Ga., 
151.  Attachment  proceedings  formerly  construed  strictly:  14  Ga.,  231.  But  now 
liberally  construed:  26  Ga.,  289-290.  What  was  not  variance  between  affidavit  and 
declaration  in  attachment:  37  Ga.,623;  14/537;  36/89.  When  should  be  tried  in 
county  where  defendant  resides:  22  Ga. ,  612.  Proceeding  to  collect  a  debt  by  attach- 

ment did  not  make  it  a  statutory  liability:  32  Ga.,  253.  When  no  attachment  lies 
against  non-resident  trustee:  32  Ga.,  356.  May  be  two  grounds  for  attachment  set 
forth  in  the  affidavit :  36  Ga.,  89.  Attachment  by  laborer  against  landlord  for  his  share 
of  the  crop  :  42Ga.,226.  Where  attachment  was  dissolved  taken  out  four  months  before 
bankruptcy  proceedings  :  40  Ga.,  163.  Assignee  in  bankruptcy  made  a  party  :  44  Ga., 
116.  Objection  to  form  of  affidavit  waived  by  appearance  and  pleading:  44  Ga.,  454. 
Where  attachment  dissolved  by  substitution  of  another  party  at  trial,  it  stood  as  ordi- 

nary suit  with  service  waived  :  44  Ga..  479.  On  a  demand  for  breach  of  promise  of  mar- 
riage :  28  Ga.,  323.  When  does  not  lie  to  pay  insolvent  notes  before  promise  due:  29 

Ga.,  159. 

General  Note  on  Attachments. — Carrier,  goods  in  hands  of:  1  Bk.,  101.  Cove- 
nant against  "incumbrances"  includes  attachments  :  21  Am.  R.,  638.  No  attach- 

ment vs.  receiver  :  29/6.,  668.  Cannot  sue  on  a  judgment  on  foreign  attachment 
obtained  without  personal  service:  20  lb.,  695.  No  attachments.  National  Bank: 
17  Am.  R.,  601.  In  the  United  States  Courts  :  Rev.  Stat,,  ̂ 915,  916;  2  C.  L.  J.,  696, 
775;  13  0.,  794..  Commissioners  of  Circuit  Courts  of  U.  S.  have  no  power  to  issue 
attachments:  2  Woods,  437.  Attachments  cannot  be  sued  out  in  the  U.  S.  Courts 
against  non-residents  of  the  district:  2  Woods,  437. — Subject  treated  in  Locke  on 
Attachment  (L.  L.),  and  Drake  on  Attachment,  cited  antea. 
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CHAPTER  III. 

PETITION    AND    PROCESS. 

Article  1. — General  Provisions. 
Article  2. — Particular  Cases. 

<^trc  s  (^^cL./2^/r/^s^-^ 

ARTICLE  I. 

GENERAL    PROVISIONS. 

Section-. 
3332.  Suits,  how  commenced. 
3333.  Time  of  filing  to  be  indorsed  on  writ. 
3334.  Process  to  be  attached,  if  not  waived. 
3335.  Appearances  and  pleading,  etc. 
3336.  If  the  Judge  be  dead  or  disabled. 
3337.  Process  and  service  may  be  waived. 
3338.  To  be  filed  twenty  days  before  Court. 
3339.  Must  be  served  fifteen  days. 

Section. 
3340.  Entry  of  Sheriff  may  be  traversed. 
3341.  Defendants  residing  out  of  county. 
3342.  If  no  Sheriff  or  clerk  be  elected. 
3343.  If  process  be  delivered  to  late. 
3F44.  If  the  Sheriff  is  a  party. 
3345.  Formal  defects  do  not  vitiate. 
3346.  No  special  pleadings  allowed. 

§3332.  (3256.)  (3245.)  Suits,  how  commenced.     Ordinary  suits  in  the  Act  of  1799, 

Superior  Court  shall  be  by  petition  to  the  Court,a  signed  by  the  plaintiff  c- ̂ 47°- 
or  his  counsel,  plainly,b  fully  and  distinctly  setting  forth  his  charge  or  /&^~^ 
demand,  and  no  want  of  form  shall  be  cause  of  delay,  if  this  Article  is  6iL&rc?3~~i  jh^" 
substantially  complied  with.  ^ci^jt-  *J*s£+*+\ 

Illegality  of  consideration  not  under  general  issue  :  1  Ga.,  68.  A  substantial  com-  /(ftf  S~tc>. 
pliance  :  2  Ga.,  124.  Facts  must  be  plainly  and  distinctly  set  forth  :  2  Ga.,  258 ;  13/192  ;  // 
18/496.  Conciseness  of  pleading  recommended  and  certainty  to  common  intent  in 
pleas:  35  G a.,  320.  Imperfect  signing  of  declaration  curable  :  31  Ga.,  337.  Demurrer 
properly  refused  to  declaration  setting  forth  cause  of  action  :  41  Ga.,  46, 109.  An  amend- 

able defect  in  declaration  curable  by  verdict :  3  Ga.,  79.  Where  demurrer  too  late  after 
case  gone  to  the  jury  :  43  Ga.,  280.  Section  referred  to  and  construed  :  49  Ga.,  466,  449 ; 
50/257  ;  63/197.  Special  demurrer  or  objection  1o  testimony,  and  not  new  suit  remedy 
for  insufficient  clearness  in  declaration  :  57  Ga..  144.  Must  be  a  cause  of  action  at  time 
suit  brought :  55  Ga..  329.  Corporation  suing  need  not  set  forth  how  incorporated  or 
aver  itself  a  corporation:  55  Ga.,  672.  No  valid  judgment  unless  parties  so  set  forth  to 
ascertain  who  are  defendants  :  55  Ga.,  132. 

Pomeroy  on  Eemedies,  §51 7  et  .*eq. ;  Green's  Practice  and  Pleading,  §275  et  seq. 
aPtules  as  to  title  :  Bliss  Code  Pleading,  §144.  bFacts  which  the  law  presumes  should 
not  be  stated :  Bliss  Code  PL,  §175.  Facts  necessarily  implied  should  not  be  stated: 
lb.,  §176.  Facts  should  not  be  stated  of  which  the  Court  will  take  judicial  notice:  lb., 
§§177-199  ;  see  note  to  §3751.  One  should  not  anticipate  a  defense  :  lb.,  §§200-205  ;  11 
Am.  D.,  223.  Evidence  should  not  be  plead:  §§206-209;  applied  to  action  for  conver- 

sion of  shares  of  corporate  stock  :  6  O.,  87.  Conclusions  of  law  should  not  be  p^aded: 
lb.,  210-213.  No  fact  should  be  stated  which  is  not  pertinent,  and  whose  statement  is 
not  necessary:  lb.,  §§214-215,220.  The  complaint  must  show  title:  lb.,  §§221-233. 
In  actions  on  contract  the  complaint  must  show  privity  :  lb.,  §§234-245.  In  an  action 
by  or  against  a  corporation,  its  legal  existence  should  be  shown  :  lb.,  §§246-260;  note  on 
p.  371  of  Code.  When  persons  sue  or  are  sued  in  a  representative  capacity,  the  author- 

ity or  relation  must  be  shown  :  lb.,  §§261-67.  In  actions  upon  contracts,  consideration 
must  be  shown:  lb.,  §§268-279.  When  they  are  material,  time  and  place  must  be 
stated,  and  truly  :  lb.,  §§282-87.  The  statement  must  not  be  double,  or  multifarious: 
lb.,  288-295.  Facts  must  be  stated  with  certainty  :  lb.,  §§296-308.  No  greater  particu- 

larity is  required  than  the  nature  of  the  thing  pleaded  will  conveniently  admit:  lb., 
§309.  Less  particularity  is  required  when  the  facts  lie  more  within  the  knowledge  of 
the  opposite  party  :  lb.,  §310.  Less  particularity  is  required  in  pleading  matter  of  in- 

ducement: lb.,  §311.  Every  statement  of  a  fact  should  be  direct  and  positive:  lb., 
§§313,  318.     Facts  should  be  stated  in  plain,  ordinary  and  concise  language  :  lb.,  319. 

§3333.  (3257.)  (3246.)   Time  of  filing  to  be  indorsed.     Upon  such  peti-  Act  of  iS43, 
tion  the  clerk  shall  indorse  the  date  of  its  filing  in  office,  which  shall c- p- 474- be  considered  the  time  of  the  commencement  of  the  suit. 

When  commencement  of  new  suit  dated  after  dismissal  of  first  suit:  22  Ga.,  359. 

Filing  of  declaration  in  clerk's  office,  commencement  of  the  suit:  37  Ga.,  32.  Where, 
after  commencement  of  ejectment  suit,  it  dates  from  time  third  person  made  party  :  47 
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Ga.,540.  Section  referred  to  and  construed :  63  Ga.,  240;  49/466;  51/204.  Filing  and 
service  on  defendant :  50  Ga.,  416  ;  51/609.  A  suit  in  a  Court  with  no  jurisdiction  is  no 
suit  at  all :  50  Ga.,  263.  Service  acknowledged  with  waiver  of  process  and  time  of  fil- 

ing :  51  Ga.,  210.  Analogizing  the  case  of  a  certiorari  to  the  law  of  this  section  :  60  Ga., 
633. 

3  Am.  D.,  433 ;  15/344-7,  n ;  18/120  ;  24  Am.  R.,  100 

§3334.  (3258.)  (3247.)  Process  to  be  annexed.      To  such  petition  the 
Act  of  1799,  clerk  shall  annex- a  process,  (unless  the  same  be  waived)  signed  by  the 
Act  o?i840,  clerk  or  his  deputy  and  bearing  test  in  the  name  of  a  Judge  of  the- 

c.p.  363    'Court,  and  directed  to  the  Sheriff  or  his  deputy,  requiring  the  appear- 
-2,  p°235 '   ance  of  the  defendant  at  the  return  term  of  the  Court. 

What  next  best  evidence  after  docket  of  Justice  of  Peace  as  evidence  of  service  of 
summons:  12  Ga.,  425.  Sufficient  if  process  signed  by  Deputy  Clerk  of  Superior 
Court :  11  Ga.,  178.  Order  establishing  copy  declaration  does  not  extend  to  process  and 
service — waiver:  13  Ga.,  218.  Whole  proceeding  defective  if  no  process  annexed  or 
waived  :  17  Ga.,  67  ;  20/225.  Where  no  service  of  process,  judgment  void  :  26  Ga.,  140. 
As  to  want  of  service  in  a  judgment  against  an  inf  nit :  27  Ga.,  555.  Valid  judment  on 
a  garnishment  must  be  issued  bjr  magistrate  who  could  issue  an  attachment :  30  Ga., 
159.  Waivers  of  process:  16  Ga.,  194.  Process  directed  to  and  served  by  coroner  de 
/acfo  valid  :  20  Ga.,  336.  Failure  to  annex  process  :  22  Ga.,  362;  31/503.  Process  should 
be  annexed  and  a  copy  of,  with  petition,  delivered  to  defendant:  31  Ga.,  503.  Signa- 

ture of  clerk  necessary  to  validity  of  process:  33  Ga.,  190.  Judgment  establishing  copy 
deed  only  binding  on  those  with  notice:  34  Ga.,  167.  Attachment  served  by  special 
bailiff  of  County  Court  legal :  36  Ga.,  95.  Attachment  nisi  for  contempt  without  pro- 

cess attached  to  original  billorcopy  served,  sufficient :  41  Ga.,  466.  Where  no  process  or 
waiver  of  attached,  judgmentvoid:  52Ga.,  22.  Process  attached  to  second  original,  though 
not  to  original  itself,  judgment  rendered  valid  after  lapse  of  time  :  53  Ga.,  291-3.  Af- 

ter appearance,  appeal,  and  two  verdicts,  too  late  to  object  that  process  not  signed  by 
clerk:  58  Ga.,  304.  When  too  late  to  object  to  description  of  levy  :  59  Ga.,  715.  Suf- 

ficient direction  of  first  and  second  original  process:  63  Ga.,  417-419.  Sheriff  may  per- 
form his  official  functions  through  his  deputy  :  62  Ga.,  267. 

Wade  on  Notice,  §§1135-61.  What  are  irregularities,  and  what  nullities  in  legal  pro- 
ceedings :  McNamara  on  Nullities  (L.  L.). 

§3335.  (3259.)  (3248.)  Appearance  and  pleading  cure  defects.  Appear- 
ance and  pleading  shall  be  a  waiver  of  all  irregularities  of  the  process, 

or  of  the  absence  of  process,  and  the  service  thereof. 
Where  wife  not  being  served  with  process  in  suit  on  tort,  waived  by  appearance  :  11 

Ga.,  20.  Appearance  and  pleading  imply  service  but  cannot  render  invalid  process  op- 
erative: 13  Ga.,  218.  Where  appearance  would  be  a  waiver  of  defect,  if  any  as  to  pro- 

cess Sheriff  interested  in  :  21  Ga.,  383-4.  Waivers  by  bail,  and  when  too  late  to  object: 
23  Ga.,  14.  Cannot  object  to  process  after  appearance,  judgment  and  appeal:  25  Ga., 
646.  Bank  appearing  waiving  irregularity  in  service  of  writ:  27  Ga.,  252.  Appearance 
and  defense  when  case  on  appeal, too  late  to  object  to  irregularity:  27  Ga.,  264.  Return 
on  five  of  eight  defendants  on  foreign  judgment  presumed  all  appeared  :  28  Ga.,  226. 

Refusing  to  allow  traverse  of  Sheriff's  return  of  service,  defendant  having  appeared  in the  litigation  :  41  Ga.,  202.  Pleading  to  the  merits  waives  process:  43  Ga.,  569.  And 
waives  service  :  56  Ga.,  517.  Waives  irregularity  in  service  also  :  56  Ga.,  51.  Objection 
to  form  of  affidavit  in  attachment  waived  by  appearance  and  pleading  to  merits  by  de- 

fendant: 44  Ga.,  454.  As  to  waiver  of  process:  52  Ga.,  22-23;  56/195.  Waiving  ten 
days'  notice  in  case  of  arbitration  by  appearance:  52  Ga.,  663.  Section  cited:  58  Ga., 418. 

§3336.  (3260.)  (3249.)  If  the  Judge  be  dead,  etc.  If  the  Judge  in  whose 
Act  of  1838,  name  the  process  bears  test  is  dead,  or  otherwise  disqualified  at  the  time, 
c  p.  473.     ̂ Ylq  process  shall  be  good  and  amended  on  motion. 

§3337.  (3261;)  (3250.)  Process  and  service  may  be  waived.  The  defend- 
Act  of  1840,  ant  may  acknowledge  service  or  waive  process,  provided  the  same  be 

in  writing,  signed  by  the  defendant,  or  some  one  authorized  by  him. 
Acknowledgment  of  service  by  defendant  of  suit  in  county  not  of  his  residence  :  5 

Ga.,  527.  Void  process  not  waived  by  appearance  :  13  Ga.,  218-222.  Parties  can  waive 
jurisdiction  so  far  as  they  themselves  are  concerned  only  :  14  Ga.,  589  ;  51/210.  Ratifica- 

tion of  acknowledgment  of  service  by  agent:  20  Ga.,  693;  19/596.  One  partner  ac- 
knowledging service  for  partnership  in  presence  of  and  by  consent  of  the  other :  17 

Ga..  348.  Judgment  entered  up  by  an  attorney  without  authority:  24  Ga.,  415  ;  36/108; 
39/394.  Acknowledgment  of  service  at  appearance  term  binding  defendant :  25  Ga., 

593.  Waiver  of  second  original  and  process  by  indorser  :  25  Ga.,  37.  Import  of  ''  due 
and  legal  service"  in  summons :  26  Ga.,  409.  Waiver  of  jurisdiction  should  be  in  wri- 

ting: 29  Ga.,  424.  Where  defendant  by  his  action  estopped  from  denying  service:  52 
Ga.,  450.    Judgment  set  aside  where  no  process  or  waiver  thereof:  52  Ga.,  22.    Ac- 
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cnowledgment  of  service  and  waiver  of  process  intended  for  original  writ :  53  G a.,  291-3. 
)ne  partner  not  served  may  at  trial  term  acknowledge  service  and  waive  copy  and  pre- 
-ious  entry  of  service :  59  Ga.,  711.  As  to  confession  of  judgment  by  agent  of  non-res- 
dent  citizen:  40  Ga.,  302.  General  judgment  to  attaching  creditor  where  attorney 
icknowledged  service  for  defendant :  64  Ga.,  771-2. 
Wade  on  Notice,  $1354. 

§3338.  (3262.)  (3251.)    Where  to  be  filed.     The  original  petition  shall  Act  of  1799. 

>e  deposited  in  the  clerk's  office  at  least  twenty  days  before  the  term  c- p- 47L 
,0  which  it  is  returnable;  and  if  delivered  within  the  twenty  days, 
he  clerk  shall  make  the  same  returnable4to  the  next  term  thereafter. 
All  original  process  taken  out  within  twenty  days  before  next  term  should  be  re- 

urnable  to  that  term:  6  Ga.,  51.  Service  after  return  term  of  process:  35  Ga.,  104. 
Vhere  waiving  the  filing  estopped  from  objecting  that  writ  not  filed  twenty  days  before 
Jourt:  39  Ga.,  591. 

§3339.  (3263.)  (3252.)   Original  and  copy  to  be  delivered  to  Sheriff.     The  Actof_i799, 

slerk  shall  deliver   the  original    petition,  with   process  annexed,  to-  Jc? of '18:9, 

;ether  with  a  copy  of  the  petition  and  process  for  each  defendant,  to  c.  p.  472.    ' 
he  Sheriff  or  his  deputy,  who  shall  serve  such  copy  upon  each  defend-  6?  p.°i36 
int  residing  in  the  county  at  least  fifteen  days  before  the  first  day  of  „?R355  ̂ g 
he  term,  and  within  five  days  from  the  time  of  receiving  the  same,  :sm,  3388, 
>ndmake  an  entry  of  such  service  upon  the  original  petition,  and  re-34^4]  3490) 

urn  the  same  to  the  clerk.     Leaving  a  copy  at  the  defendant's  resi-s67i' lence  shall  be  a  sufficient  service. 

Leaving  copy  of  a  bill  at  residence  of  defendant  sufficient  service  :  19  Ga.,  527.  Sun- 
lay  not  counted  in  five  days  allowed  Sheriff  to  serve  writs  :  23  Ga.,  49;  33/146.  Where 
ervice  of  second  original  thirteen  days  before  Court  invalid  :  27  Ga.,  226.  The  deliv- 
ry  of  copy  of  petition  and  process  to  defendant  essential  to  service:  31  Ga..  503.  Where 
aistake  of  clerk  in  copying  declaration  did  not  affect :  36  Ga.,  602.  Sufficient  service 
0  have  left  writ  for  one  of  same  name  at  defendant's  residence,  although  defendant 
lever  knew  of  it:  50  Ga.,  101.  Suit  may  be  brought  against  and  perfected  by  service 
n  majority  of  county  commissioners:  54  Ga.,  25.  Service  fourteen  days  before  first 
ay  of  term  insufficient:  57  Ga.,  244. 

Wade  on  Notice,  §21293-1360. 

§3340.  (3264)  (3253.)  Entry  of  Sheriff  may  be  traversed.     The  entry  of  Act  oM840, 

he  Sheriff,  [or  any  officer  of  the  Court,]  (a.)  or  his  deputy,  may  be  tra-  &)PAc5s"of 
rersed  by  the  defendant  at  the  first  term  after  notice  of  such  entry  is  1866,  p.  23. 
tad  by  him,  and  before  pleading  to  the  merits;  but  this  shall  not  de- 

rive the  defendant  of  his  right  of  action  against  the  Sheriff  for  a  false 
eturn. 

For  fraud  or  collusion  only  :  28  Ga.,  494,  531.  Ordinary  returns  of  Sheriff  on  pro- 
ess  were  not  traversable  :  8  Ga.,  317.  Judgment  nullity  where  no  service:  26  Ga., 
40.  No  traverse  where  defendant  appeared  and  participated  in  the  litigation:  41  Ga., 
02.  Entrv  of  Sheriff  traversed  by  defendant  at  first  term  after  notice  of  it  before 
•leading  to  merits:  47  Ga.,  320  ;  49/231-2;  53/492;  59/607.  And  Sheriff  should  be  made 
party  to  such  traverse  :  55  Ga.,  677  ;  56/52.  Section  referred  to  and  construed  :  55  Ga., 

98;  52/451-2.  Presumed  officer's  return  within  legal  time  where  not  dated  :  56  Ga., 
82.  Sheriff's  entry  on  service  before  date  of  process  need  not  be  traversed:  59  Ga., 
53.  Where  under  allegations  of  traverse  of  Sheriff's  return  it  was  properly  filed  and q  proper  time  :  59  Ga.,  461. 

Wade  on  Notice,  §§1378-1385.  Judgments  based  on  false  return  of  process:  19  Am. 
L 137-9.  /?       < 
§3341.  (3265.)  (3254.)   When  defendants  reside  out  of  the  county.     If  any  §3353.    4^>^-^ 

«f  the  defendants  reside  out  of  the  county,  the  clerk  shall  issue  a  second  ̂ ?   ̂ J^t-d^*^ 
>riginal  and  copy  for  such  other  county  or  counties,  and  forward  the 
arrie  to  the  Sheriff,  who  shall  serve  the  copy  and  return  the  second 
'riginal,  with  his  entry  thereon,  to  the  clerk  of  the  Court  from  which 
he  same  issued. 

Indorser  sued  out  of  his  county  may  waive  second  original :  25  Ga.,  37.  When  too 
ate  to  object  to  any  irregularities  in  such  cases:  27  Ga.,  263.  Second  original  may  issue 
iy  way  of  amendment  after  appearance  term  :  35  Ga.,  269.  When  irregularity  in  sec- 

ond original  was  not  fatal :  44  Ga.,  178;  53/291.  Amendment  of  defective  declaration 
nd  second  original  allowed :  61  Ga.,  112-113. 

§3342.  (3266.)  (3255.)  If  no  Sheriff  or  cleric  be  elected.  If  any  county 
hall  refuse  or  neglect  to  elect  a  Sheriff  or  clerk  for  sixty  days  after  a 
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Act  of  1839,  vacancy  shall  have  occurred,  suitors  may  apply  to  any  clerk  or  Sheriff 
c.  p.  473.  Qf  an  adjoining  county,  and  have  the  requisite  duty  performed  by  them, 
§347.  and  their  acts  shall  be  as  valid  as  if  they  were  officers  of  such  delin- 

quent countv. 

/f^  /—    /   jf  §3343.  (3267.)  (3256.)  If  process  be  delivered  too  late.     If  the  process  is 
i/j  JX&^t^^T*^   delivered  to  the  Sheriff,  or  his  deputy,  too  late  for  service  within  the 
.^^y^  <U2^u<s  «     time  specified,  he  shall  return  'the  same,  with  an   entry,  stating  the 
/         .~    t-j  truth  of  the  case,  and  if  the  defendant  cannot  be  found,  and  does  not 

Y^T     '  *  reside  within  the  county,  the  Sheriff  shall  make  return  of  the  fact  in the  same  manner. 
Section  referred  to  and  construed  :  57  Ga.,  246. 

Act  of  1812,     §3344.  (3268.)  (3257.)  If  the  Sheriff  is  a  party,  etc.     If  the  Sheriff  is  a 

i  c.  p.  578.    '  party  to  the  cause,  the  process  shall  be  directed  to  the  coroner  of  the 
c.Cp°473889,  county,  and  to  the  Sheriffs  of  the  adjoining  counties,  and  may  be  served 
•Act  °f  '840>  by  either,  as  convenience  may  suggest. 
a. 588  3950.         "Sheriffs  of  adjoining  counties"  omitted,  and  defendant  waived  defect,  if  any,  by  J 

I  '"  appearing:  21  Ga.,  383.     Where  acknowledgment  and  waiver  cured  any  defect  where! '  Sheriff  interested  :  29  Ga.,  197.     When  suit  on  joint  bond  sued  by  Sheriff  and  process 
i  directed  to  and  service  by  him,  invalid :  58  Ga.,  417.  Section  referred  to  and  construed :  I 

60  Ga.,  228.     Where  Sheriff  one  of  defendants  in  execution  cannot  levy  execution  on 
i  property  of  co-surety  :  60  Ga.,  489. 

i  §3345.  (3269.)  (3258.)  Petition  or  process  not  affected  by  formal  objections.] 
Act  of  1818,  No  technical  or  formal  objections  shall  invalidate  any  petition  or  pro- 

" l       '     cess,  but  if  the  same  substantially  conforms  to  the  requisitions  of  this 
Code,  and  the  defendant  has  had  notice  of  the  pendency  of  the  cause, 
all  other  objections  shall  be  disregarded:  Provided,  there  is  a  legal  cause 
of  action  set  forth  as  required  by  this  Code. 

Stated  :  18  Ga.,  496  ;  36/602.  Where  the  mere  form  of  action  no  obstacle  to  a  ver- 
dict: 21  Ga.,  526.  Acknowledgment  and  waiver  of  process:  21  Ga..  420.  Imperfect 

signing  of  declaration  curable  if  good  cause  of  action  set  forth :  31  Ga.,  337.  Where 
second  garnishment  allowed  :  39  Ga.,  84.  Amendment-of  process  not  allowed:  50  Ga., 
413-417.  Section  referred  to  and  construed :  61Ga.;ll3;  45/299;  50/417;  51/203-205; 
53/293. 

§3346.  (3270.)  (3259.)  Special  pleadings  not  admitted.  No  special  plead- 
§3455.  ings  shall  be  admitted  at  law  in  the  Superior  Courts,  and  every  case 

shall  go  to  the  jury  and  be  tried  upon  the  petition,  process,  and  answer 
alone,  and  no  non-suit  shall  be  awarded  when  the  cause  of  action  is 
substantially  set  forth  in  the  declaration  for  any  formal  variance  be- 

tween the  allegations  and  the  proof. 
Where  no  sufficient  allegation  to  admit  of  the  testimony  :  13  Ga.,  97  ;  40/231 ;  9/160. 

To  award  non-suit  before  plaintiff  closed  his  testimony  is  error:  54  Ga.,  178.     Where 
no  variance  between  affidavit  in  attachment  and  the  declaration  :  14  Ga.,  537.  ■  Waiver 
of  variance :  39  Ga.,  708.     Where  variance  not  fatal:  24  Ga.,  75.     Where  there  was:  2 
Ga,,  124.     Where  non-suit  ought  to  have  been  awarded  :  15  Ga.,  491 ;  18/401;  56/502; 
12/429;  25/232;  32/345;  29/269;  42/183.     Should  be  where  no  proof:  15  Ga.,  491.  Non- 

suit not  awarded  where  jury  might  have  inferred  facts  from  the  evidence  :  56  Ga.,  294 
57/28;  22/348;  27/398-399;  25/546;    25/31;  26/617;  43/395;  55/122;  5/172;  42/55,  283 
32/400;  29/58;  61/460;  35/132;  59/593.     No  special  pleading  in  ejectment:  6  Ga.,  88 
Held  to  the  special  contract  alleged  in  the  declaration:    59  Ga.,  588;    22/540;  12/45 

8/71.      What  not  good  cause  for  non-suit  in  action  on  guardian's  bond:  10  Ga.,  65 
Must  except  to  non-suit  to  take  advantage  of  it:    60  Ga.,  117.     Where  the  bill  should 
have  set  forth  the  written  contract :  13  Ga.,  196.     Non-suit  ought  to  be  granted  if  essen- 

tial allegations  in  declaration  not  proved  :  16  Ga.,  154.      Non-suit  not  to  be  granted 
where  plaintiff  makes  out  a  prima  facie  case  :  17  Ga.,  574;  20/480,  257;  37/26;  61/37-38  ; 
60/554.     Removal  of  suit  after  non-suit:  27  Ga.,  377.     Proof  allowed  to  prevent  a  non- 

suit: 22  Ga.,  348;  57/469.  What  no  ground  for  non-suit  in  trover :  28Ga.,469.  Amend- 
ment to  prevent  non-suit  on  return  of  remittitur:  28  Ga.,  29.     Reopen  the  non-suit 

and  prevent   it  by  other  proof:    42  Ga.,  451-456  ;  54/136;  51/529-533;  62/455.     When 
special  demurrer  and  not  non-suit  the  remedy :  57  Ga.,  144;  62/50.     See  Rule  44  of  Supe- 

rior Court. 
Variance  :  1  Sm.  L.  C,  737,  751:  Pomeroy  on  Remedies,  §553;  2  Am.  D.,  552;  6/502; 

10/140;  16/720  ;  18/708  ;  9/385  ;  in  names  :  i3  Am.  D.,  233  ;  in  slander  :  10  Am.  D.,  156; 
in  date  of  bondsued  on:  3  Cr.,  229  ;  of  contract:  4  Wall.,  642. 

General  Note. — Averments  as  to  time  in  declaration,  and  as  to  promise  :  2  Ga.,  92. 
Declaring  on  new  promise:  9  Ga.,  418.     Exceptions  to  rule  that  defendant  must  have 
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notice  :  5  Ga.,  194.  On  Act  5th.  George  the  Second,  Courts  here  have  no  extra  territo- 
rial jurisdiction  :  5  Ga.,  497.  Yet  a  foreign  citizen  may  waive  his  rights  and  become 

amenable  to  process  here:  8  Ga.,  83.  Where  agent  could  not  bind  a  non-resident:  40 
Ga.,  302.  Wile  sued  with  husband  for  tort  may  appear  and  waive,  not  being  served : 
11  Ga.,  20.  Cannot  waive  absolute  defect :  13  Ga.,  218.  When  case  and  when  trespass 
the  action  to  be  brought  for  injury  by  regular  or  irregular  process:  13  Ga.,  200.  As  to 
amount  of  recovery  against  defaulting  officer;  official  attestation  of  genuineness  of 
execution  :  17  Ga.,  625!  As  to  service  of  injunction  and  purchase  of  plaintiff  or  assignee 
of  fi.  fa.  enjoined  obtained  no  title:  19  Ga.,  527.  When  jury  may  infer  there  was  no 
service  on  defendant :  27  Ga.,  545.  When  Court  will  not  withdraw  case  for  irregularity 

of  entry  of  service  on  writ:  27  Ga.,  556.  Service  after  return  term;  amendments  :  35 

Ga.,  104.  Insufficient  pleadings  and  service  in  County  Court  on  notes:  40  Ga.,  702. 

Service  of  attachment  nisi  for  contempt:  41  Ga.,  466.  Pleading  to  merits  waives  pro- 
cess, a  presumed  entry  of  the  Sheriff:  43  Ga.,  569.  Verdict  against  two  joint  defend- 
ants where  only  one  served,  void  as  to  one  not  served:  44  Ga.,  620.  All  exceptions  to 

declaration  to  be  made  at  once  :  Rule  44  of  Superior  Court,  No  consent  to  dispense 
with  pleadings  allowed:  See  Rule  21.  Attaching  bill  of  particulars  to  declaration: 
Rule  12;  see  3  Ga.,  79.  Leave  to  amend  bill  of  particulars:  13  Ga.,  497.  When  need 
not  attach  bill  of  particulars:  30  Ga.,  237.  Proof  of  special  contract  of  rent  under 
short  form  of  pleadings  with  bill  of  particulars:  32  Ga.,  542.  When  one  partner  may 
acknowledge  service  for  the  partnership  :  17  Ga.,  348.  Process  taken  out  within  twenty 
days  before  next  term  should  be  returnable  thereto :  6  Ga.,  44.  Process  signed  by 

deputy  clerk  valid  :  11  Ga.,  178.  When  too  late  to  object  to  process  :  25  Ga.,  646.  Pro- 
cess indorsed  on  back  of  writ  sufficient  without  stating  case  or  naming  defendant^  29 

Ga.,  339.  As  to  when  process  void  or  apparently  good  affecting  Sheriff's  liability  acting 
under  for  trespass  :  37  Ga.,  639.  As  to  disclaimer  in  ejectment  and  service  on  one  to 
whom  no  process  directed,  did  not  make  him  a  party:  60  Ga.,  117. 

General  Note  on  Article  I.— Bill  of  particulars:  15  Am.  D.,  235,  401 ;  in  action 

.to  recover  usury:  2  Woods,  463.     Foreign  judgments,  suits  on:  Code,  £2913.     Mo- 
tions:  Bliss  Code  PI.,  gg420-427  ;   notice  of:    Wade  N.,  p.  504  et  seg.     Non-residents, 

parties  residing  out  of  State  :  23  Am.  R.,  35 ;  note  to  £3416.     Officer's  return,  rules  as 
'to:  Wade  on  Notice,  p.  580  et  seq.     Torts,  pleading  in  action  for:  2  Add.  Torts, ££1327- 1366. 

ARTICLE  II. 

PARTICULAR    CASES. 

Section  1. — Against  Joint,  and  Joint  and  Several  Contractors. 
Section  2. — In  Ejectment. 
Section  3. — Against  Corporations. 
Section  4. — Against  Trustees. 
Section  5. — Against  Executors,  Administrators,  and  Guardians, 
Section  6. — Particular  Forms. 

SECTION  L 

AGAINST   JOINT,  AND   JOINT   AND   SEVERAL   CONTRACTORS. 

Section. 
3347.  Joint  contractors,  etc. 
334^.  When  a  note  is  signed  by  two,  etc. 
3349.  Against  copartners. 
3350.  When  two  or  more  are  sued,  etc. 

Section. 
3351.  Partnership  property,  etc. 
3352.  If  several  are  sued,  etc. 
3353.  A  maker  and  indorser.  etc. 

3354.  Suit  on  plaintiff's  bond. 

§3347.  (3271.)  (3260.)  Joint  contractors,  where  sued.     In  all  cases  where  Act  of  1793, 
a  person  desires  to  institute  a  suit  upon  any  bond,  note,  or  other  writ-c-P-47L 
ten  obligation,  subscribed  by  several  persons  who  reside  in  different  ̂ 3404, 
counties,   such  person  shall  have  his  option  to  institute  his  suit  in 
either  of  said  counties,  and  the  process  shall  be  issued,  served  and  re- 

turned, as  provided  in  this  Code,  and  on  such  return  plaintiff  may  pro- ceed as  in  other  cases. 

Suits  against  co-partners  may  be  tried  in  county  of  residence  of  either:  54  Ga.,  486. 
When  joint  bond  sued  on  by  Sheriff,  process  directed  to  him,  and  served  by  him  may 
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be  objected  to  :  58  Ga.,  417.  Drawer  and  indorser  sued  together  without  joining  th. 
acceptor  :  59  Ga.,  840.  Section  referred  to  ;  indorser  sued  in  same  action  and  counts 
with  the  maker  :  63  Ga.,  421-2. 

§3348.  (3272.)  (3261.)  Representative  of  obligor  may  be  sued,  etc.    Where 
Act  of  1818,  any  person  shall  be  in  possession,  (in  his  own  right,  or  in  any  otheil 
c.  p. 483.     capacity,)  of  any  note,  bill,  bond  or  other  obligation  in  writing,  signecl 
§§2M8,  3444.  by  two  or  more  persons,  and  one  or  more  of  the  persons,  whose  name m 

are  so  signed  as  aforesaid,  shall  die  before  the  payment  of  the  money! 
or  the  compliance  with  the  conditions  of  said  bond,  or  obligation   inl 
writing,  the  person  holding  such  bill,  bond,  note,  or  other  obligation  in 
writing,  shall  not  be  compelled  to  sue  the  survivors  alone,  but  may  at 
his  discretion  sue  the  survivor,  or  survivors,  or  the  representatives  of 
such  deceased  person  or  persons,  or  survivor,  or  survivors,  in  the  same 
action  with  the  representative,  or  representatives  of  such  deceased 
person,  or  persons  :  Provided,  nothing  herein  contained  shall  authorize); 
the  bringing  of  an  action  of  any  kind,  whatever,  against  the  repre-j 
sentative,  or  representatives  of  any  estate,  or  estates,  until   twelvet 
months  after  the  probate  of  the  will,  or  the  granting  of  letters  of  ad-l 
ministration  on  such  estate,  or  estates. 

Principal  in  bond  dying,  suit  against  survivors:  13  Ga.,  502.  The  surviving  partner! 
alone  was  suable  on  a  partnership  debt:  1  Ga.,  489.  Where  not  compelled  to  join  rep-l 
resentatives  of  deceased  directors  in  action  against  survivor  :  30  Ga.,  581.  Where  elec-J 
tion  to  sue  survivors  could  not  revive  same  case  against  administrator:  32  Ga.,  556.1 
Where  some  of  defendants  dying  can  proceed  against  survivors:  36  Ga.,  404.  Section! 
referred  to  and  construed:  53  Ga.,  390.  Legal  representative  of  deceased  partner  sued! 
in  same  action  with  survivors  in  firm  contract :  49  Ga.,  434.  Does  not  apply  to  ae-| 
count  against  a  partnership  :  62  Ga.,  51. 

§3349.  (3273.)    (3262.)    Includes  copartners.      The   preceding   section  I 
Acts  of  ib58.  shall  be  so  construed  as  to  embrace  debts  against  copartners,  as  well  asl 

p-  86-  against  joint  or  joint  and  several  contractors. 
Act  of  1818  did  not  apply  to  partners ;  surviving  member  was  alone  liable  for  part- 

nership debts  :  1  Ga.,  489-494.  Was  extended  to  them  by  Act  of  1858,  p.  86.  In  this 
Act  the  word  "corporation"  was  used  for  "copartners"  and  this  mistake  was 
amended  by  Act  of  1839,  p.  50.  Applies  to  joint  and  several  contractors  :  2  Ga.,  128.  Le- 

gal representatives  of  deceased  partner  may  be  sued  in  same  action  with  survivor  on  a 
firm  contract:  49 Ga.,  434.  Declaration  in  short  form  against  administrator  not  so  de- 

fective as  to  render  judgment  void:  54  Ga..  537.  When  one  sued  as  surviving  partner 
may  set  up  plea  denying  partnership  and  of  set-off:  54  Ga.,  29.  Where  suit  against 
surviving  partner,  and  administrator  could  not  be  dismissed  as  to  surviving  partner  so 
as  to  enter  judgment  against  administratrix  :  55  Ga.,  174-6. 

§3250.  (3274.)  (3263.)  Several  joint  copartners  sued  in  the  same  action, 
Act  of  1820,  etc.     When  two  or  more  joint  contractors,  or  joint  and  several  contrac- 
c.p.  485.     tors,  or  copartners  are  sued  in  the  same  action,  and  service  shall  be  per- 
§1899.         fected  on  one  or  more  of  said  contractors  or  copartners,  and  the  officer 

serving  the  writ  shall  return  that  the  rest  are  not  to  be  found,  it  shall 
and  may  be  lawful  for  the  plaintiff  to  proceed  to  judgment  and  execu- 

tion against  the  defendants  who  are  served  with  process  in  the  same 
manner  as  if  they  were  the  only  or  sole  defendants,  and  if  either  cf 
the  defendants  die  pending  such  action,  his  representative  may  be 
made  a  party,  and  the  case  proceed  to  judgment  and  execution  as  in 
other  cases  against  the  representatives  of  deceased  persons. 

Judgment  entered  against  joint  defendants  where  one  dead  :  3  Ga.,  104.  Stated  in  : 
12  Ga.,  30 ;  14/589.  On  this  section  :  36  Ga.,  407.  When  action  of  debt  brought  on 
joint  judgment  and  two  served,  Sheriff  returning  nonest  inventus  as  to  rest  it  is  error  to 
strike  name  of  one  of  defendants  sued  and  served  :  35  Ga.,  67.  Joint  executors  are 

"joint  contractors"1  under  terms  of  this  section:  26  Ga.,  553.  Joint  contractor  on joint  note  within  jurisdiction  of  Court  should  also  have  been  sued  and  served:  43  Ga., 
587.  Where  in  joint  suit  against  several  one  only  served  may  dismiss  as  to  one  not 
served  and  verdict  as  to  rest :  45  Ga.,  97.  Action  against  two  survivors  of  three  on 
joint  bond,  one  dead  and  insolvent :  59  Ga.,  755.  Drawer  and  indorser  sued  without 
joining  acceptor:  59  Ga.,  840. 

§3351.  (3275.)  (3264.)  Judgments  bind  copartnership  property,  etc.  Judg- 
ments so  obtained  shall  bind,  and  execution  may  be  levied  on  the  joint 
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copartnership  property,  and  also  the  individual  property,  real  and  per-  Act  of  is20, 
sonal,  of  the  defendant  or  defendants  who  have  been  served  with  aC-p  485- 
copy  of  the  process,  but  shall  not  bind  or  be  levied  on  the  individual  §§i8S8,  ia». 
property  of  the  defendant  or  defendants  who  are  not  served  with  a  pro- 
cess. 

Stated:  2  Ga.,  130.  All  property  partnership  and  individual  of  defendant  bound  by 

judgment  against  him:  20  Ga.,  386*.  As  to  how  to  reach  partnership  debt  by  garnish- ment :  24  Ga.,  625.  Where  verdict  and  judgment  void  as  to  one  not  served :  44  Ga.,  620. 
Only  binding  on  those  served:  36  Ga.,  404;  14/589.  When  owner  of  fi.  fa.  can  levy  it 
on  property  of  either  partner:  53  Ga.,  78.  An  illegal  judgment  as  to  administratrix 
of  deceased  partner  alone  :  55  Ga.,  175. 

§3352.  (3276.)  (3265.)  If  several  are  served,  the  plea  of  infancy,  etc.     In  Act  of  1823, 

all  cases  against  joint  obligors  or  promisors,  any  one  or  more  of  the  c* p-  488, 
parties  may  plead  infancy  ;  if  such  plea  be  sustained,  the  action  shall  not  §3442 
abate,  but  the  Court  shall  award  judgment  as  in  cases  of  non-suit,  in  fa- 

vor of  the  party  or  parties  so  pleading,  and  permit  the  plaintiff  to  pro- 
ceed against  the  other  defendant  or  defendants  to  said  suit,  without 

further  delay  or  costs. 
See  note  to  $2732. 

§3353.  (3277.)  (3266.)  When  the  maker  and  indorser  reside  in  different  §§2782, 3406. 
counties,  etc.  In  case  a  maker  and  indorser  of  a  promissory  note  reside 
in  different  counties,  the- same  may  be  sued  in  the  same  county  where 
the  maker  resides ;  and  a  copy  of  the  petition  and  process  served  on 
the  indorser  residing  out  of  the  county  in  which  the  suit  may  be  com- 

menced, as  provided  in  case  of  joint  obligors  and  promisors  shall  be 
deemed  sufficient  service. 

When  indorser  residing  in  different  county  and  sued  with  maker  in  county  of  his 
residence  may  be  bound  by_  his  waiver  of  second  original  and  process :  25  Ga.,  37. 
Drawer  and  indorser  sued  together  without  joining  acceptor :  59  Ga.,  840.  Where  one 
writes  his  name  on  face  of  note  with  word  indorser  may  be  sued  with  the  other  ma- 

kers: 61  Ga.,  112. 

§3354.  £3278.)  (3267.)  Suit  on  attachment,  bond  of  plaintiff.     When  aActsofisss 

person  who  has  been  a  defendant  in  attachment  desires  to  sue  the  plain--6'  p-  38- 
tiff  for  damages,  and  the  plaintiff  shall  not  reside  in  this  State,  it  shall 
be  sufficient  to  serve  a  copy  of  the  petition  and  process  on  the  security 
to  the  bond  given  by  the  plaintiff,  and  said  action  may  proceed  against 
both  principal  and  security. 

Before  defendant  in  attachment  can  sue  on  the  bond  he  must  by  previous  recovery 
against  the  plaintiff  ascertain  his  damages  :  19  Ga.,  411.  What  evidence  is  admissible 
for  malicious  suing  out  of  an  attachment :  24  Ga.,  265.  Suit  for  damages  for  wrong- 

fully suing  out  an  attachment,  onus  on  plaintiff  to  show  malice  :  29  Ga.,  64. 

Action  for  malicious  attachments:  Drake  on  At.,  §724  et  seq. ;  14  Am.  D.,  597,  and 
note,  600 ;  19/345,  303  ;  9  C.  L.  J.,  17,  341 ;  10/77. 

Geneeal-  Note. — Where  liability  of  directors  was  joint  and  not  several :  18  Ga.,  318. 
Where  liability  of  subscribers  was  several  and  not  joint :  20  Ga.,  36.  Judgment  against 
joint  defendants,  when  one  dead  renders  it  invalid :  3  Ga.,  104.  Where  judgment  on  a 
joint  contract  cannot  be  given  against  one  defendant  without  the  other:  18  Ga.,  610. 
Release  of  one  joint  defendant  for  valuable  consideration  discharges  the  others:  20 
Ga.,  415.  Where  proof  and  allegation  did  not  agree  in  an  action  on  a  joint  judgment : 
oo  v*a. ,  71. 

SECTION  II. 

IN     EJECTMENT. 

Section. 
8355.  Ejectment  for  land,  etc. 
3356.  Count  for  mesne  profits. 
3357.  No  separate  action  for. 
3358.  Ejectment  by  one  joint  owner  alone. 
33o9.  When  several  claimants,  etc. 
3360.  True  claimant,  how  made  defendant. 

Section. 
8361.  Defendant  may  disclaim  title,  etc. 
3362.  Judgment  shall  be  conclusive,  etc. 
3363.  Damages  in  second  suit. 
3364.  Co-defendant,  who  may  be. 
3365.  The  consent  rule  may  be,  etc. 
3366.  Eecovery  on  prior  possession. 

§3355.  (3279.)  (3268.)  Land  divided  by  county  lines.     In  all  cases  where 
any  person  residing  in  one  county  whose  plantation  or  land  extends 
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Acts  of  1853  over  trie  line  into  an  adjoining  county,  and  there  is  no  one  upon  whom 

-4,  p.  54.  gervice  jn  an  action  of  ejectment  can  be  legally  perfected  in  the  county 
where  such  land  may  lie,  it  shall  be  lawful  for  the  Clerk  of  the  Supe- 

rior Court  of  the  county  wherein  such  land  may  lie,  to  issue  process  in 
behalf  of  the  plaintiff  against  the  defendant,  which  process  shall  be 
directed  to  the  Sheriff  of  the  county  wherein  such  land  may  lie,  and 
such  Sheriff  shall  serve  the  same,  and  such  service  shall  be  good  and 
valid. 

Service  on  tenant  in  possession  of  land,  living  out  of  the  county  in  which  the  land 
lies:  22  Ga.,  572. 

§3356.  (3280.)  (3269.)  Mesne  profits,  how  recovered.  The  plaintiff  in 
§§2906,  3468.  ejectment  may  add  a  count  in  his  writ  or  declaration,  and  submit  the 

evidence  to  the  jury,  and  recover  by  way  of  damages  all  such  sums  of 
money  to  which  he  may  be  entitled  by  way  of  mesne  profits,  together 
with  the  premises  in  dispute.  The  count  for  mesne  profits  may  be  in 
the  name  of  the  nominal  or  real  plaintiff  in  the  action. 

Count  for  mesne  profits  may  be  in  the  name  of  the  nominal  or  real  plaintiff  in  eject- 
ment: 15  Ga.,  392.  Where  recovery  in  ejectment  of  premises,  mesne  profits  and  tres- 
passes bars  action  for  trespass:  19  Ga.,  583.  Evidence  in  answer  to  claim  for  mesne 

profits:  24  Ga.,  384.  Where  whole  of  the  land  and  mesne  profits  recovered:  21  Ga., 
577.  Apportionment  of  damages  against  several  defendants  according  to  respective 
possessions:  26  Ga.,  240.  Improvements  as  a  set-off  against  mesne  profits:  9  Ga.,  440. 
No  joint  recovery  for  mesne  profits  against  defendants  holding  severally  :  17  Ga., 
303.  Plaintiff  recovering  rent  as  mesne  profits  not  entitled  to  crop  of  that  year:  39; 
Ga.,  664.  As  to  limitations  of  Act  of  1869  affecting:  46  Ga.,  120.  Where  there  was 
no  evidence  to  support  finding  for  mesne  profits:  41Ga.,43;  58/129.  Value  of  premises 
in  ejectment  only  material  so  far  as  affects  mesne  profits :  42  Ga.,  403.  No  mesne  profits 
prior  to  defendant's  entry  and  as  to  improvements  and  pleading  statute  of  limita- 

tions: 57  Ga.,  540-1.  When  jury  may  decline  to  reduce  mesne  profits  by  improve- 
ments: 60  Ga.,  467.  Setting  off  improvements  by  tenant  against  action  for  mesne 

profits:  39  Ga.,  328;  47/540.  As  to  the  general  rule  of  adjustment  between  improve- 
ments and  mesne  profits:  57  Ga.,  268-9;  55/519-520;  59/55-59.  When  losses  by  war  not 

set-off  against  mesne  profits:  43  Ga.,  580.  Count  for  mesne  profits  in  ejectment  a 
claim  for  money  such  as  will  admit  of  garnishment  for  .  56  Ga.,  35. 

1  Sm.  L.  C,  608;  1  Am.!).,  116,  n;  Mayne  Dam.,  §$581-588.  Mesne  profits,  measure 
of  recovery:  2  Woods,  349 ;  2  Am.  D.,  539,  623;  3/515.  Plaintiff  recovering  in  eject- 

ment, not  entitled  to  crops  planted  by  defendant  after  commencement  of  suit :  2  Am. 
E.,  462;  but  see  1  Am.  P.,  185;  15/235. 

§3357.  (3281.)  (3270.)  Mesne  profits,  no  separate  suit  for.  No  plaintiff 
Act  of  1834,  in  ejectment  shall  have  and  maintain  a  separate  action  in  his  behalf 
c.  p.  489.  for  {he  recovery  of  mesne  profits  which  may  have  accrued  to  him  from 

the  premises  in  dispute. 
Section  referred  to  and  construed:  47  Ga..  545  ;  57/550. 

§3358.  (3282.)  (3271.)  Joint  owner  may  sue  alone.     Any  joint  tenant, 
Acts  of  1855  tenant  in  common,  or  other  person  having  a  part  interest  in  lands  or  tene- 
-6,  p.  227.    ments,  may  have  and  maintain  an  action  of  ejectment  or  trespass  for  the 
§3259.  recovery  of  such  lands  or  tenements,  or  for  an  injury  thereto,  without 

joining  with  him  any  other  person  as  plaintiff;  but  the  judgment  in 
such  case  shall  not  affect  the  rights  of  those  interested  in  such  lands  or 
tenements  who  are  not  parties  to  the  suit. 

Trespass  for  overflowing  land  by  joint  tenants  :  3  Ga.,  84.  Where  tenants  in  common 
incorporated,  corporation  alone  could  bring  an  action  to  enjoin  a  trespass  on  land  :  11 
Ga.,  556.  When  ejectment  by  one  joint  tenant  against  the  other  tenant:  29  Ga.,  273. 
Also  by  one  tenant  in  common  against  the  other:  42  Ga.,  96.  Section  referred  to  and 
construed;  tenants  in  common  suing  severally  in  ejectment  can  recover  only  his  own 
interest:  60  Ga.,  129;  58/259-261. 

§3359.  (3283.)  (3272.)  When  several  claimants  cannot  join.  When  sev- 
eral persons  claim  several  parcels  of  land  under  distinct  titles,  and  do 

not  sustain  to  each  other  the  relation  of  landlord  and  tenant,  a  joint 
action  of  ejectment  cannnot  be  maintained  against  them,  nor  can  a  joint 
or  several  recovery  be  had  in  such  action,  either  for  the  premises  or 

.    mesne  profits. 
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Stated:  17  Ga.,  303-4;  26/240.  Section  referred  to  where  action  of  ejectment  should 
Ibe  enjoined  :  50  Ga.,  195.  Where  several  claim  title  to  land,  suit  against  one  of  them 
would  bind  him  only :  54  Ga.,  597-599.  May  declare  against  as  many  as  plaintiff  desires 
to,  and  improper  joinder  or  non-joinder  not  raised  by  demurrer :  61  Ga.,  559. 

§3360.  (3284.)  (3273.)  True  claimant  made  defendant  A  plaintiff  in 
-ejectment  may  in  all  cases  make  the  true  claimant  defendant  by  serv- 

ing a  copy  of  the  pending  action  upon  him,  and  the  person  so  notified 
shall  be  bound  by  the  judgment. 

Section  referred  to:  57  Ga.,  550  ;  47/545.  Where  the  landlord  knows  of  the  action 
.against  the  tenant  in  possession,  although  not  a  formal  party,  he  is  bound  by  it :  53 
*Ga.,  94-6. 

§3361.  (3285.)  (3274.)  Defendant  may  disclaim.  A  defendant  in  eject- 
:ment  may  at  the  first  term  come  in  and  disclaim  any  claim  of  title,  or 
right  of  possession ;  and  after  such  disclaimer  is  filed,  such  defendant 
shall  not  be  liable  for  any  future  cost. 

Stated:  60  Ga..  116,  242.;  see  also  44  Ga.,  514. 

§3362.  (3286.)  (3275.)  Judgment  conclusive.  A  judgment  in  ejectment 
■  shall  be  conclusive  as  to  the  title  between  the  parties  thereto,  unless 
:the  jury  find  for  the  plaintiff  less  than  the  fee. 

Only  conclusive  as  to  the  parties  to  the  suit:  54  Ga.,  597-599.  Tenant  in  common 
-suing  in  ejectment- cannot  recover  more  than  his  own  interest:  58  Ga.,  259-261. 

§3363.  (3267.)  .Damage  in  second  suit  if  without  merit.     [On  a  second  (a)  Acts  of 

suit  between  the  same  parties,  involving  titles  to  land,  the  jury  shall  ̂ if"6,  p' have  the  right  to  determine  whether  said  action  has  any  real  merit, 
.and  if  none,  they  shall  have  the  power  to  determine  what  amount  of 
damage  the  defendant  shall  have  sustained  by  and  on  account  of  said 
Jast  mentioned  suit,  and  shall  return  the  same  in  their  verdict,  on 
which  judgment  may  be  rendered,  and  fieri  facias  issue,  as  in  other 
•cases  involving  moneys.]  (a.) 

Second  action  on  new  and  distinct  title  :  4  Wall.,  399;  9/592. 

§3364.  (3288.)  (3276.)  Co-defendant,  who  may  be.  A  previous  war- 
rantor of  the  title  to  the  land  in  dispute  may  be  a  co-defendant  in  an 

•action  of  ejectment,  provided  he  would  be  answerable  in  damages  in 
case  of  eviction. 

Stated:  10  Ga.,  311.  Section  referred  to  :  47  Ga.,  540-545.  Where  third  person  made 
-a' party  defendant;  evidence:  57  Ga.,  281. 

§3365.  (3289.)  (3277.)  The  consent  rule.  The  consent  rule  in  eject- 
ment shall  always  be  considered  as  filed,  and  admits  lease,  entry  and 

ouster.  The  fictitious  forms  in  pleading  in  ejectment  shall  be  suffi- 
cient. 

Stated:  6  Ga.,  88;  7/172.  As  to  admitting  possession  by  consent,  rule:  44  Ga.,  514, 
525.  Kule  of  Court  requiring  defendant  to  admit  possession  does  not  apply  to  com- 

plaint for  land  under  statutory  form  :  60  Ga.,  582. 

§3366.  (3290.)  (3278.)  Plaintiff 'may  recover  on  his  prior  posssssion,  when.  §2736. A  plaintiff  in  ejectment  may  recover  the  premises  in  dispute  upon 
Ids  prior  possession  alone,  against  one  who  subsequently  acquires  pos- 

session of  the  land  by  mere  entry,  and  without  any  lawful  right  what- 
ever. 

Stated:  5  Ga.,  39;  5/261;  11/121;  30/652;  53/454.  What  sufficient  possession  by 
defendant  to  authorize  recovery  against  him :  30  Ga.,  553.  Where  may  recover  against 
tenant  abandoning  possession  amimo  rev  extendi :  12  Ga.,  469.  Section  referred  to  and 
-construed:  53  Ga.,  688;  54/610;  63/538. 

General  Note  on  Ejectment. — Action  of  ejectment  described  and  illustrated :  6 
Ga.,  91.  Not  strictly  action  for  tort  but  mixed  :  46  Ga.,  120.  Barred  by  former  recov- 

ery of  one  lessor  :  30  Ga.,  632.  Fictitious,  brought  after  suit  under  form  prescribed  by 
Act  of  1847  :  19  Ga.,  124  ;  30/632.  Amendment  of,  by  adding  new  parties,  not  allowed  : 
18  Ga.,  399  ;  29/659  ;  29/320.  Plaintiff  may  amend  by  striking  out  part  of  defendants : 

".26  Ga.,238.  Act  of  1802,  prohibiting  withholding  from  jury  any  grant,  deed,  etc., 54 
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practice  under :  25  Ga.,  178.  Administrator  can  maintain  action  of  ejectment :  3Ga., 
105.  Admission  by  defendant  authority  for  jury  to  find  for  plaintiff :  22  Ga.,  283; 
42/623.  Adverse  possession,  what  constitutes  :  4  Ga.,  308.  What  portion  of  prem- 

ises included  :  4Ga.,308.  Possession  under  bond  for  title,  when  is  not:  12  Ga.,  450. 
Under  written  evidence  of  title,  good  title,  etc. :  38  Ga.,  439.  Amendments,  plaintiff 
may  amend,  after  submission  to  the  jury,  according  to  discretion  of  Court,  etc :  7  Ga., 
387.  Award  of  arbitrators,  motion  to  set  aside  :  8  Ga.,  8.  Bankruptcy  of  grantor, 
does  not  affect  deed  to  secure  a  debt :  57  Ga.,  601.  Of  defendant,  pending  action,  no  cause 
of  suspending  proceeding  :  60  Ga.,  562.  Bill  of  Peace  to  restrain  action  of  eject- 

ment: 10  Ga.,  395.  Bond  for  title,  with  purchase  money  paid,  legal  title  vests  in 
vendee  under  :  3Ga.,5;  12/464;  33/231.  Not  good  against  subsequent  purchaser  for 
value  without  notice  :  29  Ga.,  485.  When  right  of  vendee  under,  is  not  affected  by 
lapse  of  time  :  24  Ga.,  466.  To  show  color  of  title,  must  be  proved:  24  Ga.,  343.  To  a 
stranger  no  defense  for  tenant  as  color  of  title  :  32  Ga.,  152.  Obligee  failing  to  pay 
purchase  money  obligor  has  right  of  entry  or  action:  39  Ga.,  197;  40/32.  What 
necessary  to  prove  to  recover,  when  purchase  money  paid:  55  Ga.,  81;  58/510.. 
Obligor  can  bring  ejectment  before  all  the  purchase  money  is  due,  if  part  is : 
60  Ga.,  337;  53/18.  Certificate,  or  receipt,  from  State,  as  title:  10  Ga.,  190; 
31/278.  Color  of  title  defined  :  9  Ga.,  443  ;  19/8;  33/239.  Of  service  only  in  aid  of 
possession:  19  Ga.,  8.  Defective  conveyance,  etc.,  is:  4  Ga.,  308.  Forged  bond  may 
be:  17  Ga.,  100-102.  As  to  bond  fortifies:  20  Ga.,  312.  Imperfect  equity  resting  in 
parol  is  not:  32  Ga.,  152.  Individual  deed  of  agent  as:  52  Ga.,  637.  Complaint  for 
land,  rule  requiring  defendant  in  ejectment  to  admit  possession,  etc.,  does  not  apply 
to:  60  Ga.,  582.  Consent  rule,  meaning  of  :  6  Ga.,  91.  Always  considered  filed  and 
admits  on  trial  lease,  entry  and  ouster,  etc. :  7  Ga.,  172.  Conveyance  of  land  adversely 
held,  etc.,  void:  29  Ga.,  320.  Deed  defective  as  color  of  title  :  9Ga.,  443;  14/70;  16/593;. 
22/56;  26/638;  32/130,438.  Copy  established  according  to  law  good  :  9  Ga.,  440.  With- 

out grantee's  name,  etc.,  inoperative  as  muniment  of  title:  14  Ga.,  174.  May  be  good  to 
convey  color  of  title,  but  not  title  :  15  Ga.,  336.  Unrecorded  as  color  of  title,  must  be 
proved :  38  Ga.,  597.  Proof  of  forgery  of:  14  Ga.,  544.  Made  in  1822  and  recorded  May,. 
1836,  takes  precedence  over  deed  made  and  recorded  in  December,  1837:  25  Ga.,  648. 
When  doubtful  as  to  lot  conveyed  :  44  G a.,  248.  Indorsement  on  back  of,  by  vendee  trans- 

ferring, proof  of,  etc. :  47  Ga.,  635.  Recitals  in,  upon  whom  binding :  48  Ga.,  329;  61/468. 
On  question  of  forgery  of,  last  will  of  grantor  admitted  as  evidence :  57  Ga.,  540.  At- 

testation of,  imperfect  from  Alabama:  59  Ga.,  704.  Forged  when  necessary  link,  ver- 
dict for  defendant:  57  Ga.,  540.  Two  deeds  by  same  grantors  to  different  vendees,  etc.  : 

63  Ga.,  325  Recorded  on  attestation  of  J.  P.,  with  word  "  delivered"  omitted:  63  Ga., 
538.  Plaintiff  not  required  to  produce  at  appearance  term  :  47  Ga.,  81.  Deed  to  se- 

cure debt,  bankruptcy  of  grantor  does  not  affect :  57  Ga.,  601.  Passes  title  though 
wife  does  not  sign:  59Ga.,507;  61/398.  Debt  not  due,  defense :  61  Ga.,  398.  Defenses 
to  action  of  ejectment  brought  on  :  54  Ga.,  45,  554  ;  55/383,  412,  650;  57/601 ;  59/507  ; 
60/434,  562;  61/398,  458.  Disclaimer,  effect  of  filing  by  defendant:  60  Ga.,  116. 
Equitable  ejectment,  bill  is  notice  of :  56  Ga.,  679.  Estoppel,  doctrine  of  discussed  : 
18  Ga.,  192.  Identical  title  decided  in  claim  case,  an  estoppel  in  ejectment:  12  Ga.,  143. 
Evidence,  what  plaintiff  must  prove:  12  Ga  ,  166.  Any  of  possession  by  defendant, 
should  go  to  the  jury  with  instructions,  etc. :  12  Ga.,  166.  Declarations  of  plaintiff 
as:  41  Ga.,  464.  Parol,  admissible,  as  to  ambiguity,  in  deed:  49  Ga.,  99.  Executor 
may  bring  ejectment,  and  will  must  be  produced  as  part  of  title:  9  Ga.,  55. 
To  recover  must  introduce  will  and  letters  testamentary :  56  Ga.,  527.  Grant,  void  for 
ambiguity,  possession  under:  4  Ga.,  116.  Every  presumption  in  favor  of:  10  Ga.,  191. 
When  copy  admissible  in  evidence  :  26  Ga.,  638.  Heir  can  maintain  ejectment  against 
wrong-doer:  3  Ga.,  105.  When  entitled  to  recovery  :  41  Ga.,  42.  When  concluded  by 
administrator's  sale  :  56  Ga.,  430.  For  heirs  to  recover  it  must  appear  they  are  all,  or 
how  many,  etc. :  63  Ga.,  470.  Improvements,  tenant  in  possession  bona  fide,  entitled 
to  value  of:  47  Ga.,  540.  Injunction  refused  when  vendor's  right  had  been  litigated 
in  ejectment:  59  Ga.,  760.  Joint  demise,  plaintiff  cannot  recover  on,  without  proof 
of  joint  interest  in  lessors  :  32  Ga.,  390.  Judgment  in  ejectment,  bill  to  enjoin  :  23 
Ga.,  321.  Purchaser  under,  void,  gets  no  valid  title,  otherwise  when  only  voidable  :  24 
Ga.,  445.  Jurisdiction,  judgment  in  ejectment  void  where  land  was  cut  off  in  new 
county  pending  suit :  43  Ga.,  535.  When  land  lay  in  two  counties:  54  Ga.,  88.  Lease 
not  covering  premises,  no  defense:  61  Ga.,  75.  Mesne  profits,  when  improvements- 

,  set  off  against:  9  Ga.,  440.  Not  recoverable  without  some  proof  of  amount,  etc. :  58- 
Ga.,  129.  Mistake  in  deed  must  have  been  made  at  time  of  execution  to  be  corrected: 
48  Ga.,  179.  Improper  to  allow  jury  to  consider,  when:  50  Ga.,  474.  By  being  to- 
wrong  person,  action  under  statutory  form  may  be  amended  :  53  Ga.,  257.  Mortgage 
fi.  fa.,  purchaser  under,  protected,  notwithstanding  irregularity  :  19  Ga.,  220.  Muni- 

ments of  title  void,  when  not  admissible  in  evidence :  60  Ga.,  399,  466.  New  trial,  bill 
for,  by  defendant:  15  Ga.,  103.  Parties,  on  death  of  one  co-defendant,  plaintiff  may 
proceed,  etc.  :  13  Ga..  282.  On  death  of  one  of  joint  lessors  moiety  can  be  recovered, 
etc.:  21  Ga.,  401.  Identity  of  party  when  name  spelt  differently  ;  23  Ga.,  161.  Who^ 
may  be  joined  as  defendants  :  26  Ga.,  238.  When  one  claiming  to  be  landlord  of  de- 

fendant not  necessary  party  :  36  Ga.,  611.  One  holding  a  portion  of  notes  given  for 
purchase  money  as  a  party  :  54  Ga.,  310.  Use  of  name  of  another  as  a  party  :  5  Ga.,  6;. 
7/387  ;  17/489,  540  ;  19/594  ;  29/571 ;  36/432.  Pleadings,  special,  none  in  ejectment :. 
6  Ga.,  88.  General  issue,  effect  of :  6  Ga.,  88.  Complaint  not  amendable  by  striking  out 
old  plaintiff  and  substituting  another  in  his  place  :  29  Ga.,  320.    Defendant  may  set  up- 
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equitable  defense  by  way  of  plea:  45  Ga.,  17.  In  complaint  for  land  plaintiff  must  show 
title,  etc.,  and  how :  52  Ga.,  537.  Usury  a  legal  plea  to  action  of  ejectment :  54  Ga.,  554. 
Declaration  in,  amendable,  etc.  :  61  Ga.,  449.  Equitable  right  of  defendant  to  compel 
exercise  of  power  of  sale  by  equitable  plea:  60  Ga.,  562.  Misnomer  in,  amendable  in- 
stanter:  63  Ga.,  522.  As  to  amendment  on  death  of  parties  plaintiff:  Dean  vs.  Fuley, 
Pamphlt.,  Feb.  1881,  p.  21.  Possession,  prior,  will  prevail  over  subsequent,  when  : 
5Ga.,  39.  Where  plain  tiff  relies  on,  for  recovery  :  11  Ga.,  119.  Meaning  of  peaceable  :  15 
Ga.,  336.  Is  notice,  when  :  19  Ga.,  337.  Voluntarily  abandoning  of  premises,  presump- 

tion of  law  as  to  :  25  Ga.,  193.  Of  vendee  under  bond  for  title,  not  possession  of  vendor, 
etc. :  30  Ga.,  83.  Sufficient  proof  of  :  30  Ga.,  553.  When,  of  one  is  possession  of  another: 
33  Ga.,  117.  On  recovery,  plaintiff  entitled  to  :  39  Ga.,  664.  Lessor  ejected  held  not  to 
have  abandoned,  etc. :  44  Ga.,  607.  Tacking:  49  Ga..  99  ;  63/360.  Prior,  plaintiff  may 
recover  on  proof  of,  against  trespasser:  53  Ga.,  454.  Extent  of,  under  deed:  54  Ga.,. 
608.  When  defendant  is  in,  under  written  contract,  etc.,  breach  of,  must  appear  before 
recovery:  58  Ga.,  129.  Actual,  of  part  of  city  lot  for  twenty  years  good  prescriptive 
title,  etc.  :  64  Ga.,  370.  Prescription,  title  by,  set  up  by  defendant:  53  Ga.,  371. 
Facts  necessary  to  defeat  administrator  and  heirs  :  44  Ga.,  515.  Whatnot  necessary  to 
show:  58  Ga.,  427.  Suit  claim  deed,  when  sufficient  as  basis  of  :  58  Ga.,  386.  Seven 
years'  possession  to  line  agreed  on,  sufficient  title  to  recover  in  ejectment :  58  Ga.,  591. 
Title  by,  is  good,  etc. :  59  Ga.,  454.  Purchase  money,  suit  for,  and  ejectment 
for  land  at  same  time,  remedy  of  defendant:  43  Ga.,  161.  Purchaser  at  Sher- 

iff's sale  under  mortgage  fi.  fa.  may  maintain  ejectment  without  deed  from 
Sheriff,  etc.:  54  Ga.,  192.  Recovery,  none  had,  etc.;  20  Ga.,  135;  29/45;  30/608. 
Registration,  recording  on  minutes  of  Superior  Court  does  not  dispense  with : 
9  Ga.,  440.  Sheriff's  deed  and  question  of  fraudulent  sale:  42  Ga.,  198. 
T&xfi.fa.,  offered  in  support  of,  and  ruled  out  for  informality:  53Ga.,454.  When  admis- 

sible without  Justice's  fi.  fa. :  56  Ga.,  643.  Unfinished  and  completed  by  successor,  color 
of  title  only  :  19  Ga.,  8.  Proof  of  time  of  lien  of  judgment  under  which  sale  took  place, 
when  necessary  :  32  Ga.,  130.  Specific  performance  of  parol  sale  decreed  on  equit- 

able plea  in  ejectment:  45  Ga.,  182.  Statute  of  32  Henry  VIII. ,  Chapter  9,  not  in  force 
in  Georgia  :  23  Ga.,  82.  Statute  of  limitations  not  only  bars  right  of  property  but 
right  of  entry  also:  5  Ga.,  264.  Since  first  of  January,  1863,  there  has  been  none  in 
Georgia,  as  to  suits  for  real  property  :  38  Ga.,  439.  As  to,  against  suit  by  administrator : 
44  Ga.,  514.  Survey,  rule  of,  taken  out  pending  action,  purpose  of:  28  Ga.,  465. 
County  surveyor's  certificate,  evidence  for  what  purpose:  21  Ga.,  113.  Tenant  in 
common,  ejectment  by  one  joint- tenant  against  another  :  29  Ga.,  273.  Conveyance  of 
whole  lot  by,  and  possession  under:  46  Ga.,  9.  Title,  when  both  parties  deduce,  from 
same  person,  needless  to  go  behind  him:  17  Ga.,  303;  19/331;  38/597;  44/638;  48/589; 
54/689.  Plaintiff  must  recover  on  strength  of  his  own  and  not  on  weakness  of  defen- 

dant's :  19Ga.,236;  30/355;  65/219.  .Equity  in,  after  acquired  title  in  vendee  of  one  with- 
out: 24  Ga.,  150.  In  defendant,  to  one-half  prevents  eviction  :  30  Ga.,  611.  Of  different 

lessors  of  plaintiff,  different  causes  of  action,  etc. :  30  Ga.,  873.  When  plaintiff  did  not 
show  such,  as  entitled  him  to  recover:  42  Ga.,  265.  Of  trust  property  void,  because 
not  made  in  accordance  with  deed:  42  Ga.,  352.  Of  vendee  of  purchaser  at  adminis- 

trator's sale :  50  Ga.,  332.  By  prescription  is  good:  59  Ga.,  454.  Ejectment  brought 
on  legal,  plaintiff  cannot  recover  on  equitable  :  57  Ga.,  416.  Complaint  for  land  cannot 
be  maintained  when  proof  shows  title  out  of  plaintiff:  64  Ga.,  721 ;  see  64  Ga.,  766.  Par- 

amount title,  when  required  of  plaintiff:  5  Ga.,  40.  Person  having  paramount,  as  to  estop- 
pel of,  by  encouraging  sale  by  another :  16  Ga.,  593.  Paramount,  outstanding,  defendant 

may  show  in  another  to  defeat  plaintiff:  29Ga.,589:  33/81,486;  44/51;  48/462;  57/281. 
Equitable,  only  distinction  between,  and  legal,  consists  in  payment  or  non-payment  of 
the  purchase  money :  10  Ga.,  191.  A  perfect  equity  is  a  good  title  even  at  law  :  29  Ga.,. 
25;  30/336.  Equitable  title  recovery  on,  in  ejectment:  43  Ga.,  445 ;  54/195;  55/81; 
56/679:  57/156,  416;  58/510.  Trespassers,  not  allowed  to  set-off  improvements,  un- 

less, etc.  :  9  Ga.,  440.  Trustee,  when  may  bring  ejectment  against  grantor,  in  deed  to 
secure  a  debt :  60  Ga.,  434.  Value  of  premises,  except  as  affecting  mesne  profits,  im- 

material :  42  Ga.,  403.     Verdict  maybe  for  part  of  the  premises  claimed  :  14  Ga.,  384. 

General  Note  on  Ejectment. — Boundaries :  See  general  note  following  $2263. 
Estoppel  on  tenant:  Note  to  $2283.  Res  judicata,  decree  on  bill  to  remove  cloud 
upon  title  is  not  an  adjudication  of  that  title  when  afterwards  in  issue  in  an  action  of 
ejectment:  11  0.,  370.— Subject  treated:  Abb.  Tr.  Ev.,  691-715;  Woods'  Mayne  on 
Dam.,  481-495;  Dicey  on  Parties,  (s.  p.)  484;  2  Gr.  Ev.,  $303 ;  1  Sm.  L.  C,  (t.  p.)  105, 
613 ;  2/472  ;  Archbold's  Nisi  Prius  (L.  L.),  300,  434  ;  Hilliard  on  Real  Property;  Wash- 

burn on  Real  Property  ;  Tyler  on  Ejectment  and  Adv.  Possession. 
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SECTION  III. 

AGAINST    CORPORATIONS    AND   OTHER    COMPANIES. 

Section. 
3367.  Members  of  corporations,  etc. 
3368.  Railroad  corporations,  liability  of. 
3369.  Process  against  corporations. 
3369.  (a.)  Lessees  of  railroads  how  served. 
3370.  How  served  by  publication. 
3371.  Notice  to  stockholders. 

Section. 
3372.  Execution,  property  subject. 
3373.  Presiding  officer  failing  to  disclose. 
3374.  President  or  stockholder  defend. 
3375.  Illegality  to  execution,  etc. 
3376.  Foregoing  provisions  cumulative. 

§3367.  (3291.)  (3279.)  Joint  stock  companies,  corporations,  etc.,  how  sued. 
Acts  of  1855  In  all  suits  against  the  members  of  a  private  association,  joint  stock 

compair^,  or  the  members  of  existing  or  dissolved  corporations,  to  re- 

||i39i,.i675,  cover  a  debt  due  by  the  association,  company,  or  corporation,  of  which 
they  are  or  have  been  members,  or  for  the  appropriation  of  money  or 
funds  in  their  hands  to  the  payment  of  such  debt,  the  plaintiff  or  com- 

plainant in  such  suit  may  institute  the  same,  and  proceed  to  judgment 
therein  against  all  or  any  one  or  more  of  the  members  of  such  associa- 

tion, company,  or  corporation,  or  any  other  person  liable,  and  recover 
of  the  member  or  members  sued  the  amount  of  unpaid  stock  in  his 
hands,  or  other  indebtedness  of  each  member  or  members :  Provided, 

the  same  does  not  exceed  the  amount  of  the  plaintiff's  debt  against 
such  association,  company,  or  corporation ;  and  if  it  exceed  such  debt, 
then  so  much  only  as  will  be  sufficient  to  satisfy  such  debt. 

Citizens  in  Georgia  can  sue  a  railroad  where  cause  of  action  arose  in  another  State : 
39  Ga.,  555.  Section  referred  to  and  construed :  56  Ga.,  195-6.  To  suit  by  creditor 
against  stockholder,  defendant  cannot  buy  up  claims  at  discount  and  set  them  off 
against  the  suit:  60  Ga.,  174.  Proceedings  under  this  section  cumulative  not  conclu- 

sive- Mosely,  et  al.  vs.  Jones,  Pamphlt.,  Feb.  1881,  p.  9. 

§3368.  (3292.)  (3280.)  Liability  of  railroad  companies.     In   all  cases 
Acts  of  1855  where  the  person  or  property  of  an  individual  may  be  injured,  or  such 

-6,  p.  155.    pr0perty  destroyed,  by  the  carelessness,  negligence,  or  improper  conduct 
§§1680, 3033.  of  any  railroad  company,  or  officer,  agent,  or   employee  of  such  com- 

pany, in  or  by  the  running  of  the  cars  or  engines  of  the  same,  such 
company  shall  be  liable  to  pay  damages  for  the  same  to  any  one  whose 
property  or  person  may  be  so  injured  or  destroyed,  notwithstanding  any 
by-laws,  rules,  or  regulations,  or  notice,  which  may  be  made,  passed,  or 
given,  by  such  company,  limiting  its  liability. 

Only  liable  for  damage  from  neglect  or  mismanagement,  and  as  to  burden  of  proof  : 
SO  Ga.,  22.  As  to  reasonable  rules  and  evidence  of  knowledge  of,  by  passenger : 
•38  Ga.,  410.  As  to  care  railroad  should  exercise  in  allowing  passenger  to  get  off 
the  train:  51  Ga.,  489,  492;  45/288.  Eailroad  liable  for  injury  by  another  company 
rising  its  road-bed  :  49  Ga.,  355  ;  58/468.  Employee  of  railroad,  by  contract  taking  on 
himself  risks  of  his  station,  cannot  recover  unless  he  show  gross  negligence  of  the  com- 

pany :  50  Ga.,  466;  52/461.  Same  law  applicable  to  suit  by  widow  of  employee  for 
•death  of  her  husband:  52  Ga.,  461,  468.  Eailroad  liable  for  damages  done  by  their  con- 

ductors or  other  servants  to  passengers:  58  Ga.,  216.  Rule  of  diligence  to  be  exercised 
'by  railroad  companies  in  receiving  and  discharging  passengers:  58  Ga.,  461-468.  As  to 
damages  for  ejecting  passenger  from  train  when  he  had  a  ticket :  58  Ga.,  454.  That  the 
engineer  causing  the  injury  was  prompted  by  personal  malice  does  not  exonerate  the 
-company  under  this  section  :  60  Ga.,  492.  Proper  diligence  being  shown  by  the  rail- 
Toad  company  presumption  of  law  against  them  for  killing  a  cow  was  rebutted  :  60 
<Ga.,  182. 

+^£~      §3369.  (3293.)  (3281.)  Service  of  process,  how  perfected.     Service  of  all 
;-Act  of  T825,  bills,  subpoenas,  writs,  attachments,  and  other  original  process  necessary 
€.  p.  4/5.     £0  ̂ .jie  commencement  of  any  suit  against  any  corporation  in  any  Court 
§1494.         of  law  or  equity,  except  as  hereinafter  provided,  may  be  perfected  by 

f?::$f«-      serving  any  officer  or  agent  of  such  corporation,  or  by  leaving  the  same 
(  at  the  place  of  transacting  the  usual  and  ordinary  public  business  of 
Z-0*  such  corporation,  if  any  such  place  of  business  then  shall  be  within  the 

jurisdiction  of  the  Court  in  which  said  suit  may  be  commenced.     The 
officer  shall  specify  the  mode  of  service  in  his  return. 
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When  judgment  against  corporation,  without  service  of  process  or  notice  to  stock- 
holders levied  and  collected  out  of  their  private  property:  30  Ga.,  99.  A  valid  service 

of  a  writ  on  the  president  of  a  corporation  :  55  Ga.,  36 ;  30/685.  Where  appearance  by 
bank  was  waiver  of  any  irregularity  in  service  of  writ:  27  Ga.,  252.  Suing  foreign  cor- 

poration by  service  on  any  of  its  officers  or  agents  :  41  Ga.,  660.  Where  the  service  of 
summons  of  garnishment  on  domestic  corporation  should  have  been  on  its  president : 
45  Ga.,  486;  60/552.  Section  referred  to  where  a  foreign  corporation  could  be  sued 
through  its  agent  here:  47  Ga.,  326;  51/458  ;  55/196.  No  proper  suit  against  a  railroad 
company  for  killing  oxen  by  merely  serving  written  notice  and  tiling  the  same  :  51 
Ga.,  244.  Service  on  agent  of  a  receiver  would  not  be  service  on  the  corporation :  59  Ga., 
446.  Where  service  of  garnishment  on  agent  of  a  railroad  did  not  bind  it  as  to  property 
not  then  in  the  State:  60  Ga.,  300.  The  manner  of  service  on  corporation  should  be 
specified:  Hayden  &  Healy,  vs.  Atlanta  Savings  Bank,  Pamphlt.,  Sept.  1880,  p.  48. 

§3369.  (a.)  Service  of  companies  where  roads  are  leased.  Whenever  anj 
railroad  company,  incorporated  under  the  laws  of  this  State,  or  whose  line 
of  road  may  extend  into  this  State,  may  have  leased  their  line  of  road 
to  any  person  or  corporation,  and  said  lessee,  or  lessees,  are  in  possession 
of  said  road,  service  on  such  leasing  company  may  be  perfected  as  fol- 

lows :  The  plaintiff  shall  file  with  the  Clerk  of  the  Superior  Court, 
Judge  of  the  County  Court,  or  Justices  of  the  Peace,  where  such  suit  is 
commenced,  a  notice  in  writing,  directed  to  the  president  of  the  leasing 
company,  informing  him  fully  of  the  pendency  of  such  suit,  and  its- 
nature,  which  shall  be  enclosed  in  a  stamped  envelope,  to  be  furnished 
by  and  at  the  expense  of  the  plaintiff,  and  sent  by  said  clerk,  County 
Judge  or  Justice,  through  the  mail  to  the  president  of  the  leasing  com 
pany  at  his  residence,  at  least  fifteen  days  before  the  appearance  term, 
and  said  Clerk,  Judge  or  Justice  shall,  in  addition,  deliver  to  the  Sheriff 
or  constable  a  copy  of  the  writ  or  summons,  who  shall  serve  the  same  on 
the  depot  agent  of  said  lessees,  and  make  return  thereof  as  in  other  cases 

§3370.  (3294.)  (3282.)  When  and  how  service  may  be  perfected  by  publico-  Act  of  184$, 
tion.  In  all  cases  where  any  corporation  shall  have  no  public  plac  ?.  for  u  Pg  4  f5j85& 
doing  business,  or  shall  have  no  individual  in  office  upon  whom  ser-  -6,  p.  224. 
vice  of  writs  or  process  may  be  perfected  within  the  knoweldge  of  any 
party,  complainant  either  in  law  or  equity,  the  said  complainant  may 
make  an  affidavit  that  the  said  corporation  has  no  public  place  of  doing 
business,  or  has  no  individual  in  office  upon  whom  service  of  writs  or 
process  may  be  perfected,  within  the  knowledge  of  said  complainant, 

and  such  affidavit  being  filed  in  the  clerk's  office  of  the  Court  to  which 
the  said  writ  may  be  made  returnable,  the  clerk  of  the  said  Court  shall 
issue  a  citation  to  the  said  defendants  to  be  and  appear  at  the  said 
Court,  to  answer  the  complaint ;  which  citation  shall  be  published  once 
a  week  for  three  weeks  prior  to  the  Court  to  which  the  said  complaint 
may  be  returnable,  in  some  newspaper  published  in  the  county  in 
which  suit  is  brought.  If  no  paper  is  published  therein,  then  in  the 
one  nearest  there t®  ;  and  such  advertisement  shall  be  deemed  and  held 
a  service  upon  such  corporation  for  all  purposes  either  in  law  or  equity, 
and  any  copy  of  the  newspaper  containing  said  publication  shall  be 
received  in  any  of  the  Courts  as  sufficient  evidence  of  such  service. 

Where  it  was  too  late  to  perfect  service  by  publication  under  this  section  :  50  Ga., 
413-415.     Section  referred  to  and  construed  :  52  Ga.,  312 ;  53/620 ;  59/447. 

§3371.  (3295.)  (3283.)  Notice  to  stockholders  and  effect  of .  Plaintiffs  or  Act  of  im> 

complainants,  within  one  month  after  the  institution  of  any  suit  or  <-'•  p-  54i. 
suits,  at  law  or  equity,  against  any  corporation,  joint  stock  or  manu- 

facturing company,  may  publish  once  a  week,  for  four  successive  weeks, 
in  some  public  gazette  of  this  State,  notice  of  the  commencement  of 
said  suit  or  suits,  and  said  publication  shall  operate  as  notice  to  each 
stockholder  in  said  corporation,  joint  stock  or  manufacturing  company, 
for  the  purposes  hereinafter  mentioned. 

Section  referred  to  and  construed:  52  Ga.,  310;  59/278.  Preventing  bar  of  statute  of 
limitations  of  1869  where  suit  against  bank,  and  notice  by  publication  to  stockholders,, 
etc.:  56  Ga.,  179. 
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§3372.  (3296.)  (3284.)  Judgment  or  decree.  When  notice  has  been  given 
Act  of  i84i,  as  provided  in  the  preceding  sections,  and  a  judgment  or  decree  has 
Acts  0M855  Deen  obtained  against  any  corporation,  joint  stock  or  manufacturing 
-6,  p.  225.    company,  where  the  individual  or  private  property  of  the  stockholders 

is  bound  for  the  whole  or  any  part  of  the  debts  of  said  incorporation, 
joint  stock  or  manufacturing  company,  execution  shall  first  be  issued 
against  the  goods  and  chatties,  lands  and  tenements  of  said  corporation, 
joint  stock  or  manufacturing  company ;  and  upon  the  return  thereof 

by  the  proper  officer,  with  the  entry  thereon  of  "no  property  to  be 
found,"  then,  and  in  that  case,  the  clerk,  or  other  officer,  upon  an  ap- 

plication of  the  plaintiff,  his  agent,  or  attorney,  accompanied  with  a 
certificate  as  hereinafter  directed  to  be  obtained,  forthwith  shall  issue 
an  execution  against  each  of  the  stockholders  (if  required)  for  their 
ratable  part  of  said  debt  and  cost  of  suit,  in  proportion  to  their  respec- 

tive shares,  or  other  liabilities  under  their  charter  of  incorporation. 
These  provisions  applicable  as  against  stockholders  of  corporations  by  law  person- 

ally liable  for  debts  of  corporation:  52  Ga.,  310.  Where  the  stockholders  joined  in  ac- 
tion against  the  corporation  by  creditors  :  50  Ga.,  637.  A  bona  fide  debt  of  stockhold- 

ers against  the  company  may  be  set  off  in  equity  against  a  suit  to  make  him  individu- 
ally liable  :  56  Ga.,  563. 

§3373.  (3297.)  (3285.)  Presiding  officer  bound  to  give  the  names,  etc.  It 
Act  of  i84i,  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  president  or  presiding  officer  of  such  incorpo- 
c.  p.  54i.  ration,  joint  stock  or  manufacturing  company,  by  whatever  name  he 

may  be  designated,  upon  application  of  the  plaintiff,  his  agent,  or  at- 
torney} forthwith  to  give  a  certificate,  under  oath,  of  the  stockholders 

in  said  company,  and  the  number  of  shares  owned  by  each  at  the  time 
of  the  rendition  of  judgment  against  said  company ;  and  if,  upon  ap- 

plication by  the  plaintiff,  his  agent,  or  attorney,  the  president,  or  offi- 
cer aforesaid,  shall  refuse  to  give  a  certificate  as  aforesaid,  or  shall  ab- 

scond or  conceal  himself  to  avoid  giving  the  same,  the  plaintiff,  his 
agent,  or  attorney  may  make  oath  of  such  refusal,  and  the  clerk,  or 
other  officer,  shall  issue  an  execution  against  such  president  or  presid- 

ing officer,  as  aforesaid,  for  the  amount  of  principal,  interest  and  cost 
of  said  suit. 

As  to  the  duty  of  the  president  of  a  corporation  under  this  section  :  56  Ga.,  182. 

§3374.  (3298.)  (3286.)   The  president  may  defend  suit.     If  the  president; 
Act  of  i84i,  or  other  officer  of  said  corporation,  joint  stock  or  manufacturing  com- 
|,  p. 54i.     pany,  shall  fail  or  refuse  to  defend  said  suit  or  suits  brought  as  afore- 

said, any  one  of  the  stockholders  of  the  said  company  shall  be  permit- 
ted to  plead  to  and  defend  the  same  in  as  full  and  ample  manner  as  said 

company,  in  its  corporate  capacity,  could  or  might  do. 
As  to  power  of  stockholders  to  proceed  and  defend  for  corporation  a  case  that  did 

not  come  within  terms  of  this  section  :  58  Ga.,  189-190.  Where  stockholder  could  not 
maintain  a  bill  for  protection  of  corporate  property  without  alleging  refusal  of  cor- 

poration to  act  in  corporate  name:  58  Ga.,  317. 

§3375.  (3299.)  (3287.)  Illegality  of  execution.  In  a  judgment  against 
Lct-of  i84i,  a  corporation,  joint  stock  or  manufacturing  company,  under  the  pro- 

visions of  this  Code,  the  defendant  or  defendants  in  execution  shall  be 
entitled  to  an  illegality  under  the  same  rules,  regulations  and  restric- 

tions as  defendants  are  in  other  cases. 
Stated  :  22  Ga.,  86.     Section  referred  to:  56  Ga.,  181. 

§3376.  (3300.)  (3288.)  Cumulative   only.     The  preceding  sections  in 
Act  of  i84i,  relation  to  proceedings  against  corporations,  joint  stock  and  manufact- 
c\  p.  542.     unrig  companies  shall  be  understood  and  construed  as  cumulative  of the  common  law. 

Stockholders  joined  as  defendants  in  suit  against  corporation  by  creditor:  50  Ga., 
637-640.     As  to  limitations  of  Act  of  1869  not  affecting  call  for  stock  subscription :  58 
Ga.,  541.     As  to  set-off  by  stockholder  of  judgment  debt  against  the  company  in  suit 

I  on  his  individual  liability  :  56  Ga.,  563. 
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General  Note  on  Liability  of  Stockholders. — Action  at  law  against  stockholder 
.on  his  personal  liability  will  lie  in  Georgia  and  in  the  United  States  Courts  sitting  in 
Georgia:  9  0.,  25.— See  Abb  Tr.  Ev.,  768-9;  Schoul.  Pers.  Prop.,  646;  Morse  on  Banks, 
488;  2  Woods,  323;  Field  Corp.,  §§77,  143;  11  Am.  R.,  238;  2  C.  L.  J.,  670;  3/182;  9 
Am.  D.,  n,  96-104 ;  31  Am.  R,.,  88,  n.  [The  following  references  (except  where  it  appears 
otherwise)  are  to  Thompson  on  Liability  of  Stockholders.]  Stockholders  compelled 
to  pay  in  stock  for  benefit  of  creditors  :  §§11-17,  258  et  seq.;  18  Am.  D.,  462,  n.  Liabil- 

ity under  statutes  using  words,  "liable  in  their  private  capacity  :"  §29  ;  "liable  person- 
ally:" §30;  "jointly  and  severally  liable  :"  §31;  liable  for  "proportion  of  debts:"  §32. 

Statutes  creating  personal  liability  :  §§50-86;  Field  Corp.,  §74.  Liability  of  stockhold- 
ers governed  by  law  of  domicile  of  corporation  :  §80.  Set-off  by  stockholders  of  cor- 

poration in  suit  by  creditor  :  §381 ;  24  Am.  R.,  198.  Transfers  of  stock  to  infants  to  es- 
cape liability  void:  §249  et  seq.  Statutes  of  limitation  on  actions  against  stockholders: 

§281  et  seq.  Proceedings  to  subject  stockholders  to  their  liabilities:  §§310-337.  What 
conduct  estops  party  from  denying  that  he  is  stockholder  in  corporation  :  §$160-175  ;  31 
Am.  R.,  33  ;  9  Am.  D.,  102-104.  Shares  of  corporate  stock  in  name  of  trustees,  trustees 
liable:  §179.  Stockholders  released  by  forfeiture  of  shares,  unless  collusive:  §193. 
Compromise  between  corporation  and  stockholder  by  which  latter  is  released,  valid 
when  :  §201.  Liability  of,  on  subscriptions  of  decedent  to  shares  in  corporation  :  §§248- 
:250.  Parties  in  such  proceedings:  §§340-361.  Individual  liability  of  one  not  enforceable 
by  another  stockholder  or  his  assignee  :  34  Am.  R.,  428. 

SECTION  IV. 

AGAINST  TRUSTEES. 

Section. 
3377.  Claim  against  trust  estates. 
3878   Sued  in  Superior  Court,  when. 
3379.  Party  defendant.. 

Section. 

3380.  Sued  in  Justice's  Court. 
3381.  The  trust  estate  bound  by  judgment. 
3382.  Execution  must  specify  property. 

§3377.  (3301.)  (3289.)  Claims  against  a  trust  estate  etc.     Any  person  Acts  oi  1855 
liaving  a  claim  against  any  trust  estate  for  services  rendered  to  said  <  p-  228- 
estate  or  for  articles,  or  property,  or  money  furnished  for  the  use  of  caid 
estate,  or  where  a  Court  of  equity  would  render  said  estate  liable  for  the 
payment  of  said  claims,  may  collect  and  enforce  the  payment  of  such 
claim  in  a  Court  of  law. 

Before  the  Act  of  1856,  trust  property  could  only  be  subject  to  payment  of  trust 
'debts  through  a  Court  of  equity:  25  Ga.,  240.  What  demands  recovered  against  trust 

estates  under  Act  of  1856;  as  to  lien  of  judgment,  and  how  enforced:  28  Ga.,  525.  "No provision  for  attachment  by  Act  of  1856 :  32  Ga.,  356.  The  mode  in  this  section  set 
iforth  should  be  pursued,  and  trustee  or  cestui  que  trust  be  made  defendant :  47  Ga.,  485. 
When  injunction  should  have  been  granted  to  cestui  que  trust  against  execution  leyied 
•on  trust  estate:  48  Ga.,  365;  also  53  Ga.,  227.  Where  interest  of  remainderman  not 
subject  to  debts  of  life  tenant :  53  Ga.,  227.  Trustee  cannot  create  a  lien  on  trust  estate 

■for  supplies  to  make  crop:  56  Ga.,  309.  Where  married  woman's  estate  not  liable  for 
-overseer's  wages  hired  by  husband  :  56  Ga.,  47.  Where  trustee  dead  and  no  successor, 
.&  receiver  can  be  appointed  to  apply  the  income  to  debt:  56  Ga.,  183.  What  plaintiff 
must  do  to  make  note  of  trustee  recoverable  against  trust  estate:  56  Ga.,  640.  Where 
rtrust  estate  not  responsible  on  individual  notes  of  trustee  and  one  of  the  beneficiaries: 
57  Ga.,  261.  Section  referred  to  :  59  Ga.,  331-333.  Where  property  under  an  executory 
'trust  was  not  subject  to  levy  and  sale,  and  what  necessary  to  reach  the  rents  and  profits 
of  such  estate  :  59  Ga.,  621-624.  Where  property  held  under  executory  trust  not  sub- 

ject to  levy  and  sale,  but  only  reached  in  equity:  59  Ga.,  718.  Where  equity  through 
a  receiver  might  subject  net  income  of  trust  estate  for  supplies  furnished  :  60  Ga.,  566. 
Also  to  payment  of  purchase  money  for  lumber  for  a  house:  60  Ga.,  152.  Where 
equitable  right  would  arise  in  favor  of  judgment  aejainst  trustee  on  note  for  purchase 
money :  62  Ga.,  183.  Remedy  in  equity  to  subject  income  of  trust  estate  to  pay  debts  : 
*63  Ga.,  250-257.     Equitable  relief  at  law  against  trust  estate:  63  Ga.,  748-750. 

The  person  having  Acts  of  1855 

if  the  same  exceeds  "6-  p-  228- his  petition,  setting  (a)  const,  of 

§3378.  (3302.)  (3290.)  How  and  where  sued,  etc. 
such  claim  as  provided  in  the  previous  section, 

•the  sum  of  [one  hundred]  (a.)  dollars,  may  file 
forth  the  grounds  of  such  claim,  and  also  how  and  in  what  manner  |ec8'6Art' 5| 
said  estate  is  liable  for  the  payment  of  said  claims,  and  also  setting  clause  2. 
forth  the  name  or  names  of  the  trustees  and  the  cestui  que  trust,  which 
petition  shall  be  filed  in  the  office  of  the  Clerk  of  the  Superior  Court 
under  the  same  rules  and  regulations  as  in  ordinary  cases  at  common 
law,  and  the  subsequent  proceedings  shall  be,  in  all  respects,  the  same. 
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What  declaration  at  law  on  claim  against  trust  estate  must  show  on  its  face  to  ob- 
tain equitable  relief,  and  what  the  execution  must  specify:  56  Ga.,  138.  Where  no- 

necessity  for  judgment  under  this  section  where  wife  became  legal  owner  of  the  estate : 
53  Ga.,  250-251. 

§3379.  (3303.)  (3291.)  Party  defendant.  If  there  is  no  trustee,  or  he 
Acts  of  1855  is  a  mere  naked  trustee  and  non-resident  in  the  county,  the  cestui  que 
-6,  p.  228.  frU§t  shall  be  made  the  defendant,  and  the  proceedings  shall  be,  in  all 

respects,  the  same  as  when  the  trustee  is  defendant. 
Stated  :  47  Ga.,  485. 

§3380.  (3304.)  (3292.)  How  and  where  sued,  etc.     When  the  claim  does 
(a) Const,  of  not  exceed  the  sum  of  [one  hundred]  (a.)  dollars,  [principal,]  (a.)  suit: 

Sec8'6Art'  5'  may  be  brought  in  a  Justice's  Court,  under  the  same  rules  and  regular 
clause  2.     tions  as  in  ordinary  suits  in  those  Courts,  saving  only  that  the  sunir- 
Acts  of  LJ555  mons  shall  set  forth  how  and  in  what  way  said  trust  estate  is  liable 

-6,  p.  229.    for  the  payment  of    said  claim;  and  the  judgments  rendered  in  a  Jus- 
tice's Court  shall  have  the  same  force  and  effect  as  is  hereinafter 

scribed  in  relation  to  judgments  rendered  in  the  Superior  Court. 
§3381.  (3305.)  (3293.)   Trust  estate  only  bound.     The  judgment 

Acts ofi855 rendered  shall  impose  no  personal  liability  on  the  trustee,  or  in 
way  render  his  property  liable  for  the  payment  of  the  same;  but 
judgment  shall  only  bind  such  trust  estate,  and  execution  shall  issue' 
accordingly. 

-6,  p.  229. 

pre- 

thus- 

any 

said. 

Stated:  28  Ga.,  525.  When  judgment  against  trustee  not  conclusive  against  cestui' 
que  trust:  44  Ga.,  468. 

§3382.  (3306.)  (3294.)  Execution  must  specify  property.     All  executions^ 
lets  of  1855  issued  upon  judgments  rendered  under  the  provisions  of  the  five  pre- 

ceding sections  shall  specify  in  the  body  of  the  execution  the  property 
upon  which  the  same  is  to  be  levied,  and  it  shall  be  levied  on  no  other 
property. 

Stated:  30  Ga.,  648.  Section  referred  to  and  construed:  56  Ga.,  310;  63/751-748^ 
Will  be  enjoined  unless  specified  property  bound  for  its  payment:  48  Ga.,  365.  Declara- 

tion, judgment  and  execution  should  specify  the  property  to  be  bound:  56  Ga.,  138. 

General  Note  on  Section  IV. — Action  against  trust  estate  for  repairs  :  29  Am.  K., 
Ill;  see  generally,  Abb.  Tr.  Ev.,  233-7;  2  Perry  Tr.,  £; 873-890;  notes  to  §2336  et  seq.. 
Spendthrift  trusts :  Code,  §2306  (as  to  which  see  numerous  cases  in  the  Pennsylvania 
Reports,  in  which  State  such  trusts  have  long  existed). 

SECTION  V. 

AGAINST    EXECUTORS,  ADMINISTRATORS   AND   GUARDIANS. 

Section. 
3383.  Execution  returned  nulla  bona. 
3384.  Exe.  utor,  etc.,  failing  to  settle. 
3385.  Guardian  failing  to  settle. 

Section. 
3386.  One  or  more  sureties  may  be  sued. 
3387.  Property  of  principal  to  be  exhausted. 
3388.  Service  perfected  on  executors,  etc. 

§3383.  (3307.)  (3295.)  Execution  returned  nulla  bona.  Upon  the  ren- 
dition of  a  judgment  in  favor  of  a  party  against  an  executor  or  admin- 

istrator upon  any  liability  of  the  deceased,  and  a  return  of  nulla  bona1 
by  the  Sheriff  or  other  officer  authorized  to  make  the  same,  the  said 
party  may  at  once  proceed  to  sue  upon  the  bond  of  the  executor  or 
administrator,  and  may  recover  judgment  against  the  principal  and. 
his  sureties  in  the  same  action,  and  if  the  principal  has  removed  beyond 
the  limits  of  this  State,  or  has  departed  this  life,  or  has  no  legal  repre- 

sentative, then  he  may  sue  the  sureties  on  his  bond. 

See  61  Ga.,  549 ;  57/510.  Suit  on  administrator's  bond  when  plea  of  plene  adminis- 
travit  filed:  49  Ga.,  367.  Section  referred  to  and  construed  :  52 Ga.,  39.  Where  judg- 

ment on  administrator's  bond  not  void,  although  not  preceded  by  prior  judgment de  bonis  testatoris :  57  Ga. ,  507. 
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§3384.  (3308.)  (3296.)  Principal  failing  to  settle  with  legatee,  etc.     When 
any  executor  or  acjministrator  shall  fail  to  settle  and  account  with  any 
distributee  or  legatee  of  the  estate  he  represents,  such  distributee  or 
legatee  may  institute  his  suit  upon  the  bond  of  such  representative  in 
the  first  instance,  and  may  recover  judgment  against  the  principal  and 
his  sureties  without  a  suit  against  the  executor  or  administrator  in  his 
representative  character. 

Where  suit  must  be  brought  on  bond:  17  Ga.,  124.  Section  referred  to:  60  Ga., 
658-661. 

§3385.  (3309.)  (3297.)  A  ward  may  sue  his  guardian.  When  any  guar- 
dian shall  fail  or  refuse  to  settle  and  account  with  his  ward  upon  his 

coming  of  age,  such  ward  may  institute  his  suit  in  the  first  instance 
against  his  guardian  and  sureties  without  first  suing  his  guardian. 

Where  in  suit  by  ward  on  guardian's  bond  need  not  aver  and  prove  judgment 
against  him  in  his  representative  character  :  10  Ga.,  65.  No  need  to  resort  to  equity  : 
17  Ga.,  123. 

§3386.  (3310.)  (3298.)  When  sureties  may  be  sued  in  the  first  instance. 
When  any  executor,  administrator  or  guardian  shall  remove  from  this 
State,  or  shall  place  himself  in  such  situation  as  by  the  provisions  of 
this  Code  an  attachment  would  lie  against  a  debtor,  or  if  such  execu- 

tor, administrator  or  guardian  is  dead  and  his  estate  unrepresented,  it 
shall  and  may  be  lawful  for  any  party  in  interest,  or  any  person  having 
demands  against  such  executor,  administrator  or  guardian,  in  such  rep- 

resentative character,  to  institute  his  suit  against  the  sureties,  or  any 
one  or  more  of  them,  upon  the  bond  of  such  executor,  administrator 
or  guardian,  in  the  first  instance  without  first  obtaining  a  judgment 
against  such  executor,  administrator  or  guardian  in  his  representative 
character. 

Stated  :  60  Ga.,  658.  Except  as  provided  by  this  section,  creditor  could  not  sue  ad- 
ministrator and  securities  on  his  bond  until  judgment  against  administrator  showing 

devastavit:  1  Ga.,  36;  52/35.  Where  it  is  implied  under  this  section  that  suit  could  be 
brought  against  two  survivors  of  three  makers  of  joint  bond  :  59  Ga.,  755-758. 

§3387.  (3311.)  (3299.)  Property  of  principal  first  to  be  exhausted.    When  §§i8i9, 2508. 
judgment  shall  be  obtained  against  principals  and  sureties,  as  provided 
in  the  four  preceding  sections,  the  property  of  the  sureties  shall  not  be 
levied  upon  until  that  of  the  principal  shall  be  exhausted,  which  may 
be  evidenced  by  a  return  of  nulla  bona. 

The  law  of  this  section  does  not  extend  to  judgments  on  bonds  of  other  trustees  than 
administrators,  executors  and  guardians:  57  Ga.,  68. 

§3388.  (3312.)  (3300.)  How  service  perfected  on  administrator,  etc.  In  A.ct$ofi857,. 

all  cases  where  there  are  two  or  more  executors  or  administrators,  and  p- 102- one  or  more  of  such  executors  or  administrators  shall  remove  without 

the  limits  of  this  State,  service  of  any  writ  or  process  upon  those  re- 
maining in  the  State  shall  be  as  effectual  and  complete,  for  all  purposes 

whatever,  as  though  service  had  been  made  upon  all  such  executors  or 
administrators. 
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SECTION  VI. 

PARTICULAR    FORMS. 

Section. 
3389.  Form  for  the  recovery  of  real  estate. 
3390.  For  recovery  of  personal  property. 
3391.  For  recovery  on  a  note,  etc. 
3392.  On  policies. 
3393.  For  recovery  on  open  account.   / 
3394.  Form  of  an  action  on  a  judgment. 
3395.  For  breach  of  warranty. 

Section. 
3396.  For  words. 
3397.  All  suits  for  slander,  etc. 
3398.  May  accompany  the  words,  etc. 
3399.  Forms  apply  against  executors,etc. 
3400.  Actions  heretofore  commenced. 
3401.  Abstract  of  title. 

§3389.  (3313.)  (3301.)  Form  for  the  recovery  of  real  estate.  The  form 
({  Act  of  1847,  of  a  declaration  for  the  recovery  of  real  estate  and  mesne  profits  may  be 
i:         c.p.49o.     as  follows,  to-wit : 

CtFORCTA  I 

  County  \  ̂°  THE  Superior  Court  of  said  County. 

The  petition  of  A.  B.  showeth  that  C.  D.,  of  said  county  is  in  posses- 
sion of  a  certain  tract  of  land  in  said  county  (here  describe  the  land),  to 

which  your  petitioner  claims  title;  that  the  said  C.  D.  has  received  the 
profits  of  said  land  since  the   day  of   ,  18 — ,  of  the  yearly  value 
•of   dollars,  and  refuses  to  deliver  said  land  to  your  petitioner,  or  to 
pay  him  the  profits  thereof;  wherefore  your  petitioner  prays  process 
may  issue  requiring  the  said  C.  D.  to  be  and  appear  at  the  next  Supe- 

rior Court  to  be  held  in  and  for  said  county,  to  answer  your  petitioner's 
•complaint. 

The  fictitious  forni  of  pleading  in  ejectment  held  sufficient,  and  consent  rule  con- 
sidered filed:  7  Ga.,  172.  Verdict  under  these  fo?ims  should  comprehend  the  whole 

issue  submitted:  17  Ga.,  361.  Where  cannot  be  two-actions  for  same  land  :  19 Ga.,  124. 
When  cannot  be  amended  :  20  Ga.,  659  ;  18/399.  May  amend  by  striking  out  two  of 
three  defendants  and  proceeding  against  the  third:  26  Ga.,  238.  When  on  death  of 
co-defendant  can  proceed  against  survivor  :  13  Ga.,  282.  When  under  this  form  plain- 

tiff must  by  abstract  and  evidence  show  title  in  himself:  52  Ga.,  537.  Precise  nature 

■of  plaintiff's  claim  may  be  set  forth  in  abstract  of  title  :  54  Ga.,  195.  Plea  of  usury 
attacking  conveyance  in  action  of  ejectment:  54  Ga.,  554.  Plaintiff  and  defendant 
•claiming  under  same  mortgagor  need  not  show  title  in  him  :  54  Ga.,  689.  What  must 
be  shown  to  recover  under  bond  for  title  with  all  purchase  money  paid  :  55  Ga.,  81. 
Rule  of  Court  requiring  defendant  in  ejectment  to  admit  possession  of  the  land  does 
not  apply  to  suit  under  these  forms :  60  Ga.,  582.  When  cannot  make  question  by  de- 
demurrer  of  nonjoinder  or  improper  joinder  of  defendants:  61  Ga.,  559. 

§3390.  (3314.)  (3302.)  For  the  recovery  of  personal  property.     The  form 
\ct  of  1847,  of  a  declaration  for  the  recovery  of  personal  property  may  be  as  follows, 
p  m      to-wit: 

eorgia,      )   To  THE   c  QF  •         county. County.  \ 

The  petition  of  A.  B.  showeth  that  C.  D.  of  said  county  is  in  posses- 
sion of  a  certain  (here  describe  the  property)  'of  the  value  of   dol- 
lars, to  which  your  petitioner  claims  title;  that  the  said  C.  D.  refuses 

to  deliver  the  said   to  your  petitioner,  or  to  pay  him  the  profits 
thereof  ̂ wherefore  your  petitioner  prays  process  may  issue  requiring 
the  said  C.  D.  to  be  and  appear  at  the  next   Court  to  answer  your 

petitioner's  complaint. 
In  suits  brought  under  this  form,  the  verdicts  and  judgments  may 

be  the  same  as  in  actions  of  trover. 

Old  form  may  be  used:  6  Ga.,  213.  When  under  statutory  form:  20  Ga.,  426-8. 
Conversion  prior  to  suit  non-suit  will  not  be  allowed  :  56  Ga.,  45. 

§3391.  (3315.)  (3303.)  For  the  recovery  of  money  on  note,  etc.     The  form 
Act  of  1847,  of  an  action  to  recover  money  on  a  note,  bill,  bond,  receipt,  or  written 
■c.  p  491.     promise  of  any  description,  by  adding  a  copy  of  which,  with   the   in- 

dorser's  name  (if  any),  and  the  credits  thereon,  and  when  the  action  is 
on  a  bond,  the  breach  from  which  arises,  the  right  of  action  shall  be  set 
out  plainly,  may  be  as  follows,  to-wit : 
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— EC0UNTY     f    T°   ™E     C°URT    °F   SAID    C0UNTY- 
The  petition  of  A.  B./^showeth  that  C.  D.,  of  said  county,  is  indebted 

to  him  in  the  sum  ow'W* dollars,  besides   interest^  on  a  •#&£>  dated 
  ,  and  due    f  which  said  C,  D./ refuses  to  pa^ /wherefore  your 
petitioner  prays  process  may  issue  requiring  the  said  C.  D.  to  be  and 
appear  at  the  next  -V  Court  for  said  county,  to  answer  your  peti- 

tioner's complaint.  _^ 
Applies  to  written  promises:  12  Ga.,  615.  And  to  new  promises:  18  Ga.,  379-' 

383.  When  one  affixing  his  name  on  back  of  note  comes  within  "written  prom- 
ise" :  13  Ga.,  311.  Sufficient  to  set  forth  in  the  language  of  the  statute  and  amendable: 

22  Ga.,  586.  Must  set  forth  a  complete  cause  of  action  under  this  form  of  pleading  :  8 
Ga.,  51 ;  46/462-164.  Note  payable  in  specifics  can  be  sued  on  under  this  form  :  55  Ga., 
29.  Suit  by  corporation  under  this  form  need  not  aver  itself  a  corporation  or  how  in- 

corporated :  55  Ga.,  672.  Accommodation  acceptor  of  draft  suing  drawer  under  this 
form  :  54  Ga.,  104.  Declaration  against  administrator  of  A.,  without  stating  he  is  sued 
as  administrator:  54 Ga..  537.  Amendment  of  suit  on  draft  against  drawer  stating  re- 

fusal to  pay,  dishonor  and  notice* :  60  Ga.,  359.  Copy  of  draft  and  indorsement  as  part of  declaration  as  aids  to  defective  allegations  :  56  Ga.,  86.  Suit  properly  brought  on  a 
receipt:  60  Ga.,  499.     Same  on  county  bond  and  suit  amendable  :  54  Ga.,  59. 

Pleading  in  suits  on  bills  and  notes:  Byles  on  Bills,  415-424.  Actions  on  sealed 
bonds  :  Abb.  Tr.  Ev.,  504-516.     Debt  on  bond  :  Mayne  Dam.,  §§284-300.  /  f 

§3392.  Form  of  action  on  policies  of  insurance.  [The  form  of  action  to  (a)  Acts  of 

recover  money  on  an  insurance  policy  may  be  the  same  as  is  prescribed  '  p" 
in  the  preceding  section,  and  it  shall  not  be  necessary  to  set  forth  in 
the  body  of  the  declaration,  allegations  of  conditions  mother  than  may  be 
embraced  in  the  form  preserved  in  said  section;  nor  shall  it  be  neces- 
sory  to  attach  a  copy  of  what  may  be  written,  or  printed  upon  the 
policy,  except  what  appears  upon  the  face  and  in  the  body  of  the 
policy,  (a.) 

§3393    (3316.)  (3304.)  For  recovery  of  money  on  open  account.   The  form  Act  of  1847, 

of  an  action  on  an  account  may  be  as  follows,  to-wit:  c-  p-491- 

Georgia,       ")  ̂   ~  ~ 
  County    \       THE   Court  of  said  County. 

The  petition  of  A.  B.  showeth  that  C.  D.,  of  said  county^  is  indebted  to 
your  petitioner   dollars,  on  an  account,  as  will  fully  appear  by  refer- 

ence to  a  bill  of  particulars  hereunto  annexed,,  which  account  the  said 
C.  D.  refuses  to  pay  :  wherefore,  your  petitioner  prays  process  may  issue 
requiring  the  said  C.  D.  to  be  and  appear  at  the  next   Court,  to 

answer  your  petitioner's  complaint. 
For  rent,  and  held  here  and  how  far  amendable  :  10  Ga.,  368.  Proof  of  special  con- 

tract for  rent  where  bill  of  particulars  sets  forth  fully  the  contract :  32  Ga.,  542.  Where 
indebitatus  assumpsit  on  special  contract:  18  Ga.,  364,  Where  bill  of  particulars  sets 
forth  the  terms  there  may  be  in  an  action  on  account  a  recovery  on  special  contract : 
51  Ga.,  289-290;  56/530;  52/485;  55/171.  Amended  by  count  for  money  paid  on  parol 
contract:  52  Ga.,  576.  What  requisite  in  bill  of  particulars  attached  to  suit  on:  52 
Ga.,  93-96.  Quantum  meruit  for  services  may  be  joined  with  count  on  contract  and  re- 

cover for  services  if  contract  not  proved:  59  Ga.,  588.  Recovery  on  open  account  al- 
though special  contract  in  writing  to  pay  all  or  part :  62  Ga.,  321. 

Action  to  recover  usury  paid  may  be  in  form  of  action  on  open  account :  2  Woods, 
463;  bill  of  particulars  setting  forth  usurious  payments  as  general  indebtedness  for 
cash  paid  by  plaintiff  to  defendant,  sufficient :  lb.  Action  for  money  paid,  received, 
on  account  stated,  etc. :  See  general  note  following  §3263. 

§3394.  (3317.)  (3305.)    On  a  judgment.      The  form  of  an  action  to  Act  of  1847, 
recover  money  on  a  judgment  may  be  as  follows,  to-wit :  c.p.  491. 

Georgia,      )  ™  ~  ~ 

  County    i        THE   Court  of  said  County 
The  petition  of  A.  B.  showeth  that  C.  D.,  of  said  county,  is  indebted 

to  your  petitioner  the  sum  of   dollars,  besides  interest,  on  a  judg- 
ment obtained  by  your  petitioner  against  the  said  C.  D.,  at  a  (name  the 

Court)  held  on  the   day  of   ,  18 — ,  in  the  (county,  district  or 
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town,)  of   ,  in  the  State  of   ,  as  will  fully  appear  by  reference  to* 
an  exemplification  of  the  proceedings  in  said  case  ;  that  the  said  judg- 

ment is  unsatisfied,  and  that  the  said  C.  D.  neglects  to  pay  the  same : 
wherefore,  your  petitioner  prays  process  may  issue  requiring  the  said 
C.  D.  to  be  and  appear  at  the  next   Court  to  be  held  for  the  county 
of   ,  then  and  there  to  answer  the  plaintiff's  complaint. 

Actions  on  foreign  judgments  :  See  notes  to  §2913,  and  the  Act  of  Congress,  following 

§3830. 

Act  of  1847      §3395.  (3318.)  (3306.)  Breach  of  warranty.     The  form  of  an  action  for 

c.  p.  492.    '  a  breach  of  warranty  in  a  deed  may  be  as  follows,  to-wit : 
CtT^OTJCTA  t 

  p        '       >  To  the   Court  of  said  County. 
The  petition  of  A.  B.  showeth  that  C.  D.,  of  said  county,  is  indebted 

to  him  in  the  sum  of   dollars,  for  this  :  that  on  the   day  of   , 
18 — ,  the  said  C.  D.  executed  to  your  petitioner  a  warranty  deed  to  a, 
certain  tract  of  land  (here  describe  the  land),  for  the  sum  of   dol- 

lars, paid  by  your  petitioner  to  the  said  C.  D. ;  that  your  petitioner  has 
been  evicted  from  said  lot  of  land,  and  that  the  said  0.  D.  refuses  to- 
indemnify  your  petitioner  for  his  damages  in  that  behalf :  wherefore  your 
petitioner  prays  process  may  issue  requiring  the  said  C.  D.  to  be  and. 

appear  at  the  next   Court  for  said  county  to  answer  your  petitioner's- 
complaint. 

Can  be  no  parol  warranty  of  title  of  land  :  55  Ga.,  289.     Suit  under  this  section  andi 
as  to  proof  under  suit  for  breach  of  a  warranty  in  a  deed:  54  Ga.,  82-3. 

§3396.  (3319.)  (3307.)  Form,  of  an  action  for  words.     The  form  of  an. 

c.Cp.°492847'  action  for  words  may  be  as  follows,  to-wit :  * 
Ct  F1 0  TiC  T  A  / 

-  Cot  nty   \  ̂°  THE  Honorable   Court  of  said  County. 

The  petition  of  A.  B.  showeth  that  C.  D.,  of  said  county;  has  injured 
and  damaged  your  petitioner  in  the  sum  of    dollars^  by  falsely  and 
maliciously  saying  of  and  concerning  your  petitioner,  On  the    day 
  ,  18 — ,  the  following  false  and  malicious  words,  to-wit :  (here  give 
the  words) :  wherefore,  your  petitioner  prays  process  may  issue  requir- 

ing the  said  C.  D.  to  be  and  appear  at  the  next   Court  to  be  held 
in  and  for  said  county,  then  and  there  to  answer  your  petitioner's  com- 
plaint. 

Suit  under  this  form  may  be  accompanied  by  allegations  and  innuendoes  serving  to- 
state  cause  distinctly:  18  Ga.,  52.  Under  this  form  everything  necessary  to  main- 

tain suit  may  be  supplied  by  the  proof:  19  Ga.,  588.  Amendment  should  have  been 
allowed,  office  of  innuendo  explained:  55  Ga.,  219-220. 

§3397.  (3320.)  (3308.)  Apply  to  all  suits  for  slander.  All  suits  for 
slander  may  be  prosecuted  under  the  last  preceding  form  of  action,  and 
the  writ  or  complaint  shall  be  deemed  and  held  sufficiently  technical 
and  full,  if  it  follows  such  form  without  material  variation.  Every- 

thing else  material  for  the  maintenance  of  the  action  may  be  supplied 

by  proof. 
Office  of  an  innuendo:  51  Ga.,  510.  See  18  Ga.,  52;  19/588.  "Where  not  such  variance between  proof  and  allegations  as  to  be  fatal :  53  Ga.,  632.  . 

§3398.  (3321.)  3309.)  May  accompany  the  words,  etc.  When  the  last, 
preceding  form  of  action  is  adopted,  the  plaintiff  may  accompany  the 
words  set  forth  by  such  explanatory  innuendoes  as  will  serve  to  state 
the  cause  of  action  distinctly.  J 

As  to  the  office  of  an  innuendo  :  51  Ga.,  510,  55/219-220. 

§3399.  (3322.)  (3310.)  Apply  to  executors,  etc.  The  forms  of  action 
hereinbefore  prescribed  may  be  used  in  cases  for  or  against  executors,, 
administrators,  and  other  trustees. 
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A  valid  declaration  setting  forth  a  cause  of  action  against  an  administrator  although 

word  "as"  left  out:  54Ga.,537.     A  valid  declaration  in  trover  alleging  conversion   of 
property  by  administrator  to  own  use  after  death  of  intestate:  57  Ga.,  149.     Where  it 
«did  not  appear  action  was  barred  in  suit  under  short  form  by  administrator  :  63  Ga. ,  212, 

§3400.  (3323.)  (3311.)    Actions  heretofore  commenced.      In   all   actions  Acts  of  i860, 

which  have  been  heretofore,  or  may  be  hereafter,  commenced  in  the  p- 43, 
forms  prescribed  by  this  Code,  the  evidence  admissible  and  the  form  of 
the  verdict  shall  be  the  same  as  though  said  actions  had  been  com- 

menced and  prosecuted  under  the  forms  existing  and  in   use  by  the 
-common  law. 

§3401.  (3324.)  (3312.)  Abstract  of  title.     To  the  declaration  prescribed  Acts  of  i860, 

by  this  Code  for  the  recovery  of  land  and  mesne  profits,  the  plaintiff p-  43- 
shall  annex  an  abstract  of  the  title  relied  on  for  such  recovery. 

Declaration  in  ejectment  amendable  by  adding  abstract  of  plaintiff's  title:  61 
•Ga.,  449. 

Geneeal  Note. — Where  no  time  fixed  for  delivery  of  property  must  be  demand  and 
refusal  proven  :  10  Ga.,  560.  Actions  under  these  forms  amendable  :  14Ga.,384.  When 
not  amendable  by  inserting  other  plaintiffs:  18  Ga.,  399.  Or  by  adding  count  in  name 
•of  another:  20Ga.,659.  When  suit  in  ejectment  by  executor  under  these  forms  should 
be  as  executor:  16  Ga.,  190.  Applicable  to  cases  for  and  against  administrators:  17 
•Ga.,  90.     Usury  plead  as  against  recovery  in  ejectment  under  short  form  :  59  Ga.,  617. 

CHAPTER   IV. 

OF   TH  E    V  ENUE 

Section. 
3411.  Service,  how  perfected. 
3412.  President's  name  to  be  posted. 
3412.  (a.)  Telegraph  companies,  where  sued. 
3413.  Banks,  where  sued. 
3414.  How  served. 
3415.  Subsequent  proceedings. 
3416.  Against  non-residents. 
3417.  Scire  facias  against  bail. 

at  law.     All  civil  cases  in  law,  (ex-  § 
be  tried  in  the  county  wherein  the 

Section. 
3402.  Civil  cases  at  law,  where  tried. 
3403.  Land  suits,  where  tried. 
3404.  Suits  against  co-obligors,  etc. 
3405.  Against  makers  and  indorsers. 
3406.  Against  railroad  companies. 
3407.  Lessees  may  be  sued. 
3408.  Suits  against  insurance  companies. 
3409.  Service  of  process. 
3410.  Suits  against  express  companies. 

§3402.  (3325.)  (3313.)  Civil  cases 
-cept  as  hereinafter  provided)  shall 
defendant  resides. 

Trespass  quare  clausum  f regit  should  be  brought  in  county  where  defendant  resides : 
34  Ga.,  509.  When  defendant  cannot  be  deprived  of  this  right  by  fraud:  34  Ga.,  523. 
•Cannot  waive  this  jurisdiction  of  suit  in  county  of  residence  so  as  to  affect  third  persons : 
11  Ga.,  453.  Bill  to  require  defendant  to  execute  title  to  land  must  be  brought  in  county 
of  his  residence  :  37  Ga.,  346.  Application  for  homestead  must  be  made  in  county 
■where -the  party  lives:  41  Ga.,  128.  Issue  made  under  factors  or  steamboat  lien  law  to 
■be  made  in  county  of  defendant's  residence:  49  Ga.,  600.  Residence  for  purpose  of 
service  of  suit  is  where  the  husband  selects:  56Ga.,51.  Dismissal  on  motion  of  levy 
•on  judgment  in  claim  case  where  no  jurisdiction  to  render  the  judgment:  63  Ga., 
-548.     See  Article  6,  section  16,  paragraph  6,  of  Georgia  Constitution  of  1877. 

§3403.  (3326.)  (3314.)  Suits  respecting  titles  to  land.  All  suits  respect- 
ing the  title  to  lands  shall  be  tried  in  the  Superior  Court  of  the  county 

wherein  the  land  lies. 

Equity  cases  not  embraced  in  term  "civil  cases"  under  Constitution  of  1798  :  12  Ga., 
77  ;  4/571 ;  3/575.  Not  required  where  title  incidentally  involved  :  21  Ga.,  162.  Nor 
where  bill  to  set  aside  sale  of  land  and  cancel  deed  on  ground  of  fraud:  34  Ga.,  53. 
Ejectment  should  bebroughtin  county  where  land  lies  :  57  Ga.,  550.  In  county  where 
some  of  defendants  reside  where  bill  to  set  aside  sale  of  stock  called  realty :  61  Ga.,  120; 
.see  Article  6,  section  16,  paragraph  second,  Constitution  of  1877. 

§3404.  (3327.)  (3315.)  Joint  contractors,  partners,  etc.     Joint,  or  joint  §-347 
and  several  obligors  or  promisors,  or  joint  contractors,  or  copartners, 
residing  in  different  counties,  may  be  sued  as  such  in  the  same  action 
in  either  county  in  which  one  or  more  of  the  defendants  reside. 

Cases  of  joint  obligors  tried  in  the  county  of  either  obligor:  51  Ga.,  468;  see  Ar- 
ticle 6,  section  16,  paragraph  five,  of  Georgia  Constitution  of  1877. 

<E«  -  «if  t  /■ 
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„2782  3353      §3405.     (3328.)  (3316.)  Maker  and  indorser.     When  a  maker  and  in- 

'  dorser  of  a  promissory  note  reside  in  different  counties,  tfrey  may  all  bo sued  in  the  same  action  in  the  county  where  the  maker  resides. 

Principal  and  surety  could  be  sued  together  in  county  of  surety's  residence  :  35  Ga., 
269.  As  to  suing  drawer  and  indorser  together  without  joining  acceptor  in  county  of 
drawer:  59  Ga.,  840-844.  Where  indorser  of  warranty  not  sued  in  same  county  with 
maker  :  59  Ga.,  591.  When  one  writing  his  name  across  face  of  note  with  word  indor- 

ser sued  in  same  action  with  the  maker  :  61  Ga.,  112. 

tgrr-dje.  Acts  of  1853     §3406.  (3329.)  (3317.)  Railmpd  companies.     All  railroad   companies 
/    //<7~6'  p' 154'    sna^  ̂ e  li^blo  to  be  sued  in  o&y  county  in  which  the  cause  of  action 
/^/«y<Acgof1859.  originated,  by  any  one  whose  person  or  property  has  been  injured  by~ 
_&6i-^{    A  such  railroad  company,  their  officers,  agents,  or  employees,  for  the  pur- 

^^*JU8§9.  p-^-   Pose  °f  recovering  damages  for  such  injury ;'  and  also  on  all  contracts 
L_y--^,|712  [made  or]  (a)  to  be  performed  in  the  county  where  the  suit  is  brought. 

Act  of  1856  did  not  apply  to  the  W.  &.  A.  Railroad  :  23  Ga.,  436.  Under  Act  of  1850, . 
(C.  p.  341);  24Ga.,  356-7.  Priorto  1859  suit  against,  for  breach  of  contract  where  business 
office  of  corporation  kept:  30  Ga.,  135.  Action  of  trespass  against  a  railroad  should  have 
been  in  county  where  its  principal  office:  35  Ga.,  144.  Under  Act  of  1869  in  county 
where  trespass  committed  :  54Ga.,251.  By  injury  from  hand-car  in  county  where  in- 

jury occurred  :  38  Ga.,  222.  Suit  against  M.  &  W.  P.  Railroad  where  cause  of  action  origi- 
nated in  Alabama  :  39  Ga.,  554.  Section  referred  to  and  construed  :  52  Ga.,  415  ;  53/501;; 

49/374 ;  50/306.  Must  be  regular  action  in  Superior  Court  for  killing  stock,  and  mere 
service,  written  notice  and  filing  with  clerk  will  not  do  :  51  Ga.,  244-245.  Against  a. 
railroad  for  goods  destroyed  by  fire,  in  county  where  they  were  destroyed :  54  Ga.,  499. 

Service  of  notice  or  process  upon  the  officer  of  a  railroad  company,  authorized  by  its- 
charter  or  the  law  to  receive  service,  is  good,  although  such  officer  may  fraudulently 
conceal  the  fact  of  such  service  from  other  officers  of  the  company  :  3  Woods,  316. 

§3407.  (3330.)  Lessees  liable  to  suit.     [The  lessees  of  any  railroad,  or 
(a)  Acts  of  the  person,  or  persons,  or  company  having  possession  of  the  same,  shalL 
i86i,  pp.  58,  ke  liable  to  suit  of  any  kind  in  the  same  Court  or  jurisdiction  as  the 
Acts  of  1862  lessors  or  owners  of  the  railroad  were  before  the  lease.]  (a.) 
-3,  p.  161.  J    v     y 

There  also  exists  the  right  to  attach  notwithstanding  this  law :  48  Ga.,  533,  536. 
Liability  of  lessee  and  receiver :  See  general  note  following  $3050. 

§3408.  (3331.)  Suits  against  insurance  companies.  [Whenever  any  per- 
(b)  Acts  of  son  may  have  any  claim  or  demand  upon  any  insurance  company  hav- 
i86i,  pp.  58,  ing  agencies,  or  more  than  one  place  of  doing  business,  it  shall  be  law- 
Acts  of  1862  fui  for  such  person,  or  persons,  to  institute  suit  against  said  insurance 

-3,  p.  i6i.    company  within  the  county  where  the  principal  office  of  such  company 
Aqts  °/41878  is  located,  or  in  any  county  where  said  insurance  company  may  have 

' p'  an  agency  or  place  of  doing  business,  or  in  any  county  where  such, 
agency  or  place  of  doing  business  was  located  at  the  time  the  cause  of 
action  accrued,  or  the  contract  was  made,  out  of  which  said  cause  of  ac- 

tion arose.]  (b.) 

As  to  where  suit  brought  against  insurance  company  :  54  Ga.,  376-377.  This  sectioni 
applies  to  foreign  insurance  companies :  55  Ga. ,  196. 

Suit  in  United  States  Court  may  be  thus  served :  60.,  369.. 

§3409.  (3332.)  Service,  how  perfected.    [In  all  such  suits,  service  shall 
(c)  Acts  of  be  effected  upon  such  insurance  company  by  leaving  a  copy  of  the  bill. 
i86i,  pp.  58,  or  wri£  with  the  agent  of  the  company,  if  any;  if  no  agent  should  be 
Acts  of  1862  in  the  county,  then  at  the  agency  or  place  of  doing  business,  or  where 

-3,  p.  i6i.    ̂ Q  game  wag  located  at  the  time  such  cause  of  actiom^ccrued,  or  the- 
contract  was  made,  out  pf  .which  the  same  arose. V(c)^Tti^*:'**^  7f^^^ 

Stated  :  37  Ga.,  398.  Section  referredfo  apiaconstrued/^5  Ga.,  103tI10.  Service  om 
the  agent  would  be  valid  service :  55  Ga.,  If 

§3410.  (3333.)  Express  companies'  venue.     [The  Court  sitting  in   the 
(d)  Acts  of  county  where  goods  are  received  for  shipment,  or  where  goods  are  to  be 

16223' P*  delivered,  shall  have  jurisdiction  over  all  express  companies,  which 
Acts  of  1865  now  do  or  may  hereafter  do  business  in  this  State,  and  the  judgment 
-e,  p.  222.    gkgjj  bind  aii  the  property  of  said  companies.}  (d.), 
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Measure  of  damages  in  trover  against  an  express  company  for  note  with  interest 
thereon:  48  Ga.,  625.  Case  against  express  company  for  loss  of  box  of  goods:  48 
Ga.,  85. 

•  §3411.  (3334.)  Express  companies  may  be  sued,  hoiv.  [Such  express  com-  re)  Acts  of:  ' 
panies  may  be  effectually  sued  in  any  proceeding  at  law  or  equity  Jfg2"3,  p" 
against  them  (in  all  cases  where  their  chief  officer  does  not  reside  in  Acts  of  isgs- 

this  State),  by  leaving   the  bill,  writ,  subpoena,  attachment,  or  other  ~6'  p-  222, original  process  necessary  to  commence  the  same,  at  any  of  the  offices 
of  such  company  doing  business  in  this  State,  or  by  serving  the  same 
upon  any  agent  of  said  company  within  this  State ;  and  the  judgment 
or  decree  obtained  in  cases  so  commenced  shall  bind  the  property  of 
the  defendant  as  fully  as  though  service  had  been  effected  on  the  pres- 

ident or  other  chief  officer.]  (e.) 
On  this  section  :  37  Ga.,  397. 

§3412.  (3335.)  Name  of  chief  officer  to  be  posted.    [When  the  chief  officer  (f)  Acts  of 

of  any  express  company  shall  reside  in  this  State,  it  shall  be  the  duty  Jf?2"8, p> 
of  such  company  to  post  in  a  public  and  conspicuous  place,  at  each  office  Acts  of  1865 

where  it  transacts  business,  the  name  of  its  president  or  other  chief  ~6'  p' 2 
sfficer,  on  whom  service  can  be  perfected  in  this  State :  otherwise,  ser- 

vice made  as  provided  for  in  the  preceding  section  shall  be  deemed 
sufficient  and  proper  service.]  (f.) 
§3412.  (a.)  Telegraph  companies,  where  suable.  Whenever  any  person  Acts  of  i88o> 

may  have  any  claim  or  demand  upon  any  telegraph  company  having  -*u?- 115-  , 

Dffices  or  more  than  one  place  of  doing  business  in  this  State,  it  shall  ̂ fc~-*«/^*  •*-*-"  ■ 
be  lawful  for  such  person  or  persons  to  institute  suit  against  such  tele- 

graph company  within  the  county  where  the  principal  office  of  such 
company  is  located,  or  in  any  county  where  such  telegraph  company 
may  have  an  agency  or  place  of  business,  or  where  such  place  of  busi- 

ness was  located  at  the  time  the  cause  of  action  accrued,  or  the  contract  „ 
was  made,  out  of  which  said  cause  of  action  arose.  In  all  suits  brought  fl&t*~ 

under  the  provisions  of  this  section,  service  shall  be  effected  upon  such  /^¥-:*7  ̂  
telegraph  company  by  leaving  a  copy  of  the  bill  or  writ  with  the''  ' 
agent  of  the  company  if  any,  if  no  such  agent  should  be  in  the 
county,  then  at  the  agency,  or  place  of  doing  business,  where  the  same 
was  located  at  the  time  such  cause  of  action  accrued,  or  the  contract 
was  made,  out  of  which  the  same  arose. 
§3413.  (3336.)  Banks,  where  sued.     [It  shall  be  lawful  to  sue  any  of  (g)  Acts  of? 

the  incorporated  banks  of  this  State,  in  any  county  thereof,  for  any  J|?2i62PP' 
acts  of  their  agents,  where  said  banks  or  corporations  may  now  have, 
or  hereafter  may  establish,  an  agency.]  (g.) 

§3414.  (3337.)   Service  of  process.     [Service  of  the  process  upon  them)  Acts  of 

agent  of  any  such  banks  shall  be  as  legal  and  effectual  as  if  served  on  the  i6i2i62PP* 
president,  cashier,  or  bank  at  its  usual  place  of  business.]  (h.) 

§3415.  (3338.)  Proceedings.     [When  such  process  is  served  upon  such  (a)  Acts  of 

agent,  the  proceedings  thereafter  shall  be  conformable  to  the  provisions  Jq2"8^' 
of  existing  laws  in  suits  against  banks ;  and  the  judgment,  when  ob- 

tained, shall  be  as  binding  and  effectual  as  judgments  against  banks 
now  are  by  law.]  (a.) 

§3416.  (3339.)  (3318.)  Citizens  of  another  State.     A  citizen  of  another  §i69i. 
State,  passing  through  this  State,  may  be  sued  in  any  county  thereof 
in  which  he  may  happen  to  be  at  the  time  when  sued. 

Stated  :  18  Ga.,  690.  May  also  be  proceeded  against  if  he  has  property  in  this  State : 
30  Ga.,  440.  When  service  on  president  of  foreign  corporation  residing  in  this  State 
sufficient :  55  Ga.,  36.  Foreign  executors  or  administrators  coming  in  this  State  liable 
to  be  sued  here  :  60  Ga.,  658  ;  56/326. 

See  notes  to  Code,  §21;  Rorer  Inter-State  Law,  25-27;  Wells'  Jur.,  §114.  Decoying 
person  into  State  to  be  sued:  16  Am.  D.,  723-725,  n.  The  service  of  a  summons  in  a 
civil  action  upon  a  non-resident  of  the  State,  while  attending  as  a  witness  in  good 
faith  the  trial  of  an  action  in  a  Court  in  this  State,  is  irregular,  and  will  be  set  aside :  23- 
Am.  R.,  35 ;  Rorer  Inter-State  Law,  26. 
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§3417.  (3340.)  (3319.)  Scire  facias  against  bail.  Scire  facias  againsi 
bail  must  issue  from,  and  be  returnable  to,  the  Court  in  which  the 
original  judgment  was  obtained. 

See  17  Ga.,  437. 

[The  law  relating  to  bail,  beginning  with  section  (3341)  and  ending 
with  section  (3369),  is  repealed  by  the  Constitution  of  1868,  Article 
I.,  section  18.] 

General  Note  on  Chapter  IV. — Service,  law  of:  Wade  on  Notice,  $$1293-1360 
Venue,  law  of :  Wells  on  Jurisdiction,  $$112-121. 

CHAPTER  V. 

BAIL    IN    CIVIL    CASES. 

ARTICLE  I. 

BAIL    IN    ACTIONS    FOR   PERSONALTY. 

Section. 
3418.  Bail  in  trover. 
3419.  Affidavit  and  proceedings. 

Section. 
3420.  Bail  pending  the  suit,  etc. 
3420.  (a.)  Defendant,  how  released. 

§3418.  (3370.)  (3351.)  Bail  in  trover.  Where  any  person  who  is  about 
to  commence  an  action  or  suit  at  law,  or  in  equity,  for  the  recovery 
of  personal  property,  shall  require  bail,  such  person,  his  agent,  or  at- 

torney, shall  make  affidavit  that  the  property  is  in  the  possession,  cus- 
tody, or  control  of  the  defendant,  and  that  he  has  reason  to  apprehend 

that  the  said  personal  property  has  been  or  will  be  eloigned  or  moved 
away,  or  will  not  be  forthcoming  to  answer  the  judgment,  execution, 
or  decree  that  shall  be  made  in  the  case ;  and  shall  also  state  in  his  af- 

fidavit the  value  of  the  same,  and  the  amount  of  hire  claimed,  if  any. 
and  add  that  he  does  verily  and  bona  fide  claim  said  personal  property, 
or  some  valuable  interest  therein. 

Imprisonment  under  bail  process  in  trover  for  personalty  not  in  conflict  with  consti- 
tutional provision  against  imprisonment  for  debt :  57  Ga.,  407.  Affidavit  for  bail  in  tro- 

ver made  before  Notary  Public  without  attestation  by  or  under  any  seal :  58  Ga.,  383. 
Section  referred  to  and  construed :  62  Ga.,  743-745. 

§3419.  (3371.)  (3352.)  Affidavit,  hovj  filed,  and  subsequent  proceedings. 
When  such  affidavit  is  made  as  prescribed  in  the  preceding  section  it 

shall  be  filed  in  the  clerk's  office  of  the  Court  to  which  said  petition, 
bill,  or  other  process  may  be  returnable,  and  a  copy  thereof  affixed  to 
the  original  petition,  bill,  or  process,  and  to  the  copy  or  copies  thereof, 
and  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  Sheriff,  or  other  lawful  officer  serving  such 
petition,  bill,  or  other  process,  to  take  a  recognizance,  payable  to  the 
plaintiff  or  complainant,  with  good  security,  in  double  the  amount 
sworn  to,  for  the  forthcoming  of  such  personal  property  to  answer  such 
judgment,  execution,  or  decree  as  may  be  rendered  or  issued  in  the  case, 
and  such  security  shall  be  bound  for  the  payment  of  the  eventual  con- 

demnation money,  for  which  judgment  may  be  signed  up  against  the 
defendant,  and  said  security  and  execution  had  thereon  without  further 
proceeding. 

No  suit  on  bond  necessary  for  execution  to  issue  under  this  section  :  61  Ga.,  545. 
Where  Sheriff  rendered  liable  under  this  section  :  62  Ga.,  743-745. 

§3420.  (3372.)  (3353.)  Bail  pending  the  action,  replevy  of  property.  When 
such  affidavit  shall  be  made  during  the  pendency  of  such  suit  or  action 
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a  copy  thereof,  and  of  the  process  of  subpoena,  shall  be  served  in  like  /fau**  <t*~o-^/* 
manner  by  the  Sheriff  or  other  lawful  officer,  and  security  taken  as  pg«^^  nU  *^* 
required  in  the  preceding  section,  and  upon  defendant  failing  to  give  ̂ 2JZT  tC.  &tt-4* 
such  security,  whether  the  affidavit  be  made  at  the  commencement  of   /c^ys-z? 

the  suit  or  pending  the  same,  the  property  shall  be  seized  and  taken/*/ "    7' 
by  the  Sheriff  or  other  lawful  officer,  and  delivered  over  to  the  plaintiff 
or  complainant,  his  agent  or  attorney,  upon  his  entering  into  like 
recognizance,  with  security ;  and  if  such  property  is  not  to  be  found,  and 
cannot  be  seized  and  taken  by  such  Sheriff,  or  other  lawful  officer,  the 
defendant  shall  be  committed  to  jail,  to  be  kept  in  safe  and  close  cus- 

tody until  the  said  personal   property  shall  be   produced,  or  until  he 
shall  enter  into  bond,  with  good  security  for  the  eventual  condemnation 
money. 

Section  cited :  57  Ga.,  407.     A  case  for  imprisonment :  64  Ga.,  155. 
Liability  of  sureties  in  such  cases :  Brandt  on  Suretyship  and  Guaranty,  §425  et  seq. 

§3420.  (a.)  Release  of  defendant  without  security,  when.     When  the  de-  Acts  0f  1878 
fendant  in  any  action  for  the  recovery  of  personal  property  in  which  ~9>  P- 144-  ,     / 

bail  is  required,  shall  by  reason  of  his  inability  to  give  security,  be  held  t/%>r><r4&~  ̂ s*^ 
in  imprisonment,  it  shall  be  lawful  for  him  to  make  his  petition  in  jC  jpfc^, 
writing  upon  oath  to  the  Judge  of  the  Court  in  which  the  suit  is  pend- 

ing, in  which  he  shall  state  that  he  is  neither  able  to  give  the  security 
required  by  law,  nor  produce  the  property,  and  can  furnish  satisfactory 
reasons  for  its  non-production,  and  traverse  the  facts  stated  in  the 
plaintiff's  affidavit  for  bail,  of  which  petition  he  shall  cause  a  copy  to 
be  served  upon  the  plaintiff,  whereupon  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  such 

judicial  officer  in  term  time  or  vacation,  after  not  less  than  five  days' 
notice  of  the  time  and  place  of  hearing  has  been  given  to  both  parties, 
to  proceed  in  a  summary  way,  to  hear  evidence  upon  the  facts  contained 
in  said  petition,  and  if  he  shall  find  that  the  petitioner  can  neither  give 
the  security  nor  produce  the  property,  and  that  the  reasons  for  its  non- 
production  are  satisfactory,  he  shall  discharge  the  petitioner  upon  his 
own  recognizance,  conditioned  for  his  appearance  to  answer  the  suit, 
but  otherwise  he  shall  recommit  him  to  custod}^.  The  action  taken 
upon  such  petition  shall  not  in  any  way  affect  the  rights  of  the  plaintiff 
upon  the  trial  of  the  question  of  property  involved  in  the  suit,  but 
the  same  shall  be  decided  by  the  tribunal  having  jurisdiction  thereof. 

General  Note.— Trover  and  bail  under  Act  of  1821:  lGa.,259;  25/359.  Election 
to  hold  Sheriff  and  securities  liable,  as  bail  cannot  afterwards  resort  to  Sheriff's  official bond:  48  Ga.,  398. 

CHAPTER  VI. 

OF   MAKING    PARTIES    PENDING   ACTION 

Section. 
3421.  Parties  made  on  motion. 
3422.  When  defendant  dies. 
3423.  When  executors,  etc.,  die. 
3424.  How  made  in  claim  cases. 
3424.  (a.)  Widow  made  party,  when. 
34^5.  Appeal  when  party  dies. 
3426.  Appeal  revives  action. 
3427.  When  garnishee  dies. 
34 .'8.  When  executor,  etc.,  is  removed. 

//
<"
 

*7« 
Section. 

3429.  Contents  of  scire  facias. 
3430.  How  issued  and  served. 
3431.  Service  in  different  counties. 
3432.  When  non-resident  dies. 
3433.  When  female  marries. 
3434.  When  both  parties  die. 
3435.  On  death  of  usee. 
3436.  Successor  of  trustee. 
3437.  Execution  against  female  defendant. 

7£u^^.      CCM-    'C&^C^jt^ 

§3421.  (3373.)  (3354.)  Parties  made  on  motion.     When  a  plaintiff  or  Acts  of  1853, 
complainant  in  any  cause  now  or  hereafter  pending  shall  die,  the  exec-  p  49- 
utor  #  or  administrator  of  such  plaintiff  or  complainant  may  be  made 
parties  on  motion,  to  be  made  in  writing,  of  which  the  defendants,  or 
their  counsel,  shall  have  notice. 

See  17  Ga.,  185-6.     Where  minor  dying  pending  an  ejectment  suit  the  action  did  not abate  :  61  Ga.,  77. 
55 
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§3422.  (3374.)  (3355.)  Party  defendant,  how  and  when  made.  Incase 
.§§2548, 3439.  the  defendant  shall  die  pending  a  suit  at  law,  or  in  equity,  the  plain- 

tiff may  sue  out  a  scire  facias  immediately  after  the  expiration  of  twelve 
months  from  the  probate  of  the  will  or  granting  of  letters  of  adminis- 

tration, requiring  such  executor  or  administrator  to  appear  and  answer 
to  the  said  cause. 

Executor  made  a  party  to  pending  action  may  be  ruled  to  trial  at  once:  60  Gra., 
157. 

§3423.  (3375)  (3356.)  Successor  of  executor,  etc.,  may  be  made  party.  Upon 
Acts  of  1859,  the  death  of  any  executor,  administrator,  or  guardian,  or  upon  the  rev- 
p'  49-  ocation  of  his  letters  testamentary,  of  administration,  or  guardianship, 
iris1!'  "q18"  as  ̂ e  case  may  De?  pending  suits  at  law  or  in  equity  by  or  against  such 

executor,  administrator,  or  guardian,  as  such,  and  such  death  or  removal 
being  suggested  of  record,  a  scire  faciasmsiy  issue  to  make  the  successors 
of  such  deceased  or  removed  person  a  party  at  any  time  after  his  appoint- 

ment and  qualification,  instead  of  the  deceased  or  removed  executor, 
administrator,  or  guardian. 

Successor  of  executor  made  a  party  by  scire  facias  :  46  Ga.,  600-601. 

§3424.  (3376.)  (3357.)  Parties,  how  made  in  claim  cases.  In  all  cases 
Act  of  1836,  where  a  claim  shall  be  interposed  to  property  levied  upon  by  virtue  of 
c.  p.  535.  &  fieri  facias  or  attachment  from  any  of  the  Courts  of  this  State,  in  fa- 

vor of  one  or  more  persons,  and  pending  such  claim  one  of  the  plain- 
tiffs shall  die,  the  case  shall  proceed  in  the  name  of  the  survivor,  and  on 

the  death  of  the  last  or  only  plaintiff,  the  executor  or  administrator  of 
such  deceased  may,  on  motion,  be  made  a  party  instanter,  and  said  case 
shall  proceed  without  further  delay. 

Where   claimaint  dies  his  representative  made   a  party  :  Rule  of  Superior  Court, 
No.  14. 

§3424.  (a.)  tHow  made  in  other  cases.  When  a  party  plaintiff  shall  die, 
Acts  of  1878  pending  a  suit  on  any  chose  in  action  in  any  of  the  Courts  of  this 

-9,  p.  148.  state,  and  the  chose  in  action,  the  foundation  of  said  suit,  be  assigned, 
to  the  widow,  or  widow  and  children,  or  children  only  of  decedent,  as 

any  part  of  a  twelve  months'  support,  then  the  widow  for  herself,  or 
for  the  use  of  herself  and  children,  and  in  the  event  of  children  only, 
then  a  next  friend  for  said  children,  may  be  made  a  party  plaintiff  to 
such  action  upon  the  same  terms  and  in  the  same  manner  that  admin- 

istrators are  made  parties  plaintiff  to  suits  in  favor  of  their  intestates 
in  this  State,  upon  the  submission  by  such  person  to  the  Court  of  a 
certified  copy  of  assignment,  and  the  action  shall  proceed  in  the  name 
of  parties  so  made. 

§3425.  (3377.)  (3358.)  Appeal  when  party  dies  before  it  is  entered;  judg- 
ment where  no  appeal  is  entered.  When  either  the  plaintiff  or  defendant 

shall  depart  this  life  pending  a  trial,  or  after  a  cause  has  been  tried, 
and  before  the  expiration  of  the  time  within  which  such  party,  if  liv- 

ing, might  enter  an  appeal,  and  no  appeal  shall  have  been  entered,  the 
legal  representatives  of  such  party  dying  may  enter  an  appeal  within 

'  thirty  days  from  the  time  such  executor  or  administrator  shall  have 
been  qualified;  and  if  such  appeal  is  not  entered  within  the  time 
herein  prescribed,  judgment  may  be  entered  and  execution  issued  as 
though  the  deceased  party  was  in  life,  without  making  the  representa- 

tive a  party. 
Seel  Ga.,  475. 

§3426.  (3378.)  (3359.)  Appeal  revives  the  suit.  When  an  appeal  shall 
be  entered  as  provided  in  the  preceding  section,  it  shall  not  be  neces- 

sary to  revive  such  suit  by  scire  facias,  but  it  shall  be  revived  by  the 
party  appealing,  giving  notice  to  the  adverse  party  within  thirty  days 
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from  the  time  of  entering  such  appeal,  and  when  a  defendant  shall  ap- 
peal, said  cause  shall  stand  for  trial  on  the  appeal  docket  at  the  first 

term  of  the  Court  after  the  expiration  of  twelve  months  Irom  the  qual- 
ification of  such  executor  or  administrator. 

§3427.  (3379.)  (3360.)  Representatives  of  garnishees  may  be  made  parties. 
When  any  person,  after  being  summoned  as  garnishee,  shall  die,  either 
before  or  after  answer,  the  executor  or  administrator  of  such  person 
shall  be  made  a  party  by  scire  facias  in  the  usual  way. 

§3428.  (3380.)  (3361.)  Administrator  de  bonis  non  may  be  made  party.  Act  of  1843. 
In  case  of  the  death  or  removal  from  office  of  any  such  executor  or  ad-   ' p' 
ministrator,  pending  such   proceeding  as  prescribed  in  the  preceding 
sections,  an  administrator  de  bonis  non  may  be  made  a  party  in  like 
manner. 

When  administrator  de  bonis  non  made  a  party  :  30  Ga.,  775  ;  46/600. 

§3429.  (3381.)  (3362.)  Contents  of  scire  facias.     All  writs  of  scire  facias,  Actof_i84i, 

for  the  purpose  of  making  parties  to  any  suit  at  law  or  in  equity  pend-0,  p"4'4' 
ing  in  the  Superior  Courts  of  this  State,  shall  be  issued  by  the  clerk  of  §§2548, 3489. 
said  Court,  in  which  it  shall  be  sufficient  for  such  clerk  to  state  the 
names  of  the  parties,  the  term  of  the  Court  to  which  said  cause  was 
made  returnable,  and  the  name  of  the  suit  or  action,  requiring  the  party 
to  show  cause  why  he  should  not  be  made  a  party  to  said  cause,  without 
setting  forth  the  substance  of  the  bill  or  declaration,  or  the  proceedings 
thereon. 

As  to  judgment,  upon  return  of  scire  facias  :  1  Ga.,  367. 

§3430.  (3382.)  (3363.)  Scire  facias,  how  issued  and  served.  All  writs  of 
scire  facias,  to  make  parties,  shall  be  issued,  directed,  and  served,  and 
returned  as  provided  in  sections  3607  and  3608. 

Scire  facias  issued  and  returned  executed,  no  entry  of  parties  made  on  motion 
docket,  will  not  avail  to  make  representative  of  deceased  plaintiff  or  defendant  par- 

ties: IGa.,  355,367. 

§3431.  (3383.)  (3364.)  Scire  facias  against  parties  in  different  counties.  Act  of  1845, 
In  cases  where  there  are  several  parties  to  be  served  with  scire  facias,  c-  p- 476, 
and  any  one  or  more  of  them  reside  out  of  the  State  or  county  in  which 
the  suit  is  pending,  a  service  upon  those  residing  in  the  county  where 
the  suit  is,  and  a  return  that  the  others  are  not  to  be  found,  shall  be 
sufficient  to  authorize  the  making  of  the  representatives  of  the  deceased 
plaintiff  or  defendant  parties,  so  as  to  authorize  the  original  suit  in 
the  name  of  the  parties  so  made,  to  proceed  to  trial  and  judgment  as 
though  all  such  parties  had  been  served  with  scire  facias. 

§3432.  (3384.)  (3365.)  Representative  of  non-resident  defendants,  how  made 
parties.  In  all  cases  where  a*  defendant  duly  served  with  process,  or  sub- 

poena in  any  case  at  law  or  equity,  shall  reside  out  of  this  State,  or  shall 
remove  therefrom  during  the  pendency  of  said  cause,  and  the  plaintiff 
or  complainant  shall  die,  his  legal  representatives  shall  be  made  parties 
on  motion  and  without  notice. 

,  §3433.  (3385.)  (3366.)  Husband  of  female  party  may  be  joined  on  the  Act  0M799, 

record.     When  a,  feme  sole  being  plaintiff  or  defendant  shall  marry  pend- c'  p' 4'2" 
ing  any  suit  at  law,  or  in  equity,  the  same  shall  not  abate  by  reason  of 
such  intermarriage,  but  the  same  being  suggested  of  record,  such  cause 
shall  proceed  in  the  name  of  the  husband  and  wife,  either  as  plaintiffs 
or  defendants,  as  the  case  may  be. 

Stated  :  27  Ga.,  402. 

§3434.  (33.86.)  (3367.)  Parties,  how  made  when  both  die.  When  both 
plaintiff  and  defendant  die,  before  a  scire  facias  issues  to  make  parties, 
the  action  does  not  abate,  but  scire  facias  may  issue  on  the  motion  of 
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the  representative  of  either  party  against  the  representative  of  the 
other,  and  the  cause  proceed. 

Set  forth  in  :  2  Gal,  81. 

§3435.  (3387.)  (3368.)  Representatives  of  usee  may  be  made  parties.  On 
the  death  of  the  usee,  his  representatives  must  be  made  parties,  as 
hereinbefore  provided,  before  the  cause  can  proceed,  even  in  a  claim 
case. 

Stated  in  :  3  Ga.,  159  ;  6/100.     See  Rule  of  Superior  Court,  No.  14. 

§3436.  (3388.)  (3369.)  Successors  of  trustees  may  be  made  parties.  On 
Acts  of  1859,  the  death  of  a  trustee  or  receiver,  pending  a  suit  to  which  he  may  be 
p-  48-  a  party  as  such,  the  same  does  not  abate,  but  his  successor  may  be  made 
§1492.         a  party  thereto  by  scire  facias,  and  said  cause  proceed  to  judgment. 

§3437.  (3389.)  (3370.)    Execution   against  female   defendants.      On  the 
(a)_  Acts  of  death  [of  a  male  defendant,  or  on  the  death]  (a.)  or  marriage  of  a  female 
1873,  p.  2i.  defendant,  after  final  judgment,  when  no  execution  has  been  issued 

previous  to  such  death  or  marriage,  execution  may  issue  as  though 
such  marriage  or  death  had  not  taken  place. 

Where  suit  pending  against  a  feme  sole  who  marries,  no  abatement'  of  suit,  nor  can husband  be  made  party  by  scire  facias:  28  Ga.,  71. 

General  Note  on  Chapter  VI. — What  actions  survive  to  and  against  representa- 
tives ;  in  actions  ex  contractu :  See  note  to  §2547  ;  ex  delicto  :  See  notes  to  §2967.  See 

also  3  Redf.  Wills,  209,  as  to  reviving  suits  and  making  parties.  Scire  Facias. — Subject 
treated  in  work  of  Foster  (L.  L.) 

CHAPTER  VII. 

ABATEMENT,    RETRAXIT,    DISMISSAL   AND    RENEWAL    OF    ACTIONS. 

Section. 
3438.  Suits  not  abated. by  death. 
3439.  Nor  removal  of  executor. 
3440.  Nor  death  of  one  administrator. 
3441.  Nor  oi  co-defendant. 
3442.  Nor  when  some  are  not  liable. 

Section. 
3443.  Suits  against  Sheriff  survive. 
3444.  Death  may  be  suggested. 
3445.  Retraxit  denned. 
3446.  Differs  from  dismissal,  etc. 
3447.  Suits  may  be  dismissed. 

§3438.  (3390.)  (3371.)  When  action  does  not  abate.  No  suit  shall  abate  by 
Act  of  1799,  the  death  of  either  party.,  where  such  cause  of  action  will  in  any  case 
c.  p.  472.  survive  to  or  against  the  legal  representatives  of  the  deceased  party, 
§2971.         either  in  the  same  or  any  other  form  of  action. 

Principal  of  bond,  dying  pending  suit,  his  death  being  suggested  of  record,  suit  may 
proceed  against  other  defendants:  13  Ga.,  502.  Action  for  breach  of  contract  surviv- 

ing to  executor  of  defendant:  30  Ga.,  866.  One  of  several  caveators,  dying  pending 
proceeding  to  probate  a  will,  propounder  may  proceed  and  try  case  without  making  rep- 

resentative a  party  :  35  Ga..  102.  Where  trustee  could  proceed  in  ejectment  after  death 
of  cestui  que  trust:  48  Ga.,  537.  When  declaration  alleges  facts  showing  defendant  de- 

rived benefit  from  tort  he  was  charged  with,  on  death  of  plaintiff  his  adminis- 
trator made  party  plaintiff:  56  Ga.,  158.  Minor  dying  pending  action  of  ejectment  by, 

does  not  abate  the  suit:  61  Ga.,  77.  Abatement  of  action  for  personal  injuries  on 
death  of  plaintiff:  60  Ga.,  120. 

See  notes  to  §§2971,  2547. 

§3439.  (3391.)  (3372.)  Suits  against  removed  executor  do  not  abate.  When 

§§25i3  2548,  letters  testamentary  may  be  revoked  and  an  intestacy  for  any  cause 

'  declared,  no  suit  by  or  against  the  removed  executor  shall  abate,  and 
the  newly-appointed  administrator  can  be  made  a  party  plaintiff  or  de- 

fendant in  his  stead. 
§3440.  (3392.)  (3373.)  Death  of  one  of  several  administrators  does  not  abate 

suit.  An  action  against  two  joint  administrators  or  executors  does  not 
abate  by  the  death  of  one,  but  proceeds  against  the  survivor. 

§3441.  (3393.)  (3374.)  Death  of  co-defendant.  On  the  death  of  the  co- 
defendant  in  any  action  of  ejectment,  made  such  after  the  commence- 

ment thereof,  the  action  may  proceed  against  the  surviving  defendant 

3423 
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without  making   the   representative  of  the  deceased   co-defendant  a 
party. 

Stated:  13  Ga.,  282.  Refusal  to  continne  whole  case  unless  knowledge  of  death  of 
other  defendant  had  just  come  to  plaintiff:  44  Ga.,  514.  Ejectment  tried  as  to  defend- 

ants who  are  alive  without  calling  the  representative  of  a  deceased  defendant :  57  Ga., 
551. 

§3442.     (3394.)  (3375.)  One  of  several  defendants  not  being  liable.     An  §3352. 
action  against  several  persons  does  not  abate  where  it  appears  that 
some  of  the  defendants  are  not   liable,  but  may  proceed  against  those 
who  are  liable. 

Action  may  proceed  against  those  liable  :  18  Ga.,  610.  Where  action  against  two  or 
more  defendants  and  one  dies  may  proceed  against  survivors  :  36  Ga.,  404.  Where 
sole  defendant  in  ejectment  died,  and  one  brought  in  plead  to  merits,  may  proceed 
against  him  alone:  57  Ga.,  539. 

§3443.  (3395.)  (3376.)  Suits  against  Sheriff  survive  his  death.  An  ac- 
tion against  a  Sheriff  for  an  escape  out  of  process  shall  not  abate  on  the 

death  of  such  Sheriff,  but  shall  survive  against  his  securities  and  legal 
representatives. 

Stated:  1  Ga.,  514. 

§3444.  (3396.)  (3377.)  Death  of  one  of  several  defendants.     In  all  cases  Acts  of  1859, 

which  have  been  or  may  be  commenced  in  any  of  the  Courts  of  thisp,49# 
State,  at  law  or  in  equity,  against  two  or  more  defendants,aone  or  more  §3348. 
of  whom  have  died,  or  may  die  pending  said  case  or  cases,  it  shall  and 
may  be  lawful  for  the  plaintiff  or  complainants  to  suggest  said  death  of 
record,  and  to  proceed  in  the  trial  of  said  case  or  cases,  against  the  sur- 

viving defendant,  to  the  extent  of  their  respective  liabilities. 
Where  one  partner  served  with  process  dies,  may  proceed  with  his  administrator 

made  a  party:  12  Ga.,  30.  Death  of  one  of  two  joint  administrators  sued  for  devasta- 
vit may,  suggesting  the  death  of  record,  proceed  against  survivors :  24  Ga.,  137.  Where 

executor  of  deceased  administrator  chargeable  just  as  the  administrator  would  have 
been :  22  Ga.,  330.  Where  pending  suits  may  proceed  against  survivor  of  two  or  more 
defendants:  36  Ga..  404.  Where  plaintiff  may  proceed  against  surviving  securitv  on 

Sheriff's  bond  :  48  Ga.,  550.  Section  cited  and  construed:  55  Ga.,  666 ;  59/775-8.  Where 
may  proceed  against  one  pleading  to  the  merits  in  action  of  ejectment  without  making- 
representative  of  deceased  a  party  :  57  Ga.,  539. 

aThese  words  include  a  defendant  who  has  been  sued,  although  not  served,  prior  to 
his  death:  Thomas  vs.  Wade,  per  Erskine,  J.,  U.  S.  Circuit  Court,  S.  D.  Ga.,  April 
term,  1874. 

§3445.  (3397.)  (3378.)  Retraxit.  A  retraxit  is  the  open,  public  and 
voluntary  renunciation  by  the  plaintiff,  in  open  Court,  of  his  suit  or 
cause  of  action,  and  if  this  is  done  by  the  plaintiff,  and  a  judgment  en- 

tered up  thereon  by  the  defendant,  the  plaintiff's  right  of  action  is  for- 
ever gone. 

A  dismission  does  not  amount  to  a  retraxit  and  is  no  bar  to  future  suit :  6  Ga.,  432. 
Where  dismission  of  application  for  dower  was  no  settlement  that  would  be  a  bar  to 
suit  for:  10  Ga.,  322-8.     Retraxit  plead  to  scire  facias  to  make  party  plaintiff:  28  Ga., 

§3446.  (3398.)  (3379.)  Differs  from  dismissal.  A  retraxit  differs  from  a 
non-suit,  dismission,  or  discontinuance,  in  this:  A  retraxit  is  positive 
and  conclusive  of  the  plaintiff's  right  of  action,  while  a  non-suit,  dis- 

mission, or  discontinuance,  is  negative,  and  the  plaintiff  may  recom- 
mence his  suit  on  the  payment  of  costs. 

Dismissal  of  a  claim  by  the  Court  at  plaintiff's  instance  is  not  such  a  withdrawal  as 
to  prevent  it  being  interposed  a  second  time:  19  Ga.,  314.  Certiorari  renewed  in  six 
months  after  dismissal :  32  Ga.,  437. 

§3447.    (3399.)    (3380.)    Actions  may  be  dismissed  at  any  time.      The  Act  of  1843, 
plaintiff  in  any  action,  in  any  Court,  may  dismiss  his  action  either  in  e-  p- 475- 
vacation  or  term  time,  and,  if  done  in  term  time,  the  clerk  or  Justice 
shall  enter  such  dismissal  on  the  docket. 

Cannot  dismiss  action  after  publication  of  verdict:  7  Ga.,  191.*  Same  rule  as  to 
claimants  :  8  Ga.,  184;  33/205.     May  dismiss  suit  after  continuance  at  same  term  or  in 
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vacation  :  8  Ga.,  463.  No  error  to  decision  of  Court  below  where  subsequent  to  the 
decision  voluntarily  dismisses  his  case  :  7  Ga.,  79,  227  ;  9/207.  Where  the  effect  of  the 
entry  was  to  dismiss  the  bail  process  and  not  the  suit:  29  Ga.,  392.  Where  could 
prove  agreement  of  dismissal:  48  Ga.,  347-8.  Plaintiff  may  dismiss  case  any  time 
before  verdict  is  published  if  unknown  to  him:  48  Ga.,  592.  Where  defendant  mov- 

ing to  onen  a  judgment  may  dismiss  his  motion:  55  Ga.,  19.  Where  plaintiff  could 
not  dismiss  his  case  after  verdict  brought  into  Court  and  read  :  56  Ga  ,  605-609.  A  com- 

plainant may  in  term  or  vacation  dismiss  his  bill  without  leave  or  order:  58  Ga.,  355. 
Evidence  of  dismissal  by  entry  on  proper  docket  or  minutes  of  Court  which  may  be 
made  'nunc  pro  tunc:  61  Ga.,  686.  Reinstatement  of  where  plaintiff  may  amend  appeal 
affidavit  during  the  term  or  reinstate  the  case  :  28  Ga.,  73.  When  defendant  can  have 
bill  dismissed  and  reinstated  in  order  to  have  an  illegal  order  set  aside:  29  Ga.,  29. 
Motion  to  set  aside  a  verdict  and  reinstate  case  equivalent  to  motion  for  a  new  trial: 
30  Ga.,  191.  When  Supreme  Court  will  not  interfere  with  the  discretion  exercised:  31 
Ga.,210.  Where  case  dismissed  for  absence  of  attorney  should  have  been  reinstated: 
34  Ga.,  388.  Where  order  set  aside  and  a  bill  rightfully  reinstated  :  35  Ga.,  45.  Where 
cause  dismissed  should  have  been  put  on  terms  before  dismissed,  therefore  should 

have  been  reinstated  :  37  Ga.,  588.  Judge's  discretion  in  refusing  to  reinstate  controlled 
where  case  called  not  in  its  order:  49 Ga.,  90-93. 

TITLE  TIT 

OF  DEFENSES  AND  PROCEEDINGS  PENDING  ACTION. 

Chapter  1. — Of  Defenses,  Pleas,  etc. 
Chapter  2. — Of  Amendments. 
Chapter  3. — Of  the  Production  of  Papers. 
Chapter  4. — Of  Continuances. 
Chapter  5. — Of  Garnishments. 

CHAPTER  I. 

DEFENSES,    PLEAS,    ETC. 

Article  1. — General  Provisions. 
Article  2. — Particular  Pleas. 

ARTICLE    I. 

GENERAL    PROVISIONS. 

Section. 
3448.  Judgment  without  jury. 
3449   Who  may  verify  plea. 
3450.  How  sworn  to. 
3451.  By  third  persons,  when. 
3452.  Answer  at  first  term. 
3453.  No  part  to  be  stricken  out. 

Section. 
3454.  Bonds,  etc.,  denied  only  on  oath. 
3455.  Petition  and  answer  make  issues. 
3456.  Dilatory  pleas  must  be  sworn  to. 
3457.  Judgment  by  default. 
345S.  General  issue,  special  pleas. 
3459.  Patent  defects. 

Const  §3448.  Judgment  without  a  jury,  when.  [The  Court  shall  render  judg- 
of  1868,  merit  without  the  verdict  of  a  jury  in  all  civil  cases  founded  on  uncon- 
constSof3'  ditional  contracts  in  writing,  where  an  issuable  defense  is  not  filed 
1877,  Art.  6,  under  oath  or  affirmation.! Sec  4  oar 

7.    '  See  Rule  of  Court  No,  39,  for  form  of  such  judgment.     Where  plea  filed  in  1866  on 
trial  in  1872,  was  demurrable  as  not  being  sworn  to :  49  Ga.,  228.  Where  could  not  enter 
up  judgment  against  defendant  and  his  security,  on  appeal  in  1874  without  jury,  al- 
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though  no  plea  filed  :  57  Ga.,  323,  354.  "  Civil  cases  founded  on  contract"  do  not  refer 
to  cases  tried  in  equity  ;  must  be  plea  sworn  to:  58  Ga.,  457.  Judgment  by  Court  for 
damages  for  breach  of  contract  of  Sheriff's  bond  where  no  issuable  defense  filed  :  60 
Ga..  314.  Judgment  by  Court  where  no  plea  or  defense  to  action  on  life  insurance 
policy:  55  Ga.,  476.  Judgment  by  the  Court  where  issuable  defense  filed,  void  :  46  Ga., 
398.  Also  where  taken  by  verdict  of  jury  when  Court  should  have  rendered  it :  Tippin 
vs.  Whitehead,  February  term,  1881,  Paniphlt.,  p.  14.  Judgment  by  Court  where  no 
issuable  defense  filed  in  time  :  61  Ga.,  498. 

§3449.  Agents  and  attorneys  may  swear  to  plea,  when.  [In  all  civil  ̂   Acts  of 

cases  founded  on  unconditional  contracts  in  writing,  where  there  is  an  Jlf'jJ?' 
issuable  defense,  and  where  the  defendant  does  not  reside  in  the  county 
in  which  suit  is  pending,  it  shall  and  may  be  lawful  for  the  agent  or 
attorney  at  law  of  such  defendant  to  make  oath  to  the  plea,  and  the 
same  shall  be  as  good  and  sufficient  as  if  made  by  the  defendant  him- 

self; and  in  such  cases  the  agent  or  attorney  may  swear  that  what  is 
contained  in  such  plea  is  true,  according  to  the  best  of  his  knowledge 
and  belief.]  (b.) 

Where  the  oath  of  the  attorney  to  the  plea  would  have  been  sufficient  under  this 
section  :  60  Ga  ,  263  ;  53/584. 

§3450.  Pleas,  how  sworn  to.  [All  pleas  or  defenses  in  any  Court  afrc]_Acfenf 

this  State,  which  have  to  be  filed  under  oath,  shall  be  held  to  be  suffi-1870,  p  415 
ciently  verified  when  the  same  are  sworn  to  before  any  Notary  Public, 
Justice  of  the  Peace,  Judge  of  a  Court  of  law,  or  Chancellor,  Commis- 

sioner, or  Master  of  any  Court  of  equity  of  the  State  or  county  where 
the  oath  is  made,  or  before  any  other  officer  of  such  State  or  county  who 
is  authorized  by  the  laws  thereof  to  administer  oaths,  and  such  oath  so 
made  shall  have  the  same  force  and  effect  as  if  it  had  been  made  be- 

fore an  officer  of  this  State  authorized  to  administer  the  same.  The 
official  attestation  of  the  officer  before  whom  the  oath  or  affidavit  may 
be  made,  shall  be  prima  facie  evidence  of  the  official  character  of  such 
officer,  and  that  he  was  authorized  by  law  to  administer  oaths.]  (c.) 

As  to  form  of  affidavit  to  :  See  Rule  24  of  Superior  Court. 

§3451.  Pleas  sworn  to  by  third  persons,  when.  [In  any  case  in  any  of  the  (<^  Acts  of 

Courts  of  law  or  equity,  when  by  law  pleas  are  required  to  be  made  1872,  p- 13- 
under  oath,  as  issuable  defenses,  and  the  defendant  shall  fail  or  refuse 
to  make  his  plea,  as  required  by  law,  any  party  interested,  showing  to 
the  satisfaction  of  the  Court  his  or  her  interest,  may  make  his  or  their 
plea  or  pleas,  and  such  plea  or  pleas  shall  be  as  good  in  law  as  if  made 
by  the  real  defendant  to  the  record :  Provided,  said  party  shall  swear 
that  they  are  interested  in  the  event  of  the  suit,  and  that  the  defend- 

ant fails  or  refuses  to  make  such  pleas.]  (d.) 
The  law  of  this  section  pronounced  unconstitutional :  55  Ga.,  36. 

§3452.  (3400.)  (3381.)  Defendant's  answer  to  be  filed  at  first  term.  In  Act  of  1799, 
all  cases  .at  law,  where  the  defendant  has  been  served  with  petition  0,(  p- 486- 
and  process,  as  provided  by  this  Code,  he  shall  appear  at  the  Court  to 
which  such  process  is  made  returnable,  and,  on  or  before  the  last  day  of 
said  Court,  shall  make  his  defense  in  writing,  which  shall  plainly, 
fully  and  distinctly  set  forth  his  defense,  and  be  signed  by  the  defend- 

ant or  his  attorney,  which  said  answer  shall  contain  as  many  several 
matters  as  such  defendant  may  think  necessary  for  his  defense. 

Illegality  of  consideration  not  given  in  evidence  under  plea  of  general  issue  :  1  Ga., 
68  ;  9/301.  When  defendant  could  not  file  his  plea  it  being  too  late  to  do  so  :  13  Ga.,  451. 
Certainty  to  a  common  intent  is  what  suffices  in  a  plea  in  bar :  35  Ga.,  320.  Defendant's 
answer  should  be  full  answer  to  plaintiff's  case:  24  Ga..  211.  Defendant's  plea  must 
clearly  and  distinctly  set  forth  his  defense,  and  construed  most  strongly  against  him  : 
45  Ga.,  144.  Both  pleas  at  bar  and  in  abatement  must  be  filed  at  first  term  :  51  Ga.,  234. 
Time  for  answering  by  plea  is  on  or  before  the  last  day  of  the  term  process  returnable 
to:  61  Ga.,  497. 

Bliss  Code  PI.,  §346  ;  as  to  rules  of  statement  in  pleading,  see  note  to  §3332. 

§3453.  (3401.)  (3382.  No  part  to  be  stricken  out.     No  part  of  an  answer 
shall  be  stricken  out  or  rejected  on  account  of  being  contradictory  to 
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Act  of  1818,  another  part  of  the  same,  but  the  Court  shall  suffer  the  whole  answer  to 
<,.  d.4««.     remain^  if  the  defendant  should  desire  it,  and  avail  himself  of  any  ad- 

vantage he  can  or  may  have  under  either  or  the  whole  of  said  answer, 
and  proceed  to  trial  accordingly. 

See  :  31  Ga..  162.  Plea  in  abatement  and  general  issue  may  both  be  filed  at  same 

time:  51  Ga.,  232-4.  May  plead  no  partnership  and  offer  "counter  indebtedness  as  a 
set-off  to  plaintiff's  demand  :  54  Ga.,  29-32. 

This  does  not  allow  defendant  to  file  a  pleading  false  upon  tbe  face  of  it,  by  reason 
of  contradictions:  Bliss  Code  PL,  $343.  Illustrations  of  what  inconsistent  defenses  al- 

lowed: lb.,  £344. 

§3454.  (3402.)  (3383.)  Pleas  of  non  est  factum  must  be  sworn  to.  No 
Act  of  1799,  person  shall,  in  his  plea  or  answer,  be  permitted  to  deny  any  deed,  bill, 
c.  p.  486.  single  or  penal  bond,  note,  draft,  receipt,  order,  or  other  instrument  in 
§2851.  writing,  which  is  the  foundation  of  the  action,  unless  he  shall  make 

affidavit  of  the  truth  of  such  plea  or  answer  at  the  time  of  filing  the 
same. 

Plea  that  another  was  to  sign  as  security  not  a  plea  of  non  est  factum  and  need  not  be 
sworn  to:  8  Ga.,  559.  What  sufficient  affidavit  to  plea  of  non  est  factum:  26  Ga..  649. 
When  expunging  affidavit  to  was  virtually  expunging  plea  of  non  est  factum:  28  Ga., 
284.  When  may  be  filed  after  first  term  :  54  Ga.,  59.  Section  referred  to  and  construed  : 
41  Ga,,  121 :  63/380-4.  Plea  of  non  est  factum  maybe  filed  by  way  of  amendment  on  ap- 

peal :  34  Ga.,  435.  May  be  filed  at  subsequent  term  by  amendment  to  general  issue 
filed  at  first  term  :  61  Ga.,  234,  245  ;  60/50  ;  see  Rule  29  of  Superior  Court. 

§3455.  (3403.)  (3384.)  Petition  and  answer  make  issue.  The  petition 
Act  of  1799,  and  answer  shall  be  sufficient  to  carry  the  cause  to  the  jury,  without 
c.p.  486.     any  replication,  or  other  course  of  proceeding. 

Stated  :  24  Ga.,  265.  Plaintiff  may  prove  in  avoidance  of  the  plea  without  replica- 
tion :  5  Ga.,311. 

§3456.  (3404.)  (3385.)  Dilatory  pleas  must  be,  sworn  to.  No  dilatory  an- 
Act  of  1799,  swer  shall  be  received  or  admitted,  unless  an  affidavit  shall  be  made 
c.  p.  486.     t0  fae  truth  thereof,  and  must  be  filed  at  the  first  term. 
§3464.  

' 
A  plea  to  jurisdiction  being  a  dilatory  plea,  must  be  verified  :  17  Ga.,  573.  Plea  of 

nonjoinder  is  a  dilatory  one,  and  must  be  sworn  to:  27  Ga.,  113.  Must  be  filed  at  ap- 
pearance term  of  the  Court :  27  Ga.,  172 ;  28/546.  Dilatory  pleas  demurred  to,  heard  at 

first  term  :  7  Ga.,  101.  Plea  denying  existence  of  partnership  not  a  dilatory  plea  :  39 
Ga.,  187.  When  admissible,  although  not  filed  at  first  term  :  41  Ga.,  121.  Section 
cited  :  45  Ga.,  158  ;  61/210.  Plea  in  abatement  and  general  issue  may  be  filed  at  same 
term,  but  plea  in  abatement  tried  first :  51  Ga.,  232.  Defense  of  former  action  should 
be  by  plea  under  this  section,  and  not  by  motion  :  59  Ga.,  175-176. 

§3457.  (3405.)  (3386.)  Judgment  by  default,   and  on  accounts.     When 
Act  of  1799,  any  defendant  shall  fail  to  appear  and  answer  at  the  return  term  of  the 
c.  p.  486.     petition  and  process,  the  Court  shall  enter  default  on  the  docket,  which 

shall  be  considered  a  judgment  by  default,   without  a  formal  entry 

thereof,  and  the  plaintiff's  claim,  allegation,  or  demand,  shall  be  tried 
in  all  cases  of  default  by  a  jury,  except  as  provided  elsewhere  in  this 
Code,  but  no  such  trial  shall,  in  any  case,  be  had  at  the  first  term,  ex- 

(a)  Acts  of  cept  specially  provided  for  by  law:  [Provided,  that  in  all  cases  of  suits 
i86i  p.  59.  on  open  accounts,  in  the  several  Courts  of  this  State,  where -the  writ 
1868,  Art  5,  or  process  has  been  served  personally,  as  the  law  now  directs,  on  the 
sec  3,  par.  -defendant,  and  there  is  no  defense  made  by  the  party  sued,  either  in 

person  or  by  attorney,  at  the  time  the  case  is  submitted  for  trial,  the 
case  shall  be  considered  in  default,  and  the  plaintiff  shall  be  permitted 

to  take  [judgment]  (a)  as  if  each  and  every  item  were  proved  by  testi- 
mony.] (a.) 

When  in  default  may  pay  up  costs  and  plead  :  13  Ga.,  44  ;  31/335.  And  discretion- 
ary with  the  Court  to  open  it :  57  Ga.,  25.^  Case  of  an  appeal :  31  Ga.,  357.  When  refused 

by  Court :  42  Ga.,  234  ;  43/376.  WhereApersonal  service  in  suit  on  open  account,  plain- 
tiff must  still  prove  bis  case,  although  no  issuable  plea  under  oath  :  46  Ga.,  605.  Where 

Court  allowed  answer  to  garnishment  to  be  filed  after  default:  48  Ga.,  440.  Plaintiff 
making  out  his  case  where  it  is  in  default,  and  trying  it  with  a  jury  :  41  Ga.,  81.  Even 
when  in  delault,  should  prove  material  allegations  :  59  Ga.,  105.  Section  referred  to  : 
48  Ga.,  553.     Plea  of  general  issue  preventing  case  from  being  in  default:  54  Ga.,  118. 
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Being  no  plea  in  suit  on  an  account  judgment  by  default:  55  Ga.,  672-674.  No  verdict 
of  jury  required  where  no  issuable  plea  filed  under  oath,  but  judgment  by  the  Court: 
55  Ga.,  475.  A  mere  irregularity  of  a  judgment  in  form  where  no  issuable  defense 
filed  under  oath,  does  not  vitiate  it :  57  Ga.,  79.  Judgment  by  the  Court  where  plea 
lost:  59  Ga.,  492.  A  judgment  entered  on  the  minutes  is  a  judgment  of  the  Court, 
where  minutes  signed  by  the  Judge  :  59  Ga.,  607.  No  issuable  defense  is  required  to  be 
filed  on  oath  in  action  ex  contractu  in  Justice's  Court :  59  Ga.,  774.  What  is  an  issuable 
plea,  and  a  plea  to  jurisdiction  sworn  to  and  found  against,  judgment  may  be  rendered 
by  the  Court:  60  Ga.,  443.  No  issuable  defense  to  suit  on  Sheriff's  bond,  judgment 
properly  entered  for  damages  for  breach  of  contract  without  a  jury  :  60  Ga.,  314.  Plea 
should  be  filed  on  or  before  last  day  of  term  to  which  process  returnable  :  61  Ga.,  497. 
Where  plea  demurrable  at  first  term,  being  too  indefinite  :  56  Ga.,  510.  See  Rule  23  of 
Superior  Court. 

§3458.  (3406.)  (3387.)  General  issue,  special  pleas.  The  general  issue  §3462. 

is  a  denial  of  the  allegations  in  the  plaintiff's  declaration,  and  shall  be 
considered  as  filed  in  all  cases  which  are  answered  to  at  the  first  term  ; 
and  no  other  evidence  is  admissible  under  such  plea,  except  such  as 
disproves  the  plaintiffs  cause  of  action ;  all  other  matters  in  satisfac- 

tion or  avoidance,  must  be  specially  pleaded. 
When  illegality  of  consideration  could  not  be  given  in  evidence  under  the  general 

issue:  IGa.,  68.  Neither  can  there  be  given  in  evidence  under  this  plea  a  special  con- 
tract exempting  from  liability:  IGa.,  256.  Considered  as  filed  in  all  cases  answered 

at  the  first  term  :  39  Ga.,  594  ;  59/157  ;  58/417.  As  to  evidence  under  the  general  issue  : 
41  Ga.,  660.  Is  a  denial  of  what  is  alleged  in  the  declaration,  and  if  sworn  to,  permitted 
to  go  before  the  jury:  41  Ga..  409;  54/117;  61/67.  A  rescission  must  be  specially 
plead:  42  Ga.,  283.  Matters  of  justification  must  be  specially  plead  :  44  Ga.,  199.  So 
should  a  breach  of  warranty  be  specially  plead  :  46  Ga.,  465.  Burden  of  proof  on  one 
pleading  the  statute  of  limitations  :  30  Ga.,  627.  And  to  avail  the  statute  of  limitations 
must  be  specially  plead  :  47  Ga.,  405.  Res  adjvdicata  former  recovery,  and  all  pleas  in 
avoidance  are  not  admissible  under  the  general  issue:  59  Ga,  240.  Where  plea  to 
jurisdiction  filed  could  not  plead  res  adjudicata  in  bar  by  amendment  to  general  issue, 
filed  at  first  term  :  59  Ga.,  157.  When  plea  that  not  indebted  is  not  a  plea  of  general 
issue  :  59  Ga.,  434. 

General  issue  :  Bliss  Code  PL,  $£323-334  ;  Pomeroy  on  Remedies,  §645.  Satisfaction 
or  avoidance:  Bliss  Code  PI.,  §339;  Pomeroy  on  Remedies,  §687. 

§3459.  (3407.)  (3388.)  Advantage  maybe  taken  of  patent  defects  by  mo- §3462. 
tion.     All  defects  which  appear  on  the  face  of  the  pleadings   may  be 
taken  advantage  of  by  motion. 

Where  in  the  matter  of  bail  advantage  could  not  be  taken  by  motion,  but  must  be 
plead  at  proper  time  and  in  proper  form  :  3  Ga.,  130.  When  motion  to  dismiss  at- 

tachment on  defective  affidavit  made  at  any  time:  48  Ga.,  12;  32/356.  The  former 
adjudication  must  appear  on  the  face  of  the  declaration  to  admit  of  motion  to  dismiss  : 

57'Ga.,  63.     Section  referred  to:  55  Ga.,  80-81 ;  63/212-213. 
Bliss  Code  PI.,  §§420-427. 

Demurrer. — Orally  to  a  plea  before  issue  joined  before  the  jury  :  1  Ga.,  108.  Only 
admits  facts  well  plead  :  3  Ga.,  27.  English  rule  as  to,  not  applicable  to  our  Courts  :  5 
Ga.,  218.  Demurrer  to  dilatory  plea  heard  at  first  term  :  7  3a.,  101.  In  case  of  damages 
and  recoupment:  56  Ga.,  511.  Pleas  demurrable  for  uncertainty  :  8  Ga.,  468.  Statute 

of  limitations  marie  available  by  demurrer  :  8Ga.,244;  14/664.  Admits  plaintiff's 
power  to  sustain  allegations  of  declaration  by  proof :  9  Ga.,  208.  Too  late  after  issue 
joined  on  merits  to  object  to  declaration  making  no  profert  of  letters  of  administra- 

tion :  9  Ga.,  419.  So  after  defendant  has  plead  to  the  merits  and  cause  submitted  on 
appeal :  18  Ga.,  693.  Every  material  fact  on  which  founded  must  appear  in  declara- 

tion to  sustain  motion  to  dismiss  by  way  of  demurrer:  25  Ga.,  714.  Defendant  has 
right  to  open  and  conclude  on  demurrer  :  39  Ga.,  232.  When  decision  on  demurrer 
may  be  plead  in  bar  to  another  suit :  34  Ga.,  499,  47.  Office  of  general  and  special  de- 

murrer, and  form  of:  35  Ga.,  320.  Where  special  demurrer  only  for  informality  in 
statement  of  time,  place,  etc. :  41  Ga.,  46-48.  Where  demurrer  to  the  evidence  over- 

ruled, defendant  may  go  before  the  jury  and  contest  plaintiff's  right  to  recover:  42 
Ga.,  53.  Where  case  went  to  the  jury  and  evidence  heard,  too  late  to  demur  be- 

cause action  defectively  set  forth,  but  it  can  only  be  for  cause  good  in  arrest  of  judg- 
ment: 43  Ga.,  280.  Demurrer  to  exceptions  to  award  not  containing  all  the  evidence 

submitted  to  the  arbitrators  :  48  Ga.,  421.     See  Rule  44  of  Superior  Court. 

Demurrers  :  Bliss  Code  PL,  §§404-418.     Non-suit :  24  Am.  D.,  620-624,  full  note. 

General  Note. — WThen  plea  not  regularly  filed  and  could  not  be  filed  by  defendant: 13  Ga.,  451.  Where,  on  plea  of  statute  of  limitation,  plaintiffcan  prove  new  matter  in 
avoidance  of  the  plea  :  5Ga.,311.  Court  should  not  of  own  motion  charge  that  plea 
of  justification  in  slander  not  demurred  to  is  defective  :  27  Ga.,  378.  Plea  that  defend- 

ant was  dead :  3  Ga.,  104;  51/232.     Plea  of  usury:  1  Ga,,  134.     When  exceptions  to 
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plea  should  betaken  before  submission  of  the  case  to  the  jury:  24  Ga.,  341;  1/134; 
12/104-106,  118.  As  to  no  consent  to  dispense  with  pleading:  Rule  21  of  Superior 
Court.  As  to  form  of  affidavit  to  plea:  See  rule  24.  Defects  to  pleading  taken  advan- 

tage of  at  first  term  :  See  rule  28  of  Superior  Court. 

ARTICLE   II. 

PARTICULAR    PLEAS. 

Section  1. — To  the  Jurisdiction. 

Section  2. — Of  Set-off  and  Usury. 
Section  3. — Of  Failure  of  Consideration. 
Section  4. — Of  Non  est  Factum. 
Section  5. — Of  Other  Pleas. 

SECTION  I. 

to  the  jurisdiction. 

Section. 
3460.  .Jurisdiction  not  given  by  consent. 
3461.  When  admitted. 
3462   Pleas  to  the  jurisdiction. 

Sectton, 

3463.  Contents  of  the  plea. 
3464.  Must  be  sworn  to. 

§3460.  (3408.)  (3389.)  Jurisdiction  not  given  by  consent.    Parties,  by  con- 

sent,'1 express  or  implied,  cannot  give  jurisdiction'to  the  Court  as  to  the 
person  or  subject  matter  of  the  suit.     It  may,  however,  be  waived, b  so 
far  as  the  rights  of  the  parties  arecon3ern3d,  but  not  so  as  to  prejudice 
third  persons. 

Stated:  4Ga.,  47.  Waiver  of  jurisdiction  by  appearing:  8  Ga.,  83.  Where  waiver 
by  appearing  and  pleading  to  the  merits  could  not  give  jurisdiction  :  11  Ga.,  458.  Where 
it  could  :  39  Gi.,  107;  41/71.  May  waive  jurisdiction  only  so  far  as  the  parties  are  con- 

cerned :  14Ga.,  589;  5/527.  Cannot  by  consent  give  jurisdiction  where  it  has  none  by 
law:  4  Ga.,  48.  Where  express  company  waived  jurisdiction  by  appearing  and  plead- 

ing to  the  merits,  without  excepting:  4i  Ga.,  515.  Section  referred  to  where  plaintiff 
could  not  reduce  his  demand  on  contract  so  as  to  give  jurisdiction:  56  Ga.,  495.  Par- 

ties cannot  waive  jurisdiction  so  as  to  make  experimental  cases  for  the  Courts:  59  Ga., 
811.     Law  of  this  section  referred  to  and  construed  :  63  Ga.,  548. 

Jurisdiction  as  determined  by  values:  Wells'  Jur.,  $£99-110.  a15  Am.  D.,  632; 
Wells'  Jur.,  $66.  b18  Am.  D.,  120.  Waiving  part  of  demand  to  give  :  12  Am.  D.,  570; 
Wells'  Jur.,  $102. 

§3461.  (3409.)  (3390. )  Jurisdiction,  when  admitted.  If  a  defendant  ap- 
pear and  plead  to  the  merits,  without  pleading  to  the  jurisdiction,  and 

without  excepting  thereto,  he  thereby  admits  the  jurisdiction  of  the 
Court. 

Stated  :  13  Ga.,  318  ;  41/71,  74.  When  it  comes  too  late  on  appeal,  there  having  been 
a  trial  at  common  law  upon  the  merits :  26  Ga.,  120.  Pleading  the  general  issue  and 
to  the  merits  by  non-resident  in  divorce,  admits  the  jurisdiction  :  31  Ga.,  223.  Section 
referred  to:  39  Ga.,  107;  49/579;  48/493-5.  But  if  plea  to  jurisdiction  at  same  time 
with  plea  to  the  merits  the  jurisdiction  is  not  waived  :  51  Ga.,  234.  As  to  waiver  of 
process:  52  Ga.,  22.  When  judgment  overruling  demurrer  debarred  from  setting  up 
the  same  by  illegality  :  54  Ga.,  486.  Where  garnishee  waived  his  non-residence  by  an- 

swering out  of  county  of  his  residence:  56  Ga.,  393.  Indorser  waived  his  right 
to  object  to  the  jurisdiction  by  appearing  and  pleading  to  the  merits:  59  Ga.,  845.  De- 

fendants in  equity  residing  out  of  the  State  appearing  and  pleading  to  the  merits  full 
equity  will  be  done  :  59  Ga.,  448.  A  plea  to  the  jurisdiction  must  be  filed  at  the  first 
term,  made  in  person  and  sworn  to  :  61  Ga.,  208. 

Wells'  Jur.,  $86.  Giving  of  bond  is  not  a  voluntary  appearance  which  waives  juris- 
diction :  2  Wojds,  437.  Appearance  waives  irregularity  in  process;  17  Am.  DM  525  ; 

Code,  $3335. 
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§3462.  (3410.)  (3391.)  Pleas  to  the  jurisdiction.  Pleas  to  the  jurisdic- 
tion must  be  pleaded  in  person,  and  must,  when  relied  on,  be  pleaded 

specially,  unless  a  want  of  jurisdiction  appears  on  the  face  of  the  pro- 
ceedings— in  which  case,  it  may  be  taken  advantage  of,  on  motion. 

§3463.  (3411.)  (3392.)  Contents  of  the  plea.  In  all  pleas  to  the  juris- 
diction of  the  Court,  it  must  appear  that  there  is  another  Court  in  this 

State  which  has  jurisdiction  of  the  case. 
When  pleas  to  jurisdiction  may  be  filed  and  the  law  of  1869,  authorizing  attornevs 

to  swear  to  pleas  does  not  repeal  this  section  as  to  pleas  being  plead  in  person  and  sworn 
to  by  defendant:  44  Ga.,  432  ;  61/208.  The  Act  of  1872  authorizing  persons  other  than 
defendants  of  record  to  swear  to  pleas  to  which  not  parties  is  unconstitutional :  55  Ga., 
36  ;  59/158.  Plea  to  jurisdiction  sworn  to  is  not  evidence  of  the  fact :  60  Ga.,  443.  And 
should  give  a  better  place  to  sue  within  the  jurisdiction  :  55  Ga.,  40. 

§3464.  (3412.)  (3393.)  Must  be  sworn  to.  A  plea  to  the  jurisdiction, 
being  a  dilatory  plea,  must  be  sworn  to. 

A  plea  to  the  jurisdiction  being  a  dilatory  plea  must  be  verified  :  17  Ga.,  573.  Must 
be  sworn  to  in  person :  61  Ga.,  208. 

General  Note. — Exceptions  to  jurisdiction  of  Court  cannot  be  taken  by  one  co-de- 
fendant for  the  other  :  4  Ga.,  572.  Where  the  verdict  under  some  evidence  was  sustained 

it  was  not  interfered  with:  28  Ga.,  308.  When  agreement  to  waive  should  be  in 
writing:  29  Ga.,  424.  The  Court  first  getting  jurisdiction  of  fraud  retains  it  :  30  Ga., 
300;  37/364.  So  also  as  to  State  and  Federal  Courts,  one  taking  jurisdiction  prevents 
interference  from  the  other :  32  Ga.,  191 ;  40/356.  A  plea  of  allowed  to  be  filed  after 
the  firit  term  to  which  the  suit  was  brought :  39  Ga.,  306. 

SECTION  II. 

OF    SET-OFF    AND    USURY. 

Section. 
3465.  Pleas  of  set-off. 
3466.  Set-off*  against  estates. 3467.  Judgments  may  be  set  off. 
3468.  Set-off  of  improvements. 

Section. 
3469.  Judgment  for  excess  of  set-off. 
3470.  Limitations  of  set-off. 
3470.  (a.)  Plea  of  usury. 

§3465.  (3413.)  (3394.)  Pleas  of  set-off.     Debts,  as  a  general  rule,  must  22900. 
be  mutual  between  the  same  parties  at  the  commencement  of  the  ac- 

tion to  be  set  off  against  each  other.     Every  plea  of  set-off  must  set  out 
the  demand  as  plainly  as  if  sued  on. 

Commencement  of  the  suit  and  not  the  time  of  trial  determines  when  mutual  debts 
set  off  against  each  other  :  9Ga.,594.  Must  be  mutual  demand  and  liquidated  to  be 
set-off:  12  Ga.,  78.  Where  by  contract  unliquidated  damages  could  beset-off:  55  Ga., 
357.     When  debts  not  mutual:  58  Ga.,  500.     Set  up  by  bill :  57  Ga.,  14. 

See  notes  to  $2899  et  seq. ;  £3261  (latter  clause) ;  12  Am.  D.,  152-157,  n  ;  Bliss  Code 
PL,  #367  et  seq. ;  Pomeroy  on  Remedies,  726.  Demand  against  obligee  obtained  after 
notice  of  assignment  of  bond  to  plaintiff,  not  allowed  as  set-off:  12  0.,  564:  note  to 
§2244. 

§3466.  (3414.)  (3395.)  Plea  of  set-offs  against  estates.  When  a  defend- 12905. 
ant  pleads  a  set-off  of  a  larger  amount  than  the  demand  of  the  testator 
or  intestate,  the  plaintiff  ma}7  reply  by  showing  that  the  estate  is  in- 

solvent, and  that  there  are  outstanding  debts,  of  higher  dignity  than 

the  defendant's  set-off,  sufficient  to  exhaust  the  assets,  for  the  purpose 
of  protecting  the  executor  or  administrator  from  an  absolute  judgment. 

Stated:  5  Ga.,  357. 

§3467.  (3415.)  (3396.)  Judgments  may  be  set  off.     One  judgment  may  §.-902. 
be  set  off  against  another,  on  motion,  whether  in  the  hands  of  an  origi- 

nal party  or  an  assignee. 
Legatee  or  purchaser  of  distributive  share  in  an  estate  may  set  off  the  same  in  equity 

against  a  judgment  in  favor  of  representative  of  estate  again't  legatee  or  owner  :  49  Ga., 254.     Where  note  or  account  can  be  plead  as  set-off  against  a  judgment:  57  Ga.,  166. 

13  Am.  D.,  729-731,  n  ;  Freeman  on  Judgments,  277,  467,  a. 
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§3468.  (3416.)  (3397.)  When  improvements  may  be  set  off  in  ejectment. 
§2906.  A  trespasser  cannot  set  off  improvements  in  an  action  brought  for  mesne 

profits,  except  when  the  value  of  the  premises  has  been  increased  by 
the  repairs  or  improvements  which  have  been  made.  In  that  case  the 
jury  may  take  into  consideration  the  improvements  or  repairs,  and  di- 

minish the  profits  by  that  amount,  but  not  below  the  sum  which  the 
premises  would  have  been  worth  without  such  improvements  or  re- 

pairs. When  improvements  may  be  set  off  against  a  claim  for  mesne  profits  :  9  Ga.,  440 ; 
39/328.  333.  When  not:  60  Ga.,  472-3.  Tenant  in  possession  in  ejectment  setting  off 
improvements  at  their  true  value  to  the  land:  47  Ga.,  540.  When  only  can  a  tres- 

passer set  off  improvements  against  action  for  mesne  profits :  51  Ga.,  88.  Section  re- 
ferred to  and  construed :  59  Ga.,  59. 

15  Am.  D.,  349-354,  full  note ;  notes  to  §2906. 

§3469.  (3417.)  (3398.)  Judgment  for  excess  of  set-off,  etc.  In  all  cases  of 
Act  of  1799,  mutual  debts  and  sets-off,  where  the  jury  shall  find  a  balance  for  the 
c.  p.  487.  defendant,  such  defendant  may  enter  up  judgment  for  the  amount,  and 
§33ii.  take  out  execution  in  such  manner  as  plaintiffs  may  do  by  this  Code: 

Provided,  such  defendants  shall,  at  the  time  of  filing  his  answer,  file 
therewith  a  true  copy  or  copies  of  the  subject-matter  of  such  sets-off; 
and  where  the  plaintiff  shall  be  indebted  to  the  defendant  on  open 
account  for  dealings  between  themselves,  and  where  the  defendant  shall 
hold  and  possess  in  his  own  right,  by  assignment,  indorsement,  or  other- 

wise, according  to  law,  any  bond,  note,  bill,  or  other  writing  for  money, 

or  other  thing,  of  the  plaintiff's,  such  defendant  may  offer  the  same  as 
set-off,  and,  on  due  proof,  shall  be  allowed  the  same. 

Judgment  for  excess:  57  Ga.,  145. 

§3470.  (3418.)  (3399.)  Limitations  of  sets-off.  The  statute  of  limita- 
tions applies  to  the  subject-matter  of  sets-off,  as  well  as  the  plaintiff's demand. 

See  :  20  Ga.,  696. 

[Sections  (3419)  and  (3420)  on  plea  of  usury,  repealed  by  Act  of  19th 
February,  1873.] 

§3470.  (a. )    What  a  plea  of  usury  must  set  forth.     The  plea  of  usury 
Irwin's       must  set  forth  the  sum  upon  which  it  was  paid,  or  to  be  paid,  the  time 
Code,  §3419.  wnen  the  contract  was  made,  when  payable,  and  the  amount  of  usury 

agreed  upon,  taken  or  reserved. 
1  Schoul.  Pers.  Pr.,  335,  339;  Tyler  on  Usury,  403.  Who  may  plead  :  7  Am.  D.,  372 

Plea  is  personal  to  debtor;  stranger  cannot  interpose  :  22  Am.  P., 287,  290,. n.  Grantee 
assuming  mortgage  debt  cannot  plead:  11  Am.  R.,  484;  20/758,  n.  Plea  withdrawn  in 
consideration  of  continuance,  defendant  not  allowed  to  interpose  plea  again :  19  Am. 
R.,  96.  Mere  agreement  not  to  plead,  cannot  be  enforced :  lb.  Must  be  strictly  proved : 
7  Wall.,  499.  Especially  where  contract  on  its  face  is  legal:  7  O.,  13  ;  against  bona  fide 
holder  :  2  Am.  D.,  155,  n.  Cannot  be  pleaded  by  second  mortgagee  in  action  on  prior 
mortgage:  32  Am.  R.,  749.  Surety  cannot  plead  in  action  on  his  own  note  given  for 

principal's :  30  Am.  R.,  385.  Nor  avail  himself  of,  paid  by  principal  on  non-negotiable 
note,  after  execution  and  in  reduction  thereof:  28  Am.  R.,  490.  Agent  taking  security 
in  his  own  name  as  principal,  upon  usurious  interest,  borrower  supposing  him  princi- 

pal, may  plead  usury  :  36  Am.  R.,  246. 

General  Note. — Copy  of  the  set-off  shall  be  filed  at  the  time  of  filing  the  answer : 
Rule  Superior  Court,  No.  12;  see  4  Ga.,  474,  221:  1/108,  134;  55/415;  22/193;  48/656; 
63/377;  13/459. 

SECTION  III. 

FAILURE   OF    CONSIDERATION. 

Section  3471.  Plea  of  failure  of  consideration. 

§3471.  (3421.)  (34G2.)  Plea  of  failure  of  consideration.     Whenever  an 
action  shall  be  commenced  at  common  law,  founded  upon  any  contract, 
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the  defendant  in  such  action  may  plead  and  give  in  evidence  to  the  Act  of  1836, 

jury,  upon  the  trial  thereof,  that  the   consideration  upon  which  said   -Pre- 
contract was  founded  has  totally  or  partially  failed.     Such  plea  shall  §§2748,  2857. 

only  be  pleaded  in  cases  between  the  original  parties  to  the  contract, 
or  their  privies  or  assignees,  whose  title  has  been  acquired  with  notice, 
actual  or  constructive,  or  by  operation  of  law. 

Plea  of  total  failure  of  consideration  on  the  ground  of  fraud:  9  Ga.,  532.  Where 
equity  will  relieve  the  transferee  of  a  note  to  the  extent  of  the  failure  of  the  consider- 

ation by  injunction  and  decree  :  10  Ga.,  214.  Where  pleas  of  obligees  of  bond  u»der 
seal  demurrable  when  alleges  want  of  consideration  :  13  Ga.,  505  ;  but  see  16  Ga.,  377. 
When  partial  failure  of  consideration  plead  after  first  term :  14  Ga.,  318;  20/531,  239; 
35/320;  17/103;  19/505.  Plea  of  failure  of  consideration  against  transferee  of  a  note 
with  full  knowledge  :  26  Ga.,  413.  Parol  evidence  to  show  payee  of  a  note  enforcing  it 
when  the  consideration  failed  :  18  Ga.,  440.  Partial  failure  of  consideration  in  a  rent 
note  proved  by  parol  evidence  :  23  Ga.,  45.  A  partial  failure  of  consideration  of  price 
of  lands :  28  Ga.,  276.  In  the  matter  of  a  proceeding  to  foreclose  mortgage  on  personal 
property  :  30  Ga.,  413  ;  39/376.  Will  not  avail  because  property  not  so  valuable  as  pur- 

chaser supposed  it  was  :  30  Ga.,  61.  When  defendant  must  allege  in  his  plea  notice  of 
failure  of  consideration  before  he  took  the  note  :  34  Ga.,  498.  Consideration  of  a  note 
on  its  face  does  not  carry  with  it  notice  of  its  failure  :  38  Ga.,  126.  Where  may  be  plead 
when  defect  in  the  chattel  not  apparent  to  the  purchaser  at  time  of  sale  and  not  dis- 

closed by  seller:  45  Ga.,  580.  Where  partial  payment  as  to  part  does  not  prevent  defective 
quality  being  plead  as  partial  failure  of  consideration  as  to  the  rest :  56  Ga.,  86.  Section 
referred  to  and  construed  :  56  Ga.,  207  ;  55/78.  Want  of  consideration  apparent  on  face 
of  contract  not  enforced,  although  no  plea  filed :  59  Ga.,  254 ;  56/210.  Plea  of,  defective 
where  no  allegation  of  "  written  notice  "  according  to  the  contract :  60  Ga.,  289.  When 
amendment  allowed  :  57  Ga.,  95.  Bearer  of  negotiable  note  taken  before  due  not  affected 
by  failure  of  consideration  unless  notice  of  it  before  he  traded  for  it  for  value :  61  Ga., 
208.  Evidence  excluded  on  plea  of  partial  failure  of  consideration  for  defect  in  quality 
of  goods:  56  Ga.,  87. 

1  Add.  Contr.,  §316-317  ;  notes  to  §2748.  Failure  of  consideration  by  breach  of  im- 
plied warranty  :  Notes  to  §2651. 

SECTION  IV. 

NON    EST    FACTUM. 

Section.  3472.  Plea  of  non  est  factum. 

83472.  (3422.)  (3403.)  Non  est  factum.     The  plea  of  non  est  factum  is  §§2785, 285i, 

a  denial  of  the  execution  of  the  instrument  sued  upon,  and  applies  to  2855, 3454- 
notes  and  other  instruments,  as  well  as  deeds,  and  applies  only  when 
the  execution  of  the  instrument  is  alleged  to  be  the  act  of  the  party 
filing  the  plea,  or  adopted  by  him. 

Need  not  prove  execution  of  bond  sued  on  unless  plea  of  non  est  factum  filed :  15 
Ga.,423 ;  7/31.  Also  as  to  bank  bills:  30  Ga.,  770.  Where  note  in  blank  could  be  filled 
up  by  holder:  13  Ga.,  61.  What  was  not  a  plea  of  non  est  factum,  and  need  not  be 
verified:  8  Ga.,  559.  Requiring  an  oath  to  any  denial  does  not  apply  to  instruments 
collaterally  introduced  in  evidence:  10  Ga.,  491.  Plea  must  be  to  the  factum  of  the 

signature:  16  Ga.,  217;  15/201.  It  must  be  an  answer  to  defendant's  allegation:  20 
Ga.,  1.  Insufficient  affidavit  to  plea  of  non  est  factum  :  26  Ga.,  649.  The  plea  must  be 
under  oath:  26  Ga.,  107-108.  Evidence  of  signing  the  name  of  another:  30  Ga.,  32. 
Form  of  plea  when  made  by  representative  of  deceased  on  the  appeal  allowed  by  way 
of  amendment:  34  Ga.,  435-437.  Where  suit  is  against  the  firm,  and  the  plea  must 
deny  the  signature  of  the  firm  as  attached  :  20  Ga.,  3  ;  23/170  ;  49/472-473.  When  may 
be  plead  after  first  term  on  sufficient  reason  shown  :  54  Ga.,  70.  Slight  evidence  when 
this  plea  filed  sufficient  to  carry  the  case  to  jury  :  54  Ga.,  273.  Only  plead  at  term  of 
Court  after  first  term  by  way  of  amendment:  60  Ga.,  50;  61/234.  Where  note  lost 
during  trial  and  this  plea  filed,  may  proceed  without  establishing  a  copy  :  60  Ga.,  131-2. 
Unless  an  indorsement  is  denied  under  oath,  need  not  be  proved :  63  Ga.,  380-384. 
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SECTION  V. 

OF    OTHER    PLEAS. 

Section. 
3473.  Pleas  peculiar  to  executors,  etc. 
3474.  Other  pleas  by  them. 
3475.  Plea  of  nul  tiel  record. 

Section. 
3476.  Of  the  former  recovery,  etc. 
3477.  Plea  of  coverture. 
3478.  Defenses  by  Sheriff. 

g§2894,  2898, 

§3473.    (3423.)    (3404.)   Pleas  peculiar  to  executors  and  administrators. 
When  an  executor  or  administrator  is  sued  as  such,  he  may  plead  ne 
unques  executor,  or  that  no  assets  have  come  into  his  hands,  or  plene 

administravit  prseter*  a  sum  not  sufficient  to  satisfy  debts  of  a  higher 
nature  against  the  deceased,  held  by  third  persons,  or  plene  administravit, 
that  he  has  fully  administered  the  assets  that  came  into  his  hands,  or, 
pending  the  action,  his  letters  testamentary  or  of  administration  have 
been  revoked,  and  the  administration  committed  to  another,  to  whom 
all  the  assets  which  came  into  his  hands  have  been  delivered. 

Discovery  as  to  usury  when  plea  filed  applies  to  representatives  of  an  estate:  4  Ga., 
474.  The  judgment  against  must  be  de  bonis  testator  is,  except  when  oe  bovds  testatoris 
plead  or  a  release,  and  the  plea  found  against :  7  Ga.,  31.  Statute  of  frauds  must  be 
set  up  by  plea  to  be  taken  advantage  of:  13  Ga.,  452.  Rule  as  to  when  administrator 
must  make  profert  of  letters  of  administration,  and  when  defendant  plead  ne  unques, 
etc. :  18  Ga.,  679.  When  equity  will  interfere  when  plea  of  plene  administravit  prseter 
plead:  37  Ga.,  230;  21/442.  Where  administrator  should  make  the  point  that  the  suit 
did  not  survive  against  the  estate :  45  Ga.,  91.  Where  on  plea  of  plene  administravit 
prx  er  complainant  entitled  to  judgment  de  bonis,  etc. :  46  Ga.,  361.  Where  equity  will 
relieve  administrator  on  ground  of  mistake  :  49  Ga.,  98  ;  55/129  ;  45/205  ;  37/230;  52/347. 
When  equity  will  give  no  relief:  56  Ga.,  263,  286.  Plea  of  plene  administravit  tiled, 
plaintiff  should  show  sufficient  assets:  49  Ga.,  367.  Re-opening  a  judgment  to  allow 
plea  of  plene  administravit:  53  Ga.,  91.  When  the  plea  of  plene  administravit  cannot 
be  withdrawn :  53  Ga.,  24.  When  executors  cannot  defend  themselves  under  a  plea  of 
plene  administravit :  55  Ga,,  449.  When  no  plea  of  ne  unques  administrator,  proof  of 
representative  character  not  necessary:  55  Ga.,  103.  Plea  of  outstanding  debts  to  ac- 

tion for  money  legacy:  58  Ga.,  443.  As  to  lien  of  the  execution  where  judgment 
quando  acciderint,  plea  of  plene  administravit  being  filed  :  59  Ga.,  550. 

Plene  administravit:  Williams  Exrs.,  1952  ;  3  Redf.  Wills,  294;  5  Cr.,  19;  8  Wh.,  675. 
Failure  to  plead:  1  Am.  D.,  557.  Burden  of  proof  on  administrator:  1  Am.  D.,  110. 

Effect  of  general  submission  to  arbitration:  Note  to  Code,  #2537.  aWilliams  Exrs., 
1956. 

§3474.  (3424.)  (3405.)  Other  pleas  by  executors,  etc.  An  executor  or 
administrator,  when  the  cause  of  action  originated  in  the  life-time  of 
the  testator  or  intestate,  may  plead  any  plea  which  such  testator  or 
intestate  might  plead  if  living,  and  he  may  also  plead  in  abatement  in 
all  such  cases  where  such  plea  is  applicable. 

§3475.  (3425.)  (3406.)  Plea  of  nul  tiel  record.  The  plea  of  nul  tiel  record 
can  only  be  pleaded  to  a  record  which  is  the  gist  or  foundation  of  the 
action,  and  not  to  a  record  which  is  stated  as  an  inducement  only. 

Plea  of  scire  facias  to  make  parties:  3  Ga.,  27.  Decided  by  the  Court  on  inspection 
of  the  record:  9  Ga.,  503.  Can  only  be  plead  to  the  record,  the  gist  and  foundation  of 
the  action:  11  Ga.,  460.  When  it  may  be  plead:  15  Ga.,  275.  How  the  plea  should 
conclude  in  case  of  domestic  and  foreign  judgment:  11  Ga.,  519. 

Proper  plea  to  suit  on  foreign  judgment:  17  Am.  D.,  356. — Freeman  Judg.,  §459. 

§3476.  (3426.)  (3407.)  Pleas  of  former  recovery  and  pendency  of  former 

,  suit.  A  former  recovery,*  or  the  pendencyb  of  a  former  suit  for  the  same 
cause  of  action,  between  the  same  parties,  in  the  same  or  any  other 
Court  that  has  jurisdiction,  shall  be  a  good  cause  of  abatement;  but  if 
the  first  action  is  so  defective  that  no  recovery  can  be  possibly  had,  the 
pendency  of  a  former  suit  will  not  abate  the  action. 

When  a  decision  on  demurrer  to  the  merits  is  a  bar  to  another  suit:  30  Ga.,  47; 
27/45  ;  56/185  ;  34/499.  Must  be  plead  in  abatement,  for  it  is  a  waiver  to  go  to  trial: 
39  Ga.,  559.  Cannot  by  dismissing  first  suit  brought,  avoid  the  plea:  44  Ga.,  659.  Need 
not  set  forth  the  record  where  filed  to  bring  a  fact  to  the  knowledge  of  the  Court:  4 

Ga.,  558,  571.  Where  a  judgment  in  Justice's  Court  on  an  account  could  not  be  plead  in 
bar  of  a  suit  in  the  Superior  Court :  45  Ga.,  156.  Unproductive  suit  on  guardian's 
bond  does  not  prevent  suit  by  wards  to  recover  from  third  party  :  55  Ga.,  21.     Record 
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of  former  recovery  not  admissible  under  plea  of  not  guilty  :  55  Ga.,  228.  A  plea  and 
not  a  motion  proper,  unless  the  adjudication  in  former  suit  appears  on  the  face  of  the 
declaration:  57  Ga.,  63.  Suit  here  and  attachment  in  another  State  may  proceed 
against  same  person' for  same  debt:  58  Ga.,  130.  Section  cited  where  res  adjudicata  by 
way  of  amendment  to  general  issue  :  59  Ga.,  157,  165.  And  must  be  specially  plead, 
and  not  admissible  under  general  issue :  59  Ga.,  240.  Plea  of  former  judgment  void  for 
want  of  service :  61  Ga.,  210.     See  notes  to  collateral  sections. 

a18  Am.  D.,  152;  Freeman  Judg.,  460;  Herman  on  Estoppel,  16  ;  personal  judgment: 
lb.,  35;  judgment  in  personam :  lb.,  60;  judgment  in  rem:  lb.,  109;  judgment  of  Infe- 

rior Court:  lb.,  144;  27  Am.  D.,  140-150,  n;  foreign:  lb.,  192;  notes  to  £23577,  3826- 
3827.  Forms  of  plea:  Bigelow  on  Estoppel,  513.  bPlea  of  pending  suit  in  another 
State  :  25  Am.  D.,  195-197,  n. 

§3477.  (3427.)  (3408.)  Plea  of  coverture.  When  a,  feme  sole  is  sued  on  §1760. 
a  contract  made  by  her  while  covert,  and  she  pleads  her  coverture  in  bar, 
it  is  not  a  sufficient  reply  that  she  promised  to  pay  or  perform  the  con- 

tract after  she  is  constituted  a  free  dealer,  or  becomes  a,  feme  sole,  unless 
it  be  shown  that  there  was  a  new  consideration,  or  moral  obligation, 
or  separate  estate  secured  to  her  at  the  time  she  made  the  contract. 

Stated:  15  Ga..  358. 

§3478.  (34280  (3409.)  Defense  by  Sheriff.  A  Sheriff,  or  other  officer, 

cannot  defend  himself  against'an  action  for  escape  by  showing  that  the 
process  under  which  the  arrest  was  made  was  irregular,  though  he  may 
when  the  process  is  void. 

Stated  :  15  Ga.,  423. 

General  Note. — Pleas  to  jurisdiction  must  be  made  at  first  opportunity  :  7  Ga.,  238. 
To  a  plea  of  misnomer,  s-iffieient  reply  that  party  is  as  well  known  by  one  name  as  the 
other:  17  Ga.,  615.  No  dilatory  plea  after  case  tried  on  its  merits  and  pending  an  ap- 

peal:  28  Ga.,  543.  Where  statute  of  limitations  cannot  be  plead  at  law  :  30  Ga.,  770. 
And  as  to  evidence  under  special  plea  as  statute  of  limitations  :  30  Ga.,  619.  Where 
the  plea  of  non- joinder  should  have  been  admitted  :  35  Ga,,  71.  How  illegal  contract 
should  he  plead:  63  Ga.,  532.  Where  pleas  of  damage  and  recoupment  too  indefinite: 
56  Ga.,  511.  As  to  equitable  pleas:  62  Ga.,  401;  56/627;  52/468.  Of  set-off  refused: 
63  Ga.,  298.  Of  mistake  must  set  forth  facts  constituting  it :  44  Ga.,  38.  Same  rule  as 
to  fraud  or  duress  :  55  Ga.,  412.  As  to  plea  of  insanity:  38  Ga.,  491.  Plea  of  bank- 

ruptcy should  set  forth  copy  of  discharge:  61  Ga.,  500.  And  when  discharge  plead, 
case  must  go  to  jury  :  44  Ga.,  161.  Where  sworn  plea  is  evidence:  57  Ga.,  449.  Pleas 
that  contract  in  aid  of  the  rebellion  :  49  Ga.,  419  ;  51/154  ;  52/526. 

CHAPTER  II. 

OF     AMENDMENTS 

Article  1. — General  Principles. 
Article  2. — Particular  Cases. 

ARTICLE  I. 

general  principles. 

Section. 
3479.  Amendment  of  pleadings. 
8480.  New  parties,  etc.,  not  allowable. 
348L  Amendment  to  include  issue. 
3482.  Imposition  of  terms. 
3483.  Misnomers. 
3484.  Names  of  partners. 

Section. 

3485.  Names'  Of  defendants. 
3486.  Names  of  plaintiffs. 

34b7.  Representative  character", 3488.  Omission  of  jurisdiction. 
8489.  Scire  facias  amendable. 
8490.  Amendments  of  process. 

§347§.  (3429.)  (3410.)    Amendments  of  pleadings^  when  aVowed>      All  Act  of  1799, 

parties,  whether  plaintiffs  or  defendants  in  the  Superior  or  other  Courts  J  F'  f%\8 
(except  the  Supreme  Court,)  whether  at  law  or  in  equity,  may,  at  any  c*  p,  488. 
stage  of  the  cause,  as  matter  of  right,  amend  their  pleadings  in  all  res- 
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Acts  of  1853  pects,  whether  in  matter  of  form  or  of  substance,  provided  there  is 
-4,  p.  48.     enough  in  the  pleadings  to  amend  by.* 

Where  there  is  nothing  to  amend  by:  4  Ga.,364.  But  a  valid  cause  of  action  must 
be  set  forth  to  admit  of  an  amendment  thereto  :  49  Ga.,  107.  Where  there  is  cause  of 
action  set  forth,  although  defective,  it  is  amendable  under  Act  of  1818:  5  Ga.,  482.  Al- 

lowed on  appeal  trials,  even  after  the  case  submitted  to  the  jury:  4  Ga.,  445,  203. 
Plaintiff  in  ejectment  may  amend  by  extending  time  of  demise  after  case  gone  to  jury: 
7  Ga.,  387.  When  plaintiff  should  on  notice  make  his  motion  to  amend  at  appeaiance 
term  :  8  Ga.,  209.  Amendment  to  pleading  any  time  before  case  finally  submitted  to 
the  jury  :  9  Ga.,  133.  When  may  amend  declaration  by  alleging  a  new  promise  :  9Ga., 
4.  Forms  under  Act  of  1847,  amendable  so  as  to  conform  to  the  form  under  the  Act: 
22  Ga.,  586 ;  13/311 ;  14/384 ;  10/368.  As  to  actions  of  libel  and  slander :  19  Ga. ,  588 ;  18/52. 
Under  Act  of  1854  may  amend  declaration  at  any  stage  of  the  cause  in  form  or  substance  : 
19Ga.,423;  17/126;  25/74,76.  But  this  Act  does  not  authorize  the  order  of  pleading  re- 

versed :  28Ga.,543;  20/379.  Affidavits  against  intruders  not  amendable  under  Act  of 
1854  :  26  Ga.,  436.  Where  declaration  defective  because  without  bill  of  particulars  at- 

tached, amendable  and  cured  by  verdict:  3  Ga.,  79.  Cannot  in  suit  on  foreign  judg- 
ment amend  by  count  on  original  cause  of  indebtedness :  3  Ga.,  426.  Motion  to  amend 

after  non-suit  awarded  but  not  entered,  is  in  time  :  26  Ga.,  617 ;  28/29.  Non-joinder  of 
party  who  ought  to  be  sued  as  defendant  amendable  under  Act  of  1850:  23  Ga.,  600. 
Garnishment  bond  amendable  :  30  Ga.,  540.  As  to  filing  plea  of  non  est  factum  on  ap- 

peal :  34  Ga.,  435.  When  affidavit  of  illegality  amendable  :  34  Ga.,  270  ;  45/610.  When 
not :  34 Ga.,  268.  Amendments  in  action  of  trespass  by  other  counts  :  23  Ga.,  590.  When 
declaration  and  process  amendable  :  26  Ga.,  430.  Where  declaration  is  ambiguous  may 
be  amended  under  Act  of  1854 :  27  Ga.,  401.  Section  referred  to  as  to  right  to  amend  : 
41  Ga.,  84.  Allowed  at  any  time  before  case  sent  to  jury:  9  Ga.,  133.  And  sometimes 
after  case  given  to  the  jury  :  16Ga.,7;  41/84.  Attachment  return  amendable:  35  Ga., 
157.  Must  be  flagrant  case  for  Supreme  Court  to  interfere  with  amendments  allowed 
in  Court  below:  3  Ga.,  127;  1/463.  Cannot  introduce  new  cause  of  action  but  may 
new  count:  51  Ga.,  518,  618;  56/354;  8/209,61;  19/313;  53/112.  After  demurrer  granted 
to  whole  declaration  cannot  amend :  4  Ga.,  364.  Second  original  byway  of  amendment : 
35  Ga.,  270.  The  failure  to  aver  the  residence  of  the  defendant  in  the  county,  amendable: 
13  Ga..  318.  Verdictmay  be  amended  so  as  to  conform  to  the  declaration  :  lGa.,463.  Bill 
in  equity  amendable  before  remittitur  made  the  judgment  of  the  Court  below :  45  Ga.,  195 ; 
47/500.  A  declaration  amended  so  as  to  include  usees  :  31  Ga.,  393.  Imperfect  signing  of 
declaration  curable  by  amendment :  31Ga.,337.  Ejectment  suit  not  amendable  by  strik- 

ing out  old  plaintiff  and  substituting  new  one  :  29Ga.,320.  Amending  declaration  by 
striking  out  two  of  defendants  and  making  one  of  defendants  plaintiff,  suing  for  use  of 
original  plaintiff:  26  Ga.,  395.  Declaration  for  damage  for  breach  of  warranty  amended 
so  as  to  charge  defendant  with  knowledge  of  it  at  time  of  sale  :  40  Ga.,  115.  Where  as- 

signee in  bankruptcy  not  made  party  plaintiff  by  amendment  in  attachment:  39  Ga., 
29.  Where  lost  note  found,  declaration  amended  so  as  to  sue  on  the  original:  46  Ga., 
401.  Could  not  amend  a  suit  against  one  in  capacity  as  administrator  by  change  to,  as  an 
individual:  49  Ga.,  602.  When  amendment  should  have  been  allowed  on,  suit 

on  administrator's  bond:  43  Ga.,  275.  Need  not  make  affidavit  to  amend  answer 
unless  where  answer  sworn  to:  51  Ga.,  341.  Name  twice  changed  by  amend- 

ment no  ground  to  quash  the  execution:  53  Ga.,  274.  Declaration  in  statutory 
form  amendable  and  relates  back  to  commencement  of  the  suit:  54  Ga.,  59;  55/171. 
When  counter-affidavit  to  factor's  lien  not  amendable :  55  Ga.,  56.  Where  general  issue 
filed  at  first  term  all  substantial  pleas  could  be  added  by  amendment :  61  Ga.,  245; 
59/160.  As  to  amending  judgments :  59  Ga.,  350.  No  amendment  of  bill  when  before 
Master  in  Chancery  :  56  Ga.,  125.  Equitable  defense  cannot  be  set  up  at  law  where  a 
new  party  to  be  introduced  :  60  Ga.,  150.  Where  no  amendment  by  adding  new  par- 

ties should  be  allowed  :  60  Ga.,  638.  Exceptions  should  be  made  at  term  when  allowed 
and  not  afterwards  :  61  Ga.,  483  ;  60/414.  Amending  declaration  so  as  to  set  forth  the 
note  accurately  and  fully :  62  Ga.,  298.  Section  referred  to  as  to  right  to  amend  at  any 
stage  of  the  case:  63  Ga.,  409.  May  amend  complaint  for  land  by  adding  abstract  of 

plaintiff's  title:  61  Ga.,  449.  Amendment  not  allowed  by  striking  out  agent's  and 
substituting  principal's  name  :  61  Ga.,  161.  No  amendments  allowed  adding  new  par- ties :  63  Ga.,  679. 

§3480.  (3430.)  (3411.)  New  cause  of  action  and  parties  not  allowable. 

No  amendment  adding  a  new  and  distinct  cause  of  action,3,  or  new  and 
distinct  parties,  shall  be  allowed  unless  expressly  provided  for  by  law. 

When  cannot  add  new  count  to  suit  on  foreign  judgment :  3  Ga.,  426.  May  add  a 
new  count  if  adhere  to  original  cause  of  action  :  8  Ga.,  61.  When  cannot  at  trial  term 
add  a  count  for  new  and  distinct  ground  of  injury  :  10  Ga.,  580.  Making  a  new  case 
from  original  bill  not  admissible:  14  Ga.,320;  19/313.  Amendments  of  other  plain- 

tiff's in  action  for  land  not  admissible  :  18  Ga.,  399;  20/659.  Section  referred  to  and 
construed  :  39  Ga.,  38  ;  59/357  ;  46/406-407;  49/110  ;  53/112.  Where  resort  to  equity  to 
add  new  parties  :  56  Ga.,  222-3.  Where  the  trespass  to  be  inserted  by  amendment  dis- 

allowed :  56  Ga.,  354.     Declaration  in  attachment  on  note  not  amended  by  count  on 

*  Note.— Act  of  1858,  p.  93,  extended  amendment  to  Justices'  Courts. 
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judgment :  58  Ga.,  167.  Equitable  defense  not  set  up  at  law  where  new  party  required : 
60  Ga.,  150.  Not  by  making  procheinami  party  claimant  instead  of  guardian:  64  Ga., 

519.  When  complaint  in  ejectment  not  amendable  by  substituting  another  plaintiff': 29  Ga.,  320. 

*2Am.  D.,  415;  11/610;  13/517;  16/407;  17/237;  19/282;  Bliss  Code  Pleading,  #429 ; 
in  divorce  cases:  Note  to  $1717. 

§3481.  (3431.)  Amendments  to  include  issue.  When  any  suit  or  ac*  Act  of  1827, 

tion  is  pending  in  any  Court  of  law  or  equity  in  this  State,  for  theCp'48y' 
recovery  of  personal  property,  the  issue  of  said  property  born,  or  to  be 
born,  or  accruing  after  the  commencement  of  such  suit  or  action,  may 
be  recovered  in  such  suit  or  action,  and  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  Court 
to  allow  the  declaration  or  bill  to  be  amended  at  any  stage  of  the  pro- 

ceedings so  as  to  include  such  issue. 
§3482.  (3432.)  (3412.)  Amending  party  may  be  put  upon  terms.     In  case  Acts  of  1853 

the  party  applying  for  leave  to  amend  the  pleadings  or  other  proceed- ~4- p-  48- 
ings  shall  have  been  guilty  of  negligence  in  respect  to  the  matter  of 
amendment,  the  Court  may  compel  him  to  pay  his  adversary  the  cost 
of  the  proceedings  for  which  he  moves,  and  may  force  reasonable  and 
equitable  terms  upon  him  at  discretion,  not  touching  the  real  merits 
of  the  cause  in  <iDntroversy. 

Terms  should  be  prescribed  before  amendment  allowed :  21  Ga.,  179.  Which  should 
be  done  so  as  to  discourage  negligence  and  delay:  26  Ga.,  167.  Cost  should  be  paid 
before  opening  a  default  in  not  pleading  :  31  Ga.,  335.  When  action  for  libel  not  amend- 

able by  count  for  trespass  :  56  Ga.,  351.  Discretion  of  Court  imposing  payment  of  costs 
on  amending  party  not  controlled  unless  abused  :  56  Ga.,  311. 

§3483.  (3433.)  (3413.)  Misnomers  amendable  instanter.    All  misnomers,  Act  of  i£50 

whether  in  the  christian  or  surname,  made  in  writs,  petitions,  bills  0rc'p"493- 
other  judicial  proceedings  on  the  civil  side  of  the  Court,  shall,  on  mo- 

tion, be  amended  and  corrected  instanter,  without  working  unneces- 
sary delay  to  the  party  making  the  same. 

Stated  :  14  Ga.,  277.  In  trover  changing  christian  name  from  William  to  James  : 
7  Ga.,  105  When  mistake  in  christian  name  in  immaterial  part  of  affidavit  will  not 
vitiate  the  proceedings:  17  Ga.,  616.  Misnomer  in  an  appeal  amendable:  17  Ga.,  68. 
Misnomer  in  forthcoming  bond:  26  Ga.,  228.  Variance  in  name  betveen  judgment 
and  execution,  although  amendable,  renders  execution  illegal:  57  Ga.,  69.  Section 
referred  to ;  misnomer  amendable  instanter :  60  Ga.,  132.  A  demise  in  ejectment  amended 
by  insertion  of  another  christian  name  :  63  Ga.,  522. 

§3484.  (3434.)  (3414.)  Names  of  partners  may  be  added  instanter.     In  Act  of  i8.r>o 
all  suits  by  or  against  partners,  or  where  any  two  or  more  pe-sons  sue     p'4 
or  are  sued  in  the  same  action,  and  the  name  of  any  person  who  ought 
to  be  joined  in  such  action  as  plaintiff  or  defendant  is  omitted,  the 
omissions  shall,  on  motion,  be  amended  by  adding  the  proper  party  in- 
stanter. 

When  failure  to  join  as  plaintiff  a  joint  contractor  having  no  real  interest,  no  reason 
for  arresting  judgment:  40  Ga.,  127.  When  amendment  of  a  garnishment  bond  by  in- 

serting signature  of  partner  for  the  firm  should  have  been  permitted :  51  Ga.,  574. 

§3485.  (3435.)  (3415.)  Names  of  one  or  more  defendants  may  be  stricken. 
When  two  or  more  persons  sue  or  are  sued  in  the  same  action,  either 
on  a  contract  or  for  a  tort,  the  plaintiff  may  amend  his  declaration  by 
striking  out  one  or  more  of  such  defendants  and  proceed  against  the 
remaining  defendant  or  defendants,  if  there  is  no  other  legal  difficulty 
in  the  case. 

Stated  :  45  Ga.,  97.  When  not  allowed  by  striking  out  one  party  litigant  and  substi- 
tuting another  in  affidavit  of  illegality:  34  Ga.,  269-270.  Section  referred  to  and  con- 
strued :  45  Ga.,  92,  107 :  60/549.  As  to  misjoinder  of  defendants  in  attachment  correct- 

able: 60  Ga.,  547.  When  no  amendment  allowed  striking  agents  and  substituting  their 
principals  as  defendants  :  61  Ga.,  161. 

§3486.  (3436.)  (3416.)  Name  of  one  or  more  plaintiffs  may  be  stricken. 
When  several  plaintiffs  sue  jointly,  the  declaration  may  \>e  amended 
by  striking  out  the  name  of  one  or  more  of  such  plaintiffs.  And 
when  it  becomes  necessary  for  the  purpose  of  enforcing  the  rights  of 

56 
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such  plaintiff,  he  may  amend  by  substituting  the  name  of  another  per- 
son in  his  stead,  suing  for  his  use. 

Where  party  plaintiff  might  be  stricken  in  an  action  of  trover :  24  Ga.,  526.  By  insert- 
ing name  of  payee  for  the  use  of  such  person  :  25  Ga.,  400.  By  inserting  names  of 

usees  :  31  Ga.,  393.  When  cannot  in  ejectment  suit  strike  out  old  plaintiff  and  substi- 
tute another :  29  Ga.,  320.  Not  permitted  to  use  name  of  usee  when  effect  would  be  to 

deprive  defendant  of  a  set-off:  35  Ga.,  267.  New  plaintiff  suing  for  use  of  former 
made  by  amendment :  41  Ga.,  652.  Section  cited  and  construed:  43  Ga.,  354;  45/107. 
Where  may  strike  out  name  of  nominal  party  and  suit  proceed  in  usee's  name  :  56 
Ga.,  554.  Amendment  by  adding  the  name  of  usees  :  60  Ga.  637.  Suit  by  husband 

and  wife  for  legacy  amended  by  inserting  that  they  sue  for  wife's  use:  61  Ga.,  671. 
That  name  of  plaintiff  twice  changed  by  amendment  does  not  vitiate  :  53  Ga.,  274. 

Suit  by  A.  for  use  of  B.,  it  appearing  that  before  suit  A.  had  assigned  his  claim  to 

B.,  amendment  striking  A.'s  name  allowed  after  verdict:  2  Woods,  463. 

§3487.  (3437.)  (3417.)  Representative  character  of  parties  may  be  changed. 
In  an  action  by  or  against  an  executor,  administrator,  or  other  repre- 

sentative, the  declaration  may  be  amended  by  striking  out  the  repre- 
sentative character  of  such  plaintiff  or  defendant.  And  in  an  action 

by  or  against  an  individual,  the  pleadings  may  be  amended  by  insert- 
ing his  representative  character. 

By  striking  out  "as  trustee"  in  action  of  trover  :  8  Ga.,  61.  Name  of  trustee's  suc- 
cessor substituted  :  30  Ga.,  30.  When  the  representative  character  cannot  be  stricken 

out:  11  Ga.,  599.  Bill  amended  so  as  to  have  it  brought  in  name  of  next  friend  or 
guardian  :  14  Ga.,  255.  Suit  on  non-negotiable  note  amended  by  inserting  name  of 
payee  for  use  of  such  person  :  26  Ga.,  395  ;  25/400.  By  inserting  word  "as"  before  ad- 

ministrator in  suit  by  him:  25Ga.,177.  But  see  when  not  necessary  :  54Ga.,537;  57/149. 
When  omission  of  names  as  usees  can  be  supplied  by  amendment :  31  Ga.,  393.  May 
insert  an  amendment  of  party  suing  in  representative  character:  52  Ga.,  500.  Where 
judgment  against  administrator  could  be  amended  so  as  to  luake  proper  averments: 
53  Ga.,  387.  Cannotstrike  outagents'  andsubstitute  principals'  names  as  defendants :  61 
Ga  ,  161.  Representative  character  of  plaintiff  inserted  in  action  not  affected  any  more 
by  limitations  than  before  :  63  Ga.,  237. 

§3488.  (3438.,  (3418.)  Omission  of  jurisdiction  amendable.  The  omis- 
sion to  give  the  Court  jurisdiction  in  the  pleadings  is  amendable. 

Failure  to  aver  that  defendant  resides  in  the  county  amendable  :  14  Ga.,  589  ;  13/318. 
Section  referred  to  where  attachment  returned  to  wrong  district :  45  Ga.,  298-299. 

§3489.  (3439.)  (3419.)  Scire  facias  amendable.  Scire  facias  is  amenda- 
ble as  other  pleadings. 

Stated :  13  Ga.,  190.  Clerical  omission  in  the  direction  amendable :  19  Ga.,  597.  Sec- 
tion referred  to  :  53  Ga.,  566. 

§3490.  (3440.)  (3420.)  Amendment  of  process.  Void  process,  or  where 
there  is  no  process  or  waiver  thereof,  cannot  be  amended,  but  if  ser- 

vice be  acknowledged  by  the  defendant,  and,  upon  hearing  testimony, 
the  Court  becomes  satisfied  that  process  was  waived  by  the  defendant, 
and  that  at  the  time  such  service  was  acknowledged,  by  accident  or 
mistake,  the  entry  of  such  waiver  was  omitted,  such  omission  may  be 
supplied  by  amendment  nunc  pro  tunc. 

See  :  22  Ga.,  364.  Can  be  no  waiver  as  to  void  process:  13  Ga.,  218;  16/194.  But 
can  where  mere  irregularity  as  to  judgment:  57  Ga.,  138.  Where  no  process  and  no 
waiver  of  it  the  whole  is  defective  :  17  Ga.,  67  ;  20/225 ;  52/22.  Defective  copy  of  pro- 

cess not  same  strictness  as  where  the  original  defective:  20  Ga.,  581.  Where  waiver  of 
process  left  out  by  mistake  .•  21  Ga.,  420.  Declaration  and  process  calling  defendant  to 
wrong  day  amendable  if  he  appeared  :  26  Ga.,  430.  Process  on  back  of  writ  stating  case 
or  naming  defendant  sufficient  and  if  it  is  not,  amendable:  29  Ga.,  339.  Process  of 
garnishment  issued  and  signed  by  Sheriff  void  :  30  Ga.,  159-161.  As  to  amendments 
and  service  after  return  term  of  process  :  35  Ga.,  104.  As  to  appearance  waiving  pro- 

cess: 59  Ga.,  327-329. 
General  Note. — An  amendment  relates  back  to  the  commencement  of  the  suit : 

54  Ga.,  59.  Attachment  issued  by  Justice  and  returnable  to  wrong  Court,  amended: 
35  Ga.,  157  ;  45/298.  Award  of  arbitrators,  motion  to  set  aside,  amendable  :  39  Ga., 
678.  Bill  of  particulars,  suit  in  County  Court  amendable  by  adding:  58  Ga.,  138. 
Failure  to  attach  to  declaration,  cured  by  amendment :  Wilson  vs.  Strieker,  Pamphlt., 

Feb'y.  term,  1881,  p.  30.  Certiorari,  when  amendable  nunc  pro  tunc:  23  Ga.,  227.  Re- 
turn of  magistrate  to,  when  affidavit  required  before  amendment  to,  allowed:  26  Ga., 

413.     No  amendment  allowed  to,  after  judgment  in  case  in  Supreme  Court :  40  36.  Ga.j 
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Claim,  amendment  that  enlarges  and  changes  issue  in,  not  germain  :  48  Ga.,  619.  Affi- 
davit not  amendable,  etc. :  63  Ga.,  496.  Copy  note  in  declaration  amended  so  as  to 

conform  to  original:  65  Ga.,  124.  Declaration,  amendment  to,  allowed  after  case  had 
gone  to  jury  :  4  Ga.,  203  ;  7/387.  Demurrer  to,  sustained,  there  is  nothing  to  amend  : 
4  Ga.,  364.  On  notes  for  specific  articles  of  property,  not  amendable,  when  :  8  Ga.,  51. 
Plaintiff  having  notice  of  fatal  defect  in,  atappearance  term,  too  late  to  amend  at  next: 
8  Ga.,  209.  Cannot  introduce  entirely  new  cause  of  action  by  amendment  of:  8  Ga., 
6i:  14/322;  59/357;  Broach  vs.  Kelly,  Pamplt.,  Sept.,  1880,  p.  44.  Insertion  of  other 
plaintiff  in  complaint  for  land,  not  admissible  :  18  Ga.,  399;  20/659  ;  29/320.  Plaintiff 
in  ejectment  may  amend,  by  striking  out  two  of  three  defendants:  26 Ga.,  238.  Amen- 

ded by  plaintiff  substituting- another  for  himself,  and  amendment  stricken,  the  case 
stands  as  at  first :  28  Ga.,  435.  Leave  to  plaintiff  to  amend  by  agreement :  28  Ga.,  513. 
Amendment  by  striking  out  demise  from  one  and  inserting  demise  from  another,  is  a 
new  cause  of  action:  30  Ga.,  873;  38/439.  Amended  by  striking  out  name  of  trus- 

tee for  married  woman  and  inserting  her  own,  after  death  of  husband:  42  Ga.,  352. 
Where  it  was  error  to  dismiss  case  because  Court  refused  to  allow  plaintiff  to  amend, 
etc.  :  45  Ga,,553.  Action  by  trustee  for  married  woman  (and  her  children)  amended  on 
her  death  by  making  children  formal  parties,  etc.  :  48  Ga.,  537.  To  be  amendable,  must 
set  forth  a  valid  cause  of  action  :  49  Ga.,  107.  In  account  amended  by  adding  count  for 
money  paid  on  purchase  of  property  from  which  plaintiff  had  been  evicted  by  para- 

mount title:  52  Ga.,  576.  Amended  by  adding  "for  use"  of  another:  52  Ga.,  130. 
Amended  counts  in  trover  and  trespass  barred  by  statute  :  52  Ga.,  240 ;  56/554  ;  59/644. 
In  statutory  form  amendable  :  54  Ga.,  59  ;  55/171.  Cannot  be  amended  by  adding  new 
and  distinct  cause  of  action,  or  new  and  distinct  parties  :  59  Ga.,  357.  In  name  of  hus- 

band and  wife,  amendable  by  adding  for  wife's  use:  61  Ga.,  671.  Doctrine  of  amend- 
ments discussed  :  10  Ga.,  180.  Equity,  when  pleadings  in,  are  made  up  and  cause  set 

down,  etc.,  amendment  allowed  to  bill  only  in  special  cause:  14  Ga.,  320.  After  de- 
murrer to  bill  in,  sustained  and  affirmed  by  Supreme  Court,  complainant  cannot  amend 

unless  amendment  shows  ground  for  equitable  relief  beyond  reasonable  doubt,  etc.  : 
64  Ga.,  516.  Aniendment  to  bill  in,  and  motion  to  dismiss  at  hearing,  etc. :  Hart  vs. 

Henderson,  Feb'y.,  1881,  Pamplt.,  p.  13.  Bill  for  account  cannot,  by  amendment,  be 
turned  into  action  for  breach  of  warranty  :  56  Ga.,  119.  Bill  seeking  discovery  cannot 
be  amended  by  waiving  discovery  after  answer:  50  Ga.,  53.  Bill  for  injunction,  etc., 
cannot  be  amended  by  striking  out  body  and  inserting  new  matter:  Hart  vs.  Hender- 

son, Pamplt.,  Feb'y.,  1881,  p.  13.  Exceptions  to  amendment  to  declaration  not  filed  at 
proper  time,  too  late  to  move  to  dismiss  writ  at  subsequent  term  for  cause  cured  by  the 
amendment :  47  Ga.,  596.  Execution,  may  be  amended,  but  pending  levy  falls :  57 
Ga.,  69;  58/154.  Garnishment,  bond  amendable  :  30  Ga.,  540.  Homestead,  petition 
for,  amendable :  45  Ga.,  552.  Intruder,  counter-affidavit  to  proceedings  to  ejejt, 
amendable:  46  Ga.,  223.  Judgment  against  evidence,  amended:  27  Ga.,  363.  Against 
administrator,  amendable  by  providing  for  collection  out  of  property  of  the  intestate: 
57  Ga.,  136.  Jury,  after  case  has  gone  to,  motion  to  amend  ought  to  be  allowed  on  pay- 

ment of  costs,  unless,  etc. :  16  Ga.,  7.  Lien,  steamboat,  execution  in,  amendable, 
when  :  46  Ga.,  585.  Laborers',  plaintiff  cannot  so  amend  as  to  change  into  assumpsit 
or  complaint :  53  Ga.,  39.  Lost  amendment  to  declaration,  to  establish,  neither  entry 
on  bench  docket,  or  order  on  minutes  necessary,  etc. :  65  Ga.,  23.  Mortgage,  proceed- 

ings to  foreclose,  amended  by  changing  time  stated  as  to  maturity  of  note  :  49  Ga.,  170. 
New  trial,  motion  for,  amendable  :  56  Ga.,  472.  Note  not  negotiable,  suit  on,  in  name 
of  transferee,  amendable  by  inserting  name  of  payee  for  use,  etc.  :  25  Ga.,  400;  26/395. 
Partner,  name  of,  left  out  of  partnership  suit,  inserted  instanter :  Black  well  vs.  Pen- 
ington,  Pamplt.,  Sept.,  1880,  p.  36.  Prochein  ami,  amendment  making,  of  ward,  party 
claimant,  instead  of  guardian  not  allowed:  64  Ga.,  519.  Process  indorsed  on  back  of 
writ  amendable  if  defective:  29  Ga.,339.  Second  original,  etc.,  may  issue  after  ap- 

pearance term,  by  way  of  amendment  to  perfect  service  :  35  Ga.,  269.  Surprise,  when 
amendment  of  proceedings  no  ground  of:  55  Ga.,  229-232.  Writ  of  error,  amend- 

able, etc. ;  7  Ga.,  281. 
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ARTICLE  II. 

PARTICULAR    CASES. 

Section  1. — Of  Amending  Verdicts,  Judgments  and  Executions. 
Section  2. — Of  Amending  Official  Returns. 
Section  3. — Of  Amending  Records. 
Section  4. — Of  Other  Amendments. 

§3562. 

SECTION  I. 

of  amending  verdicts,  judgments  and  executions. 

Section. 
3491.  Amendments  of  verdicts. 
3492.  After  dispersion  of  jury. 
3493.  Where  part  is  legal  and  part  is  not. 

Section. 
3494.  Amendment  of  judgment. 
3495.  Of  executions. 
3496.  Mistakes  in  executions. 

§3491.  (3441.)  (3421.)  Amendment  of  verdict.  A  verdict  may  be  so 
amended  as  to  make  it  conform  to  the  declaration,  if  the  error  plainly 
appears  upon  the  face  of  the  record. 

Stated:  1  Ga.,  463.  Verdict  on  the  indictment  but  not  on  the  minutes  of  the  Court 
can  be  entered  nunc  pro  tunc:  3  Ga.,  18.  May  be  amended  so  as  to  conform  to  the  in- 

tention of  the  jury:  24  Ga.,  454.  Where  the  verdict  was  amended  so  as  to  state  the 
amount  of  principal :  53  Ga.,  66.  Four  legatees  suing  and  verdict  for  amount  due  the 
six  legatees,  shares  due  the  two  not  suing  written  off:  60  Ga.,  154.  When  not  amended 
by  consent  as  to  expenses  of  administration  :  56  Ga.,  656. 

14  Am.  D.,  518,  n  ;  19/332;  2  How.,  263. 

§3492.  (3442.)  (3422.)  After  dispersion  of  jury.  A  verdict  may  be 
amended  in  mere  matter  of  form  «after  the  jury  have  dispersed ;  but 
after  it  has  been  received  and  recorded,  and  the  jury  dispersed,  it  can- 

not be  amended  in  matter  of  substance,  either  by  what  the  jurors  say 
they  intended  to  find,  or  otherwise. 

Not  by  what  the  jurors  say  they  intended  to  find  :  8  Ga.,  201.  Informal  verdict 
amended  after  dispersal :  17  Ga.,  341,  361 ;  19/404  ;  24/454.  Court  may  require  incom- 

plete verdict  to  be  made  complete  before  receiving  it:  26  Ga.,593;  39/591.  But  can 
not  be  amended  in  matter  of  substance  after  it  is  received,  recorded  and  the  jury  dis- 

perses :  17  Ga.,  361 ;  36/584.  By  separating  principal  and  interest  after  dispersal  of  the 

jury  :  57  Ga.,  333,  450  ;  58/522. 

§3493.  (3443.)  (3423.)  Where  part  is  legal  and  part  illegal.  If  a  part  of 
a  verdict  be  legal  and  a  part  illegal,  the  Court  will  construe  such  ver- 

dict, and  order  it  amended  by  entering  a  remitter  as  to  that  part  which 
is  illegal,  and  give  judgment  for  the  balance. 

Where  four  legatees  suing  and  verdict  for  amount  due  six,  remitted  as  to  the  two 
not  suing:  60  Ga.,  154. 

§3494.  (3444.)  (3424.)  Amendment  of  judgments.  A  judgment  may  be 
amended  by  order  of  the  Court  in  conformity  to  the  verdict  upon  which 
it  is  predicated,  even  after  an  execution  issues. 

By  order  of  the  Court  so  as  to  include  back  interest.:  1  Ga.,  469.  Discretion  of  Court 
below  in  refusing  where  delay  not  controlled  by  higher  Court :  2  Ga.,  341.  When  suit 
on  foreign  judgment  not  amendable  by  Court  on  original  indebtedness:  3  Ga.,  426. 
Will  not  allow  amendment  of  judgment  by  parol  proof  where  delay:  24  Ga.,  429. 

Where  verdict  generally  in  suit  against  principal  and  surety  amendable  :  26  G.a.,  162-4. 
Failure  to  describe  contract  of  indorsement  in  judgment  against  indorser,  amendable: 
27  Ga.,  363.  Omission  of  one  security  in  judgment  supplied  by  amendment :  29  Ga., 

392.  Refusal  to  amend  judgment  on  guardian's  bond  :  39  Ga.,  130.  Failing  to  dismiss 
as  to  one  in  joint  suit  not  served,  does  not  avoid  the  judgment:  45 Ga.,  97.  Where  a 
mere  irregular  judgment  may  be  amended  so  as  to  conform  to  the  declaration  and  the 
verdict:  53  Ga.,  388.  When  against  administrators:  57  Ga.,  136.  Judgment  amend- 

able where  it  does  not  describe  security  as  such:  56  Ga.,  174.     Correcting  by  amend- 
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nient  a  judgment  so  as  to  make  it  in  favor  of  administrator  de  bonis  von:  58  Ga.,  304. 
When  amendment  of  judgment  so  as  to  conform  to  pleadings  not  barred  by  delay  :  59 
Ga.,  597,  823;  60  Ga.,  504.  Court  ordering  the  filling  up  blank  in  judgments  as  to  costs : 
59  Ga.,  350. 

Notes  in  11  Am.  D.,  193;  12/47,  351-353;  14/516;  15/242;  Freeman  on  Judgments, 
£§63-70. 

§3495.  (3445.)  (3425.)  Amendment  of  executions.  A  fieri  facias  may  be 
amended  so  as  to  conform  to  the  judgment  from  which  it  issued,  and 
also  as  to  the  time  of  its  return;  but  if  such  fi.  fa>  be  levied  ut  the  time 

nf  thn  nnip^^p^j  nir1ri  feyyHmsi;  f«1U  ̂ ^  feke  amefteteet  fi  _fr  JJ^y- 
fee  ro-oxooutod.  ̂ ^eyt^!f^Sr^^^J^*^^^^^^  *-W^ 

Section  referred  ̂ b/and  construed  in  reference  to  execution  on  a  factor's  lien  :  53  Ga., 
58.  Where  defect  in  an  execution  was  amendable  but  the  levy  of  it  must  fall:  60  Ga., 
52,  501 ;  57/70,  190 ;  58/282,  154.  Where  execution  against  administrator  amendable  so 
as  to  conform  to  the  judgment :  60  Ga.,  501. 

Freeman  on  Executions  :  $£63-72;  Herman  on  Ex.,  §§53-69. 

§3496.  Mistakes  in  execution  amendable.  [When  the  clerk  of  any  Court  (a)  4cts  of 
has  made,  or  shall  make,  any  mistake  in  issuing  any  execution,  suchi869,  p.  1.37. 
clerk,  or  any  successor  of  his  in  office,  may  correct  such  mistake  by 
amending  said  execution,  and  shall  note  and  certify  the  fact  that  such 
amendment  was  made  by  him  on  the  execution,  or  such  clerk  may 
issue  an  alias  fi.  fa.  to  be  signed  and  dated  by  him  at  the  time  it  is 
issued  instead  of  the  fi.  fa.  in  which  the  mistake  was  made;  and  such 
clerk  shall  note  the  fact  of  the  issuing  of  such  alias  on  the  original, 
which  original  shall  remain  of  file  in  his  office,  and  shall  likewise 
make  a  memorandum  thereof  on  the  execution  docket,  and  shall  also 
transcribe  upon  the  alias  all  the  entries  and  credits  from  the  original, 
and  no  order  of  Court  shall  be  necessary  in  the  cases  contemplated  by 
this  section.]  (a.) 

Where  motion  to  quash  an  alias  or  copy  fi.  fa.  in  name  of  deceased  plaintiff,  and  ex- 
ecutor not  a  party  to  the  judgment,  was  refused  as  too  late  :  58  Ga..  555.  An  alias  mort- 
gage^, fa.  :  48  Ga.,  183.  Where  an  improper  entry  by  the  clerk  on  original  execution 

did  notmake  it  an  alias  fi.  fa.,  or  affect  its  validity  :  55  Ga.,  119-120.  Where  changing 
the  names  of  the  plaintiffs  by  amendment  twice  in  progress  of  the  suit  no  ground  to 
quash  the  execution :  53  Ga.,  274. 

SECTION  II. 

AMENDING   OFFICIAL    KETURNS. 

Section.  |  Section. 
3497.  Official  returns  amendable.  |  3498.  May  be  made  nunc  pro  tunc. 

§3497.  (3446.)  (3426.)   Official  entries  amendable.     The  Sheriff  or  other  §33i6> 
executing   officer  may  amend  his  official  entries  and  returns  so  as  to 
make  such  entries  and  returns  conform  to  the  facts  of  the  case  at  the 
time  such  entry  or  return  was  made. 

13  Am.  D.,  173-181,  full  note;  20/60,  n;  14/237;  16/733;  9  Wall.,  736;  Herman  Ex., 
2248. 

§3498.  (3447.)  (3427. )  May  be  made  nunc  pro  tunc.  If  the  Sheriff  or 
other  executing  officer  shall  fail  to  make  an  official  return,  which  by 
law  he  should  have  made,  such  entry  or  return  may  be  made  nunc  pro 
tunc  by  order  of  the  Court,  so  as  to  make  the  proceedings  conform  to  the 
facts  at  the  time  the  entry  should  have  been  made. 

General  Note. — No  entry  nunc  pro  tunc  on  fi.fa.  so  that  constable  could  levy  on  land  : 
3  Ga.,  222.  Constable  cannot  amend  his  return  after  he  is  out  of  office :  12  Ga.,  261. 
Where  omission  by  clerk  cured  by  amendment  nunc  pro  tunc  :  16  Ga.,  195.  Constables 
return  on  Justice's  warrant  amended  after  judgment:  17  Ga.,  349.  Where  Sheriff  not 
allowed  to  amend  his  entries:  14  Ga.,  87.  Granting  leave  to  a  constable  to  amend  his 
entries:  27  Ga.,299.  Return  of  Sheriff  on  attachment  as  to  service  allowed  to  be  amended: 
46  Ga.,  606. 
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SECTION  III. 

OF    AMENDING    RECORDS. 

Section. 
3499.  Amendment  of  records. 

"Section. 

3500.  Discretion  of  the  Court. 

§3499.  (3448.)  (3428.)  Amendment  of  records.     It  is  a  power  incident 
to  all  Courts  to  correct  their  own  proceedings  before  final  judgment. 

Stated  :  7  Ga.,  281.  A  defective  record  cannot  be  supplied  by  consent:  7  Ga.,  186. 
Section  referred  to  where  the  Judge  should  have  allowed  a  nunc  pro  tunc  order  granting 
rule  nisi  to  be  placed  on  the  minutes :  52  Ga.,  201. 

§3500.  (3449.)  3429.)  Discretion  of  Court  as  to  amendments,  and  rules 
§194,  (6)  therefor.  In  allowing  or  refusing  amendments,  there  is  a  wide  discre- 

tion to  be  exercised  by  the  Court ;  hence  no  fixed  rule  can  be  laid  down 
which  would  apply  to  each  particular  case  that  might  arise,  but  as  a 
general  rule  the  Court  will  amend  the  entries  of  its  orders  on  the  min- 

utes, or  the  records  and  other  proceedings,  nunc  pro  tunc — 
1.  When  the  case  is  within  some  statutory  provisions. 
2.  When  there  is  something  on  the  face  of  the  proceedings  to  amend 

by,  from  which  what  actually  took  place  in  the  prior  proceedings  can 
be  clearly  ascertained  and  known. 

3.  In  all  cases  where  such  amendment  will  clearly  be  in  furtherance 
-    t)f  justice. 

Where  order  should  have  been  allowed  to  be  placed  on  the  minutes  nunc  pro  tunc: 
52  Ga.,  201.  It  is  the  province  of  the  Court  to  control  and  correct  entries  on  its  docket : 
48  Ga.,  347.  As  to  amendment  of  his  records  by  Court  of  Ordinary  :  46  Ga,j  530.  What 
necessary  to  have  a  judgment  entered  on  the  minutes  nunc  pro  tunc:  56  Ga.,  245.  Entry 
of  dismissal  of  case  nunc  pro  tunc  on  proper  docket  or  minutes :  61  Ga.,  680.  Where  entry 
of  confession  of  judgment  entered  at  subsequent  term  on  minutes  of  the  Court :  1  Ga., 
559.  Discretion  of  Court  in  refusing  to  amend  judgments  where  delay  not  controlled  : 
24  Ga.,  429  ;  2/341.  So  in  refusing  to  allow  a  nunc  pro  tunc  judgment  of  non-suit :  10 
Ga.,  180.  Courts  can  amend  and  correct  errors  and  mistakes  in  their  minutes  so  rights 
of  third  parties  not  prejudiced :  8Ga.,463;  30/504;  42/435.  Generally  in  the  discretion 
of  the  Court :  1  Ga.,  463;  2/341 ;  43/380.  Order  appointing  a  guardian  entered  on  the 
minutes  nunc  pro  tunc:  27  Ga.,  555.  Brief  of  evidence  for  new  trial  placed  on  the  min- 

utes nunc  pro  tunc  :  17  Ga.,  70.  Entry  of  dismission  of  sui1.  cured  by  nunc  pro  tunc  entry : 
30  Ga.,  929.  Where  decree  should  have  been  entered  by  order  of  nunc  pro  tuw  :  43  Ga., 
564.  Entry  of  verdict  on  the  minutes  nunc  pro  tunc  allowed:  45  Ga.,  117.  Where  pe- 

tition in  writing  and  notice  necessary  to  amend  proceedings  had  before  the  Ordinary  by 
order,  etc:  45  Ga.,  460. 

16  How.,  571 ;  15  Am.  D.,  242,  n. 

SECTION  IV. 

OF    OTHER   AMENDMENTS. 

Section. 
3501.  Affiidavits  of  illegality  amendable. 
3502.  Alsc  ,  insolvent's  schedule. 3503.  Also,  rules  for  new  trial. 
3504.  Certain  affidavits  not  amendable. 

Section. 
3505.  Appeal  bonds  amendable. 
3506.  Also,  affidavits  to  appeal. 
3507.  Also,  clerical  mistakes. 

C.  p.  518 

§3501.  (3450.)  (3430.)  Affidavits  of  illegality  amendable.     Affidavits  of 
Act  of  1850,  illegality  are,  upon  motion  and  leave  of  Court,  amendable  instanter  by 

the  insertion  of  new  and  independent  grounds:  Provided,  the  defend- 
ant will  swear  that  he  did  not  know  of  such  grounds  when  the  origi- 
nal affidavit  was  filed. 

When  no  new  affidavit  for  causes  existing  attime  of  filing  first:  2  Ga.,  367.  Stated:  8 
Ga.,  317;  14/36.  New  affidavit  of  illegality  cannot  be  substitute  for  avoid  one  :  34  Ga., 
268.  Parties  atissue  as  to  facts  in  affidavit  no  new  grounds  can  be  set  upby  defendant  in 
fi.  fa.  not  in  the  affidavit :  40  Ga.,  423.  Where  affidavit  was  amendable :  45  Ga.,  610. 
Where  too  late  to  amend  after  allowed  to  be  dismissed :  47  Ga.,  281.  As  to  executions 
against  stockholders:  52  Ga.,  310. 

§3502.  (3451.)  (3431.)  Insolvent's  schedule  amendable.  A  schedule  filed 
by  a  debtor  is  amendable :  Provided,  he  will  show  to  the  satisfaction  of 
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the  Court,  by  affidavit  or  otherwise,  that  the  omission  arose  from  ig- 
norance, inadvertence,  mistake,  or  inability  at  the  time  to  make  it 

more  perfect ;  he  must,  however,  amend  instanter,  and  it  will  not  be 
permitted  to  delay  a  creditor  thereby. 

See:  12  Ga.,  118. 

§3503.  (3452)  (3432.)  Amendment  of  rules  for  new  trial.  A  rule  nisi 
for  a  new  trial  may  be  amended  by  adding  new  grounds  not  taken  at 
the  time  the  application  was  filed. 

Formerly  could  not :  9  Ga.,  9 ;  21/214  ;  12/272.  Under  Act  of  1854,  may  be  amended 
so  as  to  include  additional  grounds  :  17  Ga.,  141 ;  25/158.  Sometimes  may  be  amended 
so  as  to  include  grounds  arising  since  original  motion:  34  Ga  ,  565.  The  ride  includ- 

ing the  brief  of  evidence  amendable  as  other  proceedings;  41  Ga.,  577;  61/419.  Is 
amendable  now:  56  Ga.,  472.  Can  the  nmtion  be  amended  after  judgment  reversing 
the  grant  of  new  trial:  54  Ga.,  671.  When  amended  before  the  judgment  of  Supreme 
Court  made  judgment  of  the  Superior  Court:  49  Ga.,  303.  Motion  made  in  term  time 
and  continued,  amendable:  62  Ga.,  655.  ^ 

§3504.  (3453.)  (3433.)  Affidavits  cannot  be  amended.  An  affidavit  ̂ Ai^t^w" which  is  the  foundation  of  a  legal  proceeding  cannot  be  amended  ex-jr^^^^^^ 

cept  expressly  provided  for  by  law.  *Q&^*~  Jk^ae^ 
Amendable  where  not  the  foundation  of  the  suit:  46  Ga.,  461-2.     Attachment  am-   /cv  >,?     / 

davit  not  amendable  :  48  Ga.,  12-13.  Amended  by  adding  J.  P.  to  name  of  the  magistrate  :/?/*/* 
57  Ga.,  153.     When  second  counter  affidavit  to  foreclosure  of  factors  lien  cannot  be  filed      y^      y/^) 
by  way  of  amendment:  55  Ga.,   56-7.     Affidavit  to  eject  intruder  not  amendable  :  /*/  x  '  i 
60  Ga.,  524.     Nor  is  the  counter  one  :  46  Ga.,  223.     When  by  signing  of  jurat  of  magis-  * 
trate:  47  Ga.,  92.     Where  claim  affidavit  not  amendable  by  counsel,  client  refusing  to 
take  the  oath:  63  Ga.,  496. 

§3505.  (3454.)  (3434.)  Amendment  of  appeals  and  other  bonds.  An  ap- 
peal bond,  and  all  other  bonds  taken  under  requisition  of  law  in  the 

course  of  a  judicial  proceeding,  may  be  amended  and  new  security  given 
if  necessary. 

Appeal  bond  amended  :  63  Ga.,  607. 

§3506.  (3455.)  (3435.)  Affidavit  to  appeal  amendable.  Where  material 
words  are  omitted  by  accident  or  mistake  in  an  affidavit  to  appeal  in 
forma  pauperis,  such  omission  is  amendable. 

Stated  :  19  Ga.,  33.  Where  defective  affidavit  for  an  appeal,  allowed  to  be  amended  : 
28  Ga.,  73. 

§3507.  (3456.)  (3436.)  Clerical  mistakes  may  be  amended.     The  mistake  Act  of  1799 
or  misprision  of  a  clerk  or  other  ministerial  officer  shall  in  no  casec-p-480- 
work  to  the  injury  of  a  party  where  by  amendment  justice  may  be  pro- 
moted. 

Stated  :  36  Ga.,  602.  Section  referred  to  and  construed  with  reference  to  return  of  a 
Sheriff  on  a  writ  of  attachment:  46  Ga.,  606-607.  Signature  of  a  Justice  of  the  Peace 
to  a  jurat  nunc  pro  tunc  permitted  :  47  Ga.,  92.  Where  an  order  ganting  arule  nisi  should 
have  been  permitted  to  be  placed  on  the  minutes  of  Court  nunc  pro  tunc:  52  Ga.,  201. 
Letters  indicating  Justice  of  Peace  office  added  on  motion  :  57  Ga.,  153.  Where  cleri- 

cal error  in  execution  did  not  affect  Sheriff's  authority  to  seize  and  sell  defendant's 
property:  60  Ga.,  539. 

General  Note  on  Amendments. — Rules  of  common  law,  as  to  amendments:  1  Sm. 
L,  C,  (s.  p.)  247;  Bliss  Code  Pleading,  §#428-431 ;  Powell  on  Appellate  Proceedings, 
161-175,  p.  387,  and  Appendix,  note  I.     In  equity:  See  notes  to  #4196. 
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CHAPTER  III. 

OF    THE    PRODUCTION   OF    PAPERS. 

Section. 
3508.  Production  of  books,  etc. 
3509.  Notice  to  produce. 
3510.  Judgment  in  case  of  failure. 
3511.  Continuance. 
3512.  Affidavit  of  non-resident. 
3513.  Notice,  how  made  available. 

Section. 
3514.  Subpoena  duces  tecum. 
3515.  Penalties  for  di.-obeying. 
3516.  Secondary  evidence. 
3517.  Transcripts  of  books. 
3M8.  Examination  of  books. 

§3508.  (3457.)  (3437.)  Production  of  books,  etc.,  may  be  compelled.     The 
Act  of  1799,  several  Courts  shall  have  power  on  the  trial  of  any  cause  cognizable 
c.p.  463.      Defore  them  respectively,  on  notice  and  proof  thereof  being  previously 

given  by  the  opposite  party  or  his  attorney,  to  require  either  party  to 
produce  books,  writings  and  other  documents  in  his  possession,  power, 

§§3834, 3836.  custody  or  control,  which  shall  contain  evidence  pertinent  to  the  cause 
in  question,  under  circumstances  where  such  party  might  be  compelled 
to  produce  the  same  by  the  ordinary  rules  of  proceeding  in  equity. 

When  notice  under  this  section  necessary  to  introduce  secondary  evidence  of  con- 
tents of  a  letter :  64  Ga.,  441.     Printed  circular  produced  under  notice  :  7  Ga.,  457. 

§3509.  (3458.)  (3438.)  Notice  to  produce  papers.     The  notice  required 

Act  of  i84r°y  *ne  preceding  section  shall  be  in  writing,  signed  by  the  party  seek- 
c.  p.  465.-  *  ing  the  production  of  the  books  or  other  writings,  or  his  attorney,  and 

^Ctp°7918  °  served  on  the  adverse  party  or  his  attorney,  when   returnable  to  the. 
*  Superior  Courts,  ten  days;  and  when  returnable  to  a  Justice's  Court 

shall  be  served  five  days,  before  the  production  of  the  books,  writings, 
or  other  documents  shall  be  required:  Provided  such  party  resides  in  the 
county  where  the  suit  is  pending ;  if  out  of  said  county  and  within  one 
hundred  miles,  fifteen  days;  if  over  one  hundred  miles  and  less  than 
two  hundred  miles,  twent}^  days,  and  if  beyond  the  limits    of    this 
State,  sixty  days. 

Deed  can  be  still  impeached  for  fraud  although  produced  under  notice  and  inspected 
by  opposite  party  :  50  Ga.,  514-521.  Where  no  judgment  by  default  authorized  from  fail- 

ure to  respond  personally  to  the  notice :  53  Ga.,  443.  Notice  to  produce  necessary  to 
introduce  copies  of  recorded  deeds:  53  Ga.,  685.  When  solicitor  of  an  executor  could 
not  be  compelled  to  produce  sworn  answer  of  the  executor  :  47  Ga.,  74.  Notice  to  pro- 

duce the  family  Bible:  53  Ga.,  536,  547.  Where  no  notice  to  produce,  attorney  could 
not  be  made  to  produce  a  paper  :  58  Ga.,  572-3.  What  is  sufficient  compliance  with  this 
section  :  Rule  No.  47,  of  Superior  Court.  Where  Court  should  have  compelled  a  wit- 

ness «to  produce  the  book  of  account  against  defendant,  in  his  pocket :  55  Ga.,  223-4. 

§3510.  (3459.)  (3439.)   Consequences  of  failure  to  produce  papers.     If  the 

Act  of  1799,  plaintiff  or  his  attorney,  being  so' notified,  shall  fail  or  refuse  to  comply 
c.p.  463.     with  such  order,  the  Court  shall,  on  motion,  give  judgment  against 

such  plaintiff  as  in  case  of  non-suit,  and  if  the  defendant  shall  fail  or 
refuse  to  comply  therewith,  the  Court,  on  motion,  shall  give  judgment 
against  such  defendant,  as  in  case  of  judgment  by  default. 

But  failure  to  respond  personally  to  notice  and  purge  himself  of  the  custody  of  the 
paper  does  not  authorize  a  judgment  by  default:  53  Ga.,  443. 

§3511.  (3460.)  (3440.)  Continuance.  In  case  of  the  service  of  any  no- 
tice, as  aforesaid,  when  it  shall  appear  to  the  satisfaction  of  the  Court, 

by  an  affidavit  of  the  party  or  otherwise,  that  such  party  has  used  due 
and  proper  diligence,  and  cannot  procure  the  books,  waitings  or  other 

documents  required,  the  cause  may  be  continued"  at  the  instance  of  the 
party  notified. 

§3512.  (3461.)  (3441.)  Affidavit  of  non-resident.  When  the  party  no- 
tified resides  without  the  limits  of  this  State,  but  in  one  of  the  States 

or  territories  of  the  United  States,  such  party  may  make  the  oath  re- 
quired before  a  commissioner  of  this  State,  resident  in  such  State  or 

territory,  or  before  any  officer  of  such  State  or  Territory  in  which  the 
party  notified  may  reside,  who  is  authorized  by  the  laws  of  such  State 
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or  territory  to  administer  an  oath,  which  shall  be  sufficient,  provided 
the  official  character  of  the  officer  attesting  said  affidavit  shall  be  prop- 

erly proven  by  the  certificate  of  the  Governor,  the  Secretary  of  State, 
the  Chancellor  or  the  Keeper  of  the  Great  Seal  of  the  State  or  Territory 
in  which  such  affidavit  is  made. 

§3513.  (3462.)  (3442.)  Notice,  how  made  available.  Before  the  notice 
provided  for  in  the  preceding  section  shall  be  available,  the  party  giv- 

ing it  or  his  agent,  must  make  oath  (or  his  attorney  state  in  his  place) 
that  he  has  reason  to  believe  that  the  paper  required  is  or  has  been  in 
existence;  that  it  is  in  the  possession,  power  or  control  of  the  person 
notified,  and  that  it  is  material  to  the  issue. 

Stated  :  14  Ga.,  185  ;  15/511,  306. 

§3514.  (3463.)  (3443.)  Subpoena  duces  tecum.     When  any  deed,  bond,  Act  of  1829, 

note,  book,  writing  or  other  document  which  it  may  be   necessary  to  A-  ]£ ̂J f"877 
use  as  testimony  in  any  cause  pending  in  any  of  the  Courts  of  this  p.  21. 

State,  may  be  in  the  possession  of  any  person  resident  in  any  county  ̂ fp0^80 
in  this  State,  and  who  is  not  a  party  to  said  cause,  the  Clerk  of  the  £  ^    , 

Court,  or  Justice  of  the  Peace,  (as  the  case  may  be)  in  which  said  cause  t"-r^L^^/ 
is  pending  shall,  upon  application  of  the    party  or  his  attorney  desir-  fhu^<^^^<--<>-^^y 
ous  of  using  such  testimony,  issue  a  subpoena  duces  tecum,  directed  to  the  J^e^A^t^i^<y 
person  having  such  deed,  bond,  note,  book,  writing  or  °the^^OGj^^nt/^l^|^i-<^^<:   v^ 
in  his  possession,  requiring  him  to  be  and  appear  at  the^next^teraTofi^T  p^ 
said  Court,  and  to  bring  with  him  into  said  Court  the  paper  desired  io/f'2--&a' 
be  used  as  testimony,  which  said  subpoena  shall  be  served  upon  such 
person,  if  a  resident  of  the  county  where  such   case  is  pending,  ten 
days,  and  if  not  a  resident  of  such  county,  twenty  days  when  returna- 

ble to  the  Superioj^gj3gts,jyfrrj  wb^n  rej;urnaJ4e  to  a  Justice's  Court, 
five  days  before  m^^e^rt  to  w^^-^^^macTc  returnable,  by  a  Sheriff, 
constable  or  some  private  person  ■  aria  the  official  return  of  the  Sheriff 
or  constable,  or  the  affidavit  of  such  private  person,  shall  be  sufficient 
evidence  that  the  same  was  duly  served. 

After  document  produced  under  the  subpoena  the  sufficiency  as  a  means  of  compell- 

ing production  not  a  material  question  :  60  Ga.,  547. ' 
§3515.  (3464.)  (3444.)  Penalty  for  failure  to  obey  subpoena  duces  tecum.  Act  of  1829, 

When  a  subpoena  shall  be  issued  and  served,  as  provided  in  the  pre-c-P-278- 
ceding  section,  and  the  person  whose  attendance  is  thereby  required 
shall  fail  to  comply  with  the  requisitions  thereof,  the  Court  shall,  on 
motion,  issue  an  attachment  against  such  defaulting  person,  returnable 
to  the  next  term  of  said  Court,  and  shall  fine  such  person  in  a  sum  not 
exceeding  three  hundred  dollars,  unless  he  shall  make  a  sufficient  excuse 
for  such  failure,  to  be  judged  of  by  the  Court ;  but  such  person  shall,  nev- 

ertheless, be  subject  to  an  action  at  the  instance  of  the  party  by  whom 
he  was  subpoenaed  for  any  damages  which  such  party  may  have  sustain- 

ed by  reason  of  such  failure  :  Provided,  that  if  the  person  so  subpoenaed 
shall  within  ten  days  after  the  service  of  such  subpoena,  deliver  to 
the  party  at  whose  instance  the  subpoena  was  sued  out,  or  his  attorney, 
or  file  in  the  office  of  the  Court,  or  Justice  of  the  Peace,  from  which 
such  subpoena  issued,  the  paper,  the  production  of  which  is  required  by 
such  .  subpoena,  or  shall  deliver  to  the  said  party,  or  his  attorney,  or 
shall  file  in  the  said  office,  his  affidavit  that  the  said  paper  is  not  in  his 
power,  custody,  possession  or  control,  and  that  it  was  not  at  the  time 
of  serving  said  subpoena,  then  such  delivery  and  filing  of  the  paper  so 
sought  as  aforesaid,  or  of  such  affidavit,  shall  be  considered  a  full  and 
complete  compliance  with  the  requisitions  of  such  subpoena  duces  tecum. 

§3516.  (3465.)  (3445.)  Secondary  evidence.  In  all  cases  pending  in  any 
of  said  Courts  where  any  party,  either  at  law  or  in  equity,  shall  pursue 
the  course  in  this  Chapter  pointed  out,  and  is  unable  thereby  to  pro- 
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Act  of  1829,  cure  such   deed,  bond,  note,  book,  writing,  or  other   document,  such 
c.  p.  279.     party  shall  be  permitted  to  go  into  parol  evidence  of  the  contents  of 

such  deed,  bond,  note,  book,  writing,  or  other  document. 
§3517.  (3466. )  (3446.)  When  transcripts  of  books  may  be  used.  When 

any  person  shall  be  notified  or  served  with  subpoena  duces  tecum  to  pro- 
duce books  in  his  possession  to  be  used  as  testimony  on  the  trial  of  any 

cause,  as  hereinbefore  provided,  if  such  person  will  make  oath  that  he 
cannot  produce  the  books  required  without  suffering  a  material  injury 
in  his  business,  and  shall  also  make,  or  cause  to  be  made  out,  a  full 
transcript  from  such  books  of  all  the  accounts  and  dealings  with  the 
opposite  party,  and  have  such  transcript  examined  and  sworn  to  by 
an  impartial  witness  and  produce  the  same  in  Court,  it  shall  be  a  com- 

pliance with  the  notice  or  subpoena  duces  tecum. 
§3518.  (3467.)  (3447.)    When  books  may  be  examined  by  commissioners. 

0  When  the  transcript  provided  for  in  the  preceding  section  shall  be  pro- 
duced in  Court,  if  the  adverse  party  is  dissatisfied  therewith,  and  will 

swear  that  he  believes  that  the  books  contain  entries  material  to  him 
which  do  not  appear  in  the  transcript,  the  Court  will  grant  him  a 
commission  to  be  directed  to  certain  persons  named  by  the  parties  and 
approved  by  the  Court,  to  cause  the  adverse  party  to  produce  the  books 
required,  (he  being  sworn  that  the  books  produced  are  all  that  he  has 
or  had  that  answer  to  the  description  in  the  notice),  and  to  examine 
said  books,  and  to  transmit  to  the  Court  a  full  and  fair  statement  of  the 
accounts  and  entries  between  the  parties  under  their  hand,  which 
shall  be  sealed  up  and  transmitted  to  the  Court,  as  in  case  of  interroga- 

tories; which  statement,  when  received  by  the  Court,  shall  be  deemed 
a  compliance  with  the  notice,  or  subpoena  duces  tecum. 

General  Note. — Act  of  1799  and  the  57  common  law  rule  requiring  the  production  of 
papers,  etc.,  on  ten  days'  notice,  did  not  apply  to  equity  cases :  7  Ga.,  457  ;  Transcript  of 
merchant's  book  produced  in  Court  under  notice  as  evidence  :  13  Ga.,  497.  Practice 
under  Act  of  1799  as  to  interrogatories:  15  Ga.,  511.  Motion  to  produce  made  at  any 
time  after  the  ten  days  from  the  service  of  the  notice  to  produce  :  15  Ga.,  486.  Papers 
produced  on  notice  become  evidence  for  both  parties,  when  party  calling  for  them  in- 

spects them  :  18  Ga.,  609.  No  technical  but  general  description  sufncientin  a  notice  to 
produce  papers,  etc. :  22  Ga.,  562.  When  notice  to  produce  a  fi.fa.  is  not  sufficient  to 
admit  secondary  evidence  of  it:  23  Ga.,  356.  What  sufficient  affidavit  as  to  loss  of  ori- 

ginal paper  to  admit  secondary  evidence  of  it:  24  Ga.,  155.  Copy  deed  produced  under 
notice,  irregularity  not  objected  to  by  other  party  asking  for  it  and  claiming  under  it : 
30  Ga.,  615.  A  Stieiiff  s  deed  admitted  in  evidence  without  the  execution  or  any  ex- 

emplification of  the  judgment  where  diligence  us^d;  32  Ga.,  130.  Production  of  ir- 
relevant paper  reciting  a  relevant  one  still  must  prove  execution  of  the  latter  :  32  Ga., 

307.  When  production  of  books  on  notice  >akes  it  evidence  for  both  sides:  34  Ga., 
536.  Where  principal  and  not  agent  should  be  notified  to  produce  paper  before  second- 

ary evidence  could  be  introduced  :  47  Ga.,  610.  Where  cestui  que  trust  shoult  be  noti- 
fied to  produce  the  deed  before  secondary  evidence  of  the  trust  deed  :  47  Ga.,  485,  486. 

General  Note  on  Chapter  III. — Subject  treated :  Wade  on  Notice,  535 ;  1  Whart. 
Ev.,  #742;  Pollock  on  Production  of  Documents  (L.  L.)  Production  of  ballots,  etc., 
when  required:  See  note  on  Elections,  following  #1334. 

CHAPTER  IV. 

OF     CONTINUANCES. 

Section 
•S519.  One  continuance  at  common  law. 
3520.  When  amending  party  may  continue. 
3521.  Continuace  for  surprise. 
3522.  For  absence  of  witnesses. 
3523.  Admission  of  facts. 
3524   Continuance  for  absence  of  party. 
3525.  For  absence  of  counsel. 

Section. 
3526.  When  case  is  not  reached. 
3527.  Of  cases  returned  from  Supreme  Court. 
36 .'8.  Diligence  required. 
3529.  Non  return  of  interrogatories. 
3530.  Continuance  on  appeal. 
3531.  Discretion  of  the  Court. 

if     U**^?5***' ''   §3519.  (3468.)  (3448.)  But  one  continuance  at  common  law.     No  trial  in 
\  %~ /-^AcTof  1799,  any  civil  cause  shall  be  had  at  the  first  term  (except  expressly  pro- 

~  Atl*  €'  p" 486'    '  vicled  for  by  law),  and  no  cause  whatever  depending  in  any  of  the 
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Courts  of  this  State,  shall  be  continued  more  than  one  term  at  common 
law,  at  the  instance  of  the  same  party  for  any  cause  whatever. 

When  may  refuse  a  second  continuance  after  a  previous  showing  and  judgment 
overruling  it :  54  Ga.,  371 ;  33/207.  Where  properly  denied  to  establish  a  defense  not 
good  at  law:  60  Ga.,  292. 

§3520.  (3469.)    (3449.)    Amending  party,  when  entitled  to  continuance. 
The  party  amending  pleadings  or  other  proceedings  in  any  of  said 
Courts  shall  not  be  entitled  to  delay  or  continuance  on  account  of  such 
amendment,  except  by  leave  of  the  Court  to  enable  him  to  make  such 
amendment. 

When  amending  of  scire  facias  at  trial  term  no  ground  for  continuance  by  defend- 
ant: 13  Ga..  190.  Court  should  have  permitted  plaintiff  to  amend  date  of  attachment: 

41  Ga.,  513. 

§3521.  (3470.)  (3450.)  Continuance  charged  to  amending  party,  when. 
When  any  amendment  shall  be  made  to  the  pleadings  or  other  pro- 

ceedings in  the  cause,  if  the  opposite  party  will  make  oath,  or  his  coun- 
sel state  in  his  place  that  he  is  surprised  by  such  amendment,  and  that 

he  is  less  prepared  for  trial,  and  how,  than  he  would  have  been  if  such 
amendment  had  not  been  made,  and  that  such  surprise  is  not  claimed 
for  the  purpose  of  delay,  the  case  may  be  continued  in  the  discretion  of 
the  Judge,  at  the  instance  of  the  amending  party. 

When  rejection  of  admissions  of  one  member  of  a  firm  not  such  a  surprise  as  en- 
titles to  continuance  after  cause  submitted  to  jury:  2  Ga.,244.  No  continuance  for 

surprise  where  defendant  does  not  show  diligence  :  5  Ga.,  75;  21/221.  Continuance  for 
surprise  for  the  amendment  of  errors  in  administrator's  returns:  8  Ga.,  523.  Amend- 

ment to  make  scire  facias  correspond  to  bond  on  which  it  is  based  :  13  Ga.,  190.  To  en- 
able a  party  surprised  by  testimony  of  witness  to  obtain  evidence  to  impeach  him  :  33 

Ga.,49.  No  continuance  for  surprise  for  amendment  of  misnomer  by  clerk:  36  Ga.,  602. 
Refusing  continuance  where  surprise  that  defendant's  general  character  impeached  : 
40  Ga.,  237.  Claimed  on  ground  of  plea  filed  denying  partnership:  43  Ga.,  525.  Where 
amendment  did  not  entitle  to  continuance  unless  could  show  thereby  less  prepared  for 
trial,  etc. :  49  Ga..  170.  Not  because  surprised  at  testimony  of  adversary,  and  that  tes- 

timony by  interrogatories  sued  out  by  opposite  party  had  not  arrived:  55  Ga.,  21. 
Where  original  pleading  gave  reasonable  premonition  that  the  matter  of  the  amend- 

ment existed,  not  entitled  to  continuance  on  ground  of  surprise  at:  55  Ga.,  229. 

§3522.  (3471.)  (3451.)  Continuance  for  absence  of  witnesses.  In  all  ap-§3848. 
plications  for  continuances  upon  the  ground  of  the  absence  of  a  wit- 

ness, it  must  be  shown  to  the  Court  that  the  witness  is  absent ;  that  he 
has  been  subpoenaed ;  that  he  resides  in  the  county  where  the  case  is 
pending  ;  that  his  testimony  is  material ;  that  such  witness  is  not  ab- 

sent by  the  permission,  directly  or  indirectly,  of  such  applicant;  that 
he  expects  he  will  be  able  to  procure  the  testimony  of  such  wit- 

ness at  the  next  term  of  the  Court;  and  that  such  application  is  not 
made  for  the  purpose  of  delay,  but  to  enable  the  party  to  procure  the 
testimony  of  such  absent  witness,  and  must  state  the  facts  expected  to 
be  proved  by  such  absent  witness. 

Admission  of  opposite  party  of  what  absent  witness  will  prove,  and  effect  and  ex- 
tent of  the  admission:  42  Ga.,  50;  43/581.  Affidavit  for  continuance  on  account  of 

absent  witness,  what  it  should  state:  10  Ga..  86.  Where  prisoner  asks  continuance  on 
account  of  absent  witness  whose  testimony  he  knows  from  information,  affidavit  of  in- 

formant ought  to  be  submitted  :  24  Ga.,  297.  When  defendant  in  civil  suit  expected 
to  prove  by  plaintiff's  agent  that  he  gave  agent  notes  to  pay  the  debt  sued :  28  Ga.,  183. 
Alibi,  when  prisoner  expected  to  prove,by  absent  witnesses  :  14  Ga.,  22;  23/190.  As  to 
particular  day,  and  Solicitor-General  waives  proving  that  day  :  17  Ga.,  439.  Applica- 

tion for  continuance  because  of  absence  of  witness,  what  it  must  state:  48  Ga.,  144. 
Where  indictment  was  recently  found  ;  14  Ga.,  8.  Attorney  may  in  some  cases  make 
showing  for  continuance,  althought  client  lives  in  the  county:  27  Ga.,  411.  Applica- 

tion by,  for  continuance  because  of  absent  witness :  55  Ga.,  209.  Application  by,  in 
criminal  case,  refused :  54  Ga.,  660.  Certainty  necessary  in  showing  for  continuance 
on  account  of  absent  witness :  51  Ga.,  152.  Cumulative,  error  in  this  case  to  refuse  con- 

tinuance, when  evidence  of  absent  witness  would  be  :  23  Ga.,  192.  Defendant,  absence 
of,  no  ground  for  continuance  of  civil  suit,  when  it  was  not  shown  what  he  would  tes- 

tify if  present:  42  Ga.,  184.  Delay,  showing,  for  continuance  for  absent  witness,  must 
show  it  is  not  for  delay  :  61  Ga.,  481.  Diligence  required  to  be  used  in  procuring  the 
attendance  or  getting  interrogatories:  5  Ga.,  75;  10/86, 403;  21/221 ;  23/613  ;  30/237.  Dis- 
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cretion  of  Circuit  Judge  will  not  be  controlled  in  matter  of  continuance  unless 
abused:  59  Ga.,  189;  see  53  Ga.,  84,  602.  Impeaching-  witness,  absence  of  witness 
for  purpose  of  impeaching  another,  good  ground  for  continuance  :  7  Ga.,  2.  Inno- 

cence,absence  of  witnesses  to  prove, of  defendant  charged  with  adultery,one  being  the 
woman  accused,  was  good  ground  for  continuance:  44  Ga.,  449.  Interroga- 

tories, party  negligent  in  suing  out,  continuance  refused:  58  Ga.,  208. 
Materiality  of  testimony  of  absent  witness,  Court  may  judge  of:  3  Ga.,  185;  14/8* 
21/581 ;  23/192 ;  26/493.  593  ;  30/220  ;  36/526.  When  not  material,  no  continuance  for  : 
47  Ga.,  295;  46/209  ;  48/311;  55/47.  New  trial  granted  when  defendant  was  refused 
continuance  on  account  of  absent  witness:  9  Ga.,  373;  see  39  Ga.,  53.  Granted  in  a 
capital  case  where  the  Court  refused  a  continuance  on  account  of  absence  of  testimony 
material  to  the  defense:  30  Ga.,  10.  Refused  in  criminal  case  on  account  of  absent 
witness,  who  came  in,  but  was  not  introduced:  47  Ga.,  589.  Refused  in  civil  case, 
when  Court  refused  continuance  on  account  of  absent  witness  :  46  Ga.,  273.  Refusal 
to  continue,  no  ground  for,  where  witness  comes  in  and  is  examined:  32  Ga.,  406. 
Subpoena,  service  of,  on  witness  must  be  made  to  appear,  when  continuance  is  asked 
for  on  account  of  absent  witness  :  18  Ga.,  383.  Refusal  by  Court  to  allow  defendant  to 
be  sworn  to  prove  service  of,  error:  40  Ga.,  530.  When  witness  was  not  subpoenaed  no 
ground  for  continuance  in  criminal  case  :  49  Ga.,  103.  When  defendant  did  not  state 
what  he  expected  to  prove  by  such  absent  witness,  continuance  refused  :  41  Ga.,  215. 
Surprise  as  to,  at  absence  of  a  witness:  5  Ga.,  75.  As  to,  of  defendant  in  civil  suit  at 
witnesses  impeaching  his  testimony,  and  continuance  refused  :  40  Ga.,  237.  Trial  sus- 

pended and  bailiff  sent  for  absent  witness  in  criminal  case:  18  Ga.,  567;  22/212; 
33/98.  Waiver  of  process,  continuance  asked  on  account  of  absent  witness  to  prove  : 
16  Ga.,  195.  Witness  absenting  himself  will  not  be  presumed  to  have  done  so  fraud- 

ulently, etc. :  27  Ga  ,  411.  When  movements  of,  are  evidently  controlled  by  friend  of 
defendant  in  criminal  case,  his  absence  no  ground  for  continuance  :  49  Ga.,  210.  In 
another  State,  continuance  refused  in  criminal  case  :  60  Ga.,  257.  Recent  death  of 
witness,  continuance  asked  because  of:  39  Ga.,  186. 

§3523.  (3472.)  (3452.)  Admission  of  facts.     No  continuance  shall  be 
Acts  of  1853  allowed  in  any  Court  on  account  of  the  absence  of  a  witness,  or  for  the 

-4,  p.  52.     pUrp0Se  0f  procuring  testimony,  when  the  opposite  party  is  willing  to admit,  and  does  not  contest  the  truth  of,  the  facts  expected  to  be  proved, 
and  the  Court  shall  order  such  admission  to  be  reduced  to  writing. 

No  continuance  by  accused  where  counsel  for  State  admit  in  writing  the  facts  ex- 
pected to  be  proved  by  absent  witness  :  17  Ga  ,  439 ;  34/353;  29/681.  Act  of  1853-4  does 

not  require  the  statement  to  be  sworn  to:  18  Ga.,  318.  No  continuance  for  absent  wit- 
ness when  opposite  party  admits  all  that  would  be  proven:  30  Ga.,  829.  But  must 

admit  in  writing  the  facts  expected  to  be  proved,  and  agree  that  he  does  not  contest  the 
truth  thereof:  42  Ga.,  50;  43/581;  44/620. 

§3524.  (3473.)  (3453.)  When  absence  of  a  party  is  cause  of  continuance. 
If  either  party  shall  be  providentially  prevented  from  attending  at  the 
trial  of  any  cause,  and  the  counsel  of  such  absent  party  will  state  in 
his  place  that  he  cannot  go  safely  to  trial  without  the  presence  of  such 
absent  party,  such  cause  shall  be  continued,  provided  his  continuances 
are  not  exhausted. 

Stated  :  32  Ga.,  443.  Where  mere  letter  written  by  client  to  his  attorney  stating  he 
was  sick,  etc.,  no  good  ground  for  continuance:  37  Ga.,  195.  Same  where  affidavit  of 
client  only  as  to  his  sickness  :  42  Ga.,  243.  No  satisfactory  reason  for  absence,  and  not 
shown  what  defendant  would  testify  if  present,  no  continuance  allowed :  42  Ga.,  184. 
Section  referred  to  and  construed:  45  Ga.,  10.  Relief  in  equity  if  party  prevented  by 
sickness  from  appearing  at  proper  Court  at  proper  time:  24  Ga.,  91.  Prisoner  forced 
to  trial  when  too  sick  to  use  his  faculties,  new  trial,  and  may  prove  on  motion  to  con- 

tinue that  a  witness  has  been  subpoenaed ;  certificate  of  physician  :  40  Ga.,  530.  Attor- 
ney a  party  absent  attending  on  the  Supreme  Court:  51  Ga.,  122.  Continuance  prop- 
erly denied  :  60  Ga.,  292-293. 

§3525.  (3474.)  (3454.)  Continuance  for  absence  or  illnes  of  counsel.  The 
illness  or  absence  from  providential  cause  of  counsel,  where  there  is 
but  one,  or  of  the  leading  counsel  where  there  are  more  than  one,  shall 
be  a  sufficient  ground  for  continuance,  provided  the  party  making  the 
application  will  swear  that  he  cannot  go  safely  to  trial  without  the 
services  of  such  absent  counsel,  and  that  he  expects  his  services  at  the 
next  term,  and  that  said  application  is  not  made  for  delay  only. 

Mere  absence  of  counsel,  without  client's  consent,  not  sufficient  excuse  :  10  Ga.,  85. 
Mere  absence  of  counsel  with  title  papers  not  sufficient:  16  Ga.,  526.  Not  favored 
where  associate  counsel,  and  affidavit  for  should  allege  he  expected  to  procure  his  ser- 

vices next  term  :  18  Ga.,  383;  24/474.  Absence  of  counselatrending  on  Legislature  no 
ground  for  continuance :  31  Ga.,  35.    The  absence  of  leading  counsel  in  military  service 
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was  sufficient:  33  Ga.,  243.  This  good  excuse,  although  he  had  a  law  partner:  34  Ga., 
391.  When  counsel  had  no  notice  of  the  adjourned  term:  34  Ga.,  353.  Absence  of 
leading  counsel  by  leave  of  the  Court,  ground  for  continuance:  36  Ga.,  54.  Counsel 
absent  attending  another  case:  37  Ga.,  589.  Continuance  for  absence  of  counsel  from 
sickness  not  charged  to  either  party  :  19  Ga.,  587-588.  Party  must  show  diligence  to 
have  his  attorney  present:  30  Ga.,  237.  Where  no  excuse  for  absence  of  counsel :  38 
Ga..  505.  Where  it  should  have  been  granted  for  absence  of  counsel:  44  Ga.,  588. 

Affidavit  only  stating  "had  been  informed  by  letter  of  the  sickness,"  not  sufficient 
showing  of  absence  of  counsel  from  sickness  :  45 Ga.,  57.  A  sufficient  and  full  affidavit 
for  continuance  for  absence  of  leading  counsel:  45  Ga.,  538.  Section  referred  to  and 
construed  :  45  Ga.,  10.  When  no  sufficient  time  by  counsel  to  prepare  case :  54  Ga., 
660.  Granting  of  leave  of  absence  to  counsel  except  for  sickness,  of  doubtful  propri- 

ety: 51  Ga.,  605.  Absence  of  attorney  attending  case  in  Supreme  Court  of  the  State  : 
51  Ga.,  122.  Where  one  of  three  of  party's  attorneys  sick,  and  others  in  another  Court, 
no  continuance  granted  :  41  Ga.,  243.  New  trial  granted  where  case  tried  when  party's 
attorney  had  leave  of  absence :  46  Ga.,  534,  546.  Absence  of  one  counsel  by  leave  of 
Court,  and  the  other  on  account  of  sickness,  continuance  should  be  granted  :  56  Ga., 
406.  When  not  for  sickness  of  one  counsel :  61  Ga.,  470. '  Affidavit  of  sickness  of  lead- 

ing counsel  must  show  not  made  for  delay  only,  but  expected  to  secure  his  services  by 
next  term  :  59  Ga.,  610.  Absence  of  counsel  without  leave,  and  unexplained,  no  cause 
for  continuance  :  60  Ga.,  157.     Not  of  motion  for  new  trial :  61  Ga.,  419-420. 

§3526.  (3475.)  (3455.)  When  case  is  not  reached.  A  cause  not  reached 
at  the  trial  term,  stands  over  as  continued. 

Stated  :  3  Ga.,  23  ;  11/601.     Section  referred  to  and  construed  :  47  Ga.,  248. 

§3527.  (3476.)  (3456.)   Continuance  in  cases  sent  bach  from  the  Supreme  Acts  of  1851 

Court.     When  any  cause  shall  be  sent  back  to  the  Superior  Court  by  ~2>  p-  *216- the  Supreme  Court,  the  same  shall  be  in  order  for  trial  at  the  first  term 
of  the  said  Superior  Court  next  after  the  session  of  the  Supreme  Court; 
and  if  the  continuances  of  either  party  are  exhausted,  the  said  Superior 
Court  may  grant  one  continuance  to  said  party,  as  the  ends  of  justice 
may  require. 

In  order  for  trial  at  first  term  :  14  Ga.,  653.  Discretion  of  Court  refusing  continu- 
ance seldom  controlled  :  1  Ga.,  213.  One  continuance  only  under  the  Act  of  1851-2  : 

21  Ga.,  584.     In  order  for  trial  at  first  term  after  remittitur  received  :  59  Ga.,  22  ;  54/361. 

§3528.  (3477.)  (3457.)  Diligence  required.  In  all  cases,  the  party 
making  an  application  for  a  continuance  must  show  that  he  has  used 
due  diligence. 

Diligence  should  be  shown  :  5  Ga.,  80;  23/613:  10/406,  86;  30/829;  21/221.  In  crim- 
inal case:  38Gfi.,50;  53/149;  54/660.  Want  of  diligence  in  filing  bill  for  injunction  : 

37  Ga.,  224.  Discretion  of  Court  as  to  continuances  not  interfered  with  even  if  party 
complaining  wanting  in  diligence  :  51  Ga.,  241.  Discretion  in  refusing  continuance  not 
abused,  full  diligence  in  procuring  absent  witnesses  not  having  been  exercised :  59 
Ga.,  83. 

§3529.  (3478.)  (3458.)  Continuance  for  non-return  of  interrogatories. 
When  a  commission  issues  to  examine  a  witness,  it  not  having  been 
returned  shall  be  no  cause  for  a  continuance,  unless  the  party  seeking 
the  continuance  will  make  the  same  oath  of  the  materiality  of  the  tes- 

timony as  in  the  case  of  an  absent  witness,  and  the  party  must  show 
due  diligence  in  suing  out  and  having  the  same  executed. 

When  showing  not  sufficient:  10  Ga.,  403.  Must  show  due  diligence  in  suine  out 
and  having  the  same  executed:  21  Ga.,301;  42/184-5;  44/660;  58/208.  To  give  party 
opportunity  to  compel  witness  in  another  State  to  answer  interrogatories  :  30  Ga.,  816. 
Not  because  testimony  sued  out  by  opposing  party  had  not  arrived:  55 Ga.,  21;  see 
rule  of  Superior  Court  No.  34. 

§3530.  (3479.)  (3459.)  Continuance  on  the  appeal.  No  appeal  case  shall 
be  continued  more  than  twice  by  the  same  party,  except  for  providen- 

tial cause,  and  for  which  it  may  be  continued  as  often  as  justice  may 
require. 

§3531.  (3480.)  (3460.)  Discretion  of  the  Court.  All  applications  for  con- g^Acts  ofg 
tinuances  are  addressed  to  the  sound  legal  discretion  of  the  Court,  and  ActsoiiW. 

if  not  expressly  provided  for,  shall  be  granted  or  refused,  as  the  endsp-41- 
of  justice  may  require.     [And  in  all  civil  and  criminal  cases  in  the  §4710. 
Courts  of  this  State,  the  presiding  Judges  may,  in  their  discretions,  ad- 
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mit  a  counter-showing  to  a  motion  for  a  continuance,  and,  after  a  hear- 
ing, may  decide  whether  the  motion  shall  prevail.]  (a.) 

Interferred  with  only  in  extreme  cases:  1  Ga.,  213;  45/283;  10/92;  25/146,  703; 
39/591;  41/102;  14/6;  42/403;  37/678;  5/48;  47/606;  3/188;  21/576;  38/491;  33/372; 
6/255.  Will  not  control  discretion  of  Court  below  in  refusing  to  continue  a  case  show- 

ing no  material  facts  to  be  proved  by  absent  witness:  36  Ga.,  526.  When  Judge's  dis- 
cretion was  controlled  :  39  Ga.,  186  ;  27/411-413.  When  will  not  control  Court's  discre- 

tion below  in  refusing  to  grant  continuance  of  a  motion  to  dissolve  injunction  :  40  Ga., 
11.     Section  referred  to  and  construed  :  51  G a.,  124. 

General  Note  on  Continuance. — Accessory  before  the  fact,  no  ground  for  con- 
tinuance of  case  against,  that  principal  who  has  been  convicted  is  going  to  move  for  a  new 

trial :  45 Ga,,  58.    Act  of  1853-4,  as  to  continuances,  referred  to:   18  Ga.,  318.    Admis- 
sions of  facts  expected  to  be  proved  to  prevent  continuance,  extent  and  effect  of:  42 

Ga.,50;  43/581.  Affidavit  insufficient  for  continuance:  41  Ga.,  584.  Amendment,  want 
of  preparation  of  counsel  to  meet,  no  ground  for  continuance  :  55  Ga.,  229  ;  see  49  Ga., 
170;  52/129.     Application  for  continuance  not  showing  that  witness  was  not  absent  by 
permission,  etc.,  refused:  58  Ga.,  144.     Attorney  may  make  showing  for  continuance 
when   party   resides  out  of   the  county:  25   Ga.,  628.     Practicing  in   the  Court  same 
rules  govern  as  to  testimonv  of,  or  any  other  witness:  30  Ga.,  237.     Absent,  with  leave, 
case  should  be  continued  :  36  Ga.,  54  ;  44/588;  46/534,  546;  51/605  ;  but  see  46  Ga.,  543. 
Unexplained  absence  of,  on  whom  defendant  "mostly  relies,"  no  ground  for  continu- 

ance: 38  Ga.,  491;  see  also,  60  Ga.,  157.     Absent  from  providential  cause,  refusal  to 
grant  continuance  error;  45  Ga.,  538.     Leading,  providentially  absent,  good  ground  for 
continuance:  45  Ga.,  538;  52/129;  55/229.     Loss  of  plea  by,  and  inability  to  establish 
a  copy,  no  ground  for  continuance:  59  Ga.,  491.     Engagement  of,  in  Court,  since  find- 

ing of  indictment,  etc.,  not  favored  as  ground  for  continuance:  53  Ga.,  149;  54/660; 

58/577;  59/160.     Certainty,  showing  by  party,  that  absent  witness  will  "sustain  his 
plea,"  not  sufficiently  certain  if  objected  to:  51  Ga.,  152.     Client,  counsel  not  allowed 
continuance  for  sickness  of,  when  opposite  party  admits  what  he  was  expected  to  prove  : 
40  Ga.,  620.     Common  law, "4th  rule  of  practice  of,  did  not  apply  to  equity  case  :  7  Ga., 
457.  Counter-showing"  on  motion  for  continuance :  53  Ga.,  24;  58/577.  Criminal  case>, 
on  motion  for  continuance  in,  at  calling  of  case,  movant  must  state  all  the  grounds  :  38 
Ga.,  491.      Death,    recent,    of  .  witness,     with    no    time    to    get    other    testimony, 
good    cause  for    continuance:     39  Ga.,  186.     Of  one  defendant    in  ejectment  when 
no    cause    for    continuance:     44    Ga.,      514.       Of    transferee    of      execution     does 
not  entitle  party    to  continuance  in    illegality,   when:    49    Ga.,    549.     Defendant, 
absent  and  not  shown    what    he    would    prove,    continuance  refused:  42   Ga.,   184, 
242.     Defense   not   good  at  law,  continuance   to    establish    not    granted:    60    Ga., 
292.      Dilig-ence  requisite  in   parties  and  counsel  in   preparing  to  meet  their  cases : 
21  Ga.,  11.  Continuance  refused  for  want  of:  22  Ga.,  212.  Steps  must  have  been  taken  to 
procure  testimony  before  continuance  granted  for  its  absence:  23  Ga.,  613.    Judge  should 
inquire  what,  has  been  used  by  defendant,  before  refusing  to  continue  criminal  case: 
38  Ga.,50.     Want  of,  on  part  of  defendant,  effect  of:  38   Ga.,  491.     Party   moving  to 
continue  must  show:  51  Ga.,  241 ;  53/149  ;  54/660;  58/577  ;  59/83.  Discretion  of  Court, 
granting  or  refusing  a  continuance  is  a  matter  in,  and  not  controlled  except  in  case  of 
manifest  abuse:  39   Ga.,  594;  37/678;  1/215;   59/192;  41/102;  42/202;  44/511;  45/283; 
46/209,438;  47/598;  51/241;  53/84,602;  58/608.     Judge  is  not  bound  to  charge  contin- 

uance  to  either  party  :  25   Ga.,  703.     When  continuances  are  exhausted,  Judge  can 
grant  further,   etc.:  21   Ga.,   576.     Must  injure  party  to   be  controlled:  45  Ga.,  283. 
Docket,  no  continuance  because  case  is  not  on,  as  supposed  by  attorney  :  55  Ga.,  209. 
Equitable  defense,  when  party  has,    Court  of  law   may  grant  continuance  to  allow 
application  for  injunction  :  35  Ga.,  148.     Bare  statement  of  party  that  he  is  desirous  to 
file  bill  not  sufficient  unless,  etc.  :  37/224.     Exception,  grounds  for,  to  decision  refus- 

ing continuance  must  be  stated:  22/403.     Excitement  in  the  public  mind,  etc.,  not 
alone  sufficient  to  authorize  continuance  :  4lGa.,527;  48/116;  54/371;  60/257.  Against 
accused,  not  sufficiently  shown  to  authorize  continuance  :  26  Ga.,   593;  64/374.     Fact 
thought  of  since  trial  began  no  cause  for  continuance:  53  Ga.,  84.     Four  years  pen- 

dency of    suit  no  ground  alone  for  refusing  continuance  :  19  G a.,  85.     Garnishment, 
duty  of  Court  to  continue,  when:  38  Ga.,  603.     General  continuances,  entered  on 
bench  docket,  no  ground  for  nol  pros. :  1  Ga  ,  275.     Interrogatories  not  returned,  due 
diligence  must  be  shown  to  get  continuance  because  of  :  21  Ga.,  301.     As  to  failure  to 
sue  out,  because  of  other  party's  counsel :  23  Ga.,  418;  see  42  Ga.,  185;  44/659;  55/21, 
209;  58/208.     Juror  discovered  to  be  incompetent,  after  taken,  no  ground  for  continu- 
uance  :  26  Ga.,  704.     Laches,  when  defendant  not  entitled  to  continuance  because  of : 
14  Ga.,  14;  20/693;  21/220.     Mental   incapacity,  or  other  ailment  of  defendant  as 
ground  for  continuance,  discretion  of  Judge  not  controlled :  58  Ga.,  392 ;  49/210.     Mis- 

take, honest,  of  party  or  counsel  that  would  work  injustice,  etc.,  will  be  relieved 
against  by  continuance,  even  in  progress  of  trial:  15  Ga.,  306.     In  date  of  attachment, 
continuance  should  have  been  granted  to  allow  plaintiff  to  show:  41  Ga.,  513.     Of  de- 

fendant, in  believing  his  case  would  no  be  reached,  no  cause  for  continuance :  43  Ga., 
312.     Motion  for  continuance,  all  grounds  in,  must  be  be  urged  at  once  :  22  Ga.,  231. 
Newly  discovered  evidence  may  be  ground  for  continuance  even  after  trial  has 
commenced  :  19  Ga.,  630  ;  32/672.     Error  to  continue  for,  after  it  was  known  that  jury 
had  made  a  verdict:  34  Ga.,  572.     New  trial  granted  for,  in  criminal  case;  52  Ga.,  509. 

New  Trial,  withdrawal  of  debtor's  schedule  from  clerk's  office,  e!c,  was  good  ground 
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for;  18  Ga.,  50.  Refusal  of  Court  to  continue  on  account  of  absence  of  material  wit- 
ness for  defendant  ground  for :  30  Ga.,  10.  No  ground  for,  that  Court  refused  continu- 

ance for  absence  of  witness  who  came  in  and  testified  in  the  case  :  32  Ga.,  400  ;  33/98. 

Granted,  when  Court  refused  to  continue  because  auditor's  report  was  just  in.  etc., 
37  Ga.,  299.  Court  stating  motion  for  continuance  was  fordelay  no  ground  for  :  52  Ga., 
290.  Granted,  when  Court  refused  to  continue  second  suit  for  same  cause  of  action, 
plaintiff  dismissing  first  :  44  Ga.,  659.  Granted,  when  continuance  was  refused  on  ac- 

count of  absent  witness  :  62  Ga.,  362.  Not  granted,  when  Judge  refused  to  continue 
on  account  of  absent  witness,  but  had  them  brought  into  Court :  Bettsrs.  State,  Pamplt 
Feb'y  '81,  p.  30.  Partnership  first  denied  during  trial,  continuance  granted  :  43  Ga.,  506. 
Possessory  warrant,  parties  should  have  reasonable  time  to  bring  forward  their 
proof  in  :  15  Ga.,  25.  Prisoner,  new  trial  granted,  on  ground  of  not  having  use  of  his 
faculties  :  40  Ga.,  531 ;  but  see  64  Ga.,  374.  Providential  cause,  continuance  for,  not 
chargeable  to  either  party  :  19  Ga.,  587.  Absence  of  counsel  from  :  45  Ga.,  538.  Ab- 

sence of  party  for,  must  be  shown  by  competent  evidence,  and  letter  not  sufficient :  52 
Ga.,  353.  Shown  by  affidavit  in  sickness  of  party,  and  that  he  could  show  good  defense 
by  his  oath,  new  trial  granted  :  63  Ga.,  659.  Scire  facias,  securities  on  criminal  bond 
entitled  to  continuance  of,  when  principal  too  sick  to  appear:  45  Ga.,  9.  Sheriff  allowed 
a  continuance  when  a  traverse  was  filed  to  answer  in  rule  against  him:  44  Ga,,593.  An- 

swer of  lost,  no  ground  to  continue  rule:  43  Ga.,  250.  Showing"  for  continuance. 
Court  may  order  reduced  to  writing  and  sworn  to:  42  Ga.,  50.  Must  show  cause  not  exist- 

ing at  time  of  first,  etc. :  33  Ga.,  207.  Supreme  Court,  case  in,  not  continued  to  allow 
party  to  amend  writ  of  error:  2  Ga.,  408.  Miscarriage  of  mail  in  transmission  of  papers, 
no  ground  for  continuing  case  in:  3  Ga.,  415.  Case  in,  not  continued  for  absence  of 
counsel,  when:  10  Ga.,  46.  When  case  is  sent  back  from,  as  to  continuance:  21  Ga., 
584.  That  decision  of,  has  not  been  received,  no  ground  for  continuance  :  30  Ga.,  237. 
Case  dismissed  in,  will  be  reinstated  on  what  terms,  when  counsel  was  detained  by 
providential  cause  :  63  Ga.,  567.  Continuances  in:  41  Ga.,  32;  42/392;  48/615.  Sur- 

prise at  testimony  of  witness  no  ground  for  continuance,  etc. :  33  Ga.,  49;  55/21. 
When  it  is:  44  Ga.  543;  see  57  Ga.,  453.  Unexpected  plea  as :  43  Ga.,  526.  Terms, 
case  that  has  been  continued  generally  for  many  terms,  should  be  put  on,  and  not  per- 

emptorily dismissed:  37  Ga.,  588.  Verified,  facts  necessary  to  get  a  continuance 
must  be  :  23  Ga.,  582.  Writ  of  error,  improper  granting  or  refusing  continuance, 
ground  for:  3Ga.,  185.  Founded  on  a  judgment  granting  a  continuance  will  be  dis- 

missed, etc.  :  24  Ga.,  169;  25/146. 

General  Note  on  Chapter  IV. — Affidavit  for,  not  part  of  record,  unless  introduced 
as  evidence  during  trial  for  some  purpose  :  9  0.,  261.  Refusal  of,  when  not  reviewa- 

ble :  15  Am.  D.,  521.     Terms  imposed  on  granting:  12  Am.  D.,  588. 

CHAPTER  V. 

GARNISHMENTS. 

Section. 
3544.  «  laimant  made  rarty. 
3545.  Distribution  of  money. 
3546.  Garnishee,  when  to  pay  interest. 
3547.  Judgment  against  garnishee. 
3548.  Answer  of  garnishee. 
3549.  Garnishee  pays  no  cost.  when. 
3650.  Remedies  against  garnishee. 
3551.  Collateral  securities. 
3552.  Attorney  may  be  garnished. 
3553.  Receiver  exempt. 
3554.  Laborers'  wages  exempt. 
3555.  Legacies,  etc. 
3556.  Garnishment  of  executors,  etc. 
3557.  Garnishment  by  tax  collector. 
3558.  Procedings  thereon. 

Section. 
3532.  Garnishments  at  common  law. 
3533.  How  obtained. 
3534.  Affidavit  and  bond  by  agent,  etc. 
3535.  By  one  of  a  firm,  etc. 
3536.  How  and  by  whom  issued,  etc. 
3536.  (a.;  Extent  of  garnishee's  answer. 
3536.  (b.)  Garnishment  covers  what. 
3536.  (c.)  On  judgments  in  Court  of  Ordinary. 
3536.  (d.)  Against  persons  out  of  the  county. 
3537.  Against  persons  out  of  the  county. 
3538.  Affidavit  and  bond,  where  made. 
3539.  How  issued,  etc. 
3540.  Garnishments,  how  dissolved. 
3541.  Claimants  may  dissolve. 
3542.  Proceedings  upon  answer. 
3543.  Claimant  may  have  possession. 

§3532.  (3481.)  (3461.)    Garnishment  at  common  law.     In  cases  where  Act  of  1822) 
suit  is  pending,  or  where  judgment  has  been  obtained,  the  plaintiff  c.  p.  77. 

shall  be  entitled  to  the  process  of  garnishment  under  the  following  -%t  P°36. regulations : 
Stated  as  to  transferee  of  a  note  sued  on:  9  Ga.,  510.     Section  referred  to  and  con- 

strued: 39  Ga.,  84. 

§3533.  (3482.)  (3462.)  Garnishments,  how  obtained.     The  plaintiff,  his  Act  of  1822, 

agent  or  attorney  at  law,  shall  make  an  affidavit  before  some  officer  .•  p-  71-1856 
authorized  to  issue  an  attachment  by  this  Code,  stating  the  amount  -6,  p.  36. 
claimed  to  be  due  in  such  action  or  on  such  judgment,  and  that  he  has  fatr/-^ 
reason  to  apprehend  the  loss  of  the  same,  or  some  part  thereof,  unless  ̂ ^  v/y    Jj^rf 
the  process  of  garnishment  do  issue,  and  shall  give  bond,  with  good  se-  • 
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curity,  in  a  sum  at  least  equal  to  double  the  amount  sworn  to  be  du« 
payable  to  the  defendant  in  the  suit  or  judgment,  as  the  case  may  b( 
conditioned  to  pay  said  defendant  all  costs  and  damages  that  he  ma 
sustain  in  consequence  of  suing  out  said  garnishment,  in  the  even 
that  the  plaintiff  fails  to  recover  in  the  suit  pending,  or  it  should  arl 

/fju-^s—  J~~&-  pear^iat_^ieam.ount  sworn  to  b^due^Dn.  sugfi  vudgment  was  not  duel 
/  ^*Tireamd(^nt  nej5rnot  state  the  names  or  the  persa?fsagamst  whom  the  summons  :l to  issue  :  24  Ga.,  1#L  Where  affidavit  sufficiently  identifies  the  case  in  which  the  pnl 

cess  is  sued  out:  30  Ga.,  540.  Process  must  be  issued  by  magistrate  qualified  to  issul 
an  attachment:  30  Ga.,  159.  When  not  dismissed  because  an  attorney  signed  as  secii 
rity  on  the  bond  :  55  Ga.,  615.  When  may  be  had  in  aid  of  a  count  for  mesne  profits  :  5| 
Ga.,  35.  For  six  cases  pending  in  Justice's  Court  there  must  be  bond  and  affidavit  i| each  case  :  61  Ga.,  370.  What  not  a  sufficient  compliance  with  this  section  in  a  bond! 
64  Ga.,  448.     When  bond  amendable  by  adding  other  security  :  51  Ga.,  574. 

§3534.  (3483.)  (3463.)  Affidavit  by  agtmt  or  attorney.     When  the  amda| 
Act  of  1822,  vit  is  made  by  the  agent  or  attorney  at  law  of  the   plaintiff,  he  ma; 
Acts  of  1855  s  wear  according  to  the  best  of  his  knowledge  and  belief,  and  shall  hav< 
-6,  p.  36.     power  to  sign  the  name  of  the  plaintiff  to  such  bond,  who  shall  be  bounc 

thereby  in  the  same  manner  as  though  he  had  signed  it  himself. 
§3535.  (3484.)  (3464.)  Affidavit  and  bond  by  one  of  a  firm,  etc.     Whei 

§1903.         the  debt  for  the  recovery  of  which  the  garnishment  is  sought  is  due  t( 
copartners,  or  several  persons  jointly,  any  one  of  said  copartners  oi 
joint  creditors  may  make  the  affidavit  and  give  the  bond  in  the  nam* 
of  the  plaintiff,  as  prescribed  in  cases  of  attachment. 

&<hY~ /tctc^^jt4J^^%^^.  (3485.)  (3465.)  How  and  by  whom  issued,  etc.     When  such  affi 
yh  $      Act  of  1822,  davit  has  been  made,  and  bond  given,  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  officei 

/  '-  y  a«7  A'  p"  f7i823  D9iore  whom  the  same  is  made,  or  any  other  officer  authorized  by  this 
//*•*     /'  c.  p.  79.     '  Code,  to  issue  attachments,  to  whom  the  same  bond  and  affidavit  may 

^ctp°371855be  delivered,  upon  the  request  of  the  plaintiff,  his  agent,  or  attorney  at 
law,  to  issue  a  summons  of  garnishment,  directed  to  the  person  sought  tc 
be  garnished,  requiring  him  to  appear  at  the  next  term  of  the  Court 
where  such  suit  is  pending,  or  where  such  judgment  was  obtained  ;  but 
if  the  next  Superior  Court  shall  be  held  within  less  than  ten  days  from 
the  time  such  summons  shall  issue,  then  the  garnishee  shall  be  required 
to  appear  at  the  next  Court  thereafter,  then  and  there,*  to  depose 
on  oath  what  he  is  indebted  to,  or  what  property  and  effects  he  has  in 
his  hands  belonging  to,  the  defendant,  or  had  at  the  time  of  the  service 

(&)  Acts  of  of  the  summons  of  garnishment ;  [and  also  what  he  has  become  in 
1869,  p.  136.  dgbted  to  the  defendant,  or  what  property  and  effects  he  has  received 

or  got  possession  of  belonging  to  the  defendant,  between  the  time  of 
the  service  of  said  summons,  and  the  time  of  making  his  return ;]  (a.) 
and  upon  such  affidavit,  bond,  and  summons  of  garnishment,  being  de- 

livered to  any  officer  authorized  by  law  to  levy  an  attachment,  it  shall 
be  his  duty  to  serve  such  summons  of  garnishment  upon  the  person  to 
whom  it  is  directed,  if  to  be  found  in  his  county,  and  to  make  an  entry 
of  such  service,  and  of  his  actings  and  doings  in  the  premises  upon 
the  affidavit  and  bond,  and  return  the  same  to  the  Court  to  which  the 
person  summoned  as  garnishee  is  required  to  appear ;  and  all  subse- 

quent proceedings  shall  be  the  same  as  in  this  Code  prescribed  in  rela- 
W  Acts  of  tion  to  garnishment  in  cases  of  attachment.     [Summons  of  garnish- 
1866,  p.  24.    men^  may  issue  under  the  provisions  of  this  section,  from  time  to  time, 

before  trial,  without  giving  any  additional  bond.]  (b.) 
Must  be  issued  by  magistrate  qualified  to  issue  an  attachment:  30  Ga.,  159;  34/442. 

Answer  under  Act  1869,  what  it  should  contain  :  51  Ga.,  326.  As  to  service  on  agents 
and  on  principal,  who  bound  by  it:  53  Ga.,  359.  When  answer  of  garnishee  should  be 

filed;  53  Ga.,  28-9.  When  service  on  agent  of  railroad  "company  did  not  bind  the 
company:  55  Ga.,  132.  Should  be  served  on  president  of  domestic  corporation :  60 
Ga.,  552.  Answer  is  in  time  if  filed  at  first  day  of  the  second  term  of  the  Superior 
Court  after  service  of  the  summons  :  60  Ga.,  554.  As  to  creditor  of  one  partner  gar- 

nishing firm  assets  for  his  debt:  51  Ga..  113. 
I    _    ' 

*  "  Or  before  that  time."    Repealed  by  Act  of  24th  of  February,  1872. 
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§3536.  (a.)  Garnishee's  answer  must  include  what.     In  all  cases  of  garn-  Acts  of  isso 
ishment,  whether  the  same  be  by  attachment  or  garnishment  at  com--1'  P- 108- 
mon  law,  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  garnishee  to  answer  what  prop-   /p^_/7  Jj£* 
erty,  money  or  effects  of  the  defendant  he  has  in  his  hands  at  the  date  ' 
of  the  service  of  the  summons  of  garnishment,  and  also  what  property, 
money  or  effects  of  the  defendant  may  come  into  his  or  her  hands  at 

any  time  from  the  dat"eM)fr saifcT service  to  the  date  of  the  answer;  and said  garnishee  shall  also  answer  what  he  or  she  owes  the  defendant  at 
the  date  of  the  service,  and  also  what  he  or  she  may  become  indebted 
to  the  defendant  at  any  time  between  the  date  of  the  service  of  the 
summons  and  the  answer  thereto. 

§3536.  (b.)    What  is  subject  to   garnishment.     All  debts  owing  to  the  Acts  of  isso 

defendant,  and  all  property,  money  or  effects  of  the  defendant  coming"1,  p- 109' 
into  the  hands  of  the  garnishee  at  or  within  the  times  designated  in 
the  preceding  section  shall  be  subject  to  process  of  garnishment,  whether 
the  garnishee  had  anything  in  his  hands  or  was  indebted  anything  to 
the  defendant  at  the  date  of  the  service  of  the  summons  or  not. 

§3536.  (c.)  Garnishments  on  judgments  in  Court  of  Ordinary.  In  all  Acts  of  i.«so 

cases  where  judgment  has  been,  or  may  hereafter  be,  obtained  in  the-1'  p-  m 
Courts  of  Ordinary  of  this  State,  the  plaintiff  in  such  judgment  shall 
be  entitled  to  process  of  garnishment,  as  in  other  cases  of  garnishment 
at  common  law,  and  the  proceedings  in  such  cases  shall  be  the  same  as 
though  such  judgment  may  have  been  obtained  in  the  Superior  Court : 
Provided,  however,  that  the  person  sought  to  be  garnished  shall  be  di- 

rected and  required  to  answer  at  the  next  term  of  the  Superior  Court 
of  the  county  wherein  the  judgment  was  obtained ;  but  if  the  next 
term  of  the  Superior  Court  shall  be  held  within  less  than  ten  days  af- 

ter the  summons  issues,  then,  the  garnishee  shall  be  required  to  appear 
and  answer  at  the  next  term  of  the  Court  thereafter. 

§3536.  (d.)  Garnishments  against  persons  in  other  counties.  The  plain-  Acts  of  isso 

tiffs  named  in  the  foregoing  section  shall  have  power  to  garnish  per-"1,  p-  m 
sons  in  counties  other  than  the  county  wherein  their  judgments  are  or 
may  have  been  obtained,  as  in  other  cases  of  garnishment  at  common 
law;  and  the  defendants  in  such  judgments  and  claimants  to  the 
money  or  property  in  the  hands  of  the  garnishee  shall  have  the  right 
to  dissolve  such  garnishments,  or  to  claim  said  money  or  property,  in 
the  same  manner  as  in  other  cases  of  garnishment  at  common  law. 

§3537.  (3486.)  (3466.)  Garnishment  against  persons  residing  out  of  the  Act  of  1823, 
county.  When  any  of  the  persons  sought  to  be  garnished  reside  in  a  ̂CPS  JJ'isos 
different  county  from  the  one  where  suit  is  pending,  or  in  which  judg--6,  p  37. 
ment  was  obtained,  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  officer  taking  such  affi- 

davit and  bond,  or  any  other  officer  of  the  county  where  such  suit  is 
pending,  or  where  such  judgment  was  obtained,  authorized  by  this 
Code  to  issue  an  attachment  to  whom  said  bond  and  affidavit  may  be  de- 

livered, to  make  out  a  copy  thereof,  and  certify  the  same  to  be  true,  and 
shall  deliver  said  certified  copy  to  the  plaintiff,  his  agent,  or  attorney 
at  law ;  and  upon  such  certified  copy  being  delivered  to  any  officer  au- 

thorized to  issue  an  attachment,  of  the  county  where  the  person  sought 
to  be  garnished  resides,  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  such  officer  to  issue  sum- 

mons of  garnishment  for  such  person  as  he  may  be  directed  by  the 
plaintiff,  his  agent,  or  attorney  at  law,  requiring  him  to  appear  at  the 

next  Superior  or  Justice's  Court  of  said  county,  according  as  such  suit 
is  pending,  or  judgment  was  obtained  in  the  Superior  or  Justice's  Court, 
then  and  there  to  depose  according  to  the  provisions  of  the  pre- 

vious sections ;  but  if  the  said  Superior  Court  shall  be  held  within  less 

than  twenty  days,  or  said  Justice's  Court  shall  be  held  within  less  than 
ten  days  from  the  time  such  garnishment  issues,  the  garnishee  shall 
be  required  to  appear  at  the  next  Court  thereafter. 

Section  cited:  61  Ga.,  548. 
57 
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§3538.   Garnishments  in  another   county.     [When    any  of   the  persons 
fa)  Acts  of  sought  to  be  garnished  reside  in  a  different  county  from  the  one  where 
18/3  p.  38.  gu|t  ig  pending^  or  in  which  judgment  was  obtained,  the  plaintiff,  his 

agent,  or  attorney  at  law,  may  make  affidavit  and  give  bond  in  any 
county  in  the   State,  before  any  officer  authorized  to  issue  an  attach- 

ment under  this  Code,  and  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  officer   taking 
such  affidavit  and  bond  to  make  out  a  copy  thereof,    and  certify  the 

,  same  to  be  true,  and  to  issue  summons  of  garnishment  for  such  person 
as  he  may  be  directed  by  the  plaintiff,  his  agent  or  attorney  at  law,  re- 

quiring him  to  appear  at  the  next   Superior  or  Justice's  Court  of  the 
county,  of  the  garnishee's  residence  according  as  such  suit  is  pending, 

I ;  or  judgment  was  obtained  in  the  Superior  or  Justice's  Court,  then  and 
,  j  there  to  depose  according  to  the  provisions  of  law ;  and  it  shall  be  the 

duty  of  the  officer  serving  such  summons  to  return  or  transmit  the  cer- 
tified affidavit  and  bond,  together  with  his  actings  and  doings  thereon 

I  to  the  Superior  or  Justice's  Court  of  the  county  in  which  such  suit  is 
pending  or  judgment  was  obtained,  and  to  return  the  original  affidavit 
and  bond  to  the  Court  where  such  person  is  summoned  to  appear,  with 
his  actings  and  doings  thereon,  and  all  subsequent  proceedings  shall 
be  the  same  as  prescribed  by  this  Code,  in  relation  to  garnishment,  in 
cases  of  attachment,  where  the  garnishee  resides  out  of  the  county  in 
which  the  attachment  is  returnable.  This  section  shall  not  be  so 

construed  as  to  repeal  the  preceding  section,  but  as  providing  an  addi- 
i  tional  mode  of  obtaining  garnishment  against  persons  residing  out  of 

the  county  where  suit  is  pending  or  in  which  judgment  was  obtained, 
and  so  much  of  said  section  as  relates  to  the  time  in  which  service  of 
summons  of  garnishment  shall  be  made  returnable  to  the  Superior  or 

Justice's  Court,  is  hereby  made  a  part  of  this  section.]     (a.) 
§3539.  (3487.)  (3467.)  How  issued,  served,  and  returned,  etc.     Upon  such 

Act  of  1823,  certified  copy  of  affidavit,  bond,  and  summons  of  garnishment,  being  de- 
Acts  ©n  855^  vered  t°  any  officer  authorized  bylaw  to  levy  an  attachment,  it  shall 
-6,  p.  37.     be  his  duty  to  serve  the  summons  upon  the  person  to  whom   it  is  di- 

rected, and  to  return   the  said  copy,  affidavit  and  bond,  to  the  Court 
where  such  person  is  summoned  to  appear,  together  with  his  actings 
and  doings  entered  thereon,  and  all  subsequent  proceedings  shall  be 
the  same  as  is  prescribed  by  this  Code  in  relation  to  garnishment  in 
cases  of  attachment,  where  the  garnishee  resides  out  of  the  county  in 
which  the  attachment  is  returnable. 

Jf/'-.x-~Cf&<  §3540.  (3488.)  (3468.)  Garnishments,  how  dissolved,      In   cases  where 

/  ̂ ~  *  jfctoi  1823,  garnishments  are  issued  when  suit  is  pending,  or  judgment  has  been ac?so?Vss5  obtained,  the  defendant  may  dissolve  such  garnishment,  and  have  the 
-o,  p.  38.  same  dismissed  upon  filing  in  the  clerk's  office  of  the  Court  where  suit 

is  pending,  or  judgment  was  obtained,  or  with  the  Justice  of  the  Peace 
where  suit  is  pending,  or  judgment  was  obtained  in  such  Court,  a 
bond,  with  security,  payable  to  the  plaintiff,  for  the  payment  of  the 
amount  due  on  such  judgment,  or  which  may  be  recovered  in  said  ac- 

tion, and  the  costs  thereon,  and  the  plaintiff  may  enter  up  judgment 
upon  such  bond  against  the  principal  and  securities,  as  judgment  may 
be  entered  against  securities  upon  appeal. 

Dissolution  by  defendant  giving  security  who  became  insolvent,  may  garnishee 
again  :  39  Ga.,  82.  Where  garnishee  on  being  notified  of  the  dissolution  of  it  by  Sher- 

iff, pays  money  to  defendant,  is  protected:  40  Ga.,  386.  Section  referred  to :  52  Ga., 
499.  Only  a  statutory  bond  will  dissolve  a  garnishment:  56  Ga.,  393;  55/67.  And 
there  must  be  a  security  to  a  statutory  bond:  63  Ga.,  790. 

§3541.  Claimants  may  dissolve  garnishment     [Whenever  any  process  of 
(a'  Acts  of  garnishment  is  served  upon  any  person,  based  upon  suit,  attachment  or 
1871-2,  p.  50.  judgment,  and  there  shall  be  money  or  property  of  any  kind  or  descrip- 

tion in  the  hands  of  the  garnishee,  or  that  shall  come  into  hishands  so  as 
to  fall  within  the  operation  of  the  summons  of  garnishment  so  served  as 
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aforesaid,  which  is  claimed  to  be  the  property  or  money  of  any  person  not 
a  party  to  the  proceeding  upon  which  said  garnishment  is  based,  said 

claimant  may  dissolve  said  garnishment  by  filing  in  the  clerk's  office 
of  the  Superior  Court  of  any  county,  or  of  any  City  Court,  or  in  the 
office  of  any  Justice  of  the  Peace,  or  Notary  Public,  according  as  said 
garnishment  may  be  returnable  to  the  Superior,  City,  Justice  or  No- 

tary Public's  Court,  a  bond  with  good  security  in  twice  the  amount  of 
the  sum  claimed  upon  said  suit,  attachment,  or  judgment,  to  be  ap-  . 
proved  by  said  clerk,  or  said  Justice  of  the  Peace  or  Notary  Public, 
conditioned  to  pay  to  the  plaintiff  the  sum  that  may  be  found  due  to 
said  defendant  upon  the  trial  of  any  issue  that  may  be  formed  upon  the 
answer  of  the  garnishee,  or  that  may  be  admitted  to  be  due  in  said 
answer,  if  untraversed.]  (a.) 

Where  a  firm  made  themselves  parties  to  a  garnishment  proceeding  by  filing  the 
bond  under  this  section  :  51  Ga.,  117.  Where  principal  claims  money  in  agent's  name 
in  bank,  and  agent  dissolves  the  garnishment  of  the  bank  :  52  Ga.,  494.  Where,  after 
summons  of  garnishment,  a  stranger  came  in  and  under  this  section  filed  bond  to  dis- 

solve garnishment:  £6Ga.,  394.  Dissolving  the  garnishment  and  claiming  the  money 
as  proceeds  of  sale  of  homestead  property  :  62  Ga.,  303.  Where  the  right  to  claim  un- 

der this  section  precludes  resort  to  equity :  63  Ga.,  570. 

,  Where  creditor  dismisses  the  process,  the  Court  cannot  go  on  and  settle  claimant's 
rights:  Drake  on  At.,  #460,  a. 

§3542.  Proceedings  upon  answer  of  garnishee.  [The  garnishee  upon  (b)  Acts  of 

answering,  shall  be  discharged  from  all  further  liability,  and  the  plain- 1871"2,  p- 50- 
tiff's  remedy  shall  be  upon  the  bond  so  executed  as  aforesaid ;  the 
plaintiff  or  claimant,  or  both  of  them  may  traverse  said  answer,  and  the 
issue  upon  said  traverse  shall  be  submitted  to  a  jury  as  other  issues 
upon  the  answer  of  garnishees;  if  said  garnishee  fails  to  answer  within 
the  time  required  by  the  laws  of  this  State,  judgment  shall  be  had 
against  him,  and  he  shall  be  liable  thereon,  notwithstanding  any  bond 
that  may  have  been  executed  by  any  claimant  of  the  fund  or  property 
in  his  hands.]  (b.) 

Section  referred  to  where  garnishee  answers  out  of  county  of  his  residence,  and 
thereby  waives  jurisdiction:  56  Ga.,  394.  An  issue  made  up  under  this  section  :  62 
Ga.,  303. 

§3543.   The  fund  or  property  to  be  delivered  to  claimant.     [The  garnishee  (c)  Acts  of 

shall  pay  over  or  deliver  any  money  or  property  to  the  claimant  upon  1871"2' p  5L 
the  dissolution  of  the  garnishment,  in  manner  aforesaid,  unless  pre- 

vented by  other  legal  process.]  (c.) 
Section  referred  to  and  construed  :  52  Ga.,  494. 

§3544.  Claimant  is  party  to  subsequent  proceedings.  [The  claimant  of  (d)  Acts  of 

any  fund  or  property,  to  whom  the  same  may  have  been  paid  or  deliv-  ̂ 7^f' pp" 
ered  upon  the  dissolution  of  the  garnishment  in  the  manner  before 
prescribed,  shall  be  a  party  to  all  further  proceedings  upon  said  garn- 

ishment, and  judgment  shall  be  had  instanter  upon  said  bond  for  any 
sums,  or  the  value  of  any  property  that  may  be  found  to  have  been  in 
the  hands  of  said  garnishee,  liable  to  the  operation  of  said  summons  of 
garnishment.]  (d.) 

Where  partners  became  parties  by  filing  the  bond  :  51  Ga.,  117. 

§3545.  (3489.)  (3469.)  Money  raised  by  garnishment,  how  distributed.  All  Act  of  1822, 

money  raised  by  virtue  of  the  process  of  garnishment  under  this  Code,  A"CPS' ̂  'i855 
shall  be  paid  over  to  the  creditors  of  the  defendant,  according  to  the  -6,  p.  38. 
priorities  now  established  by  law — the  expenses  of  the  moving  credi- 

tors being  first  paid  pro  rata,  by  the  judgment  creditors  receiving  the 
benefit  of  his  diligence. 

Distribution  could  be  better  made  in  equity  than  by  garnishment  in  a  Court  of  law: 
16  Ga.,  137.     Distribution  under  Act  of  1822 :  13  Ga.,  335.  Paid  to  the  oldest  execution: 
17  Ga.,  427  ;  51/93  ;  57/203.     After  attorney  fees  and  cost,  to  diligent  creditor  :  48  Ga., 
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431.  Junior  j  udgment  cx-editors  bringing  money  into  Court  by  garnishment,  paid  bis  ex 
penses  first ;  costs  and  attorney  fees  :  41  Ga.,  320  ;  57/522.  Section  referred  to  and  con 
strued  :  60  Ga.,  672 ;  62/622.  Money  exempted  should  be  paid  over  to  the  Ordinary  or 
his  application  therefor  where  in  Court  under  garnishment  proceedings  :  54  Ga.,  492 
Money  brought  into  Court  under  a  second  garnishment:  53  Ga.,  363. 

§3546.  (3490.)  (3470.)  Garnishee  liable  for  interest,  when.  As  a  genera 
rule,  a  party  who  is  prevented  from  paying  over  money  by  process  of  law 
is  not  liable  for  interest ;  but  if  a  garnishee  resists  the  payment  o: 
the  fund  in  his  hands,  or  controverts  his  indebtedness,  he  is  liable  fo] 
interest  thereon — but  he  may  relieve  himself  from  interest  by  paying 
the  fund  into  Court. 

Stated  as  to  liability  for  interest:  1  Ga.,  38.  Suspended  against  garnishee  during 
pendency  of  the  garnishment:  32  Ga.,  20.  Where  garnishee  under  a  void  process  no 
relieved  from  paying  interest  on  money  in  his  hands  :  61  Ga.,  106. 

Drake  on  Attachment,  §$664,  704. 

§3547.  (3491.)  (3471.)  Judgment  The  plaintiff  shall  rot  have  judg 
ment  against  the  garnishee  until  he  has  obtained  judgment  against  tht 
defendant. 

Stated:  23  Ga.,  186.  It  is  the  right  of  the  plaintiff  as  soon  as  he  gets  a  judgmen 
against  his  debtor  to  take  a  judgment  against  the  garnishee  :  41  Ga.,  694.  Setting  asid 
a  judgment  against  a  garnishee  failing  to  answer  through  mistake  :  50  Ga.,  575-6.  Wher 
equity  will  enjoin  judgment  on  garnishment:  49  Ga.,  381.  Judgment  against  princi 
pal  debtor  paid  off,  satisfies  the  judgment  against  garnishee  :  55  Ga.,  644.  Where  mus 

/  be  judgment  on  garnishee's  answer  before  showing  any  breach  of  the  condition  in 
bond  attempting  to  dissolve:  55  Ga.,  67. 

»  No  judgment  against  garnishee  while  judgment  against  defendant  is  pending  o 
appeal:  Drake  on  At,  $460. 

§3548.  (3492.)  (3472.)  Answer  of  garnishee.  The  garnishee  must,  h 
his  answer,  admit  or  deny  his  indebtedness,  or  that  he  has  or  had  ei 
fects  in  his  hands  belonging  to  defendant ;  and  if  he  is  unable  to  do  sc 
his  inability  must  appear  in  his  answer,  together  with  all  the  fact 
plainly,  fully  and  distinctly  set  forth,  so  as  to  enable  the  Court  to  giv 

judgment  thereon. 
Where  answer  held  filed  in  time :  15  Ga.,  186.  When  not :  38  Ga.,  297 ;  45/486.  Er 

tering  judgment  against  garnishee  for  amount  admitted  in  his  return  will  be  waiver  c 
irregularity  in  filing  answer  :  30  Ga.,  923.  Where  there  was  not  such  an  answer  as  ju 
titled  the  Court  in  rendering  judgment  against  garnishee:  18  Ga.,  650,657;  22/5 
Court  should  continue  case  against  garnishee  until  final  judgment  against  defendant 
38Ga.,602;  63/317.  Where  answer  not  sufficient  to  enter  up  judgment  against  ga 
nishee,  could  have  been  traversed  :  45  Ga.,  369.  Where  Court  did  right  in  permittin 
the  answer  to  be  filed:  48  Ga.,  440.  Where  Court  rightfully  refused  to  dismiss  a  ga 
nishment  proceeding:  50  Ga.,  82-86.  Answer  of  garnishee  under  Act  of  1869:  51  Ga 
325.  Garnishee  discharging  himself  by  first  answer,  but  on  second  summons  returt 
ing  money  in  Court:  53  Ga.,  359.  Where  garnishee  plead  a  set-off  and  his  answer  di 
not  plainly  and  distinctly  set  forth  his  defense :  55  Ga.,  276-7. 

Traverse  :  18  Am.  D.,  608.  Cannot  set  up  defense  waived  by  defendant:  13  lb.,  33 
Set-off  by  garnishee  of  debts  due  from  defendant:  19  Am.  D.,  266.  Eequisites  an 
construction  of:  Drake  on  At.,  $628  et  seq.;  may  set  up  all  defenses  against  liability  1 
defendant:  lb.,  §672  et  seq.;  12  Am.  D.,  688. 

§3549.  Garnishee  relieved  from  cost,  when.  [In  all  cases  where  proces 
Actsofi873,  of  garnishment  shall  be  served  upon  any  person,  and  such  perso 

p-  38.  '  shall  make  a  true  answer  to  the  garnishment,  as  now  required  by  lav and  shall  pay  the  sum  due  to  the  defendant,  into  Court,  or  sha 
turn  over  and  deliver  up  any  personal  property  of  the  defendants,  tliE 
he  may  have  in  his  possession,  as  required  by  law,  or  shall  answer  trul 
that  he  owes  the  defendant  nothing,  if  the  garnishee  shall  have  to  ii 
cur  any  expense  in  making  his  or  her  answer  to  the  garnishment,  ( 
in  turning  over  said  personal  property^  the  amount  so  incurred  sha 
be  taxed  in  the  bill  of  costs,  under  the  approval  of  the  Court,  and  fc 

paid,  by  the  party  cast  in  the  suit,  as  other  costs  are  now  paid.]     (a." 
Where  garnishee  discharges,  himself  by  answer,  entitled  to  judgment  against  plai 

tiff  for  costs  :  53  Ga.,  28. 
Drake  on  At..  §661. 
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§3550.  Remedies  against  garnishee.  [Whenever  the  garnishee  shall  a»  Acts  of 

answer  that  he  has  money  or  currency  in  his  control  belonging  to  the1873,  p'  7' defendant  in  the  principal  suit,  or  the  same  fact  shall  be  ascertained  in 
the  manner  provided  by  law,  the  plaintiff,  in  addition  to  other  reme- 

dies now  existing,  shall  have  the  same  remedy  to  enforce  the  delivery 
of  such  money  or  currency  as  exist  by  law  under  section  3305  of  this 
Code,  to  enforce  the  delivery  of  property  or  effects,  and  all  the  provisions 
of  said  section  as  it  exists,  and  shall  exist,  shall  apply  to  garnishments 
at  common  law.]     (b. ) 

Section  referred  to  and  construed  :  60  Ga.,  304. 

§3551.  (3493.)  (3473.)  Collaterals  not  subject  to  garnishment.  Collater- 
al securities  in  the  hands  of  a  creditor  shall  not  be  the  subject  of  gar- 

nishment at  the  instance  of  other  creditors. 

Stated  :  3  Ga.,  47 ;  4/428  :  18/650. 

§3552.  (3494.)  (3474.)  Attorney  at  law  is  subject  to  garnishment.  An  at- 
torney at  law  who  has  money  or  other  effects  in  his  hands  belonging 

to  the  defendant,  shall  be  subject  to  be  garnished. 
Stated:  6  Ga.,  580. 

Check  drawn  by  defendant  in  suit  to  pay  execution,  and  not  presented,  not  subject: 

"Wells'  Jur.,  $562.  Subject,  even  though  client  could  not  sue  until  after  demand : 
Drake  on  At.,  §515  ;  see '§3798. 

§3553.  (3495.)  (3475.)   Receivers  not  subject  to  garnishment.     A  receiver 
appointed  by  a  Court  of  equity  shall  not  be  subject  to  the  process  of 
garnishment. 

Stated  :  11  Ga.,  413.  As  to  Sheriff  being  subject  to  garnishment  at  instance  of  plain- 
tiff: 50  Ga.,  108.  Where  the  defendant  in  ft.  fa.  being  garnished  did  not  prevent  Sheriff 

from  paying  over  money  collected  on  ft.  fa  :  51  Ga.,606.  Where  Court  could  make  the 
plaintiff  in  garnishment  proceeding,  appointed  receiver,  account  for  the  fund  :  61  Ga., 
437. 

But  if  right  of  defendant  to  money  has  been  so  fixed  as  to  entitle  him  to  receive  it 
without  further  judl'  ial  action,  garnishment  will  lie:  Drake  on  At.,  §509.  Will  lie  by 
leave  of  the  Court:  29  Am.  R.,  534. 

§3554.    (3496.)  (3476.)  Laborers'  wages  exempt  from  garnishment.     All  Act  of  1845, 
journeymen,  mechanics,  and  day  laborers  shali  be  exempt  from  the  ictsof  is72, 
process  and  liabilities  of  garnishment  on  their  daily,  weekly,  or  month- p-  ̂ - 
ly  wages,  whether  in  the  hands  of  their  employers  or  others,     (a.)         p.  21. 

.  Acts  of  1876, 
Act  of  1845  not  repealed  by  Act  of  1856  :  25  Ga.,  571-625.     When  monthly  wages  of  p.  17. 

a  clerk  cannot  be  garnished  in  hands  of  his  employer:  51  Ga.,  576;  46/466-8.  Salary  of  a 
teacher  payable  at  end  of  each  month  not  liable  to  garnishment :  54  Ga.,  108.     When 

painter's  wages  not  liable  to  garnishment  for  medical  services  rendered  him:  64  Ga., 
617-619. 

Thomp.  on  Homesteads,  §§780-784,  860-867;  3  C.  L.  J.,  713,  794;  9/79;  Wells'  Jur., p.  536,  n,  15. 

§3555.  (3497.)  (3477.)  When  legatees,  etc.,  are  subject  to  garnishment.  As  §2467. 
a  general  rule,  the  interest  of  a  legatee  or  distributee  is  not  the  sub- 

ject of  garnishment  issued  against  an  executor  or  administrator,  but  if 
the  legacy  has  been  assented  to  by  the  executor,  and  such  legacy  is  not 
defeated  by  debts  against  the  estate,  and  when  there  has  been  a  final 
settlement  by  the  administrator,  and  there  remains  in  his  hands  a  fixed 
balance,  such  legacy  or  the  interest  of  the  distributee  or  heir  may  be 
reached  by  process  qf  garnishment,  at  the  instance  of  a  creditor  of  such 
legatee,  distributee,  or  heir  at  law,  as  the  case  may  be. 

See  :  58  Ga.,  94.    Section  referred  to  and  construed  :  64  Ga.,  736-7. 

§3556.  (3498.)  (3478.)     Executors,   etc.,  may   be  garnished,    when.     In  (t>)  Acts  of 

every  case  a  garnishment  may  be  issued  against  an  executor  or  admin- 1865~6,  p- 33- 
istrator  for  a  legacy  or  distributive  share,  [or  for  any  debt  or  demand 
owing  by  said  estate  to  any  other  person,]  (b.)  if  the  creditor  will  swear 
— in  addition  to  the  oath  required  in  ordinary  cases — that  his  debtor 
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resides  without  the  State,  or  is  insolvent.  In  such  cases  the  executor  or 
administrator  shall  not  be  compelled  to  answer  the  garnishment  until 
the  estate  in  his  hands  is  sufficiently  administered  to  enable  him  safely 
to  answer  the  same. 

Not  subject  to  garnishment  within  the  twelve  months:  28  Ga.,  366;  17/80-81. 
Effect  of  garnishment  under  this  section  :  41  Ga.,  628. 

Drake  on  At.,  §^496,  499  ;  Wells'  Jur.,  p.  552,  n,  6.     Guardians  :  £502. 

§3557.  (3499.)  (5112.)  Tax  collector  may  issue  garnishment.  When  any 
Acts  of  1855  tax  collector  can  find  no  property  of  the  defendant,  on  which  to  levy 
-6,  p.  137.  any  tax  execution  in  his  hands,  it  shall  be  his  duty  to  make  an  entry 
§882.  to  that  effect  on  said  execution  ;  and  such  tax  collector  may  then  issue 

summons  of  garnishment  against  any  person,  whom  he  may  believe  is 
indebted  to  the  defendant,  or  who  may  have  property,  money  or  effects 
in  his  hands  when  said  summons  of  garnishment  shall  be  served  by 
the  tax  collector,  the  Sheriff,  his  deputy,  or  any  constable  of  the  county 
in  which  the  garnishee  ma}^  reside,  at  least  fifteen  days  before  the  sit- 

ting of  the  Court  to  which  the  same  is  made  returnable,  and  returned 
to  the  Superior  Court  of  the  county  for  which  he  is  tax  collector. 

Section  referred  to  and  construed:  60  Ga.,  304. 

§3558.  (3500.)  (5113.)    Proceedings  thereon.     Said  tax  collector  shall 
Acts  0f  1855  enter  on  said  execution  the  names  of  the  person  garnished,  and  return 
-6,  p.  137.    said  execution  to  said  Superior  Court,  and  all  the  subsequent  proceed- 

ings shall  be  the  same  as  now  provided  by  law  in  relation  to  garnish- 
ments in  other  cases,  when  judgment  has  been  obtained,  or  execution 

issued. 

General  Note  on  Garnishments. — Administrator  may  be  garnished  before  the 
twelve  months  expire:  41  Ga.,  628.  Answer,  of  garnishee,  when  judgment  against 
him  not  authorized,  by:  18  Ga.,  650;  22/53.  When  garnishee  bound  to  file :  45  Ga., 
486.  What  it  must  state  :  51  Ga.,  325.  When  garnishee  plead  counter-claim  :  53  Ga., 
28.  Pleading  set-off  and  statement  to  Court  not  corroborating,  set-off  not  allowed  :  55 
Ga.,  276.  Not  being  filed  and  judgment  against  garnishee  discretion  of  Court  not  con- 

trolled :  38  Ga.,  602.  In  time  if  made  on  first  day  of  second  term  of  Superior  Court  after 
service:  60  Ga,,  554.  Leave  to  amend,  not  reviewed  before  final  decision  of  case:  60 
Ga.,  291.  Traverse  of,  tried  when :  55  Ga.,  98.  Assignee,  under  invalid  assignment 
garnished:  56  Ga.,  155.  Attachment  against  foreign  corporation  and  garnishment: 
47  Ga.,  676.  Baggage  of  railway  passenger,  is  it  subject  to  garnishment?  :  60  Ga.,  300, 
308.  Bailee,  judgment  against  where  he  allowed  removal  of  goods  after  service  of  gar- 

nishment :  44  Ga.,  647.  Bond,  only  a  statutory,  will  dissolve  garnishment:  55  Ga.,  67. 
Claim,  when  proper  remedy  for  fund  deposited  by  agent  in  bank  and  bank  garnished: 
52  Ga.,  494  ;  see  54  Ga.,  603.  Traverse  by  claimant  to  garnishment  as  to  parties  :  56  Ga., 
393.  Collateral  security,  negotiable  notes  placed  as,  put  debt  beyond  reach  of  gar- 

nishment:  18  Ga.,  659.  Consolidation  of  six  cases  in  Justice's  Court  and  one  garnish- 
ment sued  outfor  all  which  exceeds  Justice's  jurisdiction,  error  :  61  Ga.,  370.  Corpo- 

ration, debtors  to,  subject  to  garnishment :  40  Ga.,  98;  48,  351.  Domestic,  service  of 
garnishment  shall  be  on  president,  when  resident  of  the  State  :  60  Ga.,  552.  Cost, 
garnishee  discharges  himself  by  answer,  plaintiff  pays:  53  Ga.,  28.  Debtor,  by  prom- 

issory note,  if  served  with  garnishment,  pays  it  at  his  peril,  etc. :  55  Ga.,  615.  Dissolu- 
tion of  garnishment,  by  agreement:  50  Ga.,  245.  Effect  of,  by  one  not  party  to  pro- 

ceedings": 52  Ga.,  494.  Only  on  statutory  bond  :  55  Ga,,  67  ;  56/393.  Under  Act  of  1871 : 
52  Ga.,  498.  Distress  ■warrant,  garnishment  from  Inferior  Court,  growing  out  of, 
void  :  34  Ga.,  178.  Equity,  garnishment  in  plate  of  proceedings  in  :  2  Ga.,  151.  Plain- 

tiff cannot  go  into,  to  subject  debts  due  to  defendant  in  execution  till  garnishment  is 
found  inadequate:  16  Ga.,  137:  When  bill  in,  is  better  than  garnishment  under  cred- 

itor's bill:  16  Ga.,  137.  Having  gained  jurisdiction  of  garnishment  matter,  will  retain 
it:  31  Ga.,  385.  Evidence  as  to,  onus  of  showing  notes  had  not  been  transferred  at 
service  of  garnishment :  20  Ga.,  477  ;  25/600.  Fund  in  hand  of  garnishee  returned  into 
Court  when  served  with  two  garnishments:  53  Ga.,  359.  Brought  into  Court  under 
garnishment,  oldest  judgment  takes  :  51Ga.,93;  57/522.  Government  not  subject  to 
garnishment:  53  Ga.,  98.  Homestead,  notes  set  apart  as  personalty,  not  subject  to 
garnishment,  when:  46  Ga..  444.  Husband,  creditors  of,  may  garnish  wife  when 
she  becomes  indebted  to  him  for  service  :  55  Ga.,  407.  Injunction  against  garnishment 
of  note  placed  in  hands  of  agent  by  debtor  to  pay  certain  creditors  who  agree  to  the 
conditions  :  37  Ga.,  319.  Garnishee  not  allowed,  where  he  can  protect  himself  at  law  : 
44  Ga.,  376.  Insurance  company,  garnishment  of :  53  Ga.,  359.  Interest,  garnishee 
liable  for,  when  under  void  process  :  61  Ga.,  106.  Issues  in  Justice's  Court  on  return 
of  garnishee:  22  Ga.,  618.  Joint  debtors,  one  of,  dying,  garnishment  cannot  issue 
until  estate  is  represented:  17  Ga.,  80.  Joint  obligor,  who  has  paid  joint  debt,  creditor  of 
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may  garnish  co-obligor  for  what  he  is  dne  to  debtor  by  reason  of  the  payment :  38  Ga., 
512.  Judgment,  unsatisfied,  agamst  garnishee  owing  notes,  no  bar  to  suit  on  notes  by 
holder  :  8  Ga.,  549.  Plaintiff  in  garnishment  not  entitled  to,  against  garnishee  because  an- 

swer was  filed  in  vacation,  etc.  :  53Ga.,28.  Against  garnishee  ancillary  to  judgment  against 
principal  debtor:  55  Ga.,  6-14.  Against  garnishee  when  not  set  aside  :  58  Ga.,  202;  G2/350. 
When  set  aside:  63  Ga.,  317.  Garnishment  lies  in  suit  on  dormant:  22  Ga.,  53.  Foreign, 
against  garnishee  for  the  debt,  protects  him  :  30  Ga.,  440.  Oldest  takes  fund  brought 
into  Court:  51  Ga.,  93.  Against  garnishee  must  be  at  second  terra: 44 Ga.,  188.  Juris- 

diction, too  late  to  object  to  when  garnishee  answers,  without  objection,  in  Court 
not  having:  56  Ga.,  393.  Justice's  Court  has  not,  of  garnishment  when  suit  or  judg- 

ment is  pending  in  Superior  Court :  61  Ga.,  515.  Mistake  as  to  legal  duty,  garnishee 
failing  to  answer  through,  and  judgment  against  him,  judgment  set  aside  at  same  term  : 
50  Ga.,  575.  Negotiable  instruments,  debts  secured  by  subject  of  garnishment:  18 
Ga.,  650  ;  55/615.  Notes  as  subject  of  garnishment:  5Ga.,424;  6/550.  Purchaser  bona 
fide  of  negotiable  note  before  due  can  collect  same,  notwithstanding  maker  is  garnished  : 
38  Ga.,  18.  Non-resident,  property  of,  in  this  State  subject  to  garnishment:  30 
Ga.,  440.  Officer  of  government  not  subject  to  garnishment,  etc.  :  55  Ga.,  98. 
Partnership  , debtor  to,  after  dissolution  and  division  of  debt  liable  in  garnishment, 
etc.:  23  Ga  ,  164.  Signing  firm  name  by  individual  member  of  partnership  to  bond 
when  he  is  plaintiff  in  garnishment:  51  Ga.,  575.  Payment  to  Sheriff  on  execution  in 
favor  of  a  debtor  who  is  creditor  of  garnishee  held  good  :  52  Ga.,  472.  Better  be  made  in- 

to Court  where  there  are  several  judgments  :  41  Ga.,  694.  Practice  in  Augusta  circuit 
in  garnishment  cases  not  interferred  with:  55  Ga.,  98.  Process  not  dismissed,  when 

plaintiff's  attorney  in  common  law  case  signed  bond  as  security:  55  Ga.  615. 
Purchase  money,  attachment  for  under  section  3293  of  Code  cannot  be  levied 
by  garnishment  on  properly  other  than  that  described  in  affidavit:  56  Ga.,  278. 
Railroad,  summons  of  garnishment  requiring  agent  of,  to  answer  what  he  owes,  not 
sufficient  to  ground  judgment  against  company:  55  Ga.,  132;  60/552.  Receiver, 

plaintiff  in  garnishment  proceedings  files  bill,  and  has  himself  appointed:  6~i  Ga.,  437. Salaries  of  officers  of  municipal  corporations,  where  not  subject  to  garnishment:  26 
Ga  ,  113;  54/399.  Of  teachers  of  public  schools,  not:  54  Ga.,  109.  Service  of  garnish- 

ment, must  be  personal:  45  Ga.,  488.  On  agent  of  foreign  corporation  sufficient:  48 
Ga.,  351;  53/364;  55/194;  60/310,  552.  Return  showing,  how  amended  when  Sheriff 
dead  :  46  Ga.,  606.  Set-off,  garnishee  pleading,  in  answer,  rules  as  to:  55  Ga.,  276. 
Several  garnishments  against  maker  of  note,  in  different  Courts,  and  distribution  of 
fund:  35  Ga.,  278.  Sheriff,  having  collected  money  for  plaintiff  in  execution,  liable 
to  garnishment:  50  Ga.,  108.  Garnishment  on  defendant  in  fi.  fa.  is  excuse  for  failing 
to  make  money  on  execution  :  51  Ga.,  606.  Stockholder  in  bank  not  liable  to  gar- 

nishment, after  transfer  of  stock  :  24  Ga.,  540.  Creditors  of,  of  Eatonton  Railroad  can- 
not garnish  stock:  25  Ga.,  297.  Summons  of  garnishment  founded  on  attachment, 

may  issue  after  return  time  of  the  attachment  without  additional  bond  and  affidavit: 
35  Ga.,  229.  Transferee  of  note  on  which  suit  was  pending  in  name  of  transferer, 
allowed  garnishment:  9  Ga.,  510.  Traverse  of  answer,  presenting  no  direct  issue, 
etc.,  is  insufficient,  and  should  be  stricken:  60  Ga.,  554.  Wages,  daily  and  weekly, 
exemption  of.  from  garnishment,  extends  to  overseers,  when  :  25  Ga.,  571.  Monthly, 
of  railroad  clerk,  when  not  subject:  51  Ga.,  576.  Warehouseman  subject  to  garnish- 

ment when  cotton  was  stored  :  7  Ga.,  104.  W.  &  A.  Railroad, superintendent  of,  was 
not  subject  to  garnishment:  37  Ga.,  240. 

Genjekal  Note  on  Gaenishment. — Of  carrier :  Hutch.  C.,  §402.  Of  debtors  of  dis- 
solved corporation  :  20  Wall.,  1.  Of  deposit  standing  in  name  of  A.,  as  property  of  A., 

when  B.  is  true  owner  :  Morse  on  Banks,  274,  #2105.  Lex  loci  as  applicable  to:  2  Pars. 
B.  and  N.,  386;  Rorer  Inter-State  Law,  127-130.  Defendants  in  judgment  in  U.  S. 
Court  can  be  garnished  on  the  debt  due  plaintiff  in  judgment  by  creditor  of  plaintiff 
in  State  Court :  2  Woods,  667.  Valuables  taken  from  prisoner  on  arrest  may  be  gar- 

nished in  hands  of  officer  :  24  Am.  R.,  733.  In  hands  of  carrier :  19  lb..  429,  727  ;  6/213. 
Securities  of  fo  eign  insurance  company  in  one  State  not  garnished  in  hands  of  State 
Treasurer  by  creditor  residing  in  another  State:  14  Am.  R.,  147 ;  1  C.  L.  J.,  367.  Money 
in  Court :  8  C.  L.  J.,  387  ;  30  Am.  R.,  283.  [The  following  references,  except  where  it 
appears  otherwise,  are  to  Drake  on  Attachments.]  Garnishee  must  inquire  into 
jurisdiction  of  Court  for  his  protection,  when :  §691.  How  garnishee  sued  by 
debtor  may  defend  by  pleading  the  attachment  or  garnishment,  or  the  payment 
of  a  judgment  against  him:  §700  et  seq.  If  garnishee  dies  before  he  answers, 
his  administrator  cannot  be  compelled  to  answer :  §451,  a.  Garnishee  cannot 
acknowledge  service  so  as  to  prejudice  third  parties  or  confer  jurisdiction: 
§451,  b.  The  garnishing  creditor  may  recover  against  garnishee  when  debtor  could: 
§452;  and  sometimes  when  debtor  could  not,  as  where  garnishee  holds  property  by 
fraudulent  transfer:  §452;  and  in  other  cases:  §464.  Garnishment  is  a  suit:  §452. 
Pending  garnishment,  the  garnishee  cannot  change  the  property  in  his  hands,  nor 
convert  them  into  money,  nor  exercise  any  act  of  ownership:  7  Peters,  608;  20 
How.,  128;  but  may  hold  them  against  defendant,  or  vendee  of  defendant:  §453. 
Where  they  are  levied  on  by  officer,  he  must  hold  them  subject  to  lien  created  by 
garnishment:  §453;  judgment  against  administrator  of  garnishee,  no  priority  :  §453,  b. 
Equity  will  not  take  jurisdiction  in  aid  of  garnishment,  even  where  garnishee  is  insol- 

vent: §454;  Courts  of  law  do  not  subject  equitable  claims  to  this  process:  §457.  Omts 
is  on  creditor  to  show  garnishee's  liability :  §461 ;  realty  not  reached  by  :  §465.  Gar- 

nishment of  defendant's  funds  constructively  in  his  own  hands  (as  funds  of  railroad  in 
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hands  of  ticket  agent)  not  allowed:  #465,  a;  (but  see  27  Ala.,  380;  Wells'  Jur.,  §560.) 
Non-resident  exempt  from,  unless  he  has  property  of  defendant  in  the  State,  or  is 
bound  to  pay  defendant  money  or  deliver  him  goods  there:  §476.  Personal 
property  in  hands  of  garnishee ;  what  can  be  reached  ;  exempt  property  cannot 
be;  garnishee  may  raise  the  point,  although  defendant  does  not;  but  debt  due  defend- 

ant for  loan  or  sale  of  exempt  property  or  insurance  money  due  upon  its  loss  may  be 
reached:  §480;  20  Am.  R.,  128;  notes  and  choses  in  action  not  reached  by  :  §481.  Con- 

structive possession  will  not  charge  garnishee  :  §482 ;  and  the  possession  must  be  in 
privity  of  contract,  and  of  interest  between  defendant  and  garnishee :  §485.  Exemp- 

tion from  garnishment  may  be  waived  :  §516,  b  ;  by  municipal  corporation  :  §516,  b. 
Status  of  property  under  bona  fide  pre-existing  contract  between  defendant  and  gar- 

nishee cannot  be  affected  by  :  §517  ;  neither  can  property  or  debt  previously  assigned : 
§522;  21  Am.  R,.,  66;  property  subject  to  mortgage  or  pledge  :  §538.  Debts  based  on 
illegal  contract,  none  for :  §541,  a.  Plaintiff  may  garnishee  himself  or  his  joint  debtor : 
§543;  see  contra  cases  cited:  §543;  debt  for  unliquidated  damages  not  subject:  §548; 
nor  debt  due  on  contingency :  §551.  Garnishment  of  one  of  several  joint  debtors:  §560 
et  seq.  Garnishee  not  charged  as  such  on  account  of  negotiable  note,  unless  it  affirma- 

tively appear  that  before  the  rendition  of  the  judgment  the  note  had  become  due,  and 
was  the  property  of  the  payee  :  §587  ;  22  Am.  D,,  462  ;  8  Am.  R.,  157.  Garnishments 
of  judgment  debtors:  §622  ;  21  Am.  R.,  66.  Garnishment  of  guardians  :  §502  ;  Sheriffs: 

§503;  Clerks  of  Courts':  §509;  30  Am.  R.,  283;  Justices  of  Peace :  §510;  trustees  of  in- solvents and  assignees  in  bankruptcy:  §511;  disbursing  officers:  §512;  18  Am.  D., 
201. — Subject  treated  in  Wells  on  Jurisdiction,  §§548-576;  Leading  case  :  18  How.,  217; 
Locke  on  Attachments  (L.  L.),  and  in  the  English  Digests,  under  title  "Attachments"; 
in  Digests  of  most  of  New  England  States,  under  title  "Trustee  Process";  in  those  of 
Connecticut  and  Vermont,  under  title  "Factorizing  Process." 

TITLE  IV. 

OF  THE  VERDICT  AND  JUDGMENT. 

CHAPTER  I. 

VERDICT    AND    JUDGMENT. 

Article  1. — Of  the  Verdict  and  its  Reception. 
Article  2. — Entering  Judgment. 

Article  3. — Effect  and  Lien  of  Judgment. 
Article  4. — Of  Attacking  Judgments. 
Article  5. — Transfer  of  Judgments. 
Article  6. — Confession  of  Judgments. 
Article  7. — Dormant  Judgments  and  Revival  thereof. 

ARTICLE  I. 

OF    THE    VERDICT    AND   ITS    RECEPTION. 

Section. 
3559.  Verdict  must  cover  the  issues. 
8560.  Must  show  on  what  plea  found. 
3561.  Construction  of  verdicts. 
3562.  Moulding  verdicts. 
3563.  Verdicts  in  trover. 

Section. 
S564.  Election  as  to  verdict. 
3565.  For  a  total  divorce. 
3566.  For  a  partial  divorce. 
3567.  Reception  of  verdicts. 

§3559.  (3501.)  (3479.)  Verdict  must  cover  the  issues.  The  verdict  must 

cover  the  issues*  made  by  the  pleadings,  and  must  be  for  the  plaintiff or  defendant. 
Where  the  verdict  did  not  cover  the  issues,  and  too  late  to  amend :  8  Ga.,  208.  If 

verdict  fails  to  cover  the  issues  will  be  set  aside  :  14  Ga.,  119.  Must  cover  the  issues ; 
reasonable  construction  in  favor  of;  amendable  in  mere  form:  17  Ga.,  361.     Where 
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special  verdict  in  equity  would  not  be  void  as  not  disposing  of  the  issues  :  46  Ga.„  409. 
A  void  verdict  where  two  jointly  indicted  in  criminal  case  :  54  Ga.,  249.  Want  of  full- 

ness in  jury's  finding,  or  failing  to  embrace  material  issues  of  fact,  cause  for  new  trial 
in  equity  causes:  55  Ga.,  667.  Where  motion  to  set  aside  verdict  under  this  section 
would  have  been  admissible:  55  Ga.,  649.  Section  cited:  58  Ga.,  315.  Where  jury 
should  state  amount  in  verdict :  51  Ga.,  507-510.  As  to  how  jury  may  be  governed  in 
verdict,  by  evidence,  and  duty  in  :  56  G a.,  294-297.  Special  verdict  upon  issues  sub- 

mitted to  jury  in  equity  case  :  57  Ga.,  267,  459.  When  new  trial  not  granted  because 
verdict  does  not  cover  the  issues  :  58  Ga.,  484.  Assignment  of  error  too  indefinite  as  to 
issues  submitted  to  jury  not  being  covered  by  the  decree  :  58  Ga..  140.  Where  a  ver- 

dict setting  aside  an  award,  and  going  no  farther,  was  incomplete  :  47  Ga.,  10-11. 
Where  the  verdict  could  be  written  off  as  to  shares  of  two  not  suing,  and  for  whom  the 
jury  found:  60  Ga.,  154.  Acquiescence  in  a  verdict  that  did  not  cover  the  issues:  60 
Ga.,  544. 

1  Graham  &  Waterman  on  New  Trials,  132-157  ;  3/1376.  Where  there  are  two  plain- 
tiffs, verdict  cannot  be  for  one  and  against  other:  Ga.  Dec,  Part  I.,  156.  a2  Wh.,  221 ; 

7  Wall.,  565;  3  Graham  &  W.,  on  New  Trials,  1390. 

§3560.  (3502.)  (3480.)  Must  show  upon  what  plea  it  is  found.  If  there  Acts  ofi&so 

are  several  pleas  filed  by  the  defendant,  a  verdict  for  the  defendant  must  ~1'  p* 116' 
show  upon  which  of  the  pleas  the  verdict  is  rendered.  The  jury  may 
render  such  verdict  upon  all  the  pleas  if  they  see  proper  so  to  do.  And 
it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  Judges  of  the  Superior  Courts  of  this  State, 
upon  request  of  the  jury,  in  the  trial  of  all  civil  cases,  to  furnish  said 
jury  with  written  instructions  as  to  the  form  of  their  verdict. 

When  the  finding  was  sufficiently  certain  :  47  Ga.,  99,  116.  Where  jury  should  state 
amount  due  in  verdict:  51  Ga.,  507-510.  Where  jury  found  for  defendant,  but  failed 
to  show  on  what  plea,  should  on  request  send  jury  to  room  until  they  comply  with 
this  section:  61  Ga.,  647  ;  62/757,  764;  see  also  Williams  vs.  Gunnels,  Pamphlt,  Feb., 
1881,  p.  21.     Section  referred  to  and  construed  :  64  Ga.,  667. 

§3561.  (3503.)  (3481.)  Construction  of  verdicts.  Verdicts  are  to  have 
a  reasonable  intendment,  and  are  to  receive  a  reasonable  construction, 
and  are  not  to  be  avoided  unless  from  necessity. 

Reasonable  intendment  of  verdict  should  be  arrived  at:  36  Ga.,  404 ;  42/184;  39/664 ; 
17/361,  341;  9/508,  543.  In  a  divorce  case  not  necessarily  vicious  where  by  consent: 
24  Ga.,  532;  20/120.  A  verdict  for  $9.80,88  meant  $980.88:  40  Ga.,  249,  252.  Where 
verdict  verdict  in  a  criminal  case  was  not  void  for  uncertainty:  54  Ga.,  242;  51/144. 
Where  verdict  found  guilty  of  manslaughter  meant  highest  grade,  namely  :  voluntary 
manslaughter:  50  Ga.,  128.  Verdict  for  $60.00  principal,  interest  and  costs,  means 
$60.00  principal,  with  interests  and  costs  :  58  Ga.,  522.  Where  by  reasonable  construc- 

tion maybe  understood,  and  legal  judgment  entered  thereon,  sufficient :  57  Ga.,  304. 
Verdict  certain  that  can  be  made  certain  :  64  Ga.,  207. 

§3562.  (3504.)  (3482.)  Moulding  verdicts.     It  shall  be  within  the  power  §4213. 
of  the  Superior  Court,  in  proper  case,  to  mould  the  verdict  at  law  so  as 
to  do  full  justice  to  the  parties,  and  in  the  same  manner  as  a  decree  in 
equity,  and  the  judgment  and  execution  shall  conform  to  the  verdict. 

Where  under  the  Act  of  1820,  without  resorting  to  forms  of  equity,  Superior  Court 
may  mould  verdict  at  law :  9  Ga.,  65;  37/364;  35/84;  39/82.  Where  the  Act  of  1820, 
deficiency  supplied  bvCode:  48  Ga.,  622.  Where  juries  may  find  equitable  verdict: 

40  Ga.,  196-197  ;  44/17*9.  Section  referred  to  and  construed  :  46  Ga.,  383  ;  51/398-399, 509-510;  55/349-350;  63/751;  56/212-224;  49/435-436.  Against  a  railroad:  57  Ga.,  340. 
Where  an  equitable  plea  in  ejectment:  62  Ga.,  401-404.  Where  this  section,  although 
claimed  to,  did  not  apply  :  61  Ga.,  326. 

§3563.  (3505.)  (3483.)   Verdict  in  trover.     In  an  action  of  trover  the  ̂ ^ 
verdict  may  be  in  the  alternative;  that  is,  it  must  be  for  the  value  of  the 
property  sued  for,  which  may  be  discharged  by  the  return  of  the  pro- 

perty within  a  given  time  specified  in  the  verdict. 
Practice  as  to  alternative  form  of  verdict,  jury  may  find  highest  value  proven  or  true 

value  generally  :  6  Ga.,  287.  Defendant  must  elect  to  deliver  the  property  or  pay 
damages  in  money;  cannot  deliver  in  part  and  pay  in  part:  19  Ga.,  579;  31/110; 
22/290.  Verdict  for  the  specific  property  a  proper  finding:  30  Ga.,  646.  When  should 
be  for  that  which  both  parties  have  acknowledged  to  be  an  agreed  substitute  for  the 
property  itself:  30  Ga.,  615.  Section  referred  to  and  construed:  37  Ga,,  340.  As  to 
rule  of  damages,  and  when  entitled  to  interest :  59  Ga  ,  395.  Case  of  trover  for  a  piano : 
61  Ga.,  230. 

§3564.  (3506.)  Plaintiff  may  choose  verdict.  It  shall  be  at  the  option  of 
the  plaintiff,  in  an  action  to  recover  personal  property,  to  say  upon  the 
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Acts  of  i860,  trial  thereof  whether  he  will  accept  an  alternative  verdict  for  the  prep- 
py 43-  erty  or  its  value,  or  whether  he  will  demand  a  verdict  for  the  damages 

alone,  or  for  the  property  alone,  and  its  hire,  if  any  ;  and  it  shall  be  the 
duty  of  the  Court  to  instruct  the  jury  to  render  the  verdict  as  the 
plaintiff  may  thus  elect. 

Section  referred  to  and  construed:  54  Ga.,  459;  59/395  ;  see  61  Ga.,  147. 

§3565.  (3507.)  (3484.)    Verdict  for  total  divorce.     The  form  of  a  ver- 
Act  of  1802,  diet  in  case  of  a  total  divorce  may  be  as  follows,  to-wit :     We,  the  jury, 

'p'      '     find  that  sufficient  proofs  have  been  submitted  to  our  consideration  to 
§§1722, 1724.  authorize  a  total  divorce — that  is  to  say,  a  divorce  a  vinculo  matrimonii, 

upon  legal  principles,  between  the  parties  in  this  case. 
§3566.  C3508.)  (3485.)  Verdict  for  partial  divorce.  In  cases  of  a  partial 

divorce,  the  form  of  a  verdict  may  be  as  follows,  to-wit  :  We,  the  jury, 
find  that  sufficient  proofs  have  been  submitted  to  our  consideration  to 
authorize  a  partial  divorce  between  the  parties — that  is  to  say,  a  di- 

vorce a  mensa  et  thoro  upon  legal  principle  .     That  the  plaintiff  shall 
pay   on  the   day  of    ,  to  the  defendant  during  her  natural 
life,  the  sum  of   dollars,  for  the  support  and  maintenance  of  the 
issue  of  such  marriage  during  their  natural  lives. 

§3567.  (3509.)  (3486.)  Verdicts,  how  received.  Verdicts  shall  not  be 
received  except  in  open  Court,  unless  by  agreement  of  the  parties. 

General  Note  on  Verdicts. — Ambiguous,  verdict  not  being,  speaks  for  itself:  46 
Ga.,361.  Where  agrennent  was,  verdict  determined  the  question  :  50Ga.,603.  Amend- 

ment of  verdict,  in  civil  case  allowable,  at  time  of  bringing  it  in :  52  Ga.,  543.  Verdict 
subject  to,  by  separating  principal  and  interest,  though  jury  have  dispersed  by  consent: 
57  Ga.,  333.  Amount,  verdict  for  a  greater,  than  claimed  in  declaration,  cured  by  re- 
mititur:  8  Ga.,  113.  When  jury  bound  to  find  for  some:  16  Ga.,  208.  Verdict  for 
greater  than  evidence  warrants  excess  must  be  remitted  or  new  trial  granted  :  31  Ga., 
140.  Cause  of  action,  defectively  set  forth,  cured  by  verdict:  55  Ga.,  126.  Certainty, 
want  of,  in  verdict  new  trial  granted  :  50  Ga.,  395.  Consent,  verdict  by,  not  necessa- 

rily vicious:  20  Ga,,  120.  Construction,  reasonable,  verdicts  are  to  have,  etc. :  9  Ga., 
543.  Costs,  verdict  for,  and  nothing  more  in  trespass,  etc.:  11  Ga.,  137.  Counts, 
there  being  good  and  bad,  in  declaration,  and  a  general  verdict,  presumption  is  that  jury 
found  all  good  :  12  Ga.,  510.  Court  may  receive  verdict  in  civil  case  in  absence  of 

defendant  and  his  counsel,  when  :  58  Ga.,  479.  Criminal  cases,  general  verdict  or* guilty  in,  law  presumes  as  intended  as  a  verdict  of  guilty  of  highest  offense 
charged  in  the  indictment  43  Ga.,  218;  55/131.  Finding  prisoner  guilty  of  man- 

slaughter in  indictment  for  murder,  effect  of,  was  to  find  him  guilty  of  highest 
grade  of  manslaughter:  50  Ga.,  128.  Recommending  defendant  to  mercy  of  the 
Court,  in  case  not  capital,  not  illegal:  51  Ga.,  136.  Finding  prisoner  "guilty  of 
shooting  not  in  his  own  defense,"  notvoid  for  uncertainty  :  51  Ga,  144.  Finding  "the 
prisoner  at  the  bar  guilty'*  when  two  were  indicted  and  tried  together,  too  uncertain  : 
54  Ga.,  249.  Finding  "  the  prisoner  guilty,"  when  several  were  jointly  indicted,  but 
severally  tried,  sufficiently  identified  the  defendant:  Wilson  vs.  State,  Pampt,  Feb. 
1881,  p.  31.  On  indictment  for  murder,  finding  prisoner  guilty  and  that  he  be  im- 

prisoned, etc.,  at  the  mercy  of  the  Court,  good:  54  Ga.,  242.  Finding  defendant 
"guilty  of  receiving  stolen  goods,"  judgment  arrested:  55  Ga.,  191.  Verdict  of 
murder,  when  charge  was  based  oil  an  assumed  state  of  facts,  new  trial:  58  Ga.,  265. 
"  Guilty  of  an  attempt  to  commit  a  larceny  "  sufficiently  certain  :  58  Ga.,  200.  "  Guilty 
of  the  offense  of  stabbing,"  held  sufficient:  62  Ga.,  167.  Uttering  a  forged  paper,  ver- 

dict of  guilty,  must  show  it  was  published  as  true,  etc.  :  28  Ga.,  367  ;  56/604.  Unsigned 
when  names  of  jurors  appear  on  the  record,  good:  63  Ga.,  281.  Damages,  whether 
excessive  or  not,  question  for  the  discretion  of  the  Court :  10  Ga.,  37  ;  20/428  ;  23/222  ; 
29/294;  42/271.  Decretal  verdict,  sufficiently  certain  when  Court  can  execute  it: 

■  24  Ga.,  591.  Deduction,  when  verdict  should  make  some,  from  price  agreed  on  :  30 
Ga.,  418.  Defective,  when  verdict  so  defective  as  to  be  void,  mistrial;  49  Ga..  458. 
Defendant,  verdict  for  one,  against  another,  void:  58  Ga.,  315.  Divorce,  party  to, 
may  move  to  set  aside  first  verdict:  31  Ga  ,  625.  Two  verdicts  finding  proof  to  author- 

ize total,  with  no  decree  thereon,  null :  64  Ga.,  662.  Ejectment,  verdict  in,  may  be  for 
part  of  the  premises  claimed  :  14  Ga.,  384.  For  moiety,  on  death  of  one  joint  lessor  :  21 
Ga.,  401.  Under  Jones'  form,  verdict  ought  to  be  for  or  against  all  the  plaintiffs:  17 
Ga.,  361.  Verdict  too  uncertain  to  enable  Court  to  award  judgment,  void ;  30  Ga.,  608. 
Equitable  verdict,  jury  may  find  :  44  Ga.,  179.  Error,  in  assignment  of,  too  general 
that  complains  that  issues  were  not  submitted  to  the  jury.  etc. :  58  Ga.,  140.  In  calcu- 

lation, in  verdict,  corrected,  in  Supreme  Court:  64  Ga.,  506.  Evidence,  when  there 
is  sufficient  to  support  verdict,  new  trial  will  not  be  granted  :  30  Ga.,  112 ;  60/319,  603. 
Circumstantial,  etc.,  verdict  should  stand  :  63  Ga.,  90  Objection  to  verdict  as,  that  it 
does  not  show  it  was  rendered  by  a  full  jury,  not  good  :  40  Ga,,  423.  Perjured,  only  af- 

fects verdict  when  material :  25  Ga.,  671.    Illegal,  verdict  is,  when  jury  pass  on  issues 
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not  before  them  :  51  Gn.,  320.  Imperfect  verdict  rendered  by  jury,  error  for  Court 
four  days  after  to  reassemble  the  jury  and  let  them  amend:  8Ga.,  201.  To  send  out 

jury  to  perfect  verdict  not  error  :  24  Ga.,  485. '  Informal  verdicts  may  be  amended  :  17 Ga.,  3G1.  Injunction,  against  verdict  inadvertently  rendered  :  26  Ga.,  352.  Interest, 
question  of,  arising  under  form  of  verdict:  54  Ga.,  542.  Intoxication  of  juror 
ground  for  setting  aside  verdict:  40  Ga.,  150.  Issues,  verdict  must  comprehend  all, 
submitted  to  the  jury  :  17  Ga.,  361.  In  equity  cause  motion  for  new  trial,  because  ver- 

dict did  not  cover  the  issues,  must  specify,  etc.  :  Bessman  vs.  Girardy,  Pamphlt., 
September,  1880,  p.  36.  Judgment,  reversal,  if  plaintiff  would  not  write  off  a  por- 

tion of  the  verdict:  37  Ga.,  341.  Of  Court,  rendered  without  verdict,  -when 
should  be  set  aside  :  46  Ga.,  398.  Jury,  too  late  after  verdict  to  raise  ques- 

tion whether  jury  was  taken  from  grand  or  petit  jury:  63  Ga.,  216.  Justice, 
when  finding  of  jury  is  against,  new  trial  will  be  granted:  33  Ga.,  495.  When 
verdict  did,  substantial,  not  disturbed:  45  Ga..  94;  50/124.  Leg-atees,  four 
suing  when  there  were  six,  and  verdict  for  amount  due  all,  two  shares  written 
off:  60  Ga.,  154.  Liquidated  demand,  verdict  for,  jury  should  give  interest 
on  it:  19  Ga.,  537.  Mistake  in  verdict  will  be  relieved  against:  30  Ga.,  191.  New 
trial,  granted,  if  verdict  be  against  the  evidence  :  24  Ga.,  591.  Or  so  uncertain  it  can- 

not be  executed  :  27  Ga.,  469.  Eefused.  on  ground  verdict  did  not  cover  all  issues  sub- 
mitted :  58  Ga.,  484.  Nunc  pro  tunc  verdict  entered  on  the  minutes  rendered  years 

previously:  45  Ga.,  117.  Pleas,  where  there  were  three  issuable,  verdict  for  plaintiff 
is  a  finding  against  defendant  on  all :  60  Ga.,  131.  Several,  filed  by  defendant  in  civil 
case,  verdict  should  show  upon  which  of  the  pleas  it  was  rendered,  and  jury  sent  back 

to  return  proper  verdict:  William^  vs.  Gunnels,  Pampht.,  Feb'y.,  1881,  p.  21.  Princi- 
pal and  interest,  when  verdict  was  for,  on  suit  on  two  notes,  sufficiently  certain  :  14 

Ga.,  691.  Meaning  of:  19  Ga.,  298;  20/50.  Publication  of  verdict,  what  is,  and  no 
action  dismissed  after  :  7  Ga.,  191 ;  34/575.  Release,  when  a  party  may.  a  part  of  find- 

ing in  his  favor  :  22  Ga.,  313.  Sabbath  day,  verdict  rendered  on,  illegal  and  a  nullity: 
49  Ga.,  436.  Set  aside,  verdict  was,  in  claim  case,  where  plaintiff  in  execution  had 
been  dead  for  years,  and  estate  unrepresented :  9  Ga.,  325.  Not,  where  it  was  such  as 
ca^e warrants  :  22  Ga..  283.  Will  be,  when  there  is  no  evidence  to  warrant  it:  29  Ga.. 
200.  Was,  when  Sheriff  told  jury  that  Judge  would  take  them  to  another  county  if 
they  did  not  agree:  31  Ga..  625.  Judgment  of  Judge  in  will  case,  without  verdict, 
should  be,  when:  46  Ga.,  398.  Signature  of  foreman  to  verdict,  good  :  9  Ga.,  501. 
Verdict  returned  without,  held  good  :  14  Ga.,  18  ;  24/72.  Special  verdict,  Chancellor 
may  direct  jury  to  find,  in  equity  case.  etc.  :  57  Ga.,  459.  Transfer  of  verdict  when 
written  on  wrong  paper  :  58  Ga.,  186  ;  62/316. 

General  Note  on  Verdicts. — Averaging-  separate  markings  of  jurors  under  pre- 
agreement  to  abide  result,  is  invalid:  34  Am.  R.,808;  3  C.  L.  J.,  618.  Control  of 
Court  over  verdict  continues  until  jury  is  polled,  although  they  have  dispersed,  after 
sealed  A'erdict:  11  Am.  R.,  724.  Improper  influences,  verdict  when  set  aside  for:  16 
Am.  R..  454,  n.  Impeachment  of,  by  jurors  :  24  Am.  D.,  475-9,  n  ;  12/143.  n  ;  13  Am. 
R.,  283;  14  How.,  297;  8  C.  L.  J.,  489;  3  Graham  &  W.,  on  New  Trials,  1429.  Qualifi- 

cation of  rule  :  9  Am.  R..  49.  Infancy  of  juror  whose  name  is  on  regular  list,  verdict 
not  set  aside  for,  in  civil  case  :  23  Am.  R  ,  258.  Insanity  of  juror  arising  between 
making  of  sealed  verdict  and  reception  of  same,  verdict  set  aside,  where  one  of  parties 
asked  to  poll  jury  :  11  Am.  R.,  413.  Lot,  verdict  reached  by:  5  C.  L.  J.,  497  ;  8/233  ; 
34  Am.  R.,  815,  n  ;  2  Graham  &  W.,  on  New  Trials,  578  et  seq.  Minutes,  failure  to  enter 
verdict  on,  lien  of  judgment  not  lost,  (Georgia  case):  4  Otto,  464.  Signature  by  fore- 

man, not  signing  his  name  in  full,  no  ground  of  error  :  Ga.  Dec,  Part  II,  139.  Sun- 
day, reception  of  verdict  on  :  18  Am.  D.,  427,  n  ;  7/576;  25  Am.  R.,  627. 

ARTICLE  II. 

OF    ENTERING    JUDGMENT. 

Section. 
3573.  Against  executors,  etc 
3574.  Costs  against  executors,  etc. 
3575.  Judgment  on  bonds. 
3576.  In  favor  of  and  against  partners,  etc. 

Section. 
3568.  Judgments,  when  to  be  entered. 
3569.  Appeal  suspends  judgment. 
3570.  Judgment  for  principal  and  interest. 
3571.  Judgment  on  appeals. 
3572.  Against  sureties  and  indorsers. 

§3568.  (3510.)  (3487.)  Judgment,  how  and  when  signed  up.  In  all  cases  Act  of  1799, 

when  a  verdict  shall  be  rendered,  the  party  in  whose  favor  it  may  be,  c" p" 494- 
or  his  attorney,  shall  be  allowed  to  enter  and  sign  up  judgment  there- 

on at  any  time  within  four  days  after  the  adjournment  of  the  Court  at 

which  such  judgment  was  rendered,  for  the  amount*  thereof  and  all 
costs  recoverable  thereon,  and  no  execution  shall  issue  on  any  verdict 
until  such  judgment  shall  be  entered  up  and  signed  by  the  party  or 
his  attorney. 
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Four  days:  63  Ga.,423;  5/64;  52/556.  Presumption  from  absence  of  judgment  on 
second  verdict  that  it  was  arrested,  etc. :  49  Ga.,  242.  Judgment  entered  nunc  pro  tunc, 
etc.  :  54  Ga.,  542.  When  Judge  should  not  permit  a  judgment  entered  on  the  verdict 
he  has  set  aside :  59  Ga.,  12.  Where  it  was  duty  of  plaintiff  to  enter  up  judgment :  52 
Ga.,  556.  Judgment  should  be  entered  up  and  signed  before  execution  issues  on  it:  62 
Ga.,  103-106.  When  entered  up  on  verdict  and  signed  by  counsel  need  not  be  spread 
on  the  minutes  :  63  Ga.,  417,  423. 

For  rent,  entered  at  first  term  :  Code,  §2288.  Entering  judgment  on  record  is  a  min- 
isterial act :  Freeman  Judg.,  §38.  Judgment  by  default :  Code,  §3448  :  Freeman  Judg., 

§2532-542.  aUse  of  numerals  sufficient :  Freeman  Judg.,  §§48,  50,  b  ;  (cases contra  cited: 
lb.  ;  9C.  L.  J.,  338.) 

§3569.  (3511.)  (3488.)  Appeal  suspends  judgment.     If  a  judgment  be 
§3628.         entered  within  the  time  allowed  for  entering  an  appeal,  and  such  ap- 

peal be  entered,  the  judgment  will  be  suspended. 
See  8  Ga.,  121.  Construed  as  to  a  purchaser  with  reference  to  section  3583  of  the 

Code:  47  Ga.,  97. 

§3570.  (3512.)  (3489.)  Judgment  for  principal  and  interest.  In  all  cases 
Act  of  1814,  where  judgment  may  be  obtained,  such  judgment  shall  be  entered  up 
c.  p.  393.  for  th.e  principal  sum  due,  with  interest :  Provided  the  claim  upon 
§2054.  which  it  was  obtained  draws  interest ;  but  no  part  of  such  judgment 

shall  bear  interest  except  the  principal  which  maybe  due  on  the  origi- 
nal debt. 

Act  of  1814  does  not  apply  where  the  recovery  is  in  damages :  6  Ga.,  303.  Jury  find- 
ing for  plaintiff  principal,  interest  and  costs  in  suit  on  note  with  credits  was  not  suffi- 

ciently certain :  40  Ga.,  150.  Refers  also  to  confessions  of  judgment:  52  Ga.,  586-7. 
Judgment  entered  up  nunc  pro  tunc  with  interest :  54  Ga.,  542. 

Change  of  rate  of  legal  interest  does  not  increase  rate  existing  at  time  judgment  is 
rendered:  13  Am.  R.,  454.  Omission  to  specify  interest:  16  How.,  599;  3  Pet.,  431. 
Where  a  verdict  was  taken  at  the  November  term,  1866,  of  the  Superior  Court,  for 

$11,212,  principal,  "with  interest  from  April  14,  1860,"  and  at  the  same  term  a  judg- 
ment entered  thereon  for  $11,212,  principal,  and  for  "   dollars  and   cents,  for 

interest  to   ,"  and  where  the  execution  docket  showed  the  amount  both  of  princi- 
pal and  interest  due  on  such  judgment,  and  where  a  mine  pro  tunc  judgment  for  the 

interest  was  afterwards  rendered  at  the  April  term,  1871,  of  the  Court:  Held,  that  such 
judgment  for  interest  had  a  valid  lien  from  the  date  of  the  original  judgment,  and  was 
superior  to  the  lien  of  a  mortgage  taken  in  1868,  (between  the  dates  of  the  original  and 
amended  judgment)  by  a  creditor  to  secure  an  antecedent  debt:  7  Federal  Reporter, 
752 ;  Plant  et  al.,  vs.  Gunn  et  al. ;  decision  of  Justice  Woods  in  U.  S.  Circuit  Court ; 
West.  Div.  So.  Dist.  Ga. 

§3571.  (3513.)  (3490.)  Judgment  on  appeals.  In  all  cases  of  appeal, 
where  security  has  been  given,  the  plaintiff,  or  his  attorney,  may  en- 

ter up  judgment  against  the  principal  and  surety,  jointly  and  severally, 
and  execution  shall  issue  accordingly,  and  proceed  against  either  or 
both,  at  the  option  of  the  plaintiff,  until  his  debt  is  satisfied. 

See  6  Ga.,  416  ;  57/68.  Where  defendant  carries  case  to  Supreme  Court  and  superse- 
deas bond  given  ;  45  Ga.,  81-2. 

§3572.  (3514.)  (3491.)  Against  sureties  and  indorsers.  In  all  judgments 
Act  of  1845,  against  sureties  or  indorsers  on  any  bill  of  exchange,  promissory  note, 

Act  of9i850, or  other  instrument  in  writing,  the  plaintiff,  or  his  attorney,  shall  des- 
c.  p.  600.  ignate  and  identify  the  relation  of  the  parties  under  the  contract  on 
§§2159, 2168.  which  such  judgment  is  rendered,  and  execution  shall  issue  accordingly. 

Omission  to  describe  contract  of  indorsement  on  affidavit  of  illegality,  judgment 
amendable  :  27  Ga.,  363.  This  section  was  intended  for  the  protection  of  che  surety  or 
indorser  :  48  Ga.,  420-421.  No  ground  of  illegality  that  the  judgment  irregular  in  fail- 

ing to  describe  one  as  indorser  :  54  Ga.,  494.  Also  where  judgment  not  void  in  failing 
to  describe  one  as  surety,  it  was  amendable  :  56  Ga.,  174.  Section  referred  to  and  con- 

strued :  59  Ga.,  848-9. 

§3573.  (3515.)  (3492.)  Judgment  against  executors  and  administrators.  In 
a  suit  against  an  executor  or  administrator,  in  his  representative  char- 

acter, the  judgment  must  be  de  bonis  testatoris,  except  when  he  pleads 
ne  unques  executor,  or  a  release  to  himself,  or  plene  administravit,  or  plene 
administravitpr aster,  and  his  plea  is  found  against  him;  in  which  case  the 
judgment  is  that  the  plaintiff  recover  both  the  debt  and  costs,  in  the 
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first  place  to  be  levied  of  the  goods  and  chattels,  lands  and  tenements 
of  the  deceased,  if  to  be  found,  and  if  not  to  be  found,  then  to  be  levied 
of  the  personal  goods  and  chattels,  lands  and  tenements  of  the  defendant. 

Stated  :  7  Ga.,  31.  Where  equity  cannot  relieve  after  two  judgments  at  law  against 
administrator  :  1  Ga.,  136.  Where  decree  may  be  rendered  against  executor  personally 
for  wasting  trust  funds  :  3Ga.,  121.  Judgment  quando  acciderint  against  an  adminis- 

trator: 3  Ga.,  132.  And  what  property  bound  by  this  judgment:  7  Ga.,  149.  Where 
sale  under  judgment  de  bonis  testatoris  conveyed [good  title  to  purchaser:  8  G  a.,  234. 
Where  for  wasting  the  assets  of  the  estate,  judgment  against  administrator  de  bonis  pro- 
priis:  11  Ga  ,  658.  Where  judgment  against  administrator  personally  could  not  be 
amended  so  as  to  affect  bona  fide  purchasers:  12  Ga.,  281.  Where  decree  could  be 
amended  so  as  to  conform  to  verdict  against  defendant  as  administrator:  12  Ga.,  18. 
As  to  practice  of  Courts  before  establishment  of  Supreme  Court  not  interfered  with  : 
23  Ga.,  504-508.  Where  could  not  levy  on  individual  property  of  administrator  :  45 
Ga.,  610  ;  44/616.  What  judgment  required  under  this  section  where  no  plea  filed  :  48 
Ga.,  419-420.  Where  decree  with  word  executor  binds  him  individually :  51  Ga.,  482. 
Where  judgment  nunc  pro  tunc  wrongfully  allowed  :  51  Ga.,  456.  Where  judgment  en- 

tered up  simply  against  defendant  without  saying  to  be  levied,  etc.,  was  ground  for 
illegality:  53  Ga.,  387;  57/136-8.  Section  referred  to  and  construed:  46  Ga.,377; 
57/160.  Defendant  could  be  sued  in  same  action  as  executor  of  maker  of  note,  and 
as  individual  indorser:  29  Ga.,  455.  Judgment  should  be  de  bonis  test atoris  against  ad- 

ministrator making  no  appearance  and  pleading  no  plea  :  54  Ga.,  538.  Where  equity 
will  grant  relief  against  a  suit  against  executor  individually  :  55  Ga.,  129.  Where 
word  "as"  left  out  of  execution  does  not  avoid  it:  55  Ga.,  209.  Proper  judgment 
against  administrator  on  his  bond  is  de  bonis  propriis :  57  Ga.,  507.  When  judgment 
against  administrator  individually  under  this  section  :  59  Ga.,  597.  Fl.  fa.  directing 
the  seizure  of  executor's  property,  not  levied  on  that  of  the  estate  :  61  Ga.,  602  ;  59/706. 
Where  judgment  and  execution  amendable  :  59  Ga.,  823  ;  60/501. 

Dudley,  1;  3  0.,  41.     Judgment  quando  :  Williams'  Exrs.,  1980. 

§3574.  (3516.)  (3493.)  Judgment  for  costs  against  executors,  etc.     Whenp622. 
the  verdict  of  a  jury  is  against  an  executor  or  administrator,  or  other 
trustee,  in  his  representative  character,  a  judgment  for  costs  should  be 
entered  against  him  in  the  same  character. 

Stated:  17  Ga.,  289.  What  fi.  fa.  for  costs  could  be  levied  on  :  16  Ga.,  190.  When 

not  liable  for  costs  when  plaintiff's,  upon  a  non-suit  or  verdict:  20  Ga.,  847. 

§3575.   (3517.)  (3494.)  Judgment  on  bonds.      All  judgments   entered  Act  of  1847, 

against  the  obligors  of  any  bond,  whether  official  or  voluntary,  shall  be  c-p-502- 
for  the  amount  of  damnification  found  by  the  verdict  of  a  jury,  and  not  §§168,  2941. 
for  the  penalty  thereof. 

When  sureties  for  Sheriff,  after  recoveries  against  him  to  amount  of  their  bond,  can 
defend  at  law  against  suits:  8  Ga.,  569.  When  surety  not  liable  on  bond  for  more  than 
the  penalty  and  interest :  59  Ga  ,  204-205. 

§3576.  (3518.)  (3495.)  Judgments  in  favor  of  or  against  firms.     Judg-  §§1899, 3351. 
ments  entered  up,  or  executions  issued,  in  favor  of  or  against  copart- 

ners, when  the  partnership  style  is  used  therein  instead  of  the  indi- 
vidual names  of  such  persons  comprising  said  firm,  shall  be  good. 

Decree  against  partners  good,  although  name  of  partners  transposed  in  firm  name  : 
31  Ga.,  140.  When  judgment  in  favor  of  partnership,  as  creditor  of  deceased  against 
administrator,  should  be  de  bonis  testatoris :  54  Ga.,  538. 

General  Note  on  Article  II. — Blanks  in:  Freeman  Judg.,  §49;  note  to  §3570. 
The  United  States  Courts  within  a  State,  have  equal  and  concurrent  power  with  the 
Courts  of  the  State,  to  render  judgments  and  carry  them  into  execution  :  3  Woods,  434. 
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ARTICLE  III. 

OF    THE    EFFECT    AND   LIEN   OF    JUDGMENTS. 

Section. 
3577.  Conclusiveness  of  judgment. 
357S.  Judgments  at  same  term  equal. 
3579.  Rank  of  affirmed  judgments. 
3580.  Dignity  of  judgments. 
3581.  Prevent  alienation,  when. 
3582.  Do  not  bind  choses  in  action. 
3582.  (a.)  Toll-cotton  exempt,  when. 

Section. 
3583.  Lien  on  property  transferred. 
3584.  On  property  removed  from  the  State. 
3585.  In  trespass  and  trover. 
3586.  Sale  of  land  ;  purchase  money. 
3586.  (a.)   Judgment  changing  name  in  di- 

vorce cases. 

§3577.  (3519.)  (3496.)  Conclusiveness  of  judgments.    The  judgment  of  a 

§  2897,  3826.  Court  of  competent  jurisdiction  is  conclusive  between  parti esa  and  priv- 
ies1* as  to  the  facts  which  it  decides- until  reversed  or  set  aside. 

Stated  :  2  Ga.,  325  ;  36/257  ;  9/117  ;  49/47.  When  mere  error  of  law  will  not  vitiate : 
20  Ga.,  798 ;  9/244.  And  cannot  be  collaterally  attacked  by  third  persons  except  for 
fraud  and  collusion  in  the  procurement:  6  Ga.,  178.  Third  person  is  not  bound  by  a 
judgment  to  which  he  was  not  a  party  or  privy:  13  Ga.,  269;  30/700.  Binds  parties 
and  privies  :  25  Ga.,  193.  Is  evidence  as  between  the  parties  to  it  and  their  privies  :  16 
Ga.,  487.  In  a  claim  case  :  7  Ga.,  380.  Presumed  that  decisions  of  Court  of  competent 
jurisdiction  are  well  founded  and  regular:  19  Ga.,  279.  How  far  a  judgment  is  an 
estoppel :  19  Ga.,  413 ;  49/412.  Judgment  propounding  a  will  for  probate  does  not  bind 
an  heir  not  a  party  to  it :  23  Ga.,  332.  Same  rule  as  to  judgment  establishing  a  copy 
deed,  not  conclusive  against  those  claiming  as  devisees,  not  parties  thereto  :  34  Ga.,  167. 
Does  not  determine  when  record  shows  the  question  could  not  have  been  adjudicated  : 
27  Ga.,  372.  Judgment  a  nullity  where  there  has  been  no  service:  26  Ga.,  140. 
Where  judgment  on  demurrer  was  final  and  conclusive  :  34  Ga.,  47.  As  to  judgments 
of  Supreme  Court  being  final :  38  Ga.,  195.  Judgment  of  District  Court  of  U.  S.  con- 

clusive in  the  State  Court,  but  may  be  attacked  for  want  of  jurisdiction:  48  Ga.,  50. 
Judgment  in  ejectment  binding  onty  on  the  defendant  to  the  action  :  54  Ga.,  597.  And 
plaintiff  to  the  action:  58  Ga.  261.  When  judgment  of  commissioners  of  police  con- 

clusive as  to  policemen,  until  reversed  :  59  Ga.,  318.  Same  rule  as  to  judgment  against 
city  clerk  as  to  his  salary:  60  Ga.,  110.  When  judgment  at  law  conclusive  in  equity: 
55  Ga.,  630.  When  cestui  que  trust  would  be  concluded  by  a  decree :  61  Ga.,  599.  Where 
decree  would  be  binding  on  devisees  in  remainder,  represented  by  executor:  61  Ga., 

382.  Where  judgment  against  a  married  woman  wrould  be  conclusive:  61  Ga.,  512. 
Decree  foreclosing  a  mortgage  is  conclusive  upon  the  defendant  and  any  purchaser 
after  the  decree  :  62  Ga.,  20.     Section  referred  to  and  construed  :  63  Ga.,  628. 

Freeman  Judg.,  §246  et  seg. ;  1  Whart.  Ev.,  758  et  seq. ;  Dudley,  255 ;  13  Am.  D.,  395- 
397,  n  ;  2  C.  L.  J.,  82,  212;  3/174,  695;  9/319;  Rorer  Interstate  Law,  87-108.  Judg- 

ments of  other  States:  2  Am.  L.  C,  553;  11  Am.  R.,  452,  n;  5  Wall.,  290;  21/71; 
22/91;  Freeman  Judg.,  §#559-587  ;  1  C.  L.  J.,  135,  146,  311 ;  7/3.  Counter-demand  not 
set  np  by  defendant  not  covered  by  judgment:  Freeman  Judg.,  §§277-282.  Persons 
who  are  neither  parties  or  privies  may  be  bound  by  judgments:  Freeman  Judg.,  §§174- 
190;  as  in  case  of  principal  and  surety:  Notes  to  Code,  §2162.  Former  judgment  in 

Justice's  Court,  for  physician's  services,  bar  to  suit  for  malpractice:  31  Am.  R,  455;  in 
favor  of  carrier  for  freight,  bar  to  action  for  failure  to  carry:  33  Am.  R.,  570;  in  favor 
of  husband  and  wife  for  personal  injury  to  latter,  bar  to  suit  by  wife:  11  0.,  223;  for 
part  of  entire  demand,  bar  to  action  for  balance  j  31  Am.  R.,  74;  notes  to  §2939.  Parol 
evidence  to  show  what  was  in  issue  :  Freeman  Judg.,  §§272-276  ;  Code,  §2898 ;  9  0.,  261. 
aFreeman  Judg.,  §§149-161.  bFreeman  Judg.,  §§162-173  ;  25  Am.  D.,  542-544.  a  ;  27/223- 
225,  n;  21  Am.  R.,  417;  12  0.,  14;  13/66. 

§3578.  (3520.)  (3497.)  Judgments  at  same  term  of  equal  date.  All  judg- 
Act  of  1842,  ments  signed  on  verdicts  rendered  at  the  same  term  of  the  Court,  shall 
C.  p.  497.     fog  considered,  held  and  taken  to  be,  of  equal  date,  and  no  execution 

shall  be  entitled  to  any  preference  by  reason  of  being  first  placed  in 
the  hands  of  the  levying  officer. 

Formerly  the  judgment  first  signed  had  priority  :  17  Ga.,  593  ;  26/287. 

§3579.  (3521 )  (3498.)  Rank  of  judgments  affirmed  by  Supreme  Court.  A 
judgment  in  the  Superior  Court,  which  is  taken  to  the  Supreme  Court 
and  affirmed,  loses  no  lien  or  priority  by  the  proceeding  in  the  Supreme 
Court,   but  takes  effect  from  the  first  judgment. 

Has  as  much  operation  and  effect  where  there  is  no  supersedeas  as  where  there  is  one : 
16  Ga.,  446. 

Effect  of  reversal  of  judgments:  Freeman  Judg.,  £§481-481;  28  Am.  D.,  368-372,  n; 
7  Cr.,  288;  6  Pet.,  8. 

§3580.  (3522.)  (3499.)  Dignity  and  binding  effects  of  judgments.  All 

judgments  obtained  in  the  Superior,  Justices'  or  other  Courts  of  this 
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State  shall  be  of  equal  dignity,  and  shall  bind  all  the  property  of  the  Act  of  1709, 

defendant,  both  real  and  personal,  from  the  date  of  such  Judgment,  ex-  aJ-Vmsio 
cent  as  otherwise  provided  in  this  Code.  ̂ Vjr^^^C~--7^«^v-/'%  *>-£  a^-z>&  uJs^-  <jH*L^£ 

On  the  Act  of  1810,  which  was  intended  to  placQ^ucTgnfems^ on*£ke  same  foo'ty^f:*  1  jfe rss  -*(    *~jf Ga.,  269.     Binds  all  the  property:  5  Ga.,  153.     So  does  a  decree  for  money  :  57  Ga.,  73.    ̂ ^»  ̂   ̂  
Binds  interest  in  partnership  property :  20  Ga.,  386.  From  the  signing  of  the  judg-  j^'/T^*  '&*■*•+*'  ' 
ment:  17  Ga.,  593  ;  26/283.  From  the  date:  37  Ga.,  660  ;  39/66.  Lien  of,  does  not^L  ̂   r  .  -/j~^jr  \  - 
attach  to  property  sold  under  a  younger  judgment:  9  Ga.,  164.  The  oldest  lien  having  ""  T  / 
priority:  8  Ga.,  194;  4/356;  52/358.  Where  judgment  against  Sheriff' for  deputy's  /fQ*  J a  &  ~J* 
misconduct  conclusive  in  action  against  deputy  by  Sheriff' for  reimbursement :  10  Ga.,  ̂  0/  y  v  ^ 158.  When  lands  vesting  in  defendant  in  fi.  fa.  subsequent  to  date  of  judgment  against, 
subject  to  lien  of  the  judgment :  32  Ga.,  453.  When  distributive  share  of  heir  in  rever- 

sion subject :  54  Ga.,  602.  Judgment  against  administrator  on  debt  of  intestate 
not  binding  the  estate  where,  having  fully  administered,  he  has  turned  over  the 
effects  to  heir  on  final  settlement:  55  Ga.,  12.  When  judgment  against  guardian  did 

not  bind  property  taken  in  his  name,  but  bought  with  funds  of  the  ward  :  54  Ga.,  690.  -/v ̂   \  f  ̂ 7 
When  bankruptcy  did  not  affect  the  lien  of  a  judgment  prior  to  bankruptcy  :  55  Ga.,  %JLc^€-*~  &z+-  ̂ u^s> 

579.     When  lien  of  a  judgment  creditor  on  land  in  husband's  possession  superior  to    ̂ ^  , 
claim  of  secret  equity  of  the  wife:  56Ga.,79.  Judgment  against  executor  on  debt  of  testa-  ̂ Stfe-***.  -  <&+-**&< 
tor  does  not  bind  property  turned  over  (o  legatee  before  hand  :  58  Ga.,  305.     Land  be-   yfc  — /,  /«  2-0  *7, 
longing  to  an  estate  levied  on  before  soid  by  administrator  is  bound  by  such  levy  :  58  *  '  S 
Ga.,  451.  Judgment  junior  to  a  mortgage  illegally  recorded,  has  priority  of  lien:  59 
Ga.,  466.  Section  referred  to,  and  a  judgment  held  binding  against  an  executor  after 
his  bankruptcy  :  60  Ga.,  532-534.  When  sale  by  assignee  in  bankruptcy  did  not  divest 
lien  of  judgment  from  State  Court:  63  Ga.,  231-234.  Junior  judgment  and  execution 
in  Sheriff's  hands  at  time  of  sale,  having  precedence  over  older  one  not  in  his  hands 
until  afterwards:  31  Ga.,  393. 

R.  M.  Charl.,  324  ;  Freeman  Judg.,  $$348-368.  Binds  property  once  sold  under  exe- 
cution against  defendant  if  he  again  acquires  title  to  it:  Ga.  Dec,  Part  II. ,  160,  190. 

§3581.  (3523.)  (3500.)  First  judgment  prevents  alienation  in  cases  of  ap-  Act  of  1812, 
peal.  In  all  cases  where  a  judgment  shall  be  rendered,  and  an  appeal c-  p-  496- 
shall  be  entered  from  such  judgment,  the  property  of  the  defendant 
shall  not  be  bound  by  the  first  judgment,  except  so  far  as  to  prevent  the 
alienation  b}^  the  defendant  of  his  property  between  the  signing  of  the 
first  judgment  and  the  signing  of  the  judgment  on  the  appeal,  but  shall 
be  bound  from  the  signing  of  such  judgment  on  the  appeal. 

See  8  Ga.,  121.     What  is  such  alienation  in  the  case  of  a  mortgage:    18  Ga.,  466. 
Property  so  alienated  bound  for  damages  assessed  for  frivolous  appeals :  19  Ga.,  298.. 
When  purchaser  of  realty  not  protected  by  section  3583  pending  appeal  from  first  ver- 

dict: 47  Ga.,  97.     Law  of  this  section  referred  to  and  construed:  50  Ga.,  145. 

§3582.  (3524.)  (3501.)  Judgments  do  not  bind  choses  in  action.  A  judg- 
ment has  no  lien  upon  promissory  notes  in  the  hands  of  the  defendant, 

nor  are  choses  in  action  liable  to  be  seized  and  sold  under  execution, 
unless  made  so  specially  by  statute. 

Stated :  6  Ga.,  550.  Choses  in  action  in  hands  of  receiver  legal  assets  and  the  judg- 
ments entitled  to  the  fund  :  55  Ga.,  177. 

§3582.  (a.)  Toll-cotton  not  subject,  when.  The  toll-cotton  received  byActsofisso 
persons  in  this  State  as  a  compensation  for  ginning  the  cotton  of  an--1'  P-iso- 
other,  shall  not  be  subject  to  seizure  or  sale  under  any  judgment,  mort- 

gage, lien,  decree  or  other  process  against  the  person  owning  or  having 
such  cotton  ginned,  existing  prior  to  or  at  the  time  it  was  ginned. 
Provided,  the  toll  so  exempted  shall  not  exceed  one-fifteenth  of  the 
amount  ginned. 

§3583.  (3525.)  (3502.)  Lien  of  judgment  on  transferred  property  Jiow  dis-  Act  of  1822, 
charged.     When  any  person  has  bona  fide,  and  for  a  valuable  considera-  c.  p.  ̂ J^m 
tion,  purchased  real  or  personal  property,  and  has  been  in  the  posses- -2,  p.  238. 
sion  of  such  real  property  for  four  years,  or  of  such  personal  property  §2685 
two  years>  the  same  shall  be  discharged  from  the  lien  of  any  judg- 

ment against  the  person  from  whom  he  purchased,  and  where  a  money  Acts  of  1878 

judgment  shall  be  hereafter  rendered  against  any  defendant  who,  at  the  _9>  p-  l43- 
time  suit  is  begun,  does  not  reside  in  the  county  where  it  is  instituted, 
the  property  of  such  non-resident  defendant,  which  is  situated,  at  the 
date  of  the  judgment,  without  such  county,  shall,  so  far  as  affects  bona 
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fide  purchasers,  for  value,  without  actual  notice  of  the  judgment,  not  be 
bound  by  such  judgment,  unless  the  owner  of  such  judgment  shall, 
within  three  months  from  the  final  rendition  of  the  judgment,  have 
his  fieri  facias  entered  upon  the  execution  docket  in  the  office  of  the 
Clerk  of  the  Superior  Court  of  the  county  where  such  defendant  resided 

Acts  of  1878  at  the  date  of  the  judgment.  If  any  such  judgment  is  so  docketed  after 

-o,  p.  144.  foe  three  months  specified  in  the  foregoing  section,  the  provisions  of said  section  shall  not  apply  to  purchases  made  after  such  docketing. 
Formerly  seven  years :  7  Ga.,  163:  9/400;  15/336;  27/341.  Act  of  1852  not  intended 

to  be  retrospective :  15  Ga.,  496.  Section  referred  to  and  construed :  39  Ga.,  349.  Two 
year's  possession  of  bales  of  cotton  :  39  Ga.,  421.  What  bona  fide  purchaser  of  realty 
with  four  years  'possession  should  state  to  protect  himself  against  a  sale  under 
execution  against  former  owner  :  47  Ga.,  125.  As  to  being  parts  of  the  statute  of  limi- 

tations and  suspended  by  various  Acts  from  1860  to  1865  :  40  Ga.,  59.  Although  levied 
on  before  purchase  yet  holding  the  land  for  four  years  when  no  steps  to  enforce  the 
levy,  relieves  it:  56  Ga.,  595;  55/399,402.  When  possession  of  land  by  family  as  a 
homestead  for  four  years  did  not  protect  it  from  an  execution  :  54  Ga.,  36-8.  Only  lien 
of  judgments  against  the  vendor  discharged  by  four  years'  possession:  54  Ga.,  81-34. 
Suspended  during  the  war;  50  Ga.,  164.  Homestead  possession  not  tacked  to  subse- 

quent possession  to  make  out  the  four  years  :  51  Ga.,  570.  Mortgage^,  fa.  not  governed 

by :  53  Ga.,  328  ;  51/279-282.  No  notice  of  levy  and  protected  by  the  four  years'  posses- 
sion :  51  Ga. ,  372-4.  Suspended  from  November  30.  1860,  until  the  close  of  the  war :  49  Ga. , 

51 ;  51/556.  Purchase  after  judgment  and  no  possession  four  years  before  levy  :  48  Ga., 
410.  Surety  not  released  by  the  failure  of  the  principal  j  udgment  creditor  to  levy  for  four 
years:  55  Ga.,  374.  A  bona  fide  purchaser  with  four  years'  possession,  obtaining  land 
free  from  execution  against  his  vendor :  55  Ga,,  224.  Must  be  actual  possession  and  not 
from  deed  only :  55  Ga.,  44.  Not  a  bona  Repossession  by  claimant:  55  Ga.,  559-61. 
And  is  not  where  had  actual  notice:  42  Ga.,  250;  64/706-8.  Where  cannot  tack  pos- 

session before  levy  to  make  out  the  four  years  :  53  Ga. ,  330.  Notice  must  be  given  by  the 
Sheriff  in  five  days' of  the  levy  to  stop  the  four  years'  limitation:  54  Ga.,  588.  Dis- 

charges only  from  the  lien  of  judgments  against  the  vendor:  54  Ga.,  81.  Four  years' 
possession  does  not  protect  where  there  is  actual  knowledge  :  56  Ga.,  617;  55/560.  No 
notice  and  seven  years'  possession  was  held  good  against  a  mortgage  not  recorded  in 
time  :  57  Ga.,  204.  Where  there  was  no  four  years'  possession  there  was  no  protection 
against  the  fi.  fa.  although  Sheriff  failed  to  levy  on  personal  property  pointed  out:  59 
595.  Where  defendant  in  fi.  fa.  holding  as  tenant  of  the  purchaser  four  years  before 
levy  of  the  fi.  fa.  the  land  was  not  subject:  59  Ga.,  443.  Possession  must  have  been 
notorious  and  bona  fide:  61  Ga.,  46.  Where  no  deed  made  except  for  selling  the  land 
for  the  purchase  money,  and  there  was  no  four  years'  possession  after  that:  62  Ga.,  530. 
Section  referred  to  and  construed:  62Ga,,462.  Code  omits  the  word  "peaceably  "  found 
in  Acts  of  1822  and  1851-2,  and  when  cannot  tack  other  levies  together  to  prevent  the 
four  years'  bar:  65  Ga.,  89. 

§3584.  (3526.)  (3503.)  Lien  of  judgment  on  property  removed  from  the 
State.  When  a  judgment  lien  has  attached  on  personal  property  which 
is  removed  to  another  State  and  sold,  if  brought  back  again  to  this  State, 
it  will  be  subject  to  the  judgment  lien. 

When  it  may  be  levied  on  and  sold  after  being  brought  back  in  this  State  :  7  Ga.,  356. 
The  four  years'  possession  will  not  give  title  as  against  a  judgment  where  the  personal 
property  removed  from  this  State  before  enforced :  17  Ga.,  491. 

§3585.  (3527.)  (3504.)  Effect  of  judgments  in  trover  and  trespass.     When 
Act  of  1830,  a  verdict  for  damages  shall  be  rendered  in  favor  of  a  plaintiff  in  trover 
c.  p.  49.?.     or  trespass,  and  a  judgment  signed  thereon,  the  said  verdict  and  judg- 
§3079.         ment  shall  not  have  the  effect  to  change  the  property  which  is  the 

subject  matter  of  the  suit,  or  to  vest  the  same  in  the  defendant  in  said 
suit,  until  after  the  damages  and  costs  recovered  by  the  plaintiff  in  such 
action  are  paid  off  and  discharged,  except  so  far  as  to  subject  such  prop- 

erty to  be  sold  under  and  by  virtue  of  an  execution  issuing  from  such 
judgment  in  such  action  of  trespass  or  trover,  and  to  make  the  same 
liable  to  the  payment  of  the  damages  and  costs  recovered  in  said  action, 
in  preference  to  any  other  judgment,  order  or  decree,  against  the  said 
defendant  in  said  action  of  trespass  or  trover. 

Alternative  verdict  proper:  6  Ga.,  287.  Law  of  this  section  referred  to  and  con- 
strued :  28  Ga.,  483. 

11  Am.  D.,  523-528,  full  note.  Unsatisfied  judgment  in  trover,  gives  no  title  to 
property  to  defendant :  29  Am.  R.,  674. 
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§3586.  (3505.)  Sale  of  land  when  purchase  money  is  partially  paid.   When  Acts  ofi875, 

a  person  holds  property  under  a  bond  for  titles,  and  the  purchase  money  py^.     .       ̂ ^ 

has  been  partially  paid,  the  same  may  be  levied  on  under  judgments  f/r*  '  ̂~°  * against  such  person,  and  the  entire  interest  stipulated  in  the  bond 
shall  be  sold.     The  proceeds  of  the  sale  shall  be  appropriated,  first  to 
the  payment  of  the  balance  of  the  purchase  money,  and  the  remainder 
to  the  judgment  liens  according  to  date.     In  all  such  cases,  notice  of 
the  levy  shall  be  given  by  the  levying  officer  to  the  holder  of  the  bond 
for  titles,  and  also  to  the  maker  of  the  bond,  and  in  case  of  death,  to  his 
legal  representatives. 

When  judgment  creditors  of  the  vendee  having  paid  part  of  the  purchase  mone3r, 
•entitled  to  proceeds  of  sale  of  land  in  preference  to  vendor :  10  Ga.,  117.  First  to  pay- 

ment of  balance  .of  purchase  money  and  any  remainder  goes  to  the  creditors:  55  Ga., 
348-349;  25/42;  38/191.     Section  referred   to  and  construed :  49  Ga.,  60-67;  48/62,  396; 

•  53/52-56.  Where  the  purchase  money  must  be  paid  before  the  wife  could  seek  to  es- 
tablish her  claim  :  56  Ga.,  22;  62/102.  Where  a  proceeding  under  this  section  was  en- 

joined and  a  receiver  should  be  appointed  :  56  Ga.,  579.  Where  oldest  judgments  against 
defendant  in/j.  fa.  had  priority  over  junior  judgments  in  favor  of  the  vendors  for  the 
purchase  money:  58 Ga.,  343. 

§3586.  (a. )  Name  changed  in  divorce  cases,  when.     In  all  divorce  cases  Acts  of  i880 

now  pending,  or  hereafter  brought,  the  wife  may  pray  in  her  pleadings  _1'  p>  12L :for  the  restoration  of  the  name  which  she  bore  at  the  time  of  her  last 
marriage,  and  in  the  event  a  total  divorce  shall  be  granted  to  her  in 
said  case,  the  judgment  or  decree  therein  rendered  shall  specify  and  re- 

store to  her  the  name  so  prayed  for  in  her  pleadings. 

Genekal  Note  on  Effect  and  Lien  of  Judgments. — Amended  judgment,  sup- 
plying blanks  for  interest,  lien  of  :  See  note  to  #3570.  Complete  record,  failure  to 

'enter  judgment  on  book  of,  does  not  affect  its  lien  :  See  note  to  §267  of  Code,  par.  6. 
Exemption  from  liability,  of  judicial  officers,  for  errors,  etc.,  in  judgment:  See  note 
•on  page  52  of  Code.  Execution  docket,  gives  notice  of  liens  of  judgments:  See  note 
to  par.  4  of  §267  of  Code.  Failure  to  enter  verdict  on  minutes,  lien  of  judgment 
not  lost  by:  4  0.,  464.  Foreign  judgments,  suits  on  :  See  notes  to  Code,  §§2913,  3577  ; 
Freeman  Judg.,  §§559-605;  1  Am.  D.,  324-326,  n.  General  and  limited  jurisdiction, 
•  distinction  between  judgments  of  Courts  of:  Note  on  p.  54  of  Code;  Freeman  Judg., 
§517  et  seq.  Lis  pendens:  Freeman  Judg.,  §§191-214;  Wade  on  Notice,  p.  146.  Merger, 
doctrine  of:  Freeman  Judg.,  §§215-245.  United  States  Court  judgment,  lien  of  :  24 
Am.  D.,  310-314,  n  ;  Freeman  Judg.,  §§403-406;  2  Bk.,  430;  11  How.,  398  ;  6  C.  L.  J., 
■401;  8/467. 

ARTICLE  IV. 

HOW   ATTACKED,  AND    HEREIN    OF    MOTIONS   IN    ARREST    OF    JUDGMENT. 

•  Section. 
3587.  Arrest  of  judgment. 
3588.  Nature  of  the  motion. 
3589.  On  account  of  defective  pleadings. 
3590.  Where  defects  are  amendable. 
3591.  When  set  aside  for  perjury. 

Section. 
3592.  Jurisdiction  of  the  motion. 
3593.  Judgments,  where  attacked. 
3594.  Void  judgments. 
3595.  Judgments  set  aside  in  equity. 
3596.  How  attacked  by  creditors,  etc. 

§3587.  (3529.)  (3506.)  Motion  in  arrest  of  judgment.  When  a  judg- 
ment has  been  rendered,  either  party  may  move  in  arrest  thereof,  or 

to  set  it  aside  for  any  defect  not  amendable  which  appears  on  the  face 
of  the  record  or  pleadings. 

Section  referred  to  and  construed:  40  Ga.  129  ;  50/270  ;  55/154.  Where  there  was  no 
error  in  refusing  to  reinstate  a  case :  50  Ga.,  293.  Where  it  was  made  for  a  mistake  and 
was  equivalent  to  a  motion  for  a  new  trial:  30  Ga.,  191.  When  cannot  by  bill  in 
•equity  review  and  correct  errors  on  face  of  a  common  law  judgment:  52  Ga.,  350-1. 
Justice's  Court  cannot  set  aside  a  judgment:  54  Ga.,  584;  55/410.  'This  section  fully 
discussed  and  explained  54  Ga.,  479.  Where  dismissal  of  affidavit  of  illegality  was  no 
bar  to  motion  to  set  aside  a  judgment:  54  Ga.,  338.  Where  one  motion  to  set  aside  a 
judgment  passed  on  and  unrevoked,  bars  any  other  such  motion:  54 Ga.,  154.  Notice 
should  be  given  to  adverse  party  of  motion  to  set  aside  a  judgment:  55  Ga.,  274. 
Setting  aside  a  verdict  in  a  criminal  case:  55  Ga.,  521-6.  When  Court  could  not  annul 
the  order  arresting  the  judgment :  61  Ga.,  642.  Cannot  set  aside  a  decree  in  equity  by 
motion:  55  Ga!,  189.  Where  judgment  against  trust  property  should  have  been  set 
aside  :  56  Ga;,  138.  Where  want  of  diligence  and  lapse  of  time  constituted  an  equita- 

58 
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ble  bar  to  reinstatement  of  a  case  :  57  Ga.,  60. .  Where  rule  nisi  by  a  defendant  to  set 
aside  a  judgment  did  not  protect  the  Sheriff  in  not  levying  the  fi,.  fa :.  57  Ga.,  24.  Where- 
one  motion  to  vacate  dismissal  was  no  bar  to  another  motion  to  vacate  a  judgment:  57 
323.  New  trial  granted  and  no  verdict  to  base  judgment  to  be  arrested:  59  Ga.,  11. 
Although  motion  to  set  aside  denied  yet  motion  for  new  trial  may  be  made:  59  Ga., 
105.  When  motion  to  set  aside  a  judgment  by  security  in  attachment  sustained:  60- 
Ga.,  112-113.  When  resort  must  be  had  to  equity,  and  amotion  at  common  law  not 
sustained:  60  Ga.,  353.  Where  on  appeal  defendant  made  motion  to  dismiss  distress 
for  rent  because  County  Court  had  no  jurisdicton,  refused  :  60  Ga.,  623-4.  When  mere 
irregularities  not  sufficient  to  set  aside  a  judgment:  61  Ga.,  293.  Nor  where  defect  in 
judgment  amendable  :  61  Ga.,  135.  Motion  in  arrest  of  judgment  should  be  based  on  what 
is  apparent  on  the  face  of  the  record  or  proceedings:  62  Ga.,  154.  Parties  to  the  judg- 

ment only  can  move  to  set  aside  judgment :  62  Ga..  244.  Refused  where  judgment  dis- 
tributing money  because  of  mistake  of  counsel :  64  Ga.,  446. 

§3588.  (3530.)  (3507.)  Nature  of  such  motion.  A  motion  in  arrest  of 
judgment  differs  from  a  motion  for  a  new  trial  in  this  :  The  former 
must  be  predicated  on  some  defect  which  appears  on  the  face  of  the  re- 

cord or  pleadings,  while  the  latter  must  be  predicated  on  some  extrin- 
sic matter  not  so  appearing.  It  also  differs  from*  a  motion  to  set  aside 

a  judgment  in  this  :  The  motion,  in  arrest  of  judgment,  must  be  made 
during  the  term  at  which  such  judgment  was  obtained,  while  a  motion 
to  set  it  aside  may  be  made  at  any  time  within  the  statute  of  limita- 
tions. 

Motion  to  arrest  a  judgment  should  be  for  something  appearing  on  the  face  of  the 
record:  21Ga.,159;  22/281:  29/522.  For  intrinsic  defects  in  the  record  :  21  Ga.,  271.. 
When  a  motion  for  new  trial  entertained  after  motion  in  arrest  of  judgment :  23  Ga., 
493.  When  on  motion  in  arrest  of  judgment  cannot  disprove  the  recitals  in  indict- 

ment that  the  grand  jury  were  sworn  :  9  Ga.,  58.  Motion  in  arrest  of  judgment  any 
time  before  adjournment  of  Court:  4  Ga.,  101.  Motion  in  arrest  of  judgment  when 
indictment  showed  on  its  face  that  it  was  barred  by  statute  of  limitations:  4  Ga.,  335. 
When  may  move  in  arrest  of  judgment  on  foreclosure  of  steamboat  lien  :  1  Ga.,  317.. 
No  irregularity  merely  good  in  arrest  of  judgment  in  a  criminal  case:  22  Ga.,  75.  So 
also  in  civil  case  :  61  Ga.,  293.  When  a  motion  for  new  trial  will  be  treated  as  a  mo- 

tion in  arrest  of  judgment:  48  Ga.,  541.  Cannot  vacate  a  judgment  for  matters  that 
should  have  been  taken  advantage  of  beforehand :  29  Ga.,  418.  Section  referred  to 
and  construed  :  50  Ga.,  275,  292,  582-4.  Where  a  motion  to  set  aside  a  judgment  and 
enter  a  judgment  nunc  pro  tunc  should  have  been  denied  :  51  Ga.,  455-6.  It  is  withim 
the  discretion  of  the  Court  to  review  a  judgment  made  at  that  term :  53  Ga.,  91,  55.. 
Where  motion  by  security  on  recognizance  in  a  criminal  case  to  vacate  the  judgment 
was  refused  :  53  Ga.,  166.  As  to  motion  to  set  aside  a  verdict  when  prisoner  on  crimi- 

nal charge  was  not  present  when  delivered  :  53  Ga.,  137.  Notice  of  motion  to  set  aside 
a  judgment  should  be  given  to  the  adverse  party:  55  Ga.,  274.  When  motion  to  set 
aside,  and  when  motion  in  arrest  of  judgment  is  the  remedy  :  55  Ga.,  154.  Section  refer- 

red to  when  a  judgment  against  a  garnishee  will  not  be  set  aside  :  58  Ga.,  262-4.  Where- 
Court  would  not  entertain  a  motion  to  set  aside  order  of  removal  of  attorney,  because 
of  delay  of  movant:  64  Ga.,  535.  Should  not  delay  in  motion  to  set  aside:  61 

Ga.,  295-6. 
§3589.  (3531.)    (3508.)    For  defects  in  the  pleadings.     If  the  pleadings 

are  so  defective  that  no  legal  judgment  can  be  rendered,  the  judgment 
will  be  arrested  or  set  aside. 

Motion  in  arrest  of  judgment  after  verdict  for  uncertainty  in  rule  against  Sheriff 
is  too  late:  18  Ga.,  361.  Stated:  35  Ga.,  173.  Section  cited  and  construed:  50  Ga., 
583-4,  270 ;  54/479.  Motion  in  arrest  of  judgment  for  fatal  defect  in  attachment  affi- 

davit :  60  Ga.,  112.     Same  rule  as  to  an  affidavit  to  eject  an  intruder  :  60  Ga.,  524.. 

§3590.  (3532.)  (3509.)  Amendable  defects,  no  ground  to  arrest.     A  judg- 
§3263.         ment  cannot  be  arrested  or  set  aside  for  any  defect  in  the  pleadings  or 

record  that  is  aided  by  verdict,  or  amendable  as  matter  of  form. 
Amendable  defects  cured  by  verdict  no  ground  for  arrest  of  judgment:  3  Ga.,  79.. 

Contra  as  to  defects  not  amendable:  13  Ga.,  218.  Nonjoinder  of  a  party  defendant 
amendable  and  cured  by  verdict:  23  Ga.,  600.  A  mere  irregularity  previous  to  judg- 

ment amendable,  and  no  ground  to  attack  the  judgment :  45  Ga.,  97. 
What  defects  cured  by  verdict:  1  Sm.  L.  C,  758,  762. 

§3591.  (3533.)  (3510.)   Judgments  obtained  by  perjury  will  be  set  aside. 
Any  judgment,  or  verdict,  rule,  or  order  of  Court,  which  may  have 
been  obtained,  or  entered  up,  shall  be  set  aside  and  be  of  no  effect,  if 
it  shall  appear  that  the  same  was  entered  up  in  consequence  of  corrupt 
and  willful  perjury ;  and  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  Court  in  which 
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such  verdict,  judgment,  rule,  or  order,  was  obtained  or  entered  up,  to  Act  of  1833, 

cause  the  same  to  be  set  aside  upon  motion  and  notice  to  the  adverse  c' p' 804- 
party  ;  but  it  shall  not  be  lawful  for  the  said  Court  to  do  so,  unless  the 
person  charged  with  such  perjury  shall  have  been  thereof  duly  convicted, 
and  unless  it  shall  appear  to  the  said  Court  that  the  said  verdict,  judg- 

ment, rule,  or  order,  could  not  have  been  obtained  and  entered  up  with- 
out the  evidence  of  such  perjured  person,  saving  always  to  third  per- 
sons innocent  of  such  perjury,  the  right  which  they  may  lawfully  have 

acquired  under  such  verdict,  judgment,  rule,  or  order,  before  the  same 
shall  have  been  actually  vacated  and  set  aside. 

Not  set  aside  for  perjured  evidence  unless  verdict  could  not  have  been  obtained 
without  it :  25  Ga.,  671.     See  also  :  30  Ga.,  300. 

§3592.  (3534.)  (3511.)  Jurisdiction  of  the  motion  to  arrest.  All  motions 
to  arrest  or  set  aside  a  judgment  must  be  made  to  the  Court  by  whom 
such  judgment  was  rendered,  and  of  which  motion  the  opposite  party 
must  have  reasonable  notice. 

Cannot  give  jurisdictian  as  to  the  person  or  subject  matter  by  consent,  so  as  to  af- 
fect third  persons  :  4  Ga.,  48  ;  14/589.     Section  cited  :  47  Ga.,  588. 

§3593.  (3535.)  (3512.)  Judgments,  how  attacked.     The  judgment  of  a  §3828. 
Court  of  competent  jurisdiction  cannot  be  collaterally  attacked  in  any 
other  Court  for  irregularity,  but  shall  be  taken  and  held  as  a  valid 
judgment  until  it  is  reversed  or  set  aside. 

Stated:  20  Ga.,  581 ;  16/578;  36/403;  9/117,247;  14/323.  Stated  in  reference  to 
judgment  of  Court  of  Ordinary  :  lGa.,475;  7/559  ;  13/2 ;  7/362.  Where  a  party  might 
waive  jurisdiction  :  4  Ga.,  47.  Where  a  decree  could  not  be  impeached  by  extrinsic 
evidence:  6  Ga.,  119.  Judgment  of  a  Court  without  jurisdiction  is  void,  but  not  so 
where  Court  merely  proceeds  erroneously  :  8  Ga.,  143.  A  judgment  at  law  cannot  be 
impeached  collaterally  in  equity:  10  Ga.,  311;  24/279.  Courts  of  general  jurisdiction 
presumed  to  have  acted  within  their  jurisdiction  :  10  Ga.,  371;  13/2  ;  25/479..  Ex  parte 
order  ©f  Court  may  become  binding  by  acquiescence  and  ratification  :  11  Ga.,  66. 
Order  of  Ordinary  appointing  administrator  not  collaterally  impeached  :  14  Ga.,  186. 
When  confession  of  judgment  of  one  for  both  not  collaterally  attacked :  15  Ga.,  557. 

When  not  attacked  for  an  error  of  law  unappealed  from  :  9  Ga.,  '244.  When  judg- 
ment of  commissioners  appointed  by  the  Legislature  conclusive  :  9  Ga.,  367.  Order  by 

Ordinary  for  sale  of  lands:  16/67;  47/195;  56  Ga.,  430.  As  to  judgments  of  dis- 
missal by  the  Ordinary  :  18  Ga.,  346.  A  legal  judgment  still  remains  so,  although 

the  Court  assigns  a  wrong  reason  for  it :  20  Ga.,  689.  An  erroneous  judgment  unva- 
cated  is  not  void  if  Court  had  jurisdiction  :  24  Ga.,  335.  When  rule  absolute  on  fore- 

closure of  mortgage  conclusive:  38  Ga.,  597-602.  When  claimant  may  attack  a  judg- 
ment: 47  Ga.,  588.     Section  referred  to  and  construed  :  49  Ga..  50;  64/675. 

Freeman  Judg.,  £§116-148,  a;  1  Pet.,  328;  2/157;  10/449;  10  Wall.,  308;  1  C.  L.  J., 
491.  Attacking  judgments,  upon  writ  of  habeas  corpus:  Freeman  Judg.,  §§619-626;  30 
Am.  R,  20.    Justice  Court  judgments  cannot  be  collaterally  attacked  :  36  Am.  R.,  730. 

§3594.   (3536.)    (3513.)   Judgments,  when  void.     The  judgment  of  a  §3328. 
Court  having  no  jurisdiction  of  the  person  and  subject  matter,  or  void 
for  any  other  cause,  is  a  mere  nullity,  and  may  be  so  held  in  any  Court 
when  it  becomes  material  to  the  interest  of  the  parties  to  consider  it. 

Where  judgment  against  defendant  out  of  county  of  his  residence  was  void  as  to  sub- 
sequent judgment  creditors:  5  Ga.,  527.  Void  where  Court  without  jurisdiction:  32 

Ga.,  653  ;  48/648  ;  9/130,  247,  441 ;  8/143  ;  34/178,  253  ;  11/453-5.  But  where  Court  has 
jurisdiction  not  void  for  error  of  law  :  20  Ga.,  798  ;  19/397  ;  9/244;  24/397.  Judgment 

in  Justice's  Court  where  no  service:  12  Ga.,  424.  Probate  of  will  of  personalty  with- out witnesses  under  Act  of  1852  void  :  18  Ga.,  471.  As  to  judgment  against  an  infant 
without  service,  etc.  '.  27  Ga.,  555.  A  judgment  does  not  conclude  any  one  not  a  party 
and  without  notice:  34  Ga.,  172.  When  judgment  of  Ordinary  allowing  widow  twelve 
months'  support  void  against  creditors:  45  Ga.,  460.  Not  void  for  an  irregularity  or  defect 
amendable:  45  Ga.,  98;  46/529-533.  Where  Ordinary  did  not  have  jurisdiction  to  en- 

ter judgment  against  a  guardian  :  48  Ga.,  491.  Section  referred  to  and  construed  :  50 
Ga.,  271,  289  ;  54/482.  Mortgage  foreclosure  should  be  in  county  where  land  lies  :  53 
Ga.,  285-6.  Judgment  against  insurance  company  valid :  55  Ga.,  103.  Superior  Courts 
cannot  establish  copies  of  lost  wills:  55  Ga.,  601. 

Want  of  jurisdiction  :  Wells'  Res  Adjudicata,  p.  399-416 ;  Freeman  Judg.,  §120  et  seq. 
Fraud  or  mistake:  Wells'  Res  Adj.,  391-397.  The  fraud  for  which  judgments  may  be 
set  aside,  is  fraud  extrinsic  or  collateral  to  the  matter  tried;  not  fraud  in  issue  in  the 
suit:    8  0.,  61.      Founded  on  false  return:    19  Am.  D.,  137-139,  n.     Of  another  State,. 
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collaterally  impeachable  for  want  of  jurisdiction,  although  record  purports  to  show 
jurisdiction;  or  for  fraud  :  29  Am.  R.,  365 ;  30/646  ;  32/673. 

§3595.  (3537.)  (3514.)  Equity  may  set  aside  judgments.     The  judgment 
§33129, 3178.  of  a  Court  of  competent  jurisdiction  may  be   set  aside  by  a  decree  in 

chancery  for  fraud,  accident,  or  mistake,  or  the  acts  of  the  adverse 
party  unmixed  with  the  negligence  or  fault  of  the  complainant. 

Equity  will  not  give  relief  unless  defendants  judgment  ignorant  of  defense,  and 
without  fault  or  neglect :  2  Ga  ,  275  ;  4/519 ;  9/247  ;  23/366 ;  54/361.  Generally,  juris- 

diction of  law  not  interfered  with  unless  special  circumstances  call  for  it:  16  Ga.,  399. 
Equity  will  relieve  against  fraud  in  a  judgment :  30  Ga.,  300.  Where  equity  would  not 
interfere,  no  fraud  being  shown  :  50  Ga.,  97-103.  Where  equity  interfered  in  a  matter 
of  a  judgment  against  an  executor:  55  Ga.,  129.  But  will  not  assist  an  administrator 
against  a  judgment  at  law  where  without  proper  excuse  :  55  Ga.,  263.  Section  cited: 

62  Ga.,  351-2. 

Wells'  Res  Ad  judicata,  p.  418-438;  Freeman  Judg.,  §484a-516;  19  Am.  D.,  603-612, 
n.     Requisites  of  bill  to  set  aside,  for  fraud:  12  O.,  372. 

§3596.  (3538.)  (3515.)  Judgments  may  be  attacked  by  creditors,  etc.  Credi- 
§1947.         tors  or  bona  fide  purchasers  may  attack  a  judgment  for  any  defect  ap- 

pearing on  the  face  of  the  record,  or  pleadings,  or  for  fraud,  or  collu- 
sion, whenever  and  wherever  it  interferes  with  their  rights,  either  at 

law  or  in  equity. 
Creditors  may  sometimes  attack  either  at  law  or  inequity:  6  Ga.,  178.  Proceeding  to 

reverse  a  judgment  discharging  administrator  by  the  Court  of  Ordinary  for  fraud :  9 
Ga.,  247.  When  a  judgment  cannot  be  attacked  collaterally :  9  Ga.,  117.  Where  plain- 

tiff in  execution  may  impeach  judgment  and  mortgage  through  which  claimant 
claims:  7  Ga.,  377.  Foreign  judgment  can  be  a  tacked  for  fraud:  31  Ga.,  34.  Section 
referred  to  and  construed  :  45  Ga. ,  98,  465  ;  47/588;  49/50.  Mortgage^,  fa.  excluded 
on  motion  of  counsel  for  claimant,  not  foreclosed  in  county  where  land  was  :  53  Ga., 
285. 

Kerr  on  Fraud  and  Mistake,  293 
ment  creditors  :  High  Rec,  §399. 

Freeman  Judg.,  §336.     Receivers  in  aid  of  judg- 

ARTICLE    V. 

OF   THE   TRANSFER   OF   JUDGMENTS.* 

Section. 
3597.  Judgments  transferable. 
3598.  Transfer  by  attorney  of  record. 

Section. 
3599.  Control  of  fi.  fa,  by  joinfdebtor. 

-2902. 

§3597.  (3539.)  (3516.)  Judgments  may  be  transferred..  Any  plaintiff 
Act  of  1829,  or  transferee  may  bona  fide,  and  for  a  valuable  consideration,  transfer 
c.  p.  499.  any  judgment  or  execution  to  a  third  person,  and  in  all  cases  the  trans- 
-||2776, 2777.  feree  of  any  judgment  or  execution  shall  have  the  same  rights,  and  be 

liable  to  the  same  equities,  and  subject  to  the  same  defenses,  as  the 
original  plaintiff  in  judgment  was. 

An  assignment  of  a  judgment  against  first  indorser  to  the  subsequent  indorser,  on  pay- 
ment of  debt  by  him,  is  notan  extinguishment  of  the  judgment :  1  Ga.,  205.  Assignee 

of  takes  it  subject  to  equities  of  original  plaintiff:  2  Ga.,  155  ;  27/432;  32/302;  56/206-7. 
But  does  not  acquire  right  to  sue  for  fraud  against  original  plaintiff:  4  Ga.,  284.  Ex- 

emplification of  record  of  case  as  evidence  necessary  to  prove  the  transfer  :  3  Ga.,  298. 
Under  Act  of  1829  are  negotiable  as  promissory  notes  payable  to  order:  5  Ga.,  364.  As- 

signments of  should  by  in  writing  :  6  Ga.,  515 ;  9/510.  As  to  reviving  a  judgment  as- 
signed where  it  has  become  dormant :  7  Ga.,  204.  Transfer  of  note  in  suit  giving  in- 

terest in  the  judgment :  9  Ga.,  510.  Where  claim  interposed  and  assignee  of  judgment 
should  sue  out  writ  of  error :  15  Ga.,  89.  Sheriff  may  take  an  assignment  of  execution 
from  the  plaintiff:  20  Ga.,  637.  Priority  of  transferred  fi.  fas:  23  Ga.,  473-4.  Where 
party  holds  fi.  fas  in  pawn :  24  Ga.,  183.  Transfer  of  fi.  fa.  prior  to  Act  of  1829  was 
no  satisfaction  of  the  debt :  24  Ga.,  434.  Evidence  in  suit  against  assignee  of  execution 
by  defendant  to  recover  back  money  paid  on  it :  28  Ga.,  242.  The  assignment  of  judg- 

ment did  not  convey  away  plaintiff's  interest  in  money  Sheriff  had  previously  collected 
on  it:  30  Ga.,  818.  Transfer  of  execution  under  Act  of  1829,  so  that  the  transferee 
could  enforce  the  same  by  levy  and  sale  as  the  plaintiff  could  :  53  Ga.,  78.  Also  of  tax 
execution  under  Act  of  1872,  with  same  powers:  48  Ga.,  177.  Judgment  and  execu- 

tions while  negotiable  by  indorsetnent,  yet  not  strictly  commercial  negotiable  paper  : 
63  Ga.,  354. 

*Note.—  By  section  891,  tax  fl. /as.  are  assignable.  They  were  not  so  prior  to  that  statute 
vs.  Mason,  January  Term,  1873. 

Smith 
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§3598.  (3540.)  (3517.)  Transfer  by  attorney.  The  transfer  of  a  judg- 
ment or  execution  by  the  attorney  of  record  shall  be  good  to  pass  the 

title  thereto  as  against  every  person,  except  the  plaintiff,  or  his  as- 
signee, without  notice.  The  ratification  by  the  plaintiff  shall  estop  him 

also  from  denying  the  transfer.  The  receiving  of  the  money  shall  be 
such  a  ratification. 

Transfer  by  plaintiff s  attorney  :  30  Ga.,  433.  Section  referred  to  and  construed: 
59  Ga.,  328.      When  the  receiving  of  the  money  whould  be  a  ratification  :    64  Ga., 
267-8. 

§3599.  Joint  debtors  may  control  fi.  fia.,  when.  [When  judgments  have  (a)  Acts  of 

been  obtained  against  several  persons  and  one  or  more  of  them  has1871"2,13  °4* paid  more  than  his  just  proportion  of  the  same,  he  or  they  may,  by 
having  such  payment  entered  on  the  ji.  fa.  issued  to  enforce  said  judg- 

ment, have  full  power  to  control  and  use  said  fi.  fa.,  as  securities  in 
fi.  fa.  control  the  same  against  principal  or  co-securities,  and  shall  not 
be  compelled,  as  heretofore,  to  sue  the  co-debtors  for  the  excess  of  pay- 

ment on  such  judgment.]     (a.) 
General  Note  on  Article  V. — Freeman  on  Judgments,  §§421-431.  Sheriff,  paying 

judgment,  may  take  assignment  of  it :  21  Am.  R.,  489. 

ARTICLE  VI. 

OF    CONFESSION    OF    JUDGMENT. 

Section. 
3602.  Right  of  confession  and  appeal. 

Section. 
3600.  Confession,  when  allowed. 
3601.  Judge  may  confess  in  his  Court. 

§3600.  (3541.)  (3518.)  Confession  of  judgment,  where  anol  when  allowed.  Act  of  1799, 

No  confession  of  judgment  shall  be  entered  up  but  in  the  county  where  c'  p' 495*  « 
the  defendant  resided  at  the  commencement  of  the  action,  except  ex- 

pressly provided  for  by  law,  nor  unless  the  cause  has  been  regularly 
sued  out  and  docketed  as  in  other  cases. 

Should  it  appear  on  the  minutes:  1  Ga.,  559.  Where  confesses  judgment  under 
mistake  may  retract  before  it  is  recorded  :  9  Ga.,  419.  Where  attorney  had  no  author- 

ity to  confess  judgment  for  defendant;  24  Ga.,  415.  A  judgment  must  be  entered 
up  on  a  confession  of  judgment :  52  Ga.,  585. 

Freeman  on  Judg.,  £$543-558. 

§3601.  (3542.)  (3519.)  Judge  may  confess  judgment  in  his  own  Court.  A 
Judge  of  the  Superior  Court,  or  Justice  of  the  Peace,  may  confess  a  judg- 

ment in  his  own  Court. 

Stated:  11  Ga.,  460;  60/298. 

§3602.  (3543.)  (3520.)  Right  of  confession  and  appeal.  Either  party  has  §36io. 
a  right  to  confess  a  judgment  without  the  consent  of  his  adversary,  and 
appeal  from  such  confession  without  reserving  the  right  so  to  do,  in 
cases  where  an  appeal  is  allowed  by  law. 

Stated:  5  Ga.,  298.  Might  appeal  from  it,  although  no  juries  attendingonthe  Court 
at  which  confession  made:  29  Ga.,  536;  1/275.  Might  appeal  without  reserving  the 
right :  30  Ga.,  503.  Judgment  confessed  by  attorney  not  void  but  voidable  :  36  Ga.,  108. 
When  conclusive:  57  Ga.,  491-2. 
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ARTICLE  VII. 

OF    DORMANT   JUDGMENTS    AND    REVIVAL  THEREOF. 

Section. 
3603.  Judgments  need  no  renewal. 
3604.  Revival  of  dormant  judgments. 
3605.  Debt  on  dormant  judgments. 
3606.  Scire  facias  to  revive. 

Section. 
3607.  From  whence  issued. 
3608.  Revival  against  non-resident. 
3609.  Judgment,  when  taken. 
3610   Scire  facias  in  favor  of  assignee. 

Act  of  1812, 
C.  p.  496. 

|2914. 

§3603.  (3544.)  (3521.)  Need  not  be  renewed.  Judgments  need  not  be 
renewed  on  the  Court  roll. 

§3604.  (3545.)  (3522.)  Dormant  judgments  may  he-revived,  When  any 
judgment  obtained  in  any  Court  of  this  State  is  or  shall  become  dor- 

mant, the  same  may  be  renewed  by  action  of  debt,  or  scire  facias,  at  the 
option  of  the  plaintiff. 

May  be  renewed  by  action  of  debt:  7  Ga.,  393.  Need  not  prove  execution  issued  in 
suit  to  revive  dormant  judgment :  20 Ga.,  225.  Decree  in  equity  embraced  in  dormant 
judgmentact :  8  Ga.,  32.  May  be  revived  by  scire  facias  or  debt:  39  Ga.,  386.  Pendency 
of  bill  of  exceptions  not  plead  in  abatement  to  scire  facias  to  revive  a  dormant  judg- 

ment :  50  Ga.,  378.  When  equity  will  restrain  the  using  of  a  judgment  of  revival  of 
dormant  judgment  as  evidence  of  assets  to  charge  administrator  with  devastavit:  52 
Ga.,  347.     Section  referred  to  and  construed  :  59  Ga.,  619-620. 

§3605.  (3546.)  (3523.)  Debt  on  judgments,  where  to  be  brought.  If  the  ac- 
tion of  debt  be  adopted,  it  must  be  brought  in  the  county  where  the 

defendant  resides,  at  the  commencement  of  the  action. 
See  7  Ga.,  393. 

Freeman  on  Judg.,  §432  et  seq. 

§3606.  (3547.)  (3524.)  Scire  facias  to  revive.  Scire  facias  to  revive  a 
judgment  is  not  an  original  action,  but  the  continuation  of  the  suit  in 
which  the  judgment  was  obtained. 

Stated  :  10  Ga.,  557.  Where  it  was  a  lien  only  from  the  date  of  the  revival :  57  Ga., 
609. 

Freeman  on  Judg.,  §444.  Must  be  brought  in  names  of  all  parties  to  the  judgment, 
unless  a  legal  reason  be  given  on  the  record  why  some  only  are  entitled :  T.  U.  P. 
Charl.,  231. 

§3607.  (3548.)  (3525.)  Scire  facias  to  revive,  where  to  issue  from.  A  scire 
facias  to  revive  a  dormant  judgment  in  the  Superior  Courts  must  issue 
from  and  be  returnable  to  the  Court  of  the  county  in  which  the  judg- 

ment was  obtained,  shall  be  directed  to  all  and  singular  the  Sheriffs  of 
this  State,  and  signed  by  the  clerk  of  such  Court,  who  shall  make  out 

copies  thereof,  wrhich  shall  be  served  by  the  Sheriff  of  the  county  in 
which  the  party  to  be  notified  may  reside,  twenty  days  before  the  sit- 

ting of  the  Court  to  which  it  is  made  returnable,  and  the  original  re- 
turned to  the  clerk  of  the  Court  from  which  it  issued,  and  an  original 

and  copy  shall  issue  in  each  county  in  which  any  party  to  be  notified 
may  reside. 

Stated  :  10  Ga.,  557.  May  issue  in  vacation  on  parol  application  of  plaintiff,  and  no 
order  necessary  :  52Ga.,  92.  An  undisposed  of  levy  is  noreason  for  dismissal  of  ascire  fa- 

cias: 52  Ga.,  92;  50/381.  Where  the  execution  becomes  dormant  pending  the  scire  fa- 
cias proceeding:  53  Ga.,  563.  Judgment  against  administrator  reviving  a  dormant 

judgment  against  intestate,  is  evidence  of  assets:  56  Ga.,  286.  Lien  from  date  of  revival 
only:  57  Ga.,  609. 

§3608.  (3549.)  (3526.)  Revival  of  judgments  against  non-residents.  If  the 
Act  oM850,  defendant,  or  party  to  be  notified,  resides  out  of  this  State,  a  dormant 

judgment  may  be  revived  against  such  defendant,  or  his  representa- 
tive, by  such  process  as  is  now  issued  in  cases  where  the  defendant  re- 
sides in  this  State :  Provided,  the  defendant  or  party  to  be  notified  be 

served  with  scire  facias,  by  publication  in  some  public  gazette  of  this 
State  once  a  month  for  four  months  previous  to  the  term  of  the  Court 
at  which  it  is  intended  to  revive  said  judgment;  which  service  shall  be 

C.  p.  50J. 
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.as  effectual  in  all  cases  as  if  the  defendant  or  person  to  be  notified  had 
been  personally  served. 

§3609.  (3550.)  (3527.)  Judgment  of  revival,  when  taken,     In  all  cases  of  (a)  Const,  of 

■scire  facias  to  revive  a  judgment,  when  service  has  been  perfected  as  Bee's,  par.' 
herein  provided,  such  judgment  may  be  revived,  on  motion,  at  the  first3- 
term,  without  the  intervention  of  a  jury,  unless  the  defendant  shall 
put  in  an  issuable  plea,  [under  oath,]  (a.)  in  which  case  the  defendant 
shall  be  entitled  to  a  trial  by  a  jury,  as  in  other  cases. 

§3610.  (3551.)  (3528.)  Scire  facias  in  favor  of  assignee.  The  scire  facias, 
when  the  judgment  has  been  transferred,  shall  issue  in  the  name  of 
the  original  plaintiff  for  the  use  of  the  transferee. 

General  Note  on  Article  VII. — Foster  on  Scire  Facias,  (L.  L.);  Freeman  on  Ex- 
ecutions, §81  et  seq. ;  Freeman  on  Judgments,  §§442-9. 

General  Note  on  Judgments. — Acquiescence,  after,  of  twelve  years,  too  late  to  move 
to  vacate  judgment,  where  no  fraud :  22  Ga.,  377.  Administration,  judgments  obtained 
against  intestate  stand  next  to  debt  due  the  public :  5  Ga.,  274.  Judgment  against  admin- 

istrator ranks  no  higher  than  debt  it  is  founded  on  :  5  Ga.,  275.  Judgment  against  ad- 
ministrator after  distribution  collected  ratably :  20  Ga.,  145-147.  Sale  of  land  by  admin- 

istrator, in  manner  prescribed  bylaw,  divests  lien  of  judgment:  45  Ga.,  585.  Judgment 
against  administrator  or  executor,  when  sufficient  without  the  words  "in  the  hands  of, 
etc.,  to  be  administered":  48Ga.,419.  Agreement  of  plaintiff  never  to  enforce,  operates 
as  discharge  of  judgment,  but  consent  not  to  enforce  for  a  limited  time,  does  not:  4 
Ga.,  185.  Amendment,  after  proper  order  for,  of  judgment  and  fi.fa.,  not  necessary 
to  enter  new  judgment  or  issue  new  fi.  fa. :  56  Ga.,  178.  When  made,  relates  back  :  56 
Ga.,  178.  Judgment  against  administrator,  which  does  not  provide  for  collection  out 
of  property  of  intestate,  is  amendable:  57  Ga.,  136.  Judgment  not  set  aside  when 
amendable:  61  Ga..,  135.  Judgment  amendable  nunc  pro  tunc,  to  supply  signature:  62 
<3-a.,  103.  Bankruptcy  of  defendant  no  cause  for  not  amending  :  62  Ga.,  103.  Amount, 
judgment  for,  greater  than  declared  for,  irregular:  64  Ga".,  769.  Arrest  of  judgment, 
as  to  matters  not  good  in,  in  declaration  or  process  :  Rule  28  Superior  Court.  Motion 
in,  may  be  made  any  time  before  adjournment  of  the  Court:  4  Ga.,  10L  Exception  to 
-declaration,  etc.,  which  would  not  be  good  in,  overruled:  5  Ga..  239.  Misjoinder  of 
improper  plaintiffs,  as  well  as  distinct  causes  of  action,  ground  of:  12  Ga.,  189.  Defect, 
good  in,  no  ground  for  setting  it  aside  eleven  years  after:  14  Ga.,  589.  Cause  of  de- 

murrer may  or  may  not  be  sufficient  to  support  motion  for  :  17  Ga.,  96.  Defect  of  pro- 
cess of  the  Court,  ground  of  :  20  Ga.,  398.  Nonjoinder  of  party,  not  good  cause  of :  23  Ga. , 

'600;  40/127.  Motion  in,  when  case  came  up  from  County  Court  on  ground  that  face 
of  note  was  over  one  hundred  dollars,  overruled  :  36  Ga.,  599.  Assignee  takes  judg- 

ment subject  to  defenses:  2  Ga.,  155.  Assignment,  judgment  obtained  subsequent 
to,  takes  no  priority,  etc.:  37  Ga.,  611.  Attachment,  general  judgment  maybe  ren- 

dered in,  if  defendant  replevies,  or  acknowledges  service  of  notice  :  64  Ga.,  769.  Bank- 
ruptcy, when  discharge  of  defendant  in,  does  not  divest  lien  of  judgment :  39  Ga.,  64; 

55/579.  Bill  of  exceptions,  when  time  should  be  allowed  for  making  out,  before 
judgment  is  carried  into  effect:  19  Ga.,  588-590.  Collateral  security,  taking  of,  does 
not  preclude  levy :  4  Ga.,  185.  Collaterally  attacked,  judgment  of  Court  of  co  mpe- 
tent  jurisdiction  cannot  be:  36  Ga.,  402.  Conclusive  when  judgment  is  between 
same  parties:  49  Ga.,  412.  Confession  of  judgment,  entered  on  the  declaration, 
transcribed  on  the  minutes  subsequently  :  lGa.,559.  For  costs,  when  a  nullity  :  8  Ga., 
463.  May  be  retracted,  when  :  9  Ga.,  419.  By  a  party  in  a  particular  character,  estops 
him  from  denying  that  character :  11  Ga.,  460.  Judge  may,  against  himself  in  his  own 
Court:  11  Ga.,  460.  By  one  defendant  for  both:  15  Ga.,  557.  Amended  on  motion  : 
19  Ga.,  31.  By  attorney,  may  be  set  aside,  when  :  39  Ga.,  394  ;  22/127.  By  attorney, 
not  void,  but  voidable  :  36  Ga.,  108  ;  57/491-492.  In  blank,  creates  no  lien  :  40  Ga.,  56. 
Judgment  of  Court  must  be  regularly  entered  up  on  :  52  Ga.,  585.  Copy  deed,  estab- 

lishment of,  not  conclusive  against  the  parties,  etc:  34  Ga.,  167.  Costs,  judgment 
for,  in  blank,  may  be  amended  :  59  Ga.,  350.  Decree  of  Chancellor  reversed,  and  ver- 

dict of  jury  affirmed:  45  Ga.,  189.  Should  conform  to  verdict :  46  Ga.,  361,  383.  Bill 
of  review  proper  proceedings  to  set  aside  :  55  Ga.,  189.  As  to,  on  special  verdict,  etc.  : 
•57  Ga.,  267.  Not  harmonizing  with  verdict,  set  aside:  57  Ga.,  466.  Against  defendant 
with  "executor,"  binds  personal  goods:  51  Ga.,  482.  Purporting  to  be  by  consent,  has 
the  verity  of  record  :  51  Ga.,  132.  Embraced  within  dormant  judgment,  Act  of  1823: 
8  Ga.,  32.  Discretion,  a  judgment  in  matter  of,  not  disturbed  without  strong  reason  : 
29  Ga.,  490.  Dismissing  suit,  judgment  not  giving  good  legal  reason  for,  not  void: 
50  Ga,,  293.  Dormant,  judgment  presumed  to  be,  without  return,  etc.,  every  seven 
years  on  execution :  2  Ga.,  252.  Judgment  does  not  become,  if  execution  issues  in 
two  years,  and  entries  by  Sheriff  follow  one  another  at  intervals  of  less  than  seven 
years:  17  Ga.,  187.  Entry  by  Sheriff  of  any  county  sufficient :  7  Ga.,  187.  Judgment 
was,  when  rendered  in  May,  1666,  and  execution  did  not  issue  till  June,  1873:  58  Ga., 
278.  When  litigation  or  death  of  one  of  the  parties  will  not  prevent  dormancy : 
•63  Ga.,  236.  Surety  paying  judgment  that  appears  to  be,  entitled  to  control,  etc: 
•5  Ga.,  580.  Only  on  renewal  of  dormant  judgment  could  alias  fi.  fa.  issue  :  11  Ga.,  637. 
Dormant  judgment  classed  with  "bonds  and  other  obligations"  in  administration  of 
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assets  :  21  Ga.,  509.  Action  of  debt  will  lie  on:  7  Ga.,  393.  Garnishment  lies  in  suit 
on:  22  Ga.,  53.  Sale  under  void:  24  Ga.,  445.  Revived,  lien  of,  relates  back:  40  Ga.,. 
63.  On  trial  of  scire  facias  to  revive,  evidence  to  prove  payment,  etc.,  before  judg- 

ment, rejected:  40 Ga.,  148.  Bill  filed  to  revive,  dismissed  because  of  ample  remedy 
at  law:  43  Ga.,  537.  Dower,  right  of,  postpones  the  lien  of  judgment:  37  Ga.,  490. 
Equity,  when  Court  of,  will  enjoin  a  judgment  at  law :  Code,  section  3218;  56  Ga,,  222. 
Erroneous  judgment  not  void  if  Court  had  jurisdiction  :  24  Ga..  335.  Evidence,, 
as  a  general  rule  a  judgment  is,  between  parties  and  privies:  16  Ga.,  487.  Pacts , 
whether  a  judgment  is  right  or  not,  depends  on  whether  it  is  warranted  by  :  20  Ga., 
762.  Foreign  judgment,  action  on,  not  amendable  by  inserting  count  on  original 
cause  of  indebtedness:  3  Ga.,  42H.  Contents  of,  cannot  be  proved  by  parol :  29  Ga., 
684.  Cannot  be  contradicted  by  parol:  60  Ga.,  70.  Against  garnishee  in  this  State 
protects  him:  30  Ga.,  440.  Conclusive  as  to  certain  questions:  31  Ga.,  34.  Form,  pre- 

scribed, for  judgment  by  the  Court,  directory  only:  57  Ga.,  79;  60/406.  Fund  in 
Court,  two  sets  of  judgment  creditors  claiming:  16  Ga.,  164.  Garnishment,  junior 
judgment  bringing  money  into  Court  under,  entitled  to  expenses:  41  Ga.,  320.  Guar- 

dian, as  to  prior  lien  of  judgment  against :  1  Ga.,  267.  Judgment,  against  void  when 
by  Ordinary  without  jurisdiction  :  48  Ga.,  491.  Incorporated  company,  judgment 
against,  no  lien  on  land  not  property  of  the  company:  19  Ga.,  427.  Irregularity,  in 
judgment,  because  of  failure  to  sign  when  too  late  to  take  advantage  of  it :  63  Ga.,  224- 
Joint  defendants,  judgment  against,  and  one  dead  at  time,  reversed  as  to  all:  3  Ga., 
104.  Residing  in  different  counties,  when  judgment  against  one  illegal:  51  Ga.,  467. 

Judge,  Act  giving  power  to,  to  render  judgment  without  jury  not  retroactive :  57' 
Ga.,  '354.  Justice's  Court,  judgment  in,  may  be  revived:  15  Ga.,  435.  Levy, 
postponed  indefinitely,  effect  of:  9  Ga.,  400.  Dismissed  and  shown  unproductive  does- 
not  destroy  lien  of  judgment :  36  Ga.,  511.  Lien,  steamboat,  judgment  in,  quashed  be- 

cause of  defective  affidavit:  1  Ga.,  317.  Of  judgment,  binds  all  property  owned  by 
defendant  at  date,  and  all  subsequently  acquired:  5  Ga.,  153.  Has  precedence  over 
lien  of  factor:  5Ga.,  153.  Specific,  obtained  by  suit  in  equity  on  equitable  estate:  5' 

Ga.,  437.  Not  affected  by  levy  :  8  Ga.,  194.  Does  not  attach  to  property  sold  by  Sheriff" under  a  younger  judgment :  9  Ga.,  164;  10/148.  Voluntarily  waived  by  filing  bill :  10 
Ga.,  274.  When  there  is  none  of  judgment  rendered  after  land  sold  under  bond  for 
title  :  32  Gr.,  417.  Judgment  is,  on  land  held  under  bond  for  title  and  purchase  money 

paid  ;  32  Ga.,  453  ;  55/348.  Purchaser  at  Sheriff's  sale  subrogated  to  rights  of  judgment 
creditor,  as  to:  33  Ga.,  153-8.  Of  judgment  constitutes  only  a  right  to  levy  and  sell: 
42  Ga.,  251.  Land  discharged  from,  by  four  years'  bona  fide  possession  :  55  Ga.,  399.  Of 
judgment  dormant  and  revived,  dates  from  revival  only:  57  Ga.,  609.  As  to,  of  mort- 

gage judgment :  59  Ga.,  78.  Of  judgment  may  relate  back,  when  :  62  Ga.,  626.  Judgment, 
to  have  special,  on  specific  property,  ought  to  describe  the  property:  63  Ga.,  477. 
Lunatic,  judgment  against,  not  void  but  voidable:  23  Ga.,  168.  Married  woman, 
judgment  against,  conclusive  as  against  other  suitors :  61  Ga.,  512.  Mortgage,  judg- 

ment on  foreclosure  of,  not  within  the  Act  of  1823:  7  Ga.,  495.  Lien  of,  illegally  re- 
corded, inferior  to  judgment,  when  :  59  Ga.,  466.  Non-residents,  as  to  suits  and 

judgments  against,  in  this  State:  5  Ga.,  497  ;  40/302.  Notice,  exceptions  to  general 
rule  that  defendant  must  have,  before  judgment :  5  Ga.,  194.  Nul  tiel  record,  as  to 
plea  of,  in  suit  on  judgment:  11  Ga.,  460.  Nunc  pro  tunc,  motion  by  defendant  to 
enter  different  judgment  overruled  :  19  Ga.,  586.  Judgment  entered  :  54  Ga.,  542. 
Evidence  necessary  for  entry  of  judgment:  56  Ga.,  245;  58/365.  Payment,  of  judg- 

ment, no  presumption  of,  arises  till  statutory  bar  attaches  :  54  Ga.,  337.  Principal 
and  interest,  required  to  state  separately  in  judgment,  does  not  apply  to  recovery  in 
damages:  6  Ga.,  303.  Privy  in  estate,  when  not  affected  by  judgment,  adverse  to 
predecessors' s  title  :  55  Ga.,  399.  Purchase  money,  what  necessary  to  get  special 
judgment  for  :  59  Ga.,  105.  Release  of  property  levied  on  did  not  postpone  lien  :  44  Ga.,. 
654.  Of  one  defendant  by  plaintiff  acts  as  release  of  others  :  60  Ga.,  70.  Relief  Act 
of  1868,  motion  to  reduce  judgment  under:  54  Ga.,  476.  Renewed,  judgment  ob- 

tained prior  to  1822  need  not  be  :  24Ga.,434.  Repealed  statute,  no  judgment  can 
be  rendered  on  :  12  Ga.,  475.  Reversed,  where  judgment  is,  for  any  cause,  it  can  have 
no  legal  effect:  4  Ga.,  202.  Money  paid  on  judgment  before,  recoverable:  14  Ga.,  89. 
When  judgment  is,  case  stands  for  trial  denovo :  14  Ga,,  653.  Main  judgment  reversed, 
subsequent  one  dependent  thereon  is  vacated:  15  Ga.,  91.  Judgment  reversing  an- 

other judgment  being  itself  reversed,  first  final:  24  Ga.,  397.  Reversed  by  consent : 
,  43  Ga.,  178.  Judgment  will  not  be,  if  right  on  any  ground  apparent  in  the  record  :  44 
Ga.,  16.  Rule  absolute,  against  Sheriff  has  no  lien  on  his  property:  24  Ga.,  146. 
Satisfaction  of  judgment,  when  payment  of  one  by  surety  yvas  pro  tanto  of  another 
against  principal :  2  Ga.  63.  Discharge  of  principal  is  as  to  surety,  when  :  24  Ga.,  288.. 
Absence  of  execution  unaccounted  for  no  evidence  of:  36  Ga.,  404.  Scire  facias,  to 
revive  judgment,  may  issue  in  vacation-.  52  Ga.,  92.  Sued  out  before  judgment  be- 

comes dormant;  dismissal  not  prevented  by  subsequent  dormancy:  53  Ga.,  563.  No- 
order  of  Court  necessary  to  authorize  issuance:  65  Ga.,  245.  Proceedings  by,  barred 
after  ten  years,  when  :  65  Ga.,  245.  Second  original,  judgment  not  set  aside  for  ir- 

regularity in,  when  :  53  Ga.r  291.  Security,  as  to  lien  in  favor  of,  taking  control  of 
judgment  paid  for  principal :  4Ga.,.  123.  Judgment  arrested  as  to,  etc.,  when  attach- 

ment was  void :  60  Ga.,  112.  Service,  no  valid  judgment  when  no  service  on  defend- 
ant: 63  Ga.,  163.  Set-off,  one  judgment  maybe  against  another,  though  parties  not 

the  same,  when  :  2Ga.,  155.  One  judgment  can  be,  against  another  on  motion  when 
equitable:    36  Ga.,  402.     Statute  of  limitations,  of  1876,  motion  to  set  aside  decree 
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barred  by :  64  Ga.,  497.  Suit  on  judgment,  what  pleas  are  not  proper  replies  to  :  31 
Ga.,  34.  Supreme  Court,  where  judgment  of,  reversing  judgment  of  the  Court  be- 

low, applied  rather  to  an  order  than  the  decision  of  the  lower  Court:  26  Ga.,  390. 
Judgment  of,  is  final  and  conclusive  between  the  parties,  etc. :  38  Ga..  195.  Trust 
estate,  judgment  against,  binds  the  corpus:  28  Ga.,  525.  U.  S.  Courts,  execution 
issuing  from,  can  claim  money  in  State  Courts  :  27  Ga.,  181.  Usury,  where  judgment 
was  affected  by:  4  Ga./ 221.  Effect  of  agreement  to  forbear  collection  of  judgment 
in  consideration  of :  9Ga.,30.  Equity  will  not  relieve  against  judgment  at  law  on 
ground  of:  49  Ga.,  48.  Vacated,  when  judgment  is,  of  defective  proceedings  not 
cured  :  13  Ga.,  218.  Judgment  cannot  be,  on  ground  which  could  have  been  taken  be- 

fore judgment:  29  Ga.,  418.  Judgment  may  be,  on  motion  for  fraud,  accident  or  mis- 
takes :  60  Ga.,  353.  Verdict,  judgment  good  without,  can  be  enforced,  although  it 

purports  to  be  founded  on  a  verdict :  28  Ga.,  345.  Void,  judgment  is,  when  there  is- 
no  process  nor  waiver  of  process :  20  Ga.,  225.  When  judgment  is,  party  against  whom 
it  exists  has  a  right  to  have  it  set  aside  :  47  Ga.,  476.  Judgment  not,  when  Court  had 
jurisdiction,  although  proceedings  were  irregular:  48  Ga.,  648.  Judgment  is,  prima 
facieis  where  record  of  the  Court  does  not  show  the  swearing  and  impanelling  of  a  jury : 
53  Ga.,  139.  Writ  of  error  lies  only  to  a  final  judgment:  9  Ga.,  286,  Pending  of, 

does  not  impair  or  affect  judgment  of  Superior  Court:  9  Ga.,  286.  Year's  support,, 
judgment  of  Ordinary  granting,  attacked  by  judgment  creditor  :  45  Ga.,  459. 

TITLE  V. 

OF  APPEALS. 

CHAPTER  I. 

OF    APPEALS. 

Aeticle  1. — -In  what  Cases  Allowed. 

Article  2. —  When,  by  whom,  and  how  Entered. 
Article  3. — Effects  of  Appeal. 
Article  4. — How  and  when  Tried. 

ARTICLE  I. 

IN   WHAT    CASES    ALLOWED. 

Section. 
3610.  (a.)  When  either  party  may  appeal. 
3610.  (b.)  Appeals  in  claim  cases. 

Section. 

3611.  Appeal  from  Court  of  Ordinary. 
3612.  How  collateral  issues  tried. 

§3610.  (a.)  (3552.)  (3529.)  Appeals  lie  in  what  cases.  [In  all  civil  cases 
tried  and  determined  by  a  County  Judge,  or  a  Justice  of  the  Peace,  or 
a  Notary  Public  who  is  ex  officio  a  Justice  of  the  Peace,  and  on  all  con- 

fessions of  judgments  before  either  of  said  officers,  where  the  sum 
claimed  is  more  than  fifty  dollars,  either  party  may,  as  a  matter  of  right, 
enter  an  appeal  to  the  Superior  Court.]  (a.) 

Appeal  and  not  certiorari,  the  remedy  to  correct  errors  when  the  amount  is  over  fifty 
dollars  :  46  Ga.,  41.  Where  Superior  Court  has  dismissed  an  appeal  and  it  does  not  ap- 

pear that  amount  involved  was  over  fifty  dollars,  Supreme  Court  will  not  disturb  it  : 

55  Ga.,  410.  Tue  Constitution  of  1877  does  not  provide  that  in  Justice's  Courts  an  ap- 
peal can  be  allowed  where  amount  claimed  is  not  over  fifty  dollars  :  61  Ga.,  74.  When 

appeals  by  const  nt  allowable  :  61  Ga.,  210. 

§3610.  (b.)  Claim  cases  in  Justice  Courts,  appeals  from.  In  all  cases 
where  an  execution  issued  from  any  of  the  Justice  Courts  in  this  State 

Acts  of  1868,. 

p.  131. 

Acts  of  1871 

-2,  p.  290. Acts  of  1S72, 

p.  40. 

§§3602,  4157. 
■ai  Const,  of 

1868,  Art.  5, 
Sec.  6, 

clause  2. 
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Acts  of  1859 
p.  35. 

*§326,  2011, 4049. 

Actsofi874,  shall  have  been  levied  on  any  personal  property,  and  there  is  a  claim 
p-  85,  filed  to  the  same,  it  shall  and  may  be  lawful  for  either  party  interested 

in  said  issue,  to  appeal  from  the  decision  of  the  said  Justice  Court,  in  all 
cases  where  the  amount  claimed  on  said  execution  is  fifty  dollars,  or  up- 

wards, or  where  the  property  levied  on  is  worth  said  amount,  on  their 
complying  with  the  law  already  in  existence,  governing  appeals  from 
Justice  Courts  in  this  State. 

§3611.  (3553.)  (3530.)  Appeals  from  Court  of  Ordinary.  An  appeal 
Act  of  1805,  lies  to  the  Superior  Court  from  any  decision  made  by  the  Court  of  Or- 
AoforiJrs  diary,  except  an  order  appointing  a  temporary  administrator:  [Provi- 

c.  p.  497.  '  ded,  that  whenever  an  appeal  shall  be  taken  from  a  decision  of  the  Or- 
-2?pp!  so,5  dinary,  made  under  section  2511  of  this  Code,  such  appeal  shall  not 

operate  as  a  supersedeas,  unless  the  executor  or  administrator  shall  first 
give  a  good  and  sufficient  bond,  payable  to  the  Ordinary  and  his  success- 

ors in  office,  in  such  sum  as  the  Ordinary  may  require  (not  exceding  the 
amount  of  the  estate  in  the  hands  of  the  administrator),  conditioned 

<a)  Acts  of  to  pay  all  costs  and  damages  that  may  accrue  to  the  estate  pending  the 
1866,  P.  24.  appeal.]  (a.) 

*  What  appeal  valid:  8  Ga.,  256,  An  appeal  lies  from  any  decision  of  the  Court  of 
Ordinary,  and«as  to  legatees  being  parties  to:  15  Ga..  334.  Appeal  from  the  refusal  of 
the  Ordinary  to  grant  letters  of  administration  pendente  lite:  16  Ga.,  13  ;  17/263.  Any 
creditor  served  by  citation  may  appeal  from  the  appointment  of  administrator  by  the 
Ordinary  :  17  Ga.,  416.  Clerical  error  in  appeal  bond  supplied  by  parol  where  costs 
paid  and  his  name  with  security  entered  on  the  minutes:  18  Ga.,  472.  Where  money 
deposited  with  Ordinary  sufficient  to  pay  costs,  sufficient  for  an  appeal:  22  Ga.,  621. 
Where  intermediate  acts  pending  the  appeal  were  void  :  23  Ga.,  399.  An  appeal  is  a 
de  novo  proceeding :  29  Ga.,  519;  42/397.  Same  as  to  homestead  proceedings:  43  Ga., 
318  ;  49/43.  As  to  appeal  from  decision  of  commissioners  appointed  by  Ordinary  to  set 
apart  the  year's  support :  30  Ga.,  539.  Appeal  to  Superior  Court  from  the  granting  of 
letters  of  guardianship:  31  Ga.,  716.  Persons  cited  in  case  before  the  Ordinary  on  ap- 

peal also  parties  to  that :  25  Ga.,  467  ;  42/397.  As  to  county  matters  by  certiorari  and 
not  appeal, the  means  of  taking  up  the  question  to  Superior  Court :  43  Ga.,  271.  So  also 
certiorari  as  to  a  contest  where  letters  of  administration  granted  pendente  lite  :  40  Ga., 
389.  May  appeal  also  where  Ordinary  has  given  judgment  for  money  against  an  ad- 

ministrator or  gurdian  under  citation  for  settlement:  45  Ga.,  478.  Appeal  from,  dis- 
missed where  Ordinary  did  not  have  jurisdiction  :  60  Ga.,  595. 

[Section  (3554.)  Repealed  by  Constitution  of  1868,  Article  V.,  section 
3,  clause  3.] 

§3612.  (3555.)  (3532.)   Collateral  issues,  how  tried.    All  collateral  issues 
in  the  Superior  Court,  unless  otherwise  directed  by  law,  shall  be  tried 
by  a  special  jury. 

Traverse  of  answer  of  defendant  in  garnishment  not  collateral  issue,  and  may  be 
appealed  from :  4  Ga.,  393.  A  main  issue  in  the  trial  not  collateral :  24  Ga.,  211.  When 
appeal  from  collateral  issue  allowed  from  the  County  Court :  46  Ga.,  245  ;  39/714. 

ARTICLE  II. 

WHEN,  BY  WHOM,  AND  HOW  ENTERED. 
Section. 

3613.  When  appeal  shall  be  entered. 
3614.  Sundays  and  holidays  not  counted. 
3615.  By  whom  appeal  may  be  entered. 
3616.  Cost  must  be  paid  and  bond  given. 
3617.  Attorney  may  sign  for  principal. 
3618.  By  joint  contractors,  etc. 
3619.  One  or  more  may  appeal. 

Section.  • 3620.  Who  and  how  liable  on  appeal. 
3621.  Security  paying  debt  has  recourse. 
3622.  Executors,  etc.,  need  not  pay  costs. 
3623.  Insolvent  may  appeal  by  affidavit. 
3624.  Appeals  from  Ordinary,  costs  paid. 
3625.  Ordinary  to  send  up  proceedings. 
3626.  Justice  must  send  up  appeals. 

§3613.  (3556.)  (3533.)  Appeals,  when  to  be  entered.  Appeals  to  the  Su- 
perior Court  must  be  entered  within  four  days  after  the  adjournment 

of  the  Court  in  which  the  judgment  was  rendered. 

"Within  four  days:  1  Ga.,  279;  9/405.  Sunday  not  to  be  counted  as  one  of  the  four 
days  within  which  appeals  to  be  entered:  12  Ga.,  93.  Where  appeal  not  entered  in 
time,  and  new  trial  not  granted  :  38  Ga.,  312.  Liberal  rule  in  sustaining  appeals  where 

party  appealing  does  so  bona  fide  in  four  days :  52  Ga.,  653-6. 
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§3614.  (3557.)  (3534.)  Days  not  counted.     Sundays  and  holidays  shall  (a)  Acts  of 

in  no  case  be  included  in  the  computation  of  the  time  within  which  Jli8'^" 
.an  appeal  shall  be  entered  [except  that  holidays  are  included  in  the 

computation  in  cases  of  appeals  from  Justices'  Courts],  (a.) 
When  Sunday  not  counted  :  12  Ga.,  93.  Not  so  as  to  Sunday  in  the  thirty  days  in 

which  bills  of  exceptions  to  be  certified  and  signed  by  the  Judge  :  14  Ga.,  122.  Sunday 
mot  counted  in  the  five  days  Sheriff  allowed  for  serving  writs  :  23  Ga.,  49. 

§3615.  (3558.)  (3535.)  Attorneys  may  enter  appeals.  An  appeal  may 
ne  entered  by  the  plaintiff  or  defendant  in  person,  or  by  his  attorney 
at  law  or  in  fact,  and  if  by  the  latter,  he  must  be  authorized  in  writing, 
which  authority  shall  be  filed  in  the  Court  in  which  the  case  is  pend- 

ing at  the  time  such  appeal  is  entered ;  but  if  it  is  shown  to  the  Court 
that  such  authority  exists,  such  Court  may  allow  a  reasonable  time  to 
file  the  same,  and  such  appeal  shall  be  dismissed  and  execution  issue 
without  further  order;  if  such  authority  is  not  filed  within  the  time 
allowed,  a  ratification  of  an  appeal,  unauthorized,  if  made  in  writing, 

and  filed  in  the  clerk's  office  before  the  next  term  of  the  Court,  shall 
render  the  appeal  valid. 

Ratification  of  appeal  by  agent:  6  Ga.,  92.  In  person  or  by  attorney  duly  author- 
ized :  9  Ga., 487-491.  Appeals  by  consent  :  10  Ga.,  426.  When  ex  parte  affidavit  of  .agent 

that  he  had  instructions  in  a  writing  to  enter  appeal  and  it  was  lost,  not  admissible :  52 
«Ga.,  653. 

§3616.  (3559.)  (3536.)  Appellant  must  pay  cost.  The  appellant  (ex- 
cept as  hereinafter  provided)  shall,  previous  to  obtaining  such  appeal, 

pay  all  costs  which  may  have  accrued  in  the  case  up  to  the  time  of  en- 
tering such  appeal,  and  give  bond  and  security  for  the  eventual  con- 

demnation money. 
When  party  appealing  need  not  himself  sign  the  bond  :  2  Ga.,  236.  Bond  good  as 

to  the  party  properly  signing  the  appeal  bond,  although  others  failed  to  sign  legally  :  9 
Ga.,  199.  Where  appeal  bond  delivered  absolutely,  although  a  fifth  party  was  to  sign  : 
10. Ga.,  414.  Party  paying  the  costs  and  entering  name  on  the  minutes  with  security  to 
be  filled  up  alone  with  bond,  entitled  to  appeal :  18  Ga.,  472.  Where  par'y  applying 
for  appeal  was  not  delinquent  in  the  matter  of  costs  :  11  Ga.,  39  ;  20/773.  May  appeal 
by  consent  without  bond  or  payment  of  costs:  10  Ga..  426.  Appeal  bond  signed  by 
only  one  defendant  and  no  security,  not  good  bond  and  not  amendable:  26  Ga.,  410. 
A  substantial  compliance  in  bond  for  appeal :  15  Ga..  111.  Clerk  receiving  appeal  from 
administrator  without  exacting  costs  it  is  a  good  appeal :  20  Ga.,  69.  Where  appeal  en- 

tered nunc  pro  tunc:  31  Ga.,  357.  No  proper  security  given  in  appeal  bond  and 
appeal  dismissed  :  36  Ga.,  623.  A  new  trial  allowed  where  no  sufficient  opportunity  to 
obtain  better  security  on  appeal  bond  :  37  Ga.,  672  ;  38/222.  An  appeal  under  the  char- 

ter of  the  Selma,  Rome  &  Dalton  Railroad:  47  Ga.,  345.  Where  the  acceptance  of  an 
appeal  bond  was  a  ministerial  and  not  a  judicial  act:  49  Ga.,  284.  The  legal  costs  must 
be  paid  and  not  merely  deposited  in  entering  an  appeal:  61  Ga.,  598  ;  60/218.  And  as 
to  costs  being  recovered  back  :  60  Ga.,  218  ;  61/598. 

§3617.  (3560.)  (3537.)  Attorney  may  sign  for  principal.     If  such  appeal 
shall  be  entered  by  the  attorney  at  law  or  in  fact,  he  may  sign  the 
name  of  the  principal  to  said  appeal  bond,  and  the  principal  shall  be 
bound  thereby  as  though  he  had  signed  it  himself. 

An  appeal  may  be  entered  by  attorney  of  record:  1  Ga.,  275.  Entered  by  counsel 
for  defendant  in  attachment  valid  :  12  Ga.,  368. 

§3618.  (3561.)  (3538.)  Appeals  by  partners,  joint  contractors  and  corpora-  §1900. 
tions.  When  several  partners  or  joint  contractors  sue  or  are  sued  as 
such,  any  one  of  said  partners  or  joint  contractors,  may  enter  an  appeal 
in  the  name  of  such  firm  or  joint  contractors,  and  sign  the  name  of 
such  firm  or  joint  contractors  to  the  bond  required  by  law,  which  shall 
ne  binding  on  the  firm  and  such  joint  contractors,  as  though  they  had 
signed  it  themselves ;  and  in  case  of  corporations,  the  appeal  may  be 
entered  by  the  president  or  any  agent  thereof  managing  the  case,  or 
by  the  attorney  of  record. 

§3619.  (3562.)  (3539.)  One  or  more  may  appeal.  When  there  shall  be 
more  than  one  party  plaintiff  or  defendant,  and  one  or  more  of  said 
parties  plaintiff  or  defendant  desires  to  appeal,  and  the  others  refuse 
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Act  of  1839,  or  fail  to  appeal,  such  party  plaintiff  or  defendant  desiring  to  appeal, 
c.  p.  5oo.     may  enter  an  appeal  under  such  rules  and  regulations  as  are  provided, in  this  Code. 

Where  one  of  three  defendants  enters  an  appeal :  1  Ga.,  475  ;  8/330.  By  one  of  sev- 
eral lessors  in  ejectment  suit :  17  Ga.,  540.  Appeal  good  as  to  one  of  several  parties 

properly  signing  an  appeal  bond  :  9  Ga.,  199.  Sheriff  appealing  and  acquitted,  his  se- 
curities could  not  be  proceeded  against,  although  not  appealing:  18  Ga.,  38.  Complain- 

ant's right  in  interpleader  not  impaired  as  to  appeal  by  one  not  appealing :  24  Ga.,  474. 
Rights  of  party  not  appealing  determined  by  first  verdict:  30  Ga.,  800;  31/674.  Section 
referred  to  and  construed  :  63  Ga.,  420. 

§3620.  (3563.)  (3540.)  All  bound  by  final  judgment.  Upon  the  appeal 
of  either  party  plaintiff  or  defendant,  as  provided  in  the  previous 
section,  the  whole  record  shall  be  taken  up  and  all  shall  be  bound  by 
the  final  judgment,  but  in  case  damages  shall  be  awarded  upon  such 
appeal,  such  damages  shall  only  be  recovered  against  the  party  ap- 

pealing and  his  security,  and  not  against  the  party  failing  or  refusing 
to  appeal. 

Whole  record  taken  up  by  one  appealing,  and  no  execution  against  one  not  appeal- 
ing until  final  trial  on  appeal :  8  Ga.,  330  ;  21/359.  Where  Sheriff  alone  appealed  and 

acquitted,  his  securities  not  proceeded  against  on  first  verdict :  18  Ga.,  38. 

§3621.  (3564.)  (3541.)  Liability  and  recourse  of  security  on  appeal.  Such 
Act  of  1823,  security  shall  be  bound  for  the  judgment  on  the  appeal,  and  in  case 
Act  oML839  any  sucn  security  shall  be  compelled  to  pay  off  the  debt  or  damages- 

c.  p.  500.  '  for  which  judgment  may  be  entered  in  the  cause,  he  shall  have  recourse 
§§3425, 3426.  only  against  the  party  for  whom  he  became  security. 

Surety  paying  judgment  taking  control  of  execution  against  his  principal :  5  Ga., 
580 ;  4/123.  This  right  also  extends  to  executors  and  administrators  of  deceased  securi- 

ties: 4  Ga.,  521.  Remedy  against  security  on  appeal:  6  Ga.,  416.  Security  liable  for 
what  principal  does  not  or  cannot  pay,  and  as  to  release  of  security  :  24  Ga.,  288-289. 
Judgment  nunc  pro  tunc  against  surety  :  24  Ga.,  167.  Security  on  appeal  bond  only 
has  to  pay  what  judgment  may  be  entered  in  the  cause :  38  Ga.,  224. 

Sureties  on  appeal  bonds:  Brandt  on  S.  and  G.,  §393. 

§3622.  (3565.)    (3542.)    Executors,  etc.,  may  appeal  without  paying  costs,, 
Act  of  1799,  etc.     Executors,  administrators,  and  other  trustees,  when  sued  as  such,, 
c.  p.  49o.     or  defending  solely  the  title  of  the  estate,  may  enter  an  appeal  with- 
§§3631, 3632.  out   paying  costs  and  giving  bond  and  securit}^  as  hereinbefore   re- 

quired; but  if  a  judgment  should  be  obtained  against  such  executor, 
administrator,  or  other  trustee,  and  not  the  assets  of  the  estate,  he 
must  pay  osts  and  give  security  as  in  other  cases. 

Where  administrator  was  not  compelled  to  give  additional  security:  2  Ga.,  272; 
27/330.  Executor  may  appeal  without  security  wbere  judgment  only  affects  assets  of 
decedent  in  his  hands  :  9  Ga.,  184.  Appeal  by  administrator  where  clerk  receives  it 
without  exacting  costs  :  20  Ga.,  69;  21/289.  Appeal  by  administrator  without  security 
not  affected  by  subsequent  amendment  of  the  judgment  by  the  Justice  :  59  Ga.,  103-4. 
Error  to  dismiss  trustee's  appeal  for  defective  pauper  affidavit  when  he  could  appeal 
without  bond  or  security:  59  Ga.,  369.  But  before  administrator  can  appeal  from  de- 

cision of  Ordinary  on  his  annual  returns,  he  must  pay  costs  and  give  security  :  60  Ga., 
325-326. 

§3623.  (3566.)  (3543.)  Appeals  in  forma  pauperis.     When  any  party,. 
Act  of  1842,  plaintiff  or  defendant,  in  any  suit  at  law,  shall  be  unable  to  pay  costs 
c.  p  501.     an(j  gjve  security  as  hereinbefore  required,   if  such  party  will  make 
§3506.         and  file  an  affidavit  in  writing  that  he  is  advised  and  believes  that  he 

has  good  cause  of  appeal,  and  that,  owing  to  his  poverty,  he  is  unable 
to  pay  the  costs  and  give  the  security  required  by  law  in  cases  of  ap- 

peal, such  party  shall  be  permitted  to  enter  an  appeal  without  the 
payment  of  costs  or  giving  security  as  hereinbefore  required. 

When  affidavit  defective:  3  Ga.,  252.  Appeals  are  included  in  Act  of  1818,  as  to 
amendments,  etc. :  19  Ga.,  33;  18/371.  May  make  this  affidavit  and  save  appeal  when 
securities  become  insolvent  pending  the  appeal :  19  Ga.,  573.  No  bond  necessary  under 
appeal  in  forma  pauperis  under  Act  of  1842 :  22  Ga.,  74.  Attorney  at  law  cannot  make 
this  affidavit:  25  Ga.,  262.  A  deputy  clerk  could  administer  this  oath:  26  Ga.,  620. 
This  affidavit  is  not  traversable  :    27  Ga.,  85.      May  move  to  amend  affidavit  and  re- 
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instate  case  any  time  during  the  term  :  28  Ga.,  73.     Affidavit  of  trustee  stating  inability 
to  give  security  from  his  own  poverty,  dismissed:  30  Ga.,  964.     This  section  does  not 
•apply  to  appeal  by  administrator  from  decision  of  Ordinary  as  to  his  annual  returns: 
-60  Ga.,  325-326.     See  Rule  No.  1  of  Superior  Court. 

§3624.  (3567.)  (3544.)  Appeal  from  Ordinary,  how  entered.  In  all  cases 
in  the  Court  of  Ordinary,  the  party  desiring  to  appeal,  his  attorney  at 
law  or  in  fact,  shall  pay  all  costs  that  may  have  accrued,  and  give  bond 
and  security  to  the  Ordinary  for  such  further  costs  as  may  accrue  by 
reason  of  such  appeal ;  this  being  done,  the  appeal  shall  be  entered. 

Where  appellant  deposited  money  with  Ordinary  for  costs,  if  not  sufficient  for  ap- 
peal, amendable:  22  Ga.,  621.     Section  referred  to  and  construed:  45  Ga.,  480;  60/326. 

§3625.  (3568.)  (3545.)  Appeals,  hoiv  transmitted.  When  an  appeal 
has  been  entered  in  the  Court  of  Ordinary  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  such 
'Ordinary  to  transmit  the  same  to  the  Clerk  of  the  Superior  Court  of-the 
county  in  which  such  proceedings  may  have  been  had,  at  least  ten  days 

before  the  next  Superior  Court  of  said*  county,  to  be  there  tried  as 
other  appeals. 

§3626.  Justices  must  transmit  appeals.  [When  an  appeal  from  the  (a)  Acts  of 

judgment  of  a  Justice  of  the  Peace  or  Notary  Public  has  been  entered, 1868,  p- 13L 
it  shall  be  the  duty  of  such  Justice  of  the  Peace  or  Notary  Public,  to 
transmit  the  same  to  the  Clerk  of  the  Superior  Court  of  the  county  in 
which  proceedings  may  have  been  had,  at  least  ten  days  before  the  next 
Superior  Court  of  said  county,  to  be  there  tried  as  appeals  have  been 
heretofore  tried  in  Georgia  :  Provided,  that  nothing  herein  contained 
shall  be  so  construed  as  to  deny  parties  the  right  of  certiorari,  when  the 
amount  is  less  than  fifty  dollars.]  (a.) 

When  appeal  not  docketed  at  appearance  term,  but  term  thereafter,  yet  could  not 

be  dismissed:  30  Ga.,  942.  Papers  in  case  appealed  from  Justice's  Court  not  filed  in 
clerk's  office  of  Superior  Court  until  seven  days  before  next  term,  no  ground  for  dis- 

missing appeal  :  59  Ga.,  103.  When  not  dismissed  where  not  transmitted  to  Superior 

-Court  until  first  day  of  the  term  :  59  Ga.,  598.  May  appeal  by  consent  from  Justice's 
Court  to  Superior  Court,  amount  being  sufficient:  61  Ga.,  208. 

[Section  (3569)  repealed  by  Constitution  of  1868,  Article  V.,  section 
2,  paragraph  3.] 

[Section  (3570)  repealed  by  Constitution  of  1868,  Article  V.,  sec- 
tion 16.] 

ARTICLE    III. 

EFFECT   OF    APPEALS. 

Section, 
3627.  Investigation  on  appeal. 
S628.  Appeal  suspends  judgment. 

Section. 
3629.  Appeals,  how  withdrawn. 

§3627.  (3571.)  (3548.)  Appeal  is  a  new  investigation.  An  appeal  to 
;the  Superior  Court  is  a  de  novo  investigation.  It  brings  up  the  whole 
Tecord  from  the  Court  below,  and  all  competent  evidence  is  admissible 
•on  the  trial  thereof,  whether  adduced  on  a  former  trial  or  not;  either 
party  is  entitled  to  be  heard  on  the  whole  merits  of  the  case. 

Where  it  carried  up  all  the  issues:  13  Ga.,  172.  Heard  an  appeal  on  the  whole 
merits  of  the  case:  15  Ga.,  309.  Appeal  by  one  from  a  decree,  taking  up  the  entire 
litigation  :  21  Ga.,  359.  Appeal  from  Court  of  Ordinary  takes  up  whole  case  for  a  new 
hearing  :  29  Ga.,  519.  Where  appeal  from  the  merits  did  not  carry  up  the  preliminary 
-question  :  30  Ga.,  40.  Appeal  to  Superior  Court  from  Ordinary  relative  to  grant  of 
letters  of  guardianship,  takes  up  whole  case:  31  Ga.,  716.  Slander  case  on  appeal 
passes  out  on  death  of  defendant :  33  Ga.,  79.  De  novo  investigation  on  appeal  to  Supe- 

rior Court  of  a  homestead  question  from  the  Court  of  Ordinary  :  43  Ga.,  318 ;  40/173. 
Whole  record  brought  up  on  appeal  from  Court  of  Ordinary,  as  to  appointment  of  an 
•administrator  :  42  Ga.,  397.  Appeal  is  a  de  novo  investigation  :  60  Ga.,  220-221 ;  45/158. 
Where  could  not  reduce  claim  in  Superior  Court  below  fifty  dollars  to  give  jurisdiction 
lby  certiorari:    58  Ga.,  77;    60/155.      Appeal  from  the  Ordinary  carries  up  the  whole 
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record:  59  Ga.,  606.     Amendment  that  should  not  have  been  allowed  on  appeal  from 
Justice's  to  Superior  Court :  60  Ga.,  637.  Section  referred  to  and  construed  :  63  Ga.,  420. 

§3628.  (3572.)  (3549.)  Effects  of  appeal.     An  appeal  suspends  but  does 
§3569.         not  vacate  judgment,  and,  if  dismissed  or  withdrawn,  the  rights  of  all 

the  parties  are  the  same  as  if  no  appeal  had  been  entered. 

See  1  Ga.,  92.  As  to  alienation  pending  appeal :  8  Ga.,  121;  19/298;  18/466.  Judg- 
ment of  Superior  Court  affirmed  takes  effect  from  first  judgment :  9  Ga.,  286. 

§3629.  (3573.)  (3550.)  Hoiv  withdrawn.  No  person  shall  be  allowed 
to  withdraw  an  appeal  after  it  shall  be  entered  but  by  the  consent  of 
the  adverse  party. 

Stated:  45  Ga.,  158. 

ARTICLE  IV. 

HOW   AND    WHEN    TRIED. 

Section.  Section, 
36  ;0.  Trial  of  appeals.  3631.  Frivolous  appeals. 

§3630.  (3574.)  (3551.)  Appeals,  how  tried.  All  appeals  to  the  Supe- 
rior Court  shall  be  tried  by  a  special  jury  at  the  first  term  after  the  ap- 
peal has  been  entered,  unless  good  cause  be  shown  for  continuance. 

See  36  Ga.,  380,  Where  there  was  the  right  of  trial  by  special  jury :  57  Ga.,  325.  No- 
issuable  defense  sworn  to  required  on  appeal  to  Superior  Court  from  Justice  of  Peace  : 
59  Ga.,  774-775. 

§3631.  (3575.)  (3552.)  Damages  for  frivolous  appeals.  If,  upon  the  trial 

Act  of  1799,  of  any  appeal,  [except  from  a  Justice's  Court]   (a)   it  shall  appear  to- 
c.  p.  495.     fljg  jury  that  the  appeal  was  frivolous  and  intended  for  delay  only,  they 
(a)  Acts  of  shall  assess  damages  against  the  appellant  and  his  security  (if  any)  in 
16  ,  p.  L33.  £avor  0f  ftie  respondent,  for  such  delay,  not  exceeding  twenty-five  per cent,  on  the  principal  sum  which  they  shall  find  due,  which  damages 

(a)  Acts  of  shall  be  specially  noted  in  their  verdict    [and  if  the  judgment  of  the 
186s,  p.  133.  gUperior  Court  should  be,  that  an  appeal  from  a  Justice's  Court  is  frivo- 

lous, and  intended  for  delay  only,  said  Court  shall,  in  addition  to  the 
final  judgment  in  the  case,  enter  judgment  against  the  appellant  for 
twenty  per  cent,  damages  on  said  frivolous  appeal],     (a.) 

In  determining  whether  appeal  frivolous,  j  ury  should  consider  all  the  evidence  in 
the  case:  11  Ga.,  154.  Where  failure  to  present  evidence  not  conclusive  that  appeal 
frivolous  :  20  Ga.,  198.  For  jury  to  assess  damages  upon  appeal,  must  show  that  appeal 
frivolous  and  for  delay  :-20  Ga.,  398.  Property  alienated  under  section  3581  is  bound  for : 
19  Ga.,  298.  Only  in  extreme  cases  juries  should  award  damages  for:  25  Ga.,  189.  Ex- 

cessive damages  for  a  frivolous  appeal :  33  Ga.,  762.  Section  referred  to  and  construed : 
57  Ga.,  178;  59/775. 

General  Note  on  Appeals. — Act  of  1827,  (rent  law)  when  under,  party  was  entitled 
to  appeal  from  verdict  of  jury  :  26  Ga.,  397  ;  28/475.  Affidavit  of  party  that  he  is  "unable 
to  give  security,"  not  sufficient :  3  Ga.,  253.  For  appeal  was  amendable,  etc.  :  28  Ga.,  73. 
Agent,  appeal  entered  by,  and  motion  to  dismiss  because  entry  was  without  date  and 
agent  had  no  written  authority,  etc.  :  52  Ga.,  653.  Amendments  on  appeal :  18  Ga., 
371.  Account  subject  to  an  appeal :  45  Ga.,  158.  Adding  name  of  usees  not  alio  wed  on 
appeal :  60  Ga.,  637.  Amount  claimed  fifty  five  dollars,  and  five  dollars  abandoned  on 
trial:  51  Ga.,  194.  Cannot  write  off  in  Superior  Court,  to  give  Court  jurisdiction  by 
certiorari:  58  Ga.,  77.  Appellant,  effect  of  death  of:  28  Ga.,  516.  Bond,  party  him- 

self need  not  sign,  on  appeal,  under  Act  of  1799  :  2  Ga.,  236.  Signed  by  one  defendant 
and  no  surety,  held  a  nullity  :  26  Ga.,  410.  Money  deposited  as  security  with  Ordinary 
on  appeal:  22  Ga.:  621.  Claim,  as  to  withdrawing  an  appeal,  etc. :  8  Ga.,  184;  9/196; 
14/694;  33/205.  Appeal  in,  from  Justice  when  either  amount  of  fi.  fa.  or  value  of 
propertv  claimed  exceeds  fifty  dollars:  54  Ga.,  663.  Confession  of  judgment,  ap- 

peal lay  from  :  1  Ga.,  275;  5/298;  29/536;  30/503.  Consent,  appeal  by,  was  allowed 

in  Superior  Court:  10  Ga.,  426;  30  Ga.,  942.  Parties  may  appeal  by,  from  Justice's- 
Court:  61  Ga.,  208.  Constitution  of  1877,  provision  as  to  appeals  from  Justice's 
Courts  construed:  61  Ga.,  74.  County  Court,  no  appeals  to  Superior  Court  from 
monthly  term  of  :  35  Ga.,  231.  On  appeal  from,  without  security,  not  dismissed  in  Su- 

perior Court:  39  Ga.,  713.  Appeal  lay  from  verdict  of  jury  in  collateral  issue:  46  Ga.,. 
245.     Costs,  appeal  without  payment  of,  by  administrators,  executors  and  other  trus- 
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tees  :  59  Ga,,  103,  368.  Justice  cannot  order  execution  to  proceed  for,  pending  appeal  : 
51  Ga,,  270.  Superior  Court  cannot  order  Justice  to  refund  :  60  Ga.,  218.  In  consoli- 

dated cases  in  Superior  Court  clerk  entitled  to  costs  in  each  case  :  61  Ga.,  95.  Damages, 
assessed  by  appraisers,  under  a  special  statute,  as  to,  on  appeal  to  Superior  Court:  9 
Ga.,  359.  When  such  case  was  to  be  entered  :  18  Ga.,  607.  To  authorize  judgment  for 
twenty  percent,  against  appellant,  appeal  must  be  not  only  frivolous,  but  intended  for 
delay  only:  57  Ga.,  177.  Dismissal  of  appeal,  effect  of:  1  Ga.,  92.  Should  not  be  dis- 

missed because  of  insufficiency  of  security,  until  appellant  has  been  required  to  give 
other  security,  etc. :  38  Ga.,  222.  Equity  cause,  pleadings  pending  an  appeal  onr 
amendable  for  special  cause:  8  Ga.,  313.  Executor,  letters  of,  revoked  and  appeal 
entered;  act  of  executor  void,  when  :  23  Ga.,  399.  Piling-  with  Superior  Court  Clerk  of 
appeal  papers  from  Justice's  Court  seven  days  before  next  term  of  Superior  Court, 
appeal  not  dismissed  :  59  Ga.,  103.  Garnishment,  traverse  of,  defendant's  answer  in, 
is  not  a  collateral  issue,  and  as  to  appeal :  4  Ga.,  393.  Honest  debtor's  act,  appeal  to 
another  jury  was  not  allowed  under,  when:  4  Ga.,  170.  Judgment  rendered  in  1860, 
and  appeal  from,  and  case  tried  in  1874,  should  be  no  judgment  by  Court  without  jury  : 
57  Ga.,  323.  Lien  of,  pending  appeal,  prevents  alienation  :  42Ga.,608;  47/97.  Attaches 
only  to  property  owned  at  time  of  judgment :  50  Ga.,  144, 146.  Justice  of  the  Peace, 
judgment  of  must  exceed  fifty  dollars  for  appeal  to  lie :  55  Ga.,  410.  Appeal  proper  form 
judgment  of,  on  question  of  fact  when  amount  of  judgment  is  over  fifty  dollars :  46  Ga., 
41 ;  53/569.  But  certiorari  lies  if  question  of  law  alone  is  involved,  where  amount  is  over 
fifty  dollars :  53  Ga.,  569 ;  62/345.  Appeal  proper  in  claim  case  when  amount  involved 
is  over  fifty  dollars:  50  Ga.,  601.  Lost  papers,  issue  on  motion  to  establish,  appeal 
should  have  been  allowed  :  20  Ga.,  11 ;  36/380,  Lunatic,  appeal  by,  in  a  period  of  san- 

ity:  19  Ga.,  581.  Mistake,  failure  to  appeal  because  of,  relieved  in  equity  :  44  Ga.,  71.. 
New  trial,  appeal  did  not  lie  from  verdict  of  special  jury  on  :  15Ga.,288.  Nunc  pro 
tunc,  appeal  entered  when  clerk  was  at  fault :  31  Ga. ,  357.  Ordinary,  appeals  from  Court 
of,  on  appeal,  when  guardian  was  cited  to  settle,  additional  indebtedness  may  be  shown  in 
Superior  Court:  55  Ga.,  89-90.  As  to  moulding  judgments  in  such  cases:  52  Ga.,  15. 
What  issue  before  the  jury  on  appeal  from  appointment  of  administrator  :  42  Ga.,  397. 
Certiorari,  not  appeal,  proper  mode  to  take  case  to  Superior  Court,  when :  43  Ga., 
271.  On  appeal  from  Ordinary  when  distributees  call  administrator  to  account,  Supe- 

rior Court  can  render  final  judgment  on  the  verdicc :  59  Ga.,  604.  Homestead,  on  ap- 
peal on,  case  is  carried  up  de  novo  :  43  Ga.,  321 ;  49/43.  Caveat  to  issuing  of  warrant  or 

granting  of  land,  Ordinary  had  no  power  to  try,  and  appeal  from  his  decision  dismissed: 
60  Ga.,  595.  General  right  of  appeal  from  decision  of  Oidinary,  as  to  :  45  Ga.,  478.  Ap- 

peal in  forma  pauperis,  when  not  allowed  :  60  Ga.,  325.  Appeal  lies  to  Superior  Court 
from  decision  of,  refusing  exparte  application  of  executor  or  administrator:  15  Ga.,  334. 
Also  from  refusal  to  grant  letters  pendente  lite:  17  Ga.,  263  ;  16/13.  When  appeal  en- 

tered before  decision  by  Court  is  void:  .13  Ga.,  172.  When'  an  appeal  is  entered  accord- ing to  Act  of  1839,  and  there  is  more  than  one  party,  etc.,  the  party  not  appealing  is 
bound  by  first  verdict,  but  execution  is  stayed  till  final  trial :  8  Ga.,  330. ;  but  see  18- 
Ga.,  38.  Rule  absolute  on  foreclosure  of  mortgage,  no  appeal  from :  24  Ga.,  91. 
Scire  facias  to  avoid  grants  for  land,  appeal  from:  27  Ga.,  562.  Set-off,  where  de- 

fendant sued  for  less  than  fifty  dollars  pleads  set-off  over  fifty  dollars,  appeal  lies  from 
judgment  of  Justice:  54  Ga.,  121.  Surety,  as  to  discharge  of,  by  dismissal  of 
appeal :  47  Ga.,  289.  Relieved,  by  agreement  with  plaintiff  upon  withdrawal  of  appeal: 
51  Ga.,  423.  Act  of  1826  authorizing  judgment  against  principal  and  surety  on  appeal, 
etc.,  only  cumulative  :  6  Ga.,  416.  Withdrawal  of  appeal,  effect  of:  1  Ga.,  92.  Writ 
of  error  not  allowed  when  party  had  appealed,  and  appeal  pending:  13  Ga.,  506 ; 
18/281;  35/104;  36/267.  Sureties  as  parties  to,  when  judgment  had  been  entered 
against  them  on  appeal :  2  Ga.,  79,  287,  348,  408,  439.  Year's  support,  assignment  of, 
formerly  appeal  did  not  lie  :  30  Ga.,  539. 

General  Note  on  Appeals. — Only  allowed  from  final  judgments :  Powell  on  Ap- 
pellate Proceedings,  p.  367.  What  are  final  judgments  :  lb.,  365,  368.  Right  of,  how 

waived  or  lost:  lb.,  372.  Who  are  proper  parties  to:  lb.,  374.  Attorney  may  waive 

right  of:  22  Am.  D.,  468.  Costs  on  appeal  not  allowed  to  co-appellants  who  pending- 
appeal  settle  case,  although  judgment  is  reversed  on  trial  as  to  all :  23  Am.  D.,  387. 
Notice  of  appeal :  Wade  on  Notice,  513.  Refusal  to  grant  is  a  judicial  act :  6  Am.  R., 
508.  No  appeal  lies  from  a  judgment  or  sentence  for  contempt :  24  Am.  R.,  624.  Waiver 
of  right  to  appeal :  13  Am.  D.,  546,  n. — Subject  treated  :  Hilliard  on  New  Trials,  700. 

: 
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TITLE  VI. 

OF  EXECUTIONS. 

Chapter  1. — Of  Different  Kinds  of Execution. 

Chapter  2. — Of  the  Stay  of  Executions. 
Chapter  3. — Of  the  Illegality  of  Executions. 
Chapter  4. — Of  Forthcoming  Bonds. 

CHAPTER  I. 

OF    DIFFERENT    KINDS   OF    EXECUTIONS. 

Article  1. —  When  and  how  Issued  and  Returned. 

Article  2. — Of  the  Levy  and  Proceedings  thereon. 
Article  3. — Of  Sales  under  Executions :  when  and  how  made. 
Article  4. — Of  the  Satisfaction  of  Executions. 

ARTICLE  I. 

WHEN   AND    HOW   ISSUED   AND    RETURNED. 

Section. 
3632.  How  issued  and  on  what  levied. 
3633.  When  Sheriff  is  a  party-. 
3634.  When./?,  fa.  may  issue. 
3635.  Returnable  to  next  term. 

Section. 
3636.  Must  follow  the  judgment. 
3637.  Ejectment,  writ  of  possession. 
3638.  Not  to  issue  against  third  persons. 
3639.  Judge  may  frame  executions. 

§3582. 

€*J-z*-*~~~~  §3632.  (3576.)  (3553.)  Executions,  how  issued,  directed  and  levied.  Exe- 
^Aet  of  1799,  cutions  (except  as  hereinafter  provided)  shall  be  issued  by  the  clerks 
y^ft'p'510,  of  the  several  Courts  in  which  judgment  shall  be  obtained,  and  bear test  in  the  name  of  the  Judge  of  such  Court,  and  shall  bear  date  from 

the  time  of  their  issuing,  and  (except  as  hereinafter  provided)  shall  be 

directed  "  To  all  and  singular  the  Sheriffs  of  this  State  and  their  lawful 
deputies,"  and  may  be  levied  on  all  the  estate,  real  and  personal,  of  the 
defendant,  subject  to  levy  and  sale. 

Section  referred  to  and  construed  :  37  Ga.,  638. 

§3633.  (3577.)  (3554.)  When  Sheriff  is  a  party,  how  directed  and  executed. 
Ac£°!i7847'  All  executions,  orders,  decrees,  attachments  for  contempt,  and  final  pro- 

cess, to  be  issued  by  the  Clerks  of  the  Superior  Courts  in  favor  of  or 
against  any  Sheriff  of  this  State,  shall  be  directed  to  the  coroner  of  the 
county  in  which  said  Sheriff  may  reside,  and  to  all  and  singular  the 
Sheriffs  of  the  State,  except  the  Sheriff  of  the  county  in  which  the  inter- 

ested Sheriff  may  reside,  which  may  be  levied,  served  and  returned  by 
the  coroner,  or  other  Sheriff,  or  constable  of  the  county,  at  the  option 
of  the  the  plaintiff,  or  the  party  seeking  the  remedy. 

Where  plaintiffs  disability  as  levying  officer  appears  on   the  face  of  the  papers,  the 
levy  maybe  dismissed  on  motion  of  claimant :  60  Ga.,  489. 

[Section  (3578.)  Repealed  by  Constitution  of  1868,  Article  I.,  section 

"C.  p.  517 
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§3634.  (3579.)  (3556.)  Fi.fa.  may  issue  at  anytime,  but  appeal  suspends 
it.  A  fi.fa.  may  issue  at  anytime  after  a  verdict  is  rendered  and  judg- 

ment entered  thereon;  but  if  it  is  issued  before  the  expiration  of  the 
time  allowed  for  entering  an  appeal,  the  same  will  be  suspended  on  the 
entering  of  an  appeal  by  either  party. 

See  5  Ga.,  64. 

§3635.  (3580.)  (3557.)  How  returnable.  All  executions,  except  as  other- 
wise provided  by  this  Code,  shall  be  made  returnable  to  the  next  term 

of  the  Court  from  which  they  issued  respectively. 
§3636.  (3581.)  (3558.)  Mast  follow  the  judgment.  All  executions  must 

follow  the  judgment  from  which  they  issued,  and  describe  the  parties 
thereto  as  described  in  such  judgment. 

Immaterial  discrepancy:  19  Ga.,  579;  60/539.  Where  execution  on  an  award  must 
follow  the  award  :  44  Ga.,  616;  45/612.  Execution  will  be  quashed  for  a  material  vari- 

ance: 39  Ga.,  565.  Execution  failing  to  follow  judgment  as  to  the  amount,  and  parties  • 
excluded  on  trial  of  a  claim  case:  52  Ga.,  585  ;  57/190.  If  execution  varying  from  judg- 

ment, and  is  amended,  the  levy  falls:  57  Ga.,  190,  69.  Variance  between  execution  and 
a  judgment  against  a  corporation:  58  Ga.,  280-1.  As  to  executions  against  trust  es- 

tates: 56  Ga..  138.  Alteration  in  fi.  fa.  not  material  where  the  judgment  in  evidence  : 
60  Ga.,  407.  Executions  are  presumed  to  follow  the  judgments  :  See  59  Ga.,  706-7  ; 
61/605. 

Effect  of  variance  between  judgment  and  fi.  fa. :  13  Am.  D.,  201-203,  n.  Mere  vari- 
ance in  reciting  date  of  judgment  will  not  avoid  sale:  Rorer  Judic.  Sale,  #818;  nor 

small  variance  in  amount:  lb.,  #820. 

§3637.  (3582.)  (3559.)  Writ  of  possession  in  ejectment.  When  a  verdict 
in  ejectment  shall  be  rendered  in  favor  of  the  plaintiff,  and  a  judgment 
entered  thereon,  the  clerk  of  such  Court  shall  issue  a  writ  of  possession, 
in  which  the  clerk  shall  incorporate  a  clause  directing  the  Sheriff  to 

collect,  by  levy  and  sale  of  the  defendant's  property,  all  such  sums  of 
money  as,  by  the  rinding  of  the  jury,  shall  have  been  awarded  to  such 
plaintiff  in  ejectment  as  mesne  profits  and  costs. 

§3638.  (3583.)  (3560.)  Against  uihom  writs  of  possession  issue.     The  writ  Act  of  isn. 

of  possession  shall  not  issue  against  third  persons  not  known  in  the  °-  p; 51L 
suit  on  which  such  writ  of  possession  is  founded,  nor  put  in  possession  §3661. 
by,  nor  claiming  under,  nor  by  virtue  of,  any  conveyance  from  the  de- 

fendant in  such  suit. 

Sheriff  should  not  receive  counter-affidavit  to  the  writ  of  a  third  person  not  a  party 
thereto  :  49  Ga.,  291.  Where  under  this  writ  may  turn  out  not  only  the  tenant  but  the 
landlord  also  :  53  Ga.,  91.  Where  only  the  defendant  to  the  suit  could  be  turned  out 
of  possession  by  this  writ  of  possession:  54  $-a.,  597-9.  Section  referred  to  and  con- 

strued:  63  Ga.,  518-519. 

§3639.  (3584.)  (3561.)   The  Judge  may  frame  executions.     The  Judge  of 
any  Superior  Court  may  frame  and  cause  to  be  issued  by  the  clerk  any 
writ  of  execution,  to  carry  into  effect  any  lawful  judgment  or  decree 
rendered  in  his  Court. 

Section  cited :  63  Ga.,  751.  Where  the  execution  against  a  corporation  should  be 
moulded  :  57  Ga.,  340.     See  also  referring  to  this  section,  48  Ga.,  336. 

[The  law  relating  to  ca.  sas.  beginning  with  section  (3585)  and  end- 
ing (3591)  repealed  by  Constitution  of  1868,  Article  I.,  section  18.] 

Geneeal  Note. — When  sale  under  fi.  fa.  will  be  enjoined:  1  Ga.,  12.  When  not: 
38  Ga.,  191 ;  30/933  ;  37/396.  When  injunction  not  granted  against  execution  :  30  Ga., 
664;  32/25.  When  notice  to  produce  fi.  fa.  will  not  admit  secondary  evidence  ;  title 

of  purchaser  at  Sheriff's  sale  depends  on  Sheriff's  authority  to  sell :  23  Ga.,  356;  12/431. 
An  examined  copy  as  evidence  of  execution  from  another  State  :  25  Ga.,  203.  Execu- 

tion from  TJ.  S.  Court  claiming  money  in  State  Court:  27  Ga.,  181.  Defendant  may  re- 
cover back  money  paid  on  execution  which  he  was  not  liable  to  pay  :  28  Ga.,  242.  Af- 

fidavit of  illegality  against  execution,  although  issued  legally,  proceeding  illegally  :  17 
Ga.,  211.  When  no  new  grounds  under  such  affidavit:  8  Ga.,  317  ;  40/423.  When  a 
fi.  fa.  admissible  as  color  of  title:  19  Ga.,  8.  Proceedings  vacating  the  judgment  also 
vacate  the  execution  :  13  Ga.,  218.  State  Court  cannot  enjoin  execution  issuing  from 
the  U.  S.  Courts:  30  Ga.,  579.  Where  the  exemplification  of  a  record  of  a  suit  from 
another  State  should  set  out  a  copy  of  the  execution  :  35  Ga.,  (5G.  Distribution  of 
money  under  sale  under  fi.  fas  :  45  Ga.,.  517  ;  48/25. 

59 
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Article  2. — Fi.  fa.,  how  levied,  and  proceedings  thereon. 

ARTICLE  II. 

OF    FT.    FA.,  HOW   LEVIED,    AND   PROCEEDINGS   THEREON. 

Section. 
3640.  What  levy  must  contain. 
3641.  On  what  to  be  levied  first. 
3642.  Growing  crops  exempt,  exceptions. 

Section. 
3643.  Notice  of  levy  on  land 
3644.  Land,  where  sold,  etc. 
3645.  Constable  levying  on  land,  etc. 

§8640.  (3592.)  (3569.)  Form  of  levy.  The  officer  making  a  levy  shall 
always  enter  the  same  on  the  process  by  virtue  of  which  such  levy  is 
made,  and  in  such  entry  shall  plainly  describe  the  property  levied  on, 
and  the  amount  of  the  interest  of  defendant  therein. 

A  levy  on  an  undivided  interest  held  sufficiently  definite  :  27  Ga.,  200.  Sheriff  may 
amend  his  entry  of  levy  by  adding  his  signature:  53  Ga.,  138-9,  454;  50/208-210. 
Where  a  levy  by  a  marshal  of  a  city  was  not  sufficiently  definite:  50  Ga.,  419.  Interest 

of  the  person  in  property  levied  on  not  sufficiently  set  forth  in  the  Sheriff's  levy;  51 
Ga.,  433-6.  Requisites  of  a  ]evy :  53  Ga.,  142,  454-6;  59/714-715.  Failing  to  specify  the 
property  of  which  one  of  defendants  levied  on  :  53  Ga.,  189.  Levy  sufficient  under 
this  section  :  59  Ga.,  849-850.  Sale  of  undivided  half  of  lot  under  levy  on  the  whole: 
59  Ga.,  415.  Sheriff  cannot  sell  a  larger  estate  than  embraced  in  his  levy  :  62  Ga.,  551. 
When  levy  too  vague:  61  Ga.,  390;  62/447.  When  not  too  vague:  59  Ga.,  711  ;  Phil- 

lips, Jr.,  vs.  Whites,  Pampht.,  Feb'y.,  1881,  p.  32.  How  levy  made  :  46  Ga.,  310;  50/418; 
56/462;  14/528;  29/710.  On  homestead  property,  affidavit:  57  Ga.,  218.  When  levy 
not  stale:  55  Ga.,  11.  Nunc  pro  tunc  entry  that  no  personal  property  found:  55 
Ga.,  145. 

§3641.  (3593.)  (3570.)  On  what  property  first  levied,  right  of.  When  a 
Act  of  i8ii,  defendant  \x\  fi.  fa.  shall  point  point  out  any  property  on  which  to  levy 

o.  p.  5io.  the  execution,  such  propert}^  being  in  the  hands  or  possession  of  a  per- 
son not  a  party  to  the  judgment  from  which  such  execution  issued,  the 

Sheriff,  or  other  officer,  shall  not  levy  thereon,  but  shall  proceed  to  levy 
on  such  property  as  may  be  found  in  the  hands  and  possession  of  the 
defendant,  who  shall,  nevertheless,  be  at  liberty  to  point  out  what  part 
of  his  property  he  may  think  proper,  which  the  Sheriff,  or  other  officer, 
shall  be  bound  to  take  and  sell  first,  if  the  same  is,  in  the  opinion  of 
such  levying  officer,  sufficient  to  satisfy  such  judgment  and  costs. 

Pointed  out  by  one  joint  tenant:  12  Ga.,  431.  Plaintiff  in  fi.  fa.  pointing  out  prop- 
erty to  Sheriff  on  indemnity  to  Sheriff:  29  Ga,.  706;  13/389.  On  the  Act  of  1811,  as  to 

pointing  out  property  for  benefit  of  plaintiffs  in  execution;  14  Ga.,  79.  When  attor- 
ney at  law  not  responsible  for  directing  a  levy  :  28  Ga.,  297  ;  but  see  12  Ga.,  613.  Evi- 

dence by  Sheriff 's  entries  as  to  the  property  being  pointed  out  on  which  to  levy:  30 
Ga.,  361.  Levying  on  portion  of  an  entire  lot,  the  officer  should  divide  so  as  not  to 
wantonly  and  grossly  destroy  the  nature  of  the  property  :  52  Ga,,  164.  When  may 
proceed  against  property  of  either  principal  or  surety:  57  Ga.,  68. 

§3642.  (3594.)  (3571.)  Growing  crop  to  be  sold,  how.  No  Sheriff,  or  other 
Act  of  1836,  officer,  shall  levy  on  any  growing  crop  of  corn,  wheat,  oats,  rye,  rice, 
c.  p.  514.  cotton,  potatoes,  or  any  other  crop  usually  raised  or  cultivated  by  the 
§2289.  planters  or  farmers  of  this  State,  nor  sell  the  same  until  such  crop  shall 

be  matured  and  fit  to  be  gathered  :  Provided,  this  provision  shall  not  pre- 
vent any  levying  officer  from  levying  on  and  selling  crops  as  heretofore 

practiced  incases  where  the  debtor  absconds  or  removes  from  the  county 
or  State,  or  from  selling  growing  crops  with  the  land. 

After  crop  laid  by  and  before  maturity,  passes  to  the  purchaser  of  the  land  :  6  Ga., 
452-5.  Cotton  in  the  field  not  matured  as  early  as  the  28th  of  July,  is  not  the  subject 
of  levy  and  sale  ;  65  Ga.,  339. 

Execution  sale  of  land,  effect  of,  on  property  in  growing  crops :  19  Am.  D.,  752- 
755,  n  ;  Herman  Ex.,  §341. 

§3643.  (3595.)  (3572.)  Notice  of  levy  on  land.     The  officer  levying  on 

Act  of  1888,  land  under  an  execution  shall,  within  five  days  thereafter,  leave  a  vvrit- 

c.  p.  509.    'jjen  notice  of  such  levy  with   the  tenant  in  possession  of  the  land, 
if  any,  or  with  the  defendant,  if  in  the  county,  or  transmit  such  no- 

tice by  mail  to  the  defendant  within  the  time  aforesaid. 
This  is  directory  only,  and  does  not  affect  a  title  acquired  by  a  bona  fide  purchaser 

at  Sheriff's  sale  :  37  Ga.,  251.     Under  this  section  levy  before  notice,  although  notice 
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necessary  to  make  levy  complete  :  46  Ga.,  314,  315.  Must  be  levy  with  notice  to  defeat 

the  rights  occurring  by  the  four  years'  possession  ;  51  Ga.,  372.  Section  referred  to  and 
construed:  54  Ga.,  590-1 ;  53/142.     No  notice  on  levy  of  an  attachment:  58  Ga.,  290. 

§3644.  (3596.)  (3573.)   Officer  not  to  sell  land  out  of  his  county.     A  Sher-  Act  of  i808, 
iff,  or  other  levying  officer,  shall  not  sell  land  out  of  the  county  in  Set  0M847, 
which  he  is  Sheriff,  or  such  officer,  except  when  the  defendant  in  exe-c.  p.  516. 
cution  shall  own  a  tract  or  tracts  of  land  divided  by  the  line  of  the 
county  of  his  residence,  in  which  case  it  may  be  sold  in  the  county  of 
his  residence ;  or  if  such  tract  of  land  is  in  other  than  that  of  the  de- 

fendant's residence,  it  may  be  levied  on  and  sold  in  either  county.     In 
all  cases  of  levying  on  land,  written  notice  of  such  levy  must  be  given 
to  the  tenant  in  possession,  and  to  the  defendant,  if  not  in  possession. 

Sheriff's  deed  to  land  out  of  his  county  void  :  23  Ga.,  132.  Section  referred  to  and 
construed :  51  Ga.,  373.  Where  land  lies  in  two  counties,  Sheriff  of  county  of  defend- 

ant's residence  may  seize  and  sell  the  whole  tract :  58  Ga.,  520. 

§3645.  (3597.)  (3574.)  Constable  may  levy  on  land,  when.  No  constable 
(except  as  provided  by  this  Code)  shall  be  authorized  to  levy  on  any 
real  estate,  unless  there  is  no  personal  estate  to  be  found  sufficient  to 
satisfy  the  debt,  or  such  real  estate,  being  in  the  possession  of  the  de- 

fendant, was  pointed  out  by  such  defendant,  which  he  has  a  right  to  do, 
and  then  such  constable  is  authorized  to  levy  on  such  real  estate,  if  to 
be  found  in  his  county,  and  deliver  over  the  execution  to  the  Sheriff 
of  the  county,  with  a  return  of  the  property  levied  upon,  who  shall 
proceed  to  advertise  and  sell  the  same  as  in  case  of  levies  made  by 
himself. 

Marshal  of  a  town  need  make  no  entry  of  no  personal  property  before  he  can  levy 
on  realty  :  40  Ga.,  39.  Where  the  levying  officer  knows  the  fact,  the  entry  of  no  per- 

sonal property  made  nunc  pro  tunc:  55  Ga.,  145.  Where  Sheriff  levying  tax fi. fa.  of 
less  than  one  hundred  dollars,  need  make  no  entry  of  no  personal  property  before 
leving  on  realty  :  65  Ga.,  64. 

General  Note  on  Executions. — Administrator  and.  executor,  execution  against, 
must  be  de  bonis,  etc.:  44  Ga.,  616;  45/610;  54/538;  57/159;  59/706;  60/500;  61/602. 
Agreement  between  purchasers  and  defendant  at  time  of  sale:  10Ga..l48.  Alias  fi.  fa., 
Judge  may  establish  in  term  time  or  vacation,  etc. :  58  Ga.,  555.  When  motion  to  quash 
came  too  late  :  58  Ga.,  555.  Attorney  may  control  fi.  fa.  for  fees:  53  Ga.,  43.  Backing 

Justice's  Court  fi.  fa.,  presumption  as  to:  39  Ga.,  328.  Bankruptcy,  plaintiff  in  ex-  # 
ecution  not  proving  debt  in,  subjected  land  sold  by  defendant  prior  to  bankruptcy  ' proceedings  :  52  Ga.,  593.  Bond  for  titles,  land  held  under,  not  subject  to  levy  and 
sale  :  49  Ga.,  52.  When  claimant  had,  and  no  money  paid,  and  levy  for  vendor's  debt : 
58  Ga.,  295.  Equity  of  vendee  under  bond  for  title  when  land  is  sold  under  execution 
against  vendor  :  59  Ga.,  493.  Claim  of  personal  property  levied  on,  does  not  preclude 
re-levy  of  fi.  fa.  pending  the  claim  :  8  Ga.,  327.  But  leave  of  Court  necessary  to  with- 

draw the  fi.  fa. :  19  Ga.,  161 ;  54/587.  As  to  possession  of  personal  property  when 
claimed  by  another  than  the  defendant:  15  Ga.,  518.  Where  successive  claimants  in- 

terpose and  equity  will  interfere  :  30  Ga.,  79.  Upon  trial  of,  an  execution  that  failed 
to  follow  the  judgment,  either  in  amount  or  as  to  parties,  properly  excluded  :  52  Ga., 
585;  57/190.  After  claim,  but  before  papers  have  been  returned  into  Court,  plaintiff 
in  fi.  fa.  may  have  a  new  levy  made  on  other  property  without  order  of  Court:  Wyatt 
vs.  Chapman,  Pamphlt.  Feb.,  1881,  p.  9.  But  not  after  return  of  papers  into  Court: 
65  Ga.,  256.  Collateral  security,  taking  of,  does  not  prevent  levy  of  execution:  4 
Ga.,  185.  One  holding  fi.  fa.  as,  must  collect  pro  rata  share  of,  in  funds,  etc.  :  55  Ga., 
164.  Criminal  case,  execution  issued  for  fine  and  costs:  48 Ga.,  335.  Crop,  growing 
before  maturity,  passes  to  purchaser  of  land  under  execution  :  6  Ga.,  452.  Decree,  in 
equity,  simply  affirming  and  adopting  the  verdict  of  the  jury  for  a  specific  sum  of 
money,  though  informal,  not  illegal :  57  Ga..  378.  Defendant,  money  paid  on  execu- 

tion, discharges :  3  Ga.,  1.  When  possession  of  personal  property  levied  on  is  left  with  : 
13  Ga.,  185.  Dismissal  of  levy,  while  it  might  not  operate  as  a  discharge  of  the  exe- 

cution as  between  plaintiff  and  defendant,  effect  might  be  different  as  to  third  parties  : 
8  Ga.,  327.  Satisfactorily  accounted  for,  and  execution  authorizes  to  proceed  :  8  Ga., 
327.  As  to  dismissal  of  levy  on  the  appeal:  10  Ga.,  370.  In  claim  case,  and  subse- 

quent levy :  31  Ga.,  684.  Distributive  share,  of  heir  in  reversion  of  land  devised  to 
tenant  for  life,  subject  to  levy  and  sale:  54  Ga.,  602.  Entry  on  execution,  to  prevent 
dormancy:  2  Ga.,  252.  As  so  presumption  of:  6  Ga.,  188;  24/434.  Of  levy  on  cattle 
"as  they  now  run,"  etc.,  not  such  as  the  law  contemplates:  14  Ga.,  528.  Return  of 
Sheriff  on  fi.  fa.  not  conclusive  against  a  claimant:  20  Ga.,  204.  *'No  personal  prop- 

erty," one  entry  of,  on  Justice's  fi.  fa.  sufficient  to  authorize  levy  on  land  :  27  Ga.,  341. 
By  Sheriff,  of  costs  received  from  plaintiff,  sufficient  to  keep  judgment  from  becoming 
dormant:  42Ga.,213.     Of  receipt  for  collection  by  Sheriff,  prevents  dormancy :  49  Ga., 
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576.  "Levied  this  fi.  fa.  on  a  house  and  lot  of  defendant  situated  in  the  eastern  part  of  the 
city  of  Americus,"  etc.,  not  sufficiently  certain:  50  Ga.,  418.  ''Where  the  defendant 
now  resides  "  too  uncertain  where  there  are  two  defendants :  53  Ga.,  190.  Levy  on  land 
consists  in  the  entry  :  53  Ga.,  190.  Of  levy  by  Sheriff  in  due  time  on  property  of  one 
defendant  when  there  are  two,  prevents  dormancy,  etc.  :  56  Ga.,  174.  Of  ''received 
this  fi.  fa.  for  collection"  prevents  dormancy  of  judgment:  49  Ga.,  576.  Nunc 
pro  tunc  entry  allowed,  when  :  55  Ga.,  145.  Official  action  on  the  public  dockets  that 
prevents  dormancy :  56  Ga.,  537.  Agreement  of  parties  entered  on  fi.  fa.  when  prevents 
dormancy  :  58  Ga.,  119.  Although  more  than  seven  years  have  elapsed  between  entries 
on  execution,  dormancy  prevented  by  litigation  :  59  Ga.,  385.  "One  house  and  lot  in 
Georgetown  known  as  the  Gates  place,"  sufficiently  certain  as  a  levy :  59  Ga.,  711.  Affi- 

davit showing  last  entry  on^.  fa.  mor^  than  seven  years  previous,  not  demurrable:  61 
Ga.,  16.  "No  property  pointed  out  on  which  to  levy  thisjl  /*."  sufficient  entry  on  fi. 
fa.  to  prevent  dormancy,  etc.  :  61  Ga.,  362.  Return  of  nulla  bona,  by  marshal  of 
Blackshear  on  execution  from  Justice's  Court  does  not  prevent  dormancy:  62  Ga.,  176. 
Sheriff's  receipt  to  plaintiff  on  fi.  fa.  for  costs,  return  of  nulla  bona  and  a  levy,  all 
within  seven  successive  years  will  prevent  dormancy:  63  Ga.,  417.  Estate,  forfeited 
by  breach  of  condition  subsequent,  when  subject  to  execution  against  grantor:  56  Ga., 
461.  Excessive  levy,  defendant  waives  by  consent  to  postponement  of  sale  :  60  Ga., 
260.  Illegality  not  remedy  for  :  57  Ga.,  68.  Is  a  trespass:  42  Ga.,  251.  Not  a  material 
question  where  lots  sold  separately  :  53  Ga.,  221.  Garnishment  must  be  tried  before 
plaintiff  in  execution  goes  into  equity:  10  Ga.,  229.  Younger  fi.  ft.  bringing  money 
into  Court  and  older  taking  it,  expenses  including  reasonable  counsel  fees,  should  be 
paid,  etc.  :  57  Ga.,  522.  Grant,  before  issue  of,  land  not  subject  to  levy  and  sale,  etc.  : 
12  Ga.,  340;  25/193,  9.  Illegality  to  execution  and  the  Judge  held  judgment  dormant 
for  want  of  entry  on  the  execution,  etc.,  and  bill  of  exceptions  and  fi.  fa.  to  revive: 
50  Ga.,  378.  To  tax  execution  for  municipal  taxes:  60  Ga.«  93.  Not  a  remedy  for  ex- 

cessive levy  :  57  Ga.,  68.  When  motion  to  dismiss  levy  proper,  instead  of:  34  Ga., 

427.  Indorsement  of  "no  property,"  etc.,  not  prima  Jacie  evidence  that  execution 
was  returned  same  day :  11  Ga.,  459.  Installment,  levy  of  execution  on  failure  to 
pay,  according  to  agreement:  3  Ga.,  91.  Interest  in  property,  possession  of  land  by 
tenant  in  dower,  or  as  a  co-distributee  of  an  estate,  is  such  as  may  be  sold  under  execu- 

tion :  6  Ga.,  452.  Undivided  interest  in  personal  property  may  be  sold  under  execution; 
2  Ga.,  73;  37/12.  Equitable  interest  of  husband  not  subject:  3  Ga.,  345.  Legacy  notsub- 
ject  until  executor  has  assented  to  it,  etc  :  20  Ga.,  100.  Life  estate  of  husband  in  plantation 
levied  on  :  54  Ga.,  196.  Undivided  interest  of  tenant  in  common  levied  on  and  sold, 
when  :  57  Ga.,  32,  36.  Half  interest  in  city  lot  sold  when  whole  had  been  advertised  and 
half  claimed  :  59  Ga.,  414.  Judgment  cannotbe  collaterally  attacked  by  attacking  the 
fi.  fa. :  10  Ga.,  371.  The  execution  must  follow  the  judgment:  56Ga.,138;  57/190; 
58/280.  Presumption  as  to:  57  Ga.,  159;  59/707;  60/505;  61/605;  63/565.  Levy, 
seizure  of  property,  and  taking  it  under  control,  necessary  to  constitute:  29  Ga., 
710.  On  propertjr  without  seizing  it,  at  instance  of  defendant,  held  good:  19  Ga.,  149. 
On  personal  property  sufficient  to  pay  debt,  is  not  per  se  an  extinguishment  of  the 
debt:  8  Ga.,  327.  May  be  on  any  property  sold  by  defendant  subject  to  lien  of  the 

...  execution,  where  he  has  sold  all  his  property  :  37  Ga.,  660.  Amendable  when  Sheriff 
failed  to  sign  :  50  Ga.,  208  ;  53/1.38.  On  property  of  defendant  in  county  other  than 
that  of  his  residence,  does  not  compel  defendant  to  litigate  in  county  of  levy,  etc. :  7 
Ga.,  238.  By  agent,  who  sued  out  a  distress  warrant  as  special  bailiff,  void:  52  Ga.,  341. 
When  defendant  has  sold  his  property :  3  Ga  ,  460 ;  18/476  ;  21/349.  When  fi.  fa.  is 
three  times  the  amount  of  the  property  levied  on,  re-levy  before  sale:  13  Ga.,  185. 
On  land,  consists  in  the  entry  :  46  Ga.,  310 ;  53/190.  Falls  when  execution  is  amendpd: 
53  Ga.,  58;  54/68;  57/68,  190;  58/154;  60/52.  Lien  of  older  judgment  and  execution 
does  not  attach  to  property  sold  under  junior:  10  Ga.,  148.  Attaches  to  after  acquired 
lands  of  defendant,  etc. :  32  Ga.,  453.  Life  estate  of  husband  in  a  plantation  levied 
on:  54  Ga.,  196.  Misdescription  of  defendant  that  rendered  execution  illegal:  57 
Ga.,  68.  Mistake  in  given  names  of  defendants  in  execulion,  amendable  :  63  Ga.,  563. 

Quashed,  not  stating  owner  of  propertj-,  etc.:  61  Ga.,  390.  Motion  to  dismiss  levy 
when  proper  in  place  of  illegality:  34  Ga.,  427.  Notice  necessary  to  make  levy  on 
land  complete:  46  Ga.,314;  51/372-374.  To  whom  given,  etc. :  53  Ga.,  52.  Nulla 
bona,  when  return  of,  necessary  to  reach  equitable  assets:  59  Ga.,  706.  Officers  of 
Court,  execution  for  use  of,  erroneous  issue  of  :  37  Ga.,  636.  Omission  of  execution 
to  describe  defendants  as  makers  and  indorsers  respectively,  amendable  :  63  Ga.,  417. 
Payment  to  Sheriff  voluntary  without  levy:  49  Ga.,  428.  By  third  party:  50  Ga., 

628;  58/208;  59/350.  Plaintiff  in  execution  buying  defendant's  land  at  Sheriff's 
sale,  must  account  for  his  bid  before  re-levy:  20  Ga.,  401.  Presumption,  where  there 
is  that  fi.  fa.  is  based  on  proper  judgment:  63  Ga.,  565.  Principal  and  surety, 
amendment  of  execution  to  show  facts  as  to  :  56  Ga.,  174.  Plaintiff  in  execution  may 
proceed  against  either,  etc.  :  57  Ga.,  68.  Dismissal  of  execution  against  plaintiffs,  no 
obstacle  to  enforcing  .execution  against  property  of  surety  :  57  Ga.,  68.  Promise  by 
plaintiff  in  execution,  to  third  person,  not  to  levy  on  property  bought  by  said  third 
person,  void:  3  Ga..  112.  Possessary  warrant  not  sustained  against  public  officer 
to  recover  possession  of  property  levied  on  :  36  Ga.,  93.  Railroad,  query,  as  to  whether 
subject  to  levy  and  sale  at  law:  9  Ga.,  377.  Release  of  property  by  plaintiff  in  fi.  fa. 

■  for  value  before  purchase  of  other  property  by  the  claimant  from  defendant  in  fi.  fa. 
will  not  discharge  the  property  so  purchased  from  lien  of  the  judgment:  58  Ga  ,  443. 
But  see,  as  to  purchasers  and  creditors:    57  Ga.,  304.      School-house  belonging  to 
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town  of  Jonesboro  not  subject  to  levy  and  sale  :  62  Ga.,  328.  Sheriff  liable  for  money 
collected  by  his  deputy  on  execution,  etc. :  3  Ga.,  1.  Has  no  authority  to  collect  money 
from  a  defendant  who  is  sued  until  commanded  by  an  execution  :  25  Ga.,  646.  Holding 
several  fi.  fas.  against  same  defendant,  not  excused  by  claim  interposed  against  one, 
from  proceeding  with  the  rest :  30  Ga.,  878.  Liable  for  money  due  on  fi.  fa.  if  he  fails 
to  levy  on  property  pointed  out  by  plaintiff,  unless  he  objects  for  want  of  indemnity, 
etc. :  29  Ga.,  710.  Had  no  authority  formerly  to  levy  tax  execution  under  fifty  dollars  : 
60  Ga.,  466.  Liable  to  plaintiff  in  fi.  fa.  for  failure  to  discharge  his  duty:  65  Ga.,  268. 
Sheriff  levying  being  a  party  defendant,  claimant  may  dismiss  levy  Dn  motion  :  60Ga., 
489.  Stock  in  corporation  was  not  subject  to  levy  under  attachment:  16  Ga.,  437. 
Tax  collector's  sale  must  be  in  county  where  the  property  is  :  20  Ga.,  639.  Tax  fi.  fa. 
no  authority  in  any  officer,  prior  to  1872,  to  transfer,  etc. :  48  Ga.,  177.  Title,  to  ]  ass 
legal,  of  an  execution,  there  must  be  an  indorsement,  or  an  assignment  in  writing  :  60 
Ga.,  599.  Trespass,  levy  of  execution  against  one  on  property  in  possession  of  an- 

other is,  unless,  etc.:  12  Ga.,  613;  36/93.  As  to  levy  on  negroes:  27  Ga.,  300.  Not  so 
as  to  levy  of  mortgage  fi.  fa.  on  mortgage  property  :  13  Ga.,  389.  Excessive  levy  is  :  42 
Ga.,  251.  Levy  of  void  fi.  fas.  is,  though  others  valid  are  also  levied:  53  Ga.,  561. 
When  levy  is,  not  cured  by  subsequent  actions:  57  Ga.,  217.  Trust  property,  where 
not  subject  to  levy  and  sale :  48  Ga.,  365.  Where  levy  on,  will  be  enjoined  :  51  Ga., 
433.  When  usufruct  of,  not  subject:  57  Ga.,  211.  Variance,  verbal,  between  execu- 

tion and  judgment  immaterial,  when  legal  effect  is  the  same  :  11  Ga.,  460.  When 

claimant  may  take  advantage  of  such  variance:  58  Ga.,  280.  "Wife,  secret  equity  of, and  legal  title  in  husband,  land  subject  to  execution  against  husband:  56  Ga.,  79. 
Withdrawal  of  execution  by  plaintiff,  when  entitled  to  a  fund,  and  equities  of  others 
affected  thereby:  22  Ga.,  34.  Writ  of  error,  dismissed,  where  plaintiff  in  fi.  fa.  was 
dead  before  levy  :  63  Ga.,  172. 

General  "Note  on  Levy  of  Executions. — Attachments,  levy  of:  Note  following 
§3292;  Crocker  on  Sheriffs,  p.  158  ;  wrongful  levy  of :  Note  to  §3354.  Breaking- doors 
to  levy :  25  Am.  D.,  171,  n.  Exemption  from  levy:  Notes  to  §2040  of  Code;  Rorer 

Judic.  Sale,  p.  495-524".  Excessive  levy  :  20  Am.  D.,  86,  n.  Insurance  on  property burned  after  levy  does  not  go  to  execution  creditor:  5  Am.  E,.,  297.  Justification  of 
officer  by  process  :  Note  on  p.  95  of  Code;  Herman  Ex.,  p.  622.  Patent,  interest 
in,  onljr  reached  by  bill  in  nature  of  creditor's  bill:  24  Albany  Law  Journal,  368. 
Personalty,  what  subject  to  levy  :  Note  to §2625;  Freeman  Ex.,  §109;  Herman  Ex.,  p. 
140;  Rorer  Judic.  Sale,  p.  447.  Levy  on  :  lb.,  §251;  Herman  Ex.,  p.  227  ;  Rorer  Judic. 
Sale,  p.  456.  Realty,  what  subject  to  levy:  Freeman  Ex.,  §172  ;  Herman  Ex.,  p.  178; 
Rorer  Judic.  Sale,  p.  256.  Levy  on:  lb.,  §279;  20  Am.  D.,  711,  n;  27/104,  n  ;  Herman 
Ex.,  p.  287  ;  Rorer  Judicial  Sale,  p.  286.  Returns  :  Freeman  Ex.,  §341  et  seq.;  25  Am. 
D.,  571-574,  n.  Tender  of  amount  due  by  debtor  to  officer  discharges  execution  :  22 
Am.  R.,  612.  Unpublished  manuscripts,  not  subject:  29  Am.  R.,  544. — See  gener- 

ally Crocker  on  Sheriffs,  p.  192 ;  general  note  following  §366  of  Code. 

ARTICLE  III. 

OF    SALES    UNDER    EXECUTION — WHEN    AND    WHERE    MADE. 

Section. 
3646.  Place,  time,  and  manner  of  sales. 
3646.  (a.)  Sale  may  continue  from  day  to  day. 
3647.  Notice  of  Sheriff  sales. 
3648.  Perishable  property,  how  sold. 
3648.  (a.}  Sale  of  perishable  property  under  tax 

fi.  fa.  etc. 
3649.  Advertising  fee  in  advance. 

Section. 
3650.  Change  of  advertising. 
3651.  Purchaser  to  be  put  in  possession. 
3652.  May  be  obtained  by  order  of  Court. 
3653.  Widow  claiming  dower,  and  lessee. 
3'-54.  Execution  for  purchase  money. 
36 15.  Purchaser  failing  to  comply. 
3656.  Action  against  purchaser. 

§3646.  (3598.)  (3575.)  Place,time,  and  manner  of  sales.     No  sales  shall  Act  of  1790, 

be  made,  by  the  Sheriffs  or  coroners,  of  property  taken  under  execu-  Ac?of0i82i 
tion  but  at  the  Court  House  of  the  county  where  such  levy  was  made,  c  p.  511. 
on  the  first  Tuesday  in  each  month,  between  the  hours  of  10  a.  m.  and  4 
p.  m.,  and  at  public  outcry :  [Provided,  that  in  all  cases  where  any  Sheriff,  (a)  Acts  of 

coroner,  or  other  levying  officer,  shall  levy  any  execution  or  other  legal  1871'2'p>49- 
process,  upon  any  corn,  lumber,  timber  of  any  kind,  bricks,  machinery, 
or  other  articles  difficult  and  expensive  to  transport,  it  shall  and  may 
be  lawful  for  said  officer  to  sell  said  property  without  carrying  and  ex- 

posing the  same  at  the  Court  House  door  on  the  day  of  sale  :  Provided, 
also,  that  said  levying  officer  shall  give  a  full  description  of  said  prop- 

erty, and  the  place  where  said  propertj^  is  located,  in  the  advertisement 
of  the  sale.]     (a.) 

Inadequacy  of  price  does  not  affect  the  validity  of  these  sales  where  made  according 
to  terms  of  this  section  :  53  Ga.,  221-224.     Where  sold  at  a  subsequent  Sheriff  sale  day, 
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without  new  advertisement,   not  sufficient:    49  Ga.,   530;    59/414-415.      Purchases  at 
Sheriff's  sale  should  be  for  cash  :  61  Ga.,  330. 

§3646.  (a.)  Sale  may  continue  from  day  to  day.  It  shall  and  may  be 
Acts  of  i85i  lawful  for  any  Sheriff,  coroner,  constable,  tax  collector,  guardian,  trus- 
243PP* 242,  tee,  or  any  other  officer  of  this  State,  when  selling  property  at  public 

sale,  by  virtue  of  any  law  of  this  State,  to  continue  such  sale  from  day 
to  day  until  such  sale  may  be  completed.  And  when  any  trustee  or 
other  officer  shall  desire  to  continue  his  sale  from  day  to  day  by  virtue 
of  this  section,  it  shall  be  his  duty  to  give  notice  of  such  intended 
continuance  in  the  advertisement  of  such  sale.* 

Adjourning  execution  sales :  26  Am.  D.,  536-538,  n.  Rights  of  bidder  in  such  case  : 
3  Wall.,  196. 

§3647.  (3599.)  (3576.)  Sales,  how  advertised.     It  shall  be  the  duty  of 
(b)  Acts  of  the  Sheriffs  and  coroners  [to  publish  weekly,  for  four  weeks,]  (b. )   in 
1866,  p.  163.  gome  newspaper  published  in  their  counties  respectively — and  if  there 
Act  of  1799,  be  no  such  paper  published  in  the  county,  then  in  the  nearest  news- 

Ac?of°i850,  paper  having  the  largest  or  a  general  circulation  in  such  county — no- 
C-p-580    '  tice  of  all  such  sales  of  land  and  other  property  executed  by  him,  in -2,  p.  78.      which  advertisement  he  shall  give  a  full  and  complete  description  of 

the  property  to  be  sold,  making  known  name  of  the  plaintiff  and  defend- 
ant, and  the  person  who  may  be  in  the  possession  of  such  property,  ex- 
cept horses,  hogs,  and  cattle,  which  may  be  sold  at  any  time  by  the  con- 
sent of  the  defendant;  in  which  case,  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  such  officer 

to  give  the  plaintiff  ten  days'  notice  there  of,  and  also  to  advertise  the 
same  at  three  or  more  public  places  in  the  county  where  such  property 
may  be,  at  least  ten  days  before  the  sale. 

How  proof  of  advertisement  made  by  the  paper  or  a  copy:  6  Ga.,  530;  54/581; 
30/696.  Where  special  Act  authorizes  a  Sheriff  to  advertise  in  paper  published  in  the 
county:  9  Ga.,  42.  Rule  as  to  foreclosure  of  a  mortgage  requiring  publication  in  a 
newspaper  :  19  Ga.,  153.  Advertisement  by  the  Sheriff  directory,  and  his  failure  does 
not  affect  title  of  purchaser,  but  may  make  him  liable  in  damages :  11  Ga.,  424;  28/353; 

31/601;  37/251.  Should  be  full  description  in  advertisement^by  Sheriff:  12  Ga.,  440. 
Where  sale  by  consent  of  parties  by  Sheriff  not  a  regular  Sheriff's  sale  :  13  Ga.,  485. 
As  to  re-sale  of  property,  terms  of  bid  not  being  complied  with  :  27  Ga.,  167 ;  56/442; 
59/649.  Plaintiff  in  fi.  fa.,  purchasing  without  notice  of  irregularities  of  not  advertis- 

ing for  four  weeks,  etc.,  protected:  59  Ga.,  649.  Advertisement  in  nearest  paper  of 
largest  circulation  where  was  no  newspaper  in  county  where  land  levied  on  lies:  50 
Ga.,  207-208.  Twenty-eight  days  must  elapse  between  the  first  advertisement  and  the 
sale  :  58  Ga.,  208-210;  59/602.     Section  referred  to  and  construed  :  59  Ga.,  715. 

Wade  on  Notice,  p.  467,  $$1086-1104  et  seq.  Change  of  name  of  paper  pending  adver- 
tisement does  not  vitiate:  lb.,  $1090. 

§3648.  Sale  of  perishable  property.     [Whenever  any  property  shall  be 
(a)  Acts  of  levied  on  by  virtue  of  any  fi.  fa.,  attachment  or  other  process  issuing 
1873,  p.  48.  from  any  0f  fae  Superior  Courts  of  this  State,  or  by  virtue  of  any  fi.  fa., 
Acts  of  1880  attachment  or  other  process  issuing  from  any  Justice's  Court  in  said 

£^$£^^-  State,  and  the  defendant  fails  to  replevy  the  same,  and  the  same  remains 

jn  the  hands  of  the  levying  officer,  and  is  of  a  perishable  nature,  or  ' 
liable  to  deteriorate  in  value  from  keeping,  or  there  is  expense  attend- 

ing the  keeping  the  same  (the  same  not  being  real  estate),  upon  the 
foV'^%  facts  being  made  plainly  to  appear  to  the  Judge  of  the  Superior  Court, 

or  to  the  Ordinary  of  the  county  in  which  such  levy  is  made  (during 
the  absence  of  the  Judge  of  said  Superior  Court)  when  the  fi.  fa.,  is  re- 

turnable to  the  Superior  Court,  or  to  the  Justice  of  the  Peace  of  the  dis- 
trict in  which  the  levy  is  made,  when  the  fi.  fa.,  is  returnable  to  a  Jus- 
tice's Court,  it  shall  be  their  duty  to  order  a  sale  of  the  property,  which 

shall  be  at  the  usual  place  of  holding  Sheriff's  sales  of  the  county  where 
such  property  may  be,  when  the  fi.  fa.,  is  returnable  to  the  Superior 

Court,  and  when  the  fi.  fa.,  is  returnable  to  a  Justice's  Court,  at  the 
usual  place  of  constable's  sales  of  the  district  where  the  property  may 

*The  law  embodied  in  this  section  is  believed  to  be  in  force,  and  hence  it  is  inserted. 
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be,  or  at  such  other  place  as  the  magistrate  ordering  such  sale  may  direct. 
The  time  and  place  of  holding  such  sale  shall  be  advertised  at  the  Court 
House  and  at  two  other  public  places  when  the  sale  is  to  take  place,  at 
least  ten  days  before  the  day  of  sale  ;  and  when  the  fi.  fa.  is  returnable  to 
a  Justice's  Court,  it  shall  be  advertised  at  the  Court  House  door  of  the 
district  in  which  said  levy  is  made;  and  the  money  arising  from  said 
sale  shall  be  held  by  the  officer  making  the  same,  subject  to  the  order 
of  the  Court  having  jurisdiction  of  the  same  :  Provided,  that  the  Judge, 
Ordinary  or  Justice  may  order  a  sale  of  live  stock,  fruit  or  other  per- 

sonal property  in  a  perishable  condition  after  three  days'  notice,  (a.) 
Provided,  further,  that  no  judicial  officer  shall  grant  any  order  for  the  sale 
of  personal  property  where  the  defendant  in  fi.  /a.  or  other  process,  or 

his  attorney,  has  not  had  at  least  two  days'  notice  of  applicant's  inten- 
tion to  apply  for  such  order  which  notice  shall  specify  the  time  and 

place  of  hearing  ;  and  in  case  of  attachment  for  purchase  money  falling 
within  this  section,  like  notice  shall  be  furnished  the  plaintiff  or  his 
attorney,  and  in  no  case  shall  such  notice  be  dispensed  with,  except 
where  it  shall  be  made  to  appear  that  it  is  impracticable  to  have  such 
notice  perfected,  or  the  case  is  an  urgent  one  ;  in  which  latter  event  the 
Court  may,  in  the  exercise  of  a  sound  discretion,  grant  such  order  with- 

out notice. 

.    Sale  of  corn  under  mortgage^,  fa.  as  perishable  property:  64  Ga.,  444. 

§3648.  (a.)  Sale  of perishable  property  under  tax  fi.  fas.,  etc.  Whenever  a 
t&^fi.fa.  or  County  Court  fi.  fa.  has  been  levied  on  property  of  a  perish- 

able nature,  or  that  is  liable  to  deteriorate  in  value  from  keeping,  or 
that  is  attended  with  expense  in  keeping,  the  same  maybe  sold  under 
the  provisions  of  the  preceding  section,  except  that  in  the  case  of 
County  Court  fi.  fas.,  the  County  Judge  shall  order  the  sale. 

§3649.  Advertising  fee  paid  in  advance,  when.  [No  Sheriff  or  deputy  (a)  Acts  of 
Sheriff,  in  this  State,  shall  be  required  to  advertise  the  property  of  any  1872,  p.  42. 
defendant  in  fi.  fa.  for  sale  until  the  cost  of  such  advertisement  shall 
have  been  first  paid  by  the  plaintiff  in  fi.  fa.,  his  agent  or  attorney: 
Provided,  that  when  any  such  party  plaintiff,  or  his  agent  or  attorney 
for  him,  shall  make  and  file  an  affidavit  in  writing,  that,  owing  to  his 
poverty,  he  is  unable  to  pay  such  cost,  then  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  said 
Sheriff,  or  his  deputy,  to  proceed  as  now  required  by  law.]  (a.) 

§3650.  (3600.)  (3577.)  Notice  oj  change  must  be  given.    No  Sheriff,  cor-  Act  of  issa, 
oner,  or  other  officer,  shall  change  the  advertising  connected  with  hisc-P-58u- 
office  from  one  paper  to  another,  without  first  giving  notice  of  his  in- 

tention to  do  so  in  the  paper  in  which  his  advertisements  may  have 
been  published. 

No  mandamus  allowed  against  Sheriff,  although  he  gave  no  notice  of  intention  of 
changing  paper  in  which  he  formerly  advertised:  61  Ga.,  15. 

§3651.  (3601.)  (3578.)   Officer  shall  put  purchaser  in  possession.     When  Act  of  mi, 
any  Sheriff,  or  other  officer,  shall  sell  any  real  estate  by  virtue  of  and  ScfofiW 
under  any  execution,  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  such  Sheriff,  or  other  levying  u-  p.  512. 
officer,  upon  application,  to  put  the  purchaser,  his  agent,  or  attorney,  §§36:,  (7) 

in  possession  of  the  real  estate  sold:  Provided,  that  the  provisions  of  this  og^26"4. 

Code  shall  not  authorize  the  officer  to  turn  out  any  other  person  than  " 
the  defendant,  his  heirs,  or  their  tenants,  or  assignees,  since  the  judg- 
ment. 

When  no  injunction  against  Sheriff  dispossessing  one  who  is  not  a  tenant  of  defend- 
ant :  5  Ga.,  576;  11/294;  8/119.  May  dispossess  a  claimant  where  title  decided  in  claim 

case:  17  Ga.,  277  ;  52/630.  Only  to  purchaser  at  Sheriff's  sale  against  defendant  in  ex- 
ecution and  those  claiming  under  him  :  23  Ga.,  318.  When  defendant  dispossessed  for 

failure  to  comply  with  an  injunction,  was  afterwards  refused  without  proper  showing 
to  be  placed  in  possession  :  34  Ga.,  306.  When  injunction  refused  as  against  a  writ  of 
possession :  39  Ga.,  664.  Where  Superior  Court  would  not  order  marshal  of  Atlanta  to 
place  purchaser  in  possession  of  lands :  40  Ga.,  49.     Where  Sheriff  could  not  place  pur- 
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chaser  under  sale  from  mortgage  fi.  fa.  in  possession:  44  Ga.,  266.  Who  Sheriff  can 
turn  out  under  this  section  :  45  Ga.,  201-203.  Section  cited  :  53  Ga.,  142.  Where  the 
U.  S.  Marshal  could  not  have  turned  out  complainants,  and  as  to  injunction  in  such 
cases:  57  Ga.,  474.  Where  one  of  two  persons  in  joint  possession  of  land  not  affected 
by  a  writ  of  possession  because  the  other  liable  to  it:  54  Ga.,  597.  Assignee  since 
judgment  may  be  dispossessed,  but  not  one  before  judgment:  63  Ga,,  518,  519. 

Freeman  Ex.,  £472;  26  Am.  D.,  437,  n  ;  Herman  Ex.,  529. 

§3652.  (3602.)  (3579.)  Possession,  how  obtained.  If  the  purchaser  of  real 

estate,  at  Sheriff's  and  other  sales  under  execution,  shall  fail  to  make 
application  for  possession  thereof  until  the  next  term  of  the  Superior 
Court  after  such  sale  takes  place,  or  until  the  officer  making  such  sale 
goes  out  of  office,  such  possession  can  only  be  obtained  under  an  order 
of  said  Superior  Court. 

Stated,  and  as  to  agreement  by  purchaser  with  defendant  whereby  he  is  suffered  to 
remain  in  possession  :  4  Ga.,  193.  That  this  section  does  not  apply  to  marshal  of  At- 

lanta for  tax  due  city:  40  Ga.,  51.  When  plaintiff  in  fi.  fa.  bids  off  the  land  :  20 
Ga.,  401. 

§3653.  (3603.)  (3580.)  Widotv  and  lessee  cannot  be  dispossessed.  The 
widow  of  the  defendant  claiming  dower  cannot  be  dispossessed  of  the 
mansion,  nor  can  a  lessee  whose  lease  is  older  than  the  judgment  under 
which  the  sale  was  made,  be  dispossessed  under  the  provisions  of  the  two 
preceding  sections. 

Widow  may  retain  possession  before  assignment  of  dower  as  against  heirs  and  pur- 
chasers :  3  Ga.,  207.     Buys  subject  to  existing  lease  :  6  Ga.,  423. 

§3654.  (3604.)  (3581.)  Sale  of  land  for  purchase  money  where  titles  are 
Act  of  1847,^^  made.     [When  any  judgment  has  been  or  shall  be  rendered  in  any 
Actonkso  °^  ̂ e  Courts  °f  this  State,  upon  any  note  or  other  evidence  of  debt 

c.  p.  5i8.    '  given  for  the  purchase  money  of  land,  where  titles  have  not  been  made, but  bond  for  titles  given,  it  shall  and  may  be  lawful  for  the  obligor  of 
said  bond  to  make  and  file  and  have  recorded  in  the  Clerk's  office  of  the 
Superior  Court  of  the  county  wherein  the  land  lies,  a  good  and  sufficient 
deed  of  conveyance  to  the  defendant  for  said  land;  or  if  he  be  dead, 
then  to  the  executor  or  administrator  of  such  deceased  defendant,  the 

(a^  Acts  of  obligee  in  said  bond,  or,  if  there  be  no  such  executor  or  administrator, 
1868,  p.  16.  then  to  the  heirs  of  said  deceased;  and  if  said  obligor  to  be  dead,  then 
§3586.         his   executor   or  administrator  may,  in  like   manner,  make  and  file 

such  deed  without  obtaining  an  order  of  the  Court  for  that  purpose ; 
whereupon,  said  land  may  be  levied  on  and  sold  under  such  judgment, 
as  in  other  cases :  Provided,  said  judgment  shall  take  and  be  a  lien 
upon  the  said  land,  and  the  proceeds  of  the  sale  thereof,  prior  to  all 
other  judments,  claims,  liens  and  encumbrances,  until  the  said  judg- 

ment shall  be  fully  paid  and  satisfied.]  (a.)     When  the  deed  has  been 

or  shall  be  filed  in  the  clerk's  office  of  the  Superior  Court,  as  provided  in 
this  section,  and  the  obligee  in  said  bond,  his  executor,  administrator, 
or  heirs,  before  the  sale  under  such  lev}T,  has  paid  or  shall   pay  to  the 
said  obligor,  his  executors  or  administrators,  th^  amount  due  on  such 
judgment  for  the  purchase  money  of  said  land,  said  payment  shall  vest 

A.ctsofi877  the  title  in  said  land  in  the  said  obligee,  his  executors,  administrators, 

p-  2i.  ..       or  heirgj  as  the  case  may  be,  and  the  Clerk  of  said  Superior  Court 
shall  thereupon  deliver  said  deed  to  said  obligee;  or  if  he  be  dead,  then 
to  his  executor  or  administrator  ;  or  if  there  be  no  such  executor  or  ad- 

ministrator, then  to  his  heirs. 
Excess  only  claimed  by  creditors  after  payment  of  purchase  money:  25  Ga.,  42. 

When  purchaser,  with  notice  at  Sheriff's  sale  of  a  mortgage,  took  subject  to  it :  25  Ga., 
216.  Filing  of  a  deed  by  obligor  in  title  bond  to  subject  land  to  purchase  money  :  22 
Ga.,  116:  48/394  ;  48/62.  When  land  not  subject  to  lien  against  mortgagor  of  bond  for 
titles  where  notes  for  purchase  money  transferred  to  bona  fide  holder:  32  Ga.,  417. 
Wife's  secret  equity  as  against  the  purchase  money:  40  Ga.,  259.  Where  lien 
for  the  purchase  money  was  superior  to  claims  of  creditors:  47  Ga.,  215.  Sec- 

tion referred  to  and  construed:  48  Ga.,  394;  51/604.  When  injunction  refused 
as  against  sale  of  land  for  purchase  money :  32  Ga.,  669;  51/594.     Where  deed  should 
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be  filed  and  recorded  where  land  sold  for  purchase  money :  53  Ga.,  621-4.  Eject- 
ment by  vendor  where  vendee  fails  to  pay  purchase  money:  53  Ga.,  18.  Assignee  of 

land  same  rights  as  assignor  as  to  enforcing  purchase  money:  53  Ga.,  581;  5G/165. 
Where  vendee,  resisting  payment  of  purchase  money,  should  show  paramount  title  in 
third  person :  55  Ga.,  152.  Where  older  fi.  fa's  had  precedence  of  younger  ones  for  the 
purchase  money  :  58  Ga.,  343.  When  partial  failure  of  consideration  set  up  against 
notes  for  purchase  money  by  vendee  :  59  Ga.,  493.  Special  judgment  for  purchase 
money:  59  Ga.,  105.  Where  subject  to  the  purchase  money  without  any  conveyance  filed 
and  recorded:  60  Ga..  388.  Where  the  four  years'  possession  did  not  protect  as  against 
the  lien  of  judgment  for  the  purchase  money  :  62  Ga.,  530. 

§3655.  (3605.)  (3582.)  Purchaser's  liability.     Any  person  who  maybe-  Act  of  1831, 
come  the  purchaser  of  any  real  or  personal  estate  at  any  sale  which  c>  p- 514- 
may  be  made  at  public  outcry  by  any  Sheriff  or  other  officer,  under  and  §§i%8,  2202. 
by  virtue  of  any  execution  or  other  legal  process,  and  shall  fail  or  re- 

fuse to  comply  with  the  terms  of  such  sale  when  requested  so  to  do, 
shall  be  liable  for  the  amount  of  such  purchase  money,  and  it  shall  be  at 
the  option  of  such  Sheriff  or  other  officer,  either   to  proceed  against 
such  purchaser  for  the  full  amount  of  the  purchase  money,  or  to  resell 
such  real  or  personal  estate  and  then  proceed  against  the  first  purchaser 
for  the  deficiency  arising  from  such  sale. 

When  equity  will  not  interfere,  but  leave  party  to  his  remedy  under  Act  of  1831 : 
5  Ga.,  400.  Mistake  of  law  as  a  defense  to  suit  by  Sheriff  for  defendant  in  execution 
against  purchaser  at  first  sale  :  31  Ga.,  117.  Liability  of  purchaser  at  first  sale  for  dif- 

ference of  amount  on  second  sale:  5  Ga.,  298;  27/167.  That  part  of  Act  of  1831  as 
applicable  to  sales  by  executors,  administrator  or  guardians :  53  Ga.,  87  ;  54/353.  Measure 
of  damages  in  suit  by  administrator  against  purchaser  :  54  Ga.,  200.  Administrator 
should  sell  as  soon  as  practicable  on  failure  of  purchaser  to  comply  with  bid  ;  Sheriff 
may  sell  the  property  on  same  day,  within  legal  hours,  without  further  advertisement : 
59  Ga.,  649  ;  56/442.     Sheriff's  sale  should  be  for  cash  :  61  Ga.,  330-6. 

^3656.  (3606.)  (3583.)  Form  of  action  against  purchaser.  The  action  pro- 
vided for  in  the  preceding  section  may  be  brought  in  the  name  of  the 

Sheriff  or  other  officer  making  the  sale,  for  the  use  of  the  plaintiff  or 
defendant  in  execution,  or  any  other  person  in  interest,  as  the  case 
may  be. 

Where  defendant  could  sue,  and  Sheriff  would  be  merely  a  nominal  party :  61  Ga.,  335. 

General  Note  on  Sales  under  Execution. — Agreement  between  purchaser  of 
land  and  defendant  that  purchaser  should  hold  for  benefit  of  defendant:  31  Ga., 
150.  Between  the  defendant  and  third  party  for  latter  to  buy  at  sale  with  privi- 

lege to  defendant  to  buy  back,  not  void:  14  Ga.,  238;  see  also  29  Ga.,  67.  Be- 
tween mortgagor  and  mortgagee  who  is  indorse*  for  mortgagor,  for  mortgagee  too 

buy  in  property  at  undervalue,  and  not  illegal:  16  Ga.,  416.  Between  debtor  and 
creditor,  Sheriff  selling  property  by,  without  advertisement,  not  a  judicial  sale  : 
13  Ga.,  485;  43/400.  Attachment,  plaintiff  in,  enjoined  from  selling  attached  prop- 

erty, violated  injunction  by  being  present  at  the  sale  by  levying  officer,  etc.  :  21  Ga., 
127.  Bankruptcy  of  defendant  no  excuse  for  failure  of  Sheriff  to  sell  property, 
when  :  40  Ga..  257.  Bond  for  titles,  to  make  sale  of  land  held  by,  for  purchase  money 
valid,  deed  to  vendee  must  be  made,  filed,  and  recorded,  etc. :  53  Ga.,  621;  22/116; 
47/214;  48/394.  Crop,  sale  of  land  levied  on  carries  the  crop  growing  on  it,  and  Sheriff 
cannot  limit  the  sale  by  announcement  that  the  rent  of  the  current  year  is  reserved  : 
65  Ga.,  15.  Defendant  in  fl.  fa.  not  entitled  to  money  raised  at  Sheriff's  sale  (in  Jan- 

uary, 1868,)  wdiile  there  were  judgment  creditor's  claiming  it :  38  Ga.,  240.  Dormant 
judgment,  sale  under,  void :  24  Ga.,  445.  Executor,  sale  on  judgment  against,  de 
bonis  testatoris,  purchaser  at  gets  good  title  :  8  Ga.,  234.  Forthcoming"  bond,  failure  to 
deliver  property,  etc.,  is  a  forfeiture  of  :  29  Ga.,  110.  Fraud,  bill  to  set  aside  Sheriff's 
sale  because  of,  on  part  of  purchaser,  must  specify  particular  acts  of  fraud  :  5  Ga.,  400; 
38/512.  Bill  charging,  in  sale,  and  purchaser  under  execution,  by  defendant,  of  com- 

plainant's property,  what  admissible  as  proof,  etc.  :  9  Ga.,  137.  Fraudulent  sale  by 
Sheriff,  and  ejectment  brought  for  the  property  :  42  Ga.,  198.  Fund  in  Court,  arising 
from  sale,  in  distribution  of,  Court  is  governed  by  principles  of  equity  :  4  Ga.,  161- 
170;  8/194-5  ;  15/557.  Given  to  oldest  lien  :  27  Ga.,  273;  40/171,  172;  43/475.  Grant, 
purchaser  of  land  sold  by  Sheriff  before,  gets  no  title:  12  Ga.,  340;  25/179.  Half  in- 

terest, undivided,  in  city  lot  sold  when  whole  had  been  advertised:  59  Ga.,  414.  In- 
junction staying  sale  under  execution,  not  granted  on  ground  judgment  bad  been 

satisfied,  because  of  adequate  remedy  at  law,  but  otherwise  when  payment  was  made 
by  third  party  to  oppress  complainant,  etc.  :  1  Ga.,  12.  Should  be  granted  to  stay  sale 
under  execution  only  when  facts  alleged  in  the  bill  would  not  constitute  a  defense  to 
the  original  suit  on,  etc. :  30  Ga.,  664.  Sate  under  execution  not  enjoined  because  of 
claims  that  will  cause  property  to  go  ?t  reduced  price  :  30  Ga.,  933.  Plaintiff  in  execu- 

tion not  restrained  from  collecting  his  money  out  of  one  of  defendants.although  a  secu- 
rity only  on  original  debt :  32  Ga.,  25.     Bill  for  injunction  to  restrain  sale  of  land  bought 
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by  trustee  with  trust  fund  and  mortgaged :  37  Ga.,  392-6.  Bill  for  injunction  by  vendee 
to  prevent  sale  of  land  for  debts  of  vendor:  38  Ga..  191.  When  equity  will  not  inter- 

fere by,  with  purchaser  at  Sheriff's  sale,  at  suit  of  purchaser  from  another  claiming 
adversely:  31  Ga.,  54.  Intestate,  execution  on  judgment  obtained  against,  in  his  life- 

time, not  restrained  for  the  twelve  months:  10  Ga..  568.  Joint  account,  purchase  at 
Sheriff's  sale  on,  by  three,  did  not  vitiate  the  sale  by  the  agreement  entered  into:  30 
Ga..653.  Lease,  purchaser  of  land  buys  subject  to,  when  older  than  the  judgment: 
6  Ga.,  423.  Liability  of  Sheriff  parting  with  property  without  cash  :  8  Ga.,  153  ;  19/298; 
30/653.  Lunatic,  sale  of  property  of.  under  judgment  against,  not  void  but  voidable: 
23  Ga.,  168.  Officers'  cost,  sale  under  execution  for,  and  insolvent  purchaser  under, 
enjoined,  when  ;  37  Ga..  636.  Plaintiff  in  fi.  fa.  purchasing  land  sold  under  original  fi. 
fa.  that  which  was  enjoined,  getsno  title,  etc.  :  19  Ga.,  527.  When  must  account  for  bid 
on  other  property  before  claiming  money  in  Court :  20  Ga.,  401.  Negligent  and  fraudu- 

lent failure  of,  to  place  fi.  fa.  in  hands  of  Sheriff:  31  Ga.,393.  Bound  by  his  state- 
ments on  day  of  sale  :  38  Ga.,  458.  Possession  by  mortgagor  after  mortgage  sale  and 

purchase  by  mortgagee,  badge  of  fraua"  :  6  Ga.,  365.  To  put  purchaser  at  Sheriff's  sale in,  the  officer  is  not  justified  in  turning  out  any  one  but  defendant  in  execution,  his 
heirs  or  tenants:  8  Ga.,  119.  Presumption  as  to  that  seizure  of  property  sufficient  to 
satisfy  fi.  fa.  lias  satisfied  it,  etc.  :  20  Ga.,  210.  Is,  when  Sheriff  collects  money  on  fi. 
fa.,  that  the  plaintiff  got  it:  29Ga.,67.  Property  not  levied  on,  sale  of,  by  Sheriff  illegal: 
17  Ga.,  187.  Publication,  as  to,  of  sale  by  Sheriff:  50  Ga.,  207.  Purchaser  refusing 
to  comply  with  terms  of  sale,  etc.,  equity  will  not  compel  specific  performance  :  5  Ga., 
400.  Gets  no  title,  if  Sheriff  had  no  power  to  sell  :  23  Ga.,  366.  Bill  by, 
against  Sheriff  and  defendant  in  fi.  fa.  and  plaintiff  in  fi.  fa.  after  failure 
of  title:  18  Ga.,  551.  Of  mortgaged  property  has  no  right  to  compel  mortgagee  to 

resort  first  to  that  part  of  property  remaining  in  mortgagor's  hands:  18  Ga.,476. 
Rescission  of  sale  ordered  where  Sheriff  by  mistake  proclaimed  sale  for  purchase 
money:  25  Ga.,  89.  Ordered  where  Sheriff  divided  lots  so  as  to  cause  wanton  and  gross 

injury  to  defendant's  property:  52  Ga.,  164.  Set  aside,  sale  by  Sheriff  was,  when  he 
fraudulently  refused  to  cry  a  bid  and  knocked  off  property  at  a  lower  bid :  21  Ga., 
333-5.  Sheriff's  deed,  property  must  be  described  in,  with  reasonable  certainty,  etc.: 
10  Ga.,74.  First  recorded  has  same  preference  as  if  bought  directly  from  debtor  himself : 
10  Ga.,253.  To  purchaser,  paying  money  and  receiving  it  matters  not  whether  return  of 
the  execution  be  imperfect,  or  not  made  at  all,  etc.  :  11  Ga.,  423.  Difference  between, 
and  administrator's  deed,  etc.  :  11  Ga.,  427.  Recorded,  in  time,  holder  of,  affected  by 
possession  of  land  held  adversely,  although  deed  is  not  recorded  in  time:  19  Ga.,  335. 
Title,  Sheriff  cannot  bind  executor,  debtor,  etc.,  nor  is  Sheriff  liable  for  the  title  or 
soundness  of  property  sold  in  absence  of  warranty  or  fraud  :  8  Ga.,  236.  Of  purchaser 

at  Sheriff's  sale,  depends  on  lien  of  judgment  on  the  property  purchased  :  24  Ga.,  40. 
Trover,  pending  action  of,  the  property  was  sold  under  fi.  fa.  against  the  defendant, 
plaintiff  recovered,  sale  void  :  28  Ga.,  482.  Will  lie  for  property  of  stranger  sold  under 
execution  by  U.  S.  Marshal :  35  Ga.,  136.  Trustee  buying  in  land  at  under-value 
compelled  to  convey  to  cestui  que  trust  on  terms  :  30  Ga.,  954.  Vendee  of  land  encum- 

bered with  judgment  entitled  to  surplus  when  land  is  sold  to  satisfy  the  judgment :  28 
Ga.,  252. 

General  Note  on  Execution  Sales. — Agreements  among*  bidders:  24  Am.  D., 
408,  n  ;  6  Wall.,  94  ;  note  on  p.  649  of  Code.  When  several  execution  creditors,  for  the 
purpose  of  preventing  a  sacrifice  of  the  property  of  their  debtor,  enter  into  an  agree- 

ment to  bid  off  the  property,  and  under  this  agreement  it  is  bid  off  for  its  full  value, 
the  sale  will  not  be  set  aside  on  account  of  such  agreement ;  2  Woods,  564.  Attorney, 
purchase  by:  6  Wall.,  157;  18/350.  Deed  of  officer:  Freeman  Ex.,  #324;  15  Am.  D., 
248-252;  Herman  Ex.,  p.  457;  Rorer  Judicial  Sales,  p.  359-403.  Exemption  from: 
Notes  to  #2040.  Franchises,  sale  of:  Rorer  Judicial  Sale,  p.  483-493.  Fraud  in  :  Note 
to  #2622.  Mistake  of  inexperienced  purchaser,  not  relieved  in  equity:  23  Am.  R., 
527,  n.  Notice,  doctrine  as  affecting  purchasers:  Herman  Ex.,  p.  485;  notes  to  #2628. 
Personalty,  what  subject  to  :  See  note  following  #3645.  A  railroad  cannot  be  cut  up 
into  parcels  and  sold  piece-meal  on  execution :  3  Woods,  434.  Reversal  of  judgment 
under  which  sale  is  had,  effect  of :  Rorer  Judic.  Sale,  p.  253  ;  note  to  §3579.  Set  aside, 

when:  Rorer  Judicial  Sale,  p.  404-421.  Void  execution  sales:  Freeman's  treatise  on  ; 
30  Am.  I).,  177-182,  note;  Rorer  Judicial  Sale,  p.  341. — Subject  treated:  Freeman 
Ex.,  #283  et  seq. ;  Herman  Ex.,  p.  313-372;  Rorer  Judicial  Sales,  p.  246-536.  See  general 
note  on  p.  649  of  Code. 

ARTICLE  IV. 

SALES    FOR   MUNICIPAL   TAXES. 

Section. 
3656.  (a.)  Time,  place,  manner,  etc. 
3656.  (tO  Redemption. 
3656.  (c.)  Corporation  may  buy,  when. 

Section. 
3656.  (d.  How  sold  by  corporation. 
3656.  (e.)  Ordinances  as  to  sales. 
3656.  (f.)  Does  not  apply  to  counties. 

fc#--<f7~/e^i$)>17      §3656.  (a.)   Time,  place  and  manner.     The  time,  place  and  manner  of 
p.  125.    '  'the  sale  of  property,  both  real  and  personal,  for  taxes  due  to  municipal 
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corporations  in  this  State,  shall  be  the  same  as  that  provided  by  law  §-%ig. 
for  Sheriff's  sales  for  State  and  county  taxes.  §§129, 130. 

§3656.  (b.)  Redemption.     Whenever  any  land  is  so  sold,  the  owner 
thereof  shall  have   the  privilege  of  redeeming  said  land,   thus  sold,  Actsofi877, 

within  one  .year  by  paying  the  purchaser  the  amount  paid  by  said  ̂ '^g^f  1S80 
purchaser  for  said  land,  with  ten  per  cent,  premium  thereon,  from  the  -i,  p.  48. 
date  of  the  purchase  to  the  time  of  the  payment. 

§3656.  (c.)  Corporation  may  purchase,  when.  Whenever,  at  any  such  Acts  of  1877, 

sale,  by  a  municipal  corporation  for  taxes  due  it,  by  its  marshal,  or  duly  p- 125- 
authorized  officer,  no  one  present  shall  bid  for  the  property  put  up  to 
be  sold,  as  much  as  the  tax  for  which  it  is  proposed  to  sell  the  same, 

and  the  officer's  cost,  if  any  due  thereon,  after  such  property  shall  have been  cried  a  reasonable  time,  then  any  duly  appointed  officer  or  agent 
of  the  corporation  may  bid  off  such  property  for  the  corporation,  and. 
the  marshal,  or  other  officer  making  such  sale,  shall  make  to  the  corpor- 

ation a  deed  to  the  property  so  sold,  and  deliver  the  same  to  the  officer 
designated  by  the  corporation  to  receive  it,  and  the  title  acquired  by 
the  corporation  at  such  sale,  and  by  such  deed,  shall  be  perfect,  valid 
and  binding,  after  the  period  above  provided  for  redemption  by  the 
owners  shall  have  elapsed,  and  there  is  no  redemption  by  the  owner, 
as  if  purchased  by  an  individual  or  corporation  other  than  such  cor- 

poration so  purchasing,  and  the  marshal,  or  other  duly  authorized  offi- 
cer making  the  sale,  shall  put  the  corporation,  through  any  officer  or 

person  it  may  designate,  in  the  possession  of  the  property  so  sold. 

Purchase  by  State  :  18  Wall.,  391 ;  4  0.,  405  ;  5  C.  L.  J.,  46 ;  Cooley  Tax.,  351-352. 

§3656.  (d.)  Property  sold  by  corporation,  how.  Neither  the  governing  Actsofi877, 
body  of  any  such  municipal  corporation,  whether  known  as  mayor  and?-125- 
councilmen,  mayor  and  aldermen,  or  by  any  other  name,  during  whose 
term  of  service  any  such  sale  shall  take  place,  nor  any  subsequently 
elected,  or  appointed  governing  body,  shall  be  capable  of  diverting  or 
alienating  the  title  of  the  corporation  to  any  property  so  purchased, 
except  by  a  public  sale  of  the  same  to  the  highest  bidder. 

§3656.  (e.)  Ordinances  to  carry  this  into  effect     Municipal  corporations  Actsofi877, 
shall  have  full  power  and  authority  to  pass  appropriate  ordinances  and  p- 125- 
by-laws  to  carry  these  provisions  into  effect. 

§3656.  (f.)  Does  not  apply  to  counties.     Nothing  in  the  preceding  five  Actsofi877, 
sections  shall  be  construed  to  apply  to  counties.  p-  125- 

ARTICLE  V. 

OF   THE    SATISFACTION    OF    EXECUTIONS. 

Section. 
3657.  Levy  on  personalty  unexplained. 
3658.  Release  of  property  subject. 

Section. 
3659.  Fund  applied  to  younger  ft.  fa. 
3660.  Agreement  not  to  eniorce  judgment. 

§3657.  (3607.)  (3584.)  Levy  on  personalty  unexplained.  A  levy  upon 
personal  property  sufficient  to  pay  the  debt  unaccounted  for,  is  prima 
facie  evidence  of  satisfaction  to  the  extent  of  the  value  of  such  property, 
and  the  dismissal  of  such  levy  unexplained  is  an  abandonment  of  the 
lien  so  far  as  third  persons  are  concerned. 

Stated:  6  Ga.,  392;  8/327;  13/185.  As  applicable  to  a  mortgage  fi.  fa.:  19 Ga.,  537, 
540.  Not  so  with  a  levy  on  real  estate  :  6  Ga.,  410  ;  22/385  ;  14/77  ;  20/676  ;  39/347  ; 
57/68.  Levy  on  land  and  personalty  at  same  time  and  land  alone  sold,  the  execution 
is  not  prima  facie  satisfied  :  10  Ga.,  148.  When  levies  on  personalty  must  be  satisfac- 

torily accounted  for  :  11  Ga.,  277;  38/559.'  How  the  presumption  of  satisfaction  by 
seizure  of  sufficient  property  rebutted :  20  Ga.,  210.  Where  unproductive  levy  on  per- 

sonal property  sufficiently  accounted  for  to  authorize  to  proceed  with  the  collection: 
59  Ga.,  736;  52/594;  36/511;  30/433.     Dismission  of  previous  levy  by  order  of  plaintiff 
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accounting  for  the  levy :  3L  Ga.,  684.  When  title  to  land  not  prejudiced  by  entry  of 

dismissal  of  levy  on  personal  property:  26  Ga.,  182.  Dismissal  of  lev}*-  on  personal 
property  by  principal  debtor  as  affecting  the  surety  :  59  Ga.,  733.  When  dismissal  of 
levy  on  personalty  is  no  satisfaction  of  execution  :  52  Ga.,  593  ;  44/656.  When  a  levy 
on  personalty  is  a  prima  facie  satisfaction  or  payment  :  45  Ga.,  213. 

Freeman  J  udg.,  §475;  Herman  Ex.,  §176.     On  realty:  Freeman  Judg.,  §474. 

§3658.  (3608.)  (3585.)  Release  of  property  subject.  If  the  plaintiff  in 
execution,  for  a  valuable  consideration,  releases  property  which  is  sub- 

ject thereto,  it  is  a  satisfaction  of  such  execution  to  the  extent  of  the 
value  the  property  so  released,  so  far  as  purchasers  and  creditors  are 
concerned. 

Should  be  a  consideration  for  a  release  :  30  Ga.,  731 ;  20/676.  Plaintiff  in  execution 
releasing  property  for  a  consideration  is  a  satisfaction  of  it  pro  tanto:  57  Ga.,  304,  310. 
When  release  for  value  by  plaintiff  in  fi.  fa.  did  not  discharge  property  from  lien  of  a 
judgment:  58  Ga.,  443.     Section  referred  to  and  construed  :  60  Ga.,  54. 

§3659.  (3609.)  (3586.)  Allowing  fund  applied  to  younger  lien.  If  an  ex- 
ecution creditor,  having  the  older  lien  on  a  fund  in  the  hands  of  the 

Sheriff,  or  other  officer,  allows  such  fund  by  his  consent  to  be  applied  to 
a  younger  fi.fa.,  it  shall  be  considered  an  extinguishment  pro  tanto  of 

such  creditor's  lien  so  far  as  third  persons  may  be  concerned. 
Stated:  11  Ga.,  637;  30/110-111.  The  law  appropriating  fund  in  hands  of  Sheriff 

where  two  executions  against  defendant:  4  Ga.,  356.  Where  the  application  to  the 
younger^,  fa.  would  discharge  the  surety  pro  tanto:  56  Ga.,  606.  Section  referred  to 
and  construed:  57  Ga.,  310. 

§3660.  (3610.)  (3587.)  Contract  not  to  enforce  judgment,  An  agreement 
for  a  valuable  consideration,  never  to  enforce  a  judgment  or  execution, 
releases  the  judgment  or  execution. 

Stated:  4  Ga.,  185. 

General  Note. — No  injunction  on  ground,  fi.  fa.  satisfied :  1  Ga.,  12.  Where 
there  was  no  satisfaction  of,  assignees  of  a  judgment  could  enforce  it  with  execution: 
1  Ga.,  205.  Where  payment  of  an  execution  without  stipulating  it  is  to  be  kept  open, 
operated  as  a  satisfaction  of  it:  2  Ga.,  53.  Money  paid  to  Sheriff  or  his  deputy  dis- 

charging defendant:  3Ga.,  1.  Taking  collateral  security  for  judgment  does  not  pre- 
clude from  levying  the  execution  :  4  Ga.,  185.  Parol  satisfaction:  3Ga.,  210.  As  to 

proof  by  claimant  of  satisfaction:  6  Ga.,  515.  Contract  by  plaintiff  in  fi.  fa,  to  release 
insolvent  defendant  in  fi.  fa  :  3  Ga.,  112.  Where  no  authority  to  enter  credits  on  fi.  fa.  : 
5  Ga.,  449.  As  to  dismissal  of  levy  on  personalty  being  a  satisfaction  of  it :  6  Ga.,  392 ; 
11/277.  When  claimant  could  not  move  to  have  fi.  fa.  entered  satisfied:  12  Ga.,  212. 
Resort  to  equity  in  reference  to  payment  of  fi.  fa:  17  Ga.,  46.  Where  presumption  of 
satisfaction  from  seizure :  50  Ga.,  210.  When  verbal  order  by  plaintiff  in  fi.  fa.  to 
Justice  of  Peace  to  dismiss  judgment  in  his  favor:  22  Ga.,  588.  When  fictitious  entry 
of  satisfaction  by  plaintiff  in  execution  not  admitted  in  evidence  :  26Ga.,684.  When 
satisfaction  of  execution  was  not  to  be  presumed  against  purchaser  at  sale  :  26  Ga.,  354. 
Presumption  where  Sheriff  collects  money  on  fi.  fa.  :  29  Ga.,  67.  Entry  of  pay- 

ment on  execution  held  a  satisfaction  of  it:  30  Ga.,  86.  Agreement  to  receive  less 
amount  than^.  fa.  calls  for,  to  be  binding,  must  be  for  a  consideration  :  30  Ga.,  731. 
Absence  of  execution  unaccounted  for  is  not  evidence  of  its  payment:  36  Ga..  404. 
Payment  to  Clerk  of  Superior  Court  on  execution  is  not  good  payment  as  against 
plaintiff:  31  Ga.,  359.  When  payment  of  execution  in  Confederate  money  a  satisfac- 

tion :  39  Ga.,  72.  When  not:  40  Ga.,  169.  Where  payment  by  garnishee  to  the  older 
judgment  and  execution  is  a  satisfaction :  41  Ga..  691. 

CHAPTER  II. 

OF   THE    STAY   OF    EXECUTIONS. 

Section. 
3661.  Defendant  may  stay  execution. 
3662.  Fi.  fa.  to  be  stayed  sixty  days. 

Section. 
3663.  Security  to  have  control,  when. 

§3661.  (3611.)  (3588.)  Defendant  may  stay  execution.      In  all  cases  in 
Act  of  1799,  the    Superior   Court    where  a   verdict   shall   be  rendered,    the  party 
c.  p.  494.     against  whom  the  same  may  be,  may,  either  in  open  Court  or  in  the 

clerk's  office,  within  four  days  after  the  adjournment  thereof,  enter  into 
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bond,  with  good  and  sufficient  security,  for  the  payment  of  such  ver" 
diet  or  judgments  and  costs,  within  sixty  days. 

A  stay  bond  binds  the  property  of  the  security  from  the  date  of  the  execution  : 
57  Ga.,  378. 

§3662.  (3612.)  (3589.)  Execution,  how  stayed.  Bond  and  security  be- 
ing given,  as  provided  in  the  preceding  section,  the  verdict  and  judg- 

ment, or  the  execution  thereon,  shall  be  suspended  for  the  said  sixty 
days,  and  if  the  party  shall  fail  to  pay  the  said  verdict  or  judgment 
within  that  time,  execution  shall  then  issue  against  such  party  and 
his  security  without  further  proceedings  thereon. 

Section  cited:  45  Ga.,  82;  61/257. 

§3663.  (3613.)  (3590.)  Security  to  have  control,  when.    The  security  pay-  Act  of  1S26, 

ing  off  such  judgment  or  execution  shall  have  control  thereof.  '  £7 

CHAPTER   III. 

OF    THE    ILLEGALITY    OF    EXECUTIONS. 

Section. 
3664.  Illegality,  how  taken. 
8665.  No  illegality  before  levy  and  arrest. 
3666.  Pro  eedings  stayed  and  returned. 
3667.  Damages,  if  for  delay  only. 

Section. 
3668.  No  judicial  interference. 
3669.  May  be  sold  under  other  fi.  fas. 
3670.  Who  may  file  affidavit 
3671.  Illegality  not  to  go  behind  judgment. 

§3664.  (3614.)  (3591.)  Illegality,  how  taken.  When  an  execution  against  Act  of  1799, 

the  property  of  any  person  shall  issue  illegally,  or  shall  be  proceeding  J  p.  509^g 

illegally,  and  such  execution  shall  be  levied  on  property,  such  person  c.  p.  514.  ° may  make  oath  in  writing,  and  shall  state  the  cause  of  such  illegality, 
and  deliver  the  same  to  the  Sheriff,  or  other  executing  officer,  as  the 
case  may  be,  together  with  bond  and  good  security  for  the  forthcoming 
of  such  property,  as  provided  by  this  Code. 

When  no  second  affidavit :  2  Ga.,  367.  Sheriff  may  disregard  an  insufficient  affidavit : 
28  Ga.,  613  ;  11/294.  Is  the  remedy  where  execution,  although  issued  legally,  is  proceed- 

ing illegally:  17  Ga,,  211.  Section  referred  to  and  construed  :  41  Ga.,  695.  Not  to  stay 
execution  because  judgment  irregular  :  54  Ga.,  494;  51/323.  When  under  this  section 
defendant  riling  illegality  need  not  give  forthcoming  bond  or  pay  costs:  53  Ga.,  43; 
63/520.  No  affidavit  of  illegality  where  defaulting  tax  collector  :  21  Ga.,  50.  When 
motion  to  dismiss  proper :  34Ga.,427.  Where  omission  in  judgment  no  ground  for 
illegality:  26  Ga.,  162.     By  one  partner  :  60  Ga.,  628. 

§3665.  (3615.)  (3592.)     No  illegality  until  after  levy.     No  affidavit  of  il- Act  ̂   1838) 
legality  shall  be  received  by  any  Sheriff,  or  other  executing  officer,  un- c.  p.  514. 
til  a  levy  has  been  made. 

Returnable  to  next  regular  term  and  not  to  adjourned  session  of  same  Court: 
45Ga.,300.  When  fatal  defectapparenton  face  of  execution  illegality  sustained,  whether 
sets  forth  good  grounds  or  not :  59  Ga.,  799.  Sheriff  not  in  default  in  selling  property, 
proper  illegality  proceeding  having  been  instituted  :  60  Ga.,  410. 

§3666.  (3616.)  (3593.)  Illegality,  how  returned  and  tried.  When  the  levy 
shall  have  been  made,  and  affidavit  and  bond  delivered  to  the  officer  as 
herein  provided,  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  such  officer  to  suspend  further 
proceedings  on  such  execution,  and  return  the  execution,  affidavit  and 
bond,  to  the  next  term  of  the  Court  from  which  the  execution  issued, 
and  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  said  Court  to  determine  thereon  at  the  first 
term  thereof,  unless  the  plaintiff,  or  his  attorney,  desire  to  controvert  the 
facts  contained  in  said  affidavit,  in  which  case  an  issue  shall  be  joined, 
which  issue  shall  be  tried  by  a  jury  at  the  same  term,  unless  good 
cause  is  shown  for  a  continuance. 

§3667.  (3617.)  (3594.)  Damages  for  delay  only.     Upon  the  trial  of  an  Actsofl859 
issue  formed  on  an  affidavit  of  illegal^,  filed  in  the  Superior  Courts,  p  49. 
the  jury  trying  the  case  shall  have  power  to  assess  such  damages,  not 
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(&\  Acts  of  exceeding  twenty-five  per  cent.,  as  may  seem  reasonable  and  just,  upon 
1871 2,p-52'  the  principal  debt,  provided  it  shall  be  made  to  appear  that  such  ille- 

gality was  interposed  for  delay  only.  [And  whenever  an  illegality 
may  be  dismissed  for  insufficiency,  or  informality,  or  is  withdrawn,  plain- 

tiffs in  execution  shall  have  full  power  to  proceed,  as  is  provided  in  this 
Code  in  cases  where  claims  may  be  dismissed  or  withdrawn.]  (a.) 

Damages  for  delay  under  this  section  :  4Ga.,  282.  Where  twenty  per  cent,  damages 
held  to  be  too  much  :  50  Ga.,  635. 

§3668.  (3618.)  No  judicial  interference  with  taxes.  No  replevin  shall 
Act  of  1804,  lie,  nor  any  judicial  interference  be  had,  in  any  levy  or  distress  for 
c.  p.  io5i.    ̂ axes  under  the   provisions  of  this  Code,  but  the  party  injured  shall 

be  left  to  his  proper  remedy  in  any  Court  of  law  having  jurisdiction 
thereof. 

Not  entertained  in  a  proceeding  against  defaulting  tax  collector  and  sureties :  21 
Ga.,  50.  Where  a  iaxfi.  fa.  can  be  estopped  by  illegality  :  25  Ga.,  610.  Where  tax  for 
an  illegal  purpose  can  resort  to  illegality  :  20  Ga.,  102;  47/642-3.  Law  of  this  section 
referred  to :  33  Ga.,  623.  As  to  interference  of  equity  in  :  42  Ga.,  229  ;  49/201 ;  27/354. 
When  not  permitted  :  59  Ga.,  811.  When  allowed  :  64  Ga.,  789.  State  bonds,  tax  on  : 
60  Ga.,  506-8.  As  to  injunction  against  municipal  taxes :  56  Ga.,  448.  Where  writ  of 
prohibition  did  not  lie  against  a  tax  collector :  45  G a.,  85.  This  section  intended  to 
prevent  only  suits  obstructing  the  State  in  collection  of  her  revenue:  46  G a.,  460. 
Where  no  judicial  interference  allowed  as  against  Comptroller-General :  46  Ga.,  325, 
344.  Section  referred  to  and  construed:  48  Ga.,  139.  When  no  illegality  allowed 
against  county  and  municipal  taxes:  57  Ga.,  166-7.  When  affidavit  against  tax  col- 

lector allowed  :  51  Ga.,  252.  When  no  injunction  as  against  State  tax  on  bank  stock : 
59  Ga.,  353. 

§3669.  (3619.)  (3595.)  Property  may  be  sold  under  other  executions.  When 
Act  of  1845,  an  execution  has  been  levied  on  property,  and  an  affidavit  of  illegality 
c.  p.  516.  fiied  to  stay  proceedings  thereon,  the  property  so  levied  on  shall  be  sub- 

ject to  levy  and  sale  under  other  execution,  and  the  officer  making  the 
first  levy  shall  claim,  receive,  hold,  and  retain  such  amount  of  the  pro- 

ceeds of  the  sale  as  the  Court  shall  deem  sufficient  to  pay  the  execution 
first  levied,  including  interest  up  to  the  time  of  the  Court  at  which  said 
illegality  shall  be  determined;  and  any  bond  given  by  the  defendant 
on  riling  such  affidavit  shall  be  released  and  discharged  so  far  as  relates 
to  the  property  sold. 

Under  this  section,  such  property  is  subject  to  execution  from  the  Federal  as  well  as 
the  State  Courts  :  3  Woods,  434.  The  equity  of  this  section  applies  to  the  taking  into 
possession  of  property  by  a  receiver,  under  the  order  of  the  Court,  as  well  as  to  a  levy 
under  execution  :  3  Woods,  434. 

§3670.  (3620.)  (3596.)  Who  may  file  illegality.  An  affidavit  of  ille- 
gality may  be  filed  by  an  attorney  in  fact,  or  an  executor,  administra- 

tor, or  other  trustee. 
Not  made  by  co-defendant  when  execution  not  proceeding  against  him  :  34  Ga.,  268. 

By  a  temporary  administrator  :  39  Ga.,  565. 

§3671.  (3621.)  (3597.)  When  illegality  cannot  go  behind  judgment.  If 
the  defendant  has  not  been  served,  and  does  not  appear,  he  may  take 
advantage  of  the  defect  by  affidavit  of  illegality ;  but  if  he  has  had  his 
day  in  Court,  he  cannot  go  behind  the  judgment  by  an  affidavit  of  il- 
legality. 

Cannot  go  behind  the  judgment :  57  Ga.,  608  ;  62/36-39;  7/204;  22/570.  The  valid- 
ity of  judgment  could  not  be  atacked  by  :  8  Ga.,  143  ;  11/137.  When  cannot  set  up  by 

illegality  a  defense  which  should  have  been  made  when  judgment  rendered  :  43  Ga., 
273.  Can  only  insist  on  the  hearing  on  grounds  taken  in  the  illegality  :  49  Ga.,  549. 
Demurrer  to  illegality  sustained,  in  that  it  did  not  set  forth  and  disclose  sufficient 
grounds  :  49  Ga.,  578.  Where  omitted,  grounds  of  illegality  should  have  been  included 
in  first  affidavit  of  illegality  :  55  Ga.,  335.  On  ground  that  no  service  or  appearance 
to  suit  on  which  execution  founded  :  55  Ga..  396-8  ;  26/140;  59/465.  Injunction  where 
illegality  would  not  go  behind  the  judgment :  57  Ga.,  46M7. 

General  Note  on  Illegality. — Administrator,  temporary,  may  file  an  illegal- 
ity: 39Ga.,565.  Illegality  lies  to  levy  on  private  property  of,  when:  44  Ga.,  616.  Affi- 

davit must  contain  all  grounds  existing  at  the  time:  2Ga.,  367;  55/335.  No  second,  al- 
lowed for  causes  existing  at  time  of  first:  2  Ga.,  367;  53/388.     As  to  what  second 
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should  show:  59  Ga.,  260.  Amendable  instantcr,  when:  8  Ga.,  317  ;  14/3G.  Insuffi- 
cient, Sheriff  may  disregard  :  11  Ga.,  294.  Sherift,  liable  to  injured  party  if  wrong  : 

28  Ga.,  613.  Amendable,  when  :  45  Ga.,  610.  Returnable  to  next  term  of  Court  is- 
suing execution:  45  G a.,  300.  Must  distinctly  present  the  matter  relied  on  :  50  Ga., 

210.  Alleging  judgment  is  for  sum  considerably  greater  tban  verdict,  insufficient: 
46  Ga.,  282.  "To  best  of  knowledge  and  belief"  not  sufficient:  58  Ga..  445.  Prior, 
by  one  defendant,  where  no  bar  to  co-defendant :  61  Ga.,  521.  Showing  judgment  dor- 

mant not  demurrable  :  61  Ga.,  16.  Grounds  of,  should  be  set  out  clearly,  etc.  :  62  Ga., 
166.  To  execution  for  causes  existing  prior  to  judgment  overruled:  7  Ga.,  204.  To 

judgment,  on  ground  of  magistrate's  misconduct,  demurrable  :  63  Ga,  510.  Agree- 
ment, executory,  no  ground  of  illegality  :  60  Ga.,  430.  Attachment,  when  illegality, 

good  defense  to  judgment  in :  54  Ga.,  575.  Attorney,  illegality  to  execution  to  en- 
force lien  for  fees,  dismissed  :  53  Ga.,  43.  Contract  before  judgment  not  set  up  after: 

57  Ga.,  608.  Award  of  arbitrators,  illegality  to,  did  not  lie  :  37  Ga.,  35.  Bond,  when 
not  necessary,  etc. :  52  Ga.,  396;  53/43,  568  ;  54/693.  Costs  in  Superior  Court,  illegal- 

ity to  execution  for  :  2lGa.,381.  Damages,  twenty  percent.,  what  relieved  from  liabil- 
ity for:  50  Ga.,  635.  Recovered  for  delay:  49  Ga.,  280.  Day  in  Court,  defendant 

having  had,  cannot  go  behind  the  judgment:  43  Ga.,  274-5;  44/44.  Decree,  not 
signed,  illegality  to,  sustained  :  54  Ga.,  486.  Defense  that  could  have  been  made  to 
the  action  no  ground  for  illegality:  45  Ga.,  131.  Discharge  in  bankruptcy  not 
set  up  by  illegality  :  61  Ga.,  500.  Dismissal,  of  illegality,  when  no  bar  to  motion  to 
set  aside  judgment :  54  Ga..  338.  Dormant  fl.  fa.,  illegality  to,  sustained  :  9  Ga.,  400. 
Evidence  confined  to  grounds  of  affidavit:  8  Ga.,  317.  Official  return  as  :  52  Ga.,  646. 
Return  of  dead  Sheriff  good  :  53  Ga.,  556.  Parol  not  admissible,  etc.  :  60  Ga,,  614. 
When  there  is  a  written  agreement  of  settlement,  it  is  best:  62  Ga.,  161.  Burden  of 
proof  on  defendant  when  payment  is  ground  of  illegality:  62  Ga.,  160.  Forthccm- 
ing  bond,  failure  to  give,  no  ground  to  dismiss  affidavit  of  illegality  :  53  Ga.,  43,  569. 
Garnishment  without  proper  affidavit  and  bond  ground  for  illegality:  61  Ga.,  370. 
Homestead  protected  by  illegality,  etc.  :  59  Ga.,  817.  Judgment,  validity  of,  cannot 
be  attacked  on  illegality  to  the  execution  :  8  Ga.,  143;  11/137.  Charge  that  the  execu- 

tion issued  from  "  bogus,"  too  general:  50Ga.,622.  Irregular,  no  ground  of  illegality  :  51 
Ga. ,  324;  54/494.  Illegal,  no  ground  :  53  Ga.,  86.  Affidavit,  cannot  go  behind,  etc. :  57 
Ga.,  608;  59/604.  On  insufficient  evidence,  or  by  default,  conclusive,  when:  64  Ga., 
565.  Rendered  by  Court  not  having  jurisdiction,  remedy  by  illegality :  46  Ga.,  396. 
Jurisdiction,  illegality  remedy  as  to  question  of:  48  Ga.,  491.  Levy,  excessive,  ille- 

gality not  remedy  for :  57  Ga.,  68.  Motion  to  dismiss  proper  remedy,  wben  :  34  Ga., 
427.  Second,  when  execution  was  withdrawn  pending  proceeding,  and  ille- 

gality to  second  levy  :  Gunn  vs.  Woolfolk,  Pamphlt.,  February,  1881,  p.  20.  Notice 
of  suit,  averment  that  defendant  had  not  had,  not  demurrable:  52  Ga.,  523.  Part- 

ners, no  ground  of  illegality  that  partner  was  not  sued  in  his  own  county,  etc. : 
54  Ga.,  486.  Illegality  by  one  :  60  Ga.,  628.  Practice,  Superior  Court  can  cause  de- 

fendant to  make  abstract  of  affidavit,  etc.  :  41  G«.,  691.  Relief  Act  of  1870,  illegal- 
ity under,  because  taxes  were  not  paid:  45  Ga.,  81;  47/400.  As  to  counter-affidavit : 

44  Ga.,  430.  Res  Adjudicata,  when  question  arising  is,  etc. :  40Ga.,  67  ;  42/614.  Surety, 
judgment  against  principal  and  surety  generally,  no  ground  for  illegality  :  26  Ga.,  162. 
When  released  by  agreement  with  plaintiff,  illegality  a  remedy  :  51  Ga.,  424.  Affi- 

davit cf  illegality  by :  56  Ga.,  174.  In  bail  trover  cannot  go  behind  judgment:  61 
Ga.,  544.  On  supersedeas  bond,  illegality  by,  should  have  been  dismissed:  61  Ga.,  255. 
Service,  when  none,  judgment  a  nullity,  and  illegality  lies :  26  Ga.,  140.  Acknow- 

ledgment of,  no  waiver  of  jurisdiction  :  48  Ga.,  491.  Nineteen  days  before  judgment, 
when  sum  is  over  fifty  dollars,  ground  for  illegality :  56  Ga.,  282.  Affidavit  of  want  of, 

and  no  knowledge  of  suit,  good  ground  :  59  Ga.,  461.  Traverse  of  Sheriff's  return  of, 
must  be  made  at  first  term  after  notice,  and  Sheriff  made  a  party :  55  Ga.,  677  ;  63/481. 
Sheriff's  return  of,  conclusive  till  traversed  :  55  Ga.,  396.  Affidavit  showing  want  of, 
and  that  defendant  was  not  resident  of  the  county,  etc.,  dismissed  :  49  Ga.,  549,  578. 
Stay  bond,  illegality  under :  35  Ga.,  254;  38/141.  Stockholder  in  corporation  in- 

dividually liable,  entitled  to  illegality  :  22  Ga.,  86;  52/310.  Who  has  had  his  day  in 
Court,  not  entitled:  51  Ga.,  633.  Tax  ordinance,  illegal,  better  resisted  by  injunc- 

tion, when:  55  Ga.,  678.  Tax,  County,  illegality  of  fi.  fa.  for,  dismissed:  60  Ga., 
349.  Illegality  sustained  to  tax  fi.  fa.  against  a  railroad  :  State  vs.  W.  &  A.  Railroad, 
Pamphlt.,  Feb.,  1881,  p.  26.  Tender  of  county  orders  on  fi.  fa.  issued  on  forfeiture  of 
criminal  bond,  ground  of  illegality  :  63  Ga.,  311.  Variance,  immaterial,  between 
verdict  and  judgment,  no  ground  for  illegality:  19  Ga.,  579.  Being  material,  exe- 

cution quashed:  39  Ga.,  565. 

General  Note  on  Chapter  III. — Writ  of  audita  querela:  Powell  on  Appellate  Pro- 
ceedings, 377 ;  Freeman  Judg.,  $95;  Hilliard  on  New  Trial,  764;  15  Am.  D.,  695-696,  n. 
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CHAPTER  IV. 

OF    FORTHCOMING   BONDS. 

Section. 
3672.  Forthcoming  bonds  may  be  taken. 
3673.  All  bonds  to  officers  good. 

Section. 
3674.  Shall  not  prejudice  plaintiffs. 

tffce^^**^-*-  £a       §3672.  (3622.)  (3598.)  When  forthcoming  bond  may  be  given.     When  an 
/  Jl^  execution  shall  be  levied  on  personal  property,  and  an  illegality  filed 

JtZ^^&JP^         'thereto  as  provided  by  this  Code,  and  the  party  filing  such  illegality 
//</,  Jff£-3i  desires  to  take  or  keep  possession  of  such  property,  he  shall  deliver  to 
/  '  the  Sheriff,  or  other  levying  officer,,  a  bond,  payable  to  the  levying  officer, 

with  good  security,  in  a  sum  equal  to  double  the  value  of  the  property 
so  levied  upon,  to  be  judged  of  by  the  levying  officer,  conditioned  for 
the  delivery  of  the  property  levied  upon  at  the  time  and  place  of  sale, 
in  the  event  that  such  illegality  shall  be  dismissed  by  the  Court  or 
withdrawn,  which  bond  shall  be  recoverable  in  any  Court  having  cogni- 

zance thereof. 

When  not  necessary  on  foreclosure  of  factor's  lien,  unless  to  replevy  the  property  : 
52  Ga.,  396.  When  not  necessary  under  sections  3664  and  3672,.  unless  to  keep  posses- 

sion of  the  property  :  53  Ga.,  43.  That  failure  of,  to  give  replevy  or  forthcoming  bond, 
no  ground  to  dismiss  illegality:  53  Ga.,  569.  Evidence  under  suit  on  forthcoming 
bond :  54  Ga.,  581.     Section  cited  :  63  Ga.,  520. 

§3673.  (3623.)  (3599.)  Bonds  taken  by  officers  valid.     All  bonds  taken 
Act  of  1829,  by  the  Sheriffs  or  other  executing  officers,  from  the  defendants  in  exe- 
c.  p.  534.     cution,  for  the  delivery  of  property  (on  the  day  of  sale  or  any  other  time) 

which  they  may  have  levied  on  by  virtue  of  any  fi.  fa.,  or  other  legal 
process  from  any  Court,  shall  be  good  and  valid  in  law,  and  recoverable 
in  any  Court  in  this  State  having  jurisdiction  thereof. 

§3674.  (3624.)  (3600.)  Rights  of  plaintiffs  not  affected.  No  bond  taken 
Act  of  1829,  in  conformity  with  the  previous  section  shall,  in  any  case,  prejudice 
c.  p.  535.  or  affect  the  rights  of  plaintiff  in  execution,  but  shall  relate  to,  and  have 

affect  alone  between  the  officer  to  whom  it  is  given  and  the  defendant 
in  execution ;  and  such  officer  shall,  in  no  case,  excuse  himself  for  not 
having  made  the  money  on  an  execution  by  having  taken  such  bond, 
but  shall  be  liable  to  be  ruled  as  now  prescribed  by  law. 

General  Note. — In  action  on  forthcoming  bond  need  not  prove  personal  demand: 
6  Ga.,  260.  A  plea  of  tender  of  property  on  day  of  sale  in  suit  on  this  bond  :  9  Ga.,  42. 
As  to  bond  by  agent  for  forthcoming  of  property:  9  Ga.,  208.  Where  not  excused 
under  the  forthcoming  bond  from  producing  a  slave  who  ran  away  :  17  Ga.,  72.  Under 
an  attachment  proceeding  to  produce  the  property  :  25  Ga.,  381.  Where  might  sue  on 
the  bond  and  show  mistake  in  the  name  :  26  Ga.,  228.  The  execution  on  which  levy 
made  indispensable  evidence  in  suit  on  the  bond,  and  as  to  variance:  29  Ga.,  427. 
Forfeited  unless  the  property  delivered  on  day  of  sale  within  sale  hours:  29  Ga.,  110. 
In  case  of  trover :  25  Ga.,  361.  Where  forthcoming  bond  by  claimant  dispenses  with  re- 
advertisement  when  claim  dismissed:  55  Ga.,  606.  Where  replevy  of  property  attached 

II  was  notice  and  service,  but  did  not  bind  one  to  appear  and  plead  out  of  his  county :  54 
Ga.,  576. 

General  Note  on  Chapter  IV. — Sureties  on  forthcoming  bonds  :  Brandt  on  S.  and 
G.,  #405.  What  defenses  may  be  made  by  obligors  in  forthcoming  bonds:  25  Am.  D., 
429-430,  n. 
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CHAPTER  I. 

OF    COSTS   IN    CIVIL    CASES. 

Article  1. — How  Taxed. 
Article  2. — How  Collected. 

ARTICLE  I. 

how   taxed. 

Section. 
3680.  Costs  in  slander  cases. 
3681.  Costs  in  personal  actions. 
3682.  Costs  of  witnesses. 
3683.  Revenue  stamps,  how  taxed. 

Section. 
3675.  Party  failing,  liable  for  costs. 
3676.  Attorney  liable  for  neglect. 
3677.  When  liable  in  other  cases. 
3678.  Cost,  when  recovery  less  than  $50. 
3679.  When  costs  to  be  paid  in  advance, 

§3675.  (3625.)  (3601.)    Who  shall  pay  costs.     In  all  civil  cases,  in  any 
of  the  Courts  of  this  State  (except  as  provided  for  by  this  Code),  the  party 
who  shall  discontinue,  fail,  or  be  cast  in  such  suit,  shall  be  liable  for 
the  costs  thereof. 

Meaning  of  costs:  33  Ga.,  531.  When  do  not  include  attorney  fees:  56  Ga.,  264. 
Where  parties  proceeding  for  abatement  of  a  mill-dam  as  a  nuisance  were  thrown  in 
the  costs  by  the  verdict  of  the  jury:  41  Ga.,  135-136.  Party  who  fails  has  to  pay  costs 
generally:  41  Ga.,  81.  Where  no  costs  allowed  against  defendant  in  error  complying 
with  writing  off  of  partition  of  the  verdict:  46  Ga.,  454.  Making  motion  for  new  trial 
by  plaintiff,  and  withdrawing  it  to  save  attorney  fees,  does  not  protect  him  from  costs: 

58  Ga.,  267.  Judgment  for  costs  against  adverse  party  where  appellant  from  Justice's 
to  Superior  Court  gains  the  case:  60  Ga.,  218. 

§3676.  (3626.)  (3602.)  Attorney  liable  for  costs  when  negligent.     If  any  Act  of  1799, 

plaintiff  shall  be  non-suited,  or  cast,  by  reason  of  the  willful  neglect  or  <*  p-  505- 
misconduct  of  his  attorney,  such  attorney  shall  be  liable  for  the  costs 
which  may  have  accrued  in  such  case ;   and  in  like  manner,  if  any 
defendant  shall  be  cast  by  reason  of  the  willful  neglect  or  misconduct 
of  his  attorney,  such  attorney  shall  be  liable  for  the  costs  thereof. 

§3677.  (3627.)  (3603.)  Attorney  liable  when  client  is  non-resident.    When  Act  of  1812, 
any  attorney  shall  institute  a  suit  in  any  of  the  Courts  of  this  State  for  S'<f  o?0i*889 
any  person  who  resides  out  of  this  State,  such  attorney  shall  be  liable  c.  p.  507. 
to  pay  all  costs  of  the  officers  of  Court  in  case  such  suit  shall  be  dis- 

missed, or  the  plaintiff  be  cast  in  his  suit. 
Where  attorney  liable  for  costs  for  non-resident  client :  15  Ga.,  402  ;  32/383  ;  33/516. 

Where  attorney  was  incompetent  as  witness  for  non-resident  client,  being  liable  for 
costs:  30  Ga.,  822. 

§3678.  (3628.)  (3604.)  Costs  when  recovery  is  less  than  fifty  dollars.  When  Act  of  isoo 
any  action  ex  contractu  shall  be  brought  to  the  Superior  Court,  and  the  c-  p-505- 
verdict  of  the  jury,  unreduced  by  matter  of  set-off  or  payment  pending 

60 
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the  action,  shall  be  for  a  sum  under  fifty  dollars,  the  defendant  shall  not 
be  charged  with  more  costs  than  would  have  necessarily  accrued  if  such 
case  had  been  before  a  Justice  of  the  Peace;  and  the  remainder  of  the 
Court  charges  shall  be  paid  by  the  plaintiff,  and  may  be  retained  out 
of  the  sum  recovered  by  the  plaintiff,  and,  if  that  is  insufficient,  judg- 

ment shall  be  entered  by  the  Court  against  such  plaintiff  for  the  bal- ance. 

Liability  of  defendant  for  costs:  19  Ga.,  549. 

§3679.  (3629.)  (3605.)  Costs  payable  in  advance,  ivhen.  When  the  plain- 
tiff and  his  attorney  both  reside  outside  of  the  limits  of  this  State,  the 

proper  officers  may  demand  their  full  costs  before  they  shall  be  bound 
to  perform  any  service  in  any  cause  about  to  be  commenced  by  such 
non-resident  attorney  or  plaintiff. 

§3680.  (3630. )  (3606. )  No  more  costs  than  damages,  when.  In  all  actions 
Act  of  1767.  upon  the  case  for  slanderous  words,  in  any  Court  having  jurisdiction 
u.  p.  504.     of  the  same,  if  the  jury  shall  render  a  verdict  under  ten  dollars,  then 

the  plaintiff  in  such  action  shall  have  and  recover  no  more  costs  than 
damages. 

Verdict  for  "ten  cents  and  costs,"  no  more  costs  than  damages  :  5  Ga.,  452  ;  see  also 
lOGa.,500. 

Dudley,  176.  The  Court  should  instruct  the  jury  what  damages  will  carry  costs  :  20 
Am.  D.,  644,  647,  n. 

§3681.  (3631.)  .(3607.)  Costs  in  personal  actions.  In  actions  of  assault 
and  battery,  and  in  all  other  personal  actions,  wherein  the  jury  upon 
the  trial  thereof  shall  find  the  damages  to  be  less  than  ten  dollars,  the 
plaintiff  shall  recover  no  more  costs  than  damages,  unless  the  Judge, 
at  the  trial  thereof,  shall  find  and  certify  on  the  record  that  an  aggra- 

vated assault  and  battery  was  proved. 
As  to  actions  for  injuries  to  personal  property  being  within  provisions  of  22  and  23 

Charles  2d:  11  Ga.,  137. 

§3682.  (3632.)  (3608.)  Costs  of  witnesses  of  adverse  party.  No  part}^ 
Act  of  1799,  plaintiff  or  defendant  shall  be  liable  for  the  costs  of  any  witness  of  the 
c.  p.  277.  adverse  party,  unless  such  witness  was  subpoenaed,  sworn,  and  exam- 

ined," on  the  trial  of  said  cause  (or  the  plaintiff  voluntarily  dismisses 
his  cause  before  trial),  and  no  party  shall  be  liable  for  the  costs  of  more 
than  two  witnesses  to  the  same  point,  unless  the  Court  shall  certify 
that  the  question  at  issue  was  of  such  a  character  as  rendered  a  greater 
number  of  witnesses  necessary  to  a  single  point. 

No  costs  for  witness  unless  sworn  :  10  Ga.,  443.  Witness  rejected  for  incompetency, 
costs  collected  from  party  subpoenaing  him:  27  Ga.,  346.  Where  nunc  pro  tunc  judg- 

ment for  costs  refused  :  42  Ga.,  187. 

See  notes  to  §#3842,  3851.  aSimilar  statute  construed  not  to  apply  where  the  neces- 
sity of  examining  the  witnesses  was  only  obviated  by  the  admissions  of  the  opposite  party 

or  the  decisions  of  the  Court:  27  Am.  D.  659.  When  witnesses  have  been  examined 
by  interrogatories  :  6  C.  L.  J.,  82. 

§3683.  (3633.)  Revenue  stamps  taxed  as  costs.     [The  amount  of  all  rev- 
(&>  Acs  of  enue  stamps  used  upon  affidavits,  declarations,  bills,  judgments,  execu- 

l^'Si"9'    tions,  and  any  other  writ,  process,  order,  or  decree,  issued  by  any  Court 
of  this  State,  upon  which  a  revenue   stamp   has  to  be  used,  shall  be 
taxed  in  the  bill  of  costs  against  the  defendant,  in  all  cases  in  which 
the  defendant  is  cast  in  the  suit.]  (a.) 

General  Note  on  Costs. — Where  tender  is  made  :  Code,  §§2874,  2946 ;  24  Am.  R., 
100;  or  money  paid  into  Court:  11  Am.  D.,  549.  Amendments:  Code,  £3482.  Nom- 

inal damages  for  breach  of  contract  carries  cost :  Code,  #2946.  Against  administrator  : 
C  de,  §£3574,3622;  4  C.  L.  J.,  405  ;  Dudley,  1.  Appeal  cases  :  note  to  §3619.  Inequity: 
notes  to  £4210.  Full  note  on  subject  of  costs:  16  Am.  D.,  405-7.  Certiorari  against 
road  commissioners:  Dudley,  192.  If  a  plaintiff  accepts  payment  of  debt  sued  for,  he 
cannot  proceed  for  purposes  of  recovering  costs  :  17  Am.  R.,  494.  Costs  not  recover- 

able against  State:  32  Am.  R.,  810;  16  Am.  D.,  405,  n.  In  mandamus  cases:  1  C.  L. 
393.  In  quo  warranto:  24  Am  D.,  34,  n.  In  consolidated  cases  :  5  C.  L.  J.,  70.  Stenog- 

raphers' fees:  notes  to  §4696  (b). 
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ARTICLE   II. 

HOW    COLLECTED. 

Sectton. 
3684.  When  cost  demandable. 
3685.  Costs  included  in  judgment. 

Section. 
3686.  Plaintiff  liable— attorney  liable. 
3687.  Judgment  against  attorney  for  cost. 

§3684.  (3634.)  (3609.)  Costs,  when  payable.     The  manner  of  collecting  Act  of  ikh, 
costs  in  all  civil  cases,  in  any  of  the  Courts  of  this  State  (except  as  ac?oM842, 
otherwise  provided  in  this  Code)  shall  be  as  follows  :  The  several  offi- c-  p-  &ot. 
cers  of  Court  are  hereby  prohibited  from  demanding  the  costs  in  any  §3679. 
civil  case,  or  any  part  thereof,  until  after  judgment  in  the  same,  except 
as  provided  in  the  case  of  non-resident  plaintiffs  and  attorneys. 

When  clerk  entitled  to  costs  out  of  fund  in  receiver's  hands:  55  Ga.,  547.  Where 
solicitor  only  entitled  to  costs  up  to  time  prisoner  escaped  :  57  Ga.,  332.  Clerk  entitled 
to  six  dollars  in  full  where  case  prosecuted  to  judgment :  53  Ga.,  294. 

§3685.  (3635.)  (3610.)  Costs,  how  taxed,  When  a  case  is  disposed  of,  (a>^  Acts  of 

the  costs  of  the  same,  including  fees  of  witnesses,  shall  be  included  in 1870,  p>  67 
the  judgment  against  the  party  dismissing,  being  non-suited  or  cast ; 
[and  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  clerk  of  any  Court  in  this  State,  and 
of  any  Justice  of  the  Peace,  or  other  officer  who  may  issue  an  execu- 

tion, to  indorse  on  said  execution  at  the  time  it  is  issued,  the  date  and 
amount  of  the  judgment,  the  items  of  the  bill  of  cost  (written  in  words) 
and  the  amount  of  each  item  distinctly  stated  in  figures  ;  and  no  costs, 
or  items  of  costs,  shall  in  any  case  be  demanded  by  any  such  officer 
which  are  not  itemized  and  indorsed  as  herein  provided.]  (a.) 

Not  one  dollar  to  clerk  for  entering  case  on  motion  docket :  30  Ga.,  938-939.  Not  all 
on  defendant  on  refusal  of  motion  to  dissolve  an  injunction:  30  Ga.,  506.  Section  re- 

ferred to  :  58  Ga.,  267. 

§3686.  (3636.)  (3611.)  Plaintiff  pays  on  return  of  nulla  bona.     If  the  Act  of  1 842, 

plaintiff  should  recover  a  judgment  against  the  defendant,  and  execu-0,  p-507- 
tion  issues  thereon,  and  the  executing  officer  shall  return  the  same, 

"  No  propert}^  to  be  found,"  a  fi.  fa.  may  issue  against  such  plaintiff  for 
the  purpose  of  making  said  cost  out   of  him;  and  if  the  plaintiff  re- 

sides out  of  the  State,  the  fi.  fa.  shall  issue  against  the  attorney  also. 
Where  cost  fi.  fas.  against  administrator  could  not  be  levied  on  distributive  share 

in  hands  of  legatee  :  16  Ga.,  190.  Where  party  complaining  of  error  should  pay  costs 
up  to  time  of  filing  his  exceptions  :  21  Ga.,  381.  Where  money  in  hands  of  Sheriff  for 
one  firm  not  to  be  appropriated  for  costs  due  by  another  firm:  27  Ga.,  496.  Where 
Sheriff  might  enter  up  judgment  for  costs  against  plaintiff  without  an  action  :  37  Ga., 
604.  Where  Sheriff  not  liable  for  executing^,  fas.  for  costs  apparently  regular:  37 
Ga.,  636  ;  see  33  Ga.,  516-517.  As  to  costs  fi.  fas.  issued  by  Ordinary,  see  Acts  of  1855-6, 
p.  147,  and  of  1858,  p.  57. 

§3687.  (3637.)  (3612.)  Execution  against  attorney  for  costs.  In  all  cases 
in  which  it  is  made  to  appear  that  an  attorney  is  liable  for  costs  by  the 
provisions  of  this  Code,  the  Court  shall,  on  motion,  order  a  judgment 
and  execution  against  him  for  the  same. 

General  Note. — Where  plaintiff  liable  to  "pay  costs  of  Sheriff's  imprisonment :  6 Ga.,  575.  Where  writ  of  error  in  Supreme  Court  not  dismissed  because  record  does  not 
show  costs  have  been  paid  below:  6  Ga.,  587.  Clerk  of  Superior  Court  not  entitled  to 
demand  costs  before  transmitting  record  to  Supreme  Court:  12  Ga.,  618;  65/169-170; 
and  see  21  Ga.,  381.  Party  cast  in  Supreme  Court  liable  for  costs  in  that  Court,  and 
succeeding  Superior  Court  cannot  recover  them  back :  25  Ga.,  604.  A  retaxing  of  costs 
ordered  by  Superior  Court  of  its  clerk:  25  Ga.,  604.  As  to  costs  in  divorce  cases:  29 
Ga.,  283-284.  Costs  awarded  by  Supreme  Court:  32  Ga.,  499-501.  Cost  not  collectable 
in  criminal  cases  until -after  conviction  :  33  Ga.,  338.  Plaintiff  in  error  still  pays  costs 
where  defendant  in  error  writes  off  from  the  verdict:  46 Ga.,  454.  As  to  costs  in  Su- 

preme Court:  56Ga.,456;  59/196;  25/601.  Costs  due  Ordinary  to  be  paid  before  credi- 
tors, and  before  estate  distributed:  64  Ga.,  729. 
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FEES   OF    OFFICERS   OF    COURT. 

■&4r&~*£ryys.  «p? 

Section. 
3688.  Fees  of  Clerk  of  Supreme  Court. 
36^9.  Judges  may  increase  or  diminish. 
36i)0.  Fees  of  Sheriff  of  Supreme  Court. 
3691.  Contingent  expenses  of  Supreme  Court. 
3692.  Contingent  expenses  of  Superior  CoUrt. 
3693.  Taking  down  evidence. 
3694.  Fees  of  Ordinary. 
3695.  Fees  of  Clerks  of  Superior  Courts. 
3696.  Fees  of  Sheriffs. 
3697.  Extra  compensation. 

Fees  of  jailers. 
Fees  of  Justices  of  the  Peace. 
Fees  of  constables, 
(a.)  Penalty  for  taking  illegal  fees, 
(b. )  Fee-bill  to  be  posted  in  office. 

3698. 
3699. 
3700. 
3700. 
3700. 

Section. 
3701.  Fees  of  coroners. 
3702.  Fees  of  county  surveyors. 
3703.  Fees  of  county  treasurers. 
3704.  Fees  of  Notaries  Public. 
3704.  (a  )  Fees  for  advertising. 
«704.  (b.)  Extortion. 
H704.  (c.)  Officer  to  make  contracts. 
3704.  (d.)  Officer  to  have  no  commissions. 
3705.  Fees  not  to  be  charged  to  the  State. 
«706.  Statement  of  fees  may  be  demanded. 
^707.  Charging  fees  unlawfully. 
3708.  Table  of  fees  to  be  kept  in  office. 
3709.  Treble  costs,  suits  against  officers. 
3710.  Dismissal  from  office. 

.251. 

.3222. 

'  /    J  ACt  01  1* 

>^W,  C.  p.  358. 

§3688.  (3638.)  (3613.)  Fees  of  Clerk  of  Supreme  Court.  The  Clerk  of  the 
Supreme  Court  is  entitled  to  the  following  fees,  to-wit : 

t(a)  Acts  of   [For  each  case  entered  and  carried  to  judgment   $6  00 

1865-6,  p.        For  recording  opinion    6  00 
For  remitter,  including  certificate  and  seal    2  00]  (a) 

Where  cross-bills  of  exceptions,  clerk  entitled  to  tax  full  costs  in  each  case :  55 
Ga.,  639. 

§3689.  (3639.)  (3614.)  Judges  may  change  costs.  The  Judges  of  the  Su- 
preme Court  may,  on  application  of  any  practicing  attorne}^  of  the 

Court,  decrease  such  bill  of  costs,  or,  on  the  application  of  the  clerk,  in- 
crease it  or  add  other  items  thereto.  Due  notice  in  writing  must  be 

given  of  the  grounds  of  the  motion,  and  the  decision  announced  by  one 
of  the  Judges  in  open  Court. 

§3690.  (3640.)  (3615.)  Fee  of  Sheriff  of  Supreme  Court.  The  Sheriff  of 
the  Supreme  Court  is  entitled  to  the  fee  following,  to-wit  : 
For  each  case  entered  and  carried  to  judgment   $1  25 

Such  fee  must  be  charged  in  the  bill  of  costs,  collected  by  the  clerk, 
and  paid  to  the  Sheriff. 

§3691.  (3641.)  (3616.)  Contingent  expenses  of  Supreme  Court.  Any  con- 
tingent expenses  incurred  in  holding  the  several  sessions  of  the  Su- 

preme Court,  for  lights,  fuel,  rent,  and  stationery,  etc.,  shall  be  paid  to 
the  clerk  of  said  Court  out  of  the  State  treasury,  on  the  certificate  of 
the  Judges  thereof  as  to  the  necessity  and  fact  of  such  expenditure. 

§3692.  (3642.)  (3617.)  Contingent  expenses  of  Superior  Court.  Any  con- 
tingent expenses  incurred  in  holding  any  session  of  the  Superior  Court, 

including  the  above  and  similar  items,  such  as  taking  down  testimony 
in  cases  of  felony,  etc.,  shall  be  paid  out  of  the  county  treasurjr  of  such 
county,  upon  the  certificate  of  the  Judge  of  the  Superior  Court,  and 
without  further  order. 

§3693.  Fee  for  taking  down  evidence  in  cases  of  felony.  [The  compensa- 
te) Acts  of  tion  to  be  paid  for  taking  down,  in  writing,  the  evidence  offered  in 

1871-2,  p.  46.  cageg  0f  feiony  before  the  Superior  Courts,  shall  be  such  reasonable 
compensation  as  the  Judges  of  said  Superior  Courts  may  determine  in 
their  discretion  to  be  due  for  services  so  rendered],  (a.) 

§3694.  (3643.)  (3618.)  Fees  of  Ordinary.  The  Ordinaries  are  entitled 
to  the  following  fees,  to-wit : >J*£  j6,  C.  p.  352. Act  of  1824, 

Acts  of  1851 
-2,  p.  97. 
Acts  of  1855 
-6,  p.  147, 
Acts  of  1857 

p.  49. 

For  receiving  application  and  granting  citation   $1  25 

For  taking  and  recording  administrator's  or  guardian's  bond    1  00 
For  issuing  letters  of  administration,  or  letters  testamentary    1  50 
For  recording  the  same         50 
For  copying  the  same        50 
For  signing  warrant  of  appraisment         50 
For  receiving  an  appraisment  or  sale  bill,  and  recording  the  same,  if  under 

five  hundred  dollars    1  00 
If  above  five  hundred  dollars,  and  under  two  thousand    1  25 
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If  above  two  thousand,  and  under  ten  thousand  dollars   $1  50 
If  above  ten  thousand,  and  under  twenty  thousand  dollars    1  75 
If  above  twenty  thousand  and  under  fifty  thousand  dollars    2  00 
If  above  fifty  thousand  dollars    2  50 
For  receiving  application  and  granting  letters  dismissory,  whole  service    5  00 
For  granting  citation  to  show  cause  why  administration  should  not  be  set  aside 

or  repealed    2  00 
For  entering  a  caveat  against  administration  being  granted  or  will  proven    1  25 
For  each  copy  of  caveat         50 
[For  signing  probate  of  will  or  codicil    1  25 
For  each  case  litigated  before  the  Ordinary  where  no  fees  are  prescribed    3  00 
For  issuing  commissions  to  examine  witnesses    1  25 
For  commission  to  have  one  year's  support  set  apart  to  widow,  minor  or minors    1  25 
For  recording  the  same    1  00 
For  examining  book  and  giving  extracts    1  00 
For  every  order  passed  where  no  fees  are  prescribed        50 
For  each  affidavit  when  no  case  is  pending         30 
For  every  service  required  and  performed,  for  which  no  fees  are  specified  fa)  Acts  of 

by  law,  the  same  fees  as  are  allowed  Clerks  of  the  Superior  Courts  for  sim-  arwi6'  PP' 
ilar  services,  or  for  a  like  amount  of  labor  ]  (a.)  ' 

For  every  marriage  license    1  50 
For  every  order  of  sale  of  land  or  other  property        50 
For  each  copy  of  the  same        25 
Eor  issuing  letters  of  guardianship    1  00 
For  recording  the  same         50 
For  rule  nisi,  in  each  case         50 
For  copy   25 
For  issuing  process  against  a  person  for  not  making  returns         50 
For  each  additional  copy        25 
For  each  subpoena        15 
For  examining  and  recording  returns  on  all  estates  not  worth  more  than  two 

thousand  dollars    1  00 
For  all  estates  worth  more  than  two,  and  not  more  than  five  thousand  dol- 
lars   1  25 

For  all  estates  worth  more  than  five,  and  not  over  ten  thousand  dollars    1  40 
For  all  estates  worth  more  than  ten  thousand  dollars    1  60 

For  recording  all  vouchers  accompanying  returns  of  administrators,  execu-  / 
tors,  and  guardians,  per  100  words       4&/fr  /fc%L  —  mt  <&/, 

For  recording  any  instrument  of  writing  not  mentioned,  per  100  words       *&2f/j*r 
For  proceedings  to  authorize  titles  to  be  made  to  lands  of  deceased  persons...  5  00     ' 
For  commission  to  freeholders  to  divide  estates    1  25 
For  each  certificate  and  seal        60 
For  entering  an  appeal  and  transmitting  the  proceedings  to  the  Superior 

Court    1  50 
For  filing  and  recording  an  official  bond    1  00 

[Item  47  of  section  (3643)  repealed  by  Acts  of  1872,  p.  64.] 
For  services  in  making  settlement  of  accounts  of  any  executor,  administra- 

tor, or  guardian,  as  prescribed  in  this  Code   10  00 
[For  every  estray  horse,  mule  or  ass,  for  every  legal  service  required    2  00 
For  every  bull,  ox  or  cow,  for  all  service  required    1  25 
For  every  goat,  hog,  or  sheep        30 
For  retailer's  bond    1  00 
For  retailer's  license    1  00 
For  copying  and  administering  oath  to  retailer        50 
For  each  peddler's  license    1  25 
For  filing  and  recording  each  bond  the  law  requires    1  00 
For  recording  marks  and  brands    . ...         50 
For  comparing  and  testing  weights  and  measures,  and  stamping  and  marking 

each         10](b.)(b)  Const.of 
[For  the  whole  service  in  setting  apart  a  homestead  of  realty  and  personalty,  lrf68<  Art.  11, 

when  not  litigated    7  00         Sec- 7- 
When  objections  or  demurrer  are  filed  and  heard,  in  addition  to  the  preced- 
ing   3  00](a.)<a)  Acts  of 

For  each  fi.  fa.  issued  by  him        60         1870>  P-  68- 

§.3695.  (3644.)  (3619.)  Fees  of  Clerks  of  Superior  Courts.     The  Clerks  Act  of  1792, 

of  the  Superior  Courts  of  this  State  shall  be  entitled  to  charge  and  t&£v- 353, 
collect  the  following  fees  for  official  duties  performed  by  them,  to-wit :  Actsofi857, 

IN   CIVIL   CASES. 

For  filing  and  docketing  suit   $2  00  Acts  of  1880 
For  copying  and  issuing  process    2  00  -1.  PP-  87, 
For  each  copy  after  first  copy        5088'  89- 
For  entering  verdict  or  judgment  on  minutes    2  00 
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For  filing  all  pleas  in  any  case   $    50 
For  recording  proceedings  in  civil  cases,  per  hundred  words        15 
For  issuing  fi.  fa        50 
For  entering  fi.  fa.  on  execution  docket         25 
For  each  subpoena  issued         15 
For  writ  of  partition  of  land  and  recording  proceedings  in  the  case    5  00 
For  exemplification  of  record  per  hundred  words         15 
For  recording  articles  of  partnership  under  law  rpgulating  limited  partnership,  5  00 
For  recording  incorporation  of  joint  stock  or  any  other  incorporated  company    5  00 
For  proceedings  to  forfeit  charter   10  00 
For  furnishing  and  certifying  any  bill  or  process,  order,  etc.,  for  publication    1  00 
For  recording  liens  and  mortgages  and  deeds  per  hundred  words        15 
For  trials  of  nuisances  and  recording  proceedings    5  00 
For  issuing  commissions  to  examine  witness    1  00 
For  recording  any  instrument  of  writing  not  specified,  per  one  hundred  words....       15 
For  recording  each  homestead  of  personalty,  per  one  hundred  words         15 

For  recording  each  petition  of  realty  and  personalty,  per  one  hundred'words         15 For  recording  plat  of  homestead    1  00 
For  each  certificate  of  record  of  homestead         50 
For  every  foreclosure  of  mortgage  on  personalty,  whole  service   :    3  00 
For  every  foreclosure  of  mortgage  on  realty,  whole  service    6  00 
For  every  claim  case    3  00 
For  every  illegality  case    3  00 
For  every  certiorari  case    3  00 
For  docketing  each  motion         50 

and  fifteen  cents  per  hundred  words  for  recording  motions. 
For  every  rule  versus  Sheriff  or  other  officer,  whole  service    3  00 
For  every  appeal  case,  whole  service    3  00 
For  every  appeal  case,  settled  before  verdict..    1  50 
For  recording  and  copying  proceedings  in  chancery  and  bills  of  exceptions  to  the 

Supreme  Court, per  one  hundred  words         15 
For  issuing  writ  of  injunction  in  equity    3  00 
For  issuing  writ  of  subpoena  inequity    2  00 
For  entering  remittitur  from  Supreme  Court    1  00 
For  certificate  and  seal,  each         50 
For  scire  facias  to  make  parties    1  50 
For  each  copy    1  00 
For  recording  order  on  minutes,  each        75 
For  issuing  jury  scrip,  each         10 
For  inspection  of  books,  when  their  aid  is  required         25 

For  each  day's  service  in  attending  upon  the  Court    3  00 
For  change  of  name,  recording  proceedings    5  00 
For  examination  of  record  and  abstract  of  result    1  50 
For  declaration  of  intention  to  become  a  citizen  of  the  United  States    2  50 

For  recording  and  taking  oath  to  become  a  citizen  upon  minutes,  including  certifi- 
cate of  naturalization    2  50 

Section  referred  to  and  construed  :  51  Ga.,  393.  Not  entitled  to  more  than  six  dollars 
costs  in  suit  prosecuted  to  judgment,  which  includes  recording  of  the  proceedings:  53 
Ga.,  294.  Appeal  cases  consolidated  by  consent  in  Superior  Court,  clerk  entitled  to 
costs  in  each  case  :  61  Ga.,  95. 

IN  CRIMINAL  CASES. 

For  service  in  docketing  and  entering  bills  of  indictment  or  presentments  on  min- 
utes in  case  of  nolle  prosequi   $3  00 

For  service  in  said  cases  where  defendant  is  tried  or  pleads  guilty  or  there  is  a  set- 
tlement   6  00 

For  transcribing  and  recording  evidence  in  State  cases,  per  one  hundred  words        15 
For  recording  forfeiture  of  bond  on  minutes    1  00 
For  issuing  scire  facias  after  forfeiture,  original    1  50 
For  each  copy    1  00 
For  each  subpoena         15 

Four  defendants  jointly  indicted  and  tried,  clerk  of  Court  only  entitled  to  five  dol- 
lars cost :  62  Ga.,  172. 

All  laws  and  parts  of  laws  in  conflict  with  this  section  are  hereby  re- 
pealed, but  no  statute  in  force  in  this  State  which  provides  compensa- 

tion for  Clerks  of  the  Superior  Court  for  discharge  of  a  duty  not  herein 
/  provided  for,  is  hereby  repealed. 

7&  of  K92,     §3696-  (36460  (3621.)  Fees  of  Sheriff.     The  Sheriffs  of  this  State  shall 
'350.  'be  entitled  to  charge  and  collect  the  following  fees  for  official  duties 

c.Cp°362840'  performed  by  them,  to-wit  : ACtS Of  1857,  IN   CIVIL  CASES. 
p  52. Actsof  1866,  For  serving  copy  of  a  process  and  returning  original,  per  copy   $  2  00 
P- 24.  If  suit  from  another  county  to  be  paid  in  advance       2  00 

jO-t^r-prC*-  C-&s4-**<t , /i*~/.  /•  /<rz> 
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For  summoning  each  witness    $    50  Act  of  1792, 

For  summoning  jury  and  attending  trial  to  assess  damages  for  right  of  way    5  00  C.  p.  3.')0. For  services  in  every  case  before  a  jury    1  25 
For  each  levy  on  fi.  fa    2  00 
For  search  and  return  of  null  a  bona    1  00 
For  serving  summons  of  garnishment,  or  rule  against  garnishee    1  00 
If  more  than  one,  for  each  additional  copy    1  00 
For  summoning  jury  to  try  case  of  nuisance    3  50 
For  summoning  juries  at  each  term  of  Superior  Court    10  00  Acts  of  1851 
For  commissions  on  sales  of  property  on  sums  of  fifty  dollars  or  less,  5  per  cent.  -2,  p.  -J0. 
On  excess  above  fifty  dollars  up  to  five  hundred  and  fifty  dollar,  2]4  per  cent.  .      . 
For  all  sums  exceeding  five  hundred  and  fifty  dollars  on  excess,  Vyi.     No  com-  -1b  90 

missions  shall  be  charged  unless  propertv  is  actually  sold.    
For  making  out  and  executing  titles  to  land    3  50 
If  presented  by  purchaser    1  00 
For  executing  bill  of  sale  to  personal  porperty,  when  demanded  by  purchaser...  ]  00 
For  forthcoming  bonds    1  00 
For  executing  process  against  tenant  holding  over  or  intruder  upon  land  to  dis- 

possess him    3  50 
For  taking  and  returning  counter-affidavit  when  summary  process  to  dispossess 

tenant  or  intruder  is  resisted    2  00 
For  settling  each  execution  in  his  hands,  settled  without  sale    2  00 

For  settling  execution  from  Justice's  Court    1  00 
For  keeping  a  horse  or  mule  per  day    50 
For  keeping  each  head  of  cattle  per  day    15 
For  keeping  each  head  of  sheep,  hogs,  or  goats  per  day    05 
For  levying  an  attachment    2  00 
For  following  property  out  of  county  with  attachment,  for  every  mile  going 

and  returning    •   05 
For  attendance  on  Superior  Courts,  not  to  exceed  20  days  per  annum,  per  day    5  00 
For  each  day  more  than  twenty    2  00 
For  attendance  on  Courts  of  Ordinary,  per  day    2  00 
For  attendance  at  elections  as  required  by  law,  each  day    2  Oo 
The  per  diem  for  attendance  on  Courts  and  elections,  and  service  in  summoning 

jurors  shall  bo  paid  by  the  county. 

Only  entitled  to  regular  fees,  although  brings  product  of  labor  of  property  levied  on 
into  Court:  29Ga.,142.  Commissions  of  Sheriff  for  levy  and  sale  was  regulated  by 
amount  of  the  execution  :  2  Ga. ,  268.     Was  not  by  amount  of  sales  :  19  Ga.,  165. 

Fees  for  keeping  property:  17  Am.  R.,  213;  4  C.  L.  J.,  598.  Sheriffs'  fees,  not  sub- 
ject to  contract:  4  C.  L.  J.,  598;  R.  M.  Char].,  23. 

IN   CRIMINAL   CASES. 

For  recommitting  prisoner  when  habeas  corpus  is  sought  for  his  relief    $1  25 
For  removing  a  prisoner  by  order  of  any  Court,  $2  00  per  day  and  actual  neces- 

sary expenses.  , 
For  summoning  a  prisoner  under  habeas  corpus  when  no  mileage  is  paid,  per  day.  2  00 
For  attending  a  person  taken  by  warrant  to  the  Judge's  chamber,  for  each  time.  1  25 
For  conducting  a  prisoner  before  a  Judge  or  Court,  to  and  from  jail    1  25 
For  executing  and  returning  a  bench  warrant    2  00 
For  apprehending  a  person  suspected,  if  committed  or  h  Id  to  bail    2  00 
For  each  person  not  exceeding  two,  who  may  be  employed  to  guard  a  prisoner 

to  and  from  jail,  per  day    1  50 
For  taking  bonds  in  criminal  cases    1  00 
For  executing  a  criminal    10  00 
For  executing  a  warrant  of  escape    1  00 

Where  Sheriff  not  entitled  to  costs  for  taking  four  appearance  bonds  in  criminal 
case:  62  Ga.,  172. 

Mileage  fees,  executing  criminals  and  for  guards  herein  provided, 
shall  be  paid  by  the  county,  and  no  criminal  cost  herein  provided  for 
shall  be  collectable  out  of  the  defendant,  until  after  conviction,  except 
costs  accruing  upon  forfeited  recognizances. 

Sheriffs  being  ex  officio  jailers,  shall  receive  the  following  fees  for  offi- 
cial duties  performed  by  them,  to-wit:  For  turning  key  on  receiving, 

discharging  or  conducting  a  prisoner  before  any  Court,  60  cents.*  For 
dieting  a  prisoner  confined  in  jail  on  any  ground  whatever,  such  fees  as 
may  be  fixed  by  the  Ordinary  or  commissioners  of  the  county  who  are 
invested  by  law  with  power  to  fix  said  fees.  Whenever  jail  fees  are 
chargeable  to  the  county,  the  same  shall  be  paid  monthly  :  Provided, 
nevertheless,  that  no  local  law  regulating  county  jails  or  fixing  salaries 

%  *See  Acts  of  1875,  p.  22,  as  to  fees  for  turning  key. 
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for  jailers,  or  their  fees,  shall  in  any  way  be  affected  or  repealed  by  this 
section. 

All  laws  and  parts  of  laws  in  conflict  with  this  section  be,  and  the 
same  are  hereby,  repealed,  except  that  no  statute  in  force  in  this  State 
which  provides  compensation  for  Sheriffs  for  discharge  of  a  duty  not 
herein  provided  for,  shall  be  hereby  repealed,  but  the  same  shall  con- 

tinue in  force,  and  except  that  no  local  law  shall  be  hereby  affected: 
Provided,  that  if  provisions  be  made  by  local  or  special  law  for  such 
special  compensation,  then  the  Sheriff  shall  not  be  entitled  to  compen- 

sation, both  under  this  section  and  under  such  local  or  special  law. 
General  Note  on  this  Section. — Not  authorized  to  charge  railroad  fare  as  costs 

where  arrests  criminal;  only  can  charge  mileage:  9  Ga.,  109.  Where  judgment  may 

he  entered  against  plaintiff  for  Sheriff's  cost  without  a  suit:  37  Ga.,  604.  Where 
Sheriff  not  entitled  to  costs  on  tax  fi.  fas.  unless  collected  from  defendant:  44  Ga.,  601. 

§3697.  Extra  compensation  to  officers,  how  allowed.  The  Ordinaries  of 
Acts  of  1880  this  State,  who  by  law  are  vested  with  the  management  of  the  county 

-1,  p'  2'  business,  and  for  whom  no  compensation  is  now  provided,  and  the Sheriffs  and  Clerks  of  the  Superior  Courts  for  public  services  in  relation 
to  which  existing  laws  provide  no  compensation,  shall  be  compensated 
as  follows,  to-wit :  Such  officers  shall  state  their  respective  claims  in 
writing,  and  make  affidavit  of  the  correctness  and  justice  thereof, 
which  so  made  out  and  verified,  shall  be  submitted  to  the  grand  juries 
of  the  Superior  Courts  of  the  respective  counties  at  the  spring  term, 
and  said  grand  juries  may,  in  their  discretion,  require  other  proof  of 
the  justice  and  correctness  cf  said  claims,  and  when  satisfied  that  such 
claims  are  just  and  correct,  may  allow  the  sum  claimed,  or  so  much 
thereof  as  they  may  deem  right  and  proper ;  and  when  so  allowed,  the 
Ordinary  of  such  county,  or  other  authority  levying  county  taxes,  shall 
assess  so  much  with  the  other  county  taxes  as  will  pay  the  same,  which, 
when  collected  and  paid  over  to  the  county  treasurer  of  such  county, 
shall  be  paid  by  him  to  the  parties  entitled  thereto,  without  further 
order,  he  taking  a  proper  receipt  therefor.  The  compensation  provided 
for  in  this  section  shall  be  in  full  of  all  compensation  of  said  officers 
for  such  services. 

See  53  Ga.,  393. 

§3698.  Superseded  by  latter  part  of  section  3696. 

y  §3699.  (3648)  (3623.)  Fees  of  Justices  of  the  Peace,  etc.     The  following 
-  •^M*t-6<.       shall  be  the  fees  for  Justices  of  the  Peace,  and  Notaries  Public  : 

fV.  S~vT  IN   CIVIL   CASES. 
For  each  original  summons   $    35 
For  affidavit  and  bond  to  obtain  attachment,  and  issuing  the  attachment    1  70 

Acts  of  1877  F°r  entering  up  judgment  in  each  case         35 

p.  83.  '  For  trial  of  case  when  same  is  litigated         35 
j  I  For  issuing  each  execution         35 

For  affidavit  to  obtain  possessory  warrant  and  making  out  the  same    1  25 
For  trying  same    2  00 

I  ,,  For  making  out  interrogatories  and  certifying  same    1  25 
For  making  out  recognizance  and  returning  same  to  Court         35 
For  each  subpoena  for  witness         15 
For  each  search  warrant  issued         75 
For  each  affidavit  when  there  is  no  cause  pending         30 
For  answering  every  writ  of  certiorari  to  Superior  Court        50 

Ii'j  For  presiding  at  a  trial  of  forcible  entry  or  detainer,  or  both — each  trial    1  00 For  presiding  at  a  trial  for  right  of  way    1  00 
I  j  For  issuing  a  rule  to  establish  lost  papers         35 

For  trying  the  same   l         35 
For  presiding  at  trial  of  nuisance    1  00 
For  witnessing  any  paper         25 
For  affidavit  and  bond  to  obtain  garnishment         75 
For  issuing  summons  of  garnishment         30 
For  each  additional  copy  of  garnishment         10 
For  settling  cases  before  judgment         25 
For  claim  affidavit  and  bond        50 
For  trying  the  same         35 
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For  entering  an  appeal  to  the  Superior  Court   $    50 
For  each  distress  warrant         75 
F  >r  taking  testimony  in  criminal  cases    1  25 
For  issuing  order  to  sell  perishable  property         25 
For  each  lien  foreclosed  and  placed  on  docket    1  00 
For  entering  appeal         30  Acts  of  1878 
For  drawing  jury  and  making  out  list         30-9,  p.  191. 
For  each  case  tried  by  said  jury         30 

IN    CRIMINAL   CASES. 

Foreach  criminal  warrant  issued  by  them   $1  25 
For  taking  examination  of  a  person  charged  with  a  criminal  offense    1  25 
For  examining  each  witness  in  criminal  cases         30 
For  making  out  a  commitment         35 

See  53  Ga,,  675;  also  28  Ga.,  462. 

§3700.  (3649.)  (3624.)  Fees  of  constables.     The  fees  of  constables  shall  Acts  of  1877, 
be  as  follows :  p-  84> 

For  serving  a  warrant,  summons  or  attachment   $  35 
For  serving  each  additional  copy    30 
For  copying  and  serving  each  original  summons    35 
For  summoning  each  witness    30 

For  attending  Court,  for  each  judgment  rendered  by  a  Justice  of  the  Peace  or  No- 
tary Public    35 

For  attending  each  trial  on  a  day  different  from  regular  Court  day    35 
For  levying  fi.  fa.,  and  advertising    35 
For  settlement  of  /£.  fa.  when  property  is  not  sold    30  Actsof  1877, 
For  return  of  nulla,  buna    30  P-  84- 
For  summoning  jury  on  inquest    1  00 
For  collecting  execution  issued  by  coroner    75 
For  keeping  a  horse,  mule,  ass  or  ox,  per  day    25 
For  each  head  of  neat  cattle,  per  day    05 
For  each  head  of  sheep,  goats,  or  hogs,  per  day    04 
For  all  sales  made  by  him,  amount  (?)  on  sales       Q\i 
For  attending  grand  jury,  per  day     1  00 
For  serving  warrant  in  criminal  cases    1  25 
For  keeping  and  maintaining  prisoner  before  examination,  not  exceeding  twenty- 

four  hours    75 

For  serving  rule  to  establish  lost  papers    35 
For  every  additional  copy    30 
For  following  property  with  attachments  out  of  county,  going  and  returning,  per 

mile    05 
For  levying  each  distress  warrant    50 
For  taking  bond  in  civil  cases    50 
For  taking  bond  incriminal  cases    1  00 
For  executing  search  warrant    75 
For  serving  garnishee    35 
For  each  additional  copy    25 
For  summoning  jury    50  Actsof  1878 
For  attending  trial  on  appeal    30  -9,  p.  191. 

§3700    (a.)  Penalty  for  demanding  or  taking  illegal  fees.     If  any  Justice  Acts  of  1877, 

of  the  Peace,  Notary  Public,  or  constable,  shall  demand  and  receive  any  p-  85- 
larger  or  other  fee  for  his  services  than  set  forth  in  the  foregoing  fee  §4707. 
bills,  he  shall  be  subject  to  all  the  pains  and  penalties  laid  down  in 
the  Code  for  the  collection  of  illegal  costs. 

§3700    (b.)  Fee  bill  to  be  posted  in  office.     Every  magistrate,  ex  officio  Acts  of  1874, 

Justice  of  the  Peace,  or  constable,  shall  keep  a  printed  or  plainly  writ-  p- 
ten  copy  of  this  fee  bill  posted  in  some  conspicuous  place  in  his  office, 
and  upon  failure  so  to  do,  or  upon  the  violation  of  any  part  of  this  and 
preceding  sections,  shall  be  deemed  guilty  of  malpractice,  and  subject  to 
the  penalties  and  punishment  prescribed  therefor. 

§3701.  (3650.)  (3625.)  Fees  of  coroners.  Coroners'  fees  are  as  follows,  to-  Act  of  1792, wit  •  c-  P-352. 
"    u  •  Acts  of  1859, 

For  summoning  an  inquest  on  a  dead  body  and  returning  an  inquisition   $10  00  P-  -°- 
For  furnishing  coffin  and  burial  expenses    15  00 
When  performing  the  duties  of  Sheriff,  his  fees  shall  be  the  same  as  a  Sheriff. 

Provided,,  That  no  coroner  in  the  State  of  Georgia  shall  receive  out  Actsof  1878 

of  the  county  treasury  of  any  county  in  this  State  more  than  fifteen  ~9'  p<  78' 
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hundred  dollars  per  annum,  either  as  fees  for  holding  inquests,  or  for 
burying  the  dead  bodies. 

§3702.  (3651.)   (3626.)  Fees  of  county  surveyors.     County  surveyors' fees 
c.  p.  350.     are  as  follows,  to-wit : 

For  surveying  a  town  lot  and  returning  a  certificate  thereof   $1  25 
For  surveying  a  tract  of  land  of  or  under  one  hundred  acres    3  50 
For  each  hundred  acres  after  the  first    1  00 
For  making  a  plat,  recording,  advertising,  and  transmitting  the  same  to  the 

Secretary  of-State's  office    1  25 
For  entering  a  caveat,  advertising,  and  giving  a  certified  copy  thereof    2  00 
For  attending  trial  of  the  same    1  00 
For  each  postponement,  to  be  paid  by  the  postponing  party         60 
For  recording  judgment  and  giving  certified  copy  thereof         60 
F<ir  entering  an  appeal  and  giving  certified  copy  thereof    1  25 
For  a  resurvey  of  land  by  order  of  Court,  of  or  under  one  hundred  acres,  for 

the  first  one  hundred  acres    3  50 
For  every  one  hundred  acres  after  the  first    1  00 
For  every  other  resurvey  of  the  same.....    1  00 

For  making  and  certifying  a  plat  thereof  and  transmitting  the  same*    1  25 
Running  line  between  counties,  districts,  ormakin  mew  lines  per  day,  he  furn- 

ishing the  chain-bearer  and  provisions    8  00 
(a)  Acts  of    [For  each  plat  of  homestead,  affidavit  and  return    5  00 
1870,  p.  68.      For  each  additional  plat  where  more  than  one  lot    3  00](a.) 

fie™      §3703.  (3652.)  (3627.)  Fees  of  County  Treasurers.     County  Treasurer's 
p.  20.  iees  are  as  follows,  to-wit : 

County  Treasurers,  in  the  several  counties  of  this  State,  are  entitled  to  receive  two 
and  one-half  per  cent,  commission  for  receiving,  and  two  and  one-half  per 
cent  commission  for  paying  out  all  sums  up  to  ten  thousand  dollars ;  and  one 
and  one-fourth  per  cent,  for  receiving,  and  one  and  one-fourth  per  cent,  for 
paying  out  the  exj^ess  over  ten  thpusand  dollars,  forreceivmg:  and  paying  out  ~ 

county  funds—  lW"*^r/'  U~  £c  <U*-*t*-o-  £ZL*—~  f  %J*r>-e>./ja  -/.  '\7    ' For  making  his  returns  to  the  grand  jury   f.   $1  00 
For  making  his  returns  to  the  Ordinary    1  00 

County  Treasurer  entitled  to  1XA  per  cent,  for  receiving  public  funds,  and  2%  for 
paying  out  the  same:  54  Ga.,  172.  252.  No  commissions  to  be  regained  by  County 
Treasurer  for  money  borrowed  without  authority  of  law  for  it:  60  Ga.,  556. 

Act  of  1792      §3704,  (36530  (3628.)  Fees   of  Notaries  Public.     The  fees  of  Notaries 

c.  p.  352'    '  Public  are  as  follows,  to-wit : 
For  every  protest,  oath  included   $2  00 
For  n  ot  i  ng  a  pro  test    1  00 
For  registering  a  protest  per  copy  sheet         10 
For  copy  of  a  protest  per  copy  sheet         10 
For  administering  an  oath  in  any  case         30 
For  each  attendance  on  any  person,  to  make  proof  as  a  Notary  Public,  and  certify- 

ing to  the  same    1  00 
For  every  other  certificate        50 

The  cost  of  registering  is  likewise  a  charge  against  the  party  noted 
and  protested,  and  must  be  charged  in  the  costs  at  the  same  time,  and 
paid  to  the  Notary  by  the  party  for  whose  benefit  the  noting  and  pro- 

testing was  done.  All  other  registering  must  be  paid  for  by  the  party 
who  has  the  service  performed.  The  fees  for  all  official  acts  which  the 
Notary  is  allowed  to  perform  are  the  same  as  those  prescribed  for  any 
other  officers  who  are  likewise  permitted  to  perform  them. 

§3704.  (a.)  Fees  for  advertising.  The  rates  to  be  allowed  to  publishers 
Acts  of  1878  for  publishing  legal  advertisements  in  this  State,  shall  be  as  follows: 

-9,  p.  8i.  "For  each  one  hundred  words  the  sum  of  seventy-five  cents  for  each  in- 
sertion for  the  first  four  insertions  ;  for  each  subsequent  insertion,  the 

sum  of  thirty-five  cents  per  hundred  words.  In  all  cases  fractional  parts 
shall  be  charged  for  at  the  same  rates,  and  it  shall  not  be  lawful  for  any 
Ordinary,  Sheriff,  Coroner,  Clerk,  Marshal,  or  other  officer,  to  receive  or 
collect  from  parties,  plaintiff  or  defendant,  other  or  greater  rates  than 
herein  set  forth." 

§3704.  (b.)  (3659.)  (3634.)  Extortion.  Any  Ordinary,  Sheriff,  Coroner, 
Acts  of  1878  Clerk,  Marshal,  or  other  officer  who  shall  receive,  collect,  or  demand  other 

-9  p.  8i.     and  greater  fees  for  advertising  than  are  provided  in  the  preceding  section 
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shall  be  guilty  of  extortion,  and,  upon  conviction  thereof,  shall  be  pun- 
ished as  prescribed  in  section  4310  of  the  Revised  Code. 

§3704.  (c.)  Officer-  to  make  contracts.  If  the  Ordinary,  Sheriff,  or  other  Acts  of  is?8 

officer,  is  unable  to  procure  the  advertisements  at  the  rates  herein  pres-  "(J'  p'  8L cribed  in  the  newspaper  published  in  the  county,  then  he  shall  be,  and 
is  hereby,  authorized  to  have  said  advertisements  published  in  any 
newspaper  in  this  State  having  the  largest  general  circulation  in  the 
county:  Provided,  said  rates  are  agreed  upon;  provided,  farther,  if  con- 

tracts cannot  be  made  with  newspapers  at  the  rates  aforesaid,  then  the 
Sheriff  and  Ordinary,  or  other  advertising  officers,  shall  post  their  ad- 

vertisements at  the  Court  House  and  in  a  public  place  in  each  militia 
district  in  the  county  for  the  length  of  time  required  by  law  for  adver- 

tising in  newspapers. 
§3704.  (d. )  Officer  to  have  no  commissions.  No  Ordinary,  Sheriff,  Coro-  Acts  of  1878 

ner,  Clerk,  Marshal,  or  other  officer  shall  demand  or  retain  any  part_9,p-  8L 
of  the  said  rates  prescribed  in  section  3704  (a.)  by  way  of  commissions, 
either  directly  or  indirectly ;  and  to  demand  or  retain  any  part  of  said 
rates  as  commissions,  either  directly  or  indirectly  shall  be  held  and 
deemed  extortion,  and  upon  conviction  thereof,  shall  be  punished  as 
prescribed  in  section  4310  of  this  Code  :  Provided,  that  this  and  the  three 
preceding  sections  shall  not  apply  to  any  contracts  already  made  by 
municipal  officers,  nor  shall  any  such  officer  be  liable  to  penalties  here- 

in provided  on  account  of  any  contract,  but  the  same  shall  be  controll- 
ed by  the  law  as  it  now  is. 
§3705.  (3654.)  (3629.)  Fees,  how  charged  to  State.  None  of  the  fees 

hereinbefore  expressed  shall  be  charged  to  the  State  for  failure  to  col- 
lect out  of  the  person  charged,  unless  otherwise  expressly  declared,  or 

in  their  nature  must  necessarily  be  so  paid. 
§3706.  (3655.)  (3630.)  Statement  of  fees  to  be  given,  when.  Every  public  Act  of  179?, 

officer  and  person  herein  mentioned,  their  deputy,  or  agent,  shall,  when  c-  p-356- 
required,  give  a  statement  of  the  fees  demanded,  and  a  receipt  for  the 
same,  to  any  person  paying  any  lawful  or  pretendedfeesof  office,  on  pain 
of  ten  dollars  for  every  such  neglect  or  refusal,  to  be  sued  for  within 
twelve  months,  and  recovered  by  the  person  paying  the  fees  and  mak- 

ing the  demand. 
§3707.  (3656.)  (3631.)  Forfeiture  for  excessive  charges.     If  such  officers  Act  of  1792, 

or  person  shall  take  or  demand  any  greater  fee  than  the  law  allows,  or  fee  c-  P- 356- 
for  services  not  performed,  he  forfeits  fifty  dollars,  to  be  sued  for  and  re- 

covered as  prescribed  in  the  preceding  section. 
§3708.  (3657.)  (3632.)   Table  of  fees  to  be  kept  in  office.     Every  public  Act  of  1792, 

officer  must  constantly  keep,  in  a  conspicuous  place  in  his  office,  or  place  c-  p- 3 -7- 
where  he  usually  executes  the  business  thereof,  a  table  of  his  fees,  in 
fair  words  and  figures,  and,  on  failure  to  do  so,  he  forfeits  one  dollar  per 
day  for  every  day  he  so  neglects,  to  be  recovered  at  the  suit  of  any  in- 

former, to  whom  the  whole  recovery  shall  go ;  [Provided,  that  every  pub-  (a)  Acts  of 
lie  officer  who  may  keep,  in  a  conspicious  place  in  his  office,  or  place  J870-  pp-68> 
where  he  usually  executes  the  business  thereof,  a  copy  of  the  Code  of 
Georgia  shall  be  held  and  construed  to  have  complied  with  the  re- 

quirements of  this  section.]     (a.) 
§3709.  (3658.)  (3633.)   Treble  costs  payable,  ichen.     When  public  offi-  Act  of  1792, 

cers  are  sued  on  account  of  the  provisions  of  this  Chapter,  and  there  is  c-  p-  35V- 
a  verdict  in  their  favor,  the  persons  suing  shall  pay  three  time  the  or- 

dinary costs. 
§3710.  (3659.  (3634.)  Penalty  for  improper  charges.     Any  public  officer  Act  of  1792, 

who  shall  charge  or  take  fees  not  allowed  by  law,  or  for  service  not  per- c-  p-  3o7- 
formed,  shall,  on  conviction  or  proof  thereof,  be  dismissed  from  office. 

As  to  ruling  Justice  of  the  Peace  for  money  he  collected  :  5  Ga,,  384.  Officers  exact- 
ing payment  of  costs  must  show  authority  of  law  for  it :  11  Ga.,  643. 
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TITLE  VIIL 

OF    NEW    TRIALS. 

CHAPTER  I. 

OF    NEW   TRIALS. 

Article  1. — By  whom  and  for  what  Causes  allowed. 
Article  2. — When,  where,  and  how  tried. 

ARTICLE    I. 

BY  WHOM,  AND  FOR  WHAT    CAUSES  ALLOWED. 

Section. 
3711.  What  Court  may  grant  new  trials. 
3712.  Superior  Court  may  correct  errors,  etc. 
3713.  Verdict  contrary  to  evidence. 
3714.  Evidence  illegally  admitted,  etc. 
3715.  Erroneous  charge  of  the  Court. 
3716.  Newly  discovered  evidence. 

Section. 
37 17.  Verdict  against  evidence. 
3718.  Judge  may  grant  on  other  grounds 
3719.  Application,  when  made. 
8720.  Another  Judge  may  grant. 
3721.  Motion  after  adjournment,  notice. 

New  trials  can §3711.  (3660.)  (3635.)  Superior  Court  only  can  grant. 

Act'of  1799  ̂e  granted  by  the  Superior  Courts  only.* C.  p.  503.  Stated:  6  Ga.,  174.     And  not  too  late  because  made  after  previous  motion  to  set 
aside  judgment  has  been  denied:  59  Ga.,  105. 

§3712.  (3661.)  (3636  )  Superior  Court  may  correct  errors,  etc.  The  sev- 
eral Superior  Courts  of  this  State  shall  have  power  to  correct  errors, 

and  grant  new  trials  in  any  cause  or  collateral  issue  depending  in  any 
of  the  said  Superior  Courts,  in  such  manner  and  under  such  rules  and 
regulations  as  they  may  establish  according  to  law  and  the  usages  and 
customs  of  Courts. 

Where  this  authority  will  be  controlled  by  Supreme  Court:  31  Ga.,  365.  Section 
referred  to  and  construed  :  49  Ga.,  343.  Where  new  trial  properly  granted,  verdict 
contrary  to  charge  of  Court :  49  Ga.,  622.  Where  could  not  set  aside  verdict  without 
brief  of  evidence  being  filed  :  50  Ga.,  595. 

§3713.  (3662.)  (3637.)    When  verdict  is  contrary  to  evidence.     In  an}^  case 
when  the  verdict  of  a  jury  is  found  contrary  to  evidence  and  the  prin- 

Actof  1799  ciples  of  justice  and  equity,  the  presiding  Judge  may  grant  a  new  trial 

c.  p.  503.    '  before  another  jury. Section  cited  and  construed:  45  Ga.,  543.  New  trial  not  granted  in  criminal  case 
unless  the  law  violated,  or  no  evidence  to  suport  verdict :  1  Ga.,  610 ;  2/1 ;  22/499  ;  35/75; 
60/258.  Discretion  controlled  where  verdict  supported  by  law  and  evidence :  43  Ga., 
Ga..  231,  395.  When  discretion  of  Court  in  granting  or  refusing  new  trial  not  con- 

trolled :  2  Ga..  173  ;  53/579 ;  43/12-80  ;  34/375  ;  7/436  ;  40/455.  New  trial  where  no  ev- 
idence, or  verdict  clearly  against  the  evidence :  4  Ga.,  428  ;  9/9  ;  13/320 ;  10/389  ;  11/461; 

41/94.  Conflicting  evidence,  a  mere  preponderance  of  evidence  against  the  verdict  not 
sufficient  for  new  trial :  14Ga.,41;  8/306;  29/365;  10/350;  12/229,235.  Where  verdict 
contrary  to  law  and  charge  of  the  Court,  new  trial  awarded  :  9  Ga.,  408  ;  4/193 ;  19/575. 
Where  contrary  to  lav/  and  evidence :  22  Ga.,  194,499;  30/1.  Where  verdict  so  con- 

trary to  weight  of  evidence  as  to  show  bias  of  jury,  and  demands  anew  trial:  11  Ga.,  461; 
15/565;  32/464;  13/444.  When  discretion  of  Courtas  to  when  preponderance  of  evidence 
not  controlled :  43  Ga.,  530;  16/27-30.  Verdict  of  jury  contrary  to  the  only  evidence 
on  the  point  to  which  their  rinding  had  reference :  14  Ga.,  118.  When  evidence  too 
slight  and  unsatisfactory  to  authorize  verdict :  17Ga.,228;  29/75;  24/428.  Wherever- 
diet  stronglv  and  decidedly  against  weight  of  evidence,  new  trial  granted  :  40  Ga.,  91 ; 
24/412;  20/652;  19/157,  417  ;  18/367;  36/362,  56;  26/438  ;  25/577.  When  not  :  32  Ga.,  474. 

-See  Section  317. 
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New  trial  when  verdict  not  supported  bv  the  evidence:  38  Ga.,  264,  574,  293;  21/314; 

19/432,575;  20/411;  31/737.  Justice  of  Peace's  Court :  22  Ga..  103.  Verdict  contrary 
to  evidence;  new  trial  awarded:  24  Ga.,  591 ;  21/69  ;  26/438  ;  30/285,  116;  22/582  ;  20/135, 
671 ;  28/491.  Where  damages  greater  than  warranted  by  the  evidence :  31  Ga.,  309. 
Where  there  was  sufficient  evidence  for  vindictive  damages:  54  Ga.,  224. 

Against  evidence:  1  Graham  &  W.,  362-405;  3/1203-1374. 

§3714.  (3663.)  (3638.)  Illegal  evidence  a  ground.     The  Superior  Courts  Acts  of  1858 

may  grant  new  trials  in  all  cases  when  any  material  evidence  may  be ~4,  p>  46, illegally  admitted  to,  or  illegally  withheld  from,  the  jury  against  the 
demand  of  the  applicant. 

No  new  trial  for  illegal  evidence  where  sufficient  testimony  outside  of  that  to  au- 
thorize verdict:  39  Ga.,  119;  23/292;  22/307:  11/331;  1/574;  14/43;  20/1,581;  10/209, 

253;  30/857;  60/258,  547.  Where  material  testimony  excluded:  30  Ga.,  220;  6/325; 
11/195;  47/492.  New  trial  for  illegal  evidence  admitted:  18  Ga.,  702;  44/124;  43/601; 
42/265;  40/529;  8/201.  New  trial  not  generally  granted  because  irrelevant  testimony 
admitted:  16  Ga.,  368.  Illegal  question  asked,  yet  if  answer  unexceptionable,  judg- 

ment will  not  be  reversed  :  11  Ga.,  124.  Not  for  illegal  evidence  suffered  to  go  before 
jury  without  objections:  25  Ga.,  144;  23/57;  51/470;  53/168-170;  9/9,121;  55/416; 
61/402;  19/294;  33/4;  26/465;  54/208;  39/708.  Where  immaterial  legal  evidence 
omitted  or  admitted,  no  ground  for  new  trial:  27  Ga.,  266;  14/657;  30/968;  33/459. 

1  Graham  &  W.,  237,  252;  2/603-682;  Hilliard  on  New  Tr.,  407  et  seg.  Allowing 
counsel  in  opening  to  read  documents  not  admissible  in  evidence  and  not  afterwards 
offered  is  ground  for  new  trial,  although  Court  tells  jury  to  disregard  such  papers  :  24 
Am.  R.,  575.  Motion  to  strike  out  testimony  of  surviving  party  to  contract,  received 
subject  to  such  motion,  must  be  made  at  close  of  his  examination  :  13  Am.  R.,  217.  A 
general  cross-examination  waives  the  objection  :  lb. — See  3  Whart.  Cr.  Law,  #3257. 

§3715.  (3664.)  (3639.)  For  erroneous  charge  to  jury,  etc.     A  new  trial  Acts  of  1853 

may  be  granted  in  all  cases  when  the  presiding  Judge  may  deliver  an-4,  p,46< 
erroneous  charge  to  the  jury  against  such  applicant  on  a  material  point,  Acts  °{,10878 

or  refuse  to  give  a  pertinent  legal  charge  in  the  language  requested,  ~  '  p' when  the  charge  so  requested  is  submitted  in  writing.     And  in  the 
trial  of  causes  in  any  of  the  Courts  of  this  State,  either  party  or  his 
counsel  may  make  a  written  request  to  the  Court  to  charge  the  jury 
at  any  time  before  the  jury  retires,  to  consider  of  their  verdict,  and 
without  submitting  the  same  to  the  counsel  of  the  opposite  party. 
Requests  to  the  Court  to  charge  the  jury  in  writing  may  be  made  in 
any  case,  and  at  any  time  before  beginning  the  charge. 

Ambiguity  in  remarks  of  Court,  effect  of :  14  Ga.,  137-142.  As  affecting  jury:  25 
Ga.,  184.  Must  show  injury  to  the  party :  32  Ga.,  640,  390.  Argument  cf  Court  as  to 
a  fact  in  criminal  case,  error  :  33  Ga.,  287.  Charge  should  not  be  argumentative:  58 
Ga.,  36.  Aspects  of  case,  duty  of  Court  to  charge  as  to  both,  etc. :  44  Ga.,  129,  174  ; 
19/285.  Counsel,  Court  can  comment  on  legal  positions  of:  4  Ga.,  294.  Damages, 
special,  in  slander,  when  charge  as  to,  was  error:  41  Ga.,538.  Data, when  sufficient  basis  of 
charge:  57  Ga.,  37.  Decisions  of  Supreme  Court  read  by  counsel,  and  charge  that 
is  law,  not  error  :  40  Ga.,  107.  When  error  not  to  charge  in  words  of,  in  writing:  44 
Ga.,  383.  When  reading  from,  wrong:  65  Ga.,  506.  When  not :  12  Ga.,  271.  Doubt, 
error  to  intimate,  as  to  competency  of  legal  testimony  :  5  Ga.,  86.  Reasonable,  errone- 

ous charge  as  to  :  10  Ga.,  101.  Duress,  charge  as  to,  not  error  in  this  case:  14  Ga.. 
403.  Error,  slight,  no  new  trial  for,  etc. :  57  Ga,,  479,  444;  50/143;  55/634;  60/138; 
29/136;  9/539.  Must  be  specially  set  forth,  etc.:  53  Ga,,  682;  60/82:  62/158;  24/604.  In  one 
particular,  yet  verdict  right :  41  Ga.,  187  ;  57/479.  Exceptions,  to  charge  by  party  to 
whom  it  was  more  favorable  than  the  law  warrants,  overruled:  15  Ga.,  205.  To  extra 
charge,  no  new  trial  unless  charge  wrong  as  a  whole  :  62  Ga.,  158.  Evidence,  charge 
sustained  if  justified  by:  21  Ga.,  221;  22/418;  44/46.  When  too  late  to  ask  Court  to 
charge  as  to  testimony  illegally  admitted  :  9  Ga.,  359.  As  to  discrimination  as  to  proof 
in  summing  up:  16  Ga.,  38;  18/697.  Restriction  of  jury  to  part  of  testimony  only, 
error:  11  Ga.,  286.  Error  for  Court  to  charge  there  is  conflict  of  evidence  when  it  is 
denied:  30  Ga.,  361.  Material  evidence,  error  to  charge  so  as  to  exclude:  38  Ga.,  252. 
Circumstantial,  defined  :  57  Ga.,  102.  Charge  that  the  law  writers  say  "  a  chain  of  cir- 

cumstances cannot  lie,  but  a  witness  may,"  error:  54  Ga.,  157.  Judge  should 
state  what  would  shift  onus  rather  than  when  it  is  shifted:  64  Ga,,  662. 
May  charge  on  secondary,  when  not  objected  to:  20  Ga.,  600.  As  to  charge  when 
there  is  conflict  of:  13  Ga.,  54,  46;  45/138.  Charge  sustained  if  some  evidence  sus- 

tains it:  18  Ga  13.     Charge  unauthorized  by  the  evidence  :  36  Ga.,  63.    Facts,  charge 

368;    63/456.      Not  error  to  decline  giving  charge   not    warranted   by:    13  Go.,  315, 
407;  15/205;  17/420,575;  18/411;  19/203;  22/237,  385,  399;  24/445, 454 ;  26/472 ;  30/22, 
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137 ;  32/453,  458  ;  34/330  ;  35/241 ;  37/497.  Misapprehension  of,  by  Court  calls  for  cor- 
rection :  11  Ga.,  338.  Immaterial  or  admitted,  on  which  there  is  no  issue,  statement 

of  the  Court  not  error :  30  Ga.,  426.  Error  for  Judge  to  charge  on  an  assumed  state  of : 
44  Ga.,  28;  61/359.  Homicide,  erroneous  charge  as  to  grades  of:  10  Ga.,  101.  Hypotheti- 

cal charge,  when  injurious,  error:  30  Ga.,  944.  Judgp  giving,  must  include  all  that 
might  be  important  to  defense,  etc. :  32  Ga.,  515.  Irrelevant,  charge  on  point  that  is, 
when  not  error  :  52  Ga.,  531.  When  portion  of  Code  charged  is:  63  Ga.,  427.  As  to 
law  thatls  irrelevant:  32  Ga.,  370;  33/50;  36/635.  Issue  made  by  pleadings,  law  ap- 

plicable to,  should  be  given  :  12  Ga.,  100.  Error  to  so  charge  jury  as  to  lead  their 
minds  from  :  15  Ga.,  277.  Jury,  if  style  of  charge  is  such  as  to  mislead,  new  trial: 
1  Ga.,  475;  30/241.  Not  mislead,  though  law  not  applicable,  no  new  trial:  41  Ga.,  263; 
33/207.  Charge  defective  that  keeps  jury  from  giving  due  weight  to  circumstances, 
etc.  :  17  Ga.,  498.  Charge  erroneous  that  draws  evidence  on  which  party  relies  from 
jury  :  24  Ga.,  506.  Duty  of  Court  to  reinstruct  jury  when  they  say  they  are  in  doubt : 
55  Ga.,  697.  To  tell  jury  they  should  not  differ  from  Court,  error  :  25  Ga.,  527.  Charge 

to  grand  jury  in  petit  jury's  presence  :  59  Ga.,  189.  That  jury  must  find  for  plaintiff, 
error:  21  Ga.,  301.  Charge  must  actually  mislead  jury  to  be  ground  for  new  trial: 
1  Ga.,  475  ;  10/429  ;  19/335;  30/133.  Law  of  the  case,  where  charge  and  refusal  mis- 

conceive :  44  Ga.,  251.  Judge  should  charge,  whether  asked  or  not:  17  Ga.,  444.  Law 
book,  Court  need  not  read  to  jury  when  handed  him:  58  Ga.,  78:  62/337.  Libel- 

lous, to  charge  words  alleged  in  declaration  are  not,  error :  44  Ga.,  383.  Mistake, 
charge  of  Court  being,  must  be  corrected:  30  Ga.,  721.  New  trial  granted  by  Supe- 

rior Court  because  of  failure  to  present  certain  law  to  jury,  and  reversed  by  Supreme 
Court:  44  Ga.,  139.  New  trial  granted  where  jury  found  against  charge:  52  Ga.,  408; 
9/408.  No  new  trial:  32  Ga.,  135,  420;  55/634,44.  Omission  to  charge  on  main 
point,  ground  for  new  trial:  30  Ga.,  102.  Accidental,  when  not:  37  Ga.,  102.  Charge 
not  full,  but  right  as  far  as  it  went :  18  Ga.,  693.  When  not  full  enough,  additional 
should  be  asked  :  10  Ga.,  253  ;  13/34;  44/593;  48/545;  62/260.  Opinion,  Judge  should 
not  express,  on  what  has  been  proven:  54Ga.,229;  56/365.  Having  expressed,  new 
trial  ordered :  56  Ga.,  527.  Preliminary  remarks,  not  affecting  merits  of  cause, 
no  new  trial  for:  7  Ga.,  139.  Presumption  that  charge  was  erroneous,  when  :  56  Ga., 
596.  Is  that  charge  was  correct,  when  no  exceptions  :  57  Ga.,  92.  Part  performance, 
erroneous  charge  as  to :  43  Ga.,  576.  Recharging"  jury  in  criminal  case  must  be  in 
presence  of  prisoner:  4lGa.,484;  51/567.  When  Court  should  recharge:  55  Ga.,  697. 
Need  not  repeat  charge  :  17  Ga.,  351 ;  58/500.  Request  to  charge  must  be  in  writing: 
44  Ga.,  593;  56/554-5;  57/102;  62/260;  Gresham  vs.  Baugh,  Pamphlt.,  Sept.,  1880,  p. 
39.  As  to  reading  to  jury  :  19  Ga.,  404  ;  44/46;  38/304.  Refused  because  not  pertinent : 
42  Ga.,  290.  Specially,  on  material  fact  relied  on  by  party,  should  be  complied  with  : 
30  Ga.,  55;  20/523;  17/205;  9/151.  Should  be  granted  formallv.  when:  44  Ga.,  46. 
As  to  requests:  9  Ga.,  151;  12/294;  32/310;  60/319;  63/522;  62/306.  Refusal  of,  on 
ground  of  no  evidence  to  support  it  when  there  was,  error:  30  Ga.,  891.  Proper  practice 
not  to  read  to  jury  such  as  are  refused  :  56Ga.,  352.  In  inapt  words,  should  be  modi- 

fied: 15Ga..223;  54/70,  "If  testator  might  have  seen"  attestation,  refusal  of,  error 
in  this  case  :  36  Ga.,  625.  Refusal  of  written,  no  ground  for  new  trial :  58  Ga.,  606. 

No  request  made  on  trial  to  charge  jury  as  to  "notice,'' no  reason  for  granting  new 
trial :  38  Ca.,  631.  Not  shown  to  be  in  writing,  and  Court  charges  substantially  as  re- 

quested, not  error:  62  Ga.,  306.  Refused,  should  not  be  read  to  jury  :  60/484;'  57/362; 56/352.  Oral  request  refused,  when  :  28  Ga.,  200;  38/304 :  54/231;  47/101.  Written,  should 
charge  substance  of:  14  Ga.,  286;  17/304;  44/209,  638;  48/293.  When  should  have  been 
given  without  qualification:  37  Ga.,  289;  10/101.  When  not:  15  Ga.,  223;  12/294; 
Petersburg  Insurance  Company  vs.  Manhattan  Insurance  Company,  Pamphlt.,  Feby., 

1881,  p.  33.  Supreme  Court,  allusions  to,  as  "jury  could  be  corrected,"  improper: 
8  Ga.,  258.  So,  "  if  the  Court  errs,  there  is  a  higher  tribunal :  24  Ga.,  161.  Surprise 
expressed  at  attempt  to  acquit,  objectionable  :  7  Ga.,  190.  Verdict  being  in  conform- 

ity with  erroneous  charge,  new  trial:  26  Ga.,  701.  That  verdict  is  contrary  to  charge, 
and  charge  not  sent  up,  that  ground  not  considered  :  28  Ga.,  186.  Not  affected  by  er- 

roneous charge,  no  new  trial  :41  Ga.,  675.  When  verdict  in  accordance  with  charge,  and 
charge  on  controlling  question  right,  affirmed  :  33  Ga.,  98Suplt.  Verification  of  charge, 
etc.,  must  be  by  the  Court:  Gresham  vs.  Baugh,  Pamphlt.,  Sept.,  1880,  p.  39.  With- 

draw a  charge,  Court  may  at  instance  of  party  in  whose  favor  made:  24  Ga..530. 

"Witnesses,  credibility  of,  charge  as  to,  correct:  48  Ga.,  66.  As  to  calling  names of,  in  summing  up:  61  Ga.,  322. 

1  Graham  &  W.,  262,  317;  3/705-873;  Hilliard  on  New  Tr..  253  et  seq. ;  Wells  on 
Questions  of  Law  and  Pact,  287-475.  Mode  of  excepting :  Wells  Ques.  Law  and  Fact, 
616;  4  How.,  380;  5  Pet.,  190;  lBk.,209;  1  Wall. ,644;  7/132.  Affidavits  of  jurors  that 
they  misapprehended  charge  of  Court,  not  received  :  17  Am.  D.,  404.  Sending  written 
instruction  to  jury  room  with  copy  of  statute,  error :  12  Am.  R.,  200.  Need  not  give 
charge  in  exact  language  requested,  if  already  covered:  6  0.,  258;  3/291.  Immaterial 
comments  of  Court  upon  evidence:  6  0.,  424.  Court  not  bound  to  give  extracts  from 
text  books  copied  and  put  in  form  of  request:  6  0.,  424.  Court  need  not  charge  on  all 
the  points  raised  by  the  evidence:  19  Wall..  433.  Instructions  presented  as  a  whole 
may  be  refused  if  any  of  them  are  erroneous  :  13  0.,  71. — Fully  treated  in  treatise  by  Sey- 

mour D.  Thompson,  "Charging  the  Jury." — 3  Whart.  Crim.  Law,  §3247. 

§3716.  (3665.)  (3640.)  On  account  of  new  evidence.  A  new  trial  may 
be  granted  in  all  cases  when  any  material  evidence,  not  merely  cumu- 
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lative  in  its  character,  but  relating  to  new  and  material  facts,  shall  be  Actsonsss 

discovered  by  the  applicant  after  the  rendition  of  a  verdict  against  him,  "4'  p' 4'' 
and  shall  be  brought  to  the  notice  of  the  Court  within  the  time  now  §»• 
allowed  by  law  for  entering  a  motion  for  a  new  trial. 

For  new  trial  for  newly  discovered  evidence  there  must  be  due  diligence  and  it 
must  not  be  cumulative:  6  Ga.,  276  ;  3/310;  33/174.  diligence  must  have  been  used 
to  get  the  new  evidence  :  9  Ga.,4;  2(5/(584:  38/318.  Must  be  for  new,  unknown  evi- 

dence: 16  Ga.,  37;  37/195;  54/635.  For  which  diligence  used  to  obtain:  58  Ga.,591; 
24/32;  33/174.  Not  allowed  where  laches,  or  it  could  not  change  the  verdict:  22  Ga., 
76;  44/354;  59/856;  57/329;  60/601;  61/430;  6/276;  39/718;  48/163;  14/361;  41/657. 
Not  for  purpose  of  impeaching  character  andcieditof  witness:  13  Ga.,  513  ;  26/684; 
9/4;  59/391;  34/110;  39/718.  Where  granted  for  newly  discovered  evidence:  9  Ga., 
413;  33/281;  31/128,34.  Not  where  the  evidence  merely  cumulative  and  immaterial: 
40  Ga.,  237;  29/257;  37/459;  28/79;  33/50;  12/337;  44/354;  39/718.  Tn  equity  must 
have  been  ignorance  of  defense  at  law  which  was  inadequate  for  relief  and  diligence 
used  :  42  Ga.,  412;  32/294.  When  granted  for  new  evidence  must  showr  not  known  he- 
fore  :  39  Ga.,  678;  31/411;  12/500;  10/513;  42/462;  56/403;  30/137;  39/660;  28/576; 
61/183;  16/33;  17/418;  24/485;  37/195.  Due  diligence  not  used  to  get  it:  46  Ga.,  456; 
55/163;  54/303,  672;  59/856;  61/300.  Not  to  impeach  a  witness  :  34  Ga.,  110.  And  be 
not  cumulative  :  56  Ga.,  403  ;  40/657 ;  59/856  ;  60/619 ;  46/115  ;  37/459,  676  ;  34/1 ;  54/303 ; 
27/339.  And  be  material;  31  Ga.,  672;  37/195;  41/657;  54/311;  39/678;  34/565,  1,  78. 
When  affidavit  of  witness  by  whom  the  new  evidence  shown  should  be  produced  on 
motion  for  new  trial:  58  Ga.,  591;  30/137;  17/106;  57/329;  54/311;  61/475;  55/702; 
54/635;  12/461,  500.  As  to  amendment  of  motion  for  new  trial  by  the  further  ground 
of  newly  discovered  evidence  :  54  Ga.,  672.  Affidavit  of  counsel  alone  as  to  newly  dis- 

covered evidence  where  clients  live  out  of  the  county;  54  Ga.,  691.  Where  the  evi- 
dence not  newly  discovered,  and  new  trial  refused  :  55  Ga.,  163,  200. 

•1  Graham  &  W.,  463-496;  3/1015-1112;  Hilliard  on  New  Tr.,  491  et  seq. ;  12  Am.  D., 
143,  n.— 3  Whart.  Grim.  Law,  §3334. 

§3717.  (3666.)  (3641.)    When  the  verdict  is  against  evidence.     The  pre-  Acts  of  1853 
siding  Judge  may  exercise  a  sound  discretion  in  granting  or  refusing  ~4>  p-47- 
new  trials  in  cases   where  the  verdict  may  be  decidedly  and  strongly 
against  the  weight  of  evidence  although  there  may  appear  to  be  some 
slight  evidence  in  favor  of  the  finding. 

When  only  in  criminal  cases  where  no  evidence  :  22  Ga,,  499  ;  1/610.  -New  trial  only 
granted  on  this  ground  wiien  clear  and  strong  case  of  injustice  :  9  Ga.,  9.  When  ver- 

dict decidedly  and  strongly  against  the  weight  of  the  evidence  new  trial  granted  :  45 

Ga.,  546;  19/417';  20/652;  48/498;  41/208;  36/56,424;  15/565;  31/512;  57/560;  25/577; 39/359:  26/325,  438;  24/412.  Where  evidence  slight  and  unsatisfactory,  new  trial  :  38 
Ga.,  574,  293;  17/228.  Where  no  evidence,  or  verdict  clearly  against  evidence,  new 
trial:  26  Ga.,  524;  4/428;  36/280;  19/432.  Preponderance  of  evidence  against,  not  suf- 

ficient where  conflicting:  8  Ga.,306;  10/350;  14/287.  Where  no  evidence  to  sustain 
verdict:  11  Ga..  317.  And  no  law  :  16/487.  Granted  if  verdict  contrary  to  evidence: 
16/154  ;  24/591.  When  not :  21  Ga.,  261.  Verdict  sustained  if  by  any  calculation  il  could 
be  :  16  Ga.,  204  Where  verdict  not  sustained  by  any  view  of  the  evidence  and  is  against 
justice  :  33  Ga.,  494.  Only  by  motion  for  new  trial  will  the  verdict  be  inquired  into  as 
whether  contrary  to  the  evidence:  34  Ga.,  425.  Where  theie  was  sufficient  evidence 
in  a  suit  for  divorce  :  34  Ga.,  328.  No  new  trial  on  ground  verdict  contrary  to  evidence; 
when  sufficient  evidence  to  sustain  the  verdict:  32  Ga.,  474;  30/112.  New  trial  when 
verdict  decidedly  against  the  weight  of  the  evidence  :  31  Ga.,  198. 

§3718.  (3667.)  (3642.)  Judge  may  grant  on  other  grounds.  In  all  appli- 
cations for  a  new  trial  on  other  grounds,  not  provided  for  in  this  Code, 

the  presiding  Judge  must  exercise  a  sound  legal  discretion  in  granting 
or  refusing  the  same  according  to  the  provisions  of  the  common  law 
and  practice  of  the  Courts. 

Discretion  of  Judge  not  interfered  with  unless  law  violated,  or  no  evidence  :  1  Ga., 
610 ;  16/27  ;  24/412 ;  3/310 ;  36/595,  604  ;  7/436.  Less  disposed  to  control  discretion  of 
Court  below  when  new  trial  granted  than  when  refused  :  37  Ga.,  557  ;  35/271.  When 
discretion  not  controlled  where  Judge  refused  new  trial :  37  Ga.,  235.  Under  this  sec- 

tion a  new  trial  ought  to  be  granted  where  the  principles  of  justice  require  it :  45  Ga., 
543.  Where  several  grounds,  and  the  Court  grants  a  new  trial  wi thorn  stating  on 
which,  and  any  one  is  right,  his  discretion  notcontrolled  :  48  Ga.,  187.  Section  referred 
to  and  construed  :  49  Ga.,  16,  343 ;  50/297.  New  trial  for  improper  remarks  of  counsel : 
61  Ga.,  278.  But  discretion  in  refusing  a  new  trial  should  not  be  arbitrarily  exercised  : 
54  Ga,,  224 ;  31/365 ;  30/212.  When  discretion  of  Court  in  refusing  a  new  trial  will  not 
be  interfered  with  :  60  Ga.,  441 ;  63/708  ;  54/245. 

May  be  granted  for  abuse  of  privilege  of  counsel  in  addressing  jury :  28  Am.  R., 
338,  582.  Damages,  excessive  or  too  small:  1  Graham  &  W.,  410-453;  3/1113-1175; 
Mayne  on  Damages,  g§794-808;  Code,  §3067  ;  20  Am.  D.,  620.     Error  in  discretionary 
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matters:  Powell  on  Appellate  Proceedings,  164,  195,  321.  336;  Appendix,  note  IV.j 
398.  Jury,  irregularity  in  impannelling :  1  Graham  &  W.,  19-40.  Misconduct  of:  1 
Graham  &  W.,  63-126;  2/331,  478-594;  2L  Am.  R,  717,  n;  27/475,  n  ;  use  of  liquors:  9 
Am.  R.,  764,  n;  11/122;  1/302.  Summoning  and  drawing:  2  Graham  &  W.,  151-205. 
Disqualification:  2  Graham  &  W.,  206-287;  notes  to  §4681.  Bias  or  hostility  of:  2 
Granam  &  W.,  366 ;  24  Am.  D.,  616 ;  22  Am.  R.,  590 ;  note^  to  §4682.  Not  set  aside  for 
infancy  of  juror:  23  Am.  R.,  258.  Juror  who  would  be  incompetent  by  relationship 
to  a  party,  is  incompetent  for  same  relationship  to  counsel  whose  fees  depend  upon  re- 

covery :  36  Am.  R.,  128.  Communication  between  judge  and  jury,  after  retirement,  in 
absence  of  parties  and  counsel,  avoids  verdict,  although  counsel  subsequently  approved 
instruction  thus  submitted:  26  Am.  R.,  690.  Involuntary  separation  of  jury,  caused 
by  fire,  will  not  vitiate  verdict  in  civil  case  :  31  Am.  R.,  530.  Jury  consulting  diction- 

ary for  "wanton,"  and  using  it  in  verdict  for  "unintentional"  or  "careless,"  not 
ground  for  new  trial :  28  Am.  R.,  496.  Jury  drinking  intoxicating  liquors  while  delib- 

erating, not  fatal  unless  results  in  intoxicaton  or  other  improper  conduct:  33  Am.  R., 
506 ;  so  of  drinking  during  trial  and  before  submission  :  30  Am.  R.,  403 ;  consulting  atlas 
during  the  deliberations,  avoids  conviction  :  33  Am.  R.,  215.  Jury  may  not  try  exper- 

iments out  of  Court  as  to  foot-prints:  30  Am.  R.,  782;  involuntary  separation  of,  by 
reason  of  fire,  invalidates  conviction  :  28  Am.  R.,  409  :  handing  written  verdict  to  clerk 
in  recess,  by  consent,  temporary  separation  and  recall,  no  error :  30  Am.  R.,  496;  may 
be  discharged,  in  felony,  in  defendant's  absence,  after  deliberating  from  4  p.  m.  till  6 
a.  m.  :  27  Am.  R.,  137;  deliberating  from  12  p.  m..  Saturday,  till  6  p.  m.,  Sunday,  and 
then  discharged,  term  expiring  Saturday,  prisoner  released:  30  Am.  R.,  90.  Presence 
of  officer  in  jury-room  during  the  deliberations,  fatal  to  conviction:  36  Am.  R.,  438. 
— See  also  general  note  on  Juries.  Law,  verdict  against:  1  Graham  &  W.,  326-357; 
3/1176-1202.  Misconduct  of  successful  party  :  1  Graham  &  W.,  45-56  ;  2/288  ;  27  Am. 
D.,  475,  n;  16  Am.  R.,  454,  n.  Notice  of  trial,  want  of:  1  Graham  &  W.,  1-17;  2/136- 
150.  Surprise:  1  Graham  &  W.,  162-199;  3/874-1014;  18  Wall.,  342.  Verdict,  void: 
Note  to  §3559  ;  see  also  general  note  following  §3567.  Witnesses,  grounds  relating  to : 
1  Graham  &  W,  209-228.  In  action  for  slander,  Court  cannot  limit  number  of  wit- 

nesses as  to  plaintiff's  reputation  when  in  issue:  29  Am.  R.,  677. 

§3719.  (3668.)  (3643.)  Applications  to  be  made  during  term.  All  applica- 
tions for  a  new  trial,  except  in  extraordinary  cases,  must  be  made  during 

the  term  at  which  the  trial  was  had,  but  may  be  heard,  determined, 
and  returned  in  vacation. 

Rule  nisi  for  new  trial  should  be  applied  for  during  term  of  Court :  8  Ga.,  Ill ;  1/252. 
fudge  may  make  rules  for  new  trials  returnable  in  vacation :  4  Ga.,  157.  Rule  nisi 
granted  without  notice  to  opposite  party  as  to  twenty  days'  notice  and  amendments: 
21  Ga.,  214.  When  equity  will  interfere,  bat  there  should  be  diligence  by  application 
for  rule  nisi  during  the  term:  15  Ga.,  550.  Rule  nisi  submitted  to  the  Judge  by  con- 

sent :  21  Ga.,  464.  In  extraordinary  cases  rule  applied  for  after  expiration  of  the  term : 
23  Ga.,  493.  Brief  of  the  testimony  should  be  filed:  7  Ga.,  436.  Motion  in  arrest  of 
judgment  any  time  before  adjournment  of  Court:  4  Ga.,  101.  Should  be  prior  order  in 
term  time  to  support  motion  for  new  trial  at  chambers:  55  Ga.,  342;  60/57;  54/260. 
Section  referred  to  and  construed  :  49Ga.,227;  38/178-9.  Brief  of  evidence  agreed  on  by 
counsel  and  approved  by  Court  ordered  to  be  entered  on  minutes  but  neglected  to  be  by 
clerk,  yet  sufficient :  17  Ga.,  70.  Where  the  failure  to  file  brief  of  evidence  cured  :  30  Ga., 
249.  Brief  of  evidence  should  be  filed  under  revision  and  approval  of  the  Court :  5  Ga., 
399,     Consent  order  in  term  time  to  perfect  brief  of  evidence,  motion  for  new  trial 

ard  in  vacation  :  57  Ga.,  193  ;  59/626;  63/309.  When  motion  for  new  trial  has  been 
argued  it  is  too  late  to  move  to  dismiss  it  because  fixing  time  to  hear  it  was  run  run  out: 
57  Ga.,  607.  When  motion  to  be  heard  at  adjourned  term  but  was  not,  it  cannot  be 
heard  afterwards :  60  Ga.,  123.  Where  the  time  given  expired,  it  will  not  be  reinstated : 
60  Ga.,  335.  Presumed  Court  below  exercised  discretion  lawfully  as  to  postponement 
of  hearing  of  the  motion  and  filing  of  brief  of  evidence:  49  Ga.;  179. 

§3720.  (3669.)  (3644.)  Another  Judge  may  grant  new  trial.     A    Judge 
may  decide  a  motion  for  a  new  trial  who  did  not  try  the  case  either 
when  he  is  presiding  in  the  Court  in  which  the  motion  is  pending,  or 
when  he  is  named  in  the  rule. 

Stated  :  1  Ga.,  306.  Where  the  Judge  coming  into  office  could  not  rectify  the  failure 
to  agree  on  brief  of  the  evidence,  or  want  of  approval  of  the  preceding  Judge  :  38  Ga., 
594.  Successor  of  the  Judge  who  presided  at  the  trial  may  authenticate  to  Supreme 
Court  grounds  taken  before  himself,  in  motion  for  new  trial:  57  Ga.,  50:  see  also  49th 
Rule  of  Superior  Court. 

§3721.  (3670.)  (3645.)  Motion  made  after  adjournment  oj  Court.     Incase 
to  Acts  of  of  a  motion  for  a  new  trial  made  after  the  adjournment  of  the  Court, 
18/3,  p.  47.  gome  g00Ci  reason  must  be  shown  why  the  motion  was  not  made  during 

the  term,  which  shall*  be  judged  of  by  the  Court.     In  all  such  cases, 
twenty  days'  notice  shall  be  given  to  the  opposite  party.     [And  when- ever a  motion  for  a  new  trial  shall  have  been  made  at  the  term  of  trial 
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in  any  criminal  case  in  this  State,  and  overruled,  or  when  amotion  for 
a  new  trial  has  not  been  made  at  such  term,  in  either  event  no  motion 
for  a  new  trial  from  the  same  verdict  shall  ever  be  made  or  received, 
unless  the  same  be  an  extraordinary  motion  or  case,  such  as  is  provided 
for  in  section  3719  of  this  Code,  and  there  shall  be  but  one  such  extraordi- 

nary motion  ever  made  or  allowed.]     (a.) 
Motion  under  this  section  on  any  grounds  not  specified  in  a  dismissed  bill  of  excep- 

tions: 42Ga.,41.  Motion  to  reinstate  a  case  controlled  by  this  section  :  44  Ga.,  161.  As 

to  the  twenty  days'  notice  :  21  Ga.,  216 ;  49/227  ;  30/677.  As  to  what  the  notice  should 
set  forth  :  64  Ga.,  359.  Section  referred  to  and  construed  :  49  Ga.,  227  ;  50/297.;  47/373  ; 
55/347  ;  54/672.  Discovery  of  merely  cumulative  evidence  does  not  justify  resort  to  the 
provisions  of  this  section  :  65  Ga.,  57;  57/538.  Mandamus  against  Judge  below  granted 
reluctantly:  50  Ga.,  636;  49/227;  65/58.  Where  mandamus  granted  to  compel  Judge  to 
act  under  this  section :  52  Ga.,  53.  Under  the  provisions  of  this  section  motion  for  a 
new  trial  may  be  amended  to  include  grounds  arising  since  original  motion  :  34  Ga. ,  565. 

General  Note  on  Article  I. — Discharging-  jurors  on  criminal  cases  :  2  Graham 
&  W.,  85-136.  Terms  imposed  on  grant  of  hew  trial:  1  Graham  &  W.,  597-609.  Two 
trials,  new  trial,  when  granted  after  two  or  more  :  1  Graham  &  W.,  538-548;  2  Am.  D., 
623  ;  4/457  ;  5/383 ;  15/622 ;  9  C.  L.  J.,  278.— Other  grounds  than  those  specified  in  Arti- 

cle I.,  see  notes  to  #3718. 

ARTICLE  II. 

WHEN,    WHERE,    AND    HOW    TRIED. 

Section. 
3722.  Triable  at  next  term. 
372:5.  Copy  rule  nisi  to  be  served. 

Section. 
3724.  Supersedeas  by  order. 

§3722.  (3671.)  (3646.)   Time  of  new  trial.     When  a  new  trial  has  been  /fft//<? 
granted  by  the  Superior  Court,  the  case  shall  stand  on  the  docket  for  /      * trial  at  the  next  term  as  though  no  trial  was  had,  and  if  said  new  trial 

is  ordered  by  the  Supreme  Court,  said  case  shall  stand  for  trial  at  the     ..-    r 
next  term  of  said  Superior  Court,  after  the  remitter  is  returned  from.  the.... 
Supreme  Court,  and  shall  be  subject  to  the  rules  for  continuances  pro- 

vided in  this  Code.  - T- 
When  new  trial  granted  by  Court  below  and  reversed  by  Supreme  Court,  movant 

can  amend  the  motion  before  the  case  made  judgment  of  Court  below :  49  Ga.,  303. 
Shall  stand  for  trial  at  term  remittitur  received  :  54  Ga.,  361. 

[Section  (3672.)  Included  in  sections  3712  and  3713.] 
§3723.  (3673.)  (3648.)  Rules  nisi  must  be  served.     In  all  applications 

for  a  new  trial  the  opposite  party  shall  be  served  with  a  copy  of  the  Acts  of  1878 

rule  nisi,  unless  such  copy  is  waived.  The  Clerks  of  the  Superior  Courts  ~9'  p-  m 
of  this  State  shall  not  be  required,  except  by  order  of  the  presiding 
Judge,  to  enter  upon  the  minutes  of  said  Courts  motions  for  new  trials 
in  cases  tried  therein,  but  said  motions  shall  be  filed  in  office  as  other 
papers,  and  shall  be  recorded  together  with  the  other  pleadings  in  said 

cases  when  the* same  are  finally  disposed  of,  as  now  required  by  law. 
As  to  hearing  by  consent  and  the  twenty  days'  notice  :  21  Ga.,  216  ;  30/677.  Section 

referred  to  and  construed  :  51  Ga.,  198-9.     As  to  the  rule  nisi :  56  Ga.,  468  ;  55/458. 

§3724.  (3674.)  (3649.)  A  supersedeas,  when.     A  rule  nisi  for  a  new  trial 
shall  not  operate  as  a  supersedeas,  unless  so  ordered  by  the  Court,  in 
which  case  the  Court  may  demand  bond  and  security  for  the  eventual 
condemnation  money,  when  the  exigency  of  the  case  requires  it. 

See  4  Ga.,  102.  As  to  the  granting  of  a  supersedeas  being  a  matter  of  course  :  47  Ga., 
369.     When  no  supersedeas :  20  Ga.,  14. 

Freeman  on  Executions,  §189.  Claims  not  recognized  in  U.  S.  Court:  1  Woods.  544. 
Admissions  of  defendant  in  fi.  fa. :  Code,  §3784. 

General  Note  on  New  Trial. — Attorneys  should  be  fully  heard:  56  Ga.,  503; 
55/466  ;  49/255;  60/367.  Absence  of,  as  ground  for:  46  Ga.,  537,  546,  534,  543;  44/588  ; 
45/28,338.  His  speech  to  jury  improper  :  61  Ga.,  278.  Misrepresenting  testimonv  :  46 
Ga.,  26-34;  57/42;  10/512-522  ;  25-226  ;  65/525.  Refusing  to  let  attorney  argue  the  law 
and  facts  to  the  jury  :  10  Ga.,  522.  Appeal,  question  as  to  right  to,  does  not  arise  on 
motion  for  new  trial:  61  Ga.,  483.  Alibi,  newly  discovered  evidence  in  the  shape  of 

61 
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an  alibi,  affidavit:  54  G-a.,  577.  Amendments,  motion  for  new  trial  may  be  amended  : 
62Ga.,654;  56/472;  34/565;  17/141;  25/158;  62/655;  61/419;  41/577.  Refusal  to  strike 
amendment:  63  Ga.,  697.  Rule  nisi  not  amended  by  new  grounds  after  being  riled  :  12 
Ga.,  271.  Attempts  to  stifle  evidence:  33  Ga.,  117;  5/75.  Affidavits,  impeaching 
jurors:  18  Ga.,  343.  Discretion  of  Court  as  to  weight  and  credit  of:  48  Ga.,  21.  Answers 

to  bill  of  discovery  read  to  jury  by  defendant  against  complainant's  consent:  22  Ga., 
345.  Arbitrators,  Court  cannot  order  new  trial  before  :  63  Ga.,  752.  Application 
for,  kept  pending  for  years:  22  Ga.,  566.  Not  favored:  10  Ga.,  512.  Must  be  made 
during  term  trial  had  :  1  Ga.,  252.  Bastardy,  adulterine,  issue  of:  32  Ga.,  316.  Bill 
of  exceptions,  without  motion  dismissed,  what  grounds  in  subsequent  motion  :  45 
Ga.,  100;  46/115;  48/21.  Bill  of  exceptions  ambiguous  on  an  important  point :  30  Ga., 
287.  Certificate  of  the  Judge  as  to  the  refusal  of  a  new  trial :  30  Ga.,  724.  Facts  set 
forth  in  motion  not  certified  to  as  true  by  Judge:  63  Ga.,  301.  Where  Judge  does  not 
certify  as  to  his  refusal  to  charge  :  22  Ga.,  168-174.  Constitutional  provisions  requir- 

ing the  Judge  to  enter  on  the  minutes  his  reason  for  the  decision  :  19  Ga.,  435.  Con- 
tinuance, refusal  to  grant:  40  Ga.,  534;  45/538;  14/8;  21/581;  22/212;  26/593;  36/526; 

32/406;  40/529;  33/98.49.  Discretionary:  59  Ga.,  189.  Improperly  refused,  yet  no 
injury,  refused  new  trial :  14  Ga.,  641.  Where  witness  testifies:  22  Ga.,  211.  Wrong- 

fully refused:  30  Ga.,  10;  40/529.  Calculation,  not  because  the  jury  have  arrived  at 
their  verdict  by  an  erroneous  calculation:  7  Ga.,  283;  21/4;  46/361;  60/316.  603. 
Cumulative  evidence  merelv  will  not  do  for:  42  Ga.,  472;  52/509;  41/658;  3/310. 
Newly  discovered  evidence:  29  Ga.,  257  ;  37/459;  6/276;  59/856;  63/384,557;  62/158; 
46/115.  Consent  orders,  govern  as  to  time  for  trial  of  motion:  59  Ga.,  626;  60/123. 
Contract  cases  differ  from  those  of  torts  in  relation  to  new  trial  where  nominal  dam- 

ages involved  :  60Ga.,496.  Granted  in  cases  of  torts  :  18Ga.,539.  Defective  record  : 
4U  Ga.,  191.  Doubts,  reasonable  doubts :  48  Ga.,  66  ;  10/101 ;  53/256  ;  48/458.  In  favor 

of  the  decisions  rendered  below  :  59Ga.,858;  61/448,488;  58/484-485;  59/738;  31/492; 
7/436.  Discretion,  granting  new  trial  not  arbitrarily  exercised:  54  Ga.,  224;  31/365; 
30/212.  Of  Court  below,  in  refusing  to  reinstate  motion  for  new  trial,  not  controlled  : 
60  Ga.,  335.  Refusing  anew  trial  not  interfered  with:  54  Ga.,  171,  199,  245;  60/441; 
63/708.  Of  Court  below,  granting  new  trial:  36  Ga.,  321,  604;  58/607;  35/271;  42/78; 
40/91;  49/120,588;  26/164;  63/447,  478;  60/120,473.  Reluctantly  interfered  with:  56 
Ga.,  454.  Excessive  damages  for  Court:  20  Ga.,  428.  Dispersion  of  jury  :  6  Ga.,  458  ; 
12/272;  23/222;  33/56;  36/380;  37/332.  Due  diligence  must  have  been  used  to  enti- 
ile  to  new  trial  for  newlv  discovered  evidence  :  57  Ga.,  609;  3/310;  54/635,  218  ;  63/557; 
38/312;  55/163;  61/300 ;  63/708 ;  34/114;  62/158;  60/601;  54/635;  52/509.  Damages, 
excessive,  as  ground  for:  8  Ga.,  113;  20/428;  31/309;  10/37;  29/294;  49/504;  26/250; 
23/500.  Inadequate:  7  Ga.,  200.  Not  for  excessiveness,  if  verdict  supported  by  evi- 

dence :  29  Ga.,  294.  Declaration  sets  forth  no  cause  of  action,  and  new  trial  granted 
by  Court  below,  Supreme  Court  will  not  interfere:  43  Ga.,  163.  Verdict  for  larger 
amount  than  claimed  in  declaration,  remitting  excess,  no  new  trial:  8  Ga.,  113. 
Defendant  cannot  complain  verdict  less  than  should  be:  32  Ga.,  40P.  May  ask  for 
specific  instructions  where  proof:  17  Ga.,  204.  Providentially  kept  away  :  46  Ga.,  432; 
63/659.  Demurrer,  the  overruling  of,  when  no  ground  for,  may  be  to  arrest  judg- 

ment: 17  Ga.,  96.  Evidence,  accessible,  newly  discovered  evidence  no  ground  for: 
58  Ga.,  591.  Evidence,  new,  not  known  before  :  54  Ga.,  311.  Opinion  of  Judge  on  :  63 
Ga.,  456-7;  54/157;  60/188;  54/229,  157;  55/288;  56/365,  527.  Granted  when  any  ma- 

terial evidence  illegally  admitted  or  refused  against  demand  of  applicant :  47  Ga.,  492. 
Illegal  evidence  admitted  at  instance  of  excepting  party  :  63  Ga.,  616;  39/119;  59/812. 
Not  for  immaterial  evidence  refused  or  admitted  :  58  Ga.,  545  ;  60/547  ;  10/209  ;  61/392 ; 
27/207,  266.  For  newly  discovered  evidence  not  favored  :  56  Ga„  403 ,  10/512 ;  58/591 ; 
6/276.  And  must  be  set  forth  in  the  motion  :  54  Ga.,  520.  And  affidavits  that  such 
evidence  is  true  :  60  Ga.,  82, 125  ;  6/276  ;  61/475.  Withheld  by  complainant  no  ground 
for:  21  Ga.,  345.  Conflicts  of  evidence  are  for  the  jury  to  reconcile  :  48  Ga.,  120  ;  55/321. 

Sufficient,  no  new  trial  granted:  28  Ga.,  320;  9/504;  37/102;  36/418.  State's  witness 
discrediting  himself  by  declarations  after  trial,  no  ground  :  60  Ga.,  210.  New  evidence 

impeaching  State's  witness :  56  Ga.,  85  ;  59/391;  63/159;  65/303.  Illegal  evidence,  im- 
material, admitted  or  rejected,  no  ground  for  new  trial  :  58  Ga.,  545  .  61/392  ;  60/547. 

Contrary  to  evidence:  59  Ga.,  295,  336.  Illegal  evidence  admitted  without  objection, 
no  ground  for  new  trial  :  25  Ga.,  144.  Equity,  resort  to  for  a  new  trial :  15  Ga.,  103- 
106:  37/48;  12/338;  38/651;  36/586;  32/294;  16/402;  3/78 ;  46/115  ;  55/120.  Facts  set 
forth  in  motion  not  certified  by  Judge  as  true  :  63  Ga.,  301.  Upon  which  reversal  sought 

'  must  appear  :  26  Ga.,  432.  Judge  can  state  a  fact  admitted  :  30  Ga.,  426.  Error  in  facts 
misleading  jury  :  24  Ga.,  558.  Finding  of  jury  of  facts  in  doubtful  cases  decisive  :  63 
Ga.,  83,  90,  158,  173.  Material  facts  forgotten  by  the  partv  at  the  trial:  33  Ga.,  159. 
Not  disputed  not  because  illegal  evidence  to  same  point:  20  Ga.,  581.  Fraud,  where 
new  trial  not  granted  on  issue  of :  30  Ga.,  107  ;  4/170.  Favored,  the  granting  of  a  new 
trial  is,  rather  than  refusal:  6  Ga.,  185;  40/232,  135,  667;  26/164,  290;  35/27;  36/604; 

37/557  ;  38/129.  First  new  trial  favored  :  60  Ga,,  594  ;  61/222  ;  54/611-612.  Not  favored 
for  newly  discovered  evidence:  56  Ga,,  403.  Grounds  for,  must  be  included  in  the 
motion  :  40  Ga.,  191.  Must  be  certified  by  Court  below  to  be  true  :  57  Ga.,  207.  De- 

fenses made  during  trial  only  ones  generally  that  can  be  considered  in  Supreme  Court: 
29  G a.,  266.  Motion  for  ought  to  be  overruled  when  grounds  for  in  motion  not  true  in 
fact  :  26  Ga.,  411.  Granted  by  Court  below  not  reversed  unless  law  and  facts  require 
it:  61  Ga.,  222;  60/473,  120,  154;  49/120;  58/607;  54/260.  When  ought  to  be:  9  Ga., 
413.     When  ought  not  to  be  granted :  30  Ga.,  137.     When  justice  demands  :  17  Ga.,  439. 
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History  of  new  trial,  by  equity  proceeding:  15  Ga.,  103.  Interrogatories  out  with 
the  jury  when  not  ground  for  new  trial :  19  Ga.,  303.  Irregularities,  no  ground  for, 
when  justice  has  been  done  :  31Ga.,671;  43/221;  10/429.  Interest,  too  much  slightly, 
new  trial  ordered  :  57Ga.,319.  So  when  not  enough  interest  found  :  57  Ga.,  1G8.  Jury — 
intoxicated  juror :  40  Ga.,  150.     Conversed  with  persons  not  on  the  jury  about  the  case  : 
38  Ga.,  216.  Refreshments  furnished  to,  without  Court's  direction:  37  Ga.,  195.  Re- 

marks of  father  of  party  heard  by  jury  :  44  Ga.,  200.  Non-residence  no  ground  for  :  57 
Ga.,  329.  Must  pass  on  conflicts  of  evidence  and  credibility  of  witnesses  :  02  Ga.,  271 ; 
55/321  ;  42/82  ;  54/569.  Talking  with  juror  when  trial  pending  :  62  Ga.,  372.  Not  be- 

cause jury  carried  Code  in  jury  room  :  63  Ga.,  740.  Name  of,  not  in  jury-box  no  reason 
unless  before  case  goes  to  the  jury:  57  Ga.,  609;  59/721;  53/432,  75,  602.  Cousin  to 
prosecutor,  or  to  party  in  civil  suit,  new  trial:  28  Ga.,  439;  60/550;  63/165;  65/304. 
Where  juror  not  kno  vn  to  be  over  sixty  years  of  age,  new  trial :  33  Ga.,  403.  Enter- 

taining of,  by  counsel :  34  Ga.,  381.  Jury  passes  on  facts  and  gets  law  from  Court:  48 
Ga.,  66.  Law  and  facts  are  for  jury  in  criminal  cases  :  25  Ga.,  527-531.  Improper  con- 

duct of:  5  Ga-.,  86;  6/287;  55/417;  36/332;  42/64;  38/216.  Private  communications 
with  Judge,  new  trial  granted  :  7  Ga.,  397.  Public  :  1  Ga.,  200.  Separation  of:  56  Ga., 
463,  653  ;  47/598  ;  5/86.  Related  to  party  :  26  Ga.,  431.  Two  who  found  verdict  helped 
find  bill  in  grand  jury  room  :  39  Ga,,  118.  Interested  juror:  54  Ga.,  245.  Entertained 
by  successful  party  :  11  Ga.,  203.  Related  to  counsel,  incompent:  63  Ga.,  682.  Counsel 
entertaining:  17  Ga.,364;  34/379.  Judge,  inquiry  if  content  with  rulings:  41  Ga., 
84.  Inaccuracy  of  his  language  in  charge  no  ground  for:  57  Ga.,  50,  443;  60/138.  Re- 

marks when  asked  to  read  from  a  book  :  23  Ga.,  296.  Evidence  conflicting,  new  trial 
refused,  applies  where  Judge  acts  also  as  jury  on  facts:  13  Ga.,223;  41/426;  63/612. 
May  modify  request  to  charge  when  the  words  used  not  appropriate  :  15  Ga.,  223.  Mo- 

tion tried  before  different  Judge  :  60  Ga.,  619-620  ;  1/306.  Improper  remarks  of  :  8  Ga., 
258.  Justice  of  Peace  can  not  grant  new  trial,  or  set  aside  a  judgment:  54  Ga,,  595. 
Judgment,  error  of,  where  verdict  right:  62  Ga.,  146.  General  judgment  of  reversal : 
56  Ga.,  520.  Complained  of,  gives  all  plaintiff  claims  :  30  Ga.,  686.  For  larger  amount 
than  claimed  by  declaration  :  8  Ga,,  113.  When  injustice  done,  new  trial  awarded  :  7 
Ga.,  283  ;  35/26  ;  33/494.    Justice,  substantial,  has  been  done  and  no  new  trial  granted: 
39  Ga.,  359;  10/429;  57/237-239.  Motions  extraordinary  :  62  Ga.,  361.  Must  be  pre- 

vious order  to  hear  motion  for  new  trial  in  vacation:  55  Ga  ,  342;  58/114;  60/123; 
65/20.  When  returnable  in  vacation  :  4  Ga.,  157  ;  63/539;  54/111-260.  Motion  to  re- 

instate case  after  term  passed  requires  some  excuse  for  delay,  same  as  motion  for  new 
trial :  44  Ga.,  161.  To  set  a^ide  and  reinstate  equivalent  to  new  trial:  30  Ga.,  191.  Sec- 

ond motion  :  38  Ga.,  650.  Mistake  by  jury  of  the  character  of  the  case  or  of  the  evi- 
dence :  36  Ga.,  280.  Mistaken  charge  not  according  to  the  evidence  :  30  Ga.,  721.  Mis- 
trial because  two  of  the  jury  members  of  a  previous  panel  who  had  made  verdict 

in  the  case:  20  Ga.,  660.  Negligence  of  parties:  17  Ga,,  439;  48/545.  Inferred  by 
jury,  enough:  58  Ga.,  346.  Notice  of  twenty  days  under  Act  of  1799:  30  Ga.,  677. 
May  be  a  rule  nisi  without  any  notice:  21  Ga.,  214.  Need  not  explain  notice  where 
not  asked:  38  Ga.,  631.  Opinion  previously  expressed  by  juror:  7  Ga.,  139. 
On  evidence  by  Judge,  when  error :  50  Ga.,  120  ;  60/185  ;  51/514  ;  57/13  ;  46/26  ;  45/477; 
29/36  ;  54/229;  52/611 ;  62/365  ;  63/458.  One  new  trial  in  Court  below  favored  because 
no  appeal  now:  56  Ga.,  468;  54/612;  62/99.  Outlaw  cannot  have:  27  Ga.,  287,  299. 
Onus  to  show  error  on  movant:  19  Ga.,  93;  Brown  vs.  City  of  Atlanta,  Pamphlt.,  Sept., 
1880.  p.  47.  Panel  must  be  objected  to  at  once  :  22  Ga.,  546.  Must  be  put  on  accused  : 
62  Ga.,  731.  Papers  not  in  evidence  delivered  to  jury:  7  Ga.,  283.  Favorable  to  one 
side  before  jury  :  17  Ga.,  364;  39/124,  119  ;  7/283,  397.  Prisoner  too  sick  to  be  brought 
to  trial  so  as  to  be  incapable  to  use  his  faculties  :  40  Ga.,  529.  Evidence  as  taken  down 
by  Judge  read  over  to  jury  in  prisoner's  absence,  error :  12  Ga.,  25.  Providentially 
kept  away:  46  Ga.,  432.  Result,  newly  discovered  evidence  would  not  change  :  62  Ga., 
697;  61/430.  Would  be  the  same,  no  new  trial ;  enough  evidence  :  10  Ga.,  429;  31/671; 
16/368,375;  30/958;  61/62,  120,379;  59/255.  Same  as  to  admission  of  illegal  testi- 

mony: 10  Ga.,  253.  Refused  below  by  Superior  Court,  Supreme  Court  will  not  re- 
verse, though  may  think  it  wrong:  37  Ga.,  235.  Not  favored  so  much  as  one  granting  : 

26  Ga.,  164;  37/557;  35/271;  24/412;  36/604.  Rule  nisi  properly  granted  for  new 
trial:  30  Ga.,  646.  Failure  of  clerk  to  enter  brief  on  minutes:  17  Ga.,  70;  62/654. 
Granted  on  one  of  the  grounds  taken  :  10  Ga.,  82.  Granting  rule  nisi  presumptive  ap- 

proval of  brief  of  evidence:  60  Ga.,  537.  By  consent,  that  Judge  give  decision  in 
twenty  days  :  21  Ga.,  464.  Refused,  on  grounds  in  rule  nisi,  and  granted  on  others  :  22 
Ga.,  432.  Writ  of  error  does  not  lay  to  judgment  granting;  12  Ga.,  44.  Should  be 
filed  at  trial  term  :  15  Ga.,  550.  Reason,  wrong,  given  by  Court  for  the  judgment, 
not  granted  :  40  Ga.,  144  ;  11/159.  Railroad,  error  to  show  what  another  road  paid  for 
damages  in  going  through  land  ;  47  Ga.,  546-7.  When  verdicts  against,  not  disturbed  : 
51  Ga.,  583.  Also  where  verdict  in  favor  of:  56  Ga.,  457.  Remitter  entered  in  Court 
below,  not  finally  disposed  of  till  tried  by  jury:  43  Ga.,  316.  Surprise,  mistake,  hon- 

est, of  the  party  or  his  counsel :  10  Ga.,  143.  First  absence  of  witness:  5  Ga.,  75  ;  34/275. 
Statement  of  witness:  44  Ga,,  543.  Mistake  of  witness:  8  Ga.,  136.  Admissions  of 
plaintiff  not  full  enough:  12  Ga.,  500.  Refused  on  ground  of:  40  Ga.,  237.  Sick, 
when  forced  to  trial,  ground  for  :  40  Ga.,  530.  Sentence  passed,  yet  entitled  to  make 
motion  for  a  new  trial :  64  Ga.,  439.  Supreme  Court  not  fully  satisfied,  yet  does  not 
grant:  42  Ga.,  547.     Statements,  conflicting,  of  applicants  on  first  and  second  trials  : 
40  Ga.,  232.  Of  one  of  the  jury's  number:  9  Ga.,  304.  Testimony,  where  conflict 
of,  discretion  of  Court  refusing  new  trial  not  interfered  with  :  63  Ga.,  475.     Illegal,  un- 
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objected  to  at  the  time,  no  ground  for:  9Ga.,9;  55/416.  Where  conflicting:  41  Ga., 
211;  40/94;  8/201:  39/124,708;  33/219;  40/198.  Verdict— no  affidavit  of  juror  to  im- 

peach his  verdict :  12  Ga.,  500;  59/309-711;  60/215.  Could  be  granted  from  first  verdict: 
7  Ga.,  436.  Contrary  to  law  and  charge  of  Court,  granted:  4  Ga.,  428;  9/408;  54/497, 
271;  53/333.  Arrived  at  on  Sunday :  31Ga.,625.  Charge  of  the  Court  must  be  sent 
up  to  see  whether  verdict  contrary  to  :  28  Ga.,  186.  Opened  and  received  by  Judge  on 
Sunday:  49  Ga.,  436.  Where  imperfect  and  informal,  Court  can  fix  it,  but  if  void, 
mistrial  declared:  49  Ga.,  458.  When  right,  shall  stand :  37  Ga,,  101;  6/324:  11/331; 
31/492  ;  1/574 ;  46/362 ;  48/413 ;  39/359 ;  57/351,  85,  210 ;  43/231,  298.  Against  the  evi- 

dence: 59  Ga.,  336  ;  46/266.  When  not:  29  Ga.,  134;  54/245.  Two  verdicts:  4  Ga., 
193;  48/581;  59/711,664;  26/256,436-443.  Three  verdicts  :  26Ga.,432;  42/506;  59/306; 
61/280.  TJnexcepted  to  error,  no  ground  for  new  trial:  17  Ga.,  146,  194;  13/431. 
Doubts  resolved  in  favor  of:  6i  Ga.,  448,  444.  Granted  a  new  trial  after  three  verdicts 
against,  where  emylovee  at  fault :  60  Ga.,  119.  Sustained  by  any  calculation,  new  trial 

refused  :  16  Ga,,  203 ;  60/316-603.  Where  not  according  to  Judge's  charge  :  59  Ga,,  473, 
454  ;  55/634  ;  58/256,  116;  57/479;  60/360;  61/131, 168,  559.  Contrary  to  law,  new  trial 
granted:  60  Ga,,  654,  667,  193;  14/119;  9/408;  4/193.  Where  conforms  to  uncomplained 
of  charge  :  6  Ga.,  213.  Issues  not  covered  by  :  58  Ga.,  140,  484,  315  ;  14/118 ;  17/362-3 ;  8/201. 
Contrary  to  Court's  charge  :  15  Ga.,  155;  40/266;  17/267.  Erroneous  charge  invading 
jury's  province:  26  Ga.,  701;  15/135;  30/560;  37/64;  34/348;  36/526,648.  Not  signed: 
14  Ga.,  18;  63/281.  Onus  on  complainant  to  show  error:  19  Ga.,93.  Weight  of  evi- 

dence merely  against  a  verdict  will  not  avail  for  anew  trial:  30  Ga.,  663  ;  27/113,  124; 
25/27;  29/365.  Verdict,  mistake  in  :  30  Ga.,  191.  Different,  could  not  stand:  30  Ga., 
958.  Greater  amount  than  evidence  warrants :  31  Ga.,  140,  Uncertainty,  where  not 
set  aside  in  justice  to  both  sides  :  27  Ga.,  469.  Witness,  mistake  of:  8  Ga.,  136;  37/48  ; 
25/182.  New  evidence  of,  impeaching  statement,  no  ground  for:  65  Ga.,  303.  Re- 

freshing his  memory  :  55  Ga.,  200.  Opinion  of  case  expressed  by,  at  dinner  table,  in 

juror's  presence:  32  Ga.,  325.     Warrant,  possessory:  15  Ga,,  25. 

TITLE  IX. 

OF  CLAIMS. 

Chapter  1. — Of  Claims  to  Property  in  Execution. 
Chapter  2. — At  Other  Judicial  Sales. 

CHAPTER  I. 

OF    CLAIMS   TO    PROPERTY   IN    EXECUTION. 

Article  1. — How  and  by  ivhom  interposed. 
Article  2. —  When,  where,  and  how  tried. 

ARTICLE   I. 

HOW   AND    BY   WHOM    INTERPOSED. 

Section. 
3725.  Claims  to  be  made  on  oath. 
3726.  Bond  and  security. 
37:27.  Officer  must  postpone  sale. 
3728.  Claimant  give  forthcoming  bond. 

Section. 
3729.  To  whom  bonds  payable. 
3730.  Bonds  recoverable,  when,  where. 
3781.  Partners,  etc.,  claiming. 
3732.  Tax  fi.  fa.  chum,  where  tried. 

§3725.  (3675.)  (3650.)  Claims  to  be  on  oath.  When  any  Sheriff  or 
Act  of  1739,  other  officer  shall  levy  an  execution  or  other  process  on  property  claimed 

a  P'  5f Is??  Dy  a  third  person  not  a  party  to  such  execution,  such  person,  his  agent 
p.  22.        '  or  attorney,  shall  make  oath  to  such  property. 
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Where  claim  affidavit  and  bond  from  another  State  were  not  properly  authenticated: 
56  Ga.,  612.  Section  referred  to  and  construed,  that  this  right  can  only  be  asserted  by 
one  not  a  party  to  the  execution  :  64  Ga.,  434.  When  claim  affidavit  may  be  amended 
by  signing  nunc  pro  tunc:  47  Ga.,  92.  Where  claim  might  have  been  demurred  to  for 
uncertainty  but  cured  by  verdict :  62  Ga.,  237-238.  As  to  what  is  necessary  for  a  claim- 

ant to  do  to  enforce  his  right:  46  Ga.,  295.  Where  claimant  might  invoke 
title  of  his  vendors  to  support  his  claim :  60  Ga.,  625.  Claim  demurred  to 
setting  out  a  deed,  the  execution  and  delivery  of  deed  thereby  admitted  :  55  Ga.,  68. 
When  claimant  may  be  turned  out  of  possession  after  verdict  finding  property  subject 
to  mortgage :  52  Ga.,  630.  Oath  in  claim  case  should  assert  right  of  property  in  deponent, 
and  mistake  in  Christian  name  will  not  vitiate :  17  Ga.  615. 

§3726.  (3676.)    (3651.)    Bond  and  security  for  damages.     The  person  Act  of  1821, 

claiming  such  property,  or  his  agent  or  attorney,  shall  give  bond  to  the  c-  p-533- 
Sheriff,  or  such  other  officer,  as  the  case  may  be,  with  good  and  sufficient 
security,  in  a  sum  [not  larger  than  double  the  amount  of  the  execu- 

tion levied,  and  where  the  property  levied  on  is  of  less  value  than  the 
execution,  the  amount  of  the  bond  shall  be  double  the  value  of  the 
property  levied  upon,]  (a)  at  a  reasonable  valuation,  to  be  judged  by  the 
levying  officer,  conditioned  to  pay  the  plaintiff  all  damages  which  the  (a)  Acts  of 

jury  on  the  trial  of  the  right  of  property  may  assess  against  him,  in 1872' p'  4 ' 
case  it  should  appear  that  said  claim  was  made  for  the  purpose  of  delay 
only. 

Surety  on  claim  bond  may  control  the  fi.  fa.  given  :  9  Ga.,  179.  In  claims  to  landatad- 
ministrator's  and  executor's  sale,  no  bond  and  security  given  :  25  Ga.,  72.  Bond  from 
another  State  not  properly  authenticated,  and  with  non-resident  security  :  56  Ga.,  612. 
Sheriff  should  take  a  bond  for  costs  and  damages :  43  Ga.,  250.  Claim  bond  allowed  to 
be  amended  by  consent:  47  Ga.,  92. 

See:  4  Ga..  102.  As  to  the  granting  of  a,  supersedeas  being  a  matter  of  course:  47 
Ga,,  369.     When  no  supersedeas :  20  Ga.,  14. 

§3727.  (3677.)  (3652.)  Sale  must  be  postponed,  when.  Affidavit  and  bond 
being  made  and  delivered  as  required  in  the  preceding  section,  it  shall 
be  the  duty  of  the  Sheriff,  or  other  levying  officer,  to  postpone  the  sale 
of  said  property  until  otherwise  ordered. 

Pendency  of  a  claim  does  not  render  it  illegal  for  other  judgment  creditors  to  levy 
on  the  land  and  sell  it  :  50  Ga.,  370.     Section  referred  to  :  59  Ga.,  418. 

§3728.  (3678.)  (3653.)  Forthcoming  bond  may  be  given,  etc.     In  all  cases  Act  of  i8ii, 

where  a  levy  is  made  upon  property  that  is  claimed  by  a  third  person,  $'cf "0f3^41 
and  such  person  shall  desire  the  possession  thereof,  it  shall  be  the  duty  c.  p. 536. 

of  the  Sheriff,  or  other  levying  officer,  to  take  bond  with  good  security  focpjuju****-  rf- 
for  a  sum  equal  to  double  the  value  of  the  property  levied  on,  to  be  es- 

timated by  the  levying  officer,  for  the  delivery  of  such  property  at  the  /gj  //z%?, 

time  and  place  of  sale,  provided  the  property  so  levied  upon  shall  be// * found  subject  to  such  execution  :  [Provided,  that  it  shall  not  be  lawful  (a)  Acts  of 

to  require  or  take  a  forthcoming  bond  for  real  estate.]  (a.)  1872'  p'  40" 
Need  not  prove  personal  demand  in  suit  on  this  bond  :  6  Ga.,  260.  Where  plea  of 

tender  to  suit  on  was  had,  and  what  is  forfeiture  of  the  bond  :  9  Ga.,  42.  As  to  agent  not 
making  this  bond  :  9  Ga.,  208.  When  defendant  gives  this  bond  for  personal  property, 

Sheriff*  not  bound  to  deliver  it  to  claimant:  15  Ga,,  518.  Where  could  show  mistake in  name  in  suit  on  forthcoming  bond:  26  Ga.,  228.  The  execution  necessary  evidence 
in  suit  on  forthcoming  bond  :  29  Ga.,  427.  This  bond  is  a  privilege  with  the  claimant 
and  not  a  requisite  with  which  he  must  comply  :  29  Ga.,  538-9.  Where  recovery  had 
on  the  bond  without  proof  that  the  property  had  been  advertised  for  sale  :  54  Ga.,  676; 
55/606.  As  to  evidence  of  advertisement,  etc.,  in  suit  of  forthcoming  bond:  54  Ga., 
581.  Signing  as  security  on  forthcoming  bond  for  defendant  in  fi.  fa.  in  an  illegality 
does  not  estop  claimant  from  claiming  the  land,  being  no  necessity  of  forthcoming  bond 
for  land:  50Ga.,691. 

§3729.  (3679.)  (3654.)  Bonds  made  payable,  to  whom.  The  claim  bond 
shall  be  made  payable  to  the  plaintiff  in  execution,  and  the  forthcom- 

ing bond  shall  be  made  payable  to  the  Sheriff. 
Claim  bond  was  payable  to  Sheriff  under  Acts  of  1814  and  1821:  5Ga*,  576.  When 

bond  payable  to  plaintiff  in  execution  under  Act  of  1841,  and  when  to  plaintiff  in  at- 
tachment, under  Act  of  1856:  17  Ga.,  617. 

§3730.  (3680.)  (3655.)  Bond  recoverable  on  failure.  Bond  and  security 
being  given,  as  provided  in  the  previous  section,  it  shall  be  the  duty  of 
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the  Sheriff  or  other  levying  officer  to  leave  such  property  in  the  pos- 
session of  such  claimant,  and  in  case  the  said  claimant  or  his  security 

should  fail  to  deliver  said  property,  said  bond  shall  be  made  recoverable 
in  any  Court  having  cognizance  of  the  same. 

Evidence  in  suit  on  bond :  54  Ga.,  581.  What  was  breach,  and  when  no  read  vertise- 
ment  requisite:  55  Ga.,  606-607. 

§3731.  (3681.)  (3656.)  Partner  or  joint  owner  may  claim  for  all.     One  of 
Act  of  1838,  several  partners  or  persons  jointly  interested  may  make  the  affidavit 
c.  p.  589.     anc[  execute  the  bond  in  the  name  of  the  firm  or  persons  jointly  inter- 
§1900.         ested,  who  shall   be  bound  thereby  as  though    each  individual  had 

signed  it  himself. 
As  to  partners  claiming :  60  Ga.,  450-2. 

§3732.  (3682.)  (3657.)  Taxfi.fa.  levied,  etc.  When  any  execution  may 
be  issued  against  any  tax  collector  or  tax  payer  for  taxes  due  the  State, 
or  any  county  thereof,  and  the  Sheriff  or  other  officer  shall  levy  the 
same  on  property  claimed  by  a  person  not  a  party  to  such  execution, 
such  claimant  shall  make  oath  as  herein  provided  in  the  case  of  other 
claims,  and  give  bond  as  provided  in  section  &f%**  and  the  same  proceed- 

ings shall  be  had  thereon  as  provided  for  the  trial  of  the  right  of  prop- 
erty, except  that  such  trials  shall  be  had  in  the  county  wherein  the  levy 

was  made. 
Section  referred  to  and  construed:  60 Ga.,  77. 

§3733.  Claims  may  be  made  in  forma  pauperis.  [In  all  cases  where 
(a)  Acts  of  claimants  are  unable  to  give  bond  and  security  as  required  in  this  Ar- 
1870,  p.  4ii.  tide,  in  claim  cases,  it  shall  and  may  be  the  privilege  of  such  claimants 

to  file,  in  addition  to  the  oath  required  in  section  3725,  an  affidavit  as 

follows:  "I,  A.  B.,  do  swear  that  I  do  not  interpose  this  claim  for 
delay  only ;  that  I  bona  fide  claim  the  right  and  title  to  the  same  :  that 
I  am  advised  and  believe  that  the  claim  will  be  sustained,  and  that 
from  poverty  I  am  unable  to  give  bond  and  security  as  now  required 

by  law."  And  when  said  affidavit  shall  have  been  made  and  delivered 
to  the  levying  officer,  the  same  shall  suspend  the  sale  in  the  same 
manner  as  if  bond  and  security  had  been  given.]  (a.) 

§3734.  Property,  hoiv  disposed  of  [If  the  property  levied  on  be  per- 
(&>  Acts  of  sonal,  and  the  claimant  unable  to  give  a  forthcoming  bond,  it  shall  be 
1870,  p.  4ii.  the  privilege  of  the  plaintiff  in  fi.  fa.  to  give  such  bond,  and  upon 

such  bond  being  given,  to  be  approved  by  the  levying  officer,  it  shall 
be  the  duty  of  the  levying  officer  to  deliver  said  property  to  said  plain- 

tiff, but  in  no  event  shall  the  plaintiff  be  allowed  any  compensation 
for  keeping  said  property.]  (b.) 

§3735.  Disposition  of  property  where  no  bond  is  given.  [In  the  event 
(c)  Acts  of  ̂ ne  claimant  is  unable,  and  the  plaintiff  neglects  or  refuses  to  give  said 
1870,  p.  411.  bond  for  the  forthcoming  of  the  property,  the  claimant  may  apply  to 

the  Ordinary  and  procure  an  order  for  the  sale  of  the  same,  and  when 
said  order  has  been  granted,  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  levying  officer 
to  advertise  the  time  and  place  of  sale  at  not  less  than  three  public 
places,  to  be  selected  in  different  parts  of  the  county  in  which 
the  sale  is  to  take  place,  for  fifteen  days  immediately  preceding  the 
time  of  sale,  and  on  the  day  of  sale  between  the  hours  of  10  a.  m.  and 
1  p.  m.,  said  property  shall  be  sold,  and  the  money  arising  from  such 
sale  shall  remain  in  the  hands  of  the  levying  officer,  subject  to  the 
order  of  Court  upon  the  final  hearing  of  the  claim.]  (c.) 

-Should  not  this  he  996  ? 
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ARTICLE  II. 

WHEN,  WHERE,  AND    HOW   TRIED. 

Section. 
3736.  To  what  Court  claim  is  returnable. 
3737.  Tried  by  petit  jury. 
3738.  Damages,  if  for  delay  only. 
3739.  Burden  of  proof. 

Section. 
8740.  Withdrawal  of  claim. 
3741.  Damages  in  such  case. 
3742.  Assessment  of  damages. 
3742  (a.)  Where./?,  fa.  is  issued  by  Ordinary. 

§3736.  (3683.)  (3658.)    Where  claim  to  be  returned.     When  an  execu-  Act  of  1821, 
tion  issued  from  the  Superior  Court  shall  be  levied  upon  personal  prop-  c-v^2- 
erty,  and  claimed  by  a  person  not  a  party  to  such  execution,  as  provided  <s^-~flc^' 
in  this  Code,  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  levying  officer  to  return  the  ̂ v«^»^ 

same,  together  with  the  execution,  to  the  next  term  of  the  Court  from  /p%  <£  '* 
which  said  execution  issued;  but  should  such  execution  be  levied  upon      ' 
real  property,  and  the  same  shall  be  claimed  in  the  manner  aforesaid, 
it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  officer  making  the  levy  to  return  the  same, 
together  with  the  execution  and  claim,  to  the  next  term  of  the  Sups- 
rior  Court  of  the  county  in  which  the  land  so  levied  upon  shall  lie. 

Sheriff  failing  to  make  a  return  as  the  law  directs,  either  party  may  move  for  a  rule 
against  him  :  25  Ga.,  632-4.  Claim  returned  where  it  appeared  that  the  land  levied  on 
was  divided  by  a  county  line:  58  Ga.,  519. 

§3737.  (3684.)  (3660.)   Tried  by  petit  jury.  The  Court  to  which  a  claim 
shall  be  returned  shall  cause  the  right  of   property  to  be  decided  on 
by  a  petit  jury  at  the  first  term  thereof,  unless  continued  as  other  cases 
at  common  law. 

Proper  disposition  of  claim  interposed  and  returned,  is  trial  by  jury,  unless  with- 
drawn or  dismissed :  29  Ga.,  696. 

§3738.  (3685.)  (3661.)  Damages  for  delay  only.  Every  juror  on  the  Actof  1821, 

trial  of  the  claim  of  property,  either  real  or  personal,  shall  be  sworn,  c'  p' 5o8' in  addition  to  the  oath  usually  administered,  to  give  such  damages, 
not  less  than  ten  per  cent.,  as  may  seem  reasonable  and  just,  to  the 
plaintiff  against  the  claimant,  in  case  it  shall  be  sufficiently  shown 
that  such  claim  was  made  for  delay  only,  and  such  jury  may  give  a 
verdict  in  the  manner  aforesaid,  by  virtue  whereof,  judgment  may  be 
entered  up  against  the  claimant  and  his  security  for  the  damages  so 
assessed  by  the  jury  and  the  costs  of  the  trial  of  the  right  of  property. 

Effect  of  advice  of  counsel  as  affecting  the  question  of  damages:  14  Ga.,  27.  Sec- 
tion referred  to :  58  Ga.,  195-6.  Not  sufficient  under  the  facts  for  damages  for  claim 

for  delay  :  60  Ga.,  172.  Where  damages  required  to  be  written  off:  51  Ga.,  284-5  ;  60/168. 
As  to  damage  under  claim  laws:  60  Ga.,  519. 

§3739.  (3686.)  (3662.)  Burden  of  proof  on  plaintiff.     Upon  the  trial  of  Act  of  iaa, 

all  claims  provided  for  in  this  Chapter,  the  burden  of  proof  shall  lie   ' p*  °' " 
upon  the  plaintiff  in  execution  in  all  cases  where  the  property  levied 
on  is,  at  the  time  of  such  levy,  not  in  possession  of  the  defendant  in 
execution. 

Possession  by  defendant  in  execution  at  the  time  or  subsequent  to  the  date  of  judg- 
ment casts  onus  on  claimant :  6  Ga.,  410;  61/301,629.  When  burden  notshifted:  14Ga., 

313.  In  case  of  a  judgment  on  a  mortgage,  what  plaintiff  shall  show  to  shift  the  burden  : 
7  Ga  ,  503  ;  22/348.  Possession  by  defendant  in  execution  casting  the  onus  on  claim- 

ant :  59  Ga.,  71 ;  41/196  ;  26/283.  Possession  by  defendant  in  fi.  fa.  at  date  of  levy  cast 
onus  on  claimant  to  prove  title :  60  Ga.,  572,  580.  As  to  burden  of  proof  being  on 
plaintiffs  in  execution  to  show  title:  56  Ga.,  369.  Section  referred  to  and  construed: 
58  Ga.,  450-1.  Possession  of  land  by  tenant  of  defendant  in  fi.  fa.  since  judgment 
casts  the  onus  on  claimant:  58  Ga.,  509.  Assuming  burden  of  proof  by  admitting 
possession:  See  Campbell,  administrator,  vs.  Roberts,  pamphlt,  February  term,  1881, 
p.  11. 

§3740.  (3687.)  (3663.)  Claim  not  to  be  withdrawn.     Whenever  a  claim  Act  of  i82i, 

of  property  is  made  in  terms  of  this  Code,  and  returned  to  the  proper  c-p^33- 
Court  by  the  Sheriff,  or  other  levying  officer,  the  claimant  shall  not  be  j 
permitted  to  withdraw  or  discontinue  his  said  claim  more  than  once, 

<*<  4~0>- 

c*^xrj-/**m**+ 
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without  the  consent  of  the  plaintiff  in  execution,  or  some  person  duly 
authorized  to  represent  such  plaintiff;  but  such  Court  shall  proceed  to 
the  trial  of  the  claim  of  such  property,  and  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the 
jury  to  assess  damages  accordingly. 

Must  be  exercised  before  verdict  for  damages  against  tbem :  8Ga.,  184  ;  33/94 ;  22/565. 
Withdrawal  of  claim  does  not  prevent  resort  to  injunction  subsequently  by  claimant: 
17  Ga.,  249.  Dismissal  of  claim  not  such  a  withdrawal  so  as  to  prevent  second  interpo- 

sition :  19  Ga.,  314.  Withdrawing  of  issue  by  executor  and  dismissing  case  without 
consent  of  claimant:  23  Ga.,  211  When  equity  will  prevent  withdrawing  of  claims: 
30  Ga.,  79.  When  claimant  withdrawing  claim  cannot  except  to  decision  of  Court  prior 
to  it :  33  Ga.,  205.  Withdrawal  of  a  claim  is  a  termination  of  that  suit:  55  Ga.,  399. 
Too  late  for  claimant  to  withdraw  his  claims  after  return  of  verdict,  but  before  pub- 

lication :  60  Ga.,  366.  Also  too  late  to  withdraw  when  Judge,  by  agreement,  had  an- 
nounced his  decision:  60  Ga.,  375.  Not  granted  where  the  statutory  right  had  been 

exhausted:  61  Ga.,  470. 

§3741.  Damages  where  claim  is  discontinued.  [Whenever  a  claim  may 
(&\  Acts  of  be  dismissed  for  insufficiency,  or  is  withdrawn,  plaintiffs  in  execution 

'  " ' p'  '  shall  have  full  power  to  have  a  case  made  up  and  submitted  to  the  jury, charging  that  said  claim  was  filed  for  the  purpose  of  delay,  and  upon 
proof  of  the  same — defendant  and  claimant  having  the  same  power  to 
resist  the  case  as  in  claim  cases  where  damages  are  claimed — the  jury, 
under  instructions  from  the  Court,  may  give  damages  as  in  cases  where 
the  claim  is  not  withdrawn,  but  submitted  for  trial  to  the  jury ;  said 
cases  so  submitted  shall  be  tried  at  the  time  of  the  disposal  of  the  claim 
if  the  parties  are  ready,  but  continuances  shall  be  granted  as  in  other 
cases],  (a.) 

The  law  of  this  section  not  retroactive :  49  Ga.,  559.  No  formal  pleading  necessary  : 
62  Ga.,  170. 

§3742.  (3688.)  (3664.)  How  damages  are  to  be  assessed  Upon  the  trial 
Act  oM82i,  of  claims  to  property  which  may  be  pending  in  the  Superior  Court, 
c.  p.  53J.  when  damages  shall  be  found  by  the  jury,  the  said  damages  shall  be 

assessed  upon  the  whole  amount  then  due  upon  the  execution,  pro- 
vided the  value  of  the  property  in  dispute  exceeds  the  amount  of  said 

execution,  and  upon  the  value  of  the  property,  when  the  value  of  the 
property  is  less  than  the  execution  levied. 

Section  referred  to  and  construed:  60  Ga.,  366-7;  49/193. 

[Section  (3689.)  Repealed  by  Constitution  of  1868,  Article  V.,  section 
3,  clause  3.] 

§3742.  (a.)   Claims  and  illegalities  against  fi.  fas  from  Court  of  Ordinary. 
Actsof  1876,  Whenever  an  execution,  issued  from  a  Court  of  Ordinary,  shall  be  lev- 
p.  ioo.         ie(j  Up0n  personal  property,  and  a  claim  to  said  property,  or  an  affida- 

vit of  illegality  be  interposed,  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  Sheriff,  or 
other  levying  officer,  to  return  the  same,  together  with  the  execution, 
and  all  the  other  papers,  to  the  next  term  of  the  Superior  Court  of  the 

county  from  which  the  fi.  fa.  was  issued ;  but  if  said  levy  shall  have' been  made  upon  realty,  then  the  fi.  fa.,  with   the  claim  or  illegality 
papers,  shall,  by  the  levying  officer,  be  returned  to  the  next  term  of 

;    the  Superior  Court  of  the  county  where  the  land  lies,  and  the   issue 
shall  be  tried  as  is  now  provided  for  the  trial  of  claim  and  illegality 
cases. 
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GHAPTER  II. 

OF    CLAIMS   AT  OTHER   SALES. 

Section. 

3748   Land,  how  claimed  at  executor's  sale. 8744.  Where  tried. 

Section. 
3745.  Personalty,  claim  of. 
3746.  Claim  postpones  sale. 

§3743.  (3690.)  (3666.)    Claims  at  executor's  sale.     When  an  executor,  Act  of  isoo, 
administrator,  guardian,  or  other  trustee,  shall  advertise  that  it  is  hisc,p-315' 
intention  to  apply  for  leave  to  sell  any  real  estate,  as  the  property  of  his  §2565. 
testator,  intestate,  ward,  or  cestui  que  trust,  or  having  obtained  such  order, 
it  may  be  lawful  for  any  person  claiming  such  real  estate,  either  by 
himself,  his  agent,  or  attorney,  to  file  in  the  Court  of  Ordinary  an  affi- 

davit claiming  said  property,  a  copy  whereof  shall  be  served  on  such 
executor,  administrator,  guardian,  or  trustee,  as  the  case  may  be,  pre- 

vious to  the  day  of  sale. 

Claimant  cannot  attack  order  of  Ordinary  collaterally:  7  Ga.,  559.  Bond  and  secu- 
rity need  not  be  given:  25  Ga.,  72.  Previous  to  day  of  sale  is  directory  only:  29  Ga., 

204.     Section  referred  to  and  construed  :  50  Ga.,  169. 

§3744.  (3691.)  (3667.)  Tried  in  county  where  land  lies.  Affidavit  hav-  Act  of  iso9, 
ing  been  made  and  filed,  and  notice  having  been  given  as  required  in0,  p-315- 
the  preceding  section,  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  Ordinary  to  transmit 
such  claim  affidavit  to  the  next  term  of  the  Superior  Court  of  the  county 
where  the  land  lies,  and  the  right  of  property  shall  be  there  tried, 

upon  'an  issue,  made  up  in  the  same  manner  and  under  the  same regulations,  restrictions,  and  penalties  as  are  provided  for  the  trial  of 
claims  to  property  levied  on  by  execution. 

§3745.  (3692.  (3668.)  Claim  to  personalty,  where  tried.  When  any  exec-  Act  of  iso9, 
utor,  administrator,  guardian,  or  other  trustee,  shall  advertise  to  sellc-P-315- 
any  personal  property  as  the  property  of  his  testator,  intestate,  ward,  or 
cestui  que  trust,  and  the  same  shall  be  claimed  on  oath,  and  the  claim 
affidavit  shall  have  been  filed  and  served,  as  required  in  the  first  section 
of  this  Chapter,  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  Ordinary  to  transmit  such 
claim  affidavit  to  the  Superior  Court  next  to  be  held  after  such  claim  is 
filed  in  the  county  where  such  executor,  administrator,  guardian  or 
trustee  resides. 

§3746.  (3693)  (3669.)  Claim  postpones  sale.  When  a  claim  has  been 
interposed,  as  provided  in  the  preceding  sections,  the  sale  of  the  prop- 

erty advertised  and  claimed  shall  be  postponed  until  after  the  termina- 
tion of  the  claim  case. 

Section  referred  to  and  construed:  59  Ga.,  418. 

General  Note  on  Claims. — Affidavit  and  bond  in  claim  case  made  in  another  State 
must  be  duly  authenticated  :  56  Ga.,  612.  Jurat  to  affidavit  signed  nunc  pro  tunc :  47  Ga., 
92.  Ag-ent  or  attorney  mav  claim  property  for  principal,  etc.  :  Blackwellrs.  Pennington, 
Pamphlt.,  Sept.,  1880.  p.  36.  Appeal,  Act  of  1874  as  to,  constitutional:  54  Ga.,  663. 
Attachment,  levy  of,  and  claim,  and  claimant  may  move  to  dismiss  attachment,  etc. : 
47  Ga.,  587.  After  judgment  on,  claimant  cannot  traverse  grounds  of:  49  Ga.,  263; 
58/322.  Sale  of  land  after  levy  of,  void  :  53  Ga.,  114-119.  Suit  against  claimant  and 
sureties  for  hire  and  use:  59  Ga.,  600.  Bond  forthcoming,  breach  of,  by  sale  of  prop- 

erty claimed:  55  Ga.,  606.  Refusal  to  deliver  property  a  breach  of  :  54  Ga.,  676.  For 
titles,  defendant  in  fi.  fa.  going  into  possession  under,  after  judgment,  lien  of  judg- 

ment attaches,  to  what  extent :  55  Ga.,  348.  For  costs  and  damages  necessary :  43  Ga., 
250.  Taken  by  claimant  to  save  his  purchase  admissible,  when  :  58  Ga.,  443.  Burden 
of  proof  is  on  claimant  when  defendant  in  fi.  fa.  was  in  possession  at  time  of  levy: 
41  Ga.,  196;  60/572:  61/629.  By  taking  the  conclusion,  the  claimant  took  the  onus  : 
58  Ga.,  446-451.  Possession  by  husband  shown,  casts,  on  wife  claiming:  59  Ga.,  69.  To 
change  the  onus  from  plaintiff  to  claimant,  plaintiff  must  show  either  title  or  posses- 

sion in  defendant  since  judgment:  61  Ga.,  300.  Claimant  of  property  advertised  by 
administrator  may  assume  burden  of  proof  by  admitting  that  administrator  was  in 
possession  :  Campbell  vs.  Eoberts,  Pamphlt.,  Feb.,  1881,  p.  11.  Claimant  may  hire 
property  claimed  :  8  Ga.,  354.  Estopped,  when:  10  Ga.,  370;  14/113;  29/696;  12/212. 
Claim  laws  are  cumulative  and  permissive  :  9  Ga.,  23;  60/516.  Commencement  of 
claim  case  is  the  interposition  of  the  claim  ;  55  Ga.,  399.     Damages  for  tort,  levy  for, 
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and  claim:  59 Ga.,  256.  Deed,  consideration  of,  may  be  attacked:  56  Ga.,  369.  Of 
trust,  fraudulent,  creditor  attacking  may  proceed  against  trustee,  etc. :  61  Ga.,  599; 
64/432.  Demurrer,  to  claim,  admits  execution  and  delivery  of  deed  set  out  in  claim  : 
55  Ga.,  68.  Equitable  claim  by  wife,  when  levied  on  for  purchase  money,  because  of 
payment  of  part  with  her  money,  not  allowed  till  all  purchase  money  paid:  56  Ga., 
22.  Equitable  rights  of  parties  may  be  reached  in  claim  cases  :  54  Ga.,  691.  Equi- 

table title  originating  in  parol  purchase  of  land,  payment,  etc.,  good  ground  for 
claim:  57  Ga.,  473.  Equities  may  be  set  up  in  claim  case,  how  :  48  Ga..  64;  51/421 ; 
54/691 ;  55/349 ;  56/22 ;  57/71 ;  58/307.  Estoppel,  decision  of  claim  case  is,  of  same 
question  in  ejectment:  21  Ga.,  143.  Evidence,  notes  and  record  of  judgment  against 
defendant  in  fi.  fa.  not  admissible  in,  against  claimant :  19  Ga.,  404.  Judgment  estab- 

lishing copy  deed  admissible,  when :  20  Ga.,  383.  Insolvency  of  partnership  may  be  shown 
by  claimant  of  property  mortgaged  by  partnership:  21  Ga.,  395.  Plaintiff  in  mort- 

gage fi.  fa.  may  introduce  the  fi.  fa.  without  petition  and  rules;  the  claimant  may  in- 
troduce the  balance  of  the  record,  etc.:  55  Ga.,  210.  When  land  had  been  deeded  for 

use  of  a  church,  and  plaintiff  failed  to  show  it  subject:  56  Ga.,  461.  As  to  know- 

ledge of  claimant  of  his  vendor's  indebtedness  for  purchase  money  of  land  conveyed, admissible,  when:  61  Ga.,  128.  Sayings  and  acts  of  defendant  while  in  possession, 
and  admissions  of  claimant  against  himself,  admissible:  62  Ga.,  163.  Except,  can 
claimant,  after  a  trial  on  the  merits  to  regularity  of  proceedings?  1  Ga.,  559.  Excep- 

tions, bill  of,  defendant  in  fi.  fa.  not  necessary  party:  50  Ga.,  123.  Execution  fail- 
ing to  follow  judgment,  property  excluded  on  trial  of  claim  case  :  52  Ga.,  585.  Against 

administrator  individually,  does  not  bind  estate,  and  claim  sustained:  57  Ga.,  159. 
Factors,  delivery  of  goods  to  carrier  for,  gives  factor  such  interest  as  will  sup- 

port a  claim:  30  Ga..  450.  Claim  by,  under  alleged  sale  by  planter,  held  a 
mortgage:  60  Ga.,  639.  Lien  of,  priority  of,  over  judgment,  when  foreclosed: 
60  Ga.,  478.  Fixtures,  question  of,  discussed  in  claim  case:  25  Ga.,  331.  Fraud, 
possession  by  defendant  in  fi.  fa.  after  absolute  sale,  prima  facie  evidence  of:  8  Ga.,  49. 
Books  of  firm,  admissible  as  evidence  to  prove,  etc. :  9  Ga.,  9.  When  seller  may  rescind 
sale  and  claim  goods  on  account  of  false  representations  :  45  Ga.,  213  ;  54/533.  Guar- 

dian, land  subject  to  lien  of  judgment  turned  over  to  ward  in  payment' of  debt  by, not  discharged  from  the  lien  :  30  Ga.,  534.  Sayings  of,  when  admissible  in  suit  against 
ward:  54  Ga.,  691.  Homestead,  head  of  family  may  claim  :  41Ga.,196.  Wife  claim- 

ing may  contradict  note  puporting  to  be  for  purchase  money  :  57  Ga..  181.  Wife  has 
sufficient  interest  to  claim  in  her  own  name,  when  :  60  Ga.,  501.  Husband  and  wife, 
notice  of  levy  given  to  husband  and  wife  claiming  property,  non-suit  refused  :  59  Ga., 
69.  Injunction,  restraining  claimant  from  withdrawing  claim,  granted,  when :  30 
Ga.,  79  Refused,  when  the  matters  had  been  litigated,  in  claim  case:  54  Ga.,  237. 
Insolvent  claimant,  with  good  bond,  entitled  to  all  the  rights  of  a  solvent  one  :  53 
Ga..  56.  Issue,  tendered  by  executor  in  claim  case,  may  be  withdrawn:  23  Ga.,  211. 
Parties  concluded  only  by  such  as  are  submitted  to  Court:  29  Ga.,  699.  What  is,  in 
claim  case:  43  Ga.,  393.  Rule  requiring  tender  of,  in  five  minutes  by  plaintiff,  does 
not  prevent  prior  tender  :  61  Ga.,  136.  Judgment,  plaintiff  in  fi.  fa.  need  not  produce  : 
6  Ga.,  410.  May  be  impeached  for  fraud,  when  :  7  Ga.,  377.  jurisdiction,  claimant 
may  file  bill  in  county  where  claim  is  pending  against  parties  out  of  the  county,  etc. : 
23  Ga.,  597.  Levy  after,  and  claim  execution  withdrawn  at  discretion  of  Court:  19 
Ga.,  161;  54/587.  Entry  that  previous  levy  was  dismissed,  accounts  for  levy  in  claim 
case :  31  Ga.,  684.  Sheriff's  official  entry  of,  sufficient  evidence,  etc.:  40  Ga.,  302. 

%  Claimant  estopped  from  denying  levy  when  affidavit  and  bond  so  state:  54  Ga.,  296. 
Dismissed  when  levied  by  wrong  Sheriff,  when  county  line  divided  land:  58  Ga.,  519. 
Lien,  vendor's,  not  asserted  by  claim  :  8  Ga.,  258.  Of  judgment  creditor,  not  defeated 
by  discharge  of  debtor  in  bankruptcy,  when:  39  Ga.,  64.  Defective,  on  foreclosure  of, 
claimant  may  take  advantage  of  defect  in:  45  Ga.,  220.  Equitable,  of  vendor  for  pur- 

chase money  notgermain  to  claim  proceedings:  48  Ga.,  620.  Trustee  has  no  right  to 
create,  on  trust  property  for  supplies  furnished:  56  Ga.,  309.  Mortgage,  claimant 
may  attack,  after  foreclosure:  22  Ga.,  348.  Claimant  cannot  take  advantage  of  fore- 

closure within  twelve  months  from  granting  letters  of  administration,  etc. :  30  Ga.,  706. 
Can  purchaser  after,  set  up  as  claimant,  defenses  mortgagor  might  have  set  up?  45  Ga., 
493.  Effect  of  foreclosure  of,  on  claimant  discussed  :  54  Ga.,  463.  Notice,  purchaser 
of  land  pending  a  claim,  is  chargeable  with,  etc.  :  32  Ga.,  453.  Partners,  name  of  one 
left  out,  etc.,  may  be  inserted  instanter  on  motion :  Blackwell  vs.  Pennington,  Pamphlt., 

-  Sept.,  1880,  p.  36.  Possession  at  time  of  levy,  proper  for  discretion  of  jury:  30  Ga., 
682.  When  defendant  is  in,  at  levy,  claimant  cannot  defeat  plaintiff  by  showing  title 
in  third  person  :  43  Ga.,  393.  Of  tenant  of  defendant  in  fi.  fa.  is,  of  defendant,  etc. :  58 
Ga.,  509.  Claimant  contending  he  had  at  time  of  levy,  and  that  in  issue,  plaintiff  enti- 

tled to  opening  and  conclusion  :  64  Ga.,  753.  Practice,  when  Court  rejects  plaintiff's 
fi.  fa.,  error  to  allow  jury  to  find  for  claimant,  etc.:  37  Ga.,  12.  Relatives,  when 
transaction  is  between,  in  claim  case,  bona  fides  being  undisputed,  is  of  no  vital  impor- 

tance :  20  Ga.,  429.  Relief  Act  of  1870,  who  was  a  "claimant"  under:  46  Ga..  295. 
Of  1868,  claim  under,  and  property  held  subject:  55  Ga.,  585.  Satisfaction,  levy  on 
real  estate  not  prima  facie,  of  judgment:  6  Ga.,  410.  Claimant  seeking  to  show,  of 
judgment,  must  prove  payment  to  plaintiff,  etc.:  6  Ga.,  515.  Sayings  of  defendant 
in  fi.fa.  admissible  in  evidence,  when  :  20  Ga.,  210,  240;  28/170  ;  59/711.  Of  claimant, 
when  admissible:  26  Ga.,  283.  Sheriff's  return  on  fi.fa.  not  conclusive  against 
claimant:  20  Ga.,  204.  Statute  of  limitations  runs  in  favor  of  claimant  in  posses- 

sion as  bona  fide  purchaser  till  notice  of  levy  by  Sheriff:  54  Ga.,  588.     On  question  of 
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not  th years'  possession  by  claimant,  an  injunction  restraining  sale  of  land  claimed,  but 

the  levy,  irrelevant:  55  Ga.,  559.  Four  years'  possession  of  bona  fide  purchaser, 
what  is  that  discharges  from  lien  of  judgment:  56  Ga.,  594.  Third  party  having 
mechanic's  lien  on  property,  irrelevant :  22  Ga.,  563.  Claimant  cannot  set  up  out- 

standing title  in  :  8  Ga.,  556.  Both  parties  claiming  title  from  same,  not  necessary  to 
prove  his  :  19  Ga.,  545.  Title,  legal,  person  having,  may  claim  wherever  equitable  in- 

terest may  He  :  20  Ga..  148.  Verdict  in  claim  case  set  aside  when  plaintiff  had  been 
dead  four  years,  etc.:  9Ga.,  325.  For  claimant  for  one-half  of  a  lot  of  land  not  set 
aside  for  uncertainty:  62  Ga,,  237.  Withdrawal  of  claim  allowed  claimant,  etc. :  22 
Ga.,  565.  Of  a  first  claim,  terminates  the  suit:  55  Ga.,  399.  Should  be  before  jury 
leaves  the  box:  60  Ga.,  366.  Too  late  after  Judge  has  decided  the  case  by  agreement 
of  counsel :  60  Ga.,  375. 

Subject  treated:    Freeman   on  Executions,   §189.     Claims  not  recognized  in  U.  S. 
Court :  1  Woods,  544. 

TITLE  X. 

OF   EVIDENCE 

Chapter  1. — General  Principles. 
Chapter  2. — Of  the  Rales  Governing  the  Admission  of  Testimony. 
Chapter  3. — Of  Discovery  from  the  Parties. 
Chapter  4.— Of  Records  and  other  Written  Evidence. 
Chapter  5. — Of  Oral  Testimony. 
Chapter  6. — Of  Interrogatories  and  Depositions. 
Chapter  7. — Of  Perpetuating  Testimony. 

CHAPTER  I. 

general  principles. 

Section. 
3747.  Object  of  evidence. 
3748.  Sundry  definitions. 
3749.  Mental  conviction 
3750.  Same  rules  in  all  Courts  and  cases. 
3751.  Matters  judicially  recognized. 

SECTION; 

3752.  Presumption  of  law  and  fact. 
3753.  Estoppels. 
3754.  Prima  facie  presumptions. 
3755.  Number  of  witnesses  necessary. 

§3747.  (3694.)  (3670.)  Object  of  evidence.  The  object  of  all  legal  in- 
vestigation is  the  discovery  of  truth.  The  rules  of  evidence  framed  are 

with  a  view  to  this  prominent  end,  seeking  always  for  pure  sources 
and  the  highest  evidence. 

Section  referred  to  and  construed  :  63  Ga.,  742  -f  57/102. 

§3748.  (3695.)  (3671.)  Sundry  definitions.-  Competent  evidence  is  that 
which  is  admissible.  Sufficient  evidence  is  that  which  is  satisfactory 
for  the  purpose.  Cumulative  evidence  is  that  which  is  additional  to 
other  already  obtained.  Direct  evidence  is  that  which  immediately 
points  to  the  question  at  issue.  Indirect,  or  circumstantial  evidence,  is 
that  which  only  tends  to  establish  the  issue  by  proof  of  various  facts, 
sustaining  by  their  consistency,  the  hypothesis  claimed.  Presumptive 
evidence  consists  of  inferences  drawn  by  human  experience  from  the 
connection  of  cause  and  effect,  and  observations  of  human  conduct. 

Evidence  entirely  circumstantial  ought  to  connect  the  defendant  with  the  criminal 
act:  26  Ga.,  633.  Full  proof  and  preponderance  of  evidence,  reasonable  doubt  applies 
to  cases  of  every  degree :  18  Ga.,264.  Where  newly  discovered  evidence  was,  and  when 
not  merely  cumulative  :  43  Ga.,  596,  444  ;  41/657  ;  42/623  ;  33/11,  Suplt.  ;  27/329 ;  40/657  ; 
57/329.  To  convict  on  circumsfantial  evidence  it  must  excuse  every  reasonable  hy- 

pothesis but  that  of  guilt:  46  Ga.,  642,  637  ;  53/196  ;  38/295  ;  34/342.  A  legal  charge  on 
the  force  and  effect  of  circumstantial  evidence:  23  Ga.,  576;  43/484;  59/309,  738.  A 
charge  that  was  not  legal :  54  Ga.,  157.  Proving  a  trust  by  circumstantial  evidence  :  26 
Ga.,  625.     As  to  the  force  and  effect  of  direct  and  of  circumstantial  evidence  :  29  Ga., 
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287.  As  to  confessions  of  guilt  being  direct  or  circumstantial  evidence:  47  Ga.,  599. 
Should  be  no  conviction  on  suspicion  merely:  46  G-a.,  637;  53/253,  255;  50/513;  57/482- 
3.  Discretion  of  Judge  as  to  sentencing  prisoner  where  convicted  under  circumstan- 

tial evidence:  53  Ga.,  195-6.  As  to  case  of  murder  where  direct  evidence:  60  Ga., 
251 :  58/212,  215.  Questions  of  fact  in  cases  of  circumstantial  evidence  are  for  the  jury 
to  decide:  53  Ga.,  195;  49/18;  60/258;  55/326;  59/738.  Sufficient] y  strong  circum- 

stantial evidence  to  convict  of  burglary :  55  Ga..  324;  61/311 ;  59/457-458;  58/79.  Where 
not :  46  Ga.,  642.  Section  referred  to  and  construed:  63  Ga.,  701-702.  Motive,  tracks, 
larceny,  arson,  all  a  chain  of  circumstantial  evidence:  63  Ga.,  395.  Where  nurse 

shown  to  be  guilty  of  battery  on  a  child  from  marks  on  child's  person,  etc.  :  64  Ga.,  449. 
Primary  and  secondary  defined :  §3761.  Hearsay :  $3770.  aWills  on  Circ.  Ev. 

(L.  L.);  Burrill :  lb.;  1  Gr.  Ev.,  $13  a.  Will  sometimes  outweigh  positive  evidence: 
9  Cr.,  71. 

§3749.  (3696.)  (3672.)  Amount  of  mental  conviction.  Moral  and  reason- 
able certainty  is  all  that  can  be  expected  in  legal  investigation.  In  all 

civil  casesa  the  preponderance  of  testimony  is  considered  sufficient  to 
produce  mental  conviction.  In  criminal  casesb  a  greater  strength  of  men- 

tal conviction  is  held  necessary  to  justify  a  verdict  of  guilty. 
Mental  conviction,  when  error  to  charge  that  evidence  should  be  clear  and  ex- 

plicit: 7  Ga.,  471-472.  The  clearest  evidence  is  not  always  the  most  trustworthy :  56 
Ga.,-89.  ''The  exclusion  of  reasonable  doubt,  in  some  civil  cases,  as  held  requisite  in 
11  Ga.,  160  and  30  Ga.,  619,  means  no  more  than  that  the  jury  must  be  satisfied  :  "  56 
Ga.,  168.  "There  is  certainly  a  difference  in  the  strength  of  conviction  required  by 
law  in  the  two  classes  of  cases,  civil  and  criminal :  "  56  Ga,,  170.  Moral  and  reasonable 
certainty,  on  trial  of  criminal  cases,  moral  and  not  mathematical  or  metaphysical  cer- 

tainty, is  all  that  the  law  requires  or  is  attainable  :  6  Ga.,  276  ;  64/349.  Testimony  may 
be  satisfactory,  although  not  wholly  unimpeached  :  57  Ga.,  284.  Preponderance  of 
testimony  is  considered  sufficient  to  produce  mental  conviction  in  civil  cases,  and 
that  is  for  the  jury  to  determine,  and  they  may  survey  the  whole  field,  etc.  :  62  Ga.,  411. 
Reasonable  doubt,  the  doubts  of  a  jury  to  justify  an  acquittal  should  be  reasonable 
and  not  a  mere  vague  conjecture  or  possibility  of  the  innocence  of  the  accused  :  6  Ga., 
276;  22/235.  In  a  murder  case,  where  the  homicide  was  admitted  and  the  question 
was  as  to  grade  of  the  offense,  or  whether  it  was  justifiable  homicide,  a  charge  "that  a 
reasonable  doubt  was,  when  it  was  doubtful  whether  a  homicide  had  been  committed, 
and  if  committed,  whether  the  the  accused  was  the  slayer,"  was  held  error:  10  Ga., 
101.  Doctrine  of  reasonable  doubt  in  criminal  cases  extends  to  cases  of  every  degree  : 
18  Ga.,  264.  If  there  be  a  reasonable  doubt  resting  on  the  minds  of  the  jury  whether 
the  crime  charged  was  committed  they  ought  to  acquit :  20  Ga.,  156.  Juries  must  not 
give  their  verdict  against  the  prisoner  without  plain  and  manifest  proof  of  his  guilt, 
which  implies  that  when  there  is  a  doubt  the  consequence  should  be  acquittal :  22  Ga., 
212,  235.  Reasonable  doubt  as  to  guilt,  ought  to  acquit:  29  Ga.,  433.  When  proof  in 
favor  of  a  defendant  is  stronger  and  more  direct  than  that  against  him,  there  is  room 
for  reasonable  doubt :  24  Ga.,  427.  If  the  doubts  are  reasonable,  it  is  immaterial  whether 
they  arise  from  a  usual  or  an  unusual  cause  :  30  Ga.,  872.  As  to  a  matter,  descriptive 
of  the  person  :  33  Ga.,  4.  "  Matters  of  fact  are  proved  by  moral  evidence  alone  and  the 
most  that  can  be  said  of  such  things  is  that  there  is  no  reasonable  doubt  concerning 
them  :  "  33  Ga.,  268.  "  The  testimony  must  convince  the  understanding  beyond  a  reas- 

onable doubt:"  38  Ga.,  191;  48/458;  20/167.  To  refuse  to  charge  that  if  from  "any 
cause"  the  jury  have  doubts  of  the  prisoner's  guilt,  etc.,  not  error:  39  Ga..  491.  "  A 
reasonable  doubt  is  such  a  one  as  an  upright  man  might  entertain  in  an  honest  inves- 

tigation after  truth  from  the  evidence"  is  more  favorable  perhaps  to  defendant,  than  a 
strictly  accurate  definition  might  warrant:  47  Ga.,  529.  Refusal  to  charge  jury  "that 
if  they  entertained  doubts  as  to  the  law,  the  prisoner  is  just  as  much  entitled  to  the 

benefit  of  those  doubts  as  if  they  applied  to  the  facts,"  not  error  :  48  Ga.,  66:  but  see 
25  Ga.,  531;  18/194.  To  authorize  a  new  trial  by  Supreme  Court  on  ground  of  reason- 

able doubt,  "the  failure  in  the  testimony  to  establish  guilt  must  be  so  complete  as  to 
make  doubt  and  uncertainty  inevitable  :  "  48  Ga.,  460.  It  is  not  error  in  charging  a  reas- 

onable doubt,  to  tell  the  jury  "that  they  should  reconcile  the  testimony  if  possible,  and 
if  not,  to  believe  those  whom  they  thought  entitled  to  credit:  "  57  Ga.,  184;  30/619.  In 
civil  cases,  the  jury  is  not  obliged  as*a  matter  of  law  to  give  the  benefit  of  the  doubt  to the  defendant :  57  Ga..  284.  See  further  as  to  reasonable  doubt  in  civil  cases:  11  Ga., 
621 ;  56/168-170  ;  62/336 ;  30/619.  A  proper  charge  as  to  reasonable  doubt :  63  Ga.,  601 ; 
48/66;  38/508. 

aSame  rule  prevails  where  the  question  is  whether  defendant  is  guilty  of  indictable 
offense:  11  Am.  R.,  204;  19/747;  20/668,  752;  23/708,  239.  Must  be  proved  beyond 

9  reasonable  doubt:  26  Am.  R.,  131.  bReasonable  doubts  :  2  Hawley's  Grim.  Rep.,  198, 
482,  603 ;  1  Whart.  Cr.  Law,  §§707-712. 

§3750.  (3697.)  (3673.)  Sams  rules  in  all  Courts  and  cases.  Generally, 
the  rules  of  evidence  are  the  same  in  all  the  Courts  of  this  State,  and 
upon  every  trial  the  exceptions  exist  only  by  express  statute. 

§3751.  (3698.)  (3674.)  Matters  judicially  recognized.  The  existence  and 
territorial  extent  of  States,  their  form  of  government,  and  symbols  of 
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nationality,  the  laws  of  nations,  and  general  customs  of  merchants,  the§§i675.  3815, 

admiralty  and  maritime  Courts  of  the  world  and  their  seals,  the  politi- ^24' 
cal  constitution  and  history  of  our  own  Government,  as  well  as  the  lo- 

cal divisions  of  our  own  State,  the  seals  of  the  several  departments  of 
the  Government  of  the  United  States,  and  of  the  several  States  of  the 
Union,  and  all  similar  matters  of  public  knowledge,  are  judicially  rec- 

ognized without  the  introduction  of  proof. 

Corporation's  existence  as  a  person  capable  of  contracting  in  another  State  :  14  Ga., 
328.  When  existence  of  a  corporation  in  another  State  must  be  proved:  27  Ga.,  76. 
Bank  charter  of  this  State  as  a  public  Act  recognized  :  31  Ga.,  69.  Courts  take  notice 
of  repair  and  rebuilding  of  W.  &  A.  Railroad  by  Federal  authority  as  matter  of  public 
knowledge  and  history:  39  Ga,,  610.  Public  history  ;  44  Ga,,  303;  47/26.  Federal  oc- 

cupation during  the  war:  52  Ga.,  639.  That  the  county  of  DeKalb  is  in  Georgia:  46 
Ga.,  197.  Courts  proceeding  according  to  their  knowledge  of  laws  of  another  State  : 

12  Ga.,  582.  Courts  taking  cognizance  of  Governor's  proclamation:  41  Ga.,  11  4.  Bank- 
ruptcv  shown  on  vesting  of  property  of  bankrupt  in  assignee :  49  Ga.,  361.  Of  the  days 
of  the  month  :  51  Ga.,  427.  Courts  will  not  take  judicial  cognizance  of  what  transpired 
before  them  unless  record  of  proceeding  exhibited  as  evidence:  60  Ga.,  409;  53/241. 

1  Whart,  Ev.,  §276  et  seq. ;  1  Gr.  Ev.,  ̂ 4-6;  Bliss  Code  PI.,  ̂ 177-199;  11  Am.  D., 
780-782,  n.  U.  S.  Courts  take  judicial  notice  of  public  laws  of  States  in  which  they  sit : 
2  Woods,  574.  Court  will  take  judicial  notice  of  executive  documents:  1  Whart.  Ev., 
§317.  Course  of  seasons:  lb.,  §332;  of  the  almanac :  9  C.  L.  J.,  304.  Limitations  of 
human  life  as  to  age  :  lb.,  §333 ;  as  to  gestation  :  lb.,  §334.  Science  and  political  econ- 

omy :  7&.,§335;  3C.L.  J.,364.  Physiological  and  physical  laws  :  lb.,  §336  ;  12Am.D., 
276.  Of  officers  and  their  deputies  :  13  Am.  D.,  192-3,  n.  Court  will  not  take  notice 
that  a  particular  place  is  or  is  not  within  a  particular  county  :  32  Am.  P.,  575. 

§3752.  (3699.)  (3675.)  Presumption  of  law  and  fact.  Presumptions  are 
either  of  law  or  of  fact.  The  former  are  conclusions  and  inferences 
which  the  law  draws  from  given  facts.  The  latter  are  exclusively 
questions  for  the  jury,  to  be  decided  by  the  ordinary  test  of  human  ex- 
perience. 

Acts  of  the  Legislature  constitutionally  organized,  presumed  to  be  constitut- 
ional, etc. :  9Ga.,253;  13/83;  16/102;  34/309;  35/124;  44/77,649.  Agency,  presump- 

tion of,  from  acts  of  parties:  39  Ga.,  586.  Alteration  of  instrument,  presumed  to 
have  been  done  at  time  of  execution,  until  cmitrary  is  shown,  but  whole  matter  left 
to  the  jury:  17Ga.,558;  45/539.  When  indifferent  handwriting  and  no  presump- 

tion: 31  Ga.,  371.  Administration,  when  presumed:  18  Ga.,  520-4.  When  not:  20 
Ga.,  135.  Book  account,  presumption  as  to  correctness  of,  etc.  ;  31  Ga.,  346.  Char- 

acter, presumption  of  law,  of  good,  till  contrary  is  shown:  31  Ga.,  331.  Charge 
of  Court  below  not  excepted  to,  presumed  to  be  on  the  law  and  facts :  54  Ga.  ,45; 
53/252,  253  ;  57/92  ;  56/458.  Damage  presumed  whenever  rights  of  a  party  have  been 
withheld  or  violated  :  16 Ga.,  6-7.  Deed,  presumed  that  acknowledgment  of,  was  made 
when  it  purports  to  have  been  executed  at  time  of  date  :  1  Ga.,  3.  Duties,  official  and 
social,  every  man  presumed  to  perform,  until  contrary  is  proved  :  1  Ga.,  3,  279;  6/188, 
491 ;  36/442  ;  39/22 ;  43/464 ;  45/362 ;  56/547.  Estate,  distribution  of,  prima  facie  pre- 

sumed to  have  been  by  legal  methods  :  48  Ga.;  332.  Facts,  presumptions  of,  jury  must 
determine:  56  Ga.,  294;  58/226;  49/19.  Pi.  fa.,  when  presumption  that  seizure  of 
property  to  satisfy,  has  satisfied,  not  rebutted,  etc.  :  20  Ga.,  210.  Collection  of  money 
by  Sheriff  on,  affords  a  presumption  that  legal  owner  got  it:  29  Ga.,  67.  When  in 
hands  of  Sheriff,  by  due  course,  presumed  to  remain  there  during  his  office,  until  con- 

trary shown:  54  Ga.,  507.  Guilt,  conscious,  presumption  raised  by  escape  of  prisoner 
may  be  rebutted,  etc. :  25  Ga.,  527.  General  verdict  of  guilty  presumed  to  be  for  high- 

est offense  charged  in  the  indictment :  43  Ga.,  218.  Hire,  when  presumed  hiring  was 
for  the  year  :  30  Ga.,  423.  Indorsement,  presumption  as  to,  when  plaintiff's  name  is 
on  back  of  note  sued  on  :  49  Ga.,  486-7.  Insanity,  not  to  be  presumed  :  56  Ga.,  463; 
7/484.  Intention  is  a  natural  presumption  that  mere  intent  to  do  that  which  they 
have  the  right  and  power  to  do,  rather  than  what  is  beyond  their  right  and  power:  29 
Ga.,  384.  As  to  presumption  that  a  man  intends  the  natural  and  probable  consequence 
of  his  own  acts:  55  Ga.  497.  Jurisdiction,  Court  presumed  to  have:  24  Ga.,  245. 
Judgment,  presumed  to  be  paid  after  twenty  years,  but  presumption  may  be  rebutted  : 
10  Ga.,  178 ;  36/388 ;  47/362,  540.  Law,  presumption  of,  that  owner  of  property  is  ac- 

quainted with  its  condition:  48  Ga.,  152.  Lessor  and  lessee,  as  to  presumption  of 
acquiescence  of  lessors  in  acts  of  lessee,  on  the  premises  :  30  Ga.,  945-6.  Lex  loci,  of 
contract  not  made  in  this  State,presumed  to  be  same  till  contrary  is  shown  :  41  Ga.,  449. 
In  action  against  a  railroad  foi  injury  to  a  person  in  Alabama,  common  law  presumed 
to  be  in  force  in  that  State:  43  Ga.,  461.  Legitimacy  presumed:  15Ga.,160.  Life, 
the  civil  law  will  presume  a  person  living  at  a  hundred  years  of  age,  and  the  common 
law  does  not  stop  much  short  of  this  :  24  Ga.,  494 ;  but  see  1  Ga.,  538-543 ;  21/301.  Loss 
of  paper,  positive  proof  of,  not  required,  but  sufficient  to  raise  reasonable  presump- 

tion of  loss,  and  this  presumption  may  arise  from  lapse  of  time,  etc.  :  6Ga.  188.  Mal- 
ice, the  law  presumes,  in   case  of  homicide:  41  Ga.,  484-5;  35/75.    Law  does  not  pre- 
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sume,  against  a  judicial  officer  because  he  renders  an  illegal  judgment :  48  Ga.,  354. 
Marriage  once  shown  presumed  to  continue  :  62Ga.,408.  Notes,  credit  on,  put  there 
by  maker,  afford  presumption  that  all  cross-demands  are  covered  by  it :  30  Ga.,  829; 

50/571.  Given  due,  or  due  one  day  after  date,  do  not  belong  to  that'  class  of  paper  in which  presumptions  are  in  favor  of  holder,  etc.  :  32  Ga.,  109.  Of  same  date  of  bill  of 
sale,  and  cut  from  same  paper,  presumption  is  they  were  for  the  property  conveyed  by 
the  writing:  33  Ga.,  159.  New  note  for  less  amount  than  old  one  presumed  settlement 
of  all  cross-demands:  57  Ga.,  223.  Owner  of  a  lot  presumed  to  know  its  condition:  48 
Ga.,  152.  Officer,  presumed  that  he  does  his  duty  :  39  Ga.,  22;  6/198  ;  60/581-2.  Pos- 

session of  personal  property  by  vendor  after  sale,  presumption  of  fraud  arising  there- 
from may  be  explained,  etc. :  20  Ga.,  429.  Joint,  of  property,  presumption  of  title  in 

person  exercising  acts  of  control,  etc.  :  25  Ga,,  28.  Production  of  evidence,  failure  to, 
presumption  as  to:  54  Ga.,  273;  56/168;  61/225 ;  59'/ 473.  Railroad,  presumption 
against  company,  when  damage  has  ensued  from  the  running  of  the  cars :  49  Ga.,  373  ; 
60/492 ;  56/457  ;  60/339 ;  64/475.  Rebutted  by  evidence,  presumption  of  law  or  fact 
may  be:  20  Ga.,  480;  31/641.  Time  elapsing,  loss  .of  paper  presumed:  6  Ga.,  188. 

"Warrant,  in  land  Court  proceeding,  no  presumption  from  issuing  of,  of  notice  or  cer- tificate :  33  Ga.,  296.     Witness  presumed  to  be  competent;  3  Ga.,  277. 

See  definition  in  $3748..  Subject  treated:  Best  on  Presumptive  Ev.  (L.  L.);  1  Gr. 
Ev.,  $$14-48;  Powell  Ev..  41.  As  to  date  of  instruments  :  General  note  following  $3840. 
Against  party  tampering  with  evidence:  2  Whart.  Ev.,  $1264;  Powell  Ev.,  46;  or  with- 

holding: 2  Whart.  Ev.,  $1268;  1  Sm.  L.  G,  (t.  p.)  470,  472.  Onus  is  on  party  seeking  to 
show  change  in  existing  conditions  :  2  Whart.  Ev.,  $1284.  Due  deliverv  of  letters  pre- 

sumed: 2  Whart.  Ev.,  $$1323,  1230;  Best  Ev.,503;  7  Am.  P.,  536;  8/236.  Payment 
presumed  after  twenty  years:  2  Whart.  Ev.,  $1360.  Any  considerable  lapse  of  time, 
without  demand,  furnishes  presumption  of  payment:  Chitty  Contr.,  822;  23  Am.  D., 
755,  n.  Instrument  or  act  capable  of  legal  and  illegal  construction,  presumed  legal: 
Best  Ev.,  449.  As  to  jurisdiction  of  Courts:  Wells'  Jur.,  $$30-46;  see  also  note  follow- 

ing $209  of  Code.     Fraud  not  presumed  :  Code,  §2751 ;  Burrell  Circ.  Ev.,  9-76. 

§3753.  (3700.)  (3676.)  Estoppels.     Presumptions  of  law  are  sometimes 
§22283, 2698,  conclusive,  and  an  averment  to  the  contrary  will  not  be  allowed.   These 

2%2'  3577'    are  termed  estoppels,  and  are  not  generally  favored.     Among  these  are 
359813826.'    the  presumptions  in  favor  of  a  record  or  judgment3  unreversed;  of  the 

proper  conduct13  of  Courts  and  judicial  officers  acting  within  their  legit- 
imate sphere;  of  other  officers0  of  the  law  after  lapse  of  time  has  ren- 

dered it  dangerous  to  open  the  investigation  of  their  acts  in  regard  to 

mere  formalities  of  the  law ;  of  ancient  deeds,d  and  other  instruments 
more  than  thirty  years  old,  when  they  come  from  the  proper  custody, 

and  possession  has  been  held  in  accordance  with  them;  recitals6  in  deeds, 
except  payment  of  purchase  money,  as  against  the  grantor  acting  in 
his  own  right,  and  sui  juris  and  his  privies  in  estate,  blood  and  in  law; 

the  landlord's  title/  as  against  his  tenant,  while  tenant  in  possession  ; 
solemn  admissions8  made  in  judicio,  and  other  admissions,  upon  which 
other  parties'  have  acted,11  either  to  their  own  injury  or  the  benefit  of  the 
persons  making  the  admissions,  and  similar  cases1  where  it  would  be 
•more  unjust  and  productive  of  more  evil  to  hear  the  truth  than  to  for- 

bear the  investigation. 
Acquiescence,  there  may  be  estoppel  by:  21  Ga.,  187;  23/249:  30/780;  39/381,  672; 

42/209-210;  19/448;  48/109;  43/56,278;  53/317;  54/387;  56/161;  60/489.  Acts  and 
declarations,  party  having  paramount  title  estopped  by  his  own.  from  asserting  it: 
16  Ga.,  593  :  29/312.  Act  of  legislation,  party  estopped  by  :  53  Ga.,  467.  When  fact 
recited  in,  was  not  an  estoppel:  11  Ga.,  460.  Administrator  estopped  from  re-sell- 

ing fee  in  land  :  61  Ga.,  107-108.  Administratrix  not  estopped  by  unlawful  sale  as  an 
individual,  from  recovering  property  so  sold:  57  Ga.,  425.  Admissions,  party  not 
concluded  by,  unless  acted  on:  12  Ga.,  53;  13/516;  23/521;  29/312;  30/722;  39/617; 
40/184;  38/458.  By  one  other  than  the  prisoner  that  he  did  the  shooting  not  admissi- 

ble in  evidence:  57  Ga.,  102.  When  doctrine  of,  did  not  apply  to  non-negotiable 
note:  57  Ga.,  398.  Affidavit,  on  back  of  mortgage,  party  making  estopped  from  de- 

nying, etc.:  45  Ga.,  483.  Arbitration  under  railroad  charter,  when  no  estoppel:  43 
Ga.,  200.  When  Sheriff  not  estopped  from  denying  recitals  of  award  in  money  rule  : 
53  Ga.,  554.  Attorney  of  record  for  plaintiff  estopped  from  urging  invalidity  of 
judgment:  59  Ga.,  327.  Claimant  not  estopped  from  setting  up  title  by  suing  another  who 
gave  mortgage  on  his  own  land,  if  he  gave  notice  :  54  Ga.,  177.  Under  deed  by  Sheriff, 
when  estopped :  55  Ga.,  613.  Where  affidavit,  estopped  from  excepting  to  Levy  :  59  Ga., 
850.  Not  estopped  from  setting  up  that  one  was  a  "  cropper"  and  not  a  tenant  although 
he  took  a  landlord's  lien  from  him  :  61  Ga.,  488.  Corporation,  when  parties  as  to, 
estopped  :  58  Ga.,  281.  Damages,  where  discharged  employee  obtained  judgment  for 
part,  not  estopped  from  recovering  balance  of  damages  for  remnant  of  the  year :  53  Ga., 
82.     Deeds,  as  to  ancient :  43  Ga.,  351.     Bill  for  correction  of  boundaries  and  com- 
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pen  sati  on  for  representation  in  a  deed  testamentary:  45  Ga.,  456-7.  By  acceptance  of 
trust  under  a  deed,  estopped  from  repudiating  it:  54  Ga.,  485;  45/111;  32/53.  Repre- 

sentation in  writing  may  be  contradicted  by  parol,  except  vihere  it  operates  by  way  of 
estoppel :  57  Ga.,  181.  Recitals  in  deed  may  bind  parties,  and  tbose  claiming  under 
tbem,  and  not  bind  one  claiming  under  independent  title  :  48  Ga.,  329.  Recital  to 
be  an  estoppel  must  be  of  something  material :  53  Ga.,  408.  Estoppel  by  deed  defined  : 
49  Ga.,  351.  When  plaintiff  accepting  a  deed  reciting  a  homestead  in  property,  could 
not  deny  validity  of  the  homestead  :  59  Ga..  355.  Where  vendor  bound  by  repesenta- 
tions  as  to  an  ally,  although  not  mentioned  in  the  deed  :  59  Ga.,  450.  Dower,  in  applica- 

tion for,  contestant  was  estopped  from  denying  husband  died  seized  and  possessed,  when: 
55  Ga.,  613.  Duress,  when  wife  estopped  from  denying  deed  was  made  under,  of  hus- 

band: 58  Ga.,  270.  Equitable  lien,  suing  out  distress  warrant  was  not  estopped  from 
urging:  13  Ga.,  480,  491.  Estoppel  defined  and  doctrine  of,  discussed:  13  Ga.,  491.  Must 
be  mutual  to  be  binding  :  23  Ga.,  528;  50/297-300.  Estoppel  in  pais  defined  :  54  Ga.,  584; 
60/42;  53/439;  17/449;  13/480-492;  40/184.  Favored  estoppels  are  not:  47  Ga.,  628; 
46/101;  11/271.  Former  recovery,  held  no  bar  to  another  action,  when:  6  Ga.,  495; 
62/675.  Heirs,  estopped  by  receipt  of  share  of  proceeds  of  land  :  33  Ga.,  163.  Injury, 
when  there  is  not  to  one  or  advantage  to  another,  doctrine  of  estoppel  did  not  obtain: 
20  Ga.,  000.  Judgment  or  decree  in  an  estoppel  to  the  parties  thereto  and  their  privies  : 
11  Ga.,  205.  Should  estoppel  by  judgment  or  decree  be  plead?  11  Ga.,  205.  Where 
purchaser  of  land,  after  mortgage  by  vendor,  could  not  attack  mortgage  judgment: 
38  Ga.,  597-002.  Motion  to  open  judgment  did  not  estop  motion  to  set  aside  for  want 
of  service  :  47  Ga.,  028.  When  refusal  of  one  injunction  did  not  estop  from  asking  for 
another  in  the  same  case 41  Ga.,  544.  Estoppel  by  judgment  of  Court  of  Ordinary: 
42  Ga.,  398.  As  to  conclusiveness  of  Courts  of  concurrent  and  exclusive  jurisdiction  : 
49  Ga.,  412;  55/354.  Judgment  in  another  State  as  an  estoppel  to  suit  here:  45  Ga., 
329;  00/70.  As  to  conclusiveness  of  judgment  in  District  Court  of  the  United  States 
in  State  Court:  48  Ga.,  50.  Judgment  affirmed  by  Supreme  Court  conclusive: 
54  Ga.,  480-490.  When  purchaser  from  vendor  before  claim  not  estopped  by 
judgment  against  him  to  which  vendee  was  not  a  party  :  55  Ga.,  399.  When 
former  adjudication  will  not  estop  from  a  subsequent  suit:  59  Ga.,  104  5. 
Light  and.  air,  when  vendor  of  house  estopped  from  excluding:  58  Ga.,  208. 
Married  woman,  concluded  by  final  judgment :  61  Ga.,  512.  Doctrine  of  estoppel 
applies  to,  when:  60  Ga.,  42.  When  not  estopped  by  recital  in  mortgage:  53  Ga.,  430. 
When  not  estopped  from  suing  vendor  for  money  :  01  Ga.,  002.  Minor,  estoppel  some 
time  arises  against,  by  his  silence  ata  sale  of  his  property:  9Ga., 23-28.  When  not:  59Ga., 

722.  Mortgage,  by  accepting  joint,  of  husband  and  w  il'e,  inclorser  for  husband  not  estop- 
ped from  denying  wife's  title  to  the  land  :  54  Ga.,  014.  When  mortgagee  estopped  by 

his  silence  as  against  a  bona  fide  purchaser  of  property  at  mortgage  sale  :  43  Ga.,  449; 
52/183.  Note,  principal  giving  to  factor  his  note  in  settlement,  was  no  estoppel  as  to 
principal,  an  accord,  but  not  satisfaction:  52  Ga.,  41.  Maker  of  note  estopped  from 
pleading  failure  of  consideration  as  against  purchaser:  60  Ga.,  108.  Officers,  of  Court 
and  judicial,  as  to  presumption  of  proper  conduct  of  :  1  Ga.,  3,  275  ;  0/188,  494;  30/442; 

39/22 ;  45/414.  Owner,  giving  notice'of  his  title  at  sale  and  bidding,  not  estopped from  asserting  title :  24  Ga.,  150.  Where  true  owners  not  estopped  by  sale  of  their 
land  because  of  fraud  :  31  Ga.,544.  When  owner  estopped  by  conduct,  as  to  bill  for 
specific  performance  :  33  Ga.,  9.  Purchaser,  when  bona  fide,  of  property  with  four 
years'  possession,  estopped  by  not  asserting  it  at  sale  :  47  Ga.,  125.  Of  homestead 
property  with  notice,  not  in  position  to  deny  :  59  Ga.,  358.  Railroad,  parties  agree- 

ing in  writing  to  give  give  right  of  way,  estopped,  to  what  extent  from  claiming  dam- 
age :  45  Ga.,  531.  Registration  laws,  are  they  not  a  virtual  repeal  of  the  doctrine  of 

estoppel?:  18  Ga..  182.  State,  estopped  only  by  legislative  action  from  asserting  her  . 
rights  to  her  property :  50  Ga..  479.  Title,  requiring  Sheriff  to  levy  on  defendant's 
interest  in  land,  does  not  prevent  contesting  defendant's  title  in  another  suit :  9  Ga., 
100.  Party  may  impliedly  admit  title  in  another,  and  then  show  title  in  himself  30 
Ga.,  714.  By  asking  third  party  to  buy  in  property  for  him,  estops  claim  of  title:  33 

Ga.',  39.  Trustee,  or  executor,  after  accepting  the  trust,  cannot  set  up  adverse  title  : 
45  Ga.,  110.  Vendor,  when  estopped  from  denying  truth  of  representations  as  in- 

ducement to  sale  of  land:  59  Ga.,  450.  Ward,  not  estopped  by  unproductive  suit 
against  guardian  from  following  property  in  hands  of  third  party  :  55  Ga.,  21. 

Doe  vs.  Oliver  and  Duchess  of  Kingston's  case,  2  Sm.  L.  C,  (s.  p.)  417  et  seq.,  (t.  p.)  508- 
702  ;  3  Wash.  Real  Pr.,  67  ;  2  Pars.  Contr.,  787.  Doctrine  does  not  apply  to  persons  not 
sui  juris:  Ewell's  Lead.  Cas.,  220-220;  0  Am.  R.,  112;  11  0.,  240.  Guardian's  consent 
does  not  estop  minor:  4  C.  L.  J.,  550.  As  applicable  to  married  women  :  Well's  Sep. 
Prop.,  §265.  As  applied  to  judicial  sales  :  Rorer  J.  S..  193.  In  connection  with  doc- 

trine of  ultra  vires :  Green's  Brice,  p.  42,  375,  379,  385,  390  ;  note  on  p.  301,  372  of  Code. 
As  to  dower,  estoppel  on  those  claiming  under  husband:  2  Scrib.  Dow.,  217-237  ;  on 
widow:  lb.,  237-265;  20  Am.  R.,  582,  683.  On  bailee  from  disputing  bailor's  title: 
General  note  following  $2147  ;  13  O.,  572;  carriers:  £2070.  aSee  £2897,  3577,  3820.  bSee 
note  following  £209;  2  Whart.  Ev.,  £1302;  Broom's  Leg.  Max.,  907.  c2  Whart.  Ev., 
§1318;  note  to  £3704.  dSee  ££3837,  2700.  eSee  notes  to  £2098  ;  17  Am.  D.,  505,  n  ;  10/754,  n. 
f Notes  to  £2283;  13  Am.  D.,  08-72,  n.  si  Whart,  Ev.,  ££830-840;  2/££lll0-ll2l;  Her- 

man Estoppel,  351 ;  6  Am.  D.,  716,  n  ;  26/51-2,  n  ;  21  How.,  397.  hNotes  to  £2966;  1 
Gr.  Ev.,  §207;  Bigelow  Estoppel,  431;  Herman  Estoppel,  334;  notes  in  13  Am.  D., 
237,  n;  17/409:  27/119,  355;  24/58;  5  Wall.,  795;  9/254;  2  Bk.,  372;  3  0..  320;  0/258, 
544,  059;  7  C.  L.  J.,  403;  10/201.     What  conduct  estops  party  from  denying  that  he  is 
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stockholder  in  corporation  :  Thompson  L.  S.,  $#160-175;  9  Am.  D.,  102,  n.  Acceptor 
of  a  bill  of  exchange  estopped  to  deny  the  signature  of  the  drawer  or  his  capacity  to 
draw:  Stephen  Dig.  Ev.  Art.,  104.  Estoppel  by  fraud:  Robinson  on  Priority,  p.  51; 
Bigelow  Estoppel,  437  ;  Bigelow  on  Fraud,  438. 

§3754.  (3701.)  (3677.)  Prima  facie  presumptions.   Other  presumptions 

of  law,  such  as  of  innocence,3,  and  in  some  cases  of  guilt,  of  continuance 
of  lifeb  for  seven  years,  of  a  mental  state0  once  proved  to  exist,  and  all 
similar  presumptions  may  be  rebutted  by  proof. 

Presumption  of  continuance  of  life  ceasing  at  end  of  seven  years,  when  last  heard 
from:  1  Ga.,  538;  26/582;  39/479.  Presumption  of  continuance  of  insanity  once 
proved  to  exist :  7  Ga.,  484  ;  11/338. 

a2  Whart.  Ev.,  §1244.  *>2  Whart.  Ev.,  §1274.  c2  Whart.  Ev.,  §§1252-1254;  15  Am. 
D.,  116,  n. 

§3755.  (3702.)  (3678.)  Number  of  witnesses  necessary.     The  testimony 
§3105.         of  a  single  witness  is  generally  sufficient  to  establish  a  fact.  Exceptions 

to  this  rule  are  made  in  specified  cases  ;  such  as  to  convict  of  treason  or 

perjury,  in  any  case  of  felony  where  the  only  witness  is  an  accomplice,* 
and  to  rebut  a  responsiveb  statement  in  an  answer  in  equity — in  these 
cases  (except  in  treason)  corroborating  circumstances  may  dispense 
with  another  witness. 

Admission  of  acts  and  declarations  of  an  accomplice  to  criminate  the  other  :  8  Ga., 
408;  34/502;  43/197;  44/209.  Where  for  crime  below  felony,  testimony  of  accom- 

plice sufficient  to  convict:  51  Ga.,  597.  Section  referred  to  and  construed:  52  Ga., 
106-110.  As  to  corroboration  of  testimony  of  accomplice  by  circumstances :  55  Ga., 
220;  56/314-356;  52/403,  530. 

1  Whart.  Ev.,  §414  ;  1  Gr.  Ev.,  §255.  When  credit  is  equal,  credit  is  to  be  given  to 
the  greatest  number:  1  Whart.  Ev.,  §416.  aJoy  on  Evidence  of  Accomplices  (L.  L.); 
Powell  Ev.,  31 ;  Appleton  Ev.,  135;  2  Hawley's  Crim.  Rep.,  454.  Detective  as  such 
assisting  criminal,  not  accomplice:  14  Am.  P.,  430.  Testifying  for  State  has  claim  to 
clemency,  but  no  defense  to  prosecution  :  31  Am.  P.,  518  ;  9  0.,  594.     bSee  §3105. 

General  Note. — Inspection,  evidence  by:  1  Whart.  E v.,  §345.  Exhumation  of 
dead  body,  when  compellable  :  34  Am.  R.,  448,  n.  Jury  may  not  try  experiments  out 
of  Court  as  to  foot-prints  :  30  Am.  P.,  782.  Jury  revisiting  scene  of  crime,  right  of  ac- 

cused to  be  present:  28  Am.  D.,  631,  n.  Seduction,  child  three  months  old,  alleged  to 
be  born  of  intercourse,  cannot  be  exhibited  to  jury  to  show  resemblance  to  defendant: 
30  Am.  P.,  387.  Positive  evidence  of  more  value  than  negative :  1  Whart.  Ev.,  §415 ; 
17  Wall.,  384 ;  2  C.  L.  J..  622 ;  3/536.  Questions  for  Court  and  jury  :  Subject  treated 
in  Powell  on  Ev.,  19-24;  Ram.  on  Facts,  and  Wells'  treatise  on  this  topic.  Res  inter 
alias  acta :  Powell  Ev.,  136  ;  Broom's  Leg.  Max.,  917  ;  1  Amer.  Law  Rev.,  No.  5  (N.  S.), 
350.  Variance  between  pleadings  and  proof:  Code,  §3346;  1  Gr.  Ev.,  §63  et  seq.  ; 
Powell  Ev.,  117. 
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CHAPTER  II. 

OF    RULES   GOVERNING   THE    ADMISSION    OF    TESTIMONY 

Article  1. — General  Rules. 

Article  2. — Of  Hearsay. 
Article  3. — Of  Admissions  and  Confessions. 
Article  4. — Of  Parol  Evidence  to  Affect   Written. 

ARTICLE  I. 

GENERAL    RULES. 

Section. 
3756.  Must  be  relevant. 
3757.  Character  and  conduct  of  parties. 
3758.  Burden  of  proof. 
3759.  Changing  of  onus. 
8760.  Best  evidence. 
376  L.  Primary  and  secondary  evidence. 
3762.  Written  evidence. 

Section. 
3763.  Copies  of  wills  and  records. 
3764.  Officers  de  facto. 
3765.  Inscriptions  on  monuments,  etc. 
3766.  Other  exceptions. 
3767.  Secondary  evidence. 
3768   Degrees  therein. 
3769.  Existence  of  original. 

§3756.  (3703.)  (3679.)  Must  be  relevant.  The  evidence  must  relate  to 
the  questions  being  tried  by  the  jury,  and  bear  upon  them  either  di- 

rectly or  indirectly.     Irrevelant  matter  should  be  excluded. 
Stated:  17  Ga.,  420,  295.  Where  the  allegation  and  the  proof  did  not  correspond  so 

as  to  admit  the  evidence :  12  Ga.,  45;  15/301;  25/228,  714;  35/66;  28/289.  Irrelevant 

evidence  in  ejectment  case:  39  Ga.,  50.  How  relevancy  shown:  19  Ga.,  569.  Jury- 
should  be  permitted  to  hear  facts  from  which  they  might  or  not  infer  evidence  perti- 

nent to  the  issue  :  20  Ga.,  15;  27/444.  Illustrating  the  issue  receivable,  although  ap- 
pears irrelevant :  34  Ga.,  167-171;  27/283;  41/102.  Irrelevant  evidence  as  to  value  of 

work:  20  Ga.,  539.  When  loss  of  profits  inadmissible  in  action  against  carrier:  22 
269.  Irrelevant  evidence  to  the  issue,  in  favor  of  a  claimant  againsta  mortgage  fifa.  : 
22  Ga.,  563.  Admissible  evidence  against  a  livery  stable  man:  26  Ga.,  194.  Admis- 

sions of  principal  when  part  of  res  gestse  only  are  relevant  17  Ga.,  625.  Sayings  of  for- 
mer owner  subsequent  to  time  of  parting  with  title,  inadmissible  to  disparage  the 

title:  29  Ga.,  684.  Admissible  evidence  between  partners  as  to  character  of  crop:  60 

Ga.,  125.  Testimony  at  coroner's  inquest ;  hearsay  evidence  ;  circumstantial  evidence  : 
60  Ga.,  258. 

1  Whart.  Ev.,  ££20-57;  1  Gr.  Ev.,  ££49-55;  Powell  Ev.,  135;  3  C.  L.  J.,  362;  25  Am. 
D.,  423,  n.  The  rules  and  definitions  of  relevancy  are  most  clearly  stated  in  Stephens' 
Digest  of  Evidence,  Art.  1-14.  Pecuniary  condition,  when  relevant :  Code,  £3067 ; 
12  O.,  451 ;  33  Am.  R.,  508 ;  notes  to  £3008,  and  note  following  £2981.  What  is  the  sub- 

stance of  the  issue:  1  Gr.  Ev.,  ££56-73  ;  Powell  Ev.,  117  ;  Code,  £3346. 

§3757.  (3704.)  (3680.)  Character  and  conduct  of  parties.  The  general 

character*  of  the  parties,  and  especially  their  conduct  in  other  transac- 
tions,13 are  irrelevant  matter,  unless  the  nature  of  the  action  involves 

such  character  and  renders  necessary  or  proper  the  investigation  of 
such  conduct. 

Character,  evidence  as  to:  12  Ga.,  591 ;  18/17;  16/7.  Acts  and  declarations  of  bailee 
after  loss  to  repel  charge  of  carelessness  and  negligence:  18  Ga.,  496.  Want  of  char- 

acter only  supported  after  attacked:  12  Ga.,  450;  28/277.  Character  presumed  good 
until  contrary  proven :  31  Ga.,  331.  Evidence  of  character  only  efficacious  where 
charge  doubtful :  19  Ga.,  102;  59/784.  When  general  character  for  violence  and  ad- 

mitted, not  particular  acts  :  43  Ga.,  128.  Character  of  deceased  for  wickedness  admit- 
ted :  43  Ga. ,  238-9.  When  character  of  accused  for  violence  and  of  deceased  for  peace, 

not  admitted  in  rebuttal :  43  Ga.,  88.  Character,  situation  and  conduct  of  the  parties 
as  illustrating  the  issue:  43  Ga.,  484-521.  Evidence  of  bad  character  of  deceased:  5 
Ga.,  85,     Character  in  civil  cases:  18  Ga.,  495. 

al  Whart.  Ev.,  £47.  Bad  character  of  plaintiff  may  be  shown  in  suits  for  seduction  : 
1  Whart,  Ev.,  £51 ;  14  Am.  D.,  314,  n  ;  for  breach  of  promise  :  £52  ;  1  Am.  I).,  104,  n  ; 
for  slander :  £53;  13  Am.  D.,  499,  n;  20/620,  n;  for  malicious  prosecution:  £54.  Onus 

is  on  party  assailing  character:  lb.,  £55.  In  action  for  burning  barn,  defendant's  good 
character  inadmissible  under  general  issue  :  26  Am.  R.,  61.  So  in  action  to  set  aside 
settlement,  where  defendant  is  charged  with  false  and  fraudulent  representations:  27 

62 
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Am.  R.,  273.  So  in  action  of  libel,  to  rebut  justification  :  28  Am.  R.,  465.  But  to  sup- 
port charge  of  fraud,  in  putting  off  worthless  notes,  evidence  that  maker  was  reputed 

insolvent,  is  competent:  33  Am.  R.,  496.  General  reputation,  competent  evidence  of 
character:  20  Am.  D.,  620,  n.  In  criminal  cases:  2  Hawlev's  Crim.  Rep.,  18,  263,  332, 
469,506;  25  Am.  R.,  79,  662;  30/408;  33/139;  34,  247.  bPowell  Ev.,  136;  2  Hawlev's 
Crim.  Rep.,  506;  1  Whart.  Crim.  Law  :  §631-651. 

§3758.  (3705.)  (3681.)  Burden  of  proof.  The  burden  of  proof  gener- 
ally lies  upon  the  party  asserting  or  affirming  a  fact,  and  to  the  exis- 

tence of  whose  case  or  defense  the  proof  of  such  fact  is  essential.  If  a 

negation  or  negativea  affirmation  be  so  essential,  the  proof  of  such  neg- 
ative lies  on  the  party  so  affirming  it. 

Burden  on  State  to  show  prisoner  received  no  injury  by  separation  of  jury:  5  Ga., 
86.  On  grantor  attempting  to  avoid  his  own  deed  for  insanity:  7  Ga.,  484.  On  vendor 
retaining  possession  of  personal  property  after  sale:  6  Ga.,  105.  Onus  on  one  offering  a 

will  to  show  insanity  once  found  to  exist  had  been  removed':  11  Ga  ,  338.  When  bur- den of  proof  on  tradesman  attempting  to  recover  for  goods  sold  ward  :  11  Ga.,607. 
When  on  complainant  seeking  to  surcharge  and  falsify  stated  account:  11  Ga.,  658. 
Where  burden  on  propounders  of  a  will:  14  Ga.,  638  ;  52/169.  On  one  holding  the  af- 

firmative of  the  issue  :  20Ga.,479;  6/120;  36/113 ;  25/603;  17/291.  Burden  on  one 
claiming  damage  to  prove  damage  :  23  Ga.,  145.  Where  burden  removed  as  to  authority 
of  partner  signing  note  to  bind  the  firm  :  23  Ga.,  170.  One  on  whom  is  the  burden  of 
proof  has  right  to  open  and  conclude  the  argument:  24  Ga.,  211.  Burden  of  proof  on 
railroad  to  show  cattle  not  killed  by  their  negligence  :  56  Ga.,  457  :  61/11 ;  28/317.  Onus 
of  proof  on  carrier  where  loss  by  fire  :  28  Ga.;543.  Onus  on  carrier  where  fails  to  de- 

liver freight:  58  Ga.,  393  ;  34/315.  Also  on  carrier  to  prove  the  loss  was  by  the  public 
enemy  :  38  Ga.,  32.  On  plaintiff  suing  for  wrongful  attachment  to  show  notice,  etc.  : 
29  Ga.,  64.  On  the  one  traversing  the  ground  of  attachment :  29  Ga.,  642.  When  bur- 

den on  administrator  to  show  widow  not  entitled  to  dower:  39  Ga.,  195.  When  in  issue 
as  to  genuineness  of  deed  burden  on  one  assei  ting  the  genuineness  :  58  Ga.,  587  ;  39/550. 
When  on  railroad  claiming  land  as  condemned  for  the  use  of  the  company:  48  Ga., 
44.  Where  burden  as  to  change  of  route  of  road  on  defendant  in  damage  case  :  48  Ga., 
565.  When  burden  on  trustee  to  show  loss  of  Confederate  money  :  48  Ga.,  473  ;  58/536 ; 
52/600.  When  on  creditor  as  agent:  44  Ga.,  472.  Where  burden  on  agent  or  manager 
to  show  that  he  made  proper  disbursements  to  freedman:  48  Ga.,  128.  Section  referred 
to  and  construed  where  burden  on  State  to  show  parent  or  guardian  did  not  consent  for 
minor  to  play  billiards :  50  Ga.,  103.  Burden  on  one  asserting  a  gift  to  prove  it :  54  Ga., 
624.  On  prisoner  to  show  his  confession  was  not  voluntary  :  47  Ga.,  599.  When  on 

.  the  Ordinary  to  show  it  necessary  to  take  land  from  defaulting  officer  to  save  debt  to 
county:  49  Ga.,  37.  When  on  executor  to  show  that  advances  to  family  of  deceased 
were  proper  and  necessary  :  49  Ga.,  286.  When  burden  of  proof  on  railroad  and  when 
on  employee  as  to  injury  suffered  by  him:  59Ga.,437;  54/509;  56/586;  58/108;  53/488. 
Where  burden  on  defendant  to  show  provocation  for  using  obscene  language  :  53  Ga., 

365.  On  whom  burden  of  proof  as  to  parent's  consent  as  to  selling,  minor  liquor:  56 
Ga.,  601.  When  burden  on  caveators  as  to  propounding  a  will :  59  Ga.,  472.  Burden 
of  proof  on  one  alleging  a  mistake  :  44  Ga.,  355.  On  party  pleading  statute  of  limita- 

tion :  44  Ga.,  521.  In  ejectment  :  53  Ga  ,  685 ;  54/83,  689.  Burden  on  carrier  to  show 
goods  not  received  in  good  order:  48  Ga.,  533.  As  to  the  burden  of  proof  in  claim  cases : 
41  Ga,,  196;  58/447,  507  ;  53/339,  470;  59/69  ;  60/572;  61/300,  629.  Onus  on  plaintiff  in 
error  to  show  the  error  which  injured  him:  26  Ga.,  332;  Brown  vs.  City  of  Atlanta, 
Pumphlt.,  Sept.,  1880,  p.  47.  When  burden  of  proof  as  to  marriage  :  62  Ga.,  410.  When 
burden  on  defendant  to  prove  subscription  to  stock  of  corporation  was  obtained  by  fraud : 

61  Ga.,  234.  What  proper  charge  as  to  shifting  of  burden  of  proof:  64  Ga.,  662. v  Where on  defendant  to  show  sale  was  without  proper  weights  and  measures  :  61  Ga.,  265. 

1  Whart.  Ev.,  §§353-371;  1  Gr.  Ev.,  §§74-81 ;  Powell  Ev.,  113-116;  notes  to  Code, 
§§3752,  3754.  Where  plaintiff's  right  depends  on  survivorship  of  one  who  perished  in 
a  common  accident :  2  Woods,  178.  In  action  against  warehouseman  for  loss  of  goods 
by  fire  or  burglary,  is  on  plaintiff:  31  Am.  R.,  467  ;  35/263.  al  Whart.  Ev.,  §356;  37 
Am.  R.,  148,  n. 

§3759.  (3706.)  (3682.)  Changing  onus.     What  amount  of  evidence  will 
change  the  onus  or  burden  of  proof,  is  a  question  to  be  decided  in  each 
case  by  the  sound  discretion  of  the  Court. 

As  to  number  of  witnesses  :  10  Ga.,  148.  Should  not  restrict  jury  to  portion  of  tes- 
timony only  :  11  Ga..  286.  In  criminal  cases  :  33  Ga.,  257.  Court  in  an  illegality  case 

directing  the  jury:  49  Ga.,  549.  Section  referred  to  and  construed:  59  Ga.,  475; 
60/555-6.  As  to  charge  of  Court  in  a  will  case;  60  Ga.,  194;  see  also  Cleghorn  vs. 
Janes,  Sept.  term,  1881. 

§3760.  (3707.)  (3683.)  Best  evidence.     The  best  evidence  which  exists 
of  the  fact  sought  to  be  proved  must  be  produced,  unless  its  absence  is 
satisfactorily  accounted  for. 

This  rule  essential  to  justice:  9  Ga.,  471  ;  20/365;  14/185;  43/167.  Degrees  in  sec- 
ondary evidence,  examined  copy  better  than  oral  evidence  :  36  Ga.,  454-9.     When  sec- 
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ondary  evidence  where  book  of  entries  lost :  8  Ga.,  468.  Where  sworn  copy  better  than 
oral  evidence:  48  Ga.,  44.  Section  referred  to  and  construed:  52  Ga.,  542;  49/481. 
Press  letter-book  secondary  evidence:  57  Ga.,  50.  The  award  itself  the  best  evidence 
of  arbitration:  64  Ga.,  567.  Record  of  plea  of  guilty  highest  and  best  evidence:  48 
Ga.,  116. 

§3761.  (3708.)  (3684.)  Primary  and  secondary  evidence.  Primary  evi- 
dence is  such  as  in  itself  does  not  indicate  the  existence  of  other  and 

better  proof.  Secondary  evidence  is  such  as  from  necessity  in  some 
cases  is  substituted  for  stronger  and  better  proof. 

Written  evidence  of  title  if  not  lost  or  destroyed  best  primary  evidence  and  should 
be  produced:  24  Ga.,  155.     Press  letter-book  is  secondary  evidence:  57  Ga.,  50. 

1  Whart.  Ev.,  $60  et  seq. ;  1  Gr.  Ev.,  $84;  Powell  Ev.,  191. 

§3782.  (3709.)  (3685.)    Written  evidence.     Written  evidence  is  consid-  §2757  (i), 

ered  of  higher  proof  than  oral,  and  in  all  cases  where  the  parties  have  380U- 
reduced  their  contract,  agreement,  or  stipulation  to  writing,  and  as- 

sented thereto,  it  is  the  best  evidence  of  the  same. 
Where  a  written  contract  it  must  be  produced :  12  Ga.,  45.  Unless  lost :  30  Ga.,  121. 

Parol  evidence  inadmissible  if  written  evidence  of  contract  can  be  produced  :  26  Ga., 
241.  Being  a  writing,  parol  evidence  of  sale  not  admitted:  43  Ga.,  167.  Wrongful  ad- 

mission of  parol  evidence  to  vary  a  note  :  43  Ga.,  190.  Same  as  to  an  agreement:  50 
Ga.,  211.  Where  the  written  bill  of  sale  of  personal  propertv  was  the  best  evidence  : 
55  Ga.,  377. 

§3763.  (3710.)  (3686.)    Wills   and  records.     Copies  of  records  of  judi-  §§2432, 243:3. 

cial  proceedings,  and  wills  admitted  to  probate,  are  admitted  as  primary dbl/' 383L 
evidence,  when  properly  authenticated.     In  all  other  cases  a  copy  is  sec- 

ondary evidence. 
As  to  a  will:  14  Ga.,  186;  25/479;  12/267. 

§3764.  (3711.)    (3687.)   Officer  de  facto.     An  officer   de  facto   may  be  §129. 
proved   by  his  acts,  without  the  production  of  his  commission  or  ap- 
pointment. 

Stated:  21  Ga.,  217;  14/185.  A  duly  elected  Sheriff  without  bond,  good  officer  de 
facto:  9Ga.,  314.  Persons  acting  publicly  as  officers  of  a  corporation  presumed  right- 

fully in  office  as  to  third  parties  :  5  Ga.,  239.  Acts  of  not  attacked  collaterally  :  44  Ga., 
454.  When  county  commissioners  officers  de  facto:  52  Ga.,  234.  When  town  officers 
are  officers  de  facto  :  63  Ga.,  527. 

1  Gr.  Ev.,  $92;  note  to  Code,  §129.  Presumption  of  law  is  that  a  person  acting  in  a 
public  capacity  is  duly  authorized  so  to  do  :  Powell  Ev.,  46. 

§3765.  (3712.)  (3688.)  Inscriptions  on  monuments,  etc.  Inscriptions  on 
walls,  monuments  and  other  fixed  objects,  may  be  proved  by  copies  es- 

tablished as  such. 

L  Whart.  Ev.,  §§81-82,  220;  1  Gr.  Ev.,  §§95,  105.  Rule  applies  to  papers  pasted  on 
walls:  1  Whart.  Ev.,  #82;  and  inscriptions  on  banners;  directions  on  tags,  etc.  :  1 
Whart.  Ev.,  §81. 

§3766.  (3713.)  (3689.)  Other  exceptions.  Other  cases  of  necessity  or 
manifest  convenience,  resting  on  like  principles  of  reason  and  justice, 
may  be  made  exceptions  to  the  general  rule. 

§3767.  (3714.)  (3690.)  Secondary  evidence,  when  admitted.  In  order  to  §3832. 
admit  secondary  evidence,  it  must  appear  that  the  primary  evidence, 
for  some  sufficient  cause,  is  not  accessible  to  the  diligence  of  the  party. 
This  showing  is  made  to  the  Court,  who  wTill  hear  the  party  himself  on 
the  question  of  diligence  and  the  inaccessibility  of  the  primary  evi- 
dence. 

Rule  stated:  6Ga.,  188:  21/217.  Diligence  as  to  search  for  written  documents  so 

as  to  introduce  secondary  evidence:  10  Ga.,  253; '12/125;  42/462.  Must  exhaust  all 
sources  of  information  to  obtain  original  before  introducing  secondary  evidence  of  it : 
13  Ga.,  406;  14/186;  29/529.  Verbal  evidence  of  writing  where  it  is  beyond  jurisdic- 

tion of  the  State  :  26Ga.,  537.  Secondary  evidence  introduced  without  objection,  Court 
can  charge  and  jury  find  verdict  on  :  20 Ga.,  600.  Where  this  rule  not  applicable  :  29  Ga., 
211.  Where  parol  order  of  sale  of  perishable  goods  admitted,  when  original  not  found  : 
24  Ga.,  265.  Secondary  evidence  of  extracts  from  books  in  copartnership  transaction: 
41  Ga.,  609.  Contents  proved  by  parol  if  paper  diligently  searched  for  :  24  Ga,  155. 
42/562.     Where  notice  to  cestui  que  trust  to  produce  trust  deed  necessary  :  47  Ga.,  485; 
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§3831. 

Duly  certified  copy  of  orders  :  40  Ga.,  62.  Proof  of  original  deed  recorded  in  another 

State  admits  record  of  it  here:  55  Ga.,  419.  As  to  fi.  fa.  to  a  Sheriff's  deed:  56  Ga., 
359.  Testimony  of  measure  of  track  without  the  measure  itself:  65  Ga..  756.  Record 
shown  lost,  may  prove  its  contents:  50  Ga.,  378.  On  proof  of  original,  copy  may  go 
in  evidence  :  58  Ga.,  567.  Where  foundation  not  sufficiently  laid  to  admit  entries  upon, 
and  contents  of  fi.  fa.  :  65  Ga.,  664. 

1  Whart.  Ev.,  £$140-151 ;  1  Gr.  Ev.,  £84.  Degree  of  search  must  correspond  to  irnpor- 
tance  of  document:  1  Whart.  Ev.,  £148.     See  notes  to  rules  of  Court. 

§3768.  (3715.)  (3691.)  Degrees  therein.  There  are  degrees  in  second- 
ary evidence,  and  the  best  should  always  be  produced.  Thus,  a  dupli- 

catea  is  better  than  a  copy,  and  an  examined  copyb  than  oral  evidence. 
Where  no  presumption  of  better  secondary  evidence  any  proof  admissable :  6  Ga., 

188.  Degrees  in  secondary  evidence  :  24  Ga.,  345.  Examined  copy  before  oral  evidence  : 
36  Ga.,  454.     Section  referred  to  and  construed  :  58  Ga.,  571. 

Photographic,  printed  and  press  copies  are  secondary:  1  Whart.  Ev.,  ££91-93;  35 
Am.  P.,  487.  Sworn  copy  of  letter-press  copy  of  lost  letter,  admissible  without  the 
letter-press  copy:  3  Am.  P.,  469.     al  Whart.  Ev.,  £74.     H  Whart.  Ev.,  £94. 

§3769.  (3716.)  (3692.)  Existence  of  original  The  existence  of  a  gen- 
uine original  is  essential  to  the  admissibility  of  a  copy.  The  amount 

of  evidence  to  show  such  existence,  must  vary  with  the  circumstances 
of  each  case.  Where  no  direct  issue  is  made  upon  the  fact,  slight  evi- 

dence would  be  sufficient. 
Existence  of  original  and  its  loss  proved  before  secondary  evidence  of  contents  of  a 

paper  admitted  in  evidence:  6  Ga.,  188.  The  paper  in  which  advertisement  of  Sheriff 
sale,  and  if  not,  a  copy  :  6  Ga.,  530 ;  30/696.  No  copy  of  a  grant  unless  excuse  for  non- 
production  of  the  original :  27  Ga.,  58.  Proof  of  original  deed  before  copy  introduced  : 
30  Ga.,  619.  When  copy  of  letter  not  received  being  no  proof  of  original  sent  or  re- 

ceived :  29  Ga.,  294.  Must  show  the  original  duly  executed  before  secondary  proof  of 
contents  of  paper  out  of  jurisdiction  of  the  Court:  39  Ga.,  232. 

ARTICLE  II. 

OF      HEARSAY 

Section. 
3777.  Books  of  account. 
3778.  Matters  of  public  interest. 
3779.  Ancient  documents. 
3780.  Ancient  boundaries  and  landmarks. 
8781.  Dying  declarations. 
3782.  Testimony  of  witnesses. 

Section. 
3770.  Hearsay  evidence. 
3771.  Sometimes  original  evidence. 
3772.  Pedigree. 
3773.  Res  gestse. 

.  3774.  Declarations  of  persons  in  possession. 
3775.  Declarations  of  conspirators. 
3776.  Of  deceased  persons. 

§3770.  (3717.)  (3693.)  Hearsay  evidence.  Hearsay  evidence  is  that 
which  does  not  derive  its  value  solely  from  the  credit  of  the  witness, 
but  rests  mainly  on  veracity  and  competency  of  other  persons.  The 
very  nature  of  the  evidence  shows  its  weakness,  and  it  is  admitted  only 
in  specified  cases  from  necessity. 

Not  admissible  generally :  56  Ga.,  463 ;  26/332 ;  22/403  ;  63/168  ;  61/475.  When  hear- 
say evidence  of  contents  of  books  as  to  indebtedness  not  receivable  :  14  Ga.,  124.  Not 

admissible  against  a  party  unless  he  consents  to  it :  29  Ga.,  105,  Inadmissible  by  affi- 
davit or  otherwise  on  hearing  for  injunction  :  63  Ga.,  11. 

1  Whart.  Ev.,  §170  et  seq. ;  1  Gr.  Ev.,  f§98-126;  Powell  Ev.,  58;  Appleton's  Ev.,  189. declarations  of  a  party  as  to  his  own  injuries,  admissible  :  1  Whart.  Ev.,  268 ;  33  Am. 
R.,  828,  n  ;  35/372 ;  8  Wall.,  397.  So  as  to  his  mental  condition  when  this  is  in  issue :  1 
Whart.  Ev.,  §§269,  253.  Minor  son  of  plaintiff,  in  action  for  injury  to  him,  that  de- 

fendant was  not  to  blame,  inadmissible  :  35  Am.  R.,  776. 

§3771.  (3718.)  (3694.)  Somtimes  original  evidence.  When,  in  a  legal 

investigation,  information,11  conversations,1*  letters0  and  replies,d  and 
similar  evidence,  are  facts  to  explain  conduct  and  ascertain  motives, 
they  are  admitted  in  evidence,  not  as  hearsay,  but  as  original  evidence. 

Declarations  of  a  wife  leaving  husband's  house,  when  admissible  :  36  Ga.,  286.  De- 
clarations of  vendor  as  to  motives  for  sale,  etc.,  peceived  on  trial  as  to  validity  of  sale: 

47  Ga.,  24.  To  explain  conduct  and  ascertain  motives  :  48  Ga.,  179.  Understanding  of 
parties  as  to  a  receipt :  51  Ga.,  625.     Surrounding  circumstances  :  52  Ga.,  572.     Previous 
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declarations  of  husband  to  show  probability  of  doing  same  thing  afterwards:  60  Ga., 
246.     Great  latitude  in  charges  of  fraud  in  introducing  evidence  :  61  Ga.,  137. 

See  note  to  §3770.  al  Whart.  Ev.,  §252.  bAdmissible  to  explain  nature  of  a  loan  : 
17  Wall.,  19.  Admissible  to  show  that  conversation  took  place:  13  Wall.,  3.  cFrom 
prisoner  to  wife,  when  admissible  :  27  Am.  R.,  193.  Where  business  was  transacted 
through  third  party:  14  How.,  575.  To  show  on  what  account  a  draft  was  drawn  :  18 
Wall.*,  342.  Read  on  question  of  measure  of  damages:  23  Wall.,  471.  Object  of  letter, 
partv  may  show :  11  0.,  263.  dl  C.  L.  J.,  548.  Presumption  from  failure  to  reply:  2 
Whart  E v.,  §1154. 

§3772.  (3719.)  (3695.)  Pedigree,  how  proved.  Pedigree,  including  de- 
scent, relationship,  birth,  marriage  and  death,  may  be  proved  either  by 

the  declarations  of  deceased  persons  related  by  blood  or  marriage,  or  by 

general  repute  in  the  family,  or  by  genealogies,  inscriptions,  "  family 
trees,"  and  similar  evidence. 

Hearsay  evidence  to  prove  pedigree,  birth,  etc.  :  9Ga.,  539.  Also  relationship  and 
race:  39  Ga.,  232.  Section  referred  to  and  construed  :  53  Ga.,  547.  Family  reputation 
and  hearsay  on  the  question  of  sanity :  59  Ga.,  682. 

1  Whart.  Ev.,  §§201-225;  Abb.  Tr.  Ev.,  90-96;  Powell  Ev.,  73;  17  Am.  D.,  781,  n. 
Proof  by  records:  1  Whart.  Ev.,  §§649-660;  Abb.  Tr.  Ev.,  97-99;  5  Pet.,  470. 

§3773.  (3720.)  (3696.)  Res  gestae.     Declarations  accompanying  an  act,  §2206. 
or  so  nearly  connected  therewith  in  time  as  to  be  free  from  all  suspicion 
of  device  or  afterthought,  are  admissible  in  evidence  as  part  of  res  gestse. 

In  criminal  cases  facts  at  or  about  the  time  of  the  rencounter  :  64  Ga.,  376  ;  1/222. 
Testimony  of  after  conduct:  15  Ga.,  121.  Declarations  of  defendant  antecedent  to  the 
fact  to  explain  conduct :  5  Ga.,  85.  When  after:  18  Ga.,  635.  Sayings  of  a  party  to 
illustrate  the  nature  of  an  act:  4  Ga.,  99.  Declarations  of  donor  as  to  a  gift  on  day 
made:  3  Ga.,  513.  Whensayings  of  an  attorney  inadmissible:  8Ga.,  421.  Not  admis- 

sible as  part  of  res  gestae:  23  Ga.,  194:  43/412.  Declarations  to  be  part  of  res  gestse,  how 
cotemporaneous  :  11  Ga.,  615;  17/558;  19/404,  337.  Action  against  bailee,  his  declara- 

tions after  the  loss  for  which  he  is  sued  :  18  Ga.,  496.  Admissions  of  principal  during 
transacting  of  the  business :  17  Ga.,  627.  Acts  of  violence  in  escaping,  showing  the  quo 
animo  of  the  prisoner :  26  Ga.,  276.  Defendant's  sayings  two  or  three  minutes  after  the 
transaction  admitted  :  27  Ga.,  288.  When  sayings  of  one  accused  of  larceny  admis- 

sible for  him:  34  Ga.,  208;  28/254.  Against  accessory  after  fact:  43  Ga.,  197.  Sayings 

of  another  in  defendant's  presence  uncontradicted  by  him  :  29  Ga.,  430.  When  opin- 
ion of  spectator  before  a  fight  as  to  malicious  intent :  30  Ga.,  400.  Declaratione  accom- 

panying an  act:  20 Ga.,  452;  26/332.  Otherwise  admissible:  27  Ga.,  113.  Not  say- 
ings an  indefinite  time  after  happening  of  the  matter  to  which  they  relate  :  28  Ga.,  93. 

Sayings  at  time  of  leaving,  as  showing  absconding :  29  Ga.,  642.  When  declarations  of 
one  not  a  party,  inadmissible  :  30  Ga.,  55  ;  56/274.  When  by  third  party  are  admissible : 
63  Ga.,  384.  Declarations  of  party  while  beating,  in  action  of  trespass,  as  mitigating 
damages:  30  Ga.,  864.  Sayings  at  time  of  settling  an  account:  32  Ga.,  409.  When 
sayings  of  tenant  in  possession  inadmissible :  33  Ga.,  539.  A  card  by  passengers  on 
railroad  after  collision  not  admitted:  38  Ga.,  410.  Reasons  for  going  to  pay  money 
received  as  part  of  res  gestase  :  45  Ga.,  644.  Sayings  two  to  five  minutes  after  transac- 

tion :  55  Ga.,  696.  Prisoners  statements  ten  or  twelve  minutes  after  difficulty  over, 
refused  as  evidence  :  48  Ga,,  607.  In  seduction  case  acts  and  sayings  of  parties  before 
and  after  the  seduction :  48  Ga.,  193.  Statements  of  infant  after  crime  of  rape  com- 

mitted on  her  :  55  Ga.,  303.  Where  cries  of  "kill  him"  were  inadmissible:  53  Ga., 
642.  Sayings  of  deceased  inadmissible,  and  if  in  articula  mortis,  mere  opinions:  53  Ga., 
570.  When  are  admissible  :  61  Ga.,  192.  Declarations  of  debtor  after  parted  with  for- 

mal paper  title  :  59  Ga.,  711.  Sayings  of  part}"  to  rencounter  before  its  occurrence  : 59  Ga.,  400.  Section  referred  to  and  construed  :  52  Ga.,  635.  Memorandum  received  as 
part  of  res  gestae:  61  Ga.,  537.  Entry  in  book  as  part  of  res  gestae:  61  Ga.,  32.  Sayings 
of  prisoner  some  hours'  after  arrest  not  admissible :  62Ga.,65.  Declarations  accom- 

panying possession  as  part  of  res  gestae:  62  Ga.,  257. 

1  Whart.  Ev.,  §§258-267 ;  10  Am.  R.,  28,  n  ;  13  Wall.,  3  In  case  of  railroad  accident: 
10  C.  L.  J.,  23.  Antecedent  declarations  of  deceased  res  gestaae:  37  Am.  R..  83,  n; 
34/479,  n.  Entry  in  books  made  at  time  of  transaction  in  presence  of  parties,  is  part 
of  res  gestae:  34  Am.  R.,  94.  In  criminal  cases  :  1  Whart.  Crim.  Law,  §663  ;  1  Hawley's 
Crim.  Rep.,  323. 

§3774.  (3721.)  (3697.)  Declarations  of  persons  in  possession.     Declara- §3788 
tions  of  a  person  in  possession  of  property,  in  disparagement  of  his  own 
title,  are  admissible  in  evidence  in  favor  of  any  one,  and  against  privies. 
Declarations  in  favor  of  his  own  title  are  admissible  to  prove  his  adverse 
possession. 

Stated:  3  Ga.,  513 ;  17/303  ;  18/573.  Sayings  of  donor  as  against  a  gift :  19  Ga,,  167. 
Declarations  while  in  possession,  claiming  land,  admitted  to  show  adverse  possession  : 
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53  Ga.,  114;  44/638.  Presumptions  as  to  admissions  as  to  title  by  one  in  possession: 
15  Ga.,  565.  In  disparagement  of  his  title  :  8  Ga.,  61.  Must  be  made  before  parted 
with  title:  8  Ga.,  201.  Sayings  of  one  against  his  interest,  good  against  him  and  those 
claiming  under  him  :  22  Ga.,  491.  Before  sayings  of  one  are  given  against  another, 
privity  should  be  shown  :  23  Ga.,  154.  When  admissions  of  life  tenant  not  admissible 
against  remainderman:  29  Ga.,  374.  When  admission  of  privies  not  admitted:  30 
Ga.,  391.  Statements  of  overseer  to  prove  adverse  possession:  46  Ga.,  599.  Whe.re  de- 

clarations of  tenant  in  possession  did  not  constitute  adverse  possession  :  4  Ga.,  75.  Tax 
returns  in  nature  of  declarations  to  show  adverse  possession  :  58  Ga.,  449.  Sayings  of 
one  in  possession  of  personal  property  admissible  against  persons  holding  under  him: 
59  Ga.,  301.  Declarations  of  ancestor  against  his  title  admissible  against  his  heirs:  61 
Ga.,  559. 

2  Sm.  L.  C,  390;  18  Am.  D.,  118,  n  ;  30/595,  n ;  8  0.,  254. 

§3775.  (3722.)  (3698.)  Declarations  of  conspirators.  After  the  fact  of 
conspiracy  is  proved,  the  declarations  of  any  one  of  the  conspirators 
during  the  pendency  of  the  criminal  project,  are  admissible  against  all. 

Evidence  of  one  of  three  indicted,  but  not  on  trial,  for  his  accomplice  :  18  Ga.,  704; 
1/610.  When  to  criminate  the  other  :  8  Ga.,  408.  The  acts  and  declarations  of  each  of 
confederates  in  a  common  enterprise  :  17  Ga.,  356-8.  Horton  vs.  State,  Pamphlt.,  Feb., 
1881,  p.  33.  In  a  charge  of  larceny,  subsequent  declarations  only  affecting  the 
party  making1  them  :  20  Ga.,  681.  Admissions  of  defendant  not  on  trial  inadmissible  on 
trial  of  one  jointly  indicted:  22  Ga.,  399.  Only  in  felonies  no  conviction  on  uncor- 

roborated evidence  of  accomplice:  43  Ga.,  197.  Admission  of  cries  of  ''kill  him" — 
"kill  him!  "  admitted  wrongfully,  not  shown  to  emanate  from  any  one  of  conspirators : 
53  Ga.,  642.  Acts  and  sayings  of  principal  in  first  degree  to  show  guilt  of  principal,  on 
trial  of  principal  in  second  degree  :  60Ga.,620;  7/3.  In  murder  case  the  sayings  of 
one  admissible  against  the  others :  8  Ga.,  408.  In  a  case  of  assault  with  intent  to  mur- 

der :  61  Ga.,  182-5. 
2  Whart,  Ev.,  $1205  ;  Abb.  Tr.  Ev.,  190.  After  conspiracy  ended  :  $3796.  But  rela- 

tions of  measures  taken  in  the  execution  or  furtherance  of  any  such  common  purpose 
are  not  relevant  as  such  as  against  any  conspirators,  except  those  who  make  them,  or 

are  present  when  they  are  made:  Stephens'  Dig.  Ev.,  Article  4.  Declarations  of  par- 
ties to  a  combination  to  defraud:  27  Am.  D.,  115,  n.  Acts  of  one  conspirator,  not 

defendant,  admissible  against  others:  25  Am.  R.,  81;  "personals"  in  newspapers,  ad- missible :  lb. 

■  §3776.  (3723.)  (3699.)  Of  deceased  persons.  The  declarations3  and  en- 
tries1' of  a  person,  since  deceased,  against  his  interest,  and  not  made 

with  a  view  to  pending  litigation,  are  admissible  in  evidence  in  any 
case. 

Against  interest  admissible  in  suit  between  third  persons:  33  Ga.,  239.  When  ap- 
plicable to  contest  between  two  sets  of  beneficiaries  as  to  trust  fund :  41  Ga.,  426. 

1  Gr.  Ev.,  22147-155;  Powell  Ev.,  82;  Broom's  Leg.  Max.,  923.  al  Whart,  Ev.,  226- 
237.  H  Whart.  Ev.,  238-251 ;  2  Sm.  L.  C,  330,  390.  So  of  surveyor's  notes:  1  Whart. Ev.,  ̂ 248;  notes  of  counsel  and  other  officers:  $249.  Declarations  made  by  a  person, 
strictly  in  the  course  of  his  trade  or  professional  business,  and  without  any  apparent 
interest  to  misrepresent  the  truth,  if  contemporaneous  with  the  fact,  are  evidence, 
after  his  death,  against  third  parties,  of  the  essential  subject  matter,  but  not  of  its  sur- 

rounding circumstances:  Powell  E v.,  88  ;  8  Wh.,  326. 

§3777.  (3724.)  (3700.)  Books  of  account.     The  books  of  account  of  any 
Act  of  1843,  merchant,    shop-keeper,     physician,    blacksmith,    or    other     person 
c.  p.  275.     doing  a  regular  business  and  keeping  daily  entries  thereof,  maybe  ad- 

mitted in  evidence  as  proof  of  such  accounts,  upon  the  following  con- 
ditions : 

1.  That  he  kept  no  clerk,  or  else  the  clerk?is  dead^pr  oth^tfwi^e  inac- 
cessible, ^/^  *^jZj <**-*-*+**- *£*&0* « ^ffiCi *Cy^w u^&^pl**-^ 

Clerk  wn^maoTe  flie'^kries  on  the  books  should  prove  them  unless  he  is  dead  or  out of  jurisdiction  of  Court;  then  secondary  evidence  may  be  given:  13  Ga.,  510.  Proving 
the  actual  rendition  of  the  services  better  proof  than  the  books:  18  Ga.,  695-6.  En- 

tries made  by  the  party  himself,  proved  by  the  books,  although  he  had  a  clerk:  27 
Ga.,  366. 

2.  Upon  proof  (the  party's  oath  being  sufficient)  that  the  book  ten- 
dered is  his  book  of  original  entries. 

Must  be  proved  by  party's  oath  to  be  the  original  books:  1  Ga.,  231.  Where  tran- 
script from  book  of  accounts  refused  as  evidence  :  17  Ga.,  66.  To  recover  on  shop 

books  from  own  entries  on  them,  what  necessary  :  8  Ga.,  74. 

3.  Upon  proof  (by  his  customers)  that  he  usually  kept  correct  books. 
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See  as  to:  1  Ga..  231;  8/74.  Proof  of  keeping  correct  books:  31  Ga  ,  346.  Where 
the  books  should  have  been  produced  and  proved  in  usual  way :  18  Ga. ,  693  ;  51/120. 

4.  Upon  inspection  by  the  Court,  to  see  if  the  books  are  free  from 
any  suspicion  of  fraud. 

Books  submitted  to  inspection  of  the  Court:  1  Ga.,  231 ;  8/74. 

General  Note  on  this  Section. — Only  ground  on  which  books  admitted,  is  because 
no  better  evidence:  20  Ga.,  365.  Where  books  mutilated  and  no  proof  that  person 
offering  the  books  kept  correct  ones,  not  admitted  in  evidence:  30  Ga.,  901.  Black- 

smith shop  books  evidence  on  report  of  a  slave  who  did  the  work  :  23  Ga..  582.  Books 
of  accounts  in  all  occupations  requiring  books,  admissible  in  evidence:  24  Ga.,  17. 
Books  kept  by  party  with  no  clerk,  with  erasures  and  alterations,  not  admitted  in  evi- 

dence: 25  Ga.,  24.  Entries  made  by  the  party  proved  by  his  books,  although  he  kept 
a  clerk  who  charged  a  part  of  the  items  :  27  Ga.,  366.  Items  barred  by  statute  of  lim- 

itations :  30  Ga.,  121.  Charges  of  goods  sold  for  others :  31  Ga.,  346.  Written  contract 
shown,  where  suit  on  account;  non-suit  awarded:  12  Ga.,  45.  Books  properly  ex- 

cluded where  recovery  for  excess  of  set-off:  57  Ga.,  145.  When  running  account  not 
barred  so  long  as  last  item  of  account  within  the  limitation:  58  Ga.,  191:  but  see  :  55  Ga., 
690;  41/44.  Memorandum  made  in  a  book  at  the  time  of  the  transaction  :  61  Ga.,  32.  As 
to  what  must  appear  before  books  admitted  in  evidence  :  64  Ga.,  243.  Where  positive 
evidence  of  selling  and  delivery  of  goods,  and  that  books  of  original  entry  burned: 
65  Ga.,  309-311.  No  collection  of  accounts,  as  penalty  for  not  selling  by  weights  a '.id 
measures  properly  marked  :  49  Ga.,  628.  When  account  due  on  demand  or  on  expira- 

tion of  reasonable  time  :  62 Ga.,  612.  Account  assignable  in  writing:  63  Ga.,  681-2. 
Physicians  accounts  due  at  end  of  year  and  then  interest  accrues :  47  Ga.,  121. 

1  Whart.  Ev.,  §§678-688;  15  Am.  D.,  191-198,  n. 

§3778.  (3725.)  (3701.)  Matters  of  public  interest.  Hearsay  evidence  as 
to  declarations  of  deceased  persons  as  to  ancient  rights,  and  made  be- 

fore the  litigation  arose,  are  admissible  to  prove  matters  of  public  in- 
terest in  which  the  whole  community  are  supposed  to  take  interest 

and  to  have  knowledge. 
1  Whart.  Ev.,  §§185-200;  1  Gr.  Ev.,  §98-126;  Powell  Ev.,  63. 

§3779.  (3726.)  (3702.)  Ancient  documents.     Ancient  documents,   pur-  §3837< 
porting  to  be  a  part  of  the  transaction  to  which  they  relate,   are  ad- 

missible in  evidence. 
A  deed  more  than  thirty  years  old  need  not  be  proved  :  1  Ga.,  551 ;  33/565  ;  31/593  ; 

57/155.  When  a  deed  not  admitted:  13  Ga.,  516.  Bond  for  title  thirty  years  old,  with 
proof  of  possession:  9  Ga.,  440.  Will  admitted  to  probate  in  another  State:  8  Ga., 
201.  A  will  more  than  fifty  years  old  proved  and  recorded  in  proper  office,  admitted 
in  evidence  :  12  Ga.,  267.  The  paper  itself  must  be  produced  to  be  introduced  as  an  an- 

cient document :  14  Ga.,  186.  Document  admissible  as  an  ancient  one:  23  Ga.,  411. 
Muniments  of  title  in  existence  for  forty  years  with  possession  admitted  :  29  Ga.,  355. 

1  Whart.  Ev.,  §§194,  703;  1  Gr.Ev.,  §$141-146;  Powell  Ev.,  69. 

§3780.  (3727.)  (3703.)  Ancient  boundaries  and  landmarks.  Tradition- 
ary evidence,  as  to  ancient  boundaries  and  landmarks,  is  admissible  in 

evidence,  the  weight  to  be  determined  by  the  jury,  according  to  the 
source  whence  it  comes. 

Rule  as  to  ancient  boundaries:  7  Ga.,  228.  Courses  and  distances,  marked  trees:  16 
Ga.,  141;  20/190;  63/622.  Boundaries  acquiesced  in  for  twenty  or  thirty  years  conclu- 

sive :  34  Ga.,  290.  Agreement  on  a  certain" line  and  defendant  acting  on  it,  and  build- 
ing fence  there  by  consent,  should  not  afterwards  be  repudiated:  54  Ga.,  608.  Evidence 

as  to  ancient  boundary:  60  Ga.,  242.  In  tracing  boundaries,  courses  and  distances, 
yield  to  permanent  physical  monuments,  natural  or  artificial:  62  Ga.,  532.  Where 
purchaser  under  original  lines  not  affected  by  verbal  agreement  that  creek  should  be 
the  line:  63  Ga.,  435. 

1  Whart.  Ev.,  §191;  12  0.,  333;  15  Am.  D.,  628-631,  n;  note  to  §2388;  13  0.,  316; 
Tyler  on  Boundaries,  281 ;  usage  and  hearsay  :  lb.,  294  ;  possession  and  acts  of  owner- 

ship :  lb.,  307;  trees  and  hedges :  lb.,  318.  Maps  and  charts  admissible:  1  Whart. 
Ev.,  §688. 

§3781.  (3728.)  (3704.)  Dying  declarations.  Dying  declarations,  made 
by  any  person  in  the  article  of  death,  who  is  conscious  of  his  condition, 
as  to  the  cause  of  his  death  and  the  person  who  killed  him,  are  admis- 

sible in  evidence  in  a  prosecution  for  the  homicide. 
To  be  admissible  in  evidence  the  deceased  must  not  only  have  been  in  extremis,  but 

believed  he  was:  41  Ga.,  484  ;  24/297;  56/236;  11/353;  43/239;  61/192;  62/58.  Dying 
declarations  of  belief  not  admissible:  22  Ga.,  478.     Dying  declarations  of  opinion  not 
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admissible  :  38  Ga.,  50-70.  When  dying  declarations  of  minor  daughter  seduced,  cannot 
prove  who  was  father  of  the  child  :  39  Ga.,  223. 

1  Whart.  Crim.  Law,  2669;  1  Gr.  Ev.,  ?f  156-1 62;  Powell  Ev.,  79;  12  Am.  R.,  200; 
13/740;  21/330;  1  Hawley's  Crim.  Rep.,  309;  2/278,  282,  322.  Of  victim  of  abortion,  not 
competent:  35  Am.  R.,  596;  1  Hawley's  Crim.  Rep.,  301;  but  see  2  lb.,  1;  not  incom- 

petent because  drawn  out  by  wife  and  doctor:  36  Am.  R.,  292;  declarant  need  not 
state  that  he  expects  to  die  immediately  :  36  Am.  R.,  257 ;  not  admissible  if  declarant 
had  slightest  hope  of  recovery,  although  he  died  in  an  hour  :  36  Am.  R.,  30;  not  ad- 

missible as  to  matters  anterior  to  and  not  immediately  connected  with  homicide  :  26 
Am.  R.,  48  ;  27/287.     In  civil  case  :  8  Wall.,  397.— 1  Bishop  Crim.  Proc,  §1207. 

§3782.  (3729.)  (3705.)  Testimony  of  witness  on  former  trial.  The  testi- 
mony of  a  witness,  since  deceased,  or  disqualified,  or  inaccessible  for 

any  cause,  given  under  oath  on  a  former  trial,  upon  substantially  the 
same  issue  and  between  substantially  the  same  parties,  may  be  proved 
by  any  one  who  heard  it,  and  who  professes  to  remember  the  sub- 

stance of  the  entire  testimony,  as  to  the  particular  matter  about  which 
he  testifies. 

Testimony  taken  down  in  a  brief  of  testimony  and  verified  by  oath  of  one  who 
heard  it:  12  Ga.,  271.  Evidence  reduced  to  writing  on  motion  for  a  new  trial  agreed 
to  by  the  parties  and  approved  by  the  Court,  admissible  under  this  section :  28  Ga.,  19  ; 
39/75.  Testimony  of  deceased  witness  in  former  action  proved  by  one  who  heard  it: 
14  Ga.,  242.  Sufficient  to  prove  substance  of  testimony  of  deceased  witness:  27  Ga., 
525.  Testimony  of  deceased  witness  on  commitment  trial  used  afterwards  in  civil  case  : 
45  Ga.,  283-8.  Used  when  parties  as  well  as  subject-matter  the  same:  60  Ga.,  650.  Wit- 

ness beyond  jurisdiction  of  the  Court:  61  Ga.,  445-8.  Witness  proposing  to  swear  what 
another  witness,  deceased,  swore  to  on  another  trial,  should  remember  the  substance 
of  entire  testimony  as  to  the  particular  matter  :  63  Ga.,  692.  As  to  reading  interroga- 

tories of  witness  in  another  case,  should  show  he  is  dead  or  inaccessible  :  55  Ga.,  604. 

1  Whart,  Ev.,  §§177-180;  1  Whart.  Crim.  Law,  §667;  Weeks  on  Depositions,  §§44, 
469-477;  1  Gr.  Ev.,  §§163-168;  Powell  Ev.,  92;  notes  in  8  Am.  D.,  717  ;  27/116;  29/611; 
13  Am.  R.,  740;  10  C.  L.  J.,  358;  1  Hawley  Crim.  Rep.,  199,  n,  203.  Not  admitted  be- 

cause witness  has  forgotten  and  cannot  recall  his  former  evidence:  9  Am.  D.,  718. 
Such  witness  examined  by  interrogatories  may  use  his  notes  taken  at  former  trial  to 

refresh  his  memory:  7'0.,  693.  Admitted  where  a  presumption  is  raised  that  witness 
is  absent  by  defendant's  procurement  :■  8  0.,  145  ;  Weeks  on  Dep.,  §46. 

General  Note. — Entries  by  uniform  practice  and  as  to  proof  of  bank  books  ;  claim- 
ant: 6  Ga.,  365.  Admissions  inferred  from  acquiescence  regarded  writh  caution:  10 

Ga.,  143.  Sayings  of  defendant  in  execution  not  admissible  in  favor  of  claimant,  norof 
claimant  in  his  own  behalf  :  12  Ga.,  505.  When  evidence  of  the  neighborhood  was  hear- 

say and  illegal :  15  Ga.,  194.  Bound  by  admissions  while  title  in  him  and  under  whom 
he  claims:  15  Ga.,  202.  General  character  as  to  treatment  of  slaves,  hearsay  :  16  Ga., 
384.  Communications  of  one  person  to  another  incompetent  as  hearsay  :  29  Ga.,  718. 
When  general  reputation,  etc.,  admissible:  20Ga.,480.  Not  prove  sayings  of  a  third 
party  who  is  a  competent  witness:  32  Ga.,  488.  Partnership  not  proved  by  reputation: 
40  Ga.,  222.  When  minutes  of  evidence  at  coroner's  inquest  admissible  for  the  State: 60jGa.,  258. 

a^a-^-     Z^zjqCa.**  (Za-* 
'fsr- 

ARTICLE  III. 

OF   ADMISSIONS   AND    CONFESSIONS. 

Section. 
3788.  Definition. 
8784.  Parties  to  record. 
8785.  Real  parties  in  interest. 
3786.  Of  strangers. 
8787.  Of  agents. 
3788.  Of  privies. 
371*9;  Admissions  improperly  obtained. 
3790.  Effect  of  silence. 
3791.  Entire  conversation. 

Section. 
3792.  Weight  of  such  evidence. 
37i'3.  Confessions  must  be  voluntary. 
3794   Under  promise  of  secrecy,  etc. 
379?).  Material  facts  discovered. 
3796.  Confession  of  conspirators. 
3797.  Confidential  communication. 
3798    Attorney  and  client. 
3799.  When  grand  jury  may  disclose. 

§3783.  (3730.)  (3706.)  Definitions.     Admissions  usually  refer  to  civil 
cases  ;  confessions  to  criminal. 

Answers  to  interrogatories  admissible  ;is  admissions,  although  made  in  a  different 
case:  28  Ga.,  289.  Infants  are  not  bound  by  their  admissions:  26  Ga.,537.  Admissions  of 
party  as  to  title  after  parting  with  it  not  admissible  against  it :  29  Ga.,  686;  but  see  59 
Ga.,  711.  When  admissions  of  defendant  not  on  trial  not  admitted  against  party  jointly 
indicted  w'th  him  :  22  Ga.,  399.  A  sworn  plea  as  an  admission  :  57  Ga.,  449.  Minutes 
of  witnesses'  testimony  before  committing  magistrate  identified  and  sworn  to  by  the 
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magistrate:  59  Ga.,  738     Homestead  papers  as  admissions  against  interest:  61   Ga., 
270. 

§3784.  (3731.)  (3707.)  Parties  to  record.  The  admission  of  a  party  to 
the  record*  is  admissible  in  evidence  when  offered  by  the  other  side,  ex- 

cept in  the  following  cases: 
Withdrawing  admissions  when  made  by  mistake  :  39  Ga.,  617.  Section  referred  to 

and  construed  :  53  Ga.,  545;  61/336;  58/237.  Admissions  of  parties  who  are  in  privity: 
60  Ga.,  243. 

1.  In  case  of  a  mere  nominal13  party  or  naked  trustee. 
2.  Where  there  are  several  parties  with  no  joint0  interest,  the  admis- 

sions of  one  cannot  be  received,  unless  the  issue  is  of  such  a  character 
that  the  effect  of  the  admission  can  be  restrained  to  him  alone. 

Joint  interest :  12  Ga.,  591. 

3.  The  admissions  of  any  trustee*  before  he  is  clothed  with  the  trust. 
Of  an  executor  only  after  he  was  clothed  with  the  trust :  53  Ga.,  283-4.  The  sayings 

of  a  guardian  while  he  held  the  legal  title  to  the  land  :  54  Ga.,  691. 

4.  Defendants  in  fi.  fa.  in  claim  cases,  after  the  pendency  of  litiga- 
tion. 

Defendant  in  fi.  fa.  was  not  a  competent  witness  for  claimant:  6  Ga.,  305;  12/505. 
When  sayings  of  defendant  in  fi.  fa.  against  his  interest  admissible  against  plain  tiff  in 
claim  case:  20  Ga.,  210.  And  when  admissible  as  evidence  for  claimant :  20  Ga.,  240; 
58/447. 

aPowell  Ev.,  95,  97;  2  Sm.  L.  C,  (t.  p.)  378,  385.  Not  unless  it  is  made  during  the 
continuance  of  the  interest  which  entitles  him  to  make  it:  Stephens'  Dig.  Ev.,  Art.  16. 
b2Whart.  Ev.,  $1207.  cParties  having  joint  interest:  2  Whart.  Ev.,$1192;  Abb.  Tr. 
Ev.,  188  ;  1  Gr.  Ev.,  §172.    dNote  to  $2437 ;  Abb.  Tr.  Ev.,  236  ;  1  Gr.  Ev.,  $179. 

§3785.  (3732.)  (3708.)  Real  parties  in  interest.  The  admission  of  the 
real  party  in  interest  is  admissible,  though  he  be  not  of  record,  subject 
to  the  exceptions  stated  above. 

Of  party  in  possession  against  his  title  good  for.  plaintiff  in  trover:  13  Ga.,  515.  De- 
clarations of  a  tenant  in  common  against  common  title  after  it  vested,  not  evidence 

against  co-tenant :  55  Ga..  438. 

§3786.  (3733.)  (3709.)  Of  strangers.  The  admissions  of  third  persons, 
strangers  to  the  suit,  are  received  in  evidence: 

When  not  received  in  evidence  :  30  Ga.,  55.  Of  an  insurance  agent  not  a  party  to 
the  original  contract:  51  Ga.,  625. 

1.  When  the  party  refersa  to  such  third  person  for  information. 
2.  Admissions  made  by  a  third  person  against  his  interest  as  to  a  fact 

collateral  to  the  main  issue  between  the  litigants,  but  essential  to  the 
adjudication  of  the  cause. 

Admissions  of  complainant  in  a  bill  :  9  Ga.,  137.  Declaration  of  person  since  de- 
ceased against  his  interest:  33  Ga.,  239.  As  to  boundary  line  :  60  Ga.,  243.  In  home- 
stead papers:  61  Ga.,  271.  Admissions  of  one  member  of  a  firm,  not  a  party  to  the 

suit:  2  Ga.,  244.     The  general  rule:  24  Ga.,  164;  30/55. 

3.  Statements  of  an  interpreter  where  from  any  cause  he  cannot  be 
sworn. 

30  Am.  D.,  544,  n.     »1  Gr.  Ev.,  $182  ;  8  Wall.,  480. 

§3787.  (3734.)  (3710.)   Of  agents.     The  admissions  of  an  agent  or  at- §2203. 
torney  in  fact,  during  the  existence  and  in  pursuance  of  his  power,  are 
evidence  against  the  principal. 

Only  admitted  against  principal  when  part  of  the  res  gestse :  24  Ga.,  211 ;  29/461,  399; 
26/332,  111 ;  51/212-214.  Acts  outside  of  agent's  authority  not  imputed  to  principal : 
56  Ga.,  274.  Butare  when  within:  54  Ga.,  497.  Sayings  of  agent  of  administratrix  as 
binding  the  estate  :  56  Ga.,  638.  Admission  by  servant  of  past  wrongful  acts  not  used 
against  the  master:  57  Ga.,  253.  Corporation  held  liable  for  conduct,  etc.,  of  agent  as 
to  libelous  publications:  58  Ga.,  65. 

2  Whart,  Ev.,  $1170;  Powell  Ev.,  100;  notes  to  $2206  of  Code;  12  Am.  D.,  325,  n; 
14/632,  n;  36  Am.  R.,  825;  9  Pet,,  682;  2  Wh.,  380;  3  Wall.,  114.  Declarations  of  car- 

rier's driver  that  accident  occurred  through  his  carelessness,  inadmissible  :  25  Am.  R., 
744.    Servant  of  hotel-keeper  admitting  that  he  had  stolen  goods  of  guests,  does  not 
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bind  principal :  8  0.,  218.  Attorney :  2  Whart.  Ev.,  §1184 ;  Weeks  on  Attorneys,  §#223, 
225.  Admission  of  counsel  at  former  trial,  reduced  to  writing,  binding  at  another:  28 
Am.  R.,  40. 

§3788.  (3735.)  (3711.)  Of  privies.     The  admissions  of  privies  in  blood, 
g3774.         privies  in  estate,  and  privies  in  law  are  admissible  as  against  the  par- 

ties themselves,  but  declarations  of  privies  in  estate,  after  the  title  has 
passed  out  of  them,  cannot  be  received. 

Of  third  person  from  whom  title  emanated  before  title  and  possession  had  passed  out 
of  him:  3  Ga.,  513.  Admission  of  one  member  of  a  firm  to  bind  the  others:  2  Ga., 
244.  When  admission  of  life  tenant  not  admissible  against  remainderman :  29  Ga.,  374. 
When  sayings  of  one  not  a  privy  not  admitted  :  24  Ga,,,  164.  Former  owner's  sayings 
prejudicing  the  title,  not  admitted  after  title  passed  out  of  him:  29  Ga.,  684;  32/688. 
When  declarations  of  one  tenant  in  common  not  against  title  after  title  vested  not 
against  co-tenant:  £5  Ga..  438.  Where  there  was  privity  and  the  admissions  should 
have  been  received  in  evidence:  60  Ga.,  243. 

2  Whart.  Ev.,  §1156 ;  Abb.  Tr.  Ev..  156  ;  3  0.,  379;  11  Wall.,  566;  36  Am.  R.,  749,  n. 
Declarations  of  vendor  in  convevance  to  impeach  vendee's  title  for  fraud  :  Notes  in  14 
Am.  D..  195;  19/185;  26/238  ;  6  Wall.,  299;  of  grantor  of  defendant,  in  action  for  over- 

flowing land,  that  dam  was  too  high,  inadmissible:  36  Am.  R.,  746. 

§3789.  (3736.)  (3712.)  Admissions  improperly  obtained.  Admissions  ob- 
tained by  constraint,  or  by  fraud,  or  by  drunkenness  induced  for  the 

purpose,  or  admissions  or  propositions  made  with  a  view  to  a  compro- 
mise,* are  not  proper  evidence. 

When  offers  of  compromise  inadmissible  in  evidence:  48  Ga.,  642,  647;  61/322; 
13/406;  16/27-30;  6/213;  40/529.  When  are  admitted:  27  Ga.,  593.  Not  offer  of  com- 

promise, and  admissible  in  evidence:  59  Ga.,  343;  64/172. 

a3  O.,  527.  But  admission  made  during  or  in  consequence  of  effort  to  compromise, 
said  to  be  admissible  :  11  O.,  273. 

§3790.  (3737.)  (3713.)  Effect  of  silence.  Acquiescence,  or  silence, 
when  the  circumstances  require  an  answer  or  denial,  or  other  conduct, 
may  amount  to  an  admission. 

As  to  implied  assent  by  silence  when  statements  made  in  party's  presence:  3  Ga., 
513;  29/430;  21/552,  27/522.  Acquiescence  to  hearsay  evidence  makes  it  admissible: 
29  Ga.,  105.  When  not  estopped  from  asserting  title  by  implied  admission  of  title  in 
another:  30  Ga.,  714.  Section  referred  to  and  construed :  48  Ga.,  147;  52/197.  Pre- 

sumed assent  of  member  of  chartered  company  by  acquiescence:  48  Ga.,  113.  Silence 
is  not  always  evidence  of  assent:  55  Ga.,  287. 

2  Whart. 'Ev.,  ##1136-1155;  Powell  Ev.,  104.  Amount  to  estoppel,  when:  Note to  #3752.  Silence  as  evidence  in  criminal  cases:  14  Am.  R.,  342;  25/120;  1  Hawley's 
Crim.  Rep.,  29,  n,  32  ;  1  Whart.  Crim.  Law.  #696  ;  Burrell  Circ.  Ev.,  480. 

§3791.  (3738.)  (3714.)  Entire  conversation.  When  an  admission  is 
given  in  evidence  it  is  the  right  of  the  other  party  to  have  the  whole 
admission  and  all  the  conversation  connected  therewith. 

Rule  stated:  26  Ga.,  472-8;  48/142,642;  51/534.  When  State  proves  confession  of 
prisoner  he  is  entitled  to  prove  all  said  by  him  in  the  conversation  :-47  Ga.,  524.  Wit- 

ness may  state  as  much  of  the  conversation  as  he  heard  :  45  Ga  ,  225. 

1  Whart.  Ev.,  #1108;  *1  Hawley's  Crim.  Rep.,  272,  293,  323.  Must  be  taken  com- pletely: 22  Wall.,  32. 

§3792.  (3739.)  (3715.)  Weight  of  such  evidence.  All  admissions  should 
be  scanned  with  care,  and  confessions  of  guilt  should  be  received  with 
great  caution.  A  confession  alone,  uncorroborated  by  other  evidence, 
will  not  justify  a  conviction. 

Verbal  admissions  received  with  caution  :  2  Ga.,  30  ;  5/349  ;  61/308  ;  29/443  ;  64/537, 
542.  Uncorroborated  confession  as  evidence  for  conviction:  11  Ga.,  226.  What  un- 

corroborated confession  not  sufficient  for  conviction:  43  Ga.,  256;  64/606.  As  to 
whether  confession  voluntary  to  be  passed  on  by  the  jury  :  45  Ga.,  44.  Arson  :  64  Ga., 
605.  Confession  sufficiently  corroborated  to  produce  conviction:  65  Ga.,  152;  63/339, 
340 ;  57/479 ;  56/44.  Confession  corroborated  by  circumstances  it  is  sufficient :  63 
Ga.,  340. 

Admissions,  to  have  weight,  should  be  specific;  not  mere  loose  talk:  2  Whart  Ev., 
§#1079,1089.  Contractual  admissions  distinguished  from  those  not  so:  lb.,  #1084.  Con- 

fessions: 1  Gr.  Ev.,  #214;  28  Am.  R.,  698;  1  Hawley's  Crim.  Rep.,  323  ;  1  Whart.  Crim. 
Law,  #683 ;  1  Archbold  Crim.  PI.  and  Pr.,  379. 
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§3793.  (3740.)  (3716.)  Confession  must  be  voluntary.  To  make  a  con- 
fession admissible,  it  must  have  been  made  voluntarily,  without  being 

induced  by  another,  by  the  slightest  hope  of  benefit  or  remotest  fear  of 
injury. 

Voluntary  confession:  20  Ga.,  60;  11/226.  Under  threats:  11  Ga.,  123.  For  the 
jury  to  pass  on  :  45  Ga.,  44;  20/752.  And  what  part  they  will  helieve  :  23  Ga.,  57  ; 
26/350.  Charging  the  jury  as  to  confession,  the  law  of  hope  as  well  as  fear  should  be 
given  :  34  Ga.,  262.  Burden  on  prisoner  to  show  his  confessions  were  not  voluntary  : 
47  Ga.,  599.  Must  not.  be  induced  by  hope  or  fear  :  46  Ga.,  298  :  55/136.  When  not :  54 
Ga.,  249.  Section  referred  to  and  construed  :  55  Ga.,  596.  Confessions  induced  by  threat- 

ening acts  :  54  Ga.,  39.  Confessions  of  principal  as  evidence  on  trial  of  accessory  :  46 
Ga.,  298.  When  prisoner  entitled  to  all  the  conversations  at  time  of  confession  :  47 
Ga.,  524.  Jury  to  determine  whether  confessions  freelyand  voluntarily  made  :  59  Ga., 
333;  47/572;  60/620-1.  Statements  in  the  nature  of  confessions  that  were  not  volun- 

tary as  induced  by  hope  of  benefit:  61  Ga.,  305.  Confessions  of  two  principals  when 
not  sufficient  to  convict  the  others:  56  Ga.,  314.  Confession  of  one  of  thieves  to  prove 
his  own  guilt :  60  Ga.,  486.  Confessions  under  bodily  fear  not  sufficient  for  conviction 
of  murder:  61  Ga.,  192. 

1  Gr.  Ev.,  £2219-228  ;  Powell  Ev.,  108 ;  20  Am.  D.,  505,  n  ;  Hawley  Cr.  Rep.,  173,  171, 
178.  Must  be  shown  to  have  been  voluntary,  although  its  truth  is  made  apparent :  26 
Am.  R.,  123.— 1  Whart.  Crim.  Law,  §686. 

§3794.  (3741.)  (3717.)  Under  promise  of  secrecy,  etc.  The  fact  that  a 
confession  is  made  under  a  spiritual  exhortation,  or  a  promise  of  se- 

crecy, or  a  promise  of  collateral  benefit,  shall  not  exclude  it. 
§3795.  (3742.)  (3718.)  Material  facts  discovered.  Any  material  facts 

discovered  by  a  confession  by  a  prisoner  may  be  proved,  and  the  fact  of 
its  discovery,  by  reason  of  such  information,  though  the  confession  is 
rejected. 

1  Gr.  Ev.,  §231 ;  1  Hawley's  Crim.  Rep.,  182;  1  Whart.  Crim.  Law,  §695. 

§3796  (3743.)  (3719.)  Confession  of  conspirators.  The  confession  of  one 
joint  offender  or  conspirator,  made  after  the  enterprise  is  ended,  is  ad- 

missible only  against  himself. 

Confessions  of  principal  in  first  degree  to  prove  his  guilt  on  trial  of  principal  in  sec- 
ond degree,  but  not  latter's  participation  therein  :  7  Ga.,  2;  60/620.  Of  a  defendant 

not  on  trial  inadmissible  on  trial  of  party  jointly  indicted  with  him  :  22  Ga  ,  399.  Evi- 
dence of  accomplice  in  felonies  should  be  corroborated  :  43  Ga.,  197;-  44/209.  Confes- 

sions of  accomplice  not  in  prisoner's  presence  and  after  the  enterprise  ended,  will  not 
avail :  48  G a.,  328-9. 

Admissible  during  pendency  :  Code,  §3775.  But  not  one  day  after  commission  of 
crime :  1  Hawley's  Crim.  Rep.,  618. — 1  Whart.  Crim.  Law,  §702. 

§3797.  (3744.)  (3720.)  Confidential  communications,  etc.  There  are  cer- 
tain admissions  and  communications  excluded  from  public  policy. 

Among  these  are — 
1.  Communications  between  husband  and  wife.a  §38M(4.) 
Protected  even  after  the  relation  has  ceased  :  29  Ga.,  470.  Neither  husband  or  wife 

not  competent  to  testify  where  husband  party  as  to  anything  acquired  by  reason  of  re- 
lation of  husband  and  wife  :  60  Ga.,  512;  24/217  ;  41/613;  40/490,  150  ;  63/411.  In  in- 

junction case,  affidavit  of  wife  as  to  facts  not  coming  to  her  knowledge  by  the  confiden- 
tial relation  :  46  Ga.,  626. 

2.  Between  attorney  or  counsel  and  client. 

Not  competent  to  testifv  as  to  information  derived  from  relation  of  client  and  at- 
torney :  58  Ga.,  94;  37/289,  291;  13/260, 138.  When  attorney  could  give  evidence  as  to 

a  conversation  between  parties  where  he  wrote  the  bill  of  sale :  24  Ga.,  454.  It  must  be 
information  derived  by  reason  of,  and  not  merely  during  existence  of  relation  of  client 
and  attorney  to  exclude  latter's  evidence:  29  Ga.,  539,  543.  When  not  such  evidence 
as  is  confidential  and  admissible  :  51  Ga.,  191.  Where  solicitor  of  executor  should  not 
be  compelled  to  produce  a  sworn  answer  of  executor,  never  filed  :  47  Ga.,  74. 

.3.  Among  grand  jurors. 
4.  Secrets  of  State.b 
Cooley  Const.  Lim.,  425  et  seq.;  1  C.  L.  J.,  383.  Between  clergyman  and  parishioner: 

1  Whart.  Ev.,  §596  ;  1  Gr.  Ev.,  §247.  Between  physician  and  patient,  no  privilege:  1 
Whart.  Ev.,  §606;  1  Gr.  Ev.,  §248  ;  33  Am.  R.,  435,  n;  32/573;  35/524.  Arbitrators 
cannot  be  compelled  to  disclose  the  ground  of  their  judgment:  1  Whart.  E v.,  §599. 
Telegrams  not  privileged :  1  Whart.  Ev.,  §595.    Prosecuting  attorney  privileged  as  to 
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confidential  matters:  1  Whart.  Ev.,  §603.  al  Gr.  Ev.,  §254.  Excluded,  although  com- 
petent witnesses  in  civil  cases  :  1  Wharf.  Ev.,  §427.  Third  person  who  overheard  them 

may  testify  :  lb.  Letters  between  husband  and  wife  admissible  in  behalf  of  third  per- 
son :  lb.  Cannot  testify  as  to  intercourse  to  assail  legitimacy  of  their  children:  1 

Whart.,  Ev.,  §608;  16  Am.  R.,  776.  bNote  on  p.  25  of  Code;  1  Whart.  Ev.,  §§604-605;  1 
Gr.  Ev.,§250;  5  C.  L.  J.,  357. 

§3798.  (3745.)  (3721.)  Attorney  and  client.     Communications  to  any 
Act  of  1850,  attorney,  or  his  clerk,  to  be  transmitted  to  the  attorney   pending  his 

a  tsof  1859  employment,  or  in  anticipation  thereof,  shall  never  be  heard  by  the 

p.  is.        '  Court.     So  the  attorney  cannot  be  compelled  to  disclose  the  advice  or 
counsel  .he  may  give  to  his  client,   nor  to  produce  or  deliver  up  title 

deeds,  or  other  papers,  except  evidences  of  debta  left  in  his  possession 
by  his  client.     This  rule  does  not  exclude  the  attorney  as  a  witness  to 
any  facts  which  may  transpire  in  connection  with  his  employment. 

Act  of  1850  in  regard  to  attorney's  testimony  does  not  apply  to  cases  before  its  pas- 
sage :  14  Ga.,  77.  Where  did  not  apply  to  the  Attorney-General :  26  Ga.,  614.  Where 

said  Act  did  not  apply  :  15  Ga.,  270  ;  26/614.  Where  was  not  incompetent  under  Act 
of  1850  to  prove  the  giving  of  the  notice  :  16  Ga.,  458.  To  make  incompetent,  the  infor- 

mation must  have  been  both  during  the  relationship  and  bv  reason  of  it :  21  Ga.,  301, 
289  ;  18/444 ;  28/316 ;  27/444  ;  17/68  ;  29/543.  An  attorney,  when  it  is  relevant,  called 
to  testify  as  to  amount  of  fee  and  terms  on  which  to  be  paid  :  24  Ga.,  461.  Not  where 
the  facts  occured  in  another  case  :  25  Ga.,  479.  Where  formerly  attorney  of  non-resi- 

dent could  not  testify  for  him  because  he  might  be  liable  for  costs  :  30  Ga.,  822.  Com- 
petent where  does  not  testify  as  to  any  fact,  derived  from  or  by  reason  of  relation  of  at- 
torney and  client:  31  Ga.,  34;  47/25  ;  51/186.  Same  rule  as  to  testimony  by  interroga- 

tories :  32  Ga.,  173.     Where  protected  under  this  section  :  59  Ga.,  328  ;  58/573,  574. 

See  notes  to  §§3854  (5) ;  Weeks  on  Attys.,  §§141-182  ;  1  Whart.  Ev.,  §§576-594;  1  Gr. 
Ev..  §237  ;  Poweli  Ev.,  52  ;  Appleton  Ev.,  156 ;  25  Am.  D.,  420  ;  27/334,  n  ;  11  Wh.,  280; 
3  Wall.,  175 ;  4  O.,  457  ;  36  Am.  R.,  631,  n.  No  presumption  is  to  be  indulged  against 
client  because  he  insists  on  this  privilege  :  10  H.  L.  Cas.,  589.  Party  testifying  in  his 
own  favor  may  be  cross-examined  as  to  conversations  with  his  counsel  :  3  Am.  R.,  333. 
Client  putting  supposed  case,  which  afterwards  arises:  36  Am.  R,.,  B27,  631,  n.  aSee 

§3553. 
§3799.  (3746.)  (3722.)  When  grand  jurors  may  disclose.  Grand  jurors 

Act  of  1812,  shall  disclose  everything  which  occurs  in  their  service  whenever  it  be- 
c.  p.  277.     comes  necessary,  in  any  Court  of  record  in  this  State. 

Cannot  impeach,  but  may  sustain  their  finding :  60  Ga.,  145  ;  57/108. 

1  Whart.  Ev.,  §601;  1  Gr.  Ev.,  §252.  Competency  of,  to  impeach  indictment:  16 
Am.  D.,  281-5,  n. 

General  Note. — Of  one  partner  to  bind  the  others  :  2  Ga.,  244.  When  not :  17  Ga., 
300.  Where  answer  of  one  co-defendant  can  be  read  against  another  :  13  Ga.,  206. 
Admissions  made  under  oath  as  witness  or  on  voluntary  affidavit:  8  Ga.,  61.  Admis- 

sions of  plaintiff  as  to  alleged  fraudulent  sale  :  9  Ga.,  137.  Party  not  concluded  by 
parol  admissions  unless  his  adversary  has  acted  upon  them  :  13  Ga.,  516.  Admissions 
in  a  letter,  postscript  of  which  is  mutilated  :  12  Ga.,  19.  Admissions  of  executrix  on 
trial  of  caveat  to  a  will :  14  Ga.,  286.  Admission  of  principal  as  binding  or  not  the  se- 

curity :  14  Ga.,  584 ;  17/625.  When  sayings  of  stockholder  do  not  bind  corporation :  17 
Ga.,  574.  Verbal  declaration  to  be  admissible  should  be  clearly  proven  and  shown  to  be 
deliberately  made  :  17  Ga.,  558.  Family  statements  to  avail  must  have  been  in  pres- 

ence of  the  one  to  be  affected  thereby  :  20  Ga.,  600.  Testimony  as  to  what  said  by  one 
of  three  purchasers  in  their  presence:  24  Ga.,  590-605.  Verbal  admissions  to  prove  a 
trust:  25  Ga.,  403.  Sayings  of  a  principal  legatee  as  affecting  his  interest:  21  G&.,552. 
Answers  of  a  party  to  interrogatories  in  a  different  case  as  admission  against  him:  28 
Ga.,  289.  Answers  in  chancery  as  evidence  against  party  who  made  them,  and  infants 
not  bound  by  their  admissions:  26  Ga.,  537.  When  admission  may  be  withdrawn : 
39  Ga.,  617.  When  in  writing,  not  after  trial  commenced:  43  Ga.,  143.  What  will  not 
relieve  plaintiff  in  trover  from  showing  title,  and  where  warehouseman  not  estopped 
by  his  admissions  against  a  claimant  of  cotton  :  43  Ga.,  168.  Statements  agreed  on  by 
counsel  not  controverted  on  trial:  53  Ga  ,  401.  Must  show  authority  to  give  validity  to 
letter  of  book-keeper  of  a  company  :  53  Ga.,  219.  How  far  admissions  of  executor  are 
binding  on  himself  and  the  estate  :  53  Ga,,  283-4.  When  declarations  of  debtor  favor- 

able to  his  title  not  admissible  to  rebut  evidence  of  claimant's  title:  58  Ga.,  447- 
451.  Where  admissions  of  party  after  parting  with  title  not  admissible  to  disparage  it: 
62  Ga.,  332  :  52/385  ;  but  see  59  Ga.,  711.  Where  sayings  and  letters  of  principal  debtor, 
after  service  of  garnishment  not  competent  against  plaintiff,  to  show  want  of  title  in 
debtor  :  52  Ga.,  562.  Admissions  in  a  sworn  bill :  62  Ga.,  42.  In  answer  to  interroga- 

tories: 30  Ga.,  490.  When  defendant's  admission  in  a  former  trial  admitted  against 
him  :  63  Ga.,  600-601.  Impliedly  admitting  title  in  another  does  not  prevent  showing 
title  in  himself:  30  Ga.,  714. 
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Confessions. — Court  may  enquire  into  threats  made  :  11  Ga.,  123.  No  objection  to 
that  made  when  party  legally  imprisoned  :  11  Ga.,  226.  Voluntary  confpssion  made  by 
prisoner  after  he  was  tried,  admitted  :  15  Ga.,  535.  Jury  to  pass  on  the  weight  they 
should  attach  to  confessions  :  20  Ga.,  752.  And  may  believe  part  of  confession  only  : 
23  Ga.,  57;  26/350.  Whether  subsequent  confessions  made  under  previous  influences 
operating  on  the  mind,  is  for  the  jury  to  decide  :  21  Ga.,  227.  Court  should  charge  the 
law  of  hope  and  fear  as  to  confessions :  34  Ga.,  262.  Confessions  inadmissible  where 
made  under  hope  of  settlement:  40  Ga.,  529.  Should  not  charge  as  to  the  confessions 
where  no  evidence  of  any:  65  Ga.,  147. 

General  Note  on  Admissions  and  Confessions. — Attorneys  :  See  notes  to  $3787. 
Corporations,  admissions  of  corporators  and  officers  of:  General  note  on  p.  371. 
Confessions  :  1  Whart.  Crim.  Law,  §683  ;  1  Bishop's  Crim.  Proc,  §1217;  Joy  on  Confes- 

sions. Divorce  cases  :  Code,  §1716;  30  Am.  D..  544-9,  n.  Documentary  admissions: 
2  Whart.  Ev.,  §1122.  Instrument  maybe  admission,  though  undelivered:  lb.,  §1123. 
Domicile,  declarations  of  party  as  evidence  on  question  of :  17  Am.  D.,  231  ;  14  How., 
100;  21/103;  9  C.  L.  J.,  5;  Abbott's  Tr.  Ev.,  107;  2  Whart.  Ev.,  §1097;  Phil.  onDom., 
101-140.  Executors  and  administrators  :  Note  to  §2437.  Husband's  admissions 
may  be  received  against  wife:  2  Whart.  Ev.,  §1214.  Pleading-s,  admissions  in  :  See 
notes  to  §3753s.  Admissions  of  principal,  how  far  evidence  against  surety  :  Brandt 
3.  and  G.,§518;  see  also  general  note  following  §2177.  Wife's  admissions  may  bind 

husband  :  2  Whart.  Ev.,  §1217  ;  or  trustees  :  §1218'. 

ARTICLE  IV. 

OF    PAROL    EVIDENCE    TO    AFFECT    WRITTEN. 

Section. 
3800.  General  rule. 
3801.  Contemporaneous  writings. 
3802.  Void  instruments. 
3803.  Where  part  only  is  in  writing. 
3S04.  Surrounding  circumstances. 

Section. 
.    3805.  Usage. 

3806    Other  cases. 
3807.  Receipts., 
3808.  Blank  indorsements. 
3809.  Reducing  deed  to  mortgage. 

§3800.  (3747.)  (3723.)   General  rule.     Parol  contemporaneous  evidence  §2757,  (i) 
is  inadmissible  generally   to  contradict  or  vary  the  terms  of  a  valid 
written  instrument. 

Stated:  1  Ga.,  12;  13/210.  Unless  from  fraud,  accident,  or  mistake,  instrument  does 
not  speak  intention  of  the  parties:  59  Ga.,  113,  854;  43/423;  5/373;  60/614,  292,  158. 
Pact  and  time  of  sale,  but  not  terms,  by  parol  evidence  :  6  Ga.,  261.  No  new  stipula- 

tion can  be  grafted  by:  34  Ga.,  367  ;  43/190  ;  51/149.  The  rule  should  not  be  relaxed  : 
52  Ga.,  448.  Proof  by  parol  that  consent  decree  and  sale  were  to  be  in  satisfaction  of 
the  older  judgment:  49  Ga.,  545.  Section  referred  to  and  construed:  56  Ga.,  32. 

Showing  a  consideration  by  parol  evidence:  57  Ga.,319;  53/214.  When  a  representa- 
tion in  writing  may  be  contradicted  by  parol :  57  Ga.,  181.  Where  one  party  to  contract 

dead,  the  other  cannot  vary  it  by  his  evidence  :  58  Ga.,  288.  Right  to  an  alley  shown  by 
parol  evidence,  although  not  included  in  the  deed  :  59  Ga.,  450.  What  plea  as  to  parol 
stipulation  being  left  out  by  mistake  should  state  :  59  Ga.,  851;  61/474-5.  No  ground 
for  parol  evidence  that  party  signed  contract  without  reading  it :  60  Ga.,  383. 

2  Whart,  Ev.,  §920 et  seq. ;  1  Gr.  Ev.,  86-90 ;  §275  et  seq. ;  Powell  Ev.,  214,  222  ;  2  Dan. 
Neg.  Inst.,  69 et  seq. ;  see §3762.  Dates,  variable  by  parol,  when:  2  Whart.  Ev.,  §§976- 
979.  Oral  acceptance  of  written  contract  proved  by  parol:  2  Whart.  Ev.,  §1016. 
Contracts  with  illiterate  person  :  20  How.,  506.  May  apply  writing  to  its  subject-  mat- 

ter: 3  Am.  R.,  471;  2  Bk.,  499.  May  explain  the  object  of  papers  introduced:  17 
Wall.,  19.  Rule  applies  to  language  used ;  parties  may  show  by  parol  their  object  in 
executing  and  delivering  the  writing:  8  6.,  514;  2  Bk.,  499. 

§3801.  (3748.)  (3724.)  Contemporaneous  writings.     All  contemporane-§§2757,  (i) 
ousa  writings  are  admissible  to  explain  each  other,  and  parol  evidence  2457, 
is  admissible  to  explain  all  ambiguities,*  both  latent  and  patent. 

Admissible  to  explain  latent  ambiguity  in  a  letter  :  29  Ga.,  318.  Also  in  a  grant :  24 
Ga.,  338.  Where  ambiguity  in  an  instrument,  Court  will  hear  evidence  as  to  facts  and 
surroundings  :  46  Ga.,  232-5.  Held  not  patent  or  latent  ambiguity,  and  instructions  to 
one  who  drew  the  will  not  admitted:  47  Ga.,  455,  463.  Section  referred  to  and  con- 

strued :  48  Ga.,  504;  53/545  ;  49/102.  Ambiguities  are  for  the  jury  to  deal,  with  in  the 
light  of  all  the  evidence:  57  Ga.,  36-41.  A  patent  ambiguity  can  be  explained  by  ex- 

trinsic evidence,  written  or  parol:  63  Ga.,  555.  Ambiguities  in  will,  deeds  and  grants- See  those  titles. 

al  Gr.  Ev.,  §283;  note  to§2757(l.)  bIn  descriptions  of  property  may  be  explained: 
2  Whart.  Ev.,  §942 ;  so  in  measurements  and  numbers:  lb..  §947  ;  in  material  to  be 
used  for  chart  and  manner  of  publication  :  3  Am.  R.,  471 ;  11  O.,  272. 
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§3802.  (3749.)  (3725.)   Void  instruments.     Parol  evidence  is  admissible 
to  show  that  the  writing  was  either  originally  void  or  has  subsequently 
become  so. 

1  Gr.  Ev",  §284.  Admissible  to  show  that  writing  was  not  executed,  or  was  condi- 
tional :  2  Whart.  Ev.,  §§927-8;  1  Am.  D.,  257,  n ;  to  show  want  of  due  delivery,  or  de- 
livery as  escrow  :  lb.,  §930. 

§3803.  (3750.)  (3726.)    Where  part  only  is  in  writing.     If  the  writing 
§2757,  (6)     does  not  purport  to  contain  all  the  stipulations  of  the  contract,  parol 

evidence  is  admissible  to  prove  other  portions  thereof  not  inconsistent 
with  the   writing;  so  collateral  undertakings  between  parties  of  the 
same  part  among  themselves  would  not  properly  be  looked  for  in  the 
writing. 

To  explain  the  terms  of  a  bond  :  26  Ga.,  220.     Of  a  contract  of  sale  between  the  par- 
ties :  54  Ga.,  527.     Where  parol  evidence  was  not  admissible:  54  Ga.,  290.     Section  re- 

ferred to  and  construed  :  55  Ga.,  78  ;  63/198.     Where  entire  contract  does  not  purport 

"     to  be  in  writing:  51  Ga.,  627;  59/562. 
1  Gr.  Ev.,  §284,  a ;  1  Am.  R  ,  521 ;  4  C.  L.  J.,  309 ;  Code,  §2757  (1.) 

§3804.  (3751.)  (3727.)  Surrounding  circumstances.  The  surrounding 
circumstances  are  always  proper  subjects  of  proof  to  aid  in  the  con- 

struction of  contracts. 

See  48  Ga.,  179;  51/627;  52/572. 

§3805.  (3752.)  (3728.)  Usage.     In  like  manner  evidence  of  known  and 
§i.  (4)         established  usage  is  admissible  for  the  same  purpose  as  well  as  to  annex 

incidents.a 
What  necessary  to  make  a  usage  good  :  28  Ga.,  543. 

2  Whart.  Ev.,  §958;  1  Gr.  Ev.,  §294;  Broom's  Leg.  Max.,  883 ;  Ewell  Evans' Ag., 
171;  1  8m.  L.  C,  (t,  p.,)  675;  27  Am.  D.,  166,  n;  Code,  §2757,  par.  2,  and  §1,  par.  4. 
Proof  of  submission  to  conflicting  usage,  inadmissible  :  2  Whart.  Ev.,  §960.  Power  of 
agent  construed  by:  2  Whart.  Ev.,  §967;  note  to  Code,  §2196.  In  delivery  to  and  by 
carriers  :  Code,  §2070.  Among  traveling  salesmen  :  37  Am.  R.,  830,  n.  Usage  of  board, 
of  trade,  when  competent  in  respect  to  grain  coatract :  25  Am.  R.,  392.  When  the  ex- 

istence of  any  custom  is  in  question,  every  fact  is  relevant  which  shows  how,  in  par- 
ticular instances,  the  custom  was  understood  and  acted  upon  by  the  parties  then  inter- 
ested:   Stephens' Dig.  Ev.,  Article  6.     Conflicting,  not  annexed :    2  Whart.  Ev.,  §970. 

§3806.  (3753.)  (3729. )  Other  cases. .   Parol  evidence  is  also  admissible 

§2317.         to  rebuta  an  equity,  to  discharge1*  the  entire  contract,  to  prove  a  new  and 
distinct  subsequent0  agreement,  to  enlarge  the  timed  or  change  the 
place6  of  performance. 

To  shed  light  on  a  subsequent  agreement  to  the  written  contract :  25  Ga.,  87  ;  16/410. 
A  subsequent  parol  contract  as  to  which  the  writing  was  silent :  59  Ga.,  881. 

a2  Whart.  Ev.,§973;  Code,  §2317;  17  How.,  464.  bPowell  Ev.,  215;  note  to  §3802. 
cl  Gr.  Ev.,  §303;  1  Sin.  L.  C,  (t.  p.,)  462.  Rescission  of  one  contract  and  substitution 
of  another  shown:  2  Whart.  Ev.,  §1017;  13How.,57;  22/28.  But  not  a  cotemporaneous 
oral  agreement:  2  Am,  R.,  147  ;  11  0.,  93.  dExtension  of  contract  shown  bv  parol:  2 
Whart.  Ev.,  §1026  ;  1  Am.  D.,  93,  n.  eTo  show  place  of  payment :  1  Pet,  89 ;  16  Wall.,  564. 

§3807.  (3754.)  (3730.)  Receipts.     Receipts  for  money  are  always  only 
§2698.         prima  facie  evidence   of  payment  and  may  be  denied  or  explained  by 

parol. Stated:  3  Ga.,  210;  5/376-7  ;  38/554.  Receipt  in  full  against  an  account  may  be  re- 
butted by  evidence  that  item  left  out:  50  Ga.,  68;  39/605.  Receipt  by  an  attorney:  7 

Ga.,  144.  A  receipt  more  than  thirty  years  years  old:  8  Ga.,  201.  Receipt  of  a  note 
from  another  is  not  a  contract,  and  parol  evidence  not  excluded  as  to:  30  Ga.,  164. 
Section  referred  to  and  construed:  51  Ga.,  627.  Receipts  from  guardian  to  ward  ex- 

plained by  parol  evidence:  41  Ga.,  579;  46/284-291.  A  receipt  for  collection,  parol  evi- 
dence to  show  other  terms  and  conditions  not  inconsistent  with  written  part:  59  Ga., 

562.  Parol  evidence  as  to  receipt  for  money  in  full  of  all  demands :  53  Ga.,  286.  When 
a  receipt  for  .collaterals  should  be  produced:  61  Ga.,  225.  When  can  contradict  a  re- 

ceipt by  parol  evidence:  52  Ga.,  572.  To  explain  a  receipt  by  the  assignee  of  a  lease 
contract:  53  Ga.,  643.  Parol  evidence  as  to  receipts  in  sale  by  principal  to  agent:  57 
Ga.,  284.  A  credit  on  a  note  as  a  receipt:  58  Ga.,  85.  Receipt  of  consideration  in  a 
deed:  49  Ga.,  123. 

1  Gr.  Ev.,  §305 ;  17  Am.  D..  523,  n  ;  23/368,  n  ;  30/117,  n.  Receipt  on  policy  of  ma- 
rine insurance,  not  within  rule:  2  Whart.  Ev.,  §1065.     As  to  third  parties,  receipt  may 
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estop  person  giving  it:  2  Whart.  Ev.,  §1066;  Bigelow  on  Estoppel,  430;  as  a  case  of 
warehouse  receipt  passing  into  hands  of  bona  fide  dealer :  lb.,  #1066.  Rule  confined  to 
receipts  and  not  such  as  really  embrace  contracts  :  11  Am.  R.,  109. 

§3808.  (3755.)  (3731.)  Blank  indorsements.  Blank  indorsements  of 
negotiable  paper  may  always  be  explained  between  the  parties  them- 

selves, or  those  taking  with  notice  of  dishonor  or  of  the  actual  facts  of 
such  indorsements. 

Cannot  be  proved  by  parol  that  note  indorsed  in  blank  was  to  be  negotiated  at  a 
chartered  bank  :  4Ga.,  106.  May  show  that  note  indorsed  for  collection:  22  Ga.,  24. 
Section  referred  to  and  construed :  43  Ga.,  382.  Parol  evidence  as  to  blank  indorsement 

since  the  Code :  60  Ga.,  455;  56/605.  Indorsement  for  collection  cancelled  by  subse- 
quent indorsement  to  other  indorsers  for  value  :  56  Ga.,  86.  As  to  parol  evidence  in 

case  of  accommodation  indorser  :  59  Ga.,  776-8. 
2  Whart.  Ev.,  £1059;  9  Ant.  D.,  381,  n  ;  5  O.,  474. 

§3809.  (3756.)  (3732.)  Reducing  deed  to  mortgage.     A  deed   or  bill  of  Act  of  1837, 

sale,  absolute  on  its  face  and  accompanied  with  possession  of  the  prop- c>  }■ 274, 
erty,  shall  not  be  proved  (at  the  instance  of  the  parties)  by  parol  evidence 
to  be  a  mortgage  only,  unless  fraud  in  its  procurement  is  the  issue  to 
be  tried. 

Where  presumption  of  fraud  or  mistake  as  to  bill  of  sale  :  22  Ga.,  3  ;  14/207.  The 
question  of  whether  the  relation  of  debtor  and  creditor  subsisted,  determining  as  to 
whether  deed  or  mortgage  :  49  Ga.,  133-139.  Jury  to  determine  whether  deed  or  mort- 

gage intended  :  49  Ga.,  518,  519,  592.     Section  referred  to  and  construed  :  52  Ga.,  484. 

Herman  Chat.  M.,  52;  2  CooleyBl.  Com.,  158, n  ;  15  Am.  D.,  47  ;  U / 300-306 ;  20/100. 

General  Note. — Inadmissible  to  add  to  or  vary  a  record  :  1  Ga.,  475  ;  6/495.  Not 
to  supply  failure  of  recognizance  to  specify  the  offense  accused  bound  over  to  appear 
and  answer  for :  2  Ga.,  363.  Affecting  a  trust :  11  Ga.,  195.  Prove  by  parol  place  vof 
delivery  of  goods:  17  Ga.,  554.  Admissible  to  apply  a  description  to  its  subject:  20  Ga., 
689-690.  May  explain  a  writing  by  parol  evidence:  21  Ga.,  526.  To  show  intended 

date  of  payment  of  a  note:  27  Ga.,  54.  As  to  carrier's  receipt  for  goods  delivered  to 
be  shipped:  34  Ga.,  315.  To  explain  material  alterations  and  ambiguities  in  written 
instruments:  35  Ga.,  184.  That  a  writing  cannot  be  altered  or  explained,  applies  to 
parties  and  privies  only:  38  Ga.,  462.  Parol  evidence  to  show  relations  of  indorsers  to 
each  other:  62  Ga.,  73.  Parol  evidence  to  reform  a  contract:  65  Ga.,  228.  One  claiming 
a  right  under  a  written  contract  introducing  parol  evidence  to  explain  it :  Atlanta 
Street  Railroad  Co.  vs.  City  of  Atlanta,  Sept.  term,  1880,  p.  46. 

General  Note  on  Parol  Evidence. — Deeds  :  2  Whart.  Ev.,  §1050;  as  to  acknowl- 
edgment of :  Code,  #2706.  Estate  ;  on  question  of  fee  or  less  estate :  Code,  #2248. 

Fraud  :  Code,  #3178.  Pledg-e  ;  may  show  by  parol  that  stock  certificate  issued  to 
A.  was  delivered  to  him  in  pledge,  not  as  owner  :  8  0.,  514.  Principal ;  to  enable  un- 

disclosed, to  sue:  1  Whart.  Ev.,  #950;  note  in  12  Am.  D.,  709,  n;  1  Wall.,  234.  Re- 
forming-instruments: Code,  #3114  et  seq.  Releases,  not  varied  by  parol :  2  Whart. 

Ev.,  #1063.  Resulting-  trust :  Note  to  Code,  #2317;  24  Am.  D.,  413-7,  n.  Subscrip- 

tions not  modified  by  parol  as  to  third  parties:  2  WThart.  Ev.,  #1068.  "Warranty: Note  to  #2655.     Wills  :  Notes  to  #2456. 

CHAPTER  III. 

OF    DISCOVERY    FROM   THE    PARTIES. 

Section. 
3810.  Discovery  at  law. 
3811.  Just  as  other  witnesses. 
3812.  Witness  must  see  to  execution,  etc. 

Section. 
3813.  Failing  to  answer,  or  evading. 
3814.  Privileged  matters. 

§3810.  (3757.)  (3733. )  Discovery  at  law.     Discovery  may  be  had  from  Aot  of  1847) 
the  opposite  party,  either  nominal  or  real,  in  any  case  pending  in  any  c.  p-|65. 
Court  in  this  State.  c.Cpp.  270,  ' 

When  may  proceed  in  equity  for  it:  17  Ga.,  Ill, 
62  Ga.,  305. 

Section  referred  to  and  construed 
466. 

§3811.  (3758.)  (3734.)  Just,  as  other  witnesses.  The  party  seeking  the  Act  of  1847,  S^rfu^** 
discovery  may  either  subpoena  the  other  party  as  a  witness,  or  else  file  A-  J£  ̂\S53  /^-/^J^/ 
interrogatories,  and  sue  out  a  commission,  as  in  cases  provided  for  other  -4,  p.  51.  /  7^£^ 
witnesses.     In  the  latter  event  the  right  of  cross-examination  exists  //^'  /' as  in  other  cases. 
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~r   y/~~  Act  of  11 
.W^t^^'C.  p.  460. 

/ 

§3812.  (3759.)  (3735.)  Who  shall  see  to  execution  and  return  of  commis- 
sion. When  interrogatories  are  filed  in  office,  and  notice  given  thereof, 

it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  party  sought  to  be  examined,  to  see  to  the 
execution  and  return  of  the  same  before  the  return  term  thereof. 

Filing  interrogatories  for  discovery  :  6  Ga.,  262  ;  55/209,  215. 

C*   §3813.  (3760.)  (3736.)  Failing  to  answer,  or  answering  evasively.  A  party 
^Act  of  1847,  failing  to  appear,  without  sufficient  excuse,  when  properly  subpoenaed, 

^Ac?s  of°i853  or  fa^ing  or  refusing  to  answer,  either  orally  or  to  the  interrogatories 
'<p^tFp*-f£i,  p.  5i.     filed,  or  answering  evasively,  shall  be  subject  to  attachment  for  con- tempt, and  the  Court  may  also  dismiss  his  case,  if  he  be  plaintiff,  or 

strike  out  his  pleas,  if  he  be  defendant,  or  give  such  other  direction  to 
the  cause  as  is  consistent  with  justice  and  equity. 

Answering  evasively:  14  Ga.,  646.  As  to  continuance  where  party  subpoenaed,  ab- 
sent :  18  Ga..  407  ;  32/262.  Must  be  extreme  case  to  admit  of  dismissing  :  31  Ga.,  47  ; 

21/180.  Failing  to  answer,  may  attach,  continue  the  case  or  non-suit  plaintiff,  etc. : 
32  Ga,,  262. 

§3814.  (3761.)  (3737.)  Privileged  matters.     No  party  shall  be  required 
S§3io2,  3854,  to  testify  as  to  any  matter  which  may  criminate  or  tend  to  criminate 

himself,  or  which  shall  tend  to  work  a  forfeiture  of  his  estate,  or  which 

shall  tend  to  bring  infamy,  or  disgrace,  or  public  contempt  upon  him- 
self or  any  member  of  his  family. 

Stated:  7  Ga.,  36*7;  30/757;  14/255;  40/688.  When  party  to  protect  himself  may refuse  to  answer  under  law  of  this  section  :  19  Ga  ,  464.  Section  referred  to  and  con- 
strued: 62  Ga.,  396-399. 

General  Note. — Answers  required  should  be  shown  to  be  material  and  questions 
pertinent:  21  Ga.,  180;  15/491.  Answers  are  conclusive  unless  rebutted  as  in  section 
3105:  10  Ga.,  389.  An  order  was  requisite  under  Act  of  1847  :  14  Ga.,  641.  Where  or- 

der improvident!  y  granted :  19  Ga.,  464.  Answers  must  be  responsive  to  be  evidence  : 
30  Ga.,  490. 

See  note  to  §3870  ;  Weeks  on  Depositions,  §17  et  seq. ;  note  following  Code  §3107. 

(3) 

CHAPTER  IV. 

OF    RECORDS   AND   OTHER   WRITTEN    EVIDENCE. 

Article  1. — Of  Records  and  Public  Documents. 
Article  2. — Of  Private  Writings. 

ARTICLE  I. 

OF    RECORDS    AND    PUBLIC    DOCUMENTS. 

Section. 
3815.  Laws  and  resolutions. 
3816.  Exemplifications. 
3817.  When  primary  evidence. 
3817.  fa.)  Certified  copies  of  letters  of  admin- 

istration, etc. 
3818.  Records  lost  or  destroyed. 
3819.  Proof  of  registry. 
3820.  Certified  copy. 
3821.  If  registry  is  destroyed. 

Section. 
3822.  Presumption  of  proper  probate. 
3823.  Former  Acts  continued  in  force. 
3824.  Laws  of  United  States  and  several  States, 
3825.  Foreign  laws. 
3826.  Effect  of  judgments  as  evidence. 
3827.  Judgment  in  rem. 
3828.  How  attacked. 
3829.  Notarial  acts. 
3830.  Extracts  from  books. 

§3815.  (3762.)  (3738.)  Laws  and  resolutions.     All  laws  and  resolutions 
Act  of  1819,  of  the   General  Assembly,  as   published  by  authority,  shall  be  held, 
c.  p.  272.     deemed,  and  considered  public  laws,  and  recognized  judicially  without 
§3751.         proof.     The  journals  of  each  branch  of  the  General  Assembly,  as  pub- 

lished, shall  be  in  like  manner  recognized  without  proof. 
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Recitals  of  facts  in  public  statutes  do  not  prove  them  :  7  Ga.,  90.  Public  statutes  and 
fac+s  which  they  recite,  taken  judicial  notice  of  by  the  Court:  1G  Ga.,  217.  Recognition 
of  a  bank  charter  as  a  public  act:  31  Ga.,  69. 

§3816.  (3763.)  (3739.)  Exemplifications.     The  certificate,  or  attestation  Act  of  lsio, 

of  any  public  officer,  either  of  this  State,  or  any  county  thereof,  shall  Act'onsso 
give  sufficient  validity  or  authenticity  to  any  copy  or  transcript  of  any  c.  p.  273.    ' 
record,  document,  paper  or  file,  or  other  matter  or  thing  in  their  respec-^p0!^80 
tive  offices,  or  pertaining  thereto,  to  admit  the  same  in  evidence  in  any  /?,  '/u^^s^ 

Court  of  this  State.  ^^*^22iT 
Exemplification  of  a  record  proof  of  transfer  of  a  fi.  fa:  3   Ga.,    298.     Sufficient  if    V^*  .     //9<5 

certificate  from  executive  department  give  the  contents  of  that  to  which  it  relates,  sub-  /&&  ~~/*   '  *         7 
stantially :  16  Ga.,  521.     Certificates   of  an   officer  cannot  prove   a  fact:  21   Ga.,  30l/> 
"The  above  and  foregoing  is  a  true  copy"  is  sufficient  form  of  certificate  :  29  Ga.,   427. 
Objection  to  authentication  should  be  made  before  admitted  and  read  to   the  jury  :  33 
Ga.,  117.     Section  referred  to  and  construed  :  53  Ga.,  152.     When  exemplification  or 
certified  copy  of  homestead  papers  was  only  secondary  evidence :  60  Ga.,  114 ;  5  Pet.,  232. 

§3817.  (3764.)  (3740.)    When  primary  evidence.     Such  exemplifications  §3763. 
shall  be  primary  evidence  as  to  all  records,  or  other  things  required  by 
law  to  remain  in  such  offices,  but  only  secondary  evidence  as  to  such 
documents  as  by  law  properly  remain  in  the  possession  of  the  party. 

Section  referred  to  and  construed  :  60  Ga.,  115-116. 

§3817.  (a.)  Letters   of  administration,  etc.     Copies  of  letters  t  est  amen- Acts  of  187s 

tary  and  of  administration  and  guardianship,  shall  be   primary  evi--9,  p' 15L 
dence  of  the  fact  of  administration  and  guardianship  to  the  same  ex- 

tent as  the  original  letters:  Provided,  such  copy-letters  are  duly  certi- 
fied to  from  the  proper  record  of  the  proper  officer. 

§3818.  (3765.)  (3741.)  Records  lost  or  destroyed.     When  a  record  has  Acts  of  1855 

been  burned,  or  otherwise  destroyed,  its  contents  may  be  proved  by  sec- 'xcis'oiilhs 
ondary  evidence  which  does  not  disclose  the  existence  of  other  and  bet- p.  53. 
ter  evidence. 

Under  Act  of  1856,  prima  facie  presumption  of  proper  probate  where  records  burnt : 
30  Ga.,  391.  Applies  to  deeds  and  instruments  by  law  to  be  recorded:  32  Ga.,  688. 
May  prove  by  parol,  contents  of  record  lost  or  destroyed  without  establishing  the  ori- 

ginals :  50  Ga.,  378-9.  Witness  having  read  an  original  record  before  it  was  destroyed 
may  testify  as  to  a  defective  probate :  57  Ga.,  540. 

§3819.  (3766.)  (3742.)  Proof  of  registry.  The  official  entry  of  the 
proper  officer  on  a  paper  shall  be  sufficient  evidence  of  its  registry. 

§3820.  (3767.)  (3743.)   Certified  copy.     If  the  original  of  any  paper,  §2713. 
properly  registered,  is  lost  or  destroyed,  a  certified  copy  from  the  regis- 

try shall  be  deemed  good  secondary  evidence. 
Of  a  deed :  40  Ga.,  684.  Proving  existence  of  original  recorded  deed  admitting  record 

of  a  deed  from  another  State  :  55  Ga.,  416.  Power  of  attorney  recorded  and  lost,  record 
admitted  to  show  the  power  was  in  existence  :  56  Ga.,  258. 

.  §3821.  (3768.)  (3744.)  If  registry  is  destroyed.  If  the  registry  has  also 
been  destroyed  before  a  copy  has  been  made  and  certified,  any  second- 

ary evidence  is  admissible  to  prove  the  original  and  its  registry,  which 
does  not  disclose  the  existence  of  other  and  better  evidence. 

See  32  Ga.,  688. 
Abstract  made  from  papers  burnt:  9  Wall.,  677. 

§3822.  (3769.)  (3745.)  Presumption  of  proper  probate.  If  the  original 
is  found  to  have  been  recorded,  and  it  does  not  appear  whether  it  was 
done  on  proper  probate,  the  Court  shall  presume,  until  the  contrary  ap- 

pears, that  the  same  was  done  on  proper  probate. 
Presumption  of  proper  probate  :  19  Ga.,  8  ;  57/157. 

■  §3823.  (3770.)  (3246.)  Former  Acts  continued  in  force.     All  the   Acts 
heretofore   passed,  allowing   papers    improperly  registered,  and  their 
copies,  when   lost,  to  be  admitted  in  evidence,  shall  be  continued  in 
force. 

63 
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§3824.  (3771.)  (3747.)  Laws  of  United  States  and  several  States.     The 
§3751.         public  laws  of  the  United  States,  and  of  the  several  States  thereof,  as 

published  by  authority,  shall  be  judicially  recognized  without  proof. 
Courts  proceeding  on  their  knowledge  of  laws  of  another  State:  12  Ga.,  582. 

Law  of  another  State  as  to  an  indorsement :  27  Ga.,  246-7.  Judicial  recognition  of  laws 
of  another  State  :  38  Ga.,  129 ;  5/236. 

1  Whart.  Ev.,  $287  et  seq.;  15  Am.  D.,  780-785,  n. 

§3825.  (3772.)  (3748.)  Foreign  laws.  Foreign  laws  and  judgments 
must  be  authenticated  under  the  great  seal  of  their  respective  States. 

Contents  of  foreign  judgment  or  decree  cannot  be  proven  by  parol  evidence:  29  Ga., 
684.     Public  law  of  another  State  under  great  seal  of  the  State  :  38  Ga.,  129-130  ;  30/61. 

1  Whart.  Ev.,  $300  etseq. ;  15  Am.  D.,  780-785,  n  ;  Wells'  Res  Adj.,  439-447  ;  8  0.,  428. 
Unwritten  foreign  laws  proved  by  experts  :  14  How.,  400. 

§3826.  (3773.)  (3749.)  Effect  of  judgments  as  evidence.     A  judgment  is 
§82897,  3577.  admissible  between  any  parties  to  show  the  fact  of  the  rendition  thereof: 

between  partiesa  and  privies  it  is  conclusive  as  to  the  matter  directly  in 
issue,  until  reversed  or  set  aside. 

Where  a  judgment  against  maker  of  note  in  Justice's  Court  was  without  notice  to 
indorsers,  only  prima  facie  evidence  in  suit  against  indorser:  1  Ga.,  410.  When  judg- 

ment in  attachment  may  be  set  aside  by  judgment  creditor  on  issue  of  fraud:  3  Ga.,  140. 
Action  on  foreign  judgment:  3Ga.,  426.  Where  judgment  on  foreclosure  of  mort- 

gage may  be  impeached  :  7  Ga.,  377.  Binding  generally  on  parties  and  privies  but  may 
be  attacked  for  fraud:  6  Ga.,  178;  11/265;  10/214;  40/493.  But  not  where  neither 
party  nor  privy:  29  Ga.,  255:  23/418;  13/269.  Where  may  be  bound  by  judgment 
where  waiver,  acquiescence  or  delay  :  4  Ga.,  48.  A  consent  decree  may  be  binding: 
8  Ga.,  354.  When  judgment  on  demurrer  bar  to  anothersuit:  8Ga.,524.  Judgmentof 
Court  without  jurisdiction,  void;  aliter  where  jurisdiction:  8Ga.,  143;  9/247.  Trustee  ac- 

cepting trust  .cannot  deny  the  judgment  creating  him  trustee:  11  Ga.,63.  Where  exem- 
plification of  record  not  between  same  parties  not  admitted:  12Ga.,271.  Court  having  ju- 
risdiction, judgment  right  or  wrongbinding  until  set  aside  or  reversed:  20  Ga.,  480,  581  ; 

24/335.  Same  rule  as  to  order  of  Ordinary  rescinding  order  dismissing  executors  or 
administrators:  20Ga.,2.  When  former  adjudication,  conclusion  :  21Ga.,585.  Orders 
of  the  Ordinary  :  22  Ga.,  432.  Proof  of  judgment  by  record  in  another  case,  and  note 
sued  on  no  part  of  the  record  of  the  judgment :  25  Ga.,  662.  Where  a  judgment  could 
not  be  collaterally  attacked  :  39  Ga.,  578.  Judgment  setting  aside  an  award  conclusive : 
34  Ga.,  393.  A  decree  in  chancery  evidence  of  its  rendition  and  of  consequences  re- 

sulting therefrom:  8  Ga.,  354.  But  must  be  accompanied  by  bill,  answer  and  other 
parts  of  the  record  to  be  admitted  in  evidence  :  40  Ga.,  11.  Evidence  in  suit  for  recov- 

ery back  of  money  wrongfully  paid  on  a  judgment  and  execution  :  28  Ga.,  242.  When 
entry  of  service  on  writ  did  notavoid  the  judgment  thereon  :  27  Ga.,  556.  Who  con- 

cluded and  how  far  by  judgments  before  Ordinary,  as  to  homestead  rights  :  44  Ga.,  663; 
63/628.  How  far  judgments  of  Courts  of  concurrent  and  exclusive  jurisdiction  are 
conclusive  :  49  Ga.,  412.  Conclusiveness  of  judgments  against  executor  on  the  estate 
and  legatees :  54  Ga.  299.  Judgments  on  attachment  as  affected  by  bankruptcy  :  53 
Ga.,  64.  Conclusiveness  of  foreign  judgment :  60  Ga.,  70.  Married  woman  bound  by  a 
judgment  rendered  where  her  counsel  withdraws  the  plea  :  60  Ga.,  189.  Eecord  of  for- 

mer claim  to  show  the  points  are  res  adjudicata:  61  Ga.,  62.  Where  decrees  against 
executor  binding  also  on  devisees  in  remainder:  61  Ga.,  382.  Where  cestui  que  trust 
represented  by  trustee  concluded  by  a  decree  :  61  Ga.,  599.  Decree  foreclosing  a  mort- 

gage conclusive  against  defendant  in  bill  and  purchaser  from  him  after  decree:  62 
Ga.,  20. 

Notes  to  £2897,  3063,  3577  ;  Freeman  on  Judg,,  $416  it  seq. ;  Abb.  Tr.  Ev.,  826  ;  1  Gr. 

Ev.,  ##522-539;  1  Whaiv.  Ev.,  $819;  Bigelow  on  Estoppel,  27,  170;  Broom's  Leg.  Max., 
917.  Against  non-resident,  upon  constructive  notice,  affects  only  property  in  jurisdic- 

tion of  the  Court  directing  it:  25  Am.  R.,  416.  Against  surety  :  General  note  following 

'  $2177.  Testimony  of  juror  that  matter  in  issue  was  not  passed  upon,  incompetent:  25 
Am.  R.,  500.  In  action  of  libel  for  accusing  of  criminal  offense,  record  evidence  of  ac- 

quittal thereof  incompetent  for  plaintiff:  28  Am.  R.,  465.  Courts  of  Confederate  States: 
Wells'  Res.  Adj.,  355-358;  1  Whart.  Ev.,  $807.  aComprise  all  who  when  summoned 
are  competent  to  come  in  and  take  part  in  case  :  1  Whart.  Ev.,  $763. 

§3827.  (3774.]  (3750.)  Judgments  in  rem.  A  judgment  in  rem  is  con- 
clusive upon  everybody. 

Where  citizens  of  another  State  not  concluded  by  judgment  in  personam  without  their 
consent:  5  Ga.,  497.  Judgmenton  mechanic's  lien  under  Acts  of  1834-7  not  in  rem:  45 
Ga.,  74.  Of  mortgage  foreclosure:  61  Ga.,  303;  59/78;  62/20.  In  claim  case:  55 
Ga.,  399. 

Freeman  Judg.,  $6r'6;  1  Whart.  Ev.,  $$814-818;  Wells'  Res  Adj.,  504-525.  Domestic 
judgment  in  rem:  Bigelow  on  Estoppel,  140;  foreign  judgment  in  rem:  lb.,  151. 
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[Section  (3775.)  Repealed  by  Acts  of  1866,  p.  138]. 
§3828.  (3776.)  (3752. )  How  attacked.     A  judgment  that  is  void  may  §§3503, 3594. 

be  attacked  in  any  Court,  and  by  anybody.    In  all  other  cases  judgments 
cannot  be  impeached  collaterally,  but  must  be  set  aside  by  the  Court 
rendering  them. 

In  Justice's  Court:  55  Ga.,  410.     Where  Court  has  no  jurisdiction,  void:  55  Ga.,  601. 
1  Whart.  Ev.,  §795  ;  notes  to  §§3593-4.  Judgments  of  other  States  :  Notes  to  §2913  ; 

1  Whart.  Ev.,  §§801-809. 

§3829.  (3777.)  (3753.)  Notarial  acts.     All  notarial   acts   of    Notaries  Act  oM83c, 

Public  in  relation  to  bills  of  exchange,  drafts  and  promissory  notes,  re-a  p'273- 
quired  to  be  done  by  the  laws  of  this  State,  may  be  proved  by  the  cer-  §1503. 
tificate  of  such  Notary  under  his  hand  and  seal :  Provided,  such  certif- 

icate is  filed  in  the  Court  at  its  first  term,  and  permitted  there  to  re- 
main until  the  trial. 

Certificate  of  Notary  as  evidence  of  notice,  suit  and  non-payment  of  note:  3  Ga., 
486  ;  60/347.  Two  sets  of  notarial  protests  on  same  bill  both  read  without  proof :  27 
Ga.,  252.     Section  referred  to  and  construed  :  56  Ga.,  614. 

1  Whart.  Ev.,  §123;  27  Am.  D.,  522,  n.  Certificate  of  protest  as  evidence:  Proffatt 
on  Notaries,  §140;  how  rebutted  :  lb.,  §142;  presumption  in  favor  of  :  lb.,  §152;  parol 
evidence  respecting:  lb.,  §153;  certificate  of  acknowledgment  of  deed:  lb.,  §155;  im- 

peachment of :  lb.,  §§156-157. 

§3830.  Extracts  from  books  of  incorporated  companies.     [When  any  por-  (a)  Acts  of 
tion  of  the  contents  of  the  books  or  records  of  any  incorporated  com-  -Jjp3' p-  ̂     t   * 
pany  (located  in  this  State)  shall  be  material  and  competent  evidence/^^-^'^-^*^*-^' 
in  any  cause  pending  on  the  civil  side  of  any  Court  in  this  State,  it  <?<-£.  c^^^^- 
shall  be  lawful  for  the  party  desiring  to  use  the  same  in  evidence,  upon /ac>  -A  ̂   ̂ °^- 
procuring  a  correct  transcript  from  said  books,  certified  under  the  hand  ' 
of  the  chief  officer  in  charge  of  the  office   where  said  books  may  be, 
that  said  extract  is  a  true  and  complete  transcript  of  all  that  appears 
upon  the  books  in  said  office  relative  to   that  subject  matter,  to  place 
said  extract  in  evidence  at  the  trial,  in  lieu  of  the  books  themselves : 
Provided,  he  shall  have  first  served  the  opposite  party  with  a  copy  of 
such  extract,  with  a  notice  that  the  same  will  be  offered  in  evidence, 
twenty  days  before  Court:  And  provided,  further,  that  nothing  in  this 
section  shall  be  construed  to  impair  or  diminish  the  right  of  either 
party  to  compel  the  production  of  books  and  papers,  by  notice,  where 
in  the  hands  of  the  opposite  party,  or  by  subpoena  duces  tecum,  where  in 
the  hands  of  third  persons].  ( a.) 

Books  of  a  corporation  to  establish  irregularity  of  their  proceedings,  but  not  a  right 
against  a  third  person:  5  Ga.,  239.  Evidence  of  ownership  of  share  by  transfer  on 
books  of  corporation  :  11  Ga.,  461 ;  20/275.  Bank  books  as  evidence  for  and  against 
the  corporation:  18  Ga.,  318.  Books  of  minutes  of  corporation  produced  under  no- 

tice :  34  Ga.,  536. 

1  Whart.  Ev.,  §§661-663  ;  Abb.  Tr.  Ev.,  43-52;  6  Am.  D.,  324;  8/628,  640,  n;  5  Wh., 
420,  Admissible  against  members:  1  Whart.  Ev.,  §661 ;  but  not  against  strangers: 
lb.,  §662. 

The  following  Acts  of  Congress,  being  frequently  needed  for  refer- 
ence, are  here  inserted : 

ACT   OF    CONGRESS   OF    MAY   26,  1790.       [GRAY — DIGEST,    272.] 

The  Acts  of  the  Legislatures  of  the  several  States  shall  be  authentica- 
ted by  having  the  seal  of  their  respective  States  affixed  thereto.  The  rec- 

ords and  judicial  proceedings  of  the  Courts  of  any  State,  shall  be  proved, 
or  admitted,  in  any  other  Court  within  the  United  States,  by  the  attes- 

tation of  the  clerk,  and  the  seal  of  the  Court  annexed,  if  there  be  a 
seal,  together  with  the  certificate  of  the  Judge,  Chief  Justice,  or  pre- 

siding magistrate,  as  the  case  may  be,  that  the  said  attestation  is  in 
due  form.  And  the  said  records  and  judicial  proceedings,  authentica- 

ted as  aforesaid,  shall  have  such  faith  and  credit  given  to  them  in  every 
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Court  within  the  United  States  as  they  have  by  law  or  usage  in  the 
Courts  of  the  State  from  whence  the  said  records  are  or  shall  be  taken. 

Presumption  where  exemplification  of  proceeding  of  probate  Court  of  a  sister  State : 
52  Ga.,  438,  446.  Where  there  was  no  proper  authentication  of  claim  affidavit  and 
bond  from  another  State  :  56  Ga.,  612.     See  also  :  64  Ga.,  622. 

ACT    OF    CONGRESS   OF   MARCH  27,  1804 — SECTION  II.    [GRAY — DIGEST,  180.] 

From  and  after  the  passage  of  this  Act,  all  records  and  exemplifica- 
tions of  office  books,  which  are  or  may  be  kept  in  any  public  office  of 

any  State,  not  appertaining  to  a  Court,  shall  be  proved  or  admitted  in 
any  other  Court  or  office  in  any  other  State,  by  the  attestation  of  the 
keeper  of  said  records  or  books,  and  the  seal  of  his  office  thereunto  an- 

nexed, if  there  be  a  seal,  together  with  a  certificate  of  the  presiding 
Justice  of  the  Court  of  the  county  or  district,  as  the  case  may  be,  in 
which  such  office  is  or  may  be  kept ;  or  of  the  Governor,  the  Secretary 
of  State,  the  Chancellor,  or  keeper  of  the  great  seal  of  the  State,  that 
the  said  attestation  is  in  due  form  and  by  the  proper  officer;  and  the 
said  certificate,  if  given  by  the  presiding  Justice  of  a  Court,  shall  be 
further  authenticated  by  the  clerk  or  prothonotary  of  the  said  Court, 
who  shall  certify  under  his  hand  and  the  seal  of  his  office  that  the  said 
presiding  Justice  is  duly  commissioned  and  qualified;  or,  if  the  said 
certificate  be  given  by  the  Governor,  the  Secretary  of  State,  the  Chan- 

cellor, or  keeper  of  the  great  seal,  it  shall  be  under  the  great  seal  of  the 
State  in  which  the  certificate  is  made.  And  the  same  records  and  ex- 

emplifications, authenticated  as  aforesaid,  shall  have  such  faith  and 
credit  given  to  them  in  every  Court  and  office  within  the  United  States 
as  they  have  by  law  or  usage  in  the  Courts  or  offices  of  the  States  from 
whence  the  same  are  or  shall  be  taken. 

Exemplified  copy  of  statute  of  limitation  of  another  State  read  in  evidence  :  5  Ga.,218. 
What  should  have  been  certified  to  where  record  and  judicial  proceedings  of  County 
Court  from  Virginia,  offered  in  evidence:  8  Ga.,  201.  This  method  cumulative  and 
not  exclusive  of  common  law  method  of  proving  these  documents:  25  Ga.,  203.  Do 
not  extend  to  exemplification  of  a  private  writing  recorded  under  registry  laws :  27 
Ga.,  96.  Exemplified  copy  of  testamentary  paper  from  another  State  as  muniment  of 
title  of  real  estate  here  :  31  Ga.,  593.  Presumptions  as  to  exemplifications  of  proceed- 

ings of  probate  Court  from  another  State  :  52  Ga.,  438,  446.  Certificate  of  Judge  of  a 
judicial  district  of  another  State  to  exemplification  of  a  foreign  judgment  should  show 
that  it  comes  from  a  county  in  said  district:  62  Ga.,  605. 

Act  of  Congress  as  to  exemplifications:  Revised  Statutes,  §§905,906;  lWhart.  Ev., 
$96  etseq.;  Wells'  Res  Adjudicate,  448-502;  7  Cr.,  408;  16  How.,  65,  165 ;  18/404;  14 
Pet.,  49;  13/312;  17  Wall.,  521;  18/457;  20/1;  21/130;  5  O.,  714. 

General  Note. — Papers  of  file  in  clerk's  office  as  evidence  :  2  Ga.,  1.  Certified  copy of  record  of  commissions  in  executive  office  evidence  on  the  issue,  whether  one  acting 

as  an  officer  was  such  :  5  Ga.,  6.  Entries  on  tax  receiver's  books  as  evidence  :  47  Ga., 
90;  32/372,  375.  Where  record  of  a  foreign  suit  should  have  contained  a  copy  of  the 
execution:  35  Ga.,  66.  Ordinary's  record  book  of  letters  of  administration  as  evi- 

dence :  46  Ga.,  550. 

General  Note  on  Article  I. — Books  of  history  and  science  by  deceased  authors, 
admissible  :  1  Whart.  Ev.,  $664.  Criminal  cases,  public  records  admissible  against 
defendants  :  1  Hawley's  Crim.  Rep.,  206.  Family  Bible,  entries  in,  as  proof  of  death  : 
5  Pet.,  470.  Maps  and  charts,  admissible  on  question  of  boundaries:  1  Whart.  Ev., 
$688;  1  Bk.,  209;  11  Wall.,  395.  Non-judicial  records:  1  Whart.  Ev.,  $$639-648. 
Minutes  of  town  meetings:  lb.,  $641;  public  institutions:  lb.,  $647;  church  register: 
5  Pet.,  470:  6  C.  L.  J.,  485;  book  of  Lodge  of  Odd  Fellows:  4  O.,  593.  Records  of 
marriage,  birth  and  death  :  1  Whart.  Ev.,  $$649-600.  Signal  service  records,  admis- 

sible :  9  O.,  660.— Subject  treated":  1  Gr.  Ev.,  $$470-498;  Rorer  Inter-State  Law, 110-123. 
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ARTICLE  II. 

OF    PRIVATE    WRITINGS. 

Section. 
3831.  Production  of  proof. 
3832    In  case  of  loss. 
383?.  Production  in  Court. 
3834.  When  notice  unnecessary. 
3835.  Explaining  alteration. 

Section. 
3836.  Producing  dispenses  with  proof. 
3837.  Subscribing  witness. 
3838.  Other  proof. 
3839.  Handwriting. 
3840.  Comparison  of  hands. 

§3831.  (3778.)  (3754.)  Production   of  proof.     Generally,  the   original  §§3763, 376?. 
writing  must  be  produced   and  its   execution  proved.     The  excepted 
cases  are  prescribed  by  law. 

Copies  only  allowed  from  necessity  or  convenience  :  17  Ga.,  625.  Where  a  written 
transfer  of  an  account  as  the  best  evidence  should  have  been  produced:  55  Ga.,  403. 
Where  letters  were  admissible  as  being  the  best  evidence  :  59  Ga.,  26,  343  :  61/299. 

§3832.  (3779.)  (3755.)  In  case  of  loss.  If  the  paper  is  lost  or  destroyed,  §3767. 
proof  of  the  fact  to  the  Court  will  admit  secondary  evidence.     The 
party  is  a  competent  witness  to  this  point.     The  question  of  diligence 
is  one  of  sound  discretion  in  the  Court. 

Preliminary  proof  before  introducing  a  copy  deed:  10  Ga.,  439;  14/402;  53/685. 
Also  as  to  a  marriage  contract :  25  Ga.,  403.  Where  deed  lost  and  subscribing  witnesses 
unknown  may  introduce  secondary  evidence  of  contents  of  the  instrument:  14  Ga.; 
530.  Extracts  of  lost  books  attached  as  exhibits,  does  not  prevent  the  introduction  of 
secondary  evidence:  41  Ga.,  609.  Question  of  diligence  is  in  discretion  of  the  Court: 
42  Ga.,  462.  Proof  of  original  recorded  deed  in  another  State,  sufficient  to  introduce 
secondary  evidence  here  :  55  Ga.,  416.  While  the  preliminary  evidence  is  for  the  Court, 
yet  jury  must  pass  on  it  after  admitted:  56  Ga.,  258.  Section  referred  to  and  con- 

strued: 58  Ga.,  362.  Note  declared  on,  lost  pending  suit,  when  true  copy  attached  to 
declaration,  may  proceed  :  60  Ga.,  131.     See  notes  on  rule  of  Court. 

Allowed  when  original  is  in  possession  of  party  entitled  to  withhold  it,  and  who  in- 
sists on  his  privilege,  or  who  is  out  of  the  jurisdiction  of  the  Court :  Best  on  Ev.,  594-600. 

§3833.  (3780.)  (3756.)  Production  in  Court.     The  production  of  suchg8508. 
private  writing  is  provided  for  in  another  part  of  this  Code. 

§3834.  (3781.)  (3757.)  When  notice  unnecessary.  Notice  to  produce  is 
not  necessary  when  the  action  is  brought  to  recover  the  paper  or  set  it 
aside. 

§3835.  (3782.)  (3758.)  Explaining  alteration.     If  the  paper  appears  to 
have  been  materially  altered,  unless  it  is  the  cause  of  action,  and   no  ».2854 
plea  of  non  est  factum  is  filed,  the  party  offering  it  in  evidence  must  ex- 

plain the  alteration,  unless  the  paper  comes  from  the  custody  of  the 
opposite  party. 

Where  instrument  declared  on  as  altered,  unless  denied  under  oath,  need  not  pro- 
duce evidence  to  explain  alteration  :  2  Ga.,  128.  Jury  to  pass  on  interlineations  in  instru- 
ment offered  and  admitted  in  evidence:  22  Ga.,  402;  17/558;  31/371.  Where  inter- 

lineations in  same  ink  admitted  in  evidence :  26  Ga.,  582-9.  Material  alteration  in 
note  by  party  claiming  benefit  under  it,  as  to  evidence  to  rebut  the  presumption  of 
fraud:  36  Ga.,  479.  Receipt  in  evidence  without  objections  as  to  its  alteration,  pre- 

sumed alteration  wras  before  signing :  45  Ga..  539. 

1  Whart.  Ev.,  §£621-632 ;  1  Gr.  Ev.,  §564  ;  10  Wall.,  26  ;  see  notes  on  §§2851-5. 

§3836.  (3783.)  (3759.)  Producing  dispenses  with  proof.  The  production 
of  the  paper  by  the  opposite  party  (if  he  claims  any  benefit  under  it) 
dispenses  with  necessity  of  proof,  and  the  notice  to  produce  dispenses 
with  proof  as  against  the  party  giving  the  notice. 

Stated  :  15  Ga.,  270  ;  30/615.  Where  produced  under  notice  and  inspected  by  party 
calling  for  their  notes.. then  evidence  for  both  sides  :  18  Ga.,  609.  But  see  :  50  Ga.,  520. 
When  production  of  a  paper  under  notice  does  not  dispense  with  proof  of  another  it 
recites  :  32  Ga.,  307.     Section  referred  to  and  construed:  64  Ga.,  597. 

1  Whart.  Ev.,  §§152-163.  Notice  not  necessary  when  contract  is  executed  in  dupli- 
cate :  1  Pet.,  18 ;  but  see  1  Whart.  Ev.,  §74.     See  4th  rule  in  equity. 

§3837.  (3784.)  (3760.)  Subscribing  witness,  exceptions.  The  subscribing 
witness  must  be  produced  in  all  cases,  except  the  following  :  1st.  An- 
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§§2700, 2707,  cient  writings  which  prove  themselves.     2d.  If  from  any  cause  the 
k  j^Xa2%t^= witness  cannot  be  produced  or  sworn.     3d.  Office  bonds  required  by 
"£2^4  OZ*  -law  to  be  approved  or  tested  by  a  particular  functionary.     4th.  If  the 

L  &&*->*  &  <-^~  PaPer  *s  only  incidentally  or  collaterally  material  to  the  case. 
fr/f^L  Secondary  proof  of  execution  where  subscribing  witness  lives  out  of  the  State:  6 
fj  Ga.,  382.     Subscribing  witness' testimony  to  an  award  is  the  best:  7  Ga..  278.     Deed 

lost  and  subscribing  witness  unknown,  dispenses  with  resorting  to  them  first  to  prove 
it:  14Ga.,530;  also  see:  14  Ga.,  545.  Ancient  deed  more  than  thirty  years  old,  the 
witnesses  to  it  presumed  dead  :  1  Ga.,  557  ;  57/555  ;  29/360  ;  9/440.  Where  testimony 
of  a  witness  to  a  bill  of  sale  was  sufficient :  18  Ga.,  573.  Ejectment  wThere  the  subscrib- 

ing witness  should  have  been  produced:  61  Ga.,  225;  57/281;  10/253;  28/157;  20/312; 
7/356.  Where  deed  not  recorded,  proof  of  its  execution  should  be  made :  22  Ga.,  403. 
Instrument  attested  by  witnesses,  not  proved  by  handwriting  of  party  signing  it :  61 
Ga.,  225  ;  54/146.     Section  referred  to  and  construed:  57 Ga.,  555. 

1  Whart.  Ev..  §§723-740  ;  1  Gr.  Ev.,  #569  ;  Powell,  198  ;  12  Am.  D.,  504,  n  ;  20/651,  n  ; 
37  Am.  R.,  626,  n.  Or  when  the  adverse  party  lias  recognized  the  authenticity  of  the 
instrument  by  acts  in  the  nature  of  an  estoppel  in  a  judicial  proceeding  :  Powell  Ev., 
198.  Writing  must  be  proved  by  subscribing  witness,  although  parties  competent :  32 
Am.  R.,  568. 

§3838.  (3785.)  (3761.)   Other  proof.     If  the  witness  is  not  produced, 
or,  being  produced,  cannot  recollect  the  transaction,  the  Court  may  hear 

"~JT     vany  other  evidence  to  prove  its  execution. 
**f  f~qc[     §3839-  (3786.)  (3762.)  Handwriting.     Proof  of  handwriting   may   be 

tf^J%(mJi    "  resorted  to  in  the  absence  of  direct  evidence  of  execution.     In  such 
*  case,  any  witness  is  compatent  to  testify  as  to  his  belief,  who  will  swear 

that  he  knows  or  would  recognize  the  handwriting.     The  source  of  his 
knowledge  is  a  question  for  investigation,  and  goes  entirely  to  the 
credit  arid  weight  of  his  evidence. 

'  Proof  of  handwriting  or  mark  of  subscribing  witness  where  he  is  dead  or  otherwise 
incompetent:  6  Ga.,  382  9;  7/356;  8/201;  32/195.  Mode  of  proving  handwriting:  20 
Ga.,  683.  The  witness  must  express  what  amounts  to  an  opinion  one  way  or  the  other 
as  to  the  handwriting:  30  Ga.,  476.  Handwriting  fully  established,  witness  swearing 
positively  to  it,  and  a  letter  by  writer  also  submitted  :  34  Ga.,  275.  Witness  must  swear 
unqualifiedly  as  to  his  acquaintance  with  the  handwriting:  39  Ga.,  544.  Proof  of 
handwriting  of  party  signing  does  not  dispense  with  proof  of  subscribing  witnesses :  54 
Ga.,  146.  Prima  facie  evidence  of  handwriting  :  61  Ga.,  429.  Business  letters  proved 
to  be  in  handwriting  of  clerk  of  a  fi?m :  62  Ga.,  47.  Acquainted  with  handwriting 
from  letters  from  the  writer  by  due  course  of  mail:  62  Ga.,  100. 

1  Whart.  Ev.,§705  ;  1  Gr.  Ev.,  #575 ;  11  Am.  D.,  42,  n  :  17/569,  n  ;  22/776,  n  ;  35  Am. 
Pv.,  635,  n  ;  12  Wall.,  317.  Deed  of  deceased  grantor  signing  by  mark,  when  attesting 
witnesses  are  dead,  is  proved  by  evidence  of  writing  of  attesting  witnesses :  32  Am. 
P.,  483. 

§3840.  (3787.)  (3763.)  Comparison  of  hands.  Other  writings,  proved 
or  acknowledged  to  be  genuine,  may  be  admitted  in  evidence  for  the 
purpose  of  comparison  by  the  jury.  Such  other  new  papers,  when  in- 

tended to  be  introduced,  shall  be  submitted  to  the  opposite  party  before 
he  announces  himself  ready  for  trial. 

Court  or  jury  by  comparison  of  two  documents  in  evidence  may  arrive  at  a  judgment 
of  genuineness  of  handwriting:  16  Ga.,  521.  By  comparison  with  a  letter  written  by 
the  author:  34  Ga.,  275.  Must  be  submitted  to  opposite  party  before  announces  ready 
for  trial :  52  Ga.,  643.     But  this  may  be  waived  by  not  objecting :  59  Ga.,  784-7. 

1  Whart.  Ev.,  §§711-717;  1  Gr.  Ev.,  §576;  6  Am.  D.,  171,  n;  1  0.,  270;  3  C.  L.  J.,  187 ; 
6/447  ;  9/15,  480;  10/121,  141 ;  1  Hawley's  Crim.  Rep.,  34.  Proof  of  by  photographic 
copies,  inadmissible  :  26  Am.  R.,  315.  Expert  who  has  examined  disputed  signature 
may  testify  from  recollection  of  it  as  compared  with  genuine  signatures  in  evidence  : 
31  Am.  R.,  186.  Opinions  of  experts  founded  solely  on  comparison,  competent:  31 
Am.  R.,  470 ;  on  having  seen  the  person  write  several  times,  for  purpose  of  testifying, 
incompetent :  35  Am.  R.,  634.  Test  papers  made  for  this  purpose,  inadmissible  :  1 
Whart.  Ev.,  §715. 

General  Note. — Newspaper  itself  best  evidence  of  an  article  published  in  it :  2  Ga., 
92.  Must  prove  that  the  company  issued  and  circulated  the  circular  before  can  intro- 

duce it  in  evidence  :  7  Ga.,  457.  A  letter  with  mutilated  postscript,  for  the  jury  to  pass 
on  :  12  Ga.,  19.  Testimony  of  book-keeper  and  account  of  sales-clerk  as  to  amount 
of  sales  from  their  entries,  etc.  :  13  Ga.,  496-7.  What  is  admitted  in  answer  in  equity 
need  not  be  proved  :  15  Ga.,  39.  Answer  to  bill  denying  the  agreement  may  yet  be  set 
up  otherwise:  17  Ga.,  558.  Receipts,  etc.,  admitted  on  presumption  of  their  fairness: 
18  Ga.,  609.     Settlement  on  books,  etc.,  attacked  given  in  evidence  to  prove  the  mis- 
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take:  20  Ga.,  627.  Proof  of  power  of  attorney  from  another  State  for  conveying  land 
here  :  24  Ga.,  489.  As  to  record  of  power  of  attorney  :  29  Ga.,  440.  Memorandum  not 
admitted  in  evidence  where  it  does  not  appear  by  whose  authority  made  :  2G  Ga.,  380. 
Warehouseman's  books  are  evidence  as  to  weights:  28  Ga.,  272.  May  testify  as  to  writ- 

ing letter  but  not  its  contents  unless  foundation  laid  :  28  Ga.,  66  When  copy  of  letter 
was  admitted  being  no  proof  of  original  ever  being  sent  or  received  :  29  Ga.,  294.  Bond 
referred  to  and  note  sued  on,  admitted  in  evidence  :  27  Ga.,  408.  On  the  Act  of  1802 

prohibiting  the  Superior  Court  from  withholding  from  the  jury  "any  grant,  deed  or 
other  document:  "  25  Ga,,  179.  Where  receipt  by  vendor  to  vendee  admitted  in  evi- 

dence :  33  Ga  ,  49.  Where  a  card  published  by  railroad  passengers  after  a  collision 
was  not  evidence  as  part  of  the  res  gestae :  38  Ga.,  410.  Memorandum  book  admitted 
in  evidence  :  39  Ga.,  68.  One  of  a  series  of  letters  introduced  in  evidence  :  41  Ga.,  187. 
On  question  of  partnership,  printed  bills  signed  Meadow  &  Tumlin  should  be  allowed 
to  be  considered  by  the  jury  :  40  Ga.,  221.  A  copy  letter  properly  ruled  out  of  evidence  : 
43  Ga.,  205.  Same  as  to  a  letter  from  attorney  to  a  trustee  :  55  Ga.,  203-7.  May  read 
part  of  a  letter  in  evidence  to  the  jury:  55  Ga.,  475.  Two  letters  of  same  correspondence 
offered  in  rebuttal  erroneously  excluded  :  56  Ga..  557.  Where  letters  did  not  make  out 
a  new  promise:  62  Ga.,  644-645.  Letters  as  evidence  of  estimate  of  value  of  property  : 
59  Ga.,  123.  Where  cannot  bind  the  party  by  letter  of  another  without  proof  of  au- 

thority to  him  to  write  it:  64  Ga.,  595-8.  Where  receipt  for  payment  of  a  note  from 
one  without  authority  to  give  it,  was  of  no  effect :  64  Ga.,  544. 

General  Note  on  Private  Writings. — Date,  when  any  document  bearing  a  date 
has  been  proved,  it  is  presumed  to  have  been  made  on  the  day  on  which  it  bears  date, 
and  if  more  documents  than  one  bear  date  on  the  same  day,  they  are  presumed  to  have 
been  executed  in  the  order  necessary  to  effect  the  object  for  which  they  were  executed  : 

Stephens'  Dig.  Ev.,  Art.  85.  Diagrams  and  plans,  admissible  in  cases  of  identity  :  1 
Whart.  Ev.,  #677.  Letter-press  copies,  secondary:  4  Am.  R.,  652.  Copy  of:  See 
note  to  #3768  ;  35  Am.  R.,  487.  Letters:  See  notes  to  §3771.  Northampton  tables, 
admissible  :  23  Am.  R.,  18.  Newspapers,  admissible  to  impute  notice  :  1  Whart.  Ev., 
#672;  to  show  dissolution  of  firm:  lb.,  #673;  note  to  #1895  ;  price  current  list  in,  not 
per  sc  evidence  of  market,  when:  19  Am.  R.,  202.  Pictures  and  photographs  ad- 

missible in  casesof  identity:  1  Whart.  Ev.,  #676;  1  Hawley's  Crim.  Rep.,  311  ;  26  Am. 
R.,  319,  n.  Photographic  copies  of  public  documents  which  public  policy  requires 
should  not  be  taken  from  files  at  Washington,  admissible  :  2  Woods,  680  ;  9  Wall.,  248. 
Records,  non-judicial :  See  general  note  on  next  preceding  Article.  Subpoena 
duces  tecum,  paper  not  produced  after  service  of,  parol  evidence,  admissible  :  #3516. 
Telegrams,  the  original  must  be  produced  :  1  Whart.  Ev.,  #76  ;  2/#1128. 

CHAPTER  V. 

OF    ORAL    TESTIMONY. 

Article  1. — Of  Witnesses,  their  Attendance  and  Fees. 
Article  2. — Of  their  Competency. 

Article  3. — Of  their  Examination. 

ARTICLE  I. 

OF   WITNESSES,    THEIR   ATTENDANCE    AND    FEES. 

Section. 
3841.  Subpoena. 
3fi42.  Payment  of  fees. 
3843.  Excessive  claim. 
3844.  Failure  to  attend. 
3P45  State's  witnesses  from  other  counties. 
3846.  Witnesses  before  grand  jury. 

Section. 

3847.  Defendant's  witnesses. 
3848.  Continuance  refused,  when. 
3^49.  Witnesses  in  prison. 
3850.  Freedom  from  arrest. 
3851.  No  fees  in  certain  cases. 

§3841.  (3788.)  (3764.)  Subpoena.     When  the  attendance  of  any  per- Act  of  1792, 
son  resident  in  the  county  is  required  as  a  witness  in  any  Court,  the  J  P'J5™ 
clerk  of  such  Court  (or  if  there  be  no  clerk,   the  presiding  Judge  ore.  p.  276. 
Justice)  shall,  on  application,  issue  a  writ  of  subpoena,  directed  to  such 
person,  requiring  him  to  appear  and  testify  in  the  case  stated,  and  at 
the  time  stated.     Such  subpoena  shall  be  served  on  the  witness  person- 
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(a)  Acts  of  ally,  by  any  person  capable  of  proving  the  same,  at  least  [one  day  be- 
1873, p.  2o.  £Qre  ̂ e  trial  of  the  cause],  (a.)     The  witness  so  summoned  shall  at- .tend  the  Court  from  term  to  term  until  the  case  is  tried.     And  if  there 

:  be  an  appeal  or  new  trial,  notice  of  the  fact,  without  a  new  subpoena, 
:  .  shall  be  sufficient  to  require  the  attendance  of  the  witness.     The  wit- 

ness fee  shall  be  seventy-five  cents  per  diem. 
1  Whart.  Ev.,  ̂ 377 ;  1  Gr.  Ev..  §306. 

§3842.  (3789.)  (3765.)  Payment  of  fees.  m    The  payment  of  the  fees  of  a 
Act  on 799,  witness  shall  not  be  demanded  as  a  condition  precedent  to  an  attendance. 

Ac?of'i84?.  But  at  the  close  of  each  term,  or  any  term,  the  witness  may  make  affi- 
c.  p^28o.     davit  before  any  Justice  of  the  Peace,  or  clerk  of  the  Court,  of  the 

/GsTZtr-*"    *       number  of  days  he  has  attended  on  such  subpoena  for  which   his  fees are  due,  which  affidavit,   when  countersigned  by  the  clerk  (or  if  no 
clerk,  the  Judge)   and  attached  to  the  subpoena,  shall  have  the  force 
and  effect  of  an  execution  against  the  property  of  the  party  at  whose 
instance  he  was  subpoenaed  (unless  in  behalf  of  the  State). 

Witness  cannot  charge  for  attendance  after  case  continued  or  postponed,  and  may 
1  charge  for  each  case  summoned  in,  although  subpcened  by  same  party  :  17  Ga.,  211. 

1  §3843.  (3790.)  (3766.)  Excessive  claim.     A   witness  who    shall  claim 
:  more   than  is   due  to  him  forfeits  all  his  fees,  and  shall  pay  to  the 

injured  party,  in  addition  thereto,  four  times  the  amount  so  unjustly 
claimed. 

§3844.  (3791.)  (3767.)  Failure  to  attend.     The  Court  may  proceed  by 
Act  of  1799,  attachment  to  compel  the  attendance  of  a  witness  who  fails  to  obey 

"'  p'     '     the  precept,  and  also  to  punish  him  by  a  fine  not  exceeding  three  hun- dred dollars.     In  addition  thereto  such  a  witness  shall  be  liable  in 
damages  to  the  person  causing  him  to  be  subpoenaed  for  his  failure  to 
attend. 

Action  against  witnesses  for  absence  :  Mayne  Dam.,  #£651-2. 

§3845.  (3792.)  (3768.)  State's  ivitnesses  from  other  counties,  how  paid.  Wit- 
Act  of  1836,  nesses  for  the  State  in  criminal  prosecution  in  the  Superior  Courts  at- 
Acts  oFWs  tending  in  a  different  county  from  that  of  their  residence,  shall  receive, 
-9,  p,  66.     each,  two  dollars  per  day  during  their  attendance,  and  two  dollars  for 

4£j  m    m_  *"jj*  aanh  thirty  miles  traveled  in  going  and  returning,  verified  on  said  wit- 

*     *+LtC& vfiofy"  nesses'  subpoena,  which  said  verification  shall  distinctly  set  forth  the  days 
jj  a         y-  £&    °f  the  month  on  which  the  attendance  and  service  were  performed  and 

>  J^***/        3   ̂ie  nnmDer  of  miles  traveled,  which  said  attendance,  service  and  mile- 

^iZ^f'/f^"    *  age  shall  be  certified  to  by  the  Solicitor-General  of  the  circuit  after  the 
fA/^    '  case  has  been  tried  or  disposed  of  for  the  term,  and  after  this  is  done, 
^  ̂ ^^.csh^b.the  amount  so  proved  to  be  due,  shall  be  paid  out  ol  the  county  funds. 
^\jt:/^}^^  'In  case  °f  conviction,  the  amount  chargeable  against  the  county  shall 

/f*'      /  *  be  taxed  in  the  bill  of  costs.     But  no  subpoena  for  a  non-resident  wit- 
ness for  the  State  shall  be  issued  unless  the  same  shall  be  signed  by  the 

Acts  of  1878  Clerk  of  the  Court,  and  the  Solicitor-General  of  the  circuit :  Provided,  that 
non-resident  witnesses  for  the  State,  who  have  been  subpoenaed  as  such 
in  more  than  one  case,  shall  receive  mileage  on  going  to  and  returning 
from  the  Court,  from  which  subpoena  or  subpoenas  issued,  as  though 
subpoenaed  in  one  case  only,  but  shall  receive  the  per  diem  pay  now  al- 

lowed by  law  for  each  day's  attendance  on  the  Court,  as  a  witness  for 
the  State,  in  any  criminal  case  pending  in  said  Court :  provided,  further, 
that  in  those  counties  where  the  law  requires  that  the  county  commis- 

sioners of  the  county  shall  approve  its  accounts,  this  section  shall  not 
alter  the  same :  provided,  further,  that  this  section  shall  not  be  construed 
to  repeal  any  local  law  on  the  subject  of  paying  witnesses.  The  forego- 

ing provisions  of  said  section  shall  apply  to  defendants'  witnesses,  when 
in  the  discretion  of  the  presiding  Judge  the  ends  of  justice  may  de- mand it. 
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Act  of  1836  does  not  apply  to  defendant's  witnesses  :  7  Ga.,  443-4.  Motion  to  enter 
up  judgment  for  witnesses'  fees  under  Act  of  1836:  32  Ga.,  114.  Witness  served  with 
subpoena  in  criminal  case  while  temporarily  in  this  State  is  entitled  to  mileage  for  going 
and  returning  in  obedience  to  the  subpoena  :  38  Ga.,  214.  Witness  not  entitled  to  two 
dollars  for  attending  committing  Court  out  of  county  of  his  residence  :  65  Ga.,  384. 

§3846.  Attendance  of  witnesses  before  grand  jury  [When  any  person  (a)  Acts  of 

accused  of  a  criminal  offense  before  a  Court  of  inquiry,  and  then  is  bound lu  '  p' 
over,  or  committed  for  trial  in  the  Superior  Court,  the  officer  holding  the 
Court  of  inquiry  shall,  at  the  time  of  the  preliminary  trial,  give  a  sub- 

poena to  all  material  witnesses  examined  for  the  State,  to  appear  and 
testify  before  the  grand  jury  at  the  term  to  which  the  defendant  is  com- 

mitted or  bound  to  appear;  and  after  such  preliminary  trial,  and  com- 
mitment or  binding  over,  the  prosecutor  may  apply  to  the  Clerk  of  the 

Superior  Court  and  obtain  a  subpoena  for  any  person  deemed  by  him  to 
be  a  material  witness  for  the  State  before  the  grand  jury,  and  the  sub- 

poenas issued  under  this  section  shall  be  effectual  in  compelling  the  at- 
tendance of  the  witnesses  to  appearand  give  evidence  before  said  grand 

jury;  and  the  said  officer  holding  the  Court  of  inquiry,  and  the  said  Clerk 
of  the  Superior  Court  shall,  at  the  term  of  the  Court  to  which  the  ac- 

cused is  committed  or  bound  to  appear,  furnish,  on  the  first  day  of  the 
term,  the  prosecuting  officers  of  the  State  with  a  complete  list  of  all  per- 

sons so  subpoenaed.]  (a.) 
§3847.  Witnesses  for  the  accused,  [The  party  accused  may  also,  upon  <m  Acts  of 

application  to  the  committing  officers,  or  to  the  Clerk  of  the  Superior 1873>  p-  33- 
Court  to  which  he  is  committed  or  bound  to  appear  for  trial,  obtain  sub- 

poenas for  such  witnesses  as  he  may  deem  material  for  his  defense,  which 
subpoenas  said  officers  shall  issue  requiring  the  witnes  to  appear  at  the 
term  of  the  Court  to  which  the  accused  is  committed  or  bound  to  ap- 

pear, and  until  his  case  is  ended,  and  the  subpoenas  so  issued  shall  have 
power  and  authorit}^  to  compel  the  attendance  of  the  witnesses  at  said 
Court :  Provided,  that  such  subpoenas  shall  not  extend  to  witnesses  for 
the  defendant,  out  of  the  county,  until  a  true  bill  is  found  against  the 
defendant.]  (b.)  , 

§3848.   Continuance  refused,  when.    [No  party  failing  to  use  the  means  (C)  Acts  ot 

provided  in  the  preceding  section,  when  within  his  power,  shall  be  1873>  p- 34- 
entitled  to  a  continuance  because  said  witnesses  are  not  in  attendance 

at  the  term  of  the  Court  when  his  case  is  called  for  trial,  if  he  is  prose- 
cuted for  the  same  criminal  act.]  (c.) 

§3849.  (3793.)  (3769.)  Witnesses  in  imprisonment.  The  writ  of  habeas 
corpus  ad  testificandum  may  be  issued  by  the  Superior  Court  to  cause 
the  production  in  Court  of  any  witness  under  legal  imprisonment. 

When  it  did  not  apply  :  20  Ga.,  419. 

§3850.  (3794.)  (3770.)  Freedom  from  arrest     Witnesses  are  protected  Act  of  1799, 

from  arrest  on  any  civil  process  while  going  to  or  returning  from  and0,  p-463* 
attending  on  any  Court,  and  the  officer  who  shall  hold  him  imprisoned  §4364. 
after  seeing  his  subpoena,  or  being  satisfied  of  the  fact,  shall  be  liable 
for  a  false  imprisonment. 

1  Whart.  Ev.,  $389  ;  23  Am.  R.,  370;  6  C.  L.  J.,  58.  May  waive  privilege  :  1  Whart. 
Ev.,  $390.     Service  of  process  on  non-resident  witness  set  aside  :  23  Am.  R.,  35. 

§3851.  (3795.)  (3771.)  No  fees  in  certain  cases.  A  witness  shall  not  re- 
ceive any  fees  whatever  for  attendance  on  a  subpoena  if  the  cause  at 

any  time  is  continued  for  his  absence,  or  if  he  is  absent  at  the  trial: 
Provided,  such  absence  in  neither  case  arose  from  providential  causes; 
nor  shall  any  witness  receive  fees  from  both  parties  in  the  same  case, 
but  shall  be  paid  equally  by  each,  unless  one  shall  be  cast  in  all  the 
cost.     A  prosecutor  shall  in  no  case  receive  fees  as  a  witness. 

See  :  17  Ga.,  211. 
Witness  attending  Court  for  two  cases  may  receive  fees  in  both  :  4  C.  L.  J.,  359. 
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ARTICLE  II. 

OF    THE    COMPETENCY   OF    WITNESSES. 

Section. 
3852.  Court  decides  competency. 
38.r>3.  Religious  belief. 
3854.  Who  are  competent. 
3855.  Excepted  cases. 
3856.  Idiots,  insane,  and  children. 

Section. 
3857.  Drunkards. 
3858.  Evidence  through  interpreter. 
3859.  Decision  by  inspection. 
3860.  Objections  to  competency. 
3861.  Restoration  of  competency. 

§3852.  (3796.)  (3772.)  Court  decides  competency.     The  competency  of 
a  witness  must  be  decided  by  the  Court. 

The  relevancy  and  admissibility  is  for  the  Court  but  sufficiency  and  effect  of  evidence 
and  credibility  of  witness  is  for  the  jury:  42  Ga.,  64;  41/215;  35/75;  48/120;  31/557; 

/  34/110,  502;    10/560.      Jury  may  consider  the  evidence  of  an  impeached  witness:    34 
Ga.,  339. 

1  Whart.  Ev.,  §391.     Credibility  for  .jury :  1  Whart.  Ev.,  §417.  When  credit  is  equal 
preponderance  is  to  be  given  to  numbers:  lb.,  §416. 

Act  of  1841      §3853.  (3797.)  (3772.)  Religious  belief.     Religious  belief  goes  only  to 
c.  p.  280.    '  the  credit. 

§3854.  (3798.)    Who  are  competent  to  testify.     [No  person  offered  as  a 
Acts  of  1866,  witness  shall  be  excluded  by  reason  of  incapacity  for  crime  or  interest, 
pp.  138, 139.  or  from  being  a  party,  from  giving  evidence,  either  in  person  or  by 

deposition,  according  to  the  practice  of  the  Court,  on  the  trial  of  any 
issue  joined,  or  of  any  matter  or  question,  or  on  any  inquiry  arising  in 
any  suit,  action,  or  proceeding,  civil  or  criminal,  in  any  Court  or  before 
any  Judge,  jury,  Sheriff,  coroner,  magistrate,  officer,  or  party,  having, 
by  law  or  consent  of  parties,  authority  to  hear,  receive,  and  examine 
evidence;  but  every  person  so  offered  shall  be  competent,  and  compella- 

ble to  give  evidence  on  behalf  of  either  or  any  of  the  parties  to  the  said 
suit,  action,  or  other  proceeding,  except  as  follows : 

Jf^A^ytJ^^   C^l-  Where  one  of  the  original  parties  to  the  contract  or  cause  of  action 

if/f^^     J*/~~  i*1  issue  or  on  trial,  is  dead,  or  is  shown  to  the  Court  to  be  insane,  or 
Yffotr  <£*^^u"/*where  an  executor  or  administrator  is  a  party  in  any  suit  on  a  con- 
/?<?  tdz  tract  of  his  testator  or  intestate,  the  other  party  shall  not  be  admitted 

'p/*      \^^jL.to  testify  in  his  own  favor. 
|/^  /  o~7  <  Administrators  and  executors — administrator,  how  far  competent,  for  self:  40 
nf'*'~f*        j//j  490',  55/124.     Administrator  of  party  to  contract,  suing,  other   party  not  sworn:  44 

c/ji**^  -  Ga.,  46.  Administrator  of  maker  and  surety,  sued  in  both  capacities,  plaintiff  cannot 

/&jy  'swear:  48  Ga.,  142.  Executor  competent  to  show  how  his  note  to  testator  representing 
/  advancement,  got  into  inventory :  54  Ga.,  222.     When  administrator  is  real  party,  in- 

dividually, other  partv  competent:  37  Ga  ,  650.  Suits  by  administrator,  party  excluded  : 

45  Ga.,  468.  Plaintiff's  evidence  as  against  administrator  of  defendant  ruled  out:  42 
Ga.,  120.  Competent  evidence  in  matters  after  death  of  party  :  39  Ga.,  479;  63/411. 
Trustees:  45  Ga.,  468;  56/474;  see  also 61  Ga.,  147.  Attachment  against  administrator, 
plaintiff  competent:  47  Ga.,  359.  Agent ;  agent  of  person  residing  out  of  county  where 
the  suit  is  pending,  acting  under  a  del  credere  commission,  and  to  whom  or  order  defend- 

ant's note  sued  on  is  pnyable,  to  be  deemed  an  original  party  to  the  contract :  36  Ga.,  107. 
Agent  of  deceased  becoming  administrator,  opponent  excluded,  though  negotiations 

took  place  in  deceased's  lifetime  with  such  agent:  54  Ga.,  174.  Agent  of  deceased  ex- 
amined by  interrogatories,  party  may  testify  as  to  matters  between  him  and  agent, 

though  latter  dead  :  53  Ga.,  479;  64/236.  Principal  suing  agent:  60  Ga.,  498.  Accept- 
ing draft:  63  Ga.,  271.  Taking  title  :  65  Ga.,  132.  Award  ;  party  to  contract,  other 

, .  dead,  incompetent  on  issue  to  set  aside :  40  Ga.,  671.  Assignor,  dying,  of  a  note  cannot 
prove  by  payee  he  paid  it :  McWhorter  &  Young  vs.  Sells,  Pamphlt,  Sept.,  1880,  page  42. 
Bankruptcy,  discharge  in,  not  render  incompetent  witness  competent:  60  Ga.,  535. 
Books;  party  competent  to  identify  books  of  original  entry,  though  other  dead:  51 
Ga.,  600.  Claim  case,  plaintiff  in  fi.  fa.  competent,  though  defendant  dead  :  45  Ga., 
25.  Parol  sale,  party  to,  competent  on  claim  case,  though  vendor  dead:  49  Ga.,  120, 
122,  Competent,  surviving  party  sworn,  when:  54  Ga.,  625,  690;  51/600;  47/329, 
359;  45/25;  44/73;  41/123.  Party  examined  as  to  matters  not  transpiring  between 
him  and  deceased,  not  cross-examined  as  to  matters  that  did:  58  Ga.,  479.  Mattel s 
not  occurring  between  partv  and  deceased,  party  competent:  58  Ga.,  494;  for  some 
purposes:  63  Ga.,  705;  63/335;  57/235;  see  also  63  Ga.,  411;  61/419.  Condition 
precedent,  allowed  to  testify  though  other  dead:  46  Ga.,  414.  Consideration; 
survivor  may  show  that  consideration  of  contract  inured  to  benefit  of  the  estate 
of  deceased  :  56  Ga. ,  638.  Corporation,  contract  with,  and  other  party  dead,  all  offi- 

cers except  one  actually  making  contract,  competent:  52  Ga.,  640.    President  of  rail- 
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road  cannot  testify  to  negotiations  with  deceased  member  of  firm  concerning  stock 
transactions:  59  Ga.,  342.  Director  cannot  prove  representations  made  by  deceased 
contractor,  though  former  claimed  to  act  as  attorney  only  :  59  Ga.,  342;  see  51  Ga.,  626. 
Contract  not  in  issue,  plaintiff  may  testify:  47  Ga.,  359;  57/233.  Counsel  who 
agree  on  facts,  not  such  parties  as  to  render  one  incompetent  as  to  matter  agreed  on, 
though  other  dead :  55  Ga.,  98.  Death  of  one  counsel  on  one  side  cannot  show  agreement 
with  counsel  on  the  other  side  :  King  vs.  Dillon,  Pamphlt.,  Sept.,  1880,  page  37.  Coun- 

sel lending  money  :  61  Ga.,  108-110.  Ejectment ;  in  ejectment  on  demise  of  S.  &  W. 
against  the  executor  of  P.,  S.  is  incompetent  to  testify  that  R.  held  possession  of  the 
land  under  him:  37  Ga.,  118.  The  other  party,  W.,  is  not  a  competent  witness :  lb. 
The  executor  competent :  lb.  Mesne  profits,  party  sworn  on  issue,  though  former  vendee 
through  whom  defendant  claimed  is  dead:  50  Ga.,  474;  37/123;  see  also,  as  to  eject- 

ment, 64Ga.,595;  65/132.  Entry,  by  survivor  on  obligation  to  deceased,  inadmissible  : 
54  Ga.,  231.  Exceptions;  party  who  was  competent  prior  to  Act  of  1866,  incom- 

petent if  within  this  exception  :  37  Ga.,  118.  Facts,  occurring  since  death,  party  com- 
petent to  testifv  to,  though  other  party  dead:  54  Ga.,  623,  690.  Not  in  issue,  brother 

of  widow  competent:  52  Ga.,  315;  see  also,  as  to  facts.  61  Ga.,  147,  653;  62/332;  63/663: 
65/406.  Generally,  party  to  contract  dead,  other  cannot  testify  :  58  Ga.,  288  ;  48/142 ; 
45/468;  44/51;  60/582;  65/406.  Guardian  of  lunatic  ward  competent  on  suit  by  heirs 
against  ward's  estate  :  56  Ga.,  410.  If  survivor  be  competent,  for  special  purpose,  Court's 
attention  should  be  called  thereto:  60  Ga.,  582;  see  also,  as  to  guardian,  63  Ga.,  335. 
Husband  arid  wife,  wife  of  deceased  party  competent,  when:  43  Ga.,  416:  47/651; 

48/580;  61/410;  65/144.  Wife  competent  where  husband's  estate  is  party;  but  facts 
acquired  from  confidential  relations  excluded  :  40  Ga..  150,  490.  Husband  deaH  and  wife 
insane,  plaintiff  cannot  show  services  rendered  with  their  knowledge  :  56  Ga.,  47.  Wife 
and  trustee  dead,  husband  cannot  prove  destruction  of  marriage  settlement:  58  Ga., 
86.  Wife  claiming  through  deceased  husband  is  excluded  where  husband  would  have 
been  :  ̂ 3  Ga.,  9.  Bigamist*  :  61  Ga.,  305.  Identity  of  papers,  defendant  in  suit  by 
administrator  may  testify  to:  57  Ga.,  232.  Illegality,  payment  set  up  by,  plaintiff  in 
fi.  fa.  dead,  defendant  incompetent:  53  Ga.,  84.  Insurance  agents  competent  in 
suits  on  policy:  51  Ga.,  624.  Interrogatories  of  deceased  introduced,  other  party 
may  testify:  52  Ga.,  385;  54/115;  58/479;  61/107;  64/537;  62/209.  Joint  makers,  in 
a  suit  on  a  note  signed  by  three  makers,  one  of  whom  is  dead,  and  unrepresented  in 
Court,  the  living  defendants,  against  whom  only  the  case  is  proceeding,  are  compe- 

tent :  36  Ga.,  520.  Indorsee  suing  joint  makers,  one  dead,  survivor  competent:  38  Ga., 
103.  Possession,  plaintiff  may  show,  under  deed  when  one  joint  maker  to  note  for 
purchase  money  dead:  44  Ga.,73;  47/273-8;  60/438-9.  Jury,  what  weight  they  shall 
attach  to  party's  evidence :  43Ga.,287;  49/475-6.  Landlord  and  tenant;  landlord 
dead,  tenant  holding  over  and  denying  tenancy,  incompetent:  45  Ga.,  511.  Mistake 
in  deed,  party  competent  to  show  the  co-defendant  and  subsequent  vendee  died  since 
suit  filed :  50  Ga.,  395;  see  also,  as  to  mistake,  62  Ga.,  332;  65/132.  Nominal 
party  competent,  though  other  party  dead  :  52  Ga.,  315.  Administrator  defending 
at  instance  of  heirs,  who  are  the  real  parties,  and  who  testify,  plaintiff  may  swear: 
59  Ga.,  100.  Object;  the  object  of  the  statute  is  to  prevent  one  party  from  testi- 

fying when  the  other  cannot  be  heard:  36  Ga.,  522.  To  preserve  equality  be- 
tween the  parties :  37  Ga.,  625.  Opponent,  party  incompetent  for  self,  may  be 

sworn  for  opponent :  52  Ga.,  648 ;  see  also,  as  to  opponent,  65  Ga.,  132.  Part- 
ners ;  in  an  action  on  a  contract  made  with  a  firm  by  the  defendant,  the  death  of  one 

partner  does  not  exclude  the  other :  37  Ga.,  586.  The  death  of  one  partner  does  not 
exclude  the  other  party  to  the  contract  except  as  to  transactions  with  the  deceased 
partner:  37  Ga.,  568;  41/123;  59/342.  The  Court  should  inquire  whether  the  transac- 

tions sought  to  be  proved  were  had  with  the  deceased  or  living  partner:  37  Ga.,  566. 
Plaintiff  cannot  prove  contract  with  deceased  partner  on  suit  against  survivor :  39  Ga., 
186.  Bill  by  surviving  partner  against  representatives  of  deceased  partner,  survivor  not 
competent:  50  Ga.,  203.  Non  est  factum,  surviving  partner  competent  to  prove  as 
against  plaintiff:  60  Ga.,  437  ;  37/586,  623.  Party  to  contract  in  issue,  or  on  trial,  as  a 
general  rule,  incompetent  when  other  party  is  dea  I  :  60  Ga.,  585.  Not  a  party  :  45  Ga., 
147.  Parties  testifying  deprecated  :  57  Ga. ,  489-492.  Party  competent  witness  although 
one  of  parties  of  other  side  dead  :  61  Ga.,  189.  Where  party  not  incompetent  to  prove 
he  was  a  security  :  38  Ga.,  106.  Party  competent  only  as  to  transaction  between  the  tes- 

tator and  himself:  57  Ga.,  233.  Payment  by  plaintiff,  the  other  dead,  of  taxes,  being 
outside  of  the  contract,  should  be  admitted:  46  Ga.,  414.  Payee  of  note  incompetent 
to  prove  he  put  the  credit  on  it  as  agent  for  the  dead  maker :  55  Ga.,  187-8.  Posses- 

sion, one  party  to  joint  note,  dead,  other  sworn,  plaintiff  may  also  swear  on  issue  as 
to  possession  of  land:  44  Ga.,  73.  When  not:  53  Ga.,  10;  see  also,  as  to  possession, 
Kirkpatrick  vs.  Strozier,  Pamphlt.,  Feb.,  1882.  Priority,  facts  showing,  not  proven  by 
creditor,  other  party  dead:  45  Ga..  468.  Preliminary  examination,  Court  should 
make,  when  necessary  to  decide  whether  witness  is  competent:  37  Ga.,  586.  Promise 
not  to  establish  new  promise  by  maker  of  note  now  dead:  62  Ga.,  639.  Suit,  where 
against  survivor  only:  47  Ga.,  273.  Against  indorser :  65  Ga.,  580.  Denying  service: 
59  Ga.,  553.  Trover  :  58  Ga.,  288  ;  42/120;  61/147.  Trustee,  when  in  a  suit  by  the 
cestui,  que  trust  was  incompetent  as  a  witness  :  60  Ga.,  582.  Purchaser  from  dead  trustee : 
54  Ga.,  451;  56/474.  Warrant;  possession  of  warrant:  37  Ga.,  654;  45/511;  53/11. 
Witness,  not  a  party,  may  testify  :  45  Ga.,  147.  As  to  cross-examination  of:  58  Ga., 
479 ;  63/423,  705  ;  64/684.  Will  case,  and  not  contract,  witness  admitted  :  45  Ga.,  416. 

Wife,  when  competent :  39  Ga.,  479 ;  47/651 ;  65/144.    Can  prove  an  account  for  a  year's 
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support:  61  Ga.,  410.      Competency  of  widow:   48  Ga.,  588;  53/9.     Of  defendant:  64 
Ga.,159. 

Administrator  and  executor  cannot  testify  to  transaction  between  himself  and 
intestate  whereby  a  prima  facie  indebtedness  of  himself  to  estate  is  discharged:  64  N. 
C.,  307.  Rule  applies  wbere  administrator  is  sued  individually,  if  recovery  will  affect 

estate  :  Abbott's  Tr.  Ev.,  64;  to  transactions  with  a  deceased  administrator  or  executor 
in  suits  by  or  against  his  successors:  46  Ala.,  580.  Admissions,  generally  where  one 
party  offers  admissions  of  other,  latter  may  testify  in  denial,  though  incompetent  un- 

der the  Act:  Abb.  Tr.  Ev.,  70,  note  1.  Admissions  of  grantor  of  one  party  offered  by 

the  other,  grantor  may  deny  them,  although  relating  to  transactions  with  deceased": 
Abbott's  Tr.  Ev.,  p.  70,  note  1.  Affidavit  of  deceased  read  by  agreement,  the  other 
party  competent:  12  Bush,  (Ky.)  445.  Assignor  of  cause  of  action  not  competent  for 
assignee,  when  he  wonld  not  be  competent  if  he  were  party:  50  Ala.,  470;  Whart.  Ev., 
$473.  Bond,  testimony  that  a  bond  given  to  decedent  was  in  blank  as  to  amount  or 
name  of  obligee,  and  was  filled  up  afterwards  without  his  authority,  competent:  64  N. 
C.,  640.  Conversation  with  deceased,  when  and  how  proved:  Abb.  Tr.  Ev.,  67. 
Party  may  testify  to  a  rehearsal  with  agent  of  deceased  of  a  former  conversation  with 

deceased  as  part  of  res  gestx:  69  IS".  C.,  335.  Corporation,  in  suit  by,  against  executor to  recover  subscription  by  deceased  to  the  capital  stock,  stockholders  are  competent: 
37  Md.,  100.  Damages  foi  homicide  of  husband,  suit  for,  by  widow,  defendant  com- 

petent :  60  Mo.,  214;  cont  a:  44  Ind.,  184.  Death,  letters  of  administration  prima  facie 
proof  of:  Abb.  Tr.  Ev.,  64.  Declarations  of  the  deceased  cannot  be  proved  by  the 
other  party,  though  they  were  made  not  to  the  witness,  but  to  some  one  else  in  his 
presence:  6  Rich.,  (S.  C.)  76.  Where  oral  declarations  of  decpased  were  shown,  con- 

trary written  declarations  admissible  :  Abb.  Tr.  Ev.,  70,  note  1.  Document,  survivor 
may  prove  copy  of,  in  the  control  of  administrator  of  deceased:  Whart.  Ev.,  $469. 
Ejectment,  plaintiff  may  testify  as  to  demise,  although  grantor  dead:  Cent,  L.  J., 
(1878)490.  Examination  and  cross-examination ;  the  cross-examination  of  a  de- 

fendant tendered  as  a  witness,  is  a  waiver  of  his  incompetency  where  tbe  objection 
must  be  assumed  to  have  been  known  at  the  time  of  the  cross-examination  :  7  Eng. 
Law  and  Eq.,  204  ;  and  is  a  waiver  of  right  to  move  to  strike  out  incompetent  evidence : 
Abb.  Tr.  Ev.,  66 ;  if  the  administrator  calls  the  other  party  to  testify  as  to  part  of  a 
transaction  with  deceased  he  may,  at  his  own  instance,  testify  to  the  whole  :  16  Kan., 
32..  But  where  the  other  party  is  cross-examined  by  administrator,  he  cannot  be  ex- 

amined generally:  81  Pa.  St.,  185.  Former  trial,  evidence  on :  Notes  of  testimony 
given  by  deceased  on  former  trial  admitted  :  Whart ,  $477  ;  but  not  where  offered  by 
opponent  for  purpose  of  allowing  himself  to  rebut:  lb.,  note  3.  Where  the  testimony 
of  a  person  deceased  on  the  former  trial  is  read,  the  other  party  being  the  one  offering 
the  same,  is  not  rendered  competent:  16  N.  Y.  Supreme  Ct.,9.  Failing-  to  testify,  or  re- 

fusing, presumption  is  adverse  :  Whart.  Ev.,  $486.  Guardian  competent  on  settlement 
of  his  accounts:  45  Ala.,  269.  Homicide,  in  suit  by  an  administrator  for  an  injury 
causing  death,  defendant  is  incompetent:  44  Ind.,  184;  but  see  77  111.,  593.  Husband 
and  wife  in  civil  cases:  Wells'  Sep.  Prop.,  §422;  Cord,  on  Married  Women,  $1032;  see 
notes  to  $3797  (2.)  Impeached,  party  sworn  as  witness,  his  contradictory  statements 
may  be  shown  without  preliminary  examination  :  Whart.  Ev.,  $484.  Where  party 
competent  before  this  act  in  favorem  justitise,  he  is  still  competent:  Abbot's  Tr, 
Ev.,  61 ;  6  O.,  37.  Joint  defendants;  where  there  are  joint  defendants,  the  testimony 
may  be  admitted  against  one  and  excluded  as  to  the  other,  in  what  cases :  lb.,  62,  note 
2.  The  evidence  of  a  defendant  in  favor  of  a  co-defendant  is  inadmissible,  if  it  prove 
the  case  of  the  witness  himself  :  7  Eng.  Law  and  Eq.  R.,  204.  Although  a  defendant 
called  by  plaintiff  may  be  competent  to  testify  to  transactions  with  deceased,  against 
his  own  interests,  he  cannot  be  thereof  examined  against  the  interest  of  his  co-defend- 

ants: 75 N.  C,  344.  Lord  Denman's  Act  and  the  amendatory  statutes  in  England': Powell  on  Evidence,  15,  16.  They  make  no  exception  where  one  party  is  dead ;  but  in 
such  case  the  Courts  have  held  that  no  decree  can  be  sustained  on  the  testimony  of  the 
living  party,  unless  corroborated:  Hill  vs. .Wilson,  L.  R.,  ch.  app.  888 ;  7  Moaks  Eng. 
R.,  449.  English  decisions  on  these  statutes  collected  in  Whart.  Ev.,  $464,  note  9.  Let- 

ters, evidence  of  contents  of  lost  letters  passing  between  deceased  and  other  party, 
survivor  cannot  give  :  35  Mich.,  485.  In  action  against  the  writer  of,  who 
is  dead,  plaintiff  cannot  testify  that  the  letters  are  genuine  and  were  received 
in  due  course  of  mail:  58  Barb.,  (N.  Y.)  99.  Plaintiff  offering  letters  of  defend- 

ant to  deceased  person,  defendant  entitled  to  explain:  Abb.  Tr.  Ev.,  p.  70, 
note  1.  Motives,  party  sworn  as  witness,  may  be  examined  as  to  :  Whart. 
Ev.,  $482.  Necessary  party,  a  person  who  is  such,  and  who,  if  a  party  would  be  ex- 

cluded, is  incompetent:  70  111.,  114.  Nominal  party,  a  party  nominally  defendant, 
but  really  identified  in  interest  with  plaintiff,  incompetent :  lb. ;  75  N.  C,  344.  Oppo- 

nent ;  where  the  testimony  of  the  decedent  or  lunatic  is  produced,  opponent  compe- 
tent :  Abb.  Tr.  Ev.,  69 ;  but  the  fact  that  a  third  party  interested  in  the  estate  has  tes- 

tified for  the  administrator  does  not  render  other  party  competent:  lb.,  70.  Partner  ; 
in  a  suit  by  administrator  of  deceased  partner  and  by  surviving  partner,  defendant 
may  testify  as  to  all  matters  in  respect  to  which  the  surviving  partner  has  testified  :  4 
Kan.,  211.  Preliminary  examinations  ;  objecting  party  may  interpose  evidence  to 
show  the  Court  that  witness  is  incompetent:  Abb.  Tr.  Ev.,  66.  Policy  of  this  law  dis- 

cussed :  Appleton  on  Evidence,  9,  41,  61.  Railroad  ;  employee  of  railroad  competent 
in  their  behalf  in  an  action,  against  the  company  to  recover  damages  caused  for  a  death 
by  his  alleged  negligence  :  52  111.,  290.    Services  ;  in  suit  by  attorney  for  executor,  for 
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services  to  deceased,  plaintiff  can  not  prove  services:  16  N.  Y.  Supreme  Ct.,  G64.  Set- 
tlement ;  where  administrator  has  testified  to  settlement  of  debt  sued  on  by  decedent, 

plaintiff  may  deny  :  Abb.  Tr.  Ev.,  70,  note  1.  Survivor,  where  opponent  calls  him  as 
witness  by  necessity  of  case,  Court  may  refuse  to  allow  leading  questions  on  cross-ex- 

amination :  Whart.  Ev.,  2500.  Trover;  suit  for  property  which  plaintiff  bought  of  B., 
deceased,  of  whom  the  defendant  claimed  subsequently  to  have  bought  it,  plaintiff 
competent:  46  Vt.,  674.  Trust  set  up  ;  widow  in  an  action  by  her  against  the  children 
by  a  previous  marriage  of  her  husband,  cannot  testify  that  property  belonging  to  the 
husband  was  purchased  with  her  money:  36  Ind.,  193;  see  also  73  111.,  218.  United 
States  Courts;  similar  statute :  Revised  Statutes,  §858;  see  2  Black.,  535;  9  Wall., 
655;  14/106;  18/436;  20/226;  21/488;  22/341,  350;  4  0.,  423;  5/90;  12/163;  1  Woolw. 
123  ;  1  Dill.,  181 ;  2/475  ;.  1  Woods,  623.  Waiver  ;  of  objection  :  See  note  to  §3714  ;  13 
Am.  R.,  217;  of  right  as  to  confidential  communications  with  attorney:  See  note  to 
§3797.     In  Arbitrations  :  See  Code  §4236. 

2.  No  person,  who  in  any  criminal  proceeding  is  charged  with  the 
commission  of  any  indictable  offense,  or  any  offense  punishable  on 
summary  conviction,  is  competent  or  compellable  to  give  evidence  for 
or  against  himself  or  herself. 

3.  No  person  shall  be  compellable  to  answer  any  question  tending  §3814. 
to  criminate  himself  or  herself. 

Note  to  §3870.     Cannot  refuse  if  offense  is  barred  :  10  C.  L.  J.,  239. 

4.  No  husband  shall  be  competent  or  compellable  to  give  evidence  §§3797, 4573. 
for  or  against  his  wife  in  any  criminal  proceeding,  nor  shall  any  wife,  in  Acts  of  18£0 
any  criminal  proceeding,  be  competent  or  compellable  to  give  evidence  -1.  p-  121. 
for  or  against  her  husband.     But  the  wife  shall  be  competent,  but  not 
compellable,  to  testify  against  her  husband,  upon  his  trial  for  any  crim- 

inal offense  committed,  or  attempted  to  have  been  committed,  upon 
the  person  of  the  wife. 

Where  woman  merely  cohabits  with  a  man  she  is  competent  witness  on  his  trial  Tor 
crime:  41  Ga.,  484.  Husband  may  testify  on  trial  of  divorce  for  desertion  of  him  by 
her,  but  not  to  facts  derived  from  the  confidential  relation:  41  Ga.,  613.  Husband 
may  testify  for  wife  in  civil  case  :  54  Ga.,  625.  Court  interposing  to  prevent  husband 
from  testifying  to  that  derived  from  the  relation  of  husband  and  wife  :  60  Ga.,  509-512. 
As  to  colored  persons  living  together  March  9,  1866,  as  busband  and  wife  :  61  Ga.,   306. 

1  Whart.  Ev.,  §§421-433  ;  2/§1214  ;  Powell  on  Ev.,  37  ;  2  Sm.  L.  C,  (t.  p.)  104;  11  Am. 
R.,270;  24/124;  34/444,  n;  35/743,  n;  27  Am.  D.,  377-380,  n;  1  Hawley's  Crim.  Rep., 
332.  On  indictment  for  conspiracy  wife  of  one  conspirator  cannot  testify  in  favor  of 
the  others :  5  Esp.,  107  ;  Powell  Ev.,  33.  Personal  injury,  in  cases  of,  either  competent 
against  the  other:  Powell  Ev.,  34;  32  Am.  R.,  359. 

5.  No  attorney  shall  be  compellable  to  give  evidence  for  or  against  (a)  Acts  of  _ 

his  client.]  ( a.)"  fflj-jf  =  4^  <*, 
Stated  :  58  Ga.,  94.     Where  attorney  without  notice  to  produce,  not  compelled  to  §3797.   /f*7*  ̂ ^ 

exhibit  one  of  client's  papers  as  evidence  against  him  in  a  suit:  58   Ga.,  572.     Act  of 
1866,  repealing  that  of  1859,  and  attorneys  can  testify  but  not  forced  to  :  60  Ga.,  613-614. 

See  notes  to  §3797.  If  attorney  testifies,  may  be  cross-examined' even  as  to  confiden- tial communications  :  1  Whart.  Ev.,  §479. 

General  Note  on  this  Section. — Party  to  suit  was  formerly  competent  in  cases  of 
necessity  in  favorem  justitise  :  12  Ga.,  217 ;  32/242.  But  not  generally  in  owTn  favor  for- 

merly:  21  Ga.,  314.  Competency  of  a  voluntary  bailee  to  testify  where  a  loss  :  18  Ga., 
496.  As  to  waiver  of  process:  21  Ga.,  420.  Jury  to  pass  on  sufficiency  of  the  evidence 
and  credit  of  witnesses:  30  Ga.,  921  ;  36/669.  Party  witness:  43  Ga.,  283.  Relief  of 
mortgagee  on  foreclosure  of  mortgage  :  35  Ga.,  271. 

§3855.  (3799.)  In  cases   of  adultery  and  breach    of  marriage    contr act.  (a)  Acts  of 

[Nothing  contained  in  the  preceding  section  shall  apply  to  any  action,  Jog6*^" 
suit,  or  proceeding,  or  bill,  in  any  Court  of  law  or  equity,  instituted 

in  consequence  of  adultery,3,  or  to  any  action  for  breach  of  promise  of 
marriage.]  (a.) 

Husband  not  competent  to  prove  wife's  adultery  in  a  divorce  case:  46  Ga.,  308. 
When  the  testimony  of  a  woman  against  a  married  man  not  receivable  under  this  sec- 

tion :  56  Ga.,  59.  Confessions  of  respondent  as  to  adultery  since  marriage  not  authoriz- 
ing a  divorce  :  53  Ga.,  661. 

Conversation  and  demeanor  of  husband  and  wife  before  crim,.  con.,  admissible  on 
question  of  damages:  Powell,  35;  but  wife's  confessions  or  letters  cannot  be  made  evi- 

dence for  husband :  lb.  Access  or  non-access,  husband  and  wife  incompetent  to  testify 
respecting:  16  Am.  R.,  776.    aSee  notes  to  §§1716,  3797,  1573;  24  Am.  R.,  124. 
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§3856.  (3800.)  Idiots,  etc.  [Persons  who  have  not  the  use  of  reason, 
(a)  Acts  of  as  idiots,  lunatics  during  lunacy,  and  children  who  do  not  understand 

i386'i39?'     ̂ ne  na<ture  of  an  oath,  are  incompetent  witnesses.]  (a.) 
Decision  of  the  Court  as  to  the  child's  competency  to  testify  generally  conclusive: 

47  Ga.,  524 ;  61/35.     Where  there  was  no  evidence  that  witness  was  insane  :   41  Ga.,  266. 

1  Whart.  Ev.,  §398  et  seg.  ;  Powell  Ev.,#  27.     Child  :  1  Hawley  Crim.  Rep.,  185  :  Ram. 
on  Facts,  160;  3  C.   L.  J.,  491.     Impeachment  of  mental  capacity  of  witness:  35  Am. 
R.,  291,  n;  7  Wh.,  453  ;  10  C.  L.  J.,  154.     Lunatic  :  18  Am.  R.,  711. 

§3857.  (3801.)  (3775.)  Drunkards.  Drunkenness,  which  dethrones 
reason  and  memory,  incapacitates  during  its  continuance. 

§3858.  (3802.)  (3774.)  Evidence  through  interpreter.  No  physical  de- 
fects in  any  of  the  senses  incapacitates  a  witness.  An  interpreter  may 

explain  his  evidence. 
Of  a  telegram:  57  Ga.,  270.     Section  referred  to  and  construed:  58  Ga.,  192. 

§3859.  (3803.)  (3776.)  Decision  by  inspection.  The  Court  must,  by  ex- 
amination, decide  upon  the  capacity  of  one  alleged  to  be  incompetent 

from  idiocy,  lunacy  or  insanity,  or  drunkenness,  or  childhood. 
See  47  Ga.,  524. 

§3860.  (3804.)  (3784.)  Objection  to  competency,  when  taken.  The  objec- 
tion to  competency,  if  known,  must  be  taken  before  the  witness  is  ex- 

amined at  all.  It  may  be  proved  by  the  witness  himself,  or  by  other 
testimony ;  if  proved  by  other  testimony,  the  witness  is  incompetent 
to  explain  it  away. 

§3861.  (3805.)  (3785.)  Competency,  how  restored.  Any  act  which,  in 
the  judgment  of  the  Court,  removes  the  ground  of  incompetency,  will 
restore  the  competency  of  the  witness. 

Restoration  to  competency  :  35  Ga.,  240. 

ARTICLE  III. 

OF    THE    EXAMINATION   OF   WITNESSES. 

Section. 
3862.  Oath  or  affirmation. 
3863.  Ser  arate  examination. 
3864.  Cross-examination. 
3865.  Leading  questions. 
3866.  Memorandum  in  aid  of  witness. 
3867.  Opinions  of  witness. 
3868.  Of  experts. 
3869.  Impeaching  one's  own  witness. 

Section. 
3870.  Privilege  of  witness. 
3871.  Impeaching  a  witness. 
3872.  Laying  the  foundation. 
3873.  General  character. 
3874.  Sustaining  witness. 
3875.  If  impeached    by  contradictory   state- ments. 
3876.  State  of  feeling  and  relationship. 

§3862.  (3806.)  '(3786.)  Oath  or  affirmation.  The  sanction  of  an  oath, 
or  affirmation  equivalent  thereto,  is  necessary  to  the  reception  of  any 
oral  evidence.  The  Court  may  frame  such  affirmation  according  to  the 
religious  faith  of  the  witness. 

§3863.  (3807.)  (3787.)  Separate  examination.  In  all  cases  either  party 
has  the  right  to  have  the  witnesses  of  the  other  party  examined  out  of 
the  hearing  of  each  other.  The  Court  will  take  proper  care  to  effect 
this  object  as  far  as  practicable  and  convenient,  but  any  mere  irregu- 

larity shall  not  exclude  the  witness. 
The  State  or  the  defense  may  require  it  in  a  criminal  case  :  14  Ga.,  55  ;  50/585.  Court 

may  require  it:  51  Ga.,  429.  May  allow  one  or  more,  and  for  witness  to  remain  in 
Court  although  requested  not  to,  does  not  disqualify,  but  that  with  stating  to  another 

witness  what  he  had  sworn  to  may  subject  him  to  Court's  punishment  :  27  Ga.,  288; 
50/585-8;  52/538-542;  58/545-6;  65/330;  Bettsw?.  State,  Pamphlt.,  February  term  1881, 

p.  30. 
1  Wbart.  Ev.,  $491 ;  1  Gr.  Ev.,  §432.  Witness,  not  leaving  court-room  on  order  of 

Court,  not  disqualified  to  testify  for  prosecution :  34  Am.  R.,  799:  but  this  maybe 
shown  to  affect  credibility  :  3  C.  L.  J.,  173. 

§3864.  (3808.)  (3788.)  Cross-examination  of  witnesses.  The  right  of 
cross-examination,  thorough  and  sifting,  belongs  to  every  party  as  to 
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the  witnesses  called  against  him.     If  several  parties  to  the  same  case 
have  distinct  interests,  each  may  exercise  this  right. 

If  one  side  examine  a  witness  only  on  a  single  point,  the  other  can  cross-examine 
him  as  to  every  point:  18  Ga.,  573;  26/537.  Although  a  formal  point:  23  Ga.,  154. 
Defendant  has  a  right  to  cross-examine  as  to  facts  which  if  proven  would  defeat  the 
action  :  19  Ga.,  285.  On  the  preliminary  examination  before  the  Court:  23  Ga.,  582-6. 
Mode  of  examination  and  cross-examination  of  a  witness:  17  Ga.,303.  Witness  called 
but  not  examined  by  the  party,  nor  cross-examined  by  the  other  but  may  introduce 
him  as  his  own  witness  :  28  Ga.,  200.  Where  object  in  cross-examination  is  to  show 
bias,  great  latitude  allowed:  31  Ga.,  688.  When,  if  witness  recalled  after  jury  charged, 
cross-examination  also  should  be  allowed  :  59  Ga.,  380.  Oral  factor's  lien  ;  cross-exam- 

ination to  show  it  did  not  create  lien  :  47  Ga.,  643. 

1  Whart.  Ev.,  £527  ;  lGr.  Ev.,  §445;  14  Pet.,  448;  1  Wall.,  702;  3/268;  4  O.,  76  ;  Ram. 
on  Facts,  162  ;  1  Hawley  Crim.  Rep.,  618.  Of  party  tosuit:  17  Wall.,  532;  see  notes  to 
§3854,  par.  1,  and  rule  of  Court. 

§3865.  (3809.)  (3789.)  Leading  questions.  Leading  questions  are  gen- 
erally allowed  in  cross-examinations,  and  only  in  these ;  but  the  Court 

may  exercise  a  discretion  in  granting  the  right  to  the  party  calling 
the  Avitness,  and  in  refusing  it  to  the  opposite  party  when,  from  the 
conduct  of  the  witness,  or  other  reason,  justice  requires  it. 

Witness  introduced  to  impeach  another  one,  no  exception  to  rule  against  leading 
questions:  28  Ga.,  395.  Discretion  of  the  Court  governs  as  to,  and  will  permit 
some  witnesses  examined  on  same  point :  20  Ga.,  155.  Discretion  of  Court  determines 
as  to  leading  questions  to  a  reluctant  witness  :  41  Ga.,  507,  4S4.  When  not  objectiona- 

ble on  the  ground  of  being  leading :  49  Ga.,  31 ;  43/368.  Discretion  of  Court  in  refusing 
leading  questions  on  cross-examinations  not  controlled  unless  abused:  56  Ga.,  24. 
Judge  may  propound  a  leading  question  to  witness  introduced  by  the  State  :  56  Ga.,  385 ; 
When  leading  questions  allowed  in  examination  in  chief,  also  allowed  on  the  cross-ex- 

amination :  56  Ga.,  275.  A  leading  question  that  should  not  have  been  asked  by  the 
Court,  as  indicating  an  opinion:  61  Ga.,  359.  Where  answer  not  objectionable  as.  to 
leading  questions  in  interrogatory  :  50  Ga.,  396.  And  Courts  discretion  governs  as  to 
whether  answers  to  interrogatories  claimed  to  be  leading  shall  be  read:  51  Ga.,  410. 

1  Whart.  Ev.,  $499;  1  Gr.  Ev.,  §434;  21  Am.  D.,  154,  n.  The  refusal  to  allow  leading 
questions  on  cross-examination  is  eminently  proper  when  the  opposing  party  is  called 
to  prove  handwriting  or  some  formal  fact  necessary  to  make  out  plaintiff's  case :  1 Whart.  Ev.,  §500. 

§3866.  (3810.)  (3790.)  Memorandum  in  aid  of  witness1  memory.  A  wit- 
ness may  refresh  and  assist  his  memory  by  the  use  of  any  written  in- 

strument, or  memorandum,  provided  he  finally  sj^eaks  from  his  recol- 
lection thus  refreshed,  or  is  willing  to  swear  positively  from  the  paper. 

This  rule  applied  :  6  Ga.,  365.  Witnesses  depositions  read  to  refresh  his  memory: 
24  Ga.,  506.  When  witness'  memory  cannot  be  refreshened  on  the  trial  of  one  defend- 

ant by  his  evidence  on  trial  of  another  defendant  under  same  indictment :  28  Ga.,  199. 
Certificate  of  a  Notary  as  to  his  past  actions :     60  Ga.,  348. 

1  Whart.  Ev.,  §516  et  seq. ;  1  Gr.  Ev.,  §436:  15  Am.  D.,  194,  n  ;  35  Am.  R.,  54,  n,  56; 
1  Hawley's  Crim.  Rep.,  187.  Conversations  may  be  recalled  to  mind  of  witness  to  re- 

fresh memory:  1  Whart.  Ev.,  §257.  Not  necessary  that  the  memorandum  should  be 
admissible:  1  Whart.  Ev.,  §519. 

§3867.  (3811.)  (3791.)  Opinions  oj  witness.  Where  the  question  un- 
der examination,  and  to  be  decided  by  the  jury,  is  one  of  opinion,  any 

witness  may  swear  to  his  opinion  or  belief,  giving  his  reasons  therefor  ; 
but  if  the  issue  is  as  to  the  existence  of  a  fact,  the  opinions  of  wit- 

nesses, generally,  are  inadmissible. 

As  to  solvency  of  another  if  give  facts  on  which  founded  :  6  Ga.,  244.  Where  wit- 
ness gives  the  facts  on  which  founded,  admissible:  59  Ga.,  146  ;  12/271 ;  20/480  ;  47/68; 

10/513;  6/244.  When  impressions  of  witness  admissible:  47  Ga.,  24;  12/257.  Also 
understanding  of  witness:  65  Ga.,  139;  13/496,  27/207-210.  When  not  admissible 
where  not  based  on  facts:  64  Ga.,  537  ;  65/201.  Conclusions  and  opinion  of  witness  in 
criminal  case  :  18  Ga.,  218-219.  Opinion  of  witnesses  to  intent  of  deceased  in  approach- 

ing slayer,  not  admissible  :  2  Ga.,  173;  25/210.  An  irrelevant  opinion  even  where  the 
facts  given  on  which  founded,  not  admissible :  24  Ga.,  518,  524.  An  expert  only  may  give 
evidence  on  facts  but  not  on  opinions  stated  by  others  :  59  Ga.,  738  ,  53/535,  546;  62/65; 
59/146,  473;  28/237  ;  30/418 ;  47/528  ;  56/113.  One  party  putting  another  up  as  witness 
entitled  to  his  belief  as  well  as  knowledge:  29  Ga.,  713.  No  proof  of  insanity  by  family 
and  neighborhood  reputation :  31  Ga.,  424.  Where  opinion  of  subscribing  witness  to 
will  not  given  as  to  intention  of  testator  :  36  Ga.,  64,  71.     Should  not  allow  opinion  of 
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witnesses  as  to  amount  of  damages  sustained  by  location  of  road  through  land  :  47  Ga., 
547;  53/178.  Opinions  of  sanity,  provided  gives  reasons  therefore:  51  Ga.,  27;  59/675. 
Opinion  of  witness  experienced  in  guns  as  to  how  long  it  had  been  fired  off:  57  Ga., 
102.  Opinion  of  witness  as  to  damages  as  affecting  verdict  of  jury  as  to  :  58  Ga.,  107-110. 
Identity  being  matter  of  opinion  subscribing  witness  may  give  his  opnion  that  paper 
produced,  the  identical  paper:  59  Ga.,  473,  483. 

1  Whart.  Ev.,  $509 etseq. ;  1  Gr.  Ev.,  §440;  Powell  Ev.,  49;  1  Sm.  L.  C,  (t.  p.) 629.  643; 
22  Am.  D.,  574,  n  ;  3  C.  L.  J.,  444.  472  ;  4/213  ;  6/254.  Opinion  of  value  :  36  Am.  R.,  437,  n; 
21  Wall.,  325. 

§3868.  (3812.)  (3792.)  Experts.  The  opinions  of  experts  on  any 
question  of  science,  skill,  trade,  or  like  questions,  are  always  admissi- 

ble; and  such  opinions  may  be  given  on  the  facts  as  proved  by  other 
witnesses. 

As  to  matter  science  :  10  Ga.,  513.  May  give  an  opinion  on  facts  as  stated  by  others : 
28  Ga.,  237.  Physicians,  experts  as  to  diseases,  but  not  as  to  value  of  property:  26 
Ga.,  705.  As  to  weight  to  be  attached  to  opinions  of  experts:  31  Ga*,  425.  How  far 
opinion  of  a  railroad  superintendent,  in  nature  of  an  expert,  is  of  effect :  38  Ga.,  410.  As 
to  race:  39  Ga.,  232.  Opinion  of  experts  in  such  matters  as  to  capacity  of  a  mill- 

wright: 25  Ga.,  24.  Where  not  an  expert  must  give  facts  on  which  opinion  based: 
53  Ga.,  178,  535-6 ;  58/240,  64  ;  59/146,  473.  Where  should  give  his  opinion  on  a  hypo- 

thetical case,  not  being  familiar  with  the  facts  :  59  Ga.,  738  ;  56/113 ;  47/528.  On  insan- 
ity :  47  Ga.,  552. 

1  Whart.  Ev.,  ̂ 434-456;  Powell  Ev.,  50;  Broom's  Leg.  Max.,  897;  1  Sm.  L.  C,  (t.  p.) 
628,643.  Facts  not  otherwise  relevant,  are  relevant  if  they  support  or  are  inconsistent 

with  the  opinions  of  experts,  when  such  opinions  are  relevant :  Stephens'  Disr.  Ev.  Art., 
50. «  Compelling  physician  to  testify  as  expert,  without  compensation,  (cases  pro  and 
con):  25  Am.  R.,  619-625,  n  ;  26/75  ;  2  Hawley's  Crim.  Rep.,  187.  Opinions  of,  on  insan- 

ity :  6  Am.  D.,  59-61,  n  ;  15  Wall.,  9.  Experts  may  testify  whether  cotton-gin  was  equal 
to  best:  35  Am.  R.,  515.     As  to  handwriting :  See  notes  to  $3840. 

§3869.  (3813.)  (3793.)  Impeaching  one' sown  witness.  A  party  may  not 
impeach  a  witness  voluntarily  called  by  him,  except  where  he  can 

show  to  the  Court  that  he  has  been  entrapped  by  the__wj,tnesa  by  a pre- 
vious contradictory  statement.  ***^*TT~~~%  iffl&ht*'^ /****~^  <^st^**-*** 

Cannot  discredit  own  witness  but  may  shrow  the  fac^s  different  from  what  stated : 
59  Ga.,  63;  65/678;  16/593.  Direct  interrogatories  read  \>y  party  introducing  witness, 
reading  the  cross-interrogatories  of  witness  by  other  side  does  not  prevent  impeaching 
his  evidence:  45  Ga.,  89-92.  Putting  up  other  party  as  witness  cannot  impeach  him  by 
general  reputation,  but  only  as  any  other  witness:  60  Ga.,  582.  Except  when  entrap- 

ped by  own  writness'  previous  contradictory  statements:  53  Ga.,  253.  And  there  must 
oe  a  surprise  by  his  testimony :  56  Ga.,  277. 

1  Whart.  Ev.,  $549 ;  15  Am.  D.,  96-100,  n. 

§3870.  (3814.)  (3794.)   Privilege  of  witnesses.     A  witness  is  relieved 
§3814.         from  testifying  as  to  the  same  matters  hereinbefore  specified  in  rela- 

tion to  a  party  making  discovery. 

1  Whart.  Ev.,f533;  1  Gr.  Ev.,  §451;  Appleton  Ev.,  245;  Broom's  Leg.  Max.,  931; 
Weeks  on  Depositions,  §213  ;  21  Am.  D.,  55-61, 153,  n.  No  witness  who  is  not  a  party  to 
a  suit  can  be  compelled  to  produce  any  document,  the  production  of  which  might  tend 
to  criminate  him,  or  expose  him  to  any  penalty  or  forfeiture  ;  but  a  witness  is  not  en- 

titled to  refuse  to  produce  a  document  in  his  possession  only  because  its  production  may 

expose  him  to  a  civil  action:  Stephens'  Dig.  Ev.  Art., 118. — See  1  Whart.Crim.  Law, §805. 

§3871.  (3815.)  (3795.)  Impeaching  a  witness.  A  witness  may  be  im- 

peached— Section  cited  :  64  Ga.,  348. 

1.  By  disproving  the  facts  testified  to  by  him. 
State  may  bring  in  evidence  to  show  facts  stated  by  discredited  witness  are  true :  16 

Ga.,  200.  Recalling  and  examining  an  impeached  witness,  leading  questions  affirma- 
tory  of  what  he  before  swore  to  :  22  Ga.,  499.  Question  for  jury  as  to  whether  they 
Will  believe  impeached  witness:  22  Ga.,  479  ;  49/31.  May  impeach  by  discrepancy  be- 

tween witness'  testimony  orally  and  his  evidence  in  answer  to  interrogatories  49  Ga., 
520.  May  impeach  by  proof  of  contradictory  statements  when  witness  says  he  does 
not  recollect  them:  1  Ga.,  213.  To  impeach,  witness'  mind  should  be  called  to  time 
and  place  of  contrary  statements  made  :  31  Ga.,  688;  7/348,  428  ;  15/160.  And  rejected 
unless  this  done :  33  Ga.,  117.  'Inadmissible  evidence  of  witness  on  former  occasion 
not  to  be  introduced  to  impeach  him  :  11  Ga.,  616.  Letters  should  be  exhibited  to  wit- 

ness to  contradict  him  as  to  :  12  Ga.,  450.  Where  impeaching  evidence  and  sworn  de- 
positions, need  not  ask  witness  whether  or  not  he  has  made  the  declaration  intended  to 

be  proven  :    14  Ga.,  186.     Witness  may  correct  any  mistaken  misstatement  he  makes 
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at  any  stage  of  the  proceedings  :  14  Ga.,  242.  Rule  of  no  leading  questions  applies  to 
cases  of  impeaching  testimony  :  28  Ga.,  395.  Depositions  of  witness  not  impeached  by 
proof  of  contradictory  statements  he  had  no  opportunity  to  explain,  and  which  stated 
they  were  not  true  :  28  Ga.,  507.  Deposition  of  witness  in  different  case  may  contra- 

dict his  oral  evidence  :  30  Ga.,  731.  Materiality  of  testimony  sought  to  be  impeached, 
should  be  announced  for  Court  to  decide,  ana  the  impeaching  testimony  used  for  no 
other  purpose  than  that:  7  Ga.,  467.  May  not  be  impeached  by  showing  he  made  a 
statement  not  material  to  the  issue  :  43  Ga.,  368.  Where  magistrate  no  right  to  exam- 

ine defendant  to  obtain  contradictory  evidence  :  54  Ga..  158.  Where  debtor  a  witness 
for  claimant  his  declarations  previous  to  trial  proved  to  impeach  him,  foundation  for 

being  laid:  59  Ga.,  711.  False  accounts  of  prisoner  in  evidence  at  coroner's  inquest: 
60  Ga.,  258.  Contradictory  testimony  of  a  witness  in  a  former  trial :  Anderson  vs. 
Tribbel,.  Pamphlt.,  February  term,  1881,  p.  17. 

2.  By  proof  of  contradictory  statements  previously  made  by  him  as 
±o  matters  relevant  to  his  testimony  and  to  the  case. 

3.  By  evidence  as  to  his  general  bad  character. 
Proof  of  being  a  common  prostitute  to  impeach  credibility:  3  Ga..  417.  No  proof 

•of  general  character  where  witness  discredited  as  to  a  particular  act :  12  Ga.,  450.  When 
not  for  this  cause  :  24  Ga.,  461  Not  by  proof  of  being  a  gambler  :  22  Ga.,  40.  Not  that 

witness  used  laudanum,  unless  show  witness'  mind  impaired  thereby  and  under  its  in- 
fluence when  testimony  taken :  26  Ga.,  528.  Not  by  single  act  of  bastardy:  30  Ga., 

888.  Moral  turpitude:  48  Ga.,  193.  But  see:  57  Ga.,  284.  By  general  bad  character, 
but  not  by  special  acts  of  adultery  :  61  Ga.,  305. 

1  Whart.  Ev.,  ̂ 519-565;  1  Gr.  Ev.,  #461 ;  notes  in  9  Am.  D.,  141;  15/99;  17/76; 
55/596.     1  Whart.  Crim.  Law,  $814  ;  3/03009. 

§3872.  (3816.)  (3796.)  Laying  the  foundation.  Before  contradictory 
statements  of  the  witness  can  be  proved  against  him,  (unless  they  are 
written  statements,  made  under  oath  in  connection  with  some  judicial 
proceedings,)  the  mind  of  the  witness  himself  should  be  called  with  as 
much  certainty  as  possible  to  the  time,  place,  person,  and  circum- 

stances attending  the  former  statement ;  and  if  in  writing,  the  same 
should  be  shown  to  the  witness,  or  read  in  his  hearing,  if  in  existence; 
and  to  lay  this  foundation  the  witness  may  be  recalled  at  any  time. 

Rule  stated,  as  to  first  calling  witness'  attention  to  time,  place,  etc. :  15  Ga.,  160  ; 
13/253 ;  34/549 ;  33/24,  117  ;  7/348,  428.  But  need  not  ask  witness  whether  he  made 
the  statements  where  evidence  to  impeach  him  in  his  previously  sworn  depositions  in 
same  case:  7  Ga.,  467  ;  13/253.  Must  exhibit  the  letter  to  witness:  12Ga.,450.  When 
an  affidavit  could  not  be  used  to  affect  a  witness:  57  Ga.,  553. 

§3873.  (3817.)  (,3797.)  General  character.  To  prove  general  bad  char- 
acter, the  impeaching  witness  should  be  first  asked  as  to  his  knowledge 

of  the  general  character  of  the  witness,  and  next  as  to  what  that  char- 
acter is,  and  lastly,  he  may  be  asked  if,  from  that  character,  he  would 

believe  him  on  his  oath. 

What  proper  questions  to  ask  :  18  Ga.,  17  ;  12/591.  May  be  impeached  by  general 
bad  character,  but  not  by  special  acts  of  adultery  :  61  Ga.,  305.  Section  referred  to  and 
construed:  53  Ga.,  324-325. 

§3874.  (3818)  (3798.)  Sustaining  witness.  The  witness  may  be  sus- 
tained by  similar  proof  of  character.  But  the  particular  transactions, 

or  the  opinions  of  single  individuals,  cannot  be  inquired  of  on  either 
side,  except  upon  cross-examination  in  seeking  for  the  extent  and 
foundation  of  the  witness'  knowledge. 

What  admissible  to  sustain  :  16  Ga.,  7.  Section  referred  to  and  construed:  53  Ga., 
-324-5;  64/348.   1  Whart.  Ev.,  §569;  11  Am.  D.,  757-760,  n. 

§3875.  (3819.)  (3799.  If  impeached  by  contradictory  statements.  A  wit- 
ness impeached  by  proof  of  contradictory  statements  may  be  sustained 

by  proof  of  general  good  character — the  effect  of  the  evidence  to  be 
determined  by  the  jury. 

Evidence  as  to  general  good  character  where  it  is  impeached  :  12  Ga.,  450.  The  na- 
ture and  extent  of  the  corroborating  testimony  establishing  how  far  impeached  wit- 
ness restored:  17  Ga.,  465.  Jury  to  determine  how  far  belief  of  impeached  and  uncor- 

roborated witness  shall  go:  34  Ga.,  339;  31/557;  28/180;  22/479.  Impeached  by  wit- 
ness' own  disclosure :  29  Ga.,  26-8.  Erroneous  charge  of  the  Court  as  to  effect  of  evi- 

dence of  good  character  restoring  witness'  credibility  :  64  Ga.,  159.  As  to  effect  of  ab- 
sence of  supporting  evidence  to  sustain  impeached  witness:  61  Ga.,  310-311. 
64 
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§3876.  (3820.)  (3800.)  State  of  feeling  and  relationship.     The    State  of 

the  witness'  feelings  to  the  parties,  and  his  relationship,  may-alwaj^s  be 
proved  for  the  consideration  of  the  jury. 

Should  not  inquire  as  to  cause  of  witness' hostility  :  9Ga.,121;  61/258,380-1.  Where 
witnesses  are  parties  to  the  suit:  55  Ga.,  450.  Jury  to  determine  effect  of  ill  will  of 
the  witness:  59  Ga.,  63-5. 

Genekal  Note  on  Examination  of  Witnesses — Applicable,  evidence  ought  to  be, 
to  some  point  made  in  the  pleadings,  to  be  admitted  :  25  Ga..  714,  479.  Assumption,  in 
question  that  witness  has  made  a  statement  which  he  says  he  has  not  made,  improper  : 
24  Ga.,  583.  Attorney,  where  communications  to,  were  not  privileged :  47  Ga.,  25.  Be- 

havior of  witness  unbecoming,  duty  of  Court  to  reprove  him  :  27  Ga.,  288.  Belief,  wit- 
ness cannot  state,  without  giving  facts  on  which  founded  :  20Ga.,600.  Character,  party 

cannot  support  testimony  of  his  own  witness  before  attacked  for  want  of  :  28  Ga.,  277. 
Child, when  examined  by  Court  and  pronounced  incompetent  to  testify,  not  reversed, 
except  for  flagrant  error  :  47  Ga.,  524.  Collateral  fact,  witness  swearing  falsely  as  to, 
asto  effect  on  his  testimony  :  52  Ga.,  633  ;  see  23  Ga.,  576,  304.  Contradictory  state- 

ments, party  cannot  support  testimony  of  his  own  witness  because  of,  before  attacked: 
28  Ga.,  277.  Conversation,  that  witness  did  not  hear  all  of,  no  objection  to  stating 
what  he  did  hear:  45  Ga.,  225.  Criminal  cases,  no  evidence  introduced  in,  against 
defendant  after  case  has  been  submitted  to  jury  by  both  sides :  8  Ga  ,  177.  As  to  in- 

troduction of  evidence  after  statement  by  Solicitor-General  that  evidence  is  closed  :  11 
Ga.,  92.  Discretion  of  Court,  reopening  of  case  in,  after  it  has  been  closed:  14  Ga., 
145,  207;  22/432;  27/96;  29/450.  No  limit,  but  as  to  introduction  of  testimony  by 
way  of  reply,  etc.  :  19  Ga.,  569.  Reopening  case  after  argument  begun  for  introduc- 

tion of  evidence:  10  Ga.,  143;  23/191;  24/384;  25/576;  26/704  ;  30/121 ;  47/599.  Ex- 
amination, of  witnesses  as  to:  See  Rule  60  of  Superior  Court.  Previous  examina- 

tion of  witness,  taken  down  by  magistrate,  when  admissible  as  evidence:  19  Ga.,  402. 

Peeling's,  as  to  a  party,  witness  may  be  interrogated  as  to  :  9  Ga.,  121.  Impeaching- 
"witness,  after  testimony  offered  for  purpose  of,  testimony  may  be  introduced  to  es- 

tablish truth  of  what  witness  testified  to  :  16  Ga.,  200.  Impeached  witness  may  be  re- 
called and  asked  leading  questions  :  22  Ga.,  499.  A  woman  cannot  be  impeached  as  a> 

witness  by  proving  she  is  a  common  prostitute:  24  Ga.,  461.  Introduction  of  evi- 
dence, order  of,  is  for  discretion  of  the  Court:  17  Ga.,  106.  Leading  questions, 

asking,  on  direct  examination  is  a  matter  for  discretion  of  the  Court:  20  Ga.,  155.. 
Mistake,  witness  may  be  allowed  to  correct,  at  any  stage  of  the  trial:  14  Ga.,  242. 
Honest,  of  party  or  counsel  in  omitting  to  introduce  necessary  evidence,  etc. :  10  Ga., 

143.  Non-suit,  almost  a'matter  of  course  to  let  in  evidence  to  save:  25  Ga.,  631.  Opin- 
ion, witness  may  give  a  reason  for:  27  Ga.,  288.  Expert  can  give,  only  on  facts 

proved,  and  not  on  the  opinions  of  other  witnesses:  28  Ga.,  237.  Party,  a  witness, 
and  willing  to  answer  questions  of  opposing  counsel,  right  to  restrain  him  if  his  own 
counsel  objects :  39  Ga.,  124.  Physical  condition  of  witness  such  that  he  cannot 
speak  audibly,  sworn  officer  may  communicate  his  testimony  :  25  Ga.,  515.  Practice,, 
rule  of,  as  to  examination  of  witnesses:  14  Ga.,  242;  17/303.  Reason,  witness  may 
state  as,  why  he  is  confident  that  he  had  stated  same  thing  to  third  party,  etc.  : 
40  Ga.,  511.  Recalled,  witness  may  be,  to  explain  and  affirm  evidence  :  19  Ga.,  228; 
20/156;  22/499.  Refusal  to  recall  witness  error,  when  :  27  Ga.,  382.  Reluctant  wit- 

nesses, privilege  of  counsel  and  duty  of  Court  to  propound  such  questions  to,  as  will 
strip  them  of  subterfuge,  etc.  :  19  Ga.,  425.  Separation  of  witnesses  in  State  cases, 
correct  and  salutary  practice,  etc.  :  27  Ga.,  288. 

General  Note  on  Article  III. — If  a  witness  dies,  or  becomes  incapable  of  being 
further  examined  at  any  stage  of  his  examination,  the  evidence  given  before  he  became 

incapable  is  good:  Stephens'  Dig.  Ev.  Art.,  126  ;  1  Jebb.  C.  C.,,  123.  General  rules  for 
examination  and  cross-examination  of  witnesses :  Ram.  on  Facts,  319,  323 ;  Reed's- 
Practical  Suggestions,  236-309.     See  rule  of  Court. 

CHAPTER  VI. 

OF    INTERROGATORIES   AND    DEPOSITIONS. 

Section. 
3877.  Who  maybe  examined  on,  etc. 
3878.  If  the  facts  cease  to  exist. 
3879.  Mode  of  obtaining  commission. 
3880.  Without  service. 
3881.  If  there  are  several  parties. 
3882.  Appointment  of  commissioners. 
3883.  Who  may  act  as  commissioners. 
3884.  How  executed. 
3885.  Compelling  witness  to  answer. 
3886.  Where  to  be  examined. 
3887.  Writing  out  their  own  answer. 
3888.  Duty  of  commissioners. 

Section. 
3889.  How  received  and  disposed  of.. 
3890.  Failing  to  return  a  contempt. 
3891.  Depositions  by  consent. 
3892.  Exceptions,  when  taken. 
3893.  Depositions  in  certain  counties. 
3894.  By  whom  taken. 
3895.  Form  of. 
3896.  Motions  and  objections. 
3897.  Examination. 
3898.  How  returned. 
3899.  Power  and  fees  of  commissioner. 
3900.  His  orders,  how  executed. 

§3877.  (3821.)  (3801.)   Who  maybe  examined  on  interrogatories.     A  wit- 
ness may  be  examined  on  interrogatories,  by  commission,  at  the  in- 
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stance  of  either  party,  in  any  civil  cause  pending  in  any  Court  in  this  Act  of  1799. 

State,  when  either  of  the  following  state  of  facts  exists  :  i'.p.  265. 
Does  not  apply  to  criminal  cases:  4  Ga.,  335.  May  examine  witness  twice  by  same 

party  in  same  case:  24  Ga.,  518.  Interrogatories  should  show  on  what  grounds  the 
commission  sought:  4  Ga.,  360. 

1.  Where  the  witness  resides  out  of  the. county. 
Stated:  26  Ga.,  293.  But  not  on  this  ground  where  witness  in  the  county  where 

suit  is,  and  his  attendance  be  compelled  by  subpoena  :  6  Ga.,  178. 

2.  Where,  from  the  condition  of  his  health,  from  age  or  otherwise,  he  Art  of  isii 
cannot  attend  the  Court,  or,  from  the  nature  of  his  business  or  occupa-  .•  £  26J. 
tion,  it  is  not  possible  to  secure  his  personal  attendance  without  mani-  <\  p  268 ' 
fest  inconvenience  to  the  public,  or  to  third  persons — such  as  postmas-  A(,gofl8")8. ters,  public  carriers,  physicians,  school-teachers,  etc. 

Stated:  26  Ga.,  292.  Where  not  within  terms  of  this  law  on  ground  of  sickness: 
9  Ga.,  301.  Where  Court  required  the  presence  of  the  witness,  although  interroga- 

tories taken  under  this  section  :  53  Ga.,  339. 

3.  Where  the  witness  is  about  to  remove  from  the  count}',  or  is  about 
to  leave  home  on  business,  for  a  sojourn  or  a  tour,  which  will  extend 
beyond  the  term  of  the  Court. 

Not  when  liable  to  a  subpoena  when  trial  comes  on  :  6  Ga.,  178. 

4.  All  female  witnesses.  ,       Act  of  1829, 
See:  41  Ga..  672.  C  p.  267. 

5.  Where  he  is  the  only  witness  to  a  material  point  in  the  case.         Acts  of  iS5i 

Weeks  on  Depositions,  #456  et  seq.  ~2'  P-  90' 

§3878  (3822.)  (3802.)  If  the  facts  cease  to  exist,  depositions  excluded.  If 
the  state  of  facts  on  which  the  commission  issued  ceases  to  exist  be- 

fore the  trial  of  the  cause,  and  the  witness  is  then  accessible  by  sub- 
poena, the  testimony  taken  on  interrogatories  cannot  be  used. 

Stated  in:  6  Ga.,  178. 

§3879.  (3823.)  (3803.)  Mode  of  obtaining  commission.     The  party  seek-  Act  of  1799, 
ing  to  examine  a  witness  by  commission,  must  prepare  written  inter-  Acts of  1875 
rogatories  sufficiently  explicit  to  inform  the  other  party  of  the  nature  p.  23. 
of  the  testimony  sought  and  expected,  and  yet  not  liable  to  the  objec- 

tion of  being  leading  questions,  which  must  also  state  the  residence  of 
the  witness,  and  must  serve  a  copy  of  such  interrogatories  on  the  oppo- 

site party,  or  his  attorney,  with  a  notice  of  the  time  of  filing.     The 
original  interrogatories  shall  then  be  filed  in  office  and  there  remain 

for  ten  days,a  during  which  time  cross-interrogatories  may  be  filed. 
At  the  expiration  of  ten  days  a  commission  shall  issue  by  the  clerk 
(or  presiding  Judge,  if  no  clerk,)  for  the  examination  of  such  witness 
upon  the  interrogatories. 

Clerk's  duty  under  Act  of  1799:  5  Ga.,  335.  Where  read,  although  different  case 
stated  at  head  of  answer,  from  interrogatories  and  commissions :  24  Ga.,  384.  When 
filed  and  service  acknowledged  :  31  Ga.,  47.  To  be  leading  must  suggest  the  answer: 
33  Ga.,  275.     And  whether  leading,  rests  in  sound  discretion  of  the  Court :  51  Ga.,  410. 

Must  also  specify  names  of  witnesses  :  See  Rule  of  Court  and  note  to  same.  As  to 
the  commission,  generally  :  Weeks  Dep.,  $§184-196,  396  et  seq.  Failure  of  clerk  to  sign, 
not  fatal:  Weeks  Dep.,  $186.  Deputy  may  sign:  lb.  If  name  of  plaintiff  is  stated 
individually  in  the  commission  and  as  executor  in  interrogatories,  former  is  amend- 

able :  Weeks  Dep.,  $190.  Leading  questions:  See  general  note  at  end  of  Chapter. 
Witness  not  allowed  to  bring  out  in  his  answers  new  matter  not  responsive  to  ques- 

tions :  Weeks  Dep.,  $404.  aBut  if  cross-interrogatories  are  filed  after  the  ten  days,  but 
before  the  commission  issues,  they  should  be  attached  :    Weeks  on  Dep.,  $233. 

§3880.  (3824.)  (3804.)  Without  service.  If,  in  any  case,  the  opposite 
party  is  beyond  the  jurisdiction  of  the  Court,  or  cannot  be  found,  and 
is  not  represented  by  attorney,  a  notice  at  the  Court  House  door  for  ten 
days  of  the  filing  of  the  interrogatories,  shall  authorize  a  commission 
to  issue. 
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§3881.  (3825.)  (3805.  If  there  are  several  parties.  If  there  are  more 
than  one  party  opposing,  and  they  have  not  a  joint  interest,  but  sev- 

eral independent  interests  are  represented  by  different  attorneys,  copies 
must  be  served  upon  each,  and  the  right  to  file  cross-interrogatories  be- 

longs to  each.  In  every  case  the  Court  should  see  that  the  party 
really  to  be  affected  by  the  evidence  has  an  opportunity  of  cross-exam- 
ination. 

Relevant  cross-interrogatories  should  be  answered,  or  all  the  interrogatories  with- 
held from  the  jury  :  1  Ga.,  551 ;  7/348.  Witness  answering  according  to  reasonable 

understanding  of  cross-interrogatories,  sufficient :  8  Ga.,  421.  Where  party  benefited 
by  failure  of  witness  to  answer  cross-interrogatories  fully,  he  can  not  complain:  14 
Ga.,  277.  Substantial  answering  of  cross-interrogatories  is  sufficient:  14  Ga.,  242; 
41/117;  49/31.  See  also  Schaefer  vs.  Georgia  Railroad,  Pamphlt.,  Sept.,  1880,  p.  43. 
Where  discrepancy  between  answer  to  direct  and  cross-interrogatory  excluded  both  : 
19Ga.,569.  An  immaterial  cross-question  unanswered  did  not  exclude  the  evidence: 
44  Ga.,  266;  32/546,  325.  Party  cross-examining  may  withdraw  his  cross-question: 
6  Ga.,  365;  53/546  ;  57/336.    See  note  §3889. 

§3882.  (3826.)    (3806.)   Appointment  of  commissioners.      Commissions 
Act  of  185G  shall  issue  generally  in  blank,  allowing  the  party  to  select  his  commis- 
c.  p.  269.     sioners ;  but,  in  any  case,  the  opposite  party  shall  have  the  privilege 

of  naming  two  competent  commissioners,  whose  names  shall  be  inser- 
ted in  the  commission,  and  one  of  whom  shall  act  in  the  execution 

thereof,  unless  a  good  and  sufficient  reason  be  shown  for  his  failure. 

Failure  of  commissioners  to  insert  their  names  in  the  blank  does  not  vitiate,  it  ap- 
pearing in  the  return  who  are  the  commissioners:  20  Ga.,  108.  Commissioners  to  take 

interrogatories  are  officers  of  Courts  and  presumed  they  do  their  duty,  and  may  em- 
ploy some  third  party  to  do  their  clerical  work  :  64  Ga.,  780.  An  attorney  may  be  a 

commissioner,  and  all  appearing  in  one  handwriting  did  not  avoid  it :  33  Ga.,  117. 
As  to  names  of  commissioners  :  See  Rule  of  Court;  Weeks  Dep.,  §187. 

§3883.  (3827.)  (3807.)  Who  may  act.  No  person  is  competent  to  act 
(a)  Acts  of  as  commissioner  who  would  be  incompetent  as  a  juror  on  account  of. 
1866,  p.  25.  relationship,  or  as  a  witness  on  account  of  interest,  nor  will  the  attor- 

ney of  the  party,  or  his  clerk,  or  an  agent  paid  to  discharge  this  duty, 

be  a  competent  commissioner.  A  commissioner,-  like  a  judge,  should 
stand  perfectly  impartial  between  the  parties.  [Reasonable  compensa- 

tion may  be  paid  to  the  commissioners,  but  not  more  than  two  dollars 
per  day  shall  be  taxed  as  costs  against  the  party  cast  in  the  suit.]  (a.) 

Clerk  of  counsel  for  party  suing  out  the  interrogatories  not  competent:  5  Ga.,  335. 
So  is  a  student  at  law  in  an  attorney's  office  incompetent  to  act  as  commissioner  :  5 
Ga.,  424.  Neither  can  a  son  of  the  attorney  for  the  party  act:  19  Ga.,  404.  One  un- 

able to  write  is  incompetent  to  act:  23  Ga.,  4.  An  attorney,  other  than  counsel  for 
parties,  and  not  interested,  may  act:  33  Ga.,  117  ;  28/188.  Presence  of  counsel  or  par- 

ties avoids  :  8  Ga.,  427.  Where  one  commissioner  may  recover  for  fees  of  another: 
57  Ga.,  384.  Section  referred  to  and  construed:  64  Ga.,  782.  Abbreviations  in  names 
of  commissioners  sufficient :  23  Ga.,  17. 

Weeks  Dep.,  §§284-6,  437  ;  notes  to  Code,  §§205,  3718,  4681,  par.  4. 

§3884.  (3828.)  (3808.)  How  executed.     No  party,  or  his  counsel,  or  his 
agent,  or  other  person  on  his  behalf,  should  be  present  at  the  execution 
of  the  commission,  and  everything  attending  the    execution  should 

.     show  a  perfect  impartiality  and  freedom  from  bias. 
Questions  put  to  witness  and  answered  by  attorney,  vitiating:  8  Ga.,  421.  Pres- 

ence of  £tn  agent  vitiating :  14  Ga.  70.  Party  seeking  the  interrogatories  in  next  room 
to  where  taken,  with  door  open,  avoids  them :  24  Ga.,  384.  Same  rule  if  party  in  the 
room :  19  Ga.,  630.  Son  of  the  attorney  a  commissioner,  avoids :  19  Ga,,  404.  An- 

swers to  cross-interrogatories  as  to  who  were  present :  32  Ga.,  507,  546.  Does  not  apply 
where  the  witness  is  a  party  to  the  suit:  41  Ga.,  675. 

§3885.  (3829.)  (3809.)  Compelling  witnesses  to  answer.     If  a  witness  re- 
Act  of  1794,  fuses  to  appear  before  the  commissioners,  or  to  answer  the  interroga- 

a  p*  f6wo'  ̂orieS?  upon  the  certificate  of  one  of  the  commissioners,  or  the  affidavit 
€.  p,°269.    '  of  the  party  or  his  attorney  to  the  fact,  presented  to  a  Judge  of  the Superior  Court,  or  the  Ordinary,  it  shall  be  his  duty  to  issue  an  order 

to  the  Sheriff,  his  deputy,  or  any  constable,  to  arrest  the  witness  and 
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bring  him  before  such  Judge,  or  Ordinary,  and,  after  hearing  his  excuse 
and  examining  the  interrogatories,  to  see  that  the  same  are  legal,  he 
shall  order  the  said  witness  to  be  lodged  in  jail  until  he  answers  the 
same.  This  provision  shall  extend  to  commissions  sent  from  the 
Courts  of  other  States  or  the  United  States. 

§3886.  (3830.)  (3810.)  Where  to  be  examined.  No  female  witness  shall 
be  required  to  leave  her  home  to  appear  before  commissioners,  nor  shall 
any  witness  be  required  to  go  out  of  the  county,  or  more  than  ten  miles 
from  his  residence;  and  any  witness  leaving  his  home  to  be  examined 
shall  have  the  fees  of  a  witness  subpoenaed  and  attending  the  Court. 

§3887.  (3831.)  (3811.)  Writing  out  their  own  answers.  Witnesses  may 
write  out  their  own  answers  in  the  presence  of  the  commissioners,  and 
by  their  consent,  but  in  no  other  way  shall  they  prepare  the  same  ;  and 
if  the  witnesses  answer  from  written  memoranda,  such  memoranda 
shall  be  sent  with  the  commission,  and  the  fact  certified  by  the  com- 
missioners. 

Caption  in  handwriting  of  party,  but  answers  to  interrogatories  in  witness' hand- 
writing, is  sufficient :  17  Ga.,  622.  Commissioners  may  have  other  clerical  force  to 

write  out  the  answers:  64  Ga.,  782.  Although  the  witness  may  not  attach  the  memo- 
randa used,  it  does  not  avoid  all  the  answers:  44  Ga.,  278  ;  41/231.  Transcript  of  book 

of  accounts  attached  is  sufficient  :  Petersburg  Savings  and  Insurance  Company  vs. 

Manhattan  Insurance  Company,  Pamphlt.,  Feb'y.,  1881,  p.  33. 

§3888.  (3832.)  (3812.)  Duty  of  commissioners.  The  answers  should  be 
made  under  oath,  and  certified  to  be  so  taken.  They  should  be  written  out 
plainly,  and  be  full  and  explicit  to  all  the  direct  and  cross-interrogato- 

ries ;  they  should  be  signed  by  the  witness,  and  attested  officially  by 
the  commissioners  named  in  the  commission,  and  the  place  of  execu- 

tion should  also  appear.  The  interrogatories,  answers  and  commissions 
should  be  then  sealed  up  in  an  envelope,  with  the  names  of  the  com- 

missioners written  across  the  seal,  and  directed  to  the  officer  of  the 
Court  whence  the  commmission  issued.  The  package  can  be  sent  by 
mail  or  intrusted  to  the  party,  or  some  private  hand.  In  the  former  /,>  /&%> 

case,  the  postmaster  receiving  it  from  the  commissioner  must  certify/^?  ' 
to  the  fact,  and  the  postmaster  delivering  it  to  the  Court  must  certify  kf'X  tt^*-*-^- 
to  its  reception  by  due  course  of  mail.     In  the  latter  case,  the  person  /jst*?/* 
receiving  and  delivering  it  in  Court  must  make  affidavit  of  the  fact, 
and  of  its  freedom  from  alteration. 

See  rule  36  of  the  Superior  Court.  Formerly  the  place  where  taken  need  not  be 
stated:  23  Ga.,  132.  But  the  place  where  taken  should  be  set  forth:  52  Ga.,  126; 
53/162.     Where  answers  added  by  witness  under  new  jurat  were  excluded  :  46  Ga.,  602. 

Powers  and  duties  of  commissioners:  Weeks  Dep.,  §§294-322.  As  to  the  caption 
Weeks  Dep.,  §§323-327,  423;  certificate  :  lb.,  §§328-340,  417,  435;  names  of #  witnesses  : 
See  Rule  of  Court;  Weeks  Dep.,  §190.  As  to  answering  cross-interrogatories:  Weeks 
Dep.,  §§238,  370,  377  ;  not  compelled  to  answer  wholly  irrelevant  or  impertinent  ques- 

tions :  lb.,  §487  ;  as  to  the  return :  Weeks  Dep.,  §343 et  seq.  Exhibits  to  interrogatories  : 
lb.,  §§387,  499. 

§3889.(3833.)  (3813.)  How  received  and  disposed  of .     The  package  thus 
forwarded  must  be  received  in  open  Court,  and  opened  only  by  its  leave 
or  the  consent  of  parties,  and  when  thus  received  shall  become  an  office     . 
paper,  to  be  used  by  either  party  under  the  direction  of  the  Court. 

Where  were  inadmissible  because  no  proper  custody  of  the  interrogatories  or  re- 
ceiving of  them  in  open  Court:  46  Ga.,  146.  Entry  of  clerk  entered  nunc  pro  tunc  as 

to  interrogatories  received  in  open  Court:  61  Ga.,  i20. 
Opening:  Weeks  Dep.,  §448  et  seq.  ;  by  mistake:  lb.,  §449. 

§3890.  (3834.)  (3814.)  Failing  to  return,  a  contempt.  A  commission 
once  executed  must  be  returned,  and  a  party  failing  to  return,  or  will- 

fully abstracting  such,  shall  be  attached  for  contempt,  and  otherwise 
dealt  with  until  the  same  is  produced. 

§3891.  Depositions  without  commission,  [Where  any  party  to  a  suit  in 
any  Court  of  this  State  shall  desire  to  take  the  testimony  of  a  witness 
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by  written  interrogatories  and  depositions,  and  the  opposite  party,  or 
his  attorney,  shall,  in  writing,  waive  commission,  the  answer  of  the 
witness,  or  witnesses,  may  be  taken  in  virtue  of  such  agreement,  which 
shall  operate  in  lieu  of  a  commission,  and  the  persons  acting  as  com- , 
missioners  thereunder  shall  be  authorized  to  administer  the  usual  oath 
to  the  witness,  or  witnesses,  upon  which  perjury  may  be  assigned  and 
punished  as  under  the  penal  laws  of  this  State  governing  the  same. 

A  caption  in  substance  as  follows  shall  be  a  sufficient  return  under 
said  agreement,  to-wit : 

State  of  Georgia,   County  : 

By  virtue  of  an  agreement  between  the  parties  or  counsel  in  the  case 
of   vs.   ,  pending  in  the   Court  of   ,  county  or  district 
(as  the  case  may  be,)  the  undersigned,  acting  as  commissioners,  have 
caused  A.  B   ,  a  witness  in  said  case,  to  come  before  us,  who,  being 
duly  sworn  true  answers  to   make  to   the   annexed    interrogatories, 
deposes  and  answers  as  follows  : 

To  first  interrogatory,  he  answers,  etc. 
To  second-interrogatory,  he  answers,  etc. 
To  first  cross-interrogatory,  he  answers  etc. 
To  second  cross-interrogatory,  he  answers,  etc. 
Answered,  subscribed  and  sworn  to  before  us,  this   day  of   , 

187—. 
E.  F.,  Commissioner.  [Seal.] 

J.  K.,  Witness.  G.  H.,  Commissioner.  [Seal.] 

And  a  substantial  compliance  with  the  same  shall  be  sufficient  to  let 
(a)^  A.ctsof  the  answers  go  to  the  jury,  if  legal,  on  other  grounds,  and  to  give  legal 
1873,  p.  4u.  ganction  to  the  oath  administered  as  aforesaid.]  (a.) 

Where  taken  by  consent,  without  commissions,  the  execution  and  return  are  not 
controlled  by  usual  provisions  of  the  statute:  49  Ga.,  31.  And  when  taken  under 
this  section,  need  not,  without  commissions^regularly  sued  out,  show  the  residence  of 
the  witness:  55  Ga.,  208. 

§3892.  (3835.)  (3815.)  Exceptions,  when  taken.     All  exceptions  to  the 
Actsofi854  execution  and  return  of  commissions  must  be  made  in  writing,  and 
€.  p.  49.      notice  thereof  given  to  the  opposite  party  before  the  case  is  submitted 

to  the  jury  :  Provided,  the  same  has  been  in  the  clerk's  office  for  twenty- 
four  hours  prior  to  the  trial.     Depositions  read  on  the  first  trial  shall 
not  be  subject  to  formal  exceptions  on  subsequent  trial. 

Failing  to  except  at  first  trial,  when  interrogatories  read,  a  waiver  of  exceptions :  8  Ga., 
421.  Delay  in  objecting :  18  Ga.,  578;  14/242.  That  one  of  direct  interrogatories  has 
not  been  answered,  not  ground  of  excepting  of  other  side  :  19  Ga.,  404.  Notice,  etc., 
•directory  only :  9  Ga.,  446.  Before  case  submitted  to  the  jury:  23  Ga.,  215;  29/443. 
Where  exception  that  the  cross-interrogatories  had  not  been  fully  answered  were  sus- 

tained, Court  may  allow  to  withdraw  and  re-execute:  13  Ga",  188.  Delay  for  several years  in  objecting,  and  after  trial  commenced,  and  two  former  trials:  21  Ga.,  576. 
Must  be  determined  before  the  case  is  submitted :  31  Ga.,  625.  Waiver  of  all  objec- 

tions by  attorney  of  the  party:  32  Ga.,  542  ;  55/216.  Case  in  last  resort,  objections  on 
ground  of  irrelevancy  ;  33  Ga.,  49.  Section  referred  to  and  construed :  44  Ga.,  458. 
This  section  does  not  apply  where  answers  brought  into  Court  by  written  consent: 
60  Ga.,  329,  332.  Exceptions  for  want  of  proper  execution  should  be  made  in  writing, 
and  notiee  thereof  given  to  opposite  party  before  case  submitted  to  the  jury:  Gal- 
ceran  vs.  Noble,  Jr.,  Pamphlt.,  Feb'y.  term,  1881.  p.  11.  On  ground  that  questions 
leading:  See  Rule  37  of  Superior  Court;  44  Ga.,  236,  229,  458.  Aud  as  to  leading  ques- 

tions generally  :  See  50  Ga.,  395  ;  51/410-419  ;  49/31. 

General  law  of  exceptions  to  interrogatories  and  commission  :  Weeks  Dep.,  #364  et 

seq.;  ##389-423,  453;  Waiver  of:  16.,' §424.     Effect  of  general  objections  :  lb.,  #389. 

9     ̂ >t  /a /f-t/^&<    §3893.  Depositions  may  be  taken  in  certain  counties.*  JTn  all  counties  in 

^**"aZ  Acts  of  this  State,  whcTO-therc-  ia^o*--raray-*b^pr>e*%y  of  -fea   thousand  inhabi- 
'1871-2,  p.  46.  tants  and  upwards,  either  party  litigant  in  any  Court  of  record  in 

any   such   county   may,  without  any  order  or  commission,   take  the 
deposition  of  any  witness  or  witnesses  in  said  case,  whether  resident 
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in  the  county  or  not,  upon  giving  the  opposite  party  five  days'  notice 
•of  the  time  and  place,  with  names  of  the  witnesses.]  (a.) 

Practice  of  oral  examinations  before  commissioner  :  Weeks  Dep.,  #239  et  seq. 

§3894.  Depositions,  by  whom  taken.     [Such  depositions  to  be  taken  be-  (b*  Acts  of 

fore  any  commissioner  appointed  by  the  Judge  of  the   Superior  Court  1871~2>  p-  46« 
of  said  county,  for  the  purpose  of  taking  such  depositions,  and  the  ap- 

pointment entered  on  the  minutes.]  (b.) 
§3895.  Form  of  caption,  certificate,  etc.     [The  caption  and  certificate  of 

"the  return  of  such  cases  may  be  substantially  as  follows : 
A.  B.} 

vs.     V  In  the   Court  of   countv,  Georgia. 
CD.) 

Depositions  of   and   ,  witness  (or  witnesses)  for  the  plaintiff  (c)  Acts  of 

(or  defendant,)  in  the  above  case,  taken  upon  notice,  beginning  on  the  1871"2,  p- 47, 
  day  of   ,  18 — ,  at   ,  in  the  presence  of  the  plaintiff  and  de- 

fendant, either  or  both,  in  person  or  by  attorney,  as  the  case  may  be ; 
the  said  witness  or  witnesses,  being  first  duly  sworn,  deposed  as  fol- 

lows :  (here  stating  each  question,  both  direct  and  cross,  with  the  answer 
as  delivered  by  the  witness  immediately  after  it,  and  concluding  as 

follows :)  "  The  foregoing  depositions  were  taken  before  me,  as  stated 
in  the  caption,  and  the  answer  reduced  to  writing  by  me,  or  by  the 
witness  in  my  presence,  and  1  Certify  that  1  am  not  interested  in  the 

cause,  nor  of  kin  or  counsel  to  either  of  the  parties,"  and  signed  by 
the  commissioner.]  (c.) 

§3896.  Motions  and  objections,  how  made  and  returned.  [All  motions  or(d>  Acts  of 

applications  to  postpone  or  adjourn  the  proceedings,  and  all  objections  lb71~2>  p-  47« 
to  the  witnesses  or  proceedings,  shall  be  made  to  the  commissioner,  and 
if  in  writing,  riled  with  the  return,  and  if  not  in  writing/noted  in  and 
^become  part  of  the  return,  with  the  ruling  of  the  commissioner  thereon, 
and  the  answer  of  the  witnesses,  whether  the  objection  be  sustained  or 
not.]  (d.) 

§3897.  Order  and  scope  of  examination.  [The  order  and  scope  of  the  ex-(e*  Acts  of 

animation  shall  be  had  in  conformity  to  the  rules  of  the  Superior  Court 1871"2,  p- 47- 
governing  the  examination  of  witnesses  in  trials  at  law.]  (e.) 

§3898.  Depositions,  how  returned.  [When  the  return  shall  have  been  $)  Acts  of 

made  up,  and  signed,  as  provided  in  the  preceding  sections,  the  same  l871"2>  p-  47- 
shall  be,  together  with  evidence  of  the  service  of  the  notice,  sealed  up 
and  directed  to  the  clerk  of  the  Court  where  the  case  is  pending,  and 
may  be  delivered  either  by  the  commissioner  to  such  clerk  in  person, 
or  sent  by  the  hand  of  any  other  person;  and  the  clerk  is  hereby  au- 

thorized, whether  the  Court  be  in  session  or  not,  to  administer  the  usual 
•oath,  and  enter  the  same  on  the  package,  with  leave  to  open,  as  prac- 

ticed in  this  State  (as  to  interrogatories,)  and  the  package  may  be 
thereupon  opened  and  published  without  further  delay.]  (f.) 

§3899.  Power  and  fees  of  commissioner.  [The  commissioner  shall  have  (g)  Acts  of 

the  same  power  and  authority  to  summon  witnesses,  and  compel  their  13'2'po4- 
attendance  to  testify,  before  him,  as  are  now  conferred  upon  Justices  of 
the  Peaee  in  this  State,  to  compel  witnesses  to  appear  and  testify  in 

Justices' Courts ;  and  the  said  commissioners  shall  receive  from  the 
party  seeking  the  testimony  of  the  witnesses  examined  before  him,  the 
following  fees,  to-wit:  For  the  examination  of  each  witness,  two  dol- 

lars; for  certifying  and  returning  the  testimony  taken  before  him  for 
the  plaintiff  or  defendant,  in  each  case,  fifty  cents;  for  issuing  each 
subpoena,  twenty  cents.]  (g.) 

§3900.  Commissioner's  orders,  how  executed.  [The  attachments  or  orders,  (h)  Acts  of 
or  other  process  issued  by  said  commissioners,  for  the  purpose  of  com-18'2,  p-  ̂  
pelling  witnesses  to  appear  and  testify,  shall  be  directed  to,  and  may 
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be  executed  by,  the  Sheriff,  his  deputy,  or  any  constable  of  the  coun- 
ty.]  (h.) 

General  Note  on  Interrogatories. — Abbreviations  of  commissioners'  names  suffi- 
cient :  23  Ga.,  17.  Affidavit  of  person  delivering  interrogatories  to  clerk  not  signed  and 

delivered  in  vacation,  inadmissible  :  4£Ga.,  138.  Answer,  when  substantially  to  whole 
question,  held  sufficient:  26Ga.,332;  41/117;  49/31.  Shaefervs.  Ga.  R.  R.,Pamphlt.,Sept.r 
1880,  p.  43.  To  cross-interrogatories  not  full  enough  and  re-execution  ordered:  57Ga.,336. 
Ought  to  be  full,  etc. :  20  Ga.,  593.  Where  not  ruled  out  because  question  was  not 
fully  answered:  41  Ga.,  232;  45/416.  To  cross-question  may  refer  to  answer  to  direct, 
when  the  same  :  17  Ga.,  558.  Caption  in  handwriting  of  party,  and  answer  in  that  of 
witness,  may  be  read  :  17  Ga.,  622.  Case  stated  in,  of  interrogatories,  need  not  be  stated 
in  caption  to  answers :  22Ga.,541;  24/384.  Commission,  as  to  return  of,  when  not 
regularly  executed  :  See  rule  35  Superior  Court.  Commissioners  are  officers  of 
Court,  and  they  may  get  disinterested  persons  to  do  clerical  work  of  transcribing  an- 

swers, etc.  :  64  Ga.,  780.  Compensation  ;  commissioner  may  recover  what  his  services 
are  reasonably  worth,  when,  etc.  :  57  Ga.,  384.  Consent,  when  answers  taken  by,  with- 

out commission,  execution  and  return  not  controlled  by  statutory  provisions,  etc.  :  49 
Ga.,  31;  55/208.  English  language;  when  witness  did  not  understand,  presumed 
commissioners  understood  language  of  witness  :  41  Ga.,  660.  Female  ■witness,  as  to 
reading  deposition  of,  and  oral  examination  of:  41  Ga.,  660.  Form  of  commission: 
See  Rule  32  Superior  Court.  Hearsay,  ambiguous  answer  ruled  out  as:  48  Ga.,  580. 
Family  conversation  held  to  be  in  this  case:  48  Ga,,  588.  Impeaching  "witness, 
party  not  estopped  from,  by  reading  answers  to  his  cross-questions  when  party  suing 
out  interrogatories  fails  to  do  so  :  45  Ga.,  89.  Jurat;  when  error  to  rule  out  answers  for 

lack  of  words  "answered,  subscribed,  etc."  :  18  Ga.,  573.  Formal  words  of,  may  fol- 
low7 names  of  commissioners:  35  Ga.,  132.  New,  and  new  answers,  rejected  when  cer- 

tificate did  not  show  it  was  done  at  same  time  and  place  :  46  Ga.,  602.  Leading,  in- 
terrogatories to  be,  must  suggest  the  answer:  33  Ga.,  275.  Exception  to  written  in- 

terrogatory on  ground  it  is,  must  be  filed  before  issuing  commissions:  Rule  of  Court 
37;  44  Ga.,  236,  229.  Mail,  certficate  when  interrogatories  returned  by:  See  Rule  36: 
Superior  Court.  Meaning,  ordinary,  to  be  given  to  words  used  by  witness  in  deposi- 

tion :  6  Ga.,  178,  189.  Memorandum,  witness  using,  not  attached  to  answers,  answers 
affected  thereby  ruled  out:  44  Ga.,  278.  Mistake,  witness  not  allowed  to  explain,, 
where  not  in  evidence  :  12  Ga.,  19.  When  witness  examined  as  to,  in  former  answers, 
not  error  to  furnish  him  copy  of  previous  answers:  26  Ga.,  332.  Name,  discrepancy 
in,  of  witness  in  interrogatories  and  to  depositions  does  not  exclude  testimony,  when  : 
19  Ga,,  569;  26/183.  Non-residence,  deposition  taken  on  account  of,  of  witness  not 
read  on  trial  when  witness  has  removed  within  the  jurisdiction  :  6  Ga.,  178.  Parties,, 
when  nominal,  neglected  or  refused  to  answer  interrogatories,  case  should  not  have 
been  dismissed:  20  Ga.,  90.  Place,  failure  to  state,  of  execution  of  commission,  exe- 

cution not  void  :  23  Ga.,  132.  Of  execution  of  commission  should  appear,  otherwise 
such  evidence  should  be  excluded  :  53  Ga.,  162.  Reading  of  deposition,  when  proper 
time  to  move  to  arrest :  6  Ga.,  509.  In  another  case,  between  same  parties,  etc. :  7  Ga., 
445;  24/438.  Either  party  may  read  interrogatories,  etc:  14  Ga.,  697.  Ruled  out* 
when  one  set  of  interrogatories  is,  they  cannot  be  read  to  impeach  witness'  anwers  to 
another  set:  55  Ga.,  208.  Whereon  defendants'  objection,  part  of  answers  were  ruled 
out,  and  he  subsequently  introduced  them,  no  ground  for  new  trial,  etc.:  Petersburg 
Ins.  Co.  vs.  Manhattan  Ins.  Co.,  Pamphlt.  Feb.,  1881,  p.  33.  No  ground  for  ruling  out 
whole  testimony,  that  witness  failed  to  answer  pertinent  question  :  44  Ga.,  266.  Sec- 

ond examination  of  witness  by  commission  not  objectionable:  24  Ga.,  518.  Sig- 
natures of  witness  and  commissioners  seeming  to  be  in  same  handwriting,  question 

for  the  jury:  33  Ga.,  117.  Of  witnesses,  where  commissioners  should  sign,  good  :  43 
Ga.,  569.  Time  allowed  for  return  of  commission:  See  Rule  34  Superior  Court. 
Will,  original  paper  propounded  as,  may  be  presented  under  direction  of  the  Court  of 
witnesses  residing  out  of  the  State  by  interrogatories  :  45  Ga.,  416.  Withdrawal  to. 
interrogatories  allowed  where  cross-questions  not  fully  answered:  13  Ga.,.  188.  On,  of 
original,  certified  copy  of  interrogatories  and  answers  ought  to  be  left  in  office  :  13  Ga., 
189.  Witness  dead,  disqualified,  or  inaccessible,  when  interrogatories  of,  maybe  read 
in  another  case,  substantially  the  same,  between  same  parties:  55  Ga.,  604.  As  to 
names  of  witnesses :  See  Rule  33  Superior  Court. 

General  Note  on  Interrogatories. — Adverse  party,  use  of  interrogatories  by :. 
Weeks  Dep.,  §465-8.  Competency  of  testimony  governed  bj'  law  of  time  when  it  is 
offered,  not  when  it  was  taken:  Weeks  Dep.,  §515.  Death  of  party,  if  action  sur- 

vives, no  commission  can  issue  until  administrator  is  appointed:  Weeks  Dep.,  §484.. 
Death  of  witness  pending  examination  :  Weeks  Dep.,. §§493,  498  ;  see  note  following 
Code,  §3876.  Former  trial,  testimony  of  witness  at:  Notes  to  §3782 ;  Weeks  Dep., 
§§44,  469-477.  General  questions,  in  answer  to,  witness  may  state  facts  not  drawn 
out  by  others:  9  Am.  D.,  210  ;  Weeks  Dep..  §§218,  403..  Leading  questions  :  Rule  of 

.  Court;  Weeks  Dep.,  §201  principle  of  Code,  §3865  as  to  discretion  of  Court  does  not 
apply  to  interrogatories:  Weeks  Dep.,  §201.  Privilege  of  witness  from  self-crimina- 

tion: Weeks  Dep.,  §213;  notes  to  §3870.  United  States  Courts,  interrogatories  in  :, 
Weeks  Dep.,  §§79-167. — See  notes  on  Rules  of  Court.. 
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CHAPTER  VII. 

PERPETUATING    TESTIMONY. 

Section. 
3901.  Application  and  order. 
3902.  Deposition  and  filing. 
3903.  Application  recorded. 

Section. 
3904.  Effect  of  testimony. 
3905.  Fees. 

§3901.  (3836.)  (3816.)  Application  and  order.     If  any  person  desires  to  Act  of  1823, 
perpetuate  the  testimony  of  a  witness,  in  anticipation  of  litigation,  AC?sofi855 
not  yet  pending,  and  which  it  is  not  in  his  power  to  commence,  he  may  -6>  p-  142- 
make  written  application  to  the  Judge  of  the  Superior  Court  of  the  §3108. 
County  where  the  witness  resides,  or,  if  a  non-resident,  where  he  may 
be  temporarily,  stating  the  facts,  the  proof  expected,  and  the  parties 

probably  interested'  on  the  other  side,  accompanying  such  application with  the  written  interrogatories  to  be  propounded  to  the   witness; 
whereupon  the  Judge  shall  pass  an  order  requiring  some  disinterested 
attorney  of  the  Court  to  act  as  commissioner  and  take  such  testimony, 
providing  in  such  order  for  the  most  effectual  notice  to  the  opposite 
parties,  and  for  any  cross-interrogatories  which  may  be  filed. 

§3902.  (3837.)  (3817.)  Deposition  and  filing.    Such  commissioner,  after  Acts  of  1855 

executing  the  commission  in  the  same  manner  as  in  ordinary  cases,  "6-  p- 142- 
shall  file  the  package  with  the  Clerk  of  the  Superior  Court,  with  his 
indorsement  of  the  fact  thereon,  which  package  shall  be  safely  kept, 
until  produced  by  him  for  publication,  under  the  order  of  the  Court 

§3903.  (3838.)  "(3818.)  Application  recorded.  The  application  for  the order,  and  the  order,  shall  be  entered  on  the  minutes  before  delivery  to 
the  commissioner  for  execution. 

§3904.  (3839.)  (3819.)  Effect  of  testimony.     Testimony  thus  taken  shall  §3110. 
be  used  de  bene  esse  if,  at  the  time  the  litigation  arises,  no  more  satisfac- 

tory examination  of  the  witness  may  be  had. 
Where  it  must  appear  by  the  record  that  the  testimony  was  taken  de  bene  esse :  15 

Ga.,  424. 

§3905.  (3840.)  (3820.)  Fees.     The  Court  granting  the  order  shall  pre-  Acts  of  1865 

scribe  the  fees  to  be  paid  to  the  commissioner.  .  ~£^&  0f4i87i 
-2    v>  51 

Perpetuating  testimony  :  Weeks  on  Depositions,  §§11,  39,  169.  '  F'     * 
General  Note  on  Title  X. — Admissions,  administrator  and  executor  bound  by : 

18  Ga.,  687.  Attorneys  as  witnesses  formerly  under  Act  of  1850,  regulating  testimony 
of:  32  Ga.,  173.  Certificate  of  physicians  not  evidence  of  a  fact  to  be  proven:  40 
Ga.,  530.  Circumstantial  evidence,  Court  may  charge  jury  as  to  force  and  effect  of : 
23  Ga.,  576.  Compromise,  propositions  for,  not  admissible  as  evidence  :  13  Ga.,  406-407. 
Confessions  made  under  threats,  Court  may  inquire  what  the  threats  were:  11  Ga., 
123.  Conflicting  testimony,  as  to,  and  what  jury  may  look  to  :  12  Ga.,  229  ;  24/252, 
530;  30/361,619,423;  42/64.  Cross-examination;  when  witness  is  examined  as  to 
formal  point,  opposite  party  has  a  right  of  general  cross-examination  :  23  Ga.,  154-155. 
Deed  admissible  in  evidence  on  proof  of  handwriting  of  sole  subscribing  witness,  who  is 
dead:  32  Ga.,  195.  Evidence,  definition  of :  lOGa.,560.  Facts,  witness  must  state,  as  to 

contract  and  not  his  "  ideas  "  :  56  Ga.,  596.  Four  years'  possession,  evidence  of, 
must  be  sufficient :  61  Ga.,  46.  Gestures  are  an  acted  language,  and  no  more  admis- 

sible in  a  man's  favor  than  spoken  words  :■  29  Ga.,  285.  Habits  not  admissible  as  evi- 
dence, when:  24  Ga.,  518.  Hearsay  evidence  inadmissible:  26  Ga.,  332.  Illegal 

testimony  admitted  without  objection  at  time,  no  ground  for  new  trial:  9  Ga.,  9.  Jury 
bound  to  consider  if  it  goes  to  them  without  objection:  25  Ga.,  137;  20/600.  When 

new  trial  because  of  admission  of:  40  Ga,,  529.  Immaterial  testimony,  new  ti'ial 
hardly  awarded  for  admission  of:  27  Ga.,  266.  Impeachment  of  memory  of  witness 
to  be  by  cross-examination  :  20  Ga.,  600.  Witness  maybe  impeached,  etc.,  but  not  by 
special  acts  of  adultery:  61  Ga.,  305.  Insolvency;  recollection  of  Sheriff  who  made 
search  for  property  admissible  for  that  purpose  :  33  Ga.,  372.  Interrogatories  sub- 

stantially answered,  sufficient :  26  Ga.,  332  ;  8/421.  Failure  to  insert  names  of  commis- 
sioners in  blauk  commission  does  not  invalidate:  20  Ga,,  108.  Answers  to,  ought  to 

be  full:  20  Ga.,  593.  One  unable  to  write  incapable  as  commissioner:  23  Ga,,  4. 
Wrongfully  ruled  out  for  failure  to  answer  an  immaterial  question  :  32  Ga.,  546.  Place 
of  execution  of  commission  must  appear  :  53  Ga.,  162.  As  to  reason  for  reading  in- 

terrogatories in  one  case  taken  in  another:  55  Ga.,  604.  Letter  addressed  to  and  read 
to  or  by  defendant  in  criminal  case  maybe  read  for  jury  to  understand  the  reply,  etc. : 
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27  Ga.,  648.     Non  est  factum,  unless  plea  of,  filed,  execution  of  a  paper,   foundation 
of  action  need  not  be  proved :   65Ga.,23.     Number  of  witneses,   jury  not  bound  to 

i  believe  according  to :  10  Ga.,  148.     Objections,  specific,  to  evidence  considered  a  waiver 
of  objections,  not  taken  :  20  Ga.,  135.  Opinions  of  subscribing  witness  to  will,  and  of 
physicians,  admissible  as  to  sanity  of  testator:  6  Ga.,  324.  Papers  introduced  as  evi- 

dence, as  to  relevancy  of :  42  Ga.,  625.  Party,  as  to  credit  of,  as  witness:  30  Ga.,  921  ; 
49/476;  43/287.  Parol,  that  indorsement  of  a  note  was  for  a  particular  purpose  may  be 
shown  by:  22  Ga.,  24.  When  not  admissible:  56  Ga.,  605.  Perjured  evidence, 
verdict  not  set  aside  for,  when  :  25  Ga.,  671.  Positive  and  negative  testimony,  as  to 
weight  of,  etc. :  12  Ga.,  213  ;  21/133 ;  26/183  ;  36/285.  When  rule  as  to,  did  not  apply  : 
27  Ga.,  381,  649;  42/473.  Prisoner,  escape  of,  put  in  evidence:  25  Ga..  527.  Proba- 

bility, charging  jury  to  find,  according  to  weight  of,  error:  25  Ga.,  577.  Proper  evi- 
dence, any  fact  or  circumstances  serving  to  elucidate  the  issue,  etc.,  is  :  18  Ga.,  687. 

Public  officers,  certificate  of,  cannot  prove  a  fact :  21  Ga.,  301.  Res  gestae,  sayings 
of  a  party  delivering  money,  etc.,  were:  18  Ga.,  495.  Sayings  of  party  on  settlement 
of  account,  were:  32  Ga.,  409.  Sayings  of  defendant  in  fi.  fa.,  when  admissible  in  evi- 

dence against  claimant :  20  Ga.,  2l0.  Error  to  receive,  of  guardian  in  his  own  favor: 
29  Ga.,  82.  Defendant  in  criminal  case  cannot  give  in  his  own  :  45  Ga.,  225.  Of  tenant 
in  possession  not  admissible  against  title  of  landlord :  14  Ga.,  174.  Secondary 
evidence,  what  necessary  to  prove  to  admit,  of  contents  of  paper  :  6  Ga.,  188 ;  13/406. 
Given  to  jury  by  consent,  etc.  :  20  Ga.,  563.  Sheriff,  representations  of,  at  sale,  as 
evidence  :  27  Ga.,  167.  Solvency  or  insolvency,  on  question  of,  fi.  fa.  against  party 
admissible:  32  Ga.,  409;  51/477-8;  21/244.  Tax  returns  admissible:  32  Ga.,  575.  Not 
provable  by  general  reputation:  13  Ga.,  407  ;  58/256.  Opinion  of:  6  Ga.,  244.  Ques- 

tion for  the  jury :  56  Ga.,  369  ;  59/79.  Tax  books  evidence  of  assets  against  guardian  as 
showing  his  returns  :  56  Ga.,  304.  Admissible  in  claim  case,  when  :  58  Ga.,  446-7.  Ad- 

missible to  show  ownership  of  property  and  value  put  thereon  by  owner  :  63  Ga.,  509. 
True  value,  administrator  allowed  to  show  that  land  brought:  49  Ga.,  95-6.  Usury, 
as  to  evidence  admissible  in  plea  of  :  22  Ga.,  193-4.  Wife,  evidence  of  reputed  "  second 
wife  "  of  a  bigamist  admissible  in  murder  case  against  him  :  61  Ga.,  305.  Will  admis- 

sible in  evidence  when  both  parties  claim  under  the  testator  :  24  Ga.,  519.  Witnesses, 
as  to  credibility  of :  6Ga.,  324;  13/508;  20/156;  23/297,576;  29/266;  39/597.  Previous 
examination  of,  for  State,  may  be  read  when  detained  from  Court  by  procurement  of 
defendant :  19  Ga.,  402.  Fact  of  hostility  Of,  to  party,  may  be  put  in  evidence,  but  not 
cause:  59  Ga.,63;  61/258-379;  9/121.  Competency  of:  14  Ga..  55.  Testifying  inco- 

herently and  inconsistently  goes  to  his  credit :  31  Ga.,  71.  Weight  of  evidence  of,  when 
specially  called  on  by  the  parties,  etc. :  31  Ga.,  641.  Written  evidence  in  criminal  case 
either  party  may  have  read  over  to  witness,  etc.  :  12  Ga.,  142. 
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TITLE  XL 

OF  JURIES. 

Chapter  1. — Of  Grand  Juries. 
Chapter  2. — Of  Special  Juries. 
Chapter  3. — Of  Petit  Juries. 
Chapter  4. — Special  Provisions. 

CHAPTER  I. 

OF    GRAND    JURIES. 

Article  1. — Of  the  Qualification  of  Grand  Jurors. 
Article  2. — How  Selected,  Drawn  and  Summoned. 
Article  3. — Oath  of  the  Grand  Jury. 
Article  4. — Of  the  Power  and  Duty  of  the  Grand  Jury. 

ARTICLE  I. 

OF    QUALIFICATION    OF   GRAND    JURORS. 

Section  3906   Qualification  of  grand  jurors. 

§3906.  (3841.)  (3821.)  Qualifications  of  grand  jurors.  All  male  citi- (a)  Const,  of 
■zens  of  this  State,  above  the  age  of  twenty-one  years,  and  under  the  age  s|7c!'i8.rt' 6* 
of  sixty  years,  being  neither  idiots,  lunatics,  nor  insane,  who  have  re- 

sided in  the  county  for  six  months  preceding  the  time  of  serving,  and 
who  are  deemed  [upright  and  intelligent]  and  experienced  (a.)  persons, 
as  hereinafter  provided,  are  hereby  declared  qualified  and  liable  to 
serve  as  grand  jurors,  unless  exempted  by  law. 

Grand  juror  must  have  been  a  citizen  :  53  Ga.,  75. 

[Sections  (3842,)  (3843,)  (3844,)  (3845,)  and  (3846,)  superseded  by  the 
law  embodied  in  the  next  Article.] 

ARTICLE  II. 

HOW   SELECTED,    DRAWN    AND    SUMMONED. 

Section. 
3910.  (a.)  Jurv  commissioners. 
3910.  (b.)  Their  oath  and  duty. 
3910.  (c.)  Clerk  of  commissioners. 
3910.  (d.)  Selection  of  grand  and  traverse. 
3910.  (e.)  Jury  boxes,  how  made  up. 
3910.  (f.)  Lists  to  be  made,  etc. 

Section. 

1-910.  (g*.)  How  drawn,  when  Judge  fails. 8911.  Grand  jurors,  how  drawn. 
3911.  i a.)  Revision  ordered,  when. 
3912.  Grand  jury,  drawn  in  vacation. 
3913.  Grand  jurors,  how  summoned. 
3914.  Number  and  duty. 

•[Sections  3907,  3908,  3909,  and  3910,  superseded  by  the  first  seven  sec- 
tions of  this  Article.] 

§3910.  (a.)  Jury  commissioners.     From  and  after  the  first  day  of  Jan-  Acts  ofjL87j 

uary,  1880,  there  shall  be  a  board  of  jury  commissioners,  composed  of"9,  p' 27,  ' six  discreet  persons,  who  are  not  county  officers,  who  shall  hold  their 
appointment  for  six  years,  and  who  shall  be  appointed  by  the  Judge 
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of  the  Superior  Court.     That  on   the  first  appointment  two  shall  be 
appointed  for  two  years,  two  for  four  years,  and  two  for  six  years,  and 
their  successors  shall  be  appointed  for  six  years. 

fcM>  -  J  »/<^/,  §3910.  (b.)   Oath  and  duty  of  commissioners.     The  commissioners  shall 
/        *y       Acts  of  1878  take  the  oath  now  required  by  law ;  and  on  the  first  Monday  in  August,- 

/  Acts'oMsso  1882,  or  within  thirty  days  thereafter,  and  biennially  thereafter,  at  the 
-i,  p.  124.    same  time  they  shall  revise  the  jury  lists,  as  provided  in  this  Article,. 

and  shall  receive  two  dollars  each  for  every  day's  service  in  making 
such  revision,  to  be  paid  from  the  county  treasury. 

§3910.  (c.)   Clerk  of  the  board.     The  Clerk  of  the  Superior  Court  shall 
Acts  of  1878  De  the  clerk  of  the  board  of  commissioners,  and  shall  perform  all  the 

-9,  p.  27.     clerical  duties  now  required  by  law  to  be  performed,  for  which  he  shall 
receive  three  dollars  for  each  day's  service,  to  be  paid  from  the  county treasury. 

(5^-;+^  ty^e-^^s  -      §3910.  (d.)  Grand  and  traverse  juries,  how  selected.  Commissioners  in  each 
/         >-  /  Acts  of  1878  county  in  this  State,  appointed  by  the  presiding  Judge  of  the  Superior 

/Y<?"-  &'•-%  p.  27.     Court,  and  constituting  the  jury  commissioners,  shall  revise  the  jury list,  and  shall  select  from  the  books  of  the  tax  receiver  upright  and 
intelligent  men  to  serve   as  jurors,  and  shall  write  the  names  of  the 
persons  so  selected  on  tickets,  as  required  by  law.    It  shall  be  the  duty 
of  said  jury, commissioners  to  select  from  these  a  sufficient  number,. 
not  exceeding  two-fifths  of  the  whole  number,  of  the  most  experienced,. 
intelligent  and  upright  men,  to  serve  as  grand  jurors,  and  the  jurors 
left  after  such  second  selection  shall  constitute  traverse  jurors. 

§3910.  (e.)  Jury  boxes,  how  made  up.     Said  jury  commissioners  shall 
Acts  of  1878  place  the  tickets  containing  the  names  of  grand  jurors  in  a  box  to  be 

-9,  p.  27.     provided  at  the  public  expense,  which  box  shall  contain  apartments 
marked  number  one  and  two,  from  which  grand  jurors  shall  be  drawn 
as  now   provided  by  law,  and  said  jury  commissioners  shall  place  the 
tickets  containing  the  names  of  travers  jurors  in  a  separate  box,  to-wit ; 
the  jury  box  now   in  use,  or  other  similar  box,  from  which  traverse 
jurors  shall  be  drawn  as  now  provided  by  law. 

GU^Jtc^^J^0^'       §3910.  (f.)  Book  lists  to  be  made,  etc.     The  Clerk  of  the  Superior  Court 
1  /&a  frM~  Acts  of  1878  shall  make  out  in  a  book  lists  of  the  names  respectively  contained  in 

¥*/*        '   Acts  of7i878  ̂ e  §rand  jury  box  and  in  the  traverse  jury  box,  alphabetically  ar- -9,  p.  34.     ranged,  and  place  said  book  in  his  office,  after  the  lists  therein  have 
been  certified  by  the  Ordinary,  Clerk  and  Commissioners  to  contain, 
respectively,  all  the  names  placed  in  said  jury  boxes. 

§3910.  (g.)  Juries,  how  drawn,  when  Judge  fails  to  draw.  Whenever  the 
Acts  of  1878  presiding  Judge  of  the  Superior  Court  shall  fail  to  draw  juries  at  any 

-9,  p.  27.  regular  term  of  said  Court,  the  jury  commissioners  may  draw  traverse 
jurors  at  the  same  time,  and  in  the  same  manner  as  grand  jurors  are 
drawn  in  such  cases  under  existing  laws. 

§3911.  Grand  jurors,  how  drawn.  [The  Judges  of  the  Superior  Courts 
(d)  Acts  of  at  the  close  of  each  term,  in  open  Court,  shall  unlock  said  box,  and 

1869,  p.  140  break  the  seal,  and  cause  to  be  drawn  from  apartment  number  "one," 
Acts  of  1874,  not  less  than  eighteen,  nor  more  than  thirty  names  to  serve  as  grand 

p>  20-  jurors  at  the  next  term  of  the  Court;  all  of  which  names,  as  well  as 
the  names  drawn  to  serve  as  petit  jurors,  as  hereafter  provided  for, 

shall  be  deposited  in  apartment  number  "two;"  and  when  all  the 
names  shall  have  been  drawn  out  of  apartment  number  "one,"  then 
the  drawing  shall  commence  from  apartment  number  "two"  and  the 
.tickets  be  returned  to  number  "one,"  and  so  on  alternately;  and  no 
name,  so  deposited  as  aforesaid  in  said  box,  shall,  on  any  pretense- 
whatever,  be  thrown  out  of  said  box,  or  destroyed,  except  when  it  is 
satisfactorily  shown  to  the  Judge  that  the  juror  is  dead,  removed  out  of 
the  county,  or  otherwise  disqualified  by  law.]  (d.) 

Section  referred  to  and  construed  :  57  Ga,,  129. 
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§3911.  (a.)  Judge  may  order  revision,  when.     On  failure  of  commission- Acts  of  1878 

ers  of  any  county  to  revise  the  jury  list  as  hereinbefore  provided,  the-9'  p<  27- Judge  of  the  Superior  Court  of  such  county,  either  in  term  time  or  at 
•chambers,  shall  order  the  revision  made  at  such  time  as  he  may  direct. 

§3912.  Grand  jury,  hoiv  drawn  in  vacation.  [Whenever  from  any  cause  (e)  Acts  of 

the  Judge  shall  fail  to  draw  a  jury  as  provided  in  the  preceding  section, 18G9,  p-  H0- 
it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  Ordinary  of  the  county  in  which  such  failure 
may  have  occurred,  together  with  the  commissioners  and  clerk  of  said 
-county,  to  meet  at  the  Court  House  at  least  twenty  days  previous  to  the 
next  ensuing  term  of  the  Court,  whether  such  term  be  a  regular  or  ad- 

journed term,  and  then  and  there  draw  grand  jurors  to  serve  at  that 
term ;  all  of  which  shall  be  duly  entered  by  said  clerk  on  the  minutes 
of  the  Court,  and  signed  by  the  Ordinary.]  (e.) 

See:  57  Ga.,  428-9. 

§3913.  Grand  jurors,  how  summoned.  [Within  thirty  days  after  said^^ctsof 
jurors  shall  have  been  drawn  by  a  Judge  of  the  Superior  Court,  and 
within  five  days  after  they  may  have  been  drawn  by  the  Ordinary  and 
commissioners,  as  provided  in  the  preceding  section,  the  Clerk  of  the 
Superior  Court  shall  issue  and  deliver  to  the  Sheriff,  or  his  deputy,  a 
precept  containing  the  names  of  the  persons  drawn  as  grand  jurors ; 
and  upon  the  receipt  of  said  precept,  the  Sheriff,  or  his  deputy,  shall 
cause  the  persons  whose  names  are  therein  written  to  be  served  per- 

sonally, or  by  leaving  the  summons  at  their  most  notorious  places  of 
residence,  at  least  ten  days  prior  to  the  term  of  the  Court  the  jurors 
were  drawn  to  attend.]  (f.) 

§3914.  Number  and  duty  of  grand  jurors.  [A,  grand  jury  shall  consist  of  (g)  Acts  of 

not  less  than  eighteen  nor  more  than  twenty-three  persons,  and  the  1^\p^140- y     A./  J 
duties  of  a  grand  jury  shall  be  confined  to  such  matters  and  things  ̂ c f^^rf^,^*4^ 
as  by  the  laws  and  statutes  of  this  State  a  grand  jury  are  required  to  /?%  v/*2-* 

perform.]  (g.)  
* 

ARTICLE    III. 

OATH   OF    THE    GRAND  JURY. 

Section.  j  Section. 
3915.  Oath  of  grand  jury.  !  3916.  Oath  of  bailiff  to  grand  jury. 

§3915.  (3847.)  (382-7.)  Oath  of  the  grand  jury.      The  following  oath  Act  of  1812, 
shall  be  administered  to  the  foreman  of  all  grand  juries,  viz. :     "  You,  CiP-5oL 
as  foreman  of  the  grand  jury  for  the  county  of   ,  shall  diligently 
inquire  and  true  presentments  make  of  all  such  matters  and  things  as 
shall  be  given  you  in  charge,  or  shall  come  to  your  knowledge,  touch- 

ing the  present  service;  the  State's  counsel,  your  fellows'* and  your  own, 
you  shall  keep  secret,  unless  called  upon  to  give  evidence  thereof  in 
some  Court  of  law  in  this  State ;  you  shall  present  no  one  from  envy, 
hatred  or  malice,  nor  shall  you  leave  any  one  unpresented  from  fear, 
favor,  affection,  reward  or  the  hope  thereof,  but  you  shall  present  all 

things  truly,  and  as  they  come  to  your  knowledge.  So  help  you  God." 
And  the  same  oath  thus  taken  by  the  foreman  shall  be  taken  by  each 
and  every  member  of  any  and  all  grand  juries  in  this  State. 

§3916.  (3848.)  (5105.)  Oath  of  bailiff  to  the  grand  jury.  The  following  Act  of  i83i, 
oath  shall  be  administered  to  all  bailiffs  attending  grand  juries,  to-wit : c-  p- 553- 
""You  do  solemnly  swear  that  you  will  diligently  attend  the  grand  jury 
during  the  present  term,  and  carefully  deliver  to  that  body  all  such 

bills  of  indictment,  or  other  things*  as  shall  be  sent  to  them  by  the 
Court,  without  alteration,  and  as  carefully  return  all  such  as  shall  be 

sent  by  that  body  to  the  Court.     So  Jielp  you  God." 
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ARTICLE  IV. 

POWER   AND    DUTY   OF    A   GRAND    JURY. 

Section. 
3917.  When  hound  to  present. 
3918.  Foreman  may  swear  witnesses. 
3919.  Power  as  to  error  in  tax  books. 
3920.  Shall  examine  county  offices. 

Section. 
3921.  May  appoint  citizens  to  do  so. 
3922.  Power  of  appointees. 
3923.  Officer  to  show  books,  etc. 
3924.  Shall  examine  the  list  of  voters. 

§3917.  (3849.)  (3828.)  When  bound  to  notice  offenses.  Whilst  grand  ju- 
Act  of  1829,  rors  are  bound  only  to  notice  or  make  presentments  of  such  offenses  as 
c.  p.  553.  may  or  shall  come  to  their  knowledge  or  observation  after  they  shall 

have  been  sworn,  yet,  they  have  the  right  and  powers,  and  it  is  their 
duty  as  jurors,  to  make  presentments  of  any  violation  of  the  laws  which 
they  may  know  to  have  been  committed  at  any  previous  time,  which 
are  not  barred  by  the  statute  of  limitations. 

To  present  an  officer  for  malpractice  in  office  :  54.  Ga.,  654. 

§3918.  (3850.)  (3829.)  Foreman  may  swear  witnesses.  The  foreman  of 
Acts  of  1857,  each  grand  jury  in  this  State  may  administer  the  oath  prescribed  by 
p- 109-  law  to  all  witnesses  required  to  testify  before  such  grand  jury,  and  may §4652.         also  examine  such  witnesses. 

Section  referred  to  and  construed :  50  Ga.,  587. 

§3919.  (3851.)  (3830.)  Mistake  of  tax  receiver.  Whenever  it  shall  satis- 
factorily appear  to  the  grand  jury  of  any  county  in  this  State  that  the 

receiver  of  tax  returns  has  committed  an  error  in  making  an  entry  in 
his  digest,  of  either  quantity  or  quality  of  property  returned  in  such 
digest,  or  in  the  amount  of  taxes  assessed,  such  grand  jury  may  recom- 

mend the  Ordinary  of  their  county  and  the  Comptroller-General  of  the 
State  to  cause  such  error  (particularly  specifying  the  same)  to  be  cor- 
rected. 

§3920.  (3852.)  (3831.)  Duties  in  relation  to  county  affairs.  In  addition 
to  the  duties  of  the  grand  jury,  as  indicated  in  the  oath  administered  to 
them,  and  as  required  by  law,  it  shall  be  their  special  duty,  from 
term  to  term  of  the  Superior  Court,  to  inspect  and  examine  the  offices, 
papers,  books,  and  records  of  the  Clerks  of  the  Superior  Courts  and  Ordi- 

nary, and  also  the  books,  papers,  records,  accounts,  and  vouchers  of  the 
county  treasurer,  and  cause  any  such  clerk  or  county  treasurer  who 
shall  have  failed  or  neglected  to  do  his  duty  as  required  by  law  to  be 
presented  for  non-performance  of  official  duty. 

i^&Z^^C  §3921.  Grand  jury  may  appoint  citizens  to  examine  records,  etc.  [The 
(a)  Acts  of  grand  juries  of  the  counties  of  this  State  shall  be  authorized  and  em- 

wm/  ffig  JS^H^powered,  when  they  deem  it  necessary,  to  appoint  any  one  or  more  of 
the  citizens  of  the  county  to  inspect  and  examine,  during  vacation,  the 
offices,  papers,  books,  records,  accounts  and  vouchers  of  the  Court  of 
Ordinary,  Court  of  Ordinary  for  county  purposes,  Clerk  of  the  Superior 
Court,  and  county  treasury ;  and  to  make  a  full  and  complete  report  of 
the  finances,  disbursements,  and  condition  of  the  several  offices,  to  the 
grand  jury  at  the  succeeding  term  of  the  Superior  Court.]  (a.) 

§3922.  Power  of  the  appointees.  [The  person  or  persons  so  appointed  to 
(b)_  Acts  of  inspect  and  examine,  shall  have  power  to  take  full  control  of  the  offices, 
ix/2,  p.  45.  paperg)  books,  records,  accounts  and  vouchers  of  the  several  different 

offices,  to  compel  the  attendance  of  witnesses,  hear  evidence  in  regard 
to  fraud,  and  the  non-performance  of  official  duty,  and  the  improper 
disbursement  of  the  county  funds.]  (b.) 

§3923.  Officers  compelled  to  produce  books,  etc.  [In  case  of  refusal  of  any 
(c)_  Acts  of  one  or  more  of  the  different  officers  to  produce  the  papers,  books,  records, 
is/2,  p.  46.  accounts  and  vouchers,  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  Judge  of  the  Supe- 

rior Court  of  the  county,  upon  evidence  being  adduced,  to  enforce  the 

•//• 
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provisions  of  this  and  the  two  sections  that  precede  it  by  mandamus  or 
attachment,  as  the  case  may  require.]  (c. ) 

§3924.  (3853.)  (3832.)  Shall  examine  a  list  of  the  voters.  It  shall  also 
be  the  duty  of  the  grand  jury  of  the  several  counties  in  this  State  to 
carefully  examine  the  list  of  voters  required  by  law  to  be  laid  before 
them,  and  if  there  be  found  on  such  list  any  voter  not  entitled  to  vote 
according  to  the  provisions  of  this  Code,  to  present  such  voter  for  such 
violation  of  law.  * 

General  Note. — When  grand  jurors  were  incompetent  as  talesmen:  1  Ga.,  631. 
Competent  talesman  to  try  criminal  cases  :  4  Ga.,  136. 

General  Note  on  Grand  Juries. — Subject  treated  :  1  Bishop  Crim.  Proc,  $#849-889; 
1  Archbold  Crim.  PI.  and  Pr.,  485;  1  Whart.  Crim.  Law,  $452  et  seq.;  3/^3166-3175;  4 
Cooley's  BL,  Com.,  302-306.  Testimony  of,  to  impeach  indictment:  16  Am.  D.,  281- 
285,  n.  Privilege  of:  Notes  to  #3799.  Indictment  for  burglary  of  bank  not  quashed 
because  two  of  grand  jury  were  stockholders  of  bank  :  22  Am.  R.,  758.  As  to  summon- 

ing Governor:  Note  on  page 25  of  Code.  Grand  juror  may  be  witness  against  prisoner 

on  trial:  1  Hawley's  Crim.  Rep.,  368. — See  notes  in  Penal  Code. 

CHAPTER  II. 

OF    SPECIAL    JURIES. 

Section. 
3925.  Special  juries. 
3926.  How  selei-ted  and  sworn. 
3927.  Oath  of  special  jury. 

Section. 
3928.  No  other  oath  in  divorce  cases. 
3929.  Oath  of  bailiff  to  special  jury. 

§3925.  Special  juries  may   be  selected.     [The    Judge  may,  in  his  dis-  (a)  Acts  of 

cretion,  have  special  juries  selected  from  the  grand  jury,  in  the  man- 1869'  p- 141- 
ner  prescribed  in  the  following  section,  for  the  purpose  of  trying  issues 
in  civil  cases.]  (a.) 

Section  cited  :  57  Ga.,  325. 

§3926.  (3854.)  (3833.)  How  selected  and  sworn.     All  special  juries  shall  Act  of  1799, 

be  taken  from  the  grand  jury,  and  shall  be  stricken  in  the  presence  of  A'ctof4i8io 
the  Court  in  the  following  manner:     The  clerk  shall  furnish  a  list  of  c.  p.  550. 
the  grand  jurors  present  and  then  impannelled,  from  which  the  parties  £i#£*- 
or  their  attorneys  may  strike  out  one  alternately,  until  there  shall  be 
but  twelve   left,  who  shall  be  forthwith  impannelled  and  sworn  as 
special  jurors ;  in  cases  of  appeal  by  consent,  the  plaintiff  shall  strike 
first,  and  in  all  other  cases  the  appellant  shall  strike  first,  and  should  t£zr£2£. 
either  party  fail  or  refuse  to  strike  such  special  jury  after  being  notified  ̂ J% 
or  reqired  so  to  do,  the  presiding  Judge  shall,  in  behalf  of  the  party  so  ' 
failing  or  refusing  to  strike,  proceed  in  the  same  way  and  manner  as  if 
the  party  failing  or  refusing  were  striking  said  special  jury  in  person 
or  consenting  to  the  same. 

Under  Acts  of  1799  and  1810,  parties  were  entitled  to  eighteen  impartial  grand  jurors 
from  which  to  select  a  special  jury:  11  Ga.,438  ;  15/39.  See  also:  17  Ga.,  508.  Section 
cited:  57  Ga.,  325. 

§3927.  (3855.)  (3834.)   The  oath  of  a  special  jury.     The  following  shall  Act  of  i799r 

be  the  oath  of  all  special  jurors,  to-wit:     "You  shall  well  and  truly  try  Jctof^ii 
each  cause  submitted  to  you  during  the  present  term,  and  a  true  ver-c.  p.  551. 
diet  give,  according  to  the  law  as  given  you  in  charge,  and  the  opinion 
you  entertain  of  the  evidence  produced  to  you,  to  the  best  of  your  skill 
and  knowledge,  without  favor  or  affection   to  either  party,  provided 

v^-«r 

*In  addition  to  the  foregoing  provisions,  the  following  note  may  aid  grand  juries  in  the  dis- 
charge of  their  official  duties. 

1.  They  may  recommend  extraordinary  tax  for  county  purposes. 
2.  May  examine  and  allow  Tax  Collector's  insolvent  list. 
3.  May  examine  and  recommend  abatement  in  certain  cases.    See  "  Tax." 
4.  Every  fall  term  examine  account  of  sales  of  estrays. 
5.  At  spring  term  may  recommend  a  tax  for  educational  purposes.    See  appropriate  heads. 
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you  are  not  discharged  from  the  consideration  of  the  case  submitted. 

So  help  you  God." As  to  the  oath  :  11  Ga.,  461.     Section  cited  :  57  Ga.,  325. 

§3928.  (3856.)  (3835.)    No  additional  oath  in  divorce  cases.     No  addi- 
tional oath  shall  hereafter  be  necessary  in  cases  of  divorce. 

§3929.  (3857)  (5106.)   Oath  of  bailiffs  taking  charge  of  petit  juries.    The 
following  oath  shall  be  administered  to  all  bailiffs  sworn  to  take  charge 

/?  *        of  special  and  petit  juries  in  the  Superior  Courts  of  this  State,  to-wit: 

Zdt-^^j^^  •      "You  shall  take  this  jury,  and  all  others  committed  to  your  charge 
^FJ-J&f  during  the  present  term,  to  the  jury  room,  or  some  other  private  and 

convenient  place,  where  you  shall  keep  them  without  meat,  drink,  or 
fire,  candle-light  and  water  only  excepted  (unless  otherwise  directed 
by  the  Court).  You  shall  not  speak  to  them  yourself,  nor  suffer  others 
to  speak  to  them,  unless  it  be  by  leave  of  the  Court  to  ask  them  if  they 
have  agreed  on  a  verdict,  or  are  likely  to  agree.  All  this  you  shall  do 

to  the  best  of  your  skill  and  power.     So  help  you  God." 
General  Note.— As  to  special  juries:  11  Ga.,  438  ;  59/149;  15/39;  36/380/ 

CHAPTER   III. 

OF     PETIT     JURORS. 

Article  1. — Qualification  of  Petit  Jurors. 
Article  2. — How  selected,  Draivn,  Summoned,  and  Sworn, 

ARTICLE  I. 

QUALIFICATION    OF    PETIT    JURORS. 

Section  3930.  Qualification  of  petit  jurors. 

§3930.  (3858.)  (3836.)  Qualifications  of  petit  jurors.  [There  shall  be  no 
<a)  Const,  distinction  between  the  classes  of  persons  who  compose  grand  and  petit 
Art.  5,  sec.  jurors,  and  hence  the  qualifications  of  petit  jurors  are  the  same  as  those 
Actsofi869,  prescribed  in  section  3906  for  grand  jurors.J  (a.)* 
p.  139,  140.  [Sections  (3859)  and  (3860,)  superseded  and  substituted  by  the  law 

embodied  in  the  next  Article.] 

ARTICLE  II. 

n     0*j^a  /"  HOW   SELECTED,    DRAWN,   SUMMONED   AND   SWORN. 

// 

/  Section, 
3  JtA  3931.  How  selected  drawn  and  summoned. 

3932.  Panels,  how  made. 
3933.  Oath  of  petit  jurors. 

Section. 
3934.  Juries  in  misdemeanors. 
3935.  Juries  in  felonies. 

§3931.  (3859.)  (3837.)  Petit  jurors,  how  selected,  drawn  and  summoned. 
(a)  Acts  of   [Petit  jurors  are  selected  in  the  manner  and  by  the  authority,  and  their 

i399i40P*      names  are  placed  in  a  box,  as  provided  in  section  3910  (d.),  and  at  the 
same  time,  and  in  the  same  manner  that  grand  juries  are  drawn,  the 

*This  section  modified  by  section  3910.  (d.) 
Note.— For  special  provisions  in  relation  to  drawing  grand  and  petit  jurors  in  counties  in  which 

the  Superior  Court  sits  two  or  more  weeks,  see  special  Acts  not  included  in  this  Code  or  repealed 
by  it. 
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Judge  shall  draw  out  of  the  jury-box  thi^-six  names  to  serve  as  petit 
jurors  for  the  trial  of  civil  and  criminal  cases,  and  such  petit  jurors  are 
summoned  in  the  same  manner  as  is  provided  in  this  Code  for  sum- 

moning grand  jurors.]  (a.) 

§3932.  Panels  of  petit  jurors,  how  made.  [The  Judges  of  the  Superior 
Courts  of  this  State,  at  each  term,  shall,  from  the  petit  jurors,  have  (b)  Acts  of 
made  up  two  panels  of  twelve  jurors  each,  which  shall  be  known^^p-wi. 
and  distinguished  as  panels  number  one  and  number  two ;  all  equity 
cases,  collateral  issues,  and  issuable  pleas,  etc.,  in  said  Courts,  shall  be 
tried  by  one  or  the  other  of  said  panels  :  Provided,  the  parties  can  agree 
upon  a  panel  to  try  the  same.  But  in  the  event  the  parties  cannot 
agree  upon  a  panel,  then  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  clerk  to  furnish 
the  parties  or  their  attorneys  with  a  list  of  both  panels,  from  which 
said  list  the  parties  or  their  attorneys  may  strike  alternately  until 
there  shall  be  but  twelve  left,  which  shall  constitute  the  special  jury 
to  try  the  case.  In  all  cases  the  plaintiff  shall  have  the  first  strike.] 
(b.)  And  in  all  civil  cases  and  cases  of  misdemeanor  hereafter  tried  in 

the  Superior  Courts  of  this  State,  any  party  shall  have  the  right  to  de- Actsof  1878 
mand  a  full  panel  of  twenty-four  competent  and  impartial  jurors  from -9, 145. 
which  to  strike  a  jury,  and  where  any  one  or  more  of  the  regular  panel 
of  traverse  jurors  is  absent,  or,  for  any  reason,  disqualified,  it  shall  be 
the  duty  of  the  presiding  Judge,  at  the  request  of  counsel  for  any  party, 
to  cause  said  panel  to  be  filled  up  by  the  tales  jurors  to  the  full  num- 

ber of  twenty-four  before  requiring  the  parties,  or  their  counsel,  to 
strike  a  jury  in  such  cases. 

Section  referred  to  and  construed :  63  Ga.,  463. 

§3933.  (3860.)  (3838.)  Oath  of  petit  jurors.     [Each  panel  of  the  petit  M  Acts  of 

jury  shall  take  the  oath  prescribed  for  special  juries  in  section  3927  of 18G9,  p'  HL this  Code.]  (c.) 
§3934.  Juries,  how  made  up  to  try  misdemeanors.  [On  the  trial  of  crimi-  (<d  Actsof 

nal  offenses  less  than  felonies,  the  solicitor  and  the  accused  may  select  1869>  p-  141> 
either  panel  of  the  petit  jury  to  try  the  case;  but  in  the  event  the  so- 

licitor and  the  accused  cannot  agree  upon  a  panel,  then  the  Court  shall 
have  a  panel  made  up  of  the  twenty-four  petit  jurors  in  attendance,  of 
which  the  accused  shall  have  the  right  to  challenge  seven  perempto- 

rily, and  the  State  five.  The  remaining  twelve  shall  constitute  the 
jury.]  (d.) 

§3935.  Jury  to  try  felonies,  how  made  up.  [When  any  person  shall  stand  (e)  Acts  oi 

indicted  for  any  offense  which  upon  conviction  may  subject  him  to  the  JJi/i^?' 
punishment  of  death,  or  to  imprisonment  in  the  penitentiary,  it  shall  A>cts0'1871 

be  the  duty  of  the  Court  to  have  impannelled  fortj^-eight  jurors,  twenty-  ~  '  p' four  of  whom  shall  be  taken  from  the  two  panels  of  petit  jurors,  from 
which  to  select  the  jury  for  the  trial  of  such  offense;  and  in  the  event 
the  jury  cannot  be  made  up  of  said  panel  of  forty-eight,  the  Court  shall 
continue  to  furnish  panels,  consisting  of  such  number  of  jurors  as  the 
Court  in  its  discretion,  may  think  proper,  until  a  jury  is  obtained : 
Provided,  nevertheless,  that  the  Judge  presiding  in  the  trial  of  any  crimi- 

nal case  in  this  State  may,  when  at  any  time  the  regular  panels  of 
petit  jurors,  or  either  of  them  cannot  be  furnished,  either  to  make  up 
panels  of  forty-eight  for  the  trial  of  felonies,  or  panels  of  twenty-four 
from  which  to  take  juries  in  misdemeanors,  because  of  the  absence  of 
any  of  such  panels,  where  said  panels  or  any  part  of  them  are  engaged 
in  the  consideration  of  any  case,  to  cause  said  panels,  not  full,  for  the 
reasons  aforesaid,  to  be  filled  by  summoning  such  number  of  persons, 
who  are  competent  jurors,  as  may  be  necessary  to  make  full  the  said 
panels ;  and  such  panels  of  twenty-four  shall  be  used  as  the  regular 
panels  of  twenty-four  are,  under  this  and  the  preceding  section.]  (e.) 

65 
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Acts  of  1880  And  whenever  panels  of  forty-eight  jurors,  or  successive  panels  of  jurors 

"  '  p>  2  •  of  any  number,  are  required  by  law  to  be  made  up  for  the  trial  of  any person  charged  with  an  offense  punishable  by  death,  or  imprisonment 
in  the  penitentiary,  the  presiding  Judge  may  in  his  discretion  draw 
the  tales  jurors  from  the  jury-boxes  of  the  county,  and  order  the  Sheriff 
to  summon  the  jurors  so  drawn,  or  he  may  order  the  Sheriff  to  summon 
tales  jurors  as  now  provided  by  law.  And  tales  jurors  impaneled  in 
criminal  cases  shall  be  paid  as  other  jurors  for  the  time  of  actual  ser- 
vice. 

Section  referred  to  and  construed :  62  Ga.,  732.  It  is  in  error  in  the  Court  after  a 
juryman,  with  eleven  others  sworn,  to  discharge  him  for  absenting  himself  from  the 
Court  House  without  leave,  without  opportunity  to  relieve  this  prima  facie  disqualifi- 

cation :  10  Ga.,  82.  Number  of  citizens  summoned  by  the  Sheriff  to  attend  as  talesmen 
when  murder  cases  to  be  tried  :  14  Ga.,  43.  Discretion  of  the  Court  as  to  the  number 
of  the  panel  the  tales  jury  shall  consist  of  and  the  number  of  panels  to  be  summoned:  17 
Ga.,  498.  Abbreviation  in  name  of  foreman  on  back  of  indictment  did  not  vitiate  :  7  Ga., 
3  ;  18/460.  Sufficient  that  recitals  on  face  of  indictment  show  grand  jurors  were  sworn  : 
9  Ga.,  58.  Where  one  of  the  grand  jurors  excused  did  not  vitiate  the  indictment:  9 
Ga.,  210;  56/601.  How  chosen  and  selected  under  Acts  of  1799  and  1805:  8  Ga.,  413. 
Where  mistakes  in  names  of  grand  jurors  can  be  corrected  :  18  Ga.,  738.  Grand  jury 
who  accuses  can  not  be  of  petit  jury  to  try  prisoner  :  20  Ga.,  65 ;  39/118.  Act  of  1856 
allowing  bill  of  indictment  to  be  found  by  nine  grand  jurors  was  not  unconstitutional : 
25  Ga.,  220.  By  consent  of  both  sides  prisoner  tried  by  jury  from  the  grand  jury  :  28 
Ga.,  576.  Blank  indictment  as  to  the  county  for  which  grand  jurors  were  sworn  does 
not  vitiate  after  plea  of  guilty  filed  :  34  Ga„  107-8.  Presumed  to  be  duly  constituted 

unless  the* contrary  appears:  34 Ga,,  270.  Where  indictment  omitted  to  charge  defen- 
dants '•  in  the  name  and  behalf  of  the  citizens  of  Georgia:  "  37Ga.,90.  An  indictment  al- 

leging the  offense  to  have  been  committed  on  August  13,  1868,  and  found  by  a  grand 
jury  drawn  according  to  the  laws  of  this  State  existing  prior  to  the  Constitution  of  1868, 
was  a  legal  and  valid  indictment,  although  found  subsequent  to  the  date  thereof:  42 
Ga.,  9.  See,  further,  general  note  after  section  3947.  Jurors  to  constitute  a  panel  in  a 
criminal  case  may  be  summoned  by  bailiffs  :  25  Ga.,  515.  Act  of  1856  as  to  mode  of 
selecting  juries  in  criminal  cases  only  repeals  so  much  as  is  in  conflict  with  it :  26  Ga., 
276.  Court  may  instruct  Sheriff  to  have  summoned  persons  from  remote  parts  of  the 
county  to  attend  Court  that  tales  jurors  might  be  obtained  :  27  Ga.,  648.  Must  object 
at  the  time  to  be  able  to  object  that  the  panel  does  not  consist  of  48  :  22  Ga.,  546.  When 
may  require  list  to  be  stricken  over  for  sickness  of  a  juror,  and  when  need  not  declare 
a  mistrial  for  his  sickness  :  29  Ga.,  681.  Citizens  of  the  county  competent  jurors  to  try 
one  for  burning  county  jail :  29  Ga.,  105. 

[Sections  (3861,)  (3862,)  and  (3863,)  superseded  by  the  law  making 
up  the  next  Chapter.] 

CHAPTER  IV. 

SPECIAL     PROVISIONS. 

Section. 
3986.  Juries  for  each  week. 
3937.  Tales  jurors. 
39o8.  Defaulting  jurors. 
3939.  Exemptions. 
3940.  Compensation  of  jurors. 
3941.  Juries,  how  drawn,  when  box  is  lost. 
3941.  (a.)  Lost  precepts  sui  plied. 
3941.  (b.)  Court  adjourned,  and  juries  drawn, 

when. 

Section. 
3942.  Juries  in  special  emergencies. 
M943.  Jurors,  how  paid. 
3944.  Oath  of  j  ury  in  claim  cases. 
3945.  Juries  stand  over,  when. 
3946.  Jurors  fined  for  contempt. 
3947.  Refreshments  for  juries. 

§3936.  Juries  to  be  drawn  for  each  week  of  Court  [It  shall  be  the  duty 
,  (a)  Acts  of  of  the  presiding  Judge  of  the  Superior  Court   in  any  county  of  this 

y  1871-2,  p.  48.  state,  when  such  Court  is  held  for  longer  than  one  week,  to  draw  sepa- 
y  ̂ -U"T  4**/«  rate  panels  of  both  grand  and.  petit  jurors  for  each  week  of  such  Supe- rior Court.]  (a.) 

Section  referred  to  and  construed :  54  Ga.,  375. 

■^ywe^a*.  /f^yu-  *  3937.  Tales  jurors,  when  summoned.  [When  from  challenge,  or  from 
£<x2z*L.  (a)  A<^f of  any  other  cause,  there  is  not  a  sufficient  number  of  persons  in  attend- 
'  *  qo^^^'  141-ance  to  complete  the  panel  of  grand  jurors,  or  either  panel  of  petit 
2"      /«      j      •  jurors,  the  Court  mav  order  the  Sheriff,  or  his  deputy,  to  summon  per- 
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sons  qualified  as  required  in  this  Code,  sufficient  to  complete  the  panel; 
and  when  the  Sheriff  or  his  deputy  is  disqualified  to  summon  talesmen, 
as  aforesaid,  they  may  be  summoned  by  the  coroner,  or  such  other  per- 

son as  the  Court  may  appoint.]  (a.) 
§3938.  Delinquent  jurors,  how  dealt  with.  [If  any  person  shall  be  drawn  (b)  Acts  of 

as  a  juror  and  duly  summoned  to  appear  as  such  at  Court,  or  if  any1869- p.-  un- 

person shall  be  summoned  as  a  tales  juror  and  shall  neglect  or  refuse  to  p.ci|.° 
appear,  or  if  any  juror  shall  absent  himself  without  leave  of  the  Court, 
then,  and  in  that  event,  it  shall  be  lawful  for  the  Court  to  fine  such 
person  in  a  sum  of  not  more  than  forty  dollars,  unless  such  delinquent 
juror  shall  show  good  and  sufficient  cause  of  excuse,  to  be  made  on  oath, 

and  filed  in  the  clerk's  office  of  such  Court  within  thirty  days  after  the 
opening  of  said  Court ;  the  merits  of  which  excuse  shall  be  determined  by 
the  next  succeeding  Court :  Provided,  that  no  citizen  shall  be  compella- 

ble to  serve  on  the  grand  or  petit  jury  of  the  Superior  Court,  or  on  any 
jury  in  other  Courts  exceeding  four  weeks  in  any  year:  Provided,  no 
citizen  shall  be  allowed  to  serve  on  the  petit  jury  of  the  Superior 
Courts,  or  as  tales  juror  in  any  criminal  cause,  or  on  any  jury  in  other 
Courts,  exceeding  four  weeks  in  any  one  year,  unless  actually  engaged 
upon  the  trial  of  a  cause  when  said  four  weeks  expire,  in  which  case 
said  juror  shall  be  discharged  as  soon  as  the  cause  is  decided.]  (b.] 

§3939.  (3865.)  (3845.)  Persons  exempt  from  jury  duty.  [All  regularly  Aetsofl875 
licensed  physicians  and  apothecaries  who  are  actually  engaged  in  the  p-  q6 

practice  of  their  profession ;  and  all  ordained  ministers  of  the  gospel,  p.%8.°     '5' 
who  are  engaged  in  regularly  discharging  ministerial  duties,  are  exempt  Actsofi874, 
from  jury  duty.     The  following  number  of  active  firemen  from  each  Acts  of  1875, 
and  every  company  in  this  State,  including  officers  of  said  companies,  Actsofi876 
are  exempt  from  any  jury  duty  whatsoever,  whether  civil  or  criminal :  p-  16- 
Engine  companies,  whether  steam  or  hand,  including  hose,  sixty  mem-  (C>  Acts  of 

bers;  independent  hose  companies,  forty  members;  hook  and  ladder ^713"02'pp- 
companies,  fifty  members.     The  officers  of  each  fire  department  in  this  Acts  of  1872, 
State,  not  to  exceed  one  chief,  two  assistant  chiefs,  one  secretary  and  Actsofi873, 
one  treasurer  of  any  fire  brigade,  or  other  organization  into  which  the  p-j^k,  // 
fire  companies  of  any  town  or  city  may  be  aggregated,  are  also  exempt  ̂ ^^  ̂ **c*-t*- 

from  jury  duty.  The  exemption  of  firemen  as  herein  provided  for  shall  y      /* 1  J? 
be  made  effectual  in  the  following  manner,  to-wit :  On  the  second  tr-^**-**-*-*^*- 

Wednesday  in  January  in  each  and  every  year,  the  secretary  of  each//y5p«*C"^^; 
and  every  fire  company  in   this  State  shall  report  in  writing  to  the  S\f        *^^£ 

clerks  of  the  various  Courts  of  the  county  in  which  his  company  exists,  W~#\JT'  / 
the  full  names  of  the  members,  with  that  of  the  company  to  which  they  "£**/*>  -  ̂ S*-rf«-  « 
belong,  whom  said  company  desires  to  have  exempt  from  jury  duty,  as  Jf^^ff /&%. 
active  members  of  said  organization,  which  members  shall  be  exempt 
from  jury  duty ;  and  in  case  of  the  death  or  resignation  of  any  mem- 

ber whose  name  is  entered  on  the  lists  referred  to,  before  the  second 
Wednesday  in  January  of  the  ensuing  year,  his  place  on  said  list  may 
be  supplied  by  the  name  of  any  fireman  selected  by  the  company,  and 
reported  to  the  clerks  of  the  various  Courts  by  the  secretary  of  said 
company.  The  lists  of  firemen  exempted  from  jury  duty,  reported  by 
the  secretaries  of  the  respective  companies  to  the  clerks  of  the  various 
Courts,  shall  be  posted  in  a  conspicuous  place  in  the  offices  of  said 
clerks.  The  provisions  of  this  section  shall  apply  to  all  fire  companies 
now  organized :  Provided,  that  the  total  number  exempted  shall  not 
exceed  the  following,  to-wit:  In  any  town  or  city  of  less  than  ten 
thousand  inabitants,  two  hundred ;  in  towns  or  cities  of  not  more  than 
fifteen  thousand  nor  less  than  ten  thousand  inhabitants,  three  hun- 

dred ;  in  towns  or  cities  of  not  more  than  twenty  thousand  nor  less 
than  fifteen  thousand,  four  hundred;  and  in  towns  and  cities  of  more 
than  twenty  thousand  inhabitants,  six  hundred:  and  provided,  further, 
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that  companies  organized  on  or  before  the  5th  of  December,  1871,  shall 
be  entitled  to  fill  up  their  companies  to  the  full  number  allowed  by  this 
section.]  (c.) 

The  following  persons  are  also  exempt : 
Actsofi875,     All  clerks  connected  with  the  several  State  departments  at  the  Capi- 
,p- %-  tal  shall  be  exempt  from  jury  duty. 

All  persons  in  this  State,  over  the  age  of  sixty  years,  shall  be  exempt 
Actsofi875,  from  service  as  jurors  :  Provided,  this  section  shall  not  disqualify  such 
p.  98.  persons  from  serving  as  jurors  when  they  are  willing  to  serve. 

All  millers  actually  engaged  in  running  any  merchant  or  corn  mill 
.Actsofi875,  which  grinds  for  the  public  shall  be  exempt  from  jury  duty:  Provided, 
p- 98,  that  no  person  shall  be  entitled  to  the  benefits  of  this  section  who  is 

~  ̂   not  regularly  employed  as  miller  in  a  mill  which  grinds  for  toll. 
2/ /^/t^L   All  telegraph  operators  actually  employed  in  sending  and  receiving 

cts of  1874,  telegraph  dispatches  shall  be  relieved,  so  long  as  they  continue  so  en- 

/     \fj?' 46'  gaged,  from  all  liability  to  jury  duty  in  this  State. 
/fZ/  All  locomotive  engineers,  and  railroad  conductors  and  station  agents, 
/  Acts  of  1875,  actually  employed  in  the  service  of  any  railroad  company  in  this  State, 

^'cts'of  1876  snan  be  exempt  from  jury  duty  :  Provided,  they  shall  not  be  disqualified 
ip.  16.        '  from  being  jurors  by  this  section. 

The  certificate  of  the  superintendent  of  the  railroad  in  whose  em- 
ployment the  engineer  may  be,  that  he  is  actually  on  duty  in  the  ser- 

vice of  said  road,  shall  be  sufficient  evidence  of  such  employment. 
All  persons  employed  at  the  State  Lunatic  Asylum  shall  be  exempt 

.Acts of  1874,  from  the  performance  of  all  jury,  patrol,  road,  and  militia  duty,  and  from 
>p* 9L  all  pains  and  penalties  for  the  neglect  thereof. 

All  ministers  of  the  Gospel  engaged  regularly  in  discharging  minis- 
.A.cts  of  1878  terial  duties,  all  physicians  and  apothecaries  in  the  practice  of  their 

"r9'  p' 17L  profession,  school  teachers  engaged  in  teaching  school,  millers  and  fer- rymen engaged  in  their  occupation,  all  railroad  employees  whom  the 
superintendent  of  a  railroad  shall  certify  to  the  Judge  are  necessary 
and  are  actually  engaged  in  the  work  of  running  railroad  trains,  all 
male  persons  over  sixty  years  old,  all  telegraph  operators,  and  officers 
and  members  of  each  fire  company  in  this  State  to  the  number  of  twenty- 
five,  doing  active  duty  as  firemen,  whose  names  shall  be  filed  in  the 
office  of  the  Clerk  of  the  Superior  Court  by  the  secretary  of  such  com- 

pany, on  or  before  the  first  day  of  January  of  each  year,  shall  be  exempt 
from  all  jury  duty,  civil  and  criminal ;  but  nothing  herein  contained 
shall  be  construed  to  work  a  disqualification  of  any  of  the  classes  herein 
named,  or  to  exclude  them  from  the  jury-box. 

All  the  dentists  in  the  actual  practice  of  their  profession  in  this  State, 
Acts  of  1880  be,  and  the  same  are  hereby,  exempted  from  jury  duty  :  Provided,  that 
-l,  p.  ii2.    ̂ ^g  exemption  shall  not  operate  to  disqualify  those  dentists  who  may desire  to  serve. 

All  regularly  licensed  pilots  in  this  State,  together  with  one  boat- 
Acts  of  1880  keeper  for  each  pilot  boat  actually  engaged  in  the  regular  management 

-l,  p.  ii4.  0£  £hejr  "boats,  shall  be  exempt  from  all  jury  duty ;  but  nothing  herein contained  shall  be  construed  to  work  a  disqualification  of  any  of  the 
class  of  citizens  herein  named,  or  exclude  their  names  from  the  jury- 
box. 

§3940.  (3866.)  (3846.)  Compensation  of  jurors.  Commencing  with  the 
Acts  of  1878  year  1879,  and  then  for  every  year  thereafter,  it  shall  be  the  duty  of 

-9,  p.  190.  fae  first  grand  jury  empaneled  at  the  fall  term  of  the  Superior  Courts 

1/2!*!!/"  /  f&  /  °f  ̂ ne  several  counties  of  this  State,  to  fix  the  compensation  of  jurors^ 
\J  S  '  *  and  Court  bailiffs  in  the  Superior  Courts  of  such  county  for  the  next 
(£^sC  v<x-*-*-  succeeding  year,  such  compensation  not  to  exceed  the  sum  of  two  dollars 
V£o  f 4Wf*  £*cr**per  diem.  And  all  laws,  whether  general  or  local,  in  conflict  with  the /  ,  •  7  %47  provisions  of  this  section  be,  and  the  same  are  hereby,  repealed. 

\<J6-(*f ******    J*^^£C^£r^'J*^s™-  J      r 
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The  provisions  of  this  section  shall  be  given  in  charge  by  the  Judges 
of  the  several  Superior  Courts  to  the  first  grand  jury  empaneled  at  the 
fall  terms  of  said  Courts  each  year. 

§3941.  (3864.)  (3844.)  Jury-box,  how  supplied  when  destroyed.  When  Acts  of  1873, 
from  any  cause  the  jury  list  and  jury-box,  or  either,  shall,  in  any  \^  f  1880 
county  in  this  State,  be  lost  or  destroyed  between  the  time  of  drawing  -i,  p.  116. 
juries  and  the  beginning  of  the  term  for  which  such  drawing  was 
made,  or  before  the  service  of  the  precepts  on  the  persons  named  therein, 
it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  Judge  of  the  Circuit  in  which  such  loss  or 
destruction  occurs,  immediately  on  being  informed  thereof,  to  issue  an 
order  to  the  jury  commissioners  of  the  county,  to  meet  at  the  county 
site  and  prepare  a  list  of  citizens  eligible  to  serve  as  jurors  under  the 
Constitution  of  this  State,  which  list  shall  contain  the  names  of  not  less 

than  two-thirds  of  the  "upright  and  intelligent"  citizens  of  the  county; 
and  from  this  list  they  shall  select  a  sufficient  number,  not  exceeding 
two-fifths  of  the  whole,  taking  for  this  purpose  the  names  of  the  most 
upright,  intelligent  and  experienced  citizens,  and  from  the  list  so  se- 

lected shall  at  once  proceed  to  draw  thirty  names  of  persons  to  serve  as 
grand  jurors  at  the  next  term  of  the  Court ;  and  from  the  remaining 
three-fifths  of  the  names  on  such  list  shall  then  proceed  to  draw,  in  the 
same  manner,  not  less  than  thirty-six  to  serve  as  traverse  jurors  at  the 
next  term  of  the  Court ;  and  when -such  drawings  have  been  completed 
the  commissioners  shall  immediately  make  out  and  deliver  to  the 
Clerk  of  the  Superior  Court  correct  lists  of  the  grand  and  traverse  ju- 

rors so  drawn,  and  the  clerk  shall  at  once  deliver  to  the  Sheriff,  or  to 
the  coroner  in  case  the  Sheriff  be  disqualified,  proper  precepts  con- 

taining the  names  of  persons  drawn  to  serve  as  grand  and  traverse 
jurors,  respectively,  to  be  served  personally,  as  required  by  law ;  and 
the  persons  so  drawn  and  served  shall,  if  otherwise  eligible,  be  compe- 

tent to  serve  as  jurors  during  the  term  for  which  they  were  drawn, 
without  regard  to  the  time  of  the  preparation  of  the  list,  the  drawing 
of  the  jurors  or  the  date  of  the  service  of  the  venire  on  the  persons 
whose  names  are  contained  therein. 

§3941.  (a.)  Precept,  when  lost  or  destroyed,  how  supplied.  In  case  the  Acts  of  isso 

precepts  containing  the  names  of  the  grand  and  traverse  jurors  drawn  _1»  p- 117- 
for  any  term  of  the  Superior  Court,  or  either  of  such  precepts,  shall  be 
lost  or  destroyed  before  the  persons  named. in  them,  or  either  of  them, 
shall  have  been  served,  and  and  there  shall  be  no  record  or  official  list 
of  the  names  contained  in  the  original  precept  so  lost  or  destroyed,  it 
shall  be  the  duty  of  the  jury  commissioners  of  the  county  to  meet  im- 

mediately on  being  informed  of  such  loss  or  destruction,  and  to  draw 
and  deliver  to  the  Clerk  of  the  Superior  Court,  as  now  provided  by  law, 
lists  of  the  jurors  so  drawn,  and  the  clerk  shall  forthwith  prepare  and 
deliver  to  the  proper  officer  new  precepts,  to  be  served  personally ;  and 
the  persons  so  drawn,  listed  and  served  shall,  if  otherwise  competent 
under  the  Constitution  of  this  State,  be  competent  and  compellable  to 
serve  as  jurors  for  the  term  for  which  they  were  drawn,  without  regard 
to  the  date  of  the  drawing  and  delivery  of  the  lists  to  the  clerk,  or  the 
date  of  the  issuing  or  service  of  the  precepts. 

§3941.  (b.)  Judge  may  adjourn  Court,  and  have  jurors  drawn,  when.  If  Actsofisso 

from  any  cause  juries  shall  not  have  been  drawn  for  any  regular  term  "  '  p* of  the  Superior  Court,  and  there  is  not  time  sufficient  for  drawing  and 
summoning  jurors  to  serve  at  such  regular  term,  the  Judge  of  the  Supe- 

rior Court  for  the  county  in  which  such  failure  or  omission  to  draw 
and  summons  jurors  has  occurred,  may,  by  order  passed  at  chambers, 
adjourn  such  Court  to  another  day,  and  require  the  requisite  number 
of  grand  and  traverse  jurors  to  be  summoned,  and  may  enforce  their 
attendance  at  such  adjourned  term. 
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[Section  (3865.)  Superseded  by  the  new  law  of  this  Chapter.] 
§3942.  Juries  in  special  emergencies.     [Whenever  the  session  of  any 

(b)  Acts  of  Court  of  record  in  this  State  shall  be  prolonged  beyond  the  week  or  pe- 
'  p'    *  riod  for  which  juries  were  drawn  at  the  close  of  the  preceding  term,  as by  law  provided,  or  the  Judge  anticipates  that  the  same  is  about  to  be 

so  prolonged,  or  from  any  other  cause  such  Court  has  convened,  or  is 
about  to  convene,  and  there  have  been  no  juries  drawn  for  the  same,  it 
shall  and  may  be  lawful  for  such  Judge  to  draw  juries,  so  many  as  may 
be  necessary  for  such  Court,  and  cause  them  to  be  summoned  accord- 

ingly, in  the  manner  prescribed  for  drawing  juries  at  the  close  of  the 
regular  terms  of  such  Courts  respectively.]  (b.) 

Section  referred  to  and  construed  :  57  Ga.,  431. 

§3943.  (3866.)  (3846.)  Grand  jury  may  recommend  an  extra  tax.  Upon 
Acts  of  1855  the  recommendation  of  the  grand  jury,  the  Ordinaries  of  the  several 
Actsof  1858  C(JQnties  in  this  State  may  assess  and  raise  a  tax  for  the  compensation 

p.  102.  'of  grand  and  petit  jurors — the  jury  and  confession  fees  paid  into  the §514.  county  treasury  being,  in  such  case,  a  part  of  the  fund  for  that  purpose; 
and  when  such  tax  is  raised,  the  Clerk  of  the  Superior  Court  shall  issue 
to  the  jurors,  whose  compensation  is  provided  for  as  aforesaid,  a  certifi- 

cate, which  shall  be  deemed  and  held  a  warrant  on  the  county  treasury 
for  the  amount  of  the  money  due  such  juror,  according  to  the  per  diem 
pay  fixed  by  the  Ordinary,  and  the  County  Treasurer  shall  pay  the  same 
out  of  the  fund  so  raised  by  taxation  as  aforesaid,  and  the  tax  collector 
shall  collect  the  tax  and  pay  it  over  as  county  tax. 

On  this  law:  34  Ga.,  370. 

§3944.  (3867.)  (3847.)  Oath  of  the  jury  in  claim  cases.  The  following 
oath  shall  be  administered  to  all  juries  impaneled  to  try  claim  cases, 

whether  at  common  law  or  on  the  appeal;  to-wit :  "  In  addition  to  the 
oath  you  have  already  taken,  you  do  further  swear  that  you  will  give 
such  damages,  not  less  than  ten  percent.,  as  may  seem  reasonable  and 
just  to  the  plaintiff  against  the  claimant  in  case  it  shall  be  sufficiently 
shown  to  you  that  such  claim  was  made  for  delay  only.  So  help  you 

God." In  Justice's  Court:  8Ga.,  49. 

§3945.  (3868.)  (3848.)  On  failure  of  the  Court.     Whenever  there  shall 
Act  of  1805,  be  a  failure  of  the  Superior  Court,  in  consequence  of  the  non-attend- 
c.  p.  550.     ance  of  the  Judge,  or  other  cause,  the  jurors  summoned  for  such  Court 

shall  stand  over  to  the  next  succeeding  term,  in  the  same  manner  as 
suitors  and  witnesses  do. 

[Section  (3869.)  Superseded  by  the  new  law  of  this  Chapter.] 
§3946.  (3870.)  (3850.)  May  be  fined  for  contempt.     If  any  jury  shall 

Act  of  1799,  commit  a  contempt  of  Court,  or  shall  break  up  before  giving  in  their 
c.  p.  495.     verdict  in  any  civil  case,  without  leave  of  the  Court,  the  Court  may  de- 

clare a  mistrial  in  the  case,  and  shall  fine  each  of  the  offending  jurors 
in  a  sum  not  exceeding  one  hundred  dollars. 

Section  cited  :  57  Ga.,  528. 

§3947.  (3871.)  (3851.)  May  have  refreshments.     When  any  jury  is  con- 
Act  of  i83i,  fined  in  the  investigation  of  a  case  for  a  length  of  time,  which  exposes 

a  f*  5fi85q  ̂ nem  ̂ °  hunger  and  cold,  the  Court  may,  on  application  from  such  jury, 
p.  52.        '  direct  them  to  be  furnished  with  such  refreshments  as  the  presiding 

Judge  may  deem  meet  and  proper  ;  and  the  said  Judge  shall  have  full 

V  -V~  Jf-*'       power  to   draw  his  warrant   on   the  (County  Treasurer^) of  the  county where  the   investigation   is  had  for  the  payment  of  the  same,  which 
the  said  treasurer  shall  pay  out  of  any  funds  on  hand.     The  Judge  may 
also  allow  the  jury  fire,  if  the  circumstances  require  it. 
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As  to  county  not  being  liable  for:  24  Ga.,  82.  Only  by  direction  of  tbc  Court,  and  if 
without,  is  ground  for  new  trial:  37  Ga.,  195.  Proper  for  the  Court  to  provide  for 
the  wants  of  the  jury  in  respect  to  medicines  and  necessaries :  55  Ga.,  697,  702. 

General  Note  on  Juries. — Abbreviations  question   for    jury:  57  Ga.,   36.     Ad- 
journed term  ordered  at  chambers,  grand  jury  at,  illegal,  etc.  :  57  Ga.,  427.     Affidavit 

by  juries  that  they  misconceived  charge,  not  received:  59  Ga.,  248.     Exculpatory,  by 
juror  not  generally  received  to  support  verdict:  42  Ga.,  81.     Bias   of  juror,  what  nec- 

essary to  show  after  verdict :  61  Ga.,  182.     Call  of  jurors  on  return  of  verdict  not  nec- 
essary: 22  Ga.,  213.     Case  submitted  to  jury  when   declaration  is  read :  12  Ga.,  104. 

Cause,  juror  stricken  for,  need  not  be  supplied  :  59  Ga.,  180.     Challenge,  not  princi- 
pal cause  of,  to  juror  that  plaintiff  has  had  similar  suit  against  the  juror  :  60  Ga.,  520. 

Charge,  Judge  not  bound  to*  repeat,  etc.,  when  jury  return  for  instruction  on  a  par- 
ticular point:  18  Ga.,  460.     Written,  incorrect  to  send  into  jury  room:  31  Ga.,  625. 

Coercion,  threat  by  Judge   to   take  jury   to  another  county,  etc.,  was:  31   Ga.,  626; 
44/473.     Communications,  public,  between  Judge  and  jury  as  to  case,  not  objection- 

able :  IGa.,  200.     Coroner's  jury,  no  law  allowing  pay  to  :  60  Ga.,  612.     Discharge 
of  juror  by  Court  in  criminal  case,  when  error  :  10  Ga.,  82.     There  may  be,  of  jury  in  a 
case  of  life,  by  consent:  15  Ga.,  562.     Discretionary  with  Judge  as  to  relieving  from 
jury  dutv,  when :  43  Ga.,  209.     Evidence,  conflicting,  for  jury  to  reconcile:  62  Ga., 
271.     Jury  exclusive  judges  of  weight  of.  and  error  to  grant  new  trial  because  of  con- 

flict: 11  Ga,,  203.     Forcible  entry  and  detainer,  selection  of  jurors  in,  under  Consti-     v 
tution  of  1868  :  43  Ga.,  434.     Grand  jurors  competent  talesmen  in  criminal  cases  :  4 
Ga.,  136;  see  51  Ga.,  497.     Not  heard  to  impeach  finding:  57  Ga.,  107  ;  60/145.     County 
tax,  recommendation  for,  by  grand  jury,  as  to :  52  Ga.,  233.  Grand  juror  must  be  a  cit- 

izen :  53   Ga.,  75.     Grand  jury   presumed  legally  constituted:    58  Ga.,  35.      Name   of 
grand  juror  dropped  from  list  after  he  is   drawn,  still  good:  55  Ga.,  391.     Impeach- 

ment, juror  will   not  be  heard  in,  of  his  own  verdict:  36  Ga.,  380;  37/195;  46/363; 
59/711;  65/26.     Of  juror,  in  criminal  case,  by  affidavits  and  exculpation:  43   Ga.,485. 

Of  juror's  verdict,  on  ground  of  previously  expressed  opinion,  and  juror  supports  ver- 
dict by  affidavit :  7  Ga.,  139.     Grand  jury  excusing  one  of  their  number,  etc. :  56  Ga., 

601.     Incompetent,  juror  was,  who  stated  he   was  afraid  he  could  not  do  one  of  the 
parties  justice  :  24  Ga.,  265.     One  of  grand  jury  who  found  bill  is.  to  try  defendant :  51 
Ga.,  408.    Issue  formed  as  to  whether  a  grand  juror  was  sworn:  53  Ga.,  602.  Son  of  a  stock- 

holder in  corporation  is,  when  the  corporation  is  a  party:  60  Ga.,  551.     Cousin   of  a 
party  is:  47  Ga.,  538;  28/439.     Inference  allowed  jury  where  evidence  stops:  56  Ga., 
294;  58/48.     Infirmity,  deafness   is,  for  which   Court   may  excuse  juror:  20  Ga.,  156. 
Initials;  new  trial   not  granted  because   initials   of  Christian  name  of  some  of  grand 
jury  set  out:  18  Ga.,  460.     Indictment  not  quashed  because  of  initials,  etc.  :  58  Ga..  35. 
Interest  that   disqualifies  a  juror  is  one  that  is   certain  :  15   Ga.,  73.     Intoxicated, 
juror  becoming,  verdict  should  be  set  aside  :  40  Ga.,  150.     Issue    of  fact,  Court   may 
refer  any,  to  jury:  47  Ga.,  645.     Judge   conversing  with  jury   about   case,  wrong:  7 
Ga.,  397.     Finding  of,  when  acting  as  Judge  and  jury,  same  presumption  in  favor  as  of 
verdict  of  jury  :  41  Ga.,  427-437.  Juries,  for  a  term,  Court  has  no  power  to  purge,  etc., 
when  :  48 Ga.,  353.   Jury  list,  substantial  compliance  with  the  law  in  making:  56  Ga., 
463.     Plea  in  abatement  because  the  name  of  juror  was  not  on,  must  be  in  writing:  60 
Ga.,  126;  59/707.     Motion  to  set  aside  verdict,  after  return,  because  juror's  name  not 
on,  too  late:  40  Ga.,  253;  46/362:  59/721.     Law,  juries  judges  of,  in  criminal  cases,  in 

what  sense:  10  Ga..  512;  41/217';  42/9;  48/66;  49/485;  52/87,  290,  607;  53/429;  55/52; 56/65,503.     In  civil  cases,  jurors  bound  to  find   law   as  propounded  by   the   Court: 
12    Ga.,   475;    41/217:  52/607;    but   see  56  Ga.,   503,  352.     New  trial  refused,  when 
two    of    jury    had    been    on    former  jury    when    there    was    a  mistrial:    20    Ga.. 
660.      Refused    on    account   of    a    juror    being    relative    of     a    person     interested : 
39  Ga.,  660;  see  26  Ga.,  431 ;  47/538.     Unbecoming  conduct  of  juror  known  to  counsel 
before  verdict,  no  cause  for:  36  Ga.,  332.     No  ground  for,   that  jury  took  certain  re- 

ceipts to  their  room:  39  Ga.,  119.      Granted  in   trespass  case  when  two  of  jury  had 
been  on  grand  jury  that  found  bill  against  defendant  for  same  trespass,  etc.  :  39  Ga., 
118.     Should  be  granted  when  juror  conversed  with  a  person  not  a  juror  about  the 
case,  etc. :  38Ga.,216.     Granted  when  there  was  a  conversation  between  a  juror  and 
the  plaintiff:  62  Ga.,  372.     Granted  when  jury  heard  conversation  between  father  of 
plaintiff  and  another  person  about  the  case  :  44  Ga.,  200.     That  name  of  juror  was  not 
in  the  box  or  on  the  list,  no  cause  for  :  59  Ga.,  721.     That  substitute  answered  for  a 
juror  drawn,  no  ground  for  :  46  Ga.,  361.      Challenge  of  whole  panel   that  juries  may 
be  put  on  their  voir  dire,  and  Court  refusing  new  trial,  granted:  59  Ga.,  145.     Sheriff 
giving  jurors  loose  papers,  purporting  to  be  evidence  in  murder  case, ground  for  new  trial : 
43  Ga.,  90.  Oath,  objection  to  form  of,  when  too  late:  23  Ga.,  493.  Opinion,  having  form- 

ed, from  hearing  part  of  the  evidence  under  oath,  not  competen  t  in  cri  minal  cases  :  17  Ga. , 
498.  Although  juror  may  have  expressed,  as  to  subject  matter  of  litigation,  he  is  com- 

petent :  21  Ga.,  161.     Plat,  jury  not  allowed  to  take,  to  their  room,  whpn  :  18  Ga.,  181. 
Party,  who  prevails  entertaining  a  juror  at  his  expense,  after  jury  is  impanelled, 
verdict  set  aside:  11  Ga.,  203.      Likewise  when  counsel  entertains:  17  Ga.,  364.     Poll- 

ing jury,  not  the  right  of  party  in  civil  case,  but  Judge  mav  or  mav  not  allow  it:  6 

Ga.,  458;  36/380.     A  legal  right  in  criminal  cases:  31  Ga.,661,  641;"  49/211;  52/479; 57/285;  62/87;  63/306.     Form  of  questions  in:  62  Ga.,  87.     Propter   defectum,   ob- 
jections   to    juror    too    late    after    verdict:    64  Ga.,.453;     57/329;    53/428;     40/253; 

20/72;    19/102.     Propter  affectum,   objection    to   juror    after    verdict:    60    Ga.,      551; 
28/439.     Recharge  of  jury,  on  their  request,  in  presence  of  defendant  in  criminal 
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case,  proper:  41  Ga.,  484.  Refreshments,  jury  should  be  provided  with,  only 
by  direction  of  the  Court:  37  Ga.,  195.  Relationship,  nephew  of  a  volunteer 
prosecutor  in  criminal  case  not  competent :  62  Ga.,  58.  Remarks,  improper,  by 
juror  before  taken  on  jury,  explained:  59  Ga.,  309.  Separation  of  jury  in  criminal 
case,  ground  for  new  trial:  5  Ga.,  86;  47/599;  56/653.  When  no  ground  for  disturb- 

ing the  verdict:  14  Ga.,  8.  A  matter  of  discretion  for  the  Court,  when:  10  Ga.,  512. 
In  civil  case,  when  no  ground  for  new  trial :  12  Ga.,  272;  23/222;  33/56.  Court  should 
not  allow,  without  consent  of  parties:  37  Ga.,  332.  Statement  by  one  juror  to  the 
jury  after  retiring  in  regard  to  case,  no  new  trial  for  :  9  Ga.,  504.  Striking1  jury  in 
criminal  case,  rule  for  :  19  Ga.,  426.  Sworn,  that  grand  jury  was,  evidenced  by  being 
"impaneled":  53  Ga.,602.  Talesmen  not  drawn  by  Judge  from  box:  1  Ga.,  631. 
Grand  jurors  competent  as,  to  try  criminal  cases  :  4  Ga.,  136;  20/60.  Filling  vacan- 

cies in  grand  jury  with,  valid  :  49  Ga.,  210.  Treating"  Jurors  by  one  party  in  pres- 
ence of  the  other,  new  trial  not  granted,  etc.  :  42  Ga  ,  64.  Trial  by  jury,  constitutional 

provisions  for,  discussed  :  5  Ga.,  195.  Right  of,  applies  in  civil  cases  to  Federal  Courts: 
Courts:  57  Ga..  206.  Appeal  from  Ordinarv  preserves  rightof :  54  Ga.,  183.  When  issue 
tried  by  Judge:  44  Ga.,  503  ;  45/82.  117  :  48/347  ;  53/602;  61/546.  Where  statutes  did  not 
provide  for,  etc.:  46  Ga.,  53,  344.  Triors,  as  to,  of  challenge  of  jurors:  17  Ga.,  498; 
8/408;  9/121.  Verdict,  juror  can  support,  but  not  impeach  :  7  Ga.,  139;  9/121; 
17/146;  49/622;  59/309;  60/145.  When  excessive,  new  trial  will  be  granted:  41  Ga., 
515.  Voir  dire,  only  one  juror  examined  on,  at  a  time:  60  Ga.,  367.  Motion  to 
challenge  all  of  the  jury.  etc. :  59  Ga..  145.  Witness,  jury  judge  of  credibility  of,  and 
weight  of  evidence:  42Ga,,82;  62/271.  Ought  to  be  recalled  to  restate  evidence,  when 
jury  disagrees  as  to  what  testified  to:  26  Ga.,  156.  No  error  to  administer  the  oath  to 
twelve  jurors  at  once,  before  their  examination  on  their  voir  dire,  as  to  their  compe- 

tency :  65  Ga.,  430. 

General  Note  on  Traverse  Jurors. — Subject  treated  :  ProfFatt  on  Jury  Trial ;  3 
Whart.  Crim.  Law,  $3166  et  seq. ;  1  Bishop  Crim.  Proc,  $890  et  seq. ;  1  Archbold  Crim. 
PL  and  Pr.,  485 ;  3  Cooley  Bl.,  358 ;  4/348.  Verdict  by  more  than  twelve  men  in  crim- 

inal case,  illegal:  19  Am.  R.,  30;  1  Hawley's  Crim.  Rep.,  577.  Defendant  may  waive 
his  right  to  a  trial  by  twelve  :  2  Hawley's  Cr.  Rep.,  626.  Juror  possessed  of  knowledge 
material  to  the  case  should  be  sworn  as  a  witness;  and  if  not  sworn,  his  statements  in 
the  jury-room  should  not  be  considered  in  arriving  at  verdict:  1  Whart.  Ev.,  $602. 
Right  of  accused  to  go  with  jury,  visiting  scene  of  crime  :  28  Am.  D.,  630,  n  ;  2  Haw- 

ley's Cr.  Rep.,  454.  Law  requiring  jurors'  names  to  be  taken  from  tax  books  not  bind- 
ing on  U.  S.  Court:  1  Woods,  499.  Two  witnesses  passing  through  jury-room  in  order 

to  get  down  stairs,  but  not  communicating  with  jury,  conviction  not  set  aside :  1  Haw- 
ley's Cr.  Rep.,  251.  Misconduct  of  jury:  R.  M.  Charl.,  48;  Ga.  Dec,  Part  IT.,  107;  3 

Whart.  Crim.  Law,  $3318  et  seq. ;  see  note  to  $3718.  Discharge,  before  verdict:  1  Am. 
D.,  176-7,  n  ;  21/505-508,  n.— See  note  on  Verdicts,  following  $3567,  and  notes  in  Penal Code. 

TITLE  XII. 

PROCEEDINGS    AGAINST    OFFICERS   OF    COURT. 

CHAPTER  I. 

PROCEEDINGS   AGAINST   OFFICERS   OF    COURT. 

Section. 
3948.  Officers  sxibjeet  to  suit,  etc. 
3949.  Liability  of  Sheriffs'. 
3950.  Demand  of  money  collected. 
39 -ill.  Service  of  demand,  how  proved. 
3952.  Retired  officers  may  be  ruled. 
3953.  Rules  nisi  against  officers. 
3954.  Answer  and  proceedings. 

Sdction. 
3955.  When  ruled  without  notice. 
3956.  Judgment  on  rule. 
3957.  Defaulting  officers,  how  punished. 
3958.  Delinquent  attorneys. 
3959.  Rule  against  deputy  Sheriff. 
3960.  Service  of  rule  against  Sheriff. 
3961.  Rule  against  Justices  of  the  Peace. 

Act  of  1' C,  p.  576, 

§3948.  (3872.)  (3852.)  Officers  of  Court  liable  for  suits,  etc.    All  Sheriffs, 
■99,  under  Sheriffs,  coroners,  jailers  and  constables,  and  other  officers  of 

'  Court,  shall  be  liable  to  all  actions,  suits,  and  disabilities  whatever, which  they,  or  either  of  them,  may  or  shall  incur  for  or  on  account  of 
the  escape  of  prisoners,  or  for  or  in  respect  of  any  other  matter  or  thing 
whatever  relating  .to  or  concerning  their  respective  offices. 

Debt  against  Sheriff  for  an  escape:  1  Ga.,  514.     As  to  constable's  liability:  20  Ga., 
598.     Rule  against  Sheriff  for  a  negligent  escape  :  1  Ga.,  544;  25/465. 

Weeks  on  Attorneys,  #94. 
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§3949.  (3873.)  (3853.).  Liability  of  Sheriffs.     The  Sheriffs  of  this  State  Act  of  1799, 
shall  be  liable  to  an  action  on  the  case,  or  an  attachment  for  contempt  c'  p-576, 
of  Court,  at  the  option  of  the  party,  whenever  it  appears  that  such  §3W0- 
Sheriffs  have  injured  such  party,  either  by  a  false  return,  or  by  neglect- 

ing to  arrest  a  defendant,  or  to  levy  on  the  property  of  the  defendant, 
or  to  pay  over  to  the  plaintiff,  or  his  attorney,  any  moneys  collected  by 
such  Sheriffs  by  virtue  of  any^.  fa.   or  other  legal  process,  or  to  make 
a  proper  return  of  any  writ,  execution,  or  other  process  put  into  the 
hands  of  such  Sheriff. 

Liability  to  Sheriff  over  as  sureties  on  deputy  Sheriff's  bond  :  13  Ga.,  389-391.  As 
to  when  Sheriff  liable  to  trespass  for  levying  execution  :  12  Ga..  613.  When  Sheriff 
liable  under  a  rule  for  levying  fi.  fa. :  19  Ga.,  71 ;  38/141.  For  refusing  to  levy 
a  merely  irregular  fi.  fa. :  19  Ga.,  139,  268.  Rule  against,  for  not  paying 
over  money:  19  Ga.,  298;  40/506.  Must  elect  to  proceed  by  action  or  rule,  not  both, 
where  aggrieved  :  23  Ga.,  379.  When  payment  to  Sheriff  without  the  execution,  was 

no  payment:  25  Ga.,  646.  When  Sheriff  not  liable  for  act  of  his*deputy  :  33  Ga.,  585. 
When  Sheriff  liable  to  be  attacked  for  failure  of  deputy  to  pay  money  collected  on 
execution:  1  Ga.,  584;  but  see  3Ga.,  1.  Remedy  against  Sheriff  for  false  and  fraudu- 

lent return  :  7  Ga.,  187.  When  rule  absolute  against  Sheriff  is  no  bar  to  suit  against 
his  sureties:  7  Ga.,  445.  As  to  measure  of  damages  against  defaulting  officer :  17  Ga., 
625.  On  rule  absolute  against  Sheriff  for  money,  no  attachment  until  called  on  to 
show  cause  :  8  Ga.,  153.  Statute  of  limitations  runs  on  liability  of  Sheriff  for  money 
received  on  fi.  fa.  from  time  received  :  9  Ga.,  413.  Sheriff  ruled  in  Superior  Court  for 
money  collected  on  Justice  of  the  Peace  fi.  fa. :  23  Ga.,  185.  Section  referred  to,  and 
as  to  Sheriff's  costs:  37  Ga.,605.  Remedy  by  attorney  on  Sheriff's  bond  :  34  Ga.,  173. 
When  Sheriff  not  in  contempt  for  receiving  an  illegality:  49  Ga.,  112-114;  54/600; 
51/315."  When  illegality  will  not  protect  him:  57  Ga.,  161.  Section  referred  to  and 
construed :  49  Ga.,  611-612.  Where  rule  should  not  have  been  made  absolute  against  a 
Sheriff:  48  Ga.,  521 ,  49/428 ;  51/610,  315.  Where  it  should  have  been  made  absolute  : 
53  Ga.,  299  ;  55/87.  When  rule  absolute  against  a  Sheriff  not  an  estoppel,  but  may  go 
behind  the  judgmentin:  50  Ga.,  338.  Officer  not  liable  without  notice  to  contrary, 
for  executing  process  from  Court  of  competent  jurisdiction  apparently  regular:  51 
Ga:,  270.  Where  garnishment  of  defendant  in  execution  no  excuse  for  Sheriff  not  pay- 

ing money  due  on  fi.  fa.  :  51  Ga.,  606.  In  rule  against  Sheriff  for  contempt  for  failing 
to  levy  executions  may  show  the  property  to  be  levied  on  belonged  to  another  than  de- 

fendant in  execution  :  56Ga.,417.  And  may  show  that  fi.  fa.  paid  off  in  whole  or 
part:  57  Ga.,  161.  Where  Sheriff  answers  to  rule,  no  property  on  which  to  levy  :  57 
Ga.,  188.  For  refusing  to  levy,  must  show  Sheriff  in  contempt  of  Court,  and  plaintiff 
injured  thereby :  56  Ga.,  634  ;  64/749-750.  When  officer  could  not  attack  the  judgment 
for  fraud  as  protection  for  not  levying  the  execution  :  56  Ga.,  613.  When  attached  for 
contempt :  60  Ga.,  244.  Defense  by  Sheriff  and  sureties  on  bond  for  his  not  levying 
fi.  fa.,  that  homestead  taken  on  the  land  :  60  Ga.,  642.  Liability  of  Sheriff  in  attach- 

ment for  not  taking  replevy  bond  :  59  Ga.,  359-361.  Only  U.  S.  Marshal,  not  his  deputy, 

liable  for  neglect  of  official" duty  :  59  Ga.,  432. 
See  note  to  Code,  #407.  Statute  of  limitations  does  not  begin  to  run  in  favor  of 

Sheriff  until  demand:  21  Am.  D.,  513. 

§3950.    (3874.)    (3854.)    Money  collected  by  officers  may  be  demanded,  etc.  Act  of  1822, 

If  any  Sheriff,  coroner,  Justice  of  the  Peace,  constable,  Clerk  of  the  A^P0f7i84i 
Superior  Court,  or  attorney  at  law,  shall  fail,  upon  application,  to  pay  c,  p.  579. 
to  the  proper  person,  or  his  attorney,  any  money  they  may  have  in 
their  hands,  which  they  may  have  collected  by  virtue  of  their  office, 
the  party  entitled  thereto,  or  his  attorney,  may  serve  said  officer  with 
a  written  demand  for  the  same,  and  if  not  then  paid,  for  such  neglect 
or  refusal  the  said  officer  shall  be  compelled  to  pay  at  the  rate  of  twenty 
per  cent,  per  annum  upon  the  sum  he  has  in  his  hands,  from  the  date 
of  such  demand,  unless  good  cause  be  shown  to  the  contrary. 

Can  proceed  on  Sheriff 's  bond  for  the  twenty  percent,  interest:  14  Ga.,  584.  Pro- 
ceeding against  an  attorney  where  he  was  permitted  to  plead  a  set-off  as  against  the  de- 

mand of  the  State:  18  Ga.,658.  Where  Sheriff  liable  for  money  stolen  from  him 
while  asleep  :  30  Ga.,  628.  Against  an  attorney  for  the  twenty  per  cent.  :  56  Ga.,  571-5. 
When  attorney  ruled  for  money  collected  can  only  be  made  liable  for  sum  actually  col- 

lected :  57  Ga.,  525-8.  Answer  by  attorney  to  rule  for  money  collected,  only  evidence 
so  far  as  it  is  responsive  to  the  rule:  58  Ga.,  221. 

§3951.  (3875.)    (3855.)    Service  of  demand,  how  proved.     A  copy  of  said  Act  0M822, 

demand  produced  in  Court,  verified  by  affidavit,  stating  when  and  where  a  p-  5'8, 
the  original  was  served  upon  the  officer,  shall  he  prima  facie  evidence 
of  the  date  and,  service  thereof. 
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§3952.    (3876.)    (3856.)     Officers  may  be  ruled  after  going  out  of  office. 
Act  of  1813,  Sheriffs,  deputy  Sheriffs,  coroners,  Clerks  of  the  Superior  Courts,  Jus- 
c.  p.  202.      tices  of  the  Peace,  and  constables,  shall  at  any  and  all  times  be  subject 

to  the  rule  and  order  of  the  Courts  after  they  have  retired  from  their 
respective  offices,  in  such  cases  and  in  like  manner  as  they  would  have 
been  had  they  remained  in  office. 

Sheriff  receiving  money  after  expiration  of  his  office,  his  sureties  are  not  liable 
therefor:  2  Ga,,  248.  Where  the  responsibility  of  sureties  of  Sheriff  continues  after  his 
office  expires,  for  his  liability  incurred  while  m  office  :  14  Ga.,  588.  A  Sheriff  may  be 
ruled  after  he  has  retired  from  office:  22  Ga.,  476;  44/509.  Where  Sheriff  levies  and 
turns  over  process  to  his  successor,  and  illegality  interposed,  he  is  not  liable  after  he 
goes  out  of  office:  26  Ga.,  358;  60/410.  On  bond  of  Clerk  of  Superior  Court  for  dam- 

ages for  failing  to  take  sufficient  bond  to  dissolve  garnishment:  63  Ga.,  786. 

§3953.  (3877.)  (3857.)  Rules  nisi  against  officers.  The  Judges  of  the 
Act  of  i84i,  Superior  Court,  Qrdinaries,  and  Justices  of  the  Peace,  respectively,  upon 

c.  p.  5so.  application,  may  grant  rules  nisi  against  11  officers  subject  thereto,  in 
vacation,  or  in  term  time,  which  rule  isi  shall  contain  a  full  state- 

ment of  the  case  in  which  the  officer  is  called  upon  to  show  cause,  and 
also  the  time  and  place  of  hearing,  and,  if  granted  in  vacation,  the 
officer  called  on  shall  be  served  with  a  copy  thereof  before  the  sitting 
of  the  Court  to  which  it  is  made  returnable,  and  if  granted  in  term 
time,  such  service  shall  be  perfected  before  the  case  is  called  for  hearing. 

Should  state  the  Court  in  which  the  judgment  and  execution  claiming  the  money 
was  had  :  2Ga.,  169.  Against  Sheriff  for  money:  23Ga.,  185;  25/200.  Sufficient  when 
it  sets  forth  name  of  plaintiff  and  defendant  in  fi.  fa.,  amount  of  principal  and  inter- 

est, date  of  judgment,  Court  to  which  returnable,  and  has  had  it  long  enough  to  make 
the  money:  49  Ga.,  609.  The  rule  for  money  may  also  contain  a  rule  nisi  for  attach- 

ment: 57  Ga.,  161.  Against  attorney  for  not  paying  over  money  to  be  enforced  by  at- 
tachment or  execution:  58  Ga.,  124.  Where  the  rule  signed  by  an  attorney  was  suffi- 

cient: 59  Ga.,  230. 

§3954.  (3878.)  (3858.)  Answer  to  rule  nisi,  and  subsequent  proceedings. 
Act  of_i840,  The  officer  called  on  by  rule  nisi,  as  provided  in  the  preceding  section, 
c.  p.  5/9.  snaii  fully  respond  in  writing  to  said  rule,  which  answer  shall  be  under 

oath,  taken  at  the  time  the  answer  is  filed;  and  if  the  answer  is  not 
denied,  the  rule  shall  be  discharged,  or  made  absolute,  according  as 
the  Court  may  deem  the  answer  sufficient  or  not.  The  movant  of  the 
rule,  however,  may  traverse  the  truth  of  such  answer,  in  which  case  an 
issue  shall  be  made  up  and  tried  by  a  jury  at  the  same  term,  unless 
good  cause  of  continuance  be  shown,  which  may  be  done  once  only  by 
either  party.  Upon  the  trial  of  such  issue  the  Court  shall  discharge 
the  rule,  or  make  the  same  absolute,  according  as  the  verdict  of  the  jury 
may  be  for  or  against  the  officer. 

Act  of  1840  applies  to  every  return  made  by  any  Sheriff  under  an  order  of  any  Su- 
perior Court:  1  Ga.,  546.  When  returns  of  Sheriff  were  not  traversable  :  8  Ga.,  317. 

Right  of  traverse  of  Sheriff's  answer :  40  Ga.,  7.  Unless  traversed,  taken  as  true:  40 
Ga.,  81.  Where  so  vague  as  cannot  be  traversed  it  will  be  adjudged  insufficient:  32 
Ga.,  548;  51/475.  Where  answer  not  traversed,  held  sufficient:  34  Ga.,  346.  Sherift 
failing  to  answer  a  rule  absolute,  right  fully  granted:  41  Ga.,  524.  Where  continu- 

ance properly  granted  to  Sheriff  on  withdrawal  of  traverse  to  his  answer  to  substitute 
another:  44  Ga.,  593.  Where  rule  absolute  against  Sheriff  for  failure  to  make  money 
conclusive  against  him:  49  Ga.,  262.  Where  answer  of  Sheriff  was  that  the  property 
had  been  set  apart  as  a  homestead:  47  Ga.,  503.  Answer  by  former  Sheriff  that  he 
had  turned  over  execution  to  successor  and  he  answered  he  had  been  enjoined  and  no 
traverse,  rule  discharged  :  50  Ga.,  598.  Section  referred  to  and  construed:  51  Ga.,  317. 
When  traverse  of  answer  of  Justice  of  Peace  in  Superior  Court  was  on  a  law  question 
and  for  the  Court  to  decide  :  61  Ga.,  546.  Where  cannot  set  up  illegality  as  an  answer, 
but  may  show./?,  fa.  paid  off  in  whole  or  part:  57  Ga.,  161.  Attorney's  answer  only 
evidence  for  him  so  far  as  responsive  to  the  rule  :  58  Ga.,  221-2.  Untraversed  answer 
of  Sheriff  setting  up  his  expenses,  allowed:  59  Ga.,  631-2.  Untraversed  answer  of 
Sheriff  not  alleging  land  worth  less  than  principal,  interest  and  costs,  rule  made  ab- 

solute for  that :  60  Ga.   334. 

§3955.  (3879.)  (3859.)  When  officer  may  be  ruled  without  notice.  If  a 
Sheriff,  or  other  officer,  shall  designedly  absent  himself  from  his  Court, 
the  presiding  Judge  or  Justices,  in  all  such  instances,  when  required  by 
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plaintiffs  in  execution,  or  their  attorneys,  shall  grant  a  rule  absolute 
against  such  Sheriff,  without  the  notice  aforesaid,  unless  it  is  proven  at 
such  term  of  the  Court  that  the  said  Sheriff,  from  sickness,  is  not  able 
to  attend  said  Court. 

§3956.  (3880.)  (3860.)  Lien  of  rule  absolute.     When  a  rule  absolute  has  Acts  of  1858, 

been  obtained  against  any  officer  for  the  payment  of  money,  as  provided  p'  ̂ 
in  this  Chapter,  such  rule  shall  have  the  same  lien  upon  the  property,  §20°i. 
both  real  and  personal,  of  such  officer  as  an  ordinary  judgment  at  law, 
and  if  not  punctually  paid,  such  demand  shall  thereafter  draw  an  in- 

terest at  the  rate  of  twenty  per  cent,  per  annum,  and  the  plaintiff"  may have  either  an  attachment  or  an  execution  issued  from  said  rule  abso- 
lute, and  may  have  either  of  said  processes  returned,  and  the  other 

issued  at  pleasure. 
Formerly  no  execution  in  such  cases:  6  Ga.,  239.  575.  When  rescinded:  4  Ga.,  200. 

Formly  was  no  lien  :  24  Ga.,  146.  Section  referred  to  where  against  a  rule  absolute 
judgment  due  Sheriff  for  costs  was  set-off:  37  Ga.,  606.  Where  the  rule  absolute  should 
not  have  been  granted  :  50  Ga.,  336-8.  Rule  absolute  against  an  attorney  may  be  en- 

forced by  execution  or  attachment:  58  Ga.,  124.  Section  referred  to  and  construed: 
60  Ga.,  334-5  ;  63/434.     Where  levied  on  property  of  an  attorney  :  59  Ga.,  524. 

§3957.  (3881.)  (3861.)  Default  of  officers ;  how  punished.     If  any  Sheriff,  Act  of  1799, 

or  coroner,  shall  fail  to  make  a  proper  return  of  all  writs,  executions,     p' 577- 
and  other  processes  put  into  his  hands,  or  shall  fail  to  pay  over  all 
moneys  received  on  such  executions,  on  his  being  required  so  to  do  by 
the  Court,  he  shall  be  liable  to  an  action  as  for  contempt,  and  may  be 
fined,  imprisoned,  or  removed  from  office,  in  the  manner  prescribed  by 
the  Constitution  and  laws. 

Sheriff  attached  for  failure  of  his  deputy  to  pay  over  money:  1  Ga.,  584.  As  to 
rule  absolute  and  suit  on  bond  of  Sheriff:  7  Ga.,  445;  17/522.  Where  a  Sheriff  was 
allowed  to  take  advantage  of  the  insolvent  debtors'  Act :  26  Ga.,  139.  Section  referred 
to  and  construed  :  37  Ga.,  605. 

§3958.  (3882.)  (3862.)  Delinquent  attorney  to  be  stricken  from  the  roll.     If  Actof  1812, 
any  attorney  shall  retain  in  his  hands  any  money  received  by  him  for  c-  p-578- 
any  client,  after  being  ordered  by  the  Court  to  pay  over  the  same  to  the 
principal,  he  shall  be  stricken  from  the  list  of  attorneys. 

When  only  liable  for  money  actually  collected :  57  Ga.,  525.  When  client  could 
enforce  rule  absolute  against  attorney  for  contempt  by  attachment  or  fi.  fa.  :  58  Ga., 
122.     Imprisonment  of  attorney:  59  Ga.,  523. 

§3959.  (3883.)  (3863.)  Deputy  Sheriffs  subject  to  rule,  etc.      All  deputy  Act  of  1841> 
Sheriffs  shall  be  liable  to  be  ruled  and  attached  in  the  same  way  andc-p-580- 
manner  as  Sheriffs ;  but  the  liability  of  the  Sheriff  shall  not  be  affected 
by  any  such  proceeding  against  his  deputy,  when  the  same  is  not  ef- 
fective. 

Stated  :  38  Ga.,  575.     When  Sheriff  not  liable  for  acts  of  his  deputy  :  33  Ga.,  585. 

*  §3960.  (3884.)  (3864.)  Rule  against  Sheriff  and  deputy,  by  whom  served.  Act  of  18-11, 
Whenever  the  Sheriff,  or  his  deputy,  is  a  party  to  said  rule  or  interested  c-  p-  58°- 
therein,  and  there  be  no  coroner  or  other  lawful  officer  of  said  county  to  §588, 3344. 
execute  the  same,  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  Judge,  or  Justice,  of  said 
Court  to  appoint  pro  tempore  a  special  officer  to  carry  out  and  effectuate 
the  order  of  said  Court,  which  said  officer,  so  appointed,  shall  be  allowed 
the  usual  fees  of  Sheriffs  for  like  service. 

Section  referred  to  and  construed :  60  Ga.,  490. 

§3961.  (3885.)  (3865.)  Justices  of  the  Peace  and  constables,  where  rided.  Act  of  1820, 

Justices  of  the  Peace  and  constables  shall  be  so  far  considered  officers  of  5'cf  oMssq 
the  Superior  Court,  as  to  be  subject  to  be  ruled  under  similar  regula-  c.  p.  65i.  _  ' 
tions  as  are  herein  provided  in  relation  to  any  other  officer  of  said  Court,  pC37.of  18,6, 
and  shall  be  subject  to  all  the  pains  and  penalties  as  are  herein  pro- 

vided, in  case  of  a  rule  absolute  against  Sheriffs  and  other  officers  of 
said  Court,  when  they,  or  either  of  them,  shall  refuse  or  neglect  to  col- 
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lect  or  to  pay  over  any  money  which  they  may  have  received  or  collec- 
ted in  their  official  capacity. 

Where  Justice  of  the  Peace  liable  to  be  ruled  for  money  collected  before  judgment: 
5  Ga.,  384.  Section  referred  to  and  construed:  54  Ga  ,  622-3.  Rule  and  judgment 
against  a  Justice  of  the  Peace  for  the  amount  due  and  20  per  cent,  damages :  61  Ga., 
546-7. 
General  Note  on  Title  XII. — Answer,  of  Sheriff  under  oath  to  a  rule,  taken 

as  true  unless  traversed:  40  Ga.,  81.  Attachment,  Sheriff  liable  to,  for  permitting 
former  Sheriff  to  escape  who  was  in  jail  under  attachment:  1  Ga.,  544.  Against 
Sheriff  for  failing  to  pay  over  money  :  6  Ga.,  575 ;  37/604.  Cannot  issue,  on  rule  abso- 

lute against  Sheriff,  until  he  is  called  on  to  show  cause,  etc.  :  8  Ga.,  153.  Rule  to  show 
cause  why  money  is  not  paid  into  Court  without  more,  no  grounds  for:  47  Ga.,  366. 
Sheriff  not  necessarily  liable  to,  when  liable  to  action  on  the  case  :  51  Ga.,  314.  Attor- 

ney, duty  of,  when  Sheriff  collects  money  on  afi.  fa.  :  34  Ga.,  173.  Bail,  Sheriff  fail- 
ing to  take,  etc.,  himself  and  sureties  held  special  bail:  26  Ga.,  430.  Bankruptcy, 

when  proceedings  in,  no  excuse  for  Sheriff  failing  to  sell  property:  40  Ga.,  257.  Bond, 

pending  action  on  Sheriff's,  Sheriff  and  one  security  die,  plaintiff  may  proceed  against surviving  securities:  48Ga.,550.  Judgment  by  the  Court  in  suit  on,  when  no  issuable 
defense  on  oath:  60  Ga.,  314.  In  suit  on,  for  fa  lure  to  serve  defendant,  measure  of 

damages  is  the  loss  sustained :  63  Ga.,  509  ;  62/168.  Cash,  Sheriff's  sales  are  for,  etc.  : 
61  Ga.,  330;  19/291.  Claim  interposed  against  one  fi.  fa.,  no  excuse  to  Sheriff  for  not 
proceeding  with  others  against  same  defendant :  30  Ga.,  878.  Damages,  as  to  measure 
of:  17  Ga.,  522,  624;  40/7  ;  44/14;  45/292.  Day  in  Court,  when  Sheriff  was  adjudged 
to  have  had,  on  rule  for  money:  14  Ga.,  86.  Exceptions  to  rule  against  Sheriff 
eighteen  months  after  filing  of  rule,  too  late  :  9  Ga.,  413.  Execution,  Sheriff  has  no 
authority  to  sell  property  without,  and  excused  when  plaintiff  took  it  out  of  his 
hands:  54  Ga.,  601.  Factor's  lien,  rule  against  Sheriff  for  failing  to  enforce: 
43  Ga.,  360.  Fund  in  Court,  judgment  creditors  with  notice  bound  by  distribution 
of,  on  rule  against  Sheriff:  20  Ga.,  668.  Pule  to  distribute,  is  in  nature  of  an  equi- 

table proceeding:  54  Ga.,  557.  Homestead,  Sheriff  acting  in  good  faith  in  not  levy- 
ing on,  not  held  liable :  40  Ga.,  297  ;  44/351,  417.  When  held  liable,  etc. :  44  Ga.,  14. 

Levy  by  Sheriff  on,  and  defendant's  wife  notified  him  of  homestead  set  apart :  49 
Ga.,  75.  Ignorance  of  law  excuses  no  man,  and  least  of  all  a  Sheriff:  32  Ga.,  362. 
Injury  to  plaintiff  necessary  to  support  rule  against  Sheriff:  56  Ga.,  634.  Judgment 
against  Sheriff  by  Court  not  having  jurisdiction,  a  nullity  :  9  Ga.,  130.  Jurisdiction 
of  Supreme  Court  on  rule  against  Sheriff  for  money  collected  out  of  land  on  fi.  fa. 

from  Justice's  Court:  23  Ga.,  185.  Liability,  Sheriff  liable  on  rule  to  pay  the  money 
himself  for  neglect  to  levy :  26  Ga.,  437.  Liable  for  money  collected  and  stolen  from 
him  :  30  Ga.,  628.  Liable  for  failure  to  take  bond  for  damages  in  claim  case  :  43  Ga., 

250.  Not  liable  when  plaintiff's  attorney  loaned  money  collected  to  deputy  :  59  Ga., 
180.  Liable  for  money  collected  by  his  deputy:  3  Ga.,  1.  Liability  of  Sheriff  on  rule 
absolute  is  to  plaintiff  in  the  rule :  59  Ga.,  360.  Liable  for  whole  amount  of 
fi.  fa.  when  answer  did  not  allege  it  worth  less:  60  Ga.,  334;  56/417.  Of- 

ficers liable  for  negligence  in  failing  to  collect  money :  11  Ga.,  297 ;  19/71 ; 
26/437 ;  30/664.  Liable  for  the  bid  when  he  puts  pui chaser  in  posses- 

sion without  paying:  42  Ga.,  233.  Ministerial  officer  protected  in  execution 
of  process,  when:  51  Ga.,  270.  Mistake,  Sheriff  selling  land  on  Monday 
not  compelled  to  accept  bid  and  make  deed  :  42  Ga.,  629.  Note  given  by  Sheriff  in 
discharge  of  rule,  and  rule  rescinded  as  illegal,  failure  of  consideration  a  good  plea:  4 
Ga.,  200.  Notice  by  defendant  in  fi.  fa.  to  Sheriff  of  intention  to  file  bill,  no  excuse 
for  failure  to  make  money:  30  Ga.,  664.  Mere  notice  to  retain  money,  does  not  justify 
withholding  it  from  plaintiff:  53  Ga.,  79.  When  notice  to  Sheriff  not  to  pay  over  did  not 
prevent  his  doing  so  :  53  Ga.,  69.  Order  of  Court,  when  protection  to  Sheriff:  7  Ga., 
419.  Partner  may  be  made  party  to  money  rule  against  Sheriff  as  to  proceeds  of 
partnership  property:  61  Ga.,  343.  Payment,  letter  to  Sheriff  to  allow  certain,  did 
not  authorize  entering  credits  on  fi.  fa. :  5  Ga.,  449.  Voluntary  by  defendant  to  Sherifff 
on  younger  fi.  fa. :  56  Ga.,  383.  Sheriff  protected  in,  of  money,  by  order  of  defendant 
in  fi.  fa. :  22  Ga.,  307.  Plaintiff  in  execution,  when  bound  by  announcement  of 
Sheriff,  at  sale,  as  to  payment  of  the  money  :  26  Ga.,  481.  Procedure,  method  of,  on 
motion  against  Sheriff  for  supposed  failure  of  duty:  18  Ga.,  361.  Remedy,  party 
agreed,  etc.,  not  allowed  to  bring  action  and  proceed  by  rule,  both :  23  Ga.,  379.  Rule — 
Inferior  Court  could  amend  rule  against  Sheriff  at  subsequent  term :  2  Ga.,  220.  Abso- 

lute, conclusive  against  Sheriff,  and  prima  facie  evidence  against  sureties  :  7  Ga.,  445  ; 
17/522;  30/818.  Sheriff  not  subject  to  be  ruled  out  of  his  county:  17  Ga.,  187,  292. 

Objections  that  rule  m'«i  was  too  uncertain  was  too  late  after  verdict:  18  Ga.,  361. Rule  kept  open  to  await  result  of  claim  case  :  32  Ga.,  512.  Rule  and  attachment  against 
Sheriff  for  same  money  being  same  case  may  be  joined  in  one  bill  of  exceptions  :  42 
Ga.,  83.  Rule  superseded  during  pendency  in  Supreme  Court,  whole  case  stops:  42 

Ga.,  85.  Rule  against  Sheriff  holding  fi.  fa.  from  Superior  and  Justice's  Courts :  49 
Ga.,  428-430.  When  Sheriff  acted  in  good  faith :  59  Ga.,  181.  Rule  not  discharged 
when  Sheriff  failed  for  six  months  to  obey  instructions  to  levy :  64  Ga.,  749.  Sale, 
failing  to  advertise,  according  to  law,  Sheriff  liable  for  injury :  31  Ga..  60L  Set  aside, 
rule  absolute  may  be,  for  fraud  or  want  of  foundation:  15  Ga.,  182.  Statute  of  limi- 

tations begin  to  run  in  favor  of  Sheriff  from  time  of  receiving  money:  9  Ga.,  413. 
Stay  law,  liability  of  Sheriff  arising  under:   34  GaM  309;  38/141  ;  42/83.    Sureties, 
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judgment  against  Sheriff  on  rule,  no  discharge  as  to,  till  paid  :  6  Ga.,  239;  7/445  Tax 
fl.  fas.,  jurisdiction  of  rule  against  Sheriff  to  account  for,  was  in  Interior  Court :  29 
Ga.,  212.  Against  defaulting  tax  collector,  issued  by  Comptroller-General,  and  Sheriff 
not  held  liable  :  44  Ga.,  417. 

TITLE  XIIL 

OF  PROCEEDINGS  TO  FORECLOSE  MORTGAGES. 

Chapter  1. — Of  Mortgages  on  Real  Estate,  how  Foreclosed. 

Chapter  2. — Of  Mortgages  on  Personalty,  how  Foreclosed. 

CHAPTER  I. 

MORTGAGES  on  real  estate,  how  foreclosed. 

Article  1. — Of  the  Application,  when  and  how  made. 
Article  2. — Defenses,  Pleas,  etc.,  when  and  how  made. 

Article  3. — Of  the  Judgment,  Disposition  of  Property,  etc. 
Article  4. — Of  the  Proceeds  of  Sale  how  appropriated. 

ARTICLE  I. 

application  to  foreclose  ;  WHEN,  where,  and  how  made,  and  pro- 
ceedings thereon. 

Section.  Section. 
3962.  Mortgage  on  land,  how  foreclose.  3963.  Executors,  etc.,  may  foreclose. 

§3962.  (3886.)  (3866.)  Foreclosure  of  mortgage  on  realty.     Mortgages  on  Act  of  1799( 
real  estate  in  Georgia  shall  be  foreclosed  in  the  following  manner,  to-  c.  p.  570 

wit :  Any  person  applying  and  entitled  to  foreclose  such  mortgage  shall  c.  p.  572. " 
by  himself  or  his  attorney,  petition  to  the  Superior  Court  of  the  county  c^0^836' 
wherein  the  mortgaged  property  may  be,  which  petition  shall  contain 

a  statement  of  the  case,  the  amount  of  the  petitioner's  demand,  and  a 
description  of  the  property  mortgaged ;    whereupon  the  Court  shall 
grant  a  rule  directing  the  principal,  interests  and  costs  to  be  paid  into 
Court  on  or  before  the  first  day  of  the  next  term  immediately  succeed- 

ing the  one  at  which  such  rule  is  granted;  which  rule  shall  be  pub- 
lished once  a  month  for  four  months,  or  served  on  the  mortgager,  or  his 

special  agent  or  attorney,  at  least  three  months  previous  to  the  time  at 
which  the  money  is  directed  to  be  paid  into  Court,  as  aforesaid :  Provided,  Acts  of  1878 

that  where  the  land  covered  by  a  mortgage  consists  of  a  single  tract  of  _9>  p-  50- 
land  divided  by  a  county  line  or  county  lines,  such  mortgage  may  be 
foreclosed  on  the  entire  tract  in  either  of  the  counties  in  which  part  of 

it  lies-:  Provided,  further,  if  the  mortgagor  resides  upon  the  land,  the 
mortgage  shall  be  foreclosed  in  the  county  of  his  residence. 

Where  service  on  trustee  was  sufficient  without  making  cestui  que  trust  a  party  :  20 
Ga.,  72.     Where  judgment  of  foreclosure  for  an  installment  falling  due  between  rule 
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Article  2.— Pleas,  defenses,  etc.,  when  and  how  made. 

nisi  and  rule  absolute:  20  Ga.,  342.  No  appeal  from  rule  absolute  on:  24  Ga.,  91. 
Where  equity  will  not  interfere  to  foreclose  on  a  title  bond  interest  until  all  purchase 
money  paid:.  30  Ga.,  670.  Purchaser  at  mortgage  sale  protected  when  rule  absolute 
shows  on  its  face  that  rule  was  served  legally:  38  Ga.,  597.  Where  could  foreclose  in 
name  of  mortgagees  without  their  consent:  35  Ga.,  123.  When  proceeding  to  foreclose 
unrecorded  mortgage  not  such  lis  pendens  as  would  be  notice  to  purchaser  of  the  prop- 

erty :  52  Ga.,  596.  Mortgage  on  realty  must  be  foreclosed  in  county  where  land  lies: 

53  Ga.,  285-6.  Where  four  years'  possession  after  foreclosure  of  a  mortgage  did  not  dis- 
charge it  from  the  lien  of  such  judgment :  53  Ga.,  328.  Where  purchaser  between  time  of 

service  of  rule  nisi  and  rule  absolute  is  concluded  by  the  judgment :  59  Ga.,  78.  Where 

rule  absolute  signed  by  Judge  valid, although  rule  nisi'signed  by  Judge,and  head  of  family concluded  by:  57  Ga.,  230.  Day  on  which  rule  nisi  served  counted  in  estimating  the 
three  months  :  59  Ga.,  392.  Where  only  one  foreclosure  on  debt  due  by  installments  : 
60  Ga.,  486.  When  an  attorney  could  not  acknowledge  service  on  a  rule  :  57  Ga.,  126. 
As  to  service  :  54  Ga.,  463. 

§3963.  (3887.)  (3867.)  By  representative  of  deceased,  mortgagee.  If  the 
person  entitled  to  foreclose  the  mortgage  on  real  estate  be  dead,  the  ap- 

plication and  proceeding  to  foreclose  may  be  made  and  prosecuted  by 
his  executor  or  administrator. 

Administrator  of  mortgagee  can  foreclose  against  administrator  of  mortgager,  and 
heirs  of  mortgager  are  not  necessary  parties  :  27  Ga.,  248.  When  must  foreclose  as  ad- 

ministrator, and  not  in  individual  capacity:  39  Ga.,  26. 

ARTICLE   II. 

OF    PLEAS,    DEFENSES,    ETC.,    WHEN    AND    HOW   MADE. 

Section. 
3964.  Defenses  agdnst  foreclosure. 
3965.  Third  persons  cannot  defend. 

Section. 
3966.  Proceedings  against  executors,  etc. 
3967.  Issue,  how  tried. 

§3964.  (3888.)  (3868.)  Defense  against  foreclosure  of  mortgage  on  realty. 
Act  of  1799,  When  a  rule  nisi  to  foreclose  a  mortgage  on  real  estate  has  been  granted, 

Act'of7i839,  an(i  the  same  has  been  published  or  served,  as  hereinbefore  required, 
c.  p.  572.      the  mortgagor,  or  his  special  agent  or  attorney,  may  appear  at  the  term 

of  the  Court  at  which  the  money  is  directed  to  be  paid,  and  file  his  ob- 
jections to  the  foreclosure  of  such  mortgage,  and  may  set  up  and  avail 

himself  of  any  defense  which  he  might  lawfully  setup  in  an  ordinary 
suit  instituted  on  the  debt  or  demand  secured  by  such  mortgage,  and 
which  goes  to  show  that  the  applicant  is  not  entitled  to  the  foreclosure 
sought,  or  that  the  amount  claimed  is  not  due:  Provided,  that  the  facts 
of  such  defense  are  verified  by  the  affidavit  of  such  mortgagor,  or  special 
agent,  or  attorney,  at  the  time  of  filing  the  same. 

Usury  as  a  defense :  1  Ga.,  392  ;  28/526-8  Principal  debtor  could  make  same  defense 
against  security  which  he  could  have  made  against  the  original  creditor  :  4  Ga..  182. 
As  to  whether  consideration  of  a  mortgage  was  bona  fide  or  merely  colorable,  is  a  ques- 

tion for  the  jury  to  determine  :  53  Ga.,  214;  6/365.  No  one  but  a  party  to  the  record 
can  object  to  foreclosure  of  a  mortgage  :  3  Ga.,  174;  19/14;  25/383.  Where  the  heirs 
at  law  could  defend  against  a  foreclosure  in  equity  :  21  Ga.,  463.  Where  sickness,  and 
defense  purely  equitable,  not  precluded  by  judgment  at  law  :  24  Ga.,  91.  Those  not 

.  parties  or  privies  to  a  judgment  of  foreclosure  may  attack  it  collaterally :  22  Ga.,  351-2. 
May  show  as  defense  at  second  term  usury,  gaming  consideration,  or  debt,  was  to  com- 

pound a  felony  or  mortgagee  under  duress,  or  has  been  released:  27  Ga.,  248.  Not 
withdrawn  to  go  into  equity  where  law  gives  adequate  relief  :  37  Ga.,  364.  Where  could 
not  recoup  against  foreclossure  of  a  mortgage  :  38  Ga.,  577.  Where  could  :  55  Ga,,  75- 
78.  Where  mortgagor  alone  could  not  defend  because  the  property  mortgaged  was 
trust  property :  36  Ga.,  499.  Where  it  was  no  defense  between  mortgagor  and  mort- 

gagee that  land  subject  to  support  of  mortgagor's  mother  during  life  :  45  Ga.,  631. 
Where  bankruptcy  and  homestead  set  apart  no  defense:  52  Ga.,  605;  53/208. 

§3965.  (3889.)  (3869.)  Third  persons  cannot  defend.  If  the  mortgagor, 
or  his  special  agent,  or  attorney,  fail  to  set  up  the  defense  provided  for 
in  the  preceding  section,  it  is  not  competent  for  any  third  person  to 
interpose  ;  neither  will  the  Court  itself,  of  its  own  motion,  do  so. 

Stated :  3  Ga.,  174 ;  19/14 ;  25/383 ;  46/133-8.  But  those  not  parties  not  concluded 
by  the  foreclosure  :  45  Ga.,  496;  46/133;  58/158-162;  54/462:  21/461.     Section  referred 
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Article  3.— The  judgment  and  disposition  of  mortgaged  property. 

to  and  construed:  54  Ga.,  463  ;  59/819.     Where  remedy  by  illegality  by  husband  not 

defeated  by  wife's  deed  :  59  Ga.,  817-818. 

§3986.  (3890  )  (3870.)  Proceedings  to  foreclose  when  mortgager  dead, 
When  the  mortgager  is  dead,  the  proceedings  to  foreclose  the  mortgage 
on  real  estate  may  be  instituted  against  his  executor  or  administrator. 

Where  no  administration  on  mortgager's  estate:  21  Ga.,  461.  Where  a  claimant 
against  a  mortgage^,  fa.  could  not  take  advantage  of  mortgage  foreclosure  in  twelve 
months  from  granting  administration  on  estate  of  mortgager  :  30  Ga.,  706. 

§3967.  (3891.)  (3871.)  Issue,  how  tried.  When  proceedings  to  fore- 
close a  mortgage  are  instituted,  and  a  defense  is  set  up  thereto,  as  here- 

inbefore provided,  the  issue  shall  be  submitted  to  and  tried  by  a  special 
jury. 

General  Note. — Discrepancy  between  debt  and  mortgage  explained  by  parol  evi- 
dence :  25  Ga.,  383.  Where  mortgage  foreclosed  separately,  two  giving  a  lien  on  sep- 

arate interest  in  the  same  property  to  common  creditor:  30  Ga.,  706.  Where  on  fore- 
closure, mortgagers  notified  and  served  legally,  and  make  no  defense,  the  judgment  of 

foreclosure  conclusive  against  them :  61  Ga.,  303. 

ARTICLE  III. 

OF    THE    JUDGMENT    AND    DISPOSITION   OF    MORTGAGED    PROPERTY. 

Section. 
3968.  Judgment  of  foreclosure  and  sale. 

Section. 

3968.  (a.)  Foreclosure  by  building  and  loan  as- 
sociation, how  made. 

§3968.  (3892.)  (3872.)  Judgment  and  sale  of  mortgaged  property.   When  Act  of  1799, 

the  mortgager,  after  being  directed  so  to  do,  fails  to  pay  the  principal,  c-  p- 57L 
interest  and  cost,  as  hereinbefore  required,  and  also  fails  to  set  up  and  (a)  Acts  of 

sustain  his  defense  against  the  foreclosure  of  the  mortgage,  the  Court      ' y'    '  , 
shall  give  judgment  for  the  amount  which  may  be  due  on  such  mort- 

gage, and  shall  order  the  mortgaged  property  to  be  sold  in  the  manner  §3975. 

and  under  the  same  regulations  which  govern  Sheriff's  sales  under  ex-  /P  V^4t-  *   /- 
ecution.     [And  the  provisions  of  section  3979  of  this  Code  shall  apply    f^^\Tf /--  ' 
as  well  to  mortgages  upon  real  property  as  to  mortgages  upon  personal  aLavu*.  cc*JksC++~* 
property.]  (a.)  <£^-^le~-<**> 

When  mortgagees  cannot  enforce  mortgage  against  property  of  subsequent  purchaser :  /{?■*£  ̂ 7^ 
3  Ga.,460  ;  21/439 ;  37/666.  Where  plaintiff  in  execution  may  impeach  mortgage  foreclos-  //**/  ' 
ure  through  which  claimant  claims  title :  7  Ga.,  377.  Retention  of  possession  by  mortga-  ^ 
ger  after  sale  asa  badge  of  fraud,  and  as  to  effect  of  judgment  of  foreclosure  :  6  Ga.,  365. 
Judgment  against  mortgager  before  foreclosure  of  mortgage  not  recorded  in  time  has 
priority  over  such  mortgage:  13  Ga.,  443;  25/687.  When  not  trespass  for  Sheriff  to 
levy  mortgage  fi;  fa.  on  the  mortgaged  property  named  in  the  process,  in  possession  of 
third  person  :  13  Ga,,  389.  Judgment  foreclosing  mortgage  binding  mortgager  and  his 
vendee:  18  Ga. ,  476;  59/78.  Where  purchaser  of  mortgaged  property  under  general 

judgment  gets  only  mortgager's  equity  of  redemption  :  7  Ga.,  183.  Judgment  of  fore- 
closure of  mortgage  not  within  dormant  judgment  acts :  7  Ga.,  495  ;  40/412.  Bona  fide 

purchaser  of  land  under  mortgage  fi.  fa.  protected  notwithstanding  irregularity,  after 
acquiescence  for  a  long  time :  19  Ga.,  220.  What  is  a  sufficient  judgment  of  foreclosure 
on  real  estate  :  21  Ga.;  143.  Third  person  should  not  be  permitted  to  object  to  foreclosure 
of  a  mortgage  :  19  Ga.,  14.  Valid  agreement  that  mortgage  lien  on  sale  of  property  should 
attach  to  the  proceeds  of  the  sale  :  22  Ga.,  69,  34,  70.     Where  lien  of  mortgage  was  not  . 
divested  by  tax  sale  of  the  property  mortgaged  :  25  Ga.,  103.  When  mortgagee,  with 
mortgage  recorded,  will  not  be  affected  by  sale  of  mortgaged  premises :  27  Ga.,  205.  Or- 

dinarily mortage  foreclosure  bars  only  rights  of  mortgager,  his  heirs  and  legal  repre- 
sentatives :  27  Ga.,  347.  Purchaser  protected  when  the  rule  absolute  shows  on  its  face 

that  the  rule  nisi  was  served  on  mortgager  according  to  law:  38  Ga.,  597.  Sums  for 

forbearance  to  foreclose  a  mortgage  :  38  Ga.,  526.  Purchaser  at  Sheriff's  sale  with  no- 
tice of  mortgaged  property  has  no  more  favorable  position  than  the  mortgager :  25  Ga., 

316.  To  sell  the  fee  not  necessary  that  consent  of  mortgager,  mortgagee  and  plaintiff 
in  fi.  fa.  should  be  in  writing:  44  Ga.,  593.  One  purchasing  mortgage  property  prior 
to  proceeding  to  foreclose  not  bound  by  the  foreclosure  :  54  Ga.,  462.  Where  no  amend- 

ment of  rule  absolute  allowed  to  show  credits:  57  Ga.,  361-2.  Foreclosure  conclusive 
on  defendant  and  purchaser  after  decree:  62  Ga.,  20;  59/78.  Section  referred  to  and 
construed  :  62  Ga.,  595. 
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Article  4.— Proceeds  of  sale  of  mortgaged  propery,  how  appropriated. 

§3968.  (a.)  Foreclosure  by  building  and  loan  associations,  how  made.  No 
Acts  of  1876,  judgment  of  foreclosure  shall  be  given  in  favor  of  any  building  and 
p.  103.  ]^oan  association,  upon  any  mortgage  executed  to  them,  unless  they 

sffev^U-pfi^  £&  shall  have  served  upon  the  mortgager,  at  least  thirty  days  before  the 
//  y^2L^^*^^0Ur^  a^  wn^cn  sucn  judgment  shall  be  taken,  a  complete  statement  of 

the  amount  for  which    they   claim   judgment,  fully  setting  out  the 

^2^  ̂ ?  e^*£**-<^*  amount  claimed  for  principal,  interest  and  fines,  or  penalties;  and  also 
/    -  j^  *7  setting  out  the  credit  allowed  for  stock  transferred  to  them  as  collateral, 

/*  >*nd  any  otjier  credit  to  which  the  rnortgager  may  be  entitled. 

ARTICLE  IV. 

PROCEEDS  OF  SALE  OF  MORTGAGED  PROPERTY,  HOW  APPROPRIATED. 

Section,  |        Section. 
3969.  Disposition  of  proceeds.  3970.  When  proceeds  may  be  retained. 

§3969.  (3893.)  (3873.)  Disposition  of  proceeds.  The  money  arising 
Act  of  1799,  from  the  sale  of  mortgaged  property,  brought  to  sale  under  the  regula- 
c.  p.  571.  tions  hereinbefore  prescribed,  shall  be  paid  to  the  person  foreclosing 

the  mortgage,  unless  claimed  by  some  other  lien  in  the  hands  of  the 
officer,  which  in  law  has  priority  of  payment  over  the  mortgage;  and 
and  when  there  shall  be  any  surplus  after  paying  off  such  mortgage, 
or  other  liens,  the  same  shall  be  paid  to  the  mortgager,  or  his  agent. 

Proceeds  to  the  mortgagee  having  the  oldest  lien  :  7  Ga.,  183.    Money  to  oldest  valid 
lien  :  27  Ga.,  273.  When  mortgages  of  same  date  recorded  in  timeshare  alike  in  afund  :  38 
Ga.,  459.     A  sale  of  land  under  judgment  junior  to  mortgage  not  foreclosed  divesting 
judgment  lien  older  than  mortgage,  as  to  that  land  :  57  Ga..  55-7.     Sale  under  order  of 

*,    *  v      •  Ordinary  divesting  lien  of  mortgages  on  the  land  and  transferring  it  to  proceeds  of  sale thereof:  59  Ga.,  516. 

-.,, '  ,  §3970.  (3894.)  (3874.)    When  proceeds  may  be  retained  by  the  Court.     If 
§1965.         the  mortgage  is  given  to  secure  a  debt  due  by  installments,  and  is  fore- 

*~  *  -  -'"  .  closed  before  any  one  of  the  installments  falls  due,and  there  is  a  surplus of  funds,  as  above  stated,  the  Court  may  retain  the  funds,  or  order  the 
same  invested  to  meet  the  installments  still  unpaid. 

Section  referred  to  and  construed  :  60  Ga.,  484-486. 

General  Note  on  Foreclosure,  etc. — 2  Jones  M.,  #1215  et  seq.;  Rorer  Judicial  Sale, 
§53.  Service  by  publication  :  Wade  on  Notice,  451.  Foreclosure  on  property  of  a  ten- 

ant in  common  :  22  Wall.,  329.  Purchaser  cannot  retain  out  of  his  bid  amount  due  for 
taxes:  3  0.,  424.  Sale  under  foreclosure:  11  Am.  D.,  193,  n.  Adjourning  sale:  3 
Wall.,  196.  Crops  on  mortgaged  premises:  19  Am.  D.,  752-755,  n.  Application  of 
proceeds:  2  Jones  M.,  §1682;  Rorer  Judicial  Sales,  §§209-237. 
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Article  1.— The  application  to  foreclosure,  by  whom  and  how  made. 

CHAPTER  II. 

OF  MORTGAGES  ON  PERSONAL  PROPERTY,  HOW  FORECLOSED. 

Article  1. — Of  the  Application,  by  whom  and  how  made. 
Article  2. —  Of  the  Defenses,  when  and  how  made. 

ARTICLE    I. 

OF    THE    APPLICATION    TO    FORECLOSE,    BY   WHOM    AND    HOW   MADE. 

Section. 
3971.  On  personalty,  how  foreclosed. 
3972.  Levy  and  sale  of  property. 
3973.  When  the  fi.  fa.  may  claim  money. 

397-1.  Property  may  be  sold  by  consent.' 3974.  (a.)  Foreclosure  before  Justice  of  the 
Peace. 

Section. 
397-4.  ( b.)  Lew  and  sale. 
3974.  (c.)  Defenses. 
3974.  (d.)  Notice  to  mortgager. 
3974.  (e.)  Fees. 

= ejZn^jrC  /£jf£m 

§3971.  (3895.)  (3875.)  Mortgages  on  personalty,  how  foreclosed.     [Mort-  Act  cf  1799 

gages  on  personal  property  shall  be  foreclosed  in  the  following  manner,  u.  p.  571.    ' 
to-wit :     Any  person  holding  mortgage  on  personal  property,  and  wish-  c.  p.  572. 
ing  to  foreclose  the  same,  shall,  either  in  person,  or  by  his  agent,  or  at-  &)  Acts  o{ 
torney  in  fact,  or  at  law,  go  before  some  officer  of  this  State  who  is  author-  ib7i  2,  p.  20. 
ized  by  law  to  administer  oaths,  or  a  commissioner  for  this  State  residing 

in  some  other  State,  and  make  affidavit  of  the  amount  of  principal  and  Af*Z-S,  T^i 
^.ue  on^uch^nortgage,  which  affidavitgshall  be  annexed  to  such  foy/-^_ 

wfcSn^ich  niortgagewitri^tl^amdavit  annexed  thereto  _  ~J/ shall  be  filed  in  tne  office  of  the  Clerk  of  the  Superior  Court  of  the      /^S^ 

county  wherein  the  mortgage^yesides  attthe  dateofth^fbreclosure,  if  aca^y/^c^JL  m 
a  resident  of  this  State,  or  where  he  W^lfleaafl  h  ecfate  or^n^mortgagp  //";£  -  J,  S&'j, 
if  not  a  resident  of  this  State,  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  such^cl^k  to  issue  &^mm         >y^^ 
an  execution  directed  to  all  and  singular,  the   Sherilxyanacoroners  of    r 

this  State,  commanding  the  sale  of  the  mortgaged  property  to  satisfy//      "    ̂  the  principal  and  interest,  together  with  the  costs  of  the  proceedings 
to  foreclose  the  said  mortgage,  (a.) 

Should  be  foreclosed  in  the  county  where  mortgager  resided  at  the  time  of  the  exe- 
cution of  the  mortgage,  if  resident  of  this  State :  13  Ga.,  285.  When  mortgage  foreclosed 

from  certified  copy  from  record,  where  original  lost:  23  Ga.,  5.  May  go  into  the  con- 
sideration in  defense  to  foreclosure  or  any  defense  that  would  have  been  available  in 

equity  :  30  Ga.,  413.  Mortgage  by  non-resident,  foreclosure  on  property  in  county  into 
which  bought:  45  Ga.,  549.  Sufficient  recital  in  the  affidavit  by  the  attorney  that  he 
with  his  partner  was  attorney  for  the  mortgagee  :  39  Ga.,  319.  A  valid  instrument  as 
a  mortgage  as  to  description,  and  could  be  foreclosed  under  this  section  :  55  Ga..  543. 
Affidavit  must  allege  defendant  resides  in  the  county  where  the  proceeding  instituted  : 
54  Ga.,  167;  Harper  vs.  Grambling,  Spalding  &  Co.,  Pamphlt.,  Sept.,  1880,  p.  36.  Mort- 

gage fi.  fa.  quashed  for  insufficient  description,  etc. :  61  Ga.,  390-391.  May  foreclose  and 
proceed  on  mortgage  debt  by  action  at  same  time  :  63  Ga.,  71. 

3972.  (3897.)  (3876.)  Levy  and  sale  of  property.     When  the  execution  Acts  Qf  isso  £uj^L 

/  rg^ntioned  in  the  preceding  section  shall  be  delivered  to  the  Sheriff  or  ̂ cf0f6j79, 
rytwoner,  as  the  case  may  be,  it  shall  be  his  duty  to  levy  on  the  mort-c.  p.  571.' 

gaged  property  wheresover  the  same  may  be  found,  and  after  advertis-  ̂ gef  ptsie'. 
ing  the  same  in  one  or  more  public  gazettes  ofJfcjg_Sj%&e  weekly  for 
four  weeks  before  the  day  of  sale,  the  said  Sh^illyorcoroTier,  shall  put 
up  and  expose  said  property  to  sale  at  the  time  and  place  and  in  same 

manner  as  govern  in  case  of  Sheriff's  sales. 
§3973.  (3897.)  (3877.)  Mortgage  fi,  fa.  may  claim  money,  when.    If  other 

fi.  fas  are  levied  on  the  mortgaged  property,  and  the  same  is  sold  after 
66 

& 

*.#*. 
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an  advertisement  of  only  thirty  days,  the  mortgage  fi.  fa.  may,  never- 
theless, claim  the  proceeds  of  the  sale  if  its  lien  is  superior. 

§3974.  ( 3898.)  (3878.)  Mortgaged  property,  when  sold  without  foreclosure. 
If  a  mortgage  on  realty  or  personalty  is  not  foreclosed,  and  the  equity 
of  redemption  is  levied  on  by  other  fi.  fas,  by  consent  of  the  mortgager 
and  mortgagee,  and  the  plaintiff  in  the  fi.  fa.  levied,  the  entire  estate 
may  be  sold,  and  the  mortgagee  claim  under  his  lien,  in  the  same  man- 

ner as  if  his  mortgage  was  foreclosed. 
Stated:  20Ga.,723.  Such  consent  need  not  be  in  writing:  44  Ga.,  593.  Sale  of  land 

before  foreclosure  of  mortgage  by  judgment  junior  to  mortgage  is  sale  of  equity  of  re- 
demption :   57  Ga.,  55. 

§3974.  (a.)  Foreclosure  before  Justice  of  the  Peace.  Any  person  having 
Acts  of  1878  a  mortgage  on  personal  property  to  secure  a  debt  not  exceeding  one 

-9,  p.  152.  hundred  dollars  principal,  and  desiring  to  foreclose  the  same,  may  him- 
self, his  agent,  or  attorney,  make  affidavit  of  the  amount  of  principal 

and  interest  due  on  such  mortgage,  which  affidavit  shall  be  annexed 
to  such  mortgage^  and  when  such  mortgage,  with  such  affidavit  an- 

nexed thereto,  shall  be  filed  with  any  Justice  of  the  Peace,  or  Notary 
Public,  who  is  ex  officio  Justice  of  the  Peace  in  the  county  where  the 
mortgager  resides,  if  a  resident  of  this  State,  or,  if  not  a  resident  of 
this  State,  then  in  the  county  where  such  mortgaged  property  may  be, 
it  shall  be  the  duty  of  such  magistrate  to  issue  an  execution,  directed 
to  all  and  singular  the  constables  of  this  State,  commanding  the  sale 
of  the.  mortgaged  property  to  satisfy  the  principal  and  interest,  to- 

gether with  the  costs  of  the  proceedings  to  foreclose  said  mortgage. 
§3974.  (b.)  Levy  and  sale  of  mortgaged  property.  When  the  execution 

Acts  of  1878  mentioned  in  the  preceding  section  shall  be  delivered  to  a  constable, 
-9,  p.  152.  it  shall  be  his  duty  to  levy  on  the  mortgaged  property  wherever  it  may 

be  found,  and  after  advertising  the  same,  giving  full  description  of  the 
property  to  be  sold,  and  the  process  under  which  he  is  proceeding,  by 
written  advertisement  at  three  or  more  public  places  in  the  district  in 
which  the  property  may  be  found,  for  thirty  days  next  preceding  such 
sale,  he  shall  put  up  and  expose  to  sale  said  property  as  herein  pro- 

vided :  Provided  such  sale  shall  be  had  within  the  legal  hours  of  sale 
on  a  regular  Court  day,  and  at  the  usual  place  of  holding  Justice 
Courts  for  said  district ;  the  said  constable  shall  put  up  and  expose 
said  property  to  sale  at  the  time  and  place,  and  in  the  same  manner  as 

now  govern  at  constable's  sales. 
§3974.    (c.)  Defenses  by  mortgager.     Such  mortgager  may  avail  him- 

Acts  of  1878  self  of  any  defense  he  may  have  to  such  foreclosure,  in  the  same  man- 
-9,  p.  152.    ner  an(j  Up0n  the  same  conditions  as  now  allowed  by  law  in  case  of 

foreclosure  of  chattel  mortgages  in  the  Superior  Courts;  and  when- 
ever any  such  defense  is  filed  by  such  mortgager,  the  magistrate  issu- 

ing such  execution  shall  have  power  and  jurisdiction  to  hear  and  de- 
.  termine  the  issues  made  thereon  as  in  other  cases  at  law. 

aaJidUr  j    §3974.  (d.)  Mortgager  to  have  notice.     It  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  Jus- 
/-T5\ctsof  i88*tice  of  the  Peace,  or  Notary  Public,  with  whom  the  affidavit  and  mort- 

o,  pi,  p.  126. J^gage  mentioned  in  section  3974   (a.)  are  filed,  to  give  notice  to  the 
I  mortgager  of  said  proceedings  at  the  time  of  issuing  execution  as  pro- 
\yided  in  said  section. 

§3974.  (e.)  Fees  of  Justice  and.  constables.     In  all  foreclosures  of  chat- 
Acts  of  1880  tie  mortgages  before  Justices  of  the  Peace,  as  provided  by  the  four  pre- 
-l,  p.  86.     ceciing  sections,  the  fees  of  the  Justice  in  each  case  shall  be  one  dollar 

for  the  entire  proceeding,  whether  litigated  or  not :  and  the  fees  of  the 
constable  in  each  case  shall  be  the  same  as  in  proceedings  with  a  com- 

mon law  fi.  fa. 
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ARTICLE   II. 

OF    THE    DEFENSES,  WHEN    AND    HOW   MADE. 

Section. 
3975.  Affidavit  of  illegality. 
3976.  Proceedings  thereon. 
3977.  Sale  and  disposition  of  proceeds. 

Section. 
3978.  Executors,  etc.,  may  foreclose. 
3979.  Contest  of  lien  by  third  persons. 
3979.  (a.)  Foreclosure  in  equity. 

§3975.  (3899.)  (3879.)  Affidavit  of  illegality  to  mortgage  fi.  fa.  When  Act  of  1799, 

an  execution  shall  issue  upon  the  foreclosure  of  a  mortgage  on  personal c"  p>  5/L 
property,  as  hereinbefore  directed,  the  mortgager,  or  his  special  agent, 
may  file  his  affidavit  of  illegality  to  such  execution,  in  which  affida- 

vit he  may  set  up  and  avail  himself  of  any  defense  which  he  might 
have  set  up,  according  to  law,  in  an  ordinary  suit  upon  the  demand  se- 

cured by  the  mortgage,  and  which  goes  to  show  that  the  amount  claimed 
is  not  due. 

May  at  law  investigate  as  a  defense  the  consideration  of  the  mortgage,  or  resort  to 
anything  that  could  be  done  in  equity  :  30  Ga.,  413.  Section  referred  to  and  construed  : 
45  Ga.,  550-552  Where  could  not  resort  to  equity,  but  complete  remedy  at  law  under 
sections  3775-6:  47  Ga.,  646.  Where  foreclosure  against  husband  and  wife,  and  ille- 

gality of  husband  dismissed  :  59  Ga.,  558. 

§3976.  (3900.)  (3880.)  Proceedings  on  illegality.     When  an  affidavit  of  Act  of  1799, 

illegality  shall  be  filed,  as  in  the  preceding  section  provided  for,  and  (^Jf^  jZy^/^/L- 
the  mortgager,  or  his  special  agent  or  aj^qr^ey^  sha^^ive  bond,  with  &^~*  ̂ SZT^cT'. 

good  and  sufficient  security^  iil^doubTe^me  an^fet  oisuch  execution,   x^.  r^^  _      * 
conditioned  for  the  return  of  the  property  when  called  for  by  the  levy-  yc0  -/.  f,  ̂ '- 
ing  officer,  which  bond  shall  be  made  payable  to  the  plaintiff,  who 
may  sue  thereon  for  condition  broken,  the  levying  officer  shall  post- 

pone the  sale  of  said  property,  and  return  all  the  proceedings  and  papers 
in  the  case  to  the  Court  from  which  the  execution  issued,  when  the 
issue  shall  be  tried  as  other  cases  of  illegality ;  and  the  jury  shall  be 
sworn  to  give  at  least  twenty-five  per  cent,  damages  to  the  plaintiff  on 
the  principal  sum,  in  case  it  shall  appear  that  the  affidavit  was  made 
for  delay  only,  and  where  the  mortgager  is  unable  from  poverty  to  give 
the  required  bond  and  security,  and  will  make  affidavit  of  the  fact, 
stating  also  in  said  affidavit  that  he  has  been  advised  and  believes  that  *, 
his  grounds  of  illegality  will  be  sustained,  such  affidavit  shall  be  ac-  #•. 
cepted  by  the  levying  officer  in  lieu  of  the  bond  and  security  hereinbe- 

fore provided  for,  but  the  property  shall  remain  in  the  hands  of  the 
levving  officer,  unless  sold  under  special  order  of  Court,  under  section 
3648  of  this  Code. 

Section  referred  to  and  construed  :  47  Ga.,  616,  650.  When  affidavit  of  illegality  to 
mortgage  fi.  fa.   prepared  for  return  to  Court :  61  Ga.,  391. 

§3977.  (3901.)  (3881.)  Sale  of  mortgaged  property  and  disposition  of  pro-  Act  of  1799 
ceeds.  If  the  mortgager  fails  to  set  up  and  sustain  his  defense  as  here- c- p- D71- 
inbefore  authorized,  the  mortgaged  property  shall  be  sold,  and  the  pro- 

ceeds of  the  sale  shall  be  applied  to  the  judgment  of  said  mortgage 
execution,  unless  such  proceeds  are  claimed  b}^  some  other  lien  in  the 
hands  of  the  officer,  entitled  in  law  to  priority  of  payment ;  and  if, 
after  the  satisfaction  of  such  fi.  fa.  or  other  lien,  there  may  be  any  sur- 

plus, the  same  shall  be  paid  to  the  mortgager  or  his  agent. 
As  to  disposition  of  proceeds  of  sale  of  mortgage  property:  57  Ga.,  55. 

§3978.  (3902.)  (3882.)  Representative  of  deceased  mortgagee  may  foreclose. 
When  the  holder  of  a  mortgage  on  personal  property  is  dead,  the  affi- 

davit and  proceedings  to  foreclose  may  be  made  and  prosecuted  by  his 
executor  or  administrator ;  and  if  the  mortgager  be  dead,  his  legal  re- 

presentative may  set  up  the  same  defenses  which  he  could  do  if  living. 
§3979.  (3903.)  (3883.)  How  third  person  may  contest  mortgage  lien,  if 

any  creditor  of  the  mortgager,  whether  his  debt  be  in  judgment  or  not, 
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desires  to  contest  the  validity  or  fairness  of  the  mortgage  lien  or  debt, 
he  may  make  an  affidavit  of  the  grounds  upon  which  he  relies  to  defeat 
such  mortgage,  and  upon  filing  the  same  with  the  levying  officer,  to- 

gether with  a  bond  and  good  security,  payable  to  the  mortgagee,  and 
conditioned  to  pay  all  costs  and  damages  incurred  by  the  delay,  if  the 
issue  be  found  against  the  contestant,  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  such  officer 
to  return  the  same  to  the  Court  to  which  the  mortgage  fi.  fa.  is  made 
returnable,  to  be  tried  in  the  manner  prescribed  above  for  an  affidavit 
of  illegality  by  the  mortgager. 

Third  person  could  not  ordinarily  contest  unless  made  a  party  by  judgment  of  the 
Court:  3  Ga.,  174.  Injunction  refused  if  any  adequate  remedy  under  this  section: 
49  Ga.,  45.     Section  referred  to  and  construed  :  60  Ga.,  396-8. 

§3979.  (a.)  Foreclosure  in  equity.     The  holder  of  any  mortgage  of  real 
.Acts  of  1880  or   personal   property,  or   both,  whether  as  original  mortgagee  or    as 
-l.  p.  127.    executor,  administrator  or  assignee  of  the  original  mortgagee,  shall  be 

at  liberty  to  foreclose  such  mortgage  in  equity  according  to  the  practice 
of  Courts  of  equity,  as  well  as  by  the  methods  prescribed  in  the  Code. 

General  Note  on  Foreclosure  of  Mortgage. — Affidavit  of  foreclosure  before 

Notary  in  employment  of  mortgagee's  attorney,  immaterial:  50  Ga.,  426.  Answer  to 
rule,  setting  up  parol  agreement,  demurrable:  44  Ga.,  662.  Attorney,  affidavit  of 

foreclosure  made  by:  39  Ga.,  312.  "When  cannot  acknowledge  service  of  rule:  57  Ga., 126.  Bankruptcy,  discharge  in,  when  no  answer  to  rule  absolute :  58  Ga.,  604  ;  53/208  ; 
52/605.  Corporation,  foreclosure  mortgage  by  president  of:  30  Ga.,  465.  Credit, 
motion  to  amend  rule  absolute,  to  let  in,  after  foreclosure  not  allowed:  57  Ga.,361. 
Crop,  part  of,  foreclosure  of  mortgage  on:  55  Ga.,  543.  Defenses,  rule  to  foreclose, 
open  to  all,  applicable  to  action  on  the  debt :  55  Ga.,  79  ;  27/248.  Equity,  bill  in,  to 
foreclose  on  mortgagor's  interest  in  land  with  title  in  another  :  30  Ga.,  670.  Foreclos- 

ure is  a  substitute  for  a  proceeding  in  equity  :  35  Ga.,  271-3.  Equity  ousted  of  juris- 
diction if  a  complete  remedy  is  provided  by  law  :  17  Ga.,  123.  Injunction  not  granted 

restraining  foreclosure  when  land  was  charged  with  support  of  mortgagor's  mother: 
45  Ga.,  631.  Court  of  equity  has  power  to  reform  mortgage  on  Georgia  property  made 
in  another  State:  46  Ga.,  450.  Equitable  mortgage,  bill  to  foreclose:  65  Ga.,  271. 
Estoppel,  as  to,  of  surviving  partner,  etc.,  of  land  mortgaged  by  partnership:  46 
Ga.,  549.  Mortgager  estopped  from  denying  he  had  an  interest  in  the  land  at  date  of 
mortgage  :  61  Ga.,  676.  Forbearance  ;  money  paid  for  forbearance  to  foreclose  mort- 

gage, held  as  usury  :  28  Ga.,  526.  Garnishment,  when  garnishee  paid  mortgage  debt 
in  his  own,  wrong:  46  Ga.,  444-6.  Homestead,  mortgage  foreclosure  not  conculsive 
as  to:  59  Ga.,  817.  Judgment  of  foreclosure  binds  mortgagor  and  his  vendee :  18 
Ga.,  476;  46/133;  59/78.  Does  not  bind  purchaser  before  commencement  of  foreclos- 

ure proceedings :  54  Ga.,  462.  Levy,  mortgage  debt  credited  with  levy  unaccounted 

for:  19  Ga.,  537.  Liquidated  demand,  mortgage  foreclosure  not  confined  to:  "24  Ga., 
198.  Non-resident,  mortgage  made  by,  may  be  foreclosed  in  any  county  where  the 
property  is  found:  45  Ga.,  549.  Notes  secured  by  mortgage,  purchaser  of,  may  fore- 

close, using  name  of  mortgagee  for  his  use:  35  Ga.,  119.  Opening  of  foreclosure  of 
mortgage,  equity  ready  to  receive  excuses  for,  etc.  :  26  Ga.,  462-3.  Partnership  mort- 

gage of  property  by  one  partner  :  61  Ga.,  676.  Party,  third  person  not,  not  permitted 
to  make  objection  to  foreclosure  :  19  Ga.,  14.  Personal  property,  mortgage  on,  must 
be  foreclosed  in  countv  of  residence  of  mortgagor  if  resident  of  the  State:  65  Ga., 
113  ;  54/167;  13/285.  Power  of  sale,  as  to,  in  mortgage:  54  Ga.,  441;  63/103.  Purchaser 
from  mortgager  after  mortgage,  what  defenses  he  may  set  up:  45  Ga.,  493.  Security 
indemnified  by  mortgage,  paid  principal's  note  and  foreclosed  mortgage  :  4  Ga.,  182. 
Separate  forclosures  may  be  where  two  give  mortgages  on  separate  interests  in  same 
property:  30  Ga.,  706.  Suits  for  the  debt  and  foreclosure  of  mortgage  may  be  prose- 

cuted at  same  time  :  18  Ga.,  605.  Trustee  invested  trust  fund  in  lands  in  his  own 
name  and  mortgaged  it:  37  Ga.,  392;  41/202.  Usury,  purchaser  may  set  up,  in  the 
mortgage  after  foreclosure,  when  :  58  Ga.,  158. 
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TITLE  XIV. 

OF  PROCEEDINGS  TO  ESTABLISH  LOST  PAPERS. 

CHAPTER  I. 

LOST    PAPERS,    WHEN,    WHERE    AND    HOW    ESTABLISHED. 

Article  1. — Establishment  of  Lost  Papers  in  Superior  Courts. 

Article  2. — Establishment  of  Lost  Papers  in  Justices'  Courts. 

ARTICLE  I. 

ESTABLISHMENT  of  lost  papers  in  superior  courts. 

Section. 
8980.  Office  papers  established  on  motion. 
3981.  When  office  papers. 
3982.  Other  papers,  how  established. 
3983.  Continuance,  when  granted. 
8984.  Rule  absolute. 

Section. 
3985.  Certified  indorsement  of  copy. 
8986.  Suits  on  lost  papers. 
3987.  Oyer  cannot  be  demanded. 
3988.  Lost  executions,  how  established. 

§3980.  (3904.)  (3884.)     Office  papers  may  be  established  instanter.    Upon  Actof  1799 
the  loss  of  any  original  bill  in  equity,  answer,  replication,  declaration,  c.  p. 463. 
plea,  bill  of  indictment,  special  presentment,  or  other  office  paper,  a 
copy  may  be  established  instanter  on  motion. 

Stated:  57  Ga.,  249.  Notice  not  indispensably  necessary:  3  Ga.,  121.  Application 
to  establish  copy  of  lost  writ,  process,  bail  bond,  etc.  :  20  Ga.,  11-12.    Trial  should  not 
groceed  until  last  counter-affidavit  to  enforcement  of  mechanics'  lien  established:  56 

a.,  592.  When  a  certiorari  not  filed  in  office  of,  or  in  possession  of  Clerk  of  Superior 
Court,  was  not  such  office  paper  as  could  be  established  under  this  section:  58  Ga., 
469-470.  Record  and  bill  of  exceptions  lost  in  transmission  should  have  moved  to  es- 

tablish copies  at  term  of  Court  where  returnable  :  59  Ga.,  242,  642-4.  Voluntary  bond 
in  criminal  case,  delivered  to  clerk  and  deposited,  is  an  office  paper,  and  established  by 
copy  at  once  and  without  notice  :  63  Ga.,  702. 

§3981.  (3905.)  (3885.)  Papers  sued  on  are  office  papers,  when.  The  in- 
strument sued  on  shall  be  deemed  an  office  paper,  after  the  case  of 

which  it  is  the  foundation  has  gone  to  the  appeal. 
See:  59  Ga.,  643-4. 

§3982.  (3906.)  (3886.)  How  other  papers  are  established.  The  owner  of  Acts  of  1855 

a  paper,  (other  than  an  office  paper,  and  which  cannot  be  sued  on  and  ■*»  p-  238- 
collected  in  a  Justice's  Court,)  lost  or  destroyed,  desiring  to  establish 
the  same,  shall  present  to  the  Clerk  of  the  Superior  Court  of  the  county 
where  the  maker  of  the  paper  resides,  if  a  resident  of  this  State,  a  peti- 

tion in  writing,  together  with  a  copy,  in  substance,  of  the  paper  lost 
or  destroyed,  as  near  as  he  can  recollect,  which  copy  shall  be  sworn  to 
by  the  petitioner,  his  agent,  or  attorney ;  whereupon  the  clerk  shall 
issue  a  rule  nisi  in  the  name  of  the  Judge  of  the  Superior  Court,  calling 
upon  the  opposite  party  to  show  cause,  if  any  he  has,  why  the  copy 
sworn  to  should  not  be  established  in  lieu  of  the  lost  or  destroyed  origi- 

nal ;  which  rule  shall  be  served  by  the  Sheriff,  his  deputy  or  any  con- 
stable of  this  State,  personally,  upon  the  party,  if  to  be  found  in  this 

State,  twenty  days  before  the  sitting  of  the  Court  to  which  the  rule  nisi 
is  made  returnable;  and  if.  the  party  cannot  be  found  in  this  State, 
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then  the  rule  shall  be  published  in  some  public  gazette  of  this  State 
for  the  space  of  three  months  before  the  final  hearing  of  the  rule. 

What  petition  must  allege,  and  as  to  making  administrators  of  deceased  co-obligor's 
parties  defendant :  10  Ga.,  445.  Satisfaction  and  judgment  asked  for  in  equity  by  owner 
as  to  lost  note  where  indemnity  tendered :  12  Ga.,  507.  As  to  service  personally  of 
rule  nisi :  61  Ga.,  295 ;  28/537-540.  The  application  may  be  verified  by  one  other  than 
the  party  who  best  knew  the  facts  :  24  Ga.,  483-4.  Trial  by  jury  on  issue  joined  as  to 
establishing  copy  of  lost  note:  36  Ga.,  380.  When  under  Act  of  1866  copies  of  lost 
bonds  or  notes  without  requiring  indemnity  :  36  Ga.,  212.  Where  held  has  a  right  to 
establish  copy  of  lost  note:  40.  Ga.,  75-6.  A  copy  deed  established  according  to  law, 
when  in  lieu  of  original,  for  all  purposes  :  9  Ga.,  440. 

Lost  notes,  etc.,  actions  on  :  2  Dan.  Neg.  Inst.,  423-432  ;  2  Pars.  B.  and  N.,  255  ;  Byles 
on  Bills,  372-379 ;  Redf.  &  Big.  L.  C,  notes,  671. ;  13  Am.  D.,  479-483,  full  notes  ;  3  Am. 
R.,  373;  8/71. 

§3983.  (3907.)  (3887. )  Continuance,  when  granted.  In  a  proceeding  to 
Acts  of  1855  establish  lost  papers  under  the  provisions  of  the  preceding  section,  no 

-6,  p. 239.    continuance  shall  be  granted,  unless  it  appear  reasonable  and  just  to the  Court;  nor  shall  a  continuance  be  allowed  to  the  same  party  more 
than  once,  except  for  providential  cause. 

Where  refusal  of  continuance  worked  no  harm  :  56  Ga.,  213. 

§3984.  (3908.)  (3888.)  Rule  absolute.     When  the  rule  nisi  has  been 
Acts  of  1855  duly  served  as  hereinbefore  provided,  the  Court  shall  grant  a  rule  abso- 
-6,  p.  239.    iute  establishing  the  copy  of  the  lost  or  destroyed  paper  sworn  to,  unless 

good  and  sufficient  cause  be  shown  why  such  rule  absolute  should  not 
be  granted. 

§3985.  (3909.)  (3889.)  Certified  indorsement  of  copy.     When  the  copy 
Acts  of  1855  is  established,  the  clerk  of  the  Court  in  which  it  is  done  shall  furnish 

-6,  p.  239.    ̂ e  copy  to  the  party  who  had  it  established,  with  a  certified  indorse- 
ment thereon  of  the  day  and  term  of  the  Court  when  the  rule  absolute 

was  granted:  Provided,  all  costs  of  the  proceeding  are  paid. 
§3986.  (3910.)  (3890.)  Suit  on  lost  paper.  If  the  paper  lost  or  des- 

Acts  of  1855  troyed  be  a  note,  bill,  bond,  or  other  instrument  upon  which  suit  may 
-6,  p.  239.  be  brought,  the  owner  thereof  may  institute  suit  thereon  so  soon  as  the 

rule  nisi  has  been  issued,  as  hereinbefore  provided  for,  and  it  shall  be 
set  forth  in  the  declaration  that  the  paper  sued  on  is  lost  or  destroyed ; 
and  in  no  case  shall  there  be  a  judgment  had  in  such  suit  until  it  shall 
be  determined  whether  the  application  to  establish  the  paper  bs  granted 
or  not ;  and  if  granted,  then  judgment  shall  be  had  as  in  other  cases. 

This  remedy  cumulative,  and  does  not  deprive  party  of  right  to  sue  at  law :  42  Ga., 
462.  Where  proceeding  under  this  section,  and  original  note  found,  may  amend  his 
declaration  :  46  Ga.,  401.  A  suit  may  be  brought  without  establishing  a  copy  :  60  Ga., 
132-3. 

§3987.  (3911.)  (3891.)  Oyer  of  lost  paper  shall  not  be  demanded.  In  a 
Acts  of  1855  suit,  such  as  provided  for  in  the  preceding  section,  oyer  of  the  paper 
-6.  p.  239.  sued  on  shall  not  be  demanded  until  at  the  time  of  the  rendition  of 

judgment  in  such  suit ;  and  then  if  the  plaintiff  produce  a  copy  of  the 
paper,  with  a  certified  indorsement  thereon  by  the  clerk  of  the  Court 
in  which  it  was  established,  as  hereinbefore  directed,  it  shall  be  taken 
and  considered  as  the  original. 

§3988.  (3912.)  (3892.)  When  execution  is  lost,  alias  may  issue.  When 
Acts  of  1857,  any  execution  which  shall  have  been  regularly  issued  from  the  Supe- 
p.  ip4.  rjor  Courts  of  this  State  shall  be  lost  or  destroyed,  the  Judge  of  the 

Court  from  which  the  same  issued  may  at  any  time,  either  in  open 
Court  or  vacation,  upon  proper  application  being  made  and  the  facts 
proven  by  the  affidavit  of  the  applicant,  his  agent  or  his  attorney,  or 
by  any  other  satisfactory  proof,  grant  an  order  for  the  issuing  of  an 
alias  execution  in  lieu  of  the  lost  original  execution. 

What  order  of  Court  as  to  issuing  alias  fi.  fa.  should  set  forth  :  9  Ga.,  275.  As  to 
establishment  of  lost  fi.  fa. :  11  Ga.,  637.  What  is  not  an  alias  fi.  fa.,  but  copy  estab- 

lished of  lost  fi.  fa. :  17  Ga.,  187.     When  indorsement  of  alias  fi.  fa.  on  an  execution 
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purporting  to  be  an  original  did  not  make  it  an  alias  fi.  fa.  :  19  Ga.,  8.  Where,  al- 
though called  an  alias  fi.  fa.,  it  was  only  a  copy  :  58  Ga.,  555.  Where  order  for  alias 

fi.  fa.  was  of  no  avail:  48* Ga.,  183-6.  Where  entry  on  established  copy  of  fi.  fa.  pre- vented its  dormancy:  53  Ga.,  30-31.  Notice  to  defendant  not  necessary  in  proceeding 
to  issue  an  alias  fi.  fa.  on  loss  of  the  original,  and  will  not  preclude  him  from  showing 

it  is  paid:  62  Ga'.,  370. 

ARTICLE  II. 

ESTABLISHMENT   OF    LOST    PAPERS   IN    JUSTICES'    COURTS. 

Section. 
H989.  Of  papers  belonging  to  a  suit. 
3990.  Establishment  of  other  papers. 

Section. 
3991.  Establishment  of  lost  executions. 
3992    Who  may  be  parties. 

§3989.(3913.)  (3893.)  Papers  belonging  to  suits  may  be  established.  When  Acts  of  ism 

any  bond,  bill,  note  or  other  evidence  of  debt,  or  any  summons,  execu--2,  p'240, tion,  or  any  other  paper  belonging  or  appertaining  to  any  suit  or  other 

proceeding  in  any  Justice's  Court  of  this  State,  shall  be  lost,  destroyed 
or  mislaid  from  the  hands  of  the  Justice  of  the  Peace,  such  Justice,  may, 
by  reason  and  virtue  of  his  office,  establish  instanter  a  copy  in  substance 
of  such  paper  in  lieu  of  the  original  so  lost ;  and  if  any  such  paper  be 
lost,  destroyed  or  mislaid  from  the  hands  of  any  person  other  than  the 
Justice  of  the  Peace,  the  party,  plaintiff  or  defendant,  or  any  one  inter- 

ested, wishing  to  use  such  lost  paper,  shall  be  permitted  to  establish 
and  use  in  lieu  of  the  original  a  substantial  copy  of  the  same,  by  mak- 

ing affidavit  of  the  loss  of  the  original,  and  that  the  copy  proposed  to 
be  used  is  a  copy  in  substance  of  the  lost  original. 

Copy  affidavit  and  warrant  established  before  a  Justice  of  the  Peace:  58  Ga.,  172. 

§3990.  (3914.)  (3894.)  Other  papers,  hoio  established.  The  owner  of  a  Acts  of  1855 

lost  paper,  which  may,  according  to  law,  be  sued  on  and  collected  in  a  "6>  p-  255- 
Justice's  Court,  who  wishes  to  establish  the  same,  may  present  to  one 
of  the  Justices  of  the  Peace  of  the  district  in  which  the  maker  resides, 
if  a  resident  of  this  State,  a  copy  in  substance  of  the  paper  lost,  as 
nearly  as  he  can  recollect,  which  copy  shall  be  sworn  to  by  the  appli- 

cant, his  agent  or  attorney,  or  be  proved  by  other  evidence ;  where- 
upon such  Justice  of  the  Peace  shall  issue  a  rule  nisi,  calling  upon  the 

opposite  party  to  show  cause,  if  any  he  has,  why  the  copy  should  not 
be  established  in  lieu  of  the  original,  so  lost  or  destroyed;  which  rule 
shall  be  served  upon  the  party  personally,  if  to  be  found,  ten  days  be- 

fore the  sitting  of  the  Court  to  which  he  is  called  upon  to  show  cause, 
by  any  constable  of  the  State  ;  and  if  the  party  is  not  to  be  found,  then 
the  rule  may  be  published  in  a  public  gazette. of  this  State  for  one 
month  before  the  final  hearing  of  the  rule,  and  if  no  sufficient  cause 
be  shown,  the  Justice  shall  give  judgment  establishing  the  copy  in 
lieu  of  the  original,  so  lost  or  destroyed,  and  the  copy  so  established 
shall  be  certified  to  by  the  Justice  of  the  Court  in  which  it  was  estab- 

lished, and  shall  have  all  the  force  and  effect  of  the  original. 

§3991.  (3915.)  (3895.)  Alias  executions  from  Justices'  Courts.  Execu- 
tions issued  from  the  Justices'  Courts  of  this  State,  when  lost  or  de- 

stroyed, may  be  supplied  by  an  alias  execution,  to  be  issued  by  the 
Justice  of  the  Peace  under  the  same  rules  and  regulations  as  those 
which  prevail  in  the  Superior  Court  on  the  subject  of  issuing  alias  exe- cutions. 

Section  referred  to  as  to  notice  being  requisite  in  proceeding  to  issue  an  alias  fi.  fa. : 
62  Ga.,  371. 

§3992.  (3916.)  Who  may  be  party.  [In  all  cases  pending  on  the  15th  (a)  Acts  of 

December,  1866,  or  commenced  after  that  time,  for  the  purpose  of  estab- 1866,  p- 139 
lishing  any  lost  or  destroyed  paper  (other  than  an  office  paper),  arf 
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person  whose  interest  is  to  be  affected  by  the  establishing  of  such  lost 
papers  shall,  upon  motion,  by  order  of  the  Court,  be  made  a  party 
defendant  to  such  proceeding,  and  be  allowed  all  the  rights  of  defense 
against  the  same  as  fully  as  if  he  was  the  maker  of  said  lost  paper.]  (a.) 

ARTICLE  III. 

SUMMARY   ESTABLISHMENT   OF    LOST    PAPERS. 

Section. 
?995.  (a.)  Summary  establishment. 
3995.  (b.)  Non-residents,  notice  to. 

Section. 

3995.  (c.)  Ordinary's  fees* 

[Sections  3993,  3994  and  3995,  repealed  by  Act  of  1876.     See  Acts  of 
1876,  p.  102.] 

§3995.  (a.)  Summary  establishment,  how  made.  The  owner,  or  agent  of  said 
Acts  of  1876,  owner,  or  legal  representative  of  the  owner  of  any  bond,  bill,  note,  draft, 
p.  ioi.  check,  or  other  evidence  of  indebtedness  which  has  been  lost  or  de- 
§3982.  stroyed,  may  establish  a  copy  of  the  same  in  the  following  summary 

manner :  Said  owner,  agent,  or  representative  shall  file  a  petition  with 
the  Ordinary  of  the  county  of  the  residence  of  the  alleged  debtor,  or 
maker,  if  he  is  a  resident  of  this  State  (said  Ordinary  being  hereby 
created  judicial  officer  for  the  purpose  herein),  which  petition  must  be 
sworn  to  by  the  party  applying,  and  shall  contain  as  full  and  accurate 
description  as  possible  of  said  lost  paper,  and  of  the  loss  and  mode  of 
loss,  and  of  the  inability  to  find  the  same,  and  wherefore,  and  a  prayer 
for  the  establishment  of  a  copy,  setting  forth  the  copy  desired  to  be  es- 

tablished. Thereupon  said  Ordinary  shall  issue  a  citation,  or  notice, 
to  said  alleged  debtor  or  maker,  requiring  him  to  appear  at  a  day  not- 
more  than  ten  days  distant,  and  show  cause,  if  any  he  has  and  can 
show,  why  said  copy  should  not  be  established  in  lieu  of  the  lost  origi- 

nal. This  citation  or  notice  must  be  personally  served  by  an  officer, 
either  Sheriff  or  bailiff,  or  person  specially  appointed  by  said  Ordinary 
for  the  purpose,  at  least  five  days  before  the  time  of  hearing.  If  no 
successful  defense  is  made  at  the  time  and  place  appointed,  the  Ordinary 
shall  proceed  to  establish,  by  an  order  entered  on  the  petition,  the  copy 
so  prayed  to  be  established,  which  shall  have  all  the  effect  of  said  ori- 

ginal. Said  petition,  notice,  and  order  shall  be  entered  in  a  book  of 
record  specially  prepared  for  the  purpose.  If  the  debtor  or  maker  so 
served  shall  file  a  defense  under  oath  to  the  effect  that  such  original 
never  existed  as  claimed,  then  said  Ordinary  shall  decide,  after  giving 
the  parties  time  for  preparation  and  hearing,  said  time  not  to  exceed 
twenty  days,  upon  the  case  so  made,  and  if  in  favor  of  the  applicant, 
and  no  appeal  is  entered  as  hereinafter  provided,  said  decree  shall  be 
entered  on  the  petition,  and  then  the  copy  so  established  shall  have  the 

same  effect  as  an  original.  If  the  Ordinary's  decision  is  in  favor  of  the 
alleged  debtor  or  maker,  then  the  Ordinary  shall  also  enter  his  decision 
on  said  petition.  In  all  cases  all  the  proceedings  shall  be  recorded  as 
above  provided.  If  either  party  to  the  aforesaid  proceedings  shall  be 
dissatisfied,  and  claim  an  appeal,  the  Ordinary  shall  grant  the  same 

upon  the  applicant's  giving  the  usual  bond,  and  security  for  costs,  as 
in  cases  of  appeal  from  the  Court  of  Ordinary,  to  the  Superior  Court. 
Said  appeal  shall  be  tried  in  the  Superior  Court  and  returned  to  the 
next  term  after  such  decision,  with  all  the  pleadings  and  proceedings 
had  before  the  Ordinary.  In  the  Superior  Court,  said  case  shall  be  tried 
and  determined  as  provided  in  section  3982,  and  the  following  sections 
of  the  Code. 
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§3995.  (b.)  Non-residents,  how  served.  When  the  person  alleged  to  be  a  Acts  of  ¥7f>, 
debtor  or  maker  of  the  lost  or  destroyed  paper  set  forth  in  the  preced-  p* 102# 
ing  section,  shall  not  reside  in  this  State,  then  such  alleged  debtor  or 
maker  may  be  made  a  party  to  the  proceedings  above  mentioned,  by 
publication  in  a  gazette  to  be  designated  by  said  Ordinary  once  a  week 
for  six  weeks,  and  when  so  made  a  party  (which  shall  be  according  to 
the  form  in  cases  in  chancery),  then  all  the  provisions  of  this  Chapter 
shall  apply  in  this  case,  and  all  the  provisions  thereof  shall  apply 
throughout,  except  as  herein  excepted. 

§3995.  (c.)  Compensation  of  Ordinary.     The  compensation  of  the  Ordi- Acts  of  1876, 
nary  for  all  services  in  such  cases  shall  be  the  sum  of  five  dollars.  p- 102- 

General  Note  on  Title  XIV. — Could  be  no  establishing  of  a  guardian's  bond  as 
an  office  paper  in  Superior  Court :  1  Ga.,  355.  Where  on  loss  of  note,  holder  could  in 
equity,  on  tendering  indemnity,  ask  satisfaction  and  payment :  12  Ga.,  507.  An  order 
of  Court  establishing  declaration  only,  does  not  extend  to  process  and  service:  13  Ga., 
218.  As  to  equity's  jurisdiction  in  establishment  of  lost  papers  :  17  Ga.,  123.  Pro- 

ceeding to  establish  lost  Sheriff's  deed,  defendant  in  ft.  fa.  a  necessary  party  :  18  Ga., 
368.  Who  are  not  necessary  parties  \  27  Ga.,  472-5.  State  should  be  a  party  to  all  pro- 

ceedings to  establish  lost  papers  belonging  to  a  State  case  :  18  Ga.,  527.  Superior  Court 
can  rectify  order  establishing  lost  paper  by  the  paper  itself  :  19  Ga.,  298.  The  contents 
of  a  lost  paper  determine  its  character,  and  not  the  name  that  witnesses  give  it:  29 
Ga.,  356.  Where  from  the  record  it  did  not  appear  but  that  the  copy  of  presentment 
from  minutes  established  in  lieu  of  lost  original  was  the  original  itself:  29  Ga.,  523. 
Need  not  establish,  but  may  recover  on  proof  of  contents  of  lost  paper:  30  Ga.,  545. 
Lost  paper  must  be  established  before  transfer  of  papers  from  old  to  a  new  county  : 
30  Ga.,  703.  Paper  must  be  so  established  as  to  take  place  of  the  original  to  be  evi- 

dence in  suit  brought  under  Act  of  1865  :  32  Ga,,  215.  Where  in  proceedings  to  establish 
a  copy  note,  all  the  makers,  or,  if  dead,  their  representatives,  should  be  parties :  33 
Ga.,  452.  Judgment  establishing  copy  deed  in  proceeding,  where  heirs  at  law  parties, 
does  not  bind  others  not  heirs  and  without  notice:  34  Ga.,  167.  That  no  indemnity 
required  in  establishing  copies  of  lost  bonds  and  notes  under  Act  of  1866  :  36  Ga,,  212, 
219.  Should  be  proper  affidavit  made  to  summarily  establish  notes  under  Acts  of  1865- 
6:  45  Ga.,  129.  Superior  Courts  have  no  jurisdiction  to  establish  lost  wills :  55  Ga., 
601.  Originals,  pleadings,  process,  verdict,  judgment,  lost  copy  established  instanter, 
and  copy  from  Clerk  of  Supreme  Court  duly  certified,  evidence:  57  Ga.,  249.  Proper 
affidavit  as  to  loss  or  destruction  of  deed  or  other  instrument  preliminary  to  admit- 

ting copy  as  evidence:  56  Ga.,  230;  58/567.  Note  declared  on,  lost  pending  action, 
copv  annexed  to  declaration  still  in  existence,  may  proceed  without  establishing  the 
copy:  60 Ga.,  131. 
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TITLE  XV. 

OF  PROCEEDING  TO  OBTAIN  PARTITION. 

Chapter  1. — Partition  of  Land,  how  Obtained. 

Chapter  2. — Partition  of  Personal  Property,  how  Obtained. 

CHAPTER  I. 

PARTITION   OF    LAND,  HOW  OBTAINED. 

Article  1. —  Where,  how,  and  by  whom  Application  must  be  made. 
Article  2. — Notice  to  Parties,  how  given  and  upon  whom  served. 
Article  3. — Of  Issuing,  Execution  and  Return  of  Writ. 
Article  4.— Defenses,  how  and  when  made. 
Article  5. — Of  the  Judgment. 

Article  6. — Remedy  of  Parties  Absent  from  the  State. 

ARTICLE  1. 

WHERE,    HOW,    AND    BY    WHOM    THE    APPLICATION    FOR    PARTITION    MUST 
BE    MADE. 

Section.  i     Section. 
3996.  Proceedings  to  obtain  partition.  i        3997.  By  whom  application  may  be  made. 

§3996.  (3920.)  (3896.)  Proceedings  to  partition.  In  all  cases  where 
Act  of  1767,  two  or  more  persons  are  common  owners  of  lands  and  tenements  in  this 
c.p.  58i.  State,  whether  by  descent,  purchase  or  otherwise,  and  no  provision  is 

made  by  will  or  otherwise,  as  to  how  such  lands  and  tenements  are  to 
be  divided,  any  one  of  such  common  owners  may  apply  to  the  Superior 
Court  of  the  county  in  which  such  lands  and  tenements  are  situated 
for  a  writ  of  partition,  which  application  shall  be  by  petition,  setting 
forth  plainly  and  distinctly  the  facts  and  circumstances  of  the  case, 
describing  the  premises  to  be  partitioned  and  defining  the  share  and 
interest  of  each  of  the  parties  therein. 

See  :  8  Ga.,  91.  Adequate  remedy  at  law,  equity  will  not  assume  jurisd  ction  :  9 

Ga.,  1 ;  14/521.  Application  under  Act  of  1767  for  partition  by  joint  tenants,  Court  on  • 
contest  may  go  into  consideration  of  the  title  :  33  Ga.,  107.  Where  it  was  refused  to 
the  wife:  54  Ga.,  96.  When  partition  was  the  remedy  as  between  two  trustees:  56 
Ga.,  649.  Where  partition  need  not  precede  setting  aside  of  dower:  58  Ga.,  249.  .  Sec- 

tion referred  to  and  construed  :  61  Ga.,  383.  Where  co-tenant  could  not  prevent  par- 
tition at  the  instance  of  a  vendee  because  deed  made  to  compound  felony  :  61  Ga.,  608. 

§3997.  (3921.)  (3897.)  Application,  by  whom  made.  If  the  party  de- 
siring the  writ  of  partition  be  of  full  age,  and  free  from  disability,  he 

may  make  the  application  either  in  person  or  by  his  agent,  or  attorney 
in  fact,  or  at  law,  and  if  the  application  is  for  the  benefit  of  a  minor, 
a  lunatic,  feme  covert  or  cestui  que  trust,  it  may  be  made  by  the  guardian 
of  such  minor  or  lunatic,  by  the  husband  of  such  feme  covert,  or  the 
trustee  of  such  cestui  que  trust,  as  the  case  may  be. 
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ARTICLE  II. 

NOTICE   TO   THE    PARTIES,    HOW   GIVEN    AND   ON    WHOM    SERVED. 

Section.  3998.  Twenty  days'  notice  of  the  application. 

§3998.  (3922.)  (3898.)  Twenty  days1  notice.  The  party  applying  for  Act  of  1767, 
the  writ  of  partition  shall  give  to  the  other  parties  concerned  at  least  c-p-582- 
twenty  days'  notice  of  his  intention  to  make  application,  and  if  any 
such  other  parties  concerned  be  a  minor,  a  lunatic,  a  cestui  que  trust  or 

feme  covert,  said  twenty  days'  notice  may  be  served  on  the  guardian  of 
such  minor  or  lunatic,  or  on  the  trustee  of  such  cestui  que  trust,  or  on 
the  husband  of  such  feme  covert,  and  if  any  of  the  parties  reside  with- 

out the  limits  of  this  State,  the  Court  may  order  service  by  publica- 
tion, as  in  its  judgment  is  right  in  each  case. 

ARTICLE  III. 

OF   ISSUING,    EXECUTION   AND   RETURN    OF    THE   WRIT   OF    PARTITION. 

Section  I        Section. 
b999.  Five  partitioners.  how  appointed.        |  4000.  Power  and  duty  of  partitioners. 

§3999.  (3923.)  (3899.)  Five  partitioners.     When  the  application   for  Act  of  1767, 

partition  is  made,  and  when  due  proof  is  made  that  the  notice  herein-  °'ct  "of8i827 
before  required  has  been  given,  the  Court  shall  examine  the  petition- c.  p.  533. 
er's  title,  and  part  or  share  of  the  premises  to  be  partitioned,  and  shall 
thereupon  pass  an  order  directing  the  clerk  of  such  Court  to  issue  a 
writ  of  partition,  framed  according  to  the  nature  of  the  case,  directed 
to  five  freeholders  of  the  county  in  which  the  lands  are  situated,  who 
shall  execute  and  return  the  writ  as  hereinafter  provided. 

§4000.  (3924. )  (3900.)  Surveyor  to  be  selected.     The  partitioners,  or  per-  Act  of  1767, 

sons  to  whom  the  writ  is  directed,  shall  have  power  to  select  a  surveyor  £.  p.  582.    ' to  aid  them  in  the  discharge  of  their  duties,  and  after  giving  all  thee. p. 583. 

parties,  if  possible,  at  least  eight  days'  notice  of  the  time  of  executing  §574  ,2) 
the  writ,  and  after  being  sworn  before  Some  officer  authorized  by  law  to ' administer  such  oath,  duly  and  impartially  to  execute  such  writ,  the 
said  partitioners,  or  a  majority  of  them,  shall  proceed  to  make  a  just 
and  equal  partition  and  division  of  all  such  lands  and  tenements,  either 
in  entire  tracts  or  parcels  as  they  shall  judge  to  be  in  proportion  to  the 
shares  claimed,  and  most  beneficial  to  the  several  common  owners  of 
said  lands  and  tenements,  according  to  the  best  of  their  skill,  ability 
and  knowledge,  and  they  shall  return  said  writ,  with  their  acting  and 
doings  thereon,  under  their  hands  and  seals,  to  the  said  Superior  Court 
within  three  months  after  the  issuing  of  said  writ,  which  return  shall 
be  filed  and  kept  by  the  said  clerk  until  the  next  term  of  said  Court  af- 

ter the  filing  of  the  same. 

ARTICLE  IV. 

DEFENSES,    HOW   AND   WHEN    MADE. 

Section  4001.  Defenses,  how  and  when  made. 

§4001.  (3925.)  (3901.)  Defenses,  when,  by  whom  and  how  made.     At  the  Act  of  1767, 
term  of  the  Court  when  the  application  is  made,  or  at  the  term  nextc-P-582- 
after  the  said  partitioners  have  made  their  return,  any  of  the  defend- 

ants or  persons  concerned,  against  whom  or  whose  right  or  title  a  judg- 
ment is  sought,  may  file  objections  to  the  right  of  the  applicant,  and 
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Article  5. — The  judgment. 

the  writ  of  partition,  or  to  the  return  of  the  partitioners,  and  may,  by- 
way of  defense,  show  any  good  and  probable  matter  in  bar  of  the  parti- 
tion asked  for,  or  may  show  that  the  demandant  has  not  title  to  so 

much  as  is  allowed  and  awarded  to  him  by  the  said  partitioners,  or  to 
any  part  of  the  land ;  whereupon  an  issue  shall  be  made  up  and  tried 
by  a  special  jury,  as  in  appeal  cases. 

Where  partitioners  appointed  by  the  Court  to  make  partition,  report  recommending 
sale  of  land  can  be  caveated  by  defendant,  who  can  show  that  it  can  be  divided  by 
metes  and  bounds  without  ordering  sale:  43  Ga.,  386.  Objections  filed  denying  the 
title  of  the  applicant :  61  Ga.,  383. 

ARTICLE  V. 

OF    THE    JUDGMENT. 

Section. 
4002.  The  return  of  the  partitioners. 
4003.  If  lands  cannot  be  divided. 
4004.  Proceeds  of  sale,  how  disposed  of. 

Section. 
4005.  Titles  to  property  sold. 
4006.  Cases  not  provided  lor. 

/^/:/^ 

§4002.  (3926.)  (3902.)  When  return  shall  be  made  the  judgment.  If  no 
Act  of  1767,  objection  be  filed  by  any  of  the  parties  to  the  return  of  the  partitioners, 

583PP'  582,  or  i^  being  filed,  the  jury  on  the  trial,  shall  find  a  verdict  against  the 
party  setting  up  such  objections,  the  said  return  of  the  partitioners 
shall  be  made  the  judgment  of  the  Court,  and  shall  be  final  and  conclu- 

sive as  to  all  the  parties  concerned  who  were  notified  of  the  application 
for  partition,  and  of  the  time  of  executing  the  writ,  as  hereinbefore  re- 

quired, and  a  writ  of  possession  shall  issue  accordingly;  but  if  objec- 
tions to  said  returns  be  filed  and  sustained  by  the  jury  trying  the  case, 

or  if  it  shall  appear  to  the  Court  that  there  is  injustice  or  inequality 
in  the  division  made  by  the  partitioners,  said  Court  shall  award  a  new 
partition,  to  be  made  in  the  presence  of  the  parties  concerned  (if  they 
will  appear;)  which  second  partition,  when  returned,  shall  be  firm, 
good  and  conclusive  forever  against  all  parties  notified  as  aforesaid. 

Objections  filed :  43  Ga.,  386.     Proper  construction  of  the  section  :  54  Ga.,  77. 

§4003.  (3927.)  (3903.)  If  lands  cannot  be  divided  they  must  be  sold.  When- 
Act  of  1837,  ever  application  is  made  for  partition  of  lands  and  tenements,  as  here- 

B-  584%  inbefore  provided  for,  and  either  of  the  parties  in  interest  shall  make 
it  satisfactorily  appear  to  the  Court  that  a  fair  and  equitable  division 
of  the  lands  and  tenements  cannot  be  made  by  means  of  metes  and 
bounds,  by  reason  of  improvements  made  thereon,  or  by  reason  of  the 
premises  being  valuable  for  mining  purposes,  or  for  the  erection  of 
mills  or  other  machinery,  or  that  the  value  of  the  entire  lands  and 
tenements  will  be  depreciated  by  the  partition  applied  for,  then  and 
in  that  case  the  Court  shall  order  a  sale  of  such  lands  and  tenements, 
and  shall  appoint  three  discreet  persons  to  conduct  such  sale  under 
such  regulations  and  upon  such  just  and  equitable  terms  as  said  Court 
may  prescribe  ;  which  sale  shall  take  place  on  the  first  Tuesday  in  the 
month,  at  the  Court  House  of  the  county  in  which  the  land  is  situated, 
after  an  advertisement  of  such  sale  in  some  public  gazette  of  this  State 
for  at  least  thirty  days. 

§4004.  (3928.)  (3904.)  Proceeds  of  sale,  how  disposed  of  After  the  sale 

Act  of' 1837  °f  any  lands  and  tenements,  as  provided  for  in  the  preceding  section, 
c.  p.  584.  '  the  commissioners  conducting  the  sale  shall  return  their  proceedings  to to  the  next  term  of  the  Court  ordering  such  sale,  at  which  term  the 

said  Court  shall  order  the  proceeds  of  the  sale  to  be  divided  among  the 
several  claimants  ratably  in  proportion  to  their  respective  interests  af- 

ter deducting  the  expenses  of  the  proceedings.  [Such  commissioners 
shall  be  liable  to  rule  by  the  Superior  Court,  as  Sheriffs  are  liable, 
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Article  6.— Remedy  of  party  absent,  etc.— Partition  of  personal  property,  etc. 

for  all  moneys  which  they  have  or  may  receive  for  the  lands  sold  by  (aj_  Acts  of 

them,  and  which  they  are  required  by  law  to  return  to  the  Court  for  dis- 1870,  p-  410, 
tribution ;  and  in  case  they  fail  to  pay  the  money  into  Court  in  obedi- 

ence to  a  rule  against  them,  they  shall  be  attached  as  for  a  contempt 
instanter  and  imprisoned  without  bail  or  mainprize  until  such  payment 
is  made,  as  Sheriffs  are  liable  for  money  collected  by  them  and  not 
paid  over,  in  obedience  to  a  rule.]  (a.) 

§4005.  (3929.)  (3905.)  Title  to  property  sold.  Upon  the  sale  of  lands  Act  of  1837, 

and  tenements  as  aforesaid,  the  parties  in  interest  shall  execute  a  title  c-  p-584- 
to  the  purchaser,  and  if  any  of  them  fail  or  refuse  to  do  so,  the  said 
commissioners,  so  appointed  as  aforesaid,  or  any  two  of  them,  shall  ex- 

ecute a  deed  of  conveyance  to  said  lands  and  tenements  to  the  purchaser 
at  such  sale,  which  deed  shall  be  valid  and  binding  in  law  and  equity 
as  if  made  by  the  parties  themselves. 

§4006.  (3930.)  (3906.)  Cases  not  provided  for.  In  any  extraordinary 
case,  not  covered  by  the  foregoing  provisions,  the  Court  may  frame  its 
proceeding  and  order  so  as  to  meet  the  exigency  of  the  case  without 
forcing  the  parties  into  a  Court  of  equity,  and  the  Court  may  deny  a 
sale  or  partition  altogether,  if  it  is  manifest  that  the  interest  of  each 
party  will  not  be  fully  protected. 

Section  referred  to  and  construed  :  35  Ga.,  90. 

ARTICLE  VI. 

REMEDY   OF    PARTY   ABSENT,    UNDER  DISABILITY,    OR    NOT    NOTIFIED. 

Section.  4007.  Parties  laboring  under  disabilities. 

§4007.  (3931.)  (3907.)  When  motion  to  vacate  may  be  made.  When  Act  of  1767, 

proceedings  have  been  instituted,  and  judgment  of  partition  hadc-p-582- 
thereon,  according  to  the  regulations  prescribed  in  this  Code,  and  any 
one  of  the  parties  in  interest  is  a  minor,  or  a  lunatic  who  has  no  guar- 

dian, or  is  absent  from  the  State  during  such  proceeding,  or  has  not 
been  notified  thereof,  such  minor  or  lunatic  may,  within  twelve  months 
after  coming  of  age,  or  restoration  of  mind,  or  having  a  guardian  ap- 

pointed, and  such  absent  or  unnotified  party  may,  at  any  time  within  . 
twelve  months  after  rendition  of  the  judgment,  move  the  Court  to  set 
aside  such  judgment  on  any  of  the  grounds  upon  which  a  party  notified 
and  free  from  disabilities  might  have  resisted  the  judgment  upon  the 
hearing,  as  hereinbefore  authorized,  and  the  issue  shall  be  tried,  and  the 
subsequent  proceedings  shall  be  the  same  as  pointed  out  in  cases  of  ob- 

jections filed  to  the  return  of  the  partitioners  before  judgment ;  and  if 
such  motion  to  set  aside  the  judgment  be  not  made  within  the  time 
aforesaid,  such  judgment  shall  be  as  binding  and  conclusive  upon  such 
minor,  lunatic,  absent,  or  unnotified  party,  as  if  he  had  been  notified, 
present,  or  free  from  disability.  But  in  no  event  shall  such  subsequent 
proceedings  affect  the  title  of  a  bona  fide  purchaser  under  a  sale  ordered 
by  the  Court. 

CHAPTER  II. 

PARTITION   OF    PERSONAL    PROPERTY,  HOW   OBTAINED. 

Section  4008.  Personal  property  may  be  partitioned. 

§4008.  (3932.)  (3908.)  Personal  property  may  be  partitioned.     Applica- 
tion may  be  made,  and  partition  of  personal  property  may  be  obtained, 
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Proceedings  on  application  for  habeas  corpus. 

in  the  same  manner  and  under  the  same  regulations  as  are  prescribed 
in  this  Code  for  obtaining  partition  of  lands  and  tenements. 

One  of  the  tenants  in  whose  possession  personal  property  left  by  tenant  for  life,  is 
proper  person  to  divide  it  between  remaindermen :  29  Ga.,  549. 

General  Note  on  Partition. — Chancery's  jurisdiction  in  matters  of  partition:  13 
Ga.,  425.  But  not  where  adequate  remedy  at  law:  17  Ga.,  123.  Act  of  1837  will  coerce 
parties  sui  juris  generally  to  comply  with  decree  for  partition :  21  Ga.,  161.  As  to  par- 

tition by  one  purchaser  from  one  ramainderman  against  the  other  remainderman:  26 

Ga.,  515.  Equity's  jurisdiction  over:  22  Ga.,  178;  51/361;  56/649;  50/192;  49/278; 
37/1.  Partition  between  partners  :  35  Ga.,  84.  Partition  where  possession  taken  in  ac- 

cordance with,  and  acquiescence  is  binding:  39  Ga.,  561.  Bill  for  partition  maintained 
in  this  case  :  42  Ga.,  409.  Ejectment,with  right  to  partition  or  bill  in  equity  afterwards, 
to  settle  equities  between  the  tenants  in  common :  42  Ga.,  96.  Where  tenants  are  es- 

topped from  denying  right  to  order  of  Court  granted  at  their  request,  to  parti tioners  to 
pay  proceeds  of  land  sold  to  their  attorneys:  47  Ga.,  366.  Where  statute  of  limitations 
runs  in  favor  of  vendees  from  one  tenant  in  common  against  the  others :  47  Ga.,  674. 

General  Note  on  Partition. — Subject  treated:  2  White  &  Tudor's  L.  C,  (s.  p.) 
329;  case  of  Agar  vs.  Fairfax,  and  notes  ;  1  Washburn  Real  Pr.,  580;  18  How.,  297;  11 
O.,370;  12/461.  Conclusiveness  of  judgments :  Freeman  Judg.,  $304  et  seq.;  Cuylervs. 
Ferrill,  per  Erskine,  J.,  (pamphlet  decision)  U.  S.  Circuit  Court  So.  Dist.  Ga.  Warranty 
in  partition  deeds:  30  Am.  D.,  321,  n.  Provision  in  deed  against  partition:  16  Am. 
R.,  392.  Sales  in  partition  :  Rorer  Judic.  Sales,  167.  Where  interest  of  one  tenant  in 
common  is  mortgaged:  23  Am.  R.,  466.  Will  not  lie  as  between  living  heir  and  one 
in  ventre:  31  Am.  R.,20.  [The  following  references  are  to  Freeman  on  Co-tenancy  and 
Partition.]  Voluntary  partition :  $393;  (4  Am.  D.,  266;  22/179.)  In  what  property 

partition  "compelled :  $430.  Who  may  compel:  $446;  (7  Am.  D.,  228,  n;  22/648,  n.) 
Defendants,  and  who  are  bound  by  proceedings:  $462.  Petition  for:  $484.  Defenses 
to:  $495.  Equity  jurisdiction :  $505.  Judgments  and  proceedings:  $516.  Effect  of: 

Sale,  instead  of :  $536. 

TITLE  XVI. 

PROCEEDINGS  ON  APPLICATION  FOR  HABEAS  CORPUS. 

CHAPTER  I. 

PROCEEDINGS   ON    APPLICATION    FOR   HABEAS    CORPUS. 

Section. 
4021.  Return  may  be  traversed. 
4022.  Attachment  for  disobedience. 
4023.  When  party  cannot  be  discharged. 
4024.  Wife  and  child  may  be  disposed  of. 
4025.  Defect  in  warrant,  etc. 
4026.  Powers  of  the  Court  in  other  cases. 
4027.  Imprisoned  witnesses,  etc. 
4028.  Discretion  of  Court  as  to  cost. 
40-9.  Proceedings  to  be  recorded. 
40  0.  Notice  of  tne  hearing. 
4031.  Forfeiture  for  refusing  writ. 

Section. 
4009.  Hibeas  corpus,  etc.,  may  issue. 
4010.  Application,  how  made. 
4011.  How  verified,  and  to  whom  made. 
4012.  When  the  writ  must  be  granted. 
4013.  Form  of  the  writ. 
4014.  Return  flay  of  the  writ. 
4015.  Service  of  the  writ 
4016.  Arrest  of  the  party  detained. 
4017.  What  time  return  must  be  made. 
4018.  Retuin  sworn  to,  production  of  body. 
4019.  Process  must  be  produced. 
4020.  Return  must  state  the  transfer,  etc. 

§4009,  (3933)  (3909.)  When  writ  of  heabeas  corpus  may  issue.  _  Any  per- 
gi794.  !S011  restrained  of  his  liberty  under  any  pretext  whatever  in  this  State,  or 

any  person  alleging  that  another  in  whom  for  any  cause  he  is  interested 
is  restrained  of  his  liberty,  or  kept  illegally  from  the  custody  of  the 
•applicant,  may  sue  out  a  writ  of  habeas  corpus,  to  inquire  into  the  legality 
of  such  restraint.  And  this  right  shall  be  suspended  or  denied  only  in 
times  of  existing  war,  and  then  only  as  to  such  persons  as  shall  be  in 
military  confinement. 

Siaed  out  by  the  paternal  half-brother  to  recover  possession  of  two  children  from  their 
maternal  grandmother:  34  Ga.,  256.  Section  referred  to  and  construed:  47  Ga.,  393; 
•59/302. 

§4010.  (3934.)  (3910.)  Application,  how  made  and  what  to  contain.  The 
application  for  the  writ  shall  be  by  petition  in  writing,  signed  by  the 
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applicant,  his  attorney,  or  agent,  or  some  other  person   in  his  behalf, 
and  shall  state — 

1.  The  name  or  description  of  the  person  whose  liberty  is  restrained. 
2.  The  person  restraining,  the  mode  of  restraint,  and  the  place  of 

detention,  as  nearly  as  practicable. 
3.  The  cause  or  pretence  of  such  restraint,  and  if  under  pretext  of 

legal  process,  a  copy  of  such  process,  if  within  the  power  of  the  appli- 
cant, must  be  annexed  to  the  petition. 

4.  A  distinct  averment  of  the  alleged  illegality  in  the  restraint,  or 
other  reason  why  the  writ  of  habeas  corpus  is  sought. 

5.  A  prayer  for  the  writ  of  habeas  corpus. 
§4011.  (3935.)  (3911.)  Petition,  how  verified  and  to  whom  presented.   Such  (a)  Acts  of 

petition  must  be  verified  by  the  oath  of  the  applicant,  or  some  other 1868' p*  128, 
person  in  his  behalf,  and  may  be  presented  to  the   [Ordinary]  (a.)  of  (to  Acts  of 
the  county  where  the  alleged  illegal  detention  exists,  or  to  the  Judge 
of  the  Superior  Court  of  the  circuit,  who  may  order  the  party  restrained 
of  his  liberty  to  be  brought  before  him  from  any  county  in  his  circuit : 
[Provided,  that  the  Ordinaries  of  this  State  shall  have  no  right  to  grant 

or  determine  writs  of  habeas  corpus^in  cases  of  parties  charged^with  cap- 
ital felonies.]  (b.)^f^~  *=—  -^^i^-^X^l^^/  <±^c_*2-a_^,  / 

The  right  of  the  Ordinary  under  this  section  still  exists  under  our  present  Constitu- 
tion of  1877  :  63  Ga.,  506-508. 

§4012.  (3936.)  (3912.)  When  the  writ  must  be  granted.  If  upon  exami- 
nation of  such  petition  it  shall  not  appear  to  such  Judge  that  such  re- 
straint of  liberty  is  legal,  he  shall  grant  the  writ  of  habeas  corpus,  re- 

quiring the  person  thus  restraining  the  liberty  of  another,  or  illegally 
detaining  another  in  his  custody,  to  bring  such  person  before  him,  at 
a  time  and  place  to  be  specified  in  the  writ,  for  the  purpose  of  an  ex- 

amination into  the  cause  of  such  detention. 

Section  referred  to  and  construed :  62  Ga.,  604. 

§4013.  (3937.)  (3913.)  Form  of  the  writ.  The  writ  of  habeas  corpus 
may  be  substantially  as  follows,  that  is  to  say : 

"State  of  Georgia,         )    ™     A    -n ^        '  y    lo  A.  Jbs.   County,     J 

"  You  are  hereby  commanded  to  produce  the  body  of  C.  D.,  alleged 
to  be  illegally  detained  by  you,  together  with  the  cause  of  such  deten- 

tion, before  me,  on  the   day  of   ,  at    ,  then  and  there  to 
be  disposed  of  as  the  law  directs. 

"Given  under  my  hand  and  official  signature,  this  the   day  of 
— .  (Signed)  E.  F." 

§4014.  (3938.)  (3914.)  Return  day  of  the  writ.  The  return  day  of  such 
writ  shall  always  be  within  twenty  days  after  the  presentation  of  the 
petition  therefor. 

§4015.  (3939.)  (3915.)  How  and  by  whom  the  writ  may  be  served.  Such 
writ  shall  be  served,  by  delivering  a  copy  of  the  same,  by  any  officer 
authorized  to  make  a  return  of  any  process,  or  by  any  other  citizen ; 
and  the  entry  of  such  officer,  or  the  affidavit  of  such  citizen,  shall 
be  sufficient  evidence  of  such  service.  The  person  serving  the  writ 
shall  exhibit  the  original  if  required  so  to  do.  If  personal  service  can- 

not be  effected,  the  writ  may  be  served  by  leaving  a  copy  at  the  house, 
jail,  or  other  place,  in  which  the  party  in  whose  behalf  the  writ  issues 
is  detained. 

§4016.  (3940.)  (3916.)  Arrest  of  party  detained.  If  with  the  petition 
there  shall  be  filed  the  affidavit  of  the  applicant,  that  he  has  reason  to 
apprehend  that  the  party  detaining  or  holding  the  other  in  custody 
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will  remove  him  beyond  the  limits  of  the  county,  or  conceal  him  from 
the  officers  of  the  law,  such  Judge  granting  the  writ  shall  at  the  same 
time  issue  his  precept,  directed  to  the  Sheriff,  deputy  Sheriff,  coroner, 
or  any  lawful  constable  of  the  county,  requiring  them  to  search  for  and 
arrest  the  body  of  the  person  detained,  and  bring  him  before  such  Judge, 
to  be  disposed  of  as  he  may  direct. 

§4017.  (3941.)  (3917.)  Return  of  writ,  etc.  The  return  of  the  party 
served  with  the  writ  shall  be  made  at  the  time  and  place  specified  : 
Provided,  two  days  from  the  time  of  service  shall  be  allowed  for  every 
twenty  miles  which  such  party  has  to  travel  from  the  place  of  deten- 

tion to  the  place  appointed  for  the  hearing  ;  and  if  the  service  has  not 
been  made  a  sufficient  time  before  the  hearing  to  cover  the  time  al- 

lowed in  this  section  to  reach  the  place  of  hearing,  such  return  shall 
be  made  within  the  time  so  allowed,  immediately  after  the  service. 

§4018.  (3942.)  (3918.)  Return  to  be  under  oath,  etc.  Every  return  to  a 
writ  of  habeas  corpus  shall  be  under  oath  ;  and  if  the  custody  or  deten- 

tion of  the  party  in  whose  behalf  the  writ  issues  be  admitted,  his  body 
shall  be  produced,  unless  prevented  by  providential  cause,  or  prohib- 

ited by  the  law  of  the  land. 

§4019.  (3943.)  (3919.)  Justification.'  In  every  case  where  the  deten- tion is  justified  under  legal  process,  such  legal  process  shall  be  produced 
and  submitted  to  the  Judge  at  the  hearing  of  the  return. 

§4020.  (3944.)  (3920.)  Denial  of  custody,  what  it  must  contain.  If  the 
return  denies  the  custody  or  detention  of  the  party,  it  shall  further 
state,  distinctly,  the  latest  date  at  which  the  custody  was  had,  and 
when  and  to  whom  transferred ;  and  if  it  shall  appear  that  such  trans- 

fer of  custody  was  made  to  avoid  the  writ  of  habeas  corpus,  the  party 
making  the  return  may  be  imprisoned,  in  the  discretion  of  the  Judge 
hearing  the  same,  until  the  body  of  the  party  kept  or  detained  shall 
be  produced. 

§4021.  (3945.)  (3922.)  Return  may  be  traversed.  If  the  return  denies 
any  of  the  material  facts  stated  in  the  petition,  or  alleges  others  upon 
which  issue  is  taken,  the  Judge  hearing  the  return  may,  in  a  summary 
manner,  hear  testimony  as  to  such  issue,  and  to  that  end  may  compel 
the  attendance  of  witnesses,  the  production  of  papers,  or  may  adjourn 
the  examination  of  the  question,  or  exercise  any  other  power  of  a 
Court  which  the  principles  of  justice  may  require. 

§4022.  (3946.)  (3923  )  Disobedience  of  the  writ.  Any  person  disregard- 
ing the  writ  of  habeas  corpus  in  any  manner  whatever,  shall  be  liable 

to  attachment  for  contempt,  issued  by  the  Judge  granting  the  writ,  un- 
der which  attachment  such  person  may  be  imprisoned  until  he  shall 

comply  with  the  legal  requirements  of  the  writ. 
§4023.  (3947.)  (3924.)  When  a  party  cannot  be  discharged.  No  person 

shall  be  discharged  upon  the  hearing  of  a  writ  of  habeas  corpus  in  the 
following  cases,  to-wit : 

1.   Where  he  is  imprisoned  under  lawful  process,  issued  from  a  Court 
of  competent  jurisdiction,  unless  in  cases  where  bail  is  allowed  and 
proper  bail  is  tendered. 

When  Ordinary  could  not  interfere  by  habeas  corpus  with  the  sentence  of  the  Supe- 
rior Court:  60 G-a.,  390-391. 

[Items  2  and  3  of  section  (3947,)  repealed — the  former  by  section  16, 
Article  V.  of  the  Constitution  of  1868 ;  and  the  latter  by  section  18  of 
Article  I.  of  said  Constitution.] 

4.  By  reason  of  any  irregularity  in  the  warrant  or  commitment,  where 
the  same  substantially  conforms  to  the  requirements  of  this  Code,  nor 
for  want  of  bond  to  prosecute. 

5.  Where  the  party  is  imprisoned  under  a  bench  warrant  regular 
upon  its  face. 

See  44  Ga.,  367.    Where  would  not  interfere  with  sentence  of  the  Court :  9  Ga.,  535 
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6.  By  reason  of  any  misnomer  in  the  warrant  of  commitment,  where 
the  Court  is  satisfied  that  the  party  detained  is  the  party  charged  with 
the  offense. 

7.  Where  the  party  is  in  custody  for  a  contempt  of  Court,  and  the 
Court  has  not  exceeded  its  jurisdiction  in  the  length  of  the  imprison- 

ment imposed. 
8.  In  no  other  case  where  it  appears  that  the  detention  is  authorized 

by  law. 
Referred  to:  57  Ga.,  409. 

§4024.  (3948.)  (3925.)  Hoio  wife  or  child  may  be  disposed  of.  In  all  writs  Act  of  i8i5, 

of  habeas  corpus  sued  out  on  account  of  the  detention  of  a  wife  or  child,  C-  p-  385, 
the  Court,  on  hearing  all  the  facts,  may  exercise  its  discretion  as  to  %W&,  1794. 
whom  the  custody  of  such  wife  or  child  shall  be  given,  and  shall  have 
power  to  give  such  custody  of  a  child  to  a  third  person. 

Court's  discretion  should  be  wide,  and  unless  abused  will  not  be  interfered  with  :  59 
Ga.,  557;  42/616;  39/174;  14/657;  34/253.  On  habeas  corpus  by  one  holding  articles  of 
apprenticeship  from  mother  of  a  colored  child,  the  child  having  voluntarily  yielded  to 
the  father,  the  Court  should  not  interfere  with  his  or  his  assignee's  custody  of  the  child: 
45  Ga.,  560-1.  Where  Ordinary  had  right  to  determine  as  to  possession  of  child,  and 
did  not  abuse  his  discretion  :  Moore  vs.  Moore,  Pamphlt.,  Feby.,  1881,  p.  18. 

§4025.  (3949.)  (3926.)  No  discharge  for  defect  in  proceedings.      If  the  Act  of  isos, 

party  is  detained  upon  a  criminal  charge,  and  it  appears  to  the  Court  c-  p- 85(;- 
that  there  is  probable  cause  for  his  detention,  he  shall  not  be  discharged  §§5s,  4748. 
for  any  defect  in  the  affidavit,  warrant,  or  commitment,  until  a  reason- 

able time  has  been  given  to  the  prosecutor  to  remedy  the  defect  by  a 
new  proceeding ;  if  the  charge  is  for  an  offense  committed  in  another 
State,  and  he  is  arrested  on  suspicion,  he  shall  not  be  discharged,  if  the 
suspicion  is  reasonable,  until  a  sufficient  time  be  given  for  a  demand 
to  be  made  on  the  Governor  for  his  rendition. 

§4026.  (3950.)  (3927.)  Power  of  the  Court  in  other  cases.  In  all  other 
cases  the  Judge  hearing  the  return  shall  discharge,  remand,  or  admit 
the  party  to  bail,  or  deliver  him  to  the  custody  of  the  officer  or  person 
entitled  thereto,  as  the  principles  of  law  and  justice  may  require. 

§4027.  (3951)  (3928.)  How  imprisoned  witness  may  be  brought  up.  Any 
Judge  of  the  Superior  Court  may  issue  his  order,  to  any  officer  having 
any  person  in  his  custody  lawfully  imprisoned,  to  produce  such  person 
before  his  Court  for  the  purpose  of  giving  evidence  in  any  criminal 
cause  pending  therein,  without  any  formal-  application  or  writ  of  habeas 
corpus  for  that  purpose. 

§4028.  (3952.)  (3929.)  Costs.  The  Judge  hearing  the  return  to  a  writ 
of  habeas  corpus  may,  in  his  discretion,  award  the  cost  of  the  proceeding 
against  either  party,  and  may  order  execution  to  issue  therefor  by  the 
clerk. 

Where  there  are  different  hearings  on  a  writ  of  habeas  corpus,  the  officers  are  entitled 
to  their  fees  for  each  hearing :  33/338. 

§4029.  (3953.)  (3930.)  Proceedings  must  be  recorded.  The  proceedings 
in  all  cases  of  habeas  corpus  shall  be  returned  to  the  Clerk  of  the  Supe- 

rior Court  of  the  county  whose  Judge  may  have  heard  the  same,  or 
Court  of  Ordinary,  if  heard  by  the  Ordinary,  and  shall  be  by  such  officer 
recorded,  as  in  other  cases,  for  which  he  shall  receive  the  like  fees  as 
in  other  cases  recorded  by  him. 

§4030.  (3954.)  (3931.)  Notice  of  the  hearing.     If  the  person  is  detained  Acts  of  18:)1 
upon  a  criminal  charge,  and  the  Solicitor-General  is  in  the  county,  he  -2,  p-  ̂ 36. 
shall  be  notified  of  the  hearing ;  if  he  is  not  the  notice  shall  be  given 
to  the  prosecutor. 

§4031.  (3955.)  Penalty  for  refusing  writ.  [When  any  person  shall  apply  (a)  Acts  of 
for  a  writ  of  habeas  corpus  to  any  Judge  whose  duty  it  is  to  grant  said  J863-4,  p  45. 
writ,  and  the  same  is  refused,  the  Judge  so  refusing  to  grant  said  writ 

67 
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shall  forfeit  to  the  party  aggrieved  the  sum  of  twenty-five  hundred 
dollars,  to  be  recovered  in  any  Court  of  law  in  this  State  having  juris- 

diction of  the  same.]  (a.) 
Section  referred  to  and  construed:  47  392. 

Geneeal  Note. — Former  jurisdiction  of  Inferior  Court :  7  Ga.,  419.  Where  detained 
according  to  law,  and  could  not  be  interferred  with  :  9  Ga.,  535.  Certiorari  of  ruling  on 

habeas  corpus:  22Ga.,93;  24/379;  34/91,583.  Equity  will  not  interfere  where  remedy- 
by  habeas  corpus  adequate:  29  Ga.,  51.  Bail  trover  where  not  released  under  this  writ: 
57  Ga.,  407  ;  also,  see  59  Ga.,  523 ;  53/613.  When  released  under  a  writ  of  habeas  corpus 
where  a  fine:  51  Ga.,  639.  Apprentice:  54  Ga.,  159.  Hiring  convict :  55Ga.,435.  When 
bill  of  exceptions  filed  to  decision  of  Court  in  habeas  corpus  did  not  operate  as  a  superse- 

deas :  34  Ga.,  101.  When  Courts  should  receive  a  pardon  as  evidence  in  trials  under 
habeas  corpus:  44  Ga.,  357.  Where  the  Judge  of  the  City  Court  of  Atlanta  had  jurisdic- 

tion of  one  held  in  custody  outside  of  its  limits:  47  Ga.,391.  Where  writ  of  error  not 
dismissed  because  time  for  alleged  illegal  imprisonment  had  expired:  55  Ga.,  435. 
The  inhibition  on  discharge  for  non-payment  of  jail  fees  is  still  law:  62  Ga.,  598,  605. 
Habeas  corpus  proper  remedy  for  one  illegally  imprisoned  with  or  without  any  form  of 
law  :  65  Ga.,  241.  Where  habeas  corpus  resorted  to,  to  obtain  possession  of  a  child:  54 
Ga.,  1.  Where  one  judgment  conclusive  in  another  habeas  corpus:  62  Ga.,  598  ;  but  see 
63  Ga.,  335. 

General  Note  on  Habeas  Coepus. — Subject  treated  in  Hurd  on  Habeas  Corpus; 
Wells' Jurisdiction,  §§577-598;  Rorer  Inter-State  Law,  331-2;  26.  Am.  D.,  40-48,  full 
note.  Person  in  custody  for  act  done  or  omitted  in  pursuance  of  U.  S.  law,  discharged 
in  U  S.  Court,  although  in  custody  for  contempt  of  State  Court :  3  Woods,  603.  Person 
regularly  committed  by  U.  S.  Court  enforcing  laws  of  the  United  States,  not  discharged 

by  State'  Court :  T.  U.  P.  CharL,  142;  13  Wall.,  397 ;  1  Hawley  Cr.  Rep.,  241.  In  U.  S. Courts:  2  Woods,  428;  3  C.  L.  J.,  729  Custody  under  requisition:  4  C.  L.  J.,  255; 
6/377  ;  note  to  Code,  §54.  Relator  in  custody  under  judgment  of  Court,  judgment 
how  far  conclusive  :  Freeman  on  Judg.,  §619;  26  Am.  D.,  40,  n.  How  far  decision  on 

habeas  corpus  is  conclusive  :  2  Hawley 's  Cr.  Rep.,  227.  Illegality  of  sentence  :  1  Haw- 
ley's  Cr.  Rep.,  557.  Superior  Court  will  not  discharge  person  in  custody  for  contempt 
of  another  Court  of  record  :  T.  TJ.  P.  Charl.,  136  ;  26  Am.  D.,  49,  n.  Custody  of  infants : 
Notes  to  Code,  §1994  ;  Dudley,  46  ;  R.  M.  Charl.,  489  ;  Ga.  Dec,  Part  I.,  93.  Evasive  or 
insufficient  return  is  a  contempt  of  Court :  Dudley,  46.  Jurisdiction  of  Supreme  Court 
of  United  States:    339,  371;  3/18;  18  Wall.,  163. 

TITLE  XVII. 

POSSESSORY  WARRANTS  AND  PROCEEDINGS  THEREON. 

CHAPTER  I. 

POSSESSORY   WARRANTS   AND   PROCEEDINGS   THEREON. 

Article  1. — By  whom  and  on  what  Grounds  Warrants  may  Issue. 
Article  2. — How  the  Warrant  must  be  Executed  and  Returned. 

Article  3. — The  Trial,  Judgment,  and  Subsequent  Proceedings. 

ARTICLE  I. 

BY   WHOM   AND   ON   WHAT   GROUNDS   THE   WARRANT   MAY   ISSUE. 

Section  4032.  Who  may  issue,  grounds  of. 

§4032.  (3956.)  (3932.)  Possessory  warrant,  by  whom  a,nd  on  tvhat  grounds 
\ctof  1821,  issued.     Upon  complaint  being  made  on  oath  by  the  party  injured,  his 
c.  p.  59i.     agent  or  attorney  in  fact,  or  at  law,  to  any  Judge  of  the  Superior  Court, 

Judge  of  the  County  Court,  or  Justice  of  the  Peace  of  the  county  in 
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which  the  property  in  controversy  may  be,  that  any  personal  chattel 
has  been  taken,  enticed,  or  carried  away,  either  by  fraud,  violence,  se- 

duction or  other  means,  from  the  possession  of  the  party  complaining, 
or  that  such  personal  chattel,  having  recently  been  in  the  quiet,  peace- 

able and  legally  acquired  possession  of  such  complaining  party,  has 
disappeared  without  his  consent,  and,  as  he  believes,  has  been  received 
or  taken  possession  of  by  the  party  complained  against,  under  some 
pretended  claim,  and  without  lawful  warrantor  authority,  and  that  the. 
party  complaining  does  in  good  faith  claim  a  title  to  or  interest  in  the 
personal  chattel,  or  the  possession  thereof,  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  such 
Judge  or  Justce  to  issue  a  warrant,  as  well  for  the  apprehension  of  the 
party  against  whom  the  complaint  is  made  as  for  the  seizure  of  the 
property  in  controversy,  which  warrant  shall  be  directed  to  the  Sheriff, 
his  deputy,  or  any  lawful  constable  of  the  county  aforesaid. 

Extends  to  recovery  of  personal  property  in  all  cases  where  it  has  been  obtained  from 
true  owner  by  fraud  or  violence,  and  without  his  consent  or  without  authority  of  law  : 
15  Ga.,  25.  This  remedy  extends  to  recovery  of  a  promissory  note:  18  Ga.,  237.  Pos- 

session under  superseded  writ  of  possession  is  wrongful,  and  there  should  be  restoration 
by  possessory  warrant :  30  Ga.,  127.  Where  the  property  has  been  voluntarily  parted 
with  :  30  Ga.,  220.  Where  without  consent,  judgment  on  former  warrant:  30  Ga.,  207. 
By  father  against  his  son:  31  Ga.,  122.  Where  plaintiff  made  out  a  prima  facie  case  : 
31  Ga..  330:  15/25.  Where  a  mere  depository  of  cotton  refused  to  give  it  up  on  de- 

mand: 34  Ga.,  222.  Where  factor  was  not  subject  to  by  principal  until  tender  of  his 
advances  and  expenses  :  34  Ga.,  382.  Where  heirs  sued  out  warrant  against  the  owner : 
34  Ga.,  125-7.  A  sufficient  affidavit:  58  Ga.,  233;  34/393-5.  Affidavit  made  in  one 
county  and  warrant  issued  in  another  :  34  Ga.,  222-4.  Not  brought  against  public  offi- 

cers as  Sheriffs  and  constables  to  recover  property  levied  on  by  them  :  36  Ga.,  93.  Where 
property  exchanged :  36  Ga.,  445.  Must  show  his  previous  possession  before  can  recover 
from  another  :  36  Ga.,  625.  Where  wife  could  not  recover  the  property  from  purchaser 
at  sale  of  assignee  in  bankruptcy :  39  Ga.,  715.  As  to  the  two  grounds  for  possessory 
warrant  set  forth  in  this  section,  and  as  to  onus  on  defendant  under  the  first  ground, 

and  as  to  the  four  years'  possession  :  46  Ga.,  616.  Possessory  warrant  against  a  carrier, 
excuse  of  being  taken  away  by  legal  process  :  48  Ga.,  432.  Possession  of  persoaal  prop- 

erty by  consent  of  a  party  by  a  fraudulent  trick :  50  Ga.,  562.  Where  will  not  lie 
against  a  purchaser  at  a  judicial  sale:  54 Ga.,  501.  Where  affidavit  was  sufficiently 
specific  as  to  county :  63  Ga.,  331.  Where  production  of  bill  of  lading  necessary  for 
consignee  to  obtain  possession  by  this  remedy  from  a  railroad:  63  Ga.,  745.  Where 

possessory  warrant  could  not  be  used  to  enforce  lien  for  services:  63  Ga.,  759*.  What affidavit  by  a  corporation  through  its  proper  officer  should  state,  and  when  president 
could  not  maintain  this  action:  64  Ga.,  314.  Where  title  obtained  by  fraud  and  pos- 

session retained  by  consent  of  owner,  writ  will  not  lie:  65  Ga.,  612.  Not  proper  remedy 
where  chattel  obtained  by  exchange,  although  false  representations  have  been  made : 
65  Ga.,  695. 

ARTICLE  II. 

HOW   THE   WARRANT    MUST    BE    EXECUTED   AND   RETURNED. 

Section  4033.  Warrant,  how  executed. 

§4033.  (3957.)  (3933.)  Warrant,  how  executed.  The  officer  in  whose 
hands  the  possessory  warrant  is  placed  shall  forthwith  proceed  to  appre- 

hend and  arrest  the  body  of  the  defendant,  or  party  against  whom  the 
warrant  is  issued,  and  also  to  seize  the  property  described  in  the  war- 

rant if  the  same  are  to  be  found  in  his  county,  and  carry  the  said  de- 
fendant and  said  property,  together  with  the  warrant,  before  the  Judge 

or  Justice  issuing  the  same,  or  before  any  other  Judge  or  Justice  of  said 
county. 

Section  referred  to  and  construed,  by  one  describing  himself  in  affidavit  as  member 
of  a  firm  without  sufficient  averments:  58  Ga.,  235. 
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ARTICLE  III. 

THE    TRIAL,    JUDGMENT    AND   SUBSEQUENT    PROCEEDINGS. 

Section 
4034.  Hearing,  continuance. 
4035.  Issue,  judgments,  etc. 
4036.  Notice,  supersedeas  of  judgment. 
4037.  Bonds,  where  returned. 

Section. 
4038    Imprisonment  of  defendant. 
4039.  Certiorari,  and  trial  thereon. 
4040.  Judgment  on  certiorari. 

§4034.  (3958.)  (3934.)  Trial.  The  Judge  or  Justice  before  whom  a 
warrant  for  the  restoration  of  personal  property  may  be  returned,  shall,  if 
the  parties  are  ready,  proceed  with  the  hearing  forthwith;  but  if  either 
of  the  parties  are  not  ready,  the  hearing  shall  be  postponed  to  some  sub- 

sequent time,  to  be  fixed  by  the  said  Judge  or  Justice,  so  as  to  allow  the 
parties  a  reasonable  opportunity  to  procure  their  testimony,  and  at  the 
same  time  to  insure  a  trial  with  as  little  delay  as  possible. 

Stated  in,  and  as  to  giving  reasonable  time  to  prepare  testimony  :  15  Ga.,  25. 

§4035.  (3959.)  (3935.)  Possession  the  only  issue  to  be  tried.  When  the 
Act  of  1821,  day  set  apart  for  the  trial  arrives,  the  Judge  or  Justice  shall  proceed  to 

•c.  p.  59i.  near  evidence  as  to  the  question  of  possession  in  a  summary  way,  with- 
out investigating  the  title  to  the  property,  and  shall  cause  the  property 

to  be  delivered  to  the  party  from  whose  possession  the  same  was  vio- 
lently or  fraudulently  taken  or  enticed  away,  or  from  whom  the  same 

absconded,  or  in  whose  peaceable  and  lawful  possession  it  last  was :  Provi- 
ded, such  party  shall  then  and  there  enter  into  a  recognizance,  with  good 

and  sufficient  security,  in  double  the  amount  of  the  value  of  such  prop- 
erty, and  the  hire  claimed  (if  any),  to  cause  the  said  property  to  be  pro- 

duced and  forthcoming  to  answer  any  judgment,  execution  or  decree 
that  may  be  had,  issued  or  made  upon  such  suit  or  action,  at  law  or  in 
equity,  as  the  opposite  party  may  commence  or  prosecute  within  the 
next  four  years  touching  the  same :  Provided,  also,  that  when  the  party 
taking  out  the  warrant  shall  refuse  or  fail  to  give  such  security,  then 
the  Judge  or  Justice  may,  in  his  discretion,  deliver  over  over  the  prop- 

erty to  the  opposite  party  upon  his  entering  into  a  like  recognizance, 
with  security  of  the  same  nature  and  effect. 

The  question  of  possession  alone  investigated  :  36  Ga.,  445  ;  37/580  ;  22/319.  Former 

judgment  relevant  to  show  plaintiff's  former  possession:  30  Ga.,  207.  When  magis- 
trate's duty  to  deliver  over  the  property  to  defendant  if  it  was  last  in  his  peaceable 

possession  :  31  Ga.,  122.  Where  plaintiff  makes  a  prima  facie  case  of  possession  :  31 
Ga.,  328.  Where  there  was  no  question  of  title,  and  possessory  warrant  proper  remedy  : 
34  Ga.,  222-225.  Plaintiff  must  show  the  property  has  been  previously  in  his  posses- 

sion: 36  Ga.,  625.  Where  possession  alone  to  be  investigated,  and  innocent  bona  fide 
purchaser  protected  :  36  Ga.,  446.  Where  possession  awarded  under  this  section  and 
trover  brought  afterwards  by  contestant:  38  Ga.,  250.  Where  possession  awarded  un- 

der this  section  and  bond  by  successful  party  who  sold,  and  could  not  produce  it,  not 
attached  for  contempt :  41  Ga.,  368.  As  to  bond  by  one  party  under,  and  failure  to  give 
by  the  other,  and  turning  over  possession  to  one  giving  bond  :  43  Ga.,  265.  Where  on 
certiorari  Superior  Court  could  not  order  defendant  to  deliver  property  to  his  adversary 
without  bond  :  58  Ga.,  233.     Section  referred  to  and  construed  :  63  Ga.,  332. 

§4036.  Notice  of  certiorari  is  supersedeas.  [A  notice  of  intention  to 
(ai  Acts  of  certiorari  the  decision  of  the  Court,  when  served  upon  the  opposite  party, 

p29'i33P'  or  n^s  a§en^  or  attorney,  shall  operate  as  a  supersedeas  for  ten  days,  dur- 
ing which  time  the  officer  shall  retain  possession  of  the  property,  ancl 

if,  after  the  expiration  of  the  ten  days,  no  certiorari  has  been  granted, 
then,  and  in  that  event,  the  officer  shall  proceed  to  deliver  the  prop- 

erty, as  directed  by  the  Court  at  the  time  of  trial.]  (a.) 
§4037.  (3960.)  (3936.)  Bond,  where  returned.     The  Judge   or  Justice 

Act  of  1821,  shall  return  any  recognizance  taken  as  provided  in  the  preceding  sec- 
o.  p.  59i.     ̂ ion  £0  t^  next  Superior  Court  of  the  county  where  the  same  is  taken, 

to  be  transmitted  to  the  Court  where  any  suit  or  action  may  be  com- 
menced touching  said  property,  and  the  securities  on  such  recogni- 
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zance  shall  be  bound  and  liable  for  the  eventual  condemnation  money 
in  such  suit  or  action,  and  execution  shall  issue  against  them  in  the    . 
same  manner  as  against  security  on  appeals. 

§4038.  (3961.)  (3937.)  Defendant  may  be  imprisoned,  when.  Upon  the  Act  of  1821, 
return  of  a  possessory  warrant,  if  it  shall  appear  that  the  officer  can-c,p-59L 
not  find,  or  was  unable  to  seize,  the  property  described  in  the  warrant, 
and  that  such  property  is  in  the  possession,  power,  custody  or  control 
of  the  defendant,  or  any  agent  or  friend  of  his,  or  any  one  acting  for 
or  intrusted  with  the  same  for  him,  and  the  said  defendant  doth  not 
produce  or  cause  said  property  to  be  forthcoming,  to  be  dealt  with  as 
the  law  directs,  and  as  th^  judgment  of  the  said  Judge  or  Justice 
awards,  the  said  defendant  shall  be  committed  to  jail,  there  to  remain 
in  safe  and  close  custody  without  bail  or  mainprise  until  such  property 
shall  be  produced  or  forthcoming,  to  be  disposed  of  as  aforesaid  :  Provi- 

ded, always,  that  no  person  shall  be  so  committed  to  jail  for  such  failure 
to  produce  property  if  he  can  satisfactorily  prove  to  the  Judge  or  Jus- 

tice trying  the  case,  that  such  property  has  been  in  his  quiet  and  peace- 
able possession  for  four  years  next  immediately  preceding  the  issuing 

of  said  warrant,  but  upon  such  proof  being  made  the  warrant  shall  be 
dismissed ;  and  provided,  further,  that  no  person  shall  be  imprisoned 
as  aforesaid  pending  an  application  for  a  certiorari  before  the  Superior 
Court,  who  shall  give  bond  and  security  to  abide  by  the  final  decision 
of  the  cause. 

Where  four  years'  possession:  22  Ga.,  319;  46/616.  Where  party  was  committed  to 
jail  for  failing  to  deliver  up  personal  property,  habeas  corpus  applied  for,  and  cer.iorari 
of  decision  on,  to  Superior  Court :  24  Ga.,  379.  Section  referred  to  and  construed:  58 
Ga.,  235.  As  to  this  remedy  being  intended  also  where  property  concealed,  and  im- 

prisonment to  compel  production  :  63  Ga.,  333. 

§4039.  (3962.)  (3938.)  Certiorari  lies  to  judgment  on  a  possessory  warrant.  Actsofi858, 
The  writ  of  certiorari  lies  to  every  decision  of  a  Court  upon  a  possessory  p-  87- 
warrant,  to  be  sued  out  as  in  other  cases ;  and  upon  the  hearing  of  such 
writ  in  the  Superior  Court,  if  the  liberty  of  the  party  is  endangered 
by  the  decision  of  the  Court  below,  he  may  demand  a  trial  before  a 
jury  impaneled  as  in  criminal  cases,  upon  the  issue  of  fact  as  to  the 
alleged  property  being  in  his  possession,  power,  custody,  or  control,  or 
that  of  his  agent,  friend,  or  any  other  person  for  him,  and  the  verdict 
of  such  jury  shall  be  conclusive  on  the  question. 

Question  formerly  as  to  whether  it  could  be  resorted  to  :  15  Ga.,  26  ;  18/739;  24/379. 
Judgment  of  County  Court  reviewed  by  certiorari:  35  Ga.,  265-6.  Where  reversed  by 
Superior  Court :  37  Ga.,  578.  Where  Judge  of  Superior  Court  not  required  by  certiorari 
to  interfere  with  judgment  of  the  magistrate  :  48  Ga.,  65. 

§4040.  (3963.)  (3939.)  Judgment  on  the  certiorari.  Upon  hearing  the 
certiorari,  the  Judge  may  remand  the  case  or  give  final  judgment  and 
direction  therein,  as  he  may  see  fit. 

Where  Superior  Court  should  render  final  judgment  on  certiorari  from  magistrate, 
no  facts  being  involved  in  the  possessory  warrant  case  :  56  Ga.,  525.  Section  cited  :  58 
Ga.,  235. 

[The  law  beginning  with  section  (3964)  and  ending  with  section 
(3968)  repealed  by  14th  amendment  to  the  Constitution  of  the  United   . 

.States,  and  Constitution  of  1868,  Article  I.,  section  2.] 
General  Note  on  Habeas  Corpus. — When  Superior  Court  could  notenforce  an  order 

by  Justice  of  the  Peace  as  to  restoration  of  personal  property  under  a  possessory  warrant : 
26  Ga.,  388.  Against  a  warehouseman  for  cotton  stored;  charges:  35 Ga.,  108;  48/63.  Where 
property  was  impressed,  possessory  warrant  the  proper  remedy  :  33  Ga.,  625.  Where  it 
could  not  be  brought  by  one  cropper  against  another  :  40  Ga.,  328-9.  Where  it  could 
be  brought  and  sustained  by  one  furnishing  land,  horses  and  provisions  to  a  freedman 
for  crop  until  his  advances  paid  :  45  Ga.,  84.  Could  be  brought  to  obtain  notes,  liens, 
etc.,  transferred  by  agent  without  authoritj''  to  another :  46  Ga.,  218.  Where  for  per- 

sonal property,  the  title  of  which  was  not  divested  by  capture  during  the  war:  49  Ga., 
395.  When  will  not  lie  against  purchaser  at  judicial  sale  under  forms  of  law:  54 

.  Ga.,  501. 
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TITLE  XVIII. 

PROCEEDINGS  TO  OBTAIN  DOWER. 

CHAPTER  I. 

PROCEEDINGS   TO   OBTAIN    DOWER. 

Section. 
4041.  Appointment  of  commissioners. 
4042    Application,  when  to  be  made. 
4043.  Notice  of  application. 
4044.  Oath  oi  commissioners. 

^4041. 

Section. 
4045.  May  employ  surveyor. 
4046    Traverse  o   return  and  trial  of  issue. 
4047.  Finding  and  its  effect. 
4048.  Final  judgment. 

o*^<i^f      jprwTcx.  (3969.)  Appointment  of  commissioners.     [The  Superior  Courts  of 
Act  of  1839,  this  State  shall  have  power  and  authority,  upon  the  written  applica- 
C.  p.  229. 
(a)  Acts  of 

Z*t^-  1862-3,  pp. 
160,  161. 

tion  of  any  person  entitled  to  dower  in  any  lands  and  tenements  in  this 
State,  to  appoint  five  fit  and  discreet  freeholders  of  the  county  in  which 
the  application  is  made,  and  cause  the  clerk  of  the  Court  to  issue  a 
writ  for  that  purpose,  directing  said  freeholders,  or  a  majority  of  them, 

// ^  *^~^r  to  enter  upon  such  lands  and  tenements,  and  to  admeasure,  lay  off,  and assign  the  dower  to  which  the  applicant  is  entitled  by  law  in  such  lands, 
having  regard  to  the  shape  and  valuation  of  the  same :  Provided  such 
lands  shall  be  without  the  limits  of  any  city,  town,  village,  or  place  of 
public  business;  and  of  all  lands  within  a  city,  town,  village,  or  place  of 
public  business,  said  freeholders,  or  a  majority  of  them,  may  lay  off  and 
assign  one-third  part  of  the  lands  and  tenements  to  which  the  applicant 
is  entitled  according  to  quantity  and  valuation,  as  they  may  think 
proper,  just,  and  equitable.]  (a.) 

An  assignment  of  dower  not  a  nullity  because  only  four  of  the  five  commissioners 
actpd:  64  Ga.,  761-4. 

§4042.  (3970.)  Application,  ivhen  made.  The  application  for  dower 
Act  of  1839  snall  n°t  De  made  until  after  the  expiration  of  three  months  from  the 

c.  p.  230.    '  death  of  the  person  to  whom  said  lands  and  tenements  belonged. §4043.  (3971.)  Notice  in  writing .  The  applicant  shall  give  written 

Act  of  1824,  notice  to  the  representative  of  such  estate,  or  if  she  be  the  representa- 

a"  p'  f29^'  ̂ve>  then  to  the  person  or  persons  interested,  ten  days,  if  they  reside  in 
c.Cp°23o.  'this  State,  or  if  they  reside  without  the  State,  two  months'  notice  in 
ccp°23i850'  some  public  gazette  of  this  State,  of  such  intended  application  for  such 
Acts  of  1858,  assignment  of  dower. 

Owner  of  the  land  should  be  notified  of  such  application  :  10  Ga.,  321.  Notice 

should  be  in  widows'  name,  and  where  two  representatives  of  an  estate,  both  served  : 
14  Ga.,  166.  Administrator,  the  party  to  proceedings  to  contest  the  right  to  widow's 
assignment  of  dower:  30  Ga.,  88.  When  widow  not  barred  from  claiming  dower  in 
land  where  the  homestead  taken  on  it  was  levied  on  by  an  execution  prior  to  1868  :  50 
Ga.,  597. 

§4044.  (3972.)  Oath  of  commissioners.  The  persons  appointed  to  lay 
off  dower  as  aforesaid,  shall  take  the  following  oath,  to  be  administered 
by  an  officer  authorized  to  administer  oaths,  or  before  one  of  their  num- 

ber, he  first  swearing  before  the  rest :  "  I  do  solemnly  swear  that  I  will 
duly  and  impartially  execute  the  laws,  to  the  best  of  my  understand- 

ing.    So  help  me  God." 
§4045.  (3973.)  May  employ  surveyor.  The  commissioners  so  appointed 

shall  have  power  to  procure  the  aid  of  the  county  surveyor  of  the 
county,  or  other  competent  surveyor  in  making  the  survey  and  admeas- 

^c^°6&878urement  °f  dower,  who  shall  be  required  to  make  a  careful  plat  of  such 
survey  of  dower,  which  shall  be  recorded  with  the  return  of  the 
commissioners.     The  commissioners  shall  make  return  of  their  pro- 
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ceeding  to  the  succeeding  term  of  the  Court  after  their  appointment. 
If  the  representative  of  the  estate,  or  any  person  or  persons  interested, 

object  to  the  widow's  right  under  the  law  to  dower,  he  or  they  shall 
make  their  objections  in  writing  at  the  term  of  the  Court  to  which  the 

commissioners'  return  is  made,  and  said  objections  shall  be  tried  or 
heard  in  the  same  manner  as  provided  in  section  4046  of  this  Code, 
for  the  trial  of  a  traverse  to  return  of  commissioners. 

§4046.  (3974.)   Traverse  of  return,  etc.  [When  the  return  of  the  com-  Act  of  1824, 
missioners  is  made,  it  shall  be  the  right  of  every  person  interested  to  °-  p-vv*- 
enter  a  traverse  in  writing,  plainly  stating  the  grounds  upon  which  it  18G2-3,  pp. 
is  made ;  in  which  case  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  Court  to  cause  an 16J>  161, 
issue  to  be  made  up,  which  shall  be  tried  by  a  special  jury  at  the  same 
term  of  the  Court,  unless  good  cause  be  shown  for  a  continuance,  which 
shall  be  granted  for  one  term,  and  no  longer.]  (a.) 

Proper  time  to  make  objection  to  manner  and  extent  is  when  returns  made  to  Court : 
10  Ga.,  322.  Under  Act  of  1850  an  administrator  of  a  deceased,  a  proper  party  to  con- 

test "widow's  right:  30  Ga.,  88.  Under  such  objections  held,  the  widow  was  not  dowa- 
ble  where  part  of  the  purchase  money  only  paid  under  bond  for  title  by  the  husband  : 
15  Ga.,  101.  Practice  as  to  such  contests  and  contestant  not  notified,  yer  objection  as 
to  one  of  the  commissioners  not  being  a  freeholder,  not  sustained:  38  Ga.,  235.  Un- 

der Act  of  1863  heirs  at  law  may  contest :  35  Ga.,  251.  How  the  widow  may  throw  the 
burden  of  proof  on  the  administrator:  39  Ga.,  195.  When  the  executor  has  such  an 
interest  as  entitles  him  to  traverse  :  39  Ga.,  670.  A  creditor  may  appearand  file  ob- 

jections :  40  Ga.,  300.  Choice  of  money  in  lieu  of  dower  which  was  reconsidered, 

no  bar  to  widow's  application  :  42  Ga.,  521.  Applicant  for  dower  has  the  right  to  open 
and  conclude  in  the  trial  of  this  issue  :  47  Ga.,  612. 

§4047.  (3975. )  Finding  and  its  effect.  [If  such  issue  be  formed,  and  (ai  Acts  of 

the  jury  find  in  favor  of  the  return,  then  the  return  of  the  commis- }*jj2-|  pp- sioners  shall  be  confirmed  and  made  the  judgment  of  the  Court;  but  if 
the  issue  be  found  against  the  return  of  the  commissioners,  then  the 
Court  shall  order  a  new  writ  to  be  issued  to  other  commissioners  named, 
requiring  them  to  make  the  admeasurement  and  assignment,  and  make 
return  thereof  to  the  next  term  of  the  Court.]  (a.) 

§4048.  (3976.)  Return  of  commisnoners.  [When  the  return  of  the  com-  (a)  Acts  of 
missioners  is  made  the  final  judgment  of  the  Court,  it  shall  be  conclu-^^PP- 
sive  between  all  parties  interested,  and  the  clerk  shall  issue  writs  of 
possession  in  favor  of  the  applicant,  and  judgment  shall  be  entered 
against  the  representative  of  the  estate  of  the  deceased  husband  for  all 
costs,  including  two  dollars  per  day  each  for  the  commissioners.]  (a.) 

Such  judgment  as  proof  of  eviction  :  4  Ga.,  593.     Return  of  commissioners  made 
the  final  judgment  of  the  Court,  conclusive  between  the  parties  :  64  Ga.,  765  ;  41/42. 

Assignment  of  dower ;  subject  treated :  2  Scribner  Dower,  101-216. 
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TITLE  XIX. 

OF  THE  WRIT  OF  CERTIORARI. 

CHAPTER  I. 

OF    THE    WRIT   OF    CERTIORARI. 

. 

Article  1. — In  what  Cases  the  Writ  of  Certiorari  Lies. 
Article  2. — How  Obtained,  and  Proceedings  thereon. 
Article  3. — Of  the  Answer,  Hearing,  Judgment,  and  Costs. 

ARTICLE  I. 

IN   WHAT    CASES   THE    WRIT    OF    CERTIORARI   LIES. 

Section  4049.  When  a  writ  of  certiorari  will  lie. 

§4049.  (3977. )  (3957.)   When  a  certiorari  will  lie.     The  writ  of  certiorari 
16745, 36ii.  will   lie   for   the  correction   of    errors  committed  by  Justices  of   the 

Peace,  Corporation   Courts  or  Councils,  or  any  inferior  judicatory,  or 
any  person  exercising  judicial  powers,  including  the  Ordinary,  except 
in  cases  touching  the  probate  of  wills,  granting  letters  testamentary 
and  of  administration. 

Judge's  duty  to  grant  in  Justice's  Court  when  proper  case  made  :  50  Ga.,  130 ;  5/486. 
To  decision  in  cases  of  contempt:  2  Ga.,  220.  From  order  of  Court  reinstating  a  mar- 

shal and  restraining  city  council  from  proceeding  with  the  election  :  14  Ga.,  162.  To 
the  action  of  the  Mayor  and  City  Council  acting  in  judicial  capacity:  16  Ga.,  172; 
39/59;  but  see  61  Ga.,  572.  Parties  to  are  entitled  to  be  heard  personally  or  by  attorney: 
17  Ga.,  618.  Lies  to  action  of  Justice  of  Peace  in  a  case  of  forcible  entry  and  detainer  : 
20  Ga..  7  7;  23/227.  In  habeas  corpus  cases:  22  Ga.,  93;  34/583;  24/379.  For  errors  in 
regard  to  road  matters:  22  Ga.,  369.  Case  where  section  54  of  the  judiciary  Act  of  1799 
did  not  apply  :  23  Ga.,360.  Where  second  certiorari  could  be  sued  out,  the  first  not  being 
dismissed  on  the  merits  ;  28  Ga.,  219.  Where  it  was  not  the  remedy  where  executions 
were  issued  against  the  County  Treasurer  and  his  securities:  .29  Ga.,  155.  To  Superior 
Court  from  Ordinary  granting  letters  of  administration  pendente  lite :  40  Ga.,  389.  Judg- 

ment of  a  committing  Court  could  not  be  corrected  by  certiorari:  40  Ga.,  476.  To  error 
of  law  of  Justice  of  Peace  taking  jurisdiction  for  over  $100:  41  Ga.,  624.  Section  refer- 

red to:  41  Ga.,  626-8.  Judgment  of  Ordinary  in  reference  to  county  matters:  43  Ga., 
271.  Superior  Court  can  by  this  remedy  correct  errors  of  Ordinary  allowing  a  home- 

stead: 45Ga.,483.  Does  not  lie  to  correct  judgment  of  Justice  of  the  Peace  in  matters 
of  fact  where  judgment  over  fifty  dollars :  46  Ga.,41;  51/194.  Not  at  instance  of  the 
State  or  municipal  corporation  in  criminal  case  :  25  Ga.,  311 ;  61/572  ;  7/422. 

12  Am.  D.,  529-535,  n  ;  18/236-7.  To  review  proceedings  of  governmental  boards :  18 
Am.  D..237;  of  board  of  education  :  lb.;  of  board  of  health:  lb. ;  municipal  corpora- 

tions :  2  Dillon  M.  C,  §§739-743 ;  18  Am.  D.,  237. 
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ARTICLE    II. 

HOW   OBTAINED,    AND   PROCEEDINGS   THEREON. 

Section. 
4050.  To  the  Court  of  Ordinary. 

4051.  Judge  may  grant  out  of  "his  circuit. 4052.  Other  inferior  judicatories. 
4053.  Affidavit  to  petition. 
4054.  Bond  and  security  must  be  given,  etc. 
4055.  Security  compelled  to  justify. 

Section. 
4056    Affidavit  in  lieu  of  bonds  and  costs. 
4057.  Must  be  applied  for  in  three  months. 
4058.  Docketed  in  fifteen  days,  etc. 
4059.  Ten  days'  notice  to  adverse  party. 
4060.  Shall  operate  as  a  supersedeas. 

§4050.  (3978.)  (3958.)  From  the  Court  of  Ordinary.  When  either  Act  of  1799( 
party  in  any  cause  in  any  Court  of  Ordinary  shall  take  exceptions  toe. p. 523. 
any  proceeding  or  decision  in  any  cause,  affecting  the  real  merits  of 
such  cause,  the  party  making  the  same  shall  offer  such  exceptions  in 
writing,  which  shall  be  signed  by  himself  or  his  attorney,  and  if  the 
same  shall  be  overruled  by  the  Court,  such  party  may  petition  the 
Judge  of  the  Superior  Court  for  a  writ  of  certiorari,  in  which  petition 
he  shall  plainly,  fully,  and  distinctly  set  forth  the  errors  complained 
of;  and  if  such  Judge  shall  deem  the  objections  to  be  sufficient,  he  shall 
forthwith  issue  a  writ  of  certiorari,  directed  to  the  Ordinary,  requiring 
him  to  certify  and  send  up  to  the  Superior  Court,  at  the  time  specified 
in  said  writ,  all  the  proceedings  in  said  cause. 

Where  Judge  of  Superior  Court  could  not  grant  as  to  decision  of  Inferior  Court 
when  he  was  out  of  the  State  :  12  Ga.,  612.  Final  decision  by  Superior  Court  did  not 
appty  to  decisions  in  Inferior  Court :  17  Ga.,  426.  As  to  Inferior  Court  generally  :  2 
Ga.,225;  23/360;  25/311,269;  27/65;  22/93.  Habeas  corpus:  24  Ga.,  379.  Road  case: 

22  Ga.,  369.  As  to  Ordinary's  action  in  regard  to  county  matters  :  43  Ga.,  271.  Section 
4050  of  Code  related  to  cases  from  the  Inferior  Court  or  Court  of  Ordinary:  34  Ga.,91. 

When  may  correct  Ordinary's  action  in  granting  letters  of  administration  pendente  lite  : 
40  Ga.,  389.  Section  referred  to  and  construed  :  38  Ga.,  181-3.  Will  a  certiorari  lie  to 
review  proceeding  of  a  j  ury  under  section  4666  of  Code?  47  Ga.,  549. 

§4051.  (3979.)    (3959.)    When  Judge  may  grant  out  of  his  circuit.      No  Act  of  i8ii, 
Judge  of  the  Superior  Court  shall  grant  or  issue  any  writ  of  certiorari  out  c-  P- 524- 
of  his  judicial  circuit,  unless  there  shall  be  a  vacancy  in  any  of  the 
other  circuits,  or  the  Judge  thereof  be  indisposed,  or  be  absent  there- 

from, so  that  the  business  of  granting  certioraries  cannot  be  speedily 
done. 

§4052.  (3980.)  (3960.)  For  Justices  and  other  inferior  judicatories.  When  Act  of  i850, 

either  party,  in  any  cause  in  a  Justice's  Court,  Corporation  Court, c p- 529- 
Council,  or  any  inferior  judicatory,  or  before  any  person  exercising 
judicial  powers,  shall  be  dissatisfied  with  the  decision  or  judgment  in 
such  cause,  such  party  may  apply  for  and  obtain  a  writ  of  certiorari  by 
petition  to  the  Superior  Court,  in  which  petition  he  shall  plainly  and 
distinctly  set  forth  the  errors  complained  of.     And  on  such  petition  be- 

ing filed  in  the  office  of  the  Clerk  of  the  Superior  Court,  [with  the  sane-  (a)  const,  of 
tion  of  the  Judge  of  the  circuit,  or  the  Judge  of  some  other  circuit,  as  }^'.^rt' 5' 
provided  for  in  section  3979,  indorsed  thereon,]  (a.)  together  with  the  clause  2. 
bond  or  affidavit,  as  hereinafter  provided,  it  shall  be  the   duty    of 
such  clerk  to  issue  a  writ  of  certiorari,  directed  to  the  Justice  of  the 
Peace  of  the  district  where  the  decision  complained  of  was  made,  or 
other  tribunal  or  person  whose  decision  or  judgment  is  the  subject 
matter  of  complaint,  requiring  such  Justice  of  the  Peace,  or  other  tri- 

bunal, or  person,  to  certify  and  send  up  all  the  proceedings  in  said  cause 
to  the  Superior  Court,  as  directed  in  said  writ  of  certiorari. 

To  case  where  Justice  of  the  Peace  sat  as  a  Court  in  a  forcible  entry  and  detainer  case : 
20Ga.,  77;  23/227.  When  not  dismissed  where  order  taken  for  magistrate  to  answer:  23 

Ga.,  8.  To  obtain  certiorari  from  Justice's  Court  formerly  points  stated  in  petition  need 
not  be  verified  :  30  Ga.,  35 ;  but  see  43  Ga.,  271.  Applied  to  habeas  corpus  cases  tried  by 
the  Inferior  Court:  34  Ga.,  583-591.  Judgment  by  County  Court  in  a  possessory  war- 

rant case :  35  Ga.,  265  ;  36/271.  Of  County  Court  in  a  criminal  case  :  55  Ga.,  223.  Not 
to  order  of  magistrate  sitting  as  Court  of  inquiry  :  40  Ga.,  476.  To  the  action  of  the  pres- 

ident and  commissioners  of  a  town  as  to  a  nuisance  :  50  Ga.,  130.     In  passing  on  a  cer- 
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tiorari  from  Justice's  Court,  Superior  Court  should  render  final  decision  where  no  ques- 
tion of  fact  involved  :  55  Ga.,  315-3L6.  When  certiorari  was  not  filed,  although  sanc- 

tioned by  the  Judge,  yet  could  not,  when  lost,  be  established  as  office  paper:  58  Ga., 

469.  Sanctioned  and  filed,  clerk's  failure  to  issue  wri  t  to  next  Superior  Court  remedied by  order  at  next  term  that  clerk  issue  the  writ :  58  Ga.,  166.  Board  of  commissioners 
of  roads  and  revenues  of  a  county  such  inferior  judicatory  as  contemplated  by  this  sec- 

tion :  62  Ga.,  421-423.  Certificate  of  Justice  as  to  bond  and  security  being  given  and 
costs  paid  not  made  until  three  months  after  judgment  rendered,  certiorari  should  have 
been  dismissed  :  61  Ga.,  600-601. 

§4053.  (3981.)  (3961.)  Affidavit  to  be  made.     No  writ  of  certiorari  shall 
Acts  of  1857,  be  granted  or  issued,  except  to  the  Court  of  Ordinary,  unless  the  party 

p' 104'        applying  for  the  same,  his  agent  or  attorney,  shall  make  and  file  with 
his  petition  the  following  affidavit,  to-wit : 
Georgia,  )   County,  f 

I,  A.  B.,  do  solemnly  swear  that  the  petition  for  certiorari  is  not 
filed  in  the  case  for  the  purpose  of  dela  r  only;  and  I  verily  believe  I 
have  good  cause  for  certiorari,  and  that  the  facts  stated  in  the  foregoing 
petition,  so  far  as  they  come  within  my  own  knowledge,  are  true,  and, 
so  far  as  derived  from  the  knowledge  of  others,  I  believe  them  to  be 
true. 

Sworn  to  and  subscribed  before  me,  this   day  of  — — ,  18 — . 
Too  late  after  answer  supporting  the  petition  to  dismiss  for  insufficient  affidavit:  20 

Ga.,  77.  Formerly  the  points  in  the  petition  for  certiorari  from  Justice's  Court  need  not 
be  verified  :  30  Ga.,  35.  The  provisions  of  this  section  were  not  superseded  by  the  Con- 

stitution of  1868  :  43  Ga.,  269.  Distinction  between  the  oath  wben  certiorari  applied  for 
under  this  section  and  that  under  section  4056  of  the  Code:  55  Ga.,  316. 

§4054.  (3982.)  (3962.)  Bond  and  security  to  be  given.  Before  any  writ 
Act  of  i8ii,  of  certiorari  shall  issue,  except  as  hereinafter  provided,  the  party  ap- 
c.  p.  523.  plying  for  the  same,  his  agent  or  attorney,  shall  give  bond  and  good 

security,  conditioned  to  pay  the  adverse  party  in  the  cause  the  eventual 
condemnation  money,  together  with  all  future  costs,  and  shall  also  pro- 

duce a  certificate  from  the  officer  whose  decision  or  judgment  is  the 
subject  matter  of  complaint,  that  all  costs  which  may  have  accrued  on 
the  trial  below  have  been  paid;  which  bond  and  certificate  shall  be 
filed  with  the  petition  for  certiorari,  and  the  security  on  said  bond  shall 
be  liable  as  securities  on  apppeal. 

Certificate  of  magistrate  as  to  payment  of  costs,  etc.,  in  cases  of  forcible  entry  and 
detainer:  20  Ga;,  77.  Was  not  superseded  by  the  Constitution  of  1868:  43  Ga.,  269. 
Cost  must  be  paid,  not  merely  deposited,  and  when  not  recovered  back  from  Justice  by 
rule  in  Superior  Court:  61  Ga.,  597-8.     Section  referred  to  and  construed:  64  Ga.,  600. 

§4055.  (3983.)  (3963.)  Security  may  be  made  to  justify.  The  party  au- 
thorized to  take  said  bond  and  security  may  compel  the  security  ten- 

dered to  justify  upon  oath,  and  such  justification  shall  exonerate  the 
party  taking  the  same  from  any  liability. 

§4056.  (3984.)  (3964.)  Affidavit  in  lieu  of  bond.  If  the  party  applying 
for  the  writ  of  certiorari  will  make  and  file  with  his  petition  an  affi- 

davit, in  writing,  that  he  is  advised,  and  believes  that  he  has  good 
cause  for  certioraring  the  proceedings  to  the  Superior  Court,  and  that 
owing  to  his  poverty,  he  is  unable  to  pay  the  cost  and  give  security,  as  re- 

quired in  the  preceding  section,  such  affidavit  shall,  in  every  respect, 
answer  instead  of  the  certificate  and  bond  above  mentioned. 

When  attorney  could  not  make  this  affidavit :  48  Ga.,  351.  The  affidavit  must  state 
not  only  that  he  "  believes,"  but  that  "  he  is  advised  "  he  has  good  cause  for  certiorari : 
55  Ga.,  315.     Section  referred  to  :  64  Ga.,  600. 

§4057.  (3985.)  (3965.)  Must  be  applied  for  in  three  months.     All  writs  of 
Act  of  1838,  certiorari  shall  be  applied  for  within-.-thsiDjp-montho  after  the  final  deter- 
c.  V.J28.     mination  of  the  case  in  which  the  error  is  alleged  to  have  been  commit- 

ted, and  not  after ;  and  shall  be  made  returnable  to  the  next  Superior 
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Court  after  the  issuing  of  the  same,  unless  said  Superior  Court  shall  Act  of  i850, 
sit  within  twenty  days  after  the  issuing  of  said  writ,  in  which  case  Ac£oFi858, 
said  writ  shall  be  made  returnable  to  the.  next  succeeding  Court.  p-  &. 

Where  it  was  not  applied  for  within  the  proper  time:  28  Ga.,  41.  Should  not  have  been  §2920. 
dismissed  where  not  issued  in  time  by  nodefaultof  applicant  for  certiorari:  18  Ga.,  519. 
Where  the  Court  should  not  have  heard  and  determined  a  certiorari  six  months  before 
the  term  of  Court  to  which  by  law  it  was  properly  returnable  :  24  Ga.,  418.  Should  be 
returned  to  next  term  of  Court  unless  it  is  within  twenty  days  from  issuing  of  the 
writ,  otherwise  certiorari  dismissed  :  57  Ga.,  150.  It  is  not  brought  until  filed  in  clerk's 
office  in  three  months,  and  certificate  of  costs  and  bond  not  required  before  Judge  sanc- 

tions, but  must  be  before  the  three  months  expire  :  64  Ga.,  599. 

§4058.  (3986.)  (3966.)  Must  be  served  fifteen  days.  When  the  forego- 
ing provisions  have  been  complied  with,  and  the  writ  of  certiorari  shall 

have  been  issued,  the  Clerk  of  the  Superior  Court  shall  place  the  same 
on  the  certiorari  docket ;  which  writ,  together  with  the  petition,  shall 
be  delivered  to  the  party  to  whom  it  is  directed  by  the  party  applying 
for  the  certiorari,  his  agent  or  attorney,  or  the  Sheriff,  deputy  Sheriff, 
or  any  constable,  at  least  fifteen  days  previous  to  the  Court  to  which  the 
return  is  to  be  made. 

Section  referred  to  as  to  the  service  to  be  made  :  51  Ga.,  271.  Where  sanctioned  and 
filed  but  clerk  failed  to  issue  writ,  order  at  next  term  that  clerk  issue  it,  and  that  it  be 
served,  properly  :  58  Ga.,  166.  Where  not  issued  by  clerk  through  no  default  of  appli- 

cant for  certiorari  :  18  Ga.,  518. 

§4059.  (3987.)  (3967.)   Ten  days' notice  to  the  adverse  party.     The  plain- Act  of  1799, 
tiff  in  certiorari  shall  cause  written  notice  to  be  given  to  the  opposite  5'ct  c-msso 
party  in  interest,  his  agent  or  attorney,  of  the  sanction  of  the  writ  ofo  p.  529. 
certiorari,  and  also  the  time  and  place  of  hearing,  at  least  ten  days  be- 

fore the  sitting  of  the  Court  to  which  the  same  shall  be  returnable, 
and  in  default  of  such  notice  (unless  prevented  by  unavoidable  cause) 
the  certiorari  shall  be  dismissed. 

Under  Act  of  1799  the  notice  did  not  avail,  and  the  Judge  being  out  of  the  State 
when  he  granted  the  certiorari :  12  Ga..  612-613.  Notice  under  Act  of  1799  as  applied  to 
Inferior  Court,  proper  (meaning  County  Court  of  five  Justices) :  16  Ga.,  172.  Notice 
alone  sufficient:  25  GaM  268-9.  Failure  to  give  notice  or  to  show  prevention  by  una- 

voidable cause,  certiorari,  dismissed:  34  Ga.,  120.  When  substantial  compliance  with 
notice  as*  to  sanction  of  writ  and  time  and  place  of  hearing  sufficient:  36  Ga.,  393. 
When  notice  sufficient  under  4052  section  of  Code:  36  Ga.,  525.  Notice  under  this 

section  applies  to  certioraries  from  Justices'  Courts,  and  was  of  force  under  Constitution 
of  1868:  44  Ga  ,  167;  46/616.  Where  it  did  not  appear  that  written  notice  given,  as 
here  required,  certicrari  properly  dismissed :  44  Ga.,  16.  What  agreement  was  a  sub- 

stantial waiver  of  written  notice :  44  Ga.,  189.  Record  need  not  show  the  written  no- 
tice of  waiver  of  it  in  writing:  46  Ga.,  616.  Section  cited  :  51  Ga.,  271.  The  written 

notice  should  set  forth  the  fact  of  the  sanction  in,  as  well  as  application  for,  and  issu- 
ing of  it:  44  Ga.,  16,  167;  46/616;  65/303. 

§4060.  (3988.)  (3968.)  Shall  operate  as  a  supersedeas.     The  writ  of  cer-  Aet  of  1850 
tiorari,  when  granted,  shall  operate  as  a  supersedeas  of  the  judgment  un- c-  p-  529. 
til  the  final  hearing  in  the  Superior  Court. 

Effect  of :  14  Ga.,  162.  Not  to  move  the  case  backwards,  but  to  stop  it  where  it  was 
when  certiorari  served  on  magistrate:  20  Ga.,  77.  Sanction  of  petition  for  certiorari 
operates  as  a  supersedeas  of  judgment  of  the  inferior  tribunal :  55  Ga.,  570. 
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ARTICLE  III. 

OF    THE    ANSWER,    HEARING,    JUDGMENT   AND    COSTS. 

Section  1. — Of  the  Answer. 
Section  2. — Of  the  Hearing. 

Section  3. — Of  the  Judgment  and  Costs. 

SECTION  I. 

OF    THE   ANSWER. 

Section. 
4061.  Answer  filed  on  first  day. 
4062.  Exceptions  must  be  in  writing. 

Section. 
4063.  Not  written  by  interested  party. 

§4061.  (3989.)  (3969.)  Answer  filed  on  first  day  of  term.     The  answer 
to  the  writ  of  certiorari  shall  be  filed  on  the  first  day  of  the  term  to 
which  it  is  returnable,  unless  further  time  be  given,  and  shall  reply 
specifically  to  the  allegations  in  the  petition. 

All  the  magistrates  who  presided  on  the  trial  should  answer,  and  all  material  alle- 
gations should  be  answered  or  assumed  to  be  true  :  15  Ga.,  26.  Answer  supporting 

petition  cannot  dismisss  for  insufficient  affidavit:  20  Ga.,  77.  Justices  having  an- 
swered, may  add  mandate  nunc  pro  tunc:  23  Ga.,  227.  Must  be  affidavit  of  incomplete- 

ness to  allow  of  magistrates  amending  their  return  :  26  Ga.,  413.  Where  answer  of 
magistrates  to  first  certiorari  adopted  to  second:  28  Ga.,  219.  Exceptions  to  answer  of 
Justice  should  be  taken  before  case  called,  in  order  for  hearing  :  40  Ga.,  36.  Where 

Justice  annexed  memorandum  of  evidence  taken  by  plaintiff's  counsel  to  his  an- 
swer excepted  to,  should  be  ordered  to  make  proper  answer:  41  Ga.,  327.  Magistrate 

only  heard  through  his  return,  after  certiarori  granted  :  55  Ga.,  380.  Where  no  answer 
to  certiorari  :  65  Ga.,  714-715. 

§4062.  (3990.)  (3970.)  Exceptions  to  answer.  Exceptions  to  the  answer 
shall  be  filed  in  writing,  specifying  the  defects,  and  notice  thereof  given 
to  the  opposite  party  before  the  case  is  called  in  its  order  for  a  hearing ; 
and  if  such  exceptions  be  sustained,  the  answer  shall  be  perfected,  as 
directed  by  the  Court. 

Where  nothing  to  sustain  motion  for  the  magistrate  to  answer  more  fully:  26  Ga., 
414.  All  exceptions  must  be  taken  before  case  called  in  its  order  for  hearing:  40  Ga., 
38.  When  exceptions  not  too  late,  and  when  exceptions  the  remedy  to  leturn  of  mag- 

istrate to  certiorari,  accepting  statements  of  counsel  in  petition,  and  certifying  them 
as  fair  representations:  64  Ga.,  576.  Must  specify  in  writing  and  give  notice  to  oppo- 

nent of  exceptions  to  answer,  not  full  enough  reply  to  allegations  in  petition :  65 
Ga.,  260. 

§4063.  (3991.)  (3971.)  Must  not  be  written  by  party  interested.  The  an- 
swer shall  not  be  written  or  dictated  by  either  of  the  parties,  or  their 

attorneys,  or  any  other  person  interested  in  the  cause,  and  if  made  after 
the  party  making  the  same  has  retired  from  office,  it  shall  be  verified 
by  affidavit. 

SECTION  II. 

OF   THE    HEARING. 

fc+7  £>  ̂£^4064 

Section. 
4064.  Stands  for  trial,  first  term. 
4065.  Error  must  be  set  forth. 

Section. 
4066.  Answer  may  be  traversed. 

*j  r~~  *  (f2  t<*  giuo*.  (3992.)  (3972.)  Stands  for  trial  at  first  term.     Certiorari  causes 
^^rt^A^^msnall  stand  for  trial  at  the  return  term,  and  the  Judge  shall  take  up 

'for-  **
"- 
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the  docket  and  dispose  of  the  same  in  its  order  unless  continued  for 
good  cause. 

Will  not  hear  and  determine  a  certiorari  six  months  before  term  to  which  return- 
able: 24 Ga.,  418.  Section  referred  to  and  construed:  44  Ga.,  196.  Where  could  not 

write  off  from  the  claim  sufficient  to  give  Court  jurisdiction  in  Superior  Court :  58 
Ga.,  77. 

§4065.  (3993)  (3973.)  Errors  must  be  set  forth.  No  ground  of  error 
shall  be  insisted  upon,  on  the  hearing,  which  is  not  distinctly  set  forth 
in  the  petition. 

Stated:  14  Ga.,  36.  All  allegations  of  the  petition  for  certiorari  should  be  answered, 
or  will  be  assumed  to  be  true  :  15  Ga.,  26. 

§4066.  (3994.)  (3974.)  Ansiver  may  be  traversed  at  first  term.  The  plain- Acts  of  i860, 
tiff  or  defendant  in  certiorari  may,  at  the  first  term,  and  before 

th  p  p-  45- 

c  Acts  of  1880 

hearing,  traverse  the  truth  of  the  answer  or  return,  which  traverse  -i,  p.  57. 
shall  be  in  writing,  specifying  the  portion  of  the   answer  or  return 
intended  to  be  controverted,  and  verified  by  affidavit,  and  the  issue 
formed  upon  such  traverse  shall  be  tried  by  a  special  jury  at  the  same 
term  unless  good  cause  be  shown  for  a  continuance,  and  their  verdict 
shall  be  final  as  to  the  facts,  upon  which  the  Court  shall  pronounce  the 
law. 

Must  be  filed  before  case  called  in  its  order  forbearing:  40  Ga.,  36.  Where  the 
Court  should  have  directed  Justice  to  file  his  answer  according  to  law  :  41  Ga.,  328. 
Section  referred  to  and  construed :  50  Ga.,  133.  Traverse  of,  when  from  County  Court : 
44  Ga.,  196.  Traverse  should  be  filed  before  hearing,  and  at  the  first  term  :  59  Ga.,  881. 
What  admitted  in  petition  needs  nothing  in  magistrate's  return  to  confirm  it :  60 Ga.,  142. 

SECTION  III. 

OF    THE    JUDGMENT    AND    COSTS. 

Section. 
4067.  May  be  dismissed  or  returned. 
4068.  Where  Justice  dies. 
4069.  Damages  may  be  awarded. 

Section. 
4070.  Of  the  judgment  for  plaintiff. 
4071.  Of  the  judgment  for  defendant. 

§4067.  (3995.)  (3975.)  Certiorari .  may  be  dismissed  or  returned.  Upon  Act  of  1850, 

the  hearing  of  a  writ  of  certiorari  the  Superior  Court  may  order  the  c-  p- 529- 
same  to  be  dismissed,  or  return  the  same  to  the  Court  from  which  it  came 
with  instructions,  and  in  all  cases  when  the  error  complained  of  is  an 
error  in  law,  which  must  finally  govern  the  case,  and  the  Court  shall 
be  satisfied  there  is  no  question  of  fact  involved,  which  makes  it  neces- 

sary to  send  the  case  back  for  a  new  hearing  before  the  tribunal  be- 
low, it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  said  Judge  to  make  a  final  decision  in 

said  case,  without  sending  it  back  to  the  tribunal  below. 
When  should  not  be  dismissed  where  applicant  for  certiorari  not  in  fault :  18  Ga., 

518.  Final  decision  by  Superior  Court  did  not  apply  to  those  from  decisions  of  Infe- 
rior Court :  17  Ga.  426.  Where  insufficiency  of  affidavit  no  ground  to  dismiss  after 

answer  supporting  petition  for  certiorari :  20  Ga.,  77.  Where  should  not  dismiss  where 
order  for  magistrate  to  answer  over:  23  Ga.,  8.  Dismissed  for  not  giving  proper  no- 

tice :  34  Ga.,  120.  Where  should  not  be  dismissed,  but  Justice  required  to  answer  as 
law  requires:  41  Ga.,  327.  Final  decision  by  Superior  Court,  where  no  question  of 
fact  involved:  64  Ga.,  578;  62/346;  51/264;  58/143;  56/525.  And  need  not  send  it 
back  to  Court  below  :  55  Ga.,  315-316.  But  if  facts  disputed,  Court  should  not  render 
final  judgment,  but  send  case  back  :  60  Ga.,  100 ;  65/600  ;  63/331,  743. 

§4068.  (3996.)  Certiorari  when  Justice  dies.  [In  all  cases  now  pending,  (a)  Acts  of 
or  which  may  be  hereafter  pending,  in  the  Superior  Courts  of  this  i86i,  p.  63. 
State,  upon  certiorari  from  any  Justice's  Court,  and  the  Justice  or  Jus- 

tices before  whom  the  case  was  tried,  may  have  died  before  answering 
the  writ  of  certiorari  served,  then  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  presiding 
Judge  forthwith  to  order  a  new  trial  to  be  had  upon  the  case  in  the 
Court  below.]  (a.) 
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§4069.  (3997.)  (3976.)  Damage  may  be  awarded.  The  presiding  Judge 
Acts  of  1857,  before  whom  any  writ  of  certiorari may  be  heard,  on  motion  of  the  op- 
p.  105.  posite  party,  may  order  that  damages,  not  more  than  twenty  per  cent., 

be  recovered  by  the  defendant  against  the  plaintiff  in  certiorari  and  his 
security,  in  case  it  shall  be  made  to  appear  that  the  said  certiorari  was 
frivolous,  and  applied  for  without  good  cause,  or  for  the  purpose  of  de- 

lay only,  and  judgment  may  be  entered  up  and  execution  issued  ac- 
cordingly. 

§4070.  (3998.)  (3977.)  If  the  certiorari  is  sustained,  judgment  for  plaintiff. 
If,  on  the  hearing,  the  certiorari  shall  be  sustained,  and  a  final  decision 
thereon  shall  be  made  by  the  Superior  Court,  the  plaintiff  may  sign 
up  judgment  for  the  amount  by  him  recovered  in  the  Court  below,  and 
the  costs  paid  to  obtain  the  certiorari,  and  also  the  costs  in  said  Supe- 

rior Court;  but  if  the  certiorari  shall  be  returned  to  the  Court  below 
for  a  new  hearing,  the  plaintiff  shall  sign  up  judgment  for  the  costs  in 
said  Superior  Court  only,  leaving  the  costs  paid  to  obtain  the  certiorari 
to  abide  the  final  triaLbelow. 

§4071.  (3999.)  (3978.)  If  the  certiorari  is  dismissed,  judgment  for  the  de- 
fendant. If  the  certiorari  shall  be  dismissed,  and.  a  final  decision  made 

in  the  cause  by  the  Superior  Court,  the  defendant  in  certiorari  may  sign 
up  judgment  in  said  Superior  Court  against  the  plaintiff  and  his  secu- 

rity for  the  sum  recovered  b}^  him,  together  with  the  costs  in  said  Su- 
perior Court ;  and  if  said  case  be  sent  back  to  the  Court  below,  and  there 

be  a  judgment  in  said  case  in  favor  of  said  defendant  in  the  Court  be- 
low, the  security  on  the  certiorari  bond  shall  then  be  included  as  in  case 

of  security  on  appeal. 

General  Note. — When  writ  of  error  dismissed  where  no  final  decision  on  applica- 
tion for  certiorari :  11  Ga.,  378.  When  writ  of  error  did  not  lie  to  order  of  Judge  al- 

lowing certiorari,  and  special  order  of  Judge  granting  certiorari  did  not  enlarge  its  pow- 
ers :  14  Ga.,  162.  Superior  Court  confined  to  record  as  sent  up,  and  cannot  award  re- 

hearing on  evidence  since  the  trial :  15  Ga.,  25.  Parties  entitled  to  be  heard  person- 
ally or  by  attorney  in  Superior  Court:  17  Ga.  616.  Second  certiorari,  where  first  not 

dismissed  on  merits:  54  Ga.,  458  ;  32/435  ;  48/362-4  ;  28/219;  60/629-631.  Not  in  crimi- 
nal case  at  State's  instance:  61  Ga.,  572;  7/422;  25/311.  To  correct  error  by  inferior 

judicatories:  27  Ga.,  65;  24/379.  As  to  amendment  of  magistrate's  return  26  Ga., 
413.  Not  absolutely  necessary  that  clerk  should  enter  "filed"  on  the  petition  for 
certiorari:  28  Ga.,  219.  Ex  parte  affidavit  subsequent  to  granting  of  certiorari,  inad- 

missible on  its  hearing:  36  Ga.,  393.  Where  sufficient  error  set  forth  in  certiorari  to 
authorize  Judge  to  sanction  it:  41  Ga.,  626.  What  sufficient  assignment  of  error  in 
taking  up  a  certiorari  to  a  higher  Court :  44  Ga.,  17.  Judge  only  acts  as  to  certiorari  on 
what  appears  on  the  face  of  the  petition  and  papers  :  55  Ga.,  380.  Appeal,  and  not  certio- 

rari, where  claim  is  for  over  fifty  dollars  :  46  Ga.,  41;  50/601-2.  Certiorari  from  County 
Court  in  criminal  case  where  it  should  appear  that  the  petition,  duly  sanctioned,  was 

filed  in  the  clerk's  office  ten  days  from  the  trial :  64  Ga.,  751.  Certiorari  of  a  case  of 
trover  from  Justices  Court:  65  Ga.,  698.  Where  entitled  on  a  law  question  to  certiorari, 
although  the  debt  involved  exceeded  fifty  dollars:  62  Ga.,  313.  Where  in  forcible  en- 

try and  detainer  case  Court  decided  the  verdict  of  the  jury  was  sustained  by  the  evi- 
dence and  dismissed  the  certiorari:  58  Ga.,  456.  From  the  City  Court  of  Savannah, 

should  be  rule  to  show  cause  why  certiorari  should  not  be  dismissed :  56  Ga.,  506. 
Where  second  certiorari  can  be  applied  for:  48  Ga.,  362;  60/628. 

General  Note  on  Certiorari. — Full  notes  in  12  Am.  D.,  529-535;  18/236-7  ;  Hilliard  ' 
on  New  Trials,  686;  2  Add.  Torts,  ££1467-1480;    Powell  on  Appel.  Proceed.,  347.     How 
and  when  issued:    Powell  on  Appel.  Proceed.,  348.     To  review  the  law:    Powell  on 

Appel.  Proceed.,  353.     From  municipal  corporations :  2  Dillon  M.  C,  §$739-743 ;  T.  U. 
P.  CharL,  36. 
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Article  1.— Proceedings  against  intruders. 

TITLE  XX. 

PROCEEDINGS    AGAINST    TRESPASSERS  ON   LAND   AND 
TENANTS  HOLDING  OVER. 

Chapter  1. — Proceedings  against  Intruders,  etc. 
Chapter  2. — Forcible  Entry  and  Detainer. 

CHAPTER  I. 

PROCEEDINGS     AGAINST     INTRUDERS    ON     LAND     AND    TENANTS 

HOLDING     OVER.        <*^>-«t^C^      /f*X-  "  S    // O 

Article  1. — Proceedings  against  Intruders. 
Article  2. — Proceedings  against  Tenants. 

i 

ARTICLE  I. 

PROCEEDINGS  against  intruders. 

Section.                                                                I  Section. 
4072.  Affidavit  of  land  owner.  4075.  A  writ  of  possession  shall  issue. 
4073.  Intruders  may  make  a  counter-affidavit.  4076.  Intruders  on  camp  grounds. 
4074.  H  ow  issue  shall  be  tried.  j 

§4072.  (4000.)  (3979.)  Intruders,  how  ejected.  Intruders  may  be  ejected  Acts  of  1853 
from  the  possession  of  lands  and  tenements  in  the  following  manner,-4-  p-52- 
to-wit :  When  any  person,  either  by  himself,  his  agent,  or  attorney  in 
fact,  shall  take  and  subscribe  an  affidavit  in  writing,  before  any  officer 
authorized  to  administer  an  oath,  setting  forth  that  he  does  in  good 
faith  claim  the  right  of  possession  to  any  land  or  tenement  (describ- 

ing the  same),  and  that  such  land  or  tenement  is  in  the  hands  of 
another  person  (naming  the  person),  who  does  not  in  good  faith  claim 
a  right  to  such  possession,  and  yet  refuses  to  abandon  the  same;  and 
when  such  affidavit  shall  be  placed  in  the  hands  of  the  Sheriff  of  the 
county  where  the  land  or  tenement  is  situated,  it  shall  be  the  duty  of 
such  Sheriff,  at  the  earliest  practicable  day,  to  exhibit  such  affidavit 
to  the  person  described  as  being  in  possession  of  such  land  or  tenement, 
and  to  turn  such  person  out  of  possession,  unless  the  person  so  in 
possession  shall  tender  to  the  Sheriff  a  counter-affidavit,  stating  that 
he  does  in  good  faith  claim  a  legal  right  to  the  possession  of  said  land 
or  tenement. 

Affidavit  not  amendable  :  20  Ga.,  105;  26/436.  What  counter-affidavit  should  show, 
and  title  evidence  of  right  of  possession  :  30  Ga.,  228.  Legality  of  the  possession  depends 
on  the  legality  of  the  original  entry  :  21  Ga.,  368.  No  counter-affidavit  after  tenant  put 
out :  41  Ga.,  105,  681.  What  counter-affidavit  must  state  and  when  second  affidavit  al- 

lowed to  be  filed:  38  Ga.,  29.  When  not:  41  Ga.,  105;  36/477.  When  may  recover 
against  intruders  on  prior  possession  :  44  Ga.,  607.  Where  attorney  at  law  could  not 
make  the  affidavit  on  which  to  base  this  warrant,  and  possession  under  warrant  was 
void  and  of  no  effect:  41  Ga.,  681.  Same  principle  as  to  distress  warrant:  Drake  vs. 
Dawson,  Pamphlt.,  Sept.,  1880,  p.  39.  Where  equity  resorted  to  for  relief:  42  Ga.,  389. 
Where  no  evidence  that  defendant  claimed  in  good  faith  a  legal  right  to  the  possession: 
43  Ga.,  267.  Where  defendant  does  in  good  faith  claim  possession  :  46  Ga.,  479  ;  43/478. 
A  sufficient  affidavit,  no  second  counter-affidavit,  nor  amendment  of  the  first  one:  38 
Ga.,  29;  46/223.     Affidavit  should  be  certain  enough  in  its  description  of  the  land:  57 
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Ga.,  16  ;  60/523.     Where  tenant  could  not  by  yielding  to  an  intruder's  warrant  plead eviction  and  attorn  to  another:  64  Ga.,  445. 

§4073.  (4001)  (3980.)  Sheriff  must  administer  oath.  The  Sheriff  shall 
be  a  competent  officer  to  administer  the  oath  to  the  person  in  posses- 

sion, in  case  he  tenders  the  counter-affidavit  provided  for  in  the  pre- 
ceding section. 

§4074.  (4002.)  (3981.)  Return  of  affidavit  and  trial.     If  a  counter-affi- 
Acts  of  1853  davit  be  tendered,  as  hereinbefore  provided  for,  the  Sheriff  shall  not 

-4,  p.  53.     turn  the  party  out  of  possession,  but  the  contending  parties  shall  be remitted  to  their  respective  rights,  and  the  Sheriff  shall  return  both 
affidavits,  and  deposit  them  in  the  office  of  the  Clerk  of  the  Superior 
Court  of  the  county  in  which  the  land  lies,  upon  which  an  issue  shall 
be  made  up  and  tried  by  a  jury,  according  to  the  laws  of  this  State. 

§4075.  ( 4003)  (3982.)    Writ  of  possession  may  issue,  when.     If  the  find- 
Acts  of  1853  ing  of  the  jury  upon  the  trial  of  the  issue  provided  for  in  the  preced- 
-4,  p.  53.     jng  section,  shall  be  for  the  plaintiff,  or  movant,  the  clerk  shall  issue 

upon  the  judgment  a  writ  of  habere  facias  possessionem,  including  &  fieri 
facias  for  the  costs. 

§4076.  (4004.)  Intrusions  on  camp  grounds.  [The  trustees,  commis- 
(a)  Acts  of  sioners,  and  other  owners  of  camp  grounds  in  this  State,  shall  have  the 
1863-4,  p.  63.  exclusive  right  to  prevent  intruders  and  squatters  from  occupying  any land  within  the  boundaries  of  said  camp  grounds,  and  for  instituting 

proceedings  against  any  such  intruders  and  squatters,  in  the  same  man- 
ner as  is  now  authorized  by  law  against  intruders  and  trespassers  upon 

land  in  this  State.]  (a.) 
General  Note. — Where  equity  having  taken  jurisdiction  will  hold  it :  42  Ga.,  389 

38/605. 

ARTICLE  II. 

PROCEEDINGS   AGAINST   TENANTS. 

Section. 
4077.  Affidavit  of  the  landlord. 
4078.  Warrant  against  the  tenant. 
4079.  Tenant  may  arrest  proceedings. 
4080.  How  issue  shall  he  tried. 
4081.  Judgment  and  writ  of  possession. 

Section 
4082.  Distress  warrant,  how  obtained,  etc. 
4083.  Replevy  of  property. 
4084.  Claims 
4084.  (a.)  Intruders  and  tenants  holding  over. 
4084.  (b.)  Officers  failing  in  duty. 

§4077.  (4005.)  (3983.)  Tenant  holding  over.  In  all  cases  where  a  ten- 
fa)  Acts  of  ant  shall  hold  possession  of  lands  or  tenements  over  and  beyond  the 

1865-6,  p.  34.  term  for  which  the  same  were  rented  or  leased  to  him,  [or  shall  fail  to 
Act  of  1827,  pay  the  rent  when  the  same  shall  become  due]  (a.),  and  in  all  cases  where 

Acts  of  1*853  lands  or  tenements  shall  be  held  and  occupied  by  any  tenant  at  will 
-4,  pp.  53,  or  sufferance,  whether  under  contract  of  rent  or  not,  and  the  owner  of 
Acts  of  1855  the  lands  or  tenements  shall  desire  possession  of-  the  same,  such  owner 

-6,  p.  268.  may,  by  himself,  his  agent,  or  attorney  in  fact,  or  attorney  at  law,  de- 
§2282.  mand  the    possession  of  the  property   so  rented,  leased,  held,  or  oc- 

cupied; and  if  the  tenant  refuses  or  omits  to  deliver  possession  when 
so  demanded,  the  owner,  his  agent,  or  attorney  at  law,  or  attorney  in 
fact,  may  go  before  the  Judge  of  the  Superior  Court,  or  any  Justice  of 
the  Peace,  and  make  oath  of  the  facts. 

Under  Act  of  1811,  agent  could  not  make  the  affidavit :  7  Ga.,  52.  Contra  now:  42 
Ga.,  571.  Where  the  affidavits  were  held  not  amendable  :  20  Ga.,  105.  A  blank  left 
in  the  affidavit  was  fatal  to  it :  28  Ga,,  345.  Affidavit  by  the  chairman  of  board  of  trus- 

tees sufficient :  42  Ga.,  571.  Administrator  of  deceased  landlord  may  make  the  affi- 
davit and  institute  the  proceedings:  38  Ga.,  652.  Where  the  jury  may  find  as  against 

the  tenant  at  will  or  sufferance  double  the  rent  the  premises  are  shown  to  be  worth : 

37  Ga.,  224.  No  appeal  was  allowed  from  the  jury's  verdict  under  Act  of  1827  :  26  Ga., 
397.  Where  one  in  under  contract  of  purchase  could  not  be  dispossessed  as  tenant  at 
sufferance:  48  Ga.,  60.  Where  equity  resorted  to  as  against  a  proceeding  under  this 
section  :  42  Ga.,  179.  Issue  of  good  faith  of  defendant  in  proceedings  to  eject  him  under 
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this  section  :  51  Ga.,  231.  Proceedings  to  eject  a  tenant  holdiner  over  under  the  laws 
of  Savannah  :  54  Ga.,  135.  Sufficient  description  in  affidavit  and  not  necessary  to  prove 
title  from  the  State:  57  Ga.,  16;  60/523.  Error  to  dismiss  warrant  where  no  plea  of 
former  warrant  pending,  and  motion  not  made  at  first  term:  59  Ga.,  176.  Can  judg- 

ment be  entered  up  against  surety  of  a  tenant  holding  over,  without  suit?  59  Ga.,  204. 
Where  no  equitable  pleading  and  no  prayer  for  it,  error  to  instruct  jury  to  find  whether 
deed  fraudulent,  etc.  :  61  Ga.,  322.  Where  the  remedy  was  by  ejectment  and  not  by  the 
summary  method  of  this  section  :  62  Ga.,  412-413.  For  a  tenant  to  resist  this  proceed- 

ing he  must  give  bond  and  security :  63Ga.,289;  42/179.  Conclusiveness  of  judgment 
under  issue  formed  by  counter-affidavit  as  to  tenancy  :  53  Ga.,  9. 

§4078.  (4006.)  (3984.)    Warrant  for  the  tenant's  removal.     When  the  af-  Act  of  1827, 
fidavit  provided  for  in  the  preceding  section  shall  be  made,  the  officer  c- p-902- 
before  whom  it  was  made  shall  grant  and  issue  a  warrant,  or  process,  di-(b)_Actsof 

rected  to  the  Sheriff  [or  his  deputy,  or  any  lawful  constable]   (b.)  of  186°"6,  p-  3o* the    county   where  the   land  lies,    commanding  and    requiring  him 
to  deliver  to  the  owner,  or  his  representative,  full  and  quiet  possession 
of  the  lands  or  tenements  mentioned  in  the  affidavit,  removing  the 
tenant,  with  his  property  found  thereon,  away  from  the  premises. 

§4079.  (4007.)  (3985.)   Tenant  may  arrest  proceedings.  The  tenant  may  Act  of  1827i 
arrest  the  proceedings  and  prevent  the  removal  of  himself  and  goods  c- p- y02- 
from  the  land  by  declaring  on  oath  that  his  lease  or  term  of  rent  has 
not  expired,  and  that  he  is  not  holding  possession  of  the  premises  over 
and  beyond  his  term  [or  that  the  rent  claimed  is  not  due]  (b.),  or  that 
he  does  not  hold  the  premises,  either  by  lease,  or  rent,  or  at  will,  or  by 
sufferance,  or  otherwise,  from  the  person  who  made  the  affidavit  on 
which  the  warrant  issued,  or  from  any  one  under  whom  he  claims  the 
premises,  or  from  any  one  claiming  the  premises  under  him :  [Provided,  (c)  Acts  of 
such  tenant  shall  at  the  same  time  tender  a  bond  with  good  security,  1866,  p.  25. 
payable  to  the  landlord,  for  the  payment  of  such  sum  with  costs  as  may 
be  recovered  against  him  on  the  trial  of  the  case.]  (c.) 

Affidavit  of  defendant  "  that  the  sum  or  some  part  thereof  distrained  for  is  not  due  :" 
15  Ga.,  113;  28/345.  Where  tenant  swears  he  is  not  the  tenant,  plaintiff  should  show 
a  lease  :  19  Ga..  534.  Set-off  not  allowed  as  a  defense  :  23  Ga.,  43.  Counter-affidavit  by 
defendant  necessitates  proof  of  claim  by  plaintiff:  37  Ga.,  63.  Aid  of  equity  invoked 
as  against  a  proceeding  for  possession  :  44  Ga.,  153.  As  to  counter-affidavit  to  arrest 
proceedings  under  a  warrant  to  disposses  in  Savannah  :  54  Ga.,  128.  Tenant  must  give 
bond  and  security  to  resist  a  warrant  to  dispossess  :  63  Ga.,  289. 

§4080.  (4008.)  (3986.)  Issue  tried  in  Superior  Court.     If  the  counter- Act  of  1827, 
affidavit  and  bond,  provided  in  the  preceding  section,  be  made  and  cleliv- c-  p-  90i- 
ered  to  the  Sheriff  or  deputy  Sheriff,  or  constable,  the  tenant  shall  not 
fee  removed;  but  the  officer  shall  return  the  proceedings  to  the  next 
Superior  Court  of  the  county  where  the  land  lies,  and  the  fact  in  issue 
shall  be  there  tried  by  a  special  jury  as  in  case  of  appeal. 

It  is  not  necessary  in  this  issue  to  prove  title  from  the  State  :  57  Ga.,  16.  Where  no 
equitable  pleading  or  prayer  for  it  under  the  pleading  under  an  issue  formed,  jury 
should  not  be  instructed  to  find  whether  deed  fraudulent,  etc.  :  61  Ga.,  322. 

§4081.  (4009.)  (3987.)  Double  rent  and  writ  of  posseesion,  when.     If  the  Act  of  1 827, 
issue  specified  in  the  preceding  section  shall  be  determined  against  the  c-  p-902- 
tenant,  judgment  shall  go  against  him  for  double  the  rent  reserved  or  §2285. 
stipulated  to  be  paid ;  or,  if  he  be  a  tenant  at  will  or  sufferance,  then 
for  double  what  the  rent  of  the  premises  is  shown  to  be  worth,  and  the 
movant  or  plaintiff  shall  have  a  writ  of  possesion,  and  be  by  the  Sheriff, 
deputy  or  constable,  placed  in  full  possession  of  the  premises. 

Where  tenant  cannot  so  withdraw  his  claim  as  to  avoid  being  assessed  for  double 
rent:  28  Ga.,  475.  Jury  may  find  against  tenant  at  will  or  sufferance,  double  the  rent 
the  premises  are  shown  by  evidence  to  be  worth  :  37  Ga.,  224. 

§4082.  (4010.)  (4011.)  (5101.)  (5102.)  Distress  warrant,  how  issued  and  Act  of  lsn, 

executed.     [Any  person  who  may  have  rent  due,  may,  by  himself,  hisr,p-%0' 
agent  or  attorney,  make  application  to  any  Justice  of  the  Peace  within 
the  county  where  his  debtor  may  reside,  or  where  his  property  may  be 
found,  and  obtain  from  such  Justice  a  distress  warrant  for  the  sum 

68 
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(a)  Acts  of  claimed  to  be  due,  on  the  oath  of  the  principal,  his  agent  or  attorney 
it? i5PP'     in  writing  for  the  said  rent,  which  may  be  levied  by  any  constable, 
52285  duly  qualified,  on  any  property  belonging  to  said  debtor,  whether  found 

on  the  premises  or  elsewhere,  who  shall  advertise  and  sell  the  same,  as 
Acts  of  1875,  jn  case  0f  ievv  anc[  saie  under  execution  :  Provided,  if  the  sum  claimed 

to  be  due  exceeds  one  hundred  dollars,  and  said  warrant  shall  be  levied 
by  a  constable,  it  shall  be  his  duty  to  deliver  the  warrant  with  a  return 
of  the  property  levied  upon,  to  the  Sheriff  of  said  county  or  his  deputy, 
who  shall  advertise  and  sell  as  now  provided  by  law  for  Sheriff's  sales. 

Justice  of  the  Peace  could  issue  distress  warrants,  (under  Act  of  1811):  15  Ga.,  113. 
For  more  than  one  hundred  dollars  :  44  Ga  ,  243.  But  a  Justice  of  the  Inferior  Court 
could  not:  24  Ga.,  166.  But  not  before  a  Judge  of  the  Superior  Court:  42  Ga.,  173. 
One  administrator  may  make  the  affidavit  for  both,  and  need  not  describe  land  out  of 
which  rent  issues:  40  Ga.,  511-516.  One  sub-letting  stands  as  landlord  to  such  lessee 
and  entitled  to  distress  warrant  for  rent  against:  46  Ga.,  427  ;  but  see  38  Ga.,  262;  41/594. 
Married  woman  may  obtain  a  distress  warrant  in  her  own  name:  46  Ga..  415.  The 
relation  of  landlord  and  tenant  must  subsist  to  admit  of  distress  warrant :  46  Ga.,  394; 
44/247  ;  54/296-298.  Distress  warrant  issued  by  magistrate,  son  of  plaintiff,  is  not  void : 
55  Ga.,  607.  Where  landlord's  lien  for  rent  superior  to  junior  liens  for  advances:  55 
Ga.,  121.  Should  be  for  certain  rent  or  that  which  can  be  rendered  certain  :  52  Ga., 
210  ;  56/312.  No  such  material  variance  between  affidavit  for  rent  and  the  evidence  as 
to  require  a  non-suit :  56  Ga.,  311,  11.  Where  an  assignee  of  a  farm  could  distrain  for 
rent :  56  Ga.,  446.  But  contract  then  and  assignment  should  be  set  out  in  affidavit :  63 
Ga.,  282.  Except  where  special  lien  for  rent,  landlord  may  distrain  for  rent  without 
demand  and  refusal  or  allegations  of  it  in  affidavit :  57  Ga.,  31-32  ;  55/655  ;  65/739.  Dis- 

tress warrant  for  rent  in  specifics  before  due,  stating  in  affidavit  value  of  specifics  :  57 
Ga..  94.  County  Judge  can  issue  distress  warrant  for  rent  under  this  section  in  con- 

nection with  sections  295,  308, 4083,  of  the  Code  :  61  Ga.,  12-14  ;  50/123.  And  may  issue 
and  dispose  of  to  any  amount :  60  Ga.,  623.  But  where  distress  warrant  would  lie  on 
rent  note  in  favor  of  landlord  against  tenant:  61  Ga.,  103  ;  but  see  46  Ga.,  394.  Affi- 

davit need  not  state  terms  of  rent  contractor  time  when  due:  63  Ga.,  285.  Damages 
for  suing  out  distress  warrant:  63  Ga.,  683;  56/188;  54/224,473.  Where  for  rent  before 
due  a  hat  counter-affidavit  requisite  :  42  Ga.,  172.     Section  cited  :  52  Ga.,  81. 

§4083.  (4012.)  (5103.)  Property,  how  replevied.     The  party  distrained 
Act  of  lsii,  may  in  all  cases  replevy  the  property  so  distrained  by  making  oath 
u.  p.  yuu,     tha,t  the  sum,  or  some  part  thereof,  distrained  for  is  not  due,  and  give 

security  for  the  eventual  condemnation  money ;  and  in  such  case  the 
levying  officer  shall  return  the  same  to  the  Court  having  cognizance 
thereof,  whicl^shall  be  tried  by  a  jury  as  provided  for  in  the  trial  of 

<£~^,XyVV,  claims.  A*~  ̂ ^  c^.  ijaCJCe^  <^^^^  j£**L*a*c^ 
An  erroneous  charge  of  the  Court  where  issue  made  under  this  section  as  to  the 

amount  due  :  38  Ga.,  133.  Is  final  process,  and  Superior  Court  only  has  jurisdiction 
when  counter-affidavit  made:  34  Ga.,  180-1.  Where  judgment  signed  up  against  de- 

fendant and  his  securities  for  amount  of  verdict  as  eventual  condemnation  money  :  40 
Ga.,  26.  Counter-affidavit  being  filed,  plaintiff  must  prove  his  claim:  37  Ga.,  63. 
Counter-affidavit  by  tenant  who  could  recoup  damages  alleged  to  have  been  received,  as 
against  the  rent  claimed  :  49  Ga.,  273 ;  48/172.  Damages  claimed  by  tenant  for  want  of 
repairs  by  landlord  :  55  Ga.,  180.  And  tenant  may  do  this  without  disputing  the  rent 
by  affidavit  and  security:  56  Ga..  188.  Section  cited  and  construed  :  56  Ga.,  190-191. 
Where  tort  by  "  people  of  the  plaintiff"  could  not  be  setup  byway  of  recoupment 
against  landlord's  rent :  61  Ga.,  13.  Counter-affidavit  brings  the  case  into  Court,  and 
dismissal  of  it  takes  the  case  out  of  Court:  61  Ga.,  199-200;  63/519.  Section  referred  to 
as  to  the  bond  given :  61  Ga.,  520-5.  To  make  an  issute  under  this  section  it  is  necessary 
that  the  goods  be  replevied  by  giving  security,  and  that  the  requisite  oath  be  made  :  63 
Ga,,  735.  Illegality  does  not  apply  to  executions  of  this  character :  63  Ga,,  519.  Where 
on  sale  of  land  on  execution  against  landlord,  right  to  rent  was  in  the  purchaser  of  the 
land  :  59  Ga.,  758-9.  Counter-affidavit  setting  forth  "  rent  not  due,"  and  also  matter  by 
way  of  recoupment  is  good,  and  should  not  be  dismissed:  Drake  vs.  Dawson,  Pamphlt., 
Sept.,  1880,  p.  39. 

§4084.  (4013.)  (5104.)  Claims,  how  interposed  and  tried.  When  prop- 
erty distrained  may  be  claimed  by  a  third  person,  the  same  shall  be 

claimed  on  oath,  and  bond  given  as  required  in  cases  of  other  claims, 
which  shall  be  returned  and  tried  as  provided  by  law  for  the  trial  of 
the  right  of  property  levied  upon  by  execution. 

Where  property  claimed  by  third  person  and  affidavit  and  bond  recited  the  levy,  it 
i  is  an  estoppel  to  claimant  from  saying  the  levy  was  not  complete  :  54  Ga.,  296-7.  Where 
'<  suit  on   forthcoming  bond   for  property  levied  on  and  claimed,  it  was  competent  for 

defendant  to  prove  payment  of  debt  prior  to  withdrawal  of  claim  ;  54  Ga.,  581. 
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§4084.  (a.)  Intruder  or  tenant  holding  over.     Whenever  a  warrant  shall  Acts  of  1878 

be  sued  out,  under  existing  laws,  for  the  eviction  of  any  person  as  an"9,  p*  14°" intruder,  or  as  a  tenant  holding  over,  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  officer 
in  whose  hands  such  warrant  may  be  placed,  to  exhibit  the  same  at 
once  to  the  defendant,  and  to  give  him  notice  that  after  the  expiration 
of  three  days  (not  counting  Sundays  or  public  holidays)  said  officer 
will  proceed  with  the  execution  of  such  warrant,  and  unless  a  counter- 
affidavit,  as  provided  bylaw,  is  filed  with  said  officer  within  that  time,     ' 
and  in   case  of   tenants   holding  over,  unless    bond  with  good  secu- 

rity, payable  to  the  landlord,  for  the  payment  of  such  sum,  with  costs, 
as  may  be  recovered  against  him  on  the  trial  of  the  case,  shall  at  the 
same  time  be  given  by  the  tenant,  as  now  required  by  law,  it  shall 
then  be  his  duty  to  proceed  forthwith  to  execute  said  warrant. 

§4084.  (b.)  Officer  failing  in  duty.  Any  officer  violating  the  provisions 
of  the  preceding  section  by  failing  to  give  the  notice  therein  required, 
or  by  executing  any  such  warrant  as  is  therein  named  before  the  expi- 

ration of  three  days  from  the  time  of  said  notice,  shall  be  deemed  guilty 
of  a  trespass  and  liable,  together  with  the  sureties  on  his  official  bond, 
in  damages  to  the  defendant. 

General  Note. — Suing  out  distress  warrant  does  not  prevent  landlord  from  setting 
up  equitable  lien  :  13  Ga.,  486.  Not  entitled  to  appeal  under  Act  of  1827  :  26  Ga.,  397. 

Tenant  cannot  sub-let  without  landlord's  consent :  38  Ga.,  261.  May  collect  for  rent  even 
where  payable  in  specifics:  39  Ga.,  14;  52/208.  When  a  holder  of  rent  note,  other 
than  the  landlord  cannot  sue  out  a  distress  warrant  for  rent  not  due :  46  Ga.,  394. 

CHAPTER  II. 

FORCIBLE    ENTRY    AND   DETAINER. 

Section. 
4085.  Fact  to  be  tried  by  jury. 
4085.  (a.)  Jury,  how  obtained. 
4086.  If  all  do  not  attend. 
4087.  Posst  ssion  and  force  submitted. 
4088.  Oath  of  jury. 

Section. 
4089.  Restitution  to  be  made. 
4090.  Time  allowed  for  c  rtiorari. 
4091.  Service  on  non-residents 
4093.  Non-residents  to  give  bonds. 
4093.  No  bar  to  indictment. 

§4085.  (4014.)  (^3988.)  Justices  to  try  the  fact  by  a  jury,  etc.  Any  one  or  Act  of  i83» 
more  Justices  of  the  Peace,  upon  complaint  made  on  oath  of  any  entry  c-  p-813- 
into  lands  or  tenements,  or  of  any  forcible  detainer  of  the  same,  shall 
have  power  to  draw  a  jury  of  twelve  men  from  the  jury-box  of  the  dis- 

trict in  which  the  lands  and  tenements  so  alleged  to  be  forcibly  entered 
or  detained  are  situated,  and  cause  the  Sheriff  of  the  county,  or  the 
constable  of  the  district,  to  summon  them  to  be  and  appear  at  the  usual 
place  of  holding  Court  in  the  said  district,  on  a  certain  day,  to  be  ap- 

pointed by  the  said  Justice  or  Justices,  for  the  purpose  of  trying  the 
fact  of  such  forcible  entry  or  detainer.  And  the  said  Justice  or  Jus- 

tices shall  also  issue  a  summons,  to  be  directed  to  the  person  or  persons 
charged  with  such  forcible  entry  or  detainer,  and  cause  the  same  to  be 
served  on  him  by  the  Sheriff  or  constable  at  least  five  days  before  the 
time  appointed  for  trial,  requiring  him  to  appear  and  defend  the 
charge  alleged  against  him. 

Complaint  in  may  be  sworn  to  as  well  before  one  Justice  of  the  Peace  of  this  State  as 
another:  15  Ga.,  303.  As  to  selection  of  jurors  in:  43  Ga.,  434.  Illegal  action  of  Jus- 

tice and  jurors  in  atrial  of  case  under  this  law  :  49  Ga.,  291. 

§4085:  (a.)  (4014.)  (3988.)  How  juries  shall  be  obtained  in  forcible  entry  Actsofi876. 
and  detainer.  It  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  several  Justices  of  the  Peace  p.  98. 
of  this  State  to  provide  a  jury-box,  in  which  the  names  of  all  persons 
in  their  respective  districts  liable  to  serve  on  juries  shall  be  placed, 
and  in  the  trial  of  all  cases  of  forcible  entry  and  detainer,  or  forcible 
detainer,  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  said  Justices  to  draw  from  said  box  the 
jury  that  is  now  provided  by  law  for  the  trial  of  such  cases. 
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§4086.  (4015.)  (3989.)  If  all  the  jurors  do  not  attend.  If  all  the  jurors 
(a)  Acts  of  should  not  attend,  or  if  there  should  be  a  legal  objection  to  any  of  them, 
1865-e,  p.  35.  then  the  Justice  or  Justices  may  cause  the  jury  to  be  completed  by  tales jurors  ;  [and  if  a  jury  cannot  be  obtained  in  the  district,  the  Justice  or 

Justices  may  draw  a  jury  from  an  adjoining  district  (in  the  county)  to 
try  said  case.]  (a.) 

§4087.  (4016.)  (3990.)  Possession  and  force  only  to  be  submitted.  Upon 
Act  of  1833,  the  trial,  the  only  facts  which  the  jury  shall  inquire  into  shall  be  the 
o.  p.  812.     possession  and  the  force,  but  they  shall  have  no  power  to  inquire  into the  merits  of  the  title  on  either  side. 

Where  there  was  sufficient  evidence  of  force  to  entitle  to  this  remedy:  54  Ga.,  516. 
Where  landlord  not  guilty  of  in  removing  his  tenant  under  legal  process  ;  the  force  re- 

ferred to  here  being  private  force:  61  Ga.,  496.  Possession  and  force,  not  title,  are  all 
that  is  required  to  be  inquired  of  by  the  jury:  Strickey  vs.  Carleton,  Pamphlt.,  Sept., 
1880,  p.  38.  Where  no  evidence  of  forcible  detainer :  43  Ga.,  433.  Some  force  should  be 
shown  in  entering  to  allow  of  verdict  for  forcible  entry  :  46  Ga.,  631 ;  4/196. 

§4088.  (4017.)  (3991.)  Oath  of  jury.     The  following  oath  shall  be  ad- 
Act  of  183;?,  ministered  to  the    jurors,  viz. :    "  You  shall  well  and   truly  inquire 
c.  p.  813.     whether  A.  B.  has  made  any  forcible  entry  into  the  lands  or  tenements 

of  C.  D.,  and  him  ejected  therefrom,  or  forcibly  detained  the  lands  or 
tenements  of  the  said  C.  D.,  and  a  true  verdict  give  according  to  the 

facts,  as  they  may  appear  to  you  in  evidence.     So  help  you  God." 
§4089.  (4018.)  (3992.)  Restitution  to  be  made.     If  upon  the  trial  of  such 

Act  of  1833,  case  the  jury  shall  find  such  forcible  entry  or  forcible  detainer,  or  both, 
c.  p.  813.     then  the  said  Justice  or  Justices  shall  give  judgment  accordingly,  and 

cause  the  Sheriff  to  make  restitution  of  possession  of  the  premises  to 
the  party  aggrieved :  Provided,  that  if  the  person  charged  with  such 
forcible  entry  or   detainer,  or  those  under  whom  he  claims,  shall  have 
been  in  peaceable  possession  of  the  premises  for  the  space  of  three 
years  or  more,  as  aforesaid,  immediately  preceding  the  date  of  sudh  war- 

rant, then  no  restitution  of  possession  shall  be  made. 

Construing  this  section  in  reference  to  the  three  years'  possession  :  48  Ga.,  408. 

§4090.  (4019.)   Time  given  for  certiorari.      [In   all  cases   of  forcible 

(a)  Acts  of  entry  and  detainer,  the  enforcement  of  the  judgment  shall  be  suspen- 
1865-6,  p.     (je(i  for  ten  days,  to  allow  the  party  dissatisfied  with  the  same,  time  to 

make  out  his  writ  of  certiorari:  Provided,  that  the  party  complaining  of 
said  decision  shall,  at  the  time  it  is  made,  give  the  opposite  party 
written  notice  of  his  intention  to  take  said  case  to  the  Superior 
Court.]  (a.) 

Certiorari  can  be  brought  in  such  cases:  20  Ga.,  77  ;  43/436;  35/100. 

§4091.    (4020.)    (3993.)    Service  on  non-residents.      If    the   defendant 
Acts  of  1851  (charged  with  a  forcible  entry  or  detainer)  is  not  a  resident  of  the  county 
-2,  p.  26i.    where  the  land  or  tenement  is  situated,  service  of  the  summons  may, 

nevertheless,  be  perfected  on  him'or  his  tenant  by  the  Sheriff  or  con- 
stable, as  though  he  resided  in  the  county. 

§4092.  (4021.)  Non-residents  to  give  bond  in  certain  cases.     All  non-resi- 
(b)  Acts? of  dent  defendants  who  may  forcibly  enter  or  forcibly  detain,  or  forcibly 

1853-4,  p.  42.  enter  and  detain  (and  against  whom  suit  may  be   instituted  by  their 
tenants)  any  lot  or  parcel  of  land  in  any  county  in  this  State,  shall  be 
compelled  to  give  bond  and  security  for  all  costs  and  damages  which 
may  be  recovered  against  him  for  such  forcible  entry  or  detainer,  or 
forcible  entry  and  detainer-:  Provided,  that  such  defendant  shall  not  be 
compelled  to  give  such  bond  until  after  the  commencement  of  an  action 
for  such  offence,  as  provided  by  law.  Said  bond  shall  be  made  payable 
to  the  plaintiff  in  such  action,  subject  to  be  recovered  as  in  cases  of 
bond  given  on  appeal  in  this  State,  and,  on  failure  to  give  such  bond, 
the  jury  trying  said  cause  shall  award  possession  of  the  premises  in  dis- 

pute to  the  plaintiff,  (b.) 
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§4093.  (4022.)  (3994.)  No  bar  to  indictment.     No   proceedings  under  Act  of  1833, 

the  provisions  of  this  Chapter  shall  exempt  any  person  guilty  of  a  for- c' p* 813- 
cible  entry  or  detainer  from  indictment  and  punishment,  under  and  by  284524, 4526. 
virtue  of  the  provisions  of  this  Code. 

Subject  treated  :  2  Waterman  on  Trespass,  602  ;  18  Am.D.,  139-148,  full  note  ;  30/395. 
Effect  on  landlord's  title,  of  acquittal  of  defendant:  5  Pet.,  485. 

General  Note. — Where  entry  and  force  admitted  and  verdict  for  plaintiff  by  jury  not 
disturbed:  35  Ga.,  100;  48/174. 

TITLE  XXI. 

PROCEEDINGS  FOR  THE  ABATEMENT  OF  NUISANCES. 

CHAPTER   I, 

PROCEEDINGS    FOR   THE    ABATEMENT    OF    NUISANCES. 

Section. 
4094.  Nuisance,  how  removed. 
4095.  When  in  a  town  or  city. 
4096.  Notice  to  parties. 
4097.  When  it  is  a  grist  or  saw-mill. 

Section. 
4097.  (a.)  Jury  obtained,  how. 
4098.  Application,  by  whom  made. 
4099.  Fees  of  clerk,  witnesses  and  jurors. 
4100.  Fees  of  the  Sheriff. 

§4094.  (4023.)  (3995.)  May  be  removed,  and  how.  Any  nuisance  which  Act  of  1833f 
tends  to  the  immediate  annoyance  of  the  citizens  in  general,  is  mani-c.  p.sit. 
festly  injurious  to  the  public  health  and  safety,  or  tends  greatly  to  cor- 

rupt the  manners  and  morals  of  the  people,  may  be  abated  and  sup- 
pressed by  the  order  of  any  two  or  more  Justices  of  the  Peace  of  the 

County,  founded  upon  the  opinion  of  twelve  freeholders  of  the  same 
county,  who  shall  be  summoned,  sworn,  and  impaneled  for  that  purpose  ; 
which  order  shall  be  directed  to  and  served  by  the  Sheriff  of  the  county, 
or  his  deputy. 

Where  the  costs  were  thrown  on  the  losing  party  :  41  Ga.,  135.  Section  referred  to 
and  construed  :  42  Ga.,  638.  Private  nuisance  may  be  abated  under  this  section  on  ap- 

plication of  party  injured:  50  Ga.,  130-133.  Justices  of  the  Peace  have  no  jurisdiction 
under  this  section  to  abate  as  a  nuisance  a  bridge  over  a  navigable  stream  :  50  Ga.,  156. 
No  abatement  of  public  nuisance  at  instance  of  a  private  individual :  50  Ga.,  461.  Stop- 

ping or  impeding  a  private  way  may  be  abated  by  proceeding  under  this  section  :  55 

Ga.,  310.  And  extends  to  a  neighborhood  road  :  61  Ga.,  156.  To  what  cases  Justice's 
jurisdiction  to  abate  extends  :  60  Ga.,  266. 

§4095.  (4024.)  (3996.)    When  in  town  or  city.     If  the  nuisance  com-  ^ct  of  1833j 
plained  of  exists  in  a  town  or  city,  under  the  government  of  a  mayor,  c.p.  817.    ̂      , 
intendant,  aldermen,  wardens,  or  a  common  council,  or  commissioners,  lAb^r-  c^.  cu_sC^ 
such  nuisance,  by  and  with  the  advice  of  said  aldermen,  wardens,  coun-  ^ ̂ ^^-^^  ̂ ^ 
cil,  or  commissioners,  may  be  abated  and  removed  by  order  of  said  Jl 
mayor,  intendant,  or  commissioners  ;  which  order  shall  be  directed  to  yf^-^^T 
and  executed  by  the  Sheriff  or  the  marshal  of  said  town  or  city,  or  their 
deputy. 

Power  of  city  council  as  to  :  6  Ga.,  1 ;  9/281.  In  such  case  Justices  of  the  Peace  have 
no  jurisdiction  :  40  Ga.,  87.  Where  notice  given  to  abate,  and  the  offense  a  complete 
one  as  under  the  Penal  Code,  city  council  should  bind  over  to  Court  having  jurisdic- 

tion :  38  Ga.,  542-7.     Section  cited  and  construed  :  59  Ga.,  790. 

Wood  on  N.,  769  ;  10  Wall.,  497;  16  Am.  D.,  192-194;  20/200;  24/165;  5  Am.  R.,  242  ; 
20/711. 

§4096.  (4025.)  (3997)  Notice.  Reasonable  notice  shall  be  given  to 
the  parties  interested  of  the  time  and  place  of  the  meeting  of  such 
Justices  and  freeholders,  or  of  such  mayor,  intendant,  aldermen,  wardens, 
council,  or  commissioners. 

§4097.  (4026.)  (3998.)  Grist  or  saiv-mill,  or  other  water  machinery.  If 
the  nuisance  complained  of  is  a  grist  or-savv  mill,  or  other  water  ma- 
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Act  of  1833,  chinery  of  valuable  consideration,  the  same  shall  not  be  destroyed  or 
Acts S 1874,  abated  except  upon  the  affidavit  of  two  or  more  freeholders,  before  the 

p.  2L  '  Ordinary  of  the  county  in  which  the  nuisance  complained  of  may  exist, testifying  that  the  health  of  the  neighborhood,  according  to  their  opinion 
and  belief,  is  materially  injured  by  such  mill-dam,  or  other  obstruction 
to  a  water-course  by  other  machinery,  as  may  be  complained  of;  where- 

upon, it  shall  be  the  duty  of  such  Ordinary,  as  soon  as  practicable,  to 
cause  a  jury  of  twelve  men  to  be  summoned  by  the  Sheriff,  or  his 
deputy,  for  the  trial  of  the  cause,  who,  together  with  the  said  Court, 
shall  attend  at  the  Court  House  of  said  county  to  adjudge  the  case  of 
nuisance  complained  of;  and  all  parties  shall  have  a  reasonable  time  al- 

lowed them  to  summon  their  witnesses  and  procure  their  attendance. 
Authority  of  County  Court  to  hear  and  determine  questions  of  abatement  of  nui- 

sances under  this  section:  38  Ga.,  181. 

§4097.  (a.)  (4026.)  (3998.)  How  jury  obtained  in  certain  cases  of  nuisance. 
Acts  of  1875,  In  all  cases  of  nuisance,  when  the  nuisance  complained  of  is  a  grist  or 
Acts  of  1875,  saw-mill,  or  other  water  machinery  of  valuable  consideration,  and  appli- 
v-J5-  j  cation  has  boen  made  to  have  such  nuisance  abated,  as  is  provided  for 

in  section  4097,  it  shall  be  the  duty^  of  the  Ordinary  of  the  county  to 
take  from  the  jury  list  of  file  in  the  clerk's  office  of  the  Superior  Court 
of  said  county,  one  hundred  names,  to  be  written  on  separate  pieces  of 
paper,  and  placed  by  him  in  a  box ;  and  from  said  box  he  shall  draw 
twelve  jurors,  and  make  out  a  list  of  the  jurors  so  drawn,  and  deliver 
a  copy  thereof  to  the  Sheriff,  or  his  deputy,  who  shall  summon  said 
jurors  at  least  two  days  before  the  time  set  for  the  hearing  of  said  case, 
in  the  same  manner  that  jurors  are  now  summoned  in  the  Superior 
Court.  Said  jurors  so  summoned  shall  attend  at  the  Court  House  of  said 
county  at  the  time  specified  in  said  summons ;  and  if  any  of  said 
jurors  should  be  disqualified  from  serving,  for  any  legal  cause,  it  shall 
be  the  duty  of  the  Sheriff,  or  his  deputy,  under  direction  of  said  Ordi- 

nary, to  summons  a  sufficient  number  of  tales  jurors  to  complete  the 
jury  for  the  trial  of  said  nuisance.  And  the  jurors  serving  under  the 
preceding  section  shall  be  entitled  to  the  same  per  diem  allowed  jurors 
in  the  Superior  Court  of  the  county  where  such  trial  is  had. 

§4098.  ( 4027.)  (3999.)  By  whom  the  application  may  be  made.  A  pub- 
lic nuisance  may  be  abated  on  the  application  of  any  citizen  of  the 

district,  and  a  private  nuisance  on  the  application  of  the  party  injured. 
Section  referred  to  and  construed:  50 Ga.,  132  ;  55/311. 

§4099.  (4028.)  (4000.)  Fees  of  the  clerk,  witnesses  and  jury.     When  it 
Act  of  1837,  may  become  necessary  for  the  Ordinary,  or  other  tribunal  authorized  by 
c.  p. 36i.     fais  Code  so  to  do,  to  cause  a  jury  to  be  summoned  and  impaneled  to 

try   a   cause   of  nuisance   arising    from  water   machinery,   mill-dam, 
or  otherwise,  the  Ordinary,  witnesses,  and  jurors,  shall  be  allowed  such 
fees  in  said  causes  as  are  allowed  by  law  in  like  cases  in  Superior  Courts. 

§4100.  (4029.)  (4001.)  Fees  for  summoning  jury.     The  Sheriff,  or  other 
Act  of  1837,  officer,  for  summoning  such  jury,  shall  receive  the  sum  of  three  dollars; 
c.  p,  36i.     an(j  wjlen  acting  under  the  order  of  said  Ordinary,  or  other  tribunal, 

shall  remove  any  nuisance,  machinery,  or  mill-dams,  for  which  he  shall 
(a)  Acts  of  be  allowed  such  [compensation  as  is  prescribed  in  section  3696  of  this 
1871-2,  P.  si.  Cckje.]  (a.) 

General  Note  on  Abatement  of  Nuisance. — Wood  on  Nuisance;  2  Bk.,  485; 
12  Pet,,  91.  Abatement  of,  by  private  person,  without  suit:  26  Am.  D.,  443-445,  n; 
notes  on  #2997  et  seq. 
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TITLE  XXII. 

OF  INQUESTS,  AND  PROCEEDINGS  THEREON,  ^e^**^*^*-^2"* 

CHAPTER  I. 

INQUESTS,    AND   PROCEEDINGS   THEREON. 

Section. 
4101.  Jury,  how  summoned. 
4102.  Defaulting  jurors  may  be  fined. 
4103.  Numoer  of  jury,  etc. 
4104.  Jury,  how  sworn. 
4105.  Oath  of  the  jury. 

Section. 

4106.  Coroner's  charge  to  the  jury,  etc. 
4107.  Witness,  how  summoned,  etc. 
4108.  Witness  may  be  recognized. 
4109.  Inquests  to  be  returned  to  Superior  C't. 41 L0.  Removal  of  body. 

§4101.  (4030.)  (4002.  Jury,  how  summoned,  etc. Whenever  a  coroner  of  Act  oi  1823, ■  0.  p^.537. 

any  county  in  this  State  shall  have  notice  or  be  certified  of  the  death  of  \h  jc  ̂ -^S 

any  person  within  the  limits  of  the  county  of  which  he  is  coroner,  oc-  ry~^*  -  /~  ' 
curring  under  circumstances  which  make  it  his  duty,  under  the  laws/Z^-vT  *?*-, 
of  this  State,  to  hold  an  inquest,  he  shall  make  out  a  precept,  directed 
to  any  constable  of  the  county  where  the  dead  body  is  found  or  lying, 
requiring  him  to  summon  a  jury  of  inquest  composed  of  good  and  law- 

ful men  of  such  county,  to  appear  before  such  coroner  at  the  time  and 
place  mentioned  in  the  precept ;  which  precept  may  be  in  the  form  fol- 

lowing— that  is  to  say: 

"State  of  Georgia,   County. To  any  Lawful  Constable  of  said  County,  Greeting: 

"You  are  required  immediately  to  summon  eighteen  good  and  lawful 
men  of  said  county  to  be  and  appear  before  me,  the  undersigned,  coro- 

ner of  the  county  aforesaid,  at   ,  in  said  county,  on  the   day  of 
  ,  at  — o'clock  of  that  same  day,  then  and  there  to  inquire  of,  do  and 
execute,all  such  things  as  in  behalf  of  the  State  shall  be  given  them  in 
charge  touching  thedeath  of   ,  (or  a  person  unknown,  as  the  case  may 
be,)  and  be  you  then  and  there  with  this  precept  to  certifiy  what  }rou 
have  done  in  the  premises,  and  further  to  do  whatsoever  else  may  in 
behalf  of  the  State  be  enjoined  upon  you. 

"Given  under  may  hand  and  seal  this  the   day  of   ,  in  the 
year  of  our  Lord   .    Coroner,  [l.  s.]" 
Which  precept  shall  be  forthwith  executed  by  the  constable,  in  whose 

hands  it  may  be  placed ;  and  if  the  services  of  a  constable  cannot  be 
conveniently  obtained,  the  coroner  may  summon  the  jury  himself. 

No  law  for  remuneration  to  be  paid  jurors  in  such  cases  :  60  Ga.,  612. 

§4102.  (4031)  (4003.)  Defaulting  jurors  may  be  fined.  Any  juror  fail- Act  of  1823, 
ing  to  attend  and  serve  on  such  coroner's  inquest,  after  being  duly  sum- c-  p-  °38- 
moned,  may  be  fined  by  the  coroner  in  a  sum  not  exceeding  ten  dollars, 
to  be  levied  and  collected  by  execution  issued  by  the  coroner,  unless 
such  defaulting  juror  shall  tile  in  the  office  of  the  Ordinary  a  good  and 
sufficient  excuse  for  the  default,  to  be  judged  of  by  the  next  Court 
of  Ordinary  held  thereafter. 

§4103.  (4032.)  (4004.)  Number  of  jury,  etc.     Every  coroner's  jury  shall  Acts  of  1855 
be  composed  of  twelve  jurors,  seven  of  whom  shall  be  competent  to  ~6'  p- 135- 
return  a  verdict.     [Except  when  the  deceased  body  upon  which  an  in- (a)  Acts  of 

quest  is  to  be  held  is  found  lying  without  the  corporate  limits  of  any  iei2"3'  p' city  or  town  in  this  State:  then,  and  in  that  case,  a  jury  of  six  persons 
shall  be  competent  to  hold  the  inquest  and  return  a  verdict,  a  majority 
of  them  concurring  therein.]  (a.) 
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§4104.  (4033.)  (4005.)  Oath  of  foreman  and  jury.  The  following  oath 
shall  be  administered  to  the  foreman  of  the  jury  by  the  coroner,  to-wit : 
"  You,  as  foreman  of  the  inquest,  shall  diligently  inquire,  and  true 
presentment  make,  on  behalf  of  the  State  of  Georgia,  how  and  in  what 
manner  C.  D.  (or  a  person  deceased  unknown,  as  the  case  may  be),  now  \ 
here  lying  dead,  came  to  his  death,  and  of  such  other  matters  relating 
to  the  same  as  shall  be  lawfully  required  of  you  according  to  evidence." 
And  the  remainder  of  the  jury,  in  convenient  numbers  at  a  time,  shall 

be  sworn  by  the  coroner  as  follows,  to-wit :  "  The  same  oath  which  the 
foreman  of  this  inquest  has  taken  on  his  part,  you,  and  each  of  you, 

shall  observe  and  keep  upon  your  part.     So  help  you  God." 
§4105.  (4034.)  (4006. )  Charge  of  coroner  and  powers  of  jury.  The  coroner 

Act  of  1823,  shall  charge  the  jurors  to  declare  of  the  death  of  the  person  upon  whose 
c.  p.  538.  kociy  the  inquest  is  held,  whether  such  person  died  by  murder,  man- 

slaughter, misadventure,  misfortune,  accident,  or  otherwise  ;  and  who, 
and  when,  and  by  what  means,  and  in  what  manner  ;  and  if  by  murder, 
who  were  principals  and  who  were  accessories  ;  and  if  by  manslaughter, 
who  were  the  perpetrators,  and  with  what  instrument  the  stroke  or 
wound  was  in  either  case  given  ;  and  so  of  all  the  prevailing  circum- 

stances which  may  come  from  presumption.  And  if  by  misadventure, 
misfortune,  accident,  or  otherwise,  whether  by  the  act  of  God  or  by  man ; 
and  whether  by  hurt,  fall,  stroke,  drowning,  or  in  any  other  way;  also, 
what  person  was  present  at  the  death ;  also,  from  whence  the  deceased 
came,  and  who  he  was,  and  who  are  his  parents,  relations  and  neigh- 

bors ;  also,  who  were  the  finders  of  the  body  ;  also,  whether  he  died  in 
the  same  place  the  body  was  found,  or  elsewhere;  and  if  elsewhere,  who 
moved  the  body ;  and,  also,  of  all  the  circumstances  relating  to  said 
death ;  and  if  the  deceased  died  in  prison,  the  coroner  shall  further 
charge  the  jury  to  inquire  whether  he  died  by  hard  usage  there  or  not, 
and  if  so  by  whom ;  and  if  the  deceased  put  an  end  to  his  life,  to  in- 

quire of  the  manner,  means  used,  or  instrument  employed,  and  of  the 
circumstances  concerning  it ;  and  the  jury  shall  have  full  and  unre- 

stricted powers  to  inquire  and  pass  upon  all  the  matters  and  things 
thus  given  them  in  charge,  and  they  shall  have  this  power  even  if  the 
whole  or  a  part  of  the  charge  be  omitted. 

§4106.  (4035. )  (4007.)  Witnesses,  how  summoned  and  sworn.  The  coroner 
shall  have  full  power  to  issue  subpoenas  to,  or  otherwise  to  compel  the 
attendance  of,  witnesses  upon  such  inquests,  to  declare  their  knowledge 
touching  the  matters  of  inquiry  before  the  inquest,  and  the  coroner 

shall  administer  to  such  witnesses  the  following  oath,  to-wit :  "  The 
evidence  that  you  shall  give  this  inquest  on  behalf  of  the  State  touch- 

ing the  death  of  C.  D.  (or  a  person  unknown,  as  the  case  may  be),  shall 
be  the  truth,  the  whole  truth,  and  nothing  but  the  truth.  So  help  you 

God." §4107.  (4036.)  (4008.)    Witnesses  to  be  recognized.     If  the  inquest  dis- 
Act  of  1823,  closes  facts  which  lead  or  may  lead  to  the  prosecution  of  any  person 

c.  p.  539.     -j.'or  foe  homicide  of  the  person  upon  whose  body  the  inquest  is  held,  it shall  be  the  duty  of  the  coroner  to  require  all  witnesses  who  testify  to 
facts  material  to  the  issues  involved  in  such  prosecution  to  enter  into 
a  recognizance  to  appear  and  give  evidence  in  the  Superior  Court  of 
the  county  in  which  the  inquest  is  taken,  against  the  defendant  in 
such  prosecution  ;  and  shall  also  issue  a  warrant  for  the  arrest  of  the 
person  suspected  of  the  homicide,  returnable  as  other  warrants. 

§4108.  (4037.)  (4009. )  Inquisition  to  be  returned  to  Superior  Court.    The 
Act  of  1823,  coroner  shall  commit  to  writing  the  substance  of  the  testimony  deliv- 

er p.  539.     ered  before  the  inquest,  and  shall  return  all  the  papers  and  proceedings 
touching  the  inquisition  to  the  Superior  Court  of  the  county  in  which 
it  is  taken,  held  next  after  such  inquest. 
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§4109.  (4038.)  (4010.)  May  analyze    stomach,  etc.,  for  poison.     If  the  Act  of  isso, 

verdict  of  the  jury  suggest  that  the  death  was  caused  by  poison,  thec,p,54°- 
coroner  shall  have  power  to  cause  an  accurate  examination  of  the  "  vis-  (a)  Acts  of 

cera"  and  the  contents  of  the  stomach  and  intestines  by  skillful  chem- 166.~  ' 
ists,  and  the  reasonable  expenses  of  such  examination  shall  be  paid  out  A       ., 
of  the  county  treasury.     In  any  case,  if  the  coroner  and  a  majority  of-i,  p.  59. 
the  jury  shall  believe  that  the  ends  of  justice  can  only  be  attained  by 
a  thorough  post-mortem  examination,  the  coroner  may  employ  a  com- 

petent and  impartial  physician  to  make  such  examination,  and  the 
physician  so  emphrved  shall  be  paid  out  of  the  county  treasury  such 
sum  as  may  be  agreed  to  by  the  coroner  and  jury:  Provided,  that  the 
amount  shall  not  exceed  twenty  dollars. 

Coroner  can  summons  physician  at  county's  expense  only  where  verdict  of  jury suggests  poison:  57  Ga.,  347. 

As  to  poisons :  3  Whart.  Crim.  Law,  #3487. 

General  Note. — Coroner  not  allowed  to  hold  inquest  and  charge  county  for  it  unless 
laws  of  State  require  it :  50  Ga.,  581.  Where  minutes  of  evidence  at  coroner's  inquest 
admitted  as  testimony  for  State  on  trial  for  homicide  :  60  Ga.,  258.  As  to  necessity  for 
coroner  serving  process  where  Sheriff  incapacitated  :  58  Ga.,  417. 

See  $589  of  Code  et  seq.,  and  notes.  Indicatory  evidence  to  be  sought  for  :  3  Whart. 
Crim.  Law,  #3468  et  seq. 

TITLE  XXIII. 
PROCEEDINGS   IN  COURTS  OF  ORDINARY. 

CHAPTER  I. 

PROCEEDINGS   IN    COURTS   OF    ORDINARY. 

Article  1. — Sessions  and  Adjournments  of  the  Court  of  Ordinary. 
Article  2. — Practice  in  the  Court  of  Ordinary. 

Article  3. — Proceedings  before  the  Ordinary  for  County  Purposes. 

ARTICLE  I. 

SESSIONS   AND   ADJOURNMENTS   OF    THE    COURT   OF   ORDINARY. 

Section. 
4111.  When  held. 
4112.  Office,  where  kept. 

Section. 
4113.  May  be  adjourned. 

§4111.  (4040.)  (4011.)    When  held.     The  several  Courts  of  Ordinary  Actsofl851 
shall  be  held  in  each  county  in  this  State,  by  the  Ordinary  thereof,  on  -2,  p.  94. 
the  first  Monday  in  each  month. 

§4112.  (4041.)  (4012.)  Office,  where  kept,  and  when  open.  The  said  Ordi-Aclsofl851 
nary  shall  keep  his  office  at  the  county  site,  or  such  other  place  as  may -2,  p.  »4. 
be  authorized  by  law ;  which  office  shall  be  open  for  the  transaction  of 
all  business  at  all  times,  except  Sundays  and  holidays ;  but  no  will  shall 
be  admitted  to  record,  or  letters  testamentary,  or  of  administration,  or 
guardianship,  or  letters  dismissory,  nor  shall  any  order  for  the  sale  of 
real  estate  -be  granted,  except  at  a  regular  term  of  said  Court. 

§4113.  (4042.)  (4013.)  May  be  adjourned.     If,  from  any  circumstance,  Acts  of  1853 

the  Ordinary  should  fail  to  hold  said  Court  at  the  regular  term,  or  at-4,  Pi36, 
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any  adjourned  term,  or  the  business  of  the  Court  requires  it,  said  Ordi- 
nary, or  his  deputy  clerk,  may  adjourn  said  Court  to  such  times  as  he 

may  think  proper  :  Provided,  such  adjournment  shall  be  entered  on  the 
minutes  of  the  Court. 

ARTICLE  II. 

OF    THE    PRACTICE   IN    THE    COURT   OF    ORDINARY. 

Section. 
4114.  Applications  and  proceedings. 
4115.  The  order,  what  it  must  contain. 
4116.  Objections  must  be  in  writing. 
4117.  Proceedings  must  be  filed. 
4118.  Minutes  of  proceedings. 

Section. 
4119.  Docket  of  applications. 
4120.  Docket  of  executors  and  administrators. 
4121.  May  attach  for  contempt. 
4122.  May  appoint  some  one  to  open  Court. 

§2424. 

§4114.  (4043.)  (4014.)  Application,  notice  and  proceedings.  Every  ap- 
Acts of  1859,  plication  made  to  the  Ordinary  for  the  granting  of  any  order  shall  be 
pp.  33, 34,  |jy  petition  in  writing,  stating  the  ground  of  such  application  and  the 

order  sought.  If  notice  of  such  application,  other  than  hy  published 
citation,  is  necessary  under  the  law  or  in  the  judgment  of  the  Ordinary, 
he  shall  cause  a  copy  of  such  application,  together  with  a  notice  of  the 
time  of  hearing,  to  be  served  by  the  Sheriff,  or  some  lawful  officer,  upon 
the  party  or  parties  to  be  notified,  at  least  ten  days  before  the  hearing, 
and  an  entry  of  such  service  made  on  the  original.  In  extraordinary 
cases,  where  it  is  necessar}^  to  act  before  such  notice  can  be  given,  the 
Ordinary  shall  so  direct  the  proceedings  as  to  make  no  final  order  until 
such  notice  has  been  given. 

Service  of  kindred  and  creditors  by  citation  :  17  Ga.,  416.  Application  of  widow  for 

the  twelve  months'  support  by  petition  in  writing :  45  Ga.,  459.  Immaterial  who  makes 
application  for  the  year's  support  so  representative  of  the  estate  had  notice :  49  Ga., 
367;  54/94.  Section  cited:  54  Ga.,  87-93.  Application  must  be  in  writing  and  as 
to  notice  :  56  Ga.,  306.     Validity  of  orders  granted  on  proper  notice  :  56  Ga.,  430,  54/87. 

§4115.  (4044.)  (4015.)  Order,  what  it  must  contain.  The  order  of  the 
Ordinary  shall  always  recite  the  names  of  the  parsons  so  notified,  and 
the  compliance  with  the  provisions  required. 

When  should  recite  names  of  persons  notified:  45  Ga.,  459.  Order  being  granted 
presumed  all  was  done  necessary  to  obtain  it :  47  Ga., 195-207.  Jurisdiction  presumed, 
and  necessary  jurisdictional  facts  need  not  appear  on  their  face  :  54  Ga.,  87. 

§4116.  (4045.)  (4016.)  Objections  must  be  in  writing.  All  objections  or 
caveats  to  an  order  sought  shall  also  be  in  writing,  setting  forth  the 
grounds  of  such  caveat.  The  petition  and  caveat  shall  be  amendable  at 
all  times  and  in  every  particular. 

Section  cited  :  47  Ga.,  205. 

§4117.  (4046.)  (4017.)  Proceedings  must  be  filed  and  recorded.  The  pro- 
ceedings sh  ill  always  be  kept  of  file,  and  whenever  the  order  is  granted 

the  proceedings  shall  be  recorded  in  a  book  to  be  kept  for  that  purpose, 
for  which  the  Ordinary  shall  receive  the  same  fees  as  are  allowed  Clerks 
of  the  Superior  Court  for  similar  services. 

§4118.  (4047.)  (4018.)  Minutes  of  proceedings.  The  Ordinary  shall 
keep  a  regular  book  of  minutes  of  the  proceedings  of  his  Court,  on 
which  he  shall  enter  all  the  applications  refused  as  well  as  those 

granted. 
§4119.  (4048.)  (4019.)  Docket  oj  applications.  He  shall  keep  a  docket 

of  all  applications  and  causes  pending  in  his  Court,  which  shall  be 
regularly  continued  from  term  to  term  until  the  final  disposition 
thereof. 

§4120.  (4049.)  (4020.)  Docket  of  returns.     He  shall  also  keep  a  docket 
§2529.         °f  a^  the  executors,  administrators,  guardians,  and  trustees  who  are 

liable  to  make  returns  in  his  Court,  with  regular  entries  of  their  re- 
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turns,  and  of  such  as  have  failed  to  make  returns  as  required  by  law 
and  the  order  of  the  Court. 

§4121.  (4050.)  (4021.)  May  attach  for  contempt.     The  Ordinary  shall §332. 
have  power  to  enforce  obedience  to  all  lawful  orders  of  his  Court,  by 
attachment  for  contempt,  in  the  same  manner  as  a  Court  of  equity 
may  do. 

Section  referred  to:  45  Ga.,  462. 

§4122.  (4051.)  May  have  Court  opened  by  appointee.  [The  Ordinary  may  (a)  Acts  of 

appoint  some  fit  and  proper  person  to  open  and  adjourn  his  Court,  in1861,  p-  56- 
the  absence  of  an  officer  to  do  so.]  (a. ) 

For  general  authorities  as  to  Probate  Courts  :  See  notes  to  $331,  and  notes  on  Wills 
and  Administrators. 

[The  law  from  section  (4052)  to  (4057),  inclusive  of  both,  repealed 
by  Constitution  1868,  Article  V.,  section  14.] 

ARTICLE    III. 

PROCEEDINGS   BEFORE    THE   ORDINARY   SITTING    FOR    COUNTY    PURPOSES. 

Section. 
4123.  Applications. 
4124.  Docket  must  be  kept. 
4125.  Notice  of  proceedings. 
4126.  Minutes  of  proceedings. 

Section. 
4127.  Jury  fees,  when  paid  to  treasurer. 
4128.  May  punish  contempts. 
4129.  Amendments. 

§4123.  (4058.)  (4028.)  Applications  and  objections  must  be  in  writing. 
All  applications  for  proceedings  before  the  Ordinary,  sitting  for  county 
purposes,  shall  be  by  petition  in  writing,  which  shall  plainly  and  dis- 

tinctly set  forth  the  grounds  of  the  proceedings  desired,  and  in  like 
manner,  all  objections  to  said  proceedings  shall  be  in  Writing,  which 
shall  fully  set  forth  the  grounds  of  objection. 

§4124.  (4059.)  (4029.)  Docket  must  be  kept.  Said  Ordinary  shall  cause 
a  docket  to  be  kept  in  which  shall  be  entered  all  motions  and  applica- 

tions, which  shall  be  called  and  disposed  of  in  the  order  in  which  they 
stand  upon  the  docket,  unless  the  ends  of  justice  require  a  different 
course. 

§4125.  (4060.)  (4030.)  Notice  of  proceedings.  When  individuals  are  to 
be  affected  by  any  order  or  judgment  of  said  Ordinary,  such  individuals 
shall  have  reasonable  notice  of  the  time  and  place  of  hearing. 

§4126.  (4061.)  (4031.)  Minutes  of  proceedings.  Said  Ordinary  shall 
cause  to  be  kept  a  minute  of  the  proceedings. 

§4127.  (4062.)  (4032.)  Jury  fees,  how  collected,  etc.     For  each  decree  orVcts0f1876) 
verdict  in  the  Superior  Court,  the  jury  fee  shall  be  three  dollars,  andf  %?/       J    * 

for  each  confession  of  judgment  or  judgment  rendered  by  the  Court,  X/^^a*-^-^  • 
one  dollar,  to  be  taxed  in  the  bill  of  cost,  and  when  collected  shall  be  WtrJ^—Sr  jf-G, 
paid  into  the  county  treasuries  respectively,  and  added  to  the  fund  for/ 
the  payment  of  jurors. 

§4128.  (4063.)  (4033.)  Contempts,  how  punished.  The  said  Ordinary 
shall  have  power  to  punish  for  contempt,  under  the  same  rules  and 
regulations  as  are  provided  for  other  Courts. 

Not  against  guardian  for  failure  to  pay  money  due  ward :  58  Ga.,  70. 

§4129.  (4064.)  (4034.)  Amendments.  Amendments  shall  be  allowed  as 
provided  in  other  Courts. 

General  Note. — Practice  in  Courts  of  Ordinary  similar  to  that  which  obtains  in 
civil  and  common  law  :  14  Ga.,  362.  Jurisdiction  of  Courts  of  Ordinary  as  to  sale  and 
distribution  of  estates:  47  Ga.,  195  ;  56/430.  Ordinary  may  still  preside  in  trial  of  cases 
of  habeas  corpus  under  Constitution  of  1877  :  63  Ga.,  506.  But  Ordinary  cannot  inter- 

fere with  sentence  of  Superior  Court  by  proceeding  by  habeas  corpus:  60  G a.,  390-1. 
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Ex  parte  orders  of  Ordinary  no  protection  to  administrator  for  his  illegal  acts:  30  Gra., 

780.  Where  Ordinary's  bond  could  not  be  sued  on  for  failure  to  take  security  from 
tax  collector:  56  Ga.,  292.  Where  judgment  of  Court  of  Ordinary  could  not  be  at- 

tacked collaterally  in  granting  of  letters  of  as  to  a  particular  estate  :  65  Ga.,  412. 

TITLE  XXIV. 

OF  PROCEEDINGS  IN"  JUSTICES'  COURTS. 

CHAPTER  I. 

OF    PROCEEDINGS   IN   JUSTICES'    COURTS. 

Article 

1.- 

Article 2. 

Article 
3. 

Article 

4.- 

Article 

5.- 

Article 6, 

Article 

7. Article 
8. 

Article 
9. 

Article 10. 

Article 11. 

-Justices'  Courts,  when  and  where  held. 

-Jurisdiction  of  Justices1  Courts. 
-Commencement  of  Suits,  Service  of  Summons. 
-Pleas  and  Defenses. 

-Evidence,  Witnesses,  Interrogatories. 
-Trial  and  Judgment. 
-Appeals. 

-Claims  and  Trial  thereof. 

-Final  Judgment  and,  Execution. 

-Justices'  Courts  may  Rule  Constables,  etc. 
-Levy  and  Sale  under  Fi.  Fas.  from  a  Justices  Court. 

ARTICLE  I. 

JUSTICES     COURTS,    WHEN    AND   WHERE    HELD. 

Section. 
4130.  When  held. 
4130.  (a.)  No  criminal  jurisdiction. 

Section. 
4131.  Where  held. 

Tzt^t^r  ̂ e^^6^  §4130.  (4035.)  Jurisdiction  and  sessions.  Justices  of  the  Peace  and  No- 

J*^^2^Actsofi858,  taries  Public  who  are  ex  officio  Justices  of  the  Peace  in  this  State,  shall 
o     //Tp^2-        '  have  jurisdiction  in  all  civil  cases  arising;  ex  contractu,  and  in  cases  of vk*r#£jT(a)Const.  of 

P7^
 CI.J  S- 

W,  Art.  5,  injuries  or  damages  to  personal  property,  when  the  principal  sum  does 

wwrt-fr 
sec.  6,  par.  not  exceed  one  hundred  dollars,  and  they  shall  hold  their  respective 

ffp.  // 
,459. 

Courts  monthly  at  fixed  times  and  places.     All  continuances  shall  be 
^Acts  of  1878  from  term  to  term 

-9,  p.  31.  §4130.  (a.)  No  criminal  jurisdiction.  The  Justices  of  the  Peace  and 
Acts  of  1878  Notaries  Public  who  are  ex  officio  Justices  of  the  Peace,  shall  have  no 
-9.  p.  si.  criminal  jurisdiction  except  to  hold  Courts  of  inquiry  to  examine  into 

accusations  against  any  person  or  persons  legally  arrested  and  brought 
before  them.  All  laws  and  parts  of  laws,  general  or  local,  in  conflict 
with  this  and  the  preceding  section  be,  and  the  same  are  hereby,  re- 

pealed. 
§4131.  (4066.)  (4036.)  Court,  where  held.     The  Justice's  Court  shall  be 

§458.  held  at  a  place  in  each  militia  district  as  nearly  central  as  convenience 
will  admit. 
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ARTICLE   II. 

JURISDICTION    OF    THE    JUSTICES'    COURTS. 

Section. 
4132.  Jurisdiction. 
4133.  Notes  for  the  same  consideration. 
4134.  Residence  necessary  for  jurisdiction. 
4135.  Co-obligors  in  different  districts,  etc. 

Section. 
4186   Justice  being  a  party,  how  sued. 
4137.  When  suit  is  in  adjoining  district. 
4138.  Maker  and  indorser,  how  sued. 

§4132.  (4067.)  (4039.)  Justices'  jurisdiction.  [The  Justices  of  the  (a)  const,  of 
Peace  shall  have  jurisdiction  in  all  civil  cases  where  the  principal  sum  see%Art* 5' 

claimed  does -not  exceed  one  hundred  dollars.]  (a.)  §446  ' Cannot  set  aside  a  judgment  and  grant  a  new  trial:  54  Ga.,  584.  May  be  restrained 
by  writ  of  prohibition  from  setting  aside  a  judgment:  54  Ga.,  596.  Creditor  cannot 

bring  his  claim  within  Justice's  jurisdiction  by  entering  a  credit:  58  Ga.,  406,  77. 
Has  jurisdiction  of  all  cases,  ex  contractu  and  ex  dehcto,  to  one  hundred  dollars:  58 
Ga.,  534. 

§4133.  (4068.)  (4038.)  Suits  on  several  notes  for  same  debt.     The  Jus- Act  of  i8ii, 

tices'  Courts  shall  have  jurisdiction  of  all  suits  brought  on  two  or  more  ̂ "ct  of3isi9 
promissory  notes,  or  other  evidences  of  debt  not  exceeding  one  hundred  c.  p.  649. 

dollars  principal  each,  although  given  between  the  same  parties  for  one  c.cp°653842' 
and  the  same  debt  or  consideration.  Actsof  isss 

[Section  (4069.)  Superseded  by  Constitution  of  1868,  Article  V.,  sec-  Actsof  1857, 

tion  6.]  I™- 
§4134.  (4070.)  (4040.)   Ten  days'  residence  gives  jurisdiction.    Ten  days' 

residence  of  a  party  within  a  militia  district  shall  be  sufficient  to  Act  of  i8ii, 

give  the  Justice's  Court  of  such  district  jurisdiction  of  suits  against c-  p-  ̂44- him. 

§4135.  (4071.)  (4041.)   Co-obligors  sued  in  either  district.     When  a  bond,  §455 
note,  bill,  open  account,  or  other  evidence  of  debt,  shall  be  against  sev- 

eral persons,  residing  in  different  counties  or  districts,  the  plaintiff 
shall  have  his  option  to  bring  suit  on  such  demand  in  either  of  such 
counties  or  districts. 

§4136.  (4072.)  (4042.)  If  Justice  of  the  Peace  is  a  party.     In  all  cases  in  §450 
which  a  Justice  of  the  Peace  is  a  party,  the  suit  may  be  brought  in 
the  Justice's  Court  nearest  to  the  residence  of  the  defendant  in  the 
county,  or  in  the  district  where  the  defendant  resides,  at  the  option  of 
the  plaintiff. 

§4137.  (4073.)  (4043.)  When  adjoining  district  has  jurisdiction.  In 
cases  provided  for  in  section  4136,  the  Justice  of  the  Peace  in  the  ad- 

joining district  may  issue  summons,  and  proceed  against  the  defendant 
in  the  same  manner  as  if  the  defendant  were  a  resident  of  such  ad- 

joining district. 
§4138.  (4074.)  (4044.)  Suit  against  maker  and  indorser,  where  brought.  §450. 

The  maker  and  indorser  of  a  promissory  note,  or  other  evidence  of  debt, 
not  exceeding  one  hundred  dollars  principal,  may  be  sued  in  the 

district  of  the  maker's  residence,  and  the  indorser  may  be  served  with 
process  in  the  same  manner  as  that  prescribed  in  the  case  of  joint  con- 
tractors. 

General  Note  on  Article  II. — See  notes  to  $446  et  seq. ;  Wells  on  Jurisdiction, 
$#388-406.  Presumptions  of  jurisdiction,  when  sued  for  judicial  acts :  Note  following 
|209  of  Code ;  6  Am.  R.,  513,  n. 
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ARTICLE  III. 

COMMENCEMENT    OF    SUITS,    SERVICE,    ETC. 

Section. 
4L39.  Suits,  how  brought. 
4140.  What  is  commencement  of  suit. 
4141.  Summons,  how  dated  and  served. 
4142.  Who  may  serve  the  summons. 
4142.  (a.)  What  officer  may  serve  co-obligors. 
4142.  (b.)  Where  some  reside  out  of  county. 

Section. 
4143.  How  summons  is  to  be  returned. 
4144.  Proceedings  uniform. 
4145.  Bail  in  Justices'  Courts. 
4146.  Parties  may  settle  cases. 
4147.  Justices  and  constables  give  receipt. 

131,  132. 

Acts  of  1880 
-1,  p.  66. 

V^-/7  £f: 

§4139.  (4075,  4076.)  (4045.)    Suits;  how  commenced.     All  suits  before 
Act  of  i8ii,  Justices  of  the  Peace  and  Notaries  Public,  who  are  ex  officio  Justices  of 

Actof3i84i  ̂ ne  Peace>  shall  be  commenced  by  written  summons,  which  shall  be 
c  p.  65i.    '  issued  and  signed  by  the  Justice  of  the  Peace  or  Notary  Public  of  the 
(a)  Acts  of  district  in  which  the  suit  is  brought,  and  shall  be  directed  to  any  law- 
i§68,  pp.     fu]_  constable  of  the  county  in  which  the  suit  is  commenced,  command- 

ing the  defendant  to  appear  at  the  time  and  place  of  trial,  wThich  time 
and  place  shall  be  specified  in  said  summons,  and  such  Justice  of.  the 
Peace  or  Notary  Public  shall  attach  a  copy  of  the  note,  account  or  cause 
of  action  sued  on,  to  said  summons  at  the  time  the  same  is  issued. 

Where  there  was  no  summons  and  the  judgment  was  void:  54  Ga.,  496.  Where 
judgment  nineteen  days  from  date  of  summons  for  over  fifty  dollars  was  void:  56  Ga., 
232.  Summons  may  be  amended  by  appending  a  copy  of  the  note  or  account  sued  on  : 
58  Ga.,  138  ;  61/388.  Where  the  summons  did  notshow  but  the  evidence  did,  prevents 
the  proceedings  being  void  :  61  Ga.,  133.  Summons  legal,  although  loosely  drawn  :  62 
Ga.,  679. 

§4140.   What  is  commencement  of  suit.    [The  date  of  the  issuing  of  the 
summons  shall  be  considered  the  commencement  of  the  action.]  (a.) 

"4141.  (4077.)  Summons j  how  dated  and  served.     All  summonses  shall a)  Acts  of  bear  date  fifteen  days  before  the  time  of  the  trial  of  the  cause,  and  shall 

rc/^p§'  p- 31-  be  served  upon  the  defendant  either  by  giving  him  a  copy  of  the  same 
^in  person,   or  by    leaving   such  copy  at  his  usual  and   most  notori- 

ous place  of  abode,  at  least  ten  days  before  the  trial. 
Presumed  officer  made  proper  entry  of  service,  and  when  too  late  to  contest  it  after 

defendant  present  and  notified  of  pendency  of  suit:  53  Ga.,  134.  Where  return  not 
dated  by  proper  officer  presumed  in  proper  time  :  56  Ga.,  282.  No  valid  judgment  for 
over  fifty  dollars  where  rendered  less  than  twenty  days  from  date  of  summons  and 
pleading,  and  not  objecting,  did  not  cure  this  defect:  59  Ga.,  532,  603;  56/282;  65/557. 
As  to  service  by  leaving  notice  or  summons  at  store  and  where  summons  dated  less  than 
fifteen  days  from  the  trial :  60  Ga.,  628-9 ;  61/463. 

Summons  void,  if  issued  in  blank  as  to  return  day  :  Wells  on  Jurisdiction,  §395. 
Attorney  cannot  bind  by  unautborized  appearance:  lb.  Signing  initials  of  the  first 
names  by  magistrate  sufficient :  lb. 

§4142.  (4078.)  (4048.)  Summons,  by  whom  served.     The  summons  may 
which  the  suit  is  corn- 

ea) Acts  of 
p.  132. 

Act  S  of  18? 
-1,  p.  53. 

Act  of  1811.  be  served  by  the  constable  of  the  district  in 

Ac?so?i860  nienced,  or  if  there  be  no  such  constable,  or  if  he  be  a  party  to,  or  in- 

p.  47.  '  terested  ift,  the  case,  such  summons  may  be  served  by  any  constable  of the  county,  [and  it  shall  be  lawful  for  any  constable  of  the  several 

i869ApSi43  C0U]Qties  of  this  State  to  execute  and  return  any  process  issued  by  a 
'  Justice  of  the  Peace  or  Notary  Public  of  said  counties,  but  he  shall  re- turn the  said  process  to  a  Justice  of  the  Peace  residing  in  the  militia 
district  where  the  defendant  or  defendants  resided  at  the  time  of  issu- 

ing said  process.]  (c.) 

Service  by  constable  personally  or  left  at  usual  and  notorious  place  of  abode  of  de- 
fendant, constable  signing  his  written  entry  on  such  summons  or  warrant:  9  Ga.,  471. 

Proof  of  service  may  be  made  by  docket  of  Justice  of  the  Peace  or  summons,  or  if  lost 
and  not  found,  by  parol  evidence:  12  Ga.,  425;  14/36.  Section  referred  to  and  con- 

strued: 62  Ga.,  236.  Justice  may  make  entry  for  constable  wbere  he  acts  merely  as 
scribe:  9  Ga.,  325. 

§4142.  (a.)  (4079.)  (4049.)  In  case  of  co-obligors.  In  case  where  suit 
is  brought  against  joint  obligors  or  joint  promissors,  or  other  joint 
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debtors,  and  in  cases  where  the  Justice  of  the  Peace  is  a  party,  and  in  2450. 
cases  where  there  is  no  Justice  in  the  district  of  the  defendant's  resi- 

dence— in  all  these  and  like  cases,  the  constable  of  the  district  in  which 
suit  is  brought  may  serve  all  processes,  on  all  the  parties,  and  do  all 
other  legal  acts  required  of  him  in  the  progress  of  such  suit,  in  any  dis- 

trict of  the  county. 
§4142.  (b.)  Where  defendants  reside  in  different  counties.  In  suits  in  the  Acts  of  7880 

Justices'  Courts  of  this  State  against  joint  obligors,  joint  contractors,  ~L  p' 11L 
co-partners,  joint  trespassers,  makers  and  indorsers  of  promissory  notes, 
drawers,  acceptors  and  indorsers  of  foreign  and  inland  bills  of  exchange, 
or  other  like  instruments,  if  any  of  the  defendants  reside  out  of  the 
county,  the  Justice  of  the  Peace  shall  issue  a  second  original  and  copy 
for  such  other  county  or  counties,  and  forward  the  same  to  any  consta- 

ble of  the  county  where  such  defendant  may  reside,  who  shall  serve 
the  copy  and  return  the  second  original  with  his  entry  thereon  to  the 
Justice  of  the  Peace  before  whom  the  suit  is  brought. 

§4143.  (4080.)  (4050 )  Summons  must  be  filed  and  kept.  The  officer 
serving  the  summons  shall  return  the  original,  with  his  entry  of  service 
thereon,  to  the  Justice  of  the  Peace  before  whose  Court  the  suit  is  pend- 

ing, and  the  Justice  shall  file  and  preserve  the  said  original  summons 
with  the  other  papers  appertaining  to  his  office. 

§4144.  (4081.)  (4051.)  Proceedings  to  be  uniform.     The  proceedings  of  Act  of  isi9, 

the    Justices'  Courts  shall  be  uniform  throughout  the   State,  unless c* p- 648, 
otherwise  provided  for,  and  each  Justice  of   the  Peace  shall  keep  a 
fair  and  legible  book  of  entry  of  all  civil  proceedings  had  before  him 
for  the  recovery  of  debts. 

[Section  (4082.)  Repealed  by  the  Constitution  of  1868,  Article  V., 

section  6.]  ~~   *  * 
§4145.  (4083.)  (4053.)  Bail  in  Justices'  Courts.  The  Justices'  Courts 

shall  have  power  and  authority  to  hold  to  bail  for  all  debts  within 
their  jurisdiction  and  to  enforce  the  liability  of  bail  under  the  same 
rules  and  regulations  as  those  which  prevail  on  that  subject  in  the  Su- 

perior Courts;  and  when  a  bail  process  is  placed  in  the  hands  of  a  con- 
stable against  one  who  is  moving  about  from  one  district  to  another,  such 

constable  may  follow  such  itinerant  defendant,  and  serve  the  process 
in  any  district  in  the  county. 

§4146.  (4084.)  (4054.)  Parties  may  settle  cases.  Any  case  in  the  Justice's  Act  of  ish, 
Court  may  be  settled  at  any  time  by  the  parties,  upon  the  payment  of c-  p-647- 
the  costs  which  have  accrued  up  to  the  time  of  such  settlement. 

§4147.  (4085.)  (4055.)  Justice  must  receipt  for  claims.  Whenever  any  Act  of  1829, 
claim  is  given  to  a  Justice  of  the  Peace  or  constable  for  collection,  such  c- p-650- 
Justice  or  constable  shall  give  a  receipt  therefor,  and  when  the  money 
is  collected,  such  Justice  or  constable  shall  pay  the  same  to  the  plain- 

tiff, his  agent,  or  attorney,  unless  there  be  conflicting  claims  for  the 
money,  in  which  case  the  question  shall  be  decided  at  the  first  Court, 
unless  a  continuance  be  had  according  to  law. 

ARTICLE  IV. 

PLEAS    AND    DEFENSES. 

Section.  I        Section. 
4148.  Defenses  same  as  in  Superior  Courts.      1  4149.  Non  est  factum  and  dilatory  pleas. 

§4148.  (4086.)  (4056.)  Defendant  may  plead  as  in  Superior  Court.  The 
defendant  may  appear  at  the  time  and  place  specified  in  the  summons 
served  upon  him,  and  plead  any  matter  of  defense  to  the  action,  which 
would  be  allowed  to  suits  in  the  Superior  Courts. 
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Article  5.— Evidence. 

ISTo  issuable  defense  under  oath  was  required  to  he  filed  in  Justice's  Court:  59  Ga., 
774.     But  see  pleas  to  the  jurisdiction  :  17  Ga.,  573  :  61/210,  208. 

§4149.  (4087.)  (4057.)  Dilatory  pleas,  and  non  est  factum.  All  dilatory 
Act  of  i8ii,  pleas  must  be  filed  in  the  first  instance,  unless  the  failure  to  do  so  is 
c.  p.  644.     shown  to  be  the  result  of  unavoidable  cause ;  and  all  dilatory  pleas,  and 

pleas  of  non  est  factum,  must  be  verified  by  the  affidavit  of  the  defendant 
at  the  time  of  filing  the  same. 

ARTICLE  V. 

EVIDENCE. 

Section. 
4150.  Best  evidence  must  be  produced. 
4151.  Account  against  moving  party. 

Section. 
4152.  Witnesses  compelled  to  attend. 
4153.  Testimony  taken  by  commission. 

§4150.  (4088.)  (4058.)  Best  evidence  required.  In  all  cases  in  the  Jus- 
Act  of  18U,  tices'  Courts  of  this  State,  the  best  evidence  the  nature  of  the  case  will 
c.  p.  642.     a(imit  of  shall  be  required. 

/^z~-  *?      §4151.  (4089.)  (4060.)  Accounts  against  non-residents,  how  proven.  Where 

Yet  of  i8ii'  suit  is  brought  upon  an  open  account  against  a  party  who  has  removed 
Act  of4i837  fr°m  the  county  in  which  the  debt  was  contracted,  or  who  resides  out 
c.  p.  649.    '  of  the  county  in  which  the  debt  was  contracted,  such  account 'must  be 
c.Cp°653.    '  proved  by  the  written  affidavit  of  the  plaintiff;  and  when  so  proved 
Acu8°f  1857'  sna^  be  received  in  evidence  as  if  it  was  proved  in  open  Court.    Never- 

theless, if  the  defendant  will  file  his  written  affidavit  denying  the 
justice  and  fairness  of  the  whole  or  any  part  of  such  account,  the  Court 
shall  not  give  judgment  in  favor  of  the  plaintiff  for  that  part  of  the 
account  so  denied  and  controverted,  unless  supported  by  other  proof. 

[Sections  (4090,)  (4091,)  (4092,)  repealed  by  Act  of  19th  February, 1873.] 

Where  party  could  not  prove  claim  for  over  thirty  dollars  by  his  own  oath  under 

Act  of  1842:  13  Ga.,  216.  Where  account  reduced  by  payments  to  Justices'  jurisdiction 
could  be  proved  by  party's  own  oath  :  30  Ga.,  8.  When  party  proving  accounts  by  own 
oatli,  testifying  orally,  could  be  cross-examined  by  other  side  :  30  Ga.,  328. 

§4152.  (4093.)  (4064.)  Witness  may  be  subpoenaed.  Either  one  of  the 
Justices  of  the  Peace  of  the  district  in  which  a  suit  is  pending  may 
issue  a  subpoena,  directed  to  any  witness  whose  testimony  may  be  de- 

sired b}^  either  party  in  any  case,  which  subpoena  shall  be  served  on 
the  witness  three  days  before  the  day  of  the  trial. 

§4153.  (4094.)  (4065.)   Testimony  may  be  taken  by  interrogatories.     Testi- 
Act  of  i8ii,  mony  may  be  taken  and  brought  into  Court  by  interrogatories  and 

Acts  of  1853  commission  in  any  case  pending  in  the  Justices' Court,  under  the  same 
-4.  p.  45.     rules  and  regulations  which  prevail  on  that  subject  in  the  Superior 

p.C47°f1860,  Court,  except  that  the  interrogatories  shall  be  filed  with  the  Justice  of the  Peace  instead  of  the  clerk,  and  the  notice  required  shall  be  five 
days  instead  often,  after  the  expiration  of  which  the  Justice  shall  issue 

,    a  commission,  which  shall  be  executed  as  provided  for  in  the  Superior 
Courts. 

*  frtny  ? 
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Article  6.— Trial  and  judgment.     Article  7.    Appeals. 

ARTICLE  VI. 

TRIAL    AND    JUDGMENT. 

Section. 
4  54.  The  first  term  shall  be  trial  term. 
4155.  Cases  maybe  continued  one  term. 

Section. 
415G.  Justices  to  give  judgment. 

§4154.  (4095.)   Cases,  ivhen  tried.     [All  cases  before  a  Justice  of  the  fa) Const,  of  £t**~^r 

Peace  stand  for  trial  at  the  time  and  place  designated  in  the  summons,  y^'^1'1-  °^S^TTT~ 
and   shall   be   then  and   there  tried,   unless  continued   according   to  clause ,2.***"**V**: 

law.]   (a.)  p.  is2.  -   ̂ ^TT^ 
§4155.  (4096.)   Continuances.     [If  either  party  is  not  ready  for  trial         <^^2^/y^< 

at  the  time  and  place  designated  in  the  summon-,  the  Justice  or  com-  (to  Act/of"        •'*?* 
missioned  Notary   Public   may  continue  the  case,  upon  a  sufficient  1^p^i3?. 
legal  showing.     But  neither  party  shall  be  entitled  to  more  than  one  */^t^-^  *Y~*+*k 
continuance,  unless  it  be  for  providential  cause.]  (b.)  %cm-^/" ~-rf^&^~ 

Where  jurisdiction  not  taken  away  by  continuing  a  case  for  more  than  ten  days  :  61  ̂ £^£^«_iL£.  e*c*J^& 
Ga.,  463.  Jg  //rf 

§4156.  (4097.)  (4068.)  Justice  to  give  judgment.     When  cases  are  tried/; 7 *  ~ the  Justices  of  the  Peace  shall  render  judgment  therein  according  to 
the  law  and  the  facts  of  each  case,  and  such  judgment  shall  be  enforced 
by  execution,  unless  prevented  by  appeal  or  other  lawful  means. 

Where  execution  presumed  to  follow  judgment  and  not  valid  so  as  to  admit  of  levy 

on  property  of  deceased  :  57  G-a.,  159-160.  If  judgment  is  void  it  cannot  be  set  aside  in 
Justices'  Court,  but  can  be  treated  as  a  nullity:  54  Ga.,  5S4-595  ;  55/410. 

ARTICLE  VII. 

APPEALS. 

Section. 
4157.  Appeals,  when  and  how  entered. 
4157.  (a.)  Appeals  in  Justices'  Courts. 4157.  (b.  >  Appeals  to  Superior  Court. 
4157.  (c.)  Trial  and  how  juries  are  made  up. 
4157.  (d).  Oath  of  jury. 
4157.  (e.)  Jury  drawn  in  vacation,  when. 

Section. 
4157.  (f.)  Defaulting  jurors,  how  dealt  with. 
4157.  (g.)  Right  of  certiorari. 
4157.  (h.)  Second  appeal  forbidden. 
4157.  (i.)  Compensation  of  jurors. 
4157.  (j.i  C  rtiorari  in  appeals  from  Justice  to 

Superior  Court. 

§4157.  (4098.)  Appeals,  lohen  and  hoiv  entered.     [Either   party   being  Act  of  isn, 

dissatisfied  with  the  judgment  of  the  Justice  of  the  Peace  or  Notary     p' 
Public,  and  upon  all  confessions  of  judgment,  provided  the  amount  l|).^Gts1^ 
claimed  in  said  suit  is  over  fifty  dollars,  may,  as  a  matter  of  right,  enter  Acts  of  1872] 

an  appeal  from  said  judgment,  within  four  days  (exclusive  of  Sundays)  p-i*       -^ 
after  the  rendition  of  such  judgment  under  the  same  rules,  regulations,  J&-  &~£<~  <*-*-**-*— 

restrictions  and  liabilities  as  are  provided  on  the  subject  of  appeals  in/p-2--f.^S~ Part  III.,  Title  V.,  of  this  Code.]  (a.) 

"  I  stand  security  on  the  appeal  in  the  above  case."  case  being  stated,  and  name  of 
party  signed  thereto,  is  sufficient  when  entered  on  the  minutes  of  the  Justice's  Court : 
30  Ga.,  328.  Where  amount  involved  is  over  fifty  dollars,  appeal  and  not  certiorari,  is 
the  remedy  :  46  Ga.,  41 ;  58/78,  77.  Same  rule  as  to  appeals  in  a  claim  case  :  50  Ga., 
601;  54/663.  Nor  is  this  changed  by  the  Constitution  of  1877:  61  Ga.,  74.  When  on 

appeal  from  executions  in  favor  of  laborer's  liens,  Justice  could  not  order  execution  to 
proceed  for  the  costs:  51  Ga.,  270.  Because  papers  not  forwarded  and  filed  in  clerk's 
office  seven  days  before  next  term,  is  no  ground  for  dismissing  the  appeal  :  59  Ga.,  103. 
Appeal  not  transmitted  to  Superior  Court  until  first  day  of  term,  not  dismissed  :  59  Ga., 

598.  Parties  may  appeal  by  consent  from  Justice's  Court  to  Superior  Court,  where 
amount  involved  is  sufficient  for  appeal :  61  Ga.,  208. 

[Section  (4099.)  Repealed  by  Constitution  of  1868,  Article  V.,  sec- 
tion 6,  clauses  2  and  3.] 

§4157.  (a.)  (4098.)  (4069.)  Appeals  in  Justices' Courts.  In  any  civil  case 
in  a  Justice's  Court,  either  party  dissatisfied  with  the  judgment  of  the 

69 
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Article  7.— Appeals. 

CL~J*. 

Acts  of  1878  Justice,  may,  as  of  right,  enter  an  appeal  to  a  jury  in  said  Court,  under 

'9'  p'  1d3'    the  same  rules  as  now  regulate  appeals  to  the  Superior  Court :  Provided, that  by  consent  of  parties,  such  a  case  may  be  passed  to  the  appeal,  be- 
fore judgment  of  the  Justice,  without  giving  bond  for  the  eventual 

condemnation  monev. 

Juries  in  Justice's  Courts  :  Wells  Jur.,  §403. 
§4157.  (b.)  Appeals  to  the  Superior  Court. Where  the  sum  claimed 

'   /-.j  exceeds  fifty  dollars,  the  law  of  appeals  from  the  Justice  Court  to  the ^e^-  Superior  Court  shall  be  the  same  as  contained  in  this  Code  :   Provided, 

'U 

that  in  any  case  referred  to  in  this  and  the  preceding  section,  appeals 
in  forma  pauperis  may  take  place  under  such  regulation  as  now  exist 
for  appeals  in  forma  pauperis,  and  subject  to  such  law  as  may  be  passed 
concerning  proceedings  in  forma  pauperis. 

§4157.  (c.)  (4099.)  (4070.)   Trial,  and  hoiv  juries  are  made  up.     Allap- 
Act«  of  1878  peals  shall  be  tried  before  the  Justice  of  the  Peace  or  Notary  Public,  or 

Actr'of5i&78  D°th?  an(i  nve  jurors  drawn,  impaneled  and  sworn  as  follows,  to-wit  : 
-9,  p.  153.    The  Justice  of  the  Peace,  in  each  district,  shall  once  in  every  two  years, 

make  out  a  list  of  all  persons  liable  to  serve  as  jurors  in  the  Superior 
Court,  who  may  reside  in  their  respective  districts,  and  shall  write 
their  names  on  separate   pieces  of  paper  and  deposit  them  in  a  box, 
marked  No.  1.     Said  Justices,  or  one  of  them,  in  public,  on  a  Court  day, 
in  conjunction  with  a  constable,  shall,  if  an  appeal  is  pending,  or  notice 
thereof  given,  draw,  after  shaking  the  box  well,  five  names  therefrom, 
which  names  after  being  recorded  on  a  book,  shall  be  deposited  in  a  box, 
marked  No.  2.     After  all  the  names  are  drawn  from  box  No.  1,  then  the 
drawing  shall  commence  from  box  No.  2,  and  so  on  alternately.     The 
jurors  so  drawn  shall  try  the  causes  pending  in  the  appeal  in  said  Courts, 
and  shall  be  summoned  by  the  constable  of  the  district  or  other  lawful 

officer,  at  least  five  days  before'the  Court  at  which  they  are  called  upon to  serve,  and  if  there  should  be  a  deficiency  of  jurors  at  the  trial,  the 
constable,  by  direction  of  the  Court,  shall  complete  the  jury  by  tales- '   man. 

§4157.  (d.)  (4099.)  (4070.)  Oath  of  jury.     The  following  oath  shall  be 

Acts  of  1878  administered  to  the  jury,  to-wit :  "  You  shall  well  and  truly  try  the 
-9,  p.  154.    causes  depending  between  the  parties  at  variance,  and  true  verdict  give 

according  to  equity  and  the  opinion  you  entertain  of  the  evidence  pro- 
duced to  you,  to  the  best  of  your  skill  and  knowledge,  without  favor  or 

affection  to  either  of  the  parties,  provided  the  case  or  cases  submitted 

shall  not  be  withdrawn  from  your  consideration.     So  help  you  God." 
^■jl  -  /  <£^r  §4157.  (e.)  Jury  drawn  in  vacation,  when.     In  all  cases  where  the  Jus- 
Acts  of  1878  tice  of  the  Peace,  at  the  regular  term  of  the  Court,  shall,  from  any  cause 

-9,  p.  154.    faji  ̂ 0  c]raw  a  jury,  it  shall  be  lawful  for  said  Justice  in  conjunction 
with  the  constable,  or  any  two  freeholders  at  any  time,  to  draw  a  jury 
who  shall  serve  on  being  summoned  as  aforesaid. 

§4157.  (f.)  (4111.)  (4082.)  Defaulting  jurors,  hoio  dealt  with.  Said  Jus- 
Acts  of  i878  tices  of  the  Peace  shall  have  power  to  impose  fines  and  issue  executions 

-9,  p.  154.  agamst  all  defaulting  jurors  who  refuse  to  obey  the  summons  without 
a  good  legal  excuse.  Said  fine  shall  not  exceed  five  dollars,  and  shall 
be  collected  by  the  constable,  unless  the  absentee  by  next  Court  files 
his  excuse  under  oath,  or  makes  it  in  open  court,  to  be  passed  upon  in 
either  case  by  the  Justice  of  the  Peace. 

§4157.  (g.)  Right  of  certiorari.  In  all  cases  tried  in  the  Justice  Court, 
Acts  of  1878  either  party  shall  have  the  right  of  review  in  the  Superior  Court  by 
-9,  p.  155.    writ  of  certiorari. 

§4157.  (h.)  Second  appeal  forbidden.    -In   no   case   where   an  appeal 
Acts  of  1878  shall  have  been  entered  from  the  decision  of  a  Justice  of  the  Peace  to  a 

-9,  p.  155.    j.Ury  in  the  Justice  Court,  shall  there  be  an  appeal  from  the  verdict  of 
such  jury  to  the  Superior  Court. 
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Article  8.— Claims,  garnishments  and  other  issues  in  the  Justices'  Courts. 

§4157.  (i.)  Compensation  of  jurors.  The  compensation  of  jurors  for  Acts  of  1878 
services  in  Justice  Courts  shall  be  as  follows :  For  each  verdict,  the  e* p  m 
jury  making  and  returning  the  same,  shall  be  entitled  to  the  sum  of 
one  dollar  and  twenty-five  cents,  to  be  paid  by  the  party  in  whose 
favor  the  verdict  is  rendered,  and  divided  equally  among  the  jurors, 
and  taxed  in  the  bill  of  costs,  and  said  jurors  shall  not  receive  further 
compensation. 

§4157.  (j.)  Certiorari  in  appeals  from  Justice  to  Superior  Courts.  When  Acts  of  1878 

either  party  is  dissatisfied  with  the  verdict  of  a  jury  in  any  appeal  ~9,  p- 142- 
case,  tried  in  the  Justice  Courts,  such  party  may  apply  for  and  obtain 
a  writ  of  certiorari,  by  petition  to  the  Judge  of  the  Superior  Court  in 
whose  circuit  the  said  Justice  Court  was  held,  in  which  petition  he 
shall  plainly  and  distinctly  set  forth  the  errors  complained  of,  and  all 
after-proceedings  shall  be  under  the  same  rules  and  regulations  as  are 
now  established  by  law  for  the  granting  of  writs  of  certiorari  from  Jus- 

tice Courts  in  this  State. 

ARTICLE  VIII. 

CLAIMS,  GARNISHMENTS    AND   OTHER   ISSUES   IN  THE    JUSTICES'    COURTS. 
Section. 

4158.  Claim,  affidavit  and  bond. 
4159.  Claim,  where  and  when  tried. 
4160.  Continuance  of  claim  cases. 
4161.  Practice  in  garnishment. 

Section. 
4161.  (a.)  Persons  in  another  militia  district, 

how  garnished. 
4162.  Traverse  and  proceedings. 
4163.  Illegality,  how  tried. 

§4158.  (4100.)  (4071.)  Claims,  when  and  how  interposed.      [When  an  (a)  Acts  of 
execution  rendered  by  a  Justice  of  the  Peace  or  Notary  Public,  who  is 1868,  p-  13L 
ex  officio  Justice  of  the  Peace,  shall  be  levied  upon  personal  property  a<  t  of  isii, 

which  is]  (a.)  claimed  by  any  person  not  a  party  to  the  execution,  the  a'c? of  1814 
claimant,  his  agent,  or  attorney,  shall  make  oath  that  the  property  c-  p-  641- 
levied  on  is  the  right  and  property  of  the  claimant,  and  shall  also  give 
bond  and  security  in  double  the  amount  of  the  execution  ;  which  bond 
the  levying  officer  is  empowered  to  take,  payable  to  the  plaintiff  or  as- 

signee of  the  execution,  as  the  case  may  be,  with  condition  to  pay  all 
costs  and  damages  which  the  said  plaintiff  or  assignee  may  sustain,  in 
case  it  shall  appear  that  such  claim  was  frivolous  and  intended  for  delay 
only;   which  bond,  on  breach   of  the  condition  thereof,  shall  be  re- 

coverable in  any  Court  having  cognizance  of  the  same. 
As  to  possession  of  property  by  defendant  levied  on  after  absolute  sale  of  property, 

where  claim  in  Justice's  Court  and  as  to  the  oath  to  jurors  in:  8Ga..49.  Wherein  claim  case 
in  Justice's  Court  entry  that  previous  levy  dismissed  by  order  of  plaintiff,  sufficiently 
accounted  for  the  levy  :  31  Ga.,  684.  Same  rule  as  to  appeals  in  claim  cases  as  in  other 

cases  from  Justices'  Courts,  as  to  amount  being  over  fifty  dollars  :  54  Ga.,  665;  50/601. 

§4159.  (4101.)  (4072.)   Claims,  when,  ivhere  and  how  tried.     When  the  a<  t  of  isii, 
claim  affidavit  is  made  and  the  bond  given,  as  directed  in  the  preced-  c-p-642- 
ing  section,  the  constable  shall  postpone  the  sale  of  the  property,  and  (b)  Acts  of 

return  the  papers  to  the  [Justice  of  the  Peace  or  Notary  Public  who  Jf^'iff" 
issued  the  execution;  and  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  such  Justice  or  No- 
tary  Public  to  cause  an  issue  to  be  made  up,  and  try  the  right  of  prop-  -9,  p.  B7. 
erty  according  to  law,  at  the  next  regular  term  of  the  Justice  Court 
held  by  said  Justice  of  the  Peace  or  Notary  Public,  occurring  after  ten 
days  from  the  filing  of  said  claim.]  (b.) 

§4160.  (4102.)  Continuance.     Upon  good  cause  shown,  on  oath,  a  claim  Act  of  isii, 

case  may  be  continued  one  time  by  each  party,  and  no  longer.  c-  p- 642- 
§4161.   Garnishee  must  ansiver,  when.     When  a  process  of  garnishment  Acts  of  isso 

is  issued  out,  returnable  to  any  Justice's  Court  and  served  upon  the  gar-  _1>  p-  5G- 
nishee,  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  garnishee  to  answer  at  the  term  to 
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Article  8. — Claims,  garnishments,  and  other  issues  in  the  Justices'  Courts. 

Actsof  :873,  which  the  garnishment  is  made  returnable.  And  in  case  of  failure  so 
pp.  47, 48.  ̂   answer?  the  Justice  of  the  Peace  shall  enter  a  default  against  the  gar- 

nishee, and  shall  enter  up  judgment  in  favor  of  the  plaintiff  against 
the  garnishee,  for  such  an  amount  as  may  have  been  obtained  by  judg- 

ment against  the  defendant,  or  for  such  amount  as  may  thereafter  be 
recovered  in  the  pending  suit.  After  judgment  obtained,  and  when 
the  garnishee  appears  and  answers  that  he  is  indebted  to,  or  has  effects 
in  his  hands  belonging  to,  the  defendant,  the  Court  shall  proceed  as 
prescribed  in  section  3305  of  this  Code. 

As  to  continuance  on  Justices'  docket  of  proceedings  against  garnishee  :  44  Ga.,  189. 
Under  this  section  final  judgment  in  Justices'  Court  against  garnishee  failing  to  answer 
ten  days  after  service,  as  soon  after  default  as  judgment  against  defendant,  changing 
rule  :  44  Ga.,  188  ;  see  55  Ga.,  410  ;  64/608.  Six  notes  sued  on,  to  have  aid  of  garnish- 

ment, must  be  affidavit  and  bond  in  each  case  :  61  Ga.,  370.  Suit  pending  in,  or  judg- 

ment rendered  in,  Superior  Court,  garnishment  returnable  to  Justices'  Court,  void.:  61 
Ga.,  545. 

§4161.  (a.)  Persons  in  another  militia  district,  how  garnished,  When 
Acts  of  1874  any  person  or  persons,  sought  to  be  garnished,  resides  in  a  militia  dis- 
'P-  86.  trict  in  the  same  county,  different  from  the  militia  district  in  which 

suit  is  pending,  or  judgment  was  obtained,  the  plaintiff,  his  agent,  or 
attorney  at  law,  may  make  affidavit  and  give  bond  in  the  militia  dis- 

trict where  the  person  or  persons  sought  to  be  garnished,  resides,  be- 
fore any  officer  of  said  district,  authorized  to  issue  an  attachment  under 

the  laws  of  this  State,  and  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  officer  taking 
such  affidavit  and  bond  to  make  out  a  copy  thereof,  and  certify  the  same 
to  be  true,  and  to  issue  summons  of  garnishment  for  such  person  or  per- 

sons as  he  may  be  directed  by  the  plaintiff,  his  agent,  or  attorney  at 
law,  requiring  such  person  or  persons  to  appear  at  the  next  Notary 

Public's  or  Justice's  Court,  of  the  district  of  the  garnishee's  residence, 
according  as  such -suit  was  pending,  or  judgment  was  obtained,  in  the 
Notary  Public's  or  Justice's  Court,  then  and  there,  on  or  before  the  time 
fixed  in  said  summons  of  garnishment,  to  depose  and  answer  according 
to  law.  And  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  officer  serving  such  summons, 
to  return  or  transmit  the  certified  affidavit  and  bond,  together  with  his 

actings  and  doings  thereon,  to  the  Notary  Public's  or  Justice's  Court, 
of  the  district  in  which  suit  is  pending  or  judgment  was  obtained,  and 
to  return  the  original  affidavit  and  bond  to  the  Court  of  the  district  of 

the  garnishee's  residence,  when  such  person  so  summoned  shall  appear, 
with  his  actings  and  doings  thereon,  and  all  subsequent  proceedings 
shall  be  the  same  as  are  now  provided  for  cases  where  the  garnishee  re- 

sides in  a  different  county  from  the  one  where  suit  is  pending,  or  judg- 
ment was  obtained. 

§4162.   Traverse  of  answer,  and  proceedings  thereon.     [If  the  plaintiff  in 

(b)  Acts  of  sucn  suit  desires  to  traverse  the  answer  of  the  garnishee,  he  shall  do 
1873,  p.  48.  so  within  ten  days  after  the  same  is  filed  and  not  after,  and  if  such 

traverse  is  filed,  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  party  filing  the  same,  within 
five  days  thereafter,  to  give  written  notice  to  the  opposite  party  in  in- 

terest, or  his  attorney,  of  the  time  of  hearing  the  issue  formed  upon 
the  same,  which  shall  be  appointed  by  the  presiding  Justice,  and  shall 
not  be  less  than  ten  days  after  the  filing  of  such  traverse.]  (b.)  * 

§4163.  Illegality,  how  tried.     [When  an  issue  is  made  by  an  affidavit 

(c)  Acts  of  °f  illegality,  as  now  provided  for  by  law,  and  returned  to  any  Justice's 
1873,  p.  48.  Court  in  this  State,  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  Justice  of  the  Peace  to 

*~*rfT^~'  _     assign  a  day  for  the  trial  of  the  issue,  which  shall  be  within  ten  days 
.J,^U— .  /~<^from  the  date  of  the  return   of  the  papers,  and  if  the  parties  are  not ready  for  trial  at  the  time  assigned,  the  Justice  of  the  Peace  may,  for 

good  cause  shown,  continue  the  cause  to  some  other  day,  not  exceeding 
ten  days.]  (c.)* 

*  Modified.    See  Constitution  of  1877,  Art.  6,  section  7,  paragraph  2,  and  section  4130  of  this  Code. 
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Article  9.— Final  judgment  and  execution. 

ARTICLE  IX. 

FINAL    JUDGMENT    AND    EXECUTION. 

Section. 
4164.  Dignity  and  lien  of  judgments. 
4165.  Judgment  against  securities  as  such. 
4166.  Judgment  in  cases  of  set-off. 

Section. 
4167.  Stay  of  execution. 
4168.  If  defendant  be  insolvent. 

§4164.  (4103.)  (4074.)  Dignity  and  lien  of  judgments.  All  judgments  Actof  1811 
that  maybe  obtained  in,  and  executions  issued  from,  the  Justices' c-  p-  645- 
Courts  shall  bear  equal  dignity  with  judgments  obtained  in,  and  exe- 

cutions issued  from,  the  Superior  Courts,  and  shall  bind  all  the  prop- 
erty of  the  defendant,  and  his  securities,  if  any  (except  such  as  is  ex- 

empt by  law),  from  the  date  of  such  judgment  until  the  same  is  fully 
satisfied. 

When  execution  from  Justice's  Court  need  not  show  on  its  face  all  proceedings  nec- 
essary to  give  the  Court  jurisdiction  :  15  G-a.,  343.  Void  when  no  summons  :  54  Ga., 

496.  When  fund  raised  paid  to  Justices'  >  ourt  fi.  fas  in  preference  to  Superior  Court, 
one  being  signed  first:  17  Ga.,  593-5.  Where  judgment  by  default,  and  could  not  be  re- 

opened by  the  Justice  :  64  Ga.,  566. 

§4165.  (4104.)  (4075.)  Judgment  and  execution  against  securities.   Where  Act  of  i8ii, 
suit  is  brought  against  joint  obligors  and  joint  promissors,  and  any  one  c-  P  f%16 
or  more  of  them  shall  make  it  satisfactorially  appear  to  the  Court  that  c.  p.  <#48. 
he  signed  the  contract  sued  on  as  security  only,  and  was  not  interested 
in  the  consideration  thereof,  the  Court  shall  enter  up  judgment  and 
award  execution  against  such  party  as  security,  and  when  the  execu- 

tion shall  be  satisfied  by  such  security  out  of  his  own  money  or  prop- 
erty, he  shall  have  the  right  to  control  such  judgment  and  execution 

for  the  purpose  of   remunerating  himself  out  of  the  property  of  the 

principal  in  the  same  manner  that  securities  on  stay*  of  execution  may do:  Provided,  the  judgment  and  execution  shall  also  be  against  such 
principal. 

§4166.  (4105.)  (4076.)  Judgments  in  cases  of  set-off.     When  the  defend- Act  of  mi, 
ant  pleads  and  establishes  a  set-off  greater  than  the  demand  of  the  J  v-  m& 
plaintiff,  the  Court  shall  render  judgment  in  favor  of  the  defendant  c.  p.  653^  . 

against  the  plaintiff  for  the  excess  or  balance  over  and  above  the  de-pCt|gof18'6, mands  of  the  plaintiff,  unless  such  balance  exceeds  the  sum  of  one 
hundred  dollars  principal,  in  which  event  the  set-off  of  the  defendant 
shall  be,  by  the  judgment  of  the  Court,  credited  with  the  amount  of  the 
demand  established  and  proven  by  the  plaintiff,  and  the   plaintiff  in 
such  case  shall  pay  the  costs. 

§4167.  (4106.)  (4077.)  How  execution  may  be  stayed.     When  final  judg- Actof  isii, 

ment  is  rendered  in  the  Justice's  Court,  the  party  against  whom  the  c.  p.  *>j4-    ' 
judgment  is  rendered,  at  any  time  within  four  days  after  the  judgment,  -6,  p°254.0° 
shall  have  the  right,  by  paying  all -the  costs  which  have  accrued,  and^0^011857, 
giving  good  and  sufficient  security  for  the  principal  and  interest  in- 

volved in  the  case,  to  stay  the  execution  for  sixty  days,  if  the  judgment 
is  for  more  than  thirty  dollars  principal;  and  if  the  judgment  be  for 
thirty   dollars  principal,  or  under  that  sum,  the  execution  shall  be 
stayed  for  forty  da37s,  and  when  the  time  for  which  the  execution  is  so 
stayed  has  expired,  execution  shall  issue  against  the  party  and  his  se- 

curity on  stay  for  the  amount  of  the  judgment.     In  case  any  person, 

after  being  summoned  on  any  complaint  for  debt  in  a  Justice's  Court, 
shall,  before  the  sitting  of  such  Court,  remove  out  of  the  district,  such 
Court  may,  nevertheless,  give  judgment  against  him;  and  if  any  per- 

son shall,  after  judgment  of  such  court,  remove  out  of  the  district  or 
county,  or  holds  property  in  a  different  district  or  county,  before  satis- 

faction is  made,  such  Justice  may,  in  either  case,  issue  execution  against 
such  person ;  which  execution,  being  backed  by  any  Justice  of  the 
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county  where  such  person  resides,  or  where  his  property  may  be  found, 
may  be  levied  by  any  constable  of  said  county,  and  the  after-proceed- 

ings shall  be  the  same  as  provided  in  other  cases  of  levy  and  sale,  by 
virtue  of  executions  from  Justices'  Courts. 

§4168.  (4107.)  (4078.)  When  plaintiff  liable  for  costs.  When  an  execu- 
Actof  lsn,  tion  issued  from  a  Justice's  Court  shall  be  returned  by  the  proper  offi- 
c.  p.  647.  cer^  wj^j1  an  entry  thereon  that  there  is  no  property  of  the  defendant 

out  of  which  satisfaction  of  the  execution  can  be  made,  the  plaintiff  in 
execution  shall  be  bound  and  liable  for  the  costs  due  thereon;  and  if 
the  plaintiff,  upon  being  notified  of  the  return  and  the  costs  being  de- 

manded of  him,  shall  fail  or  refuse  to  pay  such  costs,  execution  there- 
for may  issue  against  such  plaintiff. 

General  Note. — Execution  paid  to  plaintiff  without  stipulation  for  keeping  it  open 
for  costs  it  is  functus  officio  :  2  Ga.,  53.  Where  presumed  after  loss  of  execution  that 

there  was  entry  of  ''no  personal  propert}^  to  be  found,"  before  it  was  levied  on  land  : 
6  Ga.,  188.  Revival  of  dormant  judgment:  15  Ga.,  435.  Cost  on  appeal  must  be  paid, 
and  Superior  Court  cannot  by  rule  order  Justice  to  refund :  60  Ga.,  218.  Where  could 

not  order  execution  on  laborer's  lien  to  proceed  for  costs  after  appeal :  51  Ga.,  270. 

ARTICLE  X. 

justices'  courts  may   rule   their  constables,  punish  defaulting 
witnesses,  and  punish  contempts. 

Section. 
4169.  Liability  of  constable  for  misconduct. 
4170.  Constable  may  be  ruled. 

Section. 
4171.  Witnesses  failing  to  attend. 

§4169.  (4108.)  (4079.)  Liability  of  constable  for  misconduct.  If  any  con- 
Act  of  lsn,  stable  shall  fail  to  execute  and  return  any  process  placed  in  his  hands, 

c.  p.  646.  '  or  shall  fail  to  account  with  and  pay  over  to  the  person  entitled  thereto 
any  money  which  he  has  received  on  any  note,  execution,  or  other  pa- 

per, placed  in  his  hands  as  such  constable,  within  ten  days  after  the 
money  is  received,  the  person  injured  by  such  failure  may  apply  to  the 
Justice  of  the  Peace  of  the  district  in  which  the  defaulting  constable 
is  acting  as  such,  or  in  which  he  did  act  as  such,  if  he  has  gone  out  of 
office  (and  if  there  be  no  Justice  in  such  district,  the  party  injured 
may  apply  to  the  Justice  of  any  adjacent  district),  and  obtain  a  war- 

rant against  such  constable ;  and  upon  satisfactory  proofs  of  the  facts, 
the  Justice  to  whom  the  application  is  made  may,  either  in  term  time 
or  vacation,  award  judgment  and  execution  against  the  constable  for 
the  full  amount  of  money  collected  and  withheld,  or  which  might  have 
been  collected,  and  the  Justice  may  also  fine  the  constable,  for  sucrrde- 
fault  in  a  sum  not  exceeding  ten  per  cent,  on  the  amount  of  said  money 
so  collected,  or  which  might  have  been  collected. 

§4170.  (4109.)  (4080.)  Constables  may  be  ruled.     Constables   may   be 

Act  of  1820,  ruled  by  their  respective  Justices'  Courts  and  compelled  to  give  an  ac- 
c.  p.  649.     count  of  their  actings  and  doings,  or  to  pay  over  money  received  or 
§476.  collected  by  them  in  their  official  capacity,  under  the  same  rules  and 

regulations  as  are  pursued  in  the  Superior  Court  in  relation  to  officers 
of  said  Superior  Court. 

§4171.  (4110.)  (4081.)  Witnesses  failing  to  attend.  Any  witness  fail- 
Act  of  i8ii,  lng  to  attend  the  Justices'  Court,  after  being  duly  served  with  a  sub- 
c.  p.  642.  pcena,  shall  be  subject  to  a  fine  not  exceeding  ten  dollars,  which  may 

be  collected  by  execution,  unless  good  excuse  be  shown  for  such  failure 
at  or  before  the  next  Court  day  after  the  default;  and  such  witness 
shall  also  be  liable  to  a  suit  for  damages  at  the  instance  of  the  party 
injured  by  his  default,  in  any  Court  having  cognizance  of  the  same. 

[Section  (4111.)  Repealed  by  Constitution  of  1868,  Article  V.,  sec- 
tion 6,  clause  3.] 

\ 
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Article  11. — Levy  and  sale  under  fi.  fa.  from  Justice's  Court. 

ARTICLE  XL 

LEVY   AND    SALE    UNDER    FT.    FA.    FROM    JUSTICE  S    COURT. 

Section. 

41?'2.  Levy  and  advertisement. 
4172.  (a.)  Time  and  place  of  constable's  sale. 
4172.  (b.)  Land,  when  subject. 

Section. 
4173.  Bank  and  other  stock. 
4174.  Compensation  of  constables. 

§4172.  (4112.)  Executions,  levies  arid  sales.     [In  all  cases  when  no  ap- Act  of  i8ii, 
peal  lies  or  none  is  entered,  a  Justice  of  the  Peace,  or  commissioned  a'c?'oM842 
Notary  Public,  shall  issue  execution  after  the  expiration  of  four  days  u.  p.  652.  - 
(Sundays  excepted),  and  the  levy  shall  be  advertised  ten  days,  in  case  /a)  Acts  of 

of  personal  property,  before  the  day  of  sale,  which  advertisement  shall ls68-  -»•  l 
designate  the  time  and  place  of  sale,  and  shall  give  a  reasonable  descrip- 

tion of  the  property  to  be  sold,  and  shall  be  posted  in  three  public 
places  in  the  county,  and  the  sale  shall  be  at  the  place  of  holding  Jus- 

tice's Court  in  his  district,  and  b3tween  the  hours  of  ten  o'clock,  a.  m., 
and  four  o'clock,  p.  m.     In  case  the  levy  is  upon  real  estate,  it  shall  be 
turned  over,  to  the  Sheriff  of  the  county  and  disposed  of  as  now  directed 
by  law.]  (a.) 

§4172.  (a.)  (4112,4083.)   Time  and  place  of  constables'1  sales.  Constables  Acts  of  1878 
and  bailiffs  in  the  State  shall  be  required  to  sell  the  property  of  defend- ~9,  p- 78- 
ants  in  execution  on  the  regular  monthly  Court  days  of  their  respect-  Acts  of  isso 

ive  districts  at  the  place  of  holding  such  Courts,  after  advertising  the  "  '  p' ' said  property  for  ten  days  prior  to  such  sale,  and  any  other  sales  on  any 
other  days  shall  be  absolutely  null  and  void,  and  vest  no  title  to  the 
property  in  the  purchaser :  Provided,  nevertheless,  that  the  provisions  of 
this  section  shall  not  be  construed  so  as  to  prevent  the  sale  of  property 
ordered  to  be  sold  by  the  Justice  of  the  Peace,  as  live  stock  or  perisha- 

ble property,  and  likelv  to  deteriorate  in  value  ;  such  sales,  when  made, 
shall  be  vaiid  and  binding. 

§4172.  (b.)  (4113.)  (4084.)  Land  may  be  levied  on,  when.  No  constable  Act  of  isn. 

shall  levy  on  any  land  unless  there  is  no  personal  property  to  be  found  c'  p" 642' sufficient  to  satisfy  the  debt,  which  fact  must  appear  by  an  entry  on  the 
execution,  to  be  levied  by  a  constable  of  the  county-where  such  execution 
was  issued,  or  where  the  proparty  to  be  levied  upon  may  be  found  :  Pro- 

vided, that  the  defendant  shall  have  the  right  in  all  cases  to  point  out 
any  portion  of  his  property  in  his  possession  he  may  think  proper,  and 
should  he  point  out  land  to  be  levied  upon,  the  above  entry  of  no  per- 

sonal property  may  be  omitted. 

Such  necessary  entries  may  be  made  on  fi.  fa.  by  Iev3rin2:  officer  nunc  pro  tunc :  3  6a., 
222.  But  not  after  he  goes  out  of  office:  12  Ga.,  263.  Presumed  as  to  lost  fi.  f  •.  that 
proper  entries  made  on  it  before  levying  on  land:  6  Ga.,  188.  Where  constable  levies 
on  land  and  delivers  the  fi.  fa.  to  Sheriff,  he  can  then  sell  and  convey  it :  7  Ga..  264. 
In  attachment  case  land  cannot  be  sold  by  order  of  magistrate  but  must  be  by  execu- 

tion :  9  Ga.,  506.     Constables' return  on  warrant  amended  after  judgment :  17  Ga.,  349. 

§4173.  (4114.)  (4085.)  Bank  and  other  stock,  how  levied  upon.     When  Act  of  1822, 

amr  constable  shall  have  any  execution  placed  in  his  hands  against  any  c'  p-a11' 
person  who  is  the  owner  of  any  shares  or  stock  in  any  bank,  or  other  §26-6. 
corporation,  or  joint  stock  company,  in  this  State,  he  shall,  on  the  appli- 

cation of  the  plaintiff,  his  agent,  or  attorney,  indorse  a  levy  on  said  exe- 
cution of  the  number  of  shares  b3ionging  to  the  defendant,  and  make  are- 

turn  of  the  same  to  the  Sheriff  of  the  county  in  which  he  lives,  which 
said  Sheriff  shall  proceed  to  advertise  and  sell  the  same  as  required  by 
law..    When  the  constable  levies  an  execution  in  which  the  Sheriff  is  a 

party,  or  in  which  he  is  interested,  he  veiny  proceed  to  sell  the  property 
as  a  Sheriff  is  authorized  to  do. 

§4174.  (4115.)  (4086.)   Compensation  of  constables.     A  reasonable  com-  Actf-of  1811, 
pensation  shall  be  allowed  to  constables  for  carrying  property  levied  c- p-640. 
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Proceedings  in  Justices'  Courts— General  note. 

upon  to  the  place  of  sale,  where  there  appears  to  be  an  absolute  neces- 
sity for  doing  so,  to  be  judged  of  by  the  Justices  of  the  district. 

General  Note  on  Justices  of  the  Peacf. — Amendments  may  supply  copy  of 
matter  sued  on  :  61  Ga.,  388.  In  cases  of  appeals,  of  other  names  as  usees,  not  allowed: 
60  Ga.,  637;  35/267;  43/353.  Appeals  permitted  from  judgment  when  set-off  over 
fifty  dollars:  54  Ga.,  123.  Not  filed  ten  days  before  Superior  Court,  not  dismissed  : 
59  Ga.,  598.  Costs  against  losing  party  :  60  Ga.,  218.  Must  be  by  section  4157  of  Georgia 
Code,  until  Legislature  directs  otherwise:  61  Ga.,  74;  but  see  Acts  of  1878-9,  p.  153. 
May  be  to  Superior  Court  when  principal  and  interest  exceed  fifty  dollars :  62  Ga., 
608;  46/42;  58/77;  64/628.  By  consent,  allowed  to  the  Superior  Court:  61  Ga.,  208. 
Attachments  may  be  levied  on  any  debt  due  the  debtor,  and  issues  in  garnishment 
tried  by  a  jury  :  22  Ga.,  618.  These  cases  in  Justices  Courts  do  not  require  a 
declaration  to  be  filed  :•  58  Ga.,  322.  Accounts,  on  appeal,  proved  orally  :  30  Ga.,  328. 
Costs  paid  to  Justice  of  the  Peace  not  recoverable  back  in  civil  cases:  61  Ga.,  597. 
Certioraries  ;  where  fifty  dollars  only  claimed,  should  certiorari :  63  Ga.,  742.  Illegal, 
unobjected  to,  evidence  no  ground  for  certiorari, :  49  Ga.,  628.  Case  may  be  certioraried, 
though  principal  and  interest  exceed  fifty  dollars,  where  a  law  point  is  involved:  62 
Ga.,  313.  Should  be  a  fuller  answer  from  the  magistrate:  41  Ga.,  327.  Not  from 
original  judgment,  where  appeal  to  jury  :  65  Ga.,  556.  Courts  must  be  held  at  fixed 
times  and  places,  under  Constitution  of  1877.  Distress  warrant :  65  Ga.,  739.  Claims, 
oath  in  :  8  Ga.,  49.  Appeals  in  Justice  of  the  Peace  Court  to  Superior  Court  where 
amount  of  fi.  fa.  or  value  of  property  claimed  exceeds  fifty  dollars:  54  Ga.,  663. 
Constable,  out  of  office,  cannot  amend  a  levy  made  while. in  office  :  12  Ga.,  261.  May 
serve  process  on  Sheriff:  Pamphlt.,  Sept.,  1880,  p.  48;  Hayden  &  Healy  vs.  Atlanta 
Savings  Bank.  Collecting-  officer  'can  be  ruled  for  money  collected:  5  Ga.  384. 
Charging*  jury,  are  not  bound  to  give  the  lav  to  the  jury  by  charge :  21  Ga.,  192; 
Adams  vs.  Clark,  Pamphlt.,  Feb'y.,  1880,  p.  45.  Creditor  may  be  preferred  in  Jus- 
lice  of  the  Peace  Courts  by  giving- smaller  for  larger  notes,  and  thereby  obtaining 
first  judgment:  22  Ga.,  466:  23/616;  18/668;  Georgia  Code,  sections  1943,  3330,  3545, 
447.  Fraud  :  58  Ga,,  95.  Damages,  case  for,  can  be  tried  before  Justice  of  the  Peace  : 
51  Ga.,  194;  57/218;  62/679,  345-7.  For  stock  by  railroad,  tried  before  Justice  of  the 
Peace  r  t  Ga.,  178.  Evidence,  what  best,  of  a  Justice  of  the  Peace,  authority  to  act  or 
not  to  act:  5  Ga.,  6.  Illegal,  unobjected  to  evidence  no  ground  for  certiorari:  49  Ga., 
628.  Must  be  evidence  of  service  on  defendant  to  admit  judgment  of,  in  evidence  :  12 
Ga.,  424.  Execution  must  be  levied  by  constable  of  the  militia  district  where  the 
owner  and  property  are  :  62  Ga..  235.  Need  not  show  every  thing  so  as  to  give  jurisdic- 

tion :  15  Ga.,  343.  Entry  may  be  made  by  Justice  of, the  Peace  for  constable  when  the 
Justice  acts  merely  as  a  scribe  :  9  Ga.,  325.  Of  no  personal  property  nunc  pro  tunc  :  55 
Ga.,  145.  By  the  levying  officer:  3  Ga.,  222.  Garnishee,  judgment  against,  ten  davs 
after  default  of:  Georgia  Code,  section  4160-4161;  55  Ga..  410;  64/608.  Changing:  44 
Ga.,  188.  Injunction  refused  as  against  Justices  of  the  Peace  fi.  fa. :  56  Ga.,  549;  32/365. 
Illegality  to  fi.  fa.  no  consolidation  of  cases  to  the  amount  of  $477.41,  garnishment:  61 
Ga. ,  370.  Imprisonment,  false,  malice  not  presumed  against  Justices  of  the  Peace 
because  of  illegal  judgment  or  illegal  act:  48  Ga.,  353.  Judgment,  priority  in,  by 
smaller  notes  given  for  larger  ones  :  23  Ga.,  616.  Void  when  no  summons  :  54  Ga.,  496. 
Not  set  aside  by  Justice  of  the  Peace,  and  no  new  trial  can  be  granted  by  :  54  Ga.,  584  ; 
64/565.  Jurisdiction  in  torts  to  amount  of  one  hundred  dollars:  58  Ga.,  534. 
Where  error  of  law  by  Justice  of  the  Peace  taking  jurisdiction  when  claimover  hundred 
dollars:  41  Ga.,624.  Execution  need  not  show  everything  to  give  jurisdiction :  15  Ga.,343. 
In  claim  cases  it  need  not  appear  on  face  of  the  summons  that  defendant  resided  in 
that  militia  district :  61  Ga.,  133.  Of  suits  against  inn-keeper  for  loss  of  goods:  39 Ga., 
105.  Cannot  write  off  from  the  claim  sued  on  when  in  Superior  Court  so  as  to  give  the 
Courts  jurisdiction  by  certiorari:  58  Ga.,  77.  Levy  of  fi.  fa.  on  land  by  constahle  and 
then  handing  it  over  to  the  Sheriff  for  sale,  such  Sheriff  can  convey  title  to  the  pur- 

chaser :  7  Ga..  264.  Land  sold  under  J.  P.  fi.  fa.  by  Sheriff  should  show  entry  on  it  of 
no  personal  property  by  constable  :  6  Ga.,  188-197.  Must  be  sold  by  judgment  of  J.  P., 
and  not  by  an  order ;  attachment  cases  :  9  Ga.,  506.  Before  levy  on  land  there  must  be 
a  return  of  no  personal  property  to  be  found  :  3  Ga.,  222.  Malpractice,  criminal:  45 
Ga.,555;  57/421.  In  exacting  costs  illegally:  Georgia  Code,  #4504.  Oath  in  claim 
cases  to  the  jury  :  8  Ga..  49.  Own  oath  could  not  prove  claim  for  over  $30.00  :  13Ga.,  215. 
Presumption  that  J.  P.  will  administer  the  law,  and  an  injunction  refused  :  56  Ga., 
547.  Prohibition  as  applicable  to  J.  P.,  to  prevent  him  from  setting  aside  a  judg- 

ment :  54Ga.,  595.  Payment,  reducing  debt  to  magistrate's  jurisdiction  by  payment, 
may  be  then  proved  by  oath  :  30  Ga..  8.  By  a  credit,  without  consent  of  debtor,  does 
not  give  J.  P's.  Court  jurisdiction  :  58  Ga.,  406.  Plea  need  not  be  sworn  to  :  59  Ga., 
774;  but  see  plea  to  jurisdiction:  17  Ga.,  573;  61/210.  Removal  of  magistrate  from 
his  district  forfeits  his  office,  but  if  he  still  acts,  is  an  officer  de  facto  :  20  Ga.,  746. 
Rules  against  in  Superior  Court  garnishment  where  Justice  acts  ministerially  :  61 
Ga.,  545  6.  As  collecting  officer :  5  Ga.,  384.  Not  rulable  for  error  of  judgment,  but 
only  for  malfeasance:  Hitch  vs.  Lam  bright,  Pamphlt.,  Sept.  term,  1880,  p.  38.  S.uits 
against,  of  trespass  for  issuing  illegal  attachment :  1  Ga.,  604.  Service  must  in  their 
Courts  be  in  time:  56  Ga.,  282;  59/532;  60/629;  61/463.  Must  be  fifteen  days  before 
the  trial  :  60  Ga.,  628.  Of  summons  by  constable  by  a  copy  and  entry  of  service  on  the 

original :  9  Ga..  471."  Summons,  no  secondary  evidence  of,  unless  primary  cannot  be found :  9  Ga.,  471.     Though  loosely  drawn,  yet  are  legal :  62  Ga,,  679  ;  W.  &  A.  R.  R. 
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vs.  Knkpatrick,  Pamphlt.,  Sept.,  1880,  p.  47.  In  1872  summons  for  more  than  fifty  dol- 
lars returnable  to  Court  less  than  twenty  days  before,  no  jurisdiction  :  65  Ga.,  557. 

Stock,  damages  to,  by  railroad:  1  Ga.,  173.  Trover  in  J.  P.  Court:  62  Ga.,  346,  679; 
damages:  58/334.     Title  to  land,  J.  P.  Courts  have  no  jurisdiction  as  to:  11  Ga.,  279. 

TITLE  XXV. 

EQUITY  PLEADING  AND  PRACTICE. 

Chapter  1. — Of  the  Bill  and  Subpoena  and  Service  thereof. 
Chapter  2. — Of  Demurrers,  Pleas  and  Answers. 
Chapter  3. — Of  Interlocutory  Decrees,  Receivers,  Masters,  etc. 
Chapter  4. — Of  the  Trial  and  its  Incidents. 
Chapter  5. —  Of  the  Decree  audits  Enforcement. 

Chapter  6. — Of  other  Proceedings  in  Chancery.  ^ 

CHAPTER  I.     ̂ y,       jgZ^S^. 
OF    THE    BILL    AND    SUBPCENA   AND   SERVICE    THEREOF.   /f*J*  ///. 

Section. 
4175.  Proceedings  by  bill. 
4176.  Discovery,  interrogatories. 
4177.  Amendments. 
4178.  Who  may  sue. 
4179.  Persons  laboring  under  disability. 
4180.  Parties  defendant. 
4181.  Pills,  different  kinds  of. 
4182.  Discovery,  etc. 

Section. 
4183.  Venue. 
4184.  Manner  and  time  of  filing. 
4185.  Subpcena  and  service  thereof. 
4186.  Sanction  of  the  Judge,  when. 
4187.  Duty  of  the  clerk. 
4188.  Service  of  bills  to  marshal  assets. 
4 If-  9.  Addition  of  parties. 
4190.  Dismissal  of  bill. 

§4175.  (4116.)  (4087.)  Proceedings  by  bill.     The  ordinary  proceeding  Act  of  1799, 

in  chancery  shall  be  a  bill,  which  shall  be  addressed  to  the  Superior  c-p-467- 
Court,  or  the  Judge  presiding  therein,  and  shall  plainly  set  forth  the 
ground  of  complaint,  and  the   persons  against   whom  a  subpoena  is 
prayed. 

Section  referred  to  and  construed  :  59  Ga.,  729. 

§4176.  (4117.)  (4088.)  Discovery,  interrogatories.    If  discovery  is  sought  §3104. 
of  one  or  more  of  the  defendants  it  shall  be  specially  prayed,  and  in- 

terrogatories regularly  numbered  shall  be  embodied  in  the  bill,  as  to 
every  point  on  which  discovery  is  sought,  and  the   names  of  the  de- 

fendants from  whom  answers  under  oath  or  affirmation  are  required. 

But  omission  to  do  this  does  not  deprive  defendant  of  the  benefit  of  answer  respon- 
sive to  bill :  51  Ga.,  347. 

§4177.  (4118.)  (4089.)  Formality  and  amendment.     No  mere  formality,  Acts  of  1857, 

or  omission  of  a  formality,  shall  vitiate  or  delay  a  proceeding  in  equity,  p- 108- 
but  the  same  liberality  as  to  amendment  shall  be  allowed  therein  as  &§4i95,  4196. 
in  a  proceeding  at  law. 

When  amendment  allowed  after  demurrer  to  the  bill :  4  Ga.,  52.  When  amendment 
to  sworn  answers  allowed:  5  Ga.,  390.  Amendments  in  discretion  of  the  Court,  and  as 
to  surprise  as  cause  for:  8  Ga.,  522.  When  too  late  to  amend  answer  after  pleadings 
made  up  and  cause  set  down  for  hearing:  9  Ga.,  592.  Same  rule  as  to  bill  except  for 
special  cau«e,  and  not  then,  if  its  effect  is  to  introduce  a  new  cause  of  action  :  9  Ga., 
137;  14/320;  56/119;  50/53;  59/311.  Where  continuance  in  appeal  trials  for  amend- 

ment was  not  permitted  :  7  Ga.,  457  ;  8/313.  What  proper  service  of  amendment  so  as 
not  to  excuse  defendant  from  :  7  Ga,.  93-4.  Where  motion  to  strike  amendment  was 
made  too  late:  16  Ga.,  119.  Leave  to  amend  bill,  and  reinstatement,  if  so  done:  18  Ga., 
551-4.  Where  amendment  was  matter  of  substance,  and  should  have  been  allowed  :  25 
Ga.,  74-6.     Refused  where  inconsistent  with  the  bill:  56  Ga.,  286.     Where  defendant 
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amends  answer  to  bill  alleging  insolvency  of  the  guardian  bringing  bill,  and  requiring 
bond  from  him  :  27  Ga.,  178.  A  second  amendment  to  a  bill  allowed,  when  :  32  Ga., 
181.  Section  cited,  referred  to  and  construed  :  56  Ga.,  195  ;  59/431.  No  amendment  of 
bill  before  master  :  56  Ga.,  119.  As  to  adding  new  parties  by  amendment :  59  Ga.,  311; 
54/163-5;  61/520-1.  When  no  affidavit  for  order  to  amend  :  51  Ga.,  340-1.  When  no 
amendment  of,  statute  of  limitations:  49  G a.,  602.  Where  amendment  to  prayer  of 
bill  should  have  been  allowed  :  50  Ga..  577. 

§4178.  (4119.)  (4090.)   Who  may  sue.     Any  person  who  cannot  sue  at 
§3081.         law,  may  complain  in  equity,  and  every  person  who  is  remediless  else- 

where, may  claim  the  protection  and  assistance  of  a  Court  of  equity 
to  enforce  any  right  recognized  by  the  law. 

Where  the  Court  of«law  or  equity  first  taking  jurisdiction  retains  it :  47  Ga.,  511-516. 
Where  common  law  remedy  not  as  complete  as  in  equity  :  61  Ga.,  125  ;  55/546  ;  49/81- 
82.  Where  common  law  remedy  not  sufficient,  equity  will  interfere  :  44  Ga.,  152  ; 
55/546;  56/191. 

§4179.  (4120.)  (4091.)  Persons  under  disabilities.     Persons  not  sui  jur is 
§§1774,  3263.  may  appear,  either  by  guardian  or  next  friend,  or  guardian  ad  litem  ap- 

pointed by  the  Court.     In  the  latter  two  cases  the  Court  may  require 

such  bonda  as  shall  protect  the  interest  of  the  person  under  disability. 
Infant  may  sue  by  guardian :  11  Ga.,  658.  No  decrees  against  infant  without  ap- 

pointing guardian  ad  litem :  13  Ga..  24.  Only  necessary  for  feme  covert  to  sue  by  prochein 
ami  to  secure  costs:  33  Ga.,  138.  Where  infant  may  sue  guardian  by  her  next  friend  : 
41  Ga.,  596  Where  guardian  ad  litem  for,  not  needed  to  give  Court  jurisdiction :  53 
Ga.,  527.     As  to  married  women  :  See  notes  to  section  1774. 

Mitford  &  Tyler  PI.  and  Pr.,  120-124.  Infant :  1  Am.  Lead.  Cas.,  121,  and  sections  in 
margin.     aSee  Equity  Rule,  6. 

§4180.  (4121.)  (4092.)  Parties.     Generally,  all  persons  interested  in 
Act  of  1836,  the  litigation  should  be  parties  to  a  bill,  but  legatees,  distributees,  and 
c.  p.  468.     wards  suing  executors,  administrators,  and  guardians  need  not  join 

others  interested  in  such  estate  as  parties,  complainant  or  defendant, 
unless  some  special  adverse  claim  is  set  up-as  against  such  co-distribu- 

tees or  legatees. 
Stated:  32Ga.,341;  14/683;  38/444;  49/261;  56/101.  Not  parties  where  interest  not 

apparent :  29  Ga.,  628  ;  16/119  ;  20/233.  When  the  attorneys  ought  not  to  be  made  par- 
ties :  2  Ga.,  325.  Bill  properly  demurred  to  for  want  of  privity  of  parties  :  3  Ga.,  575. 

Non-joinder  of  party  whose  absence  works  no  prejudice,  no  ground  for  dismissal  of 
bill :  6  Ga.,  458.  Bill  dismissed  when  parties  could  not  be  made  and  no  decree  without 
them  ;  8  Ga.,  487.  Generally  not  dismissed,  but  amendable  for  want  of  parties  :  8  Ga., 
506;  41/454.  Exception  to  rule  of  all  persons  in  interest  being  made  parties  is  where 

they  are  too  numerous,  or  out  of  Court's  jurisdiction  :  11  Ga.,  645.  Where  the  other 
distributees  proper  parties  defendant  to  bill  against  administrator  for  distribution  of 
shares  :  12  Ga.,  208.  Wiien  not :  19  Ga.,  78.  Where  party  interested  may  be  called  out 
of  his  county  and  made  defendant :  10  Ga.,  547.  When  trustees  need  not  be  parties  : 
33  Ga.,  138.  Where  cestui  que  trusts  need  not  be  parties  to  bill  filed  by  executor  :  5  Ga., 
301.  See  when  must:  17  Ga.,  223;  58/324.  Where  nominal  co-administrator  not  nec- 

essary party  to  bill  by  distributee  against  representative  of  one  of  the  administrators: 
11  Ga.,  658.  No  one  a  party  defendant  unless  described  and  named  as  such  and  against 
whom  subpoena  prayed:  5  Ga.,  251.  Parties  properly  refused:  43  Ga.,  554;  18/127. 
Where  properly  made  :  27  Ga.,  22.  Amendment  to  make  representative  of  deceased 
person  a  party:  21  Ga.,  6.  Where  sureties  should  have  been  parties  to  bill  by  prin- 

cipal to  open  a  settlement  of  account  by  notes  :  22  Ga.,  4.  Misjoinder  of  party  obvia- 
ted bv  amendment :  27  Ga.,  413.  Where  no  proper  charge  of  misjoinder  of  parties 

complainant  and  defendant :  27  Ga..  92.  When  a  creditor  cannot  be  compelled  to  make 
other  creditors  parties  to  his  bill:  27  Ga.,  198.  Residuary  legatees  not  interested,  not 
necessarjr  parties  to  bill:  24  Ga.,  84.  Where  widow  of  intestate  need  not  be  party  to 
bill  by  temporary  administrator  to  preserve  assets  ;  24  Ga.,  131.  When  one  joint  maker 
proper  party  defendant  to  bill  by  the  other  to  set  aside  a  note  :  25  Ga..  560  Where 
heirs  at  law  may  make  administrator  party  defendant :  25  Ga.,  252.  Want  of  proper 
parties  not  considered  on  demurrer  to  bill  for  want  of  equity  :  34  Ga.,  576.  When  to 
bill  by  feme  coverts  their  husbands  need  not  be  parties,  plaintiff  or  defendant:  51  Ga., 
246  ;  33/138.  When  representative  of  an  executor  made  a  party  :  30  Ga.,  934.  Where 
holder  of  railroad  stock  was  necessary  party  :  40  Ga.,  408.  Where  a  citizen  of  the  State 
need  not  be  joined  in  bill  by  the  State  of  Georgia:  40  Ga.,  582.  Assignee  of  order  on 
partner  by  one  partner  may  maintain  bill  against  drawee  without  making  drawer  party : 
33  Ga.,  184,  Suplt.  When  error  to  dismiss  parties  to  a  bill:  45  Ga.,  644.  If  defendant 
sells  land  pending  bill  for  injunction  may  make  purchaser  a  party  :  48  Ga.,  343.  New 
party  by  amendment:  61  Ga.,  520.  As  to  parties  where  partner  sues:  57  Ga.,  260; 
51/313.    As  to  telegraph  company  to  bill  for  right  of  way  :  46  Ga.,  43.    When  wife  and 
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children  need  not  be  parties  to'  make  income  of  trust  estate  subject  to  husband's  debts: 56  Ga..  183.  As  to  parties  to  bill  by  building  and  loan  association  :  54  Ga.,  99.  Parties 
to  bill  to  reform  decree  :  58  Ga.,  403.  Where  corporation  necessary  party  to  bill  by 

stockholder:  53  Ga.,  628.  And  when  stockholders  are  not:  57  Ga,',  340;  58/189-317. When  are  :  58  Ga.,  474.  When  State  should  not  be  party  to  bill  involving  lease  of  a 

railroad  :  43  Ga.,  605.  When  administrator's  securities  not  parties  to  bill  by  heirs  :  43 
Ga.,  598.  When  children  not  necessary  parties  to  bill  :  51  Ga.,  147.  Coming  in  and 
answering  a  waiver  of  defect  of  parties  :  54  Ga.,  318. 

Mitford  &  Tyler's  PI.  and  Pr.,  17-56,  262  et  seq.;  Adams'  Eq.,  312 ;  15  Am.  D.,  427-8, 
n;  1  C.  L.  J.,  146,  587;  11  Wall.,  624;  14/87;  19/563.  In  proceedings  against  stock- 

holders: Thompson  L.  S.,  ##340  361 ;  by  stockholders:  18  Wall.,  026;  against  bond- 
holders of  railroad:  1  Woods,  368;  2/447.  Heirs,  parties  to  bill  in  Georgia  to  subject 

lands  of  deceased  to  his  debts:  2  Cr.,407.  Where  complainants  are  allowed  to  dispense 
with  parties  on  account  of  numerousness  :  1  Woods,  368.  To  enforce  a  debt  due  a  firm, 

all  the  partners  are  necessary  parties:  2  Woods,  1.  For  want  of 'proper  parties,  urged at  hearing,  bill  not  dismissed,  but  continued  to  allow  new  parties  made :  3  Woods, 
391.  In  suit  against  trustee,  beneficiaries  not  necessary  :  3  O.,  155.  In  suit  to  divest 
title  out  of  feme  covert,  trustee  necessary  :  3  0.,  150. 

§4181.  (4122.)  (4093.)  Division  and  definition  of  bills.  A  bill  is  either  Actsofiss", 
original  or  in  the  nature  of  original.  Every  bill  is  original  which  com- p" 107, 
mences  a  proceeding  for  relief  or  discovery,  or  both.  Bills  for  the  review, 
or  avoidance,  or  injunction,  or  execution  of  a  former  decree,  are  in  the 
nature  of  original  bills.  A  cross-bill  need  not  be  filed  in  this  State.  The 
defendant  in  every  case  may  set  up  any  matter  in  his  answer,  which 
under  the  English  practice  should  be  the  subject  of  a  cross-bill,  and  may 
require  therein  any  discovery  from  the  complainant  he  may  desire.  No 
supplemental  bill  need  be  filed  in  this  State.  All  such  matter  shall  be 
allowed  by  way  of  amendment.  If  new  parties  are  necessary,  by  reason 
of  any  matter  thus  set  up  in  the  answer  or  by  way  of  amendment,  the 
Court  shall  give  such  direction  to  the  cause,  to  secure  a  hearing  to  such 

parties,  as  if  a  cross-bill  or  supplemental  bill  had  been  filecl.  Bills  of  re- 
vivor are  abolished. 

An  original  bill:  3  Ga.,  239.  Where  relief  only  by  cross-bill :  44  Ga.,  65;  3/423. 
When  bill  of  review  will  lie:  56  Ga.,  216;  44/546;  55/189.  When  bill  of  review  will 
not  lie:  7  Ga.,  110;  4/558;  44-/142;  39/678,  706;  52/350-351.  What  is  a  cross-bill:  14 
Ga.r  674.  When  cross-bill  mayintroduce  new  matter:  13  Ga.,  478.  Answer  not  in  na- 

ture of  cross-bill :  14  Ga.,  167.  As  to  supplemental  bill  bringing  new  parties  into  Court : 
lOGa.,298;  63/518.  As  to  sanctioning  of :  15  Ga.,  458;  17/598.  An  amended  bill  an 
original  bill:  11  Ga  ,  540.  When  no  amendment  so  as  to  add  new  party  :  64  Ga.,  519. 
When  an  amendment  should  have  been  allowed :  16  Ga.,  481 .  Parties  by  amendment : 
HGa.,571;  21/6;  18/437;  14/255.  When  no  amendment  introducing  new  matter  :  Hartw. 
Henderson,  Pamphlt.,  Feb.,  1881,  p.  13.  When  defendant  has  full  relief  by  answer  not 
entitled  to  cross-bill:  20  Ga.,  472.  One  of  joint  complainants  can  amend  bill,  striking 
his  name  and  making  himself  one  of  defendants  :  29  Ga.,  374,  Construction  of  Act  of 
1857  as  to  practice  in  equity  pleading  :  31  Ga.,  225-229.  Right,  children  had  to  supple- 

mental bill :  31  Ga.,  62.  New  parties  to  original  bill  by  amendment  in  nature  of  sup- 
plemental bill :  36  Ga.,  330.  When  bill  not  multifarious:  41  Ga.,  454.  County  where 

original  bill  pending  has  jurisdiction  of  cross-bill :  27  Ga.,  178.  Where  on  amendment 
to  bill  by  prayer  for  injunction  defendant  entitled  to  notice:  55  Ga.,  639.  Section  re- 

ferred to  and  construed  :  56  Ga.,  224;  64/360 :  63/518  ;  62/750.  Bill  in  the  nature  of  a 
bill  of  review  and  brought  in  county  where  first  decree  rendered:  58  Ga.,  403.  Limi- 

tations as  to  bills  of  review  from  time,  and  acquiescence  :  41  Ga.,  142;  49/332.  When 
parties  not  brought  in  by  cross-bill :  55  Ga.,  138  ;  59/427.  When  dismissal  of  bill  car- 

ries out  answer  also  :  59  Ga.,  427  ;  58/355.  When  dismissal  of  bill  did  not  carry  cross- 
bill :  61  Ga.,  329;  42/391-3.  Where  purchaser  at  Sheriff's  sale  might  file  a  cross-bill : 

61  Ga.,  329.  As  to  amendment  of  cross-bill :  42  Ga.,  39.  Where  matter  in  cross-bill  set 
up  before  in  claim  case:  60  Ga.,  159.  No  injunction  against  complainant,  cr<>ss-bill 
having  no  prayerfor  :  49  Ga.,  332.  Cannot  claim  damages  from  an  injunction  by  cross- 

bill against  complainants  out  of  the  county:  49  Ga. ,  160.  When  cross-bill  not  dis- 
missed :  49  Ga.,  160.  Where  bill  might  be  removed  to  Federal  Court,  although  defen- 

dants set  up  equities  by  cross-bill:  60  Ga.,  373.     Also  see  :  41  Ga.,  243. 

Bills:  Tvler  &  Mitford  PI.  and  Pr.,  72,  128  et  seq.:  Adams'  Eq.,  299;  8  How.,  586; 
17/468;  14  Wall.,  69.  Cross-bills:  Tyler  &  Mitford  PI.  and  Pr.,  178;  Adams'  Eq.,402; 
3  Woods,  152;  1  C.  L.  J.,  127;  11  Wh.,  446;  17  How.,  591 ;  1  Wall.,  5.  Defendant  who 
files  cross-bill  is  not  compelled  to  show  himself  entitled  to  relief  in  equity,  but  may 
obtain  such  relief  as  he  could  only  have  at  law  if  he  were  an  original  suitor  :  Beall  vs. 
Garsed,  pamphlet  decision,  p.  12,  per  Erskine,  J.,  U.  S.  Circuit  Court,  So.  Dist.  Ga. 

§4182.  (4123.)  (4094.)  Discovery  and  perpetuating  testimony.     A  bill  for  §3103. 
discovery  merely,  or  to  perpetuate  testimony,  shall  not  be  sustained  un- 

less some  reason  is  shown  why  the  proceeding  at  law  is  inadequate. 
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Stated  :  3  Ga.,  112 ;  16/440.  What  the  bill  for  perpetuating  evidence  must  set  forth  • 
20Ga.,778. 

§4183.  (4124.)  (4095.)  Venue.  All  bills  shall  be  filed  in  the  county  of 

the  residence  of  one  of  the  defendants,  against  whom  a  substantial  re-" 
lief  is  prayed,  except  in  cases  of  injunctions  to  stay  pending  proceed- 
ings,a  when  the  bill  may  be  filed  in  the  county  where  the  proceedings 
are  pending,  provided  no  relief  is  prayed  as  to  matters  not  included  in 
such  litigation. 

aSee  Equity  Rule,  4  ;  Code,  §3218:  Earl  of  Oxford's  case,  2  White  &  Tudor's  L.  C, Part  I L,  (s.  p.)  442. 

General  Note. — Administrator,  as  to  jurisdiction  on  bill  against,  for  injunction 
and  account :  21  Ga ,  245.  Ag-ent,  linking  principal  with,  on  general  allega- 

tions of  fraud,  does  not  give  jurisdiction  when  principal  lives  in  another  county  :  44 
Ga.,  9  ;  58/11.  Amendment  to  bill  not  permitted  where  it  would  compel  attendance 
of  defendant  out  of  his  county:  16  Ga.,  446.  Award  of  arbitrators  returned  to  Court 
does  not  give  equity  jurisdiction  of  party  residing  in  another  county :  41  Ga.,  23-4. 
Claim  interposed  to  sale  of  land  gives  equity  jurisdiction  of  plaintiff  in  fi.  fa.  residing 
in  another  county  :  3  Ga.,  112  ;  23/597.  Combination,  fraudulent,  in  case  of  defend- 

ant liable  to  suit  in  county  of  residenceof  either  :  14  Ga.,  342;  20/645;  21/454.  Com- 
mon law  action  in  county  where  suit  pending,  equity  has  jurisdiction :  20  Ga.,  379; 

23/415.  Conveyance,  bona  fides  of.  may  be  inquired  into,  in  county  in  which  land  does 
not  lie:  26  Ga.,  368.  Cross-bill,  Court  in  which  original  is  pending,  has  jurisdiction 
of:  27  Ga.,  178.  Discovery,  Court  of  equity  has  jurisdiction  of  a  person  for,  out  of 

county  of  his  residence  :  15  Ga.,  76.  Equity  case  not  "  civil  case"  in  meaning  of  Con- 
stitution of  1798  :  3  Ga.,  575  ;  4/571 ;  12/77.  Defendant  to  bill  in  equity  may  be  called 

out  of  county  to  answer  injunction  :  19  Ga.,  471.  Injunction  may  be  ordered  at  cham- 

bers out  of  county  of  defendant's  residence  :  21  Ga.,  6.  Bill  may  be  good  for  injunc- 
tion but  not  for  relief,  when  .  29  Ga.,34 ;  38/403;  39/533;  42/626.  Proceedings  in  equity  must 

be  begun  in  some  one  county  where  Court  has  jurisdiction  on  account  of  defendant's 
residence,  or  some  other  account:  4  Ga.,  571,  572;  12/77;  19/501.  There  are  cases  in 
which  a  person  may  be  sued  out  of  his  county  :  18  Ga.,  668.  Court  of  county  where 
defendant  resides  has  jurisdiction  of  bill  to  correct  deed  to  land  for  fraud  :  34  Ga.,  53  ; 
40/288  290.  Also  of  bill  to  require  defendant  to  execute  title  :  37  Ga.,  346.  Inter- 

pleader, as  to  jurisdiction  of  bill  of,  when  defendants  live  in  several  counties:  40  Ga., 
225.  Levy  on  personal  property  in  one  county  does  not  give  Court  jurisdiction  of  the 
person  of  a  party  in  another:  7  Ga.,  238.  Partners,  suits  against,  may  be  tried  in 
the  county  of  either:  54  Ga.,  486;  but  see  55  Ga.,  329.  Receiver,  as  to  authority  of 

Court  to  compel  defendant  to  attend  out  of  his  county  on  bill  for  appointment  of  :*15 
Ga.,  458.  Relief,  Court  of  equity  has  no  jurisdiction  for,  against  a  person  out  of 
county  of  his  residence :  15  Ga.,  76:  22/190.  Substantial,  prayed  against  all  of  several 
defendants,  suit  may  be  brought  in  county  of  any:  35  Ga.,  208;  61/125:  58/403; 
53/185;  51/291,298;  50/572.  Substantial,  prayed  against  some,  and  object  of  bill  to  set 
aside  sale  of  stock  in  manufacturing  company  :  61  Ga.,  120.  Bill  in  county  of  defend- 

ant against  whom  substantial  relief  is  not  prayed,  demurrable  :  57  Ga.,  75.  Return  of 

Sheriff,  ''  not  to  be  found,"  as  to  defendant,  no  ground  of  demurrer  for  want  of  juris- 
diction :  58  Ga.,  199. 

§4184.  (4125.)  (4096.)  Mode  and  time  of  filing.  No  bill  shall  require 
Act  of  1799,  the  sanction  of  the  Judge  before  its  filing  unless  it  prays  some  extraor- 

Ac?ofi827  dinary  remedy.  Each  bill  shall  be  filed  in  the  clerk's  office,  at  least 
c.  p.  468.  thirty  days  before  the  term^^^ch  it  is  returnable,  and  shall  be  served 

pCi06.  ''  on  the  defendant  at  least .iSSrrty  five  days  before  such  term./^2-  3.  ̂ ?- Acts  of  I860,       gee  Equity  rule  No>  1;  and^c^s  of  1878-9,  p.  139. 

§4185.  (4126.)  (4097.)  Subpoena.     It  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  clerk  to 
Act  of  1838,  annex  to  each  bill  a  subpoena  directed  to  the  defendant,  and  requiring  his 

^•p-J6^  appearance  at  the  term  of  the  Court  to  which  the  bill  is  returnable; 
and,  also,  to  make  out  and  hand  to  the  Sheriff,  or  his  deputy,  a  copy  of 

,-the  bill  and  subpoena  to  be  served  on  the  defendant  in  like,  manner  as 

/     ̂      'petitions  at  common  law.     Service  on  defendants  residing  in  another 
u&i  county,  may  be  made  by  the  Sheriff  of  such  county,  or  any  person,  who 
/f%  ///,  after  examination  of  the  original  and  copy,  will  file  an  affidavit  (sub- 
[//     ,   /  //#.      ject  to  be  traversed)  as  to  the  fact  of  service.     If  the  defendant  does 

1/ ye  -r.    '  n0^  regime  ln  the  State,  service  of  the  bill  or  any  order  of  Court  may  be 
.made  by  publicationdLiji  any  public  gazette  of  this  State  (under  the  di- 

rection of  the  Court j3&^*Ta  month  for  JS£r  months. 7^  If  the  non-resident 
defendant  is  represented  in  Court  by  an  attorney  at  law  or  in  fact,  ser- 

vice on  such  attorney  shall  be  sufficient.    And  in  all  cases  not  embraced 
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within  the  foregoing  provisions,  the  Judge  may  prescribe  for  extraordi-  §4205. 
nary  service,  according  to  the  exigency  of  each  case. 

Publication  under  the  Act  of  1838:  5  Ga.,  507  ;  3/23.  None  are  defendants  to  bill 
but  those  described  and  named,  and  against  whom  subpoena  prayed  :  5  Ga.,  251.  Where 
Court  may  proceed,  although  formal  parties  out  of  Courts  jurisdiction  not  served  :  7 
Ga.,  94.  Where  bill  not  dismissed  for  want  of  service  of  parties,  etc.;  12  Ga.,  534. 
Serv'ce  of  bill  by  copy  left  at  defendant's  residence,  and  where  out  of  State  by  service 
on  his  attorney  :  19  Ga.,  527-532.  Statements  of  counsel  as  to  service,  etc.  :  21  Ga.,  359. 
Practice  as  to  service  :  12  Ga.,  553.  Where  demurrer  heard  before  portion  of  parties 
served:  21  Ga.,  358.  Premature  motion  to  dismiss  bill  before  all  parties  served:  27 
Ga.,  92.     Service  of  a  bill  may  be  made  by  a  private  person :  56  Ga.,  192. 

Service  of  subpoena,  requisites:  3  Woods,  98.  aWade  on  Notice,  §1029  et  seq. ;  9  0., 
334  ;  Wells  on  Jurisdiction,  §113. 

§4186.  (4127.)  (4098.)  Sanction  of  Judge  to  extra  writs.  If  an  extraor-  Act  of  1827, 

clinary  process  or  remedy  is  prayed,  the  sanction  of  the  Judge  of  Court,  c-  p-468- 
or  of  some  Judge  of  the  Superior  Courts  of  this  State,  must  be  first  ob- 

tained before  such  process  is  issued  or  such  remedy  granted.  The  appli- 
cation may  be  ex  parte,  and  granted  without  a  hearing,  in  cases  of  man- 

ifest necessity.  In  all  other  cases  the  Judge  should  be  careful  to  allow 

a  hearing  before  passing  the  order.  In  all  cases,  on  ten  days'  previous 
notice  and  the  filing  of  defendant's  answer,  a  motion  may  be  made  at 
chambers  to  set  aside  or  dissolve  the  order  granting  the  sanction  of  the 
Court. 

§4187.  (4128.)  (4099.)  Duty  of  clerk.  When  such  extraordinary  pro- 
ess  is  granted,  the  clerk  shall  annex  the  same,  together  with  the  ordi- 

nary subpoena,  to  the  original  bill,  and  also  a  copy  thereof  to  the  copy 
bill.  Such  bills  and  processes  can  be  served  only  by  a  Sheriff,  or  his 
deputv,  or  a  coroner,  and  must  be  personal. 

§4188.  (4129.)  Service  of  bills  to  marshal  assets.     [When  a  bill  in  equity  §§3144,  3146. 

to  marshal  the  assets  of  the  estate  of  a  deceased  person  is  brought,  ser-,    Actsof 

vice  of  the  same  may  be  effected  by  serving  the  defendants,  or  either  of  i8R6,  p.' 140. them,  with  a  copy  of  the  subpoena,  of  the  injunction,  and  of  the  fiat  of 

the  Judge  sanctioning  the  bill,  without  a  copy  of  the  bill,  or  any  of  the    • 
exhibits  attached  thereto,  and  service  so  effected  shall  be  sufficient; 
but  the  defendants,  or  any  of  them,  shall  be  entitled  to  a  copy  or  copies 
of  the  bill  and  exhibits,  or  any  part  thereof,  on  applying  to  the  clerk  of 
the  Court  for  the  same,  the  clerk  charging  to  the  plaintiff  such  fees  as 
the  existing  laws  now  authorize  the  clerk  to  charge:  Provided,  such  de- 

fendants, as  may  be  designated  by  the  Judge  sanctioning  the  bill,  shall 
be  served  as  required  by  existing  laws.]  (a.) 

When  bill  to  marshal  assets  will  be  sustained  :  42  Ga.,  43;  41/630  :  21/442  ;  45/205  ; 
19/513 ;  see  annotations  to  section  3142,  etc. 

§4189.  (4130.)  Parties  defendant  maybe  added  and  served.  [It  shall  be  (a)  Actsof 
lawful  on  application  of  any  of  the  complainants,  for  the  clerk,  at  any  J866>  p-  u0- 
time,  to  insert  in  such  bill,  subpoena  and  injunction,  the  name  of  any 
defendant  that  may  have  been  omitted;  and  service,  perfected  in  the 
manner  specified  in  the  preceding  section,  shall  be  of  the  same  effect, 

and  operate  in  the  same  manner  as  though  such  defendant's  name  had 
been  inserted  in  the  original  bill.]  (a.) 

§4190.  (4131.)  (4100.)  Dismissal  of  bill.  A  complainant  may  dismiss  §2907. 
his  bill  at  any  time,  either  in  term  or  vacation,  so  that  he  does  not 
thereby  prejudice  any  right  of  the  defendant.  If  equitable  claims  by 
way  of  set-off  or  otherwrse  have  been  set  up  by  the  answer,  the  dis- 

missal of  the  bill  shall  not  interfere  with  the  defendant's  right  to  a 
hearing  and  trial  on  such  claims  in  that  proceeding. 

Stated:  61  Ga.,  330,  329  ;  59/427-430  ;  37/365  ;  58/356.  Where  trustee  could  not  dis- 
miss bill  without  married  woman's  consent :  18  Ga.,  374.  Complainant  dismissing  his 

case  with  costs  any  time  before  decree:  24  Ga.,331.  When  plaintiff  allowed  by 
Court  to  dismiss  may  move  to  reinstate  :  25  Ga.,  369.  Reinstated  where  bill  dismissed 

by  complainant  without  defendant's  consent:  29  Ga.,  29.     Bill  not  dismissed  for  want 
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of  proper  parties,  but  may  be  amended  :  8  Ga.,  506.  When  complainant  in  cross-bill 
could  dismiss  his  bill:  20  Ga.,  29-34.  When  married  woman  could  dismiss  her  bill  as 
to  separate  estate  against  wish  of  her  next  friend:  30  Ga.,  334.  Reinstating  a  case  after 
it  was  dismissed  during  the  war :  35  Ga.,  45.  No  decree  on  a  dismissed  bill :  36  Ga.,  653. 
Where  refused  to  reinstate  a  bill  for  injunction  dismissed  by  complainant  in  open  Court 

without  defendant's  objection  :  34  Ga.,  306-308.  Dismissal  of  a  bill  did  not  carry  with  it 
the  action  of  trover  for  same  subject-matter:  37  Ga.,  566.  Complainant  could  not 
amend  his  bill  by  dismissing  so  as  to  avoid  the  discovery  by  defendant's  answer  favor- 

able to  him  :  57  Ga.,  567, 

General  Note. — Under  special  and  general  prayer  can  have  such  relief  under  latter 
as  consistent  with  case  under  bill  and  special  prayer:  35  Ga..  114;  14/521  ;  2/414.  Re- 

quisites of  a  bill:  6Ga.,589;  16/164;  15/160,445;  22/4.  Exhibits  should  contain  com- 
plete copy  of  proceeding  referred  to  :  8  Ga.,  43  ;  39/574;  43/84;  18/492;  12/417;  13/24. 

After  case  given  to  jury  may  amend  by  addition  of  copies  of  exhibits:  16  Ga.,  67-72; 
see  also,  rule  4 of  Equity  rules  of  Superior  Court.  Bond  for  title  as  exhibit  must  be 
attached  to  bill  and  not  merely  referred  to :  12  Ga.,  417  ;  53/689  ;  43/79.  As  to  exhibits 
see  :  62  Ga.,  678-679.  Necessary  allegations  in  a  bill  as  to  tender  same  as  pleading  it  at 
law:  10  Ga.,  127;  34/555.  Not  made  by  one  who  is  not  a  party  :  14  Ga.,  674.  When 
bill  not  dismissed  for  want  of  prosecution,  and  when  notice  of  requisite:  12  Ga.,  534, 
546.  When  application  to  dismiss  because  of  service  by  complainant  came  too  late 
after  appearing,  etc.  :  26  Ga.,  153.  Not  dismissed  for  want  of  prosecution  at  second 
term  when  all  defendants  not  served,  and  demurrer  pending:  27  Ga.,  92.  When  the 
reading  of  part  of  an  answer  gave  the  right  to  read  the  other  part :  29  Ga.,  49.  Copy  of 
verdict  in  equity  case  without  bill,  answer  and  other  parts  of  the  record,  not  evidence: 
40  Ga.,  11.  Bill  for  injunction  sworn  to  by  one  of  complainants,  and  form  of  oath  :  33 
Ga.,  138;  3/443.     Where  solicitor  might  swear  to  a  bill:  54  Ga.,  163. 

CHAPTER  II. 

OF    DEMURRERS,    PLEAS    AND    ANSWERS. 

Section. 
4191.  Mode  of  defense,  etc. 
4192.  Demurrer,  grounds  of. 
4193.  Pleas,  different  kinds  of. 
4194.  Answer  and  exceptions  thereto. 
4195.  Verification,  when  necessary. 

Section. 
4196.  Amendments,  effect  of.  etc. 
4197.  How  defendant  must  answer. 
4198.  Verification  of  non-residents. 
4199.  No  replication  or  order  for  trial. 
4200.  Notice  of  filing,  etc. 

§4191.  (4132.)  (4101.)  Modes  of  defense.  A  defendant  may  either  de- 
Acts  of  1857,  nmr,  plead,  or  answer  to  a  cause  in  equity,  or  may  file  two  or  a\\  of  these 
p.  107.  defenses  at  once,  without  waiving  the  benefit  of  either;  or,  may  file 

two  or  more  pleas  to  the  same  action,  in  like  manner  as  at  law.a  In  all 
cases,  demurrer,  pleas,  and  answer  shall  be  disposed  of  in  the  order 
named ;  and  all  demurrers  and  pleas  shall  be  filed  and  determined  at 
the  first  term,  unless  continued  by  the  Court  or  by  consent  of  parties. 

Motion  to  dismiss  pleas  refused  :  18  Ga.,  119.  Not  required  /to  answer  at  term  to 
which  bill  returnable  :  7  Ga.,  107.  As  to  dilatory  pleas  after  pleas  to  merits  under  Act 
of  1853-4  :  20  Ga.,  379.  Section  referred  to  and  construed  :  55  Ga.,  554  ;  58/458.  As  to 
dismissal  of  bill  at  trial  term  for  want  of  equity:  60  Ga.,  627  ;  55/431 ;  61/33  ;  or  even 
at  second  term  :  50  Ga.,  479.  Should  be  taken  advantage  of  by  plea  or  demurrer  at  first 
opportunity,  else  waived  :  27  Ga.,  352.  Demurrer  should  have  been  filed  at  first  term, 
and  too  late  at  trial  term  :  53  Ga.,  120;  58/457. 

aAs  to  inconsistent  defenses,  see  note  to  Code,  §3453. 

§4192.  (4133.)  (4102.)  Demurrer,  grounds  of  A  demurrer  denies  the 
§247,  (5).  right  to  the  discovery  of  relief,  in  whole  or  in  part,  admitting  the 

allegations  of  the  bill  to  be  true,  and  is  founded  either  upon  a  want  of 
jurisdiction  in  the  Court,  or  of  equitable  right  in  the  complainant,  or 
upon  a  nonjoinder  or  misjoinder  of  parties  or  causes  of  action,  or  the 
absence  of  liability  by  the  defendant  to  the  complainant. 

Adequate  remedy  at  law,  when  demurrer  will  lie  to  bill  in  equity  because  of : 
16  Ga.,  440  ;  19/78  ;  27/22 ;  33/102, 138,  116  ;  40/133, 186  ;  42/189,  389 ;  57/523  ;  60/107,  594. 
When  too  late  to  move  to  dismiss  because  of  :  27  Ga.,  233,  352;  32/257.  That  there  is, 
is  matter  for  demurrer  at  first  term:  58  Ga.,  457;  62/675;  65/652.  Allegations  of 
bill,  demurrer  admits  truth  of:  35  Ga.,  202.  Amendment  to  bill,  competency  or 
regularity  of,  not  inquired  into  on  demurrer:  10  Ga.,  127.  After  demurrer  allowed  to 
whole  bill,  it  cannot  be  amended  :  4  Ga.,  52.  Answer,  Court  must  decide  on  demurrer 
to  bill  without  reference  to  :  41  Ga.,  260.  Bill  of  review,  effect  of  overruling  demur- 

rer to:  12  Ga.,  14.     Cause  of  action,  bill  not  plainly  setting  forth,  demurrable:  13 
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Ga.,  192.  Deed,  covenants  in,  when  are  not  all  set  out,  bill  demurrable  :  39  Ga.,  574. 
Equity  in  bill,  if  there  be  any,  general  demurrer  to,  not  sustained  ;  43  Ga.,  13.  Fail- 

ure to  demur  does  not  preclude  motion  to  dismiss  bill :  55  Ga.,  432.  Joint  defendant, 
demurrer  by  one  sustained,  dismisses  bill  as  to  him  only  :  55  Ga.,  546.  May  demur  to 
bill  before  service  on  others:  21  Ga.,  358.  Judgment  affirmed  in  Supreme  Court,  if 
case  in  Circuit  Court  turned  on  demurrer,  and  transcript  of  demurrer  not  sent  up:455 
Ga.,  574.  Jurisdiction  over  person  of  defendant  should  be  taken  advantage  of  by 
demurrer  :  20  Ga..  379.  Limitation,  lapse  of  period  of,  ground  of  demurrer,  if  it  ap- 

pear on  the  face  of  the  bill:  8  Ga.,  106.  237.  Misjoinder  of  defendants,  bill  demurra- 
ble for  :  3  Ga.,  575.  When  bill  not  demurrable  because  of:  27  Ga.,  92.  Mistake  ;  when 

ground  of  bill  was  mistake,  demurrable  because  of  negligence  ;  60  Ga.,  391.  Motion 
to  dissolve  on  hearing  of,  no  objection  heard  that  had  been  adjudicated  on  demurrer: 
30  Ga.,  47.  Multifariousness,  when  bill  was  not  demurrable  for  :  2  Ga.,  413  ;  5/22, 

571;  8/238;  9/278;  10/116;  15/222;  17/52;  18/668;  21/6;  28/61;  35/208;  41/454,  630;  ' 43/418  ;  53/533;  61/521.  When  bill  was  :  12  Ga.,  61 ;  59/311,  761.  Nonjoinder  of  party, 
when  bill  not  dismissed  because  of :  6  Ga.,  458;  8/506;  33/138;  34/576;  41/454.  Objec- 

tion to  bill  held  not  too  late  for,  when  Court  was  charging  jury  :  16Ga.,79.  Pleadings, 
demurrer  confesses  only  what  is  well  plead  :  4  Ga.,  519-520.  Relief,  demurrer  to 
whole  bill  overruled  is  an  adjudication  that  complainant  is  entitled  to  some:  63  Ga.,' 
623.  Remedy  in  equity  more  complete  than  at  law,  bill  not  dismissed:  1  Ga.,  376; 
61/125.  Res  adjudicata,  decision  on  demurrer  is  :  34  Ga.,  47,  499.  Demurrer  sus- 

tained because  of:  60  Ga.,  159.  Trial  term,  demurrer  filed  at,  held  too  late:  53  Ga., 
120.  Uncertainty  in  pleading,  demurrer  for:  16  Ga.,  164;  22/4.  Vacation — Act  of 
1869  provides  for  hearing  demurrer  in  vacation  :  42  Ga.,  434.  Formerly  could  not  be 
heard  without  order  at  term  time:  37  Ga.,  251.  Want  of  equity,  where  defendant 
might  move  to  dismiss  bill  for,  at  term  time  :  50  Ga.,  479.  Demurrer  to  bill  because 
of,  sustained:  43  Ga.,  428.  When  not  sustained:  56  Ga.,  302.  Bill  demurred  to  for, 
not  dismissed  for  want  of  proper  parties  :  8  Ga.,  487  ;  34/576.  Demurrer  for,  must  be 
at  first  term :  61  Ga.,  33.  Motion  to  dismiss  bill  for,  may  be  made  at  trial  term  :  60 
Ga.,  627;  61/614. 

Mitford  &  Tyler  PI.  and  Pr.,  204  et  seq. ;  Adams'  Eq.,  333  ;  Barton's  Suit  in  Eq.,  100 
Multifariousness  :  15  Am.  D.,  427,  n  ;  2  C.  L.  J.,  179,  228  ;  2  How.,  619;  3/333  ;  5/127  ; 
24/159;  7  Wall.,  425;  5  0.,  401.  Bill  not  demurrable  for  multifariousness  because  it 
joined  defendants  holding  distinct  tracts  of  land  under  distinct  deeds,  if  the  main 
ground  of  defense  is  common  to  all  defendants  :  1  Woods,  118.  Different  assignees  of 
fraudulent  debtor:  15  Am.  D.,  428.  n.  Multifarious  bill  not  allowed  as  a  remedy  for  a 

multiplicity  of  suits:  1  Woods,  262;  (as  to  latter,  see  Pomeroy's  Eq..  $#243-275.)  Ques- 
tion of  limitation  raised  by  ;  15  Pet.,  233 ;  11  0.,  567  ;  as  to  statute  of  frauds  :  2  Bk.,  585. 

Alternative  prayer  does  not  necessarily  make  a  bill  multifarious:  2  Woods,  144:  27 
Am.  D.,  90.  Where  all  defendants  are  not  served  :  2  Woods,  144.  Where  bill  as  to  one 
complainant  has  equity,  but  as  to  another  not:  22  Wall.,  42;  where  demurrer  is  sus- 

tained to  part  of  bill  only,  defendant  should  be  decreed  to  answer  residue  :  8  0.,  126. 
Does  not  admit  averments  as  to  meaning  of  instrument  not  annexed  :  21  Wall.,  430. 

§4193.  (4134.)  (4103.)  Pure  and  impure  pleas,  verification.  A  pure  plea 
sets  up  some  additional  fact  or  facts  which,  taken  with  the  facts  stated  in 
the  bill,  show  that  the  complainant  is  not  entitled  to  relief.  An  impure 
or  anomalous  plea  is  filed  when  the  complainant,  anticipating  the  de- 

fendant's plea,  alleges  facts  to  impeach  or  annul  its  effect.  In  such 
case  the  plea  must  negative  the  impeaching  allegations,  and  must  be 

accompanied  by  an  answer  discovering  all  the  facts  within  defendant's 
power  as  to  such  allegations.  A  pure  plea  need  not  be  verified.  The 
answer  accompanying  an  anomalous  plea  must  be  under  oath  or  affir- 
mation. 

Requisites  of  pure  plea  :  15  Ga.,  445;  14/327.  Negative  plea  should  be  accompanied 
by  the  answer:  17  Ga.,  249.  Impure  pleas  should  be  sworn  to:  35  Ga.,  202.  Where 
objection  too  late  that  plea  not  sworn  to  :  18  Ga.,  119-124. 

Mitford  &  Tyler  PI.  and  Pr.,  311  et  seq.;  Adams'  Eq.,  336  ;  1  Woods,  118.  Plea  of 
pendency  of  another  suit,  good  in  equity  :  6  0.,  588. 

§4194.  (4135.)  (4104.)  Ansiver  and  exceptions.     The  answer  of  defend-  Acts  of  isso 

ant  (unless  further  time  be  given),  shall  be  filed  within  thirty  days-1-^68- 
after  the  first  term  of  the  Court,^xcept  when  a  demurrer  or  plea,  or  Actsofis57, 

both,  shall  have  been  filed  but  not  determined  at  the  first  term ;  in vjz°\ 
which  case  the  answer  need  not  be  filed  until  the  determination  of  the  ̂ p 
demurrer  or  plea,  or  both,  against  the  defendant,  and  then  the  answer  ̂ "^ 
shall  be  filed  within  such  reasonable  time  as  the  Court  shall,  under  the 

circumstances  of  the  case,  think  proper  to  prescribe  ;  and  the  order  pre- 
scribing  such   time  may  be  made  by  the  Judge  in  vacation,  as  well 

as  in  Court,  during  a  term,  and    shall  be   entered    on  the  minutes, 
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and  the  case  shall  stand  for  trial  upon  the  issues  made 'by  the  bill  and 
answer  at  the  first  term  after  the  filing  of  the  answer  unless  otherwise 
directed  by  the  Court,  and  in  all  cases  the  demurrer  and  plea  shall  be 
determined  before  the  trial  upon  bill  and  answer.  If  the  answer  is  not 
full  (where  discovery  is  sought),  exceptions  may  be  filed  at  once,  and, 

on  ten  days'  notice,  shall  be  argued  and  decided  at  chambers.  If  sus- 
tained, the  Judge  shall  require  additional  answer,  on  such  terms  as  he 

may  direct.  Exceptions  must  be  filed  bafore  the  hour  for  jury  business, 
on  the  second  day  of  the  second  term. 

Stated  as  to  exceptions  when  filed  :  12  Ga.,  553.  Not  required  to  answer  at  term  to 
which  bill  returnable:  7  Ga.,  107.  When  exceptions  waived:  7  Ga.,  457.  Supple- 

mental answer,  when  allowed  to  be  filed:  7  Ga.,  99.  Answer  evidence  so  far  as  respon- 
sive to  bill:  1  Ga.,  157-170;  63/411.  But  not  responsive,  not  evidence:  46  Ga.,  361. 

Exceptions  to  answer  as  part  of  the  pleadings  :  12  Ga.,  271.  When  an  answer  sufficiently 
full:  23  Ga.,  602;  16/442.  When  not:  13  Ga.,  432  ;  26/152;  35/114-116.  Leave  granted 
to  file  exceptions  to  answer :  20  Ga.,  29.  Where  answer  necessary  as  pleading,  although 
discovery  waived:  35  Ga.,  114.  Section  referred  to  as  to  the  thirty  days  within  which 
to  file  answer  :  59 Ga.,  22.  When  answer  not  considered  on  a  motion  to  dismiss  a  bill : 
55  Ga.,  431.  How  in  an  injunction  case  :  42  Ga.,  124.  Not  considered  in  case  of  a  gen- 

eral demurrer  filed  to  bill :  41  Ga.,  260.  Nor  is  answer  considered  on  motion  to  dismiss 
the  bill:  55  Ga.,  431. 

Exceptions:  Mitford  &  Tyler's  PI.  and  Pr.,  350;  7  How.,  276. 

§4195.  (4136.)  (4105.)  Verification  of  answer.  If  discovery  is  specially 
§§U77,  4i8i.  disclaimed,  the  defendant  need  not  verify  his  answer;  but  the  defend- 

ant shall  always  have  the  privilege  of  putting  in  an  answer  under  oath 
for  the  purpose  of  using  the  same  as  evidence  on  any  motion  to  dissolve 
an  injunction,  or  to  set  aside  any  extraordinary  process  or  remedy 
granted.  A  sworn  answer  is  subject  to  amendment  at  any  time,  by 

leave  of  the  Court,  as  other  pleadings;  but  an  admissionb  made  in  such 
answer  shall  always  be  evidence,  when  offered  by  the  other  party. 

When  amendment  to  sworn  answer  :  5  Ga.,  390.  As  to  application  for  supplemental 
answers  :  7  Ga.,  99 ;  11/180.  When  answer  could  not  be  amended  after  pleadings  made 
up  :  9  Ga.,  592.  Admissions  in  answer  need  not  be  proved  :  15  Ga.,  39  ;  45/585.  Same 
rule  in  bills:  61  Ga.,  330.  Court  may  prescribe  the  time  in  which  defendant  shall  an- 

swer an  amendment :  14  Ga.,  674.  Before  whom  answers  should  be  sworn  to  out  of  the 
State  :  21  Ga.,  161.  Failure  to  answer  an  allegation  in  bill  does  not  amount  to  an  admis- 

sion of  it:  24  Ga.,  217-218.  May  amend  answer  by  striking  out  part:  29  Ga.,  568. 
Waiver  of  answer  under  oath  renders  it  of  no  avail  as  evidence  and  when  need  not  ver- 

ify :  38  Ga.,  205-211.  When  complainant  cannot  waive  answer  from  defendant ;  28  Ga., 
339.  Not  necessary  to  make  an  affidavit  to  amend,  except  in  case  of  sworn  answer  : 
51  Ga.,  341-347.     See  annotations  to  sections  3105  to  3107,  inclusive. 

Mitford  &  Tyler  PI.  and  Pr.,  393;  Adams'  Eq.,  342.  aMitford  &  Tyler  PI.  and  Pr., 
444.  bSee  note  to  $3753.  Whether  binding  on  infants :  8  Pet.,  128. — Answer  not  sworn 
to,  merely  puts  complainant  to  the  proof:  5  Pet.,  99;  so  when  answer  neither  admits 
or  denies:  6  Cr.,  51.  Where  answer  amounts  to  a  denial  of  the  law  :  21  Wall.,  185. 
Fact  admitted,  fact  in  avoidance  must  be  proved  :  6  Wall.,  299. 

§4196.  (4137.)  (4106.)  Effect  of  amendment.     An  amendment  to  a  bill 

Acts  of  1857,  which  materially  changes  the  case  opens  the  bill,  as  amended,  to  demur- 

p.  108.       '  rer  or  plea.     The  defendant  shall  be  allowed  reasonable  time  for  answer- ing such  an  amendment.     An  immaterial  amendment  does  not  so  open 
the  bill,  and  need  not  be  answered  at  all,  or  shall  be  answered  instanter. 

Amendment  to  bills  of  injunction  by  leave  of  Court :  3  Ga.,  302.  May  amend  title 
and  prayer  to  the  bill :  6  Ga.,  581.  As  to  answer  to  amendment  to  bill  conforming  to 
usual  rule  :  7  Ga.,  93.  When  pleading  made  up  and  case  on  trial  will  not  amend  bill 
except  for  special  cause  and  not  then  if  introduces  a  new  cause  of  action  :  9  Ga.,  137  ; 
14/220.  When  amendment  material  and  when  bill  demurred  to  for:  10  Ga.,  109;  14/320. 
Amendment  to  bill  of  injunction  should  be  sworn  to  and  when  can  be  made  :  11  Ga., 
539-571 ;  but  see  28  Ga.,  61.  New  parties  to  amendment:  11  Ga.,  571.  Great  latitude 
in  amending  bills,  question  of  costs  and  what  renders  it  repugnant  to  original  bill :  14 
Ga.,  320-323.  Allegations  not  materially  varying  a  bill,  added  by  amendment:  15  Ga., 
213.  Amendment  rendering  bill  multifarious  not  allowed:  16  Ga..  446.  Leave  to  strike 
out  an  amendment  destroying  the  equitable  features  of  the  bill  :  16  Ga.,  527-8.  Amend- 

ment to  be  allowed  as  to  new  parties:  16  Ga.,  481.  Further  answer  to  bill  amended 
after  answer:  16  Ga.,  1.  Amendments  making  new  case  should  be  answered  before 
motion  to  dissolve  injunction:  17  Ga.,  112;  21/177;  19/471.  Amendments  generally  at  any 
time  :  17  Ga.,  126;  28/339.  Amendment  toanswer  in  nature  of  a  cross-bill :  20  Ga.,  730. 
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Trivial  amendment  to  bill  allows  answer  making  new  defense:  24  Ga.,  505.  Where' 
amendment  matter  of  substance  could  be  made:  25  Ga.,  74-7H.  When  not  allowed 
to  amend  by  new  matter:  26  Ga.,  393.  How  discretion  of  Court  exercised  in  pre- 

scribing terms  as  to  right  to  amend  :  20  Ga.,  167.  When  discretion  of  Court  not  inter- 
fered with  as  to  allowance  of  amendments  and  imposing  an  injunction  :  31  Ga.,  495. 

When  second  amendment  allowed  :  32  Ga.,  181.  Amendment  before  remittitur  from  Su- 
preme Court  made  judgment  of  Court  below  :  45  Ga.,  195.  By  addition  of  prayer  for 

injunction,  notice  to  defendant,  etc.  :  45  Ga  ,  639.  When  bill  dismissed,  because  of  an 
amendment :  58  Ga.,  375.  Amendment  after  demurrer  sustained  :  45  Ga.,  195;  47/500  ; 
61/616. 

See  Code,  $4177.  Amendment  of  answer  :  See  £4195  ;  bills  :  17  How.,  130  ;  14  Pet., 
156;  terms,  in  discretion  of  Court :  7  Wall.,  416;  after  hearing  of  cause  :  9  Wall.,  1  ; 
after  final  decree  :  23  Wall.,  518.     Too  late,  when :  13  O.,  442. 

§4197.  (4138.)  (4107.)  How  defendant  must  answer.     When  discovery  s?3i03, 3105, 

is  sought,  the  defendant  must  answer  to  the  best  of  his  knowledge,  in-  37o°- 
formation  and  belief.    If  the  defendant  knows  nothing,  but  answers  only 
to  his  belief  from  the  information  of  others,  such  an  answer  does  not 
require  the  testimony  of  two  witnesses  to  overcome  it. 

To  fact  charged  in  bill  as  within  defendant's  knowledge  or  where  the  information  is 
in  his  reach,  he  should  generally  answer  positively  :  8  Ga.,  516  ;  13/141.  Where  answer 
evasive,  should  have  answered  as  interrogated,  according  to  knowledge,  information  or 
belief:  17  Ga.,  92.  Where  answer  on  information  and  belief,  two  witnesses,  or  one, 
etc.,  not  required  to  overcome  it :  19  Ga.,  317. 

§4198.  (4139.)  (4108.)  Verifying  answer  of  non-resident.  When  a  bill,  Acts  of  1853 

or  answer,  or  other  proceeding  in  equity,  is  required  to  be  verified  by  ~4>  p-  50- 
a  complainant  or  defendant  who  resides  beyond  the  limitsof  this  State, 
an  affidavit,  made  before  any  commissioner  of  this  State,  or  any  com- 

missioner, or  Master,  or  Chancellor  of  a  Court  of  equity,  or  Judge  of 
any  Court  of  the  State  where  made,  authorized  to  administer  an  oath, 
shall  be  a  sufficient  verification. 

Sworn  to  out  of  the  State,  oath  should  be  before- one  authorized  to  administer  it,  by 
law  of  this  State  or  Act  of  Congress  :  21  Ga.,  161,  208. 

§4199.  (4140.)  (4109.)  Replication  and  order  for  trial.     No  replication  Actsofis57, 
shall  be  filed,  and  no  order  setting  down  the  case  for  trial ;  but  the  par-p- 106- 

ties  may  commence  'to  take  testimony  as  soon  as  the  bill  is  filed. 
As  to  replication:  7  Ga.,  186;  16/416.     Section  cited:  54  Ga.,  166. 

§4200.  (4141.)  (4110.)  Notice  of  filing  of  demurrer  or  plea.  If  a  de- 
murrer or  plea  is  filed,  notice  of  such  filing  must  be  given  to  the  com- 

plainant, or  his  solicitor,  a  reasonable  time  before  the  end  of  the  first 
term. 

May  at  second  term  move  to  dismiss  a  bill  for  want  of  equity:  50  Ga.,  474-9. 
General  Note.— As  to  the  plea,  requisites  of :  10  Ga.,  449;  14/327;  17/249;  18/119 

Plea  of  assets :  21  Ga.,  155.  Plea  of  non  est  factum :  30  Ga.,  391.  To  cross-bill  after  aud- 
itor's report:  44  Ga.,  65-66.  As  to  the  answer,  answer  evidence  so  far  as  responsive  to 

the  bill :  10  Ga..  534;  46/361 ;  29/758 ;  63/411 ;  1/170,  157.  No  decree  where  submission  of 
case  on  bill  and  answer,  and  answer  denies  the  facts:  7  Ga.,  396.  So  will  injunction  be 
dissolved  when  answer  denies  facts  on  which  bill  based  :  1  Ga.,  7  ;  3/435  ;  30/841 ;  31/304 ; 

17/111 :  42/124.  When  complete  copy  as  exhibit  should  be  attached  :  8  Ga.,  43.  "Two  wit- 
nesses or  one  with  corroborating  circumstances  to  outweigh  responsive  answer  to  bill : 

9  Ga.,  151 ;  16/416  ;  30/129  ;  19/567  ;  26/344  :  29/166.  As  to  plea  and  answer,  should  be 
full:  lOGa.,449;  12/601.  When  answer  to  bill  for  discovery  read  to  jury  without  plain- 

tiff's consent :  22  Ga.,  345.  As  to  the  effect  and  character  of  an  answer  is  for  the  Court 
and  jury  :  24  Ga.,  506.  Answer  of  one  not  a  party  to  the  issue  is  not  evidence  :  24  Ga., 
558.  Only  evidence  against  party  making  it :  26  Ga.,  537.  Complainant  can  avail  himself 
of  matter  contained  in  the  bill  or  answer  even  if  it  is  in  the  evidence:  24  Ga., 
218.  Answer  admitting  enough  of  bill  to  found  decree  on  :  28  Ga,,  602.  When  defen- 

dant could  not  use  his  answer  as  evidence  for  himself  in  another  case  :  29  Ga.,  207. 
When  impertinence  or  scandal  can  be  purged  from  an  answer  :  29  Ga.,  82.  Cannot 
charge  and  discharge  one's  self  by  answer  :  31  Ga.,  304.  Jury  are  to  determine  what 
credit  to  give  an  answer:  39  Ga.,  479.  In  passing  on  demurrer  the  answer  not  con- 

sidered: 41  Ga.,  260;  55/431. 
70 
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CHAPTER  III. 

OF     INTERLOCUTORY     DECREES,    AND     THE    APPOINTMENT   OF    RECEIVERS, 
MASTERS   AND   AUDITORS. 

Section. 
4201.  Interlocutory  decrees  and  orders. 
4202.  Master  or  auditor. 

Section. 
4203.  Report  of  master,  exceptions. 
4204.  Fees  of  master  or  auditor. 

§4201.  (4142.)  (4111.)  Interlocutory  decrees  and  orders.  At  any  stage 
in  the  progress  of  an  equity  cause,  if  any  portion  of  the  same  is  ready 
for  or  requires  a  decree,  the  Court  may  hear  and  determine  such  mat- 

ters, and  pass  such  interlocutory  decree  or  order  as  may  advance  the 
cause  and  expedite  a  final  hearing.  If  no  issue  of  fact  is  involved,  the 
verdict  of  a  jury  is  unnecessary. 

When  minor  legatees  under  a  will,  not  children  of  testator  so  as  to  take  benefit  of  in- 
terlocutory order  setting  apart  money  for  support:  38  Ga.,  241.  Section  referred  to 

and  construed:  54  Ga. ,  99-102.  Discretion  of  Chancellor  in  granting  injunctions  and 
appointing  receivers  not  controlled:  56  Ga.,  284;  51/553.  Chancellor  same  power  here 
as  to  interlocutory  orders,  etc.,  until  case  set  for  trial  on  merits  :  10  Ga.,  273. 

§4202.  (4143.)  (4112.)  Master  or  auditor.  Every  Chancery  Court  in 
Acts  of  1858,  this  State  may  appoint  a  master,  to  whom  it  may  refer  such  matters  of 
p- 86-  account  as  are  complicated  in  their  nature  ;  or,  by  consent  of  parties, 
§§?i37,  3138,  may  appoint  an  auditor  to  investigate  and  report  upon  similar  matter 

in  dispute.     Such  master  or  auditor  may  subpoena  witnesses,  admin- 
ister oaths,  and  hear  testimony  on  any  disputed  fact,  always  giving 

.     due  notice  of  his  sittings  to  the  parties  or  their  solicitors. 
Examination  of  witnesses  and  parties  before  a  Master  in  Chancery :  11  Ga.,  £70. 

Submission  of  a  cause  in  Court  to  arbitrators  more  as  Masters  in  Chancery  than  any 
other  capacity :  21  Ga.,  1.  Observations  as  to  appointment  and  duties  of  Masters  in 
Chancery  :  37  Ga.,  348.  Under  this  section  and  sections  3177-8  superseding  Act  of  1858, 
Courts  cannot  refer  to  auditor,  etc.,  without  consent  of  parties :  37  Ga.,  299.  When 

too  late  to  object  to  auditor's  appointment  or  powers  conferred  on  him,  or  to  except  to 
his  report :  50  Ga.,  339.  Bill  could  not  be  amended  before  the  master  :  56  Ga.,  119-125. 
Section  cited:  59  Ga.,  580-1  ;  37/351. 

Evidence:  Tomlyn  Eq.  Ev.  (L.  L.),  26;  13  Pet.,  359.  In  cases  of  account :  Pulling 
on  Account  (L.  L.),  154  ;  11  Wh.,  103 ;  16  Pet.,  269.  Account  taken  to  date  of  hearing : 
9  Wall.,  788. 

§4203.  (4144.)  (4113.)  Report  and  exceptions.  The  report  of  the  mas- 
§3097.  ter  or  auditor,  when  returned  to  Court,  shall  be  subject  to  exceptions 

for  such  time  as  the  Court  may  allow ;  and  the  exceptions  so  filed  shall 
be  the  only  issues  of  fact  submitted  to  a  jury,  so  far  as  the  matters  re- 

ferred are  concerned.  When  submitted,  the  jury  shall  return  a  verdict 
on  each  exception  seriatim. 

Two  kinds  of  exceptions,  one  for  errors  of  law  for  the  Court,  the  other  of  facts  for 
the  jury  to  consider:  47  Ga.,  414-439  ;  59/580,  25,  567,  Exceptions  to  matters  of  fact 
must  be  supported  by  evidence:  57  Ga.,  142;  59/579.  Burden  on  excepting  party  to 
show  error  in  the  report :  57  Ga.,  386;  59/567.  Where  exceptions  read  to  jury  by  ex- 

cepting party  it  goes  before  them  as  pleading  and  evidence:  57  Ga.,  567.  When 
party  excepting  may  do  so  in  vacation  before  trial  term  of  the  case  :  59  Ga.,  25-49. 
Exceptions  for  error  of  law  should  be  made  before  report  accepted  :  59  Ga..  580.  As  to 
time  within  which  to  file  exceptions:  62  Ga.,  224-9.  Jury  should  pass  seriatim  on  the 
exceptions  of  fact:  64  Ga-.,  711-712. 

See  Equity  Rule,  No.  5.  Exceptions  to  Master's  report  must  be  specific  :  2  Woods, 
506;  2  Bk.,  181;  13  Pet.,  359;  18  How.,  295;  need  not  be  as  full  as  a  special  demurrer: 
1  Bk.,  506. 

§4204.  (4145.)  (4114.)  His  fees.     The  fees  of  the  master  or  auditor 
Actsofi858,  shall  be  determined  by  the  Court,  unless  agreed  on  by  the  parties.  And 

Acts'of  1878 ln  a^  cases  whether  in  equity  or  common  law,  where  an  auditor  has 
-9,  p.  137.     been  appointed,  his  compensation  shall  be  determined  by  the  Court 

unless  fixed  by  an  agreement  of  the  parties,     in  the  event  of  such 
agreement  the  Court  shall  enter  a  judgment  in  conformity  thereto,  in 
favor  of  the  auditor;  where  no  such  agreement  is  made,  the  Court  shall 
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render  a  judgment  in  favor  of  the  auditor  fixing  his  compensation  and  gso97  (e). 
determining,  according  to  its  discretion,  in  what  proportion  it  shall  be 
paid  by  the  respective  parties,  or  whether  the  whole  shall  be  paid  by 
one  of  the  parties.     Judgments  rendered  in  pursuance  of  this  may  be 
enforced  by  separate  executions  issuing  in  the  name  of  the  auditor. 

General  Note. — Where  same  matter  set  up  by  answer  by  way  of  cross-bill  previ- 
ously litigated  or  adjudicated  before  auditor,  should  be  setup  by  plea :  44  Ga..  65. 

When  issue  raised  by  exceptions  to  auditor's  report  will  be  taken  to  be  true  :  47  Ga., 
414.  Auditor's  report  as  to  exceptions  prima  facl;  true,  exceptions  should  point  out  the 
error;  on  trial  of  exceptions  other  evidence  than  that  before  auditor  submitted  :  47 
Ga.,  434. 

CHAPTER  IV. 

OF    THE    TRIAL    AND   ITS   INCIDENTS. 

Section. 
4205.  Trial  term,  when. 
4206.  Jury,  when  necessary. 
4207.  Rules  of  evidence  and  practice. 
4  08.  Bill  taken  pro  covfesso. 

Section. 
4209.  Decree  for  specific  performance. 
4210.  Special  verdicts  and  costs. 
4211.  New  trials,  appeals. 

§4205.  (4146.)  (4115.)   Trial  term.  The  trial  term  of  all  equity  causes  Act  of  1799 

shall  be  the  second  term  after  service  has  been  perfected  on  all  the  AcPsof6i«o^ 
parties.     [But  parties  to  bills  in  equity  may,  by  consent,  dispose  of  all  p- 106. 
equity  causes  at  the  first  term,  if  service  has  been  properly  perfected,      facets  of 

"When  is  trial  term,  and  continuances  allowed  as  at  common  law  :  12  Ga.,  539,  546- l872'  p"  9" 553  ;  23/619.     Where  no  extension  of  time  to  new  party  by  amendment  for  the  purpose 
of  filing  an  answer:  14  Ga.,  574.     Answers   to  amendments:  16  Ga.,   1.     Section  re- 

ferred to  and  construed  :  54  Ga.,  166. 

§4206.  (4147.)  (4116.)  Jury  trial,  when  necessary.     When  any  question  Acts  of  18?g, 

of  fact  is  involved,  the  same  shall  be  decided  by  a  special  jury,  selected  p  105- 
as  in  cases  of  appeals.     If  there  be  no  such  question,  or  the  master's  re- 

port, unexcepted  to,  covers  all  such  questions,  the  Judge  may  render  a  §3097,  ̂  
decree  without  the  verdict  of  a  jury.     x\nd  in  the  trial  of  any  chancery 
cause  in  this  State,  upon  the  request  of  either  party  to  said  cause,  made 
after  the  same  is  called  for  trial,  and  before  the  beginning  of  the  intro- 

duction of   evidence  in  the  same,  the  presiding   Judge  shall,  when 
charging  the  jury,  instruct  and  require  them  to  find  a  special  verdict 
of  the  facts  only  in  said  cause,  and  shall  inform  the  jury  what  issues  of 
fact  are  made  by  the  pleadings  in  said  cause.     Upon  the  special  verdict 
of  facts  so  rendered,  the  presiding  Judge  shall  make  a  written  judg- 

ment and  decree  in  said  cause  under  the  law  applicable  to  the  same. 
The  Judge  and  the  jury  constitute  the  Chancellor  in  Georgia  :  3  Ga.,  168-9.  As  to 

province  of  Court  and  jury  in  equity  cases  :  8  Ga.,  34  ;  7/110,  397.  Facts  submitted  to 
special  jury:  11  Ga.,  180;  22/574.  When  jury  not  requisite  to  dissolving  order  on 
terms  :  23  Ga.,  175.  Jury  to  determine  whether  the  answer  is  contradictory  and  irrec- 

oncilable :  24  Ga.,  506.  Where  on  trial  under  bill  and  answer  instructions  by  the 
Court  to  sign  a  decree  according  to  legal  and  equitable  rights  of  the  parties  :  29  Ga.,  733. 
Verdict  should  be  accompanied  with  bill,  answer  and  record  as  evidence  :  40  Ga.,  11. 
Jury  to  determine  what  credit  to  be  given  to  answer:  39  Ga.,  479.  Section  referred  to 
and  construed:  48  Ga.,  454.  When  Chancellor  may  submitthe  case  as  a  whole  or  carve 
it  into  several  questions  of  fact  which  it  involves :  55  Ga.,  667  ;  57/459.  As  to  submis- 

sion of  questions  to  the  jury  under  Act  of  1876:  58  Ga.,  141;  59/486;  61/101,  51.23, 
322.  Where  Court  may  render  verdict  without  intervention  of  jury:  62  Ga.,  229; 
61/437. 

§4207.  (4148.)  (4117.)  Rules  of  evidence  and  practice.  The  rules  of 

evidence3  shall  be  the  same  as  in  trials  at  law,  and  the  rules  of  practice 
as  to  continuance,  and  in  the  conduct  of  the  cause  before  the  jury,  ex- 

cept that  when  a  complainant  relies  solely  on  the  defendant's  answer, 
he  shall  be  entitled  to  open  and  conclude  the  cause. 

Evidence  introduced  by  each  party,  complainant  entitled  to  begin  and  conclude  :  6 
Ga.,  120.  Defendant  introducing  no  evidence  is  entitled  to  conclude  :  6  Ga.,  265.  En- 

titled to  continuances  as  at  common  law:  12  Ga.,  534.  As  to  amendments:  14  Ga., 
665.     Where  some  defendants  introduce  evidence  and  others  do  not,  complainant's  so- 

///. 
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licitor  concludes  argument:  37  G-a.,  205.  Defendant  at  law,  complainant  in  equity- 
commences  and  concludes :  43Ga.,364.  Complainant  not  relying  on  defendant's  an- 

swer, introducing  evidence,  and  defendant  introducing  none  :  the  latter  commences 
and  concludes  :  51  Ga.,  341-7. 

aCode,  £3750;  Tomlyn  Eq.  Ev.  (L.  L.);  3  Gr.  Ev.,  §274  et  seq.;  Adams'  Eq.,  362. Affidavit:  3  Gr.  Ev.,  §379. 

§4208.  (4149.)  (4118.)  Bill  taken  pro  confesso.  If  at  the  trial  term  no 
Act  of  1799,  answer  has  been  filed,  and  the  complainant  has  not  in  his  bill  dis- 
<u.  p.  468.  claimed  discovery,  and  no  sufficient  excuse  is  rendered  for  the  neglect 

of  defendant,  the  facts  charged  in  the  bill  shall  be  taken  as  confessed, 
so  far  as  the  complainant  (or  his  solicitor  in  his  absence)  will  swear 
that  the  same  are  true,  or,  according  to  his  information  and  belief,  must 
have  been  admitted  to  be  true  by  the  defendant  in  an  honest  answer; 

and  the' Court  may  proceed  to  decree  thereon.  The  same  rule  shall  be enforced  against  a  complainant  who  fails  or  refuses  to  respond  as  to 

any  matter  set  up  in  defendant's  answer  and  of  which  discovery  is 
sought  from  complainant.  In  proper  cases  the  Court  may  compel  an 
answer  by  attachment  for  contempt. 

Pro  confesso  at  second  term;  11  Ga,,  9;  15/76;  27/372.  When  not:  11  Ga.,  431. 
When  should  be  answer  to  amended  bill  or  order  for  whole  bill  to  be  taken  pro  confesso: 
16  Ga.,  1.  Order  to  answer  on  the  minutes,  and  discretion  of  Court  as  to  motions  to 
take  bill  pro  confesso :  11  Ga.,  328.  Affirming  judgment  of  Chancellor  as  to  refusal  of 
taking  bill  pro  confesso:  24  Ga.,  393.  As  to  applications  to  defend  after  order  entered 
taking  bill  pro  conjesso :  11  Ga.,654.  No  decree  pro  confesso  against  defendant  in  equity 
unless  order  to  take  pro  confesso  previously  applied  for  and  granted:  13  Ga.,  24.  Bill 
cannot  be  taken  pro  confesso  when  plea  in  bar  stands  undisposed  of :  16  Ga.,  446.  When 
Chancellor  should  allow  answers  to  come  in  on  terms  :  17  Ga.,  2.  Section  cited  :  59 
Ga.,  22.     When  only  as  final  decree  on  a  bill  as  confessed  :  65  Ga.,  252. 

Dan.  Chanc.  PL,  569-577. 

§4209.  (4150.)  (4119.)  Decree  for  specific  performance.     A   decree   for 
5Actofi839  specific  performance  shall  operate  as  a  deed  to  convey  land  or  other 

'C.tp..469.    '  property  without  any  conveyance  being  executed  by  the  vendor.    Such decree,  certified  by  the  clerk,  shall  be  recorded  in  the  registry  of  deeds 
in  the  county  where  the  land  lies,  and  shall  stand  in  the  place  of  a  deed. 

Section  cited  :  36  Ga.,  325. 

§4210.  (4151.)  (4120.)  Special  verdicts  and  costs.  Special  verdicts  may 
be  found  by  the  jury,  and  they  may  recommend  to  the  Court  the  asses- 
ment  of  costs  upon  the  respective  parties.  It  is  the  province  of  the 
Chancellor,  however,  to  determine  upon  whom  the  costs  shall  fall. 

Stated:  49  Ga.,  622.  Costs  within  the  discretion  of  the  Chancellor:  64  Ga.,  758; 
3/226;  53/410-416.  Error  on  motion  to  dissolve  injunction,  for  the  Chancellor  on  re- 

fusing it,  to  tax  the  defendant  with. all  the  costs :  30  Ga.,  506. 

Costs  :  2  Perry  Trusts,  g£891-903  ;  16  Am.  D.,  405-406,  n. 

§4211.  (4152.)  (4121.)  New  trials.  New  trials  may  be  granted  from 
the  verdicts  of  juries  in  equity  cases  in  like  manner  as  in  cases  at  law. 
But  there  shall  be  no  appeal  from  the  verdict  of  the  jury. 

Stated  :  5  Ga.,  1.  Motion  for  new  trial  may  be  overruled  as  to  some  and  granted  as 
to  other  defendants :  49  Ga.,  622.  Where  application  for  new  trial  is  res  adjudicata :  43 

,  Ga.,  564 ;  38/650-1.  Where  the  Court  should  have  granted  the  new  trial :  46  Ga.,  115  : 
57/608.  When  not :  37  Ga.,  46.  Want  of  fullness  in  jury's  finding  or  failing  to  em- 

brace material  issues  of  fact:  55  Ga.,  667  ;  see  general  note  to  New  Trials,  Title 
Equity. 

Geneeal  Note. — Bill  not  dismissed  for  want  of  proper  parties  :  27  Ga.,  92,  413.  And 
on  motion  to  dismiss  for  want  of  equity,  the  question  of  parties  does  not  arise  :  8  Ga., 
487.  And  statements  of  bill  must  be  sufficiently  clear  to  render  a  decree  on  :  22  Ga., 
4.  Where  under  Act  of  1843  verdict  for  defendant  did  not  work  a  dissolution  of  the 
injunction  :  2  Ga.,  265.  Allegations  not  essentially  varying  the  case  may  be  inserted  by 
way  of  amendment  to  bill:  15  Ga.,  213.  Objections  to  bill  that  adequate  remedy  at 
law  too  late  at  the  hearing :  27  Ga.,  352;  32/257-9.  When  adequate  remedy  at  law, 
dismissed  on  motion  :  32  Ga.,  669.  Complainant  may  give  in  evidence  in  diminution 
of  defendant's  proof  without  an  allegation  to  that  effect :  29  Ga.,  67-71.  One  part  of  a 
bill  being  read  in  evidence,  the  other  part  may  be  read  also  to  illustrate  the  same  issue: 

29  Ga.,  49.     Want  of  proper  parties  should  be  show  by  special  demurrer :  8  Ga*,  510. 
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CHAPTER  V. 

OF    DECREES   AND   THEIR    ENFORCEMENT. 

Section. 
4212.  A  decree  defined. 
4213.  Decrees  and  remedies. 
4214.  Decrees  in  vacation. 
4215.  Execution. 
4216.  Atttacbments  for  contempt. 

Section. 
4217.  Transferable  like  judgments. 
4218.  Enforcing  injunctions. 
4219.  Dormant  decrees,  revival. 
4220.  Limitation  on  bills  of  review. 

§4212.  (4153.)  (4122.)  What  is  a  decree.  A  decree  in  chancery  is  the 
judgment  of  the  Chancellor  upon  the  facts  ascertained,  and  should  be 
signed  by  him  and  entered  on  the  minutes  of  the  Court. 

Stated:  31  G-a.,  140.  Need  not  recite  proof  and  pleadings  in  the  cause:  3  Ga.,  121. 
How  informal  decree  may  be  perfected :  18  Ga.,  437.  No  decree  on  a  bill  that  has  been 
dismissed:  36  Ga.,  653.  JDecree  against  partnership  good,  although  names  of  partners 
transposed  in  firm,  name:  31  Ga.,  140.  Should  be  signed  by  the  Chancellor:  56  Ga., 
216;  54/489-6;  42/238.  Failure  to  enter  decree  remedied  by  order  nunc  pro  tunc:  43 
Ga.,  564.  Cannot  set  aside  a  decree  by  motion,  but  remedy  by  bill  of  review  :  55  Ga., 
189;  56/216.  Where  fraud  charged  without  finding  by  jury  as  to,  no  decree  rendered  : 
55  Ga.,  667.  Where  on  trial  in  equity  by  special  verdict  on  written  questions,  Chancel- 

lor may  decree  a  perpetual  injunction  :  59  Ga.,  486.  Section  cited,  where  decree  by  Court 
of  equity  of  sale  of  land,  held  valid  :  64  Ga.,  674.  Consent  decree,  when  binding  :  56 
Ga.,  161.     When  not  on  infant :  26  Ga.,  537. 

Freeman  Judg.,  §9;  Barton's  Suit  in  Eq.,  p.  152:  when  final:  Freeman  Judg.,  #22 
et  seq.  Conclusive  on  parties  and  privies:  6  Wh.,  550  ;  9  Wall.,  175.  How  construed  : 
3  Wall.,  704  ;  7/107.  Nunc  pro  tunc:  1  Wall.,  627,  690.  Should  dispose  of  issues  raised 
by  cross-bill  and  answer  :  17  Wall.,  417. 

§4213.  (4154.)  (4123.)  Decrees  and  remedies.  A  Court  of  equity  has 
full  power  to  mould  its  decrees  so  as  to  meet  the  exigencies  of  each  case; 
and  shall  have  full  power  to  enforce  its  decrees  when  rendered. 

Stated:  24  Ga.,  590-603.  Order  to  enforce  decree  in  chancery  transcending  the  de- 
cree, void:  13  Ga.,  24.  When  the  issues  and  the  verdict  did  not  authorize  the  decree 

made  :  49  Ga.,  260.  Section  referred  to  and  construed  as  to  power  of  Chancellor  to  en- 
force decrees :  54  Ga.,  257-8. 

See  Code,  $3085.     In  cases  of  trust :  Code,  §3197. 

§4214.  (4155.)  Decrees  during  vacation.     [When  for  any  reason  already  fa)  \ctsof 

existing,  or  to  exist,  it  becomes  impossible  to  carry  out  any  last  will  221. "1  vt\  ̂ and  testament,  in  whole  or  in  part^the  Judges  of  the  Superior  Courts  m9A££* 
shall  have  power  to  render  at  chambers  during  vacation  any  decree  ̂   <<w*~ 
that  may  be  necessary  and  legal  in  the  premises  :  Provided,  all  parties   /y 

in  interest  consent  thereto  in  writing,  and  there  is  no  issu3  as  to  the-'  '  ( facts;  or  if  there  is  such  an  issue,  there  is  a  like  consent  in  writing 
that  the  Judge  presiding  may  hear  and  determine  such  facts,  subject 
to  a  revision  by  the  Supreme  Court,  as  in  other  cases  :  Provided,  that 
in  all  cases  where  minors  are  interested,  the  consent  of  the  guardian 
at  law,  or  guardian  ad  litem,  shall  be  obtained  before  such  decree  is  ren- 

dered.] (a.) 
§4215.  (4156.)  (4124.)  Execution  of  money  decrees.  A  decree  in  favor  §3099. 

of  any  party  for  a  specific  sum  of  money,  or  for  regular  installments  of 
money,  shall  be  enforced  by  execution  against  property  as  at  law.  The 
plaintiff  in  such  execution  shall  be  the  person  actually  entitled  with- 

out regard  to  his  relative  position  in  the  cause.  The  defendant  in  such 
execution  shall  be  entitled  to  all  the  privileges  and  defenses  allowed  to 
executions  from  a  judgment  at  law. 

How  decree  for  specific  sum  enforced :  3  Ga.,  121.  Section  referred  to  and  construed: 
57  Ga.,  73. 

§4216.  (4157.)  (4125.)  Attachments  for  contempt.    Every  decree  or  order  §3099. 
of  a  Court  of  equity  may  be  enforced  by  attachment  against  the  person 
for  contempt,  and  if  a  decree  be  partly  for  money  and  partly  for  the 
performance  of  a  duty,  the  former  may  be  enforced  by  execution,  and 
the  latter  by  attachment  or  other  process. 
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Stated  :  36  Ga.,  346.  Service  of  attachment :  41  Ga.,  466.  Section  cited  :  57  Ga.,  73. 
And  as  to  attachment  for  violation  of  restraining  order  of  Chancellor:  53  Ga.,  203  ; 
54/257-8.  Notice  of  order,  although  not  official,  by  defendant  to  bill  sufficient  to  at- 

tach him  for  failing  to  obey  it:  61  Ga.,  164. 

May  issue  in  vacation  ;  persons  not  wilfullv  guilty  of  contempt :  1  Woods,  647.  See 
notes  to  #4711. 

§4217.  (4158.)  (4126.)  Transfer,  lien.  A  decree  in  equity  is  transfer- 
able like  other  judgments,  and  when  for  money,  shall  have  alike  lien. 

Lien  as  to  money  :  57  Ga.,  73.     Section  cited  :  64  Ga.,  674. 

§4218.  (4159.)  (4127.)    Enforcing   injunctions.      Injunctions,  ne   exeat, 
§3237.         prohibition,  and  other  extraordinar\^  remedies  may  be  enforced  also  by 

attachment. 

-2,  p. 

52919 

240. 

Injunctions  may  be  enforced  bv  attachments  :  54  Ga.,  257-258  ;  56/98  ;  53/203  ; 
51/214. 

§4219.  (4160.)  (4128.)  Dormant  decrees,  revival.  Decrees  in  equity  for 
the  payment  of  money  shall  become  dormant  like  other  judgments 
when  not  enforced,  and  may  be  revived  upon  petition  and  notice,  with- 

out a  bill  or  writ  of  scire  facias. 
Stated  :  8  Ga.,  32.  Not  decree  for  performance  of  a  duty  merely  :  33  Ga.,  148.  When 

does  not  apply  to  decree  for  property  :     62  Ga.,  725.     Section  cited  :  64  Ga.,  674. 

§4220.  (4161.)  (4129.)  Limitation  on  bills  of  review.     Bills   of  review 
Acts  of  i85i  shall  be  brought  within  three  years  from  the  date  of  the  decree  ren- 

dered, or  from  the  time  of  the  removal  of  the  disability  of  infancy, 
coverture,  imprisonment,  or  insanity,  from  the  person  complaining. 

Where  too  late  after  three  years  :  44  Ga.,  142.  Where  decree  had  been  before  the 
Supreme  Court,  and  bill  of  review  would  not  lie :  4  Ga.,  558.  Where  bill  of  review  sus- 

tained :  56  Ga.,  216.  As  to  parties  to :  6  Ga.,  210.  When  bill  of  review  would  not  lie  : 
7  Ga.,  110:  30/826;  39/678.  Not  to  correct  errors  of  award:  31  Ga.,  3.  Demurrer  to 
bill  of  review:  10  Ga.,  9;  12/14.  Where  entertained  if  brought  in  twenty  years  from 
time  of  first  judgment:  11  Ga.,  9.  Reference  to  decree  in  bill  of  not  sufficient,  it  must 
be  set  forth  in  the  bill  or  attached  as  exhibit :  13  Ga.,  24.  Where  bill  of  review  should 
be  brought :  58  Ga..  405.  Statute  of  limitations  suspended  as  to  bills  of  review  from  1860 
to  1868:   49  Ga.,  332. 

So  also  bills  for  new  trial :  Code,  ?2919  ;  3  Graham  &  Waterman,  1454-1580;  19  Am. 
D.,  609,  n;  24/553,  n.  Bills  of  review:  Mitford  &  Tyler  PI.  and  Pr.,  191;  20  Am.  D., 
160-170,  full  note;  13  Pet,,  6;  8/262;  16  How.,  457  ;  9  Wall.,  805;  14/279;  22/60,  198; 
2  0.,  454;  5/391,  99,  434;  10/104.  Maybe  conjoined  with  a  bill  for  relief  against  a 
fraudulent  decree :  1  Woods,  368;  lies  for  what:  2  Woods,  241.  Error  must  be  appa- 

rent on  face  of  record  :  2  Woods,  241.  Will  tint  lie  unless  complainant  has  performed 
the  decree  sought  to  be  reviewed  :  3  Woods,  587. 

General  Note.— Whe-re  no  decree  against  co-defendant  examined  as  a  witness:  5 
Ga.,  71.  How  far  a  decree  is  evidence  :  8  Ga.,  354.  Estoppel  by  decree  :  32  Ga.,  557; 
21/584.  Where  appeal  from  a  general  decree  took  up  entire  litigation  and  all  the 
parties:  21  Ga,,  359.  Where  equity  cause  reheard  by  petition  before  decree  en- 

rolled: 26  Ga.,  368.  Equitable  lien  by  decree  for  expenditures,  etc. :  29  Ga.,  730.  De- 
cree against  one  dead  and  before  filing  of  the  bill,  vacated  as  to  him  :  30  Ga,,  764.  Not 

bound  by  an  order  to  which  not  parties  without  notice  and  not  represented  as  to:  30 
Ga  ,  696.  Remanding  a  decree  to  be  modified  :  30  Ga.,  879.  Verdict  to  be  evidence 
should  be  accompanied  by  all  the  record  of  the  case  :  40  Ga.,  15.  As  to  money  decree  : 
46  Ga.,  469-471.  Decree  as  to  money  impounded  in  Sheriff's  hands:  47  Ga.,  507.  When 
decree  not  amendable  :  43  Ga.,  316-317.  Consent  decrees  :  61  Ga.,  141 ;  51/131 ;  56/161  ; 
,58/403;  52/248.  Mecree  should  conform  to  verdict :  57  Ga.,  267,466;  61/287;  55/243; 
46/361.    And  to  the  pleadings ;  56  Ga.,  119.    Res  a<ljudiG«ta ;  58  Ga.,  293,  457. 
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Of  other  proceedings  in  chancery. 

CHAPTER.  VI. 

OF   OTHER   PROCEEDING    IN    CHANCERY. 

Section. 
4221.  Proceedings  by  petitions. 
4222.  What  may  be  done  at  chambers. 

Section. 
4223.  Notice,  when  necessary. 
4224.  To  minors. 

§4221.  (4162.)  (4130.)  Proceedings  by  petition.    All  proceedings  ex  parte,  §§2320,  2327, 
or  in  the  execution  of  the  protective  powers  of  chancery  over  trust  es- 2m 
tates,  or  the  estates  of  the  wards  of  chancery,  may  be  presented  to  the 
Court  by  petition  only,  and  such  other  proceedings  be  had  therein  as 
the  necessity  of  each  cause  shall  demand. 

Section  referred  to  and  construed  :  55  Ga.,  347.  As  to  what  may  be  done  by  petition  : 
59  Ga.,  729.  Chancellor  can  at  chambers  (under  this  section)  order  part  of  trust  estate 
to  be  sold  to  pay  a  debt :  65  Ga.,  724. 

§4222.   (4163.)   (4131.)    What  may  be  done  at  chambers.     A   Court   of  Actsofi853 

equity  is  always  open,  and  hence  the  Judge  in  vacation  and  at  cham-  '4>  p-60- bers,  may  receive  and  act  upon  such  petitions,  always  transmitting  the  §§219, 2320. 
entire  proceedings  to  the  clerk  to  be  entered  on  the  minutes  or  other 
records  of  the  Court. 

Court  always  open  :  39  Ga.,  48. 

§4223.  (4164.)  (4132.)  Notice,  when  necessary.  In  all  cases  of  applica- 
tions for  the  removal  of  trustees,  or  the  sale  of  trust  property,  or  the 

investment  of  trust  funds,  or  similar  cases  where  any  person  is  inter- 
ested besides  the  applicant,  notice  to  such  persons  must  be  shown,  or 

its  absence  accounted  for  before  the  Court  shall  proceed  in  the  cause. 
Trustee  should  be  a  party  to  proceeding  to  remove  him  and  appoint  another  :  56  Ga. , 

599.     Notice  necessary  :  48  Ga. ,  454. 

§4224.  (4165.)  (4133. )   To  minors.  If  minors  are  interested,  and  they  §1821. 
have  no  guardians,  guardians  ad  litem  must  be  appointed  and  notified 
before  the  cause  proceeds. 

Stated:  48  Ga.,  454. 

General  Note. — As  to  appointment  of  receiver  without  notice  and  before  answer  : 
11  Ga.,  595;  20/271.  Requiring  security:  23  Ga.,  31,  Where  order  granted  at  cham- 

bers not  binding  on  a  party  without  notice  :  29  Ga.,  29.  As  to  hearing  demurrer  in  va- 
cation by  order  in  term  time :  37  Ga.,  251.  Notice  to  receiver  of  removal :  37  Ga.,  348. 

Error  to  dismiss  bill  in  vacation  except  on  demurrer  by  defendant:  42  Ga.,  429. 
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Article  1. — The  submission. 

TITLE  XXVI. 

ARBITRATION  AND  AWARD. 

Chapter  1. — Special  Provisions. 
Chapter  2. — General  Provisions. 

CHAPTER   I. 

SPECIAL    PROVISIONS. 

Article  1. — Of  the  Submission. 
Article  2. — Of  the  Organization  and  Hearing. 
Article  3. — Of  Continuances  and  Adjournments. 
Article  4. — Of  the  Evidence  and  Witnesses. 
Article  5. — Of  the  Powers  of  the  Arbitrators. 
Article  6. — Of  the  Rendition  and  Effects  of  the  Award. 
Article  7. — How  Attached. 

Article  8. — Of  Costs  and  Compensation  of  the  Arbitrators. 

ARTICLE   I. 

OF    THE    SUBMISSION. 

Section. 
4225.  Controversies  submitted. 

Section. 
4226.  Submission  must  be  signed. 

§4225.  (4166.)  (4134.)  Controversy  submitted  to  arbitration..     All  per- 
Acts  of  1855  sons  having  matters  of  controversy,  whether  in  suit  or  otherwise,  may 
-6,  p.  -222      submit  the  same  to  arbitration,  and  any  personal  representative  of  any 
Actso       ,  decedent,  or  guardian  of  any  infant,  idiot,  lunatic,  or  any  trustee,  may 

submit  to  arbitration  any  matter  of  controversy  touching  the  estate  or 
property  of  such  decedent,  idiot,  lunatic,  infant,  or  of  such  trust  estate, 
in  the  following  manner. 

Act  of  1856  applies  only  to  cases  originating  out  of  Court :  25  Ga.,  65.  But  parties 
may  by  agreement  make  that  Act  law,  and  refer  to  arbitration,  pending  suit :  29  Ga., 
362.  Submission  by  minors  should  be  by  order  of  Court  of  a  pending  suit  to  which  they 
are  parties,  and  statutory  award,  submission  should  be  in  writing :  41  Ga.,  23,  555.  When 
award  to  be  made  judgment  of  Court  under  this  and  following  sections  :  47  Ga.,  476. 
Section  cited :  61  Ga.,  163-4;  63/371;  64/592. 

Who  may  submit:  30  Am.  P.,  626-633,  full  note  ;  Wells'  Jur.,  §431  et  seq.  Agent:  9 
Wall.,  76;  Abb.  Tr.  Ev.,  465;  Wells'  Jur.,  §436.  Validity  of  submission,  presumption 
is  in  favor  of:  Morse  Arb.,  49.  By  administrators,  etc. :  Code,  §2537.  Matters  of  con- 

troversy, what  are:  5  Wall.,  790;  Wells'  Jur.,  p.  443-5. 

§4226.  (4167.)  (4135.)  Submission  to  be  in  writing.     All  such  submis- 
Acts  of  1855  sions  to  arbitration  shall  be  in  writing,  and  shall  contain  a  clear  and 

-6,r.222.     accurate  statement  of  the  matters  in  controversy  submitted,  and  any 
g2885.  other  matter  that  may  be  pertinent  to  said  submission,  and  also  the 

names  of  the  arbitrators  chosen  by  the  parties.     Said  submission  shall 
be  signed  by  the  parties  or  their  agents,  and,  when  so  signed,  shall  be 
delivered  to  one  of  the  arbitrators  chosen  by  the  parties;  and  when 
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Article  2.— The  organization  and  hearing. 

this  is  done,  said  submission  shall  be  irrevocable,  except  by  consent  of 
all  parties. 

Power  and  authority  of  arbitrators  under  Act  of  1856 :  26  Ga.,  451.  As  a  rule  to  go 
by:  28  Ga.,  398.  Should  be  in  writing  and  when  not  a  good  statutory  award  to  be 
placed  on  the  minutes  :  41  Ga.,  23.  Exceptions  to  award  as  illegal  and  contrary  to  evi- 

dence, and  if  any  evidence,  demurrable  :  47  Ga.,  10  ;  41/547.  Where  no  estoppel  by  a  sub- 
mission :  43Ga.,*200.     Section  referred  to  and  construed:  61  Ga.,  162-4. 

Submission  is  within  rule  excluding  parol  evidence  to  vary,  but  also  within  rule 
allowing  proof  of  subsequent  parol  agreement :  Abb.  Tr.  Ev.,  466.  Wbere  it  is  ambig- 

uous: Morse  Arb.,  59-64. 

ARTICLE  II. 

OF    THE    ORGANIZATION    AND    HEARING. 

Section. 
4227.  Must  be  three  arbitrators. 
4228.  How  chosen. 
4229.  Shall  appoint  time  and  place. 

Section. 
4230.  List  of  witnesses  to  be  furnished. 
4281.  If  any  fail  to  attend. 
4232.  Arbitrators  must  be  sworn. 

§4227.  (4168.)  (4136.)   To  consist  of  three.     Every  arbitration  under  Acts  of  1855 

this  provision  of  this  Code  shall  be  composed  of  three  arbitrators,  one~6,p-  222- 
of  whom  shall  be  chosen  by  each  of  the  parties,  and  one  by  the  arbi-  §4248. 
trators  chosen  by  the  parties. 

Where  to  seven  arbitrators,  although  bjT  order  of  Court,  or  to  two  or  three  with 
power  to  call  in  others,  yet  not  statutory  award  and  revocable  before  award  made  :  57 
Ga.,  176;  51/558;  27/368. 

§4228.  (4169.)  (4137.)  How  chosen.  When  the  submission  is  delivered 
to  the  arbitrators  chosen  by  the  parties,  or  either,  such  arbitrators  shall 
then  choose  another  arbitrator,  whose  name  shall  be  inserted  in  the  sub- 
mission. 

§4229.  (4170.)  (4138.)   Time  and  place  of  meeting.     The  arbitrators  so  Acts  of  1855 

chosen  shall  then  appoint  their  time  and  place  of  meeting,  which  shall  -6»p-  222- 
be  as  soon  as  practicable,  consistent  with  a  proper  preparation  of  the 

case,  and  the  parties  shall  have  ten  days'  notice  of  such  time  and  place 
of  meeting. 

What  will  amount  to  a  waiver  of  the  ten  days'  notice  :  52  Ga.,  659-663.  Notice  of  the 
sitting  of  the  umpire  :  28  Ga.,  140  ;  8/8. 

§4230.  (4171.)  (4139)  List  of  witnesses  to  be  furnished.  At  the  time  Acts  of  1855 
the  submission  is  made,  or  so  soon  thereafter  as  may  be  done,  the  par- -6,  p.  222. 
ties  shall  furnish  the  arbitrators  so  chosen,  or  one  of  them,  with  a  list 
of  the  witnesses  whose  testimony  they  desire  to  be  before  said  arbitra- 

tors ;  and  any  party  neglecting  to  do  this  for  ten  days  after  said  sub- 
mission is  made,  shall  not  be  entitled  to  delay  or  continuance  for  the 

absence  of  his  testimony  or  witnesses. 
§4231.  (4172.)  (4140.)  One  of  the  arbitrators  failing  to  attend.  If  any  Acts  of  1855 

one  of  the  arbitrators  selected  by  the  parties  should  fail  to  attend  at  -6,  p.  223. 
the  time  and  place  of  meeting,  or  be  disqualified,  the  party  whose  arbi- 

trator is  absent  or  disqualified  shall  then  choose  another  in  his  place ; 
and  if  the  arbitrator  chosen  by  the  arbitrators  is  absent  or  disqualified, 
the  arbitrators  chosen  by  the  parties  shall  choose  another  in  his  place, 
and  the  arbitrator  so  chosen  shall  have  all  the  powers  of  the  arbitrators 
first  chosen. 

§4232.  (4173.)  (4141.)  Arbitrators  must  be  sworn.     Before  the  arbitra- Acts  of  1855 
tors  enter  upon  a  hearing  of  said  cause,  to  make  up  their  award,  they  -6-  p-  s23- 
shall  be  sworn  impartially  to  determine  the  matters  submitted  to  them 
according  to  law  and  the  justice  and  equity  of  the  case,  without  favor 
or  affection  to  either  party;  which  oath  they  may  administer  to  each 
other. 

Where  submission  verbally  to  two  arbitrators  who  were  not  sworn  :  57  Ga.,  336. 
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Failure  to  take  oath  is  an  irregularity  which  may  be  waived ;  if  not,  Court  may  set 
aside  award:  15  Am.  R.,  522;  57  N.  Y!,  479,  483;  Abb.  Tr.  Ev.,  466;  Wells,  JurM  p. 
446,  note. 

ARTICLE  III. 

OF    CONTINUANCE    AND   ADJOURNMENT. 

Section. 
4233.  Parties  not  ready,  postponement. 

Section. 
4234.  Adjournments. 

§4233.  (4174.)  (4142.)  Parties  not  ready,  case  postponed.  When,  upon 
Acts  of  1855  the  meeting  of  the  arbitrators,  if  either  party  shall  not  be  ready  for 

-6,  p  223.  trial,  the  arbitrators  may  postpone  the  hearing  of  the  case  to  a  future 
day,  which  day  shall  be  as  early  as  may  ba  consistent  with  the  'ends  of 
justice,  considering  all  the  circumstances  of  the  case.  But  there  shall 
not  be  more  than  two  adjournments  of  the  case  except  for  providential 
cause. 

§4234.  (4175.)  (4143.)  May  adjourn  from  day  to  day.     After  the  arbi- 
Acts  of  1855  trators  shall  have  commenced  their  investigations,  they  may  adjourn 

-6,  p.  223.     froni  dav  to  day,  or  for  a  longer  time,  if  the  ends  of  justice  require  it, 
until  their  investigations  are  completed,  and  they  have  made  up  their 
award. 

Stated  :  27  Ga.,  528. 

ARTICLE  IV. 

OF    THE    EVIDENCE    AND   WITNESSES. 

Section. 
4235.  Testimony  taken  by  commission. 
4236.  Competency  of  witness. 

Section. 
42>7.  Examination  of  witnesses,  etc. 

§4235.  (4176.)  (4144.)  Testimony  may  be  taken  by  commission.  Testi- 
Acts  of  1855  mony  may  be  taken  by  commission,  under  the  same  circumstances,  in 

-6,  p.  222.  the  same  manner,  and  subject  to  the  same  rules  and  regulations,  as  are 
now  or  may  be  prescribed  by  law  for  the  taking  of  testimony  by  com- 

mission in  the  Superior  Courts,  saving  only  that  the  original  interrog- 
atories shall  be  filed  with  one  of  the  arbitrators,  and  the  commission 

issue  by  one  of  the  arbitrators,  and  the  testimony  when  taken,  shall  be 
directed  to  the  arbitrator  who  issued  the  commission. 

§4236.  (4177.)  (4145.)  Competency  of  witnesses.     All  persons  who  have 
Acts  of  1855  arrived  at  sufficient  age  to  understand  the  obligations  of  an  oath,  and 

-6,  p.  223.     are  not  idiots  or  lunatics,  including  also  the  parties  to  said  submission, 
§3854.         shall  be  competent  as  witnesses  in  all  cases  before  said  arbitrators,  sav- 

ing only  that  the  wife  shall  not  be  a  witness  for  or  against  the  husband, 
nor  the  husband  for  or  against  the  wife,  except  in  cases  where  the 
same  is  allowed  by  law. 

May  examine  the  party  to  the  arbitration  as  a  witness  for  himself  :  26  Ga.,  451. 

•  §4237.  (4178.)  (4146.)  Examination  of  witnesses,  admission  of  evidence. 
The  examination  of  witnesses  and  the  admission  of  testimony  shall 

be  governed  by  the  rules  of  the  Superior  Courts,  except  as  herein  pro- 
vided. 
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Article  5.— The  powers,  etc.    Article  6.— The  rendition,  etc. 

ARTICLE  V. 

OF   THE   POWERS   OF    ARBITRATION. 

Section. 
4238.  Powers  of  arbitrators. 
4239.  May  compel  production  of  books,  etc. 

Section. 
4240.  Administer  oath  to  witnesses,  etc. 
4241.  If  all  do  not  attend  two  may  act. 

§4238.  (4179.)  (4147.)  Powers  of  arbitrators.  The  arbitrators  shall  be  Acts  of  1855 

clothed  with  all  the  powers  of  the  Superior  Courts  to  compel  the  attend-  ~6,  p- 222- 
ance  of  witnesses  before  them,  and  also  to  compel  them  to  testify,  and 
any  one  of  said  arbitrators  shall  have  power  to  issue  subpoenas  requiring 
the  attendance  of  witnesses  at  the  time  and  place  of  their  meeting, 
whiv*h  subpoenas  shall  be  served  in  the  manner  pointed  out  by  law  for 
the  service  of  subpoenas  in  cases  pending  in  the  Superior  Courts,  and 
witnesses  so  attending  shall  be  entitled  to  the  same  compensation  as 
witnesses  attending  Superior  Courts,  and  it  may  be  collected  in  the 
same  manner. 

§4239.  (4180.)  (4148.)  May  compel  the  production  of  boohs,  etc.  Said  ar- Acts  of  isss 
bitrators  shall  be  clothed  with  all  the  powers  of  the  Superior  Courts  to-6,  p-  223- 
compel  parties  to  produce  books  and  all  other  papers  which  they  may 
deem  necessary  and  proper  for  the  investigation  of  the  matters  submit- 

ted to  them,  giving  to  the  party,  his  agent,  or  attorney,  from  whom  the 
production  is  required,  such  notice  as  is  required  in  the  Superior  Courts 
for  the  production  of  papers. 

§4240.  (4181.)  (4149.)  May  administer  oaths.  Said  arbitrators  shall 
have  power  to  administer  oaths  to  witnesses,  and  all  other  oaths  that 
may  be  necessary  for  carrying  the  provisions  of  this  Chapter  into  full 
effect. 

§4241.  (4182.)  (4150.)   Two  can  make  an  award.     If  the  arbitrators  so  Actsofi859, 
chosen  shall  fail  to  agree  upon  an  award,  then  any  two  of  them  mayp-47- 
make  an  award,  which  shall  have  the  same  force  and  effect  as  if  made 
by  all  three  of  them. 

No  valid  award  by  two,  when  submission  to  three  arbitrators  :  26  Ga.,  249;  but  see: 
50  Ga.,  641-3.  Submission  under  Act  of  1856  should  be  unanimous,  although  award 
after  amendatory  Act  of  1859:  31  Ga.,  589.  Too  late  to  object  to  absence  of  one  arbi- 
tratorat  first  meeting,  when  unanimous  award  about  to  be  made  judgment  of  the  Coui  t: 
44  Ga.,  585. 

Abb.  Tr. Oral  evidence  competent  to  show  that  one  not  signing  heard  the 
Ev.,  467. 

case 

ARTICLE  VI. 

OF    THE    RENDITION    AND    EFFECT    OF    THE    AWARD. 

Section. 
4242.  Rendition  and  effect  of  award. 

Section. 
4242.  (a.)  Award,  where  returned. 

§4242.  (4183.)  (4151.)  Copy  to  be  given  to  the  parties,  origincd  returned  to  Acts  of  1855 
Superior  Court.     After  the  arbitrators  shall  have  made  up  their  award,  -6.  p-  223- 
they  shall  furnish  each  of  the  parties  with  a  copy  thereof,  and  return  gg289i,  4249. 
the  original  award,  as  provided  in  the  next  section,  and  said  award  Actsofl876 
shall  be  entered  on  the  minutes  of  said  Court,  and  shall  have  all  the  p-  38. 
force  and  effect  of  a  judgment  or  decree  of  said  Court,  and  may  be  en- 

forced in  the  same  manner  at  any  time  after  the  adjournment  of  said 
Court,  and  shall  be  final  and  conclusive  between  the  parties  as  to  all 
matters  submitted  to  the  arbitrators,  unless  objection  should  be  pleaded 
to  the  same,  as  provided  in  section  4263  of  this  Code. 

Minutes  of  arbitrators  in  cause  referred  to  them  not  made  part  of  record,  and  as  to 
effect  of  bill  of  exceptions  to  judgment  ordering  award  entered  on  the  minutes  :  25  Ga., 
257-8.  Award  not  under  Act  or  1799  or  1856  should  not  be  made  the  jndgment  of  the 
Superior  Court :  29  Ga.,  423 ;  41/23 ;  47/476 ;  57/176.    Need  not  furnish  copies  of  award 
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where  arbitration  not  under  Act  of  1856  :  31  Ga.,  3.  Awards  are  favored  by  Courts:  41 
Ga.,  10;  34/560.  Made  judgment  of  the  Court  at  adjourned  te^m,  and  notice  between 
the  regular  and  adjourned  term  sufficient:  37  Ga..  35;  40/275.  Waiver  of  copy:  41 
Ga.,  10.  Also  of  presence  of  one  arbitrator  :  44  Ga.,  585.  Waiver  of  the  ten  days'  no- 

tice :  52  Ga.,  659.  When  award  may  be  set  aside  after  made  judgment  of  the  Court:  39 
Ga.,  312:  55/167.  When  may  by  order  in  term  time  provide  for  making  award  judg- 

ment of  the  Court  in  vacation  :  60  Ga.,  532.  To  make  award  of  suit  not  pending  a  valid 
judgment  of  Court  it  should  be  entered  at  next  term  of  the  Superior  Court  of  county 
where  it  was  made  :  61  Ga.,  72. 

§4242.  (a.)  Award,  where  returned.  Whenever  a  case  of  any  kind, 
Acts  of  1876,  pending  in  any  Court  in  this  State,  shall  be  referred  to  arbitration,  the 
p-  38-  award  made  upon  the  same  shall  be  entered  on  the  minutes  of  the  Su- 

perior Court  where  said  suit  is  pending;  and  in  all  cases  where  a  mat- 
ter of  dispute,  not  involved  in  litigation,  is  referred  to  arbitration  under 

section  4225  of  the  Code,  the  award  upon  the  same  shall  be  entered  on 
the  minutes  of  the  Superior  Court  of  the  counties  where  the  parties  re- 

side against  whom  the  award  is  rendered,  if  residents  of  the  State,  and 
if  not  such  resident,  in  the  counties  where  the  award  was  made. 

ARTICLE  VII. 

HOW   ATTACKED. 

Section.  I        Section. 
4243.  Award,  how  attacked,  etc.  \  4244.  Verdict  of  jury  and  proceedings. 

§4243.  (4184.)  (4152.)  Frauds  may  be  suggested  at  the  return  term.  When 
Acts  of  1855  said  award  shall  have  been  returned  to  said  Court  and  entered  upon 
-6,  p.  224.  its  minutes,  as. provided  in  the  previous  section  of  this  Code,  either  of 
g§2892, 2893,  the  parties  may  suggest,  on  oath,  at  the  term  to  which  said  award  is 
3178.  returned,  that  the  award  was  the  result  of  accident,  or  mistake,  or  the 

fraud  of  some  one  or  all  of  the  arbitrators  or  parties,  or  is  otherwise 
illegal.  Whereupon  the  Court  shall  cause  an  issue  to  be  made  up,  which 
issue  shall  be  tried  by  a  special  jury  under  the  same  rules  and  regula- 

tions as  are  prescribed  for  the  trial  of  appeals;  which  trial  shall  be  had 
at  the  same  term  of  the  Court  at  which  the  suggestion  is  made,  unless 
good  cause  be  shown  for  a  continuance,  when  the  same  may  be  con- 

tinued for  one  term  only,  except  for  providential  causes. 
May  set  aside  for  mistake  not  apparent  on  face  of  it:  25  Ga.,  264.  When  attacked 

under  Act  of  1856  for  fraud  of  arbitrators,  but  at  common  law  for  corruption  and  par- 
tiality of  arbitrators  or  mistake  led  into  by  undue  means  :  27  Ga.,  314.  When  arbitra- 

tor cannot  attack  his  award:  28  Ga.,  399.  Judgment  setting  aside  award  conclusive, 
unless  set  aside  in  proper  time  and  mode  :  34  Ga.,  393.  Where  award  valid  only  as  to 
the  part  submitted:  33  Ga.,  476.  May  be  set  aside  for  uncertainty  of  the  pleadings, 
defendant  in  judgment  not  being  a  party:  35  Ga.,  173.  What  affidavit  must  state  to 
prevent  award  being  made  judgment  of  the  Court :  38  Ga.,  135;  41/370-373.  Where 
one  not  a  party  alleging  fraud  must  prove  it:  39  Ga.,  312-320.  Motion  at  first  term 
under  oath  to  set  aside  award,  not  stating  sufficient  grounds,  demurrable,  and  may  be 
amended  ;  waivers:  39  Ga.,  678.  Bill  of  review  setting  up  mistake  in  arbitration  :  39 
Ga.,  518.  Objections  to  award  should  be  made  under  oath:  59  Ga.,  459.  Illegality  of 
an  award  is  for  the  Court  to  decide,  and  burden  on  one  alleging  mistake:  64  Ga.,  582; 
40/671.  It  would  take  a  strong  case  to  set  aside  award  as  illegal  because  contrary  to 
evideflce  :  42  Ga.,  495  ;  64/582.  Where  a  bill  held  demurrable  in  stating  "legal  acci- 

dent" as  ground  to  set  aside  award:  43  Ga.,  193.  Testimony  that  was  before  the  arbi- 
trators must  be  before  the  reviewing  Court:  44  Ga.,  585  ;  50/641 ;  47/10;  59/459.  When 

need  not  file  copy  of  evidence  :  54  Ga.,  500.  Ignorance  of  law  no  ground  for  equity  to 
interfere :  47  Ga.,  500.  And  as  to  when  equity  will  interfere  :  41  Ga.,  23.  Where  right 
of  appeal  to  Courts  to  vacate  illegal  award  could  not  be  impaired  :  49  Ga.,  266.  Where 
award  should  speak  for  itself  without  any  parol  evidence  of  arbitrators  or  otherwise  : 
52  Ga.,  548,  554;  but  see  64 Ga.,  582.  Award  on  disputed  point  of  law,  although  wrong, 
yet  binding :  54  Ga.,  252.  When  exceptions  under  this  section  demurrable:  64  Ga., 
582-592;  63/752-754. 

Fraud  in  awards:  Bigelow  Fraud,  170  ;  Kerr  on  Fraud  and  Mistake,  288.  Attacking 
award  :  11  Am.  D.,  754-5,  n  ;  Abb.  Tr.  Ev.,  470;  notes  to  §2892  ;  5  Am.  R.,  549.  Objec- 

tions which  do  not  show  award  to  be  positively  illegal  or  void  may  be  cured  by  evidence 
of  ratification  :  Morse  Arb.,  530.     All  presumptions  are  in  favor  of  award :  Morse  Arb. 
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179;  Abb.  Tr.  E\\,  467;  presumed  to  cover  all  matters  submitted  :  Abb.  Tr.  Ev.,  468; 
Morse  Arb.,  342-350,  363.  Making  award  before  defendant  closed  his  evidence,  voids 
it:  Abb.  Tr.  Ev.,  470;  but  heated  discussion  of  matter,  ending  in  refusal  of  majority 
to  discuss  the  question  further,  does  not:  lb. 

§4244.  (4185.)  (4153.)  Verdict  of  jury.  If  upon  the  trial  of  such  issue  Acts  of  1S55 

the  jury  shall  return  a  verdict  finding  against  said  award  on  the  speci-  _6>  p-  224- 
fications  made  in  the  issue  submitted,  the  Court  shall  forthwith  pass 
an  order  vacating  and  setting  aside  said  award;  but  if  the  jury  shall 
not  so  find,  said  award  shall  remain  in  full  force  as  provided  in  the 
previous  section  of  this  Code,  and  shall  be  final  and  conclusive  unless 
the  judgment  of  the  Superior  Court  on  the  trial  of  such  issue  be  re- 

versed by  the  Supreme  Court. 
Will  not  set  aside  award  for  newly  discovered  evidence  when  no  diligence  to  obtain 

it:  29  Ga.,  362.  Section  referred  to  and  construed:  39  Ga.,  13.  Exceptions  to  award 
should  contain  all  the  evidence  :  44  Ga.,  585;  48/421. 

ARTICLE  VIII. 

OF    COSTS  AND    COMPENSATION   OF    ARBITRATORS. 

Section. 
4245.  Clerk's  fees  for  his  services. 
4246.  The  costs  may  be  taxed,  etc. 

Section. 
4247.  Compensation  of  arbitrators,  etc. 

§4245.  (4186.)  (4154.)  Clerk's  fees.  For  each  award  entered  upon  the 
minutes  of  the  Superior  Court,  the  clerk  shall  be  entitled  to  the  same 
pay  now  allowed  by  law  for  the  entering  of  judgment  in  other  cases, 
to  be  paid  by  the  parties  as  directed  in  said  award. 

§4246.  (4187.)  (4155.)  Costs,  how  taxed.     The  arbitrators  shall  return  Acts  of  l855 
in  their  award  the  costs  of  the  case,  which  they  may  tax  against  either  -6»p-  224- 
party,  or  a  part  against  one  and  a  part  against  the  other,  according  as 
they  may  think  just  and  right. 

§4247.  (4188.)  (4156.)  Compensation  of  arbitrators,  how  fixed  and  collected.  Acts  of  1855 

The  arbitrators  shall  have  such  compensation  for  their  services  as  may  ~6,  p#  224, 
be  agreed  upon  by  themselves  and  the  parties,  which  shall  be  paid 
equally  by  the  parties,  or  included  in  the  judgment  or  decree  of  the 
Court,  to  which  said  award  is  returned  as  part  of  the  costs  in  said  case; 
and  if  the  parties  fail  to  agree  on  the  amount  so  to  be  paid,  the  Court 
to  which  said  award  is  returned  shall  direct  an  issue  (as  to  the  amount 
of  the  fee)  to  be  formed  between  the  parties  and  the  arbitrators,  which 
shall  be  tried  by  a  special  jury,  whose  verdict  shall  be  final  and  con- 

clusive, unless  reversed,  and  the  subsequent  proceedings  thereon  shall 
be  the  same  as  in  cases  of  appeal. 

General  Note. — Compensation  where  arbitration  was  not  under  Act  of  1856 :  31 
Ga.,  3.  Where  the  lien  of  arbitrators  superior  to  mortgage,  and  liability  of  parties  for 
aliquot  parts  of  costs:  47  Ga.,  270. 

CHAPTER  II. 

GENERAL   PRINCIPLES. 

Section. 
4248.  Any  number  of  arbitrators. 

Section. 
4249.  Submissions  when  suit  is  pending. 

§4248.  (4189.)  (4157.)  Any  number  of  arbitrators.  Nothing  in  the  pre- 
ceding Chapter  contained  shall  prevent  any  of  the  parties  named  in 

the  first  section  thereof  from  submitting  any  and  all  matters  of  contro- 
versy to  the  arbitrament  and  award  of  any  number  of  arbitrators,  as 

provided  by  this  Code,  whether  the  same  be  in  suit  or  otherwise :  and 
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when  so  submitted,  the  proceedings  shall  be  governed  by  the  provisions 
of  this  Code  and  the  common  law. 

Submission  to  two  with  power  to  select  another  as  umpire,  was  not  statutory  award, 
and  was  revocable  before  award  made:  57  G-a.,  176;  27/368.  Where  submitted  to  one 
man,  chief  engineer  of  a  railroad  :  49  Ga.,  266.  A  submission  to  seven  arbitrators  not  a 
statutory  award,  and  revocable  before  award  made  :  51  Ga.,  558. 

See  §§2883-2893  and  notes.  Statutory  submissions  more  strictly  construed  than  those 
at  common  law  :  Wells'  Jur.,  p.  445  ;  Morse  Arb.,  57-66. 

§4249.  (4190.)  (4158.)  Submission  when  suit  is  pending.     In  all  matters 
Act  of  1799,  submitted  to  reference  by  parties  in  a  suit,  under  a  rule  of  Court,  or 
c.  P.  487.     other  agreement  in  writing,  signed  by  the  parties  (except  as  hereinbe- 
§§289i,  4242,  fore  provided),  judgment  shall  be  entered  up  by  the  party  in   whose 

favor   the   award   is   given,   and    execution  shall  issue  for  the  sums 
awarded  to  be  paid  as  they  respectively  become  due,  and  to  be  levied 
on  the  property  of  the  party  against  whom  the  judgment  shall  have 

-  "been  entered  up,  and  such  other  proceedings  shall  be  had  thereon  by 
the  Court  as  in  cases  of  judgments  entered  upon  verdicts  of  juries. 

.-  A  pending  suit  referred  to  arbitrators  is  under  Act  of  1799,  and  not  of  1856  :  25  Ga., 
65,  259-260.  When  judgment  under  award  under  Act  of  1799,  evidence  against  persons 
not  parties  to  it:  28  Ga.,  289.  Where  could  according  to  terms  of  agreement  object  to 
award  for  fraud,  accident  or  mistake  :  28  Ga.,  399.  Controversy  not  in  suit  referred  to 
arbitration  of  two,  and  there  was  no  authority  to  make  award  judgment  of  Court :  29 
Ga.,  422.  Submission  of  question  of  counsel  fees  to  the  Judge:  29  Ga.,  418-421.  Sub- 

mission of  case  pending  in  Court  by  agreement  in  writing  or  order  of  Court  to  any 
number  of  arbitrators  :  40  Ga.,  710.   When  notnecessary  for  order  of  Court :  64  Ga.,  592. 

General  Note  — Testimony  of  subscribing  witness  to  an  award,  best  evidence  of  it : 
7  Ga.,  278.  Signature  of  the  award  by  the  arbitrators  need  not  be  at  same  time  in  each 
others  presence :  26  Ga.,  459.  Not  invalid  because  not  signed  by  arbitrators  on  day 
made:  27  Ga.,  528;  26/459.  When  arbitrator  could  not  impeach  his  award:  28  Ga., 
399.  Court  could  not  make  award  its  judgment  where  it  was  made  under  Act  of  1799 
or  1856  :  29  Ga.,  422.  Lex  loci  of  an  award  governing  as  to  its  validity  here  :  37  Ga.,  456. 
Award  generally  conclusive,  but  may  introduce  evidence  to  show  what  was  submitted: 
43  Ga.,  308.  Amendment  to  exceptions  to  award  rightfully  allowed  to  be  filed  :  48  Ga., 
26.  Exceptions  to  award  should  contain  all  the  evidence:  48  Ga.,  421,  542.  When 
prima  facie  a  common  law  award,  and  not  entitled  to  be  made  judgment  of  the  Court : 
47  Ga.,  476. 

General  Note  on  Arbitration  and  Award. — Subject  treated  in  works  of  Billing 

(L.  L.);  Watson  (L.  L.);  Russell  (L.'L.);  Caldwell  (Eng.),  and  Morse  (Am.);  Wells' 
Jur.,  $$430-443;  2  Gr.  Ev.,  $69  et  seq. ;  2  Story's  Eq.,  $1450;  Williams'  Personal  Prop- 

erty, 183-198.  See  notes  on  p.  723  of  Code.  Appraisement  provided  for  in  lease  is  not : 
35  Am.  P.,  179,  n.  Submission  by  administrators:  Notes  to  Code,  §2537.  Must  be  cer- 

tain and  final :  Notes  to  $2888 ;  Abb.  Tr.  Ev.,  468.  Brother  of  party  and  business  agent 
incompetent  to  act  as  arbitrator:  18  Am.  R.,  44;  see  also  on  disqualification,  note  on 
p.  723  of  Code;  Morse  Arb.,  99;  Wells'  Jur.,  p.  446,  note.  Arbitrators  may  be  required 
to  testify  to  facts  upon  which  their  legal  powers  depend,  but  are  privileged  as  to  the 
grounds  of  their  decision:  Abb.  ir.  Ev.,  468;  see  note  to  Code,  $3797.  Umpirage: 
$2890  of  Code  ;  15  Am.  R.,  522. 
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TITLE  XXVIL 

PRACTICE  IN  CONNECTION  WITH  SUPREME  COURT. 

Chapter  1. — Of  Bills  of  Exceptions  and  Writs  of  Error. 

Chapter  2. — Of  Proceedings  in  Supreme  Court. 

CHAPTER  I. 

OF    BILLS   OF    EXCEPTIONS   AND   WRITS   OF    ERROR. 

Section 

%&*€J-    4C**^£+~£     ̂ 7* 
Section. 

4250.  When  a  writ  of  error  lies. 
4251.  Bill  of  exceptions. 
4252.  Tendering  and  certifying. 
4253.  Brief  of  evidence,  part  of  record. 
4254.  Exceptions  -pendente  lite. 
4255.  Judge  removing,  dead,  or  absent 
4256.  Death  of  either  party. 
4^57.  Judge  refusing  to  certify. 
4258.  Failing  to  certify. 

4259.  Notice,  how  served.  /p-ts     P  /  JT 
4260.  Ex  parte  proceedings.  /./'■    /f  /t 
4261.  Criminal  cases,  proceedings  in.  *  f~y  /?- 
4262.  Bill  of  exceptions,  how  filed.      -4c^***  "*^ 
4263»  Operates  as  supersedeas,  when.  j*   J 
4264.  Clerks  and  Sheriffs  failing  in  duty.    '  '       * 
4265.  Filing  papers  in  the  Supreme  Court. 
4^66.  Cases  from  City  Courts. 
4267.  Change  of  laws  apply. 

§4250.  (4191.)  (4159.)  When  a  writ  of  error  lies.  No  cause  shall  be 
carried  to  the  Supreme  Court  upon  any  bill  of  exceptions,  so  long  as 
the  same  is  pending  in  the  Court  below,  unless  the  decision  or  judg- 

ment complained  of,  if  it  had  been  rendered  as  claimed  by  thje^pilainr 
tiff  in  error,  would  have  been  a  final  disposition  of  the  caused  But,  at 
any  stage  of  the  cause,  either  party  may  file  his  exceptions  to  any  de- 

cision, sentence,  or  decree  of  the  Superior  Court;  and  if  the  same  is 
certified  and  allowed,  it  shall  be  entered  of  record  in  the  cause ; 
and  should  the  case,  at  its  final  termination,  be  carried,  by  writ  of 
error,  to  the  Supreme  Court  by  either  party,  error  may  be  assigned  upon 
such  bills  of  exception,  and  a  reversal  and  new  trial  may  be  allowed 
thereon,  when  it.  is  manifest  that  such  erroneous  decision  of  the  Court 
has  or  may  have  affected  the  final  result  of  the  case. 

Not  where  appeal  pending :  36  Ga.,  267;  35/104;  13/506;  18/281;  11/377;  2/337. 
Object  and  effect  of  writ  of  error  to  final  judgment:  9  Ga.,  286;  5/40.  Exceptions 
during  trial,  but  no  writ  of  error  to  operate  as  supersedeas  until  main  question  decided : 
65  Ga.,  42;  60/342,552;  54/681;  55/546;  62/285-6,384-388;  64/684,694;  11/305 ;  56/230. 
Did  not  lie  to  mere  order  sanctioning  a  certiorari:  14  Ga.,  163.  As  to  Supreme  Court's 
supervisory  power  over  discretion  of  Court  below:  3  Ga.,  117.  Improper  refusal  or 
granting  of  continuance  as  ground  for  writ  of  error:  3  Ga.,  185;  60/291 ;  5/48.  Where 
order  of  Court  as  to  production  of  books  not  being  a  final  one,  not  brought  to  Supreme 

Court,  by  wTrit  of  error :  37  Ga.,  565.  Where  of  no  effect  as  to  an  injunction,  not  being 
final  disposition  of  the  case:  40  Ga.,  309,  167  ;  1/6;  55/352 ;  41/411, 421,  544.  Same  as  to 
order  setting  equity  cause  for  trial:  38  Ga.,  108.  Allowed  as  to  order  sustaining  exceptions 
to  answer  :  26  Ga.,  154.  When  not  to  order  of  Judge  for  income  to  be  a  son  :  65  Ga.,  41. 
But  not  as  to  order  of  Judge  as  to  seizure  and  sale  of  property  claimed  to  be  subject  to 
lien  under  steamboat  law  :  39  Ga.,  27.  Section  referred  to :  50  Ga.,  297.  Order  for  at- 

torney fees  and  alimony  not  reviewed  by  Supreme  Court  pending  suit  for  divorce :  41 
Ga.,  46.  Equity  case  prematurely  carried  to  Supreme  Court:  59  Ga.,  490.  Where  Su- 

preme Court  could  not  review  a  decision  overruling  a  demurrer:  45  Ga.,  134;  59/520. 
When  too  late  to  except  to  appraisement  of  an  auditor:  50  Ga.,  339.  When  too  late  to 
object  to  amendment  to  declaration  after  made  by  exceptions  to  the  Supreme  Court : 
47  Ga.,  596.  Where  announcement  that  Judge  would  hear  a  motion,  without  granting 

any,  not  reviewable  by  writ  of  error:  47  Ga.,  676.  Where  did  not  lie  to  a  Judge's  in- 
terlocutory order  :  48  Ga.,  415 ;  55/256-258.  Where  judgment  dismissing  a  suit  might 

be  brought  up  by  writ  of  error:  53  Ga.,  443.  No  writ  of  error  to  exceptions  to  allow- 
ance or  refusal  of  amendment  to  declaration  until  case  determined :  58  Ga.,  460.  Where 

dismissal  of  motion  in  arrest  of  judgment  not  final  judgment:  59  Ga.,  11.  When  not 
to  correct  a  judgment  in  one's  own  favor:  60  Ga.,  545-6.  Where  motion  for  new  trial 
still  pending  in  Court  below,  can  be  no  writ  of  error  to  Supreme  Court :  64  Ga.,  368. 
Section  cited  and  construed:  64  Ga.,  430-432. 
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What  is  a  final  judgment:  Freeman  on  Jndg.,  §16  et  seq. ;  Powell  on  Appellate  Pro- 
ceedings, 43,  130,  284,  407;  6  How.,  201;  11/22;  4/465;  7  Wall.,  342;  12/86;  10/256;  3 

0.,  108;  general  note  on  Appeals,  following  $3261. 

§4251.  (4192.)  (4160.)  Bills  of  exceptions.     Either  party  in  any  civil 
Acts  of  1880  cause,  and  the  defendant  in  any  criminal  proceeding  in  the  Superior 

_1'^23-    Courts  of  this  State, may  except  to  any  sentence,  judgment,  or  decision, 
Cs?-t>^j-  -&C&&.  or  decree,  of  such  Court,  or  of  the  Judge  thereof,  in  any  matter  heard  at 
/t7  #~/*  Chambers.     Such  bill  of  exceptions  shall  specify  plainly  the  decision 

\      /~        complained  of,  and  the  alleged  error,  and  shall  be  signed  by  the  party, 
or  his  attorney,  or  solicitor.     And  when  the  successful  party  to  any 

s/lcm,  *<**-  cause  tried  in  any  of  the  Superior  or  City  Courts  of  this  State,  which  is 

tx\" /L    i/_  carried  to  the  Supreme  Court  by  the  unsuccessful  litigant,  files  a  cross- 
C4~*<Cr*ff      *"*        bill  of  exceptions  complaining  of  errors  in  rulings  made  upon   the 
- ^zJL^-jL^^ir^K "trial,  adverse  to  him,  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  Supreme  Court  to  hear 

j    s  f*Z~.     argument  upon  such  cross-bill  of  exceptions  and  to  decide  the  questions 
^-e«  //  *  therein  made,  if  a  reversal  of  the  judgment  of  the  Court  below  is  or- dered. 

Should  plainly  specify  errors  complained  of:  24  Ga.,  591;  41/413;  1/1;  21/174; 
6/227.  General  rule  as  to:  3Ga.,  210-213.  Does  not  lie  at  State's  instance  in  criminal 
case :  7  Ga.,  422 ;  15/118  ;  25/311 ;  24/420 ;  61/641,  264,  572.  When  exceptions  to  Court's 
overruling  objections  to  evidence  not  reviewable  :  7  Ga.,  258.  Does  not  lie  where  party 
voluntarily  dismisses  his  case:  7  Ga.,  79,  227.  As  to  costs:  32  Ga.,  499.  The  Judge 
identifying  the  exhibits  referred  to,  they  need  not  be  embodied  in  the  bill  of  excep- 

tions :  13  Ga.,  43.  Must  specify  th*1  portion  of  charge  excepted  to  :  14  Ga.,  404 ;  60/107- 
108;  41/414;  64/318;  61/254;  24/605.  To  admissibility  of  evidence,  must  specify 
wherein  it  is  illegal :  14  Ga.,  174  ;  24/605.  Stating  the  judgment  excepted  to  sufficient: 
16  Ga.,  95.  Burden  on  party  affirming  that  judgment  of  Court  below  is  erroneous,  and 
presumptions  are  against  him  thus  alleging  :  19  Ga.,  93 ;  26/332.  Grounds  of  a  motion 
for  continuance  refused  should  be  stated  :  22  Ga..  403.  Record  must  show  what  state- 

ments and  representations  objected  to  were :  27  Ga.,  167.  Bill  of  exceptions  must 
affirmatively  disclose  the  error  complained  of:  30  Ga.,  344.  Where  bill  of  exceptions 
alone  to  rulings  of  Court  below  should  show  distinctly  points  decided,  with  the  facts 
necessary  to  understanding  them:  38  Ga,  554.  Where  attorneys  agreed  on  the  facts, 
but  no  bill  of  exceptions  signed,  etc.,  case  not  properly  before  Supreme  Court :  39  Ga., 
61.  Certificate  of  Judge  necessary:  22  Ga.,  168,  212.  No  error  assigned  on  conclusion 
of  fact  by  the  Judge  as  trior  :  25  Ga.,  596.  Writ  of  error  in  habeas  corpus  case  :  24  Ga., 
379.  A  proper  assignment  of  errors  in  bill  of  exceptions:  43  Ga.,  438-440.  Where 
copies  of  deeds  referred  to  in  bill  of  exceptions  as  attached  to  brief  of  evidence  suffi- 

cient: 44  Ga.,  639-641.  Section  referred  to  and  construed:  59  Ga.,  20;  40/311,  167; 
41/80;  54/477.  Sufficient  assignment  in  bill  of  exceptions  as  to  a  ruling  as  to  a  certio- 

rari:  44  Ga.,  17.  Bill  of  exceptions  .dismissed  if  not  signed  by  plaintiffs  in  error  or 
their  counsel :  56  Ga.,  529.  Bill  of  exceptions  should  specify  the  issues  refused  to  be 
submitted  by  Court  below  :  58  Ga.,  140.  Bill  of  exceptions  should  be  at  instance  of 
party  to  the  suit:  59  Ga.,  185-6;  60/451.  Where  all  of  caveators  should  embody  in  the 
bill  of  exceptions  all  the  errors  excepted  to,  to  be  insisted  on:  60  Ga.,  203.  As  to 
amendment  of:  60  Ga.,  450.  So  as  to  conform  to  the  record:  63  Ga.,  470.  When  ex- 

hibit to  bill  of  exceptions  requires  to  be  identified  by  the  Judge  :  61  Ga.,  492.  Where 
to  decision  in  vacation  the  remedy  was  by  bill  of  exceptions,  and  not  motion  for  new 

trial:  64  Ga.,  295-289.  What  Judge's  certificate  should  show  where  both  parties  Join 
in  bill  of  exceptions:  62  Ga.,  653-4.  Indorsement  of  attorney's  name  on  back  of  bill  of 
exceptions  not  sufficient  signing :  62  Ga.,  165.  Defective  in  not  stating  the  county  or 
the  Court  in  which  the  case  tried:  English  vs.  Bryan,  Pamphlt.,  Feb.,  1881,  page  14. 
Bill  of  exceptions  and  record  varying  the  latter,  controls:  56  Ga.,  439;  57/155;  44/620; 
59/840-882 ;  64/428.  Deficiencies  in  record  may  be  supplied  by  recitals  in  the  bill  of 
exceptions:  40  Ga.,  702;  47/69. 

a27  Am.  D.,  471,  n.  Whether  a  verdict  for  defendant  procured  by  fraud,  trickery, 
or  collusion,  can  be  set  aside  :  lb.,  475,  n. 

v  ̂£§4252.  (4193.)  (4161.)  Bill  of  exceptions,  when  to  be  tendered.  Such  bill 

L*  u*Actsof  1875,  of  exceptions  shall  be  tendered  to  the  Judge  who  presided  in  the  cause, 
Actof  1845  within  thirty  days  from  the  adjournment  of  the  Court,  or  the  date  of 

c.p.  448.  '  the  decision  at  Chambers,  and  in  the  event  that  the  Court  shall  not  ad- 
c.Cp°454847,  journ  within  thirty  days  from  the  date  of  the  organization  and  opening 
Acts  of  1855  of  the  Court,  then  such  bill  of  exceptions  shall  be  tendered  to  the  Judge 

~  ' p'  who  presided  in  the  cause  within  sixty  days  from  the  date  of  the  de- 
cision, judgment,  verdict  or  decree  rendered;  and  if  the  same  is  true, 

and  contains,  in  connection  with  the  transcript  of  the  record,  all. the 
facts  necessary  to  the  understanding  and  adjudication  of  the  alleged 

&0-iU^ 
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error,  the  said  Judge  shall  sign  and  certify  the  same  substantially  as 
follows  : 

"I  do  certify  that  the  foregoing  bill  of  exceptions  is  true,. and  con- 
tains all  the  evidence  material  to  a  clear  understanding  of  the  errors 

complained  of ;  and  the  Clerk  of  the.  Superior  Court  of  the  county  of 
  is  hereby  required  and  ordered  to  make  out  a  complete  copy  of 
the  record  of  said  case,  and  certify  the  same  as  such,  and  cause  the  same 
to  be  transmitted  to  the   term  of  the  Supreme  Court,  that  the 
errors  alleged  to  have  been  committed  may  be  considered  and  cor- 
rected." This  certificate  shall  be  the  writ  of  error. 

Should  have  been  certified  within  four  days  after  trial,  under  Act  of  1845,  and  where 

Judge's  certificate  without  date  presumed  to  have  been  in  time  :  1  Ga.,  1.  Within 
thirty  days,  and  as  to  duty  of  Judge  to  certify  and  sign  :  4  Ga,,  609 ;  8/481-491 ;  25/699 ; 
44/657,  599;  45/111, 141.  Where  dated  previous  to  trial,  and  not  amendable,  dismissed  : 
6  Ga.,  43.  Fact  must  appear  affirmatively  that  the  bill  of  exceptions  was  tendered 
and  signed  in  time  :  6  Ga.,  578;  45/111;  44/657,599;  46/567.  After  bill  of  exceptions 
signed  by  Judge  of  Superior  Court  and  filed  with  clerk,  his  control  over  it  is  gone  :  8 
Ga.,380;  61/110;  14/388;  64/698.  When  equity  will  not  relieve  against  alleged  mis- 

take of  facts  in  bill  of  exceptions  to,  by  the  Judge  :  11  Ga.,  243.  Sundays  embraced  in 
the  thirty  days  are  not  to  be  excluded  :  14  Ga.,  122.  As  to  what  the  certificate  of  the 

Judge  should  contain  under  Act  of  1856:  21  Ga.,  148;  20/513.  Judge's  certificate  to 
bill  of  exceptions  shows  what  decision  was  made:  22  Ga.,  168,  499;  37/586;  24/155; 
36/260.  As  to  evidence  being  in  the  bill  of  exceptions  certified:  9Ga,,546;  41/419;  33/497. 
As  to  affidavits  and  letters  in  an  injunction  case  not  being  in  the  bill  of  exceptions  nor 
attached  as  exhibits  thereto  :  33  Ga.,500.  Object  and  effect  of  writ  of  error  considered  : 
9  Ga.,  286.  Where  bill  of  exceptions  lost:  41  Ga.,  85.  Will  not  hear  evidence  to  show 

date  of  Judge's  certificate  to  bill  of  exceptions  is  wrong:  43  Ga.,  179.  Court  governed 
by  the  wrritten  charge  of  Judge  below  as  sent  up,  although  it  differ  from  the -rule  nisi: 
26  Ga.,  374.  As  to  what  addenda  by  Judge  to  his  certificate  not  considered  by  Supreme 
Court:  29  Ga  ,  743.  When  certificate  of  Judge  did  not  amount  to  asserting  truth  of 
grounds  on  which  motion  for  new  trial  made  :  33  Ga.,  584  ;  55/458  ;  30/724,  860.  Omis- 

sion by  Judge  to  sign  certificate  to  bill  of  exceptions,  papers  may  be  withdrawn  from 
Supreme  Court  to  cure  the  defect :  43  Ga.,  308.  Motion  overruled  to  strike  assignments 
of  error  as  to  overruling  demurrers:  54  Ga.,  683.  Section  cited  where  no  original  bill 
of  exceptions  certified  by  the  clerk  -u  59  Ga.,  60  ;  62/105.  Where  request  to  charge  was 
made  and  refused,  must  be  verified  by  the  Judge  in  the  bill  of  exceptions  :  57  Ga.,  151-2. 
As  to  identification  of  exhibits  by  Judge's  signature  :  61  Ga.,  492.  Not  the  agreement 
of  counsel,  but  Judge's  certificate  necessary  to  carry  case  to  Supreme  Court :  64  Ga.,  157. 
As  to  Judge  changing  certificate  prepared  by  counsel :  51  Ga.,  217;  60/447.  Date  of 
certificate  of  Judge  thirty-one  days  after  decision  complained  of  :  62  Ga.,  672. 

§4253.  Brief  of  evidence  is  part  of  the  record.     [The  brief  of  evidence,  (a)  Acts  of 

on  motion  for  new  trial,  filed  and  approved  accordiug  to  law,  is  hereby  18/U'  p-  4/ 
declared  to  be  a  part  of  the  record  of  the  case  to  which  it  applies,  and 

need  not,  except  by  reference  thereto,  be  embodied  in  the  bill  of  ex-     • 
ceptions.j  (a.) 

It  should  appear  that  the  brief  of  evidence  was  approved  by  the  Court  or  agreed  on 
by  parties  or  their  counsel:  60  Ga.,  60,  595;  61/659;  48/124;  58/346;  47/473.  Bill  of 
exceptions  not  embodying  brief  of  evidence  but  referring  to  it,  must  appear  that  it  was 
approved  by  the  Court :  55  Ga.,  584.  Where  evidence  on  hearing  of  application  for 
injunction  should  be  in  bill  of  exceptions  or  identified  by  the  Judge:  59  Ga.,  624. 
When  must  be  express  approval  of  brief  of  evidence  by  the  Court  below:  64  Ga.,  560; 
60/323;  61/337.  Where  granting  rule  nisi  at  proper  term  of  Court  presumption  ap- 

proval of  the  brief  of  evidence:  41  Ga.,  577  ;  44/200,  605,  639;  60/537.  Although  brief 
of  evidence  bp  approved  and  filed  on  motion  for  new  trial,  yet  should  be  referred  to  in 
bill  of  exceptions  :  63  Ga.,  145.  As  to  embodying  evidence  in  bill  of  exceptions  where 
no  motion  for  new  trial :  63  Ga.,  161.  No  approval  of  by  Judge  and  no  reference  to  it 
in  bill  of  exceptions,  dismissed:  64  Ga.,  366.  See  Rule  10  of  the  Supreme  Court  and 
61  Ga.,  668. 

§4254.  (4194.)  (4162.)  Exceptions  pendente  lite.  Exceptions  tendered  be- 
fore the  final  hearing  of  the  judgment,  for  the  mere  purpose  of  being 

made  a  part  of  the  record,  shall  be  certified  to  be  true  by  the  Judge, 
and  ordered  to  be  placed  on  the  record.  Such  exceptions  must  be  ten- 

dered during  the  term. 
Exceptions  pendente  lite  :  11  Ga.,  305;  22/574;  49/309,  581;  When  not  considered  or 

acted  on  :  56  Ga.,  230  ;  60/552  ;  59/668,  146.  When  too  late  to  except  to  appointment  of 
an  auditor:  50  Ga.,  339,  350.     When  not :  59  Ga.,  25-46.     To  overruling  of  a  demurrer: 
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54  Ga.,  681.  Exceptions  to  an  entry  nunc  pro  tunc  of  Sheriff:  55  Ga.,  145.  Exceptions 
pendente  lite  should  be  tendered  filed,  ordered  to  be  recorded  at  term  ruling  complained 
of  made;  64  Ga.,  684-694.  Where  under  bill  of  exceptions  pendente  lite  the  Court  should 
grant  a  supersedeas  until  final  disposition  of  main  case  :  65  Ga.,  119. 

§4255.  (4195.)  (4163.)   When  the  Judge  is  dead  or  absent.     If  the  Judge 
Acts  of  i85i  trying  the  cause  resigns,  or  otherwise  ceases  to  hold  his  office  as  Judge, 
Acts  0/1855  when  the  bill  of  exceptions  is  tendered,  he  may  nevertheless  sign  and 
a6'  p*  n%  cer^fy  as  above  ;  and  if  he  should  die  before  certifying  the  same,  or 
p.  75.        '  otherwise  becomes  incapable  of  acting,  then  the  party  may  verify  his 
p°50Of1859,  bill  of  exceptions  by  his  own  oath,  or  that  of  his  attorney,  together with  the  oath  of  at  least  one  disinterested  member  of  the  bar  who  was 

present  at  the  trial ;  and  such  verifications  shall  operate  in  the  same 
manner  as  the  certificate  of  the  Judge.     If  the  Judge  is  absent  from 
home,  or  by  other  casualty  fails  to  certify  the  bill  of  exceptions  within 
the  time  specified  (and  without  fault  of  the  party  tendering),  he  may 
still  sign  and  certify  as  soon  as  possible,  which  shall  be  held  and  deemed 
valid. 

Practice  where  Judge  who  tried  the  case  is  dead  or  out  of  office:  40  Ga.,  189-190. 
Where  Judge  dies  before  certifying  bill  of  exceptions  :  59  Ga.,  235-7 ;  57/50.  Diligence  : 
62  Ga.,  160.  No  exceptions  as  to  injunction  cases  for  absence  of  Judge:  60  Ga.,  315, 
316.     Section  cited:  62  Ga.,  672. 

§4256.  (4196.)  (4164.)   Where  parties  die.     If  either  party  dies  between 
Acts  of  1855  the  hearing  and  the  tendering  of  the  bill  of  exceptions,  the  Judge  shall 
-6,  p.  201.     nevertheless  sign  and  certify  the  same,  and  parties  shall  be  made  in 

the  Supreme  Court  as  in  other  cases.    The  notices  required  in  such  cases 
to  be  given  and  received  may  be  given  and  received  by  the  attorneys 
of  the  respective  parties,  though  such  parties  be  dead. 

Where  the  parties  plaintiff  were  dead  at  the  time  of  suing  out  the  writ  of  error  :  15 
Ga.,  510.  Defendant  in  error  died  after  bills  of  exceptions  sued  out:  45  Ga.,  313.  Sug- 

gestion of  death  of  plaintiff  in  error  :  58  Ga.,  600.  Death  of  defendant  in  criminal  case 
after  argument,  proceedings  abate  :  53  Ga.,  552. 

§4257.  (4197.)  (4165.)  Judge  refusing  to  certify.  If  the  Judge  shall  de- 
termine that  the  bill  of  exceptions  is  not  true,  or  does  not  contain  all 

the  necessary  facts,  he  shall  return  the  same,  within  ten  days,  to  the 
party,  or  his  attorney,  with  his  objections  to  the  same  in  writing.  If 
these  objections  are  met  and  removed,  the  Judge  may  then  certify, 
specifying  in  his  certificate  the  cause  of  the  delay.  If  the  Judge  sees 
proper,  he  may  order  notice  to  the  opposite  party  of  the  fact  and  time 
of  tendering  the  exceptions,  and  may  hear  evidence  as  to  the  truth 
thereof. 

When  Judge  justified  in  refusing  to  certify  and  sign:  7  Ga.,  259.  Practice  where  the 
Judge  determines  that  the  bill  of  exceptions  is  not  true  :  22  Ga.,  212.  Judge  refusing 
should  be  asked  to  indorse  on  the  bill  of  exceptions  his  reason  for  refusal,  and  on  his 
refusal  then  the  matter  should  be  brought  to  notice  of  Supreme  Court  within  thirty 
days  from  such  refusal :  45  Ga.,  317.  Section  referred  to  and  construed:  56  Ga.,  597. 
Where  Judge  refuses  to  certify  to  the  bill  of  exceptions  as  being  untrue,  the  proceeding 
dismissed:  58  Ga.,  194.  Judge  may  certify  with  addition  of  an  explanatory  note  or 
return  the  bill  with  objections  to  counsel,  refusing  signature  until  exceptions  removed: 
60  Ga.,  447. 

§4258.  (4198.)  (4166.)  Judge  failing  to  sign,  how  compelled.  If,  from 
Act  of  1845,  any  cause,  the  bill  of  exceptions  is  not  certified  by  the  Judge  without 
c.  p.  450.  fault  of  the  party  tendering,  such  party,  or  his  attorney,  shall  apply 

at  the  next  term  of  the  Supreme  Court,  wherever  it  may  be,  and, 
on  petition,  obtain  from  said  Court  a  mandamus  nisi,  directed  to  such 
Judge.  Such  petition  must  set  out  substantially  the  bill  of  exceptions 
tendered,  and  shall  be  verified  by  the  attorney  as  to  the  truth  of  the 
bill  as  tendered,  and  by  the  party,  or  his  attorney,  as  to  the  other  facts 
stated  therein.  The  mandamus  nisi  shall  be  served  by  some  Sheriff  of 
this  State,  and  his  return  made  to  the  Clerk  of  the  Supreme  Court.  It 
shall  be  returnable  at  some  term  of  the  Supreme  Court,  at  which  term 
the  Court  shall  consider  and  determine  the  validity  of  the  reasons  given 
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by  the  Judge  for  his  failure  or  refusal ;  but  in  no  case  shall  a  traverse 
as  to  the  truth  of  such  return  of  the  Judge  be  allowed.  If  the  reasons 
be  insufficient,  or  the  Judge  fails  or  refuses  to  make  any  return  to  the 
mandamus  nisi,  the  Supreme  Court  shall  issue  a  mandamus  absolute, 
commanding  the  Judge  to  sign  and  certify  the  bill  of  exceptions.  If 
he  still  refuses  so  to  do,  the  cause  shall  be  heard  by  the  Supreme  Court, 
on  the  exceptions  as  verified  in  the  petition  for  mandamus. 

No  mandamus  where  party  applies  for  second  bill  of  exceptions  for  second  case,  the 
other  being  dismissed  or  otherwise  disposed  of  :  2  Ga.,  290;  45/019;  48/541;  50/636. 
Law  providing  for  mandamus  considered  and  construed:  6  Ga.,  321.  When  mandamus 
the  remedy  and  complainant  cannot  resort  to  equity:  11  Ga.,  243.  No  mandamus  where 
parties  fail  to  tender  bill  of  exceptions  for  Judge's  certificate,  within  time  required  : 
36  Ga.,  258.  When  mandamus  was  granted  on  sufficient  reasons  shown  :  40  Ga.,  468. 
When  refused:  45  Ga.,  619,  318,  319.  Mandamus  should  be  applied  for  on  or  before  the 
third  day  of  term  of  Court  after  bill  of  exceptions  tendered  or  was  heard :  50  Ga.,  358. 
See  Rule  29  of  Supreme  Court.  Generally  a  rule  for  mandamus  nisi  should  be  applied 
for  first:  60  Ga.,  389-390. 

§4259.  (4199.)  (4167.)  Service  of  copy  on  defendants.     Within  ten  days  A.ct  of  1845. 

after  the  bill  of  exceptions  is  signed  and  certified,  the  party  plaintiff2'cts  of  1855 
therein  shall  serve  a  copy  thereof  upon  the  opposite  party  or  his  attor-  A6-  p-  200 
ney,  and  if  there  be  several  parties  with  different  attorneys,  upon  each,  -1,  p.^5 

with  a  return  of  such  service  (or  acknowledgement  of  service)  indorsed  pCgof1877- 
upon  or  annexed  to  such  bill  of  exceptions,  and  they  alone  are  parties  " 
defendant  in  the  Supreme  Court  who  are  thus  served.     In  cases  where  ̂ 4259- 
such  opposite  party  is  the  State,  or  where  such  opposite  party  does  not  ̂ *-^-- 
reside  in  the  county  where  such  bill  of  exceptions  is  sued  out,  and  such  = 
bill  of  exceptions  cannot  be   served  personally  upon  the  attorney  of 
such  opposite  party  by  reason  of  his  absence  from  the  county  of  his    / 
residence,  service  may  be  perfected  by  leaving  a  copy  of  such  bill  of  ex-  // 
ceptions  at  the  residence  of  such  attorney.     No  case  shall  be  dismissed 
by  the  Supreme  Court  for  want  of  service,  when  the  party  benefitted 
by  a  failure  to  serve,  shall — if  the  bill  of  exceptions  and  a  copy  of  the 
record  in  any  case  shall  be  in  the  hands  of  the  Clerk  of  the  Supreme 
Court — waive  service,  and  agree  that  said  case  may  be  heard. 

Notice  of  the  signing,  etc.,  required  by  the  Act  of  1845  :  2  Ga.,  263  ;  5/582 ;  4/525  ; 

6/43,  317,  380,  452,  456.  Waiver  of:  13  Ga.,  401;  15/528;  8/337  ;  40/3*87.  Service  on counsel  who  claimed  he  had  ceased  to  be  counsel :  29  Ga.,  29.  Dismissal  of  writ  of 
error  because  no  proper  service  of  bill  of  exceptions  :  40  Ga.,  510  ;  54/455,  457  ;  57/191-2. 
Dismissal  of  bill  of  exceptionsnot  served  until  eleventh  day  after  certified  to  by  the 
Judge  below  :  42  Ga.,  655.  Service  by  one  other  than  the  Sheriff  by  leaving  copy  of 
bill  of  exceptions  at  residence  of  defendant  in  error:  41  Ga.,  682.  Service  must  appear 
on  the  bill  of  exceptions :  45  Ga.,  316  ;  59/666.  Service  perfected  too  late  :  50  Ga.,  358. 
Affidavit  of  attorney  or  party  serving  should  be  attached  to  bill  of  exceptions :  50  Ga., 
90,  369.  And  when  no  evidence  of  service  :  63  Ga.,  626  ;  50/483.  Acknowledgement  of 
service  should  not  antedate  certificate  of  the  Judge,  and  no  outside  proof  to  show  date 
of,  and  what  defective  service  not  cured  by  :  50  Ga.,  486.  Insufficient  to  leave  copy  at 
office  of  counsel  for  defendant  in  error  :  50  Ga.,  369.  Service  on  Solicitor-General  pro 
tern  after  adjournment  of  Court,  insufficient :  54  Ga.,  698.  Acknowledgment  of  service 
may  be  made  on  same  day  with  filing  of  bill  of  exceptions  :  59  Ga.,  235.  Section  re- 

ferred to  and  construed  :  62  Ga.,  139.  Act  of  1877  does  not  cure  the  failure  to  serve  or 
to  acknowledge  service  in  ten  days,  but  applies  where  party  waives  defect  or  consents 
to  try  the  case  :  64  Ga.,  450.  Service  by  mailing  the  bill  of  exceptions  addressed  to  at- 

torneys of  defendant  in  error,  insufficient :  48  Ga.,  125.  No  waiver  of  service  in  the 
Supreme  Court:  48  Ga.,  126.  An  affidavit  made  not  only  after  bill  of  exceptions  filed, 

but  after  time  allowed  by  law  for  filing  expired,  is  no  evidence  of  service :  63  Ga.,  626*. 
Parties  to  writ  of  error  or  appeal :  Powell  on  Appel.  Proceed.,  272;  12  How.,  327  ; 

12/140;  8/526;  10  Wall.,  416,  582;  20/152;  13/187;  14/402;  15/8;  5  0.,  294;  11/612. 

§4260.  (4200.)  (4168.)  Ex  parte  proceedings.  If  the  proceedings  in  the 
Court  below  be  ex  parte,  and  there  is  no  opposite  party,  notice  to  no  one 
is  necessary.  In  cases  of  interpleader  or  otherwise,  where  the  real  con- 

testant is  not  the  opposite  party  on  the  record,  notice  shall  be  given  to 
such  real  contestant  in  addition  to  the  copy  served  as  above. 

Ex  parte  proceedings  :  29  Ga..  33 :  28/517. 
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§4261.  (4201.)  (4169.)  In  criminal  cases.     In  a  criminal  case  the  copy 
Act  of  1845,  bill  of  exceptions  shall  be  served  upon  the  Attorney  or  Solicitor-Gen- 
c.  p.  449.     era^  ag  ̂ e  cage  may  bGj  or  Upon  a  Solicitor-General  pro  tern.,  who  tried 

the  cause,  if  he  is  still  acting  under  the  appointment. 

Service  on  Solicitor-General  pro  tern  should  be  made  during  the  term :  15  Ga.,  400. 

§4262.  (4202.)  (4170.)  Filing  in  clerk '-s  office.     Within  fifteen  days  from 
Act  of  1845,  the  date  of  the  certificate  of  the  Judge,  the  bill  of  exceptions  shall  be 

Actoi4i850  ̂ e(^  *n  ̂ e  omce  °f  ̂ ne  clerk  of  the  Court  where  the  case  was  tried;  and 
c.  pp.  454,  '  in  ten  days  from  the  date  of  such  filing,  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the 
Acts  of  i85i  clerk  to  make  out  a  copy  of  such  bill,  together  with  a  complete  trans- 
-2,  p.  2i5.     script  of  the  record  in  such  cause.     Such  transcript,  together  with  the 

-6?pJW  °  original  bill  of  exceptions,  the  clerk  shall  transmit,  together  with  a  cer- 
j%e**r-  ̂ ^.^l&^tificate  that  the  same  is  the  true  original  bill  of  exceptions,  and  a  true 
/pz_-j.  /OY.       and  complete  transcript  of  the  record  in  such  case,  to  the  next  term 

/         of  the  Supreme  Court,  as  required  in  the  Judge's  certificate,  directing 
the  same  to  the  clerk  of  the  said  Court.     The  copy  bill  of  exceptions 
shall  be  retained  in  the  office  of  the  Clerk  of  the  Superior  Court. 

Clerk  not  sending  up  the  transcript  in  time  :  6  Ga.,  261-5,  317.  And  his  certificate 
must  show  it  was  done  in  time:  6  Ga.,  380.  Bill  of  exceptions  must  appear  to  have 

heen  filed  in  clerk's  office  in  lower  Court:  6  Ga.,  491.  As  to  whether  should  send  up 
the  original  or  copy  of  the  hill  of  exceptions:  8  Ga.,  439.  Bill  of  exceptions  authenti- 

cated by  the  clerk  as  the  original  bill  of  exceptions  filed  in  his  office:  13  Ga.,  300.  Act 
of  1850  repealing  Act  of  1845  as  to  time  in  which  the  clerk  should  send  up  transcript  of 
the  record  :  17  Ga.,  292.  Under  Act  of  1877  :  59  Ga.,  367,  878,  862.  Under  Act  of  1856, 

writ  of  error  to  be  returned  to  first  term  after  bill  of  exceptions  filed  in  clerk's  office, 
unless  occurs  fifteen  days  from  the  filing:  30  Ga.,  835.  Judgment  of  Court  below  af- 

firmed unless  transcript  of  the  record  sent  up  as  required  by  law  :  36  Ga.,  519.  Bill  of 
exceptions  and  record  not  certified  according  to  law,  in  the  manner  and  at  the  time  re- 

quired by  law  and  diligence  not  used,  dismissed:  41  Ga.,  412-424:  44/575;  45/.341.  Orig- 
inal bill  of  exceptions  to  be  sent  up  by  the  clerk  under  the  Act  of  1851-2  :  14  Ga.,  268  ; 

44/578-587.  With  clerk's  certificate  that  it  is  such:  59  Ga..  60,  124;  62/105 ;  65/300. 
Eleven  days  between  the  signing  of  the  bill  of  exceptions  and  filing  with  the  clerk ;  also 
what  sufficient  certificate  of  clerk  which  need  not  be  under  seal:  24  Ga.,  59.  Writ  of 

error  dismissed,  not  filed  in  clerk's  office  in  fifteen  days  from  date  of  Judge's  certificate: 
39  Ga.,  881.  More  than  ten  days  between  filing  bill  of  exceptions  in  clerk's  office  and 
signing  of  certificate  by  that  officer:  33  Ga.,  125.  Clerk's  certificate  on  the  record  but 
not  the  bill  of  exceptions  is  not  fatal,  if  both  come  up  in  the  same  envelope  :  40  Ga., 
702;  also  59  Ga.,  124.  Where  no  certificate,  or  not  one  by  the  legal  clerk  :  41  Ga.,  410- 
422.  Certificate  of  clerk  must  identify  the  bill  of  exceptions  or  records  thereto  :  41  Ga., 
425.  Refusal  of  clerk  to  permit  filing  of  the  record  in  the  fifteen  days  corrected  by  order 
of  the  Supreme  Court :  54  Ga.,  457.  Bill  of  exceptions  with  no  record,  by  consent  of 
counsel,  dismissed:  55  Ga.,  644.  There  can  be  no  waiver  of  clerk's  certificate  :  56  Ga., 
523.  When  will  not  hear  evidence  to  the  contrary  of  the  clerk's  certificate :  60  Ga.,  111. 
Section  referred  to  and  construed  :  61  Ga.,  658.  Certificate  of  clerk  and  Judge  differing 
as  to  time  of  Court's  adjournment :  59  Ga.,  459. 

§4263.  (4203.)  (4171.)   Supersedeas,  how  obtained,     The  bill  of  excep- 
Act  of  1846,  tions  thus  filed  shall  operate  as  a  supersedeas  upon  the  plaintiff  in 
o  pp.  449,   error  complying  with  the  following  terms:    In  a  civil  cause,  the  party 

shall,  on  or  before  filing  the  bill  of  exceptions,  pay  all  costs,  and  by 

§4287.         himself,  his  agent  or  attorney  in  fact  or  at  law,  give  bond  with  good 
/^y^<//a/=^,        security,  payable  to  the  opposite  party,  and  conditioned  for  the  pay- 
Z?         y>»>/7^./men^  °f  ̂ he  eventual  condemnation  money,  and  all  subsequent  costs, 

^s***-'  '  which  bond  shall  be  attested  and  approved  by  the  said  clerk;  [and  if 
/ JL0*     (a)  Acts  of  the  judgment  of  the  Court  below  is  affirmed,  it-  shall  and  may  be  law- 
i  1870,  p.  416.  fu\  for  ̂ he  party  gaining  said  case  in  the  Supreme  Court  to  enter  up 
,  judgment  against  the  principal  and  his  securities  on  said  bond,  in  the 
I  same  way  and  manner  that  judgment  is  entered  up  on  appeal  bonds, 

or  bonds  given  for  the  stay  of  execution.]  (a.)  Or  he  may  file  an 
affidavit  with  the  said  clerk,  stating  that  he  is  unable,  from  his  pov- 

erty, to  pay  the  costs  and  give  the  security  for  the  eventual  condemna- 
tion money,  and  that  his  counsel  has  advised  him  that  he  has  good 

cause  for  a  writ  of  error,  which  affidavit  shall  operate  as  if  the  costs 
were  paid  and  bond  given.     In  a  criminal  cause,  where  the  offense  is 
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bailable,  the  defendant  shall  enter  into  a  recognizance  before  the  said 
clerk,  with  security  to  be  approved  by  him,  in  a  sum  to  be  fixed  by  the 
presiding  Judge,  conditioned  for  the  personal  appearance  of  such  defend-, 
ant,  to  abide  the  final  order,  judgment,  or  sentence  of  said  Court.  If  the 
offense  is  not  bailable,  the  Judge  shall  order  a  supersedeas  at  the  time  of 
filing  the  bill  of  exceptions.  If  the  party  is  unable,  from  his  poverty, 
to  give  the  recognizance,  the  Judge  shall  order  a  supersedeas  upon  the 
filing  of  an  affidavit  as  provided  in  civil  cases,  but  the  defendant  shall 
not  be  set  at  liberty  without  the  recognizance.  If  a  pauper  oath  be  Acts  of  isso 

made  for  the  purpose  of  carrying  any  case  to  the  Supreme  Court  of  this  *1,  p- l20. 
State,  without  payment  of  costs,  such  oath  shall  state  that  the  plaintiff 
in  error,  because  of  poverty,  is  unable  to  pay  the  costs  in  said  case, 
without  stating  conjunctively  the  inabilit}^  of  the  plaintiff  in  error  to 
give  bond  for  the  eventual  condemnation  money. 

Giving  bond  and  security,  optional :  1  Ga.,  1.  But  no  supersedeas  unless  bond  and 
security  given  :  9Ga.,  286.  And  not  until  the  main  question  has  been  decided  :  11  Ga., 
305.  Where  time  allowed  for  supersedeas  by  notice  of,  before  filing  of  the  hill  of  excep- 

tions :  14  Ga.,  657  ;  19/590;  39/44.  Remitted  judgment  from  the  Supreme  Court  has 
as  much  effect  where  there  has,  as  where  there  has  not  been  a  supersedeas  :  16  Ga.,  446. 
Where  refusal  to  grant  a,  supersedeas  not  reverspd  :    17Ga.,56;  31/694.      Where  filing 
of  bill  of  exceptions  in  a  case  of  habeas  corpus  did  not  operate  as  a  supersedeas :  34  Ga. ,  i 
101.  Refused  in  such  case  before  the  filing  of  a  bill  of  exceptions  :  47  Ga.,  390.  There 
will  be  no  supersedeas  allowed  where  there  is  a  temporary  injunction:  40  Ga.,  309; 
38/644.  When  may  have  an  execution  against  principal  and  surety  on  a  supersedeas 
bond  without  formal  judgment  on  the  bond:  45  Ga.,  81 ;  57/68;  61/257-8.  Effect  on 
State  Court  of  sxipersedeas  where  case. carried  to  the  Supreme  Court  of  the  United 
States  :  48  Ga.,  475-8.  As  to  duty  of  the  Judge  in  regard  to  a  supersedeas  on  his  signing 
of  the  bill  of  exceptions  in  a  murder  case:  49  Ga.,  221;  47/369.  When  supersedeas 
should  he  permitted  until  final  disposition  of  the  case,  where  bill  of  exceptions  pendente 
lite:  65  Ga.,  119. 

Powell  on  Appel.  Proceed.,  275.  Unless  supersedeas  is  obtained,  plaintiff  is  only  re- 
quired to  pay  costs  of  transcript ;  not  costs  of  the  entire  case  :  25  Ga.,  607. 

§4264.  (4204.)  (4172.)  Mandamus  vs.  clerk  or  Sheriff.     If  any  Sheriff,  £%°l^m' 
or  clerk,  or  other  officer  shall  fail  to  discharge  any  duty  required  of 
him  in  connection  with  the  foregoing  provisions,  upon  petition  the 
Supreme  Court,  or  the  Judge  of  the  Superior  Court,  may  compel  the 
performance  of  such  duty  by  mandamus,  and  no  suitor  shall  lose  any  :  , 
right  by  reason  of  the  failure  of  such  officers  to  discharge  their  duties, 
where  he  has  been  guilty  of  no  fault  himself,  and  has  exercised  ordi- 

nary diligence  to  secure  their  discharge  of  duty.  ,: 
Act  of  1845  considered  and  construed  :  6  Ga.,  321.  Mandamus  against  clerk  to  compel 

him  to  certify  the  bill  of  exceptions:  41  Ga.,  32,  419-422.  Where  diligence  should  be 
used,  and  if  necessary  mandamus  applied  for  :  59 Ga.,  642-4. 

§4265.  (4205.)  (4173.)   Time  of  -  filing  bill  of  exceptions.      [All  bills  cf  Sb*?!*! 
exceptions,  taking  up  cases  for  review  before  said  Court,  shall  be  filed 

in  the  clerk's  office  at  least  twenty  days  before  the  commencement  of 
the  term  at  which  the  same  is  to  be  heard.     Otherwise,  the  case  shall 
be  docketed  for  the  term  held  next  after  filing  the  same.]  (a.) 

Section  referred  to  and  construed  :  55  Ga,.  351-2  ;  63/84.     See  also  42  Ga.,  237. 

§4266.  (4206.)  Mode  of  carrying  cases  to  Supreme  Court.  [The  mode 
now  prescribed  by  law  for  carrying  cases  from  the  Superior  Courts  tois65-6,  p.ds. 
the  Supreme  Court,  shall  obtain  in,  and  apply  to,  the  City  Courts  of 
the  cities  of  Savannah  and  Augusta,  and  such  other  like  Courts  as 
may  be  hereafter  established ;  and  the  Judges,  clerks,  and  Sheriffs  of 
such  inferior  judicatories  are  hereby  authorized  and  required  to  do  and 
perform  all  the  acts  in  relation  to  carrying  cases  from  their  respective 
Courts,  which  are  now  performed  or  required  of  like  officers  of  the  Su- 

perior Courts  whe>e  cases  are  carried  from  the  Superior  Courts,  (a.) 
§4267.  (4207.)  Changes  made  shall  apply  to  City  Courts.  [Any  change 

or  modification  in  the  mode  of  carrying  cases  from  the  Superior  Courts 
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(a)  Acts  of   to  the  Supreme  Court,  which  may  hereafter  be  made,  shall  apply  to 
1860-6,  p.  58.  an(j  g0vern  SUch  inferior  judicatories  mutatis  mutandis  although  they may  not  be  specially  named.]  (a.) 

CHAPTER  II. 

OF   PROCEEDINGS   IN   THE    SUPREME    COURT. 

Section. 
4268.  Order  of  docketing  cases. 
4269.  Number  to  be  published. 
4270.  Mode  of  decision. 
4271.  Decisions  at  the  first  term. 
4271.  (a.)  When  cases  cannot  be  heard. 
4271.  (b.)  Cases  deemed  heard,  when. 
4271.  (c.)  Additional  argument. 
4271  (d.)  Case  dismissed,  when. 
4272.  Dismissal  of  cases  regulated. 
4-'72.  (a.)  Cases  not  dismissed,  when. 
4272.  (b.)  Dismissal  avoided  by  amendment. 
4172.  (c.)  No  dismissal  when  ground  can  be  re- moved. 
4272.  (d.)  No  dismissal  in  other  cases. 
4272.  (e.)  Benefits  lost  by  negligence. 
4272.  if.)  Mistakes  of  Clerk  of  Superior  Court, 

how  corrected. 
4272  (g.)  Incomplete  record,  how  corrected. 
4273.  Cases  shall  be  heard,  though  not  sent  in time. 

Section. 
4274   Dismissal  as  penalty  forbidden. 
4275.  Third  parties  heard,  when 
4276.  Time  of  argument  extended. 
4277.  Written  arguments. 
4. '78.  Time  of  filing  brief. 
4-79.  Argument  to  be  read. 
4280.  Costs  must  be  paid. 
4281.  Making  parties. 
4282.  If  the  record  is  incomplete. 
4283.  Judges  dissenting. 
4284.  Decision  and  future  direction. 
4285.  Remirter. 
4286.  Damages. 
4287.  Execution  may  issue,  when. 
4288.  Amendments. 
4289.  Transcript  to  be  filed. 
4290.  Attorneys  liable  for  costs. 
4291.  Taxing  costs. 

«fcV 

§4268.  (4208.)  (4174.)  Order  of  cases  by  circuit  to  be  published.  [It  shall 
(b>  Acts  of  be  the  duty  of  the  Judges  of  the  Supreme  Court  to  fix,  and  cause  to  be 
1866,  p.  46.  publish^  on  the  first  of  January,  1867,  for  twenty  days,  in  one  news- 

paper in  Augusta,  Savannah,  Atlanta,  Macon  and  Columbus,  and  in 
the  Southern  Recorder  and  Federal  Union,  at  Milledgeville,  the  order  in 
which  the  cases  from  the  respective  judicial  circuits  will  be  heard, 
which  shall  not  be  changed,  except  by  an  order  of  the  Court,  published 
in  the  same  manner  at  least  sixty  days  before  the  term  of  the  Court  at 

:;r.         which  the  alteration  is  to  take  effect.]  (b.) 
§4269.  (4209.)  Number  of  cases  from  each  circuit  to  be  published.     [It 

-Acts  of  1866,  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  Clerk  of  the  Supreme  Court  to  cause  to  be  pub- 
.  p:  46.       "fished  in  the  manner  specified  in  the  preceding  section,  for  fifteen  days §223.  immediately  preceding  each  session  of  said  Court,  the  number  of  cases 

docketed  from  each  Court  in  each  circuit,  for  the  information  of  all  per- 
sons having  business  in  said  Court.]  (b.) 

§4270.  (4210.)  Mode  of  announcing  decisions.     [No  decision  shall  be 
(a)  Acts  of  delivered  ore  tenus ;  but  the  same  shall  be  announced  by  a  written  sy- 

' p'    '    nopsis  of  the  points  decided,  which  shall  be  delivered  during  the  term 
at  which  the  decision  was  made.     And  no  decision  shall  be  published 
in  the  reports  until  the  said  decisions  shall  have  been  revised  by  each 
of  the  Judges  presiding  in  the  case.]  (a.) 

§4271.  (4211)  (4176.)  Decisions  at  first  term.  The  Supreme  Court  shall 
Act  of  1845,  proceed  to  hear  at  the  first  term  (unless  prevented  by  providential  cause) 

■  c.  p.  448.     all  cases  properly  docketed,  and  with  the  records  made  up  ready  for  a 
(a)  Acts  of  hearing.     [The  Court  shall  decide  all  questions  presented  in  the  record 

x54.  of  each  case  carried  up  to  it  for  review.]  (a.)     And  no  continuance  shall 
be  allowed  except  for  providential  cause. 

No  continuance  to  allow  a  party  to  amend  his  writ  of  error  :  2  Ga.,  408.  Miscarriage 
of  the  mail,  unless  providential,  is  no  ground  for  a  continuance :  3  Ga.,  415.  No  contin- 

uance where  original  counsel  before  the  Court :  10  Ga.,  46.  Nor  where  one  of  the  attor- 
neys was  sick  :  41  Ga.,  243.  No  appearance  for  plaintiff  in  error  and  the  dismissal  of 

the  writ  is  an  affirmance  of  the  case  below  :  4  Ga.,  558.  Bill  of  exceptions  signed  and 
certified  eight  days  before  the  first  session  of  the  Supreme  Court:  6  Ga.,  113.  Writ  of 
error  dismissed  unless  the  case  prosecuted  at  the  term  to  which  returned,  unless  pre- 

vented by  providential  cause  :  30  Ga.,  834.  The  case  should  be  disposed  of  at  or  before 
the  second  term  ;  providential  cause  ground  for  continuance  at  first  term  only  :  41  Ga., 
32.  Diligence  required  for  continuance  because  of  an  incomplete  record  :  41  Ga.,  413. 
Where  only  counsel  dead :  48  Ga.,  615-616.     Providential  cause  :  42  Ga.,  175,  392. 

1872, 
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§4271.  (a.)  Where  the  cases  cannot  be  disposed  of  .  Whenever  the  Su- Acta  of  1878 

preme  Court  of  this  State  may,  from  any  cause,  be  unable  to  dispose"9'  p,15L 
of  all  cases  on  its  docket  for  any  term  before  the  time  fixed  by  law  for 
the  succeeding  term  to  begin,  it  shall  be  lawful  for  said  Court  to  pass 
an  order  requiring  counsel  in  all  such  cases  to  file  their  abstracts  and 

briefs  in  the  clerk's  office  of  said  Court  on  or  before  a  certain  day,  prior 
to  the  succeeding  term. 

§4271.  (b.)  Cases  deemed  heard,  when.  All  cases  in  which  briefs  may 
be  filed  as  provided  in  the  preceding  section,  shall  be  considered  as 
heard  at  the  term  of  said  Court  to  which  returned,  and  shall  be  deter- 

mined and  the  decisions  therein  announced  by  said  Court,  so  soon  after 
said  briefs  are  filed  as  may  be  practicable. 

§4271.  (c.)  Additional  argument.  Should  said  Court  desire  to  hear 
additional  argument  to  that  submitted  in  said  briefs,  then,  and  in  that 
event,  it  shall  be  lawful  for  said  Court  to  pass  an  order  requiring  coun- 

sel to  submit  further  argument  by  brief  or  in  open  Court,  and  at  such 
time  as  may  be  prescribed  in  such  order. 

§4271.  (d.)  Cases  dismissed,  when.  Should  counsel  for  plaintiff  in 
error  in  any  case  fail  to  comply  with  any  such  order  of  said  Court,  and 
no  sufficient  excuse  be  shown  for  noncompliance,  such  case  shall  be 
dismissed  for  want  of  prosecution. 

§4272.   Dismissal  of  cases  for  want  of  certificate  forbidden.      [No   case  <a>  Acts  of 

shall  be  dismissed  in  said  Court  for  want  of  the  certificate  of  the  Clerk  18/'  p-  46,    ̂ 
of  the  Superior  Court  to,  or  the  time  of,  the  transmission  of  the  record /y4^'      *~  f 
within  the  time  heretofore  prescribed  by  law:    Provided,  said  record 
arrives  at  said  Supreme  Court  in  time  to  be  heard  at  the  term  to  which 
it  is  by  law  returnable.]  (a.) 

Section  referred  to  and  construed  :  59  Ga.,  877  ;  58/598. 

§4272.  (a.)  Cases  not  to  he  dismissed,  when.     No  writ  of  error  shall  beActsofisso 

dismissed  in  the  Supreme  Court  of  this  State  because  the  Clerk  of  the-1-  p-  uh^  S_ 
Superior  or  City  Court,  Sheriff  of  said  Superior  or  City  Court,  Judge  of  <3~*  ̂ >  <sumw-.5 
said  Superior  or  City  Court,  or  attorney  at  law  of  said  Superior  or  City  ̂=  <&^c*>~Gi€>£**t*/* 
Court,  shall  have  failed  to  affix  a  date  to  any  official  signature,  unless  ̂ ^^u^^zA*-  h& 

it  is  affirmatively  made  to  appear  by  affidavit  or  other  proof,  in  the  p  J ■y"~* Supreme  Court,  that  such  official  signature  was  made  after  the  time  /~^r 
required  by  law.  //^V.*r^A  , 

§4272.  (b.)  Dismissal  avoided  by  amendment.     No  writ  of  error  shall  be    /^V.^-A, 
dismissed  in  the  Supreme  Court  of  this  State,  when,  by  an  amendment  '  ' 
to  the  bill  of  exceptions,  which  is  hereby  declared  to  be  lawful  and 
allowable,  any  imperfection  or  omission  of  necessary  and  proper  allega- 

tions could  be  corrected  from  the  record  in  the  case. 

§4272.  (c.)  No  dismissal  when  ground  can  be  removed.  No  writ  of  error 
shall  bo  dismissed  in  the  Supreme  Court  of  this  State  on  any  ground 
whatever  which  can  be  removed  during  the  term  of  the  Court  to  which 
the  said  writ  of  error  is  returnable,  and  said  Supreme  Court  shall  give 
such  time,  during  said  term,  even  to  the  end  of  the  same,  as  may  be 
necessary  to  remove  said  ground,  if  it  can  be  removed  during  the  said 
term. 

§4272.  (d.)  No  dismissal  in  other  cases.  No  case  shall  be  dismissed  by  Acts  of  1877, 
the  Supreme  Court,  or  the  hearing  thereof  postponed,  by  reason  of  a  p-  -,5- 
failure  of  the  Clerk  of  the  Superior  Court  in  transmitting  the  bill  of 
exceptions  and  copy  of  the  record,  or  either  of  them,  in  any  case,  to 
the  Clerk  of  the  Supreme  Court :  Provided,  the  bill  of  exceptions  and 
copy  of  the  record  in  such  cases  shall  reach  the  Clerk  of  the  Supreme 
Court  before  said  Court  shall  have  finished  the  circuit  to  which  said 

case  belongs;  but  said  case  must  be  entered  by  said  Clerk  of  the  Su- 
preme Court  on  the  docket  of  cases  from  the  circuit  to  which  it  belongs, 
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and  be  heard  by  the  -Supreme  Court  at  the  term  to  which  it  should  have 
been  returned,  after  all  the  cases  on  the  entire  docket  for  that  term  have 
been  heard;  and  upon  entering  said  case  on  the  docket  aforesaid,  said 
Clerk  of  the  Supreme  Court  must  give  notice,  in  writing,  at  once  to  the 
attorney  of  the  defendant  in  error  of  the  entry  and  time  of  hearing. 
In  case  the  bill  of  exceptions  and  copy  of  the  record  shall  not  reach  the 
Clerk  of  the  Supreme  Court  before  the  cases  from  the  circuit  to  which 
it  belongs  shall  have  been  disposed  of,  said  case  shall  not  be  dismissed 
on  account  of  a  failure  to  return  or  send  up  the  same  at  the  proper  time, 
but  shall  be  placed  by  the  Clerk  of  the  Supreme  Court  on  the  docket 
for  the  next  term  of  said  Court,  and  then  heard  with  the  cases  from 
the  circuit  to  which  said  case  belongs,  and  the  clerk  shall  give  a  notice, 
in  writing,  to  the  attorney  of  defendant  in  error,  at  once,  of  the  entry 
and  time  of  hearing  Whenever,  under  this  section,  notice  in  writing 
is  to  be  given  by  the  Clerk  of  the  Supreme  Court,  it  will  be  sufficient 
to  address  a  letter  to  the  attorney  of  defendant  in  error  at  his  post- 
office. 

§4272.  (e.)  Benefits  lost  by  negligence.  No  person  shall  be  entitled  to  the 
Acts  of  1877,  benefit  of  the  provisions  of  the  preceding  section  who,  by  his  own  act, 
p.  95.  or  ̂ at  0f  hjg  Counsel,  has  been  the  cause  of  the  delay  or  failure  to  send 

up  said  bill  of  exceptions  or  a  copy  of  (the)  record,  by  consent,  direc- 
tion or  procurement  of  any  kind. 

§4272.  (f.)  Mistakes  of  Clerk  of  Superior  Court,  how  corrected.      If  any 
Acts  of  1877,  mistake  shall  be  made  by  any  Clerk  of  the  Superior  Court  in  his  entry 
p.  95.  0f  filing  the  bill  of  exceptions  in  any  case,  and  it  has  been  made  so  to 

appear  to  the  Supreme  Court,  said  Court  shall  take  any  necessary  and 
proper  constitutional  order  to  secure  the  correction  of  such   mistake, 
and  a  hearing  of  the  case 

§4272.  (g.)  Incomplete  record,  how  corrected.  If,  at  any  time,  when  a 
Acts  of  1877,  case  is  called  for  trial,  or  during  the  trial,  or  afterwards,  while  the  Su- 
p.  9a.  preme  Court  may  have  the  same  under  consideration,  it  is  discovered 

that  the  record  is  so  incomplete  that  justice  requires  the  case  to  be 
postponed  or  continued  until  the  record  can  be  made  complete,  the  Su- 

preme Court  shall  take  such  control  and  give  such  order  and  direction 
as  may  be  proper  in  the  premises  and  constitutional. 

§4273.  Cases  may  be  heard,  though  not  arriving  in  time.      [If  a  case  has 
(b)  Acts  of  boen  transmitted   in  time  to  reach  the  Clerk  of  the  Supreme  Court 
1870,  p.  46.  twenty  days  before  the  first  day  of  the  term,  but  does  not,  either  party 

may,  on  the  first  day  of  the  term,  if  the  record  has  arrived,  move  the 
Court  to  have  it  entered  and  heard  in  its  order  at  that  term,  and  if  the 
Court  shall  be  satisfied  it  was  so  transmitted  in  time,  or  if  not  trans- 

mitted in  time,  it  was  by  reason  of  the  act  of  the  defendant  in  error 
to  produce  delay,  or  tending  to  produce  delay,  the  motion  shall  be 
granted.]    (b.) 

Section  cited  and  construed:  59  Ga.,  377. 

§4274.    No  case  dismissed  as  a  penalty.      [No  rule  of  said  Supreme 
(c)  Acts  of  Court  shall  have  the  effect  to  dismiss  any  case  as  a  penalty,  upon  coun- 
1870,  p.  47.  sei  or  client,  for  non-compliance  with  any  rule  or  rules  of  said  Court, 

where  there  has  been  a  substantial  compliance  with  the  laws  prescrib- 
ing the  method  of  bringing  cases  to  said  Court ;  but  the  penalty  for  a 

violation  of  such  rules  shall  be  as  for  a  contempt  under  the  provisions 
of  this  Code.]  (c.) 

A  case  defective  under  the  rules  of  Court,  cured  by  the  Act  of  1870  passed  after  the 
cause  sent  to  the  Supreme  Court:  43  Ga  ,  168. 

§4275.  Third  parties  in  interest  may  be  heard.  [When  a  cause  shall  be 
for  a  hearing;  before  said  Court,  and  there  are  parties  besides  the 
plaintiffs  and  defendants,  whether  shown  by  the  record  or  not,  who 
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have  a  direct  interest  in  its  result,  the  Court  shall  allow  such  other  (d)  Actsof 

parties  to  appear  by  counsel  on  equal  terms  with  the  parties  directly  1870,  p>  47, 
before  the  Court:  Provided,  said  interest  is  made  to  appear.]  (d.) 

§4276.   Time  for  argument  extended,     [When  the  counsel  on  either  side  (e)  Actsof 

shall  apply  to  the  Court  for  an  extension  of  time  in  argument  beyond 1870,  p-  47, 
the  time  prescribed  by  the  rules,  and  said  counsel  shall  state  in  his 
place,  or  on  oath,  in  the  discretion  of  the  Court,  that  he,  or  they,  cannot 
do  the  question  or  questions  involved  justice  within  the  prescribed 
time,  and  that,  for  said  purpose,  it  will  require  additional  time,  stating 
how  much,  in  his  judgment,  it  will  so  require,  the  Court  shall  grant 
such  request.]  (e.) 

Extra  time  must  be  asked  for  before  argument:  41  Ga.,  430.  Rule  5  of  Supreme 
Court, 

§4277.  (4212.)  Attorneys  may  argue  in  writing.     [Attorneys  and  solici-(b)  Actsof 

tors  who  have  or  may  have  causes  pending  in  the  Supreme  Court,  may  1865~6>  p-57- argue  the  same  in  writing  as  hereinafter  set  forth.]  (b.) 
§4278.  (4213.)    Written  arguments.     [When  any  attorney  or  solicitor  (D)  Actsof 

shall  from  any  cause  desire  to  make  his  argument  in  writing,  he  shall  1865"6>p-57- 
prepare  the  same,  and  address  the  package  containing  it  to  the  Clerk 
of  the  Supreme  Court  of  Georgia,  which  said  written  argument  shall  be 

filed  in  the  clerk's  office  of  said  Court,  by  or  before  the  commencement 
of  the  term  to  which  it  is  made  returnable.]  (b.) 

See  Rules  12  to  15  of  the  Supreme  Court. 

§4279.  (4214.)  Duty  of  clerk.     [It  shall  be  the  duty  of  said  clerk  when  fm  Actsof 

the  cause  is  sounded  to  furnish  the  Court  with  said  argument ;  which  1865-6,  p.  57. 
argument  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  Court  to  read,  or  cause  the  same 
to  be  done.]  (b.) 

§4280.  (4215.)  Costs.     [It  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  attorney  or  solicitor  (b)  Actsof 

for  the  plaintiff  in  error,  when  forwarding  his  argument  in  writing,  to  1865~6,  p- 57- 
furnish  a  sum  sufficient  to  pay  the  costs  of  said  suit,  and  in  default 
thereof,  his  cause  shall  be  liable  to  be  dismissed],  (b.) 

§4281.  (4216.)  (4177.)  Making  parties.      Should  any  party  die  after 
the  bill  of  exceptions  has  been  signed  and  certified,  the  death  being 
suggested  of  record  in  the  Supreme  Court,  parties  shall  be  made  by 
scire  facias,  in  the  manner  heretofore  prescribed  by  the  rules  of  said 
Court. 

Otherwise  writ  of  error  will  be  dismissed:  4  Ga.,  541.  Diligence  as  to  :  42  Ga.,  392- 
396.     Parties  on  death  of  plain  tiff  in  error  :  58  Ga.,  600. 

§4282.  (4217.)  (4178.)  Incomplete  record.  If  the  transcript  of  the  rec- Acts  of  issi 

ord  is  incomplete  in  a  material  point,  the  fact  being  suggested  on  the  ~2'  p'  215, 
oath  of  the  party  or  his  counsel,  the  cause  shall  be  postponed,  and  a 
mandamus  issued  requiring  the  clerk  to  complete  the  transcript.  If,  how- 

ever, the  other  party  will  admit  the  existence  and  effect  of  the  omitted 
record,  such  admission  in  writing  shall  constitute  a  part  of  the  record, 
and  the  cause  shall  proceed  to  a  hearing.  If  the  clerk  refuses  to  send 
up  any  of  the  papers,  the  plaintiff  in  error,  or  his  counsel,  may  apply 
to  any  one  of  the  Judges  of  the  Supreme  Court  in  vacation  and  obtain 
a  mandamus  nisi  against  said  clerk,  and  returnable  to  the  term  of  the 
Court  where  the  case  should  be  tried;  and  for  a  continued  failure  or  re- 

fusal, the  Supreme  Court  may  attach  the  clerk  for  contempt. 
Not  supplied  by  consent:  7  Ga,,  186.  Record  should  be  complete,  or  writ  of  error  dis- 

missed and  judgment  below  affirmed:  40  Ga.,  545;  55/467,573;  58/65,  604,  484;  7/258, 
354,  529.  Such  as  necessary:  2  Ga.,  406.  Where  could  not  be  relieved  by  suggesting  a 
diminution  of  the  record  :  8  Ga.,  439.  Mandamus  nisi  against  a  clerk  failing  to  certify 
and  transmit  papers  :  13  Ga.,  528;  22/61 ;  59/374.  Want  of  clerk's  certificate  no  ground 
for  suggesting  a  diminution  of  the  record  :  41  Ga.,  419.  So  where  no  part  of  the  record 
is  certified  :  44  Ga.,  575.  Proper  time  to  correct  a  mistake  is  before  the  calling  of  the 
case  on  the  docket,  and  the  mode  is  by  a  writing  verified  :  55  Ga.,  237.  Can  be  no 
waiver  of  the  record  :  56  Ga.,  523  ;  55/644.  Bill  of  exceptions  and  record  varying,  the 

latter  governs:  56  Ga.,  439;  57/154-5;  44/620.      Dismissal  for  "incomplete  record:    57 
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Ga.,  100,  529,  607  :  60/594.  Deficiencies  in  record  supplied  by  recitals  in  the  bill  of  ex- 
ceptions: 40Ga.,702;  47/69;  64/428.  What  suggestion  of  diminution  of  record  should 

set  forth :  64  Ga.,  430-2.  See  also  Rule  No.  9  of  the  Supreme  Court.  Establishing  copy 
of  bill  of  exceptions  where  original  lost  after  being  certified :  59  Ga.,  642. 

§4283.  (4218.)  (4179.)  Rule  when  the  Judges  differ.  If  the  Court  is  not 
Act  of  1845,  unanimous  in  its  decisions,  the  Judges  shall  deliver  the  opinions  seriatim, 
ac?so?1858  but  they  shall  not  be  required  to  write  them  out.  The  opinion  of  the 

p.  75.  '  majority  shall  decide  each  question.  If  but  two  Judges  preside,  and 
§219.  they  are  divided  in  opinion,  the  cause  shall  be  re-argued  before  the  re- 

maining Judge,  with  a  full  bench,  ere  the  term  closes,  if  possible.  If 
not  possible,  the  judgment  of  the  Court  balow  shall  stand  affirmed,  upon 
the  certificate  of  the  fact  of  the  division  of  the  Court,  unless  the  Judge 
is  absent  from  providential  cause,  in  which  event  the  cause  shall  stand 
continued. 

On  the  maxim  stare  decisis:  Wells'  Res  Adj.,  §598;  27  Am.  D.,  631,  n.  aAffirmance 
of  judgment  in  such  case  establishes  no  precedent:  27  Am.  D..  633,  n.  Decision  is  the 
law  of  the  case,  although  it  afterwards  appear  erroneous:  27  Am.  D.,  634,  n. 

§4284.  (4219.)  (4180.)  Decision  shall  be  entered  on  minutes.     The  decis- 
§218,  (2)      ion  in  each  case  shall  be  entered  on  the  minutes,  and  it  shall  be  within 

the  power  of  the  Supreme  Court  to  award  such  order  and  direction  to 
the  cause  in  the  Court  below  as  may  be  consistent  with  the  law  and 
justice  of  the  case. 

Section  cited  and  construed:   51  Ga.,74-6;  58/324-8;  49/18;  62/346-7;  64/684.     See 
t         y  also  as  to  the  power  of  the  Supreme  Court :  61  Ga.,  529. 

i^/4^  *f-  §4285.  (4220.)  (4181.)  Remitter.  The  decision  of  the  Court,  and  any 
0jU*Ji*~< Act  of  1845,  direction  awarded  in  the  case,  shall  be  certified  by  the  clerk  to  the  Court 

7^P"^^^'Ac?ol5i850.  Del°w,  under  the  seal  of  the  Supreme  Court,  and  shall  be  respected,  and 
'  j  c.  p  455.     in  good  faith  carried  into  full  effect,  by  the  Superior  Court.     The  re- mitter shall  contain  nothing  more,  except  the  costs  paid  in  the  Supreme 

ffr£~-  ̂ ~^  Court- 
St  ̂ ^~  ̂ 5-  G^^T        When  plaintiff  could  amend  his  writ  so  as  to  correspond  with  the  proof  on  the  re- 

X    A0  <gL~  /^«i*^tttn  °f  ̂ ne  remittitur;  28  Ga.,  29.     Cannot  by  dismissing  the  case  get  rid  of  the  conse- 
dy^+S*^  quences  of  the  remittitur  not  then  entered:    61  Ga..  680-687.      Section  cited  where  the 
Ao  «  ̂   /  £  J *  remittitur  was  allowed  to  be  entered  nunc  pro  tunc:  62  Ga.,  544. 

r  /  §4286.  (4221.)  (4182.)  Damages  in  cases  of  affirmance.     Ten  per  cent. 
Act  of  1845,  damages  may  be  awarded  by  the  Supreme  Court  upon  any  judgment 
c.  p. 450.     for  a  sum  certain,  which  has  been  carried  to  the  said  Court,  and  there 

affirmed  :  Provided,  in  their  opinion,  the  cause  was  taken  up  for  delay 
only,  and  it  shall  be  so  entered  in  the  remitter. 

Application  for  certificate  to  prevent  damages  under  the  Act  of  1845:  8  Ga.,  436; 
31/265.  Where  writ  of  error  dismissed  in  the  Supreme  Court  and  no  damages  recover- 

able in  Court  below  :  9  Ga.,  112.  Ten  per  cent,  damages  awarded  for  taking  the  case  to 
the  Supreme  Court,  for  delay  :  39  Ga.,  591 ;  40/157,  213,  94  ;  42/233  ;  46/2(58,  643  ;  48/631. 
As  it  was  not  for  a  money  judgment,  plaintiff  in  error  might  withdraw  the  record  to 

avoid  the  ten  per  cent,  for  delay:'  45  Ga.,  316  ;  62/172.  When  not  in  favor  of  defend- ant in  error  in  an  action  of  trover  :  52  Ga.,  487.  When  not  to  claimant :  62  Ga.,  172. 
Not  where  there  was  no  judgment  in  the  record :  57  Ga.,  600. 

23  How.,  320,  455  ;  6  Wall.,  511 ;  10/22,  421 ;  12/164,  440  ;  15/382 ;  1  O.,  356  ;  4/100  ; 

9/607. 
'  :  §4287.  (4222.)  (4183.)  Judgment  affirmed,  execution  at  once.  If  the  judg- 

ment below  is  affirmed,  upon  filing  the  remitter  with  the  Clerk  of  the 
Superior  Court  in  vacation,  the  supersedeas  shall  cease,  and  execution 
shall  issue  at  once  for  the  amount  of  the  original  judgment. 

Execution  at  once  for  original  amount  of  the  judgment :  45  Ga.,  82;  61/257-8.  And 
may  proceed  against  the  property  of  either  principal  or  surety  :  57  Ga.,  68.  Injunction 

refused,  execution  may  proceed  as  soon  as  the  remittitur  in  the  clerk's  office  :  59 
Ga.,  604. 

Act  of  1850  §4288.  (4223.)  (4184.)  Bill  of  exceptions  amendable.  The  bill  of  ex- 
c.  p.  455.  '  ceptions  may  be  amended  in  the  Supreme  Court,  so  as  to  conform  to 
4ctp°2i5851  tne  record  in  the  cause. 

How  may  be  amended  :  2  Ga.,  348.  If  without  date  may  be  amended  if  anything  to 
amend  by:   5  Ga.,  582;  6/43.    Not  amended  by  striking  out  one  party  and  inserting 
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another  :  6  Ga.,  360  ;  but  see  12  Ga.,  270  ;  10/2.  Writ  of  error  amendable  by  bill  of  ex- 
ceptions or  previous  proceedings:  7  Ga.,  281;  14/285.  But  not  amended  by  entry  of 

service  after  the  case  in  the  Supreme  Court :  8  Ga.,  252  ;  13/204.  Could  amend  a  writ 
of  error  by  attaching  a  seal :  13  Ga.,  147.  No  power  to  alter  the  bill  of  exceptions  :  7 
Ga.,  510;  24/17.  But  see  under  the  Act  of  1850  :  8  Ga.,  317 ;  22/212.  Error  corrected 
in  certified  copy  of  lost  bill  of  exceptions:  41  Ga.,  85.  Section  cited  and  construed  :  47 
Ga.,  69 ;  62/138  ;  59/460.  As  to  amendment  of  the  bill  of  exceptions  so  as  not  be  incon- 

sistent with  the  record :  49  Ga.,  388;  60/450;  63/470. 
22  How.,  87  ;  10.,  21,  143  ;  5/294. 

§4289    (4224.)  (4185.)   Transcripts  to  be  filed.     The  transcript  of  the  Act  of  ihi7, 
record  shall  not  be  recorded  by  the  Clerk  of  the  Supreme  Court,  but0-15-454' 
shall  be  carefully  labeled  and  filed,  so  as  to  be  easity  found  when  needed.  *224' 

§4290.  (4225.)  (4186.)  Attorney  liable  for  costs.     The    attorney  repre- 
senting the  plaintiff's  cause  shall,  in  ail  cases,  be  responsible  for  the  Act  of  1845, 

costs  in  the  Supreme  Court.     If  there  is  a  judgment  of  reversal,  theC-p,25L 
plaintiff  in  error  shall  be  entitled  to  a  judgment  for  the  amount  of  such  §225, 
costs  against  the  defendant  in  error,  so  soon  as  the  remitter  is  returned 
to  the  Court  below. 

Aliter,  formerly  :  25  Ga.,  604.  When  may  withdraw  the  record  to  save  costs,  on  mo- 
tion to  dismiss:  40  Ga.,  492.  Conditional  affirmance  of  judgment  of  Court  below, 

when  does  not  entitle  plaintiff  to  costs  in  the  lower  Court :  46  Ga.,  454.  Upon  reversal, 
however,  of  the  decision,  the  plaintiff  in  error  entitled  to  the  costs  incurred  in  the  Su- 

preme Court :  56  Ga.,  456  ;  59/197.  Where  attorney  not  relieved  from  liability  in  case 
in  Supreme  Court  because  his  sickness  prevented  the  filing  of  the  pauper  affidavit : 
Phillips  vs.  State,  Pamphlt.,  February,  1881,  pp.  27,  28.  See  Rule  16  of  the  Supreme 
Court.  

^ 
§4291.  (4226.)  (4187.)   Taxing  costs.     At  the  close  of  each  judgment  §224.^t»  *o~<^2-»  - 

on  the  minutes,  the  clerk  shall  tax  his  costs,  subject  to  revision  by  the  ~Jrau^s-c^£. 
Judges  of  the  Supreme  Court,  and  the  costs  so  taxed  shall  be  entered  &£^c**.~Z**^+ 
as  a  part  of  the  remitter.  /<fz^-~J  // *-* 

Fees  regulated:  20  Ga.,  522.  See  Rules  of  Supreme  Court,  order  carrying  out  pro- 
visions of  the  Constitution  of  1877  as  to  costs. 

General  Note  on  Title  XXVII. — Act  of  1858,  to  make  uniform  the  decisions  of  the 
Supreme  Court,  prospective  in  its  operation  :  28  Ga.,  597.  Act  of  187V,  see:  59  Ga., 
Ga.,  369;  64/450;  59/878..  Admissions  stated  in  charge  Supreme  Court  take  as  true  : 
58  Ga.,  559.  Affidavits  used  on  hearing  application  for  injunction  must  be  set  forth 
in  the  bill  of  exceptions,  or  be  otherwise  identified  by  the  Chancellor :  60  Ga.,  595; 
59/624;  43/67;  51/215.  Amendments;  discretion  of  Circuit  Courts  not  controlled  in 
refusing  to  amend  judgment  after  fourteen  years:  2  Ga.,  341.  Under  Act  of  1850,  all 
defects  in  bill  of  exceptions,  writ  of  error  and  citations  may  be  amended  instanter :  8 
Ga.,  317.  Plaintiff  in  error  may  amend  by  the  record  and  insert  names  of  parties  sued  : 
12  Ga.,  270.  Arbitrator;  when  case  was  referred  to  Circuit  Judge  as  arbitrator,  rather 
than  as  Judge,  writ  of  error  dismissed  :  15  Ga.,  561 ;  30/672.  Argument,  extra  time  for, 
must  be  asked  before  argument  begins  :  41  Ga.,439.  Assignment  of  error,  party  en- 

trapped to  join  issue  on,  should  move  to  withdraw  joinder:  25  Ga.,  244.  So  indefi- 
nitely stated  as  to  leave  Court  in  doubt,  cannot  be  considered  :  47  Ga.,  101.  Sufficient 

assignment  of  error  in  certiorari  case :  44  Ga.,  16.  Sufficient  to  say  "  defendant  excepts  :  '' 
43  Ga.,  338.  What  not  sufficient :  41  Ga.,  414  ;  45/283  ;  47/101 ;  49/263  ;  58/140 ;  68/359. 
Authority,  what  adjudications  are,  in  this  State  :  11  Ga.,  500.  Award,  party  seeking 
to  set  aside,  on  ground  of  its  being  contrary  to  evidence,  must  set  forth  all  the  evidence : 
44  Ga.,  585 ;  47/10.  Bargain  between  the  parties,  as  to  manner  of  trial,  Supreme  Court 
can  take  no  notice  of:  22  Ga.,  104.  Bill  of  exceptions,  notice  of  filing  of,  not  suffi- 

cient, must  be  notice  of  signing  and  certifying  :  6  Ga.,  380.  Where  there  was  variance 
between,  and  motion  for  new  trial :  19  Ga.,  1.  No  ground  of  equity  that  counsel  mis- 

represented contents  of:  25  Ga.,  244.  When  ambiguous,  etc.,  safer  course  to  remand 
case  for  new  trial :  30  Ga.,  287.  Rule  against  Sheriff  for  money  and  attachment  for  not 
paying  over,  may  be  joined  in  one  bill  of  exceptions  :  42  Ga.,  83.  When  lost,  certified 
copy  established  in  lieu  :  41  Ga.,  85.  Admissions  in,  may  justify  affirmance  :  44  Ga.,  26. 
Certified  copy  withdrawn  :  45  Ga.,  312.  No  entry  of  service  on,  can  be  dismissed:  45 
Ga.,316.  Shouldspecify  the  portion  of  the  charge  excepted  to:  46Ga.,19.  Various  rulings 
as  to :  54  Ga.,  695,  700.  Not  signed  by  counsel  or  party,  dismissed  :  56  Ga.,  529  ;  58/604. 
Where  goes  over  to  next  term  of  Supreme  Court  under  the  Act  of  1877  :  59  Ga.,  878. 
Where  Judge  died  before  certifying  bill  of  exceptions,  and  authentication  under  sec- 

tion 4255 :  59 Ga.,  235.  Book  accounts,  when  abstract  of,  necessary  part  of  the  record  : 
48  Ga.,  542.  Brief  of  evidence  approved  by  the  Court  or  agreed  on  by  counsel,  must 
be  filed  and  the  approval  or  agreement  entered  on  the  minutes:  1  Ga.,  252:  5/399; 
47/473.  Not  required  to  be  entered  on  the  minutes  but  must  be  filed  :  7  Ga.,  436  Best 
mode  of  making  out :  8  Ga.,  111.  Documentary  evidence  must  be  attached  :  8  Ga.,  111. 
Agreement  as  to  brief  of  evidence  entered  nunc  pro  tunc:  10  Ga.,  93.  Approval  inferred 
from  entry  on  the  minutes:  15  Ga.,  507-8.    Right  and  duty  of  Judge  to  revise :  18  GaM 
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534.  When  not  approved  or  agreed  on  till  next  regular  term  of  the  Court,  by  order  of 
the  Judge:  20  Ga.,  762.  Agreed  upon  by  counsel,  sufficient:  25  Ga.,  158;  41/577.  Fail- 

ure to  file  when  motion  is  made,  how  cured  :  30  Ga..  249.  Where  after  motion  for  new 
trial  was  made  and  the  Judge  who  heard  the  case  went  out  of  office  before  certifying 
the  brief  of  evidence,  his  successor  committed  no  error  in  refusing  new  trial :  38  Ga., 
594.  Must  be  identified  by  the  signature  of  the  Judge  :  40  Ga.,  546.  Order  extending 
time  to  make  out  brief  of  evidence  :  41  Ga.,  60.  "  Believe  this  brief  of  evidence  cor- 

rect" sufficient  approval  by  the  Court:  41  Ga.,  316.  Granting  rule  nisi  presumptive 
approval  of:  41  Ga.,  577  ;  see  also  44  Ga.,  266,  605, 639.  In  murder  case  brief  of  evidence 
not  sent  up,  time  given  to  procure  it :  45  Ga.,  58.  Bill  of  exceptions  must  show  brief 
of  evidence  approved  by  the  Court :  48  Ga.,  124,  55/584;  56/530;  59/624.  What  ap- 

proval of  brief  of  evidence  sufficient:  41  Ga.,  316;  48/124,556;  58/346;  60/20,322. 
Agreed  statement  of  facts,  or  approved  brief  of  evidence,  not  properly  identified  by  the 
Court,  and  writ  of  error  dismissed  :  60  Ga.,  60,  322,  595.  Brief  of  evidence  amendable 
while  motion  for  new  trial  is  pending  :  61  Ga.,  419.  Oral  evidence,  not  incorporated  in 
brief  of  evidence,  cannot  be  considered  in  a  motion  for  new  trial :  62  Ga.,  175.  Certif- 

icate of  clerk  to  bill  of  exceptions  must  be  that  it  is  the  true  original :  44  Ga.,  578, 587  ; 
59/60.  When  Judge  omitted  to  sign  certificate:  43  Ga.,  308.  Not  in  form,  writ  of  error 
dismissed:  54  Ga.,  695.  Need  not  be  literally  as  in  Code:  58  Ga.,  461.  Of  clerk  not 
signed  writ  dismissed:  53  Ga.,  552.  Blank  certificate  signed,  date  of:  51  Ga.,  217. 

Charg-e  of  Court,  portion  of,  excepted  to  must  be  specified  :  14  Ga.,  404.  To  be  taken 
in  reference  to  the  subject  to  which  it  relates  :  22  Ga.,  418.  Being  collectively  right 
new  trial  not  granted,  though  some  isolated  part  be  wrong  :  41  Ga.,  187.  Divided  up 
and  numbered,  good  assignment  of  error,  to  say  Court  erred  in  paragraphs  as  numbered  : 
43  Ga.,  569.  Cannot  be  excepted  to,  on  exception  to  granting  a  new  trial:  45  Ga.,  314. 
Refusal  of  request  to  charge  must  be  verified  by  the  Court :  57  Ga.,  151 ;  58/61.  Claim 
interposed,  proper  party  in  writ  of  error,  when  judgment  is  transferred:  15  Ga.,  89. 
Withdrawn  there  remains  no  case  on  which  appeal  can  be  taken  to  Supreme  Court :  33 
Ga.,  205.  Continuance,  improper  granting  or  refusal  of,  ground  for  writ  of  error:  3 
Ga.,  185  ;  but  see  24  Ga.,  169  ;  25/146.  New  trial  granted  when  continuance  refused  by 
Circuit  Court:  5  Ga.,  48.  When  decision  of  Court  refusing  is  excepted  to,  grounds  of 
the  motion  must  be  stated  :  22  Ga.,  403.  Writ  of  error  founded  on  the  granting  of  a 
continuance  will  be  dismissed  :  24  Ga.,  169.  Discretion  of  Court  in  granting  not  inter- 

fered with  unless  manifestly  abused :  42  Ga.,403;  40/135;  41/102;  44/593;  45/644; 
47/598.  Copy  of  lost  paper  established  where  clerk  certified  original  was  sent  up  :  7 
Ga.,  181.  Costs,  writ  of  error  not  dismissed  because  record  does  not  show  payment  of, 
in  Court  below  :  6  Ga.,  587.  Superior  Court  Clerk  not  entitled  to  costs  for  transcript 
before  sending  to  Supreme  Court :  12  Ga.,618.  Supreme  Court  may  adjudge  costs  either 
way  :  32  Ga.,  499.  When  plaintiff  in  error  may  withdraw  record  to  save  costs  :  40  Ga., 
492-3.  Rule  as  to  costs  when  judgment  of  Court  below  is  affirmed,  provided  plaintiff 
"write  off"  portion  of  verdict:  46  Ga.,  454.  Counsel,  when  decision  of  presiding 
Judge  not  controlled  as  to  how  far  remarks  of  counsel  are  warranted  by  the  evidence  : 
27  Ga.,  649.  Court  and  counsel,  Supreme  Court  will  not  review  what  transpires  pri- 

vately between,  in  Court  room  :  33  Ga.,  56.  Courts  and  juries,  Supreme  Court  is  ever 

vigilant  in  upholding  the  powers  of  the  former  and  in  protecting  the  rights'and  privi- leges of  the  latter  :  11  Ga.,  461.  Demurrer,  writ  of  error  to  revise  judgment  on,  where 
one  party  was  not  served  witli  an  amendment :  16  Ga  ,  47.  Judgment  of  Court  over- 

ruling, demurrer  to  bill  not  proper  for  consideration  of  Supreme  Court  in  case  under 
Act  of  1870:  44  Ga.,634;  45/134.  Defendant  in  error  entitled  to  insist  in  reviewing 
Court  on  all  grounds  insisted  on  in  lower  Court :  20  Ga.,  762  ;  22/610.  Diminution  of 
record  suggested,  case  continued:  3Ga.,82.  Discretionary  power  of  Circn  it  Courts  not 
interfered  with  unless  exercised  in  an  illegal,  unjust  or  arbitrary  manner:  3  Ga.,  117  ; 
36/595.  Every  discretion  of  the  Court  is  a  legal,  not  an  an  arbitrary  one:  24  Ga.,  474. 
Rule  of  equity  that  discretion  of  Court  will  not  be  disturbed  does  not  apply  to  misap- 

prehension of  documentary  evidence:  35  Ga.,  47.  Error  will  not  lie  to  decision  of 
Court  below  where  party  subsequent  to  decision  voluntarily  dismisses  his  case  :  7  Ga., 
79.  227.  Ground  of,  not  certified  by  the  Court  not  considered  :  24  Ga.,  155.  Immaterial, 
committed  by  the  Court  but  finding  of  the  jury  satisfactory,  judgment  not  reversed,  un- 

less :  24  Ga.,  445.  Alleged  grounds  of,  must  be  identified  by  the  Judge  as  true  :  46  Ga., 
159.  Immaterial  errors  not  considered:  44  Ga.,  215;  45/521 ;  47/101;  50/144.  Evidence, 
aliunde  the  record,  not  permitted  to  show  appeal  bond  was  given:  2  Ga.,  439.  Objec- 

tions to  admissions  of,  on  specified  grounds  considered  a  waiver  of  grounds  not  speci- 
fied: 20  Ga,,  135.  Brief  of,  must  be  identified  by  the  signature  of  the  Judge:  40  Ga., 

546 ;  43/175  ;  47/473 ;  60/60,  595.  When  part  of,  was  set  out  in  the  record  and  not  in  the 
bill  of  exceptions,  held  sufficient :  41  Ga.,  547.  Bill  of  exceptions  not  containing.  Judge 
should  not  certify:  45  Ga.,  317.  When  sufficient  attached  as  an  exhibit  to  bill  of  ex- 

ceptions :  58  Ga.,  346.  When  left  out  may  be  put  in  by  consent  in  Supreme  Court: 
43  Ga.,  517.  May  be  embodied  in  bill  of  exceptions:  58  Ga.,  346;  60/20. 
Practice  as  to  approval  and  certifying:  41  Ga.,  412,  419;  58/346  ;  60/20,  322,  537  ;  61/281, 
337.  Exceptions,  better  that  grounds  of  exceptions  should  be  stated  to  Court  below, 
but  still  not  lost  unless  waivable  :  23  Ga.,  371.  Must  be  plainly  and  distinctly  set  forth 
in  the  record :  24  Ga.,  591.  To  admission  of  evidence  should  show  grounds:  47  Ga., 
101 ;  56/444.  Exceptions  to  decree  as  contrary  to  law  and  evidence  must  show  wherein, 
when  new  trial  not  moved  for:  60  Ga.,  407.  Exceptions  not  made  in  Court  below  not 
heard  in  Supreme  Court:  47  Ga.,  445;  54/538;  56/571;  58/122;  59/709;  22/574.  Ex 
parte  cases,  no  provision  for  hearing  of,  in  Supreme  Court:    29  Ga.,  33.     Facts, 
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Supreme  Court  bound  by,  as  certified  to  by  Judge  :  47  Ga.,  25.  When  submitted  to 
Judge  in  the  lower  Court :  25  Ga.,  154.  Habeas  corpus  growing  out  of  imprisonment 
for  contempt  for  restoration  of  personal  property,  writ  of  error  lies  for  either  party  in  : 
24  Ga.,  379.  Cannot  he  dismissed  because  illegal  sentence  expired:  55  Ga.,  435.  In- 

junction; no  writ  of  error  as  to  decision  of  a  motion  as  to  injunction  will  be  heard 
while  cause  is  pending  below  :  41  Ga.,  421.  Joint  defendants,  judgment  against  one 
being  dead  at  time,  reversed  as  to  all:  3  Ga.,  104.  Judgment,  effect  of  reversal  of,  as 
to  acts  under  it  and  judgments  dependent  on  it :  4  Ga.,  202,  323;  11/89;  15/91;  24/397. 
Defendant  in  error  may  pray  for  affirmance  of  judgment  when  there  is  no  appearance 
for  plaintiff  in  error:  7  Ga.,  1;  42/233.  Judgment  affirmed  where  proper  decree  was 
made,  although  bad  reason  given  for  it :  11  Ga.,  160.  Judgment  affirmed  for  want  of 
representative  of  deceased  party:  45  Ga.,  313.  When  party  through  ignorance  fails  to 
comply  literally  with  judgment  of  Supreme  Court,  no  advantage  shall  be  taken:  32 
Ga.,  499.  Judgment  of  the  Supreme  Court  is  final  and  conclusive  ;  the  opinion  of  the 
Court  on  the  law  of  a  case  may  be  overruled  :  38  Ga.,  195.  Where  error  for  Court  be- 

low to  refuse  to  charge  in  language  of  judgment  of  Supreme  Court:  44  Ga.,  383. 
Judgment  of  Court  below  not  reversed  if  right  on  any  ground  apparent  in  the  record  : 
44  Ga.,  16.  Reversed  by  consent  of  parties  :  43  Ga.,  178.  Affirmed  by  consent  of  par- 

ties :  43  Ga.,  176.  Jurisdiction,  original.  Supreme  Court  has  none:  36  Ga.,  442. 

Motion  to  dismiss  in  Supreme  Court  for* want  of  filing  bill  of  exceptions  in  clerk's 
office  below,  too  late,  when  :  45  Ga.,  108.  Newly  discovered  evidence,  as  to  grant- 

ing new  trial  for:  3  Ga.,  310.  When  not  for:  25  Ga.,  182.  New  trial  granted  when 
finding  of  two  concurrent  verdicts  were  clearly  against  the  law  :  4  Ga,,  193  ;  or  three 
verdicts  :  60  Ga.,  1 19.  When  Supreme  Court  will  not  control  discretion  of  Circuit  Court 
in  refusing  new  trial:  9  Ga.,  9;  37/235,  258.  Supreme  Court  will  more  reluctantly 
control  action  of  Superior  Court  when  granting  than  when  refusing  new  trial :  24  Ga., 
414  ;  26/164  ;  35/271 ;  36/604 ;  37/557.  Not  granted  hy  Supreme  Court  except  for  error 
such  as  might  have  hurt  party  moving:  29  Ga.,  134  ;  30/278,  485,  686  ;  42/308.  Supreme 
Court  has  power  to  grant  new  trial  on  terms:  37  Ga.,  341;  44/179;  45/95;  46/454; 
47/329;  49/76.  When  no  motion  made  for  new  trial  in  Court  below:  34  Ga.,  339; 
37/324  ;  28/25 ;  35/241 ;  36/442.  As  to  motion  for,  after  bill  of  exceptions  had  been  dis- 

missed :  45  Ga.,  100.  What  should  appear  in  motion  for  new  trial :  49  Ga.,  105.  Non- 
suit;  writ  of  error  does  not  lie  from  voluntary  nonsuit:  9  Ga.,  207.  Opinion  of 

Supreme  Court,  when  not  necessary  for  Judge  below  to  read  :  12  Ga.,  271.  Court  asked 
to  deliver  before  regular  opinion  day,  etc.,  refused:  43  Ga.,  466.  Parties,  presump- 

tion that  Court  below  would  have  required  proper:  39  Ga.,  534.  Proper,  to  writ  of 
error:  1  Ga.,  495;  10/2;  26/398.  Punishment,  discretion  of  Court  below  as  to.  inter- 

fered with  only  in  extreme  case:  28  Ga.,  576;  35/241.  Plaintiff  in  error  must  show 
affirmatively  that  decision  complained  of  is  erroneous:  26  Ga.,  332.  Practice  in  Court 
below,  Supreme  Court  reluctantly  interferes  with  :  25  Ga.,  592  ;  37/335.  Presumption 
as  to  proper  parties:  39  Ga.,  534.  Is  in  favor  of  regularity  and  legality  of  proceedings: 
34  Ga.,  270;  44/197,  639.  Record  in  a  cause,  what  it  should  contain:  7  Ga.,  258; 
27/167.  Minutes  of  arbitrators  cannot  be  made  a  part  of:  25  Ga.,  257.  Deficiencies 

may  be  supplied  by  recitals  in  bill  'of  exceptions:  40 Ga.,  702.  Lost  copy  may  be  estab- 
lished, wnen  :  40  Ga.,  546  ;  59/242,  642.  Duty  of  plaintiff  in  error  to  bring  up  whole 

record :  40  Ga.,  698.  When  confessed,  etc.,  writ  of  error  dismissed :  41  Ga.,  95.  Failing 
to  reach  Supreme  Court  in  time  on  account  of  sickness:  42  Ga.,  175.  Withdrawal  of, 
allowed,  when:  45  Ga.,  316.  Remittitur,  amendments  on  return  of:  28  Ga.,  29; 
45/195;  47/500.  Reinstated,  cause  was,  when  counsel  was  absent  on  account  of  sick- 

ness: 43  Ga.,  168.  When  case  will  be,  after  dismissal  for  wTant  of  prosecution:  45  Ga., 
291.  Res  adjudicata,  doctrine  of,  as  affecting  Supreme  Court :  11  Ga.,  459;  21/585; 
27/334 ;  41/221 ;  42/41,  614 ;  43/564.  Rule  25  of  Supreme  Court  directory  as  to  form 
merely  :  14  Ga.,  285.  Scire  facias,  general  instructions  as  to  record  in:  61  Ga.,  492-6. 
Service,  acknowledgement  of,  anterior  to  certificate  of  Judge,  not  good  service  :  50 
Ga.,  87.  Service  bv  attorney  mu**t  be  authenticated  by  affidavit  made  at  the  time  :  50 
Ga.,  90,  483 ;  48/125.  Entry  by  Sheriff  or  other  officer  sufficient  evidence  :  50  Ga.,  369. 
Service  by  leaving  copy  at  office  of  counsel  insufficient:  50  Ga.,  369.  Date  of  acknowl- 

edgement of  service  cannot  be  shown  by  proof  aliunde:  50  Ga.,  486.  Bill  of  exceptions 
dismissed  because  service  too  late :  42  Ga.,  655  ;  60/594.  Bill  of  exceptions  changed  by 
Judge  after  service  must  be  served  over:  42  Ga.,656.  Service  must  appear  on  bill  of  ex- 

ceptions :  44  Ga.,  652;  45/316;  59/666.  Waiver  of  service  after  case  was  reached  in 
Supreme  Court  not  sufficient:  48  Ga.,  126.  Defendants  not  all  served,  writ  of  error 
dismissed:  57  Ga.,  197.  Counsel  of  party  taking  up  case  cannot  cease  to  be  counsel  so 
as  to  avoid  service  of  bill  of  exceptions:  29  Ga.,  29.  Stare  decisis,  doctrine  of,  dis- 

cussed :  26  Ga.,  39,  66.  Stay  resolution  of  1870#did  not  stop  proceedings  in  Supreme 
Court:  40  Ga.,  663.  Stricken  from  the  docket,  case  was,  when  no  appearance  for 
either  party  :  4  Ga..  156.  Supreme  Court  of  Georgia  is  co-equal  and  co  ordinate  with 
Supreme  Court  of  the  United  States :  14  Ga.,  439.  As  to  proceedings  in  Superior  Courts 
before  organization  of  Supreme  Court:  23  Ga.,  504.  Transcript  not  certified  or  sent 
up  in  time  prescribed,  writ  of  error  dismissed  :  41  Ga.,  414;  36/519.  Want  of  prose- 

cution, when  cause  dismissed  for,  may  be  reinstated  :  4kGa.,  421 ;  43/167-8.  Writ  of 
error  dismissed  for  nonjoinder  of  surety  on  appeal:  3  Ga.,  584.  Motion  to  reinstate 
refused:  4  Ga.,  208.  Not  dismissed  because  same  cause  had  been  before  Supreme 
Court :  6  Ga.,  207.  Where  to  be  sued  out,  and  when  bill  against  one  in  different  county : 
21  Ga.,  125.  Dismissed  as  premature :  28  Ga.,  519.  Where  returnable  to  wrong  term  of 
Supreme  Court :  33  Ga.,  11,  Suplt.     Dismissed  when  bill  of  exceptions  was  not  served  : 
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40  Ga.,  510.  Dismissed  for  failure  to  furnish  copies  of  bills  of  exceptions  as  required 
by  Rule  12:  40  Ga.,  492.  Does  not  lie  to  an  ex  parte  order  for  injunction  granted  at 
chambers  :  40  Ga.,  492.  Motion  to  dismiss  writ  of  error  takes  precedence  over  motion 
to  remove  to  United  States  Court:  41  Ga.,  417.  Dismissed  for  want  of  prosecution  :  44 
Ga..  661.  No  second  writ  of  error  allowed  as  to  any  ground  in  original  motion  for  new 
trial :  48  Ga.,  541. 

General  Note  on  Chapter  II. — Authority  of  decisions  of :  See  notes  to  $1  of  Code. 
Criminal  cases,  error  in  :  Powell  Appel.  Proceedings,  290;  3  Whart.  Crim.  Law,  §3208. 
Bill  of  exceptions  to  evidence :  Wells'  Ques.  Law  and  Fact,  607 ;  to  instructions  of 
Court:  lb.,  616;  see  notes  on  New  Trials.  Obiter  dicta:  27  Am.  D.,  633,  n.  Restitution 
of  property  upon  reversal  of  judgment:  28  Am.  D.,  368-372,  full  note;  notes  to  Code, 
§3759.  Stare  decisis:  Note  to  §4270;  3  Wall.,  332;  2  Bk.,  544.  Error  in  discretionary 
matters  :  Powell  on  Appel.  Proceed.,  164,  195,  321,  336,  and  Appendix,  note  IV.,  page 
398.  Exception  not  allowed  to  judgment  without  jurisdiction:  Powell  on  Appel.  Pro- 

ceed., 115;  error  must  appear  in  record  :  lb.,  125,  193;  how  assigned:  lb.,  277.  Bill  of 
exceptions  :  Powell  on  Appel.  Proceed.,  209-260. 
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PAKT  IV. 
PENAL  LAWS. 

TITLE  I 

PENAL   CODE. 

Division  1.- 
Division  2. 

Division  3.- 
Division  4.- 
Division  5. 

Division  6.- 
Division  7.- 

"Division  8.- 
Division  9.- 
Division  10.- 
Division  11.- 
Division  12.- 
Division  13.- 
Division  14.- 
Division  15.- 

-Persons  Capable  of  Committing  Crimes. 
-Principals  and  Accessories. 
-Crimes  against  the  State  and  People. 
-Crimes  against  the  Person. 
-Crimes  against  the  Habitation. 
-Crimes  Relative  to  Property. 

-Forging,  Counterfeiting,  and  Unlawful  Currency. 
-Crimes  against  Public  Justice. 
-Against  Public  Peace  and  Tranquility. 
-Against  Public  Morality,  Health,  Police,  etc. 
-Cheats  and  Swindles. 

-Fraudulent  or  Malicious  Mischief. 
-Indictments  and  Proceedings  to  Execution. 
-Contempts,  etc.,  and  Attempts  to  Commit  Crimes. 
-Proceedings  in  Preliminary  Courts. 

,i. 

FIRST  DIVISION. 

PERSONS  capable  of  committing  crimes. t 

Section. 
4292.  Crime,  definition. 
4293.  Intention. 
4294.  Infants  of  fourteen  years,  capable. 
4295.  Under  ten,  incapable. 
4296.  Lunatics. 
4297.  Idiots. 
4298.  Aiders  and  abettors  instead. 

Section. 
4299.  If  insanity  is  pleaded. 
4300.  Married  women. 
4H01.  Drunkeness,  when  excuse. 
4302.  Misfortune  or  accident. 
4*03.  Persons  under  fear. 
4304.  Felony,  what  is. 

§4292.  (4227.)  (4188.)  Definition  of  crime.  A  crime  or  misdemeanor 
shall  consist  in  a  violation  of  a  public  law,  in  the  commission  of  which 
there  shall  ]>e  a  union  or  joint  operation  of  act  and  intention,  or  crim- 

inal negligence. 
An  offense  cannot  be  created  by  vague  implications :  33  Ga.,  229. 

§4293.  (4228.)  (4189.)  Intention.  Intention  will  be  manifested  by  the 
circumstances  connected  with  the  perpetration  of  the  offense,  and  the 
sound  mind  and  discretion  of  the  person  accused. 

1  Bish.  Cr.  Law,  §364  ;  1  Hawley  Cr.  Rep. ;  30  Am.  R.,  614;  32/247. 

§4294.  (4229.)  (4190.)  Infants  of  fourteen  capable.     A  person  shall  be  §3064. 
considered  of  sound  mind,  who  is  neither  an  idiot,  a  lunatic,  or  afflicted 
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by  insanity,  or  who  hath  arrived  at  the  age  of  fourteen  years,  or  before 
that  age,  if  such  person  know  the  distinction  between  good  and  evil. 

Capacity  to  distinguish  between  right  and  wrong  delusion:  3  Ga.,  310;  31/424; 
42/10.  Where  neither  idiot,  lunatic  or  insane,  cannot  prove  defendant  of  weak  mind  : 
7  Ga.,  3. 

1  Bish.  Cr.  Law,  §460;  1  Whart.  Cr.  Law,  58;  1  Archbold  Cr.  Pr.  and  PL,  10;  36 
Am.  R.,  132. 

§4295.  (4230.)  (4191.)    Under  ten,  according  to  capacity,  etc.     An  infant 
§3064.         under  the  age  of  ten  years,  whose  tender  age  renders  it  improbable  that 

he  or  she  should  be  impressed  with  a  proper  sense  of  moral  obligation, 
or  be  possessed  of  sufficient  capacity  deliberately  to  have  committed 
the  offense,  shall  not  be  considered  or  foundguilty  of  any  crime  or  mis-. 
demeanor. 

Infant  of  fourteen  years  convicted  of  voluntary  manslaughter,  on  what  evidence : 
32 Ga.,  496. 

§4296.  (4231.)  (4192.)  Lunatics.  A  lunatic  or  person  insane,  without 
lucid  intervals,  shall  not  bs  found  guilty  of  any  crime  or  misdemeanor 
with  which  he  or  she  may  be  charged:  Provided,  the  act  so  charged  as 
criminal  was  committed  in  the  condition  of  such  lunacy  or  insanity; 
but  if  a  lunatic  hath  lucid  intervals  of  understanding,  he  shall  answer 
for  what  he  does  in  those  intervals  as  if  he  had  no  deficiency. 

Witness  may  give  in  evidence  belief  in  a  case  of  insanity  if  he  states  the  facts  on 
which  it  is  based:  10  Ga.,  513  ;  31/424.  Experts  allowed  to  testify  as  to  insanity,  but 
family  and  neighborhood  reputation  as  to,  inadmissible,  onomania  and  moral  insan- 

ity questioned:  58  Ga.,  296  ;  45/190;  31/424.  Sanity  presumed,  and  must  be  overcome 
by  proof  to  contrary  to  avail  for  acquittal :  45  Ga.,  55  ;  56/463.  Insanity,  to  excuse  for 
crime,  must  dethrone  reason  and  incapacitate  from  distinguishing  between  right  and 
wrong:  47  Ga.,  553;  58/296.  The  madness  of  an  act  not  necessarily  insanity:  54 
Ga.,  375. 

§4297.  (4232.)  (4193.)  Idiots.  An  idiot  shall  not  be  found  guilty  or 
punished  for  any  crime  or  misdemeanor  with  which  he  or  she  may  be 
charged. 

§4298.  (4233.)  (4194.)  Counselors  and  instigators  punishable.  Any  per- 
son counseling,  advising  or  encouraging  an  infant  under  the  age  of  ten 

years,  a  lunatic  or  an  idiot,  to  commit  an  offense,  shall  be  prosecuted 
for  such  an  offense,  when  committed,  as  principal;  and  if  found  guilty, 
shall  suffer  the  same  punishment  as  would  have  been  inflicted  on  said 
infant,  lunatic  or  idiot,  if  he  or  she  had  possessed  discretion  and  been 
found  guilty. 

§4299.  (4234.)  (4195.)  Plea  of  insanity,  how  tried.  Whenever  the  plea 
of  insanity  is  filed,  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  Court  to  cause  the  issue 
on  that  plea  to  be  first  tried  by  a  special  jury,  and  if  found  to  be  true, 
the  Court  shall  order  the  defendant  to  be  delivered  to  the  Superinten- 

dent of  the  Asylum,  there  to  remain  until  discharged  by  the  General 
Assembly. 

Must  allege  prisoner's  insanity  at  the  time  of  the  trial :  38  Ga.,  491.  Going  to  trial 
on  this  plea  and  that  of  the  general  issue,  without  insisting  on  trial  on  the  first,  jury 
may  find  guilty  or  not  guilty  ;  reasonable  doubt:  42  Ga.,  9-10. 

Insanity  as  a  defense  :  1  Bish.  Cr.  Law,  §467  ;  1  Whart.  Cr.  Law,  §13  ;  1  Arch.  Cr. 

Pr.  and  PL,  16;  2  Bish.  Cr.  Proc,  §664;  1  Hawley's  Cr.  Rep.,  283,  297,'  358-9;  3/313;  9 Am.  P.,  242;  11/731;  18/420;  31/360;  35/20. 

§4300.  (4235.)  (4196.)  Married  women,  if  coerced,  not  punishable.  A  feme 
covert,  or  married  woman,  acting  under  the  threats,  command  or  coercion 
of  her  husband,  shall  not  be  found  guilty  of  any  crime  or  misde- 

meanor not  punishable  by  death  or  perpetual  imprisonment;  and, 
with  this  exception,  the  husband  shall  be  prosecuted  as  principal,  and, 
if  convicted,  shall  receive  the  punishment  which  otherwise  would  have 
been  inflicted  on  the  wife,  if  she  had  been  found  guilty :  Provided,  it 
appears,  from  all  the  facts  and  circumstances  of  the  case,  that  violent 
threats,  command  and  coercion  were  used. 

1  Bishop  Cr.  Law,  §450;  1  Whart.  Cr.  Law,  §66;  1  Arch.  Cr.  Pr.  and  PI.,  39. 
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§4301.  (4236.)  (4197.)  Drunkenness  no  excuse ;  others  causing,  liability. 
Drunkenness  shall  not  be  an  excuse  for  any  crime  or  misdemeanor,  un- 

less such  drunkenness  was  occasioned  by  the  fraud,  artifice,  or  con- 
trivance, of  other  person  or  persons,  for  the  purpose  of  having  a  crime 

perpetrated ;  and  then  the  person  or  persons  so  causing  said  drunken- 
ness, for  such  malignant  purpose,  shall  be  considered  a  principal,  and 

suffer  the  same  punishment  as  would  have  been  inflicted  on  the  per- 
son or  persons  committing  the  offense,  if  he,  she,  or  they,  had  been  pos- 

sessed of  sound  reason  and  discretion. 

Voluntary  drunkenness  of  whatever  degree  is  no  excuse  for  crime:  17  Ga.,  14G ; 
34/354 :  55/31 ;  53/198.  While  drunkenness  is  no  excuse,  yet  it  may  be  considered  as  to 
whether  the  prisoner  was  excited  by  passion  or  actuated  by  malice  :  25  Ga.,  527  ;  49/211. 
Also  as  to  whether  the  intention  to  kill  preceded  the  provocation  or  was  produced  by 
it:  29  Ga.,  594.  Inordinate  thirst  for  liquor,  produced  by  habitual  drunkenness,  no 
excuse  for  crime  :  31  Ga.,  424-5.  Witness  should  give  facts  on  which  he  bases  his  opin- 

ion of  drunkenness:  53  Ga.,  365.  Where  not  too  drunk  to  shoot,  can  entertain 
malice  :  59  Ga.,  154. 

1  Bish.  Cr.  Law,  $488 ;  8  Am.  R.,  465  ;  20/292;  36/293.  In  larceny  :  27  Am.  R.,  416; 
36/13. 

§4302.  (4237.)  (4198.)  Misfortune  or  accident.  A  person  shall  not  be 
found  guilty  of  any  crime  or  misdemeanor  committed  by  misfortune 
or  accident,  and  where  it  satisfactorily  appears  there  was  no  evil  design, 
or  intention,  or  culpable  neglect. 

Where  it  was  murder  the  killing  by  accidental  discharge  of  a  gun  while  attacking 
the  person  or  premises  with  intent  to  kill :  19  Ga.,  103.  Otherwise  where  the  intent 
to  commit  the  unlawful  act  was  abandoned  before  the  accidental  killing:  22  Ga.,  479. 
This  law  construed  :  30  Ga.,  385. 

1  Whart.  Cr.  Law,  §751 ;  2/§1002;  1  Arch.  Cr.  Pr.  and  PL,  49. 

§4303.  (4238.)  (4202.)  Persons  acting  under  fear  not  punishable.  A  per- 
son committing  a  crime  or  misdemeanor  under  threats  or  meanaces, 

which  sufficiently  show  that  his  or  her  life  or  member  was  in  danger, 
or  that  he  or  she  had  reasonable  cause  to  believe,  and  did  actually  be- 

lieve, that  his  'or  her  life  or  member  was  in  danger;  shall  not  be  found 
guilty ;  and  such  threats  and  menaces  being  proved  and  established, 
the  person  or  persons  compelling,  by  said  threats  and  menaces,  the  com- 

mission of  the  offense,  shall  be  considered  principal  or  principals,  and 
suffer  the  same  punishment  as  if  he,  she,  or  they  had  perpetrated  the 
offense. 

1  Bishop  Cr.  Law,  §441 ;  1  Whart.  Cr.  Law,  §90,  a  ;  1  Arch.  Cr.  Pr.  and  PL,  52.  J 

§4304.  (4239.)  (4203.)  Meaning  of  the  word  "felony."     The  term  ufel-  jfa^  J^l^JL 
ony"  when  used  in  this  Code,  shall  be  construed  to  mean  an  offense,   /gs/<&J 
for  which  the  offender,  on  conviction,  shall  be  liable  by  law  to  be  pun-  //      ' 
ished  by  death  or  imprisonment  in  the  penitentiary,  and  not  otherwise. 

Crimes  by  the  common  law,  followed  by  judgment  of  forfeiture  of  lands  or  goods, 
or  both,  are  felonies  in  England:  •*»  Ga.,  404.  Section  referred  to  and  construed:  58 
Ga.,  203. 

General  Note. — No  one  can,  unless  coercion  used,  plead  the  authority  of  a  supe- 
rior as  an  excuse  for  crime:  15  Ga.,  346.  A  private  acting  under  orders  of  a  superior 

officer:  37  Ga.,  194-5. 
General  Note. — Penal  responsibility  of  corporations :  1  Bishop  Cr.  Law,  §501 ;  1 

Whart.  Cr.  Law,  §85 ;  1  Arch.  Cr.  Pr.  and  PI  ,  47 ,  31  Am.  P.,  663. 
72 
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SECOND   DIVISION. 

PRINCIPALS   AND   ACCESSORIES    IN    CRIME. 

Section. 
4305.  Principals,  first  and.  second  degree. 
4306.  Accessories. 
4307.  Before  the  fact. 
430b.  After  the  fact. 

Section. 
4309.  Punishment  of  each. 
4310.  Of  accessory  after  the  fact. 
4311.  Accessories,  when  tried. 

§4305.  (4240.)  (4204.)  Principals  in  first  and  second  degree.  A  person 
may  be  principal  in  an  offense  in  two  degrees.  A  principal  in  the  first 
degree  is  he  or  she  that  is  the  actor  or  absolute  perpetrator  of  the  crime. 
A  principal  in  the  second  degree  is  he  or  she  who  is  present,  aid- 

ing and  abetting  the  act  to  be  done ;  •  which  presence  need  not  always 
be  an  actual,  immediate  standing  by,  within  sight  or  hearing  of  the  act; 
but  there  may  be  also  a  constructive  presence,  as  when  one  commits  a 
robbery,  or  murder,  or  other  crime,  and  another  keeps  watch  or  guard  at 
some  convenient  distance. 

Definition  of  a  principal:  15  Ga.,  346.  Indictment  with  the  verdict  and  judgment 
thereon  against  the  principal  in  the  first  degree,  evidence  in  the  trial  of  the  principal 
in  the  second  degree,  confessions  of  the  former:  7  Ga.,  2.  One  aiding,  assisting  and 
abetting  an  affray,  guilty  as  principal :  13  Ga.,  322.  Principal  in  the  second  degree 
may  be  tried  before  the  principal  in  the  first  degree  :  17  Ga.,  194.  And  principal  charged 
with  murder  in  the  second  degree  may  be  tried  for  murder  after  principal  in  the  first 
degree  convicted  of  voluntary  manslaughter :  28  Ga.,  200-217.  Immaterial  variance 
in  the  indictment  between  the  allegations  and  the  proof,  both  being  principals :  28 
Ga.,  604.  Need  not  be  present  when  the  offense  committed  to  constitute  him  a  princi- 

pal: 30  Ga.,  757.  May  be  convicted  and  punished  as  principal  in  the  second  degree 
when  incapable  of  committing  the  offense  in  the  first  degree  :  34  Ga.,  275.  When  in- 

dicted as  perpetrator  of  the  murder,  cannot  be  found  guilty  as  principal  in  the  second 
degree  :  36  Ga.,  222.  Same  in  case  of  larceny  :  40  Ga.,  121.  Conviction  as  principal  in 
the  second  degree  of  murder  after  the  principal  in  the  first  degree  acquitted  :  See  52 
Ga.,  53  ;  also  54  Ga.,  439.  Cannot  be  convicted  as  accessory  after  the  fact  on  an  indict- 

ment charging  defendant  as  principal :  52  Ga.,  287.  Principal  and  accessory  before  the 
fact  jointly  indicted,  and  as  to  trial  of,  at  the  same  term:  45  Ga.,  57.  No  principal  in 
the  second  degree  in  misdemeanors:  54  Ga.,  55 ;  33/137.  Section  cited:  54  Ga.,  649. 
As  to  charges  in  indictment  against  principals  in  the  first  and  second  degree,  and  as  to 
evidence  of  one  against  the  other  :  60  Ga.,  620.  Indictment  against  two,  charging  them 
with  larceny:  60  Ga.,  368.  Against  several  with  assault  with  intent  to  murder:  60 
Ga.,284.  Two  indicted  and  jointly  tried  for  robbery :  59  Ga.,  84-87.  Conviction  of  one 
as  principal  in  the  second  degree  contrary  to  law,  where  no  evidence  of  guilt  of  princi- 

pal in  the  first  degree:  64  Ga.,  697.  And  onus  on  principal  in  the  second  degree  to 
show  that  principal  in  the  first  degree  should  not  have  been  convicted,  which  does  not 
applv  where  all  jointly  indicted  as  principals  in  first  degree  where  they  sever  on  trial : 
Coxwell  vs.  State,  Pamphlt,,  Feb.,  1881,  p.  22. 

§4306.  (4241.)  (4205.)  Accessory.  An  accessory  is  one  who  is  not  the 
chief  actor  in  the  offense,  nor  present  at  its  performance,  but  is  some 
way  concerned  therein,  either  before  or  after  the  act  committed. 

No  accessories  in  misdemeanors:  33  Ga.,  137.  As  to  whether  receivers  of  stolen 
goods  were  accessories  before  or  after  the  fact :  42  Ga.,  221-5  ;  58/554. 

§4307.  (4242.)  (4206.)  Accessory  before  the  fact.  An  accessory  before 
the  fact  is  one  who,  being  absent  at  the  time  of  the  crime  committed, 
doth  yet  procure,  counsel,  or  command  another  to  commit  a  crime. 

Defined:  15  Ga.,  346.  Advantage  should  be  taken  of  joinder  in  the  same  count  of 
the  principal  and  the  accessory  before  the  fact  previous  to  the  case  being  submitted  to 
the  jury  :  37  Ga.,  51.  Sayings  to  the  thief  at  the  time  of  the  larceny  admitted  against 
his  accessory  after  the  fact:  43  Ga.,  197.  Accessory  before  the  fact  in  case  of  murder  : 
25  Ga.,  301.  Jointly  indicted  with  the  principal  felon  :  45  Ga.,  57.  Accessory  before 
the  fact  in  arson  not  tried  until  after  the  conviction  of  the  principal  felon,  generally  : 
46  Ga.,  298. 

§4308.  (4243.)  (4207.)  Accessory  after  the  fact.     An  accessory  after  the 
54488, 4490.  fact  is  a  person  who,  after  full  knowledge  that  a  crime  has  been  com- 

mitted, conceals  it  from  the  magistrate,  and  harbors,  assists,  or  protects 
the  person  charged  with  or  convicted  of  the  crime. 

On  a  charge  of  being  accessory  after  the  fact,  the  guilt  of  the  principal  must  be 
proved:  4  Ga.,  465.     Principal  offender  and  accessory  after  the  fact  properly  included 
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in  the  general  count  in  an  indictment :  10  Ga.,  48.  When  would  be  an  accessory  after 
the  fact,  and  where  would  be  principal :  30  Ga.,  759.  What  was  said  to  the  thief  at 
the  time  of  the  larceny  admissible  against  his  accessory  after  the  fact:  43  Ga.,  197.  On 
indictment  as  principal,  no  conviction  as  accessory  after  the  fact :  52  Ga.,  287. 

§4309.  (4244.)  (4208.)  Punishment  of  principal  in  second  degree.  A  prin- 
cipal in  the  second  degree  and  an  accessory  before  the  fact,  except  where 

it  is  otherwise  provided  for  in  this  Code,  shall  receive  the  same  punish- 
ment as  is  directed  to  be  inflicted  on  the  principal  in  the  first  degree, 

or  perpetrator  of  the  crime. 

§4310.  (4245.)  (4209.)  Punishment  of  accessories  after  the  fact.     "  Acces-  (a)  Acts  of 
sories  after  the  fact,  except  where  it  is  otherwise  ordered  in  this  Code,  ̂ f"6' p" 
shall  be  punished  by  a  fine  not  to  exceed  one  thousand  dollars,  impris- 

onment not  to  exceed  six  months,  to  work  in  the  chain-gang  on  the  public  ̂ p.0^.8'* 
works,  or  on  such  other  works  as  the  county  authorities  may  employ 
the  chain-gang,  not  to  exceed  twelve  months,  and  any  one  or  more  of 
these  punishments  may  be  ordered  in  the  discretion  of  the  Judge  :  Pro- 
vided,that  nothing  herein  contained  shall  authorize  the  giving  the  con- 

trol of  convicts  to  private  persons,  or  their  employment  by  the  county 
authorities  in  such  mechanical  pursuits  as  will  bring  the  products  of 
their  labor  into  competition  with  the  products  of  free  labor.* 

Where  alternative  sentence  of  fine  or  imprisonment  should  fix  a  reasonable  time  in 
which  to  pay  the  fine :  47  Ga.,  390.  Section  referred  to  where  accusation  of  cattle  steal- 

ing :  58  Ga.,  493.  Where  commissioners  of  Quitman  county  could  not  hire  out  convicts 

to  work  on  a  man's  private  plantation,  and  as  to  Act  of  1875  being  unconstitutional : 
59  Ga.,  801. 

§4311.     Accessories,  when  tried.     [An  accessory,  before  or  after  the  fact,  (a)  Acts  of 

may  be  indicted,  tried,  convicted  and  punished,  notwithstanding  the 1873,  p-  28< 
principal  offender  may  have   been  pardoned  or  otherwise  discharged 
after  his  conviction,  or  cannot  be  taken  so  as  to  be  prosecuted  and  pun- 

ished.] (a) 
General  Note. — On  election  by  defendants  jointly  indicted  to  be  tried  separately, 

one  not  on  trial  a  competent  witness  for  the  one  tried  :  1  Ga.,  610  ;  but  see  22  Ga.,  400. 

Where  acts '"and  declarations  of  one  accomplice  or  co-conspirator  admissible  against  an- 
other :  8Ga.,408;  20/681;  17/356;  18/704;  61/182.  Combination  and  connivance  for 

the  detection  of  an  offense  :  11/123  ;  16/602  ;  31/206.  One  previously  agreeing  to  par- 
ticipate in  a  crime  may  repent :  30  Ga.,  757.  Conviction  cannot  be  had  on  the  uncor- 

roborated testimony  of  an  accomplice,  only  applies  to  felonies  :  See  43  Ga.,  197  ;  44/209; 
51/597;  52/527,106.  Contradiction  of  testimony  of  accomplices:  56  Ga.,  314.  What 
corroborating  circumstances  will  warrant  conviction  on  the  testimony  of  an  accom- 

plice :  44  Ga.,  215;  McCaller  vs.  State,  Pamphlt.,  Feb.,  1881,  page  32. 

General  Note  on  Second  Division. — Subject  treated :  1  Bish.  Cr.  Law,  §593 ;  1 
Whart.  Cr.  Law,  §91;  1  Arch.  Cr.  Fr.  and  PL,  55 ;  3  Gr.  Ev.,  §§40-50 ;  2  Bish.  Cr.  Proc, 
.§1  <et  seq. 

I   ! 

THIRD  DIVISION. 

CRIMES    AGAINST    THE    STATE    AND    PEOPLE. 

Section. 
4812.  Treason  and  insurrection. 
4313.  Treason,  first  degree. 
4314;  Treason,  second  degree. 
4315.  Insurrection. 

Section. 
4316.  Attempt  to  incite. 
4317.  Punishment. 
4318.  Insurrectionary  papers. 

§4312.  (4246.)  (4211.)  Insurrection.  Crimes  against  the  State  and  peo- 
ple shall  consist  in  treason  in  the  first  degree  and  second  degree, 

exciting,  or  attempting  to  excite,  an  insurrection. 
§4313.  (4247.)  (4212.)   Treason  in  first  degree,  punishment.     Treason  in  (a)  Acts  of 

first  degree  shall  consist  in  levying  war  against  the  State  in  the  same,  or  1866>  p-  15°- 
being  adherent  to  the  enemies  of  the  State  within  the  same,  giving  to 
them  aid  and  comfort  in  this  State  or  elsewhere,  and  thereof  being 

"Many  sections  of  the  Code  provided  for  punishment  under  section  4310  of  the  Code  before 
it  was  amended.    How  does  the  proviso  of  this  affect  those  sections  ? 
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legally  convicted  of  open  deeds  by  two  or  more  witnesses,  or  other  com- 
petent and  credible  testimony,  or  voluntary  confession;  these  cases; 

shall  be  adjudged  treason  against  the  State  and  people ;  and  when  the 
•  overt  act  of  treason  shall  be  committed  without  the  limits  of  this  State- 
the  person  charged  therewith  may  be  arrested  and  tried  in  any  county 
in  this  State,  within  the  limits  of  which  he  may  be  found,  and,  being- 
thereof  convicted,  shall  be  punished  in  like  manner  as  if  the  said  trea- 

son had  been  committed  and  done  within  the  limits  of  said  county. 
Treason  in  the  first  degree  shall  be  punished  with  death,  [but  the  pun- 

ishment may  be  commuted  in  conformity  with  the  provisions  of  section 
4323  of  this  Code.]  (a.) 

2  Whart.  Cr.  Law,  §2766;  2  Bish.  76.,  §1177;  2  Bish.  Cr.  Proa,  §1030;  3  Gr.  Ev.r 
§237 ;  Code,  §5019. 

§4314.  (4248.)  (4213.)  Treason  in  second  degree.  Treason  in  the  second 
degree  shall  consist  in  the  knowledge  and  concealment  of  treason,, 
without  otherwise  assenting  to  or  participating  in  the  same.  The  pun- 

ishment of  treason  in  the  second  degree  shall  be  confinement  and  hard 
labor  in  the  penitentiary  for  four  years. 

§4315.  (4249.)  Insurrection      [Insurrection  shall  consist  in  any  com- 
(b)  Acts  of  bined  resistance  to  the  lawful  authority  of  the  State,  with  intent  to  the 

if^iS*'     denial  thereof,  when  the  same  is  manifested,  or  intended  to  be  mani- 
fested, by  acts  of  violence  ]  (b.) 

§4316.  (4250.)  Attempt  to  incite  insurrection.     [Any  attempt,  by  per- 
(b)  Acts  of  suasion,  or  otherwise,  to  induce  others  to  join  in  any  combined  resis- 

li!? i53P"     tance  to  the  lawful  authority  of  the  State,  shall  constitute  an  attempt, to  incite  insurrection.]  (b.) 
§4317.  (4251.)  Punishment  of  insurrection.     [Any  person  convicted  of 

(a)  Acts  of  the  offense  of  insurrection,  or  an  attempt  [to  incite]  (a.)  insurrection,, 

i97202'  PP'  shall  be  punished  with  death ;  or,  if  the  jury  recommend  to  mercy,. 
(b)  Acts  of  confinement  in  the  penitentiary  for  a  term  not  less  than  five  nor  more 

i52,i53P'     than  twenty  years.]  (b.) 
Before  the  Act  of  1871-2,  this  section  prescribed  no.  penalty  for  the  offense  of  an  at- 

tempt to  incite  insurrection  :  38  Ga.?  571. 

§4318.  (4252.)  (4215.)  Circulating  insurrectionary  papers.  [Ifanyper- 
(a)  Acts  of  son  shall  bring,  introduce,  print,  or  circulate,  or  cause  to  be  introduced, 

i526'iP3P'  circulated,  or  printed,  or  aid  or  assist,  or  be  in  any  manner  instrumental 
in  bringing,  introducing,  circulating,  or  printing  within  this  State, 
any  paper,  pamphlet,  circular,  or  any  writing,  for  the  purpose  of  ex- 

citing insurrection,  riot,  conspiracy,  or  resistance  against  the  lawful 
authority  of  the  State,  or  against  the  lives  of  the  inhabitants  thereof, 
or  any  part  of  them,  such  person  or  persons  so  offending  shall  be  guilty 
of  a  high  misdemeanor,  and  on  conviction  shall  be  punished  by  con- 

finement in  the  penitentiary  for  a  term  not  less  than  five  nor  longer 
than  twenty  years.]  (a  ) 

//^e^***-£  £+-^Z&  i<*^-*    ̂ 21v  -(^^SkZ-Z.  -^t-~-***.  d2~*m~&~<*  +  ~     -£— 
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FOURTH   DIVISION. 

N. Sectio N. 
Homicide. 4345. Ear  or  lip,  punishment. 
Murder. 4346 Castration,  punishment. 
Express  malice. 4347. Wounding  privates. 
Implied  malice. 4348. Other  mayhems. 
Punishment  of  murder. 4349. Rape. 

Manslaughter. 
4350. 

Punishment. 
Voluntary.  . 4351. Assault  with  intent. 
Punishment. 

4352. 
Sodomy. 

Involuntary. 4353. Punishment. 
Punishment. 4354. Bestiality. 
Fine  and  imprisonment. 4355. Punishment. 
Justifiable  homicide. 4356. Attempt. 
Reasonable  tear. 4357. Assault. 
Invasion  of  property. 4358. Punishment. 
Self-defense. 4359. With  intent  to  rob. 
Other  cases 4360. Punishment. 
No  punishment. 4361. With  intent  to  injure  clothes. 
Advisers  to  infanticide. 4362. 

Battery. 

Concealment  of  child 4363. False  imprisonment. 
(a.)  Foeticide,  how  punished. 

4364. 
Without  process. 

(b.  i  Use  of  medicine,  assault  with  intent 4365. Under  color  of  process. 
to  murder. 4366. Kidnapping. 

(p.)  Abortion,  punishment  of. 4367. 
Inveigling  children. 

Fine  and  imprisonment. 4368. Assault  with  intent  to  murder. 
Mayhem. 4369. Stabbing. 

Specification. 4370. 
Shooting. 

Tongue,  punishment. 4371. Seduction. 
One  eye,  punishment. 4372. Using  abusive  or  obscene  language 
Only  one  eye,  or  both  eyes. 4373. Abandonment  of  children. 
Nose,  punishment. 

"CRIMES     AND    OFFENSES    AGAINST     THE     PERSONS    OF    CITIZENS    OR    INDI- 
VIDUALS. 

Sectio  i 
4319. 
4320. 
4321. 
4322. 
4323. 
4324. 
4325. 
4326. 
4327. 
4328. 
4329. 
4330. 
4331. 
4332. 
4333. 
4334. 
4335. 
4336. 
4337. 
4337. 
4337. 

4337. 
4338. 
4339 
4340. 
4341. 
4342. 
4343. 
4344. 

§4319.  (4253.)  (4216.)  Homicide.     Homicide  is  the  killing  of  a  human  §4369. 
feeing,  of  any  age  or  sex,  and  is  of  three  kinds — murder,  manslaughter, 
and  justifiable  homicide. 

General  Note  on  Homicide. — Grades  of  homicide,  in  charge  to  the  jury:  10  Ga.  > 
101;  12/143:  17/204;  22/75;  25/699;  29/594;  31/424;  36/222;  39/718;  41/485;  55/697; 
56/113;  64/318,454.  Homicide  of  ministers  of  justice:  17  Ga.,  194;  18/383;  30/426- 
Decisions  relating  to  slaves:  8  Ga.,  173;  9/492;  15/535;  16/200;  22/545;  25/301,689; 
33/1-4.  Indictment  that  was  sufficient  where  a  person  of  color  was  killed  :  48  Ga.,  31. 
Principals  and  accessories  in  :  8  Ga.,  408  ;  10/48;  17/194;  18/704:  25/301;  28/200,604; 
36/222;  45/57.  Evidence  of  character :  5  Ga.,  86;  10/101;  18/194;  19/102;  43/88.  Quar- 

rels: 5  Ga.,  86;  12/142;  43/88.  Weapons:  22  Ga.,  546;  27/649;  31/167.  Jurisdiction 
of  the  Court :  11  Ga.,  615  ;  34/78.  Previous  fight :  18  Ga.,  460  ;  25/396.  Escape  :  25  Ga., 
527;  26/276.  Threats:  5  Ga.,  48-86;  18/194;  29/470;  39/718.  Explaining  threats:  49 
Ga.,  12.  Identity,  the  fact  of  killing:  11  Ga.,  615.  Size  of  the  parties:  15  Ga.,  118; 
25/699.  Attempt  at  seduction  :  29  Ga.,  724.  Death,  place  of  :  34  Ga.,  78.  Character  of 
the  house  where  crime  committed :  42  Ga.,  609.  Rumors  of  approaching  marriage 
brought  home  to  the  suitor,  the  defendant :  43  Ga.,  484.  As  to  unpopularity  of  a  negro 
with  his  race:  45  Ga.,  516.  What  newly  discovered  evidence  warrants  the  grant  of  a 
new  trial:  47  Ga.,  230.  Indictment,  when  barred:  IGa.,  222.  Where  indictment  for 
manslaughter  charges  facts  constituting  murder  :  25  Ga.,  689.  Indictment  for  murder 
and  verdict  for  manslaughter:  26  Ga.,  579.  Indictment  against  defendant  as  absolute 
perpetrator:  36  Ga.,  222.  Indictment  for  murder  for  shooting  with  a  pistol :  47  Ga. , 
524.  Verdict  of  manslaughter  on  trial  of  murder:  IGa.,  222;  9/264.  Upon  evidence 
making  out  a  case. of  murder  :  13  Ga.,  328  ;  22/546  ;  26/579.  Verdict  guilty  of  murder 
instead.-^!  guilty  ̂ generally  :  26  Gte, ,  -275  ;  17/498..  Guilty  of  murder  in  the  second  de- 

gree where  defendant  indicted  as  absolute  perpetrator  :  36  Ga.,  222.  Guilty  of  involun- 
tary manslaughter :  38  Ga.,  117.  Of  manslaughter:  45  Ga.,  198.  Where  no  conviction 

of  assault  with  intent  to  murder,  if  death  had  ensued,  could  only  be  guilty  of  man- 
slaughter :  46  Ga.,  159. 

§4320.  (4254.)  (4217.)  Murder.     Murder  is  the  unlawful  killing  of  a§4438. 
human  being,  in  the  peace  of  the  State,  by  a  person  of  sound  memory 
and  discretion,  with  malice  aforethought,  either  express  or  implied. 

Killing  proved,  etc.,  on  prisoner  giving  in  facts  in  rebuttal,  the  State  may  show  ex- 
press malice  :  14  Ga.,  43.  What  circumstances  constitute  murder  :  7  Ga.,  3-14;  19/103; 

22/401-402.  Finding  guilty  of  manslaughter  on  indictment  for  murder :  22  Ga.,  546. 
Where  the  reasonable  doubt  of  guilt  should  have  prevailed  under  the  evidence  :  24  Ga., 
315.  May  kill  another  against  whom  he  entertains  malice  and  not  be  guilty  of  mur- 

der :  25  Ga.,  527.  Prisoner  need  not  entertain  personal  ill  will  to  deceased  to  make  the 
killing  of  him  murder  :  26  Ga.,  276.  When  to  defense  of  prisoner  to  a  homicide  proven 
against  him,  the  State  may  show  express  malice  :  31  Ga.,  424.    Where  involuntary  kill- 

1 1 
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ing  in  the  commission  of  an  unlawful  act  was  murder  :  31  Ga.,  236.  Not  always  malice 
where  there  is  a  secret  carrying  of  deadly  weapons :  33  Ga.,  303.  Must  be  malice  at  the 
time  of  the  killing  :  35  Ga.,  54.  A  verdict  of  murder  not  sustained  by  the  evidence  :  43- 
Ga.,  239.  Where  it  was  :  48  Ga.,  67  :  52/608.  Where  the  law  of  mutual  combat  did  not 
apply :  46  Ga.,  148-158  ,  55/48.  Provocation  by  abusive  words  did  not  reduce  the  hom- 

icide to  manslaughter  :  55  Ga.,  317,  348.  Where  not  involved:  58  Ga.,  212.  Evidence 
sufficient  to  convict  of  murder,  although  the  verdict  was  for  voluntary  manslaughter ; 
threats:  57  Ga.,  183-4.  Wherein  grading  the  homicide  between  murder  and  voluntary 
manslaughter,  involuntary  homicide  and  circumstantial  evidence  were  not  involved  : 
58  Ga.,  215.  Murder  of  a  wife  :  60  Ga.,  247.  That  which  would  be  justifiable  in  de- 

ceased, not  legal  provocation  to  slayer:  29  Ga.,  470. 
2  Whart.  Cr.  Law,  ?§930,  944  et  seg. ;  2  Bish.  lb.,  §§668,  753  ;  2  Bish.  Cr:  Proc,  §540  ;. 

1  Arch.  Cr.  Pr.  and  PL,  727  ;  3  Gr.  Ev.,  §130;  1  Hawley;s  Cr.  Rep.,.  262;  18  Am.  D., 
778-787,  n. 

§4321.  (4255.)  (4218.)  Express  malice.  Express  malice  is  that  delib- 
erate intention  unlawfully  to  take  away  the  life  of  a  fellow-creature,, 

which  is  manifested  by  external  circumstances  capable  of  proof. 

Defined:  3  Ga.,  324.  Competent  evidence  to  rebut  the  presumption  of  mal- 
ice: 5  Ga.,  49,  Where  intent  to  shoot  a  moment  before  the  firing,  evidence  of  ex- 
press malice  :  11  Ga.,  615.  Proof  of  express  malice  by  the  State:  31  Ga.,  424;  14/43. 

Malice  from  the  killing:  41  Ga,,  485;  42/613;,  49/211 ;  50/556.  Motives  for  malice  :  43 
Ga.,  484,  522:  49/12  ;  55/325.  Where  motive  was  not  rebutted  by  the  provocation  :  55 
Ga.,  48.  Evidence  of  threats  to  show  malice:  57  Ga.,  183.  Providing  weapon  in  ad- 

vance as  evidence  of  malice :  58  Ga,,  36. 

§4322.  (4256.)  (4219.)  Implied  malice.  Malice  shall  be  implied  where 
no  considerable  provocation  appears,  and  where  all  the  circumstances 
of  the  killing  show  an  abandoned  and  malignant  heart. 

When  implied:  35  Ga..  59;  42/613.  Where  malice  not  implied  from  weapon  used  : 
15Ga.,223;  33/449;  20/761.  Implied  where  no  considerable  provocation  appears:  25 
Ga.,  207.  Going  around  with  a  pistol  as  evidence  of  malice  :  22  Ga.,  401-402,  Presumed 
when  homicide  shown  :  35  Ga  ,  75  ;  50/556;  41/484.  Also  where  shooting  at  and  hitting 
with  a  pistol :  39  Ga.,  31.  Drunkenness  as  showing  whether  there  was  malice :  49  Ga.,. 
211.  Sayings  next  day,  as  showing  malice  at  the  time  of  the  stabbing:  51  Ga.,429i. 
Difficulty  three  weeks  before,  to  show  whether  the  killing  was  with  malice :  51  Ga.,. 
502.     Motive  as  showing  malice  :  55  Ga.,  325. 

§4323.  (4257.)  (4220.)  Murder,  death.  The  punishment  for  persons 
Acts  of  1878  convicted  of  murder  shall  be  death,  but  may  be  confinement  in  the 

-9,  p.  60.  penitentiary  for  life,  in  the  following  cases:  If  the  jury  trying  the  case 
shall  so  recommend,  or  if  the  conviction  is  founded  solely  on  circum- 

stantial testimony,  the  presiding  Judge  may  sentence  to  confinement 
in  the  penitentiary  for  life.  In  the  former  case,  it  is  not  discretionary 
with  the  Judge ;  in  the  latter  it  is. 

Discretion  of  the  Judge  below  as  to  punishment  by  death  or  other  punishment,  rarely 
interfered  with  :  28  Ga.,  576.  Where  should  not  charge  the  jury  that  they  could  rec- 

ommend to  mercy,  but  that  they  could  recommend  sending  to  penitentiary  for  life  :  35> 
Ga.,  5.  And  the  jury  should  not  have  so  recommended  unless  conviction  solelvon  cir- 

cumstantial evidence  :  47  Ga.,525;  38/492;  51/303-4;  52/82,122.  Section  construed 
with  reference  to  section  4311  as  to  arson  of  a  dwelling-house  on  a  plantation  :  47  Ga.,. 
583  ;  49/451.  Where  the  conviction  was  solely  on  circumstantial  evidence  and  the 
Judge  should  re-sentence  :  53  Ga.,  196.  Court  restricted  by  the  verdictof  the  jury  from 
any  other  punishment  than  imprisonment  in  the  penitentiary  for  life:  54  Ga.,  242. 
Sueh  a  ̂ ase  as  was  not  founded  solely  on  circumstantial  evidence  :  57  Ga.,  329 ;  58/264 ;. 
60/247-251. 
,  §4324.  (4258.)  (4221.)  Manslaughter.  Manslaughter  is  the  unlawful 
killing  of  a  human  creature,  without  malice,  either  express  or  implied,, 
and  without  any  mixture  of  any  deliberation  whatever,  which  may  be 
voluntary,  upon  a  sudden  heat  of  passion,  or  involuntary,  in  the  com- 

mission of  an  unlawful  act,  or  a  lawful  act,  without  due  caution  and 
circumspection. 

To  reduce  a  homicide  from  murder  to  manslaughter,  the  slayer  is  not  compelled  be- 
fore the  mortal  wound  given  to  retreat  from  his  domicile  or  family  :  17  Ga.,  465.  On  sud- 
den quarrel  and  heat  of  passion  :  30  Ga.,  67.  When  it  is  manslaughter  after  assault  en- 

dangering life  or  limb  :  33  Ga.,  4.  Provocation  not  freeing  the  person  killing  from  man- 
slaughter: 45  Ga.,  198.  On  indictment  for  murder,  a  finding  guilty  of  manslaughter 

means  the  highest  grade  of  manslaughter:  50  Ga.,  128.  Where  killing  a  trespasser  with 
a  deadlv  weapon  would  be  murder,  and  not  manslaughter  :  58  Ga.,  35  ;  but  see  22  Ga.r 
479;  5/86. 
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§4325.  (4259.)  (4222.)  Voluntary  manslaughter.  In  all  cases  of  volun- 
tary manslaughter,  there  must  be  some  actual  assault  upon  the  person 

killing,  or  an  attempt  by  the  person  killed  to  commit  a  serious  personal 
injury  on  the  person  killing,  or  other  equivalent  circumstances  to  jus- 

tify the  excitement  of  passion,  and  to  exclude  all  idea  of  deliberation 
or  malice,  either  express  or  implied.  Provocation  by  words,  threats, 
menaces,  or  contemptuous  gestures,  shall  in  no  case  be  sufficient  to  free 
the  person  killing  from  the  guilt  and  crime  of  murder.  The  killing 
must  be  the  result  of  that  sudden,  violent  impulse  of  passion,  supposed 
to  be  irresistible ;  for  if  there  should  have  been  an  interval  between 
the  assault  or  provocation  given  and  the  homicide,  sufficient  for  the 
voice  of  reason  and  humanity  to  be  heard,  the  killing  shall  be  attrib- 

uted to  deliberate  revenge,  and  be  punished  as  murder. 
Under  indictment  for  murder  may  find  guilty  of  voluntary  manslaughter:  1  Ga., 

222.  Threats  of  which  there  was  knowledge,  and  yet  it  was  held  to  be  manslaughter :. 
14  Ga.,  361 ;  18/194.  As  to  provocation,  heat  of  blood,  and  mutual  intention  to  fight 
reducing  murder  to  manslaughter:  15  Ga.,  223.     Serious  personal  injury  construed  : 
24  Ga.,  282,  297.     Where  provocation  by  threats  will  not  reduce. murder  to  manslaugh-  > 
ter:  25  Ga,,  207;  53/428;  59/249-250,  515.  What  sufficient  provocation:  55  Ga.,  317.. 
Where  the  jurv  found  suilty  of  voluntary  manslaughter  under  the  evidence  :  48  Ga., 
30;    42/546;    57/183;    28/200;    32/496;    55/698.      As  to  threats:    39  Ga.,   718;    18/194;.  '• 
22/479;  29/470;  45/198;  49/211:  31/261;  5/86;  25/207.  As  showing  malice:  57  Ga., 
183.  Previous  difficulty  and  agreement  to  right:  31  Ga.,  411.  Section  cited  and  con- 

strued: 46  Ga.,  163;  48/82.  Verdict  "guilty  of  manslaughter"  means  voluntary 
manslaughter  :  50  Ga.,  128.  Where  an  indictment  for  murder,  a  charge  as  to  voluntary 
manslaughter  should  not  be  given:  56  Ga.,  114.  In  case  of  voluntary  manslaughter 
there  must  be  some  assault,  etc.:  56  Ga.,  583.  Where  if  death  had  ensued  from  the 
throwing  of  a  stone  it  would  have  been  manslaughter  :  63  Ga.,  581. 

2  Whart.  Cr.  Law,  $969;  2  Bish.  76.,  2§707.  757;  2  Bish.  Cr.  Proa,  §495;  1  Arch.  Cr. 
Pr.  and  PL,  700  ;  3  Gr.  Ev.,  §119 ;  1  Hawley's  Cr.  Rep.,  276,  283,  287,  293.  Resisting  ille- 

gal arrest:  18  Am.  R.,  601. 

§4326.  (4260.)  (4223.)   Punishment.    Voluntary  manslaughter  shall  be  Acts  of  185&, 

punished  by  confinement  and  labor  in  the  penitentiary  for  a  term  notp-  "• 
less  than  one  nor  longer  than  twenty  years. 

§4327.  (4261.)  (4224.)  Involuntary  manslaughter.  Involuntary  man- 
slaughter shall  consist  in  the  killing  of  a  human  being  without  any 

intention  to  do  so,  but  in  the  commission  of  an  unlawful  act,  or  a  lawful 
act,  which  probably  might  produce  such  a  consequence  in  an  unlawful 
manner  :  Provided,  always,  that  where  such  involuntary  killing  shall 
happen  in  the  commission  of  an  unlawful  act  which,  in  its  conse- 

quences, naturally  tends  to  destroy  the  life  of  a  human  being,  or  is 
committed  in  the  prosecution  of  a  riotous  intent,  or  of  a  crime  punish- 

able by  death  or  confinement  in  the  penitentiary,  the  offense  shall  be 
deemed  and  adjudged  to  be  murder. 

Involuntary  killing  in  the  commission  of  an  unlawful  act:  19  Ga.,  103  ;  59/391-2: 
Where  the  Judge  wrongfully  excluded  from  the  jury's  considering  of  involuntary 
manslaughter  :  5  Ga.,  441 ;  10/102.  No  sufficient  evidence  to  permit  of  instructing  the 
jury  as  to  involuntary  manslaughter :  17  Ga.,  200;  22/83,485;  18/230;  58/212;  55/697. 
Where  there  was  sufficient  evidence  to  allow  the  Judge  to  so  charge  :  57  Ga.,  479.  When 
accidental  killing  not  murder  or  involuntary  manslaughter  in  the  commission  of  an  un- 

lawful act:  22 Ga.,  479.  No  ill  will  or  malice  toward  did  not  excuse  the  involuntary 
killing  in  the  commission  of  an  unlawful  act :  31  Ga.,  236.  Where  on  indictment  for 
murder  with  one  count,  a  finding  guilty  of  involuntary  manslaughter  should  not  have 
been  :  30  Ga.,  117.  So  guilty  of  manslaughter  without  due  caution  and  circumspection  : 
58  Ga.,  545.     In  the  doing  of  a  lawful  act  without  due  caution  :  25  Ga.,  510.  690  ;  31/167. 

2  Whart.  Cr.  Law,  §997  ;  1  Arch.  Cr.  Pr.  and  PL,  654  et  seq. ;  3  Gr.  Ev.,  §128. 

§4328.  (4262.)  (4225.)  Punishment.  Involuntary  manslaughter,  in  the 
commission  of  an  unlawful  act,  shall  be  punished  by  confinement  and 
labor  in  the  penitentiary  for  a  term  not  less  than  one  nor  longer  than 
three  years. 

Section  referred  to  and  construed:  50  Ga.,  129. 

§4329.  (4263.)  (4226.)  Punishment.  Involuntary  manslaughter,  in  the 
commission  or  performance  of  a  lawful  act,  where  there  has  not  been 
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<a^  Acts  of  observed  necessary  discretion  and  caution,  shall  be  punished  [as  pre- 
1865-6,  p.     scribed  in  section  4310  of  this  Code.]  (a.) 

In  cases  falling  under  this  section  the  private  injury  is  not  merged  in  the  public,  or 
suspended,  until  the  public  has  been  avenged  :  15  Ga.,  349. 

§4330.  (4264.)  (4227.)  Justifiable  homicide.  There  being  no  rational 
distinction  between  excusable  and  justifiable  homicide,  it  shall  no 
longer  exist.  Justifiable  homicide  is  the  killing  of  a  human  being  by 
commandment  of  the  law  in  execution  of  public  justice;  by  permis- 

sion of  the  law  in  advancement  of  public  justice  ;  in  self-defense,  or  in 
defense  of  habitation,  property,  or  person,  against  one  who  manifestly 
intends,  or  endeavors  by  violence  or  surprise  to  commit  a  felony  on 
either;  or  against  any  persons  who  manifestly  intend  and  endeavor,  in 
a  riotous  and  tumultuous  manner,  to  enter  the  habitation  of  another 
for  the  purpose  of  assaulting  or  offering  personal  violence  to  any  person 
dwelling  or  being  therein. 

Defined:  55  Ga.,  50.  "  Against  any  person  who  manifestly  intends,  etc.,"  applies  to 
the  joint  action  of  two  or  more  persons :  2  Ga.,  173.  What  would  constitute  justifiable 
homicide  in  self-defense  :  5  Ga.,  86;  17/465-484.  When  fears  of  a  reasonable  man  make 
the  homicide  justifiable  :  18  Ga.,  194;  31/167;  57/184;  55/50.  There  should  be  a  neces- 

sity for  the  killing,  and  it  done  in  good  faith  to  the  public  :  22  Ga.,  212  ;  60/609 ;  65/431. 
Where  the  charge  of  the  Judge  as  to  justifiable  homicide  did  no  injury.  46  Ga.,  157. 
Section  referred  to  and  construed  :  64  Ga.,  467. 

Self-defense:  2  Whart.  Cr.  Law,  ?1019  et  seq. ;  2  Bish.  lb.,  g624,  643;  1  Arch.  Cr.  Pr. 
and  PL,  676;  1  Hawley's  Cr.  Rep.,  251,  272  ;  26  Am.  D.,  280,  n  ;  Horrigan  &  Thompson's 
Cases  on  Self-Defense ;  8  Am.  R.,  474;  12/200.  As  to  obligation  of  assailed  person  to 
retreat:  2  Hawley's  Cr.  Rep.,  251,  318  ;  23  Am.  R.,  733  ;  26/52. 

§4331.  (4265.)  (4228.)  Fear,  to  be  an  excuse,  must  be  reasonable.  A  bare 
fear  of  any  of  those  offenses,  to  prevent  which  the  homicide  is  alleged 
to  have  been  committed,  shall  not  be  sufficient  to  justify  the  killing. 
It  must  appear  that  the  circumstances  were  sufficient  to  excite  the 
fears  of  a  reasonable  man,  and  that  the  party  killing  really  acted  under 
the  influence  of  those  fears,  and  not  in  a  spirit  of  revenge. 

Threats  to  prove  the  reasonableness  of  defendant's  fears  :  5  Ga.,  86.  Fears  of  a  reas- 
onable man  defined:  31  Ga.,  167;  18/194;  25/527;  57/184;  22/76.  What  sufficient  to 

excite  the  fears  of  a  reasonable  man  is  for  the  jury  to  determine  :  41  Ga.,  527  ;  42/609. 
When  failure  of  the  Judge  to  charge  as  to  reasonable  fears  was  not  error:  47  Ga., 
230.  Also  where  it  was  error  to  refuse  to  so  charge  :  51  Ga.,  429.  Section  cited  as  to 
bare  fear  being  insufficient:  55  Ga.,  50  ;  57/184.  Where  the  doctrine  of  reasonable  fears 
was  not  applicable  :  58/309.     Must  show  necessity  for  the  killing  :  60  Ga.,  609. 

§4332.  (4266.)  (4229.)  Killing  in  defense.  If,  after  persuasion,  remon- 
strance, or  other  gentle  measures  used,  a  forcible  attack  and  invasion 

on  the  property  or  habitation  of  another  cannot  be  prevented,  it  shall 
be  justifiable  homicide  to  kill  the  person  so  forcibly  attacking  and  in- 

vading the  property  or  habitation  of  another  ;  but  it  must  appear  that 
such  killing  was  absolutely  necessary  to  prevent  such  attack  and  inva- 

sion, and  that  a  serious  injury  was  intended,  or  might  accrue  to  the 
person,  property,  or  family  of  the  person  killing. 

The  killing  a  trespasser  designing  to  commit  a  felony  would  be  self-defense  :  5  Ga., 
•86.  As  to  retreat  from  domicile  or  family  :  48  Ga.,  301 ;  58/309  ;  2/182 ;  17/465-483.  De- 

fense of  one's  self  in  his  house:  34  Ga.,  259.  Must  be  a  necessity  for  the  killing  to  jus- 
tify it :  33  Ga.,  4:  43/89  ;  22/212;  60/611.  And  it  is  competent  for  the  State  to  prove 

that  the  prisoner  was  a  large,  and  the  deceased  a  small  man  :  25  Ga.,  699.  Section  re- 
ferred to  and  construed  :.  43  Ga.,  89  ;  47/249.  Where  this  section  was  properly  charged 

by  the  presiding  Judge  :  39  Ga.,  718. 

§4333.  (4267. )  (4230.)  The  danger  must  be  urgent.  If  a  person  kill  an- 
other in  his  defense,  it  must  appear  that  the  danger  was  so  urgent  and 

pressing  at  the  time  of  the  killing,  that  in  order  to  save  his  own  life, 
the  killing  of  the  other  was  absolutely  necessary;  and  it  must  appear, 
also,  that  the  person  killed  was  the  assailant,  or  that  the  slayer  had 
really  and  in  good  faith  endeavored  to  decline  any  further  struggle  be- 

fore the  mortal  blow  was  given. 
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Accused  must  show  he  took  life  of  deceased  to  save  his  own  by  necessity  :  17  Ga., 
465;  25/701;  22/76.  Where  this  section  rightfully  charged  by  Court  below:  39  Ga., 
718.  Section  referred  to:  43  Ga.,  87.  No  evidence  of  declining  further  struggle:  50 
Ga.,  230;  58/314;  Urgency  of  the  danger:  57  Ga  ,  184-7.  Prisoner  was  the  assailant  : 
■59  Ga.,  391-2. 

§4334.  (4268.)    (4231.)  All  other  instances.     All  other  instances  which 
■stand  upon  the  same  footing  of  reason  and  justice  as  those  enumerated, 
shall  be  justifiable  homicide. 

Cases  that  stand  on  the  same  footing  of  reason  and  justice  :  18  Ga.,  704.  Taking  the 
life  of  one  attempting  the  sedaction  of  wife,  the  jury  to  determine  whether  embraced 
within  this  section  :  29  Ga.,  724.  Judge  rightfully  refusing  to  charge  this  section  :  51 
Ga.,  310.     Section  referred  to  and  construed  :  64  Ga.,  467. 

Homicide  not  justified  by  defendant's  belief  that  deceased  had  given  drugs  to  de- 
fendant's sister  in  vain  effort  to  seduce  her  :  33  Am.  E.,  380. 

§4335.  (4269.)  (4232.)  Justifiable  homicide  not  punished.  The  homicide 
appearing  to  be  justifiable,  the  person  indicted  shall,  upon  the  trial,  be 
fully  acquitted  and  discharged. 

§4336.  (4270.)  (4235.)    Advisers  to  kill  infants.     If   any  person  shall 
counsel,  advise,  or  direct  a  woman  to  kill  the  child  she  is  pregnant  or 
goes  with,  and  after  she  is  delivered  of  such  child,  she  kill  it,  every 
such  person  so  advising  or  directing,  shall  be  deemed  an  accessory  before 
the  fact  to  such  murder,  and  shall  have  the  same  punishment  as  the 
principal. 

Infanticide:  2  Bish.  Crim.  Law,  §166;  3  Whart,  Cr.  Law,  §3530;  1  Arch.  Cr.  Pr.  and 
PL,  734;  2  Hawley  Cr.  Rep..  274;  22  Am.  R.,  257. 

§4337.  (4271.)  (4236.)  Concealment  of  child's  death.  The  constrained 
presumption  arising  from  the  concealment  of  the  death  of  any  child, 
that  the  child  whose  death  is  concealed,  was  therefore  murdered  by  the 
mother,  shall  not  be  sufficient  or  conclusive  evidence  to  convict  the 
person  indicted  of  the  murder  of  her  child,  unless  probable  proof  be 
given  that  the  child  was  born  alive,  nor  unless  the  circumstances  at- 

tending it  shall  be  such  as  shall  satisfy  the  minds  of  the  jury  that  the 
mother  did  willfully  and  maliciously  destroy  and  take  away  the  life  of 
such  child. 

§4337.  (a.)  Foeticide,  how  punished.    The  willful  killing  of  an  unborn  Acts  of  1876, 

child  so  far  developed  as  to  be  ordinarily  called  "quick,"  by  any  injury  to  p-  113- 
the  mother  of  such  child,  which  would  be  murder  if  it  resulted  in  the 
death  of  such  mother,  shall  be  guilty  of  a  felony,  and  punishable  by  death 
or  imprisonment  for  life,  as  the  jury  trying  the  case  may  recommend. 

§4337.  (b.)  Use  of  medicine,  assault  with  intent  to  murder.  Every  person  Actsofi876, 
who  shall  administer  toany  woman  pregnant  with  a  child,  any  medicine,  p-  n3- 
drug  or  substance  whatever,  or  shall  use  or  employ  any  instrument  or 
other  means  with  intent  thereby  to  destroy  such  child,  unless  the  same 
shall  have  been  necessary  to  preserve  the  life  of  such  mother,  or  shall 
have  been  advised  by  two  physicians  to  be  necessary  for  such  purpose 
shall,  in  case  of  the  death  of  such  child  or  mother  be  thereby  j^roduced, 
be  declared  guilty  of  an  assault  with  intent  to  murder. 

§4337.  (c.)  Abortion,  punishment  of.  Any  person  who  shall  willfully  Acts  of  1876, 

administer  to  any  pregnant  woman  any  medicine,  drug  or  substance,  p- 113, 
or  anything  whatever,  or  shall  employ  any  instrument  or  means  what- 

ever with  intent  thereby  to  produce  the  miscarriage  or  abortion  of  any 
such  woman,  unless  the  same  shall  have  been  necessary  to  preserve  the 
life  of  such  woman,  or  shall  have  been  advised  by  two  physicians  to  be 
necessary  for  that  purpose,  shall,  upon  conviction,  be  punished  as  pre- 

scribed in  section  4310  of  the  Code. 

2  Bishop  Cr.  Law,  $6 ;  2  Whart.  lb.,  £1220;  1  Arch.  Cr.  Pr.  and  PL,  951;  1  Hawley's Crim.  Rep.,  29;  2/1,  603;  31  Am.  R.,  148. 

§4338.  (4272.)  (4237.)  Punishment.  If  any  woman  shall  conceal  or 
attempt  to  conceal  the  death  of  any  issue  of  her  body,  male  or  female, 
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(a)  Acts  of  which,  if  it  were  born  alive,  would,  by  law,  be  a  bastard,  so  that  it  may 

2I3?6'  P'     n°t  come  to  light,  whether  it  was  murdered  or  not,  every  such  mother 
being  convicted  thereof,  shall  be  punished  [as  prescribed  in  section  4310 
of  this  Code.]  (a.) 

2  Whart.  Cr.  Law,  £1235;  1  Arch.  Cr.  Pr.  and  PL,  981. 

§4339.  (4273.)  (4238.)  Mayhem.     Mayhem  shall  consist  in  unlawfully 
•  depriving  a  person  of  a  member,  or  disfiguring  or  rendering  it  useless. 

This  was  not  a  felony  at  common  law,  except  by  castration  :  5  Ga.,  404. 

2  Whart.  Cr.  Law,  §1171 ;  2  Bish.  lb..  §969;  2  Bish.  Cr.  Proa,  §850;  1  Arch.  Cr.  Pr. 
and  PL,  876;  2  Hawley  Cr.  Rep.,  631. 

§4340.  (4274.)  (4239.)  In  what  it  consists.  If  any  person  shall  unlaw- 
fully, and  without  sufficient  cause  or  provocation,  cut  out  or  disable  the 

tongue,  put  out  an  eye,  slit  or  bite  the  nose,  ear  or  lip,  or  cut  or  bite 
off  the  nose,  ear  or  lip,  or  castrate,  or  cut,  or  bite  off,  or  disable  any 
other  limb  or  member  of  another,  with  an  intention  in  so  doing  to  maim 
or  disfigure  such  person,  or  shall  voluntarily,  maliciously,  and  of  pur- 

pose, while  fighting  or  otherwise,  do  any  of  these  acts,  every  such  per- 
son shall  be  guilty  of  mayhem. 

§4341.  (4275.)  (4240.)  Cutting  the  tongue,  penitentiary  five  to  fifteen  years. 
A  person  convicted  of  cutting  out  the  tongue,  with  the  intention,  or 
voluntarily,  or  maliciously,  as  expressed  in  the  preceding  section,  shall 
be  punished  by  confinement  and  labor  in  the  penitentiary  for  life.  A 
person  convicted  of  disabling  the  tongue,  with  the  int  mtion,  or  volun- 

tarily, or  maliciously,  as  expressed  in  the  preceding  section,  shall  be 
punished  by  confinement  and  labor  in  the  penitentiary  for  a  term  not 
less  than  five  years,  nor  more  than  fifteen  years. 

§4342.  (4276.)  (4241.)  Putting  out  one  eye,  punishment.     A  person  con- 
(a)  Acts  of  victed  of  putting  out  an  eye  with  the  intention,  or  voluntarily,  or  ma- 

2I35"6'  p'    liciously,  as  before  expressed,  in  fight  or  otherwise,  shall  be  punished 
[as  prescribed  in  section  4310  of  this  Code.]  (a.) 

§4343.  (4277.)  (4242.)  Both  eyes,  or  the  only  eye,  penitentiary  for  life.  A 
person  convicted  of  putting  out  the  eyes  of  another,  or  the  eye  of  an- 

other having  but  one  eye,  with  a  similar  intention,  or  voluntarily,  or 
maliciously,  while  fighting  or  otherwise,  shall  be  punished  by  confine- 

ment and  labor  in  the  penitentiary  for  and  during  the  term  of  his  or 
her  natural  life. 

§4344.  (4278.)  (4243.)  Slitting  or   biting  nose,  punishment.     A   person 
(a^  Acts  of  convicted  of  slitting  or  biting  the  nose,  ear  or  lip  of  another,  with  the 

m"6'  P'     intention,  or  voluntarily,  or   maliciously,  as  before  expressed,  while 
fighting,  or  otherwise,  shall  be  punished  [as  prescribed  in  section  4310 
of  this  Code.]  (a.) 

§4345.  (4279.)  (4244.)   Cutting  or  biting  off  the  nose,  ear  or  lip,  punish- 
(a)  Acts  of  ment.     A  person  convicted  of  cutting  or  biting  off  the  nose,  ear  or  lip  of 

|||5"6'  p-     another,  with  the   intention,  or  voluntarily,  or  maliciously,  as  before 
expressed,  while  fighting  or  otherwise,  shall  be  punished  [as  prescribed 
in  section  4310  of  this  Code.]  (a.) 

§4346.  (4280.)  (4245.)    Castration,  death.     A  person  convicted  of  the 
(b)  Acts  of  crime  of  castrating  another,  with  the  intention,  or  voluntarily,  or  ma- 
1866,  p.  150.  liciously,  as  before  expressed,  while  fighting  or  otherwise,  shall  be  pun- 

ished with  death,  [but  the  punishment  may  be  commuted  in  conform^ 
ity  with  the  provisions  of  section  4323  of  this  Code.]  (b.) 

§4347.  (4281.)  (4246.)  Wounding  in  a,  less  degree,  penitentiary  five  to 
fifteen  years.  A  person  convicted  of  willfully  and  maliciously  injuring^ 
wounding,  or  disfiguring  the  private  parts  of  another,  with  the  inten- 

tion aforesaid,  whilst  fighting  or  otherwise,  which  injuring,  wounding 
or  disfiguring,  do  not  amount  to  castration,  shall  be  punished  by  con- 
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finement  and  labor  in  the  penitentiary  for  a  term  not  less  than  five 
years  nor  longer  than  fifteen  years. 

§4348.  (4282.)  (4247.)   Other  mayhems.     A  person  convicted  of  cutting  (a)  Acts  of 

or  biting  off,  or  disabling  any  limb-  or  member  of  another,  not  herein-^5"6'  p> before  designated,  with  the   intention,  or  voluntarily,  or  maliciously, 
as  before  expressed,  while  fighting  or  otherwise,  shall  be  punished  [as 
prescribed  in  section  4310  of  this  Code.]  (a.) 

§4349.  (4283.)  (4248.)  Rape.  Rape  is  the  carnal  knowledge  of  a  fe- 
male, forcibly  and  against  her  will. 

No  consent  bv  child  under  ten  years  of  age  so  as  to  rebut  the  presumption  of  force  : 
11  Ga..  227  ;  55/303  ;  62/560.  As  to  evidence  in,  and  the  weight  of  proof  :  20  Ga.,  156; 
42/473-481.  On  indictment  for  rape  may  be  found  guilty  of  assault  with  intent  to  rape : 
14  Ga.,  55-68.  Complaint  soon  after  the  occurrence:  55  Ga.,  303.  Intent  to  use  vio- 

lence, although  afterward  desisting:  48  Ga.,  20;  50/80-1.  Not  sufficiently  proven, 
where  pregnancy  and  the  injury  concealed  :  49  Ga.,  185.  As  to  the  indictment  and 
what  evidence  to  convict:  53  Ga.,  50.  Slight  penetration  sufficient :  54  Ga.,  440-1.  For- 

nication not  included  in  the  crime  of  rape:  60  Ga.,  381.  Should  be  no  conviction  of 
assault  with  intent  to  rape  under  indictment  and  evidence  of  rape :  62  Ga.,  558 ;  56/84-5  ; 
but  see  20  Ga  ,  170. 

2  Whart.  Cr.  Law,  §1124 ;  2  Bish.  76.,  §1066  ;  2  Bish.  Cr.  Proc,  §947  :  3  Gr.  Ev  ,  §209  ; 

1  Arch.  Cr.  Pr.  and  PL,  994  ;  1  Hawlev's  Cr.  Rep.,  646-655  ;  2/583.'  Female  insensible  : 7  Am.  R.,  535,  n;  or  imbecile  :  32  Am.  R.,  134.  Force:  12  Am.  R.,  290,  n ;  17/349; 
36/856. 

§4350.  (4284.)  (4249.)  Punishment.     [The  crime  of  rape  in  this  State  (b)  Acts  of 

shall  be  punished  with  death,  unless  the  defendant  is  recommended  to  1866,  p-  151, 
mercy  by  the  jury,  in  which  case  the  punishment  shall  be  the  same  as 
for  an  assault  with  intent  to  commit  a  rape.]  (b.) 

§4351.     (4285.)  (4250.)  Assault  id ith  intent  of  rape.     An  assault  with  (b)  Acts  of 

intent  to  commit  a  rap9  shall  be   punished   by   an  imprisonment  at 1866,  p  15L 
[hard]  (b)  labor  in  the  penitentiary  [of  this  State]  (b)  for  a  term  not 
less  than  one  year  nor  longer  than  [twenty]  (b)  years. 

Sufficient  for  indictment  to  be  in  the  language  of  the  Code,  evidence  of  the  injured 
person  being  a  prostitute  :  3  Ga.,  417.  Finding  guilty  of  the  attempt  at,  under  indict- 

ment for  rape  :  12  Ga.,  226  ;  14/55.  Verdict  sustained,  evidence  of  the  injured  person 
being  quite  young,  although  evidence  not  fre^  from  discrepancies:  18  Ga.,343.  Two 
counts,  and  found  guilty  under  one  of  them  for  the  attempt :  20  Ga.,  156.  Sufficient 
evidence  to  convict:  35  Ga.,  264;  48/16.  Where  prisoner  desisted  from  violence:  50 
Ga.,  79  ;  53/51-2.  No  evidence  of  defendant's  intention  to  have  forcible  carnal  knowl- 

edge :  63  Ga.,  355.     Punishment  not  excessive:  64  Ga.,  437. 

Pursuing  a  woman  through  woods  supports  conviction  :  21  Am.  R.,  496.  No  con- 
viction if  female,  although  child,  consents  to  what  was  done:  21  Am.  R.,  754.  Con- 

viction sustained  where  final  consent  was  given  :  32  Am.  R..  134. 

§4352.  (4286.)  (4251.)  Sodomy.     Sodomy  is  the  carnal  knowledge  and 
connection  against  the  order  of  nature,  by  man  with  man,  or  in  the 
same  unnatural  manner  with  woman. 

2  Whart,  Cr.  Law,§1161 :  2  Bish.  lb.,  §1172  ;  1  Bish.  Cr.  Proc,  §1013  ;  1  Arch.  Cr.  Pr. 
and  PL,  1015. 

§4353.  (4287.)  (4252.)  Penitentiary  for  life.  The  punishment  of  sodomy 
shall  be  imprisonment  at  labor  in  the  penitentiary  for  and  during  nat- 

ural life  of  the  person  convicted  of  this  detestable  crime. 
§4354.  (4288.)  (4253.)  Bestiality.     Bestiality  is  the  carnal  knowledge 

and  connection  against  the  order  of  nature  by  man  or  woman  in  any 
manner  with  a  beast. 

A  verdict  of  guiltv  not  illegal  because  contains  recommendation  to  mercy:  51 
Ga.,  236. 

1  Arch.  Cr.  Pr.  and  PI.,  1018  :  2  Bish.  Cr.  Law,  §1172. 

§4355.  (4289.)  (4254.)  Penitentiary  five  to  twenty  years.     The  punish-  Acts  of  i880 
ment  of  bestiality  shall  be  imprisonment  in  the  penitentiary  of  this-1'  p- 74- 
State  for  a  term  not  less  than  five  years,  nor  more  than  twenty  years,  in 
the  discretion  of  the  presiding  Judge. 

§4356.  (4290.)  (4255.)  Attempt.      An  attempt  to  commit  sodomy  or  (a)  Acts  of 

bestiality  shall  be   punished  [as   prescribed  in  section  4310  of  this^"6,p- Code.]  (a.) 
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§4357.  (4291.)  (4256.)  .  Assault.     An  assault  is  an  attempt  to  commit 
§§4694, 4477.  a  violent  injury  on  the  person  of  another. 

What  was  no  excuse  for  an  assault:  28  Ga.,  78.  Three  indicted  for  assault  and  bat- 
tery and  one  found  guilty  of  that,  and  the  others  of  assault  only  :  33  Ga.,  132.  Evi- 

dence not  justifying  a  request  to  charge  as  to  an  assault:  22  Ga.,  243.  A  proper 
charge  as  to  an  alleged  assault :  46  Ga.,  456.  Where  verdict  for  an  assault  maintained 
under  indictment  for  assault  with  intent  to  murder:  55  Ga.,  319.  But  not  an  attempt 
to  make  an  assault :  53  Ga.,  205.  Under  indictment  for  stabbing  could  convict  for  an 
assault:  56  Ga.,  408.  Rightful  refusal  to  charge  (under  the  evidence)  that  the  jury 
could  find  guilty  only  of  an  assault :  56  Ga.,  84.  Where  the  law  of  opprobrious  words 
as  justifying  an  assault,  was  not  involved  :  58  Ga.,  212.  To  shoot  at  another  at  a  dis- 

tance of  twenty  steps  is  an  assault  even  if  the  gun  loaded  with  powder  only  :  61  Ga.,  582, 

2  Whart,  Cr.  Law,  §1241 ;  2  Bish.  lb.,  £48  ;  3  Gr.  Ev.,  §58;  2  Bish.  Cr.  Proa,  §51;  1 

Arch.  Cr.  Pr.  and  PI.,  907;  1  Hawley's  Cr.  Rep.,  46;  20  Am.  R.,  352,  n  ;  18/469;  notes 
to  Code,  §2969. 

§4358.  (4292.)  (4257.)  Punishment.  A  bare  assault  shall  be  punished 
[as  prescribed  in  section  4310  of  this  Code.]  (a.) 

§4359.  (4293.)  (4258.)  Assault  idth  intent  to  murder ;  penitentiary  two  to 
Act  of  1840,  ten  years.    An  assault  with  intent  to  murder,  by  using  any  weapon  likely 
■C.  p. 788-     to  produce  death,  shall  be  punished  by  imprisonment  and  labor  in  the 

penitentiary  for  a  term  not  less  than  two  years  nor  longer  than  ten 

years. May  be  found  under  an  indictment,  guilty  of  an  assault  and  battery:  12  Ga.,  351. 
Evidence  sufficient  if  death  ensued  to  make  it  murder,  will  sustain  the  finding  of 
guilty  of  an  assault  with  intent  to  murder:  21  Ga.,  221 ;  53/325;  57/108;  52/88-90; 
51/402 ;  55/169  ;  but  see  51  Ga.,  164.  Not  where  evidence  would  make  out  manslaughter 
if  death  ensued  :  46  Ga.,  159.  And  where  the  Court  should  charge  on  manslaughter 

(l  and  justifiable  homicide  :  54  Ga..  157.     What  evidence  admissible  where  deceased  at- 
5  tempted  the  seduction  of  defendant's  wife  :  29  Ga.,  723-4.     May  be  committed  without the  use  of  weapons  likely  to  produce  death:  32  Ga.,  672.  Allegation  that  defendant 

beat  and  wounded  another  with  a  pistol,  being  a  weapon  likely  to  produce  death:  41 
Ga.,  155.  Jury  remanded  to  perfect  their  verdict  was  not  error  :  46  Ga..  648.  Compe- 

tent for  the  State  to  show  that  the  person  assaulted  was  known  by  the  name  in  the 
indictment,  and  also  by  another  not  alleged  in  the  indictment:  46  Ga.,  269.  A  verdict 
of  conviction  under  this  section  not  against  the  evidence,  and  refusal  of  a  new  trial  not 
interfered  with  :  47  Ga.,  589.  Where  the  evidence  was  insufficient :  58  Ga.,  563.  Where 
conviction  for  shooting  with  a  pistol :  39  Ga.,  51-52.  What  no  excuse  for:  28  Ga.,  78. 
Where  the  Court  charged  the  several  grades  of  homicide  so  far  as  facts  admitted  of  it : 
•35  Ga.,  242.  Under  single  count  for  assault  with  intent  to  murder  by  shooting,  pris- 

oner may  be  convicted  of  shooting  at  another :  54  Ga. ,  660  Verdict  for  an  assault  main- 
tained under  indictment  under  this  section  :  55  Ga.,  319.  Sufficient  identity  of  the 

prisoner,  and  no  new  trial  because  of  evidence  of  hearing  another  say  she  did  the  act: 
■56  Ga.,  363-4;  53/326.  Indictment  for  assault  with  intent  to  murder  with  a  pocket 
knife,  not  alleging  use  made  of  such  weapon,  not  good  in  arrest  of  judgment :  56  Ga., 
583.  Sayings  of  one  party  as  part  of  the  res  gestie,  and  State  need  not  elect  as  to  with 
which  weapon  the  crime  was  committed  :  59  Ga.,  401.  Sufficient  evidence  of  the  deadly 
character  of  the  weapon  and  the  intent  to  murder  :  59  Ga.,  638.  Three  persons  jointly 
indicted  and  found  guilty,  a  new  trial  granted  as  to  one,  and  verdict  stands  as  to  others  :. 
•51  Ga.,  164.  Where  the  Court  should  have  charged  the  law  as  to  the  fears  of  a  reason- 

able man  :  51  Ga.,  429.  New  testimony  as  to  a  third  person  having  struck  the  blow  : 
52  Ga.,  509.  Counts  for  shooting  at  another  with  a  pistol,  and  for  assault  with  intent 
to  murder  by  shooting  at  another  with  a  pistol,  maybe  joined  in  same  indictment,  and 
.a  general  verdict  would  be  for  highest  grade  charged  :  52  Ga.,  563.  Evidence  of  hearing 
one  cry,  "Kill  him!"  "Kill  him!"  not  admissible:  53  Ga.,  641.  Under  indictment 
underpins  section  may  find  guilty  of  an  assault :  53  Ga.,  205.  Where  voluntary  drunk- 

enness would  not  excuse  :  55  Ga.,  31.  Several  charged  in  indictment,  what  evidence 
'     .admissible  on  trial  of  one  of  them  :  60  Ga.,  284. 

2  Whart.  Cr.  Law,  §1264;  1  Arch.  Cr.  Pr.  and  PL,  888;  2  Bish.  Cr.  Proc,  §643;  1 
Hawley's  Cr.  Rep.,  246,  249,  597  ;  28  Am.  R.,  392;  31/1,  257  ;  36/8.  Snapping  gun  with 
no  cap  on  :  6  Am.  R.,  602. 

§4360.  (4294.)  (4259.)  Assault  ivith  intent  to  rob.  An  assault  with  in- 
tent to  rob  is  where  any  person  or  persons  shall,  with  any  offensive  or 

dangerous  weapon  or  instrument,  unlawfully  and  maliciously  assault 

•another,  or  shall,  by  menaces,  or  in  and  by  any  forcible  or  violent  man- 
ner, demand  any  money,  goods  or  chattels  of  or  from  any  other  person 

or  persons,  with  intent  to  commit  robbery  upon  such  person  or  persons. 

§4361.  (4295.)  (4260.)  Penitentiary  tivo  to  four  years.  A  person  con- 
victed of  an  assault  with  intent  to  rob  shall  be  punished  by  confine- 
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merit  and  labor  in  the  penitentiary  for  a  term  not  less  than  two  years 
nor  more  than  four  years. 

§4362.  (4296.)  (4261.)  Assault  to  injure  clothes,  punishment.  An  assault  (a)  Acts  oi 

with  an  intent  to  spoil  or  injure  clothes  or  garments,  is  where  any  per-jfjf"6,  p' 
son  or  persons  shall,  at  any  time,  willfully  and  maliciously  assault  any 
person  or  persons,  with  an  intent  to  tear,  spoil,  cut,  burn,  or  deface,  and 
shall  tear,  spoil,  cut,  burn,  or  deface  the  garments  or  clothes  of  such  per- 

son or  persons;  and  every  such  offender,  being  thereof  convicted,  shall 
be  punished  [as  prescribed  in  section  4310  of  this  Code.]  (a.) 

§4363.  (4297.)  (4262.)  Battery.     Battery  is  the  unlawful  beating  of  §4694. 
another,  and  shall  be  punished  [as  prescribed  in  section  4310  of  this 
Code.]  (a.) 

On  indictment  for  assault  with  intent  to  niurder  may  be  found  guilty  of  an  assault 
and  battery  alleged  in  the  same  :  12  Ga..  350.  Also  of  an  assault  only  :  55  Ga.,  319-320. 
What  is  no  justification  of  the  offense  :  12  Ga.,  461.  Two  assaults  and  batteries  on  the 
same  day,  may  try  for  either  but  not  for  both  at  the  same  time  :  17  Ga.,  356.  May  find 
guilty  of  an  assault  and  battery  on  an  indictment  for  stabbing  :  25  Ga.,  396.  Three  in- 

dicted for  assault  and  battery,  and  one  guilty  only,  and  the  other  two  of  an  assault 
only  :  33  Ga.,  132.  Evidence  sufficient  to  convict  of  an  assault  and  battery  ;  a  proper 
charge  of  the  Court :  46  Ga.,  455-6  ;  55/600.  Assault  and  battery  on  his  own  child  with 
a  saw  :  54  Ga.,  281-2.  Guilty  of  this  offense  in  putting  the  arms  around  another  man's 
wife,  without  just  cause  or  excuse  :  60  Ga.,  509. 

2  Bish.  Cr.  Law,  §85;  2  Bish.  Cr.  Proa.  £98  ;  3  Gr.  Ev..  §66;  2  Arch.  Cr.  Pr.  and  PL. 

1857.  In  retaking  stolen  property:  1  Hawley's  Cr.  Rep.,  57.  Fighting  by  mutual 
agreement :  1  Hawley's  Cr.  Rep.,  59.  Negligent  driving  :  19  Am.  R.,  362;  see  notes  to 
$2969  of  Code. 

§4364.  (4298.)  (4263.)  False  imprisonment.  False  imprisonment  is  a  vio- §?2990, 3850, 
lation  of  the  personal  liberty  of  a  person  or  citizen,  and  consists  in  con- 

finement or  detention  of  such  person  without  sufficient  legal  authority. 
When  agent  appointed  by  the  Governor  of  this  State  to  receive  a  fugitive  under  a 

requisition  was  not  guilty  of  this  offense  :  42  Ga.,  358.  But  if  arrested  by  a  private  per- 
son what  steps  to  be  taken,  and  as  to  the  county  where  the  offense  is  to  be  tried  :  63 

Ga.,  513. 
2  Bish.  Cr.  Law,  §767 ;  2  Bish.  Cr.  Proa,  §365  ;  1  Arch.  Cr.  Pr.  and  PL,  946. 

§4365.  (4299.)  (4264.)  False  imprisonment,  fine,  etc.  Any  person  who 
shall  arrest,  confine  or  detain  a  person  or  citizen,  Avithout  process,  war- 

rant, or  legal  authority  to  justify  it,  shall  be  punished  [as  prescribed  in 
section  4310  of  this  Code.]  (a.) 

§4366.  (4300.)  (4265.)  When  tinder  color  of  legal  process.  The  arrest,, 
confinement  or  detention  of  a  person  or  citizen,  by  the  warrant,  man- 

date, or  process  of  a  magistrate,  being  manifestly  illegal,  and  showing 
malice  and  oppression,  the  said  magistrate  shall  be  removed  from  office; 
and  such  magistrate,  and  all  and  every  person  and  persons  knowingly  and 
maliciously  concerned  therein,  shall  be  punished  by  fine  and  imprison- 

ment in  the  common  jail  of  the  county,  or  imprisonment  and  labor  in 
the  penitentiary  for  any  time  not  less  than  one  nor  more  than  two 
years,  at  the  discretion  of  the  Court. 

Where  a  Justice  of  the  Peace  was  charged  with  being  guilty  of  this  offense,  under 
legal  proceedings:  48  Ga.,  353-4.     Section  cited  and  construed:  63  Ga.,  514. 

§4367.  (4301.)  (4266.)  Kidnapping)  penitentiary  four  to  seven  years.  Kid- 
napping is  the  forcible  abduction  or  stealing  away  of  any  person  with- 

out lawful  authority,  or  warrant,  from  this  State,  or  any  county  thereof,, 
and  sending  or  conveying  such  person  beyond  the  limits  of  said  State 
or  county  against  his  or  her  will.  Each  and  every  person  who  shall 
be  guilty  of  this  crime,  and  be  thereof  lawfully  convicted,  shall  be  pun- 

ished by  imprisonment  and  labor  in  the  penitentiary  for  any  time  not 
.less  than  four  years  nor  longer  than  seven  years. 

2  Whart.  Cr.  Law,  §1202;  2  Bish.  lb.,  §770;  2  Bish.  Cr.  Proa,  §688;  1  Arch.  Cr.  Pr. 
and  PL,  984. 

§4368.  (4302.)  (4267.)  Inveigling  children,  punishment.  If  any  person 
shall  forcibly,  maliciously,  or  fraudulently  lead,  take,  or  carry  away,  or 
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Acts  of  1880  decoy  or  entice  away,*  any  child  under  the  age  of  eighteen  years,  from 
-l,  p.  74-  jtg  parent  or  guardian,  or  against  his,  her,  or  their  will  or  wills,  and without  his,  her  or  their  consent  or  consents,  such  person  so  offending, 

shall  be  indicted  for  kidnapping,  and  on  conviction  shall  be  pun- 
ished by  imprisonment  and  labor  in  the  penitentiary  for  any  time  not 

less  than  four  nor  more  than  seven  years. 

Defendant's  belief  as  to  age  of  child:  1  Hawley's  Crim.  Rep.,  1. 

§4369.  (4303.)  (4268.)  Stabbing,  punishment.  Any  person  who  shall  be 
Act  of  1847,  guilty  of  the  act  of  stabbing  another,  except  in  his  own  defense,,  or 

(a)PActs'of  other  circumstances  of  justification,  with  a  sword,  dirk,  or  knife,  or 
1865-6,  p.     other  instrument  of  the  like  kind,  shall,  on  conviction,  be  punished  [as 

prescribed  in  section  4310  of  this  Code  :]  (a.)  Provided,  always,  that  if 
such  stabbing  shall  produce  death,  the  offender  shall  be  guilty  of  mur- 

der or  manslaughter,  according  to  the  facts  and  circumstances  of  the 
case;  or  if  such  stabbing  shall  not  produce  death,  and  the  facts  and 
circumstances  show  that  it  was  the  intention  of  the  person  stabbing  to 
commit  the  crime  of  murder,  then  and  in  such  case,  the  offender  shall 
be  guilty  of  the  offense  of  an  assault  with  intent  to  commit  murder. 

Self-defense  as  a  plea  of  justification  of :  15  Ga.,  117.  Manslaughter,  when  indictment 
for  murder  by  stabbing  :  24  Ga.,  282.  When  the  stabbing  was  not  in  self-defense  :  36 
Ga.,91;  31/411.  May  find  guilty  of  an  assault  and  battery  under  an  indictment  for 
stabbing  :  25  Ga.,  396.  Verdict  generally  of  guilty,  where  sufficient  indictment,  on  one 
count  for  assault  with  intent  to  murder,  and  the  other  for  stabbing,  means  guilty  of 
the  highest  offense  charged  :  43  Ga.,  218.  A  proper  charge  refused,  and  what  sayings 
of  the  prisoner  the  day  after  were  properly  admitted  :  51  Ga.,  429.  What  entrances  of 
the  knife  sufficient  to  constitute,  and  opprobrious  words  did  not  justify  :  56  Ga.,  409. 
Stabbing  admitted  on  the  trial  of  assault  with  intent  to  murder,  and  onus  on  the  defen- 

dant to  rebut  the  presumption  of  malice:  61  Ga.,  43. 
1  Arch.  Cr.  Pr.  and  PL,  869;  1  Bish.  Cr.  Law,  §330. 

»  §4370.  (4304.)  (4269.)  Shooting  at  another,  punishment.     Any   person 
Acts  of  1855  who  shall  be  guilty  of  the  offense  of  shooting  at  another,  except  in  his 
Acts  ofi878 own  defense,  or  under  circumstances  of  justification  according  to  the 
-9,  p.  63.  principles  of  this  Code,  with  a  gun,  pistol,  or  other  instrument  of  the 

like  kind,  shall  be  punished  by  a  fine  not  exceeding  one  thousand  dol- 
lars, or  imprisonment  in  the  common  jail  not  less  than  twelve  months, 

or  both,  or  confinement  in  the  penitentiary  not  less  than  one  nor  more 
than  four  years,  in  the  discretion  of  the  Court. 

Whether  the  pistol  was  loaded  with  ball  was  not  an  issuable  fact  on  the  trial :  26  Ga., 

611.  As  to  indictment  for  murder  by  shooting,  stating  this  is  not  necessary :  '47  Ga., 524.  Material  matter  whether  the  gun  was  loaded  and  how  loaded  :  28  Ga.,  395;  also 
64  Ga.,  450.  If  the  killing  would  be  justifiable,  the  failure  will  not  subject  the  party 
to  the  penalty  for  shooting  at  another  under  Act  of  1856 :  29  Ga.,  724.  Shooting  at  an 
officer,  and  proper  conviction  under  a  legal  charge  of  the  Court:  30  Ga.,  427.  Also 
where  irrelevant  testimony  excluded  :  49  Ga.,  306.  Shooting  another  with  a  pistol  the 
law  presumes  malice  :  39  Ga.,  31.  New  trial  for  expression  of  opinion  on  the  evidence 
by  the  Judge  :  45  Ga.,  477.  Where  the  verdict  was  not  too  uncertain  :  51  Ga.,  144.  On 
single  count  for  assault  with  intent  to  murder,  may  convict  of  the  lesser  offense  of 
shooting  at  another  :  54  Ga.,  660.  Count  for  assault  with  intent  to  murder  by  snooting 
with  a  pistol  and  for  shooting  at  another  with  a  pistol,  joined  in  the  same  indictment : 
52  Ga.,  565.  And  general  verdiet  of  guilty  under  such  counts,  means  of  the  highest 
grade  of  crime  charged  :  55  Ga.,  131.  Only  shooting  in  self-defense  justifiable,  and 
when  not  in  self-defense :  58  Ga.,  314.  Proper  conviction,  and  what  newly  discovered 
evidence  ground  for  new  trial :  60  Ga.,  210.  It  is  an  assault  to  shoot  at  another  with  a 
.gun,  at  twenty  steps,  even  if  powder  only  in  it:  61  Ga.,  582. 

/pr<c  n  .^  */^*£>.      §4371.  (4305.)  (4270.)  Seduction, penalty.     If  any  person  shall,  by  per- 
/     /   J  <?    -  suasion  and  promises  of  marriage,  or  other  false  and  fraudulent  means, 

/  f         /  *       „       seduce  a  virtuous  unmarried  female,  and  induce  her  to  yield  to  his  lust- 
ful embraces,  and  allow  him  to  have  carnal  knowledge  of  her,  such  per- 

:  son,  on  conviction,  shall  be  punished  by  imprisonment  and  labor  in  the 
penitentiary  for  a  term  not  less  than  two  nor  longer  than  twenty  years. 

1  -The  words  "  out  of  the  limits  of  this  State,  or  any  county  thereof"  stricken  out  of  this  section &  fey  Act  of  1876,  p.  39. 
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The  prosecution  may  be  stopped  at  any  time  by  the  marriage  of  the 
parties,  or  a  bona  fide  and  continuing  offer  to  marry  on  the  part  of  the 
seducer. 

New  trial  for  material  newly  discovered  evidence,  not  cumulative  :  34  Ga.,  4-5.  It  is 
for  the  jury  to  find  whether  the  killing  of  the  seducer  of  a  wife  comes  within  the  terms 

of  section  4334  of  the  Code  :  29  Ga.,  724.  "Other  false  and  fraudulent  means"  by  a 
married  man  :  48  Ga.,  192.  Under  indictment  under  this  section  may  find  guilty  of 
fornication  :  54  Ga.,  389.  Consent  to  intercourse  pending  engagement  to  marry  :  58 
Ga.,  328.  Seduction  by  a  policeman  under  promise  to  marry :  59  Ga.,  319.  Section 
•cited:  60  Ga.,  383. 

2  Whart.  Cr.  Law,  JJ2670 ;  2  Bish.  lb.,  §1159;  1  Hawley's  Cr.  Rep.,  660;  2/75,  592-4. See  general  note  after  #3755,  and  note  to  §3009. 

§4372.  (4306.)  (4271.)   Using  abusive  or  obscene  language.     Any  person  (a)  Acts  of 

who  shall,  without  provocation,  use  to  or  of  another,  and  in  his  pres-  \^b'G'  p- 
•ence,  opprobrious  words,  or  abusive  language  tending  to  cause  a  breach  Actsofi875, 
of  the  peace,  or  who  shall  in  like  manner,  use  obscene  and  vulgar  Ian- J^Acts  of 
guage  in  the  presence  of  a  female,  shall  be  guilty  of  a  misdemeanor,  and  1872>  p-  9- 

on  conviction  shall  be  [punished  as  prescribed  in  section  4310  of  this  ̂ p^2' 
Code.]  (a.)     [Provided,  that  no  Court  in  this  State  shall  have  jurisdic-   ,     -/  /~. tionto  inquire  into  the  offenses  set  forth  in  this  section,  except,  *  upon// 
presentment  made,  or  indictment  found,  by  the  grand  jury  of  the  county  .  i ,. . 
in  which  the  offense  has  been  committed.]  (b.) 

No  proof  of  having  talked  about  defendant's  wife,  so  as  to  justify  an  assault  and  bat- 
tery :  12  Ga.,  461.  Proper  charge  by  the  Court  as  to  what  insolence  by  words  justifies 

an  assault :  28  Ga.,  193-4.  Asking  a  female  to  go  to  bed  with  him,  indictable  under  this 
section  :  41  Ga.,  278.  Only  where  the  opprobrious  words  used  in  presence  of  the  party, 
and  resented  at  once :  41  Ga.,  527.  Obscene  language  in  the  hearing,  or  used  in  the 
presence  of  a  female  :  48  Ga.,  3.11.  Where  burden  on  defendant  to  show  provocation 
for  the  use  of  obscene  language,  as  to  drunkenness :  53  Ga.,  365.  Opprobrious  words 
will  not  justify  stabbing:  56  Ga.,  409.  Law  of  opprobrious  words  not  involved:  58  Ga., 
212.      Where  opprobrious  words  did  not  justify  a  deadly  combat :  o9  Ga., 391-392. 

§4373.  (4307.)  Abandonment  of  children.     [If  any  father  shall  willfully  g)  Acts  of. 
and  voluntarily  abandon  his  child,  or  children,  leaving  them  in  a  de- Acts  of  1878 

pendent  or  destitute  condition,  such  father  shall  be  guilty  of  a  mis-"9,  p- 66- 
demeanor,  and  on  conviction  thereof  shall  be  punished  as  prescribed 
in  section  4310  of  this  Code :  Provided,  that  the  wife  shall  be  a  compe- 

tent witness  in  all  such  cases  as  provided  for  in  this  section,  to  testify 
for  or  against  her  husband.]  (b.) 

FIFTH  DIVISION. 

CRIMES   AND    OFFENSES    AGAINST    THE    HABITATIONS    OF    PERSONS. 

Section. 
4374.  Crimes  against  habitations. 
4375.  Arson. 
4376.  In  a  town. 
4377.  Elsewhere. 
4377.  (a.)  An  unoccupied  dwelling,  how  pun- ished. 
4378.  Attempt. 
4379.  Out-house  not  in  town. 
4380.  Setting  fire  to. 

Section. 
4381.  Burning,  what  is. 
4382.  Setting  fire,  what  is. 
4383.  Burning  railroad  bridge. 
4384.  Arson,  day  and  night. 
4385.  Causing  death. 
4386.  Burglary. 
4387.  In  the  dav. 
4388.  In  the  night. 

§4374.  (4308.)  (4272  )  Crimes  against  habitations.     Crimes  against  the 
habitations  of  individuals  shall  consist  of :  1.  Arson.     2.  Burglary.  , 

§4375.  (4309.)  (4273.)  Arson.      Arson  is  the  malicious  and  willful  /FT*  a/* 

burning  of  the  house  or  out-house  of  another.  '{ff&C/t  *  A-*5, 
Evidence  of  defendant's  track  on  the  trial  for  :  17  Ga.,  130.     Where  it  appeared  on    /gj/ /  o  £. 

the  face  of  the  indictment  that  the  offense  was  barred  by  the  statute  of  limitations  :  4  /Y*r% 
Ga.,  335.     Citizens  of  the  county  competent  jurors  on  the  trial  of  persons  for  burning 
of  a  jail :  29  Ga.,  105.     When  no  positive  evidence  of  the  arson  :  37  Ga.,  194.  Accessory 

*The  words  "  the  Superior  Court"  stricken  from  this  section  by  Act  of  1875,  p.  25. 
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before  the  fact  in  arson,  not  generally  tried  until  the  conviction  of  the  principal  felon  i 
46  Ga.,  298. 

2  Whart.  Cr.  Law,  §1658  ;  2  Bish.  lb.,  §38  ;  3  Gr.  Ev.,  §51 ;  2  Bish.  Cr.  Proc,  §31 ;  1 
Arch.  Cr.  Pr.  and  PL,  1171;  22  Am.  R.,  569;  17/3.  "House":  22  Am.  D.,  141-151,  n. 
Husband  burning  wife's  house  not  arson  :  12  Am.  R.,  302. 

_  §4376.  (4310.)  (4274.)   Punishment  of  arson.     The   willful  and  mali- 
ce) Acts  of  cious  burning,  or  setting  fire  to,  or  attempting  to  burn,  a  house  in  a. 

1866,  p.  150.  city^  town  or  village,  whether  the  house  be  the  property  of  the  perpe- Actsof  1876,  trator  or  of  another,  shall  be  punished  with  death ;  but  the  punish- 
ment may  be  commuted  in  conformity  with  the  provisions  of  section 

4323  of  the  Code. 

What  meant  by  the  "  attempting  to  burn  a  house"  under  this  section  :  53  Ga.,  34. 
Where  circumstantial  evidence  was  not  sufficient  to  convict :  57  Ga.,  482-3. 

§4377.  (4311.)  (4275.)  Elsewhere,  penitentiary  five  to  twenty  years.  The 
(d)  Acts  of  willful  and  malicious  burning  of  [an  occupied]  (d)  dwelling-house  of 
1865-6,  p.     another  on  a  farm  or  plantation,  or  elsewhere,  shall  be  punished  [with death]  (d),  but  the  punishment  may  be  commuted  in  conformity  with 

the  provisions  of  section  4323  of  this  Code. 
New  trial  granted  where  evidence  conflicting  as  to  character  of  the  dwelling-house 

alleged  to  have  been  burned  :  4  Ga.,  335.  Occupation  of  the  dwelling-house  cannot  be 
shown  by  inference  :  47  Ga.,  572,  583.  When  a  house  is  "  occupied,"  possession  of  some 
of  the  goods  stolen  from  the  burnt  house:  48  Ga.,  117.  Verdict  of  guilty,  with  recom- 

mendation to  the  mercy  of  the  Court  was  too  uncertain  a  verdict :  49  Ga.,  451.  Con- 
spiracy to  burn:  52  Ga.,  398. 

§4377.  (a.)    Burning  unoccupied  dwelling,  how  punished.      The  willful 
Acts  of  1874,  and  malicious  burning  of  an  unoccupied  dwelling-house  of  another,  on 
p-  2L  a  farm  or  plantation,  or  elsewhere  (not  in  a  city),  shall  be  punished  by 

imprisonment  and  labor  in  the  penitentiary  for  a  term  not  less  than. 
five  nor  longer  than  twenty  years. 

§4378.  (4312.)  (4276.)  Attempt  Setting  fire  to  the  dwelling-house  of 
another  with  intent  to  burn  the  same,  on  a  farm  or  plantation  or  else- 

where (not  in  a  city,  town  or  village),  shall  be  punished  by  imprison- 
ment and  labor  in  the  penitentiary  for  a  term  not  less  than  three  years 

nor  longer  than  seven  years. 
§4379.  (4313.)  (4277.)  Burning  out-house.     The  willful  and  malicious 

Acts  of  1878  burning  of  an  out-house  of  another,  such  as  a  barn,  stable,  gin-house,, 
-9,  p.  6i.     or  any  0ther  house  (except  the  dwelling-house)  on  a  farm  or  plantation, 

or  elsewhere  (not  in  a  city,  town  or  village),  shall  be  punished  by  im- 
prisonment and  labor  in  the  penitentiary  for  any  term  not  less  than 

three  years  nor  more  than  fifteen  years. 

Punishment  for  burning  by  night  an  out-house,  not  in  a  city,  town,  or  village:  17 
Ga.,  130.  Confessions  of  guilt  without  corroboration  of  the  burning  of  the  gin-house 
was  insufficient:  43  Ga.,  256.  Conspiracy  to  burn:  52  Ga.,  398.  Willful  and  mali- 

cious burning  of  a  country  church  indictable  under  this  section  :  61  Ga.,  66.  See  also 
as  to  the  distinction  between  the  offense  and  punishment  of  the  offense  under  this  sec- 

tion :  64  Ga.,  607. 

§4380.  (4314.)  (4278.)  Setting  fire  to  out-house.  Setting  fire  to  an  out- 
house of  another,  as  described  in  the  preceding  section,  shall  be  pun- 

,  ished  by  imprisonment  and  labor  in  the  penitentiary  for  any  term  not 
less  than  one  year  nor  more  than  three  years. 

§4381.  (4315.)  (4279.)  Burning  defined.  The  crime  of  burning  shall 
be  complete  where  the  house  is  consumed  or  generally  injured. 

Defined:  53 Ga.,  34. 

§4382.  (4316.)  (4280.)  Setting  fire  defined.  The  offense  of  setting  fire 
to  a  house  shall  be  complete  when  any  attempt  is  made  to  burn  it, 
though  no  material  injury  is  the  consequence. 

§4383>  (4317.)  Burning  railroad  bridge.  [The  willful  or  malicious 
(a)  Acts  of  burning,  or  attempting  to  burn,  any  railroad  bridge  within  this  State, 
i86i,  p.  69.  snaii  De  deemed  and  adjudged  arson,  and  shall  be  punished  with  death ; 
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but  the  punishment  may  be  commuted  in  conformity  with  section  4323 
of  this  Code.]  (a.) 

§4384.  (4318.)  (4281.)  Arson  in  day  or  night.  Arson  in  the  day-time 
(except  in  a  city,  town  or  village,)  shall  be  punished  by  a  shorter 
period  of  imprisonment  and  labor  than  arson  committed  in  the  night. 

This  section  directory  merely  to  the  Judge  as  to  the  number  of  years  :  41  Ga.,  482. 
Conviction  with  sufficient  evidence  of  arson  in  the  night-time  :  51  Ga.,  613. 

§4385.  (4319.)    (4282.)    Arson  causing  death.    Arson  which   produces  (b)  Acts  of 

the  death  of  any  person,  shall  be  punished  by  the  death  of  the  person  1866'  p- 1>()' 
or  persons  committing  the  arson;  [but  the  punishment  may  b3  com- 

muted  in  conformity  with   the   provisions   of   section  4323   of  this 
Code.]  (b.) 

§4386.  (4320. )  (4283. )  Burglary  defined.  [Burglary  is  the  breaking  (ai  Acts  of 

and  entering  into  the  dwelling,  mansion,  or  store-house,  or  other  place  i^6'!^' 
of  business  of  another,  where  valuable  goods,  wares,  produce,  or  any  other 
article  of  value  are  contained  or  stored,  with  intent  to  commit  a  felony 
or  larceny.  All  out-houses  contiguous  to  or  within  the  curtilage  or  pro- 

tection of  the  mansion  or  dwelling-house,  shall  be  considered  as  parts 
of  the  same.  .  A  hired  room  or  appartment  in  a  public  tavern,  inn,  or 
boarding-house,  shall  be  considered  as  the  dwelling-house  of  the  per- 

son or  persons  occupying  or  hiring  the  same.*]  (a.) 
Defined  :  46  Ga  ,  322.  When  conviction  of  burglary,  a  plea  in  bar  on  the  trial  for 

the  robbery:  15  Ga.,  264.  Right  of  owner  of  a  house  to  shoot  a  burglar:  22  Ga.,  479. 
Indictment  for,  should  specify  the  felony  defendant  intended  to  commit :  24  Ga.,  420. 
What  is  sufficient  evidence  of  property  or  ownership  :  38  Ga.,  165.  Erroneous  charge 
of  the  Court  in  the  trial  of,  and  as  to  accessories:  42  Ga.,  223-5.  Maybe  committed  in 
a  house,  the  place  of  business  of  another:  48  Ga.,  505.  Entering  through  the  open 
door,  offense  not  made  out  by  showing  defendant  unbolted  the  door  to  get  out :  51  Ga., 
285-6:  Uncertainty  as  to  the  breaking  and  identity  of  the  accused;  new  trial:  52  Ga., 
580.  Whether  there  was  an  intention  to  commit  a  larceny  in  the  entering  of  a  dwell- 

ing-house is  for  the  jury  to  determine:  54  Ga.,  106.  A  mill-house:  55  Ga.,  562.  Pos- 
session of  goods  stolen  from  the  house,  accounted  for,  with  evidence  of  character,  suf- 

ficient to  acquit :  56  Ga.,  28.  Sufficient  evidence  of  burglary  at  night:  53  Ga.,  143-4, 
252;  56/545,687.  Where  there  should  not  have  been  a  verdict  of  guilty:  56  Ga.,  314. 
Indictment  without  sufficient  allegations  as  to  breaking  into  a  theatre  :  56  Ga.,  477.  A 
gear-house  within  the  protection  of  the  dwelling-house :  60  Ga.,  358.  A  proper  instruc- 

tion of  the  Court  under  an  indictment  for  burglary  in  the  night-time:  46  Ga.,  212. 
On  trial  for  burglary  in  the  night,  the  State  should  show  that  fact  by  positive  or  satis- 

factory evidence  :  53  Ga.,  567.  Sufficient  indictment  for,  and  evidence  of  burglary  in 
the  night-time:  58  Ga.,  79;  59/457;  56/686;  60/445,  358;  62/663;  61/311.  Also  as  to 
burglary  in  the  day-time  :  59  Ga.,  307-8.  Indictment  for  burglary  should  specify 
whether  in  the  day  or  night,  but  is  no  cause  for  arresting  the  judgment  after  verdict 
finding  burglary  in  the  day-time  :  63  Ga.,  141.  Where  the  indictment  should  have 
charged  that  the  house  was  the  husband's  :  63  Ga.,  307. 

2  Whart.  Cr.  Law,  §1531;  2  Bish.  lb.,  §99:  2  Bish.  Cr.  Proa,  §128;  3  Gr.  Ev.,  §74;  2 
Arch.  Cr.  Pr.  and  PI.,  1068;  1  Hawlej^'s  Cr.  Rep.,  366;  2/27.  "House":  22  Am.  D., 
144-151,  n.  Entering  through  chimney  is  a  breaking:  1  Hawley's  Cr.  Rep.,  362.  Rais- 

ing window  sash  partly  open  :  7  Am.  R.,  556. 

§4387.  (4321.)  (4284.)  Repealed  by  Act  of  1878-9,  p.  65. 
§4388.  (4322.)  (4285.)    Burglary,  how  punished.     Burglary  shall   be  Actsofi858, 

punished  by   imprisonment   in  the  penitentiary  for  any   time    not  p\flJcta  of 
less  than  one  year,  nor  longer  than  twenty  years.]  (a.)  1x68,  pp.  k», 

17. 

Punishment  discretionary  with  the  Court,  and  ten  years  was  not  too  long:  56  Acts  of  1878 

Ga.,  545.  -9.  P-  e5- 

-The  words  "  burglary  may  be  committed  in  the  day  or  night"  stricken  out  of  this  section  by 
Act  of  1878-9,  p.  65. 

<Ul^    €<Z^< ̂ -^-^    AT^A^, 
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SIXTH  DIVISION. 

OF    CRIMES   AND   OFFENSES    RELATIVE    TO   PROPERTY. 

Section. 
4889.  Robbery 
4390.  By  force. 
4391.  By  fear. 
4392.  Larceny. 
4393.  Simple  larceny. 
4394.  Of  horse. 
4395   Indictment. 
4396.  Punishment. 
4*97.  Of  cattle. 
4398.  Indictment. 
4899.  Punishment. 
4400.  Of  hogs. 
4401.  Punishment. 
4402.  Other  animals. 
4403.  Altering  marks. 
4404.  Skinning  cattle. 
4405.  Larceny  of  deeds,  etc. 
4406.  Of  bonds,  notes,  etc. 
4407.  Of  fixtures. 
4408.  From  distressed  vessels. 
4409.  Other  larcenies. 
4410.  Larceny  from  the  person. 
4411.  Penitentiary. 
4412.  Secret  taking. 
4413.  Larceny  from  house. 
4414.  Punishment. 
4415.  Entering  with  intent. 
4416.  Breaking  with  intent. 
4417.  Breaking  and  entering. 
4418.  Public  buildings. 
4419.  Hut.  tent,  etc. 

4420. 

4421. 
4422. 
4123. 
4424. 
4425. 

Section. 
1419.  (a.)  Penalty  for  stealing  baled  cotton. 

Seizures  by  pretended  Gov't  agents. Public  or  bank  offices. 
Bailee,  fraudulently  converting. 
Clerks,  agents,  etc. 
Any  other  agent. 
Withholding  dues  to  the  State. 

44-5.  (a.)  Penalty  for  using  State's  money  by officers. 

4425.  (b.)  For  making  interest  on  State's 
money. 

4426.  Violating  bank  charter. 
4427.  Presumption  against  officers. 
4428.  Bank  insolvency. 
4428.  (a.)  Penalty  for  not  paying  depositors. 
4429.  Fraudulent  transfers. 
4430.  Purchasing  at  discount. 
4431.  Fraudulent  dividends. 
4432.  Purchasing  shares,  etc. 
4433.  Unlawful  mining. 

Erecting  machinery. 
Embezzling  county  funds. 
(a.)  Penalty  for  use  of  public  funds  for interest.  * 

4436.  Fraudulent  levies. 
Intruding  on  railroad. 
Obstructing  lailroad,  etc. 
Injuring  telegraph. 

4440.  Act  of  trespass  indictable. 
4441.  Illegal  hunting. 

4434. 
4435. 

4435. 

4437. 
4438. 
4439. 

p.  98 

§4389.  (4323.)  (4286.)  Robbery  defined.  Robbery  is  the  wrongful,  fraud- 
ulent and  violent  taking  of  money,  goods  or  chattels,  from  the  person 

of  another  by  force  or  intimidation,  without  the  consent  of  the  owner. 
Defined,  and  as  to  the  two  grades  being  joined  in  the  same  indictment  :  12  Ga.,  314. 

Plea  of  former  conviction  of  burglary  as  a  defense  to  indictment  for  robbery  :  15  Ga., 
261;  14/8.  Where  all  the  participants  in  breaking  jail  were  guilty  of  robbing  the 
jailer:  32  Ga.,  658.  Indictment  should  charge  the  money  was  taken  from  the  person 

of  another:  39  Ga.,  583.  Where  corroboration  of  accomplice's  testimony  was  not  suffi- 
cient :  52  Ga.,  106.  Newly  discovered  evidence  as  ground  of  new  trial  on  conviction  of 

robbery  :  54  Ga.,  564.  Indictment  with  count  for  assault  and  battery  and  robbery 
was  demurrable  ;  57  Ga.,  66.  Two  verdicts  where  two  indicted  for  robbery,  one  guilty 
and  the  other  not :  59  Ga.,  84-7.  Force  is  what  distinguishes  robbery  from  larceny: 
Fanning  vs.  the  State,  Pamphlt.,  September  term,  1880,  p.  39. 

2  Whart.  Cr.  Law,  §1695;  2Bish.  lb.,  §1108;  2  Bish.  Cr.  Proc,  §1001 ;  2  Arch.  Cr.  Pr. 
and  PL,  1287;  3  Gr.  Ev.,  £223;  10  Am.  P.,  398;  20/586;  21/175. 

§4390.  (4324.)  (4287.)  Robbery  by  force.     Kobbery   by  open  force  or 
Actsof  1858,  violence,  shall  be  punished  by  imprisonment  and  labor  in  the  peniten- 

tiary for  any  time  not  less  than  four  years  nor  longer  than  twenty 

years. §4391.  (4325.)  (4288.)  Robbery  by  intimidation.  Robbery  by  intimi- 

dation, or  without  using  force  and  violence,  shall  be  punished'by  im- 
prisonment and  labor  in^^|jpejaftentiayy  for  any  time  not  less  than 

two  years  nor  longer  than^^y^ars. Vf^-  /»  A  <P«/->£< 
,  §4392.  (4326.)  (4289.)  Larceny  or  theft.  Larceny,  or  theft,  as  contra- 

distinguished from  robbery  by  violence,  force,  or  intimidation,  shall 
consist  of:  1.  Simple  theft;  or  larceny.  2.  Theft  or  larceny  from  the 
person.  3.  Theft  or  larceny  from  the  house.  4.  Theft  or  larceny  after 
a  trust  or  confidence  has  been  delegated  or  reposed. 

Wh'at  sufficient  evidence  to  maintain  allegation  as  to  property  in  an  indictment : 
1  Ga.,  563..  Where  might  find,  without  a  special  count,  an  attempt  at  a  simple  larceny : 
10  Ga,,  422.  Evidence  of,  and  detection  of  strategem:  11  Ga.,  123.  Where  sayings  of 
one  accused  of  larceny  admissible  for  him  :  28  Ga.,  254.  Also  when  admissible  against 
him  :  29  Ga  430.  Although  the  crime  complete  in  two  persons,  a  third  may  be  prin- 

cipal :  25  Ga.,  515.  What  is  evidence  of  an  attempt  to  commit  this  crime,  and  in  what 
county  offense  is  complete  :  26  Ga.,  493-4.  New  trial  for  newly  discovered  evidence  :  33 
Ga..  281.  Sayings  to  the  thief  at  the  time  of  the  larceny,  admissible  against  acces- 

sory after  the  fact  :  43  Ga.,  197.     Larceny  of  bank  bills  from  the  person  :   22  Ga.,  499. 

g4488 
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•Vhere  offers  of  settlement  were  not  admissible  against  the  defendant:  40  Ga.,  520. 
Jot  sufficient  evidence  to  convict  of  larceny  from  the  person:  51  Ga.,  301-3.  On  in- 
lictment  for  larceny  from  the  person  as  principal,  there  can  be  no  conviction  as  acces- 
ory  after  the  fact :  52  Ga.,  287.  Stolen  goods  found  in  possession  as  evidence  of  bur- 
;lary :  56  Ga.,  28.  Difference  between  simple  larceny  and  larceny  from  the  person: 
4  Ga.,  184.  What  necessary  in  an  indictment  for  larceny  of  money  from  the  person  : 
Vilson  vs.  State,  Pamphlt.,  February,  1881,  p.  31. 

General  Note  on  Larceny. — 2  Whart.  Cr.   Law,   #1750;    2  Bish.  lb.,  #770;  2  Bish. 

0/702;  33/526;  30/214;  31/143;  34/732.  Fraudulently  retaining  money  paid  by  mis- 
Ike  is :  34  Am.  R.,  500.  lief  using  to  give  change  due  from  money  received  is  :  33  Am. 
I,  455. 

§4393.  (4327.)  (4290.)  Simple  larceny.  Simple  theft,  or  larceny,  is  the 
wrongful  and  fraudulent  taking  and  carrying  away,  by  any  person,  of 
he  personal  goods  of  another,  with  intent  to  steal  the  same.  The  thief 
aay  be  indicted  in  any  county  in  which  he  may  carry  the  goods  stolen. 
But  a  trial  in  one  county  a  bar  to  trial  in  every  other  county:  14  Ga.,  422.  Value 

f  property  in  indictment  for  simple  larceny  should  be  alleged  and  proven:  40  Ga., 
20.  Distinction  between  simple  larceny  and  larceny  from  the  house:  53  Ga.,  240. 
yhen  should  be  an  indictment  for  larceny  from  the  person,  and  not  for  simple  larceny  : . 
lGa.,185.  Larceny  attempted  to  be  obtained  by  toe  artifice  and  contrivance  of  the 
wner :  55  Ga.,  302.  Sufficient  evidence  of,  and  as  to  asportation:  60  Ga.,  143,  368. 
imple  larceny  from  a  vessel :  60  Ga.,  261. 

§4394.  (4328.)  (4291.)  Horsestealing.  Horse  stealing  shall  be  denom- 
inated simple  larceny,  and  the  term  "horse"  shall  include  mule  and 

ss,  and  each  animal  of  both  sexes,  and  without  regard. to  the  altera- 
ions  which  may  be  made  by  artificial  means. 
Indictment  sufficient  and  bill  of  sale  of  a  horse  inadmissible  without  proof  of  its 

secution:  44  Ga.,  263.     Not  sufficient  evidence  of  larceny  of  a  horse  :  48  Ga.,  326-7. 

§4395.  (4329.)  (4292.)  The  offense  shall,  in  all  cases,  be  charged  as 
imple  larceny,  but  the  indictment  shall  designate  the  nature,  charac- 
3r,  and  sex  of  the  animal,  and  give  some  other  description  by  which 
m  identity  may  be  ascertained. 
What  sufficient  description  :  44  Ga.,  263. 

§4396.  (4330.)  (4293.)  Punishment  for  horse  stealing.     [The  stealing  of  (a)  Acts  of 

horse  or  mule  shall  be  punished  by  confinement  and  labor  in  the 1868,  p-  17- 
enitentiary  for  any  time  not  less  than  four  years,  nor  longer  than 
sventy  years.]  (a.) 

§4397."  (4331.)  (4294.)  Cattle  stealing.     Cattle  stealing  shall  be  denom- lated  simple  larceny,  and  be  so  charged  in  the  indictment,  and  shall 
iclude  the  theft  or  larceny  of  any  horned  animal  or  animals,  and  all 
uimals  having  the  hoof  cloven,  except  hogs. 
By  mistake,  and  an  offer  to  pay  for  the  steer :  34  Ga.,  208.  Conviction  of  an  attempt 

nder  an  indictment  charging  the  stealing  of  cattle  :  58  Ga.,  200.  New  trial  granted, 
n proper  charge  :  58  Ga.,  554.  Refusal  of  new  trial  where  the  conviction  was  under 
ifficient  evidence  :  50  Ga.,  63-143.     Asportation  :  60  Ga.,  143,  368. 

§4398.  (4332.)  (4295.)  Indictment  for.  The  indictment  shall  suffi- 
iently  describe  the  animal  or  animals  falling  under  the  description  of 
ittle  in  the  preceding  section,  so  that  it  or  they  may  be  ascertained  and 
lentified  by  the  owner  or  owners  thereof. 
§4399.  (4333.)  (4296.)  Punishment  for  cattle  stealing.     [The  stealing  of  (a>  Acts  of 

ne  or  more  animals  falling  under  the  above  description  of  cattle,  shall 1S68- p  17- 
e  punished  by  imprisonment  in  the  penitentiary  not  less  than  two, 

or  longer  than  four  years,  unless  the  jury  tryifi^  the  case  shall  recom- 
lend  the  prisoner  to  merc}^ ;  in  that  event  he  shall  be  punished  as 
rescribed  in  section  4310  of  this  Code.]  (a.) 

As  to  the  right  of  the  jury  to  mitigate  the  punishment  by  recommending  to  mercy  : 
*  Ga.,  401,  203. 
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§4400.  (4334.)  (4297.)  Hog  stealing.  The  stealing  of  a  hog  or  hogs  is 
simple  larceny,  and  shall  be  so  charged  in  the  indictment,  and  the  hog 
or  hogs  so  described  that  it  or  they  may  be  identified  by  the  owner. 

Not  sufficient  evidence  to  convict  of:  29  Ga.,  75;  32/424.  Some  value  should  be 
alleged  in  the  indictment:  40  Ga.,  229.  Entirely  circumstantial  evidence  should  con- 

nect the  criminal  with  the  act:  26  Ga.,  633.  When  sayings  of  a  party  are  admissible  in 
evidence  for  himself :  28  Ga.,  254.  Where  there  was  a  reasonable  doubt,  and  there 
should  have  been  no  conviction  :  24  Ga.,  427.  Cannot  be  settled  under  4706  of  the 
Code:  44  Ga..  300.  Sufficient  description  in  an  indictment:  44  Ga.,  300;  57/28,367. 
Proof  of  stealing  one  hog  under  an  indictment  for  two  sufficient  for  conviction  :  57  Ga., 
171.  Must  prove  the  description  as  set  forth  in  the  indictment:  64  Ga.,  449.  Allega- 

tion and  proof  sufficiently  agreeing  :  64  Ga-,  443. 

Actsofi875      §4401.  (4335.)  (4298.)  Punishment.     The  punishment  of  hog  stealing 

p.  26         '  fshall  be  as  prescribed  in  section  4399  of  this  Code.]  fa.) (a)  Acts  of  r  J    " 
1865-6,  p.           As  to  the  jury  recommending  the  defendant  to  mercy,  Act  of  1875,  placing  punish- 
2S3.               ment  for,  on  the  same  footing  as  in  section  4399:  59  Ga.,  635  ;  61/45. 

§4402.  (4336.)   (4299.)  Other  animals.     All   other   domestic   animals 
which  are  fit  for  food,  and  also  a  dog,  may  be  subjects  of  simple  larceny 

•     and  any  person  or  persons  who  shall  steal  any  such  animal  or  animals 
[shall  be  punished  as  prescribed  in  section  4310  of  this  Code.]  (a). 

§4403.  (4337.)  (4300.)  Altering  brands  or  marks.  If  any  person  or  per- 
sons shall  mark  and  brand,  or  mark  or  brand,  any  animal  or  animals 

before  mentioned,  or  alter  or  change  the  mark  or  marks,  or  brand  or 
brands,  of  any  such  animal,  being  the  property  of  another,  with  an  in- 

tention to  claim  or  appropriate  the  same  to  his  or  her  own  use,  or 
to  prevent  identification  by  the  true  owner  or  owners  thereof,  the  per- 

son or  persons  so  offending  shall  be  guilty  of  a  misdemeanor,  and,  on 
conviction,  shall  suffer  the  same  punishment  as  is  inflicted  for  the  theft 
or  larceny  of  said  animal  or  animals. 

Where  there  is  reasonable  doubt  of  guilt  there  should  be  no  conviction:  24  Ga. 
427;  30/869. 

§4404.  (4338.)  Skinning  cattle.     [It  shall  be  unlawful  for  any  person 
(b)  Acts  of  in  this  State  to  skin  any  dead  cow,  or  any  other  kind  of  stock,  cattle, 

a6?  4'fPi865  sneeP>  or  g°ats,  that  do  not  belong  to  him,  her,  or  them,  without  con- 
-6,  p.  233.  sent  of  the  owner  of  such  stock,  cattle,  sheep,  or  goats,  his  agent  or  over- 

seer, without  accounting  to  the  owner  or  owners  thereof  for  the  skin, 
when  thereunto  demanded;  and  in  all  such  cases,  when  any  person  or 
persons  shall  have  been  engaged  in  skinning  any  cow,  or  other  kind 
of  stock,  cattle,  sheep,  or  goats,  and  shall  refuse,  on  demand  of  the 
owner  thereof,  or  his  agent  or  overseer,  to  pay  the  reasonable  value  of 
the  skin,  he,  she,  or  they  shall  be  subject  to  indictment,  and,  upon  con- 

viction, shall  be  punished  as  prescribed  in  section  4310  of  this 
Code.]  (b.) 

§4405.  (4339.)  (4301.)  Larceny  of  papers.  If  any  person  shall  take 
and  carry  away  any  paper,  document,  deed,  will,  or  other  writing  re- 

lating to  real  or  personal  estate,  with  an  intention  to  impair,  prevent, 
or  render  difficult  the  establishment  of  a  title  to  real  or  personal  estate, 
or  mutilate,  cancelburn  or  otherwise  destroy  said  paper,  document,  deed, 
will  or  other  writing,  with  the  intention  aforesaid,  such  person  shall 
be  guilty  of  simple  larceny,  and  be  punished  by  imprisonment  and 
labor  in  the  penitentiary  for  any  time  not  less  than  one  year  nor 
longer  than  three  years. 

§4406.  (4340.)  (4302.)  Larceny  of  bonds,  notes,  etc.;  penitentiary  one  to 
four  years.  If  any  person  shall  take  and  carry  away  any  bond,  note, 
bank  bill,  or  due  bill,  or  paper  or  papers,  securing  the  payment  of 
money  or  other  valuable  thing,  or  any  receipt,  acquittance,  or  paper  or 
papers,  operating  as  a  discharge  for  the  payment  of  money,  or  other 
thing  belonging  to  another,  with  intent  to  steal  the  same,  such  person 
shall  be  guilty  of  simple  larceny,  and  be  punished  by  imprisonment 
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,nd  labor  in  the  penitenliary^for,  any.  time  not  less  tj,ian  one  yeaj>rtor         ̂  

onger  than  four  years.  ̂ ^^^^^y^^/^^^^^T/^^^^^'  <Z£Z~^-  +*~~*Zy Bank  notes,  the  subject  or  larceny  from  the  pgrcdn:  22  Ga.,  499.  Where  should 
iave  been  indicted  for  the  larceny  of  bank  notes  from  the  person  under  section  4410 
f  the  Code:  54 Ga  ,  184-5. 

§4407.  (4341.)  (4303.)  Fixtures.     Theft  or  larceny  may  be  committed  (ai  Acts  of 

I any  thing  or  things  which,  in  the  language  of  the  law,  savors  of  the  233°  G'  p* 
ealty,  or  of  any  fixture  or  fixtures ;  and  the  punishment  shall  be  [as 
described  in  section  4310  of  this  Code]  (a.) 
§4408.  (4342.)  (4304.)  Plundering  or  stealing  from  wrecked  or  distressed 

essels.  Plundering  or  stealing  any  article  of  value  from  a  vessel  in  dis- 
ress,  or  from  a  wreck,  or  any  other  vessel,  boat,  or  water-craft,  within 
he  jurisdictional  limits  of  this  State,  is  simple  larceny,  and  shall  be 
mnished  by  imprisonment  and  labor  in  tlie  penitentiary  for  liny  time  y y  /?  /^? 
io>less  th^n  one  year  nor  longer  than  fiyfe  years.  ******  1:  «^*£<^~-  &s-*&^T '**-"--'  £^+~^ 
j<f-e>,  tSU^  <g^U  m. ***** ■  *&~  r.^.,  y?& ~f.  f*    r*f.  /        /      y 
I  Sufficient  evidence  from  stolen  goods  fouwa  m  defendant's  possession ;  improper 
harge  .of  the  Court:  60  Ga.,  264;  57/503.  .  A         *  ̂  

§4409.  (4343.)  (4307.)  Other  larcenies.  All  simple  larcenies  or  thefts  ̂ 2^^^^^ 
f  the  personal  goods  of  another,  not  mentioned,  or  particularly  desig-  vpedcA^**^7'/??* 
lated  in  this  Code,  shall  be  punished  as  prescribed  in  section  4310  of     .  7  «  /  ' 
his  Code.  /tf%f* 

§4410.  (4344.)  (4308.)  Larceny  from  the  person  defined.     Theft  or  lar- 
eny  from  the  person  as  distinguished  from  robbery,  before  described, 
s  the  wrongful  and  fraudulent  taking  of  money,  goods,  chatties,  or  ef- 
scts,  or  any  article  of  value  from  the  person  of  another,  privately, 
without  his  knowledge,  in  any  place  whatever,  with  intent  to  steal  the 
ame. 
Larceny  of  bank  notes  from  the  person,  and  money  held  as  guardian  alleged  to 

e  his  own  :  22  Ga  ,  499.  Sufficient  description  as  to  bank  notes  in  indictment  after 
erdict :  41  Ga.,  589.  Not  sufficient  evidence  for  conviction  of  stealing  money  :  51  Ga., 
01-303.  Should  have  been  indicted,  not  for  simple  larceny,  but  under  this  section,  for 
irceny  of  bank  notes  from  the  person  :  54  Ga.,  185. 

§4411.  (4345.)  (4309.)  Punishment  for  larceny  from  person.      The  pun- Acts  of  i8~8 
shment  for  larceny  from  the  person  shall  be  as  is  prescribed  in  section  ~9'  p' 56" 310  of  the  Code,  except  in  those  cases  where  the  article,  money  or 
hing stolen,  exceeds  in  value  fifty  dollars,  then  the  punishment  shall 
•e  imprisonment  in  the  penitentiary  for  a  term  not  less  than  two  years, 
tor  more  than  five  years. 
§4412.  (4346.)  (4310.)  What  secret,  sudden  taking  shall  be  larceny.  Any 

ort  of  secret,  sudden,  or  wrongful  taking  from  the  person  with  the  in- 
ent  described  in  section  4410  of  this  Code,  without  using  intimidation 
I  open  force  and  violence;  shall  be  within  this  class  of  larceny,  though 
ome  small  force  be  used  by  the  thief  to  possess  himself  of  the  property  : 

^rovided,  there  be  no  resistance  by  the  owner,  or  injury  to  his  person, 
nd  all  the  circumstances  of  the  case  show  that  the  thing  was  taken, 
tot  so  much  against  as  without  the  consent  of  the  owner. 
§4413.  (4347.)  (4311.)  Larceny  from  the  house.  Larceny  from  the 

touse  is  the  breaking  or  entering  any  house  with  the  intent  to  steal, 
r  after  breaking  or  entering  said  house,  stealing  therefrom  any  money, 
;oods,  chattels,  wares,  merchandise,  or  any  thing  or  things  of  value 
whatever. 

Offense  may  be  consummated  where  original  entry  not  felonious,  sufficient  descrip- 
lon  of  money  in  an  indictment :  10  Ga.,  511.  Recent  possession  of  stolen  property,  un- 
ccounted  for,  evidence  of  guilt:  24  Ga.,  32:  62/179.  Possession  and  occupancy  of  a  . 
ouse  by  a  person  as  a  dwelling,  sufficient  evidence  of  ownership:  25  Ga.,  52.  Snffi- 
ient  allegations  in  the  indictment  for  conviction:  33  Ga.,  98.  Crimes  punished  ac- 
ording  to  the  law  at  the  time  of  their  commission:  35  3a.,  225.  Section  cited:  46 
ra.,  215.  Different  grades  of  larceny  from  the  house  ;  effect  of  Acts  of  1866  and  1873: 
OGa.,  260-1.  Evidence  must  show  stealing  was  from  some  house:  53  Ga.,  248.  Dis- 
inction  between  simple  larceny  and  larceny  from  the  house :  62  Ga.,  170.     What 
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building  within  the  curtilage  under  the  Act  of  1872.  demurrer  sustained:  54  Ga.,  219. 
But  see  where  from  a  cotton-house  and  no  demurrer  thereto :  58  Ga.,  431-2. 

§4414.  (4348.)  (4312.)  Larceny  from  the  house,  penalty.     [Any  person 
(a)  Acts  of  who,  by  day  or  night,  shall,  in  any  dwelling-house,  store,  shop,  ware- 
Acts  om%,  nouse,  or  any  other  building,*  privately  steal  any  goods,  money,  chat- 

p.  22.        'tels,  wares,  or  merchandise,  or  any  other  article  or  thing,  under  the value  of  fifty  dollars,  shall  be  punished  as  prescribed  in  section  4310 
of  this  Code  ;  and  any  person  who,  by  day  or  night,  shall,  in  any  dwell- 

ing-house, store,  shop,  warehouse,  or  any  other  house  or   building,* 
privatel}7  steal  any  goods,  money,  chattels,  wares,  or  merchandize,  or 
any  other  article  or  thing,  of  the  value  of  fifty  dollars  or  more,  shall  be 
punished  by  imprisonment  and  labor  in  the  penitentiary,  for  any  time 
not  less  than  one,  nor  longer  than  ten  years.]  (a.) 

Where  the  jury  found  guiltv  under  the  indictment  charging  the  value  of  the  goods 
as  over  fifty  dollars:  50  Ga.,  258-9  ;  55/221 ;  60/89.  430.  Indictment  sufficient  omitting 
the  word  "  privately  ":  60  Ga..  430.  Indictment  which  might  have  been  held  defective 
on  special  demurrer:  60  Ga.,  89. 

§4415.  (4349.)  (4313.)  Punishment  for  entering  with  intent  to  steal.'  Any 
(a)  Acts  of  Person  entering  a  dwelling-house,  store,  shop,  or  warehouse,  or  any 
1865-6,  p.     other  house  or  building,  with  intent  to  steal,  but  who  is  detected  and 

prevented  from  so  doing,  shall  be  punished  [as  prescribed  by  section 
4310  of  this  Code.]  (a.) 

§4416.  (4350. )  (4314.)  Breaking  with  such  intent.  Any  person  break- 
ing any  dwelling-house,  store,  shop,  or  warehouse,  or  any  other  house  or 

building,  with  intent  to  steal,  but  who  is  detected  and  prevented  from 
effecting  such  intention,  shall  be  punished  as  prescribed  in  section  4310 
of  this  Code. 

Section  referred  to  and  construed  :  46  Ga.,  215. 

§4417.  (4351.)  (4315.)  Breaking  and  entering.  Any  person  breaking 
and  entering  any  house  or  building  (other  than  a  dwelling-house  or  its 
appurtenances),  with  intent  to  steal,  but  who  is  detected  and  prevented 
from  carrying  such  intention  into  effect;  or  any  person  breaking  or 
entering  any  such  house  or  building,  and  stealing  therefrom  any  money, 
goods,  chatties,  wares,  or  merchandise,  or  any  other  thing  or  article  of 
value,  shall  be  punished  as  prescribed  in  section  4310  of  this  Code. 

Word  "or"  in  the  fourth  line  of  this  section  intended  for  "and":  50Ga.,  261.*Where 
the  crime  was  punishable  under  this  section  :  58  Ga.,  430-432. 

§4418.  (4352.)  (4316.)  Public  buildings  included.  Any  house,  building, 
or  edifice,  belonging  to  the  State  or  a  corporate  body,  or  appropriated  to 
public  worship,  or  any  other  public  purpose,  shall  be  taken  and  con- 

sidered as  a  house  or  building  within  which  this  class  of  larceny 
may  be  committed. 

The  Act  of  1872  also  modified  the  terms  of  this  section  :.  54  Ga.,  221 ;  but  see  58  Ga., 
432-3.     Also  Acts  of  1877,  p.  22. 

§4419.  (4353.)  (4317.)  Hut,  tent,  etc.     Any  person  entering  and  steal- 
<h)  Acts  of  ing  from  any  hut,  [railroad  car],  (b  )  tent,  booth,  or  temporary  building 
\lg2'S;  p      shall  be  punished  [as  prescribed  in  section  4310  of  this  Code.]  (a.) 
i8fi5^ctsof       §4419.  fa.)  Punishment  for  stealing  baled  cotton.     If  any  person  or  per- 
232.    '   '     sons  shall  take,  steal  and  carry  away  a  bale,  or  any  number  of  bales,  of cotton,  from  any  place  where  the  same  may  be  stored,  whether  the  same! 
Acts  of  ipso  shall  be  in  a  house  or  not,  or  within  the  curtilage  or  not,  then  such  per- 
-l,  p.  150     gon  Qr  p.ergong  g0  offending  shall  be  punished  by  imprisonment  in  the penitentiary  not  less  than  one  year  and  not  longer  than  five  years. 

§4420.   (4354.)  Fraudulent  seizure,  etc.,  of  property  by  pretended  Unitedl 
States  agents.     [If  any  person,  fraudulently  claiming  to  act  as  agent  or 

officer  of  the  United  States,  or  any  department  thereof,  shall  seize,'detain,  1 

*  The  words  "  within  tlie  curti'age,"  stricken  from  this  section  by  Act  of  1877,  p.  22. 
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or  remove  the  property  of  any  citizen  or  resident  of  this  State;  or,  if  (c)  Acts  of 

any  person  shall  claim  to  be  an  officer  or  agent  of  the  United  States,  or5£>c'  p' 
any  department  thereof,  with  authority  to  make  said  seizure,  detention, 
or  removal,  and  who  shall  not  have  such  authority,  such  person,  officer, 
or  agent,  so  offending,  shall,  upon  conviction,  be  punished  by  confine- 

ment and  labor  in  the  penitentiary  not  less  than  one  year  nor  longer 
than  ten  years,  or  shall  be  punished  as  prescribed  in  section  4310  of 
this  Code,  at  the  discretion  of  the  Court.]  (c.) 

§4421.  (4355.)  (4318.)  Persons  employed  in  public  offices  or  banks  stealing 
or  embezzling  papers  or  property.  Any  officer,  servant,  or  other  person, 
employed  in  any  public  department,  station,  or  office  of  government,  of 
this  State,  or  any  county,  town,  or  city,  of  this  State,  or  in  any  bank  or 
other  corporate  body  in  this  State  ;  or  any  president,  director,  or  stock- 

holder, of  any  bank  or  other  corporate  body  in  this  State,  who  shall 
embezzle,  steal,  secrete,  fraudulently  take  and  carry  away  any  money, 
gold  or  silver  bullion,  note  or  notes,  bank  bill  or  bills,  bill  or  bills  of 
exchange,  warrant  or  warrants,  bond  or  bonds,  deed  or  deeds,  draft  or 
drafts,  check  or  checks,  security  or  securities  for  the  payment  of  money, 
or  delivery  of  goods  or  other  things,  lease,  will,  letter  of  attorney,  or 
other  sealed  instrument,  or  any  certificate  or  other  public  security  of 
the  State  for  the  payment  of  money,  or  any  receipt,  acquittance,  release, 
or  discharge  of  any  debt,  suit,  or  other  demand,  or  any  transfer  or  assur- 

ance of  money,  stock,  goods,  chattels,  or  other  property,  or  any  day 
book,  or  other  book  of  accounts,  or  any  agreement  or  contract  whatever, 
such  person  so  offending  shall,  on  conviction,  be  punished  by  impris- 

onment and  labor  in  the  penitentiary  for  any  time  not  less  than  two 
years  nor  longer  than  seven  years. 

What  evidence  admissible,  and  what  indictment  sufficient  as  to  description  of  bank 
bills  on  trial  of  bank  officer  for  embezzlement:  10  Ga.,  47.  Against  tax  collector,  evi- 

dence :  53  Ga.,  149-152.  Where  cashier  of  a  branch  office  of  a  corporation  incorporated 
in  Washington  City,  was  not  indictable  under  this  section  :  55  Ga.,  236. 

See  authorities  cited  under  next  section.  Liability  of  directors  and  officers  for  con- 
spiracy to  defraud:  Thomp.  Off.  Corp.,  489;  for  embezzlement:  2  Arch.  Cr.  Pr.  and 

PL,  1858.     Liability  of  cashier  for  embezzlement:  Thomp.  Off.  Corp.,  492. 

§4422.  (4356.)  (4319.)  Any  bailee  fraudulently  converting  the  goods  or  pro-  £+*-r~*.  ?-£- 
ceeds.  If  any  factor,  commission  merchant,  warehouse  keeper,  whar-  /^^  /oq, 

finger,  wagoner,  stage  driver,  or  other  common  carrier  on  land  or  water,  '  '  *  ' or  any  other  bailee,  with  whom  any  money,  bank  bill  or  bills,  note  or 
notes,  bill  or  bills  of  exchange,  draft  or  drafts,  check  or  checks,  bond  or 
bonds,  or  other  security  or  order  for  the  payment  of  money  or  other 
valuable  thing,  or  any  cotton,  corn,  or  other  produce,  goods,  wares,  or 
merchandise,  or  any  other  thing  or  things  of  value,  are  or  may  be  en- 

trusted or  deposited  by  any  person,  shall  fraudulently  convert  the  same 
or  any  part  thereof,  or  the  proceeds  of  any  part  thereof,  to  his  or  her 
own  use,  or  otherwise  dispose  of  the  same,  or  any  part  thereof,  without 
the  consent  of  the  owner  or  bailor,  and  to  his  or  her  injury,  and  with- 

out paying  to  such  owner  or  bailor,  on  demand,  the  full  value  or  mar- 
ket price  thereof;  or  if,  after  a  sale  of  any  of  the  said  articles,  with  the 

consent  of  the  owner  or  bailor,  such  person  shall,  fraudulently  and 
without  the  consent  of  the  said  owner  or  bailor,  convert  the  proceeds 
thereof,  or  any  part  of  the  said  proceeds,  to  his  or  her  own  use,  and  fail 
or  refuse  to  pay  the  same  over  to  such  owner  or  bailor,  on  demand, 
every  such  person  so  offending,  shall,  on  conviction,  be  punished  by  im- 

prisonment and  labor  in  the  penitentiary  for  any  time  not  less  than  two 
years  nor  longer  than  seven  years. 

Indictment  sustained  as  to  a  bailee  :  15  G a.,  205-212.  Where  the  indictment  was 
not  sufficient  against  an  officer  of  the  Western  and  Atlantic  Railroad  under  tbis  sec- 

tion :  50  Ga.,  326.  When  an  indictment  under  this  section  need  not  charge  it  was 

done  without  the  owner's  consent,  etc. :   57  Ga.,  367.      There  being  no  evidence  of 

i, 
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bailee's  receiving  goods  in  Fulton  county,  no  prosecution  could  be  had  there  :  55  Ga., 298-301. 

2  Wharf.  Cr.  Law,  ?1905 ;  2  Bish.  lb.,  ?326;  2  Bish.  Cr.  Proa,  £314 ;  2  Arch.  Cr.  Pr. 

and  PL,  1337  ;  1  Hawley's  Cr.  Rep.,  146, 150,  153. 157  ;  2/107-117  ;  33  Am.  R,  344.  This 
topic  is  treated  in  the  books  with  co-related  subjects  under  the  title  '•Embezzlement." 

§4423.  (4357.)  (4320.)  Clerks,  agents,  etc.,  fraudulently  taking  and  convert- 
ing goods  entrusted  to  them.  If  any  person,  employed  as  a  clerk,  agent, 

or  servant,  or  in  any  other  character  or  capacity,  in  any  store,  ware- 
house, counting-room,  exchange  office,  shop,  or  other  place  of  trade, 

traffic,  or  exchange,  where  from  the  nature  of  the  business  or  employ- 
ment, it  is  necessary  or  usual  to  entrust  to  such  person  any  goods,  wares, 

or  merchandise,  cotton,  corn,  or  other  produce,  money,  notes,  bills  of 
exchange,  bank  notes,  checks,  drafts,  orders  for  payment  of  money,  or 
other  valuable  thing,  or  any  other  thing  or  article  of  value,  shall 
fraudulently  take  and  carry  away,  or  convert  to  his  own  use,  or 
otherwise  dispose  of  any  of  the  said  goods,  wares,  or  merchandise,  cot- 

ton, corn  or  other  produce,  money,  notes,  bills  of  exchange,  bank  notes, 
checks,  drafts,  orders,  or  other  thing  or  things  of  value,  thus  entrusted 
to  him  or  committed  to  his  charge,  to  the  injury  and  without  the  con- 

sent of  the  owner  thereof,  or  person  thus  entrusting  him,  such  person 
l  so  offending  shall,  on  conviction,  be  punished  by  imprisonment  and 

labor  in  the  penitentiary  for  any  time  not  less  than  one  year  nor  longer 
than  five  years. 

See  authorities  cited  under  previous  section. 

§4424.  (4358.)  (4321.)  Any  other  agent  so  offending.  If  any  person  who 
(a)  Acts  of  has  been  entrusted  by  another  with  any  money,  note  or  notes,  bill  or 
1866,  p-*3- foiiig  0f  exchange,  bond  or  bonds,  check  or  checks,  draft  or  drafts,  bank 

note  or  notes,  order  or  orders  for  the  payment  of  money,  or  other  valu- 
able article  or  thing,  or  any  cotton,  corn,  or  other  produce,  goods,  wares, 

or  merchandise,  horse  or  horses,  mule  or  mules,  cattle,  sheep,'  goats, hogs,  or  other  article  or  articles  of  value,  for  the  purpose  of  applying 
the  same  for  the  use  or  benefit  of  the  person  to  whom  they  belong,  or 
the  person  delivering  them,  or  any  of  them,  or  for  the  purpose  of  collect- 

ing money,  or  other  thing  due  on  any  such  note  or  notes,  bill  or  bills  of 
exchange,  bond  or  bonds,  check  or  checks,  draft  or  drafts,  bank  note  or 
notes,  or  order  or  orders,  and  paying  the  proceeds  thereof  over  to  the 
owner  or  other  person  so  entrusting  or  delivering  the  same,  or  for  the 
purpose  of  selling  such  cotton,  corn,  or  other  produce,  goods,  wares,  or 
merchandise,  horse  or  horses,  mule  or  mules,  cattle,  sheep,  goats,  hogs,  or 
other  valuable  article,  and  paying  over  the  proceeds  of  such  sale  to  the 
owner,  or  other  person  so  entrusting  or  delivering  the  said  article  or  arti- 

cles, or  any  of  them,  or  the  money,  or  other  thing  arising  from  the  sale 
or  collection  of  them,  [shall  fraudulently  convert  the  same,  or  any  part 
thereof,  or  the  proceeds  of  any  part  thereof,]  (a.)  to  his  or  her  own  use, 
or  shall  otherwise  dispose  of  them,  or  any  of  them,  to  the  injury,  and 
without  the  consent  of  the  owner,  or  other  person  so  entrusting  or  de- 

livering them,  and  without  paying  to  such  owner,  or  person  entrusting 
or  delivering  the  same,  the  full  value  or  market  price  thereof,  such  per- 

son so  offending  shall,  on  conviction,  be  punished  by  imprisonment  and 
labor  in  the  penitentiary  for  any  time  not  less  than  one  year  nor  longer 
than  five  years. 

As  to  tbe  requisites  of  an  indictment  and  the  proof:  50  Ga.,  219.  Where  an  officer 
of  the  W.  &  A.  Railroad  was  not  indictable  under  this  section  :  50  Ga.,  314-326.  Where 
the  allegations  of  the  indictment  and  proof  as  to  the  kind  and  character  of  trust  did 
not  agree :  53  Ga.,  326-8.  What  the  indictment  should  charge  under  this  section  :  57 
Ga.,  367.  Proof  of  money  not  sufficient  without  more,  where  the  indictment  charges 
lawful  currency  of  the  United  States :  64  Ga.,  61. 

§4425.  Penalty  for  withholding  what  is  due  the  State.  [If  any  person, 
having  heretofore  fraudulently,  or  wrongfully,  or  illegally  received 

1 
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any  money  or  personal  property  belonging  to  the  State  of  Georgia,  shall  (a)  Acts  of 

refuse  to  pay  over  said  money,  or  deliver  up  said  personal  property  to1871"2,  p*72- the  treasurer  of  the  State  of  Georgia,  or  his  authorized  agent,  upon  a 
demand  of  the  same  by  such  treasurer  or  agent ;  or,  if  any  person  here- 

tofore having  lawfully  received  money  or  personal  property  belonging 
to  the  State  of  Georgia,  and  still  the  property  of  the  State,  as  an  officer 
of  said  State,  or  otherwise,  shall,  after  demand  upon  him  by  the  treas- 

urer of  the  State  of  Georgia,  or  his  authorized  agent,  fail  to  pay  said 
money  or  deliver  said  personal  property  to  said  treasurer  or  his  agent 
within  ten  days  after  such  demand,  such  person  so  refusing  shall  be 
guilty  of  a  felony,  and  shall  be  punished,  after  conviction,  by  confine- 

ment and  labor  in  the  penitentiary  of  the  State  of  Georgia  for  a  time 

not  less  than  one  nor  longer  than  two  years.  And  if  an}7-  person  shall 
hereafter  fraudulently,  wrongfully  or  illegally  receive  any  money  or 
personal  property  belonging  to  the  State  of  Georgia,  and  shall  refuse  to 
pay  over  said  money  or  deliver  up  said  personal  property  to  the  treas- 

urer of  said  State,  or  his  authorized  agent,  upon  a  demand  of  the  same, 
by  such  treasurer  or  his  agent;  or, if  any  person  shall  hereafter  lawfully 
receive  money  or  personal  property  belonging  to  the  State  of  Georgia, 
as  an  officer  of  said  State  or  otherwise,  and  shall,  after  demand  upon 
him  by  said  treasurer  or  authorized  agent,  fail  to  pay  said  money  or 
deliver  said  personal  property  to  said  treasurer  or  his  authorized  agent, 
the  same  being  still  the  property  of  the  State,  within  ten  daj7s  after 
such  demand,  such  person  so  refusing  shall  be  guilty  of  a  felony,  and 
shall  be  punished,  after  conviction,  by  confinement  and  labor  in  the 
penitentiary  of  said  State  for  any  time  not  less  than  one  nor  more  than, 
two  years.]  (a.) 

When  would  not  be  a  sufficient  indictment:  50  Ga.,  314,  326;  54/636.  Tax  collec- 
tor: 53  Ga.,  149. 

§4425.  (a.)  Penalty  for  using  State  money  by  officers.     If  the  State  treas-  Acts  of  ists 

urer  or  any  other  officer  of  this  State,  shall  use,  directly  or  indirectly, ~9'  p-  82' 
the  money  of  this  State,  such  officer  shall  be -deemed  guilty  of  a  felony, 
and,  on  conviction,  shall  be  punished  by  imprisonment  in  the  peniten- 

tiary for  any  time  not  less  than  five  nor  longer  than  twenty  years. 
§4425.  (b.)  Penalty  for  receiving  interest  on  State  funds.  If  the  State  Acts  of  1878 

Treasurer,  or  any  other  officer  of  the  State,  or  county,  or  any  other  per-  ~9,  p- 32, 
son  whatsoever,  shall  receive,  or  agree  to  receive,  from  any  person,  bank, 
or  corporation,  any  fee,  interest  or  reward  for  the  deposit  or  use  of  money 
of  the  State,  such  officer,  or  other  person,  shall  be  deemed  guilty  of  a 
felony,  and,  on  conviction,  shall  be  punished  by  imprisonment  in  the 
penitentiary  for  any  time  not  less  than  five  nor  longer  than  twenty 
years.  But  nothing  in  this  or  the  preceding  section  contained  shall 
be  construed  to  modify  or  change  any  law  now  of  force  relative  to  the 
conduct  or  liability  of  the  treasurer  or  any  officer  of  the  State. 

§4426.  (4359.)  (4322.)  Bank  officers  violating  the  charter.  Any  president, 
director,  or  other  officer  of  any  chartered  bank  in  this  State,  who  shall 
violate,  or  be  concerned  in  violating  an}'  provision  of  the  charter  of 
said  bank,  shall  be  guilty  of  a  high  misdemeanor,  and,  on  indictment 
and  conviction  thereof,  shall  be  punished  by  imprisonment  and  labor 
in  the  penitentiary  for  any  term  not  less  than  one  year  nor  longer  than 
ten  years. 

Section  cited  :  55  Ga.,  239. 

§4427.  (4360.)  (4323.)  Presumption  against  such  officers.  Every  presi- 
dent, director,  or  other  officer  of  any  chartered  bank  in  this  State,  shall 

be  deemed  to  possess  such  a  knowledge  of  the  affairs 'of  the  corporation as  to  enable  him  to  determine  whether  any  act,  proceeding  or  omission, 
is  a  violation  of  the  charter.     And  every  president  and  director  who 
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shall  be  present  at  a  meeting  when  such  violation  shall  happen,  shall 
be  deemed  to  have  concurred  therein,  unless  he  shall  at  the  time  cause, 
or  in  writing  require,  his  dissent  therefrom  to  be  entered  at  large  on 
the  minutes  of  the  board.  And  every  president  and  director  not  pres- 

ent at  any  meeting  when  such  violation  shall  take  place,  shall,  never- 
theless, be  deemed  to  have  concurred  therein,  if  the  facts  constituting 

such  violation  appear  on  the  books  of  the  corporation,  and  he  remain 
a  director  for  three  months  thereafter,  and  do  not  within  that  time 
cause,  or  in  writing  require,  his  dissent  from  such  illegal  proceedings 
to  be  entered  at  large  on  the  minutes  of  the  board. 

§4i23.  (4361.)  (4324.)  Eoery  bank  insolvency  shall  be  deemed  fraudulent, 
etc.  Every  insolvency  of  a  chartered  bank,  or  refusal,  or  failure  to  re- 

deem its  bills  on  demand,  either  with  specie  or  current  bank  bills  pass- 
ing at  par  value,  shall  be  deemed  fraudulent,  and  the  president  and. 

directors  may  be  severally  indicted  for  a  misdemeanor,  and,  on  convic- 
tion shall  be  punished  by  imprisonment  a  id  labor  in  the  penitentiary 

for  any  time  not  less  than  one  year  nor  longer  than  ten  years :  Provided, 
nevertheless,  that  the  defendant  may  repel  the  presumption  of  fraud 
by  showing  that  the  affairs  of  the  bank  have  been  fairly  and  legally 
administered,  and  generally  with  the  same  care  and  diligence  that 
agents  receiving  a  commission  for  their  services  are  required  and  bound 
by  law  to  observe;  and  upon  such  showing  the  jury  shall  acquit  the 

prisoner. 
Section  cited  :  60  G-a.,  181. 

§4428.  (a.)  Penalty  for  not  paying  depositor.  Where  money  is  depos- 
Acts  ofi«78  ited  on  general  deposit  with  any  b  ink  in  this  State,  or  with  any  com- 
-9,  p.  L70.  pany,  or  individual  doing  a  banking  business  in  this  State,  and  such 

bank,  or  company,  or  individual,  is  insolvent  at  the  time,  and  such 
insolvency  is  known  to  the  officers  having  charge  or  control  of  such 
bank,  or  company,  or  to  such  individual,  and  such  bank,  or  company, 
or  individual,  shall  fail  to  pay  to  the  depositor,  or  person,  entitled 
thereto,  within  three  days  after  the  demand  therefor,  the  said  deposit, 
or  deposits,  then  such  individual,  or  such  officers  having  charge  or  con- 

trol of  such  bank,  or  company,  who,  with  the  knowledge  aforesaid,  so 
received  such  deposits  and  so  failed  to  pay  the  same,  shall  be  deemed 
guilty  of  a  felony,  and,  on  conviction  thereof,  shall  be  punished  by  im- 

prisonment in  the  penitentiary  for  any  time  not  less  than  one  year  nor 
more  than  ten  years. 

§4429.  (4362.)  (4325.)  Certain  transfers,  etc.,  of  stock  fraudulent,  etc.  All 
conveyances,  assignments,  transfers  of  stock,  effects,  or  other  contracts, 
made  by  any  bank  in  contemplation  of  insolvency,  or  after  insolvency, 
except  for  the  benefit  of  all  the  creditors  and  stockholders  of  said  bank, 
shall,  unless  made  to  an  innocent  purchaser  for  a  valuable  considera- 

tion, and  without  knowledge  or  notice  of  the  condition  of  said  bank,  be 
fraudulent  and  void.  And  the  president,  directors  and  other  officers  of 
said  bank,  or  any  of  them,  making  or  consenting  to  the  making  of  such 
conveyance,  assignment,  transfer  or  contract,  whether  the  same  be 
made  to  an  innocent  purchaser  or  any  other,  shall  severally  be  guilty 
of  a  misdemeanor,  and,  on  indictment  and  conviction  thereof,  shall  be 
punished  by  imprisonment  and  labor  in  the  penitentiary  for  any  time 
not  less  than  four  years  nor  longer  than  ten  years. 

§4430.  (4363.)  (4326.)  Bank  officers  purchasing  its  papers  at  discount.  If 
any  president,  director,  officer,  or  agent  of  any  bank  shall,  by  himself, 
or  agent,  or  in  any  other  manner,  either  for  himself  or  for  the  bank, 
directly  or  indirectly  purchase,  or  be  interested  in  the  purchase  of  any 
bill,  or  check,  or  other  evidence  of  debt  issued  by  the  said  bank,  for  a 
less  sum  than  shall  appear  then  due  on  the  face  thereof,  such  person  so 
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offending  shall  be  guilty  of  a  misdemeanor,  and,  on  indictment  and 
conviction  thereof,  shall  be  punished  by  imprisonment  and  labor  in 
the  penitentiary  for  any  time  not  less  than  four  years  nor  longer  than 
ten  years. 

§4431.  (4364.)  (4327.)  Declaring  fraudulent  dividends.  No  dividends 
shall  be  made  by  any  bank,  except  from  the  net  profits  arising  from 
the  business  of  the  corporation;  and  if  any  president  and  directors 
shall  declare  or  pay  over  any  dividend  from  the  capital  stock,  or  any 
other  funds  of  the  bank,  except  the  net  profits  thereof,  such  president 
and  directors  shall,  severally,  be  guilty  of  a  misdemeanor,  and,  on  in- 

dictment and  conviction  thereof,  shall  be  punished  by  confinement  and 
labor  in  the  penitentiary  for  any  time  not  less  than  four  years  nor 
longer  than  ten  years. 

§4432.  (4365. )  (4328.)  Purchasing  shares  with  capital  stock.  If  the  pres- 
dent  and  directors  of  any  bank,  or  any  of  them,  shall  use  and  apply  any 
part  of  the  capital  stock  of  such  bank  to  the  purchase  of  shares  of  its 
own  stock,  such  president  and  directors  shall  be  guilty  of  a  misde- 

meanor, and,  on  indictment  and  conviction  thereof,  shall  be  punished 
by  imprisonment  and  labor  in  the  penitentiary  for  any  time  not  less 
than  one  year  nor  more  than  ten  years. 

§4433.  (4366.)  (4329.)  Unlawful  mining.  If  any  person  shall  dig,  or  (a)  Acts  of 

take  and  carry  awa}*  from  the  land  of  another,  any  gold,  bullion,  silver,  233? 6'  p* 
or  other  metallic  substance,  with  intent  to  appropriate  the  same  to  his  or 
her  own  use,  without  having  previously  obtained  permission  of  the  owner 
of  such  land  so  to  do,  he  or  she  shall  be  guilty  of  a  misdemeanor,  and, 
upon  conviction,  shall  be  punished  [as  prescribed  in  section  4310  of 
this  Cede.]  (a.) 

§4434.  (4367.)  (4330.)  Erecting  or  using  machinery  to  'procure  gold.  If 
any  person  shall  erect  or  use  any  machinery  for  the  purpose  of  procur- 

ing gold  or  other  metals  from  the  land  of  another,  with  intent  to  ap- 
propriate the  same  to  his  or  her  own  use,  or  for  any  other  person  what- 

soever, without  the  permission  of  the  owner  of  the  land  or  his  agent,  he 
or  she  shall  be  guilty  of  a  high  misdemeanor,  and,  upon  conviction, 
shall  be  punished  as  prescribed  in  section  4310  of  this  Code. 

§4435.  (4368.)  (4331.)  Embezzling  of  county  funds.    Any  county  treas- Act  of  1843, 
urer  of  any  county  in  this  State,  who  shall  divert,  misapply,  embezzle,  c-p- '"• 
or  conceal  any  money  belonging  to  the  county  of  which  he  is  such  wc^l+^x—  c^ 
county  treasurer  as  aforesaid,  with  intent  to  appropriate  the  same  to  .^f^^*^, 

his  own  use,  shall  be  guilty  of  a  misdemeanor,  and,  upon  conviction,//T/V^/  ' 
shall  be  punished  with  fine  or  imprisonment  in  the  common  jail,  or//  ̂   <^^-/, 
both,  at  the  discretion  of  the  Court,  and  ehall  moreover  be  removed 
from  office ;  and  on  the  trial  of  such  defendant,  proof  of  his  having 
failed  or  refused  to  make  an  exhibit  to  the  grand  jury  of  the  county  of 
which  he  is  such  county  treasurer,  at  the  Superior  Court  first  held  in 
each  year  in  said  county,  (unless  prevented  by  providential  cause,)  a 
full  and  complete  statement  of  the  county  funds,  as  required  by  law, 
received  by  him  during  the  preceding  year,  shall  be  deemed  prima  facie 
evidence  of  guilt,  and  throw  the  burden  of  proof  upon  the  defendant. 
The  prosecuting  officer,  on  the  trial  of  any  indictment  founded  on  this 
clause,  shall  not  be  required  to  identify  the  money,  coin,  or  bank  bills, 
or  other  property  misapplied,  embezzled,  or  concealed  ;  but  in  all  cases, 
an  allegation  that  any  sum  of  money  or  evidence  of  debt  has  been  re- 

ceived by  the  defendant,  belonging  to  the  county,  and  that  he  fails  or 
refuses  to  account  for  the  same,  if  proved,  shall  authorize  a  conviction, 
unless  the  defendant  shall  set  up  and  sustain  a  valid  and  legal  defense 
to  the  charge. 

§4435.  (a.)  Penalty  for  receiving  interest  on  public  funds.  The  receiving, 
directly  or  indirectly,  by  any  officer  of  the  State,  or  county,  or  mem- 
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Acts  of  1878  ber  or  officer  of  the  General  Assembly,  of  any  interest,  profits,  or  per- 
-9,  p.  33.  qUisites  arising  from  the  use  or  loan  of  public  funds  in  his  hands,  or 

monevs  t  >  be  raised  through  his  agency  for  State  or  county  purposes, 
snail  be  deemed  and  held  a  felony,  and,  on  conviction,  shall  be  punished 
by  imprisonment  in  the  penitentiary  for  a  period  not  less  than  two 
years,  nor  longer  than  seven  years,  and  shall  be  disqualified  from  hold- 

ing office. 
§4436.  (4369.)  (4333.)  Fraudulent  levies  on  property.    Any  person  who 

Act  of  1837,  shall  fraudulently  cause  any  process,  attachment,  distress,  or  execution, 

(a)PA.cts'of  to  be  levied  on  any  estrayed  animal,  or  any  lot  or  lots  of  land,  or  other 
1865-6,  p.      property,  knowing  the  same  not  to  be  subject  to  such  process  or  writ, 

shall  be   guilty  of  a  misdemeanor,  and,  on  conviction,  for   the  first 
offense,  shall  be  [punished  as  prescribed  in  section  4310  of  this  Code ;] 
(a.)  and  on  any  subsequent  conviction  shall  be  sentenced  to  labor  in  the 
penitentiary  not  less  than  two  nor  longer  than  four  years. 

§4437.    (4370. )    (4334.)    Intruding  on  railroad  tracks.    Any  person  in- 
Actsofi875.  truding  unlawfully  upon  the  constructed  track  of  any*  railroad  compa- 
Aefof  1837  ny  °f  this  State,  or  the  State  railroad,  contrary  to  the  will  of  the  com- 

c.  p.  850.    '  pany  or  superintendent,  shall  be  guilty  of  a  misdemeanor,  and  upon conviction  [shall  be  punished  as  prescribed  in   section  4310  of  this 
Code.]  (a.) 

§4438.  (4371.)  (4335.)  Destroying,  injuring  or  obstructing  railroads  If 
Act  of  1837,  any  person  shall  willfully  and  maliciously  destroy,  or  in  any  manner 

f  c^p.85o.  nur^  damage,  injure,  or  obstruct,  or  shall  willfully  and  maliciously 
^*/^*c^  cause,  or  aid  and  assist,  or  counsel  or  advise  any  other  person  or  per- 
£*t^*^/**M€J$ns  to  destroy,  or  in  any  manner  to  hurt,  damage,  )r  injure,  or  obstruct 
/ptf-S*  W$&  ̂ ny  such  railroad,  or  any  branch  thereof,  or  any  bridge  connected 

therewith,  or  any  vehicle,  edifice,  right  or  privilege  granted  by  char- 
ter, and  constructed  for  use  under  authority  thereof ;  or  if  an  unauthor- 
ized person  or  persons  shall  turn,  move,  or  in  any  manner  interfere  or 

meddle  with  any  gate,  switch,  sideling,  or  other  appurtenances  to  any 
such  railroad,  such  person  so  offending  shall  be  guilty  of  felony;  and, 
on  conviction,  shall  be  imprisoned  in  the  penitentiary  not  less  than 
four  nor  longer  than  eight  years.  If  death  ensues  from  such  act  to 
any  person,  the  offender  shall  be  guilty  of  murder,  and  punished  ac- 

cordingly. This  penalty  shall  in  no  case  interfere  with  the  offender's 
liability  to  civil  damages. 

§4439.  (4372.)  Interference  with  magnetic  telegraph  companies.  If  any 
Act  oi  1847,  person  shall  willfully  destroy,  damage,  or  in  any  way  injure  the 
c.  p.  735.  posts,  wires,  or  fixtures  of  any  magnetic  telegraph  company  in  this 
(a)  Acts  of  State,  he  shall  be  guilty  of  a  misdemeanor,  and,  on  conviction,  shall  be 

i86o-6,  p.     punished  [as  prescribed  in  section  4310  of  this  Code.]  (a.) §4440.  (4373. )      What  acts  deemed  trespass.     [The  following  shall  be 

v  /^deemed  and  held  to  be  trespass,  and  indictable,  to-wit : 
ft^iuti  fo$JSL&\    The  willful  cutting  or  felling  of  any  wood,  timber,  or  shade  tree, 

(a)  Ac&%  [or  any  chestnut  tree  or  trees)  (a.)  upon  the  land,  inclosed  or  unin- 

t6 V? •  jffi;closed,  of  another,  without  the  consent  of  the  owner. 
f  2.  The  taking  and  carrying  away,  or  attempting  to  take  and  carry 

f^  ""*'«,  way,  any  timber,  wood,  rails,  fruit,   vegetables,  corn,  cotton,  or  any 
ft  /    f  other  article,  thing,  produce,  or  property  of.  any  value  whatever,  from 

the  land,  inclosed  or  uninclosed,  of  another,  without  the  consent  of  the 
owner. 

3.  The  pulling  down  or  removing  any  fence,  paling,  or  inclosure  of 
another,  without  the  consent  of  the  owner. 

4.  The  squatting  or  settling  upon  the  land,  inclosed  or  uninclosed,  of 
another,  whether  public  or  private,  with  no  bona  fide  claim  or  color  of 

*The  word  "chartered"  stricken  from  this  section     See  Acts  of  1875,  page  26. 
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title,  and  without  the  consent  of  the  owner :  Provided,  the  intruder 

shall  not  remove  off  of  the  land  after  ten  days'  notice  ;  and,  provided 
further,  that  this  paragraph  shall  not  apply  to  wayfarers  who  shall  camp 
for  a  night,  or  in  case  of  providential  detention,  for  a  longer  time,  on 
uninclosed  land. 

Any  person  committing  any  of  the  acts  of  trespass  specified  in  this 
section,  shall  be  held  and  deemed  guilty  of  a  misdemeanor,  and  subject  (b)  Acts  of 

to  indictment  in  any  Court  having  jurisdiction  thereof  and  upon  con-  237°~238PP" viction  shall  be  punished  [as  prescribed  in  section  4310  of  this  Code.] 
(b.)    [When  any  person,  in  violation  of  the  first  division  of  this  section, 
shall  cut  or  fell  any  chestnut  tree  or  trees  upon  the  lands,  inclosed  or 
uninclosed,  of  another,  without  the  consent  of  the  owner,  it  shall  be 
the  duty  of  the  grand  juries  iri  the  several  counties  of  this  State  to 
make  special  presentment  of  all  such  offenses  coming  to  their  knowl-Cg  Acts  of 

edge,  in  which  no  informer  has  appeared,  and  it  shall  be  lawful  for  any      ' p* person  to  prosecute  such  offenders,  whether  such  person  is  the  owner  of 
the  land  trespassed  upon  or  not,  and  the  informer  in  such  cases  shall 
be  entitled  to  one-half  of  the  fine  which  may  be  imposed  and  collected 
for  a  violation  of  this  section.     Upon  the  trial  of  the  issue  found  in  ,(( 
the  bill  of  indictment  for  violation  of  this  section,  as  to  chestnut 
trees,  the  burden  of  proof  shall  be  upon  the  defendant,  to  show  the 
right  or  authority  under  and  by  which  he  committed  the  act,  where 
the  defendant  was  not  in  actual  possession  of  the.  land  when  the  tres- 

pass was  alleged  to  have  been  committed.]  (b.) 
2  Bishop  Cr.  Law,  § 491-4 ;  2  Bish.  Cr.  Proc,  £389;  2  Whart.  Cr.  Law,  §§2002,  2055,  a. 

§4441.  (4374.)  Illegal  hunting.     It  shall  not  be  lawful  for  any  person  Acts  of  1878 

to  hunt  with  dogs,  firearms  or  other  implements,  in  or  through  any-9^r    ̂ j^g inclosed  lands.iields,  walks,  or  pastures,  after  being  forbidden  so  to  do,  (c)  Acts  ofy^  > <. 

or  ordered  to  desist  therefrom  by  the  owner  thereof,  or  the  person  hav-  Aeteo?'i874i         ̂     ' 
ing  the  same  in  charge,  or  his  or  their  agent ;  and  for  every  violation  p.  21. 
of  the  provisions  of  this  section,  the  person  so  offending  shall  be  deemed 
and  held  guilty  of  misdemeanor,  and  subject  to  indictment  in  any 
Court  having  jurisdiction  thereof,  and  upon  conviction,  shall  be  fined 
or  imprisoned,  or  both  at  the  discretion  of  the  Court,  the  fine  not  to  ex- 

ceed fifty  dollars,  the  imprisonment  not  to  exceed  thirty  days  for  each 
offense.     Posting  a  card  in  two  or  more  places  on  inclosed  lands,  fields, 
walks,  or  pastures,  and  one  at  the  door  of  the  Court  House  in  the  county 
where  such  lands,  fields,  walks,  or  pastures  are  situated,  forbidding  all 
persons  to  enter  upon  and  hunt  thereon,  shall  £>e  held  and  deemed  a 
legal  notice  under  this^ection. 

^NM^£^~f   y^^.^/y*.~   /ff. 

/€~~Jx 
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/f3./?JJ, 
FORGERY   AND    COUNTERFEITING,    AND    UNLAWFUL    CURRENCY. 

Section. 
4442.  Official  certificates,  etc. 
4443.  Counterfeiting  coin. 
4444.  Bank  notes. 
4445.  Bank  check  or  draft. 
4446.  Altering  bank  notes. 
4447.  Knowingly  uttering. 
4448   Possessing  to  pass. 
4449.  Possessing  implements. 
4450.  Forging  notes,  bills,  etc. 

Bection. 
4451.  Any  other  writing. 
4452.  Forged  public  seal. 
4453.  Using  fictitious  name. 
4454.  Personating  another. 
4455.  Buying  under  false  letters,  etc. 
4456.  Issuing,  etc.,  unlawful  currency. 
4457.  Each  bill,  new  offense. 
4158.  Duty  of  grand  jury. 
4459.  Disposition  of  fine. 

§4442.  (4375.)  (4337.)  Forging  any  official  certificates,  etc.  If  any  per- 
son or  persons  shall  falsely  and  fraudulently  make,  forge,  alter,  or  coun- 

terfeit, or  cause  or  procure  to  be  falsety  and  fraudulently  made, 
forged,  altered,  or  counterfeited,  or  willingly  aid  or  assist  in  falsely  and 
fraudulently  making,  forging,  altering,  or  counterfeiting  any  audited 
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certificate  or  other  certificate  issued  or  purporting  to  have  been  issued 
by  the  Auditor-General,  or  other  officer  authorized  to  issue  the  same, 
or  any  order  or  warrant  issued  or  purporting  to  have  been  issued  by 
the  Governor,  or  the  President  of  the  Senate,  or  Speaker  of  the  House 
of  Representatives  of  the  General  Assembly  of  this  State,  or  by  any 
officer  of  the  Government,  or  authorized  person,  on  the  treasury  of  said 
State,  for  any  money  or  other  thing,  or  any  warrant  for  land  issued  or 
purporting  to  have  been  issued  by  the  Judge  of  any  land  Court,  or  by 
any  other  tribunal,  officer  or  person,  authorized  to  do  so,  within  this 
State  ;  or  any  certificate,  draft,  warrant,  or  order,  from  any  of  the  public 
officers  of  this  State,  issued  or  purporting  -to  have  been  issued  under  or 
by  virtue  of  an  act  or  resolution  of  the  General  Assembly  of  this  State ; 
or  any  certificate,  draft,  order,  or  warrant,  issued  or  purporting  to  have 
been  issued  by  any  Court,  officer,  or  person  authorized  to  draw  on  the 
treasury  of  this  State,  or  for  public  money,  wherever  the  same  may  be 
deposited,  or  any  deed,  will,  testament,  bond,  writing  obligatory,  bill 
of  exchange,  promissory  note,  or  order  for  money,  or  goods,  or  other 
things  of  value,  or  any  acquittance  or  receipt,  or  any  indorsement  or 
assignment  of  any  bond,  writing  obligatory,  bill  of  exchange,  promis- 

sory note,  or  order  for  money  or  goods,  or  other  thing  or  things  of  value, 
with  intent  to  defraud  the  said  State,  public  officer  or  officers,  Courts, 
or  any  persons  authorized,  or  any  person  or  persons  whatsoever,  or  shall 
utter  or  publish  as  true  any  false,  fraudulent,  forged,  altered  or  coun- 

terfeited audited  certificate,  Governor's,  President's,  Speaker's,  public 
officer's,  Court's,  or  other  duly  authorized  person's  certificate,  draft,  war- 

rant, or  order,  so  as  aforesaid  issued,  or  purporting  to  have  been  issued, 
or  any  deed,  will,  testament,  bond,  writing  obligatory,  bill  of  exchange, 
promissory-  note,  or  order  for  money,  or  goods,  or  other  thing  or  things 
of  value ;  or  sniy  acquittance  or  receipt  for  money  or  goods,  or  other  thing 
or  things  of  value  ;  or  any  indorsement  or  assignment  of  any  bond, 
writing  obligatory,  bill  of  exchange,  promissory  note,  or  order  for  money 
or  goods,  or  other  thing  or  things  of  value,  with  intent  to  defraud  the 
said  State,  public  officers,  Courts,  or  persons  authorized  as  aforesaid,  or 
any  other  person  or  persons  whatsoever,  knowing  the  same  to  be  so 
falselv  and  fraudulently  made,  forged,  altered,  or  counterfeited ;  every 
such  person  so  offending,  and  being  thereof  lawfully  convicted,  shall  be 
punished  by  imprisonment  and  labor  in  the  penitentiary  for  any  time 
not  less  than  four  years,  nor  longer  than  ten  years. 

Competent  to  show  the  writing  was  passed  to  prove  fraudulent  intent:  11  Ga.,  92. 
Must  be  published  as  true  when  known  to  be  fraudulent  to  the  party  with  intent  to 
injure:  28  Ga.,  367.     Section  referred  to  and  construed:  62  Ga.,  301. 

§4443.  (4376.)  (4338.)   Counterfeiting   or   knowingly    uttering  counterfeit 
coins,  penitentiary  four  to  ten  years.     If  any  person  shall  falsely  and  fraud- 

ulently make,  forge  or  counterfeit,  or  be  concerned  in  the  false  and 
fraudulent  making,  forging  and  counterfeiting  of  any  gold,  silver  or 
copper  coin,  which  now  is  or  shall  be  passing,  or  in  circulation  within 
this  State;  or  shall  falsely  and  fraudulently  make,  or  be  concerned  in 
the  false  and  fraudulent  making  of  any  base  coin  of  the  likeness  or  sim- 

ilitude of  any  gold,  silver,  or  copper  coin,  which  now  is,  or  shall  be  pass- 
ing, or  in  circulation  in  this  State;  or  shall  falsely  and  fraudulently 

litter,  publish,  pay,  or  tender  in  payment,  any  such  counterfeit  and 
forged  coin  of  gold,  silver,  or  copper,  or  any  base  coin,  knowing  the 
same  to  be  forged,  or  counterfeited,  or  base,  or  shall  aid  or  abet,  couusel 

or  command  the  perpetration  of  either  of  the'1  said  crimes,  such  person 
shall,  on  conviction,  be  punished  by  imprisonment  and  labor  in  the 
penitentiary  for  any  time  not  less  than  four  years  nor  longer  than  ten 

years. 
Have  the  States  any  jurisdiction  over  offenses  against  the  coin?  4  Ga.,  136.     What 

indictment  sufficient:  6  Ga.,  503. 
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2  Bishop  Cr.  Law,  £260  ;  3  Whart.  Ev.,  £3524  ;  2  Bisb.  Cr.  Proc,  £246;  2  Arch.  Cr.  Pr. 
,nd  PI.,  1669;  R.  M.  Charl.,  151. 

§4444.  (4377.)  (4339.)  Counterfeiting  bank  notes,  penitentiary  four  to  ten 
/ears.  If  any  person  shall  falsely  and  fraudulently  make,  sign,  or 
>rint,  or  be  concerned  in  the  false  and  fraudulent  making,  signing  or 
>rinting  of  any  counterfeit  note  or  bill  of  any  bank  of  this  State,  or 
he  note  or  bill  of  any  incorporated  bank,  whose  notes  or  bills  are  in 
drculation  in  this  State ;  or  falsely  and  fraudulently  cause,  or  procure 
he  same  to  be  done,  such  person  so  offending  shall,  on  conviction,  be 
)unishedby  imprisonment  and  labor  in  the  penitentiary  for  any  time 
lot  less  than  four  years  nor  longer  than  ten  years. 
§4445.  (4378)  (4340.)  Bank  check  or  draft.     If  any  person  shall  falsely 

tnd  fraudulently  make,  sign,  or  print,  or  be  concerned  in  the  false  and 
raudulent  making,  signing,  or  printing  of  any  check  or  draft  upon  any 
>ank  of  this  State,  or  bank  as  aforesaid,  or  falsely  or  fraudulently  pro- 
■ure  the  same  to  be  done,  such  person  so  offending  shall,  on  conviction, 
>e  punished  by  imprisonment  and  labor  in  the  penitentiary  for  any 
ime  not  less  than  three  years  nor  longer  than  seven  years. 
Indictment  must  specify  the  person  intended  to  be  defrauded,  and  where  the  check 

ras  too  imperfect  to  defraud  any  one  :  51  Ga.,  535. 

§4446.  (4379.)  (4341.)  Alteration  of  bank  notes,  etc.,  penitentiary  three  to 
m  years.     If  any  person  shall  falsely  and  fraudulently  alter,  or  be  con- 
erned  in  the  false  and  fraudulent  alteration  of  any  genuine  note,  bill, 
heck,  or  draft  of  or  on  any  bank  as  aforesaid;  or  falsely  and  fraudu- 
ently  cause  or  procure  the  same  to  be  done,  such  person  so  offending 
hall,  on  conviction,  be   punished  by  imprisonment  and  labor  in  the 
>enitentiary  for  any  time  not  less  than  three  years  nor  longer  than  ten 
rears. 
The  bank  bill  alleged  to  have  been  raised  or  altered  must  be  charged  and  proven  to 

lave  been  genuine:  33  Ga.,  225. 

§4447.  (4380.)  (4342.)  Knoivingly  uttering  or  passing  them.  Ifanyper- 
on  shall  falsely  and  fraudulently  pass,  pay,  or  tender  in  payment, 
itter  or  publish  any  false,  forged,  counterfeit  or  altered  note,  bill,  check, 
>r  draft,  as  aforesaid,  knowing  the  same  to  have  been  falsely  and  fraud- 

ulently forged,  counterfeited,  or  altered,  such  person  so  offending  shall, 
>n  conviction,  be  punished  by  imprisonment  and  labor  in  the  peniten- 
iary  for  any  time  not  less  than  two  years  nor  longer  than  ten  years. 
§4448.  (4381.)  (4343.)  Possessing,  intending  to  pass  them.  If  any  person 

shall  have  in  his  or  her  possession  any  such  false,  forged,  counterfeit, 
>r  altered  note  or  notes,  bill  or  bills,  draft  or  drafts,  check  or  checks, 
vith  intention  fraudulently  to  pass  the  same,  such  person  so  offending 
ihall,  on  conviction,  be  punished  by  imprisonment  and  labor  in  the 
)enitentiary  for  any  time  not  less  than  two  years  nor  longer  than  ten 
rears. 

§4449.  (4382.)  (4344.)  Possessing  types,  paper,  etc.,  intending  to  counter- 

feit. If  any  person  shall  have  in  his  or  her  possession  any  bank  pa- 
)er,  types,  plates  or  machinery,  for  the  purpose  of  falsely  or  fraudu- 
ently  forging  and  counterfeiting  any  notes,  bills,  checks  or  drafts  as 
iforesaid,  such  person  so  offending  shall,  on  conviction,  be  punished  by 
mprisonment  in  the  penitentiary  for  any  time  not  less  than  four  years 
lor  longer  than  ten  years. 
§4450.  (4383.)  (4345.)  Forging  or  uttering  certain  bills,  etc.  If  any  per 

ion  shall  falsely  and  fraudulently  make,  forge,  counterfeit,  or  alter  any 
lote,  bill,  draft  or  check  of  or  on  any  person,  body  corporate,  company, 
)r  mercantile  house  or  firm,  or  purporting  so  to  be ;  or  fraudulently  and. 
alsely  utter,  publish,  pass,  pay,  or  tender  the  same  in  payment,  or  de- 
nand  payment  of  the  same,  knowing  the  said  bill,  note,  draft  or  check 
<o  be  forged  and  counterfeited,  or  falsely  and  fraudulently  altered,  such 
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person  so  offending  shall,  on  conviction,  be  punished  by  confinement 
and  labor  in  the  penitentiary  for  any  time  not  less  than  two  nor  longer 
than  ten  years. 

If  for  a  note,  the  money  must  be  payable  absolutely,  unconditionally  and  at  all 
events:  24 Ga.,  287.  Where  two  persons  of  the  same  name,  and  one  signs  that  name 
intending  it  to  be  used  as  the  note  of  the  other :  29  Ga.,  127. 

§4451.  (4384.)  (4346.)  Forging  any  other  writing.  If  any  person  shall 
fraudulently  make,  sign,  forge,  counterfeit,  or  alter,  or  be  concerned  in 
the  fraudulent  making,  signing,  forging,  counterfeiting  or  altering  any 
other  writing  not  herein  provided  for,  with  intent  to  defraud  any  per- 

son or  persons,  bank  or  other  corporate  body,  or  shall  fraudulently  cause 
or  procure  the  same  to  be  done,  such  person  so  offending  shall,  on  con- 

viction, be  punished  by  imprisonment  and  labor  in  the  penitentiary 
for  any  time  not  less  than  two  years  nor  longer  than  five  years. 

Prove  passing  of  the  writing  to  show  fraudulent  intent:  11  Ga..  92.  Forging  name 
to  a  letter,  guilty  under  this  section:  56  Ga.,  171-2.  Where  the  Court  did  not  err  in 
charging  this  section  to  the  jury:  59  Ga.,  786-7.  A  proper  conviction  of  forgery  on  a 
paper  under  this  seciion:  62  Ga.,  299-301.  Any  writing  in  form  to  defraud  another : 
Berrisford  vs.  State,  Pamphlt.,  September  term,  1880,  p.  45. 

§4452.  (4385.)  (4347.)  Forging  or  using  forged  public  seals.  If  any  per- 
son shall  falsely  and  fraudulently  forge  or  counterfeit,  or  be  concerned 

in  forging  and  counterfeiting,  the  great  seal  of  this  State,  or  any  seal 
used  for  government  purposes,  the  public  and  common  seal  of  any  Court, 

office,  county,  or  corporation,  or  any  other  seal  authorized  by  lawT,  or 
shall  falsely  and  fraudulently  cause  or  procure  the  same  to  be  forged 
and  counterfeited,  or  shall  falsely,  fraudulently,  and  knowingly  im- 

press, or  cause  to  be  impressed,  any  instrument  whatever,  whether  the 
same  be  written  or  printed,  or  partly  written  and  partly  printed,  with 
such  forged  and  counterfeit  seal,  or  shall  falsely,  fraudulently  and 
knowingly  annex  or  affix,  or  cause  to  be  annexed  or  affixed  to  any  such 
instrument,  such  forged  and  counterfeit  seal,  or  shall  falsely  and  frau- 

dulently utter  or  publish  any  instrument  or  writing  whatever,  im- 
pressed with  such  forged  and  counterfeit  seal,  knowing  the  same  to  be 

forged  and  counterfeit,  such  person  so  offending  shall  be  punished  by 
imprisonment  and  labor  in  the  penitentiary  for  any  time  not  less  than 
two  years  nor  longer  than  ten  years. 

Seal  on  a  grant :  55  Ga.,  659. 

§4453.  (4386.)  (4348.)  Using  fictitious  names.  Any  person  who  shall 
draw  or  make  a  bill  of  exchange,  due  bill,  or  promissory  note,  or  in- 

dorse or  accept  the  same  in  a  fictitious  name,  shall  be  guilty  of  a  forgery, 
and,  on  conviction,  be  punished  by  imprisonment  and  labor  in  the 
penitentiary,  for  any  time  not  less  than  two  years  nor  longer  than 
seven  years. 

Not  necessary  that  the  indictment  should  allege  that  act  done  with  intent  to  de- 
fraud :  17  Ga.,  459. 

§4454.  (4387.  (4349.)  Personating  another.  If  any  person  shall  put  his 
own  name  to  any  instrument,  representing  himself  to  be  a  different 
person  of  that  name,  snch  person  shall  be  guilty  of  forgery,  and,  on 
conviction,  shall  be  punished  by  imprisonment  and  labor  in  the  peni- 

tentiary for  any  time  not  less  than  two  years  nor  more  than  seven 

years. §4455.  (4388.)  (4350.)  Obtaining  goods,  etc.,  on  false  writings.  If  any  per- 
son shall  designedly,  by  color  of  any  counterfeit  letter  or  writing,  made 

in  any  other  person's  name,  or  ficticious  name,  obtain  from  any  person 
money,  goods,  chattels,  or  other  valuable  thing,  with  intent  to  defraud 
any  person,  mercantile  house,  or  body  corporate,  or  company  of  the 

same,  such  person  so  offending  shall,  on  conviction,  be  punished  by  im- 
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prisonment  and  labor  in  the  penitentiary,  for  any  time  not  less  than 
two  nor  more  than  seven  years. 

Obtaining  a  chattel  by  a  false  note  :  29  G-a.,  127-0.  Should  not  only  be  published  as 
trne  when  known  to  the  party  to  be  fraudulent,  with  the  intent  to  injure  some  one  :  28 

Ga.,  3G7  ;  56/604.  When  predicated  on  order  "to  pay  this  man,"  without  date,  will 
sustain  an  indictment:  50  Ga.,  78-1.  Conviction  also  on  an  order  to  a  store-keeper  to 
let  bearer  have  three  dollars'  worth  of  goods:  60  Ga.,  18-4.  Where  order  for  $1.00 
changed  to  eight  in  place  of  the  one  :  6-4  Ga.,  448. 

§4456.  (4389.)  (4351.)  Unauthorized  issue  of  currency.  Any  person  or 
persons,  body  corporate  or  politic,  who  may  hereafter  make,  issue,  cir- 

culate, pay,  or  tender  in  payment  (not  being  an  innocent  holder  there- 
of), an}^  check,  order,  draft,  or  bill  for  the  payment  of  money,  or  other 

thing  having  the  form  or  similitude  of  a  bank  note,  and  intended  to  be 
used  and  circulated  as  money,  or  circulating  medium,  except  such 
banking  institutions  and  corporations  as  bylaw  are  authorized  to  issue 
notes  or  bills  for  circulation,  shall  be  liable  to  indictment,  as  for  a  mis- 

demeanor, and,  on  conviction,  shall  be  punished  as  prescribed  in  sec- 
tion 4310  of  this  Code. 

Section  cited:  52  Ga.,  624. 

§4457.  (4390.)  (4352.)  Each  bill  a  new  offense.  The  making  or  issuing 
each  check,  order,  draft,  or  bill  for  the  payment  of  money,  or  other 
thing  having  the  similitude  of  money,  as  above,  shall  be  considered 
and  held  as  a  separate  and  distinct  offense ;  and  if  done  by  any  corpo- 

ration or  body  politic,  the  officer  or  member  of  the  same  signing  the 
said  check,  order,  bill,  or  other  thing  having  the  similitude  of  money, 
or  intended  to  be  used  as  money,  shall  be  liable  to  prosecution  and 
conviction. 

§4458.  (4391.)  (4353.)  Duty  of  Judge  and  jury.  It  shall  be  the  duty 
of  every  grand  jury  to  notice  and  present  all  violations  of  the  foregoing 
provisions  as  to  unauthorized  currency,  and  of  the  presiding  Judges  of 
the  Superior  Courts,  whenever  necessary,  to  give  the  same  in  sj>ecial 
charge. 

§4459.  (4392.)  (4354.)  Disposition  of  fine.  In  all  cases  of  conviction 
for  violation  of  sections  4456  and  4457,  one-half  of  the  fine  shall  be 
paid  to  the  prosecutor,  if  there  be  one,  and  the  other  half  to  the  edu- 

cational fund  of  the  county. 
General  Note  on  Forgery.— 2  Whart,  Cr.  Law,  §1418;  3/§3524 ;  2  Bish.  lb.,  §495; 

2  Bish.  Cr.  Proa,  §398;  2  Arch.  Cr.  Pr.  and  PL,  1563;  3  Gr.  Ev.,  §102;  22  Am.  D.,  306- 
321,  full  note ;  Byles  on  Bills,  326-332;  2  Dan.  Neg.  Inst,  325;  1  Hawley's  Cr.  Rep., 
225-230;  2/141  etseq.;  R.  M.  Charl.,  151 ;  1  Am.  R.,  282;  19/353;  20/774.  Fraudulently 
and  falsely  making  municipal  certificate  of  indebtedness  ultra  vires,  is  :  30  Am.  R.,  780. 
But  unauthorized  making  and  negotiating  of  county  bonds  by  County  Treasurer,  sign- 

ing only  in  his  own  name,  is  not  "being  or  purporting  to  be  the  act  of  another":  31 
Am.  R.,  482.  Fictitious  decree  of  divorce,  not  purporting  to  be  copy  of  record,  not 

forgery  of  public  record  :  29  Am.  R.,  25.  Of  unacknowledged  married  woman's  deed, 
not  indictable:  25  Am.  R.,  475.  Receipt  for  money  is  "acquittance":  31  Am.  R.,  679. 
Instrument  apparently  void  may  be  shown  capable  of  defrauding,  by  extrinsic  evi- 

dence :  25  Am.  R.,  639. 

Act  of  1811, 

C.  p.  817. Act  of  1842, 

0.  p.  488. Acts  Of  1851 

-2,  p.  25' 
(a)  Acts  of 1865-6,  p. 

233. 

Act  of  1841, 

C  p.  847. 

f 

Acts  of  1851 
-2,  p.  25. 
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EIGHTH  DIVISION. 

CRIMES    AND   OFFENSES    AGAINST    THE    PUBLIC    JUSTICE. 

Section. 
4460.  Perjury. 
4461.  Punishment. 
4462.  False  swearing. 
4463.  Punishment. 
4464.  Subordination 
4465.  Punishment. 
4466.  Disqualification. 
4467.  Verdicts  void. 
4468.  Causing  death. 
4469.  Bribery. 
4470.  Punishment. 
4470.  (a.)  Officers  influencing  Governor, 

punished. 4471.  Altering  public  documents. 
4472.  Sale  of  offices. 
4473.  Cruelty  in  jailer. 
4474.  Detaining  public  records. 
4475.  Personating  in  bail. 
4476.  Obstructing  process. 
4477.  Assauits  colore  officii. 
4478.  Rescue. 
4479.  Punishment  in  criminal  cases. 
4480.  In  civil  cases. 
4481.  Attempt  to  rescue. 
4482.  Aiding  to  escape. 
4483.  From  custody, 
4483.  (a.)  Escapes,  how  punished. 
4483.  (b.)  Aiding  to  escape,  how  punished 
4484.  From  penitentiary. 
4485.  Voluntary  escape. 
4486.  Refusing  to  receive  prisoner. 

how 

Section. 

4486.  (a.)  Lobbying  defined. 
4486.  (b.)  Lobbying,  how  punished. 
4487.  Refusing  penitentiary  prisoners. 
4488.  Receiving  stolen  goods. 
4489.  Principal  escaping. 
4490.  Accessories  after  the  fact. 
4490.  (a.)  Harboring  convicts. 
4491.  Compounding  felonies. 
4492.  Compounding  penalties. 
4493.  Conspiracy  to  defraud  the  State. 
4494.  Conspiracy  by  officers. 
4i95.  By  legislators. 
4496.  Conspiracy,  when  complete. 
4497.  Conspiracies. 
4498.  Interfering  with  apprentices. 
4499.  Who  may  testify. 
4500.  Illegal  employment  of  servants. 
4501.  Barratrv. 
4502.  Punishment. 
4503.  Embracery. 
4504.  Malpractice  by  Justice  of  the  Peace. 
4505.  Dockets,  how  kept. 
4506.  Threatening  letters. 
4507.  Extortion. 
4508.  Punishment. 
4508.  (a  )  Attorney-General  receiving  fees,  how 

punished. 4509.  Other  offenses. 
4510.  Mutiny. 
4511.  Instigating  munity. 
4512.  Receiving  stolen  goods  from  negroes. 

§4460.  (4393.)  (4355.)  Perjury  defined,  Perjury  shall  consist  in  will- 
fully, knowingly,  absolutely  and  falsely  swearing,  either  with  or  with- 

out laying  the  hand  on  the  Holy  Evangelist  of  Almighty  God,  or  af- 
firming in  a  matter  material  to  the  issue  or  point  in  question,  in  some 

judicial  proceeding,  by  a  person  to  whom  a  lawful  oath  or  affirmation 
is  administered. 

Demand  on  the  minutes  for  trial,  when  can  nol.  pros. :  9  Ga.,  306.  When  not  guilty 
on  an  untrue  affidavit:  20  Ga.,  169.  As  to  verdict  on  perjured  evidence:  25  Ga.,  671. 
And  resort  to  equity  for:  30  Ga.,  300.  Swearing  he  has  seen  the  instrument  presented 
to  him  before,  and  was  present  when  the  same  was  executed,  if  the  contrary  be  true, 
tie  could  be  prosecuted  for  perjury:  16  Ga.,  384.  Material  statements,  if  sworn  to 
willfully,  absolutely  and  falsely  as  to  any  of  them,  guilty  of  perjury:  31  Ga.,  676.  A 
verdict  of  guilty  brought  in  by  the  jury,  sustained  by  the  evidence  :  52  Ga.,  581.  An 
indictment  that  was  demurrable:  52  Ga.,  242.  Error  of  the  Court  in  not  admitting 
evidence  as  to  the  understanding  of  the  parties,  where  an  illiterate  man  was  charged 

with  perjury:  48  Ga.,  170.  State  Courts  had  no  jurisdiction  when  the  offense  commit- 

ted is'against  the  laws  of  the  United  States:  55  Ga.,  192.  Improper  admission  of  evi- dence :  58  Ga.,  397.  May  be  assigned  on  an  affidavit  charging  an  offense  :  58  Ga.,  336. 
What  would  protect  in  an  affidavit  from  the  charge  of  perjury  :  60  Ga.,  113-114. 

2  Whart,  Cr.  Law,  §2198  ;  2  Bish.  lb.,  §980;  2  Bish.  Cr.  Proc,  §899 ;  3  Gr.  Ev.,  §188 ; 

see  Code,  §3755  ;  2  Arch.  Cr.  Pr.  and  PL,  1714;  1  Hawley's  Cr.  Rep.,  497  et  seq. ;  2/410, 
416,  650;  21  Am.  P.,  365.  In  naturalization:  9  Am.  P.,  196.  Affidavit  to  returns  of 
bank  :  Note  to  Code,  §§1468-1471.  Attesting  officer  not  authorized  to  take  affidavit :  32 
Am.  P.,  293. 

-  §4461.  (4394.)  (4356.)  Punishment,  Any  person  who  shall  commit 
the  crime  of  perjury  shall  be  punished  by  imprisonment  and  labor  in 
the  penitentiary  for  any  time  not  less  than  four  years  nor  longer  than 
ten  years. 

§4462.  (4395.)  (4357.)  False  siuearing  defined,  False  swearing  shall 
•consist  in  willfully,  knowingly,  absolutely  and  falsely  swearing,  either 
with  or  without  laying  the  hand  on  the  Holy  Evangelist  of  Almighty 
God,  or  affirming  in  any  matter  or  thing  (other  than  a  judicial  pro- 

ceeding), by  a  person  to  whom  a  lawful  oath  or  affirmation  is  admin- istered. 
Section  cited  :  55  Ga.,  219. 

§4463.  (4396.)  (4358.)  Penitentiary  three  to  ten  years.  Any  person  who 
shall  commit  the  crime  of  false  swearing  shall  be  punished  by  im- 
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prisonment  and  labor  in  the  penitentiary  for  any  time  not  less  than  §838. 
three  years  nor  longer  than  ten  years. 

Section  cited  :  55  Ga.,  219. 

§4464.  (4397.)  (4359.)  Subornation.     Subornation  of  perjury  and  false 
swearing  shall  consist  in  procuring  another  person  to  commit  the  crime 
vof  perjury  or  false  swearing. 

Subornation  of  perjury:  3  Woods,  39;  2  Bish.  Cr.  Proc,  §1019 ;  2  Arch.  Cr.  Pr. 
;and  PL,  1749. 

§4465.  (4398.)  (4360.)  Penitentiary  three  to  ten  years.  Any  person  who 
shall  commit  the  crime  of  subornation  of  perjury,  or  false  swearing, 
.shairbe  punished  by  confinement  and  labor  in  the  penitentiary  for  any 
lime  not  less  than  three  years  nor  longer  than  ten  years. 

§4466.  (4399.)  (4361.)  Disqualified  as  a  witness.  Any  person  who  shall  23354, 
be  lawfully  convicted  of  either  of  the  crimes  mentioned  and  defined 
in  sections  4460,  4462,  and  4464  of  this  Code,  shall,  in  addition  to  the 
punishment  prescribed  in  sections  4461,  4463,  and  4465  of  this  Code, 
be  forever  thereafter  disqualified  from  being  a  witness  in  any  contro- 
versy.* 

Effect  on  witness'  evidence  who  had  beei  guilty  of  perjury  :  53  Ga.,  365  ;  55/597. 

§4467.  (4400.)  (4362.)    Verdicts,  etc.,  obtained  by  perjury  set  aside.     Any  gg^ 
verdict,  or  judgment,  rule  or  order  of  Court,  which  may  have  been  ob- 

tained or  entered  up,  shall  be  set  aside  and  be  of  no  effect,  if  it  shall 
.appear  that  the  same  was   obtained  or  entered  up  in  consequence  of 
willful  and  corrupt  perjury,  and  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  Court  in  • 
which  such  verdict,  judgment,  rule  or  order  may  have  been  obtained 
-and  entered  up,  to  cause  the  same  to  be  set  aside,  upon  motion  and  no- 
itice  to  the  adverse  party;  but  it  shall  not  be  lawful  for  the  said  Court 
to  do  so,  unless  the  person  charged  with  said  perjury  shall  have  been 
thereof  duly  convicted,  and  unless  it  shall  appear  to  the  said  Court 
that  the  said  verdict,  judgment,  rule  or  order  could  not  have  been  ob- 

tained or  entered  up  without  the  evidence  of  such  perjured  person, 
saving  always  to  third  persons,  innocent  of  such  perjury,  the  right 
which  they  may  have  lawfully  acquired  under  such  verdict,  judgment 
Tule  or  order,  before  the  same  shall  have  been  actually  vacated  and  set 
*aside. 

Section  cited  :  46  Ga.,  347.  As  to  indicting  and  convicting  witness  of  perjury  so  as 
it©  set  the  verdict  aside  :  59  Ga.,  247  ;  60/211-212. 

§4468.  (4401.)  (4363.)  False  witness  causing  death,  etc.,  to  suffer  death.  If 
.any  person,  by  willful  and  corrupt  perjury,  shall  take  away  the  life  of 
another,  or,  by  such  willful  and  corrupt  perjury,  convict  another  of  any 
offense  which,  by  this  Code,  is  punishable  with  death  or  perpetual  im- 

prisonment, such  person  shall  be  punished  with  death  or  perpetual  im- 
prisonment. 

§4469.  (4402.)  (4364.)  Bribery  defined.  Bribery  is  the  giving  or  re- 
ceiving any  undue  reward  to  influence  the  behavior  of  the  person  re- 
ceiving such  reward  in  the  discharge  of  his  duty,  in  any  office  of  gov- 

ernment or  of  justice. 
2  Whart.  Cr.  Law,  §2813;  2  Bish.  lb.,  §95;  3  Gr.  Ev.,  §71;  2  Bish.  Cr.  Proc,  §123;  2 

Arch.  Cr.  Pr.  and  PL,  1663 ;  2  Hawley's  Cr.  Rep.,  23. 

§4470.  (4403.)  (4365.)  Punishment  of  bribery.     If  any  person  shall  di-<a>  Acts  of 

rectly  or  indirectly  give,  or  offer  to  give  any  money,  goods,  or  other  ̂ f5"6'  r' bribe,  present,  or  reward;  or  give  or  make  any  promise,  contract  or 
-agreement  for  the  payment,  delivery  or  alienation  of  any  mOney,  goods, 
lands,  or  other  bribe ;  or  use  any  promises,  threats,  persuasions,  or  other 
like  sinister,  unfair,  or  fraudulent  practices,  in  order  to  obtain  or  in- 

■*Changed  by  evidence  Act ;  see  section  3854. 
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fluence  the  opinion,  judgment,  decree,  or  behavior  of  any  member  of 
the  General  Assembly,  or  any  officer  of  this  State,  Judge,  Justice, 
referee,  or  arbitrator,  in  any  discussion,  debate,  action,  suit,  .complaint, 
indictment,  controversy,  matter,  or  cause  depending,  or  which  shall 
depend  before  him  or  them,  such  person  shall,  on  conviction,  be  pun- 

ished [as  prescribed  in  section  4310  of  this  Code.]  (a.)  And  the  mem- 
ber of  the  General  Assembly,  or  officer,  Judge,  Justice,  referee,  or  ar- 

bitrator, who  shall  accept  or  receive  such  bribe,  shall,  on  conviction, 
be  punished  [as  prescribed  in  section  4310  of  this  Code.]  (a.) 

§4470.  (a.)  Penalty  for  influencing  Governor  by  officers,  etc.     If  any  offi- 
Acts  of  1878  cial,  or  clerk,  or  employee  of  any  official  of  any  or  either  of  the  depart- 
-9,  p.  its.    nients  of  the  government  of  this  State,  shall   receive,  or  contract  to 

receive,  any  money,  fee,  reward,  or  other  thing  of  value,  in  considera- 
tion of,  or  for  influencing,  or  attempting  to  influence,  or  procuring,  or 

attempting  to  procure,  any  other  person  or  persons  to  influence  or  at- 
tempt to  influence  the  Governor  of  this  State,  Or  the  head  of  any   or 

either  of  the  departments  of  the  government  of  this  State,  in  the  dis- 
charge of  any  official  duty  of  any  or  either  of  them,  and  shall  actually  so 

i  influence  or  attempt  to  influence,  or  shall  procure  or  attempt  to  procure 
any  other  person  or  persons  to  influence,  or  attempt  to  influence,  said 
Governor,  or  the  head  of  any  or  either  of  said  departments  of  the  govern- 

ment of  this  State,  in  the  discharge  of  any  official  duty  of  any  or  either 
i  of  them,  such  official,  clerk  or  employee  so  offending,  shall  be  guilty  of  a 

felony,  and,  upon  conviction  thereof,  shall  be  punished  by  imprison- 
ment in  the  penitentiary  for  not  less  than  one  nor  more  than  twenty 

years. §4471  (4404.)  (4366.)  Stealing  or  altering  public  documents.  If  any 
Judge,  Justice,  mayor,  alderman,  clerk,  Sheriff,  coroner,  or  other  public 
officer,  or  any  other  person  whatsoever,  shall  steal,  embezzle,  alter,  cor- 

rupt, withdraw,  falsify,  or  avoid  any  record,  process,  charter,  gift,  grant, 
conveyance,  or  contract,  or  shall  knowingly  and  willingly  take  off,  dis- 

charge, or  conceal  any  issue,  forfeited  recognizance,  or  other  forfeiture; 
or  shall  forge,  deface,  or  falsify  any  document  or  instrument  recorded, 
or  any  registry,  acknowledgement,  or  certificate,  or  shall  alter,  deface, 
or  falsify  any  minute,  document,  book,  or  any  proceeding  whatever,  of 
or  belonging  to  any  public  office  within  this  State  ;  or  if  any  person 
shall  cause  or  procure  any  of  the  offenses  aforesaid  to  be  committed,  or 
be  in  anywise  concerned  therein,  the  person  so  offending  shall  be  pun- 

ished by  imprisonment  and  labor  in  the  penitentiary  for  any  time  not 
less  than  two  years  nor  longer  than  ten  years. 

§4472.  Penalty  for  selling  offices,  or  dividing  profits  thereof.  [It  shall  not 
(a)  Acts  of  be  lawful  for  any  person  or  persons  who  have  been,  or  may  hereafter 

1871-2, p.  ̂   eiected  to  any  office  in  this  State,  t">  sell  or  farm  out  any  office  to 
which  they  have  been  or  may  hereafter  be  elected ;  nor  shall  it  be  law- 

ful for  any  person  or  persons  to  purchase  or  agree  to  give  any  money  or 
other  thing  of  value  to  a  person  elected  for  the  privilege  of  exercising 

'  the  duties  of  said  office;  nor  shall  it  be  lawful  for  any  person  or  per- 
sons to  promise  or  agree  to  divide  the  profits,  fees,  qr  emoluments  of 

said  office,  with  the  person  so  elected.  Any  person  or  persons  wTho  shall 
violate  the  provisions  of  this  section  shall  be  guilty  of  a  felon}7,  and,  on 
indictment  and  conviction,  shall  be  punished  by  confinement  and  labor 
in  the  penitentiary  for  a  term  not  less  than  one  year  nor  longer  than 
three  years.]  (a.) 

§4473.  (4405.)  (4367.)  Jailer,  misconduct  of.  If  any  jailer,  by  too  great 

a  duress  of  imprisonment,  or  other  cruel  treatment*  make  or  induce  a 
prisoner  to  become  an  approver,  or  accuse  and  give  evidence  against 
some  other  person  ;  or  be  guilty  of  willful  inhumanity  or  oppression  to 
any  prisoner  under  his  care  and  custody  >  such  jailer  shall  be  punished  by 
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removal  from  office,  and  imprisonment  and  labor  in   the   penitentiary 
for  any  time  not  less  than  one  year  nor  longer  than  three  years. 

§4474.  (4406.)  (436S.)  Officer  detaining  book*,  etc.     If  any  officer,  after  (a)  Acta  of 

the  expiration  of  the  time  for  which  he  may  have  been  elected  or  ap-^lj5"6,  p" 
pointed,  shall  willfully  and  unlawfully  withhold  or  detain  from   his §§172, 177. 
successor  the  records,  papers,  documents,  books,  or  other  writings  apper- 

taining and  belonging  to  his  office,  or  mutilate,  destroy,  take  away,  or 
•otherwise  prevent  the  complete  possession  by  his  said  successor  of  said 
records,  documents,  papers,  books,  or  other  writings,  such  person  so  of- 

fending shall,  on  conviction,  be  punished  [as  prescribed  in  section  4810 
of  this  Code.]  (a.) 

§4475.  (4407.)  (4369.)  Personating  in  bail  judgments,  etc.  If  any  person, 
except  the  attorney  of  record,  shall  acknowledge,  or  procure  to  be  ac- 

knowledged, in  any  of  the  Courts  of  this  State,  or  before  any  authorized 
officer,  any  recognizance,  bail,  or  judgment  in  the  name  of  any  other 
person  not  privy  or  consenting  thereto,  such  person  so  offending  shall, 
on  conviction,^  be  punished  by  imprisonment  and  labor  in  the  peniten- 

tiary for  any  period  of  time  not  less  than  one  year  nor  longer  than  four 
years. 

§4476.  (4408)  (4370.)  Obstructing  process.  If  any  person  shall  know-  (&)  Acts  of 

ingly  and  willfully  obstruct,  resist,  or  oppose  any  Sheriff,  coroner,  or^5"6,1** 
other  officer  of  this  State,  or  other  person  duly  authorized,  in  serving, 
or  attempting  to  serve  or  execute  any  lawful  process,  or  order  of  any 
Court,  Judge,  Justice,  or  arbitrators,  or  any  other  legal  process  what- 

ever ;  or  shall  assault  or  beat  any  Sheriff',  coroner,  constable,  or  other 
officer,  or  person  duly  authorized,  in  serving  or  executing  any  process 
or  order  aforesaid,  or  for  having  served  or  executed  the  same,  every 
person  so  offending  shall,  on  conviction,  be  punished  [as  prescribed  in 
section  4310  of  this  Code.]  (a.) 

Need  not  prove  the  appointment  of  such  officers:  21  Ga.,  217.  In  a  city  when  not 
as  against  the  marshal :  22  Ga.,  67.  When  is:  45  Ga..  154.  Cannot  be  settled  under 
section  4706  of  the  Code  :  41  Ga..  507.  Erroneous  charge  of  the  Court :  51  Ga.,  409.  No 
action  for.  against  a  railroad  company  because  its  agent  obstructed  an  officer  in  levying 
an  attachment :  60  Ga.,  313. 

2  AVhart.  Cr.  Law,  §1288 ;  2  Bish.  lb.,  §975  ;  2  Bish.  Cr.  Proc,  ?879;  1  Arch.  Cr.  Pr. 
and  PL,  940. 

§4177.  (4409.)  (4371.)  Assault,  etc.,  under  color  of  office.  If  any  officer 
of  this  State,  whatever,  shall  assault  or  beat  any  individual  under  color 
of  his  office,  or  commission,  without  a  lawful  necessity  so  to  do,  such 
officer  so  offending  shall,  on  conviction,  be  punished  [as  prescribed  in 
section  4310  of  this  Code.]  (a. ) 

§4478.  (4410.)  (4372.)  Rescue  defined.  Rescue  is  the-  forcibly  and 
knowingly  freeing  another  from  arrest  or  imprisonment. 

Offense  of  aiding  prisoners  to  escape  from  jail  not  merged  in  the  rescue  :  15  Ga.,  505. 
2  Whart.  Cr.  Law,  §2615  ;  2  Bish.  lb..  §1045;  2  Bish.  Cr.  Proc,  §945  ;  2  Arch.  Cr.  Pr. 

and  PL,  1871. 

§4479.  (4411.)  (4373.)  Rescue  in  criminal  cases.  If  any  person  shall  (a)  Acts  of 

rescue  another  in  legal  custody  on  criminal  process,  such  person  so  of-  233'r6'  p' 
fending  shall,  on  conviction,  receive  the  same  punishment  as  the  per- 

son rescued  would,  on  conviction,  be  sentenced  to  receive  ;  but  if  the 
j)erson  rescued  shall  have  been  acquitted  of  the  crime  charged  against 
him,  then  and  in  such  case,  the  person  rescuing  shall  be  punished  [as 
prescribed  in  section  4310 of  this  Code.]  (a.) 

§4480.  (4412.)  (4374.)  Rescue  in  civil  cases.     If  any  person  shall  res- (a)  Acts  of 

cue  another  in  legal  custody  on  civil  process,  such  person  so  offending  \^'6'  p' 
shall,  on  conviction,  be  punished  [as  prescribed  in  section  4310  of  this 
Code.]  (a.) 

§4481.  (4413.)  (4375.)  Attempt  to  rescue.  If  any  person  shall  attempt 
to  rescue  another  in  legal  custody  on  criminal  process,  such  person  so 
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offending  shall,  on  conviction,  be  punished  by  confinement  in  the  com- 
mon jail  of  the  county  for  any  time  not  exceeding  six  months,  or  by 

confinement  and  labor  in  the  penitentiary  for  any  time  not  less  than 
one  year  nor  longer  than  two  years,  at  the  discretion  of  this  Court. 

§4482.  (4414.)  (4376.)  Assisting  to  escape  from  jail.  If  any  person 
shall  aid  or  assist  a  prisoner,  lawfully  committed  or  detained  in  any 
jail  for  any  offense  against  this  State,  or  under  any  civil  process,  to* 
make  his  or  her  escape  from  jail,  whether  such  escape  be  actually  ef- 

fected or  not,  or  if  any  person  shall  convey  or  cause  to  be  delivered  to. 
such  prisoner  any  disguise,  instrument,  or  arms,  proper  to  facilitate 
the  escape  of  such  prisoner,  such  person  so  offending  shall,  on  convic- 

tion, be  punished  by  confinement  and  labor  in  the  penitentiary  for  any 
time  not  less  than  one  year  nor  longer  than  four  years.. 

Applied  to  white  persons  aiding  a  slave  to  escape  :  15  Ga.,  498-499-.- 

§4483.  (4415.)  (4377.)  Assisting  to  escape  from  custody.  If  any  person 
shall  aid  or  assist  any  prisoner  to  escape  or  attempt  to  escape  from,  the 
custody  of  any  Sheriff,  coroner,  constable,  officer,  or  other  person,  who 
shall  have  the  lawTful  charge  of  such  prisoner,  such  person  so  offending 
shall,  on  conviction,  be  punished  by  confinement  and  labor  in  the  pen- 

itentiary for  any  time  not  less  than  one  }^ear  nor  longer  than  five  years. 
Wife  assisting  her  husband  to  escape  from  jail,  convicted  on  sufficient  evidence :  56» 

Ga.,  44.  Fact  of  the  custody  and  legality  of,  is  for  the  jury  to  determine:  56  Ga.,  61.. 
Impeding  the  pursuit  of  a  prisoner  by  obstructing  the  posse:  63>Ga.r  402,  403. 

§4483.  (a.)  Escapes,  how  punished.     If  any  person  or  persons  shall  be 
Acts  of  1876,  convicted  of  any  offense  below  the  grade  of  felony,  and  such  person  or 

p.  ii2.         persons  shall  escape  from  the  "  chain-gang,"  or  from  any  other  place  of 
§4484.  confinement  or    imprisonment,  for  the   violation  of  any  municipal,. 

county  or  State  laws,  and  be  thereafter  retaken,  such  person  or  persons 
/  (        shall  be  indicted  asfor^a  mi^lemeanor,  and,  on  conviction  thereof,  shall 

//>f"/r^'    be  punished  4a>4^e^i^aki  gang"  by- a  re  aentcncc  at  least  ofotrblc  the  * 
•  term  far-which  ouch  poroon  or  poroono  wac  originally  ocntencfid. 

§4483.  (b.)  Aiding  to  escape,  how  punished.     If  any  person  or  persons 

Aetsofi876,  shall  aid  or  assist,  or  attempt  to  aid  or  assist,  a  prisoner  to  escape,  so- 

p. ii3.       'confined  or  imprisoned,  as  aforesaid,  (he)  shall  be  deemed  guilty  of  a §4483.         misdemeanor,  and,  on  conviction,  shall  receive  a  like  punishment  as  is 
provided  in  the  foregoing  section,  as  for  escape  from  the  chain-gang. 

2^_  jj_.  £^0  £^~      §4484.  (4416.)  (4378.)  Escape  from,  penitentiary.     If  any  person  con- 
^L-^^fc-  y^ -/.fined  in  the  penitentiary  shall  escape  therefrom,  and  be  thereafter  re- //  taken,  such  person  shall   be  indicted  for  an  escape,  and,  on  conviction,. 

^'*  shall  be  punished  by  imprisonment  and  labor  in  the  penitentiary  for 
the  term  of  four  years ;  and  any  person  who  shall  aid  or  assist  a  pris- 

oner confined  in  the  penitentiary  to  eseape,  or  in  an  attempt  to  escape 
therefrom,  shall,  on  conviction,  receive  the  like  punishment. 

2  Whart.  Cr.  Law,  §2612;  2  Bish.  lb.,  §1030;  2  Bish.  Cr.  Proc-.r  §943;  1  Arch.  Cr.  Pr. 
and  PL,  1861 ;  33  Am.  R.,  563. 

§4485.  (4417.)  (4379.)  Voluntary  escape.  If  any  Sheriff,  coroner,  con- 
stable, keeper  of  a  jail,  keeper,  officer  or  other  person  employed  in  the 

penitentiary,  having  any  offender,  guilty,  or  accused  of,  or  confined  forr 
any  crime,  in  his  custody,  shall  voluntarily  permit  or  suffer  such 
offender  to  escape  and  go  at  large,  every  such  Sheriff,  coroner,  keeper 
of  a  jail,  keeper,  officer,  or  other  person  employed  in  the  penitentiary, 
constable,  or  other  officer,  or  person  so  offending,  shall,  on  conviction, 
be  punished  by  confinement  and  labor  in  the  penitentiary  for  any 
time  not  less  than  two  years  nor  longer  than  seven  years,  and  shall 
moreover,  if  a  public  officer,  be  dismissed  from  office. 

2  Whart.  Cr.  Law,  §2606  ;  2  Bish.  lb.,  §1052  ;  2  Bish.  Cr.  Proc.,,  2941 ;  1  Arch.  Cr.  Pi> 
and  PL,  1862;  1  Hawley's  Cr.  Rep.,  465. 
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§4486.  (4418.)  (4380.)  Refusing  to  receive  prisoners.  If  any  Sheriff, 
coroner,  constable,  keeper  of  a  jail,  or  other  officer,  whose  duty  it  is  to 
receive  persons  charged  with  or  guilty  of  an  indictable  offense,  shall 
refuse  to  receive  and  take  charge  of  such  person  or  persons,  every  such 

Sheriff',  coroner,  constable,  keeper  of  a  jail,  or  other  officer,  so  offending, 
shall,  on  conviction,  be  punished  by  confinement  and  labor  in  the  pen- 

itentiary for  any  time  not  less  than  two  years  nor  longer  than  seven 
years ;  and  such  officer  shall,  moreover,  be  dismissed  from  office. 

§4486.  (a.)  Lobbying  defined.  Lobbying  is  defined  to  be  of  any  per-  Acts  of  1878 
sonal  solicitation  of  a  member  of  the  General  Assembly  of  this  State,  -9>  p-  29- 
during  a  session  thereof,  by  private  interview,  or  letter,  or  message,  or 
other  means  and  appliances  not  addressed  solely  to  the  judgment,  to 
favor  or  oppose,  or  to  vote  for  or  against  any  bill,  resolution,  report,  or 
claim  pending,  or  to  be  introduced  in  either  branch  thereof  by  any  per- 

son who  misrepresents  the  nature  of  his  interest  in  the  matter  to  such 
member,  or  who  is  employed  for  a  consideration  by  a  person  or  corpor- 

ation interested  in  the  passage  or  defeat  of  such  bill,  resolution,  report, 
or  claim,  for  the  purpose  of  procuring  the  passage  or  defeat  thereof. 
But  this  does  not  include  such  services  as  drafting  petitions,  bills  or 
resolutions,  attending  to  the  taking  of  testimony,  collecting  facts,  pre- 

paring arguments  and  memorials,  and  submitting  them  orally,  or  in 
writing,  to  a  committee,  or  member  of  the  Geneal  Assembly,  and  other 
services  of  like  character,  intended  to  reach  the  reason  of  legislators. 

§4486.  (b.)  Lobbying,  how  punished.  Any  person  convicted  of  the 
crime  of  lobbying,  shall  be  punished  by  confinement  in  the  peniten- 

tiary for  a  term  not  less  than  one  year  nor  more  than  five  years. 
§4487.  (4419.)  (4381.)  Refusing  penitentiary  prisoners.  If  the  keeper 

of  a  penitentiary,  or  other  officer  or  person  employed  there,  whose  duty 
it  is  to  receive  convicts,  shall  fail  or  refuse  to  do  so,  such  keeper,  officer,, 
or  other  person  so  offending,  shall,  on  conviction,  be  punished  by  con- 

finement and  labor  in  the  penitent iary  for  any  time  not  exceeding 
ten  years ;  and  shall,  moreover,  be  dismissed  from  office. 

§4488.  (4420.)  (4382.)  Receiving  stolen  goods.  If  any  person  shall  buy 
or  receive  any  goods,  chattels,  money,  or  other  effects,  that  shall  have 
been  stolen  or  feloniously  taken  from  another,  knowing  the  same  to  be 
stolen  or  feloniously  taken,  such  person  shall  be  taken  and  deemed  to 
be  an  accessory  after  the  fact,  and  shall  receive  and  suffer  the  same  pun- 

ishment as  would  be  inflicted  on  the  person  convicted  of  having  stolen 
or  feloniously  taken  the  said  goods,  chattels,  money,  or  effects,  so  bought 
or  received. 

Where  one  might  be  indicted  as  an  accessory  after  the  fact  under  this  section :  45 
569-573.  Acquitted  under  the  evidence  of  receiving  stolen  goods,  knowing  them  to  be 
such:  55  Ga.,  '221.  Verdict  bad,  jury  finding  "guilty  of  receiving  stolen  goods" 
merely,  gist  of  the  offense  being  the  felonious  knowledge  :  55  Ga.,  191.  Relevant  ad- 

missible evidence  excluded,  larceny  of  goods,  and  ownership  of  them  should  be 
proven:  55  Ga.,  296-8.  What  the  indictment  should  allege  :  56  Ga.,  92.  Under  what 
circumstances  would  be  an  accessory  before  or  after  the  fact  to  larceny,  and  when 
guilty  of  receiving  stolen  goods,  knowing  them  to  he  such:  58  Ga.,  552.  Count  for  re- 

ceiving stolen  goods,  knowing  them  to  be  such,  can  be  joined  in  indictment,  with 
count  for  simple  larceny  :  61  Ga.,  212.  Section  referred  to  as  to  evidence  of  conviction 
of  principal  as  affecting  an  accessory  after  the  fact,  punishment:  63  Ga.,  675-678. 

2  VVhart.  Cr.  Law,  §1888 ;  2  Bish.  /&.',  §1092;  2  Bish.  Cr.  Proa,  §979;  2  Arch.  Cr.  Pr. and  PL,  1420;  26  Am.  D,,  261,  n  ;  12  Am.  R.,  641. 

§4489.  (4421.)  (4383.)  If  principal  cannot  be  taken.  If  the  principal 
thief  or  thieves  cannot  be  taken,  so  as  to  be  prosecuted  and  convicted, 
it  shall  be  lawful  to  prosecute  any  person  buying  or  receiving  any 
goods,  chattels,  money,  or  effects,  stolen  or  feloniously  taken  by  such 
principal  thief  or  thieves,  knowing  the  same  to  be  stolen  or  feloniously 
taken,  as  for  a  misdemeanor,  and,  on  conviction,  such  person  shall  be 
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punished  as  prescribed  in  the  preceding  section ;  and  a  conviction  under 
this  section  shall  be  a  bar  to  any  prosecution  under  section  4488. 

Section  cited  and  construed:  46  Ga.,  300.  When  an  accessory  should  be  indicted 
under  this  section  :  56  Ga.,  92. 

§4490.  (4422.)  (4384.)  Accessory  after  the  fact.     If  any  person  shall  re- 
§4308.  ceive,  harbor,  or  conceal,  any  person  guilty  of  a  crime   punishable  by 

death,  or  imprisonment  and  labor  in  the  penitentiary,  knowing  such 
person  to  be  guilty,  such  person  so  receiving,  harboring,  or  concealing, 
shall  be  taken  and  deemed  to  be  an  accessory  after  the  fact,  and,  on 
conviction,  shall  be  punished  by  imprisonment  and  labor  in  the  peni- 
itentiary  for  any  time  not  less  than  one  year  nor  longer  than  three 

years. §4490.  (a.)  Harboring  convicts  made  penal  If  any  person  shall  harbor, 
Actsofi876,  secrete,  entertain,  employ  or  keep,  or  shall  directly  or  indirectly  suffer, 

p.  lu.  '  or  permit  to  be  harbored,  secreted,  entertained,  employed,  or  kept,  in  or about  his  house  or  premises,  any  escaped  convict  from  the  penitentiary, 
or  any  chain-gang  of  this  State,  or  any  county  thereof,  knowing  such 
party  to  be  an  escaped  convict,  such  person  so  offending  shall,  if  such 
convict  be  under  sentence  for  felony,  be  held  and  deemed  guilty  of  a 
felony,  and,  on  conviction  thereof,  before  any  Court  having  jurisdiction, 
shall  be  punished  by  imprisonment  and  labor  in  the  penitentiary,  not 
less  than  one  or  more  than  four  years  ;  and  if  such  escaped  convict  be 
under  sentence  for  any  misdemeanor  below  the  grade  of  felony,  such 
person  so  harboring,  secreting,  entertaining,  employing  or  keeping  such 
convict,  or  permitting  the  same  to  be  done  as  herein  provided,  shall 
be  held  and  deemed  guilty  of  a  misdemeanor,  and,  on  conviction,  shall 
be  punished  as  prescribed. in  section  4310  of  the  Code. 

§4491.  (4423.)  (4385.)  .Compounding  crimes.     If  any  person  shall  take 

'  §3055.  or  receive  any  money,  goods,  chattels,  lands,  or  other  reward,  or  promise 
to  compound,  or  shall,  for  any  cause,  compound  any  crime  or  offense 
punishable  with  death  or  imprisonment  and  labor  in  the  penitentiary, 
such  person  so  offending  shall,  on  conviction,  be  punished  by  imprison- 

ment and  labor  in  the  penitentiary  for  any  time  not  less  than  one  year 
nor  longer  than  five  years. 

Verdict  of  guilty  of,  not  sustained  by  the  evidence  :  50  Ga.,  152.  Money  paid  with- 
out an  illegal  agreement  to  stop  the  prosecution,  could  not  be  recovered  back :  55 

Ga,,  235. 
2  Whart.  Cr.  Law,  §2505;  2  Bish.  lb.,  §646  ;  2  Arch.  Cr.  Pr.  and  PL,  1852. 

§4492.  (4424.)  (4386.)   Compounding  penalties.     If  any  person,  inform- 
(a)  Acts  of  ing  or  prosecuting  under  pretense  of  any  penal  law,  shall  compound 
1865-6,  p.      with  the  offender,  or  direct  the  suit  or  information  to  be  discontinued, 

unless  it  be  by  leave  of  the  Court   where  the   same   is  pending,   such 
person  so  offending  shall,  on  conviction,  [be  punished  as  prescribed  in 
section  4310  of  this  Code.]  (a.) 

§4493.  Conspiracy  to  defraud  State  or  counties.  [If  any  two  or  more 

<a)  \ctsof  persons  shall  conspire  or  agree  to  defraud,  cheat,  or  illegally  obtain 
1872,  p.  2c.  from  the  State  of  Georgia,  or  any  county  thereof,  or  any  public  officer 

of  this  State,  or  of  any  count}''  thereof,  or  any  person  exercising  the 
duties  of  any  such  office,  any  property,  real  or  personal,  bonds,  notes, 
choses  in  action,  money,  valuable  currency,  instruments  in  writing 
of  any  kind  of  value,  or  anything  designated  by  the  laws  of  this  State 
as  property  belonging  to  said  State  or  county,  or  under  the  control  or 
possession  of  said  officers  as  such,  such  person  shall  be  guilty  of  a  felony, 
and,  on  conviction  thereof,  shall  be  punished  by  imprisonment  and 
labor  in  the  penitentiary  for  a  term  not  less  than  two  nor  longer  than 
ten  years.]  (a.) 

§4494.  Conspiracy  by  officers  to  cheat  the  State.  [If  any  person  or  persons 
in  this  State,  holding  any  public  office  therein,  shall  conspire  or  agree 
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with  any  person  or  persons,  in  or  out  of  office,  to  cheat  or  defraud,  or  Art  Artsoi 

illegally  obtain  from  the  State  of  Georgia,  or  any  county  of  this  State,  l872,  p'  ~'K 
any  property  of  any  kind,  described  in  the  preceding  section,  belong- 

ing to  said  State  or  county,  under  the  control  or  possession  of  said  offi- 
cers as  such,  such  person  shall  be  guilty  of  a  felony,  and,  on  conviction 

thereof,  shall  be  punished  by  imprisonment  and  labor  in  the  peniten- 
tiary of  this  State  for  a  term  not  less  than  two  nor  more  than  ten 

years.]  (b.) 
§4495.  Conspiracy  by  legislators.  [All  the  provisions  of  the  two  pre-  (c)  Acts  <>f 

ceding  sections  are  extended  to  members  of  the  General  Assembly  in  1872,  p"  '-'■ this  State,  conspiring,  or  agreeing  by  fraud,  bribery,  or  other  unlawful 
means,  with  other  members  of  the  General  Assembly,  or  persons  not 
members  of  the  General  Assembly,  to  procure  the  passage  of  laws  to 
defraud  the  State  of  Georgia,  or  any  county  thereof,  or  any  public  offi- 

cer of  said  State  or  county,  of  any  property,  real  or  personal,  or  other- 
wise, as  described  in  section  4493,  and  such  persons  mentioned  in  this 

section,  guilty  of  violating  the  provisions  of  this  section,  which  shall 
extend  to  all  persons  engaged  in  such  conspiracy,  are  hereby  declared 
to  be  guilty  of  a  felony,  and  shall  be  punished  as  prescribed  in  the  two 
sections  which  precede  this.]  (c.) 

§4496.   Conspiracy,  when  complete.     [The  offenses  described  in  the  three  «a)  Acts  of 

preceding  sections  shall  be  complete  when  the  conspiracy  is  effected, 1S72,  p- 25, 
and  shall  be   punished,    whether  the   same  be  carried  into  effect  or 
not.]  (d.)* 

§4497.  (4425.)  (4387.)  Conspiracy.  If  any  twO  or  more  persons  shall  §3796. 
conspire  or  agree,  falsely  and  maliciously,  to  charge  and  indict  any  in- 

nocent person  of  a  crime,  who  is  accordingly,  indicted  and  acquitted, 
such  person  so  conspiring,  and  each  and  every  one  of  them,  shall,  on 
conviction,  be  punished  by  imprisonment  and  labor  in  the  penitentiary 
for  any  time  not  less  than  twelve  months  nor  longer  than  five  years.* 

§4498.  (4426.)  Enticing  away  apprentices.  [If  any  two  or  more  per- <b)  Acts  of 

sons  shall  associate  themselves  together  in  any  society  or  organization  \^f'3'  p- whatever,  with  intent  and  for  the  purpose  of  preventing,  in  any  manner 
whatever,  any  person  or  persons  whomsoever  from  apprenticing  him- 

self or  themselves  to  Team  and  practice  any  trade,  craft,  vocation  or 
calling  whatsoever,  or  for  the  purpose  of  inducing,  by  persuasion, 
threats,  fraud,  or  any  other  means,  any  apprentice  or  apprentices  to 
any  such  trade,  craft,  vocation,  or  calling,  to  leave  the  employment  of 
their  employer  or  employers,  or  for  the  purpose,  by  any  means  what- 

ever, of  preventing  or  deterring  any  person  or  persons  whomsoever, 
from  learning  and  practicing  any  such  trade,  craft,  vocation  or  call- 

ing whatsoever,  every  such  person  so  associating  himself  in  such 
society  or  organization  shall  be  deemed  guilty  of  a  misdemeanor, 
and,  upon  conviction  thereof,  shall  be  punished  as  prescribed  in  section 
4310  of  this  Code.]    (b.)* 

§4499.  (4427.)  Evidence  on  trial.  [Upon  the  trial  of  any  person  or  per-(b)  Acts  of 

sons  under  the  preceding  section,  any  person  may  be  made  a  witness,  Jfjjf"3'  p' and  no  statements  made  by  him  or  her,  on  such  trial,  shall  be  given  in 
evidence  against    him  or    her,    except  upon  an    indictment  for  per- 

jury.] (b.) 
§4500.  (4428.)  Illegal  employment  of  servants.     [If  any  person,  by  him- 

self or  agent,  shall  be  guilty  of  employing  the  servant  of  another,  [under 

^Conspiracy,  law  of,  generally:  2'Whart.  Cr.  Law,  §2287;  2  Bish.  lb.,  §172;  2  Bish. 
€r.  Proc.,  §202;  3  Gr.  Ev.,  g89 ;  2  Arch.  Cr.  Pr.  and  PL,  1829  ;  2  Hawley's  Cr.  Rep  ,  23  ; 
22  Am.  P.,  719  ;  28/392;  to  defraud:  1  Hawley's  Cr.  Rep.,  103;  by  corporation  officers: 
Thomp.  Off.  Corp.,  489.  Combinations  among  laborers:  Woods'  Master  and  Servant, 
§400.  Conspiracy  to  control  wages  of  laborers:  28  Am.  D.,  507-512,  n.  Evidence:  See 
notes  to  Code,  §§3775,  3796. 
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(c)  Acts  of 
1866,  pp. 
153,  154. 
Acts  of  1873 

p.  20. 

§1872. 

ffifcri  t  J  /ff  ' x#^ 

# *    <£a. 

o. J 

a  written  contract,  which  shall  be  attested  by  one  or  more  witnesses]^ 
(c.)  during  the  term  for  which  he,  she  or  they  may  be  employed,  know- 

ing that  such  servant  was  so  employed,  and  that  his  term  of  service 
was  not  expired;  or,  if  any  person  or  persons  shall  entice,  persuade,  or 
decoy,  or  attempt  to  entice,  persuade  or  decoy  any  servant  to  leave  his 
employer,  either  by  offering  higher  wages,  or  in  any  other  way  what- 

ever, during  the  term  of  service,  knowing  that  said  servant  was  so  em- 
ployed, shall  be  deemed  guilty  of  a  misdemeanor,  and,  upon  conviction 

thereof,  shall  be  fined  any  sum  not  more  than  two  hundred  dollars,  or 
be  confined  in  the  common  jail  of  the  county,  in  the  discretion  of  the 
Court,  not  to  exceed  three  months. 

Sufficient  indictment  as  to,  previous  contract,  who  is  a  servant:  44  Ga.,  328.  What 
an  accusat  on  for  should  state:  46  Ga.,  624.     Section  cited:  53  Ga.,  355-6. 

See  note  to  Code,  $1872.  Combinations  among  laborers:  Woods'  M.  and  S.,  $400;  28 
Am.  D.,  507-512,  n. 

§4501.  (4429.)  (4388.)  Barratry  defined.  Common  barratry  is  the  offense 
of  frequently  exciting  and  stirring  suits  and  quarrels  between  individ- 

uals, either  at  law  or  otherwise. 
2  Bishop  Crim.  Law,  $85;  2  Whart.  lb.,  $2391  ;  2  Bish.  Cr.  Proa,  $98. 

Q*"*^"^/  §4502.  (4430.)  (4389.)  Punishment.     Any  person  who  shall  be  found 
V^*      and  adjudged  a  common  barrator,  vexing  others  with  unjust  and  vexa- 

tious suits,  shall,  on  conviction,  b3  punished  by  a  fine  not  exceeding 
five  hundred  dollars;  and  if  the   offender  belongs  to  the    profession  of 
the  law,  he  shall  also  be  disqualified  from  practicing  in  the  future. 

§4503.  (4431.)  (4390.)  Embracery.  Embracery  is  an  attempt,  whether 
successful  or  not,  to  influence  a  jury  corruptly  to  one  side  by  promises^ 
persuasions,  entreaties,  money,  entertainments,  and  the  like.  Every 
embracer  who  shall  procure,  or  attempt  to  procure,  a  juror  to  take 
money,  gain  or  profit,  or  shall  corruptly  influence,  or  attempt  to  influ- 

ence, a  juror  by  persuasions,  promises,  entreaties,  or  by  any  other 
means,  shall,  on  conviction,  be  punished  by  imprisonment  and  labor 
in  the  penitentiary  for  any  time  not  less  than  one  year  nor  longer  than 
four  years.  And  the  juror  convicted  of  taking  money,  gain  or  profit, 
or  of  being  corruptly  influenced  as  aforesaid,  shall  be  punished  by  con- 

finement and  labor  in  the  penitentiary  for  any  time  not  less  than  two 
years  nor  longer  than  five  years,  and  shall  moreover  be  forever  disqual- 

ified to  act  as  a  juror. 
2  Bishop  Cr.  Law,  $371 ;  3  Gr.  Ev.,  $100 ;  2  Bish.  Cr.  Proa,  $344;  2  Arch.  Cr.  Pr.  and 

PI.,  1666. 

§4504.  (4432.)  (4391.)  Malpractice  by  Justices  of  the  Peace  and  others. 
/Acts  of  1865  [Any  [Ordinary,  or  member  of  any  board  of  commissioners,  or  County 

6,  pp.  233,  Judge,  or]  Justice  of  the  Peace,  who  shall  be  charged  with  malpractice 
of  1878,  in  office,  or  with  usinoj  oppression  or  tyrannical  partiality,  or  with 

willfully  refusing  or  failing  to  preside  in  or  hold  his  Court  at  the  reg- 
)  Acts  of  ular  terms  thereof,  or  when  it  is  his  duty  under  the  law  to  do  so,  or 

223,  224PP'  with  using  any  other  means  to  delay  or  avoid  the  due  course  or  pro- 
•  ceeding  of  law,  or  with  any  other  conduct  unbecoming  the  character  of 
an]  (b.)  upright  magistrate,  or  who  shall  willfully  and  knowingly  de- 

mand more  cost  than  he  is  entitled  to  by  law,  in  the  administration 
and  under  color  of  his  office,  may  be  indicted;  which  indictment  shall 
sp°ciallv  set  forth  the  merits  of  the  complaint,  and  a  copy  thereof  be 
served  on  the  defendant  before  the  same  is  laid  before  the  grand  jury;  and 
the  prosecutor  and  the  Justice,  and  their  witnesses,  shall  have  the  right 
of  appearing  and  being  heard  bjfore  the  grand  jury;  which  indict- 

ment, if  found  true  by  the  grand  jury,  shall,  as  in  other  cases,  be  tried 
by  a  petit  jury;  and  if  the  defendant  be  convicted,  he  shall  be  pun- 

ished by  fine  or  imprisonment  in  the  common  jail  of  the  county,  or 
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both,  at  the  discretion  of  the  Court,  and  shall  moreover  be  removed 
from  office,  if  still  in  office. 

What  the  indictment  should  set  forth  :  45  Ga.,  555.  Notaries  Public,  ex  officio  Justices 
of  the  Peace,  are  liable  to  indictment  under  this  section  :  4G  Ga.,  208.  Judicial  officer 
acting  within  his  jurisdiction,  without  malice  or  corruption,  not  responsible  for  errors 
of  judgment:  53  Ga.,  675.  Indictment,  and  not  presentment,  the  proper  proceeding: 
54  Ga.,  653.  Presumptions  are  in  favor  of  the  defendant  until  the  evidence  determines 
otherwise  ;  Court  should  not  charge  the  law  of  the  puuishment  to  the  jury  :  57  Ga., 
421-423. 

2  Bish.  Cr.  Law,  £950  ;  2  Whart.  lb.,  $2513  ;  2  Arch.  Cr.,  Pr.  and  PL,  1364;  2  Bish.  Cr- 
Proa,  £819. 

§4505.  Dockets  to  be  kept,  and  laid  before  grand  jury.  [All  Justices  ofActsofisso 

the  Peace  and  Notaries  Public  Avho  are  ex  officio  Justices  of  the  Peace  in:?'  pp- 76, 
this  State,  shall  keep  separate  dockets  of  all  causes,  civil  and  criminal, 

disposed  of  by  them,  which  dockets  shall  show  the  actual  disposition  i87i^pp°f 
of  each  case,  and  the  amount  of  costs  collected  in  each  case  and  from  jf't46"f1873 
whom ;  and  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  said  Justices  of  the  Peace,  and  No-  p.  32. 
taries  Public, who  are  ex  officio  Justices  of  the  Peace,  to  lay  said  dockets 
before  the  grand  juries  of  their  respective  counties  on  the  first  day  of 
each  session  for  their  inspection.  Justices  of  the  Peace  and  Notaries 
Public  who  are  ex  officio  Justices  of  the  Peace,  who  have  been  elected 
or  appointed  since  the  previous  session  of  the  grand  jury,  shall,  at  the 
time  of  exhibiting  their  dockets,  also  report  to  the  grand  jury  whether 
their  predecessors  in  office  have  delivered  to  them  the  copies  of  the 
Code  and  Acts  of  the  General  Assembly,  which  .they  have  received 
from  the  State  as  required  by  law,  and  if  said  predecessors  in  the 
office  of  Justice  of  the  Peace,  or  Notaries  Public  who  are  ex  officio 
Justices  of  the  Peace,  have  withheld  or  detained  those  books,  then  the 
grand  jur}^  shall  make  a  special  presentment  against  such  person  or 
persons  withholding  or  detaining  such  books,  under  section  4474  of  the 
Code  of  Georgia.  Said  dockets  shall  also  contain  .an  itemized  bill  of 
costs  charged  or  collected  in  each  case  entered  on  such  docket,  whether 
civil  or  criminal.  Said  bill  of  costs  shall  also  show  for  what  officers, 
and  for  what  service,  each  item  of  cost  is  charged;  and  a  failure  to 
comply  with  the  provisions  of  this  section,  or  making  a  false  entry  or 
return  of  any  matter,  shall  be  malpractice  in  office,  for  which  the  de- 

faulting Justice  of  the  Peace  or  Notary  Public,  who  is  ex  officio  a  Jus- 
tice of  the  Peace,  shall  be  tried  and  punished  as  prescribed  in  the  pre- 

ceding section  (4504)  of  this  Code,  and  precedence  shall  be  given  to  the 
trial  qf  such  prosecutions  over  all  other  cases,  civil  and  criminal,  by 

all  the  Courts  of  this  State  having  jurisdiction.]  (a.)  *  A?/?     ̂         *A 
§4506.  (4433.)  (4392.)   Threatening  letters.     If  any  person  shall  know- ^^^^^^^ 

ingly  send  or  deliver  any  letter  or  writing,  threatening  to  accuse  an-  /frj/  ♦r^A  /f'fc ' 
other  person  of  a  crime,  with  intent  to  extort  money,  goods,  chattels,  or/    /]         / 
other  valuable  thing  ;  or  threatening  to  maim,  wound,  kill  or  murder  -#^?. 
such  person,  or  any  of  his  family,  or  to  burn  or  otherwise  destroy  or  in- 

jure his  or  her  house,  or  other  property,  real  or  personal,  though  no 
money,  goods,  chattels,  or  other  valuable  thing,  be  demanded,  such  per- 

son so  offending  shall,  on  conviction,  be  punished  by  imprisonment  and 
labor  in  the  penitentiary  for  any  time  not  less  than  two  years  nor  lon- 

ger than  five  years. 
2  Bishop  Cr.  Law,  §1175;  2  Bish.  Cr.  Proc,  §1024;  2  Arch.  Cr.  Pr.  and  PL,  1060. 

§4507.  (4434.)-  (4393.)  Extortion  defined,  Extortion  shall  consist  in 
any  public  officer's  unlawfully  taking,  by  color  of  his  office,  from  any 

*  The  tribun  il  having  charge  of  county  matters  must  furnish  these  dockets,  and  when  full, 
Justices  and  Notaries  must  return  them,  with  papers,  to  the  (Jlerk  of  Superior  Court.  See  Aets  of 
1880-1,  p.  84. 
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person,  any  money  or  thing  of  value  that  is  not  due  to  him,  or  more  than 
his  due. 

Only  public  officers,  de  jure  or  de  facto,  can  be  convicted  of  extortion  :  56  Ga.,  385. 
2  Bish.  Cr.  Law,  £376  :  2  Bish.  Cr.  Proc,  #357 ;  2  Arch.  Cr.  Pr.  and  PL,  1368. 

§4508.  (4435.)  (4394.)  Fine  and  dismissal.  Any  public  officer  who 
shall,  by  himself,  his  deputy,  agent,  or  other  person  employed  by  him, 
be  guilty  of  extortion  in  demanding  and  receiving  other  and  greater 
fees  than  by  law  are  allowed  him;  or  shall  by  color  of  his  office,  take 
from  any  person  any  money  or  other  thing  of  value  that  is  not  due  to 
him,  or  more  than  his  due,  such  officer  shall  be  subject  to  indictment, 
and,  on  conviction,  shall  be  punished  as  prescribed  in  section  4310  of 
this  Code,  and  shall,  moreover,  be  dismissed  from  office. 

§4508.  (a.)  Attorney-General  receiving  fees,  how  punished.  It  shall  not 
Acts  of  1878  be  lawful  for  the  Attorney-General  of  this  State  to  charge,  demand  or 
-9,  p.  157.  receive,  any  fee,  perquisite  or  compensation,  other  than  his  salary,  in any  case  in  which  the  State  is  a  party,  or  in  any  manner  interested, 

which  case  has  arisen,  or  been  commenced,  since  the  adoption  of  the 
Constitution  of  1877,  or  which  may  hereafter  arise  or  be  commenced. 
And  any  Attorney-General  violating  the  provisions  of  this  section,  shall 
be  guilty  of  extortion,  and,  upon  conviction  thereof,  shall  be  impris- 

oned in  the  penitentiary  for  any  time  not  less  than  two,  nor  more  than 
twenty  years,  and  shall  moreover  be  removed  from  office,  and  forever 
disqualified  from  holding  any  office  of  honor,  profit  or  trust  in  this 
State. 

§4509.  (4436.)  (4395.)   Other  offenses  against  public  justice.     Any  other 
Acts  of  offense  against  public  justice  not  herein  provided  for,  shall  be  pun- 

ished [as  prescribed  in  section  4310  of  this  Code.]  (a.) 
§4510.  (4437.)  (4396.)  Mutiny  in  penitentiary.  If  any  prisoner  in  the 

penitentiaiy  shall  assail,  oppose,  or  resist  any  officer  of  the  penitenti- 
ary, or  any  member  of  the  guard,  with  any  weapon,  or  implement  cal- 

culated to  cause  death  or  serious  bodily  injury,  such  prisoner,  so  offend- 
ing, shall  be  deemed  guilty  of  mutiny,  and  on  conviction  thereof,  shall 

be  punished  by  an  additional  term  of  imprisonment  and  labor  in  the 
penitentiary,  not  less  than  two  years  nor  longer  than  five  years,  at  the 
discretion  of  the  Court,  to  be  computed  from  the  expiration  of  the  term 
of  imprisonment  and  labor  to  which  such  prisoner  shall  have  been 
previously  sentenced. 

§4511.  (4438.)  (4397.)  Instigating  mutiny.  If  any  person  shall  per- 
suade, entice,  or  instigate  any  prisoner  to  mutiny,  such  person  so  of- 

fending shall  be  guilty  of  a  misdemeanor,  and  on  conviction,  shall  be 
punished  by  confinement  and  labor  in  the  penitentiary  for  any  time 
not  less  than  two  years  nor  longer  than  five  years,  at  the  discretion  of  the 
Court,  to  be  computed,  if  a  prisoner  in  the  penitentiary,  from  the  ex- 

piration of  the  term  of  imprisonment  and  labor  for  which  he  shall 
have  been  previously  sentenced. 
/  §4512.  (4439.)  (4398.)  Receiving  stolen  goods  from  a  negro.  If  any  free 
white  person  shall  buy  or  receive  any  money,  goods,  chattels,  or  other 
effects,  from  any  negro  or  free  person  of  color,  that  has  or  have  been  stolen, 
or  feloniously  taken,  knowing  the  same  to  have  been  so. stolen  or  felon- 

iously taken,  such  person,  so  offending,  shall  be  deemed  and  taken  to  be 
an  accessory  after  the  fact,  and  being  convicted  thereof,  shall  be  punished 
by  imprisonment  and  labor  in  the  penitentiary  for  any  time  not  less 
^than  one  year  nor  more  than  four  years. 

1865-6,  p 
233. 
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NINTH   DIVISION 

Section 

OFFENSES    AGAINST    THE    PUBLTC    PEACE    AND    TRANQUILITY.^  %        ~ 

4513.  Unlawful  assemblies. 
4514.  Riot. 
4515.  Aifrays. 
4516.  Dueling,  challenging. 
4517.  Seconds. 
4518.  Dueling,  fighting. 
4519.  Officers  not  preventing. 
4520.  Charging  the  "  coward. 4521.  Libel. 

Section. 
1522. 
4523. 
4544. 

45-'5. 4526. 4-527. 

4528. 
4528. 
45-9. 

Printer,  witness. 
Truth  proved. 
Forcible  entry. 
Forcible  detainer. 
Punishment. 
Carrying  deadly  weapons. 
Prohibited  at  public  places. 
(a.)  Pointing  weapon  at  another 
Other  offenses. 

§4513.  (4440.)  (4399.)  Unlawful  assemblies.  If  two  or  more  persons 
assemble  for  the  purpose  of  disturbing  the  public  peace,  or  committing 
any  unlawful  act,  and  do  not  disperse  on  being  commanded  to  do  so  by 
a  Judge,  Justice,  Sheriff,  constable,  coroner,  or  other  peace  officer,  such 
person  so  offending  shall  be  guilty  of  a  misdemeanor,  and,  on  conviction, 
shall  be  punished  as  prescribed  in  section  4310  of  this  Code. 

§4514.  (4441.)  (4400.)  Riot.     If  any  two  or  more  persons,  either  with  (a)  Acts  of 

or  without  a  common  cause  of  quarrel,  do  an  unlawful  act  of  violence,  J|55"6'  p" or  any  other  act  in  a  violent  and  tumultuous  manner,  such  persons  so 
offending  shall  be  guilty  of  a  riot,  and,  on  conviction,  shall  be  punished 
[as  prescribed  in  section  4310  of  this  Code.]  (a.) 

Demand  for  trial  by  one  of  those  engaged  in  a  riot,  the  others  continuing  their  case : 
37  Ga.,  618.  Construction  of  this  law:  20  Ga.,  839.  No  new  trial  where  the  charge  of 
the  Court  was  correct,  and  there  wassjme  evidence  to  support  the  verdict:  28  Ga.,  192. 
There  was  no  riot  where  two  men  fall  to  fighting  each  other  :  22  Ga.,  488.  It  cannot  be 
committed  unless  as  manj^  as  two  act  in  the  commission  of  a  common  intent:  30  Ga., 
27.  Where  severance  on  trial  of  persons  charged  with  a  riot  is  within  the  Court's  dis- 

cretion :  34  Ga.,  10.  Sufficient  evidence  of  identity  and  misnomer  in  name  of  one 
appearing  on  trial  of  the  other  separately,  did  not  vitiate:  38  Ga.,  184.  Motion  in 
arrest  of  judgment  refused,  the  facts  set  up  by  defendant  not  appearing  from  the 

Court's  records:  42  Ga,,  2u3-205.  May  be  tried  separately,  and  the  acquittal  of  one  did 
not  operate  as  an  acquittal  of  the  other:  51  Ga.,  375.  Severance  and  conviction  of  all, 
joint  motion  for  a  new  trial  unobjected  to  ;  costs  :  52  Ga.,  661-7.  A  weak  case,  but  the 
verdict  not  disturbed,  no  written  defense  or  plea  being  filed  :  60  Ga.,  127-8.  Two  of 
three  convicted  under  sufficient  evidence  :  64  Ga.,  361. 

2  Whart.  Cr.  Law,  4^2475 ;  2  Bish.  lb.,  $1096  ;  2  Bish.  Cr.  Proc,  £992;  3  Gr.  Ev.,  §216 ;  * 
2  Arch.  Cr.  Pr.  and  PL,  1697.     "  Horning  serenade  "  is  :  35  Am.  R.,  210. 

§4515.  (4442.)  (4401.)  Affrays.  An  affray  is  the  fighting  of  two  or  (a)  Acts  of 

more  persons  in  some  public  place,  to  the  terror  of  the  citizens  and  dis-  ̂ g5"6,  p- 
turbance  of  the  public  tranquility.  Persons  so  offending  shall  be  in- 

dicted, and,  on  conviction,  shall  be  punished  [as  prescribed  in  section 
4310  of  this  Code] ;  (a.)  and  it  shall  be  considered  a  great  aggravation 
of  this  offense  if  any  contempt  or  disobedience  of  the  magistrate,  or 

other  peace  officer  commanding  the  peace"  shall  be  proved. 
Two  indicted,  both  must  be  convicted  or  neither;  words  alone  will  not  constitute, 

but  words  with  actswTill;  one  aiding,  assisting  and  abetting  guilty  as  principal :  13 
Ga.,  322. 

2  Wharf.  Cr.  Law,  §2494;  2  Bishop  lb.,  §32-37;' 2  Bish.  Cr.  Proc,  §16;  2  Arch.  Cr.  Pr. and  PL,  1709;  30  Am.  R.,  86. 

§4516.  (4443.)  (4402.)  Dueling.  If  any  person  shall  deliberately  chal- 
lenge, by  word  or  writing,  the  person  of  another,  to  fight  with  sword, 

pistol,  or  other  deadly  weapon,  or  if  any  person  so  challenged  shall  ac- 
cept the  said  challenge,  in  either  case,  such  person  so  giving,  or  send- 
ing, or  accepting  any  such  challenge,  shall,  on  conviction,  be  punished 

by  a  fine  not  less  than  five  hundred  dollars,  and  be  imprisoned  in  the 
common  jail  of  the  county  for  any  time  not  exceeding  six  months. 
Or,  if  the  jury  should  so  recommend,  such  person  shall,  in  addition  to 
the  fine  herein  imposed,  b3  punished  by  imprisonment  and  labor  in, 
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the  penitentiary  for  any  time  not  less  than  one  year  nor  longer  than 
two  years. 

2  Whart.  Cr.  Law,  §2674 ;  2  Bish.  lb.,  §310;  2  Bish.  Cr.  Proc,  §302;  1  Arch.  Cr.  Pr. 
and  PL,  833. 

§4517.  (4444.)  (4403.)  Seconds,  same  punishment.     If  any  person  shall 
knowingly  and  willfully  carry  and  deliver  any  written  or  printed  chal- 

lenge, or  verbally  deliver  any  message  or  challenge  to  another,  to  fight 
!  with  sword,  pistol,  or  other  deadly  weapon,  or  shall  consent  to  be  a  sec- 
i  ond  in  any  such  duel  or  combat,  such  person  so  offending  shall,  on  con- 

viction, be  punished  in  the  same  manner  as  prescribed  in  the  preced- 
ing section. 

An  indictment  alleging  the  consent  in  this  State  sufficient,  where  subject  to  special 
demurrer  before  trial,  if  it  allege  the  offense  on  a  day  subsequent  to  the  finding  of  the 
grand  jury  :  58  Ga.,  332. 

§4518.  (4445.)  (4404.)  Act  of  fighting  a  misdemeanor.  If  any  person 
shall  be  engaged  in  the  act  of  fighting  a  duel",  with  sword,  pistol,  or 
other  deadly  weapon,  either  as  principal  or  second,  such  person  shall 
be  guilty  of  a  high  misdemeanor,  and,  on  conviction,  shall  be  pun- 

ished by  imprisonment  and  labor  in  the  penitentiary  for  any  time  not 
1  less  than  four  years,  nor  longer  than  eight  years :  Provided,  nevertheless, 

that  if  death  should  ensue  from  such  duel,  then  all  the  parties,  both 
principals  and  seconds,  shall  be  guilty  of  murder,  and  suffer  the  pun- 

ishment of  death,  but  the  punishment  may  be  commuted  in  conformity 
j '  with  the  provisions  of  section  4323  of  this  Code. 

§4519.  (4446.)  (4405.)  Officers  knowing  and  not  preventing .     If  any  Jus- 
tice, or  other  public  officer  bound  to  preserve  the  public  peace,  shall 

'  have  knowledge  of  an  intention  in  any  person  or  persons  to  fight  with 
any  deadly  weapon,  and  shall  not  use  and  exert  his  official  authority 
to  arrest  the  parties  and  prevent  the  duel,  by  binding  over  the  parties 
concerned  to  keep  the  peace  toward  each  other,  such  Judge,  Justice,  or 
other  peace  officer  so  offending,  shall,  on  conviction,  be  dismissed  from 
office. 

§4520.  (4447.)  (4406.)  Proclaiming  as  "coward"  etc.,  in  print.      If  any 
(a)  Acts  of  -person  or  persons  shall,  in  any  newspaper,  or  hand-bill,  written  or 
23356'P*     printed,  publish  or  proclaim  any  other  person  or  persons  as  a  coward 

or  cowards,  or  use  any  other  opprobrious  and  abusive  language  for  not 

*   accepting  a  challenge  or  fighting  a  duel,  such  person  or  persons  so 
;  offending  shall,  on  conviction,  be  punished  [as  prescribed  in  section 

4310  of  this  Code.]  (a.) 
§4521.  (4448.)  (4407.)  Libel  defined.  A  libel  is  a  malicious  defamation, 

:  §2974.    v     expressed  either  by  printing  or  writing,  or  signs,  pictures  or  the  like, 
'^^a/^**-^5**^- tending  to  blacken  the  memory  of  one   who  is  dead,  or  the  honesty, 
j/~„  jw«  virtue,  integrity,  or  reputation  of  one  who  is  alive,  and  thereby  ex- 
i    /'  pose   him   or  her  to  public    hatred,  contempt,  or    ridicule.      Every 

person  convicted  of  this  offense,  shall  be  punished  as  prescribed  in  sec- 
tion 4310  of  this  Code. 

1  .     What  indictment  sufficient:  4  Ga.,  14.     What  charges  are  libellous,  and  when  not 
necessary  to  insert  innuendoes;  proof  as  to:  6  Ga.,  276.  Section  cited:  56  Ga.,  553; 
61/435. 

2  Whart.  Cr.  Law,  §2535 ;  2  Bish.  lb.,  §897 ;  2  Bish.  Cr.  Proc,  §781 ;  3  Gr.  Ev.,  §164  ; 
2  Arch.  Cr.  Pr.  and  PL,  1027  ;  2  Hawley's  Cr.  Rep.,  381;  Code,  §5018  ;  corporation  in- 

dictable: 31  Am.  P.,  663. 

§4522.  (4449.)  (4408.)  Printer,  a  ivitness.  In  all  prosecutions  under 
the  two  preceding  sections  of  this  division,  the  printer  or  publisher  of 
a  newspaper,  handbill,  or  other  publication  containing  the  offensive  or 
criminal  matter,  shall  be  a  competent  witness ;  and  if  such  printer  or 
publisher  shall  refuse  to  testify  in  the  cause,  or  to  give  up  the  jeal  name 
of  the  author  or  person  authorizing  and  causing  the  publication,  so 
that  he  may  be  indicted,  then  such  printer  or  publisher  shall  be  deemed 
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and  considered  the  author  himself,  and  be  indicted  and  punished  as 
such;  and  may,  moreover,  be  punished  for  a  contempt  of  the  Court,  as 
any  other  witness  refusing  to  testify. 

§4523.  (4450.)  (4409.)   The  truth 'is  evidence.     In  all  cases  of  indict- 52979. nient  for  a  libel,  or  for  slander,  the  person  prosecuted  shall  be  allowed 
to  give  the  truth  in  evidence. 

§4524.  (4451.)  (4410.)  Forcible  entry.     Forcible  entry  is  the  violently  §4085  etseq. 
taking  possession  of  lands  and  tenements   with  menaces,  force   and 
arms,  and  without  authority  of  law. 

The  prosecutor  dispossessed,  or  from  whom  possession  detained,  a  competent  witness  : 
24  Ga.,  191.  The  force  must  be  private,  not  public,  and  when  the  entry  under  legal 
process  by  landlord  was  not  within  the  terms  of  this  section  :  61  Ga.,  496. 

2  Whart.  Cr.  Law,  $2013;  2  Bish.  lb.,  $463;  2  Arch.  Cr.  Pr.  and  PL,  1128. 

§4525.  (4452.)  (4411.)  Forcible  detainer.     Forcible  detainer  is  the  vio-§4085e*  seq.  i 
lently  keeping  possession  of  lands  and  tenements  with  menaces,  force 
and  arms,  and  without  authority  of  law. 

Section  cited:  43  Ga.,  433. 

§4526.  (4453.)  (4412. )  Punishment  for  forcible  entry  or  detainer.  Any 
person  who  shall  be  guilty  of  a  forcible  entry,  or  a  forcible  detainer,  or 
both,  may  be  indicted,  and,  on  conviction,  shall  be  punished  by  fine  or 
imprisonment  in  the  common  jail  of  the  county,  or  both,  at  the  dis- 

cretion of  the  Court ;  and  the  Court  before  whom  the  conviction  takes 
place  shall  cause  restitution  of  possession  of  the  premises  to  be  made 
to  the  party  aggrieved :  Provided,  always,  that  if  the  party  forcibly  de- 

taining lands  and  tenements,  or  those  under  whom  he  claims,  shall 
have  been  in  peaceable  possession  of  the  same  for  the  space  of  three 
years  or  more,  immediately  preceding  the  filing  of  the  complaint,  such 
person  or  party  shall  not  be  subject  to  the  penalties  of  this  section, 
nor  shall  restitution  of  possession  be  made  :  and  provided,  also,  that  the 
only  questions  to  be  submitted  to  and  determined  by  the  jury  in  trials 
for  forcibly  entry,  or  forcible  detainer,  shall  be  the  possession  and  the 
force,  without  regard  to  the  merits  of  the  title  on  either  side. 

§4527.  (4454.)  (4413.)   Carrying  concealed  weapons.     Any  person  ha v-  Act  of  \&zi,<2-*^*£>. 

ing  or  carrying  about  his  person,  unless  in  an  open  manner  and  fully  Acfiof8ig£i'F*"^*cP 
exposed  to  view,  any  pistol  (oxcopt  horooman-s  piotol),  dirk,  sword  in  a  -%  p.  269. 

cane,  spear,  bowie  knife,  or  any  other  kind  of  knives  manufactured  jBssefp.0 
and  sold  for  the  purpose  of  offense  and  defense,  shall  be  guilty  of  a233- 
misdemeanor,  and,  on  conviction,  shall  be  punished  as  prescribed  in 
section  4310  of  this  Code. 

Constitutionality  of  the  Act  of  1837  :  1  Ga.,  243  251.  .Act  of  1851-2  did  not  repeal 
section  4570:  12  Ga.,  1.  If  weapons  carried  so  that  others  could  see  and  know  it  was  a 
pistol  or  weapon,  it  was  no  violation  of  the  Act  of  1851-2,  although  some  part  of  it  con- 

cealed from  view:  32  Ga.,  225.  Otherwise  if  so  far  concealed,  although  partially  ex- 
posed to  view,  so  that  it  could  not  be  readily  seen  and  recognized  as  a  pistol :  32  Ga., 

292.  Carrying  concealed  weapons  is  not  always  in  law  evidence  of  malice  :  33  Ga.,  303. 
When  cannot  prove  defendant's  custom  to  carry  weapons  exposed  to' view,  on  a  charge 
of  having  concealed  weapons  at  a  certain  time  and  place  :  36  Ga.,  242.  As  to  the  strict 
enforcement  of  this  part  of  the  criminal  law:  31  Ga.,  420-421.  Army  repeaters  and 
horseman's  pistols  on  the  same  footing,  but  not  when  carried  concealed:  44  Ga.,  221-2. 
When  no  evidence  of  motive  in  putting  pistol  in  defendant's  pocket :  46  Ga.,  294.  The 
Court  should  not  express  an  opinion  on  the  facts  ;  counsel  can  present  their  view  of  the 
law  and  the  facts  to  the  jury:  10  Ga.,  213;  56/503.  Sufficient  evidence  to  sustain  the 
verdict  of  guilty:  52  Ga.,  40.  Continuance,  evidence  :  61  Ga.,481.  When  mainspring 
of  the  weapon  disabled  so  as  to  prevent  its  discharge,  was  no  excuse:  61  Ga.,  417. 
Where  no  legal  jeopardy,  and  newly  discovered  evidence  not  a  ground  for  new  trial : 
60Ga.,601. 

2  Bish.  Cr.  Law,  $120;  2  Whart.  76.,  §2496;  25  Am.  R.,  561-3,  n.  Pistols,  one  un- 
loaded and  one  without  tube,  not  weapons  :  36  Am.  R.,  15. 

§4528.  Deadly  weapons  not  to  be  carried  to  public  places.     No  person  in  (a)  Acts  of 
this  State  is  permitted  or  allowed  to  carry  about  his  or  her  person,  any  ActsSf  iUs 
dirk,  bowie  knife,  pistol  or  revolver,  or  any  kind  of  deadly  weapon  to  -9,  p.  64. 
any  Court  of  justice,  or  any  election  ground  or  precinct,  or  any  place  of 
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public  worship,  or  any  other  public  gathering  in  this  State,  except 
militia  muster-grounds  ;  and  if  any  person  or  persons  shall  violate  any 
portion  of  this  section,  he,  she  or  they  shall  be  guilty  of  a  misdemeanor, 
and,  upon  conviction,  shall  ba  punished  by  a  fine  of  not  less  than  twenty 
nor  more  than  fifty  dollars  for  each  and  every  such  offense,  or  impris- 

onment in  the  common  jail  of  the  county  not  less  than  ten  nor  more 
than  twenty  days,  or  both,  at  the  discretion  of  the  Court :  Provided,  that 
this  section  shall  not  apply  to  any  Sheriff,  deputy  Sheriff,  coroner,  con- 

stable, marshal,  policeman,  or  other  arresting  officer  or  officers  in  this 
State  or  their  posses,  acting  in  the  discharge  of  their  official  duties. 

Indictment  sufficient,  and  this  law  not  unconstitutional:    53  Ga.,  472.     What  is  a 
deadly  weapon  :  30  Ga.,  138  ;  41/155  ;  15/223. 

1  *  "  -  \"''  *fc§4528.  (a.)  Pointing  iveapon  at  another.  Any  person  who  shall  inten- 
- ■■Actsyf '1880  Moiially  point  or  aim  a  gun  or  pistol,  whether  loaded  or  unloaded,  at 
.-1,  p.  ioi.  another,  not  in  a  sham  battle  by  the  military,  and  not  in  self-defense, 

or  in  defense  of  habitation,  proparty  or  person,  or  other  instances  stand- 
ing upon  like  footing  of  reason  and  justice,  shall  be  guilty  of  a  misde- 

meanor, and,  upon  conviction  thereof,  shall  be  punished  as  prescribed 
in  section  4310  of  this  Code. 

§4529.  (4455.)  (4414.)  Other  offenses  against  public  peace.     All  other  of- 
(a)  Acts  of  fenses  against  the  public  peace,  not  provided  for  in  this  Code,  shall  be 

m6'  P'     prosecuted  and  indicted  as  heretofore,  and  the  punishment  in  every  such 
case,  shall  be  [as  prescribed  in  section  4310  of  this  Code.]  (a.) 

Section  cited:  53  Ga.,  127. 

**&- 
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TENTH  DIVISION. 

OFFENSES    AGAINST    THE    PUBLIC    MORALITY,    HEALTH,    POLICE,    ETC. 

Section. 
4530.  Bigamy. 
4531.  Punishment  on  married  person. 
4532.  On  unmarried  person. 
4533.  Incest. 
4534.  Adultery. 
4535.  Lewdness. 
4536.  Lewd  houses. 
4537  Disorderly  houses. 
4537.  (a.)  Use  of  obscene  pictures,  etc. 
4537.  (b.1  Obscene  prints,  etc. 
4538.  Gaming  houses. 
4539.  Gaming  in  liquor  shops. 
4540.  Gaming  tables. 
4540.  (a  >  Sale  of  liquor  to  minors  prohibited. 
4540.  (b.)  Furnishing  deadly  weapons  to  mi- 

nors prohibited. 
4540.  (c.)  Employing  minors  in  bar-rooms. 
4541.  Gambling. 
4542.  Gaming  with  minors. 
4543.  Minors  not  to  play  billiards. 
4544.  Gaming  with  clerks  and  bank  officers. 
4545.  Players,  witnesses. 
4546.  Judge's  charge. 
4547.  Suspected  houses. 
4549.  Sale  of  lottery  tickets  forbidden. 
4549.  (a.)  Tickets  in  gift  enterprises. 
4549.  (b.)  Carrying  on  lotteries. 
4549.  (c.)  Turning  wheels. 
4549.  (d.)  Penalty. 
4550.  Unwholesome  provisions. 
4551.  Unwholesome  bread,  etc. 
4552.  Unlawful  sale  of  kerosene. 
4553.  Test  of  kerosene. 
4554.  Other  illegal  oils. 
4555.  Sale  of  naptha. 
4556.  Sale  of  uninspected  oils. 
45^7.  Kerosene  defined. 
4557.  (a.)  Sale  of  poisons  regulated. 
4557.  (b.)  Book  of  sales  to  be  kept. 
4557.  (c.)  Physicians  excepted. 
4557.  (d.)  Penally. 
4558.  Spreading  small-pox. 

5 

Section. 
4559.  Violating  quarantine 
4560.  Vagrants. 
4561.  Common  rogues. 
4562.  Nuisances. 
456-.  (a.)  Illegal  diplomas. 
4562.  (b.)  Illegal  purchase  from  tenaw., 

(c.)  Illegal  purchase  of  seed  cotton.    /&7  _  f  yW, 
(d.)  Cutting  bagging  from  cotton.     S  ' (e.)  Charge  for  weighing  cotton, 
(f.)  Fire  hunting  prohibited. 

45-2. 
4562. 
4562. 
4562. 
4562. 
4563. 
4564. 
4565. 
4565. 

(g.)  Speculating  in  county  orders 
Disinterring  bodies. Bastardy. 

Retailing  without  license. 
(a.)  Sale  of  domestic  wines. 

4566.  Illegal  marrying. 
4567.  Marrying  white  and  colored 
4568.  Illegal  voting. 
4568.  (a.)  Other  cases. 
4569.  Buying  or  selling  votes. 
4570.  Sale  of  liquor  on  election  daysT 
4571.  Minors  voting. 
4572.  Adultery  with  negroes, 
4573.  Whipping  wife. 
4574.  Interfering  with  religious  worship. 
4575.  Retailing  near  church. 
4576.  Vending  near  camp-grounds. 
4577.  Police  at  places  of  worship. 
4577.  (a.)  Intervening  with  schools. 
4577.  (b.)  Carrying  liquor  to  church,  etc. 
4578.  Running  freight  trains  on  Sunday 
4579.  Violating  Sabbath. 
4580.  Hunting  on  Sunday 
4581.  Illegal  bathing. 
4582.  Fines  for  Sabbath-breakers. 
4583.  Bonds  in  case  of  vagrancy. 
4584.  Attorney  or  Solicitor,  duty  in  such  cast 
4585.  Water  and  light  on  railroads. 
4585.  (a.)  Use  of  explosive  oils  for.jidden. 
4586.  Equal  accommodation  of  races. 
4586.  (a.)  Police  of  railroads. 
4586.  (b.)  Criminal  negligence. 

ir~*"ft'
: 

§4530.  (4456.)  (4415.)  Polygamy  and  bigamy.     Polygamy,  or  bigara}T, 
shall  consist  in  knowingly  having  a  plurality  of  husbands  or  wives  at 
the  same  time. 

Not  necessary  to  prove  marriage  where  defendant  admits  it :  11  Ga.,  54.  What  proof 
would  have  made  out  a  case  of  bigamy:  20  Ga.,  703.  Principal  in  the  first  and  second 
degree:  34  Ga.,  275.  When  indictment  should  set  forth  that  the  first  marriage  was 
lawful,  or  by  alleging  facts  to  that  effect;  bigamy  under  section  1667:  40  Ga.,  244. 
Proof  of  previous  marriage  without  the  production  of  the  license,  or  showing  that  the 
person  executing  the  same  was  an  ordained  minister:  50  Ga.,  150.  Second  marriage  of 
a  bigamist  is  void,  and  the  woman  can  testify  against  him  on  a  criminal  trial:  61  Ga.. 
305.  As  to  persons  of  color  who  were  living  together  at  the  date  of  the  Act  of  1866,  see 
section  1667  :  63  Ga.,  222;  65/159. 

2  Whart.  Cr.  Law,  §2616;  3  Gr.  Ev.,  £203 ;  2  Arch.  Cr.  Pr.  and  PI.,  1807;  2  Hawlev's 
Cr.  Rep.,  13,  163,  608,  612;  21  Am.  P.,  225;  34/2.  Proof  of  marriage:  1  Hawlev's  Cr. 
Rep.,  64;  general  note  after  Code,  $1710,  and  note  to  §3772.  May  be  convicted  of  big- 

amy, although  the  second  marriage  is  void  under  §4567 :  1  Hawley's  Cr.  Rep.,  72;  22 
Am.  R.,  531 ;  see  36  Am.  R  ,  17.  Religious  belief  of  polygamist  no  defense:  8  O.,  145. 
Void  divorce:  12  Am.  R.,  274,  n. 

§4531.  (4457.)  (4416.)  Punishment,  if  before  marriage.  If  any  person 
or  persons  within  this  State,  being  married,  do  or  shall  at  any  time 
hereafter  marry  any  person  or  persons,  the  lawful  husband  or  wife  be- 

ing alive,  and  knowing  that  such  lawful  husband  or  wife  is  living, 
such  person  or  persons  so  offending  shall,  on  conviction,  be  punished 
by  confinement  at  labor  in  the  penitentiary,  for  any  time  not  less  than 
two  years  nor  longer  than  four  years,  and  the  second  marriage  shall  be 

void;  but  five  years'  absence  of  the  husband  or  wife,  and  no  informa- 
tion of  the  fate  of  such  husband  or  wife,  shall  be  sufficient  cause  of  ac- 

quittal of  the  person  indicted ;  and  in  every  case  the  issue  of  such  sec- 
ond marriage,  born  before  the  commencement  of  any  prosecution  for 
75 
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polygamy,  or  within  the  ordinary  time  of  gestation  thereafter,  shall, 
notwithstanding  the  invalidity  of  such  marriage,  be  considered  as  le- 
gitimate. 

§4532.  (4458.)  (4417.)  Punishment,  if  before  unmarried.  If  any  man 
or  woman,  being  unmarried,  shall  knowingly  marry  the  wife  or  hus- 

band of  another  person,  such  man  or  woman  shall,  on  conviction,  be 
punished  by  imprisonment  and  labor  in  the  penitentiary,  for  any  time 
not  less  than  one  year  nor  longer  than  three  years. 

What. evidence  necessary  to  sustain  this  charge:  53  Ga.,  574. 

§4533.  (4459.)  (4418.)  Incest.  If  any  person  shall  commit  incestuous 
fornication  or  adultery,  or  intermarry  within  the  Lgvitioal"  degrees  of 

/-.^.  •>-  consanguinity,  or  affinity,  such  person  so  offending  shall,  on  convic- 
tion, be  punished  by  imprisonment  and  labor  in  the  penitentiary,  for 

any  time  not  less  than  one  nor  longer  than  three  years,  and  such  mar- 
riage shall  be  void. 

As  to  sufficiency  of  indictment,  date  of  it,  proof  of  marriage  by  defendant's  admis- 
sions :  11  Ga.,  53-54.  Not  a  joint  offense,  and  one  person  may  be  convicted  of  it:  44 

Ga.,  209.  No  penalty  for  an  attempt  to  commit  this  crime  :  53  Ga.,  126  ;  but  see  Acts 
of  1877,  p.  22-23. 

2  Whart.  Cr.  Law,  §2669;  2  Bishop  lb.,  §24;  2  Arch.  Cr.  Pr.  and  PI.,  1827;  19  Ant. 
P.,  69\ 

§4534.  (4460.)  (4419.)  Adultery  and  fornication.     Anj^  man  and  woman 
§§1667, 4572.  who  shall  live  together  in  a  state  of  adultery  or  fornication,  or  of  adul- 

(a)  Acts  of  ̂ei -   an(^  f°rnication,  or  who  shall  otherwise  commit  adultery  or  forni- 
1865-6,  p.     cation,  or  adultery  and  fornication,  shall  be  severally  indicted,  and,  on 
2'3-  conviction,  such  offenders  shall  be  severally  [punished  as  prescribed 

in  section  4310  of  this  Code;)  (a)  but  it  shall,  at  any  time,  be  within 
the  power  of  the  parties  to  prevent  or  suspend  the  prosecution  and  the 
punishment  by  marriage,  if  such  marriage  can  be  legally  solemnized. 

Admissions  of  defendant  as  evidence  of  marriage:  11  Ga.,  54;  50/151.  An  indict- 
ment against  a  single  person  for  adultery  and  fornication,  is  good  :  18  Ga.,  264. 

"Wrongful  expression  of  opinion  on  the  evidence  by  the  Court:  25  Ga.,  477.  Court 
charged  too  strongly  under  the  evidence:  20  Ga.,  438.  Sufficient  indictment  for  adul- 

tery and  fornication,  alleging  the  accused  was  a  married  man  and  the  offense  com- 
mitted with  a  single  woman:  33  Ga.,  56,  Suplt.  Indictment  against  the  man  and 

woman  jointly,  subject  to  demurrer:  41  Ga.,  582-3.  Where  indictment  against  an 
unmarried  woman  should  have  been  for  adultery  and  fornication  :  44  Ga.,  344.  Con- 

tinuance should  have  been  granted  for  the  absence  of  a  witness,  conviction  being  on 
circumstantial  evidence:  44  Ga.,  451.  The  jury  can  under  an  indictment  for  seduc- 

tion, with  proper  proof,  find  defendant  guilty  of  adultery  or  adultery  and  fornication  : 
48  Ga.,  193.  Also  of  fornication  :  54  Ga.,  389.  Acquittal  on  charge  for  fornication  and 
adultery  not  a  good  plea  of  autrefois  acquit  to  an  indictment  for  bastardy  :  58  Ga.,  170. 
Can  be  no  conviction  for  fornication  on  an  indictment  for  rape  :  60  Ga.,  381-2. 

Fornication:  2  Whart.  Cr.  Law,  £2667 ;  2  Bish.  lb.,  §25;  2  Arch.  Cr.  Pr.  and  PI., 

1824;  1  Hawley's  Cr.  Rep.,  159.  Adultery  :  2  Whart.  Cr.  Law,  ?2643;  2  Bish.  lb.,  §§11- 23 ;  2  Arch.  Cr.  Pr.  and  PL,  1818  ;  24  Am.  R.,  124 ;  30/144  ;  35/258.  Proof  of  marriage : 
1  Hawley's  Crim.  Rep.,  34;  noteto  Code,  §3772,  and  general  note  after  §1710.  Acting 
in  good  faith  under  advice  of  J.  P.,  no  defense :  1  Hawley's  Cr.  Rep.,  42. 

§4535.  (4461.)  (4420.)  Lewdness  and  tippling  houses.     Any  person  who 

(&)  Acts  of  shall  be  guilty  of  open  lewdness,3  or  any  notorious  act  of  public  inde- 
^g5"6'  p-     cency  tending  to  debauch  the  morals,  or  of  keeping  open  tippling 

houses*  on  the  Sabbath  day  or  Sabbath  night,  shall,  on  conviction,  be 
[punished  as  prescribed  in  section  4310  of  this  Code.]  (a.) 

Sufficient  indictment  for  keeping  open  the  doors  of  a  tippling  house  on  the  Sabbath  ; 
proof :  3  Ga.,  18.  Jury  are  to  decide  whether  the  house  was  a  tippling  house,  and  kept 
open  on  Sunday  :  19  Ga.,  426.  As  to  the  power  of  a  city  over  :  44  Ga.,  206-7.  Charging 
in  an  indictment  that  the  act  was  done  on  a  day  other  than  the  Sabbath,  invalidates  it: 
51  Ga.,  426.  City  council  cannot  try  for  keeping  open  a  tippling  house  on  the  Sabbath, 
and  conviction  there  no  bar  to  indictment  in  the  Superior  Court:  53  Ga.,  74.  Collec- 

tion of  costs  where  convicted  :  48  Ga.,  335.  Plea  of  former  conviction  in  the  City  Court 
'-  -  of  Atlanta  against  the  same  charge  in  the  Superior  Court:  53  Ga.,  448.  Where  part  of 

a* tippling  house  used  as  a  bed-room,  yet  the  door  must  be  kept  closed  on  Sunday  :  65. 
Ga.,  568.  House  where  the  "  Albany  Glee  Club"  met  and  drank  on  Sunday  held  a 
tippling  house  :  63  Ga.,  319. 
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a2  Whart.  Cr.  Law,  £2931-2;  Bish.  lb.,  £26;  35  Am.  R,  357.  bHvasion  of  law  by 
forming  a  society  :  1  Hawley's  Cr.  Rep.,  447;  see  2  lb.,  385. 

§4536.  (4462.)  (4421.)    Lewd  houses.     If  any  person  shall  maintain  ra^  Acts  of 

and  keep  a  lewd  house,  or  place  for  the  practice  of  fornication  or  adul-  ̂ Hf"6'  p' 
tery,  either  by  himself,  or  herself,  or  others,  he  or  she  so  offending  shall, 
on   conviction,    be   punished   [as   prescribed  in  section  4310  of   this 
Code.]  (a.) 

On  indictment  for  maintaining  and  keeping  a  lewd  house,  the  general  reputation  of 
the  women  frequenting  there  admissible;  punishment  not  excessive:  57  Ga.,  390. 
Indictment  not  alleging  that  the  lewd  house  was  kept  for  the  purpose  of  fornication, 
was  not  good  in  arrest  of  judgment;  plea  of  misnomer  in  name  should  have  been 
stricken  :  60  Ga.,  656.  Need  not  show  the  master  of  the  lewd  house  kept  it  for  profit : 
46  Ga.,  26.  Only  necessary  to  show  defendant  contributed  to  and  aided  directly  in 
maintaining  and  keeping  it :  53  Ga.,  241. 

2  Whart.  Cr.  Law,  ̂ 2392;  1  Bish.  lb.,  #1037;  2  Bish.  Cr.  Proc,  ̂ 104;  2  Arch.  Cr.  Pr. 
and  PL,  1785. 

§4537.  (4463.)  (4422.)  Disorderly  houses.     Any  person  who  shall  keep  (a)  Acts  of 

and  maintain,  either  by  himself,  or  herself,  or  others,  a  common,  ill-  i§5f~6'  p" 
governed  and  disorderly  house,  to  the  encouragement  of  idleness,  gam- 

ing, drinking,  or  other  misbehavior,  or  to  the  common  disturbance  of 
the  neighborhood  or  orderly  citizens,  such  person  so  offending  shall,  on 
conviction,  be  punished  [as  prescribed  in  section  4310  of  this  Code.]  (a.) 
.When  disturbance  must  be  general,  of  common  occurrence  and  not  of  one  person 

alone  :  36  Ga.,  280.  Secreting  of  a  criminal  by  the  person  keeping  the  house,  as  a  cir- 
cumstance toward  the  house  a  as  disorderly:  54  Ga.,  217. 

2  Whart.  Cr.  Law,  £2392  ;  1  Bish.  lb.,  £1046;  2  Bish.  Cr.  Proc,  §272;  2  Arch.  Cr.  Pr. 
and  PI.,  1766.  One  room  sufficient:  19  Am.  R.,  469.  Canvas  tent  mav  be  :  28  Am. 
R,  432. 

§4537.  (a.)  Use  of  obscene  pictures,  etc.  If  any  person  shall  bring,  or  Acts  of  1878 

cause  to  be  brought,  into  this  State  for  sale  or  exhibition,  or  shall  sell  ~9-  p163- 
or  offer  to  sell,  or  shall  give  away  or  offer  to  give  away,  or  having  pos- 

session thereof,  shall  knowingly  exhibit  to  another  any  indecent  pic- 
torial newspaper  tending  to  debauch  the  morals,  or  any  indecent  or  ob- 
scene book,  pamphlet,  paper,  drawing,  lithograph,  engraving,  daguerro- 

type,  photograph,  picture,  or  any  model,  cast,  instrument  or  article  of 
indecent  and  obscene  use,  or  shall  advertise  any  of  said  articles  or  things 
for  sale,  by  any  form  of  notice,  printed,  written  or  verbal,  or  shall  man- 

ufacture, draw  or  print,  any  of  said  articles,  with  intent  to  sell  or  ex- 
pose, or  to  circulate  the  same,  such  person  so  offending  shall  be  guilty 

of  a  misdemeanor,  and,  on  conviction  thereof,  shall  be  punished  as  pro- 
vided in  section  4310  of  the  Code  of  this  State. 

§4537.  (b.)  Obscene  prints,  etc.     If  in  a  public  place,  on  any  fence  or  Acts  of  i8V8 

wall  or  other  surface  contiguous  to  the  public  street,  or  on  the  floor  or  ~9'  p-  163- 
ceiling,  or  on  the  inner  or  outer  wall  of  any  closet,  room,  passage,  hall, 
or  any  part  of  any  hotel,  Court  House,  church,  school,  station-house, . 
depot  for  freight  or  passengers,  capitol,  or  other  buildings  devoted  or 
open  to  other  or  like  public  uses,  or  on  the  walls  of  any  out-building 
or  other  structure  pertaining  thereto,   and  frequented  by  the  users 
thereof,  any  person  shall  make  or  cause  to  be  made,  any  obscene  draw- 

ing or  picture,  or  obscene  writing  or  print,  liable  to  be  seen  of  others 
passing  or  coming  near  the  same,  such  person,  so  offending,  shall  be 
guilty  of  a  misdemeanor,  and,  on  conviction,  shall   be  punished  as 
provided  in  section  4310  of  the  Code  of  this  State. 

§4538.  (4464.)  (4423.)   Gaming  houses  ;  fine  and  imprisonment.     If  any  (a)  Acts  of 

person  shall,  by  himself,  servant,  or  agent,  keep,  have,  use,  or  maintain  ^-6-  p- 
a  gaming  house,  or  room,  or  shall,  in  any  house,  place,  or  room,  occu-^I't 
pied  by  him,  permit  persons,  with  his  knowledge,  to  come  together  and  /oV f 
play  for  money,  or  any  other  valuable  thing,  at  any  game  of  faro,  loo/ 
brag,  bluff,  or  any  other  game  played  with  cards,  or  shall  knowingly 
rent  or  let  any  house  or  room,  with  the  view  or  expectation  of  the  same 
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being  used  for  such  purpose,  such  person  so  offending  shall,  on  convic- 
tion, be  punished  [as  prescribed  in  section  4310  of  this  Code.]  (a.) 

Defendant  having  possession  of  a  house  where  gaming  occurred,  not  relieved  by  proof 
it  was  rented  out  before  the  gaming  :  29  Ga.,  263. 

2  Bish.  Cr.  Pipe,  §487 ;  2  Whart.  Cr.  Law,  §2407 ;  1  Hawley's  Cr.  Rep.,  234. 
§4539.   Gaming  in  liquor  shops  prohibited.     [If  any  retail  liquor  dealer 

(a)  Acts  of  or  c^erk  in  the  employ  of  such  retail  liquor  dealer,  shall  knowingly 
1872,  p.  26.  permit,  or  allow  any  minor  or  minors  to  play  at  any  game  of  cards,  or 
Actsof  i&g,  a£*any  game  whatsoever,  in  the  playing  of  which  cards  or  dice  are  used, in  the  house  in  which  such  retail  liquor  dealer  carries  on  his  business 

of  retailing  spirituous  liquors,  or  in  any  rooms  connected  therewith,  and 
under  the  control  of  such  retail  liquor  dealer,  such  retail  liquor  dealer, 
or  his  clerk  so  offending,  shall,  on  conviction,  be  punished  as  provided 
in  section  4310  of  this  Code.]  (a.) 

§4540.  (4465.)  (4424.)  Gaming  tables.  If  any  person  shall,  by  himself, 
Acts  of  1853  or  servant,  or  agent,  keep  or  employ  any  faro  table,  E  0  table,  or  A  B 

a  '?-'  ? lffiQ  ̂  ̂able>  roulette  table,  or  any  other  table  of  like  character,  and  shall, 
p.  59.  'either  by  himself,  servant,  or  agent,  preside  or  deal  at  any  faro  table, (a>  Actsof  or  use  any  E  O,  or  A  B  C,  or  roulette  table,  or  other  table  of  like 

233."  ,p'  character,  for  the  purpose  of  playing  and  betting  at  the  same,  such Acts  of  1880  person,  or  his  servant,  or  agent  so  offending,  shall,  on  conviction,  be 

-l,  p.  73.     punished  [as  prescribed  in  section  4310  of  this  Code.]  (a.) 
A  faro  table  :  62  Ga.,  396;  23/10.  And  need  not  show  to  convict  that  things  of  value 

were  bet  at  a  faro  table :  60  Ga.,  145 ;  62/164.  Keno  ;  what  is  a  gaming  table  :  40  Ga.,  689. 

J4540.  (a.)  Sale  of  liquors  to  minors  prohibited.     No  person  or  persons, 
fi875,  by  himself  or  another,  shall  sell,  or  cause  to  be  sold,  or  furnished,  or 

^•j -^/«y^?A'cts of  1877.  permit  any  other  person,  or  persons,  in  his,  her,  or  their  employ,  to sell,  or  furnish  any  minor  or  minors,   spirituous  or  intoxicating,  or 
,£  malt  liquors  of  any  kind,  without  first  obtaining  written  authority 

rom  the  parent  or  guardian  of  such  minor,  or  minors,  and  such  person 
or  persons,  so  offending  shall,  on  conviction,  be  punished  as  prescribed 
in  section  4310  of  the  Code. 

Bar-keeper,  whether  owner  or  employee,  is  within  statute:  1  Hawley's  Cr.  Rep.,  482. 
If  defense  is  that  defendant  was  misled  and  imposed  on,  he  must  prove  it  beyond  a 
reasonable  doubt:  lb.      Druggist  selling  on  physician's  prescription:    lb..  Ill,  480. 

^Not  necessary  to  allege  or  show  that  defendant   knew  vendee  was  a  minor:  lb.,  471. 

""""Person  making  change  for  sales  made  by  others,  and  for  the  sale  in  question,  guilty  as if  selling  :  2  Hawley  Cr.  Rep.,. 396.     Indictment  for  selling  liquor  at  a  certain  time  and 
place  to  "certain  minors,  the  names  of  whom  to  the  grand  jurors  are  unknown,"  good  : 

/<¥<?  /</-#-.     ,     2  Ha
wley's  Cr  Rep.,  476. /  ^  §4540.  (b.)  Furnishing  deadly  weapons  to  minors,  punished.     It  shall  not 

Acts  of  1876,  ̂e  lawful  for  any  person  or  persons,  knowingly  to  sell,  give,  lend,  or 

p.  ii2.  '  furnish  any  minor  or  minors,  any  pistol,  dirk,  bowie  knife,  or  sword- cane.  Any  person  found  guilty  of  a  violation  of  this  section  shall 
be  guilty  of  a  misdemeanor,  and  punished  as  prescribed  in  section  4310 
of  the  Code  :  Provided,  that  nothing  herein  contained  shall  be  construed 
as  forbidding  the  furnishing  of  such  weapons  under  circumstances  jus- 

tifying their  use  in  defending  life,  limb  or  property. 
§4540.  (c.)  Penalty  for  employing  minors  ill  bar-rooms.     It  shall  not  be 

Acts  of  1880  lawful  for  any  person  keeping  or  carrying  on  either  by  himself  or  by 
-l,  p.  135.    another  a  bar-room,  or  other  place  where  spirituous  liquors  are  sold  by 

retail  to  be  drunk  on  the  spot,  to  employ  any  minor  in  such  bar-room  or 
other  place,  and  any  one  violating  the  provisions  of  this  section  shall  be 
guilty  of  a  misdemeanor,  and,  on  conviction  thereof,  shall  be  punished 
in  one  or  more  of  the  methods  prescribed  in  section  4310  of  this  Code. 

Evasion  of  law  by  entering  into  partnership  with  employee  :  32  Am.  R.,  429. 

Act  of  1847,     §4541.  (4466.)  (4425.)  Gambling  generally.     If  any  person  shall  play 

Ac£of2?859  an(l  Det;  for  money,  or  other  thing  of  value,  at  any  game  of  faro,  loo, 
p.  59.  brag,    bluff,    three-up,  seven-up,  poker,  vingtun,  euchre,  or  any  other 
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game  or  games  played  with  cards,  or  shall  play  and  bet  for  money,  or  f^  A.ctsof 

other  thing  of  value,  at  any  E  0  or  A  B  C  table,  or  at  other  table  of  233."  ' P' like  character,  or  at  roulette,  or  rouge  et  noir,  or  chuckluck,  or  anv  sim- 

ilar game  of  chance  played  with  dice,  or  cards,  or  balls,  or  shall'bet  at 
any  game  of  nine-pins  or  ten-pins,  or  at  any  other  number  of  pins,  or 
at  any  billiard  or  pool  table,  such  person,  so  offending,  on  conviction, 
shall  be  punished  [as  prescribed  in  section  4310  of  this  Code.]  (a.) 

Gambling  with  negroes  :  8  Ga.,  453.  Playing  and  betting  with  cards  for  money  or 
other  things  of  value,  one  offense  :  13  Ga.,  396.  Such  as  chips  :  51  Ga.,  300.  Any  time 
within  two  years :  18  Ga.,  736.  Leading  question  asked  :  20  Ga.,  153.  As  to  the  indict- 

ment showing  whether  the  person  with  whom  the  playing  and  betting  was  a  white  or 
black  man  :  22  Ga.,  101.     Criticised  :  33  Ga.,  58,  Suplt. 

2  Bishop  Cr.  Law,  $570 ;  2  Arch.  Cr.  Pr.  and  PI.,  1788 ;  1  Hawley's  Cr.  Rep.,  232;  20 
Am.  R.,  609  ;  notes  to  #2753. 

§4542.  (4467.)  (4426.)    With  minors.     Any  person  keeping  any  table,  (a^Acts  of 

or  dealing  at  any  game,  as  above  specified,  who  shall  permit  any  minor  Jl^6,  p' 
to  play  and  bet  thereat,  or  any  person  of  full  age  who  shall  gamble  with  a 
minor  at  any  of  the  games  above  specified,  shall,  on  conviction,  be  pun- 

ished [as  prescribed  in  section  4310  of  this  Code.]  (a.) 
§4543.  Minors  may  not  play  billiards  or  ten-pins.     [Any  owner  or  owners,  (a)  Acts  of 

or  persons  controlling  any  billiard  table,  or  ten-pin  alley,  that  shall  or  1869,  p'  Uo" 
may  permit  any  minor  to  play  or  roll  on  the  same,  without  the  consent 
of  the  parent  or  guardian,  shall,  on  conviction  of  the  same,  be  fined  in 
a  sum  not  to  exceed  one  hundred  dollars  for  each  and  every  offense,  or 
imprisonment  twenty  days,  or  both,  at  the  discretion  of  the  Court.]  (a.) 

When  indictment  for,  was  not  demurrable  as  being  in  the  alternative,  "play  or 
roll :  "  45  Ga.,  11.  Burden  of  proof  that  parent  did  not  give  consent,  is  on  the  State  : 
50  Ga.,  103.  Honest  mistake  of  minor's  age  ;  judgment  of  conviction  reversed  :  53  Ga., 
229.  Section  cited  and  construed  with  the  law  in  regard  to  the  selling  liquor  to  minors 
under  the  Act  of  1875  :  56  Ga.,  603. 

§4544.  (4468.)  (4427.)  With  clerks  and  bank  officers.  The  provisions  of 
section  4542  shall  extend  to  all  persons  gaming  with  the  officer  or  agent 
of  any  bank  entrusted  with  any  of  its  funds,  or  any  clerk  in  any  post- 
office  in  this  State. 

§4545.  (4469.)  (4428.)  Players  competent  ivitnesses.  On  the  trial  of  any 
person  for  offending  against  sections  4538,  4540,  4541,  4542  and  4544  of 
this  division,  any  other  person  who  may  have  played  and  betted  at  the 
same  time  or  table,  shall  be  a  competent  witness,  and  be  compelled  to 
give  evidence ;  and  nothing  then  said  by  such  witness  shall  at  any 
time  be  received  or  given  in  evidence  against  him  in  any  prosecution 
against  the  said  witness,  except  on  an  indictment  for  perjury,  in  any 
matter  to  which  he  may  have  testified. 

Section  referred  to  and  construed  :  62  Ga.,  396-399. 

§4546.  (4470.)  (4429.)  Judge  to  give  gambling  in  charge.  It  shall  be  the 
duty  of  the  Judges  of  the  Superior  Courts  of  this  State,  at  the  opening 
or  commencement  of  every  Court,  to  give  in  charge  to  the  grand  juries, 
respectively,  the  substance  of  the  sections  contained  in  this  Code  rela- 

tive to  gambling. 
§4547.  (4471.)  (4430.)  Suspected  houses  may  be  broken  open.  It  shall  be 

lawful  for  any  lawful  officer,  with  legal  authority,  to  break  open  sus- 
pected rooms  or  houses,  where  it  is  commonly  known  that  gaming  is 

carried  on,  and  to  take  any  persons  found  gaming,  and  bind  or  cause 
them  to  be  bound  over  to  the  next  Superior  Court  to  be  held  in  and  for 
the  county  where  such  offenses  may  be  committed ;  and  if  such  person 
so  found  gaming,  shall  fail  or  refuse  to  give  security  for  his  or  their  ap- 
perance  at  Court,  to  answer  for  such  offenses,  then  it  shall  be  lawful  to 
commit  such  person  or  persons  to  jail. 

§4548.  Repealed  by  Acts  of  1880-1,  p.  63. 
§4549.  Penalty  for  selling  tickets  in  lottery  or  gift  enterprises.     It  shall  not 
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Acts  of  1880  be  lawful  for  any  person  or  persons  in  this  State,  either  by  himself  or 
p-. 62-  his  agent,  to  sell  or  offer  for  sale,  or  to  procure  for  or  furnish  to  any 

person  or  persons,  any  ticket,  number,  combination,  or  chance,  or  any- 
thing representing  a  chance  in  any  lottery,  gift  enterprise  or  other 

similar  scheme  or  device,  whether  such  lottery,  gift  enterprise,  or 
scheme  shall  be  operated  in  this  State  or  not,  and  each  and  every  per- 

son who  shall  violate  the  provisions  of  this  section  shall  be  guilty  of  a 
misdemeanor,  and  upon  conviction,  shall  be  punished  as  prescribed  in 
section  4310  of  this  Code. 

Lotteries:  2  Wbart.  Cr.  Law,  §2429 :  2  Bish.  lb.,  £945  ;  2  Arch.  Cr.  Pr.  and  PL,  1774; 
Code,  §5021. 

§4549.  (a. )   Tickets  in  gift  enterprises,  etc.     [It  shall  not  be  lawful  for 
(&\  Acts  of  any  person  in  this  State,  either  by  himself  or  his  agent,  to  sell  or  dis- 
J2g8,1EP"      Pose  of  any  lottery  ticket,  or  any  certificate  or  ticket,  in  any  gift  enter- 

prise, and  each  and  every  person  so  offending  shall  be  guilty  of  a  mis- 
demeanor, and,  upon  conviction,  for  the  first  offense,  shall  be  fined  in  a 

sum  of  not  less  than  one  hundred  dollars,  nor  more  than  five  hundred 
dollars,  and,  upon  conviction  of  a  second  and  all  succeeding  violations 
of  the  latter  part  of  this  section,  he,  she,  or  they,  so  offending,  shall  be 
fined  in  a  sum  not  exceeding  one  thousand  dollars,  or  imprisonment  in 
the  county  jail  six  months,  or  both,  in  the  discretion  of  the  Court.]  (a.) 

§4549.  (b.)  Carrying  on,  prohibited.     It  shall  not  be  lawful  for  any 
Acts  of  1877,  person,  or  persons,  either  by  themselves,  servants,  agents,  employees, 
p.  112.         or  others  to  keep,  maintain,  employ,  or  carry  on  any  lottery  in  this 

:  State,  or  other  scheme  or  device  for  the  hazarding  of  any  money  or 
J  valuable  thing :  Provided,  that  nothing  herein  shall  affect   any  of  the 

laws  now  existing  against  gaming. 
§4549  (c.)  Lottery  wheels,  turning  of,  prohibited.     It  shall  not  be  lawful 

I  Acts  of  1877,  for  any  person,  or  persons,  either  by  themselves,  servants,  agents,  em- 
p.H2.         ployees,  or  others,  to  turn  any  lottery  wheel,  or  to  draw  therefrom  any 

j  balls,  numbers,  letters,  or  other  thing  indicating  the  decision  of  any 
chance  or  hazard  of  the  said  lottery,  or  in  anywise  to  be  present,  aiding 
and  assisting  in  the  working,  turning,  or  drawing  of  the  said  lottery. 

i  §4549.  (d.)  Penalty  for  violating  these  provisions. '    Any  person  offend- Actsofi877,  ing  against  the  provisions  of  the  two  foregoing  sections,  or  either  of 

t>.  112.         them,  shall  be  guilty  of  a  misdemeanor,  and,  on  conviction,  shall  be 
punished  by  a  fine  of  not  less  than  five  hundred,  nor  more  than  one 
thousand  dollars,  or  be  imprisoned  for  a  time  not  to  exceed  one  year. 

§4550.  (4472.)  (4431.)  Selling  unwholesome  provisions.      Any   butcher 
(a)  Acts  of  or  other  person  selling  the  flesh  of  a  diseased  animal,  or  other  un- 
1865-6,  p.     wholesome  provisions,  shall  be  indicted,  and,  on  conviction,  shall  be 

/?  '  "         ,  punished  [as  prescribed  in  section  4310  of  this  Code.]  (a.) 
^^  chjC  a^£-*£  -    §4551.  (4473.)  (4432.)  Unwholesome  bread  or  drink.  Any  baker,  brewer, 
&7ix  i.(rm  (a)  Actsof  distiller,  merchant,  grocer,  or  other  person,  selling  unwholesome  bread, 

Ca-+-d-  ̂ *-^S'6'  P      drink,  or  pernicious  and  adulterated  liquor,  knowing  them  to  be  so, JL/v^    /&!-  /-  shall  be  indicted,  and,  on  conviction,  shall  be  punished  [as  prescribed 
r7**«*'yr  in  section  4310  of  this  Code.]  (a.) 
'/■ *-  F*  §4552.  Penalty  for  unlawful  sale  of  kerosene  oil.     [The  standard  for  ker- <a>  Actsof  osene  oil  for  sale  in  this  State,  shall  be  one  hundred  and  ten  degrees 

398°39?'  ̂ re  ̂ es^'  an0-  any  Person  convicted  of  selling,  offering  for  sale,  or  giving 
away  kerosene  oil  of  a  fire  test  less  than  one  hundred  and  ten  degrees, 
shall  be  fined  in  the  sum  of  not  less  than  one  hundred  dollars  nor  more 

than  five  hundred  dollars;  one-half  of  the  fine  to  go  to  the  informer, 
one-fourth  to  the  inspector,  and  the  remainder  to  the  county  treasury : 
Provided,  that  cases  arising  under  this  section  shall  be  tried  before  the 
Superior  Courts  of  this  State.]  (a.) 

A  sufficient  accusation  in  the  City  Court  of  Atlanta  for  this  offense :  Downing  vs. 
the  State,  Pamphlt.,  September  term,  1880,  p.  45. 
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§4553.  Test  of  kerosene,  how  made.  [The  following  is  the  test  of  safe  (to  Acts  of 
kerosene  oil:  Heat  a  small  quantity  of  water  in  a  basin  until  its  tem-ggg^Sf 
perature  is  above  one  hundred  and  ten  degrees  Fahrenheit;  then  add 
cold  water  slowly  ;  at  the  moment  the  scale  of  a  thermometer  placed  in 
the  basin  marks  one  hundred  and  ten  degrees,  pour  a  table-spoonful  of 
the  oil  to  be  tested  into  the  water;  thus  the  oil  is  brought  to  one  hun- 

dred and  ten  degrees  ;  then  pass  a  wisp  of  burning  paper  over  the  oil ; 
if  the  escaping  vapor  catches  fire, the  oil  is  dangerous;  but  if  not,  then 
it  is  safe.]  (b.) 

§4554.  Other  illegal  oils,  penalties.  [No  person  shall  mix  for  sale  naptha  <c\  lets  of 

and  illuminating  oils,  or  shall  sell,  or  offer  for  sale,  illuminating  oils18^'p-  ox 
made  from  coal  or  petroleum  which  will  ignite  at  a  temperature  of  less 
than  one  hundred  and  ten  degrees,  Fahrenheit,  to  be  ascertained  in 
accordance  with  the  method  prescribed  in  the  preceding  section,  and 
any  jierson  so  doing  shall,  for  each  offense,  be  punished  in  accordance 
with  the  provisions  of  section  4552  and  shall  be  liable  therefor  to  any 
person  suffering  damage  from  the  explosion  or  ignition  of  such  oil  thus 
unlawfully  sold,  or  kept,  or  offered  for  sale.]  (c.) 

§4555.  Sale  of  naptha  for  illumination  forbidden.      [Any  person    who  (fl>  ictsof 

shall  sell,  or  offer  for  sale,  or  keep  for  sale,  naptha,  under  any  assumed  18/~»p- 
name  for  illuminating  purposes,  shall,  for  each  offense,  upon  conviction 
thereof,  be  liable  to  the  same  penalties  provided  for  in  section  4552,  ex- 

cept where  the  same  is  used  in  making  illuminating  gas  by  Doty's  or 
other  stationary  gas  machine.]  (d.) 

§4556.  Sale  of  uninspected  oils  prohibited.  [No  person  shall  sell,  or  keep  fei  Acts  of 

for  sale,  or  in  storage,  any  crude  or  refined  petroleum,  naptha,  kerosene,  18/~'  p" 
earth-rock,  coal,  machine,  or  illuminating  oil,  the  products  of  petroleum 
earth-rock,  or  coal  oil,  in  this  State,  without  having  the  same  inspected 
and  approved  by  an  authorized  inspector;  and  any  person  violating 
the  provisions  of  this  section  shall  ba  liable  to  the  same  penalties  pro- 

vided and  set  forth  in  section  4552  of  this  Code.]  (e.) 
§4557.  Meaning  of  kerosene.  The  term  kerosene  shall  be  construed  to  (f)_  \cts  of 

mean  petroleum,  coal,  earth-rock  oil,  or  any  of  their  products,  for  illu- 18/2,  p'  00' 
minating  or  machinery  purposes.]  (f.) 

§4557.  (a.)  Regulations  of  sale  of  poisons.     It  shall  be  unlawful  for  any  A.ctsofi876, 

person  to  furnish  by  retail  any  poison  enumerated  in  Schedule  "A"PJ' 
and  "  B,"  as  follows,  to-wit : 

Schedule  "A." — Arsenic  and  its  preparations,  Corrosive  Sublimate,  y^Sf^ /",~ Sf4*~* White  Precipitate,  Red  Precipitate,  Bini  Odide  of  Mercury,  Cyanide  of  ̂ *^£2Z^  /uJ2£ 

Potassium,  Hydrocya  ic  Acid,  Strychnia,  and  all  other  poisonous  vege-  ̂ y >+        j£" jjL^ 

table  alkaloids  and  their  salts,  Essential  Oil  of  Bitter  Almonds,  Opium  /^l'   **     £s^A 
and  its  preparations,  except  Paregoric  and  other  preparations  of  Opium   '      *  >._ 
containing  less  than  two  grains  to  the  ounce:  •    **  <^-"r  *"  **m 

Schedule    "B." — Aconite,    Belladonna,    Colchicum,  Conium,   Nux  /^%^^r- 
Vomica,  Henbane,  Savin,  Ergot,  Cotton  Root,  Cantharides,  Creosote, 
Digitalis,  and  their  pharmaceutical  preparations,  Croton  Oil,  Chloro- 

form, Chloral  Hydrate,  Sulphate  of  Zinc,  Mineral  Acids,  Carbolic  Acid 
and  Oxalic  Acid — 

Without  distinctly  labeling  the  bottle,  box,  vessel  or  paper  in  which 
said  poison  is  contained,  and  also  the  outside  wrapper  or  cover  thereof, 

with  the  name  of  the  article,  the  word  "  Poison,"  and  the  name  and 
place  of  business  of  him  or  her  who  furnishes  the  same,  nor  unless 
upon  due  inquiry  it  be  found  that  the  person  to  whom  it  is  delivered 
is  aware  of  its  poisonous  character,  and  represents  that  it  is  to  be  used 
for  a  legitimate  purpose. 

§4557.  (b.)  Druggist  shall  keep  book  of  sales     No  licensed  or  registered  Acts  of  1876, 

druggists  or  pharmaceutist  shall  sell  or  deliver  any  of  the  poisons  in-p" 24' 
eluded  in  Schedule  "  A  "  without,  before  delivering  the  same,  causing 
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Actsofi876,  an  entry  to  be  made,  in  a  book  kept  for  that  purpose,  stating  the  date 

p-  24-  of  the  delivery,  the  name  and  address  of  the  person  receiving  the  same, 
the  name  and  quantity  of  the  poison,  the  purpose  for  which  it  is  rep- 

resented by  such  person  to  be  required,  and  the  name  of  the  dispenser. 
Such  book  shall  be  always  open  for  inspection  by  the  proper  authori- 

ties, and  be  preserved  for  reference  for  at  least  five  years. 
§4557.  (c.)  Physicians  excepted.  Nothing  in  the  preceding  sections 

Acts  of  1876,  shall  apply  to  the  dispensing  of  poisons,  in  not  unusual  quantities  or 

p-  24-  doses,  upon  the  prescriptions  of  practitioners  of  medicine. 
§4557.  (d. )  Parties  offending,  hgw  punished.  Any  person  violating  the 

Acts  of  1876,  provisions  of  sections  4557  (a)  and  4557  (b)  shall  be  guilty  of  a  mis- 

p' 2 '  demeanor,  and,  upon   conviction  thereof,  in  any  Court  in  this  State, 
shall  be  punished  by  fine  not  exceeding  one  thousand  dollars,  or  im- 

prisonment not  exceeding  six  months  in  jail,  or  both,  in  the  discretion 
of  the  Judge  pronouncing  the  sentence.  # 

§4558.  (4474.)  (4433.)  Spreading  small-pox.     Any  physician,  surgeon, 
(a)Actsof  or  other  person,  willfully  endeavoring  to  spread  the  small-pox,  without 

233.° ~6'  P'     inoculation,  or  by  inoculation  with  matter  of  the  small-pox, or  using  any 
other  inoculation  than  that  called  vaccination,  unless  by  special  commis- 

sion or  authority  from  the  Court  of  Ordinary  of  the  county  where  the 
small-pox  shall  make  its  appearance,  shall  be  indicted,  and,  on  convic- 

tion, shall  be  punished  [as  prescribed  in  section  4310  of  this  Code.]  (a.) 
§4559.  (4475.)  (4434.)    Violation  of  quarantine.     Any  person  who  shall 

come  into  this  State,  by  land  or  water,  from  any  place  infected  with  a  con- 

i865-6fp.°f  tagious  disease,  and,  in  violation  of  quarantine  regulations,  shall  be  indi- 
233.  cted  in  an}^  county  in  this  State  in  which  he  may  be  found,  and,  on  convic- 

tion, [shall  be  punished  as  prescribed  in  section  4310  of  this  Code  ]  (a.) 
§4560.  (4476.)  (4435.)   Vagrants  defined.     [All  persons  wandering  or 

Act  of  1847,  strolling  about  in  idleness,  who  are  able  to  work  and  have  no  property 

Act 'of2?788,  to  support  them;  all  persons  leading  an  idle,  immoral  or  profligate 
c,  p.  852.     life,  who  have  no  property  to  support  them,  and  who  are  able  to  work, 

and  who  do  not  work  ;  all  persons  able  to  work,  having  no  property  to 
support  them,  and  who  have  not  some  visible  and  known  means  of  a 
fair,  honest  and  reputable  livelihood;  all  persons  having  a  fixed  abode, 
who  have  no  visible  property  to  support  them,  and  who  live  by  steal- 

ing, or  by  trading  in,  bartering  for.  or  buying  stolen  property,  and  all 
-6,  p.  234.    professional  gamblers  living  in  idleness,  shall  be  deemed  and  consid- 

ered vagrants,  and  shall  be  indicted  as  such  ;  and  it  shall  be  lawful 
for  any  person  to  arrest  said  vagrants,  and  have  them  bound  over  for 
trial  to  the  next  term  of  the  Superior  Court  or  any  Court  having  com- 

petent jurisdiction,  and,  upon  conviction,  they  shall  be  fined  or  im- 
prisoned, or  sentenced  to  wrork  on  the   public  works  or  roads  for  not 

longer  than  a  year,  or  shall,  in  the  discretion  of  the  Court,  be  bound 
out  to  some  person  for  a  time  not  longer  than  one  year,  upon  such  val- 

uable consideration  as  the  Court  may  prescribe,  the  person  giving  bond 
in  a  sum  not  exceeding  three  hundred  dollars,  payable  to  said  Court, 

Acts  of  1876,  and  conditioned  to  clothe  and  feed,  and  provide  said  convict  with  med- 
ical attendance  for  and  during  said  time:  Provided,  that  the  defendant 

may,  at  any  time  before  conviction,  be  discharged  upon  paying  costs 
and  giving  bond  and  security  in  a  sum  not  exceeding  two  hundred  dol- 

lars, payable  to  said  Court,  and  conditioned  for  the  good  behavior  and 
industry  of  the  defendant  for  one  year.]  (b.) 

Conviction  under  sufficient  evidence,  not  interfered  with  :  27  Ga.,  262.  Otherwise 

where  the  evidence  was  insufficient :  38  Ga..  574  ;  52/574.  As  to  the  five  classes  of  va- 
grants, and  it  was  error  without  sufficient  allegations  in  the  indictment,  to  permit  tes- 
timony introduced  showing  defendant  a  gambler  :  51  Ga.,  264-7. 

§4581.  (4477.)  (4436.)  Having  possession  of  false  keys,  picklocks,  etc.  If 
any  person  shall  be  apprehended,  having  upon  him  or  her  any  pick- 

p.  39. 
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lock,  key,  crow,  bit,  or  other  instrument,  with  intent  to  break  and  enter 
into  any  dwelling-house,  warehouse,  store,  shop,  coach-house,  stable,  or 
out-house,  in  order  to  steal  or  commit  any  other  crime,  or  shall  have 
upon  him  any  pistol,  hanger,  cutlass,  bludgeon,  or  other  offensive 
weapon,  with  intent  to  commit  crime  upon  any  person,  which,  if  com- 

mitted, would  be  "punishable  by  death  or  confinement  in  the  peniten- 
tiary; or  shall  be  found  in  or  upon  any  dwelling-house,  warehouse, 

store,  shop,  coach-house,  stable,  or  out-house,  with  intent  to  steal  any 
goods  or  chattels,  every  such  person  shall  be  deemed  a  rogue  and  a 
vagabond,  and,  or  conviction,  shall  be  punished  by  confinement  and 
labor  in  the  penitentiary  for  any  time  not  less  than  one  year  nor  longer 
than  five  years,  or  by  imprisonment  in  the  common  jail  of  the  county, 
at  the  discretion  of  the  Court. 

§4562.  (4478.)  (4437.)  What  nuisances  are  indictable.  Any  person  who 
shall  erect,  or  continue,  after  notice  to  abate,  any  nuisances  which  tend 
to  annoy  the  community  or  injure  the  health  of  the  citizens  in  gen- 

erator to  corrupt  the  public  morals,  shall  be  indictable  and  punishable 
[as  prescribed  in  section  4310  of  this  Code.] 

Law  of  this  section  referred  to  as  to  its  sufficiency  :  18  Ga.,  530. 
Generally:  2  Whart.  Cr.  Law,  £2362  ;  1  Bish.  lb.,  §1029;  1  Bish.  Cr.  Proc,  §860;  3 

Gr.  Ev.,  §184 ;  2  Arch.  Cr.  Pr.  and  PI.,  1751. 

§4562.  (a.)  Penalty  for  granting  diplomas  illegally.     It  shall  be  unlaw-  Acts  of  1880 
ful  for  the  faculty  or  officers  of  any  medical  college  in  the  State  of"****-101, 

Georgia  to  grant  or  issue  a  diploma  to  any  student  of  medicine,  or^*  <•■«*«  <*<*^Cs. 

other  person,  unless  said  student  or  other  person  shall  have  attended/'' ^*~«£~  <£-£-. 
two  or  more  full  courses  of  study  in  seme  regularly  chartered  medical  ̂ ca^d<i^-^ 

college  in  good  standing,  and  shall  have  submitted  to  and  passed  a   r»  /a^A^u 

creditable  examination  by  the  faculty  or  professors  of  said  college,  upon  ̂ <a-***^/^^v all  the  branches  usually  taught  in  medical  colleges.  And  if  the  faculty 
or  officers  of  any  medical  college  in  this  State  shall  violate  any  of  the 
provisions  of  this  section,  he  or  they  shall  be  subject  to  a  fine  of  five 
thousand  dollars,  said  fine  to  be  collected  out  of  the  property  of  any  or 
all  of  said  faculty  or  officers  of  said  college.  The  fine,  when  collected, 
shall  be  paid  the  one-half  to  the  person,  persons  or  corporation  giving 
the  information,  the  other  half  into  the  county  treasury,  to  be  used  for 
educational  purposes  only. 

§4562.  (b.)  Purchase  of  farm,  products,  from  tenants,  etc.  Whenever  any  Acts oi  1876> 
person  shall  buy  any  corn,  or  cotton  in  the  seed,  from  persons  residing  p.  n5. 
on  the  land  of  another,  as  tenant  or  laborer  of  such  other  person,  or  from 
the  agent  of  such  tenant  or  laborer,  when  said  tenant  or  laborer  had  no 
right  to  sell,  after  notice  of  such  disability  to  sell  by  such  tenant  or  la- 

borer has  been  given  in  writing  by  the  landlord,  or  employer,  to  such 
bu}^er,  and  the  notice  is  in  fact  the  truth,  then  the  person  so  buying, 
after  such  notice,  shall  be  guilty  of  a  misdemeanor,  and,  on  indictment, 
or  a  presentment  and  conviction,  shall  be  punished  as  prescribed  in 
section  4310  of  the  Code. 

§4562.  (c.)  Illegal  purchase  of  seed  cotton.  It  shall  not  be  lawful  for  Acts  0f  18g0 

any  person  to  buy  or  sell  any  seed  cotton  after  sunset  and  before  sun--1,  p.175. 
rise,  nor  to  receive  or  deliver  any  such  cotton  after  sunset  and  before 
sunrise,  which  has  been  sold  or  to  be  sold  in  pursuance  of  said  delivery. 
And  any  person  convicted  of  the  offense  of  buying,  or  selling,  any  seed 
cotton  after  sunset  and  before  sunrise,  or  receiving  or  delivering  any 
such  cotton  after  sunset  and  before  sunrise,  which  has  been  sold,  or 
is  to  be  sold,  in  pursuance  of  said  delivery,  shall  be  punished  as  pre- 

scribed in  section  4310  of  the  Code. 

§4562.  (d.)  Penalty  for  cutting  bagging  f rem  cotton.     If  any  person  orActsofisso 

persons  owning  or  controlling  any  cotton  compress  in  this  State,  shall"1'  p- 178- 
cut  or  take  without  the  owner's  consent,  any  bagging  from  the  heads 
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or  sides  of  any  bale  of  cotton  which  they  may  have  in  charge  for  the 
purpose  of  compressing  the  same,  shall  be  guilty  of  a  misdemeanor, 
and  shall  be  punished  as  is  prescribed  in  section  4310  of  this  Code. 

§4562.  (e.)  Illegal  charge  for  weighing  cotton.  It  shall  not  be  lawful  for 
Acts  of  i8so  any  scalesman,  salesman,  or  other  person,  in  any  of  the  cities,  towns, 
-i,  p.  89.  or  villages  of  this  State,  engaged  in  the  business  of  weighing  cotton 

bales,  to  charge  or  receive  more  than  ten  cents  per  bale  for  weighing 
the  same,  nor  to  charge  or  receive  for  reweighing  any  bale  of  cotton, 
which  has  once  been  taxed  ten  cents  for  weighing,  more  than  five  cents 
for  such  reweighing.  And  any  person  violating  the  provisions  of  this 
section,  and  any  merchant,  factor,  or  other  person  in  whose  employment 
said  person  may  be  at  the  time  of  such  violation,  provided  the  same  is 
done  with  the  consent  or  knowledge  of  said  factor,  merchant,  or  other 
person,  shall  be  guilty  of  a  misdemeanor,  and,  on  conviction  thereof, 
shall  be  punished  by  a  fine  not  exceeding  five  hundred  dollars,  or  by 
imprisonment  in  the  common  jail  of  the  county  not  exceeding  six 
months. 

§4562.  (f.)  Illegal  fire-hunting.  It  shall  be  unlawful  for  any  person 
Acts  of  1880  or  persons  to  hunt  with  a  gun  by  fire-li^ht  or  kill  any  deer  so  hunting 
-l,  p.  142.  \yy  fire-light  in  the  night-time  in  this  State,  except  upon  his  or  their 

own  premises,  without  the  full  permission  and  consent  of  the  owner  of 
the  lands  upon  which  he  or  they  may  hunt.  And  any  person  or  per- 

sons violating  this  section,  upon  conviction  thereof,  shall  be  punished 
as  prescribed  in  section  4310  of  this  Code. 

§4562.  (g.)  Speculating  in  county  orders,  etc.  It  shall  be  unlawful  for 
Acts  of  1878  any  Ordinary,  county  commissioner  of  roads  and  revenue,  tax  collector, 

-9,  p-  '9.  Sheriff;  Clerk  of  Superior  Court,  treasurer,  school  commissioner,  or  any 
other  public  officer  of  any  county  in  this  State,  to  buy  up  at  a  discount, 

or  in  any  manner  to  speculate  in,  what  are  known  as  "county  orders," 
or  in  "jury  scrip,"  or  in  any  other  order  or  scrip  which  is  to-be  paid 
out  of  any  public  fund  of  this  State,  or  of  any  county  in  this  State, 
and  any  public  officer  violating  this  section  shall  be  held  and  deemed 
guilty  of  a  misdemeanor,  and  upon  conviction  thereof  shall  be  punished 
as  prescribed  in  section  4310  of  this  Code,  and  shall  moreover  be  re- 

moved from  office,  if  still  in  office. 
§4563.  (4479.)  (4438.)  Disinterring  or  purchasing  dead  bodies.     If  any 

(a)  Acts  of  person  or  persons  shall  remove  the  dead  body  of  a  human  being  from 

23?  6'  p*     ̂ ne  grave  or  other  place  of  interment,  or  from  any  vault,  tomb,  sepul- 
cher,  or  from  any  other  place,  without  the  consent  of  the  friends  of  said 
deceased,  except  malefactors  executed  under  the  sentence  of  the  law, 
for  the  purpose  of  selling  or  dissecting  the  same,  or  from  mere  wanton- 

ness, such 'person  or  persons  so  offending  shall  be  punished  [as  pre- scribed in  section  4310  of  this  Code;]  (a.)  and  any  person  who  shall 
:  receive  or  purchase  such  dead  body,  knowing  it  to  have  been  disinterred 

or  removed  from  any  tomb,  vault  or  sepulcher,  or  such  other  place,  for 
,  the  purpose  aforesaid,  shall,  on  conviction,  receive  the  same  punishment. 

,     §4564.  (4480.)  (4439.)  Putative  father  refusing  to  give  security.     If  any 
§§4762, 4765.  putative  father  of  a  bastard  child  or  children  shall  refuse  or  fail  to  give 

'  /c  i  —  /  #  Z--      security  for  the  maintenance  and  education  of  such  child  or  children, 
' '  '  when  required  to  do  so  in  terms  of  the  law,  such  putative  father  shall be  indicted  for  a  misdemeanor,  and,  on  conviction  of  the  fact  of  being 

the  father  of.  such  bastard  child  or  children,  and  of  his  failure  or  refusal 
to  give  such  security,  shall  be  punished  [as  prescribed  in  section  4310 

is65H)Ctpof  °f  *his  Code ;  and  if  fined,]  (a.)  said  fine  shall  be  paid  over  to  the  Or- 
233.  dinary  of  the  county,  to  be  by  him  improved  and  applied  from  time- to 

time,  as  occasion  may  require,  for  the  maintenance  and  education  of 
such  child  or  children. 
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Indictment  should  charge  defendant,  father  of  the  child  :  3  Ga.,  534.  When  sufficient: 
5  Ga.,  491.  On  indictment  of  the  father  for  refusing  to  give  the  bond,  lie  cannot  avoid 
theconviction  by  tendering  it  afterwards  :  23Ga.,230.  There  was  no  allegation  in  the  in- 

dictment that  the  woman  was  a  single  woman,  yet  evidence  that  she  was,  admissible  : 
28  Ga.,  19.  When  indictment  will  not  lie  in  one  county  where  child  begotten  and  horn 
in  another:  29  Ga.,  424.  A  legal  bond  given  to  appear  before  a  Justice  of  the  Peace 
where  arrested  under  a  bastardy  warrant :  45  Ga..  173-4.  Section  cited:  47  Ga.,  451. 
Offense  is  in  failing  to  give  security  :  58  Ga.,  19G;  McCombs  vs.  State,  Pamphlt.,  Feb., 
1881,  p.  8.  Acquittal  for  fornication  and  adultery  no  bar  to  proceeding  for  bastardy  ; 
affidavit  for  arrest  may  be  made  by  the  mother  of  the  child  :  58  Ga.,  170-174. 

§4565.  (4481.)  (4440.)  Retailing  spirits  without  license.     If  any  person  Act  of  1838, 
shall  keep  a  tippling  shop,  or  sell  by  the  quart  without  the  license,  Actsonsai 
and   taking  the    oath    prescribed  in    this  Code,  or    sell  by  retail  -k*  ~4>  p-  ̂ - 
■quantities  Icgq  than- one  quart,  any  wine,  brandy,  rum,  gin,  whisky, or/fa- -*?,  <*  J**» 
other  spirituous  liquors,  or  any  mixture  of  such  liquors,  in  any  house,  (££. 
booth,  arbor,  stall,  or  other  place  whatever,  without  licei 
Qrdi-Eiary  of  the  county,  or  without  license  from  the  cor} 

ities  of  any  town  or  city,  where,  by  law,  authority  to  grant  licenses  is  233? °'  v'y/t-f\ 
vested  in  the  corporate  authorities  of  such  towns  or  cities,  such  person,  J^Ts 

so  offending,  shall  be   guilty  of  a  misdemeanor,  and,  on  conviction,  «r*Hy  *  *  ̂*-* 
[shall  be  punished  as  prescribed  in  section  4310  of  this  Code :]  (a)   g«**«  ■  *  *  *»  -ali 
Provided,  no  person  shall  be  liable  to  indictment  in  the  Superior  Courts  §§531, 1423/^  ̂   7 
of  this  State  for  a  violation  of  this  section  when  said  person  has  been 
already  tried  by  the  corporate  authorities  for  the  same  offense. 

Testimony  of  a  Clerk  of  the  Inferior  Court  to  prove  that  no  license  was  granted  to 
defendant,  and  as  to  the  indictment  negativing,  the  retailing  being  done  in  a  corporate 
town  :  13  Ga.,  435;  62/426.  The  defendant  alleging  he  retailed  with  license,  alleges  an 
affirmative  and  must  prove  it :  17  Ga.,  290;  34/531 ;  63/620.  Tried  by  the  local  law  of 
a  municipal  corporation  :  14  Ga.,  354.  Selling  by  clerk,  as  to  his  responsibility^  and 
that  of  his  employer  :  15  Ga.,  346.  License  obtained  from  the  county,  as  to  power  of 
the  corporation  by  subsequent  ordinance  as  to:  5  Ga,  447.  Where  must  take  out  li- 

cense from  the  city:  32  Ga.,  211.  A  sufficient  indictment  for :  32  Ga.,  595.  City  can 
not  pass  an  ordinance  in  conflict  with  the  State  law  as  to  :  29  Ga.,  56.  As  to  a  druggist 
selling  without  license  :  34  Ga.,  533.  Selling  liquor  bv  the  quart,  must  obtain  license 
and  take  the  oath  before  the  Ordinary  :  60  Ga.,  634.  Section  cited  :  62  Ga.,  426.  When 

retailing  by  one's  servant  in  his  presence  without  license  was  held  the  act  of  the  em- 
ployer :  63  Ga.,  349.  Cannot  retail  without  license  because  of  the  refusal  by  the  proper 

authorities  to  grant  it,  remedy  is  by  mandamus :  65  Ga.,  437. 
2  Wharf.  Cr.  Law,  £2434 ;  2  Bish.  76.,  £1124.  Defendant  liable  if  sold  by  his  wife  in 

his  presence:  1  Hawley's  Cr.  Rep.,  465;  or  by  his  agent:  lb.,  471  ;  but  see  p.  468. 
Whether  ale,  cider,  lager  beer  is  intoxicating  is  question  of  fact,  not  of  law  :  1  Hawley's 
Cr.  Rep.,  490,  496.  Evasion  by  forming  associations  :  2  Hawley's  Cr.  Rep.,  385;  see  1 
lb.,  447.     Selling  cigarettes  for  ten  cents  each   and  giving  whiskey  to  buyer  is  selling 
whiskey  :  2  Hawley's  Cr.  Rep.,  404.     In  prosecution  therefor,  State  may  press  reluctant  i 
witness  with  searching  questions:  1  Hawley's  Cr.  Rep.,  404. 

§4565.  (a.)  Domestic  wines,  manufacture  allowed.    It  shall  not  be  unlaw-  Acts  of  1877, 

ful  for  any  person  who  shall  manufacture,  or  cause  to  be  manufactured,  p-  33y  *^ 

in  this  State,  any  wine  from  grapes,  the  product  of  any  vineyard  in*^  -**-«— **'c-"  • 
this  State  belonging  to  such  person,  and  to  sell,  or  offer  to  sell,  any-//0"'-  '•  -/J*- where  in  this  State,  such  wine  at  wholesale,  or  in  quantities  not  less 
than  one  quart ;  all  laws  and  parts  of  laws,  contained  in  sections  529, 
530,  531,  540,  541,  1419,  1420,  1421, 1422,  1423,  1424,  4565,  or  elsewhere, 
or  any  provision,  or  provisions  of  law,  requiring  any  license  or  oath,  or 
other  regulation  or  condition,  prohibition,  or  penalty  to  the  contrary 
notwithstanding.  * 

§4566.  (4482.)  (4441.)  Marrying  illegally  or  without  license.  If  any  (a)  Acts  of 

minister  of  the  gospel,  Judge  or  Justice  of  the  Peace,  shall  join  together  JIj5"6,  p' 
in  matrimony  any  man  and  woman,  without  a  license  or  publication 
of  banns,  as  provided  by  law,  or  where  either  of  the  parties  within  his 
own  knowledge  shall  be  an  idiot  or  lunatic,  or  subject  to  any  other 
disability,  under  this  Code,  which  would  render  such  contract  or  mar- 

riage improper  and  illegal,  such  minister,  Judge,  or  Justice  of  the 
Peace  shall  be  guilty  of  a  misdemeanor,  and,  on  conviction,  [shall  be 
punished  as  prescribed  in  section  4310  of  this  Code,  and  if  fined,]  (a) 
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said  fine,  when  collected,  shall  be  paid  over  to  the  Ordinary  of  the 
county  where  the  offense  was  committed,  for  the  use  of  the  common 
school  fund  of  said  county. 

§4567.  (4483.)  Miscegenation  prohibited.  [If  any  officer  shall  knowingly 
(i>)  Acts  of  issue  any  marriage  license  to  parties,  either  of  whom  is  of  African  de- 
1865-6,  p.     scent,  and  the  other  a  white  person,  or  if  any  officer  or  minister  of  the 

gospel  shall  marry  such  persons  together,  such  officer  or  minister  of  the 
gospel  shall  be  guilty  of  a  misdemeanor,  and,  on  conviction  thereof, 
shall  be  punished  as  prescribed  in  section  4310  of  this  Code.]  (b.) 

See:  60Ga.,204. 

See  notes  to  #§1708.  4530;  30  Am.  R.,  131.  Indictable  here,  although  married  in 
State  permitting:  32  Am.  R.,  549,  690. 

§4568.  (4484.)  (4442.)  Voting  more  than  once.  If  any  person  shall  here- 
after vote  more  than  once  at  any  election  which  may  be  held  in  any 

county  of  this  State,  or  vote  out  of  the  county  in  which  he  may  usually 
reside,  for  members  of  the  Legislature  or  for  county  officers,  unless  au- 

thorized by  law,  such  person  shall  be  indicted  for  a  misdemeanor, 
and,  on  conviction,  shall  be  punished  by  imprisonment  and  labor  in 
the  penitentiary  for  any  time  not  less  than  one  year  nor  more  than 
two  years. 

Tndictment  under  this  section,  conviction,  and  new  trial  asked  for  newly  discovered 
evidence  :  54  Ga,,  578. 

Crimes  in  reference  to  voting:    2  Whart.   Cr.  Law,  §2768;  2  Arch.  Cr.  Pr.  and  PL. 

j  1848  ;  2  Bish.  lb.,  §316 ;  9  Am.  R..  754 ;  20/734.  By  infant  in  good  faith :  23  Am.  R.,  575', 

fe^c**-^  2^^<^e-c^§4568.  (a.)  Illegal  voting.      Any  person  who  shall  hereafter  vote  at 
\/f-£.~  J^Actsof  1878  any  such  election,  who  has  not  resided  in  this  State  one  year  next 

i  j/p-0%    ~9,  p* 157,    preceding  such  election  ;  or  who  has  not  resided  six  months  next  pre- ceding said  election  in  the  county  in  which  he  has  so  voted ;  or  who 
has  not  paid  all  taxes,  which,  since  the  adoption  of  the  present  Con- 

stitution of  this  State,  have  been  required  of  him  previous  to  the  year 
in  which  said  election  occurs,  and  which  he  has  had  an  opportunity  of 
paying  agreeably  to  law ;  or  who  has  been  convicted  in  any  Court  of 
competent  jurisdiction,  of  treason  against  the   State,  of  embezzlement 
of  public  funds,  malpractice  in  office,  bribery  or  larceny ;  or  of  any 

,  crime  involving  moral  turpitude,  punishable  by  the  laws  of  this  State 
with  imprisonment  in  the  penitentiary,  unless  such  person  shall  have 
been  pardoned,  shall  be  indicted,  and,  on  conviction,  shall  be  punished 
as  prescribed  in  section  4310  of  this  Code. 

§4569.  (4485.)  (4443.)  Buying  or  selling  vote.  If  any  person  shall  buy 
Act  of  1840,  or  sell,  or  offer  to  buy  or  sell,  a  vote,  or  shall  be  in  any  way  connected 
c.  p.  8i9.  or  concernec[  jn  buying  or  selling  a  vote  at  any  election  in  this  State, 
Acts  of  1880  or  in  any  county  thereof,  such  person  shall  be  indicted  for  a  misdemeanor, 

-l,  p.  129.    an(j  Qn  Conviction  shall  be  punished  as  prescribed  in  section  4310  of I  this  Code. 

§4570.  Penalty  for  selling  liquor  on  election  day.  Any  person  who  shall 
(a)  Acts  of   sell,  give,  or  furnish  any  spirituous,  intoxicating,  or  malt  liquors  to 

II  145, 146!'  any  person,  in  any  quantity  whatever,  within  two  miles  of  any  elcc- 
ijg  ̂ >  /ti  jftim  ̂ tion  Precij8£t4n  this  State,  on  days  of  election,  either  State,  county,  or 

i #  £    Acts  of  1878  niunicipa^sna^^De/'guilty  of  a  misdemeanor,  and,  upon  conviction 
p- 29,     thereof,  shall  be  punished  as  prescribed  in  section  4310  of  this  Code: 

Provided,  that  nothing  herein  contained  shall  be  construed  to  operate 
<£c  -  against  prescriptions  by  physicians. 

Statute  prohibiting  giving  away  liquor  on  election  day  extends  to  acts  of  hospitality 
a  private  house:  1  Hawley's  dim.  Rep.,  460. 
4571.  (4486.)  (4444.)  Voting  by  a  minor.  If  any  person  under  the 

age  of  twenty-one  years  and  above  the  age  of  fourteen,  shall  vote  ille- 
gally at  any  election,  he  shall  be  [punished  as  prescribed  in  section 

4310  of  this  Code.]  (a.) 
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§4572.  (4487.)  (4445.)    Adultery  betiveen  whites  and  blacks,  punishment  (a) Acts  of 

for.     [Any  white  man  and  woman  of  color,  or  any  white  woman  and  18G8,  p- 18' 
male  person  of  color,  who  shall  live  together  in  a  state  of  adultery  or 
fornication,  or  adultery  and  fornication,  or  who  shall  otherwise  commit 
adultery, or  fornication,  or  adultery  and  fornication,  shall  be  indicted,^4534- 
and,  on  conviction,  such  offenders  shall  be  severally  punished  as  pre- 
scribed  rn  section  4310  of  this  Code.]  (a.) 

This  law  not  in  conflict  with  the  Constitution  of  1868,  as  to  the  social  status  of  the 
citizen  not  being  subject  to  legislation  :  39  Ga..  321. 

Punishment  of  this  crime  between  persons  of  different  races  greater  than  those  of 

same  race,  constitutional:  1  Hawley's  Or.  Rep.,  161 ;  29  Am.  R.,  739. 
§4573.  (4488.)  (4446.)    Whipping  ivife.     If  any  man  shall  whip,  beat,  Act  of  1857, 

or  otherwise  cruelly  maltreat  his  wife,  he  shall  be  deemed  guilty  of  a  jj^f '(4) 
misdemeanor,  and,  upon  conviction,  shall  be  [punished  as  prescribed  <a>  Acts  of 

in  section  4310  of  this  Code.]  (a.)     On  such  trials  the  wife  shall  be  a  233!  6'  p' 
competent  witness  * 

Cannot  on  an  indictment  for  an  assault  with  intent  to  murder,  find  defendant  guilty 
of  whipping  his  wife:  53  Ga.,  113. 

§4574.  (4489.)  (4447.)  Interfering  with  religious  worship.     Any  person  Act  of  K92, 

who  shall,  by  cursing  or  using  profane  or  obscene  language,  or  by  be-  £.{?•  ss^ 
ing  intoxicated  or  otherwise  indecently  acting,  interrupt  or  in  any  2,  p.  270. 
manner  disturb  any  congregation  of  persons  lawfully  assembled  for  (a)  Acts  of 
divine  service,  shall  be  guilty  of  a  misdemeanor,  and,  on  conviction,  1865-6,  p. 
shall  be  [punished  as  prescribed  in  section  4310  of  this  Code.]  (a.)  f 

Legal  conviction  of  one  of  four  indicted  for  disturbing  religious  worship  :  31  Ga., 
232.  Sufficient  indictment  in  the  absence  of  special  demurrer  :  60  Ga.,  464.  Lawful 
to  take  a  bond  on  Sunday  where  arrested  for  this  offense:  62  Ga.,  449-451. 

2  Bishop  Cr.  Law,  $296;    2  Bish.  Cr.  Proc,  £284;    2  Arch.   Cr.   Pr.  aad  PI.,  18Q6-    V?  / 
Hawley's  Cr.  Rep.,  133 ;  25  Am.  R.,  625 ;  30/126.     jjl, _.t  *A  -£«**_  £L~~**+.  W^^Z**,    /fa  -/.  /./2~* 

f  j     §4575.  (4490.)  (4448.)  Selling  spirits  within  mile  of  church.     Any  per-  A.c/of  isos, 
son  who  shall  sell,  or  cause  to  be  sold  for  him,  any  spirituous  or  intox-  Cj,y^ 
icating  liquors,  within  one  mile  of  any  church  or  meeting-house,  or 

other  place  set  apart  or  being  used  for  divine  worship,  during  the  time  fa)*Acts  w 
appropriated  to  such  worship  (unless  the  same  be  within  an  incorpo-  ̂ 5"f'*p'^*  //  \ 
rated  city  or  town),  shall  be  guilty  of  a  misdemeanor,  and,  on  convic-  4w*^*//^~  m 
tion,  shall  be  [punished  as  prescribed  in  section  4310  of  this  Code.]  (a.)     &&% 

§4576.  (4491.)    Vending  near   camp   grounds.     [It  shall  not  be  lawful  (b)  Acts  of 

for  any  person  to  vend  or  expose  to  sale,  during  the  period  of  divine  *^~/£— '    ̂ 
worship,  within  one  mile  of  the  place  of  worship,  in  any  camp  ground  Jk*J**t*s*~+*~~  <* 
in  this  State,  any  article,  commodity,  or  thing  whatever,  without  the y^  9* /J?  9, 
written  consent  of  a  majority  of  the  trustees,  commissioners,  or  owners 
of  such  camp  ground,  under  penalty  of  being  indicted,  and,  on  convic- 

tion, shall  be  punished  as  prescribed  in  section  4310  of  this  Code.]  (b.) 
§4577.  Police  at  places  of  worship,  how  appointed.  [It  shall  be  lawful  (a)_  Acts  of 

for  the  Justices  of  the  Peace  in  each  militia  district  in  this  State,  in 1871 2* p" 7'~ 
which  is  situated  an  incorporated  church  or  camp  ground,  upon  appli- 

cation in  writing,  signed  by  the  trustees  or  members  of  the  corpora- 
tion of  such  church  or  camp  ground,  or  other  incorporate  place  of  di- 
vine worship,  to  appoint  three  or  more  suitable  persons  to,  act  as  a  po- 

lice for  such  place  of  public  worship,  whose  duty  it  shall  be  to  appre- 
hend all  persons  disturbing  the  congregation  assembled  at  such  place 

or  places  for  religious  worship,  or  otherwise  violating  the  laws  of  this 
State,  and  immediately  carry  such  person  or  persons  so  offending  before 
the  nearest  Justice  of  the  Peace,  who  shall  issue  a  warrant  for  said 
person  or  persons,  and  proceed  to  take  examination  in  such  cases  in 
manner  prescribed  by  law.]  (a.) 

*  As  to  competency  of  witnssses,  see  section  3354.    Does  not  that  section  repeal  the  last  sen- tence 01  this  ? 
t  As  to  the  protection  of  other  societies,  see  Acts  of  1855-56,  p.  272. 
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§4577.  (a.)  Interfering  with  schools.  Any  person  who  shall  willfully 
Acts  of  1880  interrupt  or  disturb  any  public  school,  private  school,  or  Sunday-school 
-l,  p.  144.  jn  ̂ jg  state,  or  any  assemblage  or  meeting  of  any  such  school,  law- 

fully and  peaceably  held  for  the  purpose  of  scientific,  literary,  social  or 
religious  improvement,  either  within  or  without  the  place  where 
such  school  is  usually  held,  shall  be  guilty  of  a  misdemeanorj  and,  on 
conviction  thereof,  shall  be  punished  as  prescribed  in  section  4310  of 
this  Code. 

§4577.  (b.)   Carrying  liquor  to  church,  etc.     Any  person  or  persons  who 
Acts  of  1880  shall  carry  any  intoxicating  liquor,  except  for  medicinal  and  wine  for 

-l,  p.  152.     sacramental  purposes,  to  any  place  in  this  State  where  people  are  as- 
sembled for  Divine  worship;  or  for  Sunday-school;  or  for  a  Sunday- 

school  celebration,  or  day-school  celebration,  shall  be  guilty  of  a  misde- 
meanor, and,  on  conviction  thereof,  shall  be  punished  as  provided  in 

/?     j,/?    section  4310  of  this  Code. 
ot-cr&*+>  4&**m    §4578.  (4492.)  (4450.)  Running  freight  trains  on  Sabbath  day.     If  any 

^£^<,  (a)  Acts  of  freight  trairi  shall  be  run  on  any  railroad  in  this  State  on  the  Sabbath 

^86o-6,  p.     ̂     (]inown/\ls  Sunday),  the  superintendent  of  transportation  of  such railroad  company,  or  the  officer  having  charge  of  the  business  of  that 
department  of  the  railroad,  shall  be  liable  for  indictment  for  a  misde- 

meanor in  each  county  through  which  such  train  shall  pass,  and,  on 
conviction,  shall  be  for  each  offense  [punished  as  prescribed  in  section 

€6* 

Ttc^^y  *-f^&^  4310  of  this  Code.]  (a.)      On  such  trial  it  shall  not  be  necessary  to 
£04^£asv~^-  allege  or  prove  the  names  of  any  of  the  employees  engaged  on  such 

-C~\x^.  ̂ -**—     train,  but  the  simple  fact  of  the  train  being  run.     The  defendant  may V/y       /  justify  himself  by  proof  that  such  employees  acted  in  direct  violation 

y^~-<?t>^f\<    of  the  orders  and  rules  of  the  defendant :  [Provided,  always,  that  when- /f*£  <e>&*         ever  any  train  on  any  railroad  in  this  State,  having  in  such  train  one 
i873AptS63f  or  more  cars  loaded  with  live  stock,  which  train  shall  be  delayed  be- 

yond schedule  time,  shall  not  be  required  to  lay  over  on  the  line  of 
road  or  route  during  Sunday,  but  may  run  on  to  the  point  where,  by 
due  course  of  shipment  or  consignment,  the  next  stock-pen  on  the 
route  may  be,  where  said  animals  may  be  fed  and  watered,  according 
to  the  facilities  usually  afforded  for  such  transportation.]  (a.)     And  it 

!  shall  be  lawful  for  all  freight  trains  on  the  different  railroads  in  this 
Acts  of  1874,  State,  running  over  said  roads  on  Saturday  night,  to  run  through  to 

p-  a?.         '  destination :  Provided,  the  time  of  arrival,  according  to  the  schedule  by ;  which  the  train  or  trains  started  on  the  trip,  shall  not  be  later  than 

eight  o'clock  on  Sunday  morning. 
§4579.  (4493.)  (4451.)  Violating  Sabbath.  Any  tradesman,  artificer, 

Act  of  1762,  workman  or  laborer,  or  other  person  whatever,  who  shall  pursue  their 

c.  p.  853.  business  or  work  of  their  ordinary  callings  upon  the  Lord's  day  (works 
(a)  Acts  of  of  necessity  or  charity  only  excepted),  shall  be  guilty  of  a  misde- 
1865-6,  p.  meanor,  and,  on  conviction,  shall  be  [punished  as  prescribed  in  section 

4310  of  this  Code.]  (a.) 
,  Statute  cited  :  12  Ga.,  95.  Contracts  on  Sabbath  :  41  Ga.,  449  ;  44/541 ;  29/528;  59/683  ; 
i'  57/179.     Agency  created  on  Sunday  :  55  Ga.,  448.      Keeping  open  tippling  house  on 

the  Sabbath  :  44  Ga.,  205.  Receiving  verdict  on  Sunday:  49  Ga.,  437.  -Bail  bond  taken 
on  Sunday  valid  as  being  within  the  exception  in  this  section  :  55  Ga.,  244  ;  62/449. 
Running  of  street  cars  on  Sunday  in  a  city :  55  Ga.,  126. 

]  2  Bishop  Cr.  Law,  §933;  1  Smith's  L.  C,  (t.  p.)  800  ;    Broom's  Leg.  Max.,  25  ;  1  Bish. 
Cr.  Proc,  £812  ;  2  Arch.  Cr.  Pr.  and  PL,  1804 *  1  Hawley  Cr.  Rep.,  596.  Judicial  Acts 
on  :  12  Am.  D.,  290-295,  n. 

§4580.  Hunting  on  Sunday,  penalty.  [Any  person  or  persons  who 
(a^  Acts  of  shall  hunt  any  kind  of  game  with  gun  or  dogs,  or  both,  on  the  Sabbath 
1873, p.39.  (}ay5  shall  be  guilty  of  a  misdemeanor,  and,  on  conviction,  shall  be 

punished  as  prescribed  in  section  4310  of  this  Code.]  (a.) 
§4581.  (4494.)  Indecent  bathing.     [Any  person  who  shall  bathe  in  any 
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stream  or  pond  of  water  on  the  Sabbath  day,  in  view  of  any  road  or  fc)  Acts  o* 

passway,  leading  to  or  from  any  house  of  religious  worship,  shall  be 18GG' p>  154- 
considered  guilty  of  a  misdemeanor,  and,  upon  conviction  thereof,  shall 
be  fined  in  a  sum  not  exceeding  five  hundred  dollars,  or  imprisonment 
in  the  common  jail  of  the  county,  at  the  discretion  of  the  Court,  not 
exceeding  six  months.]  (c.) 

§4582.  (4495.)  (4452.)  Fines  for  violation  of  the  Sabbath.  All  moneys 
arising  from  fines  imposed  for  offenses,  the  gist  of  which  consists  in 
their  being  committed  on  the  Sabbath  day,  shall  be  paid  to  the  Ordi- 

nary of  the  county,  to  be  by  him  distributed  for  the  purpose  of  estab- 
lishing and  promoting  Sabbath-schools  in  the  county. 

Where  moneys  arising  from  fines  imposed  for  the  violation  of  the  Sabbath  had  not 
been  paid  to  the  Ordinary  until  after  the  Act  of  1875,  the  lien  of  officers  for  insolvent 
costs  attached  thereto:  61  Ga.,  377. 

§4583.  (4496.)  (4453.)  Bond  in  cases  of  vagrancy.  When  any  person  Acts  of  i860 
prosecuted  as  a  vagrant  shall  give  bond  and  security  in  terms  of  thisP-44- 
Code,  and  shall  violate  the  conditions  of  said  bond,  and  that  fact  shall 
be  made  to  appear  to  the  Court  where  said  indictment  was  found,  by 
the  affidavit  of  the  prosecutor,  or  any  other  person,  it  shall  be  the  duty 
of  the  Court  to  cause  a  scire  facias  to  issue,  calling  upon  the  principal 
in  said  bond,  and  his  security,  to  show  cause  at  the  next  term  of  said 
Court  why  said  bond  shall  not  be  forfeited,  which  shall  be  served  as  in 
cases  of  bail ;  on  which  an  issue  shall  be  made  up,  if  desired  by  the 
defendant,  and  tried  by  a  jury  ;  and  if  it  shall  appear  that  said  defend- 

ant has  violated  the  conditions  in  said  bond,  judgment  shall  be  awarded 
on  said  scire  facias  against  said  principal  and  his  securities  for  the  pen- 

alty in  said  bond,  with  costs  of  suit. 

§4584.  (4497.)  (4454.)  Solicitor's  duty  and  fees.     It  shall  be  the  duty  Acts  of  i860 
of  the  Attorney  and  Solicitor-General  to  represent  the  State  in  all  suits  p-  44- 
on  bonds  as  aforesaid;  and  he  shall  receive  five  dollars  for  prosecuting 
the  scire  facias,  to  be  taxed  in  the  bill  of  costs,  and  also  five  per  cent, 
of  the  amount  recovered  on  said  bond. 

§4585.  (4498.)  Water  and  light  on  railroads.  [All  railroad  companies  (a)  Acts  of 

in  this  State,  as  well  as  the  Western  and  Atlantic  railroad,  shall  keep}^3  4'  Pi 
in  each  passenger  car,  or  in  any  car  in  which  passengers  are  transpor- 

ted, an  adequate  supply  of  good,  pure  drinking  water  at  all  hours  dur- 
ing the  day  and  night,  and  lights  during  the  night  for  the  use  of  pas- 

sengers ;  and  upon  failure  thereof  shall  be  subject  to  pay  a  fine  of  one 
hundred  dollars  for  each  and  every  offense.  Any  conductor  or  agent 
of  said  roads  being  requested  by  any  passenger  to  furnish  a  sufficient 
supply  of  water  to  the  passengers  in  each  car,  in  the  day  or  night,  and 
light  at  night,  and  shall  pass  any  depot  or  station  without  so  doing, 
shall  be  liable  to  be  indicted  in  any  county  through  which  said  rail- 

road runs,  of  which  he  is  agent  or  conductor,  and,  upon  conviction, 
shall  be  liable  to  the  punishment  prescribed  in  section  4310  of  this 
Code.  It  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  Judges  of  the  Superior  Courts  of  this 
State  to  give  the  law  of  this  section  in  special  charge  to  the  grand 
juries  of  their  respective  Courts.]  (a.) 

§4585.  Railroads  using  explosive  oils,  penalty.  Any  officer  or  employee  Acts of  1874, 
of  any  railroad  company,  in  this  State,  who  shall  light  any  passenger  p-  9?. 
car,  in  which  passengers  are  being  transported,  by  burning  any  explo- 

sive oils,  in  lamps  or  otherwise,  or  shall  burn  such  oils  in  such  passen- 
ger cars,  or  any  officer  having  charge  of  such  passenger  cars,  who  shall 

permit  such  burning  of  explosive  oils,  shall  be  guilty  of  a  misdemeanor, 
and,  upon  conviction,  shall  be  fined  not  less  than  twenty-five  nor  more 
than  five  hundred  dollars,  or  shall  be  confined  in  the  common  jail  of 

the  county  in  which^  such  conviction  shall  be  had,  not  less' than 
thirty  (30)  days  nor  more  than  six  months ;  and  such  officer,  or  employee, 
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may  be  indicted  in  any  county  through  which  such  passenger  car, 
lighted  in  violation  of.  this  section,  shall  pass. 

§4586.  Carriers  of  passengers  to  furnish  equal  accomodations  to  all.  [All 
(a)  A.cts  of  common  carriers  of  passengers  for  hire  in  the  State  of  Georgia  shall 

'  ' p'  *""  furnish  like  and  equal  accommodations  to  all  persons,  without  distinc- tion of  race,  color  or  previous  condition  ;  and  any  officer,  employee,  or 
agent,  of  any  railroad  company,  steamboat  company,  or  any  incorpo- 

rated company  who  are  common  carriers  of  passengers  for  hire,  or  any 
person  or  persons  who  are  common  carriers,  violating  the  provisions  of 
this  section,  shall  be  deemed  guilty  of  a  misdemeanor,  and  subject  to 
indictment  by  the  grand  jury,  and  tried  in  the  county  where  the  offense 
was  committed,  and,  on  conviction,  be  punished  by  fine  not  less  than 
two  hundred  dollars  or  exceeding  one  thousand  dollars,  or  imprison- 

ment not  exceeding  twelve  months,  or  both,  in  the  discretion  of  the 
Court.]   (a.) 

4586.  (a.)  Police  of  railroads.     The  conductors  of  every  train  carrying 
Acts  of  1880  passengers  within  this  State  are  hereby  invested  with  all  the  powers, 

uties  and  responsibilities  of  police  officers,  while  on  duty  on  their 
ins  :  Provided,  nothing  herein  contained  shall  affect  the  liability  of 
railroad  company  for  the  acts  of  its  employees.     When  a  passenger 

.   /  ̂ 3&*    is  guilty  of  disorderly  conduct,  or  uses  any  obscene,  profane,  or  vulgar 
language,  or  plays  any  game  of  cards,  or  other  game  of  chance  for  money, 
or  other  thing  of  value  upon  any  passenger  train,  the  conductor  of 
such  train,  may  stop  his  train  at  the  place  where  such  offense  is  com- 

1  }  •       mitted,  or  at  the  next  stopping  place  of  such  train,  and  eject  such  pas- 
! '  senger  from  the  train,  using  only  such  force  as  may  be  necessary  to  ac- 

complish such  removal,  and  the  conductors  may  command  the  assist- 
ance of  the  employees  of  the  company  and  of  the  passengers  on  such 

train  to  assist  in  such  removal ;  and  said  conductor  may  cause  any  per- 
son, or  persons  violating  the  provisions  of  this  section,  and  which  are 

in  violation  of  the  laws  of  this  State,  to  be  detained  and  delivered  to 
!  the  proper  authorities  for  trial  as  soon  as  practicable. 

§4586.  (b.)  Criminal  negligence,  defined  and  punished.     If  any  person 
Acts  of  1876,  employed  in  any  capacity  whatever  by  any  railroad  company,  doing 

!  p- 11L         business  in  this  State,  shall,  in  the  course  of  such  employment,  be 
guilty  of.  negligence,  either  by  omission  of  duty,  or  by  any  act  of  com- 

i  mission,  in  relation  to  the  matters  entrusted  to  him,  or  about  which  he 
;  is  employed,  from  which  negligence  serious  injury,  but  not  death,  oc- 

curs or  happens  to  any  human  being,  such  as  breaking  or  dislocating 
or  straining  the  bones  or  joints  of  the  body,  wounding  the  internal  parts 
of  the  body,  fracturing  the  skull,  wounding  the  organs  of  sight,  hear- 

ing or  speech,  so  as  to  impair  their  use,  such  person  shall  be  guilty  of 
the  offense  of  criminal  negligence,  and,  upon  the  conviction  thereof, 
upon  indictment  or  presentment,  shall  be  punished  by  imprisonment 
in  the  common  jail  not  less  than  three  nor  more  than  twelve  months,  or 
by  work  on  the  chain-gang  not  less  than  two  nor  more  than  six  months, 

1 1!  or  by  confinement  in  the  penitentiary  not  less  than  one  nor  more  than 
two  years,  in  the  discretion  of  the  Court.     The  examples  of  serious 
injury  given  in  this  section  are  not  intended  to  restrain  or  confine  the 

i  .  meaning  of  the  words  "  serious  injury,"  but  simply  as  illustrations  of 1  the  same. 

is-  sC> Jld^~l(m^-*^*'£  Cirzs&c?  $Z*~*^s£J?0 

^^^.^aW^V/^./*/  *A^^ 
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ELEVENTH  DIVISION. 

OFFENSES    COMMITTED    BY    CHEATS    AND   SWINDLERS,  AND   OFFENSES 

AGAINST    PUBLIC    TRADE. 

Section. 
4587.  Credit  by  fraud. 
4588.  Cheating  at  pi  ly. 
4589.  Bakers  cheating. 
4590.  False  weights. 
4591.  Forestalling,  etc. 
4592.  Counterfeiting  brands. 
4593.  Dirt  in  cotton,  etc. 
4594.  Personating  another. 
4595.  Similar  offenses. 
4596.  Personating  witness. 
4597.  Lying  to  obtain  security. 
4598   Peddlers  without  license. 
4598.  (a.  j  State  license  necessary. 

Section. 
4598.  (b.)  Penalty  for  violating  this  section. 
4598.  (c.)  Emigrant  agent  defined. 
4599.  Deceiving  as  to  lien. 
4600.  Wrongful  sale  of  mortgaged  property. 
4600.  (a.    Sale  of  personal  property  under  lien. 
460L.  Fine  for,  how  appropriated. 
4602    Illegally  measuring  lumber. 
4602.  Overcharges  by  railroad  agents. 

4604.  Carrier's  receipt. 
4604.  (a.)  When  dividends  prohibited. 
4604.  (b.)  Penalty  for  violating. 
4604.  (e.)  Additional  penalties. 

§4587.  (4499.)  (4455.)  Persons  fraudulently  obtaining  credit.  If  any 
person  by  false  ̂ presentation  of  his  own  respectability,  wealth,  or  mer- 

cantile correspondence  and  connections,  shall  obtain  a  credit  and 
thereby  defraud  any  person  or  persons  of  any  money,  goods,  chattels, 
or  any  other  valuable  thing,  or  if  any  person  shall  cause  or  procure 
others  to  report  falsely  of  his  honesty,  respectability, wrealth,  or  mercan- 

tile character,  and  by  thus  imposing  on  the  credulity  of  any  person  or 
persons,  shall  obtain  a  credit,  and  thereby  fraudulently  get  into  posses- 

sion of  goods,  wares,  or  merchandise,  or  any  other  valuable  thing  or 
things,  such  person,  so  offending,  shall  be  deemed  a  cheat  and  swindler, 
and,  on  conviction,  shall  be  punished-by  fino,  or  imprisonmont  in  the 
^.orfflfpnn-jftil  nf  thn  nrmnty,  nr  ,hnr,h  n.t  tho.  rli^rrrti on  of  thn.  Con-vt  ;  and /?^  J~2-r 

such  person  shall,  moreover,  be  compelled  by  the  order  and  sentence  oi  * 
the  Court  to  restore  to  the  party  injured  the  property  so  fraudulently 
obtained,  if  it  can  be  done. 

§4588.  (4500.)  (4456.)  Persons  cheating  at  play.     If  any  person  or  per- (a)  Acts  of 
sons  shall  b}^  any  fraud,  or  shift,  circumvention,  deceit,  or  unlawful  L8B5-6  p. 

trick,  or  device,  or  ill-practice  whatever,  in  playing  at  cards,  dice,  or  2': 
any  game  or  games,  or  in  or  by  bearing  a  share  or  part  in  the  stakes, 
wages,  or  adventures,  or  in  or  by  betting  on  the  sides  or  hand  of  such 
as  do  or  shall  play,  obtain,  or  acquire  to  him  or  themselves,  or  to  any 
other  or  others,  any  money,  or  other  valuable  thing  or  things,  whatever, 
such  person  or  persons  so  offending,  shall  be  indicted,  and,  on  convic- 

tion, shall  be  deemed  a  cheat,  and  shall  be  [punished  as  prescribed  in 
section  4310  of  this  Code.]  (a.) 

§4589.  (4501.)  (4457.)  Bakers  and  others  selling  under  assize.  Any  baker  <a)  Acts  of 

or  other  person  selling  bread,  under  the  assize  established  by  the  cor-  }^~°' p' 
poration  of  any  city,  town,  or  village,  or  the  rules  laid  down  by  any 
law,  shall  be  deemed  a  cheat,  and,  on  conviction,  shall  be  punished  [as 
prescribed  in  section  4310  of  this  Code.]  (a.) 

§4590.  (4502. )  (4458.)  Selling  by  false  weights  and  measures.     If    any  (a'  Acs  of 
person  shall  knowingly  buy  or  sell  by  false  weights  or  measures,  he  or  JJJT6,  p' 
she  shall  be  deemed  a  common  cheat,  and,  on  conviction,  shall  be  pun- 

ished [as  prescribed  in  section  4310  of  this  Code.]  (a.) 
§4591.  (4503.)  (4459.)    Forestalling,  etc.     [Any   person  charged   with  <^  Acts  of 

the  offenses  known  to  the  common  law  as  forestalling,  regrating,  or  en- l86i"4,  p -4t' 
grossing,  may  be  indicted  in  any  Superior,  Corporation,  or  other  Court 
having  jurisdiction  thereof,  and,  on  conviction,  shall  be  punished  [as 
prescribed  in  section  4310  of  this  Code.]  (b.) 

2  Whart.  Cr.  Law,  £2801 ;  2  Bish.  Cr.  Proa,  §348,  396. 

§4592.  (4504.)  (4460.)   Counterfeiting  brands  or  marks ,. etc..    If  any-  per-  rai  Acts  of. 

son  shall  fraudulently  counterfeit,  or  be  concerned  in  fraudulently  VJ}1"6,  p- 
counterfeiting,  any  brand  or  mark  directed  by  law,  or  shall  fraudulently 
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cause  or  procure  the  same  to  be  done,  or  shall  use,  export,  sell,  exchange, 
barter,  or  expose  to  sale,  any  bale,  cask,  barrel,  hogshead,  or  vessel  of 
any  kind,  or  any  other  thing  upon  which  a  brand  or  mark  is  directed 
by  law  to  be  made,  with  such  counterfeit  brand  or  mark,  knowing  the 
same  to  be  false  and  counterfeit,  such  person  so  offending  shall,  on 
conviction,  be  deemed  a  cheat,  and  be  punished  [as  prescribed  in  sec- 

tion 4310  of  this  Code.]  (a.) 
§4593.  (4505.)  (4461.)  Patting  dirt  or  rubbish  into  cotton,  rice,  etc.     Any 

(a)  Acts  of  person  who  shall  put,  or  cause  to  be  put,  into  any  bale  or  bales  of  cot- 
1874,  p.  22.  ton^  hogshead  or  hogsheads,  barrel  or  barrels,  cask  or  casks  of  sugar, 

or  rice,  pork,  beef,  or  other  provisions  [wool,  or  other  article,  or  articles 
prepared  for  market]  any  dirt,  rubbish,  or  other  thing,  for  the  purpose 
of  adding  to  and  increasing  the  weight  or  bulk  of  said  cotton,  sugar,  rice, 
beef,  pork,  or  other  provisions  or  things,  shall  be  deemed  a  common  cheat, 
and,  on  conviction,  shall  be  punished  by  a  fine  equal  to  the  value  of  the 
thing  thus  fraudulently  packed  or  put  up,  and  imprisonment  and  labor 
in  the  penitentiary  for  any  time  not  less  than  one  year  nor  more  than 
five  years.     The  bare  possession  or  ownership  of  such  commodities,  so 

,  fraudulently  packed  or  put  up,  shall  not,  of  itself,  authorize  a  convic- 
|  tion,  where  sufficient  evidence  of  knowledge  of  privity  on  the  part  of 

the  owner,  or  the  person  in  possession,  may  not  be  produced  before  the 
Court  and  jury. 

§4594.    (4506.)    (4462.)    Personating  another   to  obtain  goods.      If  any 
person  shall  falsely  personate  another,  and  thereby  fraudulent^  obtain 

1  any  money,  goods,  chattels,  or  other  thing  or  things  of  value,  or  with 
[i  the  intention  of  thereby  fraudulently  obtaining  any  money,  goods,  chat- 
i  tels,  or  other  valuable  thing,  such  person  so  offending  shall  be  deemed 

a  cheat  and  swindler,  and,  on  conviction,  shall  be  punished  by  impris- 
onment and  labor  in  the  penitentiary  for  any  term  not  less  than  one 

year  nor  longer  than  five  years;  or,  in  trivial  cases,  by  fine  and  impris- 

/n  onment  in  the  common  jail  at  the  discretion  of  *the  Court. 
' £L/~  s&rT^-*-         §4595.  (4507.)  (4463.)  Other  offenses  of  like  kind.     Any  person  using 
*-e^«-e-     (b^  Acts  ol  any  deceitful  means  or  artful  practice  (other  than  those  which  are  men- 

2335"6'  p-     tioned  and  provided  against  in  this  Code),  by  which  individuals  or  an 
\fo-/i  f'^^i^        individual,  or  the  public,  are  or  is  defrauded  and  cheated,  such  person 

so  offending  shall  be  deemed  a  common  cheat  and  swindler,  and,  on 
conviction,  shall  be  punished  [as  prescribed  in  section  4310  of  this 
Code.]  (a.) 

No  cheat  and  swindler  where  merely  fails  to  comply  with  promise  to  work  for  money 
advanced  :  45  Ga.,  128.  Knowingly  misrepresenting  a  blind  horse  as  sound  when  ap- 

parently so  :  58  Ga.,  408.  Where  a  new  trial  should  have  been  granted  on  a  charge  of 
cheating  by  putting  water  in  a  bale  of  good  cotton  to  increase  its  weight :  54  Ga.,  311. 

§4596.  (4508.)  (4464.)  Personating  another;  penalty.  If  any  person 
shall  falsely  represent  or  personate  another,  and  in  such  assumed  char- 

acter answer  as  a  witness  to  interrogatories,  or  do  any  other  act  in  the 
i  course  of  any  suit,  proceeding,  or  prosecution,  or  in  any  other  way, 

matter  or  thing,  whereby  the  person  so  personated  or  represented,  or 
any  other  person,  might  suffer  damage,  loss,  or  injury,  such  person  so 
offending  shall,  on  conviction,  be  punished  by  confinement  and  labor 

!  in  the  penitentiary  for  any  time  not  less  than  one  year,  nor  more  than 
five  years. 

i  §4597.  (4509.)  (4465.)  Lying  to  obtain  security.  If  any  person,  b}^  false 
<a)  Acts  of  representation  of  his  or  her  solvency,  shall  induce  another  to  become 
1866-6,  p.  njg  or  her  Daji  ̂   indorser  or  security,  upon  any  recognizance,  bond, 

note,  bill  of  exchange,  or  other  instrument  for  the  payment  of  money, 
or  performance  of  any  personal  duty,  knowing  at  the  time  that  he  or 
she  is  insolvent,  and  such  bail,  indorser,  or  security,  shall  suffer  loss  or 
damage  in  consequence  of  such  undertaking  and  liability  on  his  part, 
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such  person  so  offending  shall  be  guilty  of  a  misdemeanor,  and,  on 
conviction,  shall  be  punished  [as  prescribed  in  section  43f0  of  this 
Code.]  (a.) 

§4598.  (4510.)  (4466.)  Peddling  luithout  license.  If  any  peddler,  or  (a)  Acts  of 

itinerant  trader,  shall  sell  or  vend  an}'  goods,  wares,  or  merchandise,  Jjjjjj5"6,  p" except  such  as  are  excepted  by  law,  within  this  State,  without  a 
license  from  the  proper  authority  for  that  purpose,  such  peddler  or  itin- 

erant trader  shall  be  guilty  of  a  misdemeanor,  and,  on  indictment  and 
conviction  thereof,  shall  be  punished  [as  prescribed  in  section  4310  of 
this  Code.]  (a.) 

Section  referred  to  and  construed  :  55  Ga.,  6S6;  51/331. 

§4598.  (a.)  State  license  necessary.  It  shall  not  be  lawful  for  any  emi- 
grant agent  or  agents  to  solicit  or  procure  emigrants  to  leave  the  State, 

or  to  act  in  the  capacity  of  emigrant  agents  for  said  purpose,  without 
first  procuring  from  the  tax  collector  of  each  county  in  which  he  pro- 

poses to  solicit  emigrants  a  license  therefor,  for  which  said  license  he 
shall  pay  the  sum  of  five  hunched  dollars,  in  each  county  where  he 
may  solicit  or  procure  emigrants;  which  said  sum  said  tax  collector 
shall  pay  over  to  the  State  as  other  taxes. 

§4598.  (b.)  Penalty  for  violating  this  section.  Any  person  who  shall 
solicit  or  procure  emigrants,  or  shall  attempt  so  to  do,  without  first 
procuring  a  license  as  above  required,  shall  be  guilty  of  a  misde- 

meanor, and,  on  conviction,  shall  be  punished  as  prescribed  in  section 
4310  of  the  Code. 

§4598.  (c.)  Emigrant  agent  defined.     The  term  "emigrant  agent,"  as  Acts  of  1876, 
contemplated  in  section  4598  (a),  shall  be  construed  to  mean  any  person  p- 17- 
engaged  in  hiring  laborers  in  this  State  to  be  employed  beyond  the 
limits  of  the  same. 

§4599.  (4511.)  (4467.)  Deceiving  as  to  existence  of  lien.     Any   person  Act  of  1755, 
who  shall,  in  the  sale  or  disposing  of  any  property,  either  real  or  per- ^ J^f^ 
sonal,  defraud  another  by  falsely  representing  that  such  property  is  not  c.  p.  59. 
subject  to  the  lien  of  any  mortgage  or  judgment,  or  other  lien  against 
such  person  or  property,  knowing  the  same  to  be  subject  thereto,  [or  w  Acts  of 

who  shall  fraudulently  make  a  second  deed  of  conveyance  to  any  land  235?  ' P' or  real  estate  to  another,  shall  be  deemed  and  held  a  common  cheat 
and  swindler,  and,  on  conviction,  shall  be  punished  as  prescribed  in 
section  4310  of  this  Code.]  (a.) 

Section  referred  to:  52  Ga.,  199. 

§4600.  Wrongful  sale  of  mortgaged  property,  penalty.  [No  person,  after  (a»  Acts  of 

having  executed  a  mortgage  deed  to  personal  property,  shall  be  per- 1871"2>  p-  7L 
mitted  to  sell  or  otherwise  dispose  of  the  same  with  intent  to  defraud 
the  mortgagee,  unless  the  consent  of  the  mortgagee  be  first  obtained, 
before  payment  of  the  indebtedness  for  which  the  mortgage  deed  was 
executed;  and  if  any  person  shall  violate  the  provisions  of  this  sec- 

tion, and  loss  thereby  is  sustained  by  the  holder  of  the  mortgage,  the 
offender  shall  be  deemed  guilty  of  a  misdemeanor,  and,  upon  convic- 

tion thereof,  shall  be  punished  by  a  fine  in  double  the  sum,  or  debt, 
which  said  mortgage  was  given  to  secure  ;  and  upon  failure  to  pay  said 
fine  immediately,  the  person  so  convicted  shall  be  4mprisone4-4n— trhe 
.common  jail  fog- a  period  of  not4ess—tlran— six  months,  nor  more  than 
twelve.]  (a.) 

Where  parol  evidence  was  not  admissible  to  show  a  mistake  in  the  description  of 
the  property  mortgaged:  55  Ga.,  179. 

§4600.  (a.)  Sale  of  personal  property  under  lien.  The  provisions  of  sec- 
tion 4600  of  the  Code,  rendering  penal  the  wrongful  sale  of  mortgaged 

property,  shall  be  extended  to  and  include  liens  for  rent  and  advances 
made  upon  crops,  by  landlords,  employers,  or  others,  as  authorized  by 
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law.  And  offenses  against  this  section  shall  be  held  misdemeanors, 

and  any 'person  guilty  thereof,  shall,  on  conviction  therefor,  be  pun- 
ished according  to  section  4310  of  the  Code. 

§4601.  Fine,  how  appropriated.  [When  the  fine  has  been  imposed  and 
(W  Acts  of  collected,  one-half  shall  be  paid  to  the  holder  of  the  mortgage,  and  the 
1871-2,  p.  7i.  payment  shall  extinguish  the  debt  to  secure  which  the  mortgage  was 

executed,  and  the  remaining  half  shall  be  paid  over  to   the  county 
treasury  of  the  county  in  which  said  convictiAw^hai^]j1l^) 

/fj.  J  7t  §460i.  (a.)  Jurisdiction  of  the  offense.  [The^S^SS&^mmrield  for  the 
r    /         '(c)  Acts  of  county  in  which  the  party  violating  section  4o00  resides,  shall  have 

1871-2,  p.  7 1.  jurisciiction  to  try  the  offender.]  (c.) 
§4602.  (4512.)  (4468.)  Illegally  measuring  lumber.  If  any  measurer  and 

is6^ctsof  inRPec^or  of  timber,  appointed  under  the  laws  of  this  State,  or  any  per- 
_233.   'P*     son  not  being  an  official  measurer  and  inspector,  shall  measure  any timber  otherwise  than  as  required  by  the  laws  of  this  State,  he  shall  be 

guilty  of  a  misdemeanor,  and,  upon  conviction  thereof,  shall  be  pun- 
ished for  each  offense  [as  prescribed  in  -section  4310  of  this  Code  :]  (b.) 

Provided,  that  this  provision  shall  not  apply  to  any  case  when  the 
.    measurement  is  not  for  the  purpose  of  being  used  in  the  sale  of  the 

timber,  or  to  any  case  where  the  parties  buying  and  selling  contract  to 
have   the  timber   measured  other  than  according  to  the  laws  of  this 
State. 

§4603.  (4513.)  Railroad  officials  overcharging.  [Any  officer,  agent,  or 
'(c)  Acts  of  other  employee  of  any  railroad  company  in  this  State,  who  shall  charge 

-237?"°'  P*  f°r  transporting  freight  or  passengers  over  said  railroad  above  the  rates allowed  by  their  several  charters,  or  established  by  the  superintendent, 
or  other  officer  or  officers  of  said  railroad,  shall  be  guilty  of  a  misde- 

meanor, and,  on  indictment  and  conviction  before  the  Superior  Court 
in  any  county  having  jurisdiction  thereof,  shall  be  punished  as  pre- 

scribed in  section  4310  of  this  Code.]  (c.) 
§4604.  (4514.)  Receipts  of  carriers.     [Whenever  any  person  shall  de- 

(a)  A'Ctsof  iliver  any  article,  thing,  commodity,  or  property  of  any  description,  to 
i  1870,  p.  400.  any  railroad,  steamboat,  or  express  company,  in  this  State,  for  transpor- 

tation, it  shall  be  the  duty  of  said  company,  upon  demand,  to  furnish 
the  party  so  delivering  a  good  and  valid  receipt  for  the  same,  with 
proper  revenue  stamps  attached  thereto ;  and  said  receipt  shall  spec- 

ify [the  shipping  mark  or  marks,  and  number  or  numbers  thereon, 
and]  (a.)  the  weight  of  said  article,  thing, commodity,  or  property, thus 
delivered,  whenever  the  value  can  be  estimated  by  weight ;  and  in  all 
cases  where  the  value  cannot  be  thus  estimated,  the  receipt  shall  give 
a  general  description  of  said  article,  thing,  commodity,  or  property,  and 
shall  also  specify  as  near  as  practicable  the  quantity  or  value  thereof, 
and  also  the  place  of  destination ;  and  any  agent  or  officer  of  any  railroad, 

(aii  Acts  of  steamboat,  or  express  company,  violating  the  provisions  of  this  section, 
i8<5-6,  p.  ̂ aii  be  deemed  and  considered  guilty  of  a  high  misdemeanor,  and,  upon conviction  thereof,  shall  be  punished  by  fine  or  imprisonment,  or  both, 

in  the  discretion  of  the  Court,  the  fine  not  to  be  less  than  one  hundred 
dollars  nor  more  than  two  thousand  dollars,  and  the  imprisonment  not 
to  exceed  sixty  days.]  (a.) 

§4604.  (a.)  When  dividends  prohibited.  No  joint  stock  company,  cor- 
Acts of  1877,  poration,  body  corporate,  or  other  association,  shall  declare  any  divi- 
p' 86-  dend,  or  dividends,  or  distribute  any  mone}^  among  its  members  as 

profits,  when  such  dividend  or  dividends,  or  money,  are  not  the  legiti- 
mate proceeds  of  its  investments. 

§4604.  (b.)  Penalty  for  violating.  Any  president,  director  or  directors, 
Actsofi877,  or  other  officer  or  agent  of  any  joint  stock  company,  corporation,  body 

p* '  corporate,  or  other  association,  violating  the  provisions  of  the  preceding 
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section,  shall  be  guilty  of  a  misdemeanor,  and,  on  conviction,  shall  be 
punished  as  provided  in  section  4310  of  the  Code. 

§4604.  (c.)  Additional  penalties.     Should  the  president,  directors,  or  Aetsofi877, 

other  agent  of  any  corporation,  declare  a  dividend  or  dividends,  in  vio-p" ' 
lation  of  the  section  aforesaid,  they  shall,  in  addition  to  the  punishment 
prescribed  in  the  section  preceding,  be  liable  to  be  sued  for  double  the 
amount  of  damages  that  any  person,  or  persons,  may  sustain  in  conse- 

quence of  the  declaring  of  such  dividend  or  dividends. 
General  Note  on  Cheating,  False  Pretences,  etc. — 2  Whart.  Cr.  Law,  #2056 ;  2 

Bish.  lb..  #142,  392;  2  Bish.  Cr.  Proa,  #157  ;  3  Gr.  Ev.,  ?84 ;  2  Arch.  Cr.  Pr.  and  PL, 

1376;  1  Hawley's  Cr.  Rep.,  209,  211,  218,  225;  2/85-105,  228;  Dudley,  155;  33  Am.  R.,  89, 
589.  Not  criminal,  unless  calculated  to  deceive  persons  of  ordinary  prudence  and  dis- 

cretion :  26  Am.  R.,  192. 

TWELFTH  DIVISION. 

FRAUDULENT   OR   MALICIOUS    MISCHIEF. 

4612. 
4612. 
4612. 
4612. 

Section. 
4613.  Turnpikes,  fixtures,  etc. 
4614.  Firing,  or  sinking  vessels. 
4615.  Cutting  down  trees. 
4616.  Mile  or  guide-post 
4617.  Obstructing  highways. 

Destroying  growing  crop. 
Fixtures  of  coast  survey. 
Public  burying-grounds 
Private  burying-grounds. 
Injuring  fish-ponds. 
Injury ing  mining  works. 
Poisoning  fish. 
Illegal  fishing, 
(a.)  Killing  fish. 

4625.  (b.)  Unlawful  trapping,  etc. 
4625.  (c. )  Passage  to  be  free. 
4625.  (d. )  Removal  of  disseased  cattle. 
4626.  Digging  ginseng. 
4627.  Other  similar  acts. 

4618. 
4619. 
4620. 
4621. 4622. 

4623. 
4624. 
4625. 
4625. 

Section. 
4605.  Destroying  books  or  papers. 
4606.  Altering  landmarks. 
4607.  Buoys,  beacons,  etc. 
4608.  Setting  fire  to  stacks. 
4609.  Setting  fire  to  woods. 
4610.  Setting  fire  to  fences,  or  burning. 
4611.  Breaking  bridges,  dams,  etc. 
4611.  (a.)  Building  fire  about. 
4611.  (b.)  Punishment. 
4611.  (c)  No  relief  against  damages. 
4612.  Killing  or  maiming  cattle, 

(a.)  Cruelty  to  animals, 
ib.)  Abandoned  animals. 
(c)  Arrest  of  violators, 
(d.)  Fines,  how  disposed  o'. 4612.  (e.)  Cruelty  denned. 

4612.  (f.)  Putting  children  to  dangerous  voca- 
tions. 

4612.  (g.)  Protection  of  children. 
4612.  (h.)  Cruelty  to  children. 

§4605.  (4515.)  (4469.  Destroying  boohs  or  papers  of  value.  If  any  per- 
son shall  fraudulently  or  maliciously  tear,  burn,  or  in  any  other  way 

destroy  any  deed,  lease,  will,  bond,  or  other  writing  sealed,  or  any  bank 
bill  or  note,  check,  draft,  or  other  securit}^  for  the  payment  of  money 
or  the  delivery  of  goods,  or  any  certificate  or  other  public  security  of 
this  State,  or  of  the  United  States,  or  any  of  them,  for  the  payment  of 
money,  or  any  receipt,  acquittance,  release,  discharge  of  any  debt,  suit, 
or  other  demand,  or  any  transfer  or  assurance  of  money,  stock,  goods, 
chattels,  or  other  property,  or  any  letter  of  attorney,  or  other  power,  or 
any  day-book,  or  other  book  of  accounts,  or  any  agreement  or  contract 
whatever,  with  intent  to  defraud,  prejudice,  or  injure  any  person,  or 
body  politic  or  corporate,  such  person  so  offending  shall,  on  conviction, 
be  punished  by  imprisonment  and  labor  in  the  penitentiary  for  any 
time  not  less  than  one  year  nor  longer  than  four  years ;  or,  in  trivial 
cases,  by  imprisonment  in  the  common  jail,  or  by  fine,  or  both,  at 
the  discretion  of  the  Court. 

§4606.  (4516.)  (4470.)  Altering  or  removing  landmarks.     If  any  person  (ai  Acts  of 

shall,  knowingly,  maliciously,  or  fraudulently,  cut,  fell,  alter,  or  remove  %$!~6'  p' any  certain  boundary  tree,  or  other  allowed  landmark,  to  the  wrong  or 
injury. of  his  neighbor,  or  any  other  person,  such  person  so  offending 
shall,  on  conviction,  be  punished  [as  prescribed  in  section  4310  of  this 
Code.]  (a.) 

§4607.  (4517.)  (4471. )  Buoys,  beacons,  etc.  If  any  person  or  persons 
shall,  maliciously,  or  without  authority,  cut  down,  remove,  or  destroy 
any  beacon  or  beacons,  buoy  or  buoys,  erected  by  any  commissioners  of 
pilotage,  or  other  person  or  persons  duly  authorized  for  that  purpose, 
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such  person  or  persons  so  offending  shall,  on  conviction,  be  punished  by 
confinement  and  labor  in  the  penitentiary  for  any  time  not  less  than 
two  years  nor  longer  than  five  years. 

§4608.  (4518.)  (4472.)   Firing  fences  or  grain  is  felony.     [Any  persons 
Acts  of  1871,  guilty  of  the  willful  and  malicious  setting  fire  to  or  burning  the  fences 
pp.  72, 73.    0f  another,  or  his  stacks  of  corn,  fodder  grain,  straw,  or  hay,  or  his  shocks, 

or  piles  of  the  same,  or  his  crops  not  gathered  in  his  fields,  not  in  a 
town,  city  or  village,  shall  be  guilty  of  a  felony,  and  shall  be  punished 
by  imprisonment  and  labor  in  the  penitentiary  for  a  time  not  less  than 
one  nor  longer  than  three  years  ;  and  if  such  fence,  stack,  shock,  or  pile 
be  in  a  city,  town  or  village,  the  willful  and  malicious  burning  of  the 

^m^^Z^h^f-y  f  same,  or  setting  fire  to  the  same,  shall  be  punished  by  imprisonment 
j  *  and  labor  in  the  penitentiary  for  a  time  not  less  than  two  years  nor 

longer  than  five  years,  unless  the  fire  be  communicated  to  a  house, 
when  the  punishment  shall  be  as  prescribed  in  ocction   1310  of  thio- 

A  conviction  for  burning  fodder,  on  circumstantial  evidence,  reversed  :  53  Ga.,  253. 

$4609.  (4519.)  (4473.)  Setting  fire  to  woods.     If  any  person  shall  will- 
fa)  Acts  of  fully  and  maliciously  set  on  fire,  or  cause  to  be  set  on  fire,  any  woods, 

2335  6'  P'     lan^s5  or  marshes,  within  this  State,  so  as  thereby  to  occasion  loss,  dam- 
age, or  injury  to  any  other  person,  such  person,  so  offending,  shall,  on 

conviction,  be  punished  [as  prescribed  in  section  4310  of  this  Code.]  (a.) 
§4610.  (4520.)  (4474.)  Fences.     If  any  person  shall  willfully  and  ma- 

te) Acts  of  liciously  set  fire  to  any  fence  or  fences,  or  other  inclosure,  or  cause  or 

1865-6,  p.     procure  the  same  to  be  done,  or  shall  take  from  such  fence  or  inclosure 
any  rail  or  rails,  or  other  material  of  which  the  same  is  made  or  com- 

posed, for  the  purpose  of  using  the  same  as  fuel,  such  person,  so  offend- 
ing, shall,  on  conviction,  be  punished  [as  prescribed  in  section  4310  of 

this  Code.]  (a.) 

§4611.  (4521.)  (4475.)  Breaking  bridges,  dams,  banks,  etc.     If  any  per- 
son shall  unlawfully,  willfully,  and  maliciously  break  down,  cut  open, 

through,  injure,  or  destroy  any  bridge,  river,  or  meadow  bank,  rice-dam, 
mill-dam,  or  any  other  dam  or  bank,  such  person,  so  offending,  shall, 
on  conviction,  be  punished  by  confinement  and  labor  in  the  penitenti- 

ary not  less  than  one  year  nor  longer  than  three  years,  or  by  fine  and 
imprisonment  in  the  common  jail,  at  the  discretion  of  the  Court. 

§4611.  (a.)  Encampment  or  building  fires  about,  prohibited.     It  shall  not 
Actsofi875,  be  lawful  for  any  person  or  persons  whatever,  to  encamp  upon,  within, 

p.  loi.         or  unc[er  any  public  bridge  or  private  bridge  in  this  State,  without  the 
consent   of  the  owner,  or  to  build  a  fire  upon,  within,  or  under  such 
bridge. 
.    §4611.  (b.)  Penalty  for  violation.     Any  person  or  persons  violating  the 

Acts  of  1875,  provisions  of  the  foregoing  section,  shall  be  guilty  of  a  misdemeanor, 
p- 10L        and,  on  conviction,  shall  be  punished  as  prescribed  in  section  4310  of 

the  Code. 

§4611.  (c.)  Does  not  relieve  from  civil  damages.     None  of  the  provisions 
Actsofi87&,  of  the  two  foregoing  sections  shall  be  so  construed  as  to  relieve  any  of- 
p.  102.        fender  from  liability  for  damages  on  the  civil  side  of  the  Courts  for  the 

injury  or  destruction  of  any  bridge. 
§4612.  (4522.)  (4476.)  Killing  or  maiming  cattle  or  hogs.     If  any  person 

Acts  of  1880  shall  maliciously  maim   or  kill  any  horse,  mule,  bull,  steer,  ox,  cow, 

-l,  p.  73.     cajf?  nejfer)  or  other  animal  falling  under  the  description  hereinbefore 
given  of  horses  or  cattle,  or  shall  maliciously  maim  or  kill  a  hog  or 

Acts  of  1855  hogs,  such  person,  so  offending,  shall,  on  conviction,  be  punished  as  pre- 
-6,  p.  233.    scribed  in  section  4310  of  this  Code :  Provided,  that  when  the  person 

killing  or  maiming  such  animal  or  animals  shall,  upon  trial  thereof, 
set  up  a  defense  that  such  killing  or  maiming  had  been  done,  not  from 
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malice  toward  the  owner  of  said  animal  or  animals,  but  to  prevent  in- 

jury to  the  defendant's  growing  or  matured  crops  or  other  property, 
such  defense  shall  not  avail  to  acquit  the  defendant  unless  it  be  made 
clearly  to  appear  before  the  Court  trying  the  same,  that  such  growing 
or  matured  crops  or  other  property  was  protected  by  a  substantial  fence, 
not  less  than  four  and  a  half  feet  high. 

Need  not  prove  actual  ill  will  against  the  owner  to  make  out  the  offense  :  28  6a.,  190. 
Defense  for  shooting  a  mule,  that  it  was  clone  to  protect  the  crop,  and  not  from  ill  will 
to  the  owner  or  cruelty  to  the  animal :  30  Ga.,  325.  Conviction  of  shooting  a  mule  on 
sufficient  evidence:  60  Ga..  142.  Indictment  should  state  the  dayamd  month  when 
the  offense  was  committed,  and  it  is  the  maiming  or  killing,  and  not  the  shoot- 

ing of  a  cow,  that  makes  the  offense  :  65  Ga.,  410. 

Thomp.  Law  of  Farm,  §§193-207;  2  Arch.  Cr.  Pr.  and  PL,  1545;  1  Bish.  Cr.  L.,  §1026. 

§4612.  (a.)  Cruelty  to  animals.     Every  person  who  shall  set  on  foot  or  Actsofis7s 

instigate,  or  promote,  or  engage  in,  or  do  anything  in  furtherance  of  "^i p"  1SV^   y  jfc 
any  act  of  cruelty  to  any  domestic  animal,  shall  be  guilty  of  a  misde-^^^^/T^^S/ 

meanor,  and,  on  conviction,  shall  be  punished  under  section  4310  of  j£,  if^^)/t  j^~& this  Code.  /5^.  /^# 
§4612.  (b.)  Abandoned  animals,  how  dealt  with.      Any  person  finding/lets  <tf  ists  /^~  ' 

any  domestic  animal  abandoned  and  not  properly  cared  for,  may  apply"9'  p' 183'       x     / 
to  any  Justice  of  the  Peace  of  the  county,  who  may  summarily  decide  £^-*^*-<*^~-~c~'  ' 
whether  such  is  abandoned  and  also  glandered,  or  otherwise  diseased, /y^  -/•  /-  2~*~    • 
or  injured  past  recovery,  hearing  evidence  and  giving  notice  to  the 
owner,  if  known,  whenever  such  notice  can  be  given  without  defeating 
the  objects  of  this  section,  which  objects  are  declared  to  be  primarily 
the  putting  an  end  speedily  to  the  suffering  of  hopelessly  diseased  and 
disabled  animals,  and  such  Justice  of  the  Peace  may,  on  such  hearing, 
authorize  the  destruction  of  such  animals :  Provided,  that  such  authori- 

zation shall  not  defeat  the  owner's  claim  against  the  person  destroying 
or  procuring  the  destruction  of  such  animal  for  any  pecuniary  damage 
that  such  owner  may  have  sustained  by  such  destruction. 

§4612.  (c.)  Arrests  for  cruelty  to  animals.     Upon  complaint  on  oath  or  Acts  Qf  is78  [ 

affirmation  to  any  magistrate  authorized  by  law  to  issue  warrants  in-9>  p-  183- 
criminal  cases,  that  the  affiant  has  just  and  reasonable  cause  to  suspect 
that  any  of  the  provisions  of  law  for  the  prevention  of  cruelty  to  ani- 

mals are  being  violated,  or  are  about  to  be  violated,  in  any  particular 
building  or  place,  such  magistrate  shall  immediately  issue  and  deliver 
a  warrant  to  any  one  authorized  by  law  to  make  arrests  in  criminal 
cases,  authorizing  and  requiring  him  to  enter  and  search  such  building 
or  place  and  to  arrest  any  person  there  present,  found  violating  any  of 
said  laws,  and  to  bring  such  person  before  the  nearest  or  most  accessi- 

ble magistrate  of  competent  jurisdiction,  to  be  dealt  with  according  to 
law. 

§4612.  (d.)  Fines,  how  appropriated.  All  fines  collected  in  any  county  Acts  of  ists 

of  this  State,  under  the  provisions  of  the  three  preceding  sections,  shall  ~9-  p-  183- 
inure  one-half  to  the  public  school  fund  of  the  county,  and  the  other 
half  to  any  society  whose  object  is,  or  shall  be,  the  prevention  of  cruelty 
to  animals,  which  is  now,  or  hereafter  may  be,  incorporated  by  proper 
authority  in  this  State,  and  whose  officer  or  agent  has  prosecuted  the 
case  in  which  the  fine  is  imposed;  and  where  the  prosecutor  is  some 
person  other  than  such  agent  or  officer,  then  half  of  the  fine  shall  be 
paid  into  the  county  treasury. 

§4612.  (e.)  Cruelty  defined.     The  word  "cruelty"  shall  be  held  to  in-Acteofi878 
elude  every  willful  act,  omission  or  neglect,  whereby  unjustifiable  phys-~9«  p- 183- 
ical  pain,  suffering  or  death,  is  caused  or  permitted. 

§4612.  (f.)  Patting  children  to  dangerous  or  improper  vocations.      Any  Actsof  ]878 
person  whatever,  who  shall  sell,  apprentice,  give  away,  or  let  out,  or  -9-  p-  162. 
otherwise  dispose  of,  any  child  under  twelve  years  old,  to  any  person, 
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for  the  vocation,  occupation,  or  service  of  rope  or  wire  walking,  begging, 
or  as  a  g}^mnast,  contortionist,  circus  rider,  acrobat  or  clown,  or  for  any 
indecent,  obscene  or  immoral  exhibition,  practice  or  purpose  whatever, 

shall  be  gu'lty  of  a  misdemeanor,  and  punishable  under  section  4310  of this  Code;  and  whoever,  under  such  selling,  apprenticing,  or  letting 
out,  shall  receive  and  use  such  child,  for  any  of  the  purposes  herein 
condemned,  shall  be  guilty  and  punishable  in  like  manner. 

§4612.  (g.)   Children,  how  protected.     Whenever  any  child  under  the 
Acts  of  ls&o  age  aforesaid,  shall  be  brought  before  the  Ordinary  of  the  county  of  such 
-l,  p.  162.    child's  residence,  upon  the  sworn  allegation  of  any  citizen,  that  such 

f  child  was  found  under  circumstances  of  destitution  and  suffering,  or 
:  abandonment,  exposure,  or  of  begging,  or  that  such  child  is  being  reared 

up  under  immoral,  obfcene,  or  indecent  influences  likely  to  degrade  its 
moral  character  and  devote  it  to  a  vicious  life,  and  it  shall  appear  to  such 
Ordinary  by  competent  evidence,  including  such  examination  of  the 
child  as  may  be  practicable,  that  by  reason  of  the  neglect,  habitual 
drunkenness,  lewd,  or  other  vicious  habits  of  the  parents  or  guardians 
of  such  child,  it  is  necessary  to  the  protection  of  such  child  from  suffer- 

ing or  from  degradation,  that  such  parents  or  guardians  shall  be  deprived 
of  the  custody  of  such  child,  such  Ordinary  may  commit  such  child  to 
any  orphan  asylum  or  other  charitable  institution  established  accord- 

ing to  law  in  this  State  which  is  willing  to  receive  such  child,  or  to 
appoint  a  proper  guardian  therefor,  or  make  such  other  disposition  of 
them  as  now  is,  or  may  hereafter  be,  provided  b}^  law  in  cases  of  disor- 

derly, pauper,  or  destitute  children. 
§4612.  (h.)   Cruelty  to  children,  how  punished.     Whoever  shall  torture, 

Acts  oi  isso  torment,  deprive  of  necessary  sustenance,  mutilate,  cruelly,  unreason- 
-l,  p.  162.    ably  and  maliciously  beat  or  ill  treat,  or  cause  to  be  tortured,  tormented, 

deprived  of  necessary  sustenance,  mutilated,  cruelly,  unreasonably  and 
maliciously  beaten,  or  ill  treated,  any  child,  shall  be  guilty  of  a  misde- 

meanor, and,  on  conviction,  shall  be  punished  as  prescribed  in  section 
4310  of  this  Code. 

!  §4613.  (4523.)  (4477.)   Turnpike  and  navigation  fixtures.     If  any  per- 
I  (a^i  Acts  of  son  shall  maliciously  injure  or  destroy  any  turnpike  gate  or  gates,  or 

m  6'P'     any  Pos^  or  Posts,  rail  or  rails,  wall  or  walls,  or  any  chain,  bar  or  other 
i  fence  belonging  to  any  turnpike  gate,  or  any  house  or  houses,  erected 

or  to  be  erected,  for  the  use  of  any  such  turnpike  gate  or  gates,  or  shall 
willfully  and  maliciously  injure  or  destroy  any  lock  or  locks,  or  other 
works  erected  to  protect  and  secure  the  navigation  of  any  river  or  canal 
in  this  State,  every  such  person  so  offending  shall,  on  conviction,  be 
punished  by  imprisonment  and  labor  in  the  penitentiary  for  any  time 
not  less  than  one  year  nor  longer  than  four  years. 

§4614.  (4524.)  (4478.)  Firing  or  sinking  vessels.     If  any   person   shall 
<&  Acts  of  willfully  and  maliciously  burn,  or  set  fire  to  an}^  ship,  boat  or  other 
186^-6,  p.      vesSei  above  the  value  of  two  hundred  dollars,  alongside  of  any  wharf, 

or  at  anchor  in  any  river,  or  in  any  waters  in  this  State,  or  if  any  per- 
son shall  willfully  and  maliciously  make,  or  assist  in  making,  any  hole 

in  the  bottom,  side,  or  any  part  of  any  ship,  boat  or  other  vessel,  above 
the  value  aforesaid,  or  do  any  other  act  tending  to  the  loss  or  destruc- 

tion of  such  ship,  boat  or  other  vessel,  within  the  waters  of  this  State 
as  aforesaid,  such  person  so  offending  shall,  on  conviction,  be  punished 
by  imprisonment  and  labor  in  the  penitentiary  for  any  time  not  less 
than  three  years  nor  longer  than  seven  years ;  and  if  the  ship,  boat, 
or  other  vessel  thus  injured  or  destroyed,  as  aforesaid,  be  of  the  value 
of  two  hundred  dollars,  or  under  that  value,  then  the  person  convicted 

i  of  injuring  or  destroying  such  ship,  boat,  or  other  vessel,  as  aforesaid, 
[shall  be  punished  as  prescribed  in  section  4310  of  this  Code.]  (a.) 

§4615.  (4525.)  (4479.)  Cutting  down  trees.     If  any  person  shall  will- 
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fully  and  maliciously  cut  down,  injure  or  destroy  any  tree  or  trees,  (a)  Acts  of 

planted  or  growing  in  any  town,  village  or  city,  or  in  any  avenue,  yard,  ̂ f"8,  p> 
garden,  orchard,  or  plantation,  for  ornament,  shelter,  shade,  or  profit, 
such  person  so  offending,   on  conviction,  [shall  be  punished  as  pre- 

scribed in  section  4310  of  this  Code.]  (a.) 
§4616.  (4526.)  (4480.)  Mile  or  guide  posts.  If  any  person  shall  will-  (a)  Acts  of 

fully  or  maliciously  break,  deface,  destroy  or  remove  any  mile-stone  or^5"0,  p' 
post,  or  any  guide-board,  erected  upon  any  public  road  or  highway,  or 
alter  any  mark  or  inscription  upon  any  such  mile-stone  or  post,  or 
guide-board,  such  person  so  offending  shall  be  indicted  for  a  misde- 

meanor, and,  on  conviction,  [shall  be  punished  as  prescribed  in  section 
4310  of  this  Code.]  (a.) 

§4617.  (4527.)  (4481.)   Obstructing  hightcays.      Any  person  who  shall  Acts  of  1S59 
stop  up  or  obstruct  a  public  highway,  with  a  malicious  intent,  or  shall  p- 6-- 
do  the  same  acts  without  such  intent,   and  fail  to  remove  the  same  on  §65i. 
notice  from  the  overseer  or  commissioner  of  the  road,  shall  be  guilty  (a)  Acts  0f 

of  malicious  mischief,  and,  on  conviction,  [shall  be  punished  as  pre-  j^5"56,  p- 
scribed  in  section  4310  of  this  Code.]  (a.) 

§4618.  (4528.)  (4482.)  Severing  produce  from  the  realty.     If  any  person  (a\Acts  of 

shall  commit  any  trespass  by  willfully  and  maliciously  severing  from  gijff "6'  p' the  land  of  another  any  produce  thereof,  such  person,  so  offending,  shall 
be  indicted  for  a  misdemeanor,  and,  on  conviction,  [shall  be  punished 
as  prescribed  in  section  4310  of  this  Code.]  (a.) 

§4619.  (4529.)  (4483.)  Injuries   to   coast  survey  fixtures.     Any   person  (a)  Acts  of 

who  shall   willfully  or  wantonly  injure,  deface  or  remove  any  signal,  Jl^"6,  p' 
monument,  building,  or  any  other  appendage  thereto,  erected  within 
this  State  by  virtue  of  any  Act  of  Congress  authorizing  a  coast  survey, 
shall  be  guilty  of  a  misdemeanor,  and,  on  conviction,  [shall  be  pun- 

ished as  prescribed  in  section  4310  of  this  Code.]  (a.)  ~    /  ~f 
§4620.  (4530.)  (4484.)  Injuries  to  public  burying  grounds.     Any  person  (b)  Actsof/w-t^j^ 

who  shall  willfully  or  wantonly  injure  or  destroy  any  enclosure  around  18^>  v'*7'*^f'  *~/^j 

£2 or  within  any  public  or  private  grave-yard  or  burying  ground,  or  any  /^^^^^^v^ 
monument  or  tombstone,  or  other  fixtures  therein,  shall  be  guilty  of  a  i?65-6?p.  ° 
misdemeanor,  and,  on  conviction,  [shall  be  punished  as  prescribed  in  233- 
section  4310  of  this  Code.]  (a.)  S/f-rff7, 

§4621.  (4531.)  (4332)  Disturbing  private  burying  grounds.     Any  person  Act  otw&f 

who,  by  himself,  his  agent  or  servants,  shall  mutilate,  or  in  any  wise  c-  p- 846- 
injure  or  destroy,  any  private  burying  ground  which  has  been  reserved  (a)  Acts  of 

in  any  private  or  public  sale  of  the  surrounding  land,  shall  be  guilty  233?  ,p' 
of  a  misdemeanor,  and,  on  conviction,  [shall  be  punished  as  prescribed 
in  section  4310  of  this  Code.]  (a.) 

§4622.  (4532.)  (4485.)  Injuring  fish-pond.     Any  person  willfully  or  (a)  Acts  of 

maliciously  breaking  the  dam  or  destroying  the  fish,  or  fishing  therein,  Hjf "6'  p" 
or  otherwise  injuring  any  artificial  fish-pond,  shall  be  guilty  of  a  mis- 

demeanor, and,  on  conviction,  shall  be  punished  [as  prescribed  in  sec- 
tion 4310  of  this  Code.]  (a.) 

§4623.  Punishment  for  injuring  mining  works.  [If  any  person  or  persons  (a)  Acts  of 

shall  unlawfully,  willfully  and  maliciously  cut,  break  down,  destroy  or  1S68,  p- 1S- 
in  any  manner  hurt,  damage,  injure  or  obstruct,  or  shall  counsel  and 
assist,  or  advise  any  person  or  persons  in  any  manner  to  hurt,  damage, 
injure,  obstruct,  break  down,  or  destroy  any  ditch  or  ditches,  canal  or 
canals,  flume  or  flumes,  dome  or  domes,  tunnel  or  tunnels,  made,  con- 

structed, erected  or  used  to  control  and  convey  water  to  any  mine  or 
mines  for  mining  purposes,  or  any  of  the  appurtenances  to  such  ditch 
or  ditches,  canal  or  canals,  flume  or  flumes,  dome  or  domes,  tunnel  or 
tunnels,  belonging  or  appertaining,  such  person  or  persons  so  offending 
shall  be  liable  to  be  indicted  for  a  misdemeanor,  and  on   conviction, 
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shall  be  fined  or  imprisoned,  or  both,  at  the  discretion  of  the 
Court.]  (a.) 

Indictment  under  this  section  :  62  Ga..  443. 

§4624.  (4533. )  Poisoning  fish.  [Any  person  who  shall  poison  any  lake, 
(b)  Acts  of  river,  stream,  or  pond,  in  any  of  the  counties  of  this  State,  or  either  of 
1863-3,  p.  46.  fchem,  with  a  view  of  poisoning  fish  therein,  shall  be  guilty  of  a  misde- 

meanor, and,  on  conviction  thereof,  shall  be  punished  as  prescribed  in 
seetion  4310  of  this  Code.]  (b.) 

§4625.  Penalty  for  illegal  fishing.  [It  shall  not  be  lawful  for  any  person, 
f  (ay  Acts  of  other  than  the  proprietors  of  the  shores  and  banks  of  such  creeks,  estu- 

1872,  p.  53.  arjeg  an(j  riverS5  ̂ r  such  person  as  shall  be  by  any  such  proprietor  au- 
thorized), to  take  fish,  or  attempt  to  do  so,  with  any  line,  net  or  contri- 

vance whatever,  on  any  creek,  estuary  or  river,  where  any  artificial 
shell  reefs,  beds,  or  fishing  grounds  have  been  constructed,  or  may  here- 

after be  constructed,  within  one  hundred  yards  thereof:  Provided,  noth- 
ing herein  shall  authorize  one  proprietor  to  construct  or  use  such  places 

opposite  the  shore  or  bank  of  another  proprietor,  beyond  the  centre  of 
the  creek,  estuary  or  river,  opposite  his  own  shore  or  bank.  And  any 
person  violating  the  provisions  of  this  section  shall  be  subject  to  indict- 

i  ment  for  a  misdemeanor  in  the  Superior  Court  of  the  county  wherein 
such  violation  shall  occur,  and  shall,  on  conviction,  be  subject,  for 
every  such  offense,  to  a  fine  not  exceeding  one  hundred  dollars,  nor  less 
than  twenty  dollars,  at  the  discretion  of  the  Judge,  or  imprisonment  in 
the  county  jail  for  not  more  than  ninety  days  nor  less  than  thirty  days> 
at  the  discretion  of  the  Judge.]  (a.) 

§4625.  (a.)   Unlawful  killing  of  fish.     It  shall  be  unlawful  for  any  person 
Acts  of  L8soto  use  any  dynamite,  or  other  explosive  or  destructive  substance  for  the 

-l,  p.  i3o.    pUrp0Se  of  killing  fish,  and  any  person  violating  the  provisions  of  this 
section  shall  be  guilty  of  a  misdemeanor,  and  shall  be  punished  as  pre- 

scribed in  section  4310  of  this  Code. 

§4625.  (b.)   Traps,  etc.,  unlawful,  except  by  written  consent.     It  shall  not 
,  Acts  of  1875,  be  lawful  for  any  person,  or  persons,  to  put  any  trap,  wire,  trot-line,  set- 

p.  ii3.  line,  or  other  like  contrivance,  for  catching  fish  for  sale,  in  any  of  the 
lakes,  or  other  waters,  of  this  State,  upon,  or  within  the  lands  of  an- 

other, without  the  written  consent  of  the  owner  thereof.  And  any  per- 
son, or  persons,  who  shall  violate  the  provisions  of  this  section,  shall  be 

guilty  of  a  misdemeanor,  and  subject,  upon  conviction,  to  the  penalty 
prescribed  in  section  4310  of  this  Cod\ 

§4625.  (c.)  Passage  of  fish  not  to  be  obstructed.     It  shall  not  be  lawful  for 
Acts  of  1878  any  person,  or  P3rsonsJ°4CO]^^^v.e^c^2r  P^ace  i*1  ̂ ne  waters  of  any 

/*  'j'J^Jls     r^ver'  or  "iDuth  of  ony  c/eef^intnis  State7any  dam,  trap,  net,  seine,  or 

/£~TA  r^'epther  device  for  catching  fish^le^th^  |WJ&Bffl8*  k  su^tream '7  is  left  open  lor  a  space  or  tenuaeet  at  low  wafer-mark,  unoostructed  lor 
/^/,"Vv-  the  free  passage  of  fish  up  or  down  such  stream.     And  any  person,  or 
/  persons,  violating  the  provisions  of  this  section,  shall  ba  guilty  of  a  mis- 

demeanor, and,  on  conviction,  in  any  Court  having  jurisdiction  of  like 
offenses  in  any  of  the  counties  through  which  such  s£j^ft$3^sesJ3h^ 
be  punished  as  prescribed  in  section  4310  of  this  Code;  ana^rpers^ris 
in  the  territory  of  such  obstructions  shall  have  full  authority  to  break 
and  open  any  dam,  net,  or  other  obstruction  now  in  suclx^aters^rUiaJ; 
may  hereafter  be  placed  in  them,  for  the  space  of  ten  f^T^tlow^^tef- 
mark,  so  as  to  fully  carry  out  this  section  :  Provided,  that  nothing  herein 
contained  shall  be  so  construed  as  to  interrupt  dams  that  are  now  or 
that  may  hereafter  be  made,  for  milling  or  manufacturing  purposes. 

§4625.  (d.)  Diseased  cattle  not  to  be  removed.     Any  person,  or  persons, 
Acts  of  1878  who  shall  knowingly  drive  or  move  for  the  purpose  of  grazing  any  cat- 
-9,  p.  173.    ̂ e  jiavjng  flfcQ  disease  known  as  "murrain,"  or  having  any  other  dis- 
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temper  or  infectious  disease,  to  any  place  or  places,  in  this  State,  other 
than  those  places  or  localities  where  the  cattle  at  the  time  are  so  dis- 

eased, shall  be  guilty  of  a  misdemeanor,  and,  upon  conviction  thereof, 
shall  be  punished  as  prescribed  in  section  4310  of  this  Code. 

§4626.  Penalty  for  digging  ginseng  untimely.     [It  shall  not  be  lawful (a)  Acts  of  ^ 

for  any  person  to  dig  ginseng  in  this  State  before  the  first  day  of  Sep-1868,  p"194' tember,  in  each  and  every  year,  unless  the  same  be  cultivated  ginseng. 
Any  person  who  shall  be  guilty  of  a  violation  of  this  section  shall  be 
deemed  and  held  to  be  guilty  of  a  misdemeanor,  and,  upon  conviction 
thereof,  shall  be  fined,  for  every  such  offense,  not  less  than  ten  dollars, 

^nor  more  than  fifty,  in  the  discretion  of  the  Court.]  (a.) 

§4627.  (4534.)  (4486.)  All  other  acts  of  malicious  mischief,     All  other  g)  Acts  of 
acts  of  willful  and  malicious  mischief,  in  the  injuring  or  destroying  233. "' p' any  other  public  or  private  property,  not  herein  enumerated,  shall  be 
punished  [as  prescribed  in  section  4310  of  this  Code.]  (a.) 

Accusation  under  this  section  full  and  minute  as  to  acts  of  the  prisoner,  unnecessary 
to  read  to  the  jury  any  of  the  Code  :  63  Ga.,  189. 

Malicious  Mischief  (General  Note.)— 2  Whart.  Cr,  Law,  $2001  ;  2  Bish,  lb..  §955 : 
2  Bish.  Cr.  Proc,  £837 ;  2  Arob.  Cr.  Pr.  and  PL,  1468. 

^l£*<-ejcx^£~*^Z'-^G     *£*     -tPxu^t^m<^    0*-~  <s5*-^2<-e-, 

</,  /f&* 
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THIRTEENTH  DIVISION. 

\ 

OF   INDICTMENTS,  ARRAIGNMENTS,    TRIAL,  VERDICT,    JUDGMENT,  AND    EX- 
ECUTION. 

Section. 
46  8.  Form  of  indictment. 
4629.  Exceptions. 
4680.  Malicious  prosecution. 
4631.  Costs  paid  by  county. 
4632.  Prosecution  on  presentments, 
4633.  Arraignments  in  small  offenses. 
4634.  Copy,  indictment,  and  witnesses. 
4635.  In  minor  offenses. 
4636.  Arraignments. 
46  M.  Statement  of  deceased. 
4638.  Standing  mute. 
4639.  Demurrers  and  special  pleas. 
4640.  Record  of  issue. 
4641.  Entry  on  indictment. 
4642.  Arraignment  in  fetters. 
4643    Challenges. 
4644.  In  minor  offenses 
4645.  Order  of  argument. 
4646.  Jury  judges  of  law. 
4646.  (a. )  Effect  of  recommendation  to  mercy. 
4647.  Time  of  trial,  continuance. 
4648.  Demand  for  trial. 
4649.  Nolle  prosequi. 
4650.  Juror's  oath. 
4651.  Witness'  oath. 
4652.  Before  grand  jury. 
4653.  Several  imprisonments. 
4654.  Fine  money. 
4655.  Paid  immediately. 
4655.  (a.)  Fines,  etc.,  how  paid. 
4655.  (b.)  Distribution  of  fines,  etc. 
4655.  (c.)  Fines,  how  kept. 
4655.  (d.)  Claims  on,  how  paid. 
4655.  (e.)  Justice,  etc.,  how  paid. 
4655.  (f.)  Report  of  fines  to  grand  jury. 
4655.  (g.)  Local  laws  not  affected. 
4655.  (h.)  City  Courts  excepted. 
4656.  Discretionary  imprisonment  in  pen. 
4657.  Convicts  sent  to  penitentiary. 
4658.  Notice  to  keeper. 
4659.  Escanes  therefrom. 
4660.  Confinement  in  jail 
4661.  No  benefit  of  clergy. 
4662.  Death  by  hanging,  mode  of  execution. 

4663.  Judge's  report. 4664.  Punished  under  existing  laws. 
4665.  Limitation  on  indictments. 
4666.  Insane  convicts. 
4666.  (a.)  Disposition  of  insane  convicts. 
4606.  (b.)  Laws  made  applicable. 
4666.  (c.)  Executed  on  recovery. 
4666.  (,d.)  Law  as  10  insane  convicts 

Section. 

4667.  Pregnant  convicts 
4668.  Subsequent  execution. 
4669.  Date  from  sentence. 
4670   Offenses  on  county  lines. 
4671.  Death  in  another  county. 
4672.  Or  on  soil  of  United  States. 
4673.  Insane  offender. 
4674.  Act.  not  attempt. 
4675.  Jury  may  find  attempt. 
4676.  Two  convictions,  lougest  time. 
4677.  Convicts  witnesses. 
4678.  Impaneling  jury. 
4679.  Putting  panel  on  prisoners. 
4680.  Challenge  to  the  array. 
4681.  Challenge  lor  cause. 
4682.  Questions  on  voir  dire. 
4683.  Setting  aside  for  cause. 
4684.  Swearing  in  chief. 
4685.  No  investigation  against  triers, 
4686.  Criminal  cases,  when  tried. 
4687.  Change  of  venue. 
4688.  Duty  o    officers. 
4689.  Costs,  by  whom  paid. 
4690  Fees  of  witnesses.  • 

•    4691.  Penit'nt'ry  connnement,disqualification. 
4691  Joint  defendants. 
4693.  Continuance  by  one. 
4694   Opprobious  words. 
4695.  Oath  on  inquests  of  insanity. 
4696.  Abstract  of  evidence. 
4696.  (a.)  Appointment  of  reporters. 
4696.  ib.)  Pay  of  in  criminal  cases. 
4696.  (c. )  Pay  of  in  civil  cases. 
4696.  (d.)  Furnishing  reporters,  fees. 
4697.  Form  of  sentence, 
4698.  Commutation  for  good  behavior. 
4699.  Collection  of  costs. 
4700.  Discharge  of  insolvents. 
4701.  Bail  taken  twice. 
4702.  Forfeiting  recognizance. 
4703.  Proceedings  against  bail. 
4704.  Surrender  by  bail 
4705.  Punishment  in  minor  offenses. 
4606.  Settlement  of  offenses. 
4707.  Excessive  costs. 

4708.  Two  returns  of  "no  bill." 4709.  Insolvent  costs. 

4709.  (a.)  Justice's  rights,  etc. 
4709.  (b.)  Duty  of  committing  officer. 
4709.  (c.)  Insolvent  costs,  how  paid. 
4710.  Docket,  how  called. 
4710.  (a.)  Certain  cases  may  be  stricken. 

§4628.  (4535.)  (4516.)  Form  of  indictment.  Every  indictment  or  ac- 
cusation of  the  grand  jury  shall  be  deemed  sufficiently  technical  and 

correct  which  states  the  offense  in  the  terms  and  language  of  this 
Code,  or  so  plainly  that  the  nature  of  the  offense  charged  may  be  easily 
understood  by  the  jury.  The  form  of  every  indictment  or  accusation 
shall  be  as  follows :  . 

Georgia, County. 

"  The  grand  jurors  selected,  chosen  and  sworn,  for  the  county  of   
to-wit :    ,  in  the  name  and  behalf  of  the  citizens  of  Georgia,  charge 
and  accuse  A  B,  of  the  county  and  State  aforesaid,  with  the  offense  of 
  ,  for  that  the  said  A  B  (here  state  the  offense,  and  the  time  and 
place  of  committing  the  same,  with  sufficient  certainty),  contrary  to 

the  laws  of  said  State,  the  good  order,  peace,  and  dignity  thereof." 
If  there  should  be  more  than  one  count,  each  additional  count  shall 

commence  with  the  following  form  : 

"  And  the  jurors  aforesaid,  in  the  name  and  behalf  of  the  citizens  of 
Georgia,  further  charge  and  accuse  the  said  A  B  with  having  committed 

the  offense  of   (here  state  the  offense  as  before  directed),  for  that,"  etc. 
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§4629.  (4536.)  (4517.)  Exceptions.     All  exceptions  which  go  merely  §3588. 
to  the  form  of  an  indictment  shall  be  made  before  trial ;  and  no  mo- 

tion in  arrest  of  judgment  shall  be  sustained  for  any  matter  not  affect- 
ing the  real  merits  of  the  offense  charged  in  such  indictment. 

General  Note  on  Sections  4628  and  4629. — Accessory  after  the  fact,  in  receiving 
stolen  goods,  as  to  indictment  against:  56  Ga.,  92.     Arrest  of  judgment,  on  motion 
for,  not  competent  to  prove  aliunde  that  grand  jurv  was  not  sworn  :  9  Ga.,  58.     That 
jurors  were  summoned  without  writ  of  scire  facias,  no  ground  for:  14  Ga.,  43.    That  in- 

dictment was  not  formally  read  to  jury,  no  ground  for:  18  Ga.,  384.     Christian  names 
of  grand  jury  being  set  out  in  initials,  no  ground  for :  18  Ga.,  460.     Matters  not  affect- 

ing real  merits  of  indictment  not  sufficient  for;  19  Ga.,  1;  22/75;  37/51.      Nothing 
ground  for,  unless  it  appears  on  the  face  of  the  record  :  21  Ga.,  159,  271  ;  22/281 ;  29/522. 
That  some  of  jury  trying  were  on  jury  of  previous  week,  no  ground  for  :  31  Ga.,  411.    Will 
not  be  granted  where  allegations  of  indictment  are  sufficient  in  law  to  authorize  con- 

tinuance :  33  Ga.,  98.     Blank  in  indictment,  no  ground  for,  after  plea  of  guilty  :  34  Ga., 
107.     Assault  with  intent  to  murder,  indictment  against  defendant  as  principal  in 
second  degree:  50  Ga.,  591.     Indictment  for,  and  verdict  of  guilty  of  whipping  wife, 
judgment  arrested  :  53  Ga.,  113.  Indictment  for,  with  a  pocket  knife  without  alleging  use 
made  of  the  weapon,  not  good  in  arrest  of  judgment:  56  Ga.,  583.     Two  indicted  for, 

indorsement  of  "true  bill''  applies  to  both  defendants  :  55  Ga.,  598.     Blank  left  in  in- dictment, held  immaterial:  34  Ga.,  107.      Burglary,  indictment  for,  must  allege  the 
intent  of  the  breaking  :  46  Ga..  324.     Citizen,  not  necessary  for  indictment  to  charge 
defendant  to  be,  of  the  county  :  7  Ga.,  3  ;  38/491.     Color  not  necessary  as  description 
of  deceased  in  murder  case  :  48Ga.,36.  Not  necessary,  of  defendant :  44  Ga.,  263.  Con- 

clusion of  indictment  proper  if  it  followsform  provided  by  statute  :  25  Ga.,  689.  Copy 
of  indictment  and  list  of  witnesses  sworn  before  grand  jury,  defen  lant  entitled  to  only 
on  demand  :  50  Ga.,  585.     Counts,  if  some  are  good  and  other?  defective  and  general 

verdict  ot"  guilty,  intendment  of  the  law  is,  the  jury  found  on  the  good  counts  :  10  Ga., 
48.  Where  there  are  counts  charging  several  grades  of  the  same  offense  and  a  general  ver- 

dict of  guilty,  Court  will  award  judgment  on  highest  grade :  10  Ga.,  48 ;  55/131.     When 
defendant  may  compel  election  as  to  which  count  State  will  proceed  under :  11  Ga., 
226.  When  defendant  cannot  compel  such  election  :  26  Ga.,  611 ;  58/577.     Day ;  charge 
of  offense  on  a  day  certain,  and  "  divers  other  days,"  last  surplusage  :  11  Ga.,  53.     Of- 

fense may  be  charged  on  any,  previous  to  finding  bill :  11  Ga.,  53  ;  25/515  ;  34/117.    No 
particular  day  proved,  sufficient  if  within  statute  of  limitations:  13  Ga.,  396;  18/736; 
34/202.     Exceptions  to  foregoing  :  17  Ga.,  439.     Indictment  good,  although  offense  al- 

leged to  have  been  committed  on  an  impossible  day  :  55  Ga.,  304.  625.    Day  not  named 
in  indictment  (only  the  year  named)  indictment  defective:  65  Ga.,  410.     Indictment 
for  keeping  open  tippling  house  on  the  Sabbath  and  the  day  named  was  Friday,  judg- 

ment arrested :  51  Ga.,  426.     Description  of  stolen  property,  what  wTas  held  sufficient 
of  a  horse  :  44  Ga.,  263.  Of  hogs  sufficient,  if  so  described  the  owner  can  identify  them  : 
57  Ga.,  28.  Disturbing-  religious  congregation,  where  charge  was  sufficiently  set  out 
to  support  verdict :  60  Ga.,  464.     Duel,  indictment  alleging  consent  in  this  State  to  act 
as  second  in,  immaterial  where  duel  was  fought:  58  Ga.,  332.  Exceptions  to  indictment 
because  defective,  must  be  made  before  trial:  24  Ga.,  31.     Fornication,  verdict  of,  on 
indictment  for  rape,  judgment  arrested:  60  Ga.,  381.     Grand  juror  excused,  and  on 
same  day  bill  returned  with  his  name  to  it:  9Ga.,  210.     Where  names  of  grand  jurors 
are  not  on  the  jury  list,  when  not  regularly  surnamed,  matter  for  plea :  60  Ga.,  88, 126. 
Idem  sonans,  no  longer  an  infallible  test,  identity  of  the  person  the  true  issue  :  18 
Ga.,  738  ;  38/184.     Joinder  of  offenses  ;  two  distinct  offenses  cannot  be  charged  in  the 
same  indictment :  12  Ga.,  293.     Counts  for  assault  with  intent  to  mnrder  by  shooting 
with  a  pistol  and  for  shooting  at  another  with  a  pistol  may  be  joined  :  52  Ga.,  565. 
Counts  for  assault  with  intent  to  murder  with  a  knife  and  for  stabbing  maybe  joined  : 
43  Ga.,  218.  Indictment  containing  counts  for  robbing  and  assault  and  battery,  demurr- 

able :  57  Ga.,  66.  Defendant  may  be  charged  with  stealing  hogs  of  two  persons  at  same 
timeand  place:  57Ga.,171.  Forgery  and  uttering  forged  paper  may  b  2  joined  :  59Ga.,784; 
11/92.  Count  for  receiving  stolen  goods  maybe  joined  with  count  for  simple  larceny  :    61 
Ga.^213.  Offenses  of  same  nature  maybe  joined  in  one  indictment,  and  sometimes  when 
not  of  same  nature  :  65  Ga. ,  449.  Jury  list,  names  of  grand  j  urors  dropped  on  revision  of, 
qualified  to  serve  if  already  drawn  :  55  Ga.,  391.     Larceny  from  the  house,  not  nec- 

essary to  allege  that  accused   entered  with  intent    to  steal:  10   Ga.,  511.     indictment 
omitting  word  "privately"  in  alleging  act  of  stealing,  objection  too  late  after  verdict: 
60  Ga.,  431.     Malpractice  in  office,  indictment  proper  mode  of  charging  Justice  of 
the  Peace  with,  and  not  presentment:  54  Ga.,  653.     Indictment  against  Justice  of  the 
Peace  for  demanding  more  costs,  etc.,  must  specially  set  forth  the  merits  of  the  com- 

plaint: 45  Ga.,  557.     Misnomer,  when  striking  plea  of,  was  error:  60  Ga.,  656.    Mur- 
der, in  trial,  identity  of  deceased  left  to  jury  when  variance  between  name  in  indict- 
ment and  name  proved  :  11  Ga.,  615.     Indictment  for,  and  verdict  for  involuntary  man- 

slaughter without  stating  the  grade,  judgment  should  have  been  arrested  :  38  Ga.,  117. 
Indictment  for,  and  verdict  finding  defendant  guilty  of  manslaughter,  held  to  mean 
highest  grade  of  manslaughter:  50  Ga,,  128.     Names,  abbreviation  of,  of  grand  jurors 
in  one  plea  and  written  in  full  in  another,  no  variance :  7  Ga.,  3.     Courts  take  judicial 
notice  of  usual  abbreviations  of  Christian  names:  11  Ga.,  227.    Indictment  not  quashed 
because  of  variance  in  names:  63  Ga.,  456;  46/269.     Namesof  grand  jurors  may  be  all 
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in  one  handwriting:  63  Ga.,  318.  Names  of  grand  jurors  set  out  with  reasonable  cer- 
tainty, sufficient:  63  Ga.,  616.  Name  of  some  grand  jurors  in  indictment  varying  from 

record  of  Court  empanelling  jury  :  63  Ga.,  641.  Objections,  for  matters  of  form  only, 
cured  by  verdict :  59  Ga.,  859.  Offense  ;  one  cannot  be  convicted  of  an  offense  differ- 

ent from  that  called  on  to  answer:  30  Ga.,  517.  The  description  and  not  the  name  in 
the  indictment  characterize  the  offense  :  31  Ga.,  206.  Two  grades  of,  charged,  in  dif- 

ferent counts  of  indictment,  and  evidence  leaves  grade  in  doubt,  defendant  entitled  to 
benefit  of  the  doubt:  59  Ga.,  307.  Omission  in  indictment  for  burglary  to  specify  fel- 

ony defendant  intended  to  commit,  a  fatal  defect:  24Ga.,420.  Blank  left  in  indict- 

ment, when  immaterial :  34  Ga.,  107.  "In  the  name  and  behalf,"  etc.,  omitted,  indict- 
ment quashed  if  excepted  to  at  proper  time:  37  Ga.,  80.  Indictment  for  murder  good, 

though  it  omits  to  charge  deceased  was  "  in  the  peace  of  the  State,"  and  that  defend- 
ant was  of  sound  memory  and  discretion :  63  Ga.,  600.  Particularity  in  setting  out 

offense,  objects  for  requiring  :  13  Ga.,  396.  Penalties  under  Act  of  1833  against  lotter- 
ies not  enforced  by  indictment:  29  Ga.,623.  Perjury, indictment  not  alleging  that  state- 

ments were  material,  demurrable  :  52  Ga.,  242.  Vagueness  or  incompleteness  in  indict- 
ment for,  must  be  excepted  to  before  trial :  58  Ga.,  336.  Principaland  accessory  before 

the  fact  may  be  indicted  in  same  indictment :  45  Ga.,  71.  Principals  in  the  first  degree 
where  indictment  treats  several  defendants  as  :  60  Ga..  287  ;  28/604.  Provisoes  and 
exceptions;  exceptions  relied  on  to  prevent  bar  of  statute  should  be  shown  in  the  in- 

dictment:  54  Ga.,  58.  As  to  framing  bill  under  a  statute  containing  provisoes  and 
exceptions :  13  Ga.,  435 ;  16/200  ;  22/545  ;  26/593 ;  33/56,  Suplt.  Sufficient,  indictment 
is,  that  states  the  offense  in  the  terms  of  the  Penal  Code,  or  so  plainlv  that  a  jury  may  un- 

derstand it:  3Ga.,  18,  417;  7/3;  11/53;  16/467,  600;  17/130,  290;  24/191;  26/614;  33/56; 
Suplt.;  45/555,57;  60/88;  61/635.  Rule  to  determine  sufficiency  of  indictment:  36 
Ga.,  447.  Statute  of  limitations,  it  appearing  on  face  of  the  indictment  that  the  of- 

fense was  barred  by,  judgment  arrested  :  4  Ga.,  335.  Exceptions  relied  on  to  prevent 
bar  of,  should  be  plead  :  54  Ga.,  55.  True  bill,  indorsement  of,  on  back  of  indictment, 
without  signature  of  foreman  of  grand  jury,  objection  to,  overruled :  17  Ga.,  498. 
Venue,  whether  properly  laid,  question  for  the  Court,  where  the  facts  are  not  dis- 

puted:  HGa.,253. 

§4630.  (4537.)  (4518.)  Costs  to  be  paid  by  prosecutor.     Upon  every  in- 
%29H2etseq.  dictment  the  prosecutor's  name  shall  be  indorsed,  who,  upon  the  ac- 

quittal or  discharge  of  the  person  accused,  shall  be  compelled  to  pay 
all  costs  which  have  accrued,  if  the  grand  jury,  by  their  foreman,  upon 

returning  "  no  bill,"  express  it  as  their  opinion  that  the  prosecution 
was  unfounded  or  malicious.     [And  whenever  any  person  is  prosecuted 
under  any  penal  laws  of  this  State,  and  said  prosecution  is  abandoned 
before  trial  of  the  same,  or  a  jury  on  trial  of  such  prosecution  finds  the 

(a)  Acts  of  same  to  be  malicious,  said  prosecutor  shall  be  liable  for  all   costs  and 
1871-2,  p.  53.  jail  fees,  and  the  officer  by  whom  the  warrant  is  issued,  shall,  when  the 

prosecution  is  abandoned  or  settled,  as  before  stated,  as  soon  as  such 
prosecution  is   abandoned   or   settled,  at  once  enter  up  a   judgment 
against  said  prosecutor  for  all  said  costs,  and  enforce  the  same  by  an 
execution  in  the  name  of  the  State  against  such  prosecutor,  or  by  an 
attachment  for  contempt.]  (a.) 

§4631.  (4538.)  (4519.)  Persons  acquitted  and  insolvents.  A  person 
§4709.  against  whom  a  bill  of  indictment  shall  be  preferred  and  not  found 

true  by  the  grand  jury,  or  who  shall  be  acquitted  by  the  petit  jury  of 
the  offense  charged  against  him  or  her,  shall  not  be  liable  to  the  pay- 

ment of  the  costs ;  and  in  all  such  cases,  as  also  where  persons  liable 
by  law  for  the  payment  of  the  costs,  shall  be  unable  to  pay  the  sa^me, 
it  shall  and  may  be  lawful  for  the  officers  severally  entitled  to  such 
costs,  to  present  an  account  therefor  to  the  Judge  of  the  Court  in  which 
the  said  prosecutions  were  depending,  which  account,  being  examined 
and  allowed  by  him,  it  shall  and  may  be  lawful  for  said  Judge,  by  an 
order  of  said  Court,  to  authorize  and  direct  the  Sheriff  or  clerk  to  retain 
for  his  own  use,  and  to  pay  to  the  Attorney  or  Solicitor  General,  and 
other  officers  of  the  Court,  the  amount  of  their  respective  accounts,  out 
of  any  moneys  by  him  received  for  fines  inflicted  by  the  said  Court,  or 
collected  on  forfeited  recognizances. 

Order  of  Court  for  costs  in  favor  of  the  Clerk  of  the  Superior  Court  for  amount  due 
him,  is  a  judgment  against  the  public:  39  Ga.,  578.  Section  referred  to  as  to  the  lien 
of  officers  of  the  Superior  Court  not  extending  to  moneys  arising  from  fines  inflicted 
by  any  other  Court :  54  Ga.,  42. 
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§4632.  (4539.)  (4520.)  Presentments  treated  as  indictments.  [All  special  (t>)  Acts  of 

presentments  by  the  grand  juries  of  this  State,  charging  defendants  18'3,  p'  5L 
with  violations  of  the  penal  laws,  shall  be  treated  as  indictments,  and 
it  shall  not  be  necessary  for  the  clerk  to  enter  such  presentments  in 
full  upon  the  minutes,  but  only  the  statement  of  the  case,  and  finding 
of  the  grand  jury  as  in  cases  of  indictments,  nor  shall  it  be  necessary 
for  the  Solicitor-General  to  frame  bills  of  indictment  on  such  present- 

ments, but  he  may  arraign  defendants  upon  such  presentments,  and 
put  them  upon  trial,  in  like  manner  as  if  the  same  were  bills  of  indict- 

ment.] (b.) 
Entered  on  the  minutes  of  the  Court :  1  Ga.,  243.  Difference  between  a  presentment 

and  an  indictment :  9  Ga.,  76.  A  presentment  by  the  grand  jury  arresting  the  statute 
of  limitations:  22  Ga.,  98.  Word  "indictment"  marked  on  a  special  presentment  of 
the  grand  jury  does  not  change  its  character  as  a  presentment:  23  Ga.,  576.  When  a 
presentment  need  not  be  read  to  the  jury  as  a  part  of  the  proof:  23  Ga.,  307.  Indict- 

ment founded  on  a  presentment  sufficient  if  the  jury  be  empaneled  on  the  indictment 
alone:  25  Ga.,  516.  Indictment  waived,  and  arraigned  on  the  presentment:  29 
Ga.,  524. 

§4633.  (4540.)  (4521.)  Arraignments  for  small  offenses.  No  person  in- 
dicted, unless  it  be  for  an  offense  which  may,  on  conviction,  subject 

him  or  her  to  death,  or  imprisonment  in  the  penitentiary  for  the  term 
of  three  years  or  more,  shall  be  put  for  his  or  her  arraignment  in  the 
bar-dock,  or  other  place  set  apart  in  the  Court-room  for  the  arraign- 

ment of  prisoners. 
§4634.  (4541.)  (4522.)  Copy  of  indictment  and  list  of  witnesses.     Every 

person  charged  with  a  crime  or  offense  which  may  subject  him  or  her, 
on  conviction,  to  death  or  imprisonment  in  the  penitentiary  for  the 
term  of  three  years  or  more,  shall  be  furnished,  previous  to  his  or  her 
arraignment,  with  a  copy  of  the  indictment,  and  a  list  of  the  witnesses 
who  gave  testimony  before  the  grand  jury. 

Entitled  only  to  a  list  of  the  witnesses  sworn  before  the  grand  jury  :  18  Ga.,  194. 
No  ground  of  error  for  the  Court  to  enquire  of  the  prisoner  or  his  counsel  if  he  waives 
the  arraignment,  bill  of  indictment  and  list  of  witnesses:  22  Ga.,  212.  The  plea  of 
not  guilty  is  a  waiver  of  all  these  things :  26  Ga.,  593.  Provision  in  the  Constitution 
controlling  this  section  :  43  Ga.,  218. 

§4635.  (4542.)  (4523.)  In  small  cases  a  copy  on  request.  Every  person 
charged  with  an  offense  shall,  at  his  or  her  request,  or  at  the  request 
of  his  or  her  counsel,  be  furnished  with  a  cop}7  of  the  indictment  and  a 
list  of  the  witnesses  who  gave  evidence  before  the  grand  jury. 

List  of  witnesses  sworn  before  the  grand  jury:  18  Ga.,  194;  50/585. 

§4636.  (4543.)  (4524.)  Form  of  arraignment.  Upon  the  arraignment 
of  a  prisoner,  the  indictment  shall  be  read  to  him  or  her,  and  such 
prisoner  shall  be  required  to  answer  whether  he  or  she  is  guilty  or  not 
guilty  of  the  offense  charged  in  the  said  indictment,  which  answer  or 
plea  shall  be  made  orally  by  the  prisoner,  or  his  or  her  counsel.  And 
if  he  or  she  shall  plead  guilty,  such  plea  shall  be  immediately  recorded 
on  the  minutes  of  the  Court  by  the  clerk,  together  with  the  arraign- 

ment, and  the  Court  shall  pronounce  upon  such  prisoner  the  judgment 
of  the  law  in  the  same  manner  as  if  such  prisoner  had  been  convicted 
of  the  offense  by  the  verdict  of  a  jury ;  but,  at  any  time  before  judgment 

is  pronounced,  such  prisoner  may  withdraw  the  plea  of  "guilty"  and 
plead  "not  guilty;"  and  such  former  plea  shall  not  be  given  in  evidence 
against  him  or  her  on  his  or  her  trial. 

Mistake  in  the  pleading  could  be  corrected  where  there  were  several  indictments, 
and  a  pleading  to  one  of  them  when  he  intended  to  plead  to  the  other:  20  Ga.,  674. 
No  error  for  a  Court  to  ask  of  a  prisoner  or  his  counsel  if  he  waives  arraignment,  etc.  : 
22  Ga.,  212.  If  no  difference  between  an  indictment  and  a  presentment,  it  matters  not 
on  which  accused  arraigned:  25  Ga.,  516.  Where  no  arraignment  or  plea:  34  Ga., 
323-4.  Withdrawal  of  the  plea  of  guilty  which  did  not  appear  on  the  records  :  42  Ga., 
204.  No  other  arraignment  on  new  trial,  having  been  once  arraigned,  plead  not 
guilty  and  convicted  :  49  Ga.,  104.    Arraignment  need  not  be  repeated  after  mistrial  so 
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as  to  try  again  on  the  same  issue:  58  Ga.,  35.     Prisoner  should  be  present  to  be  ar- 
raigned; recording  of  an  arraignment :  60  Ga.,  432. 

Arraignment:  1  Bish.  Cr.  Proc..  #728  ;  1  Arch.  Cr.  Pr.  and  PL,  330.  Must  appear  on 
the  record  :  1  Hawley's  Cr.  Rep.,  604. 

§4637.  Prisoner  may  make  statement  in  cases  of  felony.  [In  all  criminal 
(&  Acts  of  trials  in  this  State,  the  prisoner  shall  have  the  right  to  make  to  the 
1868,  p.  34.  Qour£  an(}  jury  such  statement  in  the  case  as  he  or  she  may  deem 
i87AAJ?990f  [proP?r]  in  his  or  ner  defense,  said  statement  not  to  be  under  oath, 

and  to  have  such  force  only  as  the  jury  may  think  right  to  give  it; 
[and  the  jury  may  believe  such  statement  in  preference  to  the  sworn 

-97p.~53.~~ testimony  in  the  case:]  Provided,  the  prisoner  shall  not  be  compelled 
to  answer  any  questions  or  cross-examination,  should  he  or  she  think 
proper  to  decline  to  answer  such  questions.]  (a.) 

State  can  introduce  evidence  to  contradict  any  facts  set  forth  by  the  prisoner  in  his 
statement :  45  Ga.,  44.  Court  may  remind  the  prisoner  giving  in  a  rambling  statement 
to  confine  it  to  matters  bearing  on  the  case:  45  Ga.,  58;  Coxwell  vs.  State,  Pamplt., 
February,  1881,  p.  22.  Prisoner's  statement  alone  does  not  deprive  him  of  the  conclu- 

sion of  the  argument :  48  Ga.,  30.  See  Downing  vs.  State,  Pamplt.  Sept.,  1880,  p.  44. 
When  prisoner's  statement  could  not  be  viewed  in  the  light  of  impeaching  evidence: 
48  Ga.,  164.  Omitting  by  the  prisoner  to  make  the  statement  not  to  be  considered  by 
the  jury  in  determining  his  guilt:  50  Ga.,  585-9;  60/255.  Evidence  of  committing 
magistrate  as  to  contradictory  statements  by  the  prisoner  to  him,  not  received:  54  Ga.. 

156.  Court  should  not  discredit  the  prisoner's  statement  by  comparing  it  with  the  ev- 
idence and  showing  discrepancies:  57  Ga.,  503.  Prisoner's  counsel  had  no  right  to  ask 

him  questions  when  making  his  statement:  58  Ga.,  214.  Was  not  evidence  before  the 
Act  of  1879,  but  only  given  such  weight  as  the  jury  chose  to:  59  Ga.,  249;  60/212; 
63/616-621,  668. 

§4638.  (4544.)  (4525.)  Standing  mute,  or  pleading  not  guilty.  If  the 

prisoner,  upon  being  arraigned,  shall  plead  "  not  guilty,"  or  shall  stand 
mute,  the  clerk  shall  immediately  record  upon  the  minutes  of  the 

Court  the  plea  of  "not  guilty,"  together  with  the  arraignment,  and 
such  arraignment  and  plea  shall  constitute  the  issue  between  the  pris- 

oner and  the  people  of  this  State. 
Where  silence  of  the  prisoner  and  conduct  in  the  presence  of  Court,  and  not  object- 

ing, authorized  the  Court  to  presume  that  there  was  an  issue  :  34  Ga.,  325. 

§4339.  (4545.)  (4526.)  Demurrers  or  special  pleas  must  be  in  writing.  If 
the  prisoner,  upon  being  arraigned,  shall  demur  to  the  indictment,  or 
plead  to  the  jurisdiction  of  the  Court,  or  in  abatement,  or  any  special 
plea  in  bar,  such  demurrer  or  plea  shall  be  made  in  writing ;  and  if 
such  demurrer  or  plea  shall  be  decided  against  such  prisoner  then  such 
prisoner  may,  nevertheless,  plead  and  rely  on  the  general  issue  of 
"not  guilty." 

Legitimate  remarks  of  the  Judge  on  motion  to  quash  the  indictment :  11  Ga.,  53-57. 
May  take  advantage  of  misjoinder  of  counts  for  distinct  offenses  by  demurrer  :  11  Ga., 
226.  Plea  of  jeopardy  for  larceny  as  a  defense  against  a  charge  for  burglary  :  5)  Ga., 
625.  Where  a  plea  of  former  conviction  for  burglary  on  an  indictment  for  robbery  : 
14  Ga.,  8  ;  15/264.  Plea  of  former  acquittal  should  be  on  sufficient  indictment:  17  Ga., 
439  ;  38/187  ;  36/447.  And  must  show  the  record  of  it :  26  Ga.,  579  ;  47/568.  Motion 
to  quash  is  a  demurrer,  and  should  be  in  writing  :  22  Ga.,  499.  And  should  be  filed  on 

arraignment  and  before  plea:  22  Ga.~  546 ;  41/484 ;  58/332.  Too  late  to  move  to  quash an  indictment  after  arraignment  and  the  case  is  before  the  jury  :  38  Ga.,  491.  Good 
special  plea  to  an  indictment  made  on  arraignment  that  one  of  the  grand  jurors  find- 

ing the  indictment  or  presentment  was  an  alien  :  53  Ga.,  73.  What  not  good  in  arrest, 
and  when  plea  of  misnomer  should  not  have  been  stricken  :  60  Ga.,  656.  Plea  of  former 
acquittal  of  adultery  and  fornication  with  the  mother  will  not  avnil  against  a  prosecution 
for  the  bastardy  :  58  Ga.,  170.  Fine  for  disorderly  conduct,  etc.,  in  a  municipal  corpo- 

ration can  be  enforced,  although  acquitted  of  assault  and  battery  in  State  Court:  59 
Ga.,  168.  When  the  finding  for  a  minor  offense  would  be  an  acquittal  for  the  major 
one  :  58  Ga.,  200;  62/167.  When  a  plea  of  former  conviction  in  an  inferior  Court  plead 
to  an  indictment  for  a  misdemeanor  in  a  Superior  Court:  49  Ga.,  375  ;  53/448.  Evi- 

dence to  show  that  offense  charged  in  first  indictment  same  as  that  charged  in  the  sec- 
ond one  :  64  Ga.,  505.  ,  Demurrers  and  pleas  in  abatement  should  be  in  writing :  60 

•Ga.,  126. 

§4640.  (4546.)  (4527.)  Issue  may  be  recorded  afterward.  If  the  clerk 
shall  fail  or  neglect  to  record  the  arraignment  and  plea  of  the  prisoner 
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at  the  time  the  same  is  made,  it  may  and  shall  be  done  at  any  time  af- 
terward, by  order  of  the  Court,  and  this  shall  cure  the  error  or  omission 

of  the  clerk. 

§4641.  (4547.)  (4528.)  To  be  entered  on  the  indictment.  The  arraignment 
and  plea  or  answer  of  the  prisoner  shall  be  entered  on  the  indictment 
by  the  Attorney  or  Solicitor-General,  or  other  person  acting  as  prosecut- 

ing officer  on  the  part  of  the  people  of  this  State. 
Where  these  were  entered,  but  there  was  in  fact  no  arraignment :  34  Ga.,  323. 

§4642.  (4548.)  (4529.)  Prisoners  not  to  be  arraigned  in  fetters.  No  pris- 
oner shall  be  brought  into  Court  for  arraignment  or  trial,  tied,  bound  or 

fettered,  unless  the  Court  shall  deem  it  necessary  during  his  or  her  ar- 
raignment or  trial ;  and  if  the  health  of  the  prisoner,  or  other  circum- 

stances, should  render  it  more  convenient  to  the  prisoner  and  his  counsel 
that  he  or  she  should  not  be  placed  for  his  or  her  arraignment,  or  during 
his  or  her  trial,  within  the  bar-dock,  or  other  place  assigned  in  the 
Court  room  for  prisoners,  the  Court  may  grant  the  indulgence  of  remov- 

ing the  prisoner  to  any  place  in  the  Court  room,  or  contiguous  to  it, 
requested  by  the  prisoner  or  his  or  her  counsel. 

§4643.  (4549.)  (4530.)  Challenges.  Every  person  indicted  for  a  crime 
or  offense  which  may  subject  him  or  her,  on  conviction,  to  death,  or 

four  years'  imprisonment,  or  longer,  in  the  penitentiary,  may  perempto- 
rily challenge  twenty  of  the  jurors  impaneled  to  try  him  or  her.  And 

every  person  indicted  for  an  offense  which  may  subject  him  or  her,  on 
conviction,  to  imprisonment  in  the  penitentiary  for  any  time  less  than 
four  years,  may  peremptorily  challenge  twelve  of  the  jurors  impaneled 
to  try  him  or  her ;  and  the  State  shall  be  allowed  one-half  the  number 
of  peremptory  challenges  allowed  to  the  prisoner. 

State's  peremptory  challenges:  1  Ga.,  618.  Where  one  of  three  defendants  elects 
to  be  tried  separately,  the  trial  the  same  as  if  separately  indicted,  and  the  Act  of  1833 
giving  the  State  one-half  the  challenges  allowed  the  prisoner,  constitutional :  1  Ga., 
610  ;  2/173  :  59/84.  Bias  or  prejuduce  against  crime  no  cause,  but  conscientious  scru- 

ples are  grounds  of  challenge  :  3  Ga.,  453. 

§4644.  (4550.)  (4531.)  In  minor  offenses.     In  all  other  cases  the  Court 
shall  have  a  panel  of  twenty-four  jurors,  of  which  the  prisoner  shall 
have  the  right  to  challenge  seven  peremptorily,  and  the  State   five. 
The  remaining  twelve  shall  constitute  the  jury. 

Defendant  and  the  State  should  alternate,  the  former  beginning  and  ending:  19  Ga., 
425.  The  practice  now  is  too  well  settled  of  striking,  as  an  equivalent  for  challenging: 
29  Ga.,  36.  When  two  of  the  jury  had  been  on  the  grand  jury  that  found  the  indict- 

ment :  45  Ga,,  11. 

§4645.  (4551.)  Order  of  argument.  [The  order  of  argument  of  counsel  (a)  Act*  oi 

in  criminal  cases  shall  be  the  same  as  it  now  is  in  civil  cases  ;  that  is  242.  '  P' 
to  say,  after  the  testimony  is  closed  on  both  sides,  the  State's  counsel 
shall  open  and  conclude  the  argument  to  the  jury,  except  in  those  cases 
in  which  the  defendant  shall  introduce  no  testimony ;  but,  in  that  event, 

the  defendant's  counsel  shall  open  and  conclude  the  argument  to  the 
jury  after  the  testimon}^  on  the  part  of  the  State  is  closed.]  (a.) 

Solicitor-General  may  take  anyplace  on  the  side  of  the  State  he  prefers  :  15  Ga.,  476. 
Two  tried  jointly,  and  witness  introduced  by  one  examined  by  the  other,  both  intro- 

duced evidence,  and  State  concludes:  59 Ga.,  84. 

§4646.  (4552.)  (4532.)  Jury  are  judges  of  law  and  fact.  On  every  trial  §324$. 
of  a  crime  or  offense  contained  in  this  Code,  or  for  any  crime  or  offense, 
the  jurv  shall  be  judges  of  the  law  and  the  fact,  and  shall,  in  every  case, 

give  a  general  verdict  of  "Guilty,"  or  "Not  guilty;"  and  on  the  acquit- 
tal of  the  defendant  or  prisoner,  no  new  trial  shall,  on  any  account,  be 

granted  by  the  Court. 
Juries  are  judges  of  the  law,  in  what  sense:  5  Ga.,  441;  10/512.  They  may  acquit, 

although  the  Judge  charge  them  that  if  certain  acts  are  proven  the  defendant  is  guilty 
according  to  law,  although  they  may  find  those  acts  so  proven,  the  Judge  being  their 

77 
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safe  and  reliable  adviser  as  to  the  law  :  17  Ga.,  49  ;  8/513.  "  Office  and  power  of  juries 
is  judicial"  :  18  Ga..  231.  Have  the  right  to  decide  whether  the  Court  states  truly 
what  the  law  is :  22  Ga.,  478.  In  recognizing  the  right  of  the  jury  to  judge  of  the  law, 
the  Court  should  not  doit  grudgingly:  22  Ga.,  212.  To  tell  the  jury  they  should  not 
differ  with  the  Court  without  being  clearly  satisfied  the  Court  is  wrong,  error  :  25  Ga,, 
527.  This  right  of  the  jury  is  not  to  be  impaired  by  the  denunciation  of  the  Court 
that  if  they  judge  of  the  law  and  acquit  they  will  violate  their  oaths  as  jurors  :  30  Ga,, 
383.  On  the  contrary  they  are  guilty  of  perjury,  if  when  they  cannot  conscientiously 
adopt  the  law  as  expounded  by  the  court,  they  fail  to  find  a  verdict  according  to  the 
opinion  they  entertained  of  the  law  :  30  Ga.,  853.  The  jury  must  take  the  law  as  given 
by  the  Court  and  apply  it  to  the  facts  :  42  Ga.,  9.  "Judges  of  the  fact"  :  10  Ga.,  512 ; 
20/156;  21/227.  When  the  verdict  of  the  jury  will  be  disturbed  as  contrary  to  the  law 
and  the  evidence  :  26  Ga.,  276  ;  35/54;  22/499.  It  is  no  error  in  the  Court  after  charg- 

ing the  jury  that  they  were  the  judges  of  the  law  and  fact,  to  say  that  he  did  not  mean 
that  they  might  do  as  they  pleased,  or  might  disregard  the  charge  of  the  Court :  40  Ga., 
689.  Judge  should  not  charge  the  jury  the  defendant  is  guilty  and  you  ought  to  find 
him  so  :  34  Ga.,  263.  Yet  the  jury  should  receive  the  law  from  the  Judge  :  41  Ga.,  217  ; 
53/432-3.  As  to  polling  the  jury:  52  Ga.,  479;  57/285.  Where  waived:  59  Ga.,  515. 
Where  indicted  in  two  counts,  a  verdict  of  "guilty  of  receiving  stolen  goods,"  without 
more,  is  bad :  55  Ga.,  191.  Verdict  received  in  prisoner's  absence,  legal  jeopardy:  55 
Ga,,  52;  59/515.  When  counsel  may  read  law  to  the  Court,  and  when  to  the  jury:  55 
Ga.,  308.  Jury  get  the  law  from  the  Court  and  facts  from  the  witnesses,  and  then  are  to 
judge  of  them  :  49  Ga.,  485.  Where  the  verdict  was  too  uncertain  under  a  charge  for 
arson:  49  Ga.,  451.  When  verdict  not  too  uncertain :  54Ga,,242.  Should  not  charge 
the  jury  that,  they  are  in  no  sense  judges  of  the  law:  56  Ga.,  61-64.  All  of  the  jury 
present  at  reading  of  the  verdict  sufficient,  although  one  name  omitted  in  calling 
panel  by  the  clerk  :  58  Ga.,  329-331.  As  to  challenges  of  the  jury:  59  Ga.,  84.  Where 
a  general  verdict  of  guilty  held  good,  and  presence  of  prisoner  and  counsel  need  not 
appear  by  the  record,  and  as  to  the  sentence :  60  Ga.,  430.  Where  a  request  by  a  part  of 
the  jury  could  not  be  considered  as  a  part  of  the  verdict :  61  Ga.,  45.  Maybe  guilty  of 
the  lesser  offense  where  the  higher  is  charged:  1  Ga.,  222;  10/422;  12/350;  14/55; 

25/396.  Verdict  not  impeachable  by  juror's  oath.  9  Ga.,  121;  12/500:  17/146;  28/78, 
200;  30/869;  36/380;  37/195;  39/718.  When  unsigned:  14  Ga.,  18.  When  false  or- 

thography occurs  in:  14  Ga,  8.  Jury  will  not  be  ordered  to  write  it  in  a  particular 
form  :  15  Ga.,  210.  But  Judge  may  instruct  them  emphatically  as  to  form  of,  when  : 
20  Ga.,  156.  When  it  is  sufficiently  certain  :  25  Ga.,  494.  The  Court  may  order  an  in- 

complete verdict  to  be  made  complete  before  receiving :  26  Ga..  593. 
General  Verd<ct. — When  returned  upon  an  indictment  of  which  some  of  the  counts 

are  good  and  some  defective  :  10  Ga.,  48.  Such  verdict  finds  defendant  guilty  of  the 
highest  offense:  10  Ga.,  48;  11/94;  40/529;  43/218.  Upon  an  indictment  in  which 
there  are  several  counts  charging  different  grades  of  the  same  offense,  with  penalties 
differing  in  degree  only :  43  Ga.,  218.  In  which  different  grades  of  the  same  offense  are 

charged  in  the  same  count:  11  Ga.,  226.  "  Guilty  on  the  first  count"  a  general  verdict, 
when  :  14  Ga.,  8.  Presumed  to  be  on  the  good  count:  40  Ga.,  529.  Special  verdict  not 
received  :  28  Ga.,  368;  see  also,  a  general  note  on  verdicts. 

§4646.  (a.)  In  capital  cases  other  than  homicide.     In  all  capital  cases, 
Actsofi875,  other  than  those  of  homicide,  when  the  verdict  is  guilty,  with  a  recom- 
p.  ice.        mendation  of  mercy,  such  verdict  shall  be  held  legal,  and  to  mean 

imprisonment  for  life. 
§4647.  (4553.)  (4533.)  Indictments  triable  at  the  term  ivhen  found.  Every 

§§4693, 4709.  person  against  whom  a  bill  of  indictment  is  found  shall  be  tried  at  the 
term  of  the  Court  at  which  the  indictment  is  found,  unless  the  absence 
of  a  material  witness  or  witnesses,  or  the  principles  of  justice,  should 
require  a  postponement  of  the  trial,  and  then  the  Court  shall  allow  a 
postponement  of  the  trial  until  the  next  term  of  the  Court;  and  the 
Court  shall  have  power  to  allow  the  continuance  of  criminal  causes  from 
term  to  term,  as  often  as  the  principles  of  justice  may  require,  upon  suf- 

ficient cause  being  shown  on  oath. 

Where  for  a  capital  offense  committed  during  the  term,  it  could  be  tried  at  that  > 
term:  9  Ga.,  492.  Continuance  on  the  ground  of  excitement  and  prejudice:  9Ga., 
121;  33/98;  26/276;  24/297;  25/596;  32/58 L ;  41/527;  14/8;  7/373;  15/535;  18/567; 
27/287.  Absence  of  a  witness  to  impeach  State's  witness,  no  ground  for  continuance 
where  that  State's  witness  was  not  introduced  :  7  Ga.,  2.  When  Court's  discretion  in 
the  continuance  of  criminal  case  controlled:  5  Ga.,  48.  But  should  be  strict:  24  Ga., 
297.  Mere  absence,  without  illness  of  counsel,  without  the  consent  of  the  client,  no 
ground  for  a  continuance  :  10  Ga.,  85.  Wrongful  forcing  into  trial  when  a  continu- 

ance should  have  been  granted,  ground  for  a  new  trial :  14  Ga.,  22.  All  grounds  for  a 
continuance  should  be  urged  at  once :  22  Ga  ,  212.  Defendant  entitled  to  a  continu- 

ance for  the  absence  of  witness  out  of  the  county :  29  Ga.,  271 ;  40/529.  When  not  to 
prove  an  alibi:  17  Ga.,  439.     But  not  where  Court  sends  for  and  obtains  his  witnesses:  33 
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Ga.,98;  44/449.     Nor  where  counsel  for  the  State  admits  in  writing  the  facts  defend- 
ant's absent  witness  would  prove  :  29  Ga.,  681. 

§4648.  (4554.)  (4534.)  In  cases  not  capital.      Any  person  against  whom  Acts  of  iwo, 

a  true  bill  of  indictment  is  found,  for  an  offense  not  affecting  his  or  her  p*  60# 
life,  may  demand  a  trial  at  the  term  when  the  indictment  is  found,  or 
.at  the  next  succeeding  term  thereafter,  or  at  any  subsequent  term,  by 
special  permission  of  the  Court,  which  demand  shall  be  placed  upon  the  |4709. 
minutes  of  the  Court;  and  if  such  person  shall  not  be  tried  at  the  term 
when  the  demand  is  made,  or  at  the  next  succeeding  term  thereafter; 
(Provided,  that  at  both  terms  there  were  juries  impaneled  and  qualified 
to  try  such  prisoner,)  then  he  or  she  shall  be  absolutely  discharged  and 
acquitted  of  the  offense  charged  in  the  indictment. 

Defendant  may  make  demand  at.  first,  second  or  any  subsequent  term:  6  Ga.,  491. 
And  must  be  tried  at  term  when  demand  made,  or  at  next  succeding  term,  or  acquit- 

ted :  15  Ga.,  286;  9/307;  10/95-7.  Must  be  made  before  the  jury  discharged,  and 
doubts  the  construction  of  this  section  in  Day  vs.  The  State  (6  Ga.,  491):  18  Ga.,  532. 
Where  one  of  two  jointly  indicted  had  a  right  to  a  demand  on  the  minntes:  20  Ga., 
666.  Can  make  a  demand  notwithstanding  the  forfeiture  of  his  bond  :  21  Ga.,  148. 
When  not:  51  Ga.,  192.  Where  demand  made,  the  Court  cannot  order  a  mistrial  ex- 

cept for  providential  cause,  without  prisoner's  consent :  25  Ga.,  667  ;  see  also  54  Ga., 
24.  Minutes  of  Court  must  show  the  demand  made  to  entitle  the  prisoner  to  a  dis- 

charge :  28  Ga.,  64;  63/165.  Demand  made  at  first  or  second  term,  but  not  after :  25 
Ga.,  133  ;  26/231.  And  it  must  appear  to  entitle  to  a  discharge  that  at  both  terms  there 
were  juries  empaneled  and  qualified  to  try  :  57  Ga.,  154. 

§4649.  (4555.)  (4535.)  Nolle  prosequi,  when  and  how  allowed.     [No  nolle  Acts  of  i8?7, 
prosequi  shall  be  allowed,  except  it  be  in  open  Court,  for  some  fatal  de-p-108, 
feet  in  the  bill  of  indictment,  to  be  judged  of  by  the  Court,  in  which  Acts  of  i87o, 
case  the  presiding  Judge  shall  order  another  bill  of  indictment  to  be?-422- 
forthwith  submitted  to  the  grand  jury];  (a.)  but  no  nolle  prosequi  shall 
be  entered  on  any  bill  of  indictment  after  the  case  has  been  submitted  pso. 
to  the  jury,  except  by  the  consent  of  the  defendant.     But  a  nolle  prose- 

qui may  be  entered  by  the  Solicitor-General  in  any  criminal  case,  with 
the  consent  of  the  Court,  after  an  examination  of  the  case  in  open 
Court. 

No  nolle  prosequi  permitted  after  the  case  has  been  submitted  to  the  jury,  without 
the  prisoner's  consent :  3  Ga.,  53  ;  2/60.  Solicitor,  with  the  Court's  consent,  can  enter 
nolle  prosequi  as  he  sees  fit,  before  the  case  submitted  to  the  jury  :  9  Ga.,  306.  Must  be 
made  with  the  Judge's  consent,  and  be  placed  upon  the  minutes  :  41  Ga.,  507.  As  to 
the  right  of  challenge  after  a  nolle  prosequi  of  the  bill :  50  Ga.,  559-560.  Section  cited 
and  construed:  53  Ga.,  606.  Acquittal  of  the  prisoner  where,  after  the  case  was  sub- 

mitted to  the  jury,  a  nol.  pros,  is  entered  on  a  good  indictment,  without  prisoner's  con- 
sent: 55  Ga.,  625.  A  nol.  pros,  of  a  bill  of  indictment  discharged  the  securities  on  the 

bond :  56  Ga.,  589.     Plea  of  nol.  pros,  of  a  former  indictment  held  not  good  :  57  Ga.,  478. 

§4650.  (4556.)  (4536.)  Petit  jurors'  oath.  In  all  criminal  cases  the 
following  oath  shall  be  administered  to  the  petit  jury,  to-wit : 

u  You  shall  well  and  truly  try  the  issue  formed  upon  this  bill  of  in- 
dictment between  the  State  of  Georgia  and  A  B,  who  is  charged  (here 

state  the  crime  or  offense),  and  a  true  verdict  give  according  to  evi- 
dence.    So  help  you  God." 

§4651.  (4557.)  (4537.)  Witnesses'  oath.  The  following  oath  shall  be 
administered  to  witnesses  in  criminal  cases,  viz  : 

"  The  evidence  you  shall  give  to  the  Court  and  jury  upon  the  trial 
•  of  this  issue  between  the  State  of  Georgia  and  A  B,  who  is  charged 
with  (here  state  the  crime  or  offense),  shall  be  the  truth,  the  whole 

truth,  and  nothing  but  the  truth.     So  help  you  God." 
§4652.  (4558.)  (4538.)  Oath  of  witnesses  before  grand  jury.  And  the 

following  oath  shall  be  administered  to  witnesses  intended  to  be  sent 
before  the  grand  jury  : 

"  The  evidence  you  shall  give  the  grand  jury  on  this  bill  of  indict- 
ment (or  presentment,  as  the  case  may  be — here  state  the  case),  shall 

be  the  truth,  the  whole  truth,  and  nothing  but  the  truth.  So  help  you 

God." 
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In  every  case  in  this  Code,   the   person  whose  property  has  been 
stolen,  injured,   destroyed,  taken  away,  or  fraudulently   converted  or 

|  conveyed,  or  whose  name  has  been  forged  to  any  instrument,  or  who 
has  received  a  personal  injury,  shall  be  a  competent  witness  on  the  trial 
of  the  offender  or  offenders. 

On  this  oath:  15  Ga.,  246. 

§4653.  (4559.)  (4539.)  Several  imprisonments  to  be  in  succession.    Where 
a  person  shall  be  prosecuted  and  convicted  on  more  than  one  indict- 

ment, and  the  sentences  are  imprisonment  in  the  penitentiary,  such 
'  sentences  shall  be  severally  executed,  the  one  after  the  expiration  of  the- 
:  other  ;  and  the  Judge  shall  specify  in  each  the  time  when  the  impris- 

onment shall  commence  and  the  length  of  its  duration. 
§4654.  (4560. )  (4540.)  Fines,  to  whom  to  be  paid  and  for  what  use.  All 

Acts  of  1875,  fines  imposed  by  this  Code,  not  otherwise  appropriated  by  this  Code,. 

p-  88,  shall  be  paid  over  by  the  Clerks  of  the  Superior  Court  to  the  Ordinary 
of  the  county,  for  educational  purposes  in  such  county,  except  the 
county  of  Chatham,  where  the  said  fines  shall  be  paid  over  to  the  cor- 

poration of  the  city  of  Savannah  ;  and^the  Ordinaries  shall  keep  a  fair 
account  of  the  fines  received,  and  the  time  when  received,  and  the 
names  of  the  persons  from  whom  the  said  fines  were  collected.  The 
officers  of  Court  shall  have  a  lien  upon  all  funds  arising  from  fines  and 
forfeitures  for  the  payment  of  their  insolvent  costs,  before  any  specific 
appropriation  shall  be  made  of  said  funds  for  purposes  of  Sunday- 
schools,  or  other  educational  purposes. 

:  Payment  of,  enforced  by  imprisonment:  22  Ga.,  98;  48/335;  23/230.     When  not  by 
a  city  :  51  Ga.,  639.  As  to  discharge  of  defendant  from,  by  pardon  from  the  Governor : 
51  Ga.,  255.  As  to  executions  against  property  for  :  48  Ga.,  335.  When  misdemeanors- 
transferred  from  the  Superior  to  the  County  Court,  the  surplus,  after  paying  the  officers- 
of  the  Superior  Court,  paid  over  to  the  County  Treasurer :  54  Ga.,  40. 

§4655.  (4561.)  (4541.)  Paid  immediately.     Every  fine  imposed  by  the 
Court,  under  the  authority  and  by  virtue  of  this  Code  shall  be  imme- 

li  diately  paid,  or  within  such  reasonable  time  as  the  Court  may  grant. 
§4655.  (a.)  Fines  and  forfeitures  to  be  paid  into  the  county  treasury.     The 

Acts  of  1876,  officers  of  the  several  Courts  of  the  State,  including  prosecuting  officers,, 

p-  m        shall  pay  into  the  county  treasury  of  the  county  where  said  Courts  are- 
held,  all  moneys  arising  from  fines  and  forfeitures  by  them  collected, 
and,  on  failure  to  do  so,  shall  be  subject  to  rule  and  attachment,  as  in 

case  of  defaulting  Sheriffs.     "  But  no  such  officer  shall  be  required  to 
pay  into  the  the  treasury,  as  aforesaid,  any  such  moneys,  until  all  the 

Acts  ofi878-legal  claims  on  such  funds  held  and  owned  by  said  officers,  bringing  the 
-9,  p.  189.    money  into  Court,  and  the  costs  due  the  Justices  of  the  Peace  and  con- 

stables in  the  particular  case,  by  which  the  funds  for  distribution  were 

brought  into  Court,  shall  have  been  allowed  and  paid." 
i  §4655.  (b.)  Distribution  of  fines  and  forfeitures.     All  such  fines  and  for- 

feitures shall  be,  at  each  term  of  the  Court,  distributed  by  the  solicitor 
under  order  of  the  Court,  to  such  persons  and  according  to  the  priorities 
now  prescribed  by  law,  and  on  his  failure  to  do  so,  he  shall  be  subject 
to  a  rule  at  the  instance  of  any  party  aggrieved. 

§4655.  (c.)  Treasurer  to  keep  said  funds  separate.  Said  moneys,  so  paidT 

Actsof  i87fi,  in,  shall  be  kept  separate  and  distinct  from  the  county  funds  arising- 
p.  iu8.  from  other  sources,  and  distinct  and  separate  accounts  of  said  funds 

shall  also  be  kept  as  to  what  Court  the  same  was  received  from,  by  the 
County  Treasurer,  and  the  same  shall  be  paid  only  for  insolvent  costs,, 
and  in  cases  where  defendants  have  been  acquitted  in  the  manner 
hereinafter  directed. 

§4655.  (d.)  Claims  on  the  fund,  how  paid.  Any  officer  having  a  claim 
Acts  of  1876,  against  said  fund  for  insolvent  costs,  or  in  cases  where  defendant  has 

p.  109.         been  acquitted,  if  the  same  accrued  in  the  Superior  Court  (or  a  Magis- 
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trate's  Court  prior  to  indictment),  shall  present  to  the  Judge  of  the 
Superor  Court  thereof  an  itemized  bill  of  costs  claimed,  and  if  the  same 
shall  be  approved  by  him,  he  shall  order  the  same  entered  on  the 
minutes  of  said  Court,  and  the  same  shall  be  a  warrant  on  the  County 

"Treasurer,  to  be  paid  by  him  out  of  any  fines  and  forfeitures  in  the treasury  received  from  the  Superior  Court. 
§4655.  (e.)  Justices  of  the  Peace  and  others,  hoivpaid.     Any  officer  of  the  Acts  of  is7r>, 

County  Court,  or  any  Notary  Public,  or  Justice  of  the  Peace,  having  p-m 
jurisdiction  for  the  trial  of  misdemeanors  in  any  county,  having  a  like 
claim  for  costs,  or  before  whom  a  preliminary  investigation  may  be 
had,  and  also  constables  having  a  like  claim  for  costs,  shall  present  the 
same  to  the  Judge  of  said  Court  in  the  form  prescribed  in  the  preceding 
section,  and  which  order,  when  approved  and  entered  on  the  minutes 
of  said  County  Court,  if  any,  and  if  not,  then  on  a  book  prepared  and  Acts  ofisso 

kept  by  said  County  Court,  said  Notary  Public  or  Justice  of  the  Peace  _1'p,! for  that  purpose,  the  same  shall  be  a  warrant  on  the  County  Treasurer, 
to  be  paid  out  of  any  fines  and  forfeitures  arising  from  proceedings  in 
said  County  Court  in  accordance  with  the  laws  providing  for  the  distri- 

bution of  fines  and  forfeitures  fn  the  Superior  Court. 
§4655.  (f.)   Treasurer  to  make  report  to  grand  jury.     The  County  Treas-  Actsofisre, 

urer  shall  report  to  the  grand  jury,  at  each  regular  term  of  the  Superior  p- 109, 
'Court,  the  amounts  of  fines  and  forfeitures  received  by  him,  and  to 
whom  disbursed,  for  the  six  months  preceding  said  report,  and  shall 
receive,  as  his  compensation,  two  and  one-half  per  cent,  on  the  amounts 
paid  out  by  him. 

§4655.  (g.)  Local  laws  not  affected.     Nothing  in  the  preceding  sections  Actsofi876, 

■shall  affect  the  distribution  of  funds  arising  from  fines  and  forfeitures, p' m 
-or  the  compensation  of  County  Treasurers,  as  regulated  by  any  local 
law. 

§4655.  (h.)  City  Courts  exempted.  Nothing  in  the  foregoing  sections  Acts  of  1876, 

■shall  be  so  construed  as  applying  to  any  City  Court  of  this  State:  Pro-p'm' 
mded,  that  nothing  in  said  sections  shall  be  so  construed  as  to  authorize 
any  Judge  to  draw  his  warrant  to  pay  insolvent  costs,  or  costs  where 
the  defendant  has  been  acquitted,  on  any  other  fund  in  the  county 
treasury  than  the  fund  raised  from  fines  and  forfeitures ;  and  provided, 
further,  that  nothing  contained  herein  shall  affect  any  local  law  now  in 
force  in  this  State. 

§4656.  (4562.)  (4542.)  Penitentiary  at  discretion,  jury  recommendation. 
In  all  cases  where  the  term  of  punishment  in  the  penitentiary  is  dis- 

cretionary, the  Court  shall  determine  that  punishment,  paying  due  re- 
spect to  any  recommendation  which  the  jury  may  think  proper  to  make 

in  that  regard. 
Discretion  of  the  Court  below,  in  imposing  penalties  for  crime,  not  generally  dis- 

turbed: 60  Ga.,  287  ;  35/241;  47/297.  Where  there  was  no  circumstantial  evidence  to 
base  the  jury's  recommendation  of  the  prisoner  to  mercy  :  58  Ga.,  264. 

§4657-  (4563.)  (4543.)  Convicts  soon  and  safely  sent  to  penitentiary.  Ev- 
*ery  person  convicted  in  any  county  of  this  State  of  any  crime  or  offense 
punishable  with  confinement  in  the  penitentiary,  shall,  as  soon  as  pos- 

sible after  conviction,  together  with  a  copy  of  the  record  of  his  or  her 
conviction  and  sentence,  be  safely  removed  and  conveyed  to  the  said 
penitentiary  by  a  guard  to  be  sent  therefrom  for  that  purpose,  and 
therein  be  safely  kept  during  the  term  specified  in  the  judgment  and 
.sentence  of  the  Court. 

See60Ga.,  284-8. 

§4658.  (4564.)  (4544.)  Clerk  to  notify  the  keeper.  In  all  cases  where  per- 
sons are  convicted  and  sentenced  to  imprisonment  in  the  penitentiary, 

it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  Clerks  of  the  Superior  Courts  of  the  respect- 
ive counties  where  such  persons  may   be  convicted  and  sentenced,  to 
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inform  the  principal  keeper  of  the  penitentiary  immediately  thereafter 
by  mail,  or  by  private  conveyance,  where  there  is  no  post-office  in  the 
county,  of  the  conviction  and  sentence  of  said  convict,  and  that  he  or 
she  is  detained  in  the  county  jail,  or  under  guard,  as  the  case  may  be, 
subject  to  the  order  of  the  keeper  aforesaid. 

§4659.  (4565.)  (4545.)  Trials  for  escapes  from  penitentiary.  The  trial  of 
prisoners  escaping  from  the  penitentiary  shall  be  had  for  such  escape 
before  the  Superior  Court  of  Baldwin  county,  and  prisoners  so  escaping 
shall  remain  in  the  penitentiary  and  be  treated  as  other  convicts  after 
their  apprehension,  until  such  trial  shall  take  place  ;  and  upon  such 
trial,  the  copies  of  the  records  transmitted  to  the  keeper  of  the  peniten- 

tiary, relative  to  the  former  trials  of  such  prisoners,  shall  be  produced 
and  filed  of  record  in  the  said  Superior  Court  of  Baldwin  count}^. 

§4660.  (4566.)  (4546.)  Convicts  confined  in  jail  till  sent  for  by '  penitentiary- 
guard.  When  any  person  may  be  convicted  of  any  offense  which  may 
subject  him  or  her  to  confinement  in  the  penitentiary,  it  shall  be  the 
duty  of  the  presiding  Judge,  b}^  his  sentence,  to  order  the  convict  into  cus- 

tody, to  be  safely  kept  in  jail ;  or  if  there  be  no  jail  in  the  county,  then 
in  the  nearest  jail,  or  under  a  suitable  guard,  until  he  or  she  shall  be 
demanded  by  a  guard  to  be  sent  from  the  penitentiary  for  the  purpose 
of  conveying  such  convict  to  said  penitentiary. 

§4661.  (4567.)  (4547.)  No  benefit  of  clergy.     No  person  convicted  of  a, 
crime  shall  be  allowed  the  benefit  of  clergy  ;  and  in  all  cases  where  the 
penalty  of  death  is  annexed  to  a  crime,  the  convict  shall  suffer  that. 

*  punishment. 

$a<jL^</»*£-'   <f*  §4662.  (4568.)  (4548.)  Death  by  hanging.     The  sentence  of  death  shall 
Zr /Zt^suSM*  ̂ e  execu^d  by  hanging  the  offender  by  trie  neck  until  he  is  dead.     The 

execution  of  sentence  shall  be  in  private  and  witnessed  only  by  the 
executing  officer,  a  sufficient  guard,  the  relatives  of  the  criminal,  and 
such  clergymen  and  friends  as  he  may  desire.     The  place  for  such  exe- 

y    ,       /-   A- j  cution  shall  be  provided  by  the  Ordina^  of  each  county.     The  Judge 

r***^    *"//      Passing  ̂ ne  sentence^may  order  the  execution  to  be  in  public,  if  he  sees; 
/f/,  propers/and  may,(m  either  easejtake  such  steps  as  he  thinks  best  to  se- 

cure the  execution  of  the  sentence  and  to  determine  when  death  super- 
venes. 

§4663.  (4569.)  (4549.)  Judges  to  report  the  defects  of  the  Code.  It  shall 
be  the  duty  of  the  Judges  of  the  Superior  Courts  to  make  a  special 
report  annually  to  the  Governor  of  this  State  previous  to  the  meeting 
of  the  General  Assembly,  and  by  him  to  be-  submitted  to  the  Legisla- 

ture, of  all  such  defects,  omissions,  or  imperfections  in  this  Code,  as  ex- 
perience on  their  several  circuits  may  suggest. 

§4664.  (4570.)  (4550.)   Crimes  to  be  punished  under  co-existing  laws.     All 
§2.  crimes  and  offenses  committed  shall  be  prosecuted  and  punished  under 

the  laws  in  force  at  the  time  of  the  commission  of  such  crime  or  offense, 
notwithstanding  the  repeal  of  such  laws  before  such  trial  takes  place. 

Stated  :  35  Ga.,  224.  This  law  referred  to  :  3  Ga.,  53.  As  to  the  selection  of  juries  : 
20  Ga.,  60,  156,  743.  This  section  not  affected  by  the  Act  of  1851-2  (p.  269):  12  Ga,,  1. 
The  old  penalty  not  superseded  until  the  statute  enacting  the  new  one  has  been  duly 
published:  34  Ga.,  270.  Law  of  this  section  applied  where  penalty  was  changed  as  to 

burglary  betwee'n  time  offense  committed  and  trial  thereof :  38  Ga.,  585. 

§4665.  (4571.)  (4551.)  Limitations  of  indictments.  Indictments  for  mur- 
Acts  of  1855  der  may  be  found  and  prosecuted  at  any  time  after  the  death  of  the  per- 

•    Ac'tJof  f|59  son  killed.     In  all  other  cases  (except  murder)  where  the  punishment 
p.  50.        '  is  death  or  perpetual  imprisonment,  indictments  shall  be  filed  and  found 

in  the  proper  Court  within  seven  years  next  after  the  commission  of 
the  offense,  and  at  no  time  thereafter.     In  all  other  felonies  the  indict- 

ments shall  be  found  and  filed  in  the  proper  Court  within  four  years 
next  after  the  commission  of  the  offense,  and  at  no  time  thereafter, 

Of 
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And  in  all  other  cases  where  the  punishment  by  law  is  fine  or  impris- 
onment, or  fine  and  imprisonment  in  the  common  jail  of  the  county, 

indictments  shall  be  found  and  filed  in  the  proper  Court  within  two 
years  after  the  commission  of  the  offense,  and  at  no  time  thereafter  : 
Provided.,  nevertheless,  that  if  the  offender  shall  abscond  from  this  State, 
or  so  conceal  himself  that  he  cannot  be  arrested,  such  time  during  which 
such  offender  has  been  absent  from  the  State,  or  concealed,  shall  not  be 
computed  or  constitute  any  part  of  the  said  several  limitations  :  provi- 

ded, also,  that  no  limitation  shall  run  so  long  as  the  offender  or  offense 
is  unknown :  provided,  further,  that  if  the  indictment  is  found  within 

the  time  limited,  andfor  any  informality  shall  be  quashed  or  nol.  pros'd, 
a  new  indictment  maybe  found  and  prosecuted  within  six  months  from 

the  time  the  first  is  quashed  or  nol.  pros'd. 
No  limitation  as  to  murder,  and  runs  as  against  manslaughter  from  the  death  :  1 

Ga..  222.  Motion  in  arrest  of  judgment  where  offense  appeared  barred  on  the  face  of 
the  indictment:  4  Ga.,  335.  May  prove  the  crime  was  committed  at  any  time  within 
the  statutory  period  of  limitations;  11  Ga,,  53;  34/202;  13/396;  18/736.  Where 
the  limitation  was  as  to  the  crime  for  which  tried,  and  not  the  lesser  one  found  guilty 
of,  by  the  jury  :  12  Ga.,  350.  A  presentment  by  a  grand  jury  stopping  the  running  of 
the  statute  of  limitations  :  22  Ga.,  98.  Exceptions  to  the  bar  of  the  statute  should  be 
alleged  in  the  indictment:  54  Ga.,  58. 

§4666.  (4572.)  (4552.)  Become  insane  after  conviction.  If,  after  any  con- 
vict shall  have  been  sentenced  to  the  punishment  of  death,  he  shall 

become  insane,  the  Sheriff  of  the  county,  with  concurrence  and  assist- 
ance of  the  Ordinary  thereof,  shall  summon  a  jury  of  twelve  men  to 

inquire  into  such  insanity ;  and  if  it  be  found,  by  the  inquisition  of 
such  jury,  that  such  convict  is  insane,  the  Sheriff  shall  suspend  the 
execution  of  the  sentence  directing  the  death  of  such  convict,  and  make 
report  of  the  said  inquisition  and  suspension  of  execution  to  the  pre- 

siding Judge  of  the  district,  who  shall  cause  the  same  to  entered  on  the 
minutes  of  the  Superior  Court  of  the  county  where  the  conviction  was 
had.  And,  at  any  time  thereafter,  when  it  shall  appear  to  the  said  pre- 

siding Judge,  either  by  inquisition  or  otherwise,  that  the  said  convict 
is  of  sound  mind,  the  said  Judge  shall  issue  a  new  warrant,  directing 
the  Sheriff  to  do  execution  of  the  said  sentence  on  said  convict,  at  such 
time  and  place  as  the  said  Judge  may  appoint  and  direct  in  the  said 
warrant,  which  the  Sheriff  shall  be  bound  to  do  accordingly.  And  the 
said  Judge  shall  cause  the  said  new  warrant,  and  other  proceedings  in 
the  case,  to  be  entered  on  the  minutes  of  the  said  Superior  Court. 

Proceedings  under  this  section  :  47  Ga.,  549. 

§4666.  (a.)   Lunatics,  how  disposed  of .     When  any  person  shall,  after  Acts  of  1874, 

conviction  of  a  capital  crime,  become  insane,  and  shall  be   so  declared  p-  30, 
in  accordance  with  the  provisions  of  section  4666,  of  the  Code,  it  shall 
be  the  duty  of  the  Judge  to  certify  the  fact,  and  the  said  convict  shall 
be  received  into  the  Lunatic  Asylum,  there  to  be  safely   and  securely 
kept  and  treated  as  other  adjudged  insane  persons. 

§4666.  (b.)   Certain  provisions  made  applicable.     All  the   provisions  of  Actsofis74, 

the  law,  relating  to  insane  persons  under  sentence  of  imprisonment  in  p"  30- 
the  penitential,  shall  apply  to  the  class  of  cases  herein  provided  for, 
so  far  as  applicable. 

§4666.  (c.)  To  be  hung  on  recovery.  If  such  convict  shall  recover,  acts ofis74, 

the  fact  shall  be  at  once  certified  by  the  Superintendent  to  the  Judge  of p' 
the  Court  in  which  the  conviction  occurred,  whose  duty  it  shall  be  to 
have  the  convict  removed  to  the  jail  of  the  county  in  which  the  con- 

viction occurred,  or  to  some  other  safe  jail,  and  shall  pass  sentence 
either  in  term  time,  or  vacation,  upon  the  criminal,  which  shall  be 
executed  by  the  Sheriff,  as  in  other  cases. t 

§4666.  (d.)  Resolution  concerning  insane  convicts.     In  every  case  where  Acts  of  1873, 

a  convict  is  sentenced  to  the  penitentiary  of  this  State,  and  becomes  p<  MK 
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insane,  whether  in  the  hands  of  a  lessee  or  otherwise,  on  the  fact  be- 
ing established  to  the  satisfaction  of  the  Governor,  he  shall  direct  said 

convict  to  be  removed  to  the  Lunatic  Asylum,  there  to  be  supported 
and  receive  medical  assistance,  as  other  pauper  patients  do,  at  the  ex- 

I  pense  of  the  State. 
II  §4667.  (4573.)  (4553.)  Female  convicts  pregnant.     If  a  female  convict, 
■  /             Acts  of  1874,  sentenced  to  the  punishment  of  death,  shall  be  found  pregnant  with 

p-°0-  child,  the  Sheriff,  with  the  concurrence  and  assistance  of  the  Ordinary, 
shall  select  one  or  more  physician  or  physicians,  who  shall  make  in- 

quisition, and  if,  upon  such  inquisition,  it  appear  that  such  female 
i  convict  is  quick  with  child,  the  Sheriff  shall  suspend  the  execution  of 

the  sentence  directing  the  death  of  such  female,  and  make  report  of 
said  inquisition  and  suspension  of  execution  to  the  presiding  Judge  of 

1  the  district,  who  shall  cause  the  same  to  be  entered  on  the  minutes  of 
the  Superior  Court  of  the  county  where  the  conviction  was  had.  And 
at  any  time  thereafter,  when  it  shall  appear  to  the  said  presiding  Judge 
that  the  said  female  convict  is  no  longer  quick  with  child,  he  shall  is- 

sue a  new  warrant  directing  the  Sheriff  to  do  execution  of  the  said 
sentence,  at  such  time  and  place  as  the  said  Judge  may  appoint  and 

I  direct  in  the  said  warrant,  which  the  Sheriff  shall  be  bound  to  do  ac- 
cordingly. And  the  said  Judge  shall  cause  the  said  new  warrant  and 

other  proceedings  in  the  case  to  be  entered  on  the  minutes  of  said  Su- 
perior Court. 

§4668.  (4574.)  (4554)  If  execution  is  not  done  at  appointed  time.     When- 
ever, for  any  reason,  any  convict  sentenced  to  the  punishment  of  death 

:,  .  shall  not  have  been  executed  pursuant  to  such  sentence,  and  the  same 
I  shall  stand  in  full  force,  the  presiding  Judge  of  the  Superior  Court  where 
,  t  the  conviction  was  had,  on  the  application  of  the  Attorney  or  Solicitor- 
J  General  of  the  district,  or  other  person  prosecuting  for  the  State,  shall 

issue  a  habeas  corpus  to  bring  such  convict  before  him ;  or  if  such  convict 
be  at  large,  said  Judge,  or  any  judicial  officer  of  this  State,  may  issue  a 

[  warrant  for  his  apprehension ;  and,  upon  the  said  convict  being  brought 
before  the  said  Judge,  either  by  habeas  corpus,  or  under  such  warrant,  he 
shall  proceed  to  inquire  into  the  facts  and  circumstances  of  the  case, 

i  and  if  no  legal  reason  exists  against  the  execution  of  such  sentence,  such 
Judge  shall  sign  and  issue  a  warrant  to  the  Sheriff  of  the  proper  county, 
commanding  him  to  do  execution  of -such  sentence  at  such  time  and 
place  as  shall  be  appointed  therein,  which  the  said  Sheriff  shall  do  ac- 

cordingly. And  the  Judge  shall  cause  the  proceedings  in  such  case  to 
be  entered  on  the  minutes  of  the  Superior  Court  of  the  county. 

j,  Prisoner  may  be  sentenced  for  murder  under  this  section  in  vacation  :  50  Ga.,  482. 

§4669.  (4575.)  (4555.)  Execution,  within  ivhat  time  from  sentence.  When- 
ever any  convict  shall  be  sentenced  to  the  punishment  of  death,  the 

Court  shall  specify  the  time  and  place  of  execution  in  such  sentence, 
which  time  shall  not  be  less  than  twenty  days  nor  more  than  sixty  days 
from  the  time  of  the  sentence,  except  in  the  case  of  a  female  convict 
who  is  quick  with  child  at  the  time,  in  which  case  the  Court  may  and 
shall  appoint  some  day  that  will  arrive  after  she  shall  have  been  deliv- 

!  ered  of  such  child. 
§4670.  (4576.)  (4556.)  Offenses  on  boundary  lines.  When  an  offense 

§35.  shall  be  committed  on   the  boundary  line  of  two  counties,  it  shall  be 
considered  and  adjudged  to  have  been  committed  in  either  county,  and 
an  indictment  for  such  offense  may  be  found  and  tried  in,  and  convic- 

tion thereon  may  be  had  in,  either  of  said  counties.* 
There  should  be  positive  proof  as  to  the  crime  being  committed  in  the  county  where 

the  trial  took  place  :  48  Ga.,  43 ;  56/66 ;  57/367. 

§4671.  (4577.)  (4557.)  Death  from  an  act  done  in  another  county.  When 
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any  mortal  wound  shall  be  given,  or  any  poison  shall  be  administered,  Acts  ofisss 

or  any  other  means  shall  be  employed  in  one  county  by  which  a  human  "*»*■  20d' 
being  shall  be  killed,  who  shall  die  thereof  in  another  count}",  the  in- 

dictment shall  be  found  and  the  offender  shall  be  tried  in  the  county 
where  the  act  was  performed  or  done  from  which  the  death  ensued.* 

Ordinarily  on  a  trial  for  a  homicide,  need  not  show  where  the  deceased  died:  34 
•Ga.,  78. 

§4672.  (4578.)  (4558.)  Or  on  soil  ceded  to  United  States.  If  such  wound  §20. 
be  given  or  poison  administered  upon  soil,  the  jurisdiction  over  which 
has  been  ceded  to  the  United  States,  within  the  geographical  limits  of 
this  State,  or  within  the  territory  of  an  adjoining  State,  and  death 
shall  ensue  therefrom  in  any  county  in  this  State,  the  indictment  shall 
be  found  and  the  cause  tried  in  the  county  where  the  death  occurs.* 

§4673.  (4579.)  (4559.)  Lunacy  and  insanity.  No  lunatic,  or  person 
afflicted  with  insanity,  shall  be  tried,  or  put  upon  his  trial,  for  any  of- 

fense, during  the  time  he  is  afflicted  with  such  lunacy  or  insanity, 
which  shall  be  tried  in  the  manner  hereinbefore  pointed  out,  where 
the  plea  of  insanity  at  the  time  of  offense  is  filed,  and,  on  being  found 
true,  the  prisoner  shall  be  disposed  of  in  like  manner. 

§4674.  (4580.)  (4560.)  The  attempt  never  to  be  indicted.  No  person  shall 
be  convicted  of  an  assault  with  intent  to  commit  a  crime,  or  of  any 
other  attempt  to  commit  any  offense,  when  it  shall  appear  that  the 
crime  intended,  or  the  offense  attempted,  was  actually  perpetrated  by 
such  person  at  the  time  of  such  assault,  or  in  pursuance  of  such  attempt. 

Where  may  rind  guilty  of  an  attempt  to  commit  a  crime  without  a  special  count  in 
the  indictment:  10  Ga.,  422;  14/55;  53/125.  Count  for  rape  and  attempt  to  commit 

rape  in  the  same  indictment :  11  Ga.,  226.  In  what  county  tried :  26  Ga.,  493-4.  "Where the  prisoner  under  the  evidence  was  not  guilty  of  attempting  to  burn  a  house  :  53  Ga., 
33.  Cannot  find  guilty  of  an  attempt  to  make  an  assault :  53  Ga.,  205.  Penalty  for 
conviction  under  this  section  may  be  drawn  from  section  4712:  58  Ga.,  200-202.  Not 
convicted  for  an  assault  with  intent  to  rape  when  the  evidence  is  of  a  rape  having  been 
committed:  62  Ga.,  558.  Section  cited  where  it  did  not  come  under  its  terms:  63 
Ga.,  404. 

§4675.  (4581.)  (4561.)  Jury  may  always  find  the  attempt.  Upon  the  §4712. 
trial  of  an  indictment  for  any  offense,  the  jury  may  find  the  accused  not 
guilty  of  the  offense  charged  in  the  indictment,  but  guilty  of  an  attempt 
to  commit  such  an  offense,  without  any  special  count  in  said  indict- 

ment for  such  attempt :  Provided,  the  evidence  before  them  will  warrant 
such  finding. 

Without  any  special  count:  10  Ga.,  422;  53/125;  14/55;  58/200.  But  not  of  an  at- 
tempt to  make  an  assault,  under  an  indictment  for  an  assault  with  intent  to  murder : 

53  Ga.,  205. 

§4676.  (4582.)  (4562.)  Two  convictions,  longest  time.  If  any  person,  who 
has  been  convicted  of  an  offense  and  sentenced  to  confinement  and 
labor  in  the  penitentiary,  shall  afterwards  commit  a  crime  punishable 
by  confinement  and  labor  in  the  penitentiary,  and  be  thereof  lawfully 
convicted,  such  convict  shall  be  sentenced  to  undergo  and  suffer  the 
longest  period  of  time  and  labor  prescribed  for  the  punishment  of  such 
offense  of  which  he  stands  convicted. 

§4677.  (4583.)  (4563.)  On  trials  for  escapes  and  mutiny.  On  the  trial 
of  any  convict  in  the  penitentiary  for  the  crimes  of  escape  and  mutiny, 
or  either  of  them,  any  other  prisoner  or  convict,  not  included  in  the 
same  indictment,  shall  be  a  competent  witness,  and  the  infamy  of  his 
character  and  of  the  crime  of  which  he  has  been  convicted  shall  be  ex- 

ceptions to  his  credit  only. 
§4678.  (4584.)  (4564.)  Impaneling  jury.     When   any  person  stands 

*Venue  on  such  cases  :  1  Bish.  Cr.  Law,  $113  ;  "Wells'  Jur.,  ?312  et  seq. ;  Rorer  Inter- State  Law,  239;  1  Bishop  Cr.  Proa,  $45 ;  1  Whart.  Cr.  Law,  $210,  b;  1  Arch.  Cr.  Pr.  and 
PI.,  216.    Change  of  boundary  by  change  of  channel  of  stream  :  30  Am.  R.,  142. 
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(a}  Acts  of  indicted  for  an  offense  which,  upon  conviction,  may  subject  him  to  the 

1855-6,  p.     punishment  of  death  or  imprisonment  in  the  penitentiary,  [a  jury  shall be  impaneled  as  prescribed  in  section  3935  of  this  Code.]  (a.) 
[Section  (4585.)  Superseded  by  Act  of  1869,  p.  141.] 
§4679.  (4586.)  (4566.)  Patting  panel  on  prisoner.  The  clerk  shall  make 

out  three  lists  of  each  panel,  and  furnish  one  to  the  prosecuting  counsel, 
and  one  to  the  counsel  for  the  defense.     The  clerk  shall  then  call  over 
the  panel,  and  it  shall  bs  immediately  put  upon  the  accused. 

As  jurors  are  called,  the  State  mast  put  them  upon  the  prisoner,  or  otherwise  chal- 
lenge them,  either  peremptorily  or  for  cause  :  1  Ga.,  222.     Panel  put  upon  the  prisoner, 

and  on  his  arraignment  and  pleading  it  was  again  put  upon  him,  held  no  error:  17  Ga., 
.130.     New  trial  for  failing  to  put  the  second  panel  of  jurors  upon  the  prisoner:  62 
Ga.,  731. 

§4680.  (4587.)  (4567.)  Challenge  to  the  array.  The  accused  may,  in  writ- 
ing, challenge  the  array  for  any  cause  going  to  show  that  it  was  not 

fairly  or  properly  impaneled,  or  ought  not  to  be  put  upon  him,  the  suffi- 
ciency of  which  challenge  the  Court  shall  determine  at  once.  If  sustained,, 

a  new  panel  shall  be  ordered ;  if  not  sustained,  the  selection  of  jurors 
shall  proceed. 

What  selection  of  tales,  jurors  is  good  cause  for  :  1  Ga.,  631.  If  array  challenged,  it 
lies  in  the  discretion  of  the  Court  how  to  try  it:  14  Ga.,  26.  That  the  last  panel  put 
upon  the  prisoner  consisted  of  forty-seven  instead  of  forty-eight  jurors,  does  not  entitle 
him  to  a  new  trial :  22  Ga.,  557.  If  not  a  full  panel  the  challenge  should  be  to  the  array  : 
27  Ga  ,  287.  Challenge  to  the  array  on  the  ground  that  the  jurors  drawn,  under  the  law 
providing  that  panels  should  he  drawn  for  each  week  of  the  term,  were  serving  more 
than  one  week:  31  Ga.,  411.  How  waived:  38  Ga.,  50.  Overruled  unless  it  should  be 
affirmatively  shown  that  jurors  had  not  been  selected  and  sworn  according  to  law  :  42 
Ga.,  307.  No  ground  for,  that  some  of  the  jurors  were  summoned  by  a  bailiff:  45  Ga., 
225.  Where  the  Court  purges  the  juries,  a  challenge  to  the  array  should  be  allowed: 
48  Ga.,  353.  Where  too  late  to  move  to  quash  a  panel  because  of  one  incompetent  jury- 

man, or  those  whose  names  not  in  the  jury  box,  put  on  the  prisoner  :  47  Ga.,  598.  A 
challenge  overruled  where  there  was  no  proof  to  sustain  it :  49  Ga.,  211-216.  Where 
no  waiver,  and  the  second  panel  is  not  put  upon  the  accused,  a  new  trial  granted  :  62 
Ga.,  731. 

§4681.  (4588.)  (4568.)   Challenges  for  cause.     On  calling  each  juror,  he- 
Acts  of  1855  shall  be  presented  to  the  accused  in  such  a  manner  that  he  can  dis- 
-6,  p.  230.    tinctly  see  him,  and  it  shall  be  then  lawful  for  the  State,  or  the  accused^ 

to  make  either  of  the  following  objections — viz: 
1.  That  he  is  not  a  citizen,  resident  in  the  county. 
Must  be  made  before  juror  sworn  :  19 Ga.,  103,  614.  Must  show  that  a  juror  claimed 

to  have  been  born  out  of  the  United  States  was  not  naturalized:  22  Ga.,  546  ;  58/492. 
Resident  jurors  at  the  time  of  the  trial :  27  Ga.,  295. 

2.  That  he  is  over  sixty  or  under  twenty-one  years  of  age. 
Must  be  shown  before  the  juror  syorn  in  chief,  and  no  ground  for,  after  verdict  and 

known  to  defendant  beforehand  :  20  Ga.,  752;  but  see  33  Ga.,  403.  Set  aside  after  the 
statutory  questions  propounded,  if  the  State  not  prejudiced  thereby:  27  Ga.,  287. 

3.  That  he  is  an  idiot,  or  lunatic,  or  intoxicated. 
Where  juror  intoxicated,  the  Court  may  set  him  aside  of  its  own  motion:  27 

Ga..  287. 

4.  That  he  is  so  near  of  kindred  to  the  prosecutor,  or  the  accused,  or 
the  deceased,  as  to  disqualify  him  by  law  from  serving  on  the  jury. 

Where  one  of  the  jurors  was  cousin  to  the  prosecutor:  28  Ga.,  439.  A  juror  having 
married  the  widow  of  the  prosecutor's  uncle,  not  incompetent:  47  Ga.,  230. 

It  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  Court  to  hear  immediately  such  evidence 

Act  of  1799  as  may  ̂ e  submitted  (the  juror  being  a  competent  witness)  in  relation 

c. p.  546.  '  to  the  truth  of  these  objections;  and  if  he  shall  be  satisfied  of  the truth  of  either,  the  juror  shall  be  set  aside  for  cause,  if  either  one  of 
these  objections  be  true  in  fact ;  but  if  the  fact  is  unknown  to  either 
party,  or  the  counsel  of  such  party,  at  the  time  the  juror  is  under  in- 

vestigation, and  is  subsequently  discovered,  such  objection  may  be 
made,  and  the  proof  heard  at  any  time  before  the  prosecuting  counsel 
submits  to  the  jury  any  of  his  evidence  in  the  case;  but  if  known  to 
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the  party  or  his  counsel,  the  objection  must  be  made  before  the  juror 
is  sworn  in  the  case. 

Where  juror  impanelled,  and  the  solicitor  discovers  that  one  of  the  jurors  was  of 
those  having  found  the  bill,  the  Court  may  withdraw  him  unless  both  sides  waive  ob- 

jection :  60  Ga.,  601;  51/402-408.  Objection  to  be  made  between  the  appearance  and 
swearing  of  the  jurors  :  3  Ga.,  453.  Mode  of  procedure  in  this  section  where  the  incom- 

petency of  the  juror  appears  by  newly  discovered  evidence,  applies  to  the  State  as  well 
as  to  the  prisoner:  47  Ga.,  598-606.     Section  cited  and  construed  :  58  Ga.,  402. 

3  Whart.  Cr.  Law,  §3112  et  seq.  Juror  not  understanding  English,  cannot  be  forced 
on  prisoner,  although  his  peremptory  challenges  are  exhausted  :  35  Am.  It.,  726.  ■ 

§4682.  (4589.)  (4569.)   Questions  on  voir  dire.     On  all  trials  for  crimes  Acts  ofisss: 

or  offenses,  on  the  criminal  side  of  the  Court,  where  the  punishment  is  xc&of'mb- 
death  or  imprisonment  and  labor  in  the  penitentiary,  any  juror  may  be  -6,  p.  231. 
put  upon  his  voir  dire,  and  the  following  questions  shall  be  propounded 

to  him,  viz  :     "Have  you,  from  having  seen  the  crime  committed,  or  Act  of  1843,. 
having  heard  any  of  the  testimony  delivered  on  oath,  formed  and  ex-  C-  p"  843, 
pressed  any  opinion  in  regard  to  the  guilt  or  innocence  of  the  prisoner 

at  the  bar?"     If  the  juror  shall  answer  in  the  negative,  then  the  fol- 
lowing question  shall  be  propounded  to  him:     "Have  you  any  preju- 

dice or  bias  resting  on  your  mind  either  for  or  against  the  prisoner  at 

the  bar?"     And  if  the  juror  shall  answer  these  questions  in  the  nega- 
tive, the  following  question  shall  be  propounded  :    "  Is  your  mind  per- 
fectly impartial  between  the  State  and  the  accused?"     And  if  he  shall 

answer  this  question  in  the  affirmative,  he  shall  be  adjudged  and  held  a 
competent  juror,  in  all  cases  where  the  offense  does  not  involve  the  life 
of  the  accused;  but  when  it  does  involve  the  life  of  the  accused,  the 

following  additional  question  shall  be  put  to  him  :    "Are  you  conscien- 
tiously opposed  to  capital  punishment?"     If  he  shall  answer  this  ques- 

tion in  the  negative,  he  shall  be  held  a  competent   juror:     Provided, 
nevertheless,  that  either    the    State   or   the   defendant    shall   have    the 
right  to  introduce  evidence  before  the  Judge  to  show  that  the  answers, 
or  any  of  them,  of  the  jurors  are  untrue ;  and  it  shall  be   the  duty  of 
the  Judge  to  determine  upon  the  truth  of  such  answers  as  may  be  thus 
questioned  before  the  Court. 

Where  the  juror  answers  the  prescribed  questions  so  as  to  appear  prima  facie  com" petent,  the  Jndge  may  decline  to  have  other  questions  asked,  etc.  :  9  Ga.,  121 ;  21/220- 
227  ;  32/672  ;  64/375,  404  ;  65/94  ;  3/453. 

First  question.  Opinion  from  hearsay  incompetent :  1  Ga. ,  222,  631.  So  also  when  has  a 
decided  opinion:  1  Ga.,  618;  see  also  14  Ga.,  709;  2/173;  15/223;  24/297;  32/581; 
45/225.  When  the  formation,  etc.,  is  a  ground  for  new  trial:  5  Ga.,  86:  9/121;  11/616  ; 
12/25;  14/709;  15/223;  16/200;  17/146.497.  The  opinion  to  be  deliberate  and  fixed  : 
12  Ga.,  444;  18/383;  17/146;  32/581.  Formation  and  expression,  proof  of,  etc  :  15  Ga.,. 
476-498;  19/103.  It  is  no  ground  of  challenge  against  a  juryman  that  he  has  formed 
and  expressed  an  opinion,  etc.,  upon  one  of  the  facts  necessary  to  make  out  the  charge 
against  the  prisoner,  and  it  is  not  error  in  the  Court  to  say  in  the  presence  of  the  panel 
that  the  formation  and  expression  of  an  opinion  as  to  the  guilt  or  innocence  of  the 
principal  in  a  crime  does  not  render  incompetent  to  sit  on  trial  of  accessorv  before  the 
fact:  45  Ga.,  58. 

Second  question.  Bias  or  prejudice  against  crime,  no  disqualification:  3  Ga.,  453;. 
34/262.  Bias  and  prejudice  in  the  Act  of  1843  defined:  12  Ga.,  444.  When  it  disqual- 

ifies :  14  Ga.,  710  ;  25/494. 
Third  question.  What  answer  to  sufficient :  27  Ga.,  287. 
Fourth  question.  Scruples  as  to  capital  punishment :  3  Ga.,  453  ;  17/140  ;  32/672.  Acts 

of  1843  and  1855-6  do  not  affect  section  4570 :  3  Ga.,  55;  20/60,  156.  742.  Misapprehen- 
sion of  juror's  answer:  8  Ga.,408;  17/194;  19/102.  Juror's  vindication:  5  Ga.,86; 

14/709;  15/223,  535  ;  24/282  ;  43/485.  Any  objection  which  would  constitute  a  sufficient 
cause  for  challenge  for  favor,  good  ground  for  new  trial,  if  not  discovered  until  after 
verdict:  5  Ga.,  85;  15/223.  Affidavit  that  it  was  not  discovered  before  trial  by  whom 
to  be  made  :  14  Ga.,  709.  If  the  Court  thinks  a  juror  misapprehends  the  meaning  of 
the  questions,  he  may  re-state  them,  varying  them  in  form  :  21  Ga.,  220-227  ;  22/212. 

3  Whart,  Cr.  Law,  $3063  ;  23  Am.  D.,  128,  n. 

§4683.  (4590.)  (4570.)  Setting  aside  for  cause.  If  a  juror  shall  answer 
any  of  these  questions  so  as  to  render  him  incompetent,  or  he  shall  be 
so  found  by  the  Judge,  he  shall  be  set  aside  for  cause. 
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§4684.  (4591.)  (4571.)  Swearing  in  chief '.  If  found  competent  and  not challenged  peremptorily  by  the  State,  he  shall  be  put  upon  the  prisoner 
and  unless  challenged  peremptorily  by  him,  shall  be  sworn  to  try  the 
cause. 

Section  referred  to  and  construed  :  60  Ga.,  371. 

§4685.  (4592.)  (4572.)  No  investigation  before  triers.  When  a  juror  has 
Acts  of_i855  been  found  competent  as  aforesaid,  no  other  or  further  investigation 

-6,  p.  25i.  before  triors,  or  otherwise,  shall  be  had,  unless  upon  newly-discovered 
evidence  to  disprove  his  answer,  or  to  show  him  incompetent  as  afore- 

said, which  may  be  heard  by  the  Judge  at  any  time  before  any  of  the 
evidence  on  the  main  issue  is  submitted;  and  if  the  juror  is  proved 
incompetent,  the  Judge  may  order  him  withdrawn  from  the  jury  and 
cause  another  selected  in  the  same  manner  as  is  above  pointed  out. 

Law  as  to  triors:  investigation,  bow  conducted  :  11  Ga.,  123  ;  19/102  ;  14/22  ;  15/476, 
498.  By  Acts  of  1855-6  the  Court  takes  the  place  of  triors,  and  its  decision  is  final :  20 
Ga.,  638;  23/57  ;  22/546;  25/593.  Present  practice  as  to  :  43  Ga.,  238.  Decision  of  the 
Judge  as  trior  in  criminal  cases  on  fact  (as  bias  of  jurors)  submitted,  is  final  and  no  mo- 

tion for  new  trial  for  :  47  Ga.,  598. 

§4686.  Criminal  cases,  where  tried..  [Criminal  cases  shall  be  tried  in 
(a)  Const,  of  the  county  where  the  crime  was  committed,  except  cases  in  the  Supe- 

sec8'i2,rt'  °'  ri°r  Courts,  when  the  presiding  Judge  is  satisfied  that  an  impartial  jury 
dause'2.     cannot  be  obtained  in  such  county.]  (a.) No  necessity  to  charge  defendant  as  a  citizen  of  eounty,  where  offense  alleged  to  have 

been  committed  :  7  Ga.,  3.  And  the  Judge  decides  as  to  whether  venue  properly  laid 
in  an  indictment :  11  Ga.,  253.  Sufficient  proof  of  crime  being  committed  within  the 
Court's  jurisdiction  :  11  Ga.,  615.  Where  may  be  convicted  of  an  attempt :  26  Ga.,  493. 
Need  not  show  where  deceased  died  on  an  indictment  for  the  homicide  :  34  Ga.,  78. 

I  Too  late  after  arraignment  and  case  before  the  jury  to  object  to  indictment  not  alleg- 
ing residence  of  the  defendant :  38  Ga.,  491.  Error  if  the  evidence  does  not  show  where 

the  crime  was  committed  :  48  Ga.,  43  ;  56/36.  Not  sufficient  evidence  to  show  proper 
venue  :  57  Ga..  367. 

/Qf~  7  *»  §4687.  (4593.)   Venue,  when  and  how  changed.     [The  presiding  Judge 
/ /  J  (t>2  Acts  of  shall  be  satisfied  that  an  impartial  jury  cannot  be  obtained  in  the  county 

'p*  '  where  the  crime  was  committed,  only  by  an  examination,  careful  and 
thorough,  of  the  persons  liable  to  serve  on  juries,  such  examination  to 
be  according  to  section  4682  of  this  Code  partially  or  wholly  according 
to  the  nature  of  the  case ;  then  if  a  jury  cannot  be  obtained]  (b.)  [it 
shall  be  lawful  for  said  cases  to  be  transferred  to  any  county  that  may 
be  agreed  upon  by  the  Solicitor-General  and  the  defendants  or  their 

i85i4Cp°f  counsel,  and  be  tried  in  the'county  agreed  upon  ;  and  in  the  event  the 
162.  "'  '  Solicitor-General  and  the  defendants  or  their  counsel  fail  or  refuse  to 

agree  upon  any  county  in  which  to  try  said  case  then  pending,  the  Judge 
is  hereby  authorized  to  select  the  county  in  which  the  same  shall  be 
tried,  and  have  the  cases  transferred  accordingly.]  (a.)  And  it  shall  be 
lawful  for  the  Judge  of  the  Superior  Court,  when  any  criminal  case 

Acts  of  1874,  has  been  once  transferred,  to  again  change  the  venue  from  the  county 
to  which  the  transfer  was  first  made  to  any  other  county,  in  the  same 
manner  as  the  venue  was  first  changed  from  the  county  in  which   the 

§652.         ,  crime  was  committed,  said  change  of  venue  subject  to  the  provisions  of 
section  4687  of  the  Code,  and  other  laws  not  inconsistent  with  this 
section.] 

Practice  in  regard  to  cases  removed  :  9  Ga.,  128-9.  Court's  right  to  remove,  how  at- 
tacked :  42  Ga.,  307.  Defendant  applied  for  a  change  of  venue  on  affidavit  and  the 

Court  overruled  the  application  ;  43  Ga.,  483.  How  the  Judge  is  to  ascertain  whether 
an  impartial  jury  cannot  be  had,  so  as  to  permit  the  changing  of  the  venue  :  54  Ga.,  371. 

Wells  on  Jurisdiction,  §§122-131 ;  1  Bishop  Cr.  Proc,  $68  ;  7  C.  L.  J.,  118.  Newspaper 
comments:  7  C.  L.  J.,  76. 

§4688.  Duty  of  officers  when  venue  is  changed.  [In  all  criminal  cases  in 
which  a  change  of  venue  shall  be  made,  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the 
Sheriff  of  the  county  from  which  the  prisoner  is  to  be  moved,  to  carry 
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said  prisoner  to  the  county  to  which  the  change  of  venue  was  directed,  (a)  Acts  of 

and  deliver  the  prisoner  to  the  Sheriff  of  said  county,  who  shall  then  J^j8,  p- 
take  charge  of  such  prisoner  as  in  other  cases.  It  shall  further  be  the 

duty  of  the  Sheriff'  of  the  county  from  which  the  prisoner  is  to  be  re- 
moved, to  carry  with  him  and  deliver  to  the  Sheriff"  the  warrant  under which  the  prisoner  was  arrested,  or  the  commitment.  It  shall  be  the 

duty  of  the  Clerk  of  the  Superior  Court  of  the  county  from  whiv'h  the 
prisoner  has  been  removed,  to  send  a  true  transcript  of  the  order  for 
the  change  of  venue,  together  with  the  evidence  before  the  Court  of 
inquiry,  and  all  other  papers  connected  with  the  case,  to  the  Superior 
Court  of  that  county  to  which  the  prisoner  has  been  transferred.]  (a.) 

§4689.  Costs,  by  whom  and  how  paid.  [The  whole  costs  of  the  case,  {*>)  Acts  of 
when  changed,  shall  be  borne  by  the  county  from  which  the  case  is  49'  50.'  PP 
removed.  The  jail  fees,  if  any,  of  the  person  to  be  tried,  shall  be  col- 

lected and  paid  by  the  County  Treasurer  of  the  county  from  which  the 
case  was  removed;  the  mode  of  collecting  these  fees,  and  regulating 
the  amount  of  fees,  is  the  same  as  in  other  like  cases.  The  entire 
Court  costs,  including  the  costs  of  Sheriff,  bailiff,  clerks  and  jurors, 
shall  also  be  paid  by  the  County  Treasurer  of  the  county  from  which 
the  case  was  removed,  and  shall  have  the  same  priority  as  jail  fees,  and 
shall  be  paid  to  the  County  Treasurer  of  the  county  where  the  case  is 
tried,  after  having  been  first  paid  by  the  County  Treasurer  of  the 
county  where  the  case  is  tried.]  (a.) 

§4690.  Fees  of  witnesses,  hoiv  and  by  ivhom  paid.  [Witnesses  attending  (c>  Acts  of 
Courts  out  of  the  county  of  their  residence,  for  the  purpose  of  testifying 
in  such  cases,  shall  receive  the  fees  of  witnesses  as  prescribed  in  section 
3845  of  this  Code,  who  shall  be  paid  by  the  County  Treasurer  out  of 
the  county  funds  of  the  county  where  the  case  removed  did  origi- 

nate.] (c.) 

§4691.  (4594.)  (4573.)  Penitentiary  imprisonment  is  disqualification.  Any  §129,  (3.)" 
person  sentenced  to  confinement  and  labor  in  the  penitentiary  is,  and 
shall  be  thereby,  rendered  incapable  of  holding  or  exercising  any  pub- 

lic or  private  office,  trust,  power,  or  authority,  and  any  such  held  by 
him  shall  become  and  be  vacant  by  virtue  of  such  sentence.* 

§4692.  (4595.)  (4574.)  Separate  trial  of  joint  defendants.     When  two  or  Acts  of  187* 

more  persons  shall  be  jointly  indicted  for  any  offense,  whether  the  ~9,  p*  °9' offense  shall  be  such  as  requires  the  joint  action  and  concurrence  of 
two  or  more  persons  or  not,  they  shall  be  separately  tried,  if  they  or 
either  of  them  elect  so  to  sever;  and  when  defendants  are  separately 
tried  they  shall  be  competent  to  testify  for  or  against  each  other.     If 
the  offense  be  such  as  requires  the  joint  action  and  concurrence  of  two  Act  0f  1836> 

or  more  persons,  the  acquittal  or  conviction  of  one  shall  not  operate  as  c.  p.  8^» 
an  acquittal  or  conviction  of  any  of  the  others  not  tried,  but  they  shall -g,  p.  266. 

be  subject  to  be  tried  in  the  same  manner:  Provided,  that  the  State  pCg|on808, 
also  shall  have  the  right  of  severance  on  the  trial. 

In  such  case  the  trial  of  one  is  to  be  considered  as  if  he  alone  had  been  indicted  :  1 

Ga.,  610.  And  where  such  defendants  elect  to  sever,  State's  counsel  can  elect  which 
shall  be  tried  first:  7  Ga.,  2  ;  58/577-580.  Section  construed  :  34  Ga.,  17;  51/377.  De- 

fendants can  sever  at  their  option,  only  in  offenses  that  do  not  require  the  joint  action 
of  two  or  more  :  37  Ga.,  80.  One  of  several  jointly  indicted  can  move  for  a  demand  on 
the  minutes,  for  trial :  20  Ga.,  666.  On  conviction  of  three,  one  or  more  can  apply  and 
obtain  a  new  trial  for  themselves  alone,  and  verdict  stands  as  to  others  :  51  Ga.,  164. 

1  Bish.  Cr.  Proa,  §1018;  3  Whart.  lb.,  $3199. 

§4693.  (4596.)  (4575.)  Continuance  by  one.     The  continuance  of  a  case  Acts  of  isr.s.. 

by  one  of  several  defendants  indicted  jointly  shall  in  no  case  operate*p" as  a  continuance  as  to  the  other  defendants  objecting  thereto. 
§4694.  (4597.)  (4576.)  Opprobrious  words  may  be  proved  in  defense.   On 

-See  Constitution  of  1868,  Article  II.,  section  3. 
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§§4357, 4363.  the  trial  of  any  indictment  for  an  assault,  or  an  assault  and  battery, 
the  defendant  may  give  in  evidence  to  the  jury,  any  opprobrious  words, 
or  abusive  language  used  by  the  prosecutor  or  person  assaulted  or  beat- 

en ;  and  such  words  and  language  may  or  may  not  amount  to  a  justifi- 
cation, according  to  the  nature  and  extent  of  the  battery,  all  of  which 

:shall  be  determined  by  the  jury. 
Opprobrious  words  only  a  defense  where  uttered  in  the  presence  of  offended  party 

who  at  once  resents  it,  etc.  :  41  Ga.,  527.  Where  it  would  not  have  been  an  excuse  for 
an  assault  and  battery,  if  proven  :  12  Ga.,  463.  Did  not  enter  as  element  of  defense  in 
■certain  cases  of  homicide:  55  Ga.,48;  58/212-215;  59/391-2.  Opprobrious  words  will 
not  justify  a  stabbing:  56  Ga.,  409.  Section  referred  to  and  construed  in  a  case  of  an 
•assault  with  intent  to  murder:  61  Ga.,  380-381. 

§4695.  (4598.)  (4577.)  Oath  of  inquest  of  insanity.  On  the  trial  of  the 
question  of  insanity,  arising  after  the  person  shall  have  been  con- 

demned to  die,  provided  for  by  section  4666  of  this  Code,  the  following 

oath  shall  be  administered  to  the  jury,  to-wit :  "  You,  and  each  of  you, 
do  solemnly  swear  (or  affirm)  that  you  will  well  and  truly  try  this  issue 
of  insanity  between  the  State  and  A.  B.,  now  condemned  to  die,  and  a 

true  verdict  give  according  to  evidence.     So  help  you  God." 
§4696.  (4599.)  (4578.)  In  capital  or  penitentiary  cases.  On  the  trial  of 

all  cases  where  the  party,  if  found  guilty,  would  be  subject  to  confine- 
ment in  the  penitentiary,  or  any  greater  punishment,  it  shall  be  the 

duty  of  the  presiding  Judge  to  have  the  testimony  given  in  said  case 
taken  down;  and  in  the  event  of  the  jury  returning  a  verdict  of  guilty, 
the  testimony  shall  be  entered  on  the  minutes  of  the  Court,  or  in  a 
book  to  be  kept  for  that  purpose. 

.f  Either  party  can  have  the  evidence  so  taken  down  in  writing,  read  over  to  witness 
before  he  leaves  the  stand  for  correction  :  12  Ga.,  142.  Where  the  Court  should  not 
Instruct  the  jury  to  be  governed  by  the  brief  of  evidence  taken  down  and  read  over  to 
them:  15  Ga.,  476.  Failure  of  the  Judge  to  have  this  duty  of  taking  down  the  evi- 

dence in  a  trial  of  felony,  not  ground  for  a  new  trial :  18  Ga.,  460.  Copy  of  may  be 
used  in  an  application  for  a  pardon  :  24  Ga.,  623.  The  rule  fully  stated  :  25  Ga.,  520. 

i  It  should  be  read  to  the  jury  when  they  differ  as  to  what  the  witness  stated,  the  wit- 
ness not  being  present :  26  Ga.,  156;  43/368.  Court  can  allow  witness' evidence  taken 

down,  to  be  read  for  correction,  in  the  jury's  presence  :  27  Ga.,  648  ;  41/484.  This  right 
the  witness  alone  can  claim  :  42  Ga.,  10.  The  Court  itself  may  take  down  the  evidence  : 
28  Ga.,  576.  It  need  not  be  read  over  to  a  medical  witness  for  him  to  express  an 
opinion  as  to  the  sanity  or  insanity  of  the  accused :  31  Ga.,  424.  Should  not  allow  tes- 

timony thus  taken  down  to  be  discredited  by  showing  that  the  penmanship  was  in  an 
inexpert  and  bungling  manner:  33  Ga.,  303.  It  is  presumed  the  testimony  was  prop- 

erly taken  down  :  42  Ga.,  10.  It  is  not  error  to  direct  the  testimony  to  be  taken  down 
in  a  case  where  the  law  does  noi  require  it  to  be  done :  43  Ga.,  368 ;  see  also  notes  to 
section  4637. 

^jf  C^Zcr  §4696.  (a.)  Judges  may  appoint  reporters.     The  Judges  of  the  Superior 
Actsofi876/tourts  of  this  State  shall  have  the  power  to  appoint  and  at  pleasure, 

/Pz/133/-r>    remove?  a  reporter  or  stenographic  reporter  for  the  Courts  of  their  re- 
C^^n^yjT'  *      •  spective  circuife!>^cfi  reporter,  before  entering  on  the  duties  of  his 
*  office,  shall  be  duly  sworn,  in  open  Court,  faithfully  to  perform  all  the 

duties  required  under  this  division ;  and  it  shall  be  his  duty  to  attend 
all  Courts  in  the  circuit  for  which  he  is  appointed,  and,  when  directed 
by  the  Judge,  as  hereinafter  set  forth,  to  exactly  and  truly  record,  or 
take  stenographic  notes  of  the  testimony  and  proceedings  in  the  case 
tried,  except  the  argument  of  counsel. 

§4696.  (b.)  Compensation  in  criminal  cases.  The  compensation  of  the 
Acts  of  1876,  reporter,  or  stenographic  reporter,  for  taking  down  the  testimony  in  the 
p-  JJ&  _  trial  of  such  criminal  cases  as  are  now  required  by  law  to  be  recorded, 

shall  not  exceed  fifteen  dollars  per  day,  to  be  fixed  by  the  presiding 
Judge,  which  sum  shall  be  paid  by  the  County  Treasurer,  or  other  officer 
having  charge  of  the  county  funds  of  the  county  wherein  such  criminal 
case  shall  be  tried,  on  the  certificate  and  order  of  said  Judge,  as  to  the 
number  of  days  he  has  been  employed.  In  cases  of  conviction,  the  costs 
of  reporting,  as  provided  in  this  section,  shall  be  entered  up  against  the 
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defendant,  on  which  judgment  the  Clerk  of  the  Superior  Court  shall 
issue  execution,  and  the  money  arising  therefrom  shall  be  deposited  in 
the  treasury  of  the  county,  where  such  conviction  was  had,  to  be  held 
as  other  county  funds  are  held. 

§4696.  (c.)  Compensation  in  civil  cases.  The  compensation  of  the  re- Actsofi^',, 
porter  or  stenographer  for  recording,  or  taking  stenographic  notes,  andp*  m 
recording  the  evidence  in  such  civil  cases,  as  maybe  agreed  by  counsel 
for  plaintiff  and  defendant  to  be  recorded,  or  in  cases  of  disagreement, 
as  aforesaid,  in  such  cases  as  the  presiding  Judge  may  direct  to  be  re- 

corded, shall  be  at  a  rate  not  to  exceed  ten  cents  per  hundred  words,  to 
be  fixed  by  said  Judge,  which  fee  shall  be  paid  by  the  parties  to  the 
agreement,  upon  such  terms  as  they  may  prescribe  for  themselves,  and 
if  no  agreement  is  entered  into  as  to  the  payment  thereof,  then  in  such 
manner  as  may  be  prescribed  by  the  presiding  Judge. 

§4696.  (d.)  Furnishing  reports,  etc.,  fee.     Said  reporter  or  stenographer  Actsofi876, 

shall,  for  reports  of  evidence,  and  other  proceeding  by  him  furnished,  p<  133, 
be  paid  by  the  party  requesting  the  same,  at  a  rate  not  to  exceed  ten 
cents  for  each  one  hundred  wrords. 

§4697.  (4600.)  (4579.)  Form  of  sentence.  In  sentencing  a  person  con- 
victed of  an  offense  subjecting  him  to  penitentiary  imprisonment,  the 

Judge  shall  sentence  so  as  to  authorize  his  confinement  and  labor  in 
the  penitentiary  of  this  State,  or  at  such  other  place  or  places  as  the 
Governor  of  this  State  may  direct. 

Mitigation  of  sentence  by  the  Judge  after  orally  pronouncing  it:  See  60  Ga.,  287-8. 

§4698.  (4601.)  (4580.)  Commutation  for  good  behavior.  The  superin- Actsofi874, 
tendent  or  principal  keeper  of  the  penitentiarv  shall  keep  a  book  in^. 
which  shall  be  entered  the  names  of  the  convicts  sentenced  for  a  term  ^ 

of  two  or  more  years ;  opposite  to  each  name  shall  be  placed  by  the  J^tr*~y^'7'  * 
book-keeper  a  mark  of  approbation  or  disapprobation,  according  to  the 
conduct  of  each  •  and  should  it  appear  from  this  book  that  the  conduct 
of  any  one  is  unexceptionable,  then  such  convict's  time  of  confinement 
(except  confinement  for  life)  shall  be  shortened  four  days  in  each  and 
every  month  for  the  time  they  shall  have  so  served. 

§4699.  (4602.)  (4581.)  Collection  of  costs.  The  costs  of  any  prosecution  Act  ofisie, 

shall  not  be  demanded  of  any  defendant  (except  the  fees  of  his  own  ac?'oMS20, 
witnesses)  until  after  conviction  or  escape ;  in  either  of  wrhich  cases  c.  i>.  859 
judgment  may  be  entered  up  for  all  costs  accruing  in  the  committing  c.  p.  859. 

or    Superior  Qourts,  and  by  any  officer  pending  the  prosecution — on  ̂ Cp°/6J830' 
wrhich  judgment  the  clerk  shall  issue  execution  against  all  the  prop-  ■ 
erty  of  the  defendant — and  such  judgment  shall  have  a  lien  upon  such 
property  from  the  date  of  the  arrest  of  the  defendant.     In  cases  of  con-  §§1794-  2675- 
viction,  the  Court  may  nevertheless  direct  the  defendant  to  be  impris- 

oned until  all  costs  are  paid. 

Cost  will  not  be  allowed  to  an  arresting  officer  as  for  railroad  fare  ;  county  bears  ex- 
pense of  necessary  guard,  and  cash  belonging  to  the  prisoner  in  the  officer's  hands, judgment  will  be  entered  up  against,  and  it  applied  to  the  costs  :  9  Ga.,  109.  There  is 

no  authority  for  the  Sheriff  to  seize  the  defendant's  property  and  hold  the  same  for 
costs,  unless  the  magistrate  issuing  the  warrant  so  directs:  11  Ga.,  128.  Lien  of  a 
judgment  for  costs  :  13  Ga.,  493.  Cost  not  collected  in  a  criminal  case  until  after  con- 

viction :  33  Ga.,  338.  Tbe  law  in  force  at  the  time  the  crime  was  committed  governs  as 
to  costs  :  34  Ga.,  204.  A  Court  of  inquiry  cannot  give  final  judgment  for  costs  against 
defendant,  except  for  his  own  witnesses:  40  Ga.,  478.  Where  power  was  in  the  Court 
after  conviction  of  the  defendant  for  a  misdemeanor  to  order  execution  issued  for  costs 

against  defendant's  property  :  48  Ga.,  335. 
Costs  not  released  by  pardon  :  14  Am.  R.,  498  ;  21/487. 

§4700.  (4603.)  (4582.)  Discharge  of  insolvents  by  Ordinary 's  Court.     IfActofi847, 
any  prisoner  in  the  common  jail,  after  the  time  of  his  imprisonment ^)PActsof 
expires,  or  otherwise,  is  detained  merely  until  his  costs,  [or  until  fixte.1861,  p.57. 
.and  costs  are  paid,  and  the  Ordinary  is  satisfied  that  he  is  unable  to  pay 
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the  costs  and  fine,  or  either  of  them,  said  Ordinary  may  discharge  such 
prisoner  from  further  confinement.]  (a.) 

§4701.  (4604.)  (4583.)  Bail  taken  only  twice.     No  person  shall  give  bail 
•§4747.  more  than  twice  after  indictment  or  presentment  found  for  the  same 
Act  of  1832,     «• 
c.  p.  862.     onense. §4702.  (4605.)  (4584.)  Proceedings   to  forfeit  recognizances.     Upon  th 
Act  of  1830,  failure  to  appear  of  any  principal  in  any  bond  or  recognizance  given 
c.  p.  86i.  \yy  a  pergon  charged  with  a  penal  offense,  or  by  a  prosecutor  to  pros- 

ecute, or  by  a  witness  to  appear  and  testify,  the  prosecuting 
attorney  shall   proceed   to  forfeit  such  bond  or  recognizance  in  the 

Acts  of  1878  manner  heretofore  practiced  in  this  State :  Provided,  that  no  recogni- 
zances in  criminal  cases  called  out  of  the  regular  order  in  which  they 

appear  on  the  docket,  shall  be  forfeited  for  the  non-appearance  of  the 
principal,  unless  the  Solicitor-General,  or  other  prosecuting  officer,, 
shall  state  in  his  place  that  the  State  is  ready  for  trial. 

What  is  a  legal  bond,  and  when  the  condition  of  it  is  forfeited:  2  Ga.,  137.  What 
the  recognizance  should  contain  as  to  cause  of  taking  it,  etc.  :  2  Ga.,  363.  When  suffi- 

cient, and  the  condition  was  broken  :  22  Ga.,  417-418.  The  record  should  show  the- 
principal  was  called  and  failed  to  appear,  before  bail  can  be  made  liable  in  a  criminal 
case :  4  Ga.,  329.  Obligor  in  a  bond  is  not  bound  to  appear  before  indictment :  18  Ga.v 
314;  24/420,  235.  Property  of  the  cognizor  not  bound  until  the  recognizance  forfeited 
and  reduced  to  judgment:  24  Ga.,  261.  A  scire  facias  to  forfeit  a  bond  describing  the 
offense  with  sufficient  certainty:  61  Ga.,  197. 

§4703.  (4606.)  (4585.)  Judgment  against  bail.  The  clerk  shall  issue  a 

rCt  °Ll831'  sc^re  fa€^as  on  a^  forfeited  bonds,  recognizances,  or  other  obligations, 
returnable  to  the  next  term  of  such  Court,  against  the  principal  and 
his  sureties,  which  shall  be  served  by  the  Sheriff  or  his  deputy,  at  least 

§§3417,4263.  twenty  days  before  the  return  thereof,  or  if  the  party  resides  out  of 
the  count}^  or  State,  scire  facias  may  be  served  by  publication,  as  in 
cases  of  scire  facias  to  revive  judgment.  And  if,  at  such  return  term,, 
no  sufficient  cause  be  shown  to  the  contrary,  judgment,  on  motion,, 
shall  be  entered  against  such  principal  and  sureties,  or  such  of  them 
as  have  been  served. 

Judgment  of  forfeiture  need  not  state  the  amount  of  the  bond  :  9  Ga.,  49.  The 
scire  facias  is  amendable  at  the  trial  term,  so  as  to  make  it  conform  with  the  bond :  13- 
Ga.,  190.  Until  moneys  on  forfeited  recognizances  are  collected,  it  is  competent  for 
the  Legislature  to  remit  the  penalties :  15  Ga.,  481.  Scire  facias  issues  from  the  Court 
of  the  county  where  the  indictment  was:  17  Ga  ,  437.  Surprise  of  the  party  or  counsel 
by  misunderstanding  of  the  Court,  is  ground  for  setting  aside  the  judgment  or  order  of 
the  Court  because  of  the  mistake:  18  Ga.,  275.  Bond  conditioned  to  appear  on  the 
fourth  Monday  in  August  next,  meant  the  August  of  the  following  year :  21  Ga.,  153. 
Judgment  of  forfeiture  set  aside  for  surprise,  mistake,  etc.  :  17  Ga.,  462.  Death  of  the 
principal  in  a  recognizance  after  forfeiture,  but  before  judgment,  exonerates  the  securi- 

ties :  32  Ga.,  663.  Giving  a  bail  bond  did  not  exonerate  from  military  service  :  34  Ga.,. 
25-27,  206.  A  recognizance  by  a  master  for  the  appearance  of  a  slave  was  not  operative 
after  the  abolition  of  slavery;  34  Ga.,  546.  Conditioned  that  the  principal  attend  at  a 
certain  term  of  the  Court,  and  from  term  to  term  until  discharged,  sufficient :  35  Ga.r  . 
180.  For  a  pardon  to  the  principal  to  avail  as  a  defense  to  the  sureties  on  the  bond,  it 
should  be  shown  that  there  was  delivery  to,  and  acceptance  of,  the  pardon  by  the  prin- 

cipal: 44  Ga.,  381.  Sureties  should  be  allowed  to  show  sickness  of  the  principal  to 
prevent  judgment  for  his  non-appearance  :  45  Ga.,  9.  And  as  to  the  right  of  sureties 
to  surrender  their  principal  at  the  return  term  of  the  scire  facias  on  the  bond  :  45  Ga.,  9. 
Securities  on  bail  bond  released  by  the  subsequent  arrest  of  the  principal  on  a  bench 
warrant:  51  Ga.,  159.  Recognizance  forfeited,  the  clerk  should  issue  a,  scire  facia*,  re- 

turnable to  the  next  term  of  the  Court:  51  Ga.,  524.  Where  the  security  may  have 
been  misled  by  the  Solicitor-General,  and  the  Court  will  set  aside  the  judgment  of  for- 

feiture, although  it  was  entered  on  the  minutes  :  51  Ga.,  171.  Can  be  no  discharge  ex- 
cept by  the  surrender  of  the  prisoner  to  the  custody  of  the  Court  or  its  officers, 

evidence  of  which  would  be  an  entry  on  the  minutes  of  the  Court:  53  Ga.,  167.  Not. 
pros,  of  a  bill  of  indictment  releases  the  sureties  on  defendant's  bond:  56  Ga.,  589. 
Where  surety  cannot  take  advantage  of  a  misnomer  in  the  indictment,  or  because 
three  of  the  grand  jurors  finding  the  indictment  were  not  on  the  list  of  legal  jurors  for 
the  county:  59  Ga.,  707.  State  could  not  forfeit  the  bond  of  a  surety  for  the  appear- 

ance of  the  defendant,  where  such  defendant  is  in  custody  in  the  penitentiary :  58  Ga;r 
341-2.  Where  supersedeas  bond  transferred  the  custody  of  the  defendant  from  his  bail 
on  the  first  bond  to  the  securities  on  the  supersedeas  bond  :  59  Ga..  882-3.  The  Judge 
should  identify  the  recognizance,  the  indictment  and  preliminary  affidavit  and  warrant 
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as  evidence  offered  on  trial  of  scire  facias:  Gl  Ga.,  492.  Scire  facias  to  forfeit  a  recogni- 
zance sufficiently  describing  the  offense:  Gl  Ga.,  197.  Forfeiture  of  a  voluntary  bond 

executed  in  New  York,  in  a  criminal  case,  enforced  by  a  scire  facias:  63  Ga.,  702. 
When  sickness  of  defendant  a  defense  against  recovery  of  costs  :  64  Ga.,  442-3.  Where 
sureties  on  a  bond  not  subject  to  forfeiture  for  failure  of  the  principal  to  appear  at  any 
subsequent  term  after  the  first,  being  no  provision  in  the  bond  except  for  appearance 
at  the  first  term  :  65  Ga.,  341. 

Brandt  on  Suretyship  and  G.,  $426  ;  1  Am.  R.,  377.  Surety  discharged  by  death  of 
principal:  30  Am.  R.,  56,  n.  Imprisonment  of  principal  on  another  charge  in  another 
county  or  State,  good  defense,  when  :  4  Am.  R.,  26,  58  ;  16  Wall.,  366  ;  29  Am.  R.,  464  ; 
32/571 ;  35/437.  Sickness  of  defendant  on  day  for  appearance,  and  subsequent  appear- 

ance as  soon  as  well,  good  defense :  21  Am.  R.,  62. 

§4704.  (4607.)  (4586.)  Surrender  of  bail.      Bail  can  surrender  their  §4746. 
principal  to  the  Sheriff  in  vacation  as  well  as  in  open  Court. 

Or  to  his  deputy,  between  the  time  of  judgment  nisi  and  final  judgment,  by  the 
payment  of  all  costs  accruing  up  to  that  time  :  62  Ga.,  267.  Where  security  misled  by 
the  solicitor  as  to  the  time  to  have  defendant  in  Court,  authorized  the  setting  aside  of 
the  judgment  of  forfeiture  :  51  Ga.,  173. 

§4705.  (4608.)  Punishment  for  minor  offenses.     [All  crimes  designated  (ai  Acts  of 

in  the  Penal  Code  of  this  State,  punishable  by  fine  and  imprisonment,  Joo5"6'  p' 
or  either,  shall  be  punishable  in  the  manner  hereinafter  set  forth,  that  J^10m 

is  to  say,  the  punishment  for  any  of  the  aforesaid  crimes  hereafter  com-  jc*-p      *        ̂ _ 
mitted,  shall  be  a  fine  not  to  exceed  one  thousand  dollars,  imprisonment  *^ ̂ 'V    ̂  
not  to  exceed  six  months,  to  work  in  a  chain-gang  on  the  public  works,  fr**^**2^*^ 
not, to  exceed  twelve  months,  and  any  one  or  more  of  these  punishments  J<?if7^  ̂ * 
may  be  ordered  in  the  discretion  of  the  Judge.]  (a.)*  ' ' 

A  fine  may  be  enforced  by  imprisonment:  22  Ga.,  98.  Where  the  sentence  alterna- 
tive, there  should  be  a  reasonable  time  allowed  within  which  to  pay  the  fine  :  47  Ga., 

370.  The  streets  of  a  city  are  public  works  within  the  terms  of  this  section:  55  Ga., 
435-437. 

§4706.  (4609,4610.)  (4588.)  Settlement  of  criminal  cases.     [All  cases  of  Act  of  i850. 

indictments,  or  special  presentments,  shall  be  submitted  to  and  passed  °-p-  m- 
upon  by  the  jury,  under  the  direction  of  the  presiding  Judge,  unless  (&\  Acts  of 

there  is  a  settlement  thereof  between  the  prosecutor  and  defendant,  \*'2°'  p' 
which  settlement  shall  be  good  and  valid  only  by  the  approval  and  order 
of  the  Court  on  examination  into  the  merits  of  the  case.]  (a.) 

When  within  Judge's  discretion  to  refuse  to  allow  a  case  to  be  settled:  27  Ga.,  197. 
Unexecuted  agreement  to  settle,  no  bar  to  a  prosecution  :  33  Ga.,  131-2.  Prosecuting 
for  obstructing  legal  process  not  settled  under  this  section:  41  Ga.,  507.  Neither  can 
the  offense  of  hog  stealing  be  settled  under  this  law  :  44  Ga.,  301.  What  cases  the  Act 
of  1870  in  this  section  affects  the  right  to  settle,  after  action  taken  by  the  grand  jury  : 
53  Ga.,  353-6.  A  compromise  of  a  suit  under  the  Act  of  1871,  where  signed  by  counsel 
for  the  State,  order  taken  in  open  Court  and  entered  on  the  minutes  of  Court,  signed 
by  the  Judge:  64  Ga.,  562. 

i 

§4707.  (4611.)  (4590.)  Excessive  costs,  misdemeanor.  Any  officer  of  Court  Act  of  1850, 

knowingly  demanding  as  costs  from  a  defendant,  fees  to  which  he  is  c'  p-  8(>4' 
not  entitled,  [and  any  Attorney  or  Solicitor-General  who  shall  demand 
or  receive  any  fee,  or  costs,  on  any  criminal  case  which  has  not  been  i86i,  p.  ea. 
tried  by  a  petit  juiy,  or  otherwise  finally  disposed  of,  shall  be  guilty  of 
a  misdemeanor,  and,  on  conviction,  shall  be  punished  as  prescribed  in 
section  4310  of  this  Code.]  (a.) 

Only  public  officers  can  be  convicted  of  extortion  :  56  Ga.,  385. 

§4708.  (4612.)  (4591.)  Two  returns  of  "  No  bill,"  bar.  Two  returns  of  Act  ofi850, 
"No  bill"  by  grand  juries,  on  the  same  charge  or  accusation,  shall  be  a  "  p' ' 
bar  to  any  future  prosecution  for  the  same  offense,  either  under  the 
same  or  another  name,  unless  such  returns  have  been  procured  by  the 
fraudulent  conduct  of  the  person  charged,  on  proof  of  which,  or  of  newly 
discovered  evidence,  the  Judge  may  allow  a  third  bill  to  be  presented, 
found  and  prosecuted. 

§4709.  (4613.)  (4592.)  Insolvent  costs,  how  paid.     When  costs  are  not 

*The  penalty  of  whipping  is  stricken  from  section  4705,  because  repealed  by  Constitution  of  1868, 
Article  I,  section  22. 
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.*o  Acts  of  recovered  from  the  defendant,  the  same  shall  be  paid  to  the  respective 

asf  26PP'      officers  out  of  money  received  for  fines,  upon  orders  regularly  presented 
Act  of  1849,  and  allowed  and  entered  on  the  minutes  of  the  Court.     [Out  of  all 

Act 'ofi 850, moneys  arising  from  fines  imposed,  inflicted  or  collected,  on  forfeited 
c.  p.  863.     recognizances  in  the  Superior  Courts  of  this  State,  or  for  a  violation  of 

the  penal  laws  of  this  State,  the  officers  bringing  the  money  into  Court, 
§§4630, 4631.  snai]  have  the  money  thus  brought  into  Court  by  them,  first  applied  to the  extinguishment  of  their  insolvent  list  pro  rata,  and  then  the  orders 

of  former  officers  paid  in  proportion  to  their  claims.]  (a.)  Upon  appli- 
cation of  the  Ordinary,  the  grand  jury  may,  at  any  term,  require  an  ex- 

hibit from  the  Solicitor-General  and  clerk,  showing  the  disposition  of 
all  money  arising  from  fines,  and  the  present  state  of  their  accounts. 

Oldest  order  to  be  paid  first  where  two  Solicitors-General  have  orders  for  costs  :  2 
Ga.,  282.  Order  of  Court  in  favor  of  a  clerk  for,  where  counties  divided:  39  Ga.,  581. 
As  to  enforcing  payment  of  fines  by  imprisonment:  22  Ga.,  98. 

§4709.  (a.)  On  same  footing  with  officers  of  Superior  Court.  Justices  of 
Acts  of  1874,  the  Peace,  and  constables,  shall  stand  upon  the  same  footing  with  the 
F§463i  4709  °fficers  °f  the  Superior  Court,  who  bring  the  money  into  Court,  as  to 
§292.  '       '  costs  due  them  in  criminal  cases. 

§4709.  (b.)  Duty  of  committing  Justice.  It  shall  be  the  duty  of  a  Jus- 
Actsof  1874,  tice  of  the  Peace,  who  commits  a  prisoner  to  jail,  or  binds  him  for  his 

p- 9L  appearance  at  the    Superior  or  City  Court,  to  answer  to  a  criminal 
offense,  to  make  out  a  bill  of  the  costs  which  may  have  accrued  in  the 
Court  below,  and  send  it  up  with  the  other  papers  in  said  case ;  and  it 
shall  be  the  duty  of  the  clerk  of  said  Court  to  tax  said  costs  with  the 
other  costs  which  may  have  accrued  in  said  case  in  the  Superior  or 
City  Court,  as  the  case  may  be;  and  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  Sheriff 
of  said  county  to  collect  the  costs  due  said  Justice  and  constable  with 
the  other  costs  in  said  case,  and  pay  them  over  to  the  officers  entitled 
thereto. 

\/fZ  -*£f&'>  §4-709.  (c.)  Insolvent  costs,  how  paid.     Costs  due  said  Justices  and  con- 

/f-*  //?/  Actsofi874  stables,  in  cases  where  parties  have  been  acquitted,  or  wThere  they  are 
*/'  v-  9i.        '  unable  to  pay  costs,  shall  be  paid  out  of  fines  and  forfeitures,  as  is  now provided,  upon  the  order  of  the  Judge  of  said  Court ;  and  said  claims  of 

said  Justices  and  constables  shall  be  considered  of  equal  dignity  with 
the  accounts  of  the  officers  of  said  Court,  and  entitled  to  participate 
pro  rata  upon   a  distribution  of  any  funds  arising  from  fines  and  for- 
feitures. 

§4710.  (4613.)  Docket,  how  called.     The  cases  on  the  criminal  docket 
Cai  Acts  of  shall  be  called  in  the  order  in  which  they  stand  on  the  docket,  unless 

1862-3,  p.     ̂ e  defendant  be  in  jail,  [or  otherwise  in  the  sound  discretion  of  the 
Court,]  (a.)  and  the  State  shall  be  required  in  every  case  to  announce 

(b>  Acts  of  ready  or  not  ready  for  trial,  [except  in  those  cases  where  the  defendant 

1862-3, p. L38.  js  entitled  by  law  to  demand  a  trial,]  (b.)  before  the  defendant  shall 
be  called  on   to  make  such  announcement ;  and  in  all  cases  in  which 

§§3531, 4648.  ̂ ne  defendant  cannot  according  to  law  demand  a  trial,  a  continuance 
shall  not  be  granted  to  the  State,  except  upon  a  reasonable  showing 

•  therefor. 
Formerly  defendant  might  be  compelled  to  announce  first  whether  he  was  ready  : 

21  Ga,,  220-227.  And  the  State  might  continue  without  showing  being  made  by  it:  26 
Ga.,  231. 

§4710.  (a.)  Judge  may  strike  certain  cases.  It  shall  be  lawful  for  the 
Acts  of  1876  Judge  presiding  at  any  Superior  Court  in  this  State  to  strike  from  the 

p-  "■  docket  any  criminal  case,  where  there  has  been  no  appearance  of  de- 
Acts  of  1876,  fendant,  and  where  said  Judge  has  good  reason  to  believe  there  will 

be  no  appearance.  And  when  any  case  shall  be  stricken  from  the 
§267-  docket,  as  provided  in  the  preceding  section,  said  case  shall  at  once 

be  transferred  to  the  docket  for  criminal  cases  which  have  remained  on 
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the  docket  for  five  years.     And  when  any  case  is  stricken,  as  herein  Acts  of  1876, 

provided,  all  witnesses  who  may  have  been  subpoenaed  in  such  case,  p' yy' 
shall  be  released  from  further  attendance,  until  they  have  been  re-sub- 
poenaed. 

General  Note. — What  sufficient  indictment  for  keeping  open  a  tippling-house  on 
Sundajr :  3  Ga.,  18.  Evidence  of  attempt  of  defendant  to  bribe  his  guard  in  order 
that  he  might  escape,  as  showing  his  guilt:  11  Ga.,  123.  When  necessary  to  ask  pris- 

oner if  he  had  anything  to  say  why  judgment  of  death  should  not  be  pronounced  :  11 
Ga.,  253;  28/576.  Counsel  should  suggest  it  to  the  Court  at  the  time,  if  instructions 
were  not  explicit  enough  :  14  Ga..  55.  Where  a  charge,  although  an  erroneous  state- 

ment of  the  law,  did  no  harm  :  16  Ga.,  600.  Deafness  as  an  excuse  for  a  juror ;  witness 
recalled  to  explain  evidence;  instruction  by  the  Court  as  to  the  form  of  verdict;  not 
attempting  to  escape  as  equivocal  evidence  of  innocence:  20  Ga.,  156;  but  see  56  Ga., 
114.  Prisoner  may  rebut  the  presumption  of  guilt  arising  from  the  attempt  to  escape,  by 
showing  it  was  from  fear  of  personal  injury  :  25  Ga.,  527.  Triors :  15  Ga.,  498.  The  Court 
may  change  its  judgment  after  it  is  announced,  but  before  it  is  placed  on  the  minutes 
of  the  Court :  28  Ga.,  235.  As  to  waivers  by  the  prisoner,  discretion  of  the  Court  as  to 
punishment :  28  Ga.,  576.  Penal  laws  construed  strictly  :  33  Ga.,  229;  34/457-8.  Pre- 

sumption of  innocence  of  defendant  complicated  with  others  from  the  fact  of  having 
put  the  officer  in  the  way  of  pursuing,  and  as  to  the  repentance  of  one  agreeing  to 
participate  :  30  Ga.,  757.  When  no  error  in  the  Judge  refusing  to  charge  as  requested, 
as  to  a  prosecution  being  unfounded  or  malicious:  30  Ga.,  137.  The  description  in  the 
indictment  characterizes  the  offense:  31  Ga.,  206.  A  verdict  right  except  improper 
continuance  and  illegal  evidence  admitted,  not  permitted  to  stand  :  40  Ga.,  529.  When 
defendant  cannot  give  in  evidence  his  sayings  as  to  when  and  how  injury  inflicted 
several  days  afterwards:  45  Ga.,  225. 

General  Note  on  Criminal  Practice. — Autrefois  acquit  or  convict :  1  Bish. 
Cr.  Proc,  #318;  notes  to  Code,  #5000;  1  Whart.  Cr.  Law,  #573;  1  Arch.  Cr.  Pr.  and  PL, 

338 ;  1  Hawley's  Cr.  Rep.,  507-543  ;  2/64,  427,  430,  618,  621.  Evidence :  treated  in  vari- 
ous sections  from  3755  to  3876.  Pug-itive  from  justice  :  1  Bish.  Cr.  Proc,  #219;  notes 

to  #54  of  Code.  Grand  jury  :  1  Whart.  Cr.  Law,  #452  ;  note  following  #3924  of  Code  ; 
1  Arch.  Cr.  Pr.  and  PL,  504.  Presence  of  defendant  at  trial  :  28  Am.  D.,  629-631, 
full  note;  3  Whart.  Crim.  Law,  2992;  1  Bish.  Cr.  Proc,  #265. 

FOURTEENTH  DIVISION. 

OF    CONTEMPTS   OF    COURT,    AND    ATTEMPTS   TO    COMMIT    CRIME. 

Section.  i        Section. 
4711.  Contempts  of  Court.  I  4712.  Penalty  for  attempts. 

§4711.    (4614.)    (4593.)   Power  of  Courts  in  punishing  contempts.      The  P246.  (5,)  fa^.^, 

power  of  the  several  Courts  of  law  and  equity  in  this  State  to  issue  at-42,16' 
tachments  and  inflict  summary  punishments  for  contempts  of  Court,  <~~ 
shall  not  extend  to  any  cases  except  the  misbehavior  of  any  person  or 
persons  in  the  presence  of  the  said  Courts,  or  so  near  thereto  as  to  obstruct 
the   administration  of  justice,  the  misbehavior  of  any  of  the  officers 
of  said  Courts  in  their  official  transactions,  and  the  disobedience  or  re- 

sistance by  any  officer  of  said  Courts,  party,  juror,  witness  or  other  per- 
son or  persons,  to  any  lawful  writ,  process,  order,  rule,  decree  or  command 

of  the  said  Courts. 

Proceedings  against  a  Sheriff  for  contempt :  2  Ga.,  220 ;  50/336 ;  6/575  ;  42/83  ;  51/650  ; 
57/21;  59/822;  60/331,  244,  410.  Officer  acting  under  a  new  appointment  not  in  con- 

tempt of  the  judgment  of  a  Court  ousting  him  from  office  under  a  former  appoint- 
ment: 8  Ga.,  230.  May  purge  of  contempt  of  an  injunction  by  sworn  denial  of  notice 

of  it:  19  Ga.,  527.  Questions  of  contempt  generally  for  the  discretion  of  the  Court 
offended  thereby :  27Ga.,476;  36/346;  39/191 ;  56/98.  When  this  discretion  controlled  : 
55  Ga.,  273.  Where  guardian  not  subject  to  contempt  for  failure  to  pay  over  money 
to  a  receiver:  33  Ga.,  271.  When  a  Judge  may  enforce  in  vacation  the  paying  over  of 
a  fund  to  a  receiver:  34Ga.,  162.  Sufficient  if  the  party  had  notice  in  any  manner:  61 
Ga.,  164.  Courts  of  equity  will  enforce  their  orders  by  attachments ;  remedial  proceed- 

ing :  36  Ga.,  346.  Attachment  against  attorneys:  59  Ga.,  523;  58/300,  121.  Disobedi- 
ence to  an  injunction  :  39  Ga.,  191 ;  40/356  ;  19/527  ;  36/346 ;  56/98  ;  41/466.  When  an 

order  of  Court  requiring  the  delivery  of  money  on  pain  of  imprisonment  did  not  in- 
fringe on  the  constitutional  prohibition  against  imprisonment  for  debt:  41  Ga.,  467  ; 

See  also  44  Ga.,  216 ;  57/407  ;  58/122  ;  59/523.  Attachment  for  violating  the  restraining 
order  of  the  Chancellor:  53  Ga.,  200  ;  54/257.  Only  extends  to  an  officer  in  an  official 
transaction,  and  to  disobedience  or  resistance  by  other  persons  to  lawful  writ,  process, 
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etc. :  54  Ga.,  649-650.  And  where  a  Justice  of  the  Peace  not  being  an  officer  of  the 
Superior  Court,  was  not  liable  to  be  there  attached:  54  Ga..  621.  Where  rule  nisi  call- 

ing on  the  Sheriff' to  show  cause  why  he  should  not  be  attached  must  be  sued  out  and served  on  him  before  he  could  be  attached  for  contempt :  57  Ga.,  24.  Yet  this  may  be 
embodied  in  the  rule  nisi  calling  on  him  to  show  cause  why  he  does  not  pay  money  : 
57  Ga.,  161;  59/523.     When  attachment  for  contempt  did  not  lie  against  a  guardian : 
58  Ga.,  70.  When  client  could  enforce  rule  absolute  against  an  attorney  by  an  attach- 

ment or  execution  :  58  Ga.,  121. 

Cooley  Torts,  422-5;  2  Bishop  Crim.  Law,  §252;  3  Whart.  lb.,  §3426;  2  Hawley's  Cr. 
Rep.,  184;  note  to  Code,  §246,  par.  5 ;  9  Wall.,  605;  22/157  ;  12  Am.  D.,  178-186,  full 
note;  Wells  on  Jurisdiction,  §178  et  seq.  Publications  in  newspapers  :  1  Hawley's  Cr. 
Rep.,  358;  16  Am.  R.,  528.  Not  discharged  from,  on  habeas  corpus:  See  general  note 
following  Code,  §1031.  By  witness  in  avoiding  subpoena:  2  Hawley's  Cr.  Rep.,  182. 
Libelor  vs.  grand  jury,  not  punishable  as  :  22  Am.  R.,  158.  Not  paying  alimony  where 
unable:  13  Am.  R.,  167.  Municipal  Courts  cannot  pnnishfor:  21  Am.  R.,  507,  n. 
Sentence  for  may  be  pronounced  in  absence  of  party  in  contempt:  21  Am.  R.,  650. 
Addressing  insolent  letters  to  Judge  :  26  Am.  R.,  747,  752,  n.  Proceedings  for,  in  Court 
of  law,  will  not  be  enjoined  :  26  Am.  R.,  479.  Writ  of  error  to  review  adjudication  for, 
when  lies:  26  Am.  R.,  479;  24/624.  Governor  cannot  pardon  for:  13  Am.  R.,  115. 
Disbarring  attorneys  :  7  Wall.,  364. 

§4712.  (4615.)  (4594.)  Attempts,  how  punished.      If  any  person   shall 
Acts  of  1865  attempt  to  commit  an  offense  prohibited  by  law,  and  in  such  attempt 

-6,  p.  233.     shall  do  any  act  toward  the  commission  of  such  offense,  but  shall  fail  in 
the  perpetration  thereof,  or  shall  be  prevented,  or  intercepted  from  exe- 

^4674' 4675#  cuting  the  same,  such  person,  so  offending,  shall  be  indicted  for  a  mis- 
^  demeanor,  and,  on  conviction  thereof,  shall,  in  cases  where  no  provis- 

pC22°  18  ''ion  is  otherwise  made  in  the  Code,  or  by  law,  for  the  punishment  of 
such  attempt,  be  punished  as  follows : 

Where  the  jury  could  find  for  an  attempt  to  commit  an  offense  without  any  special 
count :  10  Ga.,  422.  Where  on  an  indictment  for  a  rape,  assault  with  intent  or  attempt 
to  commit  a  rape  was  found  :  14  Ga.,  55.  In  what  county  the  attempt  to  commit  a 
crime  was  complete:  26  Ga.,  494.  Where  the  jury  could  not  find  guilty  of  an  attempt 
to  make  an  assault:  53  Ga.,  205.  Section  referred  to  and  construed  :  58  Ga.,  200-202; 
53/126. 

1.  If  the  intended  offense  would  have  been  capital.  If  the  offense  attempted 
to  be  committed  be  such  as  is  punishable  by  law  with  death,  the  per- 

son convicted  of  such  attempt  shall  be  punished  by  imprisonment  and 
labor  in  the  penitentiary  for  any  time  not  less  than  two  years  nor  more 
than  seven  years. 

2.  If  penitentiary  four  years.  If  the  offense  attempted  to  be  commit- 
ted be  punishable  by  law  by  imprisonment  and  labor  in  the  peniten- 

tiary for  a  time  not  less  than  four  years,  the  person  convicted  of  such 
attempt  shall  be  punished  by  imprisonment  and  labor  in  the  peniten- 

tiary for  any  time  not  less  than  one  }^ear  nor  more  than  four  years. 
If  the  offense  attempted  to  be  committed  be  punishable  by  law  by 
imprisonment  and  labor  in  the  penitentiary  for  a  period  of  time  not 
less  than  three  years,  the  person  convicted  of  such  attempt  shall  be 
punished  by  imprisonment  and  labor  in  the  penitentiary  for  the  term 
of  not  less  than  one  nor  more  than  two  years. 

3.  If  penitentiary  two  years.  If  the  offense  attempted  to  be  committed 
be  such  as  is  punishable  by  law  by  imprisonment  and  labor  in  the 

.  penitentiary  for  a  time  not  less  than  two  years,  the  person  convicted  of 
such  attempt  shall  be  imprisoned  in  the  penitentiary  at  labor  for  the 
term  of  one  year. 

This  paragraph  cited  and  construed  :  58  Ga.,  203;  see  Acts  of  1877,  p.  22. 

4.  If  penitentiary  one  year.  If  the  offense  attempted  to  be  committed 
be  punishable  by  law  by  imprisonment  and  labor  in  the  penitentiary 
for  a  time  not  less  than  one  year,  the  person  convicted  of  such  attempt 
shall  be  punished  as  prescribed  in  section  4310  of  this  Code. 

An  attempt  to  commit  a  felony  not  falling  under  any  of  the  foregoing 
provisions,  shall  be  punishable  by  imprisonment  and  labor  in  the  peni- 

tentiary for  a  period  of  time  not  less  than  one  year. 
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5.  Attempts  to  commit  misdemeanors.  If  the  offense  attempted  to  be 
committed  be  punished  as  a  misdemeanor,  under  section  4310  of  this 
Code,  or  as  a  misdemeanor  under  any  other  section  of  this  Code,  the 
person  convicted  of  such  attempt  shall  be  punished  as  provided  in  sec- 

tion 4310  of  this  Code,  if  the  offense  had  been  committed  and  would 
have  been  punishable  under  section  4310  aforesaid,  and  under  other 
sections  of  this  Code,  as  the  offense,  had  it  been  committed,  would  have 
been  punished. 

Cited  :  53  G-a.,  126.  What  the  warrant  for  an  arrest  and  for  commitment  and  bench 
warrant  must  state  and  recite:  9  Ga.,  73;  17/194.  Section  cited  where  arrest  when  no 
affidavit  was  made :  51  Ga..  641,  Affidavit  no  basis  for  a  criminal  proceeding  where 
neither  attested  by  an  officer  authorized  to  administer  oaths,  nor  purporting  to  be 
sworn  to  in  open  Court :  55  Ga.,  380.  Perjury  maybe  assigned  on  an  affidavit  charging 
an  offense  :  58  Ga.,  340. 

Attempts:  2  Whart.  Cr.  Law.  £2686;  2Bish.  lb.,  §657;  2  Bish.  Cr.  Proa,  §71;  1 
Arch.  Cr.  Pr.  and  PI.,  897  ;  10  Am.  R.,  22. 

FIFTEENTH  DIVISION. 

PROCEEDINGS    IN    PRELIMINARY    COURTS. 

Article  1. — Proceedings  prior  to  Arrest. 
Article  2. —  Of  Arrest  and  its  Consequences. 
Article  3. — Of  Courts  of  Inquiry,  Commitment  and  Bail. 
Article  4. — Of  Warrants  for  Good  Behavior,  etc. 
Article  5. — Of  Search   Warrants. 
Article  6.— Of  Proceedings  in  Cases  of  Bastardy. 

ARTICLE  I. 

PROCEEDINGS    PRIOR   TO    ARREST. 

Section. 
4713.  Who  may  issue  warrants. 
4714.  Contents  of  affidavit  and  warrant. 
4715.  Form  of  affidavit. 
4716.  Form  of  warrant. 
4717.  Special  warrant  prohibited. 

Section. 
4718.  Of  selection  of  Judge  to  try  cause. 

4719.  Officers  may  require  bond.* 4720.  Warrants  may  issue  in  any  county. 
4721.  Officer  may  follow  accused. 

§4713.  (46 16.)  (4595.)  Who  may  issue  warrants.  Any  Judge  of  a  Su- 
perior or  City  Court,  any  Judge  of  the  County  Court,  or  Justice  of  the 

Peace,  or  any  corporation  officer  clothed  by  law  with  the  powers  of  a 
Justice  of  the  Peace,  may  issue  his  warrant  for  the  arrest  of  any  offen- 

der against  the  penal  laws  of  this  State,  based  either  on  his  own  knowl- 
edge or  the  information  of  others,  given  to  him  under  oath. 

§4714.  (4617.)  Contents  of  affidavit  and  warrant.  [Any  affidavit  made,  (&)  Acts  of 

or  warrant  issued  for  the  arrest  of  any  offender  against  the  penal  laws  i^5"6'  p- of  this  State,  shall  state,  as  nearly  as  practicable,  the  following  facts, 
to-wit  :  The  offense,  the  county  in  which  the  same  was  committed, 
and  the  time  when  committed ;  and  when  the  offense  charged  is  lar- 

ceny, the  ownership  of  the  property  alleged  to  have  been  stolen,  or  the 
person  from  whose  possession  it  was  taken,  shall,  as  far  as  practicable, 
be  stated  in  the  affidavit  and  warrant.]  (a.) 

§4715.  (4618.)  (4596.)  Form  of  affidavit.     [An  affidavit  substantially  ̂   Acts  of 

complying  with  the  following  form  shall  in  all  cases  be  deemed  sufn-^5"6'  p- cient : 
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Georgia,   County  : 
Personally  came  A  B.,  who,  on  oath,  saith  that,  to  the  best  of  his  knowl- 

edge and  belief,  C.  D.  did,  on  the   day  of   ,  in  the  year  of   , 
in  the  county  aforesaid,  commit  the  offense  of   ;  and  this  deponent 
makes  this  affidavit  that  a  warrant  may  issue  for  his  arrest. A.  B. 

Sworn  to  and  subscribed  before  me  this  the  - — —  day  of   ,  18 —   ,  J.  P.]  (a.) 

Section  referred  to  and  construed:  62  Ga.,  583. 

§4716.  (4619.)  (4597.)  Form  of  warrant.  [The  following  form  may 
(a)  Acts  of  be  used  for  a  warrant,  a  substantial  compliance  with  which  shall  be 
3865-6,  p.     deemed  sufficient : 

Georgia,    County  : 

To  any  Sheriff,  deputy  Sheriff,  coroner,  constable,  or  marshal  in  this  State — 
greeting. 

A.  B.  makes  oath  before  me  that  on  the   day  of   ,  in  the  year 
  ,  in  the  county  aforesaid,  C.  D.  did  commit  the  offense  of   .  You 
are  therefore  commanded  to  arrest  the  body  of  the  said  C.  D.,  and  bring 
him  before  me,  or  some  other  judicial  officer  of  this  State,  to  be  dealt 
with  as  the  law  directs.  You  will  also  levy  on  a  sufficiency  of  the  prop- 

erty of  said  C.  D.  to  pay  the  costs,  in  the  event  of  his  final  conviction. 
Herein  fail  not.    ,  J.  P.]  (a.) 

Section  referred  to  and  construed:  62  Ga.,  583. 

§4717.  (4620.)  (4598.)  Special  warrant.  No  judicial  officer,  except  a 
Judge  of  the  Superior  Court,  shall  issue  a  special  warrant  returnable 
only  before  himself;  nor  shall  any  Judge  issue  such  warrant  out  of  his 
own  judicial  circuit.  In  such  cases,  the  warrant,  though  special,  shall 
be  treated  as  a  general  warrant. 

See  9  Ga.,  73. 

§4718.  (4621.)  (4599.)  Of  selection  of  Judge  to  try  the  cause.  The  arrest- 
ing officer  shall  carry  the  prisoner  before  the  most  convenient  and  ac- 

cessible judicial  officer  authorized  to  hear  the  cause,  unless  the  prisoner 
shall  desire  otherwise,  in  which  case,  if  there  be  no  suspicion  of  im- 

proper motive,  the  arresting  officer  shall  carry  him  before  some  other 
judicial  officer.  But  in  no  case  has  a  prisoner  the  right  to  select  the 
Justice  before  whom  he  shall  be  tried. 

§4719.  (4622.)  (4600.)  Officer  may  require  bond  to  prosecute.  The  officer 
issuing  a  warrant  upon  any  sufficient  grounds  of  suspicion,  may  require 
the  applicant  first  to  file  a  bond  with  sufficient  sureties  to  prosecute 
the  suit  in  the  event  of  a  committal. 

§4720.  (4623.)  (4601.)  Backing  warrants  in  another  county.    A  warrant 

(a)  Acts  of  may  be  issued  in  any  county,  though  the  crime  was  committed  in  an- 
1865-6,  p.  &.  other ;  and  a  warrant  once  issued,  may  be  executed  in  any  county, 

[without  being  backed  or  indorsed  by  any  judicial  officer,  upon  its  being 
carried  from  one  county  to  another.]  (a.) 

§4721.  (4624.)  (4607.)  Sheriff,  etc.,  may  make  arrests  in  any  county.    [It 
(a)  Acts  of  shall  be  lawful  for  any  Sheriff,  constable,  or  other  arresting  officer  of 
1865-6,  p.  38.  this  State,  to  arrest  any  person  charged  with  crime  under  a  warrant 

<*L*-*C*  AiCV^*   issued  by  any  judicial  officer  of  the  State,  in  any  county  of  the  State, 
/ '  without  regard  to  the  residence  of  said  arresting  officer ;  and  it  is  hereby 
J  made  the  dutjr  of  such  arresting  officer  to  carry  said  accused,  with  the 

warrant  under  which  he  was  arrested,  to  the  county  in  which  the  of- 
fense is  alleged  to  have  been  committed,  for  examination  before  any 

judicial  officer  of  said  county.]  (a.) 
General  Note  on  Article  I. — Warrants:  1  Arch.  Cr.  Pr.  and  PL,  102-113;  3  Whart. 

Cr.  Law,  £2925;  3  Cr.,  448. 
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ARTICLE    II. 

OF    ARREST    AND    ITS    CONSEQUENCES. 

Section. 
4722.  Arrest,  posse  to  assist. 
4723.  Arrest,  without  warrant. 
4724.  Arrest,  by  private  person. 
4725.  Duty  oi  person  arresting. 

Section. 
472G.  Of  officer  arresting. 
47-'7.  Bench  warrant. 
4728.  What  constitutes  an  arrest. 
4729.  Breaking  open  doors. 

§4722.  (4625.)  (4602.)  Arrest  and  posse.  Every  officer  is  bound  to  ex- 
ecute the  penal  warrants  placed  in  his  hands,  and  to  that  end  he  may 

summon  to  his  assistance,  either  in  writing  or  verbally,  any  of  the  cit- 
izens of  the  neighborhood  or  county.  As  the  posse  of  such  officer,  their 

acts  shall  be  subject  to  the  same  protection  and  consequences  as  official 
acts. 

§4723.  (4626.)  (4603.)  Arrest  without  warrant.  An  arrest  may  be  made 
for  a  crime,  by  an  officer,  either  under  a  warrant  or  without  a  warrant, 
if  the  offense  is  committed  in  his  presence,  or  the  offender  is  endeavor- 

ing to  escape,  or  for  other  cause  there  is  likely  to  be  a  failure  of  justice 
for  want  of  an  officer  to  issue  a  warrant. 

An  officer  is  not  necessarily  a  trespasser  in  making  an  arrest  on  probable  ground  of 
suspicion  and  without  warrant:  30  Ga.,  426.  This  provision  of  the  Code  but  an  affirm- 

ance of  the  common  law  :  46  Ga..  80.  Section  referred  to:  51  Ga.,  640-641.  A  police 
officer  may  arrest  without  warrant,  but  there  must  be  an  offense  committed  to  justify 
it :  64  Ga.,  127.  When  city  not  liable  for  illegal  arrest  by  a  police  officer:  54  Ga.,  468 ; 
62/290. 

§4724.  (4627.)  (4604.)  By  private  person.  A  private  person  may  ar- 
rest an  offender,  if  the  offense  is  committed  in  his  presence  or  within 

his  immediate  knowledge ;  and  if  the  offense  is  a  felony,  and  the  offen- 
der is  escaping,  or  attempting  to  escape,  a  private  person  may  arrest 

him  upon  reasonable  and  probable  grounds  of  suspicion. 
When  a  private  person  may  arrest :  12  Ga.,  293. 

complete,  a  fugitive  from  justice:  63  Ga.,  513-514. 
Where  the  false  imprisonment  was 

§4725.  (4628.)  (4605.)  Duty  of  person  arresting.  In  every  case  of  an 
arrest  without  warrant,  the  person  arresting  shall,  without  delay,  con- 

vey the  offender  before  the  most  convenient  officer  authorized  to  receive 
an  affidavit  and  issue  a  warrant.  And  no  such  imprisonment  shall  be 
legal  beyond  a  reasonable  time  allowed  for  this  purpose. 

Should  be  no  unreasonable  delay  on  the  part  of  the  person  arresting  in  carrying  the 
accused  before  an  officer :  46  Ga.,  80-86.  Cruel  treatment  of  the  captor  to  the  prisoner  : 
56  Ga.,  61.     Section  cited  :  63  Ga.,  514. 

§4726.  (4629.)  (4606.)  Of  officer  arresting.  Every  officer  arresting  un- 
der a  warrant  shall  exercise  reasonable  diligence  in  bringing  the  per- 
son arrested  before  the  person  authorized  to  examine,  commit,  or  receive 

bail. 

§4727.  (4630.)  (4608.)  Bench  warrant.  A  bench  warrant  is  one  issued 
by  a  Judge  for  the  arrest  of  one  accused  of  a  crime  by  a  grand  jury. 
Every  officer  is  bound  to  execute  it  within  his  bailiwick,  and  every 
person  so  arrested  must  be  committed  to  jail  until  bail  is  tendered;  in 
which  case,  any  judicial  officer,  or  the  Sheriff  of  the  county  where  the 
accusation  was  found,  may  receive  the  bail,  and,  to  this  end,  may  fix 
the  amount  of  the  bond  and  approve  the  sureties. 

Sufficient  if  it  recites  the  fact  of  the  indictment  and  describes  the  offense  generally: 
9  Ga.,  73.  Securities  on  bond  before  magistrate,  discharged  by  subsequent  arrest  under 
a  bench  warrant:  51  Ga.,  158.  When  Sheriff  had  no  power  to  stipulate  with  the  sure- 

ties to  a  bond  to  add  other  sureties,  and  his  failure  to  so  do  did  not  relieve  the  other 
sureties:  56  Ga.,  440-441. 

§4728.  (4631.)  (4609.)  What  constitutes  an  arrest.  An  actual  touching 
with  the  hand  is  not  essential  to  constitute  a  valid  arrest.  If  the  de- 

fendant voluntarily  submits  to  be  considered  under  arrest,  or  yields  on 
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condition  of  being  allowed  his  freedom  of  locomotion  under  the  discre- 
tion of  the  officer,  the  arrest  is  complete. 

What  constitutes  an  arrest:  20  Ga.,  369. 

§4729.  (4632.)  (4610.)  Breaking  open  doors.  In  order  to  arrest  under 
a  warrant  charging  a  crime,  the  officer  may  break  open  the  door  of  any 
house  where  the  offender  is  concealed. 

General  Note. — Where  it  was  murder  to  kill  an  officer:  17  Ga.,  194.  An  indict- 
ment for  need  not  state  official  character  of  the  party  slain  :  18  Ga.,  383.  Policeman  un- 

der city  ordinance  under  the  protection  of  the  law  in  making  an  arrest :  30  Ga.,  426. 

General  Note  on  Article  II. — 3  Whart.  Grim.  Law,  $2922  et  seq. ;  1  Bish.  Cr.  Proc, 
§155  ;  1  Arch.  Cr.  Pr.  and  PL,  80.  What  constitutes  a-  rest :  19  Am.  D.,  485,  n.  Arrest 
without  warrant:  5  Am.  R.,  272;  19/672,  n  ;  22/669;  of  insane  person  not  legal  without 
warrant,  unless  he  is  dangerous:  11  Am.  R.,  323. 

ARTICLE  III. 

OF    COURTS   OF    INQUIRY. 

Section. 
4730.  Who  may  hold. 
4731 .  Other  associates. 
4782.  Time  granted  parties. 
4733.  Evidence. 
4734.  Abstract  of  evidence. 
4735.  Witnesses  may  be  recognized. 
4736.  Binding  over  witnesses. 
4737.  Names  of  witnesses  on  warrant. 
4738.  Rule  of  decision. 
4739.  Commitment. 

Section. 
4740.  Prisoner  sent  to  adjoining  county. 
4741.  Payment  of  jail  lees. 
4742.  Bail. 
4743.  Waiving  trial. 

4"44.  May  be  committed  for  different  offense. 4745.  Disposition  of  papers. 
4746.  Bail  surrendering  principal. 
4747.  Bail  allowed,  howdten. 
4748.  Informality  no  ground  of  discharge. 

§4730.  (4633.)  (46  LI.)  Who  may  hold  Court  of  inquiry.  Any  Judge  of 
the  Superior  or,County  Court,  or  Justice  of  the  Peace,  or  city  or  town 
officer,  who  may  be  ex  officio  Justice  of  the  Peace,  may  hold  a  Court  of 
inquiry  to  examine  into  any  accusation  against  any  person  legally 
arrested  and  brought  before  him.  The  time  and  place  of  such  inquiry 
shall  be  determined  by  him. 

Section  cited:  45  Ga.,  174-5. 

§4731.  (4634.)  (4612.)  Other  associates.  The  officer  before  whom  the 
accused  is  brought  may  associate  with  him,  in  the  investigation,  one 
or  more  Justices ;  in  which  event,  a  majority  shall  decide  all  questions. 
If  there  are  only  two  presiding,  the  original  Justice  shall  determine  all 
the  questions  where  the  Court  is  not  agreed. 

§4732.  (4635.)  (4613.)  Time  granted  parties.  A  reasonable  time  shall 
Acts  of  1865  be  given  to  the  defendant  or  prosecutor  for  the  preparation  of  his  case, 
-6,  p.  236.  anc]  jn  n0  event  shall  the  defendant  be  forced  to  trial  without  the  aid 

of  counsel,  if  there  be  a  reasonable  probability  of  his  securing  counsel 
without  too  great  delay.  [And  where  the  cause  is  postponed  to  a  future 
day  at  the  instance  of  either  party,  or  by  the  Court,  it  shall  not  be 
necessary  to  commit  the  defendant  to  jail  pending  the  hearing;  but  he 
shall  have  the  right  to  give  bail  for  appearance  at  the  hearing  before 
said  Court  of  inquiry:  Provided,  the  offense  is  bailable  under  the  au-„ 
thority  of  said  Court.]  (a.) 

Section  cited  :  45  Ga.,  174-5. 

§4733.  (4636.)  (4614.)  Evidence.  The  Court  shall  hear  all  legal  evi* 
(a)  Acts  of  dence  submitted  by  either  party,  and  shall  always  permit  the  defend- 
^[j5"6'  p-  ant  to  make  his  own  statement  of  the  transaction  (not  under  oath),  if 

he  desires  to  do  so.  The  weight  to  be  given  to  such  statement  shall  be 
entirely  in  the  discretion  and  sound  judgment  of  the  Court.  Whenever 
such  statement  is  made,  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  Court  to  reduce  it 
to  writing,  and  return  it  with  the  other  papers  to  the  proper  Court,  in 
the  event  of  a  commitment. 
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."When  no  ground  for  anew  trial  that  the  Judge  admitted  in  evidence  hefore  the  jury 
the  phonographer's  written  report  of  the  prisoner's  statement  before  the  magistrate  : 
45  Ga.,  58-73.  Magistrate  has  no  right  to  examine  prisoner  with  the  purpose  of  obtain- 

ing contradictory  statements :  54  Ga.,  156-7.  Official  minutes  of  witness'  testimony 
before  the  committing  magistrate  identified  by  him  and  sworn  to  :  59  Ga..  738.  As  to 

magistrate  testifying  to  the  prisoner's  statement,  such  statements  of  the  prisoner- 
should  be  in  writing  under  this  section  :  G5Ga.,  200-201. 

§4734.  (4637.)  (4615.)  Abstract  of  evidence.  If  the  charge  be  of  a  felony 
the  Court  shall  cause  an  abstract  of  all  the  evidence  to  be  made  and 
returned  as  above 

§4735.  (4638.  (4616.)  Binding  over  witnesses.  In  the  event  of  a  com- 
mitment, the  Court,  in  its  discretion,  may  require  the  witness  in  be- 

half of  the  State  or  others  to  give  suitable  bond  for  their  appearance 
at  Court,  with  or  without  sureties,  as  the  circumstances  seem  to  demand. 

§4736.  (4639.)  (4617.)  Attendance  of  witnesses.  A  Court  of  inquiry  shall 
have  power  to  compel  the  attendance  of  all  witnesses  resident  within 
the  county  after  notice  of  twenty-four  hours,  and  to  this  end  may 
order  their  arrest. 

§4737.  Name  of  witnesses  to  be  indorsed  on  warrant.    [Whenever  any  Jus-  (a)  Acts  of 
tive  of  the  Peace  or  other  judicial  officer  sitting  as  a  Court  of  inquiry  1873»  p- 8L 
shall  bind  over  any  defendant  to  appear  at  the  Superior  Court  to  an- 

swer any  charge,  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  such  officer  sitting  as  a  Court 
of  inquiry,  then  and  there  to  indorse  on  the  warrants  the  names  of 
each  witness  for  the  State.]  (a.) 

§4738.  (4640.)  (4618.)  Rule  of  decision.  The  duty  of  the  Court  of  in- 
quiry is  simply  to  determine  whether  there  is  sufficient  reason  to  sus- 

pect the  guilt  of  the  accused,  to  require  him  to  appear  and  answer  before 
the  Court  competent  to  try  him,  and,  whenever  such  probable  cause 
exists,  it  is  the  duty  of  the  Court  to  commit.* 

§4739.  (4641.)  (4619.)  Commitment.  The  following  form,  or  one  in 
substance  the  same,  shall  be  deemed  a  sufficient  commitment: 

Georgia,   County. 
A.  B.  having  been  arrested  on  a  warrant  for  the  offense  of   ,  and 

brought  before  me,  after  hearing  evidence,  it  is  ordered  that  he  be  com- 
mitted for  trial  for  the  offense  of   .    And  the  jailer  of  said  county, 

(or  any  other  county,  if  necessary,)  is  required  to  receive  and  safely 
keep  him  until  discharged  by  due  process  of  lawr.  Witness  my  hand 
and  seal,  this   day  of   ,  18 — .    ,  J.  P.  [seal.] 

§4740.  (4642.)  County  sending  prisoner  to  jail  in  adjoining  county  liable  (b)  Acts  of 

for  fees.     [When  there  is  no  secure  jail  in  any  county  in  this  State, 1865  6- p' 40, 
any  person  committing  an  offense  in  said  county,  shall  be  sent  to  jail  §351,  (9) 
in  the  nearest  county  having  a  secure  jail;  the  county  where  the  offense 
is  committed  shall  be  primarily  liable  for  jail  fees  and  costs,  and  the 
county  so  primarily  liable  shall  pay  said  jail  fees  and  costs  monthly  in 
advance,  and  for  the  purpose  of  raising  funds  to  pay  the  same,  the  Ordi- 

nary may  levy  and  collect  an  additional  tax.]  (b.). 
§4741.  (4643.)  Jailer  not  bound   to   receive  prisoner,  when.     [No  jailer  Actsofl?65 

shall  be  bound  to  receive  a  prisoner  from  another  county,  until  the  -6,  p.  40. 

'jail  fees  and  costs  are  provided  for  as  set  forth  in  the  preceding  sec- tion.] (b.) 
§4742.  (4644.)  (4620.)  Bail.     If  bail  is  tendered  and  accepted,  no  reg-(t>)  Acts  of 

ular  commitment  need  be  entered,  but  a  simple  memorandum  of  the  Jof0-6,  p" fact  of  bail  being  taken.     A  reasonable  opportunity  shall  be  allowed 
the  accused  to  give  bail,  and  even  after  commitment  and  imprisonment, 
the  committing  Court  may  order  the  prisoner  brought  before  him  or 
them  to  receive  bail. 

When  the  condition  of  a  bond  has  been  complied  with  :  2  Ga.,  137.     When  the  lia- 

*The  11th  section  of  the  Acts  of  1811,  which  gave  Justices  of  the  Peace  discretion  to  award  costs 
against  accused  or  prosecutor,  repealed.    See  Acts  of  1876,  p.  108. 
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bility  of  the  bail  is  fixed,  and  as  to  surrender  of  principal  by  the  bail:  2  Ga.,  331. 
What  the  recognizance  for  bail  should  recite,  and  when  broken  :  22  Ga.,  417-418.  Re- 

citing the  offense  substantially  need  not  state  its  name:  32  Ga.,  251.  Discharge  of 
sureties  by  subsequent  arrest  under  a  bench  warrant:  51  Ga.,  158-9. 

§4743.  (4645.)  (4621.)    Waiving  trial.     If  the  party  waives  a  hearing 
and  tenders  bail,  a  memorandum  of  these  facts  shall  be  entered  on  the 
warrant ;  and  this  may  be  done  by  the  party  charged  before  arrest,  and 
when  done,  shall  operate  as  a  supersedeas. 

Insisting  on  the  trial  on  Sunday  and  obtaining  it  and  giving  bail,  is  to  waive  a  legal 
hearing:  62  G a.,  449. 

§4744.  (4646.)  (4622.)  Committing  for  different  offense.  A  Court  of  in- 
quiry may  commit  for  a  different  offense  than  that  stated  in  the  war- 

rant, if  the  evidence  requires  it. 
§4745.  (4647.)  (4623.)  Disposition  of  papers.  The  commitment  shall 

be  delivered  to  the  officer  in  whose  charge  the  prisoner  is  placed,  to  be 
delivered  with  the  prisoner  to  the  jailer,  and  a  memorandum  of  the 
fact  entered  on  the  warrant.  The  warrant  and  all  the  other  papers  shall 
be  forwarded  to  the  Clerk  of  the  Superior  Court,  or  other  Court  having 
jurisdiction  of  the  crime,  to  be  delivered  to  the  Solicitor  or  Attorney- 
General. 

See  rule  40  of  Superior  Courts. 

§4746.  (4648.)  (4624.)  Bail  surrendering  principal.  Bail  may  surren- 
§4704.  der  their  principal  in  vacation  to  the  Sheriff,  or  in  open  Court,  in  dis- 

charge of  themselves  from  liability,  and  such  privilege  shall  continue 
to  the  day  of  the  term,  without  liability  for  costs  for  a  forfeiture  of  the 
bond.  After  forfeiture,  and  before  final  judgment,  the  bail  may,  at  any 
time,  surrender  their  principal,  upon  payment  of  all  costs  accruing  up 
to  that  time.  The  death  of  the  principal  at  any  time  before  final  judg- 

ment shall  be  equivalent  to  a  surrender. 
After  forfeiture,  but  before  final  judgment:  17  Ga.,  462-4.  Death  of  the  principal, 

but  before  judgment,  exonerates  the  securities  :  32Ga.,663;  45/10.  Where  there  was 
a  mistake,  the  judgment  of  forfeiture  set  aside  after  it  was  entered  on  the  minutes  of 
Court :  51  Ga.,  171.  When  decision  of  Court  on  a  motion  of  the  Solicitor-General  as  to 
new  bail  or  commitment  of  defendant,  not  reviewable  by  the  Supreme  Court:  61  Ga., 
263.  Must  pay  the  costs  where  the  principal  was  surrendered  between  the  forfeiture 
and  final  judgment  on  scire  facias:  62  Ga.,  267. 

§4747.  (4649.)  (4625.)  Bail  but  once.  No  person  shall  give  bail  more 
§4701.  than  twice  before   trial  for  the   same  offense,  after  presentment  or  in- 
Actsof  1878  dictment  found.  Capital  offenses  are  bailable  only  before  a  Judge  of 
-9,  p.  55.      the  Superior  Court,  and  is,  in  every  case,  a  matter  of  sound  discretion. 

All  other  cases  are  bailable  by  the  committing  Court.     Excessive  bail 
shall  never  be  demanded. 

Power  of  the  Superior  Court  as  to  bail,  is  discretionary  with  the  Judge,  generally  : 
24  Ga.,  391 ;  33/192.  Committing  Court  may  empower  the  Sheriff  to  imprison  offender 
until  he  gives  bond  :  35  Ga.,  180. 

§4748.  (4650.)    (4626.)    Informality  no  ground  of  discharge.      No  pris- 
§§4023, 4025.  oner  shall  be  discharged  on  a  writ  of  habeas  corpus  because  of  informal- 

ity in  the  commitment,  or  of  the  proceedings  prior  thereto,  provided 
the  foregoing  provisions  of  this  division  have  been  substantially  com-, 
plied  with. 

See:  9Ga.,  73. 
General  Note.— A  bond  admitting  assailant  to  bail,  the  one  assailed  being  then  alive 

not  avoided  by  subsequent  death  of  the  one  assailed  :  22  Ga.,  418-425.  As  to  power  of 
the  Justice  to  award  costs  :  28  Ga.,  462  ;  40/476.  Judgment  of  committing  Court,  that 
defendant  be  committed  on  failure  to  give  bond,  not  corrected  by  certiorari  to  the  Su- 

perior Court :  40  Ga.,  476. 

General  Note  on  Article  III. — 3  Whart.  Cr.  Law,  #2979  et  seq. ;  1  Bish.  Cr.  Proc, 
3225;  1  Arch.  Cr.  Pr.  and  PL,  132.  Bail :  1  Bish.  Cr.  Proc,  £247  ;  1  Arch.  Cr.  Pr.  and 
PL,  165;  25  Am.  R.,  646;  31/13.     After  mistrial  in  murder  case:  21  Am.  R.,  393. 
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ARTICLE  IV. 

OF    WARRANTS    FOR   GOOD    BEHAVIOR,    AND    TO   KEEP    THE    PEACE. 

Section. 
4749.  Bond  for  pood  behavior. 
4750.  Suit  for  breach. 
4751.  Extended  from  terra  to  term. 
4752.  Bond  to  keep  the  peace. 

Section 
4753.  Breach  of  the  bond. 
4754.  When  revoked. 
4755.  Extending  the  bond. 
4756.  Wife  may  require  it. 

§4749.  (4651.)  (4627.)  Bond  for  good  behavior.  Any  of  the  judicial 
officers  before  named  may,  upon  information  of  others  under  oath,  or 
on  his  own  motion,  issue  his  warrant  against  any  person  in  the  county, 
whose  conduct  is  such  as  to  justify  the  belief  that  the  safety  of  anyone 
or  more  of  the  citizens  of  the  county,  or  the  peace  or  the  property  of  the 
same,  is  in  danger  of  being  injured  or  disturbed  thereby ;  and  upon  the 
return  of  such  warrant  the  Court,  in  its  discretion,  may  require  from 
such  person  a  bond  with  sureties  for  his  good  behavior,  until  the  next 
term  of  the  Superior  Court  of  the  county. 

§4750.  (4652.)  (4628.)  Suit  pr  breach.  For  a  violation  of  such  bond, 
suit  may  be  brought  at  the  instance  of  any  citizen  of  the  county,  and 
one-half  of  the  recovery  shall  be  paid  to  the  informer,  and  the  other 
half  be  added  to  the  educational  fund  of  the  county. 

§4751.  (4653.)  (4629.)  Extended  from  term  to  term.  Such  bond  for 
good  behavior  may  be  extended  from  term  to  term,  by  the  Superior 
Court,  in  its  discretion,  the  sureties,  like  other  bail,  having  the  privi- 

lege of  surrendering  their  principal.  If  not  extended,  it  expires  with 
the  session  of  such  Court. 

§4752.  (4654.)  (4630.)  Bond  to  keep  the  peace.  Upon  the  information  Act  of  1850, 

of  any  person  under  oath,  that  he  is  in  fear  of  bodily  harm  to  himself  J'  p' 
or  his  family  from  another,  or  of  violent  injury  to  his  property,  any  of 
the  judicial  officers  before  named,  may  issue  his  warrant  against  such 
other  person,  requiring  his  arrest ;  and  if,  upon  the  return  thereof,  the 
Court  is  satisfied,  upon  hearing  the  evidence  of  both  parties,  that  prob- 

able cause  for  such  fear  exists,  he  may  require  the  accused  to  give  bond, 
with  good  security,  to  keep  the  peace  as  against  the  person,  family  and 
property  of  the  affiant ;  and,  on  failure  to  give  the  bond,  shall  commit 
him  to  jail. 

Judse  of  the  Superior  Court  can  discharge  defendant  if  the  evidence  insufficient  to 
require  the  giving  of  a  bond,  and  this  too  without  the  payment  of  the  costs:  27  Ga.,  483. 

§4753.  (4655.)  (4631 )  Breach  of  the  bond.  Actual  violence,  or  a 
menace  of  violence,  or  any  other  act  intended  and  calculated  to  excite 
alarm,  or  to  provoke  a  breach  of  the  peace,  shall  be  a  violation  of  such 
bond ;  and  for  every  such  act,  the  party  at  whose  instance  it  shall  be 
required  shall  have  a  right  of  action. 

§4754.  (4656.)  (4632.)  When  provoked.  If  the  party  requiring  the 
bond,  by  his  own  conduct,  provokes  a  violation  by  the  other,  no  recov- 

ery shall  be  had. 
§4755.  (4657.)  (4633.)  Extending  the  bond.  The  Superior  Court  may, 

at  any  time,  discharge  the  bond,  unless  there  be  a  motion  to  extend  it, 
accompanied  by  evidence  to  satisfy  the  Court  of  the  necessity  of  such 
extension. 

§4756.  (4658.)  (4634.)    Wife  may  require  it.    A  wife  may  require  a  bond  ?3854- 
to  keep  the  peace,  or  for  good  behavior,  against  her  husband. 

General  Note  on  Article  V.— 8  Whart.  Cr.  Law,  g2937  ;  1  Bish.  Cr.  Proc,  §g208» 
240;  1  Arch.  Cr.  Pr.  and  PL,  126. 
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Article  6.— Of  search  warrants. — Article  6.— Of  proceedings  in  cases  of  bastardy. 

ARTICLE  V. 

OF   SEARCH   WARRANTS. 

Section. 
4757.  When  issued. 
4758.  How  executed. 
4759.  Goods,  if  found. 

Section. 
4760.  Forcible  taking  of  goods. 
4761.  Binding  over  offender. 

§4757.  (4659.)  (4635.)   When  issued.     A  warrant  to  search  the  house 

or  property  of  another  must  issue  onl}*-  upon  probable  cause,  supported 
by  oath,  and  particularly  describing  the  place  to  be  searched,  and  the 
person  or  thing  to  be  seized. 

Action  for  procuring  the  issue  of,  on  insufficient  evidence  :  13  Gra.,  260.  Where  ad- 
verse adjudication  on  a  search  warrant  did  not  preclude  plaintiff  in  a  possessory  warrant 

subsequently  sued  out:  63  Ga.,  332. 

§4758.  (4660.)  (4636.)  How  executed.  The  officer  executing  such  war- 
rant may  break  the  door  of  the  house  or  room  specified  in  the  warrant. 

The  warrant  is  his  justification.  If  it  was  taken  without  probable 
cause,  the  breaking  and  search  is  a  trespass  on  the  part  of  the  applicant 
therefor. 

§4759.  (4661.)  (4637.)  Goods,  if  found.  If  the  goods  are  found,  the 
officer  shall  seize  and  bring  them  before  the  Court,  who  may  hear  evi- 

dence as  to  ownership  and  possession,  and  grant  possesion  to  the  owner 
from  whom  the  same  have  been  feloniously  taken. 

See:  63  Ga.,  332. 

§4760.  (4662.)  (4638.)  Forcible  taking  of  goods.  The  forcible  taking  of 
goods,  if  not  done  with  criminal  intent,  is  not  probable  cause  for  search 
warrant. 

§4761.  (4663.)  (4639.)  Binding  over  offender.     Upon  the  hearing,  the 
Court  may  require  the  person  in  whose  possession  the  goods  are  found 
to  give  bond  for  his  appearance,  to  answer  either  charge  for  larceny,  or 
receiving  stolen  goods,  as  the  facts  may  be. 
General  Note  on  Article  V. — 3  Whart.  Crim.  Law,  §2937;  1  Bish.  Cr.  Proa,  §208, 

240;  1  Arch.  Cr.  Pr.  and  PL,  126. 

ARTICLE  VI. 

OF    PROCEEDINGS   IN    CASES   OF    BASTARDY. 

Section. 
4762    Proceedings  against  parents. 
4763.  Commitment  of  mother. 

Section. 
4764.  Suit  on  bond. 
4765.  Deposit  of  bond. 

§4762.  (4664.)  (4640.)  Proceedings  against  the  mother,  against  the  father. 
Act  of  1793,  Any  Justice  of  the  Peace,  in  any  county  within  this  State,  who,  of  his 

c.  p.  148.  '  own  knowledge,  or  on  information  to  him  on  oath,  made  of  any  free  white woman  having  a  bastard  child,  or  being  pregnant  with  one,  which  it  is 
probable  will  become  chargeable  to  the  county,  he  may  thereupon  cause 
a  warrant,  under  his  hand  and  seal,  directed  to  the  Sheriff  or  any  con- 

stable of  said  county  where  the  case  may  arise,  and  oblige  the  offender 
to  be  brought  before  him,  to  give  security  to  the  Ordinary  of  the  county, 
in  the  sum  of  seven  hundred  and  fifty  dollars,  for  the  support  and  edu- 

cation of  such  child  till  the  age  of  fourteen  years,  or  to  discover  on  oath, 
the  father  of  such  bastard  child;  which  being  done,  the  said  Justice 
shall  issue  his  warrant,  in  like  manner,  to  bring  before  him  the  person 
sworn  to  be  the  father  of  such  child  so  born,  or  to  be  born,  who  on  refusing 
to  give  security  for  the  maintenance  and  education  of  such  child  until 
it  arrives  at  the  age  of  fourteen  years,  and  also  the  expense  of  lying-in 
with  such  child  or  children,  boarding,  nursing,  and  maintenance  while 
the  mother  of  Such  child  is  confined  by  reason  thereof;  that  then  it 
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may  and  shall  be  lawful  for  the  said  Justice  to  bind  over  such  delin- 
quent in  a  sufficient  recognizance  to  be  and  appear  before  the  next  Su- 
perior or  County  Court  which  may  be  held  in  said  county ;  and  it  shall 

be  the  duty  of  the  Attorney  or  Solicitor-General  to  prefer  a  bill  of  in- 
dictment, to  be  laid  before  the  grand  jury,  to  answer  to  such  complaint 

as  may  be  then  and  there  alleged  against  him  touching  the  premises. 
Indictment  for  should  charge  that  defendant  is  the  father  of  the  hastard  child,  which' 

with  refusing  to  give  the  bond,  makes  out  the  offense:  3  Ga.,  534;  5/401  ;  29/424 > 
58/170,  197.  Which  bond  on  the  trial,  after  the  close  of  the  evidence,  was  refused  to  be 
taken  :  23  Ga.,  230.  Evidence  as  to  :  23  Ga.,  297  ;  15/160.  A  colored  woman  may  swear 
a  bastard  child  to  its  reputed  father  under  such  proceedings  as  a  white  one  could  have 
used  :  40  Ga.,  220-221.  Copy  of  lost  affidavit  and  bond  established  by  the  magistrate, 
as  evidence  to  be  used  in  the  Superior  Court :  58  Ga.,  170.  When  Sheriff  could  not 
take  bond  for  appearance  of  defendant  at  Court:  58  Ga.,  197. 

§4763.  (4665.)  (4641.)    Women  to  be  committed  who  fail  to  comply  with  Act  of  itw, 

this  Act.    In  case  the  woman,  who  shall  have  been  delivered,  or  is  likely   ' p* 148' 
to  be  delivered,  when  brought  before  a  Justice,  refuses  to  discover,  on 
oath,  the  father  of  such  child  so  born,  or  to  be  born,  or  give  such  secu- 

rity to  appear  before  the  next  Superior  or  County  Court,  to  be  held  in 
and  for  the  said  county,  and  to  give  such  security  as  may  be  then  and 
there  required  of  her  by  the  said  Court  for  the  maintenance  and  educa-  Act  of  1802, 
tion,  as  aforesaid,  of  the  said  child,  that  then  it  shall  be  lawful  for  the  c-  p-  149- 
Justice  to  commit  her,  in  manner  and  form  aforesaid,  as  pointed  out 
by  this  Act;  and  in  case  of  her  refusing  to  make  known  to  the  said 
Court  the  father  of  such  child,  or  give  security  as  aforesaid,  that  then 
it  may  and  shall  be  lawful  for  the  said  Court  to  imprison  her  not  ex- 

ceeding three  months:     Provided,  nevertheless,  that  nothing  herein  con- (a)  Actsof 
tained  shall  be  so  construed  as  to  bar  either  party,  wrhen  charged  as  i«66,  p.  152. 
aforesaid,  from  offering  [an  exculpatory  affidavit  or  testimony,  either 
or  both]  (a)  to  the  magistrate  in  the  first  instance  of  the  charge  ex- 

hibited, who  may  exercise  his  discretionary  power,  after  due  inquiry 
being  had,  either  to  discharge  or  recognize  both  or  either  of  the  parties 
charged  as  aforesaid,  in  conformity  to  the  intent  and  meaning  of  this 
Act,  anything  to  the  contrary  notwithstanding. 

§4764.  (4666.)  (4642.)  Bonds  for  the  maintenance  of  bastard  children.  It  Act  of  1809, 

shall  be  the  duty  of  the  Ordinaries  in  the  several  counties  of  this  State,  c' p' 149' 
when  any  child  has  or  shall  become  chargeable  to  the  county  where  a 
bond  is  taken,  as  above  recited,  for  the  maintenance  of  a  bastard  child, 
to  institute  an  action  on  all  bonds  so  taken  ;  and  it  shall  be  lawful  for 
them  to  recover  the  full  amount  of  said  bond  or  bonds,  which  judgment 
or  judgments  shall  remain  open,  and  be  subject  to  be  appropriated  by 
the  Courts  aforesaid,  from  time  to  time,  as  the  situation  and  exigencies 
of  the  said  bastard  child  may  require. 

A  bond  in  a  bastardy  proceeding  is  for  the  protection  of  the  county,  and  there  is  no 
breach  of  it  until  the  child  chargeable  to  the  county ;  and  as  to  the  evidence  of  this: 
16  Ga.,  89.  Where  there  were  two  bastard  children  and  a  refusal  to  give  bond  created 
the  offense  :  58  Ga.,  170. 

§4765.  (4667)  (4643.)  How  and  where  bonds  are  to  be  returned.     It  shall  Act  of  iso9, 

be  the  duty  of  the  Justice  or  Justices  of  the  Peace,  before  whom.  thec,p-150- 
bond  shall  be  taken,  to  return  such  bond  to  the  Ordinary  of  the  county 
in  which  such  female  shall  reside,  within  thirty  days  after  the  same  is 
taken. 

General  Note. — Liability  of  the  father  to  maintain,  etc.,  is  good  consideration  for 
a  settlement  made  in  trust  for  the  benefit  of  the  mother:  15  Ga.,  176.  Sufficient  indict- 

ment for  :  5  Ga.,  491 ;  28/19.  As  to  making  bastards  legitimate  by  action  of  the  Legis- 
lature :  8  Ga.,  2'0.  Forbearance  of  the  mother  to  prosecute  the  reputed  father  consid- 

eration for  note  to  pay  money,  etc.,  given  by  the  father  to  prevent  her  from  prosecuting : 
32  Ga.,  699  ;  33/512.  Where  there  may  be  a  new  warrant  for  bastardy,  notwithstanding 
a  judgment  before  the  County  Court  declaring  the  defendant  not  the  father  of  the 
child  :  40  Ga.,  476-8.  As  to  illegitimates  inheriting:  41  Ga.,  574.  Adulterine  bastardy  : 
15  Ga.,  160;  12/158  ;  32/316.     Bond  given  to  appear  before  a  Justice  of  the  Peace,  in  a 
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bastardy  proceeding,  at  aiuture  day  is  valid:  45  Ga.,  173.  When  the  administrator  of 

deceased  reputed  father  of  a  bastard  not  compelled  to  c  >ntribute  to  his  support  out. of 

the  estate  :  47  G-a.,  445.  What  sufficient  proof  of  venue  to  sustain  a  verdict  of  guilty 
on  an  indictment  for  failure  to  give  bond:  McCombs  vs.  State,  Pamphlt.,  February 
term,  1881,  p.  8. 

General  Note  on  Article  VI. — 1  Arch.  Cr.   Pr.  and  PL,  960;   2  Whart.  Cr.  Law, 

§2668  ;  1  Hawley's  Cr.  Rep.,  67,  70,  71 ;  2/177,  178,  606;  2  C.  L.  J.,  163. 

TITLE  II. 

OF  THE  PENITENTIARY  * 

CHAPTER  I. 

THE    PENITENTIARY,  f 

Section. 
4706.  Officers  appointed  by  Governor. 
4767.  Officers  oppointed  by  principal  keeper. 
4768.  Salaries. 

4769.  Prisoners'  clothes. 
47 ',0.  Description  of  prisoners. 4771.  Search  of  convicts. 
4772.  Law  to  be  read  to  convicts. 
4773.  Clothing  of  convicts. 
4774.  Clothing  on  discharge. 
4775.  Labor  of  convicts. 
4776.  Hours  of  labor. 
4777.  Garden  cultivated. 
4778.  Cleanliness  observed. 
4779.  Hospital. 
4480.  Punishment  by  officers. 
4781.  Letters  to  be  examined. 
4782.  Visitors,  permission  to. 
4783.  Spirituous  liquors. 
4784.  Lights. 
4785.  Cells. 

4786.  Inspector's  duty. 4787.  United  States  convicts. 
4788.  Bosses. 
4789.  Duty  of  principal  keeper. 

Section. 
4790.  Morals. 

4791.  By-laws. 
4792.  A  counts  of  the  State. 
4793.  Conveyance  of  convicts. 
4794.  General  supervision  of  principal  keeper. 
4795.  Confinement  on  Sabbath. 
4796.  Book-keeper,  duties. 
4797.  Drafts  and  salaries. 
4798.  Contingencies. 
4799.  Suits,  by  whom  brought. 
4800.  Assistant-keeper. 
4801.  Bonds. 
4802.  Oath 

4803.  Marked  price  of  goods. 
4804.  Successors. 

4b'05.  Officers  exempt. 
4806.  Loaning  materials,  etc. 
4607.  Commissioners. 
4808.  Amount  of  materials. 
4809.  Physician. 
4810.  Chaplain 
4811.  Bible,  etc. 
48.12    Costs  on  eseapes. 
4813.  Legislative  committee. 

§4766.  (4668.)  (4644.)  Officers  appointed  by  the  Governor.  The  officers 
for  the  management  of  the  penitentiary  shall  be  one  inspector,  one 
principal  keeper,  a  book-keeper,  a  physician,  and  a  chaplain,  all  of 
whom  shall  be  appointed  for  one  year  by  the  Governor,  who  may  re- 

move at  his  pleasure  and  fill  the  vacancies. 
§4767.  (4669.)  (4645.)  Officers  appointed  by  the  principal  keeper.  There 

shall  be  one  assistant  keeper,  and  as  many  overseers,  not  exceeding 
four,  as  the  principal  keeper  may  deem  necessary,  all  of  whom  shall  be 
appointed  by  the  principal  keeper  for  one  year,  but  removable  at  his 
pleasure,  and  the  vacancies  filled  by  him. 

§4768.  (4670.)  (4646. )  Salaries.  For  the  salaries  to  be  paid  to  the 

several  officers  of  the  penitentiary,  see  u  Salaries." 
§4769.  (4671.)  (4647.)  Prisoners7  clothes.  The  principal  keeper  shall 

cause  the  clothes  of  each  prisoner,  when  received,  to  be  cleansed  and 
carefully  kept,  to  be  returned  to  him  on  his  discharge  ;  or  at  the  request 
of  the  prisoner,  he  may  sell  them  and  deposit  the  proceeds  with  the 
clerk,  to  be  paid  to  the  prisoner  on  his  discharge,  or,  in  case  of  his 
death  before  that  time,  to  his  legal  representatives. 

§4770.  (4672.)  (4648.)  Description  of  prisoner.  The  principal  keeper, 
on  the  reception  of  each  convict,  shall  enter,  in  a  book  kept  for  that 

*At  present  the  convicts  are  farmed  out,  and  the  officers,  except  principal  keeper,  discharged, 
and  he  performs  duty  of  inspector,  under  Acts  of  1871-2,  p.  24. 

tSee  Cobb's  Digest,  pp.  867,  885. 
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purpose,  an  accurate  description  of  such  convict,  giving  his  name,  age,  Acts  of  1855 

height,  color   of  eyes  and  hair,  complexion,  place  of  nativity,  time  of"0'*'*'- 
conviction,  county  where  convicted,  nature  of  crime,  and  period  of  con- 
finement. 

§4771.  (4673.)  (4649.)  Search  of  convicts.  He  shall  also  cause  such 
convict  to  be  searched  and  deprived  of  any  article  by  which  an  escape 
might  be  effected,  and  also  of  all  moneys  in  his  possession,  to  be  re- 

turned on  his  discharge,  or  to  his  legal  representatives  in  case  of  his 
death. 

§4772.  (4674.)  (4650.)  Laws  read  to  convicts.  He  shall  also  read  to  such 
convicts  such  parts  of  the  laws  of  this  State  as  impose  penalties  for 
escape,  and  the  rules  relating  to  the  conduct  of  prisoners. 

§4773.  (4675.)  (4651.)  Clothing  to  be  furnished.  The  following  cloth- 
ing shall  be  annually  furnished  to  prisoners,  viz  :  One  jacket,  one  vest, 

and  one  pair  of  trowsers  of  kerseys,  two  pair  of  shoes,  two  pair  of  coarse 
yarn  socks,  four  shirts,  and  two  pair  of  trowsers  of  cotton  cloth,  with 
one  jacket  of  the  same;  the  material  of  the  jackets  and  trowsers  to  be 
parti-colored.  An  additional  suit  of  clothes  shall  be  given  to  convicts 
laboring  as  blacksmiths;  also,  to  each  convict  a  cheap  mattress,  and  as 
many  blankets  as  are  necessary. 

§4774.  (4676.)  (4652.)  Clothing  on  discharge.  When  discharged,  each 
prisoner  shall  receive  a  suit  of  clothes  not  exceeding  ten  dollars  in 
value,  and  money  not  exceeding  the  same  amount;  the  principal 
keeper  to  discriminate  in  both  according  to  the  conduct  of  the  prisoner 
during  his  confinement. 

§4775.  (4677.)  (4653.)  Labor.  Except  on  Sunday,  and  when  confined 
in  their  cells,  the  prisoners  shall  be  kept  at  hard  labor  as  far  as  may  be 
consistent  with  their  age,  health  and  ability,  and  they  shall  be  so  ar- 

ranged at  labor  as  to  be  under  the  constant  supervision  of  the  assist- 
ant, or  one  of  the  overseers,  as  far  as  practicable;  and  no  intercourse 

between  convicts  shall  be  allowed,  except  such  as  is  necessary  for  the 
work  on  which  they  are  engaged. 

§4776.  (4678.)  (4654.)  Hours  of  labor.  The  hours  of  labor  shall  be 
regulated  by  the  length  of  the  day,  allowing  not  more  than  forty 
minutes  for  meals. 

§4777.  (4679.)  (4655.)  Garden.  A  garden  shall  be  attached  to  the 
penitentiary  and  worked  by  the  convicts,  the  vegetables  to  be  for 
their  use. 

§4778.  (4680.)  (4656.)  Cleanliness.  The  walls  of  the  cells  and  other 
apartments  of  the  prison  buildings  shall  be  washed  with  lime  at  least 
once  a  year;  the  floors  shall  be  kept  neat  and  clean,  and  the  building 
fumigated  and  purified  with  chloride  of  lime  as  often  as  the  physician 
shall  deem  necessary. 

§4779.  (4681.)  (4657.)  Hospital.  A  hospital  shall  be  provided  for  the 
sick,  and  a  convict  seriously  ill  at  the  expiration  of  his  term,  shall 
have  the  privilege  of  remaining  until  his  recovery. 

§4780.  (4682.)  (4658.)  Punishment  by  officers.  For  the  violation  of 
rules  or  by-laws,  the  prisoner  shall  be  punished  at  the  discretion  of 
the  principal  keeper,  the  concurring  assent  of  the  inspector  being  nec- 

essary for  the  infliction  of  corporal  punishment. 
§4781.  (4683.)  (4659.)  Letters,  etc.  All  letters  or  other  things  to  or 

from  the  convicts  shall  pass  through  the  hands  of  the  principal  keeper, 
and  may  be  inspected  and  withheld  by  him  in  his  discretion. 

§4782.  (4684.;  (4660.)  Visitors.  Visitors  must  have  the  permission 
of  the  principal  keeper,  and  must  be  attended  while  in  the  peniten- 

tiary by  a  keeper  or  guard.  A  wife  of  a  convict  may  be  allowed  to 
visit  him  under  such  rules  as  the  principal  keeper  may  adopt. 
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§4783.  (4685.)  (4661.)  Spirituous  liquors.  Spirituous  liquors  shall  be 
allowed  to  a  convict  only  by  prescription  of  the  physician. 

§4784.  (4686.)  (4662.)  Lights.  No  light  shall  be  allowed  ih  cells  after 
they  are  locked  for  the  night. 

§4785.  (4687.)  (4663.)  Cells.  Prisoners  shall  be  kept  in  separate  cells, 
and  prisoners  of  different  sexes  shall  at  all  times  be  kept  separate  and 
apart.  The  cells  shall  be  numbered  and  divided  into  wards,  over  each 
of  which  shall  be  an  overseer.  The  overseer  shall  search  the  cell  and 
prisoner  every  night  to  prevent  escape. 

§4786.  (4688.)  (4664.)  Inspector's  duty.  The  inspector  shall  purchase 
all  materials  which  shall  be  needed  by  the  princip  il  keeper  for  the  use 
of  the  penitentiary,  and  when  delivered,  shall  take  his  receipt  for  the 
same.  At  stated  times  he  shall  advertise  in  two  of  the  gazettes  of  the 
capital  for  sealed  proposals  to  furnish  wood,  stock  and  coal.  He  shall 
purchase  provisions  and  stores  for  the  prisoners  and  guard,  when  re- 

quired in  writing  by  the  principal  keeper,  and  at  no  other  time.  With 
the  assistance  of  the  principal  keeper,  he  shall  price  all  articles  made 
in  the  penitentiary.  He  shall  make  an  annual  return  to  the  Governor 
on  the  first  day  of  October  of  each  year,  showing  all  his  acts  connected 
with  his  office. 

§4787.  (4689.)  (4665.)  United  States  convicts.  The  inspector  shall  have 
power  to  regulate  the  terms  on  which  convicts  sentenced  by  the  Courts 
of  the  United  States  for  the  circuit  and  district  of  Georgia  shall  be  ad- 

mitted in  the  penitentiary. 
§4788.  (4690.)  (4666.)  Bosses.  The  inspector  may  employ  suitable 

persons  to  give  necessary  instructions  in  such  branches  of  work  as  re- 
quire such  skill  and  knowledge  no  convict  possesses. 

§4789.  (4691.)  (4667.)  Principal  keeper's  duty.  The  principal  keeper 
shall  deliver  all  manufactured  articles  to  the  book-keeper,  taking  du- 

plicate receipts  therefor,  specifying  the  prices  assessed  by  the  inspec- 
tor. He  shall  also  make  an  annual  return  to  the  Governor  on  the  first 

day  of  October,  showing  the  amount  of  materials,  etc.,  received,  and 
of  manufactured  articles  delivered  to  the  book-keeper,  and  also  the 
amount  of  materials  and  unfinished  work  on  hand. 

§4790.  (4692.)  (4668.)  Morals.  He  shall  carefully  note  the  moral 
conduct  of  the  prisoners,  and  furnish  them  with  such  moral  and  re- 

ligious books  as  he  thinks  proper. 
§4791.  (4693.)  (4669.)  By-laws.  Together  with  the  inspector,  the 

principal  keeper  may  make  all  necessary  by-laws  and  regulations  for 
the  successful  working  and  government  of  the  institution. 

§4792.  (4694.)  (4670.)  Accounts  of  the  State.  The  order  of  the  Gov- 
ernor shall  be  sufficient  voucher  for  any  article,  work,  or  labor  needed 

by  the  State,  and  the  book-keeper  shall  keep  a  regular  account  of  the 
same. 

§4793.  (4695.)  (4671.)  Conveyance  of  convicts.  The  principal  keeper 
shall  make  all  necessary  arrangements  for  the  conveyance  of  convicts 
to  the  penitentiary,  and  may  draw  on  the  book-keeper  for  the  funds 
necessary  to  defray  all  such  expenses. 

§4794.  (4696.)  (4672.)  General  supervision  of  principal  keeper.  The 
principal  keeper  shall  have  a  general  superintending  power  over  the 
institution,  and  shall  be  responsible  for  the  conduct  of  all  officers 
under  his  command.  He  may  enlist  his  own  guard,  not  exceeding 
three  officers,  with  as  many  men  as  necessary,  and  at  such  wages  as 
may  be  agreed  on,  and  may  dismiss  them  again  at  his  pleasure. 

§4795.  (4697.)  (4673.)  Confinement  on  Sabbath.  The  principal  keeper 
may  exercise  his  discretion  as  to  the  time  the  convicts  shall  be  con- 

fined on  the  Sabbath  day. 
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§4796.  (4698.)  (4674.)  Book-keeper's  duty.  The  book-keeper  shall  sell 
all  manufactured  articles  at  the  prices  assessed  as  aforesaid,  and  collect 
all  debts  due  to  the  institution,  and  shall  make  a  quarterly  return  to 
the  Governor,  showing  the  exact  condition  of  his  department. 

§4797.  (4699.)  (4675.)  Drafts.  The  debts  contracted  by  the  inspector, 
as  aforesaid,  shall  be  paid  upon  the  drafts  of  the  principal  keeper  or  the 
book-keeper.  The  salaries  of  the  several  officers,  overseers,  and  guard 
shall  be  paid  quarterly  by  the  book-keeper,  in  accordance  with  the  pay- 

roll made  out  and  certified  by  the  principal  keeper. 
§4798.  (4700.)  (4676.)  Contingencies.  The  book-keeper  shall  also  pay 

incidental  and  contingent  expenses  of  the  institution  upon  the  presen- 
tation of  the  accounts,  audited  and  certified  by  the  principal  keeper. 

§4799.  (4701.)  (4677.)  Suits.  The  book-keeper  is  authorized  to  com- 
mence suit  in  his  own  name,  officially,  for  any  debt  or  cause  of  action 

accruing  to  the  penitentiary. 
§4800.  (4702.)  (4678.)  Assistant  keeper  and  overseer.  The  assistant 

keeper  and  overseers  shall  alternately  remain  within  the  penitentiary 
during  the  night,  to  superintend  the  guard  in  such  manner  as  the  prin- 

cipal keeper  shall  direct.  During  the  day  they  shall  remain  in  their 
respective  departments,  superintend  the  labor  of  the  convicts,  and  dis- 

charge all  such  duties  required  of  them  by  the  principal  keeper  as  shall 
tend  to  the  safe  keeping  of  the  prisoners,  the  preservation  of  the  build- 

ings and  other  property  of  the  institution,  and  the  successful  operation 
of  the  same. 

§4801.  (4703.)  (4679.)  Bonds.  The  inspector,  principal  a*nd  assistant 
keeper  and  book-keeper,  before  they  enter  upon  the  discharge  of  .their 
respective  duties,  shall  give  bond  and  good  security  to  the  Governor 
and  his  successors,  in  such  sums  as  may  be  designated  by  him  for  the 
faithful  performance  of  their  respective  duties. 

§4802.  (4704.)  (4680.)   Oath.     The  said  officers  shall  also  take  and 

subscribe  the  following  oath:     "I,   ,  do  solemnly  swear  that  I  will 
diligently  execute  all  the  duties  lawfully  required  of  me,  as  an  officer 
of  the  penitentiary,  and  will  carry  into  execution  the  laws  and  regula- 

tions for  the  government  of  the  same,  to  the  best  of  my  knowledge  and 
ability;  and  I  will,  on  no  occasion,  ill-treat  or  abuse  any  prisoner  under 
my  care,  beyond  the  punishment  accorded  bylaw,  or  the  rules  and  reg- 

ulations of  the  penitentiary.     So  help  me  God." 
§4803.  (4705.)  (4681.)  Reducing  marked  prices.  The  principal  keeper 

and  inspector  may  at  any  time  reduce  the  marked  price  of  any  article 
offered  for  sale,  if  satisfied  from  any  cause  the  mark  is  above  its  market 
value,  and  notify  the  book-keeper  of  such  change. 

§4804.  (4706.)  (4682.)  Successors.  The  principal  keeper  and  book- 
keeper shall  deliver  to  their  successors  all  the  property  of  the  institu- 

tion of  every  kind  in  their  charge,  taking  receipts  therefor. 

§4805.  (4707.)  (4683.)  Exemption  of  officers.  The  officers  of  the  peni- 
tentiary shall  be  exempt  from  militia  duty  in  time  of  peace,  and  from 

jury,  patrol,  road  and  corporation  duty  at  all  times. 
President  of  a  company  of  lessees  of  penitentiary  convicts  is  notan  officer  of  the  peni- 

tentiary under  terms  of  this  section  :  61  Ga.,  44. 

§4806.  (4708.)  (4684.)  Loaning  or  selling  materials.  No  officer  of  the 
penitentiary  shall  sell  or  loan  any  of  the  tools,  materials  or  products  of 
the  garden.  The  principal  keeper  may  sell  old  and  useless  materials, 
accounting  for  the  same  to  the  book-keeper. 

§4807.  (4709.)  (4685.)  Annual  appraisement.  The  Governor  shall  ap- 
point three  commissioners  annually,  who  shall  take  an  inventory  of  the 

stock  of  the  penitentiary,  with  an  appraisement  of  its  present  value. 
§4808.  (4710.)  (4686.)  Amount  of  raw  material.  The  assistant  keeper 

shall  keep  a  set  of  books  on  the  system  of  double  entry,  in  which  shall 
79 
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be  kept  a  full  and  correct  account  of  all  purchases  made,  a  proper 
record  of  all  raw  material  consumed  in  the  various  workshops,  as  well 
as  of  all  manufactured  articles,  cash  and  job  work  turned  over  to  the 
book-keeper  for  sale.  He  shall  also  take  charge  of  the  storehouse  con- 

taining the  materials,  and  issue  the  same  to  the  different  overseers  of  the 
work-shops,  charging  every  item  used  to  the  appropriate  shop. 

§4809.  (4711.)  (4687.)  Physicians.  The  physician  of  the  penitentiary, 
appointed  by  the  Governor,  shall  visit  all  the  sick  of  the  prisoners 

and  guard  at  least  once  every  day,  and  before  ten  o'clock,  a.  m.,  and 
oftener,  if  necessary  or  desired  by  the  principal  keeper.  He  shall  also, 
at  least  once  every  week,  inspect  the  institution  generally  in  whatever 
may  affect  its  healthfulness. 

§4810.  (4712.)  (4688.)  'Chaplains.  The  chaplain  appointed  by  the Governor  shall  preach  to  the  convicts  at  least  once  every  Sabbath  day, 
and  give  them  such  other  religious  instruction  as  their  condition  may 
require. 

§4811.  (4713.)  (4689.)  Bible,  etc.  The  Governor  shall  cause  to  be 
furnished  to  each  convict  a  Bible  and  hymn-book,  to  remain  in  his  cell, 
and,  upon  his  discharge,  he  shall  be  permitted  to  carry  the  same  away 
with  him. 

§4812.  (4714.)  (4690.)  Costs  on  escapes.  The  expenses  of  all  trials  for 
escapes  from  the  penitentiary,  or  attempts  to  escarp  shall  be  paid  by 

the  State.  ̂ fc-«-«-^^u  *&+t-  v^U^a^j  -**j  ****^tL%/Y<3f^,,  /.  <F<Z-~Z 
§4813.  (4715)  (4691.)  Legislative  committee.  A  join^committee  of  both 

branches  of  the  Legislature  shall  be  appointed  at  each  session,  to  in- 
vestigate closely  into  the  affairs  of  the  penitentiary,  and  report  thereon; 

and  all  the  officers  of  the  said  institution  shall  furnish  said  committee 
all  the  assistance  and  information  within  their  power. 

TITLE  III. 

^j^  r<~^~  £1^2221213:  ^^zss-/^,.  tut 

CHAPTER  L 

CONVICTS. 

Section. 
4814.  Convicts,  how  disposed  of. 
4815.  How  kept  and  employed. 
481 G.  Discretion  of  Governor. 
4*17.  Employment  of  convicts  by  Governor. 
48:8.  Provision  for  keeping. 
4819.  Superintendent. 
4820.  Convicts  may  be  put  in  jail. 

,    4821.  Insurrection  by  convicts. 
4*21.  (a.)  Convicts  hired  out,  when. 

Section. 
4821.  (b.)  Relation  of  parties. 
4821.  (c.)  Hearing  before  Judge. 
4821.  (d.)  County  chain-gang. 
4821.  (e.)  Misdemeanor  convicts. 
4821.  (f. )  No  fee  for  delivery. 
4821.  (g.)  Assistant  keeper. 
4821.  (h.)  His  duties. 
4821.  (i.)  Duty  of  lessees. 
4821.  (j.)  Clothes  to  convicts  on  discharge. 

fi  <J**.d*r»*v~A-f^-§4814.   Convicts,  how  disposed  of.     In  all  cases  where  persons  are  con- 
+*~t>*L  ActsofisTyf  victed  of  misdemeanor,  and  sentenced  to  work  in  the  chain-gang  on 
iu^iL*>L-**~        ̂ le  PllDiic  works,  or  public  roads,  or  when  such  persons  are  confined  in 

jl  -a  "      jail  for  non-payment  of  fines  imposed  for  such  misdemeanor,  the  Ordi- 
//Y  '-+' T  °J*  nary  of  the  county,  and  where  there  is  a  board  of  commissioners  of 
Af^P^*  ch***/":  roads  and  revenue  of  the  county,  then  said  board  of  commissioners,  and 
/  ̂ r  r/ >_  *n  those  counties  where  there  is  a  County  Judge,  then  the  said  County 

'9*~f«  (-  rf  '  Judge,  where  such  conviction  was  had,  or  where  such  convicts  may 
b?>J?~+_g.  t^u^*^  De  confined,  may  place  such  convicts,  in  the  county  or  elsewhere,  to 

^^/f  /„    work  upon  such  public  works  of  the  county,  in  chain-gangs,  or  other- 
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wise,  or  hire  out  such  convicts,  upon  such  terms  and  restrictions  as 
may  subserve  the  ends  of  justice  and  place  such  convicts  under  such 
guards  as  may  be  necessary  for  their  safe-keeping. 

Section  referred  to  and  construed:  55  Ga.,  435. 

§4815.  (4717.)  Provision  for  safe-keeping,  etc.     [The  said  Ordinary  shall  (b)  Acts  of 
have  power,  and  is  required,  to  provide  suitable  places  for  the  safe-keep-  Acfsonsri' 
ing  of  such  convicts,  to  make  provision  for  their  support  by  the  county,  p-  26. 
to  employ  such  overseers,  or  guards,  or  both,  as  may  be   necessary  for 
their  safe-keeping,  and  for  their  constant  and  diligent  employment  up- 

on the  public  works;  and  shall  also  have  power  to  hire  out,  or  bind  out, 
such  convicts  to  contractors  on  the  public  works,  or  to  individuals,  up- 

on such  bonds  and  restrictions  as  shall  subserve  the  ends  of  justice. 
And  for  the  purposes  specified  in  this  section,  any  two  or  more  counties, 
by  said  Ordinaries,  may  combine,  keep,  and  work  together,  such  con- 

victs, on   such  terms,  and  upon  such  public  works  anywhere  in  this 
State,  as  they  may  agree  upon.]  (b.) 

§4816.  (4718.)  Employed  by  Governor,  when.  [When  convicts  cannot  o>)  Acts  of 

be  kept  and  employed  as  provided  in  the  preceding  section,  the  said 1865"6-  p- 37- 
Ordinaries  may  turn  them  over  to  the  Governor  of  the  State,  to  be  em- 

ployed by  him  upon  such  public  works  in  the  State  as  he  may  deem 
best.  And  upon  notice  being  given  to  the  Governor  by  such  Ordina- 

ries of  their  desire  to  turn  over  such  convicts,  he  may,  if  he  deems  it 
advisable,  refuse  to  receive  them;  but  should  he  deem  it  advisable  to 
receive  them,  he  shall  immediately  send  a  guard  for  such  convicts.]  (b.)  ftfl  Acts  of 

§4817.  (4719.)  How  to  be  employed.     [All  convicts  sentenced  to  labor  AcSon^ 
on   the  public  works,  and  turned  over  to  the  Governor,  shall  be  dili-  p-  37- 
gently  employed  by  him  at  labor  upon  the  Western  and  Atlantic  rail- 

road, or  upon  such  other  public  works  or  improvements  as  he  may  judge 
to  be  the  best  interest  of  the  State,  and  as  shall  best  subserve  the  ends 
of  justice.]  (c.) 

§4818.  (4720.)  Provision  for  safe-keeping.  [The  Governor  shall  have  (C)  Acts  of 
power  to  employ  such  guards  and  provide  such  places  for  the  safe-keep- 1865,  p- 38- 
ing  of  such  convicts,  as  he  may  deem  proper.]  (c.) 

§4819.  (4721.)  Superintendent,  by  whom  appointed.  [The  Governor  shall  (a)  Acts  of 
also  have  power  to  appoint  a  general  superintendent  of  such  convicts,  1865  6,  p.  38. 
at  a  salary  of  one  thousand  dollars,  removable  at  the  pleasure  of  the 
Governor,  and  said  superintendent,  under  the  advice  and  direction  of 
the  Governor,  shall  have  entire  control  and  management  of  all  convicts 
thus  sentenced  to  labor  on  public  works,  and  shall  have  power  to  make 
all  needful  rules  and  regulations  touching  their  emploj^ment,  govern- 

ment, and  safe-keeping.]  (a.) 
§4820.  (4722.)  Confinement  of  convicts.     [Convicts  in  charge  of  the  Or-  (a)  Acts  of 

dinaries,  or  of  others  deriving  their  authority  over  such  convicts  from  18/1"2' p" oL 
such  Ordinaries,  may  be  confined  and  kept  in  the  jails  of  the  several 
counties  at  night,  on  Sundays,  and  other  times,  as  such  Ordinaries  may 

direct,  and  only  such  fees  or  compensation  shall  be  paid  the  jailers  for  ̂ Apts2^f 
receiving  or  discharging  such  convicts,  or  turning  the  key  for  such 
purposes,  as  may  be  determined  by  [the  Ordinary  in  accordance  with 
section  3698  of  this  Code :]  (a)  ̂ Provided,  that  where  such  convicts 
have  been  hired  out,  the   party  hiring  shall   be   responsible  for  such 
costs.]  (b.) 

§4821.  (4723.)  Insurrection.     [Whenever  any  convict  or  convicts  now  (Ci  Acts  of 

confined,  or  hereafter  to  be  confined,  in  the  penitentiary  of  this  State,  1866>  p-  15b>- 
or  member  or  members  of  the  chain-gang  now  confined,  or  hereafter  to 
be  confined,  in  the  penitentiary  of  this  State,  or  wherever  else  employed 
as  such,  shall  be  guilty  of  insurrection,  or  attempt   at  insurrection, 
such  convict  or  convicts,  or  member  or  members  of  the  chain-gang, 
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shall,  upon  trial  and  conviction  in  the  Superior  Court  of  the  county  in 
which  the  crime  is  committed,  be  deemed  guilty  of  a  capital  offense, 
and  punished  with  death,  or  such  other  punishment  as  the  Judge  in 
his  discretion  may  inflict.]  (c.) 

§4821.  (a.)  Convicts,  how  hired  out.  When  any  person  is  convicted  of 
Actsof  1874,  aily  crime  or  misdemeanor,  the  punishment  whereof,  according  to  the 

sentence  of  the  Court  under  the  law,  is  fine,  or  fine  and  costs,  or  costs 
with  an  alternative  imprisonment  for  a  certain  term  in  default  of  pay- 

ment, it  shall  be  lawful  for  such  convict  to  hire  himself  or  herself  to 
any  citizen  of  this  State  who  pays  the  amount  of  said  sentence,  for  said 
prescribed  term,  by  an  agreement  in  writing,  signed  by  the  parties  in 
the  presence  of,  and  with  the  written  approval  of,  the  presiding  Judge; 
which  agreement  shall  express  the  kind  of  labor  to  be  performed,  and 
the  place  of  performance  ;  and  when  thus  executed,  expressed  and  ap- 

proved, shall  be  entered  on  the  minutes  of  the  Court. 
§4821.  (b.)  Relations  sustained  by  the  parties.  During  the  term  of  said 

Acts  of  1874,  hiring,  said  hirer  shall  sustain  to  said  convict  the  relation  of  bail  on 

<v-  ̂   recognizance,  and  if  such  convict,  before  the  expiration  of  such  term, shall  abandon  his  hirer,  or  in  any  way  substantially  refuse  to  perform 
his  said  contract,  he,  the  said  hirer,  shall  have  the  right  and  power  to 
surrender  said  convict,  as  prescribed  by  law  in  cases  of  bail  on  recog- nizance. 

§4821.  (c.)  In  such  cases,  convict  taken  before  Judge,  etc.  When  surrender 
Actsof  1874,  shall  thus  be  made,  the  convict  shall,  by  the  officer  to  whom  surrendered, 
g».  29.  be  at  once  taken  before  the  Judge  of  the  Court  wherein  the  sentence 

was  passed,  if  in  the  county,  and  if  not,  then  before  the  Ordinary  of 
the  county,  who  shall  summarily  hear  the  facts,  as  in  cases  of  habeas 
corpus  ;  and  if,  after  such  hearing,  he  shall  adjudge  the  convict  in  fault, 
he  shall  remand  him  to  serve  out  so  much  of  the  term  as  may  be  un- 

expired from  the  date  of  his  violation  of  his  contract ;  but  if  the  hirer 
is  adjudged  in  fault,  by  ill-treatment,  or  the  violation  of  his  contract  or 
duty,  said  convict  shall  be  fully  and  finally  discharged  from  the  penalty 
of  such  sentence. 

§4821.  (d.)  County  chain-gangs.     When  any  county  or  incorporated 
Acts  of  1878  city,  town  or  village,  having  organized,  or  determined  to  organize,  a 

2     J  <  ~9'  J^167,    chain-gang,  to  work  misdemeanor  convicts  on  its  roads,  streets,  or  other 
'z&jlj&c**'?  ̂ *>^i,^ublic  works,  such  county  or  municipal  corporation  may  lodge  demands 
fo/ J /■/£//*         £°r  such  convicts  with  the  clerk  of  any  Court  having  jurisdiction  to 

/         *  try  misdemeanors,  and  such  clerk  shall  file  the  same,  noting  date  of 
receipt  by  him. 

§4821.  (e.)  Misdemeanor  convicts,  how  disposed  of.  When  any  person 
shall  be  convicted  of  a  misdemeanor  and  sentenced  to  work  on  the 

public  works,  in-  chain-gangs  or  otherwise,  such  convicts  shall  be 
turned  over  and  delivered  to  the  county  or  municipal  corporation  hav- 

ing the  oldest  unfilled  demand  on  file  with  the  clerk  aforesaid,  unless 
the  county  in  which  such  conviction  is  had  shall  have,  within  its  own 
limits,  an  arrangement  for  working  such  convicts  on  the  public  works 
of  the  county,  or  some  municipal  corporation  thereof,  in  which  case 
such  convicts  may  be  retained  and  worked  in  that  county. 

§4821.  (f.)  No  fees  for  turning  over  convicts.  It  shall  be  illegal  for  the 
county  authorities  in  which  such  convictions  may  be  had  to  demand 
or  receive  from  any  other  county,  or  any  municipal  corporation,  any 
bonus,  fees  or  compensation  for  the  turning  over  or  delivery  of  such 
convicts  as  provided  in  the  two  preceding  sections. 

§4821.  (g.)  Assistant  keeper  of  penitentiary  to  be  appointed.     It  shall  be 
Acts  ofl8g0the  duty  of  the  Governor,  to  appoint  to  the  principal  keeper  of  the 
-l,  p.  103.    penitentiary  of  this  State,  an  assistant,  whose  term  of  office  shall  ex- 

pire with  that  of  the  principal  keeper,  said  assistant,  as  to  his  official 
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conduct  and  responsibility,  shall  be  subject  to  the  same  rules  and  reg- 
ulations of  law  as  the  principal  keeper,  and  shall  receive  a  salary  of 

$1,200.00  per  annum. 
§4821.  (h.)  Duty  of  assistant  keeper.  It  shall  bo  the  duty  of  the  prin-  Acts  of  isso 

cipal  keeper,  or  said  assistant,  to  visit  without  notice,  each  convict "1,p'  10,)' 
camp  in  this  State  at  least  once  per  month,  and  thoroughly  examine 
and  inspect  said  camps  and  the  convicts  therein  confined,  and  report 
under  oath  to  the  Governor  immediately  after  each  visit,  the  condition 
of  said  camps,  and  convicts,  and  such  information  as  he  may  derive 
concerning  their  diet,  treatment,  and  especially  to  report  any  maltreat- 

ment of  the  convicts  that  may  come  to  his  knowledge,  together  with 
any  violations  of  the  law  for  the  government  of  the  convicts  upon  the 
part  of  the  lessees.  And  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  Governor  to  cite 
any  lessee  or  lessees,  so  charged  with  any  abuse  or  violations,  to  show 
cause  in  the  manner  provided  by  law  why  their  contracts  of  lease 
should  not  be  cancelled  and  forfeited,  or  a  fine  imposed,  and  said  con- 

victs returned  to  the  State.  And -upon  all  such  hearings,  it  shall  be 
the  duty  of  the  Attorney-General  to  appear  and  represent  the  interest 
of  the  State.  And  the  testimony  adduced  upon  any  such  hearing  shall 
be  reduced  to  writing,  which,  with  the  final  ruling  of  the  Governor, 
shall  be  filed  in  the  office  of  the  principal  keeper  of  the  penitentiary, 
and  shall  at. all  times  be  subject  to  the  inspection  of  any  citizen  of  this 
State.  All  reports  provided  for  in  this  Act  shall  be  filed  in  the  Exec- 

utive office,  and  shall  at  all  times  be  subject  to  the  inspection  of  any 
citizen  of  this  State. 

§482 1,  (i.)  Duty  of  lessees  of  convicts.  It  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  lessees  Aots  of  isso 

te>  appoint,  in  writing,  at  each  camp  in  this  State,  some  discreet  and-1'  p' 107 proper  person  in  their  employ,  whose  appointment  shall  receive  the 
written  approbation  of  the  Governor,  subject  at  any  time  to  revocation 
by  him,  before  he  shall  be  authorized  to  discharge  the  duties  of  his  of- 

fice, and  who  shall  stay  at  such  camp,  and  who  alone  shall  inflict  pun- 
ishment upon  any  convict  in  this  State,  for  a  violation  of  the  rules  pre- 

scribed for  their  government ;  and  any  person,  other  than  the  appointee 
provided  for  in  this  section,  who  shall  inflict  punishment  upon  any 
convict  in  this  State  for  a  violation  of  the  rules  prescribed  for  their 
government,  shall  be  guilty  of  a  felony,  and,  on  conviction  therefor, 
shall  be  imprisoned  at  hard  labor  in  the  penitentiary  of  this  State  for 
a  period  not  less  than  six  months,  nor  exceeding  two  years.  And  it 
shall  be  the  duty  of  the  appointees  provided  for  in  this  section,  to  make 
monthly  reports  under  oath  to  the  Governor,  in  which  they  shall  give 
the  names  of  all  convicts  punished  by  them,  the  date,  nature,  cause, 
and  extent  of  such  punishment,  and  shall  state  the  condition  of  the 
convicts  at  their  respective  camps,  and  the  treatment  thereof,  and  shall 
in  their  reports  state  whether  or  not  they  know  of  any  cruelty  to,  or 
mistreatment  of,  any  convict  in  said  camp,  and  if  so,  what  it  was,  and 
by  and  upon  whom  practiced,  and  shall  also  state  the  diet  at  such 
camps,  and  the  average  number  of  hours  in  each  day  they  are  required 
to  work. 

§4821.  (j.)  Clothes  to  convicts  on  their  discharge.      Upon  the  discharge  Act*  of  isso 

of  any  convict,  he  shall,  by  the  lessee,  be  furnished  with  a  suit  of  citi-"1,  p- 10" 
zens'  clothes,  not  to  cost  less  than  six  dollars,  and  transportation  to  the 
oounty  from  which  he  or  she  was  sentenced. 
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ARTICLE  I. 

THE    CITY   OF   SAVANNAH. 

Skcti >n. 
4822.  The  city  as  a  corporation. 
482:1  Mayor  and  aldermen. 
4824.  Election  of  mayor  and  aldermen. 
4825.  In  case  of  a  tie. 
4826.  Organization  after  new  election. 
4827.  Chairman  shall  be  elected. 
4828.  Rules  and  regulations. 
4829.  Compensation  of  mayor. 
4830.  Mayor  and  aldermen,  eligibility. 
4831.  Qualification  of  voters. 

Section. 
4832.  Election  and  hours  of  voting. 
4833.  Registry  of  voters. 
4834.  Management  of  election. 
4835.  Penalty  for  illegal  voting. 
483").  (a.)  Who  manage  election. 4S36    Vacancies,  pay.  etc. 
4837.  Oath  to  be  administered  to  voters. 
483«.  Voting  illegally. 
4839.  Creating  riot,  etc. 
4840.  Possa  may  b3  call  3d  out. 

§4822.  (4724.)  (4731.)  Style  of  the  city  as  a  corporation.  The  city  of 
Savannah,  as  a  corporation,  shall  continue  to  exist  under  the  name  and 
style  of  the  mayor  and  aldermen  of  the  city  of  Savannah,  and  by  its 
corporate  name  may  sue  and  defend  in  any  case  where  a  natural  person 
might. 

§4823.  (4725.)  (4732.)  Mayor  and  aldermen,  election  and  term  of  office. 
The  board  of  mayor  and  aldermen  of  said  city  shall  consist  of  a  mayor 
and  twelve  aldermen,  to  be  chosen  by  ballot,  on  the  second  Monday  in 
October,  annually,  by  votes  of  those  entitled  to  vote  at  such  elections ; 
and  the  board  of  mayor  and  aldermen  shall  hold  their  offices  until  their 
successors  are  duly  elected  and  qualified.  A  quorum  for  business  shall 
consist  of  seven  aldermen  and  the  mayor,  or  presiding  chairman,  ex- 

cept in  the  months  of  July,  August,  September  and  October,  when  a 
majority  of  the  aldermen  in  the  city  shall  suffice. 

§4824.  (4726.)  (4733.)  Mayor  and  aldermen,  how  elected.  The  mayor 
and  the  aldermen  shall  be  separately  designated  on  the  ticket;  and  the 
candidate  for  mayor  receiving  a  majority  of  the  votes  for  that  office 
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shall  be  declared  elected;  and  the  twelve  who  shall  receive  the  highest 
number  of  votes  for  aldermen  shall  constitute  the  board  of  aldermen  : 

Provided  that,  should- there  be  a  failure  to  elect  twelve  aldermen  by  rea- 
son of  several  candidates  receiving  the  same  number  of  votes,  then 

those  elected  shall  proceed  at  their  first  meeting,  and  after  their  quali- 
fication, to  elect  the  number  necessary  to  constitute  twelve  out  of  such 

number  as  shall  have  received  the  equal  number  of  votes  as  aforesaid. 
§4825.  (4727.)  (4734.)  In  case  of  a  tie  in  election  for  mayor.  In  case 

of  a  tie  in  the  vote  for  mayor,  or  if  there  be  more  than  two  candidates 
for  mayor,  and  no  candidate  shall  receive  a  majority  of  all  the  votes 
for  that  office,  the  board  of  aldermen,  after  having  completed  its  own 
organization,  shall  elect  the  mayor  from  among  those  who  were  candi- 

dates before  the  people  for  the  ofrice  of  mayor  ;  and  in  case  of  a  vacancy 
in  the  ofrice  of  ma}Tor,  by  death,  resignation,  or  otherwise,  the  board  of 
aldermen  shall  elect  from  their  own  body  a  mayor  for  the  residue  of  the 
term  ;  and  in  case  of  a  vacancy  in  the  office  of  alderman,  from  any 
cause,  it  shall  be  lawful  for  the  board  to  fill  the  vacancy,  the  person 
chosen  having  a  majority  of  the  votes  of  aldermen  present. 

§4826.  (4728.)  (4735.)  Newly  elected  mayor  and  aldermen,  organization 
and  oath.  The  newly  elected  mayor  and  aldermen  shall  meet  on  the 

first  Monday  after  their  election' for  organization,  and  each  alderman 
shall  take  the  following  oath  : 

"  I  do  solemnly  swear  (or  affirm)  that.  I  will  faithfully  execute  the 
duties  of  an  alderman  of  the  city  of  Savannah,  according  to  the  laws 
of  the  State  and  the  ordinances  of  the  city,  to  the  best  of  my  ability 

and  understanding." 
The  same  oath  shall  be  taken  by  the  mayor,  substituting  the  word 

"  mayor  "  for  "  alderman." 
§4827.  (4729.)  (4736.)  A  chairman  shall  be  elected.  When  organized 

according  to  law,  the  board  shall  elect  a  chairman,  who  shall,  in  the 
case  of  the  absence,  death,  or  resignation  of  the  mayor,  be  vested  with 
all  his  power  and  authority,  and  execute  all  the  duties  pertaining  to 
the  office ;  and,  in  the  absence  of  both,  a  chairman  pro  tempore,  chosen 
by  the  board,  shall  have  the  like  power  and  authority. 

§4828.  (4730.)  (4737.)  Rules  and  regulations.  The  mayor  and  alder- 
men shall  have  power,  from  time  to  time,  to  adopt  all  rules  and  regu- 

lations for  their  own  government- and  the  orderly  dispatch  of  business. 
§4829.  (4731.)  (4738.)  Compensation  of  mayor.  The  mayor  shall  re- 

ceive such  salary  or  compensation  for  his  services,  payable  out  of  the 
city  treasury,  as  the  city  council  may  determine. 

§4830.  (4732.)  (4739.)  Eligibility  of  mayor  and  aldermen.  No  person 
shall  be  eligible  to  the  office  of  mayor  or  alderman  of  Savannah  who 
is  not,  at  the  time  of  election,  a  citizen  of  the  United  States,  and  shall 
not  have  resided  in  the  State  of  Georgia  for  one  year  immediately  pre- 

ceding the  election,  and  continued  to  do  so  up  to  the  time  of  election, 
and  within  the  corporate  limits  of  Savannah  at  least  six  months  im- 

mediately preceding  the  election  ;  and  who  shall  not  have  paid  all  city 
taxes,  or  have,  in  his  own  right,  sufficient  real  estate  to  satisfy  all  such 
taxes. 

§4831.  (4733.)  (4740.)  Qualification  of  voters.  All  persons  shall  be  qual- 
Acts  *f  1880  ified  to  vote  at  elections  for  mayor  and  aldermen  of  the  city  of  Savan- 
-i,  p.  ad.  nah  who  are  citizens  of  the  United  States,  have  resided  in  this  State 

for  one  year  immediately  preceding  the  election,  and  continued  to  do  so 
up  to  the  time  of  election,  and  within  the  corporate  limits  of  Savan- 

nah for  one  month  immediately  preceding  their  registration,  and  six 
months  before  the  election  ;  who  have  attained  the  age  of  twenty-one 
years,  and  have  paid  all  city  taxes,  or  have,  in  their  own  right,  suffi- 

cient real  estate  to  satisfy  any  tax  executions  which  may  be  issued 
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against  them ;  who  shajl  have  made  all  returns  required  by  the  ordi- 
nances of  the  city,  and  have  been  registered  according  to  law. 

§4832.  (4734.)  (4741.)  Elections,  when  held.  Elections  for  mayor  and 
aldermen  of  Savannah  shall  be  held  at  the  Court  House  in  said  city, 
between  the  hours  of  seven  in  the  morning  and  six  in  the  afternoon, 
under  the  superintendence  of  the  Ordinary  of  Chatham  county,  and  the 
Justices  of  the  Peace  in  said  city,  or  any  three  or  more  of  them  ;  but 
no  person  holding  an  office  of  profit  or  emolument  under  the  corporation 
of  Savannah  shall  be  competent  to  preside  ;  and  it  shall  be  the  duty  of 
the  presiding  magistrates  to  certif}'  the  result  of  all  such  elections  on 
tally  sheets  for  that  purpose  to  be  made  out,  which  tally  sheets  shall  be 
delivered  to  the  mayor,  or  clerk  of  council,  three  days  before  the  first 
meeting  of  the  board  elect. 

§4833.  (4735.)  (4742.)  Board  of  registration,  appointment  and  duty.  The  Acts  of  isso 

Judge  of  the  Superior  Court  of  Chatham  county,  the  Judge  of  the  City"1,  p-  39L 
Court  of  Savannah,  and  the  Ordinary  of  Chatham  county,  shall  appoint 
three  freeholders  residing  in  each  militia  district  in  said  city,  who  shall 
constitute  a  board  of  registration  and  election  managers  in  said  city. 
Such  appointments  shall  be  made  not  less  than  two  months  before  each 
election  for  mayor  and  aldermen  of  said  city,  and  no  person  shall  be  ap- 

pointed to  serve  twice  consecutively.  .Immediately  upon  their  appoint-' 
ment  the  members  of  said  board  from  each  district  shall  prepare  a  suit- 

able book,  alphabetically  arranged,  in  which  to  register  the  names  of 
voters  to  vote  at  the  impending  election.  Such  books  shall  contain 
spaces  in  which  to  inscribe  the  name,  age,  place  of  nativity,  and  loca- 

tion of  residence,  describing  the  latter  definitely  by  ward,  street,  num- 
ber of  house,  if  any,  and  cross  street.  The  said  manager  from  each  dis- 

trict, or  a  majority  of  them,  shall  attend  from  nine  o'clock,  a.  m.,  to 
two  o'clock,  p.  m.,  for  every  day,  except  Sundays,  for  the  two  weeks  im- 

mediately preceding  the  election,  at  some  convenient  point  in  their 
district,  of  which  notice  for  ten  days  shall  be  given  in  the  official  ga- 

zette of  said  cit}r,  with  the  books  prepared  for  that  district,  so  that  all 
persons  otherwise  qualified  may  register  in  the  districts  in  which  they 
reside  in  order  to  vote  at  said  election.  All  applications  to  register 
must  be  in  person,  and  no  person  shall  be  registered  until  he  has  first 
personally  answered  all  questions  necessary  to  the  proper  filling  up  of 
the  blanks  in  said  books.  Any  member  of  said  board  may  swear  any 
applicant  for  registration  touching  his  right  to  do  so. 

§4834.  (4734.)  (4741.)  Flection,  how  and  by  whom  managed.  The  said  Acts  of  isso 

elections  for  mayor  and  aldermen  of  the  said  city  of  Savannah  shall-1,  p- 39L 
be  held,  as  heretofore,  at  the  Court  House  in  said  city,  at  the  time  pre- 

scribed by  law  for  the  same,  and  that  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  said  dis- 
trict managers,  or  a  majority  of  them,  to  attend  at  said  Court  House  at 

the  time  appointed  for  the  election,  with  the  books  aforesaid,  and  there 
shall  be  four  ballot  boxes,  one  for  each  of  the  said  districts,  so  arranged 
as  to  be  of  easy  access  to  the  voters,  and  each  voter  shall  vote  in  the 
box  assigned  to  the  district  in  which  he  resides,  and  not  elsewhere,  and 
whenever  the  right  of  any  one  to  vote  is  challenged,  one  of  said  board 
shall  swear  him  touching  his  right  to  vote,  and  propound  to  him  the 
questions  answered  by  him  at  his  registration ;  and  if  his  answers  do 
not  correspond  with  those  previously  given,  as  they  appear  in  the  afore- 

said book  of  registration,  he  shall  not  be  allowed  to  vote ;  and,  upon  re- 
ceiving any  vote,  the  name  of  the  voter  shall  be  immediately  checked 

off  in  said  book. 

§4835.  (4740.)  (4838.)  Penalty  for  illegal  registration   or   voting.     AnyActsofl8S0 
person  fraudulently  registering,  or  attempting  to  register,   and  any  -i.  p-  wl 
person  voting,  or  offering  to  vote,  at  any  elections  for  mayor  and  alder- 

men of  said  city,  who  has  no  right  to  vote  at  such  election,  or  counsel- 
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ing,  advising  or  encouraging  any  other  person  so  to  do,  and  any  member 
of  said  board  who  shall  violate  the  provision  of  this  Act,  shall  be  guilty 
of  a  misdemeanor,  and,  upon  conviction  thereof,  shall  be  punished  as 
prescribed  in  section  4310  of  this  Code. 

§4835.  (a.)  (4734.)  (4741)    Who  shall  manage  elections.    The  said  board 
Acts  of  1880  of  registration  and  election  managers,  and  they  alone,  shall  be  the  mana- 
-l,  p.  39i.    gerg  Q£  eiections  for  mayor  and  aldermen  of  said  city,  shall  have  ex- clusive charge  of  all  details  and  arrangements  connected  with  the  same, 

shall  alone  count  the  ballots  and  certify  the  result  of  the  elections,  and 
each  member  of  said  board  shall,  before  entering  upon  the  performance 
of  his  duties  under  this  Act,  take   and   subscribe   an  oath  before  the 
Clerk  of  the  Superior  Court  of  the  county  of  Chatham,  to  be  filed  in  that 

.    office,  that  he  will  well  and  truly  perform  said  duties. 
♦  §4836.    Vacancies  filled  ;  compensation.     If  any  member  of  said  board 

Acts  of  1880  shall  become  disqualified  or  unable  to  perform  said  duties,  his  place 
may  be  immediately  filled  by  another,  appointed  as  prescribed  in 
section  4833  of  this  Code ;  and  each  of  said  members  shall  be  entitled 
to  receive  for  his  services,  while  actually  engaged  in  the  performance 
of  his  said  duties,  the  sum  of  three  dollars  per  day,  and  each  district 
board  shall  be  allow  ed  the  sum  of  forty  dollars,  to  meet  all  clerical  and 
other  expenses,  and  the  actual  cost  of  the  books  of  registration,  which 
moneys  shall  be  paid  out  of  the  treasury  of  the  city  of  Savannah. 

§4837.  (4739.)  (4746.)  Oath  of  voters.  The  election  managers  shall  be 
authorized  to  administer  the  following  oath  to  any  person  attempting 

to  vote:  "  You  do  solemnly  swear  that  you  are  a  citizen  of  the  United 
States;  that  you  have  resided  in  the  State  of  Georgia  for  one  year  im- 

mediately preceding  this  election,  and  within  the  corporate  limits  of 

the  city  of  Sa'vannahfor  the  last  four  months;  that  you  are  twenty-one 
years  of  age;  tha^you  have  paid  all  taxes  due  the  city  of  Savannah,  or 
have,  in  your  own  right,  sufficient  real  estate  to  satisfy  any  executions 
against  you ;  that  you  have  made  all  returns  required  by  the  ordinances 
of  the  city ;  that  you  have  been  duly  registered  within  the  time  pre- 

scribed by  law,  and  that  you  have  not  yet  voted  this  day.  So  help  you 

God."  Any  person  conscientiously  opposed  to  taking  an  oath  may affirm  to  the  same  tenor. 

§4838.  (4740.)  (4747.)  Illegal  voting.  Any  person  voting  or  attempt- 
ing to  vote  at  such  election,  not  qualified  to  vote,  shall  be  guilty  of  a 

misdemeanor,  and,  on  conviction  before  the  Superior  Court  of  Chatham 
county,  shall  be  punished  by  fine  or  imprisonment,  or  both,  at  the  dis- 

cretion of  the  Court. 

§4839.  (4741.)  (4748.)  May  be  committed  to  jail.  The  presiding  magis- 
trates, or  any  one  of  them,  shall  be  authorized  to  commit,  instanter,  to 

the  common  jail,  any  unqualified  person  offering  or  attempting  to  vote- 
as  aforesaid,  and  any  person  attempting  to  commit,  or  actually  com- 

mitting, an  act  of  violence,  at  or  about  the  polls  or  plac;)  of  election, 
and  any  person  attempting  to  create,  or  actually  creating,  a  riot  or  dis- 

turbance at  or  about  the  polls  or  place  of  election,  by  verbal  order  issued 
to  any  officer  of  the  county  or  city,  or  by  warrant  under  his  or  their 
hand,  addressed  to  all  lawful  officers  of  the  county  and  city,  or  to  any 
private  person  specially  named  therein :  Provided,  that  any  person  so 
committed  shall  be  entitled  to  be  discharged  or  admitted  to  Ml  upon 

examination  according  to  law,  at  anytime  after  ten  o'clock  on  Tuesday 
after  the  second  Monday  in  October ;  and  provided,  further,  that  no  per- 

son committed  on  verbal  order,  as  aforesaid,  shall  be  detained  in  jail 
more  than  twenty-four  hours,  unless  a  written  detainer  be  lodged 
against  him. 

§4840.  (4742.)  (4749.)  Arrest,  by  whom  made.  Any  officer,  upon  the 
receipt  of  the  verbal  order,  as  aforesaid,  or  any  officer  or  private  person 
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specially  named,  upon  the  receipt  of  the  warrant,  as  aforesaid,  shall  be 
authorized  to  require  the  assistance  of  a  posse;  and  any  officer  of  the 
city  or  county  refusing  or  neglecting  to  obey  such  verbal  order  or  writ- 

ten warrant,  shall  be  guilty  of  a  misdemeanor,  and,  on  conviction  be- 
fore the  Superior  Court  of  Chatham  county,  shall  be  punished  by  fine 

or  imprisonment,  or  both,  at  the  discretion  of  the  Court;  and  it  shall 
be  the  duty  of  the  magistrate  or  magistrates,  giving  such  order  or  issu- 

ing such  warrant,  to  present  the  offending  officer  to  the  grand  jury  of 
the  Superior  Court  at  its  ensuing  term. 

ARTICLE  II. 

CORPORATE    AND    JURISDICTIONAL    LIMITS. '/V-  ~Js>?-/  <* 
Section. 

4841.  Corporate  limits  of  Savannah. 
4841.  (a.)  Corporate  limits  extended. 
4842.  Citizenship. 

Section. 
4843.  Jurisdiction. 
4844.  Subjects  of  jurisdiction,  appeal. 
4845.  Stores,  shops  and  bar-rooms. 

§4841.  (4743.)  (4750.)  Corporate  limits  of  Savannah.  The  corporate 
limits  of  the  city  of  Savannah  shall  continue  to  be,  and  the  same  are 
hereby  defined,  as  follows,  to-wit :  Beginning  at  a  point  on  the  western 
side  of  the  mouth  of  Bilbo's  canal,  and  running  thence,  in  a  direct 
line,  to  a  granite  stone  near  the  culvert  on  Thunderbolt  road,  and 
which  stone  marks  the  line  of  the  present  city  limits  ;  thence  along 

the  north  side  of  Thunderbolt  road,  the  west  side  of  Water's  road,  the 
north  side  of  Lover's  lane,  and  its  line  prolonged  to  the  line  of  Spring- 

field plantation ;  thence  along  the  boundary  line  of  said  plantation  to 
the  bifurcation  of  the  Augusta  and  Louisville  roads ;  and  thence  to  a 

point  on  the  river  bank,  ten  chains  west  of  William  B.  Giles  &  Co.'s 
mill;  thence  along  the  line  prolonged  to  Hutchinson's  Island;  thence 
along  the  shore  of  Hutchinson's  Island  to  the  eastern  end  of  it ;  thence 
to  the  point  of  beginning. 

§4841.  (a.)  Limits  extended.  The  corporate  limits  of  the  city  of  Sa-Actsons78 

vannah  shall  be  extended  as  follows:  The  present  western  limits  of-9,  p- 2'6- 
the  city  shall  be  extended  west  along  the  river  bank  twenty-five  hun- 

dred feet ;  thence  south  from  the  river  bank  three  hundred  feet ;  thence 
east  to  intercept  the  line  of  the  present  western  corporate  limits  of  the 
city  ;  and  that  the  present  eastern  limits  of  the  city  of  Savannah  shall 
be  extended  east  along  the  river  bank  nine  hundred  and  fift/v-eight  feet, 
and  thence  south  from  the  river  bank  three  hundred  feet,  and  thence 
west  to  intercept  the  line  of  the  present  eastern  corporate  limits  of 
said  cit}^. 

§4842.  (4744.)  (4751.)  Citizenship.  All  persons  residing  within  said 
denned  limits  shall  be  entitled  to  the  privileges  of  citizenship,  under 
the  same  conditions  and  restrictions  as  the  residents  of  the  wards  al- 

ready laid  out;  and  all  persons  and  property  within  the  said  defined 
limits,  shall  be  subject  to  and  bound  by  all  the  ordinances  and  regula- 

tions of  the  mayor  and  aldermen  of  said  city,  now  of  force  and  hereafter 
to  be  ordained  and  established ;  with  this  proviso,  nevertheless,  that  the 
said  corporate  authorities  shall  have  no  power  to  tax  any  of  the  lands, 
or  other  property  within  said  defined  limits,  not  now  liable  to  taxation, 
except  where  the  plan  of  the  city  is  now,  or  shall  hereafter  be,  regular- 

ly and  bona  fide  extended  over  such  limits. 
§4843.  (4745.)  (4752.)  Jurisdiction.  The  said  mayor  and  aldermen 

shall  have  jurisdiction  over  vessels  and  rafts  lying  in  the  river  Savan- 
nah, between  said  city  and  Tybee,  and  their  respective  crews;  and 

all  porters  working  on  board  such  vessels  shall  be  subject  to  the  ordi- 
nances of  said  city  in  regard  to  badges,  and  to  porters  and  laborers. 
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§4844.  (4746.)  (4753.)  Jurisdictional  limits  of  the  city.  The  jurisdic- 
tional limits  of  Savannah  shall  extend  one  mile  beyond  the  above  de- 

fined corporate  limits,  so  as  to  enable  the  mayor  and  aldermen,  by  ordi- 
nance, to  prohibit  the  cultivation  of  rice  within  said  extended  limits ; 

and  any  person  aggrieved  by  the  action  of  council  in  this  respect  may 
appeal  from  any  such  proceeding  to  the  Superior  Court  of  Chatham 
county,  the  appeal  to  be  tried  b}^  a  special  jury;  and  the  only  point  at 
issue  on  such  trial  shall  be:  Is  the  cultivation  of  rice  in  the  place  pro- 

hibited injurious  to  the  health  of  any  portion  of  the  citizens  or  inhab- 
itants of  Savannah  ?  And  if  such  issue  shall  be  determined  in  the 

negative,  then  the  prohibition  shall  be  null  and  void,  and  not  other- 
wise. 

§4845.  (4747.)  (4754.)  Jurisdiction  as  to  stores,  shops,  and  bar-rooms.  The 
jurisdictional  limits  of  said  city  shall  extend  two  miles  beyond  the 
above  defined  corporate  limits,  so  as  to  give  to  said  mayor  and  aldermen 
the  control  and  regulation  of  all  shops,  stores,  and  bar-rooms,  and  the 
sole  regulation  and  power  of  governing  and  directing  taverns,  and 
granting  licenses  for  retailing  liquors  within  such  limits,  and  of  pre- 

serving peace  and  good  order  therein  on  the  Sabbath,  under  such  rules 
and  regulations  as  from  time  to  time  may  be  advisable. 

ARTICLE  III. 

POWERS    AND    RIGHTS   OF    THE    CORPORATION. 

Section. 

4846.  By-laws. 
4847.  Taxation. 
4848.  Debts  due  the  city,  dignity  of. 
4849.  Streets,  wharves,  lanes,  etc. 
4850.  Street  railways. 
4851.  Privilege  may  be  farmed. 
4852.  Transportation  of  freight. 
4853.  Rates  of  fare  and  freight. 
4854.  System  of  drainage. 
4854.  (a.)  Power  to  remove  small-pox  cases. 
4854.  (b.)  Vaccination,  compulsory. 
4854.  (c.)  Reports  of  non-vaccination. 
4854.  (d.t  Vaccination  free  to  paupers. 
4855.  Public  market. 
4856.  May  borrow  money. 
4857.  May  hold  real  and  personal  estate. 

Section. 

4858.  Police  officers,  appointment  and  pay. 
4859.  Shops,  taverns,  bar-rooms,  etc. 
4860.  Pains  and  penalties. 
4861.  Fines,  how  collected. 
4862  Mayor  and  aldermen,  powers. 
4863  Pavements  and  sidewalks 
4864.  Exemptions  of  persons  and  property. 
4865.  Persons  convicted,  how  punished. 
4866.  Exemptions  from  militia  duty. 
4867.  Jail  of  Chatham  county. 
4868.  Rules  and  regulations  of  the  jail. 
4869.  Erection  of  jail. 
4870.  Jail  lees 
4871.  Ordinances  continued. 
4872.  How  evidenced. 

§4846.  (4748.)  (4755.)  May  establish  by-laws.  The  mayor  and  alder- 
men of  said  city  shall  have  power  and  authority,  from  time  to  time,  to 

make,  ordain  and  establish  such  by-laws,  ordinances,  rules  and  regula- 
tions as  shall  appear  to  them  requisite  and  necessary  for  the  security, 

welfare  and  convenience  of  the  said  city  and  its  inhabitants,  and  for 
preserving  health,  peace  and  good  government  within  the  limits  of  the 
same. 

§4847.  (4749.)  (4756.)  Taxation.  They  are  also  hereby  vested  with 
full  power  and  authority  to  make  such  assessments  and  lay  such  taxes 
on  the  inhabitants  of  said  city,  and  those  who  hold  taxable  property 
within  the  same,  and  those  who  transact  or  offer  to  transact  business 
therein,  as  said  corporate  authorities  may  deem  expedient  for  the  safety, 
benefit,  convenience  and  advantage  of  said  city,  and  may  enforce  the 
payment  of  such  assessments  and  taxes  in  such  manner  as  said  mayor 
and  aldermen  may  prescribe.  Besides  real  and  personal  property,  the 
said  mayor  and  aldermen  may  tax  capital  invested  in  said  city,  stocks 
in  money  corporations,  choses  in  action,  income  and  commissions  de- 

rived from  the  pursuit  of  any  profession,  faculty,  trade  or  calling,  divi- 
dends, bank,  insurance,  express  and  other  agencies,  and  all  other  prop- 
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erty  or  sources  of  profit  not  expressly  prohibited  or  exempt  by  State 
law  or  competent  authority  of  the  United  States. 

See53Ga.,  415. 

§4848.  (4750.)  (4757.)  Rank  of  tax  and  debts  due  the  city.  Taxes  and 
assessments  due  to  said  city  shall  rank  as  debts  due  to  the  public, 
whether  in  the  administration  of  the  assets  of  a  decedent  or  otherwise, 
and  tax  executions  in  favor  of  the  city  shall  have  the  same  lien  on 
property  throughout  the  State  as  judgments  have  by  law. 

§4849.  (4751.)  (4758.)  Power  over  streets,  lanes,  wharves,  etc.  They  shall 

also  have  power  and  authority  to  widen,  extend  or  straighten  any  ̂ Jr^^~j?l 
street,  lane,  way  or  square  in  said  city,  and  to  open,  lay  out  and  estab-  /^7'/' 
lish  any  new  street,  lane,  way  or  square  within  the  limits  of  said  city; 
to  remove  all  nuisances  and  all  encroachments  by  wharves,  erections 
or  obstructions  of  any  kind  along  the  line  of  the  river,  or  along  or  upon 
any  street,  lane,  way  or  place  ;  but  whenever  said  mayor  and  aldermen 
shall  exercise  the  power  to  widen,  extend  or  straighten  a  street,  lane, 
way  or  square,  or  to  open,  lay  out  and  establish  any  new  street,  lane, 
way  or  square,  to  the  injury  of  private  right,  they  shall  appoint  five 
freeholders,  who  shall  assess  the  damages  sustained,  or  the  benefits  or 
advantages  derived  by  the  owner  or  owners  of  the  lot  or  lots  fronting 
on  said  streets,  lanes,  ways  or  squares  so  widened,  extended,  straight- 

ened, opened,  laid  out  or  established,  with  power  and  authority  to  said 
mayor  and  aldermen  to  enforce  the  award  or  decision  ;  but  the  owner  or 
owners  of  land  affected  by  such  decision  shall  have  the  right  to  appeal 
therefrom  to  a  special  jury  in  the  Superior  Court  of  Chatham  county, 
whose  verdict  in  the  premises  shall  be  conclusive. 

See  49  Ga.,  321. 

Appropriation  of  street  to  railroad  :  33  Ga.,  601  ;  to  market-house  :  49  Ga.,  476. 
Fence  on  alleged  encroachment :  55Ga.,  150.  State'sright  of  eminent  domain  :  45Ga., 
602;  50/451. 

§4850.' (4752.)  Street  raihvays,  how  constructed  and  used.  [The  said  (a >  Acts  of 
mayor  and  aldermen,  in  counsel  assembled,  and,  as  a  corporation,  are  Ijj^'j^' authorized  and  empowered  to  lay  down,  build  and  construct,  in  any  of 
the  streets  of  said  city  of  Savannah,  except  as  hereafter  excepted,  and 
to  run,  operate  and  work  the  same,  carriage  railways  for  the  conven- 

ience of  persons  traveling  in  and  visiting  said  city;  the  cars  and  car- 
riages on  such  railways  to  be  moved  and  propelled  by  animal  power, 

and  not  by  steam,  together  with  the  necessary  turn-outs  and  switches : 
Provided,  always,  that  in  any  case  where  the  grading  for  any  such  rail- 

way shall  render  a  bridge  or  bridges  necessary  for  the  convenience  of 
crossing  a  street  by  other  vehicles,  or  by  persons  on  foot,  or  on  horse- 

back, such  bridges  shall  be  built  and  kept  in  proper  repair ;  also,  that 
no  such  railway  shall,  when  it  can  possibly  be  avoided,  interfere  with 
the  usual  or  natural  grade  of  any  street;  and  further,  that  the  rate  of 
speed  on  any  such  railway  shall  not  be  greater  than  that  allowed  by 
present  or  future  ordinances  of  said  city  for  other  vehicles;  and,  pro- 

vided further,  that  such  railways  shall,  in  all  respects,  be  so  constructed, 
laid,  built  and  used  as  that  other  vehicles  and  horsemen  and  footmen 
may  pass  freely  in  and  across  the  street  or  streets,  used  by  said  railway, 
except  at  the  instant  of  the  passing  of  a  car,  carriage  or  train  ;  and 
further,  that  no  such  railway  shall  ever  be  built  or  laid  in  or  on  any 
street  which  runs  through  a  square  or  park  in  said  city,  or  in  or  on  any 
street  less  than  forty-five  feet  in  width.]  (a.) 

§4851.  (4753.)  City  may  use  or  farm  raihcay  privileges.     [The  said  cor-  fa)  Acts  of 
poration  of  Savannah  may  either  build,  construct  and  use  such  railways  ls36i£p' 
on  its  own  account,  or  let  or  farm  the  privilege  to  individuals  or  com- 

panies, under  the  conditions  and  restrictions  herein  contained,  and  at. 
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(a)  Acts  of 
1866,  pp. 
133,  134. 

such  rates  of  fare  and  other  charges  as  the  city  council  of  said  city  may, 
by  ordinance,  determine  :  Provided,  however,  that  the  said  corporation,  in 
letting  or  farming  the  privileges  as  aforesaid,  shall  not  sell  the  privi- 

lege for  any  money  consideration  other  than  an  agreed  proportion  of 
the  net  annual  earnings  of  such  railway  or  railways ;  and  that  the  rates 
of  fare  and  other  charges  must  beforehand  be  fixed  by  ordinance  and 
published  for  general  information ;  and  council  may,  also,  by  contract, 
fix  the  time  at  which  the  city  proportion  of  earnings  shall  be  made  pay- 

able, and,  either  by  ordinance  or  contract,  requiring  indemnity  for  the 
payment  of  its  said  proportion.]  (a.) 

\,*±  §4852.  (4754.)   Question  of  carrying  freight,  how  determined.    [It  shall  be 
(a)  Acts  of  the  right  of  said  city  council  to  determine  what  transportation,  in  addi- 

i336i34P'  ̂ 0Q  ̂ °  Passengers  and  baggage,  may  be  made  on  such  railways :  Pro- 
vided, that  permission  to  carry  freight  on  such  railways  by  any  company 

or  contracting  party,  or  by  the  city  corporation,  shall  not  be  granted 
until  the  question  of  carrying  freight  shall  have  been  submitted  to  the 
ballot  of  the  legal  voters  of  said  city  and  the  county  of  Chatham,  and 
by  a  majority  of  such  voters  been  approved.]  (a.) 

§4853.  (4755.)  Rates  of  fare  and  freight,  how  fixed.  [After  the  rates  ol 
fare  shall  have  been  fixed  by  said  city  council,  for  and  upon  such  rail- 

way or  railways,  such  rates  shall  never  be  increased  except  by  authority 
from  said  city  council ;  and  in  case  the  privilege  of  carrying  freight  be  al- 

lowed by  ballot  of  the  people  as  aforesaid,  the  cit}?-  council  shall  always 
have  the  right  to  fix,  limit,  and  change  the  rates  of  such  freight ;  and 
said  city  council  shall  never  depute,  delegate  or  assign  the  right  to 
construct,  operate,  and  use  such  railways  for  a  longer  period  than  ten 
years,  after  which  the  city  council  may,  from  time  to  time,  renew  the 
lease,  grant  or  permission  to  the  same  party  or  parties,  and  the  city 
council  may  always,  in  advance  fix  the  terms  (other  than  those  herein- 

before described),  on  which  such  railways  may  be  built  and  used  and 
managed.]  (a.) 

■  §4854.  (4756.)  (4759.)  System  of  drainage.  The  said  mayor  and  al- 
Jdermen  shall  also  have  power  to  establish  a  complete  system  of  drain- 

age in  and  around  the  said  city,  for  the  health  and  comfort  of  its  inhab- 
itants; but  in  cases  where  private  property  may  be  taken,  or  private 

right  be  injured  for  such  purpose,  the  same  proceedings  for  assessing 
and  paying  the  damage  shall  be  had  as  are  pointed  out  in  section  4849. 
And  the  said  mayor  and  aldermen  shall  also  have  entire  and  absolute 
control  and  jurisdiction  of  all  soil  pipes,  private  drains  and  sewers, 
water  closets,  privy  vaults,  and  dry  wells  in  said  city,  with  full  power 
to  prescribe  their  location,  structure,  uses,  and  preservation,  and  to 
make  such  regulations  concerning  them  in  all  particulars,  as  may  seem 
best  for  the  preservation  of  the  health  of  the  inhabitants  of  said  city, 
and  with  power  also  to  require  changes  in,  or  the  total  discontinuance 
of,  any  such  contrivances  and  structures  already  in  existence,  or  that 
may  hereafter  be  allowed. 

Acts  of  1877 
p.  183. 

Power  of,  to  allow  street  railroad  :  50  Ga.,  451. 

§4854.  (a.)  Removal  of  small-pox  patients.  The  mayor  of  the  city  of 
Savannah  shall  have  the  power  to  compel  the  removal  to  the  small- 

pox hospital  of  any  person  or  persons  who  have  small-pox  in  said  city, 
and  who  do  not  provide  their  premises  with  sufficient  guards  to  com- 

pletely quarantine  them,  and  that  the  board  of  commissioners  of  Chat- 
ham county  have  the  same  power  with  reference  to  persons  who  are  in 

said  county,  outside  of  the  corporate  limits  of  said  city. 
§4854.  (b.)  Vaccination  compulsory.  Vaccination  shall  be  compulsory 

upon  all  persons  living  in  Chatham  county,  and  that  any  person  or 
persons,  who  have  not  been  vaccinated,  and  who,  after  the  19th  of 
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February,  1877,  fail  to  be  vaccinated,  shall,  upon  conviction,  for  the  Actsofisv:, 

first  offense  be  punished  by  a  fine  of  not  more  than  one  hundred  dollars, p' 183' 
or  imprisonment  in  the  count}'  jail  for  not  longer  than  one  month,  and 
for  each  subsequent  offense  shall  be  punished  as  prescribed  in  section 
4705  of  this  Code. 

§4854.  (c.)  Duty  of  physicians,  and  penalty  for  failure.  It  shall  be  the  Actsofisr", 
duty  of  every  physician,  or  other  person  who  knows,  or  has  reason  top-  183- 
believe,  that  any  one  has  not  been  vaccinated,  to  report  the  fact  to  the 
mayor  of  Savannah,  if  said  person  not  vaccinated  lives  within  the  city 
of  Savannah,  and  to  the  board  of  commissioners  of  Chatham  county  if 
he  lives  outside  of  said  city  limits,  and  for  failing  to  do  this,  such 
physicians  or  other  persons  shall,  upon  conviction,  be  punished  as  pre- 

scribed in  the  preceding  section. 
§4854.  (d.)    Vaccination  of  paupers  free.     It  is  hereby  made  the  duty  Acts  of  1877, 

of  the  health  officers  of  the  city  of  Savannah  to  vaccinate,  free  of  charge, p-  L83, 
any  person  or  persons,  who,  in  the  judgment  of  the  mayor,  or  board  of 
county  commissioners,  are  unable  from  poverty  to  pay  the  expenses  of 
their  vaccination. 

§4855.  (4757.)  (4760.)  Public  market.  They  shall  also  have  the  com- 
plete control  and  management  of  the  present  public  market,  and  any 

other  •  that  may  be  established  in  said  city,  and  the  regulation  of  the 
same,  and  of  sales  and  purchases  therein. 

Mayor,  etc.,  vs.  Spears,  Feb.  term,  1881,  Pamph.,  p.  18. 

§4856.  (4758.)  (4761.)  May  borrow  money.  The  said  mayor  and  alder- 
men shall  have  power  to  borrow  money  and  contract  loans  for  the  pub- 

lic good  and  to  subscribe  for  works  of  internal  improvement,  which,  in 
their  judgment,  may  be  to  the  interest  of  said  city,  and  to  issue  bonds 
and  pledge  the  property,  faith  and  credit  of  the  city  for  the  payment 
of  such  subscriptions :  Provided,  no  subscription  or  outlay  of  money 
shall  be  made  for  any  such  work  out  of  the  city,  except  upon  the  recom- 

mendation of  a  public  meeting  of  the  citizens  of  Savannah,  called  for 
the  purpose  ;  and  all  bonds  heretofore  issued  by  said  aldermen,  and  still 
outstanding,  are  hereby  declared  legal  and  valid:  [provided,  also,  that 
said  corporation  shall  not  issue  any  bond  or  bonds  of  said  corporation  ■  .. 
until  such  mayor  and  aldermen,  in  council  assembled,  shall  first  have 
determined  the  amount  and  the  occasion  or  occasions  for  which  such 
bonds  shall  be  issued,  and  until  the  freeholders  of  said  city  shall  have 

had  an  opportunity,  by  proclamation  of  the  mayor  of  said  city,  pub- 
lished in  one  or  more  of  the  public  gazettes  of  said  city  for  at  least  ten 

days,  and  giving  notice  of  the  time,  place  and  objects  of  such  meeting, 
to  express  an  opinion,  favorable  or  unfavorable,  to  such  issuing  of  bond 
or  bonds.  If  such  opinion  shall  be  favorable  to  such  issuing,  then 
the  amount,  denomination  and  time  for  the  maturing  of  such  bonds 
shall  be  expressed  in  such  opinion ;  but  no  such  bond  or  bonds  shall 
be  issued  until  or  unless  such  action  of  freeholders  shall  have  been  sanc- 

tioned by  a  ballot  of  the  citizens  of  Savannah  liable  to  taxation,  other  Actsofi873, 

than  the  poll  tax,  and  who  have  actually  paid  taxes  to  the  city  for  andp-156* 
during  the  year  immediately  preceding  the  time  of  such  balloting,  such 
balloting  to  be  had  at  the  Court  House  in  Savannah,  in  not  less 
than  thirty,  and  within  sixty  days  after  such  favorable  opinion  of  such 
freeholders  shall  have  been  expressed,  the  result  to  be  determined 
by  a  majority  of  the  ballots  so  cast.  Notice  of  such  balloting 
shall  be  published  in  a  public  gazette  of  said  city  for  at  least 
ten  days  before  the  time  fixed  by  said  city  council  for  such  bal- 

loting, and  such  notice  shall  be  signed  by  the  mayor  of  said  city,  and 
countersigned  by  the  clerk  of  council.  Such  balloting  shall  be  under 
the  supervision  of  three  Justices  of  the  Peace,  and  three  freeholders  of 
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(a)  Acts  of  Chatham  county,  or  a  majority  of  them.     The  returns  of  such  balloting 
1862,  p.  260.  shall  De  made  to  the  city  council,  and,  if  favorable,  the  bond  or  bonds 
Acts  of  1873,  shall  be  issued  at  a  period  of  time  not  earlier  than  six  weeks  nor  later 
p" 156*         than  three  months  after  the  result  shall  have  been  declared  by  council. 

The  form  of  the  ballots,  affirmative  or  negative,  shall  be  prescribed  by 
said  city  council,  and  be  incorporated  in  the  notice  aforesaid.     At  such 
balloting  no  person  shall  be  allowed  to  vote,  unless  he  shall,  if  chal- 

lenged, take  an  oath  that  he  is  a  tax-payer  under  the  ordinance  or  ordi- 
nances of  said  city,  and  that  he  has  actually  paid  taxes  to  the  city, 

other  than  poll-tax,  during  the  year  next  immediately  preceding  the 
time  of  balloting. 

§4857.  (4759.)  (4762.)  May  hold  real  and  personal  property.  The  said 
city,  in  its  corporate  capacity,  may  hold  real  and  personal  property, 
and  may  sell  and  dispose  of  all  or  any  part  of  the  domain,  property, 
land,  lots,  or  any  personal  property  to  it  belonging,  from  time  to  time, 
on  such  terms  as  to  said  corporation  shall  seem  expedient ;  but  no  street, 
lane,  or  thoroughfare,  after  having  been  dedicated  to  public  uses  (in- 

cluding all  present  dedications),  shall  be  alienated  by  said  corporation, 
except  by  authority  of  the  General  Assembly.  All  rights  of  property 
existing  in  said  corporation  at  the  adoption  of  this  Code  are  hereby  ex- 

pressly reserved  to  it. 
§4858.  (4760.)  (4763.)  Police  officers,  appointment  and  pay.  The  said 

mayor  and  aldermen  shall  have  power  to  appoint  all  such  officers  un- 
der them  as  they  may  deem  proper  for  the  police  and  government  of 

said  city,  and  to  make  all  such  rules  and  regulations  for  the  govern- 
ment and  compensation  of  such  officers  as  said  mayor  and  aldermen 

may  deem  proper.  Besides  commissioners  of  pilotage,  they  may  also 
appoint  the  harbor  master,  vendue  master,  port  wardens,  health  officers, 
inspectors  of  every  sort,  guagers  and  measurers,  and  fix  their  duties 
and  compensation  ;  but  all  appointments  to  office  under  said  mayor 
and  aldermen,  existing  at  the  adoption  of  this  Code,  shall  continue  un- 

til incumbents  of  said  offices  respectively  shall  be  superseded  by  expi- 
ration of  the  term  of  the  same  respectively,  or  by  resignation,  or  by  au- 

thority of  law,  or  by  ordinance  of  said  city,  for  incapacity  or  improper 
conduct,  when  said  mayor  and  aldermen  are  not,  by  this  Code  or  by 
other  statutory  enactments,  or  by  the  Constitution  of  this  State,  pre- 

vented from  declaring  a  vacancy. 

§4859.  (4761.)  (4764.)  Shops,  taverns,  stores  and  bar-rooms.  The  said 
mayor  and  aldermen  shall  have  the  control  and  regulation  of  all  shops, 
taverns,  stores  and  bar-rooms,  within  the  corporate  and  jurisdictional 
limits  of  said  city,  and  the  regulation  of  tavern  license,  and  licenses  to 
retail  liquors  within  the  same  ;  and  also  the  power  to  regulate  the  con- 

duct of  peddlers  and  itinerant  traders  within  the  same  limits,  by  tax- 
ation or  otherwise.  They  shall  also  have  the  power  to  pass  all  ordi- 

nances, rules  or  regulations,  proper  or  necessary  for  the  government  of 

persons  of  color  within  the  city  and  its  jurisdictional  limits.  • 
§4860.  (4762.)  (4765.)  Pains  and  penalties.  They  shall  have  power 

and  authority  to  impose  and  inflict  such  pains,  penalties  and  forfeit- 
ures for  violations  of  the  by-laws  or  ordinances  of  the  city  as  shall,  in 

their  judgment,  be  conducive  to  the  good  order  and  government  of  said 
city :  Provided,  that  no  fine  or  forfeiture,  for  one  individual  offense, 
shall  exceed  one  hundred  dollars,  and.  no  imprisonment  shall  be  for 
more  than  thirty  days;  although  the  said  mayor  and  aldermen  may 
impose  and  inflict  several  and  distinct  fines  and  imprisonments,  at  the 
same  meeting  of  council,  for  several  and  distinct  offenses. 

§4861.  (4763.)  (4766.)  Fine?  and  penalties,  how  collected.  Fines,  penal- 
ties, and  forfeitures,  shall  be  levied  by  warrant  or  execution  of  distress, 

and  sale  of  the  offender's  goods  and  chattels,  if  any  to  be  found ;  other- 
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wise,  of  lands  and  tenements;  and  in  case  of  no  such  property,  then 
the  defendant  may  be  imprisoned  in  the  common  jail,  or  made  to  do 
public  work,  as  hereinafter  provided. 

§4862.  (4764.)  (4767.)  Mayor  and  aldermen  vested  with  the  powers  of  Jus- 
tice of  the  Peace.  The  mayor,  or  any  one  alderman,  shall  be  vested  with 

the  power  of  a  Justice  of  the  Peace,  so  as  to  enable  him,  within  the 
corporate  and  jurisdictional  limits  of  the  city,  to  suppress  riots  or 
breaches  of  the  peace,  arrest,  confine,  or  bind  over,  offenders  against 
the  laws  of  the  State,  to  answer  for  such  offenses  before  the  proper  tri- 
bunal. 

§4863.  (4765.)  (4768.)  Pavements  and  sidewalks.  Said  mayor  and  al- 
dermen shall  have  power  to  order  such  pavements  and  sidewalks,  and 

repairs  of  the  same,  as  they  may  deem  proper;  and  upon  the  failure  of 
any  person  to  comply  with  such  order  within  the  time  prescribed,  the 
said  mayor  and  aldermen  may  have  the  same  done,  and  levy  and  collect 
the  expenses  thereof  by  execution  against  the  lands  and  goods  and 
chattels  of  the  owner  of  the  lot,  whether  holding  the  same  under  lease- 

hold title  from  the  city  or  by  title  otherwise  derived. 
§4864.  (4766.)  (4769.)  Mayor,  etc.,  exempt  from  jury  duty.  The  mayor 

and  aldermen,  during  their  continuance  in  office,  shall  be  exempt  from 
jury  duty ;  and  the  Springfield  plantation,  and  all  other  property  of 
the  city  now  exempt  from  taxation  by  the  State,  shall  continue  to  be 
so  exempt. 

§4865.  (4767.)  (4770.)  Persons  convicted  of  offenses,  how  punished.  They 
shall  have  power  to  establish  work-houses  and  treadmills,  and  to  cause 
labor  and  confinement  therein,  also  on  the  public  streets,  squares,  or 
lanes,  by  persons,  whether  white  or  colored,  convicted  of  offenses 
against  the  ordinances  of  the  city  or  laws  of  the  State  in  relation  to 
said  city. 

§4866.  (4768.)  (4771.)  Persons  exemjrt  from  militia  duty.  The  officers 
.and  privates  of  the  police,  or  city  watch  of  Savannah,  shall  be  exempt 
from  the  performance  of  militia  duty  under  the  peace  establishment  of 
this  State ;  and  they,  and  the  engineer  and  assistant  engineer  of  the 
Savannah  water-works,  shall  be  exempt  from  jury  dutv. 

§4867.  (4769.)  (4772.)  The  jail  of  Chatham  county.  The  jail  of  Chat- 
ham county  shall  continue,  as  heretofore,  under  the  direction,  control, 

and  management  of  the  mayor  and  aldermen  of  Savannah,  with  all  the 
rights  and  duties  of  commissioners  of  the  same,  and  with  power  to 
them  to  appoint  a  jailer,  and  other  necessary  officers,  for  a  term  not  ex- 

ceeding three  years ;  which  said  jailer  and  other  officers  shall  respec- 
tively give  such  bond,  and  be  allowed  such  compensation,  as  the  mayor 

and  aldermen  shall,  by  ordinance,  prescribe ;  and  which  said  jailer  and 
other  officers  shall  be  removable  from  office  by  said  mayor  and  alder- 

men, for  any  misconduct  which  shall,  in  their  opininion,  furnish  suffi- 
■cient  cause. 

§4868.  (4770.)  (4773.)  Rules  and  regulations  respecting  the  jail.  And 
said  mayor  and  aldermen  shall  have  power  to  pass  all  ordinances,  reso- 

lutions, rules,  and  regulations,  for  the  regulation  of  the  jail  and  the 
government  of  the  jailer  and  other  officers,  and  all  persons  confined 
within  said  jail,  as  said  mayor  and  aldermen  shall,  from  time  to  time, 
■deem  proper,  and  as  shall  not  be  repugnant  to  law;  and  the  jailer  shall 
be  answerable  for  all  escapes  from  such  jail,  to  the  same  extent  and  in 
the  same  manner  as  the  Sheriff  or  other  keeper  of  a  jail  may,  by  the 
general  law,  be. 

§4869.  (4771.)  (4774.)  Laws  for  the  erection  of  new  jail,     All  laws   of 
force,  for  the  erection  of  any  new  jail  by  the  Ordinary  of  Chatham 
county,  are  hereby  continued  in  force ;  but  such  newr  jail,  when  erected, 

.  shall  become  the  jail  of  said  county,  under  the  direction,  control  and 
80 
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management  of  said  mayor  and  aldermen,  as  in  the  preceding  section^ 
mentioned ;  but  the  said  jail  shall  be  subject  at  all  times  to  the  visits 
and  inspection  of  said  Ordinary,  and  of  the  grand  inquests  of  said! 
county  and  city,  who  may  report  to  the  city  council  of  said  city  any 
misconduct  of  the  officers  thereof,  or  evils  existing  therein,  and  recom- 

mend to  said  city  council  any  mode  of  redress  or  remedy  therefor. 
§4870.  (4772.)  (4775.)  Jail  fees.  •  Persons  committed  to  said  jail  ora 

other  than  civil  process,  or  process  from  the  corporate  authorities  of 
Savannah,  shall  be  a  charge  on  the  county  from  which  the  prisoner 
may  be  sent ;  and  said  city  authorities  may  demand  periodical  settle- 

ments from  such  county  for  the  fees  accruing  for  such  prisoner,  and  in 
case  the  Ordinary  of  any  such  county  shall  refuse  to  make  periodical 
settlements  or  payments,  it  shall  be  lawful  for  the  Superior  Court  of 
such  county,  by  mandamus  or  other  process,  on  the  application  of  the 
said  corporation  of  Savannah,  or  the  jailer,  to  compel  such  settlement 
and  payment. 

§4871.  (4773.)  (4776.)  Ordinances  continued  in  force.  All  ordinances 
of  said  city  existing  at  the  time  of  the  adoption  of  this  Code,  and  not 
repugnant  thereto,  shall  be  of  full  force  and  effect  until  the  same  be 
altered,  modified,  or  repealed  by  the  mayor  and  aldermen  of  said  city. 

§4872.  (4774.)  (4777.)  Ordinances  of  the  city,  hotv  evidenced.  All  ordi- 
nances, by-laws,  rules  and  regulations  of  said  city,  published  by  author- 

ity of  said  mayor  and  aldermen,  and  promulgated  as  such  by  said 
authority,  shall  be  evidence  in  all  the  Courts  of  this  State  to  the  same 
extent  that  laws  of  the  State,  as  published  by  authority,  shall  be  evi- 

dence of  such  laws;  and  when,  in  any  case,  an  exemplification  of  any 
such  ordinance,  by-law,  rule  or  regulation,  minute  of  council,  or  any 
paper  of  file  in  any  of  the  departments  of  the  government  of  said  city 
may  be  required,  the  same  may  be  authenticated  under  the  official 
signature  of  the  mayor,  or  acting  mayor,  and  the  seal  of  said  city. 

ARTICLE   IV. 

SPECIAL    POWERS   OF    THE   MAYOR   AND    CITY    COUNCIL.. 

Section. 
4877.  Wharves,  control  of. 
4878.  Wharves,  how  repaired. 
4879.  Excepted  matters. 

Section. 
4873.  Special  powers  of  mayor. 
4874.  Ordinances  and  police  regnlations. 
4875.  Nnisances,  how  abated. 
4876.  Paupers. 

§4873.  (4775.)  (4778.)  Special  powers  of  mayor.  The  mayor  of  the  city 
of  Savannah,  for  the  time  being,  and,  during  his  absence  or  inability 
to  discharge  his  official  duties,  the  chairman  of  council,  or  such  other 
officer  as  may  by  law,  or  ordinance,  or  vote,  or  rule  of  council,  of  the 
said  city,  be  at  such  times  his  substitute,  shall  have  full  power  and 
authority  to  issue  warrants  for  the  arrest  of  all  persons  charged,  upon 
affidavit  before  such  officer  or  other  lawful  magistrate,  with  having  com- 

mitted, within  the  limits  of  the  city  of  Savannah,  offenses  against  any 
penal  law  of  this  State,  and  to  take  the  examination  of  such  persons, 
and  the  same  to  discharge  or  commit  to  prison,  or  let  to  bail,  according 
to  law,  to  answer  such  charge  before  the  proper  Court  having  jurisdic- 

tion of  the  same,  in  the  same  manner  as  Justices  of  the  Peace  of  the 
several  counties  of  the  State  now  or  hereafter  may  have  bj^  law,  and  to 
issue  such  warrant  according  to  law,  to  be  executed  within  the  jurisdic- 

tional limits  of  Savannah,  all  which  warrants  may  be  executed  by  the 
marshal  or  deputy  marshal,  or  any  constable  of  said  city,  and  be  re- 

turned before  said  mayor  or  his  temporary  official  substitute,  as  afore- 
said.    And  the  said  mayor  or  substitute  as  aforesaid,  may,  by  warrant 
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issued  as  aforesaid,  cause  suspected  places  to  be  entered,  in  as  full  and 
ample  a  manner  as  any  other  magistrate  of  this  State  may,  with  a  view 
to  the  detection  and  prevention  or  punishment  of  offenses,  within  said 
jurisdictional  limits,  against  the  laws  of  this  State,  or  the  ordinances 
of  said  city. 

§4874.  (4776.)  (4779.)  Ordinances  and  police  regulations.  The  mayor 
and  aldermen  of  said  city  shall  have  full  power  and  authority  to  pass 
all  such  ordinances  and  establish  such  police  regulations,  not  repugnant 
to  the  Constitution  and  laws  of  this  State,  as  in  their  judgment  and 
discretion  may  be  deemed  best  calculated  to  suppress,  within  the  juris- 

dictional limits  of  said  city,  the  practice  of  illicit  trading  and  receiv- 
ing stolen  goods,  and  of  affixing  and  enforcing  such  penalties  for  the 

violation  of  such  ordinances  and  police  regulations  as  said  mayor  and 
aldermen  shall  deem  proper,  and  as  shall  not  be  inconsistent  with  such 
Constitution. 

Ordinance  as  to  ventilation  of  houses:  20  Ga.,  57.  Tax  ordinance :  14  Ga.,  438 ;  8/23 ; 
53/93,410,616;  55/33,309;  56/448;  60/93;  Mayor,  etc.,  vs.  Feely,  Sep.  term,  1880, 
Pamph.,  p.  46.     Penal  ordinance:  21  Ga.,  80. 

§4875.  (4777.)  (4780.)  Nuisances,  how  abated.     The  said  mayor  and  al- 
dermen shall  have  power,  by  ordinance,  resolution,  or  order  of  council,  .- 

to  cause  to  be  abated  within  the^jurisdictional  limitjjof  said  city,  any  (/+-^&- 
nuisance  which  may  tend  to  the  immediate  annoyance  of  the  citizens   <2**^£>v 
in  general,  may  be  manifestly  injurious  to  the  public  health  or  safety,    ■^£L*l^^/.//:2.-^ 
or  tend  greatly  to  corrupt  the  manners  and  morals  of  the  people,  or  any 
considerable  part  thereof,  whether  the  nuisance  be  such  at  common  law 
or  by  statute  of  this  State,  or  b}^  ordinance  of  said  city  passed  in  con- 

formity with  law,  and  to  enforce  the  order  for  abatement  and  removal 
of  such  nuisance  by  the  marshal  and  other  civil  force  of  said  city;  and 
to  compel  payment  of  the  costs  and  expenses  of  such  abatement,  or  Actsofis77, 

removal,  by  the  person,  or  persons,  responsible  for  the  existence  of  the  p" ls2, 
nuisance,  or  owning  or  controlling  the  property  adjudged  to  be  a  nui- 

sance, by  means  of  execution,  for  the  same  or  otherwise,  as  the  said 
mayor  and  aldermen  shall  ordain.    And  said  mayor  and  aldermen  shall 
have  full  power  and  authority  to  establish  such  system  of  quarantine 
and  make  such  sanitary  regulations  anywhere  on  the  Savannah  river, 
or  elsewhere  in  Chatham  county,  as  may  in  their  judgment  be  proper 
to  prevent  the  spread  of  contagious  or  infectious  disease  in  said  city. 

6Ga.,  1;  9/281. 

§4876.  (4778.)  (4781.)  Paupers.  Said  mayor  and  aldermen  shall  have 
full  power  and  authority  to  pass  all  ordinances  and  make  all  such  rules 
and  regulations  as  may,  in  their  judgment,  be  proper  to  prevent  the 
influx  or  immigration  of  paupers  into  said  city ;  and  nothing  in  the 
general  laws  of  the  State  shall  ever  be  considered  in  derogation  of  the 
powers  herpby  conferred  upon  said  city  authorities  on  said  subject ; 
and  any  and  every  ordinance  of  said  city  now  existing  in  relation  to 
the  influx  of  paupers  therein  shall  be  considered  as  hereby  confirmed. 

Act  of  1841:  4Ga.,  26. 

§4877.  Wharves,  control  of.  [Said  mayor  and  aldermen  shall  have  the  (&\  Acts  of 

control  and  management  of  the  wharves  in  the  city  of  Savannah,  in-1  '"'  p,'°- eluding  the  power  to  regulate  the  rates  of  wharfage  and  dockage,  and 

the  mode  and  manner  of  building  and  repairing  such  wTharves,  and  all 
matters  pertaining  thereto  within  the  present  and  future  limits  of 
said  city,  to  as  full  and  ample  an  extent  as  appertained  and  belonged  to 
the  General  Assembly  of  this  State  immediately  before  the  23d  of  Au- 

gust, 1872.]  (a.) 
§4878.  Wharves,  how  repaired.  [Whenever  in  the  judgment  of  the  city 

council  any  wharf,  or  part  of  a  wharf,  in  said  city  shall  require  rebuild- 
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(b)  Acts  of  ing  or  repairing,  reasonable  notice  thereof,  not  less  than  thirt}7  days, 
1872,  p.  2o7.  ghaji  De  given  to  the  owner  of  such  wharf  or  part  of  a  wharf,  or  his 

agent  or  representative  ;  and  the  service  of  such  notice  shall  constitute 
a  lien  on  such  wharf  or  part  of  a  wharf  to  the  extent  in  value  of  the 
repairing  or  rebuilding  the  same,  which  the  said  city  council  may  incur 
or  expend  in  such  rebuilding,  or  repairing,  and  all  reasonable  expenses 
in  the  enforcement  of  such  lien,  all  of  which  value  and  expenses  may 
be  recovered  by  said  city  council  in  anyCour(t  having  jurisdiction,  and 
the  judgment  may  be  enforced  against  such  wharf  or  part  of  a  wharf 
by  sale  thereof,  and  no  lease  or  alienation  of  the  premises  after  such 
notice  shall  be  good  or  valid  to  prevent  the  sale :  Provided,  ahvays,  that 
in  case  of  a  lease  good  and  valid  at  the  time  of  such  notice,  and  extend- 

ing beyond  the  term  of  such  sale,  the  officer  making  the  sale  shall  sell 
only  the  revisionary  right  or  interest  of  the  owner  in  the  premises: 
And  provided,  further,  that  no  proceeding  to  enforce  the  lien  aforesaid 
shall  be  commenced  if  the  owner  of  such  wharf  or  part  of  a  wharf  shall 
within  thirty  days  after  service  of  said  notice  beginto  rebuild  or  repair, 
as  the  case  may  be,  and  continue  in  good  faith  and  with  reasonable  dili- 

gence such  work  of  rebuilding  or  repairing  deemed  necessary  and  proper 
by  said  city  council.]  ( b.) 

§4879.  Excepted  matters.  [Nothing  in  the  two  preceding  sections  shall 
<c)  Acts  of  be  construed  to  take  away  from  the  commissioners  of  pilotage  for  the 
1872,  p.  258.  |^ar  0f  Tybee,  and  river  Savannah,  and  the  several  bars  and  inlets  north 

of  Sapelo  bar,  the  right  to  sue  and  recover  in  any  case  provided  for  in 
the  first  section  of  an  Act  entitled,  an  Act  to  amend  the  laws  of  this 
State  regulating  pilotage,  and  denning  the  powers  of  the  commissioners 
of  pilotage,  and  further  to  protect  the  navigation  of  Savannah  river  so 
far  as  the  bar  of  Tybee  and  port  of  Savannah  are  concerned  ;  to  author- 

ize the  Judge  of  the  Superior  Court  of  Chatham  county  to  hold  special 
Courts  in  certain  cases,  and  for  other  purposes,  approved  December  30th, 
1847  :  Provided,  that  such  commissioners  of  pilotage  have  already  caused 
to  be  done  or  begun,  any  work  or  building  of  repair  in  such  case  as  pro- 

vided in  said  section  of  said  recited  Act.]  (c.) 

ARTICLE  V. 

POLICE    COURT   OF    SAVANNAH. 

Section 
4880.  Sessions  and  jurisdiction. 
4881.  Officers  may  collect  cost. 

Section. 
4882.  Recorder. 

§4880.  (4779.)  (4782.)  Police  Court  a  Court  of  record.  The  Police  Court 
of  said  city  is  hereby  continued  a  Court  of  record,  and  the  mayor,  or 
acting  mayor,  is  hereby  authorized  to  preside  in  said  Court,  and  to  hold 
sessions  thereof  as  often  as  to  him  may  appear  to  be  necessary.  Said  Court 
shall  have  cognizance  of  all  offenses  against  the  ordinances  of  said  city, 
and  the  laws  of  this  State  touching  said  city,  with  power  to  inflict 
the  proper  punishment  by  fine  and  imprisonment,  or  other  penalty 
prescribed  by  such  laws  and  ordinances  from  time  to  time,  and  to  en- 

force the  same  by  mittimus,  directed  to  the  marshal  of  said  city  or  any 
lawful  constable  thereof,  and  to  the  jailer  of  Chatham  county  when  nec- 

essary; and  said  Court  shall  have  power  to  commit  to  jail  any  and  all 
person  and  persons  who  may  disturb  said  Court  during  its  sittings,  or 
who  may  in  any  manner  be  in  contempt  of  its  lawful  authority;  but 
an  appeal  may  be  entered  or  taken  from  any  judgment  or  decision  of 
said  Court  (except  a  commitment  for  contempt, )  to  the  mayor  and  al- 

dermen of  said  city,  in  council  assembled,  all  costs  being  first  paid  and 
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bond  given  to  abide  the  decision  of  said  council;  [and  the  writ  of  (a)  Acts  oi 

certiorari  may  issue  to  the  mayor  of  said  city,  or  to  the  person  presiding  K'2^'  PP" 
in  said  Court  upon  the  same  terms,  and  under  the  same  rules,  as  regu- 

late the  issuing  of  said  writ  in  other  cases,  except  that  in  case  of  the 
imposition  of  a  fine,  no  certiorari  shall  be  allowed  until  the  fine  imposed 
by  the  mayor  or  other  person  presiding  in  said  Court,  and  all  costs  shall 
be  deposited  in  the  treasury  of  the  city,  to  abide  the  final  decision  of 
the  case ;]  (a.)  and  on  the  confirmation  by  council  of  the  decision  or 
judgment  of  said  Police  Court,  in  whole  or  in  part,  no  certiorari  shall 
be  allowed  until  the  fine  inflicted  or  confirmed  by  council,  and  all  costs, 
shall  be  paid  into  the  treasury  of  said  city :  [Provided,  that  nothing  in 
this  section  shall  be  construed  to  deprive  any  person  of  the  right  to 
appeal  to  the  said  city  council  under  the  terms  of  said  section,  nor  to 
deprive  him  of  the  right  to  a  certiorari,  after  the  said  city  council  has 
acted  upon  the  appeal,  but  that  the  remedies  shall  be  concurrent.]  (a.) 

§4881.  (4780.)  (4783.)  Officers  of  Police  Court  may  collect  costs..  The 
clerk  of  the  council,  the  marshal  of  said  city,  and  the  officers  and  mem- 

bers of  the  police  of  said  city,  who  are  hereby  declared  to  be  ex  officio 
constables  of  said  city,  shall  be  officers  of  said  Police  Court;  and  they 
are  hereby  authorized  to  demand  and  receive  for  services  rendered  or 
duties  performed  in  said  Court,  such  fees  and  costs  for  themselves,  to  be 
collected  out  of  the  defendants,  as  may  be  established  by  ordinance  of 
said  city. 

§4882.  Recorder  may  be  elected;  his  powers.  [The  mayor  and  aldermen  (a)  Acts  of 

of  the  city  of  Savannah,  in  council  assembled,  may  elect  an  officer  to  be  J*71682,  pp- 
called  "Recorder,"  for  such  time,  and  for  such  compensation  as  they 
may  ordain,  who  shall,  either  alone,  or  with  the  mayor  of  said  city,  be 
authorized  to  preside  in,  and  hold  the  sessions  of,  said  Court  provided 
for  by  existing  law :  Provided,  that  when  the  said  mayor  and  recorder 
shall  preside  together,  and  differ  in  opinion,  the  said  ma}Tor  shall  pro- 

nounce the  judgment  of  the  Court.]  (a.) 

ARTICLE  VI. 

ORGANIZATION    OF    CITY   GOVERNMENT. 

Section  4S83.  Organization  of  city  government. 

§4883.  (4781.)  (4784.)  Organization  of  the  city  government.  The  organ- 
ization of  the  city  government  of  Savannah,  as  existing  at  the  time  of 

the  adoption  of  this  Code,  shall  continue  until  superseded  or  modified 
in  conformity  with  the  provisions  of  saicl  Code. 

ARTICLE  VII. 

FIRE  DEPARTMENT  OF  SAVANNAH. 

Section. 
4884   Savannah  fire  company. 
4885.  May  purchase  and  bold  property. 

Section. 
4886.  Election  and  duty  of  officers. 
48t>7.  Other  companies  may  be  established. 

§4834.  (4782.)  (4785.)  Fire  omptny  andthrir  sweessorg.  The  corpo- 
ration known  as  the  k'  Savannah  Fire  Company,'1  and  their  successors, 

shall  continue  to  exist  under  said  corporate  name,  and  under  that  name 
to  sue  and  be  sued,  plead  and  be  impleaded,  answer  and  be  answered 
to,  in  any  and  all  the  Courts  of  this  State,  and  to  have,  exercise  and 
enjoy  all  the  powers  granted  to  them  not  repugnant  to  the  Constitution 
of  the  United  States  and  of  this  State. 
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§4885.  (4783.)  (4786.)  May  purchase  and  hold  property.  Said  corpo- 
ration shall  continue  invested  with  power  to  hold  all  funds  and  prop- 

erty now  belonging  to  it,  and  such  additions  to  said  funds  or  property 
as  may  hereafter  be  made,  and  to  purchase  and  hold  real  and  personal 
estate;  and  also  to  receive  all  donations,  legacies  and  bequests  which 
may  be  made  to  it,  to  be  held,  used  and  enjoyed  for  the  purposes  follow- 

ing, that  is  to  say,  that  the  rents,  interests  and  profits  of  all  such  prop- 
erty which  said  corporation  may  purchase  or  be  interested  in,  and  the 

interest  of  all  loans  which  it  has  made  or  shall  make,  shall  be  used  and 
applied  to  the  purpose  of  relieving  the  distresses  of  its  members,  and 
to  and  for  no  other  use  or  purpose  whatsoever. 

§4886.  (4784.)  (4787.)  May  elect  officers.  Said  corporation  shall  elect 
Acts  of  1877,  their  officers  in  the  manner  pointed  out  in  the  ordinances  of  the  city 
p"183,  council  of  Savannah,  but  the  mayor  and  aldermen  of  the  city  of  Sa- 

vannah shall  have  no  control  or  supervision  over  the  said  corporation, 

known  as  "  The  Savannah  Fire  Company,"  nor  shall  it  be  lawful  forthe 
said  mayor  and  aldermen  of  the  city  of  Savannah,  in  any  manner  what- 

soever, to  interfere  with  the  corporate  powers  and  franchises  of  said  Sa- 
vannah Fire  Company  :  Provided,  that  nothing  in  this  section  con- 

tained shall  be  construed  to  limit,  affect,  or  in  any  manner  interfere 
with,  the  exclusive  powers  of  the  said  mayor  and  alderman  to  control, 
manage,  and  establish  the  fire  department  of  said  city,  and  to  provide 
for  extinguishment  of  fire  within  the  corporate  limits  of  said  city. 

§4887.  (4785.)  (4788.)  Mayor  and  aldermen  may  establish  other  fire  com- 
panies. The  mayor  and  aldermen  shall  have  the  power  to  appoint  such 

officers  and  agents,  and  make  such  rules  and  regulations  for  such  ap- 
pointments, and  for  the  keeping  up  of  an  efficient  force  for  the  pre- 

venting and  extinguishing  fires  in  said  city,  as  the  said  mayor  and  alder- 
men shall  deem  expedient;  but  nothing  herein  contained  shall  be  con- 

strued to  repeal  the  charter  of  any  fire  company  now  existing  by  law. 

ARTICLE  VIII. 

COLLECTION   OF    RENTS,    RECOVERY   OF    POSSESSION,  ETC. 

Section. 
4888.  Distress  for  rent. 
4889.  Claim  to  property  distrained. 
4890.  Lieu  ol  distress  warrants. 

Section. 
4891.  Docket  of  warrants. 
4892.  Warrant,  how  obtained,  defenses. 
4893.  Contracts  for  rent  bear  interest. 

§4888.  (4786.)  (4789.)  Rent,  distress  for.  Rent  due  by  any  person  or 
(a1!  Acts  of  persons,  for  lands  or  tenements  lying  within  the  city  of  Savannah,  or 
1872,  p.  259.  the  precincts  thereof,  may  be  recovered  by  distress  warrant,  issuing  on 

the  affidavit  of  the  person  claiming  the  same,  his  agent  or  attorney  at 
law,  or  in  fact,  for  the  sum  claimed  to  be  due.  If  such  sum,  exclusive 
of  interest,  do  not  exceed  [one  hundred]  (a.)  dollars,  .such  affidavit 
must  be  made  before  a  Justice  of  the  Peace,  and  the  warrant  be  issued 
by  such  Justice,  and  be  directed  to  and  executed  by  any  lawful  con- 

stable of  the  count}'-  and  levied  on  any  property  of  the  defendant ;  and 
the  advertisement  and  sale  shall  be  as  in  other  cases  of  sale  under  ex- 

ecution. If  the  rent  shall  exceed  [one  hundred]  (a.)  dollars,  besides 
interest,  the  affidavit  must  be  made  before  the  Judge  of  the  Superior 
Court  or  Judge  of  the  City  Court  of  Savannah,  or  Ordinary  of  Chat- 

ham county,  who  shall  issue  a  warrant  [which  shall  be  attested  by  the 
clerk  or  his  lawful  deputy  of  the  Court  from  which  the  same  shall  be 
issued,  and  have  affixed  thereto  the  seal  of  said  Court]  (a.)  authoriz- 

ing the  Sheriff  of  the  City  Court  of  Savannah,  or  any  lawful  constable 
of  said  city,  to  distrain  on  any  property  belonging  to  the  defendant, 
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.and  to  advertise  and  sell  the  same  as  in  cases  of  execution  on  judg- 
ment.; but  in  every  case  of  levy  under  this  section  a  replevy  shall  be 

allowed,  when  the  defendant  or  his  agent  shall  make  oath  that  the  rent 
-claimed,  or  some  part  thereof,  is  not  due,  and  shall  give  security  for 
the  eventual  condemnation  money ;  and  in  that  case,  the  levying  officer  ■ 
shall  return  the  papers  to  the  Court  having  jurisdiction,  and  the  issue 
thus  tendered  shall  be  there  tried  and  determined  by  a  jury,  as  in  cases 
of  claim ;  and  in  case  of  verdict  for  the  plaintiff,  judgment  shall  be 
entered  up  and  execution  issued  against  principal  and  security,  as  in 
•cases  of  appeal. 

§4889.  (4787.)  (4790.)  Claim  to  distrained  property.  When  property  dis- 
trained shall  be  claimed  by  a  third  person,  the  claim  shall  be  on  oath 

♦of  such  person  or  his  agent,  and  shall  be  put  in,  returned,  and  deter- 
mined, as  in  other  cases  of  claim. 

§4890.  (4788.)  (4791.)  Lien  of  distress  warrant.    No  preference  shall  be 
given  to  persons  distraining  for  rent,  where  there  is  a  judgment  against 
the  person  or  property  so  distrained  ;  but  the  lien  of  such  distress  war- 

rant shall  be  the  same  as  the  lien  of  a  judgment  on  the  property  of  the 
•defendant.     And  where  any  person  leasing  or  renting  any  lot  or  lots, 
tenement  or  tenements,  within  the  city  of  Savannah,  shall  fail  to  pay 
the  rent  when  the  same  shall  become  due,  [or]  (a.)  shall  refuse  to  de-  (a)  Acts  of 

liver  possession  to  the  lessor,  at  the  expiration  of  his  lease  or  contract  18(55~6,p-35- for  rent,  the  Judge  of  the   Superior  Court,  or  Ordinary  of  Chatham 

county,  or  the  Judge  of  the  City  Court  of  Savannah,  or  any  Justice  of  Actsofisn, 
ithe  Peace  or  Notary  Public,  who  is  ex  officio  a  Justice  of  the  Peace,  may 
issue  a  writ  of  possession,  [attested  as  prescribed  in  case  of  distrain  (a)  Acts  of 

warrants],  (a.)  directed  to  the  Sheriff  of  the  City  Court  of  Savannah,  1872>  p-259- 
or  any  lawful  constable  of  said  city,  commanding  said  Sheriff  or  con- 

stable to  deliver  possession  of  the  premises  to  the  lessor ;  which  writ 
shall  be  by  such  officer  immediately  executed  and  returned. 

See  54  Ga.,  128. 

§4891.  Docket  of  writs  and  warrants ;  costs.  [The  clerk  of  said  Court  o>)  Acts  of 

shall  keep  a  book,  to  be  called  a  distrain  docket,  which  shall  be  kept  as1872,  p-  20°- 
an  execution  docket,  in  which  shall  be  entered  all  distrain  warrants 
issued  as  aforesaid,  as  now  required  by  law  for  executions,  and  also  the 

time  of  filing  the  defendant's  affidavit  and  bond,  if  any,  and  the  term 
of  the  Court  to  which  the  issue  shall  be  returnable,  and  the  same  costs 
shall  be  chargeable  upon  said  distrain  warrants  and  writs  of  possession 
as  now  provided  by  law  for  other  cases  in  said  Court :  Provided,  that  no 

cost  for  city  tax  and  attorney's  fees  shall  attach  unless  an  issue  shall 
foe  formed.]  (b.) 

§4892.  (4789.)  (4793.)  Applicant  must  make  oath.  The  application  to 
-a  Judge  or  the  Ordinary,  under  the  preceding  section,  must  be  on  the 
affidavit  of  the  party  applying,  or  his  attorney  or  agent;  but  when  the 
tenant  shall  declare,  on  oath,  in  writing,  that  his  lease,  whether  oral 
or  written,  is  not  expired,  or  that  he  does  not  hold  the  premises  either 
by  lease  or  rent  from  such  person  making  such  application,  or  by  any 
one  holding  under  him  by  rent  or  otherwise,  [or  where  the  landlord 
shall  seek  to  remove  the  tenant,  on  the  ground  that  the  rent  is  due  and 
remains  unpaid,  if  the  tenant  will  make  affidavit  that  the  rent  claimed 
is  not  due,]  (a)  he  shall  not  be  removed  from  the  possession  of  said 
premises,  but  the  Sheriff  or  constable  shall  return  the  proceedings  to 
the  next  [City  Court  of  Savannah,  unless  the  same  shall  be  held  within^  Acts  of 

ten  days ;  in  that  case,  they  shall  return  the  proceedings  to  the  next  1866>  p-  5~- 
term  thereafter,]  (b)  and  the  fact  shall  be  there  tried;  but  if  deter- 

mined against  the  tenant,  he  shall  pay  double  the  rent  reserved  or  to 
be  due,  and  the  party  entitled  to  possession  shall  immediately  be  put 
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a)_Actsof  in  possession  by  order  of  said  Court;  but  the  tenant  making  oath  in 

60-6,  p.  35.  orc|er  t0  retain  possession  shall  not  be  entitled  to  retain  posession,  ex- cept on  giving  bond  and  good  security,  to  be  approved  of  by  the  Sheriff 
or  constable,  conditioned  for  paying  double  the  rent  reserved,  or  to  be 
due,  if  the  proceedings  in  the  City  Court  shall  be  determined  against 
such  tenant — and  said  bond,  when  so  taken,  shall  be  returned  into 
Court  with  the  other  proceedings;  [and  when  the  jury  shall  find  against 
the  tenant,  and  assess  the  amount  of  double  rent,  the  plaintiff  may 
enter  up  judgment  at  once  against  the  tenant  and  his  security  on  the 
bond,  in  the  same  manner  that  judgment  may  now  be  entered  up 
against  the  principal  and  his  security  upon  appeal.]  (a.) 

§4893.  (4790.)  (4794.)  Contracts  for  rent  bear  interest.  Contracts  for 
rent,  whether  oral  or  written,  shall  bear  interest  from  the  time  the 
rent  becomes  due;  and  all  actions  for  recovery  of  rent  in  arrear,  before 
any  Court  within  the  city  of  Savannah,  shall  be  triable  at  the  first 
term  of  the  Court  to  which  the  action  is  returnable. 

ARTICLE    IX. 

PARTY   WALLS    AND    FENCES. 

Section. 
4894    Agreement  to  build  party  walls. 
4895.  Building  by  one  party  alone. 

Section. 
4896.  Repairing  by  one  alone. 
4897.  City  Council  may  further  regulate. 

§4894.  (4791.)  Contracts  to  build  and  repair  party  walls  and  fences. 
(a)  Acts  of  [Whenever  owners  of  adjoining  lots,  or  parts  of  lots  of  land,  in  the  city 

iq66'i9?"  °^  Savannah,  shall,  in  writing,  agree  to  build  a  party  wall  or  fence  on 
the  line  of  the  respective  owners,  and  to  keep  the  same  in  repair,  said 

owners  may  record  such  agreement  in  the  clerk's  office  of  the  Superior 
Court  of  Chatham  county,  within  the  time  and  on  the  terms  for  record- 

ing conveyances  of  real  estate  ;  and  such  agreement,  so  recorded,  shall 
operate  as  a  covenant  with  the  land,  and  shall  be  binding  on  said 
respective  owners  and  their  heirs  and  assigns;  and  the  same  effect  shall 
be  given  to  a  similar  agreement  for  the  repairing  only  of  a  party  wall 
or  fence,  such  agreement  being  properly  recorded  as  aforesaid.]  (a.) 

§4895.  (4792.)  One  may  build  alone,  on  notice  to  other  owner.  [When- 
(a)  Acts  of  ever  the  owner  of  a  lot,  or  part  lot  of  land,  in  said  city,  shall  desire  to 

i946'i95P"  P11^  UP  a  wa^  or  fence  on  the  line  of  such  lot,  or  part  lot,  dividing  it 
from  an  adjoining  lot,  or  part  lot,  on  the  contiguous  line  of  which  there 
may  be  no  wall  or  fence,  such  owner  so  desiring  to  build  may  give 

twenty  days'  notice  to  the  adjoining  owner,  or  his  agent,  of  such  desire 
•  to  build,  and  if  such  adjoining  owner  shall  neglect  or  refuse  to  join  in 

the  expense  of  building  and  keeping  in  repair  such  wall  or  fence,  then 
the  party  giving  such  notice  shall  be  entitled,  and  is  hereb}^  author- 

ized, to  put  up  and  build  such  wall  or  fence,  of  the  usual  thickness  and 
with  the  proper  foundation,  partly  upon  his  own  ground  and  partly 
upon  the  adjoining  ground,  on  application  to,  and  permission  granted 
by,  the  city  council  of  said  city  of  Savannah ;  and  in  this  case,  when 
the  other  owner  is  disirous  of  building  or  using  such  wall  or  fence,  he 
may  use  so  much  thereof  as  may  be  necessar}7  by  paying  to  the  builder,, 
or  his  heirs  or  assigns,  one-half  of  its  value,  and  then  the  two  owners 
shall  become  joint  owners  of  said  party  wall  or  fence,  and  be  equally 
bound  for  all  necessary  repairs.  Such  half  value  may  be  recovered  by 

the  builder,  his  heirs,  or  assigns,  from  the  party  so  as  aforesaid  using- 
the  said  wall  or  fence,  after  it  shall  have  been  built  as  aforesaid,  by  ac- 

tion in  any  Court  of  competent  jurisdiction,  and  such  cause  of  action 
shall  be  a  lien  on  such  adjoining  lot,  or  part  lot,  until  payment  of  said 
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half  value:  Provided,  always,  that  nothing  herein  contained  shall  be 
so  construed  as  to  authorize  any  person  to  put  up,  build,  or  erect,  any 
wall,  fence,  or  other  structure,  in  said  city,  contrary  to  a  fire  or  other 
lawful  ordinance  of  Savannah.]  (a.) 

§4896.  (4793.)  One  party  may  repair  alone  and,  compel  other  party  to  pay  (a)  Acts  of 
just  proportion.  [In  any  case  where  there  shall  be  a  dividing  fence  be-  \*f\ P.p- 
tween  two  lots,  or  part  lots,  in  said  city,  which  may  require  repair,  the 
party  refusing  to  pay  his  just  proportion  of  expenditure  for  any  neces- 

sary repair  made  by  the  other  party  for  the  benefit  of  both,  may  be 
compelled  to  pay  such  proportion  at  the  suit  and  on  the. recovery  of  such 
other  party  before  any  Court  of  competent  jurisdiction  :  Provided,  it  be 
shown  on  the  trial  that  the  said  refusing:  party  was  duly  notified  of  the 
necessity  of  such  repair,  and  by  himself,  or  his  agent,  declined  to  pay 
said  proportion.]  (a.) 

§4897.  (4794.)   City  council  may  make  further  rules  as  to  dividing  walls,  (a)  Acts  of 

[The  city  council  of  Savannah  is  authorized  to  make,  by  ordinance,  \$±t  \$£' 
such  further  rules  and  regulations  concerning  dividing  walls  and  fences 
as  are  not  in  conflict  with  this  Article,  or  with  the  Constitution  and 
laws  of  this  State.]  (a.) 

ARTICLE  X. 

CEMETERIES    IN    AND    NEAR    SAVANNAH. 

Section. 
489*.  Owners  and  keepers  of  cemeteries. 
4899.  Interments  to  be  reported. 
4900.  Owners,  etc.,  failing  in  duty. 

Section. 
4901.  Exemptions  from  jury  duty. 
4902.  Acts  continued  in  force. 

§4898.  (4795.)  (4795.)  Owners  and  keepers  of  cemeteries.  It  shall  be 
the  duty  of  each  and  every  owner  or  keeper  of  a  cemetery  (other  than 
a  private  cemetery  or  burial  place,)  within  five  miles  of  the  extended 
limits  of  the  city  of  Savannah,  to  keep  a  correct  record,  or  registry,  in 
a  well  bound  book,  of  all  interments  made  by  him,  or  his  assistant  or 
assistants,  of  the  remains  of  any  deceased  person,  showing  his  or  her 
name,  nativity,  age  place  of  residence  and  death,  day  of  burial,  disease  . 
or  accident  occasioning  the  death  of  the  deceased,  and  the  name  of  the 
attending  physician,  if  any. 

§4899.  (4796.)  (4796.)  Interments  t)  be  reported  monthly.  Each  and  every 
such  person  owning  or  keeping  a  cemetery  as  aforesaid,  shall  make 

out  and  hand  to  the  clerk  of  council  of  Savannah  a  regular  monthly- 
report  of  all  interments  made  by  him,  or  by  his  assistant  or  assistants,, 
of  all  deceased  persons  dying  within  the  city  of  Savannah,  or  elsewhere, 
and  buried  as  aforesaid,  and  make  out  and  furnish  a  weekly  report  of 
such  interments  to  the  secretary  of  the  board  of  health  of  said  city,, 
whenever  said  board  shall  meet  weekly,  and  monthly  when  its  meet- 

ings shall  be  monthly. 
§4900.  (4797.)  (4797.)  Penalty  for  failing  to  comply  with  the  two  preceding 

sections.  Any  person  offending  against  any  of  the  provisions  of  the  two 
immediately  preceding  sections  shall,  on  conviction  before  the  Police 
Court  of  Savannah  (which  is  hereby  invested  with  jurisdiction  in  all 
such  cases),  be  fined  in  the  sum  of  thirty  dollars  for  each  and  every 
offense — one-half  of  the  fine  to  the  informer,  and  the  other  half  to  the 
corporation  of  Savannah  ;  but  the  defendant  may  appeal  from  the  deci- 

sion of  the  said  Police  Court  to  the  mayor  and  aldermen  in  council  as- 
sembled, under  such  rules  and  regulations  as  are  prescribed  by  law. 

"§4901.  (4798.)  (4798.)  Keepers  exempt  from  jury  duty.     The  keepers  of 
public  cemeteries  in  and  near  Savannah   shall  be  exempt  from  jury 
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duty  in  the  Superior  Court  of  Chatham  county,  and  the  City  Court  of 
Savannah. 

§4902.  (4799.)  Acts  of  1847  and  1854  continued.  The  Act  of  27th  De- 
cember, 1847,  incorporating  the  Evergreen  Cemetery  Company  of  Bon- 

a venture,  and  so  much  of  the  Act  of  18th  February,  1854,  as  refers  to 
the  cemetery  of  the  deceased  members  of  the  Roman  Catholic  congre- 

gation worshipping  in  the  city  of  Savannah,  are  continued  in  full  force. 

ARTICLE  XL 

CITY    COURT    OF    SAVANNAH.* 

Section. 
4903.  A  Court  of  record. 
4904.  Jurisdiction. 

•   4904.  (a.)  Equitable  defenses. 
4905.  Judges,  aDpointrnent  and  term  of  office. 
4906.  Election,  when  held. 
4907.  Vacancies,  how  filled. 
4908.  Failure  to  elect. 

4909.  Judge's  salary. 4910.  His  oath. 
4911.  Solicitor-General,  his  fees. 
4912.  Clerk  and  Sheriff. 
4913.  Confession  of  judgment. 
4914.  Habeas  corpus. 
4915.  Claims  and  mortgages. 
4916.  Session  of  Court,  trial  first  term. 
4917.  Criminal  cases,  where  tried. 
4917.  (a.)  Prosecutor  pays  cost,  when. 
4918.  Suits,  how  commenced. 
4919.  Suits  against  co-obligors. 
4920.  Lien  of  judgments. 
4921.  Adjournments  of  Court. 
4922.  Production  of  papers. 
4923.  Rules  of  practice. 
4924.  Jurisdiction  and  power. 
4924.  (a-)  Judge  may  grant  new  trials. 
4925.  Parties  may  select  Judge,  when. 
4926.  Answer,  when  and  how  filed. 
4927.  Verdicts,  confessions  and  appeals. 
4928.  Sales  under  execution. 
4929.  Judgments,  when  entered. 
4930.  Stay  of  execution. 
4931.  Claims  to  real  property. 
4932.  Attachments. 
4933.  By  whom  issued. 

.  4934.  Judgment,  to  whom  directed. 
4935.  By  whom  levied. 
4936.  Declaration,  when  filed. 
4937.  Garnishments. 
4938.  How  sued  out  and  served. 
4939.  Notice,  how  served. 
4940.  Parties,  how  made. 
4941.  Scire  facias,  how  served. 
4942.  Witnesses,  interrogatories. 
4943.  Testimony  de  bene  esse. 
4944.  Judge  may  attest  deed,  etc. 

Section. 

4945.  Judge,  cleric  and  Sheriff's  duty. 4946.  Oath  of  clerk  and  Sheriff. 
4947.  May  sue  and  be  sued,  process. 

4948.  Attorney's  fees. 4949.  Attachment  by  clerk. 
4950.  Records  and  minutes. 
4950.  (a.)  Juries,  how  made  and  drawn. 
4951.  Jurors,  how  selected,  etc. 
4952.  How  drawn. 
4933.  Persons  subject  to  serve. 
4954.  Jury  boxes  and  keys. 
4955.  Defaulting  jurors. 
4956.  Not  to  serve  longer  than  one  week. 
4957.  Perishable  property  levied  on. 
4958.  Certiorari  proceedings. 
4959.  Sheriff  may  appoint  deputy. 
4960.  Judge  may  appoint  bailiffs. 
4961.  Constable's  duties  and  fees. 
4962.  Illegal  constables,  how  punished. 
4963.  Fees  of  Sheriff,  etc. 
4964.  Summary  proceedings. 
4965.  Notice  of  hearing. 
4966.  Powers  of  Court  in  such  cases. 
4967.  Persons  subject  to  such  process. 
4968.  Clerk,  Sheriff  and  bailiff's  duty. 4969.  Vexatious  arrests. 
4970.  Arrests  under  civil  process. 
4971.  Hearing  and  return. 
4972.  Witnesses  and  examination. 
4973.  Appeal  not  allowed. 
4974    Salary  of  Solicitor-General. 
4975.  His  fees,  how  paid. 
4976.  Money  arising  from  fines,  etc. 
4977   Justices  of  the  Peace. 
4978.  Peace  warrant  and  bond. 

4979.  Jury  fees,  attornev's  liability. 
4980.  Clerk  and  Sheriff's  fees. 4981.  Insolvent  debtors. 
4982.  Balance  due  defendant. 
4'.'83.  Rules  of  practice. 
4984.  Continuances. 

4985.  Jailer's  duty. 
4986.  Sheriff 's  statement  to  Judge. 
4987.  Sentence  and  punishment. 

§4903.  (4800.)  (48Q0.)  Name  and  style  as  a  Court  of  record.     The  City 
(a)  Acts  of  Court  of  Savannah,  by  that  name,  and  as  a  Court  of  record  in  the  city 
i866,  p.  51.  of  Savannah,  shall  continue   to  exist,  and  shall  have  cognizance  and 
Acts  of  1880  jurisdiction  as  provided  in  the  next  section;  and  the  said  Court  shall 

-l,  p.  572.    nave  criminal  jurisdiction  of  all  minor  offenses  committed  within  the 
jurisdictional  limits  of  the  city  of  Savannah,  and  which  do  not  subject 
offenders  to  confinement  in  the  penitentiary,  and  of  such  other  cases 
as  may  be  hereinafter  provided  for. 

§4904.  (4801.)  (4801.)  Territorial  jurisdiction.  The  jurisdictional  lim- 
its of  the  City  Court  of  Savannah  shall  embrace  the  whole  county  of 

Chatham,  and  the  said  Court  shall,  within  those  limits,  have  jurisdic- 
tion concurrent  with  the  Superior  Court  of  the  county  of  Chatham  of 

"The  Act  of  1820,  "  To  regulate  the  mode  of  prosecuting  actions  against  contractors  and  co- 
partners in  certain  cases,"  applies  to  this  Court:  22  Ga.,466.  Writ  of  error  from,  to  Supreme Court:  51  Ga.,  169. 
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all  civil  causes,  without  regard  to  the  amount  involved,  except  those  (b)  Acts  of 

of  which  jurisdiction  is  exclusively  given  to  the  Superior  Court  by  the  ksG8,  p>  l85, 
constitution  and  laws  of  the  State  ;  Provided,  however,  that  in  any  cause  Actsof  i860 

which  might  have  been  commenced  in  the  Court  of  a  Justice  of  the      p'°'2' 
Peace,  the  losing  party  shall  not  be  charged  with  more  costs  than  would 
have  necessarily  accrued  if  such  cause  had  been  before  a  Justice  of  the 
Peace.     The  criminal  jurisdiction  of  the  said  City  Court  shall  remain 
as  now  provided  by  law,  and  the  Judge  of  the  said  City  Court  shall 
have  the  same  powers  as  the  Judge  of  the  Superior  Court  of  Chatham, 
except  such  as  are  exclusively  given  to  the  latter  by  law. 

§4904.  (a.)  Equitable  defenses  and  moulded  verdicts.  Any  defendant  in  Acts  of  1880 

-any  cause  in  said  City  Court  may  set  up  equitable  defenses,  and  if,  by -1,  p<  572- 
reason  thereof,  it  becomes  necessary  to  make  other  persons  parties  to 
the  cause,  it  may  be  done  in  the  same  manner  as  in  the  Superior  Courts; 
.and  it  shall  be  within  the  power  of  the  said  City  Court,  in  a  proper 
•case,  to  mould  the  verdict  at  law  so  as  to  do  full  justice  to  the  parties, 
.and  in  the  same  manner  as  a  decree  in  equity,  and  the  judgment  and 
execution  shall  conform  to  the  verdict. 

§4905.  (4802.)  (4802.)  Judge,  how  appointed  ;  his  term.  The  Judge  of  Acts  of _i880 

the  said  City  Court  of  Savannah  shall  hereafter  be  appointed  by  the  "*•  p"  °'2' 
•Governor  of  this  State,  with  advice  and  consent  of  the  Senate,  and  for 
the  term  of  four  years,  and  until  his  successor  is  duly  appointed  and 
•qualified.  Such  appointment  shall  be  made  during  the  session  of  the 
'General  Assembly  next  preceding  the  expiration  of  the  term  of  the 
then  incumbent,  to  take  effect  at  the  expiration  of  that  term;  and 
should  a  vacancy  occur  during  the  present,  or  any  future  term,  while 
the  General  Assembly  is  not  in  session,  the  Governor  shall  appoint  a 
Judge  for  the  unexpired  term,  subject  to  the  action  of  the  Senate  at  its 
next  meeting  thereafter,  and  no  person  shall  be  appointed  Judge  of 
the  said  Court  who  shall  no  have  been  a  citizen  and  resident  of  said 
county  of  Chatham  for  four  years  next  preceding  his  appointment,  and 
ihave  practiced  law  four  years. 

§§4906,  4907  and  4908  superseded  bv  section  4905  and  Acts  of  1880-1. 
§4909.  (4806.)  (4806.)  Judge's  salary.  The  Judge  of  said  City  Court  (a)  Actsof 

■shall  have  an  annual  salary  [of  three  thousand  dollars]  (a)  that  shall 
not  be  increased  or  diminished  during  his  continuance  in  office,  which  Actsofisso 
salary  shall  be  paid  in  monthly  installments,  out  of  the  treasury  of  the 
-county  of  Chatham,  by  the  treasurer  of  said  county,  without  the  inter- 

vention or  order  of  the  county  commissioners,  or  any  other  county 
•officer.  Said  Judge  shall  not  practice  law  in  any  way  or  in  any  Court 
>of  this  State  or  the  United  States  during  his  continuance  in  office. 
But  the  provisions  of  this  section  as  to  the  practice  of  law  and  salary 
shall  not  go  into  effect  during  the  continuance  in  office  of  him  who 
was  Judge  on  the  15th  of  September.  1881,  under  his  then  commission. 

§4910.  (4807.)  (4807.)  His  oath.  He  shall,  before  entering  on  the 
duties  of  his  office,  take  and  subscribe  an  oath  faithfully  and  impar- 

tially to  discharge  such  duties  to  the  best  of  his  abilities  and  under- 
standing, and  agreeably  to  the  Constitution  of  this  State  and  the  Con- 

stitution of  the  United  States,  and  to  support  said  Constitutions,  and 
said  oath  shall  immediately  thereafter  be  forwarded  to  the  Governor, 
.and  filed  in  the  executive  department. 

§4911.  (4808.)  (4808.)  Solicitor- General,  who  shall  be.  The  Solicitor- 
General  of  the  Eastern  District  shall  prosecute  for  all  offenses  cogniza- 

ble before  said  Court,  but  in  his  absence  the  Judge  shall  have  power  to 
.appoint  a  Solicitor-General  pro  tempore,  who  shall  receive  the  same  fees 
.as  are  allowed  by  law  to  the  Solicitor-General  in  all  cases  conducted 
by  him. 
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§4912.  (4809.)  (4809.)   Clerk  and  Sheriff,  their  election.     The  clerk  and 
(a)  Acts  of  Sheriff  of  said  Court  shall  be  elected  by  said  mayor  and  aldermen  for 
1866,  p.  57.  such  term,  respectively,  and  under  such  qualification  and  other  rules 

and  regulations  as  they  shall  prescribe,  [and  the  Sheriff  of  said  Court 
may  appoint  one  or  more  deputies,  at  his  discretion,  and  he  shall  have 
the  same  authority  to  execute  criminal  warrants  as  is  now  vested  in 
the  Sheriff  of  the  county  of  Chatham.]  (a.)      The  Sheriff  of  the  said 

Acts  oMsso  City  Court  and  his  deputies  may  serve  the  process  of  the  Court  in  any 
-l,  p.  5/2.    par{.  0f  seL^  countv  0f  Chatham.  < 

§4913.  (4810.)  (4810.)  Confession  of  judgment.  No  confession  of  judg- 
ment shall  be  entered  up  in  said  Court  unless  the  defendant  resides  in 

the  corporate  limits  of  Savannah,  and  unless  the  cause  shall  have  been 
regularly  sued  out  and  docketed,  nor  until  such  cause  is  called  in  order 
by  the  Court  for  trial. 

§4914.  (4811.)  (4811.)  Habeas  corpus,  powers  of  the  Court  in  relation  to. 
The  Judge  of  said  Court  shall  have  power  to  issue  writs  of  habeas  cor- 

pus, and  to  hear  and  dispose  of  the  same,  in  all  cases  arising  or  occur- 
ring within  the  jurisdictional  limits  of  Savannah,  in  the  same  way  and 

with  the  same  powers  as  the  Judge  of  the  Superior  Court,  and  to  dis- 
charge, admit  to  bail,  or  remand  to  jail,  any  prisoner,  according  to  his 

discretion  and  the  law  of  the  land,  but  nothing  herein  contained  shall 
be  construed  to  lessen  or  take  away  the  powers  of  the  Judge  of  the 
Superior  Court,  or  Judge  of  the  County  Court  of  Chatham  county. 

§4915.  (4812.)  (4812.)  Jurisdiction  in  claim  cases.  The  said  City  Court 
shall  have  jurisdiction  of  all  claim -cases  where  personal  property  is- 

levied  on  under  execution,  or  other  process  from  said  Court;  and'  all mortgages  upon  personal  property,. for  an  amount  within  the  jurisdic- 
tion of  said  Court,  may  be  foreclosed  by  the  Judge  of  the  same,  in  the 

same  way  or  manner  as  in  the  Superior  Court,  and  all  subsequent  pro- 
ceedings thereon  shall  be  in  said  City  Court,  and  such  as  are  conforma- 

ble with  the  general  laws  of  the  State. 
§4916.  (4813.)  (4813.)  Sessions.     The  sessions  of  said  Court  shall  be 

(a)  Acts  of  held  on  the  first  Monday  in  February,  May,  July  and  November  of 
1864,  p.  165.  every  year,  and  all  causes  except  attachments,  shall  be  triable  at  the 

first  term.  The  Judge  of  said  Court  [shall]  (a.)  hold  monthly  sessions, 
for  the  trial  of  criminal  cases,  and  draw  grand  and  petit  jurors  for  said 
monthly  sessions,  either  in  term  time  or  vacation,  [and  the  fees  of  the 
clerk  and  Sheriff,  for  drawing  and  summoning  the  jurors  for  said 
monthly  sessions  of  said  Court  shall  be  the  same  as  now  provided  by 
law  for  similar  services.]  (a.) 

§4917.   Criminal  cases,  when  triable.     [At  the  monthly,  or  at  any  other 
(b)  Acts  of  session  or  term  of  said  City  Court,  the  Judge  thereof  may  hear  and  de- 
1868,  p.  165.  termine  the  cases  of  any  person  charged  with  the  commission  of  any 

criminal  offense  within  the  jurisdiction  of  said  Court,  upon  accusation 
drawn  up  by  the  prosecuting  officer,  without  a  jury  :  Provided,  the  per- 

son accused  shall  in  op?n  Court  waive  indictment  or  presentment  by  a. 
grand  jury,  and  arraignment  and  trial  by  a  petit  jury,  which  declara- 

tion shall  be  entered  upon  the  accusation,  and  spread  upon  the  minutes 
of  said  Court.]  (b.) 

§4917.  (a.)  Prosecutor  pays  costs,  when.  The  prosecuting  officer  of  the 
Acts  of  1875,  City  Court  of  Savannah  shall  indorse  the  name  of  the  prosecutor  upon 
pp.  41, 42.  £ne  accusations;  wheii3V3r  there  shall  b?  a  prosecutor  the  Judge  of  said 

Court  shall  hear  and  determine  such  accusation,  he  may  find  the  pros- 
ecution to  be  malicious,  if  the  evidence  be  sufficient  for  such  finding,, 

and  in  such  event,  the  prosecutor  shall  be  liable  to  the  payment  of  the 
costs  of  the  prosecution,  precisely  as  if  the  finding  had  been  made  by  a 
jury  upon  indictment. 
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§4918.  (4814.)  (4814.)  Suits,  hom  commenced  and  prosecuted.  All  suits 
in  said  Court  (except  attachment  cases)  shall  be  commenced  at  least 
fourteen  days  before  the  term  to  which  they  are  returnable,  and  the 
process  shall  be  served  on  the  defendant  at  least  ten  days  before  the 
■session  of  the  Court.  Suits  shall  in  other  respects  be  conformable  to  the 
mode  of  proceeding  in  the  Superior  Courts,  but  the  process  shall  be  an- 

nexed by  the  clerk  of  said  City  Court,  be  tested  in  the  name  of  the  Judge 
thereof,  and  be  directed  to  and  served  by  the  Sheriff  thereof. 

§4919.  Suits  against  joint  obligors,  etc.  [Where  said  City  Court  Bhall  (a)  Acts  of 

have  jurisdiction  of  suits  against  one  or  more  joint  obligors,  joint  18'1"2,p,0? promissors,  joint  trespassers,  or  copartners,  or  against  the  maker  or 
makers  of  a  promissory  note  or  other  like  instrument,  and  the  other 
joint  obligors,  joint  promissors,  joint  trespassers  or  copartners,  or 
other  indorser  of  promissory  notes  shall  reside  outside  the  limits  of 
said  city  of  Savannah,  and  within  the  county  of  Chatham,  or  any  other 
county  or  counties  in  this  State,  suit  may  be  brought  in  the  said 
City  Court  of  Savannah,  by  the  same  action,  against  all  the  said  joint 
•obligors,  joint  promissors,  joint  trespassers  or  copartners,  and  against 
the  maker  and  indorser  of  promissory  notes;  and,  in  such  cases,  the  clerk 
of  said  Court  shall  issue  other  originals  of  the  petition  and  process  for 
such  cases,  one  for  each  county  where  the  defendants  may  reside,  and 
forward  the  same  to  the  Sheriff  of  said  county,  who  shall  serve  the  copy 
and  return  the  second  or  other  original,  with  his  entry  thereon,  to  the 
•clerk  of  said  City  Court,  and  the  process  shall  be  directed  to  the  Sheriff 
of  the  City  Court  of  Savannah,  and  to  the  Sheriffs  of  the  counties 
where  the  defendants  reside ;  but  no  formal  direction  of  the  process 
shall  be  required,  and  the  mode  and  manner  of  conducting  such  suits 
shall  be  the  same  as  in  other  cases  of  similar  character.]  (a.) 

§4920.  (4815.)  (4815.)  Lien  of  judgments.  All  judgments  obtained  in 
said  Court  shall  be  a  lien  on  all  property  belonging  to  the  defendants 
throughout  the  State,  but  property  exempt  from  levy  and  sale 
nnder  the  general  law  of  the  State  shall  be  exempt  from  levy  and  sale 
under  process  from  said  Court;  and  all  executions  shall  be  tested  in  the 
name  of  the  Judge,  issued  and  signed  by  the  clerk,  directed  to  the 
Sheriff  of  the  City  Court  of  Savannah,  and  all  and  singular  the  Sheriffs 
of  the  State  of  Georgia,  and  may  be  levied  on  all  property  of  the  de- 

fendants throughout  the  State ;  but  the  Sheriff  of  said  City  Court  may 
levy  all  such  executions  on  property  within  any  part  of  the  county  of 
Chatham. 

§4921.  (4816.)  (4816.)  Adjournments  of  Court.  In  the  absence  of  the 
Judge  of  said  Court  from  indisposition  or  otherwise,  it  shall  be  the  duty 
of  the  clerk  or  Sheriff  of  the  same  to  open  and  adjourn  said  Court  to 
such  day  as  the  Judge  may,  in  writing,  direct. 

§4922.  (4817.)  (4817.)  May  compel  the  production  of  books,  papers,  etc. 
The  said  Court  is  empowered  to  compel  the  production  of  books,  pa- 

pers, and  writings,  in  the  possession  of  any  party  to  a  suit  in  said 
Court,  containing  evidence  pertinent  to  the  cause  in  question,  under 
the  rules  and  regulations  provided  by  law  for  other  Courts  of  record. 

§4923.  (4818.)  (4818.)  Rules  of  practice.  The  mode  of  conducting  pro- 
ceedings in  said  Court,  and  carrying  to  trial  suits  therein,  shall  be 

the  same  as  in  the  Superior  Court,  except  as  may  be  otherwise  herein 
provided. 

§4924.  (4819.)  (4819.)  Jurisdiction  of  the  Court.  The  Judge  of  said 
City  Court  shall  have  power  and  authority  to  hear  and  determine  all 
-civil  causes  of  which  the  said  Court  has  jurisdiction,  and  to  give  judg- 

ment and  award  execution  thereon  :  Provided,  always,  that  either  party 

in  any  cause  shall  be  entitled  to  a  trial  by  a  jury,  upon  entering  a  de- 
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mand  therefor,  in  writing,  on  or  before  the  call  of  the  docket  of  said 
Court  at  the  term  to  which  the  cause  is  returnable. 

§4924.  (a.)  Judge  may  grant  new  trials.  The  Judge  of  said  Court  shall 
Acts  of  1875,  have  the  power  to  grant  new  trials  in  all  cases,  civil  and  criminal, 
p- 4L  tried  in  the  said  Courts,  under  the  same  rules,  laws  and  regulations  as 

are,  or  may  be,  applicable  to  the  granting  of  new  trials  by  the  Judges 
of  the  Superior  Courts.  But  the  powers  granted  to  the  Judge  by  this 
section,  shall  not  be  construed  to  interfere  with  the  right  to  have  the 
errors  of  the  Judge  of  said  Court  corrected  in  any  case  either  in  grant- 

ing or  refusing  new  trial,  or  otherwise,  by  writ  of  error  or  certiorari. 
But  their  judgment,  in  all  case^,  shall  be  subject  to  review. 

§4925.  (4820.)  Parties  may  choose  attorney  for  Judge.     [Whenever,   in 
(a)  Acts  of  any  case  now  pending  or  hereafter  brought  to  said  Court,  the  Judge 
1865  6,  p.  73.  thereof  shall,  from  any  cause,  be  disqualified  from  presiding,  the  par- 

!  ties  litigant,  or  the  respective  counsel,  may  select  any  attorney  prac- 
I  ticing  in  said  Court  to  preside  in  such  case,  and  the  Judge  shall  have 

such  consent  entered  on  the  minutes ;  and  the  attorney  so  selected  shall 
exercise  all  the  functions  of  Judge  in  such  case,]  (a.) 

§4926.  (4821.)  (4820.)  Answer,  when  and  how  filed.  The  defendant 
shall  file  his  answer  in  writing,  on  or  before  the  opening  of  the  Court, 
at  the  return  term  of  the  suit,  and  the  pleadings  shall  conform  to  the 
general  law  of  the  State.  In  case  of  default,  the  same  shall  be  noted 
on  the  docket;  and  in  such  case,  the  plaintiff  shall  be  entitled  to  pro- 

ceed ex  parte,  and  establish  his  demand,  upon  the  proof  thereof,  at  such 
return  term. 

§4927.  (4822.)  (4821.)  Verdict  and  confession  of  judgment.  In  every  case 
where  a  verdict  may  be  rendered  by  a  jury,  or  where  a  jury  trial  may 
have  been  demanded,  and  either  party  shall  confess  judgment,  reserv- 

ing the  right  to  appeal,  an  appeal  may  be  entered  by  either  party  to  a. 
special  jury  in  said  City  Court,  as  in  cases  of  appeal  in  the  Superior 
Court ;  and  the  same  shall  be  there  tried,  under  the  rules  and  regula- 

tions applicable  to  the  Superior  Courts. 
§4928.  (4823.)  (4822.)  Sales  of  property  under  execution.  All  sales  of 

property,  taken  under  execution  b}^  the  Sheriff  of  said  Court,  or  any 
Sheriff  of  a  county,  shall  be  conformable  to  the  laws  of  the  State  regu- 

lating Sheriff's  sales. 
§4929.  (4824.)  (4823.)  Judgments,  when  and  where  entered.  The  party 

in  whose  favor  a  verdict  shall  be  rendered,  in  said  Court,  shall  be  al- 
lowed to  enter  and  sign  judgment  thereon,  at  any  time  within  four  days- 

after  the  adjournment  of  the  Court,  at  the  clerk's  office,  for  the  amount 
of  such  verdict  and  all  legal  costs ;  and  no  execution  shall  issue  on 
such  verdict  until  such  judgment  shall  be  entered  by  the  party  or  his 
attorney. 

§4930.  (4825.)  (4824.)  Stay  of  execution  sixty  days.  Stay  of  execution , 
for  sixty  days,  may  be  had  in  the  same  manner,  and  on  the  same  terms, 
as  are  or  may  be  allowed  in  the  Superior  Court. 

§4931.  (4826.)  (4825.)  Claim  to  real  property.  Claims  to  real  property,, 
levied  on  under  execution  issuing  from  said  Court,  shall  be  returned  to 
and  tried  in  the  Superior  Court  of  the  county  where  such  real  property 

may  be  s'tuated ;  and  such  claims  shall  be  put  in,  and  tried,  and  deter- 
mined, as  in  other  cases  of  claim  in  such  Superior  Court.  Claims  to- 

personal  property,  levied  on  under  execution  or  attachment  from  said 
City  Court,  shall  be  returned  and  tried  there  in  the  same  manner  as 
claims  to  personal  property  in  the  Superior  Court. 

[Section  (4827).  Repealed  by  Constitution  of  1868,  Article  I.,  sec- tion 18.) 

§4932.  (4828.)  (4827.)  Attachments.  All  Acts  or  parts  of  Acts,  already 
or  hereafter  passed,  upon  the  subject  of  attachment  and  garnishment, 
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or  legislating  as  to  an}^  matter  whatever  in  the  Superior  Courts  of  this 
State,  shall  apply  to  said  City  Court,  as  if  named  with  the  Superior 
Courts,  so  far  as  the  nature  of  that  tribunal  will  admit. 

§4933.  (4829.)  (4828.)  By  whom  issued.  The  Judge  of  said  Court,  or 
any  alderman  of  said  city,  or  any  Justice  of  the  Peace  or  Notary  Public, 
may  issue  attachments  returnable  to  said  Court,  and  within  the  juris- 

dictional amount  of  the  same ;  but  such  attachments  must  be  issued  at 
least  ten  days  before  they  are  returnable,  and  levied  at  least  nine 
days  before  such  return  term,  and  no  judgment  shall  be  rendered  in  at- 

tachment until  the  term  after  the  return  term. 
§4934.  (4830.)  (4829.)  To  whom  directed.  Such  attachments  shall  be 

directed  to  the  Sheriff  of  the  City  Court  of  Savannah,  and  all  and  sin- 
gular the  Sheriffs  and  constables  of  this  State ;  and  all  prior  and 

subsequent  proceedings  relative  to  such  attachments,  not  herein  ex- 
pressly mentioned  or  specified,  shall  be  governed  by  the  laws  of  the 

State  in  relation  to  attachments,  due  regard  being  had  to  the  nature  of 
the  different  tribunals. 

§4935.  (4831.)  (4830.)  By  whom  levied.  The  Sheriff  of  the  City  Court 
of  Savannah  may  levy  attachments  returnable  to  said  Court  in  any 
part  of  Chatham  county. 

§4936.  (4832.)  (4831.)  Declaration,  when  filed.  The  declaration  in  at- 
tachment may  be  filed  at  anytime  during  the  return  term  of  the  attach- 

ment ;  but,  on  failure  to  file  it,  the  Court  shall,  on  motion,  dismiss  the 
attachment. 

§4937.  (4833.)  (4832.)  Garnishment,  jurisdiction  in  the  Court  of.  Said 

Courts  shall  have  jurisdiction  in  all  cases'  in  garnishment,  as  well  as when  the  debt  of  the  garnishee  to  the  defendant  shall  exceed,  as  when 
it  shall  fall  short  of,  the  jurisdictional  amount  of  said  Court ;  and  in  all 
cases  of  suit  on  bail  or  attachment,  claim,  or  other  obligations  or  bonds, 
given  by  parties  to  any  proceedings  issued  from  or  had  in  said  Court, 
although  the  penalties  of  said  bonds  may  exceed  the  jurisdiction  of 
said  Court  by  being  in  double  the  sum  sworn  to,  attached,  or  of  the  ex- 

ecutions issued,  or  property  levied  on  :  Provided,  the  original  cause  of 
action  upon  which  such  bonds  or  obligations  were  had  or  taken  did  not  ex- 

ceed the  jurisdiction  of  said  Court. 
§4938.  (4834.)  (4833.)  Garnishments,  how  sued,  served  and  returned.  Gar- 

nishment proceedings  in  said  Court  shall  be  conformable  to  the  law  of 
the  State  on  that  subject ;  but  the  summons  must  be  served  on  the 
garnishee,  personally,  ten  days  before  the  Court  to  which  the  garnishee 
is  directed  to  appear  :  Provided,  such  garnishee  shall  reside  in  the  county 
of  Chatham,  or  not  elsewThere  in  the  State;  but  where  the  garnishee 
shall  reside  in  any  other  county,  then  he  shall  be  summoned  and  served, 
and  shall  make  his  return,  and  all  other  proceedings  shall  be  had  in  the 
manner  pointed  out  in  the  general  law  of  the  State  for  non-resident 
garnishees ;  with  this  proviso,  however,  that  the  summons  must  be 
returnable  to  the  Superior  Court  of  the  County  of  the  residence  of  such 
garnishee,  and  further  proceedings  be  had  in  said  Superior  Court. 

§4939.  (4835.)  (4834.)  Notice,  by  whom  served.  Any  notice  wThich  may 
be  required  to  be  given  in  any  attachment  case  in  said  Court,  in  order 
to  make  the  judgment  a  lien  on  all  the  property  of  the  defendant,  or 
otherwise,  may  be  served  by  the  Sheriff  of  said  Court,  or  any  constable 
of  the  city  of  Savannah  ;  and  plaintiffs  in  attachment  may  examine 
witnesses  residing  out  of  said  city,  in  the  same  manner  or  under  the 
slime  rules  and  regulations  prescribed  by  the  general  law  of  this  State. 

§4940.  (4836.)  (4835.)  Parties,  how  made.  In  attachment  cases  in 

said  Court,  ten  days'  notice  by  scire  facias,  to  make  parties,  shall  be sufficient. 
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§4941.  (4837.)  (4836.)  Scire  facias  to  make  parties.  Scire  facias  to  make 
parties  in  any  cause  in  said  Court  shall  be  had  as  in  the  Superior  Court; 
but  such  scire  facias  shall  run  throughout  the  State,  and  may  be  served 
by  any  Sheriff  thereof ;  and  service  ten  days  before  the  return  term 
thereof  shall  be  valid  and  sufficient. 

§4942.  (4838.)  (4837.)  Witnesses  and  their  attendance.  The  general 
law  of  the  State  in  regard  to  witnesses  and  their  attendance,  interrog- 

atories, sets-off,  affidavits  of  illegality,  arbitration,  and  the  examination 
of  parties  to  suits  by  interrogatories,  or  under  subpoena,  and  all  other 
matters  of  a  judicial  nature,  within  the  jurisdiction  conferred  on  said 
City  Court,  shall  be  applicable  to  said  City  Court,  respect  being  had  to 
the  nature  of  the  different  tribunals;  but  subpoenas  shall  be  served  by 
the  Sheriff  of  said  Court,  or  a  constable  of  said  city,  or  a  private  per- 

son ;  and  a  commission  to  examine  witnesses  may  issue  on  three  days' 
(a)  Acts  of  notice  to  the  opposite  party  or  his  attorney.  [Any  person  residing 
1869,  p.  173.  within  the  corporate  limits  of  said  city,  shall  be  subject  to  all  the  pains 

and  penalties  and  liabilities  now  prescribed  by  law  against  defaulting 
witnesses,  if  such  person  fail  to  appear  as  a  witness,  in  said  City  Court, 
when  served  with  a  subpoena  for  the  space  of  two  days  before  the  day 
named  in  the  subpoena  for  his  appearance.]  (a.) 

§4943.  (4839.)  (4838.)  Be  bene  esse.  The  Judge' of  said  Court  shall have  power  to  cause  testimony  to  be  taken  de  bene  esse,  in  all  cases  pend- 
ing in  the  same,  according  to  the  general  law  of  the  State,  due  regard 

being  had  to  the  nature  of  the  tribunals ;  and  the  said  Judge  and  other 
officers  of  said  Court  shall  have,  respectively,  power  to  administer  all 
oaths  pertaining  to  their  respective  offices,  as  fully  as  the  Judge  and 
other  officers  of  the  Superior  Court  may  in  like  cases  do. 

§4944.  (4840.)  Judge  may  attest  deeds,  etc.     [The  said  Judge  shall  also 
(a)  Acts  of  have  power  to  attest  deeds  and  other  papers,  and  administer  affidavits 
1865-6,  p. 73.  jn  ail  Cases  in  which,  by  existing  laws,  such  papers  may  be  attested, 

and  affidavits  administered  by  the  Justices  of  the  Peace  of  the  county 
of  Chatham.]  (a.) 

§4945.  (4841.)  (4839.)  Judge,  clerk  and  Sheriff,  respective  duties  of.  All 
the  duties  and  liabilities  attached  to  the  Superior  Courts,  and  to  the 
Sheriffs  of  the  counties,  shall  be  attached  to  the  clerk  and  Sheriff  of 
said  City  Court ;  and  the  Judge  of  said  Court  is  empowered  to  exercise 
the  same  authority  over  the  clerk  and  Sheriff,  and  other  officers  of  said 
Court  as  is  legally  exercised  by  the  Judges  of  the  Superior  Court  over 
the  Clerks  of  the  Superior  Court  and  Sheriffs  of  the  counties,  and  other 
officers  amenable  to  them. 

§4946.  (4842.)  (4840.)  Oath  of  the  clerk  and  Sheriff.  Said  clerk  and 
Sheriff  of  said  City  Court  shall,  respectively,  take  an  oath  similar  to 
that  prescribed  for  Clerks  of  the  Superior  Courts,  and  for  the  Sheriffs 
of  the  counties;  and  said  oaths  may  be  administered  by  the  Judge  of 
said  City  Court,  or  the  mayor  or  clerk  of  the  city  council  of  Savannah. 

§4947.  (4843.)  (4841.)  The  clerk  and  Sheriff  may  sue  and  be  sued  in  said 
Court.  Said  Sheriff  and  clerk  of  said  City  Court  may  sue  and  be  sued 
in  said  Court ;  but  when  the  clerk  may  be  defendant  in  any  action, 
the  process  shall  be  signed  by  the  Judge,  and  said  clerk  shall,  if  re- 

quired, copy  the  petition  and  annex  the  process  thereto ;  and  the  clerk 
shall  also  make  out  final  process  in  any  case  in  which  he  may  be  inter- 

ested, as  in  other  cases,  which  shall  be  signed  by  the  Judge  and  exe- 
cuted as  in  other  cases;  and  in  all  cases  before  said  Court,  in  which  the 

Sheriff  shall  be  plaintiff  or  defendant,  process  shall  be  directed  to  the 
marshal,  and  all  and  singular  the  constables  of  the  city  of  Savannah, 
and  may  be  served  by  any  one  of  them ;  and  the  proceedings  thereon 
shall  be  as  in  other  cases. 
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§4948.  (4844.)  (4842.)  Certain  fees  and  costs  abolished.  The  costs  in 

said  Court  known  as  the  city  tax  fee  and  the  attorney's  fee  are  hereby abolished;  and  that  in  every  case  commenced  in  said  Court  the  clerk 
may  require  of  the  plaintiff  a  deposit  of  costs  to  an  amount  not  exceed- 

ing five  dollars,  unless  such  plaintiff  shall  file  with  his  declaration  an 
affidavit  that  he  has  been  advised  by  his  counsel  in  the  case  and  be- 

lieves that  he  has  a  good  cause  of  action,  and  that  by  reason  of  his 
poverty  he  is  unable  to  make  such  deposit. 

§4949.  (4845.)  (4843.)  Attachment  against  the  clerk.  In  any  case  where 
it  may  be  necessary  to  attach  the  clerk  of  said  Court,  it  shall  be  lawful 
for  the  Judge  thereof  to  call  in  the  services  of  the  clerk  of  the  city 
council  of  Savannah;  and  the  marshal  of  said  city  shall  be  competent 
to  enforce  any  attachment  by  said  Judge  against  the  Sheriff  thereof. 

§4950.  (4846.)  (4844.)  Record  of  proceedings,  by  whom  kept.  The  clerk 
of  said  Court  shall  copy  into  a  book  of  record,  to  be  provided  by  the 
mayor  and  aldermen  of  Savannah,  all  the  proceedings  in  all  the  civil 
cases  in  saidCourt;  which  entry  of  record  shall  be  made  within  twenty 
days  after  the  determination  of  any  cause;  and  the  clerks  shall  be  al- 

lowed the  same  fees  for  that  service,  to  be  taxed  in  the  bill  of  costs,  as 
are  allowed  in  the  Superior  Courts  for  similar  service;  and  the  said 
clerk  shall  keep,  from  day  to  day,  regular  minutes  of  the  proceedings 
of  said  Court,  which  shall  be  examined  and  signed  by  the  Judge. 

§4950.  (a.)  Juries,  how  selected  and  draivn.  It  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  Acts  oM878 

clerk  of  the  said  City  Court  to  prepare  and  file  in  his  office  copies  of  Aets'<H5isfcO 
the  grand  jury  list  and  traverse  jury  list  of  the  Superior  Court  of  Chat-  -i.  p-  572- 
ham  county  as  provided  from  time  to  time  for  such  Superior  Court,  and 
grand  and  traverse  jurors  shall  be  drawn  therefrom  in  the  manner  fol- 

lowing, viz:  The  clerk  of  such  City  Court  shall  write  on  separate 
cards,  or  tickets,  the  name  of  each  grand  juror,  and  shall  place  the 

same  in  a  box  containing  two  apartments,  numbers  "1"  and  "2,"  from 
which  the  grand  jurors  shall  be  drawn  as  now  required  by  law  ;  that 
said  clerk  shall  write  on  separate  cards,  or  tickets^the  name  of  each  tra- 

verse juror,  and  shall  place  the  same  in  the  jury  box,  or  other  similar 
box  now  in  use,  from  which  the  traverse  jurors  shall  be  drawn,  as  now 
required  by  law  ;  and  for  the  services  rendered  under  this  Act,  the  clerk 
shall  have  a  reasonable  compensation  to  be  allowed  by  the  Judge.  All 
laws  with  reference  to  the  drawing  or  selecting  of  jurors  in  the  Supe- 

rior Courts  of  this  State  shall  be  held  to  apply,  so  far  as  they  are  ap- 
plicable, to  the  said  City  Courts.  But  no  general  law  now  of  force,  or 

hereafter  framed,  prescribing  the  compensation  of  jurors  in  this  State, 
or  the  manner  of  fixing  the  same,  shall  apply  to  said  City  Courts,  unless 
said  City  Courts  are  especially  referred  to  and  included  in  said  Act. 

§4951.  (4847.)  (4845.)  Jurors,  hoiv  selected,  etc.  All  persons  residing 
within  the  corporate  limits  of  Savannah  and  liable  to  serve  as  jurors 
in  the  Superior  Court  of  Chatham  county,  shall  be  liable  to  serve  as 
jurors  in  said  City  Court ;  and  the  Judge  of  said  Court  shall  conform 
to  the  laws  of  this  State  pointing  out  the  mode  of  selecting,  drawing, 
and  summoning  jurors  for  the  Superior  Court,  except  as  may  be  here- 

inafter mentioned  ;  and  the  fines  and  other  proceedings  relative  to  non- 
attendance  of  jurors,  or  contempts  by  them  committed,  shall  be  in  con- 

formity with  the  general  law  ;  and  the  oaths  to  be  administered  to  ju- 
rors and  witnesses  in  said  City  Court,  upon  the  trial  of  civil  causes, 

shall  be  the  same  as  are  b}^  law  to  be  administered  to  jurors  and  wit- 
nesses in  the  Superior  Courts. 

§4952.  (4848.)  (4846.)  How  drawn.     The  Judge  of  said  City  Court 
shall,  previously  to  the  adjournment  of  any  regular  or  adjourned  term 
thereof,  draw,  conformably  to  the  law^s  of  the  State,  twenty-three  per- 

sons to  serve  on  an  inquest  or  grand  jury  for  the  said  Court  and  city, 
81 
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and  twenty-four  persons  for  the  trial  of  all  civil  and  criminal  cases  of 
which  said  Court  has  jurisdiction  ;  but  no  inquest  or  grand  jury  shall 

consist  of  less  than  eighteen  persons,  though  twelve  persons  "of  any grand  jury  may  find  a  bill  or  make  a  presentment ;  and  the  mode  of 
proceeding  and  trial  in  all  criminal  cases  in  said  Court  shall  be  the  same 
as  in  the  Superior  Courts  of  the  State  ;  and  the  oaths  to  be  administered 
to  jurors  and  witnesses  in  said  City  Court  shall  be  the  same  as  those 
administered  to  jurors  and  witnesses  in  criminal  cases  in  the  Superior 
Courts. 

§4953.  (4849.)  (4847.)  Persons  subject  to  jury  duty.  It  shall  be  the 
duty  of  the  clerk  of  said  City  Court,  under  the  direction  of  the  Judge 
thereof,  at  least  once  in  every  three  years,  to  make  out  a  complete  list 
of  all  persons  liable  to  do  jury  duty  in  said  Court ;  whose  names  shall 
be  then  placed  by  said  clerk  on  convenient  slips  of  paper  in  the  jury 
box;  [changed  by  Constitution  of  1868,  Article  V.,  section  13,  clause  2, 

and  Acts  of  "1869,  p.  139.] §4954.  (4850.)  (4848.)  Jury  boxes  and  keys,  by  ivhom  kept.  The  jury  boxes 
shall  be  kept  by  the  clerk,  and  the  keys  by  the  Sheriff;  and  no  jury  box 
shall,  under  any  pretence,  be  opened  but  by  the  authority  of  the  Judge. 

§4955.  (4851.)  (4849.)  Defaulting  jurors,  excuses  of .  The  Judge  of  said 
Court  shall,  in  all  cases,  determine  on  the  validity  of  the  excuses  of  ju- 

rors ;  and  he  may,  in  any  case,  in  term  time  or  vacation,  relieve  a  juror 
from  payment  of  a  fine,  at  any  time  before  the  same  is  paid  over,  if,  in 
the  discretion  of  said  Judge,  circumstances  shall  seem  to  warrant  such 
remission. 

§4956.  (4852.)  (4850.)  Not  compelled  to  serve  longer  than  one  week.  The 
grand  and  petit  jurors,  in  said  Court,  shall  not  be  compelled  to  serve 
longer  than  one  week,  except  when  actually  engaged  in  the  trial  of  a 
case  at  the  expiration  of  such  week;  but-  the  Judge  is  authorized, 
hereby,  to  have  summoned  instanter,  either  by  drawing  from  the  jury 
boxes,  or  otherwise,  any  additional  number  of  grand  and  petit  jurors 
that  in  his  discretion*  he  may  deem  necessary  to  perform  the  service 
demanded  by  the  business  before  the  Court. 

§4957.  (4853.)  (4851.)  Expenses  of  property  levied  on.  In  all  cases  where, 
under  execution  or  attachment  process,  returnable  to  said  Court,  horses, 
mules  or  other  live  stock  may  be  levied  upon,  the  Sheriff  or  other  levy- 

ing officer  shall  be  allowed  the  amount  of  stabling  or  keeping  neces- 
sary, according  to  the  current  rates  actually  expended  by  him;  and,  in 

all  cases  of  levy,  under  process  as  aforesaid,  horses,  mules,  hogs,  or  other 
live  stock,  or  dry  goods,  groceries,  or  other  property  of  a  perishable  na- 

ture, may  be  sold  by  order  of  the  Judge  of  the  said  Court,  upon  appli- 
cation to  him,  on  oath,  at  such  time  and  place  as  to  him  may  seem 

most  advantageous :  Provided,  that  not  less  than  ten  days'  notice  be  given 
in  a  public  gazette,  and  at  the  Court  House  in  said  city,  of  the  time 
and  place  of  sale  ;  except  in  cases  of  fruit  and  other  articles  that  would 
be  greatly  deteriorated  by  a  delay  of  ten  days. 

§4958.  (4854.)  (4852.)  Certiorari,  how  sued  out,  and  proceedings  thereon. 
When  either  party  to  a  cause  in  said  Court  shall  take  exceptions  to 
any  proceedings  in  a  suit,  affecting  the  real  merits  of  the  same,  it  shall 
be  the  duty  of  the  Judge  to  cause  to  be  made  and  filed  of  record  in  said 
Court,  a  just  and  true  statement  of  the  facts  relating  thereto,  and  of  all 
legal  points  arising  therein  ;  and  the  said  party,  after  a  full  compliance 
with  the  law  of  the  State  regulating  the  granting  of  certiorari,  may  ap- 

ply to  the  Judge  of  the  Eastern  District  for  a  writ  of  certiorari,  who 
shall  grant  the  same,  if  he  shall  deem  the  exceptions  taken  to  be  suffi- 

cient ;  but  no  writ  of  certiorari  shall  issue  after  three  months  from  the 
adjournment  of  the  term  at  which  the  exceptions  are  taken. 

56  Ga.,  494,  505.    See  56  Ga.,  507. 
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§4959.  (4855.)  (4853.)  Sheriff  may  appoint  a  deputy,  when.  In  any  cage 
where  it  may  be  necessary  to  have  property,  levied  on  by  the  Sheriff  of 
said  Court,  guarded,  said  Sheriff  may  appoint  and  have  sworn  in  a  spe- 

cial deputy  for  that  purpose,  and  the  Judge  may  allow  a  reasonable 
compensation  in  such  case,  and  in  any  other  case  where  the  Sheriff 
may  require  assistance,  and  if  any  person  shall  oppose,  resist,  assault, 
or  beat  any  special  Sheriff  in  the  discharge  of  his  duty,  such  person 
shall,  on  conviction,  be  fined  or  imprisoned,  at  the  discretion  of  the 
Court. 

§4960.  (4856.)  (4854.)    Judge  may  appoint    bailiffs.      [The   Judge   of(a)  Actso£ 
said  Court  is  authorized  to  appcint  three  bailiffs  as  officers  of  his  Court,  i«>t>,  p-  57. 
and,  in  cases  of  necessity,  to  appoint  additional  bailiffs,  in  his  discre- 

tion.] (a.) 
§4961.  (4857.)  (4854.)  Constables  of  said  county,  duties  and  pay  therefor. 

The  constables  and  ex  officio  constables  of  the  city  of  Savannah,  from 
time  to  time,  shall  be  constables  of  said  Court,  so  far  as  to  authorize 
them  to  serve  all  process  and  orders  of  said  Court  to  them  directed, 
but  the  Judge  of  said  Court  is  hereby  empowered  to  select,  in  conjunc- 

tion "with  the  mayor  of  said  city,  five  members  of  the  mounted  or  foot 
police  of  Savannah,  as  special  bailiffs  of  said  Court,  who  shall  re- 

main bailiffs,  as  aforesaid,  for  one  year,  unless  removed  as  bailiffs  by 
the  Judge,  or  in  case  of  dismissal  or  resignation  from  said  police.  It 
shall  be  the  duty  of  three  of  said  bailiffs  to  attend  all  sittings  of  said 
Court,  subject  to  the  orders  of  the  Judge  thereof,  and  they  shall 
receive  one  dollar  a  day,  whilst  so  attending,  to  be  paid  from  the  fines 
and  forfeitures  in  said  Court;  said  bailiffs  being  empowered  to  serve 
any  criminal  warrant  within  the  jurisdictional  limits  of  said  Court 
(provided  the  warrant  does  not  issue  for  an  offense  above  the  grade  of 
misdemeanor),  and,  for  purposes  thereof,  shall  be  considered  lawful  con- 

stables of  the  State  of  Georgia,  and  receive  the  same  fees  as  may  be 
allowed  by  law  to  the  constables  of  this  State  :  Provided,  nothing  herein 
contained  shall  be  construed  to  relieve  such  bailiffs  from  any  other 
duties  imposed  by  law,  which  shall  not  interfere  with  the  duties  above 
imposed. 

§4962.  Illegal  constables,  how  punished.  [Any  person  who  shall  in  any  m  Acts  of 

manner  perform,  or  attempt  to  perform,  the  duties  of  a  constable  in  the^1"2,  p- 
city  of  Savannah,  and  who  has  not  been  elected,  appointed  and  quali- 

fied as  directed  by  the  statute  of  this  State,  shall  be  guilty  of  a  misde- 
meanor, and,  on  conviction,  he  shall  be  fined  for  the  first  offense  in  the 

sum  of  one  hundred  dollars,  and  for  the  second  offense  shall  be  fined 
and  imprisoned,  at  the  discretion  of  the  Court ;  and,  upon  the  fact  of 
the  commission  of  such  offense  being  brought  to  his  notice,  it  shall  be 
the  duty  of  the  Solicitor-General  to  present  a  bill  of  indictment  against 
the  offender  in  the  Superior  Court  for  the  county  of  Chatham,  or  in  the 
City  Court  of  Savannah,  for  the  said  offense  of  misdemeanor.]  (a.) 

§4963.  (4858.)  Fees  of  Sheriff,  deputy,  and  bailiffs.    [The  Sheriff  of  said  (a)  Acts  of 

Court  shall  receive  the  sum  of  three  dollars  per  day  for  his  attendance  18G6,  p-  5/' 
during  each  session  of  said  Court,and  the  deputy  Sheriffs  and  the  bailiffs 
appointed  under  the  provisions  of  sections  4912  and  4960  of  this  Code, 
shall  receive  two  dollars  per  day  for  their  attendance  during  each  session 
of  said  Court.]  (a.) 

§4964.  (4859.)  (4855.)  Summary  proceedings  before  said,  Court,  in  cases 
specified.  Upon  the  petition  of  any  ship-master,  supercargo,  owner  or 
consignee  of  any  vessel,  or  of  any  articled  seaman,  or  any  mariner  or 
apprentice  attached  to  a  ship  or  vessel,  who  shall  have  any  dispute  or 
difference  with  any  person,  touching  any  contract,  agreement,  sale, 
promise,  debt  or  demand  whatsoever,  within  the  jurisdiction  of  said 
City  Court,  or  who  shall  be  charged  with  any  assault,  or  assault  and 
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battery,  trespass  to  the  person,  or  other  offense  within  the  jurisdiction 
of  said  Court,  committed  anywhere  within  the  county  of  Chatham,  or 
where  such  ship-master,  supercargo,  owner  or  consignee,  or  articled  sea- 

man, or  mariner,  or  apprentice,  may  prosecute  for  assault,  or  assault 
and  battery,  or  trespass  to  the  person,  or  other  offense  within  the  juris- 

diction of  said  Court,  committed  anywhere  in  said  county,  or  may  be 
plaintiff  in  any  such  dispute  or  difference,  touching  any  contract,  agree- 

ment, sale,  promise,  debt,  or  demand  whatsoever,  within  the  jurisdic- 
tion of  said  Court,  setting  forth  under  oath,  in  such  petition,  the  nature 

of  his  case,  and  that  he  cannot,  without  great  inconvenience  and  dam- 
age to  him,  await  the  determination  of  such  matter  in  difference,  or  the 

trial  of  such  charge,  by  the  ordinary  and  usual  mode  of  proceedings  in 
the  Courts  in  this  State,  it  shall  be  lawful  for  the  Judge  of  said  Court, 
.and  he  is  hereby  required  and  directed,  to  order  and  appoint  a  special  or 
extraordinary  Court,  to  be  held  within  forty-eight  hours  after  the  grant 

■  of  such  order,  for  the  trial  of  any.  such  cause,  matter  in  difference,  charge 
■  or  offense ;  and  the  said  Judge  shall,  immediately,  or  within  twenty-four 
hours  after  the  granting  of  such  order,  draw  the  necessary  jury  or  juries 
for  the  investigation  and  trial  of  such  matter  of  dispute,  civil  or  crim- 

inal, and  such  jury  or  juries  shall  be  forthwith  summoned  to  appear  at 
the  time  and  place  appointed,  and  further  proceedings  shall  be  had,  in 

.a  summary  way,  as  may  be  agreeable  to  law,  and  as  though  said  Court 
were  in  session  at  a  regular  term. 

§4965.  (4860.)  (4856.)  Twelve  hours' notice  of  the  time  and  place  of  hear- 
ing. At  the  time  and  place  which  the  said  Judge  shall  appoint,  the  par- 

ties being  duly  notified  by  twelve  hours'  previous  notice  of  such  time  and 
place,  shall  attend  personally  in  any  criminal  case,  and  personally  or 
by  attorney  in  any  civil  case,  before  the  said  Judge,  who  shall  then 
hear  the  parties,  and  shall  in  a  summary  way  proceed  to  judge  and  de- 

termine such  cause,  and  shall,  forthwith,  by  the  usual  process  of  said 
Court,  execute  the  judgment  of  said  Court  in  such  cause,  unless  excep- 

tions to  such  judgment  shall  be  taken  by  either  party  in  a  civil  case 
■  on  the  pronouncing  of  such  judgment,  and  if  either  party  shall  so  ex- 

cept, or,  in  a  criminal  case,  the  defendant  shall  so  except,  it  shall  be 
his  duty  forthwith  to  apply  to  the  Judge  of  the  Superior  Court  of  the 
Eastern  District  for  a  certiorari,  founded  on  such  exceptions,  which,  if 
allowed  by  the  Judge  of  the  said  district,  within  twenty-four  hours 
after  the  rendition  of  such  judgment,  shall  be  a  supersedeas  thereof; 
and  in  case  of  the  absence  of  the  Judge  of  said  district,  then  reasonable 
time  shall  be  allowed  to  the  party  making  such  exception  to  make 
such  application,  the  said  party  giving  good  bond  and  security  to  the 
other  party,  to  be  approved  of  by  the  Judge  of  said  City  Court,  condi- 

tioned to  abide  the  final  decision  of  the  cause. 
§4966.  (4861.)  (4857.)  Jurisdiction  and  power  of  the  Judge  holding  such 

Court.  At  such  special  or  extraordinary  Courts,  the  said  Judge  shall 
have  full  power  to  try  each  cause  in  which  any  captain  or  commander 
of  a  vessel,  or  articled  seaman,  or  mariner,  or  apprentice  attached  to  a 
ship  or  vessel,  may  be  a  party,  in  the  most  summary  and  speedy  man- 

ner, and  to  compel  the  attendance  of  witnesses  by  the  most  summary 
process  that  can  be  devised,  and  no  more  dela\r  shall  occur  in  the  trial 
of  such  causes  than  such  as  is  indispensable  to  the  due  administration 
of  justice;  and  the  said  Judge  shall  have  power  to  enforce,  by  order 
and  process,  the  bringing  before  him  of  any  and  all  papers  appertain- 

ing to  such  cause,  wherever  such  papers  may  be,  whether  actually  re- 
turned to  another  Court  within  the  city  of  Savannah,  or  not  so  re- 

turned. 

§4967.  (4862.)  (4858.)  To  what  persons  the  foregoing  proceedings  apply. 
The  foregoing  provisions  in  regard  to  special  or  extraordinary  Courts, 
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and  writs  of  certiorari  thereto,  shall  apply  to  all  cases  where  any  person 
or  persons  shall  be  charged  and  prosecuted  for  the  offense  of  abducting, 
entertaining,  secreting,  lodging,  or  concealing  any  articled  seaman,  or 
mariner,  or  apprentice,  or  suffering  the  same  to  be  done,  or  aiding  or 
assisting  any  articled  seaman,  or  mariner,  or  apprentice,  to  desert  his 
ship  or  vessel,  or  secretly  carrying  off  any  articled  seaman,  or  mariner, 
or  apprentice,  from  any  such  ship  or  vessel,  or  harboring  with  intent 
to  inveigle,  entice,  carry  away,  abduct,  or  secretly  carry  off,  any  arti- 

cled seaman,  or  mariner,  or  apprentice,  from  a  ship  or  vessel,  or  afford- 
ing any  conveyance  or  facility  to  such  seaman,  or  mariner,  or  appren- 
tice to  desert  such  ship  or  vessel,  as  defined  in  this  Code,  or  in  any  law 

of  this  State,  present  or  future,  and  not  subjecting  the  offender  to  im- 
prisonment in  the  penitentiary,  whether  such  offense  be  committed  in 

the  jurisdictional  limits  of  the  city  of  Savannah,  or  within  any  part 
of  the  county  of  Chatham,  upon  the  application  to  said  Judge  by  the 
prosecutor  in  such  case,  or  other  person  in  interest,  by  petition,  on 
oath,  stating  that  he,  or  the  witnesses,  or  some  of  them,  necessary  in 
carrying  on  said  prosecution,  cannot,  without  great  inconvenience 
and  damage  to  him  or  them,  await  the  trial  of  such  charge  or  prose- 

cution by  the  usual  and  ordinary  course  of  proceedings  in  the  Courts 
of  the  State. 

§4968.  (4863.)  (4859.)  The  clerk,  Sheriff  and  bailiffs  shall  attend,  The 
Sheriff  and  clerk  of  said  City  Court,  and  all  bailiffs  thereof,  shall  attend 
such  special  or  extraordinay  Courts,  and  shall  be  entitled  to  the  fees 
allowed  by  law  for  services  therein  ;  and  in  civil  cases  therein,  the  fee 
of  three  dollars,  for  use  of  the  city,  shall  be  paid  by  the  plaintiff  in 
each  case,  to  be  taxed  in  the  bill  of  costs  against  the  losing  party. 

§4969.  (4864.)  (4860.)  Vexatious  arrests.  For  preventing  vexatious  ar- 
rests and  fraudulent  detention  of  articled  seamen,  or  mariners,  or  appren- 
tices, attached  to  a  ship  or  vessel,  it  shall  not  be  lawful  for  any  keeper 

of  a  tavern  or  tippling  house,  or  any  other  person,  when  an  articled 
seaman,  or  mariner,  or  apprentice,  as  aforesaid,  shall  have  been  com- 

mitted to  jail  by  his  captain,  or  the  owner  or  consignee  of  his  vessel, 
to  lodge  a  detainer  under  the  pretence  of  civil  process  founded  on  debt 
or  civil  contract ;  but  in  any  such  case,  when  any  articled  seaman,  or 
mariner,  or  apprentice,  as  aforesaid,  shall  have  been  so  committed  to 
jail,  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  jailer  to  surrender  such  seaman,  or 
mariner,  or  apprentice,  as  aforesaid,  upon  the  requisition  of  the  owner, 
captain  or  consignee  committing  him,  notwithstanding  any  detainer 
which  may  be  or  have  been  lodged  against  such  seaman,  or  mariner, 
or  apprentice,  founded  on  civil  process ;  and  upon  failure  of  such  jailer, 
within  the  limits  of  Savannah,  to  make  such  surrender,  the  same  may 
be  enforced  by  summary  order  of  the  Judge  of  said  City  Court,  directed 
to  the  Sheriff  and  constables  of  said  Court. 

§4970.  (4865.)  (4861.)  Arrest  of  persons  under  civil  process.  It  shall 
not  be  lawful  for  any  Sheriff,  constable,  or  other  officer,  to  arrest  any 
articled  seaman,  or  mariner,  or  apprentice,  attached  to  any  ship  or  ves- 

sel, on  civil  process,  within  twenty-four  hours  next  immediately  before 
the  time  which  shall  have  been  designated  by  advertisement  for  the 
sailing  of  such  vessel,  or  after  the  lapse  of  such  time,  if  such  vessel 
shall  have  been  detained  beyond  that  time  by  adverse  wind  or  other 
cause;  and  in  case  of  any  such  arrest  within  such  time,  anywhere  within 
the  limits  of  Chatham  county,  the  Judge  of  said  City  Court  shall  have 
power  and  authority  to  discharge  such  seaman,  or  mariner,  or  apprentice, 
instantly,  on  the  application  of  the  captain,  owner  or  consignee,  showing 
that  such  arrest  was  made  within  the  time  prohibited;  and  the  officer 
making  such  arrest  shall  be  punishable  by  indictment  in  said  Court, 
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and,  on  conviction,  shall  be  fined  in  a  sum  not  exceeding  one  hundred 
dollars. 

§4971.  (4866.)  (4862.)  Defendant  may  have  a  summary  hearing.  If  any 
articled  seaman,  mariner  or  apprentice,  as  aforesaid,  shall  be  arrested 
under  civil  or  criminal  process  issued  by  any  Justice  of  the  Peace  or 
Ordinary,  for  any  matter,  cause  or  thing,  within  the  jurisdiction  of  the 
said  City  Court,  or  offense  committed  anywhere  in  the  county  of  Chat- 

ham, whether  hereinbefore  specified  or  not,  the  captain,  owner  or  con- 
signee of  the  vessel  to  which  such  seaman  shall  be  under  articles  at  the 

time  of  such  arrest,  or  to  which  such  mariner  or  apprentice  may  be- 
long, shall  be  entitled  to  apply  to  said  Judge  for  a  summary  hearing, 

as  hereinbefore  provided  for  other  summary  hearings  before  said  Court ; 
and  the  said  Judge  shall  have  full  power  and  authority  to  take  juris- 

diction and  cognizance  of  such  cause,  and  finally  decide  the  same,  as  in 
the  said  other  cases  of  summary  hearing;  and  it  shall  be  the  duty  of 
the  officer  making  such  arrest,  and  of  the  Justice  from  whom  the  process 
emanated,  on  the  requisition  of  the  said  Judge,  to  transmit  to  the  said 
Judge  all  documents  and  papers  in  relation  thereto ;  and  the  same  pro- 

ceedings in  regard  to  certiorari  shall  be  had  as  are  applicable  to  other 
trials  before  such  special  or  extraordinary  Courts. 

§4972.  (4867.)  (4863.)  Witnesses  may  be  examined  before  the  trial,  when. 
Whenever,  after  any  order  shall  have  been  granted  by  said  Judge,  ap- 

pointing a  special  or  extraordinary  term  of  said  Court,  for  the  trial  of 
any  criminal  offense  therein  cognizable,  and  application  may  be  made 
to  the  said  Judge  by  the  prosecuting  officer  of  the  said  Court,  or  by  the 
defendant  or  defendants,  or  parties  charged  with  such  offense,  or  his  or 
their  counsel  (such  application,  if  made  by  the  parties  themselves,  to 
be  verified  by  affidavit,)  setting  forth  that  a  material  witness  or  wit- 

nesses for  the  applicant  is  or  are  about  to  leave  the  city  of  Savannah, 
and  on  that  account,  or  from  imminent  sickness,  or  other  cause,  will 
not,  in  reasonable  probability,  be  able  to  be  present  at  the  trial  of  the 
cause  in  which  his  or  their  testimony  is  needed,  it  shall  be  the  duty  of 
the  said  Judge  forthwith  to  order  process  of  subpoena  to  issue,  requiring 
said  witness  or  witnesses  to  appear  in  person  before  him,  at  a  certain 
place  and  time,  (of  which  time  and  place  the  said  prosecuting  officer, 
and  the  said  defendant  or  defendants,  or  parties  charged,  shall  have  at 

least  twelve  hours'  notice,)  to  give  testimony  in  the  said  cause;  at 
which  time  and  place  the  said  Judge  shall  take  down,  in  writing,  the 
answers  of  the  said  witness  or  witnesses,  given  under  oath,  to  the  ques- 

tion or  questions  to  be  propounded  to  him  or  them,  touching  the  said 
cause,  on  examination  and  cross-examination,  by  the  parties  respec- 

tively, or  their  counsel;  such  examination  to  be  made  and  testimony 
to  be  received  in  accordance  with  the  usual  practice  in  Courts  of  Jus- 

tice and  with  the  rules  of  evidence ;  which  said  answers,  when  so  taken 
and  committed  to  writing,  shall  be  sealed  up,  appropriately  indorsed 
and  certified  under  the  hand  of  said  Judge,  and  shall  remain  in  the  office 
of  the  clerk  of  said  Court  for  the  benefit  of  both  parties,  and  may  be 
read  as  evidence  upon  the  trial  of  the  cause  in  or  with  reference  to 
which  the  said  testimony  may  have  been  taken,  as  aforesaid:  Provided, 
the  said  witness  or  witnesses  shall  not  be  personally  present  to  testify 
in  such  cause  at  said  trial,  and  not  otherwise. 

§4973.  (4868.)  (4864.)  Appeal  not  allowed.  No  appeal  to  a  special  jury 
shall  be  allowable,  in  any  case,  before  any  special  or  extraordinary 
session  of  s  lid  Court. 

§4974.  (4869.)  (4865.)  Salary  of  Solicitor- General.  In  consideration  of 
the  additional  labor  imposed  upon  the  Solicitor-General  of  the  Eastern 
District,  in  appearing  and  prosecuting  criminal  causes  at  the  regular 
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and  special  terms  of  said  Court,  he  shall  have  and  receive,  in  addition 
to  the  fees  allowed  by  law,  the  sum  of  five  hundred  dollars  per  annum, 
payable  in  quarterly  installments,  from  the  fines  and  forfeitures  in  said 
Court;  but,  in  case  of  the  absence  of  the  .Solicitor-General,  such  fees 
shall  be  paid  to  the  Solicitor-General  pro  tempore;  and  the  fees  of  the 
Solicitor-General  shall,  in  all  cases,  be  the  same  as  are  allowed  by  law  in 
the  Superior  Courts. 

§4975.  Solicitors  fees,  how  paid.  [The  fees  of  the  Solicitor-General  for(a^  Acts  of 
prosecuting  criminal  cases  in  said  City  Court  shall  be  paid  in  the  follow- 1868,  p>  im- 
ing  manner:  For  all  offenses  committed  outside  the  corporate  limits  of 
said  cit}',  in  the  mannner  prescribed  by  law  for  the  payment  of  the  fees 
of  said  Solicitor  in  Chatham  county;  and  for  all  offenses  committed 
within  the  limits  of  said  city,  out  of  the  city  treasury  of  the  city  of 
Savannah,  upon  the  certificate  of  the  Judge  of  said  Court  as  to  the  cor- 

rectness of  the  same.]  (a.) 
§4976.  (4870.)  (4866.)  Moneys  arising  from  fines.  Moneys  arising  from 

jury  fines,  and  fines  imposed  for  violation  of  the  penal  laws,  and  col- 
lected from  forfeited  recognizances  in  said  Court,  shall  be  subject  to  the 

payment  of  the  fees  of  the  Solicitor-General,  and  the  clerk,  and  Sheriff, 
and  other  officers  of  said  Court  in  criminal  cases;  and  the  Solicitor- 
General,  clerk,  and  Sheriff,  and  other  officers  bringing  the  money  into 
Court,  shall  be  entitled  to  have  their  insolvent  bills  paid  first,  and  then 
the  bills  of  former  solicitors,  clerks,  and  Sheriffs,  and  other  officers,  shall 
be  paid  according  to  priority  ;  but  no  bill  remaining  unpaid  for  a  longer 
time  than  four  years  shall  take  any  part  of  said  fund. 

§4977.  (4871.)  (4867.)  Justice  of  the  Peace,  his  power.  It  shall  be  the 
duty  of  the  Justices  of  the  Peace,  and  other  persons  exercising  the 
powers  of  magistrates  within  the  city  of  Savannah,  to  commit  or  place 
under  bonds  all  persons  charged  with  misdemeanors  committed  within 
the  jurisdictional  limits  of  the  city  of  Savannah,  or  elsewhere,  and 
within  the  special  jurisdiction  of  said  City  Court,  for  trial  before  the 
City  Court  of  Savannah,  instead  of  the  Superior  Court;  and  if  any  such 
case  be  returned  to  the  Superior  Court,  the  Judge  thereof  is  thereby  em- 

powered to  order  said  case  transferred  for  trial  to  said  City  Court ;  and 
all  bonds  and  other  papers  forming  said  record  shall  be  deemed  and 
considered  as  valid  and  binding  as  if  returned  in  the  first  instance  to 
said  City  Court ;  and  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  Solicitor-General  to 
prosecute  all  such  cases  in  the  said  City  Court;  and  in  all  such  ca  es  of 
misdemeanor,  returned  to  the  Superior  instead  of  said  City  Court,  the 
magistrate  so  returning  the  same  shall  forfeit  all  costs  and  charges  in 
the  same  :  and  such  magistrate  so  acting  may,  besides,  be  attached  and 
punished  as  for  contempt  in  said  Superior  or  City  Court. 

§4978.  (4872.)  (4868.)  Peace  warrants  and  bonds.  All  peace  warrants 
and  bonds  to  keep  the  peace  taken  in  Chatham  county  shall  be  returned 
immediately  to  the  Solicitor-General  of  the  Eastern  District,  or,  in  his 
absence  from  said  county,  to  the  clerk's  office  of  the  said  City  Court  of 
Savannah,  and  also  all  warrants  and  bonds  for  offenses  cognizable  by 
said  City  Court;  and  said  Solicitor-General  shall,  at  every  term  of  said 
City  Court,  lay  such  warrants  and  bonds  before  the  Judge  thereof,  who 
may  then  examine  into  any  such  case;  and  if  it  shall  appear  to  him 
in  any  case,  from  the  papers  or  other  evidence  to  be  presented  by  the 
prosecution,  that  there  is  no  real  ground  for  such  warrant  or  bond,  or 
commitment  under  such  warrant,  or  that  the  security  required  is  too 
large  or  too  small,  then  he  may  annul  such  warrants,  cancel  such  bond, 
relieve  from  such  commitment,  order  less  or  more  security,  and  compel 
the  prosecutor  to  pay  all  costs  and  expenses,  as  in  his  discretion  may 
seem  proper;  and  such  Judge  may,  in  anv  such  case,  and  other  cases 
of  prosecution  before  said  Court,  where  it  snail  appear  to  him  that  cor- 

ruption or  gross  oppression  has  been  practiced  by  any  Justice  of  the 
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Peace  in  said  county,  compel  such  Justice  to  pay  all  the  costs,  and  jail 
fees,  and  other  expenses  in  such  case;  and  he  shall  cause  such  Justice 
to  be  bound  over  to  the  Superior  Court,  to  answer  for  such  malpractice. 

§4979.  (4873.)  (4869.)  Jury  fees.  For  every  verdict  rendered  in  a  civil 
cause  in  said  Court,  the  jury  fees  shall  be  one  dollar,  to  be  paid  by  the 
party  taking  such  verdict.  And  in  every  case  where  the  plaintiff  may 
be  liable  for  costs,  and  resides  beyond  the  civil  jurisdictional  limits  of 
said  Court,  judgment  for  such  costs  may  be  entered  up  against  the 

plaintiff's  attornev  of  record. 
§4980.  (4874.)  (4870.)  Clerk  and  Sheriff  fees.  Except  where  otherwise 

expressly  provided  in  this  Code,  the  costs  to  be  allowed  the  clerk  and 
Sheriff,  and  other  officers  of  said  Court,  shall  be  the  same  as  those  al- 

lowed for  similar  services  in  the  Superior  Court  of  Chatham  county; 
and  the  provisions  of  this  section  shall  apply  as  well  to  special  as  to 
regular  terms  of  said  Court. 

§4981.  (4875.)  (4871.)  Insolvent  debtors  and  their  discharge.  The  laws 
of  the  State  in  relation  to  insolvent  debtors  and  their  discharge  shall 

apply  to  said  Court,  where  any  person  may  be  arrested  by  process  issu- 
ing out  of  it;  but  all  suggestions  of  fraud  in  said  Court  must  be  tried 

by  a  jury. 
§4982.  (4876.)  (4872.)  Balance  due  defendant.  Where  the  balance  due 

a  defendant  shall  exceed  the  jurisdiction  of  the  Court,  defendant  may 
have  judgment  to  the  extent  of  the  jurisdiction,  and  may  afterward 
sue  for  the  amount  of  excess  beyond  the  sum  so  by  him  recovered. 

§4983.  (4877.)  (4873.)  Rules  of  practice.  The  Judge  of  said  Court  may 
make  rules  of  practice  for  the  same,  not  in  conflict  with  the  general 
laws  of  the  State ;  and,  in  all  cases  of  fees  to  officers  where  such  general 
laws  do  not  strictly  apply,  he  may,  by  rule  or  order  of  Court,  fix  such 
fees  by  analogy  to  the  general  law. 

§4984.  (4878.)  (4874.)  Continuances.  Continuances  in  said  Court  shall 
be  regulated  by  the  general  law  applicable  to  other  Courts  of  record  of 
the  State. 

§4985.  (4879.)  (4875.)  Jail  calender  ;  disposition  of  prisoners.  The  keeper 
of  the  common  jail  in  Chatham  county  shall,  at  every  regular  term  of 
said  City  Court,  return  to  the  Judge  thereof  a  jail  calender,  containing 
the  name  of  every  prisoner  therein,  the  time  and  cause  of  commitment, 
the  name  of  the  committing  magistrate  or  magistrates,  and  the  place 
where  the  alleged  offense,  or  other  cause  of  detention,  may  have  oc- 

curred; and  if,  in  any  case,  it  shall  appear  to  him  that  there  is  no  good 
cause  for  the  imprisonment,  he  may  discharge  such  prisoner  on  such 
terms  as  such  Judge  may  order ;  but  such  Judge  shall  have  no  power  to 
discharge  any  person  committed  for  contempt  of  a  Court  of  record,  or 
by  authority  of  the  United  States,  or  any  person  regularly  committed 
on  charge  of  a  capital  offense. 

§4986.  (4880.)  (4876.)  Sheriff**  statement  to  Judge.  The  Sheriff  of  said 
City  Court  shall,  at  the  opening  of  every  regular  term,  hand  to  the 
Judge  a  just  and  true  statement  of  all  moneys  received  by  said  Sheriff 
from  fines  and  forfeited  recognizances,  the  amount  paid  by  him,  and 
the  account  on  which  the  same  was  paid,  together  with  a  statement  of 
the  balance  on  hand;  and  the  Judge  may  order  any  balance  paid  into 
the  registry  of  Court,  or  deposited  in  some  safe  place  of  keeping,  sub- 

ject to  the  future  order  of  the  Court. 
§4987.  (4881.)  (4877.)  Imprisonment  in  work-house.  Whenever,  in  any 

case,  the  said  Court  shall  be  authorized  to  sentence  a  person  to  impris- 
onment, such  imprisonment  may,  as  part  of  the  sentence  of  the  Court, 

be  in  any  work-house  established  by  the  city  authorities  of  Savannah; 
and  the  Judge  may  sentence  such  prisoner  to  work  in  such  place,  or  to 
work  on  the  streets  of  Savannah,  under  the  direction  of  the  city  au- 
thorities. 
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Article  ] 2.  —Justices  of  the  Peace  and  Justices'  Courts. 

ARTICLE  XII. 

JUSTICES    OF   THE    PEACE    AND    JUSTICES     COURTS. 

Section. 
4988.  Civil  jurisdiction. 
4989.  Judgment  first  term. 
49^0.  Special  jurisdiction. 

Section. 
4991.  Costs,  by  whom  paid. 
4992.  Provisions  as  to  repeal. 

§4988.  (4882.)  (4878.)  Civil  jurisdiction  of  Justices  of  the  Peace.  The  ,a)  Acts  of 
civil  jurisdiction  of  each  of  the  Justices  of  the  Peace,  for  the  first,  second,  18634»  p-91  • 
third,  and  fourth  districts,  shall  extend  over  the  whole  of  said  districts, 
and  two  miles  from  the  corporate  limits  of  the  city  of  Savannah,  as 
established  by  law  ;  and  each  of  the  Justices  for  the  aforesaid  districts 
may  take  cognizance  of,  award  judgment,  and  issue  process  of  execution 

in,  all  cases  of  debt  or  contract  not  exceeding  the  amount  of  a  Justice's 
jurisdiction,  where  the  defendant  may  reside  in  any  of  said  districts  in 
the  same  manner  as  if  the  defendant  resided  in  the  district  of  the  Jus- 

tice issuing  such  process ;  [and  it  shall  be  lawful  for  such  Justices  to 
hold  their  offices  and  Courts  in  any  part  of  said  city.]  (a.) 

§4989.  (4883.)  (4879.)  Judgment,  first  term.     In  every  suit  brought  in  (b)  const,  of 

any  of  the  Justices'  Courts  in  said  districts,  judgment  shall  be  rendered  ggg8'6Art-  5> 
at  the  [time  designated  in  the  summons  unless  the  case  is  continued  clause'  2. 
according  to  law.]  (b.) 

[Section  (4884)  superseded  by  Act  of  1866,  pages  138-9] 
[Sections  (4845)  and  (4886)  repealed  by  Constitution  of  1868,  Article 

I.,  section  2.] 
§4990.  (4887.).  (4883.)  Special  jurisdiction  of  Justice.  All  civil  plaints, 

or  suits,  or  matters  in  dispute  or  difference,  which,  by  the  provisions 
of  this  Code  applicable  to  the  City  Court  of  Savannah,  would  (if  the 
amount  in  dispute  or  difference  were  within  the  jurisdiction  of  said 
Court)  authorize  the  Judge  of  the  said  City  Court  to  hold  special  or  ex- 

traordinary Courts  for  the  trial  .thereof,  the  amount  whereof  shall  not, 
in  any  one  case,  exceed  the  jurisdiction  of  a  Justice  of  the  Peace,  ma}^  be 
tried  by  any  Justice  of  the  Peace  for  that  part  of  the  county  of  Chatham 
embraced  within  the  corporate  limits  of  the  city  of  Savannah,  or  within 
the  said  first,  second,  third  and  fourth  districts,  under  the  same  restric- 

tions as  to  petition,  notice,  affidavit,  and  other  modes  of  procedure,  set 
forth. in  said  provisions,  as  far  as  such  modes  of  procedure  maybe  made 

to  conform  to  the  proceedings  in  Justices'  Courts,  and  all  and  every  pro- 
cess issued  by  any  Justice  of  the  Peace,  by  authority  hereof,  shall  be 

served  by  any  lawful  constable  of  any  of  said  districts.* 
§4991.  (4888.)  (4884.)  Costs,  by  whom  paid.  No  person  who  may  be 

discharged  by  a  magistrate  or  magistrates  of  any  of  said  districts,  for 
want  of  sufficient  cause  of  commitment,  shall  ever  be  compelled  to  pay 
any  part  of  costs  of  prosecution  or  examination. 

§4992.  (4889.)  (4885.)  This  body  of  laws  adopted  by  Code.  No  Code  or 
system  of  laws  which  way.be  passed  by  the  General  Assembly  shall  be 
construed  to  repeal  or  modify  any  of  the  provisions  of  this  Act,  unless 
such  provisions  shall  be  specially  named  or  referred  to;  and  all  bank- 

ing commercial,  religious,  charitable,  literary,  military,  and  other 
charters  and  incorporations,  and  privileges,  and  exemptions,  good  and 
valid  in  law,  and  existing  or  operative  in  the  city  of  Savannah  and 

county  of  Chatham  at  the  time  of  passing  any  such  Code  or  S}Tstem, 
and  not  expressly  superseded  thereby,  are  hereby  expressly  saved  and 
confirmed,  and  the  terms  and  provisions  of  this  Act,  shall  be  construed 
as  though  they  were  part  and  parcel  of  such  Code  or  system  of  laws, 
in  case  such  Code  or  system  shall  be  passed  as  aforesaid. 

*A11  of  section  4S87;  after  the  word  districts  in  the  sixteenth  line  is  stricken,  because  repealed 
by  Constitution  of  18G8,  Article  V.,  section  6,  clauses  2  and  3. 
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Constitution  of  the  State  of  Georgia— Preamble. 

II. 

CONSTITUTION 

OF  THE  STATE  OF  GEORdlA, 

Ratified  by  a  Vote  of  the  People,  at  an  Election  held  on  the 
Fifth  day  of  December,  1877. 

THE   CONVENTION   WHICH   ADOPTED   THE   CONSTITUTION  MET   ON   THE   llTH   DAY  OF  JULY,  AND 

ADJOURNED   ON   THE   25TH   DAY   OF   AUGUST,  1877. 

PREAMBLE. 

To  perpetuate  the  principles  of  free  government,  insure  justice  to 
all,  preserve  peace,  promote  the  interest  and  happiness  of  the  citizen, 
and  transmit  to  posterity  the  enjoyment  of  liberty,  we,  the  people  of 

Georgia,*  relying  upon  the  protection  and  guidance  of  Almighty  God, 
do  ordain  and  establish  this  Constitution. 

Article  I. — Bill  of  Rights. 
Article  II. — Elective  Franchise. 

Article  III. — Legislative  Department. 
Article  IV. — Power  of  General  Assembly  over  Taxation,  etc. 
Article  V. — Executive  Department. 
Article  VI. — Judiciary. 
Article  VII. — Finance,    Taxation  and  Public  Debt. 
Article  VIII. — Education. 

Article  IX. — Homestead  and  Exemption. 
Article  X. — Militia. 

Article  XL — Counties  and  County  Officers. 

Article  XII. — Laws  of  General  Operation. 
Article  XIII. — Amendments  to  the  Constitution. 

-Powers  of  Constitutional  Convention ;  11  Am.  R.,  342 ;  15  lb.,  563. 
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Article  1.— Bill  of  rights. 

ARTICLE  I. 

BILL     OF     RIGHTS. 

Section  I. 

SECTION. 
4993.  Government,  origan  and  foundation  of. 
4994.  Protection  the  duty  of  government. 
4995.  Life,  liberty  and  property  sacred. 
4996.  Right  to  the  Courts. 
4997.  Privileges  of  accused. 
4998.  Sell -crimination  not  compelled. 
4999.  Banishment  and  whipping  forbidden. 
5000.  Jeopardy  more  than  once  forbidden. 
5001.  Bail,   fines,  punishment,  etc.,  regulated. 
5002.  frosts  due  only  on  conviction. 
5005.  Habeas  corpus  not  to  be  suspended. 
5004.  Freedom  of  conscience  secured. 
5005.  No  religious  test  required. 

Section. 
5006.  Appropriation  to  sects  forbidden. 
5007.  Liberty  of  speech  and  press  secured. 
5008.  Searches,   seizures   and    warrants   regu- 

lated. 
5009.  Slavery  prohibited. 
5010.  Social  status,  not  subject  of  legislation. 
5011.  Civil  authority,  above  military.  ' 
5012.  Punishment  lor  contempts  regulated. 
5013.  Imprisonment  for  debt  disallowed. 
5014.  Right  to  bear  arms  secured. 
5015.  Departments  of  government  distinct. 
5016.  Right  to  assemble  and  petition. 
5017.  Citizens,  and  protection  of. 

§4993.  Paragraph  I.  Origin  and  foundation  of  Government.  All  gov- 
ernment, of  right,  originates  with  the  people,  is  founded  upon  their 

will  only,  and  is  instituted  solely  for  the  good  of  the  whole.  Public  offi- 
cers are  the  trustees  and  servants  of  the  people,  and  at  all  times  amen- 
able to  them. 

See  this  provision  referred  to :  60  Ga.,  228. 

§4994.  Par.  II.  Protection  the  duty  of  government.  Protection  to  person 
and  property  is  the  paramount  duty  of  government,  and  shall  be  impar- 

tial and  complete. 
§4995.  Par.  III.  Life,  liberty  and  property.  No  person  shall  be  de- 

prived of  life,  liberty,  or  property,  except  by  due  process  of  law. a 
See  8  Ga.,  211.     Arrest  without  warrant :  46  Ga.,  80. 

a24  Am.  D.,  537-545.  full  note;  Cooley  Const.  Lim.,  353;  5  O.,  37,  391,  714  ;  Sedg. 
Stat.,  475  ;  2  C.  L.  J.,  99;  6/252;  7/255  ;  notes  to  $5322.  Civil  and  political  rights  :  Cooley 
Torts,  275-281. 

§4996.  Par.  IV.  Right  to  the  Courts.     No  person  shall  be  deprived  of 
the  right  to  prosecute  or  defend  his  own  cause  in  any  of  the  Courts  of 
this  State,  in  person,  by  attorney,  or  both. 

Right  to  appeal  to  the  Courts  should  be  kept  inviolate  :  49  Ga.,  266.  Counsel's  ab- 
sence ground  for  continuance  :  51  Ga.,  122.  Right  to  be  fully  heard  by  counsel !  60  Ga., 

368;  55/467. 

§4997.  Par.  V.  Benefit  of  counsel,  accusation,  list  of  witnesses,  compulsory 
process  and  trial.  Every  person  charged  with  an  offense  against  the 

laws  of  this  State  shall  have  the  privilege  and  benefit  of  counsel  ;a  shall 
be  furnished,  on  demand,  with  a  copy  of  the  accusation,  and  a  list  of 
the  witnesses  on  whose  testimony  the  charge  against  him  is  founded ; 
shall  have  compulsory  process  to  obtain  the  testimony  of  his  own  wit- 

nesses ;  shall  be  confronted11  with  the  witnesses  testifying  against  him, 
and  shall  have  a  public  and  speedy  trial  by  an  impartial  jury.0 

Privilege  and  benefit  of  counsel:  7  Ga.,  190;  56/406.  Ri-'ht  of  trial  by  jury  :  5  Ga., 
186-195.  Time  should  be  given  counsel  to  argue  case  :  49  Ga.,  255.  Presence  of  coun- 

sel on  re-charge  of  jury:  51  Ga.,  567.  Also  presence  of  defendant:  53  Ga.,  137. 
Want  of  time  to  prepare  case  is  no  sufficient  showing  for  a  continuance  :  53  Ga.,  149. 
The  jury  should  be  impartial :  59  Ga.,  470. 

aCooley  Const.  Lim.,  330;  limiting  time  of  argument:  27  Am.  R.,  413,  n  ;  notes  to 
Rules  of  Court,  Nos.  3  and  8.  bCooley  Const.  Lim.,  318;  see  notes  to  §3782;  right  not 
waived  by  stipulation  of  prisoner's  former  attorney  that  testimony  may  be  read  :  28 
Am.  R.,429;  contra,  where  such  stipulation  made  by  acting  attorney  as  condition  of  an 
adjournment  granted  him  :  25  Am.  R.,  742.  °Trial  by  jury  :  Sedg.  Stat,  483;  Cooley 
Const.  Lim.,  309. 

§4998.  Par.  VI.  Crimination  of  self  not  compelled.  No  person  shall  be 
compelled  to  give  testimony  tending  in  any  manner  to  criminate  him- 
self. 

See  14  Ga.,  255 ;  62/398.    Also  see  sections  3854  (2)  and  (3),  and  section  3814. 
Cooley  Const.  Lim.  313;  notes  to  §§3854  (3),  3870. 
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§4999.  Par.  VII.  Banishment;  whipping.  Neither  banishment  beyond 
the  limits  of  the  State,  nor  whipping,  as  a  punishment  for  crime,  shall 
be  allowed. 

§5000.  Par.  VIII.  Jeopardy  of  life,  etc.,  more  than  once,  forbidden.  No 
person  shall  be  put  in  jeopardy  of  life,  or  liberty,  more  than  once  for 
the  same  offense,  save  on  his,  or  her,  own  motion  for  a  new  trial  after 
conviction,  or  in  case  of  mistrial. 

Former  conviction:  53  Ga.,  448.  Plea  of  former  acquittal:  59  Ga.,  168;  58/170, 
200;  62/107.  A  plea  of  once  before  in  jeopardy  overruled:  51  Ga.,  408;  58/170; 
59/168.  Plea  of  former  conviction  :  49  Ga.,  375;  53/448.  When  in  jeopardy:  55  Ga., 
521-625.  When  not:  60  Ga.,  601 ;  63/386.  Acquittal  conclusive:  61  Ga.,  578  :  64/504. 

'Once  in  jeopardy:  61  Ga.,  505;  14/8;  38/187;  26/237;  3/59;  37/329;  36/447;  23/1; 
14/426. 

1  Bish.  Cr.  Proa,  ?318  ;  1  Arch.  Cr.  Pr.  and  PI.,  338;  Cooley  Const.  Lim.,  325;  Bump's 
Const.  Decisions,  345;  1  Bish.  Cr.  Law,  §854;  1  Whart.  lb.,  ?573  ;  Sedg.  on  Stat.,  572; 
21  Am.  D.,  505-8,  n  ;  2  Hawley  Cr.  Rep.,  51,  430,  427,  621;  1  lb.,  507  543  ;  18  Wall.,  163; 
13  Am.  R.,  369;  24/708.  Requisites  of  plea;  5  C.  L.  J.,  371;  8/102,  234.  Discharge  of 
jury  before  verdict:  1  Hawley  Cr.  Rep.,  507,  520,  529,  532;  19  Am.  R.,  719;  15/715; 
17/436;  28/695.  Court  conducting  former  trial,  without  jurisdiction,  no  jeopardy :  1 
Hawley  Cr.  Rep.,  543.  First  verdict  for  offense  which  could  not  be  predicated  on  in- 

dictment, no  jeopardy  :  1  Hawley  Cr.  Rep.,  511.  Acquittal  by  State  not  bar  to  prose- 
cution under  ordinance:  27  Am.  R..  390:  vice  versa:  32  Am.  R.,  539.  Judgment  on 

charge  of  larceny  of  several  articles  at  one  time  and  place,  bar  to  prosecution  for  any 
of  them  singly:  35  Am.  R.,  732;  28/396.  Conviction  of  assault  and  battery  no  bar  to 
indictment  for  manslaughter,  where  injuries  resulted  in  death  after  former  conviction: 
35  Am.  R.,  335,  339-346,  note.  Conviction  and  punishment  in  one  State,  not  conclu- 

sive in  another,  but  favorably  regarded,  but  not  where  conviction  without  punish- 
ment :  29  Am.  R.,  363.  Conviction  fraudulently  procured  by  offender,  no  bar  :  24  Am. 

R.,  273.     Accomplice  testifying  for  State,  no  bar:  31  Am.  R.,  518;  see  note  to  §3755. 

§5001.  Par.  IX.  Bail,  fines,  punishments,  arrests.     Excessive  bail  shall 
not  be   required,  nor  excessive  fines  imposed,  nor  cruel  and  unusual 
punishments    inflicted;    nor   shall    any    person  be  abused    in   being. 
arrested,  while  under  arrest,  or  in  prison. 

Coolev  Const.  Lim.,  328.  Supreme  Court  reducing  sentence  from  ten  to  five  years  : 
2  Hawley's  Crim.  Rep..  486. 

§5002.  Par.  X.  Costs.  No  person  shall  be  compelled  to  pay  costs,  ex- 
cept after  conviction  on  final  trial. 

Costs  of  solicitor  where  an  escape  occurs:  57  Ga.,  332.  See  section  4699  of  the 
Georgia  Code. 

§5003.  Par.  XI.  Habeas  corpus.  The  writ  of  habeas  corpus  shall  not 
be  suspended. 

Cooley  Const.  Lim.,  338  ;  note  to  $5182  and  general  note  after  §4031. 

§5004.  Par.  XII.  Freedom,  of  conscience.  All  men  have  the  natural 
and  inalienable  right  to  worship  God,  each  according  to  the  dictates  of 
his  own  conscience,  and  no  human  authority  should,  in  any  case,  con- 
control  or  interfere  with  such  right  of  conscience. 

§5005.  Par.  XIII.  Religious  opinions,  etc.     No  inhabitant  of  this  State 
shall  be  molested  in  person  or  property,  or  prohibited  from  holding  any 
public   office  or  trust,  on  account  of  his  religious  opinions ;  but  the 
right  of  liberty  of  conscience  shall  not  be  so  construed  as  to  excuse  acts 
of  licentiousness,  or  justify  practices  inconsistent  with  the  peace  and 
safety  of  the  State. 

State  of  a  man's  religious  opinions  is  no  objection  to  his  acting  as  a  guardian:  41 
Ga.,  183. 

Cooley  Const.  Lim.,  467.  On  the  maxim  that  Christianity  is  part  of  the  law  of  the 
land  :  Note  to  Code,  §1.  (e.)  Religious  belief  in  polygamy,  no  defense  to  prosecution  : 
8  O.,  145. 

§5006.  Par.  XIV.  Appropriations  to  sects  forbidden.  No  money  shall 
ever  be  taken  from  the  public  treasury,  directly  or  indirectly,  in  aid  of 
any  church,  sect,  or  denomination  of  religionists,  or  of  any  sectarian 
institution. 

§5007.  Par.  XV.  Liberty  of  speech  guaranteed.  No  law  shall  ever  be 

passed  to  curtail,  or  restrain,  the  liberty  of  speech,*  or  of  the  press;15  any 
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person  may  speak,  write  and  publish  his  sentiments,  on  all  subjects, 
being  responsible  for  the  abuse  of  that  liberty. 

Privilege  of  speech  by  an  attorney:  51  Ga.,  118.     Attorneys  testifying:  51  Ga.,  18G. 

aNote  to  £2980;    Cooley  Const.  Lim.,  441.     bNotc  to  £4711 ;    Cooley  Const.  Lim.,  417. 

§5008.  Par.  XVI.  Searches  and  ivarrants.  The  right  of  the  people  to 
be  secure  in  their  persons,  houses,  papers  and  effects  against  unreason- 

able searches  and  seizures,  shall  not  be  violated  ;  and  no  warrant  shall 
issue  except  upon  probable  cause,  supported  by  oath,  or  affirmation, 
particularly  describing  the  place,  or  places,  to  be  searched,  and  the  per- 

sons or  things  to  be  seized. 
See46Ga.,  80. 

See  note  following  §4761 ;  Cooley  Const.  Lim.,  299;  3  Woods,  502. 

§5009.  Par.  XVII.  Slavery.  There  shall  be  within  the  State  of  Geor- 
gia neither  slavery  or  involuntary  servitude,  save  as  a  punishment  for 

crime  after  legal  conviction  thereof. 

§5010.  Par.  XVIII.  Status  of  the  citizen.  The  social  status  of  the  citi- 
zen shall  never  be  the  subject  of  legislation. 

§5011.  Par.  XIX.  Civil  authority  superior  to  military.  The  civil  author- 
ity shall  be  superior  to  the  military,  and  no  soldier  shall,  in  time  of 

peace,  be  quartered  in  any  house  without  the  consent  of  the  owner,  nor 
in  time  of  war,  except  by  the  civil  magistrate,  in  such  manner  as  may 
be  provided  by  law. 

§5012.  Par.  XX.  Contempts.  The  power  of  the  Courts  to  punish  for 
contempts  shall  be  limited  by  legislative  acts. 

Punishment  of  Sheriff  for  contempt :  54  Ga.,  650.  When  not  as  against  a  guardian  : 
58  Ga.,  70.  Imprisonment  and  proceedings  as  to  contempt5!:  58  Ga.,  300.  Against  an 
attorney:  59  Ga.,  523.     See  section  4711  of  the  Code. 

Notes  to  Code,  $246,  par.  5,  §4711. 

§5013.  Par.  XXI.  Imprisonment  for  debt.  There  shall  be  no  impris- 
onment for  debt. 

Order  for  imprisonment  on  failure  to  deliver  lip  money,  not  unconstitutional:  41 
Ga.,  467.  In  a  proceeding  for  alimony  :  44  Ga.,  216-217.  When  imprisonment  under 
a  trover  and  bail  process  was  not  unconstitutional :  57  Ga.,  407.  An  attorney  :  59  Ga., 
523.     Habeas  corpus  is  the  remedy  for  an  illegal  imprisonment :  65  Ga.,  241. 

§5014.  Par.  XXII.  Arms.  The  right  of  the  people  to  keep  and  bear 
arms  shall  not  be  infringed,  but  the  General  Assembly  shall  have  piwer 
to  prescribe  the  manner  in  which  arms  may  be  borne. 

See  1  Ga.,  243  ;  46/292.     Carrying  to  Courts :  53  Ga,,  472. 
Cooley  Const.  Lim.,  350;  notes  to  §4527. 

§5015.  Par.  XXIII.  Legislative,  judicial  and  executive  separate.  The 
legislative,  judicial  and  executive  powers  shall  forever  remain  separate 
and  distinct,  and  no  person  discharging  the  duties  of  one,  shall  at  the 

same  time  exercise  -the  functions  of  either  of  the  others,  except  as 
herein  provided. 

See  8  Ga.,  212.  Power  of  the  Legislature  to  appoint  a  committee :  46  Ga.,  325.  Tax 
executions  by  the  executive  department:  46  Ga.,  350. 

Wells  on  Jurisdiction,  $$47-55  ;  7  Am.  R.,  575  ;  19/341.  Legislative  functions  :  Cooley 
Const.  Lim.,  85-129  ;  as  to  administrator's  sales:  Note  on  p.  632  of  Code  ;  declaratory 
and  curative  statutes  :  Notes  to  Code,  §4. 

§5016.  Par.  XXIV.  Right  to  assemble  and  petition.  The  people  have 
the  right  to  assemble  peaceably  for  their  common  good,  and  to  apply  to 
those  vested  with  the  powers  of  government  for  redress  of  grievances, 
by  petition  or  remonstrance. 

See  59  Ga.,  364. 

§5017.  Par.  XXV.  Citizens,  protection  of.  All  citizens  of  the  United 
States,  resident  in  this  State,  are  hereby  declared  citizens  of  this  State; 
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and  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  General  Assembly  to  enact  such  laws  as 
will  protect  them  in  the  full  enjoyment  of  the  rights,  privileges  and 
immunities  due  to  such  citizenship. 

See  Article  14,  par.  1,  of  amendments  to  the  Constitution  of  the  United  States,  etc. 
Notes  to  Code,  $$U,  5295,  5322,  5323. 

Section  II. 
Section. 

501N.  Libels,  truth  may  be  shown. 
5019.  Treason,  and  conviction  for. 
5020.  No  corruption  of  blood,  or  forfeiture. 

Section. 
5021.  Lotteries  prohibited. 
5022.  Lobbying  declared  a  crime. 
5023  Fraud  and  concealment,  etc. 

§5018.  Paragraph  I.  Libel ;  jury  in  criminal  trials.     In  all  prosecutions 
or  indictments  for  libel,  the  truth  may  be  given  in  evidence;  and  the 
jury  in  all  criminal  cases  shall  be  the  judges  of  the  law  and  the  facts. 
The  power  of  the  Judges  to  grant  new  trials  in  case  of  conviction  is 

preserved. 
Jury  judges  of  the  law  and  the  fact :  '52  Ga.,  290,  607 ;  53/429 ;  61/471.  Reading  law 

to  jury  by  counsel  in  Court's  hearing:  55  Ga.,  304.  Counsel  may  also  present  to  the 
jury  their  view  of  the  law  and  facts  :  56  Ga.,  503. 

§5019.  Par.  II.  Treason.  Treason  against  the  State  of  Georgia  shall 
consist  in  levying  war  against  her,  adhering  to  her  enemies,  giving  them 
aid  and  comfort.  No  person  shall  be  convicted  of  treason,  except  on  the 
testimony  of  two  witnesses  to  the  same  overt  act,  or  confession  in  open 
Court. 

§5020.  Par.  III.  Conviction.  No  conviction  shall  work  corruption  of 
blood,  or  forfeiture  of  estate. 

§5021.  Par.  IV.  Lotteries:  All  lotteries,  and  the  sale  of  lottery  tick- 
ets, are  hereby  prohibited;  and  this  prohibition  shall  be  enforced  by 

penal  laws. 
See  section  4548  of  the  Code. 

Charter  granted  by  Legislature  cannot  defeat  this  provision  :  11  0.,  814. 

§5022.  Par.  V.  Lobbying.  Lobbying  is  declared  to  be  a  crime,  and 
the  General  Assembly  shall  enforce  this  provision  by  suitable  penalties. 

Cooley  Const.  Lini.,  136.     Contracts  for  lobby  services,  void:  Notes  to  §2750. 

§5023.  Par.  VI.  Fraud ;  property  concealment.  The  General  Assembly 
shall  have  the  power  to  provide  for  the  punishment  of  fraud;  and 
shall  provide,  by  law,  for  reaching  property  of  the  debtor  concealed 
from  the  creditor. 

Provisions  in  other  States :  2  Whart.  Cr.  Law,  §2163. 

Section  III. 
Section. 

5024.  Private  ways,  granted  how. 
5025.  Attainder,  ex  %)ost  facto  laws,  etc. 

Section. 
5026.  Grants  revocable  when. 

§5024.  Paragraph  I.  Private  ways  ;  just  compensation.  In  cases  of  neces- 
sity, private  waysa  may  be  granted  upon  just  compensation  being  first 

paid  by  the  applicant.  Private  property"  shall  not  be  taken,  or  dam- 
aged, for  public  purposes,  without  just  and  adequate  compensation  be- 

ing first  paid. 
A  foreign  corporation  may  be  empowered  on  compensation  being  given  :  46  Ga.,  43. 

Equity  will  interfere  if  the  statutory  mode  is  not  observed:  47Ga.,565;  53/120.  When 
there  will  be  no  interposition  by  a  Court  of  equity:  54  Ga.,  579;  59/419.  Railroad  claim- 

ing land  as  condemned  under  its  charter:  48  Ga.,  44.  Damages  :  50  Ga.,  612;  53/178  ; 
51/470.  When  not  to  purchaser:  54  Ga.,  293.  Damages  by  a  municipal  corporation: 
58  Ga.,  575;  see  also  City  of  Atlanta  vs.  Green,  Pamphlt.,  Sept.,  1881,  page  58.  Where 
one  company  could  not  convey  to  another  their  right  to  condemned  property:  65  Ga., 
160.     See  also  notes  to  sections  2222,  etc.,  of  the  Code  of  Georgia. 

aSee  note  on  p.  167  of  Code  and  to  §2235.  bNotes  to  Code,  ̂ §2222,  2226,  5095 ;  Cooley 
Const,  Lim.,  523;  Sedg.  Stat.,  419,  443;  12  O.,  691.  Statute  authorizing  taking,  for  State 
railroad  and  other  railroads,  without  providing  for  compensation  except  from  earnings 
of  State  railroad,  unconstitutional :  34  Am.  R.,  338. 
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§5025.  Par.  II.  Attainder;  ex  post  facto  and  retroactive  laivs,  etc.  No  bill 

of  attainder,  ex. post  facto*  law,  retroactive15  law,  or  law  impairing  the  ob- 
ligation of  contracts,0  or  making  irrevocable  grantsd  of  special  privile- 

ges or  immunities,  shall  be  passed. 
An  ex  post  facto  law  applies  to  criminal  laws  alone:  4  Ga.,  208.  Relief  of  securities 

on  bond  does  not  impair  any  constitutional  vested  right  of  the  Solicitor-General  as  to 
his  fees :  48  Ga.,  462.  Impairing  the  obligation  of  contracts:  43  Ga.,  553;  45/355-358;. 
49/126,  195,  419;  50/464;  53/502  ;  54/423.  An  Act  does  not  impair  where  it  only  affects 
the  remedy:  49  Ga.,  441.  When  does  not  impair  the  obligation  of  contracts  :  54  Ga., 
402  ;  55/312.     Executive  warrant  is  not  a  contract  so  as  to  be  irrevocable  :  56  Ga.,  674. 

aCooley  Const.  Lim.,  264;  Sedg.  Stat.,  557;  4  Wall.,  172,  277,  333;  9/35;  16/234.  b10 
Am.  D.,  131-140,  full  note  ;  4  Wall.,  172  ;  5  0.,  644.  Validating  deeds  of  married  women  : 

16  Am.  D.,  518-520,  n.  Validating  void  judical  sales  :  Freeman's  treatise  on  this  topic. 
Curing  evils  of  irregular  execution  of  law  :  3  Wall.,  372.  Tax  law :  4  Wall.,  172 ;  20/323. 
cCoolev  Const.  Lim.,  273 ;  Sedg.  Stat.,  580;  1  0.,  3  ;  2/631 ;  3/116,  595 ;  6/69,  595 ; ;  7/25, 
454;  8/359;  11/528;  Wright  vs.  Nagle,  11  0.,  791;  11/832;  13/5;  2  Woods,  48,  263,632; 

3/115,  390.  555;  Bump's  Const,  Decisions,  120-230;  3  Parsons  Contr.,  527.  Legislative 
power  over  offices  and  salaries:  25  Am.  D.,  701-705,  n,  and  note  on  page  41  of  Code. 
Charters  :  5  0.,  104  ;  8  0.,  359.  State  insulvent.laws:  23  Am.  P.,  347-358,  n.  Change  of 
tax  law  :  Note  on  p.  209  of  Code  ;  6  0.,  432  ;  9/309 ;  12/672.  Remedy  :  See  £6  of  Code  ; 
16  Wall.,  314;  12  0.,  203.     dCooley  Const.,  Lim.,  280. 

§5026.  Par.  III.  Revocation  of  grants.  No  grant  of  special  privileges 
or  immunities  shall  be  revoked,  except  in  such  manner  as  to  work  no 
injustice  to  the  corporators  or  creditors  of  the  incorporation. 

Section  IV. 

Section.  i  Section. 
5027.  Laws  to  be  general.  I  5028.  Unconstitutional  laws  void. 

§5027.  Paragraph  I.  General  laws,  and  how  varied.  Laws  of  a  general 
nature  shall  have  uniform  operation  throughout  the  State,  and  no  spe- 

cial law  shall  be  enacted  in  any  case  for  which  provisions  has  been 
made  by  an  existing  general  law.  No  general  law  affecting  private 
rights  shall  be  varied  in  any  particular  case,  by  special  legislation,  ex- 

cept with  the  free  consent,  in  writing,  of  all  persons  to  be  affected 
thereby ;  and  no  person  under  legal  disability  to  contract  is  capable 
of  such  consent. 

Legislation  not  violative  of  this  provision :  52  Ga.,  410. 

Sedg.  Stat,,  529,  531;  Cooley  Const.  Lim.,  128,  129,  n  ;  13  O.,  523,  707 ;  4  Am.  R.,  576; 
9/500;  23/713;  11/415;  29/210.     Private  acts  :  See  notes  to  §4  of  Code. 

§5028.  Par.  II.    What  Acts  void.    Legislative  Acts  in  violation  of  this 
Constitution,  or  the  Constitution  of  the  United  States,  are  void,  and 
the  Judiciary  shall  so  declare  them. 

Obeying  by  the  Sheriff  in  good  faith  of  an  unconstitutional  Act :  49  Ga.,  12.  Doubts 
resolved  in  favor  of  the  constitutionality  of  a  law  :  54  Ga.,  663. 

Declared  void,  when:  Cooley  Const,  Lim.,  159.  Liabilitv  for  acts  done  under:  19 
Am.  R.,  718. 

Section  V. 

Section.  I  Section. 
5029.  Rights  of  the  State.  5030.  Enumeration  of  rights,  no  denial  of  other. 

§5029.  Paragraph  I.  State  rights.  The  people  of  this  State  have  the 
inherent,  sole  and  exclusive  right  of  regulating  their  internal  govern- 

ment, and  the  police  thereof,  and  of  altering  and  abolishing  their  Con- 
stitution whenever  it  may  be  necessary  to  their  safety  and  happiness. 

See  33  Ga.,  166,  Suplt, 

Police  power,  over  corporations  :  See  Art.  4,  section  2,  par.  2.  Generallv:  Cooley  Const 

Lim:,  572;  16  Wall.,  36  ;  1  Woods,  21 ;  Bump's  Const.  Decisions,  180,  320;  7  O.,  659. 
Rorer  Inter-State  Law,  246  ;  Sedg.  Stat.,  435.  A  State  law  prohibiting  the  manufacture 
and  sale  of  intoxicating  liquors  is  within  the  police  power  and  constitutional:  13  Am. 
R.,  422;  18  Wall.,  129;  reaffirmed  :  7  O.,  25.  So  also  is  a  statute  requiring  special  license 
of  liquor  dealers  to  raise  fund  for  inebriate  asylum  ;  21  Am.  R.,  765.  Municipal  corpo- 

rations may  be  empowered  to  prohibit  retailing  of  liquor:  13  Am.  R.,  422.     Local  op- 
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tion  laws  constitutional:  13  Am.  R.,  716;  19/536;  23/83;  31/341;  10  C.  L.  J.,  203, 
440.  Forbidding  private  markets,  constitutional :  21  Am.  E,.,  563.  Dog  law  is  within 
police  power:  1  Am.  E,.,  94;  30/152. 

§5030.  Par.  II.  Enumeration  of  rights  not  deny  others.     The  enumera- 
tion of  rights  herein  contained  as  a  part  of  this  Constitution,  shall 

not  be  construed  to  deny  to  the  people  any  inherent  rights  which  they 
•  may  have  hitherto  enjoyed. 

ARTICLE  II. 

ELECTIVE    FRANCHISE. 

Section  I. 

Section.  Section. 
5031.  Elections  by  ballot.  I  5032.  Electors,  and  oath  of. 

§5031.  Paragraph  I.  Ballot.  In  all  elections  by  the  people  the  electors 
shall  vote  by  ballot. 

§5032.  Par.  II.  Electors,  and  oath  of .  Every  male  citizen  of  the  United 
States  (except  as  hereinafter  provided),  twenty-one  j^ears  of  age,  who 
shall  have  resided  in  this  State  one  year  next  preceding  the  election, 
and  shall  have  resided  six  months  in  the  county  in  which  he  offers  to 
vote,  and  shall  have  paid  all  taxes  which  may  hereafter  be  required  of 
him,  and  which  he  may  have  had  an  opportunity  of  paying,  agreeably 
to  law,  except  for  the  year  of  the  election,  shall  be  deemed  an  elector  : 
Provided,  that  no  soldier,  sailor  or  marine  in  the  military  or  naval  ser- 

vice of  the  United  States,  shall  acquire  the  rights  of  an  elector  by  rea- 
son of  being  stationed  on  duty  in  this  State ;  and  no  person  shall  vote 

who,  if  challenged,  shall  refuse  to  take  the  following  oath,  or  affirma- 
tion: "I  do  swear  (or  affirm)  that  lam  twenty-one  years  of  age,  have 

resided  in  this  State  one  year,  and  in  this  county  six  months,  next  pre- 
ceding this  election.  I  have  paid  all  taxes  which,  since  the  adoption 

of  the  present  Constitution  of  this  State,  have  been  required  of  me 
previous  to  this  year,  and  which  I  have  had  an  opportunity  to  pay,  and 
I  have  not  voted  at  this  election." 

See58Ga.,  332. 

Section.  II. 

Section  5033.  Registration,  and  who  may  vote. 

§5033.  Paragraph  I.  Registration ;  who  disfranchised.  The  General  As- 
sembly may  provide,  from  time  to  time,  for  the  registration  of  all  elec- 

tors, but  the  following  classes  of  persons  shall  not  be  permitted  to  reg- 
ister, vote  or  hold  any  office,  or  appointment  of  honor  or  trust  in  this 

State,  to-wit :  1st.  Those  who  shall  have  been  convicted,  in  any  Court 
of  competent  jurisdiction,  of  treason  against  the  State,  of  embezzle- 

ment of  public  funds,  malfeasance  in  office,  bribery  or  larcen}^  or  of  any 
crime  involving  moral  turpitude,  punishable  by  the  laws  of  this  State 
with  imprisonment  in  the  penitentiary,  unless  such  person  shall  have 

been  pardoned.     2d.  Idiots  and  insanea  persons. 
What  registration  laws  constitutional  i  23  Am.  D.,  642-651,  n  ;  Cooley  Const.  Lim., 

601;  4Am.E,  177;  21/465;  35/768,  n.  a7  C.  L.  J.,  338;  Cooley  Const.  Lim.,  599. 
From  drinking:  Cushing  L.  A.,  §27. 

Section  III. 

Section  5034.  Privileges  of  electors. 

§5034.  Paragraph  I.  Privilege  of  electors.  Electors  shall,  in  all  cases 
except  for  treason,  felony,  larceny  and  breach  of  the  peace,  be  privi? 
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leged  from  arrest  during  their  attendance  on  elections,  and  in  going  to 
and  returning  from  the  same. 

Section  IV. 
Section. 

5085.  Holders  of  public  money  cannot  hold 
office. 

Section 
5036.  Duelling  disqualifies  for  office. 

§5035.  Paragraph  I.  Holder  of  public  funds.  No  person  who  is  the 
holder  of  any  public  money,  contrary  to  law,  shall  be  eligible  to  any 
office  in  this  State  until  the  same  is  accounted  for  and  paid  into  the 
treasury. 

§5036.  Par.  II.  Duelling.  No  person  who,  after  the  adoption  of  this 
Constitution,  being  a  resident  of  this  State,  shall  have  been  convicted 
of  fighting  a  duel  in  this  State,  or  convicted  of  sending  or  accepting  a 
challenge,  or  convicted  of  aiding  or  abetting  such  duel,  shall  hold 
office  in  this  State,  unless  he  shall  have  been  pardoned ;  and  every  such 
person  shall,  also,  be  subject  to  such  punishment  as  may  be  prescribed 
by  law. 

Section  V. 

Section  5037.  Furnishing  liquors  on  election  days  forbidden. 

§5037.  Paragraph  I.  Sale  of  liquors  on  election  days.  The  General 

Assembly  shall,  by  law,  forbid  the  sale,  distribution,  or  furnishing  of s 
intoxicating  drinks  within  two  miles  of  election  precincts  on  days  of 
election — State,  county  or  municipal — and  prescribe  punishment  for 
any  violation  of  the  same. 

Section  VI. 

Section  5038.  Election  returns,  to  whom.  made. 

§5038.  Paragraph  I.  Election  returns.  Returns  of  election  for  all  civil 
officers  elected  by  the  people,  who  are  to  be  commissioned  by  the  Gov- 

ernor, and,  also,  for  the  members  of  the  General  Assembly,  shall  be 
made  to  the  Secretary  of  State,  unless  otherwise  provided  by  law. 

General  Note  on  Article  II. — See  note  on  pages  282-3  of  Code;  Cooley  Const. 
Lim.,  598-614. 

£4570. 

ARTICLE  III 

LEGISLATIVE    DEPARTMENT. 

Section  I. 

Section  5039.  Legislative  power,  where  vested. 

§5039.  Paragraph  I.  Legislative  power.     The  legislative  power  of  the 
State  shall  he  vested  in  a  General  Assembly  which  shall  consist  of  a 
Senate  and  House  of  Representatives. 

As  to  power  of  the  Legislature  to  pass  a  law  to  take  effect  upon  the  assent  of  the 
people  :  54  Ga.,  324. 

Powers  which  the  legislative  department  may  exercise  :  Cooley  Const.  Lim.,  85-129 
Enactment  of  laws:  Cooley  Const.  Lim.,  130-151;  13  O.,  683;  Sedg.  Stat.,  533.     As  to 
statutes  generally:  See  notes  to  #4  of  Code. 

Section  II. 
Section.  I     Section. 

5010.  Number  of  Senators,  etc.  !        5011.  Senatorial  districts,  how  changed. 

t  §5040.  Paragraph  I.  Number  of  Senators,  etc.  The  Senate  shall  con- 
sist of  forty-four  members.  There  shall  be  forty-four  Senatorial  dis- 

tricts, as  now  arranged  by  counties.  Each  district  shall  have  one 
Senator. 

82 
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Senatorial  Districts  The  First  Senatorial  Dis- 
trict shall  be  composed  of  the  countes  of 

Chatham,  Bryan  and  Effifingham. 
2.  The  Second  Senatorial  District  shall  be  com- 

posed of  the  counties  of  Liberty,  Tatnall 
and  Mcintosh. 

3.  The  Third  Senatorial  District  shall  be  com- 
posed of  the  counties  of  Wayne,  Pierce  and 

Appling. 
4.  The  Fourth  Senatorial  District  shall  be  com- 

posed of  the  counties  of  Glynn,  Camden 
and  Charlton. 

5.  The  Fifth  Senatorial  District  shall  be  com- 
posed of  the  counties  of  Coffee,  Ware  and 

Clinch. 
6.  The  Sixth  Senatorial  District  shall  be  com- 

posed of  the  counties  of  Echols,  Lowndes 
and  Berrien. 

7.  The  Seventh  Senatorial  District  shall  be  com- 
posed ot  the  counties  of  Brooks,  Thomas 

and  Colquitt. 
8.  The  Eighth  Senatorial  District  shall  be  com- 

posed of  the  counties  of  Decatur,  Mitchell 
and  Miller. 

9.  The  Ninth  Senatorial  District  shall  be  com- 
posed of  the  counties  of  Early,  Calhoun 

and  Baker. 
10.  The  Tenth  Senatorial  District  shall  be  com- 

posed of  the  counties  of  Dougherty,  Lee 
and  Worth. 

11.  The  Eleventh  Senatorial  District   shall  be 
composed  of  the  cotmties  of  Clay,   Ran- 

dolph and  Terrell. 
12.  The  Twelfth  Senatorial  District  shall  be  com- 

posed of  the  counties  of  Stewart,  Webster 
and  Quitman. 

13.  The  Thirteenth  Senatorial  District  shall  be 
composed  of  the  counties  of  Sumter,  Schley 
and  Macon. 

14.  The  Fourteenth  Senatorial  District  shall  be 
composed  of  the  counties  of  Dooley,  Wil- 

cox, Pulaski  and  Dodge. 
15.  The  Fifteenth  Senatorial  .District  shall  be 

composed  of  the  counties  of  Montgomery, 
Telfair  and  Irwin. 

16.  The  Sixteenth  Senatorial  District  shall  be 
composed    of    the    counties    of    Laurens, 
Emanuel  and  Johnson. 

17.  The  Seventeenth  Senatorial  District  shall  be 
composed  of  the  counties  of  Screven,  Bul- 

loch and  Burke. 
18.  The  Eighteenth  Senatorial  District  shall  be 

composed  of  the  counties  of  Richmond, 
Glasscock  and  Jefferson. 

19.  The  Nineteenth  Senatorial  District  shall  be 
composed  of   the  counties  of  Taliaferro, 
Greene  and  Warren 

20.  The  Twentieth  Senatorial  District  shall  be 
be  composed  of  the  counties  of  Baldwin, 
Hancock  and  Washington. 

21.  The  Twenty-first  Senatorial  District  shall  be 
composed  of  the  counties  of  Twiggs,  Wil- kinson and  Jones. 

22.  The  Twenty-second  Senatorial  District  shall 
be  composed  of  the  counties  of  Bibb,  Mon- roe and  Pike. 

23  The  Twenty-third  Senatorial  District  shall 
be  composed  of  the  counties  of  Houston, 
Crawiord  and  Taylor. 

24.  The  Twenty- fourth  Senatorial  District  shall 
be  composed  of  the  counties  of  Muscogee, 
Marion  and  Chattahoochee. 

25.  The  Twenty-fifth  Senatorial  District  shall  be 
composed  of  the  counties  of  Harris,  Upson and  Talbot. 

26.  The  Twenty-sixth  Senatorial  District  shall  be 
composed  of  the  counties  of  Spalding,  Butts 
and  Fayette. 

27.  The  Twenty-seventh  Senatorial  District  shall 
be  composed  of  the  counties  of  Newton, 
Walton,  Clarke,  Oconee  and  Rockdale. 

28.  The  Twenty-eighth  Senatorial  District  shall 
be  composed  of  the  counties  of  Jasper,  Put- nam and  Morgan. 

29.  The  Twenty-ninth  Senatorial  District  shall 
be  composed  oi  the  counties  of  Wilkes,  Col- umbia. Lincoln  and  McDuffie. 

30.  The    Thirtieth  Senatorial  District  shall   be 
composed  of  the  counties  Oglethorpe,  Mad- ison and  Elbert. 

31.  The  Thirty-first  Senatorial  District  shall  be 
composed  of  the  counties  of  Hart,  Haber- sham and  Franklin. 

32.  The  Thirty-second  Senatorial  District  shall 
be  composed   of   the  counties  of   White, 
Dawson  and  Lumpkin. 

33.  The  Thirty-third  Senatorial  District  shall  be 
composed  of  the    counties  of  Hall,  Banks 
fi  ti  c\  T^ol^^on 

34.  The  Thirty-Fourth  Senatorial  District  shall 
be  composed  of  the  counties  of  Gwinnett, 
DeKalb  and  Henry. 

35.  The  Thirty-fifth  Senatorial  District  shall  be 
composed  of  the  counties  of  Clayton,  Cobb 
and  Fulton. 

36.  The  Thirty -sixth  Senatorial  District  shall  be 
composed  of   the    counties  of   Campbell, 
Coweta,  Meriwether  and  Douglass. 

37.  The  Thirty-seventh  Senatorial  District  shall 
be  composed  of  the  counties  of  Carroll, 
Heard  and  Troup. 

38.  The  Thirty-eighth  Senatorial  District  shall 
be  composed  of  the  counties  of  Haralson, 
Polk  and  Paulding. 

39.  The  Thirty-ninth  Senatorial  District  shall  be 
composed  of  the  counties  of  Milton,  Cher- okee and  Forsyth. 

40.  The  Fortieth  Senatorial  District  shall  be  com- 
posed of  the  counties  of  Union,  Towns  and Rabun. 

41.  The  Forty-first  Senatorial  District  shall  be 
composed  of  the  counties  of  Pickens,  Fan- nin and  Gilmer. 

42.  The  Forty-second  Senatorial  District  shall  be 
composed  of  the  counties  of  Bartow,  Floyd 
and  Chattooga. 

43.  The  Forty-third  Senatorial  District  shall  be 
composed  of  the  counties  of  Murray,  Gor- don and  Whitfield. 

44.  The  Forty-fourth  Senatorial  District  shall  be 
composed  of  the  counties  of  Walker,  Dade and  Catoosc, 

§5041.  Par.  II.  Districts  changed,  hoiv.  The  General  Assembly  may 
change  these  districts  after  each  census  of  the  United  States :  Provided, 
that  neither  the  number  of  districts  nor  the  number  of  Senators  from 
each  district  shall  be  increased. 

Section  III. 

Section 
5042.  Representatives,  and  how  apportioned. 

Section. 
5043.  Apportionment,  how  changed. 

§5042.  Paragraph  I.  Number  of  Representatives.  The  House  of  Rep- 
resentatives, shall  consist  of  one  hundred  and  seventy-five  Representa- 

tives, apportioned  among  the  several  counties  as  follows,  to-wit :  To 
the  six  counties  having  the  largest  population,  viz :  Chatham,  Rich- 

mond, Burke,  Houston,*  Bibb  and  Fulton,  three  Representatives,  each  ; 

"Under  the  last  Act  of  apportionment  Floyd  was  substituted  for  Houston. d.  51. See  Acts  of  1880-1, 
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to  the  twenty-six  counties  having  the  next  largest  population,  viz  :  Bar- 
tow, Coweta,  Decatur,  Floyd,  Greene,  Gwinnett,  Harris,  Jefferson,  Meri- 

wether, Monroe,  Muscogee,  Newton,  Stewart,  Sumter,  Thomas,  Troup, 
Washington,  Hancock,  Carroll,  Cobb,  Jackson,  Dougherty,  Oglethorpe, 
Macon,  Talbot  and  Wilkes,  two  Representatives,  each;  and  to  the  re- 

maining one  hundred  and  five  counties,  one  Representative,  each. 
§5043.  Par.  II.  Changed,  how.  The  above  apportionment  shall  be 

changed  by  the  General  Assembly  at  its  first  session  after  each  census 
taken  by  the  United  States  Government,  so  as  to  give  the  six  counties 
having  the  largest  population  three  Representatives  each;  and  to  the 
twent}T-six  counties  having  the  next  largest  population  two  Represen- 

tatives, each ;  but  in  no  event  shall  the  aggregate  number  of  Repre- 
sentatives be  increased. 

Section  IV. 

Section. 
5044.  Term  of  legislators. 
5045.  Election  of  legislators. 
5046.  Meeting  of  the  Assembly. 

5047.  Quorum  of  the  Houses.* 

Section. 
5048.  Oath  of  members. 
5049.  Length  of  sessions. 
5050.  Qualifications  of  members. 
5051.  Removal  vacates  seat. 

§5044.  Paragraph  I.  Term  of  members.  The  members  of  the  General 
Assembly  shall  be  elected  for  two  years,  and  shall  serve  until  their  suc- 

cessors are.  elected. 

§5045.  Par.  II.  Election,  when.     The  first  election  for  members  of  the  & 
General  Assembly,  under  this  Constitution,  shall  take  place  on  the  first//  *^«  *~  ̂  
Wednesday  in  December,  1877 ;  the  second  election  for  the  same  shall 
he  held  on  the  first  Wednesday  in  October,  1880,  and  subsequent  elec- 

tions biennially,  on  that  day,  until  the  day  of  election  is  changed  by 
law. 

§5046.  Par.  III.  Meeting  of  the  General  Assembly.  The  first  meeting 
of  the  General  Assembly,  after  the  ratification  of  this  Constitution, 
shall  be  on  the  first  Wednesday  in  November,  1878,  and  biennially 
thereafter,  on  the  same  day,  until  the  day  shall  be  changed  by  law. 
But  nothing  herein  contained  shall  be  construed  to  prevent  the  Gov- 

ernor from  calling  an  extra  session  of  the  General  Assembly  before  the 
first  Wednesday  in  November,  1878,  if,  in  his  opinion,  the  public  good 
•shall  require  it. 

§5047.  Par.  IV.  Quorum.  A  majority  of  each  House  shall  constitute 
a  quorum  to  transact  business ;  but  a  smaller  number  may  adjourn  from 
■day  to  day  and  compel  the  presence  of  its  absent  members,  as  each 
House  may  provide. 

§5048.  Par.  V.  Oath  of  members.  Each  Senator  and  Representative, 
before  taking  his  seat,  shall  take  the  following  oath,  or  affirmation,  to- 
wit:  "I  will  support  the  Constitution  of  this  State,  and  of  the  United 
-States ;  and  on  all  questions  and  measures  which  may  come  before  me, 
I  will  so  conduct  myself  as  will,  in  my  judgment,  be  most  conducive 

to  the  interests  and  prosperity  of  this  State." 
§5049.  Par.  VI.  Sessions,  forty  days.  No  session  of  the  General  Assem- 

bly shall  continue  longer  than  forty  days,  unless  by  a  two-thirds'  vote of  the  whole  number  of  each  House. 

§5050.  Par.  VII.  Eligibility ;  appointments  forbidden.  No  person  hold- §129> 
ing  a  military  commission,  or  other  appointment  or  office,  having  any 
emolument  or  compensation  annexed  thereto,  under  this  State,  or  the 
United  States,  or  either  of  them,  except  Justices  of  the  Peace  and  officers 
of  the  militia,  nor  any  defaulter  for  public  money,  or  for  any  legal 
taxes  required  of  him,  shall  have  a  seat  in  either  house ;  nor  shall  any 
Senator  or  Representative,  after  his  qualification  as  such,  be  elected  by 
the  General  Assembly,  or  appointed  hj  the  Governor,  either  with  or 
without  the  advice  and  consent  of  the  Senate,  to  any  office  or  appoint- 
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merit  having  any  emolument  annexed  thereto,  during  the  time  for 
which  he  shall  have  been  elected. 

Office  defined  :  8  Am.  R.,  488.     Municipal  office :  15  Am.  R,.,  245,  n. 

§5051.  Par.  VIII.  Removal  vacates.  The  seat  of  a  member  of  either 
House  shall  be  vacated  on  his  removal  from  the  district  or  county  from 
which  he  was  elected. 

Section  V. 

Skction. 
5052.  Qualifications  of  Senators. 
5058.  President  of  Senate,  election  of. 
5054.  Senate  shall  try  impeachments. 

Sectton. 
5055.  Trial  of  impeachments,  who  presides. 
5056.  Judgment  in  impeachments. 

§5052.  Paragraph  I.  Qualifications  of  Senators.  The  Senators  shall  be 
citizens  of  the  United  States,  who  have  attained  the  age  of  twenty-five 
years,  and  who  shall  have  been  citizens  of  this  State  for  four  years, 
and  for  one  year  residents  of  the  district  from  which  elected. 

§5053.  Par.  II.  President.  The  presiding  officer  of  the  Senate  shall 
be  styled  the  President  of  the  Senate,  and  shall  be  elected  viva  voce  from 
the  Senators. 

§5054.  Par.  III.  Impeachments.  The  Senate  shall  have  the  sole  power 
to  try  impeachments. 

§5055.  Par.  IV.  Trial  of  impeachments.  When  sitting  for  that  pur- 
pose, the  members  shall  be  on  oath,  or  affirmation,  and  shall  be  presi- 

ded over  by  the  Chief  Justice,  or  the  presiding  Justice  of  the  Supreme 
Court.  Should  the  Chief  Justice  be  disqualified,  the  Senate  shall  se- 

lect the  Judge  of  the  Supreme  Court  to  preside.  No  person  shall  be 
convicted  without  the  concurrence  of  two-thirds  of  the  members 

present. 
§5056.  Par.  V.  Judgments  in  impeachments.  Judgments,  in  cases  of 

impeachment,  shall  not  extend  further  than  removal  from  office,  and 
disqualification  to  hold  and  enjoy  any  office  of  honor,  trust,  or  profit, 
within  this  State ;  but  the  party  convicted  shall,  nevertheless,  be  lia- 

ble and  subject  to  indictment,  trial,  judgment  and  punishment,  ac- 
cording to  law. 

Section  VI. 

Section. 
5057   Qualifications  of  Representatives. 
5058.  Speaker  of  the  House. 

Section. 
5059.  House  has  sole  power  to  impeach. 

§505^,  Paragraph  I.  Qualifications  of  Representatives.  The  Represen- 
tatives shall  be  citizens  of  the  United  States  who  have  attained  the 

age  of  twenty-one  years,  and  who  shall  have  been  citizens  of  this  State 

for  two  years,  and  for  one  year  residents  of  the  counties  from"  which 

elected.  ' 
§5058.  Par.  II.  Speaker.  The  presiding  officer  of  the  House  of  Rep- 

resentatives shall  be  styled  the  Speaker  of  the  House  of  Representa- 
tives, and  shall  be  elected  viva  voce  from  the  body. 

§5059.  Par.  III.  Power  to  impeach.  The  House  of  Representatives 
shall  have  the  sole  power  to  impeach  all  persons  who  shall  have  been, 
or  may  be,  in  office. 
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Section   VII. 

Section. 
507*2.  Acts,  how  signed,  rejected  hills. 
5073.  Majority  required  to  pass  bill. 
5074.  Local  bills,  how  passed. 
5075.  Notice  of  local  bills. 
5070.   Amendments  to  Code,  how  ma^e. 
5077.  Powers  denied  General  As.-embly. 
5078.  Legislature  cannot,  relieve  sureties,  etc. 
5079.  Street  railways,  how  authorized. 
5080.  Yeas  and  nays  required,  when. 
5081.  Powers  of  Legislature. 
5082.  Governor  must  sign  Acts. 
5083.  Houses  may  adjourn,  how. 

Section. 
5060.  Election,  etc.,  of  members,  how  judged. 
5061.  Contempts,  how  punished. 
5062.  Privileges  of  members. 
f  063.  Journals  to  be  kept. 
5064.  Original  journals,  where  kept. 
5065.  Yeas  and  nays,  taken  when. 
5066.  Bills,  how  read. 
5067.  Bills  shall  refer  to  but  one  subject. 
5068.  General    appropriation     bill     embraces 

what. 
5069.  Revenue  bill  originate  in  House. 
5070.  Money,  how  drawn  from  treasury. 
5071.  Yeas  and  nays  on  money  bills. 

§5060.  Paragraph  I.  Elections,  returns,  etc. ;  disorderly  conduct.  Each 
House  shall  be  the  judge  of  the  election,  returns,  and  qualifications  of 
its  members,  and  shall  have  power  to  punish  them  for  disorderly  be- 

havior, or  misconduct,  by  censure,  fine,  imprisonment,  or  expulsion;  but 
no  member  shall  be  expelled,  except  by  a  vote  of  two-thirds  of  the 
House  to  which  he  belongs. 

Cooley  Const.  Lim.,  133. 

§5061.  Par.  II.  Contempts,  how  punished.  Each  House  may  punish 
by  imprisonment,  not  extending  beyond  the  session,  any  person,  not  a 
member,  who  shall  be  guilty  of  a  contempt,  by  any  disorderly  behavior 
in  its  presence,  or  who  shall  rescue,  or  attempt  to  rescue,  any  person  ar- 

rested by  order  of  either  House. 
§5062.  Par.  III.  Privilege  of  members.  The  members  of  both  Houses 

shall  be  free  from  arrest  during  their  attendance  on  the  General  Assem- 
bly, and  in  going  thereto  or  returning  therefrom,  except  for  treason, 

felony,  larceny,  or  breach  of  the  peace;  and  no  member  shall  be. liable 
to  answer  in  any  other  place  for  anything  spoken  in  debate  in  either 
House. 

16  Am.  D.,  784-6,  n  ;  Cooley  Const.  Lira.,  134. 

§5063.  Par.  IVt  Journals.  Each  House  shall  keep  a  journal  of  its 
proceedings,  and  publish  it  immediately  after  its  adjournment. 

Cooley  Const.  Lira.,  135.  Resorting  to  journal  for  proof  that  Act  was  not  legally 
passed  :  20  Am.  R.,  69  ;  13/648,  n  ;.^6/647  ;  17/28. 

§5064.  Par.  V.  Where  kept.  The  original  journal  shall  be  preserved, 
after  publication,  in  the  office  of  the  Secretary  of  State,  but  there  shall 
be  no  other  record  thereof. 

§5065.  Par.  VI.  Yeas  and  nays,  when  taken.  The  yeas  and  nays  on 
any  question  shall,  at  the  desire  of  one-fifth  of  the  members  present,  be 
entered  on  the  journal. 

§5066.  Par.  VII.  Bills  to  be  read.  Every  bill,  before  it  shall  pass,  {2.c^*~C6~ Oam**^ 
shall  be  read  three  times,  and  on  three  separate  days,  in  each  House,  £*  e^^^^Z.^/^/ 
unless  in  cases  of  actual  invasion  or  insurrection.  &t^*k*2^S-^&Y 

Bur.  Pub.  Sec,  407-417;  Cooley  Const.  Lira.,  39.  Part  of  title  dropped  out:  13  O.,  683.  &ZZi  **£-&+  f 

§5067.  Par.  VIII.   One  subject  matter  expressed.     No  law  or  ordinance/ ^^*  *^/7~> 
shall  pass  which  refers  to  more  than  one  subject  matter,8,  or  contains 
matter  different  from  what  is  expressed  in  the  title"  thereof. 

See  under  former  Constitutions  :  4  Ga.,  26;  6/21.  See  for  more  recent  decisions  :  49 

Ga.,  239;  51/571-639;  55/36;  59/364;  60/404-406;  62-485,477.  And  for  "other  pur- 
poses": 49  Ga.,  241;  52/621;  65/476. 

aCooley  Const.  Lim.,  147  ;  2  Hawley  Cr.  Rep.,  396  ;  1/460;  13  O.,  447 ;  25  Am.  R..  239- 
246,  n ;  26/321;  9/587  ;  8/602;  Sedg.  Stat.,  518.  bCoolev  Const.  Lim.,  142;  Sedg.  Stat.,  521 ; 
25  Am.  R.,  235.     . 

§5068.  Par.  IX.  General  appropriation  bill.  The  general  appropria- 
tion bill  shall  embrace  nothing  except  appropriations  fixed  by  previous 

laws,  the  ordinary  expenses  of  the  Executive,  Legislative  and  Judicial 
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Departments  of  the  Government,  payment  of  the  public  debt  and  inter- 
est thereon,  and  the  support  of  the  public  institutions  and  educational 

interests  of  the  State.  All  other  appropriations  shall  be  made  by  sepa- 
rate bills,  each  embracing  but  one  subject. 

§5069.  Par.  X.  Bills  for  revenue.  All  bills  for  raising  revenue,  or  ap- 
propriating money,  shall  originate  in  the  House  of  Representatives., 

but  the  Senate  may  propose  or  concur  in  amendments,  as  in  other  bills. 
§5070.  Par.  XI.  Public  money,  how  drawn.  No  money  shall  be  drawn 

from  the  treasury  except  by  appropriation  made  by  law,  and  a  regular 
statement  and  account  of  the  receipt  and  expenditure  of  all  public 
money  shall  be  published  every  three  months,  and,  also,  with  the  laws 
passed  by  each  session  of  the  General  Assembly. 

See  56  Ga.,  676. 

§5071.  Par.  XII.  Bills  appropriating  money.  No  bill  or  resolution  ap- 
propriating money  shall  become  a  law,  unless,  upon  its  passage,  the 

yeas  and  nays,  in  each  House,  are  recorded. 
§5072.  Par.  XIII.  Acts  signed  ;  rejected  bills.  All  Acts  shall  be  signed 

by  the  President  of  the  Senate  and  the  Speaker  of  the  House  of  Repre- 
sentatives, and  no  bill,  ordinance  or  resolution,  intended  to  have  the 

effect  of  a  law,  which  shall  have  been  rejected  by  either  House,  shall 
be  again  proposed  during  the  same  session,  under  the  same  or  any  other 
title,  without  the  consent  of  two-thirds  of  the  House  by  which  the  same 
was  rejected. 

§5073.  Par.  XIV.  Majority  of  members  to  passs  bill.  No  bill  shall  be- 
come a  law  unless  it  shall  receive  a  majority  of  the  votes  of  all  the 

members  elected  to  each  House  of  the  General  Assembly,  and  it  shall., 
in  every  instance,  so  appear  on  the  journal. 

Vote  required  :  Cooley  Const.  Lim.,  141 ;  13  Am.  R.,  181 ;  Sedg.  Stat,  533.  Where 
"members  elected"  have  resigned  :  13  Am.  R.,  640. 

//^/jL-^tf-  Jj%  §5074.  Par.  XV.  Local  bills.     All  special  or  local  bills  shall  originate 
in  the  House  of  Representatives.  The  Speaker  of  the  House  of  Rep- 

resentatives shall,  within  five  days  from  the  organization  of  the  Gen- 
eral Assembly,  appoint  a  committee,  consisting  of  one  from  each  Con- 

gressional District,  whose  duty  it  shall  be  to  consider,  and  consolidate 
all  special  and  local  bills,  on  the  same  subject,  and  report  the  same  to 
the  House ;  and  no  special  or  local  bill  shall  be  read  or  considered  by 
the  House  until  the  same  has  been  reported  by  said  committee,  unless 

by  a  two-thirds'  vote.  And  no  bill  shall  be  considered  or  reported  to 
the  House,  by  said  committee,  unless  the  same  shall  have  been  laid  be- 

fore it  within  fifteen  days  after  the  organization  of  the  General  As- 
sembly, except  by  a  two-thirds'  vote. 

§5075.  Par.  XVI.  Notice  of  intention  to  ask  local  legislation  necessary. 
No  local  or  special  bill  shall  be  passed,  unless  notice  of  the  intention  to 
apply  therefor  shall  have  been  published  in  the  locality  where  the 
matter,  or  thing  to  be  affected,  may  be  situated,  which  notice  shall  be 
given  at  least  thirty  days  prior  to  the  introduction  of  such  bill  into 
the  General  Assembly,  and  in  the  manner  to  be  prescribed  by  law.  The 
evidence  of  such  notice  having  been  published,  shall  be  exhibited  in 
the  General  Assemply  before  such  Act  shall  be  passed. 

§5076.  Par.  XVII.  Statutes  and  Sections  of  Code,  how  amended.  No  law, 
or  section  of  the  Code,  shall  be  amended  or  repealed  by  mere  reference 
to  its  title,  or  to  the  number  of  the  section  of  the  Code,  but  the  amend- 

ing or  repealing  Act  shall  distinctly  describe  the  law  to  be  amended  or 
repealed,  as  well  as  the  alteration  to  be  made. 

Cooley  Const.  Lim.,  151 ;  Sedg.  Stat.,  531;  2  C.  L.  J.,  72. 

§5077.  Par.  XVIII.  Corporations.  The  General  Assembly  shall  have 
no  power  to  grant  corporate  powers  and  privileges  to  private  compa- 
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nies,  except  banking,  insurance,  railroad,  canal,  navigation,  express 
and  telegraph  companies ;  nor  to  make  or  change  election  precincts ; 
nor  to  establish  bridges  or  ferries  ;  nor  to  change  names  of  legitimate 
children ;  but  it  shall  prescribe  by  law  the  manner  in  which  such 
powers  shall  be  exercised  by  the  Courts. 

Liable  as  partners  when  not  properly  incorporated:  52  Ga.,  351.  Superior  Court 
had  no  power  to  incorporate  manufacturing  companies  :  55  Ga.,  G39.  The  Court  may 
in  the  order  specify  the  objects  of  the  corporation  where  the  petition  fails  to  do  so  :  54 
Ga.,  474;  but  see  54  Ga.,  673.  See  also  notes  to  sections  1676,  etc.,  of  the  Code  of 
Georgia. 

§5078.  Par.  XTX.  Recognizances.  The  General  Assembly  shall  have 
no  power  to  relieve  principals  or  securities  upon  forfeited  recognizances, 
from  the  payment  thereof,  either  before  or  after  judgment  thereon, 
unless  the  principal  in  the  recognizance  shall  have  been  apprehended 
and  placed  in  the  custody  of  the  proper  officer. 

Securities  on  bond  taken  by  magistrate  discharged  by  subsequent  arrest  under  a 
bench  warrant:  51  Ga.,  158.  Forfeiture  set  aside  as  security  might  have  been  misled, 
etc. :  51  Ga.,  171.  Application  for  discharge  asked  for  too  late:  51  Ga.,192.  Scire  facias 
should  be  issued  by  clerk  on  forfeited  recognizance :  51  Ga.,  524.  What  entry 
by  the  Solicitor-General  is  no  discharge  of  the  bond,  etc.  :  53  Ga.,  166.  Bail  bound  on 
bond  taken  on  Sunday  :  55  Ga..  244.  State  having  prisoner  in  its  custody,  there  should 
be  no  forfeiture  of  the  bond  :  58  Ga.,  341.  Sureties  on  supersedeas  bond  relieving  those 
on  original  bond  :  59  Ga.,  882-3. 

§5079.  Par.  XX.  Street  railways.  The  General  Assembly  shall  not 
authorize  the  construction  of  any  street  passenger  railway  within  the 
limits  of  any  incorporated  town  or  city,  without  the  consent  of  the  cor- 

porate authorities. 
§5080.  Par.  XXI.  Yeas  and  nays  to  be  entered,  when.  Whenever  the 

Constitution  requires  a  vote  of  two-thirds  of  either  or  both  Houses  for 
the  passing  of  an  Act  or  resolution,  the  yeas  and  nays  on  the  passage 
thereof  shall  be  entered  on  the  journal. 

Cooley  Const.  Lim.,  140  ;  notes  to  $5073  of  Code. 

§5081.  Par.  XXII.  Powers  of  the  Legislature.  The  General  Assembly 
shall  have  power  to  make  all  laws  and  ordinances  consistent  with  this 
Constitution,  and  not  repugnant  to  the  Constitution  of  the  United 
States,  which  they  shall  deem  necessary  and  proper  for  the  welfare  of. 
the  State. 

See  33  Ga.,  38,  Suplt.     As  to  power  in  a  city  to  pass  ordinance  :  53  Ga.,  615. 

§5082.  Par.  XXIII.  Signature  of  Governor.  No  provision  in  this  Con- 
stitution, for  a  two-thirds'  vote  of  both  houses  of  the  General  Assembly, 

shall  be  construed  to  waive  the  necessity  for  the"  signature  of  the  Gov- 
ernor, as  in  any  other  case,  except  in  the  case  of  the  two-thirds1  vote 

required  to  override  the  veto,  and  in  case  of  prolongation  of  a  session 
of  the  General  Assembly. 

See  52  Ga.,  212. 

§5083.  Par.  XXIV.  Adjournments.  Neither  House  shall  adjourn  for 
more  than  three  days,  or  to  any  other  place,  without  the  consent  of  the 
other;  and  in  case  of  a  disagreement  between  the  two  Houses  on  a 
question  of  adiournment,  the  Governor  may  adjourn  either  or  both  of 
them. 

Section  VIII. 

/f  ■>■/'■  * 

«        s 

■/?*?«./'*;'.
 

Section  5084.  Secretary  and  clerk :  expenses. 

§5084.  Paragraph  I.  Secretary  and  clerk.  The  officers  of  the  two 
Houses,  other  than  the  President  and  Speaker,  shall  be  a  Secretary  of 
the  Senate  and  Clerk  of  the  House  of  Representatives,  and  such  assist- 

ants as  they  may  appoint ;  but  the  clerical  expenses  of  the  Senate  shall 
not  exceed  sixty  dollars  per  day,  for  each  session,  nor  those  of  the  House 
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of  Representatives  seventy  dollars  per  day,  for  each  session.  The 
Secretary  of  the  Senate  and  Clerk  of  the  House  of  Representatives  shall 
be  required  to  give  bond  and  security  for  the  faithful  discharge  of  their 
respective  duties. 

Section  IX. 

Section  5085.  Per  diem  and  mileage  of  members. 

§5085.  Paragraph  I.  The  per  diem  of  members  of  the  General  Assem- 
bly shall  not  exceed  four  dollars;  and  mileage  shall  not  exceed  ten 

cents  for  each  mile  traveled,  by  the  nearest  practicable  route,  in  going 
to,  and  returning  from,  the  Capital;  but  the  President  of  the  Senate 
and  the  Speaker  of  the  House  of  Representatives  shall  each  receive  not 
exceeding  seven  dollars  per  day. 

Section  X. 

Section  5086.  Elections  by  Legislature. 

§5086.  Paragraph  I.  All  elections  by  the  General  Assembly  shall  be 
viva  voce,  and  the  vote  shall  appear  on  the  journal  of  the  House  of  Rep- 

resentatives. When  the  Senate  and  House  of  Representatives  unite 
for  the  purpose  of  elections,  they  shall  meet  in  the  Representative 
Hall,  and  the  President  of  the  Senate  shall,  in  such  cases,  preside  and 
declare  the  result. 

Section  XL 

Section  5087.  Wife's  property  continues  hers. 

§5087.  Paragraph  I.   Wife's  estate.     All  property  of  the  wife  at  the 
time  of  her  marriage,  and  all  property  given  to,  inherited,  or  acquired 
by  her,  shall  remain  her  separate  property,  and  not  be  liable  for  the 
debts  of  her  husband. 

Separate  estate  in  wife  by  deed  :  51  Ga.,  25.  By  marriage  settlement:  51  Ga.,  40. 
When  subsisting  liens  not  divested  by  :  53  Ga.,  417.  Her  rights  to.  asserted  in  her  own 
name  :  51  Ga.,  147.  Suits  as  to  :  51  Ga.,  246.  Mortgage  by  wife  and  trustee  on  separate 
estate  :  52  Ga.,  205.  Conveyance  by  insolvent  husband  to  wife  for  debt:  52  Ga.,  225; 
57/235.  Law  before  the  Act  of  1866  :  52  Ga.,  322-3  ;  57/412.  Since  the  Act  of  1866,  her 
power  to  will  her  separate  estate  :  56  Ga.,  344.  Equity  not  interfering  as  to  a  volun- 

tary settlement  on  a  wife  :  52  Ga.,  376.  When  not  bound  by  a  note  :  52  Ga.,  5U0. 
Trustee  dying,  estate  vests  in  the  wife:  53  Ga.,  250;  55/69  Acceptance  of  trust  by 
husband:  53  Ga.,  277.  Cestui  que  trust  dying  pending  a  suit  by  trustee:  53  Ga.,  318. 
When  she  could  not  bind  her  separate  estate  :  53  Ga.,  435.  Husband  as  agent  for  his 
wife  with  a  separate  estate  :  54  Ga.,  262.  Creditor  receiving  wife's  money  without  no- 

tice of  it  being  hers,  protected  :  54  Ga.,  543.  She  may  sell  and  deed  her  separate  estate: 
55  Ga.,  41.  Presumed  that  the  property  generally  belonged  to  the  husband:  51  Ga.. 
13,  293  ;  52/230.  Notice  by  recitals  in  a  deed  :  54  Ga.,  170.  When  no  evidence  to  sub- 

ject wife's  estate  to  her  husband's  debts  :  54  Ga.,  332.  Parol  agreement  for  settlement 
on  wife  after  marriage:  54  Ga.,  681.  Husband  as  witness  for  his  wife:  54  G a.,  625. 

Consent  by  wife  to  husband's  conveyance  :  54  Ga..  529;  59/779.  Sale  of  wife's  estate 
for  her  husband's  debts:  57  Ga.,  206.  Suits  by  husband  and  wife  :  57  Ga.,  252.  When 
she  binds  her  separate  estate  for  her  own  debt :  59  Ga.,  380.  See  notes  to  section  1764 
of  Code. 

See  notes  to  §1750  of  Code,  and  Wells  on  Sep.  Property  there  cited. 

Section  XII. 
Section. 

5088.  Non-resident  insurance  companies. 
5089.  Licensed  by  Comptroller. 
5090.  Resident  insurance  companies. 

Section. 
5091.  Protection  as  to  insurance  companies. 
5092.  Reports  ol  insurance  companies. 

§5088.  Paragraph  I.  Non-resident  insurance  companies.  All  life  insu- 
rance companies  now  doing  business  in  this  State,  or  which  may  desire 

to  establish  agencies  and.do  busines  in  the  State  of  Georgia,  chartered 
by  other  States  of  the  Union,  or  foreign  States,  shall  show  that  they 
have  deposited  with  the  Comptroller-General  of  the  State  in  which  they 
are  chartered,  or  of  this  State,  the  Insurance  Commissioners,  or  such 
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other  officer  as  may  be  authorized  to  receive  it,  not  less  than  one  hun- 
dred thousand  dollars,  in  such  securities  as  may  be  deemed  by  such  offi- 

cer equivalent  to  cash,  subject  to  his  order,  as  a  guarantee  fund  for  the 
security  of  policy  holders. 

§5089.  Par.  II.  License  by  Comptroller.  When  such  showing  is  made 
to  the  Comptroller-General  of  the  State  of  Georgia  by  a  proper  certifi- 

cate from  the  State  official  having  charge  of  the  funds  so  deposited,  the 
Comptroller-General  of  the  State  of  Georgia  is  authorized  to  issue  to  the 
company  making  such  showing,  a  license  to  do  business  in  the  State, 
upon  paying  the  fees  required  by  law. 

§5090.  Par.  III.  Resident  insurance  companies.  All  life  insurance  com- 
panies chartered  by  the  State  of  Georgia,  or  which  may  hereafter  be 

chartered  by  the  State,  shall,  before  doing  business,  deposit  with  the 
Comptroller-General  of  the  State  of  Georgia,  or  with  some  strong  corpo- 

ration, which  may  be  approved  by  said  Comptroller-General,  one  hun- 
dred thousand  dollars,  in  such  securities  as  may  be  deemed  by  him 

equivalent  to  cash,  to  be  subject  to  his  order,  as  a  guarantee  fund  for  the 
security  of  the  policy  holders  of  the  company  making  such  deposit,  all 
interests  and  dividends  arising  from  such  securities  to  be  paid,  when 
due,  to  the  company  so  depositing.  Any  such  securities  as  may  be 
needed  or  desired  by  the  company  may  be  taken  from  said  Department 
at  any  time  by  replacing  them  with  other  securities  equally  acceptable 
to  the  Comptroller-General,  whose  certificate  for  the  same- shall  be  fur- 

nished to  the  company. 

§5091.  Par.  IV.  General  Assembly  to  enact  laws  for  people's  protection,  etc. 
The  General  Assembly  shall,  from  time  to  time,  enact  laws  to  compel 
all  fire  insurance  companies  doing  business  in  this  State,  whether  char- 

tered by  this  State  or  otherwise,  to  deposit  reasonable  securities  with 
the  Treasurer  of  this  State,  to  secure  the  people  against  loss  by  the 
operations  of  said  companies. 

On  Article  XII. :  See  note  on  page  713  of  Code.  As  to  garnishment  of  securities  so 
deposited :  See  general  note  following  #3558. 

§5092.  Par.  V.  Reports  by  insurance  companies.  The  General  Assembly 
shall  compel  all  insurance  companies  in  this  State,  or  doing  business 
therein,  under  proper  penalties,  to  make  semi-annual  reports  to  the 
Governor,  and  print  the  same  at  their  own  expense,  for  the  information 
and  protection  of  the  people. 

See  Code,  general  note  on  Insurance. 

ARTICLE  IV. 

POWER   OF    THE   GENERAL    ASSEMBLY   OVER    TAXATION,    ETC. 

Section  I. 

Section  5093.  Taxation,  a  sovereign  right. 

§5093.  Paragraph  I.  Taxation,  a  sovereign  right.  The  right  of  taxa- 
tion is  a  sovereign  right,  inalienable,  indestructible,  is  the  life  of  the 

State,  and  rightfully  belongs  to  the  people  in  all  Republican  govern- 
ments, and  neither  the  General  Assembly,  nor  any,  nor  all  other  de- 

partments of  the  Government  established  by  this  Constitution,  shall 
ever  have  the  authority  to  irrevocably  give,  grant,  limit,  or  restrain 
this  right;  and  all  laws,  grants,  contracts,  and  all  other  acts  whatso- 

ever, by  said  Government,  or  any  department  thereof,  to  effect  any  of 
these  purposes,  shall  be,  and  are  hereby,  declared  to  be  null  and  void, 
for  ever}^  purpose  whatsoever;  and  said  right  of  taxation  shall  always 
be  under  the  complete  control  of,  and  revocable  by,  the  State,  notwith- 
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standing  any  gift,  grant,  or  contract  whatsoever  by  the  General  As- semby. 

Notes  to  Code,  #799 ;  general  note  on  page  209  of  Code.  Abolishing  exemptions 
does  not  impose  tax  :  3  Woods,  432.  Act  attempting  to  exempt  declared  void:  1  C. 
L.  J.,  175. 

Section  II. 

Section. 
5098.  Rebates  forbidden. 
5099.  Obligation  of  contracts,  sacred. 
5100.  Legislative  power  to  enforce. 

Section. 
5094.  Legislature  may  regulate  railroad  tariffs. 
5095.  Eminent  domain. 
5096.  Corporations,  subject  to  legislation. 
5097.  Combination  of  corporations. 

§5094.  Paragraph  I.  Railroad  tariffs.  The  power  and  authority  of 
regulating  railroad  freights  and  passenger  tariffs,  preventing  unjust 
discriminations,  and  requiring  reasonable  and  just  rates  of  freight  and 
passenger  tariffs,  are  hereby  conferred  upon  the  General  Assembly, 
whose  duty  it  shall  be  to  pass  laws,  from  time  to  time,  to  regulate 
freight  and  passenger  tariffs,  to  prohibit  unjust  discriminations  on  the 
various  railroads  of  this  State,  and  to  prohibit  said  roads  from  charging 
other  than  just  and  reasonable  rates,  and  enforce  the  same  by  adequate 
penalties. 

See  Code,  £719  (a),  719  (dd),  and  general  note  on  page  164;  Bur.  Pub.  Sec,  389-404. 

§5095.  Par.  II.  Right  of  eminent  domain;  police  power.  The  exercise  of 
the  right  of  eminent  domain  shall  never  be  abridged,  nor  so  construed 

as  to  prevent  the  General' Assembly  from  taking  the  property  andfran- 
chisesa  of  incorporated  companies,  and  subjecting  them  to  public  use, 
the  same  as  property  of  individuals ;  and  the  exercise  of  the  police 

powerb  of  the  State  shall  never  be  abridged,  nor  so  construed  as  to  per- 
mit corporations  to  conduct  their  business  in  such  a  manner  as  to  in- 

fringe the  equal  rights  of  individuals,  or  the  general  well-being  of  the 
State. 

See  notes  to  ̂ 2222  of  Code.  a24  Am.  R.,  551,  n;  15/13.  bN"otes  to  £5029  of  Code; 
Bump's  Const.  Decis.,  180-187.;  over  railroads,  regulation  of:  27  Vt.,  140;  26/717;  63 
111.,  37  ;  67/113  ;  may  require  fences  built  along  line  :  Bump  Const.  Decis.,  183. 

§5096.  Par.  III.  Charters  revived  or  amended  become  subject  to  this  Consti- 
tution. The  General  Assembly  shall  not  remit  the  forfeiture  of  the 

charter  of  any  corporation,  now  existing,  nor  alter  or  amend  the  same, 
nor  pass  any  other  general  or  special  law  for  the  benefit  of  said  corpo- 

ration, except  upon  the  condition  that  such  corporation  shall  thereafter 
hold  its  charter  subject  to  the  provisions  of  this  Constitution  ;  and 
every  amendment  of  any  charter  of  any  corporation  in  this  State,  or 
any  special  law  for  its  benefit,  accepted  thereby,  shall  operate  as  a  no- 

vation of  said  charter  and  shall  bring  the  same  under  the  provisions 
of  this  Constitution  :  Provided,  that  this  section  shall  not  extend  to  a,nj 
amendment  for  the  purpose  of  allowing  any  existing  road  to  take  stock 
in  or  aid  in  the  building  of  any  branch  road. 

See  note  to  Code,  #1682,  as  to  right  to  withdraw  franchise  also:  7  O.,  25;  [Atlantic 
and  Gulf  Railroad  Co.  vs.  Georgia,  8  O.,  359  ;]  11/528. 

§5097.  Par.  IV.  Buying  stock,  etc. ,  in  other  corporations;  competition.  The 
General  Assembly  of  this  State  shall  have  no  power  to  authorize  any 
corporation  to  buy  shares,  or  stock,  in  any  other  corporation  in  this 
State,  or  elsewhere,  or  to  make  any  contract,  or  agreement  whatever,, 
with  any  such  corporation,  which  may  have  the  effect,  or  be  intended 
to  have  the  effect,  to  defeat  or  lessen  competition  in  their  respective 
businesses,  or  to  encourage  monopoty;  and  all  such  contracts  and  agree- 

ments shall  be  illegal  and  void. 
Corporation  may  buy  its  own  stock:  31  Am.  R.,  140;  and  stock  in  other  corpora- 

tions, when;  28  Am.  R.,  15,  n. 

§5098.  Par.  V.  Rebates.  No  railroad  company  shall  give,  or  pay,  any 
rebate,  or  bonus  in  the  nature  thereof,  directly  or  indirectly,  or  do  any 
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act  to  mislead  or  deceive  the  public  as  to  the  real  rates  charged  or  re- 
ceived for  freights  or  passage ;  and  any  such  payments  shall  be  illegal 

and  void,  and  these  prohibitions  shall  be  enforced  by  suitable  penalties. 

§5099.  Par.  VI.  Oligation  of  contracts  preserved.  No  provision  of  this 
Article  shall  be  deemed,  held,  or  taken  to  impair  the  obligation  of  any 
contract  heretofore  made  by  the  State  of  Georgia. 

§5100.  Par.  VII.  General  Assembly  to  enforce.  The  General  Assembly 

shall  enforce  the  provisions  of  this"  Article  by  appropriate  legislation. 

ARTICLE  V. 

1305 

EXECUTIVE    department. 

Section  I. 
Section. 

5111.  Governor  is  commander-in -chief. 
5112.  Governor's  power  to  pardon,  etc. 5113..  Writs  of  election,  and  called  sessions. 
5114.  Governor  tills  vacancies,  when. 
5115.  Rejected  persons  not  reappointed. 
5116.  Governor's  power  of  veto. 
5117.  Governor's  approval  of  bills. 
5118.  Supervision  of  officers,  etc. 
5119.  Governor's  secretaries. 

Section. 
5101.  Officers  of  executive  department. 
5102.  Governor,  his  term,  salary,  etc. 
5103.  Election  for  Governor. 
5104.  Election  return  of,  how  made. 
5105.  Result  of  election,  how  declared. 
5106.  Contested  election,  how  determined. 
5107.  Qualifications  of  Governor. 
5108.  Who  acts  as  Governor,  on  death,  etc. 
5109.  Unexpired  terms,  how  filled. 
5110.  Governor,  oath  of  office. 

§5101.  Paragraph  I.  Executive  department.  The  officers  of  the  execu- 
tive department  shall  consist  of  a  Governor,  Secretary  of  State,  Comp- 

troller-General, and  Treasurer. 
§5102.  Par.  II.  Governor;  term  of  office,  salary,  etc.  The  executive 

power  shall  be  vested  in  a  Governor,  who  shall  hold  his  office  during 
the  term  of  two  years,  and  until  his  successor  shall  be  chosen  and 
qualified.  He  shall  not  be  eligible  to  re-election,  after  the  expiration 
of  a  second  term,  for  the  period  of  four  years.  He  shall  have  a  salary 
of  three  thousand  dollars  per  annum  (until  otherwise  provided  by  a 

law  passed  by  a  two-thirds'  vote  of  both  branches  of  the  General  Assem- 
bly), which  shall  not  be  increased  or  diminished  during  the  period  for 

which  he  shall  have  been  elected;  nor  shall  he  receive,  within  that 
time,  any  other  emolument  from  the  United  States,  or  either  of  them, 
or  from  any  foreign  power.  But  this  reduction  of  salary  shall  not  apply 
to  the  present  term  of  the  present  Governor. 

See  note  on  page  25  of  Code. 

§5103.  Par.  III.  Election  for  Governor.  The  first  election  for  Governor^ 
under  this  Constitution,  shall  be  held  on  the  first  Wednesday  in 
October,  1880,  and  the  Governor-elect  shall  be  installed  in  office  at  the 
next  session  of  the  General  Assembly.  An  election  shall  take  place 
biennially  thereafter,  on  said  day,  until  another  date  be  fixed  by  the 
General  Assembly.  Said  election  shall  be  held  at  the  places  of  holding 
general  elections  in  the  several  counties  of  this  State,  in  the  manner 
prescribed  for  the  election  of  members  of  the  General  Assembly,  and 
the  electors  shall  be  the  same. 

§5104.  Par.  IV.  Returns  of  elections.  The  returns  for  ever}'  election  of 
Governor  shall  be  sealed  up  by  the  managers,  separately  from  other 
returns,  and  directed  to  the  President  of  the  Senate  and  Speaker  of  the 
House  of  Representatives,  and  transmitted  to  the  Secretary  of  State,, 
who  shall,  without  opening  said  returns,  cause  the  same  to  be  laid  be- 

fore the  Senate  on  the  day  after  the  two  Houses  shall  have  been  organ- 
ized, and  they  shall  be  transmitted  by  the  Senate  to  the  House  of 

Representatives. 
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§5105.  Par.  V.  How  published.  The  members  of  each  branch  of  the 
General  Assembly  shall  convene  in  the  Representative  Hall,  and  the 
President  of  the  Senate  and  Speaker  of  the  House  of  Representatives 
shall  open  and  publish  the  returns  in  the  presence  and  under  the  direc- 

tion of  the  General  Assembly ;  and  the  person  having  the  majority  of 
the  whole  number  of  votes,  shall  be  declared  duly  elected  Governor  of 
this  State  ,  but  if  no  person  shall  have  such  majority,  then  from  the 
two  persons  having  the  highest  number  of  votes,  ̂ ho  shall  be  in  life, 
and  shall  not  decline  an  election  at  the  time  appointed  for  the  General 
Assembly  to  elect,  the  General  Assembly  shall,  immediately,  elect  a 
Governor  viva  voce ;  and  in  all  cases  of  election  of  a  Governor  by  the 
General  Assembly  a  majority  of  the  members  present  shall  be  neces- 

sary to  a  choice. 
§5106.  Par.  VI.  Contested  elections.  Contested  elections  shall  be  deter- 

mined by  both  Houses  of  the  General  Assembly,  in  such  manner  as 
shall  be  prescribed  by  law. 

§5107.  Par.  VII.  Qualifications  of  Governor.  No  person  shall  be  eli- 
gible to  the  office  of  Governor  who  shall  not  have  been  a  citizen  of  the 

United  States  fifteen  years,  and  a  citizen  of  the  State  six  years,  and 
who  shall  not  have  attained  the  age  of  thirty  years. 

§5108.  Par.  VIII.  Death,  resignation  or  disability  of  Governor.  Incase 
of  the  death,  resignation,  or  disability  of  the  Governor,  the  President 
of  the  Senate  shall  exercise  the  executive  powers  of  the  government 
until  such  disability  be  removed,  or  a  successor  is  elected  and  qualified. 
And  in  case  of  the  death,  resignation,  or  disability  of  the  President  of 
the  Senate,  the  Speaker  of  the  House  of  Representatives  shall  exercise 
the  executive  powers  of  the  government  until  the  removal  of  the  dis- 

ability, or  the  election  and  qualification  of  a  Governor. 
§5109.  Par.  IX.  Unexpired  terms.  The  General  Assembly  shall  have 

power  to  provide  by  law,  for  filling  unexpired  terms  by  special  elections. 
§5110.  Par.  X.  Oath  of  office.  The  Governor  shall,  before  he  enters  on 

the  duties  of  his  office,  take  the  following  oath  or  affirmation  :  "  I  do 
solemly  swear  (or  affirm  as  the  case  may  be)  that  I  will  faithfully  exe- 

cute the  office  of  Governor  of  the  State  of  Georgia,  and  will,  to  the  best 
of  my  ability,  preserve,  protect  and  defend  the  Constitution  thereof,  and 
the  Constitution  of  the  United  States  of  America." 

§5111.  Par.  XI.  Commander-in-chief.  The  Governor  shall  be  Com- 
mander-in-chief of  the  army  and  navy  of  this  State,  and  of  the  militia 

thereof. 
§5112.  Par.  XII.  Reprieves  and  pardons.  He  shall  have  power  to  grant 

reprieves  and  pardons,  to  commute  penalties,  remove  disabilities  im- 
posed by  law,  and  to  remit  any  part  of  a  sentence  for  offenses  against 

the  State,  after  conviction,  except  in  cases  of  treason  and  impeachment, 
subject  to  such  regulations  as  may  be  provided  by  law  relative  to  the 
manner  of  applying  for  pardons.  Upon  conviction  for  treason  he  may 
suspend  the  execution  of  the  sentence  and  report  the  case  to  the  General 
Assembly  at  the  next  meeting  thereof,  when  the  General  Assembly  shall 
either  pardon,  commute  the  sentence,  direct  its  execution,  or  grant  a 
further  reprieve.  He  shall,  at  each  session  of  the  General  Assembly, 
communicate  to  that  body  each  case  of  reprieve,  pardon  or  commuta- 

tion granted,  stating  the  name  of  the  convict,  the  offense  for  which  he 
was  convicted,  the  sentence  and  its  date,  the  date  of  the  reprieve,  pardon 
or  commutation,  and  the  reasons  for  granting  the  same.  He  shall  take 
care  that  the  laws  are  faithfully  executed,  and  shall  be  a  conservator  of 
the  peace  throughout  the  State. 

Pardon  as  effecting  a  fine  paid  :  1  Ga.,  606.  An  agreement  to  obtain  a  pardon  is  not 
illegal :  15  Ga.,  258.  When  a  note  for  obtaining  a  pardon  was  not  illegal :  22  Ga.,  246  ; 
24/627;  25/251.     Pardon  of  an  attorney  after  the  war:  35  Ga.,  285.     Pardon  defined : 
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35  Ga.,  344.  A  pardon  as  evidence:  44  Ga.,  357.  Must  be  delivered  to  and  accepted  by 
the  party  pardoned  :  44  Ga.,  379.  Governor  alone  can  commute  the  punishment  of  a 
criminal :  59  Ga.,  800. 

Surrender  of  fugitives:  Notes  to  Code,  #54  ;  3  Whart.  Cr.  Law,  #2948-2974 ;  Bump's 
Const.  Decisions,  295-7.  Pardons:  1  Bish.  Cr.  Law,  #748 ;  C»>oley  Const.  Lim.,  115. 
General  pardon  does  not  remit  costs:  14  Am.  R.,  498  ;  21/487.  Cannot,  for  contempt 
of  Court:  13  Am.  R.,  115.  May  be  conditional,  and  revocable  for  breach  :  30  Am.  R., 
395.  When  unconditionally  delivered  is  irrevocable  :  27  Am.  R.,337.  Accomplice  testi- 

fying for  prosecution,  not  thereby  entitled  to  :  32  Am.  R.,  174;  9  0.,  594.  a7  Am.  R.- 
600;  12/699;  22/675. 

§5113.  Par.  XIII.  Writs  of  elections,  called  session  of  the  Legislature.  He 
shall  issue  writs  of  election  to  fill  all  vacancies  that  may  happen  in  the 
Senate  or  House  of  Representatives,  and  shall  give  the  General  Assem- 

bly from  time  to  time,  information  of  the  state  of  the  Commonwealth, 
and  recommending  to  their  consideration  such  measures  as  he  may  deem 
necessary  or  expedient.  He  shall  have  power  to  convoke  the  General  As- 

sembly on  extraordinary  occasions,  but  no  law  shall  be  enacted  at  called 
sessions  of  the  General  Assembly  except  ,«uch  as  shall  relate  to  the 
object  stated  in  his  proclamation  convening  them. 

§5114.  Par.  XIV.  Filling  vacancies.  When  any  office  shall  become 
vacant,  by  death,  resignation,  or  otherwise,  the  Governor  shall  have 
power  to  fill  such  vacanc}',  unless  otherwise  provided  by  law ;  and  per- 

sons so  appointed  shall  continue  in  office  until  a  successor  is  commis- 
sioned, agreeably  to  the  mode  pointed  out  by  this  Constitution,  or  by 

law  in  pursuance  thereof. 
Appointee  holds  over  until  successor  appointed  :  58  Ga.,  512. 

See  cases  cited  in  note  on  page  25  of  Code. 

§5115.  Par.  XV.  Appointments  rejected.  A  person  once  rejected  by 
the  Senate  shall  not  be  re-appointed  by  the  Governor  to  the  same  of- 

fice during  the  same  session,  or  the  recess  thereafter. 

§5116.  Par.  XVI.  Governor's  veto.  The  Governor  shall  have  the  re- 
vision of  all  bills  passed  by  the  General  Assembly,  before  the  same 

shall  become  laws,  but  two-thirds  of  each  House  may  pass  a  law,  not- 
withstanding his  dissent ;  and  if  any  bill  should  not  be  returned  by 

the  Governor  within  five  days  (Sunday  excepted)  after  it  has  been  pre- 
sented to  bim,  the  same  shall  be  a  law  ;  unless  the  General  Assembly, 

by  their  adjournment,  shall  prevent  its  return.  He  may  approve  any 
appropriation,  and  disapprove  any  other  appropriation,  in  the  same 
bill,  and  the  latter  shall  not  be  effectual,  unless  passed  by  two-thirds 
of  each  House. 

Bill  not  returned  in  five  days  :  52  Ga.,  212 ;  see  41  Ga.,  157. 

§5117.  Par.  XVII.  Governor  must  approve.  Every  vote,  resolution, 
or  order,  to  which  the  concurrence  of  both  Houses  may  be  necessary, 
except  on  a  question  of  election,  or  adjournment,  shall  be  presented  to 
the  Governor,  and  before  it  shall  take  effect,  be  approved  by  him,  or, 
being  disapproved,  shall  be  repassed  by  two-thirds  of  each  House. 

See  52  Ga.,  211. 
Cooley  Const.  Lim.,  153  ;  Sedg.  Stat.,  56,  n. 

§5118.  Par.  XVIII.  Information  from  Department  officers;  Treasurer  and 
Comptroller.  He  may  require  information,  in  writing,  from  the  officers 
in  the  executive  department  on  any  subject  relating  to  the  duties  of 
their  respective  offices.  It  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  Governor,  quarterly, 
and  oftener  if  he  deems  it  expedient,  to  examine,  under  oath,  the 
Treasurer  and  Comptroller-General  of  the  State  on  all  matters  per- 

taining to  their  respective  offices,  and  to  inspect  and  review  their  books 
and  accounts.  The  General  Assembly  shall  have  authority  to  provide 
by  law  for  the  suspension  of  either  of  said  officers  from  the  discharge  of 
the  duties  of  his  office,  and,  also  for  the  appointment  of  a  suitable  per- 

son to  discharge  the  duties  of  the  same. 
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§5119.  Par.  XIX.  Secretaries.  The  Governor  shall  have  power  to  ap- 
point his  own  secretaries,  not  exceeding  two  in  number,  and  to  provide 

such  other  clerical  force  as  may  be  required  in  his  office,  but  the  total 
cost  for  secretaries  and  clerical  force  in  his  office  shall  not  exceed  six 
thousand  dollars  per  annum. 

Section  II. 

Section.  i  Section. 

5120.  Election  of  State  House  officers.  j  51  >4.  Profit  on  public  money  forbidden. 
5121.  Treasurer's  salary.    .  i  5125.  Qualifications  of  State  House  officers. 
5122.  Salary  of  Secretary  of  State.  5126.  Officers  to  have  no  perquisites. 
5123.  Comptroller-General's  salary.  | 

§5120.  Paragraph  I.  Secretary  of  State,  Comptroller  and  Treasurer,  how 
elected.  The  Secretary  of  State,  Comptroller-General  and  Treasurer  shall 
be  elected  by  persons  qualified  to  vote  for  members  of  the  General  As- 

sembly, at  the  same  time  and  in  the  same  manner  as  the  Governor.  The 
provisions  of  the  Constitution  as  to  the  transmission  of  the  returns 
of  election,  counting  the  votes,  declaring  the  result,  deciding  when 
there  is  no  election,  and  when  there  is  a  contested  election,  applicable 
to  the  election  of  Governor,  shall  apply  to  the  election  of  Secretary  of 
State,  Comptroller-General  and  Treasurer  ;  they  shall  be  commissioned 
by  the  Governor  and  hold  their  offices  for  the  same  time  as  the  Gov- 
ernor. 

§5121.  Par.  II.  Treasurer's  salary.  The  salary  of  the  Treasurer  shall 
not  exceed  two  thousand  dollars  per  annum.  The  clerical  expenses  of 
his  department  shall  not  exceed  sixteen  hundred  dollars  per  annum. 

§5122.  Par.  III.  Salary  of  Secretary  of  State.  The  salary  of  the  Secre- 
tary of  State  shall  not  exceed  two  thousand  dollars  per  annum,  and 

the  clerical  expenses  of  his  department  shall  not  exceed  one  thousand 
dollars  per  annum. 

§5123.  Par.  IV.  Comptroller- General1  s  salary.  The  salary  of  the  Comp- 
troller-General shall  not  exceed  two  thousand  dollars  per  annum.  The 

\  clerical  expenses  of  his  department,  including  the  insurance  depart- 
ment and  wild  land  clerk,  shall  not  exceed  four  thousand  dollars  per 

annum ;  and  without  said  clerk,  it  shall  not  exceed  three  thousand 
dollars  per  annum. 

§5124.  Par.  V.  Profit  from  use  of  public  money.  The  Treasurer  shall 
not  be  allowed,  directly  or  indirectly,  to  receive  any  fee,  interest  or  re- 

ward from  any  person,  bank  or  corporation  for  the  deposit  or  use,  in 
any  manner,  of  the  public  funds ;  and  the  General  Assembly  shall  en- 

force this  provision  by  suitable  penalties. 
§5125.  Par.  VI.  Qualifications.  No  person  shall  be  eligible  to  the 

office  of  Secretary  of  State,  Comptroller-General,  or  Treasurer,  unless  he 
shall  have  been  a  citizen  of  the  United  States  for  ten  years,  and  shall 
have  resided  in  this  State  for  six  years  next  preceding  his  election, 
and  shall  be  twenty-five  years  of  age  when  elected.  All  of  said  officers 
shall  give  bond  and  security,  under  regulations  to  be  prescribed  by 
law,  for  the  faithful  discharge  of  their  duties. 

Securities  and  Treasurer  liable  on  his  bond  until  successor  appointed :  49  Ga.,  179. 

§5126.  Par.  VII.  Fees  and  perquisites  denied.  The  Secretary  of  State, 
the  Comptroller-General,  and  the  Treasurer,  shall  not  be  allowed  any 
fee,  perquisite,  or  compensation,  other  than  their  salaries,  as  prescribed 
by  law,  except  their  necessary  expenses  when  absent  from  the  seat  of 
government  on  business  for  the  State. 
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Section  III. 

Section  5127.  Great  seal,  where  kept  and  how  used. 

§5127.  Paragraph  I.  Great  Seal.  The  Great  Seal  of  the  State  shall  he 
•deposited  in  the  office  of  the  Secretary  of  State,  and  shall  not  be  affixed 
to  any  instrument  of  writing  except  by  order  of  the  Governor,  or  Gen- 

eral Assembly,  and  that  now  in  use  shall  be  the  Great  Seal  of  the  State 
until  otherwise  provided  by  law. 

ARTICLE  VI. 

JUDICIARY. 

Section  I. 

Section  5128.  Judicial  power,  Avhere  vested. 

§5128.  Paragraph  I.  Courts  enumerated.  The  judicial  powers  of  this 

State  shall  be  vested  in  a  Supreme  Court,  Superior  Courts,'  Courts  of Ordinary,  Justices  of  the  Peace,  commissioned  Notaries  Public,  and 
such  other  Courts  as  have  been  or  may  be  established  by  law. 

General  functions  of  judiciary:  Cooley  Const.  Lim.,  159;  9  Am.  R.,  622;  notes  to 
g5015  of  Code. 

Section  II. 

Section. 

51i'9.  Supreme  Court,  how  composed. 5130.  Governor  designates  Judge,  when. 
5131.  Judge  disqualified,  when. 
5132.  Term  of  Supreme  Court  Justices. 

Section. 
5133.  Jurisdiction  of  Supreme  Court. 
5134.  Cases,  how  disposed  of. 
5135.  Judgments  withheld,  when. 

§5129.  Paragraph  I.  Supreme  Court  Judges.  The  Supreme  Court  shall 
consist  of  a  Chief  Justice  and  two  Associate  Justices.  A  majority  of 
the  Court  shall  constitute  a  quorum. 

§5130.  Par.  II.  Governor  to  designate  Judges  to  preside,  ivhen.  When  one 
or  more  of  the  Judges  are  disqualified  from  deciding  any  case,  by  in- 

terest or  otherwise,  the  Governor  shall  designate  a  judge,  or  Judges,  of 
the  Superior  Courts  to  preside  in  said  case. 

§5131.  Par.  III.  Bond  holding  Judge  disqualified,  when.  No  Judge  of 
.any  Court  shall  preside  in  any  case  where  the  validity  of  any  bond- 
Federal,  State,  corporation  or  municipal — is  involved,  who  holds  in  his 
own  right,  or  as  the  representative  of  others,  any  material  interest  in 
the  class  of  bonds  upon  which  the  question  to  be  decided  arises. 

Not  disqualified  by  kinship  to  stockholder  in  corporate  party  :  33  Am.  R.,  579. 

§5132.  Par.  IV.  Terms  of  office.  The  Chief  Justices  and  Associate  Jus- 
tices shall  hold  their  offices  for  six  years,  and  until  their  successors  are 

-qualified.  A  successor  to  the  incumbent  whose  term  will  soonest  ex- 
pire, shall  be  elected  by  the  General  Assembly  in  1880 :  a  successor  to 

the  incumbent  whose  term  of  office  is  next  in  duration,  shall  be  elected 
by  the  General  Assembly  in  1882  ;  and  a  successor  to  the  third  incum- 

bent shall  be  elected  by  the  General  Assembly  in  1884;  but  appoint- 
ments to  fill  vacancies  shall  only  be  for  the  unexpired  term,  or  until 

such  vacancies  are  filled  by  elections,  agreeably  to  the  mode  pointed 
out  by  this  Constitution. 

§5133.  Par.  V.  Jurisdiction.  The  Supreme  Court  shall  have  no  orig- 
inal jurisdiction,  but  shall  be  a  Court  alone  for  the  trial  and  correction 

<*f  errors  from  the  Superior  Courts,  and  from  the  City  Courts  of  Atlanta 
and  Savannah,  and  such  other  like  Courts  as  may  be  hereafter  establish- 

ed in  other  cities ;  and  shall  sit  at  the  seat  of  government,  at  such  times 

^2l^y~  l&  £z^l*U. 

</.     ." 
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in  each  year  as  shall  be  prescribed  by  law,  for  the  trial  and  determina- 
tion of  writs  of  error  from  said  Superior  and  City  Courts. 

§5134.  Par.  VI.  Cases,  how  disposed  of.  The  Supreme  Court  shall  dis- 
pose of  every  case  at  the  first  or  second  term  after  such  writ  of  error  is 

brought ;  and  in  case  the  plaintiff  in  error  shall  not  be  prepared  at  the 
first  term  to  prosecute  the  case — unless  prevented  by  providential 
cause — it  shall  be  stricken  from  the  docket,  and  the  judgment  below 
shall  stand  affirmed. 

See  41  Ga.,  32. 

§5135.  Par.  VII.  Judgments  may  be  ivithheld.  In  any  case  the  Court 
may,  in  its  discretion,  withhold  its  judgment  until  the  next  term 
after  the  same  is  argued. 

General  Note  on  Section  II. — See  notes  to  §218,  and  general  note  after  §4291. 

Section  III. 

Section. 
5136.  Judges  of  Superior  Court,  term,  etc. 
5137.  Election  of. 

Section. 
5138   Terms  begin,  when. 

§5136.  Paragraph  I.  Terms,  etc.,  of  Superior  Court  Judges.  There  shall 
be  a  Judge  of  the  Superior  Courts  for  each  Judicial  Circuit,  whose  terra 
of  office  shall  be  four  years,  and  until  his  successor  is  qualified.  He 
ma}^  act  in  other  circuits  when  authorized  by  law. 

§5137.  Par.  II.  Elections,whentobemade.  The  successors  to  the  present 
incumbents  shall  be  elected  by  the  General  Assembly  as  follows  :  To 
the  half  (as  near  as  ma}^  be)  whose  commissions  are  the  oldest,  in  the 
year  1878;  and  to  the  others  in  the  year  1880.  All  subsequent  elections 
shall  be  at  the  session  of  the  General  Assembly  next  preceding  the  ex- 

piration of  the  terms  of  incumbents,  except  elections  to  fill  vacancies. 
The  day  of  election  may  be  fixed  by  the  General  Assembly. 

§5138.  Par.  III.  Terms  begin,  when.  The  terms  of  the  Judges  to  be 
elected  under  the  Constitution  (except  to  fill  vacancies)  shall  begin  on 
the  first  day  of  January,  after  their  elections.  But,  if  the  time  for  the 
meeting  of  the  General  Assembly  shall  be  changed,  the  General  Assem- 

bly may  change  the  time  when  the  terms  of  Judges  thereafter  elected 
shall  begin. 

Section  IV. 

Section. 
5139.  Superior  Court ;  exclusive  jurisdiction. 
5140.  Merger  of  Courts  of  law  and  equity. 
5141.  Superior  Court ;  general  jurisdiction. 
5142.  appellate  jurisdiction. 
5143.  Jurisdiction  over  Inferior  Courts. 

Section. 
5144.  Appeals,  Legislature  may  provide  for. 
5145.  Court  may  give  judgment  when. 
5U6.  Sessions  of  Superior  Court. 
5147.  Legislature  to  provide  for  disqualifica- 

tion, etc. 

/t^4TJ*~J, 

§5139.  Paragraph  I.  Exclusive  jurisdiction.  The  Superior  Court  shall 
have  exclusive  jurisdiction  in  cases  of  divorce  ;  in  criminal  cases  where 
the  offender  is  subjected  to  loss  of  life,  or  confinement  in  the  peniten- 

tiary ;  in  cases  respecting  titles  to  land,  and  equity  cases. 
See  as  to  divorce  :  2  Ga.,  193.  Misdemeanors :  53  Ga.,  236,  302  ;  54/180.  But  cannot 

interfere  with  the  criminal  laws  through  a  Court  of  equity  :  53  Ga.,  675. 

§5140.  Par.  II.  Equity  may  be  merged  in  common  law  Courts.  The  Gen- 
eral Assembly  may  confer  upon  the  Courts  of  common  law,  all  the 

powers  heretofore  exercised  by  Courts  of  equity  in  this  State. 

Relief  as  to  the  rescision  of  a  contract  at  law:  51  Ga.,  398.  On  appeal  from  Ordi- 
nary :  52  Ga.,  15.  By  equitable  plea  at  law :  52 Ga.,  469  ;  54/45  ;  56/223;  see  also  54  Ga., 

361-4 ;  55/12.     Claim  case  :  57  Ga.,  71.     See  section  3082  of  Georgia  Code. 

Powers  of  Court  of  equity  conferred  on  Courts  of  law  :  See  Code,  §3082.  Anomaly 
of  this  partial  merger  of  the  two  jurisdictions  pointed  out:  48  Ga.,  622.  The  Supreme 
Court  of  Judicature  Act  in  England  and  the  statutes  of  the  v  rious  States  merging  the 

two  jurisdictions  cited  and  discussed :  1  Pomeroy's  Equity,  ##40  et  scq.,  282  et  seq. ;  Bliss 
on  Code  Pleading,  #7  et  seq. 
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§5141.  Par.  III.  General  jurisdiction.  Said  Courts  shall  have  juris- 
diction in  all  civil  cases,  except  as  hereinafter  provided. 

Of  apprenticeship  :  51  Ga.,  494.     Not  to  establish  copies  of  lost  wills  :  55  Ga.,  601. 

§5142.  Par. IV ..Appellate  jurisdiction.  They  shall  have  appellate 
jurisdiction  in  all  such  cases  as  may  be  provided  by  law. 

§5143.  Par.  V.  Certiorari,  mandamus,  etc.  They  shall  have  power  to 
correct  errors  in  inferior  judicatories,  by  writ  of  certiorari,  which  shall 
only  issue  on  the  sanction  of  the  Judge ;  and  said  Courts  and  the 
Judges  thereof  shall  have  power  to  issue  writs  of  mandamus,  prohibition, 
scire  facias,  and  all  other  writs  that  may  be  necessary  for  carrying  their 
powers  fully  into  effect,  and  shall  have  such  other  powers  as  are  or  may 
be  conferred  on  them  by  law. 

See  notes  to  section  247;  certiorari:  section  4049;  mandamus:  sections  3198-3199; 
prohibition  :  section  3209  (a.) 

§5144.  Par.  VI.  Appeal  from  one  jury  to  another.  The  General  Assem- 
bly may  provide  for  an  appeal  from  one  jury,  in  the  Superior  and  City 

Courts,  to  another,  and  the  said  Courts  may  grant  new  trials  on  legal 
grounds. 

§5145.  Par.  VII.  Judgment   by   the    Court.     The    Court    shall   render 
judgment  without  the  verdict  of  a  jury,  in  all  civil  cases  founded  on 
unconditional  contracts  in  writing,  where  an  issuable  defense  is  not 
filed  under  oath  or  affirmation. 

Judgment  by  the  Court :  48  Ga.,  551.  When  a  verdict  would  be  illegal :  55  Ga.,  475  ; 
but  see  57  Ga.,  507.  When  jury  necessarj^,  although  :  57  Ga.,  323.  This  refers  to  causes 
at  law  and  not  in  equity:  58  Ga.,  457.  When  should  prove  case:  59  Ga.,  105.  Judg- 

ment by  Court  where  plea  lost:  59  Ga.,  492.  Judgments  or>ly  in  Justices  of  Peace 
Courts  on  verdicts  rendered  :  59  Ga.,  774.  Must  be  issuable  plea  to  the  merits  to  pre- 

vent judgment  by  the  Court :  60  Ga.,  443. 

§5146.  Par.  VIII.  Sessions.     The   Superior  Courts  shall  sit  in  each  §241. 
county  not  less  than  twice  in  each  year,  at  such  times  as  have  been  or 
may  be  appointed  by  law. 

Special  terms  for  the  trial  of  criminal  cases  :  47  Ga.,  553. 

§5147.  Par.  IX.  Presiding  Judge  disqualified.  The  General  Assembly 
may  provide  by  law  for  the  appointment  of  some  proper  person  to  pre- 

side in  cases  where  the  presiding  Judge  is,  from  any  cause,  disqualified. 
Where  Judge  was  not  disqualified  :  53  Ga.,  584. 

Disqualification  of  Judge :  notes  to  §§205,  331  of  Code. 

Section  V. 

Section  5148.  Judges  of  Superior  and  City  Courts  alternate,  when. 

§5148.  Paragraph  I.  Judges  of  Superior  and  City  Courts  may  alternate, 
when.  In  any  county  within  which  there  is,  or  hereafter  may  be,  a 
City  Court,  the  Judge  of  said  Court,  and  of  the  Superior  Court,  may 
preside  in  the  Courts  of  each  other  in  cases  where  the  Judge  of  either 
Court  is  disqualified  to  preside. 

Section  VI. 
Section. 

5149.  Ordinary,  appeals  from. 
515u.  Powers  of  Court  of  Ordinary. 

Section. 
5151.  Term  of  Ordinary. 

§5149.  Paragraph  I.  Ordinary,  appeals  from.  The  powers  of  a  Court 
of  Ordinary,  and  of  probate,  shall  be  vested  in  an  Ordinary  for  each 
county,  from  whose  decision  there  may  be  an  appeal  (or,  by  consent  of 

parties,  without  a  decision)  to  the  Superior  Court,  under"  regulations prescribed  by  law. 
When  the  Superior  Court  could  not  set  aside  a  will :  53  Ga.,  302.  Force  and  effect 

of  orders  of  the  Court  of  Ordinary:  54  Ga.,  87;  56/430.  Power  of  the  Court  of  Ordi- nary :  54  Ga.,  180. 
83 
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§5150.  Par.  II.  Powers.  The  Courts  of*  Ordinary  shall  have  such 
powers  in  relation  to  roads,  bridges,  ferries,  public  buildings,  paupers, 
county  officers,  county  funds,  county  taxes,  and  other  county  matters 
as  may  be  conferred  on  them  by  law. 

§5151.  Par.  III.  Term  of  office.  The  Ordinary  shall  hold  his  office 
for  the  term  of  four  years,  and  until  his  successor  is  elected  and  qual- 
ified. 

Section   VII. 

Section. 
5152.  Justices  of  the  Peace. 
5153.  Jurisdiction  of  Justices. 

Section. 
5154.  Election  and  commission. 

§5152.  Paragraph  1.  Justices,  number  and  term.  There  shall  be  in  each 
militia  district  one  Justice  of  the  Peace,  whose  official  term,  except 
when  elected  to  fill  an  unexpired  term,  shall  be  four  years. 

§5153.  Par.  II.  Jurisdiction.  Justices  of  the  Peace  shall  have  juris- 
§§446, 4133  diction  in  all  civil  cases,  arising  ex  contractu,  and  in  cases  of  injuries  or 

damages  to  personal  property,  when  the  principal  sum  does  not  exceed 
one  hundred  dollars,  and  shall  sit  monthly  at  fixed  times  and  places ; 
but  in  all  cases  there  may  be  an  appeal  to  a  jury  in  said  Court,  or  an 
appeal  to  the  Superior  Court,  under  such  regulations  as  may  be  pre- 

scribed by  law. 
Appeals  under  the  Constitution  of  1868  :  50  Ga.,  601 ;  54/663.  Where  a  set-off  of  over 

($50, )  fifty  dollars  plead  :  54  Ga.,121.  Jurisdiction  ex  contractu  and  ex  delicto  for  amounts 
up  to  one  hundred  dollars  :  58  Ga.,  534.  No  issuable  defense  under  oath  to  actions  ex 
contractu:  59  Ga.,  774.  This  provision  of  the  Constitution  referred  to  and  construed  : 
61  Ga.,  74.  As  to  damages  to  personal  property:  See  Tarpley  vs.  Corput,  Pamphlt, 
February,  1880,  p.  15.  Monthly  Courts:  See  Stansel  &  Wafford  vs.  Hayes  &  Co., 
Pamphlt.,  September  term,  1881,  p.  34. 

£5154.  Par.  III.  Elections  a,nd  commissions.  Justices  of  the  Peace 
shall  be  elected  by  the  legal  voters  in  their  respective  districts,  and 
shall  be  commissioned  by  the  Governor.  They  shall  be  removable  on 
conviction  for  malpractice  in  office. 

Malpractice:  54  Ga.,  653;  57/422. 

Section  VIII. 

Section  5155.  litotaries  Public,  appointment,  etc. 

§5155.  Paragraph  I.  Notaries  Public,  how  appointed,  etc.  Commissioned 
Notaries  Public,  not  to  exceed  one  for  each  militia  district,  may  be  ap- 

pointed by  the  Judges  of  Superior  Courts  in  their  respective  circuits, 
upon  recommendation  of  the  grand  juries  of  the  several  counties. 
They  shall  be  commissioned  by  the  Governor  for  the  term  of  four  years, 
and  shall  be  ex  officio  Justices  of  the  Peace,  and  shall  be  removable  on 
conviction  for  malpractice  in  office. 

See  45  Ga.,  555 ;  also  46  Ga.,  209. 

Section  IX. 

Section  5156.  Proceedings  of  Courts  to  be  uniform. 

§5156.  Paragraph  I.  Uniformity  provided  for.  The  jurisdiction,  pow- 
ers, proceedings  and  practice  of  all  Courts  or  officers  invested  with  ju- 

dicial powers  (except  City  Courts),  of  the  same  grade  or  class,  so  far  as 
regulated  by  law,  and  the  force  and  effect  of  the  process,  judgment  and 
decree,  by  such  Courts,  severally,  shall  be  uniform.  This  uniformity 
must  be  established  by  the  General  Assembly. 

/W:^7 
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Section  X. 

Section.  I    Section. 
5157.  Attorney-General,  election  and  term.        1     5158.  Duties  of  Attorney-General. 

§5157.  Paragraph  I.  Attorney- General ;  election.  There  shall  be  an  At- 
torney-General of  this  State,  who  shall  be  elected  by  the  people  at  the 

same  time,  for  the  same  term  and  in  the  same  manner  as  the  Governor. 

§5158.  Par.  II.  Duties.     It  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  Attorney-General  §369. 
to  act  as  the  legal  adviser  of  the  Executive  Department,  to  represent 
the  State  in  the  Supreme  Court  in  all  capital  felonies;  and  in  all  civil 
and  criminal  cases  in  any  Court  when  required  by  the  Governor,  and 
to  perform  such  other  services  as  shall  be  required  of  him  by  law. 

Section  XL 

Section.  1  Section. 
5159.  Solicitor-General,  term  etc.  !  5160.  Duties  of  Solicitor-General. 

§5159.  Paragraph  I.  Solicitor- General,  term.  There  shall  be  a  Solicitor- 
General  for«each  judicial  circuit,  whose  official  term,  except  when  com- 

missioned to  fill  an  unexpired  term,  shall  be  four  years. 
§5160.  Par.  II.  Duties.  It  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  Solicitor-General 

to  represent  the  State  in  all  cases  in  the  Superior  Courts  of  his  circuit, 
and  i.n  all  cases  taken  up  from  his  circuit  to  the  Supreme  Court,  and  to 
perform  such  other  services  as  shall  be  required  of  him  by  law. 

Section  XIL 

Section.  5161.  Judges  and  Solicitors,  how  elected. 

§5161.  Paragraph  I.  Judges  elected  by  General  Assembly ;  vacancies.  The 
Judges  of  Supreme  and  Superior  Courts,  and  Solicitors-General,  shall 
be  elected  by  the  General  Assembly,  in  joint  session,  on  such  day  or 
days  as  shall  be  fixed  by  joint  resolution  of  both  Houses.  At  the  ses- 

sion of  the  General  Assembly  which  is  held  next  before  the  expiration 
of  the  terms  of  the  present  incumbents,  as  provided  in  this  Constitu- 

tion, their  successors  shall  be  chosen ;  and  the  same  shall  apply  to  the 
election  of  those  who  shall  succeed  them.  Vacancies  occasioned  by 
deaths  resignation  or  other  cause,  shall  be  filled  by  appointment  of  the 
Governor,  until  the  General  Assembly  shall  convene,  when  an  election 
shall  be  held  to  fill  the  unexpired  portion  of  the  vacant  terms. 

See  54  Ga.,  391-2. 
*  Section  XIII. 

Section.  Section. 
5162.  Salaries  of  Judges,  etc.  5163.  Salaries,  how  changed. 

§5162.  Paragraph  I.  Salaries  of  Judges,  etc.  The  Judges  of  the  Su- 
preme Court  shall  have,  out  of  the  treasury  of  the  State,  salaries  not  to 

exceed  three  thousand  dollars  per  annum ;  the  Judges  of  the  Superior 
Courts  shall  have  salaries  not  to  exceed  two  thousand  dollars  per  anum ; 
the  Attoney-General  shall  have  a  salary  not  to  exceed  two  thousand 
dollars  per  annum ;  and  the  Solicitors-General  shall  each  have  salaries 
not  to  exceed  two  hundred  and  fifty  dollars  per  annum ;  but  the  Attor- 

ney-General shall  not  have  any  fee  or  perquisite  in  any  cases  arising 
after  the  adoption  of  this  Constitution ;  but  the  provisions  of  this  sec- 

tion shall  not  affect  the  salaries  of  those  now  in  office. 

§5163.  Par.  II.  How  salaries  may  be  changed.  The  General  Assembly 

may,  at  any  time,  by  a  two-thirds'  vote  of  each  branch,  prescribe  other 
and  different  salaries  for  any,  or  all,  of  the  above  officers,  but  no  such 
change  shall  affect  the  officers  then  in  commission. 
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Section  XIV. 

Section  5164.  Qualifications  of  Judges,  Attorney  and  Solicitors-General. 

§5164.  Paragraph  I.  Qualifications.  No  person  shall  be  Judge  of  the 
Supreme  or  Superior  Courts,  or  Attorney-General,  unless,  at  the  time 
of  his  election,  he  shall  have  attained  the  age  of  thirty  years,  and  shall 
have  been  a  citizen  of  the  State  three  years,  and  have  practiced  law  for 
seven  years;  and  no  person  shall  be  hereafter  elected  Solicitor-General, 
unless,  at  the  time  of  his  election,  he  shall  have  attained  twenty-five 
years  of  age,  shall  have  been  a  citizen  of  the  State  for  three  years,  and 
shall  have  practiced  law  for  three  years  next  preceding  his  election. 

Section  XV. 

Section. 
5165.  Divorces,  how  granted. 

Section. 
,  5166.  Rights  and  disabilities  determined. 

§5165.  Paragraph  I.  Divorce.  No  total  divorce  shall  be  granted,  ex- 
cept on  the  concurrent  verdicts  of  two  juries  at  different  terms  of  the 

Court. 
§5166.  Par.  II.  Last  jury  determines  disabilities.  When  a  divorce  is 

granted,  the  jury  rendering  the  final  verdict  shall  determine  the  rights 
and  disabilities  of  the  parties. 

See  54  Ga.,  285. 

Section  XVI. 

Section. 
5167.  Venue  of  divorce  cases. 
5168.  Cases  respecting  land  titles. 
5169.  Equity  cases,  venue  of. 

Section. 
5170.  Co  -obligors,  etc.,  where  sued. 
5171.  Maker  and  indorsers,  where  sued. 
5172.  All  other  civil  cases,  where  brought. 

§5167.  Paragraph  I.  Divorce  cases,  where  brought.  Divorce  cases  shall 
be  brought  in  the  county  where  the  defendant  resides,  if  a  resident  of 
this  State ;  if  the  defendant  be  not  a  resident  of  this  State,  then  in  the 
county  in  which  the  plaintiff  resides. 

§5168.  Par.  II.  Land  titles,  where  tried.  Cases  respecting  titles  to 
§§33=5-3403 .land  shall  be  tried  in  the  county  where  the  land  lies,  except  where  a 

Single  tract  is  divided  by  a  county  line,  in  which  case  the  Superior 
Court  in  either  county  shall  have  jurisdiction. 

Does  not  apply  where  the  title  to  the  land  is  incidentally  involved :  21  Ga.,  162. 
County  lines  changed  by  the  Legislature  :  43  Ga.,  535.  Ejectment,  no  forfeiture  of 

land,  the  distilling  being  on  another's  land  without  his  knowledge  or  consent:  52  Ga., 
285  ;  see  also  54  Ga.,  87-8.  Mortgage  foreclosure  in  the  county  where  the  land  is  :  53 
Ga.,  285. 

§5169.  Par.  III.  Equity  cases.     Equity  cases  shall   be  tried  in  the 
§4183.         county  where  a  defendant  resides  against  whom  substantial  relief  is 

prayed. 
See  4  Ga.,  571 ;  12/77.  Fraud  :  58  Ga.,  11.  Bill  should  show  residence  in  the  county 

of  defendant  against  whom  substantial  relief  prayed  :  50  Ga.,  5-72;  57/76.  Partners  :  54 
Ga.,  486;  55/329. 

§5170.  Par.  IV.  Suits   against  joint  obligors,  etc.     Suits   against  joint 
§§3347, 3404.  obligors,  joint  promissors,  copartners,  or  joint  trespassers,  residing  in 

different  counties,  may  be  tried  in  either  county. 
Trespasser:  9  Ga.,  298;  12/613;  47/312.  Principal  and  surety  sued  together  in  the 

county  of  sureties'  residence  :  35  Ga.,  269;  see  also  49  Ga.,  579. 

§5171.  Par.  V.  Suits  against  maker  and  indorser,  etc.     Suits  against  the 
maker  and  indorser  of  promissory  notes,  or  drawer,  acceptor  and  in- 

2782?  '       '  dorser  of  foreign  or  inland  bills  of  exchange,  or  like  instruments,  resid- 
ing in  different  counties,  shall  be  brought  in  the  county  where  the 

maker  or  acceptor  resides. 
See  59  Ga.,  591 ;  52/380. 
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§5172.  Par.  VI.  All  other  cases.  All  other  civila  cases  shall  be  tried  in 
the  county  where  the  defendant  resides,  and  all  criminalb  cases  shall  be 
tried  in  the  county  where  the  crime  was  committed,  except  cases  in  the 
Superior  Courts  where  the  Judge  is  satisfied  that  an  impartial  jury 
cannot  be  obtained  in  such  county. 

Railroad  companies  in  any  county  where  cause  of  action  originated,  etc.:  49  Ga.,  373, 
627;  also  as  railroads:  50  Ga.,  304;  52/410;  54/499;  53/499;  54/251.  Foreclosure  of 
mortgage  on  personalty:  45Ga,,549;  54/167.  Against  executor :  46  Ga.,  600.  Bill  by 
executor  :  53  Ga.,  514.  Action  against  insurance  companies  where  principal  office, 
etc.:  54  Ga.,  376;  55/103.  Suit  against  foreign  corporations:  55  Ga.,  194,  36.  Action 
against  an  administrator,  and  a  non-resident  of  the  county  :  56  Ga.,656.  Action  against 
a  trustee  :  57  Ga.,  465.  Cause  of  action  must  exist  at  the  commencement  of  the  suit : 
55  Ga.,  329.     Criminal  cases  :  58  Ga.,  171 ;  60/259. 

aSee  Code,  £3402.    bSee  notes  to  §§4687,  4672. 

Section  XVII. 

Siction  5173.  Change  of  venue  in  criminal  cases. 

§5173.  Paragraph  I.  Power  to  change  venue.    The  power  to  change  the  §4687. 

venue  in  civil  and  criminal  cases  shall  be  vested  in  the  Superior  Courts, /^c__  j-~  J>J^ 
to  be  exercised  in  such  manner  as  has  been,  or  shall  be,  provided  by  law/ 

Removal  of  a  case  by  order  of  the  Superior  Court:  42  Ga.,  307.  What  sufficient  evi- 
dence to  direct  a  Judge  as  to  the  right  to  a  change  of  venue  :  43  Ga.,  519  ;  54/371. 

Section  XVIII. 

Section. 
5174.  Trial  by  jury  secured. 
5175.  Provision  for  selecting  juries. 

Section. 
5176.  Compensation  of  jurors. 

§5174.  Paragraph  I.  Trial  by  jury.  The  right  of  trial  by  jury,  ex- 
cept where  it  is  otherwise  provided  in  this  Constitution,  shall  remain 

inviolate,  but  the  General  Assembly  may  prescribe  antv  number,  not 
less  than  five,  to  constitute  a  trial  or  traverse  jury  in  Courts  other  than 
the  Superior  and  City  Courts. 

Trial  by  jury  not  to  be  impaired:  1  Ga.,  610-618;  4/509;  5/188;  14/352;  19/614;  20/60; 
35/147.  "  Shall  remain  inviolate  :  "  23  Ga.,  566  ;  46/344,  398-9  ;  54/180  ;  57/325.  Nine 
jurors  :  25  Ga.,  220.  Less  than  twelve  jurors  :  51  Ga.,  264.     Impartial  jury:  59  Ga.,  150. 

Cooley  Const.  Lim.,  319 ;  Sedg  Stat.,  482. 

§5175.  Par.  II.  Selection  of  jurors.     The  General  Assembly  shall  prc- 
vide  by  law  for  the  selection  of  the  most  experienced,  intelligent  and 
upright  men  to  serve  as  grand  jurors,  and  intelligent  and  upright  men 
to  serve  as  traverse  jurors.      Nevertheless,  the  grand  jurors  shall  be  i 
competent  to  serve  as  traverse  jurors. 

See  43  Ga.,  310.  Qualification  of  grand  jurors  under  the  Constitution  of  1877 :  62 

Ga.,  368-9. 

§5176.  Par.  III.  Compensation  of  jurors.  It  shall  be  the  duty  of  the 
General  Assembly,  by  general  laws,  to  prescribe  the  manner  of  fixing 
compensation  of  jurors  in  all  counties  in  this  State. 

Section  XIX. 

Section  5177.  County  commissioners  may  be  created. 

§5177.  Paragraph  I.  Tower  to  create  county  commissioners.  The  General  /fy./  O  ,Z~V^i 
Assembly  shall  have  power  to  provide  for  the  creation  of  county  commis-  /«^„  /,  fm  /o  ̂ , 
sioners  in  such  counties  as  may  require  them,  and  to  define  their  duties.   ̂  

Section   XX. 

Section  5178.  Courts  may  be  abolished. 

§5178.  Paragraph  I.  Power  to  abolish  Courts.  All  Courts  not  specially 
mentioned  byname  in  the  first  section  of  this  Article,  may  be  abolished 
in  any  county,  at  the  discretion  of  the  General  Assembly. 
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Section  XXL 

Section  5179.  Costs  in  Supreme  Court. 

§5179.  Paragraph  I.  Costs  in  Supreme  Court.  The  costs  in  the 
Supreme  Court  shall  not  exceed  ten  dollars,  until  otherwise  provided 
by  law.  Plaintiffs  in  error  shall  not  be  required  to  pay  costs  in  said 
Court  when  the  usual  pauper  oath  is  filed  in  the  Court  below. 

ARTICLE  VII. 

FINANCE,  taxation  and  public  debt. 

Section  I. 

Section  5180.  Taxation,  how  and  for  what  purposes  exercised. 

§5180.  Paragraph  I.  Taxation,  how  and  for  what  purposes  exercised.  The 
powers  of  taxation  over  the  whole  State  shall  be  exercised  by  the  Gen- 

eral Assembly  for  the  following  purposes  only : 
For  the  support  of  the  State  government  and  the  public  institutions. 
For  educational  purposes,  in  instructing  children  in  the  elementary 

branches  of  an  English  education  only. 
To  pay  the  interest  on  the  public  debt. 
To  pay  the  principal  of  the  public  debt. 
To  suppress  insurrection,  to  repel  invasion,  and  defend  the  State  in 

time  of  war. 

fa/^/f-ffi-  /.       To  supply  the  soldiers  who  lost  a  limb,  or  limbs,  in  the  military  ser- 
/p         ,_  vice  of  the  Confederate.  States,  with  substantial  artificial  limbs  during 

% —  '  %  ,      life.  &^~*f£^^  &L~  /  <*L.  Jy^u^./r^^  ?-+. 
ff&+{T*'jh%         See  60  Ga.,^505.  /%u-4U*~^f  <£"*  <dzJ*-*o-& * //VT "/«A» >^     .      f*7  Rir.nT'TnAr   1!  i;         J  ' Section  II. 

Section. 
5181.  Taxation  to  be  uniform. 
5182.  Exemptions  allowed. 
5183.  Poll-tax. 

Section. 
5184.  Exemptions,  void. 
5185.  Power  to  tax  retained. 

§5181.  Paragraph  I.  Must  be  uniform,  etc. ;  dogs.      All  taxation  shall 

//9,  &y%4^    be  uniform  upon  the  same  class  of  subjects,  and  ad  valorem  on  all  prop- 

$*M0**»*  ̂ *~ er^y  subject  to  be  taxed  within  the  territorial  limits  of  the  authority i)^>l£b&&~*'-        levying  the  tax,  and  shall  be  levied  and  collected  under  general  laws. 
yl#Z/l  s.2-0  2~Fhe  General  Assembly  may,  however,  impose  a  tax  upon  such  domes- 
/  ,  rj  3  tic  animals  as,  from  their  nature  and  habits,  are  destructive  of  other 

property. 
/L       Uniform  and  ad  valorem:  44  Ga.,  397;  47/563;  53/414;  54/330;  59/805;  60/93;  see 

•■'**    also  60  Ga.,  99-133. 

f~         Uniform:  Cooley  Const,  Lim.,  502;  Sedg.  Stat.,  504;  2  Woods,  108;  29  Am.  R,  328. 
v  >3  May  enact  that  persons  living  out  of  city  or  town,  but  sending  children  to  school  there, 

£V^/»»~--  Ccrc^~  may  be  taxed  on  their  property  there  like  residents  ;  30  Am.  R.,  182 

MffL^*c*-&£A^J''  §5182.  Par.  II.  Exemptions.  The  General  Assembly  may,  by  law,  ex- 
|  fa*  -  /""A--  •  empt  from  taxation  all  public  property,  places  of  religious  worship  or 
{/       *  ^  burial ;  all  institutions  of  purely  public  charity ;  all  buildings  erected 
4<cj4~0**~'"  £or  an(j  uge(j  as  a  college,  incorporated  academy,  or  other  seminary  of 
{svziJ****^^'  learning;  the  real  and  personal  estate  of  any  public  library,  and  that 
/fZ-"".?^  °^  any  °ther  literary  association,  used  by  or  connected  with  such  li- 
Jp^  ̂ t^-**<brary ;  all  books  and  philosophical  apparatus ;  and  all  paintings  and 

*T  f~)cj  statuary  of  any  company  or  association,  kept  in  a  public  hall,  and  not 
fcjj-  f  7 '  y^j^held  as  merchandise,  or  for  purposes  of  sale  or  gain  :  Provided,  the  prop- 
lqsf~<3^*  erty  so  exempted  be  not  used  for  purposes  of  private  or  corporate  profit 

>  /^/T"'' 7' or  income. 
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Exemption  of  a  Masonic  Lodge :  53  Ga.,  93.  Exemption  of  railroad  from  tax,  under 
its  charter:  54  Ga.,  423 ;  55/312.  When  not:  54  Ga.,  401.  Exemption  from  tax  by 
themunicipal  authorities :  54Ga.,330;  60/93. 

See  notes  to  Code,  §798. 

§5183.  Par.  III.  Poll  tax.  No  poll  tax  shall  be  levied  except  for  ed- 
ucational purposes,  and  such  tax  shall  not  exceed  one  dollar  annually, 

upon  each  poll. 
§5184.  Par.  IV.  Laws  exempting  property  void.  All  laws  exempting 

property  'from  taxation,  other  than  the  property  herein  enumerated, 
shall  be  void. 

§5185.  Par.  V.  Tax  on  corporations.  The  power  to  tax  corporations 
and  corporate  property,  shall  not  be  surrendered  or  suspended  by  any 
contract  or  grant  to  which  the  State  shall  be  a  party. 

Section  III. 

Section  5186.  Limitation  on  power  to  contract  debts. 

§5186.  Paragraph  I.  Debts,  for  what  contracted.  No  debt  shall  be  con- 
tracted by  or  on  behalf  of  the  State,  except  to  supply  casual  deficien- 

cies of  revenue,  to  repel  invasion,  suppress  insurrection,  and  defend 
the  State  in  time  of  war,  or  to  pay  the  existing  public  debt;  but  the 
debt  created  to  supply  deficiencies  in  revenue  shall  not  exceed,  in  the 
aggregate,  two  hundred  thousand  dollars. 

State  bonds  :  Burrough's  Public  Securities,  49. 

Section  IV. 

Section  5L87.  Laws  for  borrowing  money. 

§5187.  Paragraph  I.  Form  of  laws  to  borrow  money.  All  laws  author- 
izing the  borrowing  of  money  by  or  on  behalf  of  the  State,  shall  spec- 

ify the  purposes  for  which  the  money  is  to  be  used,  and  the  money  so 
obtained  shall  be  used  for  the  purpose  specified,  and  for  no  other. 

Section  V. 

Section  5188.  Credit  of  State  not  to  be  loaned. 

§5188.  Paragraph  I.  State  aid  forbidden.  The  credit  of  the  State  shall 
not  be  pledged  or  loaned  to  any  individual,  company,  corporation  or  as- 

sociation, and  the  State  shall  not  .become  a  joint  owner  or  stockholder 
in  any  company,  association  or  corporation. 

Section  VI. 

Section.  I     Section. 
5189.  Counties  and  cities  not  to  be  stockholders.  |        5190.  Counties  to  tax  only,  for  what. 

§5189.  Paragraph  I.  Restrictions  on  counties  and  cities.  The  General 
Assembly  shall  not  authorize  any  county,  municipal  corporation,  or 
political  division  of  this  State,  to  become  a  stockholder  in  any  com- 

pany, corporation,  or  association,  or  to  appropriate  money  for,  or  to  loan 
its  credit  to,  any  corporation,  company,  association,  institution,  or  in- 

dividual, except  for  purely  charitable  purposes.  This  restriction  shall 
not  operate  to  prevent  the  support  of  schools  by  municipal  corporations 
within  their  respective  limits:  Provided,  that  if  any  municipal  corpo- 

ration shall  offer  to  the  State  any  property  for  locating  or  building  a 
capitol,  and  the  State  accepts  such  offer,  the  corporation  may  comply 
with  such  offer. 

Schools:  52  Ga.,  21L 

Cooley  Const.  Lim.,  213 ;  Sedg.  Stat.,  501.  Railroad  aid  bonds:  1  Dillon  Munic. 
Corp.,  §$104-108,  415  et  seq. ;  Pierce  on  R.  R.,  89-109;  Jones  treatise  on  Railroad  Securi- 
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ties.  Municipal  bonds  :  Note  to  §1672  (f.)  Indirect  use  of  municipal  credit :  13  0.,  580. 
County  warrants:  See  notes  to  Code,  g§506.  2778  ;  Bur.  Pub.  Sec,  623-8;  13  O.,  74,  559; 
10  C.  L.  J.,  357. 

§5190.  Par.  II.  Taxing  power  of  counties  limited.  The  General  Assem- 
bly shall  not  have  power  to  delegate  to  any  county  the  right  to  levy  a 

tax  for  any  purpose,  except  for  educational  purposes  in  instructing 
children  in  the  elementary  branches  of  an  English  education  only;  to 
build  and  repair  the  public  buildings  and  bridges;  to  maintain  and 
support  prisoners;  to  pay  jurors  and  coroners,  and  for  litigation,  quar- 

antine, roads  and  expenses  of  Courts ;  to  support  paupers  and  pay  debts 
heretofore  existing. 

Section  VII. 

Section.  |        Section. 
519L.  County  debts,  how  created.  | .  5192.  County  debts,  how  paid. 

§5191.  Paragraph  I.  Debt  of  counties  and  cities  not  to  exceed,  seven  per  cent. 
The  debt  hereafter  incurred  by  any  county,  municipal  corporation,  or 
political  division  of  this  State,  except  as  in  this  Constitution  provided 
for,  shall  not  exceed  seven  per  centum  of  the  assessed  value  of  all  the 
taxable  property  therein,  and  no  such  county  municipalities,  or  di- 

vision, shall  incur  any  new  debt,  except  for  a  temporary  loan  or  loans 
to  supply  casual  deficiencies  of  revenue,  not  to  exceed  one-fifth  of  one 
per  centum  of  the  assessed  value  of  taxable  property  therein,  without 
the  assent  of  two-thirds  of  the  qualified  voters  thereof,  at  an  election 
for  that  purpose,  to  be  held  as  may  be  prescribed  by  law  ;  but  any  city, 
the  debt  of  which  does  not  exceed  seven  per  centum  of  the  assessed 
value  of  the  taxable  property  at  the  time  of  the  adoption  of  this  Con- 

stitution, may  be  authorized  by  law  to  increase,  at  any  time,  the 
amount  of  said  debt,  three  per  centum  upon  such  assessed  valuation. 

Construing  this  provision  of  the  Constitution  :  See  64  Ga.,  288,  498;  also  Walsh  vs. 
Augusta,  Pamphlt.,  September  term,  1881,  p.  48.  And  Reeves  et  al,  rs.  Little,  Pamphlt., 
September  term,  1881,  p.  58.  And  Mayor,  etc.,  of  Rome  vs.  MeWilliainse£  al.,  Pamphlt., 
September,  1881,  p.  58. 

Bonds  issued  in  violation  of  similar  provision,  not  collectable  by  bona  fide  holder: 
12  0.,  278:  whether  they  would  be,  if  they  recited  as  a  fact  that  the  constitutional  re- 

quirements were  met;  quseref  lb.  What  evidence  admissible  to  determine  value  of 
municipal  propertv  :  lb.  Provisions  for  election:  Code,  £508  (i)-(m),  and  note.  See 
generally:  Bur.  Pub.  Sec,  257-297.  426-480;  2  Dan.  Neg.  Inst.,  490;  8  Am.  R.,  108; 
Pierce  on  R.  R.,  87-108;  21  How.,  539;  16  Wall.,  644;  4  O.,  429,  801;  5/360,  619;  7/96; 
9/214  ;  11/119  ;  13/770.  Election  held  without  authority  of  law  does  not  bind  city  nor 
validate  bonds:  13  O.,  80.     Act  providing  for  election  by  majority,  unconstitutional : 
13  O.,  580.  Bonds  issued  without  election,  Legislature  may  allow  them  taken  up  and 
provide  for  new  bonds,  which  would  be  valid :  8  Am.  R.,  87,  100,  n. 

£5192.  Par.  II.  County  and  city  bonds,  how  paid.  Any  county,  munici- 
pal corporation,  or  political  division  of  this  State,  which  shall  incur 

any  bonded  indebtedness  under  the  provisions  of  this  Constitution, 
shall,  at  or  before  the  time  of  so  doing,  provide  for  the  assessment  and 
collection  of  an  annual  tax,  sufficient  in  amount  to  pay  the  principal 
and  interest  of  said  debt  within  thirty  years  from  the  date  of  the  in- 

curring of  said  indebtedness. 

Bonds  :  52  Ga.,  211  621 ;  53/172.  When  no  power  in  a  city's  charter  to  tax  it's  own 
bonds :  See  Mayor  of  Macon  vs.  Jones,  Pamphlt.,  September,  1881,  p.  28.  Subscription 
to  stock:  57  G a.,  370. 

Section  VIII. 

Section.  5193.  State  shall  not  assume  debts. 

§5193.  Paragraph  I.  Assumption  of  debts  forbidden.  The  State  shall 
not  assume  the  debt,  nor  any  part  thereof,  of  any  county,  municipal 
corporation,  or  political  division  of  the  State,  unless  such  debt  shall 
be  contracted  to  enable  the  State  to  repel  invasion,  suppress  insurrec- 

tion, or  defend  itself  in  time  of  war. 
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Section  IX. 

Section  5194.  Profit  on  public  money  forbidden. 

§5194.  Paragraph  I.  Profit  on  public  money :  The  receiving,  directly  or 
indirectly,  by  any  officer  of  the  State  or  county,  or  member  or  officer 
of  the  General  Assembly,  of  any  interests,  profits  or  perquisites  arising 
from  the  use  or  loan  of  public  funds  in  his  hands,  or  moneys  to  be 
raised  through  his  agency  for  State  or  county  purposes,  shall  be  deemed 
a  felony,  and  punishable  as  may  be  prescribed  by  law,  a  part  of  which 
punishment  shall  be  a  disqualification  from  holding  office. 

Section  *X. 
Section  5195.  Provision  for  making  city  debts. 

§5195.  Paragraph  I.  City  debts;  how  incurred.  Municipal  corporations 
shall  not  incur  any  debt  until  provision  therefor  shall  have  been  made  by 
the  municipal  government. 

Section  XL 
Section  5196.  Payment  of  certain  bonds  forbidden. 

§5196.  Paragraph  I.  Certain  bonds  shall  not  be  paid.  The  General  As- 
sembly shall  have  no  authority  to  appropriate  money  directly  or  indi- 

rectly, to  pay  the  whole,  or  any  part,  of  the  principal  or  interest  of  the 
bonds,  or  other  obligations,  which  have  been  pronounced  illegal,  null 
and  void,  by  the  General  Assembly,  and  the  constitutional  amend- 

ments ratified  by  a  vote  of  the  people  on  the  first  day  of  May,  1877; 
nor  shall  the  General  Assembly  have  authority  to  pay  any  of  the  obli- 

gations created  by  the  State  under  laws  passed  during  the  late  war  be- 
tween the  States,  nor  any  of  the  bonds,  notes,  or  obligations  made  and 

entered  into  during  the  existence  of  said  war,  the  time  for  the  pay- 
ment of  which  was  fixed  after  the  ratification  of  a  treaty  of  peace  be- 
tween the  United  States  and  the  Confederate  States  ;  nor  shall  the  Gen- 

eral Assembly  pass  any  law,  or  the  Governor,  or  other  State  official, 
enter  into  any  contract  or  agreement,  whereby  the  State  shall  be  made 
a  party  to  any  suit  in  any  Court  of  this  State,  or  of  the  United  States, 
instituted  to  test  the  validity  of  any  such  bonds  or  obligations. 

Matters  arising  out  of  the  war:  51  Ga.,  154,  195  ;  53/334,  503  ;  54/59. 

Section  XII. 
Section  5197.  Bonded  debt  not  to  increase. 

§5197.  Paragraph  I.  Bonded  debt  not  to  increase.  The  bonded  debt 
of  the  State  shall  never  be  increased,  except  to  repel  invasion,  sup- 

press insurrection,  or  defend  the  State  in  time  of  war. 

Section  XIII. 
Section  5198.  Sale  of  property  to  pay  bonded  debt. 

§5198.  Paragraph  I.  State's  property  may  be  sold  to  pay  bonded  debt. 
The  proceeds  of  the  sale  of  the  Western  and  Atlantic,  Macon  and 
Brunswick,  or  other  railroads,  held  by  the  State,  and  any  other  prop- 

erty owned  by  the  State,  whenever  the  General  Assembly  may  author- 
ize the  sale  of  the  whole,  or  any  part  thereof,  shall  be  applied  to  the 

payment  of  the  bonded  debt  of  the  State,  and  shall  not  be  used  for  any 
other  purpose  whatever,  so  long  as  the  State  has  any  existing  bonded 
debt :  Provided,  that  the  proceeds  of  the  sale  of  the  Western  and  At- 

lantic railroad  shall  be  applied  to  the  payment  of  the  bonds  for  which 
said  railroad  has  been  mortgaged,  in  preference  to  all  other  bonds. 

See  Gromer,  Jr.,  &  Co.,  vs.  Speer,  Pamphlt.,  February  term,  1882,  p.  3. 
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Section  XIV. 

Section  5199.  Sinking  fund  provided  for. 

§5199.  Paragraph  I.  Sinking  fund.  The  General  Assembly  shall  raise, 
by  taxation,  each  year,  in  addition  to  the  sum  required  to  pay  the  pub- 

lic expenses  and  interest  on  the  public  debt,  the  sum  of  one  hundred 
thousand  dollars,  which  shall  be  held  as  a  sinking  fund,  to  pay  off  and 
retire  the  bonds  of  the  State  which  have  not  yet  matured,  and  shall  be 
applied  to  no  other  purpose  whatever.  If  the  bonds  cannot  at  any  time 
be  purchased  at  or  below  par,  then  the  sinking  fund,  herein  provided 
for,  may  be  loaned  by  the  Governor  and  Treasurer  of  the  State  :  Provi- 

ded, the  security  which  shall  be,  demanded  for  said  loan  shall  consist 
only  of  the  valid  bonds  of  the  State;  but  this  section  shall  not  take 
effect  until  the  eight  per  cent,  currency  bonds,  issued  under  the  Act  of 
February  the  19th,  1873,  shall  have  been  paid. 

Section  XV. 

Section  5200.  Reports  o.'  Treasurer  and  Comptroller. 

§5200.  Paragraph  I.  Quarterly  reports  of  Comptroller  and  Treasurer.  The 
Comptroller-General  and  Treasurer  shall  each  make  to  the  Governor  a 
quarterly  report  of  the  financial  condition  of  the  State,  which  report 
shall  include  a  statement  of  the  assets,  liabilities  and  income  of  the 
State,  and  expenditures  therefor,  for  the  three  months  preceding;  and 
it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  Governor  to  carefully  examine  the  same  by 
himself,  or  through  competent  persons  connected  with  his  department, 
and  cause  an  abstract  thereof  to  be  published  for  the  inform  ition  of 
the  people,  which  abstract  shall  be.  indorsed  by  him  as  having  been 
examined. 

Section  XVI. 

Section.  I        Section. 
5201.  Donations  forbidden.  j!  5202.  Extra  compensation  disallowed. 

§5201.  Paragraph  I.  Donations  forbidden.  The  General  Assembly  shall 
not,  by  vote,  resolution,  or  order,  grant  any  donation,  or  gratuity,  in 
favor  of  any  person,  corporation,  or  association. 

See  65  Ga.,  503. 

§5202.  Par.  II.  Extra  compensation  forbidden.  The  General  Assembly 
shall  not  grant  or  authorize  extra  compensation  to  any  public  officer, 
agent,  or  contractor,  after  the  service  has  been  rendered,  or  the  contract 
entered  into, 

Section  XVII. 

Section  5203.  Office  of  Public  Printer  abolished. 

§5203.  Paragraph  I.  Public  printing.  The  office  of  the  State  Printer 
shall  cease  with  the  expiration- of  the  term  of  the  present  incumbent, 
and  the  General  Assembly  shall  provide,  by  law,  for  letting  the  public 
printing  to  the  lowest  responsible  bidder,  or  bidders,  who  shall  give  ad- 

equate and  satisfactory  security  for  the  faithful  performance  thereof. 
No  member  of  the  General  Assembly,  or  other  public  officer,  shall  be 
interested,  either  directly  or  indirectly,  in  any  such  contract. 
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ARTICLE  VIII. 

EDUCATION. 

Section  I. 

Section  5204.  Common  school  system. 

§5204.  Paragraph  I.  Common  schools.  There  shall  be  a  thorough  sys-§2002. 
tern  of  common  schools  for  the  education  of  children  in  the  elementary 
branches  of  an  English  education  only,  as  nearly  uniform  as  practica- 

ble, the  expenses  of  which  shall  be  provided  for  by  taxation,  or  other- 
wise. The  schools  shall  be  free  to  all  children  of  the  State,  but  sepa- 

rate schools  shall  be  provided  for  the  white  and  colored  races. 
Schools,  etc. :  General  note  on  page  271  of  Code,  and  note  to  $5236 ;  3  Woods,  177. 

Statute  establishing  schools,  on  vote  of  people  in  township,  constitutional :  34  Am. 
R.,  151. 

Section   II. 

Section  5205.  State  School  Commissioner. 

§5205.  Paragraph  I.  State  School  Commissioner.  There  shall  be  a 
State  School  Commissioner,  appointed  by  the  Governor,  and  confirmed 
by  the  Senate,  whose  term  of  office  shall  be  two  years,  and  until  his 
successor  is  appointed  and  qualified.  His  office  shall  be  at  the  seat  of 
government,  and  he  shall  be  paid  a  salary  not  to  exceed  two  thousand 
dollars  per  annum.  The  General  Assembly  may  substitute  for  the 
State  School  Commissioner  such  officer,  or  officers,  as  may  be  deemed 
necessary  to  perfect  the  system  of  public  education. 

i  Section  III. 

Section  5206.  Common  school  fund. 

§5206.  Paragraph  I.  School  fund.  The  poll  tax,  any  educational  fund  ̂ 2039. 
now  belonging  to  the  State  (except  the-  endowment  of,  and  debt  due 
to,  the  University  of  Georgia),  a  special  tax  on  shows  and  exhibitions, 
and  on  the  sale  of  spirituous  and  malt  liquors,  which  the  General  As- 

sembly is  hereby  authorized  to  assess,  and  the  proceeds  of  any  commuta- 
tion tax  for  military  service,  and  all  taxes  that  may  be  assessed  on  such 

domestic  animals  as,  from  their  nature  and  habits,  are  destructive  to 
other  property,  are  hereby  set  apart  and  devoted  for  the  support  of 
common  schools. 

See42Ga.,  416;  43/480. 
Section  IV. 

Section  5207.  Taxation  for  schools  by  cities  and  counties. 

§5207.  Paragraph  I.  Counties  and  cities  may  tax  for  public  schools.  Au- 
thority may  be  granted  to  counties,  upon  the  recommendation  of  two 

grand  juries,  and  to  municipal  corporations,  upon  the  recommendation 
of  the  corporate  authority,  to  establish  and  maintain  public  schools  in 
their  respective  limits,  by  local  taxation;  but  no  such  local  laws  shall 
take  effect  until  the  same  shall  have  been  submitted  to  a  vote  of  the 
qualified  voters  in  each  county  or  municipal  corporation,  and  approved 

by  a  two-thirds'  vote  of  persons  qualified  to  vote  at  such  election  ;  and 
the  General  Assembly  may  prescribe  who  shall  vote  on  such  question. 

How  granted  under  the  Constitution  of  1868:  49  Ga.,  232. 

Law  taxing  non-resident  patrons  of  town  school,  living  in  country,  on  their  prop- 
erty, constitutional:  30  Am.  R.,  182. 
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Article  ?.— Homestead  and  exemptions. 

Section  V. 

Section  520S.  Local  school  systems  undisturbed. 

§5208.  Paragraph  I.  Local  schools  not  affected.  Existing  local  school 
systems  shall  not  be  affected  by  this  Constitution.  Nothing  contained 
in  section  first  of  this  Article  shall  be  construed  to  deprive  schools  in 
this  State,  not  common  schools,  from  participation  in  the  educational 
fund  of  the  State,  as  to  all  pupils  therein  taught  in  the  elementary 
branches  of  an  English  education. 

Section  VI. 

Section  5209.  State  University ;  bequests,  donations,  etc. 

§5209.  Paragraph  I.  State  University.  The  trustees  of  the  University 
of  Georgia  may  accept  bequests,  donations  and  grants  of  land,  or  other 
property,  for  the  use  of  said  university.  In  addition  to  the  payment 
of  the  annual  interest  on  the  debt  due  by  the  State  to  the  university, 
the  General  Assembly  may,  from  time  to  time,  make  such  donations 
thereto  as  the  condition  of  the  treasury  will  authorize.  And  the  Gen- 

eral Assembly  may  also,  from  time  to  time,  make  such  appropriations 
of  money  as  the  condition  of  the  treasury  will  authorize  to  any  college 
or  university  (not  exceeding  one  in  number)  now  established,  or  here- 

after to  be  established,  in  this  State  for  the  education  of  persons  of 
color. 

ARTICLE    IX. 

HOMESTEAD   AND    EXEMPTIONS. 

Section  I. 

Section  5210.  Homestead,  and  who  entitled  to. 

§5210.  Paragraph  I.  Homestead  and  exemption.  There  shall  be  exempt 
§2002.  from  levy  and  sale,  by  virtue  of  any  process  whatever  under  the  laws 

of  this  State,  except  as  hereinafter  excepted  of  the  property  of  every 
head  of  a  family,  or  guardian,  or  trustee  of  a  family  of  minor  children, 
or  every  aged  or  infirm  person,  or  person  having  the  care  and  support 
of  dependent  females  of  any  age,  who  is  not  the  head  of  a  family,  realty 
or  personalty,  or  both,  to  the  value  in  the  aggregate  of  sixteen  hundred 
dollars. 

See  60  Ga.,  652;  61/385;  62/567  ;  also  see  notes  to  sections  2002,  etc.,  of  Georgia  Code. 

Section    II. 

Section  5211.  Homestead  secure  from  levy. 

§5211.  Paragraph  I.  Protection  guaranteed.  No  Court  or  ministerial 
officer  in  this  State  shall  ever  have  jurisdiction  or  authority  to  enforce 
any  judgment,  execution,  or  decree,  against  the  property  set  apart  for 
such  purpose,  including  such  improvements  as  may  be  made  thereon 
from  time  to  time,  except  for  taxes  for  the  purchase  money  of  the  same 
for  labor  done  thereon,  for  material  furnished  therefor,  or  for  the  re- 

moval of  incumbrances  thereon. 
Subject  to  debt  for  labor  done  thereon  ;  58  Ga.,  360. 

Section  III. 

Section  5212.  Waiver  of  homestead. 

§5212.  Paragraph  I.  May  be  waived,  how  far ;  how  sold.  The  debtor 
shall  have  power  to  waive  or  renounce  in  writing  his  right  to  the  ben- 
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Article  9.— Homesteads  and  exemptions. 

efit  of  the  exemption  provided  for  in  this  Article,  except  as  to  wearing  g 2039. 
apparel,  and  not  exceeding  three  hundred  dollars  worth  of  household 
and  kitchen  furniture,  and  provisions,  to  be  selected  by  himself  and  his 
wife,  if  any,  and  he  shall  not,  after  it  is  set  apart,  alienate  or  encumber 
the  property  so  exempted,  but  it  may  be  sold  by  the  debtor,  and  his 
wife,  if  any,  jointly,  with  the  sanction  of  the  Judge  of  the  Superior 
Court  of  the  county,  where  the  debtor  resides  or  the  land  is  situated, 
the  proceeds  to  be  reinvested  upon  the  same  uses. 

'  See  as  to  waivers  :  56  Ga.,  53  ;  59/837-858;  61/345.  Also  see  title  waiver  in  general 
note  after  section  2039  of  the  Code.  Exception  to  right  to  waiver:  61  Ga.,  19(3-7.  Sasser 
et  al.,  vs.  Roberts,  Pamphlt.,  September  term,  1881,  p.  58. 

Section  IV. 

Section  5213.  Setting  apart  homestead  provided  for. 

§5213.  Paragraph  I.  Setting  apart  short  homestead.  The  General  As- 
sembly shall  provide,  by  law,  as  early  as  practicable,  for  the  setting 

apart  and  valuation  of  said  property.  But  nothing  in  this  Article  shall 
be  construed  to  affect  or  repeal  the  existing  laws  for  exemption  of  prop- 

erty from  sale,  contained  in  the  present  Code  of  this  State,  in  para- 
graphs 2040  to  2049,  inclusive,  and  the  Acts  amendatory  thereto.  It 

may  be  optional  with  the  applicant  to  take  either,  but  not  both,  of  such 
exemptions. 

As  to  the  statutory  homestead :  51Ga.,476;  54/355;  56/94.  See  also  notes  to  section 
2040  of  Code  of  Georgia. 

Section  V. 

Section  5214.  Waiver  of  short  homestead. 

§5214.  Paragraph  1.  Short  homestead  may  be  waived.  The  debtor  shall 
have  authority  to  waive  or  renounce  in  writing  his  right  to  the  benefit 
of  the  exemption  provided  for  in  section  four,  except  as  is  excepted  in 
section  three  of  this  Article. 

Waiver  of  husband  binding,  also  on  his  wife  and  children  :  41  Ga.,  622.  Also  see 
Jackson  vs.  Parrott,  Pamphlt.,  September,  1881,  p.  39.  Waiver  in  a  mortgage  :  56  Ga., 
53  ;  59/558  ;  61/195.     See  general  note  after  section  2039,  titles  waivers. 

Section  VI. 

Seciton  5215.  Homestead  may  be  supplemented. 

§5215.  Paragraph  I.  Supplemental  homestead.  The  applicant  shall,  at 
any  time,  have  the  right  to  supplement  his  exemption  by  adding  to  an 
amount  already  set  apart  which  is  less  than  the  whole  amount  of  ex- 

emption herein  allowed,  a  sufficiency  to  make  his  exemption  equal  to 
the  whole  amount. 

Formerly  there  was  no  provision  for :  54  Ga.,  515;  56/520.  But  an  exemption  of 
personalty  could  be  supplemented  afterwards  by  a  homestead  of  realty:  61  Ga.,  214,  526. 

Section  VII. 

Section  5216.  Former  homesteads  valid. 

§5216..  Paragraph  I.  Homesteads  heretofore  set  apart.  Homesteads  and 
exemptions  of  personal  property  which  have  been  heretofore  set  apart 
by  virtue  of  the  provisions  of  the  existing  Constitution  of  this  State, 
and  in  accordance  with  the  laws  for  the  enforcement  thereof,  or  which 
may  be  hereafter  so  set  apart,  at  any  time,  shall  be  and  remain  valid  as 
against  all  debts  and  liabilities  existing  at  the  time  of  the  adoption  of 
this  Constitution,  to  the  same  extent  that  they  would  have  been  had 
said  existing  Constitution  not  been  revised. 
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Article  10.— Militia. 

Section  VIII. 

Section  5217.  Vested  rights  undisturbed. 

§5217.  Paragraph  I.  Vested  rights  protected.  Rights  which  have  be- 
come vested  under  previously  existing  laws  shall  not  be  affected  by  any- 
thing herein  contained.  In  all  cases  in  which  homesteads  have  been 

set  apart  under  the  Constitution  of  1868,  and  the  laws  made  in  pursu- 
ance thereof,  and  a  bona  fide  sale  of  such  property  has  been  subsequently 

made,  and  the  full  purchase  price  thereof  has  been  paid,  all  right  of 
exemption  in  such  property  by  reason  of  its  having  been  so  set  apart, 
shall  cease  in  so  far  as  it  affects  the  right  of  the  purchaser.  In  all 
such  cases  where  a  part  only  of  the  purchase  price  has  been  paid,  such 
transaction  shall  be  governed  by  the  laws  now  of  force  in  this  State,  in 
so  far  as  they  affect  the  rights  of  the  purchaser,  as  though  said  property 
had  not  been  set  apart. 

See  61  Ga.,  469;  65/350. 
Section  IX. 

Section  5218.  Sale  of  homestead  and  reinvestment. 

§5218.  Paragraph  I.  Sale  and  reinvestment  of  homestead.  Parties  who 
have  taken  a  homestead  of  realty  under  the  Constitution  of  eighteen 
hundred  and  sixty-eight  shall  have  the  right  to  sell  said  homestead 
and  reinvest  the  same,  by  order  of  the  Judge  of  the  Superior  Courts  of 
this  State. 

Law  formerly  as  to  sale  of  :  55  Ga.,  383. 

ARTICLE  X. 

militia. 

Section  L 

Section. 
5219.  Militia  may  be  organized. 
5220.  Volunteer  companies, 

Section. 
5221.  Militia,  when  paid. 

§5219.  Paragraph  I.  Organization  of  militia.  A  well  regulated  militia 
being  essential  to  the  peace  and  security  ol  the  State,  the  General 
Assembly  shall  have  authority  to  provide  by  law  how  the  militia  of 
this  State  shall  be  organized,  officered,  trained,  armed  and  equipped; 
and  of  whom  it  shall  consist. 

See33Ga.,  38,  Suplt. 

§5220.  Par.  II.  Volunteers.  The  General  Assembly  shall  have  power 
to  authorize  the  formation  of  volunteer  companies,  and  to  provide  for 
their  organization  into  battalions,  regiments,  brigades,  divisions  and 
corps,  with  such  restrictions  as  may  be  prescribed  by  law,  and  shall 
have  authority  to  arm  and  equip  the  same. 

§5221.  Par.  III.  Pay  of  militia.  The  officers  and  men  of  the  militia 
and  volunteer  forces  shall  not  be  entitled  to  receive  any  pay,  rations, 
or  emoluments,  when  not  in  active  service  by  authority  of  the  State. 

General  Note  on  Section  I.— See  Code,  $1059  et  seq.,  and  general  note  on  page  252. 
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Article  11. — Counties  and  countv  officers. 

ARTICLE  XL 

counties  and  county  officers. 

Section  I. 

Section. 
5222   Counties  are  corporate  bodies. 
5283.  New  counties  /or bidden. 
5224.  Change  oi  county  lines. 

Section.  ' 5225.  County-sites,  how  changed, 
5226.  Dissolution  of  counties. 

§5222.  Paragraph  I.  Counties  are  corporate  bodies.  Each  county  shall 
be  a  body  corporate,  with  such  powers  and  limitations  as  may  be  pre- 

scribed by  law.  All  suits  by  or  against  a  county,  shall  be  in  the  name 
thereof;  and  the  metes  and  bounds  of  the  several  counties  shall  remain 
as  now  prescribed  by  law,  unless  changed  as  hereinafter  provided. 

See  notes  to  §9491-492  of  Code. 

§5223.  Par.  II.  New  counties  not  allowed.  No  new  county  shall  be  cre- 
ated. 

§5224.  Par.  III.  Change  of  county  lines.  County  lines  shall  not  be 
changed,  unless  under  the  operation  of  a  general  law  for  that  purpose. 

§5225.  Par.  IV.  Change  of  county  sites.  No  county  site  shall  be  changed 

or  removed,  except  by  a  two-thirds'  vote  of  the  qualified  voters  of  the 
county,  voting  at  an  election  held  for  that  purpose,  and  a  two-thirds' 
vote  of  the  General  Assembly. 

§5226.  Par.  V.  Dissolution  of  counties.  Any  county  may  be  dissolved 

and  merged  with  contiguous  counties,  by  a  two-thirds'  vote  of  the  qual- 
ified electors  of  such  county,  voting  at  an  election  held  for  that  purpose. 

Section  II. 

Section  5227.  County  officers,  their  election,  etc. 

§5227.  Paragraph  I.  County  officers.  The  county  officers  shall  be 
elected  by  the  qualified  voters  of  their  respective  counties,  or  districts, 
and  shall  hold  their  offices*  for  two  years.  They  shall  be  removed  on 
conviction  for  malpractice  in  office,  and  no  person  shall  be  eligible  to 
any  of  the  offices  referred  to  in  this  paragraph,  unless  he  shall  have 
been  a  resident  of  the  county  for  two  years,  and  is  a  qualified  voter. 

See  48  Ga.,  137. 

Section  III. 

Section  5228.  Uniformity  as  to  county  officers,  etc. 

§5228.  Paragraph  I.  County  officers  to  be  uniform.  Whatever  tribunal, 
or  officers,  may  hereafter  be  created  by  the  General  Assembly  for  the 
transaction  of  county  matters,  shall  be  uniform  throughout  the  State, 
and  of  the  same  name,  jurisdiction  and  remedies,  except  that  the  Gen- 

eral Assembly  may  provide  for  the' appointment  of  commissioners  of 
roads  and  revenue  in  any  county.  i^%^ jl^-o^Z^^  /^ -^  ̂   ̂  ^ 

See  commissioners  :  58  Ga.,  512. 

Section  IV. 

Section  5229.  Atlanta  the  State  Capital. 

§5229.  Paragraph  I.  Capital  in  Atlanta.  The  city  of  Atlanta  shall  be 
the  Capital  of  the  State,  until  changed  by  the  same  authority,  and  in 
the  same  way,  that  is  provided  for  the  alteration  of  this  Constitution. 
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Article  12.— The  laws  of  general  operation  in  this  State. 

ARTICLE  XII. 

THE    LAWS   OF   GENERAL    OPERATION   IN    FORCE    IN    THIS    STATE. 

Section  I. 

Section. 
5230.  Supreme  law. 
5231.  Next  in  authority. 
5232.  Third  in  authority. 
5233.  Local  and  private  acts. 

Section. 
5234.  Vested  rights  saved. 
5235.  Acts  of  Courts  confirmed. 
5236.  Existing  officers  continue. 
5237.  Ordinances,  Jorce  of. 

§5230.  Paragraph  I.  Supreme  law,  what  is.  The  laws  of  general  oper- 
ation in  this  State  are,  first,  as  the  supreme  law  :  The  Constitution  of 

the  United  States,  the  laws  of  the  United  States  in  pursuance  thereof, 
and  all  treaties  made  under  the  authority  of  the  United  States. 

§5231.  Par.  II.  Second  in  authority.  Second.  As  next  in  authority 
thereto  :  this  Constitution. 

§5232.  Par.  III.  Third  in  authority.  Third.  In  subordination  to  the 
foregoing:  All  laws  now  of  force  in  this  State,  not  inconsistent  with 
this  Constitution,  and  the  ordinances  of  this  Convention,  shall  remain 
of  force  until  the  same  are  modified  or  repealed  by  the  General  As- 

sembly. The  tax  acts  and  appropriation  acts  passed  by  the  General 
Assembly  of  1877,  and  approved  by  the  Governor  of  the  State,  and  not 
inconsistent  with  the  Constitution,  are  hereby  continued  in  force  un- 

til altered  by  law. 
See  59  Ga.,  258. 

See  notes  to  $1  of  this  Code. 

§5233.  Par.  IV.  Local  and  private  acts.  Local  and  private  acts  passed 
for  the  benefit  of  counties,  cities,  towns,  corporations,  and  private  persons 
not  inconsistent  with  the  supreme  law,  nor  with  this  Constitution,  and 
which  have  not  expired  nor  been  repealed,  shall  have  the  force  of  stat- 

ute law,  subject  to  judicial  decision  as  to  their  validity  when  passed, 
and  to  any  limitations  imposed  by  their,  own  terms. 

SeeGOGa,,  140;  57/870. 

§5234.  Par.  V.  Vested  rights  secured.  All  rights,  privileges  and  im- 
munities which  may  have  vested  in,  or  accrued  to,  any  person  or 

persons,  or  corporation,  in  his,  her  or  their  own  right,  or  in  any  fidu- 
ciary capacity,  under,  and  in  virtue  of,  any  Act  of  the  General  Assem- 

bly, or  any  judgment,  decree  or  order,  or  other  proceeding  of  any  Court 
of  competent  jurisdiction,  in  this  State,  heretofore  rendered,  shall  be 
held  inviolate  by  all  Courts  before  which  they  may  be  brought  in 
question,  unless  attacked  for  fraud. 

See  54  Ga.,  606. 

§5235.  Par.  VI.  Acts  of  Courts  confirmed.  All  judgments,  decrees, 
orders,  and  others  proceedings,  of  the  several  Courts  of  this  State,  here- 

tofore made,  within  the  limits  of  their  several  jurisdictions,  are  hereby 
ratified  and  affirmed,  subject  only  to  reversal  by  motion  for  a  new  trial, 
appeal,  bill  of  review,  or  other  proceeding,  in  conformity  with  the  law 
of  force  when  they  were  made. 

§5236.  Par.  VII.  Existing  officers.  The  officers  of  the  government 
nowT  existing  shall  continue  in  the  exercise  of  their  several  functions 
until  their  successors  are  duly  elected,  or  appointed  and  qualified ;  but 
nothing  herein  is  to  apply  to  any  officer  whose  office  maybe  abolished 
by  this  Constitution. 

§5237.  Par.  VIII.  Ordinances.  The  ordinances  of  this  Convention 
shall  have  the  force  of  laws  until  otherwise  provided  by  the  General 
Assembly,  except  the  ordinances  in  reference  to  submitting  the  home- 

stead and  capital  question  to  a  vote  of  the  people,  which  ordinances, 
after  being  voted  on,  shall  have  the  effect  of  constitutional  provisions. 
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Article  13.— Amendments  to  the  Constitution. 

ARTICLE  XIII. 

AMENDMENTS   TO    THE    CONSTITUTION. 

Section  I. 
Section.  I        Section. 

5238.  Constitution,  how  amended.  |  523i>.  Convention,  how  called. 

§5238.  Paragraph  I.  Constitution,  how  amended.  Any  amendment,  or 
amendments,  to  this  Constitution  may  be  proposed  in  the  Senate  or 
House  of  Representatives,  and  if  the  same  shall  be  agreed  to  by  two- 
thirds  of  the  members  elected  to  each  of  the  two  Houses,  such  proposed 
amendment,  or  amendments,  shall  be  entered  on  their  journals,  with 
the  yeas  and  nays  taken  thereon.  And  the  General  Assembly  shall 
cause  such  amendment,  or  amendments,  to  be  published  in  one  or  more 
newspapers  in  each  Congressional  District,  for  two  months  previous  to 
the  time  of  holding  the  next  general  election,  and  shall  also  provide 
for  a  submission  of  such  proposed  amendment,  or  amendments,  to  the 
people  at  said  next  general  election,  and  if  the  people  shall  ratify  such 
amendment,  or  amendments,  by  a  majority  of  the  electors  qualified  to 
vote  for  members  of  the  General  Assembly,  voting  thereon,  such  amend- 

ment, or  amendments,  shall  become  a  part  of  this  Constitution.  When 
more  than  one  amendment  is  submitted  at  the  same  time,  they  shall  be 
so  submitted  as  to  enable  the  electors  to  vote  on  each  amendment  sep- 
arately. 

§5239.  Par.  II.  Convention,  how  called.  No  convention  of  the  people 
shall  be  called  by  the  General  Assembly  to  revise,  amend,  or  change 
this  Constitution,  unless  by  the  concurrence  of  two-thirds  of  all  the 
members  of  each  House  of  the  General  Assembly.  The  representation 
in  said  convention  shall  be  based  on  population  as  near  as  practicable. 

Section    II. 
Section.  I     Section. 

5240.  Ratification  of  Constitution.  !        5241.  Consolidation  of  votes,  etc. 

§5240.  Paragraph  I.  Constitution,  how  ratified.  The  Constitution  shall 
be  submitted  for  ratification  or  rejection  to  the  electors  of  the  State,  at 
an  election  to  be  held  on  the  first  Wednesday  in  December,  one  thou-  . 
sand  eight  hundred  and  seventy-seven,  in  the  several  election  districts 
of  this  State,  at  which  election  every  person  shall  be  entitled  to  vote  who 
is  entitled  to  vote  for  the  members  of  the  General  Assembly  under  the 
Constitution  and  laws  of  force  at  the  date  of  such  election  ;  said  elec- 

tion to  be  held  and  conducted  as  is  now  provided  by  law  for  holding 
elections  for  members  of  the  General  Assembly.  All  persons  voting  at 
said  election  in  favor  of  adopting  the  Constitution,  shall  write  or  have 

printed  on  their  ballots  the  words  a  For  Ratification,''''  and  all  persons opposed  to  the  adoption  of  this  Constitution,  shall  write  or  have  printed 

on  their  ballots  the  words  "  Against  Ratification." 
§5241.  Par.  II.  -Consolidation  of  votes.  The  votes  cast  at  said  election 

shall  be  consolidated  in  each  of  the  counties  of  this  State,  as  is  now  re- 
quired by  law  in  elections  for  members  of  the  General  Assembly,  and 

returns  thereof  made  to  the  Governor;  and  should  a  majority  of  all 
the  votes  cast  at  said  election  be  in  favor  of  ratification,  he  shall  declare 
the  said  Constitution  adopted,  and  make  proclamation  of  the  result  of 
said  election  by  publication  in  one  or  more  newspapers  in  each  Con- 

gressional District  of  the  State,  but  should  a  majority  of  the  votes  cast 
be  against  ratification,  he  shall  in  the  same  manner  proclaim  the  said 
Constitution  rejected. 

C.  J.  JENKINS, 
James  Cooper  Nisbet,  President. 

Secretary. 
84 
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ORDINANCES.* 
STATE  CAPITAL. 

Be  it  ordained  by  the  people  of  Georgia  in  Convention  assembled  : 

1st.  That  the  question  of  the  location  of  the  Capital  of  this  State  be  kept  out 
of  the  Constitution  to  be  adopted  by  this  Convention. 

2nd.  That  at  the  first  general  election  hereafter  held  for  the  members  of  the 

General  Assembly,  every  voter  may  indorse  on  his  ballot  '*  Atlanta"  or  "  Milledgeville," 
and  the  one  of  these  places  receiving  the  largest  number  of  votes,  shall  be  the  Capital 
of  the  State  until  changed  by  the  same  authority  and  in  the  same  way  that  may  be 
provided  for  the  alteration  of  the  Constitution  that  may  be  adopted  by  the  Convention, 
whether  said  Constitution  be  ratified  or  rejected.  And  that  every  person  entitled  to  vole 
for  members  of  the  General  Assembly,  under  the  present  Constitution  and  laws  of  this 
State,  shall  be  entitled  to  vote  under  this  ordinance  ;  and,  in  the  event  of  the  rejection 
of  said  Constitution,  shall  (should)  a  majority  of  votes  cast  be  in  favor  of  Milleds-e- 
ville,  then  this  provision  to  operate  and  take  effect  as  an  amendment  to  the  present 
Constitution. 

HOMESTEAD. 

Be  it  ordained  by  the  people  of  Georgia  in  Convention  assembled,  and  it  is  hereby  ordained  by 
authority  of  the  same  : 
1st.  That  the  Article  adopted  by  the  Convention  on  the  subject  of  Homestead 

and  Exemptions  shall  not  form  a  part  of  this  Constitutions,  except  as  hereinafter  pro- 
vided. 

2nd.  At  the  election  held  for  the  ratification  or  rejection  of  this  Constitution, 
it  shall  be  lawful  for  each  voter  to  have  written  or  printed  on  his  ballot  the  words 
"  Homestead  of  1877,"  or  the  words  "  Homestead  of  1868." 

3d.  In  the  event  that  a  majority  of  the  ballots  so  cast  have  indorsed  upon  them 
the  words  "  Homestead  of  1877,  then  said  Article,  so  adopted  by  this  Convention,  shall 
form  a  part  of  the  Constitution  submitted,  if  the  same  is  ratified  ;  but  in  event  that 
said  Constitution,  so  submitted,  shall  not  be  ratified,  then  the  Article  on  Homestead 
and  Exemptions,  so  adopted  as  aforesaid  by  this  Convention,  shall  supercede  Article 
Seventh  of  the  Constitution  of  1868  on  the  subject  of  Homestead  and  Exemptions,  and 
form  a  pnrt  of  this  Constitution. 

4th.  If  a  majority  of  the  ballots  so  cast  as  aforesaid,  shall  have  indorsed  upon 
them  the  words  "Homestead  of  1868,"  then  Article  Seventh  of  the  Constitution  of 
.1868  shall  supersede  the  Article  on  Homestead  and  Exemptions  adopted  by  this  Con- 

vention, and  shall  be  incorporated  in  and  form  (a  part)  of  the  Constitution  so  submitted 
and  ratified. 

JUDICIAL  CIRCUITS. 

There  shall  be  sixteen  Judicial  Circuits  in  this  State,  and  it  shall  be  the  duty 
of  the  General  Assembly  to  organize  and  proportion  the  same  in  such  manner  as  to 
equalize  the  business  and  labor  of  the  Judges  in  said  several  circuits,  as  far  as  may  be 
practicable.  But  the  General  Assembly  shall  have  power  hereafter  to  reorganize,  in- 

crease, or  diminish  the  number  of  circuits:  Provided,  however,  that  the  circuits  shall 
remain  as  now  organized,  until  changed  by  law. 

SIGNING  AND  RATIFICATION. 

Be  it  ordained  by  the  people  of  Georgia  in  Convention  assembled: 
1st.  That  the  Constitution  as  adopted  and  revised  be  enrolled  and  signed  by  the 

officers  and  members  of  this  Convention. 
2d.  That  the  Governor  shall  issue  his  proclamation,  ordering  an  election  for  mem- 

bers of  the  General  Assembly,  and  a  vote  upon  the  ratification  or  rejection  of  this 
Constitution,  as  therein  provided,  and  a  vote  upon  the  Capital  and  Homestead  ques- 

tions, as  provided  by  the  ordinances  of  this  Convention. 
Read  and  adopted  in  Convention,  August  25th,  1877. 

Attest : 
C.  J.  JENKINS, 

President  Constitutional  Convention. 
James  Cooper  Nisbet,  Secretary. 

"These  ordinances  of  the  Convention  of  1877  inserted  for  reference. 
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Constitutional  amendment. 

Constitutional  amendment  declaring  bonds  void.  Neither  the  General 
Assembly  nor  any  other  authority  or  officer  of  this  State,  shall  ever  have 
power  to  pay  or  recognize  as  legal,  or  in  any  sense,  valid  or  binding  upon 

the  State,  any  direct  bonds,  or  currency  bonds,  gold  bonds,  or  the  State's 
alleged  guaranty  or  indorsement  of  any  railroad  bonds,  or  any  other 
bonds,  guarantees  or  indorsements  heretofore  declared  to  be  illegal,  fraud- 

ulent or  void,  by  Actor  Resolution  of  the  Legislature  of  the  State,  or  that 
may  be  declared  illegal,  fraudulent  or  void  by  Act  or  Resolution  of  the 
Legislature  originating  this  amendment,  viz :  The  State  gold  bonds  is- 

sued under  the  Act  of  October  17th,  1870,  in  aid  of  the  Brunswick  and 

Albany  Railroad  Company  ;  the  currency  bonds  issued  under  the  Act  of  p.C24.of18"' August  27th,  1870;  the  quarterly  gold  bonds  issued  under  the  Act  of 
September  15th,  1870,  which  are  enumerated  in  the  Act  of  August 
23rd,  1872;  the  indorsement  of  the  State  upon  the  bonds  of  the  Bruns- 

wick and  Albany  Railroad  Company,  made  under  the  Act  of  March 
18th,  1869 ;  the  indorsement  of  the  State  upon  the  bonds  of  the  Car- 

ters ville  and  Van  Wert  Railroad  Company,  and  of  the  Cherokee  Rail- Acgofl875« 
road  Company ;  the  indorsement  of  the  State  upon  the  bonds  of  the 
Bainbridge,  Cuthbert  and  Columbus  Railroad  Company  ;  and  all  other 
bonds,  guaranties,  or  indorsements  declared  illegal,  fraudulent,  or  void, 
as  herein  provided.  Nor  shall  any  General  Assembly  ever  have  power 
to  provide  for  the  re-indorsement  of  such  railroad  bonds,  or  to  place  the 
State's  guaranty  upon  the  same ;  or  to  provide  for  the  indorsement,  or 
guaranty  by  the  State  of  an}'  new  bonds  issued  in  lieu  of,  or  to  pay  off 
or  retire,  such  railroad  bonds,  by  any  railroad  company;  or  to  issue 
bonds  of  the  State  to  such  railroad  companies,  or  other  persons  in  pay- 

ment, or  in  lieu  of  such  indorsed  bonds,  or  other  bonds  herein  declared 
illegal ;  or  to  lend  the  aid,  or  credit  of  the  State  by  any  act,  resolution, 
or  law,  to  such  railroad  companies,  or  to  other  incorporated  companies, 
or  persons,  acquiring,  or  succeeding  to  the  rights  and  franchises  of  said 
companies  ;  or  to  buy  the  railroads  of  such  companies ;  or  to  submit  the 
question  of  the  liability  of  the  State  upon  any  of  the  bonds  or  indorse- 

ments upon  bonds,  or  other  guaranty  herein  declared  illegal,  fraudulent, 
and  void,  or  upon  any  claim  for  money  advanced  upon  said  bonds,  in- 

dorsements, or  guaranties,  or  expended  by  said  companies,  or  other  per- 
son in  and  about  the  construction  of  said  railroads,  to  the  decision  of  any 

Court,  tribunal,  or  person  whatever ;  or  to  pay,  assume,  or  secure,  di- 
rectly or  indirectly,  by  any  act,  resolution,  or  law,  any  money  advanced, 

or  claimed  to  have  been  advanced  on  the  bonds,  indorsements,  or  guar- 
anties herein  declared  invalid. 

The  forgoing  is  the  amendment  ratified  on  the  first  day  of  May,  1877. 



GOVERNOR'S    PKOCLAMATION.* 
December  21st,  1877. 

STATE  OF  GEORGIA  : 

Whereas,  a  Convention  of  the  people  of  the  State  of  Georgia  did  assemble  at  the 
Capital  on  the  eleventh  day  of  July  last;  and  whereas,  the  said  Convention  did  revise 
the  Constitution  of  the  State  and  provide  that  the  proposed  new  Constitution  be  sub- 

mitted to  the  people  for  ratification  or  rejection ;  and  whereas,  the  said  Convention,  by 
ordinances,  provided  that  the  people  should  vote  separately  on  the  question  of  the 
location  of  the  Capitol  at  Atlanta  or  Milledgeville,  and  also  on  the  adoption  of  the 
Homestead  of  1868  or  the  Homestead  of  1877 : 

And  whereas,  on  the  first  Wednesday  in  December,  the  present  month,  an  election 
was  held  in  conformity  with  the  law  prescribed  by  the  Convention,  and  the  vote  cast 
by  the  citizens  of  the  State  was,  for  Ratification,  110,442,  and  against  Ratification,  40,947, 
being  a  majority  of  69,495  votes  for  the  ratification  of  the  Constitution.  The  vote  cast 
for  the  location  of  the  Capital  was,  for  Atlanta,  99,147.  and  for  Milledgeville,  55,201, 
being  a  majority  of  43,946  votes  for  Atlanta.  The  vote  cast  for  the  adoption  of  a  home- 

stead was,  for  the.  Homestead  of  1877,  94,722,  and  for  the  Homestead  of  1868,  52,000, 
being  a  majority  of  42,722  votes  for  the  Homestead  of  1877  : 

Now,  therefore,  I,  Alfred  H.  Colquitt,  Governor  and  Commander-in-Chief  of  the 
State  of  Georgia,  do  issue  this,  my  proclamation,  declaring  that  the  Constitution  adop- 

ted by  the  Convention  at  Atlanta,  in  the  year  of  our  Lord  one  thousand  eight  hundred 
and  seventy-seven,  is  ratified  by  the  people  of  the  State  of  Georgia,  and  is  now  the 
Constitution  of  the  State.  Also,  that  Atlanta  is  declared  to  be  the  Capital  of  the  State 
■of  Georgia.  And  that  the  article  adopted  by  the  Convention  on  the  subject  of  the 
Homestead  forms  a  part  of  the  new  Constitution. 

Given  under  my  hand  and  the  Great  Seal  of  the  State,  at  the  Capitol  in  Atlanta,  this 
twenty-first  day  of  December,  in  the  year  of  our  Lord  one  thousand  eirht  hun- 

dred and  seventy-seven. 

By  the  Governor :   *  '  ALFRED  H.  COLQUITT. N.  C.  Barnett,  Secretary  of  State. 

*This  proclamation  is  given  here  to  the  end  that  a  complete  history  of  the  Constitution  may  be 
seen  at  any  time. 
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Constitution  of  the  United  States— Preamble. 

III. 

CONSTITUTION* 
OF  THE  UNITED  STATES, 

AS    ADOPTED   IN    CONVENTION,    BY    THE   UNANIMOUS    CONSENT    OF    THE   STATES    PRESENT,    ON 

THE   17TH   DAY   OF   SEPTEMBER,    IN   THE   YEAR   OF   OUR   LORD    1787,    AND   OF   THE 

INDEPENDENCE   OF   THE   UNITED   STATES   OF   AMERICA,    THE   TWELFTH; 

WITH   THE   AMENDMENTS   SUBSEQUENTLY    MADE   TO   THE   SAME. 

PREAMBLE. 

We,  the  people  of  the  United  States,  in  order  to  form  a  more  perfect 
union,  establish  justice,  insure  domestic  tranquility,  provide  for  the 
common  defense,  promote  the  general  welfare,  and  secure  the  blessings 
of  liberty  to  ourselves  and  our  posterity,  do  ordain  and  establish  this 
Constitution  for  the  United  States  of  America. 

Article  1.- 
Article  2.- 
Article  3.- 

Article  4.- 
Article  5.- 
Article  6.- 
Article  7.- 
Article  8.- 

-Legislative  Department. 
-Executive  Department. 
-Judicial  Department. 

-Relative  Rights  of  States. 
-Amendments,  how  made. 
-Miscellaneous  Provisions. 

-Ratifications. 
-Amendments. 

ARTICLE  I. 

LEGISLATIVE   DEPARTMENT. 

Section. 
5242.  Legislative  Department. 
5243.  House  Representative,  members,  etc. 
5244.  Qualification. 
5245.  Apportionment  of. 
5246.  Vacancies,  how  rilled. 
5247.  Officers  ;  power  of  impeachment. 
5248.  Senate,  how  chosen. 

Classed ;  vacancies. 
Qualification. 
Vice-President. 
Other  officers. 
Trial  of  impeachment. 

5254.  Judgments  on. 
5255.  Elections,  how  held. 
5256.  Meetings  of  Congress. 
5257.  Elections,  how  j  udged. 
5258.  Rules. 

5249. 
5250. 
•5251. 
5 '52. 
5253. 

Section. 
5259.  Journals ;  yeas  and  nays. 
5260.  Adjournments. 
5261.  Compensation  ;  privileges. 
5262.  Disqualification. 
5263.  Revenue  bills. 
5264.  Passing  bills ;  veto. 
5265.  Passing  resolutions. 
5266.  Powers  of  Congress. 
5267.  Importation  of  slaves. 
5'^68.  Habeas  corpus. 
5269.  Attainder;  ex  post  facto,  etc. 5270.  Direct  tax. 
5271.  Exportation  duty. 
5272.  Appropriations. 
5273.  Titles  of  nobility. 
5274.  Limitations  upon. 
5275.  Individual  States. 

SECTION"  I. 

^5242.  1.  Legislative  powers.  All  legislative  power  herein  granted  shall 

=•'•  The  Constitution  of  the  United  States  has  been  so  thoroughlv  annotated  by  Paschal  Bump and  others  that  no  attempt  is  made  to  cite  general  authorities  in  this  part  of  the  Appendix  but only  to  reler  to  recent  cases  in  the  Supreme  Court  of  the  United  States  and  to  annotate  the  thir- 
teenth, fourteenth  and  fifteenth  amendments  which,  being  of  comparatively  recent  date  are  not so  fully  treated  in  the  books  on  constitutional  law  as  other  portions  of  the  instrument 
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Article  1.— Legislative  department. 

be  vested  in  a  Congress  of  the  United  States,  which  shall  consist  of  a 
Senate  and  House  of  Representatives. 

SECTION  II. 

§5243.  1.  Members  House  of  Representatives,  how  chosen.  The  House  of 
Representatives  shall  be  composed  of  members  chosen  every  second 
year  by  the  people  of  the  several  States;  and  the  electors  in  each  State 
shall  have  the  qualifications  requisite  for  electors  of  the  most  numer- 

ous branch  of  the  State  Legislature. 
§5244.  2.  Qualification  of  members  of  House  of  Representatives.  No  per- 

son shall  be  a  Representative  who  shall  not  have  attained  to  the  age  of 
twenty-five  years,  and  been  seven  years  a  citizen  of  the  United  States  ; 
and  who  shall  not,  when  elected,  be  an  inhabitant  of  that  State  in 
which  he  shall  be  chosen. 

§5245.  3.  Apportionment  of  Representatives.  Representatives  and  direct 
taxes  shall  be  apportioned  among  the  several  States  which  may  be  in- 

cluded within  this  Union,  according  to  their  respective  numbers,  which 
shall  be  determined  by  adding  to  the  whole  number  of  free  persons,  in- 

cluding those  bound  to  service  for  a  term  of  years,  and  excluding  In- 
dians not  taxed,  three-fifths  of  all  other  persons.  The  actual  enumer- 
ation shall  be  made  within  three  years  after  the  first  meeting  of  the 

Congress  of  the  United  States,  and  within  every  subsequent  term  of 
ten  years,  in  such  manner  as  they  shall  by  law  direct.  The  number  of 
Representatives  shall  not  exceed  one  for  every  thirty  thousand,  but 
each  State  shall  have  at  least  one  Representative  ;  and  until  such  enu- 

meration shall  be  made,  the  State  of  New  Hampshire  shall  be  entitled 
to  choose  three ;  Massachusettes,  eight ;  Rhode  Island  and  Providence 
Plantations,  one  ;  Connecticut,  five  ;  New  York,  six  ;  New  Jersey,  four ; 
Pennsylvania,  eight ;  Delaware,  one ;  Maryland,  six ;  Virginia,  ten ; 
North  Carolina,  five  ;  South  Carolina,  five  ;  and  Georgia,  three. 

§5246.  4.  Vacancies,  how  filled.  When  vacancies  happen  in  the  rep- 
resentation from  any  State,  the  Executive  authority  thereof  shall  is- 

sue writs  of  election  to  fill  such  vacancies. 

§5247.  5.  House  of  Representatives  ;  powers.  The  House  of  Represen- 
tatives shall  choose  their  Speaker  and  other  officers,  and  shall  have  the 

sole  power  of  impeachment. 

SECTION   III. 

§5248.  1.  Senate,  how  chosen.  The  Senate  of  the  United  States  shall 
be  composed  of  two  Senators  from  each  State,  chosen  by  the  Legislature 
thereof,  for  six  years,  and  each  Senator  shall  have  one  vote. 

§5249.  2.  Senators  classed.  Immediately  after  they  shall  be  assembled 
in  consequence  of  the  first  election,  they  shall  be  divided,  as  equally  as 
may  be,  into  three  classes.  The  seats  of  the  Senators  of  the  first  class 
shall  be  vacated  at  the  expiration  of  the  second  year ;  of  the  second 
class  at  the  expiration  of  the  fourth  year,  and  of  the  third  class  at  the 
expiration  of  the  sixth  year;  so  that  one-third  may  be  chosen  every 
second  year;  and  if  vacancies  happen,  by  resignation  or  otherwise, 
during  the  recess  of  the  Legislature  of  any  State,  the  Executive  thereof 
may  make  temporary  appointments  until  the  next  meeting  of  the 
Legislature,  which  shall  then  fill  such  vacancies. 

§5250.  3.  Senators''  qualification.  No  person  shall  be  a  Senator  who shall  not  have  attained  to  the  age  of  thirty  years,  and  been  nine  years 
a  citizen  of  the  United  States,  and  who  shall  not,  when  elected,  be  an 
inhabitant  of  that  State  for  which  he  shall  be  chosen. 

§5251.  4.   Vice-President.      The  Vice-President  of  the  United  States 
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shall  be  President  of  the  Senate,  but  shall  have  no' vote  unless  they  be 
equally  divided. 

§5252.  5.  Senate  to  choose  officers.  The  Senate  shall  choose  their  other 
officers,  and  also  a  President  pro  tempore  in  the  absence  of  the  Vice- 
President,  or  when  he  shall  exercise  the  office  of  President  of  the  United 
States. 

§5253.  6.  Try  impeachments.  The  Senate  shall  have  the  sole  power 
to  try  all  impeachments;  when  sitting  for  that  purpose  they  shall  be 
on  oath  or  affirmation.  When  the  President  of  the  United  States  is 
tried,  the  Chief  Justice  shall  preside;  and  no  person  shall  be  convicted 
without  the  concurrence  of  two-thirds  of  the  members  present. 

§5254.  7.  Judgment  on  impeachment.  Judgment  in  cases  of  impeach- 
ment shall  not  extend  further  than  to  removal  from  office,  and  disqual- 

ification to  hold  and  enjoy  any  office  of  honor,  trust  or  profit,  under 
the  United  States;  but  the  party  convicted  shall,  nevertheless,  be 
liable  and  subject  to  indictment,  trial,  judgment  and  punishment  ac- 

cording to  laAv. 
SECTION  IV. 

§5255.  1.  Ekctions,  how  held.  The  times,  places. and  manner  of  hold- 
ing elections  for  Senators  and  Representatives  shall  be  prescribed  in 

each  State  by  the  Legislature  thereof;  but  the  Congress  may,  at  any 
time,  by  law,  make  or  alter  such  regulations,  except  as  to  the  places 
of  choosing  Senators. 

§5256.  2.  Congress  assemble  annually.  The  Congress  shall  assemble 
at  least  once  in  every  year,  and  such  meeting  shall  be  on  the  first 
Monday  in  December,  unless  they  shall,  by  law,  appoint  a  different  day. 

SECTION  V. 

§5257.  1.  Elections,  how  judged.  Each  House  shall  be  the  judge  of 
the  elections,  returns  and  qualifications  of  its  own  members ;  and  a 
majority  of  each  shall  constitute  a  quorum  to  do  business;  but  a  smaller 
number  may  adjourn  from  day  to  day,  and  may  be  authorized  to  com- 

pel the  attendance  of  absent  members,  in  such  manner  and  under  such 
penalties  as  each  House  may  provide. 

§5258.  2.  RtUes.  Each  House  may  determine  the  rules  of  its  proceed- 
ings, punish  its  members  for  disorderly  behavior,  and,  with  the  concur- 
rence of  two-thirds,  expel  a  member. 

§5259.  3.  Journals  of  each  House.  Each  House  shall  keep  a  journal 
of  its  proceedings,  and  from  time  to  time  publish  the  same,  excepting 
such  parts  as  may  in  their  judgment  require  secrecy;  and  the  yeas  and 
nays  of  the  members  of  either  House,  on  any  question,  shall,  at  the  de- 

sire of  one-fifth  of  those  present,  be  entered  on  the  journal. 
§5260.  4.  Adjournment.  Neither  House,  during  the  session  of  Con- 

gress, shall,  without  the  consent  of  the  other,  adjourn  for  more  than 
three  days,  nor  to  any  other  place  than  that  in  which  the  two  Houses 
shall  be  sitting. 

SECTION  VI. 

§5261.  1.  Compensation.  The  Senators  and  Representatives  shall  re- 
ceive a  compensation  for  their  services,  to  be  ascertained  by  law,  and 

paid  out  of  the  treasury  of  the  United  States.  They  shall  in  all  cases, 
except  treason,  felony,  and  breach  of  the  peace,  be  privileged  from  ar- 

rest during  their  attendance  at  the  session  of  their  respective  Houses, 
and  in  going  to  and  returning  from  the  same ;  and  for  any  speech  or 
debate  in  either  House  they  shall  not  be  questioned  in  any  other  place. 

§5262.  2.  Members  not  eligible  to  office.  No  Senator  or  Representative 
shall,  during  the  time  for  which  he  was  elected,  be  appointed  to  any 
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civil  office  under  the  authority  of  the  United  States,  which  shall  have 
been  created,  or  the  emoluments  whereof  shall  have  been  increased, 
during  such  time;  and  no  person  holding  any  office  under  the  United 
States  shall  be  a  member  of  either  House  during  his  continuance  in 
office. 

SECTION   VII. 

§5263.  1.  Revenue  bills.  All  bills  for  raising  revenue  shall  originate 
in  the  House  of  Representatives ;  but  the  Senate  may  propose  or  con- 

cur with  amendments,  as  on  other  bills. 
§5264.  2.  Passing  bills.  Every  bill  which  shall  have  passed  the  House 

of  Representatives  and  the  Senate  shall,  before  it'  become  a  law,  be  pre- sented to  the  President  of  the  United  States.  If  he  approve,  he  shall 
sign  it ;  but  if  not,  he  shall  return  it,  with  his  objections,  to  that  House 
in  which  it  shall  have  originated,  who  shall  enter  the  objections  at 
large  on  their  journal,  and  proceed  to  reconsider  it.  If  after  such  re- 

consideration two-thirds  of  that  House  shall  agree  to  pass  the  bill,  it 
shall  be  sent,  together  with  the  objections,  to  the  other  House,  by  which 
it  shall  likewise  be  reconsidered  ;  and  if  approved  by  two-thirds  of  that 
House,  it  shall  become  a  law.  But,  in  all  such  cases,  the  votes  of  both 
Houses  shall  be  determined  by  yeas  and  nays ;  and  the  names  of  the 
persons  voting  for  or  against  the  bill  shall  be  entered  on  the  journal  of 
each  House  respectively.  If  any  bill  shall  not  be  returned  by  the  Pres- 

ident within  ten  days  (Sundays  excepted),  after  it  shall  have  been  pre- 
sented to  him,  the  same  shall  be  a  law,  in  like  manner  as  if  he  had 

signed  it,  unless  the  Congress,  by  their  adjournment,  prevent  its  return, 
in  which  case  it  shall  not  he  a  law. 

§5265.  3.  Resolutions,  etc.,  how  passed.  Every  order,  resolution,  or  vote, 
to  which  the  concurrence  of  the  Senate  and  House  of  Representatives 
may  be  necesssary  (except  on  a  question  of  adjournment),  shall  be  pre- 

sented to  the  President  of  the  United  States:  and,  before  the  same  shall 
take  effect,  shall  be  approved  by  him,  or,  being  disapproved  by  him, 
shall  be  repassed  by  two-thirds  of  the  Senate  and  House  of  Representa- 

tives, according  to  the  rules  and  limitations  prescribed  in  the  case  of  a 
bill. 

SECTION  VIII. 

§5266.  Powers  of  Congress.     The  Congress  shall  have  power — 
1.  Taxes.  To  lay  and  collect  taxes,  duties,  imposts,  and  excises;  to 

pay  the  debts  and  provide  for  the  common  defense  and  general  welfare 
of  the  United  States ;  but  all  duties,  imposts,  and  excises,  shall  be 
uniform  throughout  the  United  States : 

2.  Loans.  To  borrow  money  on  the  credit  of  the  United  States : 
3.  Commerce.  To  regulate  commerce  with  foreign  nations,  and  among 

the  several  States,  and  with  the  Indian  tribes: 
Wharves  on  navigable  rivers  :  4  Ga.,  26. 

a10  Wall., 557;  12/418;  4  0.,  391 ;  5/465;  10/676;  12/541,691,123,572;  13/344;  Rorer 
Inter-State  Law,  309-321.  Passengers:  11  Pet..  102;  6  Wall.,  35;  2  0.,  259,  275;  5/485; 
24  Am.  R.,  773.  Power  of  States:  3  Wall.,  713;  21/558;  2  O  ,  259,  275;  4/113;  3/99. 
State  tax  on  traveling  agents  and  merchants,  constitutional :  28  Am.  R.,  794. 

4.  Naturalization,  etc.  To  establish  an  uniform  rule  of  naturalization 
and  uniform  laws  on  the  subject  of  bankruptcies,  throughout  the 
United  States : 

5.  Coins,  weights  and  measures.  To  coin  money,  regulate  the  value 
thereof,  and  of  foreign  coin,  and  fix  the  standard  of  weights  and  meas- ures : 

6.  Punish  counterfeiting.  To  provide  for  the  punishment  of  counter- 
feiting the  securities  and  current  coin  of  the  United  States: 
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7.  Post-offices,  etc.     To  establish  post-offices  and  post-roads  : 
8.  Science  and  arts.  To  promote  the  progress  of  science  and  useful 

arts,  by  securing,  for  limited  times,  to  authors  and  inventors,  the  ex- 
clusive right  to  their  respective  writings  and  discoveries  : 

9.  Courts,  etc.  To  constitute  tribunals  inferior  to  the  Supreme  Court: 
to  define  and  punish  piracies  and  felonies  committed  on  the  high  seas, 
and  offenses  against  the  law  of  nations : 

10.  Declare  war.  To  declare  war,  grant  letters  of  marque  and  reprisal, 
and  make  rules  concerning  captures  on  land  and  water: 

11.  Raise  armies.  To  raise  and  support  armies;  (but  no  appropria- 
tion of  money  to  that  use  shall  be  for  a  longer  term  than  two  years  :) 

12.  Navy.     To  provide  and  maintain  a  navy : 
13.  Military  law.  To  make  rules  for  the  government  and  regulation 

of  the  land  and  naval  forces  : 

14.  Call  out  the  militia.  To  provide  for  calling  forth  the  militia  to 
execute  the  laws  of  the  Union,  to  suppress  insurrections,  and  repel  in- vasions:   . 

15.  Organize  militia.  To  provide  for  organizing,  arming,  and  discip- 
lining the  militia,  and  for  governing  such  part  of  them,  as  may  be  em- 
ployed in  the  service  of  the  United  States;  reserving  to  the  States  re- 

spectively the  appointment  of  the  officers,  and  the  authority  of  train- 
ing the  militia,  according  to  the  discipline  prescribed  by  Congress : 

16.  Exclusive  jurisdiction.  To  exercise  exclusive  legislation,  in  all 
cases  whatsoever,  over  such  district  (not  exceeding  ten  miles  square) 
as  may,  by  cession  of  particular  States,  and  the  acceptance  of  Congress, 
become  the  seat  of  government  of  the  United  States,  and  to  exercise 
like  authority  over  all  places  purchased  by  the  consent  of  the  Legisla- 

ture of  the  State  in  which  the  same  shall  be,  for  the  erection  of  forts, 
magazines,  arsenals,  dock-yards,  and  other  needful  building:  And, 

17.  Laivs  necessary,  etc.  To  make  all  laws  which  shall  be  necessary 
and  proper  for  carrying  into  execution  the  foregoing  powers,  and  all 
other  powers  vested  by  this  Constitution  in  the  Government  of  the 
United  States,  or  in  any  department  or  officer  thereof. 

SECTION  IX. 

§5267.  1.  Importation  of  slaves  after  1808.  The  migration  or  importa- 
tion of  such  persons  as  any  of  the  States  now  existing  shall  think  proper 

to  admit,  shall  not  be  prohibited  by  the  Congress  prior  to  the  year 
eighteen  hundred  and  eight;  but  a  tax  or  duty  may  be  imposed onsuch 
importation,  not  exceeding  ten  dollars  for  each  person. 

§5268.  2.  Habeas  corpus.  The  privilege  of  the  writ  of  habeas  corpus 
shall  not  be  suspended  unless  when,  in  cases  of  rebellion  or  invasion, 
the  public  safety  may  require  it. 

1  Wall.,  243;  4/2;  7/506;  8/85;  13/397;  18/163;  3  0.,  18,  396;  10/371. 

§5269.  3.  Attainder.  No  bill  of  attainder,  or  ex  post  facto  law,  shall  be 
passed. 

§5270.  4.  Tax.  No  capitation  or  other  direct  tax  shall  be  laid,  unless 
in  proportion  to  the  census  or  enumeration  hereinbefore  directed  to  be 
taken. 

§5271.  5.  No  exportation  duty.  No  tax  or  duty  shall  be  laid  on  articles 
exported  from  any  State.  No  preference  shall  be  given  by  any  regu- 

lation of  commerce  or  revenue  to  the  ports  of  one  State  over  those  of 
another ;  nor  shall  vessels  bound  to  or  from  one  State,  be  obliged  to 
enter,  clear,  or  pay  duties  in  another. 

Wharves:  10 O.,  423,430,  434;  notes  to  §5266,  par.  3. 

§5272.  6.  Money )  hoiv  dravm.     No  money  shall  be  drawn  from  the 
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treasury  but  in  consequence  of  appropriations  made  by  law  ;  and  a  reg- 
ular statement  and  account  of  the  receipts  and  expenditures  of  all  public 

money  shall  be  published  from  time  to  time. 
§5273.  7.  Titles  of  nobility  not  allowed.  No  title  of  nobility  shall  be 

granted  by  the  United  States  ;  and  no  person  holding  any  office  of  profit 
or  trust  under  them,  shall,  without  the  consent  of  the  Congress,  accept 
of  any  present,  emolument,  office,  or  title  of  any  kind  whatever,  from 
any  king,  prince,  or  foreign  State. 

SECTION  X. 

§5274.  1.  Limitations  of  the  powers  of  the  individual  States.     No  State 
shall  enter  into  any  treaty,  alliance,  or  confederation ;  grant  letters  of 
marque  and  reprisal ;  coin  money ;  emit  bills  of  credit ;  make  anything 
but  gold  and  silver  coin  a  tender  in  payment  of  debts  ;  pass  any  bill  of 
attainder,  ex  post  Jacto  law,  or  law  impairing  the  obligation  of  contracts, 
or  grant  any  title  of  nobility. 

Prohibition  against  treatv,  construed:  14  Ga.,  327.  Ex  post  facto  laws,  denned:  4 
Ga.x  209;  16/102;  44/420.  Bills  of  credit:  7  Ga.,  84;  11/346;  35/330.  Obligation  of 
contracts  ;  note  to  section  six  of  Code. 

a25  Am.  D.,  78-79,  n :  Bur.  Pub.  Sec,  39-48.    bSee  notes  to  §5025  of  Code. 

§5275.  2.  Imposts.  No  State  shall,  without  the  consent  of  the  Con- 
gress, lay  any  imposts  orduties  on  imports  or  exports,  except  what  may 

be  absolutely  necessary  for  executing  its  inspection  laws  ;  and  the  net 
produce  of  all  duties  and  imposts  laid  by  any  State  on  imports  or  ex- 

ports shall  be  for  the  use  of  the  Treasury  of  the  United  States  ;  and  all 
such  laws  shall  be  subject  to  the  revision  and  control  of  the  Congress.  No 

State  shall,  without  the  consent  of  Congress,  lay 'any  duty  of  tonnage, 
keep  troops  or  ships  of  war  in  time  of  peace,  enter  into  any  agreement 
or  compact  with  another  State,  or  with  a  foreign  power,  or  engage  in  a 
war  unless  actually  invaded,  or  in  such  imminent  danger  as  will  not 
admit  of  delay. 

Tax  on  exports  and  imports  :  14  Ga.,  328  ;  60/61. 

2  O.,  372;  8  Wall.,  110,  123,  148;  7/566.     a2  Woods,  287;  Code,  §1572-1574. 

ARTICLE  II. 

EXECUTIVE    DEPARTMENT. 

Section. 
5276   President. 
5277.  Mode  of  election. 
5278.  Time  of  election. 
5279.  Qualification. 
5280.  Vice-President,  when  to  act. 
5281.  President's  compensation. 

Section. 
5282.  His  oath. 
528>>.  His  powers. 
5284.  Treaties  ;  nomination. 
5285.  Filling  vacancies. 
5286.  His  duties. 
5257.  Impeachment. 

SECTION  I. 

§5276.  1.  Executive  power.  The  executive  power  shall  be  vested  in  a 
President  of  the  United  States  of  America.  He  shall  hold  his  office 

during  the  term  of  four  years,  and,  together  with  the  Vice-President, 
chosen  for  the  same  term,  be  elected  as  follows : 

§5277.  2.  Manner  of  electing  President  and  Vice-President.  Each  State 
shall  appoint,  in  such  manner  as  the  Legislature  thereof  may  direct,  a 
number  of  electors,  equal  to  the  whole  number  of  Senators  and  Repre- 

sentatives to  which  the  State  may  be  entitled  in  the  Congress;  but  no 
Senator  or  Representative,  or  person  holding  an  office  of  trust  or  profit 
under  the  United  States,  shall  be  appointed  an  elector. 

§5278.  3.  Time  of  election.    The  Congress  may  determine  the  time  of 
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choosing  the  electors,  and  the  day  on  which  they  shall  give  their  votes  ; 
which  day  shall  be  the  same  throughout  the  United  States. 

§5279.  4.  Who  may  be  elected  President.  No  person,  except  a  natural 
born  citizen,  or  a  citizen  of  the  United  States  at  the  time  of  the  adop- 

tion of  this  Constitution,  shall  be  eligible  to  the  office  of  President ; 
neither  shall  any  person  be  eligible  to  that  office  who  shall  not  have 
attained  to  the  age  of  thirty-five  years,  and  been  fourteen  years  a  resi- 

dent within  the  United  States. 

§5280.  5.  In  ivhat  cases  the  Vice-President  to  act  as  President  In  case  of 
the  removal  of  the  President  from  office,  or  of  his  death,  resignation,  or 
inability  to  discharge  the  powers  and  duties  of  the  said  office,  the  same 
shall  devolve  on  the  Vice-President;  and  the  Congress  may,  by  law, 
provide  for  the  case  of  removal,  death,  resignation,  or  inability,  both  of 
the  President  and  Vice-President,  declaring  what  officer  shall  then  act 
as  President,  and  such  officer  shall  act  accordingly  until  the  disability 
be  removed,  or  a  President  shall  be  elected. 

§5281.  6.  President's  compensation.  The  President  shall,  at  stated  times, 
receive  for  his  services  a  compensation,  which  shall  neither  be  increased 
nor  diminished  during  the  period  for  which  he  shall  have  been  elected  ; 
and  he  shall  not  receive  within  that  period  any  other  emolument  from 
the  United  States,  or  any  of  them. 

§5282.  7.  His  oath.  Before  he  enters  on  the  execution  of  his  office,  he 
shall  take  the  following  oath  or  affirmation  : 

"  I  do  solemnly  swear  (or  affirm)  that  I  will  faithfully  execute  the 
office  of  President  of  the  United  States,  and  will,  to  the  best  of  my  abil- 

ity, preserve,  protect,  and  defend  the  Constitution  of  the  United  States." 
SECTION  II. 

§5283.  1.  President's  powers.  The  President  shall  be  Commander-in- 
Chief  of  the  army  and  navy  of  the  United  States,  and  of  the  militia  of 
the  several  States,  when  called  into  the  actual  service  of  the  United 
States.  He  may  require  the  opinion,  in  writing,  of  the  principal  offi- 

cer in  each  of  the  Executive  Departments,  upon  any  subject  relating 
to  the  duties  of  their  respective  offices;  and  he  shall  have  power  to 
grant  reprieves  and  pardons  for  offenses  against  the  United  States,  ex- 

cept in  cases  of  impeachment. 

§5284.  2.  Make  treaties.  He  shall  have  power  b}~,  and  with  the  ad- 
vice and  consent  of,  the  Senate,  to  make  treaties,  provided  two-thirds 

of  the  Senators  present  concur;  and  he  shall  nominate,  and,  by  and 
with  the  advice  and  consent  of  the  Senate,  shall  appoint  Ambassadors, 
other  public  Ministers  and  Consuls,  Judges  of  the  Supreme  Court,  and 
all  other  officers  of  the  United  States  whose  appointments  are  not  herein 
otherwise  provided  for,  and  which  shall  be  established  by  law.  But 
the  Congress  may,  by  law,  vest  the  appointment  of  such  inferior  officers 
as  they  think  proper  in  the  President  alone,  in  the  Courts  of  law,  or  in 
the  heads  of  departments. 

§5285.  3.  Vacancies.  The  President  shall  have  power  to  fill  up  all 
vacancies  that  may  happen  during  the  recess  of  the  Senate,  by  grant- 

ing commissions  which  shall  expire  at  the  end  of  their  next  session. 
SECTION  III. 

§5286.  1.  President's  duties.  He  shall  from  time  to  time  give  to  the 
Congress  information  of  the  state  of  the  Union,  and  recommend  to  their 
consideration  such  measures  as  he  shall  judge  necessary  and  expedient. 
He  may,  on  extraordinary  occasions,  convene  both  Houses,  or  either  of 
them;  and  in  case  of  disagreement  between  them  with  respect  to  the 
time  of  adjournment,  he  may  adjourn  them  to  such  time  as  he  shall 
think  proper.     He  shall  receive  Ambassadors  and  other  public  Minis- 
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ters.     He  shall  take  care  that  the  laws  be  faithfully  executed,  and  shall 
commission  all  the  officers  of  the  United  States. 

SECTION  IV. 

§5287.  1.  Officers  removable  by  impeachment.  The  President,  Vice- 
President,  and  all  civil  officers  of  the  United  States,  shall  be  removed 
from  office  on  impeachment  for  and  conviction  of  treason,  bribery,  or 
other  high  crimes  and  misdemeanors. 

ARTICLE  III. 

JUDICIAL    DEPARTMENT. 

Section. 
5288.  Courts  and  Judges. 
5289.  Jurisdiction. 
529J.  Of  Supreme  Court. 

Section. 
5291.  Trial  bv  jury. 
5292.  Treason. 
5293.  Attainder. 

SECTION  I. 

§5288.  1.  Judicial  poivers  and  tenure  of  Judges.  The  judicial  power  of 
the  United  /States  shall  be  vested  in  one  Supreme  Court,  and  such  in- 

ferior Courts  as  the  Congress  may,  from  time  to  time,  ordain  and  estab- 
lish. The  Judges,  both  of  the  Supreme  and  inferior  Courts,  shall  hold 

their  offices  during  good  behavior,  and  shall,  at  stated  times,  receive 
for  their  services  a  compensation,  which  shall  not  be  diminished  during 
their  continuance  in  office. 

SECTION  II. 

§5289.  1.  Jurisdiction  ;  extent  of.  The  judicial  power  shall  extend  to 
all  cases  in  law  and  equity  arising  under  this  Constitution,  the  laws  of 
the  United  States,  and  treaties  made,  or  which  shall  be  made,  under 
their  authority;  to  all  cases  affecting  Ambassadors,  other  public  Minis- 

ters, and  Consuls;  to  all  cases  of  admiralty  and  maritime  jurisdiction; 
to  controversies  to  which  the  United  States  shall  be  a  party;  to  con- 

troversies between  two  or  more  States,  between  a  State  and  citizens  of 
another  State,  between  citizens  of  different  States,  between  citizens  of 
the  same  State  claiming  lands  under  grants  of  different  States,  and  be- 

tween a  State  or  the  citizens  thereof  and  foreign  States,  citizens  or 
subjects. 

Extends  to  criminal  cases:  10  0.,  257.  Cases  under  election  laws:  10  0.,  371,  399;  3 

Woods,  387;  Bump's  Const.  Decisions,  265.  aBur.  Pub.  Sec,  86-115;  Rorer  Inter-State 
Law,  20.     bRev.  Stat.,  $629;  Bump's  Fed.  Procedure,  132;  2  0.,  10;  5/186. 

§5290.  2.  Whether  original  or  appellate.  In  all  cases  affecting  Ambas- 
sadors, or  other  public  Ministers  and  Consuls,  all  those  in  which  a 

State  shall  be  a  party,  the  Supreme  Court  shall  have  original  jurisdic- 
tion. In  all  the  other  cases  before  mentioned,  the  Supreme  Court  shall 

have  appellate  jurisdiction,  both  as  to  law  and  fact,  with  such  excep- 
tions and  under  such  regulations  as  the  Congress  shall  make. 

§5291.  3.  Trials  by  jury.  The  trial  of  all  crimes,  except  in  cases  of 
impeachment,  shall  be  by  jury;  and  such  trial  shall  be  held  in  the 
State  where  the  said  crime  shall  have  been  committed;  but  when  not 
committed  within  any  State,  the  trial  shall  be  at  such  place  or  places 
as  the  Congress  may  by  law  have  directed. 

SECTION  III. 

§5292.  1.  Treason.  Treason  against  the  United  States  shall  consist 
only  in  levying  war  against  them,  or  adhering  to  their  enemies,  giving 
them  aid  and  comfort.     No  person  shall  be  convicted  of  treason  unless 

- 
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on  the  testimony  of  two  witnesses  to  the  same  overt  act,  or  on  confes- 
sion in  open  Court. 

§5293.  2.  Attainder.  The  Congress  shall  have  power  to  declare  the 
punishment  of  treason;  but  no  attainder  of  treason  shall  work  corrup- 

tion of  blood,  or  forfeiture,  except  during  the  life  of  the  person  attainted. 

ARTICLE  IV. 

relative  rights  of  states. 

Section. 
5294.  Acts  and  records  of  States. 
5295.  Citizens  of  different  States. 
5296.  Fugitives  from  justice. 
5297.  Fugitives  from  service. 

Section. 
5298.  New  States  admitted. 

5299.  Territories  or"  United  States. 
5300.  Republican  government. 

SECTION  I. 

§5294.  1.  Acts  and  records  of  the  States.  Full  faith  and  credit  shall 

be  given  in  each  State  to  the  public  Acts,  records  and  judicial  proceed- 
ings of  every  other  State ;  and  the  Congress  may,  by  general  laws,  pre- 

cribe  the  manner  in  which  such  Acts,  records  and  proceedings  shall 
be  proved,  and  the  effects  thereof. 

See  notes  to  Acts  of  Congress  following  §3829  of  Code  ;  Bump's  Federal  Procedure. 

SECTION  II. 

§5295.  1.  Citizens'  privileges.  The  citizens  of  each  State  shall  be  en- 
titled to  all  privileges  and  immunities  of  citizens  in  the  several  States. 

Sedg.  Stat.,  562.     Does  not  include  corporations  :  lb. ;  see  6  Wall.,  35;  12/418. 

§5296.  2.  Fugitives  from  justice.     A  person  charged  in  any  State  with 
treason,  felony,  or  other  crime,  who  shall  flee  from  justice  and  be  found 
in  another  State,  shall,  on  demand  of  the  Executive  authority  of  the 
State  from  which  he  fled,  be  delivered  up,  to  be  removed  to  the  State 
having  jurisdiction  of  the  crime. 

See  notes  to  §54  of  Code  and  Constitution  of  Georgia  ;  14  Pet.,  540  ;  24  How.,  66 ;  16 
Wall.,  366. 

§5297.  3.  From  service.  No  person  held  to  service  or  labor  in  one 
State,  under  the  laws  thereof,  escaping  into  another,  shall,  in  conse- 

quence of  any  law  or  regulation  therein,  be  discharged  from  such  service 
or  labor,  but  shall  be  delivered  up  on  claim  of  the  party  to  whom  such 
service  or  labor  may  be  due. 

SECTION  III. 

§5298.  1.  New  States  admitted.  New  States  may  be  admitted  by  the 
Congress  into  this  Union ;  but  no  new  State  shall  be  formed  or  erected 
within  the  jurisdiction  of  any  other  State;  nor  any  State  be  formed  by 
the  junction  of  two  or  more  States,  or  parts  of  States,  without  the  con- 

sent of  the  Legislature  of  the  States  concerned,  as  well  as  of  the  Con- 
gress. 

§5299.  2.  Power  over  Territories.  The  Congress  shall  have  power  to 
dispose  of  and  make  all  needful  rules  and  regulations  respecting  the 
territory  or  other  property  belonging  to  the  United  States ;  and  noth- 

ing in  this  Constitution  shall  be  so  construed  as  to  prejudice  any  claims 
of  the  United  States,  or  of  any  particular  State. 

SECTION  IV. 

§5300.  1.  Republican  form.  The  United  States  shall  guarantee  to 
every  State  in  this  Union  a  republican  form  of  government,  and  shall 
protect  each  of  them  against  invasion;  and  on  application  of  the  Legis- 
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lature,  or  of  the  Executive  (when  the  Legislature  cannot  be  convened), 
against  domestic  violence. 

ARTICLE  V. 

AMENDMENTS,  HOW   MADE. 

Section  5301.  Amendments,  how  made. 

§5301.  1.  Amendments,  hoiv  made.  The  Congress,  whenever  two- 
thirds  of  both  Houses  shall  deem  it  necessary,  shall  propose  amend- 

ments to  this  Constitution,  or  on  the  application  of  the  Legislatures  of 
two-thirds  of  the  several  States,  shall  call  a  convention  for  proposing 
amendments,  which,  in  either  case,  shall  be  valid,  to  all  intents  and 
purposes,  as  part  of  this  Constitution,  when  ratified  by  the  Legislatures 
of  three-fourths  of  the  several  States,  or  by  conventions  in  three-fourths 
thereof,  as  the  one  or  the  other  mode  of  ratification  may  be  proposed 
by  the  Congress  :  Provided,  that  no  amendment  which  may  be  made 
prior  to  the  year  1808,  shall  in  any  manner  affect  the  first  and  fourth 
clauses  in  the  ninth  section  of  the  first  Article,  and  that  no  State,  with- 

out its  consent,  shall  be  deprived  of  its  equal  suffrage  in  the  Senate. 

ARTICLE  VI. 

MISCELLANEOUS    PROVISIONS. 

SECTION. 
5302.  Prior  debts. 
5303.  Supreme  law. 

Section. 
5304.  Oath  of  officers. 

§5302.  1.  Prior  debts  of  government.  All  debts  contracted  and  engage- 
ments entered  into  before  the  adoption  of  this  Constitution,  shall  be  as 

valid  against  the  United  States  under  this  Constitution  as  under  the 
Confederation. 

§5303.  2.  Constitution  and  treaties  are  the  supreme  laio.  This  Constitu- 
tion, and  the  laws  of  the  United  States  which  shall  be  made  in  pursu- 
ance thereof,  and  all  treaties  made,  or  which  shall  be  made,  under  the 

authority  of  the  United  States,  shall  be  the  supreme  law  of  the  land; 
and  the  judges  in  every  State  shall  be  bound  thereby,  anything  in  the 
Constitution  or  laws  of  any  State  to  the  contrary  notwithstanding. 

See  notes  to  §1,  par.  1  of  Code. 

§5304.  3.  Oath  to  the  Constitution.  The  Senators  and  Representatives 
before  mentioned,  and  the  members  of  the  several  State  Legislatures, 
and  all  executive  and  judicial  officers,  both  of  the  United  States  and  of 
the  several  States,  shall  be  bound  by  oath  or  affirmation  to  support  this 
Constitution ;  but  no  religious  test  shall  ever  be  required  as  a  quali- 

fication to  any  office  or  public  trust  under  the  United  States. 

ARTICLE  VII. 

RATIFICATION. 

Section  6305.  Ratification. 

§5305.  1.  Ratification.  The  ratification  of  the  conventions  of  nine 
States  shall  be  sufficient  for  the  establishment  of  this  Constitution  be- 

tween the  States  so  ratifying  the  same. 
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ARTICLE  VIII. 

AMENDMENTS. 

Section. 
5318.  Election  of  Vice-President  by  Senate. 
5319    Qualification. 
5320.  Abolishment  of  slavery. 
5321.  How  enforced. 
5322.  Citizenship. 
5323.  Representation. 
5324.  Political  disabilities. 
5325.  Public  debt. 
5326.  How  eniorced. 
5327.  Right  to  vote. 
5328.  How  enforced. 

Section. 
5300.  Religion  ;  press ;  assembling. 
5307.  Right  to  bear  arms. 
5308.  Quartering  troops. 
5309.  Searches  and  seizures. 
5310.  Trial  forcrimts,  private  property,  etc. 
5311.  Speedy  trial,  witnesses,  etc. 
5312.  Trial  in  civil  cases. 
5313.  Bail  and  punis-hments. 
5314.  Rights  reserved. 
5315.  Powers  not  delegated. 
5316.  Cases,  State  a  party 
5317.  Election  of  Presidunt  and  Vice-President. 

§5306.  Article  I.  Rights  of  conscience  ;  freedom  of  the  press,  etc.  Con- 
gress shall  make  no  law  respecting  an  establishment  of  religion,  or  pro- 

hibiting the  free  exercise  thereof;  or  abridging  the  freedom  of  speech, 
or  of  the  press,  or  the  right  of  the  people  peaceably  to  assemble,  and 
to  petition  the  Government  for  a  redress  of  grievances. 

§5307.  Art.  II.  Of  the  right  to  bear  arms.  A  well  regulated  militia 
being  necessary  to  the  security  of  a  free  State,  the  right  of  the  people 
to  keep  and  bear  arms  shall  not  be  infringed. 

Laws  restricting  :  1  Ga.,  243;  53/472. 

§5308.  Art.  III.  Of  quartering  troops.  No  soldier  shall,  in  time  of 
peace,  be  quartered  in  any  house  without  the  consent  of  the  owner, 
nor  in  time  of  war,  but  in  a  manner  to  be  prescribed  by  law. 

§5309.  Art.  IV.  Of  searches,  seizures  and  general  warrants.  The  right 
of  the  people  to  be  secure  in  their  persons,  houses,  papers,  and  effects, 
against  unreasonable  searches  and  seizures,  shall  not  be  violated,  and 
no  warrants  shall  issue  but  upon  probable  cause  supported  by  oath  or 
affirmation,  and  particularly  describing  the  place  to  be  searched,  and 
the  person  or  things  to  be  seized. 

§5310.  Art.  V.  Of  indictment ;  punishment,  etc.  No  person  shall  be 
held  to  answer  for  a  capital  or  otherwise  infamous  crime,  unless  on  a 
presentment  or  indictment  of  a  grand  jury,  except  in  cases  arising  in 
the  land  or  naval  forces,  or  in  the  militia  when  in  actual  service,  in 
time  of  war  or  public  danger  ;  nor  shall  any  person  be  subject  for  the 
same  offense  to  be  twice  put  in  jeopardy  of  life  or  limb,  nor  shall  be 
compelled  in  any  criminal  case  to  be  a  witness  against  himself,  nor  be 
deprived  of  life,  liberty,  or  property,  without  due  process  of  law,  nor 
shall  private  property  be  taken  for  public  use  without  just  compensa- 
tion. 

§5311.  Art.  VI.  Of  trial  in  criminal  cases,  and  the  right  of  a  defendant. 
In  all  criminal  prosecutions,  the  accused  shall  enjoy  the  right  to  a 
speedy  and  public  trial,  by  an  impartial  jury  of  the  State  and  district 
wherein  the  crime  shall  have  been  committed,  which  district  shall 

have  been  previously  ascertained  by  lawT,  and  to  be  informed  of  the  na- 
ture and  cause  of  the  accusation  ;  to  be  confronted  with  the  witnesses 

against  him  ;  to  have  compulsory  process  for  obtaining  witnesses  in  his 
favor,  and  to  have  the  assistance  of  counsel  for  his  defense. 

§5312.  Art.  VII.  Of  trial  in  civil  cases.  In  suits  at  common  law, 
where  the  value  in  controversy  shall  exceed  twenty  dollars,  the  right 

of  trial  by  'jury  shall  be  preserved,  and  no  fact  tried  by  a  jury  shall  be 
otherwise  re-examined  in  any  Court  of  the  United  States,  than  accord- 

ing to  the  rules  of  the  common  law. 
Does  not  apply  to  the  States  :  57  Ga.,  206 ;  5  Otto  294. 

Does  not  apply  to  imposition  of  a  fine  for  failure  to  comply  with  inspection  laws  : 
R.  M.  Cliarl.,  368.  Nor  proceeding  to  annul  license  of  pilot  for  neglect  of  duty  :  R.  M. 
Charl.,  302.     Waiver  of  jury :  14  Wall.,  44. 
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§5313.  Art.  VIII.  Of  bail  and  fines.  Excessive  bail  shall  not  be  re- 
quired, nor  excessive  fines  imposed,  nor  cruel  and  unusual  punish- 

ments inflicted. 

§5314.  Art.  IX  Of  rights  reserved.  The  enumeration  in  the  Consti- 
tution of  certain  rights,  shall  not  be  construed  to  deny  or  disparage 

others  retained  by  the  people. 
§5315.  Art.  X.  Powers  not  delegated.  The  powers  not  delegated  to 

the  United  States  by  the  Constitution,  nor  prohibited  by  it  to  the  States, 
are  reserved  to  the  States  respectively,  or  to  the  people. 

§5316.  Art.  XI.  Of  the  judicial  power.  The  judicial  power  of  the  Uni- 
ted States  shall  not  be  construed  to  extend  to  any  suit  in  law  or  equity, 

commenced  or  prosecuted  against  one  of  the  United  States  by  citizens 
of  another  State,  or  by  citizens  or  subjects  of  any  foreign  State. 

§5317.  Art.  XII.  Manner  of  'electing  the  President  and  Vice-President.  The electors  shall  meet  in  their  respective  States,  and  vote  by  ballot  for 
President  and  Vice-President,  one  of  whom,  at  least,  shall  not  be  an 
inhabitant  of  the  same  State  with  themselves.  They  shall  name  in 
their  ballots  the  person  voted  for  as  President,  and  in  distinct  ballots 
the  person  voted  for  as  Vice-President,  and  they  shall  make  distinct 
lists  of  all  persons  voted  for  as  President,  and  of  all  persons  voted  for  as 
Vice-President,  and  of  the  number  of  votes  for  each,  which  lists  they 
shall  sign  and  certify,  and  transmit,  sealed,  to  the  seat  of  the  Govern- 

ment of  the  United  States,  directed  to  the  President  of  the  Senate.  The 
President  of  the  Senate  shall,  in  the  presence  of  the  Senate  and  House  of 
Representatives,  open  all  the  certificates,  and  the  votes  shall  then  be 
counted ;  the  person  having  the  greatest  number  of  votes  for  President 
shall  be  the  President,  if  such  number  be  a  majority  of  the  whole  num- 

ber of  electors  appointed;  and  if  no  person  have  such  majority,  then, 
from  the  persons  having  the  highest  numbers,  not  exceeding  three,  on 
the  list  of  those  voted  for  as  President,  the  House  of  Representatives 
shall  choose  immediately,  by  ballot,  the  President.  But,  in  choosing 
the  President,  the  votes  shall  be  taken  by  States,  the  representation 
from  each  State  having  one  vote  ;  a  quorum  for  this  purpose  shall  con- 

sist of  a  member  or  members  from  two-thirds  of  the  States,  and  a  ma- 
jority of  all  the  States  shall  be  necessary  to  a  choice.  And  if  the  House 

of  Representatives  shall  not  choose  a  President,  whenever  the  right  of 
choice  shall  devolve  upon  them,  before  the  fourth  day  of  March  next 
following,  then  the  Vice-President  shall  act  as  President,  as  in  the  case 
of  the  death  or  other  constitutional  disability  of  the  President. 

§5318.  On  failure  to  elect  Vice-President,  Senate  shall  elect.  The  person 
having  the  greatest  number  of  votes  as  Vice-President  shall  be  the 
Vice-President,  if  such  number  be  a  majority  of  the  whole  number  of 
electors  appointed;  and  if  no  person  have  a  majority,  then,  from  the 
two  highest  numbers  on  the  list,  the  Senate  shall  choose  the  Vice-Pres- 

ident ;  a  quorum  for  the  purpose  shall  consist  of  two-thirds  of  the  whole 
number  of  Senators,  and  a  majority  of  the  whole  number  shall  be  nec- 

essary to  a  choice. 
§5319.  Qualification.  But  no  person  constitutionally  ineligible  to  the 

office  of  President,  shall  be  eligible  to  that  of  Vice-President  of  the 
United  States. 

§5320.  Art.  XIII.  Slavery  abolished.   Neither  slavery  nor  involuntary 
servitude,  except  as  a  punishment  for  crime,  whereof  the  party  shall 
have  been  duly  convicted,  shall  exist  within  the  United  States,  or  any 
place  subject  to  their  jurisdiction. 

Sedg.  Stat..  564;  38  Cal.,  658;  26Ind.,  299;  2  Bush.,  5;  1  Woods,  308  ;  13  Wall.,  654  ; 
16/36;  2  0.,  542. 

§5321.  How  enforced.  Congress  shall  have  power  to  enforce  this  Ar- 
ticle by  appropriate  legislation. 
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§5322.  Art.  XIV.  1.  Citizenship,  All  parsons  born  or  naturalized  in 
trie  United  States,  and  subject  to  the  jurisdiction  thereof,  are  citizens 
of  the  United  States  and  of  the  State  wherein  they  reside.  No  State 
shall  make  or  enforce  any  law  which  shall  abridge  the  privileges . 
or  immuuities  of  citizens  of  the  United  States  ;  nor  shall  any  State 
deprive  any  person  of  life,  liberty  or  property,  without  due  process  of 
law,  nor  deny  to  any  parson  within  its  jurisdiction  the  pqual  protec- 

tion of  the  laws. 

Sedg.  Stat.,  564:  1  Woods.  308;  6  Wall.,  35;  8/168;  12/418;  16/36;  21/162;  2  O., 
542.  480:  10/313  ;  10  C.  L.  J.,  360.  Corporations  not  included:  1  Woods,  85.  Law  re- 

quiring physicians  to  obtain  diploma,  except  those  practicing  ten  years  in  State,  valid: 
10  Nev.,  323.  Right  to  sell  intoxicating  liquors  is  not  secured  by  this  amendment:  18 
Wall.,  129.  Nor  is  right  to  practice  law  in  State  Courts:  16  Wall.,  130;  note  to  Code, 
#389.  Nor  is  intermarriage  of  races:  1  Woods,  537;  3/367;  note  to  $1708.  Nor  is  vo- 

ting: 11  Blatch,  200;  1  Woods,  308;  2  0.,  542.  Restricting  jurors  to  white  race,  uncon- 
stitutional: 10  0,303;  13/370.  Due  process  of  law:  1  Woods,  308;  30  Wis.,  129;  69 

111.,  80;  59  N.  Y.,  83 ;  27  La.  Ann.,  1,  18  ;  2  O.,  90,  542;  4/113  ;  24  Am.  D.,  537-545.  n  ; 
Cooley  Const.  Lim.,  353;  6  O.,  97  ;  20  Am.  R.,  681.  Equal  protection  :  1  Woods,  308  ; 
2  0.,  542;  4/113;  11/1.  Not  infringed  bv  providing  separate  schools  for  white  and 
colored  children  :  3  Woods,  177  ;  48  Cal.,  36;  48  Ind.,  327  ;  21  Ohio,  St.,  198  ;  note  on  p. 
271  of  Code.  At  theatres  :  17  Am.  R.,  375;  26/102;  29/616.  Discriminations  by  car- 

riers, Code  #3035. 

§5323.  2.  Representation.  Representative*s  shall  be  apportioned  among 
the  several  States  according  to  their  respective  numbers,  counting  the 
whole  number  of  persons  in  each  State,  excluding  Indians  not  taxed. 
But  when  the  right  to  vote  at  any  election  for  the  choice  of  electors 
for  President  and  Vice-President  of  the  United  States,  representatives 
in  Congress,  the  executive  and  judicial  officers  of  a  State,  or  the  mem- 

bers of  the  Legislature  thereof,  is  denied  to  any  of  the  male  members 
of  such  State,  being  twenty-one  years  of  age,  and  citizens  of  the  United 
States,  or  in  any  way  abridged,  except  for  participation  in  rebellion  or 
other  crime,  the  basis  of  representation  therein  shall  be  reduced  in 
the  proportion  which  the  number  of  such  male  citizens  shall  bear  to  the 
whole  number  of  male  citizens  twenty-one  years  of  age  in  such  States. 

§5324.  3.  Political  disabilities.  No  person  shall  be  a  Senator  or  Repre- 
sentative in  Congress,  or  elector  of  President  and  Vice-President,  or 

hold  any  office,  civil  or  military,  under  the  United  States,  or  under  any 
State,  who,  having  previously  taken  an  oath,  as  a  member  of  Congress. 
or  as  an  officer  of  the  United  States,  or  as  a  member  of  any  State  Leg- 

islature, or  as  executive  or  judicial  officer  of  any  State,  to  support  the 
Constitution  of  the  United  States,  shall  have  engaged  in  insurrection 
or  rebellion  against  the  same,  or  given  aid  or  comfort  to  the  enemies 
thereof.  But  Congress  may,  by  a  vote  of  two-thirds  of  each  House, 
remove  such  disability. 

25  Tex.  Supp.,  623;  Chase,  1,  364;  43  Ala,,  469;  63  N.  C,  199,  308. 

§5325.  4.  Public  debt.  The  validity  of  the  public  debt  of  the  United 
States,  authorized  by  law,  including  debts  incurredfor  payment  of  pen- 

sions and  bounties  for  services  in  suppressing  insurrection  or  rebellion 
shall  not  ba  questioned.  But  neither  the  United  States  nor  any  State 
shall  assume  or  pay  any  debt  or  obligation  incurred  in  aid  of  insurrec- 

tion or  rebellion  against  the  United  States,  or  any  claim  for  the  loss  or 
emancipation  of  any  slave;  but  all  such  debts,  obligations,  and  claims 
shall  be  held  illegal  and  void. 

§5326.  4.  How  enforced.  The  Congress  shall  have  power  to  enforce  by 
appropriate  legislation  the  provisions  of  this  Article. 

§5327.  Art.  XV.  1.  Right  to  vote.  The  right  of  the  citizens  of  the 
United  States  to  vote  shall  not  be  denied  or  abridged  by  the  United 
States,  or  any  State,  on  account  of  race,  color,  or  previous  condition  of 
servitude. 

1  Woods,  308;  2  0.,  214,  542;  7  Kan.,  50;  21  Mich.,  51;  3  Oregon,  538;  17  I.  R.  R., 
289;  13  0.,  370. 
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Rules  of  the  Superior  Courts.— Common  law  rules. 

§5328.  2.  How  enforced.     The  Congress  shall  have  power  to  enforce 
by  appropriate  legislation  the  provisions  of  this  Article. 

Amendments  to  Constitution  of  1789  do  not  apply  to  States:  1  Ga.,  250;  3/235; 
11/353;  53/473;  57/206. 

RULES  OF  THE  SUPERIOR  COURTS,* 
ESTABLISHED    BY   THE 

JUDGES  IN  CONVENTION  AT  ATLANTA, 

23d,  21th,  and  25th  days  of  jtjne,  1879. 

Section  3246.  The  several  Judges  of  the  Superior  Courts  of  this  State  may  convene 
at  the  seat  of  government  once  in  each  year,  at  such  time  as  they,  or  a  majority  of 
them,  may  appoint,  for  the  purpose  of  establishing  uniform  rules  of  practice  through- 

out the  several  circuits  of  this  State;  which  rules,  so  established,  shall  be  published 
immediately  after  the  adjournment  of  said  convention. 

Section  218.  The  Supreme  Court  has  authority — 
Paragraph  5.  To  establish,  amend  and  alter  its  own  rules  of  practice,  and  to  regu- 

late the  admission  of  attorneys. 
Section  204.  The  rules  of  the  respective  Courts,  legally  adopted,  and  not  in  con- 

flict with  the  Constitution  of  the  United  States,  of  this  State,  or  the  laws  thereof,  are 
binding,  and  must  be  observed. — Extracts  from  Code. 

Rules  of  Court  binding  law,  8  Ga.,  338;  33  lb.,  215;  authority  of  Judges  in  estab- 
lishing, 19^Ga/.  229;  30  16.,  938. 

COMMON  LAW  RULES. 

I.— APPEALS. 

Rule  I.  Exceptions  and  security.  Exceptions  to  the  security  on  ap- 
peal must  be  taken  on  or  before  the  last  day  of  the  first  term  of  the  ap- 
peal ;  and  if  such  exceptions  are  sustained,  other  and  good  security 

shall  be  given,  or  the  appeal  will  be  dismissed.  If  the  security,  good 
at  first,  becomes  insolvent  pending  the  appeal,  the  party  appealing 
shall  give  other  good  security,  in  the  discretion  of  the  Court,  or  the  ap- 

peal shall  be  dismissed.  In  either,  case  an  affidavit  may  be  filed  in 
forma  pauperis. 

Not  dismissed  until  the  defendant  called  on  to  show  cause,  etc. :  38  Ga.,  222. 

II.— ATTORNEYS. 

Rule  2.  Before  an  applicant  for  admission  to  the  bar  can  be  exam- 
ined, he  must  produce  a  certificate  of  some  member  of  the  bar,  certify- 

ing upon  his  personal  and  professional  honor,  that  the  applicant  has, 
under  his  instruction  and  direction,  satisfactorily  completed  the  study 
of  some  standard  work  on  the  several  subjects  upon  which  he  is  re- 

quired by  the  Code  of  this  State  to  be  examined.  The  form  of  the  li- 
cense issued  by  the  Clerk  of  the  Superior  Courts,  to  attorneys  admitted 

to  the  bar,  shall  be  as  follows  : 
State  of  Georgia, 

  County. 

In  the  Superior  Court  for  said  county,    Term,  18 — : 
Know  all  men  by  these  presents,  That  at  the  present  sitting  of 

this  Court,  A.  B.  made  his  application  for  leave  to  plead  and  practice 
in  the  several  Courts  of  law  and  equity  in  this  State;  whereupon,  the 

-Authority  of  Rules  of  Court,  see  Code,  sections  204,  218,  and  3246,  and  cases  there  cited. 
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said  A.  B.,  having  given  satisfactory  evidence  of  good  moral  character, 
and  having  been  examined  in  open  Court,  and  being  found  well  ac- 

quainted and  skilled  in  the  laws,  he  was  admitted  by  the  Court  to  all 
the  privileges  of  an  attorney,  solicitor  and  counsellor  in  the  several 
Courts  of  law  and  equity  in  this  State. 

In  testimony  whereof,  the  presiding  Judge  has  hereunto  set  his  hand 

j-        -,  with  the  seal  of  the  Court  annexed,  this   day  of   ,  in  the 
L  '     "J  year  18 — . 

C.  D., 

Judge  Superior  Courts,   Circuit,  Ga. 
E.  F.,  Clerk. 
Rule  3.  Arguments.  Arguments  of  counsel  shall  be  confined  to  the 

law  and  the  facts  involved  in  the  case  then  before  the  Court,  on  pain 
of  being  considered  in  contempt ;  and  in  all  civil  cases  questions  of  law 
shall  be  argued  exclusively  to  the  Court,  and  questions  of  fact  to  the 

jury.  • 
Code,  £417,  par:,  4 ;  18  Ga.,  495.  See,  also,  5  Ga.,  218 ;  10/512  ;  12/293  ;  18/383  ;  22/627; 

24/211  ;  25/85  ;  27/207,  649  :  28/576  ;  29/82 ;  45/585.  Counsel  may  state  legal  position  to 
jury  :  56  Ga.,  351,  503.  In  civil  cases  counsel  cannot  read  decision  of  Supreme  Court  to 
jury:  59  Ga.,  283.  Argument  of  facts  not  before  the  jury  should  not  be  allowed:  60 
Ga.,  210. 

— See  general  note  on  page  106  of  Code  ;  order  of  argument:  lb.,  and  note  on  page 
817.  Refusal  of  Court  to  allow  ;  error,  how  assigned  :  60  Ga.,  360.  May  comment  on 
natural  bias  of  relatives,  servants,  etc. :  63  Ga.,  173.  Where  counsel  for  one  side  takes 
uptime  allotted  to  other:  63  Ga.,  11.  Rule  stated:  65  Ga.,  756;  61/278.  Discretion 
of  Court  as  to  latitude  of  argument:  63  Ga.,  430.  In  criminal  cases:  65  Ga.,  707; 
56/503  ;  55/368.  Controversy  between  counsel  as  to  what  witness  swore,  the  Court  may 
settle  :  65  Ga.,  201;  may  leave  to  jury  to  decide  :  55  Ga.,  504.  Argument  outside  of 
case,  no  new  trial  for,  attention  of  Judge  not  having  been  called  to  it:  65  Ga.,  525. 
Court  may  tell  jury  that  assertions  of  counsel  are  not  evidence  :  57  Ga.,  285  ;  52/290. 

Weeks  on  Attorney's,  $110  et  seq. 

Rule  4.  Interruptions.  No  attorney  shall  be  permitted  to  interrupt 

"  another  while  addressing  the  Court  or  jury,  except  to  correct  him  in  a 
misstatement  of  evidence,  or  misrepresentation  of  the  position  of  coun- 

sel, upon  pain  of  being  considered  in  contempt ;  and  such  interruption, 
when  made,  shall  always  be  addressed  to  the  Court,  and  never,  under 
any  circumstances,  to  the  counsel. 

The  Court  should  interrupt,  when :  10  Ga.,  511;  11/253,  615 ;  15/395 ;  18/460,495; 
20/203 ;  25/24,  225  ;  43/638.  Court  may  peremptorily  stop  interruptions  :  55  Ga.,  504.  At- 

tention of  Court  should  be  called  to  unfair  statement  of  testimony  :  57  Ga.,  42.  Court 
may  correct  misstatement  of  testimony:  58  Ga.,  328;  60  Ga.,  210,  368. 

Rule  5.  Requests  to  charge.  All  requests  to  charge  the  jury  shall  be 
reduced  to  writing,  submitted  to  adverse  counsel,  and  then  handed  to  the 
Judge  before  he  commences  his  charge,  and  not  otherwise.  When  coun- 

sel desire  the  whole  charge  reduced  to  writing,  the  request  must  be 
made  upon  the  conclusion  of  the  evidence  and  before  the  argument  is 
begun.* 

Written  charge  should  not  be  sent  into  jury  room  :  31  Ga.,  625.  No  verbal  additions 
should  be  made  to  written  charge:  38  Ga.,  304;  55/208.  Withdrawal  of  request:  24 

Ga.,  530.  Counsel's  duty  to  request  charges  on  material  points:  44  Ga.,  593.  Request to  charge  in  writing  should  be  made  before  argument  is  begun  :  54  Ga.,  231.  Request 
to  charge  should  not  be  read  aloud  where  refused  :  56  Ga.,  503;  57/448,  362.  See  notes 
to  §2244-5  and  3715  of  Code. 

Judge  not  bound  to  read  marked  extracts  from  law  books  :  58  Ga.,  79  ;  see  also  6  O., 
424.  Must  be  in  writing  if  requested  ;  stenographic  report  does  not  dispense  with  the 
rule  :  61  Ga.,  401.  Court  may  make  written  addition  to  request  and  read  both  :  63  Ga., 
456.  No  oral  additions:  57  Ga.,  285;  55/208;  60/484.  After  argument  on  law,  Court 
may  read  what  he  proposes  to  charge  :  64  Ga.,  773.  Written  charge,  when  delivered, 
becomes  an  office  paper :  65  Ga.,  756.  Need  not  be  given  in  writing  unless  requested  : 
65  Ga.,  756. 

Rule  6.  Papers.  After  the  trial  of  a  case,  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  at- 
torneys to  return  all  of  the  papers  connected  therewith  to  the  clerk. 

0/^£^£~l'< 

J, 

J*f- 

*This  rule  changed.    See  Acts  of  1878-9,  p.  150. 
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Rule  7.  Number  of  speeches  and  time  for  argument.  Not  more  than 
two  counsel  shall  be  permitted  to  argue  any  cause  for  each  party,  ex- 

cept by  express  leave  of  the  Court ;  and  in  no  case  shall  more  than  one 
counsel  be  heard  in  conclusion. 

In  criminal  cases  below  felony,  and  in  cases  of  appeal  from  Justices' 
Courts,  counsel  for  neither  party  shall,  without  special  leave  of  the 
Court,  obtained  before  the  argument  is  opened,  occupy  more  than  one 
hour  in  the  whole  discussion  of  the  case  after  the  evidence  is  closed.  In 
all  other  cases,  counsel  shall  in  like  manner  be  limited  to  two  hours  on 
a  side.  But  if  counsel  on  either  side  shall  apply  to  the  Court  for  an 
extension  of  the  time  prescribed  for  argument  in  this  rule,  and  shall 
state  in  his  place  or  on  oath,  in  the  discretion  of  the  Court,  that  he  or 
they  cannot  do  the  case  justice  within  the  time  prescribed,  and  that  it 
will  require  for  that  purpose  additional  time,  stating  how  much  addi- 

tional time  will  be  necessary,  the  Court  shall  grant  the  extension  so 
applied  for.  % 

Case  should  be  continued  rather  than  curtail  argument:  55  Ga.,  466.  Counsel  in 
conclusion  should  not  comment  on  authorities  not  read  in  opening :  55  Ga.,  504.  Court 
to  abridge  argument  may  state  he  agrees  with  counsel :  55  Ga.,  504.  Courtesy  between 
Court  and  counsel :  57  Ga.,  283. 

Court  cannot  pre-determine  length  of  argument :  49  Ga.,  255;  see  60  Ga.,  367. 
One  cannot  make  two  addresses,  although  two  allowed  on  each  side  :  28  Am.  R.,  419. 

Counsel  cannot  demand  time  to  take  full  notes  where  stenographer  furnished:  36  Am. 
R.,  89. 

Rule  8.  Argument  after  opinion  pronounced.  No  attorney  shall  ever 
attempt  to  argue  or  explain  a  case,  after  having  been  fully  heard,  and 
the  opinion  of  the  Court  has  been  pronounced,  on  pain  of  being  con- 

sidered in  contempt. 
Rule  9.  Payments  on  judgments,  etc.  In  all  cases  where  payment  or 

satisfaction  shall  be  made  on  any  judgment  or  execution,  either  in 
whole  or  in  part,  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  attorney  receiving  the 
same  forthwith  to  enter  an  acknowledgment  thereof,  and  file  the  same 
of  record  in  the  office  of  the  clerk  of  the  Court  where  such  iudgment 
was  rendered;  and  such  clerk  is  required  to  record  such  acknowledge- 

ment among  the  other  proceedings  in  the  cause,  and  also  to  make  a 
note  thereof  on  the  docket  of  judgments  opposite  the  place  where  such 
judgment  is  entered.  And  any  attorney  failing  to  comply  with  this 
rule,  on  or  before  the  last  day  of  the  term  next  succeeding  the  making 
of  such  payment  or  satisfaction,  shall  be  considered  in  contempt,  and 
shall  pay  a  fine  not  exceeding  twenty-five  dollars,  which  it  shall  be  the 
duty  of  the  Court  to  impose,  and  he  shall,  thereupon,  moreover,  direct 
the  recording  and  noting  of  such  payment  or  satisfaction. 
Rule  10.  Writs,  how  signed.  Writs  and  other  proceedings  may  be 

signed  by  professional  firms.  When  there  is  no  firm,  the  christian 
name  of  the  attorney  shall  be  added ;  but  the  usual  abbreviations  and 
initials  of  all  christian  names  shall  be  sufficient. 

Rule  11.  Attorneys,  etc.,  as  bail.  No  attorney,  or  other  officer  of  Court, 
shall  be  taken  as  bail  in  any  criminal  cause  depending  on  or  undeter- 

mined therein,  or  as  security  on  any  appeal  or  other  proceeding.  And 
for  a  violation  of  this  rule,  the  attorney  or  officer  of  Court  so  offending 
shall  be  punished  as  for  a  contempt,  and  the  party  shall  be  compelled 
to  give  other  bail  or  security. 

Attorney,  security  on  garnishment  bond,  no  ground  to  dismiss  :  55  G a.,  615. 

Weeks  on  Attorneys,  $49.  If  attorney  sign,  he  cannot  plead  disability  :  8  C.  L.  J., 
407  ;  see  Code,  §2736. 

III.— BILL  OF   PARTICULARS. 

Rule  12.  Must  be  annexed  to  copy.  In  aotions  of  assumpsit  for  the  re- 
covery of  unliquidated  demands,  a  bill  of  particulars  shall  be  annexed 
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to  the  copy  served  on  the  defendant ;  and  in  every  case  where  the  plea 
of  set-off  shall  be  filed,  a  copy  of  the  set-off  shall  be  filed  at  the  time  of 
filing  the  answer;  and  when  the  bill  of  particulars  is  not  annexed  to 
the  declaration,  the  plaintiff  shall  lose  a  term ;  and  if  service  of  said 
bill  of  particulars  is  not  effected  upon  the  defendant  by  the  succeeding  • 
term,  a  non-suit  shall  be  awarded. 

3  Kelly,  79;  13  Ga.,  497  ;  30/237  ;  32/542.     See  notes  to  §3393. 
In  action  for  usury  paid  :  Note  to  §3393.     Need  not  set  out  matters  of  evidence  :  6  .         . 

O.,  557.     Amendment  of  :  15  Am.  D.,  235,  401.  ^  ̂ ^^X^   ^OX  LU^ 
IV.-CLAIMS.  ■/m^1C^jLe^£<^tfyj€ 

Rule  13.  Plaintiff  concludes,  when.  In  all  cases  of  claims;  where  the 
burthen  of  proof  rests  with  the  plaintiff  in  execution,  he  is  entitled  to 
the  conclusion ;  but  if  the  claimant  introduces  no  evidence,  he  shall 
have  the  conclusion  ;  and  in  cases  of  illegality,  the  plaintiff  in  execu- 

tion shall,  in  like  manner,  conclude. 
See  Code,  §3739  and  notes.  If  claimant  contends  that  he  had  possession  of  property 

at  date  of  levy,  and  that  point  is  in  issue,  he  opens,  etc.:  64  Ga.,  753.  Claimant  .of 

property  advertised  by  administrator  may  assume  burden  by  admitting  administrator's 
possession,  and  open,  etc. :  Campbell,  administrator,  vs.  Roberts,  Pamphlt.,  February 
term,  1881,  p.  11.  Levy  showing  defendant  in  fi.  fa.  in  possession,  and  claimant  failing 
to  assume  burden,  plaintiff  open?,  etc.  :  65  Ga.,  515.  Claimant,  concluding,  estopped 
from  denying  assumption  of  burden  of  proof:  58  Ga.,  447.  Claimant  opens,  etc.,  when 
it  is  admitted,  or  Court  determines  that  defendant  was  in  possession  :  60  Ga.,  572.  De- 

fendant shown  in  possession  of  one  of  several  lots  levied  on,  plaintiff  opens,  etc. :  53 
Ga.,  339. 

Rule  14.  When  claimant  dies,  party.  In  cases  of  claims,  when  the 
claimant  dies  pending  the  claim,  his  representative  may  be  made  a 
party,  on  motion,  and  on  producing  letters  testamentary  or  of  adminis- 

tration. • 
Code,  §3435;  3  Kelly,  159;  6  Ga.,  100. 

Rule  15.  Issue  in  five  minutes.  When  a  claim  case  is  called  in  its  or- 
der for  trial,  an  issue  must  be  tendered  within  five  minutes  after  the 

announcement  of  ready  by  both  parties,  or  the  levy  will  be  dismissed, 
in  the  discretion  of  the  Court,  and  no  exceptions  will  be  allowed  to  the 
bond  or  affidavit,  in  cases  of  claims  or  attachments,  after  issue  joined, 
except  such  as  are  taken,  in  writing,  at  or  before  the  joining  such 
issue. 

Motion  to  dismiss  levy  in  order  at  any  time:  54  Ga.,  679.  Issue  may  be  tendered 
when  claim  affidavits,  etc.,  are  first  returned:  61  Ga.,  136. 

V.— CLERKS. 

Rule  16.  Clerk  not  producing  rules.  Every  clerk  who  cannot  produce 
all  the  rules  of  Court  when  required,  shall  be  fined  not  exceeding  ten 
dollars. 

Rule  17.  Fines,  when  registered.  The  clerks  shall  keep  a  separate  book, 
in  which  they  shall  register  the  names  of  all  persons  who  may  be  fined 
by  the  Court,  the  time  when,  the  offense  for  which  they  are  fined,  the 
amount  received  and  disbursed. 

Rule  18.  Original  papers  not  to  be  taken  from  file.  No  clerk  shall 
suffer  any  original  paper  of  file  to  be  taken  from  his  office  in  vacation, 
without  an  order  from  the  Judge  for  that  purpose,  specifying  the  terms 
upon  which  it  may  be  taken,  and  the  length  of  time  it  may  be  kept, 
on  pain  of  being  considered  in  contempt  of  Court. 

The  practice  of  taking  original  papers  out  of  office  condemned:  30  Ga.,  674. 

Cannot  withdraw  fi.  fa.  in  claim  case  without  Judge's  order:  54  Ga.,  590. 
Rule  19.  When  case  is  called;  papers.  When  a  case  is  called  in  its 

order  for  trial,  the  clerk  shall  instanter  hand  all  the  papers  connected 
therewith  to  the  counsel. 

Trial  should  not  proceed  without  papers  or  copies :  56  Ga.,  592. 
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VI.— CONSENT. 

Rule  20.  What  consent  enforced.  No  consent  between  attorneys  or 
parties  will  be  enforced  by  the  Court,  unless  it  be  in  writing,  and  signed 
by  the  parties  to  the  consent. 

Agreement  partly  executed,  though  not  in  writing,  binding :  54  Ga.,  557. 

Rule  21.  Pleadings  and  lost  agreements.  No  consent  to  dispense  with 
pleading,  will,  in  any  case,  be  allowed;  nor  will  any  evidence  be  re- 

ceived of  the  contents  of  any  written  agreement  between  attorneys, 

alleged  to  be  lost, yother  than,  a  sworn  copy  of  said  agreement. zo-^C^^ 
^jrartyi  n  rroaucmg  an  agreed  statement  cannot  prove  a  contrary  fact,  without  notice 
to  other  side  :  53  Ga.,  401.     Not  allowed  to  dispense  with  pleadings  :  56  Ga.,  229,  672. 

Counsel  may  testify  as  to  an  agreement,  though  adverse  counsel  with  whom  agree- 
ment was  made,  be  dead  :  55  Ga.,  98. 

Consent  as  to  order  and  time  of  trial  not  binding  on  the  Court :  57  Ga.,  370;  61/419. 

VII.— CONTINUANCES. 

Rule  22.  Five  minutes.  When  a  case  is  sounded  for  trial,  the  parties 
shall  immediately  announce  ready,  or  move  to  continue ;  if  five  min- 

utes should  elapse  before  the  announcement  or  motion  to  continue,  the 

plaintiff's  case  will  be  dismissed,  or  the  defendant's  plea  stricken.  No 
argument,  without  express  leave  of  the  Court,  shall  be  heard  on  a  mo- 

tion to  continue. 

VIII.— DEFAULT. 

Rule  23.  Opening  judgment  by  default.  Upon  opening  a  judgment  by 
default,  the  defendant  shall  plead  instanter  to  the  merits  of  the  action  ; 
and  no  default^  shall  be.  opened  but  upon  payment  of  all  costs  which 
may  have  accrued.  If  the  plaintiff  allege  himself  to  be  surprised  by 
the  plea,  the/jcause  shall  be.  continued  at  the  instance  of  the  defendant, 

<DodeTl3457.  In  default,  when  and  how  opened :  13  Ga.,  44;  vs.  garnishee:  48  Ga., 
439;  31/335.  Plaintiff  must  make  out  his  case,  when:  41  Ga.,  77.  Judgment  by  de- 

fault, to  open,  in  discretion  of  Court :  57  Ga.,  25. 
See,  also,  48  Ga.,  553;  51/455;  59/104,  607.  Default  presumed  when  docket  does  not 

show  answer  at  first  term  :  60  Ga.,  51. 

IX.— DEFENSE. 

Rule  24.  Affidavit  in  action  on  contract.  The  following  form  of  affi- 
davit to  defenses  in  actiors  founded  on  unconditional  contracts  in 

writing,  shall  be  used  :  "You,  A.  B.,  do  swear  or  affirm  (as  the  case  may 
be)  that  the  foregoing  defense  is  true,  to  the  best  of  your  knowledge 

and  belief.  So  help  you  God."  All  amendments  must  in  like  man- ner be  verified. 

Code,  £23449,  3450,  3451. 
See  notes  to  £3449,  as  to  affidavit  by  attorney  ;  also  44  Ga.,  432  ;  61/515. 

Rule  25.  Ejectment  cause.  No  party  shall  be  permitted  to  defend  an 
ejectment  cause,  or  an  action  of  complaint  for  land,  who  does  not  ad- 

mit that  he  was  in  possession  of  the  premises  in  dispute  at  the  com- 
mencement of  the  action. 

Case  arising  before  adoption  of  this  Rule  :  44  Ga.,  514.  Consent  rule  does  not  apply 

to  complaint  for  land  :  60  Ga.,  582." 
X.— DOCKETS. 

Rule  26.  Judge's  dockets.  After  the  Court  is  opened,  and  until  it  ad- 
journs each  day,  the  judge's  dockets  shall  not  be  subjected  to  the  in- 

spection of  the  bar,  or  their  clients. 
Judge's  control  of  entries  on  docket :  48  Ga.,  347. 
No  entry  showing  answer  at  first  term,  case  presumed  in  default :  60  Ga.,  51.  Entries 

used  in  aid  of  amendments  of  records :  45  Ga.,  117. 
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Rule  27.  Causes,  how  called  and  tried.  All  causes  shall  be  called  and 
tried  in  the  order  in  which  they  are  docketed,  without  any  preference 
or  delay,  unless  it  shall  appear  to  the  Court  that  it  shall  be  injurious 
to  press  a  cause  to  trial  when  regularly  called.  A  different  order  in 
calling  the  docket  may  be  pursued  by  the  Court,  in  its  discretion,  for 
the  purpose  of  giving  facility  and  expedition  to  its  proceedings,  or  for 
furthering  the  ends  of  justice.  And  the  judge  may,  in  his  discretion, 
require  the  clerk  to  make  a  calendar  of  all  cases  pending  in  Court. 

Case  set  for  trial  on  Sunday  stands  for  trial  on  Monday  :  12  Ga.,  380.  Calling  ap- 
pearance docket:  2>  Ga.,  592;  37/667.  Counsel  required  to  know  order  of  cases  on 

docket :  55  Ga.,  208.  Preference  given  to  cases  in  which  State  is  plaintiff:  Code,  §22,  (a.) 

Court  not  bound  by  agreement  of  counsel  as  to:  61  Ga.,  419  ;  55/209. 

XI.— EXCEPTIONS. 

Rule  28.  Defects  in  pleading  taken  advantage  of,  when.  All  matters  ap- 
pearing on  the  face  of  the  declaration  or  process,  that  would  not  be  good 

in  arrest  ©f  judgment,  shall  be  taken  advantage  of  at  the  first  term, 
and  be  immediately  determined  by  the  Court. 

Of  motion  in  arrest  of  judgment,  Code:  §§3587-88-89-90.  Judge  may  direct  amend-. 
merit':  55  Ga.,  504. 

Must  be  taken  advantage  of  before  testimony  is  offered  :  60  Ga.,  148  ;  55/229 ;  48/652  ; 
43/280.  Formal  objections;  note  to  23345.  Patent  defects,  taken  advantage  of  by  mo- 

tion ;  see  notes  to  §§3459,  3462. 

XII.— EXECUTORS  AXD  ADMINISTRATORS. 

Rule  29.  Answers  and  pleas  of,  must  be  sworn  to.  An  executor  or  ad- 
ministrator shall  not  be  permitted,  in  answer,  to  deny  any  deed,  bond, 

bill,  note,  or  other  written  instrument  of  his  testator  or  intestate,  be- 

ing the  foundation  of  the  plaintiff's  action,  without  an  oath  or  affirm- 
ation indorsed  on  such  plea  or  answer,  that  he  has  reason  to  believe, 

and  does  verily  believe,  that  such  plea  or  answer  is  true. 
Code,  §3454  :  26  Ga.,  649;  34/435. 

XIII— ILLEGALITY. 

Rule  30.  Affidavit,  etc.  When  an  affidavit  of  illegality  is  made,  on 
account  of  partial  payment  made  on  the  execution,  the  defendant,  at 
the  time  of  making  such  affidavit,  must  pay  the  amount  he  admits  to 
be  due^-or  the  Sheriff  shall  proceed  to  raise  that  amount  and  accept  the 
affidavit  for  the  balance. 

Rule  31.  No  second  affidavit.     No  second  affidavit  of  illegality  shall 
be  received  by  any  Sheriff  or  other  officer,  for  causes  which  existed  and 
were  known,  or  in  the  exercise  of  reasonable  diligence  might  have  been 
known,  at  the  time  of  filing  the  first. 

The  present  ru'e  in  accordance  with  decision  in:  2  Kelly,  367;  see  53  Ga..  391; 
54/499.  The  rule  adopted  in  186)  not  literally  enforced:  55  Ga.,  355.  Reasons  for  not 
including  grounds  in  first  must  be  fully  stated:  55  Ga.,  335;  59/260.  Second  affidavit 
to  new  levy  allowed:  47  Ga.,  388.  Second  affidavit  not  barred  by  a  former  by  other 
defendant,  when  :  61  Ga.,  520. 

XIV.— INTERROGATORIES. 

Rule  32.  Form.  The  following  shall  be  the  form  of  a  commission  to 
take  testimony  by  interrogatories  : 

Georgia,  )    By  his  Honor   ,•  one  of  the  Judges  of  the   
  County,  j  Court,  for  the  county  and  State  aforesaid : 

To   ,  Esquires,  greeting : 
Whereas,  There  is  a  certain  matter  of  controversy  now  depending 

in  the   Court  for  said  county,  between   ;  and  whereas, 
  is  a  material  witness  in  said  suit,  and  cannot  attend  our  said 
Court  in  person,  without  manifest  inconvenience  : 
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Now,  know  ye,  that  we,  reposing  special  trust  and  confidence  in  your 
prudence  and  fidelity,  have  appointed  you  ;  and  you,  of  any  two  or 
more  of  you,  are  hereby  authorized  and  required  to  cause  the  said   
  personally  to  come  before  you,  and  after  being  duly  sworn,  to  ex- 

amine   — -  concerning  the  said  suit,  agreeably  to  the  interrogato- 
ries hereunto  annexed ;  and  the  answers  to  the  same  being  plainly  and 

distinctly  written,  you  are  to  send  the  same,  closed  up  under  your  hand 
and  seals,  to  our  said  Court,  to  be  held  on  the   day  in    next,  to- 

gether with  this  writ. 
Witnesses,  the  Honorable   ,  one  of  the  Judges  of  said  Court, 

this   day  of   . 
See  notes  to  $3879  as  to  statement  of  parties  and  signature  of  commission. 

Rule  33.  Witnesses'  names.  The  names  of  the  witnesses  intended  to 
be  examined  by  commission  shall  be  distinctly  specified  in  the  notice 
served  upon  the  adverse  party,  preparatory  to  issuing  the  commis- 
sion. 

See  19  Ga.,  569;  26/183. 
Name  of  firm  in  commission,  but  answers  signed  individually,  valid:  43  Ga.,  569. 

The  law  recognizes  only  one  christian  name:  Weeks'  Dep.,  #193.  Junior  no  part  of 
legal  name  :  27  Am.  D.,  534,  n.  Middle  n'ame  no  part  of  legal  name  :  21  Am.  B,.,  181,  n. 
Where  facts  can  only  be  proved  by  witnesses  in  employ  of  defendant  and  plantifFdoes 
not  know  their  names,  Court  may  allow  commission  to  issue  generally  or  grant  stay 
until  the  names  can  be  ascertained  :  Weeks'  Dep.,  $193. 

Rule  34.   Time  alloived  for  return.     The  time  to  be  allowed  for  the  re- 
turn of  commissions  from  any  part  of  the  United  States  of  North  America, 

.if  less  then  one  hundred  miles  distant  from  the  place  of  trial,  shall  be 
j^?  -wcnty  days  ;  if  a  greater  distance,  and  less  than  five  hundred  miles, 
J  6  4brty  days;  if  a  greater  distance,  flixTy  days  ;  to  any  part  of  the  West 

Indies  or  South  America,  eighty  day's;  or  to  any  part  of  Europe,  one hundred  and  twenty  days,  unless,  in  the  discretion  of   the  Court,  a 
longer  time  shall  be  allowed. 
Rule  35.  Commissions  not  regular.  In  cases  of  commissions  returned 

not  executed  or  directed  according  to  rule,  either  party  in  the  cause 

shall,  upon  five  days'  notice  to  the  adverse  party,  or  his  attorney,  be 
permitted  to  return  the  commission  and  its  contents,  (except  the  an- 

swers of  the  witness,  which  shall  remain  in  the  clerk's  office),  to  the 
commissioners,  to  be  properly  executed  and  directed. 

Where  re-execution'and  both  answers  put  in,  objection  to  be  made,  when :  57  Ga., 
336.— Weeks'  Dep,,  g524-539r#-^  •  * 
Rule  36.  Commissions  by  mail.  When  commissions  are  returned  by 

mail,  to  entitle  the  party  to  open  the  same,  the  postmaster,  his  deputy 

or  assistant,  must  indorse  upon  the  back:  "I  certify  that  I  received 
this  package  from  A.  B.,  one  of  the  commissioners."  The  usual  abbre- 

viations of  initials  of  christian  names  of  the  commissioners,  witnesses, 
attorneys,  clerks,  magistrates,  and  postmasters,  shall  be  sufficient. 

See23Ga.,  17. 

,  Rule  37.  Leading  questions.     No  exception  to  a  written  interrogatory, 
on  the  ground  that  it  is  a  leading  question,  shall  prevail,  unless  it  be 
filed  with  the  interrogatories  before  the  issuing  of  the  commission. 

See  general  note  following  £3900.  Eule  stated  :  44  Ga.,  229,  236,  458.  Eule  as  to 
leading  questions  liberal :  51  Ga.,  419.  What  are  such  :  49  Ga.,  31.  Do  not  make  an- 

swers to  others  inadmissible:  50  Ga.,  395.  Discretion  of  Judge  as  to:  51  Ga.,  410. 
Where  they  are  not  answered  :  50  Ga.,  395. 

XV.— JUDGMENT. 

Rule  38.  Judgment  for  plaintiff,  when.  The  Court  shall  render  judg- 
ment without  the  verdict  of  a  jury,  in  all  civil  cases  founded  on  un- 

conditional contracts  in  writing,  where  an  issuable  defense  is  not  filed 
under  oath  or  affirmation. 
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Sje  #3448  and  notes  thereto.  Court  must  render  judgment  for  plaintiff  when  he 
makes  out  his  case — defendant  cannot  rebut  without  filing  a  sworn  plea  :  48  Ga.,  551. 
N ■>  plea,  verdict  illegal :  55  Ga.,  475.  Plaintiff  must  prove  material  allegation  even  in 
absence  of  sworn  plea:  59  Ga.,  104.  Sworn  plea,  in  cases  of  appeal  from  Justice's 
Court  in  action  ex  contractu,  not  required:  59  Ga.,  774.  Court  should  render  judgment 
in  action  on  Sheriff's  bond  if  no  plea  is  filed:  60  Ga.,314.  Judgment  must  show what:  59  Ga.,  540. 

Proper  in  attachment  case  when  no  plea:  58  Ga.,  377  ;  62/158.  In  case  transferred 
from  county  to  Superior  Court  by  Constitution  of  1868  :  59  Ga.,  823.  Rendered  where 
no  plea  is  filed  except  to  jurisdiction,  and  that  is  overruled:  60  Ga..  443.  Plea  filed 
and  lost:  59  Ga  ,  492.  City  Court  may  render:  63  Ga.,  71:  Not  rendered  in  appeal, 
cause:  65  Ga.,  245.  General  issue  sworn  to  is  "issuable"  plea:  44  Ga.,  433;  41/409; 
61/67;  54/117. 

Rule    39.    Form.     The  following  form  of  judgment,  substantially, 
shall  be  used  in  all  civil  cases  founded  on  unconditional  contracts  in 
writing,  where  an  issuable  defense  is  not  filed  on  oath  : 
A.  B.  vs.  C.  D. 

There  being  no  issuable  defense  filed  on  oath  in  this  case,  judgment 
is  rendered  by  the  Court  for  the  plaintiff  against  defendant  for   
dollars  and   cents  as  principal,   dollars  and   cents  as  in- 

terest, and   dollars  and   cents  for  costs  of  suit. 
This   day  of   ,  18—. 

E.  D.,  Judge  S.  C,  —  Circuit 
"On  oath"  omitted,  immaterial:  57  Ga.,  79.  From  directory,  lb.  :  61  Ga.,  26; 

60/406.  As  to  attorney  entering  judgment  on  :  60  Ga.,  407  ;  51/618.  Where  attorney 
signs  judgment  and  the  Judge  signs  minutes  on  which  it  is  entered,  sufficient:  61  Ga., 
26;  59/607;  60/430;  63/273.  Where  judgment  on  verdict  is  not  signed  by  plaintiff  or 
his  attorney  :  62  Ga.,  103;  62/225. 

XVI.— JUSTICES   OF  THE  PEACE. 

Rule  40.  Must  return  papers  to  Superior  Court,  when.  The  Justices 
of  the  Peace,  and  other  committing  magistrates,  shall  return  all  exam- 

inations and  recognizances  by  them  taken,  or  other  papers  that  may 
be  necessary  to  be  acted  upon  by  the  Superior  Courts  of  their  respec- 

tive counties,  ten  days  before  said  Courts,  if  taken  that  length  of  time 
before  the  sitting  of  the  Court. 

XVII.— JURIES. 

Rule  41.   Time  for  striking.     In  striking  juries,  not  irmre  than  one  v   ,  y 
minute  shallbe  allowed  either  party  for  each  strike.  ̂ iA*^-**^  /£r*y&#£  <x^&Z/fc^, 

/  *^^  XVIII.— I40ST  PAPERS.  'J  ' 

Rule  42.  When  secondary  evidence  admitted.  Whenever  a  party  wishes 
to  introduce  the  copy  of  a  deed  or  other  instrument,  between  the  par- 

ties litigant,  in  evidence,  the  oath  of  the  party  stating  his  belief  of  the 
loss  or  destruction  of  the  original,  and  that  it  is  not  in  his  possession, 
power  or  custody,  shall  be  sufficient  foundation  for  the  introduction  of 
such  secondary  evidence. 

Code,  222701,  2713,  3820  :  9  Ga.,  440;  27/187;  34/167.  Certificate  to  copy:  26  Ga., 
582;  see,  also,  30  Ga.,  391;  40/684. 

Rule  43.  Grants.  Whenever  a  party  wishes  to  introduce  the  copy 
of  a  grant  in  evidence,  the  oath  of  the  party,  stating  that  the  original 
is  not  in  his  power  or  possession,  and  that  he  knows  not  where  it  is, 
shall  be  sufficient  foundation  for  the  introduction  of  such  copy. 

See  14  Ga.,  252;  26/638  ;  27/58. 
What  affidavit  sufficient  (Georgia  case) :  5  Pet ,  232,  242.  Exemplification  of  grant 

under  great  seal  of  State  is  as  high  evidence  as  the  grant  itself :  lb. 

XIX.— MOTIONS. 

Rule  44.  Motions  to  be  insisted  on  at  once.  All  grounds  of  motion  for 
non-suit  in  arrest  of  judgment,  for  continuance,  all  objections  to  testi- 
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mony,  and  all  exceptions  to  declarations,  must  be  urged  and  insisted 
upon  at  once.  And  after  a  decision  upon  one  or  more  grounds,  no  oth- 

ers, afterwards  urged,  shall  be  heard  by  the  Court. 
Court  has  discretion  to  vary  this  rule  to  prevent  injustice  in  case  of  surprise  or  mis- 

take, but  the  rule  is  wholesome  and  must  be  enforced :  54  Ga.,  374. 

Rule  45.  Who  shall  open  and  conclude.  On  all  rules  to  show  cause, 
and  other  motions,  the  party  moving  shall  open  and  conclude  ;  and  on 
all  special  matters  springing  out  of  a  cause  at  issue,  the  actor  or  party 
submitting  a  point  to  the  Court  shall  in  like  manner  begin  and  close. 

See  note  on  pages  106,  817  of  Code  ;  notes  to  $3758.  Defendant  pleading  justifica- 
tion, opens,  etc. :  56  Ga.,  351. 

Rule  46.  In  writing.     Every  motion  for  any  rule  or  order  shall  be 
submitted  to  the  Court  in  writing,  by  the  counsel  who  makes  it,  and  if 
granted  by  the  Court,  shall  be  signed  by  the  Judge  and  delivered  to 
the  clerk. 

Claims  to  money,  on  rule  to  distribute,  should  be  in  writing:  53  Ga  ,  52.  Movant 
may  dismiss,  after  motion  has  been  orally  granted :  54  Ga.,  19.  Oral  motion  granted 
should  be  recorded,  allter  if  refused  :  59  Ga.,  196. 

XX.— NOTICE. 

Rule  47.    What  sufficient.     It  shall  be  deemed  a  sufficient  compliance 
with  the  notice,  given  under  section  3509  of  the  Code  (whether  served 
heretofore  or  hereafter),  if  the  party  notified  being  a  resident  of  any 
other  county  of  the  State,  or  temporarily  absent  from  the  county  of  his 

,  residence,  than  that  wherein  the  case  is  pending,  shall  make  an  affi- 
davit in  writing,  before  some  judicial  officer  of  the  State,  that  the  books 

or  papers  required  and  not  produced  are  not,  nor  have  been,  in  his  pos- 
session, power  or  control,  since  the.  service  of  such  notice.  When  the 

party  notified  resides  in  the  county,  he  may  make  the  affidavit  in  open 
Court,  and  it  shall  be  held  a  sufficient  compliance  with  the  notice. 

See  note  to  $3508:  etseq.,  and  $3836.  General  note  on  p.  890.  Refusal  to  produce: 
2  How.,  653  ;  4  How.,  242  ;  20/1-94. 

Failure  to  respond  to  notice,  if  it  appear  instrument  is  lost,  does  not  authorize  a 
judgment  by  default:  53  Ga.,  442. 

Rule  48.  In  writing.  All  notices  required  to  be  given  to  any  officer 
of  the  Court  must  be  in  writing. 

XXr.— NEW  TRIALS. 

<JL//  ><  £^«— ft^iluLE  49.  Brief  of  testimony.  In  every  application  for  a  new  trial,  a 

*^jT  A*^c*£&s*P'r^  °f  ̂ e  testimony  in  the  cause  shall  be  filed  by  the  party  applying 
2-</  fc^e-  /tor  such  new  trial,  under  the  revision  and  approval  of  the  Court.     If, 
/fi/f-^<S~ tf  ¥~%  pending  the  motion,  the  presiding  Judge  shall  die,  or  a  vacancy  other- 
//-<?  / 1 G  wise  occur,  then  his  successor  shall  hear  and  determine  the  motion  from 

'{    /'       /'  the  be»t  evidence  at  his  command. 
1  Kelly,  252;  3/217  ;  8  Ga.,  Ill ;  5/399;  13/403.  Proper  method  of  making  brief  :  8 

Ga.,  111.  Approval :  20  Ga.,  762.  Filed,  when  :  23  Ga.,  493.  Failure  to  file  brief,  how 
cured:  30  Ga.,  249.  Granting  rule  nisi  presumutive  approval  :  41  Ga.,  577  ;  see,  also,  44 
Ga..  266,  605,  639. 

Another  Judge  :  See  §3720  and  notes  ;  52  Ga..  358.  Brief:  See  notes  to  $3719.  Time 
of  filing  extended  by  mistake,  does  not  invalidate:  41  Ga,,  60.  Unless  filed,  Court 
cannot  set  aside  verdict  on  ground  that  it  is  without  evidence  to  support  it:  50  Ga., 
596.  Approved,  how  :  60  Ga.,  537,  322  ;  agreement  of  counsel  does  not  dispense  with  : 
48  Ga.,  124.  Effect  of  failure  to  file  :  50  Ga.,  595  ;  52/354  ;  54/255  ;  of  laches  in  filing  :. 
60  Ga.,  335  ;  53/178  ;  56/471.  Not  necessary  on  motion  to  set  aside  verdict :  52Ga.,  355. 
Approval  "subject  to  corrections"  not  sufficient,  unless  subsequent  action  thereon: 
65  Ga.,  299.  Entry  by  Judge  of  partial  recollection  of  facts  as  correct,  not  an  approval : 
65  Ga.,  238  ;  laches  of  movant  in  respect  to :  lb. 

XXIT.—  PROCHEIN  AMI. 

Rule  50.  Bond  to  be  given.  No  prochein  ami  shall  be  permitted  to  re- 
ceive the  proceeds  of  any  personal  action,  in  the  name  and  behalf  of  an 
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infant,  until  such  prochein  ami  shall  have  entered  into  sufficient  bond 
to  the  Governor  of  the  State,  for  the  use  of  the  infant  and  his  represen- 

tatives, conditioned  well  and  faithfully  to  account  of  and  concerning  his 
said  trust,  which  bond  majr  be  sued  by  order  of  the  Court  in  the  name 
of  the  Governor,  and  for  the  use  of  such  infant ;  and  such  bond  shall  be 

approved  by  the  clerk  of  the  Court  in  which  the  suit  may  be  com- 
menced, and  filed  in  his  office. 

Code,  g3263;  14  Ga.,  539;  25/58;  28/522;   29/219. 

XXriL— RECOGNIZANCES. 

Rule  51.  Clerk  must  keep  book  for.  All  recognizances  taken  by  the 
clerk  for  the  appearance  of  either  parties  or  witnesses  shall  be  written 
in  a  book  for  that  purpose,  separate  and  distinct  from  the  minutes,  to 
which  he  shall  affix  an  alphabetical  index. 

XXIV.— SHERIFFS. 

Rule  52.  No  levy  or  service,  etc.  When  a  criminal  or  civil  process 
shall  have  been  delivered  to  the  Sheriff,  or  his  deputy,  if  no  levy  or  ser- 

vice has  been  made  in  conformity  with  the  exigency  thereof,  he  shall 
state  specially  in  his  return  the  cause  why  such  levy  or  service  has  not 
been  made.  If  property  which  hath  been  levied  on  remain  unsold,  it 
shall  be  his  duty  to  state  the  cause  of  its  so  remaining  unsold,  and  to 
give  a  particular  description  of  the  same. 

Code,  #3949  et  seq.  False  return:  7  Ga.,  187.  Liable  to  action  or  rule:  7  Ga.,  449; 

23/379;  3*7/605.     Not  levying:  10  Ga.,  158  ;  17/625. 
Diligence  required  of :  See  notes  to  #361,  par.  1,  of  Code. 

Rule  53.  Returns.'    The  Sheriff  shall  make  a  return  to  the  clerk  of 
the  Court  at  the  opening  thereof,  of  the  names  of  four  constables  of  the 
county,  which  constables  the  Sheriff  shall  notify  to  attend  said  term,     /p 
In  the  absence  of  efficient  constables  the  Court ,  may  appoint  special   &fc^> 

bailiffs.  ̂   <^2L~  «~^**/-  i&^yfz-  -J&    7f&  A?  7,  /*?;  e&£\  - 
Rule  54.  Docket,     ̂ he  Sheriff  of  each  county  shalKkeep  a  bench  /fa-  f*  A^-2-* 

warrant  docket,  on  which  he  shall  enter  all  bench  warrants  delivered  ^ 
to  him,  and  the  time  when  executed,  if  executed,  the  time  when  they 
may  be  delivered  to  him,  and  if  not,  the  reason  why  they  were  not  ex- 

ecuted, on  pain  of  being  considered  in  contempt  of  Court. 

XXV.— SURVEYS. 

Rule  55.  Copies  of  resurveys.  County  surveyors  are  required  to  de- 
liver copies  of  resurveys  made  by  them  under  order  of  Court,  officially 

certified,  to  each  of  the  parties  concerned,  upon  their  application,  and 
at  their  own  proper  costs,  within  ten  clays  after  such  application  is 
made. 

Survey  of  others  inadmissible  unless  proved  :  58  Ga.,  315.  As  to  surveys  generally  : 
See  notes  on  page  137  of  Code,  and  Code,  #2387. 

Rule  56.  Scale  of  plats.  Surveys  of  lands  in  any  quantity  of  two  hun- 
dred acres,  or  less,  shall  be  laid  down  by  a  scale  of  ten  chains  to  the 

inch  ;  and  over  that  quantity,  by  a  scale  of  twenty  chains  to  an  inch. 

Rule  57.  Ten  days'  notice.  No  survey  shall  be  received  in  evidence, 
unless  it  appears  that  at  least  ten  days'  notice  of  the  time  of  commenc- 

ing such  surve}'  was  given  to  the  opposite  party  by  the  one  who  offers 
it  in  evidence.  Either  party  to  an  action  may  have  a  survey  made, 
without  an  order  of  Court,  upon  giving  the  required  notice. 
Rule  58.  Contents  of  plat.  Every  surveyor  shall  represent  on  his  plat, 

as  nearly  as  he  can,  the  different  enclosures  of  the  parties,  and  the  ex- 
tent or  boundaries  within  which  each  party  may  have  exercised  acts 

of  ownership. 
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Rule  59.  Objections  to  survey.  After  a  cause  has  gone  to  a  jury  and 
evidence  been  heard  in  it,  neither  party  shall  be  allowed  to  make  ob- 

jection to  the  survey  executed,  provided  that  proper  notice  shall  have 
beon  given. 

21  Ga.;  113;  28/465. 

XXVI.— WITNESSES. 

Rule  60.  Hoiv  examined.  The  regular  mode  for  conducting  the  ex- 
amination of  a  witness  shall  be  as  follows  :  First,  the  witness  shall  be 

examined  by  the  party  introducing  him,  and  then  cross-examined  by 
the  other  party,  after  which  the  original  party  may  further  interrogate 
the  witness  to  explain  the  direct  or  rebut  the  cross-examination,  and 
if  any  new  matter  be  thus  elicited,  the  opposite  party  may  further  ex- 

amine the  witness  as  to  such  new  matter.  In  all  cases  in  which  more 

than  one  attorney  is  retained  on  either  side,  the  examination  and  cross- 
examination  shall  be  conducted  by  one  of  the  counsel  only;  and  at  the 
opening  of  the  case  both  parties  shall  state  to  the  Court  to  which  at- 

torney the  examination  and  cross-examination  of  witnesses  is  confined. 
14  Ga.,  242;  17/303.  Witness  recalled:  9Ga.,  125;  14/242;  19/227;  10/156;  22/499; 

23/576;  27/382;  30/121.  Discretion  of  Court:  17  Ga.,  106;  19/509;  22/449.  In  rebut- 
tal: 27  Ga.,  288  ;  28/237.  When  witnesses  are  to  be  examined  separately  and  a  party  is 

a  witness,  he  should  be  examined  first :  52  Ga.,  538.  Leading  questions  on  cross-exam- 
nation  not  allowed,  in  discretion  of  Court:  56  Ga..  24.  Court  may  bring  to  attention 
of  witness  a  fact  counsel  wished  him  not  to  know  :  56  Ga.,  283.  Court  may  abridge  ex- 

amination of  witness:  57  Ga.,  448.  After  case  goes  to  jury,  witness  may  be  recalled  by 
consent:  59  Ga.,  380. 

Recalling  witness  after  examination  makes  him  witness  of  party  recalling:  45  Ga., 
283.  On  recall,  cross-examination  allowed:  59  Ga.,  380.  When  parties  are  witnesses: 
See  notes  to  $3854  (1).  Court  asking  question:  61  Ga.,  359;  may  interfere  with  exami- 

nation, when:  60  Ga.,  509.     Reopening  case,  discretion:  64  Ga,,  243,344,  711;  63/705. 

CvK^./fJ' 

§4185. 

RULES  IN  EQUITY. 

Rule  1.  Bills.  When  either  party  in  a  suit  at  law  shall  be  desirous 
of  obtaining  the  interposition  of  the  Court,  in  the  exercise  of  its 
equitable  jurisdiction  in  the  prosecution  or  defense  of  said  suit,  the 
application  therefor  shall  be  by  bill,  which  may  be  sanctioned  by  the 
Judge,  upon  such  terms  as  shall  seem  just  and  reasonable,  and  no  bill 
to  enjoin  an  action  at  law  shall  be  sanctioned  by  the  Judge  unless  the 
same  shall  be  presented  in  time  to  be  made  returnable  to  the  regular 
trial  term  of  the  case  next  after  the  sanction  of  the  bill.* 

See  Code,  §3218,  and  notes. 

Rule  2.  Oath.  The  oath  or  affirmation  of  a  defendant  to  his  or  her 

answei^shall  be  :  "  You,  A.  B.,  do  swear,  or  affirm  '(as  the  case  may  be), that  what  is  contained  in  your  answer,  as  far  as  concerns  your  own  act 
and  deed,  is  true  of  your  own  knowledge,  and  that  what  relates  to  the 

act  or  deed  of  any  other  persons,  you  believe  to  be  true." 
Answer  sworn  to  on  trial,  discovery  waived,  no  error:  52  Ga.,  531. 

Rule  3.  What  service  sufficient.  After  appearance  by  the  party  de- 
fendant to  any  bill  in  equity,  by  any  solicitor  of  this  Court,  the  service 

of  any  subpoena  to  make  better  answer,  or  any  rule  or  order  of  the 
Court  on  such  defendant  or  solicitor,  shall  be  sufficient.  Service  upon 
complainant,  or  his  solicitor,  shall,  in  like  manner,  be  deemed  sufficient 
service. 

Rule  4.  Copies  of  exhibits.  Copies  of  all  exhibits  shall  be  filed  with 
the  bill  or  answer,  and  no  exhibits  shall  be  admitted,  unless  by  order  of 

*Latter  part  of  this  rule  changed  by  Acts  of  1878-9,  p.  139. 
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the  Court,  for  some  special  or  good  cause  shown.  The  production  of 
the  original,  if  not  admitted  by  the  answer,  may  be  required  on  the 
hearing;  and  upon  application  to  the  Court,  or  to  the  Judge  in  vaca- 

tion, and  cause  shown,  the  original  of  any  exhibit  will  be  ordered  to 

be  deposited  in  the  clerk's  office,  for  the  inspection  of  the  adverse  party. 
See  8  Ga.,43;  12/417;  13/24;  16/67;  18/492;  39/574;  43/84. 

Where  complainant  relies  on  a  written  contract,  it  should  be  exhibited  to  the  bill  : 
53  Ga.,  689.  What  must  be  exhibited  to  bill  setting  up  a  prior  ejectment  case  as  a  bar  : 
62  Ga.,  675. 

Rule  5.  Auditors'  reports.  When  auditors  have  made  up  their  report, 
the  same  shall  be  returned  into  the  clerk's  office  without  delay,  and 
shall  remain  open  to  the  inspection  of  both  parties. 
Rule  6.  Bond  of  prochein  ami.  The  rule  at  common  law,  which  re- 

quires a  prochein  ami  of  an  infant  to  give  bond  to  account,  etc.,  shall 
also  be  observed  in  equity. 

Common  law,  rule  50. 

Rule  7.  Issues  of  fact,  how  submitted.  When  in  the  trial  of  any  chan- 
cery cause  either  party  shall  request,  in  accordance  with  the  provis- 
ions of  the  Act  of  February  27th,  1876,  that  the  jury  be  required  to  find 

a  special  verdict  of  the  facts  only  in  said  cause  ■  the  solicitor  of  the 
party  making  the  request  shall  prepare  and  submit  to  the  solicitor  of 
the  opposite  party  a  clear  statement  of  the  issues  of  fact  which  he  claims 
arise  under  the  pleadings  in  the  cause  to  be  passed  upon  by  the  jury ; 
and  the  solicitor  of  the  opposite  party  may  likewise  submit  such  is- 

sues of  fact  as  he  claims  arise  under  the  pleadings  in  the  cause  to  be 
passed  upon  by  the  jury.  And  the  presiding  Judge  when  charging  the 
jury  shall  instruct  and  require  the  jury  to  find  a  special  verdict  of  the 
facts  only  in  said  cause,  and  shall  inform  the  jury  Avhat  issues  of  facts 
are  made  by  the  pleadings  in  said  cause.  And  such  issues  of  fact  as  are 
given  in  charge  to  the  jur}^  may  be  handed  to  the  jury  before  they 
retire. 

Counsel  failing  to  suggest  a  question,  cannot  complain  of  its  omission  :  58  Ga.,  140. 

See  notes  to  $4210.  Questions  prepared  by  complainant's  counsel,  opponent 
must,  if  he  objects,  do  so  specifically  :  65  Ga.,  724. 

General  Note  on  Equity  Rules. — They  are  held  not  to  be  so  imperative  on  a  Court 
of  equity  as  to  leave  no  equitable  discretion  in  their  enforcement :  5  C.  L.  J.,  417. 

At  a  convention  of  the  Judges  of  the  Superior  Courts,  held  at  Atlanta,  Ga.,  on  the 
23d,  2ith  and  25th  days  of  June,  1879,  the  foregoing  Rules  of  Practice  were  established 
for  the  government  of  said  Courts. 

M.  J.  CRAWFORD, 

Judge  of  the  Superior  Courts  for  tlie  Chattahoochee  Circuit,  President. 
Z.  D.  Harrison,  Secretary. 

RULES  OF  THE  SUPREME  COURT. 

I.-  ATTORNEYS. 

Rule  1.  How  admitted  to  practice  in  this  Court.  All  attorneys  who 
have  been  admitted  to  practice  in  the  Superior  Courts  of  this  State 
may  be  admitted  to  practice  in  the  Supreme  Court  on  application ; 
prosdded,  they  exhibit  to  the  Court  satisfactory  proof  of  good  private 
and  professional  character,  and  pay  to  the  Clerk  of  the  Supreme  Court 
the  usual  fee  of  five  dollars,  who  shall  issue  to  each  applicant  a  license, 
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under  the  seal  of  the  Court,  upon  each  applicant  taking  and  subscribing 

the  following  oath :  "I  do  solemnly  swear  (or  affirm,  as  the  case  may 
be,)  that  I  will  demean  myself,  as  attorney  or  counsellor  of  this  Court, 
uprightly  and  according  to  law;  and  that  I  will  support  the  Constitu- 

tion of  the  State  of  Georgia  and  the  Constitution  of  the  United  States. 

So  help  me  God." 
Rule  2.  Recommendations.  The  written  recommendation  of  any  one 

or  more  respectable  members  of  the  bar,  certifying  to  the  good  private 
and  professional  character  of  an  applicant  for  admission,  shall  be  suffi- 

cient evidence  of  character,  and  will  in  all  cases  be  required. 
Rule  3.  Attorneys  from  other  States.  Any  attorney  from  other  States 

or  Territories  shall,  on  taking  the  usual  oath,  be  admitted  to  plead  and 
practice  in  this  Court,  who  produces  satisfactory  proof  that  he  has  been 
regularly  licensed  in  the  highest  judicial  tribunal  of  such  State  or 
Territory,  and  is  at  the  date  of  his  application  a  practicing  attorney  of 
the  same. 

Rule  4.  Agreements  to  be  in  writing.  No  agreement  or  admission  be- 
tween the  parties,  or  their  attorneys,  shall  be  binding  unless  the  evi- 

dence thereof  shall  be  in  writing,  subscribed  by  the  party,  or  his  attor- 
ney, against  whom  the  same  shall  be  alleged. 

See  notes  to  Rule  of  Superior  Court  No.  20. 

Rule  5.  Limit  of  argument.  The  counsel  of  neither  party  shall, 
without  special  leave  of  the  Court  (obtained  before  the  argument  is 
opened),  occupy  more  than  twro  hours  in  the  whole  discussion  of  the 
cause.  But  the  time  consumed  in  reading  the  record,  without  com- 

ment, shall  not  be  computed  against  counsel  for  plaintiff  in  error. 
Additional  time:  Code,  $4276.  Extra  time,  request  for,  should  be  made  before  ar- 

gument begins  :  41  Ga.,  439. 

Rule  6.  Number  of  counsel,  etc.  Only  two  counsel  shall  be  permitted 
to  argue  for  each  party,  plaintiff  and  defendant,  in  a  cause ;  and  the 
counsel  for  the  plaintiff  in  error  shall  begin  and  conclude,  reading  all 
the  authorities  upon  which  he  expects  to  rely  in  his  opening  argu- 

ment; and  in  all  special  matters  springing  out  of  a  cause  at  issue,  or 
otherwise,  the  actor  or  party  submitting  a  point  to  the  Court  shall 
begin  and  conclude. 

Third  parties  may  be  heard  :  Code,  §4275;  41  Ga.,  566. 

Rule  7.  Personal  remarks.  No  attorney,  while  arguing  a  case  before 
the  Court,  shall  make  any  personal  remarks  discourteous  to,  or  in  dis- 

paragement of,  opposing  counsel,  or  of  the  Judge  whose  decision  is  the 
subject  of  review.  Counsel  in  the  argument  of  their  cases  are  entitled 
to  all  the  latitude  which  is  necessary  to  a  full  and  fair  discussion  of  the 
points  made  by  the  record,  and  the  legal  or  constitutional  questions  in- 

volved, but  they  shall  not  indulge  in  denunciation  of  any  branch  of 
any  government  under  which  we  live,  or  in  remarks  calling  in  question 
the  honesty  or  integrity  of  any  co-ordinate  department  of  the  govern- 

ment ;  and  no  such  remarks  will,  at  any  time,  be  tolerated  by  the 
Court,  unless  the  official  whose  motives  are  impugned  is  on  trial,  or  in 
some  way  a  party  to  the  record,  and  his  official  conduct  is  the  proper 
subject  of  investigation  and  adjudication. 

II.— BILLS  OF  EXCEPTIONS. 

Rule  8.    What  must  specify.     In  all  cases  brought  before  this  Court, 
the  bill  of  exceptions  must  distinctly  specify  the  points  of  error  in  the 
judgment  of  the  Court  below,  upon  which  the  plaintiff  in  error  expects 
to  rely  on  the  hearing. 

Code.  §4251,  and  authorities  there  cited.  Assignments  of  error  must  be  distinct:  49 

Ga.,  263.  '  General  exceptions  to  charge  insufficient:  53  Ga.,678;  58/420;  60/78,  82 and 107.     Unless  the  whole  charge  is  wrong:  57  Ga.,  448. 
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Methods  of  bringing  up  evidence  fully  stated:  61  Ga  ,  492.  What  necessary,  when 
Judge  passes  on  law  and  facts  :  62  Ga..  106;  63/345  ;  61/653  ;  60/20.  Record  confused 
and  unintelligible:  62  Ga.,  187;  65/751.  Blank  left  in  :  59  Ga.,  201.  Immaterial  evi- 

dence: 41  Ga.,  617.  j  , 

Rule  9.  All  the  papers  must  be  filed.     No  cause  shall  be  heard  until^A^  <£&-*-*"*' 
the  bill  of  exceptions  and  a  complete  record  containing,  with  the  bill 
of  exceptions,  without  references  aliunde,  all  the  papers,  exhibits 
ositions  and  other  proceedings  which  are  necessary  to  a  hearing  in  this  R*-kt?*>-~£s  ̂  
Court  shall  have  been  filed ;  and  all  objections  to  the  completeness  of    0^^^    >>C  /f-& 

the  record  shall  be  made  in  writing  and  verified  as  provided  by  the^^^^/J      /    Jl 
Code,  on  or  before  the  calling  of  the  case  on  the  docket  for  a  hearing;    7^  ̂S*^.  /iy^** 
and  in  all  cases  where  such  exceptions  are  filed  and  allowed  by  the  /  l/iZs£ 

Court,  the  cause  shall  be  considered  as  returned  to  the  next  succeeding  £*-^*^*  c^"-** term,  and  the  Court  shall,  on  motion,  award  a  writ  of  certiorari,  directed- 
to  the  Court  below,  for  the  purpose  of  causing  to  be  sent  up  the  entire 
record,  which  writ  shall  be  served  by  the  party,  or  his  attorney,  mov- 

ing the  Same,  and  shall  be  returned  to  the  next  term  after  it  is  awar- 
ded: Provided,  that  nothing  herein  contained  shall  prevent  this  Court 

from  awarding  a  process  for  contempt  against  any  officer,  in  any  case, 
where  he  may  be  considered  as  in  default.  ! 

Record  lost  in  transitu  maybe  established  and  case  heard  :  43  Ga.,  248.  If  clerk  fails 
to  transmit,  mandamus  vs.  him  should  be  applied  for  at  term  to  which  case  is  returna- 

ble :  59  Ga.,  642.  Papers  in  transcript,  but  not  a  part  of  record  will  not  be  considered  : 
49  Ga.,  609.  Record  incomplete,  decision  postponed  under  Act  of  1877,  p.  95:  59  Ga., 
368.  Record  not  containing  judgment  refusing  motion  for  new  trial,  affirmance  follows 
by  operation  of  law:  59  Ga.,  781.  Record  containing  no  pleadings  of  case  in  which 
new  trial  was  refused,  writ  of  error  dismissed  :  60  Ga.,  594. 

See    notes    to    $4282.      What  constitutes   the   record:    2  Kelly,    406;    6   Ga.,    317 
380;     7/258,    351,    529;    22/403;     24/591;     27/167;     28/186;    33/500;     38/587;     40/698 
41/547.      "Necessary  to  a  hearing:"  2  Kelly,  406,  382;    3/381 ;    5  Ga.,  404;    7/354,  529 
9/9;  10/1;  22/402:  38/554,  594;  44/636,  593.     Incomplete  record:  20  Ga.,  135;  26/332 
40/698,  702;  52/42.     Papers  which  are  not  properly  a  part  of  the  record,  though  em- 

bodied in  it,  will  not  be  considered:  44  Ga.,  620;  54/524.     When  pleadings  on  which 
case  turned  are  not  in  record,  reversal  impracticable  :  62  Ga.,  162.     No  motion  for  new 
trial  in  record,  judgment  affirmed,  where  error  assigned  on  :  63  Ga.,  159. 

Rule  10.  Briefs  of  testimony.  A  brief  of  the  oral  and  a  copy  of  the 
written  testimony  in  the  case  shall  be  incorporated  in  the  bill  of  ex- 

ceptions, or  be  attached  thereto,  as  an  exhibit,  when  presented  to  the 
Judge  for  his  certificate,  in  which  latter  case  it  shall  be  identified  as 
true  by  the  signature  of  the  Judge  thereupon. 

Brief  of  testimony  a  part  of  the  record  and  need  not  be  in  bill  of  exceptions  :  Code' §4253.     This  statute  permissive  and  not  compulsory:  58  Ga.,  346. 

Methods  of  bringing  up  evidence  fully  stated  :  61  Ga.,  492.  Books  referred  to,  but  no 
abstract  given  :  48  Ga.,  542  Rule  not  followed,  case  dismissed:  61  Ga.,  337;  41/420. 
Exhibits,  not  identified  :  62  Ga.,  167  ;  61/492.  Writing  in  evidence  copied  in  pleadings 
need  not  be  set  out  in  bill  of  exceptions:  62  Ga.,  617.  Brief  of  evidence  filed  and  ap- 

proved must  be  referred  to  in  bill  of  exception:  63  Ga.,  145  ;  64/366;  64/558.  Case 
dismissed  when  certificate  refers  to  evidence  attached  and  none  is  attached:  63 
Ga.,  161.  If  motion  for  new  trial  is  not  made,  evidence  must  be  set  out  in  bill  of  ex- 

ceptions, or  case  dismissed:  63  Ga.,  161.  Where  Judge  passes  on  law  and  facts:  62 
Ga..  106;  63/345:  45/167;  61/653;  60/20.  Where  original  papers  were  used  on  trial : 

64  Ga.,  668  Affidavits  on  hearing  of  injunction  :  63'  Ga..  426;  60/695  ;  59/624  ;  51/215  ; 43/69;  42/46.  Interrogatories  omitted,  case  dismissed,  although  they  appear  elsewhere 
in  the  record  :  65  Ga.,  299.  After  approval  and  signing  bill  of  exceptions,  cannot  alter 
brief  as  approved  :  64  G a.,  697. 

Rule  11.  Duty  of  Cleric  of  Superior  Court.  Every  Clerk  of  the  Su- 
perior Court  with  whom  a  bill  of  exceptions  may  be  filed  shall  trans- 

mit the  same,  with  a  complete  transcript  of  the  record  in  the  case,  to 
the  clerk  of  this  Court,  at  the  seat  of  government,  by  mail  or  express, 
on  or  before  the  day  succeeding  the  last  day  allowed  him  by  law  to 
make  the  transcript.  In  no  case  shall  the  Clerk  of  the  Superior  Court 
deliver  the  original  bill  of  exceptions  and  transcript  of  the  record  to 
either  part}^,  or  to  counsel  of  either  party  ;  but  he  shall  send  the  same 
to  the  clerk  of  this  Court,  as  herein  directed ;  and  in  every  case  he  shall 
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take  a  receipt  from  the  postmaster  or  express  agent,  and  transmit  a 
copy  thereof  to  the  clerk  of  this  Court ;  and  counsel  for  plaintiffs  in 
error  shall  be  bound  to  the  Clerks  of  the  Superior  Courts,  for  the  cost 
of  transmitting  papers,  as  herein  directed. 

If  clerk  fails  to  transmit,  mandamus  vs.  him  should  be  applied  for  at  term  to  which 
case  is  returnable  :  59  Ga. ,  642. 

When  clerk  is  sick :  58  Ga.,  598. 

III.— BRIEFS. 

/      Rule  12.  Briefs  of  arguments,  etc.     On  or  before  the  calling  of  a  cause 
/    on  the  docket  for  a  hearing,  the  counsel  for  the  plaintiff  in  error  shall 

/?  .  L    furnish  to  each  of  the  Judges  and  the  reporter,  a  printed  or  plainly 

(HtsU^*  /jL  +  f*     written  brief  of  the  points  intended  to  be  made  in  the  argument,  with 
/  tj£jl*    /-      the  authorities  relied  on;  and,  also,  to  each  of  the  Judges,  a  printed  or 

rMlfat-a**    J  plainly  written  abstract  of  all  the  facts  of  the  case  necessary  to  a  full 
4£^r-  <?-cd£~ ^2""fe"  understanding  of  the  questions  in  the  cause,  as  said  facts  appear  from 

v     /?^   *  the  bill  of  exceptions,  under  the  certificate  of*  the  Judge  or  from  the 

L€>  v£**lf^"  '         record,  this  abstract  to  include,  when  necessary  to  a  full  understanding 
/T^   IL  /f*f7    °f  the  points,  an  abstract  of  the  declaration,  bill,  pleas,  answers,  motion 

yte&yfryA  /*  for  new  trial,  brief  of  evidence,  bill  of  exceptions,  or  other  record,  and, 
*T  r?  ̂«~  ̂*/^**~  ̂ °  De  consistent  with  the  same,  the  certificate  of  the  Judge.     It  shall 

J    \        *  U  also  be  the  duty  of  the  counsel  of  the  plaintiff  in  error  to  furnish  one 
Ui#tiL<*lf-e*^J^  copy  of  this  abstract  to  the  counsel  for  defendant  in  error  at  least  forty- 

v y£_ jY  eight  hours  Defore  the  calling  of  the  cause,  and  the  cause  will  be  ar- 
CtXt^O"  gued  upon  the  reading  of  this  abstract  without  the  formal  reading  of the  record;  the  Court  itself  undertaking  to  examine  the  record  in  its 

consultations,  when  important :  Provided,  that  if  the  defendant  in  error 
shall  not  be  satisfied  with  said  abstract,  he  shall  have  the  right,  at  the 
calling  of  the  cause,  and  at  the  opening  of  the  argument  of  the  plain- 

tiff, to  furnish  to  each  of  the  Judges  and  to  the  plaintiff's  counsel,  either 
an  abstract  of  his  own  in  writing,  or  such  correction  of  the  plaintiff's 
abstract,  as  shall,  in  his  judgment,  be  consistent  with  the  record  and 
certificate  of  the  Judge.  Any  failure  of  counsel  to  comply  in  good  faith 
with  this  rule,  made,  as  it  is,  for  the  mutual  aid  of  the  Court  and  par- 

1  ties,  will  be  treated  by  the  Court  as  an  obstruction  to  the  progress  of 
<  business,  and  will,  in  each  case,  be  dealt  with  as  the  circumstances  may 

require. 
Rule  13.  Statement  of  points  to  be  made.     The  counsel  for  the  defendant 

;  in  error,  before  commencing  his  argument,  shall  hand  to  each  of  the 
Judges  and  the  reporter  a  statement  of  the  points  he  intends  to  sub- 

mit, and  a  list  of  the  authorities  upon  which  he  relies. 
Rule  14.  After  decision.  No  argument  or  brief  of  counsel  shall  be 

received  by  the  reporter  after  the  decision  of  the  Court  has  been  deliv- 
ered. 

Brief  filed  after  argument  and  before  decision:  4L  Ga.,  466. 

Rule  15.  Clerk  to  read  brief,  when.  When  a  brief  is  filed  by  counsel 
for  either  party,  and  no  other  appearance  is  made  for  that  party,  the 
clerk,  if  required,  will  read  it  in  open  Court. 

Code,  §§4278,  4279  and  4280.     Costs  to  be  remitted  with  brief  or  case  dismissed  :    lb. 

IV.— COSTS. 

Rule  16.  Attorney  bound  for  costs.  The  attorney  who  makes  out  and 
tenders  the  bill  of  exceptions  shall  sign  his  name  to  the  same,  and 
shall,  with  the  counsel  representing  the  case  before  this  Court,  (whose 
name  shall,  in  all  cases,  be  marked  on  the  docket,)  be  bound  for  costs. 
Rule  17.  When  judgment  is  reversed,  costs.  Upon  the  reversal  of  any 

judgment,  order  or  decree  of  the  Superior  Courts,  the  party  in  whose 
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favor  the  reversal  is  had  shall  be  entitled  to  collect  in  the  Court  below 
all  costs  which  have  accrued  in  the  cause. 

Rule  18.  Attachments  for  costs.  Upon  the  clerk  of  this  Court  produc- 
ing satisfactory  evidence,  by  affidavit  or  the  acknowledgment  of  the  par- 
ties, their  sureties  or  attorneys,  of  having  served  a  copy  of  the  bill  of 

costs  due  by  them  in  this  Court  on  such  parties,  sureties,  or  attorneys, 
an  attachment  may  issue  against  such  parties,  sureties  and  attorneys, 
to  compel  payment  of  costs;  and  when  there  is  no  appearance  for  plain- 

tiff in  error,  and  the  case  is  disposed  of,  and  the  the  costs  are  not  paid, 
on  motion  of  the  clerk,  an  attachment  shall  issue  instanter  against  the 
attorney  signing  the  bill  of  exceptions  for  the  same. 

V.— DOCKET. 

Rule  19.  Cases,  how  entered.  All  cases  returned  to  this  Court  shall 
be  entered  on  the  bench  docket  and  numbered,  on  or  before  the  Court 
meets  on  the  first  day  of  the  term  to  which  they  are  respectively  re- 

turned, and  the  cases  first  received  b}^  the  clerk  shall  be  first  entered. 
Rule  20.  Clerk  to  furnish  transcript.  The  clerk  shall  furnish  a  tran- 

script of  the  bench  docket  for  the  use  of  the  bar  ;  and  the  bench  docket 
shall  not  be  subject  to  inspection  during  the  sessions  of  the  Court. 
Rule  21.  Cases,  how  tried.  All  cases  entered  on  the  bench  docket 

shall  be  called  and  tried  in  the  order  in  which  they  are  there  entered.  It 
shall,  however,  be  competent  for  the  Court,  upon  special  cause  shown, 
to  set  down  a  case  for  hearing  out  of  its  regular  order. 

See  $4272  g,  ani  59  Ga.,  63,  878.  Taking  up  cases  out  of  order  :  41  Ga.,  10  ;  51/218. 
Injunction  case  not  set  down,  dismissed  when  heel  is  reached  :  53  Ga.,  499. 

Rule  22.  No  appearance.  When  cases  are  called  for  a  hearing,  and 
there  is  no  appearance  by  the  plaintiff  in  error,  the  defendant  may 
have  the  plaintiff  called,  and  move  the  Court  to  dismiss  the  writ,  or  he 
may  open  the  record  and  pray  for  an  affirmance  of  the  judgment ;  and 
in  case  the  writ  is  dismissed,  or  the  judgment  affirmed,  the  plaintiff  in 
error  shall  pay  the  cost;  and  should  the  defendant  fail  to  appear,  then 
the  plaintiff  shall  be  entitled  to  have  him  called,  and  open  the  record 
and  pr.ay  for  a  reversal  of  the  judgment. 

Where  there  is  no  appearance  by  the  plaintiff  in  error:  4  Ga.,  156;  7/1;  26/153; 
41/421;. 42/233;  43/168.;  44/661;  45/291. 

VI.— MOTIONS. 

Rule  23.  Submitted  in  writing.  Every  motion  for  an}r  rule,  order  or 
judgment,  shall  be  submitted  to  the  Court  in  writing  by  the  counsel 
who  makes  it,  anil  if  granted  shall  b?  handed  to  the  clerk. 

VIL— OFFICE  PAPERS. 

Rule  24.  Not  to  be  taken  ivithout  leave  of  Court.  No  paper  belonging 

to  the  clerk's  office  shall  be  taken  therefrom  without  leave  of  the  Court, 
and  when  such  leave  is  granted,  the  party  receiving  papers  shall  re- 

ceipt to  the  clerk  for  the  same. 
Rule  25.  Opinion  of  the  Judges.  All  opinions  delivered  by  the  Judges 

of  this  Court  shall,  immediately  upon  the  delivery  thereof,  be  handed 
to  the  clerk,  whose  duty  it  shall  be  to  record  the  same,  and  then  to  de- 

liver the  originals  to  the  reporter,  who  shall  return  the  same  to  the 
clerk,  to  be  filed  for  preservation,  as  soon  as  the  volume  of  reports  for 
the  term  at  which  they  are  delivered  shall  be  published. 

VIII.— PARTIES. 

Rule  26.  Representatives  of  deceased  parties  may  come  in.      Whenever 
pending  a  case  in  this  Court,  either  party  shall  die,  the  proper  repre- 86 
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sentatives  of  such  party  may  voluntarily  come  in  and  be  admitted  as 
parties  to  the  suit,  upon  motion  ;  and  thereupon  the  cause  shall  be 
heard  and  determined  as  in  other  cases  ;  and  iff  on  or  before  the  first 
term  succeeding  the  decease  of  the  party  dying,  there  shall  be  no  rep- 

resentation of  his  estate,  or  if  represented,  parties  shall  not  be  thus 
voluntarily  made,  then,  and  in  either  of  said  events,  the  other  party 
may  at  that  term  suggest  the  death  on  the  record,  and  thereupon,  on 
motion,  obtain  an  order  that,  unless  such  representation  be  had,  and 
parties  made  voluntarily  as  hereinbefore  authorized,  on  or  before  the 
case  is  called  on  the  docket  at  the  term  then  next  succeeding,  the  party 
moving  such  order,  if  defendant,  shall  be  entitled  to  have  the  writ  of 
error  dismissed,  and  of  the  plaintiff,  he  shall  be  entitled  to  open  the 
record,  and  proceed  to  a  hearing  :  Provided,  that  a  copy  of  every  such 
order  shall  be  published  in  one  of  the  gazettes  at  the  seat  of  govern- 

ment three  successive  weeks  at  least  sixty  days  before  the  said  last 
named  term  of  the  Court,  or  served  on  the  adverse  party  thirty  days 
before  the  first  day  of  said  term. 

See  notes  to  §4281  as  to  making  parties,  and  34271  as  to  continuances.  Personal  action 
abates:  60  Ga.,  121.  Death  of  defendant,  criminal  case  after  argument  abates:  53  Ga., 
552.  Where  plaintiff  in  error  is  dead  at  second  term:  48  Ga.,  615.  Defendant  dead, 
parties  not  made  at  second  term,  case  dismissed :  45  Ga.,  312  ;  46/566. 

IX.— REMITTER. 

Rule  27.  Clerk  to  make  out  remitter.  The  remitter  containing  the  de- 
cision of  the  Court,  and  any  direction  awarded  in  the  case,  shall  be 

made  out  and  signed  by  the  clerk,  under  the  seal  of  the  Court,  with 
the  bill  of  cost  annexed  thereto,  and  delivered  to  the  party,  or  his  at- 

torney, in  whose  favor  the  decision  shall  be  made,  by  whom  it  shall  be 
transmitted  to  the  Court  below. 

Power  of  Court  after  remitter:  22  Am.  D.,  118-121,  full  note. 

X.— RULES  OF  COURT. 

Rule  28.  Clerk  to  produce.  The  clerk  of  this  Court  shall,  on  pain  of 
being  in  contempt,  produce,  on  the  call  of  the  Court,  a  copy  of  the  rules 
of  this  Court. 

XL— MANDAMUS. 

Rule  29.  Application  for,  ivhen  made.  If  any  Judge  of  the  Superior 
or  City  Courts  of  this  State  shall  neglect  or  refuse  to  sign  and  certify 
any  bill  of  exceptions  required  by  law,  or  shall  fail  or  refuse  to  specify 
in  his  certificate  the  cause  of  delay  (in  case  he  has  withheld  his  signa- 

ture till  after  the  expiration  of  the  thirty  days  within  which  he  is  re- 
quired to  sign  the  same  for  any  of  the  causes  justifying  such  delay)  the 

party  tendering  the  bill  of  exceptions,  if  he  desires  a  mandamus  nisi, 
to  be  directed  to  such  Judge,  must  make  his  application  by  petition  to 
this  Court  as  prescribed  by  section  4258  of  this  Code,  on  or  before  the 
third  day  of  the  term  of  this  Court  next  after  the  bill  of  exceptions 
is  tendered,  or  he. will  not  be  heard,  and  the  case,  if  upon  the  docket 
of  this  Court,  will  be  dismissed  and  the  judgment  of  the  Court  below 
stand  affirmed. 

Mandamus  absolute,  not  granted  before  nisi:  60  Ga.,  389.  Will  be  refused  if  bill  of 
exceptions  shows  no  error:  60  Ga.,  389. 

See  notes  to  §4258.  Not  granted  to  compel  Judge  to  certify  second  bill  of  exceptions 
excppt  in  extraordinary  cases  falling  under  £3721  of  Code  :  65"  Ga.,  57  ;  see  also  58/300 ; 
50/636;  48/540.  "Third  day  of  term:"  50  Ga.,  358.  To  amend  certificate  :  54  Ga.,  455. 
When  made  absolute:  45Ga.,618;  47/369;  49/221;  52/53;  60/447. 

XII.— FORWARDING  RILL  OF  EXCEPTIONS. 

Rule  30.  Must  be  separate.  It  shall  be  the  duty  of  each  and  every 
Clerk  of  the  Superior  or  City  Courts  to  send  up  each  original  bill  of 
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exceptions,  with  his  certificate  thereupon  that  it  is  the  original,  to  the 
clerk  of  this  Court  just  as  it  is  received  from  the  Judge,  separate  and 
distinct  from,  and  disconnected  with  the  record  or  any  other  document 
or  paper.     If  kept  separate,  the  bill  of  exceptions  and  transcript  of  the 
record  may,  for  the  convenience  of  the  clerk,  be  forwarded  in  the  same 
envelope  or  cover. 

Unauthenticated,  withdrawn  to  have  defect  cured  and  returned  during  call  of  cir- 
cuit :  62  Ga.,  103.     Certificate  must  state  that  it  is  the  original :  65  Ga.,  300. 

ORDERS  AND  RULES  OF  PRACTICE. 

Ordered  in  pursuance  of  the  Constitution,  Article  6,  section  21,  para-<5^^* /£T'"*-*'~ 
graph  l,that  the  costs  in  this  Court  shall  be,  in  each  case,  as  follows  f    **,  &?£+*— 
For  entering  and  carrying  to  judgment..   $6  00,. 
For  recording  opinion         75    &*Sa  * 
For  remitter    2  00  >&^£**~*— * 

For  the  Sheriff    1  25     *^jj\ 

To  the  end  that  it  may  be  seen  whether  or  not  any  affidavit  relied  9^^^"V^//V upon  to  protect  the  plaintiff  in  error  or  his  counsel  against  the  pay- 
ment of  costs  is  the  usual  pauper  oath,  a  copy  of  the  same  must  be  sent 

up  in  or  with  the  transcript  of  the  record.  A  mere  certificate  of  the 
clerk  that  such  an  affidavit  is  of  file  without  setting  out  a  copy,  cannot 
be  regarded. 

Passed  Januarv  25th,  1878. 
See  laws  of  1880-81,  page  120. 

V 

Ordered  that  the  bill  of  costs  in  this  Court  is  hereby  made  due  and 
payable  on  or  before  the  call  of  the  case  ;  and  that  the  clerk  of  this 
Court  be,  and  he  is  hereby,  required  to  report  to  this  Court,  at  the  close 
of  each  term  thereof,  all  due  and  unpaid  bills. 

Passed  December  23d,  1881. 

Rule. — Hereafter  all  injunction  cases  will  stand  for  trial  in  their  or- 
der on  the  dockets  of  the  circuits  to  which  they  belong,  unless  they 

reach  the  Court  after  those  dockets  are  closed,  in  which  case  they  must 
be  set  for  trial  or  will  go  to  the  heel  of  the  entire  docket. 

Provided,  That  the  trial  of  such  cases  arriving  before  the  close  of  their 
docket  may  be  advanced  by  order  of  the  Court  on  good  cause  shown  by 

either  party,  and  on  ten  days'  notice  of  the  time  of  trial  to  the  other 
party. 

Adopted  February  3d,  1882. 

Rule. — On  the  call  of  cases,  unless  the  plaintiff  in  error  be  present 
in  person  or  by  counsel,  or  by  abstract  and  brief  filed  with  the  clerk, 
the  case  called  will  be  dismissed,  and  will  not  be  reinstated  except  for 
providential  cause. 

Adopted  February  7th,  1882.  l  ^ 
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Davis  vs.  Stanford,  18  Ga.,  289.    By  Wooten 
-  vs.  Nail,  18  Ga.,  610. 
Davis  vs.  State,  10  Ga.,   101.      By  Long  vs. 

Fagan  vs.  Cureton,  19 

By  Ken- 

Akin  vs. 

By 

State,  12  Ga.,  293 

Ga.,  404 
Dawty  vs.  Hansell,  20  Ga.,  660. 

nedy  vs.  Vandiver,  55  Ga.,  171 
Ordinary,  54  Ga.,  59. 

Dearmond  vs.  Brooking,  30  Ga.,  632 
Dearmond  vs.  Brooking,  37  Ga.,  5. 

Denny  vs.  State,  6  Ga.,  491.     By  Jordan  vs. 
-  State,  18  Ga.,  532;  Price  vs.  State,  25  Ga., 

133.     - Dickens  vs.  State,  30  Ga.,  385.     By  Browm 
vs.  State,  40  Ga.,  689. 

Dickinson  vs.  Thornton,  36  Ga.,  97.      By 
Woodward  vs.  Gates,  38  Ga.,  212. 

Dougherty  vs.    Bethune,    7   Ga.,    90.      By 
Lane  vs.  Harris,  16  Ga.,  217. 

Dudley  vs.  Mallorv,  4  Ga.,  52.     By  King  vs. 

King,  45  Ga.,  196. 
Dudley  vs.  Porter,  16  Ga.,  613.     By  Clarke 

vs.  Harker,48  Ga.,  600-601. 
Durham  vs.  Holeman,    30  Ga.,    619.      By 

Schnell  vs.  Toomer,  56  Ga.,  170. 
Edmundson   vs.    White,  19  Ga.,    534.     By 
Thompson  vs.  Chapman,  57  Ga.,  16. 

Faircloth  vs.  Jordan,  15  Ga.,  511.     By  Ste- 
vens vs.  Zachary,  27  Ga.,  427-9. 

Faircloth  vs.  Jordan,'  18  Ga.,  350.  By  Hand -  vs.  McKinney,  25  Ga.,  648;  Dudley  vs. 
Bradshaw,  29  Ga.,  27. 

Fall  vs.  Simmons,  6  Ga.,  265.  By  section 
2596  of  Georgia  Code. 

Fannin  vs.  Thomason,  45  Ga.,  533.  By 
Grubb  vs.  Cobb,  55  Ga.,  630. 

Franklin  Bridge  Co.  vs.  Wood,  14  Ga.,  80. 
By  Grinad  &  Benton  vs.  State,  34  Ga.,  274. 

Garvin  vs.  Gallagher,  1  Ga.,  315.  By  Dick- 
inson vs.  Allison,  10  Ga.,  557. 

Gray  vs.  Lawson,  36  Ga.,  630.  By  Jones  vs. 
Groover,  etc.,  46  Ga.,  575. 

Gray  vs.  O'Bear,  54  Ga.,  231.  By  Gray  vs. 
O'Bear,  59  Ga.,  678. 

Gholston  vs.  Gholston,  31  Ga.,  632.  By  Doe 
vs.  Roe,  37  Ga,,  5. 

Gresham  vs.  Webb,  29  Ga.,  320.  By  section 
2695  of  the  Code  of  Georgia. 

Grier  vs.  McLendon,  7  Ga,,  362.  By  Per- 
kins vs.  Attaway,  14  Ga,,  27  ;  North  et  al. 

vs.  Johnson,  8  Ga.,  200;  Tucker  vs.  Har- 
ris, 13  Ga.,  1.  j 

Guerrin  vs.  Danforth,  45  Ga.,  496.  By 
Williamson  vs.  Terrell,  54  Ga.,  462. 

Hardeman  vs.  Downer,  39  Ga.,  425.  By 
Jones  vs.  Brandon,  48  Ga.,  593. 

Hall  &  Co.  vs.  Davis,  41  Ga,,  614.  By  Pan- 
nell  &  Jones  vs.  Phillips  &  Co.,  55  Ga., 
618;  High  vs.  Cox,  55  Ga.,  662. 

Hargroves  vs.  Cook,  15  Ga.,  321.  By  Sorrel 
vs.  Jackson,  30  Ga.,  901. 
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Hargroves  vs.  Lewis,  6  Ga.,  207.  By  Har- 
groves vs.  Lewis,  7  Ga.,  110. 

Harper  vs.  Smith,  9  Ga.,  461.  By  section 
2445  of  Georgia  Code. 

Kartell  vs.  Searcv,  32 Ga.,  191.  By  Kirtland 
vs.  M.  and  C.  of  Macon,  G2  Ga.,  750. 

Hawkins  vs.  Loyless,  j}9  Ga.,  5.  By  Jones 
vs.  Groover,  Stubbs  &  Co..  46  Ga.,  575. 

Heard  vs.  Heard,  18  Ga.,  739.  By  Living- 
ston vs.  Livingston,  24  Ga.,  379,  and  sec- 
tion 4039  of  Georgia  Code. 

Helms  vs.  May,  29  Ga.,  121.  By  section 
2695  of  Georgia  Code. 

Henderson   vs.  Johnson,    6   Ga.,  390.     By 
^  Hargroves  vs.  Cook,  15  Ga.,  321. 

Henderson  vs.  Walker,  55  Ga'.,  481.  By  sec- tion 278,  a.,  of  Georgia  Code. 
Holcombe  vs.  Roberts,  19  Ga.,  588.  By  Lit- 

tle vs.  Barlow,  26  Ga.,  423.  See  also  sec- 
tion 3397  of  Georgia  Codf. 

Holder  vs.  State,  5  Ga.,  441.  By  Brown  vs. 
State,  40  Ga.,  687  ;  Habersham  vs.  State, 
56  Ga.,  65. 

Hoy  vs.  State,  39  Ga.,  718.  By  Dean  vs. 
State,  43  Ga.,  220. 

Inman  vs.  State,  54  Ga.,  219.  By  Stanley 
vs.  State,  58  Ga.,  430. 

Ivey  vs.  State,  23  Ga.,  576.  By  Fishel  vs. 
Ireland,  52  Ga.,  636  ;  Pierce  vs.  State,  53 
Ga.,  265. 

Jackson  vs.  Holland,  31  Ga.,  339.      By  sec- 
tion 2124  of  the  Code  of  Georgia. 

—- — Judge  vs.  State,  8  Ga.,  173.      By  Reed  vs. 
State,  23  Ga..  190. 

Justices  of  Richmond  vs.  State,- 24  Ga.,  82. 
By  section  3947  of  Code  of  Georgia. 

Keener  vs.  State,  18  Ga.,  194.  By  Brown  vs. 
State,  40  Ga,,  689;  Hayes  vs.  State,  58 
Ga.,  36. 

King  vs.  Lewis,  36  Ga.,  199.  By  Sanford  vs. 
Sanford,  55  Ga.,  527. 

Kohn  vs.  Lovett,  43  Ga.,  179.  By  Smith  vs. 
Fouche,  55  Ga.,  120. 

Lester  vs.  Insurance  Co.,  55  Ga.,  475.  By 
McNulty  vs.  Marcus,  57  Ga.,  507. 

Logan  vs.  Goodall,  42  Ga.,  118.  By  San- 
ford vs.  Sanford,  58  Ga.,  261. 

Martin  vs.  Broach,  6  Ga.,  21.  By  Rich  vs. 
Dupree,  14  Ga.,  661. 

Mayor,  etc.,  of  Rome  vs.  McWilliams, et  al., 
52  Ga.,  251.  By  Gould  vs.  Atlanta,  55 
Ga.,  685. 

McDaniel  vs.  State,  30  Ga.,  853.  By  Brown 
vs.  State,  40,Ga.,  689. 

McGufhe  vs.  State,  17  Ga.,  497.  By  Brown 
vs.  State,  40  Ga.,  689. 

McKnight  vs.  Kellett,  9  Ga.,  532.     By  Rob- 
inson vs.  Wilson,  19  Ga.,  508;  Simmons 

— '       vs.  Blackman,  14  Ga.,  318;  Gaulden  vs. 
Shehee,  20  Ga.,  531. 

Mealing  vs.  Pace,  14  Ga.,  576.  By  Grinad 
&  Benton  vs.  State,  34  Ga.,  274. 

Mercer  vs.  Newsome,  23  Ga.,  151.  By 
Grubbs  vs.  McGlawn,  39  Ga.,  677. 

Mitchel  vs.  State,  22  Ga.,  21.  By  Brown  vs. 
State,  40  Ga.,  689. 

Murray  &  Co.,  vs.  Jones  et.  al.,  50  Ga.,  110. 
By  Cohen  vs.  Prater,  56  Ga.,  207. 

Padleford  vs.  Savannah,  14  Ga.,  438.  By 
Aycock  vs.  Martin,  37  Ga.,  124. 

Phillips  vs.  Dodge,  8  (Ja.,  51.  By  Cameron 
vs.  Moore,  10  Ga.,  368;  Ilotchkissr.s.  New- 

ton, 10  Ga.,  560  ;  Tan  Buren  vs.  Webster, 
12  Ga.,  615;  Bank  of  Americus  vs.  Rodg- 
ers,  55  Ga.,  29. 

Pitts  vs.  Bullard,  3  Ga.,  5.  By  Cain  vs. 
Monroe,  23  Ga.,  82. 

Reese  vs.  Wyman,  9  Ga.,  430.  By  Manes 
vs.  Kenyon,  18  Ga.,  291. 

Reynolds  vs.  State,  1  Ga.,  222.  By  Thomp- 
son vs.  State,  24  Ga.,  297. 

Reynolds  vs.  State,  3  Ga.,  53.  By  Bryans 
vs.  State,  34  Ga.,  321 ;  Lester  vs.  State,  33 
Ga.,  329. 

Rix  vs.  State,  16  Ga.,  600.  By  Brown  vs. 
State,  40  Ga.,  689. 

Robinson  vs.  State,  1  Ga.,  563.  By  Davis 
vs.  State,  40  Ga.,  229. 

Robinson  vs.  Towns,  30  Ga.,  818.  By  Offi- 
cers vs.  Hines  &H.,  33  Ga.,  516. 

Robinson  vs.  Veal,  26  Ga.,  17.  By  Liar- 
grove  vs.  Chambers,  30  Ga.,  580. 

Roseberry  vs.  Roseberry,  17  Ga.,  139.  By 
Frith  vs.  Frith.  18  Ga.,  273. 

Sanders  vs.  McAffee,  42  Ga.,  250.  By  Phil- 
lips vs.  Dobbins,  56  Ga.,  623. 

Sanford  vs.  Thompson,  18  Ga.,  554.  By 
Jackson  vs.  Johnson,  34  Ga.,  511. 

Scott  vs.  Turpin  &  Volker,  30  Ga,,  964.  By 
Sawyer  vs.  Chenny,  59  Ga,,  368-370. 

Seymour  vs.  Morgan,  45  Ga.,  203.  By  Ry- 
val  vs.  Gallagher,  52  Ga.,  630. 

Sharp  vs.  Stafe,  17  Ga.,  290.  By  Co^^ers  vs. 
State,  50  Ga.,  106. 

Smith  vs.  Johnson,  21  Ga.,  386.  By  Jen- 
nings vs.  Parker,  24  Ga.,  622-3. 

Smith  &  Shorter  vs.  Mitchell,  6  Ga.,  458. 
By  Manes  vs.  Kenvon,  18  Ga,,  291. 

Spann  vs.  Clark,  47  Ga.,  369.  By  Brinkley 
vs>  Buchannan,  55  Ga.,  342. 

Sykes  vs.  McRory,  10  Ga.,  465.  ByMcRory 
vs.  Sykes,  20  Ga.,  571 ;  Walker  vs.  Wells, 
25  Ga.,  141. 

Thompson  vs.  Central  Railroad  and  Bank- 
ing Co.,  54  Ga.,  509.  By  Atlanta  &  Rich- 

mond Railroad  vs.  Campbell,  56  Ga.,  586. 
Thompson  vs.  State,  22  Ga.,  499.  By  Brown 

vs.  State,  40  Ga.,  689. 
Turner  tw.  McCarter,  42  Ga.,  491.  By  Reid 

et  at.,  vs.  Flippin,  47  Ga.,  277. 
Tyson  vs.  Yawn,  15  Ga.,  495.  By  Hender- 

son vs.  Hackev,  23  Ga.,  388. 
Walker  vs.  Whitehead,  43  Ga.,  538.  By 

Mitchell  vs.  Cothran  &  Elliott,  49  Ga,,  125. 
Williams  vs.  Cowart,  27  Ga.,  187.  By 

Cowartv*.  Williams,  34  Ga.,  167. 
Wilson  vs.  State,  55  Ga.,  324.  By  Houser 

vs.  State,  58  Ga,,  82. 
Wright  vs.  State,  18  Ga.,  383.  By  Brown 

vs.  State,  40  Ga.,  696. 
Young  vs.  Harrison,  17  Ga.,  30.  By  Jones 

vs.  W.  V.  R.  R.  Co.,  30  Ga.,  43. 
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Books  Annotated*  and  Abbreviations  Used. 

The  undersigned,  who  has  prepared  the  references  in  this  Code  outside  of  the  Georgia 
Reports,  requests  attention  to  the  following  points : 

1.  Books  of  Leading  Cases  (Smith's,  White  &  Tudor's,  Ross',  Hare  &  Wallace's)  have 
been  thoroughly  annotated  because  of  the  well-known  value  of  the  discussions  in 
them,  and  because  there  is  nothing  in  their  titles  to  show  specifically  what  topics  are 
treated.  As  a  rule,  the  cases  are  cited  by  their  names,  and  the  pages  generally  by  the 
side  page  (indicated  by  s.  p.);  sometimes  by  the  top  page  (indicated  by  t.  p.)  When 
not  cited  by  side  pages,  the  references  to  Smith's  Leading  Cases  are  to  the  pages  of  the fifth  American  edition. 

2.  In  the  references  to  the  American  Decisions  and  American  Reports,  special  atten- 
tion has  been  paid  to  the  valuable  notes  found  in  each  series,  and  which  sometimes 

amount  to  treatises  on  topics  not  covered  by  any  textbook.  Georgia  cases  reported  in 
the  American  Reports  are  cited  because  of  the  notes  which  frequently  accompany 
them,  and  to  show  the  approval  such  cases  have  met  with  in  other  jurisdictions. 

3.  In  the  references  to  the  Reports  of  the  Supreme  Court  of  the  United  States,  all 
cases  arising  under  Georgia  laws  have  been  cited.  For  the  rest,  the  later  cases  (includ- 

ing 13th  Otto)  have  been  more  fully  cited  than  the  earlier,  for  the  reason  that  the  latter 
are  more  accessible  in  digests  and  text-books  than  the  more  recent  decisions. 

4.  References  have  been  made  to  Woods'  Reports  (three  volumes),  especially  to  the 
numerous  cases  in  them  construing  Georgia  statutes;  and  to  various  decisions  of  the 
United  States  Circuit  Courts  sitting  in  Georgia,  in  pamphlet,  construing  sections  of 
the  Code. 

5.  In  regard  to  text-books,  the  plan  has  been  to  select  one  leading  text-book  on  each 
subject  upon  which  the  Code  contains  a  Chapter  or  Article  (though  frequently  more 
than  one  is  referred  to),  and  in  the  general  note,  at  the  conclusion  thereof,  to  mention 
the  works  treating  the  subject,  so  as  to  save  the  necessity  of  resort  to  catalogues  of  law 
books.  Frequently,  the  text-books  discuss  topics  which,  it  is  believed,  are  not  fairly, 
certainly  not  obviously,  suggested  by  their  titles,  and  such  discussions  have  been  care- 

fully cited. 
6.  References  have  been  made  to  Jacob's  Fisher's  Digest  of  English  Cases,  and  par- 

ticularly where  the  Digest  arranges  cases  under  heads  differing  from  those  usually 
adopted  (as  "  Slander"  under  ''Defamation")  and  where  the  cases  relate  to  topics  not 
covered  by  text-books. 

7.  References  have  been  made  to  the  series  known  as  the  Law  Library  (published 
by  T.  &  J.  W.  Johnston  &  Co.,  of  Philadelphia,)  indicated  by  the  letters  L.  L.  The 
volumes  in  this  series  frequently  contain  several  treatises  on  different  topics,  and  by 
reason  of  the  necessary  abbreviation  in  statement  of  titles,  the  latter  do  not  fully  indi- 

cate their  subjects  ;  thus  "  Cross  on  Lien  "  (such  is  the  title)  covers  the  topic  of  Stop- 
page in  Transitu. 8.  References  are  made  to  cases  and  articles  in  the  first  ten  volumes  of  the  Central 

Law  Journal,  a  series  which  contains  a  great  mass  of  recent  case  law,  and  selected  for 
annotation  because  known  to  be  more  generally  in  circulation  in  this  State  than  any 
other  similar  publication. 

9.  The  enlargement  of,  and  additions  to,  the  citations  of  Georgia  Reports  in  this 
Code  permitted  little  else  than  references  to  volumes  and  pages  of  the  foregoing  author- 

ities. That  this  limitation  impairs  their  utility,  no  one  can  regret  so  much  as  the 
undersigned  ;  and  the  only  reflection  which  mitigates  this  regret  is  that  such  abbrevia- 

tion was  absolutely  necessary.  W.  B.  HILL. 

Abbott's  Tr.  Ev   Abbott's  Trial  Evidence,  (8.)* 
Adams'  Eq   Adams  on  Equity. 
Add.  Contr   Addison  on  Contracts,  edited  by  Morgan,  (4.) 
Add.  Torts   Addison  on  Torts,  edited  by  Wood,  (4.) 

-The  text-hooks  selected  as  the  leading  ones  on  each  topic  (see  fifth  paragraph  above)  and  the 
leading  series  of  reports  cited  are  indicated  by  the  larger  type,  and  the  figures  following  these  refer 
to  the  publisher  as  shown  in  the  following  list:  1— Callaghan  &  Co.,  <  hieago  ;  2— Little,  Brown  & 
Co.,  Boston  ;  3— Sumner,  Whitney  &  Co.,  San  Francisco  ;  4— F.  D.  Linn  &  Co.,  Jersey  City;  5— John 
D.  Parsons,  Jr.,  Albany,  N.  Y. ;  6— T.  &  J.  W.  Johnson  &  Co.,  Philadelphia ;  7— A.  L.  Bancroft  &  Co., 
San  Francisco  ;  8— Baker.  Voorhis  &  Co.,  Albany,  N.  Y. ;  9— Kay  &  Brother,  Philadelphia  ;  10— F.  H. 
Thomas  &  Co.,  St.  Louis;  11— Robert  Clarke  &  Co.,  Cincinnati;  12— West  Publishing  Co.,  St.  Paul, 
Minn. ;  18— W.  H.  Stephenson,  St.  Louis ;  14— John  C.  Remick,  N.  Y. 
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Am.  D   American  Decisions,  (7.) 
Am.  L.  C   American  Leading  Cases,  (6.) 
Am.   R   American  Reports,  (5.) 
Ang.   Lim   Angell  on  Limitations. 
Appteton   Ev   Appleton  on  Evidence. 
Arch.  Cr.  Pr.  and  PI   Archbold  Criminal  Practice  and  Pleading",  Pomeroy's edition.  (7.) 

Barton's  Eq   Barton's  Suit  in  Equity.  (11.) 
Benj.    Sales   Benjamin  on  Sales. 

Bigeiow  L.  C.  Torts   Bigelow's  Leading  Cases  on  Torts. 
Bishop's  Cr.  Law   Bishop's  Criminal  Law. 
Bisli.  Cr.  PrOc   Bishop's  Criminal  Procedure. 
Bk   Black's  Reports.  (U.  S.) 
Bliss  Code  PI   Bliss  on  Code  Pleading',  (10.) Bliss  Ins   Bliss  on  Insurance. 
Brandt  S.  and  G   Brandt  on  Suretyship  and  Guaranty,  (1.) 
Broom's  Leg.  Max   Broom's  Legal  Maxims. 
Bump's  Const.  Dec   Bump's  Notes  of  Constitutional  Decisions. 
Bump  Fraud.  Conv   Bump  on  Fraudulent  Conveyances. 
Bur.  Pub.   Sec   Burroughs  on  Public  Securities. 
Byles  Bills   Byles  on  Bills  and  Notes,  6th  edition  by  Sharswood,  (6.) 
C.  L.  J    Central  Law  Journal,  (13.) 

Cooley's  Bl   Cooley's  edition  of  Blackstone's  Commentaries,  (1.) 
Cooley's  Const.  Lim   Cooley's  Constitutional  Limitations. 
Cooley  Tax   Cooley  on  Taxation. 
Cooley  Torts   Cooley  on  Torts. 
Cord  M.   VV   Cord  on  Rights  of  Married  Women. 
Cr   Cranch's  Reports,  (IT.  S.) 
Dal   Dallas'  Reports,  (IT.  S.) 
Dan.  Neg\  Inst   Daniel  on  Negotiable  Instruments,  (8.) 
Dicey  P   Dicey  on  Parties,  (4.) 
Drake  At   Drake  on  Attachments,  (2.) 
Dudley   t   Dudley's  Reports,  (Ga.) 
Ewell  Evans'  Ag   "Swell's  Evans'  Agency,  (1  ) 
Ewell's  L.  C.  or  Lead.  Cas.Ewell's  Leading  Cases  on  Disabilities  of  Infants,  etc. Field  Corp   Field  on  Corporations,  (5.) 
Freeman  Judg   Freeman  on  Judgments,  (7.) 
Ga.  Dec   Georgia  Decisions. 
Graham  &  W   Graham  &  Waterman  on  New  Trials. 
Gr.  Ev   Greenleaf  on  Evidence. 

Green's  Brh-e  IT.  V   Green's  Brice's  Ultra  Vires. 
Hawkins  Wills   Hawkins  on  Wills,  (6.) 

Hawley's  Cr.  Rep   American  Criminal  Reports,  edited  by  Hawley,  (1.) Herman  Chat.  M   Herman  Chattel  Mortgages. 
Herman  Ex   Herman  on  Executions. 
High  Inj   High  on  Injunctions,  (1.) 

How   Howard's  Repons,  (U.  S.) 
Hutch.  C   Hutchinson  on  Carriers,  (1.) 
Jacob's  F.  D   Jacob's  Fisher's  Digest,  (14.) 
Jarman  Wills   Jarman  on  Wills,  edited  by  Randolph  &  Talcott,  (4.) 
Jones  M   Jones  on  Mortgages  of  Realty. 
Jones  R.  R.  Sect   Jones  on  Railroad  Securities. 
Kerr  Fraud  and  M   Kerr  on  Fraud  and  Mistake. 

Langdell  Lead.  Cas.  Contr.Langdell's  Leading  Cases  on  Contracts. 
Lawson  Contr.  Car   Lawson  on  Contracts  of  Carriers,  (13.) 
L.  C.  or  Lead.  Cas   Leading  Cases. 
L.   L   Law  Library. 
Maeph.  Inf   Macpherson  on  Infants. 
May  In<*   May  on  Insurance. 
Mitf.  &  Tyler  PI.  and  Pr.Mitford  &  Tyler's  Pleading  and  Practice  in  Equity,  (8.) 
Morse  Arb   Morse  on  Arbitration,  (2.) 
Morse  B   ;   Mor?e  on  Banks. 

O   Otto's  Reports,  (IT.  S.) Pars  B.  and  N   ,   Parsons  on  Bills  and  Notes. 
Pars.  P   Parsons  on  Partnership. 
Perry  Tr   Perry  on  Trusts,  (2.) 
Phil,  on  Dora   Phillimore  on  Domicil. 

Pomeroy's  Eq   Pomeroy's  Equity  Jurisprudence,  (7.) 
Powell  App^l    Proceed   Powell  on  Appellate  Proceedings. 
Powell  Ev   Powell  on  Evidence. 

R.  M.  Charlt   R.  M.  Charlton's  Reports,  (Ga.) 
Redf.  &  Big.  L.  C.  Notes. ...Red field  &  Bigelow's  Leading  Cases  on  Notes. Redf.  on  C   Redfield  on  Cariiers  and  other  Bailees. 

Redf.  L.  R.  Cas   Redfield's  Leading  Railway  Cases. Redf.  Wills   Redfield  on  Wills. 

Reese  Ex'rs   Reese  on  Executors,  Administrators,  etc. 
Reeves'  D.  R   Reeves  Domestic  Relations. 
Roper  Leg   Roper  on  Legacies. 
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Rorer   ..Rorer's  Inter-State  Law,  (1.) 
Rorer  J.  S   Rorer  on  Judicial  Sales,  (1.) 
s.  p   Side  (or  marginal)  page. 
Schoul.  B   Schouler  on  Bailments,  (2.) 
Schoul.  Dom.   Rel   Schouler  on  Domestic  Relations,  (2.) 
Schoul.  Pers.  Pr   Schouler  on  Personal  Property,  (2.) 
Scrib.  Dow   Scribner  on  Dower. 

Sedg.  L.  C.  Dam   Sedgwick's  Leading  Cases  on  Damages. 
Sedg.  Stat   Sedgwick  on  Statutory  and  Constitutional  Construc- tion, (8.) 

Shear.  &  Redf.  Neg   Shearman   &  Redfleld  on  Negligence,  (contractual)  (8.) 
Sm.  L.  C   Smith's  Leading  Cases,  (6.) 
Sp.  Eq   Spence's  Equitable  Jurisdiction. 
St.   Eq   Story's  Equity  Jurisprudence. 
Stephens'  Dig.  Ev   Stephens'  Digest  of  Evidence. 
t.  p   Top  p^ge. 
Taylor  L.  and  T   Taylor  on  Landlord  and  Tenant. 
Thomp.  H   Thompson  on  Homestead,  (10.) 
Thomp.  Neg   Thompson  on  Negligence,  (non-contractual)  (10.) 
Thomp.  Off.  Corp   Thompson  on  Officers  and  Agents  of  Corporations. 
Thomp.  L.  S   Thompson  on  Liability  of  Stockholders. 
Throop   Throop  on  Validity  of  Verbal  Agreements,  (5.) 
T.  U.  P.  Charlt   T.  U.  P.  Charlton'  Reports,  (Ga.) 
Tudor'sL.  C.  or  Lead.  Cas.Tudor's  Leading  Cases  on  Mercantile  Law,  (6.) 
Tyler  Inf.  and  Cov   Tyler  on  Infancy  and  Coverture. 
Tyler  Ej   Tyler  on  Ejectment  and  Adverse  Possession. 
Tyler  on  TJsurv,  etc   Tyler  on  Usury,  Pawns  and  Pledges. 
Wade  N   Wade  on  Notice,  (1.) 
Wall   Wallaces'  Reports,  (U.  S.) 
Washburn  Real  Pr   Washburn  on  Real  Property,  (2.) 
Weeks  Att'ys   Weeks  on  Attorneys,  (3.) 
Weeks  Dep   Weeks  on  Depositions,  (3.) 
Wells  Jur    Wells  on  Jurisdiction  of  Courts,  (12.) 
Wells  Sep.  Prop   Wells  on  Separate  Property  of  Married  Women,   (11.) 
Wh   Wheaton's  Reports,  (U.  S.) 
Whart.  Ag   •   Wharton  on  Agents. Whart.  Cr.  Law   Wharton  on  Criminal  Law. 
Whart.  Ev   Wharton  on  Evidence,  (Civil.)  (9.) 
Whart.  Neg   Wharton  on  Negligence. 
White  &  Tudor's  L.  C   White  &  Tudor's  Leading  Cases  in  Equity,  (6.) 
Williams  Ex'rs   Williams  on  Executors,  (9.) Wood  Ins   Wood  on  Insurance. 
Wood  N   Wood  on  Nuisance. 

Woods'   Woods'  Circuit  Court  Reports,  (1.) 
Wood's  Mayne  Dam   Wood's  Mayne  on  Damages,  (4.) 
Wood's  M.  and  S   Wood's  Master  and  Servant,  (4.) 
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ABA 
Abandonment  of  Children. 
Punishment  for    4373 
Parental  power  lost  by    1793 

Abatement  of  Actions. 
Torts,  suits  for  survive,  when    2967 
Informprs,  suits  by,  abate  when    2896 
Law  concerning   3433  to  3444 

Abatement  of  Indictments. 
Plea  in,  how  made    4639 

Abatement,  (Pleas  in.) 
Filed,  when  and  how    3456 
Former  suit,  pendency  of,  is    3476 
Denying  partnership  is    1898 

Abatement  of  Nuisances. 
.    Law  concerning   4094  to  4100 
Abduction. 

Of  persons,  how  punished     4367 
Of  children,  punishment  for    4368 

Abducting  or  Harboring  Wife. 
Action  bybusbandfor    3007 

Abducting  Seamen. 
Punishment  for.*    1550 

Abortion. 

Using  means  to  produce,  how  punished..  4337 
Absence. 

Affects  limitations  of  actions,  how    2929 
Of  counsel,  continuance  for    3525 
Of  parties,  continuance  for    3524 
Of  witnesses,  continuance  for    3522 
Of  Judge  from  circuit       248 

Absolute  Estate. 
Defined    2246 
May  commence  in  f utter o    2247 
One  limited  on  another    2247 
What  words  create    2248,  2250 

Abstract  of  Title. 
Annexed  to  complaint  for  land    3401 

Abuse. 
Of  prisoners  forbidden    5001 
Of  liberty  of  speech  or  press    5007 

Abusive  Language. 
Proof  of,  allowed  in  what  cases    4694 
Effect  of,  when  proved    4694 
Use  of,  when  and  how  punished    4372 
Jurisdiction  of    4372 

Abusive  Proclamation. 
For  not  fighting  a  duel,  how  punished...  4520 

Academies. 
Buildings  of,  not  taxed       798 
Of  counties,  law  of   1238  to  1241 
Incorporation  of   1676a 

Academy  for  the  Bund. 
Location,  and  how  controlled    1212 
Trustees  of,  are  a  body  corporate...    1213 

ACA 
Powers  of  trustees  of    1214 
Who  entitled  to  benefits  of    1215 

Applicants,  how  apportioned    1216 
Number  of  pupils,  how  regulated    1217 
Pay  pupils,  how  received    1218 
Treasurer  of,  shall  give  bond    1219 
Annual  report  of  trustees  of    1220 
Visitors  of,  number  and  appointment  of.  1221 
Report  of  visitors    1222 
Vacancies  in  board  of  trustees,  how  filled.  1223 
Statistics  of  blind,  how  obtained    1224 
Ordinaries  shall  designate  indigent  blind.  1225 
Acts  relating  to,  unrepealed  by  Code    1226 

Academy  for  the  Deaf  and  Dumb. 

Governed  by  trustees,  etc    1227 
Principal,  how  elected,  and  to  whom  re- 

sponsible   1229 
Subordinate  officers,  etc.,  how  appointed.  1230 
Regulations  made  by  principal    1230 
Exclusive  rights  and  duties  of  principal.  1231 
Governor  may  appoint  visiiors  to    1232 
Contracts,  how  made  valid    1233 
Vacancies  in  board  of  trustees,  how  filled.  1234 
Deaf  mutes,  how  educated  and  clothed....  1235 
Election,  bond,  and  duty  of  Treasurer.  ...1235a 
Election  and  duty  of  Secretary   1235b 
Annual  report  of  trustees   1235c 
Who  may  be  educated  in,  and  how  long..l235d 
Day  scholars,  how  admitted   1235e 
Teachers,  how  educated    1236 
Laws  made  applicable  to    1237 
Trustees  removable,  how    1237 

Acceptance. 
Must  be  in  writingto  bind    1950 
Of  trust  necessary    2339 
Of  gifts    2658 
Payable  out  of  particular  fund    2779 
On  cotton,  penalty  for  not  paying.  1595  to  1598 

Lien  of   1972,  1987,  1993,  2779 
Of  bill  of  exchange,  who  is    2773 
Of   foreign  bills,  liable  for  damages, 
when   2792  to  2793 

Suits  against,  where  brought    5171 

Law  concerning   4306  to  4311,  4490 
Accident. 

Crimes  committed  by,  excused    4302 
Liability  for  torts  committed  by,  notes, 

page       744 
Accident  and  Mistake. 

Relieved  in  equity,  when   3112  to  3129 
Accomodation  Indorser. 

Is  surety  merely    2151 
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Partner  cannot  bind  firm  as    1914 
Accomplice. 

Testimony   of  alone  will   not    convict, 
when    3755 

Accoed  and  Satisfaction. 
Agreement  to  take  less  than  debt,  is  when  2881 
Compromise,  binds  both  parties    2882 
Definition  of    2878 
Extinguishes  debt,  when    2879 
Must  benefit  creditor  to  bar  him    2880 

Account. 

Equity  jurisdiction  over  matters  of    3130 
Law  of   3131  to  313G 
Auditors  and  their  reports  on   3137  to  3140 
Masters  and  their  reports  on. .4202,  4203,  3097a 
Books  of,  admitted  in  evidence,  when....  3777 
Form  of  action  for    3393 
Bill  of  particulars  in  suits  of. .12th  Rule  of  Court 

Accounts. 

Of  officers  and  Legislators,  how  audited..     192 
Bear  interest,  when    2057 
Payment  on,  how  applied    2869 
Limitation  of  suits  on    2918 

Proof  of  injustice's  Court    4151 
Judgment  on,  without  proof,  when    3457 
Rank  of  in  paying  dehts  of  decedent    2533 

Accretion. 

Of  land  belong  to  whom    2228 
Accused. 

Not  competent  to  testify,  when....    3854 
Statementof,  and  its  force    4637 

Rights  of.. 4633  to  4636,  4642,  4996  to  4998,  5310-1 
Actions. 

Abatement  of,  law  as  to   2967,  3433  to  3444 
Administrators    and    sureties,     actions 

against   3383  to  3388 

Administrator's  bond,  action  on    2507 
Agent,  may  have,  when    2209 
Attachments,  pending   2895,  3280 
Attachment  bonds,  action  on    3354 
Bid  at  judicial  sale,    suit  for  failure  to 
comply    3656 

Bill  of  particulars  in  actions  of  account 
  12th  Rule  of  Court 

Breach    of    contract,    action    for,    how 
brought    2939 

Breach  of  contract  of  employment,  suit 
for    2217 

Children,  su.ts  for  injuries  to    1755 
Civil  action,  defined    3253 
Commencement  of   3332,  3333 
Corporations    and    companies,    actions 

against   ....3367  to  3376 
Definition  of  action   2243,  3251,  3253 
Demand,  when  necessary    3255 
Dismissal  of   •.    3447 
Distinctions  in,  abolisned    3252 
Divorce,  actions  for,  how  brought    1717 
Ejectment,  law  of   3355  to  3366 
Election  between  two  actions   2894  to  28>>5 
Election  between  tort  and  contract    3063 
Equitable  cause  of.  suit  at  law  for    3082 
Executors, etc.,  and  sureties,  suits  against 

  3383  to  3388 

Figures,  used  in  pleading    3260 
Forms  of,  prescribed   3389  to  3396 
Forms  of  apply  to  executors,  etc    3399 
Gaming   consideration,  m  >ney   paid  on, 

suit  for      2753 
Guardian  and  sureties,  suits  against    3385 

Guardian's  bond, action  on    1819 
Initials,  used  in  pleading    3260 
Infants,  actions  by,  not  void   ,    3263 
Informers,  actions  by  first  preferred...,.    2896 
Injunctions  against   1st  Equity  Rule 
Joined,  what  causes  of  action  may  be    3261 
Joint  obligors,  actions  against   334  7  to  3348 
Joint  obligors,  plea  of  infancy  by  one...  3352 

Judgments,  Suits  on,  where  brought    3605 
Justices  Courts,  actions  in   4139  to  4146 
Limitations  of.  law  as  to   2913  to  2925 
Maker  and  indorser,  actions  against    3353 
Minors,  hjow  served  in   3263a 
Misjoinder  in    3355 
Money  had,  paid,  etc.,  suits  for   note  p.  821 
Parties  to   3257  to  3259 
Parties  to,  how  made  pending   3421  to  3436 
Partners,  action  against   3349  to  3350 
Penal  action  defined    3254 
Penal  action,  plaintiffs,  in    3254 
Person  and  property,  action  against    3252 
Petition  and  process  in,  law  of   3332  to  3346 
Prescription    does    not  affect  right  of, 
when    2688 

Remedies,  may  be  framed    3250 
Retraxit,  defined    3445 
Retraxit,  effect   3445  to  3446 
Scire  facias,  parties  when  made  by. .3121  to  3436 
Separate  actions  must  be  brought,  when..  3262 
Set-off,  hov  affected  by  dismissal    2907 
Torts,  actio .  ,s  for,  law  as  to   2951  to  2936 
Venue  of,  law  as  to.   3402  to  3417 
Western  &  Atlantic  R.  R.,  suits  against 

  974  to    975 

Wife,  torfs  to,- who  may  sue  for    1755 
ACKNO  WLEDG  EM  KNTS. 

Of  mortgages    1961 
Of  deeds   2706  to  2708 

Of  payment  on  judgment... 9th  Rule  of  Court 
Of  service,  in  writing,  allowed    3337 

Acquiescence. 
Amounts  to  admission,  when    3790 

Acquittal. 
Bar  to  second  prosecution  for  same  of- 
fence   5000 

Act  of  God. 
Excuses  carrier    2066 
Excuses  performance    2871 
Causing  loss  of  property  in  suit    3078 

Acts  of  Congress. 

Counties  entitled  to  copies  of    1051 
As  to  exemplifications   3830  to  3831 

Acts  of  the  General  Assembly. 
Secretary  of  State  shall  keep  original         85 
Must  be  read  ihree  times    5066 
Provisions  as  to  title  and  subject  matter  5067 
Appropriation  bills   5068  to  5071 
Signed,  how   5072,  5082,  5116 
Rejected  once,  how  proposed  again    5072 
Majority  of  each  Honse  must  pass    5073 
Local  and  special,  provisions  as  to... .5074 

  to  5075,  5233 
Code,  sections,  how  amended,  etc    5076 
Veto  of    5116 

Actual  Fraud. 
Definition  of    3173 

Actual  Possession. 
How  evidenced    2680 

Ademption  of  Legacy. 
Occurs  when    2463 

Adjournment. 

Of  Courts  of  Ordinary   4113,  4122 

Of  Superior  Courts...'.   3242  to  3244 Of  Supreme  Court   3239,  3240 
Of  arbitrations    4234 
Of  general  assembly   5047,5049,  5082 

Administration  of  Assets. 
Assets  are  legal  and  equitable    3142 
Distribution  of  each  kind    3142 
When  partly  legal  and  partly  equitable.  3143 
Equity  will  marshal  assets    3144 
Will  construe  wills  and  powers    3144 
Will  direct  representative    3145 
Bills  for  direction    3145 
Bills  to  marshal  assets.,    3146 

Election  compelled,  when    3147 
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Creditor's  bills   ,   3148.  3149a 
Receiver,his  apnointment  and  duty. .3149. 

  3149a 
Receiver  must  account  to  Court    3150 
All  who  aid  in  misapplying  assets,  liable  3151 
Assets  may  be  traced    3152 
Creditor  may  reach  equitable  assets    3153 
Joint  and  individual  assets,  how  distrib- 
uted  3154,  1918 

Administration  of  Estates. 
Advancements,  law  as  to   2579  to  2583 
Appraisement  of  estates   2516  to  2523 
Bond,  granted  without,  when    249(5 
Commissions,  etc   2589  to  2597,  2448 
Direction,  bills  for.  lie  when    3145 

Dismisssion  of  adm'rs,  etc. ..2606  to  2610,  2448 
Distribution  among  heirs   2570  to  2588 
Division  in  kind,  how  made   2584  to  2587 

"     of  lands  in  kind    2588 
Equity  interferes  with,  when    3144 
Expenses  of,  priority  of    2533 

Husband   takes   wife's  estate    without, when    1761 
Investment  of  funds   2544,  2448 
Jurisdiction  as  to  granting   334,  2502 
New  county,  change  to         34 

Ordinary's  jurisdiction  as  to..       331 
Personalty  vests  in  administrator    2483 
Realty  descends  to  heirs   2246,  2483 
Removal  of  to  another  county  2611  to 

  2613,  2448 
Returns,  law  as  to   2525  to  2529,  2448 
Rules  for  granting   2494  to  2500 
Sales  by  administrators,  law  of   2554  to  2569 
Settlements   with    admrs.,    etc.. 2598    to 

  2602,  2448 
Sheriff,  administration  cast  on,  when      329 
Titles,  how  made  by   2549  to  2553,  2448 

Year's  support  of  intestate's  family.. 2571   to  2576 
[See  also  administrators.] 

Administrators 

Actions  survive  to  and  against,   when 
  3438  to  3444,  2971. 

Advancements,  law  of    2579  to  2583 
Agents   expenses  of  allowed    2597 
Amendments,  in  suits  by  and  against....  3487 
Appeals,  without  costs,  etc.,  when    3622 
Application  for,  how  and  where  made...  2502 
Appointment,  rules  for    2494  to  2500 

Appraisers,  adni'r  shall  show  estate  to....  2516 
Appraisers,  oath  of    2521 

Appraisement,  adm'r  not  take  estate  at..  2524 
"         made  and  returned,  how.. 2518,  2522 

Arbitration,  may  submit  to    2537,  4225 
Assignments,  may  join  in    2538 
Attorneys  in  fact,  may  sell  by    2180,  2537 
Attachment,  may  issue  against,  when....  3277 
Bond  of,  temporary    2488 
Bond  of  administrators    2505 
Bond  of,  how  filed  and  recorded    2506 
Bond  of,  suits  on    2507,  3383  to  3384,  3386 
Bond  of,  joint  liability  of    2510 
Bond  for  title,  receiving  and  making  ti- 

tle on    2549  to  2553 
Business  of  deceased,  may  continue    2545 
Citation,  publication  of    2503 
Citation,  person  not  citing,  appointed...  2500 
Claims,  at  sales  by    2565 
Claims,  administrator  of  claimant  made 

party,  when   14th  Rule  of  Court 
Clerk  appointed,  when      2495 
Commissions  and  compensation,  law  of 

  2589  to  2597 
Compromises,  may  make,  when  2537  to  2538 
Contracts  of  deceased,  duty  and  rights 

as  to    2547 

Counsel  for  estate,  may  employ    2543 

Debts,  to  be  paid  within  what  time    2532 
Debts,  priority  of    2533 
Debts,  estate,  how  1><huh1  for    2534 
Debts,  collection  of,  duty  as  to    2535 
Debts,  heir  or  creditor  may  collect,  when  2536 
De  bonis  non,  when  appointed    2490 
De  bonis  non  made  party,  when    2548 
Defaulting,  how  dealt  with    2511,  2529 
Discharge  of.  law  us  to   2606  to  2609 
Discretion  of  Ordinary  as  to  appointing.  2497 
Distribution  of  estate  bv    2570  to  2583 
Distribution  in  kind. ...1    2584  to  2588 
Distribution,  rules  of  inheritance    2484 
Equity,  jurisdiction  over  settlement    2600 
Equity,    jurisdiction     exercised,    when 

  3144  to  3146 
Executors,  law  of,  applies  to    2448 
Executions  against,  on  bond,  how  levied 

  2508,  3387 

Foreign  adm'r.,  rights  of  here...  2614  to  2618 
Forms  of  action  against    3399 
Garnishment,  subject  to,  when,.  3555  to  3557 
Guardians  of  deceased  lunatics,  ex  officio 
administrators    1851 

Heirs,  may  recover  estate  from,  when....  2486 
Heirs,  rights  of  creditors  against   2531, 

  2467,  3152 
Heirs,  may  sue  removed  administrator, 
when    2515 

Illegality,  may  file    3670 
Interest,  how  charged  against    2601,  2603 
Inventory,  administrator  shall  return...  2517 
Inventorv  and  appraisement,  how  made 

and  returned    2518,  2522 
Inventory  must  contain  debt  due  by    2519 
Inventory  must  contain  partnership  in- 

terest..'   2519 
Inventory,  administrators  must  join  in..  2520 
Inventorv,  administrators  removed  for 

neglect  of    2523 
Investment,  in  lands,  how  made    2541 
Investment  by,  how  made    2544 
Judgments  against    3573  to  3574 
Jurisdiction,  in  what  county  appointed.  2502 
Labor,  may  contract  for,  when      2546 
Limitation,  debts  barred,  administrator 
may  pay  when    2542 

Limitation  of  suits  against    2922 
Minors,  may  expend  for,  when    2540 
Mortgage,  foreclosure  by  and  against    3978 

New  county,  amendable  to,  when   '.       34 Non  est  factum,  plea  of,by...29th  Rule  of  Court 
Notice  to  creditors,  shall  give    2530 
Notice  by  crediiors  of  claims,  failure  to 

give    2530 
Oath  of..    2504 

Ordinary  may  be,  when       327 
Ordinar3T,  election  as  such,  trust  ceases..     328 
Parties,  made  by  scire  facias    3421  to  3425 
Parties,  administrator  of  claimant,  when 
made    14th  Rule  of  Court 

Parties  in  Supreme  Court   26th  Rule 

  Supreme  Cotirt 
Pleas  peculiar  to    3473 
Pleas,  may  plead  as  intestate  could    3474 
Possession  of  estate,  right  to  2246,  2485  to  2486 
Priority  of  debts    2533 
Promise  to  pay  debt  out  of  his  estate    1950 
Purchaser  from  heirs,  administrator  may 

sue,  when    2486 
Qualified  to  be,  who  are    2492  to  2493 
Receipts,  final,  attestation  and  effect    2604 
Refunding    bond,    may   be    demanded, 
when    2587,  2605 

Release  debts,  administrator  may    2537 
Removal  does  not  abate  suit    2513 
Removal  of  one  vests  trust  in  another....  2514 
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Removal    of    proceedings     to    another 
county    2611  to  2613 

Removal   of  administrator,   account  in 
such  cases    25!5 

Resignation  of,  how  effected    2610 
Resignation  of,  saving  in  favor  of  mi- 
nors   2610 

Revenue  stamps  taxed  as  costs    2501 
Returns  of,  annual,  how  made    2525 
Returns,  vouchers  must  accompany    2526 
Returns,  how  allowed  and  recorded    2527 
Returns  of  non-resident    2528,  2448 
Returns  of  deceased  administrator  2528,  2448 
Returns,  docket  of,  shall  be  kept    2529 
Rules  for  appointing    2494 
Sales  of,  law  of    2554  to  2569 

Sales  by,    non-compliance  with  bid  at 
  3655  to  3656 

Service,  where  one  adm'r  is  out  of  State  3388 
Settlements  with,  before  Ordinary..  2598 

  to  2605 
Settlements  with,  basis  of    2602 
Sheriffs  appointed,  when       329 

Special  cases,  appointment  of  adm'rs  in.  2496 
Surviving  partner,  rights  of    1907 
Surviving  administrator,  rights  of    2499 
Sureties,  additional  required,  when    2509 
Sureties,  liability  of,  on  bond  2507,  3383, 

  3384  to  3386 
Sureties,  liability  of  removed    2512 
Sureties,  liability  of,  on  removal  of  trust  2613 
Temporary,  appointed,  when    2487,  2489 
Temporary,  bond  of    2488 
Titles,  receiving  and  making  on  bonds 

  2549  to  2553 
Twelve  months  allowed  to  look  into  es- 
tate   2530 

Twelve  months  exemption  from  suit    2548 
Unclaimed  funds,  how  disposed  of,  on 

discharge    2609 

Warranty,  cannot  b;nd  estate  by    2563 
Will  annexed  adm'rs  with,  power  of   

  2440,  2567 

Will  annexed,   adm'rs  with,   appointed 
when    2440,  2491 

Witness,  competency  as    3854 

Year's  support  to  decedent's  family  2571   to  2577 
Administrator's  Sales. 

Of  perishable  property,  how  effected    2554 
Manner  of    2555 
Terms  of  and  liability  of  administrator  2516 
Of  wild  lands,  may  be  private    2557 
Of  choses  in  action    2558 
Of  land,  when  allowed    2559 
Of  lands,  when  and  how  made    2560 
Of  land  in  two  counties    2562 
Recitals  in  deed,  how  far  evidence    2561 
Private,  condemned    2566 
Under  wills,  how  effected    2567 
Terms  of,  must  be  advertised    2568 
RetiiEn!#f,  how  made    2569 
Claims  against   3743,  2565 
Of  corporate  stock   2559a 
Advertisement  of   2626a 
Failure  to  comply  with  bid  at   3655  to  3656 

Executor's  sale,  law  of  applies  to    2448 Admissions. 

Of  executor   and  legatee    good  against 
will,  when    2437 

Of  facts,  avoid  continuance    3523 
Refer  to  civil  cases    3783 
Of  parties   3784,  3785 
Of   strangers   ,    3786 
Of  agents   3787,  2206 
Of  privies    3788 
Improperly  obtained    3789 
Whole,  received    3791 

Effect  of  silence    3790 
Weight  of    3792 
Injudlcio   3753,  4195 
Acted  on,  estop    3753 

Adulterated  Drugs  and  Liquors. 
Purchaser  of,  may  sue  when    3004 
Selling,  how  punished    4551 

Adultery. 

Between   whites  and  blacks,  how  pun- 
ished   4572 

Defined,  and  how  punished    4534 
Husband  may  sue  for,  with  wife    3008 
Parties  cannot  testify  in  cases  of    3855 
Marriage,  how  proved  in  suits  for    3008 

Adultery  and  Fornication. 
Between  whites  and  black,  punishment.  4572 
Definition  of.  and  punishment  for    4534 
Incestuous,  how  punished    4533 

Adults. 

Adoption  of    1790 
Names  of,  how  changed    1790 

Advancements. 
Accounted  for,  how    2582 
Defined    2579 
Estimated    how    2583 
Portions  in  trust  are    2581 
Proof    of    2580 

Advice  of  Counsel. 
Does  not  relieve  from  damages       410 
Not  disclosed    3798 

Adverse  Possession. 
Administrator  cannot  sell  in  face  of    2464 
Declarations  admissible  to  prove    3774 
Deed  made  pending,  not  void    2695 
Processioners  must  respect,  when. ...2388,  2389 
Requisites  of,  to  support  prescription....  2679 
Seven  years  of,  gives  title,  when    2683 
T.\enty  years  of,  gives  title,  when    2682 
Tenant  in  common  holds,  when    2303 
Unavailing,  when   2686  to  2688 

Advertisement. 

Citations,  notices,  etc.,  how  advertised. ..2628a 
Cost  of,  paid  in  advance,  when    3649 
Local  legislation,  how  advertised.. ..5075,  193a 
Rates  of,  prescribed   3704a 
Medium  of,  how  changed    3650 
Mode  of,  where  prescribed  rates  cannot 

be  agreed  on   3704c 
Officers  to  have  no  part  of  fees  for   3704d 
Sales  under  execution,  how  advertised...  3647 

Sales  of  perishable  property,  how  adver- 
tised   3648 

Sales   by  administrators,    etc.,  how  ad- 
vertised   2560 

Affidavits. 
.    To  obtain  attachments   3265,  3282,  3294,  3297 

Not  amendable,  when    3504 
Attorney  may  make,  when.   408,  3449 
Of  illegality,  amendable  when    3501 
Appeal  by,  allowed  when    3623 
Of  illegality,  law  concerning.. 3664  to  3671, 

  30  and  31  Rules  of  Court 
Amendable,  how    3501 
To  foreclose  mortgages  on  personal tv   

  3971,3974a 
To  obtain  certiorari    4053 
In  lieu  of  certiorari,  bond    4056 
Form  of,  to  ob  ain  criminal  warrant    4715 
Contents  of,  to  obtain  warrant    4714 
To  obtain  p^ace  warrant    4752 
Response  to  notice  to  produce   47th  Rule 
Answer  in  equity,  form  of... 2nd  Equity  Rule 
Pleas,  form  of  affidavit  to. .24th  Rule  of  Court 
Exceptions  to,  in  attachment  and  claim 

cases   13th  Rule  Court 
Affirmation. 
"Oath"  includes   ,          5 
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"Aforesaid"  and  "Preceding." 
Meaning  of  in  statutes          5 

Affrays. 

Denned  and  punished    4515 
Agency. 

Creation  of,  formality    2182 
For  illegal  purposes,  gives  no  right    2191 
Ratification  of,  law  as  to    2192 

Wife's,  for  necessaries  presumed    1757 
Wife's,  must  be  proved,  when    1759 Agent. 

Governor  may  appoint         74 
Of  foreign  banks,  etc.,  how  taxed       820 
Of  W.  &  A.  R.  R.,  law  as  to   989  to    997 
Wife  is,  to  buy  necessaries    1757 

Wife  may  act  as,  for  husband   "    1759 
Of  partnership,  obeys  instructions,  when  19.10 
What  makes  an  agent    2178 
What  may  be  done  bv    2179 

Who  may  be   '.    2181 Formality  of  creating    2182 
Diligence  of    2185 
Cannot  deal  with  himself    2186 
Cannot  make  personal  profit    2187 

Estoppel  on,  as  to  principal's  title    2188 
Of  several,  subject  to  instruction  of  one  2189 
Compensation  of    2190 
Ratification  of  acts  of    2192 
Effect  of  mingling  goods  by    2193 
Acts  of,  bind  principal  how  far    2194 
Form  of  acting  immaterial    2195 
Authority  of,  how  construed    2196 
Private  instructions,  do  not  bind  others..  2196 
Representations  of,  bind  principal    2199 
Concealment  of,  binds  principal    2199 
Principal  bound  for  fraud  of    2201 
Notice  to,  affects  principal    2200 
Principal  bound  for  tort  of  one  to  an- 

other, when    2202 
Trespass  of,  binds  principal,  when    2203 
Is  competent  witness    2206 
Declaration  of,  admissible  when   2206,  3787 
Rights  and  liabilities  of,  as  to  strangers 

  2207  to  2214 
May  sue  in  own  name,  when    2209 

.    Overseers,  law  as  to   2215  to  2217 
Of  administrator,  expenses  of    2597 
Of   foreign   insurance   companies,  must 

obtain  license    2841 
Payment  to,  binds  principal  when    2864 
Admission  of,  bind  when    3787 
May  swear  to  plea     3449 
Contracts  by,  under  statute  of  frauds    1950 
May  acknowledge  service    3337 
Fraudulent    conversion    by,  how   pun- 

ished  '.   4423  to  4424 Agreements. 

That  must  be  in  writing   1950,  1951 
Voluntary,  not  enforced    3189 
Of  attorneys,  bind  client,  how  far       408 
Of  attorneys  must  be  in  writing   20th  Rule 
Dispensing  with  pleading   21st  Rule 
Not  to  enforce  judgment    3660 

Agricultural  Products. 
Legal  weight  of,  declared    1587a 
Sale  of,  regulated   1593  to  1606 

Agricultural  Statistics. 
Tax  receiver  shall  obtain       920 

How   obtained,    consolidated    and  pub- 
lished  1465h  1465j 

Agriculture. 

Department  of,  law  concerning. ..1465a  to  1465j 
Aids-de-Camp. 
Appointment  and  rank  of    1130 

Aliens. 
Defined    16C0 
Rights  of,  in  this  State    1661 
May  sue  and  t,rive  evidence  here    1662 

May  receive  and  enforce  mortgages    1663 
How  far  subject  to  militia  duty    1665 
May  hold  lands  in  this  State    1661 

Alias  Execution, 
May  issue,  when  and  how   3991,  3988 
May  issue,  in  case  of  mistake    3496 

Alimony. 
Definition  of    1736 
Temporary,  how  obtained    1737 

Judge's  discretion  in  allowing    1738 
Order  for,  may  be  revised      1739 
Order  for  temporary,  how  enforced    1739 
Merits  not  in  issue    1740 
For  children,  pending  divorce  suit    1741 
For  children  on  final  trial  of  divorce    1742 

Judgment  in  favor  of  children    1743 
Permanent  alimony,  when  granted    1744 
By  voluntary  deed  of  husband    1745 
By  decree  inequity    1746 
Proceeding  for  before  Judge    1747 
Judgment  how  excepted  io    1748 
Liability  of  husband  before     1749 
Liability  ceases  after    1750 
Annulled  by  after  cohabitation    1751 
Cohabitation  does  not  affect  children    1751 
Defeats  inheritance  of  wife    1752 

Alteration. 
Of  written  contracts,  effect  of    2852 
Materiality  of.  decided  by  Court    2853 
Fact  of,  tried  by  jury    2853 
Must  be  explained,  when   2854,  3835 
Of  records  and  papers,  penalty    4471 

Altering  Marks  or  Brands. 
Punishment  for    4403 

Altering  or  Removing  Land  Marks. 
Punishmentfor    4606 

Altering  Public  Roads. 

Pena  ty  for       650 
Amalgamation. 

Of  races  by  marriage  forbidden    1708 
Punishment  for    4567 

Ambiguities. 

In  wills,  explainable    2457 
In  all  writings  explainable   3801,  2757 

Ambrotypists. 
Tax  on       809 

Amendment. 

Of  process  and  orders   206,  3490 
Of  records   206,  3499,  3500 
In  County  Court       285 
In  cases  of  attachment    3316 

Of  pleading,  allowed  when    3479 
Of  pleading,  not  allowed  when    3480 
To  include  increase  of  personalty    3481 
Amending  party  put  upon  terms    3482 
Of  misnomers,  instanter    3483 
As  to  parties   3484,  3485,  3486 
As  to  representative  character    3487 
So  as  to  give  jurisdiction    3488 
Of  scire  facias    3489 
Of  acknowledgment  and  waiver      3490 
Of  verdicts   3491,3492,  3493 
Of  judgments    3494 
Of  executions   3495,  3496 
Of  official  entries  and  returns   3497,  3498 
Of  affidavits  of  illegality    3501 

Of  insolvent's  schedule    3502 Of  rules  for  new  trial    3503 
Of  affidavits  not  allowed,  when    3504 
Of  appeal  and  other  bonds    3505 
Of  affidavits  to  appeal    3506 
Mistakes  of  officers  amendable    3507 
Continuance  in  cases  of   3520,  3521 
In  Courts  of  Ordinary   4116,  4129 
Tn  equitv  case?   4181,  4177 
Effect  of  in  equity    4196 
Of  bill  of  exceptions   4272b,  4288 
To  pleas,  verified   24th  Rule  Court. 
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Of  sections  of  Code,  how  effected    5Q76 

Of  charters,  renders  subject  to  Constitu- 
tion   5096 

To  Constitution  of  Georgia    5238 
To  Constitution  of  United  States.5306  to  5328 

Ancient  Boundaries. 
How  proved    3780 

Ancient  Documents. 
Need  no  proof,  when    2700 
Admissible  in  evidence,  when    3779 

Animals. 
Larceny  of,  how  punished    4402 
Killing  or  maiming,  penalty    4612 
Accused  must  show  what    4612 
Cruelty  to,  how  punished   4612a 
Cruelty  defined   461 2e 
Abandoned  and  diseased,  how  dealt  with. .4612b 
Arrests  for  cruelty  to   4612c 
Fines,  how  disposed  of   461 2d 
Property  in  wild  animals   2241  to  2243 
Vicious,  owner  liable  for   2964  to  2965 

Annuities. 
Charged  on  land  follow  it    2236 

Answer — (at  Law.) 
Filed  at  first  term    3452 
No  part  of  shall  be  stricken    3453 
Petition  and,  make  issue    3455 
Dilatory  must  be  sworn  to    3456 
If  none  filed,  judgment  by  default    3457 
Is  general  issue    3458 
Special  necess.ry,  when    3458 
Pleas,  law  as  to   34-19  to  3478,  2851  to  2913 
Pleas  in  cases  of  tort....   3051  to  3064 

Answer  in  Equity. 
Must  be  full  as  to  discovery  sought    3103 
How  far  evidence   3101,  3105,  4195 
Privilege  of  party    3102 
Responsive  when    3106 
Of  co-defendants,  evidence  when    3107 
Is  evidence  in  cases  of  injunction    3221 
Used  as  cross  bill    4181 
Mode  of  defense  to  bill..    4191 
When  filed    4194 
Exceptions  to    4194 
Verification  of   4195,  4198 
Constituents  of    4197 
How  overcome   3755,  4197 
Compelled  bv  attachment,  when    4208 

To  amended'bill    4196 Admissions  in   3753,  4195 
Affidavit  to,  form  of   2d  Equity  Ruke. 
Exhibits  to   4th  Equity  Rule. 

Ante-nuptial  Contracts. 
Law  concerning   1775  to  1782,  1950 

A  PPEAL. 

From  County  Court    286,  293,     295 
Where  executory,  etc.,  are  elected  Ordi- 
nary      326 

Power  of  attorney  to  enter       408 
From  commissioners  of  pilotage    1532 
In  cases  of  homestead    2011 
Bonds  to  appeal  amendable    3505 
Affidavits  to,  amendable    3506 
Continuances  on    3530 

Judgments  on,  how  signed    3571 
Suspends  judgments    3569 
Judgments,  how  bind    3581 
Lies  in  what  cases     3610a,  b 
From  Court  of  Ordinary   3611,  3624,  5149 
Within  what  time  entered    3613,  3614 
Who  may  enter    3615 
Costs  paid  and  security  given  to    3616 
Attorney  may  sign  bond  to    3617 
By  partners  and  joint  contractors. »    3618 
One  or  more  may  enter    3619 
Parties  how  bound  in  such  case    3620 
Liability  and  recourse  of  surety  on    3621 
How  entered  by  fiducial  agents    3622 

In  forma  pauperis    3623 
How  entered  by  Ordinary    3624 
How  transmitted  by  Ordinary    3625 

How  sent  up  from  Justice's  Court    3626 
Is  de  novo  investigation    3627 
Effect  of    3628 
How  withdrawn    3629 
How  tried    3630 
Damages  for  frivolous    3631 
To  the  Courts  guaranteed    4996 
From  one  jury  to  another,  may  be  pro- 

vided for    5144 

In  Justice's  Court    4157a 
Not  allowed  inequity    4211 
Exceptions  to  security  when  taken   

  ...1st  Rule  of  Court 

Attorney  or  officer  not  to  go  on  bond 
  11th  Rule  of  Court 

Appearance  and  Pleading. 
Waiver  of  process,  when    3335 

Application  of  Payments. 
Law  of    2869 

Apothecaries. 
Exempt  from  jury  duty    3939 
Licenses  from  Board  of  Pharmacy,  (see 

Act  of  1881,  in  errata,,  at  back  of  this Index  ) 

Appointments. 
Offices,  appointments  are,  when         69 
Of  agents    2182 
Equity,  jurisdiction  over  powers  of  3166 

  to  3169 
Of  trust  or  honor,  who  ineligible  to    5033 
Of  member  of  General  Assembly,  to  of- 

fice forbidden....    5050 

Once  rejected  by  Senate    5115 
By  Governor    5114  to  5115,  5161,  5205 

Apportionment. 
Of  deficiencies  in  sale  of  lands    2642 
Of  failures  of  consideration    2641 
Of  contracts    2726 

In  equity    3134 
Of  representatives    38,  5042 
Changed,  how  and  when    5043 

Appraisement  of  Estates. 
Law  regulating    2516  to  2523 

Apprentices. 
Ordinary  may  bind  out   331,  1876 
Who  may  bind  themselves  as    1871 
Law  as  to   1872  to  1883 

Enticing,  how  punished    4498 
Protection  of  witnesses  in  such  case    4499 
Civil  action  for  enticing    1884 

Appropriation  of  Payments.    • 
By  whom  and  how  made    2869 

Appropriations. 
Book  of  to  be  kept    77,  101,     105 
Revert  after  six  months....        96 

By  resolution,  how  done       193 
Bills  for,  originate  in  House  of  Repre- 

sentatives    5069 
Yeas  and  nays  must  be  recorded  on    5070 
Money  drawn   from  treasury,    only  by 

appropriation    5070 
Statement  of,  to  be  published    5070 
Governor  may  veto,  how    5116 
In  favor  of  sects  forbidden    5006 
General  bill  to  contain,  what    5068 
Except  this,  must  be  by  separate  bills....  5068 

Approximation. 

Bequests  effectuated  by,  when    2468,  3156 
Arabic  Numerals. 

May  be  used  in  pleading    3260 
Arbitrament  and  Award. 

Parties  submitting  to,  bound  by    2883 
Fiducial  agents  may  submit  to    2884,  2537 
Submission  and  award,  verbal,  when.....  2885 
Submissions  must  be  in  writing,  when..  2885 
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Award  must  be  in  writing,  when    2885 
Award  must  consist  with  submission....  2886 
Good  in  part  and  bad  in  part    2880,  2889 
What  decided  under  general  submission  2887 
Award  must  be  certain,  final  and  reas- 

onable   2888 
Must  be,  by  the  arbitrators  or  umpire....  2888 
Award  by  umpire  is  good    2890 
Pending  litigation,  how  referred...  2891,  4248 
What  vitiates  award     2892 
Fraud  will  void  award    2893,  3178 
Mistake  vitiates  award,  when    2892 
Good  defense  to  suits  for  torts    3002 
Equity  sets  aside  award  for  fraud    3178 

Arbitration  and  award. 
What  may  be  submitted    4225 
Who  may  submit    4225,  2537 
{Form  of  submission    4220 
Submission  irrevocable,  when    4220 
Numberand  selection  of  arbitrators  4227,  4228 
Time  and  place  of  meeting    4229 
List  of  witnesses    4230 
Vacancies,  how  rilled    4231 
Arbitrators  to  be  sworn    4232 
Continuances    4233 
Adjournments    4234 
Interrogatories  and  depositions    4235 
Competency  of  witnesses    4230 
Rules  of  evidence    4237 
Power  of  arbitrators    4238 
Production  of  books  and  papers    4239 
Administration  of  oaths    4240 
Two  mav  make  award    4241 
Return  bf  award   4242,  4242a 
Entered  on  minutes  of  Superior  Court...  4242 
Effect  of  award    4242 
Award,  now  attacked    4243,  3178 
Trial  of  issue    4244 
Effect  of  verdici    4244 
Fees  for  entering  award    4245 
Costs,  how  taxed    4240 
Pay  of  arbitrators,  how  fixed    4247 
How  collected    4247 
Submission  to,  in  other  cases    4248,  2891 
Judgment  on    4249 

Argument. 

In  writing  in  Supreme  Court    4277 
Time  for,  in  Supreme  Court,  extended, 
when    4270 

Order  of,  in  criminal  cases    4045 
In  claims  and  illegalities,  order  of..  13th  Rule 
On  continuances   22nd  Rule 
On  motions    44th  and  45th  Rules 
As  to,  in  Superior  Court. ..3rd,  4th,  7th, 

  8th  Rules 

As  to,  in  Supreme  Court. ..5th,  Oh,  7th  Rules 
Annotations  on  (see  notes  on  pp.  100,  817) 

Arms. 

Keepers  of,  how  appointed        73 
Belonging  to  the  State   ,    1010 
Of  volunteers    1103t 
Issued  to  volunteers,  when  and  how....  U03v 
Surrendered,  when    1103w 
Right  of  citizens  to  carry    5307,  5014 
Punishment  for  carrying  concealed    4527 

Arraignment. 
In  minor  offenses    4033 
Form  of    4030 
Entered  on  indictment    4041 
And  on  minutes    4040 
Not  to  be  in  fetters    4042 

Arrest. 
Defined    4728 
Officer  may  make,  anywhere    4721 
Officer  may  summon  posse  to    4722 
Without  warrant,    4723,  4725 
Duty  of  officers  making    4720 
By  private  persons    4724 

Breaking  doors  to    4729 
Abuse  in  effecting,  prohibited      5001 
Action  for  malicious    2993  to  299(5 
Exemption  of  witnesses  from    3850 
Of  militiamen    1170 
Voters  free  from    1293,  5034 
Exemption  of  Legislators    5002 
Return  of  Sheriff,  where  not  made    

  52nd  Rule 
Avrest  of  Judgment. 

Motion  in,  for  what  cause  made    3587 
Nature  of  motion  in    3588 
For  defects  in  pleadings    3589 
Refused  when  defects  are  amendable    3590 
Motion  in,  where  made    3592 
Allowed  for  what,  in  criminal  cases    4029 
As  to  motions  in    44th  Rule 

Arsenals. 

Keepersof,  how  appointed         73 
At  Milledgeville  and  Savannah  belong  to 

the  State      900 

City  volunteers  may  use    1186 
Gun-powder,  how  kept  in    1187 
Controlled  by  Secretary  of  State    1124 

Arson. 
Defined    4375 
In  towns,  how  punished    4377 
Elsewhere,  how  punished    4370 
Of  unoccupied  dwelling,  out  of  town.. ..4377a 
Attempt  at,  how  punished    4378 
Of  out-house,  how  punished   4379,  4380 
"Burning,"  what  is    4381 
"Setting  fire  to,"  complete  when    4382 
Of  railroad  bridges,  how  punished    4383 
In  day  time,  how  punished    4384 
Causing  death,  how  punished    4385 

Assault. 
Definition  of    4357 

How  punished    4358 
Under  color  of  office,  how  punished    4477 
Opprobrious  words  proved  in    4094 
Civil  action  for   2908  to  2909 

Assault  with  Intent  to  Injure  Clothes. 
Definition  and  punishment    4362 

Assault  with  Intent  to  Murder. 
Punishment  for      4359 

Assault  with  Intent  to  Rape. 

How  punished    4351 
Assault  with  Intent  to  Rob. 

Defined    4360 
Punishment  for    4361 

Assemblies. 

Unlawful,  punished    4513 
Right  of  people +o  assemble,  guaranteed..  5010 Assent. 

Of  executors,  to  legacies   2451  to  2453 
Of  parties  essential  in  contracts   2727,  2029 

Assets. 

Of  dissolved  corporations,  disposition  of..  1088 
Of  partnerships  divided  in  kind,  when...  1907 
Of  insolvent  partnerships,  how   distrib- 
uted   1918 

All  property  isto  pay  debts    2451 
Administration  of   3142  to  3154 
Service  of  bills  to  marshal   4188,  4189 

Assignee. 

Of  tax  fi.fa.,  rightsof    891a 
New  appointed,  when    2322 
Of  bill  of  lading,  rights  of    2050 
Bond  re  piiredof,  when   2322,  1953a 
Of  choses  in  action,  rightsof    2244 

Of  judgments,  not  affected  by  set-off    2902 
Of  judgments,  rights  of   3597  to  3598 

Assignment. 
To  evade  taxes,  void       813 
Of  tax  fi.  fas,  law  of    891a 
By  bank,  how  made    1493 
By  banks,  how  set  a.-ide    1494 
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By  banks,  how  executed    1495 
By  limited  partnerships;  void  when    1939 
By  partners,  in  such  cases,  void,  when...  1949 
Void  as  against  creditors,  when,    1952 
Bonds,  required  in  cases  of   1953a 
Of  liens,  how  done    1998 
Fiducial  agents  may  accept,  when    2538 
Of  judgments   3597,  3598,  2902 
Of  decrees    4217 
Of  chosesin  action,  rights  of  assignee   2244 
Same,  to  administrator  of  partner    1907 

Same,  to  widow  as  year's  support    3474a Need  not  be  under  seal    2776 
Assignment  of  Dower. 

Proceedings  for   4041  to  4048 
Assize. 

Selling  bread  under,  how  punished    4589 
Associations. 

(See  head  of  corporation5'.) 
Asylums. 

Trustees  appointed  by  Governor         73 
That  belong  to  the  State       960 
Persons  going  to,  pass  over  Western  &  At- 

lantic Railroad  free,  when    1009 
For  the  blind   1212  to  1226,     961 
For  deaf,  and  dumb   1227  to  1237 
For  lunatics   1341  to  1374 

Attachment  (in  Equity.) 
Law  of   3097,3237,  4218. 

Attachment  (in  Ordinary's  Court.) 
May  issue,  for  what   332,  4121 

Attachments. 
Administrators,    etc.,    allowed    against, 
when    3277 

Affidavit  toobtain,  by  whom  made    3265 
Affidavit,  form  of    3283 
Amendments  in  cases  of    3316 
Bond,  party  seeking  must  give    3266 
Bond  of  co-partners  or  joint  creditors, 
how  executed    3267 

Bond,  sureties  on,  who  may  be    3268 
Bond,  may  be  contested    3271 
Bond,  suit  on    3354 
Bond,  form  of    3283 
Claims,  how  interposed  in    3322 
Claims,  how  tried    3323 
Claims,  claimant  may  replevy  property..  3324 
Claims,  suit  on  bond  of  claimant    3325 
Claims,  claimant  liable  for  hire,  when    3326 
Claims,  when  interposed    3327 
Declaration  in,  filed  at  first  term,    3308 
Debts,  not  due,  issue  for,  when    3275 
Directed,  to  whom      3273 
Defendant  may  appear  and  defend    3310 
Defendant  may  plead  set-off,  though  not 

due   .'    3311 
Defendant  may  traverse  plaintiff's  affi- 

davit  .'    3312 
Defendant  by  such  traverse  shall  not  de- 

lay the  case    3313 
Executor,  may  issue  against,  when    3277 
Executions,  how  issued  and  levied    3329 
Form  of  affidavit,  bond  and  Writ    3283 
Foreign  corporations,  lie  against    3281 
Fraudulent  debtors  issued  against. ..3297,  3297a 
Fraudulent  debtors,  when  and  how    3298 
Fraudulent  debtors,  how  removed    3299 
Fraudulent  debtors,  proceedings  in  such 

cases    3300 

Fraudulent  debtors,  exceptions  to  grant- 
ing, etc    3301 

Fraudulent   debtors,   where  fraudulent 
liens  are  made   3297a 

Garnishments,  may  issue  in    3302 
Garnishments    against  persons  in  other 

counties    3303 
Garnishments  where  garnishee  answers 

not    3304 

Garnishment,  where  he  admits  effects...  3305 
Garnishments,  answer,  how  traversed....  3306 

Garnishments,traversein  Justice's  Court  3307 
Grounds  for   3264,  3297,  3293 
Issue,  in  what  cases    3264 
Issue,  who  may    3269 
Indorsers,  issue  in  favor  of,  when    3279 
Joint  debtors  subject  to,  when    3276 
Judgment,  general,  how  obtained... 33u9,  3328 
Judgment  in,  how  attacked  by  creditors.  3317 
Levy,  on  property  in  different  counties.  3270 
Levy,  duty  of  officer    3284 
Levy,  officers  may  follow  property, when  3284 
Levy,  officer  shall  return,  how    3285 
Levy,  in  the  order  received    3286 
Levy,  form  of,  as  to  date,  and  .low    3286 
Levy,  whatis  subjeetto    3287 
Levy,  by  serving  garnishment....    3288 
Levy,  on  shares  of  stock  how  effected. 3289  2626 
Levy,  transfer  of  stock  after,  void    3290 
Liens,  priority  of,  how  determined    3331 
Liens,  money  raised,  how  applied    3330 
Money  demands,  lie  for  all    3278 
Notice  of,  to  defendant    3309 
Notice,  effect  of    3309 
Parties,  how  made  in  case  of  death. .3314,  3315 
Partners,  in  favor  of    3267 
Partners,  against    3276 
Pending  suit,  may  issue   2895,  3280 
Perishable  property,  levied  on,  sold    3321 
Purchase  money,  of  property,  lie  when..  3293 
Purchase  money,  affidavit  and  bond    3294 
Purchase  money,  levy  in  such  cases    3295 
Purchase  money,  subsequent  proceedings  3296 
Purchase  money  of  land,  issue  when    3392 
Replevy  of  property  in  cases  of... 3319  to  3320 
Returnable,  where    3272 
Stock,  levy  and  sale  under.. ..2626,  3289  to  3291 
Substantial  compliance,  sufficient    3282 
Sunday,  issue  on,  when    3274 
Sureties,  issue  in  favor  of,  when    3279 
Testimony  in,  taken  by  interrogatories...  3318 
Traverse  of  by  defendant   3310  to  3313 
Who  may  issue    3269 

Attainder. 
Bill  of  not  to  be  passed    5025 

Attempts  to  Commit  Crime. 

Accused  acquitted  of,  when    4674 
Jury  may  find,  when    4675 
Punishment  prescribed  for    4712 

Attempt  to  Incite  Insurrection. 
Defined    4316 
Punishment  for    4317 

By  convicts,  penaltj7    4821 Attendance  of  Witnesses. 
Plow  secured   3841  to  3851 

Attestation. 
Of  deed^   2690,  2706,  2706a 
Of  mortgages     1955 
Of  wills    2414 
Of  public   officers    3816 
Of  court  contracts    2771 
Of  indentures  of  apprenticeship   1871,  1873 

Attorney  and  Client. 
Communications  sacred   3797,  3798 
Champertous  contracts  illegal    2750 

Attorneys  at  Law. 
Who  may  piactice  law   387,     388 
Cannot  be  Clerk  of  Suprerior  Court       256 
Qualifications  of       389 
Aliens  may  be  admitted  to  the  bar       390 
Application  for  admission  to  the  bar......     391 
Evidence  of  facts  stated  in  petition       392 
Examination  of  applicant       393 
Examination,  how  conducted       394 
Applicants  not  qualified,  to  b«  rejected..    395 
Admission,  manner  of       396 
Oath  of       397 
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Graduates  of  Lumpkin  and  Mercer  Law 
Schools   398,  1207 

From  other  States,  howadmitted...399,  400,  402 
From   other   States,  refused  admission, 

when       401 
How  admitted  in  Supreme  Court       403 
Contracts  for  fees  of,  void  when       404 
Penalty  for  transferring  fee  notes       405 
Fees  of.  rule  for  fixing       406 
Subject  to  rule,  when       407 
Authority  of,  to  bind  clients       408 
Limitations  on  authority  of       409 
Advice  of,  no  relief  to  client       410 
Liable  for  unskillful  advice       410 
Cannot  bind  par  y,  unless  employed       411 
Unauthorized  appearance   of,   is  a  con- 

tempt      412 
Proof  of  authority  may  be  demanded...     413 
Leading  counsel  has  preference       414 
Who  is  leading  counsel       415 
First  ernp  oyed  has  preference,  when       41G 
Special  duties  of    ...     417 
Causes  for  removing       418 
Proceedings  to  remove   420  to    433 
Removable  for  not  paying  tax       434 
How   reinstated       419 
Tax  on       809 

Rights  of. in  claim  cases    199S 
Lien  of,  law  regulating     1989 
Rank  of  such  liens:    1989 
Lien  of,  on  personalty,  how  enforced    1992 
Lbm  of,  on  realty,  how  enforced    1990 
Administrators  may  employ    2543 
Continuance  for  absence  of    3525 
Subject  to  garnishment    3552 
Transfer  of  judgments  by    3598 
Lability  of,  for  cost   3070,  3677 
Cost  fi.  fas.  against   3686,  3687 
Not  compelled  to  testily,  when    3854 
Pay  20  per  cent.,  when   3950,  3951 
Ruled  in  vacat  on    3953 
Answer  to  rule,  etc    3954 
Ruled  without  notice,  when    3955 
Lien  of  ride  absolute  against    3956 
Stricken  from  roll,  when    3958 
Surety  of  county  officer   cannot  be       152 
May  enter  appeals   3015,  3617,     408 
Champertous  contracts  with    2750 
Service  on,  in  equity  cases    4185 
Confidential      communications,     privi- 

leged   3797  to  3798 
Rules  of  court,  relating  to...Nos.  2  to  11,  20,  21 
Rules  of  Supreme  Court,  relating  to   

Nos.  1  to  7 

Right  of  party  to  appear  by..5311,  4996  to  4997 
Attorney  General. 
Appointed  by  what  Governor    71 
Election  of   367,  5157 
Official  termor   367,  5157 
Duties  of,  specified   369,  5158 
May  be  called  out  of  his  circuit    37u 
Comptroller  may  require  services  of    371 
Salary  of   1640,  5162 
Fees  of    1648 
Qualifications   of    5164 
Extortion  by,  how  punished    4508a 

Attorneys  in  Fact. 

How  appointed    2182 
Guardian  may  appoint    1838 
Wife  may  act  as,  for  husband    1759 
Executors,  etc.,  may  sell  and  convey  by..  2180 
May  enter  appeals    3615,  3617 
May  rile  illegality  to  execution    3370 

Attorney,  Power  of. 
Filed  with  official  bond,  when       153 
Filed  on  appeal,  when    3615 
How  executed    2182 

Attornments 

By  tenant  prohibited    2283 
Auction. 

Sales  by,  need  no  writing    2630 
Auctioneers. 
Tax  on       809 
Who  may  he    142f> 
How  licensed    1  125 
Liability  for  selling  stolen  horse    1420 
May  sue  for  goods  sohl  by  them    2209 
Are  agents  of  both  parties  in  sales    2030 

Auditors. 

Equity  causes  referred  to,  when   4202,  3097 
Reports  of,  law  governing   3097a  to  3097f 
Appointed,  when   3137,   3139,  4202 
Reports  of,  and  effect  of   1203,  3138  3740 
Fees  of,  how  determined  and  collected....  4204 
Reports,  filed  when   5th  Equity  Rule. 

Autrefois  Acquit  or  Convict. 
Accused  jeoparded  but  once   5000,  5310 

Award. 

Requisites  of  good   2885  to  2890 
What  vitiates..   2892,  2893,  4243 
Equity  will  set  aside,  for  fraud    3178 
Rendition  and  effect  of    4242 

Arbitrament  and  award,  a>  at  common 
law   2883   to  2892 

Arbitration  and  award   under  statute   

  4225  to  4249 
Of  dam  ages  by  coast  surveyors         24 
Appeal  in  such  case         25 
Ot  damages  for  right  of  way    30&2 
Where  returned   4242a 

Backing  Executions, 

From  Justice's  Court    4167 
Backing  Warrants. 

Unnecessa ry    4720 
Bagatelle  Tables. 

Tax  on  keepers  of       809 
Baggage. 

Liability  of  carriers  for   2071,  2081 
Railroad  companies  shall  check    2072 
Lien  of  carrier  on    2079 
Innkeeper  shall  check    2123 

Bail 

Judges  grant  in  acl ions  ex  delicto       247 
Scire  facias  against    3417 
Attorney  or  officer  cannot  be   11th  Rule. 

Bail  in  Action  for  Personalty. 

Affidavit  to  obtain   •.    3418 
Affidavit,  how  filed  and  proceedings    3119 
Pendente  lite,  how  obtained    3120 
R  lease  of    defendant    without  surety \ 
when    3120 

Bail  in  Criminal  Cases. 
Allowed  how  often   4747,  4701 
Forfeiture  of  recognizance    4702 
Surrender  of  principal  by   4740,  4704 
Judgment  against,  taken  when    4703 
Who  may  take  in  capital  cases    4747 
Who  may  take  in  rases  not  capital    4747 
Death  of  principal  relieves,  when    4746 
Sheriff  may  take,  when    4727 
Attorney  or   officer  of   Court  cannot  be 

  11th  Rule,  }>.  1343 
Excessive  not  to  be  required   5001,  5313 
General  Assembly  shall  not  relieve    5078 

Bailees. 
Lien  in  favor  of    1987 
Lien  of,  how  lost      laod 
Property  of,  in  bailment    2059 
Care  and  diligence  required  of    2060 
Ordinary  diligence  defined    2061 
Extraordinary  diligence,  what  is    2j02 
Gross  neglect  denned    2063 

Burden  of  proof  on,  when    -I'^'A In  contracts  of  hiring,  law  as  to...2085  to  2102 
May  sue  for  trespass,  when    3030 
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Bailiffs. 

County  Judge  may  appoint       288 
Special  bailiff  of  County  Court       289 
Fees  of,  in  County  Court....,       300 
Sales  of  County  Court  bailiff,  how  made 

  311,  2628b 
Of  grand  jury,  oath  of    3916 
Oath  of,  to  other  juries    3929 
Special,  Judge  Superior  Court  appoints, 
when   53d  Rule. 

Bailment. 

Definition  of.   2058,  2274 
Property  of  bailee  in       2059 
Care  and  diligence  required  in    2060 
Ordinary  diligence    2061 
Extraordinary  diligence    2062 

Gross  neglect*.    2063 Burden  of  proof  as  to  diligence      2064 
Carriers,  law  governing   2065  to  2084d 
Hiring,  law  as  to   2085  to  2102 

Factor's  duty  and  lien    2111 
Warehouseman's  liability    2112 
Wharfinger's  liability     2113 
Inns  and  innkeepers,  law  a«  to   2114  to  2123 
Livery  stable  keepers,  liability  of    2124 
Deposits,  law  relative  to   2103  to  2124 
Loans,  law  governing   2125  to  2136 
Pledges  or  pawns,  law  as  to   2137  to  2147 
Is  generally  entire  contract    2102 
Right  of  action  in  cases  of    2102 
Who  sues  fur  trespass  in  cases  of    3030 

Ballot. 

Elections  to  be  by   1288,  5031 
Examined  only  when  suspected    1331 

Banks  and  Banking. 

Receivers  of  banks,  make  return  where..     278 
Howtaxfd...,   815  to  815d 
Of  foreign   banks,  etc..  how  taxed       820 
Tax,  returns  of,  to  whom  made      826 
Semi-annual  returns  of  banks    1466 
Contents  of  such  returns    1467 
Returns  shall  be  sworn  to    1468 
Bank  reporis,  how  published    1469 
Penalty  for  not  making  returns    1470 
False  oath  to  return  is  perjury    1471 
Prohibitions  on  banks    1472 
Prohibitions  qualified    1473 
Interest  on  contracts  with    1474 
Penalties  on  banks   1475  to  1479 
Obligations  of  banks    1480 

Shall  pay  specie   .'  1480 Shall  accept  theirown  bills,  etc    1480 
Penalty  for  default   .1481  to  1483 
Proceedings  against  for  default   1482 
"Bank,"  includes  what    1484 
Charter  of,  for  what  forfeited    1485 
Proceeding  to  forfeit  charter  of    1486 
Receiver  appointed,  when    1486 

Receiver's  duty    1487 Compensation  of  receiver    1488 
Debts  of  insolvent,  how  paid    1489 
Bills  of  insolvent,  how  received    1490 
Stockholders  suable,  when    1491 
Abatement  of  suitsagainst  stockholders.  1492 
Assignment*  by  banks    1493 
Assignments,  how  set  aside    1494 
Assignments,  bow  executed..    1495 
Stock,  how  transferred    1496 
Stockholder  free  from  liability,  when....  1496 
Foreign    administrators   may  check  for 

deposit-    2618 
Venue  of  >uits  against  banks    3413 
How  served  with  process    3414 
Proceedings  thereafter    3415 
Crimes  by  bank  officers   4426  to  4432 
Must  be  chartered  by  General  Assembly  5077 
General  note  on  law  of   pp.  316  to    318 

Bank  Bills. 

Bona  fide  bnyer  of,  gets  title    2639 

Warranty  of'payer,  as  to    2867 Bank  Checks. 

When  due,  with  reference  to  holidays...  2783 

Payment  in,  when  effectual..   '.    2867 Bank  Directors. 

Crimes  by,  law  as  to   4426  to  4432 

Liability  *of   note,  pp.369,     372 Bankees. 
How  taxed       817 
Default  tax  on       900 

Bank  Officers. 
Punishable,  when....-   4426  to  4432 

Bank  Stock. 
Mode  of  taxing       815 
Lien  of  bank  on    1999 
Foreign  administrators  may  transfer.....  2618 
How  levied  on,  and  sold    2626 
How  attached   3289  to  3291 
Dividends   on,    part   of    State    revenue, 
when       941 

Owned  by  the  State    1013 
Sale  of,  by  administrator    2559a 
Levied  on  by  constable,  when    4173 
Fraudulent  transfer  of,  how  punished...  4429 
Crimes,  relating  to   4429  to  4432 
Annotations  on   pp.372,     855 Bans. 

Of*  marriage,  how  certified    1704 
Barratry. 

Definition  of    4501 
Punishment  for    4502 

Barter  and  Exchang. 
Contract  of,  law  concerning    2656 

Bastards. 
Domicil  of    1693 
Who  are....       1797 
Obligation  of  fathers  of   :    1798 
Rigfifs  of  mothers  of    1799 
Inherit  by  express  law    1800 
Inherit  from  mother    1800 
Inherit  from  each  other    1800 
Rules  of  inheritance  by   1800  to  1801 
How  legitimated    1787 
Father  of,  punished  when    4564 
Bonds  to  maintain   4764  to  4765 
Proceedings  in  cases  of  bastardy. .4672  to  4675 

Bastardy. 
Proceedings  against  father  for     4564 
Putative    father,  when    and   how  pun- 
ished   4564 

Proceedings  against  parents  for    4762 
Mother  committed  to  jail,  when    4763 
Exculpatory  affidavits  in  cases  of    4763 
Suit  on  bastardy  bond    4764 
Bond  in  cases  of,  where  returned    4765 

Battery. 
Civil  action  for    2929 
Defined  and  punished.    4363 
Under  color  of  office,  punishment    4477 
Of  wife,  how  punished    4573 
Opprobrious  words,  provable  in    4694 

Bench  Warrants. 
Defined    4727 
Accused,  how  dealt  with    4727 
Sheriff  may  take  bail,  when    4727 
Docket  of   54th  Rule,  p.  1353 

Benefit  of  Clergy. 
Not  allowed    4661 

Benefit  of  Counsel. 
Accused  shall  have    4997 

Benzole. 

Inspection  of,  regulated   1577  to  1579a 
Bequests. 
Law  concerning   2451  to  2469 

Bestiality. 
Definition  of    4354 
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Punishment  for    4355 
Attempt  to  commit,  how  punished    4336 

Bid. 
Right  to  withdraw    2727 
Failure  to  comply  with,  at  public  sale... 

  3655  to  3656 
For  contracts  to  do  public  works    493a 

At  judi.-ial  sales   note,  p.     649 Biennial  Elections.  . 

For  members  of  General  Assembly    5045 
Biennial  Sessions. 

Of  General  Assembly    5046 
Bigamy  and  Polxgamy. 

Defined  and  punished.:   4530  to  2435 
Billiard  Tables. 

Punishment  for  allowing  minors  to  play 
at    4543 

Tax  on  keepers  of       809 
Bill  (Legislative.) 

Read  tbree  times  on  separate  days    5066 
Not  to  contain  two  subjects  matter    5067 
Not  to  contain  more  than  title  expresses  5067 
General   appropriation   bill  to  contain, 

what    5068 
For  revenue,  originate  in  House    5069 
Appropriation,  yeas  and  nays  must  be 

recorded    5071 
How  to  be  signed,  when  passed. .5072,  5082,  5116 
How  proposed,  after  rejection    5072 
For    appropriation,   money   not  drawn 

from  treasury  without    5070 
Majority  of  each  House  must  pass....    5073 
Loral  and  special,  provisions  as  to... 5074 

  to  5075,  193a 
Code    sections,    how    amended    or    re- 

pealed    5076 
Veto  by  Governor    5116 
Appropriation,  how  vetoed    5116 
Failure  of  Governor  to  sign    5116 
To  borrow  money  for  State,  requisites    5187 

Bills  (in  Equity.) 
For  review,  to  be  brought  when   2919,  4220 
For  new  trial,  limitation  of    2919 
Statutes  of  limitation,  apply  to    2924 
For  construction  and  direction    3145 
To  marshal  assets    3146 

Creditors'  bills    3148 
Of  peace    3233 
Of  interpleader   3235  to  3236 
For  injunction   3210,  3211,  3218  to  3225 
Against  insolvent  traders   3149  a  to  g 
Interrogatories  required,  when    4176 
Informality  does  not  vitiate    4177 
Amendable    4177 
Who  may  file  and  how   4178  to  4179 
Parties  to,  where  legatees,  etc.,  sue    4180 
Divisons  and  definitions  of    4181 
Cross  bills  not  needed    4181 
Supplemental,  unnecessary    4181 
Bdlls  of  revivor  abolished    4181 
For  mere  discovery  or  perpetuation  of 

evidence    4182 
Venue  of   4183,  5169 
Sanction  needed,  when   4184  to  4186 
Filed  and  served,  when    4184 
Subpcena  annexed  to    4185 
Service  of    4185 
Extraordinary     process    obtained    and 

served  how   4186  to  4187 
To  marshal  assets,  how  served    4188 
Addition  of  parties    4189 
Dismissal  of    4190 

Set-off,  saving  as  to    4190 
Modes  of  defending   4191  to  4200 
Trial  term  of    4205 
Mode  of  trial    4206 
Rules  of  evidence  and  practice    4207 
Taken  pro  confesso,  when   ,    4208 

Multifariousness  in   note  to  #4192 
Ancillary  to  legal  proceed  ings..lst  Equity 

  Rule,  p.  1334 
Exhibits  to   4th  Equity  Rule,  [>.  1354 

Bills  of  Exception. 

To  judgments  for  alimony     1748 
Practice  in  such  cases     1748 
Must  be  certified  in  what  time   2921,  4252 
In  cases  of  injunction   3212  to  3215 
In  cases  of  quo  warranto    3207 
In  cases  of  extraordinary  remedies    3216; 
Must  specify  error  plainly    4251 
Lie  in  what  cases   4250  to  4251 

How  tendered  and  certified    4325' 
Pendente  lite   4254,  4252 

Brief  of  evidence  need  not  go  in    4250' 
Where  Judge  is  dead  or  absent    4253 
Where  parties  die    4255 
Where  Judge  declines  to  certify    4256 
Judge,  how  compelled  to  certify    4257 
Service  of  and  waiver    4258 
In  cases  eoc  parte    4259 
Service  in  criminal  cases    4260 
Filing  of,  in  office    4261 
Transmission  of,  with  record    4262 
Operate  as  supersedeas,  when    4262 
Mandamus  against  officer?   4264,  Rul4263 
Time  of  filing    42C5  • 
In  cases  from  City  Courts   4266  to  4267 
Amendable   4288,  4272b 
Original,  sent  up   Rule  30,  p.  1360 
Rules  of  Supreme  Court,  as  to   Nos.  8  to  11 

Bills  of  Exchange. 
Accepted  on  cotton,  failure  to  pay    1595 
Payable  to  agent,  how  sued  on    2209 
Definition  of    2773 
Parties  to  and  their  designation    2773 
Foreign  bills    2773  . 
Acceptance  of,  payable  out  of  particular 

fund   :    2779 

Acceptance  of,  must  be  in  writing    1950* 

Acceptor's  lien    2779 
Protest  of,  and  notice  to  indorser    2781 
Not  payable  in  bank,  need  no  protest    2781 
When  due,  with  reference  to  holidays...  2783 
Holidays  designated    2783 
Days  of  grace  not  allowed  on  sight  paper  2784 
Payable  on  demand,  are  due,  when    2791  [ 
When  due,  if  no  time  be  specified    2791 

Damages  on  foreign   2792  to  2793  '■ Indorsement  of,need  not  be  proved,  when  2855 
Limitation  of  suits  on    2917 
Defences,  against  bona  fide  holder    2785 
Oyer  due  is  notice  of  dishonor    2786 
Presumption  of  good  faith  of  holder    2787 
Holder  of  collaterals,  rights  of    2788 
Title  of  holder  of  inquired  into,  when...  2789 
Notice  to  purchaser  of,  what  is    2790 
Form  of  action  on    3391 
Venue  of  suits  against  parties  to    5171 

Bills  of  Indictment. 

For  stealing  animals   4395,  4398,  4400 
For  malpractice    4504 
Form  of    4328 
Presentments  treated  as    4632 
Accused  shall  have  copy   4634,  4635,  4997 
Stand  for  trial,  when    4647 
Nolle  prosequi  Allowed  when    4649 
Limitations  for    4665 

Barred  by  two  returns  of  "  no  bill"    4708 
Exceptions  to,  when  made    4629 

Bills  of  Lading. 

Owner  of  boats  shall  give    1627 
Penalty  for  not  giving  and  showing    1628 
Articles  shipped  must  be  in    1630 
Assignee  of,  not  affected  by  right  of  stop- 

page       2650 
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-Bill  of  Particulars. 
To  be  annexed  when   12th  Rule,  p.  1346 

Bills  of  Review. 
Limitations  as  to   2919,  4220 

Bills  of  Sale. 

To  personalty  may  be  recorded    2710 
Do  not  need  witnesses    2696 
Law  applicable  to    2696 
Record  of,  is  not  notice    2710 
Reduced  to  mortgage,  when    3809 

'.  Births. 
How  proved    3772 
Revoke  wiUs,  when    2477 

\  Blacksmiths. 
Books  of,  admitted  in  evidence    3777 

\  Blank  Indorsement. 
Maybe  explained    3808 

Blind. 

Asylum  for,  partly  owned  by  State       961 
Puss  over  Western  and  Atlantic  Railroad 

free,  when..    1009 
,  Statistics  of,  how  obtained   1224,  1225 
Academy  for  law  touching   1212  to  1226 
Trustees  of  academy,  how   appointed         73 

May  make  wi-TTg-    2412 
IBlood,  Corruption  of. 

Networked  by  crime    5020 
! Boarding-house  Keepers. 

Lien  in  favor  of    1986 
Rank  of  such  liens   -    1986 
Liens  of,  how  enforced    1992 

EBoats  and  Crews. 
Owners  of.  shall  give  bill  of  lading    1627 
Bill  of  lading  subject  to  inspection    1627 

i  Penalty  for  not  giving  bill    1628 
Penalty  for  not  showing  bill    1628 
Illegal  traffic  prohibited    1629 
No  article  shipped  unless  in  bill    1630 

IBona  Fide  Holder. 
Of  negotiable  instruments   2785  to  2790 

IBona  Fide  Purchaser. 
Equity  will  not  disturb   3092,  3119 

-  Rights  as  against  marriage  settlement... 
  1775-7,  1782 

\ From 'trustees  protected    2329 
In  case  of  fraudulent  conveyances    1952 
-May  attack  judgments  when    3596 
At  judicial  sales    2628 
In  private  sales..   2640,  2632 
Of  property  subject  to  judgment    3583 
Annotations  on  law  of   note  to  $3092 

Bonded  Debt  of  State. 
Restrictions  on  increase    5197 

Sale  of  State's  property  to  pay    5198 
Sinking  fund  provided    5199 
Certain  bonds  declared  illegal....    5196 

Bonds. 

Administrators. ..2507,  2510,  2512,  3383  to  3388 
Agents  may  execute    2207 
Attachment,  bonds  for   3266-8,  3271, 

  3283,  3294,  15th  Rule. 
Appeals   3616  to  3624 
Appeals,  exceptions  to  security   1st  Rule. 
Attorney,  not  to  be  surety  on,  11th  Rule, 

   §152 
Assignment  not  proved  unless  denied  on 

oath    2855 
Assign  ees    1953a 
Bastardy  bonds   4764,  4765 
Counties,  bonds  of,  how  issued. ..508i  to  508n 
Contractors,  to  do  public  works    493c 
Certiorari,  bond  in  case  of   4054-5 
Claim  cases   .3726,  3729 
Claim  cases,  exceptions  to   15th  Rule. 

Criminal  cases,  see  "bail"   
  4701  to  4704,  4746-7,  5078 

Com  ptrol  ler-G  en  era  1        99 
Clerks  of  Superior  Court       266 

Constables,  and  where  filed   473,     474 
County  treasurers   549,     550 
County  surveyors   569,     57y 
Coroners   585,     586 
Clerk  of  House  of  Representatives    5084 
Executors  shall  give,  when    2447 
Form  of  suit  on    3391 
Fraudulent  bonds  declared  void    5196 
Good  behavior,  bonds  for   4749  to  4751 
Forthcoming  bonds   3672  to  3674 
Guardians   1812  to  1814,  1853,  3385 
Jailers  and  record  of      358 

Judge,  holding,  disqualified    5131 
Judgment,  how  entered  on    3575 
Lost,  indemnity  decreed  on    3113 
Marriage  brokerage  bonds    3182 
Municipal  bonds   508i  to  508 n 
Mortgaged  property,  in  case  of  sale  of...  1968 
Officers,  law  relative  to   148  to     171 
Officers  where  kept  and  how  sued         12 
Officers  taken    by,    how    returned    and 

sued         13 
Ordinaries  ....:    321-2 
Negotiable,  when  and  how    2776 
Peace,  bonds  to  keep   4752  to  4756 
Penalties  in   2941,  3575 
Pilots    1507 
Prosheln  ami. 50th  Rule  and  6th  Equity  Rule. 
Receivers       277 
Retailers  of  liquor    1419 
Sale  of  life  estate,  bond  in  case  of    2262 
Secretary  of  Senate    5084 
State  bonds,  law  touching..944  to   959c, 

  5196-9 Secretary  of  State         81 
Sheriffs  and  how  approved,  etc   349  to     353 
Sufficient,  when.   ,        4 
Suit  on,  form    3391 
Solicitor-General   ,       373 
Tax,  what  are  subject  to       801 
Tax  receivers  and  collectors... 918.  930  to 

  932,     940 
Treasurer  of  State   90  to    91c 

Vagrants,  how  forfeited..-    4583 
Vagrants,  fee  of  Solicitor    4584 
W.  &  A.  R.  R.,  officers  of   969  to  994 

Bonds  for  Title 
Titles,  how  made  where  parties  to,  die... 

  2549  to  2553 
Damages  for  breach  of    2949 
Sale  of  lands  held  under,  partly  paid  for  3586 
Proceeds  of  such  sale,  how  applied    3586 
Notice  of  the  levy  in  such  case    3586 
Sale  of  land  under,  for  purchase  money..  3654 
In  sales  to  secure  debts   1969  to  1971 
Decisions  relating  to   page    850 

Bonds  to  Prosecute. 

May  be  requi  red    471 9 
Books  and  Papers. 

Of  W.  &  A.  R.  R.,  how  far  evidence       976 
Production  of   3508  to  3518,  3836 
Of  Sheriff,  when  full,  where  deposited...     363 
Malicious  destruction  of,  punished    4605 
Of  corporations,  books  how  admitted  in 

evidence    3830 

Response  to  notice  to  produce   47th  Rule. 
Books  of  Account. 
Admitted  in  evidence,  when           2 

Boundaries. 

Ancient,  how  proved    3780 
Removing,  how  punished    4606 
By  streams    2228 
Rules  in  disputed  lines    2387 
Note  on  law  of   page     548 

Boundary  of  the  State. 

Defined  and  specified    .....15  to      19 
Boundary  Lines. 

Crimes  committed  on   4670,  36,       37 
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Branch  Raileoads. 
Existing  roads  may  take  stock  in    5096 

Brands. 

Law  regulating   1438  to  1442 
Making  or  altering,  when  punished,    4403 

Bread. 

Selling  under  assize,  how  punished    4589 
Breach  of  Contracts. 

Actions  for   2939,  2217 
Damages  lor   2940  to  2950 
Of  employment    2217 
Of  agency    2183 
Damages  where  no  specific  performance 

had    3192 
Breach  of  Peace. 

Electors  may  be  arrested  for    5034 
Legislators  maybe  arrested  for    50G2 
Bonds  to  keep  peace   4752  to  4756 

Breach  of  Promise. 
Competency  of  witness  in    3855 
Notes  as  to   see  page    394 

Breach  of  Warranty. 
Form  of  action  for    3395 
Damages  for    2948 
Suit  for,  without  offer  to  rescind    2704 
General  warranty  includes  what    2703 

Bribery. 
Definition  of    4469 
Punishment  for    4470 
By  Solicitor  General       383 
Conviction  for,  disqualifies    5033 

Bridges,  Ferries,  Turnpikes  and  Causeways. 
Bridges  on  road  included  inward          5 
Jurisdiction  and  power  of  Ordinary  over 

  337,  670,  5150 
Contracts  to   build   bridges,    etc.,    how 
made    493a 

Notice  to   bidders  for  building  bridges, 
etc    493b 

Bond  of  contractors    493c 
Penalty  for  illegal  contract  to  build    493d 
Bridges  on  county  lines,  how  built,  etc..  508d 
Notice  of  the  letting    508e 
Bond  of  contractors    508f 

How  let  when  under  $500    508g 
County  line  bridges,  how  paid  for    508 h 
What  are  public       667 
How  divided       668 
Established  for  use  of  county,  when       669 
Borfdof  contractors  to  build       671 
Bond  of  contractors,  how  approved       672 
Additional  bond  required,  when       673 
How  repaired       674 
How  repaired,  when  contractor  neglects    675 
Payment  for  repairs,  how  enforced       676 
Contractor  cannot  be  road  commissioner    677 
Across  county  lines,  how  kept  up...  679,     678 
Across  county  lines,  how  licensed       680 
Private  ferry  forbidden,  when       681 
Forbidden  distance,  how  computed       682 
Rates  of  toll  shall  be  posted       683 
Fine  for  failure  to  post  rates  of  toll       683 
Land  owner  may  have  ferries,  when       684 
Execssive  toll,  how  relieved  against       685 
Annual  revision  of  rates       686 
Penalty  for  charging  illegal  toll       687 
Penalty  for  obstructing,  etc       688 
Notice  of  discontinuance  of       689 
Liability  of  proprietors  of,  for  neglect...     690 
County  also  liable,  when       691 
Detention  at,  liability  for       692 
Liability  of  owner  of...       693 
Liability  of  owners  of  private       694 
Complaint  against  owners  of       695 
Citation,  service,  and  jury-       696 
Issue,  oath  of  jury,  continuance       697 
Verdict  and  effect  thereof....       698 
Proceedings  may  be  at  any  time       699 

Fees  of  Ordinary  in  such  case       699 
Evading  toll,  or  injuring,  penalty  for....     700 
Right  of  way,  damages,  how  assessed       701 
Value  of  land,  how  estimated       704 
Grant  of  hind  will  notgive  franchise       702 
One  franchise,  does  not  give  the  other...     703 
Railroads  cannot  appropriate       719 
Right  to  construct,  law  as  to    2233 
Penalty  for  injuring  bridges    4611 
Encamping  on    or  under  bridges,  pun- 

ished   4611a.b,c 
General  Assembly  shall  not  establish    5077 
Counties  may  tax  for    5190 

Brief  in  Supreme  Court. 

Rules  relating  to    Nos  12  to  15 
Required  to  be  filed,  when    4272a  to  d 
Written  arguments  allowed      4277  to  4780 

Brief  of  Evidence. 
Is  part  of  record    4253 
How  referred  to  in  bill  of  exceptions    4253 

  10th  Rule  Supreme  Court 
On  motion  for  new  trial    49th  Rule 

Brokers. 

How  taxed       817 
Law  as  to    note,  p.     543 

Brothers  and  Sisters. 
Inherit  from  each  other,  how    2484 
Of  bastards,  inherit,  how    1800,  1801 

Building  and  Loan  Associations. 

Foreclosure  of  mortgages  by    3968a 
Buildings. 

Of  counties,  law  concerning    496  to    504 
Owned  by  the  State    960-1 

Buoys  and  Beacons. 
Punishment  for  disturbing    4607 

Burden  of  Proof. 
In  claim  cases    3739 
Rests  where    3758 
Change  of,  how  determined    3759 
Cast  on  bailee,  when    2064 
A fleets  order  of  argument,  how. .13th  and 

  45th  Rules 
Burglary. 

Defined.    4386 

"Dwelling  house,"  includes  what    4386 
Maybe,  in  day,  or  night    4386 
In  day  time,  how  punished    4387 
In  the  night,  how  punished    4388 
Possession  of  implements,  how  punished  4561 

Burning  Fluids. 

Law  as  to  inspection  and  sale  of..  1577  to 
  to  1579h 

Burying  Grounds. 

Injuring  or  destroying,  how  punished... 
  4620,  4621 

Buying  and  Selling  Votes. 
Punishment  for    4569 

By-Laws. 

Liens  under   

Power  of  corporations  to  make    1679 
Effect  on  liability  for  acts  of  agents    16S0 

Camp  Grounds. 

Selling:  liquors  at,  when  and  how  pun- 
ished   4575 

Vending  at,  when  and  how  punished    4576 
Canals. 

Fixtures  of,  punishment  for  injuring    4613 
Charters  for,  granted  by  Legislature    5077 

Canons. 
Of  inheritance    2484 

^f  inheritance  for  bastards   1800,  1801 
Of  inheritance  by  legitimates  from  bas- 

tards  ."    1801 Capacity. 
Measure  of,  to  make  wills   2405  to  2409 

Capital. 
Comptroller  shall  reside  at       100 
Governor  must  reside  at         79 
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Location  of,  at  Atlanta    5229 
Secretary  of  State  shall  reside  at         82 
Treasurer  to  reside  at   ,       96 

Capitol. 
At  Atlanta  and  Milledgeville  belong  to 

State      980 
Clerk  of  Supreme  Court,  office  in       223 
Executive  office  kept  in         79 
Keeper  of,  how  appointed         72 
Rooms  in,  how  assigned   s        62 
Secretary  of  State  to  keep  office  in         82 
Treasurer  shall  keep  office  in   95,       96 

Care  and  Diligence. 

Degrees  of,  law  as  to   2061,  2062 
Law  of,  in  bailments   2060  to  2064 
Of  bailees,  what  required    2060 

Carpenter's  Lien. 
Enforcement  of    1990 
Law  concerning   1979  to  1981 

Carriers. 
Common,  defined    2066 
Diligence  required  of    2067 
Definition  of    2065 
Fraud  on,  releases  when    2080 
Lien  of   1972,  1986,  2077 
Lien  of,  how  enforced    1991 
Limits  of  value  of  baggage  by    2081 
Liability  of,  for  baggage.    2071 
Lien  of,  on  baggage    2079 
Punished  for  not  accommodating  races 

alike    4586 
Relieved  by  stoppage  intransitu    2074 
Refuse   or   eject  passengers,  allowed   to 
when    2082 

Carriers  of  Passengers. 

Diligence  required  of    2067 
Lien  of,  for  baggage    2079 
Limit  of  value  of  baggage  by    2081 
Person  who  may  be  refused  or  ejected  by  2082 
Responsibility  of,  for  baggage    2071 
Responsibility  to  employees    2083 
Refusing  equal  accommodation  to  all  by, 
how  punished    4586 

Carrying  Concealed  Weapons. 
Punishment  for    4527 

Castration. 
Punishment  for    4346 

Cattle. 

Diseased,  punishment  for  changing  pas- 
ture of   4675d 

Killing  or  maiming,  how  punished    4612 
Skinning  unlawfully,  how  punished    4404 

Cattle  Stealing. 

Charge  of,  how  set  out  in  indictment......  4398 
Is  simple  larceny    4397 
Punishment  for    4399 

Causeways. 
Contracts  to  build,  etc.,  law  regulating... 

  493a  to  493d 
Made  and  repaired,  how       601 
Public,  law  concerning   667  to    704 

Caveat. 
Amendment  of    4140 
Head  rights  to  application  for    -370 
In  Court  of  Ordinary    4146 
Trial  of  caveat  to  head  rights    2370 
Wills,  when  filed  to    2425 

Caveat  Emptor. 

In  judicial  sales    2622 
In  private  sales   2651,  2655 

Certificates  of  Public  Officers. 
Are  evidence,  when    3816 

Chain  Gang. 

How  kept  and  worked   4814  to  4820 
Insurrection  by,  how  punished    4821 

Challenge  of  Jurors. 

Accused,  number  allowed  to   4643-4 
Array,  how  made  to    4680 

For  cause    46-81 
Challenge  to  Fight. 
Denunciation  for  not  accepting    4520 
Printer  a  witness,  and  punished, when...  4522 
Punishmentfor  sending  or  accepting    4516 
Seconds,  how  punished       4517 
Sending  disqualifies  for  office    5036 

Charge  of  Court. 
Opinion  as  to  facts  in,  is  error    3248 
Special  to  grand  juries    3249 
Written,  when      244 
Filed  immediately      245 
New  trial  because  of,  when    3715 
Gaming,  to  grand  jury  on    4546 

Certiorari. 
Affidavit  of  applicant  for    4053 
Affidavit  in  lieu  of  bond  and  security    4056 
Answer  to,  when  to  be  filed    4061 
Answer,   exceptions  to,  when   and  how 

taken    4062 
Answer    to,   must   not    be    written    by 
whom    4063 

Answer  to,  must  be  verified,  when    4063 
Application  for,  how  made    4052 
Application  for,  within  what  time  to  be 
made    4057 

Answer  to,  when  and  how  traversed    4066 
Bond  and  security  to  be  given,  when    4054 
Bond,  security  on,  shall  justify,  when...  4055 
Costs  in  cases  of   4070,  4071 
County  Courts,  writs  of,  to  judgments  in 

  287,  301,  302,  309,  317a 
Damages  awarded  against  plaintiff  in    4069 
Damages  because  of  public  roads  in  cases 

of       645 

Obstructing  private  ways  in  cases  of       739 
Errors,  grounds  of  must  be  set  forth    4065 
Granted  by  Judges  of  Superior  Courts...     247 
Granted  in  what  cases    4049 
Granted  by  Judge  out  of  his  circuit,  when  4051 
Judgment  on,  power  of  Court  as  to   

  4067,  4070,  4071 
Judge  may  grant  out  of  his  circuit,  when  4051 
Justice's  Courts,  from  judgments  in    4052 
Limitation  as  to    2920 

New  trial  granted  when  Justice  dies  be- 
fore answer    4068 

Notice  of  sanction  and  time  and  place  of 
hearing    4059 

Ordinary,  in  cases  in  Court  of,  how  ob- 
tained   4050 

Possessory  warrant  in  cases  of..4036,  4039,  4040 
Security  on  bond  for,  liability  of    4071 
Security  on  bond  for  made   to  justify, 
when    4055 

Served  within  what  time    4058 

Supersedeas  operates  as,  when    4060 
Trial  of  traverse  to  answer,  how  had    4066 
Trial  stands  for,  when    4064 

Chambers. 

Chancery  proceedings  at   4214,  4222 
Power  of  Judge  of  Superior  Court  at. ..247,     249 

Champerty. 
Contracts  of,  illegal    2750 

Chancery. 
Accident  and  mistake   3112  to  3129 
Account  and  set-off   3130  td  3141 
Bills,  subpoenas  and  service   4175  to  4190 
Charities   3155  to  3160 
Decrees  and  enforcement  of   4212  to  4220 
Demurrers,  pleas  and  answers   4191  to  4200 
Discovery,  law  governing   3101  to  3107 
Election   3161  to  3165 
Execution  of  powers   3166  to  3171 
Fraud   3172  to  3182 

General  principles   3080  to  3100 
Jurisdiction,  where  vested    3080 
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Jurisdiction    established    and    allowed, 
when    3081 

Orders,  Masters  and  auditors   4201  to  420-1 
Partition   3183  to  3185 
Perpetuation  of  testimony   3108  to  3111 
Proceedings  by  petition   4221  to  4224 
Specific  performance   3186  to  3102 
Trial  audits  incidents   4205  to  4211 
Trusts  and  trustees   3193  to  3107 

Chances. 

Contracts  of  speculation  in,  not  enforced  2G38 Change  Bills. 
Crimes  relating  to   445G,  4457 
Penalty  on  banks  for  issuing    1478 

Charitable  Bequests. 
Law  governing   2419,  3155  to  31G0 

Charitable  Societies. 

Incorporation  and  rights  of   2346,  2347 
Charities. 

Bequests  to,  carried  out  in  equity    3155 
"    how  effectuated    2468 
"   how  far  allowed    2419 

Effectuated  by  approximation    3156 
Extraneous  evidence  admitted  in,  when  3160 
Keligious.  what  is  not  deemed    3159 
Subjects  of,  specified    3157 
Supervision  of,  by  the  Court    3158 

Charters. 
Amendment  of,  subjects  to  Constitution  5096 
Eminent  domain  are  subject  to    5095 
Forfeiture  of,  by  banks   1485,  1486 

"'  '"    how  effected   877,  1685 
Granted  by  whom   1674,  5077 
Liens  under,  continued    2000 
Revocable,  when   1682,  1683,5025,  5026 
Violations  of.  of  banks   4426  to  4432 

Cheating  and  Swindling. 
Ail  sorts  of,  punished      4595 
Making  second  deed  to  laud  is,  when    4599 

Cheating  at  Games. 
Punishment  for    4588 

Cheats  and  Swindlers. 
All  sorts  of    punished    4595 
Cheats  at  play  or  games,  how  punished,.  4588 
Makers  of  second  deed  to  land  are,  when  4599 
Selling  unaer  assiz-,  how  punished    4589 
Selling  by  false  weights  and  measures    4590 
Other  c  ses  of.   4591  to  46i>0 

Checks. 

Are  not  payment  until  themsilves  paid  2867 

Children-. 
Abandoning,  how  punished    4373 
Adoption  of,  how  effected    1788 

'"    how  objected  to    1789 
Alimony  for,  howgranted   1741  to  1743 
Bastard,  definition  of    1797 

■'  mother's  rights  over    1799 
Colored,  legitimate  when    1669 
Cruelty  to,  how  punished   4612h 

"    parental  power  log r,  by    1795 
Father's  obligation  to  illegitimate    1798 Inheritance  by  bastards    1800 

"  by  legitimates  from  bastards  1801 
Incompetent  to  testify,  when    3856 
Inveigling,  how  punished    4368 
Legitimate,  who  are    1786 

L«gitimated  bj*-  the  Courts,  how    1787 
Minors  until  twenty-one  years  old    1791 

Mother's  rights  as  to    1794 ''  •'      over  bastard    1799 
Name  of,  how  changed   1787a,  1787b 
Of  void  marriage,  legitimate  when    1702 
Parents  liable  for  torts  of,  when    2961 

may  sue  for  torts  to,  when    2960 

"        supported  by,  when       764 
Parental  power  over,  how  lost    1793 

"  "         "     lost  by  cruelty......  1795 

Putting  to  dangerous  or  improper  voca- 
tions punished   461 2f 

Protection  of,  provided  for   4612g 
Protection  and  defense  of  parents  by,  al- 
lowed   1796 

Subject  to  parents  until  majority     1793 
Supported  by  parents  during  minority...  1792 
Stand  in  first;  degree  as  to  inheritance....  2484 
Suits  by,  for  homicide  of  parent  allowed, 
when   2791,  3005 

Support  of  parents  by,  enforced,  when...     764 

Year's  support  for,  when  parentdies   
  2571  to  2576 

Choses  in  Action. 
Assignable,  how    2244 

Assignee's  rights    2244 Definition  of   2239,  2243 
Judgments  do  not  bind    35S2 
Subject  to  tax,  when       801 

Churches. 
Appropriations  to,  disallowed    5006 
Deeds  to,  declared  valid    2343 
incorporation  of   1676a 
Selling  liquors  near   to,  when  and  how 

punished    4' 75 Police  for    4577 
Trustees  of,  to  whom  subject    2344 
Vacancies  in  trusteeship,  how  filled    2345 

Circuits. 
New  counties  attached  to  which        43 
Number  of,  and  how  composed         42 

Circuity  of  Action. 

When  regarded,  in  granting  injunction..  3219 
Circumstantial  Evidence. 

Defined    3748 
Cities. 

Buildings  of,  exempt  from  tax,  when...     798 

Gunpowder,  keeping  of  mav   be  regula- 
ted by    1465 

Hospitals  naay  be  established  by    1375 
Inspectors  of  flour  appointed  bv    1554 
Lien  of,  for  city  taxes  established    1972 
Poll  tax  for  streets  levied  by...       809 
Produce,  sale  of  not  taxable  by   1605,  1606 
Produce,  weighing  of  regulated  by    1604 
Quarantine  may  be  prescribed  by    1376 
Retail  license  granted  by    1422 
Rank  of  lien  for  taxes  oi    1973 
School  system  established  by    1275 
Taxes,  lien  for,  how  binding    1973 

Citizens. 
Defined,  and  who  are   44,  5017,  5322 
Expatriation  of,  right  of.,        46 
Females,  prohibition  on    1656 
Of  other  States,  rights  of  in  this   1659,  1662 
'"      "  "        suable  here,  when    3416 
Rights  of   1654,  5017,  5295,  5322,  5327 

''         "     in  sane  persons    1658 
"         "     may  be  exercised    1655 
"         "     suffrage    5032 
"         "     minors     1657 

Social  status  of,  not  subject  of  legislation  5010 
Citizenship. 

Continues  until  acquired  elsewhere         47 
Renunciation  of,  how  effected         -ifi 
Regained  how,         4$ 

City  Courts. 
Cases  in,  how  carried  to  Supreme  Court  4266 
Changes  in  the  law  apply  to    4267 
Excepted  from  uniformity  as  to  proceed- 

ings and  practice    5156 
Judges    of,  may    preside    in    Superior 

Courts,  when    5148 
City  of  Savannah. 

Laws  having  reference  to   4S22  to  4992 
Civil  Authority. 

Superior  to  military    5111 
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Civil  Cases. 
Venue  of  suits  in    5172 

Civil  Rights. 

Privileges  and  immunities  of  citizens  not 
to  be  abridged    5010 

Claims. 

Admissions  of   defendant  in  fi.  fa.  ex- 
cluded, when    3784 

Agent  or  attorney  may  file    3725 
Against  county,  how  audited       506 

how  registered      506 

"  "        must   be    presented    in 
twelve  months       507 

At  administrator's  and  executor's  sales.. 
  2565,  3743 

Against  levy  of  tax  fi.  fas    3732 

"     fi.  fas  from  Court  of  Ordinary. ..3742a 
Appeals  in  cases  of,  in  Justice's  Court. ..3610b 
Attorney's  fees  in  cases  of    1998 
Bond  and  security  must  be  givsn    3726 
Bond,  how  payable    3729 
Burden  of  proof  on  plaintiff,  when    3739 
By  partners  and  jointowners    3721 
Claimant  keeps  property,  when    3730 
Damages  against  claimant,  when    3738 

where   claim    is    dismissed    or 
withdrawn    3741 

"  how  assessed    3742 
Exceptions  to  affidavit  and  bond  not  al- 

lowed after  issue   '.   Rule      15 
Filed  on  oath    3725 
Forthcoming  bond    3728 
"  ..   "     how  payable    3729 

How  tried    3737 

In  County  Courts-.   284a,     293 
In  attachment  cases   3322  to  3327 

In  forma  pauperis,  how  filed    3733 
In  cases  of  garnishments   3541  to  3544 
In  Justice's  Court   4158  to  4160 
Land,  claims  to,  where  tried    3744 
Oath  of  jury  in  cases  of   3738,  3944 
Plaintiff  must  tender  issue,  when. ..Rule       15 
Postponed  sales   3727,  3746 
Property,  how  disposed  where  claim  is 

in  forma,  pauperis   ■   3734,  3735 
Personalty,  claims  to,  where  tried    3745 
Returned,  where    3736 
To  property  clisi rained    4084 
Withdrawal  of,  allowed  but  once    3740 
Who  begins  and  concludes  in  cases  of   

  13th  Rule. 
Where  claimant  dies,  parties,  bow  made 

  Rule      14 
Class  Legislation. 

Not  allowed    5027 
Clergymen. 

Exempt  from  jnry  duty,  when    3939 

"  "       military 'duty    1060 Clerical  Expenses. 

Of  Legislative  Department    5084 
Of  Executive  Department    5119 

Clerk  of  Comptroller- General. 
Appointment  of       113 

Salary  of..'   113     1640 Clerk  of  House  of  Repeesentatives. 

Assistants  of,  how  appointed  and  paid...  197a 
Bond  of   198,  5084 
Compensation  of...   197,  1640 
Election  of       194 
Examination  of  assistants  of       199 
Expenses,  clerical  of,  limited    5084 
Oath  of       395 

"       "     administered  by  Speaker       196 Official  term  of       194 
Qualifications  of  assistants       199 
Shall  file  papers  at  end  of  session       200 
Shall  file  papers  before  receiving  pay       201 
Shall  serve  in  joint  sessions       202 

Clerk  of  Ordinary. 

Appointment  of   
Bond  of   
Duties  of.  specified   
Powers  of   

Clerk  of  Secretary  of  State. 
Salary  of   

Clerk  of  Superior  Court. 
Adjournment  of  Court  by   3242, 
Appointed  administrator,  when   
Appointed  by  Judge,  when   "  Ordinary,  when   
Appointee  holds  how  long   262, 
Attestation  of  deeds  by   
Authority  of   
Bond  of   
Cannot  be  constable   
Court,  acts  of, valid  without   

Deputy,  appointment  of   
Deeds  may  be  attested  by   
Dockets   and   duplicates   to  be  kept  by, 

specified     
Duties  of,  specified   
Elected,  when   
Exempt  from  military  service   
Extra  compensation  to,  how  allowed   
Failure  to   report  moneys  received  and 

paid  out,  how  punished   
Fees  of   

Fees,  duties  and  liability  of,  as  to   
  3704b  to 

Failure  of  duty  of,  how  punished   
Judge  appointed  by,  when   
Judge  may  appoint,  Avhen   
Law  applicable  to  election  of   
Liability  of.  to  rule   
May  administer  oaths   
Must  attend  Court  and  keep  minutes   

"      issue  process,  etc   
"      keep  blanks  for  taking  depositions 
''         "      dockets  and  copy  dockets   

"      book  of  record  for  deeds,  etc.. 
'      record  proceedings  in  suits,  e  c   

Not  taken  as  bail  in  criminal  cases. .Rule 
Notice  of  election  of,  by  whom  given   
Oath  of,  and  before  whom  taken   

"      "    where  filed   
Official  term  of   255, 
Office  of,  where  kept   

"       "   examined  by  grand  jury   
Ordinary  acts  as,  when   
Practitioner  of  law  ineligible  to  office  of 
Proceedings  in  case  of  tie  in  election  for 
Removable  from  office,  how   
Ruled  after  expiration  of  term   
Rules  of  Court  produced   by,  when   re- 

quired  Rule 
Report  of,  as  to  county  money  receivtd 

and  paid  out   
Shall  notify   Keeper  of  Penitentiary  of 

conviction   

Shall  hand  papers  to  counsel  when  case 
is  called   Rule 

Term  of  office  of   255, 
Term  of  one  elected  to  fill  vacancy   
Vacancy  in  office  of,  how  filled   257, 

Clerk  of  Supreme  Court. 

Attorney  for  plaintiff  in  error  liable  to, 
for  costs   

Costs  above  salary  of,  paid  to  Treasurer.. 
Costs,  how  taxed  by    
Costs  above  salary  of,  how  applied..   
Duties  of,  specified   
Deputy  appointed  by   
Exempt  from  military  duty   
Fees  of   
Oath  of   
Official  term  of   ,   

341 
343 
344 
342 

1640 

3243 
2495 
263 

260 
264 2706 
268 

266 
470 209 

266 2706 

267 
267 

1319 
1060 

3697 

508c 

3095 

3710 
269 

252 263 

1318 270 
268 
267 
267 
267 
267 

26*' 

267 
11 

1322 265 
143 

1320 
267 273 
261 
256 
259 

272 271 16 

508a 

4658 19 

1320 
258 260 

225 223 
224 

223a 

223 
222 

1060 
3688 221 

221 
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Order  of  cases  and  circuits,  how  pub- 
lished by    4268 

Salary  of,  and  how  paid     225a 
Statement  of  cases  to  be  published  by...  42G9 
Written  arguments  sent  to,  furnished  to 

Court    4279 
Clerk  of  Treasurer. 

Salary  of    1040 
Client. 

Advice  of  counsel  no  relief  to,  when       410 
Bound  by  acts  of  attorney,  when       408 
Claim  of,  on'y  paid  in  cash,  when       409 

Cloud  on  Title. 
Proceeding  to  remove.    3232 

Coast  Survey. 

Appeal  from  award  of  damages         25 
Costs  of  trial         27 
Damages  by,  must  be  paid         23 

"    ho'w  awarded         24 
■'    may  be  tendered         26 

Privileges  of  those  engaged  in         23 
Punishment  for  injuring  fixtures  of    4619 

Code  of  Georgia. 
Amendments  to,  how  made    5076 
Does  not  repeal  local  laws         11 
Took  effect  when  and  how           2 

Code  (Penal.) 
Judges  to  report  defects  in    4663 

Codicil. 
Definition  of    2404 
Execution  of    2404 
Republishes   will,  when    2478 

Co-executors. 
Powers  and  liability  of    2449 

Coin. 

Counterfeiting,  how  punished    4443 
Collateral  Issues. 
How  tried  in  Superior  Court    3612 

Collateral  Securities. 
Exempt  from  garnishment    3551 
Rights  of  holder  of    2788 

Surety's,  right  of  subrogation  as  to    2176 COLI  EGF.S. 

Appropriations   to   denominational  for- 
bidden   5006 

Color. 

Right  to  vote  not  affected  by    5327 
Color  of  Title. 

hi  cases  of  prescription    2683 
Comity  of  States. 

As  to  privileges  of  lawyers   399,  400    401 
Foreign   laws,  recognized  by   9,  3751 

Commencement  of  Action. 
Mode  and  time  of   3332,  3333 

Commissioned  Notaries  Public. 
Appointed,  how       436 

Are  'ex  officii)'  Justices  of  Peace       436 
Disqualified,  when       205 
Duties  and  powers  of   445  to    462 
Removable,  how       436 

Commissioner  of  Agriculture. 
Duties  of,  as  to  inspection  of  fertilizers. 

  1553a  to  1553h,  1576a 
Law  concerning   1465a  to  1465j 

Commissioner  of  Deeds. 

Appointed  by  Governor        59 
Authority  and  power  of         59 

Commissioners,  (Jury  ) 
Appointment  and  duty  of   3910a  to  3912 

Commissioners  of  Pilotage. 
Law  concerning   1504  to  1542 

Commissioners  of  Roads. 
Appointment  of       654 
Books  furnished  t<>       665 
Certificate  of  service  to       666 
Compelled  to  serve,  when       655 
Duties  of,  specified       658 
Duty  of,  where  road  is  line       664 

Execution  against,  for  fines,  etc       663 
Exempt  from  jury  duty,  etc..       657 
Ex  parte  proceedings  against      662 
Notice  of  appointment  of       656 
Parcelling  roads  by       621 
Proceedings  against,  for  neglect       061 
Person  to  whom  road  is  parcelled,  duty 

of       622 

Parcelling  by,  subject  to  objection       623 
Process  against  defaulters       627 
Shall  give  notice  of  meetings      626 
Shall  exempt  who,  in  making  lists       659 
Three,  for  each  district       653 

Commissioners  of  the  Poor, 
Appointed  when  and  how       760 
Duties  of      761 

Commissioners  (Railroad.) 
Law  concerning   719a  to719u,  5094 

Commissioners  of  Schools. 
County  commissioners,  duties  of     1263 
Pay  of  county  commissioners    1264 
State  commissioner,  appointment  of   s  1248 

"  duties  of.. ..1249  to  1249b 
"  "  salary  and  expenses 
of    1251 

State  commissioner,  oath  of    1252 
Commissioners  of  Turnpikes. 
Law  concerning   719v  to  719dd 

Commissions  (Official.) 
Book  of,  Governor  shall  keep         77 
Granted  by  Governor         60 
Under  Great  Seal       133 
Under  Executive  Seal       134 

Commissions  of  Lunacy. 
How  sued  out  and  revoked   1855  to  1864a 

Commissions. 
Allowed  tax  officers   936  936a 
Agents  allowed    2190 
Administrators,  law  as  to   2589  to  2597 
Guardians  ,  allowed  what   1834,  1835 
To  take  testimony  by  interrogatories.. Rule  32 

Committing  Magistratfs. 

Shall  return  papers  etc   Rule  40 
Committee. 
On  local  and  special  bills    5074 

Committment. 
Form  of    4739 

Informal,  no  ground  of  discharge    4748 
May  be  for  crime  not  charged    4744 
To  jail  of  another  county,  when    4740 

Common. 
Action  for  disturbing  right  of    3021 
Tenancy  in.  law  as  to   2300  to  2304 

Common  Carriers. 

Bound  to  receive  goods    2069 

"      for  prompt  delivery    2073 
Definition  of    2066 
Diligence  required  of    2066 

Estopped  as  to  bailor's  title    2076 
Excused,  when    2066 
Fraud  on  relieves,  when    2080 
Freight  lists,  how  made  out  by    2078 
Liability  of,  how  limited  and  governed..  2068 
"  connecting  roads    2084 
"  railroad  companies  as    2083 

Lien  of   ,   2077,  2079 
Live  stock,  etc.,  how  sold  by.    2084b 
May  limit  value  of  baggage    2081 
May  sell  undelivered  goods,  when    2084a 
May  deposit  proceeds  of  sale    2084c 
May  reject  and  eject  passengers,  when...  2082 

Of  passengers,  liable  how'    2067 
Presumptions  against    2066 
Railroad  companies  are    2083 

as, shall  not  discrim- 
inate as  to  passengers    3035 

Receipts  bv,  penalty  for  not  giving    4604 
Relieved,  when    20S4d 
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Responsibility  for  baggage    2071 
begins  and  ends,  when...  2070 

ShaU  check  baggage    2072 
Stoppage  in  transitu  relieves,  when    2074 

r.ght  of    2075 
Common  Schools. 
County  boards  of  education   1254  to  1259 
Law  concerning   1263  to  1275 
State  board  of  education   1242  to  1247 
State  school  commissioner   1248  to  1252 
School  districts    1253 
Teachers  licensed.   1261,  1262 
Textbooks,  how  prescribed    1260 

Commutation  Tax. 
Amount  of    1070 
Payers  of,  exempt  from  military  duty...  1060 

Compensation. 
Extra,  forbidden    5202 

"        how  allowed  to  officers    3697 
For  property  taken  for  public  use. .5024,  5310 
Of  administrators   2589  to  2597 
Of  agents    2190 
Of  arbitrators    4247 
Of  executors  by  bequest    2446 
Of  executors  generally    2448 
Of  guardians   1834,  1835 
Of  juror*   3940,  3943 
Of  members  of  General  Assembly.. ..189,  5085 

Of  Presidential  electors   .'    1317 
Of  school  commissioners  (county)    1264 
Of  sick  and  deceased  legislators   190,     191 
Of  tax  collectors  and  receivers   936,  936a 
Of  trustees   2324,  2342 
Of  witnesses   3842,  3845,  3851 

Compensation  of  Administrators. 
Law  regulating   2589  to  2597 

Competency  op  Witnesses. 
Decided  by  the  Court    3852 

inspection,  when    3859 
Drunkenness  disqualifies,  when    3857 
How  restored    3861 
Idiots  are  incompetent    3856 

In  cases  of  adulter}'",  party  incompetent  3855 
In  breaches  of  promise  to  many    3855 
Objection  to,  when  made    3860 
Parties  competent  when  and  when  not...  3854 
Physical  defects  do  not  incapacitate    3856 
Religious  belief  goes  to  credit  only    3853 

Competent  Evidence. 
Definition  of    3748 

Competition. 

Corporate  contracts,  to  lessen,  illegal    5097 
Complaint. 
Forms  of,  in  suits   3389  to  3401 

Compounding. 
Penalties,  how  punished    4492 
Felonies,  how  punished    4491 
With  sureties,  effect  of    2152 

Compounding  Crimes. 
Illegal  and  forbidden   3054,  3055,  4491,  4492 

Compounding  Felonies. 
Punishment  for    4491 

Compounding  Penalties. 
Punishment  for    4492 

Compound  Interest. 
Charged  against  trustees,  when    2603 

Compromise. 
Binds  both  parties    2882 
By  administrators,  etc.,  how  done... 2537,  2539 
By  attorneys  at  law,  when  good       409 

Comptroller -General. 
Annual  reports  of,  contents  of       102 
Appointee  during  suspension  of   114b,  114c 
Authority  of.       103 
Bond  of   99,  5125 
Duties  of,  specified       101 
Duty  of,   as  commissioner  of  printing 

  1040c  to  1040f 

Election  of   98,  5120 

Fees  of,  part  of  Sta'e  revenue   941,     943 
Examination  of  office  of,  by  Governor...  5118 
Fees  and  perquisites  denied  to    5126 
Is  commissioner  of  public  printing    1040b 
May  suggest  improvement  in  tax  laws...     104 

''    appointclerk       113 
"    prescribe  rules  for  tax  officers.. .937,     938 
"    publish  rules       939 

Official  seal  of       108 
Quarterly  report  .of    5200 
Qualifications  of    5125 
Rights  and  duties  of       100 
Salary  of   1640,  5125 

"         clerk  of       113 
Shall  furnish  reports  to  librarian       79b 

"     keep  record  of  appropriations       105 
"        ■'     book  of  tax  officer's  bond       106 
"     collect  tax  of  former  years       106 
"     give  copies  papers,  etc       107 
''     settl  ■  on  resignation,  etc       109 
"     mat'  tables,  etc       Ill 
"     not  -   (dilate  in  wild  lands       112 
"      furnish  blank  forms  to  receivers...     846 

Suspension  of   114a,  5118 
Tax  returns  made  to,  when   826  to  826d 
Tax  executions  issued  by,  when   876,     882 

Compulsary  Process. 
For  witnesses,  right  of  accused  1o...4997,  5311 

Computation  of  Time. 
Days,  how  counted          4 
In  life  insurance   ,    2823 
Holidays  and  Sundays  in   2783,  3614 

Concealed  Weapons. 
Punishment  for  carrying    4527 

Concealing  Death  of  Child. 
Not  evidence  of  killing,  when    4337 
Punished,  when  and  how    4338 

Concealment. 
Amounts  to  fraud,  when    2635 
Gives  right  of  action,  when    2958 
Is  an  estoppel  as  to  title,  when    2966 
Legislation  as  to,  by  debtors    5023 
Not  relieved  against,  when    3126 
Of  agencv   2991,  2204 
Of  agents    2199 
Voids  policy  of  insurance,  when    2804 

Conditional  Sales. 
How  executed  and  recorded    1955a 

Conditions. 
Breach  of,  effect  of    2299 
Construction  of,  in  equity    3115 
Estates  granted  on    2294 
Non-compliance   with,  set  up  as  defense 

  2857-8 Notice  of,  unnecessary    2297 
Rights  growing  out  of,  in  contracts    2722 
Void,  do  not  effect  gifts    2661 

"       in  devises  and  legacies,  when    2466 
"      in  contracts,  when    2723 
''      if  in  restraint  of  marriage    1697 
"      if  to  do  illegal  acts    2296 
"      if  to  do  impossible  things    2296 

What  are  precedent  and  subsequent      2295 
Whatare  dependent  and  independent...  2298 
What  will  excuse  non-performance  of    2297 

Condonation. 
Effect  of,  in  divorce  cases    1715 

Confession  of  Judgment. 
Fee  for,  and  how  taxed  and  collected    4127 
Law  concerning   3600  to  3602 

Confessions. 

Alone,  will  not  justify  conviction    3792 
Excluded  from  public  policy,  when    3797 
Grand  jurors  may  disclose,  when    3799 
In  divorce  cases,  how  received    1716 
Must  be  free  and  voluntary.   ,    3793 
Of  joint  offenders,  bind  whom    3796 
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Received  with  caution   
Refer  to  criminal  casps   
To  attorney  or  his  clerk,  excluded,  when 
Under  promise  of  secrecy,  not  excluded 
Under  spiritual  exhortations   
Under  promise  of  collateral  benefit   

Confidential  Communications. 
Defined   
Excluded  as  evidence,  when   ,.3 

Confidential  Relations. 
Defined   
Gifts  incases  of,  how  viewed   

Confusion  of  Goods. 
By  agent,  effectof   
Loss  in  cases  of   

Congregation  of  Worshipers. 
Punishment  for  disturbing   

Congress. 

Acts  of,  as  to  exemplification,  inserted... 
  3830, 

Acts  of,  distributed  to  counties   
Election  of  members  to   1305  to  1310, 
Election  of  Senators  to   1335  to 
Ineligibility  of  members  of  to  civil  office 
Laws,  how  passed  by   5263, 
Legislative  power  vested  in   
Privileges  of  members  of   
Powers  of   5257,  5260,  5266, 

Congressional  Districts. 
New  counties,  how  attached  to   
Number  of,  and  bow  constituted   

Consent. 

Between  attorneys  or  parties,  how  en- 
forced  ....Rule 

To  vary  general  law,  necessary   
To  consider  bill  once  rejected   
To  dispense  with  pleadings,  disallowed... 

  Rule 
Consent  Rule. 

In  ejectment  cases   Rule 
Consideration. 

Deeds  must  have   
Essential  to  valid  contract   
Failure  of,  and  its  effects   
Failure  M,  how  pleaded   
Good  and  valuable   
Good  in  part  and  bad  in  part,  effect  of. ... 
Illegal,  voids  contract   
Impossible,  will  not  support  promise   
Inadequacy  of,  effect  of   
Marriage  is  a  valuable,  when   1782, 
Mistake  as  to,  effect  of   
Moving  from  another   
Mutual  promises  are  a  good   
No  sale  without   
Presumed,  when   
Valid,  defined   
Valuable,  essential  to  sale   

Conscience. 
Freedom  of,defined  and  guaranteed  5004, 

Conspiracy. 
Punishment  for   
To  disturb  apprentices   
Witnesses  protected  in  cases  of   

Conspiracy  to  Defraud  State  or  County. 

By  legislators,  how  punished   
By  officers,  how  punished   
Complete,  when   
Punishment  for   

Conspirators. 
Sayings  of,  provable  when,  effect  of   

Constables. 

Appointed,  when  and  how...   466,  467, 
Bond  of,  how  approved  and  recorded   
Certificate  of,  oath  and  bond  of   
Cannot  be  Sheriff  or  clerk   

Compelled  to  give  other  security,  when,. 

3792 
3783 
3798 

3794 3794 
3794 

3797 

797-8 
3177 
2666 

2193 
3131 

4574 

3831 
1051 
5255 
1338 
5262 
5265 
5242 
5261 
5306 

41 
40 
20 

5027 
5072 

21 

25 

2690 
2739 
2748 
3471 

2741 
2747 
2745 

2746 
2742 3189 

2743 
2747 
2744 

2646 2739 

2740 

2646 

5005 

4497 4498 

4499 

4495 4494 

4496 
4493 

3775 

468 473 

474 
470 

475 

Compensation  for  carrying  property  to 
place  of  sale     4174 

Duties  of,  specified       478 
Elected  by  the  people       468 

"        when    1327 
Election  of,  how  held    1328 
Election  of,  to  whom  returned    1328 

Eligibility'  and  qualifications  of       469 Fees  of    3700 
Fee  bill,  how  kept  by   3700b 
Fees  of,  in  foreclosure  of  mortgages    3974e 
Fined  for  acting  after  removal       479 
Liable  to  rule  in  Justices'  Court       476 
"  "  Superior  Court   :       477 

Levy  on  land  by,  allowed  when. ...3645,  4172b 
"  bank  stock   by,  when    4173 
"  stocks,  how  returned  by    4173 
"    of  tax  fi.  fas  by       888 
"         u  "      anywhere  in  county.     889 

Oath  Of   471,     472 
Official  term  of       463 
Penalty  on,  for  illegal  fees    3700a 
Removable,  how       464 
Shall  attend  the  Superior  Court   Rule  53 
Summary  proceedings  against   3948  to  3961 
Two  for  each  militia  district       463 
Vacancies  in  office  of,  how  filled       467 

Constables'  Sales. Advertisement  of    4172 
Continuance  of,  from  day  to  dav,  when  3646a 
Of  bulky  articles    3646 
Of  perishable  property    3648 
Time  and  place  of    4172a 

Constitution  of  Georgia. 
Amendmenis  to,  how  made   5238  to  5241 
Authority  of,  as  law   1,  5231 
Bill  of  rights   4993  to  5030 
Counties  and  county  officers   5222  to  5229 
Educaiion   5204  to  5209 
Executive  Department   5101  to  5127 
Elective  franchise   5031  to  5038 

Finance,  taxation  and  public  debt. 5180  to  5203 
Homestead  and  exemption   5210  to  5218 
Judiciary   5128  to  5179 

Lawrs  of  general  operation   5230  to  5237 
Legislative  Department   5039  to  5092 
Militia   5219  to  5221 

Power  of  General  Assembly  over  taxa- 
tion, etc   5093  to  5100 

Constitution  of  the  United  States. 
Amendmenis  to   5306  to  5328 
Amendments  to,  how  made    5301 
Authority  of,  as  law,  supreme           1 
Executive  department   5276  to  5287 
Judicial  department   5288  to  5293 
Laws  contrary  to,  void    5028 
Legislative  department   5242  to  5275 
Miscel  aneous  provisions   5302  to  5304 
Ratified,  how    5305 
Relative  rights  of  the  States   5294  to  5300 

Construction. 

Agent's  authority,  rules  of,  for    2196 
Contracts,  rules  for,  of   2754  to  2757 
Marriage  contracts  and  settlements    1777 
Rule  of,  as  to  estates  in  fee  simple    2248 
Statutes,  rules  for,  of      4,  5 
Verdicts,  rules  for  construing   3493,  3561 

Constructive  Fraud. 
Definition  of    3173 

Constructive  Possession. 
Definition  of    2681 

Consuls  and  Vice-Consuls. 
Attestation  of  deeds  by    2706 

"  of  indentures  by    1873 
Contagious  Diseases. 
Law  touching   1375  to  1393 

Contempts  of  Court. 
Consists  of  what    4711 
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County  Judge,  power  of,  as  to       294 
Justices  of  the  Peace  may  punish       457 
Ordinaries  may  punish   332,  4121,  4128 
Power  of  Supreme  Court,  as  to       218 
Power  to  punish  for,  limited    5012 

Contested  Elections. 
Election  defeated,  when  and  for  what....  1334 
Examination  of  suspected  ballot?    1331 
For  constab'e  who  decides    1333 
Illegal  votes  set  off  each  other    1332 
Proceeding  in  cases  of....   1329,  1330 

Continuance. 
All  grounds  for,  taken  at  once   Rule  44 
Allowed  to  diligent  only    3528 
Amending  party  charged  with,  when    3521 
"  ''      not  allowed,  when    3520 

Before  arbitrators    4233 
By  joint  offender,  effect  of    4693 
Counter  showing  allowed,  when    3531 
For  absence  of  witness,  showing  for    3522 

refused,  when....  3848 

u       '•'     party  allowed,  when    3524 
"  or  illness  of  counsel    3525 

"        non-return  of  depositions    392D 
non-production  of  books,  etc    3511 

In  County  Court       285 
In  crimimlcises,  how  allowed    4617 
Injustice's  Court    4155 
Of  cases  not  reached    3526 

"      "      sent  back  from  Supreme  Court,.  3527 
''      "      on  appeal    3530 
"      "      at  common  law, one  only    3519 
On  opening  judgment  by  default   Rule  23 
Rests  in  discretion  of  Court    3531 
Refused  on  admission  of  facts,  when    3521 

Contingency. 
Not  the  subject  of  sale!    2638 

Contingent  and  Shifting  Trusts. 
Definition  of    2311 

Continuing  Trusts. 
Excepted  from  statute  of  limitation    3193 

Contractors. 

Extra  compensation  to,  forbidden    5202 
Liens  in  favor  of   1972,  1979  to  1981 

Contracts. 
Absolute  or  conditional    2721 
Absolute,  denned    2721 
Against  policy  of  the  laws,  void    2750 
All  breaches  of  must  be  included  in  suit.  2939 
Alteration  of,  by  whom  tried    2853 
Alteration  of  written,  effect  of    2852 
Alteration  of,  must  be  explained  when...  2854 
Apportionment  of    2726 
Assent  of  parties,  essential  to..    2727 
Breaches  of,  how  sued  for    2939 

/    By  letter,  complete  when    2728 
Capacity  to  make,  governed   by  lex   loci, 

when..    2738 
Classified  by  intention  of  parties    2721 
Conditions  in,  precedent  or  subsequent...  2722 

  Conditional,  defined    2721 
Conditions  in.  void  when    2723 
Conditions,  rights  of  parties  as  to     2722 
Consideration  of,  law  as  to   2739  to  2748 
Court  contracts,  law  as  to   2758  to  2772a 
Construed,  by  whom    2754 
Damages,  exemplary  not  allowed  in    2943 
Definition  of    2714 
Drunkards,  how  bound  by    2737 
Duress,  invalidates    2752 

Entire,  or  severab'e    2725 
Essentials  of  a  valid  contract   1698,  2720 
Executed  and  executory    2715 
Exemplarv  damages  not  allowed  in    2943 
For  building,  etc.,  public  works,  how  let  493a 
For  counties,  must  be  in  writing       493 
Fraud  vitiates    2751 
Gaming,  contracts  void    2753 

Incapacity  to,  parties  may  plead    2736 
Infants,  when  and  how  bound  by.. ..2731,  2733 

Illegal  and  void,  law  as  to   .'.2749  to  2753 Intention  of  parties  to,  enforced    2755 
Interpretation  of.  rules  for    2757 
Insane  persons,  effect  of  contracts  by    2735 
Infancy,  pleadable  only  by  infant    2732 
Infant  bound  by  marriage  contract    2734 
Incapacity  to  make,  governed  by  lex  loci, 

when    2738 
Lex  loci  as  to  capacity  to  make    2738 
"     "     "    "  validityof           8 

Laws  impairing  obligation  of,  forbidden 
  5025,  5074 

Laws  lessening  competition  in,  forbidden  5097 
Married  women  cannot  generally  make..  2730 
Marriage  of  infants  valid,  wh<m    2734 
Meaning  of,  where  intention  differs    2756 

Monev,  etc  ,  paid  on  gaming,  how  recov- 
ered   2753 

Marriage,  essentials  of    1698 
Noncompliance  with  conditions  of    2857 
Novation,  effect  of    2724 
Obligations    of,   not  to  be   impaired  by 

law   5025",  5074 Of  record    2716 
Parties  who  cannot  make    2729 
Payment  as  defense  against    2864  to  2869 
Parties  to  action  on    3257 
Releaseof   2861  to  2863 
Reformed  in  equity  when    3124 
Rescission  of   2859,  2860 
Restraining  marriage,  void    1697 
Simple  con  tracts    2718 
Specialties  defined    2717 
Speculation  upon  chances,  void    2638 
Simple,  written,  or  parol    2719 
Specific  performance  of   ,    3187 
Want  of  obligatory  force  in,  pleadable...  2856 
What  mutt  be  in  writing   1950,  1951 

Contribution. 

Amongs  joint  trespassers    3076 
Amongst  partners    1901 
Among  sureties   2170,  2173,  2174,  2175 

Who  entitled  to,  and  when   ".    3132 Contributory  Negligence. 
Effects  of,  in  suits  for  tort   2972,  3034 

Control  of  Judgements  and  Executions. 

By  joint  debtors    3599 
By  transferees    3597 
By  security  on  sbay    3663 

Conversation. 
Evidence,  when   37/1,  3791 

Convention. 
To  change  constitution,  how  called    5239 

Conversion. 
Need  not  be  proved  in  trover,  when    3028 

Conveyance. 
To  churches,  declared  good    2343 
To  evade  taxes,  void"       813 

Conveyance  and  Registry. 
Conveyances  to  churches  confirmed    2343 

"  secure  debts,  effect  of    1969 
"  "  societies  confirmed    2346 

Creditors  may  attack  conveyances,  when  1947 
Registry  of  deeds    2705 

"     "    mortgages   1955  to  1960 
"     "   marriage  contracts    1778 

Conviction. 

Bar's  prosecution,  when    5000 
Costs  not  payable  until  after    5002 
Disqualifies  for  office  and  voting,  when..  5033 
For  duelling,  disqualifies  for  office    5036 
Under  impeachment,  effect  of    5056 
Works  no  forfeiture,  etc    5020 

Convicts. 

Assistant  keeper  of  penit'y,  appointed   4821g 
salary  of   4821g 
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Assistant  keeper,  duties  of   4<S21h 
Competent    witnesses    in    mutiny    and 

escapes   '....  4677 Confinement  of.    4820 

"  how  paid  for    4820 
County  and  city  chain-gangs   <$21d 
Confined  in  jail  until  sent  off.    4660 
Delivered  to  county  or  city,  when   4821e 
Duties  of  assistant  keeper   4821h 

"      "  lesees  of   4821i 
Employed  hy  Governor,  when    4S1G 
Female  pregnant,  how  dealt  with    4667 
Fees  or  bonus  for  turning  over,  forbidden. 4821f 
Guards  of,  free  from  road  duty,  when       610 
Harboring,  how  punished   4490a 
Hired  out.  when  and  how   4821a 
Hirer  of  deemed  bail,  when   4821b 

"     "  may  surrender,  when   4821b 
Insurrection  by.  how  punished    4821 
Insane,  sent  to  asylum   4666a 

"'        after  death  sentence,   how  dealt 
with   4666,  4666a,  4666b 

Lesees  of,  duties  of    482li 

"        shall  furnish  clothing  to,  on   dis- 
charge  4821J 

Of  misdemeanor,  how  disposed  of    4814 
Sentence  of  death  executed  on  restora- 

tion to  sanity   4666c 
Sentenced  for  longest  time  in  case  of  two 

convict? ons    4676 
Sent  to  ppnitentiary  promptly    4657 
Safe  keeping  of,  how  provided  for.. ..4815,  4818 
Superintendent  of,  his  duties      4819 
Sentenced  to  penitentiary,   disqualified 

for  office   '.    4691 CO  OBLIGORS    AND    PrOMISSORS. 

Actions  against,  law  as  to   3347  to  3354 
Control  of  judgments,  etc.,  by    3599 
Ne  exeat,  i n  favor  of.    3226 

Co-partners. 
Suits  and  judgments  ag.inst...3349,  3350,  3351 

Copies. 

Admissible  in  evidence,-  when    3769 
Of  records,  wills,  etc,  admitted,  when...  3763 
Of  letters  of    administration,    ete.,    evi- 

dence, when   3817a 
Of  registered  documents  evidence,  when  3820 

Cord. 

Forfeiture  for  selling  under    1563 
Of  wood  defined    1563 

Corn  and  Corn  Meal. 
Inspection  of    1562 
Failure  to  pay  for  punished,  when    1594 
Title  to,  passes  only  when  paid  for     1593 

Taking  corn,  punisned  when   ■..  4440 Coroners. 

A  re  j ailers  wh en       587 
Additional  bond  given  by,  when       586 
Bond  of.....       585 

Costs  of  inquests  taken  by,  how  paid. .593,     594 
Duty  and  liability  of,  as  to  fees.. .3704b  to  3710 
Default  of,  how  punished    3957 
Duty  and  power  of,  as  to  inquests. .4101  to  4109 
Elected,  when    1319 
Election  of,  law  applicable  to   582,  1318 
Executions  directed  to,  when    3633 
Fees  of    3701 

Inquest  by,  notneeded,  when      592 
Justice  of  the  Peace  acts  as,  when       595 
May  disinter  dead  bodies,  when      590 
Notice  of  election  of,  by  whom  given    1322 
Oath  of       584 

Official  term. of   582,  1320 
Ordinary  may  appoint,  when       583 
Penalty  against  for  illegal  disinterment..     591 
Serve  process  in  what  casps      588 
Subject  to  rule,  when  and  how   3948  to  3961 
Take  inquest  of  dead  bodies  when       589 

Corporations. 

A^ent  of  may  sue,  when    2209 
Charters  of  withdrawn,  when    1(582 
Charters  of,  how  held    5096 
Credit  of  State  not  to  he  loaned  to    5188 
Counties  are   491,  5222 
Contracts  to  lessen  competition  forbidden  5097 
Definition  of    1670 
Dissolution  of,  does  not  affect  liability, 

when   *.   1689 Disposition  of  a>setts  of,  when  dissolved..  1688 
Dissolution  by  death  of  members     1687 
Dissolution  of,  what  causes    1684 
Declaringillegal  dividends  by, punished. .4604b 
Dividends  by,  illegal  w    en   4604a 

Duration  of  charter  of   .'    1678 
Freights  on  railroads  regulated   5094,  5099 
Forfeiture  of  charter  by    1685 
Foreign,  recognized  by  comity     1675 
Grants  to,  not  revocable,  when    5026 
How  dissolved....:    1684 
How  formed  by  owners  of  railroads. .1089a 

  to  1689gg 

How  formed  bv  navigation   companies 
  1689hh  to  1689vv 

Illegality  to  //.  fa.  again-t,  allowed  when..  3375 
Indissoluble,  where  rights  are  vested    1683 
In  what  county  created       1677 
Irrevocable  grants  to,  forbidden    5025 
Lands,  how  held  by  foreign   1675a 
Liability  of  officers  of,  for  illegal  divi- 
dends  4604c 

Liability  of  railroad  companies    3368 
Liens,  how  created  by    1999 
May  surrender  charter    1686 
Names  of  stockholders  in,  how  obtained..  3373 
Public  Or  private    1671 
Public,  defined    1672 
Public,  how  dissolved    1681 
Private    1673 
Power  to  cieate,  where  vested   1674,  5077 
Police  power  of  State  over    5095 
Proceedings  to  create,  by  Courts    1676 
Powers  common  to  all    1679 

Plaintiff  may  give  stockholders  notice  of 
suit    3371 

Purchase  by,  of  stock  in  others  forbidden  5097 
Penalty  against,  for  tax  default   877,     878 
Responsible  for  acts  of  officers    1680 
Restrictions  as  to  county  and  municipal.  5189 

Remedy  cumu'auve  in  certain  cases    3376 
Schools  and  churches,  how  made   1676a 
Service  of  process  on,  how  effected. .3369,  3370 
Service  of  process  on  lessees  of  railroads. .3369a 
Societies,  how  incorporated   1676b 
Stock  of,  goes  to  remainderman,  when...  2256 
Suits  against,  how  brought,  etc    3367 
Stockholders  bound  by  judgments  against 

when   '    3372 
Tax  execution  against       876 
Tax  exemptions,  forbidden    5185 

Corporate  Courts. 
Affected  by  Code,  how       480 
Certiorari  from    4052 

Corpore\l  Punishment. 
Infliction  on  factory  laborers  forbidden..  1886 
Liability  for  inflicting    1886 
Minor  may  recover  damages  for    1886 

Corruption  of  Blood. 
Conviction  does  not  work    5020 

Cost  in  Civil  Cases. 
Attorney  liable  for,  when   3676,  3677 
Amount  of,  when  recovery  is  less  than 

$50.00    3678 
Demandable  in  advance,  when    3679 
Demanding  illegal,  is  a  crime    4707 
Endorsed  on  execution    3685 

Ft.  fa.  against  plaintiff's  attorney,  when  3686 
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How  adjudged  against  attorneys    3687 
In  disputes  with  coast  surveyors         27 
In  County  Courts       300 
In  personal  actions    3681 
In  equify  cases,  how  determined    4210 
In  arbitrations,  how  taxed    4246 
In  SuDreme  Court,  how  taxed    4291 

who  liable  for    4290 

Must  be  paid  on  opening  default   Rule  23 
No  more  than  damages,  when    3680 
Of  witnesses  of  adverse  party,  how  paid..  3682 

Payable,  when   ".    3684 Plaintiff  liable  for,  when    3686 
,  Revenue  stamps  taxed  as    3683 
Taxation  of.....    3685 
Who  liable  for.    3675 

Cost  in  Cbiminal  Cases. 
Accused  do  not  pay  until  convicted    5002 
Acquitted  party  not  liable  for    4631 
Accuser  in  County  Court  pays,  when       300 
Demand  of  illegal,  is  a  crime    4707 
How  paid  in  changes  of  venue    4689 
In  County  Court      300 
Insolvent,  how  approved  and  paid    4631 
In  cases  transferred  to  County  Court      315 
Prosecutor  liable  for,  when    4630 
Prisoner    discharged    without    paying, 

when    4700 

Solicitor-General  to  take  legal,  only.  ...380,  381 
Cost  in  Supreme  Court. 
Amount  of    5179 
Attorneys  liable  for   Rule  16 
Attachment  for,  when   Rule  18 
Plaintiff  in  error  pays,  when   Rule  22 

Cotton,  Corn  axd  Rice. 
Acceptance,  evidence  of  value,  when    1597 
Cities  may  regulate  weighing  of    1604 
Cutting  bagging  from  cotton,  punished. .4562d 
Cities  and  towns  cannot  tax    1605 
Conviction  for  not  paying  for  avoided, 
how    1596 

Illegal  charge  for  weighing  cotton,  how 
punished   ,   4562e 

No  deduction  for  turn  of  scales  allowed..  1603 
Oath  of  weigher,  where  recorded    1600 
Ownership  of,  changed,  when    1593 

Partner's  liability    1598 
Penalty  for  false  packing    4593 

"  "    not  paving  for    1594 

"  "      "         '•'        accepted  draft  on  1595 Purchase  of  seed  cotton  at  night,  a  crime. .4562c 
Salesman  shall  not  charge  tax  on    1606 
Tare  on  rice    1601 
Tare  on  other  articles    1602 
Toll  cotton  exempt  from  sale,  when   3582a 
Weigher  of,  must  take  oath    1599 
Weighing  without  oath,  punished    1600 

Counties. 
Apportionment  of  Representatives   

  among  5042-3 
Are  corporations       491 
Are  school  districts    1253 
Bridges  between,  how  built,  etc...508d  to  508h 
Cases  transferred  to  new         29 
Claims  against,  how  audited       337 
Commissioners  for,  may  be  created    5177 
Contracts  for,  must  be  in  writing       493 
Conveyances  for,  confirmed       494 
Death  in  one,  from  act  in  another,  offen- 

der where  tried    4671 
Dissolution  of   .•    5226 
Divided  into  militia  districts       481 
Drainage  by,  authorized    491a 
Election  in,  protected  against  liquor    5037 
Inhabitants  competent  jurors       491 
Judgments  against,  bind  what       508 

how  paid       508 
Jurisdiction  over  county  matters    5150 

Jurisdiction  where  river  divides         35 
''  of,  on  State  line         37 

Law  as  to  city  tax  sales  does  not  apply  to.3656f 
Lines  of,  how  changed   508n  to  508w,  5224 
May  sue  and  be  sued       491 
Names  and  number  of         28 
New,  not  to  be  created    5223 
Ordinaries  audit  claims  against       506 
Process,  how  executed  in  new         30 
Representatives,  how  apportioned  to        38 
Removal  from,  vacates  seat  of  legislator.  5051 
Restrictions  on  loan  of  credit  by.    5189 

"    taxing  power  of    5190 
"  "    debts  of    5191 

Sites  of,  how  changed   508x  to  508aa 
•'      how  dissolved    5225 

Senatorial  districts    5040 
Suits  against,  how  brought  and  served...    492 
Tax  to  pay  bonds  of    5192 

Counterfeiting. 
Kinds  of,  and  how  punished   4442  to  4455 
Marks  or  brands,  how  punished    4592 

County  Academies. 

Appointment,  of  trus'ees  for    1238 
Authority  of  trustees    1240 
Liability  of  those  holding  funds  of    1241 
Vacancy  in  board  of  trustee  s,  how  filled.  1239 

County  Board  of  Education. 

How  chosen  and  consti'ute'd    1254 
Secretary  of,  is  county  commissioner    1254 
Meetings  and  organization  of    1255 
Duties  of    1256 

Shall  lay  off  sub-districts,  etc    1257 
Shall  appoint  trustees  of  schools,  etc   1257a 
Duties  of  school  trustees   1257b 

City  or  special  school  system,  not  affec- 
ted.'.  :   1257c 

Powers  of    1258 

Jurisd;ction  of,  and  appeal  from    1259 
May  administer  oaths,  when   1259a 

May  prescribe  text-books    1260 
County  Bonds. 
How  issued  and  collected   508i  to  508m 

County  Buildings. 
Academies,  law  as  to   ,   1238  to  1241 
Contracts  to  erect  or  repair,  how  made...  493n 
Exempt  from  tax       798 
Inspected  by  grand  jury       504 
Preservation  of   496  to    501 

County  Business. 
County  Judge  may  transact,  when       313 
Jurisdiction  of  Ordinary  over       337 

County  Commissioners. 

Creation  of,  provided  for    5177 
Contracts  for  public  works  by   493a,  493d 
Service  on,  in  suits  us.  county       492 

County  Courts. 

Appointment  of  Judge  of       279 
Appeals  from   286,  3610a 
Bailiffs  of,  how  appointed    287a 
Certiorari  in  criminal  cases       301 

"        in  civil  cases       287 
'•        hearing  and  judgment  on       303 
"        when  and  how  granted       302 
"        to  verdict  of  jury       309 
"        and  appeal    317a 

Claims  and  illegalities  in       293 
"  "        "  when  tried    284a 

Clerk  of,  how  appointed    279b 
Criminal  jurisdiction  of       297 
"  "  exercised,  when....  299e 

Criminal  process,  how  directed       310 
Costs,  fines  and  forfeitures  in       300 
Cost  paid  by  prosecutor,  when       300 
Costs  in  transferred  cases       315 

Dockets,  papers,  etc.,  how  kept       291 
"        of  criminal  cases,  how  kept       304 

Extent  of  Act  of  1878-9    317d 
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Executions,  when  and  how  issued       292 
Fees  and  costs  in  civil  cases       296 

Hearing,  continuance*  and  amendments    285 
Jail,  control  of  by  Ju^ge      305 
Judge  of,  may  practice  law,  where...,    279a 

"      not  to  sit  with  Justice  of  the  Peace    306 
"      does  county  business,  when       313 
"      may  grant  new  trials       317 Jurisdicion  of       282 

in  cases  of  garnishment    283a 

u  where  garnishee  is  out  of 
county    283b 

"  at  different  sessions      283f 
"  as  to  tenants,  etc       295 

Jurors  in.  how  procured,  etc       298 
Laws  made  applicable       308 

"     repealed    317e 
Misdemeanors,  transferred  to       314 
Mode  of  trial    283d 
Oath  and  bond  of  bailiff       288 

Office  of  Judge,  where  kept       312 
•  Official  term  of  Judge       279 
Practice  in....    283c 

Proceeding  where  indictment  is  not  de- 
manded..   299 

"  "  "     is  demanded.  299a 
Power  of  Judge  as  to  witnesses       307 
Process  in  different  counties,  how  issued  284b 

''       who  may  serve       290 
Prompt  trial  by  jury,  when    299d 
Prosecuting  officer  in      299f 
Salary  of  Judge,  and  how  pair!      281 

"         may  be  fixed,  when       316 
Sales  by  bailiffs,  bow  conducted       311 

''     under  process  from. how  conducted. 2628b 
Special  bailiffs,  appointment  and  duty  of    289 
Sections  279,  280,  296,  300.  315  to  317,  ap- 

plicable   317b 
Transferred  cases,  how  tried    299c 
Vacancy  in  Judgship,  how  filled       280 
Where  to  be  held    317c 

County  Judge. 

How  prosecuted  for  malpractice    4504 
County  Lines. 

How  changed   508n  to  508w 
Offences  on,  where  tried    4670 

County  Money. 

Embezzlement  of,  by  treasurer    4435 
Holders  of,  how  proceeded  against..523  to    526 

County  Officers. 

Authority  of  Ordinary,  as  to       337 
Election  and  removal  of   1319,  5227 

"       of,  notice,  by  whom  given    1322 
Exempt  from  road  duty       659 
Financial  report  of.  to  grand  jury    508a 

Grand  jury's  duty  as  to  reports  of...508b  and  c 
Law  applicable  to  election  of    1318 
Official  term  of    1320 
Provisions  as  to  election  of    1321 
Uniformity  as  to    5228 

County  Orders. 
Discounting,  a  crime,  when       562 
Equity  of  county  saved,  in  sale  of       560 
Failure  to  present,  po-tpones       558 
Issue,  and  form  of       506 

In  what  order  paid       5p6 
Liability  of  indorser  on       o60 
Not  paid  until  after  five  days       557 
Negotiable,  how       560 
Registration  and  payment  of       557 
Schedule  of,  to  be  given  Treasurer       557 
Speculating  in,  how  punished....   4562g 
Shall  be  entered  and  marked       5o9 
Treasurer  shall  not  buy  at  discount       561 

County  Poor. 

Jurisdiction  of  Ordinary  as  to   337,     754 
Supportof,  law  concerning   754to    773 

County  Property. 
Controlled  by  Ordinary       337 
How  controlled  and  disposed  of       495 
Safety  of,  how  secured       497 

County  Records. 

Examination  of,  by  grand  jury   504,  3920 
"    '"  appointeesot 'jury 3921 

.........to  3923 
Safety  of,  how  secured   .,        49 

County  Revenue. 
From  taxation   509  to    527 
From  sources  other  than  taxes   528  to    541 

County  School  Commissioner. 
How  elected    1254 
Shall  visit  schools,  when   1257d 
May  administer  oaihs,  when   1259a 
Shall  examine  teachers    1261 
May  revoke  teachers  license,  appeal    1262 
May  grade  teaclrers   1261a 
Duties  of,  specified    1263 
Shall  report  to  grand  jury   1263a 
Compensation  of,  andhow  allowed    1264 

County  Sites. 

Change  of,  regulated   508x  to  508aa 
County  Surveyors. 

Assistants,  andtheirjoath       572 

Bond  of   '       569 
Commission  of  appointees       568 
Duties  of,  in  cases  of  head  rights    2372 
Duties  of,  specified      574 
Duties  of,  in  processioning    2386 
Election  of   566,  1319 
Fees  of,  and  by  whom  paid   575,576,  3702 
Fi.  fa.  issues  for  fees  of,  when      577 
Liability  and  duty  of,  as  to  fees..3704b  to  3710 
Notice  of  election  of,  how  given    1322 
Oath  of      569 
Officialterm  of   566,  1320 
Office  of,  where  kept       573 
One  for  each  county      571 
Ordinary  appoints,  when       567 
Penalty  on, for  illegal  survey       581 
Provisions  as  to  surveys   Rules  55  to  59 
Removed,  how       570 
Surveysare  evidence  when       578 
Who  acts,  when  there  is  none   579,     580 

County  Tax. 
Collected  and  paid  over,  how       519 
Commissions  of  collector  on       520 

"  on,  how  assessed       521 
Estimates  for,  to  grand  jury       510 
Errors  in  assessing,  how  corrected       527 
For  what  purpose  levied   514,5190,  5192 
Form  of  assessing       516 

Grand  Jury  recommends   '  512 How  applied   518,    519 
Levied  by  Ordinary       337 

how       509 

"      without  grand  jury's  voice  when   511,  930a 
Lien  for,  established    1972 
Means  of  enforcing  payment  of       522 
On  what  assessed       516 
Order  assessing,  to  be  advertised      517 
Remedy  against  holders  of  county  funds    523 
Rights  of  creditors  or  tax  payers  as  to      513 
Supportof  paupers,  by    514a 

County  Treasurers. 
Amount  of  bond  of       549 

Appointee  must  give  bond      550 
Books  of,  furnished  by  county       554 

"       "   where  deposited  when  full       55© 
Bond  of       543 

"        "  obligatory  from  date    549a 
Duties  of,   specified       553 
Duty  and  liability  of,  as  to  fees.. .3704b  to  3710 
Election'  of       542 
Embezzlement  by,  how  punished    4435 
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Fees  of    3703 
Financial  report  of,  to  grand  jury      508  i 
Fi.  fa.  again  -t,  for  not  paying  orders      563 
Final  settlement  with,  how  made       56"> Form  of  oath  of       548 
Oath  of      543 
Official  term  of   :      542 
Oath  and  bond  of,  where  hied       547 
Office  of,  where  kept       55i 
Other  officers  disqualified       546 
Orders,  when  to  be  presented  to       558 

''         to  be  marked  "Presented"       559 
"        negotiable,   how...       560 
"         postponed,  when       558 

Qualifications  for  office  of       516 
Removed  from  office,  how       541 
Shall  receive  and  payout  funds       551 

"     pay  orders,  in   what  order..       556 
"     not  pay  orders  until  after  five  days..    557 
"     be   furnished    with    statement    of 

orders       557 

"     deliver  books,  etc.,  to  successor       564 
"     not  buy  orders  at  discount   361,     562 

County  Treasury. 
Claims  against  barred,  when       597 
Orders  on,  mu>t  specify  fund  drawn  on...     506 

Court  Contracts. 
Breaches  of,  how  sued  for    2769 
Designation    2759 
Damages  for  breach  of,  how  collected    2763 
Enforcement  of    2761 
Execution  of,  requisites    2771 
Expiration  of  term   ,    2767 
Force  and  effect  of    2759 
How  made  and  where  filed    2758 
Issues  of  fact  under,  how  tried    2760 
Ordinary,  jurisdiction  of,  as  to   2772a 
Orders  as  to,  how  carried  into  effect    2762 
Power  of  Court  continues  as  to    2768 
Remedy  here  given,  is  cumulative    2772 
Rescission  of    2764 
Rule  of  decision,  as  to    2765 
Set  aside  for  fraud    2770 
Time  is  of,  the  essence  of    2768 

Courtesy. 

No  tenancy  by,  in  this  State    2259 
Court  Houses. 
How  kept  and  furnished       497 
Penalty  for  injuring      500 
Rooms  in,  how  assigned  to  officers       498 

Sheriff's  have  charge  of       499 Courts. 
Actsof,  valid  without  clerk       209 
Bridges  and  ferries  established  by    5077 
Charters  granted  by,  what   ,    5077 
Corporate,  how  affected  by  Code       480 
Election  precincts,  altered  by    5077 
Judgment  by,  without  jury;   Rule  38,  5145 

"  ''      form  of.... Rule  39 
Jurisdiction  of  Supreme  Court    5133 

"    U.S.  Courts    5289 
Law  and  equity,  may  be  merged    5140 
Minutes  of,  to  be  read  and  signed      208 

"        '••    valid,  though  not  signed       208 
Names,  changed  by    5077 
Of  Georgia,  enumerated    5128 
Powers  of,  enumerated      206 
Power  of,  to  punish  contempts,  limited..  5012 
Proceedings  to  have  credit  in  each  State  5291 
Records  of,  not  to  be  removed       207 
Right  to  sue  and  defend  in,  guaranteed..  4995 
Rules  of  practice  in   p.  1344  to  1355 
Shall  declare  unconstitutional  laws  void  5028 
Tax  allowed  for  expenses  of    519Q 

Courts  Martial. 
Extent  of  punishment  by   1103ii 

For  trial  of  officers,  how" ordered   Ii03gg May  be  organized   1103ff 

May  punish  contempts   1103kk 
Pay  of  members  of   1 1 0P» j j 
Wh»reheld   U03hh 

Courts  of  Inquiry. 
Associate  Justices  allowed  in    4731 
B  lil  pending  preparation  for  trial    4732 
Bail  may  be  tendered    4742 
Commitment,  form  of    4739 

to    jail   of    other   county, 
when    4740 

Evidence  before    4733 

''  abstract  of,  returned,  wnen    4734 
Jail  fees,  how  paid    4740 
Jailer  may  reject  pris  >uer,  when....    4741 

May    commit  for   offense  not   charge  I*, when    4744 

May  compel  attendance  of  witnesses    4736 
Prisoner  to  have  chance  to  get  bail..    4742 
Preparation  for  trial,  time  given  for    4732 
Proceedings  and  papers,  how  disposed  of  4745 

.    Rule  of  decision  by    4738 
Statement  of  defendant  before    4733 

"  returned  by    4733 
Time  allowed  to  prepare  for  trial    4732 

"         defendant  to  get  counsel...  4732 
Trial  may  be  waived    4743 
Waiver  of  trial,  and  bail,  supersedes  ar- 
rest   4743 

Who  may  hold   !    4730 
Courts  of  Ordinary. 
Adjournment  of  allowed,  when    4113 
Application  for  orders,  how  made  to    4114 
Appeals  from    3612 
Authority  of,  over  county  matters       337 
Amendments  allowed  in    4129 

Business  for  regular  term    4112 
Certiorari  from  judgments  of    4050 
Contempts,  punishable  by       332 
Docket  of  applications,  etc.,  kept    4119 

"  motion**,  etc.,  to  be  kept    4124 
"         "  persons    bound   to    make    re- turns   4120 

For  county  purposes,  proceedings  m    4123 
Held,   when    4111 
Jurisdiction  of       331 
Minutes  of,  how  kept    4118 

''         '.'    proceedings    4126 
May  punish  contempts    4128 

Name  and  style  of,  dec' area"       318 
Notice  to  parties  interested    4125 

Notice  of  application-',  how  served,...    4114 
Objections  and  caveats,  how  made    4116 
O^en  at  all  times,  except  Sundays,  eie   4112 

Opening  and  adjournment  of    4122 
Orders  of,  how  enforced    4121 

"     -   "     should  recite  what    4115 
Proceedings  in,  how  filed  and  recorded..  4117 

Cousins. 
How  related  to  intestate    2484 

Covenants. 
Damages  for  breach  of  warranty    294S 
Dependent  and  independent    2293 
Never  to  sue,  release  the  debtor    2861 
Non-performance  of,  good  defense,  when  2858 
Of  warranty  bind  officers,  when    2622 
Of  warranty,  how  construed    2653 
Purchaser  at  judicial  sale,  gets  what...    2623 
Running  with  land,  pass  to  purchaser...  2702 
Warranty,  law  as  to   27u2  to  27u4 

Coverture. 

New  promise,  no  reply  to  plea  of.  when..  3177 
Plea  of   1    3477 

Credit. 
Obtaining  by  fraud,  punished    4587 

Creditors. 

Acts  void  as  against   1939.  1940,  1952 
Assets  of  insolvent  trader,  how  distrib- 
uted  3149d 
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Allowance  for  trader's  support   3149e 
By  judgment,  lien  of  confirmed   1972,  1994 
Concealed  property  of  debtors,  provision 

as  to   .'    5023 Debtors  may  give  preference  to    1953 
Gifts  void  as  to,  when    2662 
May  file  bills  in  equity    3148 

.  May  attack  judgments,  when    3596 
May  appropiate  payments,  when    2869 
Of  counties,  rights  of       513 
Of  partners  may  garnishee  firm,  when...  1919 
Of  corporations,  rights  saved,  when    5026 
Parties  to  billjagainst  trader   3149c 
Power  of  Chancellor  under  bill  vs.  trader.  3149b 
Receiver  appointed  under  bill  vs.  trader. .3149a 
Release  of  debtor  recommended,  when..3149g 
Rights  of   .1945  to  1949 
Sales  to  defraud  are  void,  when    2631 
Trader  defined   3149f 

Creditor's  Bill. 
'  Allowed  in  equity    3148 
Against  insolvent  trader,  etc   3149a  to  3149g 

Crime. 
By  act  in   another  State,   resulting    in 

death  here    4672 
Compounding,  how  punished    4491 
Definition  of    4292 
Infants  guiltless  of,  when   ;....  4295 
Idiots  free  from    4297 
Instigators  of,  how  punished    4298 
Intention  as  to,  how  manifested    4293 
Lunatics  responsible  for.  when    4296 
On  water  courses,  jurisdiction  of        36 
On  county  and  State  lines,  where  tried..       37 
Punished  under  co-existent  laws   2,  4664 

Crimen  Falsi. 
Disqualifies  witness,  when    4466 

Criminal-  Conversation. 
Marriage,  how  proved  in  cases  of   "...  3008 With  wife,  gives  husband  action  for    3008 

Criminal  Cases. 
How  settled    4706 

Criminal  Docket. 
Cases  on,  how  called    4710 
Cases  stricken  from,  when   4710a 

"Who  announces  first,  in    4710 Witnesses  in  stricken  cases  released   4710a 
Criminal  Law. 
Abandonment  of  children,  penalty    4373 
Abortion,  using  means  to  produce,  pen- 
alty  4337c 

Acceptance  on  cotton,  not  paying,  pen- 
alty   1595 

Accessory  defined    4306 
"  after  the  fact    4308 
"  before  the  fact    4307 

after  the  fact,  how  punished.  4310 
"  tried,  when    4311 

Accomplice,   evidence    of,   not    convict 
alone    3755 

Accused,  may  make  statement    4637 
Accused  not  liable  for  cost,  when    4631 
Adultery  and  fornication,  penalty    4534 

"         between  whites  and  blacks.  4572  1768 
between  persons  of  color    1667 

Advertising  fees,  illegal  exaction  of,  ex- 
cessive  3704b 

Advisers  to  kill  infants,  how  punished...  4336 
Affidavit  and  warrant,  contents  of    4714 
"  "  "        form  of   4715,  4716 

Affrays  defined  and  punished    4515 
Agricultural  products,  crimes  relating  to 

  1594  to  1600 
Altering  marks  or  brands,  penalty    4403 

public  documents,  penalty    4471 

"        public  road  or  bridge,  penal ty..651-2 
Animals,  cruelty  to,  punished   4612a 

"        illegal  impounding  of    1453 

Apprentice,  cruelty  to,  penalty    1881 
Argument,  order  of  in  criminal  cases    4645 
Arraignment  in  bar  dock,  forbidden   

when    4633 
"  formalities  of    4630 
"  and  plea,  record  of    4640 
"                    "         entered    on    in- 

dictment   4641 
"  in  fetters,  not  all  wed    4642 

Arrest  without  warrant,  allowed  when..  4723 

"      by  private  person,  allowed  when  4724 
"      duty  of  person  making    4725 
•'      judgment,  refused  when    4629 
"      what  constitutes    4728 
"      doors  broken  to  make,  when    4729 

Arresting  officer's  duty    4726 Arson  defined    4375 

"       of  different  kinds,  penalty.4376  to  4385 
Assault  defined    4357 

"        how  punished    4358 
"        with    intent   to    murder,   using 

means  to  destroy  foetus  is,  when4337b 
"        with  intent  to  rape,  penalty    43-^1 "  "  "        murder,  penalty..  4359 "  "  "        rob    4360 

"     penalty    4361 
"  "  "        injure  clothes    4363 
"        under  color  of  office,  penalty    4477 

Assize,  penalty  for  selling  under    4589 
Associations  to  entice  apprentices    4498 
"  "  "        evidence  in  4499 

Attempt,   found  under  indictment  for 
the  crime    4675 

Attempts  to  commit  offenses,  how  pun- 
ished   4712 

Attempt  to  incite  insurrection    4316 

how  pun- ished   4317 

Attorneys  at  law,  quasi  criminal  proceed- 
ings against   418  to    434 

Attorney  at  law  shall  not  go  on  bond. .Rule  11 
Attorney-General  receiving  fees,  penalty 4508a 
Bail  allowed,  how  often   4701,  4747 

"    surrender  of  principal  by    4704 
"    pending  preparation  for  trial    4732 
"    may  be  tendered  to  Court  of  inquiry  4742 
"    being  given,  no  committment    4742 
"    may  surrender  principal    4746 

after  for- feiture.. 4746 

"•  relieved  by  death  of  principal    4746 
"    who  may  take    4747 
'-'    by  committing  Court...!    4747 
"    excessive,  not  demanded    4747 
"    attorney  cannot  be   Rule  11 

Bank  officers  violating  charters,  penalty  4426 
"  "      presumption  against    4427 
"            "      discounting  its  paper,  pen- 

alty   4430 
"  "      return,  perjury  in    1471 
Bastards,  who  are   1786,  1797 

Bastardy,  how  punished    4564 
"  proceeding  vs.  parents  for    4762 
"  exculpatory  affidavits  in    4763 

Bastard,  mother  of,  committed  when    4763 
Bastardy  bonds,  suit  on    4764 
"  "       returned  where    4765 

Barratry  defined    4501 
"        how  punished    4502 

Batterry  defined  and  punished    4363 
Beastiality  defined    4354 
"  punishment  for    4355 
"  attemptat,  penalty    4356 

Bench  warrant  defined    4727 
"  "        officer's  duty  as  to    4727 

Benefit  of  clergy  not  allowed    4661 
Bigamy  defined    4530 

"        punished   4531-2 
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Bill  of  exceptions  served  on  whom    4262 
Bill  of  lading,  not  furnishing,  penalty...  1628 
Billiards,  allowing  minors  to  play    4543 
Boat  officers  and  hands,  crimes  by   

  1628  to  1630 
Bond,  officers  acting  before  filing,  pen- 

alty      156 
"        fail  to  mark  file,  penalty..     159 

Books  of   office,  officer   detaining,   pen- 
alty  175,177,  4474 

Boundary  lines, crimes  committed  on. .36,       37 
Breaking  bridges  or  dams,  penalty    4610 

house  to  steal,  penalty    4416 
and  entering  to  steal,  penalty...  4417 

Bribe,  taken   by  Solicitor-General,  pen- 
alty      383 

Bribery  defined    4469 
"         howpunished    4470 

Bridges,  altering  or  obstructing,  penalty    650 
"         illegal  tolls  demanded,  penalty 

  687,     693 
Bridges,penalty  for  camping  on  or  under 

  4611a,  4611c 
Burglary  defined   ,.  4386 

"         punishment  for    4388 
Buoys  and  beacons,  penalty  for  destroy- 
ing   4607 

"Burning"  defined    4381 
"  railroad  bridge,  penalty    4383 

fences  or  grain,  punished....  4608 
Burying  grounds,  penalty  for  injuring..4620-l 
Campgrounds,  vending  at,  punished    4576 
Carrying  concealed  weapons,  penaltj^    4527 

"        weapons  to  public  places    4528 
Castration,  how  punished   4345-6 
Cattle  stealing  is  simple  larceny    4597 

"      how  described  in  indictment    4398 
"      stealing,  how  punished    4399 

Cheating  at  play,  penalty  for    4588 
Children,  how  protected   4612g 

"          penalty   for  letting  to  danger- 
ous or  improper  vocations. ..4612f 

Challenges  of  jurors,  number  allowed. .4643-4 
Challenge  to  fight,  giving  or  accepting...  4516 

"          denouncing   one    for  not   ac- 
cepting   4520 

Character,  proof  of,  when  allowed    3757 
Cheating  and  swindling  punished    4595 
Circulating  insurrectionary  papers,  pen- 
alty  ■     4318 

Circumstantial  evidence  defined   -3748 
Clerks  Superior  Court,  failure  in  duty, 

penalty   269  to    272 
Same,  withholding  ballots  in  contest    1331 
Coast  survey  fixtures,  penalty  for  injur- 
ing   4619 

Commissioners   of    county,  illegal  con- 
tract as  to  public  works    493d 

Commissioners  of  roads,  penalty  for  neg- 
lect      651 

Commitment,  form  of    4739 
for  different  offense    4744 

Compounding  crimes,  penalty    4491 
penalties,  howpunished...  4492 

Concealment  of  death  not  evidence  of 
murder    4337 

Concealment  of  death  of  bastard,    pen- 
alty   4338 

Confessions,  law  as  to   3792  to  3796 
Conspiracy  to  defraud  State  or  county...  4493 

by  officers  to  cheat  State    4494 
by    legislators    to    defraud 

State     4495 
complete,  when    4496 
how  punished    4497 

Constables,  malpractice, penalties  against    464 
acting  after  term  expires       479 

Continuances  in  criminal  cases    4647 

Convenience  of  prisoner  regarded     4642 
Conviction,  clerk  to  give  notice  of    4658 

for    felony    disqualifies   for 
office   129,  4691 

Convict    competent  witness  in  escapes 
and  mutiny    4677 

Convict,  pregnant,  how  dealt  with    4667 
Convicts  sent  to  penitentiary  at  once    4657 

"        kept  in  jail  until  sent  off.    4660 
Corn,  not  paying  for,  penalty    1594 
Coroner,    disintering    of   body  without 

good  cause,  penalty       591 
Costs,  illegal,  taken  by  Solicitor-General, 

penalty   380  to    382 
"      lien  of  State  for   2675,  4699 

Costs  of  Justices,  etc.,  how  paid   4709c 
"     how  collected  and  paid    4631 
"     to  be  taxed  by  clerk   4709b 
"     prosecutor  pays,  when    4630 
"     penalty  for  demanding,  illegal    4707 
"     accused  not  liable  for,  when    4631 
"    of  Justices,  etc.,  how  approved  and 

paid   4655e 
"     in  criminal  cases,  collection  of    4699 
"     how  sent  up  by  committing  Court. .4709b 

Cotton,  cutting  bagging  from,  penalty... 4562d 
"         illegal  charge  for  weighing,  pen- 

alty  4562e 
"         crimes  relating  to   1594-5,1600,  1629 

Counterfeiting  coin,  penalty  for    4443 
Counterfeit  coin,  penalty  for  uttering...  4443 
Counterfeiting  bank  bills,  penalty  for...  4444 
"  marks  or  brands    4592 

County  orders,  speculation  in  by  officers, 
how  punished   4562g 

"        Court,  jurisdiction  of  offenses... 
  282,  297,  299  to    306 

lines,  crimes  committed  on.. ..35,  4770 

"   surveyor,  penalty  for  false  sur- 
vey       581 

Treasurer,  illegal  conduct  as  to 
county  orders       562 

Court  of  inquiry,    statement  of  defend- ant before    4733 
"                  "           should  return  state- 

ment   4733 
"        should  return  abstract  of  evidence  4734 
"        recognize  witnesses    4735 
"        Rule  of  decision  by    4738 

Courts  of  inquiry,  who  may  hold    4730 
associates  in    4731 

"  should  give  time    4732 
"  "  evidence  before    4733 

"        martials,  proceedings  in   1103gg 
  1131  to  1141 

Crews  of  boats  crimes  by   1629-1630 
Crime  defined    4292 

"        by  misfortune  or  accident,  excus- 
ed   4302 

"        committed   under  fear,  not  pun- 
ished   4303 

"        idiots  not  punished  for    4297 
"        punished  under  co-existent  law..  4664 

Criminal  negligence  defined  and  punish- 
ed  4586b 

"        cases,  where  tried    4686 
Crimes  against  habitations    4374 
Crimen  falsi  disqualifies  witness    4466 
Crossings,  failure  to  blow  whistle  at       710 
Cruelty  to  animals  punished   4612a '*  "  arrests  for   4612c 

"                "            fines    for,   how    dis- 
posed of   4612d 

"        includes  what   4612s 
"        to  children,  howpunished   4612h 

Currency,  penalty  for  issuing  unauthor- ized   4456 

"        every  bill  is  an  offense    ...  4457 
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Cutting  out  or   disabling  tongue,   pen- 
alty   4341 

Dead  body,  affidavit  to  disinter,  without 
cause,  penalty       581 

Death  from  act  on  soil  ceded  to  United 
States,  offender,  where  tried    4G72 

Death  in  one  county  from  act  in  anoth- 
er, venue  of  the  offense    4671 

Death  sentence,  how  executed    4662 
"  "  when  executed    4669 

Deceit  as  to  liens  punished    4599 
Declaring  illegal  dividends  punished   

  4604a, b 
Same,  other  liability   4604c 
Declaring  fraudulent  dividends,  penalty  4431 
Deed,  second,  penalty  for  making    4599 
Defects  in  Penal  Code  reported  by  Judg- 
es     4663 

Defense,  parents  and  children  may  jus- 
tify   1796 

Demand  for  trial  by  accused    4648 
Demurrer  to  indictment,  how  made    4639 
Dentistry,  illegal  practice  of,  penalty    1416 
Destroying  books  or  papers,  punished    4605 
Detention  of  books,  etc.,  by  officers,  pen- 

alties    4474 
Diploma,  physician   practicing  without, 

penalty   1409e 
Diploma,    dentist     practicing    without, 

penalty      1416 
Diplomas,  penalty  for  illegal  grant  of....  4562a 
Discharge  of  accused  if  not  tried,  when..  4648 
Diseased  abandoned  animals,  how  dealt 

with   4612b 
Diseased  cattle,  penalty  for  driving   4625d 
Disorderly  houses,  penalty  for  keeping...  4537 
Disintering  dead  bodies,  when  punished  4563 
Disturbing  divine  worship,  penalty    4574 
Dividends^  penalty  for  declaring  illegal.. 

  4604a,b 
Docket  of  criminal  cases,  how  called    4710 

"       cases  stricken  from,  when   4710a 
Dockets  of  Justices,  etc.,  to  be  laid  before 

grand  jury    4505 
Dockets  of  Justices  shall  show  what,  as 

to  costs    4505 
Dockets,  default  of  Justices  as  to,  penalty  4505 
Domestic  animals,  penalty  for  stealing...  4402 

"        wines,  sale  of,  allowed   4565a 
Drunk  person,  selling  liquor  to,  penalty  1426 
Drunkenness  no  excuse  for  crime    4301 

"  person  causing,  liable    4301 
Duelling,  how  punished   4516,  4518 
"  seconds,  how  punished    4517 
"  non-prevention  of,  by  officers..  4519 

Dwelling,  what  deemed  parts  of    4386 
"  hired  room  is  whose    4386 

Dying  declarations,  proved  when    3781 
Ear,  slitting,  biting  or  cutting  off,  penal- 
ty   4344 

Elections,  furnishing  liquor  at,  penalty  4570 
Election     superintendents,    penalty   for 
malfeasance   1289,  1292 

Election  contest,  clerk  withholding  bal- 
lots.   1331 

Embezzlement  by  public  officers,  penal- 
ty   4421 

Embezzlement  of  county  funds,  penalty  4435 
Embracery  defined  and  punished    4503 
Emigrant  agent  defined   4598c 
"  "      must  have  license   4598a 
"              "       working     without      li- cense  4598b 

Engrossing  punished    4591 
Engineer  not  blowing  whistle  at  cross- 
ings      710 

.Entering  house  to  steal,  penalty    4415 

Carriers,  equal  accommodations  to  all  by 
"        default,  how  punished    4586 

Escape  from  jail,  penalty  for  aiding    4482 
"     custody,  penalty  for  aiding  4483 

"      how  punished   4483a 
"       aiding,  how  punished    4483 
"       from    penitentiary,  how  punish- ed   4484 

"       voluntary,  how  punished    4485 
"      from  penitentiary,  where  tried...  4659 

Estrays,  conversion,  etc.,  of,  penalty    1436 
Evading  inspection  of  fertilizers   1553g 
Extortion   of   illegal   costs  by  Solicitor- 

General,  penalty   380  to    382 
Extortion  of  illegal  costs  by  public  offi- 
cers  3704  to  3710 

Evidence,  degree  of  proof  required  in...  3749 
"  number  of  witnessps,rule  and 

exceptions    3755 
Evidence,  character  and  conduct,  when 

relevant    3757 
Evidence  in  cases  under  4498th  section...  4499 

"        res  gestae,  when  proved    3773 
"        confessions  of  conspirators   

  3775,  3796 
"        dying  declarations    3781 
"         testimony  on  former  trial    3782 
"         confessions,  law  as  to   3792  to  3796 
"        privilege  of  witness...3814,  3854,  3876 

Explosive  oils,  use   of,  on    trains,  how 
punish ed    4585 

Extortion  defined    4507 
"  how  punished    4508 

Failure  to  pay  depositor,  penalty   4428a 
False  partner,  advertising,  penal   action 

for    1897 
False  survey,  penalty  for       581 
False  imprisonment  defined    4364 
"  "  penalty  for    4365 
"                "               under  color  of  pro- cess   4366 

False  swearing  defined    4462 
"  "        how  punished    4463 

False  witness  causing  death    4468 
"      packing  cotton,  etc.,  penalty    4593 
"    keys,  etc.,  punishment  for   possess- 
ing   4561 

"    weights  or  measures,  penalty  for 
selling  or  buying  by    4590 

Farm  products,  offenses   relating   to   
  ...4562b,  1594-5,  1600,  1629 

Fear,  person  causing  liable,  when    4303 
"     excuses  homicide,  when    4331 

Felony,  prosecution  of,  before  civil  ac- tion for    2970 
Felony  defined    4304 
Femaie     pregnant  convict,    how    dealt 
.    with    4667 
Ferries,  illegal  tolls,  penalty   687,     693 
Fertilizers,  inspection  of,  penalties  as  to 

  1553g,  1575,  1576d 
Fines  and  forfeitures  in  City  Court   4655h 
Fines,  to  whom  and  what  use  paid    4654 

"      and  forfeitures,  lien  of  officers  on..  4654 "  "  local  laws  as   to, 
stand   4655g 

"      when  paid    4655 
"      and    forfeitures    paid  to  County 

Treasurer   4655a 

"      and  forfeitures  kept  separate   4655c 
"         "  "  how  distributed... 4655b 
"         "  "  to  what  applied   4655c 
"         "  "  claims     on,     how 

paid   4655d 
"         "  "  report  of  Treasurer 

as  to   465£f 
Fines  for  unauthorized  currency,  how 

disposed  of    4459 
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Fishing,  penalty  for  illegal   1625,  4625 
"          in  waters  of  another,  when  pun- 

ished  4625b 
Fish,  penalty  for  killing  with  explosives4625a 
"  "   obstructing  passage  of..4625c 

Fishponds,  penalty  for  injuring    4622 
Fire  test  of  kerosene,  etc.,  penalties  as  to 

  1579a, e,h 
Firing  woods,  illegally,  penalty   1458,  4609 
Fire  hunting,  when   punished   4562f 
Fixtures,  larceny  of  detached    2220 
Flour,  offenses  relating  to,  penalty   

  1588  to  1562 
Forfeitures  for  crime  abolished    2675 
Fornication,  between  colored  persons....  1667 

and  adultery   between   col- 
ored persons    1667 

Foeticide,  how  punished   4337a 
Force  of  accused's  statement    4637 
Forcible  detainer  defined    4525 

"  u        howpunished    4526 
"        entry  defined    4524 

"      penalty  for    4526 
"        taking  not  ground   for  search warrant    476 1 

Forestalling  punished    4591 
Forgery  of  official  certificate,  penalty    4442 

"        penalty  for  different  acts  of     4445  to  4454 
Fraud  in  limited  partnership,  penalty...  1938 
Fraudulent  conversion  by  bailee    4422 

"  clerks,  etc    4423 
"  agents    4424 

Freights,  in  violation  of  rules  of  commis- 
sion, penalty    719c 

Fugitives  from  justice,  arrest  of   54  to      57 
Gaminghouses,  penalty  for  keeping    4538 
"  "        broken  open,  when    4546 

Gaming  in  liquor  shops,  allowing  minors 
to    4539 

Gaming,  penalty  for    4541 
"  with  bank  agents,  etc    4544 
"  tables,  penalty  for  keeping    4540 

Gamesters  competent  witnesses    4545 
Gift  enterprises,  penalty  for  selling  tick- 

ets in   4549a 
Ginseng,  penalty  for  digging,  when    4626 
Good  behavior,  bond  for    4749 
"  "  "       "  recovery  on    4750 
"  "  "       "  how  extended...  4751 

Grand    jury's   duty   as  to  unauthorized 
currency    4458 

Gunpowder,  illegal    transportation     of, 
penalty    1464 

Homicide  defined    4319 
kinds  of...    4319 

"  fear  excuses,  when    4331 
"  in  defense  of  habitation    4332 
"  in  self-defense    4333 
"  dying    declarations    proved, when    3781 

' '  parents  and  children  may  j  us- 
tify  defense  of    1796 

Harboring  convicts,  penalty   4490a 

Hog  stealing  is  simple  larcen}''    4400 
"  how  punished    4401 

Horse  stealing  is  simple  larceny    4394 
"  "        how  charged    4395 
"  "        howpunished    4396 

Hunting,  penalty  for  illegal    4441 
Idiots  notpunishable    4297 
Ignorance  of  law  no  excuse          7 
Illegal  transfer  by  banks,  penalty    4429 
Imprisonment  becomes  illegal,  when    4725 
Impounding,  illegal,  penalty  for    1453 
Incest,  howpunished    4533 

"        whatis    1700 
Indictment  sufficient,  when    4628 

Indictment,     form  of    4628 
exceptions  to,  when  taken...  4629 
presentment  treated  as    4632 
copy  of,  furnished  accused.. 

  4634-5 demurrer  to,  how  made......  4639 
"  triable  when    4647 

Infants  not  responsible,  when    4295 
Influencing  official  action  of   Governor 

by  clerks  or  employees, how  punished. .4470a 
Insane  convicts,  how  dealt  with   4666, 

  4666a,  4666b- 
Insane  convict,  executed  on  recovery   4666c 

"  sent  to  asylum   '.   4666d Insane  person  not  triable    4673 
Insanity,  plea  of,  how  tried   4299,  4673 
Insolvency  of  bank  deemed  fraudulent..  4428 
Insolvents  discharged,  when     4700 
Insolvent  costs,  how  paid    4709 
"  "        rights  of  J.  P.  and  L.  C..4709a 

Inspection  of  fertilizers,  penalties  as  to.. 
  1553g,  1575,  1576d 

"  flour,  penalties  as  to     1558  to  1562 

"  timber,  penalties  as  to    1563 
"  burning    fluids,    penalties 

as  to...'   1579a,e,h 
"  liquors,  penalties  as  to     1580  to  1587 

Instigators  of  crime,  how  punished    4298 
Insurrection  defined.    4315- 

attempt  to  incite    4316 
"  howpunished    4317 

Insurance  companies,  penalties  against.. 
  2849,  2850i 

Intent  or  attempt   not  indictable  when 
offense  is  actually  committed    4674 

Intention,  how  manifested    4293 
Intruding  on  railroad  track,  penalty    4437 
Inveigling  children,  penalty  for    4368 
Involuntary  manslaughter  defined    4327 
"  "  penalty  for..4328-9 

Jail  fees  paid  in  advance,  when      4741 
Jailer,  misconduct  of,  how  punished    4473 

"        may  reject  prisoner,  when    4741 
Joint  offenders,  separate  trial  of    4692 

"                        continuance  by  one,  ef- fect, of    4693 
Jurisdiction,  plea  to,  how  made   ,.  4639 
Juries  in  felonies,  how  impannelled    4678 
Jurors,  panels  and  lists  of.  and  how  put 

on  prisoner   '.    4679 Jurors,  challenge  to  array,  how  made    4680 
"  "  forcause    4681 

objections  to,  how  tried    4681 
questions  to,  on  voir  dire    4682 
answers  of,  may  be  traversed    4682 

"         set  aside  for  cause,  when    4683 
sworn  to  try  case,  when    4684 

"  finding  as  to  competency  conclu- 
sive, except  for  new  evidence  4685 

Jury  judges  of  law  and  fact,  when    4646 
Justices  of  Peace,  criminal  jurisdiction.. 

  445,     448 

Justices  of  Peace  marrying  without  li- 
cense   1706 

Justices  of  Peace  shall  report  to  grand 
jury  as  to  delivery  of  Code  by  prede- cessor   4505 

Justifiable  homicide  defined    4330 
"  "        other  instances    4334 
"  "        not  punished    4335 

Kerosene  oil,  standard  for    4552 
"  "     below   standard,    penalty 

for  disposing  of   
  4552,  1579a,  e,h 

Kerosene,  mode  of  testing    4553. 
•'  meaningof    4557 
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Kidnapping  defined  and  punished    4367 
Killing  in  defense  of  habitation,  etc    4332 

_"         "   self-defense   justifiable    4333 Killing  or  maiming  hogs,  cattle,  etc    4612 
Land  marks,  penalty  for  altering  or  re- 

moving    4606 
Larceny,  kinds  of    4392 

simple,  defined    4393 
"  of  bonds,  how  punished    4406 

of  fixtures,  penalty    4407 
"  of  other  things,  penalty    4409 of  detached  fixtures.    2220 

from  person   4410,  4412 
"      penalty    4411 

"     house    4413 
penalty    4414 

Levies,  fraudulently  caused,  penalty    4436 
Lewd  houses,  penalty  for  keeping    4536 
Lewdness,  how  punished    4535, 
Libel  defined  and  punished    4521 

*'     printer  of,  competent  witness    4522 
"        deemed  author,  when    4522 

"     truth  of,  provable    4523 
License  laws,  violations  of,  forfeitures... 

  531  to  540,  1423 

' '      physician  practicing  without,  pen- 
alty  1409e 

"       dentist  practicing  without,  penal- 
ty  1416e 

"      peddling  without   1635,  1638 
"      marriage  without,  penalty    1706 

to  minor,  penalty    1705 
Limitation  of  indictments    4665 

suspended,  when    4665 
Liquor,  retailing  without  license,  forfeit- 
ure      531 

Liquor  dealer  not  registering, etc. ,  penalty  809g 
"      selling  to  one  who  is  drunk,  pen- 

alty   1423 
"      inspection, penalties  as  to. .1580  to  1587 

Lips,  slitting,  biting  or  cutting  off,  pen- 
alty   4344 

Liquor,  furnishing  at  elections,  penalty  4570 
sale  of,  near  church,  penalty    4575 
carrying  to   places   of  worship, 

penalty   4577b 
Lobbying  defined  and  punished. ..4486a,  4486b 
Lottery  tickets,  sale  of  punished    4549 
Lotteries,  penalty  for  carrying  on....   4549b 

"  "  turning  wheels  of.4549c 
"  emplojdng       any scheme  of   4549d 

Lumber,  penalty  for  illegal  measuring...  4602 
Lunatics,  responsible  when    4296 
Malice,  express    4321 

"        implied    4322 
Malicious  mischief  punished    4627 
Malpractice  in  office  defined    4504 

"            officer  to  have   copy   of  in- dictment   4504 
"  "     heard    before    grand 

jury    4504 
"  penalty  for    4504 
"  in  city  officer   1672c 

Manslaughter  defined    4324 
"  voluntary    4325 

Marks  or  brands,  penalty  for  counterfeit- 
ing   4592 

Marriage,  illegal,  penalty   1705-6 
of  whites  and  blacks    1708 

Married  women  under  coercion  excused  4300 
Marrying  persons  illegally,  penalty    4566 
Mayhem  defined    4339 

what  acts  constitute    4340 
other  acts  of ,  penalty    4348 

Mayor  of  towns,  criminal  jurisdiction...     792 
Measures,  deficient,  penalty  as  to    1590 

Medicine,  practice  without  license,  pen- 
alty  1409e 

Mile  posts,  penalty  for  defacing  or  remov- 
ing   4616 

Mining  unlawfully,  penalty  for    4433 
"  machinery  put  up  wrongfully....  4434 
"          works  penalty  for  injuring    4623 

Minister,  marrying  without  license    1706 
Minors,  penalty  for  furnishing  liquor  to. .4540a 
Same,  weapons  to   4540b 
Minors,  penalty  for  employing  in  bar- rooms  4540c 
Minors,  penalty  for  allowing  to  game    4542 

"  play  bil- 
liards   4543 

Minors,  penalty  for  allowing  to  roll  ten 
pins    4543 

Minor,  penalty  for  marrying  illegally. ...1705-6 
Miscegenation,  how  punished    4567 
Misdemeanor,  defined    4292 
Mortgaged   property,   sale   of  punished, 
when    4600 

Motions    in   arrest    of    judgment,    how 
urged   Rule  44 

Municipal  officer,  malpractice  by   1672c 
Murder  defined    4320 

"        how  punished    4323 
Mutiny  in  penitentiary,  penalty    4510 

"        instigating,  "           4511 
Naptha,    for  light,   penalty  for   selling 

  4555, 1579a,e,h 
New  trial  not  allowed  State    4646 
No  bill,  two  returns  of,  bar  when    4708 
Nolle  prosequi   allowed,  when    4649 
Nose,  slitting,  biting,  or  cutting  of,  pen- 
alty   4344 

Not  guilty,  plea  of  entered,  when    4638 
"      "  right  of  accused    4639 

Nuisances,  how  punished    4562 
Oath  of  jury  in  criminal  cases    4650 

"     ''  office,  penalty  for  acting  before 
taking       147 

Oath  of  witnesses  in  criminal  cases     4651 
"     "  "        before  grand  jury    4652 
"     "    jury  on  issue  of  insanity    4695 

Obscene  pictures,  penalty  for  showing... 4537a 
"       prints,  how  punished   4537b 

Obtaining  credit  by  fraud,  penalty    4587 
"  goods  by  personating  another, 

how  punished    4594 
Obtaining  goods  on  false  writings    4455 
"  security  by  lying,  penalty    4597 

Obstructing  highways,  punished    4617 
"  legal  process,  penalty    4476 
"              public  roads  or  bridges,  pen- 
alty  651-2 

Obstructing  roads  and  bridges  on  owner's land       688 
Officer  detaining  books  of  office,  penalty 

  175-7,  4474 

"       of    State,    penalty   for   receiving- 
benefit  from  public  money    943c 

Officer  of  election,  penalties  for  false  re- 
turns, etc   1292,  1289 

Officers  buying  stock  with  stock,  penalty  4132 
"        may     arrest     offender    in     any 

county    4721 
Officer  may  summon  posse    4722 
Offices,  penalty  for  selling  or  dividing....  4472 
Offense  on  county  line,  where  tried    4670 
Oils,  illegal  sale  of,  punished    4554 

"     penalty  for  sale  of,  uninspected    4556 
Opprobrious    words    and    abusive    lan- 

guage, use  of,  how  punished    4372 
Opprobrious  words  provable,  when    4694 

"  "        effect  of.'.    4694 
Ordinary,  illegally  contracting  for  public 

works       493 
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Ordinary,    failure   of  duty  as  to  public 
buildings       504 

Ordinary,    failure    to    furnish    election 
blanks    1291 

Ordinary,  license  to  minors,  illegal  issue 
of    1705 

Overcharge  by  railroad  officers,  punished  4603 
Oysters,  illegal  taking    1619 
Papers,    etc.,    of  Court   of  inquiry,  how 

disposed  of    4745 
Parades,  penalty  for  disturbing   1103y, 

  1142  to  1146 
Partners,  false  firrn  name,  penalty    1897 

"         fraud   in   limited  partnership, 
penalty    1938 

Paupers,  failure  to  give  bond  for  support, 
penalty       772 

Peace  warrant,  issued  when    4752 

"      bond  to  keep,  required  when    4752 
"       "       "      how  broken    4753 
"       "       "      provoked  breach  of..  4754 
"       "      "      extension  of    4755 

Peddling  without  licen  se   1635,  1638 
"         penalty    4598 

Penal  action,  lies*  brought    3254 
Personating  another,  when  and  how  pun- 
ished   4454 

Personating  another  in  judgments,  etc., 
penalty    4475 

Personating  another,  how  punished    4596 
Perjury  defined    4460 
"  punished,  how    4461 
"  on  affidavits  taken  by  Sheriffs...     362 in  bank  return....    1471 
"         one  witness  alone  cannot  con- 
vict   3755 

Physician,  practice  without  license,  pen- 
alty  1409e 

Pilots,  offenses  by,  and  penalties   
  1518,  1522,  1537  to  1539 

Pleas  in  abatement,  how  made    4639 
"     to  jurisdiction,    "         u        4639 
"     in  bar,  "         "        4639 
"     of  not  guilty,  right  of  accused  to...  4639 

Plundering  wrecked  vessels,  penalty    4408 
Pointing  weapon  at  another,  penalty   4528a 
Poisoning  fish,  penalty  for    4624 
Poisons,  sale  of,  regulated   4557a 

"        sale-book  of  to  be  kept   4557b 
illegal  sale  of,  punished   4557d 
physicians  may  use,  how   4557c 

Police  at  placesof  worship    4577 
"       of  railroads  provided  for   4586a 

Polygamy  or  bigamy  defined    4530 
"        penalty  for   4531-2 

Posse,  protection  of    4722 
Practice  of    medicine  without    license, 

penalty   1409e 
Practice   of    dentistry  without   license, 

penalty    1416 
Presumptions  of  guilt  or  innocence    3754 
Presentment  treated  as  indictment     4632 

"  need  not  go  on  minutes    4632 
"  no  indictment  on,  needed..  4632 

Principal  in  first  degree    4305 
''          "   second  degree    4305 
"          "         "  "      how  punished  4309 

Prisoner,  where  taken,  when  arrested....  4718 
•"         sent  to  jail  of  another  county, 

when    4740 
Prisoner  not  discharged  for  informality.  4748 
Privates,  wounding,  penalty    4347 
Prosecutor  pays  cost,  when    4630 

"  shall  give  bond,  when    4719 
Public  buildings,  larceny  from    4418 

"      indecency,  penalty    4535 
"      justice,  offenses  against    4509 
"      peace,  "  "         4529 

Public  works,    Ordinary    illegally    con- 
tracting as  to    493d 

Punishment  for  offenses  prescribed    4705 
Putting  out  an.eye,  penalty    4342 
"  "   both  eyes,  penalty    4343 
"  "an  only  eye,  penalty    4343 

Quarantine,  violations  of,  penalties   
  1376  to  1386,  4559 

Railroad  crossings,  penalty  for  not  blow- 
ing whistle  at       710 

Railroad  violating  rules  of  commission..   719i 
Railroads,  penalty  for  injuring,  etc    4438 
Rape  defined    4349 

•'      how  punished    4350 
"      assault  with  intent  to    4351 

Reasonable  doubts,  doctrine  of    3749 
Receiving  interest  on   State  funds,  pen- 
alty  4425b 

Receiving    interest    on     public    money 
penalty   4435a 

Receiving  stolen  goods,  penalty    4488 
Receiver  prosecuted,  though  thief  escapes  4489 

is  accessory  after  fact,  penalty..  4490 
Receiving  stolen  goods  from  negroes    4512 
Receipts  by  carriers,  penalty  for  not  giv- 
ing   4604 

Recognizances,  when  and  how  forfeited..  4702 
Refusing  to  receive  prisoners    4486 

"  "      "        convicts     4487 
Regrating  punished    4591 
Recommendation  to  mercy,  effect  of   4646a 

"  of  jury  respected    4656 
Reports    of    Supreme   Court,  failure   to 

publish,  penalty       231 
Reporters,  appointed  how   4696a 

compensation  of   4696b  and  c 
pay  in  other  cases..   4696d 

Res  Gestx,  when  proved    3773 
Rescue  defined    4478 

how  punished   4479,  4480 
"       attempt  at,  penalty  for    4481 

Retailing  without  license,  forfeiture. .531,  1426 
   4565 

"        domestic  wines  excepted   4565a 
"        to  persons  drunk,  penalty    1423 
"        what  is    1424 

Rewards  offered  for  arrest  of  criminals...      58- 
Rice,  crimes  relating  to.. .1594,  1600,  1609,  1615 

   1629- 
Riot,  how  punished    4514 
Roads,  failure  to  work  on   619,     622. 

"      overseers  of,  penalties  against   
  634-5,     649 

"      altering  or  obstructing   650-1 
"      commissioners,  neglect,  penalty..    651 

Robbery  defined   .'    4389 
"         by  force,  penalty  for    4390 
"  "  intimidation,  penalty  for    4391 

Running  freight  trains  on  Sunday,  pen- 
alty    4578 

Sabbath,  violation  of,  how  punished    4579 

hunting  on,     "  "            4580 
bathing  on,     "  "     #       4581 Sale   of    mortgaged  property   punished, 

when    4600 

Sale  of  property  under  lien,  how  pun- 
ished  4600a 

Sale  of  property  under  lien,  fine  for,  how 
disposed  of    4601 

Sale  of  property  under  lien,  where  prose- 
cuted   4601a 

School,  disturbing,  punished   4577a 
Scire  facias  on  forfeited  recognizances    4703 

"    '     "      judgment  on,  when    4703- 
Seamen,  offenses  relating  to,  and  penal- 
ties  1543  to  1553 

Search-warrant,  issues,  when    4757 
"  "          execution  of    475 
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Search-warrant,  breaking  doors  to  exe- 
cute   4758 

Search-warrant,goods  found,  how  dispos- 
ed of    4759 

Seduction,  defined  and  punished    4371 
Seed-cotton,  traffic  in,  punished  when... 4562c 
Seizure  by  pretended  U.  S.  agent    4420 
Selling  liquor  to  drunken  person, penalty  1423 
Sentence,  failure  to  execute,  how  cured.  4668 

for   longest   time    where    two 
convictions    4676 

Sentence  to  penitentiary,  form  of   4697 
Sentence  commutation  for  good  conduct  4698 
Sentences  for  several,  imprisonments    4653 
Servants,  penalty  for  employing    4500 
Settlement  of  criminal  cases,  how  made  4706 

"Setting  fire  to,"  defined    4382 
Severing  produce  from  realty,  penalty...  4618 
Sheriffs,  failure  of  duty,  penalty       366 
Shooting  at  another,  how  punished   ,  4370 
Skinning  cattle,  punished,  when    4404 
Small  pox,  penalty  for  concealing    1386 

'■'     penalty  for  spreading    4558 
Societies,  protection   of    2346 
Sodomy  defined   •    4352 

how  punished..;    4353 
attempt  at,  penalty    4356 

Solicitors-General,  duties,  etc   372  to    386 
penalties  against   

  379  to     383 
fees  of   1649  to  1650 
service  of  bill  of   ex- 

ceptions on    4261 
Sound  mind,  who  deemed  to  have    4294 
Special  warrants  forbidden    4717 
Stabbing,  penalty  for    4369 
State  and  people,  crimes  against    4312 
State   depositaries,  penalty  on  officer  re- 

ceiving benefit  from    943c 
Statement  of  accused    4637 

''   '      force  of    4637 
Stealing  deeds,  etc.,  penalty    4405 

domestic  animals,  penalty    4402 
from  hut,  car,  etc.,  penalty    4419 

"         baled  cotton,  penalty   4419a 
public  documents,  penalty    4471 

Stricken  cases,  where  placed   4710a 
"      witnesses  in,  released   4710a 

Subornation  of  perjury  and  false  swear- 
ing   4464 

Subornation,  how  punished    4465 
Sunday   laws,    fines  for  violating,  how 

disposed  of    4582 
Survey,  penalty  for  false       581 
Tax,  liquor  dealer  not  paying,  penalty.  .  809g 

"    Collector,  neglect  of,law  as  to  liquor dealers    809h 

"    Collector,  penalties  for  malfeasance   908  to    916 

"    corporations   defaulting,  penalties.. 
  826a  to  826g,  876  to    880 

"    Receivers,  failure  of  duty,  penalties   902  to  907,     922 
Telegraph  fixtures,  penalty  for  damag- 
ing   4439 

Ten  pins,  allowing  minors  to  roll    4543 
Testimony  taken  down  in  felonies    4696 
Threatening  letters,  penalty  for  sending 

or  delivering    4506 
Timber,  penalties  as  to  inspection,  etc.... 

  1563,  1565-6 
Tolls,  demanding  illegal,  penalty   687,     693 
Tippling  houses,  keeping  open   on  Sun- 
day   4535 

Treason  in  first  degree    4313 
"     '•'         "      penalty  for    4313 
"  second  degree,  penalty  for    4314 

Treasurer  of  county,  illegal  conduct  as 
to  county  orders       562 

Treasurer  of  State,  penalty  for  receiving 
interest  from  depositaries    943a 

Trees,  penalty  for  cutting  or  injuring    4615 
Trespasses  indictable    4440 
Turnpike  fixtures,  penalty  for  injuring..  4613 
Turtles,  illegal  taking     1623 
Unlawful  assemblies,  how  punished    4513 
Unwholesome     provisions,   penalty    for 

selling    4550 
Unwholesome   bread   or   drinks,  sale   of 
punished    4551 

Use  of  State's  money  by  officers,  penalty4425a 
Vagrancy  bonds,  how  forfeited    4583 
"  "        duty  and  fee  of  Solicitor 

General  as  to    4584 
Vagrants,  defined  and  punished    4560 
Vending  at  camp  grounds,  how  punished  4576 
Venue  of  crimes   committed  on   county 

lines   35,  4670 
Venue  of  crime  committed  on  State  boun- 

daries       36 
Venue    where  death  ensues  from  act  in 

another  county    4671 
Venue  where  death   ensues  from  act  in 

another  S tate    4672 
Venue  of  criminal  cases    4686 

"       when  and  how  changed    4687 
"       duty  of  officers  on  change  of    4688 
"      expenses,  how  paid  on  change  of 

  4689,  4690 
Verdicts,  obtained  by  perjury  set  aside..  4467 

"         general  in  criminal  cases    4646 
Vessels,  penalty  for  firing  or  sinking    4614 
Voluntary  manslaughter    4325 
"  "  penalty  for    4326 

Votes,  penalty  for  buying  or  selling    4569 
Voting  more  than  once,  penalty    4568 

''      illegally,  how  punished   4568a 
"      by  minors,  how  punished    4571 

Waiver  of  law,  allowed  how  far       710 
"    trial  allowed    4743 

"       and  bail  supersedes  arrest    4743 
Water  and  lights  on  trains,  penalty  for 

not  supplying    4585 
Warrants    against    offenders,    who  may 

i§sue    4713 
Warrants,  contents  of    4714 
Warrants  need  not  be  backed    4720 

"         run  to  anv  county    4721 
"         for  good  behavior    4749 

Weights  deficient,  penalty  asto    1590 
Whipping  wife,  penalty  for    4573 
Whistle,  failure  to  blow  at  crossings       710 
Wife  may  require  husband  to  give  bond 

to  behave  and  keep  peace    4756 
Withholding  dues  to  State,  penaltv    4425 

wills    2430 

Witnesses,  list  of  furnished  accused   4634-5 
"  competency    of,    in    criminal 

cases    4652 
Witnesses   compelled  to   appear   before 

Court  of  inquiry    4736 
Witnesses  for  State  endorsed  on  warrant  4737 
"  attendance  and  fees   3841  to  3851 
"  competency   3854  to  3861 

privilege  of   3870,3854,  3814 
"  impeaching   and    sustaining.. 

  3875  to  3876 
Woods,  illegal  firing,  penalty  for    1458 

Criminals. 
Acquitted  because  insane,  how  dealt  with  4299 
May  make  wills    2411 

Criminal  Negligence. 
Defined  and  punished    4586b 

Crimination  of  Self. 
Not  required  of  witnesses   4998,  5310 
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Crops. 

Exempt  from  tax,  when       798 
Lien  of  landlords  on    1977 
Who  may  take  liens  on    1978 
Liens  on,  how  created    1978 
Rank  of  liens  on    1978 
Liens  on,  how  enforced    1991 
May  be  sold,  when    3642 
Firing,  how  punished    4608 

Cross  Bill. 
Unnecessary    4181 
Answers  used  as    4181 

Cross  Examination  of  Witnesses. 
Rights  of    3864 

Crossings. 
Of  railroads,  law  concerning   705  to    719 

Cruelty. 
To  animals   4612a 
To  children   4612h 

To  orphan,  ground  for  removing  guar- 
dian   1826 

Defined   4612e 
Divorce  for    1713 

Of  parent,  cause  for  taking  child  away...  1795 

ParenJal  power  lost  by    1793 Cumulative  Evidence. 
Definition  of    3748 

Currency. 
Buyer  of  gets  title,  when    2639 
Illegal  issue  of.  how  punished    4456 
Each  issue,  new  offense      4457 
Duty  of  Judge  and  grand  jury  as  to    4458 
Fine  for,  how  disposed  of    4459 

Customs. 
Binding,  when           1 
Of  carriers   2069,  2070 
Of  trade  as  to  when  money  is  due    2648 
Of  merchants  recognized    3751 
Provable,  when    3805 

Cy  Pres. 

Doctrine  of,  applied  to  bequests   2468 
Daguerrean  Artists. 

Tax  on   
Damages. 

Aggravation  in  cases  of.   
Allowed,  for  what   2940,  3065, 
Agency,  wrongful  revocation  of    2183 
Appeal,  frivolous,    3631 
Bills  of  exchange,  on  foreign   2792,  2793 
Breach  of  contract   2939,  2940,  2217 

11  warranty  of  title    2948 
bond  for  title    2949 
official  bonds   165,   166,     168 

Classification  and  distinction  of.. ..3069  to  3071 
Consequential  damages    3071 

"  when  too  remote   3072,  3073 
li  exception  to  rule    3074 

Coastsurvey   ;   23  to      26 
Costs  no  more  than,  when   3680-1 
Definition  of  various  kinds   3069  to  3071 
Direct  damages    3071 
Delay  by  illegality    3667 

"      by  claims   3738,3741,  3742 
"      in  Supreme  Court    4286 

Expenses,  when  allowed  as   2950,  3068 

''  of  litigation  are,  when    2942 
Exemplary,  allowed,  when   2943,  3066 
Employee,  unreasonable  discharge  of    2217 
Fraud  and  damage  concurring    2957 
Insurance  companies  shall  pay,  when...  2850 
Interest  may  be  added  to    2945 
Joint  trespassers    3075 

"  contribution  among    3076 
Jury  discretion  of,  as  to   2947,  3067 
License  law,  violations  of       539 
Liquidated,  when   2940,  2941 
Mining,  how  assessed   742  to    753 
Official  bonds,  in  suits  on   165,  166,     168 

3156 

809 

3066 
2957 

Nominal,  given  when   2946,  3065,  3680-1 
Penalties  in  bonds  are  not  liquidated    2941 
Personalty,  action  to  recover    3077-8 
Public  roads,  on  account  of   637  to    648 
Private  ways,  on  account  of   724,     736 

"        property  taken  for  public  use... 
  5024,  2225-6 Punitive,  when  allowed   2943,  3066 

Railroad  companies,   injuries  bv...3033, 
  to  3050,  3368 

"  "  right  of  wav    3032 
Recoupment  of   2909  to  2912 
Remote,  not  allowed   2944,  3072  to  3074 
Set-off  in,  allowed   !    3261 
Special,  necessary  in  what  cases..... .2951,  2998 

"      defined    3070 
Specific  performance,  damages  in  lieu  of  3192 
Supreme  Court,  awarded  in,  when    4286 
Tender  of,  saves  costs    2946 
Torts,  rules  in   3065  to  3079  [see  head 

  of  "Torts"] 
Trover,  highest  value    3077 

"      death  of,  property  sued  for     3078 
"      verdict  for,  allowed  in   3028,  3563 

Vindictive,  allowed  when    3067 
Warranty,  breach  of    2948 Dams, 

Punishment  for  breaking    4611 
Landowners,  right  to  construct    2232 

Days. 
How  counted          4 

For  entering  appeals      3613-4 
Of  election,  liquor  prohibited    5037 

Dates  and  Amounts. 

In  pleading,  may  be  in  figures    3260 
Days  of  Grace. 

Not  allowed  on  sight  paper    2784 
Dead  Bodies. 

Inquests  of   589  to  591,  4101  to  4110 
Property  in   note,  p.     550 
Disinterring,  penalty    4563 

Deadly  Weapons. 

Carrying,  to  public  places,  punished    4528 
Carrying,  concealed,  penalty    4527 

Deaf  and  Dumb. 

Asylum  for,  at  Cave  Spring,  belongs  to 
State       960 

Trustees  of,  how  appointed         73 
Pass  over  the  W.  &  A.  R..  R  free,  when..  1009 
Academy  for,  law  relating  to   1227  to  1237 
Guardians  appointed  for,  when     1852 
Proceedings  in  such  cases   1855  to  1857 
May  make  wills    2412 
Competency  as  witnesses    3858 

Death, 

Of  all  members  of  corporations    1687 
Of  trustees  of  corporations    2321 
Of  parties  to  loans,  effect  of    2136 
How  proved    3772 
Concealment  of,  not  murder    4337 
Sentence  of,  executed  by  hanging    4662 
Same,  where  not  done  at  the  appointed 

time    4668 
Same,  within  what  time  executed    4669 
Of  partner   1892,  1894 
Of  principal  or  agent   2183,  2206 
Of  party  to  contract,  survivor  testify   

when    3854 
Of  animals  sued  for    3078 

Suit  for  causing  parents'  or  husbands'...  2971 
Of  Judge  pending  motion  for  new  trial.. 

  3720,  49th  Rule 
Of  party  in  Supreme  Court..21st  Rule,  p.  1359 
Torts,  abate  suits  for,  when    2969 
Scire  facias  to  make  parties   3421  to  3443 
Of  one  joint  defendant    3444,  3348 
Execution   issued    after    judgment,    in 

case  of    3437 
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Of  assignee  for  creditors    2322 
Debate. 

Privilege  of  members,  as  to    50G2 
De  Bene  Esse. 

Testimony  taken  and  used   3901  to  3905 
JDebt. 

Imprisonment  for,  prohibited    5013 
Divided,  to  give  jurisdiction,  when    #447 
Of  husband,  wife  cannot  pay    #1783 
Of  another,  promise  to  pay     1950 
Charged  on  land    §2236 
Order  of  payment  in  estates    #2533 
Of  decedent,  when  and  how  paid. .2530  to  2534 
Payment  of,  how  made  and  applied. .2864 

  to  2869 
Set-off  of   2901  to  2908 
Restrictions  on  State,  as  to    5186 

"     counties   5189,  5190 
"  "     municipalities   5189,  5191 Debtor  and  Creditor. 

Debtors  to  counties,  liability  of   523  to    526 
of  W.  &  A.  R.R.  treated  as  public    977 

Debts  of  wife,  husband  when  bound  for.  1753 
Relation  of,  exists  when    1944 
Rights  of  creditors  favored  and  protected  1945 
Creditors  aided  in  reaching  equitable  as- 
sets   1946 

'Creditors  may  attack  judgments,  etc    1947 
Person  and  property,  proceedings  against 

  1948,  2895,  3280 
Creditors  confined  to  one  lien,  when    1949 
Obligations  that  must  be  in  writing    1950 
Exceptions  to  that  rule    1951 
Acts  void,  as  to  creditors   1952,  2631,  2662 
Debtor  may  prefer  one  creditor    1953 
Mortgages,  law  regulating   1954  to  1968 
Sales  to  secure  debts,  how  made    1969 
Rights  of  vendee  in  sales  to  secure  debts  1970 
Liens  against  such  vendee,  do  not  attach  1971 
Property  of  debtor  exempt  from  levy    2040 
Exemption,  how  obtained   2041  to  2044 
Homestead  to  debtor,  law  of   2002  to  2039e 
Debts  charged  on  land  by  will,  follow  it.  2236 

"      of  a  testator,  how  paid    2467 
Estates  bound  for  debts,  how    2534 
•Collection  of  debts  by  administrators    2535 

"         "         "        heirs  and  creditors  2536 
Debts  against  decedent,  in  what  order 

paid    2533 
Heirs  liable  for  debts,  when... 2531,  2467,  3152 
Time  of  paying  debts  against  decedent..  2532 
Appropriation  of  payments  by    2869 
Accord  and  satisfaction  between. .2878  to  2882 
Attachments  against  fraudulent  debtors 

  3297  to  3301 

Assignees  shall  give  bond,  when..  1953a,  2322 
Assignee  in  default,  another  appointed  1953b 
Issue  between   assignees  and  creditors, 

how  tried    1953c 
Concealing  property,  legislation  allowed  5023 
Composition  deeds,  between   note,  p.     458 

Deceit. 
What  amounts  to    2958 
To  induce  credit  to  another,   must   be 

written    2950 
As  to  liens,  how  punished    4599 

Declarations  (Evidence.) 
Admitted,  when   3773  to  3776 
Of  agent    2206 

Declarations  (  Pleading.  ) 
Law  as  to   3332  to  3346 
In  suits  against  trust  estates    3378 
Forms  of   3389  to  3401 
Amendment  of   3479  to  3488 
Exceptions  to   28th  and  44th  Rules 

Decrees. 
In  divorce  cases    1724 
Lien  of,  confirmed    1994 

Limitation  of  proceedings  to  set  aside...  2914a 
Equity  will  set  aside,  for  fraud    3178 
Defined     4212 
May  be  moulded   4213,  3082 
Rendered  in  vacation,  when    4214 
Mude  of  enforcing   4215,  4216 
Transfer,  and  lien  of    4217 
Extraordinary  remedies,  how  enforced..  4218 
Dormant,  and  how  revived    4219 
Interlocutory,  how  made    4201 
Rendered  without  jury,  when    4206 
Upon  special  verdict  of  facts    4206 
For    specific    performance,    operates   as 

deeds    4209 
Bills  of  review  to  limitation   2919,  4220 

Dedication. 

To  public  use  works  prescription,  when.  2684 
Deeds. 

Administrator's,  recitals  in    2561 
Attestation,  how  and  by  whom   2706,  2706a 

"  probate,  by  witness  to    2707 
"  probate,  third  persons    2708 
"  by  County  Judge       295 

Ancient  need  no  proof,  when   2700,  3837 
Adverse  holding,  made  pending,  good...  2695 
Churches  and  societies,   confirmation  of 

  2343,  2346 
Consideration  of,  may  be  inquired  into...  2690 
Counties,  for  benefit  of,  vest  title       494 
Creditor  may  attack  for  fraud,  when   

  1947,  1952,  2631,  2662 
Delivery  of   2690,  2693 
Election  under    3165 

Estoppel  by,  as  to  receipt  of  money. .2698  3753 
as  to  right  to  sell    2699 

Escrows,  when    2693 
Evidence,  when  recorded  are    2712 

"  copy  of  from  record,  when    2713 
Estates  created  by   2246  to  2307 
Forged,  how  attacked  as    2712 
Form  of    2692 
Fraud,  annulled  for,  when   3178,  1947, 

  1952,  2621,  2662 
Future  interests  may  be  conveyed  by    2691 
Gift,  deeds  of   2659  2664 
Healing  laws  not  affected  by  Code    2711 
Inconsistent  clauses  in,  how  construed...  2697 
Infants,  voidable  how    2694 
Judicial  sale,  deed  under,  original  title..  2619 

Larceny  of,  punished   '    4405 Land,  deed  to  must  be  in  writing    1950 

"      exceptions  to  this   1951,  3187 
Lost  copies  of,  may  be  established    2701 

"    copy  from  record,  evidence   2713,  3820 
Marriage  settlements  by    1776 
Married  women,  deeds  how  attested   2706a 
Mortgages,  shown  to  be,  when    3809 
"More  or  less"  covers  what    2642 
Parol  proof  as  to  estate  conveyed  by    2248 
Personalty  requisites  of  deed  to    2696 
"  maybe  recorded    2710 
"  such  record  not  notice    2710 

Pledge  not  created  bv  deposit  of    2138 
Probate  of   2707  to  2708 

Recitals  in   2561,  2698-9,  3753 
Recorded,  when  and  where...    2705 
"  failure  to  record  in  time    2705 

"  copy,  evidence  when   2713,  3820 
Requisites  of    2690 
Reformation  of,  in  equity   3114  to  3127 
Second  deed,  making  of  penalty    4599 
Secure  debts,  deed  to   1969  to  1971 
Sheriff,  fi.  fas  may  be  recorded  with    2709 

"         when  made  by  successor. ...361,  2627 
Societies,  deeds  to  confirmed   2343,  2346 
Taxes,  to  evade  void       813 

"      to  purchaser  at  sales  for       893 
Voluntary  deeds  void,  when    2632 
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Warranties  in   2702  to  2704,  2623 
Wills,  how  distinguished  from    2396 

De  Facto  Officers. 
Acts  of,  when  valid       129 
How  proved    3764 

Default. 

Judgment  by    3457 
without  jury   3448,    5145, 

  38th  Rule. 
form  of   39th  Rule,  p.  1351 

Of  another,  promise  to  answer  for    1950 
Opening   23d  Rule  of  Court,  p.  1348 

Defendant  (In  Crbminal  Cases.) 
Rights  of   4633  to  4636,  4642,  4996-8,  5310-2 
Statement  of,  and  its  weight...    4637 
Testify,  cannot    3854 

Defenses. 

In  County  Court,  how  made       295 
How  and  by  whom  filed   3448  to  3451 
When  to  be  filed    3452 
No  part  to  be  stricken    3453 
General  issue  defined    3458 
Special  pleas  required,  when    3458 
By  executors  and  administrators   3473,  3474 

Injustice's  Court   4148,  4149 
Defenses  to  contracts   2851  to  2913 
How  verified   3449,  3450 
By  third  persons,  allowed  when    3451 
In  cases  of  tort   3051  to  3064 
Equitable,  at  law    3082 
Mode  of  defense  in  equity    4191 
To  indictment    4639 

All  claims  similar  to  the  plaintiff's  may be    3261 
Issuable  not  filed.  Court  gives  judgment 

  3448,  3457,  5145,  Rules  38  and  39 
Delivery. 

Essential  to  sale  generally    2644 

May  be  dispensed  with..."    2644 Actual  or  constructive    2644 
Risk  is  on  seller  until    2644 
Of  goods  being  manufactured    2645 
Incases  of  gift   2659,  2660 
Of  deeds   2690,  2693 
Title  to  cotton,  etc.,  does  not  pass  by    1593 
Effect  on  statute  of  frauds    1950 
Demand  for,  must  be  reasonable    2876 
To  and  by  carriers   2070,  2084 

Demand. 

Before  suit  against  W.  and  A.  R.  R       975 
Paper  payable  on,  due  when    2791 
Of  things  deliverable  on,  must  be  reason 

able    2876 
Before  suit  necessary,  when    3255 
On  officers  for  money  collected    3950 
Service  of,  how  proved    3951 
Effect  of  such    3950 
Entitles  accused  to  copy  of  indictment...  4997 

Demand  for  Trial. 
How  made  and  itseffect    4648 
Accused  discharged  on,  when    4648 

Demurrer. 
Defined    4192 
Heard  i  n  vacation          247 
Piled,  when    4191 
Determined,  when    4194 
Noticeof  filing    4200 
Amendment  opens  bill  to    4196 
At  law  when  urged   28th  Rule,  p.  1349 

"      "    note  as  to   seepage     873 
To  indictment,  how  made    4639 

Denomination. 

Appropriation  in  aid  of,  forbidden    5006 
Dentists  and  Dentistry. 

Tax  on  dentists       809 
Who  may  practice    1410 
Board  of  examiners,  how  constituted    1411 
Duties  of  the  board  of  examiners     1412 

Quorum  of  the  board    1413 
Books  of  the  board  are  evidence    1414 
Temporary  license,  who  may  issue    1415 
Penalty  for  illegal  practice    1416 
Burden  of  proof,  rests  where    1417 
Dentists  must  register   1417a 
Pines,  how  appropriated    1418 
Exempt  from  jury  duty,  when     3939 

Department  of  Agriculture. 
Governor  shall  establish    1465a 

Managed  by  Commissioner    1465b 
Commissioner  of,  how  appointed    1465b 
Salary  of  Commissioner  of    1465c 
Duties  of  Commissioner  of   '    1465d 
Commissioner  to  make  regulations  for.  1465e 
Appropriation  for    1465f 
Commissioner's  term  of  office    1465g 
Commissioner   shall  furnish  blanks   to 

tax  receiver    1465h 

Commissioner  shall  consolidate  and  pub- 
lish statistics    14651 

Statistics   of  white  and  colored  people 
separated    1465j 

Departments. 

Of  government  distinct    5015 
Depositaries. 

Liens  of,  and  their  rank   1988,  1972 
"*"      how  lost    1988 

Of  State' s^ money   97,  943a  to  943g Deposits. 
Definition  of    2103 
Naked  deposits    2103 
Deposits  for  hire    2103 
Voluntary  and  by  finding    2104 
Diligence  of  naked  depositary    2104 
In  bank,  nature  of    2105 
Of  sealed  packages,  are  naked    2105 
Carrying  deposits    2106 
When  naked  how  terminated    2107 
Use  of,  and  effect  thereof    2108 
Depositaries  for  hire,  diligence  of    2110 
Lien  of  depositaries  for  hire    2110 

"       factor,  its  extent    2111 
Rule  of  duty  in  factor    2111 

Warehouseman's  duty  and  liability    2112. 
Whaifinger's  duty  and  liability    2113 
Reimbursements  of  depositary    2109 
Wharfinger  is  a  depositary  for  hire...    2113 
Warehouseman's  contract  and  liability..  2112 
Inn,  includes  taverns,  hotels,  etc.    2114 

Inn-keeper's  liability    2115 
Guests,  who  are    211& 

Inn-keeper's  liability  for  goods  stolen....  2117 
Proof  against  innkeeper,  what  needed....  2118 

Deposit  of  valuables,  how  regulated    2119- 
Presumption  against  landlord    2120r 
Innkeeper  bound  to  receive  guests,  when  2121 
Lien  of  innkeeper    2122 
Checks  for  baggage,  innkeeper  to  give....  2123 

Livery  stable  keeper's  liability,  etc    2124 
Of  wild  animals,  belong  to  whom    2241 
Required  of  insurance  companies.. ..5088 

  to  5091,  2850a  to  k 
Depositions. 

Of  witnesses  to  wills,  may  be  taken    2429 
Allowed  in  attachment  cases    3318 

Law  concerning   3877  to  3900 
Deputies. 

Official  oaths  of       145 

"       bonds  of       163 
Principal  liable  for  acts  of       164 
Clerk  of  Supreme  Court  may  appoint       222 
Sheriffs  may  appoint       355 
Of  Sheriffs,  must  give  bond       355 
Sureties  of,  when  elected  Sheriffs   ,       353 
Clerks  of  Superior  Court  may  appoint...     266 
Of  Sheriffs,  cannot  be  constables       470 
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Of  Sheriffs,  free  from  military  duty    106o 
their  liability   3948,  3959 

"         return,  where  process  not  ex- 
ecuted  52nd  Rule 

Descent. 

Of  reality   ,2246,  2483 
Rules  of    2484 

"       amongst  bastards   1800,  1801 
How  proved    3773 

Destroying  Books  and  Papers. 
Punishment  for    4605 

Devises  and  Legacies. 

Abatement  of,  to  pay  debts... .2407,  2534,  3152 
Adeemed,  when    2463 
Ambiguities  in,  may  be  explained    3457 
Approximation,  effectuated  by,  when... 

  2468,  3156 
Assent  of  executor,  title  to,  passes  by....  2451 

"         "  "  presumed,  when    2452 
"  "  may  be  compelled..  2452 
"         "  "  one   ex'r  sufficient, 
when    2453 

Charitable,  how  far  allowed    2419 

"  cy  prcs,  doctrine  as  to   2468,  3156 
Conditions  in,  void  when   2466,  2296 
Construction. of,  rules  for   2456,  2248  to  2251 
Election  of  legatees   2465,  3162,  3164 

"         "    widow,  as  to   1765,  2575 
Executory  devise  defined    2469 

Executor's  legacy  to,  as  compensation...  2446 
"  effect  of  legacy  to,  on  debt... 

  note  to  2445 
Garnishment  of    3555 
General  or  specific    2458 
Income,  profits,  etc.,  go  with  specific    2459 

"       carries  property,  when    2455 
"       goes  to  tenant  for  life,  when    2256 

Interest,  bear  when    2460 

Land,  devise,  who  cannot  take  gets  pro- 
ceeds   2670 

Lapse,  when    2462 

"Lend"  means  "give,''  when      2454 
Life  estate,  executor's  assent,  effect  of...  2270 
Money,  legacies  are  general    2458 
Remainders,  created  by,  law  as  to   2263 

  to  2269 
Scrivener  of  will,  legacy  to    2418 
Specific,  operates  on  what    2458 

"       income  goes  with    2459 
Substitution  of,  occurs  wThen    2464 
Witness  to  will,  legacy  to    2417 
Words,  no  form  of,  necessary  in    2454 

Dilatory  Pleas. 
Must  be  sworn  to     3456 
And  filed  at  first  term    3456 
In  Justice  Court    4149 

Diligence. 

Required  of  bailees    2060 
Ordinary  defined    2061 

•  Extraordinary,  what  is    2062 
Gross  neglect  defined    2063 
Burden  of  proof  as  to    2064 
Of  carriers  of  passengers..2067, 2083,  3033,  3368 
Of  naked  depositary    2104 
Of  depositaries  for  hire    2110 
Of  factor    2111 

•  Of  warehouseman    2112 
Of  wharfinger    2113 
Of  inn-keeper    2117 
Of  livery   stable  keeper    2124 
Of  borrower    2128 
Of  pawmee.....    2145 

Of  agents.*    2185 Of  trustees    2326 
Of  assured    2801 
Of  administrators,  as  to  debts    2535 
Of  creditor,  as  against  principal    2154 
Favored  in  equity    3094 

Of  employees  of  R.  R.  to  co  employees.. 
  2083,2202,  3036 

Required  of  injured  party   2972,  3034 
Diplomas. 

Illegal  grant  of,  how  punished    4562a 
Practicing  medicine  on  illegal  diploma  1409e 
"  dentistry  on  illegal  diploma...  1416 

Of  Lumpkin  and  Mercer  law  schools..398,  1207 
Direct  Evidence. 

Defined    3748 
Directors  of  Banks. 

Crimes  by  and  penalties   4426  to  4432 
.    Liability,  etc.,  of   notes  pp.  369,     372 
Disabilities 

Political,  under  14th  amendment    5324 

"        Governors  may  remove,  when..  5324 
Of  parties  to  contracts   2729  to  2738 

Disclaimer. 

By  defendant  in  ejectment    3361 
Of  discovery  in  equity    3101 
Of  trusteeship    2339 

Diseased  Cattle. 

Changing  pasture  of,  punished,  when..  4625d 
Discharge. 

Of  sureties   2153,  2154 
Of  indorsers    2781 
Of  administrators    2606 
Of  executors.....    2448 

Of  employees    2217 
By  release    2862 

Discovery. 

Compelled  in  equity,  when    3101 
Privilege  of  party  as  to    3102 
Must  be  full    3103 
Must  be  under  oath    3104 

May  be  confined  to  interrogatories    3104 
Answer,  how  far  evidence    3105 
Answer  to  bill  for,  how  rebutted    3105 

What  is  responsive  to  bill,  howr  settled...  3106 
Answer  of  co-defendants,  effect  of    3107 
At  law    3810 
How  obtained   3811,  3812 
Effect  of  default  in  answering    3813 
Privileged  matters    3814 
Bill  for,  rejected  when     4182 
Waiver  of    3101 

"  answer  need  not  be  sworn  to...  4195 
Interrogatories  for,  must  be  in  bill    4176 

Discrimination. 

By  railroads,  forbidden   5094,  5098 
Law  to  prevent   719  a  to  719  dd 
As  to  freight    2069 
As  to  persons  of  c  dor    3035 

Disfranchisement. 

Results  from  conviction  for  felony    5033 
Disinterment  of  Dead  Bodies. 

For  improper  inquests,  punishment       591 
When  and  how  punished    4563 

Dismissal  of  Actions. 

By  plaintiff.   3446,  3447 
Effects  of  on  set-off.    2907 

For  divorce,  refused  wThen    1719 
Bill  not  dismissed  when    4190 
Recommencement  after    2932 

Dismissory  Letters. 

When  granted  to  guardian    1849 
To  administrator,  wdien    2606 
To  executor    2448 

Disorderly  Conduct. 

In  General  Assembly,  howT  punished    5060 
Disorderly  Houses. 
Punishment  for  keeping    4537 

Disqualification. 
Of  Judge,  from  interest    $205 
"         "  ''  "       inbonds    5131 

"      relationship       205 
"      provided  for   5147   250,  250a 
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Of  Judge,   in  Supreme  Court  Governor 
designates   .5130,     216 

Disputed  Possession. 
Who  deemed  in  possession  in  cases  of    3017 

Distress  Warrants. 

County  Judge  may  issue  and  dispose  of..     295 
For  rent,  may  issue  when    2285 
How  issued  and  executed    4082 
Property,  how  replevied    4083 
Claims  against    4084 

Distribution  of  Estates. 
Rules  for  making    2570 

Year's  support  of  decedent's  family    2571 
Year's  support,  howsetapart    2571 
Support  of  family  continued,  when    2572 
Schedule  of  property  set  apart,  returned  2573 
Objections  to  schedule,  by  whom  filed....  2573 
Title  to  property  set  apart,  vests  how....  2574 
Support  may  be  given  by  will    2575 
Widow  must  elect,  in  such  case    2575 
Support  where  there  are  two  sets  of  chil- 
dren   2576 

Fees  and  costs  for  assigning  support,  how 
paid    2577 

Widow  may  pay  debts,  when    2578 
Advancements  defined    2579 

how  proved    2580 
"  "    accounted  for    2582 
"  "     estimated    2583 

Portions  in  trust  are  advancements    2581 
In  kind,  how  effected    2584 
Appraisement  and  division    2585 
Return  of  appraisers,  how  made    2586 
Obj  ections  to  return  how  made    2586 
New  division  ordered,  when    2586 
Kef  unding  bonds  demandable    2587 
Division  of  lands  in  kind    2588 
Assets  of  deceased  partner    1907 
Distributees,  rights  of  creditors  against 

  2534,  2467,  3152 
Distribution  of  Laavs  and  Journals. 
Law  regulating   1046  to  1051 

Districts  and  Circuits. 
One  Supreme  Court  district         42 
Twenty  circuits         42 
New  county,  belongs  where,        43 
Senatorial,  specified    5040 

Disturbing. 

Divine  worship,  penalty    4574 
Societies,  how  punished    2346 

Ditches. 

Right  of  land  owners  to  dig    2232 
Dividends. 

Illegal,  when   4604a 
Punishment  for  declaring   4604b 
Damages  against  officers  declaring   4604c 
Go  to  life  tenant    2256 
Go  with  legacy    2459 
Legacies  of    2455 

Divine  Service. 

Disturbance  of,  punished    4574 
Police  at  places  of,  provided  for    4577 

Division 'of  Estates. 
Law  as  to   2570  to  2584 
In  kind,  law  as  to   2584  to  2588 
Where  decedent  was  a  partner    1907 

Divorce. 

Alimony  temporary  in  cases  of    1737 

"         discretion  of  Judge    1738 revision  and  enforcement  of...  1739 
merits  not  in  issue  when    1740 
for  children   1741,1712,  1743 
permanent,  for  wife    1744 
for  wife,  second  jury  may  fix..  1720 

Condonation  or  collusion,  defeats    1715 
Confessions,  how  received    1716 
-Custody  of  children  in  cases  of   1733,  4024 
Disabilities,  fixed  by  second  jury    5166 

Disabilities,  removed  when  and  how..l727 
   to  1731 

Defendant  may  ask  for     1718 
Dismiss,  plaintiff  cannot,  when    1719 
Discretion  of  jury  as  to  kind  of    1713 
Ex  parte  cases.  Judges  duty  in      1735 
Jurors  incompetent  when    1725 
Judgment  in  cases  of    1724 
Name  of  wife,  changed  in,  when   3586a 
New  trials  granted  in  cases  of    1723 
Non-resident  defendants,  served,  how....  1717 
Partial  divorce  granted  on  one  verdict...  1711 

effect  of    1732 

"        grounds  for    1714 
"  "        annulled,  how    1734 

Recriminate,  respondent  may    1718 
Schedule,  plaintiff  must  render    1720 
Suits  for,  how  brought  and  served    1717 
Superior  Court  may  grant   1711,  5139 
Transfer  of  property  pending  suit  for. ...  1721 
Total  orpartial    1711 

"      effectof    1726 
"      grounds  for    1712 

Venue  of  action  for    5167 

Verdicts,  number  required  in   1711,  5165 

"        must  specify,  what    1722 
form  of,  in   3565,  3566 

To  be  kept  by  Clerk  of  Superior  Court...     267 
Of  County  Court   291,     304 
Of  executions,  clerk  shall  keep       267 
Of  executions,  Sheriff  shall  keep      361 
Of  Justices  of  the  Peace      457 
Of  administrators,  Ordinary  shall  keep..  2529 
Of  Courts  of  Ordinary   4119,  4120,  4124 
How  kept,  and  laid  before  grand  jury...  4505 
Punishment  for  default    4505 
Of  criminal  cases,  how  called    4710 
Authority  of  attorneys  as  to  entries  on..    408 
Payments   on  fi.  fas  to   be  entered  on 

  9th  Rule  p.  1346 

Judges'  control  over   26th  Rule,  p.  1348 
Of  recognizances   51st  Rule,  p.  1353 
Of  bench  warrants   54th  Rule,  p.  1353 

In  Supreme  Court   Rules  19-22,  p.  1359 
Of  Injunctions..Rule  Supreme  Court,  p.  1361 

Documentary  Evidence. 
What  is  recognized   3815,  3824 
Exemplifications   3816,  3817 
Letters  of  administration,  etc.,   3817a 
Proof  of  lost  records    3818 
Proof  of  registry    3819 
Copy  from  registry    3820 
Where  registry  has  been  destroyed    3821 
Probate  presumed  when    3822 
Proof  of  foreign  laws    3823 
Effectof  judgments  as  evidence    3824 
Judgments  in  rem    3825 
Judgments,  how  attacked    3826 
Notatorial  acts,  proof,  of    3827 
Books  of  corporations    3830 

Acts  of  Congress  as  to....-   3830,  3831 
Of  wills   2432-3 
Of  deeds   2712-13 
Of  homesteads...    2009 

Secondary  proof  of,  when  received. .3763, 
  3769,  3831,  42d  and  43d  Rule,  p.  1351 

Production  of  compelled,  when  and  how 
  3508,  3836,  47th  Rule,  p.  1352 

Dogs. 
Owner  of,  wdien,  liable  for  torts  of    2965 
Larceny  of,  how  punished    4402 
Taxes  on,  and  object   5181,  5206 

Domestic  Animals. 

Larceny  of,  how  punished    4402 
Cruelty  to,  law  concerning   4612a  to  4612e 

Domestic  Wines. 
Manufacture  and  sale  of,  allowed   4565a 
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Domicile. 
Of  persons,  where  located    1690 
Of  transient  persons..   1691,  3416 
Power  of  election  as  to    1691 
Of  feme  covert    1692 
Of  minors    1693 
Of  lunatics    1694 
Of  bastards    1693 
How    changed   1695,  1696 

Donatio  Causa  Mortis. 
Essentials  of      2668 

Donations. 

Gifts,  law  governing   2657  to  2668 
By  devises  and  legacies   2454  to  2456 
By  way  of  advancements   2579  to  2582 
By  State,  forbidden   5006,  5201 

Door-Keeper. 
Of  Senate  and  House,  how  elected       184 

Dormant  Decrees. 
How  renewed    4219 

Dormant  Judgments. 
What  are    2914 
How  revived    2914 
Limitation  of  suits  on    2914 
How  renewed    3604 
Debt  on,  where  brought    3605 
Scire  facias  to  revive,  not  original  suit...  3606 
Scire  facias,  where  biought    3607 
Revival  of  against  non-residents    3608 
Revived  at  what  term    3609 
Revival  in  favor  of  assignee    3610 
Decrees  become,  when    4219 

Double  Tax. 

Persons  liable  for,  when   854,  855,     856 
How  relieved  against   843,  844,     845 

Doubts,  Reasonable. 
Law  of    3749 

Dower. 
What  is  dower    1763 
Not  allowed  in  land  unpaid  for   1763a 
Barred,  for  what  cause    1764 
Election  between  devise  and    1765 

"        does  not  bar,  when    1766 
In  several  tracts,  election    1767 
Widow  shall  have  mansion,  until    1768 
Not  affected  by  liens    1769 
In  proceeds  of  land  sale    1770 
Money  in  lieu  of    1771 

Commissioners  to  'assign    4041 
Number,  and  how  appointed    4041 
Application,  when  made    4042 
Notice  of  application    4043 
Oath  of  commissioners    4044 
Duty  of  commissioners    4045 
Return  of  proceedings    4045 
Traverse  of  return    4046 
Verdict  and  its  effect    4047 
Judgment  conclusive,  when    4048 
Costs,  by  whom  paid    4048 

Drafts. 
Denned    2773 
Transfer  of   .   2777,  2778 
Acceptance  of    2779 
Indorsers  of,  notice  and  protest.. ..2780  to  2784 
Rights  of  holders  of   2785  to  2791 
Damages  on   2792,  2793 
Must  be  accepted  in  writing    1950 

On  cot' on,  penalty  for  not  paying  accep- tance   1595 
Form  of  suit  on    3391 
Drawer  of,  where  sued    5171 
Indorser  of,  where  sued    2782 

Drainage. 

System  of,  counties  may  maintain    491a 
Right  of  way  for,  how  acquired    491a 

Driftwood. 
Dealing  in,  how  punished..   1565,  1566 

Druggists. 

Negligence  of,  gives  action  to  injured 
party    3005 

Sale  of  poisons  by,  how  regulated   4557a 
Shall  keep  sale  book  of  poisons   4557b 
Punishment  for  selling  poisons  illegally.4557d 
Licensing  of,  (see  Act  of  1881  in  errata 

at  back  of  this  Index.) 
Drugs. 

Action  for  sale  of  adulterated    3004 
Drugged  Liquors. 

Penalty  for  selling    1582 
"  making    1585 Drunkards. 

How  admitted  and  kept  in  Lunatic  Asv- 
luin   1866,  1367 

Retailer  shall  not  seJl  liquor  to    1423 
Civil  rights  of    1658 
Guardians  appointed  for,  when   1852,  1658 
Proceedings  to  appoint  guardians  for   

  1855  to  1857 

Contracts  of,  invalid    2737 
Cannot  testify    3857 
Trustees  for,  appointed  when    2306 

Drunkenness. 
When  a  fraud,  in  marriage  contract    1701 

No  excuse  for  crime   '.    4301 
Person  causing  punishable    4301 

Due  Bill. 
Decisions  as  to   p.  689  note 

Due  Process  of  Law. 

Life,  property,  etc.,  not  taken  without... 
  5310,  5322,  4995 

Duelling. 
Punishment  for    4518 

"  "    not  preventing    4519 
Challenges  for,  how  punished   4516,  4517 
Abuse  for  not,  how  punished    4520 
Printer  is  a  witness    4522 

"      responsible,  when    4522 
Conviction,  disfranchises    5036 

Duress. 
Invalidates  wills    2401 
Defined    2637 
Voids  a  sale    2633 

"     contracts    2752 
Legal  imprisonment  is  not    2752 
Excuses  crime    4303 

Person  using  responsible    4303 
By  jailers,  when  punished    4473 

Dying  Declarations. 
When  received  in  evidence    3781 

Education. 
Academy  for  the  Blind,  law  relating  to.. 

  .1212  to  1225 

"            "     deaf  and  dumb,  law  relat- 
ing to   1227  to  1237 

Appeals  to  State  Board  of,  how  made  and 
decided    1247 

Apportionment  of  school  fund,  notice  to 
Tax  Collector  of   1249b 

Books,  sectarian  or  sectional  excluded...  1274 
City  school  system  unaffected   1257c 
County  boards  of,  how  chosen,  etc    3  254 
Same,  duties  of    1256 

Same*  jurisdiction  of,  appeal    1259 
Seme,  meetings  and  organization  of    1255 
Same,powers  of    1258 
Same,  text  books  prescribed  by    1260 
County  Commissioners,  compensation  of  1264 
Same,  duties   of,  specified    1263 

Same,  may  administer  oaths,  wThen   1259a 
Same,  shall  report  to  grand  jury   1263a 
Same,  shall  visitschools,  when   1257d 
Gifts  and  bequests  to  the  Board  of,  how 

disposed  of    1244 
Graded  schools,  sub-districts,  etc    1257 
Notice  to  Tax  Collector  of  apportion- 

ment of  school  fund   1249b 
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Parents,  duty  of,  to  provide  for,  of  child  1792 
Poll  tax,  entire  paid   to   Commissioner, 
when   1271a 

Quorum  of  board  of    1243 
Schools,  ambulatory    1270 

"        appropriations  for,  put  in  gen- eral bill    5068 

"        graded,  etc    1257 children,  how  admitted  to    1267 

"        city  and  county  independent...  1275 
entitled  to  part 

school  fund. .1275a 

"        evening,  may  be  established    1268 
"        manual  labor  allowed,  when....  1273 
*'        property  of,  exempt  from  tax 

and  levy    1266 
public  vacillation  of  pupils  in. .1275b 

"        white     and    colored    children 
separated  in    1267 

Seal,  board  of.  shall  have    1245 
State  board  of,  how  constituted    1242 

"  appeals  to,  how  made....  1247 
''  appeals,  how  decided    1247 
"  is  advisory  and  appellate  1246 
"         "  how  called  together    1243 

State     School    Commissioner,    how   ap- 
pointed   1248 

Same,  duties  of    1249 
Same,  may  give  order  on  Tax  Collector 

for  school  funds   1249a 
Same,  office  of,  where  kept    1248 
Same,  may  require  reports,  etc    1250 
Same,  salary  and  expense  of    1251 

Tax   Collector  to  retain  county's   quota of  school  fund   1249b 
Tax  Collector  to  pay  quota   to  County 

Commissioners   1249b 
Teachers,  how  examined  and  licensed...  1261 

"    graded   1261a 
reports  of   1265,  1264a 

"          revocation  of  license  of,  ap- 
peal   1262 

Treasurer  shall  accept  State  Commission- 
er's order  as  cash   1249c 

University  of  Georgia,  law  relating  to... 
  1192  to  1211 

Educational  Fund. 
Book  of,  kept  by  Governor         77 
How  made  up   1272,  5206 

Ejectment. 
Abstract  of  title  must  go  with  form    3401 
Action  of,  where  brought    3403 
Consent  rule  in,  and  what  it  admits      3365 
"  "    25th  Rule 

Co-defendants  who  may  be,  and  how    3364 
Damages  for  second  suit  given,  when    3363 
Defendant  may   disclaim  title  at  first... 

time    3361 
Effect  of  such  disclaimer    3361 
For  land  divided  by  county  line    3355 
Judgment  in,  conclusive,  when    3362 
Joint  suit  does  not  lie  against  several 

claimants    3359 

Lies  in  favor  of  one  having  right  of  pos- 
session  .*...  3014 

Plaintiff  recovers    on  prior   possession, 
when    3366 

Previous  warrantor  made  co-defendant, 
when    3364 

Several  claimants  can  not  be  sued  joint- 
ly, when    3359 

Surveys   55th-59th  Rule 
True  claimant  made  defendant,  how    3360 
Venue  of    5168 
Where  land  is  divided  by  county  line...  3355 
Writ  of  possession  in    3637 

issues  against  whom  3638 
Election. 

Between  torts,  and  breaches  of  contract 
  2955,  3063 

By  Court  when  legatee  is  incompetent...  3163 
By  legatees,  law  as  to   3162,  2465 
Case  of,  arises  when    3161 
Compelled  in  equity,  when   3147,  3161,  3165 
Compensation  of  defeated  legatee    3164 
Excepted  cases    2895 
In  ignorance,  no  bar  to  dower    1766 
Of  domicile    1691 
Of  dower,  in  several  tracts    1767 
Of  widow,  between  bequest  and  dower..  1765 
Plaintiff  put  upon,  when    2894 
Under  deeds    3165 

Elections. 

Blanks  for  holding,  Governor  shall  furn- 
ish   1291 

By  General  Assembly,  how  conducted...     183 
Same,  when  held       586 
Same,  each  House  judge  of,   of   its    own 
members   «  5056 

Bv  people,  shall  be  by  ballot    5031 
Contested  law,  relating  to   1329  to  1334 
False  returns  of,  penalty  for  making    1292 
For  dissolution  of  county    5226 
For  Governor,  law  as  to   1297  to  1304,  5103 
For  Justices  of  the  Peace  and  constables 

  1323  to  1326 
For  members  of  the  Legislature   who 
may  hold    1282 

For  members  of  the  Legislature,  man- 
ner of  holding    1288 

For  members  of  the  Legislature,  places 
of  holding,  for    1285 

For   members   of  the  Legislature,  time 
for  holding    1286 

For  members  of  Congress. ..1297,  1305  to  1310 
For  militia  officers,  law  regulating. .1114 

  to  1118 
For  United  States  Senators   1335  to  1338 
Forms  for  conducting,  how  provided        85 
Furnishing  liquor  on  day  of,  of   when 

and  how  punished    4570 
Freeholders  may  superintend,  when    1287 
In  new  militia  districts       488 

Legislature,  vacancies  in,  how  filled   

  5114,  1295-6 Municipal  and  county  debts,  as  to.. 5191,  5207 
Of  Attorney-General    5157 
Of  Comptroller-General   5120,       98 
Of  Constables   1327, 1328,     463 

how  contested    1329 
Of  coroners,  when  they  stand  good. .1334, 

  582,     583 
Of  county  officers    5227 
Of  electors  for  President  and  Vice-Pres- 
ident  1311  to  1317 

Of  Governor,  law  concerning   5103-9, 
  1298  to  1304 

Of  Judges  of  the  Supreme  Court   5132,  5161 
Superior  Courts. ..5137,  5161 

Of  Justices  of  the  Peace   435,  5154 
Of  Legislator,  how  contested    1330 
Of  officers  of  General  Assembly    1340 
Of  Ordinaries  and  county  officers   319, 

  1318  to  1322 
Of  President  of  the  Senate    5053 
Of  Secretary  of  State   80,  5120 
Of  Solicitors-General   372,  5161 

Of  Speaker  of  the  House  of  Represen- 
tatives   5058 

Of  State  Treasurer   89,  5120 
Polls,  when  opened  and  closed    1286 
Provisions  applicable  to  all    1297 
Sheriff  shall  attend  at  county  site       361 
Superintendents  of,  for  legislators    1282 
Superintendents  of,  number  of    1282 
Same,  oath  of    1283 
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Same,  oath,  before  whom  taken      1284 
Same,  misbehavior  of,  how  punished    1292 
Same,  oath  of    1283 
Same,  penalty  against,  for  failure    1289 
Same,  who  may  administer  oaths  to    1284 
Sale  of  liquors  on  dav  of,  how  punished.. 

  4570,  4310 
Sale  of  liquor  on  day  of,  prohibited   

  5037,  4570 
Writs  of,  issued  by  Governor    5113 
Tote,  buying  or  selling    4569 

"      who  may,  generally     1277 
"       "       for  legislators    1276 

"  "       "        "  members  of  Congress 
  5324,  5243 

"     electors  may,  where    1278 
"     rights  to,  not  to  be  abridged    5327 

Voter,  oath  of   1280,  1276,  1279 

"       right  of,  when  residence  changed  1281 
"       grand  jury  shall  present,  when...  1290 

"Voters,  grand  jury  shall  examine  list  of  1290 
"         may  vote,  where    1278 
"          immunities  of    1293 

"  qualifications  of   1276,  1277 
"  penalty  for  influencing    1292 
"  registration  of    5033 

Voting  at,  by  minor    4571 

"       "     illegally   4568a 
"       "     more  than  once    4568 

Election  Precincts. 
Established  and  changed  by  Ordinary...     337 
Sale  of  liquor  at,  how  punished    4570 
General    Assembly   shall   not   make  or 
change    5077 

^Electors. 
Called  to  capital  to  cast  vote,  when    1312 
Exemption  from  arrest  on  election  days  5034 
For  members  of  General  Assembly  1276  to  1281 
For  President  and  Vice-President,  when 

chosen    1311 
In  elections  for  members  of  Congress   

  5243,  5324 
JSfay  be  arrested  for  what    5034 
Messenger  to  be  chosen  by    1316 
Notice  of  election  to  be  given  by  Gov- 
ernor   1312 

Oath  of   1276,  1279,  5032 
Privileges  and  immunities  of    1293 
Payment  of  taxes  by    5032 
Proceedings  where   majority  fail  to  at- 
tend   1314 

Qualifications  of   1276,  1277 
Registration  of    5033 
Right  to  vote  not  to  be  abridged.!    5327 
Secretary  andhis  pay    1317 
Shall  choose  a  president  of  their  body...  1315 
Shall  choose  secretary  not  of  their  num- 
ber   1315 

:Shall  vote  by  ballot.....    1288 
Vacancies  in,  how  filled    1313 
Who  are,  in  this  State   5032,  5033 

ZElectorial  College. 
Law  relating  to   1311  to  1317 

Eligibility  to  Office. 
Who  are  ineligible       129 

^Embezzlement. 

By  bank  officers  and  by  agents,  punish- 
ment   4421 

By  public  officers,  how  punished    4421 
Conviction  of,  disfranchises    5033 
Holder  of  public  funds  illegally,  ineli- 
gible  5035,  5050 

Of  county  funds,  how  punished    4435 
Of  records,  how  punished    4471 
Of  what  belongs  to  the  State,  how  pun- 
ished   4425 

Emblements. 
Life  tenant  entitled  to,  when    2257 

Tenant  for  years  entitled  to,  when    2276 
Of  tenant  at  will    2292 

Embracery. 

Defined  and  punished    4503 
Emigrant  Agent. 

Defined   4598c 
Operating  without  license, how  punished 

  4598b 
Must  have  license   4598a 

Eminent  Domain. 

Analagous  right  to  destroy  property    2226 
Defined    2222 
Compensation   for  property    taken    for 

public  use   5024^  5310 
Corporate  franchise  subject  to    5095 
How  exercised    2224 
Just  compensation  to  be  made    2225 
Right  of,  when  exercised    2223 

Employees. 

Employer  liable  for  torts  of,  when    2962 
Liability  of  railroads  to    3036 

Empoying  Another's  Servant. 
Punishable,  when   4500,  1884 

Enactment  of  Laws. 

Bills  read  three  times  on  separate  days..  5066 
General  appropriation  bill  includes  w7hat  5068 
Revenue  and   appropriation   bill   origi- 

nates, where   ;    5069 
Appropriations,  yeas  and  nays  recorded  5071 
Rejected  bills,  how  proposed  again    5072 
Acts  to  be  signed,  how    5072 
Majority  of  each  House  necessary    5073 
Local  and  special  laws,  provisions  as  to..  5074 
Amending  or  repealing  section  of  Code..  5076 

Encamping  on  or  Under  Bridges. 
Punished,  when  and  how. .4611a,  4611b,  4611c 

Enclosures  and  Fences. 

Law  regulating   1443  to  1455i 
Endorsement. 

Contract  of    2780 
Limited    2777 
Need  not  be  under  seal    2776 
How  denied    2885 
When  to  be  proved    2885 
In  blank,  explainable     3808 

Endorsers. 

Liability  of   2780  to  2784 
For  accommodation  are  sureties    2151 

May  attach  principal    2160 
May  sue  him  for  money  paid   2161,  2162 
May  foreclose  mortgages    2164 
May  control  .#.  fas,  when    2167 

Engineers. 

Exempt  from  road  duty       659 
Engrossing. 
How  punished    4591 

Entails. 

Abolished  and  prohibited    2250 
How  construed  in  Georgia    2250 

Enticing  Apprentices. 

How  punished   ".    4498 Protection  of  witnesses    4499 

Equity. 
Administration  of  assets   3142  to  3154 
Accident  and  mistake  in  execution  of 

powers  relieved  against,  when    3128 
Accidents  and  mistakes  of  volunteers 

not  enforced,  when    3116 
Account  bill  for,  need  not  offer  to  pav 

balance    3136 

Account,  equity  jurisdiction  over    3130 
Accounts  stated,  objector  to,  must  sur- 

charge and  falsify    3136 
Accounts  stated,  suspicioned,  when    2135 
Accidents  relievable  in    3112 
Actions,   equitable  bar  to,   interposed, 
when    2924 

Auditor  appointed,  when   3137,  313g 
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Auditor's  report,  effect  of   3138,  3140 
Ancillary  to  and  follows  the  law   '..  3083 
Answer  in,  is  evidence,  how  far    3105 

"        of  co-defendant,  evidence,  when  3107 
"        how  compelled    4208 

Apportionment  of  contracts,  rent,  etc., 
in    3134 

Bills  of  peace  and  inter-pleader.. ..3233  to  3237 
"        subpoena  and  service   4175  to  4190 

Bona  fide  purchaser  protected,  when    3092 
Charities,  jurisdiction  over   3155  to  3160 
Complainants  must  do    3084 
Complete  justice  sought  by    3085 
Concealment  not  relieved  against,  when  3126 
Concurrent    jurisdiction,  preference   in 

cases  of    3096 
Conditions,  how  construed  in    3115 
Contracts  will  reform,  when    3124 

"  rent,  etc.,  apportionment  of...  3134 
Contribution,  doctrine  of    3132 
Courts  of,  always  open    4222 
Discharge  of  incumbrances,  how  done...  3133 
Discovery,  extent  of    3103 

"  mnst  be  under  oath    3104 
will  compel,  when    3101 
waived,  when,  effect  of    3101 

"          privilege  of  party  as  to     3102 
Decrees  in,  for  specific  performance    4209 

how  enforced   3099,  4212  to  4220 

"  without  jury,  when    4206 
Demurrers,  pleas  and  answers   4191  to  4200 
Evidence,  rules  of  in    4207 
Election  in  equity   3161  to  3165 
Equality  is  in  what  cases    3090 
Equity  and  law  may  be  merged    5140 
Execution  of  powers,  equity  controls   

  3166  to  3171 

Exceptions  as  to  masters,  etc   3097f 

"         to  master's  report,  how  class- ified and  tried   3097b 

Exceptions,  mode  of  trying   3097c 
Extent  of  jurisdiction  in    3100 
Extraordinary  remedies   3198  to  3237 
"  'l        how  enforced...  3237 

Falsifying,  what  is      3135 
Fault  of  both  parties,  how  treated  in    3093 
Fees  of  masters,  how   determined  and 

paid   3097e 
For  value,  superior  to  that  of  volunteer..  3088 
Grants  relief  to  whom    3119 
Guardians  ad  litem    4224 

Ignorance  of  law  not  relievable,  when...  3121 
Insolvent  traders,  proceedings  against... 

  3149a  to  3149g 

Incumbrances,  how  discharged    3133 
Injunctions,  law  concerning   3210  to  3225 
Interlocutory  decrees,  etc    4201 
Judgment  will  set  aside,  when    3129 
Justice,  complete,  sought  by    3085 
Jurisdiction  as  to  trusts  and  trustees... 

  3193  to  3197 

"  in  cases  of  partition. .3183  to  3185 
of,  over  charities   3155  to  3160 

"  over  specific    performance 
of  contracts.   3186  to  3192 

vested  in  the  Superior  Court  3080 
as  to  marriage  settlements.. 

  §1775,  1781 
"  "      partnership   £1894,1903 

in  favor  of  creditors. .#1946,  1947 
to  compel  elections  between 
creditors    1949 

to  compel  asset  to  legacy...  2452 
as  to   set-offs  against  insol- 

vents, etc    2908 
Law  prevails  where  equities  are  equal....  3087 
Limitation  applies  in,  as  at  law    2924 

Lost  bonds,  notes,  etc.,  payment  of  de- 
creed, when    3115 

Mandamus,  law  of    3198 
"  quo  warranto  and  prohibition 

  3189  to  3209a 
Masters,  their  duties,  etc   4202  to  4204 
"  and  auditors  in    3097 

fees   of,    how   determined   and 
paid    3097e 

report  and  accompaniments....  3097a 
Mingling  goods,  who  loses  by    3131 
Minors,  how  represented    4224 
Mistakes  are  of  fact  and  law    3120 

"        by  draftsmen  relieved  against..  3123 
"        in  judgment  or  opinion  not  re- 

lieved against    3127 

"        of  facts  relieved  against,  when.  3125 
"        of  law,  relieved  against,  when..  3122 
"        provable  by  parol  evidence    3118 
"        relievablein       3117 

Mortgages  foreclosure  of,  in   ^979a 
Mutual  ignorance  not  relieved  against...  3127 
NecxeatAaw  of   3226 to  3231 
Negligence  and  concealment,  how  viewed 

in    3126 

Negligence  bars  relief,  when    3126 
New  trial  granted  in    4211 
No  appeal  from  verdicts    4211 
Notice  of,  effect  of    3091 
Notice  necessary,  when    4223 

Of  misled  party  superior,  to  misleader....  3089' 
Orders  and  decrees  in,  how  enforced    3099 
Partition  jurisdiction  in  cases  of. ..3183  to  3185 
Payment  of  lost  bonds,    notes,   etc,    de- 

creed when    3113 

Perpetuation  of  testimony  in   3108  to  3111 
Powers,    execution    of,  equity   controls 

  3166  to  3171 
Powers,  jurisdiction  over   3172  to  3182 
Practice,  rules  of  in    4207 
Pro  confesso  bills,  taken  when    4208 
Prohibition    3209 
Proceeding  in  by  bill    4175 

"    "   petition    4221 
"        at  chambers      4222 

Quia  timet    3232 

Quo  warranto   3202  to  3209' 
Receivers  appointed,  when    3098 
Reformingand  executing  contracts  differ  3124 
Reformation  of  conveyance  in    3114 
Relief,  gives  none,  to  one  in  laches    3094 

"      granted  to  whom,  in    3119' 
"      none  in,  if  common  law  remedy 

complete    3095' 
Relief  in,  grounds  of    3081 
Report  of  master  decree  on  when   3097d 
Reports  of  master,  etc   3097a 

*'  "         "         exceptions    to,    how 
classified  and  tried. .3097b 

"  "         "        exceptions   to   mode 

of  trying   3079c 
Responsive,  what  is,  and  how  determined  3106 
Sets  aside  judgments,  when    3595 
Set  off-ir,  doctrineof    3141 
Special  verdicts  on  facts    4206 

"         and  costs    4210 

Stated  accounts,  objection  to  must  sur- 
charge and  falsify    3135 

Stated  accounts,  suspicioned  when    3135 
Superior,  prevails,  when    3087 
Suitor  may  choose  forum,  when    3082 
Surcharging,  what  is    3135 
Trial  by  jury,  when    4206 
Trial  term  of  causes  in    4205 

Venue  of  equity  cases    5169 
What  may  be  done  at  chambers    4222 

Equity  Pleading  and  Practice. 
Amendments,  effect  of    4196 
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Amendments,  in  equity  causes    417/ 

"               takes  place  of  supplemen- 
tal bill    4181 

Answer,  admissions  in,  evidence  when...  4195 
"        evidence  and  how  overcome    4107 
"        excepted  to,  when    4194 
"        how  verified   4195,  4198 
"        mode  of    4197 
"        of  non-resident,  how  verified...  4198 
"        supplants  cross  bill    4181 
"        used  as  cross  bill    4181 
"        when  to  be  filed    4194 

Assignees,  appointment  of    2322 
Bills,  dismissal  of,  effect  of    4190 

"     division  and  definition   of    4181 
"     for  discovery  merely  not  allowed....  4182 
"     how  framed    4176 
"     of  revivor,  abolished    4181 
"     sanction  of,  required,  when   4184,  4186 
"     to  perpetuate  testimony   3108  to  3111 
"     taken  pro  confesso,  when    4208 
"     time  of  filing  and  serving    4184 
"     where  filed    4183 

Crossbill  unnecessary    4181 
Decree,  enforcement  of   4212  to  4220 

"        for  specific   performance,  effect 
of    4209 

Decree  passes  title,  when   ;...  4209 
Defense,  modes  of    4191 
Demurrer,  nature  and  grounds  of    4192 
Disabled  parties  sue,  how    4179 
Discovery,  bill  for,  how  framed    4176 
Dismissal  of  bills,  effect  of    4190 

Equity,  bills  in,  when  filed    4183 

"    *     proceedings  in,  by  bill    4175 
"        who  may  sue  in    4178 

Evidence  and  practice,  rules  of    4207 

Exceptions  to  Master's  report    4203 
Extraordinary  process  annexed  by  clerk, 

when    4187 
Extraordinary  process,  how  obtained    4186 

"     served    4187 
Fees  of  Masters    4203 
Impure  pleas,  filed  when    4193 
Interlocutory  decrees,  etc    4201 
Interrogatories  required,  when    4176 
Masters  and  auditors,  appointment  of....  4202 

"         "            "        exceptions    to    re- 
port of    4203 

Masters  and  auditors,  their  fees    4204 

"         "  "  "     powers    4202 
"         "  "  "      report    4203 

Modes  of  defense  in  equity    4191 
Mode  of  trial  in  equity    4206 
New  trial  granted  in  equity    4211 
Notice  of  demurrer  and  plea      4200 
-Order  for  trial  not  needed    4199 
Parties  added  and  served,  when    4198 

"       how   4181  to  4189 
•'     to  bills  in  equity    4180 

Pleas,  division  and  definition  of    4193 

"       impure  filed,  when    4193 
"      pure  defined    4193 
"       verified,  when    4193 

Proceedings  bjr  bill    4175 
"  petition   4221  to  4224 

Replication  unnecessary    4199 
Reportof  Master    4203 
Rules  of  evidence  and  practice    4207 
Rules  in  equity   pp.  1354-5 
Set-off  not  affected  by  dismissal  of  bill...  4190 
Service  of  bills   4185,  4188 
Special  verdicts  and  costs    4210 
Subpoena  annexed  to  bills    4185 

"        service  of    4185 
Suits  by  disabled  parties    4179 

"       "  legatees,  etc.,  vs.  executors,  etc..  4180 
.Supplemental  bills  unnecessary    4181 

89 

Testimony  taken,  when    4199 
Trial  term  of  equity  causes    4205 
Trustees,  authorizing  expenditures  by...  2334 

"  investment  by    2:530 
"  sales  by   2327,  2337 

"        their  appointment  and  removal 
  2320  to  2322 

Want  of  formality  does  not  vitiate    4177 
Who  decides  as  to  cost    4210 
Who  may  complain    4178 

Error. 
For  Judge  to  express  opinion  on  facts....  3248 

"       "        "  "  as  to  guilt 
of  accused    3248 

In  grants,  proceeding  to  correct. ...2352  to  2359 
Writs  of,  how  taken   4250  to  4267 

"     "     in  injunction  cases    3213 
Escape  from  Custody. 

Assisting,  how  punished    4483 
Escape  from  Jail. 

Assisting  in,  punishment  for    4482 
Escape  from  Penitentiary. 
Punishment  for    4484 
Trial  for,  where  had    4659 
Convicts  competent  witness  in    4677 

Escapes. 
Defenses  to  actions  for,  what  allowed    3478 
How  punished,   4483a 
Aiding,  how  punished   4483b 
Voluntary,  officers  how  punished  for    4485 
From  jail,  aiding    4482 

"     custody,  assisting    4483 
"      penitentiary,  where  tried    4659 

Void  process  will  excuse  for    3478 
Escheat. 

Defined    2669 
Proceeds  of  land  paid  to  heirs,  when    2670 
Proceedings  in  case  of    2671 
Claims  to  escheated  property,  how  tried  2671 
Proceeds  of  escheated  property,  how  dis- 

posed of    2672 
Solicitc.  -General  isescheator's  counsel...  2673 
Heirs  may  sue  for,  within  six  years    2674 
Dutv  of  Ordinary,  where  heirs  are  inca- 
pable   2670 

Escrows. 
Deeds  are  when    2693 

Establishment  of  Lost  Papers. 
Copies  of  lost  deeds,  how  established    2701 
In  Superior  Courts,  proceeding  for.  .3980 

....   to  3988 
In  Justice's  Courts   3989  to  3992 
Summary  proceedings  for   3995a,  3995b 

Estate. 
Absolute,  may  be  made  to  commence  in 

future    2247 
Absolute  or  fee  simple,  defined    2246 
Applies  to  realty  and  personalty    2245 
Defined       2245 
Estates  for  life,  law  of   2252  to  2262 

"        on  condition,  law  of   2294  to  2299 
Estates  tail,  how  construed  here     2250 

"      prohibited    2250 
Fee  may  be  limited  on  fee       2247 
For  years,  law  concerning   2273  to  2278 
Intention  of  maker  shall  prevail    2248 
Merger  of    2271 
Realty  descends  to  heirs    2246 
Remote  limitations,  how  construed    2251 
Technical  words,  how  construed    2249 
Trust  estates,  creation  and  nature  of..2305 

  to  2318 
Unrepresented,  limitations  of  actions  do 

not  run  against    2928 
What  words  will  create  a  fee  simple. .2248,  2250 

Estates  for  Life. 
Cannot  be  created,  in  what    2253 
Definition  of   2252,  2254 
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Emblements,  tenant  entitled  to,  when,...  2257 
Estates  during  widowhood  are    2254 
Forfeiture  of,  tenant  incurs  none  by  sell- 

ing entire  estate  in  land    2260 
How  created    2253 
Increase  of,  belongs  to  whom    2256 
Increase  of  corpus  goes  to  remainderman  2256 
May  be  for  life  of  tenant,  or  another    2252 
Purchaser  of  at  judicial  sale   shall  give 
bond,  when    2262 

Renter  from  tenant,  rights  of    2258 
Rights  and  liabilities  of  tenant    2255 
Tenancy  by  courtesy,  there  is  none    2259 
Tenant  can  not  remove  personalty  out  of 

State    2261 
Estates  for  Years. 

Definition  of    2273 
Differ  from  bailments,  how    2274 
"  "      case  of  landlord  and  tenant..  2274 

Rights  of  tenant    2275 
Tenant  forfeits,  how    2275 

"       has  emblements,  when    2276 
"       bound  to  repair    2277 

Lease,  and  what  passes  by  it    2278 
Estates  during  Widowhood. 

Are  estates  for  life   2254,  2272 
Estates  in  Remainder. 

Assent  of  executor  in  favor  of  life  tenant 
enures  to  remainderman    2270 

Contingent,  what  are    2265 
Created  in  writing  only    2268 
Definition  of    2263 
Estates  during  widowhood    2272 
Executor  may  recover,  when    2270 
For  whom  created    2268 
Limitation  over  upon  marriage  of  widow 

void,  when    22/2 
Merger  of  estates    2271 
Particular  estate  not  needed  to  sustain...  2264 
Perpetuities,  how  construed    2267 

forbidden    2267 
Rights  of  heirs  of  remaindermen    2266 
Vested  remainder    2265 
Vesting  of,  to  be  favored    2269 
Vested  or  contingent    2265 

"      what  are    2265 
Estates  in  Reversion    2263 
Estates  Tail. 

How  construed  in  Georgia    2250 
Prohibited    2250 
Remote  limitations,  how  construed    2251 

Estates  on  Condition. 
Breach  of  conditions  subsequent,  effect  of  2299 
Conditions  are  precedent  or  subsequent.  2295 
Construction  of  conditions    2295 
Defined    2294 
Devises  and  legacies  on  condition    2466 
Dependent  and  independent  conditions..  2298 
Disabilities  do  not  excuse   non-compli- 
ance  :    2297 

Illegal  conditions  void    2296 
Impossible  conditions  void      2296 
May  be  granted    2294 
Notice  of  conditions  unnecessary    2297 
What  will  excuse  non -performance   2297-8 

Estoppels. 

By  judgment   3577,  3826 
By  silence,  arise,  when    2966 
Doctrine  of    3753 

On  agent,  as  to  title  of  principal    2188 

On  carrier,  as  to  bailor's  title    2076 
On  maker  of  deeds   2698,  2699 

On  tenant,  as  to  landlord's  title    2283 
Recitals  in  deeds  as  to  payment  of  pur- 

chase money,  are  not    2698 
ESTRAYS. 

Advertisement  of    1429 
Appraisemment  of    1428 

Conflicting  claims  to,  how  tried    1434 
Expenses,  how  determined    1435 
How  disposed  of       1428 
Liability  of  taker-up    1436 
Notice  of,  sale  of    1431 

Penalty  for  default  in  taker-up    1435 
Proceeds  of  sale,  how  disposed  of    1432 
Reclamation  of,  by  owner    1433 
Stone  horses  may  be  gelded,  when    1437 
When  to  be  sold    1430 
Who  may  take  up    1427 

Evidence. 

Acts  of  Congress  as  to  exemplifications..  3830- 
Admissions  and  confessions   3783  to  3799 

"  received,  when   3784-5 
"  rejected,  when   3784,  3789 
"  of  agents    3787 
"  of  privies    3788- 
"  of  strangers    3786- 

Administrators,  final  receipts  of    2604 
Admitting  or  rejecting,  new  trial  for    3714 
Ambiguity  in  will  explainable  by  parol..  2457 
Ancient  boundaries    3780^ 
Ancient  documents  admissible..    3779 
Attendance  and  fees  of  witnesses..3841  to  3851 

Attesting  witness  required,  when   3837-8> 
Bank  officers,  that  they  were  sworn    1471 

Best  must  be  produced    3760' 
Birth,  proof  of    3772 
Blank  indorsements  explainable    3808 
Books  of  W.  &  A.  R.  R.,  how  far      976. 

"        "  account,  how  admitted    3777 
Brief  of,  in  motion  for  new  trial   49th  Rule 
Burden  of  proof    3758 
By  inspection   note  p.    976 
Certified  copies  of  wills  are.....    2432 
Character  and  conduct  of  parties  irrele- 

vant, when    3757 
Competent  defined    3748 
Competency  of  witnesses   3852  to  3861 
Concealment  of  child's  death  no  evidence 

of  killing,  when    4337 
Confessions  in  divorce  cases    1716 

law  as  to   3792  to  3796 
Confidential  communications   3797  to  3798 

Contemporaneous  writings  admissible...  3801 
Copies  admitted,  when    3769 

"      of  records,  etc.,  deemed  primary, 
when    3763 

Copy  deeds  admitted  in,  when    2713 
"     from  register    3820 

Cumulative    3748 

Death,  how  proved    3772 
Declarations  of  agent    2206 

"  "   those  in  possession.    3774 
Deeds  recorded  are    2712 
Degrees  in  secondary    3768 
Descent,  proof  of    3772 
Destroyed  records,  proof  of    3818 
Direct    3748 
Disclosure  of  grand  jurors    3799 
Discovery  from  parties  at  law   3810  to  3814 
Disputable  presumptions    3754 
Dying  declarations    3781 
Effect  of  silence    3790 

Estoppels  defined    3753 
"  specified    3753 

Examination  of  witnesses   3862  to  3876, 
  60th  Rule,  p.  1354 

Examinations,  Justice  of  Peace  to  return 
to  Superior  Court   40th  Rule,  p.  1351 

Exceptions  to  attachment  affidavit  and 
bond   Rule  15,  p.  1347 

Exceptions  to  claim  affidavit  and  bond.... 
Rule  15,  p.  1347 

Exceptions  to  declarations..44th  Rule,  p.  1351 "  "  and  process... 

  28th  Rule,  p.  1349' 
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Exceptions  to  interrogatories. .37th  Rule, 

  p.  1350 
Exceptions  to  security  on  appeal   

  1st  Rule,  p.  1344 
Exceptions  to  testimony   44th  Rule,  p.  1351 
Exemplifications   3810-7 

"  are  primary    3763 
Existence  of  original,  shown  when    3769 
Extracts  from  books  of  corporations    3830 
Explanations  of  alterations    3835 
Extraneous,    admitted  as    to   charities, 
when    3160 

Faith  and  credit  given  to  acts  and  rec- 
ords of  other  States    5294 

Foreign  judgments    3825 

"        laws,  how  admitted    3825 
Hand-writing,  how  proved   3889,  3840 
Hearsay,  defined   3770  to  3782 

is  original,  when    3771 
Indirect  or  circumstantial    3748 

In  Justice's  Courts,  law  as  to   4150  to  4153 
Inscriptions  on  walls,  etc  ,  how  proved...  3765 

In  other  cases  of  necessitj'-    3766 
Interrogatories  and  depositions... 3877  to  3900 
Judge  decides  when  onus  is  changed    3759 
Judgments,  effect  of,  as   3826,  3827 

how  attacked    3828 
Law  confirmed    3823 
Laws  and  journals  recognized   3815,  3824 
Letters  of  administration,  copies  admis- 
sible   3817a 

Lost  papers,  how  proved    3832 
Marriage,  proof  of    3772 
Matters  judicially  recognized    3751 
Mental  conviction    3749 
Must  be  relevant    3756 
Newly  discovered,  new  trial  granted  for, 
when    3716 

New  trial,  for  admitting  or  rejecting    3714 
Notarial  acts,  proof  of    3829 
Notice  to  produce  lost  papers,  unneces- 

sary when    3834 
Number  of  witnesses  necessary    3755 
Object  of    3747 
Objections  to,  how  urged   44  Rule,  p.  1349 
Officer  de  fac to,  proof  of    3764 
Of  fraud,  what  required    2751 
Onus  changed,  when    3759 
Oral,  witnesses,  etc   3841  to  3851 
Original  writing  must  be  produced    3831 
Paper  need  not  be  proved,  when    3836 
Parol,  admissible,  when    3806 
"  "  to  affect  written,  when   3800  to  3809 

"  "  to  explain  receipts    3807 
;'           to  show  writing  void...  3802 

"      as  to  intention  of  grantor  or  testa- tor   2248 
Parol,  as  to  trusts    2317 

"      cannot  vary  written  contract    2757 
"      inadmissible  to  vary,  written    3800 
"      on  question  of  former  judgment..  2898 

Pedigree,  how  proved    3772 
Perpetuation  of,  how  done   3901  to  3905 
Pictures,  photographs,  etc   note  p.     999 
Positive  and  negative   note  p.     976 
Presumptions  of  fact    3752 

"    law    3752 
Presumptive    3748 
Primary,  defined    3761 
Private  writing,  proof  of,  law  as  to..3831 

  to  3840 
Probate  presumed   »  3822 
Proof  of  destroyed  register    3821 

"      "   private  writings   3831  to  3834 
"      "  records  and  ̂ ublic  documents... 

  3815  to  3830 

"      "  registry    3819 

Recitals  in  deeds,  how  far    2712 
Relationship,  how  proved    3772 
Res  gesta    3773 
Returns  of  guardians  and  administrators 
prima  facia   1823,  2525 

Rules  of,  alike  in  all  Courts    3750 

"       "    in  equity  causes    4207 
Sayings  and  entries  of  decedents    3776 
Saying  of  conspirators    3775 
Secondary,  admitted,  when    3767 
"  definition  of    3761 
"  degrees  in   ;    3768 
"  of  books  and  papers  allowed, 

when    3516 
Statement  of  commissioners  from  books 

admitted  in,  when    3518 
Sufficient    3748 
Surrounding  circumstances  provable    3804 
Surveys  are,  when       578 
Taken  by  interrogatories,  when  and  how 

  3877  to  3900 
'"       down  in  felonies    4196 

Testimony  of  dead  witnesses    3782 
Things  of  public  interest,  proof  of    3778 
Things  judicially  recognized.,3815,  3824,.  3751 
To  reduce  deed  to  mortgage,    allowed 
when   ._    3809 

Transcripts    from    books    admitted    in, 
when    3517 

Usage  provable,  when    3805 
Variance  between  evidence  and  pleading  3346 
Weight  of  admissions    3792 
Whole  admission  received    3791 
Written,  deemed  higher  than  parol    3762 

Examination  of  Witnesses. 
Law  regulating   .3863  to  3876 

Excessive  Bail. 
Prohibited   4747,  5313,  5001 

Excessive  Fines, 
Prohibited   5001,  5313 

Exchange, 

Exchange  merchants,  how  taxed       817 
Premium  allowed  banks  on    1472 
Contracts  of  exchange,  law  of    2656 
Bills  of,  law  as  to   2773  to  2793 

Executed  Trusts. 

Law  relating  to   2309,  2313,  2314 
Execution  Docket. 

Clerks  of  Superior  Court  shall  keep      267 
Sheriffs  shall  keep       361 

Execution  of  Death  Penalty. 
Mode  of    4662 

Suspended  by  insanity  of  convict    4666 
Pregnancy  of  convict  suspends    4667 
Within  what  time    4669 
Convict  re-sentenced,  when    4668 

Execution  of  Powers. 

Mistakes  in,  remedied  in  equity,  when... 
  3167,  3128 

Subject  of  equity  jurisdiction    3166 
Discretion,  not  controlled    3167 
Collusive,  what  is    3168 
Illusory  appointment,  defined    3169 
Consent  of  trustee  to  marriage,  compelled, 
when    3170 

Faithful,  compelled    3171 
Executive  Department. 

Books  of,  required        77 
Seal  of,  shall  be  kept,  device  of        78 
Officers  of,  free  from  military  duty    1060 
Salaries  of  officers  of    1640 
Executive  Department  of  United  States.. 

  5276-5287 
To  remain  separate  from  other  depart- 
ment   5015 

Of  State  government,  (see  Governor)    5101 
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Executive  Mansions. 
At  Atlanta  and  Milledgeville  belong  to 

State       960 
Executive  Messenger. 
Appointed  and  removable,  how   72,     124 
Salary  of    1640 
Duties  of       125 
Special   ,       126 

Executive  Minutes. 
Governor  shall  keep        77 

Executive  Office. 
Books  of,  specified         77 
Where  kept        79 

Executive  Seal. 
Described         78 

Executions. 
Against  administrators,  levy  of    2508 

"      attorneys  for  cost    3687 
"      defaulting  road  hands       627 
"      road  commissioners       663 
"      tax  collectors  and  receivers. ..909 

  to    912 
"      trustees  and  trust  estates    3382 

Alias  may  issue,  when  and  how   3496, 
  3988,  3991 

Amendable,  when  and  how   3495-6 
Application  of  money  to  younger  lien  is 

satisfaction,  when    3659 
Backing  of    4167 
Bond  and  security  to  stay    3662 
By  Comptroller-General  for  taxes   876,     882 
By  County  Judge,  when  and  how  issued    292 
By  tax  collectors       886 
Constable  may  levy  on  land,  when    3645 

"         returns  levy  to  Sheriff,  when..  3645 
Contract  never  to  enforce,  satisfies    3660 
Controlled  by  indorsers    2171 

"  security  on  stay,  when    3663 
"  sureties   .....2166  to  2170 

Copy  from  record  evidence,  when    2709 
Damages  for  delay    3667 
Death  of  defendant  does  not  stop  issue  of  3437 
Docket  of,  clerk  shall  keep       267 
Endorsement  of  costs  on    3685 
For  cost,  how  issued,  etc    3685 
"    taxes  "         "  "      876  to    899 

Form  of  levy  of    3640 
Framed  by  Judge,  when    3639 
From  County  Courts,  how  issued      292 

"      judgments  in  ejectment    3637 
"      Justices'  Court,  backed  when    4167 

Growing  crops  sold  under,  when    3642 
How  issued,  directed  and  levied    3632 
Illegality  of,  law  concerning   3664  to  3671 
In  favor  of  or  against  Sheriffs    3633 
Issue  at  any  time  after  verdict    3634 

"    not  stopped  by  death  after  judg- ment   3437 
Levied  on  growing  crops,  when    3642 

"         "    what  property  first    3641 
Levy  of  is  satisfaction,  when    3657 

"      "  itsform    3640 
Maybe  framed    3639 

"     issue  at  any  time    3634 
Mistakes  in,  how  corrected    3496 
Must  follow  judgment    3636 
Negotiable,  how    2776 
No  illegality  to  tax  fi.  fa    3668 
Notice  of  levy  on  land,  how  given    3643 
Officer  can  not  sell  land  under,  out  of 

the  county    3644 
On  foreclosure  of  mortgages  on  person- 
alty  3971  to  3974 

On   forclosure  of  mortgages  on  person- 
alty, illegality  to    3975 

Property  sold  pending  illegality    3669 
Release  of  by  agreement  never  to  enforce, 
when    3660 

Release  of  property  subject  to,  satisfies, 
when    3658 

Returnable,  when    3635 
Right  of  defendant  to  point  out  property  3641 
Sale  of  life  estate  under    2262 
Sales  under  law  concerning   3646  to  3656 
Sheriffs  duty  as  to       361 
Stay  of,  how  affected   3661-2 

"     "    injustices'  Court    4167 
Subpoena  is,  when    3842 
Surety  on  stay  controls,   when    3663 
Suspended  by  appeal    3634 
Under   which  land   is  sold,  may  be  re- 

corded   2709 
Waiving  lipn  on,  fund,  effect  of    3659 
Where  Sheriff  is  party    3633 
Who  may  file  illegality    3670 
Writ  of  possession  in  ejectment  cases    3637 

"      "   possession  issues  against  whom  3638 Executors. 
Administrator  with  will  annexed    2440 
Admissions  of,  go  to  impeach  will,  when  2437 
Appeal  without  costs  or  security,  when...  3622 
Appointment  of,  what  amounts  to    2439 
Assent  of,  to  life  estates,  effect  of    2270 
Basis  of  settlements  with   2602-3 
Bill  for  direction  by    3145 
"     to  marshal  assets...-.    3146 

Claims  at  sales  by,  how  filed    3743 
"     "       "     where  tried   3744-5 

Compensatory  bequests  to    2446 
Compromises  by,  how  made   2537-9 
De  son  tort,  liability  of    2441 
"    "     '•'  not  allowed  set-off    2441 
"    "     "      who  are    2441 

Equity  interferes  with,  when    3144 
Excused  from  inventories  and  returns, 
when    2420 

Executrix  marrying,  her  office  ends    2443 
Failure  to  propound  is  renunciation    2435 
Foreign,  rights  of  here    2450 
Form  of  action  against    3399 

Form  of  judgments  against   5573-4 
Hold  residuum,  how      2445 
Husband  of  executrix  appointed,  when.  2443 "  "  "  de  son  tort,  jointly 

liable  with  her    2444 
Infant  qualification  postponed    2439 
Interest  and  rights  of    2445 
Law  of  administrators  apply  to    2448 
Liability  of  executor  de  son  tort    2441 

"         "         on  bonds    2447 "  when    more    than 
one    2449 

Limitation  of  suitagainst    2922 
Marriage  of  executrix  abates  her  letters.  2443 '•  "  de  son  tort  does  not 

relieve    2444 

Maybe  garnished,  when   3555-6 
"    expend  for  minors,  when    2540 
"   file  illegality,    3670 
"   invest  in  lands,  when    2541 

.    "   plead  as  testator  could    3474 
•■'       "       ne  unqws  executor    3473 
"      •'      no  assets    3473 

"       "      plene  administravit    3473 
"      sell  and  convey  by  attorney  in  fact  2180 
"      submit  to  arbitrament    4225 

Must  propound  will  in  twelve  months...  2435 
Non-residents  may  be,  when    2434 
Oath  of    2442 
Ordinaries  maybe,  when      327 
Pleas  peculiar  to       3473 
Power  of,  before  probate  of  will    2438 
Powers,  duties,  and  liabilities  of    2448 
Promisee  to  answer  debts  out  of  his  own 

estate    1950 

Property  of  principal  exhausted  first    3387 
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Renunciation  of,  is  final    2430 
Returns  of,  in  new  counties         34 
Rights  of  surviving  partner  against    1907 
Sales  by    2500 
Sales  by,  postponed  when  claim  tiled    3740 
Service  of,  when  one  is  out  of  State    3388 
Several  unite  in  executing  will,  etc    2449 
Shall  give  bond,  when    2447 
Subject  to  attachment,  when    3277 

"        "  garnishment,  when   3555-0 
"  suit,  when  and  how   3383-4 

Suit  on  bond  of,  allowed,  when   3383-4 
Sureties  of,  suable  in  first  instance, when  3380 
When  cut  off  amenable  to  new  county..      34 

"        elected  Ordinary  trust  ceases       328 
Who  may  be   2434,  2439 

Executory  Devise. 
Defined,  and  when  sustained    2409 

Exemplary  Damages. 
Not  allowed  for  breach  of  contract    2943 
Allowed  in  torts    3007 

Exemplifications. 

Acts  of  Congress  as   3830,  3831 
Comptroller  shall  give       107 
Copy  letters  of  administration,  etc.,  ad- 

mitted in  evidence,  when   3817a 
Evidence  when   3810,  3817 
Foreign  administrator  shall  file,  when... 

  2015,  2017 
Secretary  of  State  must  furnish         83 

Exemption. 

Of  property  from  levy  and  sale      2040 
Of  administrators  from  suit    2548 
Of  property  from  sale  for  taxes       895 
Uniform  of  volunteer  exempt   110311 
In  favor  of  debtors   2002  to  2039 
Specific  exemptions  or  short  homestead.. 

  2040  to  2049 
(See  also  levy  and  sale.) 

Exhibitions  and  Shows. 
County  charges  for       529 
Without  license,  how  dealt  with. 532,537,     538 

Expatriation. 

Law  as  to  right  of   40,       47 
Expenses  of  Litigation. 

No  part  of  damages,  when    2942 
Experts. 
May  give  opinions    3808 

Explosive  Oils. 

Use  of,  on  railroads,  when  and  how  pun- 
ished   4585 

Express  Companies. 
Tax  on       822 

Tax  returns  of,  made  to  Comptrollei       820 
Where  sued    3410 
How  served  with  process    3411 
Name  of  chief  officer,  where  and  how 

posted    3412 
Receipts  by,  punishment  for  not  giving..  4004 
(General  note,  p.  512.) 
Express  trusts,  what  are,  and  how  cre- 
ated  2209,  2210 

Extenuation. 
Pleaded  in  cases  of  tort,  when    3052 

Extortion. 

Demanding  illegal  fees  is   3704b 
Definition  of    4507 
Punishment  for    4508 

By  Attorney-General,  and  how  punished4508a 
Extra  Tax. 

For  new  counties,  how  levied         33 
Levied  by  Ordinaries,  for  what      502 
Levy  of,  how  and  when  reviewed       503 

Factories. 
Hours  of  labor  in    1885 
Corporal  punishment  forbidden    1880 
Liens  on,  in  favor  of  contractors    1979 

"        how  created  and  declared    1980 

Rank  of  such  liens    1980 
Liens  on,  how  enforced    1990 

Factoks. 

Shall  not  charge  city  tax  on  sale  of  pro- 
duce   1000 

Liens  of   '   1987,  1972,  2111 Discretion  may  exercise,  when    2111 
Duty  and  rule  of  diligence   2111,  2097 
May  sue  in  own  name,  when    2209 
Failure  to  pay  cotton  acceptance,  pen- 
alty    1595 

General  authorities  as  to...,   note  to  2111 
Failure  of  Consideration. 

Apportionment  of   2041,  2042 
Rights  of  land  buyer,  in  cases  of    2043 
Pleadable  as  defense   2748,  2857 
Effect  of,  when  total    2748 

"        when  partial,    2748 
How  pleaded  and  proved    3471 

Failure  of  Title. 
Rescision  of  sale,  for   2043,  3191 

Faith  and  Credit. 

Must  be  given  to  records  of  other  States  5294 
Act  of  Congress  as  to    3830 

Falsification  of  Records. 
Punishment  for    4471 

False  Imprisonment. 
Defined   2990,  4304 
Warrant  excuses    2991 

Suits  for,  may  be  joint  or  several    2992 
Defined  and  punished    4305 
Under  color  of  process,  how  punished...  4300 
Removed  from  office  for    4300 

False  Keys. 

Possession  of,  how  punished    4501 
False  Packing. 

How  punished    4593 
False  Survey. 
Punishment  for       581 

False  Swearing. 

Defined  and  punished   4402,  4403 
Subornation  of,  defined    4404 
Punishment    4405 

Convict  of,  cannot  testify    4400 
False  Weights  and  Measures. 

.    Buying  and  selling  by,  how  punished.... 
  4590,  1577a  to  1592 

Family. 
Husband  is  head  of    1753 
Head  of,  entitled  to  homestead    2002 

Of  decedents,  year's  support  for    2571 
Such  support,  how  set  apart    2571 
Support. continued,  when    2572 
Schedule  of  property  assigned.-    2573 
Objections  to  schedule;  and  appeal    2573 
Support  of,  pending  such  appeal    2573 
Title  to  property  set  apart,  vests  how    2574 
Support  of,  provided  for  by  will    2575 
Election  of  widow  in  such  case    2575 

Support  to  two  sets  of  children    2570 
Costs  for  assigning  support,  how  paid    2577 
Choses  in  action  set  apart  to,  how  sued  on 

  3474a 
Determines  domicile,  when    1090 
Family  compromises  sustained. ..note  to  2882 

Farming  on  Shares. 

Law  as  to   note,  p.     502 
Farm  Products. 

Sale  of,  regulated   1593-8 
Purchase    of,    from    tenants,    punished, 
when    4502a 

Father  oe  Bastards. 

When  and  how  punished    4504 Fear. 

Excuses  homicide,  when    4331 
Crimes  under,  excused    4303 

Federal  Courts. 

Authority  of,  decisions  in   note,  §1 
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Injunctions  in   note,  p.     810 
Lien  of  judgment  in   note,  p.     913 

Fees  of  Officers. 
Advertising,  fees  for   3704a,d 
Attorney-General     1648 
Bill  of,  to  be  posted  in  office   3700b 
Clerk  of  House  of  Representatives    1645 
Clerks  of  Superior  Court    3695 
Clerk  for  entering  award    4245 
County  Court,  in   296,     300 
Constables    3700 
Coroners    3701 
County  surveyors   3702,  575  to    577 
County  Treasurers    3703 
Comptroller  shall  pay  into  treasury       100 
Extra  pay  to  officers,  how  allowed    3697 
Forfeiture  for  excessive  charge    3707 
Jailers    3698 
Justices  of  the  Peace    3699 
Notaries  Public    3704 
Ordinaries    3694 

in  cases  vs.  ferry  owners       699 

"  in  cases  of  obstructing  ways...     740 
Penalty  for  illegal  charges   3710,  3700a 
Revenue  of  State  from   941  to    943 
Secretary  of  Senate    1645 

"  State,  paid  into  treasury         84 
Sheriffs   3696,     365 
Solicitors-General   380,    381,   385,    888, 

  1646  to  1649 
State,  when  charged  to      3705 
Statementof,  given  when    3706 
Supreme  Court,  clerks  and  Sheriffs   

  3688  to  3691 
Taking  down  testimony,  fees  for    3693 

Table  of,  kept  in  offices    3708" 
Treble  cost  paid  to  officers,  when    3709 
Tax  Collector  for  issuing^,  fa       887 

Fee  Simple  Estate. 
What  is    2246 
Mav  commence  in  futuro    2247 
Created  by  what  words   2248,  2250 

Of  pilots   1512,  1517,  1519  to  1521 
Of  pilotage  secretary   1525,  1531 
Of  inspectors  of  fertilizers    1574 
Of  inspectors  of  kerosene    1579 
Of  liquor  inspectors    1584 
Of  attorneys  in  claim  cases    1998 
Of  processioners,  and  by  whom  paid    2391 
Of  witnesses   3841,  3845,  3851 
Of  masters  and  auditors   4204,  3097e 
Of  jurors    4127 
For  taking  depositions   3883,  3899 
Of  attorneys  at  law,  how  fixed       406 

"     "      lien  for    1989 

"     "      champertous,     ille- 
gal   2750 

"         "  "     "      in  claim  cases    1998 
Of  advertising,  fixed   3704a 

Felons. 
Rewards  for  arrest  of         58 
Cannot  vote  or  nold  office   4691,  5033 
Competent  as  witnesses    3854 

Felony. 

Need  not  be  prosecuted  before  suit  for...  2970 
Definition  of    4304 
Juries  to  try,  how  made  up    3935 
Compounding,  how  punished    4491 
Charge  written  in  cases  of,  when       244 
Filed  when  so  given       245 
Compounding,  illegal    3054 
Testimony  taken  down  in  cases  of    4696 
Convicts  of,  cannot  vote  or  hold  office...  5033 

Female  Convicts. 
Pregnant,  how  dealt  with    4667 

Femalfs. 

Civil  disabilities  and  exemptions  of    1656 

Trusts  may  be  created  for    2306 
Marriage    of,    when    partner,   dissolves 

firm    1894 

"     pending  suit   3433,  3437 
"  "     executrix    2443 

"     executrix  de  son  tort    2444 
Guardian  maybe,  when   1808,  1854 

Feme  Covert. 
Domicile  of    1692 
Testamentary  power  of    2410 
Contracts  of,  generally  void   2729,  2730 
Subject  to  husband    1753 
Rights  of   1753  to  1764 
Under  marriage  contracs   1775  to  1785 
Crimes  by,  how  punished    4300 
Property  of,  remains  hers   1750,  5087 
Who  may  sue  for  torts  to   1755,  2960 
Husband  liable  fortorts  of    2961 
"  "         "   loans  to    2134 

Prescription  affects,  when    2686 
Limitations;  when  barred  by   2926-7 
May  bind  trust  estate  for  debts    2336 
Plea  of  coverture    3477 

Fences  and  Enclosures. 

What  are  lawful   1443,  1444 
Wire  fences  lawful,  when   1444a 
Liability  of  owners  of    1445 
Liability  of  owners  of  stock    1445 
Owners  of,  may  kill  stock,  when    1446 
Presumption  when  stock  is  poisoned.    1447 
Water  courses  deemed,  when    1448 
Land  lines  are,  when    1449 
Stock  to  be  confined,  when       1450 
Animals  impounded,  when    1451 
Impounded  stock,  how  disposed  of    1452 
Penalty  for  illegal  impounding    1453 
Proceedings  relative  to  damages    1454 
This  law.  how  put  in  force    1455 
Militia  districts  may  adopt  stock  law   1455a 
Tax  to  build,  in  certain  cases   1455b 
Protection  of   1455c 
Stock  drivers  to  avoid  trespass   1455d 
Gates  to  be  erected,  when   1455e 
Pasturage,  and  by  whom  provided   1455f 

Voter's  rights  sacred   1455g 
Law  applicable  in  cases  of  streams   1455h 
Part  of  county  excepted   1455i 
Punishment  for  removing    4440 
Firing,  how  punished   4608,  4610 

Ferries. 
Authority  of  Ordinary  over       337 
Public  ferrymen  exempt  from  road  duty    659 
Exempt  also  from  jury  duty    3939 
Law  concerning   667  to     704 
Keepers  of,  free  from  military  duty    1060 
Rightto  establish    2233 
Ferrymen,  when  liable  as  carriers. ...note,  2066 
General  Assembly  shall  not  establish    5077 

Fertilizers  and  Chemicals. 
Must  be  branded  with  analysis    1553a 
Sale  of,  without  brand  is  nrsderneanor...  1553a 
Analysis  guaranteed  by  seller   1553b 
Sale  of,  below  standard  forbidden   1553b 
Chemist  to  analyze,  how  appointed   1553c 
Oath  of  chemist   1553c 

Salary  of  chemist   ...,   1553c 
Inspectors  of,  how  appointed   1553c 

Inspector's  salaries   1553c 
Oath,  bond  and  duty  of  inspectors   1553c 
Fees  of  inspectors   1553d 
Salaries  of  chemist  and  inspectors,  how 

paid   1553e 
Term  of  office  of  inspector  and  chemist...  1553f 
Penalty  for  evading  inspection  of   1553g 
Commissioner  of   Agriculture   to   make 

rules  for  inspection  of   1553h 
Inspectors  of,  how  appointed    1571 
Duty  of  inspectors    1572 
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Where  inspected    1573 
Fees  of  inspector...    1574 
Sale  of,  without  inspection,  penalty    1575 
Seller  shall  give  purchaser  analysis    157G 
Sample  furnished  to   Commissioner  of 

Agriculture    1576a 
Sale  of,  unlawful  without  analysis   1576b 
Place  of  -inspection   1576c 
Penalty  for  violations   1576d 
Mod e  of  analyzing   1576e 
Names  of,  published  when  inspected   1576f 
Offenders  prosecuted   1576g 
Warranty  on  sale  of   note  to  2651 

Terrymen. 

Exempt  from  road  duty       659 

"      jury     "        3930 Liable  as  carriers   note  to  2066 

Fictitious  Name. 

Use  of,  punished  when    4453 
In  firms,  penal  action  for    1807 

Fieri  Facias. 
For  taxes   876,     886 
How  issued  against  partners    1899 

•Control  of  by  sureties  and  indorsers   
  2166  to  2171 

Issue  and  return  of   3632  * o  3639-3437 
Levy  of  and  proceedings  on   3640  to  3645 
Sales  under   3646  to  3656 
Satisfaction  of   3657  to  3660 

On  foreclosure  of  mortgage,  to  personalty 
  3971,  3974a 

Illegality  to  mortgage  fi.  fa    3975 
law  as  to   3664  to  3671 

Alias,  may  issue,  when   3988,  3991,  3496 
[More  specifically  indexed  under  head 

of  "  Executions."] Figures. 

May  be  used  in  pleading    3260 
Finder, 

Of  lost  property,  as  bailee   2104,  2109 
Fines. 

In  county  court,  how  collected,  etc       300 
By  commissioner  of  pilotage,  go  where:.  1534 
Fines,   to  whom  and  for  what  purpose 

paid       4654 
Paid,  when    4655 
Account  of ,  kept  by  Ordinary    4654 
Shall  not  be  excessive   5001,  5313 
For  illegal  practice  of  medicine   1409e 

"  "  dentistry    1418 
For  violating  Sabbath  laws    4582 
Prisoner    discharged    without    paying, 
when    4700 

Fines  and  Forfeitures. 
Paid  to  county  treasurer,  when   4655a 
Distribution  of,  how  made   4655b 
Separately  kept  by  treasurer   4655c 
Paid  out,  for  what  only   4655c 
Claims  on,  how  paid   4655d 
Justices,  how  paid  out  of   4655e 

Treasurer's  report  as  to   4655f 
City  Courts  and  local  laws  stand   4655g,  h 

Fire. 
Cities  may  burn  buildings,  when    2227 
Destruction  of  house  by,  does  not  abate 

rent      2293 
Fire  Hunting. 

When  and  how  punished   4562f 
Fire  Insurance. 
Law  regulating   2794  to  2817,  2841 

Fire  Proof  Safes. 
How  procured  for  Court  Houses       497 

Firemen. 

Exempt  from  military  service    1060 

"     jury  duty,  how    3939 Firing  Fences  and  Grain. 
When  and  how  punished   4608,  4610 

Firing  or  Sinking  Vessels. 
How  punished    4614 

Firing  the  Woods. 
When  and  by  whom  allowed      1  156 
Notice  of  shall  be  given,  when    1457 
Penalty  for,  without  notice    1458 
Penalty  for  negligent    1459 
When  and  how  punished    4609 

Fiscal  Year. 
Begins  and  ends,  when       79a 

Fish  and  Fishing. 

Fishing  regulated    1624 
Penalty  for  illegal  fishing    1625 
Fishing  vessels  may  be  searched    1626 
Penalty  for  illegal  fishing   4625,  4625b 
"  ''     poisoning  fish    4624 

Killing  fish  by  explosives, how  punished. 4625a 
In  waters  of  another,  how  punished   4625b 
Obstructing  passage  of   fish,  how   pun- 
ished   4625c 

Fish  Ponds. 

Penalty  for  injuring    4622 
Fixtures. 
What  are    2219 
Detached,  become  personalty    2220 
Larceny  of,  and  how  punished   2220,  4407 
Of  turnpikes,  etc.,  injuring,    how  pun- 

ished    4613 
Of  coast  survey,  injuring,  how  punished  4619 

Tenants'  rights  as  to    2281 Flag  of  the  State. 
Description  of   1103ss 

Flour. 

Inspector  of,  how  appointed    1554 
Shall  be  merchantable    1555 

How  packed    1556 
How  inspected  and  marked    1557 
Penalty  for  fraudulent  packing  of    1558 
Purchase  by  inspector  of  condemned    1559 
Forfeiture  for  selling  without  inspection  1560 

Inspector's  oath  and  duties   1561-2 Fluids  (Burning). 
Law  as  to  inspection  and  sale  of. .1577  to  1579h 

Foeticide. 
Pun ishment  for   4337a 

Using  means  to  produce,  how  punished. .4337b 
Following. 

Meaning  of          5 
Forcible  Entry  and  Detainer. 

Proceedings  in  cases  of    4085 
Jury  and  summons  in   4085a,  4085 
Tales  jurors    4086 
Possession  and  force  only  issues      4087 
Oath  of  jury    4088 
Possession  restored,  when    4089 
Time  given  to  certiorari    4090 
Service  on  non-resident    4091 
Non-residents  to  give  bond,  when    4092 
These  proceedings  no  bar  to  indictment.  4093 
Defined   4524,  4525 
Punishment  for    4526 
Possession  given,  when    4526 

Foreclosure  of  Liens. 

By  County  Judge       295 
On  real  property    1990 
On  personal  property    1991 

Foreclosure  of  Mortgages. 

On  personalty  by  County  Judge       295 
On  land,  law  of   3962  to  3970 
On  personalty   3971  to  3979 
Third  person  may  contest,  how    3979 
In  equity   3979a 

Foreigners. 

What,  may  have  license  to  peddle    1637 
Onus  on,  when  indicted  for  illegal  ped- 
dling   1638 

Foreign  Administrators. 
May  sue  in  this  State,  when    2614 
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Sball  file  exemplification  of  appointment  2615 
Rights  of  others  protected  against    2616 
Sales  by,  in  this  State    2617 
May  transfer  bank  stock    2618 
May  check  for  deposits....,    2618 
Foreigner,  when  appointed  administra- 

tor here    2493 
Foreign  Bills  of  Exchange. 
What  are....    2773 
Damages  allowed  on   2792,  2793 

Foreign  Corporations. 
Tax  on  agents  of       883 
Subject  to  attachment    3281 
May  replevy  property,  how    3320 
Recognized  by  comity    1675 

Foreign  Executors. 
Rights  of,  in  this  State.,2450,  2434,  2614  to  2618 

Foreign  Guardians. 
Property  of  wards  here,  how  transferred 

to    1865 
Such  transfer,  how  effected    1865 
Order  of  transfer  to    1866 
Discretion  of  Ordinary  as  to  transfer   

  1866,  1867 
Receipts  of,  good  voucher    1868 
Order  of  transter,  how  enforced    1869 
Removal   of    guardian    and   ward,   how 

effected    1870 
Foreign  Insurance  Companies. 
How  taxed      821 
Penalty  against,  for  tax  default       879 
Agents  of,  must  be  licensed  here. .2841,  5088-9 
Shall  pay  damages,  when    2850 

Foreign  Judgments. 
How  authenticated       3825 

Foreign  Laws. 
Proof  of    3825 
Force  and  effect  of.  here           9 

Foreign  Marriages. 

Governed  by  Georgia  law,  when    1710 
Forestalling. 

How  punished    4591 
Forfeitures. 

In  County  Court       300 
For  violating  license  law   531  to    533 

"  how  disposed  of    541 
Of  charters   877,  1685 
By  tenant  for  lfe    2261 

"     years    2275 
By  administrators  of  commissions    2596 
For  crime,  abolished,  how  far    2675 
Recognized,  for  what    2677 
Not  worked  by  conviction    5020 
For  refusing  habeas  corpus    4031 
Construction  leans  against    2295 
Of  recognizances    4703 
General  Assembly  shall  not  relieve    5078 
Fines  and  forfeitures,  law  as  to. .4655a  to  4655h 

Forgery  and  Counterfeiting. 

Deeds,  how  attacked  for  forgery    2712 
Defense  to  suit,  when..2785,  2851  to  2855, 

  3454,  3472 
Kinds  of,  and  how  punished   4442  to  4455 

Former  Acquittal  or  Conviction. 
Accused  to  be  jeoparded  but  once. ...5000,  5310 

Former  Judgment  or  Recovery. 

Ends  litigation  and  binds  parties    2897 
Parol  evidence  admitted  on  questions  of  2898 
Good  defense  to  suit  for  tort    3063 
Plea  of    3476 

Conclusiveness  of   3826-7,  3577 
Former  Suit. 

Pendency  of,  good  defense  when    2891 
Excepted  cases   2895,  3280 
Pendency  of,  defense  to  suit  for  tort    3063 
Pendency  of,  may  be  pleaded    3476 

Forms. 

Actions  to  recover  realty   3389,  3401 

Actionsfor  personalty    3390' 
on  written  promises    3391 
on  policy  of  insurance    3392 
on  open  accounts    3393 
on  judgments    3394 
for  breach  of  warranty,    3395 

"        for  words    3396 
apply  to  executors,  etc    3399 

Affidavits  and  warrants   4715,  4716 
to  answer  in  equity   2nd  E.  Rule 

Attachment  cases    3283 
Deed,  what  required    2692 
Executor,  by  what  words  appointed    2439 
Evidence,  under  statutory  forms    3400 
Judgment  by  Court   39th  Rule.  p.  1351 
Mortgages,  what  required    1955. 
Pleadings  at  law,  particular,  not  required 

  3345.  3332. 

in  equity      "         not  required  4177 
Substantial  compliance,  sufficient           4 

"Will,  what  required    2395- Verdict,  in  statutory  forms    3400 
"  divorce  case   3565-6 

Fornication. 
Punishment  for    4534 

Incestuous,  how  punished    4533- 
Between  whites  and  blacks,  punished....  4572 

Forthcoming  Bonds. 

In  cases  of  illegality    3672: 
Declared  valid    3673 
Effect  of    3674 
Do  not  excuse  officer,  when    3674 
In  claim  cases   3728,  3729,  3734 

Franchises. 

Grant  of  one,  does  not  give  another       703 
Surrender  of    1686- 
Not  exclusive,  unless  so  expressed    2234 
Irrevocable,  not  granted   5025-6 
Subject  to  eminent  domain    5095 

Fraud. 
Action  for    2953 
Actual  or  constructive    3173 

Agent,  principal  bound  for   2199,  2201 
Attachments,  judgment  in,  set  aside  for  3317 

.     Awards,  void  for   3178,  2893,  4243 
Bona  fide  purchaser  protected    2640 
Committed,  how   2966,  3176,  2634 

Common  carrier,  fraud  on    2080' 
Concealment  is,  when   2635,  3175,  2958 
Confidential  relations,  good  faith  in    3177 
Contracts,  voids  all    2751 
Deeds,  annuls    3178- 
Definition  of   2634,  3173 
Damage,   fraud    concurring  with,  gives 

action    2957 

Equity,  jurisdiction  of   3172  to  3182 
Estoppel  by,  when  acted  on   3753,  2966 
Exception  to  statute  of  frauds,  arising 

from    1951 

Homestead,  in  applying  for,  effect  of    2005 

Inadequacy  of  price,  as  evidence  of.'.;>742,   2647,  3190,  3179 
Insurance,  in  application  for.. 2803,  2804,  2806 
Judicial  sale  binds  officer    2622 

Judgments  void  for   1947,  3178,  3593-4, 
  3596,  3828,  3317 

Letters  of  credit,  fraud  in    2959 
Negotiable  notes,  fraud  in  procuring    2785 

Marriage,  voided  by   1701-2,  1709,  1712 
"  in  trammeling  or  forcing    3182 

Misrepresentations  are  when   3174,  2634 
Partners,  fraud  between    1903 

"         responsible  for  each  others.......  1915 
"         cf  a  limited  partnership  a  crime  1938 

Powers,  execution  of    3168 
Proved,  how    2751 
Property  concealed  by,  reached   5023,  1945 
Punished  by  law,  may  be    5023- 
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Prescription,  how  affected  by    ...2679,  2688 
Sale,  voidedby    2633 
Silence,  fraud  by   2966,  3176 
Statutes  of  limitation,  how  affected  by...  2931 
Suppression  of  truth  is,  when   3175,  2635 
Surprise  is,  when    3180 
Trade  marks,  in  using    3181 
Trust  implied  from,  when    2316 
Trustees,  sales  by   2329.  3151 
Wills,  vitiated  by   2401,  2402 

"       jurisdiction  of  fraud  in    3172 
Fraudulent  Assignments. 
Void  as  against  creditors    1952 
By  banks,  when  and  how  punished    4429 

Fraudulent  Conveyances. 
Void  as  to  creditors   1952,2631,  2662 

Fraudulent  Debtors, 
Attachments  against   3297  to  3301 

Fraudulent  Levies. 
Punishment  for    4436 

Fraudulent  Obtainment  of  Credit. 
Punishment  for    4587 
Civil  action  for    2959 

Fraudulent  Seizures. 
Punishment  for    4420 

Free  Trader. 
Wife  may  be,  when    1760 

Freedom  of  Conscience  and  Opinion. 
Guaranteed   5004-5 

Freedom  of  Press. 
Secured    5007 

Freedom  of  Speech. 
In  debate,  secured    5062 
Guaranteed  to  citizen    5007 

Freed  People. 
Law  concerning   1616  to  1669 

Freight. 
Common  carrier  must  receive    2069 

Carrier's  liability    2070 
Special  receipt  for    4604 
Lists  and  bills  for,  how  made  out    2078 
Overcharges  for,  indictable    4603 
Carriers  may  sell  undelivered   2084a 
Live  freight,  etc.,  how  sold   2084b 
Carrier  may  deposit  proceeds   2084c 
Carrier  relieved  on  account  of,  when   2084d 

Stoppage  of,  in  transitu   2074-5,  2649-50 
General  Assembly  may  regulate    5094 

Commission  to  regulate   '.   719a  to  7l9dd Rebates  in,  forbidden    5098 
Freight  Receipts. 
Form  and  contents  of   ....2078,  4604 
Penalty  for  not  giving    4604 

Fruit.                                         — 

Taking  of,  punishable,  wThen    4440 Fugitives  from  Justice. 
Governor  shall  cause  arrest  of   53,       54 
Delivery  of,  suspended,  when         55 
Not  demanded,  how  disposed  of         56 
Warrants  against,  how  executed         57 

Funeral  Expenses. 

Rank  of,  against  deceased's  estate    2533 Furnishing  Liquor  to  Minors. 
Action  for,  who  may  bring    3010 

Futures. 

Sale  of,  against  policy  of  law    2638 
Annotations  on    notes  to  2638,  2750 

Gamblers. 
Competent  witnesses    4545 
Protection  to    4545 

Gaming. 
Money  lost  by,  how  recovered  back    2753 
With  minor  son,  action  for    3011 
In  liquor  shops    4539 
How  punished    4541 
Given  in  special  charge  to  grand  jury....  4546 

Gaming  Contracts. 
Are  void    2753 

Debts  and  liens  founded  on,  void    2753 
What  is  won,  how  recovered  back    2753 

Gaming  Houses. 
Punishment  for  keeping    4538 
Houses  suspected  as,  broken  open    4547 

Gaming  Tables. 
Taxes  on       809 
Value  of,  not  taxable,  when       810 
Punishment  for  keeping    4540 
Permitting  minors  to  bet  at,  punished...  4542 
Allowing  bank  agents  to  bet  at,  punished  4544 
Competency  of,  and  protection  of  wit- 
ness   4545 

Gaming  with  Minors. 
Parent  may  sue  for,  when    3011 

Garnishments. 
Affidavit  and  bond  by  agent  or  attorney  3534 
"  "         "      "    one  of  firm    3535 

"         "      "    to  obtain    3533 

Against  executors  and  administrators. ..3555-6 
"        persons  in  other  county   3536d 
"        persons  out  of  county    3537 

Answer  to  may  be  traversed    3542 
"  "  must  include  what   3536a 

"     "      state  what    3548 
Attorney  at  law,  subject  to   !    3552 
By  tax  collectors,  proceedings  on    3558 
Choses  in  action,  how  reached    3582 
Claimant  may  dissolve,  when   *c. ,„<...  3541 

"         party  to,  when    3544 
Collateral  securities  not  subject  to    3551 
Distribution  of  money  raised  by    3545 
Garnishee  delivers  to  claimant,  when    3543 

"  discharged  on  answer,  when...  3542 
"  relieved  from  cost,  when    3549 

How  and  by  whom  issued    3536 
"      dissolved    3540 
"      issued,  served  and  returned    3539 
"      obtained    3533 

In  cases  of  attachment   3302  to  3307 
In  County  Courts   233a  283b 

In  Justices'  Courts   .'   4161-2 
In  pending  suits  and  on  judgments    3532 
Interest  chargeable  to  garnishee,  when...  3546 
Issue  from  time  to  time    3536 

Judgment  against  garnishee    3547 
On  judgments  in  Court  of  Ordinary   3536c 
Other  remedies  against  garnishee    3550 
Proceeding  to  garnish  one  out  of  county  3538 
Receivers,  exempt  from    3553 
Tax  collectors  may  issue    3557 
Wages  exempt  from,  when    3554 
What  is  subject  to   3536b 

Gasoline. 
Law  regulating  inspection  of   1577  to  1579h 

Gender. 
Masculine  includes  all  others           4 

General  Assembly. 
Accounts  of  members,  how  audited       192 
Acts  and  journals  of,  where  kept         85 

"    passed,  how  signed   5072,  5082 
"     of,  void  when    5058 

Adjournment  of    5058 
"               "  one  House  without  con- 

sent of  other    5082 

Appointees  for  special  service       185 
Appropriations  and  revenue  bills    5069 

"  by  resolutions,  mode  of..     193 
Authorize  street  railways,  when    5079 
Biennial  sessions  of    5046 
Bills  read  three  times  on  three  separate 

days    5066 
Bridges  and  ferries,  sliall  not  establish...  5077 
Called  session  of    5113 
Charters  subject  to  Constitution    5096 
Clerical  expenses  of  each  House    5084 
Compensation  of  members    5085 

Composition  of    5039' 
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Contracts  lessening  competition    5097 
Corporation  buying  stock  in  others,  shall 

not  permit    5097 
Door-keepers  and  messengers       184 
Duty  of  secretary  and  clerk       187 
Each  House  Judges  of  election  of  mem- 
bers   5056 

Each  House  keep  journal    5063 
Elections  by,  how  conducted       183 
"  "    where  held    5086 

for  members  of,  law  concerning 
  1282  to  1296 

of  Governor  by   1302,  5105 
of  Judges  and  solicitors    5161 
presiding  officer       182 
United  States'  Senator   1335-37 

"          precincts  shall  not  make    5077 
Engrossed  copies  of  laws       188 

Forty  day's  session    5049 
Freights  maybe  regulated  by    5094 
Franchise,  may  condemn  to  public  use...  5095 
General    appropriation   bill,   to   contain 
what    5068 

General  laws,  how  varied  in  special  cases  5027 
How  organized       180 
House   of  Representatives,  how  appor- 

tioned  5042-3 
Is  the  legislative  department,  how  com- 
posed   5039 

Joint  finance  committee       186 

Journal  to  show  yeas  and  nays  when  two- 
thirds  required    5080 

Laws  containing  two  subjects,  not  passed  5067 
Law  relating  to  General  Assembly. .178  to     193 
Legislation  as  to  insurance  companies    5091 
Length  of  session       179 
Local  bills,  how  passed.,   193a,  5074-5 
Majority  of  each  House,  must  enact  law.  5073 
May  abolish  Courts    5188 

"    change  salaries,  how    5163 
"    create  county  commissioners    5177 
"    enact  punishment  for  lobbying    5022 
"    merge  law  and  equity    5140 
"    prescribe  method  of  bearing  arms...  5014 
"    provide  for  reaching  debtor's  con- 

cealed property,    5023 

"    provide  for  registration  of  voters    5033 
"    punish  contempt,  etc    5061 
"     '    "        fraud    5023 
"    suspend  Treasurer  and  Comptroller  5118 
"    tax  for  what  purposes    5180 

.Majority  of  each  house  must  enact  laws.  5073 
Members  elected  for  two  years    5044 
Members  of,  free  from  military  service...  1060 
Money  resolutions,  how  passed       193 
Names  of  children,  shall  not  change    5077 
Notice  of  local  bills    193a 
Oath  of  Governor  in  presence  of         50 

"      ''  members  who  administers... .181,  5048 
Papers  of,  how  disposed  of   187,     188 
Passing  bill  over  veto    5116 
Pay  of  sick  members       190 

"     "  those  wno  die  during  session       191 
Per  diem  pay  of  members.. .7       189 
Place  of  meeting  of       178 
Powers  of,  to  make  laws    5081 
Privileges  of  members  from  arrest    5062 
Prolongation  of    5082 

Provides  for  Governor's  inauguration....       49 Qualifications  of  voters  for  members  of 
  1276  to  1281 

Quorum,  fewer  may  adjourn  or   compel 
attendance    5047 

Rejected  bills,  how  proposed  again. .5072,  5082 
Removal  vacates  seat    5051 
Representatives  in,  how  apportioned         38 
Representation  of  new  counties        39 

Returns  of  elections  of  members,  to  whom 
made    5038 

Seats  of  members,  how  contested    1330 
Senate,  how  composed   5040 
Shall  limit  power  of  Courts  to  punish 

for  contempt    5012 

"    not  surrender  right  of  taxation    5093 
Shall  not  vote  any  donation  or  gratuity..  5201 

"     prohibit  liquors  on  election  days    5037 
"     protect  the  rights  of  citizens    5017 
"     require  reports  from  insurance  com- 
panies   5092 

Subordinate  officers  of,  law  relating   to 
  194  to    202 

Time  of  meeting  of       178 
Two  thirds  vote  overrides  veto    5082 
Vacancies  in,  writs  of  election    5113 
Votes,  etc.,  Governor  to  approve,  when...  5117 
What  charters  to  be  granted  by    5077 
Who  ineligible  to  seats  in    5050 
Yeas  and  nays  entered  on  journal,  when  5065 
Yeas  and  nays  recorded  on  appropriations  5071 

General  Issues. 

Whatisand  deemed  filed,  when    3458 
General  Legacies. 

Law  concerning   2458,  2460 
General  Reputation. 

Admissible  to  prove  pedigree, when. .3772,  3980 
When  evidence  in  processioning    2388 

Georgia. 

Boundary  of   15.       19 
Jurisdiction  of  as  to  places.....        20 
Jurisdiction  of  as  to  persons         21 
Defense  of  suits  involving  interest  of         22 
Public  property  of   960  to    962 
University  of,  law  concerning   1192  to  1211 
Statutes  of  limitation  apply  to    2925 
Constitution  of   4993  to  5241 

Gift  Enterprises. 
Penalty  for  selling  tickets  in    4549 
Selling  tickets  in,  how  punisaed... .4549a, b,c,d 

Gifts. 

Acceptance  of  presumed,  when    2658 
By    insolvents,    void    against  creditors, 
when    2662 

By  recent  minor  to  parent,  etc.,  declared 
void,  when    2666 

By  written  deed,  effect  of    2659 
Conclusively  presumed,  when    2664 
Corporations  accept  by  its  officers    2658 
Delivery  in  case  of,  how  manifested    2660 
Essentials  of    2657 

For  illegal  purposes,  makes  donee  trustee  2667 
In  contemplation  of  death,  good  when..  2668 
"  writing    without   consideration  and 
without  delivery,  void    2659 

Loans  to  married  daughters  must  be  with 

husband's  consent  to  rebut  presump- 
tion of    2665 

Not  affected  by  void  conditions    2661 
Presumed  to  children,  when    2663 
Presumption  of,  disputable,  when    2663 
Who  may  accept  for  infants    2658 

Ginseng. 

Untimely  digging  of,  how  punished    4626 
Goods. 

Contract  for  sale  of,  must  be  in  writing, 
when    1950 

Good  Behavior. 
Bond  for,  expires,  when    4751 

"         "     howexecuted    4751 
"         "     required,  when    4749 

Preach  of  bond  for,  how  sued  on    4750 
Warrant  for,  when  issued    4749 

Wife  may  require  bond  for,  from  hus- band    4756 
Good  Faith. 

Required  in  all  contracting  parties    2653 
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Required  among  partners    1903 
"        in  all  confidential  relations    3177 
41        of  factor    2111 

Government. 

Departments  of,  shall  be  distinct    5015 
One  cannot  exercise  power  of  other    5015 

Governor. 
Appoints  officers  of  public  institutions...       73 

"  W.  cfc  A.    R.    R..968, 
  978,     982 

State  School  Commissioner    5205 
Approval  of,  what  votes,  etc.,  necessary.  5117 
Assigns  rooms  in  the  capitol         62 
Calls  special  session  of  General  Assembly  5113 
Cannot  appoint  member  of  General  As- 

sembly to  office    5050 
Death,  resignation  or  disability    5108 
Designates   Judge  when  disqualification 

exists    5130 

Duty  as  to  quarterly  report  of  Treasurer 
and  Comptroller    5200 

Duty  to  examine  Comptroller's  office....  5118 
"        "         •'  Treasurer's  office    5118 

Dutiesof  begin,  when         49 
Elected  by  General  Assembly,  when    1302 
Election  for   1298,5103-6,  5109 

of  officers  commissioned  by    5038 
"        for  Governor   510-1-5 

Examines  bonds  of  officers  of  W.  &.  R.  R.     998 
Fills  vacancies  in  offices  of  Judges,  etc...  5161 
Information  from  executive  officers   re- 

quired   5118 
Is  Commander-in-Chief    5111 
Is  conservetor  of  the  peace    5112 
May  appoint  certain  officers         72 

"        commisssioners  of  deeds...       59 
"        Treasurer,  when...   91d     92 

"    adjourn  General  Assembly,  when...  5082 
"    buy  property  in  certain  cases        64 
"     employ  agents,  when         74 
"     fill  vacancies  in  office    5114 
"     issue fi.  fas  against  Treasurer, when    97b 
''    remove  liens  on,  etc         67 
"     require    renewal     of      Treasurer's bond      91d 

May  sell  or  rent  property,  how        66 

"     suspend  treasurer,  when         92 
"     vacate  commission  of  'tax  officers...     916 
"     withhold  approval  from  accounts...       76 

Military  called  out  by,  when    51-2 
Must  sign  Acts    5082 
Must  sue  for  dues  to  the  State         63 

No  special  election,  when   1301-3 
Oath  of,  and  how  taken   50,  5110 
Pardons  and  reprieves  by   5033,  5036,  5112 
Punishment  for  influencing  action  of   4470a 
Purchases,  etc.,  to  be  reported  by        68 
Qualifications  of    5107 
Reports  of  insurance   companies   to   be 
made  to     5092 

Resignation,  how  effected       136 
Returns  of  special  election,  how  made...  1302 
Rewards  offered  bv        58 
Salary  of   ;    1640 
Secretaries,  compensation  of    5119 
Shall  appoint  officers,  when        69 

"      arrest  and  deliver  fugitives        53 
"      approve  Treasurer's  bond       91b 

defend  suits  againse  State        22 

"       designate  State  depositories    943a 
"      file  papers  and  keep  index,  etc        77 
"       furnish  report  to  librarian       79b 
'"      grant  official  commissions         60 
"      issue  grants         61 
"      keep  a  book  of  appropriations         77 

"      of  public  debt        77 
'■'  "  "      of  bonds  of  agents        77 

Shall   keep  a  book  of  officers'  commis- sions        77 
Shall  keep  a  book  of  educational  fund...      77 

"         "     journal         77 
"     make  terms  with  depositories    943b 
"    reside  at  seat  of  government         79 
"    see  that  laws  are  executed        51 

Special  election  to  fill  vacancy  in  office 
of    1301 

Special  elections  void,  when    1304 
Suspension  of  tax  collections  by         75 
Supervises  public  property         62 
Time  of  inauguration  of         49 
Titles  made  to,  and  successors        65 
Vacancies  in  office  of,  how  filled    1298 
Veto  of  Acts   5082,  5116 
Vote  for,  how  certified  and  directed    1229 
When  appointees  are  not  confirmed    5115 
Who  resigns  office  to       137 
Writs  of  election     5113 

Governor's  Mansion. 
At  Atlanta  and  Milledgeville,  belong  to 

State       960 

Governor's  Messenger. 
How  appointed   72,     124 
Duties  of       125 
Special  messenger       126 
Salary  of    1640 

Governor's  Office. 
Certain  books  to  be  kept  in         77 
Where  kept        79 

Governor's  Secretary. 
Appointment  and  removal  of        72 
Salary  of    1640 

Graduation  of  Laws. 
Laws  of  force,  and  how  graduated          1 

Grain. 

How  ground  at  public  mills   1460-1 
Inspection  of    1562 
Punishment  for  burning  stacks  of    4608 

Grammatical  Errors. 

Statutes  not  vitiated  by          4 
Grand  Juries. 

Attention  of,  may  be  called  to  certain 
duties  of  the  Ordinary      505 

Bound  to  notice,  what  offenses    3917 
Communications  among  not  provable    3797 
County  tax  levied  without  voice  of,  when  930a 
Corrections  of,  shall  guide  receiver,  etc..  923c 
Foreman  of,  may  swear  witnesses,  when.  3918 
Grand  jurors,  how  selected    ..3910d 
How  drawn  by  the  Judge    3911 

"         "        when  Judge  fails  to  draw...  3912 
"     summoned  to  serve    3913 

Judge  to  specially  charge,  as  to  what    3249 
May  appoint  citizens  to  examine  books, 

papers,  etc.,  of  tbe  county...    3921 
May  ask  for  correction  of  tax  errors    3919 
Number  and  duty  of    3914 
Oath  of,  and  how  administered    3915 

"      "    bailiff  attending    3916 
"      "    witnesses  before    4652 

Power  of  appointees    3922 
Production    of   books  and  papers   com- 

pelled   3923 
Qualification  of  grand  jurors    3906 
Recommendation  of,  as  to  county  tax. .509,  511 
Shall  examine  list  of  voters,  etc   3924,  1790 
"  "        prison  records    366p 
"  "        tax  book,  when    923b 
"      inspect  buildings,  etc      504 
'*  "        records,  books,  papers,  etc.  3920 

Solicitor-General  shall  advise,  etc       377 
"  "      swear       377 

Two  returns  of,  no  bill  bar    4708 
Grants. 

Attested  by  Secretary  of  State        85 
Corrected  grants,  effect  of    2359 
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Errors  in,  how  corrected    2352 
"        "    not   corrected   against   vested 
right    2354 

Every  presumption  in  favor  of    2362 
Form  of    2351 
Governor  shall  issue         61 
Grantee  takes  nothing  by  implication,...  2362 
Impeachable  before  Courts,  how    2361 
Issue   made   up   and   tried  in   doubtful 

cases    2355 
Irregularities  not  to  be  inquired  into    2361 
Law  questions  as  to,  how  decided    2356 
Lost  grant,  how  supplied    2358 
Papers  to  be  filed  and  preserved    2357 
Proceedi  ng  to  correct  errors  in    2353 
Register  of,  how  kept..         87 
Secretary  of  State  to  keep  books  of. .........      85 
Secondary  evidence  of   43d  Rule,  p.  1351 
Set  aside,  for  what  cause    2360 
Title  to  lands  originates  in    2350 

Great  Seal  of  the  State. 
Description  of         86 
Secretary  of  State  shali  keep   85,  86,  5127 

Grounds  for  Attachment. 
Specified   3264,  3293,  3297,  3297a 

Growing  Crops. 
May  be  levied  on  and  sold,  when    3642 

Guano. 
Inspector  of,  how  appointed    1571 

Guardian  and  Ward. 
Additional  bond  required,  when    1814 
Application  for  guardianship,  how  made  1811 
Appointment  must  be  in  term    1813 

"  of  guardian  by  Ordinary..  1806 
Bond  and  oath  in  vacation    1813 

"        "       "      of  guardians    1812 
Commissions  not  allowed,  when    1835 

"  of  guardians    1834 
Contracts  for  labor  allowed,  when   •.  1830 

"          of  guardians,  what  allowed    1837 
Expenditure  of  guardian,  extent  of    1824 
Fi.  fa.  against,  how  levied    1819 
Guardian  ad  litem  appointed,  when    1821 

of  bastards    1810 
"  "  non-resident  ward    1807 

Guardians  may  act  by  attorney  in  fact....  1838 
"  "      work  hands,  when    1831 

Guardian's  property  levied  first,  when...  3387 
Guardianship,  where  no  one  applies  for  1809 
"  who  entitled  to    1808 

Kinds  of  guardians    1802 
Lands,  how  rented  by  guardians    1829 
Limitation  of  suits  vs.  guardians    2922 
May  cultivate  lands,  when    1832 

"      invest  in  stocks,  etc    1833 
"      submit  to  arbitration    4225 

Misconduct  of  guardians,  proceeding    1816 
Natural  guardian,  who  is    1803 

"  "        shall  give  bond,  when  1803 
Notice  of  application    1811 
Other  security  required,  when    1815 
Power  and  duty  of  guardian    1822 

Removal  of  guardian's  trust    1820 
Returns,  failure  to  make,  effect  of    1827 

"        of  guardians,  how  made    1823 
Revocation  of  guardianship,  effect  of  on 

suits    1818 
Sales  by  guardian,  how  made    1828 

Suit  on  guardian's  bond    1819 
Sureties     bound,    though    appointment 

void    1836 
Sureties  may  complain,  when    1817 
Testamentary  guardians,  rights  of    1804 

"           widow  may  ap- 
point   1805 

"Ward  bound  out,  when   1825-6 
"      may   sue   guardian    and    sureties, when    3385 

Guardians. 
Ad  litem,  when  and  how  appointed. .2428, 

  4179,  4224,  3263a,  1821 
Appeal  from  verdict    1857 
Appointed  on  return  of  verdict    1856 
Bond  of,  and  when  given   1812,  1813 
Commissions  of    1834 

Continuances,    of  matters  before   Ordi- 
nary    1842 

Dismission  to,  granted  when    1849 
Enforcement  of  decision,  in  favor  of    1845' 
Expense  of  proceedings  to  confine  insane 

ward,  how  paid   1864a 
Final  receipts  of,  evidence,  when     1846 
Foreign  guardian  may  recover  property, 
when    1865 

Funds  in  hand  of,  how  disponed  of    1850 
Issue,  how  made  up  and  tried  in  proceed- 

ings to  end  a  commission    1861 
Jurisdiction  of  Ordinary  as  to       331 
Law,  applicable  to    1862 

"      relating  to   1802  to  183a 
May  remove  with  ward,  when    1870- 
Oath,  bond,  powers  and  duties  of   ...  1853 
Of  lunatics,  idiots,  etc    1852 
Powerof  Ordinary  over    1844 
Proceedings  to  appoint,  for  lunatic,  etc..  1855 
"  "•  confine  insane  ward    1864 
''  other,  before  Ordinary    1843 

Promise  to  answer  damages  out  of  his 
estate    1950[ 

Resignation  of    1848 
Returns  of  in  nsw  county         34 
Revocation  of  guardianship    1860 
Second  application,  made  how    1858- 
Settlement  binding  on  ward,  how    1847 
"  how  conducted    1841 

"  of,  before  Ordinary   1839-1840 
Shall  distribute  estate  of  deceased  ward..  1851 
Ward  confined,  when    1863 
Wife  preferred  as,  when    1854 
Witness,  attendance  of,  enforced    1859 

Guarantor. 
Different  from  surety,  in  what    2148 
Notice  bv,  to  sue  principal    2156 

Gunpowder. 
How  kept  in  arsenals    1187 
How  marked  for  transportation    ]463 
Penalty  for  not  marking    1464 
Keeping  of,  how  regulated    1465 

Habeas  Corpus. 

Judges  of  Superior  Court  may  grant       247 
County  Judge  may  grant  in  certain  cases    295 
May  issue  in  what  cases    4009 
Application,  form  of    4010 
Petition  to  be  verified    4011 
Gran  ted,  when    4012 
Form  of  writ    4013 
Return  day  of    4014 
Service  of  writ    4015 

Party  detained  arrested,  when    4016 
Return  of  writ    4017 
Return  to  be  under  oath    4018 
Process  produced,  when    4019 
Custody,  how  denied    4020 
Party  imprisoned,  when    4020 
Return  may  be  traversed    4021 
Disobedience  to,  a  contempt    4022 
Party  not  discharged,  when    4023 
Disposition  of  wife  or  child   4024,  1794 
No  discharge  for  defect  in  papers   4025,  4748 
Powerof  Court    4026 

For  witnesses   '.    4027 
Costsin  cases  of    4028. 
Record  of  proceedings    4029 
Notice  of  hearing      403O 
Penalty  for  refusing    4031 
Ordinary  may  grant,  when       4011 
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Suspended,  when   5003,  5268 
Half  Bloods. 

Rule  of  inheritance  by    2484 
Handwriting. 

Mode  of  proving   3839,  3840 
Hanging. 

Sentence  of  death  executed  by    4662 
Harboring. 

Seamen,  penalty  for    1552 
Criminals,  hoAV  punished    4491 
Wife,  action  for    3007 
Escaped  convicts,  how  punished   4490a 

Hay. 

Punishment  for  firing-  stacks  of    4608 
Head  Rights. 

Lands  subject  to  entry  under    2364 
Grants  under,  confirmed    2365 
Laws  concerning,  still  remain    2366 

Ordinary's  is  land  Court      2367 
Application  for  warrant    2368 
Notice  of  application    2368 
Application,  which  preferred    2369 
Caveat  to  application    2370 
Trial  of  caveat  by  Superior  Court    2370 
Return  of  judgment  to  Ordinary    2370 
Warrant,  when  and  how  issued    2371 
Duty  of  surveyor    2371 
Notice  of  time  of  survey    2371 

Surveyor's  return    2372 
Issue  on  surveyor's  return    2372 
Such  issue,  how  tried    2372 
Effect  of  the  judgment    2372 
Liability  of  surveyor  for  false  return    2373 
Ordinary  shall  record  plat    2374 
Grant,  when  to  be  issued    2375 
Interest  of  applicant  free  from  levy    2376 
Grant  must  be  had  within  two  years    2377 

Health,  Hospitals,  Infection  and  Quarantine. 
Hospitals,  how  established    1375 
Quarantine,  how  prescribed    1376 
Quarantine  grounds,  how  established    1377 
Vessels  may  be  placed  under  quarantine  1378 
Fugitives  from   quarantine,    now   dealt 

with   1379 
Quarantine  of  inland  travelers    1381 
Master    of    vessel    shall  deliver   bill  of 

health    1380 

Duty  of  pilot  before  entering  vessel    1382 
Persons  on  board  shall  remain    1383 
Proclamations  as  to  contagions    1384 
Penalty  for  violating  quarantine    1385 
Penalty  for  concealing  smallpox     1386 
Fines,  how  disposed  of    1387 

,    Performance  certified    1388 
Fees  of  health  officer    1389 
Small  pox  hospitals    1390 
Quarantine  against  small  pox    1391 
Small  pox  expenses,  how  paid    1392 
Vaccine,  how  distributed    1393 

Injuries  to -health  gives  action   2997  to  3005 
Hearsay. 

Law  relating  to   3770  to  3782 
Heirs-at-Law. 

Husband  sole  heir  of  wife,  when   1761,  2484 
Wife  sole  heir  of  husband,  when    1762 
Realty  descends  directly  to,  when. ..2246,  2483 
May  sue  for  realty,  when   2246,  2485 
Notice  to,  in  probate  of  wills   2424,  2427 
Rules  as  to  bastards   1800,  1801 
Rules  of  descent    2484 
Administrator  may  recover  lands  from, 
when    2486 

May  collect  debts,  when    2536 
Rights  of  creditors  against   2467,  2531,  3152 
May  sue  removed  administrator,  when...  2515 
Distribution  and  division  among.. 2570  to  2588 
May  sue  on  choses  in  action  set  apart  to. .3424a 
Parties  in  equity,  where  some  sue    4180 

Of  vendee  may  have  title,  how    2551 
Who  cannot  hold  land,  gets  proceeds    2670 

''Heirs  of  the  Body." 
Mean  children,  when    2249 

Highway. 
Includes  bridges          5 
Penalty  for  obstructing    4617 
Law  of  torts  respecting   note,  p.     744 
Law  as  to   597  to     719 

[Indexed  under  head  of  "Roads."] Hiring. 
Contract  of    2085 
Ownership  and  rights  of  hirer    2086 
Risk,  when  with  bailor    2087 

"       when  with  bailee    2087 
Obligations  and  rights  of  bailor   2087.  2088 
Engagement  of  hirer    2089 
Effect  of  violation  of  contract    2090 
Hirer  may  sue,  when    2091 
Bailor  may  sue,  when   2091,  3030 
Effect  of  loss  or  destruction    2092 
Restrictions  on  hirer    2093 

Hirer"  shall  not  relet  bailment    2094 
Effect  of  reletting    2094 
Bailment  in,  how  levied  on    2095 
Of  labor  and  services,  nature  of    2096 
Rule  of  duty  in  such  case    2097 
Title  in  such  case,  exists  where    2098 

"      "  case  of  labor  on  shares    2099 
♦Rights  and  lien  of  bailee  for  hire  of  labor  2100 
Effect  of  loss  in  such  case    2101 
Right  of  action  accrues,  when      2102 

Hogs. 
Punishment  for  killing    4612 
What  accused  must  show    4612 
Stealing,  how  punished    4401 

Hog  Stealing. 
Is  simple  larceny    4400 
How  charged  in  indictment    4400 
Punishment  for    4401 

Holders  of  Negotiable  Paper. 

Rights  of  bona  fide   2785,  2639,  3471 
Defenses  that  may  be  set  up  against    2785 
Over  due  is  notice  to    2786 
Presumption  of  good  faith  in     2787 
As  collaeral  security,  rights  of    2788 
What  is  notice  to    2790 
Title  of,  inquired  into,  when    2789 
What  set-offs,  allowed  against    2904 

Holidays. 

Specified    2783 
Treated  as  Sunday    2783 
Notes,  when  due  as  to   2783a 
Not  counted  in  days  for  appeal    3614 

Homicide. 

Of  husband  or  parent,  suit  for   2971,  3005 
Defined    4319 
Is  of  three  kinds    4319 
Justifiable..   4330,  4334 

"        not  punished    4335 
Dying  declarations,  provable  in  cases  of..  3781 

Homestead  and  Exemption. 

Affidavit,  to  lev}7  and  issue  thereon. .2028 
to  2031 

Amount  and  value  of   2002,  5210 

Appeal  from  Ordinary's  judgment    2011 
Application  for,  how  made    2003 

"  wheremade    2003 

"                "     Ordinary  is   disquali- fied  2003a 
notice  of   2006,  2006a 

"  time  of  hearing    2007 
"  approval  and  record  of    2009 
"  objections  to,  how  made    2010 
"  wife  may  make,  when..2019,  2020 

Applicant  has  right  of  selection    2039 
Appraisers,  wThen  appointed    2011 
Approval  of,  how  made    2009 
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Both  exemptions  not  allowed   5213,  2032 
Cash,  how  exempted   ,   2016a 
Costs,  by  whom  paid    2023 
Debts,  what  subject  to   2002,  2026,  5211 
Encumbered,  homestead  not  to  be    5212 
Entitled  to,  who  are   2002,  5210 
Evidence,  record  or  transcript  of,  is    2009 
Fraud  and  concealment  annuls    2005 

Improvements  on,  exempt  from  sale    5211 
Issue  as  to  value  of,  what  is  not  waived. .2039b 
Levy  on,  is  trespass,  when    2027 

"      "    how  and  when  made    2028 
"      "     counter-affidavit  suspends    2029 
"      "     issue,  how  tried    2030 
"      "     effect  of  finding    2031 

Minors,   application   for,   guardian    not 
making    2022 

Notice  of  application,  how  published    2006 
"  "  additional   2006a 

Objections  to,  how  made    2010 
Other  county,  land  In,  how  embraced....  2004 
Ordinary,  when  disqualified   2003a 

how  obtained  by    2016 

"  jurisdiction  of    2003 
Personalty,  schedule  must  be  full    2005 
Receiver  appointed,  when.    2033 

"        disposes  of  personalty,  when....  2034 
"        sells  realty  and  distributes  pro- 

ceeds   2035 

"        sale  of  personalty  by    2036 

"        no  sale  by,  when    20*38 
"        bond  of   2038a 

only  one  appointed    2073 
Record  of  schedule  and  plat    2009 

"      or  copy,  evidence    2009 
Rents  and  profits,  subject  to  what  debts.  2026 
Sale  of,  for  reinvestment,  how  made   

   2025,  5212,  5218 

"     "   when  made  under  levy.. ..2028  to  2031 
"     "   snbject  to,  for  what   2002,  2026-,  5211 

Schedule  of  personalty  must  be  full    2005 

11        objections  to    2010 
Statutory  homestead,  what  is   2040,  5213-4 
"  "  mode  of  obtaining  2041 

"  land,  how  laid  off.  2042 
objections  and  how 

tried.....    2043 
Statutory  homestead,  town  property  how 
exempted    2044 

Statutory  homestead,  sale   of  property, 
subject  to    2045 

Statutory  homestead,  trespass  in  officer 
to  sell    2046 

Statutory  homestead,  subject  for  what... 2046a 
stands     for    what 

uses   2048a 

Statutory  homestead,  insolvent  estates  al- 
lowed   2049 

Statutory  homestead,  and  constitutional, 
both  not  allowed   2032,  5213 

Survey  and  plat,  how  made    2008 

"       recorded     2009 
"       objections  to    2010 
"       returned  in  what  time   2010a 

Supplemented,  when   2039c,  5215 
Town  property,  how  set  apart  in    2012 

duty  of  officers  in  such 
case    2013 

Trespass,  levy  and  sale  is,  when    2027 
Vested  rights  under  laws,  prior  to  1877.5216-7 
Vests,  how,  when  set  apart    2024 
Waiver,  how  far  allowed   2039a,  5212,  5214 

"        selection  of  property  not  waived. 2039b 
Wife,  when  separate  from  husband    2019 

"      may  apply,  if  husband  refuses    2022 Horse  Stealing. 

Is  simple  larceny    4394 
Indictment  shall  contain  what    4395 

Punishment  for    4396 
Horses. 

Killing  or  maiming    4612 
Hospitals. 

Establishment  of   1375,  1390 
HOTEL. 

Law  as  to   1986,  1992,  2115  to  2123 
House  of  Representatives,  (Federal.) 

How  composed,  qualifications,  powers..5243-7 
Revenue,  bills  originate  in    5263 
Apportionment  of  Representatives    5323 

House  of  Representatives  (State.) 
Organization  of       180 

Election  of  Speaker...   '       182 Speaker  acts  as  Governor,  when   136,  5108 
Door-keeper  and  Messenger  of      184 
Special  appointments  by       185 
Compensation  of  members   189  to  192,  5085 
Apportionment  of  members   5042,       38 
Changed,  how    5053 
Returns  of  election  of  members    5038 
Term  of  office  of  members   5044,  1294 
Election  of  members,  occurs  when.  5045,  1286 
Quorum,  when  quorum  not  present    5047 
Oath  of  members    5048 

Forty  day's  sessions   5049,     179 
Members  ineligible  to  what  offices    5050 
Who  are  eligible  to  seats  in..;    5050' 
Removal  from  county  vacates  seat    5051 
Judges  of  election  of  members    5056 
May  punish  misconduct  of  members    5056 
"  "        contempt  or  rescue    5061 

Privilege  of  members  from  arrest    5062 
"         "         in  debate    5062 

Shall  keep  journal    5063 
Original  journal,  where  kept    5064 
Yeas  and  nays  entered,  when    5065 

Appropriation  and   revenue   bills  origi- 
nate in...   5069,     193 

Appropriation  bills,   yeas  and  nays  re- 
corded   5071 

Rejected  bills,  how  proposed  again    5072 
Acts  passed,  howsigned    5072. 
Majority  necessary  to  enact  law    5073 
Local  and  special  bills  originate  in   5074 

"        "  "     how  passed   5074-5 
"      published....  193a 

Clerk  of,  bond,  clerical  expenses    5084 
Elections  by  General  A  ssembly,  held  in 

  5086,  183 

"         of  Governor,  in  House  of      5105 
Hunting. 
When  and  how  punished    4441 

On  Sabbath,  how  punished    4580' 
By  firelight,  when  and  how  punished...  4562f 

Husband  and  Wife. 

Acquisitions  of  wife  are  hers,  when    1756 
Administration,  survivor  entitled  to    2494 
Administratrix,  marriage  of    2494 
Adultery  with   wife,  husband   may  sue 

for    3008 

Agency  of  wife,  to  be  proved  when    1759 
"         "    husband  bound  by,  when    2181 

Agent  of  another  person,  wife  may  be, 
when      2181 

Alimony,  law  concerning   1737  to  1748 
Bank,  wife  may  deposit  earnings  in    1772 
Consent  of  wife  to  tort,  does  not  bind 
husband    3053 

Contracts  of  wife   2729-30 
Communications  of,  sacred    3797 
Crimes  by  wife,  when  punished    4300 
Debts  of  husband,  she  cannot  sell  to  pay  1783 
Debts  of  wife,  husband  how  far  bound  for  1753 

Deeds,  how  attested  where  wife  has  in- 
terest   2706a 

Defendant,  where  female  marries,  hus- 
band joined    3133 
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Divorce,  law  relating  to   1711  to  1735 
Domicile  of  wife...    1692 
Dower,  law  as  to   1763  to  1771 
Executrix,  husband  of,  acts  for  her,  when 

  2443,  2494 
"  de  son  tort,  husband  liable    2444 

Execution  not  stopped  by  marriage  of 
female  defendant    3437 

Free  trader,  wife  may  become,  how    1760 
Harboring  wife,  husband  may  sue  for....  3007 
Head  of  family,  husband  is    1753 
Heir,  husband  of  wife,  when   1761,  2484 

"      wife,  husband,  when   1762,  2484 
Homestead,  wife  may  apply  for,  when...  2022 

Homicide  of  husband,  who' may  sue  for.  2971 
Limitations,  affect  wife,  how   2926-7,  2686 
Litigate,  wife  may  as  feme  sole,  when    1774 

"        in  equity,  how    4179 
Loan  to  wife,  liability  of  husband    2134 
Marriage,  law  concerning   1697  to  1710 

"         contracts  and  settlements..l775 
  to  1782,  1950 

Necessaries,  wife  is  husband's  agent,  for.  1757 
"  when   separate,    bound  for, 

when    1758 

Partnership,  marriage   of  feme  so'e,   dis- solves   1894 
Peace  warrant  by  wife  against  husband..  4756 
Paraphernalia  of  wife,  secured  to  her    1773 
Persons  of  color  are,  when    1667 
Plea  of  coverture,  how  overcome    3477 

Property,  wife's  remains  hers   1754,  5087 
Sale  to  husband  or  trustee,  valid,  when.. 

  1783,  2337 
Separate  estate  remains  wifes   1754,  5087 
"  "      restrictions  on    1783 

Surety,  wife  may  not  be    1783 
Torts  to  wife,  who  may  sue  for   1755,  2960 

"      "     "      husband  liable  for,  when...  2961 
Trustees  of  wife  appointed  and  removed 

  1780,  2320 
Trust  estate,  wife  may  bind  for  debts    2336 
Whipping  wife,   punished    4573 
Witnesses  incompetent  in  criminal  cases.  3584 
Wills,  wife  may  make    2410 

Hypothecation. 
Law  as  to   2138  to  2147 
Of  notes,  etc   2139,2788,  3551 

Idem  Sonans. 
Doctrine  as  to   note  to  4629 

Idiots. 
Jurisdiction  over  estates  of       331 
Civil  rights  of    1658 
Guardians  for,  how  appointed   1852  to  1864a 
Law  governing  guardians  of    1862 
Limitations  do  not  run  against    2926 
Prescription  does  not  run  against    2686 
Cannot  testify    3856 
Not  punishable  for  crime    4297 

Ignorance. 
Of  law,  excuses  no  one          7 
Promise  by  surety  in,  not  binding    2158 
Of  law,  not  relieved  in  equity    3121 
Of  both  parties,  effect  of    3127 
Of  fact,  not  relievable,  when    3126 

Illegal  Bonds. 
Certain  bonds  not  to  be  paid    5196 
Constitutional  amendment  as  to   page  1329 

Illegal  Consideration. 

Will  not  support  promise    2745 
Illegal  Contracts. 
Whatare   2750,  2753 

Illegal  Currency. 

Issue  of,  how  punished   4456  to  4459 
Illegal  Fees. 

Demand  of,  how  punished    4441 

Illegal  Hunting. 
Punishment  for    4441 

Illegality  of  Execution. 

In  County  Court   284a,     293 
By  holders  of  county  funds      525 
How  taken    3664 
Not  allowed  till  levy    3665 
Return  and  trial  of    3666 
Damages  for  delay  by    3667 
Not  allowed  to  tax  fi.  fas    3668 
Sales  of  property  pending    3669 
Who  may  file    3670 
May  go  behind  judgment,  when    3671 
In  Justice's  Court    3673 
From  Court  of  Ordinary   3742a 
On  forceclosure  of  mortgages  on  person- 
alty   3975 

Proceedings  on,  in  such  cases    3976 
Sheriff  may  receive       362 
Filed  to  executions  on  decrees    4215 
Amount  admitted  due  must  be  paid   

  30th  Rule  Court,  p.  1349- 
Second  affidavit,  when  received   

.'   31st  Rule  Court,  p.  1349 
Illegal  Marriages. 
Punishment  for   4533,  4566 

Illegal  Mining. 
Punishment  for    4433 
Use  of  macinery  for,  how  punished    4434 

Illegal  Voting. 
How  punished   4568,4569,  4571 

Illegitimate  Children. 
Whoare    1797 
Obligation  of  father  to    1798 
Rights  of  mother  of    1799 
Inheritance  by   1800,  1801 
How  legitimated    1787 
Inheritance  of  legitimates  from    1801 

Immunities. 

Special,  revocable,  how   5025-6 
Impairing  Obligation  of  Contracts. 

Legislation  forbidden   6,  5025,  5274 
Impeachment. 

Of  grants,  for  what  allowed    2361 
Of  witnesses   3871  to  3876 

Senate  tries   5054-5 
Judgment  in  cases  of    5056 
House  have  sole  power  of    5059 

Implied  Trusts. 
Arise  in  what  cases   2316,  2667 

Imports. 

No  tax  or  duty  on,  laid    5275 
Imprisonment. 

Does  not  affect  a  will,  when    2411 
For  debt,  notallowed    5012 
Person  not  to  be  abused  pending    5001 
Is  duress,  when    2752 
Successive,  when  to  be    4563 

Improvements. 
•  Set-off  against  mesne  profits,  when. ..2906,  3468 
Landlord  liable  for,  when    2284 

Inadequacy  of  Price. 
Amounts  to  fraud,  when   2647,  2742,  3179 
Specific  performance  refused  on  account 

of    3190 
Inauguration. 

Of  Governor,  occurs  when        49 
Incest. 

How  punished    4533 
Incestuous  Marriage. 

How  punished.;    4533 
Incobporation. 

Of  towns  and  villages   774  to  797c 
Of  academies  and  churches    1677 
Of  railroad  companies,  law  as  to   

  1689a  to  1689gg 
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Of  navigation  companies,  law  as  to   
  1689hh  to  1689 vv 

Grant  of  privileges  to,  revocable   5025-6 
What  charters  to  be  granted  by  Courts...  5077 
Franchises  subject  to  eminent  domain...  5095 
Amendment  of  charter,  effect    5096 
Buying  stock  in  others,  forbidden    5097 

[More  fully  indexed  under  "Corporations."] 
Increase. 

Of  things  hired,  title  to    2086 
Of  things  loaned,  belongs  to  lender    2133 
Of  pawns,  belongs  to  pawner    2147 

Of  animals,  belong  to  mother's  owner....  2242 
Of  wild  animals,  belong  to  whom    2241 
Goes  with  legacy,  when    2459 
Belongs  to  life  tenant,  when    2256 
Amendment  to  include,  when  allowed...  3481 

Incumbrances. 
Liens,  law  of   1972  to  2001 
Mortgages   1954  to  1968 
Apportionment  of,  in  equity    3133 

Indecency,  Public 
How  punished    4535 

Indemnity. 
Mortgages  may  be  given  to  sureties  for...  2164 
Contribution  in  such  cases    2175 

When  given,  payment  of  lost  notes  de- 
creed   3113 

Indentures  of  Apprenticeship. 

How  executed  and  witnessed.. .1871,  1873,  1877 
Indians. 

Eights  of.  in  this  State    1662 
Indictment. 
Demand  of,  in  County  Court,  etc   299a,     299 
Sufficient,  when    4628 
Form  of...    4628 
Exceptions  to,  when  taken    4629 
Presentments  treated  as    4632 
On  presentments  unnecessary    4632 
Copy  of,  furnished  accused,  when   

  4634,  4635,  4997 
Demurrer  to,  how  made    4639 
Plea  in  abatement  of.  how  made    4639 
Special  plea  in  bar  of,  how  made    4639 
Trial  term  of    4647 
Limitation  of    4665 

"  suspended,  in  what  cases    4665 
Barred  by  two  returns  of  "no  bill"    4708 
Nolle  prosequi  entered,  when    4649 

Indorsement. 

Of  partner,  does  not  bind  firm        1914 
Need  not  be  under  seal    2776 
Need  not  be  proved,  unless  denied  on 

oath    2855 
Blank,  explained    3808 
Contract  of    2780 
Maybe  limited    2777 

Indorsers. 
Of  county  orders,  how  liable       560 
For  accommodation,  are  sureties    2151 
Notice  by,  to  sue  principals    2156 
May  attach  principal    2160 
Rights  of,  against  principal   2161,  2162 
May  recover  usury,  when    2163 
May  foreclose  liens,  when    2164 
May  control  fi.  fa.,  against  whom    2171 
May  limit  their  liability    2777 
Implied  warranty  of    2778 
Contract  of    2780 

Notice  to,  of  non-payment   2781* to  2783 May  be  sued  with  maker   2782,  5171 
May  sue  out  attachments,  when    3279 
Judgments,  how  signed  against   3572,  2159 Inebriates. 

Admission  and  care  of,  in   lunatic  asy- 
T      lum   1366,  1367 Infancy. 

Plea  of,  confined  to  infant    2732 

No  excuse  fortorts    3064 

Plea  of,  does  not  affect  co-defendant    3352 
Infanticide. 

Advisers  of,  punishable,  when    4336 
Not  presumed  from  concealment    4337 

Infants. 

Left  by  transient  persons,  how7  supported    769 
Civil  disabilities  of    1657 
Domicile  of    1693 

Adoption  of   1788-9 
Parent's  power  and  duty   1792  to  1795 
Legitimate,  law  as  to   1786  to  1787 
Illegitimate,  law  as  to   1797  to  1801 
Torts  to,  parent  sues  for    2960 

"     by,  parent  liable    2961 
"       "    infant  also  liable    3064 

Under  fourteen  cannot  make  wills    2406 
May    be   appointed   executors  and  act, 

when..    2439 
Who  may  accept  gift  for    2658 
Deeds  of,  voidable,  how    2694 
Contracts  of,  law  regulating.. 2731  to  2734,  1784 
How  affected  by  limitations   2926,  2927 
Suits  by,  not  void    3263 
How  served  with  process   3263a 
Witnesses,    competency   as,    how   deter- 

mined   3856 
Prescription  does  not  run  against    2686 
Who  are  infants    1791 
Guardians  of.  law  as  to   1802  to  1869 

Apprenticed,  when   1825,  1876 
Trust  estates  created  for    2306 
Administrators  may  expend  for,  when...  2540 

Rights,  on  settlements  with  administra- 
tors   2610 

Gifts  by  persons  lately,  void,  when    2666 
Action  for  furnishing  liquor  to    3010 

"    gaming  with    3011 
Appear  in  equity,  how   4179,  4224 
Responsible  for  crime,  when   4294-5 
Crimes  relating  to   4539  to  4543,  4571 
Bond  of  prochein  ami   50th  Rule  Court 
  p.  1353,  and  6th  Equity  Rule,  p.  1355 

Infection. 
Law  to  guard  against   1375  to  1393 

Influencing  Governor,  etc. 
Punishment  for   4470a 

Informers. 
Precedence  of  suits  by    2896 
Limitation  of  suits  by    2925 

Inheritance. 
Husband  is  sole  heir  of  wife,  when. .1761,  2484 
Wife  is  sole  heir  of  husband,  when.. 1762,  2484 
Rules  of  descent    2484 
Of  bastards,  depends  on  law    1800 
Rules  of,  by  illegitimates   1800,  1801 
Of  legitimates  from  illegitimates    1801 

Initials. 

Party  sued  by,  when    3260 
Injunctions. 

Judges  of  Superior  Court  may  grant       247 
Against  nuisances,  allowred  when    3002 
When  and  for  what  granted    3210 
In  what  manner  granted    3211 
Application  for,  hearing  of    3212 
Exceptions  to  the  decision    3212 
Order  of  the  Judge..    3212 
Bill  of  exceptions,  when  to  be  tendered..  3213 
Record,  when  sent  up    3213 
In  case  of  death  of  Judge   3213a 
Certain  lawTs  made  applicable  to   3213a 
Exceptions,  when  heard    3214 
Judgment  of  Supreme  Court,   how  en- 

forced   3215 

Against  legal  process,  granted  when   
  3218,  1st  Equity  Rule,  p.  1354 

Dissolution  of,  at  chambers   3217,  4186 
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To  restrain  trespasses    3219 

Judge's  discretion  as  to    3220 
Defendant's  answer  evidence,  when    3221 
Not  dissolved  by  verdict,  when    3222 
Second,  granted  when    3223 
Office  of    3224 

Made  perpetual,  when   3225,  3234 
How  enforced   3237,  4218 
In  cases  against  insolvent  traders   3149b 
On  dissolution  of  corporations    1088 
On  dissolution  of  partnership    1894 
Administrators    and     executors,    when 

granted  by  and  against   3144  to  3140 
How  heard  in  Supreme  Court.. see  Rule, p.  1301 
Bills  for,  must  be  sanctioned   4184,  4180 
Process  for,  how  annexed  and  served    4187 
Sworn  answer  mav  be  used  as  evidence 

on   "...    4195 Injuries. 
General  principals  as  to   2951  to  2907 
Physical,  and  suits  for   2098  to  2973 
Libel  andslander   2974  to  2981 
Malicious  prosecution   2982  to  2989 
False  imprisonment   2990  to  2992 
Malicious  arrest   2993  to  2990 
To  health   2997  to  3005 
To  the  person,  indirect   3000  to  3012 
To  real  estate   3013  to  3025 
To  personalty   3020  to  3031 
By  railroads   3032  to  3050 

[More  fully  indexed  under  •'Torts."] 
.Inn-Keepers 

Liens  in  favor  of   1972,  2122,  1980 
Rank  of  such  liens    1980 
Liens  of,  how  enforced    1992 
Liability  of   2115,  2117 
"Inn"  includes  what    2114 
Who  are  guests    2110 
Liable  for  goods  stolen,  when    2117 
What  is  delivery  to    2118 
May  require  valuables  to  go  in  safe    2119 
Presumptions  against    2120 
Negligence  of  guest  excuses    2120 
Pvegulations  of,  bind  guests,  when    2120 
Bound  to  receive  guests,  when    2121 
Whoare  not    2121 
Lien  of    2122 
Shall  give  check  for  baggage    2123 

Innocent  Purchaser. 
From  trustee,  protected    2329 
In  sales,  protected    2040 
In  equity,  protected    3092 
May  attack  judgments,  when    3590 
Of  negotiable  paper....   2039,  2785 
At  judicial  sales    2028 

Inquests. 
By  whom  and  when  taken       589 
Disinterments  in  cases  of       590 
Unnecessary,  when   592,     593 
Punishment  for  illegal       591 
Costs  of,  how  paid   594,     595 
Justice  of  the  Peace  may  take,  when      590 
Jury  of,  and  precept  for    4101 
Defaulting  jurors,  how  fined    4102 
Number  of  jury  of    4103 
Oath  of  jury    4104 
Charge  to,  and  power  of  jury..    4105 
Witnesses,  how  summoned  and  sworn...  4100 
Witnessses  recognized,  when    4107 
Where  returned    4108 
Analysis  for  poisons    4109 
Expenses  of  post  mortem,  how  paid    4109 
Corpse  maybe  removed,  when    4110 

Inquiry. 
Courts  of,  law  regulating   4730  to  4748 

Inquisitions  of  Lunacy. 
Law  as  to   1855  to  1804 

90 

Insane. 
Includes  all  of  unsound  mind          5 

Insane  Convicts. 

Law  concerning   4000  to  4GG0d 
Insane  Persons. 

Jurisdiction  over  estates  of       331 
Civil  rights  of    1058 
Guardians  for,  law  as  to   1852  to  1804a 
Contracts  of,  effect  of    2735 
Limitations  do  not  affect    2920 

Prescription  does  not  affect    2080 
Incompetent  as  witnesses    3850 
Cannot  make  wills    2407 

Insanity. 

Plea  of,  how  tried    4299 
Effect  of  the  verdict    4299 
Oath  of  jury  on  inquest  of    4095 

Insolvent  Costs. 
In  criminal  cases,  how  paid   

  4031,  4709  to  4709e 
Insolvent  Criminals. 
Discharged,  when    4700 

Insolvent  Debtors. 

Creditor's  bill  allowed  against,  when     3149a  to  3149g 

Insolvent  Traders. 

Receiver,  when  appointed'   3149a  to  3149g Inspection  and  Inspectors. 
Of  fertilizers,  etc.,  law   concerning   

  1553a  to  1553h,  1571  to  1570g 
Of  flour,  meal,  corn,  grain,  etc   1554  to  1502 
Appointment  of  inspectors    1503 
Provisions  respecting    1503 
Inspectors  of  lumber,  etc   1503a 
Ordinances  repealed    1504 
Fees  for  inspecting  lumber  and  timber.. 1504a 
Penalty  for  disposing  of  drifted  timber..  1505 
Fee  for  receiving  lumber   1505a 

Penalty  for  illegally  buying  drifted  lum- 
ber   1500 

Of  pitch,  tar,  rosin  and  turpentine   
  1507  to  1570 

Of  illuminating  oils   1577  to  1579h 
Of  liquors   1580  to  1587 
Inspection  laws  Constitutional    5275 

Insurance. 
Fire  insurance,  contract  of    2794 
What  interest  is  insurable    2795 
Husband  may  insure  for  wife    2795 

Parent  may  insure  child's  property      2795 
One  may  insure  interest  of  others    2790 
Insurer  may  reinsure  in  such  case    2790 
On  changing  property    2797 
Contract  of,  how  construed    2798 
Loss  may  occur,  how    2799 
Where  loss  is  unknown    2800 

Diligence  of  assured    2801 
Application  for,  must  be  fair    2802 
Representations  are  covenants    2802 
Misrepresentations,  effect  of    2803 
Concealment  voids  policy,  when   2804,  2800 
Change  of  property  voids  policy,  when...  2805 
Alienation  voids,  when    2807 
Assured  may  hypothecate  and  pledge....  2807 
Policy  to  several,  transferable  to  one  of..  2808 
Partial  or  executory  sale,  effect  of    2809 
Effect  of  transfer  after  loss    2810 
Transfer  by  law, effect  of    2811 
Effect  of  second  insurance    2812 

Insurer  may  prescribe  regulations    2S13 
Amount  of  recovery  by  assured    2814 
Value  of  property,  how  estimated    2815 
Right  to  rebuild,  how  secured    2810 
Insurer  may  recover  back,  when    2817 
Life  insurance,  contract  of    2818 
Who  may  take  life  insurance    2819 
Assured  may  direct  payment  of  money..  2820 
Such  direction  cannot  be  defeated    2820 
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Law  applicable  to  life  insurance    2821 
Self  caused  death  releases  insurer    2822 
Time,  how  counted  in  life  insurance    2823 
Marine  insurance,  contract  of    2824 
Unlawful  commerce,  not  insurable    2825 
Double  marine  insurance,  recovery    2826 
Implied  warranty  of  assured    2827 
Illegal  voyage  voids  policy    2828 
Deviation,  effects  of    2829 
Necessity  for  deviation    2829 
Perils  of  the  sea,  what  are    2830 
Risk  continues,  to  what  time    2831 
Increase  of  risk  by  change,  voids    2832 
Open  policy  defined    2833 
Value  stated,  reducible  by  proof    2834 
Rules  of  law  applicable    2835 
Mutual  insurance,  contract  of    2836 
By  what  law  governed    2836 
Regulations,  part  of  policy    2837 
Officers  are  agents  of  all   ,    2838 
Up  to  contract  assured  is  stranger    2838 
Liability  for  reducing  funds    2839 
Stricter  faith  in  mutual  insurance    2840 
Form  of  action  on  policies    3392 

Insurance  Agents. 
Who  are  deemed   2850h 
Personally  liable,  when   2850k 

Insurance  Companies. 
Tax  on  foreign       821 
President  of  shall  return  to  Comptroller 

names  of  agents,  risks,  etc.  ..875c  to  875e,     826 
Default  tax  on  foreign       879 
Agents  of  foreign  must  obtain  license...  2841 
Shall  obtain   certificate  of  authority  to 

transact  business    2842 
Authority,  how  obtained    2843 
Shall  make  semi-annual  reports   2843a 
Contents  of  reports   2843a 
Reports  published  at  expense  of   2843b 
Revocation  of  license  for  non-report   2843c 
Cash  capital,  required  to  do  business    2844 
License  issued,  when,  and  to  whom    2845 
Statement  renewed  annually    2846 

Comptroller's  fees  for  examination,  etc    2847 
Other  conditional  requirements  of    2848 
Penalty  for  default    2849 
Liability  of,  for  damages    2850 
Non-residents  to  deposit  bonds,  etc   2850a 
Plaintiffs  may  give  Treasurer  notice   2850b 
Receiver  appointed,  when   2850b 
Duty  of  receiver   2850b 

Conflicting  claims,  Treasurer's  duty   2850c 
Bonds  replaced,  when  reduced   2850c 
Bonds  returned  to,  in  case  of  withdrawal. .2850d 
Terms  of  withdrawal   2850f 
Fees  of  Comptroller  go  into  the  Treasury. .2850g 
Insurance  agents,  who  deemed   2850h 
Penalty  for  acting  without  license   2850i 
Who  subject  to  tax   2850j 
Agent  of;;  personally  liable,  when   2850k 
Where  sued    3408 
Service  of,  process  on,  how  effected    3409 
Constitutional  provisions  requiring  de- 

posits and  reports   5088  to  5092 
Insurrectionary  Publications. 
Punishment  for  circulating    4318 

Insurrection. 

Governor  may  call  out  military  in  case  of 
  52,  1162 

Defined    4315 
How  punished    4317 
Attempt  to  incite    4316 
How  punished    4317 
By  convicts,  penalty    4821 
Attempt  to  incite,  by  convicts    4821 

Intention. 

Sought,  in  construing  statutes          4 
Of  maker,  test  in  construing  will... 2395,  2456 

Of  parties  as  to  patent  defects    2655- 
Parol  evidence  admitted  in  such  case    2655' 
Of  parties  to  contracts   2755,  2756- 
Rule  where  parties  differ  in..    2756 

Manifestation  of,  in  crime...'.    4293 Interest,  Disqualification  By. 
Of  Judge,  in  bonds,  disqualifies,  when    5131 
Does  not  disqualify  witness    3854 
Disqualifies  commissioner  to  take  deposi- 
tions   3883 

[See  "Disqualifications."] Interest  and  Usury. 
Legal  rate  of  interest    2050 
Usury  defined    2051 

Interest  from  da^e,  not  usury,  when    2052' 
What  law  governs,  as  to....    2053 
Judgments  bear  interest   2054,  3570 

Payments  apply  to  interest,  how    2055' 
What  demands  bear  interest    2056 
Accounts  bear  interest,  when    2057 
Interest  beyond  8  per  cent,  forbidden   2057a 
Forfeiture  for  usury   2057b' 
"  pleadable,  as  set-off   2057c 
"  discharged,  how   2057d 

Suit  for  forfeiture,  how  barred   2057e 
Titles  tainted  wiih  usury,  void   2057f 
Laws  inconsistent,  repealed   2057g 
Legacies  bear  interest,  when    2460 
How  charued  against  fiduciaries... 2601  to  2603 
Damages  increased  by  interest,  when    2945 
Rate  of,  against  officers,  for  money  col- 

lected   3950' 
Charged  against  garnishee,  when    3546> 
Plea  of  usury,  how  filed   3470a 
Contracts  for  rent  bear  interest    2288- 
Banks  may  charge  what  rates    1474 

Interference  with  Railroads. 

When  and  how  punished   4437,  4438' 
Interference  with  Telegraph  Companies. 
When  and  how  punished    4439 

Interlocutory  Decrees. 
Rendered,  when    4201 

Internal  Improvements. 
Restrictions  on  Legislature  as  to    5067 

Interpleader. 
Bill  of  lies  in  what  cases    3235 
Collateral  interpleading    3236 

Interpretation. 
Of  statutes,  rules  for„   4  to        5 

Of  wills,  rules  for   2456-7 
Of  estates,  rules  for   2248  to  2251 
Of  contracts   2755  to  2757,  3801  to  3805- 

Inter-State  Law. 
As  to  contracts          8 
As  to  wills  of  personalty          8 
As  to  interest    2053 

As  to  marriage    1710' 
As  to  domicile   1691,  1696,  3416 
As  to  comity  of  States..9,  1662, 1675,  3584,  3751 
As  to  disability  of  parties  to  contract    2738 
Annotations  on   note  to        8' 

Interrogatories  and  Depositions. 
In  CountyCourt       294 

In  appeals  from  commissioners  of  pilot- 
age   1533 

In  cases  of  attachment  and  garnishment  3318 
Continuance  for  non-return  of    3529 
In  whatcases  taken    3877 
Cannot  be  used,  when    3878 

Mode  of  obtainining  commission    3879- 
Taken  without  service,  when    3880* 
All  parties  may  cross    3881 
Appointment  of  commissioners    3882. 
Who  may  execute    3883 
Pay  of  commissioners    3883- 
How  executed    3884 
Witness,  how  made  to  answer    3885 
Where  executed    3886 
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Witness  may  write  answers    3887 
Memoranda  certified    3887 
Formal  execution  of    3888 
How  received  in  Court    3889 
Not  to  return,  is  contempt    3890 
How  taken  without  commission    3891 
Exceptions  to,  how  made    3892 
In  certain  counties    3893 
By  whom  taken    3894 
Motions  and  objections  noted    3896 
Form  of  caption,  etc    3895 
Order  and  scope  of  examination    3897 
How  returned  and  opened    3898 
Power  and  pay  of  commissioner    3899 
His  orders,  how  executed    3900 
Injustice's  Court    4153 
To  obtain  discovery  at  law   3811  to  3814 

."        "  "  inequity   3104,4176 
To  perpetuate  testimony   3108  to  3111, 

  3901  to  3904 
Rules  of  Court  relating  to.Nos.  32  to  37,  p.  1349 

Intoxication. 

Effect  on  testamentary  capacity    2409 
"        "  contracts    2737 

"  competency  of  witness   3857,  3859 
"         "  marriage  contract    1701 

No  excuse  for  crime    4301 
Person  causing,  punishable    4301 

Intoxicating  Bitters. 
Special  taxation  of  dealers  in   809a  to  809m 

Intoxicating  Liquors. 
Inspection  of,  regulated   1580  to  1587 
Adulterated,  penalty  for  selling    4551 
Election  days,  penalty  for  selling  on    4570 
Church,  penalty  for  selling  near    4575 

"       etc.,  penalty  for  carrying  to   4577b 
Special  tax  on  dealers  in   .809a  to  809m 
Tax  receiver  to  return  dealers  in,  how...  923a 
Licenses  to  retail,  law  as  to.. 4565,  1419  to  1424 
Furnishing  to  minors,  penalty   4540a 
Civil  action  for  furnishing  to  minor    3010 

Intruders  on  Camp  Grounds. 
How  ejected    4076 

Intruders  on  Land. 

County  judge  may  evict...       295 
Affidavitto  eject    4072 
Counter-affidavit    4072 
Sheriff  may  swear  occupant    4073 
Return  of  affidavits    4074 
Trial  of  issue    4074 
Writ  of  possession,  when    4075 
Intruders  on  campgrounds    4076 
How  ejected    4076 
Three  days  allowed  to  file  counter-affida- 
vit  4084a 

Liability  of  officer  for  default   4084b 
Intruding  on  Railroads. 
When  and  how  punished   4437,  4438 

Invasion. 
Governor  may  call  out  military  in   52,  1162 

Inveigling. 
Children,  how  punished    4368 

Inventory. 
Guardians  shall  make    1823 
Trustees  must  return    2323 
Testator  may  dispense  with    2420 
Of  estates,  law  as  to   2516  to  2523 

Investments. 

By  trustees,  how  made   2330,  2541 
By  guardians   1832,  1833,  2541 
By  administrators   2541,  2544 
Of  unclaimed  funds,  by  administrators...  2609 
By  executors    2448 

Involuntary  Manslaughter. 
Definition  of    4327 
Punishment  for   4328,  4329 

Iron  Safes. 
Special  tax  on  dealers  in    809n 

How  procured  for  counties      497 
"Issue." 
Means  children,  when    2249 

Issue  and  Increase. 
Follow   condition  of  mother    2242 
Of  animals  on  land    2241 

Belong  to  tenant  for  life    2256 
Of  things  hired    2086 
Of  things  loaned    2133 
Of  pawns    2147 
Go  with  legacy,  when    2459 
Amendment  to  include    3481 

Issuable  Defense. 
Court  gives  judgment  if  not  filed. ...3448, 

...".   3457,  5145,  38th  Rule,  p.  1350 Tqcttttg 

Collateral,  how  tried    3612 
Made  by  petition  and  answer    3455 
Verdict  must  cover    3559 
In  claim  cases   15th  Rule  Court,  p.  1347 

Issues  of  Fact. 
How  made  up  in   equity   7th  Equity 

  Rule,  4206,  4210 
Itinerant  Persons. 
Followed  with  warrants    4721 
Venue  of  suits  against   3416,  1691 

Jails. 
How  built  and  repaired   497,  501,     502 
Contracts  to  build,  law  as  to   493a  to  493c 

County  Judge's  control  over       305 
Are  in  Sheriffs  keeping       499 
Penalty  for  injuring       500 
Coroners  keep,  when      587 

Jail  Fees. 
When  prisoner  sent  to  other  county    4740 
Additional  tax  for,  when    4740 

Jailers. 

Appointed  by  Sheriffs       356 
Sheriffs  are  ex  officio       356 
Must  take  oath  and  give  bond       357 
Bond  and  oath  of,  where  recorded       358 
Shall  keep  United  States  prisoners       359 
Sheriffs  liable  for  misconduct  of       360 
Coroners  are,  when       587 
Fees  of    3698 
Liability  of    3948 
Misconduct  of,  how  punished    4473 
May  reject  prisoner,  when    4741 

Jeopardy. 

Person  not  twice  in,  for  same  offense   
  5000,  5310 

Joint  Authority. 

Majority  may  execute          4 
Joint  Obligors  and  Promisors. 

Suits  against,  in  County  Courts    284b 

Suits  against,  in  Justice's  Courts      455 
New  promise  to  pay   revives  debt  only 

against  promisor   :•••.••■  ̂ 938 
Statute  of  limitations  operate  on  joint 

rights,  how    2930 
Where  sued   3404,  3347,5170-1 
How  sued  where  one  is  dead    3348 
Copartners,  how  sued    3349 
Where  some  are  not  found    3350 

Judgments  against  copartners  bind,  how  3351 
Plea  of  infancy  by  one,  effect  of    3352 
One  may  appeal  for  all    3618 
Contribution  among    3132 

Joint  Offenders. 

How  tried    4632 

Separate  trial  of    4692 
Continuance  by  one,  eftect  of    4693 

Joint  Stock  Companies. 

Incorporation  of    1676 
Suits  against  members  of,  how  brought...  3367 
How  served  with  process  and  notice    3371 
Judgment  and  execution  in  such  case    3372 
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President    of,    shall  give     stockholders' 
names    3373 

President  of,  may  defend  suits    3374 
Illegality  to  execution    3375 
This  remedy  cumulative    3376 
Declaring  illegal  dividends,  penalty   

  4604a  to  4604c 
Joint  Tenancies. 

Abolished  in  Georgia    2300 
Made  tenancies  in  common    2300 
Tenancies  in  common,  law  of   2300  to  2304 

Joint  Trespassers. 
Procurers  are,  when    3012 
Damages  against,  how  awarded    3075 
Contribution  among    3076 
Venue  of  suits  against   5170-1 

Journal. 

Of  Governor's  official  acts,  tobekept         77 
Journals  of  General  Assembly. 

Secretary  of  State  shall  keep  original. .85,  5064 
Distribution  of,  to  counties   1048-9 
Recognized  without  proof    3815 
Each  House  shall  keep  and  publish    5063 
One-fifth  of  members  may  have  yeas  and 

nays  entered    5065 
Appropriations,  yeas  and  nays  entered  on  5071 
Majority  of  each   House   enacting  law, 

must  appear    5073 
Yeas  and  nays  entered  when  two-thirds 

vote  required    5079 
Elections,  vote  recorded  on    5086 

Judge,  Disqualification  of. 
Of  Judge,  from  interest    $205 

"  "      inbonds    5131 

"         "  "      relationship       205 
"        "      providedfor   5147  250,  250a 
"         "      in    Supreme   Court   Governor 
designates   5130,     216 

Judge  of  City  Court. 
May  alternate  with  Superior  Court    5148 

Judge  of  County  Court. 
Disqualified,  when      205 
Appointed,  how       279 
Official  term  of      279 
May  practice  law  in  other  Courts    279a 
May  appointa  clerk,  etc    279b 
Vacan  cy  in  office  of,  how  filled       280 
Salary  of,  and  how  paid       281 
Jurisdiction  of      282 
Bailiffs  appointed  by   287a,  288,     289 
Office  of,  where  kept   312,     291 
Powers  of,  as  to  witnesses,  contempts,  etc  294 
Jurisdiction  as  to  tenants,  intruders,  etc.  295 
Criminal  jurisdiction,  and  how  exercised    297 
May  issue  warrants  against  offenders    4713 
May  confess  judgment    3601 

Judges  of  Superior  Court. 
Adjourn  Court  in  vacation,  when    3244 
May  hold  special  terms    3245 
Adjourn  where  no  jury  is  drawn   3941b 
Authority  exercised  out  cf  circuit,  when     248 
Authority  of,  given  in  detail   247,  5143 
Bill  of  exceptions,   objections,    how  re- 

moved   4257 
Bill  of  exceptions,  mandamus  to  sign    4258 
Bond  of  assignees,  may  require   1953a,  2322 
Charge  jury  in  writing,  when       244 

"       so  given  shall  be  filed      245 
Certiorari  out  of  circuit,  may  grant,  when  4051 
Change  of  circuit  will  not  oust       240 
Chancellor, powers  as..247,3211,  4201,  4212,  4222 
Clerk,  appointed  by,  when      252 
Courts  must  hold  as  law  prescribes       241 

shall  hold  twice  a  year    3241 
Disqualification  of   250,  250a,  205,  5131,  5147 
Dockets  of,  rules  as  to...nos  26  and  27,  p.  1348-9 
Duties  required  by  law,  must  discharge..  243 
Election  and  term  of   236,5137,  5161 

Eligibility  of   238,  5164 
Executions,  may  frame,  when    3639 
Frandulent  debtors,  may  issue  attach- 
ment  3297  to  3301 

Grand  jury  shall  charge,  on  what. ..3249, 
  505.  923d,  3940 

Habeas  corpus,  jurisdiction  in    4011 
Homestead,  s-.le  of,  by  order  of   5212,  5218 
Impeachment  of,  ground  for      251 
Injunctions,  when  and  how  gran  ted. .3211 

  to  3225,  4186 
Judgment,  may  confess  in  their  Courts...  3601 

without  jury,   render,  when 
3448,  3457,  5145,  38th  Rule 

Judgment  without  jury,  form  of   39th  Rule 
Jurisdiction,  specified   247,  5143 

co-extensive  with  State       242 
no  official  act  out  of  State...     253 

Juries  shall  draw,  when  and  how    3911 

•'      may  order  revision  of  lists,  when. .3911a 
"      shall  appoint  commissioners   3910a 
'*      may    adjourn    Court    when    not 
drawn   3941b 

Juries  shall  charge  grand  jury  as  to  fixing 

"      pay  of    3940 
"      may  allow  refreshments  to,  when  3947 

Mandamus  against    4258 
Marriage   of    persons    without    license, 

penalty    4566 
Military  duty,  exempt  from    1060 
New  trials,  may  grant   3720,  5018 

"         "      in  case  of  death  of   49th  Rule 
Oath  of      237 

Opinion,  shall  not  express  on  facts    3248 
Ordinaries,  shall  qualify       254 
"  review  act  of,  as  to  extra  tax    503 

Pro  hac  vice,  appointed  when  and  how 
  250,  250a,     252 

Practice,  shall  not  practice  law       239 
Qualifications   238,  5164 
Recommendation  of  jury,  shall  respect..  4656 
Report  defects  in  Penal  Code    4663 
Rules,  may  establish  rules  of  practice    3246 

"        other  rules  void    3247 
Salaries  of   1646,  5162-3 
Sheriff's  bond,  shall  approve,  when... 350 to    352 

State  cases,  shall  speed        22 
Supreme  Court,  preside  in,  when.. ..5130,     216 
Terms  of  office   236,  5136-8 
Trustees,  power  of,  over   2320,  2321,  2322 
Trust  estates,  power  over....   2327,  4221 
Vacancies,  how  and  when  filled..   71,  5161 
Vacation,  powers  of,  in   247,  249,  2320, 

  2327,  4222 
Warrants  against  offenders,  may  issue....  4713 
Writs,  may  issue  what   247,  5143 

Judges  of  Supreme  Court. 
Disqualified  in  certain  cases   205,  5164 
Election  of   210,  5161 
Official  term  of   211,  5132 
Oath  of      212 
Two  may  hold  Court      213 
Eligibility  of   214,  5164 
Vacancies,  how  filled   71,215,  5161 
When  disqualified,  who  preside   216,  5130 
Chief  Justice   210,  211,     213 
Decisions  of,  how  reversed       217 
Authority  of      218 
Two  must  concur  to  reverse       219 
Effect  of  disagreement  where  two  sit       219 
Exempt  from  military  duty    1060 
Salaries  of   1646,  5162-3 
Shall  attend  sessions  of  Court    3239 

"     fix  order  of  circuits    4268 
Order  of  to  be  published    4268 
Number  of    5129 
Costs,  how  corrected  by    3689 
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Judges  pro  hac  vice. 

Appointed,  when  and  how   250,  250a,     252 
Judgments. 

Administrators,  how  entered  against...  3573-4 
Accounts,  judgments  on  without  proof, 
when    3457 

Amendment  of    3494 
Affirmed  by  Supreme  Court,  rank  of    3579 
Appeal,  prevents  alienation     3581 

"       how  signed  up    3571 
"      suspended  by    3569 

Attachment,  how  attacked  in    3317 
Arrest  of,  law  concerning   3587  to  3592, 

  44th  Rule 
Attacked,  how   3593,  3590,  3828 
Bonds,  how  signed  on    3575 
Confession  of,  where  entered  up    3600 

"  must  be  in  cases  regularly  sued  3600 
"  Judge  may,  in  his  Court    3601 
"  maybe,  and  appeal  from    3602 

Choses  in  action,  not  bound  by    3-^82 
Conclusiveness  of   2897,  3577,  3826,  3827 

as  aeainst  surety    2162 
Control  of,  by  sureties   2166  to  2170 

"      "  indorsers    2171 
Corporations  and  companies,  against    3372 
Counties,  against,  how  satisfied       508 
Court  renders,  without  verdict,  when   

  3448,  5145,  38  and  39th  Rules 
Creditors  may  attack  for  fraud,  when    1947 
Default,  on  accounts    3457 

rendered  by  Court   3448,  5145 

"       opening   23rd  Rule,  p.  1348 
Dignity  and  binding  force  of    3580 
Divorce  cases,  in    1724 

"  "      wife's  name  changed   3586a 
Dormant,  when    2914 

"  how  renewed    3604 
debt  on,  where  brought    3605 
scire  facias    to   revive,    where 

brought    3607 
Dormant,  scire  facias,  not  original  action  3606 

<L  revival  of,  against  non-resident  3608 
"  revived  at  what  term    3609 
"  "        in  assignee's  name    3610 

Equity,  set  aside  in,  when   3129,  3178,  3595 
Estoppel  by   3753,  2897,  3577 
Executors,  form  of,  against    3573 

"  for  cost  against    3574 Executions  must  follow    3636 
issue,  when    3634 

Evidence,  effectof,  as   3826-7 
Faith  and  credit  to  those  of  other  States  5294 
Fee  for,  rendered  by  Court    4127 
Forfeited  recognizances,  when  taken  on.  4703 
Form  of  judgment  by  Court   39th  Rnle 
Fraud  in,  set  aside   1947,  3129,  3317,  3593-6 
Illegality  may  go  behind,  when    3671 
Impeachment  in  cases  of    5056 
Indorsers,  how  signed  against    3572 
Interest  allowed  on   2054,  3570 
Joint  debtors  may  control,  when    3599 
Jurisdiction,  want  of,  voids    3594 

Justices'  Court,  rendered  out  of  place, void      462 

Justices'  Court,  dignity  and  lien  of    4164 
"       against  security    4165 
"      for  excess  of  set-off.    4166 

Lien  on  transferred  property,  how  lost...  3583 

"     on  property  carried  out  of  State    3584 
"     in  trover  and  trespass    3585 
"     in  sales  to  secure  debts    1970 
"     confirmed    1994 
"     for  purchase  money  of  land. ...1994, 

  3586,  3654 
Lien,  attaches  to  future  interest  in  per- 

sonalty   2625 
Lien,  as  against  attachments    3331 

Limitations  of,  suits  on   2913-2914 
on  motion  to  set  aside   2914a 

Moulded  at  law,  maybe    3082 
•   Motion  to  set  aside,  when  made   35H8,  2914a 

in  arrest   3587  to  3592 

"        "       '*       how  urged   44th  Rule 
Payments  to  attorney  on   9th  Rule 
Partners,  for  and  against   3576,   1899 

"  against,  bind  what     3351 
Perjury,  obtained  by,  how  set  aside.    3591 
Plea  of,  as  bar   2897,  3577,  3476 
Rent,  rendered  at  first  term    2288 
Sales  to  secure  debts,  how  enforced    1970 

Set-off,  may  be  against  each  other... 2902,  3467 
"        for  excess  of    3469 

Signed  by  attorney  at  law       208 
"       how  and  when    3568 

Sureties,  how  signed  against   3572,  2159 "  "  "  ''        in     Justice 
Court    4165 

Sureties,  control  of,  by   2166  to  2170 
Taxes,  to  evade,  void       813 
Term,  at  same,  equal  in  date    3578 
Toll  cotton  not  subject  to,  when   3582a 
Transfer  of,  by  attorney,  effect  of    3598 

"         by  writing   2776,  3597 
"        assignor  liable,  when     2777 

Trover  and  trespass,  effectof    3585 
Trust  estates,  how  bound  by    3381 
Validated    5235 
Void,  are,  when   3594,  3828 

Judicial  Department. 

Of  United  States   5288-5293,  5316 
Of  the  State  of  Georgia    5128 
To  be  separate  from  other  departments. .5015 
Shall  declare  unconstitutional  laws  void  5028 

Judicial  Districts  and  Circuits. 

Number  of.  and  how  composed         42 
New  counties,  to  which  attached        43 

Judicial  Notice. 
Extends  to  what    3751 

Judicial  Officers. 

Disqualified,  when       205 
Liability  of   note,  p.       53 

Judicial  Power. 
Of  State,  where  vested   203,  5128 
Rules  of  Court  binding,  when       204 
Powers  of  Courts  specified       206 

Judicial  Sales. 

Purchaser  of  life  estate  gives  bond    2262 
Convey  titles,  when    2619 
Purchaser  at,  need  not  go  behind    2620 
Memorandum  not  needed  in    2621 
Purchaser  at,  may  enforce  covenants    2623 

at,  must  lookout    2622 
Fraud  of  officer  binds  him    2622 
Warranty  binds  officer,  when    2622 
Officer  shall  give  possession  of  land. .2624,  3651 

"        may  dispossess,   whom   2624, 
  3638,  3651 

Personalty  not  sold  without  seizure    2625 
Future  interest  in  personalty  not  subject  2625 
Judgment  lien  attaches  to  such  interest..  2625 
Shares  in  corporation,  how  sold   2626,  3290 
Title  made  by  succeeding  officer,  when...  2627 
Purchaser  need  not  look  to  appropriation  2628 
Title  not  affected  by  official  irregularities  2628 
Advertisements  of,  how  made   2628a 
County  Court  process,  sales  under   2628b 
Executions,  sales  under   3646  to  3655 
Mortgages,  sales  under    1968 
Administrator's  sales   2554  to  2569 
Executor's  sales   2448,  2567 
Guardian's  sales.    1828 
Failure  to  comply  with  bid  at   3655-6 
Trustee's  sales    2328 

Jurisdiction. 

Of  the  State  as  to  places        20 
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Of  the  State  as  to  persons        21 
Of  estates  changed  to  new  county,  when      34 
Of  counties  divided  by  water   35,  4670 
Of  crime  on  water  courses         36 

''State  line         37 
Of  Judges  of  Superior  Courts   242,     247 
Of  County  Court   282  to  283f,  295,  297,  299e 
Of  Ordinaries   331,  337,  338,  2772a 
Of  Justices'  of  the  Peace  as  to  crimes      445 
Of  same  in  civil  cases   446,  4132 
Of  Justices  of  the  Peace,  extent  of.... 448,  5153 
Of  administration    2502 
"  "  how  removed    2611 

Of  probate  of  wills    2421 
In  equity,  where  vested    3080 
Extent  of,  in  equity   3095,  3100 
Not  given  by  consent    346o 
May  be  waived    3460 
Admitted  bv  pleading,  when    3461 
Plea  to,  how  filed    3462 
Contents  of  plea  to    3463 
Plea  to,  must  be  sworn  to    3464 
Omission  to  give,  amendable    3488 
Of  United  States  Courts   5289,  5290 
Of  Superior  Courts   5139,  5141 
Of  Supreme  Court    5133 
Of  opprobrious  words    4372 
Of  obscene  language    4372 
Of  indictment  against  mortgagor    4601 
Judgment  without,  void    3594 
Venue  determines,  when   3410  to  3417 
Domicile  determines,  when   1690  to  1696 
Fixed  by  criminal  act,  when       4671 

"         "  death,  when    4671 
Jury  and  Jurors. 
How  procured  in  County  Courts       298 
Who  are,  in  cases  for  or  against  counties    491 
Incases  of  damage  by  public  roads... 637, 

  638,  639    642 
Road  commissioners  exempt  from  duty 

as       657 
In  cases  against  cities   1672f 

Competency  of,  in  divorce  cases*    1725 
Discretion  of,  as  to  damages    2947 
For  adjourned  and  special  terms  of  Court  3245 
Judgments  without  jury,  when   3448,  5145 
How  selected,  and  list  of   3910d 
Commissioners  of,  law  concerning.. .3910a 

  to  3912 
Special  juries,  how  selected    3,925 
Special  juries,  how  stricken    3926 
Oath  of  special  jurors    3927 
No  additional  oath  in  divorce  cases    3928 
Oath  of  bailiff  to  take  charge  of    3929 
Shall  be  drawn  for  each  week  of  Court...  3936 
Completed  by  talesmen,  when    3937 
Delinquent,  how  dealt  with    3938 
Length  of  service  required  from    3938 
Exemption  from  service  on    3939 
Compensation  of,  and  how  fixed    3940 
Jury  boxes  and  lists,  how  supplied  when 

lost    3941 
How  drawn  when  precept  is  lost   3941a 
Judge    may  adjourn   Court  and   draw, 
when   3941b 

How  drawn  in  special  emergencies    3942 
Extra  tax  to  pay,  how  assessed    3643 
Jury  and  confession  fees,  part  of  fund  to 

pay   :    3943 
Certificates  issued  to,- when    3943 
Certificates  to,  how  paid    3943 
Oath  of,  in  claim  cases    3944 
Stand  over  on  failure  of  Court    3945 
Fined  for  contempt,  etc.,    3946 
Fefreshments  furnished  to,  when    3947 
Refreshments  to,  how  paid  for    3947 
Verdict  of,  law  as  to...   3559  to  3567 
In  cases  of  nuisances,  how  obtained   4097a 

In  cases  of  forcible  entry  and  detainer... 
  4085a,  4086 

How  made  up  in  Justice's  Court   4157c 
Oath  of,  in  Justice's  Court   4157d 
Judges  of  law  and  fact  in  criminal  cases 

  4646,  5018 
Verdict  general  in  criminal  cases    4646 
Recommendation  of,  in  criminal  cases. ..4646a 
Oath  of,  in  criminal  cases    4650 
Recommendation  of,  to  be  respected    4656 
How  impaneled  in  felonies    4678 
Panel,  how  put  upon  prisoner    4679 
Challenge  to  the  array,  how  made    4680 
Challenge  for  cause,  how  and  when  made  4681 
Objections  to,  how  heard  and   determin- 
ed    4681 

Voir  dire,  questions  on    4682 
Set  aside  for  cause,  when    4683 
Sworn  in  chief,  when    4684 
Answers  on  uoiV  dire,  disproof  of    4685 
Withdrawn,  when    4685 
Oath  of,  on  trial  of  insanity    4695 
Time  for  striking   41st  Rule. 
County  may  tax  to  pay    5190 
Trial  by  impartial,  guaranteed   4997,  5174 
Traverse  jury,  number  of    5174 

Jury  Boxes. 
How  made  up   3910a 
How  supplied,  when  lost  or  destroyed...  3941 

In  Justice's  Court,  how  made  up   4157c 
Jury  Commissioners. 

Board  of,  and  how  appointed   3910a 
Oath  of   3910b 
Meeting  of,  to  revise  lists   3910b 
Clerk  of  the  board  of   3910c 
Revision   of  list  and  selection  of  jurors 
by   3910d 

Jury  boxes,  how  made  up  by   3910e 
Book,  lists,  etc.,  how  made  and  certified. .3910f 
Shall  draw  juries,  when   3912,3910g 

Revision  of  jury  lists  by  Judge's  order.. ..3911a 
Shall  supply  lists  and  boxes  when  lost    3941 
Shall  draw  juries  when  precept  is  lost. ..3941a 

Jury  Fees. 
•Part  of  fund  to  pay  juries    3943 
In  cases  of  nuisances    4099 
How  taxed  and  collected    4127 

Jury — Grand. 
Qualifications  of    5175 
Compensation  of    5176 

[See   "Grand  Juries."] Jury  Lists. 
Book  of.  how  made  and  certified   3910f 
Revision  of   3910d,  3911a 
How  supplied  where  lost  or  destroyed....  3941 

Jury  Tickets. 
Issued  by  clerk,  when    3943 
How  paid    3943 
Officers  speculating  in,  penalty   4562g 

Jury  Trial. 

In  equity    4206 
Guaranteed   4997,  5174,  5311 

Just  Compensation. 
For  private  property  for  public  use   

  2225,  5024,  5310 
Justice. 
Means  Justice  of  Peace,  when          5 

Justices'  Courts. 
Place  of  holding,  how  selected      457 
Change  in  place  of  holding,  how  effected    458 
Place  of  holding,  changed  how  often       459 
Location  of,  how  changed  by  new  Justice    460 
Place  of  holding,  not  changed  by  Code...    461 
Judgments  of,  out  of  place  aie  void      462 
Justices,  how  sued  in      449 
Suits  in,  where  Justice  is  disqualified      450 
Transfer  of  suits  in   452,     453 
Makers  and  indorsers,  how  sued  in. ..455,  4138 
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Joint  debtors,  how  sued  in   455,  4135 
Residents  of  no  districts,  how  sued  in       456 

Suits  in,  not  affected  by  change  of  dis- 
tricts       490 

Attachments  returnable  to,  when    3272 

'Trustees,  suits  against,  in   3380  to  3382 
.Judgments  in,  equal  with  others    3580 
Appeals  from,  allowed,  when   3610a,  3610b 

"       law  as  to   3613  to  3626,  4157 
Effect  of  appeal    3628 
Damages  for  frivolous  appeal    3631 
Appeals  in,  law  as  to   4157  to  4157f 
Certiorari  to  judgment  of    4052 
Establish  lost  papers...   3989  to  3992 
Time  of  holding    4130 
Criminal  jurisdiction  of   4130a 
Held  at  central  place    4131 
Jurisdiction  of   5153,  4130,  4132 

Ten  daj's'  residence  gives  jurisdiction....  4134 
;Suits,  how  commenced    4139 
Date  of  commencing    4140 

.'Summons,  date  and  service  of    4141 
"  by  whom  served    4142 

Service  in  special  cases   4142,  4142ab 
Summons  filed  and  kept    4143 
Proceedings  uniform  in    4144 
Bail  in    4145 
Cases  may  be  settled    4146 
Pleas  and  defenses  in   4148,  4149 
Evidence,  best  required  in    4150 
Accounts    against    non-residents,    how 

proved  in    4151 
Witnesses  subpoenaed  in    4152 
Interrogatories,  testimony  by,  how  taken  4153 
'Cases  in,  stand  for  trial,  when    4154 
Continuances  granted,  when    4155 
.Judgment  rendered,  when    4156 
Appeals  allowed  in,  when    4157 

when  and  how  entered   4157a 
to  Superior  Court  from   4157b 

"        how  tried  in   4157c 
Jury-box  in,  how  made  up   4157c 
Juries,  how  drawn  in   4157c 
Oath  of  jury  in   4157d 
Jury  drawn  in  vacation,  when   4157e 
Jurors  in  default,  how  fined   4157f 
Certiorari,  right  of   4157g 
Second  appeal  disallowed   4157h 
Compensation  of  jurors  in   4157i 
Certiorari  from  verdicts   4157 j 
Claims  in,  how  interposed    4158 

"   when,  where  and  how  tried...  4159 Continuance  of  claim  cases  in    4160 
Garnishments  in   3303,  3536,  4161 
Garnishee  must  answer  in,  when    4161 
-Judgment  against  garnishee    4161 
Persons  in   another   district,    how   gar- 

nished   4161a 

Traverse  of  garnishee's  answer    4162 
Illegalities  in,  how  and  when  tried    4163 
Dignity  and  lien  of  judgments  from    4164 
Judgment  against  securities,  how  entered  4165 
Executions      against      sureties,      how 
awarded    4165 

Judgment  for  excess  of  set-off.    4166 
Stay  of  execution,  how  effected    4167 
Plaintiff  liable  for  costs,  when    4168 
Execution  for  costs  issues  vs.  plaintiff, 
when    4168 

Constables  ruled  in,  when   476,  4170,  4169 
Defaulting  witnesses  fined  by       4171 
Sales  under  execution  from,  law  as  to.... 

  4172  to  4174 
.  Justices  of  the  Peace. 

Disqualified,  when       205 
County  Judge  not  to  act  with,  when       306 
One  for  each  militia  district   5152,     435 
Elected,  how   5154,  1323,     435 

Official  term  of      435 
Notaries  Public,  who  are  ex  officio   5152,     436 
Removed  from  office,  how       437 
Vacancies  in  office  of,  how  filled       438 
Election,  how  held   440,  439,  1324-6 
Eligibility  and  qualifications  of       441 
Appointed  by  Ordinary,  when       442 
Oath  of      44 

"     before  whom  taken       444 
11    when  filed       143 

Criminal  jurisdiction  of   4130a    445 
Jurisdiction,  general  and  original,  of       446 
Debts  may  be  divided  so  as  to  give  juris- 

diction      447 

Extent  of  jurisdiction  of   448,  4130-2,  5153 
May  be  sued,  where       449 
When  disqualified,  who  may  act       450 
Suits  where  brought,  when  there  is  no...     451 

"     may  be  removed,  when       452 
"    removed  to  county  site,  when      453 

Power  of  Justices,  etc.,  in  removed  cases    454 
Suits  against  makers  and  indorsers....455,  4138 

''       co-obligors,  etc   455,  4135 
"  "      persons    out    of    organized 
district       456 

Authority  and  duty  of       457 
Shall  select  court  ground      457 
May  fine  or  imprison  for  contempt       457 
May  issue  attachments       457 

"       all  necessary  processes       457 
"     administer  oaths,  etc       457 

Shall  keep  a  docket,  how       457 

"      label  and  file  papers       457 
"      attend  Superior  Court  with  docket, 
when       457 

May  establish  lost  papers       457 
Shall  answer  interrogatories  as  to  dock- 

ets, etc       457 
Shall  make  list  of  taxpayers       457 
May  appoint  constable,  when   466,  467,     468 
Where  new  district  is  laid  out   488  to    490 
Shall  have  streets  worked,  when       652 
Exempt  from  military  service    1060 
May  act  as  coroner,  when       596 
Elected  when,  and  by  whom. ..5154,  1323,     435 
Who  superintends  the  election  of    1324 
Returns  of  election  of,  to  whom  made...  1325 
Election  of,  governed  by  what  law. .1326, 

  439,     440 
One  must  preside  at  constable's  election  1328 
May  attest  deeds    2706 
Attachments  may  issue    3265 
Appeals  sent  up  by,  when    3626 
Fees  of    3699 
Duty  and  liability  of,  as  to  fees...3700ab, 

  3704b, to  3710 
May  be  ruled  in  Superior  Court,  when...  3961 
Money  collected  by,  how  demanded    3950 
Effect  of  demand  on    3950 
Demand,  how  proved    3951 
Ruled  after  going  out  of  office,  when    3952 
Mav  grant  rules  against  constable,  when 

  476,  3953,  4169,  4170 
May  rule  constable  without  notice,  when  3955 
Lien  of  rule  absolute  against    3956 
Foreclosure  of  mortgages  before   3974a 
Fees  of  for  foreclosing  mortgages   3974e 
Forcible  entry  and  detainer  tried  before 

  4085  to  4093 
Courts  of,  law  as  to   4130  to  4174 
Shall  receipt  for  claims    4147 

Duty  as  to  money  collected   '.    4147 May  fine  defaulting  witness    4171 
Issue  execution,  when    4172 

How  prosecuted  and  punished  for  mal- 
practice    4504 

Dockets,  how  kept  by    4505 
"       of  shall  be  laid  before  grand  jury  4505 
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Shall  report  as  to  delivery  of  books    4505 
Dockets  must  show  itemized  costs    4505 
Default  of  as  to  dockets,  how  punished..  4505 
Punishment  of,    for    marrying  persons 
without  license    4566 

May  issue  warrants  against  offenders    4713 
Action  does  not  lie  vs.,  without  demand. 

  note  3255 
Must  return  examinations  to  Superior 

Court   40th  Rule 
Eligible  to  seats  in  General  Assembly    5050 

Justifiable  Homicide. 
Denned    4330 
Fear  excuses,  when    4331 
In  defense  of  habitation    4332 
In  self-defense    4333 
Other  instances  of    4334 
Is  not  punishable    4335 

Justification. 
Of  torts  or  injuries    3051 
Effects  of  plea  of    3051 
What  does  not  amount  to,  extenuates....  3052 
Consent  of  injured  party  is,  when    3053 

Keeper  of  Arsenal  and  Arms. 

Appointed  by  Governor         73 
Keeper  of  State  Property. 

How  appointed         72 
Keeping  Open  Tippling  Houses. 

On  Sabbath,  how  punished    4535 
Kerosene. 

Inspection,  laws  as  to   1577  to  1579b 
Standard  for   1578,  4552 
Fees  and  duty  of  inspector    1579 
Unlawful  sale  of,  how  punished.. ..4552,  1579a 
Test  of,  how  made    4553 
Penalty  sor  selling  other  oils    4554 
Meaning  of    4557 

Kidnapping. 
Defined  and  punished    4367 
Of  children,  how  punished    4368 

Killing  or  Maiming  Cattle. 
Punishment  for    4612 

Labor. 
Guardians  may  contract  for,  when    1830 
Hours  of,  in  factories    1885 
Contracts  for  excessive,  void    1885 
Administrators  may  contract  for    2546 

Laborers. 

Liens  in  favor  of,  established    1972 
General  lien  of    1974 
Rank  of  liens  of    1974 
Special  lien  of  and  their  rank    1975 
Liens  of  arise,  when  and  how    1976 

"       "   good  against  purchasers,  when..  1976 
Rank  of  liens  of,  with  each  other    1976 
Liens  of,  about  steam  saw  mills    1984 

"       "   how  enforced    1991 
Wages   of,   exempt    from   garnishment, 
how    3554 

Laiorers  in  Factories. 

Work  how  long  per  day    1885 
Shall  not  receive  corporeal  punishment..  1886 
May  sue  for  such  punishment    1886 
Laches.  • 

Equity  will  not  favor   2924,  3094,  3196 
Land. 

Grants  to,  issued  by  Governor         61 
Grant  of,  does  not  give  franchise       702 
How  returned  for  taxes   847,  874,     875 
Maps  of,  furnished  to  tax  receivers       872 
Sold  for  taxes,  how  redeemed       898 
Owned  by  State       962 
Guardian  may  buy  for  ward,  when.  1832,  2541 

"     cultivate,  when    1832 
How  rented  by  guardians    1829 
Law  concerning   2218  to  2236 
Reverted  lands,  how  pledged    2379 

"     disposed  of...2380  to  2383 

Administrators  may  invest  in,  when. 2541,  2544 
Trustees  may  invest  in    2541 
Sale  of,  by  administrators   2557  to  2569- 
Of  decedents  divided  in  kind,  when    2588 
Covenants  running  with,  pass  to  buyer...  2702 

Recoverable,  by  whom   "    3014 Possessor  of,  action  in  favor  of    3015 
Owner  of,  may  sue  for  trespass  on    3016 
Complaint  for,  how  brought   3389,  3401 
Attachment  for  purchase  money  of    3292 
Suits  respecting  titles  to,  where  brought  3403 
Held  under  bond,  and  part  paid  for,  how 

sold    3586 
Constables  may  levy  on.  when   3645,  4172b 
Notice  of  levy  on,  shall  be  given   3643,  3644 
Partition  of   3996  to  4007 
Intruders  on,  how  ejected   4072  to  4076 
Contract  for  sale  of,  must  be  in  writing....  1950 
Ejectment  for,  law  as  to   3355  to  3366 
Grants  to,  law  concerning   2350  to  2363 
Headrights,  law  concerning   2364  to  2377 
Land  lotteries,  law  as  to   2378  to  2383 
Processioning,  law  as  to   2384  to  2393 
Intestate's  descends  to  heirs    2483 
Deficiency  in,  sold,  how  apportioned    2642 
Purchaser  of,  losing,  rights  of...    2643 
Requisites  of  deeds  to    2690 

Water  courses  on,  owner's  right  to    3018 
Specjfic  performance  of  contract  for,  de- 

creed when    3187 
Partition  of,  in  equity    3183 
Decree  for  partition,  passes  title  to    3184 
Making  second  deed  to,  when  and  how 
punished       4599 

Settling  on,  punishable,  when    4440 
Land  Book. 

To  be  kept  in  Executive  office         77 
Land  Courts  Under  Head  Rights. 

Courts  of  Ordinary  are    2367 
Landlord  and  Tenant. 

Special  lien  of  landlord  for  rent    1977 
General  lien  of  landlord  for  rent   1977,  2286 
Date  and  rank  of  general  lien    1977 

"       "         u     "   special  lien     1977 
Lien  of  landlord  for  crop  supplies. ..1978,  2287 
Liens  of  landlord  for  supplies,  how  cre- 
ated   1978 

Rank  of  crop  liens    1978 
Liens  on  personalty,  how  enforced    1991 
Relation  of,  exists  when    2279 
Usufruct  of  tenant,  free  from  levy    2279 
Relation  of,  how  created    2280 
Rights  of  tenant    2281 
Tenant  must  surrender,  when    2282 

"       cannot  deny  landlord's  title    2283 
"  "       attorn  to  others    2283 

Landlord  bound  for  repairs    2284 
Distress  for  rent,  lies  when   2285,  4081-2 
Double  rent  recoverable,  when    2285 

Landlord  may  re-enter,  when    2285 
Contracts  for  rent  bear  interest    2288 

Judgments  for  rent  go  at  first  term    2288 
Rent  in  kind,  free  from  levy,  when    2289 
Duration  of  tenancy    2290 
Tenancy  at  will,  how  ended    2291 
Tenant  at  will  has  emblements,  when...  2292 
Rent  not  abated  by  casualties    2293 
Ejectment  by  and  against    3359 
Oath  of  tenant's  default    4077 
Warrant  to  remove  tenant    4078 
Counter-affidavit  and  bond    4079 
Trial  of  issue   ■:    4080 
Distress  warrants   4082,  2285 
Replevy  of  property    4083 
Claims  to  the  property    4084 
Double  rent  paid,  when    4081 
Tenant  allowed  three  days  to  make  coun- 

ter affidavit  and  give  bond   4084a: 
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Officer's  failure  is  a  trespass   4084b Land  Lotteries. 
Governor  shall  keep  book  of         77 
Law  concerning   2378  to  2383 

Landing. 

Use  of  another's,  how  obtained       735 Landmarks. 

Observed  in  processioning   2387-8 
How  proved    3780 
Altering,  how  punished    4606 

Lapsed  Legacies. 
Law  concerning    2462 

Lapse  of  Time. 

Considered  in  equity,  when   3196,  3094,  2924 
Larceny. 

Four  kinds  of    4392 
Simple  larceny  defined    4393 
Thief  prosecuted,  where    4393 
Kinds  of  simple  larceny   4394  to  4409 
Of  papers,  how  punished   4405,  4406 
Of  fixtures   4407,  2220 
Other  cases    4409 
Convicts  of,  disfranchised    5033 
Elector  may  be  arrested  for    5034 

Larceny  after  Trust  Delegated. 
Kind  of,  and  how  punished   4421  to  4432 

Larceny  from  the  House. 
Definition  of    4413 
Punishment  for   4414  to  4417 

"  House"  includes  what    4418 
Huts,  tents,  booths,  cars,  etc.,  included..  4419 
Of  baled  cotton   4419a 

Larceny  from  the  Person. 
Denned    4410 
What  sort  of  taking  is    4412 
Punishment  for    4411 

Latent  Defects. 
Must  be  disclosed  in  a  sale    2654 

Lateral  Support. 
Of  land,  annotations  as  to   notes  p.     548 

Law. 
Equity  is  ancillary  to  and  follows    3083 
Equitable  causes  of  action  enforced  at...  3082 
Adequate  remedy  at,  no  equity  jurisdic- 
tion   3095 

Crime  punished  under  co-existent    4664 
Due  process  of  guaranteed   4995,  5310,  5322 

Laws. 
What  of  force,  and  how  graduated   1,  5230 
Shall  not  impair  contracts   6,  5025,  5274 
May  retroact,  in  what  cases.           6 
Ignorance  of,  excuses  no  one          7 
Of  other  States  and  nations,  effect  of           9 
Waiver  of         10 
Local  laws,  how  affected  by  Code         11 
Governor  must  see  to  execution  of... 51,  5112 
Distribution  of   1046  to  1051 
As  to  proceedings  before  Justices  of  the 

Pence,  apply  to  County  Court       308 
PubMshed  by  authority,  recognized    3815 
Of  United  States,  and  other  States,  recog- 
nized   3824 

Foreign,  howproved    3825 
Ex  post  facto,  not  passed   5025,5269,  5274 
Of  other  States  faith  and  credit  given  to..  5294 
Due  process  of  guaranteed   5310,  5322,  4995 
Equal  protection  of,  guaranteed    5322 
Irrevocable  grants   of  special  privileges 

forbidden    5025 
General,  to  have  uniform  operation    5027 
General,  how  varied    5027 
Unconstitutional,  to  be  declared  void....  5028 
Bills,  read  three  times  on  separate  days..  5066 
Shall  not  contain  two  subjects  matter...  5067 
Nor  matter  not  expressed  in  title    5067 
Appropriations  yeas  and  nays  recorded..  5071 

"               money  not  drawn   from 
the  treasury  without    5070 

How  signed,  when  passed   5072,  5082 
Once  rejected,  how  proposed  again    5072 
Local  and  special,  provisions  as  to. ..193a, 

  5074-5,  5233 
Amending  or  repealing  sections  of  Code..  5076 
Where  two-thirds  vote  required,  yeas  and 
nays  entered    5080 

Power  of  General  Assembly  as  to    5081 
Surrendering  right  of  taxation,  yoid    5093 
Borrowing  money  for  State,  form  of  laws  5187 

Laavs  and  Journals. 
Distribution  by  Librarian    1046 
Number  to  be  sent  each  county   1048,  1047 
Journals  to  be  bound    1049 
500  copies  of  laws  reserved    1050 
Sale  of  Acts  to  the  people  of  State    1050 
Proceeds  of  sale  to  be  paid  to  Treasurer..  1050 
Copies  of  acts  of  Congress,  distributed...  1051 
Judicially  recognized    3815 

Lawyers. 

Law  concerning   387  to    434 

[Indexed  under  head  "  Attorneys  at  Law.] Leading  Counsel. 
Law  concerning   414,  415,  416,  3525 

Leading  Questions. 
To  witnesses,  allowed,  when    3865 
In  interrogatories   37th  Rule,  p.  1350 

Leases. 
Defined    2278 

What  passesby    2278- 
Legacies. 

Charged  on  land,  follow  it    2236. 
To  executors,  as  compensation    2446 
Law  concerning   2451  to  2469 
Election  by  legatees   3162  to  3164 
Subject  to  garnishment,  when   3555,  3556 

Legal  Process. 

Punishment  for  obstructing    4476 
Legal  Representatives. 

Executors,  law  as  to   2438  to  2450 
Administrators,  law  as  to   2487  to  2614 
Heirs  may  sue  as,  when   2485,  2536 

Legatees. 

Admissions  go  to  impeach  will,  when....  2437 

Creditor's  rights  against   2531,2467,  3152 
Mav  sue  removed  administrator,  when...  2515 
Election  by   3162  to  3164,  2465 

Legislative  Department. 

Of  Stut-",  provisions  as  to   5039  to  5086 
To  be  separate  from  other  departments...  5015 

Legislation. 

Social  status  n>>t  subject  of    5010 
Shall  limit  power  of  Courts  to  punish  for 
contempt    5012 

Special,  when  allowed    5027 
Unconstitutional,  to  be  declared  void....  5028 
Bills  read  three  times  on  separate  days..  5066 

Local  and  special,  provisions  as  to. 193a,  5074-5 
Code,  sections,  how   amended   or  repeal- 
ed   5076 

Restrictions  on  legislation     5077 
Legislature. 

Law  as  to   178  to  193a,  5039  to  5086 

[Indexed  under  head  "General   Assembly."] Legitimate  Children. 
Who  are    1786 
Legislature  shall  not  change  names  of....  5077 
Howdone  by  Courts   1787a,b 

Legitimating  Children. 
How  done    1787 

Lessees. 

What  passes  to,  underlease    2278 
Not  ousted  by  execution  sale,  when    3653 
Of  railroads,  sued  where    3407 

Letters. 

Contracts  by    2728 
Threatening,  punishment  tor    4506 
Of  credit,  charge  writer,  when    2959> 
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Admissible  in  evidence,  when    3771 
Letters  Dismissory. 

Granted  to  guardians,  when    1849 
Granted  executors,  when    2448 
How  obtained  by  administrators..2606  to  2609 
Obtained  by  fraud,  setaside    2608 

Letters  of  Administration. 
Abate,  when  officer  is  elected  Ordinary..    328 
Ordinary  may  grant  and  revoke       331 
In  what  county  granted   333,  334,  2502 
Rules  for  granting    2494 
In  special  cases   2495  to  2498 
Citation  for,  its  publication    2503 
Certified  copies  of,  admissible   3817a 

Letters  of  Guardianship. 

Abate,  when  guardian   is  elected  Ordi- 
nary  .      328 

Certified  copies  of,  admissible   3817a 
Letters  Testamentary. 

Ordinary  may  grant  and  revoke        331 
Of  executrix,  abate  on  marriage    2443 
Certified  copies  of,  admissible   3817a 

Levees  and  Ditches. 
Right  of  land  owner  to  construct    2232 

Levitical  Degrees. 
Marriage  within,  how  punished    4533 

Levy. 
On  interest  of  partner,  not  allowed    1919 
On  things  hired,  how  done    2095 
On  personalty,  bad  without  seizure    2625 
Of  attachments   3284  to  3292 
Form  of    3640 
Made  on  what  property  first   3641,     891 
On  growing  crops,  allowed  when    3642 
Notice  of,  on  lands   3643,  3644 
On  land  by  constable,  allowed  when    3645 
By  constables   4172,  4173 
Fraudulent,  how  punished    4436 
Under  tax  executions       891 
Exempt,  volunteers  uniform  is   110311 

"        statutory  homestead    2040 
constitutional  homestead    2002 

' '        future  interest  in  chattels    2625 
choses  in  action  are    3582 

"        tenant's  usufruct    2279 
Failure  of  officer  to  make    3949 
Return  of  officer  in  such  case   52nd  Rule. 
Duty  of  Sheriffs  as  to      361 
On  corporate  stocks   2626,  3289,  4173 
Of  fi.  fas  against  corporations,  etc    3372 
"  "     "         "       trust  estates    3382 
On  homestead,  is  trespass   2027,  2046 

"            what  affidavit  authorizes  2028 
•Of  fi.  fas  vs.  administrators  and   execu- 
tors  -   ...3573-4 

Of  fi.  fas  vs. partnerships    3351 
Of  fi.fasvs.  fiduciaries  and  sureties   

  3387,  2508,  1819 
Falls,  if  fi.  fa.  be  amended  pending    3495 
Officers  may  amend  levy   3497-8 
Dismissal  of,  on  personalty,  effect    3657 
Illegalities  to   3664  to  3671 
Claims  interposed  against   3725  to  3737 
Dismissed,  if  issue  not  made  with  claim- 
ant  15th  Rule. 

Lewd  Houses. 

Punishment  for  keeping    4536 
Lewdness. 
How  punished    4536 

Lex  Fori  and  Lex  Loci. 
Lex  loci  governs,  when           8 
Lex  fori  governs,  when          8 
Interest,  how  goverened  by    2053 
As  to  marriage    1710 
As  to  disability  of  parties  to  contract....  2738 

Libel. 
Definition  of    2974 
Malice,  when  inferred  in    2975 

Malice  may  be  denied  by  proof    2975 
What  is  publication  of    2976 
Truth  will  justify    2979 
Privileged  communications    2980 
Malicious  use  of  privilege  inexcusable...  2981 
Action  for,  when  to  be  brought    3060 
Defined  and  punished    4521 
Printer  as  a  witness    4522 
Printer  punished,  when    4522 
Truth  may  go  in  evidence   4523,  5018 
Law  and  fact  of,  determined  by  jury    5018 

Libel  and  Slander. 

Libel,  law  concerning   ...2974  to  2981 
TjTRFUTY 

Taken  only  bylaw   4995,5310,  5322 
Of  conscience,  allowed   5004-5 
Of  the  press,  declared    5007 
Of  speech,  guaranteed    5007 

Librarian. 

Governor  may  appoint  and  remove         72 
Shall  cause  distribution  of  laws...  1046  to  1051 
Duties  of   115  to    123 
Shall  bind  and  keep  official  reports       79b 

Fees  of,  part  of  State's  revenue   941,     943 Library. 

Belongs  to  State    1016 
Licenses. 
Term  of       530 

Of  liquor  sellers,  price  of       529 
To  peddle,  price       529 
For  exhibitions,  charges  for       529 
Laws  touching,  do  not  affect  Penal  Code    540 
Moneys  arising  from,  how  disposed  of      541 
Of  physicians   1409a  to  1409g 
Of  dentists   1410  to  1418 

To  retail  liquors,  law  as  to   1419  to  1424 
To  pilots,  law  concerning   1505  to  1510 
To  peddlers,  law  as  to   1631  to  1638 
To  marry,  how  granted   1703  to  1705 
To  pawnbrokers,  how  granted    2137 
Agents  of  foreign  insurance  companies 

must  obtain   2841-2 
Retailing  without,  punished    4565 
Penalty  for  marrying  without    4566 
Of  druggists   see  errata  at  back  of  index. 

Licences  (as  to  Land.) 
Annotations  on  law  of   note,  page    548 

Liens. 

Acceptors   1993,  2779 
Assignable  in  writing    1996 
Attachments,  lien  of  judgments  in..3328,  3331 
Attorneys  at  law   1989,  1992 
"  "     "   in  claim  cases    1998 

Award,  lien  of    4242 
Bailee  for  hire  of  labor,  lien  of    2100 
Boarding-housekeepers   1986,  1992,  2122 
Carriers,  lien  of   1986,  1992,  2077,  2079 
Contractors,  liens  of   1979,  1980 
Corporations,  lien  of,  how  enforced    1993 

by  by-laws    1999 
"  under  charters    2000 
"  making  machinery...  1979,  1980 

Costs,  lien  of  State   1994,  4699 
Deceit,  as  to  existence  of,  punished    4599 
Decrees,  lien  of   1994,  4217 
Depositaries   2110,  1988,  1992 
Dower,  paramount  to    1769 
Election  between,  compelled,  when    1949 
Enumerated  and  established    1972 
Factors   1993,  2111 
Foreclosure  of,  on  realty    1990 
"  "   on  personalty    1991 
"  "   before  County  Judge       295 

Fraudulent,    created,  attachment    may 
issue   3297a 

Governor  may  remove,  when         67 

Guardian  cannot  create,  on  ward's  estate  1837 
Innkeepers   1986,  2122,  1992 
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1986 
1980 
1980 
1980 

1984 

1985 
1954 

Judgment,  liens  by    1994 

"  for  purchase  money  of  land.. 
  3586,  3654 

"            as  against  attachments.. .3328,  3331 
"            on  property,  removed  and  re- turned   3584 

Judgment  on  property  transferred    3583 
against  road  hands        630 

"  on  future  interest  in  chattels  2625 
lien  of,  generally   3578  to  3585 

"  in  Justice's  Court    4164 
Laborers,  general  rank  of    1974 

"         special  rank  of    1975 
"         arise,  when    1976 
"          exist  against  purchasers,  when  1976 

rank  among  each  other,  how...  1976 
about  steam-mills    1984 

"          bailee  for  hire  of  labor    2100 
Landlords,  special,  for  rent    1977 

rank  of    1977 

"  for  supplies,  etc   1978,  2287 
"  "  "  conditions  of....  1978 

general  lien   2286,  1977 
Livery  stable  keeper   2124,  1992, 
Machinists,  lien  of   1979, 
Materialmen,  lien  of   ....1979, 
Manufactui  ers  of  machinery   1979, 
Mechanics,  contractors,  etc    1979 
"  how  created  and  declared    1980 

"  on  personalty,  special    1981 
Mills,  of  proprietors  of  planing,  etc    1983 

"        "  laborers  about  steam  mills,  etc.. 
"        "  persons  furnishing  timber,  logs, 

etc.,  to   
Mortgages,  lien  of   1994, 

Partner's    interest,    lien    of    garnishing creditor    1919 
Payment  applied  to  oldest,  when    2869 
Pawnees   1987,  1992,  2140 
Personalty,  foreclosure  of,  on    1991 
Prefer  creditor,  debtor  may  by    1953 
Priority  of,  generally    1995 
Purchase  money  of  land.,1994,  3586,  3654,  3292 
Railroad  contractors   1979,  1980 
Realty,  foreclosure  of,  on    1990 
Rules  absolute   2001,  3956 
Sale  of  property  subject  to, penalty..4600,  4600a 

"   to  secure  debts,  liens  on  cases  of   1970-1 
Steamboats,  lien  on  exists,  when    1982 
Taxes,  rank  of   1973,     812 
Trover,  lien  of  judgment  on    3079 
Trustees  cannot  create  on  trust  estate    2335 

''       lien  on  estate  of,  for  trust  funds  2338 
Tenders,  recognized,  when    1994 

"        equitable  abolished    1997 Life. 

Taken  away  only  by  law    4995 
LifeJEstates. 

Law  governing   2252  to  2262 
Life  Insurance. 

Law  regulating   28L8  to  2823 
Lights  and  Water. 

Penalty  for  not  keeping  on  trains..    4585 
Life  Insurance  Companies. 

Deposits  and  reports  required  of... 5088  to 
  5090,  2842  to  2850k 

Limitation  of  Actions. 
As  to  claims  against  county       507 
As  to  foreclosure  of  liens    1991 
Administrator  may  pay  debts  barred    2542 
Of  suits  on  judgments  out  of  State    2913 
Of  suits  on  domestic  judgments    2914 
Of  proceedings  to  set  aside  judgments. ..2914a 
On  bonds  and  specialties    2915 
For  statutory  rights,  etc    2916 
On  promissory  notes,  etc    2917 
•On  open  accounts    2918 
For  bills  of  review   2919,  4220 

For  bills  for  new  trial    2919 
For  certiorari   4057,  2920 
For  writs  of  error   2921,  4252 
Against  executors  and  other  trustees    2922 
On  all  other  contracts    2923 

Apply  to  Court  of  equity    2924 
Other  limitations  in  equity.... 2924,  3094,  3196 
By  informers  forfeitures,  etc    2925 
State,  for  and  against   2925a 
To  recover  trust  property  sold   2925b 
Rights  of  disabled  persons    2926 
Suspended  during  disability    2927 
Suspended  as  to  unrepresented  estates. ...  2928 
Absence  from  State,  effect  of    2929 
In  cases  of  joint  rights  of  action    2930 
In  cases  of  undiscovered  fraud    2931 
In  cases  of  non-suit  or  dismissal    2932 
As  to  set-off,  where  case  is  dismissed    2933 
How  affected  by  new  promise    2934 
Such  new   promise  must  be  in   writing 

  2934,  1950 
Effect  of  new  promise      2936 
New  promise  by  partner,  effect  of     2937 
Effect  of  new  promise  by  joint  debtor...  2938 
Credit  on  note  is  new  promise,  when    2935 
For  damage  to  realty    3058 
For  injuries  to  personalty    3059 
For  injuries  to  person         3060 
For  libel  and  slander    3060 
Disabilities  and  exceptions    3061 
Does  not  apply  to  trusts    3196 

Apply  to  set-off    3470 
Of  judgment  against  transferred  property  3583 
As  affected  by  prescription   2678  to  2689 
Subsisting  trusts,  when  affected  by    3196 
Discharged  administrator,  suits  against..  2607 
Opening  settlement  with  guardian    1847 

Limitation  of  Estates. 
Fee,  may  be  limited  on  fee,  when    2247 
Technical  words  of  limitations,  how  held  2249 
Estates  tail,  how  construed  here    2250 
Remote  limitations,  how  construed    2251 
On  marriage,  void,  when.....    2272 
Perpetuities  forbidden    2267 

Limitation  of  Indictments. 
For  murder,  n o  period    4665 
In  other  high  crimes,  seven  years    4665 
For  other  felonies,  four  years    4665 
Forall  other  crimes,  two  years    4665 
Savings  and  provisos    4665 

Limited  Partnerships. 

B^y  whom,  and  for  what  formed    1920 
For  banking  and  insurance,  not  allowed  1920 
How  made  up  and  constituted    1921 
Business  of,  bv  whom  transacted    1922 
Certificate  of  formation  of    1923 

Specifications  of  certificate    1923 
Certificate,  how  acknowledged    1924 
Certificate,  where  filed  and  recorded    1925 
Affidavit  of  general  partners  to  be  filed..  1926 
Contents  of  such  affidavit     1926 

Not  formed,  without  certificate  and  affi- 
davit   1927 

Partners,  how  liable  without  certificate 
and  affidavit    1927 

How  published    1928 
Evidence  of  publication,  how  filed    1929 
Renewal  of,  how  effected     1930 
Changes,  work  dissolution    1931 
Firm  name,  and  how  composed    1932 
Suits  for  and  against,  how  brought    1933 
Capital  stock  of  not  to  be  withdrawn    1934 
Capital  stock  not  to  be  diminished    1934 
Profits  to  be  restored  to  partner,  when...  1935 
Privileges  and  liabilities  of  special  part- 
ners   1936 

Liability  of  general  partners    1937 
Liability  of  partners  guilty  of  fraud    1938 
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Assignments  of,  void  as  against  creditors, 
when    1939 

Assignments  by  partners,  void,  when    1940 
Special  partner  liable  generally,  when....  1941 
Special  partners  postponed,  when    1942 
Dissolution  or,  how  effected    1943 

Lineal  Heirs. 

Mean  "  children,"  when    2249 
Liquidated  Damages. 
What  are    2940,  2174 
Penalties  in  bonds  are  not...,    2941 

Liquidated  Demands. 
Bear  interest    2055 
What  are    2055 
Share  in  distribution  of  estates,  how    2533 
Debts  divisible  into,  to  give  jurisdiction    447 

Liquor  Dealers. 
Special  taxation  of   8 09 .i  to  809m 
Tax  Receiver  to  return  by  name    923e 

Liquors. 
Special  taxation  of  dealers  in   809a  to  809m 
Tax  on,  authorized.,    5206 
Tax    receiver  to    return   dealers   in,  by 
name    923e 

License  to  reta'l,  law  regulating. ..1419  to  1424 
Oath  of  venders  of,  under  a  gallon    1420 
Inspectors  of,  how  appointed    1580 
Oath  and  duty  of  inspectors  of    1581 
Penalty  for  sale  of  drugsred    1582 
Evading  inspection  of,  penalty    1583 
Fees  of  inspector  of    1584 
Penalty  for  making  drugged    1585 
Monthly  inspection  of    1586 
Penalty  for  sale  without  inspection    1587 
Furnishing  to  minors,  how  punished   4540a 
Retailing  without  license,  how  punished  4565 
Furnishing  on   election   day,  how  pun- 
ished  4570,  5037 

Selling  near   churches,    etc.,   how   pun- 
ished.   4575 

Carrying  to  church,  Sunday  schools,  etc., 
how  punished   4577b 

Selling  adulterated,  penalty    4551 

"        to  drunk  person,  penalty    1423 Lis  Pendens, 
Notice,  when  and  how   :   notes  to  3092 

List  of  Witnesses.  t 
Furnished,  accused  when   4634,  4635,  4997 

Livery  Stable  Keepers. 
Lien  in  favor  of   1972,  1986,  2124 
Liability  and  duty  of    2124 

Live  Stock. 

Liability  of  railroads  as  to   3737  to  305o 
Loan  and  Building  Association. 

Capitol  stock  of,  exempt  from  tax       816 
Mortgages,  how  forclosed  by   3968a 

Loans. 
For  consumption    2125 
For  use    2126 
For  whose  benefit    2127 
Diligence  of  borrower    2128 
Borrower  has  no  title  to    2129 

"  '       may  sue,  for  what    2129 Not  transferable    2130 

Borrower's  interest  not  subject  of  levy...  2130 
Revocable,  when    2131 
Expenses  of,  paid  by  whom    2132 
Increase  of,  belongs  to  lender    2133 
To  married  women,  how  made    2134 
How  to  be  used    2135 
How  affected  by  death  of  parties    2136 
To  married  daughters,  are  gifts,  when....  2665 

"Lend"  construed,  "give"  when    2454 Lobbying. 
Definition  of   4486a 
Punishment  for   4486b 
Declared  acrime    5022 

Local  Laws. 

Unrepealed  by  Code....         11 
Notice  of,  how  given   193a,  5075' 
How  enacted    5074: 

Locomotive  Engineers. 

Exempt  from  jury  duty    3939 
Certificate  required  to  exempt    3939' 

Lost  Papers. 

Copy-deeds  may  be  established    2701 
Equity  will  decree  payment  of,  when    3113 
Office  papers  established  at  once    3980 
Papers  sued  are  office  papers,  when    3981 

How  established    3982' 
Continuance    3983' 
Rule  absolute  granted,  when    3984 
Certified  copy   i    3985 
Suits  on,  allowed,  when    3986 
Oyer  not  demandable    3987 
Alias  fi.  fa.  for  one  lost....,    3988 

Established  in  Justice's  Court.. ..457,  3989 

  to  3992. 
Alias  fi.  fas  in  Justice's  Court    3991 
Defenses,  by  whom    3992. 
Establishment  of,  before  Ordinary. ..3995a  to  b 
Secondary  evidence  of   3820,  42d  Rule 
Agreement  of  parties  or  counsel,  proof  of 

  21st  Rule 
Lost  Animals. 

Advertisement  of    1429 

Appraisement  of    1428 
Conflicting  claims  to,  how  tried    1434 
Expenses,  how  determined    1435 
How  disposed  of    1428 
Liability  of  taker-up    1436. 

Notice  of,  sale  of.....'.    1431 
Penalty  for  default  in  taker-up    1435 
Proceeds  of  sale,  how  disposed  of    1432 
Reclamation  of,  by  owner    1433 
Stone  horses  may  be  gelded,  when    1437 
When  to  be  sold   ,    1430 

Who  may  take  up    1427 
Lost  Property. 

Finder  of,  as  bailee   2104,  2109 
Lotteries. 
Governor  shall  keep  book  of        77 
Tax  on  managers  of       823- 
Penalty  on  dealers  in,  for  tax  default       880' 
Sale  of  tickets  in,  how  punished    4549- 
Carrying  on,  prohibited   4549b,  4549e,  5021 

"  "     how  punished   4549d 
Lottery  Tickets. 

Ft.  fa.  against  seller  of       824 
Such  fi.  fa.,  how  contested       825 
Sale  of,  how  punished    4549 

Lumber. 

Inspection  of   1563,  1564 
Penalty  for  dealing  in  drifted   1565,  1566 
Illegal  measuring,  how  punished    4602 

Lumbermen. 
Lien  in  favor  of    1985 

Lumpkin  Law  School. 

Graduates  of,  admitted  to  the  bar       398 
Lunatics,  Idiots,  and  Insane  Persons. 

Include  all  of  unsound  mind          5 

Jurisdiction  of  Ordinary  over  estates  of..     331 
Liability  of  persons  who  abandon       769 
Pass  over  W.  and  A.  Railroad  free    1009 
Asylum  for  lunatics,  law  of   1341  to  1374 
Civil  rights  of    1658 
Domicile  of    1694 
Guardians  for.  how  appointed    1852 
Oath  and  bond  of  guardians  for.....    1853 
Powers  and  duties,  etc.,  of  guardians  for  1853 
Wife  preferred  as  guardian  for    1854 
Proceedings  to  appoint  guardian  for    1855 

"  "   commit,  to  asylum    1855 
Notice  of  application    1855 
Examination  and  return    1855> 
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Action  of  Ordinary  on  return     1856 
Appeal  from  return  of  committee    1857 
Second  application,  how  allowed    1858 
Attendance  of  witnesses,  how  secured...  1859 
Guardianship  of,  how  revoked    1860 
Issue  on  motion  to  revoke,  how  tried    1861 
Guardians  of,  law  governing    1862 

•Confined  by  guardian,  when    1863 
"  at  instance  of  others,  when    1864 

Expenses  of  proceeding,  how  paid   1864a 
Trust  estates  may  be  created  for    2306 
Can  make  wills,  when  luoid    2407 
Prescription  does  not  run  against    2686 
Contracts  of,  bind,  when    2735 
Not  affected  by  limitations   2926,  2927 
Responsible  for  crime,  when    4296 
Not  tried  for  crime    4673 
Incompetent  as  witnesses    3856 

Xunatic  Asylum. 
Trustees  of ,  how  appointed   73,  1342 
Near  Milledgeville,  belongs  to  State       960 
Managed  by  five  trustees    1341 
Salary  of  trustees   1343,  1642 
Authority  of  trustees    1344 
Trustees  may  discharge  patients,  when..l344a 
Trustees  appoint  officers  of    1345 
No  one  can  hold  two  offices  of   :    1346 
Treasurer  of,  shall  give  bond    1347 
Itemized  accounts  to  be  rendered    1348 
Annual  report  of  trustees    1349 
Trustees  shall  estimate  for    1350 
Superintendent  and  his  qualifications    1351 
Duties  of  superintendent    1352 
Inmates  of,  who  may  be    1353 
•Classification  of  inmates    1354 
Apartments  of,  how  arranged    1355 
Georgia  inmates,  preferred,  when    1356 
Inmates  must  be  citizens  of  State   1356a 
Resident  pay  patients,  how  admitted    1357 
Exemplification  of  proceedings   1357a 
Non-residents,  how  admitted    1358 
Classification  of  pay  patients    1359 
Pauper  patients,  how  certified    1360 
"  "  "      supported    1361 

Pauperism  ceasing,  patient  pays    1362 
Discharged  paupers,  how  clad    1363 
Patient  may  demand  trial,  when   1364,  1365 
Inebriates  may  be  admitted  to    1366 

"  how  kept    1367 
Insane  negroes,  how  admitted    1368 
Convicts,  how  admitted    1369 

"      maintained    1370 
Cured  convicts,  how  disposed  of    1371 
Temporary  care  of  patients    1372 
Absentees  recommitted,  how    1373 
Insane  criminals,  how  dealt  with    1374 
Salaries  of  officers  of    1644 
Persons,  how  committed  to   1855,  1856 

Lying  to  Obtain  Security. 
How  punished    4597 

Macadamized  Roads. 

Crossing  public  roads,  how  regulated       718 
Machinery. 

Part  of  realty,  when    2219 
^Machinists. 

Liens  in  favor  of   1972,  1979,  1980 
Magnetic  Telegraphs. 
.  Punishment  for  injuring    4439 

"Maimed  Soldiers. 
May  peddle  without  charge       534 

IMaker  and  Indorser. 

Suits  against  in  Justices'  Court   455  4138 
"  "        "   Superior  Court    3353 

Venue  of  suits  against   3405,  5101 
.Making  Second  Deed  to  Land. 

When  and  how  punished    4599 

Majority. 

Of  members  of  either  House  makes  quo- 
rum   5047 

Of  members  of  each  House  necessary  to 
pass  Act   ,    5073 

Two-thirds  necessary  to  consider  rejected 
bill    5072 

May  exercise  joint  authority           3 
Of  partners,  control    1906 
Of  appraisers  of  damages  under  charters.  3032 

Malice. 
Existence  of,  may  be  rebutted  in  slander  2975 
How  inferred  in  malicious  prosecution..  2987 
In  homicide   4320  to  4323 

Malicious  Arrest. 
Definition  of   2993,  2996 
Malice  consists,  in  what    2994 
Want  of  probable  cause  in   2983,  2987,  2995 
Arrest  of  exempted  person    2996 

Malicious  Mischief. 
Destroying  papers,  penalty    4605 
Altering  landmark,   penalty    4606 
Kinds  of,  and  how  punished   4607  to  4627 

Malicious  Prosecution, 
Gives  right  of  action    2982 
Want  of  probable  cause  exists,  when    2983 
Evidence  before  grand  jury,  admissible 

in    2984 
Grand  jurors  exempt  from  suit  for    2985 
Measure  of  damages  in  cases  of    2986 
Malice,  inferred  from  what    2987 
What  is  a  prosecution    2988 
Prosecution  must  end  before  suit  for    2989 

Malpractice. 
Defined  and  punished    4504 
Indictment,  how  framed  and  served    4504 
Defendant  heard  before  grand  jury    4504 
In  surgery  or  medicine,  a  tort,  when    2973 

Malt  Liquors. 
Special  tax  on  dealers  in   809a  to  809m 

Mandamus. 

Judges  of  Superior  Court  may  grant       247 
Lies,  when   3198  3199 
Does  not  lie  as  private  remedy    3199 
Not  granted,  when    3200 
Granted  in  vacation    3201 
.Does  not  lie  to  the  Governor    3202 
Lies  against  all  other  officers      3202 
Issues  of  fact  in,  how  tried    3201 
To  compel  Judge  to  certify  writ  of  error 

  4258,  Rule  29,  p.  1360 
Against  clerk,  etc.,  in  default    4264 
Cases  of,   how  taken  to    the    Supreme 

Court   3215a 
Manslaughter. 

Defined    4324 
Is  voluntary  or  involuntary    4324 
Voluntary    4325 
How   punished    4326 
Involuntary    4327 
How  punished   4328,  4329 

Manual  Labor  Schools. 
May  be  established,  how    1273 

Manufacturing  Companies. 
Incorporation  of   1676,  5077 
Liens  in  favor  of    1979 

Maps. 
Of  surveys,  etc.,  how  kept        87 
Furnished  to  tax  receivers       872 

Marble  Companies. 
Lien  of    1979 

Marine  Insurance. 
Law  regulating   2824  to  2835 

Market  Overt. 
None  in  Georgia    2679 

Marks  and  Brands 
Where  and  how  recorded    1438 
Preference  to  those  recorded    1439 
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Oldest  record  has  preference    1440 
How  made  and  changed   1441,  1442 
Punishment  for  altering    4403 
Counterfeiting,  how  punished    9245 

Marriage. 
Of  persons  of  color,  who  may  celebrate.  1668 
Acts  in  restraint  of,  void    1697 
Essentials  of  valid  marriage    1698 
Prohibited  degrees    1700 
Who  may  contract    1699 
Consent  to,  must  be  free    1701 
Void  marriages    1702 
Drunkenness  voids,  when    1701 
Issue  of  void  marriages    1702 
License,  how  granted    1703 
License,  to  whom  directed    1703 
Bans,  how  certified    1704 
License  refused,  when    1705 
Forfeiture  by  Ordinary  for  default    1705 
Penalty  for  illegal  celebration  of   1706,  4566 
Jewish  marriages    1707 
Between  whites  and  blacks,  void    1708 
Same,  how  punished    4567 
Valid,  though  celebrator  be  unauthoriz- 
ed   1709 

In  other  States,  good  here    1710 
Out  of  State,  cannot  evade  law    1710 
Is  a  val  uable  consideration    1782 

■    Limitations  over  on,  void  when    2272 
Of  executrix,  abates  her  letters....    2443 
Of  executrix,  dc  son  tort,  effect    2444 
Of  parties,  releases  a  debt,  when    2863 
How  proved,  in  suits  for  adultery    3008 
Contracts  to  trammel  or  force,  void    3182 
How  proved..    3772 
Revokes  will,  when    2477 
Of  administratrix,  effect  of    2494 
01  female  defendant,  pending  suit    3433 
Of  female  partner,  dissolves,  firm    1894 
Incestuous,  how  punished    4533 
Agreement  in  consideration  of,  must  be 

in  writing...    1950 
Breach  of  promise,  witness  in  suit  for. ...  3855 

Marriage  Contracts  and  Settlements. 
May  be  enforced  in  equity    1775 
Perfect  agreements  are  not    1775 
When  they  may  be  executed    1776 
Shall  be  liberally  construed   -    1777 
Rights  of  purchasers  and  creditors.. 1775,  1776 
Record  of,  in  three  months    1778 
Effect  of  failure  to  record    1778 
Wife  may  compel  record  of    1779 
Trustees  of,  how  appointed,  etc   1780.  2320 
In  favor  of  whom  executed    1781 
Wife  stands  as  purchaser  in    1782 
When  valid    1783 

Limitations  on  wife's  power    1783 
Wife  cannot  be  surety  for  husband    1783 

She  may  not  assume  husband's  debts.....  1783 
She  cannot  sell  to  pay  such  debts    1783 
Minority  does  not  invalidate   1784,  2734 
Sale  to  husdand  or  trustee   1785,  2337 

Married  Women. 
Acquisitions  of,  remain  theirs    1756 
Administratrix  of  husband,  wife  appoin- 
ted   2494 

Administratrix,  marriage  of,  effect    2494 
Adultery  with,  husband  sues  for    3008 
Agencyfor  husband   L757  to  1759 

"    other  persons    2181 
Alimony,  law  as  to   1737  to  1748 
Communications  with  husband  sacred...  3797 
Consent  of  wife   to  tort  binds  not  hus- 
band   3053 

Contracts  of,  generally  void   2729,  2730 
Crimes  by,  when  punished    4300 
Debts  of  husband,  cannot  sell  to  pay    1783 
Debts  of,  husbands  how  far  liable    1753 

Deeds  of,  how  attested   2706a 
Defendant,  marriage  of,  husband  joined.  3433 

does  not  stop  execu- 
tion   3433 

Divorce, 1  aw  as  to   1711  to  1735 
Domicile  of    1692 
Dower,  Jaw  as  to   1763  to  1771 
Earnings,  wife  may  place  in  bank    1772 
Executrix,  marriage  of   2443,  2494 
"  de  son  tort,  husband  liable    2444 

Free  trader,  become  how    1760- 
Harboring,  suit  by  husband  for    3007 
Heirs  of  husband,  are  when   1761,  2484 

"       "    wife,  husband  is,  when   1762,2484 

Homestead,  may  apply  for    2022". Homicide  of  husband,  may  sue  for    2971 
Limitations  affect,  how   2926-7 
Loan  to,  husband  liable    2134 

Marriage,  law  as  to   1697  to  1710' 
"  contracts,  etc   1775  to  1782,  1950' 

Necessaries,  husband,  when  liable   1757-8 
Paraphernalia  secured  to    1773 
Parties  to  suits  alone,  when    1774r 

"       in  equity,  how    4179' 
Partner,   marriage   of    female   dissolves 

firm    1894 

Peace  warrant,  may  have,  vs.  husband...  457& 
Plea  of  coverture,  overcome  how    3477 
Prescription,  affects  how    268fr 
Property  of,  remains  theirs   1754,  5087 
Sale  to  husband  or  trustee,  when  good... 

  1783,  2337 
Separate  estate  remains  hers   1754,  5087 
"  "      restrictions  on    1783 

Surety,  wife  cannot  be    1783 
Torts  to,  suits  for   1755,  2960 

"      "  consent  of,  does  not  bind  hus- 
band   3053- 

Torts  of,  husband  liable  for    2961 
Trustees  of,  how  appointed  and  removed 

  1780,  2320- Trust  estate,  wife  may  bind  for  debts    2336 
Whipping  wife,  how  punished    4573 
Wills,  may  make,  when    2410 
Witnesses,  incompetent,  when    3584 

Marrying  Without  License. 

Penalty  on  ministers,  etc.,  for   1706,  4566- 
Marshalling  Assets. 

Bill  in  equity  for,  entertained  when. 3144  3146 
Creditors  made  to  elect  in,  when    3147 
Creditor's  bills  allowed    3148 
Bills  for,  how  served    4188 
Parties  to  bills  for,  added  and  served    4189 

Mason's  Lien. 
Lien  of    1979 

Masonic  Societies. 

Rights,  powers,  incorporation   2346, 
Master  and  Apprentice. 

Jurisdiction  of  Ordinary  as  to   331, 
Law  as  to   1871  to 

Master  and  Servant. 
Servants  under  indentures,  law  as  to. 

  1871  to 
Master  may  sue  for  torts  to  servant    2960 

"      liable  for  torts  of  servant,  when...  2961 

Annotations  on,  notes  to  "  principal  and 
agent"   2178  to  2217 

Illegal  employment  of,  penalty    4500 
Master  in  Equity. 

Causes  referred  to,  when    3097 
Reports  of,  law  governing   3097a,  to  3097f 

Appointment  of   '.    4202 
Power  of    4202 

Report  of,  and  exceptions  thereto    4203 
Exceptions  to  report,  how  tried    4203 
Fees  of.   4204,  3097e 

Material  Men. 

Liens  in  favor  of   1972,1979,  1980 

2347 

1876 
1884 

1884 
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Mayhem. 
Definition    4339 
Consists  in  what    4340 
Of  the  eyes,  how  punished   4342,  4343 

"    "     tongue,  how  punished    4341 
"    "    nose,  how  punished   4344,  4345 
Castration,  how  punished    4346 
Wounding  less,  how  punished    4347 
Other  mayhems,  how  punished    4348 

Meal. 

How  inspected    1562 
Measure  of  Damages. 

In  suits  on  official  bonds       168 
On  bonds  with  penalties    2941 

For  breach  of  warrant}?-    2948 
"         "        "   bond  for  titles    2949 

In  malicious  prosecution    2986 
For  breach  of  contracts   2939  to  2947 
For  torts  generally   3065  to  3076 
In  trover    3077 

Measures  and  Weights. 
Law  concerning   1587a  to  1592 

Measuring  Lumber. 
Contrary  to  law,  how  punished    4602 

Mechanics. 
Liens  of  law  as  to   1972,  1979  to  1981 
Wages  of,    exempt   from    garnishment, 
when   ,   ;    3554 

Accounts  of,  bear  interest    2057 
Medical  Colleges. 

Officers  granting  diplomas  illegally,  how 
punished   4562a 

Medicine. 
Practice  of,  regulated   1409a  to  1409g 
Malpractice  in,  action  for....    2973 

Members  of  Congress. 
Provisions  as  to  elections  for    1297 
Time  of  electing    1305 
Governor  orders  election  of,  when    1306 
Eligibility  of,  as  to  residence    1307 
Vote  for,  how  counted  and  proclaimed...  1308 
New  election  for,  in  case  of  tie    1309 
Must  apply  for  commission    1310 

Members  of  General  Assembly. 
Returns  of  election,  made  to  Secretary  of 

State.....'    5038 Elected  for  two  years    5044 
Elections  take  place,  when    5045 
Quorum,  when  not  present    5047 
Oath  of   5048,     181 
Two-thirds  vote  for  session  beyond  forty 

days   5049,     179 
Ineligible  to.  what  offices    5050 
Who  are  eligible  to  seats  in    5050 
Removal  from  county  or  district  vacates  • 

seat    5051 

Each  House  judges  of  election  of  mem- 
bers    5056 

Each  House  may  punish  for  misconduct  5056 
Privilege  of,  from  arrest    5062 

"   in  debate    5062 
One-fifth  may  have  yeas  and  nays  en- 

tered  ;    5065 
Majority  of  each  House  necessary  to  pass 

Act    5073 
Compensation  of   189  to  192,  5085 
Shall  not  profit  from  public  funds..    5194 

(See  "  General  Assembly"  in  Index.) 
Members  of  House  of  Representatives,  (State.) 
How  apportioned   5042-3 
Returns  of  election,  how  made    5038 
Term  of  office  of    5044 
Election  takes  place,  when    5045 
Quorum,  when  not  present    5047 

.    Oath  of   5048,     181 
Two-thirds  vote  for  session  beyond  forty 

days   ,   5049,     179 
Qualifications  of    5057 

Elect  Speaker,  viva  voce   5058,     182 
Have  sole  power  to  impeach    5058 
Majority  necessary  to  pass  Act    5073 
Compensation  of   189  to  192,  5185 

(See  "House  of  Representatives,"  in  Index.) Members  of  Senate,  (State.) 
Senatorial  Districts,  laid  down    5040 
Elected,  when    5045 
J  erm  of  office    5044 
Election  returns,  made  to  whom    5038 
Quorum,  when  not  present    5045 
Oath  of   5048,     181 
Compensation  of   189,  to  192,  5185 
Two-thirds  vote  for  session  beyond  forty 

days   5049,     179 
Qualifications  of    5052 
Elect  President  viva  voce   5053,     182 
Majority  necessary  to  pass  Act    5073 
(See  "Senate"  in  Index.) 

Memoranda. 

Witness  may  refresh  memorjr  by    3866 
Merchants. 
Exchange,  how  taxed       817 
Liens  in  favor  of,  established    1972 

"      of,  for  crop  supplies,  how  created..  1978 
"       "     "    family  support    1978' 

Rank  of  liens  of    1978 
Liens  of,  how  enforced    1991 
Accounts  of,  bear  interest    2057 
Books  of,  admitted  in  evidence,  when...  3777 

Merger. 

Of  estates,  occurs,  when    2271 
Mesne  Profits. 

Improvements  set  off  against,  when. 2906,  3468 
How  recovered  in  ejectment    3356 
Separate  suit  for,  not  allowed    3357 

Messengers. 

Of  Governor,  how  appointed         72 
Of  Senate  and  House,  election  of       184 

Mile  and  Guide  Posts. 

Shall  be  placed  on  roads   632,     633 
Punishment  for  injuring    4616 

Mileage. 

Of  members  of  General  Assembly    5085 
Military. 

Governor  may  call  out,  when         51 
Military  Courts. 

Law  concerning   1131  to  1141 
Military  Law. 

Who  subject  to  military  duty    1059 
Who  exempt  from  militarv  duty. .1060  to  1063 
Military  statistics,  how  obtained   1064,  1065 
Exemption,  how  verified    1065 
Certificate  of  service  in  lieu  of  tax    1066 
Enrollment  and  certificate  of  service    1067 

Captain's  duty  as  to  musters    1068 
Who  exempt  from  road  duty    1069 
Tax  for  failure  to  do  military  duty    1070 
Payment  of  such  tax  shall  be  specified....  1071 
Transcient  persons  liable  to  duty....    1072 
Military  forces  of  the  State    1073 
Volunteer  force,  how  composed   1103a 
Organization  of,  authorized    5220 
Volunteers  distinguished  from  militia...  1103a 
Who  may  be  enrolled  as  volunteer   1103b 
Number  of  company   1103c 
Companies  must  join  battalion   1103d 
Battalions,  how  organized   1103d 
Privileges  of  existing  battalions   1103e 
First  volunteer  regiment  of  Georgia   1103f 
Battalions,  how  officered   H03g 
Names  and  designation  of  companies,  etc.  1103h 
No  organization  above  battalion   1103i 
Governor  is  Commander-in-chief   1103j 
Adjutant-general,  how  designated   H03j 
Military  staff  of  Governor   1103j 

Appointment  of  non-commissioned  offi- 
cers  1103k 
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Appointment  of  commissioned  staff  offi- cers   11031 
Election  of  company  officers   1103m 

of  field  officers   1103n 

' '  returns,  to  whom  made   1103o 
Elections,  how  decided   1103p 

Duration  of  officers'  commissions   1103q 
Qualifications  of  officers   1103r 
Uniforms   1103s 
Arms  and  accoutrements   1103t 
Ammunition,  how  supplied   1103u 
Bond  for  preservation  of  arms   1103v 
Arms,  etc.,  surrendered,  when   1103w 
Parade  of  volunteers   1103x 
Disturbers  of  parades,  arrest  of   1103y 

Volunteers  subject  to  Governor's  call   1103z 
Pay  and  rations,  when  in  service   1103aa 
Reports  of  officers,  etc   1103bb 
Pules  of  government,  how  prescribed.. .1103cc 
Non-commissioned  officers  and  men, how 

governed   1103dd 
Commissioned  officers,  how  governed....H03ee 
Courts-martial  may  be  held   1103ff 
Officers,  how  tried   H03gg 
Officers,  where  tried   1103hh 
Punishment  of  officers   1103ii 
Court  martial  paid,  when   H03jj 
Court  martial  may  punish  contempt. ..1103kk 
Fines  for  contempt,  how  disposed  of...H03kk 
Volunteers  uniform  exempt  from  sale   110311 
Volunteers  exempt  from  militia  duty..H03mm 
Instructions  and  drill   1103nn 
Battalion  colors,  flag  of  State   1103oo 
Regulations,  Governor  may  make   1103pp 
Fines,  etc,  how  disposed  of   .....1103qq 
Privileges  of  existing  volunteers   1103rr 
Pav  of,  when  allowed    5229 
Militia  of  the  State    1104 
Organization  of  militia    1105 
Company  may  be  made  from  two  beats..  1106 
Grades  of  militia  officers    1107 
Divisions  and  brigades,  how  created    1108 
Regimental  and  company  districts    1109 
Companies  divided  into  squads    1110 
Returns  of  militia,  how  made    1111 
Summons  for  parades    1112 
Roster  of  officers  to  be  kept    1113 
Militia  officers,  how  elected    1114 
Notice  of  such  elections    1115 
Officers  appointed,  when    1116 
Plurality  elects  officers    1117 
Acceptance  by  officers    1117 
Election  for  officers  above  captain    1118 
Staff  departments  of  militia    1119 
Chiefs  of  staff,  how  attached    1120 
Military  duties  of  Secretary  of  State    1121 
Division  staff,  how  constituted    1122 
Staff  of  battalions    1123 
Arsenals  and  magazines,  how  kept    1124 
Paymaster  General,  reports  of    1125 
Chiefs  of  staff,  quarterly  reports  of    1126 
Accounts  for  military  service    1127 
Jurisdiction  of  chiefs  of  staff.    1128 
Secretary  of  State  is  chief    1129 
Aids-de-camp  of  Governor    1130 
Rank  of  aids-de-camp    1130 
Courts  martial,  jurisdiction  of    1131 
Constitution  and  rules  of  such  Courts    1132 
General  courts  martial,  how  convened...  1133 
Liability  of  officers    1134 
Courts  martial  proceeed  ex  parte,  when...  1135 
Pay  of  members  of  Court    1136 
Courts  may  punish  contempts    1137 
Fines,  how  collected    1138 
Officers,  how  degraded    1139 
Fi.  fas  returnable,  when    1140 
Sheriff  liable  to  rule,  when    1140 
Moneys,  to  whom  returned    1141 

Order  at  parades,  how  preserved. .1142  to  1146 
Cities  may  be  divided  into  beats    1147 
City  regiments  and  battalions      1148 
Election  of  officers  in  cities    1149 
Officers  may  reside  in  any  part  of  city...  1150 
Captain  may  appoint  sub-officers    1151 
Companies  designated  by  letters    1152 
Battalions  and  regiments,  how  known....  1153 
Volunteers  in  Augusta    1154 
Exemption  of  Augusta  battalion    1155 
Privileges  of  Macon  volunteers    1156 
Of  other  city  volunteers    1156 
Volunteer  regiment  of  Savannah    1157 
Staff  of  such  regiment    1158 
Rights  of  such  regiment    1159 
Said  regiment,  how  commanded    1160 
Honorary  volunteers    1161 
Military  force  called  out,  when    1162 
How  governed  in  service    1163 
Pay  and  rations  when  in  service    1164 
Power  of  officers  in  emergencies    1165 
Detail  for  United  States  service    1166 
Such  detail,  how  commanded    1167 
Flags,  when  going  out  of  State    1168 
Militia  exempt  from  tolls    1169 

''       underarms  all  day,  when    1170 
Exempt  from  arrest  on  parade  day    1170 
Arms  and  equipments  exempt  from  sale  1171 
Exempt  fiom  civil  process,  when    ..  1171 
Militia  elections  go  by  plurality    1172 

where  held    1173 

Officers'  commissions,  how  sealed    1174 
Appointments,  how  certified    1175 
Officers  shall  report  themselves    1176 
Substitutes,  when  allowed    1177 

United  States'  army  regulations  adopted  1178 
Incorporated  companies,  stand    1179 
Nomination  of  officer,  certified,  etc    1175 
Officers  to  report  on  being  commissioned  1176 
Substitutes,  when  and  how  allowed    1177 
Military  law  and  usage  adopted    1178 
Rights  of,  incorporated  companies    1179 
Public  arms,  where  kept    1180 
Bond  to  preserve  and  return    1181 
Arms  delivered  by  keeper,  when    1182 
"  "  without  bond,  when    1183 

Inspector  shall  report  as  to  arms,  etc    1184 
Neglected  arms  may  be  recalled    1185 
Volunteers  may  use  arsenal,  when    1186 
Deposits  of  gunpowder    1187 
Military  storekeepers,  how  appointed....  1188 
Storekeeper  to  give  bond  and  take  oath..  1189 

Storekeeper's  duty    1190 
Penalty  for  violation  of  duty    1191 

Military  Pabades. 
Law  for  preserving  order  at   1142  to  1146 

Military  Storekeeper. 
Appointed  by  Governor   73,  1188 
Bond  of   ■    1189 
Duties  of,  specified    1190 
Penalty  against,  for  default    1191 
Salaries  of    1642 
Governor  fixes  salaries  of,  when    1643 

Military  Volunteers. 

Governor  may  call  out,  when        52 
Law  concerning      1103a  to  1103rr 

Militia. 
Governor  may  call  out,  when   51,       52 
Road  commissioners  exempt  from  duty 

in       657 
Females  exempt  from  duty  in    1656 
Law  concerning   1104  to  1113 
Officers  eligible  to  General  Assembly    5050 
Organization  of    5219 
Pay  of,  when  allowed    5220 

Militia  Districts. 

Unchanged  by  the  Code   461,     482 
One  Justice  of  the  Peace  for  each       435 
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One  Notary  Public  for  each        436 
Two  constables  foreach       463 
Counties  divided  into.       481 
Size  of       483 
How  laid  out  or  changed   484  to    487 
Election  of  Justice  and  constables  in  new     488 
Change  of,  does  not  oust  officers       489 
Change  of,  does  not  remove  suits       490 
Jurisdiction  of  Ordinary  over       337 

Militia  Laws. 

Who  subject  to  military  duty   1059  to  1072 
Military  force,  how  composed   1073  to  1074 
Volunteers   1103a  to  1103rr 
Cavalry  corps   1099  to  1103 
Militia   1104  to  1113 
Elections   1114  to  1118 
Staff  of  militia   1119  to  1130 
Courts  martial   1131  to  1141 

Preservation  of  order  at  parades...  1142  to  1146 
Provisions,  local   1147  to  1161 
Miscellaneous  provisions    1162  to  1169 
Arms  and  arsenals   1170  to  1191 

Mill  Dams. 
Nuisances  by    4094 

Use  of  running  water,  owner's  right   
-   2227,  3018 

Penalty  for  injuring    4611 
Mills  and  Millers. 

Millers  exempt  from  road  duty       659 
Grain   shall  be  ground  in  turn    1400 
Toll  allowed    1460 
Penalty  for  not  grinding  in  turn    1461 
Public  mills  defined    1462 

Millers  exempt  from  jury  duty,  when...  3939 
^Millwrights. 

Lien  of    1979 
Mingling  Goods. 

By  agents,  effect  of    2193 
Who  loses  in  case  of    3131 

Mining. 

Miners  shall  have  right  of  way       742 
Hight  of  way  and  its  value,  how  deter- 

mined      742 
A  ward,  how  returned  andits  effect       743 
Miners  may  divert  streams       744 
Damages  for  diverting,  how  assessed       744 
Appeal  from  award       745 
Privileges  incident  to       746 
Privileges,  how  obtained       747 
Appeal  from  award       748 
Plight  of  minor  in  cases  of  appeal       748 
freeholders,    how    selected    in    certain 

cases       749 
Lessee  of  mine  deemed  owner        750 
Feesof  Ordinary  and  freeholder       751 
Draining  privileges,  how  obtained   752,     753 
Unlawful,  punishment  for   4433,  4434 
Injuring  mining  works,  penalty    4623 
Stocksin  mining  companies,  character  of  2237 
Tenant  in  common  not  entitled  to  do....  2302 
Mining  interest  passes  when,  in  lease    2278 

Mining  Companies. 

Right  of  way  of,  law  regulating   742,     743 
May  divert  streams,  how   744,     745 

May  control  wrater  power,  how   746  to    751 
Drainage,  how  obtained  by   752,     753 
Tax  returns  of   828,829,     830 
Penalty  for  injuring  works  of    4623 
Character  of  stock  in    2237 

Ministers  of  the  Gospel. 

Exempt  from  road  duty       659 

"      military  service    1060 
"  ."      jury  duty    3939 

Penalty  for  marrying  persons  without 
license    4566 

Ministerial  Officers. 
Liability  in  execution  of  processs   

  note,  p.       95 
91 

Minors. 

Civil  disability  of    1657 
Domicile  of...   1692,  1693 
May  make  marriage  settlements    1784 
Who  are    1791 

Free  from  parental  control,  when     170:; 
Guardians  tor,  law  as  to   1802  to  1869 
Bound  out,  when   1825,  1876 
Trust  estates  may  be  created  for    2306 
Left  by  transient  persons,  support  of       769 
Under  fourteen,  cannot  make  will    2406 
Executors  may  be  appointed   ,    2439 
Administrators  may  expend  for,  when...  2540 
Who  accept  gift  for    2658 
Gifts  by  those  lately  minors    2666 
Deed  of,  voidable,  how    2694 
Of  decedent,  support  for  year   2571  to  2576 
Right  of,  against  resigning  administrator  2610 
Contracts,  law  as  to   2731  to  2734 
Plea  of  infancy   2732,  3352 
Limitations  affect,  how   2926-7 
Prescription  affects,  how    2686 

•  Suits  by,  not  void    3263 
Appear  in  equity,  how   4224,  4179 
How  served  with  process   3263a 
Competency  of,  as  witnesses.,    3856 
Responsible  for  crimes,  when   4294-5 
Torts  to  and  by   2960,  2961,  3053,  3064 
Bond  of  next  friend   50th  Rule,  6th 

  Equity  Rule 
Permitting,  to  game  in  liquor  shops,  how 
punished    4539 

Furnishing  liquor  to,  punished   4540a 
Civil  action  for    3010 
Furnishing  deadly  weapons  to,  when  and 

how  punished   4540b 
Employing,  in  bar  room,  how  punished..4540c 
Playing  and  betting  at  gaming  table,  pen- 

alty for  permitting    4542 
Civil  action  for  gaming  with    3011 
Allowing  to  play  at  billiards  or  ten  pins, 

how  punished    4543 
Voting  by,  how  punished    4571 

Minutes. 

Of  Courts  to  be  read  and  signed       208 
May  be  amended,  when  and  how   3499,  3500 
Of  Courts  of  Ordinary   4118,  4126 
Of  Court,  decisions  on   note  to    267 

Miscegenation.  ' Prohibited    1708 
Punishment  for    4567 

Misconduct  of  Jailers. 

How  punished    4473 
Misdemeanors. 

Transferred    from    Superior   to    County 
Court       314 

Defined    4292 

Juries  to  try   3934,  4644 
Punishment  for,  prescribed    4705 

Misjoinder. 

Of  actions   3256,  3262 
In  equity    4192 

Misnomer. 

In  pleading,  amendable  at  once    3483 
Misrepresentations. 

Bind  officer  personally    2622 
Are  fraudulent,  when   2634,  3174 
Give  action,  when    2958 
To  obtain  credit  for  another,  must   be 

written    2959 

Of  agent  bind  principal,  when    2179 
Estoppel  by.  when  acted  on    3753 
On  sale  of  land   note  to  2642 

Mistake. 

Payments    to    agents    bv,    recoverable, 
when    2208 

Payment  by  agent  by,  recoverable     2208 
Wills  executed  under,  how  far  void    2403 
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Annuls  a  sale,  when    2636 
In  consideration  of  contract    2743 
Of  law  vitiates  award    2892 
Equity  relieves  against,  when   3117  to  3129 
In  executions  amendable    3496 
Of  clerks,  etc.,  amendable    3507 

Mistrial. 

In  criminal  cases,  not  "jeopardy"    5000 Mittimus. 
Form  of    4739 
Informal,  no  ground  of  discharge    4748 
May  be  for  any  offense  proved    4744 

Money. 
Liens  for,  furnished  to  make  crops    1978 
Homesteads  in,  how  set  apart   2016a 
Bona  fide  purchaser  of,  gets  title    2639 
Actions  for,  decisions  on   note,  p.     821 
Tender  in,  how  made    2874 
Gift  of  from  specified  fund,  general  leg- 
acy   2458 

Money,  Bills  Appropriating. 
General  appropriation   bill,    to  contain 
what    5068 

Originate  in  House  of  Representatives....  5069 
Yeas  and  nays  must  be  recorded  on    5071 
Money  not  drawn  from  treasury  except 

by   *    5070 Statement  of,  to  be  published    5070 
Monopoly. 

Contracts  for,  not  authorized    5097 
Month. 
Means  calendar  month           5 
Means  four  weeks  in  advertising  laws.... 2626a 

Monuments. 
Proof  of  inscriptions  on    3765 
For  deceased,  administrator  may  provide  2533 

"More  or  Less." 
What  covered  by    2642 

Mortgages. 

On  personalty,  County  Judge  may  fore- 
close      295 

To  evade  taxes,  void       813 
Aliens  may  receive  and  enforce    1663 
Pass  no  title,  but  are  security  for  debt...  1954 
What  they  may  embrace    1954 
Form  and  formal  execution  of    1955 
Conditional  sales,  how  made  and  record- 
ed  \   1955a 

Record  of   ;   1955,  1956 
Effectof  failure  to  record    1957 
When  recorded,  are  evidence    1958 
Defective  record,  effect  of    1959 
Record  out  of  time,  is  notice  after  record  1960 
How  probated  for  record    1961 
Shall  be  no  tacking  of    1962 
To  indemnify  sureties   1963,  2164,  2175 
Redemption  by  mortgagor    1964 
For  debt  due  by  installments,  foreclos- 
ure     1965 

Of  equal   dates,  proceeds,  how  distribu- 
ted   1966 

Property  may  be  sold,  subject  to  lien  of.  1967 
Mortgagee  may  claim  proceeds   of  sale, 

wheri    1967 
Purchasers   of  mortgaged  property  give 

bond,   when    1968 
Lien  of,  confirmed   1972,  1994 
May  be  given  to  preferred  creditor    1953 
Guardian  cannot  give    1837 
Trustee  cannot  give    2335 

Rank  how,    in   payment  of    decedent's 
debts    2533 

Equitable,  by  deposit  of  title  deeds   
  note  to  2138 

Powersofsale  in   notes  p.  468,  #2183 
Fraudulent,  attachment  for  giving   3297a 
Apportionment  of,  inequity...:    3133 
Deed,  shown  to  be,  when    3809 

Foreclosure  of,  on  land    3962' 
Foreclosure  by  representatives    3963 
Defense  against  foreclosure    3964 
Strangers  cannot  defend    3965' 
Foreclosure  against  representatives    3966 
Issue,  howT  tried    3967 
Judgment  and  sale  of  property    3968 
Foreclosure  by  building  and  loan  associ- 

ations  3968a 
Order  of  sale,  how  contested    3968 
Proceeds  of  sale,  disposition  of   3969,  3970 
Foreclosure  on  personalty    3971 
Levy  and  sale  of  property    3972 
Fi.  fa.  may  claim  money,  when    3973 
Sale  by  consent    3974 
Foreclosure  before  Justice  of  Peace,  when 3974a 
Levy  and  sale  of  mortgaged  property   3974b 

Defenses  against  foreclosure   3974c- 
Notice  to  mortgagor  of  proceedings   3974d 
Fees  of  Justice  and  constables   3974e 
Illegality  to  fi..  fa    3975 
Proceedings  thereon    3976 
Sale  and  disposition  of  proceeds    3977 
Foreclosure  by  representative    3978 
Against  representatives    3978 
Contests  by  creditors    3979- 
Foreclosure  of,  in  equity   3979a 
Sale   of   mortgaged    property  punished, 
when   4600,  4601 

Motion. 

What  defects  may  be  objected  to  by    3459 
In  arrest  of  judgment   3587  to  3592 
For  new  trial,  where  made   3711,  3712 
"      "         "      when  made....   3719,  3721 
"      "         "      service  of    3723 
"      "         "      heard   by  another  Judge, 
when   3720,  49th  Rule 

For  new  trial,  brief  of,  evidence  in. .49th  Rule 
Rules  of  Court  on  motions. .Nos.  28,  44  to  46 
In  Supreme  Court   Rule  23,  p.  1357 

Moulding  Verdicts. 
At  law  for  equitable  cause  of  action    3082 
In  cases  of  partition  in  equity    3185 
"      "      atlaw   :    3562 

Mulatto. 

Included  in  word  "  negro"          5 
Multifariousness. 

Decisions  as  to   note  p.  1101 
Multiplicity  of  Suits. 
Ground  of  equity,  when. .3130,  3219,  3233,  4192 

Municipal  Bonds. 
How  issued   ....508i  to508n,  5191 
General  notes  on  law  of   pp.  361,     695 

Municipal  Corporations. 
Bonds,  how  issued   5191,  5207,  508i  to  508n 

"       law  as  to   notes,  pp.  361,     695 
"       may  tax  to  pay    5192 

Contagion,  may  burn  houses  to  prevent.  2206 
Certiorari  from  Courts  of   4049,  4052 
Debts,  restriction  on  creation  of   5189, 

  5191,  5195 
Debts,  how  created  by   797,  508i  to  508u 
Defined  as  public  corporations    1672 
Elections  of,  law  as  to..508i  to508n,  1672d,  5191 

Eminent  domain,  right  of,  in,    -'206 
Expenses,  ordinary,  etc.,  defined   1672b 
Fire,  may  tear  down  houses  to  prevent...  2206- 
General  note  on  law  of   1672f 

Gunpowder,  ma}'  regulate  keeping  of.....  1465 
Hospitals,  power  to  establish     1375 
Inspectors,  power  to  appoint..  1554,  1563,  1580 
Incorporation  of,  law  as  to   774  to  797c 
Juror,  resident  is  competent   1072f 
Loan  of  credit,  restrictions  on    5189 
Licenses  by,  to  retail,  when  allowed    1422 
Officer  diverting  funds,  penalty   1672e 
Pawn  brokers,  may  license    2137 
Quarantine,  power  to  prescribe    1376 

• 
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Railroad  crossings  in,  law  as  to       710 
Schools,  may  tax  to  support   5189,  5207 

"  "      have  independent  system..  1275 
Savannah,  special  laws  as  to,1672e,  4822  to  4992 
Street    railways,    charters    not    granted 

without  consent    5077 
Streets,  Justice  may  have  worked,  when     652 
Tax,  limitation  on  power  to   1672a 

"      lien  for,  established   1972-3 
"      poll,  only  allowed  for  streets       809 
"      sales  for,  law  as  to   3656a  to  3656 f 
"      on  produce,  not  allowed    1605 
"      to  pay  bonds,  allowed    5192 

Towns  and  villages,  law  as  to   774  to  797c 
Weighing  produce,  may  regulate    1604 

Municipal  Elections. 
To  increase  debt..5191,  5207,  1672d,  508i  to  509n 
Liquor  prohibited  at    5037 

Municipal  Tax  Sales. 
Sales  for  taxes  by,  how  made   3656a 
Redemption  of  land  sold,  by,  for  taxes.. 3656b 
May  buy  property  at  tax  sales,  when   3656c 
May  sell  property  bought,  how  and  when3656d 
Ordinances  as  to  tax  sales  by   3656e 
Laws  not  applicable  to  counties   3656f 

Murder. 
Defined    4320 
Expresss  malice    4321 
Implied  malice    4322 
Punishment  for    4323 
Assault  with  intent  to,  punishment    4359 

Mutiny. 
In  penitentiary  denned    4510 
How  punished    4510 
Instigating,  how  punished    4511 
Convicts  may  be  witnesses  in    4677 

Mutual  Insurance. 
Law  regulating   2836  to  2840 

Mutuality  of  Contracts. 
Necessity  of   2629,  2727 
Established,  when    2727 

Mutual  Promises. 
Valid  consideration  for  contracts    2744 

Mutual  Wills. 
Law  as  to    2397 

Names. 
Changed  by  Courts    5077 
Change  of,  how  effected   1787a,  1787b 
Of  parties,  changed  by  amendment,  in 

what  cases   3484  to  3487 
Of  wife,  changed  in  divorce  case,  when... 3586a 
Initials  of,  used  in  pleading,  when    3260 
Misnomers,  amendable    3483 
Of  witnesses  in  interrogatories   Rule  33 
Of  law  firms,  how  signed   Rule  10 

Naptha. 

Law  regulating  inspection  of   1577  to  1579h 
Sale  of,  for  lights,  how  punished    4555 

Navigation  Companies. 

Certificate  of  incorporation,  evidence...  1689ss 

"  stock,  and  its  payment   1689oo 
Charter  of,  how  renewed   1689vv 
Corporation  completed,  when   1689ii 
Damages  for  false  certificate   1689tt 
Directors  of,  and  how  chosen   1689jj 
General  Assembly  may  charter    5077 
How  incorporated   1689hh 
Liability  of  stockholders    1689uu 
May  add  or  change  ports   1689rr 
May  borrow  money  and  issue  bonds, ...1689nn 
May  increase  or  diminish  stock,  how....l689pp 
President  and  directors,  powers  of ,   1689kk 
Stock-book,  how  kept   1689mm 
Stock,  how  transferred   168911 
Stock  of,  how  divided   168911 
Stockholders  may  call  meeting   1689qq 

Navigation  Fixtures. 
Punishment  for  injuring    4613 

Navigable  Streams. 
Defined    2229 
Rights  of  owners  of  land  bordering  on...  2230 

Ne  Exeat. 

Judges  of  Superior  Court  may  grant       247 
Issues,  when  and  for  what    3226 
Complainant  must  show,  what    3227 
Defendant  may  give  bond    3228 
Disposition  of  property  involved    3229 
Affidavit  and  bond  of  complainant    3230 
Issued  without  sanction,  when    3231 
Enforced  by  attachment    4218 

Negligence. 

Gross,  defined   •.    2063 
Liability  of  trustee  for    3006 
In  firing  woods     1459 
Bars  relief  in  equity,  when    3126 
Of  agents,  partners  liable  for,  when    1916 
Criminal,  defined   4586b 
Of  agent,  principal  bound  for    2201 
Contributary,  of  injured  party   2972,  3034 
Of  druggists    3005 

Negotiable  Papers. 
Acceptance,  payable  out  of  special  fund  2779 
Bill  of  exchange  defined    2773 
Bona  fide  holder  of,  how  protected    2785 
Bonds,  specialties,  etc.,  negotiable,  how.  2776 
Damages  on  protested  bills   2792,  2793 
Days  of  grace  not  allowed  on,  when    2784 
Foreign  bill  of  exchange    2773 
Holidays  declared    2783 
Holder  of  collaterals,  rights   of    2788 
Indorsement    of,    need   not  be    proved, 
when    2855 

Indorser  may  limit  his  liability  on    2777 

Indorser's  contract  and  liability    2780 
Indorser  suable  with  maker,  etc    2782 
Judgments  and    execution    negotiable, 
how    2776 

Last  day  of  grace  deemed  maturity  of. ..2783b 
Lien  of  acceptor    2779 
Liens,  how  assignable    1996 
Notice  to  purchaser,  what  is    2790 
Overdue  is  notice  of  dishonor    2786 
Payableon  demand,  due  when    2791 
Presentable  and  due,  when   2783a 
Presumption  of  good  faith  in  holder    2787 
Promissory  note  defined    2774 

a  "    negotiable,  how    2775 
Protest  and  notice  necessary,  when    2781 
Rights  of  assignee  of  lien.,    1996 
Title  to,  questionable,  when    2789 
Specified    2776 
Sale  of,   passes  title,  though   seller  has 

none    2639 

Set-off  against  holder     2904 
Warranty  of  transferrer  of    2778 
When  due,  if  no  time  specified    2791 

Negro. 
Includes  mulatto          5 

Negroes. 
How  cared  for,  in  Lunatic  Asylum    1368 

Ne  Unques  Executor. 
Plea  o.f,  setup,  when    3473 

New  Counties. 
Attached  to  what  Congressional  district..      41 

"  "     "      judicial  circuits         43 
Creation  of,  forbidden    5223 
Executor,  etc.,  make  returns  to,  when....      34 
Extra  tax  in,  how  levied        33 
Officers  cut  off  in,  retain  office        31 
Process  in,  how  executed   30,       32 
Representatives  of,  in  Legislature        39 
Transfer  of  cases  to         29 

New  Promise. 

By  partner  after  dissolution,  effect  of    2937 
"  joint  contractor,  effect  of    2938 Effect  of    2936 
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Must  be  in  writing,  to  be  effectual    2934 
Payment  is  equivalent  to,  when    2935 

Newspapers,  (Official.) 
Clerk  to  keepfilesof       267 
Sheriff  to  keep  files  of       361 

New  Trial. 

Application  for,  when  to  be  made    3719 
Bills  for,  when  to  be  brought    2919 
County  Judge,  may  grant       317 
Evidence,  brief  of  on  motion  for   Rule  49 
For  admission  or  rejection  of  evidence...  3714 
Forgiving  or  refusing  charge    3715 
For  newly  discovered  evidence    3716 
For  opinion  as  to  facts  by  Judge    3248 
For  verdict  against  evidence   3713,  3717 
Granted  by  Superior  Courts    3711 
"  in  collateral  issues    3712 
"         in  equity,  when    4211 
"          on  what  grounds    3718 
"  in  divorce  cases    1723 

Motion  for,  heard  in  vacation,  when    3719 
"  '•        "      by  Judge  who  did  not 
try  case    3720 

Motion  for,  heard  in  extraordinary  cases  3721 
Power  of  Judge  to  grant,  preserved.,5018,  5144 
Rules  for,  amendable    3503 

"        "      entered  on  minutes,  when    3723 
"      nisi  for,  must  be  served    3723 
"        "      ''    supercede  judgment,  when  3724 

When  tried    3722 
Where  Judge  trying  case  dies   Rule  49 

Next  Friend. 
Application  for  homestead  by    2022 
Bond  required  of   Rule  50 
Infant  may  sue  by    3263 
Married  women  need  not  sue  by    1774 

Next  of  Kin. 
To  intestates,  who  are    2884 

No  Bill. 
Two  returns  of,  bar  prosecution  when...  4708 
When  third  bill,  allowed    4708 

Nolle  Prosequi. 
Allowed,  when  and  how    4649 

Solicitor-General  may  enter,  when       380 
Nominal  Damages. 

Defined    2946 
Recoverable,  when    2946 

"  Non  Compos  Mentis." 
All  unsound  minds,  included  in          5 
Disabilities  of  persons  who  are    1658 
Persons  who  are,  cannot  vote    5033 

Non  est  Factum. 

Plea  of,  on  oath,  at  first  term,  when    2851 
"     "    defined     3472 
"     "    applies  in  what  cases    3472 
fc-     "    in  Justice's  Court,  to  be  on  oath  4149 
"     "    by  indorser    2855 
"     "    by  administrators   Rule      29 

NON-JOINDER. 

Of  actions   3256,  3262 
Of  guardian,  etc.,  amendable    3263 
In  equity,  demurrer  for    4192 

Non-Residents. 

When  and  where  suable  in  Georgia    3416 
Property  of,  when  taxable       803 
Tax  returns  of,  where  made   830-1,     875 
Agents  of,  liable  for  tax       857 
Shall  not  sell  goods  by  sample    1633 
May  be  executors,  when   2434,  2493 

"     '■'    administrator,  when    2493 
Returns  of,  how  made    2528 
Service  of,  in  forcible  entry    4091 
Shall  give  bond  in  such  case,  when    4092 

Non-Suit. 

Plaintiff  may  sue  on  barred  debt  in  cases 
of,  when   ;...  2932 

Not  granted,  when    3346 
For  wantof  bill  of  particulars   Rule  12 

Grounds  for,  how  urged   Rule  44 
Notarial  Acts. 

How  proved    3829 
Notaries  Public  (Commercial.  ) 
How  and  when  appointed    1497 
Oath  of    1498 

Official  term  of   '    1499 
Age  and  character  of    1500 
Acts  of,  where  exercised    1501 
Authority  of    1502 
Must  have  seal  and  register   .    1503 
Fees  of  clerk  for  certifving  appointment 

of   ."   1503a 
May  administer  oaths    1502 
Fees  of    3704 
Duty  and  liability  of,  as  to  fees..3704b  to  3710 
Acts  of,  how  proved    3829 

Notaries  Public  (Commissioned.) 
One  for  each  militia  district       436 

Appointed  by  Judge  Superior  Court..436,  5155 
Commissioned  for  four  years   436,  5155 
Removable,  how  and  for  what       436 
Are  ex  officio  Justices  of  the  Peace       436 
Oath  of      443 
Oath,  before  whom  taken       444 
Fees  of    3699 
Penalty  for  demanding  illegal  fees   3700a 
Shall  post  fee-bill  in  office   3700b 
Duty  and  liability  of,  as  to  fees..3704b  to  3710 
Shall  not  sit  in  certain  cases       205 
Dockets  of,  how  kept    4505 
Penalty  for  default  of..     4505 

Notice. 

Of  letting  contracts  for  public  work    493b 
Bona  fide  purchaser  without,  protected...  3092 
Purchaser  with,  takes  subject  to  equity..  3091 
To  produce  books  and  papers   3508  to  3513 
Of  levy  on  land,  how  given    3643 
Of  sanction  of  certiorari,  etc    4059 
Of  proceedings  in  chancery    4223 
To  purchaser  of  negotiable  paper    2790 
Paper  past  due  is,  of  dishonor    2786 
To  sue,  by  sureties,  etc    2156 
"     "      "         "  requisites    2156 

Failure  to  sue  discharges,  when    2156 
To  agent  is,  to  principal    2200 
Of  application,  under  headrights    2368 
Of  probate  of  nuncupative  wills    2481 
Of  local  and  special  bills   5074-5 
Voluntary  conveyance,  void  in  absence  of  2632 
To  indorsers  of,  protest    2781 
Of  protest,  required  when    2781 
Effect  of,  in  equity    3091 

Notice  to  Quit. 

What  time  to  be  given    2291 
Novation. 

Effect  of,  on  prior  contracts    2724 
"       "    as  to  sureties    2153 

Is  accord,  when    2878 
Nudum  Pactum. 

Defined    2739 
Nuisances. 
Abatement  of,  before  Justices,  etc    4094 
"  '*   who  applies  for    4098 

Defined    3000 
Fees  of  officers  and  jury  in  cases  of    4099 

"     "        "        for  summoning  jury    4100 
How  abated  in  cities  and  towns,    4095 
Jury,  how  obtained  in  cases  of  mills,  etc..4097a 
Kinds  of    2997 

May  injure  person  or  property    2999 
May  be  enjoined,  when    3002 
Mills,  etc.,  how  abated    4097 
Notice  to  persons  interested    4096 
Penalty  for  erecting    4562 
Right  of  action  for    2997 
Rights  alienee  of  property    3001 
When  and  how  punished    4562 
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Nulla  Bona. 
Plaintiff  liable  for  costs  on  return  of, 
when    3686 

Nul  Tiel  Record. 

Plea  of,  when  applicable    3475 
Number. 

Of  grand  jury  and  their  duty    3914 
Singular  and  plural  include  each  other...        4 

Nuncupative  Wilts. 
Probate  of,  when  to  be  applied  for    2480 

"     notice  of    2481 
Requisites  of,  good    2479 
What  property  passes  by    2482 

Oath. 
Affirmation  included  in          5 

Governor's,  taken  where   50,  5110 Of  State  Treasurer         90 
Of  Judges  of  Superior  Courts       237 
Judges  of  Superior  Court  may  adminis- 
ter.-      247 

Of  Clerk  of  Superior  Court       265 
Clerk  of  Superior  Court  may  administer    268 
Of  Ordinary       320 
Sheriff  may  administer,  when       362 
Of  Sheriffs       348 
Of  Solicitors-General       373 
Of  constables       471 
Of  County  Surveyor      569 
Of  assistant  County  Surveyors       572 
Of  coroner       584 
Of  Tax  Receivers       918 
Of  Tax  Collectors       929 
Of  Superintendent  of  W.  &  A.  R.  R       970 
Of  Treasurer  of  W.  &  A.  R.  R       979 
Of  Auditor  of  W.  &  A.  R.  R       983 
Of  agents  of  W.  &  A.  R.  R       993 
Of  conductors  of  W.  &  A.  R.  R       999 
Of  State  School  Commissioner    1252 
Of  voters   ,   1276,1279,  5032 
Of  members  of  General  Assembly    5048 
Necessary  to  receive  evidence    3862 
Of  grand  jury,  and  how  administered....  3915 
Of  bailiff  to  grand  jury    3916 
Oath  of  bailiff  to  special  and  petit  juries  3929 
Oath  of  petit  juries    3933 

Of  jury  in  Justice's  Court   4157d 
Of  petit  jury,  in  criminal  cases    4650 
Of  witnesses,  in  criminal  cases    4651 
Of  witnesses,  before  grand  jury    4652 
Of  jury,  on  trial  of  insanity    4695 
To  introduce  secondary  evidence  of  lost 

papers   Rule      47 
To  introduce  copy  grants   Rule      43 
To  issuable  defense,  form  of   Rule      39 

Obligations. 

That  must  be  in  writing,  to  bind    1950 
Exceptions  to  preceding  section    1951 
Of  contracts,  laws  cannot  impair   5025, 

  5099,  5224 
Obscene  and  Vulgar  Language. 

Use  of,  when  and  how  punished    4372 
Obscene  Pictures  and  Prints. 
Exhibition  of,  how  punished   4537a 
Making  of,  how  punished   4537b 

Obstructing  Legal   Process. 
Punishment  for    4476 

Obstructing  Private  Ways. 
Obstructions,  how  removed      738 
Trespass    3021 

Obstructing  Public  Roads. 
Declared  a  misdemeanor       650 
Fine  for  not  removing  obstruction       651 
Punishment  for    4617 

Obtaining  Credit  by  Fraud. 
Civil  action  for   2958-9 
Punishment  for    4587 

Obtaining  Goods  by  False  Writings. 
Punishment  for    4455 

Obtaining  Goods  by  Personating  Another. 
Punishment  for    4594 

Obtaining  Security  by  Fraud. 
Punishment  for    4597 

Offences. 

Punishable  under  co-existent  laws           2 
Notice  of  by  grand  jury    3917 
On  county  lines,  where  prosecuted    4670 

"   on  State  line,  jurisdiction  of         37 
"   water  courses,  where  tried   ;         36 Officers. 

Acting  before  giving  bond, how  punished     156 
Appointed  by  Governor,  when         69 
Are  public  servants  of  the  people    4993 
Assaults  by,  under  color  of  office,  penalty  4477 
Commissioned  by  Governor         60 
Compensation  to,  extra,  forbidden    5202 
Cut  off  in  new  counties,  retain  office        31 
Be  facto,  how  proved   129,  3764 
Demanding  illegal  fees,  guilty  of  extor- 
tion  3704b 

Demanding  fees  not  due,  how  punished..  4707 
illegal   fees,  dismissed   from 

office    3710 
Detention  of  books  by,  how  punished...  4474 
Elected  by  the  General  Assembly,  when  1340 
Embezzlement  by,  how  punished.. ..4421,  4435 
Extra  compensation,  how  allowed  to    3697 
Fees  of,  law  regulating   3688  to  3710 

"     "     table  to  be  kept  in  office    3708 
Forfeiture  for  receiving  illegal  fees    3707 
Making  interest  on   public   money,  how 
punished    4435 

Punishment  of  for  using   State's  money 
  4425a,  4435 

Residence  of       132 
Shall  deliver  books,  etc.,  to  successors   172 
Shall  have  no  part  of  advertising  fees.  ...3704d 
Shall  give  statement  of  fees,  when    3709 
Shall. furnish  reportsto  Librarian       79b 
Shall  pay  treble  costs,  when    3709 
Term  of,  elected  to  fill  vacancies       138 
What  officers  must  have  seal       132 
Who  commissioned  under  great  seal       133 

"               "                   "     Executive  seal    134 

"    must  resign  to  the  Governor       137 
Office  Books. 

Detention  of,  by  out-going  officers,  pen- 
alty for    4474 

Inspection  of,  open  to  all        14 
Liability  for  retaining       177 
Of  Governor's  office         77 
Proceeding  to  compel  delivery  of   174,     175 
Third  persons  must  give  up       173 
To  be  delivered  to  successor   172,     176 

Office  Papers. 

Alias  executions  issued,  when    3988 
Detention  of,  by  officers,  how  punished..  4474 
Governor  to  keep,  and  index  same         77 
How  established,  when  lost    3980 
Liability  for  retaining       177 
Must  be  turned  over  to  successor   172,     176 
Papers  sued  on  are,  when    3981 

Proceeding  to  compel  deliver}*-  of   174,     175 
Third  persons  having,  must  deliver       173 

Officers  of  Court. 

Answer  of,  to  rules,  how  made    3954 
"         "    how  traversed  and  tried    3954 

Cannot  be  security  or  bail   Rule      11 
Constables  ruled,  where   476,     477 
Default  of,  how  punished    3957 
Delinquent  attorneys,  disbarred,  when...  3958 
Demand  on,   for  money  collected,   how 
made    3950 

Deputy  Sheriffs  subject  to  rule.  when...  3959 
Effect  of  demand  on,  for  money  collected  3950 
Election,  returns  of,  to  whom  made    5038 
Entries  of,  how  traversed    3340 
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Functions  of  those  of  the  three  depart- 
ments remain  distinct   

Justices  and  constables,  where  ruled   
Liability  of   
Lien  of  rules  absolute,  and  interest  on... 
Proof  of  service  of,  demand  on   
Religious  opinions  do  not  disqualify...... 
Rules  nisi  against,  how  granted   

"        "  "  "      served   
Ruled  after  going  out  of  office   

"       without  notice,  when   
Shall  not  profit  bypublic  funds   
Sheriffs  and  deputies,  how  served  with 

rules   
Shall  not  abuse  persons  arrested   
What  disfranchises   5033,  5035, 

Official  Bonds. 
Attorneys  at  law  cannot  be  sureties  on, 
when   .   

Attorneys  in  fact  may  execute   
"  "  "  must  file  power,  with 

bond   
By  whom  approved  and  recorded   
Condition  of   
County  officers  cannot  be  sureties  on,  for 

each  other   
Damages,  measure  of,  on   
Deputies  suable,  how  and  when   
Discharged,  when   
Extent  of  obligation  of   
Failure  to  file,  must  be  reported   155, 

'•  "  give  new,  when  required,  va- 
cates office   

Failure  to  mark  file,  how  punished   
Filed  within  what  time   
Filing,  date  of,  to  be  indorsed  on   
Informalities  do  not  vitiate   
Law  of  this  Article  extended   
Must  be  approved   
Obligatory  for  what   
Of  deputies,  to  whom  payable   
Officers  liable  after  exhaustion  of   
Ordinary  must  certify,  to  Governor   
Penalty  for  acting  before  filing   
Place  of  keeping   
Punishment  for  not  reporting  failure  to 

give   
Suits  on,  who  may  bring   
Shall  be  sent  out  with  dedlmvs   
Sureties  on,  their  number  and  solvency. 
"  "     how  relieved   

To  whom  payable   
Official  Certificates. 

Are  evidence,  when   
Official  Entries. 
Amendment  of,  allowed   
Made  nunc  pro  tunc,  when   
Maybe  traversed,  when   

Official  Oaths. 

To  be  taken  by  all  officers   
Form  to  accompany  dedimus   
Before  whom  taken   
Filed  in  Executive  office,  when    

"       "  Ordinary's  office,  when   
Filing  of  to  be  dated   
Of  deputies   
Penalty  for  acting  without  filing   
Omission  to  take,  does  not  invalidate  of- 

ficial acts   
Official  Reports. 

Year  for,  begins  and  ends,  when   
When  made  and  published   
Copies  to  be  furnished  Librarian   
Of  Comptroller-General   102, 

Official  Returns. 

Amendable,  when  and  how   3497, 
Official  Seal. 

Of  Comptroller   .'   

5015 
3961 3948 

3956 

3951 5005 
3953 
3953 

3952 
3955 
5194 

3960 
5001 
5036 

152 153 

153 
161 

148 

152 168 

164 
165 160 
158 

171 159 

154 
157 167 
169 
150 

160 163 
166 

162 156 

12 

159 

12 
149 

151 170 

148 

3816 

3497 
3498 
3340 

139 

140 
141 
142 
143 144 

145 146 

147 

79a 79a 

79b 111 

3498 

108 

Certain  officers  must  have       132 

Oils. 
Sale  of  uninspected,  how  punished    4556 
Fire  test  of    1577 
Mode  of  testing,  and  by  whom    ...  1578 
Inspectors  of,  appointment  and  duty  of..  1579 
Penalty  for  illegal  sale  of   1579a 
Subject  to  seizure,  when   1579b 
Fees  of  inspectors,  how  collected   1579c 
How  branded,  when  rejected   1579d 
Penalty  for  wrongful  use  of  branded  ves- 
sels  1579e 

Compensation  of  inspectors   1579f 
Reports  of  inspectors   1579g 
Penalty  against  delinquent  inspectors... 1579h 
Explosives,  use  of  on  railroads,  how  pun- 
ished   4585 

Onus  of  Proof. 

Changed,  when   3758-9 
In  claim  cases    3739 
On  carriers   2066,  3033 

Open  Accounts. 
Limitation  of  action  on    2918 
Form  of  action  on    3393 
Bear  interest,  when    2057 
Judgment  on,  without  proof,  when    3457 

Proof  of,  in  Justice's  Court    4151 
Rank  in  settling  estates    2533 

Opinion. 
On  facts,  error  for  Judge  to  give    3248 
As  to  guilt  of  accused,  is  error  in  Judge.  3248 
Of  witnesses,  allowed  when   3867,  3868 
Freedom  of,  guaranteed   5004,  5007 
Of  experts    3868 

Opprobrious  Words. 
Use  of,  how  and  when  punished    4372 
May  be  given  in  evidence,  when    4694 
Effect  of,  when  proved    4694 
Jurisdiction  of    4372 

Oral  Testimony. 
Attendance  and  fees  of  witnessss..3841  to  3851 
Competency  of  witnesses   3852  to  3861 
Examination  of  witnesses   3862  to  3876 
To  affect,  written   3800,  3809 

Order  of  Argument. 
In  criminal  cases    4645 
In  cases  of  tort,  where  defendant  justifies  3051 
In  claim  and  illegality  cases   Rule      13 
In  motions  and  special  matters   Rule      45 

Ordinances. 

Once  rejected,  how  proposed  again    5070 
Power  of  Legislature  to  make    5081 
Of  convention  of  1877,  force  of    5237 

"       "      pajie    1328 
Shall  contain  only  one  subject  matter....  5067 

"     what  is  in' title  of    5067 
Ordinaries. 

.Additional  security  given  by,  when       322 
Administration,  where  granted   333,     334 
Are  clerks  virtute  offici       341 
Authority  of,  over  county  matters       337 
Bond  of       321 

"clerks  of   s       343 
Bridges  established  by       337 
Books  to  be  kept  by       344 
Cannot  practice  law  in  their  own  Court.     339 
County  property  controlled  by       337 

"        tax  levied  by       337 
Courts  of,  where  held          330 

Conduct  of,  as  to  extra  tax,  how  review- 
ed     503 

Disqualified,  in  what  cases       205 
Duties  of      344 

"         "  clerks  of      344 
Election  of      319 

''        "  abates  certain  trusts  held  by.     328 
"        "  laws  made  applicable  to    1318 
li        "  takes  place,  when    1319 
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Elections,  precincts  established  by       337 
Eligibility  to  the  office  of       327 
Extra  compensation,  how  allowed  to    3097 
Fees  of,  prescribed   740,  3094 

"'    "    law  concerning   3704a  to  3710 Ferries  established  by       337 
How  prosecuted  and  punished  for  mal- 

practice   4504 
Ineligible  to  re-election,  when       330 
Jurisdiction  of   331,  5149 

"  "  as  to  Court  contracts   2772a 
License  to  marry  issued  by       344 
Lost  papers,how  established  before. 3995a,3995b 
Maimed    soldiers,   tax    for,    levied    by, 
when       338 

May  appoint  a  clerk       342 

"        constables,  when       408 
"     issue  habeas  corpus,  when    4011 
"     levy  extra  tax,  when       502 
"     administer  oaths       340 
"     punish  contempts       332 
"    represent  estates,  when       327 
"     not  be  executors,  etc       327 

Militia  districts  established  by       337 
Must  contract  for  county  in  writing       493 
"  "  '•    public  works,  how.... 

  493a,  to  495d 

"     send  u  p  appeals    3025 Oath  of       320 
Official  term  of   319,  5151 
Office  of,  where  kept       330 
Other  authority  of       338 
Penalty  for  illegal  letting  of  contracts 

by    493d 
Penalty  for  not  making  report  to  grand 

jury    508c 
Power  of  clerks  of       342 
Power  of    5150 

Proceedings  before,    sitting  for    county 
purposes   4123  to  4129 

Qualified  by   Judges  of  Superior  Court, 
when       251 

Roads  established  and  altered  by       337 

;Shall  approve  constables'  bonds       473 
"     assign  rooms  of  Court  House       498 
"     audit  claims  against  counties        500 
"     certify  oaths  and  bonds  of  consta- bles      474 

Shall  give  notice  to  bidders  for  public 
works       493b 

Shall  keep  county  buildings  in  repair       497 

"     procure  safe  for  records,  etc       497 
"      require  bond  from  contractors    493c 
"     issue  county  orders,  how       500 
"     report  to  grand  jury  as  to  finances  508a 
"  "       unrepresented  estates       335 

Unfinished  business  wound  up       325 
Vacancy  in  office  of,  how  filled      323 

"        elect  to.  holds  how  long      324 
When  Clerks  of  Superior   Court  are  Or- 

dinaries, Sheriff  takes  administration     329 
When  disqualified,  business,  how  dispos- 

ed of       320 
Ordinary,  Courts  of. 
Adjournment  of    4113 
For  county  purposes,  proceedings  in   

  4123  to  4129 
Law  concerning   318to     344 
Proceedings  in,  how  conducted... 4114  to  4122 

Orphans. 

Bound  out,  when   1825-0 
Ordinary  may  bind  out       331 

Overcharges  by  Railroad  Officers. 
Punishment  for    4003 

'Overseers. 
Breach  of  contract  with,  how  sued  for...  2217 
Contracts  with,  may  be  in  parol    2210 
Duties  of    2215 

Stand  in  employer's  place,  when    2215 Overseers  of  Roads. 
Subject  to  fine  for  neglect  of  duty       049 
May  be  indicted  for  omission  of  duty      035 

*  Fined    for  not  posting   and   putting   up 
signs  on  roads       034 

May  use  timber  for  roads       031 
General  duty  of,  as  to  working  roads.       016 
Shall  summon  road  hands  to  work       014 

Oyer. 
Of  lost  paper,  not  demandable,  when    3987 

Oysters  and  Turtles. 
Manner  of  taking    1018 
Penalty  for  illegal  taking    1018 
Proceedings  for  illegal  taking    1019 
Planted  beds  of,  protected    1020 
Exclusive  right  to.  exists  when    1021 
Penalty  for  wrongful  taking    1023 
Turtles  to  be  taken,  when       1022 

Panels  of  Jurors. 

How  made  up    2932 
Papers  and  Books. 

County  Judge  may  compel  production  of    294 
Destroying,  how  punished    4005 
Larceny  of  papers,  how  punished   4405-6 
Notice  to  produce  unnecessary,  when    3834 
Production  of  compelled,  how   3508  to  3518 

"           dispenses  with  proof,  when...  3830 
Response  to  notice   47thRule  Court  p.  1352 

Parades,  Military. 
Law  for  preservation  of  order  at... 1142  to  1140 

Paraphernalia. 
Of  wife,  consists  of  what    1773 

Parents. 

Bound  to  support  pauper  children...-       704 
Obligations  of    1792 
Power,  of,  how  lost   1793,  1795 
Rights  of    1793 

"  mother    1794 
Parent  and  Child. 

Bastards,  whoare    1797 

Bound  to  support  each  other,  when    704-5 
Custody  of  child  where  parents  separate  1794 
"  "      "      when  cruelly  treated...  1795 

Duty  of  parents    1792 
Father  controls  child  until  majority    1793 
H' ibeas  corpus,  custody  of  child    4024 
Inheritance  by  bastards   1800,  1801 
Inherit  from  each  other,  how    2484 
May  protect  and  defend  each  other,  how  1790 

Mother's  rights  u^on  death  of  father    1794 
Obligations  of  father  to  bastard    1799 
Parent  liable  for  torts  of  child,  when    2901 
Parent  may  sue  for  torts  to  child    2900 

Parental  cruelty  destroys  father's  rights  1795 
Parental  power,  how  lost    1793 
Parents  and  children  bound   to  support 

each  other,  when      704 

Proceeds  of  child's  labor  belongs  to  father  1793 
Rights  of  mother  of  bastard    1799 
Suit  for  furnishing  liquor  to  minor  son...  3010 

Pardon. 

Governor's  power  to    5112 
Restores  franchise  after  conviction. .5033, 5030 

Parol  Evidence. 

Admissible  to  imply  or  rebut  a  trust    2317 
Admitted  on  questions  of  former  recov- 
ery   2898 

Blank  indorsements,  explained  by    3808 
Inadmissible  to  prove  mistake  in  grant...  2301 
May  explain  ambiguities  in  wills    2457 
May  reduce  deed  to  mortgage    3809 
May  show  writing  void    3802 
Of  certain   contracts  insufficient  under 

statute  of  frauds    1950 
On  question  of  intention  in  conveyance.  2248 
Rebuts,  equity,  etc    3800 
Receipts  explained    3S07 
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Surroundings  provable    3804 
To  affect  written   3800  to  3809,  2757 
To  show  mistake    3118 
Usage    3805 

Partial  Divorce. 
Effect  of    1732 
Form  of  verdict  in    3566 
Grounds  for   1713,  1714 
How  annulled  by  parties    1734 

Partial  Failure  of  Consideration. 
Effect  of    2748 
May  be  pleaded    3471 

Particulars. 
Bill  of,  to  be  annexed,  when. ..12th  Rule 

Court,  p.  1346 
Parties. 
Added  or  stricken  by  amendment..3484 

  to  3486 
Administrators  de  bonis  non,  made  when 

  2513,  2548,  3428 
Admissions  of,  proved,  when   3784-5 
All  bound  by  judgment  on  appeal    3620 
Amendment  by  adding  or  striking... 3484 

  to  3486 
Agent  may  sue,  when    2209 
Appeal  revives  suit,  when    3426 
Contents  of  scire  facias  to  make    3429 
Continuance  for  absence  of    3524 
Defendant,  how  made    3422 
Discovery  from,  at  law   3810  to  3814 
Equity  proceedings,  parties  in   4178  to 

  4180,  4192 
Execution  issues,  notwithstanding  death 

of,  when    3437 
Execution  where  parties  die    3438 
How  made  in  claim  cases        3424 

"       "   Supreme  Court.Rule  26,  p.  1359 
"         "      where  both  die    3434 

''  "      claim  is  assigned   3424a 
"         "  "      feme  sole  marries    3433 

"      garnishee  dies    3427 
"        "          "      party  dies  before  ap- 
peal   3425 

How  made  where  representative  dies    3423 
"      usee  dies    3435 

"      when  trustee  dies    3436 
"        "  "      receiver  dies    3437 
"         "      against  joint  defendants... .3347-53 

In  suits  by  and  against  partners...  1898-9, 
  3351,  3576 

In  suits  by  married  women    1774 

"      "    on  choses  in  action  assigned  to 
heirs  of  partners    1907 

In  suits  vs.  administrators,  etc   3383-8 
Incompetent  witness,  when    3854 
Infant  suing  alone,  suit  not  void    3263 
Made  without  notice,  when    3432 
May  testify,  when    3854 
Must  sue  separately,  when    3262 
One  or  more  may  appeal    3619 
Plaintiff  made  on  motion,  when    3421 

"        substituted  by  amendment    3486 
Representatives  may  appeal,  when    3425 

•   ">  of  garnishee, made  when  3427 
of    non-residents,    how 

made       3432 
Scire  facias  for  different  counties    3431 

"         "       to  make  form  of    3429 
"       to    make,    bow    issued    and 

served   3430,  3431 
Successors  of  executors,  etc.,  made  when  3423 

"  "   trustees,  made  when    3436 
Tenant  in  common  may  sue  alone,  when  3259 
To  action  for  torts    3258 
To  attachments,  how  made   3314,  3315 
To  bills  in  equity   4178  to  4180 
To  bills  of  exchange    2773 
To  claim  cases,  how  made    3424 

To  suits  on  contracts    3257 
To  contracts   2729  to  2738 
To  penal  actions    3254 
To  proceeding  to  establish  lost  papers...,  3992 

"            "           "   foreclose  mortgages... '3978-9' 
Year's  support,  choses  in  action  set  apart 

for,  parties,  how  made   3424a 
Partition. 

Application,  by  whom  made    3997 
"  for,  how  made    3996 

notice  of,  how  served    3998 
Between  tenants  in   common    2304 

Cases  not  provided  for    4006. 
Decree  in  equity  passes  title    3184 

"      of,  moulded  to  do  justice    3185 
Decreed  in  equity  cases,  when    3183 
Defense,  when  and  how  made    4001 

Duty  of  partitioners    4000- 
In  equity,  allowed,  when    3183 
Indivisible  lands  to  be  sold    4003 
Judgment  of   ,    4002 
New,  awarded,  when    4002 
Notice  of  application,  how  served    3998 
Of  personal  property,  how  made    4008 

"  "  by  County  Judge.     295 
Objections,  how  tried    4001 

"  judgment  of  the  Court,  on...  4002 
"  to,  how  and  when  filed    4001 

Power  of  the  Court  as  to    4006 
Proceedings  for,  of  land    3996 
Proceeds  of  sale,  how  disposed  of    4004 
Remedy    of    disabled     and     unnotified 

party    4007 
Sale  ordered,  when    4003 
Set  aside,  when    4007 
Titles  to  property  sold,  how  made    4005 
Who  may  apply  for    3997 
Writ  of,  how  issued,  and  to  whom    3999 

Partners. 

Agent  of,  his  duty    1910 
Amendments  in  suits  by    3482 
Bound  by  act  of  each,  when    1909 
Cannot  bind  firm  after  dissolution    1917 
Contribution  in  case  of  insolvency  of    1902 
Death  of  one,  effect  of   1892  to  1894 
Dormant,  what  are   1889- 
Equity,  jurisdiction  of  accounts  between  3130 
False,  name  of,  not  to  be  used    1897 
Firm  not  bound  by  guaranty  of    1914 
Interest  of,  cannot  be  levied  on    1919 

"    subject  to  garnishment    1919' 
Judgments  against,  bind  what    3351 

for  and  against,  how  entered  3576 

Liable  for  torts  or  negligence  of  agents...  1916' 
Limited  partnership,  law  as  to   1920  to  1943 
May  act  and  contract  for  firm    1904 
May  examine  affairs  of  firm    1904 
May  execute  bonds  in  firm  name    1900 
Names  of,  in  suit  added,  by  amendment  3484 
Names  of  law  firms,  how  signed  to  writs, 

  10th  Rule  Court  p.  1346 
New  partners,  how  introduced    1905 
New    promises   after  dissolution,  binds 
whom    2937 

Not  liable  for  act  outside  of  partnership  1911 
Notice  of  withdrawal  of,  how  given     1895 
One  may  appeal  for  firm    3618 
Ostensible  defined    1889 

Payment  to  good,  when    2864 
Powers  and   rights  of    1904 
Power  of  majority  of    1906 
Purchasers  from  rights  of    1913 
Relation  between  confidential    3177 

Responsible  for  fraud,  when    1915 
Rights  and  liabilities  among  themselves 

  1901  to  1907 

Rights  of  lenders  of  money  to    1912". Rights  and  liabilities  of  as  to  third  person 
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  1908  to  1919 
Eight  of  veto  of    1906 
Secret  stipulations  of,  bind  others,  when  1908 
Shall  give  up  advantages  acquired  by  bad 

faith    1903 
Strict  faith  required  amongst    1903 
Suits  against,  how  brought   3349,  3350 
Surviving  partner,  rights  of    1907 
Venue  of  suits  against   3404,  5170 
Witnesses,  competent  on  death  of  oppo- 

nent, when   note  3854 
Partnership. 

Agent  of,  how  bound  by  instructions    1910 
Agent  of,  must  obey  whom    1910 
Assets  of  divided  in  kind,  when    1907 
Assets  of  insolvent,  how  disposed  of    1918 
Bonds  of,  may  be  executed  by  one  of    1900 
Bound  by  actsof  each  partner,  when    1909 

"       for  fraud  of  member,  when    1915 
Commences,  when    1891 
Continuance  of,  how  affected  by  death...  1892 
Contribution  by  partners    1902 
Created,  how    1887 
Creditors  of  insolvent,  how  paid    1918 
Denial  of,  must  be  on  oath    1898 
Dissolution  of,  how  effected   1893,  1894 
Dormant  partner    1889 
Duration  of,  and  how  dissolved    1893 
Effect  of  dissolution    1896 
Extent  of    1888 
False  partner,  forfeiture  for  using  name 

of    1897 

Garnishment  of  partner's  interest  in    1919 
Good  faith  required  among  partners    1903 
Guaranty  and  endorsement  not  binding, 
when    1914 

How  affected  by  death  of  partners    1892 
How  created    1887 
How  denied  in  suits    1898 
Interest  of  each  partner  in    1901 
Judgments  against,  bind  what    1899 

"  in  firm  name    1899 
Lender  of  money  to  partner,  rights  of...  1912 
Liability  of,  for  loans  to  member    1912 
Liable  for  fraud  of  members,  when...    1915 

"         "    torts  of  agents  and  servants....  1916 
Lien  of,  garnisheeing  creditor  attaches, 
when    1919 

Limited  partnerships   1920  to  1943 
Majority  controls,  when    1906 
Need  not  be  proved  unless  denied    1898 
New  partner  introduced  by  consent  only  1905 
Not  bound  by  act  of  member  after  disso- 

lution   1917 
Not  bound  by  act  of  member  outside  of.  1911 
Not  liable  for  torts  of  members    1916 
Notice  of  dissolution,  how  made  known  1895 
Ostensible  partner,  liability    1889 

Partner's  interest  in,  not  subject  to  levy  1919 
"         interests  in,  subject  to  garnish- ment   1919 

Partners  may  examine  into  affairs  of    1904 
Power  of  one  to  give  bond  for    1900 

•*'      "  partners  after  dissolution    1917 
Proof  of,  unnecessary,  when..,    1898 
Purchaser  from  partner,  rights  of    1913 
"  "  "      gets  no  title,  when  1913 

Responsible  for  torts  of  agents    1916 
Right  of  partner  to  veto    1906 

"       "   surviving  partner    1907 
"      and  powers  of  each  partner    1904 

Secret    stipulations    of    partners  bind, 
when    1908 

Service  of  process  on  one  of.  effect  of    1899 
Surviving  partner,  rights  of     1907 
What  constitutes    1890 

Passengers. 
Carriers  bound  to  receive,  when    2069 

"      of,  may  eject  or  reject,  when    2082 
Diligence  of  carriers  of    2067 
Liabilities  of  carriers  of   2067-8,  3033,  3368 
Tariffs,  regulated   719a-dd,  5094 

Patent  Defects. 
Intention  as  to    warranty  against,  how 
shown    2655 

Not  covered  by  general    express    war- 
ranty   2655 

Pauper  Affidavit. 

On  appeals   3506,  3623 
In  claim  cases    3733 

In  Supreme  Court    5179 
Part  of  record,  order   p.  1367 

Paupers. 

Application  to  be  provided  for  as,  how 
made       762 

Burial  of,  at  public  expense,  when       766 
County  may  tax  for    5190 

"         whence  they  come  liable,  when..     768 
Evidence  of,  supportof      765 
Houses  and  farms  for       756 

Paupers,  lunatics,  etc.,  how  dealt  with...     773 
Persons  leaving  paupers  required  to  give 

bond,  when   *       770 
Persons  leaving  paupers  subject  to  arrest    769 
Persons    removing,    bound    to   support, 
when   767  to     772 

Provisions  for  support  of   755  to    760 
Penalty  for  failing  to  give  bond       772 
Suiton  bond       771 
Supervised  by  Ordinary       754 
Suit  on  bond  of  persons  leaving       771 
Work-shops,  schools  and  churches  for....     750 
Who  to  be  provided  for  as       763 

Pawnbrokers. 

License  to,  how  granted    2137 
Pawnees. 
Law  as  to   2141  to  2147 
Lien  in  favor  of   1972,  1987,  1988,  2141 

"     of,  how  satisfied    1992 
Sale  of  pawns  by,  how  made    2140 

Pawns. 
Death  of  parties  does  not  affect   :    2142 
Defined    2138 
Delivery  essential    2138 
Diligence  of  pawnee:    2145 
Expenses  and  repairs,  how  paid    2146 
Increase  of,  belongs  to  pawnee    2147 
Liability  of  pawnee    2145 
Of  promissory  notes    2139 
Property  in    2142 
Rights  of  pawnee  of  notes    2139 
Sale    of,     under    execution,    rights     of 
pawnee   2140,  2144 

Transfer  of    2143 

Use  of,  by  pawnee    2141 
See  also  "Collaterals." Payment. 

Appropriation  of,  how  done    2869 
By  post,  at  whose  risk    2866 
"  stakeholder,  good,  when    2868 

"  surety   .*   2161,  2169 
"  whom  and  how  appropriated       2869 

Effect  on  statute  of  fraud  as  to  goods    1950 
"         l<         "        "       "      "    "   lands    3187 

From  State  Treasury,  how  made         76 
How  and  to  whom  made    2864 

"     applied  as  to  interest    2055 
In  bank  bills,  warranty  of  payer    2867 
In  checks  and  notes,  effectual,  when    2867 
Ineffectual  payment    2865 
Of  debts  by  administrators    2530,  2532,  2533 
Of  price,  when  due    2648 
Of  property  to  agent,  binds  payee    2864 
On  judgments,  etc.,  to  attorney   

  9th  Rule  Court,  p.  1346 
On  debts,  saves  from  limitation,  when...  2935 
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To  agent   2205,  2208 
To  nominal   party  or  naked  trustee,  not 
good    2865 

To  whom  paid   '2864 Peace. 
Bills  of,  entertained  when    3233 
Bonds  to  keep  the   4752  to  4756 
Perpetual  injunction  in  aid  of    3234 

Peace  Warrants. 
Bond  to  keep  the  peace  required,  when..  4752 
Issued,  when    4752 
Law  concerning   4752  to  4756 

Peddlers. 
Burden  of  proof  on,  when    1638 
Foreigners,  when  licensed    1637 
Indigent  and  infirm,  how  licensed    1636 
Jurisdiction  of  Ordinary  over       337 
License  to,  county  charge  for       529 

"       '.'   on  what  terms  granted   .  1631 
Must  have  license  for  each  vehicle    1635 

"     not  be  foreigners     1637 
"     obtain  license    1631 

Onus  on  foreigner    1638 
Qualifications  and  oath  of    1634 
What  may  be  sold  without  license    1632 

Peddling. 
By  maimed  soldiers,  how  carried  on       534 
Charge  for  license       529 
Forfeiture  for.  without  license       533 
In  violation  of  law,  forfeiture  for       536 
Law  as  to  licensing   1631  to  1638 
Regulated  by  Ordinary       337 
Tax  payer  may  demand  to  see  license....     535 
Without  license,  how  punished    4598 

Peddling  Without  License. 
Certain  penalties,  etc,,  does  not  interfere 

with  Penal  Code       540 
Forfeiture  to  counties  for       533 
Maimed  soldiers  exempt  from  penalty  for    534 
Proceeding  against  those  who  engage  in.     536 
Proof  in  indictment  of  foreigner  for    1638 
Punishment  for    4598 

Pedigree. 

How  proved    3772 
Penal  Laws. 
Agaimt  morals,  health,  etc   4530  to  4586 
Arrest  and  its  consequences   4722  to  4729 
Bastardy...   4762  to  4765 
Cheating  and  swindling   4587  to  4604 
Courts  of  inquiry   4730  to  4748 
Crimes  against  habitations   4374  to  4388 

"  '.'  public  justice   4450  to  4512 
peace   4513  to  4529 

"  State  and  people...4312  to  4318 
the  person   4319  to  4373 

"        as  to  property   2220,  4389  to  4481 
Defects  in,  to  be  reported  by  Judges    4663 
Forgery  and  counterfeiting   4442  to  4459 
Good  behavior,  warrants  for   4749  to  4751 
Indictments,  trial  and  execution. .4628  to  4710 
Malicious  mischief   4605  to  4627 
Peace  warrants   4752  to  4756 
Penal  actions,  law  as  to    3254 
Persons  capable  of  crime   4292  to  4304 
Preliminary  Courts,  procceedings  in   

  4713  to  4721 
Principals  and  accessories   4305  to  4311 
Protection  of  societies    2346 
Search  warrants   4757  to  4761 

[Indexed    under    head     of     "  Criminal 
Law."] Penalties. 

Bonds  in  are  not  liquidated,  damages    2941 
Compounding,  how  punished    4492 
Judgment  not  to  be  entered  for    3575 
Not  recovered  in  suit  on  bond   ,    3575 
Proportion  to  offense   :....  5013 
Whipping  prohibited  by    5014 

Pendency  of  Former  Suit. 
Defense  to  suits  for  torts    3063 
Plea  of,  when  good   3476,  2894 

"     "   does  not  lie  to  attachment...2895,  3280 
Suits  against  person   and  property,   al- 

lowed, when   1948,  2895,  3280 
Penitentiary. 

Assistant  keeper  and  overseer,  duties  of..  4800 
At  Milledgeville,  belongs  to  State       960 
Bible  furnished  convicts    4811 
Bonds  of  officers  of    4801 

Book-keeper's  duty    4796 
Books    of    purchases   of   raw    material, 
how  kept    4808 

Bosses  employed,  when  and  how    4788 
By-laws  of,  how  made    4791 
Cells,  and  how  arranged    4785 
Chaplain,  duty  of    4810 
Cleanliness  enjoined    4778 
Clothing  furnished  discharged  convicts..  4774 

"  prisoners    4773 
"        of  prisoners,  how  disposed  of...  4769 

Convicts,  confinement  of,  on  Sunday    4795 
"  conveyance  of    4793 
''  kept  at  labor    4775 
"  kept  in  jail  until  sent  to    4660 
"  law  of  escapes  to  be  read  to    4772 
"          letters,  etc.,  inspected  by  offi- cer   4781 

Convicts,  punishment  of    4780 
"  sent  to,  at  once    4657 

Contingent  expenses  of,  how  paid    4798 
Costs  on  trial  of  escape,  how  paid    4812 
Description  of  prisoners,  how  kept    4770 
Drafts,  by  whom  issued    4797 
Garden  attached  to    4777 

Hospital  required    4779 
Inspector  of,  his  duty    4786 
Inventorv  and  annual  appraisement  of 

stock...".    4807 
Legislative  committee  on    4813 
Labor  convicts  to  be  kept  at    4775 

"      hours  of    4776 
Law  of  escapes  to  be  read  to  convicts    4772 
Lights  disallowed,  when    4784 
Loan  of  tools,  etc.,  forbidden    4806 
Moral  discipline  of  convicts    4790 
Notice  to  keeper  of,  of  convictions    4658 
Officers  of  exempt  from  militia  duty,  etc  4805 

"         "  shall  deliver  property  to   suc- 
cessors   4804 

Officers  of,  appointed  by  Governor    4766 
"    bonds  of    4801 

"         "    how  appointed         73 
"     oath  of    4802 

Physician  and  his  duty    4809 
Prices,  how  reduced  below  mark    4803 
Principal  keeper  appoints  what  officers..  4767 
Principal  keeper,  duty  of    4789 
"  '•        general  supervision  of..  4794 

Prisoners,  description  of,  how  kept    4770 
Punishment  of  convicts    4780 
Purchase  of  raw  material,  books  of,  how 

kept    4808 
Refusing  to  receive  convicts  in,  punish- 
ment   4487 

Salaries  of  officers    4768 
Search  of  convicts    4771 

Spirituous  liquors,  not  allowed  in    4783 
Suits  for  debt  due  to,  in  whose  name    4799 
Tools,  etc.,  loan  of  forbidden    4806 
United  States  prisoners,  how  admitted  in  4787 
Visiting,  regulated    4782 
Vouchers  and  accounts,  how  kept     4792 

Per  Diem  of  Legislators. 

Amount  of   189,  5085 
Performance. 

Excused  by  fault  of  other  party,  when...  2873 
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Impossibility  of  good  defense,  when    2871 
Of  contracts  effectual,  when    2870 
Part,  is  a  defense  pro  tanto,  when    2872 

effect  on  statute  of  frauds   1951,  3187 
Tender  equivalent  to,  when    2874 

"        of  specifics,  how  made    2875 Perjury  and  False  Swearing. 
Assignable  on  oath  to  bank  return    1471 
Conviction  of  disqualifies  as  witness    4466 
Evidence  of  swearing,  what  is    1471 
False  swearing  defined    4462 

bow  punished    4463 

"      witness,  causing  death,   how  pun- ished   4468 
Judgments  obtained  by,  set  aside,  when 

  4467,  3591 
Perjury  defined    4460 

"'       punishment  for    4461 Subordination  of  defined    4464 

"  "    how  punished    4465 
Verdict  obtained  by,  how  set  aside    4467 

Perpetuation  of  Testimony. 
Application  and  order  for    3901 
Bill  in  equity  for,  allowed  when    4182 
Cost  of,  by  whom  paid    3111 
Depositions,  how  filed  and  k^pt    3902 
Execution  of  commission    3902 
Fees  of  commissioner    3905 
In  equity,  done  when    3108 
Possession  immaterial    3109 
Record  of  application  and  order  for    3903 
Testimony,  when  and  how  used   8110,  3904 

Perquisites. 
Comptroller  shall  have  none       100 
Secretary  of  State  has  none        84 

Perpetuities. 
How  construed  in  Georgia    2267 

Perishable  Property. 
How  sold  in  cases  of  attachment    3321 
Sale  of,  law  as  to   3648,  3648a 

Person. 

Corporation  included  in   •          5 
Includes  what           5 
Protection  to,  duty  of  government    4994 
Injuries  to   2968-9 

Personal  Property. 
Contract  for  sale  of,  must  be  in  writing, 
when     1950 

Includes  what           5 
Stocks  are,  when           5 

Personalty. 

Bail  in  suits  for  law  concerning.. ..341 8  to 
  3420a 

Bailment  who  sues  in  cases  of    3030 
Chose  in  action,  assignable,  how    2244 

'         defined    2243 
"        is    2239 

Death  or  injury  to  effect  of  in  cases  of 
trover    3078 

Deeds  to,  need  no  witnesses    2696 
Defined    2237 
Deposits  and  increase  are,  when    2241 
Descends  to  the  the  administrator    2483 
Exemption  of   2002,  2005 
Form  of  action  to  recover    3390 
Future  interests  in,  not  subject  to  levy..  2625 
In  possession,  what  is    2238 
Includeswhat    2237 
Increase  of  animals,  follows  mother    2242 
Is  chose  in  action,  when    2239 
Judgment  liens  attach  to  future  inter- 

est in    2625 
Law  of  estates  applies  to    2245 
Levy  on  not  good  without  seizure    2625 
Liens,  mechanics,  special  on,  how  lost...  1981 
Liens  on,  how  enforced   1981,  1991 
Mere  possession  of  will  support,  action, 
when    3027 

Mechanics,  special  lien  on,  how  lost     1981 
Mortgages  on,  how  foreclosed   3971  to  3974c 
No  remainder  in  by  parol    2268 
Partition  of,  law  as  to    4008 
Possession  depriving  one  of  is  tort    3026 

whatisin    2238 
Remainder,  none  in  by  parol    2268 
Remaindermen  may  sue,  when    3031 
Rights  and  remedies       2243 

Sale  of,  by  administrator   2554-5 
Specific  performance  of,  contracts  as  to..  3188 
Stocks  are,  when    2237 
Things  detached  from  realty  become    2320 
Title  to,  by  prescription    2685 
Trespass,  for  injury  to    3029 
Trover  lies,  to  recover,  when    3028 
Warrant  for  possession  of,  law  as  to   

  4032  to  4040 
Who  may  sue  for  tort  to  possession  of... 

  3026,  3027 
Who  sues  in  cases  of  bailment    3030 
Wild  animals  are  property,  when    2240 

Personating  Another 
As  witness,  how  punished    4596 
In  bail  or  judgments,  how  punished    4475 
Isforgery,  when    4454 
Obtaining  goods  by,  how  punished    4594 
Punishment  for   4454,  4475 

Persons. 
Are  natural  or  artificial     1651 

Eligibility  of,  to  office       129 
Jurisdiction  of  State  as  to         21 
Natural,  division  of    1652 
Over  sixty,  not  liable  to  jury  duty    3939 
Taxation,  who  exempt  from       798 

Persons  of  Color. 
Children  of,  legitimate,  when    1669 
Husband  and  wife,  relation  of,  amongst..  1667 
Included  in  "Persons"          5 
Intermarriage  of,  with  whites,  forbidden  1708 
Marriage  between,  who  may  celebrate    1668 
Meaning  of          5 
Right  to  vote  guaranteed    5327 
Social  status,  not  subject  of  legislation...  5010 

Taxes  paid  by,  Comptroller's  report  shall show    875d 
Who  are   45,  1666 

Petition  and  Process. 
Amendment  of   3479  to  3490 

Appearance  and  pleading  waives,  what..  3335 
Bill  of  particulars,  when  annexed   

  12th  Rule  Court,  p.  1346 
Commencement  of  suir,  time  of    3333 
Formal  defects  do  not  affect    3345 

Non-suit  refused,  when    3346 

Not  executed,  officer's  return. .52nd  Rule 
  Court,  p.  1353 

Objections,  formal  to,  go  for  naught    3345 
Ordinary  suits  commenced  by..    3332 
Patent  defects,  how  objected  to    3459 
Petition  and  answer  make  issue    3346 

"        entry  of  service  on,  traversable, 
when    3340 

Petition,  exceptions  to. ...Rule  28,  p.  1349, 
  44th  Rule,  1052 

forms  of  prescribed   3389  to  3396 
"        must  be  filed  twenty  days   be- 

fore Court......    3338 

Petition  must  be  served  fifteen  days  be- 
fore Court    3339 

Petition  must  set  forth  what    3332 

"       process  must  be  annexed  to    3334 
"       signed  by  law  firms,  how   

  10th  Rule,  p.  1346 

"       time   of   filing   to    be  indorsed 
thereon    3333 

Process  and  service  waived,  how    3337 
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Process  delivered  too  late  for  service,  how 
disposed  of    3343 

Process  formal,    objections    to    go    for 
naught       3345 

Process  good  though  Judge  be  dead    3336 
"       how   directed   and  served,  when 
Sheriff  is  party,  etc    3344 

Service  of    3339 
Right  of  petition  secured   5016,  5029,  5030 
Served  how,  where  there  is   no  clerk  or 

Sheriff    3342 
Service,  entry  of  traversable,  when    3340 

"        of  defendants    out   of    county, 
how  effected    3341 

Service,  where  Sheriff  is  party    3344 
Special  pleadings  not  admissible    3346 
[See  also  service,  actions.] 

Per  Diem. 
Of  members  of  General  Assembly    5085 

Petit  Juries. 

Sworn  bv  Solicitor-General       377 
Oath  of  bailiff  to  take  charge  of    3929 
Qualifications  of   3910d,  3930 
How  selected,  drawn  and  summoned    3931 
Panels  of,  how  made    3932 
What  cases  tried  by    3932 
Juries,  how  stricken  from    3932 
Oath  of    3933 
How  selected  to  try  misdemeanors    3934 
How  made  up  to  try  felonies    3935 
Oath  of  in  criminal  cases    4650 

Petroleum. 
Law  regulating  inspection  of   1577  to  1579h 

Photographists. 
Tax  on       809 

Physicians. 
Tax  on       809 
Who  may  practice  medicine   1409a 

"Practice  medicine,"  defined   1409b 
Must  register   1409e 
Shall  register  again,  on  removal   1409d 
Penalty  for  illegal  practice  by   1409e 
Medical  officers  of  U.  S.  excepted   1409f 
All  boards  of,  abolished    1409g 
Books  of,  admitted  in  evidence,  when...  3777 
Exempt  from  jury  duty,  when    3939 
Liable  for  malpractice    2973 

Pick-Locks. 
Possession  of,  how  punished    4561 

Pilots  and  Pilotage. 
Duty  of,  entering  vessels    1382 
Commissioners  of  pilotage,  appointment 

of    1504 
Powers  of  commissioners  of  pilotage    1505 
License  and  oath  of  pilots    1506 
Pilots  bond    1507 
License  of  pilot,  how  forfeited   1510,  1508 
Power  and  duties  of  commissioners    1509 
Duty  of  pilots    1511 

Pilot's  fees  paid  by  person  rejecting  him  1512 
Pilot  who  brings  in  vessel  shall  lead  it 

out    1513 
Rights  and  duty  of  pilot    1514 
Pilot  to  be,  notified  of  vessels  departure, 

when..,    1515 
Pilot  must  moor  vessel,  when    1516 

Pilot's  fees,  when  to  be  paid    1517 
Penalty  for  carrying  off  or  detaining  pilot  1518 
Fees  for  taking  pilot  from  vessel    1519 
Pilot  fees  for  delivering  letters,  etc    1520 
Pilots  fees  for  carrying  vessel  to  another 

port    1521 
Penalty  for  default  of  pilot    1522 
All  cases  of  damage,  how  settled    1523 
Record  of  rules  and  regulations  kept    1524 
Copies  from  record,  evidence    1525 
Salary  and  fees  of  secretary   of  commis- 

sioners  ...„.    1525 

Office  of  commissioners,  where  kept    1526 
Witnesses  must  attend  commissioners...  1527 
Defaulting  witnesses  punishable    1528 
Witnesses  compelled  to  answer  interroga- 

tories   1529 
Length  of  notice  to  witness  and  party...  1530 
Fees  of  secretary    1531 
Appeal  from  commissioners    1532 
Testimony  in  cases  of  appeal    1533 
Fines,  etc.,  how  appropriated    1534 
Service  of  pilots  before  license    1535 
Branch  pilots,  how  appointed    153& 
Penalty  for  obstructing  harbors    1537 
How  such  penalty  is  recovered    1538 
Penalty  for  concealing  obstructions    1539 
Who  may  prohibit  obstructions    1540 
Commissioners  may  sue,  when    1541 
Appointments,  etc.,  not  changed  by  Code  1542 
Exempt  from  jury  duty   ..;    3939 Pitch. 

Inspector  of,  how  appointed    1563 
Inspected  before  shipment    1567 
Inspection  of,  how  regulated    1570 

Planing  Mills. 

Lien  in  favor  of  proprietors  of    1983 
Plank  Roads. 

Keepers  of,  exempt  from  road  duty       659 
Crossing  public  roads,  how  regulated       718 
Cannot  appropriate  public  roads       719 Plats. 

Of  land  granted,  where  kept        87 
Pleading. 

In  divorce  cases   1717,  1718 
Partnership,  how  denied  in    1898 
Figures  used  in,  when    3260 
In  cases  of  attachment    3308 
Defenses  in  attachment   3310  to  3313 

Special,  not  allowed  at  law    3346 
Formal  defects  do  not  invalidate    3345 
Defects  in,  may  be  objected  to  by  motion  3459 

"         "    objections,  how  urged. ..28th  Rule 
Amendable  when,  and  how   3479  to  3489 
In  Courts  of  Ordinary   4114  to  4122 
In  equity   \   4175  to  4200 
Petition  and  what  it  must  set  forth    3332 

Forms  of,  prescribed   3389  to  3401 
Arrest  of  judgment  for  defect  in   3589,  3590 
Not  dispensed  with  by  agreement.... 21st  Rule 

Pleas. 

Accord  and  satisfaction,  as  defense.. .2878 

  to  2882 
Administrators,  pleas  peculiar  to   3473-4 

"        29th  Rule 

Agent  may  verify,  when    3449 
Attorney  may  verify,  when    3449 
Award,  as  defense   2883  to  2893 

Claims  similar  to  plaintiff's,  may  be    3261 
Contradictory,  allowed    3453 
Contents  of    3452 
Coverture,  effectof  plea  of    3477 
Criminal  cases,  pleas  in   4636,  4638-9,  4641 
Default,  plea  on  opening   23rd  Rule 

"       judgment  by,  on  accounts    3457 
Dilatory,  must  be  sworn  to    3456 
Equity,  pleas  in   4191,  4193 

"       notice  of  plea  in    4200 
Executors,  etc.,  pleas  peculiar  to.. .3473-4, 

  29th  Rule 
Failure  of  consideration,  total    3471 

"       "  "  partial    3471 
Filed  at  first  term    3452 

Former  recovery,  plea  of   3476,  2897 
General  issue,  what  is    3458 
Indictment,  to  be  entered  on    4641 
Issuable,  not  filed,  Court  gives  judgment  3448 
Issue,  made  by  petition  and  plea    3455 
Judgment  by  Court,  when  not  filed    3448 

''  by  default  on  accounts    3457 

-^,  ̂  
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Jurisdiction,  plea  of   3462  to  3464 
Justification:  in  torts,  effect  of    3051 

Justice's  Court,  pleas  in   4148,  4149 
Non  est  factum,  must  be  sworn  to   3454,  3472 

"      "        "       by  executors,  etc   29th  Rule 
"      "         "       law  as  to   2851  to  2855 

Nul  tiel  record,  plea  of    3475 
Oath,  required  to,  when    3448 
Obligation  of  contract,  denial  of.. .2856  to  2858 
Partnership,  plea  denying    1898 
Payment,  defense   2864  to  2868 
Pendency  of  suit,  plea  of   3470,  2894 
Performance,  as  a  defense   2870  to  2873 

Principal  against,  when   agency   is  con- 
cealed   2204 

Recoupment  as  defense    2909 
Rescision  and  release,  plea  of   2859  to  2863 
Set-off,  law  as  to   3465  to  3470,  2899  to  2908 

"        copy  of,  when  filed   12th  Rule 
Specially  plead,  what  must  be    3458 
Tender,  as  defense   2874  to  2877 
Torts,  in  suits  for   3051  to  3064 
Verdict  must  show  on  what  rendered    3560 
Verified  before  whom    3450 

by  third  person,  when    3451 

"         inequity    4193 Pledges  and  Pawns. 
Law  as  to   2138  to  2147 

Plene  Administravit. 
Plea  of,  allowed  when    3473 

Plene  Administravit  Prater. 
Plea  of,  lies  when    3473 

Plundering  Vessels. 
Punishment  for    4408 

Poisoning  Crops. 
Presumption  in  case  of    1447 

Poisoning  Fish. 
Punishment  for    4624 

Poisons. 

Sale  of,  how  regulated   4557a 
Sale,  book  of,  how  kept   4557b 
Physicians  may  use,  how,   4557c 
Punishment  forselling  illegally    4557 

Police. 

At  places  of  worship,  provided  for    4577 
For  railroad  trains,  how  provided   4586a 

Police  Courts. 
How  affected  by  Code       480 

Police  for  Camp  Grounds. 

Appointment  and  duty  of    4577 
Police  Power. 

Conferred  on  railroad  conductors   4586a 

Of  State,  preserved    5029 
Over  corporations    5095 

Policies  of  Insurance. 
Form  of  action  on    3392 

[Policy  of  the  Law. 
As  to  comity  of  States             9 
Contracts  against,  void    2750 
Wills  against,  void    2399 
Private  sale  by  administrator  against    2566 
Marriage  favored  by    1697 

Poll  Tax. 

Subjects  of       809 
Amount  and  objeci  of    5183 

[Polygamy. 
Definition  of    4530 
Punishment  for   4531,  4532 

Pool  Tables. 
Tax  on  keepers  of       809 

iPooR. 

Regulations  for  support  of,  made  by  Or- 
dinary       337 

.Supervision  of,  vested  in  Ordinary       754 
•Commissioners  of,  may  be  appointed       760 
Fund    to    support,    how   reported    and 

accounted  for       761 

"Provision  of  law  for  support  of   754  to    773 

Poor  Houses  and  Farms. 

Power  of  Ordinary  to  purchase   755,     756 
Tax  for  purchase  of       757 
Regulations  for       758 
Workshops,  churches,  etc.,  at       759 
Exempt  from  taxation       798 

Possession. 

In  cases  of  prescription   2679  to  2685 
Writ  of,  in  cases  of  ejectment    3637 
Such  writ  operates  against  whom    3638 
Sayings  of  those  in,  admissible,  when    3774 
What  discharges  from  judgment  lien    3583 
Entitles  plaintiff  to  sue  for  trespass   

  2238,  3014  to  3016,  3027,  3030 
Possessory  Warrant. 

County  Judge  may  issue  and  try         295 
Who  else  may  issue    4032 
On  what  grounds  issued    4032 
How  executed  and  returned    4033 
Trial  of    4034 
Continuance  of   4034 
Question  tried,  and  judgment    4035 
Notice  of  certiorari  suspends  ten  days    4036 
Bond,  and  return  of   ,   4035,  4037 
Defendant  imprisoned,  when    4038 
Certiorari,  trial  by  jury    4039 
Judgment  on  certiorari    4040 

Possibility. 

Is  not  the  subject  of  sale    2638 
Postmasters. 

Exempt  from  military  duty    1060 
Post  Nuptial  Contracts. 
When  executed    1781 

Powder. 

How  kept  and  transported  ..1187,  1463  to  1465 
Powers,  Coupled  with  an  Interest. 

In  agent,  not  revocable    2183 
In   such  case,  agent  may  disregard  in- 

structions, when    2184 
In  such  case,  agent  may  sue  on  contract  2209 

Powers,  Execution  of. 
Supervision  of,  in  equity    3166 
Discretionary  powers    3167 
Collusive  execution  of    3168 

Illusory  appointment  defined    3169 
Consent  to  marriage  compelled,  when...  3170 
Compelled  in  what  cases    3171 
Mistake  or  accident  in,  relieved    3128 

Power  of  Attorney. 
Filed  with  official  bond,  when       153 
Filed  on  appeal,  when    3615 
What  formality  necessary    2182 
Fiduciaries  may  execute   1838,  2180,  2537 

Powers  of  Sale. 

In  mortgages  and  deeds   notes,  p.  468,  2183 
Practice. 

In  County  Court   283c 
Of  Supreme  Court  as  to  injunctions    3214 
In  cases  of  quo  warranto    3207 
In  all  extraordinary  remedies    3216 
Rules  of,  how  made   3246,  3247 
In  Courts  of  Ordinary   4114  to  4122 
Before  Ordinary  in  countv  matters   

  4123  to  4129 

Rules  of,  inequity    4207 
In  Supreme  Court   4268  to  4291 

Preachers  of  the  Gospel. 
Exempt  from  road  duty       659 

Preceding  and  Aforesaid. 
Meaning  of           5 

Precept  of  Juries  Drawn. 
How  issued    3913 
How  supplied  when  lost.....   3941a 

Prescription. 
Actual  nossession,  how  evidenced    2680 
"  ''  for  20  years  gives  title  2682 

Color  of  title, prescription  under    2683 
Constructive  possession  makes,  when....  2681 
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Dedication  to  public  use    2684 
Disabled  persons,  does  not  run  against...  2686 
Dismissal  of  suit  affects,  how      2688 
Exceptions  to  law  of   2686  to  2688 
Fraud,  concealed,  does  not  run  against...  2688 
Insane  persons,  does  not  run  against    2686 
Inchoate  title  by   transferable    2689 
Lien  of  judgment  on  property  sold  lost, 
when   •    3583 

Joint  title  does  not  run  against,  when....  2688 
Minors,  does  not  run  against    2686 
Non-suit,  affects  how    2688 
Personalty,  title  to,  by    2685 
Possession,  requisites  of,  to  make    2679 
"  actual,  how  evidenced    2680 
"  constructive    2681 

Private  way   731,  732,  737,  2235 
Processioners  must  respect  title  by    2389 

Seven  years'  possession  gives  title,  when  2683 
Suspended  by  disability  of  party    2687 
Tacked,  successive  possession  may  be    2689 
Title  by,  defined    2678 

"       "    arises  from  what  possession    2679 
Twenty  years'    actual    possession   gives title    2682 
Unrepresented    estates,    does    not     run 

against    2688 
Ppesidential  Electors, 
Law  concerning   1297,  1311  to  1317 

President  of  the  Senate. 
Shall  act  as  Governor,  when       136 
How  elected   182,  5053 
President  pro  tern,.,  election  of       182 
May  administer  oaths  to  sub-officers        196 

Presentments. 
Treated  as  indictments    4632 
Need  not  go  on  minutes.....       4632 
Indictment  on,  unnecessary    4632 
Arraignments  on    4632 

Press. 
Freedom  of,  guaranteed    5007 
Privileges  of    2980 

Presumptions. 
Against  common  carriers    2066 
Against  inn-keepers    2120 
In  favor  of  grant   2362-3 
Of  authori  ty  of  attorneys       413 
Of  legitimacy  of  children    1786 
Where  wife  buvs  necessaries    1757 
In  favor  of  gifts   .2663  to  2665 
As  to  delivery  of  deeds    2693 
Of  law    3752 
Of  fact    3752 
Conclusive    3753 
Disputable    3754 
Of  probate    3822 
Against  bank  officers   4427-8 

Principal  and  Agent. 
Admissions    of     agent   bind    principal, 
when   2206,  3787 

Affidavit  in  legal  proceedings,agent  may 
make    2207 

Agency  created,  how   2182,  2207 

Authority, 'agent  limited  by    2184 
'•  of  agent  construed,  how    2196 

Benefit  of   agent's    contracts,    principal shall  have    2204 
Bond  for  principal,  in  legal  proceedings, 
by  agent    2207 

Bound  by  acts  of  agent,  principal  is,  how 
far    2194 

Bound  by  representations  of  agent,  prin 
cipal  is   ,    2199 

Bound  by  fraud  or  neglect  of  agent,  prin 
cipal  is    2201 

Buy,  agent  to,  cannot  sell    2186 

Brokers'  note  on.  law  of   p.     543 
Co-agent,  tortby,  principal,  when  bound  2202 

Commissions  agent  entitled  to    2190 
Concealed  principal,  rights  of  strangers 

against   „    2197 
Concealment  of   agent,   principal  liable 

for    2199 
Contractor  and  contractee   note  to  2213 
Credit  to  agent,  principal  not  bound    2198 

"        "       "      when  responsible    2211 
Delegate,  authority,  agent  cannot    2179 
Diligence  required  of  agent    2185 
Discharge  of  employee    2217 

Estopped  from  disputing  principal's  title  2188 
Excess  of  authority,  agent  liable  for    2213 

"        agent's  rights  in  case 
of    2214 

Expenses,  agent  entitled  to    2190 
Fiduciaries  may  act  by   2180,  1830,  2537 

Form  of  agent's  act  immaterial    2195 
Formality  in  creation  of  agency    2182 
Fraud  of  agent,  principal  liable  for    2201 
Husband  bound  where  wife  is  agent    2181 

"       where  wife  buys  neces- 
saries  1757-8 

Illegal  agency  givas  no  rights    2191 
Individually  liable,  agent  is,  when    2213 
Infant  agent  may  bind  principal    2181 
Joint  principals,  agent  of    2189 
Legal  proceedings,   agent  may  institute 

for  principal    2207 
Liability  of  agent  to  co-agent   note  to  2202 

"         "  master  to  servant   note  p.     543 
Mingling  goods,  effect  of,  by  agent    2193 
Neglect  of  agent,  principal  liable  for    2201 
Notice  to  agent  is  notice  to  principal    2200 
Overseers,  law  as  to   2215  to  2217 
Partners,  agent  of    1910 
Party  plaintiff,  agent  may  be  in   own 
name,  when   2209,  2210 

Payment  to  agent  by  mistake,  recovera- 
ble   2208 

Payment  to  agent  is  good,  when    2864 
Pleas,  agent  may  swear  to    3449 
Possession,  agent  may  sue  for  interfer- 

ence with    2210 
Powers  coupled  with  interest  in  agent... 

  2183-4,  2209 
Private  instructions  do  not  affect  stran- 
gers   2196 

Profit  for  himself,  agent  cannot  make....  2187 
Public  agents,  liability  of      2212 
Batifi cation,  law  as  to    2192 

•'  cannot  be  partial    2194 

Recovery  by  principal  of  property  ille- 
gally transferred    2205 

Relation  of,  arises,  when    2178 
"  "   is  confidential    3177 

Representations  of  agent  bind  principal.  2199 
Revocable,  agency  is,  when    2183 
Revocation  of  agency,  what  is    2183 
Sell,  agent  to,  cannot  buy    2186 
Special  agents,  authority  must  be  looked 

to    2196 

Statute  of  frauds,  agent's  contracts  un- der      1950 

Sue,  agent  may,  in  his  own  name... 2209,  2210 
Torts  by  one  agent  to  another,  principal, 
when  bound    2202 

Trespass  of  agent  binds  principal,  when.  2203 
Under-servant  of  agent,  agent  not  liable 

for  acts  of    2213 
What  may  be  done  by  agent    2179 
Who  may  be  agent    2181 
Wife  can  be  agent,  when    2181 

"     as  agent  of  husband   1757,  1759 
Witness,  agent  is  competent    2206 

Principal  and  Surety. 
What  constitutes  the   contract  between 

   2148  to  2152 
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Rights  of  surety  against  principal. .2160  to  2170 
Rights  between   creditors    and   sureties 

  2152  to  2159 
Rights    of    sureties    among    themselves 

  2173  to  2175 

Rights  of  sureties   as   to   third  persons 
  2176,  2177 

[Indexed  under  head  of  "  Sureties."] Principal  and  Accessories. 
Law  asto   4305  to  4311 

Principal  Keeper  of  Penitentiary. 
Salary  of   ♦    1642 
How  appointed    4766 
Duties  of   4789  to  4795 

Printing,  State. 
How  done   1040a  to  1040f 

Priority. 
Of  debts  against  decedents    2533 

Prisoners. 

Of  United  States  shall  be  kept  by  jailers    359 
Custody  and  care  of       361 
Record  of,  kept  by  Sheriffs    366a 
Record  of.  examined  by  grrand  jury    366b 
Sheriff  fined  for  not  keeping  record  of..  366b 
Prescription  does  not  run  against    2686 
Not  affected  by  statute  of  limitations. 2926,  2927 
Refusing  to  receive,  how  punished    4486 
May  make  statements  in  felonies    4637 
Silence  of,  is  not  guilty    4638 
Abuse  of,  prohibited    5001 

Private  Property. 

When  and  how  taken  for  public  use   
  2222-2226,  5024,  5095 

[Indexed  under  head  of  "Eminent  Domain."] Private  Sales. 
Law  as  to   2629  to  2656 

[Indexed  under  head  of  "Sales — Private."] Private  Ways. 
Granted  by  Ordinary       720 
Width  of,  and  how  kept  in  repairs       721 
Petition  for,  and  what  it  must  set  forth..     722 
Notice  to  land  owners  affected  by       723 
Commissioners  to  view  and  lay  out       723 
Report  of  commissioners       723 
Notice  of  report  and  appeal       723 
Hearing  and  final  decision       723 
Damage  to  land  owners  b3r,  how  as°essed    724 
Applicant  may  aecline  to  open       725 
Established  by  agreement   ,       726 
Shall  be  entered  in  road  book       727 
Land  owners  may  join  in  establishing....     728 
Work  on,  may  be  apportioned       729 
Damages  for,  over   wild  land,    how   as- 

sessed      730 
Prescription  gives  right  to,  when       731 
Cannot  be  closed  after  one  year,  without 

notice       732 
Special  ways,  extent  of       733 
Bluffs,  use  of.  where  but  one       734 
Landings,  use  of,  how  obtained       735 
Damages  obtained,  when       736 
Prescriptive  right  of,  not  interfered  with     737 
Obstructions,  proceeding  to  remove       738 
Certiorari  from  decision       739 
Fees  of  officers  in  cases  of       740 
May  be  declared  public  roads       741 
Jurisdiction  of  Ordinary  as  to  obstruct- 
ing   741a 

Rightof,  arises  how    2235 
Private  Writing. 

Production  and  proof  of    3831 
Secondary  proof  of,  when  lost    3832 
Production  of,  provided  for   3508  to  3518 
Noiice  to  produce,  unnecessary,  when...  3834 
Alteration  of.  must  be  explained,  when.  3835 
Pro^f   of.  dispensed  with  on  production, 
when    3836 

Proved  bv  what  witnesses    3837 

How  proved,  in   absence  of  subscribing 
witnesses    3838 

Handwriting  resorted  to,  when    3839 
Comparison     of    handwriting    allowed, 
when    3840 

Privies. 
Relief  to,  in  equity    3119 
Concluded  by  judgments    3577 

Admissions  of,  provable,  when..'    3788 Privilege  of  Witnesses. 
Extends  to  what   3854,  3870,  3814 
From  arrest    3850 

Privileged  Communications. 
As  to  evidence,  includes  what   3797  to  3799 
As  to  libel  and  slander,  include  what    2980 

Privity. 
Unnecessary  inactions  for  tort    2956 

Probable  Cause. 

Want  of  exists,  when    2983 
Malice  inferred  from  want  of    2987 
Want  of  in  cases  of  malicious  arrest    2995 

Probate  of  Deeds. 

For  record,  how  made   2707,  2708 
Probate  of  Wills. 
Law  as  to   2421  to  2427 

[Indexed  under  head  of  "Wills.] Proceedings  Against  Officers  of  Court. 

Law  regulating   3948  to  3961 
Process. 
Execution  of,  in  new  counties    3230 
Criminal  in  County  Court,  how  directed    310 
How  served  on  counties          491 
Executed  by  coroner,  when       588 
Minors,  how  served  with   3263a 
To  be  annexed  to  petition.....    3334 
Waived  by  appearance  and  pleading    3335 
Entry  of  service  of,  traversable,  when....  3340 
Service  of,  on  corporations,  etc   3369  to  3376 

"        "     "    administrators,  where  one 
is  out  of  State    3388 

How  served  on  insurance  companies    3409 
Service  of,  on  express  companies    3411 
Telegraph  companies,  how  served  with. .3412a 
Service  of,  on  banks    3414 
Waiver  of,  amended,  when    3490 

Processioning. 
Appointment  of,  processioners    2384 
How  done    2385 
Notice  of    2385 

Surveyor's  duty  in    2386 
Rules  governing  as  to  disputed  lines    2387 
Genera]  reputation,  when  evidence    2388 
Protest  against  line  of  processioners    2390 
Adverse  possession,  respected  in    2389 
Appeals  to  Superior  Court    2390 
Verdict  and  judgment  to  be  moulded    2390 
Fees  of  processioners,  etc., by  whom  paid  2391 
Costs  shall  bide  issue  in  case  of  protest..  2391 
Return  of  processioners    2392 
Land  cut  by  streams,  how  marked    2393 

Prochein  Ami. 

Home^tea-i  applied  for  by,  when    2022 
Married  women  may  sue  without    1774 
Sr;;?by  infant  without    3263 

W-.vj  may  appear  in  equity  by    417-9 
Bonds  required  of  at  law   50th  Rule 
"  "  "  in  equity. .6th  Equity  Rule 

Proclamation  of  Abuse. 
For  not  duelling,  how  punished    4520 
Printer  a  witness    4522 
Printer  responsible,  when    4522 

Pro  Confesso. 
Bills  in  equity  taken,  when    4208 

Produce,  Agricultural. 
Sale  of,  not  taxable  by  cities    1605 
Statistics  of,  how  obtained   114,  920,     934 
Severing  from  realty,  how  punished    4618 
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Production  of  Books  and  Papers. 
When  and  how  compelled   3508  to  3518 

Notice  dispensed  with;  when   3834,  3836 
Compliance  with  notice,  what  sufficient 

  Rule  47 
Pro  Hac  Vice  Judges. 
Appointed,  when  and  how    250,250a    252 

Prohibition. 
Judges  of  Superior  Court  may  grant       247 
Office  of,  and  law  concerning   3209a 
Enforced  by  attachment    4218 

Promises. 
By  surety  in  ignorance,  not  binding    2158 
That  must  be  in  writing,  to  bind    1950 
Exceptions  and  qualifications    1951 
To  revive  debt  barred   1950,  2542,  2934 
Mutual,  a  good  consideration    2744 
In  favor  stranger  to  consideration    2747 
Voluntary,  not  specifically  enforced    3189 
Of  marriage,   parties  not  competent   in 

suits  on    3855 
Promissory  Notes. 

Acceptance    payable   out    of  particular 
fund    2779 

Action  on  form  of.....    339J_ 
Are  joint  or  joint  and  several    2774 
Blank  indorsement  explained    3808 

Bona  fide  holder  of,  rights  and  projection of    2785 
Capacity  of  parties  to   2729  to  2738 
Definition  of    2774 
Good  faith  of  holder  presumed    2787 
Holder  of,  rights  of  law  as  to   2786  to  2791 

"         "    as  collaterals,  rights  of    2788 
Holidays  specified    2783 
Implied  warranty  of  transferer  of    2778 
Indorsement  of,  needs  no  proof,  when...  2855 
Indorser  of,  may  limit  his  liability    2777 
Larceny  of,  how  punished       440 
Limitations  of  actions  on    2917 
Lost  copies  established    3980 

"     payment  decreed  in  equity    3113 
Maker  may  restrain  negotiability  of    2775 
Negotiable,  when  and  how    2775 
Notice  to  holder  of,  what  is   2786,  2790 
Pawnee  of,  rights  of    2139 
Payable  in  specifics    2774 

on  demand,  due,  when    2791 
to  agent  of  corporation    2209 

Payment  on,  effectual,  when   :    2867 
Protest,  need   none,   if    not  payable   in 

bank    2781 
Protest  of,  and  notice  to  indorser    2781 
Rights  of  holder  when  payable  in  spe- 
cifics   2774 

Title  of  holder  inquired  into,  when    2789 
Set-off  allowed  against  holder  of,  when...  2904 
Warranty  of  transferer  of    2778 
What  are  specified    2776 

Property. 

Belonging  to  the  State..:       960 
Corporation  powers  as  to    1679 
Destruction  of,  for  public  good    2226 
Enjoyment   of,  interference  with  gives 

t    action    3013 
Exemption  from  levy  and  sale  specified 

  2040,  1171 
Governoi  buy  in  certain  cases         64 

r^nt  or  sell,  when         66 

"         title  to  made,  to  when        65 In  which  State  has  interest      961 
Lands  reserved  to  State       962 
Militiamen  of,  exempt  from  sale    1171 
Mode  of  obtaining  exemption   2041  to  2049 
Personalty,  law  as  to   2237  to  2244 
Protection  to,  duty  of  Government    4994 
Real  and  personal  included  in          5 
Realty,  law  as  to   2218  to  2236 

Stocks  owned  by  the  State   1013  to  1015 
Taken  only  by  law    4995 
Tax,  what  exempt  from  sale  for       895 
Taxable       799 
Taxation,  what  exempt  from       798 
Taxes,  fi.  fa.  against  for      897 
Wild  animals,  how  acquired  in    2240 

Property  Exempt  from  Sale. 
For  taxes       895 
For  debt,  specified    2040 
Exemption  of,  how  obtained    2041 
Land  exempt,  how  laid  off    2042 
Objections  to  survey,  how  tried    2043 
Town  property,  how  exempted    2044 
Sold  subject  to  exemption,  when    2045 
How  sold  by  the  debtor  and  wife    2047 

How  vested*.    2048 Insolvent  estates,  allowed  when...    2049 
Choses  in  action   and  promissory  notes 

are    3582 
Future  interest  in  personalty  is    2625 

Prosecutors. 
Name  on  indictment    4630 
Liable  for  cost,  when   1646,  4630 
Not  entitled  to  fees  as  witnesses    3851 

Protection. 

To  person  and  property,  duty  of  Govern- 
ernment  as  to    4994 

Protest  and  Notice. 

When  necessary    2781 
"  to  change  indorser    2781 

Holidays  to  be  respected  in   2783a, b 
Days  of  grace  not  allowed  on  sight  paper  2784 

Public  Agents. 
Governor  may  employ,  when         74 
Not  personally  liable    2212 
Book  containing  copy  of  bonds  of         77 

Public  Arms  and  Arsenals. 

Keepers  of,  appointed  by  Governor         73 

Property  of  State   .'    1016 Law  regulating   1180  to  1191 
Secretary  of  State  has  charge  of    1124 
Military  storekeepers    1188 

Public  Buildings. 

Keeper  of,  how  appointed         72 
Sheriffs  shall  keep,  etc....       499 
Penalty  for  injuring       500 
Inspected  by  grand  jury       504 
Belonging  to  the  State       960 
In  which  State  has  an  interest       961 

Public  Debt. 
Book  showing  statement  of         77 

Bonds,  etc.,  for  State  debt,  how  authen- ticated      944 
Denomination  of       945 

Coupons  of  State  bonds,  how  signed  and 
paid       946 

Coupons,  how  paid  when  unsigned       947 
Where  payable       948 
Bonds  of  State,  how  reissued       950 
Exchange  of  bonds       949 
Lost  bonds,  how  supplied       951 
New  bonds,  how  obtained   952  to    954 
Paid  bonds,  how  kept       955 
Appropriations  for  bonded  debt   956,     957 
Governor  may  apply  surplus  funds  to....     958 
Bonds  redeemed  before  due,  how  report- 
ed     959 

Registration  of  bonds    959a 
Book  of  registration    959b 
Registered  bonds,  how  negotiated    959c 

Public  Defense. 

Law  concerning   1059-1191 
Public  Documents. 

Altering  or  stealing,  how  punished    4471 
Law  as  to,  proof  of   3815  to  3830 

Public  Education. 

Law  concerning   1242  to  1275b 
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Public  Improvement. 
Restrictions  on  Legislature  as  to    5188 

Public  Indecency. 
Punishment  for    4535 

Public  Interest. 
Matters  of,  how  proved    3778 

Public  Money. 
Holders  of,  how  proceeded  against       523 
Execution  against  holders  of      524 
Illegality,  how  set  up  and  tried      525 
Proceedings  against  borrowers  of      526 
Receiving   interest  on,  when   and   how 

punished    4435a 
Punishment  for  using   4425a 

Public  Printer. 
Office  of,  abolished   1040a 

Public  Printing. 
Let  to  lowest  bidder   1040a 
(Commissioners  of   1040b 

"         "           '•  shall  advertise  for  bid- 
ders, award  of  contract....   1040c 

Stipulations,  specifications,  etc   1040d 
Contracts  for,  forfeited  when   1040e 
Re-letting  in  case  of  forfeiture....   1040e 
Contractor  and  sureties,  how  bound   1040f 
How  to  be  done   1040d 

Public  Policy. 
Contracts  against,  void    2750 

Public  Property. 
Governor  shall  protect         62 
Exempt  from  taxation       798 
Buildings  owned  by  State       960 

"  partly  owned  by  State      961 
Lands  owned  by  State       962 
Stocks,  library,  etc.,  owned  by  State   

  1013  to  1016 
Public  Records. 

Secretary  of  State  shall  keep         85 
Inspection  of  by  grand  jury       504 

Public  Revenue. 
From  taxation   799  to    825 
From  sources  other  than  taxes   941  to  943 

.Public  Roads. 

Applications  to  lay  out  or  alter       604 
Apportionment  of  hands  on       602 
Bridges  and  causeways  on,  how  kept  up    601 
Classification  of       599 
Laid  out  the  nearest  and  best  way       609 
List  of  hands  to  be  kept,  how       603 
Notice  and  citation,  how  published      605 

"      to  land  owners  on  line  of       606 
Marked  out,  how      604 
Private  ways  may  be  declared       741 
Proceedings  to  discontinue       608 
Railroads  cannot  appropriate       719 
Road  districts       602 

"  "       to  be  registered  and  revised    603 
;  Second  class,  description  of       600 
Size,  extent,  etc.,  of,  and  foot-logs  on      598 
Void,  when       607 
What  are       597 

^Public  School  System. 
Law  relating  to   1242  to  1275b 

IPublic  Sale. 

[Indexed  under  "Sales  Public."] .Publlc  Use. 

Analagous  right  to  destroy  propertj''  for.  2226 
Compensation    for    property   taken   for 

public  use   5024,  5310 
Corporate  franchise  subject  to     5095 
How  exercised    2224 
Just  compensation  to  be  made    2225 
Right  of,  when  exercised    2223 

IPublication. 
Service  by,  in  divorce  cases,  when    1717 

'"         "    in  equity  causes    4185 Public  Works. 

Contracts  for,  law  regulating   493a  to  493d 
92 

Punishment. 

For  offenses,  prescribed    4705 
For  contempt,  confined  to  what  acts    4711 
For  attempt  to  commit  offenses    4712 
Cruel  or  unusual,  prohibited    5001 
By  whipping,  prohibited    4999 

Purchase  Money. 
Inadequacy  of,  effect  on  sale    2647 
Due,  when    2648 
Attachments  for,  law  concerning.3293  to  3296 
Sale  of   land  for,    where  titles  are   not 
made    3654 

Homestead  subject  to  sale  for   5210,  2028 
Purchaser. 

Sales  to  defraud,  are  void,  when    2631 
Protected  against  voluntary  deeds,  when.  2632 
Of  negotiable  paper,  gets  title,  when    2639 
Innocent,  always  protected    2640 
Of  fraudulent  title  is  protected,  when...  2640 
Gifts  void  as  to,  when    2662 

At  Sheriff's  sale,  liability  of    3655 
Suits  against,  how  brought    3656 
At  execution  sales,  gets  possession,  how  3652 
Putin  possession  by  officer,  when    3651 
Equity  will  not  disturb   3092,  3119 
Rights  as  against  marriage  settlement.... 

  1775-7,  1782 
From  trustees  protected    2329 
In  case  of  fraudulent  conveyances    1952 
May  attack  judgments,  when    3596 
At  judicial  sales    2628 
In  private  sales   2640,  2632 
Of  property  subject  to  judgment    3583 

Putting  Dirt,  etc.,  in  Cotton,  etc. 
Punishment  for    4593 

Putting  Children  to  Dangerous  or  Im- 
proper Avocations. 

Punishment  for   4612f 

Quarantine. Concealment  of  small  pox,  indictable    1386 
Counties  may  tax  for    5190 
Distribution  of  vaccine  matter    1393 

Expenses  of,  account  of   '.    1392 Fees  of  health  officer,  how  paid    1389 
Fines  and  forfeitures,  how  disposed  of....  1387 
Governor  may  arrest  contagions...    1384 
How  prescribed  an  d  regulated    1376 
Inland  travellers  shall  perform,  when    1381 
Masters  of  vessels  to  give  bill  of  health, 

etc   :    1380 
Ordinaries  may  establish    1391 

"  "  "        hospitals    1390 
Persons  on  vessels  to  remain,  when    1383 
Persons  escaping  from,  how  dealt  with...  1379 
Pilots  to  investigate  vessels,  before  enter- 
ing   1382 

Performance  of,  to  be  certified    1388 
Rules  for,  made  by  Ordinaries       337 
Towns  may  establish    1377 
Vessels  removable  to, quarantine  grounds  1378 
Violations  of,  indictable    1385 

"  "     howpunished    4559 
Quantum  of  Damages. For  breach  of  bond  for  titles    2949 

"       "     warranty    2948f 

"     malicious  prosecution    2986* In  suits  on  official  bonds       168 

Law  as  to,  generally   2939  to  2950 
Questions  of  Law  and  Fact. 
Judged  of  by  jury  in  criminal  cases    5018 
How  argued   Rule  3 

Qui  Tam  Actions. Law  as  to    3254 

Quia  Timet. 
Bills.granted  by  Judges  of  Superior  Court    247 
Proceedings  sustained  for  what    3232 

Quiet  Enjoyment. 
Covenant  of   2702-3 
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Quo  "Warranto. Granted  by  Judges  of  Superior  Courts...     247 
Issues,  for  what  purpose    3203 
Heard  in  vacation,  when    3204 
Issues  of  fact,  how  tried    3205 
Continuances,  how  granted    3205 
Proceedings  in  cases  of    3206 
Practice  in  injunctions,  apply  to    3207 
Law  of  certain  sections  extended    3208 
Governor  exempt  from   3208a 
Judgment  in,  shall  dispose  of  office  books, 

papers,  etc    3209 
Judgment  in,  how  enforced    3209 

Race  Track,  (Public.) 
Tax  on  keepers  of       809 

Railroad  Bridges. 
Arson,  how  punished    4383 
Punishment  for  injuring   ,    4438 

Railroad  Companies. 
Appeals  in  suits  against,  how  entered    3046 
Are  common  carriers    2083 
Benefit  of  certain  laws  conferred   1689ff 
Books    of    subscription    to    be   opened, 

when   1689c 
Books,  etc.,  where  kept   1689q 

"      of  subject  to  inspection   1689q 
Certificate,  evidence  of  incorporation  of.. 1689b 
Change  of  route,  or  name,  how  effected. .1689m 
Consent  of  injured  party,  defeats  action 

against    3034 
Certain  sections  apply  to,  what  cases...  1689cc 
Connections  by  switches,  how  enforced...  719t 
Damages  for  right  of  way,  how  assessed 

against    3032 
Directors  of,  how  chosen   1689d 

"         may  require  stock  paid   1689f Duration  of  charter  of   1689u 

Exemption    of  fiom    taxation,    not  al- 

lowed,  .'   1689dd 
Extension  of  road,  and  branches   1689j 
Former  purchasers,  rights  of   1689ee 
Form  of   receipts  by,    and  punishment 

for  not  giving    4604 
Form  of  notice  to,  by  owners  of  stock...  3044 
Form  of  tax  returns  by    826d 
Five  per  cent,  of  stock,  must  be  prepaid.. .1689f 
Homicide  bj',  suits  for   ,    2971 
Incorporation  of,  mode  of   1689a 
Lessees  of,  where  sued    3407 
Levy,  advertisement,  and  sale    3047 
Liability  of    3368 

"  "for  damage  to  live  stock......  3042 
"    "   injury  by  co-employees..  3036 

"  "    "   damages  by  trains    3033 
"  "  to  employees    2083 

"  connecting  roads    2084 
"  when  track  overseer   is  in- 
solvent   3041 

Lists  of  marks  and  brands  of  stock  killed, 
how  kept  by    3038 

Lists  of  marks  and  branks  of  stock  killed 
how  posted..    3039 

May  acquire  realty   1689k 

"     build  and  run  steamboats,  how   1689o 
"     buy  other  railroads,  when...,   1689bb 
"     establish  sinking  funds   1689y 
"     exercise  rights  beyond  State,  when..l689r 
"    issue  bonds,  etc   1689x 

"    preferred  stock  etc   1689y 
"     contract  with  other  roads   1689o 
"     consolidate,  merge  stock,  lease,  etc..l689o 
"     cross  other  roads,  on  what  terms   1689n 
"     sell  to,  or  consolidate  with  others... .1689g 

Mode  of  incorporation  of   1689a 
Negligence  of  injured  party,  effect  of    3034 
Notice  to,  by  owner  of  stock    3043 
Overseers   and  track-menders,  liable  for 

default    3040 

Payment  of  taxes,  how  resisted  by    826c 
President  of,  appointment  of   1689e 
Presumption  against    3033 
Privileges   extended  to   former  compa- 
nies  1689aa 

Principal  office  of,  where  kept   1689s 
Proceeds  of  sale,  how  disposed  of  in  cer- 

tain cases    3048 

Powers  of,  when  incorporated   1689i 
Purchasers  may  form  corporations   1689v 
Record  of  stock  injured,  to  be  kept    3037 
Return  of  taxes  by,  made  to  Comptroller 

  826,  826a. Right  of  way,  etc.,  how  acquired  by   16891 
"       "  buyer   to   part  of  consolidated 
line   1689gg 

Shall  accommodate  all  equally    3035 
Suits  against,  where  brought    3406 

"    by  partners  and  joint  owners    3050 
Stock  in,  forfeited  by  non-payment   1689f 

"    how  levied  on   and   sold    2626 
"       ';    how  transferred   1689g 
"       "    increased,  how   1689h 
"       "    is  personalty   1689g 

Subrogated  to  rights  of  former  company, 
when   1689w 

Taxes  of,  to  whom  paid    826b 
'■      on    assessed   by   the  Comptroller, 
when    826e 

Tender  of  damages,  and  effect  of    3049 
Trial,  judgment  and  execution  in  certain 

cases    3045 
Trains  of,  how  run  at  crossings   ..1689p 
Under  power  of  Railroad  Commissioners, 
how  far   719a  to  719u 

Railroad  Commissioners. 

Appointment  of    719a* 
Discriminations  by  railroads  forbidden, 
when    719d 

Discrimination      by    railroads     against 
other  lines  illegal    719s: 

Duties  of  commissioners    7l9e 
Exceptions  and  limitations    719u 
Expense  for  office,  etc.,  for,  limited    719b 
Extortion  by  railroads  disallowed    719c 
Fines  paid  into  State  Treasury    719k 
Freights   delivered   to  connecting  lines, 
how    719q 

Jurisdiction  and  power  of    719g 
Liability  of  railroads  for  violating  regu- 

lations of      719j 

Limitation  as  to  certain  suits   ■.      719j 
Oath  of,  framed  bv  Governor    719a 
Office  of,  shall  be  in  Atlanta    719b 

"       "        "      "  furnished  to    719b 
Official  term  of    719a 

Penalty  for  violating  regulations  of      719i 
Power   of,  over  contracts  between   rail- 
roads   719h 

Power  of,  over  witnesses,  and  how  exe- 
cuted   719o 

Publication  of  schedule  by      719f 
Railroad  tracks,  joined  how    719r 

"        shall  report  to,  when    719p 
"        to    give   duplicate   freight  re- 
ceipts  719m 

Remedies,  cumulative,  etc   ;..  719k 
Removed  from  office,  when    719a 
Revision  and  change  of  schedules  by      719f 
Rules  of  evidence  before    719k 

Salarjr  of,  and  how  paid    719a 
Schedules  of  rates  for  railroads  made  by  719f 
"  "       "     revised    and  changed 

by    719f 
Schedule  prima  facie  evidence,  when      719f 
Secretary  of,  and  how  paid    719b 
Shall  not  be  interested  in  railroads,  etc..  719a 
Semi-annual  reports  of    719ni 
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Suspended,  how    719a 
Vacancy  in  office  of,  how  filled    719a 

Railroad  Crossings. 
Allowed  and  regulated,  how   705  to    719 

Railroads. 
Bell    ringing    substituted  for  whistle, 
when       710 

Blow  posts  near  crossings, shall  be  erected 
by      708 

Bridges  cannot  be  appropriated  by       719 
Building  branch  roads    5096 
Certificate  to  exempt  officers  from   jury 

duty    3939 
Charters  of,  subject  to  Constitution    5096 
Commissioners  of,  law  concerning   

  719a  to  719u 
Conductors  of,  exempt  from  jury  duty...  3939 
Crossing  each   other,  when   and  how  al- 

lowed      705 
Crossings  of  public  roads,  how  kept       706 

"      extent  of       707 
"         how  repaired  at  expense  of     714  to     717 

Decreasing   competition,   contracts   for, 
forbidden    5097 

Explosive  oils,  use  of,  on,  how  punished  4585 
Ferries,  not  to  be  appropriated  by       719 
Failure  to  erect  blow  posts  indictable....     709 

"         "  blow  whistle,  liability  for       710 
Freight  and  passenger  tariffs  regulated.. 

  719a  to  719dd,  5094 
Incorporation  of,  law  concerning.. ..5077, 

  1689a  to  1689gg 
Injuring  or  obstructing,  how  punished...  4438 
Intruding  on  track  of,  how  punished    4437 
Lessees  of,  how  served  with  process   3369a 
Mode  of  taxing   816,  818,     819 
Notice  of  repairs  needed,  how  given       712 
Overcharges  by  officers  of,  punished    4603 
Police  of,  provided  for   4586a 
Purchase  of  stock  in  other  roads  by,  for- 

bidden   5097,  5096 
Purchases  of,  subject  to  eminent  domain  5095 
Rebates  disallowed  by    5098 
Roads  cannot  be  appropriated  by       719 
Refusing  equal  accommodations  to  all, 
punished    4586 

"Water  and  light  on,  punishment  for  not providing    4585 
Western  &  Atlantic  Railroad,  liability 

of       966 

"White  persons  in  charge  of  trains  free from  road  duty       659 
Rails. 
Taking  of,  punished,  when    4440 

Rank  and  Priority  of  Debts. 
Against  decedents    2533 

Rank  of  Liens. 
Law  regulating   1972  to  2001 

Rape 
Definition  of    4349 
Punishment  for    4350 
Assault  with  intent  to,  how  punished...  4351 

Tariffs  of,  regulated   719a  to  719dd,  5094 
Rebates  in,  forbidden    5098 

Ratification. 
Of  acts  of  agent  by  principal   v..  2192 
Of  torts,  makes  ratifier  liable,  when    2963 
Of  transfer  of  judgment  by  attorney    3598 
Must  be  entire,  not  partial    2194 
May  not  be  revoked    2192 
May  be  express  or  implied    2192 

Reading  of  Bills. 
Mode  of,  in  Legislature    5056 

Realty  and  Real  Estate. 
Annuities  attached  to,  when    2236 
Bridge  and  ferry  rights  of  owner  of    2233 

Contracts  for  sale  of,  must  be  in  writing  1950 
Deposits  of  wild  animals  on,  belong  to 

owner  of    2241 
Descends  directly  to  heirs  of  owner    2246 
Eminent  domain  is  in  State    2222 

"        compen?ation  in  cases 
of    2225 

Eminent    domain,    right    of,  exercised, 
when    2222 

Eminent    domain,    right  of,  exercised, 
how    2224 

Eminent  domaim,  exigencv  for,  judged 
of  by  whom    2223 

Fixtures  are  part  of,  when    2219 
Form  of  action  to  recover   3389,  3401 
Interference   with  enjoyment  of,  gives 

action    3013 
Interference  with  possession  of,  gives  ac- 
tion   3015 

Include  what    2218 
Just  compensation  to  owner  in  cases  of 
eminent  domain    2225 

Liens  on,  how  enforced    1990 
Machinery  not  part  of,  when    2219 
Mortgages  on,  how  foreclosed   3962  to  3970 
Navigable  streams  defined    2229 
Owner's  right  above  and  below  surface...  3020 
"  "     to  ditch  and  embank    2232 

Partition  of,  proceedings  to   3996  to  4007 
Private  way,  right  of,  arises,  how    2235 
Right  to  recover  vests,  where    2246 

"      of  possession,  recovery  of,  on    3014 
"       "  owner  to  water  courses  on. .2227,  3018 
"      "        "       "  navigable  streams    2230 
"       "        "      where  streams  are  boun- 
daries   2228 

Stocks  are,  when    2237 
Specific  performance  of  contracts  as  to...  3187 
"  "  "  promises  as  to....  3189 

Suits  respecting  title  to,  where  brought.  3413 
Tenure  of,  in  Georgia    2221 
Things  detached  from, become  personalty  2220 
Title  to,  supports  action  for  trespass    3016 

Reasonable  Doubts. 
Law  of    3749 

Reasonable  Time. 
Contracts  to  be  performed  within    2870 
Time  is  of  essence  of  contract,  when    2757 

Rebates. 
By  railroads,  not  allowed    5098 

Rebellion. 
Military  force,  subject  to  call  in  case  of..  1162 

Receiving  Stolen  Goods. 
Punishment  for    4488 
Receiver  punished,  though  the  thief  be 

not  taken    4489 
From  negroes,  how  punished    4512 

Receipts. 

Final,  to  administrator's  evidence    2604 Forms  of  action  on    3391 
Explainable  by  parol  evidence    3807 

Receiver. 
Acts  under  order  of  Court       276 
Appointed,  when      274 
"  for  bank,  when    1486 
"  in  equity,  when   3098,  3149 
"  for  insolvent  traders   3149a 

Appointment  of,  laws  applicable  to    3216 
Bond  may  be  required  of       277 
Duties  of,  of  banks    1487 

"       "    "   railroads    278a 
Exempt  from  garnishments    3553 
Funds  in  hands  of,  invested  when       275 
Motions  to  change,  heard  in  vacation       247 
Removable  at  Court's  pleasure       276 Shall  accountto  Court    3150 
Terms  of  appointment  of    3149 
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Receiver  of  Tax  Returns. 

Compensation  of       936 
Election,  duty  and  liability  of   917  to    926 

of,  law  governing   1297,  1319,  1322 
Maps  furnished  to       872 
Proceedings  against  delinquent   902  to    916 

Recitals. 
As  to  purchase  price,  do  not  estop. .2698,  3753 

Recognizances. 
Forfeiture  of,  when  allowed    4702 
General  Assembly  shall  not  relieve,  when  5078 

Scire  facias  on  forfeited    4703 
Judgment  on  against  bail,  taken  when...  4703 

Recommendation  of  Jury. 

In  capital  cases,  not  homicides,  effect  of. 4646a 
Due  respect  to,  enjoined,  when    4656 

Record. 
Of  marriage  contracts,  etc   1778.  1779 
Of  mortgages   1956,  1957 
Of  conditional  sales   1955a 

Records. 
Removal  of,  forbidden       207 
Amendment  of,  how  allowed   3499  to  3500 

Copies  of,  admitted  in  evidence,  when-...  3763 
How  proved,  when  lost  or  destroyed    3818 
Examination  of,  by  grand  jury    3920 

"  uk  apppointees  of  grand 
jury   3921  to  3923 

Of  other  States,  faith  given  to....    5294 
Recoupment. 

Defined    2909 

Differs  from  set-off,  how    2910 
Lies  for  payments,  when    2911 
Pleadable,  in  what  cases    2912 
Defendant  entitled  to  judgment,  when...  2912 

Redemption. 
Of  mortgaged  property    1964 
Of  land  sold  for  taxes       898 

Re-entry. 

Landlord's  right  of    2285 Reformation  of  Contracts. 

Decreed  in  equity,  when   3114,  3123-4 
Refunding  Bonds. 
Administrators  may  demand,  when.  2587,  2605 

Refusing  to  Receive  Convicts. 
How  punished    4487 

Refusing  to  Receive  Prisoner. 
Punishment  for    4486 

Registration. 

Of  State  bonds,  law  as  to   959a,  959b,  959c 
Of  mortgages,  effect  of   956,     957 
Of  conditional  sales    955a 
Of  deeds    2705 
Of  bills  of  sale  to  personalty    2710 
Of.  fi.  fa.  under  which  land  is  sold    2709 
Proof  of    3819 

"      "  lost  or  destroyed  registry    3821 
Proper  probate  for  presumed,  when    3822 
Laws  curative  of,  continued    3823 
Of  voters,  Legislature  may  provide  for..   5033 

Regrating. 

"*How  punished      4591 Relationship. 

How  proved    3772 
Release. 

By  compromise   2878,  2882 
Covenant,  never  to  sue  is    2861 
Indemnification  of  debtor  is,  when    2861 
Results,  when    2862 
Intermarriage  works,  when....    2863 
Of  lien  of  judgment   3657,  3660 

Religious. 
What  is  not    3159 

Religious  Belief. 
Goes  only  to  credit  of  witness    3853 
Right  of,  guaranteed    5004 
Does  not  disqualify    5005 

Religious  Sects. 

Appropriations  to,  forbidden   .,    5006 
Religious  Societies. 

Incorporation  of    2346 
Deeds  to    2343 
Protection  of    2346 
Trustees  of    2344 

Religious  Test. 
Not  required  in  Georgia    5005 

Religious  Worships. 

Disturbance  of,  how  punished    4574 
Freedom  of  guaranteed    5004 

Remainder. 

Estates  in,  law  concerning...   2263  to  2272 
Interests  in,  who  may  sue  for  injury  to..  3031 

Remaindermen. 

May  sue  in  trespass,  when    3031 
Rights  of,  heirs  of    2266 
Ne  exeat,  in  favor  of    2661 
May  require  bond  of  purchaser,  when...  2262 
Discharge  of  encumbrances  by    3133 

Remedy. 

Court  may  frame,  when    3250 
For  every  right   2243,  3250 
May  be  changed           6 
Of  land  owners,  damaged  by  road..637  to    648 

Remitter. 

From  Supreme  Court    4285 
Remote  Damages. 

May  be  considered,  when    3074 
Not  allowed,  when    2944 
What  are   3072,  3073 

Remote  Limitations. 
How  construed    2251 

Removing  Buoys  or  Beacons. 
Punishment  for    4607 

Removing  Landmarks. 
Punishment  for    4606 

Removing  Trusts  to  Another  County. 

How  effected,  law  regulating   2611  to  2613 Rent. 

Distress  for    2285 
Lien  for  attaches,  when    2286 
Contracts  for,  bear  interest    2288 
Judgment  for,  had  at  first  term    2288 

Renunciation. 
Of  executors  is  final    2436 

Repeal. 

Of  sections  of  Code,  how  effected    5076 
Replications. 

In  equity  not  needed    4199 
Replevy. 

Of  property  levied  on  by  attachment   
  3319,  3324 

Reporters. 

For  circuits,   appointments,   duty    and 
compensation  of   4696a  to  4696d 

Reporter  of  Supreme  Court. 
Official  term  of       226 
Oath  of      226 

Assistant,  appointment  of       227 
Duties  of  assistant      227 
Duties  of   228b,  228,  228e 
Salary  of   1646,  228e 
Treasurer  may  advance  to       229 
Forfeiture  by,  for  failure  or  delay       231 

Reports. 

Of  insurance  companies    5092 
Reports  of  Supreme  Court. 

Additional  copies  printed,  when    228h 
Arguments  excluded  from   228b    230 
Copyright  of,  belongs  to  State      228f 
Electrotyping  of,  provided  for    228g 
Electrotype  plates,  to  be  kept      228i 
Forfeiture,  for  failure  to  publish       231 

Published  at  State's  expense    228a 
Reporter  to  estimate  number  of    228b 
Sale  of ,  to  the  public    228d 
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Style  and  terms  of  printing   
Reprieves. 
Granted  by  Governor   

Representatives.     . 
Apportionment  of   38, 
Election  of,  law  concerning... 1282  to  1296 
Elect  a  speaker  of  House,  how   
New  counties,  how  represented   
Number  of   38, 
Oath  of   
Part  of  legislative  department   
Qualifications    of   
Term  of  office,  of   
Have  sole  power  to  impeach   
Federal  House  of   5243-7,  5263, 

Republication. 
Of  wills,  how  effected   

Requisition. 
For  fugitives  from  justice   

Rescission  of  Contracts. 

Allowed  by  one,  without  consent  of  oth- 
er, when   

Shown  as  defense,  when   
Of  persons  arrested  by  order  of  either 

House  of  Assembly   
Res  Adjudicata. 

Ends  litigation   
Parol   pioof  on  questions  of,    allowed, 
when   

Rescue. 
Attempt  at,  how  punished   
Definition  of   
Punishment  for   4479, 
Of  persons   arrested  by  order  of  either 
House  of  Assembly   

Residence. 
Of  Governor  must  be  at  capital   
Of  officers   
Of  Judge,  attached  to  another   circuit, 

does  not  deprive  him  of  office   
Residuum  of  Estates. 

Debts  paid  out  of,  when   
Held  by  executors,  how   

Resignation. 

Of  guardian,  how  effected   
Of  administrators,  how  effected   
Of  officers,  to  whom  reported   
Of  Governor,  how  reported   
Rights  of  minors   

Res  Gestae. 
What  admissible  in  evidence  as  part  of.... 
Sayings  of  agent  admissible,  when   

Resulting  Trusts. 
Defined   

Retailer  of  Liquors. 
County  charge  against   
Forfeiture  by,  when  unlicensed   
License,  how  obtained  by   
Bond  of   
Oath  of   
License  of,  confined  to  one  place   
Towns  and  cities  license,  when   
Penalty  for  selling  to  one  who   is  drunk 
Who  is  a   

Permitting  minors  to  game,    how  pun- 
ished  

Without  license,  how  punished   
Retailing  Without  License. 

Forfeiture  to  county,  for   
When  and  how  punished   

Retail  License. 

County  charge,  for   
Are  for  one  year   
Hqw  obtained   
Confined  to  one  place   
Law  of  applies  to  towns  and  cities, when 

Retraxit  of  Suits. 
Defined,  and  effect  of   

228c 

5112 

5042 5045 
5058 

39 

5042 5048 

5042 
5057 

5042 
5059 
5323 

2478 

5296 

2860 
2859 

5061 

2897 

2898 

4481 
4478 
4480 

5061 
79 

132 

240 

2467 
2445 

1848 
2610 
137 
136 

2610 

3773 2206 

2312 

529 

531 
1419 
1419 
1419 

1421 
1422 
1423 
1424 

4539 
4565 

531 
4565 

529 

530 1419 
1421 

1422 

3445 

Differs  from  dismissal    3446 
Retrospective  Laws. 
Forbidden   6,  5026 

Returns. 

Of  guardians     1823 
Of  trustees    2324 

Revenue  of  State. 

From  sources  other  than  taxation. ...942,     941 
From  feesof  officers      943 

Revenue  Laws. 

Comptroller  may  suggest  improvements 
in       104 

Revenue  Stamps. 
Taxed  as  cost    3683 

Reversion. 

Definition  of,  and  rights  of  reversioner...  2263 
Estates  in,  law  governing   2263  to  2272 
In  personalty,  who  sues  for  injury  to    3031 
Discharge  of  incumbrances  by    3133 

Reversioner. 
May  maintain  trespass,  when    3031 

Reverted  Lands. 

How  to  be  disposed  of   2380  to  2383 
Review. 

Bills  for,  must  be  brought,  when.. ..2919,  4220 
Revocation. 

Of  administration  does  not  affect  suits...  2513 

Of  agency,  law  as  to    2183 
Of  wills,  law  concerning   2470  to  2478 
Of  letters  testamentary,  or  of  adminis- 

tration     331 
Rewards. 

Governor  may  offer         58 
Amount  of  limit         58 

Rice  and  Rice  Culture. 

Title  to  rice  passes  only  when  paid  for...  1593 
Penalty  for  not  paying  for    1594 
Oath  of  weigher  of  rice    1599 
Penalty   for    weighing  without    taking 

oath    1600 
Tare  on  rice    1601 
No  deduction  for  turn  of  scales    1603 
Water  shall  not  be  diverted    1607 
Drains,  how  extended    1607 
Damages  for  extending  dra.ns    1607 
Rice  dams  to  be  opened,  when    1608 
Penalties  against  land  owners    1609 
Survey,  how  obtained    1610 
Proceedings  under  survey     1611 
Awards  of  freeholders    1612 

Drainage  not  prohibited    1613 
Proceedings  in  case  of  obstruction    1614 
Penalty  for  stopping  up  dam    1615 
Inadequate  dams,  how  enlarged    1616 
Compensation  of  freeholders    1617 
Sale  of  rice  regulated   1593  to  1606 

Right  of  Common. 

Disturbing,  gives  action    3021 
Right  of  Way. 

How  granted  to  private  persons....720  to     737 
Private  way,  how  protected       738 
Interfering  with,  gives  action    3021 
Mining  companies  acquire,  how   742,     743 
Telegraph  companies  may  use    3022 
Occupation  of  telegraph  companies  reg- 

ulated   3023 
Compensation  for  use  of,  how  assessed...  3024 

Bill  of   4993  to  5030 

Of  citizens    1654-5 
Of  insane  persons    1658 
Of  citizens  of  other  States,  here    1659 
Of  suit  for  injuries    2243 

Riot. 
Defined  and  punished    4515 

Riparian  Rights. 
Disturbance  of  streams,  action  for    3018 
Law  regulating   2227  to  2233 
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KlSK. 
Is  with  seller  until  delivery    2644 
In  sale  of  things  to  be  manufactured    2645 
In  cases  of  hiring   2087,  2101 

Increase  of  surety's,  discharges  him    2154 
Rivers  and  Riparian  Rights. 

Action  for  disturbing  streams       3018 
Law  regulating   2227  to  €233 

Road  Commissioners. 
Law  concerning   653  to    666 

Road  Districts. 
Counties  laid  off  into    602 
Registry  of,  to  be  kept    603 
Road  on  line  of,  how  worked    664 

Roads  (Public.) 
Bridges  on,  included  in    5 
Constables  ruled  for  default  in  collecting 

fines    629 

Certiorari  to  proceeding  for  damages,  be- 
cause of       645 

Consequential  damages  considered    648 
Competency  of  jurors    638 
Continuance  of  trial,  etc    643 
County  may  tax  for    5190 
Culverts  and  bridges  on,  provided  for    616d 
Damage  to  land  owners  by,  how  assessed  637 
Defaulters  may  be  heard,  how    626 

"*  Duty  of  apporlionees  of    622 
"       "  overseers  of    616 

Employers  of  colored  hands  to  give  lists  613 

"            "    hands  in  default,  how  gar- 
nished   629 

Execution  against  defaulters    627 
Extraordinary  tools,  how  obtained    620 

"               work  on    616a 
"      ''  how  done    616b 

Fines  on  defaulters,  how  disposed  of    628 
Forfeiture  for  not  posting,  etc    634 

"            "      "    removing  obstructions  651 
Hands  compelled  to  work,  but  one    611 

"       "      how  long    612 
"      credited  with  special  work    618 
"      how  summoned  to  work    614 
"      in  default,  how  fined    619 

Jurisdiction  of  Ordinary  over    337 
Liability  of  apportionees,  for  non-work..  624 
Lien  of  commissioners,  judgment    630 
Mistrial  in  case  for  damage,  effect  of    644 
Notice  of  trial,  etc    640 
Objections  to  jury  and  talesmen    642 
Order  to  pay  damages,  etc    646 
Overseers  fined  for  neglect    649 
Persons  subject  to  work  on    610 

exempt  from  work  on   610,  659 
rejecting    apportionment    shall 

still  work    623 
Penalty  for  altering  or  obstructing    650 

against  overseers  for  default    635 
Petition  of  land  owner,  for  damages    637 
Portions  of,  how  parcelled  for  work    621 
Private  ways  may  be  changed  to    741 
Proceedings  to  lay  out,  alter  or  abolish.. 

  597  to  609 

Railroad  hands  exempt  by  commutation  636 
Repaired,  when  suddenly  impassible    617 
Shall  be  measured  and  posted    632 
Sign  boards  placed  at  forks  of    633 
Summons  to  work,  shall  state  what    615 
Selection  of,  for  extra  work    616c 
Streets  neglected,  how  worked    652 
Timbers  for,  overseers  may  use    631 

"      how  valued  and  paid  for    631 
Trial  of  damage  case,  how  conducted    639 
Unequal  appointment  revoked,  when....  625 
Value  of  land  affected  by,  how  estima- 
ted   647 

Warrant  to  summon  jury    637 

Roads  and  Revenue. 

Commissioners  of,  appointed,  when    5228 
Robbery. 

Defined    4389 
Punishment  of   4390,  4391 

Rogues  and  Vagabonds. 

Who  are,  and  how  punished....,      4561 
Rosin. 

Inspector  of,  how  appointed    1563 
Inspected  before  shipment    1567 
Inspection  of,  how  regulated    1570 

Rules  Against  Officers. 

Against  constable,  where  taken   476-7 
Lien  of,  when  made  absolute   3956,  2001 

Against  Clerk  of  Superior  Court   270-1 
Law  regulating   3948  to  3961 

Rules  for  New  Trial. 
Amendment  of  allowed,  when    3503 
Grounds  for   3712  to  3718 

Applied  for,  when   3719,  3721 
Service  of   3721,  3723 
Need  not  go  on  minutes,  when    3723 
Operate  as  supersedeas,  when    3724 
Who  may  decide  on..    3720 

Rules  of  Court. 

Binding  force  of       204 
Made  by  Judges  of  Superior  Courts    3246 
Unauthorized,  void    3247 
Common  law  rules   pp.  1344  to  1354 
Rules  in  equity   pp.  1354  to  1355 
Rules  of  Supreme  Court   pp.  1355  to  1361 

Rules  to  Establish  Lost  Papers. 
In  Superior  Court   3982,  3984 
In  Justice  Court    3990 
Parties  to.v    3992 

Running  Freight  Trains  on  Sunday. 

When  and  how  punished    4578 
Running  Water. 

Ownership  of,  and  power  over      2227 
Sat  bath. 

Not  counted,  when   4,  3614 
Attachments  issue  on,  when    3274 
Keeping  open  tippling  houses  on    4535 
Running  freight  trains  on,  penalty..    4578 
Accused  may  justify,  how    4578 
Pursuing  business  on,  punished    4579 
Hunting  on,  how  punished    4580 
Bathing  on,  punished  when    4581 
Fines  for  violating,  how  disposed  of    4582 

Sabbath  Schools. 

Fines  go  to  establish,  when    4582 
Interruption  of,  how  punished   4577a 
Carrying  liquor  to,  how  punished   4577b 

Safes. 
Tax  on    809n 
Procured  for  counties,  how       497 

Salaries  of  Officers. 
Of  County  Judge   281,     316 
State  School  Commissioner   1251,  5205 
School  Commissioner's  clerk    1251 
Trustees  of  Lunatic  Asylum   1343,  1642 
Fixed  by  law,  appropriated    1639 
The  Governor   1640,  5102 
The  Attorney-General    1640 
The  Governor's  secretaries    1640 
The  Comptroller-General   1640,  5121,  5126 
The  State  Treasurer   1640,  5121,  5124,  5126 
The  State  Treasurer's  clerk   96.  1640 
The  Secretary  of  State   1640,5121,  5126 
The  clerk  of  Secretary  of  State    1640 
The  State  Librarian    1640 
Officers  of  penitentiary    1642 
Military  storekeepers    1642 
Officers  of  Lunatic  Asylum    1644 
Legislative  officers    1645 
Judges  of  Supreme  Court   1646,  5162 
Reporter  of  Supreme  Court    1646 
Solicitors-General   1646,  5162 
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Military  storekeepers  fixed  by  Governor  1642 
Judges  Superior  Court   1646,  5162 
Pav,  where  salary  is  not  fixed    1641 
Attorney-General..*   1648,  5162 

•Sales,  Private. 
Administrator, etc.,  private  sale  by,  void- 
able   2566 

Adverse  holding,  land  sold  pending    2695 
Agent  to  buy,  cannot  sell    2186 

"      sales  by   2198  to  2214 
Apportionment  of  price  in  cases  of    2726 
Auction,  sales  by    2630 
Barter  and  exchange,  law  as  to    2656 
Bond  for  title  in,  damages  for  breach    2949 

"      "      "      of  intestates,    how    com- 
pleted  2545  to  2553 

Bona  fide  purchaser,  rights  of. .2640,  2632,  2639 
•Capacity  of  parties  to   2729  to  2738 
Cestui  que  trust,  sale  by   2337,  1785 
•Concealment  is  fraud,  when   2635,  2654 
Conditional,  how  made  and  recorded   1955a 

law  as  to   2721-2,  note  p.     659 
•Consideration,  valuable,  necessity  of    2646 
•Covenants,  what  go  with  land  on  sale    3702 
Creditors,  to  defraud,  void  when   1952,  2631 
Delivery,  necessity  of    2644 

of  goods  to  be  manufactured..  2645 
"  seller's  risk  as  to   2614-5 

Duress,  definition  and  effect... 2633,  2637,  2743 
Entire  or  devisible,  when    2641 
Essentials  of    2629 

Estopped,  vender  is,  when   2698-9,  3753 
Factor,  sales  by    2111 
Fraud  voids    2633 

'•      defined    2634 
Future  estate  in  realty  may  be  sold    2691 

"        interest  in  personalty  may  be....  2638 
"        delivery,  sales  for,  void  when    2638 

Goods,  etc.,  sale  of,  must  be  in  writing, 
when    1950 

Good  will,  sale  of   note  p.     659 
Homestead,  sale,  how  done   2025,  5212,  5218 
Infants,  sales  by   2694,  2731 
Inadequacy  of  price,  effect   2647,  2742,  3179 
-Lien  of  judgment,  lost  after,  when    3583 
Land,  sale  of,  must  be  in  writing    1950 

"      deficiency  in,  how  apportioned    2642 
Liquor,  sale  at  elections  forbidden    5037 
Lottery  tickets,  sale  of,  illegal    5021 
Mistake  of  fact,  may  vitiate   2636,  2743 

"More  or  less,"  how  construed    2642 
Mortgaged  property,  sale,  when  criminal  4600 
TNotes,  etc.,  sale  of,  passes  title    2639 

;'        "     "    implied  warranty    2778 
Offer  may  be  withdrawn,  when   2727-8 
•Offices,  sale  of,  illegal.....    2750 

"     "  penalty    4472 
Partner,  sale  by,  binds  firm,  when    1913 
Pawns,  sale  of  things  pledged    2140 
Payment,  to  whom  made,  etc   2864  to  2869 
Prefer  debtor,  sale  to    1953 
Possibility  cannot  be  sold    2638 
Powers  of,  sales  under   note  p.     468 
Price,  due  when    2648 
Produce,  title  to,  passes  when  on  cash 

sale...!    1593 

Sample,  sales  by   note  2651  and  page    659 
Secure  debts,  law  as  to   1969  to  1971 
Specific  performance  of  contract  of   

  3186  to  3192 

Stoppage    in    transitu,   right  of,    exists, 
when   2075,  2649 

Stoppage,  rights  of  assignee,..    2650 

'Taxes,  sale  to  evade,  void       813 
"      cities  cannot  assess  on  produce...  1605 

Title,  failure  of,  rights  of  parties.... 2643,  3191 

"       seller  conveys  wrhat    2639 
'Trustee,  sale  to,  by  beneficiary   2337,  1785 

Trustee,  sale  by,  how  authorized    2327 
Warranty,  on  sale  of  lands   2702  to  2704 

"  breach  of,  damages    2948 
on  sale  of  notes,  etc    2778 
implied,  what  is    2651 

"  effect  of  breach  of    2652 
"  how  construed    2658 
"  latent  defects,  disclosure  of...  2654 
"  patent  defects,  when  covered  2655 

Wife,  sale  by,  to  husband  or  trustee.  1785,  2337 
"        "      "   to    pay    husband's    debts, 
void    1783 

Sales,  Public. 
Administrators,  law  as  to   2554,  2569 

claims  at. ..2565,   2743  to  3746 
Adjournment  of   3646a 
Advertisement  of   2628  a,  3647,  3650,  3704a 
Attachments,  sales  under   3321,  3289,  3292 
Auction,  sales  by    2630 
Bid,  suit  for  failure  to  complv    3655 
Bond  for  titles,  land  held  under   3586,  3654 
Carriers,  for  freight   2084a  to  2084d 
Claims  against   3725  to  3737 
Constables,  sales  by   4172    4172a 
County  Court  process,  sale  under   2628b 
Execution,  sales  under,  law  as  to. .3642  to  3656 
"  ''     enjoined,  when    3218 

Executors,  sales  by   2448,  2560 
Foreign  administrators,  sales  by    2617 
Guardians,  law  as  to   1828,  2650 
"  claims  at   3743  to  3746 

Homestead,  affidavit  to  authorize    2028 
Illegalities  to   3664  to  3641 
Judicial  sales,  law  as  to   2619  to  2628 

Liens,  how  satisfied   1992-3 
Life  estate,  bond  of  purchaser    2262 
Mortgaged  property  sales  of   1968,  3972,  3977 
Municipal  tax  sales,  law  of   3656a  to  b 
Officers  return,  where  sale  not  made..52d  Rule 

Pawnee's  sale  of  things  pledged    2140 
Pawns,  when  sold  under  execution    2144 
Perishable  property,  sales  of..3321,  3648,  3648a 
Powers,  sales  under,   note,  p.     468 
Sheriff,  sales  by,  law  as  to   3642  to  3656 

"        duty  as  to   361,3949 
"        injunctions  against  sales  of    3218 

Stocks,  corporate,  sales  under  fi.  fa. .2626, 

*   3289,  4173 

Stocks,  corporate,  sale  by  administrator..2559a 
Tax  sales,  law  as  to   890  to    895 
"        "      of  perishable  property   3646a 
"        "     by  cities   3656a  to  c 

Trustees,  law  as  to  sales  by   2328.  2560 
"         claims  at   3743  to  3746 

Salt. 

Inspector  of,  how  appointed    1563 
Satisfaction. 

By  accord  of  parties   2878  to  2882,  2724 
Satisfaction  of  Executions. 

Law  relating  to   3657  to  3660 
To  be  recorded   9th  rule  p.  1346 

Satisfaction  of  Liens. 
Law  as  to   1990  to  1993 

Satisfaction  of  Torts. 
Allowed  in  what  cases   3054,  3055 

Agreement  for, is  crime,  when    3055 
Savannah — City  of. 

Laws  relating  to   4822  to  4840 
Corporate   and    jurisdictional  limits 

  4841  to  5845 
Corporate  powers  and  rights   4846  to  4872 
Powers  of  mayor  and  council   4873  to  4879 
Police  court  of   4880  to  4882 

City  government  of    4883 
Fire  department  of   4884  to  4887 
Eents,  etc.,  in   4888  to  4893 
Party  walls  and  fences   4894  to  4897 
Cemeteries  in  and  near   4898  to  4902 
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City  Court  of.   4903  to  4987 
Justices  of  the  peace  and  their  courts 

.'.   4988  to  4992 
Saw  Mtlls. 

Liens  on,  law  regulating    1985 
Schedules. 

■In  application  for  homestead,  to  be  full..  2005 
Of  insolvents,  amendable    3502 

School  Books. 
By  whom  prescribed    1260 
Sectarian  and  sectional,  disallowed    1274 
Lien  for,  law  as  to   1978,  1991 

School  Commissioners. 

State   1242,  1248  to  1252,  5205-6 
County  commissioners   1254  to  1275 

School  Districts. 
Eachcountyis  one    1253 
Sub-districts    1257 
School  trustees  in   1257a 

School  Fund. 
How  made  up,  and  raised   5206,  1272 
Apportioned,  when    1271 
Poll  tax  entire,  a  part  of   1271a 
Right  of  cities  and  counties  to  part  of   1275a 
Counties  entitled  to,  when    1269 
Taxation  for,  allowed   5189,  5190,  5207 
Appropriation  for,  in  general  bill    5068 

School  Houses. 
Exempt  from  tax,  and  levy  and  sale  798,  1266 
County  academies..   1238  to  1241 

Schools. 
How  established  in  sub-districts    1257 
Visited  by  county  commissioner, when. ..1257d 
Children,  how  admitted  to    1267 
White  and  colored,  separate   5204,  1267 
Evening  established,  when    1268 
Ambulatory  organized,  when    1270 
Sectarian  and  sectional   books  excluded 

from    1274 

City  and  county,  independent    1275 
Manual  labor  allowed,  when    1273 
Vaccination  of  pupils  in   1275f 
Interruption  of,  how  punished   4577a 
Constitutional  provisions  as  to. ...5204  to  5208 
General  note  on  law  of   p.     271 

School  System. 
Law  relating  to   1242  to  1275b 
Constitutional  provisions   5204  to    5208 

School  Teachers. 
How  examined  and  licensed    1261 
Graduation  of   1261a 
License  of.  how  revoked,  appeal    1262 
Reports  of   1264a,  1265 
Exempt  from  jury  duty,  when    3939 

Scire  Facias. 
Against  bail,  venue  of    3417 
To  make  parties,  law  concerning.,3429  to  3431 
Amendable    3489 
To  renew  judgment,  venue  of    3607 
To  revive  judgment,  not  original  suit    3606 
How  served  on  non-resident    3608 
To  revive  judgment   in  favor  of  trans- 

feree.....   3610 
On  vagrant  bonds    4583 
Fees  and  duty  of  solicitor    4584 
On  forfeited  recognizances    4703 

Scrawl. 
Is  a  seal,  when          5 

Seal. 
Includes  what          5 
What  contracts  are  under    2915 
Suits  on  contracts  under,  when  brought.  2915 
Agent  of  corporation  created  without....  2182 
Imports  consideration    2739 
Not  required  in  assignment  or  indorse- 
ment    2776 

Specialty,  definition  and  rank  of    2717 

Seal  of  Comptroller-General. 

Description  of       108-' Seal  of  Executive  Department. 
Shall  be  kept,  device  of         78- 

Seal  of  Georgia. 
Description  of   5127,       86 
Kept  by  Secretary  of  State   85,  86,  5127 

Seamen. 
Penalty  for  absence  of,  without  leave....  1543- 
Proceedings  against  deserting    1544 
Unlawful  to  credit    1545 
"  "    entertain    1546. 

May  demand  certificate  of  discharge    1547 
Shall  not  be  employed  without  certifi- 
cate   1548 

Penalty  for  hiring  uncertified    1549 
Orders  for  wages  of,  void,  when    1549 
Penalty  for  trying  to  abduct  or  entice....  1550 

"    aiding  desertion  of    1551 
"  "    harboring    1552' 

Laws  relative  to,  of  force    1553 
Searches  and  Seizures. 

Search  warrants  issued,  when    4757 
Execution  of    4758 

Goods  found,  how  disposed  of    4759' 
Probable  cause  for    4760 
Offender  bound  over,  when    4761 

Allowed,  wiien  and  how   5008,  5309' 
Search  Warrants. 
Law  of   4757  to  4761,  5008,  5309 

Seat  of  Government. 
Governor  shall  reside  at         79 
Executive  office  shall  beat        79' 

Secondary  Evidence. 
Defined    3761 

Admissible,  when   3831-2,  3763,  3769, 
  42d  and  43d  Rules 

Secretaries  of  the  Governor. 

Appointment  and  removal  of    72,  5119 
Fees  of,  and  to  whom   paid       943 
Salary  of    1640' 

Secretary  of  the  Senate. 
Duty  of,  at  close  of  session       187 
Election  and  official  term  of      194 

May  appoint  assistants       198 
What  clerks  he  may  appoint       198 
Oath  of,  and  of  his  assistants   .      195- 

"      li   by  whom  administered       196 
Pay  of,  and  of  his  assistants   197,  1645,  5084 
Bond  of   198,  5084 
Qualification  and  removal  of  his  clerks...     199 
Must  file  papers,  etc.,  of  Senate      200 
Shall  not  be  paid  until  papers  are  filed..     201 
Shall  aid  in  joint  assemblies       202: 

Shall  index  journal  and  deliver  to  prin- 
ter   1030 

Secretary  of  State. 

His  election  and  term  of  office... 80, 1339,  5120  ■ 
Qualifications  of    5125- 
His  bond,  its  condition,  and  where  filed. 

  81,  5125 
Shall  keep  his  office  in  Capitol        82 
Shall  reside  at  the  Capital         82 
Office  of,  shall  be  open  daily        .82: 
Shall  furnish  copy  records         83 
Shall  have  no  perquisites         84 
Consolidated  with  Surveyor-General         85 
Is  the  keeper  of  great  seal   85,  5127 
Duties  of,  specified         85 
Shall  furnish  election  forms         85 

Duties  of,  as  Surveyor-General         87 
Shall  not  speculate  in  wild  lands         88 
Shall  furnish  tax  receivers  with  maps....     872 
Fees  of,  and  to  whom  paid       943 
Military  duties  of   1121,  1124 
Is  chief  of  militarv  staff  organization    1129 

Salary  of   1   1640,  5122,  5126- 
"       "his  clerk    1640- 
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Shall  furnish  lists  of  reverted  lands    2381 
Duty  as  commissioner  of  public  printing 

  1040b  to  1040f 
Returns  of  election  to  be  made  to. ..5038,  5104 
Original  journals  kept  in  office  of    5064 
Duty  as  to  election  returns  of  Governor..  5104 

Secret  Societies. 

Rights  of,  how  incorporated   2346,  2347 
Secrets  of  State. 

Excluded  as  evidence,  when. ..3797,  note  p.  25 
Sect.    ■ 

Appropriation  to,  forbidden    5006 
Securities. 

Negotiable,  law  of   2773  to  2793 
General  note  on   p.  695 
Deposit  of,  required  from  insurance  com- 

panies  5088  to  5091 
Collateral,  law  as  to   2139,  2788,  3551 

Security. 
Law  as  to   2148  to  2177 

[Indexed  under  head  of   "'  Sureties."] Seduction. 
Action  for,  lies  when    3009 
Loss  of  service  need  not  be  proved  in    3009 
Who  may  sue  for    3009 
Defined  and  punished    4371 
Prosecution  for,  how  stopped    4371 

Seed  Cotton. 

Buying  in  night-time,  how  punished   4562c 
Seizures. 

Necessary  in  levies  on  personalty    2625 
Fraudulent,  how  punished    4420 

Self-Crimination. 
Not  compelled   3854,4998,  5310 

Self-Defense. 
Law  of   4332  to  4334 

Selling  by  False  Weights  and  Measures. 
Punishment  for    4590 

Selling  or  Giving  Liquor  on  Election  Days. 
When  and  how  punished    4570 

Selling  Bread  Under  Assize. 
Punishment  for    4589 

Selling  Mortgaged  Property. 
When  and  how  punished    4600 
Fine  for,  how  disposed  of    4601 
Jurisdiction  of  the  offense   4601a 

Selling   Offices. 
How  punished    4472 
Contract  for,  illegal    2750 

Senate  of  Georgia. 

Consists  of  forty-four  members    5040 
Senatorial  Districts  laid  down    5040 
Same,  how  changed    5041 
Returns  of  election  of  Senators,  to  whom 
made    5038 

Term  of  office   5044,  1294 
Elections  take  place,  when    5045 
Elections  of,  law  as  to   1282  to  1296 
Quorum,  when  not  present    5047 
Oath  of  Senators    5048 
Session  to  be  forty  days    5049 
Ineligible  to  what  offices   ,  5050 
Who  are  eligible  to  seats  in    5050 
Removal  from  district  vacates  seat    5051 
Qualifications  of  Senators    5052 
Election  of  President   5053,     182 
Trial  of  impeachments  by   5054-5 
Judges  of  elections  of  members    5056 
May  punish  members  for  misconduct    5056 

"        contempt  or  rescue    5061 
Privilege  from  arrest  and  in  debate    5062 
Shall  keep  journal    5063 
Original,  where  kept    5064 
Bills  read  three  times  in    5066 

One-fifth  may  have  yeas  and  nays  entered  5065 
May  amend  appropriation  bills    5069 
Yeas  and  nays  recorded  on   appropria- 
tions   5071 

Acts  passed,  signed  by  President    5072 
Rejected  bills,  how  proposed  again    5072 
Returns  of  election  of  Governor,  laid  be- 
fore   5104 

Same,  how  disposed  of    5105 
Majority  necessary  to  pass  Act    5073 
Secretary  of,  clerical  expenses    5084 
Elections  by  General  Assembly   182,  5086 
Same,  President  presides  at    5086 
Appointees  rejected,  not  proposed  again  5115 
Door-keeper  and  messenger       184 
Compensation  of  members   189  to    193 

Senate  of  United  States. 
Composition  and  powers  of   5248  to  5254 

Senators,  in  Congress. 
When  and  how  elected   1335  to  1338 

Sentences. 
Several,  how  executed    4653 
Of  death,  executed  by  hanging    4662 
Executed  publicly  or  privately    4662 
Place  of  execution,  how  provided    4662 
Execution  suspended,  when   4666,  4967 
Repronounced,  when    4668 
In  cases  of  second  conviction    4676 

To  penitentiary,  how  framed    4697 
Commuted  for  good  behavior    4698' 
Governor  may  remit    5112 

Separate  Estates. 

Wife's  property  is   1754,  5087 
Wife's  acquisitions  are,  when   1756,  1760 
Wife  is  feme  sole  as  to    1783 
Wife  cannot  bind  for  husband    1783 

Wife  cannot  sell  for  husband's  debt    1783 
Sale  of,  to  husband  or  trustee, valid,  when  1785 
Administrator  may  invest  inland    2544 
How  created    2307 
Wife  may  bind  for  debts,  when    2336 

Separate  Examination  of  Witnesses. 
Law  asto    3863 

Separate  Maintenance. 

Of  wife,  law  as  to   1736  to  1752N Separate  Trial. 
Of  joint  defendants  in  criminal  cases    4692. 

Servants. 
Under  indenture   1871  to  1884 
In  factories   1885  to  1886 
Torts  to  and  by   2960,  2961 

Illegal  employment  of,  penalty    4500- 
As  agents,  see  "  Principal  and  Agent  "... 

  2178  to  2217 
Service  of  Process. 

Against  counties..       492 
On  partnerships,  and  its  effect    1899 
On  minors,  how  effected   3263a. 
Waived  by  appearance  and  plea    3335 
May  be  waived  in  writing    3337 
Law  concerning   3339  to  3344 
On  corporations  and  companies... 3369  to  3371 
On  insurance  companies    3409 
On  express  companies    3411 
On  telegraph  companies   3412a 
On  banks    3414 

In  equity   4184,  4185,  3d  Equity  Rule 
Entry  of,  traversable    3340 
Acknowledgement,  amendable  how    3490 
Illegality  for  want  of    3671 
Upon  joint  defendants   3347  to  3353 
Upon  co-administrators      3388 
Of  bill  of  particulars   12th  Rule,  p.  1346 
Return,  in  case  of  failure  to  make...52d  Rule 

Servitude. 
Involuntary,  shall  not  exist   5320,  5008 
Previous  condition  not  to  effect  suffrage  5327 

Servitudes. 
As  to  land   note,  p.     548 

Sessions  of  Courts. 

Of  Supreme  Court    3238 
Of  Superior  Courts    3241. 
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adjourned    and    special,    of     Superior 
Courts    3245 

.Sessions  of  General  Assembly. 
Biennial    5046 
Not  to  exceed  forty  days    5049 
Prolongation  by  two-third  vote    5082 
Special,  when  called    5113 

;Set-off. 
Defined    2899 
What  debts  may  be   2900,  2901 
Judgments  may  be   2902,  3467 
Saving  in  favor  of  assignees    2902 
Defined    2899 
What  maybe  set  off   2900,  2901,  3465 
Judgments  may  be..-    2902 
Assignee  of  judgment  protected    2902 
Against  usee  allowed,  when    2903 

"      negotiable  paper  allowed,  when  2904 
"      testator  or  intestate    2905 
"      mesne  profits   2906,  3468 

Not  prejudiced  by  dismissal  of  suit    2907 
Of  debts  not  due,  allowed  when    2908 
Differs  from  recoupment,  how    2910 
How  barred  when  suit  dismissed    2933 
In  equity,  rule  as  to    3141 
Plea  of,  its  form    3465 
Against  estates,  reply  to  excess    3466 
Judgment  for  excess  of    3469 
Limitations  apply  to    3470 

In  Justices'  Court,  judgment  in    4166 
Not  affected  by  dismissal  of  bill    4190 
All  claims  similar  to  plaintiffs  may  be...  3261 
Defense  vs  agent,  vs.  principal,  when    2204 
Copy  to  be  filed  with  plea,  when.  ...12th  Rule 

^Settlements. 
With  guardians,  how  made   1839  to  1847 
Basis  of,  with  guardians   2602,  2603 
With  administrators   2598  to  2603 
Basis  of,  with  executors   2602,  2448 

"      "       "     trustees    2602 
Of  criminal  cases  allowed,  when    4706 
By  compromise   2878  to  2882 

■Settling  on  Land. 

Punishable,  when    4440 
Severable  Contracts. 

Law  as  to   2725,  2547,  2641,  2745,  2749, 
  2757  (3),  2872,  2939 

Severance. 

Of  produce  from  realty,  how  punished...  4618 
Of  joint  defendants  in  criminal  cases    4692 
Of  fixtures   2220,  4407 

Shade  Trees. 

Cuttingor  felling,  how  punished    4440 
Shares  oe  stock. 

[See  "Stock..'] Shifting  Trusts. 

Exist,  when....    2311 
Sheriffs. 

Oath  of,  where  filed       143 
Administration  caston,  when        329 
Election  of   345,  1297,  1319  to  1322 
Surety  for  Tax  Collector  ineligible       346 
Vacancy  in  office  of,  how  filled      347 

Oath  of   '       348 
Bond  of   349  to    352 
Bond  of,  when  deputy  is  elected       353 
Office  of,  where  kept       354 
May  appoint  deputies       355 
May  appoint  jailers       356 
■Are  ex  officio  jailers       356 
Liable  for  misconduct  of  jailer       360 
Duties  of,specified       361 
Shall  attend  Courts       361 
Duty  of  as  to  execution  of  process       361 
May  serve  County  Court  process       290 
Books  and  dockets  of       361 
Shall  publish  sales  and  keep  papers      361 
Duty  as  to  prisoners       361 

May  administer  certain  oaths       362 
Books  of,  when  full,  where  deposited       363 
Cannot  buy  at  his  own  sale      364 
Fined  for  default      366 
Duty  as  to  prison  record   366a,b,c 
Cannot  be  constables      470 

Duty  as  to  public  buildings       499 
Report  to  grand  jury  by   508a,c 
Exempt  from  military  duty    1060 
Successors  of,  make  titles,  when    2627 
Fi.  fas  for  and  against,  how  directed......  3633 
May  sell  land  out  of  county,  when    3644 
Shall  give  notice  of  change  of  paper    3650 
Liability  of   .3948  3949 
Shall  pay  twenty  per  cent.,  when   3950,  3951 
Ruled  thongh  out  of  office    3952 
Rule  against,  in  vacation    3953 
Answertothe  rule    3954 
Traverse  of  answer    3954 
Ruled  without  notice,  when    3955 
Lien  of  rule  absolute    3956 

Default  of  penalty  for    3957 
Rule  against,  how  served    3960 
Deputies,  subject  to  rule    3959 
May  bail  offenders,  when    4727 
Entry  of,  traversable    3340 
Fees,  and  compensation  of   3696,     365 

"      for  opening  private  ways       740 
"      levying  tax  fi.  fas       888 
"      extra,  how  allowed    3697 
"      duty  and  liability  as  to   3704b  to  3710 

Sales  by   3646  to  3656,  3644,  2619  to  2628 
Return,  where  process  is  unexecuted. .52d  Rule 
Shall   have   four    constables    to    attend 

Court   53d  Rule 
Shall  keep  docket  of  bench  warrants         54 
Receive  illegalities,  when. .30th  and 31st  Rules 
Shall  not  abuse  prisoner   :...  5001 

Sheriff  of  Supreme  Court. 
Who  is      233 

Court  may  appoint,  when       234 
Fees  of   235,  3690 

Sheriff's  Sales. 
Sheriff  nor  deputy  can  buy  at       364 
Record  of,  sheriff  shall  keep       361 
Purchaser  of  life  estate  at,  to  give  bond, 
when    2262 

Of  land,   held   under  bond,   and   partly 
paid  for    3586 

Time,  place,  and  manner  of    3646 
May  be  adjourned  from  day  to  day   3646a 
How  advertised   2628a,  3647 
Rates  of   3704a 

Of  perishable  property    3648 
Cf  same  under  tax  fi.  fas   3648a 
Advertising  fee  in  advance,  when    3649 
Advertising  medium,  how  changed    3650 
Purchaser  at,  shall  have  possession    3651 
Possession  obtained  by  order,  when    3652 
Whodispossesed  under   3651,  3653,  2624 
Of  land,  or  purchase  money    3654 
Vendor  shall  file  deed    3654 
Purchase  money,  preferred  lien  for    3654 
Liability  of  purchaser  at    3655 
Form  of  action  against  him    3656 
Governor  may  purchase  at,  when         64 
Purchases  at,  may  record^,  fa    2709 
Injunctions  against    3218 
Subject  to,  constitutional  homestead  not  2002 

"     statutory  "  "     2040 
"         "     partner's  interest,not    1919 
."         "     personalty  hired,  when    2095 
"        "  "         future  interest  in, 

not    2625 

Subject  to  choses  inaction,  not    3582 
"         "     tenants  usufruct,  not    2279 
k         »    growing  crops,  when   2289,  3642 
"         "     toll  cotton,  when   3582a 
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Failure  of  officer  to  make    3949 

"        of  officers,  to  return  in  such  cases 
  52ndRule 

Not  to  take  place  out  of  sheriff's  county  3644 
Where  levy  is  made  by  constable. .4172-3,  3645 
Sheriffs  duty  and  liability  as  to... .361,  3948-9 
Stocks  in  corporations   2626,  3289,  4173 
Under  County  Court  process   2628b,     290 
Homestead, affidavit  to  authorize    2028 
Title  by  judicial  sale   2619  to  2628 
Rights  and  duty  of  purchaser  at   2628,  2622 
Returns  of,  officers  may  amend   3497-8 
Illegalities  to   3664  to  3671 
Forthcoming  bonds  may  be  given,  when 

  3672  to  3674 
Claims  against   3725  to  3737 

Shingles. 
Inspection  of    ...  1563 

Shipping. 
Pilotage,  law  as  to   1504  to  1542 
Seamen   1543  to  1553 

Shooting  at  Another. 
How  punished    4370 

Shows  and  Exhibitions. 
County  charges  for   529,     541 
Without  license,  how  dealt  with.532,  537,     538 

Signature. 
Includes  mark           5 
By  initials,  used  in  suits    3260 
Of  wills,  how  witnessed    2414 

Signing  Acts  of  General  Assembly. 
How  done   5072,  5082 

Silence. 

Fraud  by    2966 
Amounts  to  admission,  when    3790 

Simple  Contracts. 
What  are    2718 
Parol  or  written    2719 
Limitation  of  actions  on    2917 

Simple  Larceny. 
Denned    4393 
Kinds  of,  and  how  punished   4394  to  4409 

Sinking  Fund. 
For  State  debt  provided  for    5199 

Sites  (County). 
Change  of,  law  regulating   508x  to  508aa 

Slander. 
Defined    2977 
Special  damage  must  be  shown,  when...  2977 
Charge   of  intercourse  by  white  woman 

with  person  of  color  is    2978 
Privileged  communications    2980 
Truth  of  charge  justifies    2979 
Malicious  use  of  privilege  is    2981 
Limitation  of  suit  for....       3060 
Of  title,  right  of  action  for    3025 
Form  of  action  for   3397,  3396 
Form  may  contain  innuendoes    3398 
Freedom  of  speech,  right  of   5007,  5062 

Slavery. 
Abolished   5009,  5320 

Slaves. 

Claims  for,  not  to  be  paid   5009,  5325 
Small  Pox. 

'  Preventing  spread  of   1386,  1390  to  1393 
Cities  may  tear  down  houses  to  prevent..  2226 
Punishment  for  spreading    4558 

Social  Status. 
Not  subiect  of  legislation    5010 

Societies. 

How  incorporated    2347 
Rights  of   2346,  2347 

Sodomy. 
Defined    4352 
How  punished    4353 
Attempt  to  commit,  punishment    4356 

Soldiers. 

Maimed,  may  peddle  free  of  charge      584 

Of  United  States,  not  electors  in  Georgia  5032 

Not  quartered  in  citizens'  houses    5011 
State  military  law   1059  to  1191 

Solicitor. 
Law  as  to  attorneys   387  to    434 
Service  on,  in  equity   4185,3rd  Equity  Rule. 

Solicitors-General. 
One  for  each  circuit       372 
Elected,  how   5161,     372 
Official  term  of   5159,     372 
Oath  of       373 
Vacancy  in  office  of,  how  filled       374 
Eligibility  and  qualifications  of   5164,     375 
Retain  office  though  residence  cut  off  to 

another  circuit       376 
Duties  of,  specified   5160,     377 
Shall  attend  Superior  Courts,  etc      377 
Shall  advise  grand  juries,  etc       377 
Shall  organize  juries      377 
Shall  draft  and  prosecute  indictments, 

etc      377 
Shall  represent  State,  when       377 
Shall  argue  cases  in  Supreme  Court       377 
Collect  fines,  etc.,  and  pay  over      377 

"      funds  from  escheators,  etc      377 
"      claims  due  State,  etc       377 

Liability  to  rule       378 

Fined'for  not  attending  Courts   •....    379 
May  nol.  pros,  indictments,  when       380 
Shall  receive  only  legal  cost   380,     381 
Grand  jurv  may  present  for   receiving 

illegal  cost      381 
Notice  to  Governor  of  proceedings      382 
Penalty  for  taking  bribe,  etc      383 
Pro  tern,  appointed,  when       384 
Fees  of,  pro  tern       385 
Prosecutions  against,  how  conducted      386 
Salary  of   1646,  5162 
Fees  of   1646,  1449,  1650 
Fees  on  forfeited  vagrant  bonds    4584 

Rights  and  duty  as  to  fines  and  forfeit- 
ures  4655a  to  4655e 

Solicitor-General  Pro  Tem. 

Fees  of,  same  as  Solicitor-General       385 
Appointed,  when      384 

Sovereignty  and  Jurisdiction  of  the  State. 
As  to  places   20,      37 
As  to  persons         21 

Speaker  of  the  House  of  Representatives. 
Acts  as  Governor,  when   136,  5108 
How  elected   182,  5058 
Speaker  pro  tem.,  election  of       182 
May  swear  in  subordinate  officers       196 
Must  sign  Acts    5072 
Compensation  of    5005 
Duty  as  to  election  returns  of  Governor.  5105 

Special  Bailiffs. 

Of  County  Court       289 
Of  Superior  Court   53rd  Rule 

Special  Bills. 

Provisions  as  to   197a,  5027,  5074-5 
Special  Charge  to  Grand  Jury. 

Certain  laws  enumerated    3249 
Law  as  to  gambling    4546 

Special  Damage. 
Must  be  shown  in  what  cases    2951 

Gives  action  for  public  nuisance    2998 
Defined    3070 

Special  Juries. 

Collateral  issue,  tried  by    3612 
Appeals  to  Superior  Court,  tried  by    3630 
Selected  from  grand  jury    3925 
How  selected    3926 
Oath  of    3927 
Same  oath  in  divorces    3928 
Oath  of  bailiff  of    3929 

Special  Legislation. 

Shall  not  vary  general  law    5027 
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Special  Pleading. 
Not  admissible  at  law    3346 

Special  Pleas. 
Required,  when    3458 
To  indictments,  how  made    4639 

SrEciAL  Privileges. 

How  and  when  granted   5025-6 
Special  Tax. 

On  liquor  dealers   809a  to  809m 
Special  Verdicts. 
Upon  facts,  in  equity   4206,  4210, 

  7th  Equity  Rule 
In  trover   3028,  3079 
Against  trespassers    3075 

Special  Warrants. 
Who  may  issue    4717 

Specialties. 
Definition  of    2717 
Negotiable  in  what  manner    2776 
Limitation  of  suits  on    2915 

Specific  Articles. 
Promissory  notes  payable  in    2774 
Tender  of   2875  to  2877 

Specific  Performance. 
Decreed  in  equitv,  when    3186 
Of  parol  contract  for  land,  decreed  when  3187 
Of  contracts  for  personalty    3188 
In  cases  of  voluntary  agreements    3189 
Refused  for  inadequate  consideration    3190 
Parties  must  be  able  to  perform    3191 
Damages  in  lieu  of    3192 
Decree  for,  passes  title    4209 
Decree  recorded  like  deed    4209 
Of  contract  for  land  out  of  State   note      21 

Of  marriage  contracts   1775-6,  1781 
As  affected  by  statute  of  frauds    1951 

Specific  Taxes. 
On  what  and  who  assessed       809 
On  liquor  dealers    809a 
Liquor  dealers  shall  register    809b 
Notice  of  registry  to  comptroller    809c 
Comptroller  shall  keep  registry  of  deal- 
ers   809d 

Tax  collector  shall  keep  registry  of  deal- 
ers   809e 

*  Dealers  to  pay  before  commencing  busi- 
ness   809f 

Penalty  for  not  registering  and  paying...  809g 

"        against  tax  collector    809h 
Comptroller  to  furnish  register  books    809i 
Collector  shall  report  collections    809j 
Fees  of  Ordinary  and  collector    809k 
No  relief  against  U.  S.  or  local  laws    8091 
Registries  to  be  inspected  by  grand  jury  809m 
Statement  of,  to  grand  jury    935a 
Quarterly  report  of,  to  Comptroller    935b 

Speculating  in  County  Orders. 

Officers,  how  punished  for   4562g 
Speech. 

Liberty  of,  guaranteed    5007 

"    in  legislative  debate    5062 Spendthrifts. 
Trusts  may  be  created  for    2306 

Spirituous- Liquors. 
Special  taxation  of  dealers  in   809a  to  809m 
License  to  retail,  regulated   1419  to  1424 
Sale  of,  at  elections,  punished   4570,  5037 
Penalty  for  selling  near  church    4575 

Spreading  Small  Pox, 

Prevented,  how   1386  to  1393,  2226 
Punishment  for    4558 

Squatting  on  Land. 

Squatters,  how -ejected   4072  to  4076 
Punishable,  when    4440 

Stabbing. 

How  punished    4369 
Stallions. 

May  be  gelded,  when    1437 

Stakeholders. 
Liability  and  payment  by    2868 
Interpleader  by    3235 

Staff  Department  of  Militia. 
Law  regulating   1119  to  1130 

Standards  of  Weights  and  Measures. 
Governor  shall  procure    1591 
Notice  of  to  be  published    1592 

State. 
Boundary  of   15  to      19 
Sovereignty  and  jurisdiction  of   20,       21 
Governor  of,  must  defend  suits,  when...       22 

"        may  sue  for  dues  to         63 
Revenue  of,  from  taxation   799  to    825- 

"      "       other  sources   941  to    94& 
Property  and  buildings  owned  by   

  960  to  962.  1016 
Stocks  owned  by   1013,  1014,  1015 
Lien  in  favor  of,  for  taxes,  established...  1972. 
Such  lien  binds,  how    1973 
Rank  and  priority  of  lien  for  taxes    1973 
Statutes  of  limitations  apply  to   2925a 
Fees  of  witnesses  for,  out  of  county    3845 

Withholding  from,  how  punished   '.  4425 Conspiracies  to  defraud   4493  to  4496' 
Police,  power  of   5029,  5095 
Great  seal  of    5127 
May  contract  debt,  for  what   5186,  5197 
Credit  not  loaned    5188 
May  assume  what  debts    5193 

May  sell  property  to  pay  bonded  debt...  5198' 
No  power  to  regulate  commerce   5266,  5271 
Limitations  on  powers  of   5274-5,  5322,     5-7 
Faith  and  credit  given  to  acts  and  judg- 

ments of      5294 

Rights  of,  preserved  over  police,  etc    5029 

Decisions  relating  to   p.       12' State  Aid. 
To  sects,  forbidden    5006 
Forbidden,  generally    5188' 

State  Bonds. 
State  Treasurer,  shall  keep  registry  of....     97a 
Premium  on,  part  of  State  revenue      941 
Authentication  of       944 

Amounts  of,  and  how  payable      945' 
Coupons  of,  how  signed       946 
Coupons,  how  paid  when  unsigned       947 
Where  payable       948 
Exchange  of,  when  made       949 
Not  to  be  re-issued      950- 
How  replaced  when  lost  or  destroyed      951 
New  issued,  when   953,     952 
New,  in  lieu  of  those  stolen,  how  issued    954 
How  negotiated  when  registered    959c 
Registration  of   959a  and  b 

Redeemed  before  due,  shall  be  reported...  959' 
Redeemed  by  order  of  Governor,  when..    958 

Standing  appropriation  to  pay   957,     956' 
How  disposed  of  when  paid       955 
Fiduciaries  may  invest  in   1833,  2330,  2544 

State  may  sell  what,  to  pay    5198- 
Certain,  declared  illegal   5196  and  p.  1329 
Restrictions  on  power  to  issue. .5186,  5188, 

  5193,  5197-8* tate  Depositaries. 

Governor  designate    943a 
In  what  towns  located    943a 

Appointed  for  what  term    943b 
Removable,  for  what  causes      943b 
Governor  to  make  terms  with    943b 
Officers  not  to  take  personal  profit  from..  943b 
Receiving  benefit  from  is  felony,  when..  943b 
Tax  Collectors  pay  State  funds  to,  when  943c 
Bond  of  depositaries    943d 

Shall  hold  funds  subject  to  Treasurer's checks    943e 

Monthly  statements  to  Treasurer  by    943e 
Tax  Collectors  may  also  pay  to  Treasurer  943f 
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Funds  held  by,  how  and  when  drawn....  943f 
Law  as  to  Treasurer's  bond,  unchanged..  943g 

State  Departments. 

Clerks  of,  exempt  from  jury  duty    3939 
State  Flag, 

Description  of   1103ss 
State  House. 

Governor  shall  keep  his  office  in         79 
State  House  Guards. 

How  appointed  and  removed   72,     127 

Governor's  power  over       128 •State  Librarian. 

Appointed  and  removable  by  Governor.       72 
Must  give  bond       H5 
Sball  preserve  State  library       117 
Shall  distribute  laws  and  journals       118 
Shall  make  and  keep  catalogue       119 
Shall  take  and  file  receipts  of  distribu- 
tion      120 

Shall  exchange  law  leports       121 
Office  of,subject  to  executive  supervision    122 
Shall  deliver  contents  of  office  to  succes- 
sor      123 

Fees  of,  and  to  whom  paid       943 
Salary  of    1640 
Duty  as  to  Supreme  Court  reports   228d,h,i 

State  Library. 
Shall  be  kept  in  Capitol       116 
Subject  to  executive  regulation       116 
Librarian  shall  keep  catalogue  of       119 
Is  the  property  of  State    1016 

iState  Printing. 
How  done   1040a  to  f.  5203 

■State  School  Commissioner. 

Law  as  to   1242,  1248  to  1252,  5205-6- 
;State  Seal. 

Description  of   86,  5127 
Secretary  of  State  is  keeper  of   85,  5127 

Specification  of   1013,  1014,  1015 
State  Treasurer. 

Election  and  term  of   89,  1339,  5120 
Salary  of   89,  1640,  5121 
Qualifications  of    5125 
Oath  and  bond  of   90,  5125 

"Rights  and  duties  of         91 -Securities  of,  must  justify       91a 

"  may  fix  sum  of  liability       91a 
State's  lien  for  sum  of  bond       91a 
Governor's  approval  of  bond       91b Record  of  bond       91c 
Insufficiency  of  security  on   ;.     91d 
;Suspension  of        92 

Governor's  superintendence  over        93 
Resignation  or  removal  of         94 
Default  and  absence  of        95 

•Office,  where  kept        96 
Shall  pay  his  fees  into  Treasury         96 
May  employ  clerk        96 
iSalary  of  clerk        96 
Duties  of,  specified        97 
Shall  keep  book  of  State  bonds      97a 
Summary  proceedings  when  in  default..    97b 
Report  of,  when  made        97 
Shall  furnish  report  to  Librarian       79b 

Fees  of,  are  part  of  State's  revenue... 941,     943 
Shall  check  from  depositaries,  how      943f 
Is  Commisioner  of  Public  Printing   1040b 
Punishment  of,  for  receiving  interest  on 

State  funds   4425b 
Use  of  State  funds  by,  how  punished   4425a 

Shall  not  make  profit  from  State's  money  5124 
No  fees  or  perquisites  allowed  to    5126 

State  Treasury. 
Payments  from,  how  made        76 
Warrants  on,  shall  specify  fund         76 
Fees  of  certain  officers  to  be  paid  into...     943 

State  University. 
Partly  owned  by  State       960 
Law  relating  to   1192  to  1211 
Donations,  etc  ,  to    5209 

Statement  of  Prisoners. 
Allowed  in  criminal  cases    4637 
Force  of    4637 

Jury  may  believe    4637 
Statistics. 

Military,  how  obtained    1064 
Agricultural,  manufacturing,  etc       920 
Blanks  for,  by  whom  furnished   I465h 
To  be  consolidated  and  published   1465i 
Of  white  and  colored  people,  to  be  sepa- 
rated  1465J 

Status  of  Citizen. 
Social,  not  to  be  subject  of  legislation    5010 

Statute  of  Frauds. 
What  contracts  must  be  in  writing      1950 
Effect  of  part  perfomance   1951,  3187 
As  to  wills    2414 
As  to  trusts    2310 

Does  not  apply  to  auction  sales    2630 
Nor  judicial  sales    2621 
Nor  sales  of  cotton,  etc    1593 

Statutes  of  Limitations. 
Administrator  may  pay  debt  barred  by...  2542 
Periods  fixed  by  law   2913  to  2925 
Suspended  in  what  cases   2926  to  2933 
How  affected  by  new  promise   2934  to  2938 
In  actions  for  tort   3058  to  3061 

Do  not  applv  to  trusts    3196 

Apply  to  set-off.    3470 
As    to    judgments    against    transferred 

property    3583 
For  bills  of  review    4220 
As  to  indictments    4665 
Provisos  and  exceptions    4665 
As  to  setting  aside  gifts    2666 

As  to  land,  see  "  Prescription  "...2678  to  2689 
As  to  ways   731,  2225 
Operate  against  Mate   2925a 
Apply  in  equity    2924 
As  to  foreclosurs  of  liens    1991 

Opening  settlement  with  guardian    1847 
Suits    against    administrator  after    dis- 

charge   2607 
Statutes. 

Take  effect,  when          3 
Construction  of,  rules  for          4 
Shall  not  impair  contracts          6 
May  retroact,  in  what  cases          6 
Meaning  of  words  in          5 
Against  constitutions,  void    5028 
Decisions  as  to   note,  p.        5 
Shall  contain  only  one  subject  matter....  5067 
Shall  not  contain  matter  not  expressed 

in  title    5067 

Sections  of   Code,   how  amended  or  re- 
pealed      5076 

Local  and  special   5027,  5074-5,  197a 
How  enacted  by  Legislature   5060  to  5082 
Limitations  on  rights  under    2916 

Statutory  Rights. 
Limitation  of  suits  for    2916 

Staves. 
Inspector  of,  how  appointed    1563 
When  merchantable    1563 

Stay  of  Executions. 
How  effected   3661,  3662 
In  Justice's  Court    4167 

Stealing. 
Kinds  of,  and  how  punished   4393  to  4409 
Public  documents,  how  punished    4471 
Fixtures    2220 

Steamboat  Companies. 
Liability  as  carriers   2065  to  2082 
Law  as  to  traffic  cf   1627  to  1630 
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Incorporation  of   '.   1689h Refusing  to  give  receipt,  bow  punished..  4604 
Steamboats. 

Liens  on.  when  and  to  whom  given    1982 
Rank  of  such  liens    1982 
Liens  on,  how  enforced    1991 

Steam  Mills. 
Liens  on,  law  as  to   1979,  1980,  1990 

Stenographic  Reporters. 

Appointed  by  Judges   4696a 
Oath  of   ."   4696a 
Duty  of   4696a 
Compensation  of....   4696b  to  4696d 

Stock  (in  Corporations). 
What  exempt  from  tax.       798 
Tax  on,  how  assessed   815,     816 
Belonging  to  State   941,  1013,  1014,  1015 
Transfer  relieves  stockholder,  when    1496 
Are  personalty  or  realty,  when    2237 
Administrators  may  invest  in,  when    2544 
How  levied  on  and  sold    2626 
Can  be  sold  only  by  Sheriff.    2626 
One  share  sold  at  a  time.....    2626 
Transfer  of,  after  lew,  void    2626 

Where  sold   .*.    2626 Sale  of,  by  administrators   2559a 
Sale  under  attachment   3289  to  3291 
Levy  by  constable  on    4173 
New  issue  goes  to  remainderman    2256 
Hypothecation  of   note,  p.     522 
In  corporations,  others  may  not  buy    5097 
Except  in  branch  railroads    5096 
Notes  on   see  pp.370,     372 

Stock  (Live). 
Liability  of  railroads  as  to   3037  to  3050 
"  "  carrersof    2070 

Law  as  to  estrays   :   1427  to  1437 
Stockholders. 

Of  corporations,  how  served  with  process  3371 
Notice  of  suits,  how  given  to   3371  to  3376 
Liability  of   general  note  on  p.     855 
Transfer  of  stock  in  bank  relieves,  when  1496 

Stolen  Goods. 

Vendee  of,  gets  no  title,  when    2637 
Punishment  for  receiving   4488,  4489 

Stone  Cutters. 
Lien  of    1972 

Stoppage  in  Transitu. 

Right  of,  exists,  when   2075,  2649 
Releases  carrier,  how  far    2074 
Does  not  exist  against  assignee,  when    2650 

Strangers. 

Admissions  of,  received,  when    3786 
Consideration  relating  to,  valid    2747 

•Relief  to,  in  equity,  when    3116 Strays. 

Law  concerning   1427  to  1437 
Streams. 

Right  of  land  owner  to  running    2227 
Unnavigable,  belong  to  whom    2228 
What  are  navigable    2229 
Right  of  adjacent  land  owner    2230 
Rights  of  owner  of  unnavigable   3018,  2231 
Land  bounded  by,  how  processioned    2393 
Underground    3019 

Street  Railways. 

Not  chartered  without  consent  of  city...  5079 
Streets. 

Justices  may  haye  streets  worked,  when     652 
Powers  of  towns  and  villages  as  to       786 
Notes  on  law  of   ,   1672f 

Striking  Juries 

Time  allowed  for   41st  Rule,  p.  1351 
In  criminal  cases   4642-3,  3932,  3934 
In  civil  cases    3932 

Students. 

E  xempt  from  road  duty       659 

Subject  Matter. 
Laws  shall  contain  only  one    5067 
Shall  be  expressed  in  the  title    5067 

SubpgsnA. 
Issue  and  service  of    3841 
By  Courts  of  inquiry   3846,  3847 
Is  execution,  when    3842 
To  bills  in  equity    4185 
Service  of,  in  equity    4184 
Right  of  accused  to  obtain  witness  by.... 

  4997,  5311 
Subpcena  Duces  Tecum. 
How  issued  and  served    3514 
Penalty  for  disobeying    3515 
Penalty  avoided  by  affidavit    3515 
Secondary  evidence  allowed,  when    3516 
Transcript  used,  when    3517 
Books  examined  by  commission,  when...  3518 

Subordination. 
Of  perjury  and  false  swearing    4464 
Punishment  of    4465 
Convict  cannot  be  witness    4466 

Subrogation. 
Of  sureties,  law  of   2167,  2176,  2177 

Subscription. 
Includes  mark  of  illiterate  person   5,  2415 
Of  witness  to  will   by  another,  not  al- 

lowed   2415 
Mutual,  is  valid  consideration    2744 

To  corporate  stock   notes,  pp.  371,     372' Substantial  Compliance. 
Sufficient,  when          4 
In  attachment  cases    3282 

Substitution. 
Of  sureties  as  to  securities    2177 
In  cases  of  legacies,  rule  as  to    2464 

Sufficent  Evidence. 
Defined    374S 

Suffrage. 

Right  of,  guaranteed    5327 
Exercised  by  ballot    5031 
Who  are  electors  in  this  State    5032 
What  disfranchises    5033 
Privilege  of  electors  from  arrest    5034 

Suits. 
Abatement  of,  law  as  to   2967,  3433  to  3444 
Administrators  and  sureties,  W....3383  to  3388 
Administrators  foreign,  by   2614,  2615 
Administrator's  bond,  action  on    2507 
Agent,  may  have,   when    2209 
Attachments,  pending   2895,  3280 
Attachment  bonds,  action  on    3354 
Bailees,  suits,  by   2059,  303O 
Bid  at  public  sale,  failure  to  comply    3656 
Bill  of  particulars  in  actions  of  account 

  12th  Rule  of  Court 

Breach  of  contract,  suits,  how  brought...  2939' 
Breach  of  contract,  of  employment    2217 
Carriers,  for  loss  of  goods   note,  p.    512 
Change  of  district  does  not  effect       492 
Children,  suits  for  injuries  to    1755 
Civil  action,  defined    3253 
Commencement  of   3332,  3333 
Corporations    and    companies,     actions 

against   3367  to  3376 
County  Court,  suits  in       284 
County,  by  and  against   492,  5222 
Definition  of  action   2243,3251,  3253 
Demand,  when  necessary    3255 
Dismissal  of    3447 
Distinctions  in,  abolished    3252 
Divorce,  actions  for,  how  brought    1717 
Ejectment,  law  of   3355  to  3366 
Election  between  two  actions   2894  to  2895 
Election  between  tort  and  contract    3063 
Equitable  cause  of,  suit  at  law,  for    3082 
Executors,  and  sureties,  against. ..3383  to  3388 
Figures,  used  in  pleading    3260 
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Forms  of,  prescribed   3389to  339G 
Forms  of,  apply  to  executors,  etc    3399 
Gaming  consideration,  money  paid  on...  2753 
Guardian  and  sureties,  suits  against    3385 

Guardian's  bond,  action  on    1819 
Initials,  used  in  pleading    3260 
Infants,  actions  by,  notvoid    3263 
Informers,  actions  by,  first  preferred    2896 
Injunctions  against   1st  Equity  Rule 
Joined,  what  causes  of  action  may  be    3261 
Joint  obligors,  actions  against   3347  to  3348 
Joint  obligors,  plea  of  infancy  by  one....  3352 
Judgments,  suits  on,  where  brought    3605 
Justices  Courts,  suits  in  4139  to  4146,  448 

  to    456 
Limitations  of,  law  as  to   2913  to  2925 
Lost  papers,  suits  on    3986 
Maker  and  indorser,  actions  against    3353 
Minors,  how  served  in   3263a 
Misjoinder  in    3356 
Money  had,  paid,  etc.,  suits  for.. ..note  p.     821 
Parties  to   3257  to  3259 

Parties  to,  how  made  pending   3421  to  3436 
Partners,  byandagainst   1899,  3349  to  3350 
Penalaction  defined    3254 
Penal  action,  plaintiffs  in    3254 
Pendency  of  one,  bars    2894 
Person  and  property,  action  against    3252 
Petition  and  process.in  law  of   3332  to  3346 
Prescription  affects  right  of,  when    2688 
Remedies,  may  be  framed    3250 
Retraxit,  defined    3445 
Retraxit,   effect   3445  to  3446 
Scire  facias,  parties  when  made  by. .3421  to  3436 
Separate  actions  must  be  brought,  when.  3262 
Set-off,  how  affected  by  dismissals    2907 
State,  suits  by,  how  brought         63 

State,  suits  vs.,  Governor's  duty        22 
Sureties,  how  sued     2159 

"        notice  by,  to  bring    2156 
Torts,  actions  for,  law  as  to   ...2951  to  2966 
Trustees,  against   3337  to  3382 
Venue  of,  law  as  to   3402  to  3417 
W.  &  A.  R.  R.,  suits  against   974  to    975 
Wife,  torts  to,  who  may  sue  for    1755 

"     may  sue  alone,  when    1774 
Years  exemption  of  administrator,  from  2548 

Summons. 
In  Justice  Court   4141  to  4143 

Sunday. 

[See  "Sabbath."] 
Sunday  Schools. 

Interruption  of,  how  punished   4577a 
Carrying  liquor  to,  how  punished   4577b 
What  fines,  paid  over  to    4582 

Superior  Courts. 

Authority  and  jurisdiction  of   206,  246, 
  5139,  5141,  5143 

Sheriff  shall  attend  sessions  of       361 
Constable  may  be  ruled  before       477 
Corporations,  how  created  by   1676,  1677 
May  grant  divorces    1711 
Jurisdiction  over  trustees    2322 
Jurisdiction  in  equity    3080 
Held  twice  a  year,  and  when   241,  3241,  5146 
Clerk  may  adjourn,  when    3242 
How  adjourned  in  vacation    3243 
Adjourned  and  special  terms  of    3245 
Only,  grant  new  trials   3711,  5144 
May  establish  lost  papers   3980  to  3988 
Renders  judgment  without  jurjr,  when..  5145 
Rules  of  practice  in   pp.  1344  to  1354 
Contingent  expenses  of,  how  paid    3692 
Fees  for  taking  down  testimony  in    3693 
Law   and   equity,   jurisdiction    may  be 
merged    5140 

Appellate  jurisdiction    5142 

Jurisdiction  by  certiorari,  etc    5143- 
Appeals  from  one  jury  to  another,  may 

be  allowed    5144 
Proceedings  in  to  be  uniform    5156 
Venue  of  suits  in   5107  to  5172 

Superior  Courts,  Judges  of. 
Lav;  as  to   234  to  236,  5130  to  5138 

[Indexed  under  "Judges  Superior  Court."] Supersedeas. 

Granted  by  Judges  of  Superior  Court       247 
Bill  of  exceptions  is,  when    4263 
Rule  for  new  trial  is,  when    3724 
Ceases,  when    4287 
Certiorari  is,  when   4060,  4036' 

Supplemental  Bills. 
Amendmendments  in  lieu  of    4181 

Supplemental  Homestead. 
Allowed    5215 
How  obtained   2039c 

Supplies. 

Landlord's  lien  for   1978,  2287 
Support  of  Decedent's  Family. 

Law  as  to   2571  to  2578 
Suits  on  choses  in  action  set  apart  to   3424a 

Support  of  Soil. 

Annotations  on   note,  p.     548 
Supreme  Court. 

Powers  in  common  with  others       206 

"        of,  vested  in  three  Judges   210,  5129 
Chief  Justice  of   210,     213 

Judges  of,  how  appointed       210' 
Official  term  of  Judges   211,  5132 
Oath  of  Judges    212 
Two  may  hold       213 
Who  are  eligible  to  judgeship  of   214,  5164 
Vacancy  in  judgeship,  how  filled       215 
When  Judges  disqualified,  who  holds.... 

  216,  5130,  5131 
Decisions  of,  how  reversed       217 
Authority  of       218 
Concurrence  of  two  Judges  required       219 
Effect  of  disagreement   219,  4283 
Officers  of       220 
Costs  in,  how  taxed   224,  4291,  5179 

Costs  above  clerk's  salarv,  how  used    223a 
Plaintiff's  attorney  liable  for  cost.. ..225,  4290 
Clerk  of,  law  relating  to   221  to  225a 
Arrangement  of  dockets  to  be  published    223 
Reporter  of,  law  relative  to   226  to     232 
Reports  of,  law  as  to   228a  to  228i 
Sheriff  of,  who  is       233 
May  appoint  Sheriff,  when       234 
Sheriff's  fees      235 
Salary  of  Judges  of   1646,  5162-3 

'•   Reporter  of   1646,  228c 
Times  and  place  of  meeting    3238 
Judges  shall  attend    3239 
Adjournment  of    3239 

"  "   to  another  place    3240 
Contingent  expenses  of,  how  paid    3961 
Causes  carried  to,  when    4250 
Exceptions  pendente  lite    4250 
Order  of  circuits    4268 
Statement  of  cases    4269 
Mode  of  announcing  decisions    4270 
Decisions  made,  when   4271,  5134 
Shall  decide  all  the  questions    4271 
Continuances  allowed,  when    4271 
When  cases  cannot  be  disposed  of   4271a 
Cases  deemed  heard,  when   4271b 
Additional  argument,  when   4271c 
Case  dismissed,  when   4271d 
No  dismissal  for  want  of  certificate,  when  4272 
No  dismissal  for  want  of  date,  when   4272a 
Dismissal  avoided  by  amendment,  when.  4272b 
Dismissal  interdicts,  in  what  cases. .4272c  and  d 
Benefits  of  law,  lost  by  negligence   4272e 
Mistakes  of  clerk  corrected,  how   4272f 
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Incomplete  record,  how  supplied.. .4872,  4287g 
Cases  heard  though  not  sent  in  time    4273 
Third  persons,  heard,  when    4275 
Time  of  argument  extended,  when    4276 
Written  arguments   4277  to  4279 
Costs  to  be  sent  with  brief    4280 
Parties  how  made  in    4281 
Mandamus,  when  record  incomplete    4282 
Decision  when  Judges  differ    4283 
Decisions  entered  on  minutes    4284 
Power  of ,  in  each  case    4284 
Remitter    4285 
Damages  allowed,  when    4286 
Supersedeas  ceases,  when    4287 
Bill  of  exceptions  amendable   4272b  to  4288 
Transcripts  not  recorded    4289 
Plaintiff  gets  back  cost,  when    4290 
Cases  of  injunction,  when  heard.    3214 
Other  cases  heard  at  once    3216 
Rules  of   pp  1355  to  1361 
Has  only  appellate  jurisdiction    5133 
May  withhold  judgments,  when    5134 
Rank  of  judgment  affirmed  by    3579 

^Supreme  Court  Reports. 
Printing  and  sale  of   228a  to  228i 

.'SURETIFS. 
On  official  bonds,  number,  etc       151 
County  officers  cannot  be,  for  each  other    152 
Attorneys  at  law  cannot  be,  for  county 

officers       152 
On  official  bonds   148  to     171 
Of  deputy  who  succeeds  Sheriff       353 
For  tax  collector,  etc.,  cannot  be  Sheriff.     346 
Of  Treasurer  of  State...:   91a  to    91d 
Of  tax  officers  bound  from  date  of  bond.    913 
Of  guardian,  how  bound   1817,  1819,  1836 
May  take  mortgages  to  indemnify  them.  1963 
Obligation  of   2148  to  2151 
Release  of  by  creditor,  effect  of    2152 
Novation  releases,  when    2153 
What  acts  of  creditor  will  discharge    2154 
May  pay  debt,  and  pursue  principals    2155 
Tender  by,  and  refusal  of  creditor,  dis- 

charge   2155 
May  give  written  notice  to  sue    2156 
Form  and  requisites  of  notice    2156 
Failure  of  creditor  to  sue,  discharges    2156 
Liability  of,  cannot  be  extended    2157 
Promise  of,  in  ignorance,  does  not  bind..  2158 
Must  be  sued  as  such,  when    2159 
May  attach  principals   2160,  3279 
Hights  accruing  to,  on  payment  of  debt.. 

  2161,  2162 
May  recover  usury,  when    2163 
May  foreclose  liens,  when    2164 
May  make  special  proof  of  suretyship... 

  2165,  2166 
May  control  fi.  fa.  against  principals   

  2167  to  2169 

May  control  fi.  fa.  against  each  other    2170 
Bona  fide  purchasers  protected    2172 
Contribution    amongst,     law     of. ..2170, 

  2173  to  2175,  3132 
Subrogation  of,  law  touching   2176,  2177 
Of  trustees,  how  relieved    2341 

■Of  admin istrators,  liability  of   2507,  3386 
Fi.  fas,  how  levied  on  such    2508 
Of  removed  administrator,  how  liable...  2512 
On  joint  bond  of  administrators    2510 
Of    administrators,   how     liable    on   re- 
moval   2613 

,    .j      Attachments  in  favor  of    3279 
f   tf'**.  Judgments,  how  signed  against   3572,  2159 

How  entered  against,  in  Justice's  Court..  4165 
•Of     guardians,    executors,    etc.,    suits 

against    3386 
Married  woman  cannot  be    1783 

•On  appeal,  exceptions  to   1st  Rule. 

On  appeal,  who  cannot  be   11th  Rule. 
"         "        liability  of    3622 

For  defendant  in  trover  and  bail    3419 
On  forfeited  bonds,  scire  facias  vs    4703 
On  forfeited  bonds,  when  relieved    5078 

Surface  Water. 

Law  as  to   note,  p.     548 
Surgeons. 

Liable  for  malpractice    2973 
Surprise. 

Continuance,  when  granted  for    3521 
When  ground,  for  new  trial   note  to  3718 
Relief  for  in  equity,  against  judgment... 

  3129,  3178,  3595 
«    v         «        generally   3117,  3180 

Surrender  of  Principal. 
Allowed  how,  in  criminal  cases    4704 
On  opening  default   Rule  23 

Surrounding  Circumstances. 
Always  provable    3804 

Surveyor-General 
Office  blended  with  Secretary  of  State....       85 
Duties  of,  devolve  on  Secretary  of  State..      87 

Surveys. 
When  and  how  far  evidence       578 
Rules  of  Court  as  to   Nos.  55  to  59,  p.  1553 
Processioning,  law  as  to   2384  to  2393 
Penalty  for  illegal       581 

Survivors. 
Of  parties  to  contract,  as  witness......    3854 

Sutlers. 
How  appointed    1145 
Not  liable  as  retailers    1145 

Swindlers. 
Crimes  by   4587  to  4604 

Tacking. 
Possessions  to  make  out  prescription    2689 
Of  mortgages,  disallowed    1962 

Tales  Jurors. 
Summoned,  when   3935,  3937 

Talesmen. 
To  serve  on  juries   ,   3935,  3937 

Tar. 
To  be  inspected  before  shipping    1567 
Inspector  of,  how  appointed    1563 
Inspection  of,  how  regulated    1570 

Tare. 
On  cotton    1599 
On  rice    1601 
On  other  articles    1602 

Tariffs. 

Freight  and  passenger,  regulated. .719a  to 
  719u,  5094 

Tavern  and  Retail  LIcense. 
Law  regulating   1419  to  1424 
Retailing  without  license,  penalty    4565 
Sales  to  drunken  men   ,    1423 
County  charge  for       529 

Tax  (State), 

Ad  valorem       804 

Agent  personally    liable   for,  when       857 
Amount  of       806 

Any    tax   payer  may  complain  of    re- turns      841 

Assessment  of,  when  to  be  made....       805 
"  '•         "      complaint  is  made    841 
"  "     arbitrated  how    826d 

Banks  not  assessed,  but  stock  is       815 

"       railroads,  etc.,  return  to  whom....     826 
Bankstock  subject  to  fi.  fa.  for    815b 
Blank  forms  furnished  receivers       846 
Bonds  of  tax  officers  subject  to  suit       940 
Cashier  of  banks  to  pay       815c 
Chief  officer  of  bank  to  give  statement 

of  stock    815a 

Choses  in  action  of  non-residents,  taxa- 
ble       801 
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Collection  of,  how  resisted  by  railroads..  826c 
"  "      "     enforced    826f 

Collectors  of,  law  concerning   927  to  935b 
"           shall  make  a  schedule  of  de- 

faulters      868 

Collectors  fi.  faa  of,  when  and  how  is- 
sued      886 

Collectors'  fees  of,  for  issuing  fi.  fa       887 
Comptroller  assesses,  when  no  return  is 
made       881 

Comptroller's  assessment,  final,  when    826e 
"            fi.  fas,  how  issued  and  exe- 
cuted      882 

Comptroller  prescribes  rules       937 
Conveyances  to  evade,  are  void       813 
Default  lists  to  be  deducted       808 

■'      how  relieved      843 
Defaulter's  oath  against  double  tax      845 
"  double  taxed,  when      854 
"  not  double  taxed,  when       856 
"  ineligible  to  seat  in  General 

Assembly    5050 
Digest,  evidence  of  what      838 
Differences,  how  arbitrated    833a 
Double  tax,  how  relieved  from       844 
"  "      on  wild  lands,  when    874b 

Doubtful  cases  referred  to  Legislature...     853 
Estates  not  in  default,  when       871 
Executions  against  defaulting  corpora- 

tions      876 
Executions  against  railroads  for    826b 
Feofee  and  property  bound  for       814 
Fi.  fa.  against  illegal  vender  of  lottery 

tickets       824 
Fi.  fa.  how  contested       825 

"        against  aeents  of  foreign  compa- 
nies  '.   >.     883 

For  keeping  tables,  is  in  lieu  of  value  of 
tables       810 

Form  of  taxreturnof  railroads    826a 
Governor  may  suspend  collection  of         75 
How  assessed  on  railroads,  etc   816,     818 
■'  "  "  private  bankers,  etc       817 
"  '•  "  railroads  out  of  State...     819 
"        •"  "  agents  of  foreign  banks, 
etc       820 

How  assessed  on  foreign  insurance  com- 
panies      821 

How  assessed  on  express  companies       822 
"  "  "  lottery  managers       823 

In  what  funds  payable   807,     833 
Insolvent  fi.  fas  may  be  put  out    886a 
Insolvent  lists,  when  and  how  allowed... 

  859  to    865 
Insurance  companies  taxable,  when   2850j 
Investments  by  guardians  exempt,  when  1833 
Judicial  interference  with,  forbidden    3668 
Lands,  how  returned  for   847,     873 

Levy  and  sale  under  collector's  fi.  fas....   888  to    890 
Lists  of  wild  lands  to  be  sent  to  counties    874 

"       "  bank    stockholders,    how    fur- nished   815d 
Lien  for  taxes  established    1972 

«      •'      «      how  binding    1973 
Lawyers  disbarred  for  not  paying       434 
Lunatics,  etc.,  to  be  reported    846a 
Maps  furnished  receivers       872 
Mines  and  plantations  on  county  lines, 

where  returned       829 
Mistakes  in  digests,  how  rectified   850-1 
Money  collected  sent  to  Comptroller  at 

once       884 

Names  of  tenant  tax  payers,  how  repor- 
ted   875b 

Names  of  insurance  agents,  risks,  etc    875c 
New  collectors  indulged,  when   866,     867 
Non-residents,  how  taxed       803 

93 

Number   of  digests,  and   to   whom  fur- 
nished      849 

Oath  of  tax  payer,  before  whom  taken...     837 
"      "  one  of  a  firm  sufficient       836 
"      "  assessors      842 

Obligation  to  pay  is  paramount       812 
Officers  liable  for  failure  of  duty    874d 
Overpayments  of,  how  refunded   851-2 
Payment  of,  by  electors    5032 
Pay  of  tax  officers   936,  936a 
Payment  of,  no  relief  against  license       811 
Penalty  against  defaulting  corporations. 877-8 

lottery  dealers    880 
"        where  there  is  no  return       881 
"     against  foreign  insurance  compa- nies     879 

Penalties  still  of  force,  in  what  cases    826g 
Printing  presses,  etc.,  subject  to       800 
Proceedings  against  delinquent  tax  offi- 
cers  902  to    916 

Property  subject  to   799to    803 
"        exempt  from       798 

double  taxed,  when      855 
Publication  of  rules  for  officers   938,     939 
Railroads  pay,  to  Comptroller    826b 
Receiver  may  assess  value,  when       839 
Remedy  for  default  wrongly  judged       885 
Reports  of  presidents  of  insurance  com- 

panies  .#875d  875e 

Returns  itemized,  when   '.    826d 
"        of  mining  companies   828-830 
"        to  tax  receiver   827,     834 
"        lo  Comptroller,  verified       832 
"        non-residents   830-831 
"        by  agents,  how  entered      835 
"        how  entered  in  digests       848 

of  colored  tax-payers,  how  kept  875a 
Special  tax  on  liquor  dealers   809a  to  809m 

"        "      "  dealers  in  iron  safes   809n 
Specific  tax,  on  what  assessed       809 
"  "     and  ad  valorem,  not  both  laid    810 

To  be  paid  over  to  Treasu.er,  when      858 
Tax  offices,  to  be  separate    940b 
On  corporations,  right  not  surrendered..  5185 
Taxes  of  former  years,  how  collected       870 
Time  given  to  complete  digests,  when....     869 
Ungranted  lands  and  stocks,  tax  on........    802 
Values  fixed  by  arbitration,  when       840 
Venders  of  lottery  tickets,  tax  on.....       824 
Wild  lands,  how  returned    874a 

"        "  "     redeemed    874c 
"        "       of  non-resident  females       875 

Tax  (County.) 
Extra,  for  county  buildings       502 
Levy  and  collection  of,  law  as  to... 509  to    527 
Estimates  for,  how  made      510 
Receiver's  compensation  for       926 
Levied  without  recommendation,  when.  930a 
Lien  for,  established    1972 

"      "    rank  of    1973 
"      "    binding  force  of    1973 

Ordinary's  jurisdiction  as  to       337 
Power  of  counties  as  to,  limited    5190 
For  schools   5189,  5207 

Tax  (Municipal.) 
Sales  for,  regulated   3656a  to  3656f 
For  schools   5189,  5207 
For  municipal  bonds    5192 

Taxation. 
Ad  valorem,  and  uniform    5181 
Amount  of,  how  limited       806 
Assessment  made,  when       805 
Assessed  by  counties,  for  what..      514 
Assessed,  for  what  purposes    5180 
By  counties,  how  regulated   509  to    527 
By  United  States   5266,  5271,  5275 
Bonds,  notes,  etc.,  subject  to       801 
Default  lists.deducted       808 
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Property  exempt  from   798,  5182 
liable  to       799 

"        of  non-residents,subject  to,how     803 
"        taxed  at  its  fair  market  value..    804 

Revenue  of  State  from  other  sources..941 
  to    943 

Right  of,  not  surrendered   5093,  5185 
Sinking  fund  provided  for    5199 
Specific  taxes,  on  what  assessed       809 
Tax  on  dogs  allowed    5181 
Taxes  paid  in  what  funds       807 
Tax  on  polls    5184 
Types,  presses,  etc.,  subject  to       800 
TJngranted  lands,  stocks,  etc.,  subject  to.     802 
Villages  and  towns  may  tax   787,     789 
For  deficiencies  in  revenue,  limit    5186 

Tax  Books. 

Grand  jury  may  revise  and  suggest  cor- 
rections in    3919 

Land,  how  entered  in       848 
Mistakes  in,  how  corrected       850 
Number  of,  and  how  made  up,  etc       849 

Tax  Collectors. 
Appointees,  give  bond  and  take  oath       933 
Bond  of       930 

"      "  for  county  taxes       931 
"      "  may  be  sued  on       940 
"      "  must  be  given  before  collecting..     916 

Commissions  of   936,  936a 
Commission  vacated,  when       916 
Comptroller  may  prescribe  rules  for       937 
Duty  as  to  agricultural  statistics,  etc       934 

Dutiesof,  specified   '.      934 Election  and  official  term  of       927 
Elected,  when    1319 
Election  of,  law  applicable  to    1318 
Executions  issued  by,  when       886 
Pees  of,  for  issuing  executions       887 
Fi.fas  of,  run  to  any  county       899 

"     may  be  transferred,  when    891a 
"     against,  for  not  settling  with  State    909 

"    how  directed  and  executed    911 
"    suspended       912 

Forfeiture  by,  for  premature  collection...     915 
Garnishments  by,  for  taxes   3557-8 
insolvent  list,  presented  by,  when       858 

"         "    of,  how  allowed   859  to    866 
Law  applicable  to  election  of    1318 
Must  give  bond  before  collecting       916 
Misdemeanor  in,  to  collect  before  bond..    916 
Negligence  of,  does  not  excuse  tax  payers    935 
Notice  of  election  of,  how  given    1322 

Office  of,  to  be  separated  from  receiver's  940a Oath  of       929 
Official  term  of    1320 
Ordinary  may  appoint,  when       932 
Penalty  for  fraudulent  change  of  digest.     908 

"    default,  amount  of      910 
Proceedings  under  fi.  fa.  against       914 
Property  of,  bound  from  date  of  bond      913 
Quarterly  reports  of  special  tax    935b 
Report  of  tax  collected  from  liquor  deal- 

ers.  ,    809j 
Report  of  liquor  tax  quarterlv    809j 
Shall  make  schedules  of  defaulters       868 

"    collect  taxes  of  former  years       870 
"    begin  collecting,  when       915 

not  act  before  giving  bond       932 
give    statement  of  special  tax  to 

grand  jury    935a 
School  fund  retained  by,  and  how  paid.. .1249b 
Special  report  of  liquor  lax  by       934 
Statement  of  special  tax  to  grand  jury...  935a 
State  depositaries,  may  receive  tax  from  943c 
Vacancies  in  office  of,  how  filled       928 

Tax  Executions. 

Against  agents  of  foreign  companies       883 
Claims  against  levies  of   •.       896 

Constables  may  levy  anywhere  in  the 
county       889 

Cost  on,  not  allowed  until  collected    887 

Collector's  fee  for  issuing       887 
Deed  to  purchasers  at  sales  under      893 
Fee  for  issuing    887 

"      "   levying    888 
Issued  by  Comptroller,  when    876 

."             "             how  directed    882 
"   collector,  when  and  how    886 

"       against  unreturned  property    897 
Land,  by  whom  sold  under    888 
Land  sold  under,  how  redeemed    898 
Levied  by  whom    888 
Money  collected  on,  to  be  paid  over  at 

once    884 
Officer  to  put  purchaser  in  possession    894 
Property  exempt  from  sale  under    895 
Redemption  of  land  sold  under    898 
Run  to  any  county  in  State    899 
Returned  nulla  bona,  put  out  again    886a 
Sales  under,  how  made    890 
Surplus  proceeds,  to  whom  paid     892 
Tax  payer  may  point  out  property,  when  891 
Transfer  of,  when  and  how  made    891a 

Tax  Extea. 

For  new  counties,  how  levied    33 
Tax  Payees. 

Amount  paid  by  colored,  to  be  kept    875a 
Justices  shall  furnish  list  of    457 
Jury  scrip  received  from,  for  taxes,  when  519 
May  demand  exhibition  of  licenses    535 
Names  of,  taken  in  full    923a 
Not  double  taxed  when  return  is  re- 

jected   923 
Oath  of,  and  their  agents   835,  836,  837 
Relieved  from  default,  how   843  to    845 

Tax  Receivees. 
Arbitration  with  tax  payers  by    923c 
Assess  property,  when    839 
Bond  of    918 

"       "  may  be  sued  on    940 
Commissions  of,  on  county  tax   «    926 
Compensation  of   936,  936a 
Comptroller  may  make  rules  for    937 
Correctionsof  grand  jury,  guide  for    923c 
Double  tax  assessed  by,  when    854 
Dutiesof,  specified    920 
Election,  term  and  qualification  of    917 

of,  law  applicable  to    1318 
"          "  notice,  by  whom  given    1322 

Elected  when   '.    1319 Execution  issued  against,  when    905 
Forfeiture  for  delaying  digests    902 

"            "    imperfect  digests    903 
"            "  useless  digests    904 
"            M  false  return    906 

Governor  may  vacate  commission  of    916 
Liability  of,  and  their  sureties    919 
Liability  of,  for  deceiving  tax  payer    907 
Misdemeanor  in,  to  refuse  return   ..  922 
Must  complete  digests  by  what  time    902 
Negligence  of,  will  not  excuse  tax  payer  921 
Number  of  digests  to  be  made  by    849 
Oath  of    918 

"      "  tax  payer  taken  before    837 
Office  of,  to  be  separate  from  collector...  940a 
Official  term  of    1320 

Property  of,  bound  from  date  of  bond....  913 

Removed  for  useless  digests    904 
Rejecting  return,  what  is  not    925 
Return  of  liquor  dealers  by  name    923e 
Returns  of  taxes  made  to   827,  834 

"        how  entered  by    848 
Shall  issue  fi.  fa.  against,  and  sell  wild 

lands,  when    874b 

Statistics  of  colored  tax  payers'  property  875a 
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Statistic?,  agricultural,  etc.,  to  be  obtain- 
ed by       920 

Submission  of  books  by,  to  grand  jury...  923b 

Tax  payer's  full  name  to  be  entered    923a Tax  Returns. 
Banks,  railroads,  etc.,  make,  how   826,  826a 
Made  to  Ordinary,  how  disposed  of       924 

Teachers. 

Exempt  from  jury  duty    3939 

"    '        "      road  duty       659 
Graded  in  public  schools,  how   1261a 
Licensed  in  public  schools,  how    1261 
License  of,  how  revoked    1262 
Reports  of    1265 

Technical  Words. 
Construction  and  meaning  of    2249 

"  '•  "  "  in  contracts  2757 
"  "  "  "  in  statutes..        4 

Telegraph  Companies. 

Compensation  for   right  of  way  by,  how 
assessed    3024 

Damage  to  fixtures  of,  how  punished    4439 
Right  of  way  of  railroads  used  by    3022 

"      "       '•     "          "          use  of,    regu- 
lated   3023 

Service  of  process  on,  how  effected   3412a 
Venue  of  suits  against   3412a 

Telegraph  Operators. 

Exempt  from  jui}7  duty,  when    3939 
Tenancy  at  Will. 
Ended  by  notice,  how    2291 

Tenancy  in  Common. 
Accounts  between,  settled  in  equity    3130 

Adverse  possession  as  to  co-tenants    2303 
Definition  of    2301 
Joint  tenancies  held  to  be    2300 
Partition  between  co-tenants    2304 

Rights  and  liabilities  of  co-tenants    2302 
Tenants  may  sue  alone,  when    3259 

Tenant  for  Life. 
Assent   of  executors   in  favor  of,  enures 

to  remaindermen    2270 
Cannot  remove  personalty  out  of  State..  2261 
Emblements  belong  to,  when    2257 
Increase  of  estate  belongs  to,  when    2256 
Renter  from,  rights  of    2258 
Rights  and  liabilities  of    2255 
Sale  of  entire  estate  by,  works  no  forfeit- 

ure  .'    2260 Tenants. 

Allowed  three  days  for  counter-affidavit 
and  bond   4084a 

In  common,  law  concerning   2300  to  2304 
Issue  between  landlord  and,  how  tried...  4080 
Pay  double  rent,  when    4081 
Proceedings  to   remove,  when  holding 

over,  etc   ,    4077 
Warrant  to  remove    4078 

"        "         "        how  arrested    4079 
Writ  of  possession  against    4081 

Tender. 

Equivalent  to  performance,  when    2874 
Manner  of  making    2874 
Of  specific  articles,  how  made    2875 
Demand  of  delivery  must  be  reasonable  2876 
Of  specific  chattels,  effect  of    2877 
Transfers  title  to  chattels,  when    2877 
Of  damages,  and  effect  of   3049,  3056 
In  actions  of  trover,  effect  of    3057 

Ten  Pin  Alley. 

Tax  on  keepers  of       809 
Allowing  minors  to  roll  on,  how  pun- 
ished   4543 

Tense. 
Present  includes  future          4 
Past  includes  future          4 

Tenure. 

Of  realty  in  Georgia    2221 

Terrapins. 

Taking  of,  regulated   1622-23 Terms  of  Office. 

Of  members  of  General  Assembly    5044 
Terms. 

Of  Supreme  Court    3238 
Of  Superior  Courts    3241 
Adjourned,  of  Superiors  Courts    3245 
Special,  of  Superior  Courts    3245 

Testamentary  Capacity. 
Law  as  to  measure  of   2405  to  2409 

Testamentary  Guardians. 

Appointment  of   1804-5 Testimony. 

On  former  trial,  proved  when    3782 
Perpetuation  of,  how  done,  etc.. ..3901  to  3905 
Taken  down  in  cases  of  felony    4696 
Entered  on  minutes,  when    4696 
Bill  to  perpetuate  will  not  lie,  when.    4182 
Brief  of  in  new  trials,  part  of  record    4253 

Testimony  De  Bene  Esse. 

Used  when   3055,  3904 
Testimony,  Perpetuation  of. 

Law  allowing  and  regulating   3901  to  3905 
Threatening  Letters. 

Sending  or  delivering,  how  punished    4506 
Theft  or  Larceny. 

Kinds  of,  and  how  punished   4392  to  4424 
Of  fixtures    2220 

Timber 

How  inspected,  measured,  etc   1563  to  1566 
Tenant  may  not  cut     2281 

Time. 

Days,  how  counted          4 
Essence  of  contracts,  when    2757 

*'    Court  contracts   ,.2766 
Reckoned  in  insurance,  how    2823 
Sundays  and  holidays   2783,  3614 
Of  levying,  attachments  entered    3286 
For  argument  allowed      Rule        7 
For  tendering  claim  issue   Rule      15 
For  announcement   Rule      22 

For  striking  jury   Rule      41 
Tippling  Houses. 

Keeping  open  on  Sunday,  how  punished  4535 
Title. 

Tainted  with  usury,  void   2057f 
Defined    2348 
Perfect  title    2349 
To  lands,  originates  in  grants    2350 
Grants,  law  concerning   2348  to  2363 
Head-rights,  law  concerning   2364  to  2377 
By  will,  law  as  to  wills   2394  to  2440 
By  prescription,  law  as  to   2678  to  2689 
To  land,  will  support  actions  of  trespass  3016 
Slander  of,  rights  of  action  for    3025 
To  land,  suits  respecting,  where  brought  3403 

Declarations  in  disparagement  of,  admit- 
ted in  evidence,  when    3774 

Rescision,  for  failure  of   2643,  3191 
Covenantof   2702,  2704 
To  produce,  does  not  pass  till  paid  for....  1593 
Invalidated  by  usury   2057f 

Tobacco. 

Inspector  of,  how  appointed    1563 
ToLr,. 

Annual  examination  of,  rates  of       686 
Excessive  tolls,  how  reduced      685 
Penalty  for  charging  excessive       687 
Rates  of,  shall  be  posted  up       683 

Toll  Bridges. 
Keepers  of,  exempt  from  military  duty  1060 

"      road  duty       659 
Law  regulating   667  to    704 

Toll  Cotton. 

Exempt  from  levy  and  sale,  when   3582a 
Torts  or  Injuries. 

Abducting  or  harboring  wife    3007 
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Adultery  or  crim.  con.  with  wife    8008 
Adulterated  drugs,  sale  of    3004 
Amounting  to  felony,  suit  for    2970 
Abitrament    and    award,    defense    for, 
when    3062 

Breach  of  duty,  sued  for,  when    2953 
Consent  to,  defeats  action  for    3053 
Damages  for,  measure  of    3065 
Death  of  parties  does  not  abate  suit  for, 
when    2967 

Deceit,  action  lies  for.  when    2958 
Definition  of    2951 
Dogs,  owner  liable  for  injury  by,  when..  2965 
Election  between  contracts,  and    2955 
Employer  liable  for  employee    2962 
Extenuation  pleaded,  when    3052 
Fraud  and  damage  give  right  of  action...  2957 

"       how  perpetrated    2966 
False  imprisonment,  law  as  to1.. ..2990  to  2992 
Furnishing  liquor  to  minor  son,  suit  for  3010 
Former  recovery,  a  defense,  when    3063 
Gaming  with  minor  son,  action  for    3011 
Homicide  of  husband  or  father,  suit  for.  2971 
Infancy,  no  defense  against    3064 
Justification  as  a  defense  against    3051 
Libel  and  slander,  law  as  to   -.2974  to  2981 

^Limitation  of  actions  for,  law  of.. 3058  to  3061 
Malicious  arrests,  law  concerning   

  2993  to  2996 
Malicious  prosecutions,  law  as  to. .2982  to  2989 
Malpractice  of  surgery  and  medicine    2973 
Negligence  of  druggists    3005 

"    trustees    3006 
Nuisances  and  suits  for   2997  to  3002 
Parties  to  action  for    3258 
Partners  liable  for  torts  of  agents    1916 
Privity  not  necessary  to  suits  for    2956 
Physical  injuries  are,   when    2969 

"        give    right    of    action, when    2968 

Plaintiff's  negligence,  effect  of    2972 
Procurers  of,  their  liability    3012 
Rati  tier  of,  liable  when    2963 
Representations  to  induce  credit  of  an- 

other, right  of  action  for    2959 
Right  of  action  for  lies,  when    2952 
Sale  of  unwholesome  provisions    3003 
Satisfaction  of,  how  allowed   3054-5 
Seduction  of  daughter,  action  for    3009 
Set-off  against    3261 
Tender  of  damages  for,  how  made    3056 

"        in  actions  of  trover    3057 
To  self,  wife,  child,  etc.,  suit  for    2960 
Vicious  animals,  owner  liable  for,  when  2964 
Violations  of  private  duty,  right  of  ac- 

tion for    2954 

Wife,  child,  etc.,  husband's  liability  for.  2961 Total  Divorce.. 
Effect  of.    1726 
Grounds  for    1714 
Form  of  verdictfor    3565 

Towns. 

Incorporation  of   .774  to    797 
Inspectors  of  flour  appointed  by    1554 
Keeping  of  gunpowder,  regulated  by    1465 
Neglected  streets  of,  how  worked       652 
Retailing  liquor,  licensed  by    1422 
Sale  of  produce,  not  to  be  taxed  by   1605-6 
Weighing  produce  regulated  by    1604 

[see  "Municipal  Corporations."] Towns  and  Villages. 
Amendment  of  charter  of    797b 
Annual  election  of  officers       781 
Certificate  of  incorporation  of       777 
Compensation  of  officers  of       793 
Chain  gangs,  organized  by    786a 
Corporate  nameof       779 
Contested  elections,  how  heard      784 

Charter,  how  surrendered    797b 
Debts,  how  created  by       797 
Election  of  officers,  how  held       778 

effect  of  failure  to 
hold       782: 

Exceptions  tothislaw    797c 
Governed,  by  what  law       774^ 
Incorporation  of,  determined  by  vote       776; 

"  costs  of,  how  paid      794- 
Jail  fees,  howpaid       794 
Licenses,  and  specifie  taxes  by       789' 
Lien  of,  for  taxes,  how  enforced       791 
Limits  of,  how  extended       795 

Marshal's  duties;       790> 
May  provide  for  forfeiture  of  bonds    786b' 
Mayors  of,  their  power  and  duties       792: 
Oath  of  officers  of       781 

Officers  of,  number  and  designation       779' 
"       "    not  to  contract  with      796 
"       "    may  commit  or  bind  offenders  786c 

Petition  to  incorporate,  how  made       775 
Presiding  officerof       785' 
Powers  and  duties  of  council   786,  797a 
Qualification  of  voters  for  officers....       783- 
Quorum,  what  necessary  to  make       785 
Record  of  proceedings,  etc       785 
Street  of,  how  and  by  whom  worked       788- 
Taxes,  how  and  on  what  levied       787 

"        on  polls,  confined  to  street  tax      809' Term  of  officers  of       780 
Vacancies  in  office,  how  filled       784 

[See  also  "  Municipal  Corporations."] Tracing  Assets. 

Promoted  in  equity   3152,  3153; 
Allowed,  in  what  cases    2333' 

Traders,  (Insolvent.) 

Creditor's  bill  against,  and   proceedings 
under   3149a  to  3149g 

Trade  Marks. 
Use  of  is  fraud,  when    31811 

Tradesmen. 

Accounts  of,  bear  interest,  when    2057 
Books  of,  evidence,  when    3777 

Traditionary  Evidence. 
Admissible,  when    3780 

Transient  Persons. 
Domicile  of  and  where  sued   1691,  3416 
Subject  to  military  service,  when    1072 

Transfer. 

Tax  fi.  fas  may  be  transferred    891a 
Of  decrees  in  equity    4217 
Of  judgments,  law  as  to   3597,  3598 
Of  successive  possessions  in  prescriptions  2689* 

Transitu. 

Right  of  stoppage  in,  exists,  when. ..2075,  2649 
Stoppage  in,  releases  carrier,  how  far    2074 
Assignee  protected,  when    2650 

Traverse. 
Of  return  of  service    3340 

Traverse  Jurors. 
Number  of    5174 

Grand  jurors  may  be    5175 
Compensation  of    5176 

Treason. 
In  first  degree   4313,  5017 
Punishment  for    4313 
In  second  degree    4314 
Punishment  for       4314 
Conviction  for,  works  no  forfeiture    5020 
Evidence  to  convict  of    5019 
Conviction  for,  disfranchises    5033 

Treasurer,  (County.) 
Fees  of    3703 
Law  concerning   — 542  to    565 

Treasurer,  (State.) 
Election  and  official  term  of   89,  5120 
His  bond   90,  5125 
His  rights  and  duties         91 
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Duties  of,  specified         92 
Office  of,  supervised  by  Governor   93,  5118 
Shall  state  his  account,  on  resigning         94 
On  his  default  Comptroller  shall  do  so...       95 
Shall  register  State  bonds         96 
May  employ  a  clerk         97 
Salary  of  his  clerk         97 
May  advance  to  reporter  of    Supreme 

Court       229 
Fees  of      943 

.Salary  of   1640,5121,  5126 
Shall  not  profit  from  public  money    5124 
Suspension  of    5118 
Deposit  with, by  firs  insurance  companies  5091 
Quarterly  reports  of    5200 
Law  as  to  State  depositaries   943a  to  943g 
Qualifications  of    5125 

'Treasury,  (County.) All  county  taxes  paid  into       519 
Orders  on,  must  specify  fund      506 
Order  of  payments  from       556 
Orders  on,  payable  when      557 
'Orders  postponed,  when...       558 
Orders  on,  negotiable       560 
Jury  tickets,  are  orders  on    3943 
Treasurer  shall  not  shave  orders   ..561,     562 

"Treasury  (State). Payments  from,  how  made         76 
Public  money  drawn  from,  by  appropri- 

ations   5070 
Trees. 

Cutting  or  felling  punished,  when. .4440,  4615 
Trespass. 

To  levy  on  homestead,  when    2027 
To  levy  on  exempted  property    2046 
Of  agent,  principal  bound  for,  when    2203 
To  personalty,  who  may  sue  for   3026,  3027 

gives  action    3029 
Who  may  sue  for,  in  cases  of  bailment.,  3030 
Remaindermen  may  sue  for,  when    3031 
To  personalty,  when  to  be  sued  for    3059 
Effect  of  judgments  in    3585 
Indictable  acts  of    4440 
Punishment  for    4440 
Restrained  by  injunction,  when    3219 
Agent  may  sue  for,  when    2210 

"Trespassers. 
Judgments  against,  maybe  moulded    3075 
Contribution  amongst    3076 
How  ejected  from  land   4072  to  4076 
Verdict  against    3075 
Suits  against  joint   3012,  5170 

"Trespass  Quare  Clausum  Fregit. 
Who  ruay  sue  for    3016 
Limitation  of  suits  for    3058 

Trial. 

Of  cases  before  County  Judge   

  285,  '^97,  298,     299 
Of  injury  to  land  by  roads   637  to    648 
Of  caveat  in  head-rights  cases    2370 
Of  protest  against  acts  of  processioners..  2390 
Not  had  at  first  term,  except  by  law    3519 
Term  of,  in  equity  cases    4205 
Mode  of,  in  equity   :    4206 
Indictments  stand  for,  when    4647 
Demand  for,  and  its  effect    4648 
By  jury  secured   ,    5174 
Speedy  and  public,  by  jury  guaranteed..  4997 

Trover. 
When  used  as  a  form  of  suit    3028 
Alternative  verdict  in    3028 
Conversion  need  not  be  proved,  when....  3028 
Tender  in,  and  its  effect    3057 
Within  what  time  to  be  brought    3059 
Highest  proved  value,  recoverable  in    3077 
Death  or  destruction  of  property,   effect 

of    3078 

"Verdict  in,  effect  on  title    3079 

Form  of  action  in    3390 
Bail  in,  affidavit  for    3418 
Affidavitand  after  proceedings    3419 
Bail  pending,  action  of    3420 
Replevy  of  property    3420 
Form  of  verdict  in    3563 
Plaintiff  may  choose  verdict  in    3564 
Effect  of  judgments  in    3585 
Amendment  to  include  issue    3481 

Trustees. 

Acceptance  of  trust,  by    2339 
Accountable  for  all  profits    2332 
Admissions  of    3784 

Appointed,  how    2319 
Appointment  and  removal  of,  at  cham- bers   2320 

Beneficiary  may  affirm  or  disaffirm,    in- 
vestments by,  when    2333 

Beneficiary,  may  follow  trust  funds    2333 
Bond  required  of,  when    2320 
Cannot  encumber  trust  estate    2335 

Compensation  of    2342 
Diligence  required  of    2326 
Disclaimer  after  acceptance,  of  no  effect  2339 

Executions  against,  form  of   3381-2 
Extent  of  trustee's  estate    2340 
Gifts  to,  by  minor    2666 
Inventory  must  be  returned  by    2323 
Investments  by,  how  made    2330 
"  "     affirmed  or  rejected    2333 

Limitation  of  suits  against    2922 
May  submit  matters  to  arbitration    4225 
May  contract  for  labor    2331 
May  dispose  of  income,  how    2334 
Naked  trustee,  responsibility  of    ....  2325 
Of  churches,  etc.,  deeds  to,  valid    2343 
"  "  "      to  whom  subject    2344 

Of  State  University,  how  elected   1194-5 
'•      "  ''  power  of    1196 

Of  societies,  vacancies,  how  filled    2346 
Priority  of  trust  debts  against  estates    2338 
Proceedings  to   appoint,   etc.,   how  re- 

corded    2320 
Purchaser  from,  with  notice,  holds  as....  2329 

"             "        without     notice,     pro- 
tected   2329 

Returns  of,  how  made    2324 
Sales  by,  how  authorized    2327 

"        "       "     conducted    2328 

"    beneficiary    2337 
"        "      '      ''  to    1785 

Societies,  how  incorporated   '2347 
Suits  against,  at  law   3377-8 
"  ''  in  Justices'  Courts    3380 

Sureties  of,  how  relieved    2341 
Trust  estates,  liable  for  what  debts    2336 
Vacancies  in,  of  churches,  how  filled    2345 
"  "     "  corporations,  how  filled  2321 

Trusts  and  Trust  Estates. 
Defined    2305 
Created  for  whom    2306 
Deed  creating,  how  recorded    2306 
For  wife,  how  created    2307 
Are  express  or  implied    2308 
Express  trusts    2309 
Implied  trusts    2309 
Express  trusts  must  be  declared  in  writ- 
ing   2310 

Contingent  and  shifting    2311 
Resulting  trusts   2312,  2667 
Executed  trusts    2313 
Executory  trusts    2313 
Title  vests  in  beneficiary,  when    2314 
Trust  may  be  limited  on  trust    2315 
Trust  implied,  when    2316 
Parol  evidence  admissible  to  imply  or 

rebut.    2317 
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Precatory  or  recommendatory  words  cre- 
ate, when    2318 

Trustees,  appointment,  powers,  etc   
  2319  to  2347 

Suits   to  recover   trust    property    sold, 
must  be  brought  in  what  time    2925b 

Misapplication  of  trust  funds,   who  ac- 
countable for    3151 

Trusts    are  subjects  of  equity  jurisdic- 
tion  ....  3193 

Resulting  trusts  arise,  when    3194 
Trusts  do  not  fail  for  want  of  trustee    3195 
Trusts  free  from  statutes  of  limitation, 
when    3196 

Relief  in  cases  of  trust,  how  moulded....  3197 
Claims  against,  how  enforced  at  law    3377 
Suits  against,  how  brought    3378 
Party  defendant  to  such  suits    3379 
Trust  estate  only,  bound  by  judgment...  3381 

Suits  against,  in  Justice's  Court    3380 
Execution  against,  how  issued,  and  form 

of    3382 

Equity,  jurisdiction  of,  at  chambers    4221 
Tuition. 

Liens  for,  law  as  to   :   1978,  1991 
Turnpike  Roads. 

Keepers  of,  exempt  from  road  work       659 
Law  relating  to   667  to    704 
How  repaired  at  crossings   713  to     717 
Commissioners  of,  provided  for    719v 
Number  of  commissioners  and  how  elec- 

ted   ....    719w 
Certificate  of  election  of  commissioners  719x 
Official  term  of  commissioners...    719y 
Duty  of  commissioners  of   ........    719z 
Owners  of,  how  dealt  with  for  default   719aa 
Repair  of,  how  accomplished   719bb 
Pay  of  commissioners   719cc 
Jurisdiction  of  commissioners   719dd 

Injuring  fixtures  of,  how  punished    4613 
Turpentine. 

Shipping  before  inspection,  forbidden....  1567 
Barrels  of,  how  formed,    1568 

"      marked    1569 
Rules  for  inspection  of,  how  made     1570 
Inspector  of,  how  appointed    1563 

Turtles. 
Taking  of,  regulated   1623,  1622 

Ultra  Vi^es. 

Doctrine  of   notes,  p.  370,     372 
Umpire. 
Award  by  is  good,  when    2890 

Unauthorized  Currency. 
Issue  of,  how  punished   4456  to  4459 

Uncles  and  Aunts. 
Inherit  from  intestates,  how    2484 

Underground  Streams. 
No  action  for  trespass  to    3019 

Undue  Influence. 
Invalidates  a  will   2399,  2401 

United  States. 

Officers  of,  exempt  from  road  duty      659 
Bonds  of  taxable,  when       801 
Citizens  of,  ,their  privileges  here      1659 
Constitution  of   5242  to  5328 

United  States  Courts. 
Authority  of  decisions   note        1 
Injunctions  in   note,  p.     810 
Lien  of  judgment   note,  p.     913 

Uniformity. 

In  operation  of  laws,  provided  for    5027 
In  judicial  proceedings    5156 
In  taxation    5181 
In  creating  county  commissioners    5228 

United  States  Senators. 
When  elected    1335 
Election  of,  how  conducted    1336 

"        to  fill  vacancies    1337 

Election  of,  how  certified    1338 
University  of  Georgia. 

Partly  owned  by  State       960 
Governed  by  trustees    1192 
Name  and  style  of  trustees    1193 
Trustees  subject  to  Legislature    1192 
Trustees  are  a  body  politic    1193 
Number  of  trustees,  and  how  elected    1194 
Quorum  of  trustees    1194 
When  no  quorum.  Governor  appoints....  1195 
Power  and  duty  of  trustees    1196 
Meetings,  how  called    1197 
Business,  how  conducted    1197 
Failure   of    trustees   to   attend,  vacates, 
when    1198 

Stocks,  how  disposed  of    1199 
Annual  report  of  trustees    1200 
Special  visitors,  how  appointed    1201 
Duty  and  pay  of  visitors    1201 
Reports  of  trustees  and  visitors    1202 
No  proscription  for  religious  opinions...  1203 
Oaths  in  charter  need  not  be  taken    1204 
Chancellor  of,  may  address  Legislature..  1205 
Degrees  that  may  be  conferred    1206 
Law  graduates  in,  privileges  of    1207 
Medical  graduates  of,  privileges  of    1207 
Schools  that  may  be  established  by    1208 
Campus  cannot  be  alienated    1209 
Income  of,  how  made  up    1210 
Acts  relating  to,  Code  not  affect    1211 
Appropriations  and  donations  to    5209 
Laws  touching,  continued  in  force    1211 

Unlawful  Assemblies. 
Punishment  of    4513 

Unlawful  Mining. 

Punishment  for   4433,  4434 
Unrepresented  Estates. 

Limitation  of  actions, how  affected  by....  2928 
Unwholesome  Bread  or  Drink. 

Puni-hment  for  selling    4551 
Unwholesome  Provisions. 

Sale  of,  gives  action  to  party  injured    3003 
Selling,how  punished   4550,  4551 

Usage. — [See  ''Custom. "J Usee. 

Amendmentby  adding  name  of    3486 
Set-off  against,  allowed  when    2903 TJsTTRY 

Law  as  to   2051  to  2057g 
Contents  of  plea  of   3470a 
By  banks..*...    1474 

Vacancies,' how  Filled. 
In  offices  filled  by  Governor   69,  5114,  5161 
Mode  of  filling,  in  certain  cases         70 
In  Supreme  Court  judgeship,  how  filled..    215 
In  office  of  clerk  of  Superior  Court..257  to    264 
In  office  of  county  judge      280 

In  Ordinary's  office   323,     324 
In  office  of  sheriff       347 

In  solicitor's  office       374 
In  office  of  justice  of  the  peace. ...438,  439,     440 
In  constable's  office   465  to    468 
In  office  of  county  treasurer       545 

In  county  surveyor's  office      567 In  office  of  tax  receiver      917 

In  tax  collector's  office      928 
For  members  of  General  Assembly   

  1295,  1296 
In  office  of  Governor   136,  1301  to  1304 
In  office  of  United  States  senator    1337 

Term  of  appointees  to  fill       138. 
Removal  vacates,  when    5051 
In  General  Assembly    5113- 

Vacation. 

Chancery  proceedings  in   ...4221,  4222 
Decrees  rendered  in,  when    4214 
Power  of  Judgesin   247,     249» 
Demurrers,  heard  in,  when       247 
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Motionsas  to  receivers       247 

Judge  acts  in,  only  where  expressly  al- 
lowed      249 

New  trials  heard  in,  when   3719,  3721 
Judge  may  act  on  petitions  in  chancery 

in    4222 
Judge  may  order  sale  of  trust  property  in  2327 

"  "    appoint  or  remove  trustees  in  2320 Vaccination. 
In  public  schools      1275b 
Matter  for,  how  distributed    1393 

Vagabonds  and  Rogues. 
Who  are,  and  how  punished    4561 

Vagrants  and  Vagrancy. 
Who  are  vagrants    4560 
Punishment  for    4560 
Accused  may  give  bond,  when    4560 
Bond,  how  forfeited    4583 

Solicitor's  duty  and  fee    4584 Variance. 

Non-suit  not  granted  for    3346 
Vegetables. 

Taking  of,  punishable,  when    4440 
Vending  ne\r  Camp  Grounds. 
How  punished    4576 

Vendor  and  Purchaser. 
Rights  of,  in  sales  to  secure  debts.. 1969  to  1971 
Equitable  lien  of  vendor  abolished    1997 
Lien  of  vendors  confirmed    1994 
Title,  how   made   bv   administrators   of 

  2549  to  2553. 
Risk,  with  whom,  in  sales   2644,  2645 
Vendor  always  warrants,  what    2651 
Deficiency  in   land    sales,    how    appor- 

tioned  2642-4 
Conveyances  of  title   2690  to  2701 
Covenants  of  warranty   2702  to  2704 
Specific  performance  between   3186  to  3192 

Vendue  Masters. 
Who  may  be,  and  how  licensed    1425 
Liable  for  selling  stolen  horse    1426 
Tax  on       809 

Vessels. 
Plundering,  how  punished    4408 
Firing  or  sinking,  how  punished    4614 

Venue. 
Of  suits  for  injuries  at  railroad  crossings     712 
Of  suits  against  W.  &  A.  Railroad        974 
Of  civil  actions  at  law    3402 
Of  suits  respecting  titles  to  land   3403,  5168 
Of  suits  against  joint  obligors.,3747,  3404,  5170 
Of  suits   against  makers  and  endorsers 

  3405,  5171 
Of  suits  against  railroad  companies    3406 
Of  suits  for  land  divided  by  county  line  3355 
Of  civil  cases  at  law   3402,  5172 
Of  suits  against  lessees  of  railroads    3407 

"       "  "        insurance  companies    3408 
Insurance  companies,  how  served    3409 
Of  suits  against  express  companies    3410 
Express  companies,  how  served    3411 

■'  shall  post  name   of 
chief  officer    3412 

Of  suits  against  telegraph  companies   3412a 
Of  suits  against  banks    3413 
Process,  how  served  on  banks   3414,  3415 
Of  suits  against  non-residents      3416 
Of  scire  facias  against  bail    3417 
Of  suits  on  dormant  judgments    3605 
Of  scire  facias  to  revive  jugdment    3607 
Of  claim  cases   3736,  3744,  3745 
Of  bills  in  equity   4183,  5169 
Of  indictments  for  larceny    4393 
Of  trial  for  escape  from  penitentiary    4659 
Of  crimes  on  county  lines    4670 
Fixed  by  act,  when    4671 
Determined  by  death,  when    4672 
In  criminal  cases   4686,  5172 

How  and  when  changed   4686,  4687,  5172 
Mode  of  changing   4687  to  4690 
In  divorce  cases    5167 

Verdicts. 

Obtained  by  perjury,  voidable,  how    3591 
Number  of,  in  divorce  cases    1711 
In  divorce  cases,  form  of    1722 
In  trover,  form  and  effect  of   3028,  3079 
Amendment  of,  when  allowed   3491  to  3493 
Form  of,  and  what  they  must  cover    3559 
Must  show  on  what  plea  found    3560 
Against  joint  trespassers   3012,  3075 
How  construed   3561 

Maybe  moulded  at  law   :    3562 
For  equitable  cause,  how  moulded  at  law  3082 
Judgment  and  execution,  must  conform 

to    3562 
In  trover,  form  of    3563 
'•         "      plaintiff  may  choose    3564 
Form  of,  for  total  divorce    3565 

"       "      "    partial  divorce    3566 
How  received    3567 

Special  in  equity.4206,  4210,  Equity  Rule        7 
Decrees -in  equity  without    4206 
New  trial  for,  improper   3713,  3717 
Obtained  by  perjury,  how  set  aside    4467 
In  criminal  cases    4646 
In  County  Court,  certiorari  to      309 

Verification. 
Of  answer  in  equity,  form  of   Equity 

  Rule  2,  4195,  4198 
Of  pleas   Rule      24 
Of  plea  of  non  est  factum,  by  administra- 
tor  Rule      29 

Vested  Rights. 
Protected   5025,  5097,  5217,  5234,  5274 

Veto. 
Power  of,  by  Governor   5082,  5116,     517 

Vicious  Animals. 
Owner  of,  liable  for  torts  of,  when    2964 

Villages  and  Towns. 
How  incorporated   774  to  797c 

Void  Bonds. 

Payment  of,  forbidden    5196 
Voluntary  Agreements. 

Specifically  enforced,  when    3189 
Voluntary  Conveyances. 

Void  as  against  creditors,  when    1952 
Void  against  purchasers,  when    2632 

Voluntary  Escapes. 

How  punished    4485 
Voluntary  Manslaughter. 

Characteristics  of    4325 
Punishment  of    4326 

Volunteers. 

Marriage  contract  executed  in  favor  of...  1781 
Equity  of,  less  than  purchasers    3088 
Not  relieved  from  mistakes    3116 

Volunteers  (Military.) 

Law  concerning   5220,  1103a,  1103rr 
Voters. 

Qualifications  and  rights  of.. .1276  to  1281,  5032 
Oath  of   1276,  1279,  1280,  5032 
Privileges  and  immunities  of   1293,  5034 
Females  are  not    1656 

Shall  vote  by  ballot    5031 
Duelists  are  not    5036 

Registration  of    5033 
Who  are  not    5033 

Must  pay  taxes,  or  not  vote    5032 
Who  may  vote  for  Congressmen   5243,  5324 
List  of,  examined  by  grand  jury    3924 
Illegal,  to  be  presented    3924 
Right  of,  not  to  be  abridged    5327 

Votes. 

Given  by  ballot   1288,  5031 
Not  to  be  examined    1288 

Illegal,  set-off  of    1332 
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Buying  or  selling,  punished    4569 
Voting  Illegally. 
How  punished   4568,  4568a,  4569,  4571 

Vulgar  and  Obscene  Language. 
In  presence  of  females,  how  punished...  4372 

Wagers. 
Contracts,  illegal    2750 

Wages. 
Of  laborers,  etc.,  free  from  garnishment, 
when    3554 

Of  laborer's  lien,  for   1974-5 
Of  child,  parents  right  to    1793 

Waiver. 

Of  law,  how  far  al'owed         10 Of  tort  and  suit  on  contract    2955 
Of  homestead   2039a,  5212,  5214 

Ward. 
Domicile  of   1693,  1696 
Torts  to    2960 

Suit  by,  against  guardian    3385 
Rights  where  estate  is  misapplied   3151-2 
Guardian  and  ward,  law  of   1802  to  1870 

[Indexed  under  ''Guardian  and  Ward."] 
Warehousemen. 

Are  depositaries  for  hire    2112 
Diligence  required  of    2112 

Warrants. 

Application  for,  under  head-rights    2368 
Issue  under  head-rights,  when    2371 
Of  appraisement,  law  of   2516  1o  2523 
For  good  behavior   47 49  to  4751 
To  keep  peace    4752  to  4756 
Search  warrants   4757  to  4761 
For  bastardy   4762  to  4765 

Warrants  on  Treasury. 
Payments  on         76 
Must  specify  fund  drawn  on        76 
Treasurer  shall  keep  book  of         97 
Comptroller  shall  keep  book  of       105 

Warrants  against  Offenders. 
Against  fugitives  from  justice   53  to  57 
Who  may  issue    4713 
Contents  of,  and  affidavits  for    4714 
Form  of  affidavit  for    4715 

"       "  warrant    4716 
Special,  who  may  issue    4717 
Officer  to  try,  how  selected    4718 
Bond  to  prosecute    4719 
Run  from  county  to  county    4720 
Officer  may  follow  prisoner    4721 

"        must  execute    4722 
Pos^e  of  officer  protected    4722 
Arrest  without,  allowed,  when    4723 
Must  be  heard  in  reasonable  time    4726 
Bench  warrants  defined    4727 

''  "  executed,  how    4727 
Sheriff  may  take  bail,  when    4727 
Arrest,  what  is. .,    4728 
Officer  may  break  door,  when    4729 
For  good  behavior   4749  to  4751 
Peace  warrants   4752  to  4756 
Search  warrants   4757  to  4761 
For  bastardy   4762  to  4765 

Officer's  return,  where  not  executed     52nd  Rule. 
Warrant  for  Bastardy. 

Proceedings  under    4762 
Mother  convicted,  when      4763 
Testimony  before  Magistrate    4763 
Bonds  to  maintain  bastards    4764 
Return  of  bonds  taken     4765 

Warrants  for  Good  Behavior. 
By  whom  and  when  issued    4749 
Suit  on  bond,  how  brought    4750 
Bond  extended,  when    4751 
Rights  of  sureties    4751 

Warrants  to  Keep  the  Peace.  ' 
Issued,  when    4752 

Bond  to  keep  peace    4752 
Breach  of  bond  and  suit  on    4753 
Provoked  breach,  no  recovery     4754 
Extension  and  discharge  of  bond    4755 
By  wife  against  husband    4756 

Warrants  to  Search. 

Law  concerning   4757  to  4761 
Warranty. 
Administrator  cannot  make    2563 
By  officer,  binds  him,  when      2622 
Buyer  must  be  cautious  in  absence  of    2651 
Of  certain  things,  always  implied    2651 
Effect  of  breach  of    2652 
How  construed    2653 
Latent  defects    2654 
Patent  defects    2655 
Covenants  of,  pass  to  purchaser,  when...  2702 
General  warranty  includes  what    2703 
Offer  to  rescind  not  necessary  to  suit  on.  2704 
Of  transferrer  of  negotiable  papers    2778 
Damages  for  breach  of    2948 
Form  of  action  for  breach  of    3395 

Waste. 
By  administrators    2511 
By  executors   2412,  2511 

By  guardians   '..  1816 Bv  trustees   2333,  3152-3 
By  tenant  for  life    2255 

Water  and  Light. 

On  trains,  penalty  for  not  keeping    4585 
Water  Courses. 
Deemed  fences,  when    1448 
Diversion  of,  gives  action    3018 
Suit  for  obstructing    3018 
Riparian  rights,  law  of   2227  to  2233 
Underground    3019 
Right  of  landowner  to    3018 
Miners  may  divert,  how       744 

Ways. 
Private,  law  concerning   720  to  741a 
Interference  with  right  of,  is  trespass    3021 
Right  of  arises,  how    2235 
When  granted    5024 

Weapons. 
Carrying  concealed,  how  punished    4527 
Carrying  to  public  places,  how  punished  4528 
Pointing  at  another,  punished   4528a 
Furnishing  minors  with,  how  punished. .4540b 
Mode  of  carrying  may  be  prescribed    5014 

Weighing  Cotton. 

Illegal  charge  for,  how  punished   4562c 
Weights  and  Measures. 

How  stamped  and  marked    1588 
Of  vendors  must  be  marked    1589 

Sale  by  deficient,  how  punished    1590 
Governor  shall  procure  standards  of    1591 
Notice  given  by  Ordinary    1592 
Legal  weight  of  articles  declared    1587a 
Punishment  for  selling  by  false    4590 

Western  and  Atlantic  Railroad. 

Belongs  to  State   960,     963 
Relations  of  State  to       964 
Road  and  penal  laws  apply  to       965 
Liable  as  other  railroad  companies      966 
Former  laws  concerning,  still  of  force...     967 
Superintendent  of,  how  appointed       968 
His  oath      970 
His  bond       969 

His  salary   -.        968 
Superintendent's  authority  and  duty   

  971,  1010 
Rules  for  governing,  how  published       972 
Force  and  effect  of  rules  of       973 
Suits  against,  how  brought       974 
Demand  before  suit  against       975 
Books  of,  how  far  evidence      976 
Debtors  to,  treated  as  public  debtors       977 
Treasurer  of,  how  appointed    978 
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Oath  of  treasurer       979 
Bond  of  treasurer       980 
Duties  of  treasurer  specified       981 
Auditor  of,  how  appointed       982 
Oath  of  auditor       983 
Bond  of  auditor       984 

•Oath  and  bond,  how  filed  and  recorded..    985 
Duties  of  auditor  specified       986 
Remedy  of  State  against  officers  of       987 
Officers  of,  shall  give  additional  bond,    , 
when       988 

Agents  of,  shall  report  monthly       989 
Delinquent  officers  and  agents,  dismissed     990 
Account  taken,  when  officer  dismissed...     991 
Dues  against  defaulter,  how  treated      992 
•Oath  of  agents  of       993 
Bonds  of  agents      994 
•Oaths  and  bonds,  how  kept       995 
Bonds  of  agents  renewed  yearly      996 
Settlements  with,  agents      997 
Bonds  of  officers,  how  examined       998 
Oath  of  conductors      999 
No  credit  given  for  freights    1000 
•Conductors  shall  settle  at  each  trip    1001 
Where  officers  differ,  who  decides    1002 
Proceeds  of,  paid  into  treasury,  monthly  1003 
Sale  of  useless  iron,  or  tackle  of    1004 
Terms  of  such  sale    1005 
No  officer  of,  shall  buy  at  such  sale    1006 
Record  of  such  sales  to  be  kept    1007 

.'Sale  of  other  property  of    1008 Who  travel  over,  free    1009 

.^Execution  of,  laws  of    1010 
Lime  transported  by,  freight  on    1011 
Stock  gaps  may  be  built  on    1012 
Liability  of, for  damage  to  live  stock,  etc. 

  3042  to  3050 
Sale  of,  to  pay  bonded  debt  allowed    5198 

"Wharfingers. 
Diligence  required  of   2097,  2113 
Are  depositaries  for  hire   ..;    2113 

"Wharves. 
Law  as  to   notes  to5266,  5271 

"Wheat. 
Inspection  of    1562 

Whipping. 
Punishment  by,  prohibited    4999 

"Whipping  Wife. Punishment  for    4573 
Widowhood. 

Estates  during,  deemed  life  estates    2254 
Limitations  on  such  estates    2272 

"Widows. 
Their  right  of  dower   1763  to  1771 
Dower  set  apart,  how   4041  to  4048 
Shall  have  dwelling  house  till  dower    1768 
Homestead,  how  set  apart  to    2021 
Inherit,  when  and  how    2484 
Support  of,  for  one  year   2571  to  2578 
May  sue  for  homicide  of  husband. ..2971,  3005 
Limitations  on  marriage  of,  void  when..  2272 
May  pay  debts  of  husband,  how    2579 
Not  ousted  by  Sheriffs  sale,  when    3653 
Testamentary    guardian,    may   appoint, 
when    1805 

Wife. 
Acquisitions  of,  remain  hers    1756 
Administratrix  of  husband,  wife  appoin- 
ted   2494 

Administratrix,  marriage  of,  effect    2494 
Adultery  with,  husband  sues  for    3008 
Agency  for  husband   1757  to  1759 

''       "      other  persons    2181 
Alimony,  law  as  to   1737  to  1748 
Battery  of,  punished    4573 
Communications  with  husband  sacred...  3797 
Consent  of  wife  to  tort  binds  not  hus- 
band   3053 

Consent  of,  in  sales  to  secure  debts    1969 
Contracts  of,  generally  void   2729,  2730 
Crimes  by,  when  punished    4300 
Debts  of  husband,  cannot  sell  to  pay    1783 
Debts  of,  husbands  how  far  liable     1753 
Deeds  of,  how  attested   2706a 
Defendant,  marriage  of,  husband  j.oined.  3433 

"        does  not  stop  execu- 
tion   3433 

Divorce,  law  as  to   1711  to  1752 
Divorce  and  alimony,  law  as  to. ..1711  to  1735 
Domicile  of     1692 
Dower,  law  as  to   1763  to  1771 
Earnings,  wife  may  place  in  bank    1772 
Executrix,  marriage  of   2443,  2494 

"  de  son  tort,,  husband-liable    2444 
Free  trader,  become  how    1760 
Harboring,  suit  by  husband  for    3007 
Heirs  of  husdand,  are  when   1761,  2484 

"  wife,  husband  is,  when   1762,  2484 
Homestead,  may  apply  for    2022 
Homicide  of  husband,  may  sue  for    2971 
Limitations  affect,  how   2926-7 
Loan  to,  husband  liable    2134 
Marriage,  law  as  to   1697  to  1710 
"  contracts,  etc   1775  to  1782,  1950 

Necessaries,  husband,  when  liable   1757-8 
Paraphernalia  secured  to    1773 
Parties  to  suits  alone,  when    1774 

"       in  equity,  how    4179 
Partner,    marriage   of  female,    dissolves 

firm    1894 
Peace  warrant,  may  have,  vs.  husband...  4576 
Plea  of  coverture,  overcome  how    3477 
Prescription,  affects  how    2686 
Property  of,  remains  hers   1754,  5087 
Sale  to  husband  or  trustee,  when  good... 

  1783,  2337 
Separate  estate  remains  hers   1754,  5087 
"  "      restrictions  on    1783 

Surety,  wife  cannot  be    1783 
Torts  to,  suits  for   1755,  2960 

"       "    consent  of,  does  not  bind  hus- 
band   3053 

Torts  of,  husband  liable  for     2961 
Trustees  of,  how  appointed  and  removed 

  1780,  2320 
Trust  estate,  wife  may  bind  for  debts    2336 
Whipping  wife,  how  punished    4573 
Wills,  may  make,  when    2410 
Witnesses,  incompetent,  when    3584 

Wtild  Animals. 

Property  in,  exists,  when    2240 
Deposits    and    increase    of,    belongs  to 
whom    2241 

Increase  of,  belongs  to  owner  of  mother.  2242 
Wild  Lands. 

Comptroller  not  to  speculate  in       112 
Secretary  of  State  shall  not  speculate  in.       88 
How  returned  for  taxes   874,     875 
How  sold  by  administrators    2557 

Wills. 

Administrator,  with  will  annexed   
  2435b,  c,  2440 

Admissions   of    legatee,    etc.,   impeach, 
when    2437 

After  acquired  property  passes  under    2461 
Attested,  how    2414 
"  "    by  illiterate  witness     2415 

Bequests,  law  as  to   2461  to  2459 
Birth  of  child  revokes,  when    2477 
Capacity  of  parties  to  make   2405  to  2413 

"        testamentary  defined   2407  to  2409 
Charitable  devises,  how  far  allowed    2419 

cypres,  asto   2468,3156 
Codicil  defined  and  how  executed    2404 

Conditions,  estates  upon,  created  when.. 
  2294  to  2298 
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Construction  of   2456,  2248  to 

Copies,  evidence,  when  and  how. .2432-3, 
Death  of  testator,  take  effect  from   
Deaf,  dumb  and  blind  persons,  wills  by. 
Deed,  how  distinguished  from   

"    and  will,  instrument  may  be   
Definition  of  will   
Devises,  law  as  to   2451  to 
Dower,  when  barred  by  provision  in   
Duress,  voids,  when   
Election  under   1764,  2465,  3162, 
Estates  which  may  be  created  by. 2245  to 
Executed,  how   
Executor,  failing  to  offer,  renounces   

"  power  of,  before  probate   
"  how  appointed  by   
"  takes  what  interest,  under   
"  may  receive  compensatory  leg- 

acv. 

2251 

3763 
2398 
2412 
2395 
2396 
2394 
2469 
1764 
2401 
3164 
2318 
2414 

2435 
2438 
2439 
2445 

2446 

Executor,  non-resident  may  be,  when....  2434 
Executory,  devise  in    2469 
Fee  simple  estate,  when  created  by.. .2246 

  to  2251,  2267 
Foreign,  copy  of  evidence,  when    2433 
"  how  executed  here   2434a 

Form,  no  particular  words  required    2395 
Fraud,  voids   2401,  2402 

"       in  equity,  has  no  jurisdiction    3172 
Guardians,  who  may  appoint  by   1804-5 
Inconsistent  clauses,  last  prevails    2476 
Interpreter  must  b3  sworn,  when    2413 
Inventory,  may  dispense  with    2420 
Know  contents,  testator  must    2418 
Land,  charges  on  land  by,  follow  it    2236 
Larceny  of,  how  punished    4105 
Legal  wills,  what  are    2399 

"      and  illegal  in  part,  may  be    2400 
Legacies,  law  as  to   2451  to  2469 
Life  estates,  when  and  how  created   2252-3 
Lost  copies  of,  how  proved    2431 
Marriage,  limitations  on,  in  wills.. ..1697, 

  2272,  3182 
Marriage,  revokes,  when    2477 
Minors,  intestacy  as  to,  when    2425 
Mistake  voids,  how  far    2403 
Monomaniacs  may  make,  when    2407 
Mutual,  may  be  made    2397 

"         revocation  of    2397 
Nuncupative,  law  as  to   2479  to  2482 
Original,  shall  remain  in  office    2432 
Parties,  who  may  make   2405  to  2413 
Perpetuities,  rule  against    2267 
Personalty,  where  testator  is  domiciled 

out  of  State          8 
Power  of  testators  in  making    2399 
Probate,  jurisdiction  of,  Ordinary  over.. 

  331,  2420 
Probate,  refused  to  what  wills    2399 

in  what  county    2421 
where  maker  died,  when    2422 
in  common  form    2423 
such  probate,  not  conclusive    2423 

"         executor,   how  far  safe   under same    2423 
Probate  purchasers,  when  protected    2423 
"  in  solemn  form    2424 

such  probate  is  conclusive    2424 
notice  of  such  probate    2424 
conclusive  after  seven  years    2425 
exception  in  favor  of  minors    2425 
intestacy  as  to  minors,  when....  2425 
how  proved  i  n  vacation    2426 
notice  of,  in  solemn  form    2427 
guardians    ad  litem  appointed, 

when    2428 
Probate,  witnesses  to  examined,  how    2429 

penalty  for  withholding    2430 

"         copiesof,  lost    2431 

Probate,  who  may  offer,  for    2434 
must  be  offered,  when    2435 

Remainders,  how  and  when   created  by 
  2263  to  2268 

Renunciation  by  executor   2435,  2436 
Republication  of,  how  effected    2478 
Revocation  of,  mutual    2397 

law  as  to   2470  to  2477 

Return*,  may  dispense  with    2420 
Sale  under,  how  made    2567 
Sarvivorship,  words  of,  how  construed..  2269 
Trusts,  how    and   when  created  by.. 2306 

  to  2318- Under  influence,  voids    2101 
Voluntary,  mnst  be   2401,  2402 
Withholding,  penalty  for    2430 
Witnesses  to  competency  of   2416,  2417 

11  attestation  by   2414,  2415 
Words,  construction  of  particular    2249- 

WlTHHOLDING  FROM  STATE. 

When  and  how  punished    4425 
Witnesses. 
Accomplice,  corroboration  necessary     3755 
Accused, right  to  be  confronted  with. 4998,  5310* 

"       right  to  process  for   4997,  5311 
"       how  summoned  for   •.  3847 
"       list  of   adverse  furnished    to... 

  4634-5  4997 
Agent,   may  be  for  or  against  principal 

  2208,  3787 

Arrest,  privileged  from    3850- 
Attendance,  how  compelled   3841  to  3849 
Attorney,  competency  of   3854,  3798 

cofidential    communications, 
sacred    3798 

Breach  of  promise    of  marriage,  parties 
excluded    3855 

Children,  competency  of   3856,  3859 
Committing  Courts,  duty  as  to    3846 
Competency  of,  Court  decides    3852 

"    law  as  to   3854  to  3861 
"  "    in  criminal  cases    4652, 

Continuance,  for  absence  of   3522-3,  3848 
Costs  of  adverse,  liability  for    3682. 
County  Judge,  may  compel  attendance 

  294,     307 
Criminal  cases,  competency  in   4652,  3854 
Crimination  of  self,  not  compelled. .3854,  4998- 
Damages  for  non-attendance   3844,  4171 
Deeds,  must  have  two    2690 

Divorce,  confessions  in    1716- 
"  adultery,  parties  cannot  show..  3855 

Drunkenness  destroys  competency    3857 
Examination,  separate  may  be  had    3863 

"  cross,  right  of    3864 
"  leading  questions  on    3865 
"  rule  of  Court  as  to   No.  51 

Experts,  opinions  of    3868. 
Fees  of,    3841 

"    how  collected    3842: 
"     forfeiture  for  overcharge    3843 
"     for  State,  out  of  county    3845 
"     have  none,  when    3851 

Feelings  of,  may  be  shown    3876. 
Fine  for  non-attendance   3844,  4171 
Former  trial,  testimony  on  how  used    3782, 
Grand  jury,  how  summoned  before    3846 

"          "     sworn  by,  foreman  of    3918 
"  "     jurors,  competency  of    3799* 

Husband  and  wife,  competency  of... 3797, ' 3854—5    4573- 

Impeachment  of   .'3869,' 3871  to  3873- Interrogatories,   names  of,    must  go  in 
  33d  Rule 

Interrogatories,  how  examined  by  3877  to  3900' 
Interpreter,  allowed  when    3858 
Justice's  Court,  witnesses  in    4152: 
Leading  questions,  when  allowed    3865> 
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Memorandum,  witness  may  use    3866 
Mortgages,  witnesses  to    1955 
Newly  discovered,  when  ground  for  new 

trial    3716 
Number,  what  necessary    3755 
Oath  of,  in  criminal  cases    4651 

"      "   before  grand  jury    4652 
"      "   or  affirmation  required    3862 

Opinions,  received,  when   3867,  3868 
Parties  may  be  summoned  as    3811 

"      competency  of    3854 
Perjurjr,  number  required  to  convict    3755 
Personating  another,  how  punished    4596 
Pilotage  commissioners,  attendance  be- 
fore   1524 

Prisoner,  how  brought  up   3849,  4027 
Privileges  of   3854,  3870 
Recognizances  of,  how  kept   51st  Rule 
Relationship,  may  be  proved    3876 
Religious  belief  goes  to  credit    3853 
Responsive  answer,  number  to  overcome 

  3105,  3755 
Subscribing,  must  be  produced,  when...  3837 

"  exceptions  to  rule   3837-8 
Subpcenas  for    3841 

duces  tecum,  law  as  to.. .3514  to  3518 

Sustaining,  impeached  witness   3874-5 
Wife,  competency  of   3797,  3854-5,  4573 
Wills,  witnesses  to,  lose  legacy    2417 
"  "  "    competency  of    2416 

"  "    attest,  how   2414,  2415 
"  "    interpreters    and 
scriveners   2412,  2413 

Wood. 

Inspector  of,  how  appointed    1563 
How  inspected  and  measured    1563 
Cutting  or  felling,  how  punished    4440 
Taking,  punished, when    4440 

Woods. 
Law  as  to  setting  fire  to   1456  to  1459,  4609 

Women. 

Civil  disabilities  and  exemptions  of    1656 
Trusts  may  be  created  for    2306 
Marriage  of,  when  partner.dissolves  firm  1894 

"     pending  suit   3433,  3437 
"     executrix    2443 
"     executrix  de  son  tort    2444 

Guardian  may  be,  when   1808,  1854 
Words. 

Meaning  of,  in  statutes   -.          4 
Meaning  of  particular  words           5 
May  be  transposed,  when           4 
Technical,  in  creating  estates,how  held...  2249 
Meaning  of,  in  wills    2454 
Of  survivorship  in  wills,  how  construed.  2269 

"Perils  of  the  sea"  comprehend,  what....  2830 Form  of  action  for    3396 
Form  sufficient  in  all  suits,  for    3397 
Technical,  in  contracts    2757 

Worship. 

Police  at  places  of,  provided  for    4577 

Freedom  of  conscience  in  respect  to   5004-5 
Writing. 

Printing  and  numerals  included  in          5 
Contracts  in  behalf  of  counties  must  be 

in       493 
Contracts,  which  must  be  in    1950 
Agreements  between  attorneys  must  be  in 

  Rule  20 
Motions  mu^t  be  in   46  Rule 
Notices  to  officers  of  Court,  must  be   in 

  48th  Rule 
Writings. 

By  what  law  determined           8 
Law  of  evidence  as  to  private   3831  to  3840 
Cotemporaneous,  admissible,  when    3801 
Production  of   3508  to  3518,  3834,  3836 

Writs  of  Election. 

Governor  issues  for  vacancies  in  Legisla- 
ture   5113 

Writ  of  Error. 
Must  be  sued  out  in  thirty  days    2921 
Lies  in  what  cases    4250 
Form  of    4252 
Law  as  to   4250  to  4267 
In  cases  quo  warranto    3207 
In  cases  of  injunction   3212  to  3215 

Writ  of  Possession. 
How  issued    3637 
Operates  against  whom   3638,  3651,  2624 

Writs. 
How  signed  by  law  firms   10th  Rule 
Objections  to,  when  urged   Rule      28 
Law  as  to   3332  to  3346 

Forms  of,  prescribed   3389  to  3396 
Wrongs. 

Law  as  to   2951  to  3079 

(Indexed  under  "Torts.") Year. 
Means,  calendar  year          5 
Fiscal,  begins  and  ends,  when       79a 
Official  report,  includes  what       79a 
Agreement  not  to  be  performed  within. 

  1950,  2216,     228 
Administrator,  exempt  from  suit  for  one 

year    2548 
Winding  up  estate  within   2530-3 

Year,  (Fiscal.) 
Beginning  and  ending  of       79a 

Year's  Support. 
Of  families  of  decedents    2571 
Continued  from  year  to  year,  when    2572 
Title  to,  vests  in  whom    2574 
Objections  to,  trial  and  appeal    2573 
Where  there  are  two  sets  of  children    2576- 
Choses  in  action  assigned  as,  who  may 

sue  on   3424a 
Yeas  and  Nays. 

Entered  on   journal  at  desire  of    one- 
fifth    5065 

Recorded  on  appropriations    5071 
Entered    when    two-thirds    vote   is    re- 

quired    5080 
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Board  of  Pharmaceutic  Examiners. 

[B^sortfe  uimccoimtable /oversight,  the  following  Act  was  not  put 
in  at  its  appropriate  place  in  the  Code,  and  it  is  therefore  inserted  in 
this  place :] 

LVJ       JLy^CLJJLL-LJJLOl  o. 

Preamble. 

'Governor 
shall  ap- 
point Board. 

Term  of  of- 
fice. 

Quorum. 

Vacancies. 

Oath. 

Certificate 
of  appoint 
ment. 

Organiza- tion. 

Meetings. 

An  Act  to  establish  a  Board  of  Pharmaceutic  Examiners,  and  to  prescribe 
the  poivers  and  duties  of  said  Board,  and  to  regulate  the  compounding  and 
vending  of  medicines,  drugs  and  poisons  in  the  State  of  Georgia,  and  to 
provide  a  penalty  for  the  infringement  of  the  provisions  of  this  Act. 

Whereas,  in  all  civilized  countries  it  has  been  found  necessary  to 
restrict  the  traffic  in  medicines  and  poisons,  and  to  provide  by  law  for 
the  regulation  of  the  delicate  and  responsible  business  of  compounding 
and  dispensing  the  powerful  agents  used  in  medicine ;  and,  whereas, 
the  safety  and  welfare  of  the  public  are  endangered  by  the  sale  of 
poisons  by  unqualified  or  ignorant  persons;  and,  whereas,  the  power  of 
physicians  to  overcome  disease  depends  greatly  upon  their  ability  to 
obtain  good  and  unadulterated  drugs  and  skillfully  prepared  medi- 

cines, and  the  sophistication  and  adulteration  of  drugs  and  medicines 
is  a  species  of  fraud  which  should  be  prevented  and  suitably  pun- 

ished; therefore, 
Section  1.  The  General  Assembly  of  the  State  of  Georgia  do  enact,  That 

within  sixty  days  after  the  passage  of  this  Act,  the  Governor  of  the 
State  shall  appoint  five  experienced  druggists  or  practical  pharmacists 
who  shall  have  been  actually  engaged  in  the  drug  business  within  this 
State  for  the  last  three  years,  immediately  preceding  their  appointment, 
and  these  five  druggists  or  practical  pharmacists  so  appointed  shall  con- 

stitute the  Board  of  Pharmaceutic  Examiners,  and  who  shall  hold  their 
office  for  the  term  of  three  years,  or  until  their  successors  shall  have 
been  legally  appointed  and  qualified,  that  three  members,  of  said  board, 
at  any  regular,  called  or  adjourned  meeting,  shall  constitute  a  quorum 
for  the  transaction  of  business,  that  any  vacancy  which  may  occur  in 
said  board  by  reason  of  death,  resignation  or  otherwise,  shall  be  filled 
by  the  Governor  for  the  unexpired  term. 

Sec.  II.  Be  it  further  enacted,  That  immediately,  and  before  entering 
upon  the  duties  of  said  office,  the  members  of  said  board  shall  take  the 
oath  prescribed  by  the  constitution  of  the  State  for  State  officers,  and 
shall  file  the  same  in  the  office  of  the  Secretary  of  State,  who  upon  re- 

ceiving the  said  oaths  of  office,  shall  issue  to  each  of  said  examiners  a 
certificate  of  appointment. 

Sec  III.  Be  it  further  enacted,  That  immediately  after  the  appoint- 
ment and  qualifications  of  said  examiners,  they  shall  meet  and  organ- 

ize as  a  Board  of  Pharmaceutic  Examiners,  elect  a  Chairman,  and  adopt 
such  rules,  regulations  and  by-laws  as  they  shall  deem  necessary  to 
carry  into  execution  the  provisions  of  this  Act. 

Sec  IV.  Be  it  further  enacted,  That  said  board  shall  meet  at  least 
once  every  twelve  months,  at  such  place  as  a  majority  of  the  board  may 
determine,  and  that  the  board  may  also  hold  special  meetings  as  fre- 

quently and  at  such  places  as  the  proper  discharge  of  its  duties  shall 
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require ;  the  same  to  be  convened  by  order  of  the  chairman,  and  the  rules 
or  by-laws  shall  provide  for  the  giving  of  proper  notice  of  the  time 
and  place  of  all  such  meetings  to  the  members  of  the  board  and  to  the 

public. 
Sec.  V.  Be  it  further  enacted,  That  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  said  board  Duties  of. 

to  grant  license  :  first,  to  pharmacists,  who,  after  three  years  experience  ce°ns57Ll~ 
.  in  a  drug-store,  kept  by  a  licensed  apothecary  or  pharmacist,  have 
graduated  in  a  college  of  pharmacy,  acknowledged  by  the  American 
Pharmaceutic  Asssociation,  and  who  shall  exhibit  to  the  same  board  a. 
diploma  of  the  same.  Second,  to  pharmacists  who  have  obtained  a  di- 

ploma from  an  authorized  foreign  college  or  institution,  or  examining 
board,  and  who  shall  exhibit  the  same  to  the  Board  of  Pharmaceutic 
Examiners.  Third,  to  physicians  who  are  graduates  of  a  regular  med- 

ical college,  and  who  shall  exhibit  their  diplomas  to  said  board ;  also, 
to  druggists  who  shall  produce  to  said  board  satisfactory  evidence  of 
having  been  engaged  in  the  drug  business  for  a  period  of  ten  years  next 
preceding  the  time  of  application,  also  to  druggists  who  have  attended 
a  college  of  pharmacy,  acknowledged  by  the  American  Pharmaceutic 
Association  for  at  least  one  term  or  session,  and  who  have  been  en- 

gaged in  the  drug  business  for  at  least  nine  (9)  years  previous  to  the 
time  of  applying  for  said  license.  Fourth  to  druggists  who,  after  three 

years  experience  in  a  drug-store  kept  by  a  licensed  apothecary  or  phar- §JJ™ina* macist,  shall  have  passed  a  satisfactory  examination  before  said  Board 
of  Pharmaceutic  Examiners.  All  license  granted  shall  be  signed  by  a 
majority  of  the  whole  board,  and  shall  specify  the  ground  upon  which 
such  license  is  granted,  and  shall  be  in  such  form  as  the  board  shall 
prescribe. 

Sec.  VI.  Be  it  further  enacted,  That  all  persons  applying  for  exami- Fees, 
nation  and  license  shall  pay  to  the  Board  of  Pharmaceutic  Examiners 
the  sum  of  fifteen  dollars,  and,  if  passing  the  examination,  shall  be 
furnished  with  the  license  as  hereinbefore  provided,  for  which  no  furth- 

er fee  shall  be  required  or  paid.  Should  the  applicant  fail  to  stand  a 
satisfactory  examination,  no  fee  shall  be  required  for  a  subsequent  ex- 

amination, such  subsequent  examination  not  to  be  granted  within  six 
months  after  the  first.  And  it  shall  be  the  duty  of  the  board  to  keep  a  Records- 
record  of  its  transactions  in  a  book  to  be  kept  for  that  purpose,  by  one 
of  its  members,  said  book  to  be  turned  over  to  their  successors  in  office. 

Sec.  VII.  Be  it  further  enacted,  That  all  persons  now  lawfully  en- Registra- 
gaged  in  the  compounding  and  vending  of  medicines,  drugs  and  poisons  Jruggfsts 
in  this  State,  shall,  on  or  before  December  1st,  1881,  and  every  person  and  apoth- 

who  shall  be  hereafter  duly  licensed  under  the  provisions  of  this  Act, ecanes 
shall  before  engaging  in  any  business  under  said  license,  register  in 
the  office  of  the  Ordinary  of  the  county  wherein  he  resides,  or  intends 
to  conduct  said  business,  in  a  book  to  be  kept  for  that  purpose  by  said 
Ordinary,  his  name,  nationality  and  credentials  and  date  thereof,  under 
which  he  is  entitled  to  engage  in  such  vocation.     For  each  registration 
the  Ordinary  shall  receive  fifty  cents,  to  be  paid  by  the  party  so  regis- 

tering, and  a  certificate  of  such  registration,  stating  the  terms  of  the 
same,  shall  be  given  him  by  said  Ordinary. 

Sec.  VIII.  Be  it  further  enacted,  That  no  person  shall  engage  in  the  Exernp- 
compounding  or  vending  or  medicines,  drugs,  or  poisons  within  this  this  Act. 
State  without  a  full  compliance  with  this  Act,  except  first,  such  drug- 

gists as  are  exempted  from  the  operations  of  the  present  law  by  the 
statutes  of  the  State  of  Georgia,  and  such  druggists  as  have  heretofore 
obtained  license,  and  are  legally  authorized  by  existing  laws  to  com- 

pound and  vend  drugs,  poisons,  and  chemicals.  Second,  physicians 
putting  up  their  own  prescriptions,  and  dispensing  medicines  from 
their  own  office.  Third,  merchants  selling  family  medicnes  not  poison, 
as  prescribed  and  allowed  by  section  1409  of  the  Code  of  1873,  of  Georgia. 
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Fourth,  assistants  in  drug-stores  where  the  manager  has  complied 
with  the  requirements  of  this  Act. 

Sec.  IX.  Be  it  further  enacted,  That  any  person  who  shall  violate  the 
Violations  provisions  of  either  of  the  two  preceding  sections  of  this  Act,  or  shall 
of  this  Act.  register  fraudulently,  shall  be  guilty  of  a  misdemeanor,  and  upon  con- 

viction shall  be  punished  by  fine  not  to  exceed  one  hundred  dollars, 

Penalty,  imprisonment  not  to  exceed  three  months,  either  or  both,  at  the  dis^ 
cretion  of  the  Court.  In  all  cases  of  prosecution  under  this  Act,  the 
burden  shall  be  upon  the  defendant  to  show  his  authority. 

Sec.  X.  Be  it  further  enacted,  That  all  the  fees  for  examination  and 
licenses,  and  one-half  the  fines  collected  from  convictions  under  this 
Act,  shall  be  paid  to  the  Board  of  Pharmaceutic  Examiners,  to  defray 
the  expenses  of  the  same,  and  as  compensation  for  their  services. 

Sec  XI.  Be  it  further  enacted,  That  this  Act  shall  take  effect  from 
and  nfter  its  date  of  passage. 

Sec  XII.  Be  it  further  enacted,  That  all  laws  and  parts  of  laws  mili- 
tating against  the  provisions  of  this  Act  be,  and  the  same  are  hereby, 

repealed. 
Approved  September  29th,  1881. 

Feep,  etc., 
to  be  paid 
to  Board. 

Act  to  take 
effect  im- 
mediately. 



EKE  AT  A. 

After  annotations  to  section  2781,  and  in  13th 

line  thereof,  insert  "not"  between  word  "was" and  a  chartered  bank. 
After  section  2714,  and  in  first  line  to  annota- 

tions thereto,  strike  out  "no"  and  substitute 
^'an"  therefor. 

After  section  2729,  between  12th  and  13th 
■word  of  annotations  to  first  line  thereof,  insert 
-the  word  "for." 

After  section  3748,  in  the  fifth  line  thereto, 
•strike  out  the  ninth  (9th)  word  thereof,  viz.  : 
"excuse,"  and  insert  "exclude"  therefor. 

After  section  3393,  insert  in  the  first  line,  be- 
tween the  3rd  and  4th  word  thereof,  the  word 

"maintainable." 
At  bottom  of  page  1061  it  should  be  "General 

Note  on  Possessory  Warrants,"  instead  of  "Gen- 
■eral  Note  on  Habeas  Corpus.'" After  section  3971,  and  in  second  word  to  fifth 
•line  of  annotations  thereto,  it  should  be 
"brought"  instead  of  "bought." 
Under  note  to  part  one  of  section  3854,  title 

"possession"  there  should  be  after  Kirkpa trick 
■vs.  Strozier,  the  line  "Pamphlt.,  Sept.  Term, 
4881,  p.  23." 

After  section  3255,  and  in  second  line  of  anno- 
tations thereto,  it  should  be  "Collins  vs.  Gran- 

nis,  Pamphlt,  Sept.  Term,  1881,  p.  24."  And 
•same 'correction  on  page  2nd  of  Code,  title  "f." 

After  section  1954,  the  figures  "55,"  first  on 
second  line  of  annotations  thereto,  should  be 
stricken  therefrom  and  placed  before  "Ga.," 
first  word  in  the  3rd  line  thereof,  and  the  word 
"is,"  last  word  in  third   line,  should  be  erased. 

After  section  4250,  and  in  12th  line  to  annota- 
tions, and  between  the  15th  and  16th  words 

'thereof,  namely :  "be"  and  "a,"  insert  "al- 
lowed." 

After  annotations  to  section  3304  insert,  "See 
Arnold  vs.  Gullatt,  Pamphlt.,  Feby.  Term,  1882, 

•p.  38." 
After  section  4161  insert,  "See  Willis  vs. 

IFincher,  Pamphlt.,  Feby.  Term,  1882,  p.  17." 
After  section  4252  insert,  "See  McBride  &  Co. 

vs.  Beckwith,  Pamphlt.,  Sept.  term,  1881,  p. 
.37-8." And  after  section  4257  insert  same  reference. 

After  section  4251  insert,  "  See  Clark  vs. 
State,  Pamphlt.,  Feb1y  term,  1882,  p.  7-8." 

After  section  2390  insert,  "See  Miller  vs. 
Medlock,  Pamphlt..  Feb'y,  1882,  p.  10." 

After  section  2614  insert,  "See  Buck,  adm'r 
vs.  Johnson,  Pamphlt.,   Sept,  term,  1881,  p.  31." 

After  section  2115  insert,  same  reference  as 
last  above. 

After  section  4990  insert,  "  See  Kelly  et.  al.  vs. 
Jackson,  Pamphlt.,  Sept.  term,  1881,  p.  42." 

After  sections  4964-5  insert  sanie  reference  as 
last  above. 

After  section  2040  insert,  "See  Gardner  vs. 
Walters,  Pamphlt.,  Sept.  term,  1881,  p.  6." 

After  section  3971  insert,  "  Chamberlin  &  Co., 
■vs.  Beck,  Gregg .&  Co.,  Pamphlt.,  Feb'y  term, 
JL882,  p.  4." 

After  section  3635  insert  same  reference  as  last 
above. 

After  section  4407  insert,  "See  Beal  vs. 
State,  Pamphlt.,  Feb'y,  1882,  p.  5." 

After  section  4050  insert,  "See  Fortson  vs. 
Maddox,  Pamphlt.,  Sept.  term,  1881,  p.  42." 

After  section  4549b  insert,  "See  Wilson  vs. 
State,  Pamphlt,,  Sept.  1881,  p.  52." 

Also,  Evans  vs.  Stale,  Pamphlt,,  Feb'y,  1882, 

p.  3. 

After  section  4272b  insert,  "  See  Kelly  vs.  Mc- 
Ghee,  adm'r,  et.  al,  Pamphlt.,  Sept.,  1881, 

p.  24." 

After  section  4272a  insert,  "See  S watts  vs. 
Spence,  adm'r,  Pamphlt,,  Feb'y,  1882,  p.  8." 

After  section  706  insprt,  "  See  Cox  vs.  E.  T.  & 
V.  R.  R  ,  Pamphlt.,  Feb'y,  1882,  p.  22." 

After  section  4272c  insert,  "See  65  Ga.,  210, 
and  Jackson  vs.  Chastain,  Pamphlt.,  Sept., 

1881." 

After  section  4272g  insert,  "  See  59  Ga.,  369." 
After  section  4272a  insert,  "See  59  Ga.,  878-9." 
After  section  3203  insert,  "See  Churchill  et  al. 

vs.  Walker,  Pamphlt.,  Feb'y,  1882,  p.  32." 
After  section  3392  insert,  "  See  German  Amer- 

ican Insurance  Co.  vs.  Davidson,  Pamphlt., 

Sept.,  1881,  p.  38." After  section  3446  insert,  "See  Langston,  ex'r., 
vs.  Marks.  Pamphlt.,  Feb'y,  1882,  p.  27." 

After  section  3490  insert,  "See  Reese,  for  use, 
etc..  vs.  Kirby,  Pamphlt.,  Feb'y,  1882,  p.  16." 

After  section  3494  insert,  "  See  Dixon  vs.  Ma- 
son, Pamphlt.,  Feb'y,  1882,  p.  26." 

After  section  3782  insert,  "See  Hughes  vs. 
Clark,  Pamphlt.,  Sept,  1881,  p.  37." 

After  section  3879  insert,  "See  McWilliams  vs. 
McWilliams,  Pamphlt..  Feb'y,  1882,  p.  15." 

After  section  4035  insert,  "See  Hillyer  vst 
Brogden,  Pamphlt.,  Sept.,  1881,  p.  40." 

After  section  1681  insert,  "See  Churchill  et  al. 
vs.  Walker  et  al..  Pamphlt.,  Feb'y,  1882,  p.  32." 

After  section  2461  insert,  "See  Reed,  guar- 
dian, vs.  Reed,  ex'r.,  Pamphlt,  Feb'y,  1882, 

p.. 35." 

After  section  2684  insert,  "  See  Chapman  vs. 
Floyd,  Pamphlt,  Feb'y,  1882,  p.  19." 

After  section  2916  insert.  "See  Harris  vs. 
Smith,  Pamphlt,  Feb'y,  1882,  p.  12." 

After  sections  2950  and  2944  insert,  "See  But- 
ler vs.  Moore,  exr.,  Pamphlt.,  Feb  v.  1882, 

p.  36." 

After  sections  2989  and  2991  insert,  "See 
Tharpevs.  Wray,  Pamphlt..  Feb'y  1882.pp.31-2." 

Also  after  sections  2947  and  4364  insert,  "See 
Tharpe  vs.  Wray,  Pamphlt.,  Feb'y  1^82,  p.  31.'' 

After  annotations  to  section  135  insert,  "See 

65  Ga.,  559." After  annotations  to  section  524  insert,  "See 

65  Ga.,  554-5." After  annotations  to  section  218  insert,  "See 

65  Ga.,  409." 
After  annotations  to  section  249  insert  "See 

65  Ga.,  22." 
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After  annotations  to  section  331  insert,  "See 

65  Ga.,  414." 
After  annotations  to  section  337  insert,  "See 

65  Ga.,  554." 
After  annotations  to  sections  563  insert,  "See 

65  Ga.,  554." 
After  annotations  to  sectien  10  insert,  "See 

65  Ga,,  253-4." 
After  annotations  to  section  476  insert,  "See 

65  Ga.,  174." 
After  annotations  to  section  1746  insert,  "See 

65  Ga.,  195." 
After  annotations  to  section  1951  insert,  "See 

65  Ga.,  322." 
After  annotations  to  section  1979  insert,  "See 

65  Ga.,  635." 
After  annotations  to  section  1890  insert,  "See 

65  Ga.,  669." 
After  annotations  to  section  1981  insert,  "See 

65  Ga,,  636." 
After  annotations  to  section  1967  insert,  "See 

65  Ga.,  115." 
After  annotations  to  section  2028  insert,  "See 

65  Ga.,  256." 
After  annotations  to  section  2029  insert,  "See 

65  Ga.,  256." 
After  annotations  to  section  2138  insert,  "See 

65  Ga.,  308." 
After  annotations  to  section  2140  insert,  "See 

65  Ga.,  308." After  annotations  to  sections  2151  and  2156  in- 

sert,  "See  65  Ga.,  359." 
After  annotations  to  section  2183  insert,  "See 

65  Ga.,  315." 
After  annotations  to  section  2327  insert,  "See 

65  Ga.,  730." 
After  annotations  to  section  2329  insert,  "See 

65  Ga.,  730." 
After  annotations  to  section  2328  insert,  "See 

65  Ga,  730." 
After  annotations  to  section  2656  insert,  "See 

65  Ga.,  706-7." 
After  annotations  to  section  2643  insert,  "See 

65  Ga.,  706-7." 
After  annotations  to  section  2681  insert,  "See 

65  Ga.,  402." 
After  annotations  to  section  2712  insert,  "See 

65  Ga.,  541." 
After  annotations  to  section  2740  insert,  'See 

65  Ga.,  505." 
After  annotations  to  section  2785  insert,  "See 

65  Ga.,  131." 
After  annotations  to  section  2934  insert,  "See 

65  Ga.,  50  51." 
After  annotations  to  section  2971  insert,  "See 

65  Ga.,  56." 
After  annotations  to  section  2972  insert,  "See 

65  Ga.,  375." 
After  annotations  to  section  3033  insert,  "See 

65  Ga.,  715." 
After  annotations  to  section  3079  insert,  "See 

65Ga„  243." 
After  annotations  to  section  3083  insert,  "See 

65Ga.,421." 
After  annotations  to  seetion  3087  insert,  "See 

65  Ga.,  421." 
After  annotations  to  section  3117  insert,  "See 

65  Ga.,  106." 
After  annotations  to  section  3129  insert,  "See 

65  Ga.,  34,  106." 
After  annotations  to  .section  3130  insert,  "See 

65  Ga.,  747." 
After  annotations  to  section  3146  insert,  "See 

65  Ga.,  692." 
After  annotations  to  section  8193  insert,  "See 

65  Ga,,  747." 
After  annotations  to  section  3213  insert,  '!See 

65  Ga,,  108." 

After  annotations  to  section  3335  insert,  "See- 

65  Ga.,  566." After  annotations  to  section  3367  insert,  "See 

65  Ga.,  738." After  annotations  to  section  3377  insert,  "See 

65  Ga..  420." After  an  notations  to  section  3382  insert,  "See- 

65  Ga.,  420." After  annotations  to  section  3449  insert,  "See 

65  Ga.,  93." After  annotations  to  section  3460  insert,  "See- 

65  Ga.,  558." After  annotations  to  section  3462  insert,  "See 

65  Ga.,  498." After  annotations  to  section  3479  insert,  "See 

65  Ga,,  704." After  annotations  to  section  3486  insert,  "See 

65  Ga.,  34." After  annotations  to  section  3531  insert,  "See 

65  Ga.,  98,336." 
After  annotations  to  section  3564  insert,  "See 

65  Ga.,  242." After  annotations  to  section  3577  insert,  "See 

65  Ga.,  91." lifter  annotations  to  section  3607  insert,  "See- 

65  Ga.,  246-7." After  annotations  to  section  3636  insert,  "See 

65  Ga.,  368." After  annotations  to  section  3639  insert,  "See 

65  Ga.,  244." After  annotations  to  section  3642  insert,  "See 

65  Ga,,  19,  340." 
After  annotations  to  section  3645  insert,  "See- 

65  Ga..  66." After  annotations  to  section  3654  insert,  "See- 

65  Ga.,  420." After  annotations  to  section  3664  insert,  "See- 

65  Ga.,  549-550." 
After  annotations  to  section  3671  insert,  "See 

65  Ga.,  47." After  annotations  to  section  3678  insert,  "See 

65  Ga.,  460." After  annotations  to  section  3719  insert,  "See 

65  Ga.,  59." After  annotations  to  section  3721  insert,  "See 

65  Ga,,  59." After  annotations  to  section  3863  insert,  "See 

65  Ga.,  331."       ' 
After  annotations  to  section  3932  insert,  "See 

65  Ga.,  679." After  annotations  to  section  3968  insert,  "See 

65  Ga,,  317." After  annotations  to  section  3973  insert,  "See 

65  Ga.,  317." After  annotations  to  section  3971  insert,  "See 

65  Ga.,  317." After  annotations  to  section  4284  insert,  "See 

65  Ga.,  409." After  annotations  to  section  4208  insert,  "See 

65  Ga..  253-4." After  annotations  to  section  4062  insert,  "See 

65  Ga.,  262." After  annotations  to  section  4067  insert,  "See 

65  Ga.,  754." After  annotations  to  section  4082  insert,  "See 

65  Ga.,  701-74." After  annotations  to  section  4141  insert,  "See 

65  Ga.,  558." After  annotations  to  section  4213  insert,  "See 

65  Ga.,  463-4." After  annotations  to  section  4733  insert,  "See 

65  Ga.,  200." After  annotations  to  section  4215-4217  insert,. 
"See  65  Ga.,  192." 

After  annotations  to  section  4221  insert,  "See 

65  Ga..  728." After  annotations  to  section  4250  insert,  "See 

65  Ga.,  119." 
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After  annotations  to  section  4252  insert,  "See 
65  Ga.,  191." 

After  article  6th,  section  16,  paragraph  3  of 
Georgia  Constitution,  insert  "See  65  Ga.,  396-7. 
And  after  section  18,  paragraph  2,  of  same  arti- 

cle, insert,  "  See  64  Ga.,  552." 
After  article  9th,  section  5,  paragraph  1,  of 

Constitution,  add,  "See  65  Ga.,  676,  as '  to 
waiver." 

After  article  9th,  section  3,  paragraph  1,  and 
also  after  article  6'h,  section  19,  paragraph  1,  in- 

sert, "See  Conley  vs.  J'oole,  Pamphlt.,  Sept. 
Term,  1881,  p.  46." 

In  the  general  note  which  follows  section  2039c 
and  in  that  part  of  the  note  which  is  between 
the  black  letter  words  "labor"  and  "land,"  for 
"61  Ga.  617,"  read  "60  Ga.,  617." 
On  page  820,  in  note  to  section  3258,  the  blank 

should  be  filled  with  "2  Smith's  Leading  Cases." The  blank  on  page  1050  in  the  general  note 

should  be  filled  with,  "10  Otto." 
In  section  •  2434,  section  2458  should  read, 

"2493." 
See  page  677.  On  first  line  to  annotations  to 

section  2714,  strike  out  the  tenth  word  "no"  and 
substitute  the  word,  "an,"  therefor. 
On  page  971.  Fifth  line  and  ninth  word  to 

annotations  to  section  3748,  strike  out  the  word 
"excuse,"  and  substitute  in  place  of  it,  the  word 
"exclude." 
On  page  451.  General  notes  after  section 

1943,  should  be  "general  note  on  partnership," in  the  first  line  of  said  note  strike  out  the  word 
"limited." 

On  page  680.  In  first  line  annotations  of  Geor- 
gia reports  to  section  2729,  between  the  12th  and 

13th  word  of  said  line,  insert  "for." 
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